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Aberdeen, Md., see Government Proving
Uround.

Abrams, Prof. D. A., on effect of hydrated
iinid on concrete strength. . . .55, (L. H.
Hart and D. A. Abrams) letters 1295

Abrams, Prof. D. A. tests of stored cement, el
Abutment, concrete, of thin walls tied by

diaphragm *6G1

.\Ct'IUENTS
Blasting, steam shovel sparks cause pre-

mature blasts hl249
Boston molasses tank, see Boston.
Building collapse. New York City, in re-

building elll3, n*1155
Construction, standard method of re-

cording n721. *845
Derrick, erection, falls with steel frame-
work of school, Indianapolis •1294

Due to neglect of safety orders 1056
Molasses tank, see Boston.
PittsDurgh earth slide, Bigelow Boule-

vard .nl058, (M. R. Schaifi) el007, *1076
Score board record reduces industrial

accidents h*1250
Ship bursts British dock gates n95
x'oledo, Oliio, collapse of basin wall and

roof e532, '537
Topeka. wall of store sUdes into ex-

cavation nllll
Traiisiormer explosion kills 12 n914
Truck, taking advantage of 1248
Wachusett turbine case blowout repeated '74

Accounting for water-works utiUties 1026
Accounting system, simple, for engineer-

ing office (G. N. Pfeiffer) *164
Acetol. gasoline substitute 924
Acid process for sewage treatment, see Sew-

age Treatment.
Activated-sludge, see Sewage Treatment, Ac-

tivated Sludge.
Adams R. M., on removal of vegetation,
Twin Falls canals '319

Adams, T., on industrial decentralization
as cause for regional planning 31

Adding machine aids in computing mass
curve ordinates (R. T. Brown) •1172

Advertisements, proposal, see Contracts, Ad-
vertisements.

Advertising, window display advertises en-
gineering 490

Aerial cable tramway, long, in Northern
Andes 177

AERONAUTICS
Airplane, mail, makes Cleveland-Mineola

record elOO.")

Airplanes may be used to map Texas-
Oklahoma boundary n238

Commercial aviation progress e078
Dallas aerial photo map 602
Forest fire control, airplane effective in. .1291
Maps, air. tested at Washington n331
Photographs from airplanes, superposed,

reveal changes in configuration. .409,
(S. H. Grauton) letter 670

Railroad. Philippines, located by air-

plane 59.3
Safety code work under way nSlO
Surveying from the air (Col. E. Lester

Jones) •1184
Tests of metal struts and beams for

airplanes 112
Aggregate, see Concrete, Aggregate
Air, compressed, see Compressed Air.
Air bell carries bridge pier foundation to

rock (W. M. Ray) h^379
Airplanes. Balloons etc., see Aeronautics.
Akron. Ohio, topographic survey, rapid

progress (R. H. Randall) 150. (H.
Gerharz) letter 473

Alaska. Susitna River bridge built in win-
ter nl299

Alaska Ry. cost per mile 249
Influenza halts work 342

Page
Alaskit Road Commission reorganized. .. .n025
Aiui-bd, J. K., on commuii beiiiie and euKi-

neering al8, (H. kl. ilorlonj . .leller 320
Alui'icti, Li., Sonoma County, Uul., ciigiu<M:r

ueieated, atah rusigud ii913
Alexandi-ia County, Va., baiiitary district

created n45
Algae cause odors, Monona liake, ik'adison,
W IS 907

Aiitins, v., Jr.. on stream bed eulargementa,
Kansas '882

AUeiitown, Pa., public comfort station with
unusual euuipmeut •1145

Allied machinery smoker. New York u9U6
Aii-Americaii canal sui-yey, Imperial Val-

ley, begun n028
Alley pavement increased by mechanical

loading h-2aa, e289
Alley paving plants, mobile ^283, c;id9
Alloa, Scotland, bridge Uamaged by de-

sti-oyer 005
Aliou U.K., see Chicago & Alton.
Alum, filter, see Water Treatment, Filters.
Alvord tank, see Sewage Treatment.
Amalgamated Sugar Co., Ogdcn, Utah, Mo-

bile lower chuliiig plant h'330
America, Central and South, timbers and

railway tie supply (A. W. Buelj..ll39, 1141
American on Australian rail.vay gage com-

mission n020
Anier. Academy of Social and Political

Science, Annals, industrial symposium,
au el017

AMER. ASSN. OF ENGINEERS
Activities. .n40, nl91, n287, n432, n626, n819
Auiuiis louiiUer society members without

references n481
And on i'ederation ii>j2 i

isaltimore Chapter plans home n»i9
JBoard of Directors' quarterly meeting. . ny4
Boston Chapter gets increase for state

highway engineers nl87
BuUOing, trustees investigate purchase

of n575
Butte Chapter arranges window display

to advertise engineering 490
Chapters, new financial basis n235
Chapters plan clubhouses n8i9
Chicago Chapter says city's engineering

service is threatened by dismissal of
engineers n334, n383
To be represented at Paa-Pacific Scien-

tific Congress by Miss King n238
Cleveland chapter otucers ^^^h
Committee on fees and services, report. 1266
Conference on employment and educa-

tion nSlS, nll09
Engineers, new definition of, presented

to I. C. C u770, nll08
Dues, increased, referendum on n025
Employment service, free, national con- ^

ventiou sponsored by A. A. E nb2b
Executive Committee urges engineer lor

International Commission .nl91
Honolulu Chapter organized nl91
Industrial Department fonned nl44
MLnibership, 20,000 n284
New York Chapter holds nonparUsan

political meeting .n913
Program favored by Presidential candi-

dates "<'2 I

Publicity contest ,.•••• •n-io'^

Publicity Service distributes editorial _
^

praising engineers (C. B. Smith) . letti'r .j;^.)

San Francisco Chapter recommendations
on state engineers ' „ , A

St. Louis Chapter plans home. ........ n819
Trustees investigate purchase of build- _

ing ............. no
.

>

Twin City Chapter members join educa-

tional classes ..,'^,
ill o*iirlw n\tv nrnblems n<i.> ^

Pms
Am.;r. Railway Brid«e and Buiidins Awn.

ueelluK •,•••. ;•, '
' '

Amer. Railway Eng.net-nnjf Ansn. direclors

metl L- • V • " *

StanJard pra/.tice u» railway work, adop-

lion oJ *^'^- •*»

American Road Uuilder* Aasociation annual
meelHiif nKW^- °\^}.%

Ottictra A- - -nl"l^

Amer. KoWing Co.. MicJdlelown. Coim..

salty methods in building rron-ftmction. .ni».i-i

Amer. Soc. lor Mimic. Ini, " "'

venlioii program
Am. Soc. for Testing Male-

report of conimilU* r<Ji

Forecast ol new activity

eon-
74. n814
lion.

12
el

Standards adopted »«>/*

A.MER, SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
AmendmenlH, see Constitution. Amend-

ments. „ . „„
And Federated Amer. Engineering^ So-

cieties, see Federated American r.nin-

neenng Societies. Am. Soc. C. E. and
Federation. ,r- a wn

Annual conference, plea lor (G. »• 7"-
liamsl ^^yok% '

Annual meeting • • •
"tS^'-i

Bridge committee *DOCiz:ted
\r^K

CancUdatea ,• • • ," .• *
'

"

'vAnii
Committees to study external relations^looo

Constitution, proposed amendments. e437\

(G. S. WULams) J^l^^ 27--
Defeated . . .e-2o. n,|..

Discussed by Chicago members nO-o

Favored by Philadelphia no^'.

Lack of co-ordination ..........••• e^O"*

New amendments suggested by signers

of -appeal" • • "Jfl
Seven mor proposed

,• ;; " • --A" V„'rf nt-^
Urged by Pres. Davis, .letter oiO. and no. -4

Vote canvassed ni a'o
Convention prosrram . "^^o
Convention. Portland. Ore ll\

Davis. Pres.. address *"*"»

Reconstruction of society at conven-

tion el94. n2Jo. n--t^

Discusses destruction of High Bridge,

New York • • •

-.ll^^^'"
Ethics code of society cooperates with

A ^ Itf E ex—*><

New' York Section considers dvic atib-

jects 0-0
Discusses city's Port Problem...... nl-->3

Discusses rapid transit m New Torlc.nlOo.l

New spirit at meetings (F. LavisK^^^
^^^^

To di.scuss freight distribution n770

Nominations •;- l^^jj'
°

'

"

Nominations for office, opposition candi-^^^_

Phira.*^" section' for' 'federation JJ^fiS

Protests changed meeting. . . ^^X\
Presidential address A. P. Davis
Proceedings curtailed • • • ,•,:;•'"
I'roceediiigs. what wUl society do with.

eT74. iLieut. W. A. Callaway) . .letter 1101

Reconstruction and
^^l^P^'^^^l^^/^li\-o'Z3

Reverses action on discontinuance ol En-

gineering Council . ;,• • • •
; "^"^

Waits engineer on Commerce Commis-
^_^

sion

AMER. SOCIETY OF MECBL\Nia\L
ENGINEERS .^_

n4r

Animal meoling

Will study city problems

Amer. Assn. ol Port Authorities conven-

tion n431. n720
Amer. 'Assn. of State Highway officials to

meet n671. n807, nl2ol
Supports 'Federal-aid bill • • • • •••. "'>>''*

Amer. Bankers' Assn. mdorses Federal aid

highways nji-*

Amer. Chemical Soc. decUnes to affiliate
_^_^

with Federation ""^-i
Fall meeting V j- ' •. j

Amer Engineering Council, see Federated

American Engineering Societies.

Amer. Engineering Standards Committee
elects officers "ii'i';
Safety codes work • • "f.i"

American Falls Dam, proposed progress on. >.>!»

Amer. Fedtrati. n of Labor aid engin(>eiJ elOl ,

Ousts radicals ;•.••••.;•••••• ^^^

Amer. Institute of Consulting Engineers

Committee on Relations condemns North
Tonawanda, N. Y., for iniprofessional^__^^_^

Amer.'^ Inst."
"

ol Elec.' Engineers joins Fed-

Re'pnisenta'ti'v'e's on"Am'er. 'Engineering

Council appointctl • . .- • • -"I'V,
American personnel for merchant marine.. »0.{

Amer. Public Health Assn. convention nO-.^

Studies Government organiz.ition. . . . . .
i-n

Amer Ry. Assn. committee on automatic

train control "''*' ^

news notes : n.
'Illustrated; e, editorials; h. hints;

To discuss transportation . - - - .„
"*"-^'

Et.-.cs. code of. proposed by committee
^^^_^^

chairman •• l;,,^
Ethics code of society cooperates with ^

Am. Soc. C. E -. • *„',<;
Material Handling Section formed ^n^^si

Suggestions asked ol members .
..... n Joo

Reprt-sentatives on American Enginot^r- ^ ^

ing Council appointed - • -\X7,\
Will discuss transportation n81S» "''"

Amer Soo ol Milit.iry Engineers, emblem.. '238

New York Post discusses Army rcorpani-^^^^^

N.^w' York' Post 'drive for" nuOTb^r'ship: .nO.r?

Orsranized .••.••.:. „ot',T
To attend CCd Regiment review n.«..|

To meet ^,039

An?'-r"s^o; 'ol' 'wbme'n 'A^hitecl^ and En-
^^^

"ineer^ '

\nvr Train Dispatchers' Assn. recom-

mendations to aid traffic ew,.

a:»ier. water works .\ssn.

Canadi.nn Section lormed. • • • "^ *

Convention abstracts ol papers, presi-

dential .address, election, etc /^
S;^vi'n se»nions • * '

Standanlization council ^'

rnited .action (C. E. Davis) !»

Amer. \\'hole.<;.ale Lumber Assn. protesU de- __
niurrage i>on.alty . • ,• • • ; '

• "^
Americans underbid by Germans lor loco-

motives ,•••;•••,
Anaconda Copper Co.. engineers work....

1032. (W. C. Capron) letter, with edi-

torial comment. 129S

abstraots

10S3
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Anchor bolls, see Bolts, anchor
Andti streams. Hood-proof bridges lor (D

ti. Coombs) ^ *llfi7

'*"uuf%n*'/ ,

\"'^''- A'-ademy ' of ' Political

Ann ,nnlU L!"iS"'-"''',
'"dustrial symposium.elOl?Annapolis,, see Naval Academy.

Ants, white, damage books (T. E. Snyder)
letter '373

APPUANCES
Asphalt cut by device made with buggywheel (WF. Reichardt) h'523
'*L^f"''f A- ^^''V- ^'""^ °"1 steam-shovel
parts (A. H. Lynch) h*124<)

Bolts, anchor, device for setting ('J
.

" H '

Hawkins) * ^"' ^'ilaS
nvn'r^'i®

P'P®- '^^'•'^^^ ^or handling.'.'. .h'813Drill sharpener. Sullivan n578Elevator, portable, cleans sand catcherban Francisco '*493
Gate lock and gage, combined.' .'

.'.'.'"
^1*144

grab, four-point, for handling rocks.' h '476Hitch, rolhng, for unloading pipe. . . h'534Kink remover from wire rope. . . h"233
^ut^^^''^°'''""^^i}y '°°' ^o'' tightening: h*813

rock
™°^^'''''^' used for scaling

iDrfni'°*fn'„'"i^
hori'z'ontal' 'a'n'd' 'v'eltical'nlf

4

Co k)
'^^ """"^

*'''• *^-

Arches concrete, fals'eWo'rk' 'su'p'p'o'rted 'by*'^'^"overhead truss (R. W. Stewart) . . *495

EvSin!*H'^''/°S^ °^' "° general... '.el006
*..\amining boards have council .... nlllOLicensing, Ohio bill, proposed . .

' '

n&l''Minnesota join engineers in federat'ion
.'

.' n43Women organize national society... nl90Argentina, highways, good loads campaign
to be started n'S"-

Irrigation at Mendoza (S T Heiirvi
' ' ' '

*-tK'iArizona highways, engineers name five com'-missioners nl40A-kansas engineers, Ucensing law urged n-'SfiHighways, incompetent engineers for.' .' .' nSsGxTactice pi nr.i! 1 non
Arlington Sanitary District, "va. "' created n45

Zt''°,"^-
^- ^- °" ^'^ctric and stelm lo-comotives 353 „g,,.,

ARMY, tJ. S.

Coast defense and regimental command-
ers, superior, to retain commands n43"Construction Division:

••."to,.

Pape
Assn. of Amer. Steel Mfrs. adopts new

weight standards n38.f
Assn. of Chinese and Amer. Engineers,

journal 1301
Astoria, Ore., marine railway not yet com-

pleted (C. O. Crisman) letter 436
Atchafalaya Bay, Gulf of Me.xico, pontoon

pipe hue for dredging witlislands seas h*378
Atchafalaya River and Mississippi River

separating nIOtU
Atkins, Iowa, railway water supply (F D

Yeaton) e435, '463, correction 788
Atlantic City, N. J., well points used in

excavating for hotel (F. P. Kemon) .... 'SOO
Auberry. Cal., see San Joaouin Light &
Power Corp.

Austin Co.. hospital at Buffalo, N. Y h*186
Austi-alia, engineer jubilee 1293
Australia, first modern grain elevator. . •114
New South Wales railvvav work .... 1246
Railway gage problem 255, n(>26,

American on commission, n()2(i
Railway motor car service .... 843
South, see South Australia.

Austrian engineers to receive American food
drafts nSlf)

Pagro
Big Pour ' Ry.. see Cleve.. Cin.. Chic & St
L. Ry.

Billboards, wind loads on (R. Fleming) . .e40 K6
Binckley, G. S., on art in structures.. I'o'M
Birkenhead, Eng.. floating jib crane, 200-ton

capacity jqo
Birmingham, Eng., refuse-disposal plant (E

J. Mehren) '

3,10
Bishop. H. K.. chief engineer Ind'iaiia "high-way commission resigns n627, removed e077
Bismarck, N. D.-Mandan bridge, deep piers

for 203
N. D., Missouri River highway bridge to

be built nl87
Bitter Root Water Co. claims to be uiiiity 405Black, Gen. W. M., on writing engineerine-

reports " q.-,
Blasting, cement gravel broken up 'with d'v-

namite (F. W. Wilson) ^ „r,oQ
Blasting, liquid oxygen, utility of.. li»7iilastmg out broken post stumps ' " ' "

iHfj
masting, steam shovel sparks cause 'pre-

'

mature blasts hl''40
Blasting, tamping holes in quarry' woi-k! !

'. nl8(iB'eckmann. T.. on self-checking string poly-
•880Automobile fataUties in 1919.' .'.'.".'

1197 t!„^?.!} f ..'
-ir'

' ' ; ' ' '

i tAA • • :

^-rr:.*^:_^.,on Simple system of indexing
'"'

"""tour^c, yo,-'V*x°s"^rvfce"men°"\""^'"^*"-'"^ 753Board of Review justifies war construction
methods e")79 590Board of Surveys and Maps, advisory coun-

cil organized „xqj_

notes and plans i5r,
Axle, bent, of railroad steam '

sliovel
straightened in place (M. Cillev) .... h*718

Ayres, Q. C. on crushing strength of
Southern pine at angles to grain. . e629
•653, (H. D. Dewell) letter 811. (Q. c'
Ayres) letter 958. (R. R. Martel) letter •SSg

B

Bacteria, water, mailing case fOH
Baker. C. W., retirement from journalism
D ;,-;•% e436, n*479Baker D. J., on relining leaky park lake
with gunite 41 q

Balloons, see Aeronautics.
Baltimore port development policy el257 1'793
Baltimore votes on $51 000,000 for ini-
provements n383. n866Baltimore Engiiieers' Club reorganizing. .nl254

Baltimore & Ohio bridge at Pittsburgh
heavy spans rolled and jacked

Tw^^v, • , /?^*' correction 1045. nl255
Mechanical coal trimmers for ships at

Curtis Bay, Md. (P. G. Lang. Jr ) ^412

Committees on highway miips ' and" 'co-
ordination report . . 1089

Bolts, anchor, device for setting '( j! H.' Saw-
kins)

Bond issues for public' 'worits' approved
e917, n960, e967, nlOll, elOlS, nll08

h^ll53

Becomes part of Quartermaster Corps nl88 Bankers indorse Federal-aid highways!
"

'n914Carson, Brig. Gen. J. M., heads.. .' n432
v,„„.„. ^ . ., ^^ • .

xt

Heads not changed . . n9^i
Military vs. civil control' 'of co'nst'ru'c'-

tion in war time .... 19^0
Projects ^SVj;
Rehabihtating cantonments .'

.'

nfi2r>War construction methods justified bv
t'^'^hIh) °1239''^'^^' •'^'^- ^^^^- ^

Bar bender, heavy, from old steam shovel
parts fA. H. Lynch) h^l?49Barber Asphalt Co. plant, Maurer/ n" J '

"

burns "n673Barge Canal. New York State. see'Caiial's'
'

Barges, speed increased by adjustable pro
France

Barnes. F. E '851

Whiteside. Lieut. Col. W. W., tempor-
ary head „ioq

?w
p°f Engineers and 'public '

w'o'rks
( i'

.
C. bhenehon) letter ini^R

Chief reports on work ..:..: „iio7
r»^^V'^r/T'"^'"'"''- assistant to, 'Brig.Gen. H. Taylor named n*180Notes from.

. n386. n.'J33. n478. n527.nll59
Officers commissioned .... n77i
Students at M. I. T ^^7"Engineer commissions sougii't '.'.'..'. n626

ipii itViiiiiV^'iiifio„T:"-- -'•"iii<^'^eers'^^ Reserve Corps needs engineer '

ports.^'^utiiizing' ....:.:..;
''Ih2?

Quartermaster Corps projects n7°nWants $20,700,000 for construction .nlSOORailroad regiment authorized .. nl300Regimental and coast defense cominand
ers. supenor, to retain commands n43'^Reorganization discussed bv Military En- '

gineers ^
n913

Art in structiires, what is?. .e531, •Vsg (VC. Trautwine, Jr.) letter 619. (R Her-'ing) leter 670, (N. H. Holmes and S SMcKay) letters 810, (6 E Dormnni lot'
*«'• 1«06.^ (G. S. Binckley)' lO™"" F HFrankland )- letter l-- 04

(p".
Ashtabula, Ohio, retains charter . . nlOl"A.sphalt cut by device made with buggywheel (W, P. Reichardt) ii^5o-{

costs
^^^^ ^" England lowers paving

^Ta'ken'
°'^'^''°'»a.' 'dev'eiopmcnt under-

^^^

Paving see 'Highways,' Asph'ait.
"""^'^'^

Production in U. S. 1 r.-Aspirators for water ozoniiation "

plants '

' 908
Associa^ted Engineering Societies of Pitts-burgh under consideration nl254
ASSOCIATED GENKRAT, CONTRACTORS

Brig. Gen. R. C. Marshall, Jr., becomesmanager n.iar-
Convention dates .... nSf

7

'"'sX'dita''"'' °' owning; associaUon
i3Sl

T„^„i.A—T ,
"".'Ticinju uu vvHsnington

. r

C?[
Lockwood inquiry. New York

NeTS ^^^^^^'-S'^^^^^^^?' • "niso
provisions'"'^.''.''.''":^"'.

^'""""^"^'^
'"°"*'-'^'^%o<,

Recommend rental schedule . .

' '

'el''''57' 'l9S«Seek views of Presidential candidates onconstruction nrn^
Urge construction needs .'.'.'.'.'.'

.'
.' .' ,'

' '

[r,9.^i^
Associated Pennsylvania

tractors

en curves of building cost
increases used in valuation work •70"

Base, rectangular, doubly eccentric load
pressure on (M. G. Findley) . . ^494

Bassett, W. A on repaying in cities . . e53i 534
iiathing beaches and ocean sewage disposal

(L. Perry) ,„.(,
Battery storage, for sewer work •24q
Bayfield Wis., asphalt cut by device 'madewith buggy wheel (W. P. Reichardt) . . .h»523Beaches bathing, and sewage disposal (L^'"'y *640

BEAMS
Concrete stress limits, simple formulas

for (C. E. Sharp, Jr.) letter 850Horizontal, reactions and bending mo-
'PrS"% determined by string polygon
(1. Bleckmann) .... •SSOI-beams, new weight standards." '.'.'.

n383Vs trusses for pier shed. Panama (L' c'-.Jordan and G. W. True) letters'375Weight standards, new. for I-beams and
channels adopted by mills n383

Bearing capacity of rock, testing by leverage
loading machine .... *417

Bearing-plate formulas disagree (R w'Sow-
'i'^^'n-'

•

•/w'^*T'^''-h
with editorial comment.llOo, (W. J. Fuston) letter 1298

Beatrice. Nev., old brick pavement resur-faced with asphaltic concrete (R MGreen and J. L. Hershey) ' .qno
Becker. S V on how to check a drawing" II71Belgium, highways ....

<»wiii„ li/i

Recovery from war (E. J. Meii"ren) *4oS

usef° "^
Dam. precast revetment blo'ci^s

^^'^'e^Isle briilge.' Detroit,' see 'Bridges, ' Belle
*"''

^"nnd'^fiH^.-^- °," deferrization, softeningand filtration plant .... .rqBensalem Ave., bridge, Philadelphia .'."e53'l' •5.59
(J. C. Trautwine. Jr.) letter 619 ^rHenng) letter 670 (N. H.'^Holmes aTciS S. Kay) letters 810. (G. E DormanV
letter 1006 (G. S. Binckley) 1034 "fH. Frankland) letter 1104

In^s'^'Ni^- ^- °" ^^'^"^ °f turbine set-ings, Niagara p.^on •;;eo

''hnTiH-
^- J'- "," "nderpinning" 'concrete

T,±"r*^'"^ ^l jacketing columns . . .noq

CrsVietter^'^llo'l^' ^°^^^- "^^^ ^-
Besson, Maj. F. S.,

Highway Con
. n284

^ District- Of Cofumbia
'^'''^^'

'^"""^^So-^

^
°"

HiJf^f^^^iib^*"'""^"'^" -«'- '^i- '':
Bi^ Eddy Dam, Span-sh' River.'o'nt"..' build'- "

^403
•Illu.strated

; e. editorials; h

.nl306

hints; n, news notes; a, abstracts

Coal Iron and War" (Eckel)... ioo4Design of Highway Bridges" (Ketchum)'
review by W. R. Marden 100"

Drainage Engineering" (Murphy) . .
'

' ' 370
Dredging Engineering" (Simon), review"by P. J. McAuliffe co6

"Earth Work and Its Cost" (Gi'lle'tte)"

.
;)67. (H. P. Gillette) letter 1001

^ii'''''yi^*''°"'
«'edit for authorship (AM Shaw and A. B. McDaiiicl) . .letters 805

Fill ther Incidents in Mining Engineer's
Life (McCarthy) ggy"Helping Men Own Farms" (Mead) '.'.'.'.'

808Highways Green Book".. 370"Housing Problem" (Clarke) ...'.." 370
India. Water -Power of (Barlow arid

Meares) 1004
"Industri,il Housing" (Knowles) .'conden-

sation of chapter 748, review 807
Irrigation Pocket Book" (Buckley) 1201Joke About Housing" (Whitaker) . 370Journal of the Assn. of Chinese aridAmer. Engineers" l^ni

"'Making of Herbert Hoover"" (Laiiej !" "l201Mathematics for Engineers (Rose) re-view by C. M. Saville r,68
New Industrial Unrest" (Baker) .'.'.'..'. 132

,

Nile Control" (MacDonald) 132Non -Technical Chats on Iron and Steel'"'
(Spring) 233"Organized Labor in American "History'"'
(Carlton) J30"Personnel Administration'"'

" "("Tea'd" arid
Metcalf) oQg

"Preliminary Report of" "Water-Power" of
India (Barlow and Meares) .... 1004

Researches on Theory of Centrifugal
Purnp Impellers (Miyagi) review by
R. E. Horton 130

"Special Plumbing Board, Ma"ss." "Health
Board, Report" go8"Standard Specification for Steel"

"

Rail-way Bridges" 1199
Structural Steel Work" (Beck), reviewby R. Fleming 568, (P. L. Pratlev
letter 1000, (H. R. White and K Gol
frey) letters 1198

Talcott. Capt. A., memoirs 805lopographic maps and sketch mapping"
,

(Fmeh) review by H. J. Hughes . 131runnelbau, Vorarbe=ten," etc. (Brandauand others) . . . 1003"Turnpikes of New England""" "("Woodi— 371
Vorarbeiten, etc., Tunnelbau," (Bran-

^
dau and others) 1003Water Resources" (Newell) !.':"."!!.'.'.' ." 371

Books and journals, technical, growth '. 131Technical. British and American (P. L.
Pratley)

. ^^^^^ iqOOMakeup of (R. Fleming) 369tioom attachment for pile drivers (C WGeiger) n»^10Boring machine n«772
Borers, marine, see Teredos
Borrow pit for levee forms drainage canal. 465Boston garbage and refuse disposal con-

tract given up nl299Molasses tank cases on "trial."
"

"etc..n381, n674. 691, e725. (G. Roe) letter •909
Water supply, wooden mains 130 years

Old 179Loss of head in 13-in. gate in 16-in
pipe line (T. E. Lally) 608. (W S.
Pardoe and T. E. Lally) letters 1007

Wachusett turbine case blowout re-
peated .74

Bowl." Yale, see Yale "Bowl".'"'Rowman, A. A., sought nl253
"Brad?orH'^?'^f^' r'V''^^^lo R. E. Horton. ! .n574Hradlord. tank steamship repaired by use

01 caisson. , , 1 1 11

^''?inn' ^•,^-
•'"'^J^-

"W^' Sherman." "onopera-
w,n^ 11""^,;'"^^°" °" '"li" supply pipe.

l^Ml^c'^pk ^^- =^''''*1- '«• S. Binckley)
letter 669. (G. E. Hill) letter

i nek ley)
•802
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Breed, H. E., on use of steel reinforce-

ment for concrete roads el209. 1231
Breteuil E., receives Nobel iirize for phys-

ics nl060
Brick, interlocking building n*144

Sand-lime, production 596
Pavement, see Highways, Brick.
Vitrified, production 4.57

Brick wall torn down with dynamite.
hll06 (W. D. Meyer) letter 1203

BRIDGES
Alaskan, large, built in winter nl299
Allegheny River, Herr's Island, pier foun-

dation carried to rock by air bell (W.
M. Ray) n»379

Am. Soc. C. E. appoints committee on
design and construction nl253

Andes, flood-proof bridges for (D. G.
Coombs) *11«7

Bascule, Chicago, see Bridges. Chicago.
Bascule. Strauss patent. Chicago settles

suit n769, nll58
Belle Isle, Detroit, bids rejected nl015

Contract readvertised "?i*^
Designs proposed •237
Plans adopted "oo^
Prospects bright n*237

Bensalem Ave.. Philadelphia—essay in

ornamentation e531. *o59
(J. C. Trautwine. Jr.) letter 619;
(R. Hering) letter 670; (N. H.
Holmes and S. S. McKay) letters

810; (G. E. Dorman) letter lOOfi;

(G. S. Binckley) 1024; (P. H. Prank-
land) letter 1104. ^^„

Bismarck. N. D.-Mandan. deep piers for. 203
Camden, see Bridges, Philadelphia-Camden.
Cantilever, three-span, of remforced con-

crete, with suspended steel span, for
China 620

Chamberlain. S. D.. see Bridges, Mis-
souri River.

Cihcago bascule patent suit, see Bridges, Chi-
cago

Chicago River bascule, design and opera-
tion (H. E. Young) .. *508. correction 704
In "movies" n236

China, large to be replaced 1123. nll67
Remarkable bridge proposed 620

Concrete. Georgetown Bridge built by
Army engineers *970

Construction and design. Am. Soc. C.

E. committee on nl253
Damaged by destroyer 605
Delaware River, see Bridges. Philadel-

phia-Camden.
Design and construction. Am. Soc. C.

E. committee on nl253
Design, gusset plate neglected (Maj. W.

M. Wilson) e241. *259
Design, simplicity in. see Bridges, Bensa-

lem Ave., Philadelphia,
Detroit-Windsor, see Bridges, Belle Isle.

Draw span, pontoon drawbridge and tem-
porary girder swingpan, Chamberlin,
S. D '271

Efficiency, increasing (Prof. J. I. Parcel
and G. A. Maney) elll5. 'llie

Flood-proof, for Andes (D. G. Coombs) •1167
Floor with steel ties bedded in concrete. •468
Floors, plank, bituminous surface for

(M. W. Torkelson) •1279
Forth River, Alloa, Scotland, damaged by

destroyer 605
Foundations, pits excavated by dragline

(C. H. Paul) h'1154
Georgetown. D. C. Army engineers build. ^970
Gulf Coast, may be rebuilt nl207
Gusset plate, neglected (Maj. W. M.

Wilson) e241. •259
High Bridge. New York City, suggested

plan for i-econstructing. . .el93. *202. n285
Highway

:

Abutment, concrete, of thin walls tied
by diaphragm ^661

And motor trucks e386
Approach spans compared with high

abutments (M. F. Torkelson) •466
Bismarck, N. D.-Mandan, deep piers for 203
"Design of" (Ketchum). book review 1002
Failure under motor trucks e386
.Field for expsriment. effect of motor

truck impact on e485. (C. J. Ben-
nett) letter 670. (M. W. Torkelson)
letter 717. (J. H. Ames and H. E.
Warrington) letters •SI 2. (T. H.
MacDonald) letter 857, (J. E. Kirk-
ham) letter 957

Floors, bituminous surfacing for plank
floors (M. W. Torkelson) ^1279

Georgetown Bridge built by Army engi-
neers *970

Iron. 60-year-old in New Jersey village
(R. Fleming) ^925

Missouri River, at Bismarck, N. D.. to
be built nl87

New Jersey, large bond issues asked for
work n767

Rural road and bridge expenditures . . 1128
Twenty-four ton truck standard. Wayne

Co.. Mich 1192. el210
Wisconsin doing much work 990

Honduras, erection (W. T. Penney) ^39
Hudson River, proposed (G. Lindenthal)al246
Indianapolis, weak, rebuilding recom-
mended n382

Iron, 60-year old. in New Jersey village
(R. Fleming) ^25

Kenova. secondary stresses measured
fProfs. J. I. Parcel and G. A. Many)

elll5, *1116
Key. Washington, D. C. second span

placed n915
London. Eng.. Southwark Bridge recon-

.itruotion 121

I'agH

Mississippi River, above New Orleans.
land purchased for approaches n814

Missouri River. BiBmarck, N. D., see
Bridges, Highway, liL-imarck

Missouri River, Ch;imbcil;iiii, S. D.. pon-
toon drawbridge and temporary girder
swiiigspan •271
Highway, at Bismarck, N. D.. to be

built nl87
Mohawk River, see Sehenectafly. N. Y.
Montreal, plan considered n065
Nemadji River, Wis,, pier and approach

span construction (M. F. Torkelson) .. '400
New Orleans. land purchased for

approaches n814
Ohio River, at Evansville, Ind., Federal

aid sought nl013
Patent suit, Strauss Co. vs. Chicago.

settled pTeU. 1158
Philadelphia-Camden, bidding on p«'elim-

inary survey n383
Board of engineers to report on . n674, e677
Bond issue carried. e917. n9G0. el018. nl060
City appropriation for preliminaries. .n334
Engineers appointed nll08
Progress on project ii45
Studies make progress nll08
Why do not business men build? e870

Pier foundation carried to rock by air
bell (W. M. Ray) h'379

Piers, deep, for Mi.ssouri River bridge. . . 203
Pittsburgh, see Bridges. Railway.
Pontoon drawbridge and temporary girder

swingspan '271
Quebec, collapse, dirty automobile and

(T. Carpenter) letter 1203
Railway

:

Builders meet n915
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Cham-

berlain. S. D., see Bridges. Mi.ssouri
River

Efficiency increasing (Profs. J. I. Par-
cel and G. A. Maney) elllS. •lllS

Floor with steel ties bedded in con-
crete ^468

Gulf Coast may be rebuilt nl207
Impact factors for deadload ratio; a

new formula (W. T. Everall) letter ^474
Impact study, coming activity in e533
Reconstruction. B. & O.. at Pittsburgh,

heavy spans rolled and jacked. . . .

•904, correction 1045. nl255
"Standard Specification for Steel Rail-
way Bridges." book review 1199

Stresses, secondary, measured in Ken-
ova Bridge (Prof. J. I. Parcel and
G. A. Maney) elll5. •1116

Riveted joints, detail design of trusses
(Maj. W. M. Wilson) e241, ^259

Salt River completed 1176
Schenectady, N. Y.. foundation and pier

contract let n238
Southwark. London. Eng.. reconstruction 121
St. Lawrence, at Montreal, plan con-

sidered n965
Steel, stress measurements el019
Susitna River, Alaska, built in winter. nl299
Swingspan. see Bridges, Draw Span
Trusses, detail design of riveted joints

(Maj. W. M. Wilson) e241. ^259
Victoria, at Montreal, fire damage to floor

qiiickly repaired n481
Williamsburg. New York, fire 2.50, n5;84
Windsor-Detroit, see Bridges, Belle Isle

Bridgewater project, see Western Carolina
Power Co.

Brightwood. Pa., coal and water station.

P. & L. E. R.R '107
Brinckerhoff. H. M.. on functions of rapid

transit lines in cities el211. ^1235
On transportation in New York metro-

politan district •lOSO. nl059
Brindell, R. P.. indicted in New York build-

ing investigation nlllO
Briquet, cement, automatic testing machine. _39
Bristol, Conn., city plans bid e532
Brodie. J. A., city engineer. Liverpool, presi-

dent Institution of Civil Engineers (E. J.

Mehren) *367. e821
Brooklyn Rapid Transit strike e483
Brown. R. T.. on mass curve ordinates

computed by aid of adding machine. , . .
^1172

On table for converting stations to miles 15o
Brussels, the city beautiful, and Ypres (E.

J. Mehren) ....... '421
Bryan. E. N., on cement plaster lining for

wood irrigation flumes •1090
Bryson. T. B.. receives ventilating shaft

contract. Hudson River tunnel n073
Buel. A. W.. on timbers of tropical America

and railway tie supply 1139
Review of "Engineering and Building

Foundations" (Fowler) 1200
Buffalo. N. Y.. Bird Island pier improve-

ment, timber fender for concrete PX""*

made removable .- .^X-
Sewer gate with articulated units •-:<>;>

Temporary footway built on viaduct dur-

ing construction ^Ti'l?
Water works, saving in pumpase elObo
Buliding graft scandal, see New York

City

Bl'ILDINGS

Activities in 1919 127?
Canada, permits show increase oo.t

Codes, standardizing .e3S.T

Concrete, lightened by cellular flat slabs

(O. 0. Hussey) *T7S
Concrete, underpinned by jacketing col-

unins (R. L. Berlin) .
'll^?

Concrete plant for h^89, h*13.. h^l8.?

Construction disclosures. New Vork City
n864. eS71. n9(>2. nlllO

Construction, safety methods mi h524

Pa««
Cost increaiics. curven uaed in valuation

work ' F E. Barnes) »702
Derr set. erect building from

',n h'lOOfl
F;i.

• muiliple-unit plan '737
Fo <l-i. uniform proisure on

.) 21»
Go indardization 26
H.ii: -..-',-H8 in int^ustry planned. .n7e8
Increaoi; in i'Jl9 550
Industry, harmony confess planned .... n768
Industry to hold conjrress nl015
Labor, cj-operation b<;tween employers

and employees e917
Laws, variety in (R Fl'-minr) e48. 6«
Material should be h - • <- --^ .hlOOS
New York City, leri . . •598
Oi>eralioni), by F<.-<J<-: ts. 313
Plant on sidewalk ; -

' j,fflc.

Chicago h*100«
Repair and upkeep, cost of (W. R.

Metz) 263
Safety methods in construction h.->24

Shortage 312
Sides of wind loads on (R. Fleming) e49. 66
Standardization. Government 79
Upkeep and repairs, co-sl cX fW.R.Hetz) 263
Wind loads on (R Fleming* e49. 66

Bureau of Mines investigates drill steel... 1276

Bureau of Public Roads asked by Califor-
nia to survey roads nl40. n575

Defines best type of highway 539
To report on California system n284
To study effect of vehicles on roads. . . .nl42

BUREAU OF ST.\>.D.\RDS
Teats:

Cement, aged 393
Hollow tile research n«15
Pressure of concrete on forms 1026
Slag makes satisfactory concrete 689
Spruce struts, hard inclusions 12X9
Steel, coatings reduce bond strength. .1092
Steel, electric arc-weld studied 1130
Steel, high chromium 113
Steel, low-carbon, worked at blue heat 59

Bureau of Yards and Docks, see Nary.
U. S.

Burlington. N. J., may buy out sewer com-
pany n913

Burton. T. E., on wooden runway solves
trucking troubles on sandy subgrade. . .h*282

Bush. E. W.. on proposal advertisements
should attract bidders 122

Business enterprise e870
Business man's views on engineers 34
Butte, Mont.. A. A. E. Chapter arranges
window display for engineering 490

Butte. Mont., and a welded-steel water line.

1033; (W. C. Capron) letter, with edi-

torial comment. 1298
Butte. Mont., eng^ners. in behalf of (W. C.

Capron) ... .letter, with editorial com-
ment. 1298

Butterfield. E. E., on utility of hardwoods
•jr paving 656

Cable, large, "trolUed" over towers h*90
Tramway, long, in northern Andes 177

Cage wire, saves watchman's wages 750
Caisson used to repair steamship .1131
Calcium hypochlorite for sewage treatment.

see Sewage Treatment
Caldwell. E. H.. dinner in honor 131
Calgary Branch Engineering Institute of

Canada, meeting. Banff n44

CALIFORNIA
Electric pov.'er ordered cut n576
Highways:

Buieau of Public Roads to report on..n284
Change in bond interest rate sought by

initiative n93
Concrete, mesh reinforcement 739
Contracts ready by Feb. 1 ninO
Election may remove bar to work. . .n576
Fi ' ;nce board organized nl355
Five-inch pa^-ing. reinforced. now
minimum n671. e678

Flexible interest rate to aid bond sales.
n962. ulllO

Survey by Bureau of Pubhc Roads..
nl40. n.">7.5

Tree planting 66.''

Vote on bond interest rate increase. .nl90
Hydro-electric designs, forward steps in.

el258. '1260

Rice culture affects potable waters 804
Southern, irrigation triumph e241
State engineers reconi-nendations concern-

ing, by San Francisco A. A. E nl91
Water master plan introduced n77(l

Water suppl.v problems and projects (C.

G Gillespie) '446
Wireless telephone service established. .nlloS

Camden-Philadelphia bridge, see Bridges.
Philadelphia-Camden.

r.imp Custer to be abandone<l n814
Camp Funston Kan., deferrization. soften-

ing and filtration plant (W. L. Benham> '69
Camp Humphreys, Col. M. L. Walker com-
mands '431

Camps construction, portable 813

rAN.\D.\
Building permits show increase 65.5

Division of irrigation, water between V.
S. and Can.ida (B. E. Jones'* 'IC??

Engineering Institute, see Engineering In-

stitute of Canada.
Highw.iys. $40,000,000 for .399

Construction 4fi:i

•Illustrated ; e, editorials ; h, hints ; n. news notes ; a, abstracts
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Railways, rate dilemma e823

Rate hearing- el35, decision noTo
Canadian National Rys. location better-

ments (H. K. Wicksteed) *759
New survey in Manitoba nS)63

Canal-seepaeo water transferred throug^h
imder-salurated soil (W.G.Sloan) letter 1^03

Canal Zone, driest season. .27(5. correction,
etc. (R. Z. Kirkpatrick) (>19, (see also
Panama Canal)

Temperature of steel exposed to sun. . . . 803

CANALS
Abandoned, now fish hatching: ponds. . . 879
Barg-e Canal. New York State, cost of

freight carriage (W. G. Wilkins) . letter 232
Freight carriage, cost to New York State

(W. G. Wilkins) letter 232
Irrigation, see Irrigation.
Seepage water transferred through under-

saturated soil (W. G. Sloan) .. .letter 1203
Small, measuring excavated prisms (H. L.

Thackwell) 'lieS
Canavan, R.. on pubhcation of data gathered

by public officials 566
Cane Creek Drainage District. 111., engineers

upheld by court n46
Cantilever construction, concrete, in garage. •609
Cantonments. Army see Army, U. S. A.,

Construction Division.
'Cape Fear." concrete ship, lost in collision.n915
Capillary siphoning of water through soil

933, (W. G. Sloan) letter 1203
Capital expenditure, legitimate, determining

hmits (J. R. Wade) 'aSS
Car floats, see Railways, Car Floats
Car repair, see Railways, Car Repair 81
Car users, appeal to, by Chamber of Com-

merce n574
Caribou project, hydi-o-electric y. ...'.['.

'.. 536
Cars, see Railways, Cars.
Carson, Brig. Gen. J. M.. heads Construction

Corps n432
Cart, improvised, hauls concrete pipe h*427
Cast iron, some possibilities of e582
Cast-iron pipe combine disclosed nl302
Catawba Dam, see Western Carolina Power

Co.
Cedar Rapids la., Gazette tribute to engi-

r.
"*^ers. 366, (C. B. Smith) letter 520

Cellular flat slabs lighten concrete building
(O. S. Hussey) •776

CEMENT
Aged, strength of 393
Briquet testing machine, automatic 39
Caked, low in strength el
Dealers and manufacturers lower priees'ni204
Gun, see Gu.iite.
Engineers hold seminar in Seattle n383
Lack of. causes use of new pavement

base. Providence, R 1 877
None tor Delaware roads and Washington

streets n43
Portland, fineness standard adopted. !. !n674
Portland Cement Association engineers

hold seminar in Seattle n383
Price trend and supply (O. M. Fox) . . . .n674
Specification, new British n915
Stored, loses strength, new facts on ... . el
Taking samples from bags for tests (S.

Warren) h^718
Testing steamer heated by electricity

(H. H. George) »33
Tests, automatic briquet testing machine. 39New facts on stored cement . el
Winter storage (B. S. Smith) hll06

Cement gun, see Gunite.
Cement-Gun Construction Co. provides win-

ter work for old employees nl303
.^"Lr^^^*^' broken up with dynamite
(F. W. Wilson) h5''3

Census report on U. S. population e725; 'of-
ficial, nl254.

Central America, timber and railway tie
supply (A. W. Buel) 1139 1141chamber of Commerce, U. S., appeals to car

users n574
Approves open shop and other labor prin-

ciples n285
Sees bottom of depression nearly
reached nl254To consider housing problems ....'.'. .'nl254

Chambers, Capt. F. T.. on quays more
economical than piers.. •SOe, correction •665

Champaign, HI. cracks in new brick pave-
ment (C. C. Wiley) »25fi

Channel. English, tunnel project delayed!! 469
Channel improvement, Miami Valley work

principles of '•292
Channels, open, venturi flume as measuring

device in (P. S. Wilson and C. A. Wright) '452
Channels, weight standards for, new

adopted 'n383
Charleston. S. C, water-supply", "meters pay

and make everyone pay 35
Results of cleaning mains ! 154

Charleston, W. Va., flexible pavement re-
surfaced (H. T. M.icfarland) .... 899

Chestnut trees, blight-killed, piles from (E
A. i^ambert) letter 1297

CHICAGO
Bascule bridge. Strauss patent suit city

settles n769. nll5S
Bridge, bascule, in "movies" n237
Bridge, bascule, over Chicago River at

Michigan Ave design and operation
(H. E. Vouns-) •508 correction 704

Chic, Mil. & St. P.iul. electrification. . ^1226
City buys coal on B.t.u basis 741

Pago
Civil Service Commissioners indignant at

Chicago Chapter A. A. E. stand on dis-
missal of engineers n383

Double-deck street for congested district
•173, 1293

Engineering service, city's, threatened by
dismissal of engineers u334, n383

Factory plant, multiple-unit plan ^737
Footway undei'crossing for busy street ..• TDri
Freight terminal, new, Chicago & Alton. .

„ ^ ^ ^728, '732
Garbage by-products, sale of 504
Illinois Central electrification before engi-

net;r board nl 204
Lakefront park to be begun n431
North Shore Sanitary District work....n286
Packard Motor Co. garage, concrete canti-

lever construction ^609
Paving cost comparisons. . 76, (Cranford

Paving Co.) letter, with editorial com-
ment, 373, correction, letter by J. G.
Gabclman, 474.

Sevage pumping plants for suburbs (L.
Pearse) *872

Street pavement, city adopts asphaivic
cushions 265, 441

Suburban service, unit, proposed .' 608
Suburbs, sewage pumping plants (L.

Pearse) «872
Subway project, another nl254
Traffic help during street obstruction. . .h910
Union station, concrete base track ap-

proach el93. ^223
Water rates, raising of, no bearing on

municipal ownership (A. H. Pratt)
letter, with editorial comment 326

Chicago & Alton R.R., new Chicago freight
terminal •728. ^732

Chic. & N. W. Ry., concrete towers for
water tanks •1143

Chic, Burlington & Quiney R.R improves
Lincoln, Neb., freight yard e967. ^996

Chic. Drainage Canal, decision upholds
navigation rights e99, 129 (R
Henng) letter with editorial note, 181.

Chic, Indianapolis & Louisville Ry., acci-
dent to temporary trestle during con-
struction h718

Chic, Indianapolis & Western R.R.,' test "oif

automatic train control device 797
Chic, Mil. & St. Paul Ry. effect of elec-

tric locomotives on track 273
Electrification, cost data, etc.. .el067, *106,S
Electrification in Chicago •1226
Water supply, Atkins, Iowa (F. D

Yeaton) e435. ^463, correction 788
Chicago River, Erie R.R. uses 423
Chicago Sanitary District, Des Plaines River

activated-sludge plant (L. Pearse) .... •1134
Chile, flood-proof bridges for Andes (D. G.

Coombs) ^1167
Chimneys, model ordinance specifies flue lin-

ing' 25.-
Stack, brick, ripped by lightning repaired

while in use (P. S. Toney) ^1148
China, bridge, remarkable, is proposed . . 620

Bridge, large, to be replaced. ... 1123, nll57
Concrete ties and electric poles (D. P.

McLeod) ^554
Industrial information bureau organized.n914
Irrigation in, man power pumping (D F

McLeod) . . . .6435, ^448, (C. Y. Hou)
letter 619.

Railways of (D. P. McLeod) ^952
China, prohibition and the railroads (H.

F. Ammidown) letter 279, (P. C
Finkle) letter 957.

Chinese labor, see Labor, Chinese.
Chinese-American engineering journal 1201
Chippawa Canal, see Queenstown-Chippawa

Canal, etc.
Chemicals, water-purification, see Water

Treatment.
Chittenango, N. Y., cement gravel broken up

with dynamite (F. W. Wilson) h523
Chlorine, see Water Treatment, Chlorine,

and Sewage Treatment, Chlorine.
Churchill. F. A., on building highways to

meet demands of subgrade 505
Chute, inclined, used to remove landslip ma-

trials ^1040
Chuting plant and chutes, see Concrete chut-

ing plant.
Cilley, M.. on bent axle of railroad steam

shovel straightened in place h^718

Amer. Soc. for Munic. Improvements
meeting n237, n674, n814

Ashtabula, Ohio, retains charter nl012
Bond issue, Houston, Tex., all carried ex-

cept harbor bonds nllOS
Bond issues for public works approved.

e917. n960, e967, nlOll, el018, nllOS
City Managers' Assn. meets nll09
Colorado Springs, manager for nl39
Commission-manager and proportional

representation retained by Ashtabula,
Ohio nl012

Commission-manager plan adopted by
Pasadena nlOlO

Commission plan changed to council-
manager, Sacramento. Cal nl20()

Consolidation with counties e531
Curves of streets and setbacks of houses,

elll3
Davenport, la., planning commission..., 277
Debt limit of larger Missouri cities

raised nll07
Double-deck street lor congested Chicago

district •173. 1293
Engineer, and private work (E. P.

Burke) letter 374

Pago
Engineer, city, and zoning (E. S. Ran-

kin) 884
French, rebuilt, suggestions from 885
Garbage, see Garbage,
Gasworks, i)rivate, taken over by Omaha. 180
Government ellicient and responsible (S.

W. BaraU.it) .... letter, with editorial
comment, 182

Health officera, directory 419
Housing, British and American (E. J.

Mehrcn) el95, ^21

7

Houston, Tex., all bonds carried except
harbor bonds nll()8

Improvements, public, financing of e678
Manager plan condemned, in "Back to the

Rei)ul)lic" 133, el45
Manager plan for Winfleld, Kan nKXi:!
Manager plan widely indorsed 703
Milk liistributing plant, proposed. . .218, 792
Milk plant, municipal, Jamestown, N. Y. 792
Missouri, larger, debt limit raised nll()7
Model industrial town layout, Marysville

Mich ^613
Municipal ownership:

Chicago, raising of water rates has no
bearing on municipal ownership (A.
H. Pratt) letter, with editorial

comment, 32fi
New York begins operation of Rich-
mond Borough lines nll58

Not through condemnation el065
San Francisco may buy water-works

and strwt railways n576
Must pay engineer's fees for services. .. 1298
Pasadena adopts commission-manager

government nlOl
Paving facilitated by charter changes. St.

Paul, Minn 1090, (see also High-
ways, Pavements)

Pension system, Philadelphia 416
Planning:

Annexations and el93
Bristol, Conn., plans hid in safe e532
Commission, JDavenport, . .la 277
Commission, Kansas City, Kan., created.n335
Commission, Los Angeles 234. 31,3
Curves of streets and setbacks of

houses elll3
Definition of e532
"Industrial Housing" (Knowles), book

review 807
New partners in e97
Progress, Indianapolis 302
Promotion at New Orleans 543
Offers opening for engineers e290
Setbacks of houses and curves of

streets elll3
Public ownership, Toronto street rail-

ways, management of 721
Public works, A. A. E. to study n332
And city integration el47

Refuse disposal plant, Birmingham. Eng.
(E. J. Mehren) ' 368

Repaying, a vital problem (W. A. Bas-
sett) e531. •."'

Sacramento. Cal., goes from commission
to council-manager plan nl206

Selectmen-manager plan, Mansfield, Mass.el4")
Smoke ordinance. Salt Lake City 1243
St. Paul, Minn., charter changes to fa-

cilitate paving 109 '1

Street cleaning and refuse collection by
city, Philadelphia, advised. .n236. n285

City or contract work e337. 357
Officials organize n817

Streets, curves, and setbacks of houses elll3
Terra Haute. Ind., may have city man-

ager 3.55
Traffic distribution (H. M. Brinckerhoff

)

61211. •1235
Zoning:

City engineer and (E. S. Rankin) . . . 884
Lakewood, Ohio, plan (R. H. Whit-

ten) •780
Lakewood. Ohio, plan applicable to

other communities ^789
Milwaukee plan 450
New York ordinance upheld 309
Philadelphia commission 275
Portland. Ore. small majority

against nl207
Real estate men as partners in c97
San Francisco, proposed 3H
Washington, progress 323
Washington, Regulations in effect. . . .n576
Washington tentative height zones. . . 253

City Managers' Assn. meets nll09
Civil Sei-vice Examinations. . .47. 190. 191.

335. 433. 578, 627, 819, 868 Of^">

Clay products, 1919, value of 507

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Auditorium roof erected with traveling

falsework (H. E. Gage) •SOO
Clearwater basin suit decided nl061
Euclid Theatre, concrete trusses and

cantilever girders •GO 1

Sewage-treatment works, design (G. B.
Gascoigne) •,3 H

Water supply, joint supply proposed for
seven suburbs n429
Improvements 1138
Planning future of (A. V. Ruggles) . .

e869, •8S(i
Cleve.. Cin.. Chic. & St. L. Ry., bridge floor

with steel ties bedded in concrete. In-
dianapolis •468

Chicago-Indianapolis improvement
•604. ^1033

Clinton. N. J.. 60-year old iron bridge (R.
Fleming) •92')

Cloudburst in Toledo, Ohio, floats pave-
ment away ^467

'Illustrated; e, editorials; h, hints; n, news notes; a, abstracts
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COAIi
On B.t.u. basis, Chicago buys 741
Piers and liump yards, vertical curves

for ••2().S

Program not affected by road material
shipments "">2 >

Shortage may stop Government dredffinfr.n477

Stored at St. Louis waterworlis •41 1

Strike, British, see Labor, Strikes.

Trimmers, mechanical, solve ship load-

ing problem (P. G. Lang, Jr.) '41 'J

Coal truck accidents, taking advantage of. 1248
Coast Guard for Dept. of Commerce, in Mc-
Cormick bill nl20G

Coffee, sacked, delivered to ships by con-

veyors (S. T. Henry) . '^a?
Cofferdam, air bell in, carries bridge pier

foundation to rock (W. M. Ray) h*379
Collapse of basin wall and roof, Toledo,

Ohio ,e533, *537
Colleges, see Education; also Universities.

Colorado tunnels, petitions for n4-i

State may not build . • . .nl30Z
Colorado River, huge reservoir on, for Im-

perial Valley "380
Regulation and utilization "toZ

Colorado Springs, manager for nl39
Columbia Basin irrigation, project, advan-

tages of lining canals . . • • 892
$100,000 appropriated for study .e917, *944
Studied by Government nlZOO

Columbia Univ. starts 3-year course in in-

dustrial engineering n4.i^

Columbus. Ohio, asphalt maintenance cost. 423
Garbage works, nine years' operation (J.

W. Follin) '991
Water supply, treatment by ultra-violet

light (R. D. Scott) 1283
Columns, concrete replaces wood, Kansas

City warehouses *261
Column head inclosures insure safety.. 1148
Hooped, and construction joints in Gal-

veston fire (W. J. Knight) letter 1298
Jacketing, used to underpin concrete

building (R. L. Berlin) *1129
Safety factor for el2o8
Steel, erosion due to inadequate protec-

tion, Detroit (E. H. Eardley) . . *442.
(B. de Alzugarey) letter 717

Three-column foundation continuous.
anaLvsls of (Prof. C. A. Ellis) .. *680
(A. Smith) letter 958

Comfort station, A'llentown, Pa., with un-
usual equipment *1145

Commerce, better port terminals needed. . al292
Commission for Standardization of Screw

Threads, may be abolished nl206
Committee work, spur for e2
Common sense and engineering (J. E.

Aldred) al8, (R. E. Horton) letter 336
Composition Roofers' and Waterproof Assn.

to return to competitive bidding nl302
Compressed-air work in New York, revised

rules 1235
Compressed gas, see Gas, Compressed.

CONCRETE (MATERIAL) ?ee also CON-
CRETE ABUTMENTS, ETC.

Aggregate:
Bank-run, 6-in., used on Stevenson
Dam e629, *638, (G. M. Wil-
liams) letter 959

Handled with drag scraper (H. W.
Walter) e*90

Large size, use of efi29. *638. (G.
M. Williams) letter 959

Resistance, in Galveston fire (H. Pen-
nington) letter 1203

Slag, information on deterioration
wanted (S. E, Thompson) ...letter 957

Slag, makes satisfactory concrete. . . 689
Cement content, see Concrete, Tests
Chute, automatic, connects mixer and

hoist bucket (S. Warren) h*1008
Chuting, plant, cable erection and tower

details h*42
Tower, mobile h*330

Cold weather, concrete in el018
Elasticity, more tests 81
Fire, effect on concrete in warehouse,

Galveston (E. B. Besselievre and W.
J. Knight) .... 'gSO. (E. Godfrey and
E. A. Cross) letters 1101

Flat slab action, see Concrete, Rein-
forced Concrete. Flat Slab, etc.

Foreman should be educated. . .e338, (A.
Mieres y Llera) letter 908

Forms

:

Center form for wide concrete road. .1203
Pressure on. measured 1026
Telescoping, for concrete piles, Cotten

patent n434
Wall form saves labor and lumber (F.

W. Hodson) h*427
Hvdrated lime; does it weaken concrete?

fL. K. Hart and D. A. Abrams) letters 1295
Hydrostatic pressure 1026
Inspector should be educated. . .e338.

rA. Mieres y Llera) letter 908
Light, "Porete" n*144
Lime, hydrated, effect on concrete

strength 55, (L. H. Hart and D.
Abrams) letters 1295

Making and placing, theory and prac-
tice e338, (A. Mieres y Llera)
letter 908

Mixers and Mixing:
Paver places batch of minute-mix

everv 75 sec h*234
Plant designed for long narrow site. .h*329
Plant, simple, makes good record in

dam construction 'sSJ"?
Presaturated sand f.iPilitateq mixing... •204

Pago
Placing and making, theory and i>rac-

tice e338, (A. Mieres y Llera)
letter 908

Plant for buildings h»89. h*137. h»185
"Poreto" put on market n*144
Pressure on forms measured 1020
Proportioning, see Concrete, Tests.
Rats, concrete for e337
Reinforced:

Design simplified e07, (H. Wiil-
cox) letter 373

Flat-slab moment coefficients. . . .e289,
•300, e385, (C. A. P. Turner) letter 620

Flat slab working drawing, typical (H.
H. Sondhcim) •IITI

Flat slab reinforcement, wire mesh lor
(S. Goldstein) '883

In Galveston warehouse fire. . . . •OSO.
(E. Godfrey and E. A. Cro.ss) let-

ters 1101. (W. J. Knight) letter 1298
Mesh reinforcement, tool for tighten-

ing h^813
Regulations, flat-slab, New York

City e289, •.300. e385, (C.

A. P. Turner) letter 620
Rigid joint aniysis in concrete frames.

e97, (H. Willcox) letter 373
Shear in; challenge by E. Godfrey. .

letter •425
Steel strength reduced by coatings. . 1092
Three-way reinforcement simplified (G.

Oxford) h^l009
Wire mtsh for flat slab reinforce-

ment (S. Goldstein) ^883
Slag aggregate satisfactory 689
Surfaces, unsightly elUil
Tests:
Cement content controlled by field beam

tests (M. G. Findley) •70.3

Effect on inert powders on strength . . 55
Elasticity, more tests 81
Lime, hydrated, effect on concrete

strength 55, (L. H. Hart and
D. A. Abrams) letters 1295

Surface area measured by maximum
bulking of sand ^82

Tower, rigging for raising h^428
Winter elOlS

Concrete abutment of thin walls tied by
diaphragm •661

Concrete arch, see Arches. Concrete.
Concrete beams, see Beams, Concrete.
Concrete blocks, precast, used on dam re-

vetment • • • *26
Concrete building lightened by cellular flat

slabs (O. S. Hussey) ^776
Concrete building, 16 stories, for New York

City n|31
Concrete cantilever construction in garage.. ^609
Concrete cap footings, practical design (H.

H Prenzel) ^464, (H. H. Frenzel)
letter 861

Concrete floors and columns replace wood.
Kansas City warehouses •261

Concrete floors, screeds, "Kingpin" support
for n^288

Concrete girders, see Girders Concrete.
Concrete lining for irrigation canals with-

out forms (F. Cuttle) • •17
Concrete mattress block-laying, high-speed,

Miami River --48

Concri^te membrane lining placed in Herron
Hill reservoir. Pittsburgh •lO^S

Concrete Mixing & Placing Co., Chicago,
gets Swiss contract nn

Concrete piers hooped in upper part c,o?o
Concrete pipe, device for handling h*813
Concrete ships, see Ships. Concrete.
Concrete slabs, precast, for elevated-rail-

way floor •120
Concrete surfaces, unsightly ellbl
Concrete towers for water tanks Chic. «, , , „

N. W. Ry • • •
•1143

Concrete trusses and cantilever girders In

theater ^604
Concrete warehouse. Galveston, effect of fire

in (E B. Besselievre and W. J. Knight)
•980. (E. Godfrey and E. A. Cross) let-

ters 1101 „..
Concrete water tanks made in Germany . .12o0

Condemnation proceedings not for public
utilities • el065

Condensers, oil refinery, sea water lor, se-

cured by gravity (L. H. Watts) '324
Conduit capacity and reservoir storage (F.

B. Marsh) • • 11 ' ^
Congress expected to aid construction work.n623
Congressional Joint Commission on Salaries'

report "4.3

Compared with Engineering Councils... 234
Connecticut highway practice elll3. 1120
Connecticut highways, traffic on New York-
New Haven highway 1049

Connecticut Light & Power Co.. Derby.
Conn.. Stevenson Dam large sized agsrre-

gate used e629, •638, (G. M. Wil-
liams) letter 959

Connor. Briar. G'^n. W. D.. to head Inland
Waterway Division n^331

CONSTRUCTION, see also BITILDINC.S

Accident records, st.indardizing n721
Assoc. Gen. Contractors seek views of

Presidential candidates n57.3

Camj.s. portable 813
Hospital service and expenses 692
Interests to hold congress nl015
Industry and immigration 643
Industry, three factors 237
M.achinery in Europe e280
Methods in war Justified by review
board e579. 590

•Tllustrated ; o, editorials; li. liints; n. news notes; .a.

Pax*
.Military vn. civil c-ontrol. in war lime

(MaJ. C L. Hill) 1235*
Sefdn. A«fociat«^ Constructor* nr(e....n2(M
Revival— whr r. - O M Fox) 11I*«
StalUH, t. -n 1133
Work. < to aid n822

Constructi'. :>*. Servloe. ae«
Army, Con.-;lru',lioij Division.

ConHUltin? en«rlneerii. see Engineers. Con-
sulting:.

tONTKACTOBH, sm aJso COXTKACTS
American, in France (E. J. Mehrcni .... •340
And engineers—mutual tise. not abase

(S. H. Wright) 1166
A»9<xiated. see Assoc. Gen. Contractors.
Costs 1915 and 1919 compared by Pitts-

burgh contra^rtor 321
Enunciate employment principles 312
Equipment, co'it ol owninjf, data soa(rht.D381

Rental whe<lule lor el2.57. 1288
General see A.-*soc. Gen. Contractors.
Highways. Penn.iylvania. organize n914
Hospital service costs cantractor 7.5c. a

case h»18«
Inrliana highway, use Liberty Bonds as

deposits n431
New York, disapprove proposed contract

provisions 1028
Pennsylvania highway, organize nl20fl
Rental schedule lor equipment. .el2.57, 1288
San Francisoo. charged with conspirar^..

n626, n722

CONTRACTS, see also cONTR.AtTORS

Advertisements should attract bidders (E.
W. Bush) 122

Cost-plus:
Engineer's duties on (H. M. Bryant),

letter 40. (H. G. McCormick) let-

ter 279
For public works e773, 878
For water-works construction (G. W.

Fuller) 78
Hetch Hetchy held vaUd n963. 1285
Justified by Board ol Review ol war

construct-on e579, 590
Special leature in Wanaque Dam con-

tract 878, nl013
Terms on Hetch Hetchy tunnel work.
new contract 1285

Detroit sewer work 349. e385
Early letting urged el 115
Estimate, single quantity, lavored by En-

gineering Council n94
Highway, under discussion el2"9
Montreal accepts bonds instead ol checks. n92
Persona! element e241. 247
Philadelphia sewage works, abandoned

by contractor nl40
Proposed provisions disapproved by New
York contractors 1028

Publicity lor. opposed in Smoot bill. . . .n964
Rental essentials Il476
Sliding scale of payments special leature

of Wanaque Dam contract 878. nl013
Specified manager made essense ol con-

tract e241. 247
Waterways, to gtiarantee wages and

prices 889

Conveyor loader stocks stone (H. H. Wil-
son) h»233

Conveyors speed delivery ol sacked coflee
to ships (S. T. Henry) •757

Cook, Prol. C. W.. on retaining wall lailure
predicted •1217

Cook. J. C, on anti-slip spring lor level
rod "ISO

Cooke. M. L.. on engineering in lile ol
people 876

Coombs. D. G., on flood-proof bridges lor
Andes streams 'HB?
On gravity track distribution reduces cost

of earth fill h'1349
Co-op ation of material interests el46
Coppei sulphate to check algae, Madison.
Wis 907

Core-pool overflow forms core inspection
well •1138

Cornell engineers increase society member-
ship n964

Cornell Society of Engineers formed nT21
Corporations, determining limits ol legiti-

mate capital expenditure (J. R. Wade) . •35S
Corps ol Civil Engineers. V. S. N.. see

Navy. U. S.

Corps ol Ensincers, U, S. A., see Army.
Corps ol Engineers.

Cost estimates, monliily. standardized by
printed forms ^942

Cost estimating, new school ol (G. C. P.
Lenth-p el. •SC

Cost-plus contracts see Contracts. Cost nlus.
Costs 1915 and 1919 comp.nred by Pitts-

bursrh contractor 321
Checking actual unit, against estimates

(C. P Rumpf> h»282
Engineering, cut unwiselv e<577
Low engineerin?. poor policy to boast ol. 230

Cotten. S M.. patent on telescoping con-
crete pile forms n434

Council Bluffs. Iowa, flood protection proj-
ect •596

Counties consolidation with citios e531
Cowie. F. W.. and others, on Staten Island

piers too narrow el46. IfiO

Cox. J. M.. favors engineers' program n624
Craig, R. H.. on electrolytic sewage treat-

ment 25
Crandell. J. S . on goo<l and bad practice in

making bituminous patches . •116.''

On tar-sand cushion in woodblock paving 414

abstracts
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Puso

Crane J. L.. Jr., on slumps pulled unci piled

by gin poles • •
• " ^^f.r,

Cianel floating jib, 300-ton oapac'.ty. .. .10-
Floating, lar?e, built in Holland ...!--»-

Traveling, wind loads on (R. Fleming
)^.^.^ ^^

Crawfish cause trouble. North Carolina pow-

er plant ^Subscriber) letter 3, ,

Creosote, see Wood Preservation.

Creosotcd rail pavement for long ''/e pro-
^^

posed (E. A. Smith) 4, •

; ,

"®' ii.>-

Cre"*on B F., Sr., on New York's port

mobl'enf . .
^-iSOO. 1241.. nl-^...J

Cristobal 0. Z.. beams vs. trusses lor pier

^Vll?^ (L. C. Jordan and G. W. ^^-.3,,
Crittenden County. Ark., avoids road con-

struction tie-up by open-top car pur-

(Vos/ Tie' JSuheiin begun. . . . .

Crossings, grade, see Railways.
Crossings. , , , -v. ,

Crowe F T., on mountain lake siphoneii
^

down to connect tunnel outlet »^'

Current meters, see Irrigation. Meters

Curis Bay. Md.. coal pier. B. & O
mechanical coal trimmers (P. Cr.

^ ^
Jj. J

41-

Curve ordinate's; mass, computed by aid of
_

adding machine (R. T. Brown) JU\
Curves of streets and setbacks of houses elll3

Curves, plotting, chart shows template for

808
Graue

R,R.,
Lang

Pago

Sluicing, see Dams. Hydraulic Sluicing.

SpauUling. making final 15-ft. raise (I-
„„,^

C Steele) 'lO/iO

Stevenson Derby. Conn.. 0-in. bank-run
aggregate used eO'2i). •(538. IG.

M. WilUams) letter 059
Wanaiiue. cost-plus contract lor......

e77;{. 878. nlOl.5

Wastewav. suspected wall in. saved by
oakum and braces (H. B. Fleshman) 881

Wissota, experience with automatic
^

crest gates in flood •'oJ

Danielson. F. T.. on open ditches excel tile

drains for country roads l^'l

Danville. Va.. horse cuts truck-loading cost

(D. Patch) .•-.h 1;'2
Davenport. la., city planning commission. Z7

1

Davis. A. P., presidential address. Am.
Soc. C. E 443

Davis. C. E., on united action in water-
works field ^

Davis. F. W.. on motor truck transporta-
tion eliei. 1194

Deadman's Curve. Washington-Baltimore.
i-elocation *65

Death rate, lowest ever recorded in regis-

tr.ation area nlOCl
Deaths, see Obituary ,„-,r
Debts, the world's elOb.')

Decatur. 111., sewerage and water improve-
ments • 4.57

Degnon Co. assigns Shandaken tunnel

Page

Engineering" (Murphy 1. book

upheld in Cane Creek. 111..

370

n4(>

399

>117ti

given degree to any scale (D. P. JMax-^ wor\i nlOlO

•17

.50 i

8l-i
083

Curves steam rating, differential method
for drawing (C. C. Jacob) • • •

'Gbb

Cutting, R. C. on River Murray work.^^

South Australia • • • • • •
'-''*"'

Cuttle. F.. on lining irrigation canals with

concrete without forms ,;''''},
Cuvahoga County. Ohio, proposed water and

sewer districts (R. F. MacDpwell) . ... .

Cylinders, wind pressure coefficient vanes
" with dimensions •••••••• v-i-i '.

'
'

'

Cypress, color not related to durability
.

. .

D

Dailv. C. M., and others, on surface shrink-

age of rapid filter sand beds .... .
4.i»

Dales, O. D., on enlarging channels and

erecting station. Niagara ••••••. ,^^*
On features of new Niagara plant. eo80 o«^

Dallas aerial photo map 00-
Flood-protection levees ^jj

'

New garbage collection equipment .... i..J.»

Dallas Technical Club first local to JOin

Fed. Amer. Engineering Soc ni^j

DAMS
on proposedAmerican Falls, progress on proposea

^^^

Automatic "crest 'gates! 'at "VVisso'ta dam.
experience in flood

: • •
; Vi' '

i,'>

Belle Fourche, precast revetment blocks

^jgg(J
^2"

Big Eddy.' 'Spanish River. Ont.. build-
^^^^

Catawba", 's'ee 'Weste'rii' CaroUna Power Co.

Concrete arch, construction. Devils Gate^^^^

Concrete. Spauiding' dam making final 1^-

ft. raise (I. C. Steele) ........ . . . . •lO-.O

Construction, simple concreting plant^

makes good record
f^'^

Devil's Gate, "christening n-l»u

Construction • •
" V Vo

Earth, building, Bridgewater project («•

Pfaehler) -

Earth and masonry combined. Italy. . . . .
*J

Eight built to improve small water^^^^

Fill°Tydraul'ie,' see 'Dams 'Hydraulic Pill.

Flood check dams formed by fill behind^

^

wire frame • • • •^""

Gates, automatic crest, experience with.

in flood, at Wissota dam ..... bay

Granite Reef, floods wash out part oi^g^j.

Grtvity 'Big' Eddy ' Daiii.' Ont.'. 'building
. .

*402

Hydraulic fill at Miami Conse",'a»cy dams
(C S Hill) •486. •547, e582. *600

Core-pool overflow forms core inspec-

tion well , Hit
Plastic fill methods cuts cost ..... .

-it>»

Hvdraulic sluicing in heavy material.^

Ochoco dam • • • • • ^"*^

Lake Spauiding, see Dams, Spauiding

Linville see Western Carohna Power Co.

Lyman Water Co., St. Johns. Ariz., oak-

um and braces save suspected wall in

wasteway (H. B, Fleshman) ...... . 881

Merced irrigation district, Cal., high dam
proposed

i,
• i • Z 'fiii

'

't
•/^^''"'

Miami Conservancy, hydraulic fill at (C.

S jiill 'iSO. ^547. e582,

Minatare. experience with slab pave-

ments X j' ' '

iV
•

Oakum and braces save suspected wall in

wasteway (H. B. Fleshman) 881
ochoco. hydraulic sluicing in heavy ma-,^_^^

g°^Tt'ing,\'oard

Paddy Creek, see Western Carolina Power

Paquli de Lagastrello. Italy. . 'j'

Pavements, slab at Minatare Dam b8^

"Pratt Porous Dams" • .
;

. . •
oi><>

Precast revetment blocks used in Belle ^^
Fourche Dam _• •^- • • •

v.'
• " '

'

Santa Ana River. Cal.. "Pratt Porous
D;»m" •

"'""

Slab pavements at Minatare Dam. ex-

perience with

Delaware, death rate. high, cost of 932
Highways, asphalt instead of concrete,

owing to cement shortage n43
Delaware River bridge, sec Bridges, Philadel-

phia-Camden.
Delhi pillar, India, direct-process native

iron is like metal in pillar. .. .781. (B.

de Alzugaray) letter 959
Density tests of earth shrinkage in rail-

way fills ^782. (J. G. Sullivan)
letter, with editorial comment 811. (C.

Prelini) letter 1007
Denver, water-works, new concrete conduit

•551 h^(521
Rolling hitch for unloaing pipe h*521r

Department of Education, work for 794

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Advocated by Board of Review of war

construction methods e579. 590
Analysis of proposal to establish (Lieut.

Col. C. O. Sherrill) 1273
Discussed at nonpartisan meeting. New
York Chapter. A. A. E n913

Indorsed by executive board. Federated
American Engineering Societies nl063

McCormick bill nll07
Proposes to transfer Government

bureaus nl206
Supported by M. O. Leighton nll58

Support needed now e821. 834. n8fi7

Work for 794
Depreciation, allowance for. basis of esti-

mating (W. G. Raymond) 178
Derrick booms, large wooden latticed 520
Derrick, erection, falls with steel frame-

work of school, Indianapolis '1294
Derrick, high set, erects building from single

position. Chicago h*1009
Des Plaines River activated-sludge plant

(L. Pearse) •1134
Design, proper, with view to operation . . .

e532. *537
Destroyer damages bridge. Scotland 605

•600

689

689

DETROIT
Belle Isle bridge, see Bridges. Belle Isle.

Charter amendments for water and sewer
bonds carried n525

Grade crossing problem ng."?

Plan decided ^ n33t
Labor, decrease ' 1032
Sewer work new contract 349. e385
Street railway improvement, city calls

for bids n46
To vote on $37,000,000 bond issue. . . .n334
Twenty-four ton truck standard for
highway bridges 1193

Detroit Savings Bank Bldg.. erosion of
column due to inadequate protection (E.-

H. Eardley) . . . ^442. (B. de Alzugaray)
letter 717

Devil's Gate Dam. see Los Angeles County
Flood Control District.

Devon. Eng.. highwa.v maintenance 884
Dike, earth, plastic fill method cuts cost. . . •268
Dingman. C. F.. on engineering details of

newspaper building ' 1092
On man-power engineering 72

District of Columbia, see Washington, D. C.

Ditch cleared of sand by scouring •707
Division of Immigration Distribution . . . .nl204
Dock gates, British, burst by ship n95
Docks, ore. of wood, steel and concrete.

relative economy 923
Dousrlas fir, see Wood.

apron prevents rubbing (R.
G. Focht) h*42
How to cheek a drawing (S. V. Beeker) 1171

Dragline excavates pits for bridge founda-
tions (C. H. Paul) h^ll54

Draglines, machines for deep pit rock ex-
cavation •lOO

DRAINAGE
Borrow pit for levee forms canal 4fl5

Ditches, coefficient of roughness 840

"Draina^!<-
review

Engineers
case ;•,•',•,• V

•

Tile, a factor in river control (H. 1j

Frost)

Drane. W. H.. on a method of setting out

Drawings, hiing system (N. Hall) •76
How to check (S. V. Becker) , . . • -H'l
Typical working, for flat slab (H. H.

Sondhcim) ^1171

DREDGING
"Dredging Engineering." book review... 800
Friction heads in (P. J. McAulifle) . . .

e968. ^988
Government, may be stopped by coal

shortage n477
Hydraulic, friction heads in (P. J.

"Auliffe) c9(i8. •988
Me.isuring velocity of discharge from

hydraulic dretlge pipes (P. J. Auliffe) ^^^'-l

Pipe lines velocities necessary to trans-

port gr.avcl (P. J. Auhffe) e968. •988
Pontoon pipe line withstands seas h'378
Pumps and pipe, life increased four-

fold e582
Special impellers for pumps in dredging

stumpy ground (W. J. White) •leO

Drilling, questions which boss should ask.h233
Drill, old air, cuts pavements (C. W.

Geiger) ^1083
Drill sharpener. Sullivan n578
Drill steel investigated by Bureau of Mines.1276
Drills, rock record of h621
Dry Docks, floating, sectional, made con-

tinuous by interlock. Pensacola. Fla. . . . '107
"Dry rot," what is? 11
Dugan, C. B., on concrete base repaired

with precast slabs e3. ^20
Duluth, ferry bridge unsafe n382

Plans canal crossing 417
Ro.ad and car viaduct planned 784
Water supply, under suspicion ell62

Dump car loaded through hopper 283
Dump cars and spreaders build fill. .h^329.

(L. C Scott) letter 473. (M. J. Wood-
hull) letter 801.

Duraiid. Prof. W. F., on water hammer in
pipe Uncs el209. •1212

Dynamite u.sed to tear down brick wall.
hll06. (W. D. Meyer) letter 1203

E
Eagles. R. H.. on activated-sludge experi-

ments, Mt. Vernon. N. Y •490
Eardley. E. H.. on erosion of column of

high building due to inadequate protec-
tion. Detroit. . . . ^442 (B. de Alzugaray)
letter 717

Earth dike, plastic fill method cuts cost. . .•268
Fills, see Fills. Earth.
In foundations considered as elastic solid

(L. White) •1268
Pressure theories and new test results

(Dr. C. Terzaghi) e630. 632
Shrinkage research e773
Slide. Pittsburgh nl058, (M. R.

Scharff) el067. •1076
Earthquake, effect on sewage-flow gage.

Los Angeles (J. A. Griffin) letter ^377
Earthwork and its cost, book review. .567.

(H. P. Gillette) letter 1001
Balancing on road work 658
Fills, see Fills, Earth.
Methods on English railway 1284

East Providence. R. I., sewage works, true
sewage siphon with water-jet ejectors on
air chamber (G. E. Hill) •862

Eastern Road Machiner.v Co. cited for un-
fair compel Hion n. .770

ECONOMICS
Capital expenditure, legitimate, determin-

ing limits (J. R. Wade) •358
Debts, world's el065
Depression bottom nearly reached, says
Commerce Chamber nl254

Export and impor' statistics show indus-
trial trend (O. M. Fox) . . . . ^835. (A.
E. Stiles) letter 1103

Industrial problems and engineer's rela-
tion to (H. C. Hoover) 1053

Industrial symposium an el017
Italy, plant seizure e.'iSl

Leninism rejected e6'77
Price declines, influence of . . . .e631. (O.

M. F.) letter 810
Profit sharing in British coal mining. . .elOlS
World is bound together economicall.v. .e581
World's debts el065

Economy, Government elZlO
Economy may mean spending e338
Ecuador, yellow fever in 1294

EDUCATION
Argnment.ation. "The Pi-oof's the Thing!"

(H. Viets) 266
Conference. A. A. E 818, nll09
Co-operation discussed b.v Society for

Promotion of Engineering Education. n91
Co-operative course, distinctive features. . 119
Department, see Department of Education.
Engineering, development of profession

spirit in (M. S. Ketchum and A.
Marston) . letters 88

Engineering courses for ex-service men . .

758. 1190
Engineer schools show increase in regis-

tration 1192

•Illustrated ; e, editorials ; h, hints ; n, news notes ; a, abstracts
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Ford Technical Institute to be founded . . n478
Graduation requirements drscussed by So-

ciety for Promotion of Engineering-
Education n92

Highway engineer's 87
Committee established nl42
Graduate short courses, Univ. of

Michigan n333. n625
Scholarship, Univ. of Texas n331

Industrial engineering. Columbia Univ.
starts 3-year course n432

Industrial management course for col-

leges n817
Logic. The Proof's the Thing! (H. Viets) 266
Pay of engineering educators a8o
Professional spirit in (F. H. Newell, W.

G. Raymond and M. E. Cooley) letters 134
Proof's the thing, the (H. Viets) 266
Society for Promotion of Engineering

Education convention n91
Teacher of English for engineers, quali-

fications of 159
Technical schools, function of 269
Univ. of Maryland, enginering college re-

organized n62.'3

Univ. of Michigan highway engineering
and transport courses n625

Vocational, see Vocational Education.

Edwards, C. M.. on line widths in photo-
graphic chart are measure of traffic

density '750
Egypt, wire-mesh army roads (T. M.Jasper) 302
Elec. Ry. Commission, Federal, report. . .

6436, n480
Electric railways, see Railways, Electric.
Elevated railways, see Railways, Elevated.
Elevator, grain first modern in Australia. *114
Elevator, portable, cleans sand catcher,

San Francisco •493
Elevator, safety code work under way n816
Ellis, Prof. C. A., on analysis of continu-

ous three-column foundation. . *680 (A.
Smith) letter •958

Ellis, G. H., on hydraulics of intake to
pipe drop ^565

Ellms. J. W.. and others, on surface shrink-
age of rapid filter sand beds 438

Embankments, see Fills, Earth.
Embankments, railway, see Railways, Em-

bankments.
Employment and vocational education, con-

ference on n914
Conference, A. A. E n818, nll09
Service, free, national convention n626

Engineer Corps, U. S. A., see Army, Corps
of Engineers.

ENGINEERING
Advertised by window display 490
And naval base el258, ^1290
And shipbuilding exposition, Glasgow. . . .n721
Examiners see Engineers, Licensing.
Common sense and engineering (J. E.

Aldred) al8. (R. E. Horton)
letter 326

Costs cut unwisely e677
Costs, low. poor policy to boast of 230
Courses for ex-service men 758
Definition needed, as basis for licensing

(W. H. Drane) letter 40
Historic works el93
History of (Prof. C. Matschoss) 415
In life of people 876
Industrial. 3-year course started, Colum-

bia Unlv n432
Interstate e967
Man-power (C. F. Dingman) 72
Office, simple accounting system for (G.

N. Pfeifter) •154
Problems, national policy on, discussed by

Hoover 544
Publicity, need for ell62
Reports, writing (D. W. Mead) 891.

e918. opinions by General Black and
others. 947. (J. W. Alvord) letter
1055, (W. K. Palmer and M. Knowles)
letters 1102, (W. N. Mitchell) letter 1248

KNGINEERING COUNCIL,
Am. Soc. C. E. reverses action on dis-

continuance of Council nl253
Classification and compensation of en-

gineers, proposed (H. W. Levy) letter 669
Committee on Classification and Compensa-

tion statement n43
Compares its own and Congressional

report 224
Committee on Licensing on what is an

'engineer" el93
Favors single quantity estimate n94
Indorses federated societies n43. e49
Meeting. Chicago approves model license

law. etc n867
Meeting, final nl299
Military Affairs committee reports n722
Pay schedule, officials urged to accept . . n284
Studies Government organization 794
Urges engineer for Shipping Board n965
Water Conservation Committee n526

Engineering Foundation and an American
hydraulic laboratory (A. D. Flinn) letter 88

Gets $200.'0'00 gift' for research" '.'.'.'.'. '.nl252
Engineering Institute of Canada, "live" pro-

fessional meetings e727
Manitoba Branch adopts salary schedules

defines qualifications nl013, 1191
Officers named nlOlS
Ontario Provincial Division, professional

meeting n529
Professional meeting n624
To meet at Niagara Falls and Banff .... n332

Pave
ENGINKERING NEWS-RECORD

"Average engineer." issues for. July 22
and Dec. 16 el45. ell62

History and editorial staff 1
Water works number, Sept. 2, 1920.

Engineering schools, ex-service men In.... 1190
Show registration increase 1192

ENGINEERS
Adventures in new fields e435
Advice free 21. (N. Gerten) letter.

with editorial comment, 184, (W. Bern-
hardt) letter 232

And contractors—mutual use, not abuse
(S. H. Wright) 1166

And labor el017
And our industrial problems (H. C.

Hoover) 1053
And the law (L. B. Corey) letter 1151
As port planners e82*2
"Average." issues for, July 22 and

Dec. 16 el45. ell62
British, move to protect title "civil engi-

neer" (E. J. Mehren) 227
Business man's views on, H. L. Ferguson 34
City and private work (E. P. Burke)

letter 374
And zoning (E. S. Rankin) 884
Protected against investigators, San

Francisco nl252
City planning offers new opening e290
Civilian, to be examined for Navy Corps n45
Classification, uniform, engineers in pub-

lic service would gain by (H. W. Levy)
letter 669

Competition, unfair. ... 21. (N. Gerten)
letter, with editorial comment 184 (W.
Bernhardt) letter 232

Consulting, condemn North Tonawanda,
N. Y.. for unprofessional practice. .n722

City must pay fee for services .... 1298
Fees and services of practicing and
consulting engineers, A. A. E. report. 1266
Pees, various schedules 941

Definition of, new, by A. A. E n770
Cost-plus work, engineer's duties on (H.

M. Bryant) ... .letter 40, (H. 6. Mc-
Cormick) letter 279

Drainage, upheld in Crane Creek, 111., case n46
Education and employment, Chicago con-

ference, by A. A. E nll09
English for. see English
Epidemics and the engineer e435
Ethics, code of. Am. Soc. C. E. and A.

S. M. E. co-operate in el257
Ethics, code of, no general el066
Fees, "crossover practice" and standard

fees in legal profession (O. H. Tripp)
letter 279

Fees and services of practicing and con-
sulting engineers 1266

Fees, city must pay for services 1298
Freshman, advice to 1024
Government. organize Federal Club,

Washington, D. C n93
Highway, see Highways, Engineers
In port planning el257
Itinerant }?1?
Law and engineers (L. B. Corey), .letter llol
Licensing: ., ,,,„

Architects' boards have council nlllO
Arkansas law urged "'^§S
Boards of examiners form coimcil. . .nllOB
British • 362
British, move to protect title "civil

engineer" (E. J. Mehren) 227
Definition of engineering needed (W. H.

Drane) letter 40
Engineering Council committee on

what Is an "engineer" el93
Examinations In various states 1141
Examiners. National Council formed. .e967
Illinois asks proof of ability 7'7

Laws begin to restrict _ e'^

Minnesota engineers back bill no74
Minnesota bill, St. Paul society opposes

clause n964
Model law approved by Engineering

Council n86o
National Council of State Boards of

Engineering Examiners formed e967
New York State board named ^nTn
Ohio bill, proposed a\n
Oregon grants 41 licenses n332
Saskatchewan bill fails nl299
Virginia examiners appointed. .n7.i2. nol9
Working of laws 38

Manitoba, salaries and qualifications.
nl013. lj.91

Massachusetts Civil Service Commission
and (T. N. Ashton) letter 41

Mexican, Ibanez's reference to (P. Lavis)
letter 40

Minnesota, join architects m federation . . n43
New opening city planning offers e'390

New York City, get increase nStl'-.

Opening, new, city planning offers e'.-90

Pay

:

California state engmeers. recommenda-
tions of San Francisco A. A. E.. . .nl91

Congressional Joint Committee's report n43
Congressic.nl and Engi lecring Council

recommtadations compared 224
Educators', discussed by Society for

Promotion of Engineering Edueatioa n92
Engineering Council committee state-

ment .• •
^^^

Engineering Council's proposed classifi-

cation, etc. (H. W. Levy) letter 669
Engineering Council schedule, officials

urged to accept ""g-
Engineering educators' aSo
Fees and services of consulting and

practicing engineers. A. A. E. re-

port .1266

Pa«-

Manitoba, engineers' salaries and qual-

ifications nlOl.'J 1191
Manitoba engineers to enforce schwl-

ule nl013
Massachusetts highway engineers get

increase iil87

New York City Board of Estimate re-

duces chief engineer's salary el0^6
New York City engineers get increase r»912

New York Subway engineers gel in-

Railway engineers not in Labor Board's
^^

award i '

l.'
•"-'**

Technical engineers neglected in Labor
Board award (W. J. Sykes)—letter

279 (W. H. Hobbs and R. H. Bald-
win) letters 424. (L. C. Roslyn)
letter 473. (E. L. Brandt. C. A.
Cother and C. A. Mullen) letters,

with ed. comment. 571
Union of Technical Men New York

City, favors 20% increase n^»«

Port and harbor design, engineers and. n720
Program favored by Presidential candi-

(j^tgg noi4
Promoter, the. and the engineer e337
Public Health Service, seek equal foolmg

with doctors »:
• ' •

'•'''''

QuaUfications and salaries. Manitoba en-

gineers nl013. litfi

Railway, see Railways. Engineers
Registration, see Engineers. Licensing
Salary, see Engineers, Pay

_

Sales, shall they be admitted to societies.;

(N. Gerten) letter, with editorial

comment. 184 inna
Sanitary, conference on malaria control ni-uo
Technical, defined by I. C. C nllO»
Tribute to. by Cedar Rapids. la., news-

paper 366 (C. B. Smith )... letter o20
Urged to join scientific bodies (G. Paas-

Ke.W) letter 1-*'^

Valuation, ' needed by I. C. C i>190

What is an "engineer":' eiif-t

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania may
combine with lajrmen's club. n»i3

Engines, gasoline, see Gasoline Engines

ENGLAND, see also GRE.XT BRITAIN
Construction methods (E. J. Mehren)... 86
Highways, drainage system for roads

with wet clay sub-base • • i—

»

Heavy truck traffic under special condi-

tions ?^Z
Maintenance • • ?"9
Rubber ^*~ °-^2

Housing progress ^y^
Motor car regulation oiS
Water power control -''-

English for engineers, qualifications of

teacher : , i^?
Good, importance to engineers. ..... ...iW-*
Good, in report writing, see Mead. D. w.

English Channel tunnel project delayed. ...

469. abandoned nSla
Enid. Okla.. design of octagonal reservoir

a. S. Slegrist) 36
Enterprise, business IIo-
Epldemics and the engineer • • • -e^ao

Equipment, cost of ownmg. contractors

seek data .„ -"^"i
Rental schedule for el2o-. l-»»

Erie R.R.. cost of stationery 1^"
Uses Chicago River. ••••• v '

i
• ^n

Explosives, handling in New ^ork—-wall _
Street explosion (J. R. Healy) letter .1.

Essex County. N. J., costs on commission-
buili roads (J. H. Philips) ^ • ; • • " ^^*

Estimates, and actual unit costs, ""necking
_^

(C. P. Rumpf) ^- W :=. ~
Estimating, single quantity, favored by En-

gineering Coimcil n^l
Ethicr. code of. no general eiubo

Am. Soc. C. E. md A. S. M. E. co-oper-

ate In el2o.

Ethics of promotion :<cq
Europe, construction machinery m e,s>t»

General impressions of (E. J. Mehren) . . olo
Rf^ Cross work in. Prof. G. C. Whipple

.lis of Ai." b •
••°^^^

Evansville. Ind.. bridge across Oh;o River.

Federal aid sought ''^"iQ
Water- waste surveys shows delects -oJ

Everglades drainage act upheld. ^ian
hjx-service men In engineering schools . . . 119U
Examiners. engineering. see Engineers,

Licensing j .,-«
Excavating machine records, chart records i.o
Excavation, deep pit rock, by dragUne ma-^

chines . • •
•

, }^2
Explosives, liquid oxygen, utility of 'ia»
Tamping holes in quarry work 1»0

Exports and Import? see Trade, Foreign

Factory floors for special uses <H. S. _

Rinker'p .~22
Plant, multiple-unit plan ZxX
Sites, sand fills for e773. •-92

Fahertv. M. J., president Amer. Road
Builders' Assn nlOl-

Fall River. Cal.. hydro-electric plant....
el2oS. ^1260

Falsework for concrete arch supported by
overhead truss. Los Angeles (R W.
Stewart^ '-t^o

Traveling-, used to erect roof. Clevelani'

auditorium (H. E. Gage) •SOt
Farm colonies engineering applied to. book

review 808
Farms Eastern, motor trucks on . 256
Fav. Spofford & Thomdike and others, on

Staten Island piers too narrow. . . .el46. 16C

•Illustrated; e, editorials: h. hints; n, news notes; a. abstracts
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Page
Feather River. Cal.. Caribou prpject 536
Federal Club org-anize<i Washins:ton, D. C. n93
Federal Highway Counoil discusses traus-

portation n719
Vlaiis subgrade stud>- TSl
Three transportation committees discuss

motor truck nl2(U
Transportation committees to meet . . . .nll58

Federal Power Commission, see Water
Power Commission

FEDERATED AMER. ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES

A. A. E. states position nR34
Amer. Chemical Soc. declines to affiliate n627
Amer. Ensrinecring- Council

:

A. I. E. E. representatives n911
A. S. M. E. names representatives. . . .n7;Z3
Hoover elei^ted i)resident . . . .n*1057. el0t)7
Indorsed by Engineering' Council n43
Mcetingrs e290. n331. nlV^H,

e8(59. n*1057, el067. ul2r>l
Amer. Inst, of Elec. Enjrineers joins. . . .n43;J
Am. Soc. C. E. and Feileration

:

Editorials 339. 484. 579, 677. 917. 968
Letters 617, 618. 668, 766. 857, 858
News articles 380, 129, 525. 528. 623,

(i71, 768, 863. 960
Other articles 443. 663
'"Appeal for progressive as ag'ainst

radical policy". . .e579. (E. S. Alder-
man and others) letter 617. (W. T.
Chevalier) letter 618, nOTl

Arg-uments against federation (R. H.
Jacobs, O. Bates and others) . . . .letter
766. (W. H. Burr and others) letter 857
Arguments for and against Federa-

iton 663 (J. P Hogan, C. M.
Holland and F. C. Noble) letter 668,
n671, (O. Bates and others) letter 766

Arguments for joining (G. S. Will-
iams) letter 858

Federation defeated e917, n960
Illinois Section against n867
Indorsed by 455 members n863
Meeting Sept. 1 discusses Federation.

Phila. section protests n623
Membership urged by.Pres. A. P. Davis 443
Philadelphia section, for federation . . . n768
Referendum on Federation e339, n380
Refusal to enter e968
Society favors federation at Portland

convention n429
Calls for charter members e290. n331
Dallas club first local to join nl39
Davis. A. P., urges membership by Am.

Soc. C E 443
Engineering Council indorses e49. n43
Fourteen organizations join n817
Hoover, H. C., sees opportunity in n915
Illinois Society votes against joining. . . . n863
Joint Conference Committee discusses

problems nl87
Meeting, delegates to n915
Membership Nov. 20, 1920 nl063
Organizing Conference, supplementary list

of delegates n94
Societies act upon joining . . . ; nl39
Washington, D. C, Society joins.. n863. n914
York, Pa., society joins n914

Fences, wind loads on (R. Fleming) , .e49, 66
Fender, timber, for concrete pier made

removable •324
Ferguson. H. L.. views on engineers 34
Filing drawings (N. Hall) •76
Fill, hydraulic, see Fills, Hydraulic

FILLS, EARTH
Built with spreader car. . . .h*329, (L.

C. Scott) letter 473, (M. J. Woodhull)
letter 861

Density tests of shrinkage in railway fills
•782, (J. G. Sullivan) letter, with
editorial comment. 811, (C. Prelini)
letter 1007

Earth in foundations considered as
elastic solid (L. White) ^1258

Embankments, earth, balancing on road
work 658

Gravity track distribution reduces cost
of fill (D. G. Coombs) h»1249

Hydraulic, at Miami dams (C. S. Hill)
•486, •547, e582, •BOO

Hydraulicking method for million-yard
fill e773. *792

Methods on English railway 1284
Railway, shrinkage and swell of mate-

rials ^418. p773
Sand, for factory sites e773. ^792
Shrinkage in embankments (C. Prelini)

letter 135 (E. F. Wendt) letter 280,
'O. H. Tripp) letter 326, (C. A. Perry)
letter 375. (W. A. Shaw and C Pre-
lini) letters 474, (J. G. Sullivan) letter,
with editorial comment 811

"Yale Bowl" settlement (C. Prelini) ....
letter 475, (H. N. Pharr and C. A.
Ferry) letters 668

Fills, sand, for factory sites e773, ^792
Filters and Filtration, water, see Water

Treatment, Filters
BHlters. sewage, see Sewage Treatment,

Filters
E^ance, determining limits of legitimate

capital expenditure (J. R. Wade) •358
Financing foreigti trade el209
Findlcv. M. G, on control of cement con-

tent by field beam tests ^703
On Doubly eccentric load pressure on rec-

tangular footings '494
Fire, effect on concrete in warehouse. Gal-

veston (E. B. Besselievre and W. J.
Knight) . . . .•980. (E. Godfrey and E. A.
Cross) letters 1101

Page
Fire lookout towers, Maine, topographers

use 849
Fire service, revenue from. N'. E. Water
Works Assn. committee report n573

Fires, forest fire loss less in 1920 1028
Fires, forest, airplane effective in control. .1291
Fischer. A. P., on Iowa methods of widen-

ing and maintaining eai'th roads.. e242, ^269
Fish hatching ponds from abandoned New
York State canals 879

Flagpole, wood truss 1098
Flags and flagpoles, wind loads on (R.

Fleming) e49, 66
Plat slabs, cellular, lighten concrete build-

ing (O. S. Hussey) *776
Flathe.ad irrigation projects, mountain lake

siphoned down to connect tunnel outlet
(P. T. Crowe) •SO
Sink holes in canal stopped by swelling

of ground 948
Fleming, R., on makeup of technical books 369
On 60-year old iron bridge in New Jersey

village '925
On uniform pressure on building founda-

tion beds 219
On wind loads on miscellaneous struc-

tures e49. 66
Review of "Structural Steel Work"

(Beck) . . . .568. (P. L. Pratley) letter

1000, (H. R. White and E. Godfrey)
letters 1198

Pleshman. H. B.. on oakum and braces save
suspected wall in wasteway 881

j<'ioats, car. see Railways, Car Floats

FLOODS, see also MIAMI WORK
Atchafalaya River basin, separation of

Mississippi and Atchafalaya Ri/ers. . nl061
Channel improvement, Miami Valley

work, principles of '292
Council Bluffs, Iowa, protection project. . ^596
Dallas, Tex., levees 450
Dams, flood check, formed by fill behind

wire frame •506
Devil's Gate dam, Cal., completed n965
Granite Reef dam. pai-t of apron washed

out *355
Mississippi River, 1920 (A. J. Henry) . . 71

Separation of Mississippi and Atcha-
falaya Rivers nl061

Flooring, maple, load tests of end joi:its

(C. A. Petry) ^149
Floors, concrete, "Kingpin" support for

screeds n^288
Concrete replaces wood, Kansas City

warehouses ^261
Construction for railway freight houses. . 979
Factory, for special uses (H, S, Rinker) 54
Plat-slab, reinforced-concrete. New York

City regulations e289, •300. e385
(C. A. P. Turner) letter 620

Typical flat-slab working drawing (H. H.
Sondheim) *1171

Florida elevation, average 740
Flow coefficient in 36-inch siphon 796
Flow, maximum, of New York State

streams (E. H. Sargent) •879
Focht. R. G.. on drafting board apron pre-

vents rubbing h^42
Follin, J. W.. on nine years' operation, Co-

lumbus Ohio, garbage works '991
Fontaine, J. E , on graphical record for

progress in highway surveys ^78
Pontana, Cal., impulse turbines utilize wide

range of head and flow ^278
Footings, concrete, practical design (H. H.

Frenzel. . .^464, (H. H. Frenzel) letter 861
Old, replaced and made continuous with

new. concrete building (R. L. Berlin) '1129
Rectangular, doubly eccentric load pres-

sure on (M. G. Findley) ^494
Footpaths, see Highways, Footpaths
Footway, temporary, built on viaduct under

construction h*138
Undercrossing for busy street, Chicago. .* 798

Ford, Bacon & Davis to value New Jersey
electric railways n529

Ford Motor Co. to found Ford Technical
Institute n478

Foreign Fields, notes from, see Notes from
Foreign Fields

Foreign Trade, see Trade Foreign
Foreign Trade Financing Corportion or-

anized el209
Forest depletion and forest policy 1128
Forest fire control, airplane effective in. . . .1291
Forest fires, less loss in 1920 1028
Forest Products Laboratory decennial nl42, n382
New machine for 101
Tests, charring posts of no value 1154
Tests, creosote oils, light, in wood pre-

servation 103
Forests. British imperial policy 514
Lumbermen for American policy . 399

Forms, Concrete, see Concrete Forms
Forms, printed, standardize monthly cost

estimates ^942
Formula, straight-line. E, Thacher and (W.

H. Burr) letter 858
Forth River bridge, Alloa. Scotland, dam-

aged by destroyer 605
Fortier. S.. and E. J. Hoff, on defects in

current meters and new design ^923
Foster, H, D., to work in tile research. . . .n91.5
Foundation beds, building, uniform pressure

on (R. Fleming) 219
Fomidation and substructure problems,
book review 1200

Foundations, continuous. three-column,
analysis of (Prof. C. A. Elhs) . . . •680,
(A. Smith) letter ^958

Earth in, considered as elastic solid (L.
White) •1368

Page
Fox. O. M.. on export and import atatistica

indicate industrial trend. . . .•835, (A. E.
Stiles) letter 1103
On construction revival—when? 1196
On prices and supply of cement n674

FR.'VNCE
American contractors and labor condi-

tions (E. J, Mehren) •340
Cities rebiiilt, suggestions from 885
Fuel oil pipe line from Havre to Paris, , 441
Highways, restoration, etc. (E. J.

Mehren) e290, 303
Traffic census begins, on national

roads '254
Industrial situation. 876, (G. P. Thomas)

letter 1149
Labor conditions (E, J. Mehren) ^340
Mines at Lens, reclaiming (E, J. M.) . . . 313
Piping oil from Havre to Paris 55.5
Railways, electrification 318

Triple-track main lines 736
Tunneling, fast, during war '844

Reconstruction (E. J. Mehren) e98,
•100, also el065

Harvard Unit sails n239
Rhone River, regulation (T. Saville) ....

•396. correction 666
Freeman, M. H.. on grouting leaking New
York subway station c289, •314

FREIGHT
Adapting motor truck to railroad ter-

minal expansion 785
Amer. WTiolesale Lumber Assn. protests

demurrage penalty n576
Box cars, open-top, why not? (K. Bryan)

letter 326
Canal carriage, cost to New York State

(W. G. Wilkins) letter 233
Car-loading results e869
Car service, better, move for n480
Car shortage ending e967
Car users, appeal made by Chamber of
Commerce n574

Construction industry affected by trans-
portation 227

Conveyors speed deliver.v of sacked coffee
to ships (S. T. Henry) •757

Crisis, passing e679
Distribution discussed by New York Sec-

tion Am. Soc. C. E.. .n770. e822 856, e869
Double-deck station, in six-story building,

Chicago & Alton, Chicago •733
Freight house floor construction 979
Highway materials shipments not affect-

ing coal program n535
"Low-gr.ado" tonnage rates e967
Priority order holds up materials nl39
Production and transportation e97
Station, double-deck, in six-story station.

Chicago & Alton. Chicago •733
Terminal, Chicago & Alton. Chicago •728. ^732
Terminal service, full and fair trial lor

motor truck in ell63, 1194, el310
Yard improved for better operation. Lin-

coln, Neb e967, ^996
Frenzel, H. H.. on practical design of con-

crete cap footings '464, (H. H.
Frenzel) letter 861

Freshman engineers, advice to 1024
Frost, H. L., on tile drainage in river con-

trol 399
Pviller, G. W.. on cost-plus contracts for

water-works construction 78
Fullers earth output 493

G

Gage. H. E.. on erecting auditorium roof.
Cleveland, with traveling falsework •800

Gahagan. W. H.. Inc.. gets Wanaque dam
contract nl013

Galveston causeway construction taken over
by county n94
Concrete warehouse, effect of fire on (E.

B. Besselievre and W. J. Knight) •gSO.
(E. Godfiey and E A. Cross) letters 1101
Resistance of aggi'e'^ate in (H Pen-

nington) ., letter 1203, (W. J.
Knight) letter 1298

Garage, concrete cantilever construction. .. ^609

GARBAGE
Boston contract given up nl299
Byproducts, sale of, in Chicago 504
Cities may regulate disposal, courts hold 304
Columbus, Ohio, works, nine years' oper-

ation (J. W. Follin) ^991
Contracts for feeding, a sound principle el 113
Dallas, new collection equipment 1293
Disposal, changing conception of e386
District of Columbia disposal (Maj, F. S.

Besson) 1073
Feeding to hogs. Halifax, Eng 757
Fuel from, again el93
Toledo to pay $1.45 ton for reduction. .n286
Washington. D. C. disposal (Mai. P. S.

Besson) 1072. ^1183
Gas. cheap, in Sunderland. Eng 448

Compressed, large gas-welded ta-ik 861
Gascoigne. G B.. on design of Cleveland

sewage-treatment works '344
Gases, permeability of rubber 362
Gasoline engines, horsepower diagram to

determine (C. E Lounsbery) •893
Gasoline substitute, acetol 924
Gasoline tax compared with motor-vehicle

tax in Great Britain (E. J. Mehren).. 4,
(C. J. Bennett) letter 136, (H. G,
Shirley) letter 231. nlOfiO

Gasworks private, taken over by Omaha. . 180
Gate lock and gage, combined n^l44

•Illustrated; e, editorials; h, hints; n, news notes; a, abstracts
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Paere

Gavett, W., on design and principles of
sewag-e siphons '1041
On surface shrinkag'e of rapid filter sand

beds 'lOSl
Geig'er, C. W., on boom attachment for pile

drivers h*330
On old air drill cuts pavements '1083

General Contractors, see Assoc. Genl. Con-
tractors

General Elec. Co., co-operative course with
Mass. Institute of Technology all9

General Staff, see Army, General Staff.
Geologic classification of oil lands, etc. ...1101
Geological Survey, classification of oil

lands, etc 1101
Geological Survey, directors, terms of ... . n332

Report on building activities in 1919 .... 1270
Topographers in Maine use fire lookout

towers 849
George, H. H., on cement testing steamer

heated by electricity '33
Georgetown, D. C, Bridge, Army engineers

build •970
Germantown dam, see Miami Flood Protec-

tion Works
Germany, coal mines, small shares proposed

for workers nl302
Exports exceed imports in May n911
General conditions (E. J. Mehren) 'SI?
Germans underbid Americans for locomo-

tives 1083
Industries receive foreign orders for

equipment nll56
Scientists invite reconciliation elll3
Steel prices reduced by business stagna-

tion n863
What engineers are doing (E. J. Mehren) '562

Gibson, N. R., and Shepard, G. R., on
hydraulic problems of design of Niagara
turbines •646, (R. E. Horton) e677, 683

Gillespie, C. G., on chlorinated water de-
stro.vs metals '127, (D. R. Gwinn)

letter 520
On water supply problems and projects,
Cahfomia •446

Gin poles pull and pile stumps (J. L.
Crane, Jr.) h^ll53

Girders, ballasted and concrete, impact for-
mula, reducing factors for dead-load ratio
(W. T. Everall) letter ^474
Cantilever, of concrete, and concrete

trusses, in theater '604
Concrete, in garage ^609
Plate, finding rivet pitch quickly (R.

Smillie) •157
Glasgow engineering and shipbuilding ex-

position n721
Sewage sludge utilization 760
Stone block paving (E. J. Mehren) ^322
To London (E. J. Mehren) •367, e831

Glebe Island, see Sydney, Australia
"Glunch." creator of ideas 1291
Goldstein. S., on wire mesh used for con-

crete flat slab reinforcement •SSS
Goodnough, X. H., on boating and fishing

in water-supply ponds and reservoirs, and
typhoid a542, n574

Gorgas, Maj.-Gen. W. C., obituary 91
Tribute to (C. M. Saville) letter 135

Government economy el210
Emplo.vees. retirement pensions nl41
Engineers, see Engineers. Government
May study tunnel problems 603
Organization studied by engineering so-

cieties 794
Standardization in building 26

Government Proving Ground. Aberdeen
Md., water-supply, underground, located
by gravel clues (P. S. Tainter) 20

Governors' conference to consider housing
problems n964

Gow, C. R.. on quicksand a543
Grab, four-point, for handling large rocks h^476
Grade crossings, see Railways, Grade Cross-

ings
Grading, dump car loaded through hopper. 283
Graft scandal, building, see New York City.
Grain elevator, see Elevator, grain
Grand Central Terminal. New York City.

regional development, etc e484. ^496.
(with insert)

Grand Rapids Afich.. water supply, inter-
mittent reduced lime feed '999

Grand Trunk R.R.. arbitration board nl89
Arbitration deferred nl207

Granite City, 111., sewer construction, Eng-
lish views on 11

Granite Reef dam, floods wash out part
of apron ^355

Gravel, pipe line velocities necessary to
transport gravel (P. J. McAuliffe) e968. •gSS

Gravel plant record has lesson for con-
tractors 645

Gravity track distribution reduces cost of
earth fill IT>. G. Coombs) h*1349

GREAT BRIT.VIN, see also ENGLAND
Coal strike e629. e773. e869, el018
Debt, national 546
Engineering society organization (E. J.

Mehren) 227
Engineers, registration 362
Forest policy, imperial 514
Highways, footpaths (E. J. Mehren) .... 275

For heavy traffic (E. J. Mehren) .... 273
Practice (E. J. Mehren) 375
Tarred macadam high m tests 839

Housing scheme, government (E. J.
Mehren) el05. ^217

Labor, building trades, dilution blocked nl255
Labor, political activity 741
Motor vehicle instead of gasoline tax

probable (E J. Mehren ).... 4. fC J.
Bennett) letter 136. (H. G. Shirley)
letter 231 nl060

Railway deficit 395

Page
Great Falls. Potomac River, development

might block railroad route 553
Great Lakes Engineering Works to continue

operations n815
Great LakesSt. Lawrence Tidewater Asso-

ciation, soo Inland Waterways
Great Northern Ry., England, earthwork

methods 1284
Great Western Power Co.. Caribou project,

California 538
Greece, public works 555
Green. R. M.. and J. L. Hershey. on old

brick pavement resurfaced with asphaltic
concrete •900

Greene, T. W., on test of timber po.st with
warp and seasoning cracks •342

Grouting leaking New York subway station
(M. H. Freeman) e. .289. ^314

Guayabalillo, Mex., oil refinery, sea water
for condensers secured by gravity (L. H.
Watts) •324

Gulf Coast bridges may be rebuilt nl207
Gulfport, Miss.. U. S. Naval Ti-aining Camp,

sewage treatment by acid 405
Gunite use to line-leaking reservoir, Pitts-

burgh •1043
Used to reline leaky park lake (D. J.

Baker) •410
Gusset plate, neglected (Maj. W. M. Wil-

son) e241. '259
Gwinn, D. R., on pumping station and filter

plant employees a540

H

Hale. F. E., wins prize for paper on New
York vvater supply nl255

Halifax, Eng.. garbage feeding to hogs. . . 757
Hall, Maj. C. L.. on military vs. civil con-

trol of construction in war time 1239
Hall, N., on filing drawings •76
Hallowell, Me., water-works, operation of

true siphon on main supply pipe (W. R.
Braun and C. W. Sherman) a541.
(G. S. Binckley) letter 669. (G. E. Hill)

letter ^862
Hammer, water, in pipe lines (Prof. W. F.

Durand) el209. ^1212
Hammond, H. D., review of "Earth Work

and Its Cost" 567, (H. P. Gillette)
letter 1001

Hapgood, F. H., on estimation of conduit
capacity in relation to storage. .. '153. 1179

Harbors, see Ports and Harbors
Harding. H. McL.. on dimensions of a ship-

ping pier 1119
Harding. W. G.. favors engineers' program n624
Hardwood for paving, see Wood
Harger. W. G., on motor operation as

afiected by road location and grade de-
sign e97. ^104. ^171. ^201. (E. H.
Stelle and W. G. Harger) letters 522

Harper. J. L.. on how war needs developed
co-operation at Niagara e580. ^582

Harris, E. G., on charts for solution of
Manning's formula •837

Harrisburg. Pa., engineers' societies may
combine with laymen's club n818
Waterworks improvements n963

Hartford, Conn,, color in water n574
Hartness. Gov. J., of Veimont. an engineer n^911
Harvard Reconstruction Unit sails for

France n239
Harvard Univ., Prof. Hughes new engineer-

ing dean n45
Hat Creek, Cal., hydro-electric plant

el258. •1260
Hazen, A,, on water use variation in com-

pletely metered systems ^449
On writing engineering reports 947
And others, on surface shrinkage of

rapid filter sand beds 438
Hawaii, rainfall, enormous 792
Head, loss of, see Loss of Head
Health, public, see Sanitation
Health conference organized nll56
Health officers, city, directory of 419

State, co-ordination of activities 343
Heffernan, D. A., on water-works service

pipes, Milton. Mass a542
Hegardt, G. B., on port terminal pier de-

sign, Portland. Ore ^796
Henry. A. J., on Mississippi River floods,

1920 71
Henry, S. T.. on conve.vors speed delivery

of sacked coffee on ships •757
On irrigation in Mendoza, Argentina. ... '353
On local financing in South America. . . .n671

Herron Hill reservoir. Pittsburgh, concrete
membrane lining placed ^1043

Hershey. J. L.. and R. M. Green, on re-

surfacing old brick pavement with
asphaltic concrete *900

Hetch Hetchy aqueduct, etc.. see San
Francisco. Water Supply.

Hettrick. J. T., indicted nl204
Hewitt, G. W.. on tunneling and lining pen-

stocks Niagara •698
Hibbing. Minn., Oliver Iron Mining Co.. fill

built with spreader cai-. . . .h^329. (L. C.

Scott) letter 473. (M. J. WoodhuU) letter 861
High Bridge, see New York C.ty

HIGHWAYS
Alley pavement increased by mechanical

loading h^283. e289
Amer. Assn. of State Highway officials

to meet n671
Meeting nl251

Amer. Road Builders' Assn. convention . . n965
Exhibit at nl015
Elects officers nl012

Argentina, good roads campaign to be
started n537

Arizona, engineers name five commission-
ers nl40

Page
Arkansas, incompetent en^neera for....n286

Practice el06a. 1099
Asphalt crackji and puHbing'. causes 830

Experience with shows need of ade-
quate drainage 'SIO

Clinker used in England lowers pavinip
costs 655

Cut by device made with bugjry wheel
(W. F. Reichardt) h^523

Delaware to build, in.steail of conrTete n43
Maintenanc-c costs. Columbus. Ohio. . . 423
MainU.-nance costn. iM.strict of Colom-

bia fMaj. F. S. IJfesson) 705
Pavement laid at fast rate 1186

Asphaltic cushion to be tne<J in Chicago 2H5
Belgian '262
Best type defined by Boreau 539
Bids, original tender cut $35,000 in read-

vertisement nl303
Bituminous, good and bad practice in

patchmg (J. S. Crandell) •1168
Bituminous macadam, mixed method cost

of 607
Penetration, cost of 607
California, finance board organized. .nl255
California interest rate increase, vote

on n93. nl90. n576
California. inter-«t rale flexible to aid

sales n962. nlllO
Indiana, county unit petitions, many. . n93
New Jersey, large bond issues asked

for highway bridges n767
North Carolina plans campaign n963

Brick. crack.s in new pavement (C. C.
Wiley) '^se

Vitrified, production 457
Bridges, see Bridges. Highways
British:

Drainage system for road with wet
clay sub-base • 1-3

Gasoline tax compared with motor-
vehicle tax in Great Britain lE. J.

Mehren) ...4 <C J. Bennett I letter

136, (H. G. Shirley) letter 231. nl060
For heavy traffic (E. J. Mehren).... 273
Heavy truck traffic under special con-

ditions .• SjlJ
Maintenance gS?
Maintenance in Devon 884
Practice (E. J. Mehren) 27o
Tarred macadam high in tests 839
Traffic demands modem highways. ... 3i

Wide, recommended by British engi-

neer ^Sin
Building, has turn come? . . e8(0
Building equipment and materials, exhibit

at Road Builders" convention nl015
California, bond issues, see Highways.

Bonds
Bureau of Public Roads to report on n284
Contracts ready by Feb. 1 °^li2
Election ma.v remove bar to work. . . -noiO
Finance board organizeed nl255
Five-inch pavement, reinforced, now
minimum n671. e678

Flexible interest rate to aid bond
sales n962. nlllO

Mesh reinforcement in concrete pave- ^
ments "3"

Survey by Bureau of Public Roads. . .

nl40. n57.J

Tree planting - • 668
Vote on interest rate increase. . . .n93.

nl90. n576. n962. nlllO
Canada. S40.000.000 for 399

Construction *63
Carpet coats and oils use of alll
Clay, earth and sand, improvement and

maintenance. A. R.. Hirst on 33.

(J. W. Ledoux) letter 136
Commission-built, costs on 1 J H. Philips) 31?
Committee on Education for Highway

Engineering and Highway Transport
Engineering established . "J^-

Connecticut, practice el 113. 11,0
Traffic on New York-New Haven high-
way 1049

Concrete:
P-<se, concrete, bituminous top. cost of bU<

1 »c. concrete, resists frost action. .. *310
Cement shortage forces Delaware to

build asphalt instead n43
Concealed joints in slab limit surface
Center form for wide road ^rx?

cracks (S. H. Lea) 'aOfi

Conveyor loader stocks stone (H. H.
Wilson) h^23«

Development of local materials aids
contractor •83»

Gravel plant record has record for con-
tractors 2^*

Ice jam fails to injure '-g
Impact tests. Pernsylvania 12?
Light railway a.id motor trucks both

used on job •807
Mesh reinforcement in CaUfomia pave-

ments "35*

Nomenclature (J. E. Pennybackerl
letter, with editorial I'omment. 908

Paver places batch of minute-mix every
75 sec h^234

Precast slabs used in repairs <C. B.
Dugan) e3. •20

Reinforcement, steel (H. E. Breed) . . .

el209 1231
Wet haulage to road excels dry haul-

age to mixer •356

Construction

:

Building highways to meet demands of
the subgrade (F. A. Churchill) .... 505

Center form for wide coni-rete road.. 1203
Concealed joints in slab limit surface

cracks (S. H. Lea) ^305
Development of local materials aids

contractor •831

•Illustrated ; e, editorials ; h. hints ; n. news notes ; a, abstracts
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Page
Factory-made roads (C. B. Dugan) . .e3, •20
Gravel plant record has lesson for con-

tractors 545
Ligrht railway and motor trucks both

used on job 802
Practice in various states. . .e918, 920,

677. 1029. el065. 1099, elH3,
1120, ell(52, 1177

Precast reinforced-concrete slabs used
in repairs (C. B. Dugan) e3. *20

Problems, three, simple solution of
(W. B. Walraven) •1172

Runway, wooden, for sandy subg-rade
trucking work (T. E. Burton) . . . .h*282

Stocking stone with conveyor loader
(H. H. Wilson) h^233

Wet haulage to road excels dry haul-
age to mixer •SSe

Winter storage elOlS
Contractors, Pennsylvania, organize . . . . . n914
t/Ontraots should be let early elOl''

Original tender cut $35,000 in readve'r-
tisement of bids nl303

Trial lettings proposed. New Yorl'
State n865

Under discussion el209
Cost, four types tested for cost. Phil'a-

delphia 607
Country, open ditches excel tile drains

(F. T, Danielson) •401
County, built cheaply by day labor' (S.

H. Lea) *363
Crittenden County, Ark., avoids tie-up by

open-top ear purchase n332
Curve problem, with P. I. inaccessible,

solution for (C. H. Olmstead) •125
Curves, mass curve ordinates computed

by aid of adding machine (E. T.
Brown) •1172

Curves, method of setting out (W ' H
_,

Drane) •1176
Curves, plotting: chart shows template

for given degree to any scale (D. P.
Maxwell) •158

Curves, simple solution of '

three' 'prob-
lems (W. B. Walraven) ^1172

Cuts and fills, mass curve ordinates com-
puted by aid of adding machine (R. TBrown ) •117'>

^ay labor builds county road's' cheaply,
W. Va (S. H. Lea) *363

Deadman's Curve, Washington-Baltimore
re-location »g5

Delaware, asphalt instead of concrete,' ow-
ing to cement shortage n43Department organization and administra'-

'

tion, proper ^394
Design, curve problem, s'ee' 'Hig'h'ways,

Curve Problem.
Design, heavy-traffic pavements (P. Hub-

bard) •1264Motor operation costs as affe'e'ted
' by

road location and grade design (W
G. Harger)

. .e97, •104, ^171 ^201

leuerj'ssl*'"" ^"^ ^- ^- '^^'^^'^'

Development in thinly developed coun-

Devefopm'ent.' practice in
^^^' ^^^

m.tr.- t
''^^?- ^2° 9'^'^- 1029, el065, 1099Districts avoid tie-up by open-top ckrpurchase n3^2Ditches, open, excel til'e' drains,' ifor c'o'u'n'-

try roads (P, T. Danielson) •401
Drainage, adequate, needed, as shown byfailures

•31«i
Artificial grades nee'ded '

'

('j. "w. 'Le'-dOUX) Iptfpr 1 ^ROpen ditches excel tile drains f'or'coun-
try roads (P. T. Danielson) .4OIbystem for road with wet clay sub-base •123

^^^h^t^^^^ ^^^ 'sand.' improvement ' andmaintenance. A. R. Hirst on,
33, (J. w. Ledoux) letter 136

^^iLf^'^^.^P'^^^P ""ade part of paving
construction program, Iowa (A PFischer) p940 '*<?rq

Earthwork balancing on road' w'o'rk ... 658
Jas

'^'"^-'^esh army roads (T. M.

^"m")"^*^""^-
courses' 'at'

' University '

o't

^°^
Michigan nqqq nftOf;

Engineers

:

""^'^"*' ^°~°
Committee on Education, etc., estab-

lished
Courses at Uni'v'ersity '

of
'

Michigan,

'

.nl42

Education of 87 n333 nfi9^
Massachusetts get iAcre'a'se

.'

'. . .
.^.'

. ni87
English see Highways, British.
Essex County. N. J., costs on commis-

sion-built roads (J. H. Philips) 318Estimates to be made known after receibt'of bids. Indiana nllOQ
Etiquette, traffic e53^

FldSaid*-""^
""^^^ °^ subgra'd'e"study.'.'^3l6

Approved projects 4O0Danger in appropriation lapse'.
'.'.

n478Figures corrected by Idaho (W. J. Hal'l

T f"'^
M O. Eldridge) letters 327Indorsed by bankers n914Last funds become available. . 555Ohio to speed work n43l

State officials support bill. ... '
' ' '0768

States absorb all 1920 funds 170Study of problems, more money for. .'n818Work up to May 1. 1920 304Federal Highway Council discusses trans-
portation n71<)Plans subgrade study .......'..'''' jgl
Transportation committees to ineet nll58

Discuss motor truck nl204

•Illustrated;

Page
Fills, cement gravel for broken up with

dynamite (F. W. Wilson) h523
Fills and cuts, mass curv'e ordinates com-

puted by aid of adding machine (R.
T. Brown) ^1172

Finances, see Highways. Bonds.
Footpaths in Great Britain (E. J. Mehren) 276
Foundation; on what are we building?

(H. G. Shirley),
letter 521, (A. A. Young) letter 620

Pour types tested for cost. Philadelphia. 607
Prance, restoration, etc. (E. J. Mehren),
„ „ e290, 303
Traffic census begins, on national roads. ^254

Frost action disintegrates New Jersey
^ road •310
Gasohne tax fairest (H. G. Shirley) . .letter 231
Grade design and location, as they affect

motor operation (W. G. Harger) .. .e97,
•104. ^171, ^201, (E. H. Stelle and
W. G. Harger) letters 532

Grading device, new, tractor fresno hitch
and control *gQ

Graduate shoi t courses in engineering
and transport. University of Michigan,

n333, n626
Gravel ell62, 1177
Handbook, "Highways Green Book".... 370
Handwood for paving, utility shown in

comparative tests (E, E. Butterfield) . . 656
Heavy haulage on e49
"Highways Green Book," 370
Idaho, Federal aid in (W. J. Hall and

M. O. Eldridge) letters 327
Illinois, construction speeded n964

Wet haulage to road excels dry haul-
age to mixer •356

Indiana, H, K. Bishop, chief engineer,
removed n627, e677

Bond issue, many county unit petitions n93
Contractors use Liberty Bonds as de-

posits n431
Estimates to be made known after re-

ceipt of bids nll09
County unit bond petitions are many. . n93
Extensive 1921 program n332
Law would give contractors partial pay-

ments each mile n333
Padding estimates to cover bond dis-

counts charged n575
Practice 1271

Institute, experimental, Italian 126
International Road Congress officers. . . .n^769

U. S. should be member (Prof. A. H
Blanchard) elll3, letter 1151

Investigation board formed by National
Research Council nlOlO, el065

Iowa, methods of widening and maintain-
ing earth roads (A. F. Fischer) .e242 •269
Practice 1029

Italy, experimental road institute .

.' .' .' .' .' .' 126
Kansas, brick pavement, monolithic fails

from expansion (M. W. Watson) .... ^595
Practice 1218

Lighthouses to warn motorists, Wyom,ing, !n677
Lincoln, committee on ideal section
named n576

Lines control traffic on county road '(K.
I. Sawyer) •833

Location and grade design as they affect
motor operation (W. G. Harger) . .e97
^J^^t- i-^'^1' r^Ol. (E, H. Stelle and
W. G. Harger) letters 522

Location, method of setting out curves
(W. H. Drane) ^1176

Macadam, failure shows need of subgrade
study •310

Making surfaces durable type bases.. 1176
Skin coat of tar good after nine years. 765
Tar, high in British tests 839
Tar, show lowest annual cost,

TTT . ,-
'^^^- <^- ^- Barnett) letter 1105

Waterbound, do not stand up under
.,,

motor truck traffic (E. J. Mehren) . . 273
Machinery corporation cited for unfair

competition n770
Maine, practice in

. .ell62 1177
Maintenance in Devon, Eng '. 884

Oils and carpet coats, use oif. ! ! . . alllOn English roads 506 884
Tar, macadam shows lowest annual

cost. . . .783, (R. C. Barnett) letter 1105
Maps, Board of Surveys committee re-

ports 1089
Marquette County, Mich., lines control

traffic (K, I. Sawyer) ^833
Mciryland. commission purchases bonds.. n477

State engineers inspect system nlOlO
Massachusetts, practice elll3. 1120

Tar macadam shows lowest annual cost

K, . ,
7^^- <K- C. Barnett) letter 'll05

Materials and equipment, exhibit at Road
Builders' convention nl015

Materials, data on tonnage to be col-
lected nl42

Early reissue of shipping permits prob-
able n914

Local, development aids contractor! !! ^831
More favorable shipments n38C
Pennsylvania work speeded up by Com-

mission's car orders 612
Priority in Ohio \\\ n574
Shipment not affecting coal prcgram n525
Western situation worse n480
Winter movement Planned n477
Winter storige elOlS

Michigan, practice in development. .e918 920
Mineral Coun.y. W. Va.. built cheaply by

day labor (S. H. Lea) " •363
Minnesota practice ', 977

State trunk-line system created . . . . . 1197
Missouri earthwork balancing on road

work (5.58
State plans 6,000-mile system 645

Page
Motor operation costs as affected by road

location and grade design (W. G
Harger) .. .e97, •104, •171, ^201 (E
H. Stelle and W. G. Harger) letters 522

National Research Council forms research
^,

bod.v nlOlO, el066
Nebraska practice 1029New England toll roads, book review... 371
New Jersey

:

Bond issues, large, asked for highway
bridges n767

Commission names engineer n94
Motor license fund increase sought . . n573
State to buy 52 snow plows n962
Subgrade study needed, as shown by

upheavals •SIO
Winter conference planned . . . . n913

New York

:

Bids received e870
Low bids received in trial letting. .. .n964
Traffic density shown by line widths on

ch.art (C. M. Edwards) •750
Trial lettings proposed n865New York Highway Transport Show, Jan
3 8. 1921 nlllONow York-New Haven, traffic on 1049

North Carolina, associations plan bond
issue campaign . n963
Program ]\\ ,,190

Ohio, commission asked to reduce esti-
mates nl25")
Materials receive priority ..'...'..'. .' n574
State to speed Federal-aid work ...'.' n431

Oil-heating plant, portable, for surfac-
ing roads ^250

Oils and carpet coats, use of ....... alll
Pavements

:

Asphalt, cracks and pushing 830
Asphalt, laid at fast rate 1186
Base, new, for Providence results from

lack of cement 877
Brick, monolithic, fails from' expan-

sion (M. W. Watson) •595
Brick, old, resurfaced with asphalt'ic

concrete (R. M. Green and J L
Hershe.v) '*900

Chicago adopts asphaltic cushions.'265 441
Cost street railways should bear share

795. e821. (W. Jackson) letter 956
Cost comparisons 76, (Cranford

Paving Co.) letter, with editorial
comment, 373, correction, letter by
J. G. Gabelman. 474

Costs, in England, lowered by use of
asphalt clinker gr-

Creosoted rail pavement for 'long' life
Ui. A. Smith) letter ^1152
Cut by old air drill (C. W. Geiger) •1083
Facilitated by charter changes St

Paul. Minn '

'l090Five-inch miniumum now' in California,

Flexible, resurfacing (H. T, Macfar-
'"'^^

land) oqq
Hardwood, utility sho'vn in compar'a-

tive tests (E. E. Butterfield) .... 656
Heavy-traffic, design of (P. Hubbard) ^1264Nomenclature- (J. E. Pennybacker)

letter, with editorial comment... 908Repaying in cities (W. A. Bassett)...

Slabs, rigid, temperature stress^es in
"

»

(C. H. Scholer) .... •943
Stone block. Glasgow (E. J. Mehren')'.! • 322btone production grows . . 119
Street, Brussels (E. J. Mehren

i

^431
lar-sand cushion in wood-block pav-
tAI^'

Syracuse, N. Y. (J. S. Crandell. 414
^S^Vx-^'^'^t''^^ service values, by A

K. Hirst ell61 1187Wet concrete hauled three' 'miles for
TUT il (C. B. Montgomery) ^885
wood-block, recent experiences with. . 976

/^r^lS'^''..
tightened by jackscrews

(W. W. Horner) ^686. 976
Pennsylvania, arrests for truck overload-

ing n285
Contractors organize n914Development of local materials aids

contractor •SSIImpact tests on road coiicrete! . . .
'

'

128Light railwxy and motor trucks both
used on job ^802

Progress slowed up .'. n576
State builds 26 miles in week! !!!!'' 'n911
State builds 410 miles of concrete

roads in 1920 nl255
lownships raise large road sum 330
Traffic compared with Rhode Island. . 667Work speeded up by Commission's car

orders 612Peru new law !!!!!!!!''' •468
Philadelphia four types tested for cost! ! 607

Paving work 622
Practice in various states. . . .e9i8 9'2'o'

^,'Ti.i"??' '^l'^^^' 1099. elll3, 1120.
ell62. 1177, 1218. 1271

Primary road maintenance by state asked
in Washington State 1262Program, where is it taking us? (J. W
Howard) letter 183

Pi-otection in spring el257
Relation of roads and vehicles to be

studied nl42
Rppaving. see Highways. Paving.
Repair of bituminous good and bad prac-

tice (J. S. Crandell) •1168
Research board formed by National lie-

search Council nlOlO. el065
Research most needed as construction

aid 933
Rh.ide Island practice . . . . . . . . .eillS 1120

Traffic compared with Pennsylvania.'. 667
e, editorials; h, hints; n, news notes: a, abstracts
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Rubber roads, England 442, 83.5

Rural, and bridge expenditures 1128
Sand, earth and clay, improvement and

maintenance. A. R. Hirst on 33,
(J. W. Ledoux) letter 136

Saskatchewan, comprehensive system pro-
posed nl302

Scholarship, University of Texas n331
Service, by A. R. Hirst ell61, 1187
Snow removal 836
Southern states, work faces demoraliza-

tion through car order n92
Spring break-up. protecting roads in . . . el257
State oflicials support Federal-aid bill . . . n768
Street planning, rational e870
Stresses, temperature, in rigid pavement

slabs (C. H. Scholer) •943
Subgrade, building highways to meet de-

mands of subgrade 505
On what are we building? (H. G. Shir-

ley) . .letter 521, (A, A. Young) letter 620
Study needed, as shown by upheavals. . '310
To be studied by Federal Highway

Council 781
Superelevation gained by two reverse.

vertical curves (W. B. Walraven) .
. '1172

Surveys, graphical record of (J. E. Fon-
taine) •78

Table for converting stations to miles
(R. T. Brown) 156

Tar Macadam, see Highways, Macadam.
Taxation for (E. J, Mehren) . . .4, (C,

J. Bennett) letter 136, (H. G. Shirley)
letter 231, nl060

Temperature stresses in rigid pavement
slabs (C. H. Scholer) '943

Tests. British 839
Tile drains, see Higrhways, Drainage.
Toll roads. New England, Md., and Va..

book review 371
Tracks, twin reinforced-concrete, sug-

gested (J. Berg) letter ^520
Tractor hauled graders and drags make

foundation for paved roads (A. F.
Fischer) e242, •269

Traffic:
Traffic census, France, on national roads. ^254

Pennsylvania and Rhode Island com-
pared 667

Value and application 37
Traffic demands, modern 37
Traffic density shown by line widths on

chart (C. M. Edwards) •750
Traffic etiquette e532
Traffic, heavy, pavements for (P. Hub-

bard) •1264
Traffic on county road controlled by

lines (K. I. Sawyer) •833
Traffic problem, in Conn., R. I, and

Mass elll3, 1120
Traffic regulations, uniform, urged nl300
Transport Show, New Tork. Jan. 3-8.

1921 nlllO
Moving pictures for nl253

Trial lettings proposed. New Tork State n865
Types, relative service values of. by A.

R. Hirst ell61. 1187
Vehicles, eflect on roads to be studied. ,nl42
Vitrified block, cost of 607
Vitrified brick production 457
Washington State needs $6,000,000 for

1921 work nl207
Primary road maintenance asked by

state 1262
Waterbound macadam, see Highways

Macadam. Waterbound.
West Virginia, built cheaply by day labor

(S. H. Lea) ^363
Where is our program taking us? (J. W.

Howard) letter 183
Wide, recommended by British engineer . 1240
Widths, and service, by A. R. Hirst.

eliei. 1187
Wire-mesh army roads in Egypt (T. M.

Jasper ) 302
Wisconsin, practice in development . .e918, 930
Wood-block, tar-sand cushion used in

Syracuse, N. Y, (J. S Crandell) .... 414
Toledo. Ohio, replaced on asphalt binder

as cushion, after cloudburst •467
Wyoming, concrete base repaired with

pre-cast slabs (C. B. Dugan e3. 'SO
Lighthouses to warn motorists n577

Hill, C. S.. on hydraulic fill at Miami Con-
servancy dams ^486. ^547. e582. ^600

Hinds. J., on hydraulic jump and critical
depth in design of hydraulic structures. .^1034
On venturi flume data throw light upon

"control weir" ^1223
Hines. Brig. Gen. F, T., Chief of Inland
Waterways Service nl41

Hirst. A. R., on earth, clay and sand
roads 33, (J. W, Ledoux) letter 136
On high\Tay "service" ell61. 1187

Hodson. F. W., on wall form saves labor
and lumber h*427

Hofl. E. J., and S. Fortier on defects in
current meters and new design ^923

Hogwire for riprapping on irrigation canal
embankments (R. M. Adams ).... letter ^374

Hoist equipment, steel and lumber h^427
Holland builds large floating crane for

Liverpool 1293
Making most of natural resources
(E. J. Mehren) ^761

Hollow tile research n915
Holt. L. W., on seepage and waste water

losses, Wapato irrigation project ^365
Holyoke. Mass., water-works, management

and finances (P. J. Lucey ) a540
Honduras, bridge erection (W. T. Penney).. ^39
"Hool & Johnson, new consulting firm n382
Hooppd columns and construction joints in

Galveston fire (W. J. Knight) . . , , letter 1298

Pasre
Hoover, H. C, electee, president Amer. En-

gineermg Council n^l0o7, el067
Making of Herbert Hoover, ' book re-
^ view 1201
On engineer's relation to our industrial

problems 1053
On national policy on engn.jeerin? prob-
^ lems 544
Sees opportunity in Federation n915
Horner. W. W.. on jackscrewn tighten

wood-block pavement •686 976
Horse cuts truck-loading cost (D. Patch). .h^l38
Horton R. E.. on modern developments of

hydrauhc turbine design. .. e«77. 683.
(W. S. Pardoe) letter 1006

Receives Brackett medal n574
Review of Researches on Theory of Cen-

trifugal Pump Impellers" 132
Hospital servic-e and expenses in cor.jtruc-

^ tion 692
Costs contractor 75c, a case h^l86

HOISING
Conference. Detroit n912
Construction projects, administration and

supervision (Knowles) 748
Credit institute to aid Italian housing. . . 401
England, progress in 465
Governors' conference to consider n964
Industrial Housing" (Knowles) book re-
view 807

Insurance companies lend for nl303
Italy, credit institute to aid 401
Municipal and state, in England and

America (E. J. Mehren) el95, ^217
New York City, ten years' activity ^598
Problems. Chamber of Commerce will

consider nl254
Shortage 255

British and American, book reviews,
e337 370

Federal Reserve Board sees no relief. .n819
Work of engineer, says L. K. Sherman.. 801

Houston. Tex., activated-sludge plant
results 1128

Bonds, all carried except harbor bonds nll08
Hubbard. P.. on design of heavy-traffic

pavements ^1264
Hudson River bridge, proposed (G. Linden-
„ thai I al246
Hudson River power development, new

work started nl206

HUDSON BIVEB TEHICULAB TUNNEL
Bids opened for shafts n623
Bonds, carried, in New Jersey,

e917. n960. el018. nl060
Bryson, T, B., receives ventilating shaft

contract n673
Ground broken n771

Hughes, Prof. H. J., new engineering dean.
Harvard n45

Review of "Topographic Maps and Sketch
Mapping" 131

Hump yards and coal piers, vertical curves
for •208

Hussey. O, S., on cellular flat slabs lighten
concrete building •776

Hydrated lime see Lime.
Hydraulic dredging, see Dredging. Hydraulic.
Hydraulic fill, see Fills. Eaith

HYDRAULICS
Advanced 635
Channel improvement Miami Valley work,

principles of ^392
Coefficient of roughness for drainage

ditches 840
Depth, critical, see Hydraulics, hydraulic

jump.
Design of Queenston-Chippawa power

project •742
"Dredging Engineering." book review. , . 806
Flow coefficient in 36-inch siphon 796
Flow, maximum, of streams. New York

State lE. H. Sargent) ^879
Hydraulic jump and critical depth in

d?sign of hydraulic structures. (J.
Hinds) ^1034

Impluse turbines utilize wide range of
head and flow, Fontana, Cal •278

Intake to a pipe drop, hydraulics of
(G, H. ElUs) •SeS

Jump. hydrauUc. see Hydraulics, hydrau-
lic jump.

Kutter's formula, roughness coefficient. . 840
Laboratorv. an American, and Engineer-

ing Foundation (A. D. Flinn) . .Letter 88
And Engineering Foundation (A. D.

Flinn ) letter 88
Endowed (E J. Bartells) letter 181
New, Iowa University (S. Sims) "124

Loss of head in 12-in. gate in 16-in,
Pipe hne (T. E. Lally) . . . a608. (W. S.

Pardoe and T. E. Lally) letters 1007
Manning's formula, charts for solution

(E. G. Harris) ^837
Measuring discharge velocity from dredge

pipes (P. J. McAulifle) ' ^62
Problems of c!r-sign of Niagara turbi-^es

(G. R. Shep.-.rd and N. R. Gibson).
•646, (R. E. Horton) e677. 683

Queenston-Chippawa power project, de-

sign of 'I'ir
Red River of the North control •2'3n

Stillmg rack for weirs (G. S. Binckley) . . •o58
Stream discharge, automatic recording

apparatus (G. H. Moore) ^1124.
1 1. P. Church > letter 1297

Stream rating curves, differential method
for drawing (C. C Jacob) ^666

Venturi flume as measuring device in

open channels (P. S. Wilson and C.

A. Wright) • -ta-

•Illustrated; e, editorials; h, hints; n, ->ews notes: a.

Pa«»
Venturi flume data throw liirht upon

"control weir" <J. Hinda) •1223
Water hammer in pipe lines iProf. W.

F. Durand> el 209. •ICia
Weir, measuring head of water on (H.

L. Thaekwell) •1165
Weirs. stiUinjr rack for (G. S. Hinckley).. •558

Hydro-Electric Commission. Ontario, see
Queenston-Chippawa Canal, etc.

Hydro-electric power, see Water Power.
Hydrographic Bureau. International, object

and powers 1029
Hydrographic Office, for Dept. ol Commerce,

in McCormick bill nl20€

I

I-beams, see Beams.
Ibafiez, V. B., reference to Mexican engi-

neers 'F. LaVIS J letter 40
Ice jam fails to injure concrete road ^29
Idaho highways Federal aid in (W. J. Hall

and M. O. Eldridge) letters 327
Idaho-Nevada railway lin« to be constructed . n5'76
Illinois asks proof of engineers' ability. ... 77

Dept. of Health assists engineers 800
Higbwciys. construction speeded n964

Wet haulage to road excels dry haul-
age to mixer •355

IlUnois Central, electrification of Chicago
lines before engineer board nl204

Illinois Society of Engineers offers prizes
for papers n723

Votes against joining Federation n863
Illinois Waterway, contracts to guarantee

wages and prices 889
For barge navigatioa •1095
To start 588

Imhoff tanks, see Sewage Works, Imhofl
Tanks.

Immigration and construction industry. . . . 642
Better distribution of aliens by new

bureau nl204
Check requires labor conservation 420
Chinese, see Labor. Chinese.
Danger in (E. E. Kidder) letter 377

Impact factors for dead-line ratio: a new
formula (W. T. Everall) letter ^474

Imperial Valley. AIl-American canal survey
begim n626

Huge reservoir on Colorado Hiver n38U
Problems, new plan n721
Report withholds recommendation .... nl301

Imports and Exports, see Trade. Foreign.
Impressions Here and There. Butte—and a

welded-steel water line 1032
Sacramento River and city (Sacramento) 804

Improvements, pubUc, see Public Improve-
ments.

Indexing notes cind plans, simple system
(F. D. Avery) 155

India, railways, engineers study bridge im-
pact in U. S c532

Water power development
e968. book review 1004

INDIANA
Highways

:

H. K. Bishop, chief engineer, removed. e677
Contractors use Liberty Bonds as de-

posits n431
County bond petitions are many n93
Estimates to be made known after re-

ceipt of bids nll09
Extensive 1921 program n332
Law would give contractors partial

payments each mile n333
Padding estimates to cover bond dis-

counts charged n575
Practice 1271

IndianapoUs. bridge, C. C. C. & St. L. Ry..
floor with steel ties bedded in concrete ^468

Bridges weak, rebuilding recommended . . n382
City planning progress 304
Erection derrick falls with steel frame-

work of school •1294
Union station, trainshed roof of steel

arches instead of columns ^350
Indust. ' \\ housing, see Housing.
Industrial management course for colleges. .n817
Industrial problems, our. and engineer's re-

laiion to them (H. C. Hooverl 1053
Industrial town layout, model. Marysville,

Mich 'flS
Industrial standardization el065
Industrial wastes and water supplies 740
Industrialism and war. book review 1004
Industries, decentralization of. as cause for

regional planning (T. Adams > 31
Influenza halts Alaska Ry. work 342
Inland and Coastwise Waterways Service,

for Dept. of Commerce, in McCormick
bill nl20e

INLAND WATERWAYS
Contracts Hlinoi? Waterway, to guarantee

wages and prices 889
Division. War Department. Brig. 3en.

W. D. Connor to head n*331
Wide field in investigatioii (Brig. Gen.

. F. T. Hines) letter 328
Governmenv experiment, status of ....1344
Illinois state waterway lor barge naviffa-

tion '1095
To start 588

Service, in War Dept..
nl41. (Brig. (5en F. T. Hines) letter 328

St. Lawrence, discussed at association
meeting n235

Engineering features •786
What about ? el259

St. Lawrence. Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
Tidewater Assn. meeting, Detroit n44

Insects destroy more timber than fires .... 1279

abstracts
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Pago

Institution of Civil Engineers (British) and
refTistration f)>^

Changes in (E. J. Mehren) . . --7
To increase dues, avoid deficit. ",',,,?;

Insurance companies lend for housing . . . nlJU,J

Intake for railroad water station protected

from di-ift • • • • • • •
• .^"i

Intake to pipe drop (G H. Ellis) .. ...... *56o

Intercoasial waterway. New Tiork-Delawaie,

hearings planned ^.-
"^•''*

International Assn. of Road Congresses offi-

cers n«/69
International Assn. of Street Cleaning Offi-

n817

1029

cials organize .

International Hydrographic Bureau, ob-

ject and powers " " ' " i '
'

International Joint Commission, engineer foi

.

ur*^cd hv A A. E-. niyx
Ititenmtional journal of Public Health, first

number • •.
"*°^

Intematl. Paper Co., Hudson River power
development begun '.:;«„

International Road Congress members . . .
•"' '»»

U. S. should be member (Prof. A. H.

Blanchard) elll3 letter 1151
Interstate Commerce Commission begins

work on rail merger plan n»i»
Defines technical engineer ......... . .nliu»

Engineer on, wanted by Am,
^''.'^.j^Vo 1059

Needs valuation engineers .
•••• ^J^^

Report shows railroad facility shortage nl^^^
Interstate engineering .eyb7

Iowa highways, methods of widening and
maintaining earth roads lA. F. Fischer)

^^^^

Sewage 'sand filters 1264
State highway practice J-"*»

Iowa sewage plants operators confer. .. .nl^o^i

Iowa Universitv, see Universities, Iowa.

Iron:
Cast, see Cast Iron.

.

Direct-process Indian furnace iron like

Delhi pillar. -.781, (B. de Alzugaray),
isttGi* yijy

Electrolytic, for engineering 149
Production of, book review ^^- / ^^

Removal from water, see Water Treat-

ment. Iron.
. J J X,

Iron and Steel, Germany, prices reduced by
business stagnation nobd

IRRIGATION
And navigation conflict. Sacramento

River. Cal ;
• • •.

• • • •
H^S

Appraisals, farm, see Irrigation, Land
classification.

Bitter Root Water Co. claims to be
utility 40o

Canals, advantages of lining . 892
Embankments, hogwire for nprapping

(R, M. Adams) letter *.374:

Lined with concrete without forms
(F. Cuttle) *17

Removal of vegetation Twin Falls ca-

nals (R. M. Adams) *319
Sink holes in .stopped by swelling of

ground •
S'lS

Capillary siphoning of water through
soil ^"^^

Cement plaster lining for wood flumes
(E. N. Bryan) *1090

China, man power pumping (D. F. Mc-
Leod).. .e435, •448, (C, Y. Hou) letter 619

Colorado River regulation and utilization . n477
Columbia Basin project, see Columbia

Basin,
Company claims to be utility 405
Current meters, see Irrigation. Meters.
Distribution of water during greatest

drought. Snake River district, . ,e919, *927
Ditches cleared of sand by scouring, . .

.•707
Division of water between U. S. and
Canada (B. E. Jojies) •1277

Farm appraisals, see Irrigation. Land
classification.

Flathead project, see Flathead.
Floods wash out part of apron. Granite

Reef dam *355
Flume metal, failure of 1284
Flumes, metal, inspection on Uncom-

pahgre project 1284
Flumes wood, cement plaster lining for

(E. N. Bryan) •lOOl
Flumes. scrubbers for semi-circular

flumes '1120
Gate lock and gage, combined n'144
Hogwire for riprapping on canal em-
bankments (R. M. Adams) letter ^374

Hydraulics of intake to pipe drop (G. H.
Ellis) *665

Imperial Valley, see Imperial Valley.
ImpuL^e turbines utilize wide range of

head and flow. Fontana. Cal '278
Intake to pipe drop, hydraulics of. Sun

River project (G, H. Ellis) 'SeS
Kittitas project, see Kittitas.
Land classification used by farm-loan

engineer appraisers 715
Los Angeles meters aqueduct water for

irrigation ' 451
Man power pumping. China CD. F. Mc-

Leod).. .64,35. *448. (C. Y, Hou) letter 619
Mendoza, Argentina (S. T. Henry) 'SSS
Mercfd district, see Merced,
Metal flume inspection. Uncompahgre pro-

ject 1284
Meters, current defects in, and new de-

sign (S Fortier and E. J. Hoff) •923
Mountain Lake siphoned down to con-

nect tunnel outlet <¥. T, Crowe) '80
North Side T'win Falls project, see North

Side Twin Palls.
Northwestern Reclamation League formed. n768

Pagii

Pipe jacked under railroad and highway .h* 137
Piuto project, see Piute.
"Pocket Book," book review 1301
Pumping, man power, iii China (D. F.

McLeod) . . .6435. •448. (C. Y. Hou)
letter G19

Pumping project with low-level storage
.and semi-gravity supply (R. A. Tru-

fant) 701
Removal of vegetation from canals (R.

M. Adams) •319
River control, eflicient e919. ^927
Salinity, increased, in Sacramento River.. 611
Salt River project, see Salt River,
Scrubbers for semi-circular flumes . , . .•1120
Seepage and waste water losses, Wajiato

project (L. W. Holt) ^365
Sand removed from ditches by scouring. .

'707
Sewage for. Los Angeles el45
Shoshone project, see Shoshone,
Sink holes in canals stopped by swelling

of ground 948
Siphoning, capillary, through soil 933
Snake River district, see Suakc River.
Soil moisture, capillary siphoning 933
Stadia sui-vey for project. Toole County

district. Mont 784
Strawberry Valley project, see Straw-

berry Valley,
Sun River project, see Sun River.
Stream discharge, automatic recording

apparatus (G. H. Moore) '1124
Survey, stadia, for project, Toole County

district, Mont 784
Surveys, stadia, rapid progress, Toole

County, Mont, district (H. Gerharz).
letter 473

Tile drain maintenance and repair, Sho-
shone project 1146

Toole County district, Mont,, see Toole
County.

Triumph of. Southern California e241
Turbines, impulse, utilize wide range of

head and flow. Fontana, Cal *278
Twin Falls project, see Twin Falls,
Uncompahgre project, see Uncompahgre

Project
Use of water in. factors affecting (A. L.

Fellows) letter 859
Utah project, see Utah,
Wapato project, see Wapato,
Waste water losses, and seepage, Wa-

pato project *365
Water master plan introduced in Cali-

fornia n770
Waterford District. Cal., see Waterford.

Italy, housing, credit institute to aid 401
Plant seizure by labor c531
Road institute, experimental 126

Itinerant engineers 1218

Jackscrews tighten wood-block pavement
(W. W. Homer) •686, 976

Jacksonville, Fla,, shipyard. Key-releasing
arrangement for side launching 126

Jacob, C, C, on differential method for
drawing stream rating curves •666

Jamestown, N. Y., milk distributing plant
218, 792

Japan, railway progress under state owner-
ship 364

Jasper, T, M,. on wire-mesh army roads in
Egypt 302

Java state railways. Germans outbid Amer-
icans for locomotives 1083

Jenny. Maj. J. A., speaks at allied ma-
chinery smoker n965

Johnson, N. C. in new firm, Hool & John-
son n382

Joint Conference Committee, see Societies,
Joint Conference Committee

Joints, construction, in Galveston fire (W,
J, Knight) letter 1298

Jones, B. E., on division of irrigation water
between U. S. and Canada *1277

Jones. Col. E. L., on surveying from the
air •1184

Journals and books, technical, growth. . . . 131
Juniata River, ice jam fails to injure con-

crete road *29

Kansas, highways, brick pavement, mono-
lithic, fails from expansion (M.. W.
Watson) ^595

Highways, county and township road
fund 1192

Highways, majority, large, for amend-
ment nl206

Highways, practice 1218
Stream bed enlargements (D. Alkins Jr ) •882
Water laws, revision proposed . .nil 55. nl.SOl
Water resources may be put under one

head nl301
Kansas City. Kan., planning commission

created n335
Kansas City, Mo., warehouses, concrete re-

places wood as frame ^261
Kansas City, Mo., water supply, concrete

standpipe for 110-ft. head (T. D.
Samuel. Jr.) e831. '841

Water-works improvements needed n865
Kelly Lieut. Col. W., engineer-officer. Power

Commission nl41
Kemon, F. P., on well points used in ex-

cavating for beach resort hotel •SOO
Kenitra. French Morocco, special qiiay walls

for filled shores ^658
Kenova Bridge secondary stresses measured

(Profs, J. I, Parcel and G, A, Maney)
elH5, ^1116

I'agc

KerckhofI luniicl, sec San Joa(ivuii Li^lii &
Power Corp.

Key Bridge. Wa.'^hington, second span placed n915
King, Miss Klorenct\ to represent Chicago

A. A. E. at scientific congress n238
Kingpin screed supi)orts ii*288
Kirkland. 11. B., on small tunnel lined by

pneumatic method ^343
Kirkpatrick, M. tt.. on rewinding old wood

stave pipe '252
Kittitas irrigation project, to vote on con-

tract 111301
Knight, W. J., and E, B. Besselievre, on

effect of fire on concrete warehouse
Galveston. . '980, (E. Godfrey and E. A.
Cross) letters 1101

Knowlcs. M.. chapter from "Industrial
Housing" 748

Kokonio. Ind.. concrete building pl.ant plan
h^HO, h'137. h^l85

Kommers. J. B., on repeated-stress safety
factors quickly deteraiined 393

Kutter's formula, see Hydraulics. Kutter's
formula

LABOR
British, Coal strike, see Labor, Strikes

Dilution of building trades operatives
blockiKl nl265

Political activity 741
Profit sharing in coal mining el018
Relations with professional classes (E,

J. Mehren) 227
Building, co-operation between employers

and employees e917
Cement-Gun Construction Co. provides

winter work for old employees nl303
Chamber of Commerce U. S, approves

twelve principles, including open shop n285
Chinese, importation (W. G. Federlein

and C. Gaylor ).... letters 41. (G. C.
Love, E. N. Bryan. E. G. Sheibley)
letters 280

Construction 227
Construction and immigration 642
Contractors enunciate employment prin-

ciples 312
Costs, high, is workman responsible (D.

Patch ) letter 88
Detroit, decrease 1032
"Direct-action" in Great Britain e629
Efficiency decrea,s6 e49'
Employment principles enunciated by

contractors 312
Engineers and labor el017
France, conditions in (E. J. Mehren) ... ^340
German coal miners, small shares pro-

posed for nl302
Hoover's views on 1053
Immigration check requires labor con-

servation 420
Immigration, danger in (E. E. Kidder)

letter 377
Industrial symposium, an el017
Italy, plant seizure e5.31
Man-power engineering (C. F. Dingman) 72
"New Industrial Unrest" (book review) 132
Open shop approved by Chamber of Com-

merce. U. S n285-
Open-shop combine charged against steel

producers and erectors nl254
"Organized Labor in American History"

(book re\aew) 132
"Personnel Administration" (Tead and

Metcalf) 806
Profit sharing in British coal mining. .el018
Railway, and the camp train e726
Railway, situation discussed nl30,'?
Railway track, increasing efficiency 662. ^949
Recruiting e917
Shortage coming to an end? e483
Steel industry, labor conditions and hours

of work 1040
Strikes. British coal miners' e629,

e7'-3; settlement e869, el018
Brooklyn Rapid Transit e483

Textile workers accept decrease under
protest nl303

Unemplo.vment e483
Unemployment on the job 1179
Union, efficiency (S. G. Koon) letter 280
Wage decreases, etc nl303^
What it wants (C. F. Dingman) 72

Laboratory. hydraulic. see Hydraulics.
Laboratory

Ladder, non-slip mats for h^l86
La Guardia, Pres New York City Board of

Aldermen, views on New York harbor ,, e.385
Lake relined with gunite (D. J. Baker) .... ^410
Lake Spaulding dam. see Spaulding Dani
Lake Survey office, for Dept, of Commerce

in MeCormick bill nl206
Lakewood, Ohio, tentative zoning plan (R,

H, Whitten) ^789
Lall.v. T. E., on loss of head in 12-in, gate

in 16-in. pipe line. . . . a608. (W. S. Par-
doe and T E. Lally) letters 1007

Land classification used by farm-loan engi-
neer appraisers 715

Land reclamation. Northwestern Reclama-
tion League formed n768'

Landslide, Pittsburgh, covers eight Penn.
R.R. tracks n»1058. el067. (M. R.
Scharff) ^1067

Landslip material successfully chuted into
railroad cars •1040"

Lang, P, G,. Jr,, on mechanical coal trim-
mers for ship loading •412

Langfitt. Col. W. C. leaves service el94
La. Salle. 111., pneumatic concreting of small

tunnel (H. B. Kirkland) •343'

"Latham," concrete ship, sold by Board, .nllll
Launching, see Ships. Shipbuilding
Lavis, F., on writing engineering reports.. 947'

•Illustrated ; e, editorials ; h, hints ; n, news notes ; a, abstracts
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Law and the engineer (L. B. Corey) letter 1151
Lawyer. J. P.. on locating leaks and waste

in water distribution system *1170
Lawyers "crossover practice" and standard

fees (O. H. Tripp) letter 279
Lea, S. H., on concealed joints in road slab

limit surface cracks 'SOS
On county roads constructed cheaply by

day labor ''.iti'-i

Leaking from reservoir, see Reservoirs.
Leakage

Ledoux, J. W., on cast-iron and wood-stave
pipe 932

Le Gavrien. P.. secretary, Internat.onal
Road Congresses n*7f59

LEGISLATION
Army reorganization bill, four divisions

for General Staff n43'.J

California, change in roiwl bond interest
rate sought by initiative. .. .n92 (see
also Highways, Bonds)

Contract publicity, bill opposes n964
Everglades drainage act upheld nl88
Highways, Federal-aid, state officials sup-

port bill n768
Indiana law would give road contractors

partial payments each mile n333
Kansas highway amendment, large ma-

jority for nl206
Kansas water laws, revision proposed. . nll55
Licensing, see Engineers, Licensing
McCornmick bill, see Dept. of Public

Works.
Milk pasteurization ordinance Milwaukee,

legal 407
New Jersey motor license fund, increase

sought n573
Peru new road law 468
Public Works Dept., see Dept. of Public

Works,
Registration, see Engineers, Licensing
Water-power act, abstract of 304

Conferences on enforcement n334
Leninism rejected e677
Lens, Prance, reclaiming mines (E. J. M ) . . 313

Reconstruction (E. J. Mehren) . . . .e98. *100
Lenth. G. C. D., on method of estimating

sewer construction costs el, *32
On storm water run-off diagram for nat-

ional method 'lol
Le Sage, R.. City of St. John, P. Q., must

pay fee for service 1398
Levee, borrow pit for. forms drainage canal 465
Lewis. N. P., retires from New York City

service n'lOll
Dinner to, by Municipal Engineers of
New York nl254

Lexington, Ky,, Leader, tribute to engineers
(C. B. Smith) letter 530

Liberty Bonds used as deposits by Indiana
road contractors n431

Liberty Tunnels, see Pittsburgh
Licensing, engineers', see Engineers, Licens-

ing
Lighthouses to warn motorists n577
Lime, hydrated, effect on concrete strength 55

In water treatment, see Water Treatment,
Lime

Lime Assn , see Natl. Lime Assn.
Lincoln. Neb.. C. B. & Q. freight yard im-

proved e967, *996
Lincoln Highway, committee on ideal sec-

tion named n576
Lindenthal. G., on proposed Hudson River

bridge al246
Linvillft Dam, see Western Carolina Power

Co.
Liquid oxygen, see Oxygen
Little Rock. Ark.. Engineers' Club urges

licensing law n386
Liverpool, Eng., engineering features (E.J.

Mehren) *367. e831
Large floating crane for. built in Hol-

land 1392
Load pressure, see Pressure
Lobbying of right sort e49
Lockwood investigation, see New York City,

Building Graft Scandal,
Locomotives, see Railways, Locomotives
Logic, see Education

LONDON
Railway tunnel for postal service , , ,

Southwark Bridge reconstruction 131
To Glasgow (E. J Mehren) *331
"Underground" (E J. Mehren) 180

London. J., on simple solution for finding
center of gravity of trapezoid *178

LOS ANGELES
City planning commission 234, 313
Effect of earthquake on sewage-flow gage

(J. A. Griffin) letter '377
Meters aqueduct water for irrigation .... 451
Retaining wall failure predicted (Prof.

C. W. Cook) •1216
Sewage farming possibility el45
Water department, old air drill cuts pave-

ments (C. W. Geiger) *1083
Los Angeles County Flood Control District.

Devil's Gate Dam construction .... •202;
n480. n965

Loss of head in 12-in. gate in 16-in. pipe
line fT. E. Lally) . . . a608 (W. S. Pardee

- and T. E Lally) letters 1007
Louisville & Nashville R.R. may rebuild

Gulf Coast bridges nl207
Lounsbery. C. E.. on diagram for gasoline

engine horsepower ^893
Lowthorp. F. C. pioneer iron bridge builder

(R. Fleming) *935
Lucey. P. J., on management and finances

of Holyoke water works a540
Lueder, A. B.. obit n^lSOl

Page
LUMUKK

Amer. Wholesale Lumber Assn. protcstii
demurrage penally n576

Amount cut in 1919 1289
Depletion. U. S 416
From live and dead treen iW
How graded 63
Lumbermen for American forest policy. . 299
Pi'oduction (!0% of normal nl303
Sizes and grades to be il scussed «i573
War consumption by Government...... 366

Lynch, A. H., on heavy bar bender from
old steam shovel parts h*1249

Lynn, Mass . sewer cost lowered by mcrcas-
ing concrete yardage in section (J. P.
Wentworth) .... 148 (M. F. Sayer and
J. P. Wentworth) letters •43r$

Water works. efficiency of pu nping
plants increased 660

Office methods and consumer (R. J.

Newsom ) ao41

M

MacDonald. J. A., on computing cross-
section areas by method of co-orcUnates
....'153. (B. A. Wakefield) letter 571

MacDonald, T, H,. address on highway
research 933

MacDowell, R, F.. on proposed water and
sewer districts in Cuyahoga County. Ohio 504

Macfarland. H. T.. on resurfacing flexible
pavement 899

Machinery, construction, in Europe e289
Madison. Wis., Monona Lake, algse cause

odors 907
Magazines, technical, growth of 131
Mahieu, A., president. International Road

Congress n^769
Mahoning River, sanitary district proposed 1031
Mailing case for water bacteria samples, . . a208
Maine, fire lookout towers, topographers

use 849
Maine, highways, practice ell63, 1177
Malaria, see Sanitation, Mularia
Management education, see Education, In-

dustrial Management
Manager, specified, made essence of contract

e341, 247
Maney, Prof. G. A., and Prof. J. I. Parcel,

on measuring secondary stresses, Kenova
Bridge elll5, •1116

Manila R.R.. extension located by airplane. 593
Manitoba engineers to enforce schedule. .nl013
New railway survey n963
Salaries and qualifications nl013. 1191

Mann. C. R.. comments on his article on
professional spirit in education (F. H.
N'ewell, W. G. Raymond and M. E.
Cooley) letters 134

Maiming's formula see Hydraulics
Man-power engineering (C. F. Dingman) . . 73
Man power for pumping (D. F. McLeod) . .

e435, '448, (C. Y. Hou) letter 619
Mansfield, Mass., selectmen-manager plan. .el45

MAPS
Aerial, exhibited n819
Aerial photo map of Dallas 662
Aeria, tested at Washington n331
Board of Surveys and Maps, advisory

council organized nl91
Committees on highway maps and co-

ordination report .1089
"Topographic Maps and Sketch Mapping"

(Finch) review by H. J. Hughes 131
Topographic. U. S.. progress on 260
Traffic density shown by line widths on

chart (C. M. Edwards) *750

Marden, W. R.. review of "Design of High-
way Bridges" (Ketchum) 1003

Mare Island Navy Yard, engineering and.
el358. •ISgO

Marine borers, see Teredos
Marine, merchant, see Merchant Marine
Marine railways, see Ships Railways
Marquette Cement Mfg. Co.. sewer tunnel

lined pneumatically (H. B. Kirkland) . .
. '343

Marquette County, Mich., lines control
traffic (K. I. Sawyer) • •

'833
Marseilles. Prance, enlarging harbor facili-

ties (T. Saville) •1046
Marsh. F. B., on relation of reservoir stor-

age to conduit capacity 1179
Marshall, Brig. Gen. R. C, Jr., becomes

manager. Associated Contractors n^lS-
Maryland, highways. State Roads Commis-

sion purchases bonds „.JA
State engineers inspect system nlOlO

Marysville. Mich., model industrial town^
layout ^' j' •

i
Mass curve ordinates computed by aid ol

adding machine (R. T. Brown) •ll/~
Massachusetts Board of Health, typhoid rec- _

ord belittled e531, n£>74

Civil Service Commission and engineers
(T. N. Ashton) ^®"^'',,on

Highways, practice elll3, 1120
Highways tar macadam show lowest an-

nual cost 783. ^F. C. Harnett)
letter llOo

Plumbers in. book review "^OS

Massachusetts Institute of Te<hnology. co-

operative course with General Elec. Co. 119
Corps of Engineers men at no/ <

MATERIAL, see also HIGHWAYS. MATE-
RIALS

Construction industry --'

Co-operation of interests '^Wn
Held up by car priority order nl.l.»

Mathematics, higher, for engineers (Rose)
book review 568

Pa««

MatschOBs. Prof. C. on hulory ol engineer-

ing 41.V

Maxwell D. P . on chart ahowing Urmplate
lor KWHti degree of curve to any scale. .'loS

Maybury. Sir H "Ml 9««3

McAulifle. P. J., on n • ol

discharge from h

.

'V^ o^
On pipe line velocity

.\f2^' ,naa
port gravel <-.*o». vnn

Review of Dredging Engineering' 806
McCarthy E. T., autobiography, reviewed. . H07
McCormick bill, see Dept. of Public Workfl.

McCrea Col. J. A.. vic<; president Pennsyl-

vania R.R -„• • • . -
••"«

McLaughlin. W. W.. on capillary stpbonin?
of water through soil 933. (W. G.

Sloan J letter 1203
McLeod, D. F.. on concrete track tiea and _

ele<-tric poles. China I2^
On Orient railways . "3*
On water supply for irrigation in China

e435. 448. <C. Y. Hou) letter 619
Mead D. W., on writing engineering? re-

ports. .. .891, e&lH. opinions by General

Black and others 947. iJ. W. Alvord)

letter 1055. (W. K. Palmer and M.
Knowles) letters 1102

.

Medaugh. F. W., on cross-sectioning with

stadia arc i^t^

MEHREN, E. i.

Addresses societies and students . . : . . .nl0l2
On American contractors and labor condi-^

tions in Franc-e J ' '
"

On British Government's housing scheme
elMo, 'O-l

On British highway practice. . .
275

On British roads for heavy traffic ^'^
On British society organization - ^^'

On Brussels, the city beautiful, and^

Yyres 4<J1

On construction methods in England. . . 86
On Europe, general impressions of ol?

On footpaths. British highways ...
^f]^?

On France, reconstruction e»». luw
On French highways, restoration, etc . .

On Germany, general conditions ••.• *?^
On Germany, -vhat engineers are doing. oO^
On Holland, making most of natural re-^

sources ^^t
On London to Glasgow -l^i

On London "Underground" i-oO

On motor vehicle instead of gasoline tax

probable in Great Britain. . . .4 <C. J.

Bennett) letter 136. (H. G. Shirley)

letter 231. nl060
On Paris • • - *f

69
On reconstruction. France e98. 'lOO
On Switzerland, engineering activities. . •eio
On Switzerland's engineering problems.

engineer's part in exploiting Swi33^_
scenery •708

On troubles and joys of a traveler home
ward bound '^2i

Returns from Europe n439

Meigs. J., and others, on Staten Island piers

too narrow el46. 160
Mendoza. Argentine, aqueduct proposed. . . 29

Irrigation in (S. T. Henry • *3o3
Merced irrigation district. Cal., high dam

proposed _• V "'' saS
Merchant marine. American personnel for. tos
Growth of 1181

Merrill. O. C. named secretary Power Com-
mission n9-t

Mesh reinforcement, see Concrete. Reinforced
Metals, failure, to be discussed n816
Metals, -white, temperature effects on 1033
Motcalt. L.. on war burden on water-works

continues a^S
Meters, see Water Supply. Meters.
Meters, current, see Irrigation. Meters.
Meters, venturi. see Venturi meter.
Metz. W. R.. on upkeep and repairs on large

bull' ng 263
Meyer. C. S.. on use of special slide rules

in valuation work •ll"*
Mexican engineers, Ibanez's reference to

(P. Lawis) letter 40
Mexico, oil refinery, sea water for conden-

sers secured by gravity (L. H. Watts) . . . ^334

MIA5II FLOOD PROTECTION WORK
Assessment, increased n76S
Block-laying on levees, high-speed •24S
Camps, sewage treatment 'SBl
Channel improvement, mixing plant de-

signed for long, narrow site h»32&
Channel improvement, principles of .... ^29^
Concrete mixing, presaturated -sand fa-

cilities •264
Core-pool overflow forms core inspection

well •lis*
Cost to June 30. 1920 1230'
Dams, hvdraulic fill at (C. S. HilU . ^486.

•547. e5S3. •eOO. see .ilso •SOS
Dragline excavates pits for bridge foun-

dations (C. H. Pail) h^ll54
Excavation deep pit rock, by dragline

machines •198
Oermantown dam completed n^96'J
Kink remover, from wire rope h^233
Piles, steel sheet, driven without head-
room for driver h*37S

Plastic fill method cuts cost of earth
dike •268

Sewage treatment at camps •361
Slip-pipe suction reduces li.ibillty of
choking h^234L

•Illustrated; e, editorials; h, hints; n, news notes; a. abstracts
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Specified manager made essence of con-
tract e241, 247

Work rapidly progrressing- 978
Michigan, highways, practice in develop-
ment e918, 920

Michig-an, water-works laboratories, women
in 123

Michigan University, see University of
Michig-an.

Middletown, Ohio. American Rolling Co.,
safety methods in building construc-
tion hB24

Mid-West Engine Co. completes pump-testing
plant, Anderson, Ind n240

Miles-acid process, see Sewage Treatment.
Miles-acid process.

Military Academy, graduates assigned to
Engineer Corps n93

New engineer officers from 884
Military Engineers, see American Society

of Military Engineers.
Milk plant, municipal Jamestown, N. Y..

318, 792
Pasteurization ordinance legal (Mil-

waukee) 407
Milk River, di-v-ision of water between U. S.

and Canada (B. E. Jones) •1277
Milton. Mass.. water-works service pipes

(D. A. Heffernan) a642

MILWAUKEE
Harbor planned '28
Milk pasteurization ordinance legal .... 407
Sewage treatment, Tar Meer sludge de-

waterer tested 889
Water -testing station results in filtration

.

6241, 257
Water works, filters, financing 86
Water works, filters of 160.000,000 gal.

capacity recommended nl39
Zoning plan 450

Minatare Dam, experience with slab pave-
ments 689

Mineral County, W. Va., roads built cheaply
by day labor (S. H. Lea) '363

Mines. Bureau of. investigates drill steel . . 1276
Mines, French, at Lens, reclaiming (E. J.

M.) 313
Mining engineers, convention. Hoover dis-

cusses national policy on engineering
problems 544

Minneapolis would develop water power.. nl90
Minnesota architects' and engineers' feder-

ation n43
Cities would develop water power .... nl90
Engineers back licensing bill n574
Highways, state practice 9'77

Trunk-line system created 1197
Minnesota Engineering Federation constitu-

tion adopted n673
Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers, sepa-

rating nioei
Mississippi River floods, 1920 (A. J.

Henry) 71
Levee yardages 1230
Traffic held up for terminals n963

Missouri cities, larger, debt limit raised. .nll07
Highways, earthwork balancing on road

work 658
State plans 6000-mile system 645

Mohawk River bridge, see Schenectady,
N. Y.

Molasses tank collapse, see Boston.
Monona Lake, see Madison. Wis.
Montgomery, C. B., on hauling concrete

three miles for pavement base •885

MONTREAL
Accepts bonds from contractors n92
Bridge fire starts discussion of tunnel

and bridge projects 840
Plan considered n965

Street tunnel planned n965
Victoria Bridge, fire damage to floor

quickly repaired n481
Water board, new appointments n46

Montreal Water & Power Co.. filter-alum
making experience 59

Moody. L. F., on I. P. Morns unit of
Niagara turbines ^648

Moore. G. H.. on automatic recording appa-
ratus for stream discharge . . . •1124, (I.

P. Church) letter 1297
Morgan Engineering Cos. establish Shanghai

office n623
Morocco. French, see Kenitra.
Morse, C. A., on feeders for railroads,

ell61, 1195
Moscow population decreases 1225
Motor Truck Assn. of America, show, mov-

ing pictures for nl253

MOTOR VEHICLES
Accidents, taking advantage of 1248
Adapting truck to railroad terminal ex-

pansion 785
And highway bridges, see Bridges High-

way.
Automobile, dirty, and Quebec bridge col-

lapse (T. Carpenter) letter 1203
Automobile fatalities in 1919 1197
Auto-trailer for 28-ton load ^158
Commercial, large increase 462
Effect on highway bridges, see Motor

Vehicles, Highway Bridges.
England, regulation 1216
Farms. Eastern, motor trucks on 256

Page
Freight distribution by motor trucks...

e822. 856, e869
Gasoline tax, in Great Britain, compared

with vehicle tax (E J. Mehren) ... .4,
(C. J. Bennett) letter 136, (H. G.
Shirley) letter 231, nl060

Highway bridges, effect of motor trucks
on, see Bridges, Highway.

Increase 1906-1919 299, e385
Loading, heavy, and failure of highway

bridges e386
Operation costs as affected by road lo-

cation and grade design (W. G. Har-
ger) e97. ^104 •171, ^201, (E.
H. Stelle and W. G. Harger) letters 522

Overloading, arrests in Pennsylvania. . .n285
Pennsylvania, increase nl40
Pennsylvania. 600,723 registered 788
Place in modern transportation discussed

by Federal Highway Council nl304
Railway motor car service, Australia. . 843
Regulation in England 1216Show in New York, moving pictures for.nl263
St. Louis limits weights n288
States register 7,565,446 in 1919. . •299, e385
Tax, motor vehicle instead of gasoline tax

probable in Great Britain (E J.
Mehren) 4. (C. J. Bennett) let-
ter 136, (H. G. Shirley) letter 231,
nl060

Terminal service, full and fair trial for
motor truck in (P. W. Davis) ell63

m . ,
1194. el210

Tractors replace teams for scraping h428
Traffic laws and license fess, survey inNew Jersey n46
Transportation, motor truck (F ' W

Davis) ell63. 1194
Truck registration in U, S 1234
Twenty-four ton truck standard for

bridges. Wayne Co.. Mich 1192 eel210
Weight limitation to save roads e49

Mount Marcy. highest in New York 253
Mount Shasta Power Corporation, Pit

. River power project begun n576
Mount Vernon. N. Y., activated-sludge ex-

periments •490
Moving pictures, Chicago bascule bridge in.n236

For highway transportation show nl253
Moving platforms e918
Muck handling machine, new "ehuveloder"

n^l92
Muhlfeld J, E., on electric and steam lo-

comotives 853, n863
Municipal Engineers of New York award

water-supply paper prize to F. E. Hale, .nl255
Give dinner to N. P. Lewis nl254

Municipal Government, ownership, etc., see
Cities.

Municipal Improvements Society convention
program n674

Murray River, see River Murray.

N

Natl. Assoc, of Ry. and Utility Commis-
sioners, see Utility Commissioners.

Natl. City Bank, New York, comment on
construction status 1133

Natl. Committee on Governmental Economy 794
Natl. Council of State Boards of Engineer-

ing Examiners formed e967. nll08
Natl. Educational Assn. studies government

organization 794
Natl. Lime Assn. appoints department man-

agers nlllO
Natl. Lumber Mfrs. Assoc, for forest policy 299
To discuss sizes and grades n573

Natl. Public Works Assoc, studies gov-
ernment organization 794

Natl. Railway Service Corp. formed n333
Natl. Research Council, committees n44

Begins information service nlOll
Forms advisory board on highway in-

vestigation nlOlO
Officers n91

National Rivers and Harbors Congress con-
vention nl012

Natl. Safety Council, Construction Section
meeting n721

Engineers' section meets n46
Standard method of recording construc-

tion accidents '. . *845
National parks, see Parks, National,
National policy on engineering problems.

Hoover discusses 544
Naval Academy, examination for civilian in-

structors n94
Naval base at San Francisco, three sites

considered el258 •1290
Naval base, engineering and el258, •1290
Naval Observatory, for Dept. of Commerce,

in McCormick bill nl206
Navigation and irrigation conflict, Sacra-

mento River, Cal 1142
Navy. U. S., Bureau of Yards and Docks to

spend $21,000,000 nl252
Civilian engineers to be examined for

corps n45
Nebraska, highways, practice 1029
Nevada, snow and water relations 492
Nevada-Idaho railway line to be con-

structed n576
New Athens viaduct, HI., concrete abutment

of thin walls tied by diaphragm •eei
New Britain, Conn., water supply, estima-

tion of conduit capacity in relation to
storage (F. H. Hapgood) ^153

New Brunswick, Can., Hydro-Electric Com-
mission organized n334

Pagre

New England highways, toll roads, book re-
view 371

New EngTaiid Water Works Association con-
vention e435

Convention, abstracts of papers, ,, .540,
608, (>44, 600, 068, convention re-

port n573

NEW JERSEY

Bridge and tunnel bonds, large majority
lor nlOeO

Electric railways, Ford, Bacon & Davis
to value n629

Highways:
, ^ ,

Bridges, large bond issues asked lor

work "'''0
J

Commission names engineer n»4
Motor license fund increase sought.. n57J
Motor vehicle traffic laws and license

lees, survey n4o
State to buy 62 snow plows n96Z
Subgrade study needed as shown by

upheavals *^^2
Winter conference planned n913

Public Service Commission, demand for
abolition of ell62

New Orleans, city planning promotion 643
Inner Harbor Navigation Canal, concrete

tests, cement content controlled by
field beam tests (M. G. Findley) . . . .•703

Special impellers for pumps in dredg-
ing stumpy ground (W. J. White) . .•166

Newsoni R. J., on office methods and water
consumer, Lynn, Mass a641

New South Wales, railway work l'^40
Newspaper publishing building, Springfield
Republican, engineering details (C. F.
Dingman) ^1092

New Trier township. 111., open ditches excel
tile drains for country roads (P. T.
Danielson ) •401

New York Central R.R. tests starting en-
gines on locomotives 692

NEW YORK CITY

Board of Estimate, reduces chief engi-

neer's salary el066
Bridges, High Bridge, suggested plan

for reconstructing el93. ^202, n285
Plan for destroying opposed nil 57
Williamsburg, fire 250, n284

Budget, immense 1267
Building activity, ten years' •BOS
Building collapse, in rebuilding elll3, n^ll65
Building graft scandal n864, e871,

n962, nll09, nlllO, nl204, nl254, nl255
Assoc. Gen. Contractors indorse in-

vestigation nllOO
Board of Estimate recommends con-

tracts be cancelled nl25t
Brindell, R, P., indicted nlllO
Cut stone contractors fined nl255
Plumbers indicted, etc nl302
Steel erectors and producers charged

with open-shop combine nl254
Census, see New York City. Growth.
Concrete flat-slab regulations e289,

•300, e385, (C. A. P. Turner) let-

ter 620
Concrete office building, 16 stories, to be

built n431
Contractors disapprove proposed contract

provisions 1028
Court house, contracts let n382
Elevated-railway floor with precast form

slabs •120
Engineering service discredited el066
Engineers, city, get increase n912
Engineers Union of Technical men

favors 20 % increase n28a
Freight distribution at e822. 856, e869
Geology shown by borings (M. E. Zip-

ser) •eo
Grand Central Terminal, regional devel-

opment, etc.. .e484. '496 (with insert)
Growth .... letters by 6. E. Warren and

G. D. Snyder with editorial comment •231
Harbor, see New York City, Port.
High Bridge, see New York City, Bridges.
Housing activity, ten years' ^598
Pension system for employees started. .n575
Piers Hudson River, planned n284

Staten Island, too narrow (J. Meigs
and others) el46, 160, (J. R.
Wade) letter 326

Port:
Developments include 1000-ft. piers. .n816
Hudson River piers, new, planned. . . .n284
Parochialism of city official e385

Public Service engineers, city to pay
claims for discharge n382

Rapid Transit, see New York City, Tran-
sit.

Richmond Borough sewage tests 1130
Snow removal, city buys 100 tractors. .n818
Strathmore Bldg. collapse eH13, n^ll55
Transit

:

City begins operation of Richmond
Borough lines nll58

Contract relet at large increase nl87
Engineers get increase n93
Grouting leaking subway statidn (M.

H. Freeman) e289 ^314
Moving platforms e918
Plan proposes 830 miles of new track

Turner report e726, •754. e918
"Reservoir stations." why they are not

used (H. B. Seaman) letter 1162

•Illustrated ; e, editorials ; h, hints ; n, news notes ; a, abstracts
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Station design (O. A. Nilsson) .
. '824,

eSOO, *Sa4k. (H. B. Seaman) letter 1153
Subway contract to be completed by

force account nl90
Transportation in metropolitan dis-

trict (H. M. Brinckerhoff ) . . •1050. nl059
Whitehall St.-Montague St. Tunnel

opened to traffic n335
Transportation in metropolitan district

(H. M. Brinckerhoff) •1050. nl059
Wall Street explosion (J. R. Healy) letter 717
Water supply, $139 000.000 cost of

Catskill development 731
Catskill yield 94G
Prize for paper on, awarded to F. E.

Hale nl255
Shandaken tunnel work assigned by

Degnon Co nlOlO
Shandaken tunnel, progress 739

Zoning ordinance upheld 309

NEW YORK STATE
Engineers' examination board named. . .nlOlO
Highways:

Bids received e870
Low bids received in trial letting n964
Traffic density shown by line widths on

chart (C. M. Edwards) •750
Trial lettings proposed n865

Mount Marcy, highest 253
Streams, maximum flow (E. H. Sar-

gent) •879
Typhoid, water-borne 1201

New York Highway Transport Show, Jan.
3-8. 1921 nlllO

New York State Barge Canal, see Canals.
New York-Delaware waterway, hearings

planned n914
New York-New Haven highway, traffic on. 1049
New York-New Jersey tunnel, see Hudson

River Tunnel.
New Zealand Government railways, earn-

ings of ^"71
Harbor improvements orfv

Niagara Falls. N. Y., Shredded Wheat Co.
factory, handling aggregate with drag
scraper (H. W. Walter) h*90

NIAGARA FALLS POWER PLANT,
AMERICAN

Additional 100.000 hp. developed (J. L.

Harper and others) . e580, ^582, •646. ^694
Extension, building of ...•694
Design of 37,500-hp. turbmes (G. E.

Shepard and others 646, (R. E.
Horton) ee677, 683

Facts and common sense at ... . 18, letter

by A. H. Van Cleve. 182
Structural and equipment features (O.

D. Dales) e580. ^584
No steam auxiliary n285

Niagara power project. Canadian, see

Queenston-Chlppawa Canal.
Nicholson. G. F., and others, on Staten

Island piers too narrow el46. 160
Nile River, control and utilization, book re-

view 132
Nilsson. O. A., on rapid transit station de-

sign '824. e870. '89 +

Niter cake for sewage treatment, see Sew-
age Treatment..

Nobel prize for physics to E. Breteuil . . . .nl06(»
Norfolk. Va.. water supply pipes, wood-stave

iron .ind concrete compared 309
North Bay, Ont., eight dams built to im-

prove small water power •1142
North Carolina, highways, associations plan

bond issue campaign n963
Program nl9r>

North Jersey District Water Supply Com-
mission, Wanaque Dam. cost-plus con-
tract for e773. 878

North Platte River, self-cleaning under-
ground water collecting system 1045

North Side Twin Falls Irrigation project
completed 707

North Tonawanda, N. Y., condemned by con-
sulting engineers for unprofessional
practice n";""^

Transformer explosion kills 12 n914
Northwestern Reclamation League formed. .n768

NOTES FROM FOREIGN FIELDS
See Mehren, E. J.

Honduras, bridge erection (W. T Pen-
ney) •.^1

Orient, railways (D. F. McLeod) *952

Notes and plans, indexing, simple system of
(F. D. Avery) 155

Nuebling, W, J., on practical method of ap-
plying stadia constants •IS?

O

Oakum and braces save, suspected partition
wall in wasteway (H. B. Fleshman) .... 881

OBITUARIES
Allen, Prof. J. R., 1016; Aylmer. Hon.
W. F.. 820

Baldwin, W.. 1064; Benton, J. B., 966:
Bussler. W. G., 676

Cadwalader W. S., 240; Cattell. Mai.
W. A.. 820: Chadwick. C. N.. 868;
Clarke. T. W., 1064: Cooley. G, W..
724: Cunningham, J. H., 1256; Curtin.
D. A.. 966

Datesman. G. E.. 868; Demeritt. H. L.
628; Dietrich, W. H., 724; Doran, J.
P.. 1304

Edwards. J. M., 96; Egan, J. E., 1160;
Ellis. Dr. W. H.. 530

Paga
Fellows, W. W.. 482; Field, W. P., 384;

Foley, M. H., 916
Gault, M., 48; Gehrmann, Dr. A., 724;

Goodbody, R. J., 112; Goodeve, A. S.,

1112; Gorgas, Maj. Gen. W C. 91
Harwood. R. E., 434; Hatton, H . W.,

240; Heman, A., 288; Henderson. E.
G. 820; Holden. E. H.. 336

Ingram, G. M.. 916; Isaacs, J. D., Jr.. 77;^
Jones, L. B., 910
Kelsey, H. B., 1304
Lamb, R., 868; Leidl. E. F.. 1112;

Leighton, G., 628; Leyner, J. G.. 482;
Lueder. A. B.. •1301; Lyman, B.
S.. 530

Markley, A. S., 916; Marrigan, W 916;
Marshall, Brig. Gen. W. L., ^141; ,

McDonough, C. J., 1256; Mitchell.
S.. 434; Moody. W. F., 1112; Moore,
W. H.. 630

Neville, Col. C, 628; Newton. C. W..
336

O'Donnel, R. L., 724
Parker, P. A. M.. 916; Paton. Capt. W.

C. 676; Peabody, L. H., Jr.. 1160;
Perry. Prof. J.. 483; Piper, R. B.. 240;
Porter. S. D., 676

Raines, H. B., 676; Randolph. I.. •287;
Regnier, P. B., 482; Reichel, J., 676;
Reynolds, J. J., 1160; Rice, G. S.,

1160. 1307
Schenck, T. M., 578; Schillinger. J. G..

1112; Scott. J., 1256; Shepard, D. C.
336, 529; Sherman, J. H., 772. 916;
Smith. E. v., 1304; Souder, S.

M., 724; Staats, B. P., 434; Stan-
ton, H. G., 384; Suter, Brig. Gen.
Stanton. H. G., 384; Suter, Brig, Gen.
C. R.. 434; Symons. Col. T. W.. 1112

Taft, H.. 1160; Taylor, P. B.. 960;
Thacher, E„ •675, (W. H. Burr) letter

858; Thomas. C. A.. 1064; Thompson.
N. F., 434

Vaughn. G. W.. 96; Voss, E., 530
Waitt. A. M.. 1016; Wheatley, A. C.

820: Wilson, H. M.. 1112; Wolfe,
J. W., 1304; Wright, A. H.. 434

OBSERVATIONS ON PACIFIC COAST
Portland (F. C. Wight) 1263
Seattle's post-war problems (P. C.

Wight) "iiso
Spokane (F. C. Wight) •1132
Vancouver and its British flavor (F. C.

Wright) 1220

Ocean, salt in 451
Sewage disposal, see Sewage Disposal.

Ochoco dam. Oregon, hydraulic sluicing in

heavy material ^939
Old wood-stave pipe rewound on job (M.

R. Kirkpatrick) •252
Octagonal reservoir, see Reservoirs. Oc-

tagonal.
Officers' Reserve Corps needs engineer of-

ficers nllOS
Officials, public, data gatherd by, should

be published (R. Canavan) 566
Ogden, Utah. Amalgamated Sugar Co. mo-

bile tower chuting plant h^330
Ohio, highways, commission asked to re-

duce estimates nl255
Materials receive priority n574
State to speed Federated work n431

Typhoid rate in 1919 lowest of record. . 659
OMo Public Health Journal resumefl.... 808
Ohio River bridge at Evansville, Ind., Fed-

eral aid sought nl013
Oil, fuel oil pipe line from Havre to Paris.

441. 555
For roads, see Highways, Oil-heating plant.
Refinery, sea water for condensers se-

cured by gravity (L. H. Watts) •324
Oil transportation, pipe line system 1127
Oklahoma asphalt deposits, development un-

dertaken n333
Oklahoma Engineering Council to be

formed n81,s

Oklahoma-Texas boundary, airplanes may
be used to map n2:J8

Oliver Iron Mining Co., Hibbing. Minn., fill

built with spreader car. .h^329. (L. C.
Scott) letter 473. (M. J. Woodhull) let-

ter 861
Olmstead, C. H., on solution for highway

curve problem with P. I, inaccessible. .

*1'7"-

Olsen-Boyd automatic cement tester .... 30
Omaha, financing St. Mary's Ave. grading

and repaying efi7S

Takes over private gasworks 180
Oneness of economic world .e581
Ontario, buys out private electric power in-

terests "-"^ion
Engineers' professional meeting no39
To go slow on purchase of interurban

railways "3."? 1

Ontario. Hydro-Electric Power Commission.
see Queenston-Chippawa Power Project

Operating expenses, determining limits of
legitimate capital expenditure (J. R.
Wade) •". "'S

Operation, proper, with regard for design.
e533 '.-i.T-

Orbison, R. V.. on test of Trent activated-
sludge devices, Pasadena ^1286

Ore docks, wood, steel and concrete, rela-

tive economy f23
Oregon grants 41 licenses J^'^^

Timber, insects destroy more than fires. .1279
Organizing Conference, see Societies. Or-

ganizing Conference.
Ornamentation, essey in. Bensalom Ave.

bridge, Philadelphia, see Philadelphia.
Bensalem Bridge.

Page
Oxford, G.. on simplifying three-way rein-

forcement hl009
Oxygen, liquid, utility as explosive 1197
Ozonization, see Water Treatment. Ozoniza-

tion

Paaswell, G., on true transition curve for
railway problems 407

Pacific coast rivers and harbors inspected
by board n818

Pacific Gas & Electric Co.. Pit River power
project begun n575

Packard Motor Co., Chicago, garage, con-
crete cantilever construction ^609

Paddy Creek Dam, see Western Carolina
Power Co.

Paint makes wood fire resistant 34
"Palo Alto," concrete ship, for sale n288
Palo Verde Valley. Cal.. borrow pit for

levee forms drainage canal 465
Panama, temperature of steel exposed to

sun 803
Panama Canal, record traffic 359

Surplus nl061
Tolls reach million a month 1280

Pan-Pacific Scientific Congress n238
Paquli de Lagastrello Dam, Italy '5
Parapets, concrete, for elevated railway sta-

tions 228
Parcel, Prof. J. I. and Prof. G. A. Maney.

on measuring secondary stresses in Ken-
ova Bridge elll5. 'llie

Pardoe. Prof. W. S., on test curves of spe-
cial venturi meter agree with theory. . . . ^589

Paris, description (E. J. Mehren) ^469
Subways (E. J. Mehren) ^469

Parks, national ell62
Lands may be withdrawn from water
power act nl302

New 893
Parsons, W. B.. on railway terminals and

terminal yards ell61. 1193
Pasadena adopts commission-manager gov-

ernment nlOlO
Devil's Gate dam construction *202
Discount on water bills must be stopped

by company n960
Sewage treatment, test of Trent activated-

sludge devices (R. V. Orbison) •1286
Patch. D.. on horse cuts truck-loading costh*138
Patent Office for Dept. of Commerce, in Mc-

Cormick bill nl206
Patents, bridge suit, Strauss Co. vs. Chi-

cago, settled n769. 1158
Gotten, for telescoping concrete pile form n434

Paul. C. H.. on dragline excavates pits for
bridge foundations h*1154

Pavements and paving, see Highways. Pave-
ments

Pearse. L.. on Des Plaines River activated-
sludge plant 'llSi
On sewage pumping plants for Chicago

suburbs ^872
Peat, use of. on Swedish railways 420
Pellagra and sanitation, no relation 368
Penney. W. T., on bridge erection in Hon-

duras '39

PENNSYLVANIA
Highways

;

Arrests for truck overloading n285
Contractors organize n914.nl206
Development of local materials aids

contractor •SSI
Impact tests on concrete 128
Light railway and motor trucks both

used on job ^802
Progress slowed up n576
Sta.e builds 26 miles in week n911
State builds 410 miles of concrete

roads in 1920 nl255
Townships raise large sums 330
Traffic compareu with Rhode Island . . 667
Work speeded up by Commission's car

"ders 612
Motoi vehicles, 600,723 registered 788

Increase nl40
Public Service Commission, demand for

abolition of ell62

Penn. Engineers' Society may combine with
laymen's club n818

Penn. R.R.. awards maintenance prizes. . . .n817
Sliding hillside. Pittsburgh, covers eight

tracks n»1058. el067. (M. R.
Seharfl) ^1076

To investigate ties from South America. 1272
Pensacola. Fla.. sectional floating dry dock
made continuous by interlocks ^109

Pension system. New Vork City starts. .. .no75
Penstocks, wafer hammer in pipe bnes

(P'-of. W. F. Durand) el209. •1312
"Peralta." concrete ship, for sale n288
Permanent International Assrt of Road Con-

gresses officers n*769
Perry. L.. on ocean sewage disposal in rela-

tion to bathing beaches •640
Peru new road law 468
Petrograd population decreases 1325
Petry. C. A., on load tests of end joints in

maple flooring •149
Pfaehler. K.. on building earth dams.

bridgewater project •306
Pfeiffer. G. N.. on simple accounting system

for engineering office ^154

PraLADELPHIA
Bensalem Ave. bridge—essay in ornamen-

tation. . .e531. ^559. (J C. Trautwine.
Jr.) 619, (R. Hering) letter 670. (N.
H. Holmes and S. S. McKay) letters
810. (G. E. Dorman) letter 1006 (G. S.
Binekley) 1034 (F. H. Frankland)

letter 1104

•Illustrated ; e, editorials ; h, hints ; n. news notes ; a. abstracts
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Briilso to Cannieu, see Bridgrs, Philadel-
phia-Camden

Building labor, co-operation between em-
ployers and employees e917

Cleansing:, physical and political
6291. e337, 357

Elevated railway, concrete parapets for
stations 238

Elevated railway design 298
Higrhways, four types tested for cost. . . . 607
Pavements, wet concrete hauled three

miles for base (C. B. Montgomery) 'SSS
Paving work 622

Municipal pension system 416
Sewaee-works contract abandoned by con-

tractor nl40
Street cleaning and refusal collection by

city advised n236, n385, bids
wanted n285

Water supply needs, report on
nl88, e72,'>, 751

Zoning commission 27.5

Philadelphia-Camden bridge, see Bridges.
Philadelphia-Camden

Philips J. H.. on costs on commission-built
roads 318

Philippines, railroad located by airplane. . . 593
Phoenix. Ariz., new water suppl.v 27
Photographing from air, in surveying (Col.

E. L. Jones) *1184
Photographs, superposed, reveal changes in

configuration 409. (S. H. Grauten)
letter 670

Piepmeier. B H. on overdriven piles form
coal-like substance in gravel bank h*910

PIERS, see also PORTS AND HARBORS
Beams vs. trusses for shed, Panama (L.

C. Jordan and G W True) . . , .letters '375
Concrete, hooped in upper part 693
Dimensions (H. McL. Harding) 1119
Fender, timber, for concrete pier made

removable *334
For wharf, cylinder, made up of precast

concrete pieces, Prai River. Malay. . . .'360
Narrow, may be economical (J. R. Wade)

letter 326
New York port developments include

1000-ft, piers n816
Staten Island, N, Y,, wide favored by

engineers (J. Meigs and others) . ,el46,
160, (J. R. Wade) letter 326

Terminal pier design, Portland, Ore. (G.
B. Hegardt) *796

Trusses vs. beams for pier shed, Panama
(L. C, Jordan and G, W. True) letters •375

What should be dimensions? (H. McL.
Harding) 1119

Wide, favored by engineers (J, Meigs and
others) el46, 160, (J, R, Wade)
letter 326

PILES AND DRIVERS
Boom attachment for driver (C. W.

Geiger) h*330
Concrete piles, telescoping forms for. Cot-

ten patent n434
Derrick boom supports leads for steam
hammer driving batter piles h*621

From blight-kiled chestnut trees (E, A.
Lambert ) letter 1297

Hammers, drop and steam hammers com-
pared '1027

Over driven piles, form coal-like sub-
stance in gravel bank (B, H, Piep-
meier) h*910

Sheetpiles, precast reinforced-eoncrete,
with special ties, for quay wall *658

Sheet piling use avoided by use of well
points (F. P, Kemon) 'SgO

Steel, driven without headroom for
driver h*378

Steam and drop hammers compared. . . *1037
Wakefield, sheeting spiked like flooring h*90

Piloting and ship location by radio 714
Pine, Southern and white, see Wood
PIPE

Cast-iron and wood-stave compared (J.

W. Ledoux) 932
Combine in, disclosed nl302
Committee on Specifications report, N.

E. Water Works Assn n573
Manufacture recent developments, .,. a644
Thirty-inoh 850 ft. long lowered from

trestle as one length (T. . H, Watts) . *324
Concrete, device for handling h*813
Made on ground for conduit for Denver

water works *551, h*621
Reinforced, new type n574

Getting together on e531, n573
Hitch, rolling, for unloading pipe h*524
Jacked under railroad and highway. . . ,h*137
Preca.st concrete, hauled by improvised

cart h*427
Steel and wrought-iron, distinction be-

tween nll59
Unloaded by means of rolling hitch, . . ,h*524
Water supply, steel or wood-stave for

Seattle nl206
Wood-stave and cast-iron compared (J,
W, Ledoux) 932

Wood-stave, iron and concrete compared 309
Wood-stave old rewound on job (M.

R, Kirkpatrick) •252
Pipe line pontoon, for dredging withstands

seas h^378
Pipe line location on hillside (H, L, Thack-

well) •1165
Pipe line system of oil transportation ,,., 1127
Pipe line velocit''-s nf^fpssary to transport

gravel (P, J. McAuIiffe) p96S ^988
Pipe lines, wa'er hammer in (Prof, W. F.

Durand) el209. ^1212

Page

Pipe trenching machine Worcester water
works at>')S

Pit River, Cal.. power project, construction
bigun, etc n575, •1260

Pittsburg, Cal.. water supply, result of
slopping chlorination one day 1288

PITTSBURGH
Bridge, B, & 0„ heavy spans rolled and

jacked in reconstruction ^904,
correction 1045, nl255

Herron Hill reservoir, concrete membrane
lining placed ^1043

Liberty Tunnels, design and ventilation, •62
Park lake, leaky, relined with runite

(D, J. Baker) '410
Sliding hillside covers eight Penn, R,R,

tracks n^l058, el067, (M. R.
Scharff) ^1076

Societies considering affiliation nl254

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie R.R., six-track coal
and water station, Brightwood, Pa ^107

Pit sand, see Sand
Piute irrigation project, Utah, improvemerts

(J. C. Ullrich) '1084
Planning, city and regional, see Cities,

Planning, and Regional Planning
Plans and notes, mdexing, simple system of

(F, D, Avery) 155
Plastic fill method cuts cost of earth dike ^268
Plate girders, see Girders, plate
Plates, base and bearing, formulas disagree

(R. W. Bowman) .. .letter, with editorial
comment 110")

Platform, movable, used for scaling rock h'523
Plalforms moving, for transit e918
Plow, spreader, for railroad embankment

h*329, (L. C. Scott) lettei- 470, (M, J,

Woodhull) letter 861
Plumbers in Massachusetts, book review . . 808

Indicted in New York building graft
scandal nl302

Plunger pits, recast concrete pipe for, , . ,h*185
Poles, concrete, for electric transmission,

China (D, F, McLeod) ^554
Poles, wood, preservative treatment in In-

diana 1230
"Polias," wrecked concrete ship, offered for

sale nl91
May be salvaged nllll

Polygon, string, self-checking (T. Bleck-
mann) *880

Pontoon pipe line for dredging withstands
seas h^378

Population. U. S e725
"Porete" put on market n*144
Portland cement, see Cement
Portland. Ore., observations (F. C. Wight) 1263
Port terminal pier design (G. B, Hegardt) *796

Zoning, small majority against nl207

PORTS AND H.\RBORS
Amer. Assoc, of Port Authorities conven-

tion n720
Army, utilizing .' e385
Authorities to meet n431
Baltimore, development policy. .el257. 1293
Design, engineers and n720
Duluth plans canal crossing 417
Engineer as port planner e822, el257
French, railway access to 173
Government helps layout 850
Marseilles, France, facilities enlarged (T.

Saville) *1046
Milwaukee, planned *28
New York developments include 1000-ft.

piers n816
Hudson River piers, new, planned . , , , n284
Parochialism . , e385
Problem (B. P, Oesson) el209,

1241, nl253
Staten Island piers too narrow (J.

Meigs and others), el46, 160, (J,
R. Wade) letter 326

Pacific coast, board inspects n818
Piers less economical than quays (Capt.

F. T. Chambers) .... *556, correction *665
Piloting and ship location by radio 714
Planning, engineer as planner . , . . e822, el257
Quay wall, special, for shores which re-

quire filling *658
Radio in piloting and ship location 714
Sydney N. S, W,, terminal works 58
Terminals, better, to develop nation's

commerce al292
Toronto, may be crossed by bridge or

tunnel n913
Post stumps, broken, blasting out '. , . 186
Posts, timber, with warp and seasoning

cracks (T, W, Greene) •342
Potable water, see Water, potable
Potomac River development, commission to

report on nl42
Might block railroad 553

Powell, S, T., and A. Wolman, on surface
shrinkage of rapid filter sand beds. .tx93,
•210 (R. S. Weston and others

438, e919, 934
Power Commission. Federal, see Water

Power. Commission
Power plant. North Carolina, crawfish cause

trouble (Subscriber) 377
Prai River port. Malay, precast concrete

P'ef'C's make up cylinder piers for wharf ^360
Pratt Porous Dams •SOO
Presidential candidates favor engineers' pro-

gram n624
Views on construeiton sought by con-

tractors n57.3
Pressure, doubly eccentric load pressure on

rectansrular footings (M, G. Findley) . , , ^494
Price declines, influence of e631, (O

M. F,) letter 810
Prineville, Ore,, old wood-stave pipe re-
wound on job (M. R. Kirkpatrick) •352

I'age

Printed loiins, see Forms, pr.nleil

J'rinting pl.int building, upkeep and repairs
(VV, H. Metz) 26a

Prisms, excavated, measuring (H, L, Thack-
well) •liei

Production and transportation e97
Profit sharing in British coal mining. .. .elOlS'
Prohibition, China and the railroads (H, F.

Amniidown) ... .letter 279, ( F, C, Fin-
klo) letter 957

Prohibition. histor.v's evidence on (F. C,
Finkle) letter 957, (E, Godfrey) letter
1248, discussion closed. 1248,

Promotion, ethics of e337
Proof's the thing, the (H, Vieto) 266
Providence, R, I,, asphalt pavement laid at

fast rate 1186
Uses new jiavement base due to lack of

cement 877
Prow, adjustable, increases speed of

barges, France •SSI
Public comfort station with unusual equip-

ment, Allentown, Pa •1145-
Public Health, see Sanitation
Public Health Service conference with state

health officers 343
Engineers in seek equal footing with doc-

tors n867
Public improvements, financing e678

Flood tide again e917, n960,
e.967, nlOll, elOlS

Public oflicials, see officials. Public
Public Roads, Bureau of, see Bureau of

Public Roads
Public service commissions, demand for

abolition of ellff3

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Borrowing power and fair leturn for pub-

lic utilities (Prof. W. G. Raymond) . .•1281
Commissioners meet in Washington ... .nl()13
Municipal ownership not through con-

demnation el065
State regulation indorsed by Western Soc.

of Engineers n624
Public Welfare. Dept. of, see Department of

Public Welfare
Public works and city integration el47

Corps of Engineers and (F, C, Shenehon)
letter 1066

Public Works, Dept. of, see Department of
Public Works

Publicity, engineering, need for ell63
Pumping, well points used in excavating for

Atlantic City hotel (F, P, Kemon) •SgO
Pumping gravel, velocities necessary (P, J,

McAulifte) e968, •gSS
Pumping project, low-level storage and

semi-gravity supply (R, A Trufant) , , , , 701
Pumping station employees, instructions to,

Terre Haute, Ind, (D. R, Gwinn) a540

PUMPS
Centrifugal, impellers, book review 132
Centrifugal, variable speed induction mo-

tors for 1126
Centrifugal, with disk impeller n^726
Man power (D, P, McLeod) e435,

•448, (C, Y, Hou) letter 619
Slip-pipe suction reduces liability of

choking h^234
Testing plant. Mid-West Engine Co., com-

pleted, Anderson, Ind n240
Used in dredging stumpy ground, special

impellers for (W, J, White) •lee

Q

Quarry work, tamping holes in hl86
Quartermaster Corps, see Army, Quarter-

master Corps
Quay wall, see Ports and Harbors, Quay

Wall
Quebec bridge collapse, dirty automobile

and (T, Carpenter) letter 1203
Quebec, nevv railroad for nl302

Water supplies 665
Sanitary control 56

Queenston-Chippawa Power Development:
Canal, airplane view ^741
Design of project ^742
Movable platform for scaling rock. . . .h^523
Strike shuts down work n46
Work resumed nl40

Questionnaire, personal 727, 823, elll4
Quicksand, excavation in, well points used

(P, P, Kemon) ^890
Nature, etc, (C, R. Gow) a543

R
Radio methods in harbor piloting and ship

location 714
Railroad regiment, U. S. Army, authorized nl300
Railroad Tie Producer discontinued 808
Rails, see Railways, Rails
Railway Fire Protection Assn, meeting, . ,nlll0

RAILWAYS
Alaska, costs 349

Influenza halts work 342
Alton, see Railways. Chicago & Alton
Australia, gage commission, American on n626

Gage problem 255, n626
Automatic train control. A, R. A, com-

mittee on n964
Device, test of 797

Baltimore & Ohio, mechanical coal trim-
mers for ships at Curtis Ba.v, Md,
(P. G Lang, Jr.) •412

Water station, intake for, protected
from drift •TOl

"Big Four" see Railways, Cleve., Cin„
(Jhic, & St. L, Ry.

Branch lines (C, A, Morse) ell61, 1194

•Illustrated ; e, editorials ; h, bints ; n, news notes ; a.
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Page
Bridg'es, see Bridgrcs Railway
British, see Railways. Great Britain
Cami) train for labor e726
Canadian, rate decision rendered n575

Rate hearing e435
Rate dilemma e822

Canadian National, location betterments
(H. K. Wicksteed) 'TSg

New survey in Manitoba n963
Car floats, proposed method for handling

transfer movements (J. Jervis Vail) 'USe
Cars:

Box. why not open-top box cars? (K.
Bryan) letter 326

Repair shop design, economies in 81
Service, better, move for n480
Shortage ending e967
Wheel flanges and track flangeways. 87

Chic. & Alton, new Chicago freight
terminal '728. •732

Chic. & N. W.. concrete towers for water
tanks •1143

Chic, Burlington & Quincy improves Lin-
coln. Neb. freight yard e967, •996

Chic, Indianapolis & Louisville, accident
to temporary trestle during construc-
tion h718

Chic. Ind. & Western, test of automatic
train control device 797

Chic. Mil. & St. P.. effect of electric
locomotives on track 273

Electrification, cost data. etc. el067, •1068
Water supply, Atkins. Iowa (F. D,

Yeaton) e435, •463, correction 788
Chinese (D. F. McLeod) •952
Cleve.. Cin.. Chic. & St. L., bridge floor

with steel ties bedded in concrete,
Indianapolis •468

Chicago-Indianapolis improvement. . . .

•606. ^1033
Coal and water station, six-track, P. &

L. E. R.R.. Brightwood, Pa •107
Coal piers and hump yards, vertical

curves for ^208
Concrete base track approach. Chicago . .

el93, ^223
Concrete towers for water tanks. Chic.
& N. W. Ry ^1143

Construction budgets reported increased n335
Construction, effect of increased rates

(L. C. Fritch and A. O. Cunning-
ham .... letters 424. (C. A. Morse)

letter 618
Executives ask additional funds n478

Control:

Canadian rate decision rendered n575
Canadian rate hearing e435
Canadian, dilemma in e822
Commissions, state, organize for hear-

ings n625
Federal intrastate control elll4
First claim as result of Federal opera-

tion settled nl90
Government gruarantee 839
Guarantee $656,000.000 n965
Japan, progress under government con-

trol 364
On same basis as highways (H. F.
Ammidown) letter 279, (F. C.
Finkle) letter 957

Rates, increase e242
Rates increased, effect on construction

(L. C. Fritch and A. O. Cunning-
ham) . . . .letters 424 (C. A. Morse)

letter 618
Rate reactions e337
Spokane. Portland & Seattle R R. claim

settled nl90
Cost per mile, Alaska Ry 249
Curves, method of setting out (W. H.

Drane) ^1176
Table simplifies use of templates in

track plotting (J. G. Walsh) 276
Transition curve, new. based upon the

lemniseatc (J. E. Williams) ^406
Transition curve, true, for railway

problems (G. Paaswell) ^407
Vertical, for coal piers and hump

yards ^208
Cut-off, single-tra^k. for double tracking

main line '1033
Development in thinly developed countries

e98. 103
Earthwork methods. English railway . . . 1284
Economics, railw^. and transportation

engineer e679,. 693
Efficiency, program for e483
Electric

:

Commission, Federal, report. . . .e436, n480
Concrete parapets for stations .

.' 228
New Jersey. Ford. Bacon & Davis to

value n529
Electric locomotives, effect on track. . . . 273
Electrification ... e823, 853. n863, el067,

•1068. elll4
France 318
Chic. Mil. & St. P. cost data, etc

el067. •1068
Chic. Mil. & St. Paul., in Chicago. . •1226
Illinois Central Chicago lines, before

engrineer board nl204
South Africa 558
Sweden nl90
Switzerland nl91

Elevated, concrete parapets for statiors. . 228
Design, from Philadelphia experience. . 298
Floor with precast form slabs ^120

Embarkments. large, on English railway 1284
Shrinkage and swell of materials •418,

e773
Employees, how they could buy a rail-

road e289
Engineers, neglected in Labor Board

award. .. .n235. (W. J Svkes) letter
279, (W. H. Hobbs and R. H. Bald-

Page
win) letters 424, (L. C. Roslyn) letter
473. (E. L. Brandt. C. A. Cother and
C. A. Mullen) letters, with ed. com-
ment 571, (C. A. Mullen) ... .letter lOOfJ

Engli.sh, see Railways, Great Britain
Equipment corporation formed n333
Erie, cost of stationery 170

Uses Chicago River 423
Facilities, shortage shown in I. C. C.
„ report nl207
Feeders for (C. A. Mor.se) ell61 1195
Fills, density tests of earth shinkage

in....^782. (J. G. Sullivan) letter,
with editorial comment. 811. (C. Pre-

„ lini) letter 1007
Fire Protection Assn. meeting nlllO
France, electrification 318

To large ports '. 173
Triple-track main lines 736
Tunneling, fast, during war ^844

Freight, see Freight
Gage problem, Australia 255. n626
Government ownership. Japan, progress

under 3(54
Grade crossing problem. Detroit . ..n93. n334

Syracuse. N. Y 216
Grand Trunk arbitration board nl89

Arbitration deferred nl207
Great Britain, deficit 395

Earthwork methods 1284
Great Northern. England, earthwork

methods 1284
Guarantee by Government $656,000,o66 n965
How to buy a railroad e289
Idaho-Nevada line to be constructed. . . .n576
Idaho Central to be constructed n576
Illinois Central, electrification of Chicago

lines before engineer board nl204
Japan, progress under state ownership. . 364
Java. Germans outbid Americans for lo-

comotives 1083
Labor, railway, and the camp train. . . .e726
Labor, situation discussed nl303
Locating railroad by airplane 593
Location, method of setting out curves

(W. H. Drane) ^1176
Locomotives

:

Germans underbid Americans 1083
Steam and electric compared .... n722.
Starting engines on 692

(J. E. Muhlfeld. F. H. Shepard. A.
H. Armstrong) 853. n863

Louisville & Nashville may rebuild Gulf
Coast bridges nl207

Maintenance-of-way work discussed . . . n7f58
Maintenance, prizes awarded by Penn.
R.R n817

Maintenance of Way Association meet-
ing n i7f!

Manila, extension located by airplane. . 593
Manitoba, new survey n963
Merger plan. I. C. C. begins work on. .n818
Motor car service. Australia 843
Natl. Railway Service Corportion formrd.n333
National transport system, co-ordinated . .

ell61. 1193
Nevada-Idaho line to be constructed. . . . n576
New South Wales, work in 1246
New York Central tests starting engine^ 692
New Zealand, Government; earnings of . . 977
Ontario interurban, province to go slow

on purchase n334:
Operating problems e678. 693
Oriental (D. F. McLeod) ^952
Peat, use of, on Swedish roads 420
Pennsylvania awards maintenance prizes. n817

Landshde. Pittsburgh covers eight
tracks n^l058. el067. (M R.
Scharff ) ^1076

To investigate ties from South America 1272
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, six-track coal

and water station Brightwood. Pa... '107
Quebec, new railway for nl302
Rails

:

Brittleness, two sources 690
Economic weight for varjring traffic
conditions 71.

1

Failures, and future quality e969
Failures, decrease conlinned by latest

statistics ^±l^~^

Future of quality e960
Handling and sorting old and n^w. . . 119
Improvement and inspection (R. W.

Hunt ) . . . . letter, with editorial com-
ment, 1149

Maintenance, cost 849
Manganese rail ordered by Southern

Pacific Co nlOl "

Quick assembly rail joint h*621
Tests, another turn in eSl
Tests, rails from hot-top ingots show

uniform structure 1045
Tests, two soixrces of brittleness 690
Weight, economic, for varying traffic

conditions 715
Weight in tons, table for (G. W.

White) 156

Rates, see Railways, Control.
Repair work, economy in e338
Roadmasters and Maintenance-of-Way

Assn. meeting and election n576. n"''S
Shortage shown in I. C. C. report nl207
South American, contract for 879
Southern Pacific Co. orders manganese

rail nlOV
Spokane, Portland & Seattle claim as re-

sult of Federal operation settled nl90
St. Louis-San Francisco, single-track cut-

off for double tracking main line. . •103.T

Track work records, new system .... ^949
Standard practice in work, adoption of. .

e386. 30 -<

Stationery cost of ^
"^

Page
Str(«t

:

Electric Railway Commis.^jion report . .

Extending benefits assessments to.p579 594
Plight of e436 'n480
Right-of-way. England IE. J. Mehren)
c r- ^ *3'57. e821San Francisco may buy n57t5
Should bear share of pavement cost

795, e821, (W, Jackson ).... letter 956Surveying (.see also Railways. Curves)
curve, new transition, based upoii
the lemniscate (J. E. Williams). . •406

Curve, true transition, for railway
problems (G. Paaswell) •407

Swedish, electri, cation al90
Use of peat 400

Swiss, electrification nigi
Projects 1285Terminal expansion, adapting motor
truck to -j^-

Terminal service, full
' and' fair

'

for
'

motor
truck m (F. W. Davis) ell63. 1194

Terminals and terminal yards (W B Par-
^|°'?s) eliei, 1193

Cast-iron e582
Concrete, in China fD. F. McLeod) .' •5.54
Cross Tie Bulletin begtin. . . . 808
Production and demand ... ' ' ' 614
South America, for Penn. R.R.. . . ''l272Timbers of tropical America and tie

supply (A. W. B-uel) H39 1141
Treated, zinc chloride loss from 843

Track

:

Construction unusual, at increased cost
to reduce maintenance cost. Chi-

„ cago el93. '223
Crossings, wood panel paving in re-

movable units h476
Flangeways and car wheel flanges. . 87

I Labor, increasing efficiency . . . . . 662 ^949
Layout, vertical curves for coal piers

and hump yards ^208
Plotting, table simplifies use of tem-

plates (J. G. Walsh) 276
Track work records, new system on St

L.-S. F. Ry .949
Traffic, double tracking, etc. recom-
mended by dispatchers' association. . e629

Train control, automatic. A. R A. com-
mittee on

'

n964
Device, automatic, test of ...... . .

'. 7p-
Train movements, measures to aid. . . . . . e629
Trainshed roof of steel arches instead of

columns. Indianapolis •SSO
Transportation engineer and railway

economics e679. 693
Transportation system, co-ordinated

„ . ,
ell61. 1193

Tnple-track main Unes. France 736
TunneUng fast, in France during war.. •8 44
Valuation, curves of building cost in-

creases used in. (F. E. Barnes) .... ^702
Engineers needed by I. C. C n]90

Vertical curves, see Railways. Curves
Water and coal station, six-track. P. &

L. E. R.R.. Brightwood. Pa •lO"
Water consumption 856
Water service organization •8.^
Water station, intake for. protected from

drift 'TOl
Water supply

:

Analyses and surveys 112
At Atkins. Iowa (F. D. Teaton) . .e435.

•463. correction 788
Developments in 113

Water tanks, concrete towers for. Chic.
& N, W •1143

Wlieels, cast-iron e5S2
Wilkes-Barre, wood panel paving for

track crossings in removable units . . h476
Wood treated, spoiled by cutting 952

RAINF.VLL

And runoff measurements. N, E. Water
Works Assn. committee report n573

Enormous, in Hawaii 792
Excessive frequencies. Springfield. Mass.

(C. W. Sherman) •4ri5
Records should be reported and con-

solidated (B. E. White) letter 909
World's 3

Raleigh. N. C. sanitary rules to be en-
forced ell62

Rand-McNally Co. make maps of vicinity
of Washington n"'""

Rankin. E. S. on zoning and city engineer. 88i
Rapid transit station design (O. A. Nilsson)

•824. e870. •SO
Rats, concrete for e3"^~
Randall. R. H.. on rapid progress of tODO-

graphic survey 150. (H. Gerharz)
letter 473

Ray, W. M.. on bridge pier foundation car-
ried to rock by air bell h^378

Raymond. Prof. W. G., on basis of estimat-
ing allowance for depreciation 178
On borroTing power and fair return for

public utilities ^1281
Reading, Eng.. activated-sludge plant . . 813.

el018. 1125
Real estate men as partners in city planning

and zoning e97
Rebuilding, safety in elll3. n^ll55
Rei'lamation, land, see Land Reclamation.
Reclamation Service, engineers study Co-

lumbia Basin irrigation project . . . .nl206
Larger fund next year n627
Tile drain maintenance and repair 1146

•Illustrated ; e, editorials ; h, hints ; n, news notes ; a, abstracts
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Page

Reconstruction committee. Senate. ^o _

broatlen scope • • • •.nl'-J'>

Recoriior for stream discharge, automatic
(G. H. Moore) •1124. U- P. C^jurch)

letter 1397
Red Cross, work in Europe. Prof. G. C.

Wliipplo tells of nyil
Red River of the North, control <i'J»

Refinerj'. oil. see Oil Refinery
Refuse-collection, see Garbag-e.
Regional planning, industrial decentraliza-

tion as cause for (T. Adams) Ji

Registration. engineers, see Engineers.

Licensing.
, . .,. j •

Reichardt. W. F.. on asphalt cut by device ^
made with buggy wheel ^- " ''~

Reinforced Concrete, see Concrete. Rein-

forced. _,
Reinforced-concrete floors, see Floors.

Reinforcement, mesh, etc., see Concrete. Re-

Rental charges for equipment el257. 1288
Rental contracts, essentials h4 ,

v.

Repaying, see Highways Paying.
Report, writing, hints on (D. W. Mead).

891 e918. opinions by General Black
and' others 947. (J. W. Alvord) letter

105,'> (W. K. Palmer and M. Knowles)
letters 1102. (W. N. Mitchell) letter 1248

Research, gift of 5200,000 for.... nl2o2
Research Council, see National Research

Council.
. . X, -KT .,

Research information service begun by Natl.

Research Council - • • • • J'l"^^
"Reservoir stations" for subways (H. i>-

Seaman) letter 115^

RESERVOIRS
And ponds, water-supply, boating and

fishing in. and typhoid (X. H. Good-
nough) .• • -3,542. n5,4

Bridgewater. see Western Carohna Power
Co.

Closures built by sluicing earth fill into

pool from dumped embankments (R.

Plaehler) • • • • '30(5

Concrete membrane lining placed, Herron
Hill reservoir. Pittsburgh *

'

Conduit capacity in relation to storage.

estimation of (F. H. Hapgood) 'U>i
Herron Hill, Pittsburgh, concrete mem-

brane lining placed * 1

Imperial Valley, on Colorado River. . . n.'. ', i

Leakage from, concrete membrane lining

placed Herron Hill reservoir. Pitts-

burgh *

Octagonal Enid, Okla. (I. S. Siegrist) . .
•'.'

Storage, relation to conduit capacity (F.

B. Mamh) 1179

Retaining wall, failure predicted (Prof. C.

W. Cook) •1216
Review Board justifies war constructi-^n

methods • e57ri .-

Rhode Island, highways, tratnc compared
with Pennsylvania • • 667

Highways, practice elll3, 1120
Water supply, purification board begins
work n914

Rhone River regulation (T. Saville)
•396, correction 666

Rice. G. S., obituary 1160, 1207
Rice culture affects potable waters 804
Richmond Borough, New York City, sewage

^gg(g 1130
Rigging for raising concreting tower. . . .h*428
Rinker, H. S.. on factory floors for special

uses o4
Rio Grande valley pumping project, low-

level storage and semi-gravity supply
(R. A. Trufant) 701

Riprap work, hogwi'-e used on irrigation

canal embankments (R. M. Adams) ....
letter ^374

River and Harbor Board on Pacific coast . . nSlS
River and harbor work, $60,000,000

needed n675
River Murray improvement South Austra-

lia (K. C. Cutting) •244

RIVERS
Atchafalava and Mississippi, separating nl061
Control. Red River of the North ^225
Levees, high-speed block-laying, Miami

River ^248
Mississippi and Atchafalaya, separating. nl061
Murray, South Australia, improvement

(R. C. Cutting) ^244
Red River of the North, control ^226
Rhone, regulation (T. Saville)

•396. correction 666
Tennessee River basin, survey 1144
Tile drainage a factor in control (H. L.

Frost) 399
Rivers and Harbors Congress n964, nl012
Riverside, Cal., dam on Santa Ana River,

"Pratt Porous Dam" ^506
Riverside Water Co.. Riverside, Cal., lining

canals with concrete without forms (F.
Cuttle) •17

Riverside, 111.. Des Plaines River activated-
sludge plant (L. Pearse) ^1134

Rivet pitch in plate girders, finding quickly
(R. Smillie) ^157

Riveted joints of bridge trusses, detail de-
sign (Maj. W. M. Wilson) e241, ^259
Of ship plating, new experiments 224

Riveting snaps, experience with, in Si otch
shipyards 38

Rivets heated by gas 741
Roadmasters and Maintenance of Way Asso-

ciation meeting n576, n7e8
Roads, see Highways.
Robert, Brig. Gen. H. M., "Rules of Order"

(E. J. Van Meerben) . . .letter 328

I'ay^c

Rochester, N. Y., cost of water for public
purposes g-J

Water works, always open • l»4
Yawuian & Erb Co. building, under-

pinning concrete building by jacketing
columns (R. L. Bertin) TIH,

Rock scaletl by use of movable platform. .h»o'.^.5

Rock bearing, testing, by leverage loading^
machine ^.fi/-

Rocks handled by four-point grab. ..... .h'4/O
Rodman, applied statics for (C. W. Sher-

man) letter 'biy
Roof trusses. Cleveland auditorium, erected

with traveling falsework (H. E. Gage) .
-'oOO

Roofers to return to competitive bidding. nl30.v

Rope, wire, reel kinks removed by home-^
made device li '^'^•^

Roimiania, see Rumania. ^
Rubber, permeability to gases • • -o-
Rubber roads, England 44.i. 8Jo
Rubbish, see Garbage.
Ruggles, A. v.. on planning future of Cleve-

land water supply e869, 'Soo
Rule, slide, see Slide rule.
Rumania, water supply and disease JOo
Rumpf, C. F.. on checking actual unit costs

against estimates ii -8-
Runway. truck, re-used for delivery of con-

crete materials h 6^~
Wooden, for sandy subgrade trucking

work (T. E. Burton) h^28.^

Russia, Petrograd and Moscow populations
decrease IZZo

Sacramento. Cal., water works, architects

conception of pumping station, etc. (C.

G. Gillespie) • • • •
•446

Chlorinated water destroys metals (C. G.
Gillespie) •127. (D. R. Gwinn)

letter 620
Goes from commission to council-manager

plan .nl206
Sacramento River, engineering problems,

and Sacramento City (Sacramento) .. .804
Irrigation and navigation conflict "Ifi
Salinity, increased oH

SAFETY
Accidents, standardizing construction ac-

cident records n721. •84o
Aeronautic code work under way "°ir
And sanitation not park purpose VLiTtS
Be careful or lose job! " i,i;
Code standardization work under way..n81()
Column head inclosures insure safety. . .1148
Compressed-air work, revised rules 1225
Elevator code work under way n816
Engineers meet in Chicago n46
In rebuilding elll3, n^ll55
Methods in building construction h624
Natl. Safety Council. Construction Section

meeting ?I?i
Neglect of orders, accidents due to ... . 105b
Non-slip mats for ladder h^l86
Score board record reduces industrial

accidents ^'-"^lin
Shipyard , ??2
Tamping holes in quarry work hl50

Safety Institute of America may not use
Central Park Arsenal. New York. . . . 765

Salem, Ohio, typhoid epidemic nl012,
nioeo, el209, 1244

Sales engineer, shall he be admitted to so-

cieties? (N. (Serten) letter 184
Salinity, increased, in Sacramento River. . 611
Salt, volume in ocean 451
Salt Lake City, automatic sewer cleaning

outfit '84
Smoke ordinance 1343
Water supply, relief of shortage •645

Salt River Bridge completed 1176
Salt River project, floods wash out part of

apron. Granite Reef dam "355
Samuel. T. J. Jr.. on concrete standpipe for

llO-ft. head. Kansas City. Mo e821. ^841
Sand catcher cleaned by portable elevator.

San Francisco ^493
Sand, pit, rapidly screened, loaded into

trucks h*910
Sand removed from ditch by scouring '707

SAN FRANCISCO
City engineers protected against investi-

gators nl262
Contractors charged with conspiracy. . .

n626, n722
Harbor, boom attachment for pile drivers

(C. W. Geiger) h*330
Mare Island Navy Yard, engineering and.

el258. ^1290
May buy water-works and street rail-

ways n676
Naval base, three sites considered

61258. 'I'/jgO

Sewers—elevator, portable, cleans sand
catcher •493

Water Supply:
Hetch Hetchy cost-plus contract valid,

work resumed n963
Terms of new cost-plus contract . . 1285
Progress n331
Project visited by Army engineers nl300

Spring Valley property valued ai $37,-
000,000 nll57
Work let to subcontractors n439
Work to be financed n815

Zoning proposed 38
San Francisco Bay, teredo damage, $35.-

000.000 studied nll09

SANITATION, see also TYPHOID
Alexandria County, Va., Arlington Sani-

tary District created n45

I'age

City health odicers, directory 419
Comfort station Allentown, Pa., with un-

usual equipment •1146
Death rate, lowest, recorded In registra-

tion area nl061
Delaware death rate, high, cost of 932
Directory of state and insular health au-

thorities 1076
Ecuador, yellow fever in 1294
Epideinics aiul the engineer e436
HeaUli oonfereiut' <)rt;ani7.ed nll56
Housing eonferonce, Detroit n913
Illinois Department of Health assists en-

gineers 800
International Journal of Public Health,

first number 369
Mahoning River sanitary district pro-

posed 1031
Malaria control, conference nl306
Malaria, what can community afford to

rid itself of malaria? 77
Ohio typhoid rate in 1919 lowest of

record 659
Ohio Public Health Journal resumes 808
Pellagra and sanitation, no relation 368
Public health education in Europe e831
Quebec, control of water supplies 58
Raleigh. N. C. sanitary rules to be en-

forced nll63
Rumania, water supply and disease 306
State health engineers, co-ordination of

activities 343
Toledo, Ohio, insanitary conditions 128
"Typical Diseases Bulletin" 1301
Vital statistics, backward states elll4
Water analyses and surveys 113
Yellow fever In Ecuador 1394

San Joaquin Light & Power Corp., Kerck-
hoft hydro-electric plant put in service . n433

Kerckhoff tunnels, competition speeds up.n431
Holed through n383

Plant el368, •1360
Santa Ana River, "Pratt Porous Dam"... •606
Santos, Brazil, conveyors speed delivery of

sacked coffe to ships (S. T. Henry) . . . ^767
Saranac Lake. N. Y., proposed milk dis-

tributing plant 318
Sargent. E. H., on maximum flow of

streams. New York State *879
Saskatchewan highways. comprehensive

system proposed nl303
Licensing bill fails nl399

Savannah. Ga., coaling terminal contract
let nl306

Saville, C. M., review of "Mathematics for
Engineers" 568

Saville, T., on enlarging Marseilles harbor
facilities '1046

On regulation of the Rhone
•396, correction 666

Sawkins, J. H., on device for setting anchor
bolts h^ll63

Sawyer. K. I., on liae controls country road
traffic ^833

Seharft, M. R., on Bigelow Boulevard earth
slide. Pittsburgh

el067. ^1076. see also nl058
Schenectady. N. Y., bridge foundation and

pier contract let n238
Typhoid outbreak. . 1101, (W. P. Mason)

letter 1203
Scholer, C. H., on temperature stresses in

rigid pavement slabs •943
Schools, see Education.
Scott, R. D., on factors influencing ultra-

violet light water treatment 1283
Score board record reduces industrial ac-

cidents h^l250
Scraping, tractors replace teams h428
Screeds, for concrete floors, support for,

"Kingpin" n^288
Screw threads, commission may be abol-

ished nl306
Scrubbers for semi-circular irrigation

flumes "IISO
Sea, salt in 451

SEATTLE
City building large municipal hydro-elec-

tric development, Skagit River (C. F.
Uhden) ^994
Automatic recording apparatus for

stream discharge ^1134
Shutdown threatened nl305

Consolidation with King County e531
Post-war problems (F. C. Wight) 'IISO
Water supply, $3,000,000 pipe line held
up n385

Water works, steel or wood-stave pipe
controversy nl208

Seeing ourselves as others see us 11
Selectmen-manager plan, see Cities.
"Selma," concrete ship, wrecked nllll
Senate reconstruction committee to broaden

scope nl256
Setbacks of houses and curves of streets. .elll3
Severn River, England, tidal power project . 1231

SEWAGE TREATMENT, see also
SEWERS AND SEWAGE WORKS

Acid process tried on camp sewage 405
Activated-sludge, experiments at Mt. Ver-

non. N. Y. (R. H. Eagles) ^490
Des Plaines River (L. Pearse) •1134
Houston, Tex., results 1128
Reading, Eng.. plant 833. el018. 1135
S.vdney. Australia 780
Trent devices, test at Pasadena (R. V.

Orbison) •1286
Alvord separate-digestion tank, results

at Swedeland. Pa. (G. L. Robinson) . .

letter 337
Calcium hypochlorite and niter cake tried

on camp sewage 405

.Illustrated; e, editorials; h, hints; n, news notes; a, abstr.acts
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Chlorination, Richmond Borough NewYork City
'

1130
Chlorine, dosage, and sewage' flow, gra'ph-

leal records. Stockton, Cal. . . . •277
Elec'trolytic, half century of (r'h

Craig) 2-
Expenmental irrigation plant, Florida '(¥

kj. Staebner) •848
Filters, sand, in Iowa . . 1264Graphical records of flow and' 'chlorine
dosage 277Irrigation plant, experimental,' ' Florida
(F. E. Staebner) .... •848Los Angeles, for sewage farming'. '...'.'.; el45Miami Conservancy camps •361

M»^|-acid process applied to' 'tannery

Niter cake and calcium h'ypbchlo'rite tried
^^^

on camp sewage 40^;
Reading. Eng., plant 833

Borough, New York City,

Page

Richmond
tests . .

Siphon tank favored', 'Richni^rid Bor'ou'gh
^^"^^

New York City 1130
SiPh^on^s^. design and principles " (W.

Sludge dewater'er,' 'Tw '

Me'er,'
'

tested
'

'at'^^*'^Milwaukee ^ ai

Sludge to destructors favored. "RichmoAdBorough, New York City. . inoSludge utilization, Glasgow ... 760
Swedeland, Pa., results from Alvord' sepa-

rate-digestion tank (G. L. Robinson)

'^'^Yn-.r^*^^"''
Ri<^hmond Borough, 'nIw

^^^
I 01 K L-iiy

-J
1 ort

Plil7 to'"'"'^^^^'
*^"^^-a"d pro(;esk"ap-

wl'ike^i®'"'
''"'^^e'dewaterer'tested,"Mil'-

^^^

SEWERS AND SEWAGE WORKS see alsnSEWAGE TREATMENT
Battery storage, for sewer work •040

^"coiiis "^^ '• "'^ '^^^ ^-^ -' --•-
:ZChicago suburbs, pumpiiig pi^'tg'fo'r"(L'.

jrearse) •879
hw»l"^^°'^*^^^°' sewers, automatic::: '84Cleveland works, design (G. B. Gas-

''"'^"^' •344
Construction of Sewers-

Cost lowered by increasing concrete
P^'wi^t '"

.l*'?"""'
Lynn. .^ Mass UP- Wentworth)

. . . •148. (M. P Sayerand J. P. Wentworth) letters •426

Lenth) '^
of estimating (G CD

Defa"tnr'^1T'*''^
°^ American practice: :^^.'

TiL^^^ • "^- improvements in sewers 457Betrou sewer work, new contract . 349" e385
wi.h"'"'''?^"?^. ^- I- true sewage siphon

Tg E Hmr ^^^''*°'"^ °" air chambe?

^S-F'raS?^' '^^'-^ "sand -c^^^L^.'^^^
Farming possibility, 'Los '

Angele's:
:

el45
An/elef- <fT S* .|,arthquake 'o'^ 'los^^*^Angeies (J. A. GrifRn) .... letter '"iTT

estoaTef'"'
^'^ndardize month'ly"cost

^^^

'32
11

SHIPS ANI) SHIPBUILDING
American shipbuilding, in 1919 and cur-
„ 'eiit 125, 202. 411. 644Concrete: "*•'. "•*•*

"Cape Fear" lost in collision.... n915Experimental river steamer. Argentina: 'SIHoles in hulls 0145
One ship sold, three wrecked. lillll
;;Palo Alto" and "Peralta" for sale: : .n288Pohas. wreck, offered for sale nl91Tanker built of separately cast eylin-

Exposft?on: 'Gl'a'sgow '.'.'.'.. ^^^^'
'fffLaunching, side. Key-releasing 'arrange-

ment jof5
Unusual conditions ... 226

Loading problem solved by mechanical
coal trimmers (P. G. Lang, Jr ) ^412

^ocation and harbor piloting by rad ' 714Merchant marine, American personnel f'or 603Merchant marine, American, growth 1181Marine railway, Astoria. Ore. not "vet
completed (C. O. Crisman) .' letter 426Marine railways, 700 B. C—1920 A. D.. .e50Repair by use of caisson 1131

Riveted joints of plating, new experi'-
ments 024

Riveting snaps, in Scotch yards: :

:

38
Safety in shipyards ' ' ' 030
Ship bursts British dock gates : : :

: n95Shipping Board has 9.000,000 tons ' of
merchant ships ^52Steel to be sold by Shipping Board: :

' ' ' '

423bubnierged tear in side repaired by use of
caisson 1131Warships, small, lengthened

'

'f'or' 'peace
service 1094Shoshone project extensions . .

: 979
Shovel, revolving, operates in small sp'aee:n«144
Shovels, steam, see Steam Shovels

Fans^*^N^Y*^^* ^°' ^^^^^^'y- see Niagara

"Shuyeloder" described n»192
Siegrist I. S., on octagonal reservoir Enid

Signs, sky wind loads' on' (r: 'Fleming) : :e49, 66bimpson, T R., on inclined-bearing tests onDouglas fir and white pine. . .e629, •654
(H. D. Dewell) letter 811

'ps. S on Iowa University's new hydrau-
lic laboratory ^124

Siphon, see also Water Works,' siphon'
Construction, pipe jacked under railroad

and highway h*137Sewage, design and principles ' (W '

isa-
„. vett) ^1041
Siphoning, capillary, through soil .... 933

(W. G. Sloan) letter 1203
bkagit River water-power development see

Seattle.
Skip hoist, new horizontal and vertical. . . .nl44Sky signs, wind loads on (R. Fleming) . .e49 66blag aggregate makes satisfactory concrete '689
slide rules, special, useful in valuationwork (C. S. Meyer) "1174
Sliding Pittsburgh hillside covers eigiit

R"^Sch^rt)''^ToS^6""''°''' ^^°«' ^^-
Sludge, activated, see Sewage Treatment

Activated-Sludge.
Smillie. R., on finding rivet pitch in plate

Sl^fo^brS T'*'^'
?^*-Uated'uni'ts:

:
'411 gVrd'e'rs^ui^ckly^"^".^.

"^^' ''"^^ ^" ^'^^^15,

l^ni%ly'''ir''^LZ- ^;.,y=^"-) • • -"7? |-!I^ ?.«.- -inter s ora'ge'of •cemeni:hliE6
T,v,v.„«

*^^\'^- ^^. English views on

""im^o^'-Jl^^ks'^"^
'^'^"^"'^ °* ^-^«^s ^^Iowa operators hold conference' :

: nllts
ba?hinrb^^

disposal, in relation '

'to ^
TDhii , i"l-^'^^*^^*'s (L. Perry) «640Philadelphia contract for sewage Wrlikabandoned by contractor ... 7 nl40

Pears!)
^"*' ^°^ Chicago suburb's "(L.

^""tov ''%i''^%
ciean'ed' by' po'riable' ele'va-*^'^^toi, ban Francisco . . »4oqScreening, graphical record,'

'

s'toekt'on',

^"'i^""'J^li„^ith
•

w'a'ter 'jet 'eject'o'rs ' on*^""^

G. E. Hill)
.letter *862

^'plan"'.'.
t° build 'sewer's' 'by 'daSor*^

work. ...::: '249
storage battery for sewer workbtorm sewers, Springfield. Mass '

'excess-ive ramfall frequencies (C. W. Shir-man)
j.d.K

''""^t^Ta^^Tt ^r. .^- Vational^**^

Tfinnl,^'''^"?,' V.n^sual conditions: : : : :

" 909
"^TS^'B^^K^/^kS '^ P—aticmethod,^^^

'"'"wt^r s\ippf^-
''' ^^^ ""^'^ «tV.

^''E^'G'o"dfre'l""""'^"'°°^'"^*^'
^^^allenge by

Sheet pning see 'Piies: 'Sheet' Piling
•'"""'• '^^^

Ihf^*'"/ i^'^r^"^
like flooring h.on

Shepa'-d, G. R.,'aiid'Gib's'on:'N:'R.','on hy-''^^^draiihc problems of design of Niagara

Shlrmarc'w'^nt^' ^^- ^ Ho?ton) e?7r 683onerman, u. W., on excessive rainfall fre-quencies Springfield, Mass. . .

'"^^" "^
,44,-Sherman. C. W., and W. R Braun " on

gineenng Council
s u uy j^a

pii'v"^4?s"«t^°'j.rL'3^-^'^°*'^^*-- • 1lo sell housine nrnipct= -^,«

Smith Dr. G O.. longest 'te'rin"as^"di"rect'o'r''
Geological Survey n332Smoke ordinance. Salt Lake City ::::''' 'l243bmoke Prevention Ass'n. convention :n769bmoot bill opposes publicity for contracts . . n964Snake River district. Idaho, distribution of
water during greatest drought ... .e919 ^927

bnaps riveting, experience in Scotch ship-
yards 3gSnow and water relations'. ' Nevada :

::::'"' 492
Handling, annual problem.... e727Highways, snow removal from '

' ' 836New Jersey to buy 53 plows n963New York City buys 100 tractors n818
SOCIETIES (see also names of individual

societies)

Active society, an el017
British, organization (E. J.' Mehreii )'.'.'

. 227
Committee work, spur for e2Convention expenses, mounting: : : : :

' '

"e243
Elections, cut-and-dried conduct of

' 247
Engineers urged to join scientific bodies

(G. Paaswell) letter 1297
Federation, see Fed. Amer. Engineering

Societies.
Joint Conference Committee calls for

charter members of Federation. .e290 n331
Meetings, livening e727
Organizing Conference, supplemeiitar'y ii'st

of delegates ii94
Pennsylvania societies may combine with
laymen s club n818

Pittsburgh, considering affiliation ":: :nl254
Sales engineer to be admitted? (N. Ger-
o. j"^ W -letter, with editorial comment. 184
btudy Government organization 794Women organize national society -^190

Soc. for Promotion of Engineering Educa-
tion meets ^9-^

^°^„ of .Military Engineers, 'see 'Arne'r: 'Soc.
of Mil. Engineers.

Soc. of Technical Engineers, British, or-
ganization 227

Soil mechanics, research in (Dr. C Ter-
zaghi) 6630 •632

Sometown," typhoid castles in '.'.'.' ' 565
Sondheim. H. H., on typical flat-slab work-

ing drawing •1171Sonoma County, Cal.. engirie'e'r' 'defeated.

^agfc
iransportation development . . . e9« in^South America: •

.e»q. lurf

Andes streams, flood-proof bridges for
(D. G. Coombs) •1167

Irrigation. Mendoza, Argentina ifs'
' THenry) •353

Local financing noted by S. T. Henry' '

'n671Long aerial cable-tramway in northernAndes 1 ,7-
Railway. contract for 070
Ties from, for Penn. R.R. 1072Timber and railway tie supply (a''w

^
^^^^^ 1139. 1141

South Australia. River Murray improve-ment work (R. C. Cutting).. .044bouth Bend, Ind.. postpones water-wo'riiswork for lower prices nllllSouth Dakota, state water-power "develop-ment •987
Southern Pacific Co. "

bi-der's
"

iiiangane'seran nl012
l?.VAw" ^c^'^'"

-o^,''"! build n'e'W 'station . n963Southern Sierras Power Co.. Cal., plant.

Spanish River, Ont.. see Dams, Bi/^Eddy
'^^^^

bpaulding dam, making final 15-ft. raise
(I. C. Steele) •10''0

Specifications, standard, in building 70
Spokane, impressions of (F. C. Wigiit)

' ' ' 'ILSo
Spokane, Portland & Seattle R.R.. claim ks

result of Federal operation settled.... nl90Spreader car builds fill...h^329 (L C
fjjOtt) g^etter 473, (M. J. Woodhull)'

Spring, anti-sUp, for level rod (J. O. Cook) •ISO
^P^"f X:^"^^'

Cal., see San FranciscoWater Supply
Springfield, Mass., excessive rainfall fre-

quencies (C. W. Sherman) •445
itepubltcan. engineering details of build-

ing (C. F. Dingman) •109'>
gPruce struts, see Struts, spruce
bt John. P. Q.. must pay engineers fee

for services 1298St. Johns, Ariz., dam. oakiim and braces
save suspected wall in wasteway *H BFleshman) '

ggjSt. Lawrence River bridge: '

at 'Montreal
plan considered .... 'n96TWaterway, see Inland Waterw'ays

bt Louis limits truck weights n''88Sewers to be built by day labor plan: : :ni89Water-works, coal storage 411Pumping station operation economies: :

Wood-block pavement tightened by ja'ck-
screws (WW. Horner) '686. 976

bt. Louis-San Francisco Ry.. single-track
cutoff for double tracking main Une •1033

Track work records, new system ^949
bt Mary River, division of water betweenU b. and Canada (B. E. Jones) ^1277
bt. i'aul. Minn., charter changes to faciU-

tate paving 1090Would develop water power ...:::"' nigo
bt. Paul Engineers' Society opposes clause

in registration bill . . . nQR4
Stadia, see Surveys.
Stack, brick, see Chimneys.
Stadium, concrete athletic. University ofWashington nl41Staebner, F. E. on experimental sewage' ir-

rigation plant, Florida . . . ^848
Standardization, Government in building.' .'26 79
btandardization. indui^trial . . . el'OBo
Standards Amer. Soc. for Testing Materials

adopted n674rStandards Bureau, see Bureau of s'tatidards
Standpipe concrete, for 110-ft head Kan-

sas City, Mo. (T. D. Samuel Jr.) . .e831. •841
btaten Island, see New York City Piers
States, backward in vital statistics. . . . elll4
btation aesign for rapid transit roads (O

A. Nilsson) .824, e870, ^894
btationery, railway, cost of 170
Statistics, vital, backward states elll4Steam shovel, railroad, bent axle straight-

ened in place (M. CJilley) h'TlS
SJ'EEL
And timber should be handled with

care hl009
Channels, weight standards, new. adopted n383
Dnll. investigated by Bureau of Mines.. 12T>
Electric arc-weld studied 1130
Erosion of column due to inadequate pro-

tection, Detroit (E. H Eardley) . .

T 1, T"^^- <^- ^e Alzugaray) letter 717Labor conditions and hours of work in
industry , 1040

Mills adopt new weight standards foi-
l-beams and channels n3S3

Price basing. Pittsbuigh rehearing. '''n7''l
Prices in Germany reduced by business

stagnation n863
Production, book review . . : :

: 133
Soft, inter-crystalline fractures' 'aiid sea-

son cracking 753
Structural, book review. . . .'068 (P L

Pratley) letter 1000, (H. R. 'White ^d
E. Godfrey) letters 1108

Temperature of. exposed to sun .... 803
Tests:

Coatings reduce bond strength of steel 1093
Drill steel investigated by Bureau of

Mines 1276
Electric arc-weld :::::: 1130High chromium .... 113
Low carbon steel worked at 'b'liie 'h'e'at : : 59

Weight standards, new. for I-beams and
channels 0333

Steel erectors and producers charged with
housing projects nOI? csnnf?, iT?^^ " ,• "913^^^^ South Africa, railways, electrification 558

resi^;^"-.
. r •;

.

""^""^"^
''""^''^•n913 Sfe°r"?'^?>''

^°'^^«''^^ •,-,••• •"•••• •• -
"135-1

Urica railwWa ;i»;.Vifi- "fU^ ^tH ^*?.^l^- J C.. on final 15-ft. raise. Spauld-

Illustrated; e. editorials: h. hints; n. news notes; a. abstracts

, raise. Spauld-dam •1020
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Stevenson Dam. Derby. Conn., (i-in., bank-
ruu agsrresate used

el>-Jll, '(SaS (G. M. Williams) letter 979
Stewart, R. W., on overhead truss supports

falsework for concrete arch, Los Ang-eles.*40.")
Stilling: rack for weirs ^G. S. Binokley) . . . 'ooS
Stockton. Cal.. grraphical records of sew-

ag'e flow and chlorine dosagre •~77
Stone exports in 1!U!) 126, 321

Paving', production grows 119
Sold in U. S. in 1919 149

Stone Mason Contractors' Assn. to return
to competitive bidding: nl302

Storage batter.v for sewer work •249
Straigrht-line formula, (E. Thacher and W.

H. Burr) letter 858
Strathmore Bldg., New York City, collapse,

elll3, 'llSa
Strauss Bascule Bridg:e Co. suit against Chi-

cago settled n769, nll58
Strawberry Valley project, Utah, sand re-

moved from ditch by scouring: •707
Stream bed enlargements, Kansas (D. Al-

kins. Jr.) ^882
Stream discharge, automatic recording appa-

ratus (G. H. Moore) ^1124
Stream ratnig curves, differential method

(I. P. Church) letter 1297
for drawing (C. C. Jacob) •66G

Streams maximum flow. New Tork State.
(E. H. Sargent) •879

STREETS
Cleaning, see Cities. Street Cleaning.
Curves and setbacks of houses elll3
Obstruction, traffic help during h910
Pavements, see Highways, Pavements.
Planning, rational e870
Undercrossing. Chicago •798
Vide, recomemnded by British engineer. 1240

Stresses, repeated, safety factors quickly
determined (J. B. Kommers) 393

Strikes, see Labor, Strikes.
String polygon, self-checking (T. Bleck-
mann ) '880

Structural steel work, book review
568. (P. L. Pratley) letter 1000

Structures, design, bearing-plate formulas
disagree (R. W. Bowman) letter with
editorial comment 1105

Wind loads on (R. Fleming) e49 66
Struts, spruce, effect of hard inclusions in

'

compression members 1219
Stumps pulled and piled by gin poles (J. L.

Crane, Jr.) h^ll53
Substructure and foundation problems, book

review 1200
Subways, extending benefits assessments

^ to e579. 594New York, see New York City, Transit
Paris (E. J. Mehren) •471
Stations, see New York City, Transit.

Sullivan drill sharpener n^578
Sun River project, hydraulics of intake to

pipe drop (G. H. Ellis) •565
Sunderland, Eng.. cheap gas 448
Surge tanks, water hammer in pipe lines

(Prof. W. F Durand) el209. •1212

SURVEYING AND SURVEYS
Airplanes may be used to map Texas-
Oklahoma boundary n238

Anti-slip spring for level rod (J O
Cook) •150

Azimuths, back, table of corrections to
obtain (S. W. Tay) 1262Board of Surveys and Maps, advisory
council organized nl91

Board of Survey's committees on high-
ways maps and co-ordination report.. 1089

Computing cross-section areas bv method
of co-ordinates (J. A. MacDonald. '152
(B. A. Wakefield) letter 571

Converting stations to miles (R TBrown ) " ^^55
Cross-sectioning with stadia a'-c (P W
Medaugh) •1372

Fire lookout towers used by' 'topog-
raphers, Maine 84<)From the air (Col. E. L. Jones) '.'.'. •1184

Highway, graphical records for progress
(J. E. Fontaine) •78

Is sitrveying a trade? (A. L. baijney)
. .letter, with editorial comment *956
(E. N. Millen) letter 1102

Rodman, apphed statics for (C W Sher-man ) ^619
Stadia are. cross-sectioning with (P W
Medaugh) ^1272
Constants, practical method of apply-

ing (W. J. Nuebhng) •I57For irrigation project. Toole County,
Mont 7g^Rapid Progress. Toole' County; 'Mont.,
Irrigation District (H. Gerharz) . . .

m„ T,- ^ letter 473. see also 784
Tennessee River basin. . . . II44
Topographic, rapid progress. Akron, Ohio

(R. H. Randall)

Tj , , ^ ^ .
150. (H. Gerharz) 'letter 473

Useful dodges in (H. L. Thackwell) . . . •1164
1291

Susitna River bridge, Alaska, built in
winter nl299

Susquehanna River, ice jam fails to' inj'u're
concrete road »29

Swain. Prof. G. F.. on writing engineering-
reports 947

Sweating of vault, what is cause?' (J
' H

Fowles) .. .letter 521. (C. P. Dingman)
letter 670

Swedeland. Pa., results from Alvord sepa-
rate-digestion sewage tank (G. L. Rob-
Jison ) lettei 327

Page
Sweden, railways, electrification nl90

Railways, use of peivt 4'20
Switzerland, engineering activities (E. J.

Mehren) •GIS
Engineering problems—engineer's part in

exploiting Swiss scenery (E. J. Meh-
ren) •708

Railroads, electrification nl91
Railroads, projects 1285
Tunnel lining American firm gets con-

tract n382
Sydney, Australia, activated-sludge process.. 780

First modern grain elevator •114
New electric railwa.v '56
Port and railway terminal works 58

Syracuse, N, Y.. grade crossing removal. . , 216
Tar-sand cushion in wood-block paving
(J. S. Crandell) 414

Tabor .Reservoir, see Flathead irrigation
projects

Tacoma pier nears completion iil300
Tainter. F. S., on locating underground

water supply by water-worn gravel
clues ^20

Taleott, Capt. A., memoirs 805
Tamping holes in quarry work hl86
Tanks, bending stress in shells due to re-

straint of bottom (G. Roe) •909
Gas-welded, large, for compressed gas.. 861
Molasses, collapse, see Boston.
Surge, see Surge tanks.
Water, see Water tanks.

Tay. S. W.. on table of corrections to
obtain back azimuths 1262

Taylor. Brig. Gen. H.. assistant to chief of
engineers n^l89

Taylors\'ille, Ohio, see Miami Flood Pre-
vention Works.

Technical journals and book, growth of . . . 131
Telegraph poles, concrete support for n628
Telephone, wireless, see Wireless Telephone
Temperature effects on white metals 1033
Temiessee River basin survey 1144
Teredo damage. $25,000,000 at San Fran-

cisco, studied by committee nll09
Salinity effect on 949

Terminals, see Railways. Terminals.
Termites, see Ants, White.
Terre Haute. Ind.. may have city manager. . 355
Pumping station and filter plant em-

ployees (D. R. Gwin) a540
Terzaghi. Dr. C. on old earth pressure

theories and new test results e630, ^632
Texas, sewerage conditions, unusual 909
Texas-Oklahoma boundary, airplanes may

be used to map n238
Textile unions accept decrease under pro-

test . nl30^
Thacher. E., and straight-line formula (W.

H. Burr) letter 858
Thackwell. H. L., on useful dodges in sur-

veying ^1164. 1291
Theater, concrete trusses and cantilever

girders •604
Thompson. W. G., joins Lakewood Co nl88
Thrust boring machine, hydraulic n^772
Tidal power project, Severn River, Eng-

land 1221
Tile, hollow, research in n915
Tile drain maintenance and repair, Sho-

shone project 1146

TIMBER, see also LUMBER and WOOD
And steel should be handled with care. .hl009
Insects destroy more than fires 1279
Posts with warp and seasoning cracks,

tests of (T. W. Greene) '342
Standing, U. S 313
Tropical America and railway tie supply

(A. W. Buel) 1139, 1141

TOLEDO, OHIO
Cloudburst fioats pavement away ^467
Collapse of basin wall and roof, water

filtration plant e532. '537
Insanitar.v conditions 128
To pay $1.45 ton for garbage reduction. .n286

Water consumption, cost, etc 999
Water purification costs 791

Toney, P. S., on brick stack ripped by
lightning repaired while in use •1148

Toole County, Mont., Irrigation District,
rapid stadia work (H. Gerharz)

^ letter 473, 784
Topeka, wall of store slides into excava-

tion nllll
Water and light bond election n865

Torkelson. M. W., on approach spans com-
pared with high bridge abutment •466
On bituminous surfacing for plank high-
way bridge floors ^1279

Toronto harbor may be crossed by br-dge
or tunnel n913Kmg Edward Hotel. concrete piers
hooped in upper part 693

Street railways, management by city. . . .n721
Waterfront viaduct not agreed upon. . .nlllO

Tower, concreting, rigging for raising. . . .h*428
Tractors, fresno hitch and control •96

Haul graders and drags prepar'- Iowa
roads for pavement (A. F. Fischer) . .

„ ,
e242. ^269

Replace teams for scraping h428
Trade foreign export and important sta-

tistics indicate industrial trend (O. M
„ Fox) 'Sas. (A. E. Stiles) letter 1103
Better port terminals needed al292
Financing el209

Traffic census, see Highways. Traffic Cen-
sus.

Traffic distribution in cities (H. M. Brinck-
erhoff) el211. ^1235

Page

Traffic help during street obstruction h910
Traffic regulations, uniform, urged nl300
Trailers, see Motor Vehicles.
Trainshed roof of steel arches instead of

columns, Indianapolis •350
Tramway, cable, long aerial, in northern

Andes 17'7
Transformer explosion kills 12 n914
Transit, Cities, .see Cities. Transit.
Tr.uisit. rapid, station design (O. A. Nils-

son) '824, c870, ^894
Transportation and production e07
Transportation engineer and railway eco-

nomics e679. «93
Transi)ortation system, co-ordinated. ellOl. 1193
Trapezoid, center of gravity, simple solu-

tion for finding (J. London) ^178
Traveling falsework used to erect roof of

Cleveland auditorium (H. E. Gage) 'SOO
Tree planting along California highways... 668
Trenching machine for pii>e Worcester wa-

ter works a668
Trent activated-sludge devices, see Sewag:e

Treatment, Activated-Sludge
Trestle, railroad, temporary, accident during

construction h718
Trolleying large cables over towers h*90
Troubles and joys of a traveler hom-ward

bound (E. J. Mehren) •901
Truck-loading cost cut by horse (D. Patch)

h»138
Truck runway re-used for delivery of con-

crete materials h*622
Trucking troubles on sandy subgrade solved

by wooden runway (T. E Burton) . . . .h^282
Trucks, motor, see Motor Vehicles.
Trufant. .R. A., on pumping project with

low-level storage and semi-gravity sup-
ply 701

Trusses, concrete and concrete cantilever
girders, in theater ^604

Overhead, supports falsework for con-
crete arch. Los Angeles (R. W. Stew-
art) •495

Versus beams, pier shed Panama (L. C.
Jordan and G. W. True) letters ^375

TudsbeiT. Dr. J. H. T ^901
. 903

To retire nll56

TUNNELS
Book valuable, on tunneling, by Bran-

dau and others, reviewed 1003
Colorado, petitions for n44
Concreting, pneumatic, of small tunnel

(H. B. Kirkland) •343
Design, Liberty Tunnels. Pittsburgh.... ^52
Lining, see Tunnels. Concreting.
Problems, Government may study 603
Pneumatic concreting of small tunnel

(H. B. Kirkland) •343
Rapid Railway tunneling in France, see

Railways. Tunneling.
Swiss American firm gets contract for
lining n382

Ventilation, Liberty Tunnels ^52
"Vorarbeiten," etc.. (Brandau and oth-

ers), book review 1003
Turbines, efficiency improved (R. E. Hor-

ton)...e677. 683. (W. S. Pardoe) letter 1006
Impulse, utilize wide range of head and

flow. Fontana, Cal ^278
Modem developments in design (R. E,

Horton) . . .e677. 683, (W. S. Pardoe)
letter 1006

Niagara, 37,500 hp„ design of (G. R.
Shepard and others)

•646, (R. E. Horton) e677. 683
Settings at Niagara details (L. S Bern-

stein) •587
Turner. D. L.. report on plans for 830 miles

of new track, New York subwav
e726, '754. e918

Twin Falls project use of hogwire for rip-
rapping (R. M. Adams) letter *374

TYPHOID
Castles in "Sometown" 565
Massachusetts Board of Health record

belittled e531. n574
Ohio rate in 1919 lowest of record 659
Reservoir pollution as cause (X. H. Good-

nough) a542. n574
Salem. Ohio, epidemic. .. .el01,2. nlORO.

el209. 1244
Schenectady. N. Y.. water-borne out-

break. . . .1101. (W. P. Mason) letter 1203
Water-borne, in New York State 1201

U
Uhden. C. F.. on Seattle municipal hydro-

electric development '994
Ulbrich, J. C, on improvements on state ir-

rigation project Utah ^1084
Unaflow pumping engine n574
Undercrossing. footway, for busy street.

Chicago *798
Underground water supply located by gra-

vel clues (F. S. Tainter) ^20
Underpinning concrete building by jacket-

ing columns (R. L. Bertin) ^1129
Uncompahgi-e project, metal flume inspec-

tion 1284
Unemployment on the job 1179
Union of South Africa, see South Africa.
Union of Technical Men. New York City,

favors 20 per cent pay increase n286
Unions, see Labor.
U. S. Army, see Army. U. S.
U, S. Bureau of Public .Roads, see Bureau

of Public Roads.
U S. Burc-ui of Standards, see Bureau of

Sta.,dards
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, see Chamber

of Commerce. U. S.
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U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, see
Forest Products Laboratory

U. S. Geologrical Survey, see Geolog-ical
Survey

U. S. Naval Training Camp, Gulfport. Miss.,
sewage treatment by acid. 405

U. S. Navy, see Navy, U. S.

U. S. population e725. nl254
U. S. Power Commission, see Power Com-

mission
U. S. Public Health Service, see Public

Health Service
U. S. Reclamation Service, see Reclamation

Service
U. S. Shipping Board, see Shipping Board

UNIVERSITIES
Iowa, new hydraulic laboratory (S.

Smis) •1'34
Maryland, engineering college reorgan-

ized n63r)
Michigan, graduate short courses in high-

way subjects n333, n625
Highway engineering and transport

courses n62")
Minnesota would develop water power.. nl90
Texas, highway engineering scholarship. .n33]
Washington, concrete athletic stadium ..nl41

Unprofessional practice. North Tonawanda
N. Y., condemned by consulting engineers n722

Utah irrigation project, state improvements
J. C. Ullrich) •1084

Utilities, public, see Public Utilities

Vail, J. J., on proposed method for han-
dling car-float transfer movement •1186

Valuation

:

Borrowing power and fair return for pub-
he utilities (Prof. W. G. Raymond) . . •1281

Depreciation, estimating allowance for
(W. G. Raymond) 178

Railway, see Railways, Valuation
Special slide rules prove useful (C. S.

Meyer) ^1174
Valves, water hammer in pipe lines (Prof.
W. F. Durand) el209, *1212

Vancouver and its British flavor (F. C.
Wight ) 1220

Vauclain, S. M.. on business enterprise. . . .e870
Vault, sweating, what is cause? (J. H

Fowles) . . . .letter 521, (C. F. Dingman)
letter 670

Venturi flume as measuring device in open
channels (P. S. Wilson and C. A.
Wright) ^452

Venturi flume data throw light upon "con-
trol weir" (J. Hinds) •1323

Venturi meter, special, test curves agree
with theory (Prof. W. S. Pardoe) ^589

Venturi tube suggested for holding vacuum
in siphon (G. S. Binckley. . . .letter 669;
see also 541. (G E. Hill) letter '862

Vermont. Gov. J. Hartness an engineer. . ,n^911
Viaduct, temporary footway or viaduct

during construction h^l.38
Viets H., on the proof's the thing! 266
Virginia board of examiners appointed.

n722. n819
Vitrified brick production 45V
Vocational education and employment, con-

ference on n914
Vocational education, ex-service men in en-

gineering schools 1190

W
Wachusett power house, turbine case blow-

out repeated ^74
Wade, J. R., on determining limits of

legitimate capital expenditure '358
Wakefield sheet piles, see Piles. Wakefield
Walker, Col. M. L., commands Camp
Humphreys •n4.31

Wall, brick, torn down with dynamite,
hi 106. (W. D. Meyer) letter 1203

Wall, retaining, see Retaining Wall.
Wall Street explosion (J. R Healy) . .letter 717
Walls, wind loads on (R Fleming) ... .e49, 66
Walraven, W. B., on simple solution of

three highway construction problems. . '1172
Walsh J. G., on table simplifies use of

templates in curve plotting 276
Walter, H. W.. on handling aggregate with

drag scraper h^90
Wanaque dam. cost-plus contract, special

feature in e773, 878, nl013
Let to W. H. Gahagan, Inc nl013

Wapato irrigation project, seepage and
waste water losses (L. W. Holt) ^365

War construction, board of review justifies
methods e579, 590

War, industrialism and 1004
War needs developed co-operation at

Niagara (J. L. Harper) e580. '582
War Department, inland waterway investi-

gation, wide field in (Brig. Gen. P. T.
Hines) letter 328

Warehouse, concrete Galveston, effect of
fire in (E. B. Besselievre and W. J.
Kn-ght) .... •980 (E. Godfrey and E. A.
Cross) letters 1101

Warren, S., on automatic chute connects
mixer and hoist bucket h^lOOS

On taking cement samples from bags for
tests h*718

Warships. small, lengthened for peace
service 1094

WASHINGTON, D. C .

Garbage and rubbish disposal (Maj. F.
S. B°sson) 1072. ^1182

Georgetown Bridge, Army engineers build • 970
Streets, no cement for n43

Page
Zoning 253, 323. n576

Washington, D. C, Society joins Federation,
n863, n914

Washington State appropriates $100,000 for
study of Columbia Basin project . .e917, '944

Washington State highways, state needs
$6,000,000 for 1921 work nl207

Primary road maintenance asked by
state 1262

Washington State University, see Univer-
sities. Washington

Wastes, industrial, and water supplies 740

WATER
Analyses and surveys 112
Analysis, standards of 58
Capillary siphoning through soil (W. W.

Mcl^aughlin) . .933, (W. G. S.oan)
letter 120?

Color in. Hartford, Conn no74
Consumption, railway 856
Cost of, for public purposes, Rochester,

N. Y 84
Potable, affected by rice culture 804
Resources, book review 371
Sold at 2V2C. per ton, Toledo. Ohio. . . . 999
Station, railroad, intake protected from

drift •701
Sterilization by ultra-violet light (R. D.

Scott) 1283
Water hammer in pipe lines (Prof. W. F.

Durand) el209. '1212

WATER POWER, see also WATER POWER
CO.AIMISSION and WATER POWER
LEAGUE

California designs, forward steps in ... .

el258, •IZeO
Caribou project 536
Commission issues rules 852
Eight dams built to improve small water-
power *Hi»

England, control 2b2
Federal act, abstract of 204
Hudson River development, new, started

nl206
India, development. . .e968. book review, 1004
Law, conferences on enforcement ...... n334
League meets n529, n818
Minnesota cities would develop nl90
New Brmiswick, Can., commission organ-

ized -"334
Niagara, additional 100.000 hp. de-

veloped (J. L. Harper and others)
e580, •582, •646, '694

No steam auxiliary n385
Permits, 80 applications received 931
Pit River Cal., power project begun. . . .n575
Potomac River, commission to report on nl42
Reports by engineers not always favor-

able (R. E. Horton) . . .letter 326, (W.
K. Palmer) letter 473

Seattle builds large mxmicipal develop-
ment (C. F. Uhden) *994

Severn River, England, tidal power
project l~..l

Skagit River, see Seattle
South Dakota, state development '987
United States backward e968

WATER POWER C03IMISSI0N
Administration and division of country. -ngSV

Cannot form own organization n238
Duties ii91

Engineering Council committee co-oper-

ates with n525, n867
Kelly, Lieut. Col. W., engineer-officer. . . -nlll
Makes regulations ^^itt
Merrill, O. C. named secretary n94
Needs $483,000 .nl20*
Park lands may be withdrawn from juris-

diction • • "^??S
To report on Potomac River development nl4.i

Water Power League meets n529. n818
Waterproofing, patience and—grouting sub-

way station. New York City (M. H. Free-

man )
e389. ^314

W\TER SUPPLY, see also WATER TREAT-
MENT and WATER WORKS

Boston, wooden mains 130 years old. . . . 170
California, problems and projects (C. G.

Gillespie) • •
'446

Charleston S. C, meters pay, and make
3oeveryone pay

Results of cleaning mains . Ia4
Chicago, raising of rates has no bearing

on municipal ownership (A. H. Pratt)
letter with editorial comment. 326

Cleveland. Ohio, joint supply proposed for

seven suburbs x
Improvements 1138
Planning future (A. V. Ruggles).

e869. *886
Columbus, Ohio, treatment of water by

ultra-violet light (R. D. Scott) 1283
Conduit capacity and reservoir storage

(P. B. Marsh) il'9
Conduit capacity in relation to storage,

estimation of (P. H. Hapgood) 'lod
Duluth, Minn, under suspicion elK.:-

Emergency intake, dangerous (W. P. Ma-
son )

letter 1203
Enid, Okia., octagonal reservoir (I. S.

Siegfist) 3"
Evansville. Ind., water-waste survey

shows defects 25,3

Grand Rapids. Mich., intermittent re-

duced Ume feed *999
Harrisburg, Pa., improvements n963
Industrial wastes and water supplies. . . . 740
Intake, emergency, as a danger (W.
P. Mason) letter 1203

Page
Kansas City. Mo., concrete standpipe for

110-ft. head (T. D. Samuel, Jr.) e821, •841
Mains, cleaning, results in Charleston.

S. C 154
Wooden, 130 years old. Boston 179

Mendoza. Argentine, aqueduct proposed. . 29
Meters, Los Angeles meters aqueduct wa-

ter for irrigation 4.51
Pay, and make everyone pay 35

Needs e8«9. '886
New Britain, Conn., estimation of conduit

capacity in relation to storage (F. H.
Hapgood) •153

New York Ci:y, $139,000,000 cost of
Catskill development 731
Catskill yield 946
Shandaken tunnel, progress 739
Shandaken tunnel work assigned by
Degnon Co nlOlO

Norfolk, Va., wood-stave, iron and con-
crete pipe compared 309

North Jersey District Commission. Wana-
que Dam. cost-plus contract for. .e77,3, 878

Pasadena, discount on bills must be
stopped n960

Philadelphia, report on nl88, e725. 751
Phoenix. Ariz., new supply 27
Pipe, cast-iron and wood-stave compared

(J. W. Ledoux) 932
Pipe, steel or wood-stave for Seattle. .nl206
Pipe wood-stAve, iron and wood compared 309
Pittsburg, Cal.. result of stopping chlor-

ination one day 1288
Pollution by industrial wastes 740
Pollution. Salem. Ohio, believed cause of

typhoid epidemic nl012, nl060
Progress in practice shown by N. E.

Water Works Assn. papers a540, n573, a608
Quebec. pubUc 665

Sanitary control 56
Railway, analysis and surveys 112

At Atkins. Iowa (F. D. Geaton) . .e435,
•463, correction 788

Developments in 113
Intake protected from drift •701

Reservoirs, see Reservoirs.
Rhode Island, board of purification begins

work n914
Rumania, and disease 305
Salem Ohio, pollution believed cause of

typhoid epidemic nl012, nl060
Salinity, increased, in Sacramento River. 611
Salt Lake City, relief of shortage •645
San Francisco

:

Hetch Hetchy cost-plus contract valid,
work resumed n963

Hetch Hetchy tunnel progress n331
Hetch Hetchy tunnel work let to sub-

contractors n429
Hetch Hetchy work to be financed. . . .n815
Spring Valley property valued at $37.-

000,000 nll57
Seattle. $3,000,000 pipe Une held up. . . .n285
Self-cleansing underground water collect-

ing system 1045
Standpipe, concrete, for 110-ft. head.

Kansas City, Mo. (T. D. Samuel. Jr.)
e821. ^841

Sterilization by ultra-violet light (R. D.
Scott) 1283

Toledo. Ohio, consumption, cost. etc. . . . 999
Purification costs 791

Underground, located by gravel clues (F.
S. Tainter) ^20

Waste survey shows defects, Evansville.
Ind 2.53

Wastes, industrial, and water supplies. . 740
Water collecting system, self-cleaning,

underground 1045
Water sold at 2%c. per ton. Toledo. Ohio 999
Water use variations in completely

metered system (A. Hazen) ^449
Wellington, N. Z 177

Water tanks, reinforced-eoncrete, made in
Germany 1250

WATER TREATMENT, see also W.\TER
SUIPLY and WATER WORKS

Algae. Madison, Wis., copper sulphate to
check 907

Alum shipment delayed n237
Aspirators for ozonization plants 9CS
Chemicals, shipment of. delayed n237
Chlorination in Massachusetts and

typhoid e531. n574
Chlorination. result of stopping for one

day, Pittsburg, Cal 1288
Chlorine, chlorinated water destroys

metals in intake works, Sacramento.
Cal. (C. G. Gillespit) . . . .•127. (D.
R. Gwinn) letter 520

Shipment delayed n237
Co-operative researches in purification

(A. Wolnian) alO
Copper sulphate to check algae. Madison,

Wis 907
Filters:
Alum making experience, .iJontreal. . . 59
Collapse of basin wall and roof, Toledo.

Ohio e532. ^537
Details, shelf-hardware, far off.

e919. 934 ^984
Experience with underdrain sand bed

and washwater e919. 934, ^984
Lake cities coming to filtration e341
Lime feed, intermittent reduced. Grand

Rapids, Mich ^999
Massachusetts typhoid record ..e531, n574
Milwaukee. 160,000,000 gal. capacity

recommended nl39
Milwaukee, financing 86
Plant, C.imp Punston iW. L. Benham) *69
Sand beds, surface shrinkage of (A,
Wolman and S. T. Powell) . . . .el93.
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••^10. (R. S. Weston and others)
438, eS)19. S»34

Self-cleansing: undergrround water-
coUectiiig^ system 1046

Surface shrinkage of rapid filter sand
beds (R. S. Weston and others) .... 438

Terre Haute Ind., instructions to em-
ployees (D. R. Gwinn) a540

Iron, removal (W. L. Benhani) '60
Lime feed, intermittent reduced. Grand

Rapids, Mich •9f)i»
Mailing case for bacteria samples a'20S
Milwaukee testing station results, .e241, 257
Ozonization, aspirators for 908
Ozonization not yet practicable. .. .e341, 357
Plant, deferrization, softening and filtra-

tion, camp Funslon (W, L. Benham) . . 'GO
Purification costs. Toledo. Ohio 791
Sterilization by ultra-violet light (R. D.

Scott) 1283
Testing stations pay e341. 257
Ultra-violet light treatment (R. D. Scott) 1283
Water hammer in pipe lines (Prof. W,

F. Durand) el209. •121'^

Waterways, Inland, see Inland Waterways
Waterway, intercoastal, see Intercoastal
Waterway

Waterwheels. see Turbines

WATER WORKS, see also WATER SUPPLY
and WATER TREATMENT

Accounting scheme 1026
Boston, loss of head in 13-in. gate in

16-in. pipe line (T. E, Lally) . , a608,
(W. S, Pardoe and T. E. Lallv)

letters 1007
Wachusett turbine case blowout re-

peated •74
Buffalo. N. Y,, saving in pumpage el065
Coal storage, St. Louis water-works. ... •411
Cold weather troubles 102
Conduit, concrete, new, for Denver,

*551, h»621
Construction, cost-plus contracts for (G.

W, Puller) 78
Decatur, 111., improvements 457
Denver, new concrete conduit. . . . ^551, h*621
Distribution system, locating leaks and

waste (J. P. Lawyer) 1170
Engineering News-Record water works

numt>er, Sept. 3, 1920
Fire service, revenue from, N. E. Water

Works Assn. committee report n573
Hallowell, Me., operation of true siphon

on main supply pipe (W. R. Braun and
C. W. Sherman) a541, (G. S.
Binekley) letter 669. (G. E. Hill)
letter •SGS

Holyoke. Mass.. management and finances
(P. J. Lucey) a540

Kansas City, Mo., improvements needed n866
Leaks and waste, locating (J. P. Lawyer)

*1170
Lynn, Mass. efficiency of pumping plants

increased •660
Office methods and consumer (R. J

„. ^Newsom) a541
Michigan laboratories "manned" by

by women 123
Milton, Mass,, service pipes (D. A.

Heffernan) 354"
Milwaukee, filters of 160,000,000' gal'.

capacity recommended nl39
Financing filters 86

Motors, variable speed induction, for cen-
trifugal pumps *1126

Municipal ownership not through con-
demnation el065

Office methods and consumer, Lvnn, Mass
(R. J. Newsom) a541

Pipe, cast-iron, committee on specifica-
tions report, N. E. Water Works

„ Assn n573
Recent developments in manufacture . . a644
Concrete, made on ground for conduit

for Denver water-works. ... •oSl. h*621
Concrete. Reinforced, new type n574

Pipe trenching machine, Worcester a667
Pumping plants, Lynn, Mass., efficiency

increased 660
Pumping station operation economies, St.

„ Louis e435, a*459
Pumps, centrifugal, variable speed induc-

tion motors for '1126
Repairs and replacement 55
Rochester, N. Y., always open 184
Sacramento, Cal., architects' corception of

pumping station, etc. (C. G. Gilles-
pie) •446

Chlorinated water destroys metals (C.
G. Gillespie) . .•127, (D. R. Gwinn)

letter 520
San Francisco may buy water-works and

street railways n576 (see also
Water Supply, San Francisco)

Seattle, steel or wood-stave pipe con-
troversy nl206

Service pipes (D. A. Heffernan) a542

Pago

Siphon, true on main supply pipe, oper-
ation of, Hallowell, Me, (W. R. Braun
and C. W. Sherman) a541. (G. S.

Binekley) letter 069, (G. B. Hill)
letter •862

South Bend, Ind.. postpones work for
lower prices nil 11

St. Louis, coal storage •411
Pumping station operation economies,

e435, ^459
Standardization council el
Terre Haute, Ind., instructions to pump-

ing station and filter plant employees a540
Trenching machine, Worcester aOOS
Unallow pumping engine n574
United action in field (C. E. Davis).... 8
War burden continues (L. Metcalf ) .... *9
Waste and leaks, locating (J. P. Lawyer)

•1170
Waste prevention saves pumpage, Buffalo.

N. Y el065
Winter troubles 103
Women in Michigan Laboratories 123
Worcester, Mass., pipe trenching machine a668
Work postponed for lower prices. South

Bend. Ind nllll

Waterford irrigation district. Cal., cement
plaster lining for wood flumes (E. N.
Bryan) •1090

Watson, M. W., on monolithic brick pave-
ment fails from expansion ^596

Watts. L. H., on sea water for oil refinery
condensers secured by gravity ^324

Waukegan, HI., hydraulicking methods for
million-yard fill, for factory site. . .e773, ^792

Wayne County, Mich., gravel plant record. . 546
Twenty-four-ton truck standard for high-

way bridges 1193, el210
Weather Bureau for Dept. of Commerce, in
McCormick bill nl206

"Weir, control," see Venturi flume, etc.
Weir, measuring head of water on (H. L.

Thackwell ) ^1165
Weirs, stilling rack for (G. S. Binekley) .. ^558
Welding, large gas-welded tank for com-

pressed gas 861
Weller. W. E., on estimating small sewer

jobs 1175
Wellington, N. Z., water supply 177
Wentworth, J. P., on sewer cost lowered by

increasing concrete yard in section, Lynn,
Mass 148, (M, P. Sayer and J. P.
Wentworth) letters *426

Western Carolina Power Co , Bridgewater
project, building earth dams (R.
Pfaehler) •SOO

Western Pump Co.. "Westco" pump, with
disk impeller n^726

Western Soc. of Engineers, activity el017
Favors state regulation of utilities n634

Weston. R. S., and others, on surface
shrinkage of rapid filter sand beds 438

West Point, see Military Academy n93
Wharf, cylinder piers for, made up of pre-

cast concrete pieces, Prai River, Malay. . •Seo
Whipple, Prof. G. C, report on work in

Europe and Roumania 305, n911
White, P. G., and others, on Staten Island

piers too narrow el46, 160
White. G. W.. on weight of rail in tons,

table for 156
White, L., on earth in foundations con-

sidered as elastic solid •1268
White, W. J., on special impellers for
pumps in dredging stumpy ground *166

White. W, M.. on design of AUis-Chalmers
unit, Niagara turbines *650

Whiteside, Lieut. Col. W. W.. temporary
head of Construction Division nl88

Whitten. R. H.. on tentative zoning plan for
Lakewood. Ohio '789

Wicksteed, H. K., on location betterments
on Canadian National Rvs *759

Wight, P. C, on Portland, Ore 1263
Wight, F. C., on observations on Pacific

Coast—Portland 1263
On Seattle's post-war problems •IISO
On Spokane ^1132
On Vancouver and its British flavor. . . .1220

Wiley. C. C, on cracks in new brick pave-
ment •256

Wilgus, Col. W. J., on better port terminals
to develop nation's commerce al292

On writing engineering reports 947
Wilgus Col. W. J., and others, on Staten

Island piers too narrow el46. 160
Wilkes-Barre Ry.. wood panel paving for

crossings in removable units h476
Willard. D., on railroads and unified national

system ell61. 1193
Williams, J. E.. on new transition curve

based upon the lemniscate ^406
Wilson. H. H., on stocking stone with con-

veyor loader h^233
Wilson, P. S., and C. A. Wright, on study

of venturi flume as measuring device in
open channels *452

Wilson, W. F.. on breakiiig up cement
gravel with dynamite h523

Pag-e

Wilson, Maj W. M,, on detail desiifn of
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New School of Cost Estimating

1IKE the recent articles on estimating plant rental,

.^on concrete road costs and on the cost of construc-

tion trestles {Engineering Neivs-Record, Jan. 15, p. 125;

Feb. 5, p. 261; and April 29, 1920, p. 844), the article

by G. C. D. Lenth on p. 22, containing diagrams for

computing sewer costs, is a product of the new school

of estimating contract prices. Incidentally the new
practice has its origin in conditions created by the war.

It is more truly, however, a reflection of the advent of

the engineer-manager into contracting. Scientific

appraisal is being substituted for the ancient art of

predicting costs from data secured by past experience.

In sewer construction the time is not far past when
current bidding prices, carefully analyzed, gave a fairly

reliable basis on which to estimate new work. In those

days also the engineer or contractor who had a com-

prehensive tabulation of classified unit costs considered

himself as perfectly equipped to build up a cost estimate.

Post-war conditions have overturned these old bases.

Bidding prices and unit costs are as mercurial as the

temperament of a prima donna. A construction work-

man establishes his pay and his output in a spirit of

independence which even a queen of the opera must

despair of achieving. What has been, in costs, is no

assurance of what will be. A cost predicting basis more

reliable than those which sufficed in the past is being

sought in the articles to which reference has been made.

New Facts on Stored Cement

THAT caked cement is low in strength has been
known for a long time. As far back as 1906 En-

gineering News published a .symposium of tests which
show marked reductions in strength of cements which
contained obvious cakes, even though these cakes were
reduced to powder before mixing. But that stored
cement in which the pulverization is complete loses its

strength in proportion to the length of its storage has
not been generally appreciated. The tests by Professor
Abrams, noted last week on p. 1263, are therefore of
great importance. The seriousness of the situation is

lessened by the facts that the losses are in early strength
and that design stresses are based on tests from cement
of about the usual period of storage for construction
work. The studies show, however, how wide a range of

possible values must be taken care of in factors of safety

and indicate, too, some additional reasons why test re-

sults vary so widely. The practical application is not so

evident, except perhaps that long storage is undesirable

and bulk storage more worth looking into than ever

before. Some storage is necessary for seasoning pur-

poses. Just where the benefits of seasoning stop and
the dangers of strength loss begin is not well defined

.

A Water-Works Standardization Council

AT FIRST thought, the Water-Works Standardization

, Council, provided for at the Montreal convention
of the American Water Works Association last week,
seems over-ambitious. The resolution creating the

council is broad enough to enable the council, if a resolu-

tion alone were sufficient, to set up standards for not

only the character of potable and industrial water-sup-
plies, purification plant design, operation and records,

but also for all the materials and supplies entering into

water-works construction and operation. To undertake

so much would be as impracticable as unnecessary.

Other associations have done or are doing much of this

work. Duplication would be most unfortunate. How-
ever, the resolution originally introduced provided for

co-operation with other associations and was so broad-

ened by amendment as to provide that before undertak-

ing any particular line of work there should be con-

sultation with the Engineering Standards Committee.

Moreover, in supporting the resolution a member urged

that educational work as well as research is needed.

There is reason to hope that the council will do as much
or more in the way of bringing worthy standards

already adopted by other associations before its own
organization for adoption as in setting up standards of

its own. It seems to be felt that the American Water

Works Association needs a new rallying pomt for com-

mittee work. It is to be hoped that the Standardization

Council will be tin abundant means to that end.

1
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A Spur for Committee Work

NOW to get committee members to do committee

work is a problem in many engineering societies

as well as in technical and civic associations. Member-
ship conditional upon service rendered is the solution

adopted by at least two organizations. Appointment to

a committee is accepted frequently as a courtesy involv-

ing no responsibility. The chairman is likely to be more

conscientious and to prepare some kind of report, which

the members may sign offhand or authorize the chair-

man to sign for them. Thus the report may represent

the work and views of one man, while the list of names

appended appears to give it the weight of many. The

Railway Accounting Officers' Association has adopted a

rule that any member of a committee (except the execu-

tive committee) who fails to attend three consecutive

meetings shall forfeit his membership on that commit-

tee. The traffic committee of the Kansas City Engi-

neers' Club has a similar rule in regard to its monthly

meetings. It may be objected that this is only negative

action, as it provides for penalizing members who do

not work. In practice, however, it seems likely to have

a positive effect. In the first place the rule serves to

remind the member of his duties. In the second place

he is likely to be spurred by the knowledge that neglect

will result in his losing the prestige of committee mem-

bership and that there may be announcement or publi-

cation of the fact, which he would desire to avoid.

License Laws Begin to Restrict

WHERE is the licensing problem leading us? Con-

sulting engineers are beginning to find the regis-

tration and license law requirements for engineers

burdensome. Eleven states regulate the practice of

engineering, but New York alone follows closely the

model law of Engineering Council's committee on licens-

ing of engineers. The principal difficulty seems to be

over the reciprocity features and arises during the early

period when the "grandfather" clause is in operation.

Other states having taken in their own quota of "grand-

fathers" object to legalizing those of adjoining states

who are slower in obtaining legislation. Illinois has

had a structural engineer's license law in effect since

1915. Its own engineers can get a license by one means

only, examination, and its attorney general has ruled

that no one from outside can get a license in any other

way unless he has passed an examination in some other

state having equal requirements.

Few, if any, other states have "equal requirements,"

Efforts are being made to have this ruling in Illinois

changed, with reference to what constitutes an examina-

tion. It is hoped that evidence of technical qualifica-

tions, submitted under oath with the application, will

be accepted in lieu of all or a portion of a written or

oral test. While there have not been many outside

engineers seeking to practice in Il^nois, a large number

of consultants having offices in Chicago are doing work

in surrounding states. To spend three days at an ex-

amination, plus the expense, entails no small hardship.

As an example, a Chicago ^^ngineer desiring to serve

clients in Michigan has no other alternative than to go

to Lansing and pass an examination. In the article on

p. 38 stress is laid on the clause relative to the sub-

mission of evidence satisfactory to the hoard as being

one of the best ways for an examining board to deter-

mine the fitness of an applicant. If this evidence is not

sought further proof, which might include the results

of an examination, may be submitted.

Mr. Condron, who is chairman of Engineering Coun-

cil's committee, explained the general situation, June

21, to a joint session of the Western Society of Engi-

neers and the Illinois Structural Engineers' Society, at

which he pleaded for a uniform law. As he stated, "it

seems to make very little difference whether individual

engineers are in favor of license legislation or not.

Eleven states already have enacted such laws, and it is

now important that the engineering profession unite in

demanding uniformity of legislation and the elimina-

tion of unnecessary burdensome requirements."

It is decidedly against public policy to bar experienced

engineers from practising in as wide a field as possible.

Closed-shop methods should operate against the incom-

petent only, but since restrictions always restrict, there

is no other way for the competent man to do than to

abide by the rules. That is the price that must be paid

to obtain a profession worthy the name. During the

transition period the price will be higher than later.

If engineers act as a unit the period will be shortened.

If they are able to get action from the National Con-

ference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, be-

fore which Engineering Council has laid the problem,

one more progressive step will be taken. Organized

engineers in every state should lose no time in bringing

forth the model law before some other bill is prepared

and receives support.

A Forecast of New Activity

LOOKING into the future and weighing its possi-

^ bilities by present needs, J. A. Capp, the retir-

ing president of the American Society for Testing

Materials, forecasts for that body a new field of work,

rich in promise. In his presidential address last week,

he declared that there are demands which the society

is not now satisfying—demands for increased knowl-

edge of the properties of materials and test methods
for measuring these properties. By entering into in-

tensive study of materials and tests, with a strength

of purpose equal to that exhibited in the drafting of

specifications, the society can do important service to

industry and technology. The significance of Mr.

Capp's proposal lies in the fact that it touches the

lifesprings of the society's vigor.

In taking up the suggested new work the society

will in a sense turn back a generation, to the days
of its origin. At that time, if our memory serves

us, two aims competed for control of the society's

activities: the standardizing of specifications, and the

study of tests and properties of materials. Under the

conditions of that time the choice could not remain
in doubt. What industry and engineering—producer
and consumer—most urgently needed was a supervisory

agency to regulate the delivery and acceptance of

material at the point of interchange between the two
parties, by means of standardized specifications and
test methods, limited to expressing average commercial
practice. Accordingly the first of the two stated aims
was chosen. The functions which the society could

perform in this field were so important that they have
been the dominant motives of its work for twenty
years, and at no time has there been a suggestion of

.a change in this respect. But now Mr. Capp draws
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the balance sheet, and while he finds ample credits on

the side of specifications there is a grave shortage on

the side of knowledge of materials. It is time to

cultivate the neglected work.

This impulse toward a new kind of productive activ-

ity by one of the strongest of American technical

societies is to be welcomed. The proposed work will

be certain to increase the society's strength. This is

said without undervaluing specification-making, an act-

ivity both important and difficult; it brings into play

abilities of high order, among them a well-balanced

judicial temper of arbitrating between production pos-

sibilities and users' demands, and a sure appraisal of

economic values, but on the other hand it gives little

scope for originality. Creative thought might easily

atrophy without other opportunity to exercise its

powers. Research in materials and study of testing

instruments and methods, however, are truly scientific

pursuits, in which observation of fact and originality

of thought are brought to highest development. Can

a society, however strong, fail to gain through the

stimulative reaction of such activity?

In the work of standardizing specifications as now
conducted, commercial practice is the governing consid-

eration. The objective of the committees engaged in

drafting the various specifications is to summarize
existing practice in definite form. This applies to test

methods as well as to materials. In consequence there

• is sometimes an obvious failure to realize progress by

improving upon established practice. Mr. Capp him-

self refers to this conservatism of procedure, in more
or less veiled terms. It is not far from the truth

to say that in some fields of work the society has

virtually reached a limit, a stopping point, through

restricting itself to following practice rather than lead-

ing it.

Beyond doubt research in materials and tests wou'd
exert a marked influence upon the attitude toward
specification-making. If Mr. Capp's suggestions are

adopted, a broader spirit within the society, born of

the opportunity to engage in broader work, will per-

vade its work. Thus the new activity promises to

open the door to increased service in the field of

specifying and testing for acceptance as surely as it

will increase our knowledge of materials.

Factory-Made Roads

A DECIDED innovation in conci-ete-road construc-

tion, noted in Engineering News-Record, May 6,

p. 890, is the experiment to be undertaken this season

in Wyoming of building a road of precast reinforced-

concrete slabs made at a stationary plant convenient

to the site of the material rather than to mold the slab

in placj with aggregate hauled 40 miles and water
oiped 20 miles. The proposed road is 34 miles long and
runs north from Casper, Wyo., to the Salt Creek oil

fields. The proposal by the State highway engineers to

construct an experimental stretch one mile long in this

manner has been approved by the U. S. Bureau of

Roads.

As the work is now planned, the slabs will be laid on
a sand cushion in two sections, each 9 ft. wide. Each
slab is to be 9 ft. long with the joints at a small angle

with the transverse. The slabs are to be hauled to

place by motor trucks and trailers, thus requiring a

minimum of labor on the job. Though few details are

given, the .scheme recalls one proposed in an editorial
in Engineering Record, April 18, 1914, p. 434. The
principal idea there advanced was to u.se precast sla^^s

on narrow congested city streets where the width
between car tracks and curb did not exceed 12 ft., and
where there was repeated tearing up of the pavements
by public utilities to get at their conduits and service
lines. It was recommended also that both sides of the
slab should be surfaced so that two wearing surfaces
would be available. As noted on p. 20, small slabs

have been used with success in repair work in California
for several years.

Undoubtedly one of the greatest tasks in the
Wyoming work will be to obtain a uniformly smooth
subgrade so as to get even joints, but with the present
subgrading machines, which can trim to within a frac-
tion of an inch of a predetermined grade, there should
be little difficulty in making a smooth foundation. If

the slabs were laid on a sand cushion perhaps the double
templet used in laying a monolithic brick pavement
might spread a thin even sand top similar to the dry
cement top on which the brick are placed. A. N.
Johnson, chief engineer, Portland Cement Association,

suggests trimming out a small portion of the sand from
the area under the central protion of the slab so as
to insure bedding around the edges. Possibly cast-in-

place or precast sills well bedded might be found
advantageous, these being placed longitudinally or under
the joints. Assumption in the calculations for bridge-

ing over hard spots or depressions would at once
become definite if sills were used. Making the slabs

reversible, as suggested in the Engineering Record
editorial, might not be worth while in Wyoming where
temperature probably will be the greatest disintegrating

factor.

The- procedure of placing the slabs will require the

development of special cr^ws, but they need be no more
skilled than are steel bridge erectors. A locomotive

crane mounted on caterpillar tractors and oparating
from the road already laid would be practically all the

new equipment required. However, for the Wyoming
work a simple gantry crane is proposed. Motor trucks

with trailers carrying the slabs would run over the con-

templated road at normal city speed, losing little time
loading and unloading. The slab factory would of

course roquire no equipment not familiar to engineers

who have been using tor a decade* concrete lumber,

blocks and precast floor slabs for railroad bridges.

While the presrent m.onolithic method will always be

: tandai'd for the major portion of road work, there will

ccntinualiy rrlse special cases, of which the Wyoming
case is an example, where another method may work
out to advantage. First cost is not always the criterion.

Time which a he^.vily traveled road .lot easily detoured

can be kept eut of service may justify much extra

expense. Should the precast slab method be attempted

in the Middle West the factory probably would be

located adjacent to a stone crushing plant or gravel pit

so that the rail and truck transportation w'ould handle

finished product only. The method would eliminate

much of the unskilled labor which sometimes is all that

can be had in out-of-town localities where transient

housing is difficult to obtain. Night-and-day, rain-or-

shine, winter-or-summer operations could Le carried on

almost continuously by the precast method. Valleys in

the progress chart would come from something else than

summer showers.
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Motor Vehicle Instead of Gasoline Tax
Probable in Great Britain

Special Conditions Incident to Need for £7,000,000 for Road Work Lead Committee

of Thirteen to Recommend Temporary Change in Taxation
Clauses for New Budget

By E. J. Mehren
Editor of Engineering News-Record

AT THE last annual meeting of the American Asso-

. ciation of State Highway Officials, at Louisville,

Ky., three of the states reported that they had la\vs

taxing gasoline used in motor-propelled vehicles. These

laws are the culmination of a growing sentiment in

favor of some form of tax that would assess motor

vehicles in proportion to the extent of the service

they demand from the road. The theory has been

generally accepted as sound and its advocates have

cited Great Britain as an example of its success.

On this account it is interesting to know that the

United Kingdom will probably abandon the gasoline

tax—the "motor-spirit" or "petrol" tax, as it is called

here—temporarily at least, and will substitute a vehi-

cle tax instead. This does not mean that they have

changed their minds as to the soundness of a motor-

fuel tax. The proposed change is due to conditions

of the moment. Nevertheless, the fact that the tax

will be abandoned, even temporarily, is worthy of the

careful consideration of those in America who are pro-

posing that we should adopt a similar measure. The
proposed change is provided in the budget already

introduced in Parliament. It is genei'ally conceded

that the measure will pass, though the motor-manu-

facturing and motor-using interests will attempt to

secure some abatement of the high taxes proposed.

At present there are motor-vehicle license fees in

Great Britain higher than our license fees, but less

than our total vehicle taxes if we remember that

motor vehicles are subject in the United States to

personal-property taxes. The motor-spirit tax is, of

course, in addition to these existing vehicle taxes and

amount to 6d. (about 12 cents) per imperial gallon,

this tax being levied as an import duty on foreign-

produced gasoline or motor spirit. Motor spirit used

in vehicles employed for industrial purposes is subject

to certain rebates*, reducing the tax in such cases.

Need £7,000,000 For Highways

The present task of the Government is to raise,

independently of the ordinary revenues, £7,000,000 net,

these moneys to be used in the inauguration of a new
policy of Government aid for highway maintenance

as well as construction. Until now grants from the

Government to local road authorities have not been on

a fixed basis, but have been dependent upon the Road
Board's view of conditions. Now it is proposed to

classify roads in accordance with the extent to which

they carry through and local traffic. Those carrying

a large proportion of through traffic would be termed

first-class roads; those carrying less through traffic,

second class roads; while tnose carrying only local

traffic would have some other suitable designation. If

the revenues are sufficient, under the proposed plan

the Imperial Government hopes to bear annually 50 per

cent of the cost of maintaining first-class roads, and

25 per cent of the cost of maintaining second-class

roads. In addition, the Imperial Government desires

to have available about £1,250,000 annually for road-

improvement purpose's.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer definitely stated

that the Government would not be able from its ordi-

nary sources of revenue to supply the funds needed

for this new road program. The vehicle and petrol

taxes together now produce about £3,000,000 annually.

The additional revenues to be raised, therefore, amount
to about £4,000,000.

Committee's Report

That the Government might have the benefit of the

widest experience in formulating the new taxes, the

Roads Department of the Ministry of Transport ap-

pointed a committee of thirteen, composed of repre-

sentatives of the Ministry, of the Royal Automobile

Club, local authorities, the treasury, and of motor manu-
facturers and users. This committee reported at the

end of March and upon their report the taxation clauses

in the budget were drawn up.

The report makes it plain that a majority of the

members still believe that the motor-spirit tax is the

most equitable means of assessing against motor vehi-

cles the charge that they should properly bear for

the facilities afforded them by the road. They have

agreed to a report recommending the abolition of this

tax because of the special conditions of the moment,
and recommend that when these conditions have passed,

the resurrection of the motor-spirit tax be considered

again.

The principal objections to the motor spirit tax, the

committee finds, are these:

1. Difficulty of collection, occasioned by the system
of rebates.

2. Failure to cover all liquid fuels for mechanical
traction.

3. Application to imported fuel only.

These objections, the committee believes, could be

remedied by the withdrawal of rebates, by the imposi-

tion of special license duties upon those forms of

mechanical traction not dependent upon petrol, and by
the reimposition of an excise duty on home-produced
fuel. The most serious of the difficulties apparently

is due to the introduction of so many substitute fuels,

home-produced.

More important, however, than these reasons was the

objection made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer to

an import duty. Being the fiscal officer of the Govern-

ment, hi3 view necessarily had great weight, and was
the determining factor in the committee's decision.

The committee recommended that all motor-spirit

duties be done away with and that the revenue be

raised solely by vehicle taxes. Motor cycles are given

an arbitrary rating; passenger cars are to be assessed

£1 per unit of horse power; motor buses on seating

capacity, ranging from £15. for five-seated vehicles to
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£84 for those seating more than 32, while motor trucks,

tractors, and road locomotives would be assessed as

follows

:

Motor Trucks
£

Not exceeding 12 cwt. unladen weight 10

Exceeding 12 cwt. but not exceeding 1 ton unladen

weight 16

Exceeding 1 ton, but not exceeding 2 tons unladen

weight 21

Exceeding 2 tons, but not exceeding 3 tons unladen

weight 25

Ex'ceeding 3 tons, but not exceeding 4 tons unladen

weight 28

Over 4 tons unladen weight 30

Any of the foregoing with the right to draw
trailer 2 (additional)

Notes :

(1) In ascertaining the unladen weight of electrically

propelled vehicles, the weight of the accumulators is to be

excluded.

(2) Quarterly licenses to be permitted on payment of 20

per cent above one-fourth of the annual duty.

Other Commercial and Agricultural Vehicles

£
*Motor Tractors (classed as heavy motor cars) 21

*tRoad Locomotives and Agricultural Engines:

Not exceeding 8 tons unladen weight 25

Exceeding 8 tons, but not exceeding 12 tons unladen
weight 28

Exceeding 12 tons unladen weight 30
*tAgricultural Tractors used on roads for haulage solely

in connection with agriculture*

Exceeding 2J tons, but not exceeding 5 tons unladen
weight 6

Exceeding 5 tons 10

A "Tractor" means a mechanically or electrically pro-

pelled engine which draws but does not itself carry any load

except such as is necessary for its propulsion and equipment.
Quarterly licenses to be permitted on payment of 20 per

cent, above one-fourth of the annual duty, except in respect

of vehicles only liable to duty at 5s.

These taxes will make the American user of auto-

mobiles and motor trucks gasp. That has been their

effect also in Great Britain, and efforts to secure the

modifications of the proposals, as before noted, are

under way. In connection with motor trucks, the com-

mittee points out that the owners can pass the heavier

taxes to the shipper, but for privately owned passenger

cars, the committee works out in detail the difference

between the new taxes and the old. This calculation

shows that if both the present vehicle and petrol taxes

are considered practically, all cars which are run 10,0000

mi. or more per annum will carry a lower tax under

the new scale. If run only 5,000 mi. per annum, the

22-hp. car will be taxed about $30 a year more than

before. The 35-hp. car will pay $65 a year more, while

the 60-hp. car will pay $120 per year more. For

runs of only 2,500 mi. per year the excess of the

proposed over the present taxes is very much greater,

amounting for the 35-hp. car to about $90 per annum.
While these are high taxes compared with those

that we have in the United States, the Imperial Gov-

ernment will offer to its motor users a highway system

so far superior to our ovm that comparison between

them is ridiculous. I have had the privilege during the

last month of riding over many miles of highway in

Inclusive of the legaUy permitted trailers.

tLocomotive ploughing engines, agricultural tractors not ex-
ceeding 5 tons unladen weight, or other agricultural engines,
drawing necessary gear, threshing appliances, farming implements
or supplies of fuel or water, shall pay a duty of 5s. per annum
only, if not used on roads for other haulage work.

both England and Scotland, and nowhere in the Uniteo

States, except in small areas here and there, have I

found .such excellent roads. Not only are the main
highways in first-class condition, but the subsidiary

roads would put ours to shame. This is the condition

to day. Under the policy that will be inaugurated

with the raising of the new revenues, it will probably

be impossible to find on the first and second-class

roads of Great Britain any highway that cannot be

honestly classed as "excellent."

The Committee's Attitude

I cannot close this statement on the proposed taxation

of motor vehicles in Great Britain, without reporting

the fact that the Committee of the Ministry of Trans-

port did not acquiesce in the principle that might be

inferred from its report—that all Imperial grants for

road work should be paid out of revenues raised by

assessment upon vehicles or on the fuel of self-propelled

vehicles. The committee specifically states that many
of its members think "that having regard to the im-

portance of cheap transport facilities to the prosperous

economic life of the people, it is unsound in principle

to place any special tax upon transport agencies which

in the nature of things must largely be passed forward

in higher rates of fare or charge." The report says,

further, that when the present financial situation

changes there should be a reconsideration looking to an

equitable adjustment of the increased cost of improving

and maintaining roads between: (1) the local tax-

payers; (2) the Imperial Exchequer; and, (3) the users

of the roads.

Edinburgh, May 26.

Combination Earth and Masonry Dam
An earth filled dam with masonry marginal retaining

walls has been built in the Enza Valley near Parma,

Italy, for an Italian hydro-electric project. The dam, as

shown in the accompanying cross-section, has a number

of points of novelty to the American engineer. It is

560 ft. long on top, has an extreme bottom width of 295

ft., and a height of 77 ft., the maximum depth of pond

behind it being 69 ft. According to an article in the

Annates des Pouts et Chaussees, Vol. 1, 1920, local

conditions did not permit of the construction of a mas-

Rubbfe
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PAQULI DE LAGASTRELLO DAM IN ITALY

sonry dam, but there was a quantity of excellent clay

nearby so an earth dam was decided upon. However, the

masonry marginal retaining walls were used for an ad-

ditional precaution. The upstream face above the wall

is paved with hand placed stone and a 26-in. layer of

concrete. The main section of the dam is laid in thin

clay layers inclined, as shown in the sketch, upward
from the center puddle wall. The dam is known as the

Paquli de Lagastrello dam.
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Convention of American Water Works Association

standardization Council Created—Controversy Over Secretaryship Results in Failure of Proposed Con-

stitutional Amendment—Presidential Address and Abstracts of Papers

MONTREAL being the meeting place for the fortieth

annual convention of the American Water Works
Association, held June 21-25, it was fitting to give ample

and prominent place on the program to Canadian water-

works, which were described in papers by Thomas W.
Lesage, F. H. Pitcher, J. O. Meadows, C. P. Cosgrove,

T. J. Lafreniere. Two detailed papers on the design and

the construction of the new water-supply of Winnipeg,

with its 97-mile reinforced-concrete aqueduct, were pre-

sented in abstract by James H. Fuertes, consulting engi-

neer, New York City, and W. G. Chace, chief engineer.

Individual water-works plants south of the Canadian

line were also a feature of the program. A five-year

campaign to effect pumping station economies at St.

Louis, described by Leonard A. Day, was one of the

most valuable papers on the program. Construction

difficulties overcome in building a new pumping station

for Louisville were described by James B. Wilson. A
rich variety of experiences in water-works operation at

Rochester, N, Y., was laid before the convention by

Beekman C. Little, the association's new president.

More general papers of large import were submitted by

George W. Fuller and Leonard Metcalf, who dealt with

"Cost Plus Contracts" and "War Burdens of Water-

Works," respectively.

The superintendents again had their "day"—now a

feature at each convention—and the chemical and bac-

teriological section had a long session on "Quality of

Water" with no less than seven numbers on the program.

Committee reports were for the most part of either

the routine or "progress" type. Among the important

actions taken by the convention were the creation of a

Standardization Council, a committee on standardiza-

tion of brass fittings, and a committee on proper sizes

of meters for multi-family houses.

Ample entertainment was provided by the Water
Works Manufacturers' Association, including a boat

trip down the Lachine Rapids. An extensive exhibit

was also due to the efforts of the associate members.
Amendments to Constitution—Of two proposed amend-

ments to the constitution one was adopted and one de-

feated by the convention. The one adopted permits the

nominating committee to meet and select candidates

before the convention adjourns instead of having to

come together subsequently, at an expense of $500 to

the association. Opportunity for nomination by peti-

tion prior to sending out the letter ballot is retained.

Controversy Over Secretaryship

The defeated amendment was designed to take the

selection of the secretary away from the Executive Com-
mittee and make it an elective office. This amendment
was proposed by a petition signed by eight members;
the Executive Committee ad seised its rejection. The
amendment was defeated by a vote of 53 to 5. On re-

consideration the motion was laid on the table and it

was voted as the sense of those present that the incom-

ing Executive Committee should re-elect John M. Diven

secretary for another year.

The discussion brought out statements to the effect

that there had been lack of co-operation between Secre-

tary Diven and the Executive Conmiittee, and also be-

tween Mr. Diven and John M. Goodell, editor of the

Joumal A plan to make Mr. Diven honorary paid secre-

tary, with the special duty of maintaining relations with

the superintendent-members, and to make Mr. Goodell

l)oth active secretary and editor, did not appear to suit

Mr. Diven or his supporters.

Before the convention adjourned the new Executive

(^.ommittee reappointed Mr. Diven as secretary and Mr.

Goodell as editor.

F?tm»rr'.s—Notwithstanding heavy increased costs the

association showed a balance of only $127 less than last

year, accoi'ding to the report of the Finance Committee.

George A. Johnson chairman. The expenses for the

.year were about .$13,800. The balance is $2,000 and

there is $12,000 in the permanent investment fund. To
meet a proposed budget increase designed to expand the

work of the association, the Finance Committee recom-

mended increases in dues as follows: Corporate mem-
bers, from $5 to $10; aseociate members, $10 to $15;

active, $5 to $6. The convention voted to send to letter

ballot a proposal to raise the dues as just stated, except

that the dues for active members would be $7, and that

the increase would be retroactive for one year.

Next Meeting Place—Cleveland was tentatively chosen

as the place for the next convention, subject to final

approval by the Convention Committee.

New Officers

With the single exception of the treasurer, the 1920-21

ticket proposed by the nominating committee was
elected. The vote stood: President, Beekman C. Little,

Rochester, N. Y., 467; Capt. M. L. Worrell, Camp Dix,

N. J., 314. Vice-president, Edward Bartow, Urbana, 111.,

448; W. S. Cramer, Lexington, Ky., 320. Treasurer,

James M. Caird (re-elected), Troy, N. Y., 416; J. W.
Ackerman, Watertown, N. Y., 351. Trustees (two to

be chosen, no contest), Harry F. Huy, Buffalo, N. Y,,

575, and Robert J. Harding, San Antonio, Tex., 557,

Neiv Nominating Committee and Its Nominees—The
six geographical districts, through such of their repre-

sentatives at the convention as got together for the

purpose, chose the following nominating committee:

(1) T. J. Lafreniere, Quebec, P. Q.; (2) George C.

Andrews, Buffalo, N. Y.
; (3) Herman Rosenstreter,

Newark, N. J., (4) H. E. Keeler, Chicago; (5) E. L.

Fulkerson, Waco, Tex., (6) Thomas Maloney, Council

Bluffs, Iowa. Acting with these was the latest past-

president attending the convention, Theodore Leisen,

Detroit. The committee submitted the following ticket

for 1921-22: Presidt.it, Edward Bartow, Urbana, 111.;

vice-president, W. S. Cramer, Lexington, Ky. ; treasurer,

W. W. Brush, New York City. Trustees, third district,

George C. Gensheimer, Erie, Pa. ; sixth district, J. Chris.

Jensen, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

The committee on ofllicial standards of water analysis,

through Jask Hinman, Jr., chairman, Iowa City, Iowa,

reported that in the light of present knowledge "the

difficulties in the way of a fully successful general

standard, based upon the results of analyses alone, seem
to vour committee to be insurmountable."
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On motion of George A. Johnson, it was voted to

create a Council on Standardization, to consist of five

members appointed by the president, the council to

have authority to establish sub-committees composed

as it sees fit. The original resolution was amended, on

motion of John H. Gregory, so as to instruct the council

to confer with the Engineering Standards Committee

before adopting a program. The council will also have

power to co-operate with other organizations. Accord-

ing to Mr. Johnson's resolution, the council is expected

to enter upon a wide range of standardization work, in-

cluding methods of water analysis, design, operation

and records of water purification plants: standards of

water purity; and water-works materials and supplies

of various sorts.

Electrolysis Committee—The association's representa-

tives on the American Electrolysis Committee reported

through Edward E. Minor, New Haven, that the Bureau

of Standards agreed for a year to concentrate its elec-

trolysis studies on work in co-operation with the re-

search sub-committee of the American Electrolysis Com-
mittee. Studies along eight or nine lines are being

made. The convention referred to the Executive Com-
mittee the question of further co-operation with the

American Electrolysis Committee. Later, the Executive

Committee endorsed and the convention approved j*

recommendation in the report to the eflfect that trans-

former secondaries be grounded to water pipes, in ac-

cordance with standard rules.

. Superintendents' Day—Superintendents' Day met its

usual fate. A promising program, with a number of

good topics and chosen speakers, started oflf well and
then collapsed. The controversy over the election of

the secretary arose and topics not on the program were
introduced. The combined result was the elimination of

what promised to be useful discussion on several prac-

tical subjects.

Meters for Multiple-Family Houses

Short papers introducing this subject were presented

by H. P. Bohmann, Milwaukee; G. A. Elliott. San Fran-
cisco; D. W. French, Hoboken, N. J., and W. R. Ed-
wards, Paterson. Mr. Bohmann said that under a rule

in force many years, the city of Milwaukee requires

that all meters must be the same size as the corporation

cock. The city permits consumers to set nothing smaller

than 8-in. meters and the city itself sets none less than

^l in. Mr. Elliott stated that the Spring Valley Water
Co., which has been metering domestic consumers only

a short time, uses i-in. meters for houses with one to

six families and ?-in. for seven to ten families, and so

on. Studies show no close connection between the

number of families and the total water consumption in

a given house. With a pressure of 40 lb., Mr. Elliott

thought, it would be safe to use i-in. meters for one
to nine families; 4-in. for ten to fourteen; 1-in. for

fifteen to twenty-four, and H-in. for twenty-five to

forty.

Mr. French said that the Hackensack Water Com-
pany had got along well for several years with i-in.

meters and 4-in services for two-family houses. With
pressures of 50 to 60 lb. the company had used with
moderate satisfaction i-in. meters for five to tan fam-
ilies and had had sixteen to twenty families on a 1-in.

meter. W. R. Edwards reported for his company that

of 28,000 meters in use, 26,500 were on i-in. meters.

The company uses i-in. meters for houses with up to

six families; ?-in. for from seven to twelve; 1-in. from
thirteen to twenty-four. Up to this point satisfaction
seems sure. On motion of W. W. Brush, it was voted
to create a committee to report on the subject under
discussion.

Standardization of Brass Supplies—Adolph Mueller,
Decatur, 111., pleaded for co-operation between the Amer-
ican Water Works Association and a standardization
commiti,ee of the Brass Moulders' Association. It was
voted to appoint a committee to co-operate with the one
just named and also with a committee of the New Eng-
land Water Works Association. Mr. Mueller gave sta-

tistics for states and groups of states which show that

128 cities have 332 diflferent styles of corporation cocks.

It appears that only three types (for iron threaded pipe,

for tapping machine practice, and for wood pipe) are
needed, with seven sizes in all, making 21 kinds, includ-

ing size variations. The tendency now is to use larger
corporation cocks than formerly. The minimum size

under consideration by the Brass Founders' Committee
is I in., but some as small as 2 in. are being made. The
committee just named has already agreed on standards
for a variety of plumbers' fittings.

Water-Waste Prevention on Railways—C. R. Knowles,
Superintendent Water Service, Illinois Central Railway,
traversed some of the same ground covered in a paper
by him abstracted in Engineering News-Record a few
weeks ago.

Ice Formation—In a volunteer paper illustrated by
both lantern slides and moving pictures, John Murph\

,

Ottawa, Ont., showed how both anchor ice and frazil

ice are formed. Ice formation with adherence to intake
racks is a matter of. 0.001 or even 0.0001 degree change
in temperature, and may be prevented by a fuel expendi-
ture that is only a small percentage of the cost of coal

for steam power.

Standard Water-Works Contract Forms—An appeal
for co-operation in reforming and standardizing con-

tracts for water-works construction was presented in

a paper submitted by the Association of General Con-
tractors of America. The convention referred the ap-

peal to the newly created Standardization Council of

the association.

Chemical and Bacteriological Section—Co-operative
research by water laboratories to solve all of the tech-

nical problems confrontmg the water-works field will be
effected if a resolution of the Chemical and Bacteriologi-
cal Section is put into effect by the newly-created Sti-nd-

ards Council.. The action followed Abel Wolman's paper
on "Co-operative Research in Water Purification," ab-

stracted elsewhere. John M. Goodell, speaking for the

publication committee, indicated that this section and
its activities would furnish the impetus to make the

Council a success. The superintendents are in great

need of scientific and technical men and their knowledge.

Jack Hinman, Jr., discussed standards and the present

chaotic conditions the water-works oflficials are in with

respect to th?m, particularly limit standards by which
various Federal, State and municipal health regulating

bodies judge of the acceptability of a water. Stress was
laid on the sanitary survey as an adjunct to analysis.

W. J. Orchard, in his paper on "Recent Progress in

the Fight Against Typhoid Fever," gave practically an
extension to data in George A. Johnson's paper on "Ty-

phoid Toll' presented to the Association in 1913. MacH.
McCready, indicated how purification plants were con-

trolled in Quebec.
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Abel Wolnian read by title Part II of a paper ailready

in print in tbe Journal on "Index Numbers and Scorinp

of Water Supplies." It dealt mainly with the frequency

distributions of B coli, whereas Part I referred to total

bacterial content.

A volunteer paper on "Problems of the Dallas Filter

Plant." presented by Helmen Rosenthal, chemjst and

bacteriologist, described the present difficulties being

experienced in so many cities where ultimate capacities

have been reached.

[Extracts from the President's address and abstracts

of two of the papers read at the convention follow.—
Editor.]

United Action in Water-Works Field

From Presidential Address by Carlton E. Davis
Chief of Bureau of Water, Philadelphia

I feel that the widest future opportunity for the American

Water Works Association lies in a change in the relation-

ship between the sections and the central organization.

The sections must be developed. Those already in existence

must be strengthened, new sections must be created, ail

with a view of a final amalgamation in one central organi-

zation of the entire water-works interests of the country.

This process, carried to a logical end, will not destroy our

existing organization but perhaps change its character,

opening up to it a much wider field of usefulness along

somewhat different lines. To meet the situations that are

before us today and that will arise in the years to come, to

prevent lost motion and eliminate unnecessary duplication,

cdl the water-works of the country should function for their

common interests through a central body which will be

representative of all localities and which should be organ-

ized to meet all conditions and needs.

The American Water Works Association, when it adopted

its name, expressed the intention to serve as this central

body. The question before us today is whether we propose

to grasp the opportunity to act or whether we shall let the

opportunity pass us by. Acceptance of the present as we
find it and committing the future to our successors is the

easiest course. I believe our association will elect to follow

the more difficult but more fruitful path.

Field for Co-operative Work

The majority of our members are restrained in their

activities by regulations imposed upon them by public

service bodies or by the restrictions of legislative enact-

ments or by the limitations of city laws and ordinances.

Many of these restraints are irksome and are not accepted

calmly or without chafing under the restraint. Along the

field of organization work we have a relatively free hand to

organize and develop. We have an opportunity to demon-

strate that the water-works engineer and operator is a ca-

pable organizer and when given the opportunity can con-

duct his own affairs with efficiency and at the same time

with due regard for the interests and welfare of the public,

with an eye to the future and an alertness for the present.

Necessary protests against undue outside restraint will come
with much greater force if supported by the. weight of a

compact, comprehensive, well-organized and conducted as-

sociation.

It is stated on good authority that the investment in

water-works represents the largest total in the entire field

of comparable utilities. Water- A^orks officials know that

their plants, of all utilities, supply one universally, indis-

pensable commodity, vital for human existence and basic

for all community life. We have common interests, and

that we are grasping for methods of expressing this interest

by working together for a common end is shown by th?

number of water-works organizations. The next step for-

ward is the affiliation of the several organizations to handle

matters of mutual interest with the power and weight that

come from large numbers, unity of purpose and harmony
of ideas.

Organization is the dominant note heard throughout en-

gineering and allied fields at the present time. The Ameri-
can Water Works Association, through accredited repre-

sentatives, recently attended the Organizing ("onference in

Washington of engineering societies concerned with public

utilities like our own, seeking to co-operate offensibly and
clefensibly in matters vitally affecting the interests, per-

sonal and official, of their members. Whatever may be the

final outcome of such efforts, or whatever may be the path

the council of affiliated societies may elect to follow, self-

respect demands that ths water-works of the country shall

be able to speak as a unit at such councils and with the

weight attaching to full and not partial numbers.

There is need for joint action and co-operation and it is

for our association to decide whether it will be the leader

among all water-works interests, and whether it will so

conduct itself and its affairs that other water-works organ-

izations will feel the call to join it vvfithout undue proselyt-

ing or the need of exerting pressure. I speak of proselyting

as applymg to associations and not to individuals, for no

one can question the importance of increasing the member-
ship in our own body.

What the Association Now Offers

Considered dispassionately, in cold blood, what does the

American Water Works Association as now conducted offer

to its members?
First, the Journal, which in my opinion is serving more

and more to develop the association, bind its members to-

gether, and attract increasing membership. Second, the

privilege of attending once a year a convention which of

necessity is geographically inaccessible to a large portion

of its membership. Third, the opportunity of voting by'

letter ballot for officers. The association is likewise the

medium for the production of various standard specifica-

tions and standards of practice and custom, a matter which
I would like to refer to later.

All of these openings and results are admirable but the

scope is limited and most of us must conclude that the

association as now conducted is not the active help to water-
works men that it should bei and that it can be. Member-
ship in it does comparatively little to promote the standing

of the individual member in the community, protect him in

a personal way, or place the utility which he conducts on
the high level in the public mind to which it is entitled.

The recognized official machinery of the association is too

remote for the individual member and functions in too

cumbersome a manner to respond to his needs or to be in

his mind a tangible asset for his personal help.

The association naturally thinks of itself as a parent
organization and the development of the sections may ap-

pear as the breaking up of the family tree and weakening
of the main stem. I feel that the contrary will be the case,

provided the central organization is willing to look upon
itself not as a major factor but as a clearing house. Service

rendered must be the underlying principle of the organiza-

tion which attempts to weld into one functional activity the

entire water-works interests of the continent.

We do not realize our strength because we nave never
attempted to exert it as a unit. Unorganized society is

helpless against attacks and demands of relatively small

but effective, because organized, groups working together.

The existing lack of cohension among water-works men
places them relatively in the position of the present unor-
ganized public, powerful but helpless because of the ina-

bility to work together.

Standards of practice and procedure must be handled
through committees, and committee work will become of
increasing importance. The path of the committees must
be smoothed as much as possible. When the authority

for committee work can enianate from a central body, rep-

resentative of all the water-works of the country, when
co-operation comes logically and as a matter of course and
not under option of possible rival organizations, as at pres-
ent, the desired end will be in sight.
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The War Burden on Water-Works Continues

By Leonard Metcalf
Consulting Engineer, Boston, Mas.s.

THROUGH the courtesy of their managers it has been

made possible to extend to Jan. 1, 1920, the data

submitted in 1918 and 1919 to this association, upon
the trend of prices in the water-works construction and
operating fields, based upon the actual experiences of about

50 water-works in various parts of; the United States, hav-

ing a gross annual revenue of about $34,000,000 and serving

an aggregate population of upwards of 9,000,000.

Labor Costs—Unskilled labor costs (Table 1 and Fig. 1)

continued their advance during the year 1919 and are yet

higher to-day. The percen -age of increase in cost per hour

over pre-war (1915) prices averaged about 80 per cent

—

approximately 70 per cent in the western and central groups
and 90 per cent in the eastern and southern. The average
increases for the year 1919 over 1918 is about 12| per cent.

While the efficiency of labor is probably slightly better than

during the war period, it is still far below pre-war standards.

It is conservative to say that, taking productivity into

consideration, as well as the price paid per hour, the cost

of unskilled labor is more than double its pre-war cost.

Cast-iron pipe prices are today practically three times

normal pre-war prices; the cost of valves and hydrants

slightly less than double. Coal prices have receded some-
what, more nearly approaching the conditions of 1917 than

1918.

Wages paid unskilled labor by water-vforks in the vicinity

of Boston in March, 1920, compared with 1919, show a nom-
inal increase in rate per hour of from 4.3.2 to 50.6c. The
actual increase, including allowance for holidays and vaca-

tion leave, is from 46.1 to 56.7c. per hour, or 21 per cent.

Holiday leave under full pay is granted by 14 out of 20

works, while 17 out of 20 give two weeks' vacation annually

under pay.

Table II shows the increases from 1915 to 1919 in (1)

gross annual revenue, operating expenses, including taxes,

and net annual revenue applicable to depreciation, interest,

dividends and surplus of 46 works arranged in four geo-

graphical groups. The net revenue (see also Fig. 2), with-

out deduction for and therefore applicable to depreciation,

interest, dividends and surplus, has increased over the pre-

war (1915) basis by 3.4, — 0.4, 4 and 8.5 per cent. This

increase is less than half of what would be expected for

such works in normal times. These figures indicate that

in spite of the advances in rates, v/hich have been granted
in many places, the net revenue of the works is not ade-

quate to command capital for their betterment over a long

J-'IG. 1. INCREASED COST
OK UNSKILLED WATER-

WORKS LABOR

;3-.6 W.y 1918 1919

i'lg. 2. per cent charges
in net water-works

revent:e

period of time. They indicate further, as will be .seen from
the diagram, that of the net burden resulting from war con-
ditions about half has been borne by the works; the other
half by the public which they serve.

A segregation of the records submitted, as between muni^
cipally and privately owned works, indicates that the in-

crease in gross revenue for both of these has been approxi-

TABLE II. PER CENT INCREASE OF GROSS REV^ENrES. OPERATING
expenses and net revenues of FORT^'-SIX WATER-

WORKS, SINCE 1915

Gross Annual Revenue
1919*

Group 1916 1917 1918 1919 Re^-ised

Eastern 10 1 12 8 20 6 23 3 23 3
Central 9 1 114 26 4 (33 7)* 23 3
Southern 7.5 20.3 26 3 26 3 26 3
Western 7.3 9 5 17 5 25.0 25

Average 8 5 13.5 22 7 (27.1)* 24.5

Operating Expense.*;, Including Taxes

Eastern 219 411 49 7 47 I 47 1

Central 93 37 3 62 3 (75.5)* 63.1
Southern 9 7 34 6 65 9 71 5 71.5
Western 9 9 17 4 28 36.1 36.1

.Vverage... 12.7 32 6 515 (57.5)* 54.4

Net Revenue

Applicable to Depreciation, Interest, Dividends and Surplus

Eastern 3 —9.6 5 8 14.5 14 5
Central 10 —.15 6 5 (36.5)* 9 3
Southern —3 7 4 —10 9 —12 —12.0
Western 4 3 5 3 14 4 22 I 22.1.

.\veragp 3 4 —0 4 40 (15 3) * 85

*The figures within bi-ackets cover all records received. The.
figures beside them are believed to be more characteristic how-
ever. They result from the exclusion of two very abnormal
records. Those of Detroit, Mich., and- Mingo Junction. Ohio.

TABLE I INCREASE IN COST OF UNSKILLED LABOR AND MATERIALS TO FORTY-SIX WATER WORKS IN THE UNITED STATES
FROM PRE-WAR BASIS, 1915 TO JAN. 1, 1920

Number of

Records
on Diff.

Item Years
Unskilled labor, per hour;

Eastern group 15-18
Central group 10-12
Southern group 9 12

Western gi oup 7 8

Average of groups

Cast-iron pipe per 2,000 lb., approx 17-21
6-in. valves 1 1-38
1 2-in. valves 3-38
2-way hydrarts 6-38
Coal per 2,000 lb.: ...

Eastern group 13-15
Central group ; »....: 11-12
Southern gt oup •.

. 12- 9

Western groupt 5- 4

Average of groups

Fuel oil, per gal.. South I

Fuel oil, per gal.. West 1- 4

Alum, per lb.: ' ^
.

"
: ,.. .'"

.

Eastern group
Central group .....'.

Southern group . . .

Western group

Average of groupi
.\verage N. Y. price

* Range $5H).60 to $83.50 per ton. f Small numbei makes record of <
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mately the same; that the increase in expenses has been more
than twice as great for the privately owned group as for one

municipally owned; and that the net revenue of the pri-

vately owned group has practically stood still while the

municipally owned group has been increased appi'oximately

40 per cent. This comparison cannot be carried too far,

however, as the list of municipally owned works is not

sufficiently large to be thoi'oughly characteristic. Moreover,

in the case of the municipally owned works, the records of

which are included, a much greater proportion have gravity

supplies than in the case of the privately owned group. This

has served to minimize the increase in expenses which

would otherwise have been felt. It may be that the de-

crease in available labor during the war period had a more
material effect upon the municipal woi'ks than upon the

private works and resulted in economies which would not have
been possible in those public works under normal conditions.

More important yet, it is to be observed that in the case of

the municipal works substantially no taxes are paid, where-

as in the privately owned group the taxes generally amount
to about one-eighth of the entire gross revenue, and these

taxes have, of course, been burdensomely increased since

the war burdens began to make themselves felt. In fact,

excluding the returns from water-works located in the State

of Pennsylvania, because the basis of taxation is quite diff-

erent there and incomparable with that prevailing in other

states, it appears that the increase in taxes paid by privately

owned works in 1919 over 1915 was 68 per cent.

Summit of High Prices Reached—It is generally conceded
that the summit of the high prices has been reached, where
it has not been passed, and that, as to materials at least,

and probably in lesser degree as to labor also, some reces-

sion in price is to be looked for. There is still, however,

so marked a shortage of materials and labor, comparable
with the demand, that construction costs are certain to re-

main high during the year 1920.

The financial outlook for existing water-ivorks is not en-

couraging. It is evident that the earnings during the war
period have not been adequate to maintain the properties

and pay a fair return upon their value. Such a condition

cannot long continue without serious future embarrassment.
The position that may be taken by the public service com-
missions will be reflected later in the character of the ser-

vice rendered. If fair advance in rates be granted, first

class service can be maintained. If this advance be retarded

or be not adequate, a declining service must result. The
increase in rates in the face of the present high cost of liv-

ing will be very distasteful to the public and in some cases

induce active opposition. Therefore it is important that in

making application for relief, the evidence should be clearly

presented by the water-works authorities, so that the facts

may speak for themselves and the difficulties of the com-
missions be minimized.

Co-operative Research in Problems
of Water Purification

By Abel Wolman
Division Engineer, Division of Special Investigations, Bureau of
Sanitary Engineering, Maryland State Department of Health,

Baltimore, Md.

SCIENTIFIC investigation in the field of water purifica-

tion has progressed for a number of decades, but the

study of problems has been, for the most part, intermit-

tent, sporadic and disconnected. The development of data
has been the result of local efforts in the laboratories of indi-

vidual colleges, states, municipalities, or private corpora-

tions. What co-operation has existed has been localized

and not national. It seems hardly necessary to emphasize
the abstract desirability of soh ing the problems of water
purification by a more constructive system of co-operative

effort than now exists. It should not be a difficult matter
for the American Water Works Association to plan the

attack on a series of problems by the proper organization

of a research committee. As far as I am aware, no other

organization is at present so well suited to undertake its

development and no other has yet deemed it desirable to

assume this responsibility.

Granting the abstract desirability of developing such co-

operation, what are some of the problems which to-day

remain to be solved? Although considerable advance in

the practical methods of water purification has taken place

in the United States, may we state definitely that the fun-

damental laws of coagulation, filtration and chlorination are

accurately known? If so, are these laws applied in every-

day operation ? Some of us, perhaps, are not so sanguine

about our complete understanding of the processes involved

in the above mechanisms of purification. An opportunity

to engage in a co-operative attack upon such problems will

be welcomed.

Unsolved Problems in Water Purification

Coagulation and Sedimentaiion—The factors determining
effective coagulation and sedimentation of waters differ in

degree with different waters, but their characteristics in

general are the same, regardless of the nature of the water.
The effects of time, temperatui-e, agitation, and hydrogen-ion
concentration upon coagulation have been studied only

superficially. The material for such study has been accu-

mulated in a number of different fields in allied sciences,

but has not yet been adapted to water purification problems.

It is stated often, for example, that the formation of satis-

factory floe is retarded by low temperature and by inade-

quate agitation, yet how many plants observe and record

the nature of the floe produced each day, so as to provide

the material for correlated study of its variations with

other characteristics of the water during an entire year?
The measurement of floe formation in its various aspects,

however, should be preceded by a study of the raw waters
Avith a view to determining a more accurate and satisfactory

method of apportioning coagulant to raw water to obtain

satisfactory coagulation. The usual method of turbidity

reading with adjustments for rising, falling, constant, fine,

medium, and coarse turbidities leaves much to be desired,

particularly when frequently the actual procedure results in

abandoning all methods other than adding chemical until

the coagulation becomes satisfactory. These methods are

necessarily wasteful, since for each water there exists a

critical concentration of coagulant which is most effective

and economical. Can we not devise a satisfactory index to

the "coagulant demand" of a water by a simple test? When
it is bonie in mind that the flocculation of waters is de-

pendent upon the nature and amount of fine particles

present it would appear that the search for such a measure
should be in the field of colloid chemistry.

Another phase of the coagulation problem which has taken
on an importance in recent years is the effect of the vary-

ing hydrogen-ion concentration upon flocculation. There
appears to be an optimum range of Pg within which the co-

agulation proceeds most satisfactorily. Water-works oper-

ators and investigators should begin to accumulate com-
plete data regarding the Ph values of different waters in

the country under all conditions. In the State of Maryland
we have been making, for several months, deteinninations of

hydrogen-ion concentration on all waters and have insti-

tuted these tests as a daily procedure in several large fil-

tration plants.

The study of sedimentation problems in the light of recent

developments in physical chemistry may require some mod-
ifications of our older concepts. The effect of electrolytes,

of competing and protective colloids, of surface tension and
osmotic pressure are of more than purely scientific interest.

Recent work has demonstrated, for instance, that the

Brownian movement is observed with practically every type

of clay suspended in water, varying from the rapid motion

of the finest particles to the more sluggish one of the

larger particles or aggregates or when hampered by the

presence of electrolytes.

Filtration—The internal forces within a sand filter bed are

of greater magnitude than is generally realized. Experience
in Maryland with a number of peculiar phenomena in filter

beds has disclosed a startling variety of forces released in

filter beds, which appear to be intimately connected with the

character of sand and of applied water. The appearance of

internal contraction in a sand bed of such strength that the
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surface area of the bed may be reduced by more than •>

per cent of its original area is of importance in callinj? at-

tention to the unsolved problems concealed within the bed.

Chlorination—Sanitarians have established definitely that
waters may be made safe for potable purposes by cnlori

nation. The water-worlcs official, however, mu.«(t go a step
further. He must make the water potable as well as saf';.

If the water is unpalatable and objectionable because of
tastes and odors, then the problem of chlorination may not
be considered as solved. It is only a few years since the

conception of the mechanism of chlorine treatment has un-
cergone some modification from the simple hypothesis of

direct oxidation. But in this comparatively short period,

a series of questions have arisen which are still impei^fectly

answered.
In this field again we must have recourse to highly tech-

nical investigations to aid us in clarifying our concepts of
chlorination processes and in controlling their operation.

Even to-day it is difficult to answer definitely w^hether the

action of chlorine is physical, physico-chemical, or chemical,
whether its action is selective for different types of bac-

teria and, if so, what the causes for such selection are. The
action of other disinfectants is elective and their toxicity is

dependent upon their position in definite ionic series and
upon the characteristics of the different bacteria, such as

their response to Gram stain. The surface character of

different classes of bacteria show a marked influence upon
their behavior under different conditions.

Where we attempt to treat raw waters of complex organic
and inorganic content, our present methods of control are

entirely empirical and not infrequently unsuccessful. The
causes of tastes with low doses and the absence of tastes, at

times, with excessive doses of chlorine are still in the cate-

gory of the unknown. It is not a solution of the difficulty to

state that tastes and odors may be prevented by proper regu-

lation of applied chemical, for the terms "proper regulation"

are indeed broad in interpretation. Proper chlorination con-

trol, on the contrary, would seem to be possible of attainment
only after a complete understanding of the details of the
complex disinfection processes has been reached. May w^
not call upon this Association to take the lead in the

initiation of these studies?

Seeing Ourselves as Others See Us
ONE reads about the construction of sewers in America,

and one marvels. Are our methods completely out of

date, or are the Americans in the habit of constructing

works in a costly and dangerous manner? Experience ot

recent American practice does not justify the conclusion

that the woi-k is faulty, or that the methods whereby
rapidity of construction is obtained are extravagant. There
is very little doubt that in this country engineers are too

apt to act on precedent, and to leave to the contractor and
the contractor's foreman a great deal of work which could

be done much better by the engineer. The contractor is

very often a person whose knowledge and experier se are

much less than his commercial ability and assurance; it

is more than pi'obable that he I'elies almost entirely upon
his foreman. In any case his business is not, as a rule,

limited to one job. At the best his attention must be
divided. Thus, the details upon which the speed or economy
of the work depend are left to the judgment of the fore-

man. The average foreman cannot compare in intelligence

or knowledge with the properly qualified engineer We,
as engineers, look at his work, and we think that we could

see ways of speeding things up or of saving money; but,

as a rule, we do not interfere with time-honored methods
hallowed by precedent. Therefore the work takes much
longer to execute, the timbering of trenches has to be of

a character to stand for months, the cost of pumping be-
comes excessive, and many other troubles incidental to

delay occur.

A study of American methods as illustrated by work re-

cently carried out at Granite City, 111., described in Engi-
neering News-Record [March 4, 1920, p. 461], shows an
enormous difference between English and American practice.

The work at Granite City may be open to criticism, but it

i.. nevertheless worthy of consideration, as it is typical of
much other work. We read of a concrete sewer, 8 ft. in
diameter, being constructed on a bad foundation consist-
ing of quicksand in some places, at the rate of 35 ft. in
i4 in., including excavation and refilling. The depth of the
(rench ranged from 15 ft. to 22 ft. How many of us have
: een a trench 15 ft. deep containing a 12-in. sewer left
'^pen for months owing to our slow methods! Surely the
difference is remarkable. We read of heavy pumping in
the Illin(is trench. Excavation and refilling were done by
;r.eans of a grab bucket and moving crane. In good ground
only the lower part of the trench was timbered. Planks,
2 in. by 12 in., driven by hand assisted by water jets were
used. The joints below the water line were covered with
batten strips 1 in. by 6 in. in size. An electrical pump kept
the trench water low. The bottom of the trench was levelled
by men with shovels, and the concrete base of the sewer
was dumped without waiting for the trench to be entirely
dry. Collapsible steel fornns were fixed, and concrete was
dumped :'.-om a traveling car fed from a mixer alongside.
The work was done in 35-ft. lengths, and the forms were
withdrawn after the concrete had been laid twelve hours.
Whatever may be our view of such methods, it is certain
that an enormous amount of pumping, timbering and
troubles incidental to a lengthy process must have been
avoided.

Whether our methods will ever be speeded up on Ameri-
can lines or not, it is certain that such speeding up can
-^nly be done by engineers. Undoubtedly a material im-
provement could be effected if engineers of suitable experi-
ence accepted the responsibilities usually taken up by fore-
men of inferior knowledge. If engineers did their legitimate
vork, it is obvious th:>t they would take up much that is

done by workmen who, for lack of knowledge, carry out
their work by clow and timorous methods. We should not
then be faced with the fact that, while many good engi-
neers are out of a job, there is a demand for foremen, who
are offered pay equal to that of an engineer. Why do we
.-^llow the ignorant so-called practical man to do our work,
-nd leave us unemployed, while the work suffers?

—

The
Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer, London.

What Is Dry Rot?
The term "dry rot," the U. S. Forest Products Labor-

atory finds, is applied by many persons to any decay
v/hich is found in wood in a comparatively dry situa-
tion. Thus loosely used the term actually includes
all decay in wood, since wood kept sufficiently wet can
not decay.

In the more limited sense in which pathologists use
the term, "dry rot" applies only to the work of a
certain house fungus called MeruHus lachrymans. This
aingus gains its distinction from the fact that it is

frequently found growing in timbers without any ap-
parent moisture supply; in reality it does not grow
without moisture and is as powerless as any other
fungus to infect thoroughly dry wood. Given moist
wood in which to germinate, it i.^ able to make its

way a surprisingly long distance in dry timbers, draw-
ing the water it needs from the moist wood through
a conduit system of slender, minutely-porous strands.

Wood in the typical advanced stage of dry rot is

shrunken, yellow to brown in color, and filled with
radial and longitudinal shrinkage cracks, roughly form-
ing cubes. In many instances these cracks are filled

with a white felty mass, the interwoven strands of

the fungus.

The dry rot fungus is active in nearly every region
of this country, in Canada, and in Europe. It is

very destructive to factory and house timbers and to

logs in storage. Coniferous or soft woods are more
commonly infected by it than hardwoods.
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Annual Meeting of American Society for Testing Materials

Expansion of Committee Work and Great Growth of Co-operation with Other Societies Mark the Year's
Developments— President Capp Urges Cultivation of Research —

Waiting Attitude Toward Federation

PROPOSALS for a radical change in the general

working plans of the American Society for Testing

Materials were made by the retiring president, J. A.

Capp, in his presidential address at the society's annual

meeting last week. Held in a new meeting place, Asbury
Park, N. J., in place of the traditional one of Atlantic

City, and following upon a year during which many
important changes affected the society's life, the meet-

ing was of distinctive character. That interest on the

part of the membership is not decreasing was made
evident by the attendance, which approached the record

figure of last year, about 650 present. In one sense,

however, the meeting resembled a committee convention

rather than a society gathering, as more than fifty

sessions of committees and subcommittees were held

during the week, among them the meetings of a number
of committees of other societies and intersociety com-

mittees.

Research and Specification Work

Dividing the whole field of the society's work into

standardization and research—the latter being directed

toward increasing our knowledge of the properties of

materials and our ability to measure these properties

by test—President Capp asserted that standardization

by means of the drafting of specifications has been cul-

tivated energetically and successfully, while research

has been left to individual initiative. Partly as a result

of this, we are today distinctly behind the requirements

of technology and engineering with respect to knowledge

of materials and ability to select the right material

for a new service, as well as skill in applying tests to

determination of quality to suit the required service.

For these reasons he suggested organized development

of the field of research on the part of the society. Ways
and means of doing this were not proposed, but he

suggested that if the society devoted as much energy

to research as to standardization, the results in the

two departments would be more commensurate.

As a measure of the extent to which committee work
has progressed, the fact may be cited that at the

Asbury Park meeting not far from 100 specifications

were dealt with: 28 new specifications were proposed

(and adopted) as tentative, 24 earlier tentative specifi-

cations were advanced to the rank of standard, and in

addition changes were made in 13 tentative and 23 stand-

ard specifications of earlier dates. Contrasting with

the volume of this work, its importance is probably less

than that of the work accomplished in some prior years,

as many of the investigations and revisions were con-

cerned with minor subjects or with slight detail clauses.

Technical papers on materials, test methods, and ma-
chines or instruments for use in testing made up about

one-half of the program of the meeting, as at previous

meetings. Various new facts on the properties or the

behavior of different materials were brought out, and

a dozen or so of new testing instruments and machines

was described. One or two papers on the purely scien-

tific side of technology and a number of papers verging

on the broader field of engineering manipulation of

materials were included.

Three representatives of the society attended the June
3-4 conference at Washington, where the Federated
American Enginering Societies was created. The re-

port of these representatives was considered by the

Executive Committee in the course of the meeting, and
that committe's conclusions announced to the society by
President Capp. The authorities were much impressed
with the desirability of the federation, he stated, but

the conference was so recent that there had not been
time to prepare a formal statement for discussion at

the meeting. A circular will shortly be issued to the

members presenting the history and present status of

the whole matter and including also a questionnaire on
the various elements of the proposition, through which
the Executive Committee will learn the sentiment of the

membership as a guide to its attitude. "Our sympa-
thies," said President Capp, "are with the movement."
It is possible that a letter ballot on certain definite

proposals will be sent out, in case it is thought desirable

for the society to take final action this year.

Events of the Year

Independent society headquarters were established

during the past year in Philadelphia, in the house of

the Engineers Club; during the preceding 22 years of

its history the society was directed from loaned offices

in the University of Pennsylvania. Within the last

twelve months also the society joined in the formation

of the American Engineering Standards Committee,
and in fact one of its former presidents, A. A. Steven-

son, is chairman of that committee. Despite the in-

crease of expense involved by these changes, with a

contribution of $1,200 to the Standards Committee and

$1,000 to Engineering Council, and in the face of

greatly increased publication and management costs,

the society showed a surplus of $6,200 for the year after

deduction of a $2,000 sinking fund toward the triennial

book of standards.

One sore question that has dogged the work of

several committees of the society for a number of

years was disposed of some months ago by action of

the Executive Committee, announced at the meeting. It

concerns the inclusion of clauses governing engineering

design or construction in a specification for material.

The question arose at various times in connection with

drain tile, sewer pipe, lime, and gypsum. After con-

sideration of the principles involved the Executive Com-
mittee made the declaration that specifications for en-

gineering work should not in general be included in the

society's material specifications. As a result of this

action the gypsum committee abandoned plans to pre-

pare descriptive specifications of methods of applying

gypsum plaster and the like.

George S. Webster, of Philadelphia, was elected presi-

dent for the coming year; G. K. Burgess, of the Bureau
of Standards, Washington, vice-president; and L. G.

Blackmer, of St. Louis, D. E. Douty, of New York,

Prevost Hubbard, of Washington, and R. S. Whiting, of

Chicago, as members of the Executive Committee. A. A.

Stevenson retired from the Executive Committee, under
constitutional limitation, after nine years service as
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Dfficer, including one term as president of the society,

:he longest service in the society's history. Resolutions

3f appreciation were passed in recognition of his devoted

md efficient work.

Co-operative Work on Specifications

Various committees of the society have worked in co-

operation with other societies in the past, but so much
new co-operation was set on foot since the 1919 meeting
as to give this phase of the specification work a dis-

tinctly new status. Most interesting of the items, be-

sides the formation of the American Engineering Stand-
ards Committee, is the organization of the new Joint

Committee on Standard Specifications for Concrete and
Reinforced-Concrete, in co-operation with the American
Society of Civil Engineers, American Railway Engi-
neering Association, American Concrete Institute, and
Portland Cement Association. The society is repre-

sented on this committee by R. L. Humphrey, A. T.

Goldbeck, E. E. Hughes, L. S. Moisseiff, and H. H.

Quimby, Mr. Humphrey being also chairman of the

Joint Committee. This committee was in session during

the meeting, almost continuously, endeavoring to out-

line its program for completion during the current year.

Important cooperation with railroad organizations

was started, a new departure. A general scheme of

co-operative procedure was formulated by the society

and the Mechanical Section of the American Railroad

Association, which is to guide joint standardization

work in various special subjects. Under this plan a

joint committee on Steel Castings for Railroads has

already been organized. In work affecting the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering Association it was not pos-

sible to arrange for joint-committee work, but exchange

of views and other informal co-operation between com-

mittees of the two organizations dealing with the same
subject was successfully established. The most impor-

tant items affected at present are steel rails and tie

plates. Steps were taken to initiate joint work with

the Society of Automotive Engineers in standardization

of aircraft steels, but the future of this work is doubt-

ful. Constant touch is maintained with the Boiler Code

Committee of the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers, in order to keep the requirements of the boiler

code and the other codes being developed by that com-

mittee in harmony with the specifications of the Ameri-

can Society for Testing Materials.

Concrete culvert pipe is being dealt with by a joint

committee of the society, the American Concrete Insti-

tute, American Association of State Highway Officials,

American Railway Engineering Association, American
Concrete Pipe Association, American Society of Civil

Engineers, and U. S. Bureau of Public Roads. Standard

pattern practice is under consideration by a newly or-

ganized committee of the American Foundrymen's As-

sociation, National Association of Pattern Makers, Steel

Founders' Society of America, American Malleable Cast-

ings Society, Metal Division of American Institute of

Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, and American

Society for Testing Materials. The society also main-

tains representation on the American Bureau of Welding
and the Conference for Standardization of Technical

Symbols.

Research into the influence of sulphur and phosphorus
on steel quality is doubtless the largest and costliest

item of co-operative work begun during the past year.

This research is in charge of a joint committee (organ-

ized six months ago) of the society, the Bureau of
Standards, American Railroad Association, Society of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, As.sociation of
American Steel Manufacturers, War Department, Navy
Department, Steel Founders Society of America, and
Society of Automotive Engineers. As has already been
reported, a full program of the initial test series has
been developed, and the steel for the tests has in large
part been melted and rolled ; tests are now being started.

Close contact is maintained by the .society with the
Engineering Division of the National Research Council,
in which the society has a representative. A research
committee of the Engineering Division on the .subject

of high-speed tool steels is in touch with one of the
subcommittees of the society. Another re.search com-
mittee on road construction and highway economics
maintains similar contact. It is expected that the
society will be represented in the Engineering Division's
proposed research work on heat treatment of steels.

On the other hand, the Engineering Division has turned
over all research in magnetic analysis of steel to a com-
mittee of the society.

American Engineering Standards Committee

Standardization of rolled structural steel shapes has
been organized under the direction of the American
Engineering Standards Committee within the last six

months. The society is not directly represented in this

work but keeps, in touch with it through a committee.
In the development of the work of the American En-

gineering Standards Committee, seven organizations
have acquired representation in addition to those which
founded the committee. These additional ones are Na-
tional Safety Council, National Fire Protection Asso-
ciation, National Board of Fire Underwriters, Associ-
ated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies. Elec-

trical Manufacturers Council, National Electric Light
Association, and Society of Automotive Engineers.
Two standards of the American Society for Testing

Materials have already been accepted as tentative Am-
erican standards and five others have been proposed to

the Standards Committee. None of these include

steel specifications, but a number of specifications for
steel, iron, and non-ferrous metals are shortly to be
proposed for grading as American Standards.
With a view to harmonizing its work with an im-

portant development reached by the Bureau of Stand-
ards, the Executive Committee of the society adopted
the series of standard testing sieves worked out by the
bureau, and all of the society's technical committees
are now working to use this standard series in their
specifications where sieves are mentioned. The Execu-
tive Committee also considered adoption of the practice
of expressing all measurements in the society's specifi-

cations in both English and metric units. This subject,

however, is under reconsideration.

New Tentative Standard Specifications

That a wide range of technical activities was covered
by the new standardization carried out in the com-
mittees during the past year is to be seen from the
following list of specifications presented for the first

time. All of them were accepted by the society as

tentative standards.

Commercial bar steels.
Sheet high brass.
Aluminum for use in manufacture of iron and steel.
Gypsum plasters.
Turpentine.
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Wooden boxes, nailed and lock-coiner tonstruition.
Adhesive insulating tape.
Workability of tonorote for concrete pavements.
Commercial sizes of broken stone and broken slag" for highway

construction.
Commercial sizes of sand and gravel for highway construction.
ISroken slag for waterbound base.
Shovel-run or crusliei-iun bioken slag for waterboimd base.
Natural or artificial sand-day mixtures for highway surfacing.
Method for ultimate cliemical analysis of chrome ores and

chrome brick.
Method for making and storing specimens of concrete in the

field.

Test for vmit weight of aggregate for cement concrete.
iMethod for determination of voids in fine aggiegate for cement

conci'ete.
Test for specific gravity oi road oils, road tai-s. asphalt cement.s

and soft tar pitches.
Test for specific gravity of asphalts ami tar pitches .sufHiiently

hard to be handled in fragments.
Test for quantity of clay and silt in gravel for lilghway con-

struction.
Test for quantity of clay in sand-clay, topsoil and semi-gravel

for highway construction.
Test for quantity of clay and silt in sand for hisliwa>- con-

struction.
Methods for sampling of stone, slag, gravel, sand and stone

block for use as higliway materials, Including some material sur-
vey methods.

Important Items of Committee Work

Only one new specification was prepared by the Steel

Committee (Al) during the year, this applying to com-
mercial bar steels. The well advanced condition of

standardization work suggested by this fact appeared to

be reflected in the results of most of the other specifica-

tion committees. Revision of existing specifications was
done on a very extensive scale, however. In most cases

the changes made were of minor character or in indi-

vidual detail clauses. This was true of the work of the
Steel Committee, but here the revision of two detail

items took a prominent position, in one case on account
of the very broad importance of the subject, and in the
other case because of a conflict that developed in the
committee.

Retain Increased Sulphur Allowances

By far the most significant action of the Steel Com-
mittee related to one result of the war emergency con-
ditions, namely, the relaxation of sulphur and phos-
phorus rejection limits by 0.01 per cent (for sulphur
in all steels, for phosphorus only in acid steels) two
years ago. It has been necessary under the condition
of intensive steel production during the war to use
less pure fuel and ore than in normal time.s, in con-
seqiience of which it became difficult or impossible to
maintain the usual low limits on the two prime impuri-
ties in steel. Raising of the rejection limits by the soci-

ety followed, but at the 1919 meeting the former (low)
limits were restored in all classes of steels that were
considered specially sensitive to the influence of sulphur
or phosphorus. As for the remaining specifications

(14 in number, including such important classes of
material as steel for buildings and ships, boiler tubes,
and steel rails), the restoration of the low limits was
postponed until 1920. When the special research into

the influence of sulphur and phosphorus was organized,

six months ago, a further postponement of the restor-

ation was expected in some quarters. However, the
action to be taken remained uncertain until a day be-

fore the society's meeting, when the Steel Committee
decided to recommend that reduction of the rejection

limits in these fourteen specifications be deferred an-

other year. The committee's stated reason was that the

difficult industrial conditions which originally called for

the increase still obtain. The quality of ore, scrap

and particularly fuel is still so unsatisfactory as to

make it impracticable, it is said, to work to the former

low limits in all classes of steel. Moreover, a change for

the better in this condition does not appear to be in

sight. The society approved the sulphur and phosphorus

recommendation by accepting the committee's report in

its entirety.

Overweight of Wide Plates—New industrial condi-

tions made it necessary to revise the existing specifica-

tion table of overweight allowances on very wide steel

plates (132 in. and over in width). This table was

intended to apply essentially to widths up to about 144 in.

Several mills have recently installed plate rolls of much
larger capacity and the allowances of the table no longer

correspond to actual overweights. It was proposed in

the committee, therefore, that the table be limited to

widths from 132 in. to 144 in., and that pending de-

termination of actual overweights individual agreement

be relied upon as to wider plates. The proposal was
later withdrawn.

Magnetic Analysis of Steel—Experiments aiming to

determine the applicability of magnetic analysis to the

detection of flaws and non-uniformity in finished steel

parts were reported by the committee on this subject

(A8). Results of the tests will not be given until next

year although twenty-seven railway rails have already

been examined. A total of 102 standard rails will be

tested, including direct-rolled rails and others rolled from
reheated blooms. Other work has been started on forged

vane-wheels of steam turbines, on steel pinions for

automobiles, on welded joints, on manganese steel, and
on the subject of granular structure of steels.

Copper-Steel and Corrosion

New data on the corrosion of different iron and steel

sheets were reported by the committee on Corrosion of

Iron and Steel (A5). Sets of 16-gage and 22-gage

sheets are exposed at Fort Sheridan, III, Pittsburgh,

and Annapolis, since the early part of 1917. In the

two former locations, many sheets have rusted suffi-

ciently to be reported as "failed," and the present show-

ing is strongly favorable to copper-bearing metal.

At Pittsburgh, where the most severe exposure is

obtained, the result at the May, 1920, inspection was
as follows: Out off 146 sheets of copper-bearing steel

and iron (including puddled and ingot iron, open-hearth

and bessemer steel, all. with copper content above 0.15

per cent, ranging from 0.18 per cent to 0.62 per cent),

42 have failed, or 28 per cent. Out of 84 non-copper-

bearing sheets (copper content below 0.15 per cent,

ranging from 0.01 per cent to 0.14 per cent), 81 have
failed, or 97 per cent. This is after 41 months'

exposure.

Tests of exposure of the same materials in salt, acid

mine and normal (tap) water are about to be started

as a check on the atmospheric-exposure results. Ex-
posure tests of galvanized sheets may also be under-

taken.

Nomenclature of Bronze and Brass

Of the large amount of work done by the committee
on non-ferrous metals, practically all was in detail re-

vision except for a new specification defining aluminum
for use in the manufacture of iron and steel. A new,

radical, terminology for brasses and bronzes was pro-

posed by the committee. Leaning on the i-ecommenda-

tion of the British Institute of Metals, the committee

proposes to designate each alloy by its constituents (for

example, lead-zinc-copper, to describe a brass with lead

content of 1 per cent), with an added color description
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(yellow brass, red brass, yellow-red brass) ; and for

jronzes (tin-copper alloys containing over 50 per cent

opper) with the principal modifying element as pre-

t\x. It also proposed to designate all metals of the

German silver type by the work "nickelene" ; and copper-

;ickel alloys by the term "cupro-nickel" with proper

:)refix or prefixes (as iron-manganese-cupro-nickel)

.

Paint and Oil

The committees on paints and oils offered little that

was- new. Committee D-1, on Preservative Coatings for

Structural Materials, besides doing a considerable

amount of detail work on paint materials is attacking

a new problem with a recently organized subcom-

mittee on Specifications for the Fundamental Require-

ments of Paint for Specific Purposes. The committee

has also followed the work of the Government inter-

departmental committee on Paint Specification Stan-

dardization, and is shaping some of its own work accord-

ingly. Committee D-2 on Lubricants, hereafter to be

called Petroleum Products and Lubricants, presented

the scientific results of investigations by subcommittees

on sulphur determination and emulsification, the latter

including a new test for emulsification.

Douglas Fir Specifications

Definite advance was made by the Timber com-

mittee (C-7) through a complete change in its existing

specification for Douglas fir timber. Previously this

specification referred only to bridge and trestle timbers,

and while based on a density rule something similar to

the modern grading rule for Southern pine, it proved in

practice to be defective. The new specification covers

all structural uses of Douglas fir, and classifies the

material into dense and not dense (corresponding to

the dense and sound yellow pine). Dense Dougles fir

shall show on one end or the other an average of six

rings per inch and at least one-third summerwood meas-

ured on a 3-in. radial line; but coarse-grained material

will be acceptable if the amount of summerwood is at

least one-half. There are detail rules for applying

these measurements, and clauses defining the various

permissible defects and the locations in cases of dif-

ferent use where specified defects may or shall not be

present. No. 1 and No. 2 structural grades are defined

in terms of density and defects. A table of working

stresses is appended.

Specifications for wooden boxes, nailed and lock-corner

construction, were presented by Committee D-10, on

Shipping Containers. These are of new type. They
classify woods in four groups, from soft to hard, state

thicknesses for the different groups, thickness of cleats,

and size and spacing of nails.

A specification of method for testing textiles was pro-

posed by Committee D-13 on Textile Materials and was
accepted by the society. This is notable for specifying

six testing machines of different capacities for the

test of fabrics of different strengths. The several ma-
cnines, for fabrics of maximum strength ranging from
25 to 650 lb. per inch of width, are limited to capacities

of 50 to 800 lb.

Committee D4 on Road Materials was among the most
active in the presentation of specification and tests.

Four tentative standards were offered for adoption as

standard, and five new tentative tests, one tentative

method of sampling and six tentative specifications were
proposed. In spite of a considerable opposition from

the floor to the proposals affecting concrete all of the

recommendations by the committee were adopted.

The new tentative tests cover a variety of road mater-
ials ranging from specific gravity determinations for

oils, tars, asphalts and pitches to quantity of clay in

various earthy road material. The new tentative speci-

fications cover commercial sizes of broken stone and
broken slag, sand and gravel, specifications for broken
slag for waterbound base and for shovel run slag for

the same purpose and finally for natural or artificial

sand-clay mixtures for highways surfacing. All of the

foregoing were adopted with little or no discussion but
two proposed specifications on concrete grading and
consistency were opposed.

The first of these was preprinted as Proposed Tenta-
tive Specifications for Proportions for Concrete for

Highway Construction and presented, in mandatory
specification form, the various proportions producing a
3,000-lb. concrete as determined by Professor Abrams
at Lewis Institute and as published in Engineering
News-Record, May 13, 1920, p. 964. Before presenta-

tion, however, the committee withdrew the tables in

their specification form and asked permission to print as

an appendix to the report. This was opposed by Richard
L. Humphrey, chairman of committee C-2, who con-

tended that the subject covered was specifically concrete,

though in its application of interest in road construc-
tion, and that therefore publicity should not be given to

the matter without conference with committees C-2 and
C-9 who are more definitely interested in it. The same
argument was made in reference to a proposed tentative

specification for Workability (in the preprints, "Con-
sistency") of Concrete for Concrete Pavements (in the
preprints, "for Highway Construction"). This is in

effect a specification for the "slump" test, and was op-

posed not only on account of jurisdiction of the com-
mittee but also on account of the invalidity of the test.

The committee, however, had foreseen such opposition
and had obtained a ruling from the Executive Com-
mittee to the effect that in this particular case, judgment
must be rendered from the floor. By a vote of approx-
imately 40 to 10 the committee was sustained.

Cement and Concrete

Of great importance in the history of the society and
of the concrete industry is the announcement of Com-
mittee C-1 on Cement that a single American standard
specification for cement is in sight. This has been the

goal of many years of endeavor but complete achieve-

ment has been delayed because of the proposal of the

United States Government Departmental Com.mittee to

specify, to take effect next January, a fineness with a

permissible 20 per cent residue on a 200-mesh screen,

as against the Society standard cf 22 per cent with
a 1 per cent tolerance. In its report this year Com-
mittee C-1 announced that after a conference with the

government committee it recommended that the 1 per

cent tolerance clause be removed from its specification,

the intimation being, though it is not directly stated,

that the government will withdraw its 20 por cent

clause and a universal cement standard will be adopted

in which the required fineness on 200-mesh screen is no

less than 78 per cent.

Committee C-9 on Concrete and Concrete Aggregates
presented three ap^-endices to its report, observations en

the effect of organic impurities on concrete, noted en

p. 1244 of last week's issue, on methods, of making
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compression tests of concrete, and on weight, voids

and consistency. The second of the two noted carries

nearer the specification stage the adoption of compres-

sion tests of concrete. It discusses in some detail such

controversial points as quantity of mixing water, con-

sistency or mobility, and proportioning methods. The

committee announced that a co-operative series of tests

in different laboratories for the study of these contro-

versial matters has been outlined. The committee sub-

mitted three tentative tests.

Committees C-4, Clay and Cement Sewer Pipe; C-3,

Brick; C-7, Lime and C-8, Refractories, reported little

other than the routine specifications noted in the earlier

table, either to be advanced to standards or presented as

tentative. It is noteworthy that C-4 announced that

by letter ballot it had agreed that the specifications for

clay sewer pipe and for cement-concrete sewer pipe bs

presented to the society as separate forms, thus ending

a long dispute. C-11, on Drain Tile, has revised its

Standard Specifications for Drain Tile, although that

standard had been submitted by the society only a

few months ago to the American Engineering Standards

Committee. The revision consists in taking out from

the freezing tests of tile the provisions for previously

boiling the specimen. It has been found that this

practice causes a considerable decrease in the strength

of concretes, even those of some age, and has some

slight adverse effect on clay tile.

Committee C-11, on Gypsum, has been very active, as

the submitted revisions in tentative specifications attest.

In the specifications for gypsum plasters the committee

has made the revisions required by the ruling of the

e-xecutive committee that methods of construction prac-

tice do not come under the authority of the society. The

same ruling caused Committee C-7 on Lime to disband

its subcommittee which was dealing with plastering.

New Committee Work Planned

Steps have been taken to enter into a number of new

lines of standardization work during the coming year.

Petroleum Products are to be considered by the existing

committee on Lubricants, whose scope has been

correspondingly enlarged. The broad subject of met-

allography has been assigned to the former committee

on Magnification Scales for Micrographs. Three new

committees have been organized to study screen wire

cloth, pyrometry, and heavy chemicals. Provision has

been made to formulate and compile the technical

nomenclature of the various subjects with which the

society deals, and to frame definitions of the principal

terms. A new start has been made in standardizing

methods of testing, by a reorganization of the standing

committee on this subject and by arranging for definite

procedure of co-operation between this and the various

committees on special materials.

Requests for the organization of a committee on

standard specifications and tests for sand had been

received, but the society decided that this subject could

better be dealt with by means of conference of the

several committees concerned with sand (such as those

on lime, concrete, gypsum and road materials.

Technical Papers on Materials

While contributions on properties of materials were

not of prominent importance at the present meeting, a

fair amount of new data was presented. A note on rela-

tions between composition and structure of bronze, by

William Campbell, was of exceptional scientific grade.

Data on other materials brought out included: Fig

ures and plotted curves on the strength and ductility

of molybdenum steel, with and without other alloying

metals; figures on the variation of strength of malleable

iron with size of piece and character of surface; fatigue

data on aluminum alloys; proof-test figures on heavy

power-forged ships' chains from the Boston Navy

Yard; elaborate data on strength of plywood; studies

of the relation between seamless and plied tubes in

steam hose; examination of the so-called asphalt con-

tent in road oils and an investigation of the characteris-

tics of steam-distilled petroleum residues.

Observations on Behavior of Materials

Discussing the internally-cracked condition of rails

which has been the center of interest in the study of

transverse fissures auring the past two years, J. E.

Howard gave the results of recent investigations made
ill connection with a bad train wreck, and explained

j
the internal cracks as being the result of shrinkage ^
after hot-sawing. Active discussion developed, in

which, however, the steelmakers' representatives took

no part. Stresses induced by cold rolling of metals

were studied by H. M. Howe and E. C. Groesbeck by

rolling two superimposed strips and measuring the

resulting curvature. The report of these results was

traversed by R. W. Woodward, W. R. Webster and W. C.

Templin, the first-named demonstrating that two thin

strips and one thick one behave differently in cold

rolling.

Concrete behavior was the subject of four papers

which will bear future abstracting. These included a

study of stress-deformation and modulus of elasticity

by G. M. Williams (U. S. Bureau of Standards), a

report on the effect of hydrated lime on the strength

of concrete by D. A. Abrams (Lewis Institute), a

further discussion of the benefits of rodding concrete

by F. E. Giesecke (University of Texas) and report on

a newly discovered relation between the surface-areg

and the bulking of sand by Messrs. Young and Wa!cott

of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario.

The first two received a great deal of discussion, largely

in opposition to the conclusions of the authors.

Testing Instruments and Methods

More than usual time this year was given to the

description and discussion of new types of testing

machines. These include a ductility machine which
weighs the pressure required to produce cupping in

L:heet metal; a high-speed alternating torsion tester,

which utilizes the inertia principle; an automatic elastic

limit recorder of the punch type; an instrument for

measuring the hiding power of paints; a colorimeter

for white pigments; a development of the plastometer
to measure plasticity ; an automatic cement tension

tester which substitutes a liquid under pressure for

the usual shot pressure recording; and an apparatus
for extremely delicate flexure tests.

Several new test methods were also described, among
them a method of determining the weight of zinc coat-

ing on a galvanized finished (shaped) article; a porosity

lest for electrical porcelain, using fuchsine; and an
impact-wear test for road concrete. Studies of the

accuracy of the Deval abrasion test for rock were
reported.
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Lining Irrigation Canals with Con-

crete Without Forms
Permanent Concrete Mortar Lining Economically

and Quickly Placed on Canals in

Southern California

By Francis Cuttle
President, Riverside Water Co., Riverside, Cal.

CONCRETE lining for irrigation canals to prevent

loss by seepage, erosion of the bank, and growth

of vegetation is a measure which on account of the

heavy expense is generally impossible when the con-

crete has to be placed in forms. On the lines of the

Riverside Water Co., at Riverside, Cal., however, for

many years, a plaster concrete mortar lining has been

placed with economy and with succeeding low main-

tenance. The practice of placing the concrete has been

so developed that at the present time it is carried on

OLD UNLINED IRRIGATION CANAL

very rapidly as a routine part of the maintenance of

the system.

It is obvious that a concrete lining 4 or 6 in. thick

of good mortar cast between forms will prevent seepage,

erosion of bank, and will eliminate the growth of vege-

tation; but this is so expensive as to be often prohibi-

tive, particularly in localities

where Irrigation systems are

just beginning and where
there have not as yet been any
returns from the lands.

Twenty-six years ago this

condition led the Riverside

Water Co. to line a section of

one of its canals five miles in

length with a cement-mortar

plaster i-in. thick. This canal

is 12 ft. wide on the bottom

and 4 ft. deep. It has been

subjected to the severe test of

having little water in it dur-

ing the long, dry summers by

reason of the fact that it is at

the tail end of the system, and

being taxed to its utmost

carrying capacity during the

rainy season; yet this canal

today is in good working con-

CANAL BEING I'LOWED UNDER PREPARATOP. i

TO PLACING LINING

dition, and has required only trifling expense for repairs

during the twenty-six years of its existence.

More recently the company has been lining its canals

with a cement-mortar coating 2 in. thick plastered di-

rectly to the prepared bank of the canal without the

use of forms. Eight miles of such a canal lining were

built in 1914 on the line of an old earthen canal of

the company that had been in use for forty years. This

canal has been in use for nearly six years and has

given perfect satisfaction.

It is the present practice of the company to apply

this 2-in. lining to most of its canal revisions. A con-

crete consisting of one part cement, three of sand, and

five of stone passing a l]-in. screen is used.

A special method of preparing the bank is now in

use. First the banks of the old canal are plowed in

with a tractor plow and the loose dirt puddled with

water. The banks of the new canal are then brought

to grade and alignment, the canal being narrowed from
12 ft. on the bottom to about 30 in. on the bottom and
the depth increased from 30 in. to about 4 ft. The
slope of the sides is about i ft. to each foot vertical.

After the plowed and puddled canal has been excavated

roughly to the shape desired iron rods are driven from
the top of the bank to the bottom of the slope desired

for the finished earthen bank. These rods are driven

about 3 ft. apart and arc used as the guides on which

PLACING THE CONCRETE .\!OUTAK LINING
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CUTTING SLOPES WITH VERTICAL KNIFE

a large heavy knife is screeded to slice tiie earth into

a smooth bank of the desired slope and alignment.

This knife is somewhat over 3 ft. in length and is

pushed down the slide slope from the top to cut the

earth as required.

The sand and crushed rock are disposed in piles

about 100 ft. apart along the canal and a concrete

mixer mounted on wheels is moved from pile to pile.

The material is wheeled from the mixer to the point

where work is being done, and shoveled from wheel-

barrows directly on the canal bank. Water for mix-

ing the concrete and spraying the banks both before

and after the concrete or plastered lining is applied is

furnished by laying a pipe along the line of the canal,

water being pumped by gasoline engines.

The concrete is dumped over the side of the bank

as a fairly stiff mix. A stick 2 in. thick is placed on the

prepared bank 3 ft. away from the completed or

rather just laid green concrete. A straight edge is

then laid from this stick to the surface of the green

mortar at the bottom of the canal and is in the hands

of two men. Concrete is then shoveled onto this

straight edge, which is brought up to the top of the

canal filling a section 3 ft. length with the green con-

crete. The stick is then moved farther along the earth

bank and the process repeated. This leaves the con-

crete in a rough form to be finished with a wooden

float.

If the mortar is mixed to a proper consistency, the

banks of the canal wet enough but not too wet, and

applied in the manner above outlined the mortar will

stick to a bank not exceeding Sii in. to 1 ft. slope; if

it is very wet it will slide down, and in the hands of

inexperienced men there may be difficulty in this re-

spect, although with a proper mixture applied in the

above manner little difficultv in placing the lining has

been experienced.

Very rapid progress has been made in linings of this

sort. The old plaster lining was put in, according to

the records, at about 1,000 lin.ft. per day. The new
2-in. thick lining can be built at the rate of 100 ft.

per hour with a gang of men about as shown in one

of the accompanying views.

Common Sense and Engineering

By J. E. Aldred

Mr. Aldred, xvho has been the moving spirit m a num-

ber of the greatest power developments in the United States

and Canada, has established at Johns Hopkins University

a sey-ies of lectures on engineering subjects. The current

series he opened himself with an "Introductorij Address."

The following paragraphs from that address give some

rather frank vieivs of engineers and engineering by one

who represents capital and managing direction rather than

the engineering details of design, cotistruction or main-

tenance.

I am to say something about the common sense in engi-

neering. When we say "common sense," we mean the

application of those fundamental elements of judgment
which have, through usage, come under the homely term
"common sense." It is more difficult to define than to

illustrate. As applied to engineering, it may have no

relation to engineering as such, but it may be of great

importance as related to the application of engineering to

a problem. It is an element which is of importance in

the training of students of engineering because, if kept

constantly before them, it will, in the process of time,

become instinctive in the practice of their profession. It

is difficult to overestimate its importance, because it is

something which may be passed on through an organiza-

tion, and it may have a strong influence on the personnel

of that organization.

It has been my thought that I might best present to you

what is in my mind if I attempted to take you with me
through some of the personal experiences I have had in

connection with engineering matters, beginning about

twenty years ago, when I took up the first large project

which brought me in close contact with engineers and
engineering problems. This took the form of a develop-

ment carried out by the Shawinigan Water and Power Co.

in Canada. When I found that I was to take up this

enterprise, I thought it well to see what work of this char-

acter was being carried out at Niagara Falls and elsewhere.

When I went to Niagara Falls and looked over the two
large plants there—one having been built by the Niagara
Power Co. and the other by a company under the name
of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing
Co.—I was at once impressed by the difference between
these two enterprises.

A Comparison of Two Plants

The plant of the Niagara Power Co. had- been carried

out by the engineers and designers with the effort to make
this a show plant; the beautiful powerhouse was designed

by no less celebrated architects than McKim, Mead & White.

The grounds about the station looked almost like a park,

and in the center of the plot, facing the power station,

was a beautiful bronze flagstaff. The development indi-

cated that an expensive upkeep would be necessary. The
water was brought in from the river in a canal of com-

paratively small capacity, conveyed to the water-wheels

which stood at the bottom of deep pits which had been cut

through the solid rock. The water, discharging from these

wheels at something like 150 ft. below the surface of the

earth, was carried under the city of Niagara Falls in a

tunnel which served as a tailrace, and by means of which
the water was discharged into the Niagara River below

the Falls. Everything about this enterprise indicated a

lavish expenditure and a disregard of economy.
The plant of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and

Manufacturing Co. showed, in every respect, the opposite

inclination. The water was carried in a canal on the

surface of the earth to the edge of a cliff, where it was
taken from a collecting basin by means of penstocks over

the side of the cliff and dovra to the bank of the river,

where powerhouses were built. Here were installed the

water-wheels and generators, and the water, after passing

through the wheels, simply spilled into the river at the

lower level.
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The impression made upon me as the result of examin-
ing these plants was that the engineer who had carried

out the latter development had shown great economy and
common sense in the general way in which he had met the

requirements. I inquired as to who was responsible for

the plant, and met Wallace Johnson, who had carried out

the plans. The result of my visit was that when we were
ready to go on with our work at Shawinigan Falls I called

Mr. Johnson from Niagara Falls to take up the work in

Canada; and that decision I never regretted. In all of

the work carried out by Mr. Johnson there was constantly

in evidence the desire to simplify problems and to apply
sound reasoning and sense to the carrying out of every

part of the work.
Now, to show how important this is—what a far-reach-

ing influence a man may have on his associates. With Mr.
Johnson there came to Canada from Niagara Falls two
young men who quickly attracted my attention by reason

of the fact that they, too, showed in their work an appre-

ciation of the desirability of simplifying problems and
applying to those problems calm and sane reasoning. It

is enough to say that one of those men is now the head

of the Engineering Department of the Pennsylvania Water
and Power Co. and the other is the general manager of

the Shawinigan Water and Power Co. in Canada.

Mind you, I do not for a moment mean to convey the

impression that these qualities which we designate as "com-
mon sense" and "reason" will stand alone. They must
necessarily be accompanied by technical training and the

brain and ability, without which no man may rise to a

dominating position in his profession. But the value of

association of those men with that first man who was picked

out among engineers as a man who more nearly answered

the description of a safe and sane man, of sound judgment
and common sense, has been of inestimable value to the

men I have mentioned.

$1,000,000 Was Saved

The next large development in Canada with which I

was associated was the development of Cedars Rapids, in

the St. Lawrence River, and this furnishes a good example

of how common sense and reason applies to a large under-

taking. The Cedars Rapids development consisted of turn-

ing one section of the river bank into a huge canal which,

skirting the rapids at this point in the river, gives at the

lower end of the canal, under a head of about 30 ft., a

large volume of water. When we came to the construction

of this project we found it difficult to get contractors to

make a reasonable bid for the work by reason of the fact

that a good deal of the ground they would require to

operate on was under water. After calling in some of the

principal concerns in the country we decided that it would

be advisable to carry out this work ourselves. We laid

out the plant and uncovered the area, exposing the bottom

of the river, and after we had put the thing in shape so

that everything was visible to the naked eye, we brought

in a contracting firm in whom we had confidence to do

the work.
It is enough to tell you that this method of carrying out

this work resulted in a saving of over a million dollars,

as against the best price we had from any contracting

concern in the country. After we had worked on the Cedars

Rapids for a year and a half, we saw signs of distress on

the part of the contractors. They were working on the

basis of so much a yard for earth, rock and concrete. They

were good men and competent, and we went to them and

asked them how they were getting on. And they finally

confessed that it looked as if they would have two years'

work for nothing. This was not a desirable situation. We
had a year's work ahead of us to finish this plant and to

put it in operation to m.eet the requirements of the city

of Montreal. I said: "We will put an auditor on your

books, and if your statement is correct we will make a

new arrangement with you." We very quickly ascertained

that they had told us the truth, so I worked out a proposition

whereby they would be assured a profit of $150,000. We
then said: "Now, go ahead with the work; keep the prices

that you have been working under and see what you can

do in the end. If you make any saving over and above
the $i.00,000 that we are giving you a.s a profit we will

divide it with you."
They worked up to such a degree of speed and efficiency

—

and they were employing between two and three thousand
men—that during the next year it was perfectly wonderful
to see the work go on. The net result was they not only
saved the $150,000 that we agreed to give them as a profit,

but they saved $75,000 additional, which we divided with
them. In other words, the comm.on .sense policy applied to
this undertaking cost us not one cent, but it resulted in a
saving to us and the contractors' making $187, .500.

I well remember when I first heard of the work which
was to be carried on in the development of power on the
Susquehanna River. A friend of mine told me of a visit

he had made to the work and described the manner in

which it was being carried on. He was familiar with the
economical system we employed in our work in Canada,
and he was setting up this Susquehanna River work as a
sample of the opposite kind of management. After he
had described the undertaking and the character of its

plans for the carrying out of the work, I said: "Well,
we may have an opportunity of taking it over some day."
I little realized at the time the seriousness of that state-
ment, but three years later I was appointed receiver for
the company. I brought down and put in charge of the
completion of this work—the plant was about 50 per cent
completed—one of the young men I previously referred to
as having come to Canada with Mr. Johnson, and he carried
out this huge undertaking—in sole charge of the engineer-
ing work—with the "net result that the completed plant
was at least 25 per cent better than it would have been in

accordance with the original plans, and at a cost of some-
thing over a million dollars less than the amount which
we had provided for him to do the work.

How Foolish Engineers Can Be

To illustrate how foolish engineers can be, I will tell

you of one detail in connection with this plant on the Sus-
quehanna River. We found, according to the original plans,
that provision was made that the transformer house should
stand on a bridge and that the cooling coils for the trans-
formers should be submerged in the tail-race (this was a
water-saving device), under the arches of this bridge. Well,
as you know, these cooling coils have hundreds of joints,

any one of which is liable to leak, and the only way to get
at these cooling coils to make a repair was by putting on
a diver's suit and going down under the bridge. The ab-
surdity of such a scheme must be evident to anyone, yet
this was a scheme devised by one of the well-known engi-

neers in this country.

Now, a word as to the penalty for not applying reason
and sense to engineering undertakings. In consideiing this,

please keep in mind that a substantial percentage of the
great enginaering works undertaken are initial failures.

I suppose you hardly realize that, but I know it to be true
from a survey made of the principal engineering under-
takings in this country and outside, and if it were neces-

sary—but I think it would be inadvisable—I could give

you a list of thousands of huge engineering undertakings in

this country that have been substantial failures.

Personally I have seen hundreds ot reports on water-
power projects, but I have never yet seen an unfavorable
report. So far as I am personally concerned, there is no
such thing. To consider the seriousness of this, I will give
you a specific instance that I know of aboat a company
(which shall be nam?less) which cari'ied out a lai-ge water-
power development on this continent on the strength of a
report by one of the three or four best-known engineering
concerns in America. That enterprise involved an initial

expenditui-e of over seven million dollars. The report set

forth that the company could develop an initial 100,000-hp.

capacity, and eventually could develop as much ns 400,000-hp.
capacity. The company has been in operation for ten years
now and it has never in any one year developed 20,000-hp.

capacity. What about it? Here is a report of a reputable
(suppo-sedly), well-known, eminent engineering concern, on
the strength of which report people made an investment
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of millions of dollars. Lost! And any man with sound
common sense and any knowledge of the business could

have said right at the start that it would be lost.

What does it mean? It means that a lot of lads sitting-

in a drafting: room down in New York designed, subject

to a report which they had from some of their superiors,

I suppose, a plan to generate electricity by means of w^ater-

power under conditions with which they were unfamiliar.

They had only surface knowledge, but they wanted to do

a job. Engineers always want to do a job of work. They
never turn down a job; but what is the net I'esult? The
loss of millions of dollars in the course of a work that

would do an indefinite amount of harm to other similar

enterprises that may be suggested for years to come.

I urg:e the necessity of bringing to bear upon the student

of engineering the influences that will tend to make him
more practical and constantly have in mind that an engi-

neering project must check up, not only from the stand-

point of the technical and the desirable, but from the

standpoint of the reasonable and the desirable, and that

the student must cultivate this habit of considering his work
from the standpoint of "common sense."

Locating' an Underground Water Supply by
Water Worn Gravel Clues

By F. S. Tainter
Consulting Engineer, 60 Wall Street, New York City

DEPOSITS of a peculiar gravel found in a deep test

trench was the clue successfully followed by the

writer in locating an ample source of water supply for

the Government Proving Ground at Aberdeen, Md., in

1917, after it had become evident that neither surface

or shallow underground water of sufficient quality and

quantity were available. This gravel was composed of

conglomerate quartz combined with hard slate of vary-

ing colors, all much water worn.

Similar gravel was found at a depth of 80 ft. at a

well being sunk at another point. Inquiries disclosed

the fact that the same gravel had been encountered at

a well previously sunk on the reservation. A range

was then established, a profile showing surface and

known sub-surface conditions was drawn and another

well ordered sunk. All existing maps were studied and

the gravel already mentioned was compared with

samples from various points beneath the bed of the

Susquehanna River. The writer also recollected that

while building a dam across the New York fork of

the Susquehanna River at Colliers, N. Y., 22 miles

distant, he had encountered a similar gravel.

Reasoning from the data thus accumulated, a

hypothetical line some two miles long was staked out

and nine wells sunk along it. At an average depth

of 140 ft., in beds of coarse sand and th*e Susquehanna

gravel, these wells yielded some 300 gal. per minute

each, but two other test wells, sunk only 125 ft. to

the right and to the left of the line, produced less

than 40 gal. The water was potable, and required no

softening for boiler-feed use.

A careful revisional study of the entire development,

supplemented by color tests upon the wells themselves,

confirmed the writer in believing that the locations were

along the channel of an old Susquehanna delta. At a

point some 44 miles upstream from Havre de Grace

is a rock barrier, on which lies a sand and gravel

bottom capable of filtering through to any existing

subterranean channels a practically inexhaustible sup-

ply of water, which, led gradually to lower levels

between two heavy strata of clay, makes its way to the

sea under pi^essure through ancient water courses.

Concrete Base Repaired With
Precast Slabs

Patches in Good Condition After Five Years' Use

—

Method Considered Practicable in

Original Construction

By Charles B. Dugan
Engineer, National Steel Fabric Co., Chicago

AN EXPERIENCE in precasting concrete slabs for

. repairing pavement base, although it is old, is of

interest in view of the plan now being considered by

the Wyoming highway department for constructing a

concrete road of precast slabs. With this experience

as evidence, it is believed that precast slab construction

is entitled to consideration where local conditions make
especially difficult the ordinary methods of molding the

pavement in place, or where the last possible interrup-

tion of traffic is demanded.

CAST SLABS LAID AND JOINTS PILLED

Due to improper curing and, more especially to

the faulty grading of aggregates, numerous failures

occurred in widely scattered spots over some 45 mi.

of concrete pavement laid under the direction of the

California Highway Commission, during tVie years 1913

and 1914 and on a trunk route, where the original

traffic was more than tripled by the attraction of the

improved highway. This particular stretch of pavement
was laid without expansion joints and the failures

occurred generally in the middle of the pavement and

immediately adjacent to transverse contraction cracks.

Mechanical tests for abrasion, and observation of the

extent of ravel at these weaknesses, very closely defined

the ultimate dimensions of the failure and after a care-

ful analysis of the extent and cost of replacements,

the author conceived the idea of precasting concrete

inlays at a central maintenance yard, where the mixing

and curing could be effected more thoroughly and with

much greater economy, due to the reduced overhead

cost and the concentration of labor into a single, effi-

cient gang.

At first the slabs were cast in an irregular trapezoidal

shape to fit best the needs of an individual replacement.

This plan was quickly abandoned in favor of a uniform

size inlay, 18 x 36 in., and 25 per cent greater in

thickness than the original pavement. The larger,

irregular shaped slabs had the disadvantage of being

awkward to handle and of requiring special forms. They

also had to be marked with station numbers and loaded

in numerical order to insure delivery to their particular

locations on the work.
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POURING AND SPREADING ASPHALTIC OIL

The stock size of inlay permitted of a standard form,

which was developed with a flat bottom and with hinged
sides, kept in position by ordinary hasps. The lumber
used was all surfaced and tightly joined, and was rubbed
down with crude oil on the inner faces of the form
previous to bfeing put in use. Excellent results were
obtained in a clean-cut, close-grained product and in

a long life for the forms. Loops of No. 4 soft iron wire

were' cast into the slabs toward each end and allowed

to project about 4 in. The inlays were dyked and kept

under water for two weeks, and, after drying out for

an additional ten days, were lifted by means of a

2-in. pipe slipped through the wire loops, and loaded

into a 5-ton truck. Abrasion during transit was avoided

by using 1 x 4-in. strips for separation.

These slabs were delivered in estimated numbers
alongside of the concrete to be replaced. The opening

in the concrete was cut out to eliminate all chalky

material and was then trimmed back to a vertical face

to accept the necessary number of inlays. The sub-

grade was reduced to permit of placing the inlays flush

to grade, and, if spongy, it was excavated and backfilled

with graded rock compacted to a maximum degree by
heavy tampers. A 1-in. sand cushion completed the

foundation. Painting the sides of each block just before

it was finally seated insured the best possible bond

and a thorough penetration when the mastic filler was
poured into the joints upon completion of the repair.

The wire loops served as a means of raising and lower-

ing the blocks to eliminate any unevenness in the sand

cushion and to bring the surface to a straight-edge

grade. They were cut off flush when their purpose had

been served.

The accompanying illustrations show a single installa-

tion of four inlays with the mastic filler poured. They

also indicate the method of replacing the §-in. asphaltic

oil cushion with which this particular section of pave-

ment was covered.

This method of repair was put in operation in the

fall of 1914 and during the season of 1915, and recent

inquiries about the condition of the work indicate its

success.

Free Engineering Advice
Speaking on "Some Problems of the Practising En-

gineer," before the Oregon Chapter of the American
Association of Engineers, John W. Cunningham, of Barr
& Cunningham, engineers, of Portland, made the follow-

ing comment on the giving of "free" engineering advice:
Engineers have from time to time, registered a com-

plaint against the giving of "free" engineering advice by
governmental departments and notably by departments of
the colleges and universities. Actuated by a commendable
but misdirected idea of public service, these departments
have gradually extended their functions until they cut in

appreciably on the opportunities for the engineer in private
practice. The United States Department of Agriculture and
the associated state extension departments have been par-
ticular offenders in this respect. Originally they were
intended to help the farmer in his chicken raising, fertiliza-

tion, control of pests, and similar problems. Now they pre-

pare complete engineering reports on drainage, irrigation

and power development, and t^ach the farmer to lay the
grades for his ditches, select and install his pumps and elec-

tric plants and design his bridges, and buildings, everything
free for the asking.

The writer sees no objection to college and university
professors undertaking outside engineering work in their

spare time. They should, however, charge for it in propor-
tion to their experience and the responsibility assumed.
Such work is both legitimate and desirable to broaden the

practical experience of engineering teachers and is only
detrimental to practicing engineers when services are given
without charge or fee or for a disproportionately low fee.

Free engineering advice by manufacturers and material

men should be opposed most strenuously by professional

engineers. The field of the practising mechanical and elec-

trical engineers is especially affected by the activities of

the machinery manufacturers and their agents. The pump
salesman tells the intending purchaser, "You don't need an
engineer; just fill out this blank and we will tell you what
machine to select and how to install it." The back pages
of catalogs have become veritable text-books on engineer-

ing. The structural engineer must meet the competition of

the free engineering advice by steel maniifacturers and
sellers of reinforcing metal.

The sad part of it all is that this "free" engineering ad-
vice is never in reality free. Where by public departments,
it benefits a few at the expense of the general taxpayer.

Where it comes from manufacturers or their agents, it

enters inevitably into the price paid for the commodity.
Free services are usually casual and free advice is poor
counsel, and really most costly. The camouf.age should be
exposed, and those bodies which are supposed to represent

engineers should stamp such activities as unprofessional.

COVERING ASPHALTIC OIL WITH SCREENINGS

Unfair Competition

A form of competition quite difficult for the practis-

ing engineer to meet is that of the man entirely com-

petent in his line and regularly employed on a salary,

who takes occasional outside jobs for evening or extra

work. The right to undertake such work cannot be dis-

puted, but the man who uses this right should not by

a reduction of legitimate fees, injure the practice of

that other engineer, who has office rent, stenographic

services, and other overhead charges to consider before

he can count his actual profits.

—

John W, Cunningham in

a paper before the Oregon Chapter, A. A. E,
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Method of Estimating Sewer Construction Costs
Diagrams Based on Average Gang Performance—Costs Tabulated for Quick Reference—Typical

Gangs and Average Machine Outputs

By George C. D. Lenth
Assistant Oliiof Engrinoor, Sewer Division, Cliieaj;!)

Dl'RING the past year, when prices and wages have
varied from week to week, it has been necessary

continually to revise estimates for sewer construction.

To expedite this task various short cut methods have

been successfully employed. Their use is particularly

advantageous in making estimates for work which in-

volves the use of excavating machines. Fundamental
to these methods is a thorough knowledge of the average

performance of gangs in accomplishing given tasks in a

unit of time, usually a day. Such performance records,

based on data collected over a long period, are presented.

From them diagrams have been constructed and cost

tables prepared which have a wide utility to engineers

and contractors.

The shortage of labor makes it necessary to employ

machinery whei'ever it is practicable. In many instances

machinery must be used if the work is to be completed,

even if the cost is as great as, or is greater than, hand
work. The estimator, therefore, requires definite knowl-

edge of the crew necessary for each operation and a

reasonable knowledge of the performance of ecjuipment.

Under the classification of endless-belt machines are
included such trench excavators as the P. & H., the

Austin, the Parsons, the Buckeye and the Bucyrus. Ma-
chine performance and construction crews average about
as follows:

Excavator Crew—For steam-operated trench exca-

vators the following crew is necessary: One foreman,
one hoisting engineer, one fireman, one laborer supply-

ing coal and water, two laborers loading the machine,

one bracer, two laborers aiding the bracer, one bottom
man grading ditch, and one watchman ; making a crew
of twelve. At the present time (May, 1920) the cost

of operating a machine of this type in Chicago and
vicinity is $120 per 8-hr. day, including the above crew,

fuel, depreciation, repairs and interest on the invest-

ment. When the rate of progress of the machine is

known or determined by experience, the unit cost of

800

OK 4.0 4.51.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Cubic Ycirds per Foot of Trench

DIAflRAJM 1—FOU I'^STIiMATINC. rUOGKE.SS OF HKWBR EXCAVATION WITH TRENCH EXCAVATORS
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excavation and bracing, exclusive of timber, is readily

obtained. In this connection the estimator should bear

in mind that it is the daily average performance over

a period of v^^eeks or even months that m'.st be used

in order to be safe. Manufacturers often overstate, or

give maximum rates of the output, of their equipment,

rather than the average rates.

In the glacial clays of northern Illinois and southern

Wisconsin the average rate of excavation per hour, under

good condition, is as follows: Depth of excavation less

than 8 ft., from 50 to 60 cu.yd. ; depth of excavation less

than 12 ft., from 40 to 50 cu.yd.; depth of excavation

less than 16 ft., from 25 to 35 cu.yd.

Pipelaying Crew—The force ordinarily necessary to

lay tile pipe, following an excavating machine, is as

follows: One mason, one tender, one laborer lowering

pipe, one cement mixer and carrier and four laborers

covering sewer pipe and removing sheeting and braces.

The cost of pipe laying, exclusive of materials, is $68

per 8-hr. day. The unit cost of pipe laying can be readily

determined when the rate of progress of the excavating

machine is fixed.

Manhole Crew—The force ordinarily needed to build

the manholes, catchbasins, etc., is as follows: One

mason, one tender to mason, two laborers and one cement

mixer and carrier. The cost of bricklaying on man-

holes and catchbasins is $44 per 8-hr. day for 4,000

bricks laid, or $11 per thousand of brick.

Backfilling Crew—The force used in backfilling the

sewer trench is generally one hoisting engineer and two

laborers. The cost of backfilling is $30 per 8-hr. day.

including the above crew, fuel, depreciation, repairs and

interest on the investment. If it be assumed that a No.

10 Parsons or a small Austin backfiller, on a 300-cu.yd.

basis, is used, the unit cost per yard is 10c.

Mason Crew—If the sewer is to be constructed of

brick of an internal diameter varying from 21 ft. to

Vi ft., the force needed is as follows: Two masons, one

tender to masons, one cement mixer and carrier, two

brick tossers, one brick wheeler and one form setter.

The cost of bricklaying is 80 per 8-hr. day, and the

cost of laying a thousand brick will vary from $24 on a

21-ft. double-ring brick sewer to $19 on a 4i-ft., double-

ring brick sewer.

When sewers or conduits are to be constructed in

trenches whose outside dimension exceeds 78 in., ma-
chines of the shovel type, such as steam shovels, drag-

line excavators and keystone excavators are employed

for the excavation. The shovel spans the trench exca-

vated, and is carried on suitable timbers properly braced.

It is moved on rollers with the aid of the hoisting engine

on the shovel and a cable and dead-man ahead. The
rate of progress varies from 60 to 100 cu.yd. per hour,

with an average performance of 70 cu.yd. in good soil.

The force necessary on steam shovels is as follows:

One foreman, one engineer, one cranesman, one fireman,

four bracers, four tenders and bracers, two bottom men
trimming ditch, one laborer for supplying coal, water,

etc., and one watchman. The cost of operating a steam

shovel in Chicago and vicinity is $200 per 8-hr. day, due

allowance being made for fuel, depreciation, repairs and

interest on the investment.

Cubic Yards per Foot of Trench

DIAGRAM 2—FOR ESTIMATING PROGRESS OK SEWER EXCAVATION WITH STEAM SHOVELS
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In the above units the rate of wages of sewer brick-

layers is $1.50 per hour, and the average rate of wages

xor sewer laborers is $1 per hour.

Unit costs having been established, Diagrams 1 and 2

illustrate the methods of establishing the progress per

day. This progress is controlled by the speed of the

excavating machine; after this has been determined

the organization of the construction forces can be

planned.

On Diagram 1 for machines of the endless belt type,

the depth of cut is plotted along the right margin; the

diagonal lines marked 15 in. to 42 in. are the widths

of trench dug by machines of this type, and the diagonal

lines marked 2 ft. to 6 ft. are the widths of trench

necessary for double-ring brick sewers of the respective

internal diameters; the curves marked 100 to 1,200 indi-

cate the rate of yardage per day; the cubic yards per

foot of trench are plotted along the lower margin and

the lineal feet of trench excavated are plotted along the

left margin.

Use of Diagrams

To illustrate the use of Diagram 1, assume a 24-in.

tile pipe sewer with a 12-ft. cut. The width of trench

to be dug in this case will be 36 in. Along the right

margin of the diagram is indicated the cut or depth of

excavation. Following the 12-ft. line horizontally to

where it intercepts the diagonal line marked 36 in., and

projecting this point of intersection vertically, the exca-

vation is found to be 1.35 cu.yd. per foot of trench.

Excavating machines of this type will average 300 cu.yd.

per day in a 12-ft. cut. From where the vertical line

1.35 cu.yd. per foot intercepts the curve marked 300,

project the point of intersection horizontally to the left

and the rate of progress found is 230 ft. of trench per

8-hr. day.

Diagram 2 is constructed on the same principle as

Diagram 1. The group of diagonal lines marked 10 ft.

to 14-h ft. (internal diameter) are the widths of trench

necessary for circular brick sewers having four rings

of brick laid edgewise, making the total width of the

trench at the springing line approximately 2]; ft. greater

than the internal diameter. Similarly in the group indi-

cated 62 ft. to 91 ft., the width at the springing line

is the internal diameter of the sewer plus three rings

of brick laid edgewise, which is approximately 2 ft., and

in the group indicated 2 ft. to 6 ft, the width at the

springing line, is the internal diameter of the sewer

plus two rings of brick laid edgewise, which is approxi-

mately 1.5 ft. Tn constructing this chart, allowance has

been made for the sloping of the sides of the trench due

to excavating with a machine of the steam shovel type.

In excavating with a machine of the endless belt type

the walls or sides of the trench are practically vertical.

To illustrate the use of Diagram 2, assume an 8-ft.

brick sewer with a 20-ft. cut. Along the right margin

of the diagram is indicated the cut. Following the 20-ft.

line horizontally to where it intercepts the diagonal line

marked 8 ft. and projecting this point of intersection

vertically the excavation is found to be 7.6 cu.yd. per

foot of trench. Excavating machines of this type will

average 800 cu.yd. per day. From where the vertical

line 7.6 cu.yd. per foot intercepts the curve marked 800,

project the point of intersection horizontally to the left,

and the rate of progress found is 105 ft. of trench per

8-hr. day.

With the above unit costs and the foregoing explana-

tion of the use of Diagrams 1 and 2, the contractor is

in a position to use the cost computation form shown.

This form is valuable because it enumerates most of

the items affecting the cost of work. A list of this kind

often prevents the omission of important items.

The first twelve items constitute the basic informa-

tion needed for the making of an estimate, the money

items of which are numbered from 12 to 36. Items 1,

2 and 12 are the known data; items 3 and 11 are ob-

tained from Diagrams 1 and 2; item 4 is the actual

sewer displacement of the finished construction ; item 5

is the difference between item 4 and item 3, which is

the amount of the backfilling; item 6 is obtained by

computation or from a table of quantities ; items 7 and 8

are self-explanatory; item 9 is the feet of hand excava-

tion required to be done, such as the hand excavation

at the start of the job, adjacent to sewers intercepted,

etc.; item 10 is to indicate the number of times the

machinery must be taken down and the cost of this

entered in one of the blank spaces as 32.

Diagrams 1 and 2 have other uses. The writer has

used them quite successfully as a superintendent in

charge of construction work on sewer and water sys-

tems. Daily reports were received of the average cut

( 1) Diameter (internal horizontal)

(2) Depth of rut in feet

( 3) Total yardage
( 4) Surplus yardage .

(5) Net yardage
(6) Masonry per foot

(7) Cost per unit—material

(8) Cost per unit—placing

(9) Feet of hand excavation
(10) Subways, elevated roads, etc

(I I) Rate of progress

( 1 2) Length

( 1 3) Excavation—hand
(14) Excavation—machine
( 1 5) Excavation—surplus

(16) Backfilling

( 1 7) Removal of pavements
( 18) Sheeting and bracing

( 1 9) Pumping
(20) Materials
(21) Cost of placing
(22) Forms—square feet

(23) Steel—pounds
(24) Reconnection of house drains.

(25) Reconnection of sewers
(26) Reconnection of catchbasins..

(27) Reconnection of service pipes.

(28) Water mains
(29) Gas mains
(30) Conduits
(31) Car tracks
(32)

(33)
(34) Insurance
(35) Overhead, profit, etc

(36) Total.

Use for estimate.

COST COMPUTATION FORM FOR SEWER CONSTRUCTION

and the performance of each type of excavating ma-
chine, and a ready method was necessary to ascertain

whether or not the particular machine in question was
performing at a loss or a profit. A base curve was used

on the diagram, below which curve the machine was
operating at a loss and above which the machine was
operating at a profit. The report was received that

machine No. 1 excavated 300 ft. of trench 12 ft. cut,

42-in. width of trench. From the diagram the excava-

tion is 1.55 cu.yd. per foot and the rate of the machine

460 cu.yd. per day. The cost per cubic yard on the

basis of $120 is 26c. In Chicago, where there are from

eight to twelve excavating machines operating on as

many jobs, with the average cut and other data known,

by means of the chart the writer has thus kept records

of cost and performance for each machine.
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Electrolytic Sewage Treatment

A Half Century of Invention and Promotion

By Robert Hall Craig,
Sanitary Engineer for Water Supply, Construction Division of the

Army, Wasliinglon, D. C.

FIFTY years ago C. F. Kirkham, in British patent

2,653 (dated 1870) proposed a filtration process for

sewage treatment but suggested : "That on its way to

the filters the liquid should pass through a receptacle

in which are a number of zinc and copper plates by

which arrangement a continuous current of electricity

is made to pass through the sewage water and will

materially, aid in freeing it from its manurial prop-

erties." From that time until this, as the following

review shows, inventors have busied themselves with

attempts to perfect an electrolytic process of sewage

treatment, generally by direct action on the sewage but

in several cases by the production of hypochlorites from

a solution of common salt, the hypochlorites to be

added immediately to the sewage being treated.

In 1873, F. H. Atkins (British Patent 556) proposed

to "apply galvanic action, magnetic action, or electrical

action to filtering apparatus, reservoirs or tanks for the

purpose of precipitating organic matters or impurities

held in suspension or solution in the water or other

liquids." He arranged plates in the tanks and passed

electric current through the liquid by using the plates

as electrodes.

In 1874, E. H. C. Monckton (British Patent 265) pro-

posed to use "electrified channels for purifying sewage

or to drive ozonized water [ozonized it would seem by

electrical action] into sewage." He likewise proposed

to employ windmills to generate electricity which may
be used for treating sewage.

Reviewing the subject in 1888, J. W. Slater, in his

book on "Sewage Treatment, Purification and Steriliza-

tion" stated that "The action of the electric currents

on polluted waters remains to be studied. Laboratory

experiments hold out hopes but on a large scale they

may prove costly." In a later chapter he states that

"another agent recommended is electricity, generally in

combination with other processes or agencies." From
experiments on a small scale, the writer [Slater] is dis-

posed to conclude that imperfect effluents from any kind

of process might thus be brought to a high degree of

purity. On the question of working costs it is difficult

to decide but probably where there exists a fall of water,

or other inexpensive means of turning a dynamo-electric

machine, the process might be practicable."

In 1889, William Webster of England conducted ex-

periments with his patented process in which he passed

an electric current through the sewage, using iron or

aluminum electrodes. He called attention to the oxidiz-

ing and precipitating effect of electrolysis and told of

the probability of the production of hypochlorites.

Later Hermite of France developed the idea of the

formation of hypochlorites from the electrolysis of salt

solutions. At Ipswich, England, the Hermite proees.s

was used, where the liquid hypochlorite was run into

the main sewer. This was abandoned in 1905 after

about ten years operation because the results obtained

were not commensurate with the cost.

In 1893, at Brewster, N. Y., the Woolf process of

producing hypochlorites from a solution of common salt

was applied on a small scale to sewage. Soon afterward

a much larger Woolf plant was built at Danbury, Conn.,

but in 1895 the latter place was enjoined from discharg-

ing the effluent from this treatment plant into the Still

River and filtration was adopted in its place. Practically

the same process was used in Bombay in 1897, but

abandoned after four months' trial, it being found that

the same amount of free chlorine could be obtained

from "chloride of lime," at one-half the cost. CFolwell's

"Seweiage.")

Fuller, in his "Sewage Disposal" C1912), after men-
tioning the Webster, Hermite and Woolf processes, .says

"electrolytic treatment for the formation of hypochlor-

ites is not sufficiently certain to recommend its regular

use."

The Harris process of employing electricity was
tested on the Passaic River water in 1893. The system
was again tested by Fuller, in 1896, at Louisville, Ky.,

on the Ohio River water for the purpose of "coagulating

and purifying the muddy Ohio River water." The con-

clusion reached at that time was that the process accom-
plished little along the lines of oxidation but that it did

have merit as a means of coagulating the water prelim-

inary to subsidence and filtration.

This Harris-magneto process was installed at Santa
Monica, Cal., and was later modified to conform to

patents taken out Aug. 2, 1910, by L. G. Lautzerihiser

and C. P. Chandler, which patents were an improvement
on the Webster process. Because of the rapid decom-
position of the upper edge of the iron plates copper

strips were placed on these edges and provisions made
for reversing the electric current so that wear on plates

would be even. It is this company's plants in Oklahoma
which were described by J. A. Evans, Engineer State

Department of Health of Oklahoma, in Engineering
News-Record, Jan. 15, 1920, as being practically all

shut down.

The writer did some experimental work for the

Electro-Sanitation Co. of East Palestine, Ohio, in the

winter of 1914-15 at New Brighton, Pa. The process

used was that of the Lautzenhiser patents. Experiments
were conducted on normal sanitary sewage after it had
been allowed to flow through a two-stoiy settling tank

which gave a retention period of \l hours. The first

set of experiments showed a treatment cost for electricity

alone at the rate of 3c. per kw.-hr. of $6.58 and the

second set of $4.16 per 1,000,000 gal. These costs do
not include labor or deterioration of plates, interest OD
investment, etc., but merely cost of current.

The general conclusions drawn from the results Oi

these tests and from those of Prof. Turley, J. E. Welker
and others are as follows

:

Advantages— (a) Average reduction total bacteri"

on nutrient agar at 37.5 deg. C, 82.2 per cent, (b)

Average reduction of B. Coli, 92.2 per cent, (c) Pro-

duces ferric hydroxide which aids in coagulation, sedi-

mentation and clarification of the treated sewage, (d)

Liberates nascent o.xygen which destroys bacteria and

effects partial oxidation of the organic matter, (e")

Requires low .'ewage head to operate, not more than a

foot. ( f ) Resultant stabilitj^ is fairly high, (g) Odors
are not noticeable.

Limitations— i a) Must be preceded by unit, either

fine screens, plain sedimentation or an Imhaff tank, which
will remove the suspended matter in order to permit the

electric machine to satisfactorily operate. If solid sus-

pended matters go through the machine they will
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receive only an external treatment, (b) Septic sewage

cannot be run into the machine, (c) Production of

ferric hydrate results in deterioration of iron plates,

necessitating renewal of electrodes, (d) Requires care-

ful and experienced operation with constant expert

chemical and bacterial control, (e) Oxidation is not

sufficient under regular operation.

The Landreth process, in which lime is used in con-

junction with the electrolytic action, is described as

having the following fundamentals: "(1) The produc-

tion of nascent oxygen and hydrogen by the electrolysis

of sewage previously rendered caustic, preferably with

calcium hydroxide; the caustic inducing electrode pas-

sivity by the formation of an oxide film, and also acting

as a precipitant. (2) Removal of the electrode accre-

tions while producing nascent oxygen and hydrogen by

electrolysis with electrodes rendered passive in the pre-

vious process followed by the addition of a caustic

precipitation such as calcium hydroxide. (3) Alternate

application of the above processes as occasion demands,

to produce nascent oxygen and hydrogen and maintain

the electrodes in a passive condition."

An experimental Landreth plant was operated at

Elmhurst, L. I., in 1914. A test plant was installed at

Decatur, 111., to treat starch waste and gas plant and

packing house wastes. An experimental plant was in-

stalled at Easton, Pa., in 1918. Phillipsburg, N. J., and

Allentown, Pa., are installing plants of this type and

should conclusively show the results of this combination

of electrolysis with lime treatment.

The Bull process, in which an electrolytic cell with

graphite electrodes is used to produce perchloride of

iron by electrolysis of a salt solution and by passing

through iron borings the chlorine and hydrochloric acid

formed has not been developed commercially. Caustic

soda is a byproduct.

It does not appear that the electrolytic processes will

supplant the treatment of sewage by the natural biolog-

ical processes, such as in septic tanks and filters.

Government Standardization in Building Field

If standard specifications could be prepared and

agreed upon in a much larger number of cases than

has yet been done, it would greatly facilitate the work
of architects and builders. And if building methods

and the requirements of city building codes could be

thoroughly studied and revised this also would aid in

reducing building costs. It seems probable that hun-

dreds of millions of dollars could be saved within a few

years if a comprehensive and intelligent study were

made of all phases of building including fire prevention

and the plumbing, heating, lighting, and hardware equip-

ment of buildings. It would also reduce the cost of

repairs and maintenance of these buildings; partly

because deterioration would be slower and failure would

be less frequent, and partly because repairs would be

easier and cheaper to make. The government would do

only a portion of this work of research and standardiza-

tion, as many engineering societies, industrial organi-

zations and manufacturers would co-operate. But the

government should take the lead, and do an important

part of the research work, and nothing which the gov-

ernment could do would be more useful and constructive

or would be more appreciated by the building industries

and the public.—From an address by E. B. Rosa, chief

physicist, Bureau of Standards, on "The Economic Im-

portance of the Scientific Work of the Government."

Experience with PrecastRevetment
Block on a Dam

Grouting Relaid Blocks with Long Joints Up and
Down Slopes Eflfects Repairs Which

Withstand Heaviest Storms

WIND velocities of 72 miles per hour accompanying
the heaviest storms have been successfully with-

stood by the revetment of grouted precast concrete

blocks on the slopes of the Belle Fourche dam of the

U. S. Reclamation Service. The repairs which had to

be made before a stable protection against wave action

was obtained and which amounted to making the slopes

an unbroken monolith by the grouting of the joints,

are described in the Mny Reclamation Record by B. E.

Hayden, project manager. Belle Fourche Project.

The revetment on the face of the dam as originally con-

structed consisted of concrete blocks 6i ft. x 5 ft. and 8 in.

deep, laid on the 2 to 1 slope, and blocks of the .same size

but 6 in. deep laid on the 1^ to 1 slope. At the bottom of

the slope the revetment is supported by a footing of wooden
piles and a concrete wall. A parapet wall 2 ft. high runs
along the top of the revetment. The blocks were cast at

the Snoma gravel pit 6J miles away on the river bank and
were transported to the dam on a narrow-gage railway
built for that purpose. The foundation for the revetment
consists of a 2-ft. layer of gravel, the top foot of which is

screened and the lower foot pit run carrying an excess of

sand. From about El. 2,977 to the top of the dam the bed
is only 1 ft. thick and consists of screened gravel. Blocks
were laid with close-fitting joints although not pointed.

Horizontal joints were continuous; vertical joints were
broken.

On April 14, 1912, a characteristic seasonal storm occur-

red, lasting for several hours, with what was estimated
to be a 60-mi. wind from the northwest, driving squarely
against the face of the dam. When the storm had sub-

sided so that an examination could be made it was found
that 230 blocks were dislodged and breaches made in the

pavement at various points between stations 29 and 42.

The water surface at the time of the storm stood at El.

2,959, or 16 ft. below capacity.

Briefly, the method of repair followed was to refill the

breaches with gravel, relay the disturbed blocks 6 to 8 in.

below grade, and finish with a continuous layer of concrete

to grade. The concrete was reinforced and anchored to the

blocks below.

It was decided that all blocks in the "danger zone,"

(thirteen to twenty-fifth course—there are 29 courses in

all) should be secured by filling all horizontal joints with
grout and by drilling ll-in. holes at the lower corners of

each block and filling these also with grout, on the theory
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that the mortar would work down into the underlying {gravel

and form a lug below the block. Subsequent examination
proved that the work as outlined was never accomplished,
as in most instances the grout did not penetrate the full

thickness of the blocks either at the joints or in the keys
at the corners. Very few cases were found where a lug
was formed at the bottom of the key below the blocks.

Minor disturbances occurred subsequent to the 1912 storm,
but no serious trouble was experienced until May 10, 1916,
when a windstorm of considerable violence, lasting for more
than 24 hours resulted in the displacement of 366 blocks in

the revetment between stations 12 and 44, and in slight dis-

turbances at a number of other points. The maximum wind
velocity noted for a short period during this storm was
60 miles per hour, resulting in waves approximating 5 ft.

from trough to crest, or about the same as in 1912. Spray
from the waves rushing up the slope was carried in suffi-

cient quantities by the wind to thoroughly drench a pedes-
trian walking along the top of the dam. The direction of

the wind was northwest, or normal to the axis of the dam.
Water Back of Paving.—A peculiar condition noticed in

both the 1912 and 1916 storms was the spurting of water
from the joints at and just above the water line upon reces-

sion of the waves. The maximum length of jet noted was
approximately 18 in. normal to the surface of the pave-
ment. This would seem to indicate that during the period

of recession of the waves a considerable superelevation of

water existed behind the blocks at the water line. The
height of this superelevation and the forces resulting there-

from evidently overcame the weight and frictional resist-

ance of the blocks and gradually lifted them from their bed.

After studying the effects of the storm and considering

various plans suggested to make the revetment permanently
safe against damage from wave action, and in view of

available equipment and experiments previously conducted,

the following plan of repair was adopted:

1. To chisel or V out all joints between the thirteenth

and the eighteenth courses to a depth of about 5 in. and
to refill with a good grade of cement mortar.

2. To relay all blocks from the eighteenth course to the

top of the dam, placing the blocks with long dimensions up
and down the slope breaking horizontal joints and leaving

the vertical joints continuous; blocks to be placed on undis-

turbed gravel where possible and great care to be exercised

in keeping the surface of the gravel bed uniform.

3. To fill all breachs with unscreened gravel well rammed
and puddled.

4. To lay all blocks with open joints 1 to 2 in. wide and
to fill the joints with a good grade of cement mortar.

The work of relaying the upper course of blocks was
commenced Sept. 2, 1916, under the direction of R. V. Sass,

superintendent of construction.

On Sept. 11 the second shift was put on and a little later

the third. All three shifts were used until the work was
nearly completed. The blocks were handled by a 50-ft.

boom, revolving derrick. The blocks were removed in such

a way as to form a V-shaped opening in the revetment.

The derrick moved along the top of the dam picking up
blocks in front and relaying them behind.

The work was carried on in eight-hour shifts with nine

men comprising a crew as follows: One shift boss, one

crane or derrick man, one swing man and six laborers.

Two laborers on the slope in front lifted the blocks and
fastened the dogs, and four at the rear smoothed the sur-

face of the gravel and slid the blocks into place. Pieces of

wood IJ X IJ x 4 in. were used to separate the blocks until

they were grouted in.

V-ing the joints was begun on Sept. 19 at station "iS

and was carried back to station 4 except between stations

14 and 21, where a projection of high land protects the

pavement. Back of station 4 the pavement is not affected

by wave action, as it is protected by bending of the shore

line. The blocks between stations 4 and 12 were not relaid,

but all joints in this section were V-ed to the top of the dam.
The compressor and dinkey used in connection with the

chiseling out of the joints were passed around the derrick

by means of a temporary trestle. Wagons loaded with

gravel for the cement work were swung around the derrick

by means of the boom. The chiseling was done with hand
air drill.s. Four drills were used at first, but later five
were operated almost continuously with three shifts of
eight-hours each. The steel used had a wedge-shaped point
slightly bent. Joints were opened to a depth of 5 in. The
air was furnished by a compressor having a capacity of
153 cu.ft. per minute, mounted on a flat car and transported
on a 3-ft. gage track previously laid along the top of the
dam. Power was furnished by an old 18-ton dinkey locomo-
tive—a left-over from construction days. By this arrange-
ment it was possible to move the compressor without delay-
ing the wo.'k.

Grout was made with 1 part cement to 3 parts sand.
pa.ssing a J-in. me.sh .screen. For the larger joints a coarser
gravel was used in order to get more strength of concrete.
The mixture was made quite sloppy and dumped directly
onto the pavement at the upper end of the vertical joints.
It was then worked down the slope and into the openings.
No difficulty was experienced in getting the mortar well into
the joints and the gravel bed below. All blocks were
thoroup-hly wetted and all V-ed joints carefully cleaned
before grouting was done. Two shifts of eight hours each
were used on this work mo.st of the time. Three shifts
were used for a short time only. Each shift comprised
about 15 men. Light was supplied by eight acetylene lamps.
L. A. McConnell was in charge of this feature of the work.
The maximum number of linear feet V-ed per shift of

eight hours was 498, and the average per shift was 372.
The total number of linear feet of joint V-ed was 49,913.
The maximum number of blocks relaid per shift of eight
hours was 130, and the average number per shift was 57.
The total number of blocks relaid was 6,466.
With comparatively few exceptions the paving blocks

were of good quality and were not injured by rehandling.
Over a small area, however, well toward the south end of
the dam, a rather large percentage of blocks broke while
being tipped up for grappling. In a small percentage of
instances the grouting and keying previously done offered
some resistance to the removal of blocks.

In one place a pocket with an area equal to four or five
blocks was found where the gravel had settled away from
the pavement at least 1 ft., and the blocks were held up by
being slightly arched and tightly wedged together. Slight
settlement was noticed in a number of other places, but of so
little extent that it probably had little effect on the pave-
ment. In general the bedding of the blocks was excellent,
and whatever settlement had taken place in the dam had
been followed by a corresponding adjustment of the gravel
and paving.

When the work was co.mpleted the whole face of the dam
took on the appearance of one continuous monolithic slab
of concrete. The work was so well done that after a year's
time with temperatures from 30 to 110 deg. Fahr. there was
nothing more than hairline cracks anywhere to be seen in
the pavement, and at the ciose of the third sea.son (1919)
there was still not the slightest suggestion of failure or
defect, notwithstanding the fact that during these thre^
years the reservoir has been filled to the spillway crest and
the heaviest storm to visit this section of the State since
the construction of the dam had been experienced.

New Waler-Supply for Phoen-x, Arizona
Phoenix, Ariz., has awarded contracts for a 36- and

38-in. gravity redwood pipe line 32 miles long, to bring
Verde River water to the city from the mountains to

the north. The supply available i.>^ reported to be suffi-

cient for a city of 100,000, three times the present pop-
ulation. Phoenix now gets its water supply from deep
wells and pumping stations and this source is unsatis-

factory because minerals and sulphates in the water
shorten the life of i)lumbing fixtures and give a dis-

agreeable taste. Preliminary work for the new supply

is now under way but construction of the conduit will

not commence until September, and it will be approxi-

mately a year before the line will be completed.
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Lake Harbor Planned at Milwaukee
Scheme Adopted by City Contemplates Piers,

Terminals and Warehouses on Jones

Island and Lake Shore

PLANS for a complete revision of the port facilities

of Milwaukee, Wis., which will be executed at the

rate of about $500,000 per year, have been adopted by

the Harbor Commission and, as provided by law, sub-

mitted to the Common Council for approval. The pro-

posed scheme involves an elaborate development of an
outer harbor, which has not hitherto existed at Milwau-

kee, and the addition of terminal facilities on the outer

shore of the inner harbor at Kinnickinnic Bay. Pre-

liminary preparations for the work involve the reclama-

tion of land on Jones Island, much filling behind a new
bulkhead north of the harbor entrance, and construction

of additional breakwater to protect the outer harbor.

At the present time no wharves or terminals exist on

the lake front of Milwaukee, but all shipping is taken

care of in the rivers emptying into the lake there. En-

trance to these rivers is protected by parallel jetties and

by a lake breakwater northward of the entrance. The
southerly river has natural protection in Jones Island,

so called, which is in reality a narrow, irregular penin-

sula juting out parallel to the shore and at present oc-

cupied only by fishing shacks and, at its north end next

the harbor entrance, by the new sewage disposal works
under construction.

The outlines of the new development are indicated on

the accompanying map and comprise three separate sec-

tions, one along the inner side of Jones Island, one along

the outer or lake side of Jones Island, and one along

the lake shore north of the harbor entrance.

Along the inner side of Jones Island there will be a

quay extending from a proposed car-ferry slip south of

the Sewerage Commission's reservation to an extension

of the north side of Greenfield Ave., a distance of about

1,500 ft. Just south of the sewage disposal plant will

be the two-car ferry slip 100 ft. wide at its inner end

and 150 ft. wide at the outer end. Toward the north-

erly edge of the quay for a distance of about 300 ft. are

located coal pockets for fueling ships and near the south

edge of the car ferry slip tanks for fuel oil. South of

the car ferry slip and east of the coal pockets is an area

of about 600 x 400 ft. for the storage of coal. South of

this storage area is one quay unit 600 ft. front and 300

ft. wide devoted, according to the general plan, to mis-

cellaneous cargo.

Between the Greenfield Ave. bridge, which it is

proposed will be a bascule bridge with 200-ft. span af-

fording easy communication between the manufacturing
district to the west of the river and all parts of the

terminal on Jones Island, and the present juncture of

Jones Island with the shore is an area devoted to coal

storage and, at the extreme southerly end, to a dry dock

with appurtenances.

The outer harbor south of the entrance is made up of

wide piers extended out from a much enlarged ground
area of Jones Island. At the south end is a grain ele-

vator pier, 1,000 ft. in length with a slip on one side

250 ft. wide and on the other 215 ft. Provision here is

made for two grain elevators of 1,500,000 bu. each.

Next, to the north, would be three large coal piers, each

1,000 ft. long and 800 ft. wide for the handling and
storage of coal, each with rear land having a holding

capacity of over 400,000 tons. North of these would be

two other piers 1,000 ft. in length and 200 and 290 ft.

wide respectively. These are to be used for miscel-

laneous cargo.

North of the harbor entrance there are designed six

piers and six slips, besides a recreation pier. Five of

these piers are 300 ft. and 700 ft. long; one, 100 ft. wide
at the outer end, and 300 ft. wide at the shore end;

MAF SHOWINC PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF LAKE FRONT HARBOF AT MILWAUKEE WIS.
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and the recreation pier, 380 ft. wide and 700 ft. long.

The slips vary from 200 to 250 ft. in width. These piers

all extend out from the bulkhead line which is at the

rubble mound that has just been completed by the city.

As indicated on the drawing, all of the new terminals

are fully equipped with railway tracks. The Jones Island

development in addition to being tied up by tracks to

the car ferry slips is connected at its southern end with

main-line tracks running over to the existing railways

on the mainland. On the north side of the harbor en-

trance there are two tracks on each side of each freight

pier with crossovers every 100 ft. At the center of each

pier will be three tracks with track connections between

all the tracks of the pier. There is a railway connec-

tion here to the south through Polk St. and with the

Chicago & Northwestern Ry. at the north, near Wis-
consin St. Viaducts also are indicated over the tracks

for roadways to connect with the numerous terminals of

the northern development and there is a marginal way
paralleling the whole length of the water front.

In general the terminals north of the harbor en-

trance are for miscellaneous cargo and package freight,

although open spaces are provided for coarse or bulk

freight on every pier. On each of the five full piers ai"e

four sheds separated from each other, each being 200

ft. long and 70 ft. wide with a clear height of 30 ft. be-

neath the roof trusses. At the head of each 200-ft. slip

is a concrete warehouse of six stories so designed that

the number of stories can be increased if desired. These
warehouses are located 50 ft. to the rear of the front

of the quay so that by means of traveling gantry cranes

loads can be transferred directly between the ware-
houses and barges lying alongside of the quay at the

inner end of the slip. To the rear of the storage tracks

are other additional warehouses in which cargoes can

be held either for or from merchants in the adjoining

district. Approaches are provided to all these ware-
houses by roads for trucks and drays as well as by rail.

While on detailed designs are submitted at present,

it is intended to provide freight-handling machinery of

the most advantageous type in all parts of the port de-

velopment. Permanent construction mainly of concrete

is recommended for these piers and warehouses.

The present work on the harbor consists only in the

completion of the rubble mound at the harbor entrance,

the filling behind which is also going on, and the con-

struction of a revetment along the inner side of Jones
Island. It is intended, however, to proceed with the

work at the rate of about $500,000 per year, the money
for which is raised by a bond issue. All construction

is carried on under the direction of the Milwaukee Har-
bor Commission, of which W. T. Bruce is chairman.

The proposed plan for the development of the harbor
was perpared by H. McL. Harding, consulting engineer.

New York City, who was retained for that purpose by
the Harbor Commission.

Aqueduct Proposed for Argentine City

The City of Mendoza, Argentine, has requested an

increase in the municipal water supply. A plan to use

the waters of the Rio Blanco, and at the same time to

construct an electric power station at the falls of this

river has been approved by the governor of the Province

and is now before the Minister of Public Works of the

nation. The project will mean the construction of an

extensive terminal and aqueduct system, estimated to

cost $5,590,000.—Commerce R. ports.

Concrete Road Uninjured By
Weight of Ice Jam

Ten-Foot Fill Under 6-8-In. Slab Laid in 1919 Alone
Suffers From Heavy Cake.s That Bury

Pennsylvania Highway

TWELVE miles north of Harri.sburg, Pa., the Sus-
quehanna River breaks through a mountain range

known locally as the Blue Mountains. The bluffs on
either side are quite high and very steep, their shoulders

projecting out into the river valley, forming the Juniata
Narrows of the Susquehanna. Due to the restricted

width the river flows with great swiftness at this point,

washing very close to the base of the rock cliffs. Two
miles above the Juniata Narrows the Juniata River
joins the Susquehanna from the west at a point known
as Clark's Ferry. In times of flood the eastern bank
from the river junction to the narrows is subject to

FIG. 1. TOP. THE I.ARGE ICE BLOCK IS IN THE EXACT
CENTER OF ROAD. FIG. 2. BOTTOM. THE ? VME SPOT

WITH THE ICE CLEARED AWAY

severe scouring action, due to the large volume of water

from the Juniata forcing the current close to the east-

ern shore. In the early spring, when the ice breaks up,

large cakes are often thrown high and dry on the eastern

bank above the narrows.

When the old Pennsylvania Canal was built along the

.shore of the Susquehanna, the engineers were forced to

run its line very close to the foot of the projecting

cliffs of the Juniuta Narrows. Then the Pennsylvania
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FIG. 3. TOP. LOOKING NORTH ALONG KOAD CENTER
LINE BEFORE REMOVING ICE. PIG. 4. BOTTOM.

SAME ROAD AFTER REMOVING ICE

Railroad built its double track line up the river. At
the Narrows the railroad "was forced to cut into the
rock slopes on one side, and on the other to encroach
on the old canal prism with the fill for the right of way.
The State's highway engineers in building a road

north from Harrisburg were confronted with the

alternative of either going inland over the mountains,
which involved heavy grades and longer distances, or

following the river and finding a way of getting through
the Juniata Narrows. As the road is an important one
—being a part of the William Penn Highway and the

Susquehanna Trail—engineers followed the latter

course, using the towpath of the old canal as the basis

of the new road. Considerable heavy filling was neces-

sary to extend the towpath into a modern highway and
most of the borrow was taken from the canal bed, being

practically the only material available except at pro-

hibitive cost. The fill was built up to from 8 to 10 ft.,

the upper 2 ft. being cinders. To protect it against

being scoured by the river a masonry and concrete wall,

rising 20 ft. above mean low water, and with a pipe

railing along its entire length, was built between the

narrows and a point opposite the mouth of the Juniata

River.

The fill was made during 1918 and upon it in 1911)

the state highway department laid a concrete pavement
of a 1:2:3 mix, 18 ft. wide, 6 in. thick at the sides and
8 in. at the center, and reinforced with wire mesh
weighing 25 lb. per 100 sq.ft., such a design being the

Pennsylvania standard.

The severe winter just passed covered the watershed

of the Susquehanna and its tributaries with a heavy

blanket of snow and held the Susquehanna ice-bound

for 80-odd days. A warm rain and a rising tempera-

ture over the western part of the watershed brought
the Juniata down in flood. The ice at the junction was
breaking but had not begun to move. The great mass
ol ice and water from the Juniata added to the conges-

tion at the narrows and mountains of ice were piled

h'gh at this point. As it did not break, ice above the

narrows piled higher, reaching the eastern shore, and
making for what was considered one of the worst
seasons in the history of the river.

The Avater and ice backed up over the river banks
causing considerable damage in the town of Duncannon
on the western shore, and covering the road with 5 ft. of

ice and water on the east. This condition prevailed

March 7. The Juniata subsided below the level of the

road March 10. The following day, however, the Sus-

quehanna broke—which made matters worse as the ice

in the narrows still held. The gorge cleared March 14

and as the water subsided a deposit of ice cakes rang-

ing in size from 2 ft. square to 20 x 30 ft., and 21 ft.

thick was left on the road.

This deposit was three or more feet in depth and

"overed a section above the narrows about 1,600 ft.

long, and below the narrows 1,000 ft. Following the

breaking up of the ice the water fell rapidly, causing

considerable damage to the fill below where the ice had
jammed. The fill was thoroughly saturated during the

period of the flood and for some time thereafter and
the road was subjected to not only the weight and
action of the heavy ice cakes but was undercut in places

as much as three ft. How the fill suffered is shown in

an accompanying photograph. Knowing the character

of the foundation many engineers doubted that they

would find the slab entirely uninjured when the ice

was cleared away.

By March 20 the force of men that the state put

upon the road had practically cleared it of ice and

fk;. THREl':-ia)OT UNDERCUT I'WII.S TO LN.IURE t'ON-

CRETE SLAB
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debris. Smaller cakes of ice were either thrown or

pushed off the road, or butted off with motor trucks.

The largest cakes were removed by fastening chains to

them and hauled to points where they could be dumped
into the canal.

An inspection of the road made April 1 failed to show
any damage to the pavement as the result of its unusual

experiences. The fill, however, had been damaged some-

what and the pipe rail was entirely destroyed in places,

the posts being driven into the ground by the weight

of the ice. The concrete wall protecting the river side

of the fill was undamaged. A series of photographs was
taken when the ice covered the road and after the road

had been cleared and several of them are reproduced

herewith. They were taken in sets to show the same

spots, during the ice jam and afterward.

Experimental Concrete River Steamer Is

Built in Argentina

CONCRETE for ship construction has been used ex-

perimentally for one small river steamer in Argen-

tina, according to information from the United States

Department of Commerce. The accompanying view

shows the vessel on the ways. It has a length of 131 ft.,

beam of 23 ft., and the depth of the hold is 16 ft. Its

displacement is 600 tons and carrying capacity 450 tons

and is driven by two 50-hp. oil engines, which give
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for delivery of product to residential portion of city.

(1) Freedom from dust and dirt of a location in the

central portion of the city, (m) Freedom from arbi-

trary city by-laws.

In America established industries are leaving the

cities and migrating to semi-rural districts.

The large cities that are losing their industries and

revenues should consider how to convert the movement
to their advantage and prevent serious losses of revenue

by reduction of assessable values and how to prepare

regional plans so as to prevent the recurrence of evils

that have caused the dispersal of industries from the

city areas. This movement is taking place under condi-

tions that will inevitably repeat tjlie same evils unless

the new areas are properly planned.

The Dise.\se of the Modern City

There is a growing body of opinion in favor of the

disintegration of existing large cities. This opinion

appears to be based on the assumption that the size of

cities is in itself an evil—whereas the real evil is not

the extent but the character of the growth. The modern
city is not suffering from any excessive natural growth,

but from a sort of elephantiasis, caused by congestion

and speculation obstructing the vessels of the civic

body that are necessary for natural growth. The disease

can be prevented by proper city planning, but if once

allowed to become severe it may be necessary to ampu-

tate the parts most affected and replace them with new
parts. S'Uch is the solution suggested for the slum

areas at a cost that is almost prohibitive, to the aver-

age city.

The want of proper control of land development causes

not only undue density of buildings in parts of our cities

and undue scattering of buildings in other parts, thereby

increasing taxation and driving industry away, but it

also increases the difficulties of carrying on business

with despatch and efficiency, and the straining of pub-

lic utilities beyond their capacity.

The scattering of residences and factories over our

suburban areas—which, with proper planning, should

be a most beneficial movement—causes loss and injury

to the community by reason of the haphazard develop-

m.ent and the consequent waste of public utilities. As
unplanned cities grow, the costs of administration

increase rather than decrease. Transportation, while

becoming more centralized, becomes more rather than

less costly. All the advantages of better sanitary con-

ditions are lost for lack of air space around the

The growing cost of food is not entirely due to war
conditions. Tt has been partly caused by the artificial

cleavage set up between the city and the country. The

present tendency toward decentralization, if properly

organized, could help to remove the causes of this cleav-

age. Hundreds of thousands of acres are lying idle

around American cities waiting for buildings that will

not come for generations and producing no food at the

door of the consumers. While the widening of the' area

of urban development is a good thing in itself, it is los-

ing most of its advantages because of this wasteful

speculation and want of planning.

Most of our cities and towris are facing financial

nroblems created by the above conditions that will tax

the wit of man to solve in the near future.

The difficulty of curing the disease in the existing

city has given rise to proposals made in England for

creating new towns on new sites. A garden city is a

self-contained town developed on an agricultural sue
by securing a concerted movement of manufacture from
crowded centers; having the greater portion of its area

permanently reserved for agricultural purposes so as

to combine town and country conditions; so organized

as to give to the inhabitants the benefit of the increase

in land values due to the conversion of the site from
agricultural to industrial purposes.

The ready acceptance of the belief that manufactur-
ing cities are a natural growth and not an artificial

creation has made it difficult for some people to realize

the practicability of the creation of new towns. Natural

law has much to do with the concentration of industries

in particular localities, but in the main, cities and towns
are artificial creations. Dr. Arthur Shadwell, an English

publicist, expresses the view (Indm^trial Efficiency, p.

47) that "industrial districts become so by reason of

natural advantages" and that this is not fully realized

by promotors of "garden cities." This is only a half-

truth. Industries are constantly changing their loca-

tions, in spite of the lack of organization and means to

facilitate the making of changes. Dr. Shadwell admits
it, in contradiction of his own view that "those who ciy

'back to the land' and advocate the removal of industries

to the country do not seem to be aware that it is per-

petually going on. Factories are constantly being put

down in country places." This industrial movement is

proceeding rapidly in spite of the natural tendency for

industries to remain rooted in the wrong location, long

after it is proved to be economically unsound to remain
in them owing to the cost of removal and the difficulty

of transporting skilled labor from one place to another.

Sites selected for new towns must possess, two of the

primary essentials of manufacturing industry^;that de-

pend on location, namely, proximity to raw materials

and marketing facilities or transportation. The third

essential, cheap power, may also depend partly on loca-

tion but largely on the absence of the hampering condi-

tions and vested interests of old established communi-
ties, and on the value of planning the producing plant

and system of distribution in relation to a well-planned

and concentrated factory area. In this respect the build-

ing of a new town affords an opportunity for substantial

economies and improved facilities. The fourth essential,

skilled labor, can be attracted anywhere if good housing

conditions are provided, and in this connection the "gar-

den city" has the advantage over the typical higgledy-

piggledy town that has grown up in the past.

There are plenty of sites with great natural advan-

tages in America and Britain for building new towns

and the regional survey is the first step necessary to

ascertain the best situations for such towns.

Whether our solution of the problem of city growth
and ind'jstrial expansion be by controlling and planning

metropolitan areas within and adjacent to existing cities,

or by planning and developing new cities, it must be

based on regional units of area and not limited to indi-

vidual cities or parts of cities.

It is certain that in the future science will be applied

to town development as it has been applied in the past to

the development of the mechanical processes of indus-

try. When that time comes we shall have both new
towns and new suburbs of existing cities organized and

planned, in the interests of health and convenience. Foi-

both purposes the regional survey and the regional plan

of area adaptable for industrial development are essen-

tial preliminaries.
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Earth, Clay and Sand Roads—Their
Improvement and Maintenance

Extracts from a Paper Read by A. R. Hirst Before
the Seventh Annual Canadian Good Roads

Congress, Winnipeg, June 1-3

SOUND advice for that large body of engineers whose
chief concern is the proper improvement and mainte-

nance of rural highways was embodied in the paper read

before the seventh annual good roads congress held

under the joint auspices of the Canadian Good Roads
Association and the Manitoba Good Roads Association,

by A. R, Hirst, chief engineer of the Wisconsin State

Highway Commission. The chief points emphasized by

Mr. Hirst are reproduced herewith:

(1) Earth roads will, for all time, comprise the largest

fraction of our road mileage; therefore their intelligent

construction and maintenance are of paramount importance.

(2) They should be given a proper cross-section adjusted

to the soil of which they are made and to the drainage con-

ditions prevailing, as rapidly as funds can be made avail-

able for the work. Gang maintenance grading methods
should be used where funds are not available for the final

grading.

(3) They should be well drained by providing them with
proper ditches, waterway structures of adequate size and
blind stone or tile drainage where necessary.

(4) The most careful attention should be given to the
real road terrors—those sections upon which traffic is con-

stantlj' being stuck. Such sections constitute an astonish-

ingly small percentage of the total mileage of earth road,

and cause an astoundingly large percentage of the traffic

troubles on earth roads.

(5) The grading and draining of earth roads is of little

value unless it is immediately supplemented by an intensive

system of patrol maintenance,

(6) The surfaces of many earth roads should be modified

by application of the proper material if they are to be

maintainable properly and are to give efficient service.

(7) These modifiers are: For sand roads, clay or clay

gravel; for clay roads, sand or sandy gravel.

(8) Given proper drainage and the proper modification of

the top surface, earth roads will give satisfaction during
the summer traffic season on roads carrying almost an
indefinite amount of traffic.

(9) They will, however, if on clay, fail to give service

on very heavily traveled roads and practically on all other

roads during the spring break-up and during prolonged wet
seasons when their surface cannot be given effective

smoothing.

(10) The maintenance of earth roads should take the

form of patrol maintenance, a man and team or a man and
motor truck being given a specific section of road for the

condition of which section he is made entirely responsible.

(11) The best tools for the maintenance of earth road
surfaces are: (a) The light two-horse blade grader, and
(b) the Minnesota or the Wisconsin planer. Split logs and
other forms of drag should be seld«m because they go down
into every transverse depression and upon every ti'ansverse

ridge and accentuate these defects instead of removing
them.

(12) Very moderate crown should be used on the

traveled way of all earth roads. They should be maintained
flat until the road has to be made ready to go into winter
quarters when the crown should be increased.

(13) Most of the modifications for earth road surfaces

to make them more maintainable and more passable are

slow processes. Additions of material are best made a little

at a time and then worked, mixed, and smoothed, additional

material being used as necessary until a maintainable sur-

face is finally secured.

(14) It is obvious that in practically any unit of govern-

ment, given the alternative of spending all of the highway
funds available in regrading and draining earth roads and
in the modification and maintenance of their surfaces, or

of expending ail of the funds available in the construction
of a few miles of surface roads, tlie people of the unit of
government will receive much more benefit if the money is

expended in the regrading, draining, modifying and main-
taining.

(15) This does not mean that I believe that construction
should be neglected. It must be pushed as fast as it can be
financed, but the speed of construction can well be retarded,
if necessary, to provide for the proper maintenance of all

important roads.

Cement Testing Steamer Heated
By Electricity

Home-Made Apparatus Suitable for Small Labora-
tory Made with Special Constant

Water Level Device

By Howard H. George
As.siatant Engineer, Public Service Ry. Co., Xewark, X. J.

AS PART of the equipment of a small cement
Ix. laboratory in connection with the con.struction of
the Public Service Terminal, at Newark, N, J., the
writer had occasion to design and build a small heater
to be used in the steam tests of the cement. The
location of this laboratory was at a point where no
gas supply was available and where the use of a gasoline

heating unit was prohibited because of the fire risks.

The source of heat was therefore restricted to elec-

tricity, direct current from the 550-volt trolley circuit

being the only current near enough to be readily con-

nected with the laboratoiy.

The boiler was the 12 x 12 x 24-in. standard copper
vessel with tray and lid, containing two steam vents

for insertion of thermometers. A special constant

water-level device was designed which shows ven*
plainly in the accompanying view. It consisted of a

small brass cylinder, open at the top. A nipple con-
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nected this with the water chamber. Runmng through

the bottom f«^as a small copper waste pipe, the top of

which was set at such a level that the overflow began

when the water in the boiler had reached the desired

level. The water-supply line was another small copper

tube curved to enter the cylinder at the top and dis-

charge in the bottom.

During the operation of

the apparatus a very

small flow of water was
sufficient to maintain a

constant level in the

boiler. The operation of

this device is shown more
clearly in the accom-

panying diagram.

The heating unit con-

sisted of five coils in se-

ries, each wound on an
iJ in. mandrel, 20 in. in

length. They were cop-

per wired with sheet

mica insulation and had
eleven turns per inch. A t's-in. rod runs through the

center of each coil with hard rubber caps at each end.

The five coils, designed for 110 volts each, are con-

nected in series on a 550-volt d.c. line and consume
8.2 amp. It proved very satisfactory and efficient.

The following data are of interest in connection with
the length of time required to bring the water to the

boiling point by this method:

Volume of box, 12 x 12 x 24 in 3,456 cu.in.
Volume of coils and water, 12x12x5}! in 1,674 cu.in.
Volume of air and steam 1,782 cu.in.
Volume of water 1,603.44 cu.in.
Area of heating surface 231.94 sq.in.
Volume of coils 7'>..56 cu in.

Temperature of watei' at starting point .53° Fahr.
Temperature of room at starting point 63° Fahr.
Temperature of room when watei' reached boiling-

point 67 ° Fahr.
Time required to raise water to boiling point 30 minutes

SECTION THROUGH CON-
STANT WATER-LEVEL

DEVICE

Making Wood Fire Resistant with Paint

yire retardent paints are the most practical means
so far discovered by the U. S. Forest Products Labor-
atory by which small amounts of wood can economically

be made fire resistant. The only other knowTi methods
of decreasing the inflammability of wood are to keep
it wet, or to inject into it certain chemicals under
pressure. These methods, though more effective than

painting, are usually either impracticable or too ex-

liensive to be considered. Ordinarily calcimine or

whitewash has proved in tests to be as fire resistant

as any paint covering tried. It is cheap and con-

venient to use. Although it will not prevent the

burning of wood exposed continuously to a high heat,

a good . coat of calcimine on wood will decrease the

danger cf a blaze spreading from burning cigarettes,

sparks, matches, and similar small sources of fire. Cal-

cimine is, of course, more effective for inside than for

outside use.

For exterior use numerous patented fire retardent

paints are available. An effective outdoor paint which

has been developed at the Forest Products Laboratory

consists of linseed oil, zinc borate, and chrome green.

This paint has maintained its fire resisting properties

through more than three years of exposure to the

weather.

Engineers—^From the Business

Man's Point of View
Extracts from Address by Homer L. Ferguson, Past-

President of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, Be-

fore the Or-ganizing Conference of Engineering

Societies, Washington, D. C, June 3-Jt.

As I understand it, the main purpose of your meeting is

to co-ordinate in some way the engineering societies and
the engineering thought of the country, as embodied in

those societies, and to perform public service. So, as far

as the cooperation of the individual engineer in business

matters and in his organizations is concerned, I can assure

you it can be done, because I have been doing it in a number
of ways for the last six or seven years, and there is noth-

ing connected with the game to be frightened at. In fact,

engineers have a distinct advantage over business men in

that they may easily and readily qualify as business men
in practically any capacity, and practically no business

man, as such, can qualify as an engineer. And so, to co-

operate individually as engineers, all that is necessary is to

assert your rights and your duties as business men. And
that can be done in any community. Business men, in my
experience, welcome it. They are glad to have your advice,

and there are practically no problems concerning local busi-

ness administration in which the engineer is not needec

and not welcome.

Engineer Needs Selp-Confidence

The only disadvantage the engineer labors under, or the

only two disadvantages, so far as partaking in public as-

semblies is concerned, are, in my judgment, first, a reserved

modesty which the practice of engineering rather enforces

on a man; and, second, an ability to write a lot better than

he talks. If I could change the engineering courses in the

colleges of the United States, I would put in the curriculum

the means to teach engineers to think on their feet. All of

us know engineers of the highest attainment who, when
asked to participate in a problem involving large xmounts
of new business, frequently act as though they have a "gold

brick" to sell. They have been so modest that they have
been unable to express themselves forcibly to business men,
who want quick action, who want to be assurred by a more
or less dominant note in a man who is negotiating with him.

I started out as an engineer, and, if you will pardon a

personal reference, was in a business where the engineer-

ing was difficult enough, I believe, but where it depended
absolutely for its continuance on public policy—on politics,

in other words. And along with a great many engineers

in my particular calling, that of ship building—v/e have had
to come to Washington year after year for 25 years with

our hats in our hands, asking that our business be con-

sidered as a national business; as vital to the best interests

of the country. We were not listened to. We were con-

sidered as lobbyists, and not a line and not a word was
written into the law affecting the sea that was desired by
any ship owner or ship builder for 15 years.

You civil engineers went down and built a big canal, and
then our lawmakers passed a law that American citizens

could not own a ship going on that canal if, at the same
time, they owned stock in a transcontinental railroad. And
so, along with others, I made up my mind that if it was
not possible to convince business men and my own asso-

ciates that in the case of my particular business, which is

a world-wide business, that we had a real case, that we
deserved the backing of business men, there was not any
need of going to Washington and talking to any one in

political life. So I switched off engineering, pure and simple,

and went into the publicity business on a large scale, and
have been practismg it more or less since. You won't have

anything much in any business, nowadays, unless the voice

of the profession to which you belong is heard.

Take for instance the recent railroad case. I know of a

gentleman in Congress who voted in favor of the prohibi-

tion of strikes on railroads—I mean, the kind of a strike

where everybody agreed to quit and not let anybody else
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work. Every labor organization in his State went after
him and from them he received thousands of telegrams,
but he received only one letter, a very modest letter, from
a business man, commending him for his stand. Notwith-
standing that, there were at least 200,000 business men who
thoroughly approved of his stand, but no one said so. There
is such a thing as havinu- brains and experience, but they do
not do much good if you keep them to yourself. And that
is particularly so here. The danger, as I see it, of any
national organization is that it shall be used as a means
of partisan politics, or promoting the interests of any par-
ticular party or of any particular man. As soon as it takes
on that phase it loses its strength as an organization rep-
resenting the sentiments of any class of citizens or of
engineers. As soon as we get into the expert testimony
class we lose something of our character as broad-gaged
engineers.

Government an Engineering Job

The Government work is so vast and covers so many fields

that it seems almost impossible for any group of men to
grasp it all; and yet, in my judgment, there is engineering
in it from start to finish. The things that are m the public
mind today, like the budget system, the good roads move-
ment, the rehabilitation of the railroads, water power con-
servation, the fuel question, the question of great central
power plants for the conservation of fuel and for the pur-
pose of utilizing railroads to the best advantage, are all in

their essence engineering questions, and it thus remains for
the engineers to take part in these questions. The difficulty

with public service, gentlemen, is that you cannot put your
finger on the thing that you did, unless, of course, you are
a politician, and claim everything.

Work is accomplished by joint action. It is just like the

movement of great bodies. Individual glory does not come
to any man. The work can only be done through a sense
of service and at a considerable sacrifice and effort. But,
nevertheless, it needs be done. It needs to be done in a

thousand different ways. And engineers, as citizens and as

business men, who do not take part in public affairs are en-

titled to no more sympathy than the man who criticizes,

for instance, the action of his Government, local, state or

national, and yet does not exercise his right to vote and
participate in political affairs. The advantage that engi-

neering influence in the country would have over any other
sort of organization, unless it were perhaps the medical
man, would come, in my judgment, from their training. If

we are taught anything at all it is to recognize the truth

when we see it, and to know that red figures cannot be
turned into black figures by argument. We do not seek to

twist every fact we see into something which conforms to

ideas which were inherited, let us say, when we were 21

years old, when we first voted. We seek the truth and
speak the truth, and we stand for the one big idea on which
the safety of the Republic rests, and that is proper informa-
tion and education. We stand for the truth. We want the

truth to be known, and we should insist that in large

matters involving the expenditure of huge sums that it

should be known as nearly as it may be known before the

work is undertaken.

The Public Interest Neglected

Now, we have engineering societies which never affiliate

with each other much. We get together and congratulate
each other once in a while and discuss matters of interest.

We seldom discuss things of public interest. We seldom
discuss matters in relation to public affairs; and, in the

meantime, we have in this country a great group of edu-

cated men who come pretty close to running the Govern-
ment. Of course, the judiciary must be made up of the

lawyers, and most of the administrative forces of Govern-
ment are generally from the legal profession, and a very
large majority of the legislative forces of Government are

generally from the legal profession. Why? Their educa-
tion is not more fundamental and no more general than that

of engineers. It is because they have been trained to pub-
lic service. It is because they have been trained to public

speaking. Now, in the olden times I daresay the work of

lawyers arid the work of teachers and the work of preachers
was the most important work that could be performed by
any man in a public capacity. But who can say now, in

these days of modern industry, that the profession of the
engineer is not the most vital of the public professions? I

believe it; and, as far as business men are concerned I have
never hesitated to tell them that the engineer is the vital

connecting link, and he is entitled to a voice. He can easily
have a voice by simply getting up and being heard.
Much comment is seen in any paper you pick up of Labor

running the world and of Capital running the world. Very
little is said of the element of management and of brains.
Gentlemen, brains run the world. Without them the vast
resources of a power like Russia are inert and worthless;
and without them, the millions of men in China, wonderful
workers, are worthless. The connecting link between the
two comprises those engaged in the engineering profession,
and they are the people who have made it possible for the
poor to have more than any or our fathers and grandfathers
had, and for them to live in a state of comfort and decency
wherever they have a mind to work.

Field for Constructive Work
I have not any suggestions, gentlemen, to make as to how

the work here in Washington could best be done. I do
know that there are public agencies with which this organ-
ization can become affiliated. I know there is a great deal
of work to be done where specialists and experts are needed
in connection with proposed legislation and present legisla-

tion, and that real constructive work can be done by men
who are willing to give of their time and services to do this

work. In the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
during the past five years, we have had to seek all over the
United States to find men who are able and willing to give
of their time in the preparation of reports on which busi-
ness men throughout the country to the extent of 1,200 or
1,500 base their judgment as in favor of or against a par-
ticular thing. It has been very difficult to get men to do
this work, and I am particularly delighted to know that
these great societies have taken up this work of public ser-

vice, because it is the most necessary and the most funda-
mental work in this country today. Eternal vigilance is

the price of liberty, and those of us who love our country
and who are willing to serve it anywhere must realize that
only by serving it can we possibly make it a country worth
while; that we have a real duty to perform as Americans;
that we must not expect and will not get any pay for it at
all, and frequently there will be a great deal of criticism.

But I believe it is vital that our people should know the
truth, should be advised of the truth in time, and put men in

positions, not to represent themselves, not to represent
special interests, but to represent the sound engineering
opinion of the United States.

Meters Pay and Make Everyone Pay
The Commission has continued its policy of placing meters

as rapidly as possible. On Dec. 31 the service was 92.2 per
cent metered—there being only 64.9 taps on the flat rate

—and we hope during the coming year to have all of these
services metered. Too much importance cannoi. be given to

the matter of metering the water to customers. In the
first place, in a municipally owned plant, in which all of

the citizens are interested, it makes everyone pay for the

water used by them, and therefore, throws no burden on
any one. In the next place, it is gradually maliing for

better plumbing and more attention being given to the

water supply by each one of our customers. Metering has
meant the saving of a water famin in our city. It has
converted an unprofitable run-down plant into a profitable,

gradually improved efficient one, with no hardship on any one
who uses, but does not waste the water. It would be utterly

impossible for the Commission, with the present perfectly

adequate water supply to the needs and uses of the town
metered, to supply enough water to the city were it not for

the meters.—From 1919 Annual Report of Commissioners
of Public Works. Charleston. S. C. ; J. E. Gibson, Manager
and Engineer.
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Design of an Octagonal Reservoir

at Enid, Oklahoma
Depth and Shape for a Capacity of 2,000,000 Gallons

Investigated for Economy Under Present

High-Price Conditions

By I. S. SlEGRIST
Assistant Engineer with Black & Veatch, Consulting Engineers,

Kansas City, Mo.

AMONG the improvements to the water-works system

. of Enid, Okla., now under construction, is a 2,000,-

000-gal. covered low service octagonal concrete storage

reservoir, built half in excavation. The reservoir will

store water from a new system of wells. Careful inves-

tigations were made of the economical depth of reser-

voir, shape and design of sections under present high-

price conditions.

Analysis showed that a reservoir with a sloping bank

surmounted by a low wall was more economical than

one with a wall the full depth of the reservoir. It was

then necessary to determine the proper depth and the

best shape for the reservoir. The sloping bank is en-

tirely in cut. The wall is designed to support the back-

fill with the reservoir empty and to carry the water

pressure without placing any reliance on the backfill.

On account of the somewhat large area, the expansion

in the roof slab will be considerable, and the wall was

therefore designed as a cantilever, with an asphalt joint

at the roof. The resistance of the backfill was taken

as an additional element of safety, and also to provide

against certain possible contingencies not considered in

the design, such as uplift under the footing and thrust

from the expansion of the roof. The base is designed

so that the resultant falls near the edge of the middle

third.

An extended investigation was made as to the eco-

nomical depth. It was not necessary to consider the

drainage, so that cost alone was the determining factor.

On account of the easier analysis, a reservoir of circular

shape was assumed, and estimates of cost were made for

reservoirs of depths of from 12 ft. to 26 ft. It was
found that the cost decreased with the increase in

depth until a depth of 24 ft. was reached. The decrease

was slight for depths below 20 ft. and that figure was
therefore used in the design.

In a comparison between a square and a circular reser-

voir, it was found that the latter would have 64 ft. less

length of wall and would cost approximately $1,000 less

than the square reservoir, taking into account the extra

cost of forms and columns. Even with this estimated

difference in cost, some hesitancy was felt regarding the

circular shape, on account of the possible diflficulty in

building fo.ms and securing a true circle. The oc-

tagonal shape then suggested itself as a means of avoid-

ing the more difl!icult form work required by a circular

shape, and upon analysis it was found that the quanti-

ties were only slightly greater, and the cost probably

slightly less, than for the circular reservoir. The octag-

onal shape was therefore adopted.

The roof columns and beams were of usual design,

the live load being taken as 50 lb. per square foot. On
account of the light loading and the height, the columns

were designed with a radio of length to diameter of

20.5. The compressive stress over the whole section was
173 lb. per square inch and the stress due to moment
caused by unequal loading was 120 lb., giving a total

maximum stress of 293 lb. per square inch. The allow-

able stress by the Los Angeles reduction formula on the

columns as designed was 390 lb. per square inch.

The cross bracing at the center of the reservoir was
designed to carry the thrust due to an unequal movement
of the roof slab under expansion, which could be cal-

culated only approximately. It was assumed that the

weight of the slab and live load for half a panel over

the projected diameter of the reservoir rests on each of

two opposite walls, and that one side sticks and the

other slides easily, so that the difference in the coeffi-

cients of expansion is 0.5. This is an extreme assump-

tion, and struts designed to resist this stress should

carry any load that may come on them.
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The bottom slab was reinforced so as to have 0.3 per

cent of steel in each direction. The footings under the

columns were designed to spread the load from the col-

umns. After the design had been completed the floor

was checked as a flat slab by the Chicago code and the

stresses were found to be conservative.

The reservoir was designed by Black & Veatch, con-

sulting engineers, Kansas City, Mo. The contract has

been awarded to the Smith-Graham Construction Co., of

Augusta, Kan.

The Value and Application of a

Traffic Census

Extracts From Paper Read Before Seventh Canadian

Good Roads Congress By W. A. McLean, Deputy
Minister of Highways, Ontario

ROADS should be built for the traffic they are to carry.

- This is an axiom of road building which cannot be too

strongly emphasized; but which by many road authorities

has been met in a hazy, experimental manner, and without

proper consideration of probable traffic; and the quality of

wearing surface, its width, and the strength of foundation

adapted to anticipated traffic. As a result, we find single-

track gravel roads where double -track roads or a concrete

pavement should have been built; and, conversely, asphaltic

pavements are rolling and disrupting in idleness where a

good gravel roadway would better serve every purpose.

It follows, then, that adequate information as to traffic

is desirable as a rational basis for designing the road or

pavement which is to serve any given location; and as a

basis for determining whether an expenditure of $1,000,

$10,000 or $50,000 for any given work, would be justifiable.

The value of a traffic census has limitations which are at

once evident. Thus, the amount of traffic which will pass
over many roads after construction, may bear little relation

to the traffic over the unimproved road. In such cases, it is

the potential traffic of a district which should be considered,

rather than existing traffic; but definite data, obtained from
actual count, is of use in determining the probable traffic

which the improved road will be called upon to carry.

Thus on the Toronto-Hamilton highway, traffic amounted to

from 300 to 700 vehicles per 12 hr. at various points; but

with the completion of the concrete pavement, these figures

leaped to 2,500.

Potential Traffic Estimate Essential

The potential traffic of a district, preceding the con-

struction of a road, is a matter for careful estimate; just as

probable traffic for an electric or steam railway may be

based on the population and industries served. A somewhat
interesting series of charts was published in the report of

the Ontario Highway Department for 1915, a net result of

which was to show that not less than 80 per cent of the

traffic of the province is carried by 20 per cent of the high-

ways; that 80 per cent of the roads are but lightly trav-

eled, and are such as can be adequately built with a single

track of gravel or broken stone. Also that few roads serv-

ing a purely rural population would be required to carry a

maximum of traffic much in excess of an average of 200
vehicles a day.

Traffic in excess of that amount, except adjacent to the

largest cities, may usually be attributed to interurban
influences.

Knowing the potential traffic of a district, the highway
engineer turns to data of the carrying capacity of various

types of road and pavement—a matter in which there is

room for much diversity of result. For example, limestone
gravel has less wearing capacity than a gravel from trap or
granite. The foundation and subsoil have a decided bearing
on the case. Roughly, and with scope for such modifica-
tion, the wearing capacity expressed in vehicles per day,
of various materials as used in Ontario, may be broadly
gauged from the following schedule:
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Working of Laws Reoiilatin^ the Practice

of Engineering

Extract from Paper by T. L. Coruiron, chairman of

Engineering Council's Committee on Licensing of

Engineers, presented June 21 to Western

Society of Engineers

IN ORDER that there may be a clearer understanding of

some of the annoyances and difficulties resulting to engi-

neers from registration or license laws, comment will be

made on some of the requirements. The clauses providing

for issuance of certificates to all engineers practicing in

the state when the law goes into effect, may be disregarded

here.

In nine states certificates will be issued only to those

passing an examination: Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Illinois,

Iowa, Michigan, Oregon, Virginia and Wyoming. In most

of these states, an engineer holding a license to practice

in another state where a similar law is in effect may be

excused from an examination. Consequently, regardless of

the qualifications that an engineer may have or of his

experience or reputation, he must submit to an examination,

the character and scope of which is uncertain, before he

will be permitted to practice his profession in these states.

For instance, in the State of Illinois, a non-resident must

have passed an examination in some other state having

equal requirements to be exempt from examination under

the Illinois law. Consequently, men, eminent in the profes-

sion and with many years of successful practice, are

required to take an examination in the same manner as

those just entering the profession. Efforts are now being

made to have this ruling with regard to the Illinois law

changed.
Engineers do not find their field of practice limited to a

s'ngle locality as is generally true for physicians and fre-

quently true for lawyers, but an engineer's practice usually

extends over several states. Engineers of reputation are

frequently summoned, on very short notice, to advise and

pass upon propositions outside of the state in which they

reside. It is therefore against public policy to bar experi-

enced engineers from interstate practice because they may
not have qualified in each and every state by taking exam-

inations and obtaining licenses in advance of any profes-

sional engagement in such states.

To obviate this difficulty, the proposed uniform law of

Engineering Council stipulates that a non-resident engineer

may legally offer by letter, announcement or otherwise, to

practice in the state without first obtaining a certificate. A
non-resident engineer may also legally practice not to exceed

15 days in any calendar year without being registered, pro-

vided he is legally qualified for sach professional service in

his own state or country. This clause is intended to cover

cases of professional consultation on emergency work.

An equally important provision is made to cover the case

of a non-resident or newly-arrived engineer called upon to

practice professionally in a state in which he is not regis-

tered. He is to be legally permitted to practice after he

has filed an application for registration, for such reasonable

length of time as the board requires in which to consider

and grant or deny his application.

No such provisions as these just outlined appear in most of

the registration or license laws now in force in several states,

and engineers are certain to find that these laws, if enforced,

will cause them embarrassment and annoyance as their

practice extends beyond the state in which they are

residents.

Engineering Council has not formally approved the uni-

form law recommended by its committee, principally, I be-

lieve, because Council is awaiting the decision of the Ameri-

can Institute of Architects as to whether it will approve

or oppose the inclusion of architects and engineers under

one registration law. Moreover, the Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers has formally expressed itself as

not in favor of the registration or licensing of engineers.

It seems to make very little difference whether individual

engineers are in favor of such legislation or not, because

of the fact that eleven states ah'eady have enacted such

laws, ovd it is now important that the engineering profes-

sion unite in demanding uniformity of legislation and the

elimination of u)i.nec€ssarily burdensome requirements.

Experience With Riveting- Snaps in

Scotch Shipyards

VAGARIES of performance of construction tools have
no geographical limitations. In the January and

February issues of its Transactions the Institution of

Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland is found discuss-

ing the same problem of breakage of pneumatic hammer
riveting snaps that is familiar to the American erector,

fabricator and shipbuilder. It is apparent that design,

material (and its heat treatment) and Jiandling all

have a part in determining the span of life for a snap,

subjected as it is to rapid alternations of compression,

tension and bending.

Two variations from standard design (which is much
the same as the American standard) that had an influ-

ence in reducing breakages were (1) a snap head with

hole drilled down the center of the shank to a point well

inside the head, and (2) the collarless snap, in which
the fillet it either greatly increased in radius or elimi-

nated. In Scotland just as in America it is at the fillet

that failures almost invariably start. High-grade cru-

cible carbon steel, heat-treated to give a hardened face

and end but with the temper drawn from the middle

of the shank to afford maximum toughness, is preferred

by most of the Scottish shipbuilding men, it seems.

Several methods of manipulation in heat treatment were
discussed.

The importance of the handling that the tool received

was proven by a test in which one lot of snaps was
divided between a yard of the Clyde and one on the

Tyne. "The former were broken at once, while the

latter all worked well. Two snaps from the lot sent to

the Clyde were transferred to the Tyne and worked
well, while two transferred from the Tyne to the Clyde

were at once broken." The most obvious differences in

handling were in the "angling" of the hammer and in

the amount of play allowed the snap out of the barrel

of the hammer. The greater the angle from the axis

of the rivet at which the hammer is "rolled" around an
imaginary cone in heading up, and the greater the dis-

tance the snap is allowed to rebound at each blow, the

more severe the strains set up, and the shorter the life

of the snap. Cold rivets and insufficient air pressure

were factors in increasing breakage, in the opinion of

one of the discussors of G. D. HoUis' original paper,

who added that the better riveter a man was, the less

he rolled his hammer.

Zoning Proposed tor San Francisco

A tentative zoning ordinance for San Francisco has

been prepared by the City Planning Commission after

a year of field work and map preparation under the

direction of R. S. Woodward, of the city engineering

department. Six zones are proposed. The first would
be for single-family dwellings. In the second zone all

classes of residences would be permitted, besides various

other buildings not considered detrimental to a residence

section. The third zone would be commercial, but the

same sort of* residences as are allowed in zones 1 and
2 would be permitted. Zones 4 and 5 are light and

heavy industrial districts, and zone 6 is the slaughter

house and generally unrestricted section.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

BRIDGE ERECTION IN HONDURAS
By W. T. Penney

GENERAL CONTRACTOR, GUATEMALA, CENTRAL AMERICA

TORRENTIAL floods are perhaps the chief dan-

ger to the bridge erector in most South Ameri-

can countries. Since the operation is typical of the con-

ditions and also affords a record of fairly rapid work,

the recent erection of a railway bridge in Honduras
will be described.

In 1914 the writer entered into a contract with the

government of Honduras to erect the bridge at

Pimiento, the terminal of what is known as the Puerto

Cortez railroad, some 50 miles in length, extending

from Puerto Cortez to Pimiento. The bridge consisted

of two spans, respectively 450 and 90 ft., and their

necessary foundations. It was erected in quick time,

taking into consideration the isolated country and the

labor employed, which consisted of four American
bridge men and some American negroes, together with

natives of Guatemala and Honduras.
The Uluea, over which the bridge is located, is one

of the largest rivers in Honduras. The water is low

and safe for falsework five months of the year, but the

balance of the year the stream is a raging torrent,

carrying, among other things, immense trees. It

behooved me to get my falsework in before the flood

period. In making this assertion I know whereof I

speak. Some few years ago I erected a number of

bridges for the United Fruit Co., in Bocas del Toro,

Panama. The camp was some distance from the bridge

site. The particular span was 800 ft. long, was erected,

pinned, bolted and partly riveted, but not anchored.

The falsework was removed. There was a very high

rise in the river during the night and when the crew

returned in the morning the span had disappeared—left

for parts unknown. The drift had completely carried

it away.

To return to Honduras: Fortunately both abutments

were on high ground, thus permitting us to get them
in, and all other preparations made for a quick start

when river conditions permitted. The bridge steel, the

traveler and the timber for falsework were on the

ground and checked out accurately.

The equipment was first class, consisting of two
hoisting engines, a steam hammer No. 2, an orange peel

dredge and a compressor fully equipped, together with

all other necessary tools. The railroad company, luckily,

had some good steel flat cars, one of which was promptly

appropriated for a derrick car. When this was com-

pleted it picked up the 12-ton end posts and the 10-ton

top chords. All the work was done with this car with

the exception of placing the end posts, raising the top

chords and a few of the intermediate posts, which was

done with the traveler.

The floor system was placed as the falsework pro-

ceeded, thus making one operation and saving timber.

The boom of the derrick car was made long enough to

drive bents 80 ft. apart. No leads were used. The

one river foundation consisted of two sheet pile

cylinders, excavated with the orange peel dredge, and

concreted with a bottom dump bucket to save unwater-

TRAVELER USED ON BRIDGE ERECTION IN HONDURAS

This type of structure saves riveting in a country where

riveters are scarce and the climate intensely hot and

also permits one to remove falsework as soon as the

erection is completed. It is always safer to rivet up

rigid bottom chord, especially in a long and heavy span,

before removing all the blocking.

As the erection proceeded the span was well bolted and

drifted and a few of the important points were riveted,

so that when the last connection was made the blocks

were split out and the traveler was run back to a safe

place, the timber salvaged and the piles chopped off.

The river rose a week after removing the falsework.

The spans were fabricated by the Edgemore plant of

the American Bridge C'^., and the work was well done.

Every clearance was periect, and there were no interfer-

ing or badly arranged countersunk rivets to contend

with. The iron was properly assembled for transpor':a-

tion; the chord bars bolted in bundles of four and each

pin separately and strongly boxed. Rivets, bolts and

small pieces came through intact, not a box broken. Let

it be noted here that in shipping bridges to foreign

countries it is essential to have pilots and driving caps

for all pins, "slathers" of bull pins, fitting-up bolts and

washers, and to see that they go on the first shipment.

ing.

The span, luckily, had link and pin bottorn chords.

Automatic Cement Briquet Testing Machine

A new automatic cement testing machine, kno^^-n

as the Olsen-Boyd automatic cement tester, is described

by T. Y. Olsen in a paper presented before the re-

cent meeting of the American Society for Testing

Materials. This machine substitutes for the usual shot

flow a cylinder filled with liquid which operates to move

a needle on a dial during the automatic application of

the load. When fracture occurs the needle stops and

the breaking load is read directly from the dial.
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Letters to the Editor

Definition of Ei^gineering Needed as Basis for

License Laws

Sir—The agitatior. which has been in progress for many
years past concerning;- the necessity for some form of license

law, and which has crystalized into legal enactments in

some states, has provoked much discussion as to what engi-
neering- really is. In those laws which are now in fores

definitions differing- from one another in many ways are
set forth. It is evident that any law which prescribes rules

and regulations for the practice of a given profession, and
which does not clearly define what that profession is, will

lead to much confusion.

We are led to believe, however, that in the case of engi-

neering- this definition should be negative rather than posi-

tive, for it is much easier to say what engineering is not
than to express in set phrases exactly what it is, and, fur-

thermore, when a definition of engineering is enacted into

law, that at once puts a limit, at least legally speaking,

upon the practice of that profession. If the definition must
be positive, and perhaps legAl form would require that, let

it be in general terms which, while they set forth clearly

the sphere of engineering, are yet elastic enough to include

all forms of engineering activity.

The following definition has appealed to the writer as

coming- nearest fulfilling the foregoing- i-equirements: "Engi-
neering is the Science and the Art of Design." It is a

science because it constitutes a body of systematized knowl-

edge and it is an art because in its practice it is the appli-

cation of the principles of science. The sphere of engineer-

ing is that of design, planning that which is to be done in

accordance with the principles of science and setting forth

that plan in a set of drawings and specifications. When
that is accomplished the work of engineering is done. What
follows or preceeds falls without its sphere.

Perhaps the commonest error in regard to engineering

is to confuse it with surveying. "Surveying is the Science

and the Art of Measurement." A comparison of this defini-

tion with that above given for engineering will disclose

that, while closely related in practice, they have nothing at

all in common in principles. We do not, of course, mean
that surveying- is in any sense an easy or a limited sphere,

but it shares nothing with engineering, save perhaps the

element of precision. The engineer may survey and in

most cases he has to use the results of surveying, but in

making a survey he is not doing engineering work, and

in order to be an engineer it is really not necessary that

he know anything about surveying. A lawyer may be a

stenographer and he uses the results of stenography, but

we should not therefore confuse stenography with lav/.

Yet that is just what happens in the popular mind in the

case of engineering and surveying. To be an engineer, to

the layman, means nothing more than the ability to do a

little land surveying. As absurd as all this is, it is deep

rooted in the popular mind and will have to be reckoned

with in any attempt to secure the enactment of an engi-

neering license law. The writer speaks from his own per-

sonal experience on this point.

Another common error, particularly in the South, is mis-

taking the engine-driver for the engineer. This may seem

like hair-splitting, but it will be found to be vital in fram-

ing any form of engineering license law. Its neglect will

lead to inevitable confusion and defeat of the real purpose

of such a law.

A third common error is mistaking the contractor for the

engineer. It is here that the greatest obstacle is encoun-

tered in framing a license law for engineers, for great care

must be exercised not to confuse the two and to exclude

completely from the operation of the law the work of con-

struction. A contractor builds what the engineer designs.

The relationship is very like that existing between the

druggist and the doctor. The druggist fills the prescrip-

tion which the doctor writes.

Engineering work ceases when the plans and specifica-

tions are wrought out. So very clear is this distinction

that a distinguished writer upon railroad engineering, A. M,
Wellington, defines an engineer as one who does not build.

Scientifically speaking, this is really not a definition at all,

but, as Mr. Wellington evidently intended, it brings out
very strikingly the distinction we are presenting hei'e, and
one which is of very large importance in the framing of

any form of license law. Walter H. Drane,
Chief Engineer,

Smith County (Tenn.) Highway Commission.
Lebanon, Tenn.

Senor Ibanez and His Reference to Engineers
Sir—I think Emile Low is unduly exorcised over what he

seems to thinK is the disesteem in which the engineer is

held in Mexico, as revealed to him by the articles of Senor
Blasco Ibariez. Apparently he takes exception to the pref-
ace of the title "engineer" to the name of the person in the
case cited, Sr. Bonillas, ex-Ambassador to the United States.

It is customary in all the so-called Latin countries, France,
Italy, Spain, etc., and countries where the Latin languages
are used, to preface the name of an engineer with the
title of his profession, just as they do that of a lawyer
and as we do a Doctor of Medicine. A lawyer, for instance,

is genei-ally referred to as "Licenciado" or often as "Doctor."
Mr. Low may, I think, rest assured that not only are

engineers fully appreciated in Mexico but there, as in

almost all countries outside the United States, they are
accorded the distinction given to all learned men, if they
be such, due to their professional attainments and their

supposed or expected superiority over men of ordinary
education and learning.

By the bye, the articles referred to, of Sr. V. Blasco
]banez, are among the best, if not the very best of their

kind, as they not only vividly but most accurately describe
tl e conditions in Mexico and are extremely well worth
reading. F. Lavis,
New York City. American International Corporation.

Wanted: To Define Engineer's Duties
on Cost-Plus Work

Sir—I wish to submit to you a question which I hope
you will answer through the columns of your magazine.
This problem has been the subject of considerable discus-

sion recently, and I believe that other readers may be in-

terested enough to express their opinions. Briefly, the
problem concerns the respective duties of the ownei% engi-
neer and contractor on the various classes of contracts now
in use. To make my meaning clearer I will give a few
typical examples:

First, in nearly all cases there are three parties to the
contract, i.e., owner, engineer and contractor. The term
engineer" is intended to include the "resident engineer,"

and it is with his duties that I am chiefly concerned. The
most obvious duties of the resident engineer are those of

furnishing the lines and levels required for the construction

work, and acting as an inspector, passing judgment upon
the quality of material and workmanship embodied in the

structure. These matters are usually covered at great

length in the specifications. But now comes the more diffi-

cult problem of defining just where the responsibility of

the resident engineer ends, and that of his superior engi-

neer begins, and also the extent to which the. engineers

can go in dictating to the contractor as to how he shall

manage his organization and generally conduct the job.

It is at this point that the form of contract begins to

have an influence. In the lump-sum contract wherein the

contractor agrees to furnish all material and labor to com-

plete the work for a fixed sum, he stands to make or lose

money entirely upon his ability to do the work economic-

ally and keep the cost within his bid. The owner has

nothing to lose if the job actually cost twice the amount

of the contract. Also the engineer merely is required to

see that the contractor fulfills the specifications. In this

case, is it not true that it is none of his business how the

contractor organizes his forces and conducts the work, pro-

vided that the final result is according to the plans ?
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Upon entering: the present period of uncertainty regard-
ing prices of labor and materials, the percentage contract
was devised for the purpose of protecting the contractor
against losses due to rising prices and, also, to protect the

owner against the wide margin of profit included in the

item for contingencies that a contractor was sure to add
to a lump-sum bid in order to protect himself. It is here
that the duties of the engineers begin to be enlarged. Is it

not true that the resident engineer is now expected to pro-

tect the owner against all inefficient methods of working,
and insist upon having first-class equipment in the con-

tractor's outfit, and that he employ only such methods of

construction as will produce the lowest possible unit costs ?

Assuming this to be true, where can the line be drawn
defining the powers of the engineers, as against those of

the contractor? In this case, should the resident engineer
have full responsibility for the management of the job, or
should he merely act as an inspector as in a lump-sum
contract? How can he, knowingly, stand by and see the

contractor waste the owner's money in inefficient methods,
when he is morally bound to protect the interests of his

client? On the other hand, what authority can the superin-

tendent of a job have over this organization if he knows
that any, of all, of his orders may be countermanded by the

resident engineer?
I would like to have an opinion from the editor or a dis-

cussion by the readers with the object of defining the duties

of the inspector, resident engineer, and engineer-in-chief

with regard to contracts of the percentage or cost-plus-a-

lump-sum-profit type in which both sides of the question

are fairly set forth.

Milton, New Hampshire. H. M. Bryant.

The Importation of Chinese Labor
Sir—Serious consideration should be given the question

of importing Chinese labor to relieve the shortage, which,

by the Government's own statistics, is placed at from
3,000,000 to 4,000,000. To be able to coax a few million

Americans into becoming laborers would be ideal, but what
success would we have in peace time when during the war
the laborers' patriotic zeal led them to graduate into the

mechanic class and threaten industry with one strike after

another? Undoubtedly we could find enough Americans
of pioneer stock who are physically able to do that kind

of work, even if we had to go back to the clam-digging

Smiths of Long Island, but if we take them away from
their job who is going to dig clams. Unfortunately there

is no law compelling a man to work at some productive

occupation. If there were, we could probably raise an army
of 10,000,000 laborers from among the parasites who are

living on other people's brains and brawn.
The suggestion of bringing in Chinese labor should have

been taken up seriously several years ago. To overcome
the prejudice of the public against the yellow race will

require years of educational activity. The average citizen

puts Chinese and Japanese in the same class; and how
many Americans are there who can find China on the map ?

Does the average American know that a Chinese is a good
laborer, and that the Japanese and not the Chinese are the

real offenders on the western coast?

Education of the press should also be taken up, for if

the press continues to feed us with misinformation there

will be no education of the public.

Election of legislators who cannot be controlled or threat-

ened by organized labor is also necessary. The labor unions

will undoubtedly put up a strong fight against any legisla-

tion tending to modify the Exclusion Act.

The American Society of Civil Engineers should help

a movement such as Mr. Ericson has started, and if he

succeeds in awakening that society from its lethargy he is

entitled to a place in the hall of fame.
Rockville Center, N. Y. Walter G. Federlein.

Sir—Mr. Ericson, in Engineering News-Record, May 6.

p. 927, brings out the point that the present shortage of

labor and the resulting exorbitant prices threaten to post-

pone large engineering projects now under consideration

to the detriment of our profession, a danger which a modi-

fication of our legislation in regard to Asiatic immigration
would obviate.

This is undoubtedly true, and I fuily agree with Mr.
Ericson that American engineers should use their influence
in this direction. But there is, beside the advantage this
country would gain by utilizing Chinese labor, a very im-
portant feature of this problem to be considered on which
so far little stress has been laid.

China in its present backward condition, without ade-
quate means of transportation, with a lack of sanitary
works, power development, etc., and, on the other hand,
with undeveloped resources of a magnitude unsurpassed
by any other nation, ofl'ers an unparalleled field to the
American engineer. It is therefore, aside from any consid-
eration of fairness and justice, to our interest to cultivate
friendly feelings with the Chinese Republic China owes
a debt of gratitude to the United States for having gen-
erously canceled the indemnity for the Peking expedition, and
just now we are, in concert with the other great powers, on
the point of giving her financial aid, so the Chinese people
would undoubtedly welcome the American engineer and
appreciate his work if it were not for the feeling of bitter
humiliation intelligent Chinese must feel when they see
that we look down on their nation and shut the door on their
fellows. How far such feelings would influence the em-
ployment of American engineers in China or reduce their
usefulness, how far they would favor the employment of
English or Japanese engineers in preference to Americans,
we cannot tell, but, no doubt, the antipathy and prejudice
thus produced would make itself seriously felt.

A more liberal policy in regard to Chinese immigration
will be of great benefit to us, not only in our own country,
but also on the other side of the Pacific; the work of

modernizing the Chinese Republic by the assistance of the

American engineer will then begin under the brightest

prospect. We welcomed the work of a hundred thousand
Chinese laborers behind the trenches in France, why not

welcome their help here? Let's open the door—the wider
the better.

St. Louis, Mo. Carl Gayler. C. E.

Engineers in Massachusetts Civil Service
Sir—Under slavery, the negi'o's desires, hopes and am-

bitions were rarely ever considered when the swapping and
selling of negroes began. If the negro desired to change
his job, for one on another plantation, it was his privilege

to "desire" a transfer as much as he pleased, this privilege

being allowed simply because there was no way to control

his thoughts. But an actual change, or transfer, could

not be accomplished except by agreement between the plan-

tation owners.

The Massachusetts Civil Service Commission still ad-

heres to the obnoxious rule and practice of not permitting

the transfer of an empl'^yee from one department to an-

other except by agreement between the employing officials.

Consequently the opportunity for advancement of civil

engineers under civil service is controlled entirely by em-
ploying officials and the Civil Service Commission. Without
"kow-towing" to his employer, an employee has absolutely

no opportunity, consideration or redress in the matter of

transference from one position to another.

A short time ago, an employee was not only denied the

right to accept another position, but was also abruptly dis-

charged from the position he held for daring to attempt to

better his position. Apparently the opinion still holds that

the right to accept another public service position is any-

body's business except that of the employee.

Ijnder the laws of Massachusetts, physicians, optometrists

and lawyers a^-e required to pass the State examinations

only once in order to practice their professions, but in the

same State civil engineers must pass State examinations

every two years if they wish to be listed as engineers quali-

fied for public service. At least that procedure is required

by law although it is violated. Under this condition the

lack of applicants for professional examinations is under-

standable and the dearth of competent eligibles is a natural

result. Thomas N. Ashton.
Fall River, Mass. Civil Engineer.



Hints for the Contractor
Cable Erection and Tower Details for

Chuting Plant

To PREVENT eccentric tower loading bv the chute

suspension cables, in the case of the building plant

layout shown by Fig. 1, special tower top details and spe-

cial methods of stretching and fastening the cables were
adopted. Two cables were employed to provide inde-

pendent suspension for the chute systems on the right

and on the left of the center tower. Each cable was Is

in. in diameter and had a span between deadmen of

about 715 ft. As indicated by the lettering of the

cables, the line which carried chutes on each side of the

center tower was drawn taut on the opposite side. This

prevented any intermittent strain on the center tower
from "take up" in the cable when concrete was flowing

in the chutes.

To avoid eccentric loading of the tail towers, the

tower top framing shown by Fig. 2 was employed. The
load on the center tower being symmetrical no special

framing was required. With the taut and slack line

arrangement, however, and because of the size and
length of the cables, the problem of stringing and fasten-

ing the cables required special solution. First, the two
cables were strung over the three towers down to the

anchors. Next, they were clamped together at the cen-

ter tower with eight 12-in. cable clamps and then
fastened to the center tower with two large U-bolts.

Then the tight cables on either side of the center tower
were pulled as nearly taut as possible with two triple

blocks having a pull of about 12 tons ; the taut and slack

cables were then clamped together at, and U-bolted to,

the top of each tail tower. Finally, the two cables at

both ends were pulled as nearly taut as possible from
the tail towers to the anchorages.
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Some sag remained in the taut cables, following the

procedure described. To remove this sag, counter-

weight chutes were suspended complete from the slack

cables on both sides of the center tower. Then the

cable clamps at the top of the center tower were gradu-

ally loosened and simultaneously the chutes were hoisted.

When all the weight of the chutes was taken by the

slack cables and the sag was pulled out of the taut

cables the loosened clamps were refastened.

The M. J. Hoffman Construction Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., were the contractors for the building, constructed

for the Haynes Automobile Co., upon which the above

described system was used.

Drafting Board Apron To Prevent
Rubbing of Tracing

By Ralph G. Focht
structural EfiSJueer, WasUiPSton, D. C.

REFERRING to sketch on p. 929 of your issue May 6.

. showing a half-round piece attached to the edge

of a drawing board to pro-tect drawing from creasing:

Such a device affords only partial protection to the trac-

ing. The tracing will be rubbed by the clothing of the

draftsman while he works over the drawing and if the

tracing is long, as with maps full size drawings and

like, it will extend to the floor. A bent piece of eheet

metal or apron as shown herewith overcomes these objec-
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tions at a small cost. This apron may best be made of

sheet brass although a section of hanging gutter as used

in house construction may be substituted. Tha section

should be quite heavy to prevent bending when the

draftsman bears against the board. Attention is also

called to the fact that the apron prevents pencils and

pens from rolling off an inclined board.

Another handy appurtenance to a drawing board is

a piece of oil cloth mounted on an ordinary window
shade roller, and attached to the top of the drawing

board so that the drawing may be covered up at night,

thus preventing dampness and warping of the drawing.



CURRENT EVENTS IN THE CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONTRATTTNG FIELDS

News of the Week
New York, July 1, 1920

Compensation Committee Reports
to Engineering Council

In its progress report to Engineering
Council, presented at the meeting of

June 17, by Chairman Arthur S. Tuttle,

the Committee on Classification and
Compensation of Engineers makes the

following statements regarding the re-

port of the Congressional Joint Com-
mission on the Reclassification of

Salaries.

"The classification of engineers pro-

posed by the Congressional Joint Com-
mission on Reclassification of Salaries

shows that the work of this Commis-
sion has been guided largely by the

work of your committee, and a com-
parison of its recommendations with

those of your Committee will be shortly

released for publication. It is the belief

of the Committee, that, to say the

least, the Federal Commission's classi-

fication, where it differs from that of

your Committee, has no advantage.
The compensations for the various posi-

tions proposed in the Federal report

are disappointing as they do not pro-

vide anything like the increases which
are believed by your Committee to be

essential to the end that the engineering
profession may attract and retain men
of proper calibre to assume successfully

the responsibilities placed upon it.

"From the analysis it would appear
that in the lower grades of Federal
service in 16 bureaus the compensations
proposed by the Congressional Commis-
sion would be from 2 to 19 per cent less

than those which have heretofore pre-

vailed, while in the higher grades the

increases range from 8 to 17 per cent.

The proposed salaries other than those

for the grade 'Junior Assistant Engi-
neer' range from 20 to 30 per cent less

than those suggested by your Com-
mittee."

Discussing work to be undertaken,
the report states: "It is proposed to

undertake a vigorous campaign for the

purpose of securing recognition of the

classification of various positions as

recommended by the Committee last

year and as adopted by Council on
December 18, 1919, and at the same
time to secure a general expression of

opinion on the part of engineers and
heads of services as to the compensa-
tion schedule tentatively suggested by
the Committee."

In addition to addressing communica-
tions to the secretary oi each of 123
engineering societies in the United
States and Canada, arrangements are
being made to secure co-operation on
the part of the lay as well as the engi-

neering heads of all services employing
engineers and of all Civil Service Com-
missions.

Engineering Council Endorses
Federated Societies

At its regular meeting June 17, after

hearing a report on the Organizing
Conference of engineering societies

held in Washington, D. C, June 3 and
4, Engineering Council took the follow-

ing actions:

Toted: that EngiiK^et-ing rounc^il hoartily
endor.se the plan of organization of the
Federated American Enginoeiinpr Societies
and the Ameriean Engineei-ing Council,
adopted by the Organizing Conference of
technical societies in Washington, June 3
and 4, and authorize its Executive Com-
mittee to proffer and perform on the
part of Council such assistance as may
be practicable in completing the work of
tlie Organizing Conference and of the Joint
Conference Committee of ti\e Founder
Societies in establishing the American En-
gineering Council.

Voted : that Engineering Council author-
ize its Executive Committee to deal with
any question of co-operation with the
.Joint Conference Committee of the Founder
Societies, relating to the permanent organi-
zation of the Federated American Engi-
neering Societies, which may come up dur-
ing the summer.
Voted : that the Secretary be instructed

to invite to future meetings of Engineering
Council delegates of the societies partici-
pating in the Organizing Conference in
Washington, June 3 and 4. and editors of
technical journals who may be interested.

No Cement for Street Repairs
in Washington

Inability to secure shipments of

cement has stopped all repairs on

streets in the District of Columbia. A
large amount of work, which is half

finished, must stand in that shape for

an indefinite period, it is predicted.

Delaware to Build Asphalt Instead
of Concrete Highways

After having placed under contract

approximately half of its concrete road
construction program the Delaware
State Highway Department, unble to

secure cement shipments, has decided

to complete its 80-mi. hard-surface

highway program by the construction of

roads with a bituminous foundation and
asphalt wearing surface. This decision

was reached at a conference held be-

tween the department's chairman and
chief engineer on June 21.

The original program consisted of

approximately 80 mi. of concrete high-

way, either of a concrete wearing sur-

face or a concrete foundation with bi-

tuminous or asphaltic wearing surface,

but the demand for completed roads and
the condition nl" cement shipments has
made it necessary to cancel that pro-

gram. Inasmuch as no difficulty has
been experienced in securing asphalt

and stone, it was therefore agreed
that the program should not be held

up. Plans are now being completed and
proposals will be called for about the

middle of August for the construction

of the 40 mi. of asphaltic road.

Architects Join Engineers in

State Federation

New Minnesota Body the Result of

Action of 200 .Members of Local

Engineering Organizations

Co-operation between architects and
engineers in Minnesota is assured by
the action taken at a joint meeting of

members of the two professions, held

in Duluth, June 19. The meeting was
attended by about 200 engineers and
architects, representing the five local

engineering organizations of the state

and the state chapters of all the

national engineering and architectural

societies.

Max Toltz, president of Toltz, King
& Day, Inc., consulting engineers and
architects, St. Paul, and past vice-

president of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, was chairman
of the meeting. Frederic H. Bass, pro-
fessor of sanitary engineering, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, and director of
the American Association of Engineers,
acted as secretary. W. C. -Armstrong,
chief engineer of the St. Paul Union
Depot Company, chairman of the com-
mittee on organization, presented its

report in the form of a resolution,

which was adopted without substantial
change after about three hours of
spirited debate. The essential features
of the resolution follow:

1. That a state federation of engineers
and architects be organized in Minnesota
whose membership may embrace all engi-
neers and architects of the state.

2. That the organization be formed by
the federation into one body of the Minne-
sota Surveyors' and Engineers' Society, the
Engineers' Club of Minneapolis, the Engi-
neers' Society of St. Paul, the Duluth En-
gineers' Club. Minnesota Chapter of Ameri-
can Institute of Architects, the Engineers'
Club of Nortliern Minnesota, and such other
independent and autonomous clubs, or so-
cieties of engineers or achitects, now exist-
ing, O' hereafter formed, such as autono-
mous sections of nation.al engineering socie-
lies, which may be foimd eligible.

.1. That each federated club or society
shall maintain its identity and shall not be
restrained, by reason of such federation,
from carrying on such technical, welfare
and social work locally as it may choose.

4. Tliat the existing Joint Engineering
Board shall constitute the first board of
directors of the state federation and shall
so serve imtil the new board of directors
created under the constitution and by-laws
to be adoiUed shall oe formed. Thereafter
the board of directors of the state federa-
tion shall assume all the functions of the
present joint board, and such additional
powers as may be conferred upon it by the
constituent societies.

;"). That a general meetii.ir or convention
of the state federation be held at least once
a year for technical, welfare and social
work.

6. That the state federation be divided
into sections representing architecture and
the various branches of engineering, such
as civil, mechanical, electrical, mining, etc..

for promoting technical discussions in these
respective branches at the annual conven-
tion.

7. That the state federation assume the
publication of "The Bulletin," maintain an
office and employ a secretary -editor, with
such clerical forces as may be necessary.

(Continued on p. 44)
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Committees Named for National
Research Council

Plans have been completed for active

work on the part of the division of

engineering of the National Research

Council. The personnel of the various

committees comprising this division has

just been announced. The chairman-

ship of the engineering division is held

by Di-. Comfort A. Adams, Lawrence
professor of engineering at Harvard
University. He now is on leave giving

his entire time to this work.

The division has been organized with

the co-operation of the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers, the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, the

American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, the American Society for Test-

ing Materials, the Society of Automo-

tive Engineers, the American Society

of Hluminating Engineers and the

Western Society of Engineers. In addi-

tion, the division works in close affilia-

tion with the Engineering Foundation.

The personnel of the division is com-

posed of officially appointed representa-

tives of these societies, together with

twelve members at large. The work of

the division proceeds under the direc-

tion of twenty committees on different

special subjects. The work is confined

as much as possible to problems of

immediate importance to industry. The
committees and their personnel, which
will deal with subjects of interest to

civil engineers, are as follows:

Committee on Economic Theory of

Highivay Improvement— T. R. Agg
(chairman), professor of highway en-

gineering, Iowa State College, Ames,
Iowa; C. A. Baughman, R. B. H.

Begg, L. E. Conrad, H. S. Fairbank,
D. C. Fenner, R. B. Gage, H. J.

Hughes, Mark L. Ireland, A. N. John-
son, H. J. Kuelling, H. J. Maclntire
and R. W. Schoreder.

Committee on Structural Design of

Roads — A. M. Goldbeck (chairman),

engineer of tests, Bureau of Public

Roads, Washington, D. C.

Committee on Tests and Properties

of Road Materials— H. S. Mattimore
(chairman), engineer of tests, Penn-
sylvania State Highway Department,
Harrisburg, Pa.; R. W. Crum, H. J.

Hughes, F. C. Lang, Morton Owen
Withy.

St. Lawrence Waterway To Be
Boomed at Detroit

The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Tide-

water Association, with delegates from
fourteen middle and northwestern
;^tates will have a three-day meeting at

Detroit, July 22-24 to boom the pro-

jected St. Lawrence River power and
navigation development. In addition

to many addresses on the commercial
desirability of the project, n^ainly by
men of political prominence, there will

be several papers on the engineering
features of the scheme. These will in-

clude, "The Railroad Point of View" by
W. L. Ross, of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western R.R. ; "Terminals, Transfer
Costs and Coastwise Trade" by R. S.

MacElwee, of the Department of Com-
merce; "Navigation and Waterway
Commerce," Maj. Gen. L. H. Beach; "St.

Lawrence Power Possibilities," Gard-

ner S. Williams; "Port Facilities," by

Charles Evan Fowler.

Tents for Canadian Engineers
During Open-Air Convention

The Calgary Branch of the Engineer-

ing Institute of Canada will hold a

meeting at Banff Aug. 14-18. The com-

mittee in charge has arranged with the

Government for the use of military bell

tents, with cots, mattresses and blankets

provided, and will serve meals in camp.

Visitors are requested to bring bed-

linen and towels. Any one wishing to

make reservation at hotels is at liberty

to do so. The camp will be located

near the Banff Springs Hotel, on the

Bow River, within five minutes' walk of

the golf course. It will accommodate
those who arrive the night of Aug. 13

and meetings will begin Aug. 16. The

committee extends to all engineers in-

terested, and particularly to those who
will be returning from the Portland

convention of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, a cordial invitation to

attend this open-air meeting and bring

their families. Notify F. E. Emery,

secretary, Western Professonal Meet-

ing, care of Gorman, Clancey & Grind-

ley, Calgary, not later than July 25 as

to tent or hotel accommodations.

Colorado Petitions for Tunnels

An initiative and referendum petition

has been completed in Colorado asking

for a vote on an amendment to the

State constitution which will provide

for the construction of the three sum-

mit tunnels described in Engineering

News-Record of April 8, 1920, p, 716.

This amendment provides for a bond

issue of $18,550,000 for the construc-

tion of the Moffat, Monarch and San

Juan tunnels, which are to be owned by

the State and are to be of such size

as to permit the passage of trains,

automobiles and army trucks. Rail-

ways refusing to make operating con-

tracts may be required to use the tun-

nels by order of the State Railroad

Commission, which Commission may
bring suit to enforce such order. Al-

though over 16,000 signatures were re-

quired, the petition was initiated and

completed in less than thirty days and

was ready some time before the date

for filing, July 1. The vote will be

taken in November.

Canadian Water-Works Section,
with 100 Members, Formed

At the Montreal convention of the

American Water Works Association,

June 22 to 24, a Canadian Section with

rbout 100 members, was formed. The
following officers were elected : Chair-

man, Alexander Milne, St. Catherines,

Ontario; vice-chairman, F. H. Pitcher,

Montreal; secretary-treasurer, H. G.

Hunter, Montreal.

Architect-Engineer Merger

(Continued from p. 43)

S. Thill the expenses of the st.ate feilcra-
tion ho defrayed by a i)er capita tax on all

l\'(h"fale(l chibs and soeietios, provided tliat

there sliall hv no dnplication of payment
l)y i-easoii of individuals belonging to more
ihan one federated society.

9. That the present Joint Engineering
Koard together with a committee of one
member from each of the societies repre-
sented at the meeting or invited to it. who
sliall be appointed or elected by each of
I lie re.spective societies, be constituted a
eommittee on organization, to draw up a
constitution and by-laws, and prepare all

details necessary to carry into effect these
resolutions.

10. That this conference fix the time and
lilace for .another conference at which the
committee on organization shall report and
the organization be perfected and put into
effect.

The meeting refused to take any ac-

tion on the method of election of mem-
bers to the board of directors of the

proposed federation that would tie the

hands of the committee that will draw
up the proposed constitution and by-

laws; but a motion carried that it was
the sense of the meeting that the board

should be composed of delegates elected

by the constituent societies in propor-

tion to the members paying their per

capita tax through said society.

Discuss Membership Qualifications

The greatest part of the discussion

took place on the clause enumerating
what societies should constitute the

proposed federation. One faction con-

tended that only local independent or-

ganizations should be allowed to feder-

ate, holding that every engineer and

architect should, from personal pride,

be a member of such organizations;

the other division held that a man
should not be forced into a local society

against his personal desires in order

to become a member of the state federa-

tion. Considerable doubt was expressed

as to the autonomy, in state affairs, of

the local branches of the national

societies. The Minnesota Chapter of

the American Institute of Architects,

however, was recognized as being an
independent local organization, being

affiliated with the Institute for action

in national affairs only.

The Minnesota Joint Engineering
Board met in Duluth the morning be-

fore the convention, voting to admit the

state chapter of the American Institute

of Architects to membership. This

action, together with the co-operation

of the architects in the afternoon meet-

ing and the assurance that they will

join with engineers in the state federa-

tion, is regarded as a big step toward
professional unity in the state and fore-

casts the presentation to the state legis-

lature of a license bill, modeled after

the one prepared by the committee of

Engineering Council.

The entertainment provided for the

visitors by the Duluth Engineers' Club,

consisted of a forty-mile trip around
the city by automobile, a dinner dance
in the evening, attended by about 250,

and a boat trip up St. Louis River to

Fond du Lac and return on Sunday
morning.
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Prof. Hughes New Engineering
Dean at Harvard

Hector James Hughes, professor of

civil engineering, Harvard University,

has been appointed dean of the Engi-
neering School, succeeding Comfort A.
Adams, who recently resigned to be-

come chairman of the Division of Engi-
neering of the National Research
Council. Dean Hughes graduated from
Harvard with the degree of A.B. in

1893 and received the degree of S.B.

from the Lawrence Scientific School in

1899. During this period of five years
he worked part of the time in the office

of the town engineer of Brookline,

Mass. In 1899 he joined the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy R.R. as assistant

engineer, maintenance of way at Chi-

cago, and the following year was made
resident engineer of that road at Bur-
lington, Iowa, in charge of construction.

Two years later he was for a short
period designer with the American
Bridge Co , Pittsburgh.

In 1902 Dean Hughes was appointed
instructor in civil engineering at Har-
vard, from 1903 to 1913 he was assist-

ant professor, during 1913-14 associate

professor and he has been professor

since 1914. For many years Dean
Hughes has been the head of the Har-
vard Engineering Camp at Squam
Lake, N. H., where summer courses in

surveying, topography, railroad loca-

tion, etc., are given.

Arlington (Va.) Sanitary District

At the last session of the Legislature

of the State of Virginia a bill passed

creating a Sanitary District of Alexan-

dria County, Virginia, and providing

for water and sewerage districts to be

known as "Arlington Sanitary Dis-

trict."

The three members of the Board of

Supervisors of Alexandria County are

designated as the Sanitary Commission
and are empowered to divide the county
into sub-districts upon application of a

certain number of qualified voters in

one or more of said districts. The
board is authorized to make surveys,

investigations and estimates of cost

for water supply and sewerage and if

authorized by a majority vote in the

district to issue bonds and have the

same constructed and the cost assessed

against the district in which the imm-
provements are made.
David J. Howell, senior member of

the firm of David J. Howell & Son,

civil engineers with offices in the Union
Trust Building, Washington, D. C, has
been appointed by the Board of Super-
visors of Alexandria County, Va., act-

ing as the Sanitary Commission, as the

Chief Engineer of "Arlington Sanitary
District."

Mr. Howell is also the general man-
ager of the Alexandria Water Com-
pany and his firm as the engineers of

this company constructed their large

Barcroft dam and storage reservoir
and filtration plant.

Mr. Howell, as one of the engineers

under the "Board of Engineers on
Deep Waterways," had charge of the
surveys and investigations on the
Eastern Division of the Oswego-
Mohawk Route through New York
State and was also the engineer in

charge of the surveys, investigations,
estimates and report of the Barge
Canal under Edward A. Bond, State
Engineer of New York. His firm has
had an extended practice in municipal
matters since its establishmeni in 1887.

To Examine Civilian Engineers
For Navy Commissions

In order to fill about 30 vacancies
in the commissioned grade of assistant
civil engineer. Corps of Civil Engineers,
U. S. Navy, with the rank of lieutenant,
junior grade, applications are being re-

ceived by the Bureau of Yards and
Docks, Washington, D. C, from can-
didates who desire to take preliminary
and physical examinations for these
commissions. The preliminary examin-
ation is to determine the general fit-

ness of the applicant, based on papers
submitted covering college record, tes-

timonials, references and professional
experience. The candidate is not re-

quired to report in person for this ex-
amination. Those who qualify in the
preliminary and physical examinations
(physical examination by a board of
medical examiners will be made of those
who qualify in the preliminary examin-
ation) will take the final oral and writ-

ten examinations at Washington.
The candidate must be an American

citizen, between the ages of 21 and
34, and must have received a degree in

engineering from a recognized college

or university. He must also have had
not less than a year's practical and
professional experience after gradua-
tion. The annual salary begins at

$3,200, with increases up to $9,600, de-

pending upon length of service, and
promotions.

Progress On ^hiladelphia-Camden
Bridge Project

(Special Cor7-espondcnt)

Latest developments give hope of

some early progress of the project for

a Delaware River bridge to connect

Philadelphia and Camden. Hitherto
virtually no headway was detectible, in

spite of the fact that all New Jersey
legislation affecting the highly popular
Hudson vehicle tunnel enterprise was
so drawn as to refer equally to the

Delaware bridge. In magnitude this

latter undertaking would rival the

East River bridges; in fact, if it should

be necessary lo keep the piers outside

the harbor lines an even greater span
would probably be required.

After the organization meeting of

the New Jersey-Pennsylvania bridge

commission, held in December, 1919,

nothing has been done, despite persist-

ent prodding by the Philadelphia and
South Jersey members. Now it ap-

pears that the next move lies with
Governor Sproul of Pennsylvania, head

of the joint commission. The situation
was cleared up considerably recently
by a hearing before the bridge commit-
tee of the Philadelphia city council,

although there developed a somewhat
acrimonious di-scussion between the
council members and certain New Jer-
sey commissioners who had the hardi-
hood to tell the Philadelphians that
it was they who were holding up
progress.

The hearing was on a bill sent to
council by Mayor Moore, the effect of
which would be to commit Philadelphia
to its proportionate share of the cost of
the bridge as Pennsylvania and New
Jersey have already been committed by
state legislation. The council took the
stand that it rould not pledge the
city's credit to the task until the cost
should be known; previously the wild-
est guesses, inspired and uninspired,
had been current in the Philadelphia
press. It had been stated that if the
council would not appropriate funds
until it knew what the project would
cost, and if the commission could not
determine cost until it had funds, there
could be no progress. At the hearing,
however, the city solicitor stated offi-

cially that an initial appropriation of
$250,000 made by the 1919 council did
not lapse and is available, together with
an equal sum appropriated by the
Pennsylvania legislature and twice as
much appropriated by New Jersey for
investigation and construction. Also
the representatives of the auditor gen-
erals of both states made it clear that
the city has until June, 1921, to match
a further appropriation of one and a
half millions by the states, by finding
an additional half million itself.

At the end of the hearing council
members stated that it was up to the
bridge commission to present its esti-

mates and designs, an opinion that
seems to have been concurred in by
the press and the citizens generally.
Governor Sproul is the one to issue the
call to the comm.ission, and now that
the national Republican convention is

out of the way there is good reason to
expect that the bridge will be the next
order of business at Harrisburg.

Motor Traffic Laws and License
Fees Subject of State Survey
Under the provisions of an act

passed by the present legislature, Gov-
ernor Edwards has appointed a special
commission to survey the motor vehicle
traffic laws and the motor vehicle fees
of New Jersey, with a view to supple-
menting legislation relating to traffic

and fees. The commission consists of
State Highway Engineer William G.
Thompson, Motor Vehicle Commis-
sioner William L. Dill, Senator Thomas
Brown, of Middlesex County; Assem-
blyman Henry G. Hershfield, of Passaic
County; and Horace A. Bonnell, of
Newai-k. Mr. Thompson's resignation
as chief engineer of the highway de-

pai-tment, takes effect on July 1 and
his place on the commission will be
filled by Watson G. Clark.
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Court Upholds Engineers in

Drainage Case

Drainage projects in Illinois may be
abandoned on payment of "court costs,"

and the Supreme Court has given a de-

cision to the effect that these costs

must include the fees of engineers and
attorneys. In the case of the Cane
Creek Drainage District, the lower
court of McHenry county held that the

fees were not a part of the court costs

necessary to be paid in order to permit
of abandonment. The action of the

lower court is reversed by the Supreme
Court, which declares that the order de-

l^rived the men of their rights under
their contracts with the commissioners
as engineer and attorney for the dis-

trict. Engineers can now undertake
drainage work in Illinois without fear

of losing their time and pay because
in-operty holders decide not to proceed
with the project.

Hydro's Chippawa Canal Work
Shut Down by Strike

As the result of a protracted dispute
over wages and hours the men em-
ployed on the construction of the
Chippawa Canal, around Niagara Falls,

by the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power
Commission, went out on strike on
June 16. They were receiving" 40c. per
hour for an 8-hr. day and 60c. for over-
time. The commission offered a new
scale of 50c. per hour for a through
1 .'-hr. day, but the men demanded an
8-hr. day with extra pay for overtime.
The commission thereupon decided on
a complete stoppage of work on the
Canal, which went into effect on June
21. The number of men affected is

2,200, many of whom have left the
neighborhood to seek work elsewhere.

Detroit Calls for Bids on 20-Mile
Street Railway Improvement
Detroit's municipal street railway,

provided for by the $15,000,000 bond
issue passed on April 5, has been
launched with the calling for bids on
about 20 miles of street railway tracks,
including excavating, concrete founda-
tion, ties, rails and all track equipment.
Work has already been started on one

line, the Charlevoix-Buchanan cross-
town line. The new lines are designed
to supply some of the much needed
east and west crosstown service, and to

relieve traffic in the congested factory
districts now inadequately served as
well as overcome ,the necessity for
riders going down town to the City
Hall to transfer to other parts of the
city.

The work and materials will be let

under three classes, (1) foundation
work which comprises excavating, con-
crete foundation, tile draining and
crushed stone backfilling; (2) oak ties;

and (3) steel work, including all the
required steel from rails to spikes.

T-rails weighing 91 lb. per yard are
.specified. The main quantities involved
are 95,080 cu.yd. of excavation, earth

or other material; 115,230 sq.yd. of

8i-in. concrete foundation ; 6,665 cu.yd.

of J-in. crushed stone backfill; 55,000

oak ties; and 4,400 tons of steel rails.

The municipal work is being done by
the Board of Street Railway Commis-
sioners, for which William C. Markham
is engineer.

The fact has been brought out that
Michigan seems to have no legislation

contemplating public ownershio of such
a utility as the city proposes to con-

struct, and the Michigan Public Util-

ities Commission has asked the Attor-
ney General for an opinion regai ding
its powers with regard to the project.

A map of the Charlevoix-Buchanan
route has been submitted to the state

commission, showing where the new
line will cross the Detroit United Rail-

way's lines and the various steam rail-

road lines. The question of the proper
safety devices to be installed has arisen.
If the lines in question were being con-
structed by a private corporation, it is

conceded that the commission would
have power to decide on what safety
devices should be installed at the cross-
ings and to apportion the expense. Or-
dinarily this would be to require the
new line to install the devices at its

own expense and divide the mainten-
ance costs equally between the inter-

secting lines.

It is believed, however, thai the law
does not provide the com.missi'jn with
power to direct a municipality con-
structing- its own lines to pay the
charges that might otherwise be
assessed against a private company.

Standards Committee. A dinner was
M.iven jointly by the National Safety
Council, the Chicago Safety Council,
the Illinois Manufacturers Association
and the Western Society of Engineers.

Montreal Water Board Announces
New Appointments

The newly created Montreal Water
Board, composed of A. E. Doucet, di-

rector of Public Works, chairman;
Walter J. Francis and R. S. Lea, has
made the following appointments to its

engineering staff: Charles J. DesBail-
lets, engineer in charge; F. E. Field,

assigned to work in connection with
pumping stations and filtration plant
extension; F. Y. Dorrance, assigned to
work of completion of aqueduct and
the several bridges which cross it; M.
Tison, A. Jette, A. Leroux, L. O'Sulli-

van, P. M. Chausse, W. W. Dickson and
N. Belanger, whose duties are divided
upon the work assigned to Mr. Field
and Mr. Dorrance. All of the staff,

with the exception of Messrs. DesBail-
lets, Tison, O'Sullivan and Chausse
were formerly members of either the
aqueduct or filtration works of Mon-
treal.

Safety Engineers Meet in Chicago
At the summer meeting of the engi-

neering section of the National Safety
Council, held in Chicago on June 24, the
safeguarding of machinery was the
main subject of papers and discussions.

Particular attention was given to power
presses, as the Council has undertaken
the preparation of a power press safety
code for the American Engineering

Activities of the A. A. E.

Tho Phoenix (Ariz.) Chapter was ad-
dressed, May 3, by A. L. Harris, who
spoke on the Paradise-Verde irrigation
project. He recommended that two
dams be built, one at the Horseshoe
dam site and the other at Camp Verde
dam site, both located in Yavapai
County, which would add about 93,000
acres of productive land to territory
in the vie nity of Phoenix. He said
that only 50 per cent of the Verde and
The Albany (N. Y.) Chapter, at a

recent meeting, elected the following
officers: President, G. P. Graham; vice-
presidents, V. L. Ostrander and L. W.
Irish; secretary, R. N. Barrett; treas-
urer, R. E. Hartman.
The Philadelphia Chapter was re-

cently addressed by Gifford Pinchot,
Pennsylvania state forester. Mr. Pin-
chot advocated the restoration of waste
lands in Pennsylvania. He stated that
one-sixth of the state is a waste from
forest fires, keeping out of the pockets
of the people not less than $80,000,000
a year. At the present time, he said,

the timber produced in the states does
not supply the demand, and the yearly
freight bill on lumber imported from
other parts of the country amounts to

$175,000,000.

The Milwaukee Chapter, May 5,

elected the following officers for the en-
suing year: President, N. Prakken;
vice-president, T. R. Minert; directors,
H. W. Israel and H. C. Schmidt; treas-
urer, William Tubesing; secretary, C.
S. Gruetzmacher. A call for a meeting
to organize a state assembly has been
issued to other chapters and clubs in

Wisconsin. The state organization is

desired to handle the proposed engi-
neers' registration bill and the provi-
sion for a state map bureau.

The New York Chapter, at its meet-
ing of May 12, elected the following
officers: President, R. H. Jacobs; first

vice-president, C. P. Abbott; second
vice-president, F. H. Judd; secretary,
L. B. Smith; treasurer, E. L. Miller.
The association announces the for-

mation of state assemblies in Washing-
ton and Nebraska. Seven chapters of
the former. May 22, sent delegates to
Tacoma, who elected G. V/. Osgood
temporary president and W. D. Smith
secretary. The next meeting will be
Aug. 24 at Everett, where a revision
of laws relative to county engineers
will be considered. The Nebraska As-
sembly, May 29, at Lincoln, elected as
president, W. R. McKeen, president
McKeen Motor Car Co.; vice-presi-

dents. Prof. Clark E. Mickey, Uni-
versity of Nebraska, and Roy N. Toll,

city commissioner, Omaha; treasurer,
George W. Bates, city engineer, Lin-
coln; secretary, Watson Townsend, as-

sistant engineei', Union Pacific.
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CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS
United States

Structural Engineer, $1,800 a year.

Form 1312. Applications should be

filed not later than July 27.

Psychological Investigator in Em-
ployment Tests, $3,000 to $3,800 a year.

Form 2118. Applications should be

filed not later than July 27.

Senior Engineer, Bureau of Valua-
tion, Interstate Commerce Commission,
$1,920 to $2,700 per year. Make appli-

cation before July 20.

Canada

Application forms may be obtained

from the office of the Employment Ser-

vice of Canada, or from the Secretary
of the Civil Service Commission, Ot-

tawa, and must be filed not later than
July 16.

Shipyard superintendent, Sorel, P. Q.,

$3,000 to $3,540 a year.

Hydraulic engineer, $2,700 to $3,180 a

year.

Junior Hydrometric engineer, $1,680

to $2,040 a year.

Junior engineers, $1,680 to $2,040 a

year.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN SOCIETY OP CIVIL,
ENGINEERS, New York City ;

Portland, Ore.. Aug. 10-12.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION. Boston ; San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

The Colorado Section, Am. See. C. E.,

at its annual meeting, June 12 elected

the following officers: President, Oliver

T. Reedy; vice-president, A. N. Miller;

secretary-treasurer, John S. Meads.

The Western Society of Engineers,

June 21, heard a paper by T. L. Con-
dron on "State Registration of Engi-
neers," which dealt with the present
Illinois law and with the proposed uni-

form law drafted by a committee of En-
gineering Council. Stress was laid upon
the present lack of uniformity by which
engineers engaged in interstate prac-

tice are confused as to the rights and
responsibilities. Evidence of experi-

ence and attainments was suggested as

even more important than ability to

pass an examination. There was some
discussion as to land surveyors, it be-

ing claimed by S. L. Greeley that the
proposed law is unjust to them. Mr.
Condron held that surveying is a branch
of engineering and does not need spec-

ial mention.

The Society of Municipal Engineers
of Philadelphia, at its meeting June 23,

adopted resolutions expressing its de-

sire to co-operate with the experts who
are making a survey of the classified

service of that city. Resolutions of ap-

preciation were also adopted for Henry
H. Quimby, chief engineer. Department
of City Transit, on his retirement as
president of the society. An election

of officers resulted as follows: Pres-
ident, Frank E. Maize; vice-presidents,

Charles Frommer, James S. Shute and
Seth M. VanLoan; secretary, Charles
H. Stevens; treasurer, William J.

Logan.

The Nashville (Tenn.) Enf'ineering
Association, through a committee of
which Hunter McDonald is chairman, is

working to raise an endowment fund of

$500,000 for the engineering depart-
ment of Vanderbilt University. The as-

sociation is also endeavoring to secure

$10,000 immediately for the purchase
of machinery to be used in the instruc-

tion of engineering students. The com-
mittee feels that this amount should be
raised at once, since the government is

selling engineering machinery on hand
for 15 per cent less than cost, and pieces

from that lot could be used to great ad-

vantage in the engineering department
of the university. The association will

bring the proposition for an endow-
ment fund before the various civic and
business organizations of Nashville, in

the hope that the city will contribute at

least $200,000, leaving $300,000 to be

secured from outside sources.

Personal Notes

L lEU T E N A NT- C OLO N EL ED-
WARD Bartow, chief, Illinois State

Water Survey, has resigned to accept

a position as head of the department
of chemistry, State University of Iowa.

While in France, Colonel Bartow was
in charge of water analysis laboratories

for more than two years. For several

years he was secretary of the Illinois

Water Supply Association, which event-

ually was absorbed as a section of the

American Water Works Association.

Albert H. Jewell, principal

assistant engineer, Michigan State

Board of Health, will succeed Charles

A. Haskins, whose resignation is noted

elsewhere in these columns, as chief en-

gineer of the Kansas State Board of

Health. He served during the war as

lieutenant in the Sanitary Corps at

Camp Custer, Mich., for a few months
and later as water supply officer with

one of the Engineering Regiments in

France. Previously, he was chemist at

the Toledo filtration plant.

C. C. W E s T F a L L i ; engineer of

bridges of the Illinois Central R.R.,

and not C. I. Anderson, as was stated

last week. The information concern-

inf the appointment we now learn was
erroneous.

Arthur F.Barnes, formerly

dean of engineering. New Mexico State

College, has become associated with

Barglebaugh & Whitson, architects and
consulting engineers, of Dallas, El

Paso and Houston, Tex., as mechanical
and industrial engineer and manager
of their New Mexico-Arizona district.

J. Ralph Van Duyn cHhas
has been appointed chief engineer of
construction of the Passaic Valley
(N. J.) Sewerage Commissioners, suc-
ceeding the late William M. Brown.
Mr. Van Duyne was deputy engineer at
a salary of $6,000. The new appoint-
ment carries with it an increase of
$1,500.

L. L. Rogers has severed his
connection as fi«ld engineer of the
Lakewood Engineering Co.'s paving de-
partment. Previous to his service in
that company, he was a member of
Roger Brothers Construction Co., high-
way engineers, Los Angeles, and he is
now returning to California to re-enter
the road constructing field, rejoining
Roger Brothers, with headquarters at
Los Angeles.

Lieut. -Col. Edward M.
S t A Y T N has been made city repre-
sentative on the Board of Control of
Kansas City (Mo.) Railways, of which
Philip J. Kealy is the other member. He
replaces R. P. Woods, who recently re-
signed to devcte his time to the Kansas
City, Clay County & St. Joseph Ry., of
which he is vice-president and general
manager. Colonel Stayton entered the
army, shortly after returning from
service on the Mexican Border, as
major of the 110th Engineers, and was
later made lieutenant-colonel. Since
his return from France, he has been
consulting engineer for the location and
construction of highways m Clay and
other counties in Missouri. He will
assume his new duties about Aug. 15.

Charles A. Haskins, chief
engineer and director of the Water and
Sewage Laboratories, Kansas State
Board of Health, has resigned to asso-
ciate himself with Black & Veatch, con-
sulting engineers, Kansas City, Mo.
His resignation will become effective
about July 1. Mr. Haskins has been
connected with the Kansas State Board
of Health for nine years, with the ex-
ception of a leave of absence in 1915,
spent with the United States Public
Health Service in the investigation of
the pollution of coastal waters. He
served during the war as a captain in

the Sanitary Corps, detailed to the
office of the sui-geon-generil on special
investigations of water and sewage
problems.

Hamilton &. Barber is the
name of the new firm, established by
Peter D. G. Hamilton and George H.
Barber, civil engineers, which will

specialize in designs, details and plans
for structural steel and ornamental
iron work. The firm's offices are at 50
Bromfield St., Boston.

P. W. Elmore, assistant engineer,

Indiana Division, Baltimore & Ohio
R.R., has been made assistant di\ision

engineer, with headquarters at Toledo;

J. W. PURDY, assistant engineer, Ohio
Division, has been made assistant di-

vision engineer, with headquarters at
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Chillicothe, Ohio, and Mark H. Beard

has been made assistant division engi-

neer, Cleveland Division, with head-

quarters at Cleveland.

L. H. B o N D, assistant engineer, Illi-

nois Centi-al R.R., has been appointed

district engineer of the Northern lines,

with headquarters at Chicago.

J. H. Sydenstricker has been

appointed road engineer of Monroe

County, W. Va.

Albert L. Upham has resigned

as field engineer with Stone & Webster

at Hartford, Conn., and is now located

at New Britain, Conn., representing

Brown & von Beren, architects, of New
Haven, during the construction of a

building for the Besse-Leland Co.

P. H. C A s S I D Y has resigned as

superintendent of construction of

bridges, power plants and substations

for the Eastern Pennsylvania Railway,

Light, Heat & Power Co., of Potts-

ville, Pa.

C. V. Svi^EET and L. V. Teesdale,

of the U. S. Forest Products Labora-

tory, Madison, Wis., have resigned to

enter the forest service of the Govern-

ment of India, their special duty being

to investigate commercial methods of

seasoning timber.

E. E. C H A D w I c K, recently assist-

ant engineer on filter design and con-

struction, Minneapolis water depart-

ment, has been elected city engineer of

Winona. Minn. He succeeds Henry E.

Wolff.

H. G. P erring, consulting engi-

neer, and engineer to the Board of

Commissioners of Public Grounds and
Buildings of Pennsylvania, has been

appointed chief engineer of Baltimore,

Md. He will have charge of the engi-

neering details of the water-front de-

velopment and general irhprovemient

plans for Greater Baltimore, for which
work loans have been authorized. He
will receive an annual salary of $7,000.

Major Harry D. Williar,
J R., who served in Europe with the

First Engineers, First U. S. Division,

has resigned as district engineer in

charge of the Washington office of the

Asphalt Association. He has been ap-
pointed assistant chief engineer of the

Maryland State Roads Commission.

Older & Quinlan, consulting

engineers, Monadnock Block, Chicago,

have merged their engineering practice

with the practice of Arthur W. Con-
soer, under the corporate name of the

Consoer Engineering Co. Clifford Older
is president of the company, George A.
Quinlan, secretary and treasurer, and
Mr. Consoer vice-president and busi-

ness manager. The company will con-
duct a general engineering business at
the above address, Mr. Oldei and Mr.
Quinlan continuing their cohsuUing
practice.

F. A. D A N F o K T H, topographic
engineer, U. S. Geological Survey, has
completed the survey of the Salt Lake
quadrangle, Texas, and the control of

the Fort Stockton and Free quadran-

gles, Texas. He will sail for Hawaii,

July 10. A. O. BuRKLAND, topographic

engineer in charge, and R. M. Wilson,
assistant topographer, left June 5 for

Honolulu to begin the co-operative

topographic survey of Hawaii.

Charles E. P a r-r y, formerly

principal assistant city engineer of

Allentown, Pa., is now located in Phila-

delphia as designing and construction

engineer for the Municipal Disposal Co.

Fred Brown, unt 1 recently engi-

neer of the Hastings (Mich.) TaMe Co.,

has been appointed city engineer of

Muskegon, Mich.

0. D. Chrisman has resigned as

city engineer of Springfield, Mo., to

open a civil engineering office in that

city. G. W. Culler, of the city engi-

neering department, will succeed Mr.
Chrisman.

Christopher J. Sheridan,
recently assistant city engineer, has

been appointed deputy city engineer of

Yonkers, N. Y. He succeeds the late

George L. Christian.

H. F. Johnson has resigned as

resident engineer of the Wyoming State

Highway Department to become office

engineer of the Midland Bridge Co., at

Kansas City, Mo.

Cope, Rand, Means Co. is

the name cf a new engineering firm

established by T. H. Means, irrigation

engineer, and E. L. Cope, consulting

engineer, both of San Francisco. Lieu-

tenant-Colonel L. H. Rand, Corps of

Engineers, U. S. Army, formerly at

San Francisco and recently transferred

to Camp Dodge, Iowa, also has an in-

terest in the firm. The firm will spe-

cialize in hydraulic and structural en-

gineering, with offices in the Holbrook
Building, San Francisco.

W. J. S W E G M AN, superintendent
and mechanical engineer of the Wabash
Portland Cement Co., has joined the

rtaff of J. C. Buckbee Co., engineers,

Chicago.

A. F. H E I N z E has become the man-
ager of the newly organized American
Professons Supply Co., 58 W. Wash-
ington St., Chicago.

J. L. P I F E R & C o., civil, mining and
municipal engineers, Herrin, 111., has
gone out of business and sold its equip-

ment to Pfeiffer & Mallams, consulting-

engineers, of that c'ty. Mr. Pifer has
accepted a position in Tacoma, Wash.

Edward A. Roth, formerly con-

crete ehgi-neer fcr E. I. Du Pont de Ne-
mours Co., at Wilmington, Del., has
opened architectural and engineering
offices in the Drexel Building, Philadel-

phia. ,

T H M a s L. W I L L I s has tendered
;liis resignation as city engineer.' of New
Orleans, La., on account of ill health.

He will be succeded by W. Beauregard
Davey, chief engineer of the Orleans
Parish Levee Board.

S. J. C H A P L E A u, civil engineer,
Ottawa, has been appointed to act as

representative for Canada on the Board
of Control, the formation of which was
recommended by the International Joint
Commission for the construction of

compensating works in St. Mary's
River by the Michigan Northern Power
Corporation and the Algoma Steel Cor-
P'.u-ation.

Obituary

Matthew Gault, superintend-
ent of the Sewer Department, Worces-
ter, Mass., died in that city June 26.

He was 53 years of age, and a graduate
of Dartmouth, 1890. He entered the
employ of the city of Worcester under
F. F. McClure, city engineer. For
many years previous to 1907 he was
the assistant engineer in charge of

sewer work. In 1907 he succeeded H.
P. Eddy as superintendent of sewers.
From 1911 to 1913 the experimental
work on behalf of Imhoff tanks and
trickling filters was under his direc-

tion, as well as the recent activated
sludge experiments.

Business Notes

The Conneaut Shovel Co.,
Ccnneaut, Ohio, has acquired additional
land immediately west of its plant at

(Conneaut, on which a new rolling mill

will be built.

The Briggs Co., Lansing and
Flint, Mich., announce the opening of

another branch office at 43 Pearl St.,

Grand Rapids, in charge of L. B. Wood.

The National Engineer-
ing Service Corporation,
W. K. Palmer, president, announces
the opening of an Eastern office at 30
Church St., New York City, in addition

to its Kansas City and Chicago offices.

J. F. Kaufman, special engineer of the
corporation, from the operations office

..t Kansas City, is new in charge of the
New York office, at the same time
directing industrial work which the cor-

poration has in hand at Newark, N. J.

The Watson-Stillman
C 0., New York City, announces the
following changes in personnel, owing
to the retirement from active in-

terest in the management of A. F.
Stillman: E. A. Stillman remains as
president, with supervision of sales;

Carl Wigtel, chief engineer, has been
elected vice-president; J. D. Brocks,
treasurer; A. Parker Nevin, secretary;
LeRoy T. Brown appointed works man-
ager; J. W. Delano, assistant works
manager and W. H. Martin pui'chasing
agent. The offices of general manager
and superintendent vra discontinued
and G. D. Kershaw and J. F. Lary ar:^

no longer connected with the company.
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Labor Efficiency Decrease

ASSERTIONS that labor efficiency has decreased

materially of late are many and positive. Almost
everyone knovi's or at least feels strongly that these

assertions are based on experience but supporting data
are scanty. Who has specific proof, based on reliable

records of labor efficiency before, during and since the
war?

Council Endorses Federation

yi S NOTED in the news section last week, Engineer-

f\ ing Council has endorsed the plan of organization
of the Federated American Engineering Societies. This

action, following closely upon the Organizing Confer-
ence last month, is timely and constructive for it re-

moves the possibility of having two organizations work-
ing at cross purposes. Council, however, has gone
further than a mere approval of the federation plan;

its executive committee has been definitely instructed

to co-operate with the Joint Conference Committee in

effecting a permanent organization for the federated

societies and to assist in any way possible the work
begun at the Organizing Conference. While Engineer-
ing Council has done some excellent work, it has been
felt for some time by members of the profession that

it was organized on lines not calculated to produce the

results desired. The demand has been insistent for

some body more democratic than Council and more
directly responsible to the membership of the societies

which it represented. With the Federated American
Engineering Societies definitely organized there will be

no reason for the further existence of Engineering

Council. In endorsing the federation, therefore, Coun-
cil in a way sounds its own death knell, but in so doing

it gives evidence of the new spirit of co-operation and
solidarity which is developing throughout the profes-

sion and which will make it possible for engineers, in

the future, to speak with a united voice and to insure

for their message a respectful hearing.

Variety in Building Laws

IN ANY such discussion of structural requirements as

that given on another page in an article on wind loads

—an article, by the way, which concludes a most valu-

able series of analyses of building code requirements

by the same author, based on many years of practical

dealing with codes—^the wide divergence between the

provisions made by various municipal and other authori-

ties to govern building work stands out strikingly as

a puzzling fact. It is as well, in thinking of this, to

bear in mind that there are such things as geographical

differences, affecting not merely the intensity of wind

storms, character of soil and possibility of earth dis-

turbances, but also the current methods of engineering

practice. However, making all possible allowance for

these factors, and for the likelihood of strict or less

strict supervision of plans by the public authorities, it

is patent that the larger part of the difference betwen
various codes is quite arbitrary, arising from the com-
pilers' whims or lack of information. The most impor-

tant service that discussions like Mr Fleming's can do
the technical community (and the public as well) is to

lead toward more rational ways of dealing with natural

forces and building methods, so that we may in time get

somewhere near uniformity in requirements throughout
the country. It is by no means certain that absolute

uniformity would bring any particular benefit. Now
that the Engineering Standards Committee has entered

upon the course of developing safety codes, which in

the end are bound to include municipal building ordi-

nances within their scope, it seems probable that the

attempt will be made some time in the future to create

a single standard building code under technical auspices.

Whether the formulation of such a code will result in

its general adoption by municipal legislatures remains

to be seen; and, as we have*intimated, the argument is

by no means one-sided. But it may be taken as certain

that a standard code would do useful service as a model.

Lobbying of the Right Sort

CONNOTATION and usage to the contrary notwith-

standing, the word "lobbyist" is not necessarily a

term of reproach. On some matters legislators have to

be advised and urged toward action for the public good,

either to offset the evil or unwise influences which are

always at work or to supply needed information. For-

tunately engineers collectively are beginning to recog-

nize the distinction between a good and a bad lobby;

witness the active work in favor of the proposed De-

partment of Public Works, In the final passage of the

Federal Water-Power Bill the mass action of the pro-

fession did not come into play, but there were a few

individuals who carried on a private fight. Prominent

among them and practically alone as a representative

of the civil engineering profession was Hugh L. Cooper.

Colonel Cooper, it is well known, is interested in some

large hydro-electric developments which have been

awaiting the passage of the law. But in spite of this

his engineering advice was repeatedly accepted by con-

gressmen on whom it was sometimes forced, but by

whom it was more often sought. For ten years his

time and money have lavishly gone to the furtherance

of proper power legislation, and now that, so far as

Congress is concerned, the issue is successfully termi-

nated proper credit should be given him by those, engi-

neers and public alike, who will profit by the opening

up of the nation's water-power resources.

Highways and Heavy Haulage

SHARP increases in motor vehicle transportation, the

appearance now and then upon the public highways

of excessively loaded commercial vehicles, and the fail-

ure of many so-called durable pavements have diawn

wide attention recently to the question of how far motor
49
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vehicles should influence the design of modern pave-

ments. The most recent state to become alarmed over

the condition of its highvv'ays is Ohio, which has suf-

fered greatly within the past few months. Recent trans-

portation conditions have contrived to give great im-

petus to the commercial motor vehicle on short and
medium-distance hauls. In fact, many communities

have depended largely upon the motor truck for their

supplies of farm and dairy products. In some states

the heavy war traffic of 1918 has been reported doubled

by 1920 commercial traffic. A cry has consequently gone

up from various states insisting upon weight regulations

for vehicles as a means of safeguarding the highways.

It appears that, in the breaking up of highways, motor

trucks and poor drainage facilities share the responsi-

bility. Weight regulations must, therefore, be enforced

to absolve the motor truck.- Only intensive study and

careful design, followed by proper construction, can

eliminate poor highway drainage. But just what that

limitation in truck weight should be is a question that

automotive and highway engineers are to solve. There

is apparently no adverse criticism regarding the lighter

trucks, those below a 3i-ton capacity, the mass of criti-

cism of truck weights being directed against heavy

units. Highway technic which endeavors to discover

what design will meet reasonable demands of highway

transportation is in a formative period. Until that

design is determined it is apparent that regulation is

the only alternative whereby existing mileages can be

saved. And it must be remembered that not only are

the demands of highway transportation to be taken into

account, but that financial considerations rule as well.

If 25-ton loads are to form the basis on which highway
engineers design modern pavements it is apparent that

only the smallest mileages can be constructed. There

is that middle ground : A thorough co-operation between

those who build the highways and those who construct

the vehicles using them, and expenditures based on

economic necessity

Ship Railways: 700 B. C. to 1920 A. D.

ANCIENT and modern history of the engineering

L development of the ship railway for transporting

vessels across necks of land is brought to mind by the

description of the marine railway or slipway at Astoria,

Ore., for hauling vessels out of the water to be repaired

or cleaned, described in our issue of June 10, p. 1157.

The ship railway and the marine railway belong to the

same type, though employed for different purposes.

Historically, the ship railway dates back to about

700 B. C, when the Greeks built such a line to trans-

port their galleys across the Isthmus of Corinth in

order to avoid the long and dangerous southward pass-

age. This line is said to have been in use for more than

300 years. Some other ancient temporary works of this

kind were mainly achievements in military or naval wel-

fare. There is record of lines built by the Greeks in

831 A.D., by the Venetians in 1438 at Lake Garda, and

by the Turks in 1453 at Constantinople. In American

history there stands prominently the Portage Railway,

of about 1840, for the transfer of canal boats across the

summit of the Alleghenies. Coming down to more mod-

ern days, in the decade of 1880-1890 the project for an

Atlantic-Pacific ship railway across the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec, in Mexico, was advocated vigorously and

was a subject of interest and controversy in engineering

circles as an alternative tr* or a rival of the several

isthmian canal projects of that time. A few years later

the Chignecto ship railway in Nova Scotia, at the head

of the Bay of Fundy, was commenced, but financial

troubles led to the abandonment of the work. Of a

smaller class are the Dalles-Celilo boat railway for trans-

ferring river vesels around the rapids of the Columbia

River, and the boat railways for transf^jrring small craft

over dams and levees.

The Tehuantepec project deserves particular attention

because Captain Eads was its engineer and promoter,

and it had the endorsement of such men as Octave

Chanute, Henry Flad and E. L. Corthell. For transpor-

tation purposes on such a large scale the shipyard rail-

way or slipway had to be developed along somewhat
different and original lines. Instead of raising the

cradle into contact with the ship by hauling the cradle

up an incline, Captain Eads proposed to raise it ver-

tically by a submersible pontoon traveling in guides.

For hauling over a long distance the cradle was to be

mounted on railway trucks instead of rollers, and chain

or cable haulage was to be replaced by locomotive trac-

tion. Further, some better support than the ordinary

bilge blocks would be needed to prevent straining or

racking of the hull of a large steamer during the land

passage. To meet this requirement a system of equal-

ized hydraulic jacks was devised, a combination used

successfully in recent years for moving large bridges.

Ships of 5,000 tons were provided for in Captain Eads
plans. Since his day, however, there has been such

increase in the size and weight of ships that many of

the vessels which now go through the Panama Canal

would still have to go around Cape Horn if the Tehuan-
tepec ship railway were the only means of interoceanic

communication. The same condition might exist if we
had only a canal of the dimensions proposed in the pro-

jects contemporaneous with the ship railway. But the

railway was so much the cheaper that it would have been

easier to supersede it by a large canal than to enlarge

or replace an existing canal. Difficulty of finance ap-

pears to have been the main obstacle which this ship

railway project, like several canal projects, could not

overcome. What might have been the history of isth-

mian transportation if the railway had been built can

be only a matter of conjecture.

Whatever may be the possibilities and limitations of

the ship railway, there is no doubt as to the practical

value of the marine railway for shipyard work.--

Although a 5,000-ton load limit is assumed by the author

of the article already mentioned, it seems not improb-

able that such railways may be developed for larger

capacities and still show advantages of economy as com-
pared with either fixed or floating drydocks. Founda-

tion conditions and cost are prime factors in such

development.

War conditions have been the cause of a rapid intro-

duction of marine railways for shipyard work in this

country'-, coincident with the revival of the American
shipping industry. Their continued use will be a part

of the maintenance work on our new merchant marine

and may lead to further developments in size and in

operating methods. It may be that engineers will again

consider the possible application of the ship railway

for transportation in comm'ercial or militaiy service, not

necessarily for liners or battleships but perhaps for

transfer of coasting vessels or the smaller class of war

vessels between fields of operation in separated waters.
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Another Turn in Rail Study

WITHIN the past two years the discovery of a new
method of rail study, "deep etching," or pickling,

which revealed a startling condition of the interior

metal of many rails, wakened hopes of new progress
toward greater railway safety. Later, when it was
demonstrated that the peculiar internal defects revealc ^

by pickling are due to numerous fine cracks in the steel,

and when various observations had made it highly

probable that this internally cracked or "shattered" con-

dition of the metal is closely related to the occurrence of

transverse fissures, such hopes were strengthened. It

seemed that nothing remained but to find the cause of
internal cracking and then to cure it. in order to

eliminate the most troublesome and dangerous type of

rail failure. But the reassuring prospect is now made
rather more remote by conclusions drawn from further
studies of rails, and if those conclusions are confirmed
the whole rail subject may revert to its unsatisfactory

status of three or four years ago, when each new fact

brought to light in rail study seemed to introduce

greater confusion.

In summarizing elaljorate investigations made in con-

nection with a Virginia train wreck caused by a trans-

verse fissure, J. E, Howard, of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, virtually declares the theory that fissures

are caused by "shattered" metal in the rail head to be

unfounded. He cites some bad cases of transverse fis-

sure that occurred in rails free from the internal cracks

revealed by deep etching; and obviously it is hard to

reconcile the theory with such observations. But in his

report and in a subsequent paper read at the meeting
of the American Society for Testing Materials two
weeks ago he goes beyond refuting the theory, and
suggests that its very opposite may be true, namely that

shattered rail-head metal miy be more resistant to

fissuring than solid metal. This disconcerting view,

put forward quite insistently in the wreck report, is

stated in the later paper much more cautiously, as

merely a question entitled to consideration and study;

yet for the moment at least it is the newest thought in

the field of rail study and must be reckoned with.

Transverse-fissure breaks, it is agreed, are repeated-

stress fractures that start from some minute defect in

the metal. The service stresses in the rail should, how-
ever, be greatest at top of head and bottom of base,

whereas the center of a transverse fissure is always

located in the interior of the head. For this reason,

when Mr. Howard first announced his discovery of

transverse fissures, eight or nine years ago, he pointed

out the controlling influence of the cold-rolling action of

the wheels, which distorts the surface metal of the rail

and transfers the zone of maximum tensile stress to

the interior. Now he couples with this effect the

influence of initial strains in the interior of the head

caused by the shrinkage of the rail during cooling after

it leaves the rolls, in the process of manufacture.

The rail metal cools first on its outer surface and the

shell thus becomes rigid; and when the hotter interior

metal then shrinks, longitudinal tension, ia the center

of the rail head is set up. Such action does take place

no doubt, but in naming it as a prime factor in trans-

verse fissuring and attributing fissures to "the united

action of the primitive shrinkage strains and the

augmented cold rolling strains," Mr. Howard sets up a

wholly new conception of the mechanical action of rails.

But directly connected with this new view is a con-

elusion drawn from the peculiar fact that in a rail

whose interior is "shattered," the zone of shattering

ends half an incli or so from the (hot-sawed; end of

the rail, just as it does not approach nearer the sides and
top of the rail than half an inch or so. M. H. Wickhorst,

engineer to the railways* committee on rail study, con-

firms this observation, and both Mr. Howard and Mr.

Wickhorst conclude that the shattering develops after

the hot-sawing and is a manifestation of the shrinkage

which occurs during the cooling of the rail. Mr. Howard
goes farther in his reasoning, and considers that in

those rails m which shattering develops during the

shrinkage, the strains that would otherwise be set up
are relieved, and that in consequence sound rails have

greater initial stresses and are more susceptible to fail-

ure by transverse fissuring. Therefore, "the diffusive

action of a certain number of shattering cracks might

at times ameliorate conditions, retard or possibly arrest

the formation of transverse fissures."

With all possible allowance for the harmful effect of

initial strains, it is not easy to understand how a

thoroughly checked and cracked mass of material can

be more resistant than solid material to the tearing-

apart action evidenced in transverse fissuring. Mr.

Howard's conclusions are of undoubted weight, in view

of his long study of rail fissures and his rare skill as an

investigator. But unless his theory can account for

the fact that fissures tend to occur in heats, for the

greater susceptibility of heavy over light rails, and for

the protective effect of reheating blooms before final

rolling—all facts that point the finger of suspicion at

ingot conditions—it is obviously so imperfect as to be

merely a speculative hypothesis.

The most uncomfortable feature of these latest views

is that they lead again to putting the blame for trans-

verse fissures on rail service rather than rail quality.

In his wreck report Mr. Howard goes so far as to say:

"The idea is not tenable that unbreakable rails can be

made, ignoring service stresses ; that rails must be made
es a mill problem which will not fail in the track under

the increasing weight of rolling stock." This is in

substantial opposition to the views on which pi-esent

work on rail specifications is being carried on. Rail-

way engineers, while recognizing the existence of high

service stresses, fully established by the work of the

Track Stress Committee, point to many facts that

acquit stresses of prirary responsibility for failures:

the simple fact, for instance, that rail failures are not

proportioned to traflSc weight or density. Such facts

argue against the new views just as they have over-

thrown prior attempts to explain rail failures.

In time it may be possible to place the subject of

railway track on the basis of design, and to limit the

stresses caused by trains in the s'.me way that bridge

stresses are limited. But for the present we believe

that the problem must be regarded essentially as one

of rail quality—finding out what defect causes some

rails (very few) to fail. From this point of view the

study of "shattering" of rail-head metal still appears

highly promising, indeed the most promising in the

whole rail field, despite Mr. Howard's recent conclusions.

And it may indeed turn out that the early acquittal of

shattering- cracks from responsibility for transverse fis-

sures was premature. Even the conclusion that shatter-

ing is caused by shrinkage may prove to be in error,

and the mechanical actions of the steel-mill rolls may yet

be shown to play a part in determining rail quality.
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Structural Design and Ventilation of Liberty Tunnels
Two Tunnels 59 Ft. Apart Provide Separate Two-Line Roadways

—

Light Traffic Likely for Many Years—Ventilation

IN the Liberty Tunnels through the South Hills, now

under construction, Pittsburgh will have the largest

highway tunnel yet built. It is notable both in its size

of cross-section and in its length; it provides two sep-

arate roadways, each for two lines of traffic with space

for street cars, and its length from portal to portal is

well over a mile, being 5,715 ft. After the adoption

of the general routfe, reported in Engineering News-

Record of July 24, 1919, p. 166, the project as origi-

nally outlined was thoroughly revised in the course of

working out the details. A wide four-line tunnel was

contemplated a year ago, but this plan has been super-

seded by the present one for two separate two-line

tunnels. The profile of the route was improved by

eliminating the summit and steep grade laid out last

year, and substituting an unbroken flat grade of 0.329

per cent. The enterprise is significant in its engineer-

ing phases on the traffic as well as on the structural

side. Providing adequate ventilation to purify the

tunnel air of the dangerous exhaust gases from auto-

mobiles was one of the most important problems of the

planning.

Ground Conditions and Lining—The tunnel lies in good

shale. The top of a ledge of especially firm sandstone that

has been used extensively for producing local building

stone occurs near springing-line elevation. The tunnel

practically follows the strata. It was to be expected that

blasting in construction would loosen the roof in places

sufficiently to cause large overbreakage, but not enough

to develop any material rock loading on the structure

of the tunnel. The lining was therefore designed em-

pirically as a 24-in. arch of concrete, lightly reinforced

along the intrados to forestall any possible cracking.

The cross-section of each of the two tubes is of horse-

shoe outline with semi-circular roof arch 13 ft. 3i in. in

radius and sidewalls 7 ft. 2 in. high above crown of

roadway.

To fill the space back of the lining rock packing as

customary is provided for, but this is required to be

cemented solid with grout pumped through pipes set

in the lining. The two tubes ?re 59 ft. apart on centers,

leaving about 27 ft. of undisturbed rock between the

separate excavations.

Abandoned coal workings about 150 ft, above the tun-

nel drain the upper part of the hill over the tunnel, but

the rock below the workings probably contains water.

As it was feared that wet places might be encountered

in the excavation, especially near the portals where the

ground is presumably most broken, it is required that

for 600 ft. length at each portal, and wherever else the

engineer mighj; find desirable, membrane waterproofing

shall be placed on the oatside of the lining concrete.

According to the contract plans of A. D. Neeld, en-

gineer in charge of the tunnel construction for Alle-

gheny County, the tunnel excavation is to be timbered

with arch sets of 12 x 12 timbers outside the neat line

of the concrete lining, these sets to be spaced as may
be found necessary for the support of the rock. When
the contractor. Booth & Flinn Ltd., of Pittsburgh,

started on the work, it was found that with the price

of timber at $65 per M. it would be cheaper to use 8-in.

Bethlehem H-beams cut to form segments as for tim-

bering. The substitution has been approved by the

engineer, and in view of the greater permanency of the

substituted material the I-beams will be allowed to pro-

ject 6 in. inside the exterior neat line of the lining.

The excavation and hence also the overbreakage will

probably be much reduced by the change.

Traffic Conditions—A district of purely residential

character is to be served by the tunnel. The suburbs

West Liberty, Beechview, Brookline, Dormont, Mt. Leb-

anon and adjacent territory, which lie beyond the south

portal, are not likely to become sites for industrial de-

velopment in future, and but little development of traf-

fic beyond a growth of the passenger vehicle traffic is

looked for. The only freight transport through the

tunnel will be that necessary for building materials and

for the domestic services of the district. It was be-

lieved unwise to build a tunnel of less than one two-line

roadway in each direction, but the maximum capacity

of the tunnel will probably not be utilized for many
years to come. Before traffic outgrows this capacity

another tunnel may be built, reaching another part of

the South Hills district.

According to calculations checked by traffic studies

on Pittsburgh thoroughfares the tunnel capacity is

estimated at 1,690 vehicles per hour in each direction,

at the maximum. This traffic corresponds to two lines

of vehicles, both traveling at 15 miles per hour, vehicles

100 ft. apart in each line. A traffic count made on Bige-

low Boulevard, the principal automobile thoroughfare

between downtown Pittsburgh and the east end, con-

ducted during a recent stoppage of street-car traffic, when
presumably the road traffic was heaviest, showed a max-
imum of 1350 vehicles passing in one direction in one

hour. This traffic occupied half the width of the 40-ft.

roadway, and so is considered fairly comparable with

the possible traffic in one roadway of the tunnel. It

will be seen that the tunnel capacity has been estimated

FIG. 1. SOUTH PORTAL OF WEST TUBE, LIBERTY
TUNNELS, FROM BELL TAVERN
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at a higher figure. The ventilation calculations were

based on this estimate of capacity.

Ventilation—Tests of automobiles for carbon mon-
oxide emission and physiological experiments on the

susceptibility of human beings to carbon monoxide now
being conducted under the auspices of the Bureau of

Mines, supplied the essential data for the calculations on

ventilation. As this is the first large highway tunnel in

which the problem of dealing with automobile exhaust

had to be solved, there was no precedent to guide the

planning. While the assumed data differ from those

used in the design of the Hudson River vehicle tunnel at

New York, the results are said to be substantially

identical.

It was believed that with the above-noted spacing of

vehicles (100 ft. in each line), corresponding to 114

automobiles in either tube of the tunnel at any one

time (in maximum traffic), heaviest load would be fairly

represented by assuming a gross weight of two tons per

vehicle. The monoxide emission was taken as 3.0

cu.ft. per ton-mile. Since a vehicle of two tons

traveling at 15 miles per hour represents a transporta-

tion unit of h ton-mile per minute, the carbon monoxide
emission under these conditions would be 1.5 cu.ft. per

vehicle per minute or 170 cu.ft. per minute for each

tube of the tunnel. From the curves showing the phys-

iological results it was considered that a carbon mon-
oxide content of 6 parts per 10,000 at the exit (or half

that quantity average) would be allowable. Therefore

it would be necessary to supply 280,000 cu.ft. of fresh

air per minute to each tube.

After consultation with Charles S. Churchill it was
decided to use the system designed by Saccardo for ven-

tilating tunnels in Italy. This system with some modi-

fications Mr. Churchill has used in ventilating a large

number of railroad tunnels in the United States. Air

is blown in at one end of the tunnel by means of suit-

able lateral nozzles facing toward the other end of the

tunnel, and the tunnel itself is utilized as ventilation

duct. It was at first intended to take advantage of the

prevailing winds, which are from the south, by ventil-

ating from south to north in both tubes, but this was
reconsidered as it would mean ventilation against the

traffic in one tube. The final decision was to ventilate

with the traffic. As the total air pumpage, distributed

over the cross-section of the tube, 468 sq.ft., means a

velocity of air current of only about 6 miles per hour,

there is a likelihood that the traffic will aid in driving

the air through the tunnel. Two pumping plants, bne
at the entrance end of each tube, will b6 designed for

handling the entire quantity of air required at maximum
traffic. An emergency maximum pumpage of 280,000
cu.ft. per minute per tube, or a normal maximum of

200,000, has been assumed for the design of these plants.

A pair of nozzles in the side walls of the tunnel near
the entrance end, leading from an air chamber formed
in an enlargement of the tunnel excavation surrounding
the lining, will give a discharge area for ventilation air

of 68 sq.ft. (for one tube). With the normal pumpage
the discharge velocity at the nozzie will be 2,940 ft. per
min., or about 33 miles per hour, and with the maximum
pumpage the discharge velocity would be 4,210 ft. per
min., or about 47 miles per hour; this maximum would
be needed only in cases of emergency. The m.echanical

details of the ventilatijng plant have not yet been
worked out. The figures given are tentative and subject

to change after the Bureau of Mines has completed its

investigations.
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Factory Floors for Special Uses

Types Recommended by Experiences in Navy for

Acid-Subjected Floors and for Different

Kinds of Storehouses and Workshops

By H. S. Rinker
Expert Aid, Navy Yard, Neiv York

This paper appeared in "Bulletin No. 31," Public

Works of the Navy, April, 1920, which is issued

under the cognizance of the Bureau of Yards

and Docks and the Corps of Civil Engineers,

U. S. Navy.

THE urgent impetus given by the war necessities of the

Navy's shore stations resulted in a strong demand for

more and better industrial buildings, and the advance in

design has been commensurate with the requirements of the

times. The old-fashioned way of arranging the interior of

any building, walls and roof, which might fall into the pos-

session of the department requiring accommodations, has

changed.
This has brought with it the question of special design

—

of making a building just as much a part of a special service

as a machine tool or piece of equipment. We now make

storehouses, machine shops, galvanizing plants, foundries,

plate and angle shops, smithies, each for its own purpose,

each with the special construction—steel, concrete, wood, or

composite—which adapts it to its purpose.

This revolutionary departure in frame, lighting, crane,

and elevator equipment is accompanied by a corresponding

need for floors of such special construction as to fit into the

purpose of the building as exactly and with the same adapt-

ability as the other portions of the structure.

While discussing the question of floors in general, the con-

clusion was forced on the writer that the matter had been

given but little detailed attention, the general opinion being

that for a shop the floor should be either creosoted wood

block, or concrete, usually with some surfacing process in-

cluded. The average engineering imagination has no fur-

ther to go to find a satisfactory type. But when the special

problem requires a special solution the adaptability of these

types is not always marked.

Problems which have recently come to the writer's atten-

tion are those of floors for storage-battery storage and

overhaul buildings, galvanizing plants, light machine shops,

and buildings for toilet and locker rooms.

Floors for Storage-Battery Buildings

The first of these problems to arise was the question of

floors for storage-battery buildings. The requirements in

this case are that floors shall be dense enough to resist

deformation under the concentrated weight of the battery

units, ranging to 1,000 lb. per square foot; shall be impervi-

ous to moisture, capable of withstanding attack by the

chemical agents and products incidental to charging, dis-

charging, and handling storage batteries; and shall still

remain plastic long enoi^gh to resist abrasion or fracture

by reason of the handling of the battery cells.

The main consideration, that the floor shall be and remain

inert to chemical action, is filled to an admirable degree by

a special acid-resisting asphalt block. The problem was sub-

mitted to one of the leading asphalt-block manufacturers,

in connection with the storage-battery building at the Phila-

r^elphia yard, and was solved satisfactorily, as has been

proved by severe tests, both at the laboratory of the com-

pany and at the yard. The asphalt blocks selected are

8x4 in. in surface dimensions, and admit of repairs by

simply lifting and reversing the injured block or blocks.

The manufacturing pressure is 4 tons per square inch, which

insures a product of such density that standing loads have

no effect.

The asphalt blocks are laid upon a J-in. 1:4 cement-mortar

bed. Ordinarily no jointing material other than sand is

required, as they soon weld under traffic to a continuous

surface. This action is hastened by the fine sand which is

spread over the surface of the floor and allowed to work

into the joints.

In those localities in which traffic is insufficient to produce

this sealing action one of two methods may be adopted to

insure a moisture-proof acid-resisting point. One of these

is the use of an asphaltic filler. This, however, is open to

the objection of extra expense, and conceivably might also

result in some stickiness on the floor surface. The other

method consists, briefly, in applying a surface coat or thin

wash of liquid asphalt, which fills and seals all the joints.

In the case of the Philadelphia yard it was considered that

the traffic would not be entirely sufficient to close the joints.

Should the application not be considered necessary at first,

this surface coat may be easily and quickly applied at any

time.

In all these cases the concrete subfloor and the mortar bed

are laid perfectly true to the necessary drainage grades,

and the finish grades follow the subfloor grades to vitrified

earthenware drainage cesspools set at appropriate points,

which in turn connect with vitrified-pipe drains.

Making the Sub-Floor Acid Proof

Replying to an inquiry as to methods of positively sealing

the floor so as to preclude the possibility of acid reaching

the concrete sub-floor, the manufacturers referred to above

made the following statement:

We note that the department which will use this building Is

interested in the manner in which the Joints of the asphalt block

may be sealed, so that no acid can pass through to the concrete

floor below. The maltha to which our letter refers Is a heavy
petroleum oil having an asphaltic base. In order to secure a
flux for the Trinidad asphalt which Is used in the block, we refine

the above maltha until it becomes solid. It then has a consistency

similar to rubber and imparts to the block its peculiar resiliency.

This flux or asphaltic residuum from maltha is pure bitumen, and
acid acts upon it only very slightly and with extreme slowness.

The melting point is about 140 deg. F., and it is this material

that we suggest for a paint coat. The maltha or its residuum,
for we use the terms Interchangeably in our own process, should
be heated to about 400 deg. F., and a coat spread upon the

surface of the blocks. This coat should be made as thin as
possible and should be squeeged. A thin layer of fine, clean sand
should be spread over the entire surface and allowed to be worked
in by trafllc. The surface to be coated should be dry and clean,

and the process of coating should be as rapid as possible and
performed while the material is hot. Any excess sand may be

brushed off after the paint coat is cooled. You will note that

by this means a flooi* is obtained which Is entirely Impervious to

moisture. Care should be taken with each of the above processes.

There is no limestone in these blocks, the aggi-egate being
composed of trap. It is necessary in the manufacture of a block
to use a certain amount of dust as a filler. This dust is trap-

rock dust. We note that the bed on which th© blocks are to be
placed will not be more than I in. thick. Our invariable

procedure is to use a mortar bed usually about J in. thick. There
is no reason why J in. would not suffice if the mortar bed can be
struck off to a true and even level in such 3/ thin layer.

The case of the galvanizing plant, copper shop, and the

floors around the plate-pickling tanks is fairly similar to the
above, but with one important exception. The acid and
alkali baths introduce the same chemical problems as before,

but the presence of heat in the metal baths and the weight
of the plates handled make it advisable to pave the floor im-
mediately around the metal-bath tanks with a vitrified brick
of selected attributes, set in asphalt, and the rest of the floor

as above.

Asphalt Block for Shop Floors

For the structural and light machine shops the plain

compressed asphalt block seems to offer a solution of the

problem. This conclusion is based or the reports received

concerning the experimental floor laid some three years ago
in the boiler shop of the Brooklyn Yard, Building 28, a floor

which has been enthusiastically indorsed by all who have
examined it or worked on it. When laid on the dry mortar
bed without jointing material, with a little sand to give side

bearing, the floor is ideal in its adaptability, ease of repair,

and low first cost. This block should be 2 in. thick and of a

4-ton compression density.

The forge shop, on the other hand, seems to be still

available as a field for the creosoted wood block. Its

peculiar drawbacks—the necessity for jointing with pitch

and the consequent "bleeding," so noticeable when it is used
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for outside work—are reduced to a minimum here by reason

of the protection from sunlight afforded; and the sand and
iron scale, always present, soon become so indurated by
incorporation into the ends of the wood fibers as to make a
resulting surface entirely different in appearance and action

from the same material when exposed to weather conditions.

Such a floor is available for shops with small fires and
handwork without any special protection from hot forgings

dropped on it, provided the forges are furnished with an
area of sanded surface adjacent to the fires. Where large

furnaces are located, the provision of an appropriate area

paved with granite block or lug brick is advisable. This,

however, should be reduced to a minimum for the sake of

the workmen.
In toilet rooms the granolithic floor is still, all things con-

sidered, regarded as worthy of first choice. When it is

made integral with the floor, properly floated, and steel

troweled at least three times, as it should be, it answers

every purpose. In all cases it should extend in unbroken
construction at least 8 in. up on the side walls, with a sani-

tary cove at least 2 in. in radius. The receptors and drain-

age grades for showers and toilet fixtures can be made in-

tegral in this surface finish, terminating in brass cesspools

connected to the drainage system.

This material, however, does not seem to be necessary in

the locker rooms, where edge-grain or end-grain wr>od floor-

ing may be used with entire satisfaction. The continuous

mastic, sheet floor, however, would seem to be the most de-

sirable for this situation, as it lends itself to cleansing with

water or antiseptic solutions as well as the granolithic finish,

and also admits of the integral sanitary cove at the junction

of wall and floor, with,out presenting the chill and unyield-

ing surface of concrete.

The cost of the Ig in. compressed asphalt block used in the

battery building at the Philadelphia Navy Yard are approxi-

mately as shown below:
Per square yard

8 X 4 X IJ in. block at plant $1.35
Freight and laying .35
Concrete base and mortar bed 1.00
Asphaltic seal for joints .20

Cost per square yard at Philadelphia $2.90

This is by far the cheapest floor on the market today, as

by comparison vdth recent figures its first cost is less than

that of either brick or wood block, and its maintenance
expense negligible

Water-Works Repairs and Replacement

IN THE course of a discussion on the legitimate use

of water prepared for the recent convention of the

American Water-Works Association, George A. Johnson,

consulting engineer, Nev^^ York City raised some ques-

tions regarding posible water-works economies in other

lines than water waste restriction during the present

period of high prices. He said:

Is it possible that in the downily prosperous days of the

past we replaced at high cost where we could just as well

have repaired at small expense? Have we laid new mains,

built storage reservoirs and installed new pumping units

in order to obtain more water when we could have accom-
plished the same end effectively by searching out and stop-

ping unnecessary waste of water, installing meters, clean-

ing mains to restore their original capacity thereby cutting

down friction losses and' saving the coal pile and generally

attending strictly to our job?
There seems to be real occasion for serious debate re-

specting whether the war period, and the manner in which
we lived through it, has not furnished a lesson which most
of us refuse to understand, namely, that it really is possible

to get satisfactory service on a restricted program of

water-works extension, machinery replacement and the like,

if we pay more attention to economy in all lines and ex-

ploit the more economical potentialities at hand to a far

greater extent than we did before the war. It seems to

be deplorably true that quite on the contrary, as an aver-

age proposition, we have followed the line of least resist-

ance when water consumption threatened to exceed supply.

Effect of Inert Powders on
Concrete Srength

Tests Showing That Hydrated Lime and Other
Powders Except Slag Tend Slightly To

Decrease Compressive Strength

TESTS reported by Duff A. Abrams, of the Struc-

tural Materials Testing Laboratory at Lewis Ins-

titute, before the recent meeting of the American
Society .Tor Testing Materials give some rather un-

expected results regarding the .strength of concrete to

which has been added 'nert powdered admixtures,

mainly hydrated lime. As stated in the paper, "The
use of hydrated lime in quantities up to 5 or 10 per

cent of the weight of the cement has gained consid-

erable vogue due to the feeling that it improves the

workability of concrete, or increases the strength and

watertightness. Published tests may be found which

appear to support the above conclusion. However, it

will be seen that these more thorough tests show the

error of the statement with reference to strength and

workability. Water-tightness was not studied in this

investigation."

The tests have been made over a period of four years

and involve nearly 20,000 test pieces. The report is

confined to powdered admixtures which are esseYitially

inert in the presence of water and cement as con-

trasted with liquids or soluble materials, and while

the major portion of the tests were made with hy-

drated hme seventeen other materials were also used

in order to determine the general effect of inert

powdered admixtures.

Tests M^ere made mainly on 6 x 12-in. concrete cy-

linders, although some tension and compression tests

of mortar were used. Wear tests were made in the

Talbot-Jones rattler, and bond tests were made in one

series. Studies of evaporation and absorption were

made on concrete containing hydrated lime and other

admixtures. The mix varied from a 1:2 to 1:9, with

wide variations in consistencies, and size and grading

of aggregates, and the age tests varied from three

days to one and one half years.

The general conclusions as stated in the paper are

as follows:

1. In general the addition of powdered materials reduced

the strength of concrete approximately in proportion to the

quantity of admixture. So.-.e exceptions are noted.

2. In usual mixtures each 1 per cent of hydrated lime

(in terms of the volume of cement) reduced the strength

of concrete 0.5 per cent. The reduction in strength caused

by replacing cement with an equal volume of hydrated lime

was about 1§ times that caused by adding hydrated lime.

3. High calcium and high magnesium limes produce the

same effect.

4. The addition of 1 per cent of the jjollowing powdered

admixtures in terms of the volume of cement reduce the

strength of 1:4 concrete at 28 days by the following per-

centages:

Brick, 0.08; clay, 0.22; whiting, 0.24; sand, 0.37; natural

cemert, 0.38; limestone, 0.39; lava, 0.40; fluorspar, 0.43;

kaolin, 0.47; kieselguhr, 0,48; tufa, 0.51; hydrated lime.

0.56; ironite, 0.60; yellow ochre, 0.68; mica, 1.10; pitch,

1.50; gypsum, 4.00. For the same conditions the addition

of 1 per cent of cement increased the strength of concrete

about 1 per cent.

5. Pulverized slag up to 50 per cent of volume of cement

gave a slight increase in strength of concrete (about 0.12 on

the basis used above).

6. Rich concrete mixes showed a greater loss in strength

due to powdered admixtures than the leaner ones. Very
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lean mixes (1:9 to 1:6) and in those with aggregates

graded too coarse for the quantity of cement used, the

strength was little affected or was slightly increased by ad-

mixtures up to 50 per cent.

7. The wetter mixes showed a greater loss in strength

than the dry, due to the addition of hydrated lime.

8. The effect of admixtures was in general independent

of the age of the concrete.

9. Sand and slag cements gave results comparable to

those from powdered materials simply mixed in the concrete.

10. Hydrated lime and other powdered admixtures used

in these tests slightly increased the workability of the

leaner mixes (1:9 and 1:6) as measured by the slump

test. Ordinary mixes (1:5 and 1:4) were little affected;

richer mixes (1:3 and 1:2) were made less plastic.

11. The wear of concrete was not sensibly increased by

hydrated lime or other admixtures up to 20 per cent of

the volume of cement.

12. The bond resistance was affected in the same manner
as the strength by the presence of hydrated lime.

13. Hydrated lime had little effect on the absorption of

dry concrete, increased the evaporation of water from wet

concrete and produced no beneficial effect on the strength

of concrete stored in air.

14. The yield of concrete was little effected by hydrated

lime or other admixtures; for the usual concrete mixes, 20

per cent admixture increased the yield about 2.5 per cent.

The conclusions of Professor Abrams' paper were at-

tacked quite vigorously at the convention by several

of thpse interested in the use of hydrated lime. C. M.

Upham, state highway engineer of Delaware has been

making a number of field experiments with hydrated

lime in concrete and has been using it in his concrete

roads; he stated that his observation of the tables in-

cluded in the Abrams report showed that while they

applied to the high percentages of admixture of hy-

drated lime, they were not entirely true for such

mixtures as are used in actual practice ; that is, speak-

ing generally, for a 5 per cent to 10 per cent ad-

mixture in a 1 :6 concrete. He said that casual examina-

tion of the tables seemed to show that in few cases

was the strength of 1:6 concrete reduced by a 5 per

cent admixture and that in some cases it was in-

creased. Professor Abrams, however, in reply insisted

that while some of the strengths of concrete cited

were higher with the lime admixture, the general state-

ments and conclusions he thought were borne out by

the tests. He stated further that the tests did not

bear out the occasional contention that hydrated lime

in concrete serves to store up surplus water to be

delivered to the cement for hydration at a later period.

Sanitary Control of Water Supplies in Quebec

The Board of Heahh of the Province of Quebec, said

T. J. Lafreniere, sanitary engineer of the Board, in a

paper at the annual meeting of the American Water-

Works Association, has power to order that publicly

owned water supplies be made safe. Local authori-

ities may incur the necessary expense without authori-

zation by popular vote. Until the passage of legislation

in 1919, the board had no such control over privately-

owned supplies, which were under the jurisdiction of

the Public Utility Commission. The 1919 legislation

leaves to the commission the decision as to how the

cost of improving the quality of privately owned sup-

plies shall be met. It is probable, Mr. Lafreniere

said, that if the water rate payers will not agree to an

increase in water rates to meet tlie added cost of pro-

viding safer water, then the municipality will have to

carry the burden.

New Rapid Transit Railway for

Sydney, Australia
Electric Underground and Elevated City Loop To

Connect Suburban Lines and Relieve

Street-Car Congestion

ELECTRIFICATION of steam suburban line, and
their extension through the city, with a connection

across the harbor to the northern suburbs, is the

costly project undertaken to provide much needed im-

provement in the rapid transit facilities of Sydney, New
South Wales. It is expected that construction work,

interrupted by the war, will be resumed this year. The
harbor will be crossed by a cantilever bridge of 1,600

ft. clear span, carrying the suburban tracks, street

railway tracks and roadways. The following informa-

tion regarding the project has been obtained through
the Railway Commissioners, the railways and street

railways being owned and operated by the govern-

ment of New South Wales, Rapid growth of popula-

tion and great development of local traffic have resulted

in extreme congestion of the city's transportation

facilities. The population grew from 488,000 in 1901

to 520,000 in 1905 and 877,000 in 1910. There was a
drop to 771,000 in 1917, but since there has been an
increase, so that the present population is probably

about 800,000. Street railway passengers increased

from 120,974,000 in 1905 to 244,712,200 in 1917, the

miles of line being 73 and 113 respectively. For the

year ending with June, 1919, the number dropped to

222,111,400, but this was only a temporary check in

the steady increase. Railway suburban passengers

numbered 89,542,000 in 1919, but this includes the two
cities of Sydney and Newcastle. Allowing 75 per cent

for the larger city, it had 67,156,500 passengers, many
of whom used also the street cars and the ferries

FIG. 1. GRADE SEPARATION OF TRACKS ON RAPID-
TRANSIT RAILWAY

as part of their routes. The harbor separates the city

from an extensive residential and suburban district

oilj^the north, and ten years ago the five main steam

ferries carried 13,000,000 passengers annually and two

carried 430,000 vehicles. Bridge and tunnel projects

for crossing the neck of the harbor were described in

Engineering News, July 29, 1909, p. 128.

Main line and suburban traffic of the steam railways

now terminates at the Central Station, a large terminal

one mile south of the business center of the city and
1^ miles south of the Circular Quay on the harbor
front, where the ferry service is concentrated. From
the quay to the railway station there are four electric

car lines on four principal streets, one of these lines

ending at the station and the others continuing to

districts not served bj' the suburban railways. The
Central Station was opened in 1906, but additional

platforms had to be provided in 1914 owing to the
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great increase in traffic. An unusual feature of this

station (see Engineering News, March 30, 1905 p. 327)
was the arrangement of the tracks in groups of three

between the platforms, the middle track being used to

run out the locomotive of an inbound train or to store

cars and trains. Transfer tables connected the ends
of the three tracks.

Street car service between the station and the ferries

has practically reached the saturation point and it is

said to be impossible to increase the accommodation
during the evening rush hour. In two of the streets,

two-car trains operate on a headway of only 17 sec,

each car seating 80 passengers but often carrying twice

that number. The steam suburban trains of the south-

ern and western districts are handled at the Central

Station, which is served by four inbound and four

outbound tracks. During the evening rush hour there

are 58 outbound trains, generally consisting of ten

cars, the traffic being handled at 21 platforms.

To relieve this traffic congestion and to improve the

service by reducing the transfer between trains, street

cars and ferries, the suburban lines are to be extended

beyond the Central Station terminal to form a loop

through the city, with branches to eastern and western

suburbs now served only by surface cars. Another
line from the loop will extend across the new bridge

to connect with an isolated suburban line which now
terminates at Milson's Point on the northern side of

the harbor. When the project is completed, the entire

city and suburban service will be operated by electricity

and much of the traffic now handled only by street

cars will be served by the suburban trains, so that

there will be no change of cars between suburban and
city points. The general scheme is shown by the

map, Fig. 2.

Connection with the main line of the steam railway

system will be at Wells St., about |-mile south of the

present terminal. Here eight tracks will be diverted

to a new through station on the east side of the

Central Station, a four-track approach leading to the

latter, which will be used only for long-distance trains.

At the connection, the eight tracks will be alternately

inbound and outbound, but at the approach to the

new station this arrangement will change to pairs of

inbound and outbound tracks, a system of "flyovers"

or grade separations being introduced .so as to eliminate
track crossings at grade. This arrangement is shown
in Fig. 1.

Beyond the station, six-tracks on an elevated struc-
ture will extend to Campbell St., where the line goes
underground on a grade of 1.3 per cent. Four tracks
will then diverge to the west side of the loop and
two to the east side. At Town Hall station, two of
the four tracks will rise and two will continue un-
derground to a double-deck station at Wynyard Square,
the elevated tracks continuing across the bridge to

North Sydney, where they will go underground as inid-

cated on the map.
From Wynyard Square, the low-level line will swing

to the east and, owing to the topography, will emerge
at Harrington St., continuing on a viaduct to a com-
bined railway and ferry station at Circular Quay. At
Macquarie St. it will go underground again and con-
tinue to a connection with the six-track line at Campbell
St., thus completing the loop. Beyond the St. James
station a double-track branch will lead off to the eastern
suburbs, the connection being made by a "flyover"
to avoid track crossings of busy lines.

The length of the loop from Wells St. will be a
little over 5 miles, with 21 miles below ground, 2

miles on the surface and the remainder on viaduct. No
streets will be closed and all bridges will give ample
headway for street cars. The maximum grades will be

2h per cent and curves will not exceed 9i deg., except
for two short curves of 11^ deg. Transitions or ease-

ments will be used at all curves sharper then 4 deg.

Underground construction will include both open cut

and tunnel, with brick and concrete lining. All ex-

cavation will be in the hard Hawkesbury sandstone,

which has nearly horizontal beds traversed by occa-

sional thin bands of shale and overlaid by shale and
clay. Steel frame construction will be used only where
the headway is insufficient for the tunnel section.

Stations on the loop are about 2,600 ft. apart, with
520-ft. platforms, and are planned with a view to high
traffic capacity. Allowing for a 30-sec. station stop,

an acceleration of 11 miles per hour per second and
a deceleration of 2 miles per hour per second, each
of the six city tracks has a minimum capacity of 35
trains per hour. Both through and terminating trains

New City Roiilwoiy [Surface & Elevated
'

t Underground

Existing 'Sfreet Roiilwoiys

Existing Stewm Railwoiys

New Street Roiiiwoiy oicross Horbor -o-ooooo-

FIG. 2. RAPID TRANSIT LINES AT STDNET, AUSTRALIA
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are provided for at Wynyard Square and St. James

stations. To facilitate exchange of passengers at the

Central and Town Hall stations each island platform

is served by a pair of tracks for trains moving in the

same direction. Ramps and passages are designed to

provide for 30 to 35 pnst-en^^ers per foot cf width

per minute, stairways for 20 persons up and 20 down

at the same rate, and escalators or moving stairways

for 10,800 persons per hour.

The new elevated Central Station for suburban trains

will have four island platforms and a capacity of 210

trains per hour. The ticket offices will be at the street

level, in concourses passing under both ends of the

station, with stairways to the platform. The Town
Hall station under George St., one of the busiest

thoroughfares of Sydney, will have two island plat-

forms reacJied by stairs and subways. Its capacity

will be 140 trains per hour. At Wynyard Square

station there will be three island and two side plat-

forms at each level, with a concourse between the

two levels and approached by subways from adjacent

streets. Its traffic capacity will be 200 trains per hour,

including those which terminate at this point.

The Circular Quay station, 70 trains per hour, will

have two side platforms 28 ft. above the street and

approached by stairs and escalators. At the street

level will be the ferry house, ferry offices, parcel check

room, stores and a large restaurant. This building

will have concrete piers sunk to rock at 20 to 55 ft.

below the street surface. The St. James station, with

two island platforms, will have a capacity of 130 trains

per hour, including the branch trains terminating at

this point. Liverpool St. station, with two side plat-

forms will have a capacity of 70 trains per hour.

Construction work on this extensive project was

commenced in June, 1916, being carried out by con-

tract under the direction of J. J. C. Bradfield, chief

engineer of metropolitan railway construction for the

Railway Commissioners. Excavated material was used

as filling for the freight terminal and docks at Darling

Island, further up the harbor. Work proceeded until

June, 1918, when the government considered it ad-

visable to suspend operations temporarily owing to

war conditions and the difficulty of obtaining plant

and material. The estimated cost is £3,750,000, or

about $18,750,000 at normal rate of exchange. This

cost is exclusive of the Sydney Harbor cantilever

bridge.

Port and Railway Terminal Works at

Sydney, Australia

ADDITIONAL railway and harbor facilities for Syd-

L ney. New South Wales, are being provided at Dar-

bor. West of the city and at the head of the land-

locked bay on which the city is situated. An area of 23

acres at the inner end of Darling Harbor has been re-

claimed by filling. Double-deck steel and concrete

freight sheds are being built on long piers for ocean

steamship service, and will be served by a waterfront

railway connecting the city terminals with the freight

belt line. At Glebe Island a grain elevator with a stor-

age capacity of 6,500,000 bushels is under construction.

In order to keep switching movements clear of the har-

bor work a freight yard with capacity for 3,000 cars

has been built at Rozelle, the junction of the lines to

the docks and to the grain elevator.

A freight belt line to serve the harbor was built some
time ago owing to the very heavy passenger traffic on

the main line. The latter has a general southeast

direction to the city. The belt line begins at Rookw^ood,

about 20 miles from Sydney, swinging north in a loop

and passing under the main line to run south as far as

Enfield, whence it runs east for seme distance and then

turns north, passing under the main line again at Lew-
isham and ending at the Rozelle yard mentioned above.

At Enfield is a gravity switching and classification

yard with about 40 miles of track and capacity for

4,800 cars, the site being large enough to duplicate the

capacity. An engine terminal with roundhouses and
coaling station of the American type is established

here, and the yard is said to be designed largely in

accordance with American practice. A branch from the

belt line connects with a second short main line from
the south, so that freight service to and from the latter

can be handled through the Enfield yard and thus kept

out of the city terminals. The railway and harbor
works are being constructed under the direction of the

Railway Commissioners, the railways being owned and
operated by the New South Wales government.

Standards of Water Analysis
Extracts from Rrport, Committre on Official Standards of Water

Analysis, Avierican Water Works Association, Jack Hinman, Jr.,
Chairinad. Submitted at Montreal, June, 1920.

THE chief value of fixed standards lies in the simplifi-

cation of the administrative control of water supplies,

in the preparation of guarantees of filter performance
and in the facilitating of the attempt to explain technical

details to a non-technical body or to the public. A higher
standard of relative purity may be required in an arbitrary

manner, and in the effort to meet the standards plant oper-

ators may bring about a general improvement in water-sup-
ply conditions, as has resulted from the establishment of the
United States Treasury Department standard with its

governmental prestige. Any such standard must be used
with discretion and with good judgement. In the hands of

those who wish to use the standard in a rule-of-thumb man-
ner, without taking into consideration all known factors, a
fixed standard may become a dangerous weapon, able to

destroy the good name of a satisfactory water supply.

The present Standard Methods of Water Analysis are
prepared by committees of the American Public Health
Association with the assistance of committees of the Society

of American Bacteriologists, the American Chemical Society,

end the referees of the Association of Official Agricultural

Chemists. The work was begun about 1895, earlier work
having been done by the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science. While committees of the American
Water Works Association do not co-operate in the prepara-
tion of the report, the committees chosen by the other bodies

have included members of this organization. Of those who
"have worked on the preparation of the varicfus editions of

the Standard Methods, A. P. H. A., 14 are members of

this Association at the present time (list of September,
1919). These are Edward Bartow, J. W. Ellms, George W.
Fuller, Al'an Hazen, D. D. Jackson, George A. Johnson,

E. 0. Jordan, H. E. Jordan, W. P. Mason, W. F. Monfort,
Earle B. Phelps, R. S. Weston, George C. Whipple, C.-E. A.
Winslow. These men are probably the ones most likely to

have been selected by this organization for similar work,
although it is true that they were chosen and their work
accepted by another body and one which is not exclusively

concerned with the problem of water supply. It must be
remembered, however, that that organization is concerned
with sanitation and the protection of the health, rather than
with the economics of furnishing water.

Your committee recommends that the Association accept

the Fourth Edition of the Standard Methods of Water An-
alysis (A. P. H. A., 1920) as official.
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Your committee recommends that unless at least 100
samples are comprised in the series under consideration,

the B. coli index be not reported, and that where an ade-
quate series is considered, the number of samples in the
series, together with he dilutions used, be stated. For
smaller numbers of samples, some method which does not
represent the same degree of fictional accuracy is recom-
mended. A common method of reporting is to express the

percentage of positive tubes for each dilution, at the same
time giving the number of samples and the number of tubes

of each dilution planted. Another common method is the

fractional method in which the denominator of a fraction

represents the number of tubes planted and the numerator
represents the number of positive tubes. Obviously the

fraction for each dilution-size is given, together with the

number of samples.

On account of its governmental prestige, the United
States Treasury Department standard has perhaps been
more generally accepted in the United States than any other
standard. It has become the fixed standard of six states.

While the United States Treasury Department standard
was claimed at the time of its promulgation to apply only
to the water supply of the trains, and any intention to ex-
tend the standard to municipal supplies was emphatically
disclaimed, the effect of the condemnation of the supply of

a community and the posting of notices in the stations de-

claring the water unsafe has been to create a local pres-

sure which has in many instances forced the improvement
of the local supply. This is a matter of great and far-

reaching importance in which it is evident the arbitrary

standard of the United States Public Health Service has
done much good. Your committee recommends to the mem-
bers of this Association that they insist upon a thorough
and complete sanitary survey, to be made, by preference,

by the person who is to make the analysis or interpret the

analytical findings, before any important report is made
upon the plant under their control, whether the report is to

be made by national, state or municipal authority, or for

the information of the management of the plant.

Your committee, after full consideration of the question,

cannot recommend any series of values as standard values

for all classes of waters, nor for the waters of one class

throughout America.
In making this recommendation it is not unmindful of the

important influence of some arbitrary standards, nor of

the possibilities of recent work on the operation of filter

plants. In the judgment of the Committee such progress

as is likely to be made soon in the matter of standards, is

likely to come in the control of water plant construction and
performance standards.

The committee would therefore submit the following as

its definition, not of a "standard" water, but of a satisfac-

tory one:

A water which is reasonably free from noticeable color,

odor, taste and turbidity, which is reasonably free from
objectionable salts in solution, which is free from injurious

effects upon the human body, and which is produced and
distributed in such a manner that its quality is practically

certain to be maintained continuously in spite of accidents

which can be expected in the operation the plant.

Will Study Low-Carbon Steel Worked at Blue Heat
Work is in progress to determine the effect on the

mechanical properties of low-carbon steel, such as boiler

plate, of working it at blue heat (300 deg. C). The
effect of low-temperature annealing on such plates will

also be determined, and the mechanical properties at

elevated temperatures will be measured. Study of the

effect of rate of loading will be included in the latter

work. For this purpose a motion-picture camera will

be used to give records of the simultaneous positions of

various moving dials. The Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D. C, is carrying on the experiments.

Filter-AIum Making Experience of
Montreal Water & Power Co.

Slightly Condensed From a Paper by James O. Meadows,
Sanitary Engineer, Montreal Water Cf Power

Co., before the American Water Works,
Association, June. 1920.

THE manufacture of filter alum by the above-named
company at its filter plant in Montreal, P. Q. is

saving the company $24,500 a year. The actual cost
per ton, allowing 20 per cent capital charges, is $28.64
compared with $55 for commercial alum. The cost
figures are based on the record of the last two years
but the general operating data are drawn from an
experience of four years.

The alum plant was installed with the idea of keeping
the capital outlay as low as possible consistent with
proper operation, because at the time it was thought
that it would only be used for a comparatively short
period of time. The plant consists of an acid storage
tank, a dilute acid tank, bauxite weighing hopper,
Stedman mixer, and concrete crystallizing tray No
crusher is provided, the filter alum being broken up
into suitable sized lumps by hand sledges. (The plant
is similar to those at Columbus, Ohio; Springfield
Mass.

;
Trenton, N. J., and Omaha, Neb. ; see Engineer-

ing Neivs, Jan. 4 and 11, 1917.)
By varying the temperature of the dilute acid the

character of the alum can be modified. During the
winter months a porous alum, is desired because of its
greater solubility and this product can be obtained by
mixing the bauxite with a low temperature acid. Dur-
ing the balance of the year a filter alum of a more dense
texture is secured by using a higher temperature acid.
The temperature of the crystallizing tray floor is also
a factor to be considered and it is necessary to use
a higher temperature acid for Monday's batch because
of the lower temperature of the tray floor after the
Sunday rest. The temperature of the acid is controlled
by agitation with compressed air and by a cooling coil
placed at the bottom of the lead-lined dilute acid tank.
By using the air and cooling coii for different periods
of time a dilute acid of the desired temperature can be
obtained.

To secure a uniforn^ product from day to day care
must be taken to have the acid strength uniform, the
temperature variations slight and the weight of the
bauxite charge correct. The analytical work necessary
to control the operation of the alum manufacturing
plant consists of the analysis of the bauxite, acid and
finished product, and the taking of the specific gravity
and temperature of the dilute acU before a batch of
filter alum is made.

A batch of alum (approximately 7,600 lb.) is made
in five mixes, using about one-fifth of the material for
eaf'h mix, and the time consumed in mixing a batch of
alum is about 45 min. Greater speed in mixing and a
better m.ix could have been obtained if a deeper mix-
ing pan with two agitators had been installed. The
batch of alum is usually made early in the afternoon and
by the next morning the alum cake is ready to be
removed from the crystallizing tray. Before the mix-
ture of bauxite and acid is dumped into the tray the
fine alum dust remaining in the tray is swept up into
a ridge extending directly across the tray and to a
height of about 2A in. When the alum cake is to be
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removed from the tray work is started at the alum

dust ridge, as this point offers an easy place to pry the

slabs of alum from the tray floor. The alum cake is

removed from the floor with bars and picks and is

broken up with hand sledges. The whole process, in-

cluding carting to the storage floor above, consuming

about six hours.

Records of the alum-making plant for the two years

ending May 1, 1920, are presented here, as during this

period the cost of bauxite and acid have been rather

constant and it was thought that data covering this

period would be fairly representative of present con-

ditions. The cost of production for this two-year period

is as follows: Bauxite and acid, including freight and

cartage, $45,961; wages, $4,220; maintenance, $1,490;

interest and depreciation, 20 per cent, $2,400; total,

$54,071. During these two years 1,888 tons of filter

alum have been produced, making the cost $28.64 per

ton. The market price of commercial filter alum (in-

cluding freight and duty) during this period has been

about $55 f.o.b. Montreal and based on this figure the

alum making plant has shown a saving of slightly more

than $49,000 for the two years. Bauxite cost approxi-

mately $24 per ton and 66 deg. Baume sulphuric acid,

$26 per ton. The cost of bauxite and acid makes up

85 per cent of the total cost.

In the manufacturing of filter alum at the point of

consumption, freight, bagging and cartage is saved

on the water, which makes up about 20 per cent of the

finished product. Experience over a considerable period

has shown that the weight of the filter alum produced

is practically the same as the combined weight of the

materials that go to make up the products.

At the company's water purification plant the alum

solution is pumped to the orifice box and from this

point flows by gravity to the point of discharge. Since

Hoover process filter alum has been used greater depre-

ciation of the solution pumps, valves, and fittings has

taken place, due to the nature of the insoluble matter

contained in the alum solution. This depreciation has

not been excessive.

The manufacture of Hoover process filter alum has

proved successful for the Montreal Water & Power

Co. not only because of the saving effected but also

because less storage space is required than for com-

mercial alum. The sulphuric acid is produced within

a short radius of Montreal and is easily obtainable.

This leaves only the bauxite to be secured from a dis-

tance. Each ton of bauxite in storage represents about

three tons of the finished product.

Timber From Live and Dead Trees

Prejudice exists in certain quarters against the use

of timber cut from dead trees, and some purchase

specifications insist that only timber cut from live trees

will be acceptable. As a matter of fact when sound

dead trees are sawed into lumber, and the weathered or

charred outside is cut away, there is no method known
to the TJ. S. Forest Products Laboratory by which the

lumber can be distinguished from that cut from live

trees, except that the lumber from dead trees may be

partly seasoned when sawed. All the information avail-

able at the laboratory indicates that timber cut from
insect or fire killed trees is just as good for any

structural purpose as that cut from live trees of similar

quality^ providing the wood has not been subsequently

injured by decay or further insect attack.

Geology of New York City Revealed

in Core Boring Exhibit

Records of 2,000 Holes, Illustrative Maps, Models,

Complete Core Sample Collection Form
Exhibit in Municipal Building

By M. E. Zipser
Chairman, Committee on Preservation of Coie Boring Records,

Municipal Engineers of tlie City of New Vork

NOT all engineers realize the importance and value

of thorough exploratory investigations in engi-

neering projects. In designing the foundations of

large buildings and bridges, and in planning the con-

struction of tunnels, subways, sewers and other sub-

surface structures, a knowledge of the geologic con-

ditions to be encountered is essential if the work is

to be carried out safely, efficiently and economically.

There are many cases on record where, owing to fail-

ure to make an adequate investigation of underground
conditions, the work resulted either disastrously or

necessitated modifications in plan involving a large

increase in cost. There are other instances where,
although considerable effort and expense were in-

curred in making borings, the results were not suc-

cessful owing either to unintelligent planning of ex-

ploratory work, or to improper methods adopted, or

to failure of proper interpretation of the materials and
data obtained by the borings. Engineers are, there-

fore, beginning to appreciate more and more the value
of the services of a competent consulting geologist in

engineering enterprises.

o

o

o
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In New York City, the underground conditions pre-

sent many difficulties to the designer and constructor.

The depth to bed rock varies considerably. In the

northern portion of the city the rock in many places

lies at the surface. Below Thirtieth Street there are

no outcrops and the depth to rock increases as the

southerly limit of the city is approached, there being

as much as 200 ft. of drift in spots. The nature of the

material overlying the rock varies in character. De-

posits of boulder, clay and sand are distributed un-

evenly throughout the city and silt is found beneath

the river. The city is underlain by five different rock

formations, each varying in quality and having dif-

ferent characteristics. The rocks have been subjected

to extensive folding and faulting, resulting in the

formation of crush zones and weak belts in several

places. At Morningside Park and on the lower East

Side, for example, decayed rock more than 150 ft. in

depth has been revealed by borings in connection with

the city tunnel of the Catskill Aqueduct.

Many Exploratory Borings Made

On account of the complex geology of the city, it

has been necessary to make many exploratory investi-

gations of the underground conditions in connection

with the many public and private engineering under-

takings. There have been thousands of borings made
in New York City, at an expense estimated at $3,000,-

000. Unfortunately, the records obtained from a great

many of these borings have, in many cases, been lost

or they were destroyed when the purpose for which
they were made was served. In other cases, records

have not been properly preserved or interpreted and
h£7e not been readily available. Some time ago the
Municipal Engineers of the City of New York realized

that the assembling of all the available data and rec-

ords relating to borings in New York City, including
the preservation of the cores, would serve a very use-
ful purpose in avoiding much exploratory expense in

future undertakings by city departments, and in mak-
ing easily available all existing information in regard
to underground conditions. A special committee,
under the chairmanship of James F. Sanborn, was
appointed for this purpose. The committee, under
the direction of Dr. Charles P. Berkey, Professor of
Geology, Columbia University, as consulting geologist,
has investigated and assembled all the available data
bearing on borings and explorations in New York
City and the records have been arranged for preser-
vation in permanent form. The work has been sup-
ported by the city through the Board of Estimate and
Apportionment. The collection of records is housed
on the 34th floor of the Municipal Building. The prin-
cipal parts of the collection and exhibit are:

1. A complete tabulation of records of core borings
in New York City.

2. A series of maps showing the locations of these
borings and also the rock floor conditions.

8. A collection of representative rock cores, illus-

trating the rock formations of the city and the
conditions encountered underground.

Every core boring in the city that has been avail-
able or whose record is considered at all reliable, has
been investigated and the facts have been entered
upon a regular standard form of record, adopted for
this purpose—a separate 8* x 11-in. sheet. This sheet,
one of which is herewith reproduced, carries the rec-
ord of each boring with all the available data re-

corded. Approximately 2,000 of these separate boring
records are now on file. Records are grouped into
series corresponding with the different city depart-
ments or the private enterprise or undertaking re-
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sponsible for the original investigation. The collec-

tion of core boring samples includes 570 pieces of core,

each labeled as to rock type and variety, and the for-

mation to which it belongs.

In order to find the geologic data of any particular

location of the City, inspection is made of an index

map, wliich is a large wall map of New York City, on

which have been placed red circles, indicating the

approximate locations of the holes whose records are in

the collection. The index map is divided into quad-

rangles or sectional plans numbered from 1 to 35.

Having noted the sectional plan number on which the

particular borings in question are located, reference is

made to the large scale sectional plans on which are

shown the exact locations of the borings, each boring

having a designation, as C 73, the letter indicating the

series in the collection, and the number the succession

in the series. By referring to the volume containing the

the separate sheets of any series the history of any par-

ticular hole is quickly found.

There are also included in the exhibit a relief model

and block diagram showing the geologic structure of

the city. Many special illustrated photographs, draw-

ings and charts are also shown, and there is a collec-

tion of reports, special papers and other references

bearing upon -the geologic conditions in the engineer-

ing undertakings of New York City. Copies of con-

tracts and specifications for borings and relative data

are also on file. Sample boxes containing core and

loose materials, showing improved methods for pre-

serving boring samples are also on exhibit.

To anyone interested in the underground conditions

of New York City, either from the point of view of the

geologist or from the standpoint of the engineer or

contractor wishing to know the depth to bed rock at

any point, or the character of the material overlying

the rock, or the nature and condition of the rock, the

collection and exhibit will be found very useful. Per-

mission to see the exhibit and consult the records may
be obtained by those interested at the office of Nelson

P. Lewis, Chief Engineer, Board of Estimate and Ap-

portionment, Room 1347, Municipal Building. The

Committee on the Preservation of Core Boring Rec-

ords of the Municipal Engineers wishes to make a

plea to engineers and contractor to bring to the atten-

tion of the committee any information bearing on the

geology of New York City and vicinity that may be

revealed by borings and excavations, in order that the

collection and records may be made more complete

and more usefvl.

How Lumber Is Graded

Grading of lumber is done under a multiplicity of

grading rules. K. S. Betts, engineer in forest products,

Forest Service, U, S. Department of Agriculture, tells

how lumber is graded in a 40-page, 6 x 9-in. pamphlet.

Bulletin 64, on the subject. Woods are graded largely

according to rules prepared by lumber associations, the

members of which handle lumber of one or more species

t]iat grow in a certain region or are naturally grouped

together, with the exception of the hardwoods, which

are all graded according to the rules laid down by the

National Hardwood Lumber Association, having head-

quarters in Chicago. Soft woods, on the other hand,

are graded according to rules promulgated by more than

16 associations. The bulletin mentioned gives the basic

data for the principal rulings.

Measuring Velocity of Discharge

From Hydraulic Dredge Pipes

By Pierce J. McAtjliffe
Consulting Engineer, New York City

KNOWLEDGE of the performance of hydraulic dredg-

ing equipment is commonly deficient because velocity

and quantity of discharge are not known. For tLis reason

there is not as close check on operating conditions, so

that best results can not be secured. By use of the

simple field method of measuring discharge velocity

described in the following, data can be secured that

should make dredge pumping subject to the same con-

trol of performance as other working plant.

The merits of the dredging pump as a device for

excavating and conveying earth, gravel and minerals

are widely known, but this machine would be applied to

a greater range of activities if the laws governing
friction and velocity in dredging pipes were better

understood. There are few published data of value,

however, to show the velocities required in pipe lines

to keep different percentages of solid materials in sus-

pension in the stream of water, and to enlighten us as

to the friction that will be caused by these mixtures

at the various velocities. It is not surprising that

installations of dredging pumps have been made occa-

sionally in which sufficient power or peripheral speed

or both have not been provided to produce the velocity

necessary in the discharge. Because such installations

have been unsatisfactory the machine as a class has

frequently been blamed, and as a result artificial limita-

tions have been built up around the dredging pump.
There is an infinite number of combinations of mate-

rials that a dredging pump is called upon to mix with

water and push through a pipe line; solids ranging all

the way from river silt (which may create less friction

than water alone) to materials of high specific gravity

and irregular shapes, such as coarse granite gravel

(which causes the friction to build up to several times

that set up by water alone). It is not difficult, there-

fore, to understand the hesitation on the part of the
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FIGS. 2 TO 5. DISCHARGE VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

To measure discharge of solids, proceed as follows (Fig. 6) :

1. Push a rule down through water from A until steam of
solids in lower sector is plainly felt. Subtracting this depth from
the diameter gives depth of stream of solids.

2. Determine velocity in lower sector.

3. Area of lower sector EFAj, multiplied by velocity gives dis-
charge from lower sector.

4. Catch discharge from lower sector in pail as shown.
.'). Measure percentage of solids in contents of pail.

6. Quantity of solids discharged per second = Item 5 X Item 3.
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engineer to publish data, which, though they may serve

for his individual use, depend largely for their value

upon his personal inspection of the materials to be

handled.

An important step toward securing reliable data on

friction and velocities in dredging pipes will be taken

if we discover a simple and readily applied method

of determining the velocity of the discharge. The
friction can be found quickly from the readings of the

pipe-line pressure gages, which are a part of the equip-

ment of practically all dredging pumps. The difficulty

has been to say what was the velocity of the discharge

and what were the relative quantities of water and

solids in the discharge at the time these gage readings

were taken.

A number of ingenious tests have been made to

determine the velocity of discharge in dredging pipes

when pumping water only. But as the meters used

or the methods employed in determining the velocity

are not applicable when solids are carried in suspen-

sion, the data, while useful in calculating the efficiency

of the machine when pumping water, are only indirectly

helpful in predicting what will happen when the dis-

charge stream is carrying dredged material. Still it

is on such tests that the designers of dredging pumps
have had to rely to a large extent for guidance.

How widely the discharges may differ under these

two conditions is shown by the views A and B of Fig. 1

both picturing the discharge from the 16-in. Kaw Valley

Drainage Board dredge. View A was taken while the

suction was raised from the bottom of the river, con-

sequently only water was being pumped; B was taken

with practically the same length of pipeline, the same

pipeline elevation and the same peripheral speed of the
pump impeller, but the dredge was digging in the regu-
lar manner.

Suppose it had been found that the velocity in A had
been 18 ft. per sec. and that operating as in B for an
extended period an average of 250 cu.yd. per hour had
been delivered, with the same power and peripheral
speed that had been required in A, a relation between
these qualities would have been obtained to guide us in
future designs. This might be called a post factum pro-
cedure, but designers have had to rely for guidance
largely upon such methods for getting data.

To make up for the lack of information which was
necessary for the intelligent design of dredging pumps
and to compile data from personal observations, the

writer has for some time used a very simple m.ethod
for finding the approximate velocity of the discharge,

and therefore the quantity of the mixture, passing
through a pipe line. Reference to accompanying sketch.

Fig. 2, will assist in understanding the method. It

is based on two assumptions: (1) That the discharge

curve will have a definite form for each velocity through
the pipe: (2) That but two forces act upon each particle

in the discharge as it leaves the pipe, these being the

pressure developed by the pump (converted into uniform
horizontal velocity), and the force of gravity causing
each particle to become a freely falling body.

In applying this method the end length of the dis-

charge pipe should be approximately level. With a
straightedge or square measure the horizontal and
vertical co-ordinates of any point on the curve C in

Fig. 2, reading both L and S in feet. The time that

it has taken a particle at A to fall the vertical distance

FIG. 1. DISCHARGE OF 16-lN. DREDGE WHEN PUMPING WATER AND WHEN DIGGING
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or S can then be found by the formula S = i gfv or

= i, in which * will be the time in seconds.V
Similarly the horizontal distance that the velocity has

carried a particle during time t will be L. .Dividing L,

the horizontal distance, by t, the time of travel, gives

the horizontal velocity of the mixture.

Fig. 6 shows the application of the writer's method
to the discJiarge from a 6-in. pipe. It will be observed

that the device used to measure the co-ordinates of the

point C on the upper curve AC was an improvised car-

penter's square, the vertical leg S of which was equal to

the thickness of the pipe plus 6 in., or 516 ft. The
length L was found to be 3.166 ft. Applying the for-

mula as in Fig. 2, V becomes 17.7 ft. per sec. A Ven-
turi meter connected to this pipe when this picture was
taken registered a velocity of 16.5 ft. per sec. The
writer's method, therefore, indicated a velocity about
7 per cent higher than actual velocity. A close inspec-

tion of the view reveals that the leg S intercepted only

the spray of the discharge. A more careful adjustment
would have given a value of 3.08 ft. to L and the answer
would then have been 17.4 ft. per sec. or about 5 per cent
in excess of the actual velocity. This photograph is one
of a series taken during tests made by the Morris Ma-
chine Works of Baldwinsville, N. Y. Other tests of the
series gave results less than 2 per cent in excess.

In such tests as the writer has had an opportunity to

make, the velocity indicated by the upper curve is nearer
the actual velocity than is the mean of the upper and
lower.

It is usually such a simple matter to pry up the end
length of a dredging pipe to a level position that it is

not considered worth while at this time to enter into a
discussion of the modifications in these calculations that
would be necessary for pipes out of level.

Special Conditions.—Fig. 3 represents a condition
frequently met with in dredging, where the material
has separated from the water and is traveling in the
lower part of the pipe at a lower velocity than that
of the water. In cases of this kind, where the difference
in velocity of water and material is not too marked it

is satisfactory to measure the velocity of the upper and
-ower curves of the discharge and use the mean as
the velocity of the mixture.

Fig. 4 shows a condition where the discharge does
not completely fill the pipe at the end. In this case
*he particles in the upper part of the stream will have
a slight initial velocity downward by the time they

F'^
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Relocation of Deadman's Curve, Washington Road Between Baltimore

and Washington, D. C, by Maryland Commission
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Wind Loads on Miscellaneous Structures

Wind Pressure To Be Assumed on Billboards, Sky Signs, Fences and Walls, Traveling: Cranes, Flags and
Flag Poles—Code Provisions and Practical Recommendations

By R. Fleming
Aniorican Bridge Co.. Now Yoi-k City

OCCASIONALLY the engineer meets with problems

of wind loads on structures other than those coming

under the classification of bridges, buildings, tanks or

towers. The question as to the proper amount of wind

pressure to be assumed on some of these occasionally-

met-with structures will be considered in this article.

Billboards

According to the Cleveland building code,

The term bill-board within the meaning of this ordinance

shall include all structures, of whatever material the same
may be constructed, which are erected, maintained or used

for the public display of posters, painted signs, pictures or

other pictorial or reading matter, except that the term

"bill-boai'd" shall not be applied to such signs as t re at-

tached to the roofs or walls of buildings.

The only external force acting on a billboard is the

wind, but although the literature about the billboard is

extensive comparatively little information is given on

the proper wind pressure to be assumed in its design.

Probably the most comprehensive review of the sub-

jects of billboards and sky signs is the "Report of the

Mayor's Billboard Advei-tising Commission of the City

of New York," a book of 152 pages, dated Aug. 1,

1913. At that time there were about 4,600 facings

or 90 acres of advertising surface in the city. Large

additions have been made since. In the Proposed Ordi-

nances of the report there is a clause.

No structure subject to regulation by paragraph (1) of

this section, which shall at any point exceed 7 ft. in height

above the ground immediately below it, if erected upon the

ground, and no such structure whatever erected upon a

roof . . . shall be erected or maintained unless it shall

be designed and constructed in such manner as to sustain

a wind pressure of at least 40 lb. per sq.ft.

This recommendation was never enacted into law.

Quite in contrast with the drastic recommendation of

the New York report is ths provision of the "Model
Billboard Ordinance" given in the August, 1917, issue

of' Pacific Municipalities :

Every billboard having an advertising surface of more
than 20 sq.ft. shall be made to withstand a lateral wind
pressure cf 20 lb. per sq.ft.

In their respective oraiaances San Francisco specifies

20 lb. per sq.ft. wind pi-essure; Chicago, 25 lb.;

Cleveland, Indianapolis and Seattle, 30 lb.; Milwaukee
and Omaha, 40 lb.

The writer considers 20 lb. per sq.ft. wind pressure

on the exposed surface of billboards to be ample. The
reason for a greater pressure being prescribed in some
ordinances is the desire to protect passers-by. But 20

lb. pressure means a velocity of about 70 miles per

hour and no pedestrian can stay on the street during

such a wind. A man weighing 150 lb. presents about

8 sq.ft. of surface to the wind, with a centroid about 3.5

ft. from the ground; when he braces himself with one

foot 2.5 ft. ahead of the other he can withstand a pres-

- /150 X 2.5\ ^_ ,. „^ , .,,
sure of ( o~;7 ^ g; /

^^ ^^'^ ^"' P®'* sq.ft., and with

a pressure of 20 lb. per sq.ft. he can not keep his feet.

In the words of the building code recommended by
the National Board of Fire Underwriters, any letter,

word, model, sign, device or representation in the na-

ture of an advertisement, announcement or direction,

supported wholly or in part over or above any wall,

building or structure, is called a sky-sign.

Sky Signs

The sky sign is so closely related to the billboard that

it might seem the same pressure should be used for

both. However, the sky sign is usually in a more
exposed location than the billboard. Again, the velocity

of the • wind and consequently the wind pressure in-

crease with the distance from the ground. For these

reasons building codes assign a greater wind pressure

to sky signs than to billboards.

The code of New York City allows metal signs to

extend up to 75 ft. above the roof of fireproof buildings,

but limits the portions of such signs covered and
exposed to wind pressure to 35 per cent of the total

area. Wind pressure is specified at not less than 30 lb.

per sq.ft. The Chicago ordinance limits height to 60 ft.,

surface exposed to 50 per cent of frame area, and wind
pressure to not less than 30 lb. Augusta, Detroit, Min-
neapolis and Rochester also specify 30 lb. pressure,

under varying regulations regarding height and pro-

portion of exposed surface. Indianapolis restricts the

height to 40 ft., the surface exposed to 40 per cent

and wind pressure to not less than 35 lb. Seattle

limits height to 45 ft. and surface exposed to 50 per

cent, and specifies wind pressure at not less than 40

lb. The Spokane code calls for a wind pressure of 40

lb. but is silent on height and percentage of exposed

surface.

The writer would restrict the height of sky signs

to 60 ft., the surface exposed to 50 per cent frame
area and assume wind pressure at not less than 25

lb. per sq.ft. of exposed surface when the sign is on

buildings 6 stories high and less, and 30 lb. when
on buildings more than 6 stories high. The stresses

in members of the steel frame of the building due

to wind on the sky sign should be added to other

stresses. This is not always done; sky signs are often

erected upon the roofs of existing buildings with but

little examination of the strength of supporting mem-
bers.

In proportioning sky signs the Chicago rule may
safely be followed:

For stress produced by wind forces combined with those

from live and dead load, the unit stress may be increased

50 per cent over those given above, but the ection shall

not be less than required if wind forces be neglected.

Fences and Walls

A Chicago building ordinance limits the height of

fences and walls to 8 ft. if constructed alongside a

street or alley or within 8 ft. of such street or alley

and parallel thereto. The ordinance continues:

No single or isolated wall of any material whatever,
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which forms no part of a building or structure that may
be lawfully erected, shall be constructed upon any portion

of a lot where the distance from such wall to the lot line

is less than the height of the wall, unless such isolated

wall shall have lateral supports on at least one side of

same with braces extending to the top of the wall and is

so constructed that it shall be capable of resisting a hori-

zontal wind pressure on every part of same twice as great

as buildings under the i)rovision of this chapter must be

designed to resist.

The wind pressure specified in the Chicago Code for

buildings is 20 lb. per sq.ft. of exposed surface.

Walls similar to the foregoing are therefore required

to withstand 40 lb. per sq.ft. This is excessive. Isolated

walls usually stand by virtue of the moment of

stability of their own weight. A 12-in. wall 8 ft.

high built of brick weighing 120 lb. per cu.ft. would

be blown down at a pressure exceeding

15 lb. per sq.ft

8 X 120 X 0.5

8X4
A 12-in. wall 7 ft. high would

120 X 0.5^

)^
11 X

be blown down at a pressure exceeding (—

^

17.1 lb. per sq.ft. An 8-in. wall 6 ft. high would

u ui ^ . A- / 6 X 80 X 0.33\
be blown down at a pressure exceeding I Fy^o /

^

9 lb. per sq.ft. Walls of these heights and thick-

nesses are quite common and do not blow down. The
writer thinks that an assumed wind pressure of 20

lb. per sq.ft. is sufficient. Because walls may become

defective with age there should be added to this as-

sumption the provision that the overturning moment
due to wind pressure shall not exceed two-thirds of

the moment of stability.

With this provision a brick wall if 8 ft. high should

be not less than 17 in. thick; if 7 ft. high not less

than 15.9 in. thick, and if 6 ft. high not less than

12.7 in. thick.

Sides of Buildings

More than a score of buildings codes have the pro-

vision :

Every panel in a curtain wall shall be proportioned to

resist a wind pressure of 30 lb. per sq.ft.

How shall it be determined whether or not a given

panel fulfills this provision?

Tests to determine the strength of hollow tile for

building walls were made in 1914 under the direction

of Professor Van Ornum of Washington University, St.

Louis (a synopsis of the tests is given in the Engineer-
ing 'News, Vol. 73, p. 428, March 4, 1915. Through
the courtesy of The Laclede-Christy Clay Products Com-
pany the writer is enabled to quote from the original

report).

Pressure was gradually applied by a hydraulic jack

with a broad base to the middle of a 13-in. brick wall

10 ft. by 10 ft. laid in lime mortar bonded at the

top to a concrete slab and at the bottom to a concrete
footing. When a pressure of 2,500 lb. was reached the

horizontal mortar joint at about half height opened for

its full length on the tension face. A 12-in. wall of

Denison interlocking tile of the same dimensions laid

in cement mortar failed in like manner at a pressure
of 5,000 lb. A "wind pressure test" was made on
two parallel tile walls laid in cement mortar. The
walls were 14 ft. long by 21 J ft. high, 7 ft. 10 in.

apart out to out, and were joined by a line of wooden

joists at a height of ^\ ft. above the footing and by
another line at the top. At an average uniform pres-
sure of 14] lb. per sq.ft. on each wall, horizontal
tension cracks showed themselves in the mortar joint.s

near the base.

This test was made for a specific purpo.se and too
general conclusions can not be drawn from it. Yet,
quoting from Professor Van Ornum's report,

It is nether a simple matter, nor entirely satisfactory,
to attempt to reason from the conditions and results of
this experiment to the practical stability that the same
walls would have shown if they had had the support (which
masonry walls in actual structures always have) of con-
tinuous walls or partitions, or both, extending transversely
between them. There is no possible doubt that the resist-
ance would have been many times as great; . . . Brick
walls would have furnished about 2* times as great a re-
sistance to overturning, due mainly to their greater weight.
But because the lime mortar of the ordinary brick wall
has a strength averaging only one-sixth to one-tenth that
of Portland cement mortar as used with the tile, the aggre-
gate resistance that would have been recorded if they had
been 13-in. brick walls, instead of 12-in. tile, would probably
have been not far from the same.

Window sash and glazing form an important part in
the side of a modern building. This is especially true
of the steel sash used so largely for industrial buildings.
The writer has been given the details of a test made
by a firm of engineers. The largest standard unit of
steel sash, about 6 by 12 ft., of 14 by 20 in. lights, 5
lights wide by 7 lights high, was laid flat with its' 4
edges resting on a solid frame. It was then covered
with sheet metal and uniformly loaded with sand. At
a load of 18.2 lb. per sq.ft. the maximum deflection
was gi in. At a load of 25.4 lb. per sq.ft. the
maximum deflection was ;';' in. When the load was
removed the permanent deflection was h in.

The tests cited—the only ones available to the writer—are not sufl^cient to warrant any positive statement
as to the wind-resistive strength of a panel in a curtain
wall. The New York building code specifies that
masonry walls supported at each story by girders may
be 12 in. thick for the entire height of the building.
This practice is followed by 40 or 50 cities. Other
cities increase or decrease the thickness of the wall,
making it depend upon the height and width of the
panel. So few, if any, failures of curtain walls are
recorded that present practice is justified by its results.

Traveling Cranes

The ti-aveling crane is closely related to bridges,

towers and similar structures with respect to intensity

cf wind pressure and the area on which it acts. The
"Code of Safety Standards for Cranes" of the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers specifiies:

Calculations for wind pressure on outside cranes shall

be based on not less than 30 lb. per sq.ft. of exposed surface.

The same clause is found in "General Requirements
for Safety" (1918), U. S. Steal Corporation.

It is noted that nothing is said as to what shall

be taken as the area of exposed surface. The writer
recommends that for outdoor traveling cranes a win.l

pressure be assumed of 30 lb. per sq.ft. on the entire

projected area of the windward truss plus one half

the projected area of the leeward truss. When platj

girders are used in pairs not farther apart than \\

times the depth of the girder, the projected area of

only one girder need be considered.
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Care sliould be taken that traveling cranes, when
not in use, are sufficiently anchored to prevent their

being moved by wind pressure. Several cranes have

been wrecked from being set in motion because the

fastenings gave way during a strong wind.

Crane makers do not usually specify working stresses.

Two large makers have in their specifications the re-

spective sentences "Factor of safety not less than 5

in all parts of the crane" and "The crane will be de-

signed throughout to have a minimum factor of safety

of five when under full load." Some government speci-

fications require that live loads be increased 20 per

cent for impact and specify working stresses of 16,000

lb. per sq.in. for tension and 16,000—70 l/r for

compression, with the provision that for bracing and

combined stresses due to eccentric loading the per-

missible working stresses may be increased 25 per

cent.

The writer recommends that outdoor traveling cranes

be proportioned for working stresses of 16,000 lb.

tension and 16,000 — 70 l/r compression for combined

dead and live load (plus 25 per cent impact). When
combined with wind load these working stresses may
be increased 25 per cent.

Wind loads and stresses for gantry cranes and cor'

or ore handling bridges are more troublesome. These

structures are often of considerable height and span.

Sometimes they are in locations exposed to unusually

severe winds. The problem before their builders is

two-fold: first, to make them light enough to require

a minimum amount of power to move them and second,

to make them strong enough to carry the required

loads and resist any probable wind. Coal and ore

handling bridges have been wrecked by wind. A storm

in Superior, Wis., May 25, 1914, destroyed the largest

coal handling bridge in the world: a span of 552 ft.

with a height of 140 ft. from rail to top chord. It

would have been interesting to determine from work-

ing drawings the wind force necessary to blow over

this and other traveling bridges that have met a like

fate.

A number of gantry-type yard cranes recently con-

structed for a shipbuilding company afford an illustra-

tion of the complexity of requirements often presented

by outdoor cranes, and assumptions made in the design

that appear to the writer to be commendable. The gal-

lows frames consist of two A-towers each on two trucks

50 ft. apart and running on a single rail. The rails

are 89 ft. center to center. The overhead connecting

part consists of two plate girders 8 ft. deep and 12

ft. apart on centers and overhanging 29 ft. at each

end, thus being 147 ft. long from end to end. A
rail the full length of each girder provides a runway

for two hammerhead-shaped traveling towers with a

trolley arm 45 ft. and counterbalance arm 22 ft. 9

in. long. Each tower has a truntable base enabling

it to revolve through a complete circle. The height

of towers is 23 ft., thus making a height of 102

ft. from ground rail to top of towers.

Wind pressures as follows were assumed on the steel

frame of the gantry: For wind blowing in a direction

parallel to the ground track, 30 lb. per sq.ft. on the

surface of the windward girder and tower legs plus

one-half the surface of the leeward girder and tower

legs; for wind blowing in a direction at right angles

to the ground track, 30 lb. per sq.ft. on the projected

area of each tower plus one-half the projected area of

all the cross frames between the girders. In combining

wind loads with dead-plus-live loads, 10 lb. per sq.ft.

was used instead of 30 lb., as it is unlikely that

the cranes will be in operation during a wind blow-

ing at more than 50 miles per hour (equivalent to a

pressure of 10 lb. per sq.ft.). To the wind loads

on the gantry were added those on the towers. These

were given by the builders of the towers, for each

tower, as 12,000 lb. and 5,000 lb. respectively for wind
at right angles to and parallel with the arms. These
loads were used in combining wind loads with both

dead and deau-plus-live loads. They are moving loads

and were considered for any location of the towers

on their track and for any position of either tower

on its turntable base.

The working stresses used were 12,000 lb. per sq.in.

tension for combined live and dead loads and 15,000

lb. per sq.in. tension for wind plus dead and wind
plus dead plus live loads. Compressive stresses were
taken at 10,000 and 12,500 lb. per sq.in.

Flags and Flag Poles

The Bureau of Yards and Docks, U. S. Navy, made
tests in 1916 to determine the pull of flags due to

wind. The results showed that the total horizontal

resistance of a flag exposed to a steady current of

air can be approximately represented by the formula:

R = CAV", where R is resistance in pounds,

A is area in square feet, V is velocity of wind in

miles per hour, and C is a constant equal to 0.0003.

For convenience the equation may be written R =
O.OOOBAV^ This Is about one-twelfth ordinary normal

pressure. Assuming a velocity of 100 miles per hour,

the value of R is 3 lb. per square foot of flag area.

The Building Code of the City of Seattle has a

section reading:

Every flag pole . . . shall be so braced, supported or

stayed as to be capable of withstanding a computed wind
pressure of 100 lb. per sq.ft. of pole surface.

Whatever is meant by "square foot of pole surface,"

the requirement is unreasonable. It was probably the

compiler's intention to assume a pressure on the pole

large enough to include that on the flag, but this

is illogical. A wind pressure of 25 lb. per sq.ft. on

the vertical projection of the pole and 3 lb. per sq.ft.

on the area of the flag is sufficient.

Railway Tunnel for Postal Service

To Be Built in London

A 9-ft. tunnel about 6J miles long for carrying auto-

matic railway trains to transport mail is about to be

built in London, bids having just been called for. Plans

were developed some years ago, and in fact the operat-

ing system was worked out by the help of an experi-

mental line reproducing both grades and curves of the

proposed railway. The tunnel is to extend from the

Paddington District post office to the Whitechapel post

office. It is to carry two tracks of 24-in. gage, and the

trains operating on these tracks are to be handled by

remote control. On account of the necessity of avoiding

other tunnels and subsurface structures, the depth of

the tunnel below ground surface will vary from 28 to

87 ft. At stations, says The Engineer of London, from

which this information is taken, the tracks are to be

separated about 20 ft., to accommodate elevators and

mail chutes between them.
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Combined Deferrization, Softening

and Filtration Plant

Permanent Plant at Camp Funston Treats Well
Water Fully in Winter, but Removes Iron

Only in Summer—Has Film Aerator

By Webster L. Benham
Of Johnson & Benham, Consulting Engineers, New Yoik and

Kansas City; formerly Utilities Officer and Constructing
Quartermaster, Camp Funston, Kan.

THE WATER SUPPLY for Camp Funston, Kan.,

which is located on the military reservation of Fort

Riley, is obtained from eight 24-in. wells, 40 ft. to 72

ft. deep. Although the water is clear and colorless, it

has a large iron content, ranging from 3 to 5 p.p.m.,

and an alkalinity of about 300 p.p.m. The permanent
hardness, which ranges from 30 to 50 p.p.m., is rela-

tively low. The water contains a low number of bacteria

even for a well water. All counts have been made on

agar which would probably indicate a number somewhat
lower than counts made on gelatine. Occasionally the

number is high and at rare intervals intestinal bacteria

have been found.

The hardness caused excessive formation of scale in

the boilers at the camp, thus entailing considerable

power losses and trouble. The camp had 17 central

heating plants and, as there was no return system,

water of condensation was not returned to the boilers,

with the result that there was wasted during the winter

months 500,000 gal. per day. Continual cleaning of the

boilers and heaters was necessary. A great deal of

trouble and expense was incurred in the replacing of

range water-backs, and the amount of soap used in the

laundry and lavatories was excessive. The presence of

considerable iron in the water discolored materials

washed in it, gave an unpleasant taste and affected

the quality of ice made at the refrigeration plant. It
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AERATOR BUILT ON TOP OF OLD SAND CATCHER

was discovered that growths of the iron fungus
Crenothrix occurred in the mains of the distributing

system. Some broken pipe revealed the fact that there
was gradually accumulating a slime on the interior

of the pipes of the districution system which was of
cast-iron construction throughout. For these reasons
an appropriation of $60,000 was obtained more cheaply
for the deferrization and softening of the water. As an
added precaution the water, after being filtered, has
been treated with liquid chlorine.

Inasmuch as it was realized that Camp Funston would
undoubtedly remain a permanent training camp, the

plant is of permanent construction throughout, being
of reinforced concrete and brick. It was realized that

it might become necessary at some future time to

obtain a permanent supply from the Kansas River and
the plant was designed with the idea in view that it

might be used to treat river water.

Convert Sand Catcher Into Aerator—A small amount

Ave.

RECORDS OF OPERATION, FILTRATION, WATER SOFTENING AND DEFERRIZATION PLANT AT CAMP FUNSTON, K.\N.

§feS -Parts per Million -

^2 Length of Run ^^^ jS-^ ^-^5 '"— Grains per Gal. .Parts per Alkalinity Incnistants Total
Date ii § Hours "S-3 fe « 'S^ §-=5^ Soda Mil. Iron

1919 Ea Max. Min. Ave. rtO-«:Q &^ foP^ Alum Lime Ash Iron Liq. CI. Raw Fil Raw Fil.

Free
Iron CO:

Raw Fil Raw Fil.

Sert. 2

Sept. 8

Sept. 17

Sept. 25
Sept. 30

Sept. 25.9 12 9 11.6 12.6 115. 0.75 1. 10

Nov. 4
Nov. 10
Nov. 20
Nov. 24
Nov. 30

Bacteria per
C.c. .\gar at

37° C.
Raw Fil. Tap
10 150 .

.

50 16 8
2 5 3

I 15 3

14 17 3

5.77 0.37 290 207 34.2 34.2 3.8 19.8 0.31

26
57

Ave. Nov. 20.2 13.2 6.15 9.7 136.2 0.5 0.89 0.97 5.44 131 0.37 290 178 30.3 6.0 4.5 20.7

Dec. 4
Dec. 23

Ave. Dec. 21.9 13.4 6.9 10.2 132.9 0.5 1.02 0.93 3.63 1.60 0.294 287 175 43.0 14.2 3.2 17.3

1920
Ave. Jan. 22.0 !4 1 6.5 10.1 133.8 0.38 0.73

Ave. Feb. 29.2 15.5 8.5 11.0 121.4 0.4 0.80

Mar. 15

Mar. 27
Ave. Mar. 24.4 15.5 8.19 ,8 113.9 0.54

April
April
April
April
April
April

24.0 16 8 12.0 124 8

27.0 16.0 11.0 13 5 79.4
18.0 12.0 6 9.0 100.6
26.0 14 12.0 13.0 130.6
34.0 22.0 12.0 17.0 95.8
31.0 16.5 14.5 15.5 104.5

12.0 15.0 103.6
11.0 12.0 132.8
15.0 19.5 92.9

April 12 30.0 18

April 19 24 13.0
April 26 39.0 24.0

1.1

1.6

(7
JO

7.65 2.09 0.70

8.46 2.10 0.69

8.66 2.08 0.69

8.66
8 46
9 45
8 40
8.68
8 68
8.23
8.47
8.73

1^7
2.16

0.68
70
84
70
70

0.68
0.70
0.69
0.69

295 159 49.8 22.8 36 17 1 0.13

297 140 46.8 30.9 2.6 18.0

4ve. April 28 3 16 8 11 5 14 4 113.1 0.53 91 8.42 2.04 0.68

296

300
290
298
300
300
206
290
290
300

298 6 147 2 41 5 20.1 4 18.0

147 88 128
125 70 100
200 65 90

200 65 90
18 22 12
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WATER PURIFICATION PLANT AT CAMP FUNSTON

of fine silt is drawn into the wells during periods of

pumping, so a sand catcher had been constructed to

allow this material to settle out of the water before

entering the collecting reservoir. In order to use as

many of the original structures as possible, it was

decided to convert the sand catcher into an aerator

by rebuilding and widening it at the top and to allow

the water to overflow from a vertical pipe down a

series of baffle ways or cascades. Thus the water is

spread out in a series of thin sheets or films and the

resulting oxidization precipitate the iron in the water.

It was felt that practically as good results could be ob-

tained by allowing the water to mix with the air in

thin films rather than in the finely divided state that

mght have been obtained by using sprays. The use of

sprays would undoubtedly have resulted in an over-oxi-

dization which would have been difficult to eliminate

later in the process of treatment.

The main plant, consisting of a reinforced-concrete

mixing chamber, settling basins, four 750,000-gal. daily

rapid sand filters, pipe gallery and clear well under

the filter plant, together with the brick filter house,

was located directly east of the aerator, as shown on

the drawing. Froni the aerator the water flows by

gravity to the dosing chamber, where, under winter

conditions, lime, soda ash and iron sulphate are added

to the water. Alum has also been used at the plant

but it was found that better results' were obtained with

iron sulphate, probably because of the high alkalinity

of the water.

As the amount of chemicals used varies slightly from

day to day, it has been considered sufficient to give in

the tables only the averages of chemicals used for the

month, Hovv'ever, to indicate the daily variations, fig-

ures have been given for six consecutive days during

the month of April, 1920, and for other days on which

results are available.

A 30,000-gal. daily Booth water softening plant was
built for the treatment of the water for the laundry.

In consequence, during the summer months it is not

so important to obtain a considerable reduction in hard-

ness at the main filtration plant because the heating

plants are not operated at full capacity and the laundry

water can be softened at the laundry. The September

figures are characteristic of the summer operation and

the other months are characteristic of the winter oper-

ation.

As the routine operation of the plant is done largely

by inexperienced soldier labor, it has not been found

practicable to obtain an accurate adjustment of the rate

SAND CATCHER CONVERTED INTO THIN FILM AERATOR
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of application of the chemicals to the water in accord-

ance with the hardness of the water to be removed, and

average rates based upon the volume of water treated

have been adopted. The water from the several wells

varies somewhat in character and, if it were possible,

it would be more satisfactory to vary the rate of

application of the chemicals according to the well or

wells used. The variation in character of the water

from two of the wells is shown by the folloving

analysis

:

Well 7 Well 8

P.p.m. P. p.m.

Iron 7 3

Incrustants 67 20 .

Alkalinity 350 296
Carbon Dioxide 18 140

The following table shows the periods of detention

of the water in the mixing chamber and sedimentation

basins based on the average and maximum consumption

for which the plant was designed

:

A'ohime of Flow,
G.P.D

2,000,000
3.000,000

Hours m
Mixing
Chamber

61

4

X'elocity

Through
Mixing

Chamber.
Ft. perMin.

3

3

Hours in

Sedimentation
Basin

I Basin 2 Basins

2 7 5 4

19 3 7

Velocity
Through

Sedimentation
Basin

Ft. per Min.
I

I 5

The velocity of flow through the mixing chamber is

about 5 ft. per minute when the plant is working under

maximum conditions, but at the present time, because of

the decreased population, the velocity is much less, and

some slight deposits occur which must be removed at

intervals. The sedimentation basins are arranged either

for selective or multiple operation. At the present

time the detention period in the settling basins has been

increased to 12 hr. when one basin is in use and to 24

hr. when both are in operation. Satisfactory sedimenta-

tion of the flow has been obtained in these basins. The
deposits are allowed to accumulate to a maximum depth

of 3 ft. in the basin, giving an average depth of 18 in.

over the whole bottom before the basins are cleaned.

As the basins are not covered, algae growths, especially

with the present low flow, have occurred in the basins.

A luxurious growth of Spirogyra appeared when alum
was being used as a coagulant.

It has been found necessary to clean each filter at

intervals of about 2i days when a loss of head of 81

to 9 ft. has been reached. As water under 70 lb.

pressure is available for washing, it has been found
unnecessary to Uvse air. The percentage of wash water
given in the table is occasionally somewhat high for

filters treating water without turbidity, thus showing
that there is probably more water used than' is neces-

saiy. The water is treated with liquid chlorine in the

suction main of the pumps at a rate of 0.3 parts per

million.

Results of Treatment—During the summer, little

reduction of permanent hardness is effected, but the

iron and free carbon dioxide are materially reduced.

During the winter months, the alkalinity and permanent
hardness are reduced slightly more than one-half, which
would be considered satisfactory from a practical and
economical standpoint, but it is possible that at certain

times- more chemicals are used to produce the results

than are necessary. The analyses show no iron in J|ae

treated water, but this is probably due to the fact tiftit

the methods of analysis used are not suflliciently sensi-

tive to indicate- small amounts of residual iron.

The results of bacterial analyse.s show that the number
of bacteria in the raw water is sinall and that a slight

increase sometimes occurs in the plant. Occasionally,

a high count for a well water is obtained, especially

when it is considered that the counts are made on
agar. Intestinal bacteria are almost uniformly absent

from 0.1, 1 and 10 cc. samples.

In general, a satisfactory iron removal and softening

is accomplished, and a water of safe, sanitary quality

is being obtained. A considerable saving in the amount
of soap has been effected, the amount of coal used at

the central heating plants has been decreased and the

disagreeable taste and odor due to iron in the Avater

have been eliminated. The previous trouble experienced

by the discoloration of laundered goods and shrinkage
of woolens has almost entirely disappeared.

Mississippi River Floods of 1920

By Alfred J. Henry
Of the U. S. Weather Bureau

THE spring flood in the Mississippi above St. Louis

was the most severe at Dubuque, la., since 1888 and
at Davenport since 1892. This flood had its origin in

the melting of the snow cover in Minnesota and Wis-

consin during the last half of March. The snow-water
flood had not passed below La Crosse, Wis., when a

rainstorm passed over the watershed augmenting the

flood flow very materially. The flood was most severe

in the stretch of the river forming the border between
Illinois and Iowa. Levees on both sides of the river

near Muscatine, la., gave way and about 85,000 acres of

rich agricultural lands were overflowed. The probable

loss in prospective crops is placed at $3,500,000. For-

tunately no lives were lost.

Lower Mississippi: The spring flood of 1920 in the

lower Mississippi was the second great flood in recent

years that was confined between the levees. (A small

break occurred on April 17 about 75 miles below New
Orleans, but it was soon repaired.) The crest stages

in this flood fell about 2 ft. short of the 1916 flood but

the duration of the high water was considerably longer.

In this respect the 1920 flood set a new record for that

stretch of the river between Greenville, Miss., and the

Passes.

The 1920 flood, both a> to magnitude and duration, was
in some measure due to the weather conditions six

months earlier. The heavy rains in October and No-
vember, 1919, caused a rapid rise in the streams of .he

lower Mississippi drainage and this rise was further

augmented by the rains of December of that year. As
a result the mean stage of the Mississippi at Memphis
for December, 1919, exceeded the r)revious mean high

water record by 8.1 ft.; at Vicksburg the river on Dec.

31, 1919, stood within 2 ft. of the flood stage, and

although it fell after that date the fall was arrested

before a stage of 25 ft. was reached.

Beginning on Jan, 13, 1920 a series of three separate

flood flows mainly from the Ohio passed down the river

the second of which crested at Vicksburg on April 20

at a stage of 50.8 ft., 3.1 ft. short of the highest stage

of record. The river was continuously above flood stage

at Vicksburg from April 4 to June 13, or 71 days. At
New Orleans the river was continuously above flood

stage from April 15 to June 22, or 69 days, and the

crest stage fell short of the previous high water by
only 1.6 ft.
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Some Observations on Man-Power Engineering

Mental Attitude of Worker Must Be Known—Every Laborer Wants (1) A Job That Pays a Living

Wage- (2) A Home; (3) Leisure; (4) Freedom in Using His Leisure—Must Arouse Interest in
'

Work and Avoid Paternalism

MAN-POWER ENGINEERING is a term suggested

in a most excellent article by Frances A. Kellor,

Associate Managing Director of the Inter-Racial Coun-

cil, in Engineering News-Reco7^d, March 11, 1920, p.

517. Miss Kellor points out that, as the greatest

returns from the use of any other power are obtained

by the application of engineering principles, the great-

est returns from human labor will be obtained by

approaching its use as an engineering problem.

Man-power cannot be separated from the man, so

the problem of its most effective use is rendered vastly

more complex than any other power engineering prob-

lem and presents phases which seem to baffle all pos-

sibility of solution in the light of present knowledge.

Yet the crying need of the entire world for greater

production of necessary commodities demands that man-

power, as well as all other available forms of natural

energy, shall be most efficiently and effectively used.

For years we have been reading of the wonderful

results achieved through efficiency work and scientific

management, yet we are told that in many lines of

industry the actual unit production per man-hour is

considerably less than it was before the war. Can it

be true that all the studies—psychological, physiological,

and otherwise—that have been made have failed to

find the means of inducing the laborer to yield up his

full productive power?

Must Know Worker's Mental Attitude

^efore we can discover those engineering principles

whose application will enable us to secure the greatest

return per unit of energy expended, it is necessary for

us to know something of the worker's attitude of mind

toward his work and what will induce him to apply

his labor-power most effectively. The one important

fact that the average student of man-power engineer-

ing fails to grasp is that the worker, as does every

other human being, considers it his most important

function to live and to enjoy himself and that his work

is only a means to that end. The sooner employers

and others divest themselves of the idea that a worker's

sole function is the production of commodities, the

sooner will we have an end of the labor problem.

Parenthetically, it may be well to observe that,

although it does not always occupy the center of the

stage as at present, the labor problem is always with

us. Most of the time, however, the problem belongs

to the worker and is a problem of finding how to dis-

pose of his labor power so as to procure a living for

himself and family. At present, the labor problem

seems to belong to the employer and consists in first

obtaining anl retaining a sufficient supply of the right

kind of laborers and then in inducing those laborers

to produce their full quota of product. The function

of man-power engineering is primarily to solve the

'abor problem for the employer, though, as we shall see

farther on, its correct solution will be equally as bene-

ficial to the laborer as to the employer.

By Charles F. Dingman
Engineer, Flynt Building & Construction Co., Palmer, Mass.

Before we can adopt the measures Which, will result

in the greatest productivity from each laborer, we must

find out what the worker expects to get when he sells

his labor-power. In other words, why does the laborer

work at all? Primarily, he works for food, clothing

and shelter for himself and family, but unless actuated

by a desire for something more than those rudimentary

needs he seldom develops a capacity for any great pro-

ductivity. It is the desire for something beyond,

something that lifts him above a mere animal existence,

that inspires the laborer to put forth the supreme

effort. And it is because caoitalists, managers, wel-

fare workers and others have only vaguely sensed that

idea in the past that we have such an acute production

problem at present.

Four Things Every Laborer Wants

What every laborer wants, and this applies to all

races and types, is: (1) A job that will return him a

wage, properly adjusted to the cost of living. (2)

A home. If he be married his ideas of a home will

probably differ materially from those of a single man.

(3) Leisure. (4) Freedom to use that leisure accord-

ing to the dictates of his own individual temperament.

These wants are basic, but every nationality has its

own particular group of wants which were developed as

a result of their "old country" environment and, in

addition, every individual has peculiar wants of his

own. It is only by learning what those wants are

and how to utilize them that we can secure the max-
imum production from the laborer and I believe that

we shall find that management has to date developed

but a small fraction of the total productive power that

the laborer will yield when he is approached in the

proper manner.

The purpose of man-power engineering is to deter-

mine those conditions under which the laborer will

sell and deliver the greatest amount of productive labor

power for the given wage. Generally speaking, that

set of conditions which permits the greatest play of

individuality, arouses the greatest amount of interest

in the work, best satisfies the actual human wants and

yet avoids all paternalism, will also secure the greatest

productivity.

We often hear the statement made that the reason

for the existence of the present labor problem is that

the employer, because of the great increase in the size

of the industrial unit, no longer finds it possible to

become intimately acquainted with all of his employees

but is separated from them by the managerial organi-

zation. I do not believe this has any basis in fact. I

have known strikes to occur in mills where the owner
made it a part of his daily program to meet and talk

with every worker in the plant. I have known employ-

ers who were always at loggerheads with almost every

man in their employ. If the employer is a good leader

of men he can inspire the laborers with a desire to

increase their output and show them how to do it;
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otherwise he might better stay in the office. The men
are not half so keen about meeting the employer each

day as they are to have the management recognize the

fact that they are human beings and to see that they

are treated accordingly.

The laborers want homes. Unless men can find suit-

able homes within reasonable distance from their work,

their productive efficiency is bound to suffer. Different

people and different nationalities have widely varying

ideals as to how to furnish and how to keep a home,

but it may be considered axiomatic that people who
have a comparatively high standard of home life will

possess corresponding standards of workmanship and

productivity.

One of the most effective measures for insuring a

well maintained rate of productivity is to make sure

that there is a'ways a sufficiency of the proper kinds

of houses available in which the workers may make
homes for themselves. There need be no taint of

paternalism attached to an industrial housing program,

even though it may not be possible to show a profit on

the housing account or though it may be necessary to

charge the loss on the housing account to production

costs. The need of houses has become so great in many
industrial communities that men have to travel loner

distances to their work and their productivity suffers

accordingly. Beside this, the high rates of fare which

they must pay in traveling back and forth make deep

cuts into their wages and breed further dissatisfaction.

Leisure and Freedom to Use It

The workers want leisure. Physiologists and psychol-

ogists are all agreed that functions are performed with

greater intensity and efficiency when periods of activity

are alternated with proper periods of rest. This means

that the working day must be long enough to secure

the maximum results and yet not so long that the

accumulating fatigue reduces the hourly rate of pro-

duction until a long day's work produces less than a

short day's work.

Stopping work at Saturday noon is becoming almost

the universal practice in manufacturing establishments.

This half holiday fills a need that no Sunday can fill

because it gives the worker a chance to visit many places

that would be closed on Sunday or to enjoy sports which

might not be approved of on Sunday. Every reasonable

opportunity which the worker has for forgetting his

job helps increase the intensity with which he will

attack it upon his return to work.

The workers want freedom to use their leisure as

they see fit. It is true that great good may be accom-

plished by tactfully leading the laborer into making

a better use of his leisure periods but when intrusive

efforts are made to coerce him into liking the recrea-

tions someone else has picked out, he is very like'y to

assum.e an attitude of suUenness.

In this connection there is another factor to be con-

sidered. The provision of company club-rooms and

other personally conducted recreations may be beneficial

to an individual industry located in a small town by

making the workers satisfied to stay in that place but,

if that is all they accom.plish, their effect upon industry

in general may be decidedly negative since we are all

agreed that the essential need at this time is not so

much satisfaction as it is increased production. It is

quite possible to carry this sort of welfare work to

the point where the worker may become over-coddled,

to his own personal injury, as well as to that of the

industry.

Satisfied people, when the .satisfaction comes as a

result of things which are done for them rather than
from things which they do for themselves, have a tend-
ency to lose interest in putting forth any greater
amount of effort than is absolutely necessary.

iNTERrsT IN Work a Factor i.\ Production

There is another factor—want does not seem to be
the proper term for it—that governs the productivity
of all men, but it does not ordinarily come into play
in wage labor until the wants previously discussed have
been fairly well satisfied. That factor is interest in

the work.

It is easily demonstrable that, where an actively

sustained interest in the work exists, a person can and
will perform tasks that would ordinarily be impossible.

Interest will ward off fatigue and quiet dissatisfaction,

yet to arouse interest in some of the monotonous tasks

which form important parts of modern industry seems
well nigh impossible. It is here that the real prob-
lems of man-power engineering are to be found.

Interest in the work is inspired in as many different

ways as there are different employers and employees.

Here I believe is the explanation for the failure of many
apparently scientific attempts to increase production.

The persons making these attempts have properly

evaluated all of the mechanical factors, yet because

they considered the laborers merely as so many units

forming a group, instead of a number of highly differ-

entiated individuals, they failed to get that interest.

This is one of the reasons why comparatively high

wages, bonuses, profit sharing, etc., do not always

continue to produce big results, even though a suffi-

ciently high wage to properly support life is necessary

to maintain any interest at all. This is why the reputed

labor policy of Lenine is bound to fail. It is said

that he insists upon absolute submission to the director

of the industry and absolute concentration upon the

work during working hours. Because he is operating

with men who have had to submerge their individual-

ities for so long, men who believe they have cast off

the yoke of the oppressor and are now working for

an industrial commonwealth, which is themselves, he

may succeed for a time; but sooner or later he will have

to change his policy and learn how to maintain interest.

Lenine may keep the workers from doing anything

but work during working hours, but he cannot make
them take an interest in their work by merely command-
ing it.

This matter of sustained interest requires a careful

study of the individual personality of every laborer

and every executive in the plant. There are certain

types of executives whose attitude quickly destroys

interest; among them are those who maintain an air of

superiority when in company with the workers, those

who feel that they must be spoken to in a certain par-

ticular manner, those who cannot exercise sufficient

control over their emotions. There are other types who
seem naturally to enthuse those who work with them.

There are men for whom laborers will gladly leave other

jobs and for whom they will work harder and for lower

pay than they will elsewhere. These are the men who

never forget that the laborers are just as human as

thev are themselves.
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In studying how to arouse and sustain the interest

of the laborer we must learn what his individual ambi-

tions are and learn to tie the work which he is doing

up to his ambitions. For instance, some men are inter-

ested in security in their old age. Old age pensions

appeal to these men while they hold no interest at all

to the strong individualist who is out to make a big

success.

Bonus payments and profit sharing have their par-

ticular appeals to certain types of workers but tend

to lose their effectiveness unless administered with

the greatest fairness and unless means are used to

show up the effect of the daily product upon the pay-

ment which results therefrom. The most recent studies

of profit-sharing schemes seem to show that, while they

may produce highly satisfactory results as regards the

men occupying positions of at least some authority,

they generally fail to arouse any deep or sustained

interest in the rank and file of employees in any large

industry. On the other hand, bonus payments based

upon either individual or group production and figured

over comparatively short periods of time, preferably

every day, show the worker just how his effort is

affecting his income. Remarkable results have been

achieved by this method.

Workers as Partners in Industry

Perhaps the most enlightening information that has

been published on this important subject of enlisting

the worker's interest is contained in a pamphlet

entitled "Human Relations in Industry," by R. B. Wolf,

published by the Associated Industries of Massachu-

setts. Mr. Wolf tells us of the remarkable change

which was wrought in a pulp mill when the management

took the workers into their confidence and showed each

man just how his work affected the work of every other

man in the plant and how it affected the total output

of the plant. The next step was to arouse a friendly

competition among the men; not to see who could pro-

duce the greatest quantity, but to see who could produce

the best quality of goods. As a result of these meas-

ures he found the workmen taking the keenest sort of

interest in their product and suggesting changes in

plant and in methods that would enable them contin-

ually to improve their product and increase their output.

He tells us that they increased the yield of pulp from

the wood by 17 per cent, a highly commendable per-

formance from a conservation standpoint, and saved,

in one year, $840,000 in raw materials.

What Mr. Wolf accomplished was to put the workers

in the position of associates with the management.

He says nothing in his pamphlet about "shop councils"

or other species of formal shop democracy, but each

workman was given a chance to exercise that creative

ability which is one of the traits distinguishing men
from animals.

Here, then, seems to be the answer to the country's

greatest problem. The worker who sells his labor power

must be given an opportunity to deliver it in the most

effective manner and this can only be accomplished by

providing him a means of self-expression in every task.

This instinct for self-expression is possessed in a

greater or less measure by every human being and

to it the race owes practically all of its development.

Yet so little has its importance been appreciated that

the great aim in organizing modern industry seems

to have been to arrange matters so that only a chosen

few should find opportunity for self-expression. Those

who have failed to find that opportunity we have been

pleased to consider as lazy, shiftless or lacking in ambi-

tion. Yet, who is there who cannot think of at least

one instance of a man, who was building himself a

reputation for worthlessness, suddenly being thrust into

a position which called forth his powers and made a

man of him?
It is the man who can get away from the idea of

forcing the worker into doing things his own way, the

man who can lead the worker with the idea of "let

us do this," who can induce the worker to put his own
self into the work, and can show him how the materiali-

zation of his ideals and the achievement of his ambitious

will follow from it, that is the true man-power engi-

neer.

Turbine Case Blowout Repeated at

Wachusett Power House
Accident of 1919 Duplicated on Similar Water

Wheel—Failure of Case Due to Water Ram
from Shift in Governor Control

ON FEB. 17, 1919, the upper section of the cast-iron

scroll case of turbine No. 2, one of four similar

wheels in the hydro-electric power station of the Wachu-
sett dam of the Metropolitan Water-Works of Boston,

Mass., blew out, following the changing of the governor

from automatic to hand control. Repairs were made
and order placed for revision of the governor system

of all the units, but before the latter could be accom-

plished a precisely similar accident occurred to turbine

No. 4 on May 3, 1920. Some studies are still under way
following the latter accident, but sufficient data have

been made available by William E. Foss, director and

chief engineer of the Water Division of the Metro-

politian District Commission, to warrant a description

of the two failures.

The working floor of the Wachusett power house, just

behind the Wachusett dam, is about 92 ft. below high

water in the reservoir. The plant includes four 1,000-

kw., 13,800-volt, alternating-current generators directly

connected with horizontal-shaft hydraulic turbines

which operate at a speed of 400 r.p.m., and two 60-kw.,

125-volt, direct-current exciter generators also operated

by turbines. Each of the main turbines is provided

with a type Q Lombard governor arranged for automa-

tic or hand operation as desired. The water-supply for

each unit enters the gate chamber through ports in the

upstream face of the dam and after passing the screen

enters a vertical circular wall 7 ft. in diameter through

two openings, each 6 ft. high and 2A ft. wide. From
the bottom of the circular well the water flows through

a horizontal cast-iron pipe 4 ft. in diameter for a dis-

tance of 115 ft. to a point under the turbine and rises

vertically 15 ft. to the base of the scroll case. Vales

and gates are provided at the dam and at the base

of the riser pipe.

On Feb. 17, 1919, the machinery at the power station

was started about 6:30 a.m. and had been running

smoothly with exciter No. 2 and units Nos. 1, 2, and 4

in operation for nearly an hour when the operator

noticed that the oil feed pump of turbine No. 2 was not

working properly, and with the helper proceeded to
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prime the pump with the turbine running. Upon throw-

ing off the pump belt, however, some trouble developed

and the operator went to the switchboard and threw the

load off" the No. 2 unit. As he was returning the helper

pulled out the goveimor clutch to change from automatic

to hand control and immediately a section of the upper

part of the scroll case, having an area of about 17i sq.-

ft., blew out as shown in the left hand of the accompany-

ing two views.

The water flowed out of the opening in the scroll case

under a head of 70 ft. and caused considerable damage

in the powerhouse and in the superintendent's office,

which was on a mezzanine floor off of the power room.

The operators managed to get to the top of the dam and

to shut off the flow by the main sluice gate within a half

hour.

The details of drying out the electrical apparatus

which had been flooded were somewhat involved, but the

satisfactory performance of the machinery was achieved

soon after the accident.

In the opinion of the engineers of the plant the break

was caused by the sudden closing of the wicket gates

at the turbine, which occurred while changing from

governor to hand control. Experiments made on one

of the other turbines following the accident showed

that the governor could be cut out without any tendency

for the wicket gates to close for varying gate openings

up to five-eights of the full opening. At this point,

however, the gates closed suddenly, with a resulting

water ram. In one of the turbines, for instance, a

water ram is shown of 5 to 10 Ib.^ in connection with

operation under governor control and of 60 lb. when
the clutch is pulled with a wicket-gate opening of 63

per cent.

Examination of the broken casting showed that it

was slightly less than the designed thickness, which was
about U in. at the center of the break. There were in-

dications of internal strain of the casting at the hub

or thick section formed by the guide vanes. A new
casting was obtained for repairing turbine No. 2 with a

thickness 20 per cent greater than that of the original

design, and the guide vanes were cored to prevent in-

ternal strains in cooling. For future contingencies con-

sideration was.^iven to the installation of air chambers,

of storage tanks, and of dash pots on the gate-closing

mechanism, but for various reasons these were not

adopted. However, the operators were instructed not

to attempt to cut out the governors with the turbines

in operation, and arrangements were made to change
the hydraulic governors from the closed to the open
system to insure greater reliability. In the closed sys-

tem the oil used in operating the governor is entirely

inclosed and gradually decomposes and breaks down,
corroding uhe delicate parts of the mechanism and form-
ing gritty precipitates which interfere with the satis-

factory operation of the governor. In the open system
the oil is pumped from and returned to an open sump
tank provided with the necessary strainers. With this

arrangement the oil remains in its original condition

and the operation of the governor is thought to be

more reliable, especially after a shutdown for repairs

or for any other reason. The order for this revision

has been placed, but the change had not been made prior

to the second break which occurred on May 3 of this

year in turbine No. 4.

At this time trouble developed with the governor when
starting up in the morning and the assistant operator

put the unit into service by hand control and blocked

the gates. Later, when the head operator arrived, the

governor was adjusted and preparations were made to

shut down the unit and put it into service again under
governor control. In connection with this manoeuver,

the head operator slipped and fell against the governor
stand and the break followed. This break was in prac-

tically the same place on turbine No. 4 as the first break
on turbine No. 2. The two views herewith show the

similarity of the breaks. Neither of the operators re-

member just how it happened as both were knocked
down by the escaping water and received injuries which
required hospital treatment. There is everj'' reason to

conclude, however, that the operators lost control of the

gates and allowed them to close suddenly, although there

is no indication of water ram pressure on the record-

ing pressure gage chart. The damage resulting from
the second accident was of about the same nature and

extent as from the first accident, which cost about

$8,000, and the work of repairing is being conducted

along similar lines.

1
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A System of Filing Drawings
By Nelson Hall

Detroit, ISIich.

IN every drafting room there is the problem of filing

drawings so they can be readily found when wanted.

Many systems have been devised all of which have more
or less merit. Some are better suited to one drafting

room than another. For a particular shop the follow-

ing system was devised and will be described so that

any one interested can make the equipment necessary.

Take two heavy paper clips a and /) as shown in the

sketch. The stiffer they are the better. Solder these to a

rod c-d which is about A in. in diameter and about 15

in. long. At the middle of c-d solder hook e so the whole

can be hung up conveniently.

A wire stretched across the room or a cabinet makes
an excellent place to hang packs of drawings in the above

clips as shown. But drawings hung in the open have

SCHEME FOR FILING BLUEPRINTS

a tendency to curl and to gather more or less dirt, so

when this system is used permanently a cabinet should

be made on the plan of a wardrobe trunk or a clothing

store fixture for holding suits of clothes. A is a set

of drawings held by hook C to slide on rod D. D is sup-

ported by roller E in front and rollers G and H at the

back. These rollers run on rod K which in turn is sup-

ported by L. Rod K is the full depth of the cabinet.

When a pack of drawings is to be selected the carrier D
is drawn forward so the labels can be read. By keeping

the drawings packed in a case they will stay straight

and remain clean.

For the shop in mind the standard sheets were 18 x

24 in. Larger drawings were 86 x 36 in. and 36 x 48 in.

These folded into 18 x 36 in. and 18 x 24 in., so all the

clips were made for sheets 18 in. wide.

In developing an idea many drawings are made that

are only good for reference, but they must be kept as

they mark the progress and are often useful in estab-

lishing datos. It is convenient to have a clip for draw-
ings as they become obsolete and another for the "live"

or working drawings. In our practice of developing we
often label our clips in this manner. Mach. No. 10,

Obsolete; Mach. No. 10, Working; Mach. No. 10 Tools;

Mach. No. 10 Patterns. These divisions meet our re-

quirements very nicely. x

If a machine shop foreman wants some information

we take down clip labeled "Working" and we have all

the drawings that pertain to the machine shop in book
form so they can be leafed or scaled as shovvoi in the

drawing. Should a discussion arise in the pattern

shop the draftsman takes clip labeled "Patterns" and
goes to this pattern shop with all the information avail-

able to make his decision.

Each shop and the work under development deter-

mines how the classification of drawings should be

carried out. Often machines are developed that have

not enough drawings to fill one clip, while others have

more tool drawings than can be held in one clip. The
great advantage comes from having all the drawings

together so they can be leaved, measured, taken out and
replaced as often as needed with least possible trouble.

Paving Cost Comparisons
AN investigation by the Chicago Board of Local Im-

jLV provements of paving costs in other cities indicates

that Chicago in 1919 paid from 8.2 to 50.8 per cent

less for its paving than eight other large cities.

Officials of the Board and the city council and repre-

sentatives from the county and city real estate boards

and the Chicago Association of Commerce recently

visited the cities in question to gain cost information

which will be used in hearings before the Board, at

which citizens may protest on paving programs. The
prices for completed pavements found are given in the

following table:

All of the cities above mentioned, with the exception

of Chicago, pay contractors in cash. Chicago pays in

special assessment vouchers which are subject to 5 per

cent discount. This amounts to 21c. per square yard on

asphalt, 27c. on brick, 33c. on creosoted wood block and
31c. on granite.

Asphalt
Cost per Per cent Inc. Cost per

City Sq. Yd. over Chicago Sq. Yd.
Chicago $4 15 ... $5.24
Detroit 5 10 22.9 6.85
Buffalo 5 14 23.8 5.4!
Boston 4 52 8.9 *

Borough of Manhattan, N. Y. 5 51 32.7 ...

Pittsburgh 4.85 16.8 5.20
Philadelphia 4.14+ 15.2+ *

Baltimore 4.49 8.2 *

Washington 6.26 50.8 *

+ This is compared with Chicago Type "B" pavement costing $3.59.
* None laid in 1919.

Brick
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What Can a Community Aflford To Rid
Itself of Malaria?

Bused on a Paper by L. M. Fisher, Associate Sanitary Engi-

neer, U. S. Public Health Service, Columbia, S. C,
in Public Health Reports, May 28. 1919.

THE amount that a community is justified in spend-

ing to prevent malaria, considered from an economic
standpoint only, is determined by the returns obtainable

for the community upon such expenditure. If all ma-
laria losses are figured up for the year and capitalized,

the result indicates an amount for which the community
would be justified in bonding itself to effect permanent
relief if a bond issue were necessary, or a cash expendi-

ture if a bond issue would not have to be resorted to.

From the result thus obtained a sum must be deducted

the interest of which would pay for the maintenance
charges on the permanent work.

Thus, if the malarial losses were say $8,000 a year for

the community, then figuring interest and sinking fund
charges at 8 per cent, the losses capitalized would amount
to $100,000. If maintenance of ditches, etc., would cost

$2,400 a year this sum capitalized at 6 per cent would
amount to $40,000. The community would therefore

be justified in bonding itself for $60,000 or in raising

and spending $60,000 in cash. Whatever additional

value the community would place upon the comforts of

being free from mosquitos, enjoying a good reputation

as a healthful, energetic, enterprising town can be added

to the sum of $60,000 above referred to.

If the community had a population of 3,000 the per

capita first cost would amount to $20, but if the re-

sult sought, namely, the elimination of malaria, were

accomplished the expenditure would undoubtedly be

justified, although the per capita cost is high compared
with costs in some places.

Let us assume that:

1. B equals the population in the community and

2. C is the per capita first cost of malaria control

work, then

3. PC is the total cost of the work. Now if,

4. / is the interest and sinking fund charges in per

cent, then

5. PCI is the total annual interest and sinking fund

charge in dollars. If

6. M is maintenance in per cent of first cost, then

7. PCM is total annual maintenance charge, and

8. PCI 4- PCM =rr total annual cost, interest and
maintenance. If

9. R is per cent of population infected, then

10. PR is the number of infected persons in the com-
munity. Now if

11. F is the annual loss in dollars per person infected,

then

12. PRV is the total loss to the community before con-

trol, and equals the average annual gain

after complete control, and

13. PRV — {PCI + PCM) is the total saving for the

community = P [RV — C (/ -f M) ] and
14. [PRV — iPCI + PCM)^ ^ P is the net average

annual gain per capita = RV — C {I -\- M)
and

15. \PRV — {PCI + PCM)^ -^ PC = annual divi-

dend to community on first cost = RV -:

C — (/ -|- M). Now if only partial control

is effected and we let

16. F lepiesent the percentage of control as 65, 85,

90 per cent, etc., then (12) will become
17. PRVF = average annual gain under partial con-

trol. This factor F v/ill appear in each of

the equations following (12) and equation

(15) will take the form,

18. {RVF ^ C) — (/ + A/) = annual dividend to

community on first cost.

From this equation it is evident that, the greater the

infection the greater the dividend; the greater the an-

nual loss per person infected the greater the dividend;

the greater the percentage of control the greater the

dividend ; and the less the per capita first cost the

greater the dividend. The per capita cost alone doe.=5

not determine the wisdom of undertaking the work.
It must be considered along with the other factors.

By making a malarial survey, preparinor an estimate

of first cost and maintenance cost, esti.-.ating annual

losses and probable degree of control and substituting

for the factors in equation 18 an approximation of the

dividend resulting from the control work can be effected.

As illustrating that the dividend may be greater even

though the per capita first cost is greater the following

table is submitted:

Town A Town B
Assume

Population infected, per cent 10 85

Losses per person infected, dollars 5 5

Degree of control, per cent 100 100

Cost per capita, dollars 1.5 10.

Result

Dividend in per cent, from form-

ula 18 18 27.5

Illinois Asks Proof of Engineers' Ability

That greater weight should be given to the profes-

sional attainments of applicants for registration as

structural engineers in Illinois is the opinion of the

committee of examiners under the Illinois law. On this

ground the committee has recommended to the Director

of Registration that submission of evidence of qualifi-

cations should be required as part of the examination

specified by law. This situation was stated by T. L.

Condron, a member of the committee, in a paper on

"State Registration of Engineers," read before the

Western Society of EngineeiS.

The Illinois structural engineering act as revised in

1919, provides for the examination of all applicants

except those licensed or registered in another state or

country where the requirements are equal to those of the

Illinois law. This act says little about the scope of the

examination, but does provide that the State Depart-

ment of Registration and Education may adopt rules and

regulations relating to the enforcement of the law. The
examining board holds that ability to pass an examina-

tion is not adequate proof of the fitness of applicants

to receive certificates of registration. Its action in

advocating evidence of work and experience is in line

with the proposed uniform registration law recom-

mended by the committee of the national Engineering

Council.

Illinois now has three registration laws, applying to

structural engineers, architects and land sui-veyors. As
the last applies only in Cook County, owing to popula-

tion limitations, the Statf; Department of Registration

has declined to undertake its administration, and this

has been assumed by the county authorities.
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Graphical Records for Progress in

Highway Surveys
By John E. Fontaine

Field Engineer, Morgan Engineoring Co., Memphis, Tenn.

IN Engineering Netos-Record of Feb. 12, under the

heading "Graph Records Progress of Road Survey

Parties," R. T. Brown describes an excellent system of

progress reports. The writer has used graphical re-

ports for a number of years but has found that the

plan of platting the curves in the office as a record for

the chief engineer does not fully realize the possibili-

ties of the graph. The object of recording the progress

of surveys is, of course, to enable the proper officials

to keep in touch with the work of the field men and

to remedy any failure on their part to maintain the

standard rale . - . for them. Some pre-determined rate

of speed is necessary for any intelligent criticism of

a progress curve, and this is made the basis of the

scheme for a progress curve used on a recent road lo-

cation survey in Arkansas.

The plan in brief is as follows: The field engineer

is required to submit an estimate of the rate of

progress to be attempted on the survey, and, if this

meets with the approval of the chief engineer, it be-

comes the ideal rate of speed to be sought by the

field parties. The field work then becomes a game in

which all the field men have a part. Where two or

more parties are engaged on the work competition

may be stimulated by plotting sepai'ate curves for

each party. The field engineer makes the game in-

teresting by plotting the day's work after supper and

posting all concerned as to their success or failure in

keeping up to the standard.

21 n
April

11 16 E5 1 8 15 JJ 29 e B 20 rr 3

May June July Aug

Road Survey Progress

The writer has found this plan highly successful in

keeping his party "on its toes" and the result has been

a good rate of progress under adverse conditions. The
charted progress on the survey referred to is shown.

One transit and two level parties were employed on the

work. Transit line was run, staked, offset on section

lines, and referenced, profile was taken, bench marks

set and check levels run, and all the lines were cross-

sectioned across a 100-ft. strip. About 30 per cent of

the line was in woods and the remainder was over

existing roads. Bad weather caused a loss of more
than the 25 per cent allov/ance which was included in

the estimate.

Cost-plus Contracts for Water-Works
Construction

By Georc.k W. Fuller
Con.>^ulting lOiigiiu'or, Now Yoi'k

Extracts f)'o»i papo' ratd befox' American Water WorlcK

AxKociation, Montreal, June, 11)20

THE writer believes that water-works construction

which reasonably can be deferred should not be con-

tracted for at present. In the case of many water-
works projects the existing' works can with propriety be

patched and overhauled in a manner similar to that adopted
by the individual who under present stress makes use of old

and patched clothes. But some water-works construction

must o'o forward. Under these cii'cumstances it is important
to discuss briefly the cost-plus form of contract with a view
to seeeing if the burden of uncertainty in some respects

cannot be shifted from the contractor to the owner, to the

advantage of all concerned. In fact, if construction work
is to go forward there are some projects where such steps

seem imperative.

Adraiitages Claimed for Cost-Plus Contracts.—1. The
work may be started at any time and is not dependent on the

prior completion of the plans.

2. The owner may radically increase or decrease the

quantities during construction, with lump-sum fees subject

to review.

3. The owner may change the kind of construction dur-

ing the progress of the work.

4. The contractor will not try to skimp the job, as is

often done after finding himself losing under lump-sum or

unit-price contracts.

5. There is less need of having accurate preliminary
estimates. In unit-price contracts the preliminary estimate
is often so approximate as to cause the contractor to gamble
on some of the items, with resulting disappointment to the
owner in the ultimate cost of the work. Such procedures
sometimes cau.se an unfair result either to owner or con-

tractor or both.

6. Unit-price or lump-sum bids require a set of specifi-

cation definitions which are not always clear and are some-
times deficient and sometunes overlapping. Such ambigui-
ties may lead to arguments and variations in cost which
result in claims and suits for extra work.

7. Cost-plus contracts may save the owner the money
which the contractor usually adds to his lump-sum or unit-

price bid to cover the complete but actually infrequent en-

forcement of material tests which cause him delay and ex-

pense, or necessitate the carrying of a large stock, entailing

interest charges, storage space, rehandling, etc.

8. Cost-plus contracts do away with the substantial sums
usualy added in lump-sum or unit-price contracts to cover

the following uncertainties: (a) Weather. (b) Founda-
dations. (c) Changes and shortages in labor market,

(d) Changes and shortages in material market, (e) De-

layed deliveries of materials.

9. For cost-plus work it is the contract and not the

specifications which is the crux of the matter from both the

owner's and contractor's viewpoint. The writing of the

contract is more simple than the writing of the specifica-

tions.

10. Cost-plus contracts tend to promote co-operation

between the owner and the contractor.

Disadvavtages Claimed for Cost-Plus Contracts.—
1. There is no way of determining the approximate cost

in advance and this upsets budgets where definite appropri-

ations have been made or are required.

2. Competition, the key to efficiency, is killed.

3. Greater opportunity is offered for favoritism on the

part of the owner's representative.

4. Where the same contractor has several jobs, the lump-

sum and unit-price contracts will get the good woi'kmen

and the cost-plus contract will get the drones and misfits.

5. A large general contractor often takes a job on the

cost-plus basis and sublets it to several smaller contractors

in a lump-sum or unit-price basis. In making the sub-
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contractors complete the work on the latter basis the gen-

eral contractor often treats them unfairly while he himself

may be receiving a substantial profit for doing little or

nothing.

6. Should work be started before plans are completed,

many errors mays have to be straightened out in cases

where competent engineers would avoid them if given an

opportunity to get out a complete sets of plans and accu-

rate estimates of quantities.

7. Engineers are tempted to be less thorough in their

work when they know that there will be no comeback at

them on account of extras resulting from their failure

to have plans and specifications complete when needed.

With cost-plus contracts it may simply be a matter of

correcting an error or supplying a deficiency when discovered,

but the cost is there just the same, although it may not

appear as an "extra."

8. Engineers or other representatives of the owner

must do an immense amount of accounting and clerical

work in checking payrolls, material bills, etc., and expend

much time and energy in expediting the delivery of

materials.

9. A premium may be put on extravagances and waste

by giving unscrupulous contractors and engineers a chance

to take advantage of the owner.

10. The contractor may procrastinate in securing if not

refuse to secure adequate tools and equipment as to type

and number.

11. A combination of the above disadvantages, although

no one by itself may be sufficiently pronounced to permit the

owner successfully to obtain relief, may cause grief for the

owner, unless protected by a maximum fee to the contrac-

tor, and by the assured adequacy of the latter's organiza-

tion and equipment.

Contract Adjusted to Varying Labor Prices.—Mr. Morris

R. Sherrerd, chief engineer of the North Jersey District

Water-Supply Commission, in a recent [proposed] contract

for the construction of the Wanaque dam provided for an
adjustment of certain labor costs after the year 1920, if

such costs were 10 per cent above or below normal 1920

prices. This places the burden of changes in material costs

on the contractor, but causes the owners to share with the

contractor unusual changes in labor costs. The advantage
of this type of contract as to labor over cost-plus agree-

ments lies in the fact that the contractor is compelled to

exercise the same careful supervision and that there is

the same necessity for economical construction methods as

is required on lump-sum and unit-price agreements, but he
is not obliged to shoulder all responsibility for unexpected
price changes.

In the Wanaque dam contract, labor is a controlling item,

but on ordinary construction work, particularly on com-
paratively small jobs, and where the value of labor and
material are more nearly equal, there would be less advan-
tage in it. To be more generally applicable the adjustment
in prices should, if possible, include material as well as
labor, and furthermore the length of time between succes-

sive adjustments should also be made to conform to the

size of the contract and to the probable duration of con-

struction.

The adjustment of prices is more difficult in the case of

materials than for labor, because of the greater number of

materials and also because of the variety of materials which
might satisfy any particular specification. On this account
the furnishing of the principal materials to the general
contractor thi'ough separate contracts made by the owner
may be advantageous in that the risk would be more widely
distributed and the adjustment of prices made somewhat
more simple and definite.

At a time when transportation facilities are abnormally
inadequate the assumption by the owner of the responsibility

of furnishing materials cannot eliminate wholly the troubles

arising from the enforced intermittent use of the contrac-
tor's laborers.

Summary and Conclusions. — Pre-war construction con-
tracts were for the m.ost part, and rightly so, agreements
on a lump-sum or a unit-price basis. Cost-plus contracts

were used only on certain large work done for private cor-

porations or as a part of other types of agreements.
2. During the war the United States Government con-

struction and much other work was done on a cost-plus

basis. Where proposals on a lump-sum or unit-price basis

were obtained, the prices were intended to be sufficiently

high to insure against loss due to constantly changing prices

and the scarcity of labor and material.

3. Since the war, the procedure has been somewhat un-

settled, with an effort to do away with some of the dis-

advantages of cost-plus form and to combine so far as pos-

sible the good qualities of both types of contracts.

4. The unit-price contract, under normal stable market
and transportation conditions, is the most satisfactory. The
lump-sum contract is principally advantageous in that
the final cost is definitely known at the outset.

5. Cost-plus contracts, with proper provision for account-
ing and supervision, may be satisfactory where conditions

are not definitely known and in the case of private corpora-

tions where well qualified contractors may be selected to

work under adequate supervision. Under war conditions

cost-plus cont^'acts were necessary and even now they have
many advantages.

6. Construction work for private corporations may be

successfully carried out with proper safeguards under any
of the discussed forms of contract. For general construc-

tion work under municipal control the nearer a contract

appi'oaches the well-established lump-sum or unit-price con-

tracts, if indeed any departure from such contracts is legal.

the more satisfactory will be the results secured.

7. Until such time, however, as the material and labor

markets are better established, contracts should in fair-

ness place the burden of uncertainty on the owner and not

on the contractor. This may be done as follows: (a) For
much municipal work a form of contract may be adopted

along the lines proposed by Mr. Sherrerd, and modified as

suggested as to labor and material adjustments at proper

intervals, (b) For municipal or other work contracts may
provide for the furnishing by the contractor of such labor

and materials as are reasonably stable, with adjustment

for changes in the labor market, and with materials of

unstable price furnished by the owner through separate

contracts.

8. Construction work not absolutely necessary should be

deferred, and materials and labor should be diverted so far

as possible to work which is absolutely necessary.

9. So far as possible necessary improvements should be

made repairing or enlarging present works, and new works
should be confined for the present to immediate needs.

Government Standardization in the

Building Field

If standard specifications could be prepared and agreed

upon in a much larger number of cases than hus yet been

done, it would greatly facilitate the work of architects and

builders. And if building methods and the requirements of

city building codes could be thoroughly studied and reviseil

this also would aid in reducing buildi:ri- costs. It seems

probable that hundreds of millions of dollars could be saved

within a few years if a comprehensive ar.ii intelligent study

were made of all phases of building including fire prevention

and the plumbing, heating, lighting, and hardware equip-

ment of buildings. It would also reduce the cost of repairs

and maintenance of these buildings; partly because deter-

ioratioi^ would Le slowev and failures would be less frequent,

and partly because repairs would be easier and cheaper to

make. The government would do only a portion of this

work of research and standardization, as many engineering

societies, industrial organizations and manufacturers would

co-operate. But the government should take the lead, and

do an important part of the research work, and nothing

which the government could do would be more useful and
constructive or would be more appreciated by the building

industries and the public.—From an address by E. B. Rosa,

chief physicist, Bureau of Standards, on "The Economic
Importance of the Scientific Work of the Govei-nment."
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Mountain Lake Siphoned Down To
Connect Tunnel Outlet

By F. T. Crowe
Manager Flathoail Iriigation Ptojoi t. St. Isnntius, Mont.

A SURVEY of storage possibilities on the Flathead

Irrigation Projects, U. S. Reclamation Service,

Montana, showed that the creek leading from St. Mary's

Lake (renamed Tabor reservoir) was so located and had
so rapid a fall that by driving a tunnel 1,750 ft. long

with its outlet in the bed of the creek the lake could be

tapped at a point 76 ft. below the normal water sur-

face. By placing control gates in this tunnel a storage

basin of 12,500 acre-ft. capacity could be secured—one

of eight reservoirs on the project.

Two construction problems were apparent: (1) How
to« meet the danger of encountering such a flow of

water in the heading of the tunnel as it approached the

lake, with its water surface 76 ft. above the tunnel,

that further tunneling would be impossible; and (2)

20/b mils imt>ee*ted^

timbers usea/ tor

item quio/e support
y;
a 399/

3950

2'Drain 3.nS'J9?/.X

£li903ta5

tion of these two siphons it was proposed to lower

the lake approximately 26 ft. While this' was being
done the tunnel was to be carried forward until it

reached a point immediately below the new shore line,

26 ft. beloW' the normal water surface. Then another
shaft was to be sunk at this point to connect with
the tunnel. With 'this accomplished, and the siphons
changed to the new shaft, the lake would be lowered
an additional 26' ft. The tunnel would then be ad-

vanced and a third shaft sunk, the siphons reinstalled

and the water lowered to a point about 8 ft. above the

top of the t.unnel. At this point a heavy shot would
be placed in the heading, of sufficient strength to blow
an opening to the lake bottom and permit the water
of the lake to flow directly through the tunnel.

Tunneling was started in September, 1916, and pro-

gressed favorably until reaching a point approximately

500 ft. from the outlet portal, where a body of quick-

sand approximately 50 ft. through and discharging

about 2 sec. -ft. of water was encountered. The head-
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To connect tlie outlet tunned with the inlet at the lake bottom so
as dt-aw this natural lake down 76 ft. the outlet tunnel was cai-
lied fi'oni its lower end to a ' point beneath the shoi'e line, a
shaft Slink,. andiiUhe water siphoned .off to depth 26 ft. This

n/4 K-nnn7 P'f'f'ss was twice repeated: until the water was only 8 ft. above
itA I'-jf^f *'^'' top of- the tunnel, when a hole was blown through from the

tunnel heading to the lake bottom.

PLAIN
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ing was immediately breast-boarded and an attempt

made- to push ahead one board at a time. However,
the pressure was so great and the sand so liquid

what method of breaking the tunnel through into the that ^he later would squirt through - any small hole

lake should be used? i" the heading so rapidly that it was found impossible

Test pits and borings indicated that the lake bed to use any ordinary methods. Pipes were driven

was covered with a coating of blue clay and that

the tunneling, up to a point about 50 ft. from where

in in an effort to carry off the water and render the

sand more stable. This was of no avail. The pipe

it entered the lake, would be through a glacial moraine clogged and became useless,

of sand, gravel and cobble rod Stream gagings on As a last resort, the heading was driven full of

the outlet creek indicated a flow of from 12 to 150 4- to 6-in. jack-pine poles, about 14 ft. long. This

sec.-ft., the large flow occuring during May, June and permitted the water to run out between the poles but

July when the tleep snow in the mountains was melting, retarded the sand flow. By driving these ahead as

The construction plan decided upon was to start the tunneling advanced and sheeting up absolutely tight

tunneling at the outlet portal and, if successful, to and placing heavy timbers under tne mud sills the

proceed to a point immediately below the shore of the

lake at the high-water line, and to sink a shaft at

this point tc connect with the tunnel. The next step

planned was to place two 24-in. riveted steel siphons,

one leg extending out into the lake to a depth of 26

tunnel was driven through the quicksand to the gravel

formation which continued until the blue clay was

reached under the lake.

Upon reaching the lake shore the tunnel was lined

with concrete and siphons installed and placed in oper-

ft., and the other leg down the shaft to the tunnel, ation.

having valve control on the lower end. By the opera- It was anticipated that perhaps some difliculty would
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DOUBLE SIPHON LOWERING LAKE LEVEL

be encountered in priming the siphons when the lift

was high but this was not the case. With a 24-in.

Pemberthy injector attached to a 20-h.p. boiler carry-

ing 100 lb. s Learn pressure, it could be primed in seven

minutes. The two siphons had a combined maximum
flow of 125 sec.-ft.

The general construction scheme of unwatering the

lake was followed as outlined with no serious difficulty,

the lake being lowered in 150 days.

The high-pressure cylinder gates designed for this

outlet by J. M. Gaylord and J. L. Savage, of the

Denver office of the U. S. Reclamation Service, are

tight and work with ease, having no serious vibration

or rotating tendency, as is sometimes encountered with

this type of gate.

The work was done under the supervision of the

writer, assisted by F. F. Smith, resident engineer, and
T. S. Martin, general foreman.

Economies in Car Repair Shop Design

POSSIBILITIES of great economy in the work of rail-

way car repair shops by introducing mechanical

handling equipment, in order to reduce manual labor,

were suggested in a report and discussion on repair

shop layouts at the annual meeting of the mechanical

section of the American Railroad Association. The
expensive results of a tendency > to tn- and get along

with present facilities wer3 pointed out by C. E. Fuller,

Union Pacific R.R., who said that economy lies in im-

mediate action to secure adequate facilities for handling

work and materials. In his opinion, the cost of work
done by hand labor at present wages is not sufficiently

realized.

Traveling cranes and gantry cranes will handle ma-
terial and lift cars, thus reducing trucking and the

slow and costly work of jacking cars by hand. With
hand trucking, several men are likely to walk with the

truck to help in unloading, although one or two men
do the pulling. A tractor and truck service would effect

a great saving- in time and labor cost. Paving the

standard gage material tracks, which alternate v.-ith

the repair tracks, in shops- and yards, was recommended
by the report in order to form roadways, for tractor

haulage.

The design of the repair shops ^will depend largely

upon the crane equipment and the report recommends
that the design should be handled jointlv by the engi-

neering and car departments. Whether car repair work
should be done in shops or under sheds or in the open

yard depends largely upon climatic conditions. It was
pointed out by F. F. Gains (Railway Board of Ad-
justment) that even in the south the winter tempera-

,

ture is relatively low and men can work better in a

closed shop properly heated. An indirect heating system
can be utilized to supply cool air in summer. Men who
have to work without shelter from snow, rain, wind and
hot sun produce little effective work. Even a closed shop
should be heated in winter so that the men can work in

comfort. Plans for a plant with closed shops for turn-

ing out 100 cars daily were submitted, the plant to be

built in units for 25 cars each. With 25 car spots or

repair points, the output will be four and eight cars

daily for heavy and medium repairs respectively; for

light repairs, 50 spots can turn out 50 cars per 8-hour
day.

More Tests on Concrete Elasticity

I
AST YEAR at the American Society for Testing
-J Materials meeting Stanton Walker presented a long

pcsi^r on the modulus of elasticity of concrete as revealed

in a great number of tests. Before the recent meeting

a paper giving some further information on concrete

elasticity was read by G. M. Williams of the United

States Bureau of Standards, under the title of "Some
Determinations of the Stress Deformation Relations

for Concrete Under Repeated and Continuous Loading."

Special attention in the tests was paid to the question

of wetness or dryness in concrete. The conclusions are

as follows:

1. The true stress deformation relations for concrete

under loads ev i exceeding designing loads and loads

applied in practice and up to 50 or 75 per cent of the ulti-

mate strength may be represented by a straight line.

2. For a few specimens, composed of lean mix or very

wet consistency concrete just removed from damp sand
storage, it was found that the increment of deformation

per increment of load for the first application of load only

could be represented by an equation of the exponential type,

but second and additional applications of loads resulted in

a straight-line relation.

3. For ordinary working loads and up to 50 to 70 per
cent of the ultimate strength of the concrete, 95 per cent

of the value for modulus of elasticity obtained by dividing

the unit stress by the unit deformation for that load will

represent the true modulus with sufficient accuracy.

4. The modulus of elasticity for normal concretes is the

same for any given material in either the wet or dry
condition.

5. The modulus of elasticity is apparently increased

slightly for repeated or long continued single applications

of loads. The modulus of elasticity of concrete in a struc-

ture subjected to loads within design limits is probably

slightly greater than the value foun*"" from tests of cylin-

drical specimens of* the same concrete* The stress-deforma-

tion relation under such conditions can be represented by a
straight line.

6. With any given cement and grading of aggregate of

j,he same n.aximum size, and for «any given proportion of

cement to aggregate, the ratio of modulus cf elasticity to

compressive strength of concrete is fairly constant regard-

less of consistency or flowability.

Stanton Walker, of the Structural Materials Research

Laboratory Chicago, disagreed with the conclusion that

the stress-deformation curve of concrete is linear be-

low the elastic limit and defended the curvilinear rela-

tion as observed in the tests reported in the paper jioted

above. He further observed that he could find nothing

in the tests to justify conclusion No. 3 noted above.
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Surface Area Measured by Maximum
Bulking of Sand

Tests Establish Value of Readily Obtained

Factor for Use in Proportioning

Concrete Mixtures

IN ONE of the several recent theories of rational

concrete proportioning- use is made of the surface

area of the aggregate as a basis of cement measurement.

Hitherto this area has been determined by a combina-

tion of mechanical analysis with a rather laborious

grain counting. In a long series* of tests in the labora-

tory of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of On-

tario it has been found that tjiis area appears to be a

function of the volume bulking of the sand under Water

additions, and this bulking is suggested as a ready-

measure of the surface areas of aggregates for use in

proportioning concrete. The subject is discussed by

Roderick B. Young and .W. D. Walcott of the Hydro-

Electric Power Commission in a paper before the recent

meeting of the American Society for Testing Materials.

An abstract of the paper follows

:

When a sand increases in volume because of an increase

in its moisture content, it may be said to "bulk." Bulking

is-expressed quantitatively as a percentage or ratio. "Sand"

is used in its commonly accepted sense: namely, a fine ag-

Percerrtage Increase in Volume
§

gregate derived from a nat

ural source all of which will

pass, when dry, a screen

having circular openings i

in. in diameter. "Silt" as

her<> used means that very

fine, material in a sand

which will pass a No. 150

sieve. Mechanical analyses

wore made of each sand

from carefully prepared

samples taken by the meth-

od of quartering. The
sieves used were a perfora-

ted plate having i-in.- dia-

meter openings and Tyler's

Nos. 6, 10, 20, 35, 65, and

150. brain counts were carried out on each size of sepa-

ation for a representative sand from each locality and from

these counts and the specific gravity, the surface area

was obtained using the formula

r

^^

FIG. 1. RELATION BETWEEN
MOISTURE CONTENT AND

BULKING IN SAND

^
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on each size. These experiments also showed maximum
bulking to be related to surface area. But it was found

that this relation did not follow the same law as with

graded aggregates. It was found that sands coarser than

that passing the No. 6 sieve did not increase in volume with

additions of moisture. It is thought that the reason for

this is that the weight of the particles of these large sizes

is sufficient to overcome the separating effect of the film of

water surrounding the moistened particle. This explana-

tion has not as yet been

tested out experimentally.

A few experiments were

made with mixtures of sand

and gravel. Only one sand

and one gravel were used

but these were mixed in

different proportions. Here

also a relation between

bulking and surface area

was found. Successive addi-

tions of gravel decreased

the percentage of maximum
bulking in the same ratio as

it decreased the surface

area. Fig. 5 illustrates the

results of these few tests.

It is at once apparent that

if the laws here indicated

are general, the maximum
bulking of sand or of a

sand-gravel mixture could

be determined if its surface

area was known; conversely

its surface area could be

determined if its percentage

of maximum bulking was known,
the behavior of "one-size

400 eOO IZOO 1600 ZOQO soo
Surface Area, Sq. Ft per 100 Lb.

FIG. 4. RELATION BETWEEN
SURFACE AREA AND BULK-
ING FOR DIFFERENT MOIS-

TURE CONTENT

It is evident, however, by
materials that these relationships

are not perfectly general since the large-size particles take

no part in the bulking phenomenon.
An experimental study of the limitations within which

the conclusions hold have shown that the following is ap-

prox'mately true:

1. Extremely coarse sands, sands in which over 60 per

cent by weight will not pass the No. 10 sieve, give results

higher than those obtained by mechanical analysis. Sands

of these characteristics usually have surface areas less than

1,000 sq.ft. per 100 lb. They will usually be detected im-

mediately by an experienced observer.

2. Extremely fine sands, sands in which 50 per cent

passes the No. 65 s eve, give results lower than those ob-

tained by mechanical analysis. The sands are really "one-

size" materials and usually contain a high percentage of

silt. They have surface areas in excess of 2,000 sq.ft. per

100 lb. As in the case of the coarse sands they can usually

be detected by examination

Silt, when present in excess

of seven or eight per cent,

affects the accuracy of the

results to some extent. For
percentages lower than

this, the effect of the silt is

compensated for by the

adoption of the point of

maximum bulking. Most
sands acceptable for con-

creting purposes fall within

the limits stated. This being

so, the relationship between
bulking and surface areas

has two very valuable ap-

plications in the science of

concrete proportioning:

1. Knowing the surface

area and the moisture con-

tent the changes in volume
in the aggregate can be de-

termined and proportions

corrected accordingly.

400 ai'O 1200 it;j 'cc::

Surface Area, Sci- ft per 100 Lb. (A>

FIG. 5. SURFACE AREA-
BULKING RELATION FOR
MIXTURE OF SAND AND

GRAVEL

2. Knowing the maximum increase in volume of a sand

due to contained moisture, the surface area of that sand is

at once obtainable.

While the first of these is important, it is not the subject

of this paper and will not be elaborated upon. The second

will be taken up at some length.

A method ox obtaining the surface area of an aggregate
which is both simple and rapid can be based on this rela-

t onship between the maximum bulking and surface area.

The weight per cubic foot of the sand to be tested is first

determined dry and again after the addition of different

percentages of moisture. The additions found to be best are

four, five and six per cent of the dry weight of the aggre-

gate; the maximum bulking usually occurring in this range,

except for coarse sands free from silt when it may occur at

as low as three per cent. The weight per cubic foot with the

lowest percentage of moisture is first obtained; the last

two percentages of moisture are then obtained by adding
in each case the necessary extra water. The loss of mois-

ture by this procedure has been found to be negligible.

Applying successively Eqs. 2 and 3 to these results gives

the surface area per 100 lb.

The equipment required is simple. That used by the

writers consisted of a J-cu.-ft. capacity cubical measure,

a 4-in. sieve to separate the fine and coarse aggregates, a

small platform scale, and minor incidentals such as scoop,

straight edge, glass graduate, etc. This apparatus may be

varied somewhat to suit circumstances or the whims of the

user without affecting the results.

Compared with the combined mechanical analysis and

surface area calculations, the method is the acme of sim-

plicity. It is rapid, inexpensive, requires a minimum of

equipment and skill to carry out, and can be made to give

accurate results.

The accompanying table shows results obtained by both

methods. Here are tabulated concrete sands having, as is

evident from their surface areas, a wide variation in grad-

ing. The maximum difference between their surface areas

as determined by sieve analysis and grain counts and

as determined by the bulking test is approximately 3.7 per

COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED BY MECHAXIC.4L ANALYSES
AND BULKING METHODS OF DETERMINING SURFACE AREA OF

SANDS
Surface Area

Sq.Ft. Difference

!3 O *L-* 2^ Q^ *r* ^ "rr* r^ ? ^
eg M ^ 2^ 2 X d.

106-1 Niagara Falls, Ont 33.1 1,515 1,524 +9 -t-0.59
106-2 Niagara Falls. Ont 31.5 1,494 1,460 —34 —2.28
106-5 Niagara Falls, Ont 32.7 1,454 1,508 +54 -1-3.71

118 Buffalo, N. Y 18.0 945 911 -34 —3 60

128 Nipigon,Ont 217 1.054 1,062 +8 +0 75

130 High Falls. Ont 38.1 1,734 1,727 —7 —0.40
131 High Falls, Ont 38.5 1,777 1.734 —43 —2.42
136 Nipigon,Ont 25.9 1,238 1,232 —6 —0.48
137 Nipigon.Ont 29.2 1.324 1.366 +42 +3.17
141 Nipigon.Ont 33.6 1.500 1,545 +45 +3.0J
143 Nipigon,Ont 40.7 1,805 1.830 +25 + 1.39

149 Niagara Falls. Ont 31.9 1.436 1.476 +40 +2.79
150 Niagara Falls. Ont 27.4 1,256 1,292 +36 +2.86
154 Niagara Falls, Ont 26.7 1,299 1,264 —35 —2.70
155 Niagaia Falls, Ont 36.1 1,631 1.647 +-6 +0.98
159 Niagara Falls. Ont 29.3 1,368 1.370 +2 + '*

161 Nipigon.Ont 27.2 1,273 1285 +12 +0.94
178 Havelock. Ont 33.5 1,513 :.540 +27 +78
183 York. Ont 27.3 1,304 1,289 -15 -1.5
184 YorklOnt 49.7 2,264 2,260 —4 — 17

Average ' '^^

Coarse Sands

106-LI Crushed Rock 21 6 717 1.057 + 340 +47.40
107 Niagara Falls, Ont 28.2 1,145 1,325 + 80 +5.72
29 Nipigon Ont 24 6 1,003 1,179 + 176 +17.55

151 Niagara Fahs. Ont 23.3 866 1,126 + 260 +30,07

Fine Sands

106-4 Niagara Falls. Ont 40.6 2,079 1,828 — 251 —'2.05

134 Nipigon.Ont 40.2 2.420 1,8 2 - 608 -25 12

44 Nipigon Ont 41.3 2,446 1,857 -589 -24.05

57 Niagara Falls, Ont 37.9 2.888 1,719 -1,169 -40.04

cent while the average difference is only 1.77 per cent. This

degree of accuracy is within the probable error of the sieve-

analysis method.
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The bulking- test does not agree with the standard method

for obtaining surface area with very coarse sands, very fine

sands or with sands high in silt. This has already been

touched upon. The table shows a number of such sands and

the results obtained using both methods. It is thought by the

authors to be extremely likely that the surface area deter-

mined by the bulking test may be a better measure of the

concrete-making properties of the sand than the values ob-

tained from the sieve analysis.

The bulking method has one weak point and that lies in

its basic test—the one for the weight per cubic foot. This

test is more subject to the personal equation of the operator

than is the sieve analysis. It is believed that the rodding

method of determining the weight per cubic foot—the

method the Society is now considering for adoption as

standard—would to a large extent overcome this drawback.

Befoi-e the rodding test could be used it Would be neces-

sary to establish the proper equations linking surface area

and maximum bulking; the equations given in this paper

only hold for the methods described.

The presence of mica in a sand introduces an interesting

problem. Any considerable quantity alters the specific

gravity of the material (the number of grains per gram)
and hence the unit areas for the different sizes of separa-

tion. These unit areas will depend to some extent on the

quantity of mica present so that surface areas calculated

from them do not give values comparable to similarly

graded sands free from mica. The bulking test has been

found to give the better value in such cases.

In conclusion, we should like to point out that the tests

here presented seem to bear out the contentions of Edwards
and ourselves that surface area must be taken into account

in any method of proportioning concrete mixtures. It is the

opinion of the authors that this bulking of particles occurs

in concrete mixtures and that a study of the bulking phe-

nomenon in concrete and its relation to grading of the

aggregates as measured by their surface area will throw
much light on some of our present difficulties in determining

a satisfactory method of proportioning concrete.

Automatic Sewer Cleaning Outfit

Large sewers in Salt Lake City are cleaned by the

machine shown in the photograph below. It is built of

structural shapes and has wheels which keep the scoop

from contact with the bottom of the sewer. Ropes are

attached to both ends of the machine for recovery in

case of any unusual obstruction. Ordinarily the sew-

age will carry the machine through from one manhole
to the next without any pull on the rope.

SEWER CLEANING SCOOP IS PUSHED BY THE SEWAGE

The Salt Lake Sewer Department has three of these

scrapers—for sewers ranging from 42 to 64 in. in dia-

m.eter. They work best when the diameter of the disk

is 1] in. less than that of the sewer thus restricting

the flow past it to a i-in. annular space. The mainte-
nance of sewers is under L. H. Krebs, engineer of

sewers who reports to S. Q. Cannon, city engineer.

Cost of Water for Public Purposes at

Rochester, N. Y.

THE total "cost" of water supplied for public uset

by the water-works of Rochester, N. Y., is $264,624

a year, according to figures compiled by Stephen B.

Story, engineer Rochester Bureau f>f Municipal Re-

search, in the course of a survey of the Water Bureau
of that city. These figures were presented in eome
detail by Mr. Story before the convention of the Amer-
ican Water Works Association at Montreal, June 22
to 24, in thegjcourse of a paper on "The Revenue Charge-
able to Public Uses of Water in Rochester."

As early as Jan. 1, 1877, or one year after the

Rochester water-works were put into operation, J. Nel-

son Tubbs, chief engineer, recommended that the city

pay for water the same as any private consumer would
pay. Apparently it was not until 1917 that the city-

authorities recognized the justice of this principle and
put it in partial application by crediting the Water
Bureau $70,000 for water supplied to the Department
of Public Works. Like credits have since been made
for other city departments, but the total of the credits

has reached only $126,000 thus far, compared with the

$264,624 value of water actually supplied—assuming
10c. per 1,000 gal. to be a fair charge. The actual

credits, Mr. Storj?- says, are based on "guess work."
On the basis of 10c. per 1,000 gal. the water for

public services passing through meters is worth $20,-

104.34. Unmetered water supplied for public uses, on
the same basis, is worth $46,010. Rebates to charitable

institutions total $15,000 and free water Supplied to a
school is valued at $3,000. The estimated value of the

fire protection service, taking capital charges in'jo ac-

count, is $180,510.

The accompanying table gives the estimated quanti-

ties of unmetered water supplied for public purposes,

with the basis of the estimates:

ESTIMATES OF UNMETERED WATER FOR PUBLIC USE; CITY OF
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Quantity, Cost at 1 Oc. per
Item Purpose Gal. 1,000 Gal.

A Street flushing (by hand) 600,000 $60
B street flushing (by machine) 1 00,000,000 1 0,000
C Street sweeping (by machine) 500,000 50
D Street spi inkling 220,000,000 22,000
E Sewer flushing (house laterals) 3,400,000 340
F Sewer flushing (sewer laterals) 500,000 50
G Sewer flushing (main sewers) 100,000 ' 10

H Snow removal flushing 3,000,000 300
I Drinking Fountains 1,000,000 100
J Horse troughs 110,000,000 11,000
K Parks and playgrounds 20,000,000 2,000
L Exposition park 1,000,000 , 100

460,100,000 46,010

Item A. Street flushing (by hand).
Aleasurements of water used for hand-flushing using 2' in. hose, 1 in.

smooth nozzle. Hydrant pressure averaged 30 lb. 1,000 gal. per 1,000
sq. yd. Figures for area flushed from Street and Sewer Bureau.

Item B. Street flushing (by machine)

,

Six working days per week; 30 weeks per year.
Tank capacity flushed No. 1, 1,250 gal. ; 29 fillings a day.
Tank capacity flushes No. 2, l,500ga!.; 41 fillings.

Tank capacity flusher No. 3, 1,500 gal., 44 fillings.

Four wagon flushers with 60-gal. tanks, 56 fillings each per day.
Add margin for waste in filling.

Item C. Street sweeping (by machine).
Two .\ustin Machine Sweepers, 1 ,200 gal. per day, 200 working days.
Add margin for waste in filling.

Item D. Street sprinkling.

Six days per week; 30 weeks in season.
Forty tanks filled 40 times per day. Tank capacity, 750 gal. Allow
margin for wastage in filling and temporary hydrant valves.

Item E. Sewer flushing (house laterals).

Sixteen hundred laterals flushed per year; 15 minutes per flushing is

average time water is on. Hose and nozzle at 150 gal. per minute.
Item F. Sewer flushing (.sewer laterals).

One hundred sewer laterals flushed per year- 30 minutes per flushirg
is average time water is on. Hose and nozzle at 1 50 gal. per minute.

Item G. Sewer flushing (mam sewers).
Eleven sewers flushed per year. Sixty minutes per flushing is avera;;
time water is on. Hose and nozzle at 1 50 gal. per minute.

Item H. Snow removal flushing.

Varies yearly with amount of snow fall.

Estimate 30 days flushing at 1 00,000 gal. per day.
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Item I. Drinking fountains.

Metprrd flow of fountain wet up in meter shop was 25 gal. per hour
Run for five months per year. Twelve fountains of this type atta-hcl
to fire hydrants around city.

Item !. Horse troughs.
Metered flow of one trough at 1,500,000 gal. per year. Sevonty-fi-. c

troughs operating all year in city.

Item K. Parks and playgrounds.
Estimate based on consideration of playgrounds and parks beii g
about half metered.

Item L. Exposition Park.
Estimate well within the actual use.

Pay of Engineering Educators
Abstract of Paper by F. M. Newell, Professor, Civil Engineering,

University of Illinois, Before Annual Meeting of Society for the
Promotion of Engineering Education.

IN CONSIDERING adequate pay for teachers in

engineering colleges it is necessary to have some base

level of par value from which there may be a departure

either above or below par to meet the varying condi-

tions. This base level should be a plane of departure

equivalent to the living wage upon which a man who
devotes his entire time to the profession can find sup-

port for himself and his family. Reduction of the money
wage below the base salary may be considered when-

ever, in addition to money wages, other valuable con-

sideration is received. An increase above the base

should be by stages or steps relatively small but taken

at short intervals of one or two years and thereafter

greater and the steps longer so as to clearly mark out

the man of distinct ability.

Low rates of pay have resulted in a large proportion

of instructors having to live beyond their means and

necessarily going into debt. If engineering educators

as a whole are underpaid the fact is due more to their

lack of skill in bargaining than to the law of supply and

demand. While the law of supply and demand is

undoubtedly operative, its effect is largely concealed by

other forces. The demand for engineering education

as a commodity is reflected by the demand for grad-

uates, since many graduates, new and untried men,

are being offered more pay by prospective employers

than their experienced instructors are receiving. A
certain rate of pay having been acquiesced in during a

long period now has an almost binding effect. The
bargaining power of the individual educator must be

increased and he must acquire the proper confidence in

himself to drop the apologetic air of the under-valued

man.

A salary schedule, embodying the base-level principle,

similar to the schedule for engineering teachers

reported by the committee of the American Association

of Engineers at its annual meeting May 11, 1920, should

be carefully considered and formally adopted by bodies

representative of engineering educators and by societies

of practising engineers. Such a standard is urgently

needed in order that the public in general and particu-

larly the governing boards of engineering colleges may
have something by which to measure the kind of men
they are getting and keeping. Without some such basis

or common ground to start from all discussions of

relative rates of pay become vague. By having such a

standard, it may be possible to bring about a change in

the attitude to the public, aided by publicity.

Engineering instructors, to be successful, must have

a large measure of the spirit of self-sacrifice, and

unselfish devotion for the good of their students, but

they should not be compelled to seek outside employment
or income from investments or depend upon the efforts

of members of their families to enable them to secure a

living. The public demands that the output of engineer-

ing colleges shall be of the highest possible quality, and
there is not the proper confidence in the product turned

out by cheap men. If there is agreement with the state-

ment that the most critical problem in engineering today

i.i to obtain a sufficient number of competent teachers,

definite action should be taken in the matter of com-

pensation. The promotion of engineering education

becomes impossible unless these fundamentals are given

proper I'ttention. Individually, engineering educators

can support the efforts of the American Association of

Engineers in their behalf. Collectively, they can endorse

the standards proposed by its committee. Unless

definite steps are taken by engineering teachers to

"speak for themselves" they cannot expect thj support

cr sympathy of the pujlic. By viewing t!ie mitter

rquarely and by taking action definitely the standard of

engineering education may be raised and thj object for

which the Society for the Promotion cf Engineering

Education was formed can be carried out in the most
definite manner.

Railway Water Service Organization

^COMPREHENSIVE organization for a railway

l\ water sei'vice department, proposed in a report

by A. B. Pierce, engineer of water supply of the South-

ern Railway System, and designed as an aid in reducing

water waste to a minimum, is shown in the accompany-
ing chart. It is estimated that it would effect an annual

caving cf about $119,000 by checking water waste and
securing mere efficient operation of water stations.

Special features of the plan are provisions for four

inspectors and for daily reports by the pump men, these

reports being compiled into monthly statements which
are sent to the engineer of water supply. Stress is laid

upon these two features by Mr. Pierce as he believes

that few railways have such a complete system.

CHIEF ENGINEER
CONSTRUCTION

GENERAL
SUPERINTENDENT

SUPERINTENDENT

ROADMASTER

SUPT.
OF TESTS ENGINEER WATER SUPPLY

I NGINEERING
FORCE

CLERICAL FORCE

(4 Required)
INSPECTORS

CONSTRUCTION
FORE.MEN

SUPERVISOR BRIDGES & BUILDINGS

GANG FOREMEN
DPISION

RE.-.\IRMEN

CHART OF A KAILWAT WATER DEPARTMENT

This plan diffei's somewhat from the one proposed

by C. R. Knowles, superintendent of water service of

the Illinois Central R.R., and shown in Engineering

Neivs-Record of April 1, 1920. p. 676. The Southern

Ry. plan adds the inspectors and the daily reports but

doss not provide for a supervisor of water service, such

a position being considered unnecessary with the pro-

posed scheme of organization.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

CONSTRUCTION METHODS
IN ENGLAND

EDITOlC/ENGINEBailNa NEWS-RECORD

THUS far I have not been able to examine personally

any construction jobs under way. I have, how-

ever, had the good fortune of talking to a number of

British contractors and to salesmen of American con-

struction machinery.

We are sometimes told in America that the British

contractor uses antiquated methods and is not open to

conviction regarding the labor-saving devices developed

in the United States for construction work. What I

have learned can be summed up in this sentence: Had
the British contractor been faced ten or fifteen years

ago with the high prices of labor that then prevailed in

the United States (and that now prevail in Great Brit-

ain), he would have been using just as much machinery

as the American contractor is using today.

In other words, the British contractor is wide awake.

He knows how to figure a job closely. He knows that

labor-saving machineiy, competently operated, will re-

duce construction costs when wages are high. When
wages are Jiigh—that is the crux of the situation, the

reason for the difference between British and American

construction methods. Before the war good construc-

tion labor could be secured in Great Britain for seven

pence an hour (about fourteen cents of our money, under

the pre-war rate of exchange) and with labor—good

labor—at that figure we must admit that the use of

expensive labor-saving machinery would not be justified.

Today, conditions are quite different. Wages have more
than trebled and the efficiency is only 50 per cent of

what it was. Pick and shovel men now get 2s. Id., or

about 50 cents an hour. The British contractor is,

therefore, rapidly turning to labor-saving construction

m.achinery.

American Plant Favored

It is apparent, too, that the wide-awake British con-

tractor is very favorably impressed with the type of

construction machinery we make in the States. Par-

ticularly did I hear favorable comment on the sturdiness

with which we are building our construction plant.

Such is the demand for it indeed, that an agent for

American construction machinery assured me that if

he had ten times the amount he is now receiving from

the States he could dispose of it at once.

Another indication of what is coming in Great Britain

is that English manufacturers are beginning to build

types of plant developed in America but hitherto neither

built nor used in the United Kingdom. Several firms

are putting out their first light r?volving steam shovel

—on the order of the Thcw and the Erie—while one

company has completed its first trench digger. The

designs are said to copy ours very closely.

One is safe in predicting, therefore, a new era in

construction methods in Great Britain. Necessity is a

great accelerator, and while so far only the larger con-

tractors are using the American type of devices hitherto

not used here, the smaller contractors are certain to

follow rapidly.

Vehicular Tunnel Under Thames

Due to the interest now displayed at New York in

the proposal to put a vehicular tunnel under the Hudson
River, I was very much interested in walking through
one of the vehicular tunnels under the Thames—the

Rotherhithe Tunnel—a tube 30 ft. in external diameter,,

with a 16-ft. roadway and two footways, each about

42 ft. wide. The roadway, under the stream itself, is

some 70 ft. below the pavement level at the surface

and the grades are less than 3 per cent. On the north

side of the river, from which we entered, there are two
ventilating shafts and in the tunnel as a whole the

greater distance between shafts is about a quarter of

a mile.

No restriction is placed upon the type of vehicle that

may use the tunnel. We saw horse-drawn carts and
wagons of many descriptions, both steam and gasoline-

propelled motor trucks and one passenger automobile.

The tunnel was not operated anywhere near capacity.

There were long gaps in both lines of traffic, so that

the speedier vehicles had no difficulty in passing the

slower ones.

The roadway is paved with granite blocks, the edges

of which are fairly well worn, so that owing to the

large amount of horse-drawn steel-tired traffic it was
extremely noisy. One had to shout to make himself

understood. The atmosphere also was unpleasant, due
probably both to the exhausts from the motor trucks and
from the dust raised by the vehicles.

My guide said that the installation of a ventilating

system had been frequently discussed, but so far no

plans had been matured. The use of the tunnel would
certainly be far more agreeable with an adequate venti-

lation system and this brief experience at Rotherhith?

was indicative of the wisdom of the engineers of the

proposed Hudson vehicular tunnel in laying such great

emphasis on the ventilation problem. Here, with a

distance of only about a quarter of a mile between
shafts, the conditions in the tunnel were far from agree-

able. More annoying than the smoke and dust was the

noise. From the noise, I assume, we should be prac-

tically free at New York, because there would probably

be a very small proportion of horse-drawn traffic. Cer-

tainly more than 50 per cent of the traffic through

Rotherhithe, when we were there at 3 o'clock on a

Thursday afternoon, was horse-drawn and steel-tired.

As to the ventilation, though, the difficulties at New
York would be much greater, both because of the greater

distance and the expected constant streams of motor

vehicles between shore shafts.

London, May 15, 1920.

Plan for Financing Milwaukee Water Filters

To finance the proposed new water filtration plant for

Milwaukee—the city being up to its debt limit—Henry
P. Bowman, superintendent, has recommended that the

meter rates be increased by 40 per cent and that a $2

service charge be established, the latter to be continued

after the filters are eompleted to meet operating costs.

The present meter rates would be restored at the end

of five years. The meter rates are now 6c. per 1,000

gal. in all consumers and there is neither service charge

or minimum late.
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Education of the Highway Engineer
Extracts From Paper Read by Brig. Gen. C. H. Mitchell

at Seventh Annual Canadian Good Roads

Congress, Winnipeg, June 1-3.

WE naturally think of highway work as a branch

of the broad subject of civil engineering, and so

it is. But when one considers at length the various

features involved not only in the actual road building but

the closely related problems which accompany it, it is found

that, as an engineering question the so called specialty em-

braces many features of other branches of engineering,

such as mechanical, chemical and even electrical, with all

of which the well informed and broadly trained highway

engineer should have no small acquaintance.

It is not sufficient that the civil engineer engaged in

highway construction should have a good experience and
ability in land survey work, topography, cross sectioning

or mapping, or skill in the location and the balancing and
computation of quantities involved in excavations and em-
bankments or in grades and drainage or in foundations or

aptitude for the patient and laborious attention to office

detail which goes with a well organized engineering staff.

But he must also have a degree of experience in desigu

and construction, perhaps even to the extent of being an
expert in steel and concrete bridges and culverts, in retain-

ing walls and those many concrete structures incidental to

roads of all classes. To consider the subject broadly he

must be also a student of meteorology and understand the

climatic conditions and their effects and he must know
something of geology and even of petrology where so con-

cerned with the qualities of road metals. If he is concerned

with paving roads and streets in closely settled areas he has

a highly specialized field before him in the study of the

sources, properties, preparation, construction, behavior and
maintenance of all kinds of paving materials from gravel

and stone to wood and asphalt. But that is not all for he

must be prepared at all times, where building such roads

and streets, to deal with the continuously occurring prob-

lems involved in taking care of water pipes and sewers, of

street railway tracks, of railway crossings and their pro-

tection and operation and of the increasingly difficult electric

line crossings whether telegraph, telephone or high tension

electric power lines.

Must Have Large Professional Talents

But the engineer in this work, if he is to be really up to

it, must be more than a civil engineer for, as pointed out

he must have a knowledge of mechanical and electrical and
chemical work as well to follow the present day progress.

Not only must he be conversant with the underlying prin-

ciples of traction but he must have a practical working
knowledge of the mechanical and electrical machinery and
equipment used in the processes of manufacture and prep-

aration of materials and in the construction of roads. The
varieties of such equipment, with the machinery for in-

stance of handling materials in excavation, quarries, sand
and gravel pits, and in the preparation of them by crushers
and screens or the machinery used in construction, concrete
mixers, road rollers, asphalt, tar and similar plants are in

themselves such important factors in road building as to

demand close attention and knowledge on the part of the
engineers. But there is the other phase of the mechanical
of which the road engineer of today must have more than
a passing knowledge. He must know the various principles

of operation and control of motor transport of all kinds
from the touring motor car to the freight lorry and their

effect upon his roads in all seasons and with the act-vities

of the manufacturers of today he must also keep up with the
rapidly changing types of steam, oil and electric vehicles.

The co-ordination necessary for electrical work in con-
nection with streets and highways has already been indi-

cated as to line crossings but it is no small matter in con-
gested areas to deal with the complicated problems of elec-

trical conduits in the road bed, overhead wires, electric

lighting arrangements and the vexed questions of electric
railway and their maintenance with regard to the road bed.

So with the chemical side of the work. There must be
for the future a large proportion of these engineers en-
gaged in or with a knowledge of the chemical properties of
the various soils and materials of road construction and cf
the chemical processes involved in securing, preparing and
applying in construction, the various special constituents
of tar, asphalt and other materials.
Another feature, which in this new country is now very

properly claiming attention in highway construction is that
concerned with the strategical planning of routes either
municipal or provincial and the work of general design
related t > the broad principles of town planning. Much is

to be made and is being made of this feature and it is very
desirable that the coming engineering generation should
make it a part of their work of preparation. In doing
this they should not lose sight of the artistic and aesthetic
in their work of street arrangement and beautifying, in
their boulevards and parkways and even in the long reaches
of rural highways which are so attractive a feature in the
roads of England and France, of which the soldiers in the
war have pleasant memories.

Business Attainments Necessary

But engineering and technical knowledge and experience
is not all that the successful highway engineer of today and
tomorrow will require. That will be only a part of his pro-
fessional equipment. He must te much more than a tech-
nical man. The nature of this work requires much other
knowledge and many other qualifications. He must have
administrative ability, he must have vision, judgment and
tact and those most vital qualities which will enable him ti

deal with and co-operate with other men whether workmen
cr employers, foremen or contractors, sales-agents or walking
delegates, business men, ratepayers or politicians. For
after all the business of the building and maintaining of

highways today is largely business, administrative work
with engineering closely mixed with it and as we go on in

our complex methods of doing things the business and the
engineering will become more interconnected and insepar-
able. The highway engineer must therefore equally, be an
administrator, an economist and a co-operator with the busi-
ness man, the leg'slator and the ratepayer..

Now, how are we going to secure these engineers? It will

be said we ask for a super-engineer.

The responsibility lies not so much on schools, colleges or
universities as upon the municipalities and the governments
who are building roads and highways. True, the colleges
and universities must give the fundamental education, but
it is quite evident that the further or later education must
progress in successive stages in the field, on the actual con-
struction or in the engineering or administrative offices of
highway departments or commissions of the country.

Track Flangeways and Car Wheel Flanges

Increasing the section of flanges of cast-iron car
vv^heels, as suggested by wheel manufacturers, is un-
necessary in the opinion of the wheel committee of the
mechanical section of the American Railrord Associa-

tion. The track committee of the American Railway
Engineering Association has expressed the opinion that

the flanges can be increased without requiring any dif-

ference in width of flangeways at frogs and crossings

and without changing the present method of track con-

struction. On the other hand, the wheel committee con-

siders that a change in section is inadvisable and that

neither safety nor economy will be served by adding-

material to tho flange in such location as will affect track

clearances. In this respect the committee stands by its

report of 1916. Some roads are using wheels with
flanges thicker than the standard section, and others

are using wheels in which the flanges are thicker at

the base line, or at the tread, but track clearances are

not affected.
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Letters to the Editor

Is the Workman Responsible for the Present

High Labor Costs?

Sir—In the article, "Is, the Workman Responsible for

High Labor Cost?" published on p. 876 of April 29, I find

two corrections necessaiy:

1. In the tabulation on p. 877 under "masons," the per

cent increase in wages should read 38.5 to 54 instead of 38.5

to 24. This is apparently a typographical eiTor.

2. Just before the above mentioned table the index num-
ber for 1914 should be 99 instead of 132. The figure 132

was given to me in error, and the error was discovered

when I made some additional studies from the original

figures of the Department of Labor. The per cent increase

in commodity prices should be 108 per cent instead of 50

per cent. This strengthens the argument and shows that

the tradesman has been relatively falling behind in spite

of high wage rates.

Dan Patch.
Boston, Mass. Aberthaw Constniction Co.

Development of the Professional Spirit in
' Engineering Education

Sir—While methods of conducting large business enter-

prises have been developed along scientific lines, with few
exceptions, educational methods are for . the most part

ai-ehaic and inefficient. Dr. Mann's article in Engineering
Ne^va-Record, June 24, p. 1242, is inspirational and should
materially assist in developing new ideas and ideals. The
aim and the spirit of education should be service, and the
development of the mind and the soul of the engineering
student' are equally important.

•^..Qije.' difficulty in teaching engineering students is to

obtain efficient and competent teachers. Young men are
ever ready to follow a leader and the best method of

developing the student is to have him come in intimate
contact with teachers who are not only well educated and
trained, but who are men with a heart and a scul; men
who have the ability to develop in the student a desire to

reach a position where he can be of service and to develop
into a man of the highest type as well as an efficient

engineer.

If the technical courses are developed along efficient lines,

there "will remain, even in the four-year engineering course,

sufficient time to give courses in economics, business law,
human relations and engineering administration. These
courses should be conducted by men who have had a \vide

experience and who can impress themselves on the student.
While researches such as outlined by Dr. Mann are valu-
able if they are directed by comeptent men, the results are
very certain to be unsatisfactory if the teacher in charge
is lacking in training and the ability to direct. The most
important factor in engineering education is the teacher.
It is at present very difficult to get well trained men to.

teach; and the call of business is taking away from the
teaching profession many cf our really efficient teachers of
engineering. If the profession of engineering is to attain
its right place, the position of the engineering teacher must
be made more attractive. With able engineering teachers
the details of instruction are not so material; with mediocre
teachers, all methods will fail. MiLO S. Ketchum,

Professor in Charge of Civil Engineering,
Philadelphia. University of Pennsylvania.

Sir—Replying to your letter of June 17 I endorse the
point made by Dr. C. R. Mann, in his article in Engineering
Neivs-Record, June 24, p. 1242, that the spirit of service
should be inculcated earnestly in all engineering students
by all engineering schools. This is nothing new but has
long been recognized by engineering schools, as was proved

very conclusively by the way in which the engineers of the

country responded when the United States entered the

World War. If the writer of this letter had felt inclined

to think that his own action in sacrificing $1500 per year
salary and all certainty of future permanency of employ-
ment in the position he had held for twenty-six years to

enter the Army was unusual in an engineering educator
(which it was not) he tcrtainly would have been disil-

lusioned when he ran across so many other engineering edu-
cators in the service who had done practically the same
without making any ado over such action whatsoever. The
thousands upon thousands of practising engineers who
thronged into the Army proved they had already been
taught the true spirit of service at the engineering colleges

by their deeds, not by words.

I realize that general pronouncements such as that of
Dr. Mann on this subject are needed from time to time to

keep our ideals ever before us. Just now, however, the

most important thing in connection with teaching the spirit

of public sei'vice is the devising and adoption of defiinite

measures to instruct our engineering students in the great
engineering and public movements of the day and the duty
of engineers to participate therein effectively, personally

and through strong local and national organizations, safe-

guarding the public and the engineering profession by the

adoption of definite professional codes of ethics, by ad-

ministering swift justice to those who violate professionl

ethics, and by securing the passage of just and adequate
engineers' license laws. Anson Marston,

Dean, Division of Engineering, Iowa State College.

Ames, la.

Engineering Foundation and An American

Hydraulic Laboratory

Sir—Certainly there are many useful contributions to

hydraulic engireering and the underlying science which
can be made only by a well supported laboratory, as indi-

cated in the statements of Clemens Herschel and the editorial

in Engineering Neivs-Record, June 24. Problems relat-

ing to power development, water supply, irrigation, sewer-
age and ether practical applications of hydraulics, await
solution in such a laboratory through the work of competent
experimenters.

One element in the present situation in America, men-
tioned in your journal, should be brought much more promi-
nently to the attention of engineers and the industries.

There exists in Engineering Foundation, organized by four

of the leading national engineering socities, on the basis cf

the generous gift of Ambrose Swasey as the nucleus of a

large endowment fund "for the furtherance of research in

science and engineering, or for the advancement in any
other manner of the profession of engineering and the good
of mankind," the instrumentality ior bringing into exist-

ence such a laboratory as is suggested. Engineering Foun-
dation supported Mr. Herschel in his experiments on weirs

to the limit of its small resources. The Foundation is

thoroughly competent to receive and administer endow-
ment funds in any amount, including those especially desig-

nated for an American Hydraulic Laboratory. Further-
more, the Engineering Foundation Board could undertake
the establishment and management of such a laboratory

and could publish, through the journals of its supporting
societies and its own bulletins, the results of the experi-

mental work.
You were recently good enough to make known to your

readers Engineering Foundation's endeavors to secure

larger endowment. Will you not now bring to their atten-

tion this specific possibility in which the readiness-to-serve

of the engineering societies through Engineering Foundation,
the needs of the profession and the industry, and the far-

sighted generosity of individuals and corporations can be
brought together for the advancement of the profession
and the good of mankind?

Alfred D. Funn,
Secretary The Engineering Foundation.

New York City.



Hints for the Contractor
DETAILS WHICH SAVE TIME AND LABOR ON CONSTRUCTION WORK

Concrete Building Plant Plans—

I

Across-Street Vacant Lot Keeps Plant

Off Congested Street

BY SPOUTING diagonally across intersecting streets

and using two rehoist towers, it is possible, with

a concrete plant located in an adjacent vacant lot, to

distribute concrete for an eight-story building, 357 x 131

ft. and leave the streets unobstructed by equipment

except for the sidewalk space on one side of the build-

ing. The illustrations show the plant layout and the

distribution of the operating force.

All parts of the plant are balanced with respect to

the 28 cu.ft. mixer. A |-cu.yd. clamshell meets the

unloading requirements. The one special feature of the

BUJLDlNe UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Ass't. Operafors
• Opera+ors
o Laborers
^' — Concrete Tower
O -Hois+s

(Not to Sca/e)

3S:

VIEW OF PLANT FROM UNLOADING TRACK END

1

^V\V\\\\^\\\^VVS>!^>^^

CONCRETE BUILDING PLANT LAYOUT IN CONGESTED
DISTRICT

unloading outfit is the drag scraper arrangement for

cleaning up the stock pile and heaping scattered ma-

terial for the clamshell. A 16-in. conveyor keeps the

mixer supplied. Mixed concrete is hoisted and chuted

500 ft. across the street to the first rehoist tower. There

it is rehoisted and chuted direct to the forms for the

south half of the building or is chuted to the second

rehoist tower and there rehoisted and chuted to the

forms for the north half of the building. For emphasis,

attention is called again to the small street space oc-

cupied by construction plant.

The main concrete plant will place only the 18,000

cu.yd. of concrete in the main building superstructure.

It was found more economical to put in footings and

pedestals, in which the daily volume of concrete re-

quired was small and widely distributed, with a num-
ber of portable 7-cu.ft. mixers, instead of operating the

Drag Semper---

Vacarrt- Lo+

central mixing plant. When the main building con-

crete is placed these small mixers will be again used

to construct walks, curbs, platforms, etc.

The building is being constructed in the stock yards

district of Chicago for Morris & Co., by R. C. Wieboldt,

general contractor, Chicago.
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Handling Aggregate with a Drag Scraper

By Henry W. Walter
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

During" the recent construction of a concrete factory
building- for the Shredded Wheat Co., at Niagara Falls,

N. Y.. lack of storage space near the concrete mixer led

to the novel method of handling- the coarse aggregate
shown in the accompanying view.

The new addition to the plant occupied the entire

remaining area of the plot with the exception of a
small triangular strip at the front. After the concrete

mixing and hoisting plants, cement storage sheds, etc.,

had been located on this strip, the remaining area was
insufficient to insure a storage of gravel for more than
one day's run. Gravel was delivered to the job by
truck, and for various reasons could not be relied upon

ta be continuous. Wheeling in barrows was impossible
due to the scarcity and high cost of labor. Some
method Avas necessary whereby a relatively high pile

could be maintained and placed as close to the mixer
hopper as possible.

A wooden bin with a gate and chute at its lower end
was .constructed immediately in front of the mixer
hopper. The chute was hinged at the gate in order that

it might be raised out of the way of the mixer hopper
when the latter was being elevated to discharge into

the mixer. Timber wing-walls were spiked to the sides

and rear at the top of the bin, and the plank incline was
built from the front down, to the pile of gravel.

A snatch-block was fastened overhead to the frame
of the concreting tower. A cable through this block

and through one lower down on the tower was passed
over a drum of the hoisting engine. The other end, out

on the pile of gravel, was fastened to an ordinary drag
scraper. Between operations of the bucket, the hoist-

man operated the scraper.

Incoming gravel was dumped at the foot of this

incline, and spread out fan-shape from it to the street

line. Two men were required at the scraper to guide

it into the pile and to overhaul the cable when pulling

it back. A third man, stationed at the hopper bin,

signalled the hoistman and also helped with the over-

hauling. These three men, together with two others
whose duty it was to level the pile in the mixer hopper
and to carry cement, comprised the entire force operat-

ing at the raw material end.

No capital was tied up in this plant which was built

out of materials at hand, and yet, supplying a 14 cu. ft.

mixer, 325 cu. yd. of concrete have been placed during a
ten-hour day. The men at the scraper worked steadily

but were not crowded to accomplish this.

By means of the bin grate and a marked mixer hopper
it was found that a more constant mix was obtained
than possible with barrows and shovels.

The erertion of the new addition is being done by
the John W. Cowper Co. of Buffalo, N. Y. The work is

under the direction of Walter McCulloh, consulting

engineer for The Shredded Wheat Co. The solution of

the aggregate handling problem is due to J. P. Doyle,

superintendent for the contractor.

Large Cable "Trollied" Over Towers

USING 8-in. wire ropes as trolley cables, two IJ-in.

chute-suspension cables, 1,000 ft. and 1,200 ft. long,

respectively, were successfully installed on high towers
at the Bunte factory under construction in Chicago by
R. C. Wieboldt, general contractor. The suspension

cables cross on an angle of about 60 deg. at a double

hoist tower 230 ft. high. One cable spans the 230-ft.

main tower and a 150-ft. auxiliary tower, between dead-

men 1189 ft. apart. A low support tower at each end,

where the cable slants down to the deadmen, holds the

cable clear of crossing streets. The other cable spans

the main tower, an auxiliary tower 180 ft. high and a

rehoist tower 180 ft. high. At one end a support tower
keeps the stretch from main tower to deadmen clear

of railway tracks.

To erect each cable, a 4-in. manila line was taken over

the towers and was used to pull a l-in. steel cable from
deadman to deadman over the towers. This cable was
used to "trolley" over the IJ-in. cable. When in place

the main cable was tightened by 2 l-in. guy tighteners

at each end. The trolley cable was left in place along-

side the main cable to be used in taking it down. At
the towers the main cable rides on a roller consisting

of a 2-in. pin journaled in two steel angles about 1 ft.

long attached to proper timber supports. When the

main cable had been strung and pulled taut, the blocks

used to support the chutes were spaced on a l-in. line

and fed out on the main cable from the main tower to

the auxiliary towers.

Sheeting Spiked Like Flooring

IN fabricating Wakefield sheet piles for Pier B of the

Seattle, Wash., port works, large output was secured

by laying the component 12- x 3-in. planks as indicated

by the sketch and then spiking them in one operation as.

\<-/£-->\ >\3^

»x

ordinarily, flooring is spiked. Wire spikes 9 x h in.

were driven staggered every 12 in. When driving was
completed the piles were separated and turned over and

the points of the spikes were clinched. The large plat-

form necessary for the operation was provided by the

pier deck.
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News of the Week
New York, July 8, 1920

Duties of New Water-Power
Commission Outlined

Personnel Partly Decided On and Pros-

pective Work Abstracted From
Bill As Signed

Proceeding on the assumption that

the Water-Power Act, as signed subse-

quent to the adjournment of Congress,

is now law, the President has desig-

nated the Secretary of War as chair-

man of the Federal Power Commission
formed by the law.

The technical work which will be re-

quired of the Water Power Commission
under the terms of the act is as

follows

:

Engineering

:

General investigation of electrical

power industry.

General investigation of water-power
sites, and estimates of cost of de-

velopment.

Estimates of amount and value of

power available at Government
dams.

Examinations, cost estimates and
reports to Congress on projects

recommended for construction by
the United States.

Examination, co^t estimates and re-

ports to Congress en projects for

which it is recommended that the

cost of navigation facilities be sup-

plied i:\ whole or in part by the

United States.

.Preparation of comprehensive plans

for development for all purposes
of streams ?.nd stream systems
upon v/hich applications for li-

censes are made.
Passinir v.pon construction plans pro-

possd by licensees.

Physical valuation of properties in

rate making proceedings.

Determination of necessary repairs

required for maintaining pi'ojects

in effective operating condition.

Determination of adequate deprecia-
tion reserves upon property.

Determination of operating rules

necessary for protection of life,

health and property.
Report on Great Falls power project

near Washington.
Report on District of Columbia

watex'-supply.

Accounting and Statistical:

Preparation of a system of uniform
accounts.

Preparation of forms of reports and
inspections and checking of such
reports.

Examination of books and accounts
of licensees.

(Continued on p. 92)

General Gorgas Dead
Major-General William C. Gorgas,

former Surgeon-Goncral, U. S. Army,
died, July 4, in London, where he had
gone a few weeks previously prepara-
tory to a mission to West Africa in be-
half of the British Government to in-
vestigate sanitary conditions. General
Gorgas was born in Mobile, Ala., in
1854. He graduated, with the degree
of A. B., from the University of the
South, at Sewanee, Tenn., and studied
medicine at Bellevue Medical College,
New York City. In 1880 he was ap-
pointed Surgeon, U. S. Army, and was
subsequently made Captain, Assistant
Surgeon in 1885, Major, Brigade Sur-
geon and Major, Surgeon in 1898, and
Colonel, Assistant Surgeon-General in
1903. During the Spanish-American
War, while in charge of the yellow
fever wards of the hospital in Havana,
and in the years which immediately fol-
lowed it, as chief sanitary officer of
Havana, General Gorgas applied meth-
ods of combating yellow fever which
eliminated that disease from the city.

In 1905 he was selected by the U. S.
Government as chief sanitary engineer
of the Panama Canal, and practically
removed from the Isthmus the diseases
of malaria and yellow fever, which had
twice defeated the French canal build-
ers, and made healthful the area sur-
rounding the present canal. In five
years' time he made a tremendous re-
duction in the yellow fever rate.
General Gorgas was the author of
"Sanitation in Panama," (reviewed in
this journal Nov. 18, 1915), which deals
with his conquest of yellow fever at
Havana and Panama. In 1913 he went
to ScAitb Africa for the British Gov-
ernment t^ investigate conditions in the
Rand Mines, where epidemics of pneu-
monia racked. He received his appoint-
ment in 1914 as Surgeon-General, with
the rank ol Brigadier-General, and the
next year was made Major-General,
Surgeon General, U. S. Army. As a
permanent director of the International
Health Board of the Rockefeller Foun-
dation, he also recently stamped out
yellow fever at Guayaquil, Ecuador.

New Officers of Research Council

Election of officers of the National
Research Council for the year begin-
ning with Ju^', 1920, resulted in the
choice cf tl:e following: Chairman, H.
A. Bumstead, Yale University; vice-
chairman, C. D. Wolcott, Smithsonian
Institution; Gano Dunn, New . York,
and R. A. Millikan, University cf Chi-
cago; Secretary, Vernon Kellogg, Stan-
ford University; Treasurer, F. L. Ran-
some.

Engineering Educators
Discuss Co-operation

Relations Between College and Indus-
try Main Theme at Meeting of

Society for Promotion of
Engineering Education

Throughout the 28t;i annual meeting
of the Society for the Promotion of
Engineering Education at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, June 29
to July 2, ran the theme of the inter-
dependence and co-operation of the
engineering colleges with industry. Co-
operation with engineering societies
and engineering English also received
much attention. The mechanical and
electrical engineers intimately con-
nected with industry were much in e\i-
dence at the meeting, while the civil

engineers modestly put through a series
of "principles which should be consid-
ered in planning and administering the
structural courses of a curriculum in
civil engineering." Results of intelli-

gence tests for accelerating the early
removal of the unqualified -were given
as a progress report only. One sensed
the reassuring feeling that the engi-
neering educators are distinctly aware
of the great economic changes in the
country's needs, due to the passing of
pioneer development of natural re-
sources to a more intensive industrial-
ism. The professors, however, were
more specific and practical than the
above generality would indicate.

The sessions were opened by papers
of decidedly practical impoi't, "Co-
operation Between Industry and Edu-
cation," by R. D. Chapin, president,
Hudson Motor Car Co., and S. P. Capen,
director, American Council on Educa-
tion. Mr. Chapin made a plea for more
intensi-e training in the fundamentals,
followeu by specialization in direct con-
nection with the industries. He indi-
cated the excessive demands for high-
way engineers who particularly needed
the broadening influences of the general
courses.

What M. I. T. Is Do.ng
Examples of co-opei-ative education

were given by H. B. Shaw, Doherty Co.;
C. S. Coler, Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co., and Prof. W. H.
Trimble, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The latter described the
fiv^e-year electrical course given in con-
nection with the Gpneral Electric Co.
at Lynn, Mass. While the most strik-
ing difference between this course and
other co-operative courses is in the
length of periods, 13 weeks in the shop,
11 in school and 2 weeks' vacation, the
main endeavor is to develop a student's
mind, character and body, and at the
same time inculcate in him a spirit of
loyalty.
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Ira N. Hollis, president, Worcester

Polytechnic Institute and past-presi-

dent, American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, opened the discussion on

co-operation with the engineering" socie-

ties. He was of the opinion that the

formation of chapters in the schools

by the individual societies is too nar-

rowing for the student. All national

societies should join in forming single

all-embracing undergraduate societies.

He considers the societies as post-

graduate organizations and he held that

the founder societies must take their

fair share in supplementing the educa-

tion already given. Both Dr. Hollis

and Dean M. E. Cooley, University of

Michigan, instanced the success of the

general student society and the subse-

quent failure of the specialized organi-

zation.

Dr. F. H. Newell, in discussing an-

other paper, called attention to the

numerous chapters being formed by the

American Association of Engineers, an
all-inclusive organization. Dean Cooley
held that the co-operative endeavor of

the national societies so far was largely

selfish and designed to increase the
future membership roll. In his opinion

the national societies should concern
themselves with uniform entrance and
graduation I'equirements, with content

of courses, particularly when longer
than four years, with the difference be-

tween pi'ofessional engineers and tech-

nicians and with financial and admin-
istrative problems of research.

Prof. J. H. Dunlap, State University

of Iowa, gave some startling figures

indicating the relative positions of the

professions of medicine and engineer-

ing with reference to graduation re-

quirements. Twenty years ago only

14 per cent of the medical schools re-

quired for admission more than a one-

year high school course, as compared
with the requirements of 33 per cent

of the law schools and 80 per cent of

the enginering schools. Moreover, 91

per cent of the medical schools had a

four-year, 28-months, course, as com-
pared with 98 per cent of the engineer-

ing schools having a 35-months course.

The law course was much briefer than
either of the other two professions.

Today the medical schools are at the

top, the law schools in a middle posi-

tion and the engineering schools at

the bottom of the list. Prof. Dunlap
suggested that the society appoint a
committee on a model or standard en-

gineering curriculum to co-operate with
a similar committee of Engineering
Council.

Much pent-up animosity was evident

during the discussion on exueriment
station legislation. Charles S. Howe,
president. Case School of Applied

Science, Cleveland, is head of a com-
mittee on the subject. He wanted
light, wanted constructive criticism,

but it was apparent that the fight be-

tween the land-grant colleges and the

state universities for federal aid was
not to be aired in this convention.

President Howe wanted to know of

sojne congressional bill to support.

The factions are in an uncompromising

attitude and the land grant adherents

particularly preferred not to discuss the

matter. Dean W. G. Raymond, State

University of Iowa, presented a bill,

now in the course of preparation, which
will provide for apportionment by the

executive committee of the National

Research Council of federal funds for

research to that institution, public or

private, which has a problem worthy of

solution. Dean F. L. Bishop, Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh, made a general plea

for funds for research. He is now en-

gaged on an investigation for a cor-

poration costing $500,000. Much of the

information developed should be public

property but will necessarily be re-

tained in the private files of the cor-

poration. A resolution endorsing the

principle of federal and state aid fath-

ered by Prof. W. T, Magruder, Ohio

State University, was endorsed. Later

A. L. Williston, principal, Wentworth
Institute, Boston, got endorsement of a

resolution calling on the committee to

harmonize the various plans and, if not

able to do so, to bring in a bill of its

own drafting.

No Action on Pay

"The Pay of Engineering Educators'*

was the title of a paper by Dr. F. H.

Newell, University of Illinois, which re-

ceived a surprisingly small amount of

discussion and no action. Prof. C. J.

Tilden, Yale University, chairman,

American Association of Engineers'

committee on salaries of engineering

educators, indicated almost unanimous
response from the heads of the en-

gineering colleges to whom the prelim-

inai'y report has been submitted with a

request for comment and acceptance as

corresponding member of the commit-
tee. Dean Bishop held that the revi-

sion of salaries proposed v/as based on

a fallacy because it assumed that the

salaries in 1912-14 were adequate and
that the attempt was made to revise

them in accordance with the compara-
tive purchasing power of the dollar

then and now. President Howe agreed

with the schedule proposed but held

that the existing scales were high for

the instructors "we now have to take."

Since the schedule is tentative no action

was asked for.

The 1921 meeting of the society will

be held at Yale University, New Haven,

Conn., June 28, 29 and 30. The newly
elected officers are as follows: Presi-

dent, Dean M. E. Cooley, University of

Michigan; vice-presidents. Dean T. U.

Taylor, University of Texas, and Dean
H. S. Evans, University of Colorado;

secretary. Dean F. L. Bishop, University

of Pittsburgh; treasurer, W. 0. Wiley,

John Wiley & Sons.

Highway Work in Southern
States Faces Demoralization

Highway work in southern states has
been severely afl'ected by the recent rul-

ing of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission giving the coal industry prior-

ity on open top cars, according to in-

formation received from several

sources. As a result of the commis-
sion's ruling that railroads must dis-

tribute available coal cars for loading
coal to a minimum of 50 per cent of

actual requirements before using coal

cars for loading other commodities, not

a few southern contractors have had
their material supplies cut off. So seri-

ous has the situation become that in

Georgia, Virginia, and North Carolina
highway work is threatened with
almost complete discontinuance and
highway commissions with disorganiza-

tion.

Not only are state highway commis-
sions affected, but city paving in many
southern municipalities has slowed up.

Immediately upon the publication of

the commission's order, W. R. Neel,

State Highway Engineer of Georgia,
issued a circular letter to all contrac-

tors in which he requested information
as to tonnage of materials necessary
to complete contracts being executed
with the state highway department and
counties of Georgia. Contractors were
asked to state points of origin of ship-

ments and requested to send the in-

formation in as quickly as possible.

Frank Page, chairman of North Caro-
lina Highway Commission, requested
the Interstate Commerce Commission
to amend the embargo order so that

coal cars entering the southern terri-

tory might be used for one trip be-

tween quarries and highways before

shipping them back to the coal mines.

Although the Commission's order is

effective only for thirty days, ending

July 21, it is pointed out that those

thirty days are ideal for highway con-

struction, and also that if contractors

and highway department organizations

are disrupted in the embargo period it

will be difficult to rebuild organization

forces after the material shipments

again pick up.

Montreal Now Accepts Liberty

Bonds from Contractors

Instead of the personal certified

check of 10 per cent of the bid, Mon-
treal contractors are now allowed to

submit a victory bond or a City of Mon-
treal bond, when they have been

awarded contract for construction of

municipal public works.

Water Power Commission

(Continued from p. 91)

Accounting in connection with regu-

lation of rates, service and se-

curities.

General technical statistical work.

Annual report to Congress.

Legal:

Preparation of rules and regulations.

Passing upon legal phases of li-

censees.

Legal questions in connection with

regulation of rates, service and

securities.

Legal questions in connection with

the Federal and State statutes

applicable to the work of the

commission.
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Seek Change in Road Bond Inter-

est Rate By Initiative Measure

Before July 14, 75,000 signatures

must be obtained to place upon the

ballot in California an initiative peti-

tion to change the interest rate on re-

maining state highway bonds to a rate

which will make them salable, and also

to relieve the counties of the payment

of state highway bond interest after

July 1, 1921. Under the initiative

measure a board, composed of the gov-

ernor and other state officers, and serv-

ing without compensation, is created to

fix the interest to be paid from time to

time to meet market conditions, but

never in excess of 6 per cent.

This initiative measure is necessary

if highway work is not to stop for an

indefinite period, says a recent bulletin

issued by the California Highway Com-
mission, and if counties are to be re-

lieved of the state highway bond inter-

est burden.

The Committee of Twenty-one, which

had charge of the campaign for the

flotation of the $40,000,000 road bond

issue, representing the recently held

state-wide conference, which on June
19 unanimously proposed to back such

a proposal for relieving the highway
situation, met in San Francisco, June
29, and appointed a committee to direct

the campaign for signatures. On this

committee are Senator Johnson, chair-

man; Burton A. Towne, secretary;

James O'Brien, of Marysville; A. S.

Dudley, of Los Angeles, and Richard

Welsh, of San Francisco. The commit-

tee, accepting the draft of the initiative

as prepared by Attorney General Webb,
will call upon chambers of commerce,
boards of supervisors, farm bureaus
and citizens interested in the continu-

ation of state highway construction in

California, to circulate the petition and
secure the signatures necessary to place

the initiative measure upon the ballot

at the November election.

Salary Increase Authorized for
New York Subway Engineers

The second $300 a year increase in

salary for all engineers employed by
the Transit Construction Commission
of New York City who are receiving

$3300 per annum or less was author-

ized on the 25th of June when the

Board of Estimate approved the budget
of the Transit Construction Commis-
sion, after the strong solicitation of the

New York Chapter of the American
Association of Engineers.

The same estimate carried an in-

crease of 15 per cent for all inspectors.

The former increase of $300 per an-

num was granted at the end of 1919,

when after considerable preliminary ef-

forts, the representatives of the Amer-
ican Association of Engineers at the

meeting of the Board of Estimate on

December 3 prevailed upon the board
members to not adjourn without adopt-

ing the budget to provide for salaries

of all of the engineers employed by
the commission and which carried with
it a provision for a $300 increase.

Detroit Grade Crossing Program
As part of the general plan of elim-

inating grade crossings at Detroit, the
Michigan Central R.R., New York
Central R.R. and the Wabash R.R, will

commence work on track elevation this

season at Livernois Ave., Dix Ave. and
Waterman Ave. In conjunction with
this improvement, the city will open
and extend Military Ave. across the

right-of-way of these railways xnd will

construct a subway under the tracks.

The latter work will be done wholly at

the expense of the city. Track depres-

sion is advocated by the city for the

De Quindre St. line of the Grand Trunk
Ry., but though the case was presented

to the State Railroad Commission in

1917 no decision has been rendered. The
scheme for complete elimination of

grade crossings has been prepared
under the Department of Public Works
by the division of grade separation, of

which John W. Reid is engineer. (See

Engineering Neius-Record, March 13,

1919, p. 511). In a recent number of

the Detroit Motor Neivs Mr. Reed
calls attention to industrial districts

where costly plant investments are be-

ing made without provision for future

removal of tracks from the street sur-

face.

Federal Officials Organize

More than a hundred members of the

government service who are in respon-

sible administrative and technical posi-

tions met June 17 and perfected a ten-

tative organization which is to be

known as The Federal Club. Its pur-

pose is to care for many of the problems

of the service common to several de-

partments by the interchange of views,

and where appropriate, by joint action.

Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, is the chairman
of the temporary body and Dr. E. B.

Rosa, chief physicist of the Bureau of

Standards, is chairman of the commit-

tee on organization and constitution.

County Unit Road Bond Petitions

Are Many in Indiana

Proposals by Indiana counties to

build between $40,000,000 and $60,000,-

000 of roads under the county unit road

law are either now before the state

board of tax commissioners or will be

laid before the board if it will indicate

that it will approve any county unit

road bond issue petitions, according to

Fred A. Sims, chairman of the Indiana

board of tax commissioners. This road

building is exclusive of the road build-

ing program outlined by the state

highway commission. Mr. Sims said

the board will approve no county unit

road law bond issues until after the

special session of the legislature. He
said if the legislature does not change

the law, the board probably will not

approve more than two or three of the

scores of petitions now on file or about

to be filed, because of the inflated bond

issue market, the high cost of road

building and other abnormal conditions.

New York Post Military Engi-
neers Forms Permanent

Organization

At a meeting held June 29, in the

Army Building, 39 Whitehall St., New
York City, a permanent organization

of the New York post of the American
Society of Military Engineers was
formed. Preliminary organization had
been effected two weeks prior to that

meeting. Considerable interest is

manifest in the formation of the New
York post, both meetings being attended

*

by approximately 100 former officers

and enlisted men of the engineer estab-

lishment and officers of the Corps of

Engineers.

In accepting the report of the or-

ganization and nominating committee
the members of the New York post

elected for the ensuing year the follow-

ing officers: President, Col. F. A. Mol-
itor; vice-president. Col. Geo. D.

Snyder; secretary. Major P. E. Bar-

bour; assistant secretary, Sergt. Allen

E. Fitzgerald; treasurer, Major R. C.

Coiner, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

These officers, together with four direc-

tors-at-large, form the board of direc-

tors. The nominating committee pre-

sented seven names to ballot upon for

directors-at-large, those elected being

Col. R. D. Black, Major E. F. Robinson,

Lieut. Col. A. S. Dwight, Col. Beverly
Dunn.
A constitution at little variance with

that of the parent organization was
adopted. The formulation of by-laws
governing the local society was by mo-
tion left to the board of directors, with
the proviso that any changes in con-

stitution or by-laws could be effected

through a two-thirds vote of the

membership.
The secretary read a communication

from Major P. S. Bond, Corps of Engi-

neers, U. S. A., in which it was stated

that the membership cards in the par-

ent organization had been received from
the press and were now ready for dis-

tribution. Major Bond also reported

through his letter the acceptance into

the society of many new members.
Tke permanent organization of the

New York post having been effected, its

membership will now apply for a char-

ter from the parent organization.

West Point Graduates Assigned

To Engineer Corps

Those of the clast> recently graduated

from the United States Military Acad-

emy who were assigned to the Corps of

Engineers of the Army are: Francis E.

Cox, Rhode Island; Thomi-s H. Stanley,

Texas; Donald G. White, New Hamp-
shire; Henry G. Lambert, Illinois;

Charles G. Holle, Ohio; Charles S.

Joslyn, U. S. Army; Arthur M. An-
drews, Wisconsin; Edward C. Harwood,
Massachusetts; John W. Moreland,

Alabama; Wayne S. Moore, Illinois;

Henry F. Hannis, West Virginia; Ar-

thur L. McCullough, Wisconsin; Arthur
V. L. James, Maryland; William W.
Bessell, Jr., at large; James B. Cullum,

Jr., at large.
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Supplementary List of Delegates
at Organizing Conference

In Engineering News-Record of June

10, p. 1138, was published a list of

societies and delegates at the Organ-
izing Conference held in Washington.
D. C, June *3 and 4. Since the first

list was compiled certain additions and
corrections have been made. For the

purposes of an accurate record, there-

fore, the following supplementary list

is published:

Supplementary List -of Organizations

and Delegates in Attendance at Organ-
izing Conference Washington, D. C,
June 3-4, 1920. {For Original Lis i See

Enginec) ing News-Record, June JO,

p. 1138.)

American Assooiatioit of 'EiiKin^^rs,
A. B. McDaniel. Washington, D. C.

American CoHoretc lustittit.-,

J. C. Pearson. Washington. D. C.
W. A. Slater. Washington, D. C.

American Society of ri»il lOnsriiiPers,

Richard L. Humphrey. IMiiUidelphia. Pa.
.American Society of Safety KiiBiieers,
John A. Dickin.son, Wasliington, D. O.

-Associated Kngrineers of Spokane,
J. C. Stevens. Portland, Ore.

Connecticut Society of Civil EnRineers,
T. A. Scott, Washington, D. C

Engineers' Club of Columbus,
James R. Withrow. Colunibus», OhiOi

Engineers' Club of Minneapolis,
O. H. DICKERSOX, Duluth. ]Minn,

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia,
Joseph A. Steinmetz, chairman, Pliila-

delphia. Pa.
Richard L. Humphrey. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul Spencer. Philadelphia, Pa.

Louisiana Engineering Society.
. William B. Gregory, New Orleans, La.
Mining and Metallurgical Society of

.•Vmerica,
P. G. Cottrell, Wasliington. D. C.

Minnesota Surv«yors' and Engineers' So-
ciety,

O. H. DiCKERSON, Duluth. Minn.
National Safety Council—Engineering Di-

vision,
S. J. Williams, Chicago, ITl.

New England Water Works .Association,
LE0N.4RD Metcalf, Boston, Mass.

Oregon Technical Council,
J. C. Stevens, Portland, Ore.

Society for Promotion of Engineering Edu-
cation.

F. L. Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Society of Automotive Engineers,

G. W. CoGGESHALL. Washington, D. C.
Joseph A. Steinmetz. Philadelphia.

Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers.

W. H. Capps, Washington, D. C.
HOMEE L. Ferguson Newport News. Va.

Galveston Causeway Construction
to Be Talien Over by County

On account of the rising costs of

materials and labor the construction

and repair of the Galveston causeway
has been taken over by the Board of

Managers of Galveston County under
the provisions of the original contract,

which has been held by Larkin & Sang-
ster, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. The contrac-

tors have notified the Board of Manag-
ers that the contract was forfeited aa

of date June 17, 1920. Under the con-

tract entered into on Sept. 15, 1917, it

was provided that if the total cost of

the work should exceed $1,750,000 the

county would take over the work. The
contractors say this sum has been
reached and that due to increasing
costs of materials and labor and to

increased cost of transportation it has
been found impossible to complete the

contract within the bid. Work will be
continued under the direction of H. F.

Jonas, who has been supervising engi-

neer.

O. C. Merrill Named as Secretary
of Federal Power Commission

Secretary of War Baker, who has
been designated chairman of the newly
created Federal Power Commission,
has apointed Oscar C. Merrill, now
chief engineer of the United States

Forest Service, as executive secretai'y

of the new commission at a salary of

$5,000 per year.

M'". Merrill was graouated from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in 1905 and during his college course

was connected with the city engineer's

office of Augusta, Me. and the U. S.

Geological Survey. After leaving col-

lege he taught for a while at the Uni-

versity of California and then was en-

gaged on water-power surveys, sewer

and sewage-disposal design and con-

struction and water Alteration projects

in the Far West. In 1909 he became
connected with the Forest Service and
was assigned to the water-power in-

vestigations of that branch of the gov-

ernment. Since that time his major
interest has been in Federal water-

power administration and he hasj

been one of the most important
factors in the development of a

Federal water-power policy. In his

new capacity he will be the administra-

tive head of the Government's water-
power plans.

New Jersey Highway Commission
Names Engineer

The newly appointed State Highway
Commission of New Jersey was organ-

ized July 1. The new commission has

named Thomas J. Wasser, countv engi-

neer of Hudson County, as state high-

way engineer to succeed William G.

Thompson, resigned. George L. Burton

of South River, was elected chairman
of the commission and A, Lee Grover
of Trenton, secretary.

Engineering Council Favoirs
Single Quantity Estimate

The American Institute of Archi-

tects, E-ngineering Council and Associ-

ated General Contractors of America in

October, 1919, appointed three con-

ferees each, to discuss the matter of

payment for estimating. These conferees

agreed upon a report which was sub-

mitted to their respective organizations

Feb. 17, 1920, a:id has sines been under
consideration by them. Engineering

Council at its meeting, June 17, adoptea

the conclusion in a report of a special

committee to which the report of the

conferees had been referred, as follows:

"Whenever in the execution of work, com-
petitive bids are asked I'or on detailed
plans and specifications, those invited to
bid should be provided with such an esti-

mate of the quantities involved in the work
as the surveys, plans and specifications per-
mit to he made. The intent of this require-
ment is that a single estimate of quantities
should be made by or for the engineer, ar-
chitect, or other representative of the
owner, so that each separate bidder will
not be" put to the expense of making up a
separate schedule of estimates. This latter
practice not only means a needless waste
in the carrying on of contract work, but
also discourages bidders and causes need-
lees repeated handling of official plans and
specifications in making up separate sched-
ules of estimates."

Examination for Civilian Instruc-
tors, U. S. Naval Academy

An examination will be held in Isher-

wood Hall, U. S. Naval Academy, An-
napolis, Md., at 9 a.m., Aug. 23, for the
selection of two or more civilian in-

structors in the Department of Marine
Engineering and Naval Construction.
Candidates found qualified will be elig-

ible, in the order of merit as determined
by the board of examiners, for appoint-
ment to fill vacancies in that depart-
ment, and others found qualified will

be placed upon a reserve list. The
annual salary of instructor in the de-

partment is $2,800. Candidates must
be American citizens, and age limits are
between 25 and 32 years, although the
limits may be waived if candidates pos-
sess satisfactory courses.

The following qualifications will also

be considered: Fitness to command the
obedience and respect of students; de-

grees taken, post graduate work or
other special studies; previous experi-
ence in teaching, and testimonials and
references as to character and attain-

ments. It is desired that applicants
bring with them their references, which
wall be returned. Application must be
filled out and returned to the Superin-
tendent, U. S. Naval Academy, Annapo-
lis, Md., without delay. The examina-
tion, which will be written, will require
about three days.

A. A. E. Board of Directors Holds
Quarterly Meeting

At the quarterly meeting of the
board of directors of the American
Association of Engineers, June 19, Dr.
F. H. Newell, head of the department
of civil engineering at the University
of Illinois and past-president of the

association, was appointed director of

its field forces during the summer
months. He will spend a large pro-

portion of his time traveling and will

assist the various chapters in solving
their problems of organization and ex-

pansion. Dr. Newell was also elected a

delegate to the Great Lakes-St. Law-
rence-Tidewater Congress to be held in

Detroit, July 22-24.

H. W. Clausen, general office man-
ager of the C. D. Osborn Co., Chicago,
was elected treasurer of the associa-

tion, and the thanks of the association

were ordered extended to John Ericson,

retiring treasurer, for his useful serv-

ices.

A motion was passed that each mem-
ber of the Federated American Engi-

neering Societies be invited to become a

member of the association.

The board accepted the report of the

building trustees, announcing that

three types of buildings were under
consideration; one type costing three

million dollars, another one and a half

million, and the third five hundred
thousand, and recommending that sub-

scription blanks be sent to members
ac a means of determining the amount
of money which may be raised.

The national employment committee

was instructed to formulate a person-
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nel card and prepare plans for the ex-

pansion of employment service. The
secretary was authorized to proceed

also with the creation of an industrial

department.

Ship Bursts British Dock Gates

With water level in the Alfred Dock
at Birkenhead, opposite Liverpool,

about 12 ft. above that in the Mersey
River, on June 16 a small steamer in

the entrance lock burst the gates open

and plunged into the river. Several

barges and small craft in the dock

were carried out by the escaping water

before the other gates of the lock could

be closed. The steamer was not badly

damaged, but barges were smashed and
sunk and considerable quantities of

coal and grain were lost. How the

vessel got beyond control is not stated.

A similar accident is reported to have
occurred at the same place 22 years

ago. At a still earlier date a coasting

steamer approaching the entrance to

one of the Liverpool docks from the

river narrowly escaped striking the

closed gates. In this case the indicator

from the bridge to the engineroom
broke down and the engine continued

to turn ahead although the signal had
been given to stop. The ship was
steered so as to strike the masonry wall

instead of the gate, the only damage
being a slight denting of the bow.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL.
ENGINEERS, New York City

;

Portland, Ore.. Aug. 10-12.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION, Boston ; San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

The Technical Club of Dallas (Tex.)

has made application for membership
in the Federated American Engineering
Societies. The club voted unanimously
at last week's meeting to take this

action.

The Ohio State Engineers, at their

convention held recently in Columbus,
elected the following officers for the

coming year: President, John H. Matse,
Cincinnati; vice-president, W. L. Shaw-
key, Youngstown; secretary, George P.

Kalsgye, Lakewood; treasurer, T. S.

Garret, Dayton.

The Buffalo (N. Y.) Chapter, Society

of American Military Engineers has or-

ganized a new body, the charter of

which, it is explained, will be open to

all engineers with military service

records. The first meeting was held re-

cently, at which Colonel Clarke S.

Smith was elected president and Cap-
tain A. B. Jones secretary and treas-

urer, A series of monthly meetings is

being arranged.

Personal Notes

Charles E. Don nib .l,l y, assis-

tant city engineer of Kansas City, Mo.,

has been appointed office engineer for

the city planning commission.

Ernest R. Springe»r has been
appointed chief engineer of the Bos-
ton Transit Department, succeeding
Edmund S.Davis, who has retired after

47 years in the service of the city, as

noted in these columns May 27.

W. T. Lee, of the topographic
branch, U. S. Geological Survey, is

engaged in making studies of the
coastal plain of the Carolinas and the

eastern shore of Maryland, from an
aeroplane.

Fred J. Lewis, of Bethlehem,
Pa., has been appointed assistant pro-

fessor of civil engineering at Lehigh
University. Prof. Lewis was formerly
with the department of streets and engi-

neering of Springfield, Mass., as an
assistant engineer.

C. C. Williams, head of the

Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Kansas, sailed June 28

fcr Europe, to study transportation

problems.

H. N. RODENBAUGH has been
appointed chief engineer of the Florida

East Coast Railway Co., succeeding E.

Ben Carter, retired under pension. Mr.
Rodenbaugh's headquarters will be St.

Augustine.

Arthur E. Loder, general in-

spector, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads,
with headquarters at Washington,
D. C, has been appointed district engi-

neer with headquarters at Montgomery,
Ala. He will have charge c:^ the south-

eastern district, comprising the States

of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee.

J. Y. McClintock, formerly
superintendent of highways for Monroe
County, N. Y., has become associated

with George R. Newell, civil engineer,

with offices in the Newell Block,

Rochester, N. Y. The new firm will

handle general engineering work, in-

cluding studies, surveys and reports

and preparation of contracts.

Major H. L, M c M i.l LjA n, for-

merly with the sewage disposal division,

Bureau of Surveys, Philadelphia, has
joined the engineering statff of the

Sanitary District of Chicago as assist-

ant engineer.

Thomas L. WilkinsoJn has

resigned as manager of operations of

the Intermountain Railway, Light &
Power Co., and opened an office as

consulting engineer in the Boston
Building, Denver, Col.

James Thomson, city engineer

and architect of Dundee, Scotland, has

been elected president of the Institution

of Municipal and County Engineers,

Great Britain. He is a native ot

Edinburgh, where he received his engi-

neering education. He was appointed
city architect of Dundee in 1904 and
city engineer in 1906. Mr. Thomson
was one of the founders of the Con-
crete Institute and is a member of the
Town Planning Institute of Great
Britain.

H. S. R G E|K»s has been appointed
division engineer of the Susquehanna
Division, Delaware & Hudson R.R.,

with headquarters at Oneonta, N. Y.
He succeeds J. M. Silliman, resigned.

Frank D. Nash, formerly chief

engineer of the Missouri & North Ar-
kansas R.R., has been made assistant
valuation engineer of the St. Louis-San
Francisco R.R., with headquarters at

St. Louis.

W. F. Turner has been appointed
division engineer of the Tucson Di-

vision, Southern Pacific Co., with head-
quarters at Tucson, Ariz.

W. M. Scott has been appointed
chief commissioner of the Greater
Winnipeg Water District, succeeding R.

D. Waagh.

A. U. M'A HON, state engineer of

Montana, has resigned to become a
member of the firm of the Western
Construction Co., Helena, Mont. He is

succeeded by C. S. Hidel, former assist-

ant state engineer.

Harvey Dartt, city manager of

Mankato, Minn., has resigned to enter

the employment of the Barrett Co.,

Minneapolis. Mr. Dartt was formerly
city engineer of Owatonna, Minn. He
will act as division engineer for the

Barrett Co. in the promotion of Tarvia
pavements.

S'IDNEY D. Strong has re-

signed as city engineer of Sault Ste

Marie, Mich., to become city manager
of Plymouth, M^ch.

J. He RijBiE R T Fit h^ija n, oi

Bridgeton, N. J., has been appointed

supervisor of the New Jersey state

highway system through Cumberland
County, N. J., and parts of Salem and
Gloucester Counties. Mr. Fithian i>

associated with Walter M. Sharp, engj

neer of Cumberland County.

John S. S ife r m a n, formerly

with the Sanitation Corporation, has

joined the sanitary engineering depart-

ment of the Dorr Co., New York City.

P. M. B w E N, who has been proj

ect engineer on Federal Aid road work,

stationed at Roswell, N. M., has been

appointed engineer of District No. 5,

New Mexico State Highway Depart
ment.

J. Winter Smith, formerly
engineer-appraiser for the Federal

farm loan bureau, with the Montana
Joint Stock Land Bank at Helena, has

been engaged as irrigation engineer of

the Montana Irrigation Commission.

Roy M. Green has resigned as

professor of highway engineering at

the Agricultural and Mechanical Col-

lege of Texas to become president and
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manager of the Western Laboratories

at Lincoln, Neb. Western Laboratories

will take over the consulting and test-

ing practice of Clark E. Mickey, of

Lincoln, and will specialize in the test-

ing and inspection of all kinds of build-

ing materials and operations.

Jerome A. Moss has resigned

from the firm of Jos. E. Nelson & Sons,

Chicago, and will engage in general

railway contracting with offices in

Chicago.

Campbell Scott, William D.

Ennis, George B. Frankforter,
Ernest P. Goodrich, Charles A. Mar-
shall, Fred E. Rogers, Walter Rau-
tenstrauch, Frank B. Maltby,
Arthur W. Hixson, and Rumsey W.
Scott, announce the organization of the

Technical Advisory Corporation, 132

Nassau St., New York City, to act as

consulting engineers and industrial

economists and advisers. The officers

of the new organization are: President,

Campbell Scott; vice-president and
treasurer, Ernest P. Goodrich, and
vice-president and secretary, William
D. Ennis.

Jack F. Witt, former engineer

of Dallas County, Tex., has been named
vice-president of the South-Central

Division of the National Highway
Traffic Association.

S. Frank Doebler, construc-

tion engineer, Chicago, has gone to

Austin, Tex., to take charge of the con-

.struction work on the Austin Dam
;;eross the Colorado River near that

city. Work on the dam, which has
been suspended since 1915, will be re-

sumed at once.

Obituary

George W. Vaughn, engineer

maintenance of way, New York Cen-

tral, exterior zone, lines east of Buffalo,

with headquarters at New York City,

died at Mount Vernon, N. Y., June 5,

at 61 years of age. He was born at

Paucutuck, Conn., and received his

education in the Warner Polytechnic

School, Providence, R. I. He began his

career as rodman for the Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati & St. Louis R;R., in 1881,

subsequently serving as assistant to the

engineer maintenance of ,way, super-
visor of track, and assistant engineer
maintenance of way, of that railroad.

In 1887 he became assistant to the
division engineer. Eastern Division,

New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R.,

later being promoted to division engi-
neer and then to chief engineer in

charge of property, reconstruction and
maintenance of way. He entered the
service of the New York Central &
Hudson River R.R., in 1899, as super-
visor of bridges and buildings. Eastern
Division. The following year he was
transferred to the Pennsylvania Divi-
sion as division engineer and a year

later to the Western Division. In 1905
he was appointed engineer maintenance
of way.

James M. Edwards, civil engi-

neer and railroad operator, died at New
York City, May 24, at 70 years of age.

He was born in Oglethorpe County,
Georgia, and graduated in civil engi-

neering from the University of Georgia
in 1869. Mr. Edwards was connected
with the construction of the Louisville,

New Orleans & Texas R.R., now the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley R.R., and
was vice-president in charge of oper-

ations and general manager of that

railroad until 1894. He was also con-

nected with the Illinois Central R.R.

In 1890 he moved to New York City,

becoming associated with the R. T.

Wilson Co., and had charge of the Con-

struction of the Yonkers street rail-

way, of which he was president, and
the Nashua electric line in Brooklyn.
Later he re-organized and consolidated

the street railways of Detroit into the

present Detroit United Railways. Mr.
Edwards was also president of the
Matheison Alkali Works, Saltville, Va.,

and of its subsidiary, the Castned-
Eltro Alkali Co., Niagara Falls.

Business Notes

T. E. S P E N c e has been appointed
distict sales manager of the newly
established New England office of the

Reading Iron Co. located in the Comp-
ton Building, Boston. Previous to his

connection with the above company,
Mr. Spence for several years conducted
a private engineering practice in Phil-

adelphia, his clientele including a large
group of industrial organizations.

Later, he was associated with the
Vacuum Oil Co., New York, in a spe-

cial sales capacity, which position he
resigned to join the sales staff of the
Reading Iron Co.

TheBlaw-Knox Company,
Pittsbugh, announces that the U. S.

Senate Has granted a petition to change
the name of the town of Hoboken, Pa.,

where its plant is located, to "Blaw-
nox." The company first established in

Hoboken about five years ago, at the

same time operating another plant at
Wheatland, Pa. About two years ago
the latter plant was removed and added
to the Hoboken works. About 1,000

people are employed in the Blaw-Knox
shops.

0. D. Weaver, formerly with the
Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co., is now
associated with Robert B. Campbell Co.,

of Boston, New England agent for

Ransome Concrete Machinery, Orr &
Sembrow, Sjrmons Clamp Co., and other
manufacturers of contractors' equip-
ment.

The Freeman- Riff Co. is

completing its .new plant at Terre
Haute, Ind. This company manufac-
tures conveying inachinery, specializing

in the design, manufacture and instal-

lation of installations for the handling
of coal in boiler plants and retail coal

pockets. J, B. Freeman, president, will

be in direct charge of plant operation

and pi'oduction. Previous to his pres-
ent position, Mr. Freeman was,.r(?iiief

engineer of the De Pere Manufacraring
Co., De Pere, Wis. D. M. Riff ,

' se'cre-

tary-treasurer, recently resigned from
the American Steam Conveyor Corpor-
ation, as assistant manager of that
concern's New York office.

The Pennsylvania Pump
& Compressor Co., Easton, Pa.,

has opened sales offices at 50 Ckurch
St., New York City; 2222 Chestnut^ St.,*

Philadelphia; Fulton Building, Pitts-
'

burgh; Mutual Building, Richmond,
Va. ; Jefferson Bank Building, Birming-
ham; Newhouse Building, Salt Lake
City, and First National Bank Build-

ing, Milwaukee.

Tractor Fresno Hitch and Control

A new mechanism, enabling the

driver of a tractor to operate a fresno

or grader attached to the tractor by
means of a crescent shaped bar bolted

solid at the center at the drawbar of

the tractor, has been recently con-

structed, tested and is to be placed on
the market. The points of the crescent

fextend outward and backward to clear

the rear wheels of the tractor. The
eye-bars of the fresno are shackled to

the points of the crescent. This hitch

brings the fresno close to the wheels,

so the lateral swing on turns is reduced
to a minimum.

tractor-drawn FRESNO IS NE\Y
grading device

The operation of the fresno is effected

by a hand lever hinged to the body of

the tractor, forward stnd beiow the seat.

From there it passes upward and back-
ward, where it is nfade convenient ^o

the left hand of the tractor operator.

To the upper end of this hand lever,

just back of the operator, the fropt end
of a "Johnson" bar is connected and
the rear of the "Johnson" bar is con-

nected to a bar attached firmly •^o the

fresno. This attachment to the fresno

is in line with the levers about 15 in.

from ':lie middle.

This new mechanism has been de-

signed and built by O. S. Proctor of El
Centre, Cal. Patents on the attach-

ment and control are pending.
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An Economic Study of Highway Design

JUST how far highway engineers have been able to

go in spending money to reduce highway grades, and
to what extent outlay of money to secure better locations

are economical from the viewpoint of motor operation,

have always been more or less indeterminate questions.

Wilson G. Harger, former senior highway engineer.

Bureau of Public Roads, begins in this issue the first

of a series of three articles upon motor operation costs

as affecting highway location and grade design. In

these articles Mr. Harger presents definit^ data upon
the capitalized value of saving in motor vehicle opera-

tion costs due to shortened distances and grade reduc-

tions. As the first or at least one of the first thorough
economic studies of the kind the articles deserve

attention.

New Partners in City Planning

CITY planning is being quickened and stabilized by
the increasing interest in it shown by the realty

operators—or "realtors" as they call themselves. A
few years ago, representatives of realty organizations

v/ere given an important place on the program of the

City Planning Congress. Since then these bodies have

been featuring city planning on their own programs. At
St. Louis, in June, the National Association of Real

Estate Boards not only listened to an address by a city

planning consultant but they also received a report from
their own City Planning Committee. This report,

according to a press summary, "urged greater activity

in city planning" and condemned "the property owner
who through short-sightedness, stands in the way of

greater beauty and utility in city arrangement." No
stronger allies for city planning could be found than

realty operators once they were filled with sound ideas

on the subject and gave it their hearty support. Here-

tofore many of them have been blinded to the ultimate

interests of themselves and their clients through a

desire for immediate profit regardless of the future

welfare of themselves and their city. There have been

notable exceptions as witness the volume entitled

"Principles of City Land Values," by Richard M. Hurd,

(see Engineering Literature Supplement to Engineering

News, March 17, 1904). Municipal engineers should

seize the opportunity to co-operate with local real estate

men, as individuals and organizations, to further

intelligent city planning.

Realtors Promote City Zoning

AFURTHER illustration of the growing interest of

real estate organizations in city planning is af-

forded by the existence of a zoning committee of the

Real Estate Exchange of Birmingham, Ala., which has

collected data on zoning from other cities for presenta-

tion to the exchange. Since zoning places such restric-

tions on the use of land as may readily prevent the safe

of plots, it might be supposed that real estate men would
be against it. But the farsighted view is becoming
more and more common and manv realtors are helping

instead of hindering the zoning movement that is now
sweeping over the country. This is most encouraging.

Production and Transportation

THE fact that distribution is an important supple-

ment of production and that the two are interdepen-

dent features of equal importance to commerce is not

realized as generally as it should be, but it is being shown
very forcibly by the present condition of railway trans-

portation systems. Products badly needed in various

sections of the country are either held because they

cannot be shipped or are making snail-like progress to

their destination. Under such conditions any marked
increase in production serves mainly to increase the

congestion of storage and transportation facilities. It

has been urged, in fact, that the interests of the country

demand immediate increase in transportation capacity

rather than increased production, since products already

have overwhelmed the railways with business. Inland

waterways offer practically no relief. Highway and

electric railway transport, important as they are in

local and short-haul service, can effect only slight relief

in the handling of the vast volume of freight. Distribu-

tion may be divided into long-haul service—or trans-

portation—and local transportation. Along the same

line of thought may be noted a recent paper on "Dis-

tribution and Warehousing" by Charles H. Moores,

warehouse engineer, who states that the distributing

branch of the warehouse business has been developed

only in a few of the largest cities and that 60 per cent

of the men operating merchandise warehouses are un-

aware of the great posoibilities of organized distribu-

tion service. As an example he suggests that a number

of warehouse firms operate a motor truck service and

call the attention of shippers to its advantages as com-

pared with reshipment by railway to local points. It

is important, however, that railway men also should

comprehend the possibilities of utilizing motor trucks

for terminal transfers and the shoi ler hauls.

Simplifying Concrete Design

REINFORCED concrete is a variable material. Its

physical properties are subject to all manner of

change due to ingredients and methods, and actual plac-

ing is never accurate. Design, that is the prediction of

stresses, must therefore always be approximate and

dependent on the factor of safety. Lately, however,

there has been a tendency to carry theoiy too far and to

design much closer than the structure itself can be

built. Were this careful designing and detailing not

expensive in time and effort it might be defended, be-

97
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cause, regardless of the variations in the materal, the

closer theoretical stresses can be predicted the more
dependable will be the factor of safety used. But there

comes a point where economy and common sense demand
simplification. Too many designers see the reinforced-

concrete beam as a precise rectangle with clearly defined

loads and nicely placed heavy lines indicating reinforce-

ment. Such designers are too careful. They may go
so far as one who has recently argued that the differ-

ence in stress in the upper and lower semi-circles of

the tension rod section must be taken into account be-

cause obviously in bending such stress differences exist,

or they may carry the theory of stirrup location to the

point of the placing of the stirrups at the exact center

of gravity of the successive trapezoids of the shear

diagram. This latter offense results in about one
diagram a week being submitted for publication to this

journal. Stirrup design at best is a debatable subject,

and stirrup location in the field highly elastic. So far

as the safety of the structure is concerned some ele-

mentary calculations of size followed by location almost

by eye will serve quite as well as elaborate computations
or tedious following of tabulated or diagrammed data.

Most designing offices follow some such scheme. Why
.should it not be recognized in the literature of the

subject?

"France Will Rise Again"

FOR a number of weeks Engineering News-Record
has been publishing, under the heading "Notes

from Foreign Fields," a series of impressions by its

editor, E. J. Mehren, who is making an extended trip

in Europe. His comments, up to date, have dealt exclu-

sively v/ith things British—the highway problem,
English engineering societies, construction methods and
other subjects, Mr. Mehren crossed the Channel several

weeks ago, and in this issue appears the first of his

comments on conditions in France. He deals with that

country's biggest question—the status of reconstruc-

tion—and his observations are based upon a tour of the

devastated regions, including landmarks such as Ypres,

St. Quentin, Amiens, Albert, Arras, Lens and Lille,

which the World War has made famous for all time.

To engineers generally, and especially to those mem-
bers of the profession who served with the American
Expeditionary Forces and, under the stress of conflict,

traversed much of the ground covered by Mr. Mehren
only a few weeks ago, the story of France's progress in

emerging from the ruins is of intense interest It is

true that a comparatively small number of our over-

seas forces had the opportunity of seeing the devasta-
tion wrought by the enemy in these sectors of northern
France. The greater part of the line in this region was
held by the British, the Belgians or the French, our
own operations centering principally in the east in the
region of St. Mihiel and the Argonne. To certain
of our troops, however, and among them several Ameri-
can engineer regiments attached to the British forces,

the scenes depicted by Mr, Mehren bring back vivid

memories. It was in the region of Ypres and, in fact,

along the whole battle line extending south through the
Somme Valley, that the greatest destruction to French
<:owns was done. It is true that a vast amount of labor

n^.ust be expended to repair the damage done in the
Argonne region where our troops saw their greatest

action, but as a general rule the havoc wrought by
sheil-fire in the Argonne, due to the comparative

rapidity of our advance, does not approach in volume
and in completeness that done in the Flanders region

and throughout the north of France. It is here that

France's greatest effort now is demanded.

Of the outcome there can be little doubt. Mr. Mehren's

message of the progress being made to restore the dev-

astated regions is truly inspiring. For some time

after the armistice when, as was natural, everything

was in a state of disorganization and France was seek-

ing a well-earned breathing spell after her terrible

struggle, progress in reconstruction took the form of

words and plans rather than actual accomplishment on

the ground. The reading of the article in this issue,

dealing with the work at Lens, however, indicates

clearly that conditions have changed and that actual

results are replacing talk and "projects."- The fact

that on the first of May 43 per cent of the shell-torn

farmlands had been cleared and put under cultivation

is a fact of great significance to any one who saw that

territory in 1918, for it tells the story of a supreme
effort to restore conditions to their pre-war status.

From other figures cited in the article it is apparent,

also, that the vital task of rebuilding the roads, of

getting the railroads back into service, of clearing the

land of shells and barbed-wire entanglements and of

filling in the trenches is going on apace. Shattered

houses in the towns and villages are being made habit-

able, but it is natural that this work should proceed

slowly and it will be many years before the traces of

the shelling to which they were subjected will be

removed.

More important, perhaps, than the physical evidences

of the fact that France is emerging from the ruins of

war is the spirit in which the people are attacking the

stupendous problem of bringing a semblance of order

out of chaos. France is hard at work. Union hours,

according to Mr. Mehren's observations, are practically

unknown and the noise of the carpenters busy on the

repair of buildings begins early in the morning and
continues until nightfall. The fact, too, that in the ten

devastated departments 3,967,000 people were residing

on April 1 of this year, as against 1,944,000 at the time

the arm.istice was signed, is an index of the spirit of

determination with which the French nation is "carry-

ing on," Seeing evidences of this courageous attitude

throughout ,liis travels, it is not strange that Mr. Mehren
should w^rite "France is rising—rising rapidly."

Transportation Development in Thinly

Populated Countries

THE provision of transportation facilities needed to

encourage the settlement and development of lightly

settled but productive country is a diflficult problem in

view of the cost, the great distances, the demand for

branches and cross-country connections as well as for

main routes, and the light traffic that must be expected

for several years. In encouraging the settlement and

development which has been interrupted seriously by
the World War the government of the Union of South
Africa and its protectorates is encountering this prob-

lem, as outlined in a report which is abstracted on

p. 103. In this case there is the further condition

that the matter is in the hands of the government, which
must balance the needs and desires of the country

against the problems of taxation and finance.

Roads as auxiliary to railways are discussed in the
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report, but highway development in South Africa is in

its earliest stages, with no definite plan or policy yet

formulated. One result of government ownership of

the railways is a public argument that in districts not

yet supplied with communication the railway depart-

ment should build highways. It is not difficult to

answer this argument. For one thing, there is the

essential difference that a direct charge is made for the

use of railway facilities and the returns are expected

to approximate the expenses, even if they do not show
a profit. But highways, on the other hand, are pro-

vided for the free use of the public, except so far as

taxes may indirectly bring some return to provide for

maintenance and extension. There is the possibility of

adopting the turnpike system, but this appears to be

practically obsolete.

Light railways as an auxiliary means of developing

the transportation system at low cost in sparsely settled

districts are not touched upon in the report. This

seems to be a rather strange omission, especially as

such lines would logically be handled by the Railway
Department independently of the highway problem. It

is probable, however, that they would be a drain upon
the resources of the Railway Department rather than

productive of revenue, and that the benefits accruing to

the districts served and to the country at large would

not appear in the financial reports of the Department.

In what relative degrees the railway system is to be

regarded as a source of revenue and as a means of

development is a question for the government. Much
has been done in the construction of light pioneer rail-

ways in countries having conditions comparable with

those of South Africa. In this connection reference

may be made to recent Canadian projects for light

narrow-gage temporary railways to open up communi-

cation in advance of permanent railway construction.

To sum up the transportation problem of South

Africa, so far as it can be determined from the report

mentioned above, it appears that there is need for the

prompt initiation of a definite and vigorous policy of

highway construction as a matter of public benefit.

Further, the development of both road and railway

systems offers opportunities for promoting the growth

and prosperity of the country. It may be that this in-

dicates a new field for the American engineer, con-

tractor and manufacturer.

The Chicago Drainage Canal Decision

NAVIGATION rights and the power of the War
Department to protect them are held to be supreme

by Judge Landis, of the U. S. District Court, in his

Chicago Drainage Canal decision (see p. 107). Under
the law, the judge holds, Chicago's plea for protection

to its water supply has no standing. He does not pass on

the strength of the plea. He rules out any such plea,

as not within the cognizance of the law governing the

case.

The decision settles nothing. It is merely another step

in a controversy so long drawn out that only those spe-

cially interested remember its origin or are even aware
of its existence. If the United States is as long over

the case on appeal as was the lower court, any one of

many things may have happened before a final decision

is reached. One of these will probably be a compromise

of some kind under which the Chicago Sanitary District

will build or pay for lake regulating works and be per-

mitted to use its drainage canal to its full capacity.
Another will almost certainly be the construction of sev>
age-works to lessen the increasing burden on the canal
due to the rapid growth of Chicago. A remoter possi-
iblity is that Chicago will win Congress to its way of
thinking that .sanitation .shotild be superior to navigation
in this case. Most remote and unlikely, a Secretary of
War may come into office who will depart from the rul-
ings of a long line of predecessors.

The Chicago Drainage Canal has raised many broad
and serious questions of sanitation, navigation and
power, besides governmental questions—local, state, na-
tional and international. All center in the one primary
question: The right in law and equity of diverting
water and sewage from one natural drainage system
into another and thus changing the order of nature and
impairing whatever rights in law or equity may be in-

volved. Such a main question, with its many subsid-
iaries, cannot be left to the decision of any one city.

It becomes a state, or a national, or an international
question, according to the circumstances of each case.

Unfortunately for Chicago, it does not seem to have
foreseen the necessity of going beyond its State legisla-

ture for authority when it launched an unprecedented
drainage canal project with interstate and international
reactions. When Chicago came up against the United
States in the injunction suit brought by St. Louis on
sanitary grounds, it won a Scotch verdict, but it fared
differently with the War Department which has persist-

ently and consistently refused to grant Chicago all the
water it wants to divert from Lake Michigan.

Without presuming to pronounce on the magnitude of
the effect of the drainage canal upon the levels of the
Great Lakes, and thus upon navigation, we have no hesi-
tancy in saying that petty and in some cases almost im-
aginary navigation interests have always been and still

are made paramount to other and far greater interests
because of the rigid interpretation and enforcement of
laws and rules established when navigation was of im-
portance and highway and railway transportation were
in their infancy. Traffic changes and perhaps changes
in sanitary conceptions and needs demand a reconsider-
ation of some of the ancient rules to protect navigation.
But obviously there must be some limit set on the uses
of water for other than navigation purposes. Otherwise
Chicago might claim a continuing right to water for
sewage dilution proportioned to its increasing popula-
tion. Other cities, too, might put in claims for the use
of water for one purpose or another.

Finally, whatever engineers of today, possessed of the
existing body of sewage dsposal data and confronted
with the millions of population soon to be served, might
decide if they were to attack d? novo the Chicago sew-
age problem, we cannot but have admiration for the

conception, design and construction of the Chicago
drainage canal. It is based on the sound principle and
practice of disposal by dilution. It has worked sanitary

marvels for Chicago, including a probable very large part

in the reduction of Chicago's long-time high death rate.

That it has injured either navigation on the one hand
or, on the other, the health of the people in the Missis-

sippi Valley, has not yet been proved. What injury in

both directions, and to power on the Niagara and St.

Lawrence Rivers, might be wrought if Chicago could

take all the water for the canal it might take if under

no check, is another matter. Ample checks exist, so

there need be no fear on that score.
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CLEANING UP DEBRIS AT YPRES AND TYPES OP CONCRETE SLABS AND CORRUGATED IRON HUTS BUILT

Notes from Foreign Fields
—"Lens Will Rise Again"

EOITO|VENGIN£EiaNO NEWS-RECOftO

EDITOR'S NOTE

—

This contribution of Mr. Mehren's
scries is published out of its regular order because of
the intense interest attaching to the reconstruction in

France. It was written in Paris, June 25, immediately

after Mr. Mehren had completed a tour of the

devastated regions.

ON top of a heap of brick and stone that was the

Hotel de Ville (the town hall) at Lens I saw three

days ago this sign in French: "Lens Will Rise Again."

Round about was the most hopeless ruin I have seen in

the devastated regions.

Scarcely a wall of arms-

length height can be

found. Destruction—utter

destruction

!

Yet on the highest heap

of debris stands the sign

of courage and confidence

and dogged determina-

tion
—"Lens Will Rise

Again."

And that is written

across the whole of the

north of France

—

France
Will Rise Again, not by

words, but by deeds.

France is rising from
her ruin. France's scars

of war are disappearing.

France is repeating the days when her recuperative

power astounded the world. She is making another rec-

ord—a record that will eclipse that of the seventies.

Strange words, these, in view of the tales we heard

of a nation exhausted, unable to rise unless helped by
other lands, and particularly by the United States.

Yet this evidence is here and none can dispute it.

I have covered the ground north of Paris—St. Quentin,

Chauny, Noyon, Amiens, Albert, Arras, Lens, Lille, and

up into Belgium, around Ypres. I have talked to

engineers and contractors who have covered every mile

of ground from Verdun on the southeast to Ostende

and Zeebrugge on the Channel, among them Charles A.

Stone, of Stone & Webster and the American Inter-

national Corporation. Their testimony bears out that

v/hich I have .seen. France is rising from her ruins;

she is earning again the admiration which she won in

her recovery in the seventies and in her stubborn resist-

ance in the four years of war.

CATHEDRAL AT YPRES

True, the signs of battle are not wiped out ; they will

not be wiped out for many a year. True, also, that one

can conceive of the work going faster; but unaided,

using only her own resources, short of men and
materials and transportation facilities, she has restored

life in the devastated regions, she has cleared 85 per

cent of the farms of projectiles, and this season (up to

May 1) had put under cultivation 43 per cent of all the

devastated lands.

Let me repeat that and write it in italics

—

In less

than two years after the cessation of hostilities, ^3 per

cent of the churned-up, desolated farming land is pro-

ducing crops. The additional land put under cultiva-

tion since May 1 has probably raised the percentage to

60 or 65.

Let me make it stronger still and hammer it home:
At this very hour—I take the statement from an
official document issued June 20—the ten devastated

departments are producing enough cereals for their

own needs and may, in fact, be able this year to send

cereals to the rest of France.

France Is at Work

The villages, of course, are still in ruins; the indus-

tries are barely getting started; the peasants are living

in all sorts of improvised shelters, from tar-paper-

covered shacks to old army barracks and corrugated-

iron-roofed huts with low sidewalks of concrete. For
many a year they will live in these temporary dwellings

;

but they are at work, they are producing wealth, they

know no union hours, they are not complaining—^they

are just doggedly at work, pulling their destroyed

territory out of the chaos in which it was engulfed.

I hope I will not be mistaken. Northern France

today is not a country in which one would freely choose

to live—unless to help pull in the yoke with these

courageous French peasants. The cities are still

liberally strewed with ruins; Lens and Albert and

Bapaume and other cities are still flat; the villages are

brick heaps, save for the temporary huts—but the

region that was dead has been reborn, the life that was
gone has returned, the upheaved soil is coming under

the plow and producing crops, the villages are rising

again, the less damaged buildings in the cities are being

rapidly restored (yawning gaps in street-rows will be

there for years), and the hum of industry is heard.

A few figures will help to carry the tale to those who
cannot come to see:
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ONE OF THE FIRST TEMPORARY SHELTERS BUILT AT LEXS
©Underwood & Underwood

The population of the ten destroyed departments,

reduced on Nov. 1, 1918, to 1,944,000 has risen (as of

April 1, 1920) to 3,967,000.

Life has been resumed in 4,000 communes where it

was extinct, or practically so. Of 6,445 schools before

the war, 5,345 have resumed their duties, generally in

temporary buildings.

Nearly 1,700 co-operative reconstruction societies

have been organized and 141,000 persons are engaged in

reconstruction operations.

Out of 3,950,000 hectares of land to be restored,

3,339,000 had, on May 1, 1920, been freed of pro-

jectiles, 2,780,000 had been cleared of barbed-vdre

entanglements and 1,680,000 had been ploughed for the

first time. The progress in the seven weeks since these

figures were compiled has probably brought the ploughed

percentage to 60 or 65.

Of 265,000,000 cubic meters of trenches 156,000,000

had been filled, and of 300,000,000 meters of barbed wire

entanglements, 203,000,000 had been taken up. A total

of 15,350,000 cubic meters of debris had been dis

posed of, out of a total of 41,000,000 cubic meters.

In all, 297,000 houses had been totally destroyed, and

277,000 more damaged. Of the latter, 185,000 had been

put in livable condition. Moreover, 28,500 wooden huts,

28,200 temporary wooden houses of fair construction,

and 16,800 temporary houses of brick, concrete slabs,

etc., had been erected.

Of 51,547 km. of highway needing repair at the time

of armistice, 17,789 had been put in temporary condi-

tion, and 2,265 had been completely restored. Seventeen

hundred culverts and bridges out of 3,168 had been

replaced, most of them with temporary structures.

The main-line railroads, whose length I have been

unable to secure, had been completely restored, as had

also the canals. The branch railway lines to the extent

of about 60 per cent had been put in condition to permit

operation and some 391 km. out of 2,386 had been

completed. Of industrial establishments, 2,627 out of

3,508 had resumed operation by May 1. Production is

not at pre-war capacity, but the wheels of industry are

again moving.

All this France has done by herself—practically

unaided. She has done it because of the energy and

devotion and courage of the people of the devastated

regions, backed by the whole of France.

I was awakened by carpenters at 7 in the morning;

I saw them rebuilding industrial plants as I went in to

dinner at 7 in the evening.

The peasants stop only at nightfall.

Yes, "Lens Will Rise Again." France is rising

—

rising rapidly. Paris, June 25.

Machine for Forest Products Laboratory

Tensile, compressive, and bending tests up to

1,000,000-lb. load can be carried out on a new vertical

screw-power testing machine just built for the Forest

Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis. One or two earlier

machines of the same general type and oi the same

capacity has been built, but the present machine is of

somewhat wider range of use. Its overall height is

45 ft., of which 87 ft. is above the level of the table,

and its floor plan is 15 ft. x 10 ft. 8 in. It will take

columns up to 30 ft. long; when arranged for tension

tests the pulling head has a maximum travel of 29 ft.

In transverse testing it can take beam specimens up to

10 ft. long. The upper or weighing head can be fixed

at several different elevations, to adapt the machine con-

veniently to different lengths of specimens; two keys

passing through openings in the weighing column hold

the head. The weighing mechanism is independent of

the power mechanism. Readings on the beam are by

10,000-lb. increments to 1,000,000 lb., a micrometer dial

giving the readings from 100 to 10,000 lb.
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Cold Weather Troubles Encountered

in Water-Works Operation

Slifflitly Condensed from Report of Committee on Cold

JFeather Troubles, Charles R. Bettes, Far Rocka-

wayj N. Y., Chairman; presented at June

Convention of American pVater

IVorks Association.

THE Committee received 85 replies in response to its

questionnaire regarding the cold weather troubles of

1917-18. The information has been tabulated and is filed

with the editor of the Journal of the association. The data

is interesting and valuable but lack the uniformity neces-

sary to make a compi-ehensive comparison, and the Com-
mittee did not feel that the data were such as to warrant

the expense of printing.

Temperature — Extreme low temperatures pi-evailed

throughout the country during the winter of 1917-18. Un-
fortunately, the replies to the questionnaire seldom gave

temperature where trouble was experienced and did not indi-

cate the close relation between trouble and temperature that

one might expect. Trouble was experienced in compara-
tively high temperatures in some localities and none re-

ported at low temperatures in others, without any explana-

tion of this unusual condition. In few cases was the depth

of snow mentioned. Nearly all reported an increase in con-

sumption during the cold period.

Depth of Pipe Cover—The data on depth of piper cover-

ing were interesting but not conclusive except in emphasiz-

ing the need of giving special study to local conditions. Pipe

having a covering of 54 in. of coarse gi'avel froze while pipe

having only 24 in. of cover, but laid in wet ground, escaped.

The size of the pipe and circulation being the same, it is

reasonable to suppose that the nature of the covering ma-
terial accounted for the difference.

Thaicing Methods—The data on thawing were more com-
plete. Forty-six replies reported in more or less detail the

use of electrical current in thawing; 22 reported as to other

means, etc. Important details, however, were lacking in

many cases. In 53 of the cases the information was not

comparable. Steam was used successfully in a number of

cases. The majority of replies clearly favored the use of

electrical thawing and indicated that this method afforded

advantages both as to cost and efficiency. The cost data

were incomplete, a few replies only giving details as to

length or size of pipe, time, etc. The cost for services

ranged from $1.90 to $139 per service; and the time from
thirty minutes to two days. In general, it may be said

that the expense of thawing a service was under $9 and
the time required less than one hour. In the majority of

the cases reported the current was taken from the local

lighting company; 14 water companies did their own thaw-
ing; and in five cases the work was done by plumbers. The
current used ranged from 5 volts and 150 amperes to 125

volts and 600 amperes. Storage batteries were used to

some extent. There is a possibility that the use of elec-

trical current may damage the pipe and connections. We
recommend that those using this method carefully note the

effect with a view of subsequent report to the association.

Many automobiles were converted into effective thawing out-

fits; and there are undoubtedly possibilities in this line.

The committee endeavored to obtain from manufacturers
specifications for an outfit, low in first cost, light in weight,

simple and effective, that could be easily transported by
sleigh or auto and operated by gas engine or the aufco engine

itself. We believe there is a market for such an outfit and
hope that the manufacturers will give the matter earnest

consideration. The committee recominends a generator

operated by a gas or oil engine, set on an iron frame,

equipped with rheostat, automatic circuit breaker, volt-

meter, ammeter, cable, etc., all to be mounted on a trailer

or sleigh, and further suggests the use of a current of from
30 to 50 volts and 130 to 400 am.peres. There should be a

rheostat control to permit increase or decrease in the volt-

age without interfering with the proper operation of the

outfit. By proper manipulation such an outfit should do

both for services and for reasonably sized pipes and if pro-

perly and carefully handled, would be safe and effective.

It was suggested that where high voltage current was
available, an A. C. transformer be held in reserve so that

if more convenient, current could be taken fvom the power
company. The manipulation in this case should be entirely

under the control of the power company. It must be borne

in mind that in the use of any electrical current for thaw-
ing there is definite risk and that care and common sense

must be exercised.

Services Need More Covering—The gi'eatest cold weather
trouble probably comes from frozen services, at least the

greatest "kick" comes from this source. The service pipes

are seldom laid as deep as the mains and often with much
less covering—exactly the reverse of what it should be. Not
infrequently the tap is made near the top of the main and
the goose-neck is perhaps 4 to 8 in. above the main. Ser-

vices should have more covering than the mains and should

be carefully inspected, especially if laid by plumbers. A
main or service that has once given trouble should be low-

ered to prevent a repetition.

Fire Hydrants—A frozen service is more or less incon-

venient but a hydrant out of commission creates a serious

risk. Hydrants should receive special attention and every
hydrant on the system should be inspected late in the fall.

The drip should be open, if the hydrants are set so they can
drain. If set in water, the drip should be plugged and the

hydrants pumped out. Those on dead ends should be packed.

Whei-e it is necessary to take these precautions, hydrants
should be inspected frequently. There should be a rigid rule

to prevent unskilled or curious people opening hydrants
during cold weather "to see if water will run"—a not infre-

quent cause of trouble.

Frozen hydrants were reported successfully cleared by
steam, hot brine, calcium carbide, alcohol or by building a
fire about them. No information was given as to the effect

of salt or cai'bidr on the valves. Alcohol was reported as

giving satisfactory results but it is rather expensive and
since the prohibition amendment might be considered un-
safe; not, however, as unsafe as the practice of building

fires. Ordinary hot brine will do good work. If the trouble

is in the branch, salt and carbide are said to be effective.

A Local Problem—The operating man must study the

conditions in his locality and solve them as a local problem
and not be governed too much by what may be good practice

in other localities. This refers not especially to cold

weather troubles (which after all are of comparatively small
moment) but to the operation of the entire plant. The ac-

tual number of services, hydrants and mains frozen is a

very small per cent of the whole, and indicates that water,
works in general are as efficiently managed as other
businesses.

Floating Jib Crane of 200 Tons Capacity

In building a steam-power floating crane for very

heavy lifts for the Cammel, Laird & Co. shipyard, at

Birkenhead, England, the builders, Cowan, Sheldon &
Co., Ltd., of Carlisle, adopted the luffing-jib type but

without rotation, the jib being hinged directly to the

tower fixed to the deck of the scow. The crane has a

lifting capacity of 200 tons at 65-ft. clear reach beyond

the end of the scow, and with capacity for 30 tons lift on

an auxiliary block at a reach of 972 ft. clear. The for-

ward post of the tower, carrying at its top the end pin

of the jib, is set 35 ft. inward of the forward edge of

the scow. The main hoist consists of two separate 100-

ton blocks, which for joint lifting are coupled by a

crosshead. The rate of lift at maximum capacity is S

ft. per minute, while the 30-ton auxiliary hoist has a

lifting speed of 40 ft. per minute. LuflJing for hoisting

the jib is done at a late requring 20 min. for the full

range of about 50 deg. vertical angle, under maximum
load. Outline drawings of the crane and a brief des-

cription are given in Engineering of June 25, 1920.
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Road and Railway Transportation
in South Africa

Relation of Government Owned Railways, Roads
and Motor Service in Developing New

Lands for Settlement and Farming

INCREASE in transportation facilities to promote the

development of the country is a problem before the

government of South Africa. In addition to the con-

tinual demand for railway extension there is a growing
demand for a system of public roads to supplement the

railway system. These two factors of the transporta-

tion problem, together with the relations between them,

are discussed in a report by Sir William W. Hoy, general

manager of the Depai'tment of Railways and Harbors.

Highway development appears from the report to

have been left to local authorities, which have not been

able to make much progress. It is pointed out by Sir

William Hoy, however, that highways constitute a

national rather than a local consideration, because the

prosperity of the country depends upon the development

of its material resources, which in turn depend largely

upon the provision of transportation facilities. Owing
to the long distances with consequent heavy expendi-

tures for both construction and maintenance in relation

to a thin and scattered population it is considered that

proper development of the highway system is beyond

the financial limitations of local authorities and that

therefore the government should provide at least main
roads sufficient to develop the resources and increase

the prosperity of districts upon which road taxation

must be levied.

It has been suggested that road construction in

country districts not served by railways should be

undertaken by the Railways and Harbors Department,

as other government departments are not in financial

position to assume the responsibilities, while both roads

and railways are factors in land transportation. Sir

William Hoy dissents from this view. He states that

road construction and control are not properly functions

of a railway system and that users of the railways

would object to paying largely increased rates and fares

in order to provide money for highway work. Further-

more, he points out that though there may be advan-

tages in grouping roads and railways in one department,

the financing of the two systems must be kept separate.

He is not prepared to say that co-ordinated control of

roads and railways is necessary in South Africa, but he

considers that a present and absolute necessity is a

progressive road policy controlled by an authority

having sufficient financial resources for a general

program of development.

On the other hand he argues that no railway system,

however complete, will suffice to meet the transportation

needs of a country, whether thinly or thickly populated.

Even allowing for an extensive and continuous program
of construction, many districts of South Africa will

have to wait several years before they have railway

communication, to say nothing of the branches and
feeders needed to promote and assist development. Rail-

ways cannot serve directly all the farms and it will be

many years before all farms are even within such close

reach of a railway as to make intensive cultivation

profitable, to secure economic transportation and to

admit of produce being delivered to competitive markets.

That some alternative and auxiliary means of trans-

port is necessary, therefore, it is stated -i the report,
which discusses motor transport on highways as a
possible auxiliary or feeder system, reference being
made to the practice of several English railways in

operating road motor service in agricultural districts.

Flexibility is the great advantage v^f a service of this

kind for collecting products, distributing supplies and
handling local traffic in such a way as to meet the
needs and develop the resources of outlying districts.

But motor transportation requires good roads and in

South Africa these exist only in the neighborhood of
large cities. Heavy wear and consequent heavy main-
tenance and repair work on the roads will attend the
development of motor traffic and must be considered
in any highway program.
A thorough investigation to determine the best means

of solving the transportation problem is an urgent
necessity, according to the report, which points out that
future prosperity depends upon the opening up of

internal resources and that the full development of the
country cannot be obtained until something is done to

improve the transportation facilities.

Light Creosote Oils in Wood Preservation

Light creosote oils properly injected into wood ap-

parently will prevent decay until the wood wears out
or until it checks so badly that the untreated portions
are exposed. Such is the indication of service records
collected by the U. S. Forest Products Laboraton- on
railway ties and telegraph poles preserved with low
boiling creosotes.

Creosotes used in ties from 25 to 50 years ago were
for the most part oils having 50 per cent or more
distilling below 235 deg. C, with a residue not to ex-

ceed 25 per cent at 315 deg. C. The ties so treated

lasted from 15 to 20 years, and failure was traceable

in most cases to mechanical wear, such as rail cutting

and spike killing. In no case was failure found to be
the fault of the preservative.

Of 1558 telegraph poles in the Montgomery-New
Orleans line, which were pressure- treated with a light

creosote oil, 1049 poles were still sound after 16 years.

In 91 per cent of the cases of decay the fungi had
entered the wood throuvrh checks and shakes. Repre-
sentative sections in the Norfolk-Washington line

showed that after 17 years service, of the 1614 poles

inspected, 1469 were sound, 92 decayed at the top,

and 105 decayed at the ground line. The decay at the

top was caused chiefly by cutting off the poles. In

those decayed at the ground line, the causes of failure,

as determined in 88 per cent of the cases, were checks

or shakes. Here again as in the ties, the preservative

outlasted the mechanical life of the wood.

The following conclusions are from the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratory "Technical Notes," recently issued:

"Unless som.e other factor than protection from
decay is considered important therefore, there is ap-

parently no need to specify high boiling oils. The im-

portant point is that any coal tar creosote which is not

extremely low boiling or extremely high boiling will

satisfactorily prevent decay, and in the selection of

an oil, factors such as price, penetrability, and con-

venience in handling should receive greater considera-

tion than moderate diifierences in volatility."
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Motor Operation Costs as Affected By Highway Location
and Grade Design—Part I

'Mileage Service" Prime Consideration of General Policy— Extreme Refinements of Location
Impracticable—Economic Grade Limits Defined and Recommended Practice Enunciated

By Wilson G. Harger
Former Senior Hig-hway Engineei- l^. .S. Office of I'liblic Roads

MANY engineers, particularly men with railroad

training, seem to feel that highway location and
grade design should be based strictly upon a ton-mile

cost analysis. Very few roads are designed strictly upon
this basis, and the writer believes that the reasons why
they are not, are sound, except for unusual cases. It is

the intention of this article to outline the desirable fea-

tures of locating from the standpoint of motor opera-

tion, and, at the same time, indicate the practical limi-

tations in applying them. Certain general principles

can be derived from the laws of mechanics modified by
judgment. The data given have been used by the writer

for some time as a basis for comparison of routes and
alternate locations. The relative operating costs on dif-

ferent grades are, at present, entirely a matter of per-

sonal judgment and must be used as such.

Railroads have spent large sums to reduce the ton-

mile cost, and in their locations careful comparative

estimates are made of construction cost and operating

cost. Why is this not done more in highway location,

considering the increase in mechanical transport? One
of the evident reasons is that railroads get a direct

tangible money return in dividends for their expendi-

ture, and the returns to a community on a public road

investment are too intangible. It is undoubtedly true

that to get the full value of an improved road system

the engineering location should be made for the most

efficient use of motor vehicles, but there is no possi-

bility of obtaining, nor any justification for expending,

extremely large sums to reduce the ton-mile cost below

that obtained by the usual modern highway design.

If we had unlimited funds a careful analysis might

be carried out on special roads, but we must consider

the following fact: The locations of roads in well

settled districts are practically confined to existing

rights-of-way, except for minor relocations to avoid

extreme grades or for reasons of safety. This is neces-

sary, for the community has grown along these well

set routes and the principle of direct contact holds.

These rights-of-way were not necessarily laid out with

regard to economic road location. In fact, they are

often arbitrarily fixed by land section lines, or loca-

tions where a poor road could be constructed originally

without much labor or cost. The cost of new rights-of-

way for entire nev>^ locations and the difficulties of

acquiring them are prohibitive at this stage of develop-

ment in road building, except in unusual cases. The

improved roads of today are only a progressive stage

in the development of highway transport. The demand

for them and the satisfaction in their use lie mainly

in the fact that they provide a firm surface and can

be used the year round; that they cheapen somewhat

the cost of hauling, that they make the use of light

automobiles feasible for long and fast trips. The com-

munity is willing to pay a certain amount for the im-

provement in road conditions which the usual practice

in modern road construction gives, but it is not willing

to pay large additional sums for further reduction in

ton-mile hauling costs. Only a comparatively few men
would get a direct benefit from such expenditure. The
indirect returns to the community are too intangible.

Much of the road traffic is pleasure traffic and a few
more gallons of gas mean nothing. If the owner did
not spend his surplus for*gas he would spend it for ice

cream, soda, or the movies. There seems to be no way
of making the few road users who would be benefited

by a further reduction in hauling cost pay the price
ot the necessary construction. It may be that for cer-

tain toll roads, some time in the future we can use a
ton-mile location analysis, but we are not yet up to
such a standard.

Mileage Service First Principle

This does not mean that the engineer should not
make an effort to get the best possible location, but he
should bear in mind that the first principle of general
policy considering any comprehensive road improve-
ment program is "mileage service," and he should aim
to get the greatest mileage of road that will serve the

great majority of road users. Poor grades or poor
alignment should never be used on high grade improve-

ments as they are the fundamental elements of design,

but there is a limit to expenditures that would further

reduce the ton-mile hauling cost.

Saving in distance is valuable; saving in total rise

and fall is valuable ; and the elimination of sharp curves

is desirable. Every effort is made to accomplish these

results, utilizing the existing roads where we have to;

making minor relocations to avoid extreme grade or

danger, because the sentiment of the community ap-

proves of these measures, but always bearing in mind
that today and for a long time to come mileage is the

prime requisite of the programs. It is possible in

sparsely settled communities to make reasonable engi-

neering locations but in these districts shortage of

funds often plays havoc with our intentions.

It is well to bear in mind what distance saving is

worth, and what a saving in total rise and fall is worth.

The data given are, of course, of general value only, as

the fluctuating cost of motor operation, the types of

hauling, and special conditions of all sorts affect the

figures. They, however, show in a general way that it

is well worth while to reduce traffic losses arising from

these elements of needlessly poor location or design.

A. R. Hirst gives the above conservative figures on

the value of saving distance:

If the very conservative sum of 10c. per mile is allowed

for each mile of travel save , the saving of a mile in dis-

VALUE OF
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tance on highways carrying" the foreg"oing average number
of vehicles per day, will save the traveling public the given

amount per year, which is the interest at 5 per cent on the

amount gj*ren«in the thiixl column.

The value of eliminating rise and fall cannot be

figured with any degree ot accuracy, as there are too

many indeterminate and variable factors, but in the

Writer's opinion it is not likely that the capitalized

value of saving one foot of rise and fall, per 100

vehicles per day'on long- routes, will exceed $60 on light

grades or $400 on heavy grades. For small grading

reductions on short hills the time factor is of no con-

sequence, and the practical value of saving a foot rise

or fall is not, probably, more than J of these figures.

CSee Part II of this article.)

It is very evident that considerable expenditure is

justified to reduce distance and rise, but it is also

evident that it would be impractical to carry this method
of location to its logical conclusion by expenditures in

any way approximating the figures given. The location

of a free public road with no direct revenue return

cannot be analyzed from the same point of view as a

trunk line railroad. Before large expenditures are

made for unusual refinements in location it is just as

well to get a reasonably complete mileage of good,

usable, firm-surfaced roads, as 100 mi. of the usual

modern improved road are more valuable to the com-

munity as a wholQ than 50 mi, of more scientifically

located highways. Needlessly short mileage is the most
serious criticism that can be made of any general policy.

Summary of Motor Traffic Considerations

The design of a highway should, however, comply, as

nearly as possible, with the theoretical demands of

cheap operation. The principles used in this connec-

tion may be stated as follows:

1. The selection of maximum grade within the bounds

of standard practice is not affected by the ability of

single-unit motor vehicles«to climb. Long trailer trains

would modify the maximum grade.

2. The selection of maximum grade within the bounds

of standard practice does not affect the factor of safe

descent.

3. For a fixed rise and fall and distance, a combina-

tion of different rates of grade have no effect on fuel

consumption. However, the total cost of motor opera-

tion, including the time factor, is, probably, slightly

less for a uniform grade. This effect is not, however,

noticeable enough to reduce the steepest grade below a

reasonable maximum, and has no practical effect what-

ever on the use of rolling grades—as the value of

smoothing out a rolling grade becomes less as the rate

of grade is reduced.

4. For a fixed rise and variable distance depending

upon the rate of grade, the lower the rate of grade

the higher the fuel consumption and operating cost.

Under these conditions the grade should be kept to

the steepest reasonable rate.

5. In the matter of convenience in driving, it is

desirable to avoid shifting gears. The grade at which

gears are shifted for the ordinary car on improved

roads is about 6 per cent—10 per cent for pleasure

cars and 5 pei cent to 8 per cent for standard trucks.

This, however, is subject to constant change and not

of much importance.

6. The value of distance saved can be closely approxi-

mated.

7. The value of rise and fall saved cannot be closely

figured, but it is certain that it ha.s more money value
on steep grades than on light grades.

8. In locating roads, distance can be balanced against
lise but it is not possijle to analyze this closely. As
a rule, distance should rarely be increased, particularly

if good alignment is lost, unless it is necessary to

get a reasonable maximum grade, or unless a notice-

able ri.se and fall can be eliminated by a short additional

distance.

f). Ruling grades need not be consistent in rate, so

far as ordinary motor traffic is concerned, as they do
not limit the load of single-unit motors.

From the standpoint of motor traffic the two most
important considerations are short distance and the

elimination of needless rise and fall on steep grades.

Rate of grade or the elimination of rise and fall on

light grades has very little effect.

Effect of Grade Selection

With the data at hand it is not possible to analj'ze

the cost of motor operation closely for different rates

of grade^ but certain fundamental principles of road

location can be established, by the principles of mechan-
ics modified by judgment. Reduction in distance, time

of travel and needless rise and fall are desirable, but

it is very difficult to put a money value on such sav-

ings, particularly the elements of time and rise.

Practically, a little extra gas means nothing to a

large proportion of road traffic, and a little extra time

means less, for we all waste much of our time in spite

of the teachings of efficiency. Therefore, to attempt

to place a construction value on the saving of a little

fuel and time hardly looks reasonable for most condi-

tions. Under some circumstances, however, such as

long distance main roads, particularly where regular,

systematic truck freighting occurs, the time element is

a real factor and should be considered. The writer has

been in the habit of eliminating the time factor in

considering motor traffic on local service roads, but

includes it for special service commercial roads. This

as a general rule means about twice as much expendi-

ture is justified for savirg distance and about three

times as much for saving rise on special service roads

as upon local service roads.

The discussion is only of general value and will first

develop certain principles of location, and then a rough

approximation of operating costs on different grades.

Light and heavy trucks are commonly operated on

firm surfaced roads up and down 15 per cent grades.

Light passenger cars have no difficulty in climbing 15

per cent grades even on fairly poor natural s3il roads.

The safety of descent depends largely on the condition

of the road surface and the brakes, but it is not a

noticeable factor in design up to 12 per cent which is

beyond the reasonable bounds of modern practice in

grade selection. That ;".s\ the factors of climbing poiver

of sinjle-iinit motor vehicles, and safe descent, do not

affect the selection of grade from the standpoint of

motor transport.

Drivers dislike to be forced into second or low gear.

If it is possible to determine approximately the rate

of grade at which most cars or trucks shift gear, some

information is had on grade selection. It is, of course,

difficult to figure this closely, for as motor design im-

proves gear ratios vary. Then cars run on varying

degrees of efficiency, gasoline varies in quality, etc.,

but as a matter of interest the author's experience indi-
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cates that the average light pleasure car of the year

1919 shifts into second gear at about 7 per cent and

that very little gear shifting is necessary on long 6

per cent grades. W. C. Slayton, a truck fleet manager,

says that his 5-ton standard gear ratio trucks generally

drop into second at about 5 per cent and that very

little shifting would be required on long 4 per cent

grades. Passenger automobiles drop into low at about

10 per cent and the 5-ton trucks into low at about

8 per cent.

From the standpoint of convenience in driving pleas-

ure cars these premises, if they apply, indicate that if

for any reason a 6 per cent grade can not be obtained

you might just as well use a 10 per cent and that heavy

expenditure to get a 7 per cent or an 8 per cent has

no bearing on the convenience of the road. This

applies only to scenic routes. In the same way for

truck hauling, if you can't get a 4 per cent there is

no object from the standpoint of convenience in using

less than an 8 per cent. Other factors, however, apply

to reduce this extreme jump as discussed later. It

should however be borne in mind that if trucks are

operating regularly over a stated route special gear

ratios can be and are used to meet the existing

grades. Convenience therefore plays a minor part in

grade selection.

Fuel Consumption

For an eqtial distance between terminals and an equal

rise and fall the fuel consumption does not theoretically

depend on the rates of grade. If, however, the selection

of rate of grade affects the distance, but not the rise

and fall, the lower rate of grade ^oill increase the fuel

consumption. To illustrate: Suppose a tractor is haul-

ing a train of farm wagon trailers on a hard surfaced

road ; and suppose there are --,b

two villages A and B (see

Fig. 1) 10,000 ft. apart and

100 ft. different in eleva-

tion. The theoretical energy in foot pounds per ton

of load required to haul between these points is for all

practical purposes the same for any ordinary maximum
grade as shown in Table No. 1.
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Side Agricultural Roads—Anv long grade up to 7

per cent is satisfactory.

Scenic Pleasure Roads—Six per cent is convenient;

but any grade up to 10 per cent is suitable, provided the

alignment is safe.

Consistent Maximnm Grades—Considerable expendi-

tu'-e is justified to obtain consistent maximum grades

for the benefit of team or trailer-train hauling.

(To Be Continued.)

Six-Track Coal and Water Station

for Through Trains
Quick Service for Heavy Traffic on P. & L. E. R.R.

With Minimum of Manual Labor—Water
Supply Requires Treatment

ALOCOMOTIVE coaling and water station on a six-

track line, capable of serving trains at 10-minute

intervals in both directions, A'ith a 20-minute stop for

each train, has been built on the Pittsburgh & Lake

Erie R.R. at Brightwood, Pa., vi'here there are four

running tracks and two freight train sidings of 100

cars capacity.

The use of mechanical

equipment has made it pos-

sible to reduce operating

labor to a minimum. Traffic

averages 20 to 35 freight

trains daily in each direction.

The plant is .even miles

west of Pittsburgh and sup-

plants an old one at Groveton,

two miles farther west. Coal,

water and sand can be sup-

plied to trains on all six tracks,

while the four inner or freight

tracks also have ashpits where

engine fires are cleaned. Three

stops are made, one to take

water and drop ashes and the

others to take coal and sand.

Freight trains are frequently

operated on the two outside

or passenger tracks. A view

of the plant is shown in Fig.

1, and Fig, 2 is a general lay-

out plan. A 750-ton rein-

forced- concrete coal bin spans the two middle

tracks and is cantilevered out over the idjacent

tracks, the chutes for the two outer tracks being carried

b> a steei bridge. The coal elevator tower, conveyor

bridge and conveyor house above the bin are of steel

construction, sheathed with asbestos-covered corrugated

iron. Coal is delivered in hopper bottom cars set out

on a stub having capacity for ten loaded cars above the

track hoppers and ten empties below them. As this

track has a grade of 1 per cent descending to the main

line, the cars can be fed to the hoppers by gravity. A
derailing switch set normally for a diversion track pro-

tects the main line against runaway cars.

Two track hoppers serve two coal elevators, each of

which has a 2i-ton skip and individual hoisting ma-

chinery. In general one elevator is kept for reserve.

The elevators operate automatically when started and

each has a capacity of 75 tons of run-of-mine coal per

hour, while the machinery is designed to handle lumps
as large as 2-ft. cubes. Both skips discharge into a

single hopper at the top of the tower, from which the

coal is fed to an inclined rubber belt conveyor discharg-

ing above the center of the bin, so that the coal is

self trimming. The belt has a handling capacity equal

to the total of both ships. With this equipment a

24-hour supply of coal can be delivered to the bin during
one 8-hour day shift.

Sand is dum.ped from hopper cars into a track hopper
on the down grade side of the coal hoppers and is

raised by a bucket-belt elevator to a belt conveyor

which delivers it to a bin having capacity for forty

carloads, or 2,000 tons. From the bin the sand is

delivered manually to a bucket-belt elevator for deliver^'

to hoppers which feed the drying stoves. The dry

sand passes by gravity over inclined screens to a hopper-

bottom '^in and thence to the boot of another belt-

bucket elevator, which in turn feeds a belt conveyor

running to two storage bins in the top of the coal bin.

Each bin has a capacity of 225 cu.ft. and from it there

is a gravity feed through 6- and 4-in. pipes to 4-in.

swinging chutes which serve three tracks.

Water is taken from the Ohio River, which flows

FIG. 1. COAL AND WATER .STATION SKKVKS TRAINS ON SIX TRACKS

beside the railway. It requires treatment to make it

fit for use in boilers, as it is very hard in dry seasons,

and in flood time carries a large amount of matter in

suspension. An attempt was made to get a supply

by sinking wells to a gravel stratum below the river

bed, but the water contains too much salt.

Intermittent treatment was adopted, as continuous

plant supplying one storage tank would not give suf-

ficient time for sedimentation. Two steel tanks or stand-

pipes, of 400,000 gals, capacity each, are used alter-

nately. As the raw water enters the tank it is dosed

at the inlet pipe with a soda-ash and lime solution.

To determine the quality of both raw and treated

water, a few simple titration tests are made daily by

the pumper, using standard solutions of soap, of soda

and of acid. The amount of soda and lime required

for each tank is determined by the tests of the raw

water and by standard tables supplied to the pumper
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by the railway company's chemist. Tests of the treated

water indicate the efficiency of the treatment.

With this size of tank and an 8-hour pumping period

about 16 hours are allowed for chemical reaction and

subsequent sedimentation before the water is required

for use. At the beginning of the next pumping period,

the operator changes six valves, diverting the raw water

and solution to the empty tank and connecting the full

tank to the 16-in. supply main to the 12-in. water

columns. Quick-acting gate valves are operated by
levers attached to the stems. As the sets of valves are

in proper position when the three levers for one tank

are up and the other three are down, there is little

of the ash hoist is started by pressing a button in the
tunnel, the car and skip mechanism being interlocked

to prevent interference. One man for each shift can
handle the removal of ashes even with twelve locomotives

per hour. Other ash plants on this road require two
men per shift. With the present wage scale capitalized

as explained above in regard to the pumpers there is a
capi-'al saving of $75,000 by eliminating three men.
At the river end of the ash tunnel is a pump room

for the water supply plant, containing two electrically

driven pumps with a capacity of 350 gal. per minute.

Although tLis room has been submerged during high-

water periods, the operation of the plant has not been

.-CHEMICAL HOUSE

WET SAND HOUSE

.ToP'rttebunqh

..-DRY SAND HOUSE

^-•MACHINE HOUSE

Eas-Kvard Possenofer

Eas+ward Freigh+

Ea&-twarol FreigM- Siding, lOB Ca^;

FIG. 2. LAYOUT OF BRIGHTWOOD COAL. AND WATER STATION. P. & L. E. R.R.

chance for mistake or confusion on the part of the

pumper. Inlet and outlet pipes are 10-in. and 16-in.

in diameter respectively while the solution is fed

through a 11 in pipe.

Four water columns are installed, one for each out-

side or passenger track and one for each pair of freight

tracks. As the ashpits are short, all engines are spotted

in the same position, in order that the water columns

can be so located that the firemen can fill the tender

tanks while the hostlers are cleaning the ashes from
the fireboxes.

Investigation showed the economy of a large pumping
plant with which one pumper working 8 hr. could pump
and treat water suflJicient for a day's supply, as com-

pared with a smaller plant requiring three men for

three hour shifts. Two triplex pumps were available

and together could deliver 42,000 gals, per hour, so

that one man on an 8-hour shift could easily supply

300,000 gals, which is in excess of the present maxi-

mum daily consumption. At the present wage scale,

the annual salary of a pumper exceeds the interest on

$25,000 at 5 per cent, so that the use of a plant requir-

ing one man instead of three was equivalent to saving

$50,000 in capital expense.

Locomotives on the four freight tracks drop ashes

into hoppers having bottom gates over a transverse

tunnel in which an electric car runs. W^hen this car

is loaded it is run to the end of the tunnel and dumps
the ashes into the bucket of a hoisting tower near the

coal elevator. From the tower the ashes are spouted

to a concrete bin over the coal car track, so that empty
coal cars can be loaded with ashes. Each round trip

affected, as the tunnel concrete v^as made waterproof
in order to provide against this contingency. A
l:21:4i gravel concrete was used, the cement having
lime paste added in the proportion of 8 per cent of

its volume. A coating of coal tar pitch was applied

to the exterior of the walls and roof.

Electric current for power and light is furnished
from the railway company's power plant at McKees
Rocks, four miles distant, the combined load represent-

ing about 200 hp. Negotiations were opened with a
local electric company, but as no allowance could be
secured for the short working periods of the motors
the minimum change was prohibitive. An alternating

current line for signal purposes was being constructed

at that time by the railway and three additional wires

were installed to carry the 6,600-volt current for the

coaling station. It is estimated that the saving over

the charge for outside supply will pay in three years for

the 4-mile power lines and the transformers, while there

will be equal reliability of service.

Comfort and safety of the men have been given at-

tention. Clearances are ample, stairs and walks have

guard railings and protection is afforded against fall-

ing counterweights at the chutes in case of breakage

of their chains or cables.

The design and construction of the plant were under

the direction of the late J. A. Atwood and his suc-

cessor, A. R. Raymer, chief engineer of the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie R.R. The general contractors were Pihl

& Miller, Pittsburgh, Pa., and R. H. Beaumont & Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., had the contract for the machinery

equipment.
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Sectional Floating Drydock Made
Continuous by Interlocks

Timber Structure at Pensacola Has Longitudinal
Truss System in Wing Walls of Each

of Five Sections

FLOATING dry docks, mostly of from 5,000- to

10,000-ton capacity have been built in a number of

ports in this country since the war increase in shipping

has made repair facilities imperative. Among them is

the recently completed dock for the Bruce Dry Dock

Co., at Pensacola, Fla., which was built by the Aberthaw
Construction Co. of Boston, Mass., after designs by the

Crandall Engineering Co. of East Boston, Mass. Some
of the details of the structural designs of this dock are

worthy matters for record. Of particular interest are

the interlocking connections whereby the longitudinal

trusses of the wing ualLs of each of the five timber
sections are made continuous for the length of the

structure.

The dock is built of timber throughout and is

designed for a norm.al lifting capacity of 5,000 tons. It

is, however, capable of handling a maximum load up to

6,000 tons, for each of the five sections has a reserve

buoyancy of 1,200 tons, with the deck practically awash.

It has a ^ength overall of 380 ft., an extreme width of

94 ft., with a width of 78 ft. 2 in. between the wings

at top and 74 ft. 2 in. at deck level. The pontoons are

12 ft. deep, and can be submerged to give 18 ft. of

water over the top of the 42 in. keel blocks.

For the handling of large ships floating drydocks

are generally of the sectional type, in which any one sec-

tion, by turning through 90° can be docked in the

remaining sections and thus painted or repaired. There
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63-0 "C. /p C. ofP/nS
Side Framing

->^^Vyl£'

DETAILS OF FRAMING OP PKNSACOLA DRY DOCK

are three types of such docks, those consisting of several "pressure, of buoyancy of the water, on the bottom of the

independent units, those with continuous side wings dock. This pressure is uniformly distributed all over

and those built as a sectional dock but with longitudinal the bottom, while the bulk of the ship's weight is con-

trusses as a means of connecting the sections at top and centrated along the center line on the keel blocks. In

bottom. The Pensacola dock is of the last type, and is order to distribute this concentrated load evenly over

of all timber design, though in some docks of this type the bottom of the dock, a special form of transverse

the side or wing walls ,are of structural steel frame- truss developed by the Crandall Engineering Co. is used

^YQj.j^^
on all docks designed by that company. These trans-

In raising' a ship, the ^vork is done by the upward verse trusses are located every few feet along the

'nv'O OF THE SECTION.S OF DR^ DOCK UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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ONE OP THE SECTIONS JUST AFTER LAUNCHING

length of the dock. This truss design is a simple,

statically determinate type of such form that the

stresses in the various members may be accurately

calculated.

The design of the dock is such that when the

U-shaped sections are connected together they form a

rigid unit which will support the weight of the ship

without distortion either of the ship or the dock. This

is accomplished by the system of longitudinal trusses.

In each wing w^all of a section there is incorporated the

panel of a longitudinal truss. When the sections are

joined, by means of the steel castings, these panels are

formed into one truss extending along each wing wall of

the dock. A set of continuous timbers runs along the

upper outer edge of each wing wall. At the center,

where the two 31-ft. timbers are spliced, is a cast-steel

member with bearings for two 4-in. steel pins. These

are the connecting points for the diagonals running

from the center top to the two lower corners of the sec-

tion. These diagonals, 39 ft. long, are attached at the

lower end, also by means of a 4-in. steel pin, to a large

steel casting forming the point of junction between the

one section of the dock and the next. Between the

castings at the ends are steel tie rods, consisting of eye-

bars, fitted with turnbuckles, for taking tensile stress,

and timbers to take the compression load.

The connections between sections are made by means
of 7 in. steel pins, top and bottom, let into the heavy

cast-steel members, as shovni in the drawings herewith.

The casting at the bottom corner measures more than

6 ft. vertically and more than 4 ft. in the direction of

length of the dock wall. Its width in the other direc-

tion is almost 4 ft. This casting transmits the tension

or compression from the bottom chord and diagonals

and the shear from the diagonals. The casting at the

upper part of the dock is much more simple, having only

the function of transmitting the tension or compression

of. the top chord.

As the waters where this dock is to be used are

heavily infested with teredos, protection against damage
is necessary. Consequently each section will be

sheathed over the entire bottom and each of the sides

to above the load water line, with two complete layers

of sheathing. Each layer consists of felt put on with a

coating of tar and covered with a double thickness of

creosoted boards, fastened with galvanized nails. This

sheathing ^^iH cover the timber construction of the dock,

which consists mainly of long-leaf yellow pine.

Control of the flotation of the dock is accomplished

by means of vertical centrifugal pumps placed in the

bottom of the several sections. There is one pump to

each of the four transverse compartments in each sec-

tion. Each pump i.s driven by it's own electric motor,
located at the top of the side wall, and connected with
the pump by a long shaft. The center of suction open-
ing is 40 in. above the bottom of the dock. The pump
and motor capacity have been made sufficient to raise

the doci<, with load of five thousand tons in 45 min. of

continuous pumping.
The twenty motors operating the pumps are each of

20 hp. operating on three-phase, sixty-cycle current at

850 r.p.m. They are direct connected to the pump
shafts, and take current at 220 volts. The twenty pumps
are 10 in. centrifugal single suction pumps of the

closed impeller type. The operation of the dock will

be controlled by a dockmaster stationed at the pier at

the head of the dock. The pump motors will be con-

trolled from a single switch house near the dock-

master's station.

Road Oils and Carpet Coats
Abstract of a Paper Read by J. A. Duchastel Before

the Canadian Good Roads Congress at

Winnipeg, Manitoba

THAT the scarcity and inefficiency of labor and the

general high cost of materials u.sed in road construc-

tion, as well as the difficulty encountered in securing

them, have so affected road construction programs that

the highway engineer is face to face with a problem

that demands not only the strictest economy, but the

employment of every resource in preserving existing

mileage, was the gist of a paper read by J. A. Duchastel,

city engineer and manager, Outremont, Quebec, before

the recent annual good roads congress given under the

joint auspices of the Manitoba Good Roads Association

and the Canadian Good Roads Association at Winnipeg.

Mr. Duchastel asserted that "the greatest of all prob-

lems in road construction today, after drainage, is road

maintenance." He said that road maintenance should

begin the day a new surface has been completed and

that only through the most careful study of maintenance

requirements could existing mileage be preserved. Fol-

lowing are some of the most pertinent of the points in

Mr. Duchastel's paper:

While it is admitted that a surface treatment with bitu-

minous material is a ready means of salvaging many tj-pes

of pavement, on the otl' r hand, it must be remembered
that the road to be treated must have a foundation of suf-

ficient strength to sustam the traffic that it is going to have;

that the drainage must be good; and that the road surface

must be in good condition. No surface coat will last if

these conditions are lacking.

The surface treatment must be considered ar^ a preserva-

tive in the same way as a carpet over a hardwood floor;

the carpet coat has to be renewed frori time to time in the

same manner as the carpet over a wooden floor.

Dust-laying oils of asphaltic or tar origin do not, as a

general rule, form a protective coat as the heavier oils used

in connection with carpet coating. In many cases, far from
protecting the surface of the road, these light oils have

introduced an element of lubrication in the upper layers of

the road surface with the result that disintegi'ation often

sets in faster than it would normally.

A sure indication of wear on a road is the presence of

dust, and a bituminous carpet coat properly laid will stop

the appearance of dust and will preserve the road both from

wear and from disintegration due to the presence of water.

It will render the road practically impervious. Bituminous

materials used for a carpet coat should be asphaltic oil con-

taining from GO to 80 per cent asphalt or refined tars con-

taining few or no constituents distilling at a temperature of
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300 deg:. F. Care should be taken to avoid building too thick

a carpet, results of which are a rolling- or waving; in the

surface.

In determining- whether an old macadam or gravel road

should receive a surface treatment, a traffic census should

be taken and if it is found that more than 200 automobiles

travel over this road per day treatment with a bituminous

coat becomes imperative. If the road is in good shape and
the coating properly applied, this road can stand up to

2,000 or 3,000 automobiles per day during the summer
season.

Before determining whether it is wise to apply a bitu-

minous carpet coat to a macadam or gravel road, it is

necessai'y to investigate the following points:

1. The nature and volume of the traffic over the road.

2. The thickness of the metal composing the roadway
itself.

3. The nature of the subsoil and its drainage.

If any of these items require attention it would be a waste

of money to treat a surface without remedying any of these

faults.

In laying a cai-pet it is necessary that the road surface be

swept clean, so that it resembles a mosaic after the sweep-

ing is done, all stones being exposed over the entire area.

No road oiling should be undertaken unless the roadway
is absolutely dry. A couple of hours after the application

of the bitumen the surface should be covered with sufficient

coarse sand or screenings to absorb all the excess bitumen.

In the case of bleeding of finished surface an application

of coarse sand or screening should be made without delay.

Tests of Metal Struts and Beams
for Airplanes

STRUCTURAL engineers accustomed to working with

metal i-in. thick as a minimum may have cause for

mental readjustment before dipping into a field where

the thickness of strut and beam webs is measured in

terms of one or two hundredths of an inch. And yet an-

alysis of the strength of the built-up members of the all-

metal airplane, through study of the significance of tests

to failure of a multitude of successive patterns for the

struts and frames of the wing framework, throws light

on the fundamentals of efficient structural design. Data

for such study are given by Major J. S. Nicholson, in

the Transactions of the Institution of Engineers and

Shipbuilders in Scotland for February, 1920, traces the

"Development of Metal Construction in Aircraft" in

England during and after the war.

Aside from the greater durability and reliability of

metal wing framework over the standard designs in

spruce, the complete wings developed greater strength

under test, though held to the dimensions and weight

limits of the wooden types. The two metals utilized

were duralumin and cold-rolled alloy steel or plain car-

bon steel of the following typical properties

:

Material Specific Modulus of Yield Point Ult. Str

Gravity Elasticity Tension Tension Elong.

Duralumin 2.8 10,750,000 32,500* 58,000* Not
given

Alloy strip 7.8 29,000,000 135,000* 156,000* 15 0<^

Carbon strip 7.8 29,000,000 106,400 120,000 4 0%
Spruce 0.45 1,600,000 Max. fibie .stress 5,500

*Heat treated.

The plain carbon steel contained 0.30 per cent carbon

and 0.85 per cent manganese and had been annealed

when 0.064 in. thick, being then cold rolled to 0.024 in.,

normalised by heating to 350 deg. C. and cold rolled

to 0.018 in. The alloy steel analysed 0.20 per cent

carbon, 1.0 per cent chromium, 3.5 per cent nickel,

0.10 per cent vanadium, and had been quenched at

800 deg. C. and drawn at 400 deg. C. after cold rolling.

The duralumin analysis is not given (Copper 3.5 to 5.5

per cent, magnesium 0.5 per cent, manganese 0.5 to

0.8 per cent, aluminum balance, is given in Bureau of

Standards Circular 76) but as for treatment the ma-
terial was normalized by heating to 500 deg. C. and

(luenching in water. An interesting characteristic of

this metal is that immediately following this treatment

the ultimate strength is 50,000 lbs. per sq.in. with

yield point of 20,000 lbs. per sq.in., both of which prop-

erties undergo an increase during the next ten days to

an ultimate strength of 60,000 lbs. and a yield point

of 34,000 lbs.

As most of these airplane members are subjected to

combined compressive and bending stresses, the dif-

fering properties of steel and duralumin offset each

other strikingly. The modulus of elasticity of duralumin
is only 0.37 that of steel, but for a design of the same
weight and overall dimensions, the moment of inertia

is 2.78 that of steel—hence the EI factor for duralumin

will be 0.37 X 2.78 = 1.03 that of steel. The beams
or struts of the two materials should therefore be

equally strong, but the duralumin has the important

advantage of superior rigidity against secondary fail-

ure, in that its individual components will have 2.78

times the thickness of the corresponding steel com-
ponents. Most of the strut and beam designs sug-

gested for test broke down by such secondary failure

at low fiber stresses.

The tests of the members give ample proof of the
importance of makeup and detailing in reaching high
efficiencies in these tiny members. The best designs

3xecuted in steel attained unit fiber strengths as high

as 112,000 lb. per sq.in. in combined compression and
bending. One design that reached 123,000 lbs. fiber

stress was further increased to develop 175,000 lb. by
special heat treatment after construction. The duralu-

min spars showed strengths of about 40,000 lb. per

sq.in.

Comparison of Results of Water Analyses

and Surveys

In checking over the results of a recent survey of rail-

road water supplies in Iowa the following figures were
obtained as to the agi-eement between the examination
made in accordance with the United States Treasury De-
partment method and the sanitary survey made by an
experienced officer of the United States Public Health
Service.

Supplies Satisfactory

By Both Survey and
Examination

67%

WATER SUPPLIES IN IOWA
' Supplies Unsatisfactory •

By Survey,
By Both Survey Analysis
and Analysis Satisfactory

18% 9%

By Analysis,
Survey

Satisfactory

6%

More significant than this has been the work by the

Division of Sanitation, Minnesota State Board of Health,

since tht Minnesota woi'k covers a longer period and in-

cludes the results upon a much larger number of supplies.

The results given in the following table of unsatisfactory

supplies were based on the investigation of 1,119 water
supplies of which 730 were found to be unsatisfactory in

their existing condition.

UNSATISFACTORY WATER SUPPLIES
IN MINNESOTA, 1912-18

. Shown Unsatisfactory by «

Eield Survey Field Analytical
and Analysis Survey Kesulta

354 338 38
49 46 5

From 1920 report of Committer on Offieial Sta'.uhtrd.i of Water
Analysis, Anieriean Water Works Association, Jack Hininan, Jr..
Chnirtnan. loiva City. Iowa.

Unsatisfactory Water
Supplies

Xunibcr 730
I'cr cent, 100
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Developments in Railway Water-
Supply Service

Electric Motors and Oil Engines for Centrifugal
Pumps—Storage Capacity and Tanlis—

Treatment of Water

INCREASED use of electric pumping plants for rail-

way service has resulted from the increasing number
of points at which current is available and from the

economy of electric operation, especially when the

motors are under automatic control or remote control

(as by a push button in the station agent's office) so

as to eliminate the expense of continual attendance.

This statement was made by C. R. Knowles, superin-

tendent of water service of the Illinois Central R.R.,

in a paper read recently before the Western Society of

Engineers, On this railway there have been installed

duplicate electric units, each half of the unit having a

daily capacity of 1,000,000 gal. and the operation being

controlled entirely by the height of water in the tanks.

The cost for current is about the same as the former
cost of coal, but the electric plant requires only one

man as against three men for the steam plant, so that

there is a net saving of $1,500 per year for labor.

Oil engines of the semi-diesel type are being used

extensively for railway pumping stations and are prov-

ing economical, besides being practically as reliable

as steam plants. They are especially adapted for driv-

ing centrifugal pumps but are not as flexible as steam
engines when used with positive displacement pumps.

Mr. Knowles states that failure to recognize this latter

point has resulted in some unsatisfactory installations.

The substitution of two oil engines for a steam plant

eliminated two pump men, with an annual saving of

$1,800 for labor besides a reduction in cost of fuel.

Increased use of centrifugal pumps has resulted from
the introduction of oil engines and electric motors.

Gasoline engines were never serious competitors of

steam, says Mr, Knowles, except at the smaller pump-
ing stations and at other points where the cost of coal

was excessive.

Water Storage and Tanks

Greater storage capacity at water stations has be-

come an economic necessity under present conditions

of shorter hours, higher wages and overtime pay.

With constant delivery from a city supply and with a
fairly uniform demand, the size of tank is not impor-

tant. But where the delivery and demand are irreg-

ular, the tank should be of sufficient capacity to take

care of maximum consumption during the period when
water is not being delivered. If the tank is too small

to carry a night supply the cost of water service may
be increased materially by the necessity of employing

additional pump men. In a number of cases reservoirs

have been established to insure an adequate supply for

water stations.

Steel tanks had been largely superseding wood tanks

until a few years ago, but the high cost and restricted

supply of steel during the war necessitated a return to

wood. Creosoted wood tanks have proved a profitable

investment" says Mr. Knowles, as their first cost is less

than that of tanks of steel or untreated wood, their

maintenance cost is less and their life is expected to

be as long as that of tanks of the best untreated wood.

An advantage of steel tanks with conical or hemispher-

ical bottoms is the opportunity for sedimentation. Mr.
Knowles suggests the need of a simple settling basin *

or filter for use with flat-bottom tanks, as the removal
of suspended matter from the work will effect material
economy in repairing and washing locomotive boilers.

Treatment of Water

Treatment of water for locomotives, generally by a
softening process, and the removal of suspended matter
and scale-producing elements has received increased
attention within the past few years owing to the in-

creasing cost of boiler repairs and fuel and the urgent
necessity of keeping locomotives in service. On the
Great Northern Ry., 77 water softening plants have
been installed under a program carried out by C. H.
Koyl, who is now engineer of water service of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry., and is planning to
establish water treating plants in the bad water dis-

tricts. The Missouri Pacific Ry. in 1918 had 52 water
treating plants, mainly in the hard-water district of
the plains west of Kansas City. According to a re- -•

port by R. C. Bardwell, chief chemist, these plants in

1918 treated 1,368,305,000 gal. and removed 1795 tons
of scale forming matter at a cost of $89,873, including
labor, chemicals, maintenance and 10 per cent for de-
preciation on an investment of $154,300. The saving
for one year in boiler repairs and kindred expenses was
nearly double the total investment.

Mr. Knowles states that there are now about 600
railway water treatment plants, treating an average
of 36,000,000 gal. each, or a total of 21,600,000,000 gal.

annually. Assuming that 8 per cent of the total rail-

way water consumption, or 72,000,000,000 gal., is used
by locomotives and power plants and that 50 per cent
of this is of such quality that treatment would be
economical, the existing plants furnish less than 6 per
cent of the amount of treated water needed. That a
larger proportion of the water is not treated is thought
by Mr. Knowles to be due in part to lack of centralized

responsibility for the quality of the water on many
roads. In his opinion, few investments in railway
improvements will show quicker or larger returns than
a properly designed and operated water treating plant.

The experience of the Missouri Pacific Ry., noted
above, supports this opinion.

New Studies of High Chromium Steel

Experiments on high chromium steel have recently

been carried out by the Bureau of Standards to deter-

mine the influence of various kinds of heat treatment.
Advance notes of the general treri of the results

indicate that the maximum hardness is obtained by
quenching at about 1,066 deg, C, (1,950 deg. F.), but

that quenching from 955 deg. C. (1,750 deg. F.) gives

the best combination of strength and duciility. Steel

quenched at temperatures above 1,010 deg. C. (1,850

deg. F.) shows a veiy low elongation and reduction

of area. Such brittleness can be decreased by short-

time tempering, up to about 427 deg. C. (800 deg. F.),

while tempering above this heat decreases the strength

and hardness rapidly, the most rapid change being pro-

duced in tempering between about 800 and 1,000 deg. F.

The material studied had the composition C 0.29 per

cent, Mn 0.38 per cent. Si 0.70 per cent, Cr 13,2 per

cent. All quenching was done in oil.
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First Modern Grain Elevator In Australia
American Equipment and American Engineer Control Construction—Bin Walls Poured to Full Height in

Sections—Concrete Chuting System^Unique -

BUILT entirely with American equipment and under

the direction of the American superintendent for

an Australian contractor, the first modern terminal

grain elevator in Australia is being completed on

Glebe Island, Sydney. The structure, with comple-

mentary construction, is being built for the New
South Wales Government and will provide for the stor-

age of approximately 6,000,000 bu. of wheat. Construc-

tion includes the circular storage bins, the working

house, a track shed, three cargo sheds, a power control

station, a boiler and dryer house, a dust condenser, a

dust incinerator, towers and conveyor galleries and mis-

cellaneous construction.

The elevator is being constructed upon the site of

an old stone quarry formerly operated by the New South

Wales Government. About 250,000 cu.yd. of material

were removed from the site prior to the time it was
decided upon as the location for the elevator. Excava-

tion of an additional 50,000 cu.yd. was
necessary to bring the site to the proper

track grade.

Storage is provided in 72 circular bins

with inside diameters of 31 ft. 2 in., and
71 interspace bins,, affording storage for

5,600,000 bu. The overall width of the

bins is 267 ft. 6 in.; their overall length

302 ft. 6 in.; and their height above slab

108 ft. Bin walls are concrete 8 in. thick,

of a 1 :2h :4 mix, reinforced by steel bars

ixll in. so as to form a continuous spiral.

The usual moving form construction was
followed in pouring the bin walls, and the

li-in. jack-rods, by means of which the

forms were raised, were used as vertical

reinforcement. Horizontal reinforcing

bars were fastened to these jack-rods by

means of a special wire clip made of No. 12

standard-gage steel wire. The details of

the wire clip, showing the method of fas-

tening to jack-rods and splicing horizontal

bars are shown in accompanying sketches.

In splicing horizontal reinforcement

bars an overlap of 2i ft. was allowed.

The specifications required the ends of

the bars to be hooked where splicing was

WHARF

FIG. 1. CONTRACTOR'S LAYOUT INDICATING TOWER ANCHORAGE POINTS AND TOWER SET-UPS
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Detoiil of Joints

FIG. 4. CONSTRUCTION CUT IN BIN WALLS
SHOWS DETAIL OF JOINING SECTIONS

done. The forms were fastened

to iron-bark wood pieces 5 x

7 in,, generally 7J ft. in length.

They were yoked together with

lumber of the same material

and width and thickness and

bolted with S-in. bolts. The

form yokes supporting the

joists upon which rested the

chuting trestles were longer

than 72 ft., elevated to give

ample clearance between chut-

ing trestle and decking floor.

Sheeting for the forms were

of jarrah, an Australian hard-

wood, li^4i in., 42 ft. long.

All other lumber used on the

job was Oregon fir.

The first work on the ele-

vator was done in November,

1918, when a temporary siding

for the storage of materials

was laid. Rock excavation be-

gan about the same time and

early in March, 1919, part of

the contractor's plant—all of

it American— was installed.

Work on the construction of ^

the twin concreting towers be-

gan in April, 1919. Both of the

towers were built upon the

ground and raised by a fleet

of donkey engines, additional

pulling power being fur-

nished by two railroad freight

engines located at the waterfront several hun-
dred feet distant. Concreting towers were held in place

by i-in. steel cables fastened to eye-bars concreted in

rock. A predetermined set of anchorage points was
indicated upon the contractor's layout for each tower
for each set-up. In raising the towers considerable

advantage was had in the fact that the foot of the

tower rested against the base of a cliff, and the diffi-

culty in erection was modified because of the position

of the main supporting lines on the cliff's top. In

anchoring the towers four lines of S-in. steel cable

were set at vertical intervals of 42 ft., making four
sets of four lines each for each tower. Towers were

TTTT

543'-0"--

FIG. 2. (iENERAL PLAN Oh' STORAGEi BINS, WORKING HOUSE STORAGE SHEDS,
TERMINAL FACILITIE.S

of a six-leg type, the front posts of the main bay being

of 6 X 8-in. material, the back posts 6 x 6-in. pieces

and the outside posts 5 in. square. Posts were braced

horizontally with 2 x 10-in. planks and diagonally with

2 x 0-in. pieces. One of the towers was equipped with

a passenger elevator to carry workmen to and from bin

wall tops.

Because of the high cost of lumber necessary in the

construction of forms it was found impossible to pro-

ceed with the erection of all bins simultaneously. Con-

crete was therefore poured on but one section at a time

—each of three sections containing an area about 100 ft.

wide and having for length the full width of the bins
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or 267* ft. Such a construc-

tion method necessitated

making a vertical joint

through piers, slab and bin

walls. The joint was made
through the centers of the

circular bins. Horizontal re-

inforcement was made to

project beyond the joint so

that when a bond had been

eflfected with the adjacent

section an overlap of horizon-

tal reinforcement of 3 ft. 4

in. was had. Reinforcement

on the second section was
spaced midway between bars

in the first section and that

in the first and third section

were therefore in the same
plane. A 3-in. off-set was
given to the bin wall extend-

ing 7 in. each side of the joint and on the inside of

the circular wall, giving a thickness of 11 in. A groove,

li in. deep, 2 in. wide and with 1-in, shoulders, was

made in the section first poured and ran the entire

height of bin walls 4^ in. from the convex surface.

The elevator site being a former stone quarry a solid

rock foundation was had upon which to support the

loading of 25 tons per square foot for the storage bins

and 30 tons per square foot for the working house. This

loading was distributed by a reinforced-concrete slab 12

in. thick under interspace bins and 14 in. thick under

circular bins. Piers and slab were so constructed to

make each bin self emptying. Concreting on the piers

of the first section began the latter part of May, 1919,

r^cr^*^

FIG. 3.

FIG. la. PIER FORMS AND FOOTING EXCAVATION, FIRST SECTION OF BIN WALLS

and on the bin walls July 21. By August 9—or a total

elapsed time of 38.83 ten-hour shifts—the first section

had been poured to its full height of 108 ft.

In order to begin work on the second section of the

bin walls, it was necessary to move both material bins

and concreting towers back from the face of the com-
pleted section approximately 100 ft. Material conveyors,

bins and sheds were moved in a day and the first tower

was moved its approximate 100 ft. in three hours.

Hoists, used in handling concreting materials on the

job, also were used in moving the material bins and
the concrete towers and in conveying machinery. Ma-
terial bins and the concreting tower were lashed and
bolted together, set upon rollers and with the four sets

of supporting cables held taut moved back to new sets

of anchorage points. Three such set-ups were neces-

sary to complete the bin walls. By the end of January,

1920, all work had been com-

pleted on the storage bin

walls with the exception of

the roof and the conveyor

galleries and work had com-
menced on the circular bin

forms for the working house.

One of the features of the

construction was the type of

chuting, designed and erect-

ed by the contractor, used

in handling concrete from
towers to bin walls. Two
octagonal timber trestle tow-

ers were built, resting upon
the moving form yokes.

These towers were so set

that each served the same
number of bins, and in the

approximate centers of each

half section being poured.

The construction of each

half section was, therefore,

a complete job, as each tower
was served by its own mixer
and concreting tower. The
circular towers had a top

diameter of 5 ft., bottom
diameter of 29 ft. and aPLAN AND ELEVATION OF FIXED TOWER TRESTLE USED
v,

• UJ- # Orti «?+ T
IN CONCRETE DISTRIBUTION height 01 Zvi it. Lcgs Were
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FIG. 2a. FIRST OF TWIN 210-FT. CONCRETING TOWERS
RAISED IN 50 MINUTES

built of 2i X 2J-in. lumber, fastened together by cleats

of the same dimensions and braced with 1 x 3-in. braces.

The bottom timbers were of 3 x 4-in. material and the

top timbers of 2 x 6-in. material. The top was decked

with 1 X 6-in. flooring laid upon 2 x 4-in. joists. It was
surrounded by a handrail and built up in the cen-

ter was a frame supporting a turnhead of 12-gage

sheet iron, 2 ft. inside diameter. The turnhead

at its mouth tapered to a diameter of 9 in., and,

fitted with an elbow, delivered concrete to the

series of chutes extending radially from it to the

centers of all bins whose walls the turnhead
served. For pouring concrete on bin walls

immediately beneath the circular trestle tower

step chutes, fitted with flipvalves, were used.

Despite the apparent fragility of these trestle

towers they were found' entirely adequate to

handle aill concrete. Only 6,000 ft., b.m., were
used in the construction of each tower. Chuting
used, with the exception of that in the terminal
spouts, was lof No. 12 standard-gage sheet-iron

and of the deep cross-section shown in an accom-
panying sketch. Chuting in the terminal spouts

was No. 22 gage. All chuting, however, was of

the same deep cross-section.

In pouring the concrete on the bin walls some
rather unusual work was done. Progress reports

and bin-wall alignment records were kept on each
of the three sections and the data secured showed
that, during the pouring of the first section an
average lof 5.4 ft. every two 10-hr. shifts was
maintained. On the first section the hoppers

rf^

r'^^s*

Wire Clips on
Jack- Rods

Splice Clips for Horizon+al 3>ars

FIG. 6. CLIPS USED FOR SPLICING BIN-WALL
REINFORCEMENT

were installed at the same time but it was found to be

dangerous, so was discontinued during the pouring of

the other two sections. On the second section work-

men averaged a total lift of 9.8 ft. per day of two 10-hr.

shifts, and on the third section 12 ft. per day was
attained. Considerable rain fell during the pouring

of the second and third sections, particularly during

the pouring of the third section when as much as 1.43

in. was recorded during 24 hr.

The working house will supply temporary storage for

785,000 bu. provided in 80 circular bins of a diameter

of 14 ft. 5 in. Bin walls are of 6-in. concrete rein-

forced with steel bars 1x1 in., and set 25 ft. above

the slab level of the main storage bins. The working
house is 77 ft. wide and 242 ft. long, as measured by
the slab under the bin walls. Bin walls are spaced in

general 15 ft., c. to c. and are 74 ft. in height. The
total height of the working house is 185 ft. 9 fn. above

the base of rail in the track shed. It is joined to the

storage bins 19i ft. distant, by conveyor galleries. Ship-

FIG. 4a. PHOTOGRAPH FROM CONCRETING TOWER SHOWS
SPIDERWEB CHUTING SYSTEM A>:D VERTICAL JOINT

THROUGH BINS
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Distinctive Features of a Co-operative
Course in Engineering

Abstract of paper by W. U. Tiinbie, Associate Professor in
Electrical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
before Annual Meeting of Society for the Promotion of Engineer-
ing Education.

DIFFERENCES in several important respects from
similar courses in other institutions are to be

found in the co-operative course in electrical engineer-

ing conducted by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and the General Electric Co. The course was established

primarily to produce men with an intimate knowledge
of the best manufacturing processes and a thorough
training in modern research methods and, where pos-

sible, ability for creative design. The principal dis-

tinction of the course is the fact that the single

co-operating company recognizes that for three years
the students are placed in a plant for the particular

purpose of being educated and trained as engineers of

a particularly high grade.

The course covers a period of five years, the first two
being identical with the regular course in electrical

engineering at the Institute and the last three being
divided between instruction in theory at the Institute

and training in manufacturing methods at the Lynn
plant of the General Electric Co. While at the works
the students are given a fixed payment per week as

employees of the company. Each group of students

spends alternately thirteen weeks at the plant and eleven

weeks at the Institute, with a vacation period of two

weeks at the end of the period at the Institute. The
period of thirteen weeks at the shop was determined

as the minimum time required for the . uninterrupted

study necessary for the students to familiarize them-

selves with all phases of the work in a single depart-

ment, and the period of eleven weeks at the Institute

was determined to fit the standard length of theoretical

courses—the shortest being ten weeks and the longest

some multiple of ten weeks.

Full recognition by the single co-operating company
of the purposes of the course leads to the use of these

students not for the purpose of getting out greater

immediate production in some departments, but to plac-

ing them in the shops and offices to learn and to learn

thoroughly manufacturing methods and the best rela-

tions of labor, mechanism, and materials in high-grade

production. The length of time spent in each depart-

ment is regulated not by the needs of that department

but by the value of the experience to the student. The

officials of the company believe that by this method they

can produce the future engineers who will be so badly

needed by the company and by other industrial concerns

in the near future.

Other distinctive features of the course are the con-

tinuity of the theoretical studies and humanistic sub-

jects; liberalizing of the engineering student's educa-

tion by means of collateral reading; the inculcation of

an intense spirit of loyalty to the Institute and to the

co-operating company; the unusual amount of theo-

retical work included, and the fact that a Master's

Degree is awarded by the Institute upon the completion

of the five years' work.

In the study of English a plan is used to promote

interest by the reading of letters from successful grad-

uates, bringing out the fact that the higher the engineer

rises in his profession, the greater is his need to be

able to speak well and to write well. Classes are also

formed into committees for the practical presentation

of engineering reports. Ready access to books on all

subjects and in all fields of literature is aff'orded and
the program of the student is laid out with the definite

purpose of giving him an opportunity for reading out-

side of the prescribed courses.

As an example of the unusual amount of theoretical

work included in the course, a student pursues one

course after another in mathematical physics from the

beginning of his freshman year to the end of his post-

graduate year. In the middle of his sophomore year
he begins the study of electrical engineering and con-

tinues it without a break four terms a year for the

remaining three and one-half years. During the last

year the work at the institute is composed of advanced

research and creative design.

Handling and Sorting New and Old Rails

MORE GENERAL use of mechanical means of han-

dling heavy rails and old rails at railway store

yards, together with greater care in sorting old rails

for further use, were among the suggestions made by
the rail-handling committee at the recent annual meet-

ing of the purchases and stores section of the American
Railroad Association. It was considered that economy
can be effected by the use of locomotive cranes, rail

loaders, ditching machines and steam derrick cars.

The committee stated that it is more economical to

distribute new rails along the track than to unload

them into stockpiles.

Inspection of old rails should be performed by stores

department men whose qualifications are satisfactory

to the engineering department. They should be

classified for main track, for branch lines and for yards

and sidings, those of each class being further classified

into four divisions according to height measured to

3^-in. To distinguish the rails, the committee proposed

painting the ends green, white and red for the three

main classifications and marking the ends with num-

bers 1 to 4 in white paint for the four secondary

classifications. At the rail docks, each class and sub-

division would be piled separately, the rails being in

opposite directions in alternate layers, with one end of

each layer carefully lined to facilitate counting and

measurement. These piles should be as high as they can

be built with the machine, and it is suggested that

many railways incur considerable unnecessary expense

through lack of apparatus for handling rails.

Instead of leaving the disposal of scrap rail to track

supervisors it is thought likely that much of this scrap

could be resold by the purchasers as second-hand rails.

For this reason the committee considers that all rail

classed as scrap should be sent to th^ division or gen-

eral stores department for inspection and classification.

Paving Stone Production Increases

Manufacturers of granite paving block in the eastern

part of the Uni'-ed States, according to the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, report an increase of nearly 40 per cent

in quantity, those in Minnesota and Wisconsin report

an increase of more than 50 per cent, and those in

Missouri report a decrease of 25 per cent during 1919.

The entire paving block industry made an estimated

increase of 36 per cent in quantity and about $6 an

average price per thousand during 1919.
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Concrete Elevated-Railway Floor

With Precast Form Slabs

Cost of Wood Forms Leads to Devising New Method
of Constructing Slab Floor—Results of

Tests Show Thorough Bond

ANEW type of solid-floor construction is being ap-

plied to a portion of the Webster Ave. extension of

the Third Avenue elevated railway in New York City, by

the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., which is building

the new line. It comprises precast reinforced-concrete

"planks" which are laid across the stringers and serve

as form or centering, and a cast-in-place top course

of concrete, making the total thickness of concrete 6A

in., as shown in Fig. 1. The cast-in-place portion of

the slab bonds with the form unit so thoroughly that

integral action of the entire slab results. The construc-

tion was submitted to careful test before its use for

the elevated-railway floor was approved, and these tests

gave remarkably satisfactory results.

The Webster Ave. extension leaves the Third Ave.

line just north of Fordham Road ; it runs along Webster

Ave. to Gun Hill Road and through Gun Hill Road

to White Plains Road, where it connects with an ele-

vated extension of the subway system. On Webster

Ave. the railroad crosses Mbsholu Parkway, a broad

boulevard which connects Van Cortlandt Park with

Bronx Park and is also a link of the main thoroughfare

leading out of New York in a northeasterly direction.

On account of the importance of this thoroughfare

it was required by the certificate authorizing the con-

struction of the railroad that the portion of the struc-

ture crossing Mosholu Parkway should be of an
ornamental character, liiis was interpreted as includ-

ing that the structure should be provided with a solid

deck to carry a ballasted track. As the roadway of

Mosholu Parkway is carried on a bridge across Webster
Ave., and as the elevated railroad structure is built

above the bridge, the structure is considerably above
the level of Webster Ave. line at this point, the maxi-
mum distance from the street level to base of rail

being 43.4 ft. (Fig. 2).

The solid deck was designed as a concrete slab of

minimum thickness 62 in., laid on the top of the longi-

tudinal trac'c stringers and trusses. In estimating the

cost of placing the concrete slab it soon became apparent

that the cost of formwork would become an unreasonable

proportion of the total cost of the slab, in fact would
amount to more than 5.0 per cent of the total cost.

T-K- T~
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FIG. 2. WEBSTER AVENUE ELEVATED RAILV^AY NEAR
MOSHOLU PARKWAY CROSSING. WHERE PRECAST
FORM SLAB CONSTRUCTION IS BEING APPLIED
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FIG. 1. CONCRETE SLAB RAILWAY FLOOR CONSTRUCTION
WITH PRECAST FORM SLABS

This is partly due to the structure not being uniform,

so that the forms would have to be reconstructed each

time they are used, partly to the difticulty of removing
the forms, and partly to the high cost of lumber. It

was therefore attempted to find some material which

could be left in place, whereby the cost of removing
the form would be saved.

The material that suggested itself as most suitable

for this work was concrete cast in advance and placed

on the top of the structure. It was further conceived

that by making this precast form of a general triangular

shape and of a maximum width no larger than the spac-

ing distance of the reinforcing rods a precast concrete

form might be made deep enough to be sufficiently

strong to carry the construction load without losing any

appreciable construction height, because the reinforcing

rods could be placed near the bottom of the triangular

space between two adjacent form slabs. Upon investi-

gating the stresses it was found that the horizontal

shear along the plane betwen the form slabs and the

deck concrete would be so small that there was no

reason to believe that when in place the form slabs

would not act as a part of the complete slab, at least

if the contact surface were properly corrugated.

For the purpose of proving the truth of this, a

number of sample form slabs were made for test.

They are shown in Fig. 3. They were made 7

ft. long, 6 in. wide and 3 in, deep, reinforced with

two 2-in. square bars at the bottom and one 1-in. round

bar at the top. This last bar was put in only for the

purpose of securing the slabs against breaking while

being handled. Some of the slabs were provided with

a crosswise corrugation on the upper faces, Ih in.

wide and I in. deep. Other test slabs were provided

with recesses 6 in. from the end, 6 in. long and } in.

deep. The purpose of these corrugations and recesses

was to provide mechanical bond. Some weeks after
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these form slabs were made testpieces, as also shown in

Fig. 3, were cast. The composite testpiece is 7 ft. long,

14 in. wide and 6^ in. deep, the bottom part consisting

of two of the sample form slabs set side by side.

This was to represent the conditions of the complete

floor, and was, therefore, reinforced with additional

rods as shown on the drawing. The center rod is a

4-in. square bar and the two side rods are ^-in. square

bars because they provide reinforcement for only about

one-half the width of that in the center. The integral

testpiece shown is such as the floor would be if con-

structed without the precast slabs. The reinforcement

of this testpiece was made the same as that in the

composite testpiece. The distance from the top of the

slab to the center line of the reinforcing rods is 5^ in.,

the same as the distance from the top to the neutral

S/ai> wifh
/4x^ Corrug^art/ons

the top of the slab to the center of the reinforcement
bars in the monolithic slab, some of the steel was at

a greater distance from the top and that, therefore,

the effective depth of this slab was greater.

Owing to the satisfactory results obtained by the

tests, it was decided to use this method of construction
of the concrete deck, and the precast concrete pieces

are now being made.
The question may suggest itself, why were not the

precast slabs made of such a depth that no additional

concrete would be required. That this was not done is

du3 to the following reasons. The anchorage of such
a bridge deck would be uncertain and expensive; the
slabs would have to be cast in a number of different

sizes to fit the structure; the thickness of the slabs

would have to vary in order to conform to the slopes
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axis of the steel reinforcement in the composite test-

piece.

The testpieces were tested to destruction from 19

to 34 days after being made. At the same time one

of the triangular precast slabs was tested which was
51 days old. The test was carried out by supporting

the ends of the slabs so that there was a clear span

of 6 ft. and the load was applied gradually at the

center until failure. Three slabs of each type were
tested. The accompanying table of results shows that

the slabs in which the precast pieces were incorporated

broke at a higher load than the monolithic slabs. The
explanation of this is probably that while the distance

from the top of the slab to the neutral axis of the

reinforcement bars was the same as the distance from

J3 03

z
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Proposal Advertisements Should
Attract Bidders

Under Present Conditions Contract Terms Must Be
Explicitly Stated or Else Contractors

Will Not Reply

By E. W. Bush
Engineer, Aetna Casualty and Surety Co., Hartford, Conn.

AT THE present time an unusual condition exists in

. regard to the letting of contract work. A large

majority of the contractors doing certain lines of work
have already obtained nearly all the work they desire,

and are now only considering new work that looks

especially attractive to them; there are other contractors

who, because of the unsettled conditions as to labor and
material costs, will only bid on contracts in which they

are protected against increased costs. Frequently only

one or two bids or possibly none have been offered

on work that a few years ago would have attracted

at least six to ten bids. Contractors must pro-

tect themselves by bidding extravagantly high prices on

many contracts that make them carry all of the risk.

They cannot do otherwise, and if engineers and owners
desire to attract bidders and to let their work at reason-

able prices they can best do this by modifying certain

of the contract terms that have been generally used in

the past so that the contractor is relieved of many of the

risks that are so prominently before us at this time.

Now is a good time to clean house in this respect, and
readjust the contractual relations between owner arid

contractor on a more equitable basis.

Why not make the advertisements attract bidders to

the job? Space which costs from ten to fifty dollars

per issue is in many instances practically wasted as far

as conveying to the prospective bidder any adequate idea

of the proposed work. Frequently the "ad" merely tells

him that bids will be received on a certain kind of work
but nothing indicates whether the job will amount to

$10,000 or $100,000, and he does not know whether his

plant and organization will fit the work or not. He
can find out, however, by spending the time and money
necessary to go to the job, but it would be more satis-

factory all around if this information was conveyed to

him directly by the advertisement.

Glance at the proposal advertisements in this issue of

Engineering News-Record and you will note that most

of the matter reads as if it was prepared by a lav^r^er

intent on setting forth in precise detail all the safe-

guards with which the owner surrounds the letting in

order to protect his interests, and but little, if any,

space advertises anything that is favorable to the con-

tractor. Is it not better to put about all of these safe-

guards into the "Instructions to Bidders" which the

contractor receives with, or is included as a part of, the

"Proposal" form and to use the advertising space to

convey to the contractor the kind of information that

will tell him whether or not he wants to bid on the job?

A recent issue of Engineering News-Record carried

fifty-six proposal advertisements, and of these only one

gave the approximate cost of the work, although this

information could in most cases be given without prej-

udice to the owner. One other proposal conveyed an

idea of the working conditions at the site of the pro-

posed work, the price at which labor could be had, the

length of haul, etc., for the benefit of the contractor.

Seventeen of the fifty-six included the approximate
quantities of the main items of the work so the con-
tractor could form a rough idea of the contract, but
there were twenty-five others that gave only a very poor
idea of the work, and fourteen that conveyed to the con-

tractor no idea whatsoever other than the work was
say a sewer rather than a road job. It may be of interest

to record in passing that twenty-nine of the fifty-six

made no charge, or at least advertised no charge, for

the plans and contract, but that nine of them charged
$5 or under, and eighteen of them charged from $10
to $50 for supplying the prospective bidder with the
plans and contract forms.

It is believed that fair prices and competitive bids

can be obtained in every case where the owner and his

engineer will draw up an equitable contract, one that

lets the owner carry a reasonable share of the unknown
factors of cost, and then advertises all of the favorable

facts as well as full information in regard to the work.

What the Ad Should Contain

Such an advertisement would look attractive to a con-

tractor if it told him that bids were to be based on
present prices of labor, materials and freight, and if

there were increases in these, that the contractor would
be allowed the increase, also that he would be allowed

(not might be allowed) an extension of time for causes

beyond his control. He will be interested to know that

monthly payments will be made on materials delivered

to the site as well as covering the work performed. If

it is a road contract, he will be pleased to learn that

there is no five-year maintenance clause in the contract,

also that the ov.ners will accept and take over any por-

tions of the road that are completed and opened to

traffic. If the engineer has investigated and states in

the advertisement that there is a local supply of gravel

and sand which will be acceptable in the work, the con-

tractor knows that the job is not likely to be tied up
by the failure to keep materials coming. Other per-

tinent questions are: Is water available at the site;

can help be obtained locally or housed locally if brought

in from outside, whether there is a trolley to carry

men and materials to and from the work, where rail-

road switches are located, and the length of haul, the

character of the roads find country hauled over, the

character of the excavation and whether it can be done

by steam shovel, grading machinery, etc.

Frequently, public work is advertised and bids are

received in order that the amount of the necessary

appropriation or bond issue may be fixed, and the

work may not be awarded or the contract signed until

weeks or months after the bids are received. This ties

up the contractor's check and works a hardship on him
if the market is rising on labor and materials, as well

as leaves him in doubt as to what other work to bid

on in the interval. In many parts of the United States

public works, like sewers and pavements, are not paid

for by cash but by warrants drawn as assessments

against abutting property owners, and the contractor

must arrange to get these discounted, often at a con-

siderable percentage under their face value, in order

to finance his work. Sometimes these warrants are not

issued to the contractor until say thirty days after the

completion and final acceptance of the work. After a

contractor has journeyed a considerable distance once

or twice to bid on work let under these pecruliar condi-

tions, he becomes quite wary in following up advertise-
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ments on work concerning which he knows but little,

and in any event he will be much more favorably dis-

posed if he reads in the advertisement that cash pay-

ments will be made, and a decision as to the award
will be made inside of two weeks after the bids are

received.

If a real estate agent has a suburban home to sell

he advertises the beauty of its surroundings, its well-

built construction, the admirable planting and arrange-

ment of the grounds, etc, in order to attract the pros-

pective buyer. He tries to awaken a desire in the

reader of the "ad" to possess this home, or at least

go to the site and investigate. Why not break away
from the usual form of advertisement and go after

bidders for contract work in the same manner; change

the contract so the owner assumes a fair share of the

risk and then tell the bidder what you have done as

well as all the other pertinent facts about the work that

will inform him whether or not his organization, plant

and financial strength are fitted to the work, and you

will without doubt receive fair bids on the work adver-

tised, and enough of them to let the work on a com-

petitive basis.

Water-Works Laboratories in Michigan

Are "Manned" by Women
SEVERAL smaller municipalities in Michigan have

water analysis laboratories managed by young
women. Men are not attracted to the places because of

the limited funds available and the "blind alley" status

of the positions. The salary question is especially diffi-

cult of solution in connection with disinfection plants.

Here the work consists largely of chemical and bacterio-

logical analyses, the technique of which can usually

be grasped by a woman more quickly than by a man of

equal mental training.

When a water supply needs purification either by fil-

tration or disinfection the Board of Health requires

laboratory control and the submission of a monthly
report of results of analyses. It is desirable that the

person selected for this work have some training in bac-

teriology and chemistry although experience is not ab-

solutely essential. It is necessary that the operators at

the pumping station attend carefully to the mechanical

details of control in accordance with the findings of the

analyses. A man capable of caring for pumping ma-
chinery can easily care for the mechanical operation of

a disinfection plant.

When a laboratory is to be established a list of equip-

ment is furnished by the State Department of Health

and a suitable room selected, sometimes in a school

building. A representative of the Department spends

two or three days with the analyst giving initial in-

structions, after which a visit is made once a month for

two or three months to correct errors and give further

instuction.

By using the dehydrated, prepared media made by
the Digestive Ferments Co., Detroit, bacteriological

work is simplified. One who would not be able to pre-

part media as it is made in large laboratories can easily

prepare these media and observe and report the results

of incubation with instructions to the operators han-
dling the disinfection apparatus.

According to Edward D. Rich, state sanitary engineer,

from whom these notes were obtained, ararngements
with teachers in high schools, who do the work in one

of the school laboratories, have been made at Hillsdale,

Marine City, Sault Ste. Marie, Stambough and Travers
City. At Highland Park, Iron Mountain, South Haven
and St. Joseph the work is being done by young women
in laboratories of the city board of health or in those

fitted up by the water departments. Salaries paid range
from $30 to $60 monthly for these part time employees.

If prepared media are used only one or two hours' time
daily is required.

Drainage System for Road With
Wet Clay Sub-Base

ASUCCESSFUL method of draining a water-logged

. clay sub-base was developed in reconstructing 9

mi. of telford-macadam highway from Exeter to Oke-
hampton in England. Along this road the ground is

higher on both sides, and surface and subsoil water
penetrated under the roadway and softened the clay to

the consistency of cream. To remedy this faulty drain-

age the highway was reconstructed as indicated by the

accompanying cross-section redrawn from an article in

The Surveyor of Jan. 23, 1920. As described by W. P.

Robinson, County Surveyor, No. 2 Division of Devon,
the construction was as follows:

An intercepting drain of open jomted, socketed stone-ware
pipes is constructed along the high side of the road. The
trench is filled in with clay puddle up to the level of the

center line of the pipes to prevent water from finding its

way to the excavated bottom of the trench, and either

remaining there stagnant or flowing along the trench under
the pipes. The remainder of the trench is filled with hard
rubble free from small stones and dirt. Catchpits are con-
structed at frequent intervals, some in 9-in. brickwork and
som.e in concrete, covered in with reinforced concrete slabs

2J in. thick, an opening being formed in the side wall
of the pits for the entrance of surface water from the
carriageway.
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DRAINS PREVENT WATER FROM PENETRATING SOFT
CI^VY SUBSOIL

Having in view the importance of not only intercepting

water from the higher ground but of draining the road-bed,
the old road crust was removed to allow of the new road-
bed being formed to a camber of not ^.ess than \ in. to a
foot, and this camber was extended outside the width of the
new carriageway to meet the intercepting drain-trench on
the higher side of the road, and on the lower side frequent
trenches were cut and filled with rubble below the level of
the new road-bed and leading therefrom through the fence
to suitable outlets.

In some places it was deemed advisable to construct, in

addition, subsoil drains in the new road-bed, these being laid

herringbone fashion leading to the main intercepting drain
and consisting of trenches filled with rubble or fascines.
With the object of preventing the crossfall of the new
road-bed being pressed by subsequent rolling out of its

proper shape and the consequent interference with the
efficient drainage of the road-bed, fascines and loppings of
fir trees were laid in the clinker and the clay subsoil
removed to a greater depth adjoining the drain trench.
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State University of Iowa's New
Hydraulic Laboratory

Description of the New Hydraulic Testing Plant
Built by Students of the College of

Applied Science

By Stuart Sims
Formoily Associate Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics,

State" University of Iowa : Now Professor of Civil Engineer-
ing, Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis, Ore.

THE State University of Iowa has completed a

hydraulic laboratory in connection with a water-

power silo near the campus. As the laboratory will

offer facilities for doing much important experimenta-

tion and research work a brief description of the

structure should be of interest to those engaged in

engineering education and to hydraulic engineers.

Sometime previous to 1905 the College of Applied

Science was given a deed to a water-power site in

Iowa City upon the Iowa River, upon which was con-

structed a concrete dam, and power house located upon

the east bank. At the western end of this University

dam provision was made for a future connection to the

proposed hydraulic testing laboratory, which, as then

planned, was to consist of a concrete tank 100 ft. long

by 10 ft. in width and depth. In the spring of 1915

revised preliminary plans, and estimates of cost were

made. In 1917 a legislature appropriation of $15,000

was obtained, which sum has been further increased

by an additional grant of $7,000 made during the

legislative assembly of last winter. Early in 1918

trips of inspection to the hydraulic laboratories of the

Universities of Wisconsin and Illinois were taken, many
valuable suggestions and ideas being received. Care-

ful studies of all available matter descriptive of other

laboratories were made also, and final plans for the

Iowa Laboratory were completed in readiness for con-

struction in June, 1918.

The laboratory is located on the west bank of the

river south of the University dam. It consists of

three main parts; the testing canal, the basin, and the

tail race, this last being merely a canal, cut into the

rock, which connects the south end of the basin with

the river. The entire structure rests upon a hard blue

limestone foundation.

The testing canal, made of concrete, is 130 ft. long,

10 ft. wide and deep; the top of the walls being 4 ft.

higher than the crest of the dam. At the northern

end where it connects- with the dam are located in the

order named, a boom, a trash rack, wooden regulating

gate 10 ft. wide by 12 ft. deep, with ha*^d operated

hoist, and screen slots. Just below these in the east

wall nearest the stream, is pi'ovided a wooden sluice

gate, 5 ft. wide by 4 ft. high, for flushing out the silt

which collects above the dam near the mouth of the

intake. At intervals of 25 ft. down the canal reces-

ses are placed in the walls to receive stop planks; and
on 10 ft. centers, 1 ft. above the bottom of the canal,

are 2-in. pipes running transversely through the east

wall for the insertion-during tests of piezometer tubes.

These pipes, when not in use, are closed by plugs set

flush with the wall face. A track of 20 lb. rails, set on

the tops of the two canal walls will, with a car, provide

facilities for current meter rating. Another 5 by 4 ft.

wooden sluice gate is set in the east wall at the lower

or southern end of the canal, at which end there is

another large gate to close the entrance to the basin.

The floor has a grade of 0.2 per cent sloping down
to the south. Ladders are located in convenient places

for getting about in both the canal and basin.

The basin, formed by concrete walls, is rectangular

in plan, 22 ft. wide by 54 ft. long. Twenty four feet

at the northern end is covered by a building, the re-

maining portion being left open. That under the

building is arranged so that it can be divided into four

parts and so that water entering from the canal can

be diverted in any desired direction. In one of these

parts is located a wheel setting for the testing of

turbines, facilities have also been provided for the in-

stallation of weirs, of a Herschel Fall Increaser, and of

a 51-in. McCormick turbine. Openings have been

ElMdS

DETAILS OF THE NEW HYDRAULIC LABORATORY OF THE COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE OF THE STATE
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
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left in the concrete cross and end walls so that lines

of pipe may be carried from the intake, down the

canal, through the basin and out upon the river beach

to the south. In the south end wall, at the south

comer of the basin, is an opening to the tail race

which can be closed by a third large wooden gate.

The floor of the basin, which is pitched to drain to

a sump in the northeast corner, lies in general about

8 ft. below that in the canal, and about 6 ft. below the

low-water stage of the river, on the downstream side

of the dam. However, the slab forming the wheel

support and the part connecting it to the canal are

placed at an elevation 12 in. below the floor in the end

of the canal and, therefore, approximately 7 ft. above

the general floor level.

The building, over the upper part of the basin, is

26 ft. square, of brick with a tile roof. It is so planned

that it can be extended to the south over the entire

basin, when additional floor space is required; and

when this is done the resulting structure will be 26 x

58 ft. over all.

Aside from the equipment already mentioned nothing

in this connection has been definitely decided upon as

yet. Funds are, however, available for this purpose

when wanted.

Construction of the plant was done by force ac-

count, the majority of those working being students

in the engineering college. All displayed intelligence,

loyalty and industry to a very gratifying degree.

The large stones blasted from the excavation were

all placed in the concrete walls, approximately one-third

the volume of the forms being filled with this material

so that the resulting cost per cubic yard of the finished

walls was about $4.70 in spite of the very high unit

prices of materials used.

As now completed the laboratory wall be adapted

more to the purpose of research than to that of under-

graduate instruction, though it is hoped that the neces-

sary space and equipment for the latter will be pro-

vided in the near future.

Two problems that give promise of being worked
upon very soon are an investigation of the Herschel

Fall Increaser, and a study of the flow of water through
drain tiles of various sizes. With plenty of water
available it is possible to make tests on full size models

of all forms of hydraulic apparatus adapted to low

heads, as well as to investigate many other phenomena
not clearly understood.

Preliminary plans for the laboratory were made by
Professors J. H. Dunlap and R. E. Hutchins of the Col-

lege of Applied Science. Preparation of final plans and
the supervision of construction were by the writer. W.
G. Raymond is Dean of the College of Applied Science,

S. M. Woodward, Professor of Mechanics and
Hydraulics.

Current American Shipbuilding

On June 1, 1920, private American shipyards were
building or were under contract to build for private

ship owners 345 steel vessels of 1,060,643 gross tons,

compared with 348 steel vessels of 1,391,341 gross tons

on May 1, 1920. This is the first decline since July,

1919. These figures do not include government ships

building or contracted for by the United States Ship-

ping Board out of money voted by Congress.

—

Com-
merce Reports.

Solution for Highway Curve Problem
With P.I. Inaccessible

By C. H. Olmstead
Resident Engineer, Tennessee State Highway Department,

Nashville, Tenn.

IN computing curves when the P.L is inaccessible, the
method here described gives the lowest degree of

curve which will meet the requirements of location,

and it is also shorter than other methods. In this case
the curve is treated as being composed of two curves
of the same degree and having the P.T. of the first

coincident with the P.C. of the second. The limiting
factor is that the sum of the tangent lengths for the

DIAGRAM FOR SOLVING CURVE PROBLEM

two curves must equal the distance between the two
P.I.'s which are to be used.

For example, take the curve shown in the accompany-
ing figure. The known quantities are:

A. = 34° ; A, = 49° 14'; distance P.I, to P./, = 240 ft.

In any curve tables find the tangent for one degree
curve for each A. These divided by the degree of curve
which is to be found are the tangent lengths whose
sum is 240 ft. Thus:

1751.8^2625^.^,^^^^^
D D

D 4377.2

240
= 18.238 deg. = 18 deg. 14.3 min.

Then Ti =-
1751.8

18.238

Radius —

= 96;

Ji730^

18.238

Curve Length ^ 2- R

_ 2625.4 __
'' 18.238

= 314.1 y«.

-^x -r A..

22
2 X y X 314.1 X

360

34.0 + 49.23

360
456.5 /t.

The value Vj- can be used for t: in nearly all cases

and greatly simplifies computations.

The deflection for 50 ft. of arc is 4 deg. 33.6 min.

and the deflection per foot of arc is 5.47 min.

Station of first P.I. = 201 + 60

Station of first P.C. = 200 + 64

Station of first P.T.^ 205 + 20.5
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' In running a curve it is good practice to figure the

deflections from the P.T., setting up over the P.T. in-

stead of the P.C., which eliminates one set up. Then:

Station Deflection S-tation Deflection

P.T. 205 4- 20.5
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Chlorinated Water Destroys Metals
in Intake Works

Vacuum Believed Responsible for Action in Suction

Lines at Sacramento, California

By C. G. Gillespie
Resident Engineer, Filtration Division, Sacramento, Cal.

DURING the fall of 1919 evidence accumulated at the

intake system of the city waterworks at Sacra-

mento, Cal., indicating that chlorine gas was exerting a

destructive effect on nearly all valves on the pump suc-

tion lines to which chlorine was applied for water disin-

fection. This led to an investigation of conditions in the

intake system, resulting in discoveries set forth below.

The water supply at the intake is pumped from the

Sacramento River direct into the mains. The only treat-

ment is by liquid chlorine delivered through two solution-

type chlorinators into the three suction pipes leading

in from the river, the point of application being from
12 to 80 ft. from the three main pumps. All three suc-

tion lines are interconnected and are therefore drawn
upon continuously unless purposely shut-down. In prac-

tice chlorine is applied to but two of them—the two
which have suffered by valve corrosion.

The suction lines are 20, 30 and 40 in. in diameter

respectively, and the valves affected include two 3-in.

priming valves ; one 12-in. valve, installed about 15 years

ago; one 24-in. valve, installed about 2 years ago; two
30-in. valves, which have been installed for about 20

years, and also one 42-in. valve installed for about the

same period.

The chlorination of water at this intake began in

February, 1915, at which time the city used three float-

type meter, solution-feed machines located at the suc-

tion inlets at the river, about 276 ft. from the pumping
station. The calculated time of travel from the point

of chlorination to the pumps ranged from 1 to 5 min.,

averaging three minutes.

In February, 1917, the chlorinators were moved into

the station to afford more frequent attention. Since

that time all the points of chlorine application have been
within the station, and not more than 25 ft. from the

valves which have since shown corrosion. All of the

valves affected were installed in an upright position on

active suction lines and were generally open, with the

exception of the priming valves. The 24-in. valve, which
was the newest one affected, has not been open more

THIRTT-INCH VALVE DISC, STEM AND SEAT RING SHOW-
ING EFFECTS OF ATTACK

BADLY CORRODED PRIMING VALVE AND OTHER PARTS

than the others. With the exception of this valve, the
open valves are all operated on non-rising stems.

Approximately 16,000,000 gal. of water are pumped
per day and 1,400 lb. of chlorine are used annually,

equivalent to an average dose of 2.4 lb. of liquid chlorine

per million gallons of water. The suction lines are under
a partial vacuum of 15 ft. for six to seven months of the
year ; the remainder of the time they may operate under
a slight pressure.

One of the common symptoms of destruction which
appeared early was a chattering in the valve. When
the operators attempted to lower the discs, they would
suddenly drop, due to the fact that the threads on the

stem, just below the wedge, were completely eaten away.
The 24-in. valve, however, was hydraulically operated

and therefore used a rising stem. This stem did not

exhibit any destruction. In this valve the principal

symptom of trouble was the fact that when closed leak-

age past it occurred.

The trouble incident to the corrosion of the valves
having non-rising stems was particularly serious. When
a stem severed its connection with the disc, the only

way the disc could be raised was by closing down the

pumps while new stems were inserted or the bonnet
removed. In a direct system, such as this one in which
all pumps and suction lines were taxed to the limit, xhis

operation contributed no small hazard in maintaining a
water supply.

The general appearance of valve parts which it has
been possible to examine are shown in the accompanying
illustrations. They show typical conditions. Invariably
the portion of the stem within the bonnet, exclusive of

that protected by the threads of the wedge and that

which extended into the flowing stream, was eaten away
and the threads shapeless or gone. This is perhaps the

most noticeable and serious aspect of the action because
it may suddenly interfere with the use of the suction

line at a critical time. The disc rings were usually pitted

and thin with a maximum corrosion about one-third of

(the way back fiom the crown of the disc. The cast iron

discs themselves were as soft as graphite and in fact

greatly resembled this metal to a depth of fully ^ in.

These discs were either pitted and rough, or worn as

by the action of a fine sand blast. The effect on the
discs was likewise most extensive near the upper periph-

ery. No inspection has been possible of the seat or

seat rings, as none of the lines could be thrown out of

service for a sufficient interval. Certain 3-in. priming
valves on tne upper part of the lines, usually clos^, were
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most affected. The wrought iron riser first gave way
and frequently the upstream face of the valve itself

completely disappeared as by a cancerous action and

even the threads on the pipe adjacent were destroyed.

All the metals found in the valves were attacked and,

so far as examination disclosed, with equal severity. In

some valves the brass stems seemed to have been at-

tacked the more severely while in others the wrought
iron gave way first and in still others the cast iron had
suffered the greatest deterioration. No make of valves

installed near the points where the chlorine was applied

was exempt. On the other hand the castiron air cham-

ber just beyond one of the first valves to be attacked

has not yet failed, although it is possible that disinte-

gration may be going on. The steel pipes constituting

the suction lines were examined by drilling and appeal

to be unaffected. Valves on the suction lines about 63

ft. from the point of application of the chlorine have

shown no signs of being attacked.

All things considered, it seems certain that the de-

struction of these valves can be charged wholly to the

action of chlorine gas which accumulated in the valve

bonnets and high places on the suction lines, not having

been absorbed by the time it reached the trap so formed.

It is probable that the existence of a partial vacuum
promoted the liberation of the gas from the stream.

Nevertheless, valves more or less rtmote were apparently

not affected and this would indicate gradual absorption

of chlorine in spite of vacuum conditions.

Judging by the extent of the action on these several

valves, and particularly on the 24-in. valve, which was
but two years old, it is at once apparent that here is a

phase of chlorination that should receive the most

thoughtful attention.

Based on this expensive and hazardous experi-

ence it is suggested that chlorine be not applied to

suction lines under partial vacuum within 100 ft. of any

valve or high pocket. Moreover, it would be well to use

all such helpful precautions as ample dilutions, the dif-

fusion of chlorine in the pipe, the installation of valves

horizontally rather than upright and, finally, the use

of duplicate facilities to permit valves to be repaired.

S. W. Kay is superintendent of the water works and
practically all of the history of this experience was
obtained from him.

Impact Tests on Road Concrete

INVESTIGATIONS of the wearing quality of road

concrete were made by the Highway Department of

Pennsylvania recently and reported in a paper by H. S.

Mattimore before the American Society for Testing

Materials. The paper is entitled "Impact Tests on

Concrete to Regulate Coarse and Fine Aggregate Quali-

ties and Mixtures for Highways." The instrument con-

sisted in a cam actuated lever at the end of which were
placed vertically eight points with non-slip calks which

dropped 4 in. at the rate of 90 r.p.m. on the circular

upper surface of a 6-in. cylinder. These cylinders were
in general cut from a road in which varying kinds of

concrete and finishing methods were used. However,
some test specimens of concrete were poured as cylinders

particularly for the tests. The amount of loss of the

specimen under the continual blows of the points was
used to compute a so-called impact coefficient.

The results were not profoundly convincing, though
the author has made the following definite conclusions

based on a study of the data:

1. The qualities of both coarse and fine aggregate influ-

enced both compression and impact wear tests.

2. The quality of the fine aggregate has a greater effect

on the impact wear test than that of the coarse aggregate.
2. A 1:2:3 mix gives more uniform results in impact wear

tests in a mix with a larger proportion of coarse aggregate.

4. The 1:2:4 and the 1:11:3 mixes are affected to a greater

extent by the quality of the coarse aggregate than a
1:2:3 mix.

5. Where an excellent quality of fine aggregate is to be

used with a medium quality of coarse aggregate a 1:2:3 mix
should be used.

6. Where an excellent quality of coarse aggregate is to

be used with a medium quality of fine aggregate there is

very little difference in impact wear between a 1:2:3 and a

1:2:4 mix, so it may be economical to use the latter.

7. More uniform results were obtained under impact wear
tests on specimens from the road, than on the molded speci-

men.
8. There is no direct relation observed between impact

wear tests and compression.

9. Machined finished concrete gives more uniform results

in impact wear test than hand finished concrete, although
some specimens of the latter give high values.

Insanitary Conditions at Toledo, Ohio

A sanitary survey of Toledo, Ohio, completed recently

by the Health Division, shows 16,010 privy vaults and

8,118 surface wells. A state law prohibits both priv^/

vaults and surface wells where sewers and running water

are available. In the majority of cases, according to

A. A. Greenbaum, secretary of the Health Division of

Toledo, privy vaults and surface wells were found on

the same properties. Many of these vaults and wells

are in the congested portion of the city. During 1919,

915 vaults and 525 surface wells were eliminated. Mr.

Greenbaum says that the violation of the state law is

due in most cases to ignorance rather than intention

—

but the press abstract of his report on this subject

does not indicate why all persons violating the law

are not notified of the fact so that the plea of ignorance

will no longer remain.
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Decision on Lake Diversion by the

Chicago Drainage Canal

District Court Rules Navigation is Paramount and
is Impaired by Flow to Drainage Canal

—

Facts and Opinions in Case

r^I
RENDERING a decision against the Sanitary Dis-

trict of Chicago in the suit brought by the U. S.

War Department to restrict its diversion of water from
Lake Michigan, Judge Landis, of the U. S. District

Court at Chicago, has held that "navigable rights are

paramount." In effect, this decision will grant the

War Department the right to an injunction against

the diversion of more than the 250,000 cu.ft. per minute
originally permitted but now exceeded considerably.

It is understood that he has withheld the order for

some years past, partly in the hope of an adjustment
of differences between the Sanitary District and the

War Department.

Thus far, Judge Landis has given only an oral opinion

and the formal entry of an order restricting the flow

of the drainage canal is suspended to permit of an
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court. Apart from this

suit brought by the U. S. Government, the Sanitary

District has made application to the Secretary of War
and the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, for approval

of its proposal to compromise the controversy with the

U. S. Government. If this should be approved, the

present case would cease to exist.

Some particulars of the case, with viewpoints of the

officials of the Sanitary District of Chicago, are given

further on. The main part of the report of the judge's

oral opinion follows:

The charge is that the Sanitary District of Chicago is

taking an amount of water (and proposing to take more)
which causes the impairment of the navigable capacity of

the Great Lakes, excepting Lake Superior, and that such
impairment, without the consent of the Federal authori-

ties at Washington, entitles the government to an injunc-

tion. The defense of the Sanitary District is that there is

no impairment and, primarily, that if there is an impair-

ment it is necessary for the sanitation of this great territory.

Examination of the proofs on the question whether the

taking of this water is felt or not, leads me to the conclu-

sion that there is a lowering of the surface of the lake. In

making that statement I have in mind the traditional varia-

tion of the lake levels, known to all men that know any-
thing about it. The taking of the vast volume continued

unceasingly has resulted in the lowering of the level of the

lake and in reversing the current of the Chicago River.

The variation is only a matter of inches in Lake Michi-

gan. It is without doubt, in my judgment, on the evidence

of the matter, a matter of inches. Even though it be no
more than three or four inches, having in mind the state

of proof as to the depth of the harbors in the Great Lakes,

it is directly an impairment of navigable capacity The
question of fact, whether there is an impairment or ob-

struction here, is beyond controversy. The fact is clearly

established that there is such a change in the lake level, in

my judgment, that in low lake level time the level is lower
and in high lake level time it is less than it would be but
for this diversion. [In answer to a question by the judj^e

it was stated that at present the diversion is approximately
480,000 cu.ft. per minute.]

The finding of the court is, on the evidence in this case,

that diversion has resulted in the lowering of the lake level

and the reversal of these currents, which latter fact is not

controverted. On the evidence that the lowering is an
impairment of navigable capacity, even though it amounts
to no more than three or four inches, and as to the lowering
to that extent there could be no controversy on the record,

the court's finding is against the contention of the de-
fendant [the Sanitary District] on the proposition that this
is a necessary thing for the salvation of this community.
That is, that without this water this community will be at
the mercy of disease germs from which it suffered before
this diversion began and from which it has by this diver-
sion been practically relieved, as shown by statistics.

The court has complied with this rule of law, that navi-
gable rights are paramount, and even though the Sanitary
District i- driven to the necessity of making some other
provision, granting that the War Department and Congress
should refuse to give contention to this question of sanita-
tion [i. e., refuse to permit the desired diversion in the
interests of sanitation?], it is entitled to the law, which I

must obey, that a navigable right is paramount. In the
last analysis, should Congress and the War Department, in
consideration of all these matters, decline to permit the
necessary diversion, the burden is on the District of pro-
viding some other method of relief. In other words, the
defense that the diversion is necessary for the purposes of
sanitation, as against the rule that a navigable right and
navigation right is a paramount right, is immaterial.
The order will not go into effect until 30 days [afterwards

changed to 60 days] after the Sanitary District has an
opportunity to present to the Supreme Court of the United
States an application for supersedeas; that is, 30 [60] days
after the date fixed for the meeting of the Supreme Court
in October.

From the beginning, prior to the diversion and down to
1907 or 1908, the constant attitude of the Sanitary District
was a recognition of the control of the Federal Government
over this whole question, everything that was done by the
Sanitary District in the way of diversion being in a permit
granted by the War Department on application of the
Sanitary District to that end. The Sanitary District shall
have an opportunity to apply for further relief to the War
Department at Washington. Under no circumstances does
this order go into effect now. The thing that the court
wants, being a citizen of Chicago, the thing I want, is

water without microbes.

This decision restricts the diversion of water to
250,000 cu.ft. per minute, the limit set by a permit
of the Secretary of War in December, 1901, after
protest by the navigation interests against a flow of

300,000 cu.ft. per minute which had been granted con-
ditionally in 1899. This restriction on the flow was
based on navigable velocities in the Chicago River.
The Sanitary District then commenced to widen and
deepen the river, removing fifteen center pier bridges
and providing wdder channel openings at a cost of

$12,000,000, in order to give sufficient cross sectional

area for a flow of 600,000 cu.ft. per minute without
excessive velocities.

Num.erous applications for permission to take a
greater quantity of water from the lake have been
made by the Sanitary District, but without aviil. After
an application for an additional draft of 240,000 cu.ft.

per minute through the Calumet River and Sag canal

had been denied by the War Department in 1907, Presi-

dent Roosevelt suggested that a friendly suit be brought
to determine the rights of the Secretary of War. Suit

was *:hon commenced in 1908 with reference to the

Calumet-Sag diversion. Later the case was enlarged

to cover the entire diversion, and an injunction was
asked to prevent the original draft of 250,000 cu.ft.

per minute being exceeded. It is this case which has

now been decided in the U. S. District Court.

It may be noted in passing that the actual diversion

has exceeded the prescribed limit, the flow through the

Chicago River to the canal, according to the Sanitary

District official, having been from 420,000 to 540,000

cu.ft. per minute.
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Navigation interests have not been alone in their fight

against increased diversion of water for the drainage

canal. Cities located along the lakes have opposed

such diversion on the ground of its alleged effect in

lowering the lake levels and thereby reducing the depth

of water in the harbors. Private power interests have

joined in the opposition, since they object to the public

authorities developing water power at the lower end

of the canal, and possibly in future along the Illinois

River if the Illinois waterway project should be carried

out. It has been stated by the Sanitary District, how-

ever, that no additional draft or diversion has been

made for power purposes, the power plant at Lockport

simply utilizing the flow normal to the operation of

the drainage canal.

Even should the present decision be reversed by the

Supreme Court, Chicago will still be faced with a
sewage disposal problem. At a meeting of the Illinois

Society of Engineers in 1919, it was stated by C. D.

Hill, chief engineer of the Chicago Board of Local Im-

provements, that should the government give permis-

sion to operate the drainage canal at its full capacity,

it would still be necessary to install auxiliary purifica-

tion worlds, for "the time is approaching when some
method of supplementing dilution must be adopted."

Recognition of this necessity by the Sanitary District

is the I'eason for its activities in pushing the treatment

of sewage from the packing house district and studying

preliminary treatment of the sewage in excess of the

amount that could be diluted properly by the maximum
flow in the canal. The effluent from the sewage-works,

it is held, would require relatively slight dilution to

render it innocuous. For the same reason the Sanitary

District is studying the treatment of industrial wastes

and is providing for the treatment of sewage in locali-

ties where it is impracticable to obtain the amount of

water necessary for dilution, as along the Desplaines

River. But if the flow should be restricted to the

amount stated under the recent decision, the officials

of the Sanitary District say, a much more extensive

and costly program of sewage treatment would be re-

quired.

The Sanitary District has proposed to pay for the

construction of controlling works at the head of the

St. Lawrence River and at the outlet of Lake Erie, in

order to regulate the flow from the Great Lakes and

thus, the district maintains, more than compensate for

any possible lowering of the levels of the lakes due to a

total diversion of 720,000 cu.ft. per minute from the

lower end of Lake Michigan. (See Engineering News-
Record of July 31, 1919, p. 231). The District holds that

this would provide more uniform flow for power at

Niagara and along the St. Lawrence. A report on

Niagara River regulation, made to the Sanitary Dis-

trict of Chicago by F. C. Shenehon, was summarized

at length by Mr. Shenehon in Engineering News-Record

of Feb. 12, 1920, p. 308. The cost of those controlling

works, it is said, would be very much less than that

for the enoromus sewage-works which would be neces-

sary under conditions of restricted flow in the drainage

canal, and the former would involve relatively little ex-

pense for operation.

The oflficials of the Sanitary District feel that al-

though the most obvious function of the drainage canal

is the disposal of the sewage of Chicago by dilution,

yet its main function, from a health protective view-

point, is the almost complete diversion of all sewage

from the drinking water of the cities along the lake,

including Chicago, Evanston, Glencoe, Winnetka, Kenil-

worth and Wilmette and adjacent Indiana towns.

This diversion of the sewage, together with intelli-

gent chlorination of the water, Chicago interests hold,

has been responsible in a large part for the remarkable

lowering of the typhoid fever death rate of Chicago to

the record figure in 1919 of 1.19 per 100,000. The suc-

cess of the diversion, the Sanitary District holds, de-

pends on a flow of 600,000 cu.ft. per minute, which is

the estimated flood flow of the Chicago River. With the

proposed restricted diversion of 250,000 cu.ft. per

minute it is held to be impossible to keep the river from
discharging into the lake at frequent intervals, there-

by endangering the water supply. Extended field tests,

it is said, have shown that about 24 hours are required

before an increase of flow at the outlet of the drainage

canal at Lockport affects the flow at the entrance of

the Chicago River.

During the past year the Sanitary District has been
endeavoring to arrive at a solution of the entire prob-

lem which would satisfy all parties, including navigation

and power interests, in both the United States and

Canada, and also the people along the Illinois River.

The program suggested has included not only the con-

trol of the Great Lakes, but also a progressive installa-

tion of sewage-works, so as to reduce in twenty years

the organic load of the canal, both industrial and domes-

tic, to one-half the present domestic load alone. As the

population of Chicago increases at a rate of about

500,000 every ten years, this is equivalent to construct-

ing sewage-works for a city of that size every decade

merely to keep up with the growth. The Sanitary Dis-

trict holds that the control of the eastward flow at

the lakes will not only enable the flow of the St. Law-
rence to be maintained in the early fall, so as to benefit

harbor conditions in Montreal, but will tend also to

make the flow more uniform at Niagara and along the

St. Lawrence. In return the Sanitary District requests

an assured diversion of 600,000 cu.ft. per minute. This

is now under consideration by the War Department.

It is of particular interest to note that at present

there appears to be greater harmony between the War
Department, shipping interests, the Canadians and the

Sanitary District than at any previous time. In a re-

cent public hearing on the report of the Board of Engi-

neers on Rivers and Harbors, at Washington, a plan was
presented which appeared to appeal to all as a practical

solution. This report recommends:

(1) The Sanitary District should be allowed the use

of water necessary for the dilution of sewage now en-

tering the Chicago River and to prevent the river from
flowing into the lake. This flow is taken at 600,000 cu.

ft. per minute. (2) Works to compensate for low-

ering the levels of the lakes by this diversion to be

cuilt at the expense of the Sanitary District. (3) Di-

version from the lake not to exceed the amount mention-

ed above, but the Sanitary District must be obligated

to proceed with a comprehensive plan for treating the

sewage of the population beyond the limits of dilution

by the maximum prescribed flow. (4) Diversion of

water from the lake must be so effected as not to in-

jure navigation in the Chicago River. (5) The Calu-

met-Sag channel project and diversion is to have spec-

ial consideration, with particular reference to needs

of Indiana towns. (6) Pollution of lake waters by

ships is to be prevented.



Engineering Literature
A REVIEW OF BOOKS AND A LISTING OF NEW PUBLICATION

The Growth of Technical Journals
and of Technical Books

Experiences and observations in the fields of technical

journalism and the publication of technical books were
a feature of a recent address by Edward H. Caldwell,

treasurer of the McGraw-Hill Co. and also of the
McGraw-Hill Book Co., at a dinner given in honor of

his completion of thirty years of service with the

companies named and their predecessors. After leaving

Cornell in 1888, Mr. Caldwell was first engaged in

electric railway work with the old Sprague company.
He then joined the staff of Modern Light and Heat,

published in Boston. In May, 1890, he met Dr. Louis
Bell, then editor of the Electrical World, who invited

him to become his assistant. For a year or so these

two were the entire editorial staff of the Electrical

World. After sketching the growth of various engineer-

ing journals Mr. Caldwell said: "It is interesting to

note that six of our present group of 10 papers [pub-

lished by the McGraw-Hill Co. in New York] have been
published for more than thirty years, having absorbed

at least ten others, while the other four were estab-

lished as necessary to carry out the ideals of service to

be rendered." Mr. Caldwell's remarks in passing from
technical journals to technical books and on the latter

subject were, in part

:

"I might go on indefinitely pointing out the great strides

that have been made in the material development of the

country since the clear vision of Rothwell, Wellington, Frost,

Johnson, Swetland, McGraw and others first saw the need
of the periodicals which they founded; and just as clearly

saw the great service which these periodicals could render

in spreading engineering information, and in giving assist-

ance in the expansion and upbuilding of the material

elements of our modern civilzation."

The story of the growth of technical book publishing is

just as fascinating and has developed along similar lines

and for like reasons. The Electrical World in 1890 had pub-
lished a few books, some of which were technical. In addi-

tion to my duties as managing editor, make-up, news editor,

purchasing agent for engravings, and as treasurer of the

company I was given the job of looking after the manufac-
ture of new books. One of the first that I put through the

press was Tesla's "Alternating Currents"—a book still in

print. It was at this point that Mr. Weaver joined the staff

and took over the book work—especially its editorial super-

vision—as his first duties. Both the Engineering and Min-
ing Journal and Engineering Netvs at that time had book
departments.
With the expanding industries and the increasing army of

graduate engineers the supply of technical infonnation in

book form became more important. Editors frequently
speak of books as the morgue in which the journalistic

product is embalmed. But it is more nearly the truth to

say that the book gives a new and greater life to the

journals' dying output. The products of the McGraw-Hill
Book Co. go far beyond the fields over which the McGraw-
Hill papers spread their circulation. I tl^ink exact figures

would show that the McGraw-Hill Book Co. sells annually
about four books for every subscriber on the circulation

records of the eleven McGraw-Hill papers.
The growth of the McGraw-Hill Book Co. has been rapid

and phenomenal. But there is no mystery about the causes
of its growth, for here, as in the publishing company, the
governing principle has always been to render the highest

service to that great army of engineers and students of
engineering who not only carry on the world's great under-
takings, 'lut who are always in the front ranks doing
research and pioneer work for the benefit of society and
modem civilization.

I take great pride, with my colleague, Mr. Foss, in the
part which the McGraw-Hill Book Co. has had in the wide-
spread circulation of engineering literature of real value.
Some idea of the influence of American engineering thought
on the far countries of the world may be gained from the
fact that we distribute through our London branch not less
than 25,000 books a year; that Japan takes nearly or
quite 1,000 a month, while China, Australia, South Africa
and South America are ordering in constantly increasing
numbers.
The growing influence of the engineer in the world's

affairs is not an accident. His efforts and his accomplish-
ments would be narrow and almost unknown were it not
for the world-wide publicity given by the engineering
periodicals and books. Who first spread broadcast the
details of the Edison electric light and the Sprague and
Thomson-Houston electric railway systems? Probably the
Electrical World and the Street Railway Journal. Who first
gave engineers full information about the flotation process ?

Probably the Engineering and Mining JouTnial Where do
engineers the world over look for the time saving and
money saving ideas of their colleagues? You know the
answer—to engineering periodicals and books. A good
example of this is the Japanese engineer, whether educated
at home or abroad, who has read and profited by every line
of American and other engineering literature.

Map Reading and Making Simplified
Reviewed by H. J. Hughes

Dean of the Engineering School, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mas.s,

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS AND SKETCH MAPPING— By J KFinch C.E., AM., Associate Professor of Civil EnCTneeringand Resident Director of the Summer School of sSrveyingColumbia University. New York: John Wilev & Sons IncLondon: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Cloth; 6x9 in.- pp'l75-
illustrated. $2.50. , yy- no

.

During the war it was necessary to teach large
numbers of young men, without much mathematical
knowledge and unaccustomed to the use of instruments,
how to read and use maps and to make topographi-
cal and landscape sketches by quick methods for mili-
tary purposes. And to do this most of those who
taught had to change very radically their own method
of handling these subjects. Previously, map making
had in general been assumed to be engineeiing work;
and engineers for the most part have dealt with maps
made by somewhat costly and cumbersome methods,
and often with needlessly high precision. It was as-
sumed also by many that the best and perhaps the only
good way to learn how to interpret maps was by mak-
ing them. The experiences of the training camps have
not only greatV improved methods of instruction in

map reading and making, but also have shown clearly
that cheap and quickly made maps may be quite as
useful in many kinds of engineering investigations and
explorations as more laborious and costly productions.
Maps are recognized as essential to the work of
geologists, engineers and geographers; but the ability
to use maps intelligently and skilfully is also necessary
in many other fields. To the trained interpreter a

131
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topographic map is a storehouse of varied informa-

tion. Maps are a necessity to automobilists and n\any

other travelers, and there is an increasing number of

people who find map sketching a pleasant pastime.

Many of the schools and colleges have continued the

work on map sketching begun during the war for stu-

dents in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps or in con-

nection with geology or surveying. There is an in-

creasing demand for instruction both in map reading

and map making, and this book, which has been writ-

ten to supply a short treatise on these subjects, is

admirably adapted to its purpose.

The text is divided into three parts. The first part

takes up methods of indicating on, or getting from,

a map the information that it is intended to convey,

such as: Location, orientation, scale, relief, drainage,

and other features; profiles and sections, slopes or

grades of hills, roads and railroads; the determination

of visibility and areas, the use of topographic maps
in the field for military purposes, and the coordinate

and grid systems. A comparison is made of the maps
of the United States Geological Survey, the Ordnance
Survey of the British Isles, and the Carte de France
de I'Etat Major. The second part is devoted to the

making of topographic sketches by means of the army
sketchbcard and the simple equipment which goes with
it; free-hand lettering, topograhic drafting, enlarge-

ment and reduction, pacing, traversing, position sketch-

ing, contouring and the determination of elevations.

Part three is devoted to landscape sketching, which is

a useful and generally not well understood practice.

The most serious criticsm is that the part on land-

scape sketching is somewhat brief and could be better

illustrated. The reviewer thinks that more should be
said about simple solar observations to determine merid-
ian, and that the usefulness of the compass in travers-
ing should be explained and emphasized, and that the
use of the "stride" is preferable to the "pace." But
these are only minor criticisms of an excellent piece

of work.

An appendix of thirty pages contains a descriptive

list of the principal topographic maps of the world,
which will be of value to anyone whose interest or
business requires him to use maps of foreign coun-
tries.

The book is a s'lmple, straightforward treatment of
the subject of map reading and the making of simpla
maps, well presented and with commendable brevity.

It is a good textbook for schools which give instruction
on this subject, and also for anyone who wishes to

take it up in a non-technical way.

American Labor: Historically and Today
ORGANIZED LABOR IN AMERICA!: HISTORY By FrankTracy Carlton, Ph. D., Professor of Economics De Pauw Uni-

versity. New York and London : D. Appleton and Co Cloth
5 X 8 in.

, pp. 313. $2.50.
'

THE NEW INDUSTRIAL UNREST: Reasons and Remedies—
By Ray Stannard Baker Garden City, N. Y. : Doubledav, Pag-e
6 Co. Cloth ; 6 X 9 in.

; pp. 231.
.f 2.

Professor Tracy outlines various phases cf organized
labor in its relation to American history and Mr. Baker
deals with the labor unrest of the present day. Each
volume is short and readable.

After an introduction and a chapter on "Epochs in

the History or Organized Labor," Professor Tracy takes

up the American constitution, free schools, land reform

and other matters in relation to the wage-earner. There

is a chapter on labor parties, Socialism, etc. The last

part of the book discusses "The Ideals of the Wage
Earner" and pre-war tendencies.

Mr. Baker's book, as its title indicates, is a dis-

cussion of the present labor situation, based largely on
personal studies during the recent steel strike and other

first-hand information. The viewpoints of both
employers and employees are presented, those of the

latter perhaps in more detail. The last part of the

book goes into the shop-council system, co-operation in

industry, labor management as a profession and the

struggle between autocracy and democracy for indus-

trial control Some I'esults of co-operative experiments

are presented.

Both books are well worth reading and the two may
well be read together, taking the historical sketch first.

Centrifugal Pump Impellers

Reviewed by Robert E. Horton
Consulting Engineer, Voorheesville, N. Y.

RESEARCHES ON THE THEORY OF THE ACTION OF CEN-
TRIFUGAL PUMP IMPELLERS— P.y Otogora Miyagi. Koua-
kuhakushi. Technolog.v Report.s of the Tohoku Imperial Uni-
versity, Sendai, Japan. Tokyo: Maruzen Co., Ltd. Paper;
7 X 10 in. ; pp. 100 ; 25 figures in the text.

This is a very complete and clearly written analysis

of the theory of centrifugal pump impellers. The
analysis is mainly algebraic, and in a form easily fol-

lowed, although differential equations and integral

calculus are used to some extent. It covers the theory

of centrifugal pumps in a more extended and complete

manner than most standard books in English dealing

with this subject.

The general 'theory is first developed. This is fol-

lowed by a discussion of natural flow through the

impeller when working under no load. The paths of the

water particles are then treated for impeller blades

developed in different forms of curves. The effect of

hydraulic resistances is then considered, and finally,

using Weisbach's formula for loss of head due to bends

and ordinary coefficients of friction between water and

iron surfaces, practical working formulas for impeller

design are obtained, including an approximate solution

of the problem of determining the efficiency of an

impeller having a given design. A single complete

example is presented, and solved.

Control and Utilization of the Nile
NILE CONTROL—By Sir Murdoch Mac»Donald, K.C.M.G., C.B.,

.\dviser. Ministry of Public Works, Egypt. Cairo, Egypt: Gov-
ernment Publications Office. Paper; 8 x 13 in.;' pp. 262; illus-
trated. P.T.20. Vol. I—A Statement of the Necessity for Fur-
ther Control of the Nile to Complete the Development of Egypt
and Develoj) a Certain Area in the Sudan, with Particulars of
the Physical Conditions to be Considered and a Programme of
the Engineering Works Involved, Vol. II—Folding Maps.

How to control and utilize the Nile so as literally to

make two crops grow where one or none grew before is

a problem as old as the Pyramids. A partial control for

limited areas was secured centuries ago. In recent

years large two-crop areas were established by the As-

suan dam and several barrages lower down the river.

The pi-esent report sums up and carries forward studies

made during some years past for the purpose of reclaim-

ing every possible additional acre of Egypt that needs

flood protection, or drainage or irrigation. The works
recommended to this end are reservoirs on the White,

the Blue and the Upper Blue Niles and also at Lake
Albert; a barrage at Nag Hammadi "to protect flood cul-

tivation in the part of Upper Egypt as yet unconverted

to perrenial irrigation, and to supply it with summer
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water when conversion does take place;" and a channel

in the Sudd region to assure that the Lake Albert reser-

voir reaches the Main Nile. It is proposed that these

works, including each of the four reservoirs, be carried

out in the order given above.

The report deals first with the area, population and

water requirements involved in the whole project, then

with the several proposals to meet these requirements.

Many meteorological and stream-flow data are pre-

sented. Among the appendixes is one on the rating and

the accuracy of current-meters, one on taking weir dis-

charges through the sluices of the Assuan dam and one

discussing briefly the possible value of a secofid height-

ening of the Assuan dam.

The Art of Iron Production
NON-TECHXICAI. CHATS ON IRON AND STEEL—By LaVerne
W. Spring-, A. B., Chief Chemist and Metallui-gist, Crane Co..
Chicago. New York : Frederick A. Stokes Co. Cloth ; 5 x 8
in. ; pp. 358 ; illustrated. $3.50.

Mr. Spring makes an unusually successful attempt to

explain in language that a school boy can understand

the complex and difficult art of iron production. Taking

account of the fact that this art has a historical back-

ground reaching into the obscurity of earliest ages, and

that its present development extends into all the

intricacy and refinement of micrometallography, the

task grows formidable, and its successful performance

is the more to be appreciated. A soundly logical plan

of development has been followed in the arrangement

of the text; the discussion proceeds from history to

raw materials, and then through the successive processes

of the iron industry from furnace stock pile to rolling

mill. There is even something on the various features

associated with the critical points of the cooling curves

of iron. While not all of the many photographic illus-

trations are as clear as desirable, taken as a whole the

pictures and the various drawings and diagrams

illustrate the work sufficiently for all requirements of

the reader. It should be an instructive diversion rather

than a piece of hard work to read the book.

Publications Received

A.MERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS;
Proceedings of the 1919 Convention—^Valparaiso, Ind. : Charles
Carroll Brown, Secy. Cloth; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 725; illustrated.

BACK TO THE REPUBLIC: The Golden Mean; The Standard
Foini of Government—By Harry F. Atwood. Chicago, 111. :

Laird & Lee, Inc. Cloth ; 5 x 8 in. ; pp. 157. $1.

Enthusiastic propaganda foi- a return to the most elemental
form of representative government contemplated by the American
constitution and its application here and everywhere to not only
fedeial but also to state, county and city government and to a
single world republic. Against all boards, commissions, and
popular or direct legislation. Overlooks possible evolution in gov-
ernment since 1788 or need for variations in government to suit
national or more local differences. Short and readable but
could be condensed and made more readable by cutting out
tiresome repetitions.

A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF MATHEM.VTT-
CAL SCIENCE: BuUetin of the American Mathematical So-
ciety. Vol. XXVI, No. 9, June, 1920—New York: The So-
ciety. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 47.

THE CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF TEACHING: Annual Report of the President and of the
Treasurer. 1919—New York: The Foundation. Paper: 7 x 10
in. ; pp. 148. Free upon request.

EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT AND INDUSTRIAL TRAIN-
ING: Employment Management Series No. 4—Washington.
D. C. : Federal Board for Vocational Education. Paper ; 6 x 9
in. ; pp 107 ; illustrated.

ENERGY NECESSARY TO SHEAR STEEL AT HIGH TEM-
PERATURES—By Guy D. Newton, Associate Professor of En-
gineering Drawing and Machine Design. Columbia, Mo. : Engi-
neering Experiment Station of the University of Missouri Bul-
letin. Paper: 6 x 9 in.: dd. 16: illustrated

li(>G(J'S WAGE TABLES FOR JiCILijLSG CO.STRACTOR.S
Compiled by J as. Oliver Hogg. Jr., .Vssoc. M. Am. .Soc. C. E
Kansas City, Mo.: Jnn. O. Hogg, Jr., & Co. I^eather ; .=5x7
in.

; pp. 62. $5.
A set of 59 rate tables worked out for every quarter hour,

from 1 to 603 hours at varying rates per hour from ^0.30 to
$1.50

HYDRAULIC TURBINES: With a Chapter on Centrifugal
Pumps—By R. L. Daugherty, A.B., M.E., Professor of Me-
chanical and Hydraulic Engineering, California Institute of
Technology; Formerly Professor Hydraulic Engineering, Rens-
selaer Polytechnic Institute. Third Edition. Revised, Enlarged
and Reset. New York and London : McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc. Cloth; 6 x 9 in.

; pp. 281; iUustrated. $3.A third edition of a valuable short treatise. Chapters have
been added on governois and design.
HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION OF THE PROVINCE
OF ONTARIO: Report, 1919—Toronto, Can.: The Commis-
sion. Paper; 7 x 10 in.; pp. 287; illustrated.

HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH—By George M. Price. M.D.,
Author of "A Handbook on Sanitation," "Tenement-House In-
spection," etc. Second Edition, Thoroughly Revi.sed. New York:
Lea & Febiger. Cloth; 5x7 in.; pp 280. $1.75.
In this edition some revisions have been made and there has

been added the report of a committee of the American Public
Health Association giving Standard Regulations for the Control
of Communicable Diseases. Although containing much informa-
tion in small compass, the book is marred by misleading state-
ments on engineering subjects and encumbeied by mere defini-
tions and categorical statements of little possible value to anvone.
The volume appears to be designed for students and amateur
health officers.

JAMAICA BAY-PECONIC BAY CANAL BOARD: Supplemental
Report Relating to the Construction of the Proposed Canal
and the Effect Upon the Present Souice of the Water Fur-
nished to Residents of the Town of Hempstead and the Bor-
ough of Queens. Albany, N. Y. : The Board. Paper ; 6 x 9 in.

;

pp. 15 ; illustrated.

THE PORT OF NEW YORK—By Thomas E. Rush, Surveyor of
the Port. New York; Doubleday, Page & Co. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ;

pp. 361 ; illustrated. $3.50.
Devoted mostly to the non-engineering features of the country's

premier port : history, commerce, smiggling, "port salesmanship,"
etc. Some concluding chapters on the details of port operation
may serve to enlighten the laymen on what the engineer con-
tributes to the port, as distinct from the harbor.
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT OF THE HARLEM RFV'ER : Re-

port of the Board of Conference. Albany, N. Y. : The Board.
Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 195 ; folding maps.

PROPOSED WATERWAY BETWEEN GRAVESEND \ND
JAMAICA BAYS : Report of the Board of Conference, Albany.
N. y. : The Board. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 58 ; folding maps.

THE RELATION OF THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY OF NT\G-
ARA FALLS TO THE WATER WORKS—Bv John A. Kienle.
Reprinted from Journal of the American Watei- Works Asso-
ciation, Sept., 1919. New York: Electro Bleaching Gas Co.
Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 20 ; illustrated.

SERVICE AT COST PLANS: An Identical Analvsis of Statutes,
Ordinances, Agreements and Commission Orders in Effect, or
Proposed, Together with a Discussion of the Essentials of Local
Transportation Franchises—By Harlow C. Clark, Editor of
Aera. New York : American Electric Railway Association.
Cloth; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 315. $2.50.
After nine short chapters on franchise principles, capital risks,

etc., and a single general chapter on "Existing P'ans." the re-
mainder of the book is devoted to a topical analysis of service-
at-cost plans in effect and pioposed.
SUPPORTING STRENGTH OF DRAIN TILE AND SEWER
PIPE UNDER DIFFERENT PIPE-LAYING CONDITIONS

—

By W. J. Schlick, Drainage Engineer, Ames, Iowa : Engineer-
ing Experiment Station oi the Iowa State College of Agricul-
ture and Mechanic Arts. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. : pp. 68 ; illustrated.A review of tests made in 1915, 1916 and 1917. The tests were

undertaken, primarily, to determine by actual tests the T-eJation
of the "ordinary supporting strength" as given by standard
laboratory tests to the supoorting strengths developed bv pipe
under "ordinary" pipe-layin^; conditions, to determine the definite
ratios thereto of the supporting strengths developed with other
pipe-laying methods and to determine the most economical meth-
ods of increasing the supporting strengths of pipe, through better
and more careful methods of laying, under different ditch conditic ns.

TEXT-BOOK OF THE MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING—Bv
Herbert F. Moore, Researcli Professor of Engineering Mate-
rials, Engineering Experiment Station, L'niversity of Illinois,
Member* American Society for Testing Materials : with a Chap-
ter on Concrete by Hai-rison F. Gonnerman, Research Assistant
Professor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. Engineering
Experiment Station, University of Illinois, Member American
Society for Testing Materials, Member American Concrete In-
stitute. New York and London : McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
Paper; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 31.': illustrated. $3.
A second edition. New matter is mainly in the chapter on

Concrete, by H. F. Gonnerman, which contains an admirable
r6sum4 of the current proportioning theories. Some question
might be raised as to the permanence of those theories and the
desirability cC dignifying them yet in book literature.

THE TIDES AND TIDAL STREAMS: With Illustrative Exam-
ples from Canadian Waters—By Bell Dawson, M.A., D.Sc.
M. Inst. C.E., F.R.S.C., Superintendent of Tidal Surveys. Otta-
wa, Can. : Dept. of the Naval Service. Paper ; 7 x 10 in. ; pp.
43 ; illustrated.

WATER AND SEWAGE PURIFICATION—Bv Sir Alexander C.
Houston, K.B.E., C.V.O., M.B., D.Sc, Director of Water E.xami-
nations. Metropolitan Water Board. London. Reprinted from
the Reports of the Progress of Applied Chemistry, Vol. 4. 1919.
London: The Author. Paper; 6 x 9 in.; pp. 24; illustrated.

WATER RESOURCES ; Piesent and Future I'ses—By Frederick
Haynes Newell. Professor of Civil Engineering, University of
Illinois. A Revision of tlie Addresses Delive:'ed in the Chester
S. Lyman Lecture Series, 1913. Before the Senior Class of the
Sheflleld Scientific School, Yale University. New Haven. Conn.

:

Yale University Press. London: Oxford University Press.
Cloth; 7 X 10 in.: PP. 310: illustrated. S4.50.
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Letters to the Editor

The Professional Spirit in Education

Sir—Inspiration to the individual is the thinjr which each

educator is seeking. How "to jret it across," how to awaken
an impelling: force in the mind of the student is the great

problem. In each person there is a more or less latent

motive or desire to achieve something; but this desire being

unknown and unformulated, even to the consciousness of

that person, the motivation may not take place until the

eleventh hour— if ever!

Charles R. Mann, in his article in Engineering Ncu^s-
Record of June 24 (p. 1242), calls attention to the power
of the World War in inspiring men to supreme effort and
in bringing out the spirit of service and of sacrifice, exist-

ing everywhere, but overlaid by the "crust of the common-
place." He asks what is the thing which may become "the
moral equivalent of war," effective to arouse our students?
He answers in effect that it is the spirit of service, not
self seeking, but service for the public welfai*e.

In this presentation Dr. Mann has put into words the
underlying principles which have been the source of strength
of the rapidly growing American Association of Engineers
and which are needed in engineering schools. The A.A.E.
is making a practical demonstration of these principles so

well outlined by Dr. Mann. The association is growing
largely because it is inspiring individual engineers every-
where with the spirit of service and of sacrifice for the

common good. To the degree that it touches and quickens
this spirit, to that extent it flourishes. Where, on the con-
trary, there is little or none of this spirit, it languishes.

In the engineering schools the American Association of
Engineers is doing missionary or inspirational work such
as outlined by Dr. Mann. This is attempted in the hope
of grousing or keeping alive, in the midst of the distracting

technical details, this all important thought that the true

engineer "builds for people, not for individual." It is

doing this by creating student chapters, all inclusive, bring-

ing together every kind and class of engineering student.

It is urging these chapters to take up, not the technical

details of the class room, but the larger view of human
relations, the duty and opportunity of the young engineer

in the so-called "spiritual" or ideal, as contrasted with the

purely material, objects embodied in the usual curriculum.

It is ti'ying to inculcate by repeated and tireless effort and
by approach from every direction, this principle so well

stated by Dr. Mann that "a technical school surely does not
realize its true destiny when it is merely a factory for quan-

tity production of standardized technical and intellectual

skill."

The student chapter primarily promotes acquaintance.

It is about the only force which brings together seniors and
freshmen, civils and mechanicals, as fellow workers in the

public welfare. It gives opportunity for the exceptional

man to demonstrate leadership and to do something imme-
diate and tangible for the student body which, for the time,

takes the place of larger public service. It offers to each
eager student something of opportunity for the "great

adventure", -for trj'ing out his mental alertness, his ability

to think and express his thought not under the compulsion
of the class room but in the democratic atmosphere of a
self governing body, free to act and to accept or reject any
proposition on the merits as presented by its proponents.

Here, if anywhere, is the agency to which we educators

must look for the upbuilding of character—for the develop-

ment of the force which offsets the tendency of the schools

"to inspire the individual to make the most of himself for

the sake of his own success," and to give the inspiration

to the spirit of service for the public good, the spirit whose
manifestation cannot fail to bring the largest measure of

true success. For, as so well brought out by Dr. Mann in

his conclusion, "All are ready to do (the engineer) honor

and grant him credit for public service well done."

Urbana, 111. F. H. Newell,
Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois.

Sir—Dr. Mann, in his article appearing in Engineei-iug
News-Record June 24, p. 1242, considers an important sub-
ject, and one which faculties of leading schools of engineer-
ing have had in mind for some time. Many have gone so
far as to do what Dr. Mann suggests to the extent possible
in a four-year college course following only high school
preparation. A good many years ago students of the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute were discussing in their

senior theses just such problems of sanitation and trans-
portation as Dr. Mann suggests, and for many years the
seniors of the College of Applied Science of the State Uni-
versity of Iowa have been doing this same thing.

The engineering schools have been criticized a good deal
for the narrowness of their curriculums, and for the failure

of their graduates to get into positions of leadership in

industry and public welfare movements. Doubtless the
training has been somewhat narrow, emphasizing more the

trade of engineering than the profession of engineering.

But one wonders somewhat whether this criticism is wholly
well founded. The engineering schools like others have
been growing—as new visions are seen, new methods and
curriculums are adopted. The perfect has not been at-

tained, but growth has been apparent and is even now in

evidence in a decided movement toward greater generaliza-

tion, with greater emphasis on the fundamentals of all

engineering rather than on specialization in the work of a
single branch.

Formerly it was quite customary for the engineering
schools to have two of the four college years alike for all

engineei'ing students. Then, as the branches became more
and more differentiated by the increase in knowledge and
devices, the two years dropped to one, and then to none,

and at least one strong school differentiated even between
the various branches of what is generally classed as civil

engineering, offering specialization in structural, sanitary,

railway, and geodetic engineering.

Now the movement is backward, as engineering prac-

titioners are telling the schools to train in fundamental
principles. As one great industry says, "We don't care
whether your men graduate as civil engineer, structural

engineer, or mechanical engineer; if they have been trained

in the fundamentals, they can learn our business." So two
years ago the College of Applied Science of the State
University of Iowa adopted the plan of differentiating be-

tween its courses in civil, electrical, and mechanical engi-

neering only in the fourth year, and then only to the extent

of about two-thirds of the work of that year. Other schools

are following this lead. The College of Applied Science

would not differentiate in the fourth year if it did not feel

called upon to continue a school of engineering which can't

be done without students who, in the presently existing

attitude of mind, demand to be trained as civil engineers or

mechanical engineers or electrical engineers, or in some
other definitely classified branch of the profession.

Just at this time engineering schools are in a situation

not wholly without unfortunate possibilities. As was
brought out by Prof. J. H. Dunlap at the recent convention

of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education,

twenty years ago in the matter of entrance requirements
engineering schools stood at the top of the group of pro-

fessional schools including law, medicine, dentistry and
engineering. Now they stand at the bottom.

With the better schools of medicine requiring from six

to seven years work after high school, two of which is in

training in letters; with law schools requiring two years of

work in letters and arts for entrance; and with dentistry

schools requiring one or two years of such work for en-

trance, there would seem to be great danger that these

professional schools will draw the cream of the young men
looking to a professional career, leaving the overflow to

the engineering schools.

Broader training? Yes, but how much broader in four

years? There is so much now of fundamental technology

that is essential to the training of the engineer who would

have breadth of technical training, that training in the

humanities, so-called, must be added at the top or bottom,

or possibly strung along ribbon-fashi«n as proposed at

Michigan. But however given it means more years.
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Breadth of training requires time. The national socie-

ties, if they will, can compel engineering schools to take

the time, just as the American Medical Society has de-

manded of the schools of medicine.

Do the industries employing engineering graduates and

the older practising engineers want breadth of training ?

The engineering schools will give it if they are backed in

their efforts by the profession.

Iowa City. William G. Raymond,
Dean, College of Applied Science, State University of Iowa.

Sir—Dr. Mann in his article "The Professional Spirit

in Engineering Education," EngineeHng News-Record, June

24, 1920, brings to life an old idea at a moment we all hope

may be propitious. It is timely, not only for the reasons

given, but also because engineering colleges generally are

engaged in revising their curricula the better to meet
modern conditions.

Even before the war teachers of engineering subjects

were realizing the necessity of changes. It is interesting

and significant that these changes contemplated a more
liberal education for the engineer. It was realized that the

trend during the past thirty years had been too much
toward the technical. We were developing technicians

rather than engineers; that is, our instruction was narrow-

ing rather than broadening.

Dr. Mann hits the nail on the head when he Says: "The
required training must inspire the individual to make the

most of himself for the common good." And he touches a

sore spot in saying "relatively few of the graduates of engi-

neering schools win recognition as professional men."

Why? In part, at least, because the modern graduate is a
technician rather than an engineer.

A further answer may be found in the engineer of fifty

years ago. They won recognition—became world known.
Why? All the engineering books they studied could Ibe car-

ried under one arm—a half dozen at most. Now there are

wheel-barrow loads of them, but no wheel-barrows. To fill

out his course the older engineering student had to take a

good part of the college literary courses. He studied dozens

of non-tecl^ical subjects and came out of college with an
outlook upon his career quite different from the gn:"aduate

of today.

The fact that the engineer of today must have knowledge
of technical subjects unknown in earlier days, and the fur-

ther fact that his course of study is still four years, ex-

plains why his vision is fore-shortened. The obvious

answer is a longer course—five years or even six. We must
come to it as soon as practicable if we would put the engi-

neer in position to "win recognition as professional men."
At least, so I think. M. E. Cooley,

Dean Colleges of Engineering and Architecture,

Ann Arbor. University of Michigan.

A Tribute to General Gorgas
Sir—With the passing of Gen. William C. Gorgas earth

is the poorer in its loss of him, but in his life humanity is

the richer for his unceasing activity in the alleviation of

suffering and the advancement of those things which make
for the best in life—service to mankind. The record of

his work at Havana, at Panama, at Johannesburg and lately

at Peru, is well written in enduring history. Never spec-

tacular, never self-assertive, never jealous of his own fame
or fearful of allowing credit to others Dr. Gorgas attained

distinction which easily placed him pre-eminent among the

builders of the Panama Canal.

Not of engineering education, but a great engineer in the

true sense of the word. By his devotion to duty, his con-

fidence in the right and untiring service in face of natural
difficulties and personal humiliation General Goi-gas made
possible that condition which allowed the United States to

undertake and complete the colossal work which had been
a dream for centuries, but a failm'e in accomplishment to

the time of his coming. However great the engineei'ing

feats accomplished, for cen^-uries this canal had been
thought of, its plans had been made, its work had been be-

gun and there was nojlack of money for its accomplishment.
The sole reason for its delay and previous failure to pro-
ceed was lack of human help to do the work, and that lack

was caused by the inability of men to live on the disease
ridden Isthmus. The pi-oblem of help was solved and the
remedy applied by the work of General Gorgas in banish-
ing yellow fever, not only from the Isthmus, but from
neighboring infected ports, and safeguarding the health of

workmen against malaria and other disease of tropical

lands. With yellow fever gone and malaria under control

nothing remained but to go ahead without fear and do the
work. General Gorgas made possible the building of the

Panama Canal and to him the United States owes its

prestige in the completion of the work.
Personally General Gorgas was a most kindly and gra-

cious p-entleman in everything that word means; true, loyal,

steadfast in duty and without reproach, he had what so

many men in high position fail to achieve—the whole-
hearted loyalty of his staff of helpers. This attribute of

binding to himself staunch and friendly co-workers brought
to Dr. Gorgas, without striving for it, that which m2re
ability could not attain but which coupled to his ability gave
to him international prestige.

Perhaps General Gorgas' most notable characteristic was
his readiness to give credit, and his willingness to consider

plans of others. Never ai*bitrary, never vindictive, un-
consciously he attained position eagerly soupht by others

and missed. The work accomplished by him is written

for enduring fame, well recognized by his contemporaries
and sure of even brighter recognition as the result of his

well-laid plans worked out to maturity.

General Gorgas seemed beset with his desire to over-

come pestilence and disease, not content with the laurels

so well deserved which were his for work well done, and
of quantity and quality that well might satisfy an ordinary

man; at the time of his death it is understood that he
was planning even a more far-reaching health crusade.

With his past record there is no doubt but that he would
have gone far in its accomplishment. So I say earth is

the poorer for his passing.

Naturally great hearted, courteous and thoughtful for

ethers, ever ready to help, ever ready to serve, there are

all too few of his kind for us to spare, but even "as ships

that pass in the night and speal: to each other in passing"

so with us who had the privilege of knowing Dr. Gorgas
personally, while there is a sense of loss in his going, our
own lives are the richer for the contact and cheer from one
cf earth's noblemen. Caleb Mills Saville.

Hartford, Conn.

Shrinkage of Loosely Filled Earthwork
in Embankments

Sir—In Engineering Krws-Record of June 24, Mr. E. E.

R. Trafcman has called the attention of engineers to the much
vexed question of the shrinkage of the earth in embank-
ments. I think it is more a question of words than of fa -ts,

the controversy arising upon the terms of the question, and
because of the attempt to establish a relation between two
facts which are entirely independent of each other. The
Illinois Public Utilities Commission would have reached dif-

ferent conclusions if the case had beer presented in a more
proper form.

The engineer of the Commission who made his conclusions

according to my position on the question, regrets that I

based my opinion upon abstract reasoning and not upon
experimental data; and Mr. Tratman says that I made state-

ments, but failed to give evidence in suppoi-t of my view,

A word of explanation will not be out of place and it will

invite discussion.

The complex question of the shrinkage of earth is greatly

simplified when examined under two distinct points of view,

viz., the removal of the earth from its natural position, and

then when it has been deposited in the embauKment.
Concerning the first part of the question, everyone agrees

that the earth removed from its natural position inci'eases

in volume, or swells, as it is commonly called. As there is

common consent on this point, any further discussion will be
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useless. It will be convenient, however, to remember that

the bulginjr or swelling of the earth, is caused by destroy-

ing; the cohesive force which holds together all the different

particles; these being now loosened, there are an infinite

number of voids between them, and it is these voids which
cause the increase of volume of the earth after removal as

compared with its volume in its original place.

Now. if the earth after it has been removed from the

natural bank (and consequently of larger volume) is de-

posited in such a way so as to form an embankment, this

will be found of a larger volume than the original cut.

Theory teaches that the cohesive force of the material once
destroyed is never resumed to the same former intensity;

which means that the particles of earth in the embankment
will never be so compact as they were in the material in its

original position, and since voids will always exist in the

embankment, thus the embankments will always be found
of larger volume than the cuts from which they wei'e taken.

Such an assertion is not an abstract reasoning but it is

based on facts and practical experience. It is an ascer-

tained fact that it is easier to remove the earth from an
embankment than from its natural position, which indi-

cates a smaller cohesive fot-ce in the embankment, and the

consequent presence of voids which are the real cause of the
swelling. It may be concluded, therefore, that the earth

deposited in the embankment will always occupy a larger
volume than in its original position.

Engineers and trackmen know by experience that the

earth in the embankments decreases continuously, and such
a reduction of the volume is attributed to the shrinkage of

the earth itself. The earth in a new embankment is in a
very loose condition on account of the numerous voids exist-

ing between its different particles, and it will yield a great
deal under the pressure of traffic and rain, such a sub-

sidence is called the shrinkage and it is very sensitive in the

green fills. The subsidence of the embankment will con-

tinue for a very long time, although in old embankments it

will not be so apparent as in the new ones, and such a slow
but continuous yielding is due to the fact that the cohesive

force will never be i-estored to its former intensity. The
earth in embankments may be compared to the piles which
yield a great deal under the first blows of the hammer and
their sinking under the successive blows will be less and
less. Consequently the distinction between Settlement and
Shrinkage as suggested by the engineer of the Illinois Pub-
lic Utilities Commission does not seem to be correct as the
embankment will settle continuously on account of the

voids which in larger or smaller number will always exist

between the various parts of the material. Here in New
York we have a splendid example of the continuous sub-

sidence of old fills. In front of the New York Library at

42nd Street, the earth has been deposited on the roof and
sides of the Subway for over fifteen years, and the slabs

forming the sidewalk alongside the Library have been
edged off several times on account of the subsidence of the

street. This continuous yielding cannot be explained except
for the voids between the various particles of the earth,

which ai-e constantly reduced, thus compacting the fill more
and more all the time. If such a subsidence is so noticeable

in a restricted fill confined by the walls of the surrounding
houses, the structure of the Subway, and covered with an
almost impervious pavement, what vdll not happen in em-
bankments exposed directly to the action of heavy traffic

and atmospheric influences ?

When the volume of the earth in an embankment is found
less than the volume of the original^'cut, it does not mean
that the earth itself had shrunk, but instead that all the

quantity extracted from the cut is not found in the em-
bankment. Portions of it might have been lost in trans-

portation, but a larger part was carried away by rain, frost,

wind, etc., and other causes which are not controllable and
which cannot be converted into mathematical formulas.

Hence any attempt to determine the amount of these losses

in relation to the volume occupied by the earth in its natural

position, would be too empirical and unpractical.

In conclusion, it can be said: 1st. That the earth in em-
bankments will always be found of larger volume than in

cuts. 2nd. That the earth does not shrink. 3rd. That the

observed decrease in volume in the embankments as com-
pared with the cuts, is caused by the material which has
not been deposited in the embankment or it has been re-

moved by atmospheric influences.

New York City. Charles Prelini.

Drainage of Road Surfaces

Sir

—

On p. 33, your issue of July 1, is contained a syn-
opsis of A. R. Hirst's paper "Earth, Clay and Sand Roads."
This gives very valuable advice written from a practical
standpoint.

There is one point, however, that does not seem to re-

ceive prope: attention, and that is the matter of drainage
of the road surface. The proper crowning, side ditches, etc.,

are always carefully considered. In flat countries, how-
ever, roads may have very deep ditches on each side but in

wet weather wagons and automobiles cause longitudinal
ruts, which become deeper and deeper, are always filled with
water, and if the road material is of an impervious clayey
nature cannot possibly drain into the side ditches, and soon
the roadway becomes almost impassable. The obvious
remedy, which does not seem to have received any attention

whatever, is to produce artificially longitudinal grades of

say 1 per cent. If the summits of these grades are 200 ft.

apart the drainage can go in both directions and be taken
care of by transverse prepared gravel or broken stone

short sections at the hollows, which can drain into the side

ditches. With this arrangement it is not difficult to keep
the road bed in fairly good shape even in the worst weather,
and the expense of making sucn a road is very little greater
than if the road were made in the ordinary way.

J. W. Ledoux,
Philadelphia, Pa. Consulting Engineer.

How Should Motor Vehicles Be Taxed to Supply
Highway Funds?

Sir—In his article, "Motor Vehicle Instead of Gasoline
Tax Probable in Great Britain" in Engineering News-Record
July 1, p. 4, Mr. Mehren touches a topic which is verj!

interesting and very important to the highway engineers of
the country. It opens up a broad field for investigation.

I have long been of the opinion that some equitable

method should be worked out whereby the motor vehicle

owner or operator should pay a fair amount toward the
improvement of highways. This amount should vary in

proportion to the amount of use and the amount of damage
done by the different classes of vehicles. It would some-
times appear that it may be even necessary in the futui'e

to establish weighing devices along the highways and col-

lect a fixed charge per ton for the operation of trucks and
other types of commercial vehicles.

One thing seems evident at the present time—that the

motor vehicle licenses, particularly those of trucks, are

not sufficiently high to take care of the upkeep of the

highways.
One of the great troubles, of course, is that there is a

comparatively small percentage of roads improved in this

country as against the large percentage in Great Britain

indicated by Mr. Mehren in his commendable article. In

order that we may secure all possible revenue for the pur-

pose of developing further highway systems to accommo-
date the constantly increasing traffic, it will be necessary

to secure income from every possible source and of the

greatest magnitude. The proportionate chai'ge to each

class of vehicle should be worked out on a fair basis; and
co-operation between the motor vehicle manufacturer, high-

way engineer and the operator of the different types of

vehicle should result in something of benefit not only to the

highway systems of the country, but to the general public

as well.

I shall be very glad to read any remarks made by other

engineers on the question of motor vehicle taxes.

Hartford, Conn. C. J. Bennett,
State Highway Commissioner of Connecticut.



Hints for the Contractor

Concrete Building Plant Plan—II

Tower and Itehoist Substituted for

Two-Tower Plant

THE ground level and existing railway tracks pre-

vented the nominally preferable arrangement of

two tower-plants for concreting a 500 x 150-ft. four-

story building at Kokomo, Ind., and a tower-plant and

rehoist were substituted with successful results. As

shown by the diagram plan, the building was rectangu-

lar and the nominally economical arrangement would

be a tower-plant at each of the quarter points on one of

the long sides. With a two plant arrangement, the

erection cost would have been less, the operating ex-

Pipe Jacked Under Railroad and Highway

JACKING a 30-in. corrugated-iron pipe 120 ft. in length

underneath main line railroad tracks and the .state

highway in constructing a siphon in Stanislaus County,

Cal., w \s a task recently accomplished by R. V. Meikle,

chief engineer of the Turlock Irrigation District, ac-

cording to a recent issue of Hifjhivay Magazine.

There was a layer of hardpan a few feet below the

surface and the pipe had to be placed below that. Con-

ditions demanded a thoroughly strong and watertight

construction, yet it was deemed impracticable to dis-

turb railroad and highway traffic by following the usual

methods for such installations. Difficulty was added

^Chufe from Mi:>;er

- .-Cemef^

Crane 7raCf-r

A. ='Foremen ond Opera+ors
• == Laborers

CONCRETE BUILDING PLANT LAYOUT ^VHERE SIDE TOWERS WERE IMPRACTICABLE

pense smaller and the equipment cost about the same,

in comparison with the plant layout adopted.

The only practicable location for the materials plant

was at the south end over an old quarry which made
necessary a trestle for the crane track as well as for the

two-compartment bin. Bin storage provided for 270

cu.yd. of aggregate, and about 1,000 cu.yd. could be

stock-piled between the crane track and the bins. Bulk

cement was unloaded from gondola cars by clamshell

into the 1,000-bbl. cement bin. The clamshell was i

cu.yd. and the mixer capacity was 30 cu.ft. |The

mixer chuted into the bucket of the hoist tower, which

was of steel and 120 ft. high, and delivered the concrete

to the foot of the rehoist tower 200 ft. high.

For direct delivery of concrete to lower floors of

the south end of the building there was hung to the

chute from hoist to rehoist a counterweight chute cov-

ering the circle shown by the dash line. Tripod-sup-

ported extension chutes served areas outside the circles.

With a crew of 19 men, as .shown by the diagram, a

rate of 295 cu.yd. of concrete in place in 9 hrs was
secured; the average output per 8-hr. day for the job

was 200 cu.yd. Concrete work was begun July 28 and

completed Nov. 1. Delays due to shortage of material

were 4^ weeks, making an actual working period of lOi

weeks.

The building was constructed for the Haynes Auto-

mobile Co., by the M. J. Hoffman Construction Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

because considerable water had to be cared for during

the installation.

Three weeks of preliminary work were necessarj',

work pits being dug at each side of the rights of way
to allow room for the jacking operations. After the

pumps were installed and the ditches had been dug up

to the rights of way of highway and railroad, but a day

and a half were consumed in the actual jacking opera-

tions. Traffic was interrupted little, trains slowing up

as a precautionary mei^sure for one day only.

Pipe lengths as received were coupled and riveted

in the field to make one section 60 ft. long and another

40 ft. long. The 60-ft. length was first jacked into

place and then the 40-ft. length was installed. A man
worked inside of the culvert removing earth as the oper-

ations proceeded. While the operations were going

forward it was found that an additional 20 ft. of pipe

would be needed, so some concrete pipe on the job was

put in as a middle section. This concrete pipe forms the

only joint in the siphon.
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The crew consisted of five men, operating a 50-ton

jack, a clamshell dredger, one 2-in. and one 4-in. centrif-

ugal pump, and a 2^-hp. gas engine.

Horse Cuts Truck-Loading Cost

By Dan Patch
Aberthaw Construction Co., Boston, Mass.

THE cost record on a job of the Aberthaw Construc-

tion Co. in Danville, Va., showed a high charge

for unloading the first car-loads of reinforcing steel.

The writer happened to be visiting the job and went

over to the freight yard while waiting for his train, and

pulled his watch on the unloading gang, making notes

at the same time of the unloading operation on lumber.

4'-6"-

FIG. 1. DETAILS OF HORSE USED IN STEEL. UNLOADING

The unloading was being done by 5-ton trucks with

trailers, one unloading gang and two trucks working.

The time for loading one truck was about equal to the

time necessary for a round trip to the job. This meant

that each truck was idle about one-half of the time. As
trucks are high priced equipment it was easy to see

why there was a high cost for trucking the steel.

On arriving at the home office, the writer made a

rough sketch of a horse which he suggested might be

used to release one of the trucks working on steel. Fig.

1 shows the horse as made up by the job mill carpenters.

Fig. 2 shows the steel unloaded over the trailer and

horse and ready for the truck to back under the load.

This gadget allows one truck to do the work of

two and allows the unloading gang to unload steel after

the truck has left on its last trip at night, or before

the truck arrives in the morning. The cost of the

horse was about one-half of one day's cost of a truck and

driver.

Temporary Footway Built on Viaduct

Under Construction

PEDESTRIAN traffic across the Abbott Road Viaduct

over the railway yards at Buffalo, N. Y., is so heavy

that in the recent reconstruction of the viaduct it was

felt to be necessary to provide some footway during

the interval between the taking down of the old trusses

and the completion of the new floor system. Some 4,000

people cross the bridge each day and detours are not

convenient nor use of the tracks themselves safe. As

an expedient, therefore, a temporary wood sidewalk was

built half way up one of the new trusses, as shown in

the view. There was a period of 10 days only in which

a crossing was not available.

FIG. 2. READY FOR THE TRUCK

The footway consists of inverted A-frame bents

spaced about 7 ft. c. to c. with 2-in. yellow pine decks

nailed to horizontal floor-beams, thus providing a double

sidewalk about 3 ft. 9 in. clear width on each side of

the web members of the south truss of each span of

bridge. The inverted A-frames as well as the end stair-

ways and floor-beams are 2 x 10 in. yellow pine and
railing and posts are constructed of merchantable sizes

and lengths of lumber. The frame connections are

bolted with J-in. bolts and the railing and braces are

nailed with 20 d. nails, clinched. The footway was
carrieJ at a height of 9 ft. 6 in. above the floor beams
of viaduct to permit the operation of a traveling "horse"

which carried a hoist for erection of cast-iron protection

plates to be attached to the bottom of the structure

over the tracks.

The viaduct is being constructed for the City of

Buffalo by the American Bridge Co., F. K. Wright,

resident engineer and the sidewalk was erected by

Alvin F. Goehle, under the direction of Frank D. Jack-

son, assistant engineer. Bureau of Engineering. The
cost of the sidewalk was $6 per lineal foot and much of

the material can be recovered or used on other struc-

tures which will be reconstructed in the near future.
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News of the Week
New York, July 15, 1920

Construction Throttled by
Car Priority Order

Material Men Object to Wholesale
Allotment of Transportation to

Coal Interests by Interstate

Commerce Commission

Despite earnest pleas on the part of

those interested in building construc-

tion, road building and other enter-

prises, it seems evident that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission is unwill-

ing to modify its service order No. 7,

vv^hich gives priority in the use of open-

top cars to coal mines. This view of

the commission's attitude is formed
from the questions asked and comment
indulged in during the recent hearing
on the supply, exchange, interchange
and return of open-top equipment. A
typical argument against the present
basis of allotting railroad cars was that

of A. N. Johnson, representing the

Poi'tland Cement Association. Extracts
from his argument follow:

"Since November, 1918, the construc-

tion industry, second only to agricul-

ture, has been continuously handi-

capped. Governmental restrictions, in-

creased cost, labor shortage, production
shortage, lack of transportation facili-

ties, have all combined to prevent con-

struction enterprises. The construction

industry is basic. Whatever tends to

curtail this industry is certain of far-

reaching effect and if carried much fur-

ther must result in great industrial

depression.

"The situation is rendered all the
more serious as in the past three years
there has been a marked deficiency of

completed structures. During this time
the demand and the need have been in-

creasingly urgent for all classes of
buildings, farm structures, roads and
railroad construction. There is a defici-

ency today of not less than one million

homes. At the present time there are
actually available for highway con-
struction over $700,000,000, money that
cannot be used for other purposes.

These roads, if constructed, will be of

great help in lessening railroad ter-

minal congestion.

"It is recognized that terminal con-

gestion plays a far larger part in the

present difficulties of the railroads than
the moving of business over the roads
out on the lines. Much of the terminal
congestion results from the short-haul

shipment of necessary food products
for the daily subsistence of the people
living in our large cities. Therefore
not the least among the structures for

which need is most pressing are im-

proved roads, in order that motor
trucks operating over such roads may

(Continued on p. 1U2)

City Manager for Colorado

Springs
The city manager form of govern-

:Tfient, effective next April, was adopted

by Colorado Springs at a popular elec-

tion held July 6.

Milwaukee Filters of 160 Million

Gallon Capacity Recommended
Following investigations of the wa-

ter problem in Milwaukee for a year, J.

W. Ellms, consulting engineer, Cleve-

land, has recommended the construction

of a 160,000,000-gal. daily rapid filter

plant. This action is taken, he states, in

a printed report of 156 pages, "in view

of the present polluted condition of the

city's water supply, and the probable

continuance of dangerous contamina-
tion, even if the best methods now
known are used to dispose of the sew-
age of the city."

The proposed plant, which is to be

located on the lake front near the

shore shaft of the Linwood Ave. intake

tunnel, will take advantage of the fol-

lowing information obtained from th/!

experimental work: That adequate mix-

ing of coagulants with the water may
be obtained in comparatively cheap and

simple devices, such as a flume with -a

"hydraulic jump" at the end; that a

sedimentation period of not less than

three hours nor more than four hours

is necessary; that the effective size of

the sand be between 0.35 and 0.40 m.m.;

that conduits and pipe lines be provided

of such size that rates of filtration of

from 15,000,000 to 20,000,000-gal. daily

in excess of the normal rate may be

utilized. Chlorine disinfection is ap-

proved as the "second line of defense"

against contamination. Ozone appa-

ratus was found not to be developed

sufficiently so it can compete in cost

vnth chlorine.

Estimated costs are as follows:

Protection wall for site and for fill

back of wall, $382,700; foundations,

$867,440; coagulation basins, mixing

flume and discharge conduits, $782,000;

filter tanks, piping, valves, gates, fil-

ter equipment and filtered water res-

ervoir, $1,500,000; chemical house,

wash water tank and low service pump-

ing station, $448,000; contingencies and

engineering, IT per cen*:. $600,'.i00;

total $4,580,140. For operation and

maintenance Mr. Ellms estimates the

cost per million gallons at $5 to $6 and

the fixed charges at as much more.

Henry P. Bohm.ann is superintendent

of water-works and water purification.

Ernest F. Badger, was the principal

chemist and bacteriologist who carried

out the investigation under Mr. Ellms'

direction.

Dallas Club First Local to

Join Federation

Joint Conference Committee Reports

Action by i>ocal and National So-

cieties Following Organizing

Conference

The first application on the part of

ii local engineering society for mem-
bership in the Federated American En-
gineering Societies has been made by
the Technical Club of Dallas, Texas,
which voted at a meeting June 22 to

join the new body created at the Or-
panizing Conference held in Washing-
ton, D. C, June 3-4. This news is con-

tained in a bulletin which has just

been issued by the Joint Conference
Committee, representing the four

founder societies, and which sums up
the action thus far taken by various

national and local organizations with
respect to membership in the new feder-

ation. Extracts from the bulletin fol-

low:

At the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Institute of Chemical Engineers
held in Montreal June 28-July 3, the

question of the Institute becoming a

member of the Federated American
Engineering Societies was favorably

discussed and referred to the Council

for consideration at its meeting on July

25, at which time definite action will

be taken. In the discussion it was
stated that the Institute should be a

member of this organization and, if its

finances would not permit, the members
should be assessed the necessary

amount.
The '"eport of the delegates to the

Organizing Conference was read at the

meeting of the Board of Direction of

The American Institute of Electrical

Engineers at the annual convention at

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.. June
30 and the following resolution

adopted:

RESOLVED, that it is the sense of this
hoard that the A.I.E.E. should join the
Federated American Engineering Societies
l>ut that as there is a small attendance at
this meeting and a new board »vill be con-
stituted commencing with the administra-
tive year on Aug. 1. action be deferred un-
til the August meeting of the board and
that a letter be sent the members of the
incommg board, with a request that they
give careful consideration to the matter
and be prepared to act at the next meeting.

The report of the delegates to the

Organizing Conference was read at the

meeting of the Board of Direction of

the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers June 25, was
favorably discussed and referred to the

Finance Committee to devise and re-

port on means for meeting the financial

requirements.

i'he report of the delegates to the

Washington conference representing

the American Society of Ci\nl Engi-
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neers will be presented at the annual

convention of that society, at Portland,

Oregon, August 10-12.

Repues to Critics

To critics of the plan for the Feder-

ated American Engineering Societies

the Joint Conference Committee makes

the following reply:

"In the aftermath of the Washing-

ton Conference there has been consid-

erable discussion of the new organiza-

tion and a number of incorrect state-

ments have been made. One of these

is that 'during the war, technical men
observed the fact that many engineer-

ing problems required the joint action

of the technical societies. This require-

ment was met by the formation of En-

gineering Council. Now the X)rganiz-

ing Conference proposes a new organi-

zation.' This is not correct, as it has

been repeatedly pointed out that the

work of The Federated American En-

gineering Societies will be administered

by the American Engineering Council

which will succeed the present Engi-

neering Council. This procedure re-

ceived the approval of Engineering

Council at its meeting on October 16,

1919, when it endorsed the 'general

plan for a national engineering council

as outlined by the Joint Conference

Committee of the Founder Societies.'

"It has also been suggested th^t *no

specific business is as yet outlined for

action by the Council' that 'the feder-

ated societies is so completely nebulous

that one cannot commend or condemn

it and it will be some time before the

new organization will begin to function.'

As a matter of fact the Organizing

Conference, at the closing session on

June 4, adopted the following resolu-

tion:"

RESOLVED, That it is the sense of this

Organizing- Conference that the Joint Con-
ference Committee should be entrusted with
making provision for putting the conclusions

of this conference into effect and that En-
gineering Council be requested to carry on

its work until the new organization has
been established, and by all proper means
to further the program of the new organi-

zation. The Conference further recom-
mends to the contributing societies that they
continue supplying the funds required by
Engineering Council until its work is taken
over by the new organization.

Engineering Council at its meeting

June 17, unanimously adopted resolu-

tions endorsing the federation. (See

July 1 issue, p. 43.)

Engineering Council Co-operates

The action of Engineering Council in

accepting the invitation of the Organiz-

ing Conference, the Joint Conference
Committee points out, means that the

activities of Engineering Council which
are those to be undertaken by The
Federated American Engineering So-

cieties, will be continued without inter-

ruption, until the American Engineer-
ing Council is prepared to take up the

work.
The statement that this new organi-

zation "is completely nebulous" cannot,
according to the committee, stand
against the fact that the Organizing
Conference in Washington adopted a

complete constitution and by-laws to

govern the organization which came
into existence when The American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers applied

for membership immediately following

their adoption, and at which time assur-

ances were given that the Detroit Engi-
neering Society and the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers had
taken, or would take, similar action.

To this nucleus must be added the

Technical Club of Dallas so that the

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties has come into existence and the

first meeting of its governing body will

be held probably in November of this

year.

Purpose of Federation

The committee concludes its bulletin

with the following statement:
"There seems also to be confusion as

to the purpose of the new organization

as set forth in the constitution:
The object of this organization shall bo

to further the public welfare whenever tech-
nical knowledge and engineering experi-
ence are involved and to consider and act
tipon matters of common concern to the
engineering and allied technical profes-
sions.

"The organization is to deal with
what are commonly known as welfare
or non-technical matters. It is not a

social organization; it is not an organi-

zation of individual members. As its

title indicates it is a federation of so-

cieties with whose autonomy and activi-

ties it in no way interferes. It does
not create a new organization but it

will succeed the present Engineering
Council and will be more comprehensive
as to scope and membership.
"The Federated American Engineer-

ing Societies will not in any sense ba
a competitor of any existing organiza-
tion. Its success will depend upon the
whole-hearted support given by the in-

dividual engineers and allied technolo-

gists of this- country through the re-

spective engineering and allied tech-

nical societies with which they are
identified."

California Seeks Highway Survey
By Bureau of Public Roads

As a result of recent charges brought
against the commission and in order to

secure impartial judgment upon the ef-

ficiency of its highway system, the

California Highway Commission has
requested the U. S. Bureau of Public

Roads to study and report upon the
state highway system. The commission
believes that an authoritative, impartial

and comprehensive report upon Cali-

fornia work, which to date has cost ap-
proximately $33,000,000 and has given

2,500 mi. of improved roads consuming
nine years to construct, would be of

great interest and value not alone to

California but to other states as well.

The commission anticipates favorable

action by the Bureau of Public Roads
upon its request. It is expected that

the investigation will require several

months, and that it will cover location,

engineering, type, permanency, surfac-

ing, and economic value.

Se\vaj»e-Works Contract Aban-
doned by Contractor

The contractor for building the
northeast sewage-works at Philadelphia
has declined to proceed with his contract

and his operating plant has been taken
over by the city through the action of

Joseph C. Wagner, acting director of
public works, and George S. Webster,
Chief of the Bureau of Surveys. The
contract price was $1,025,000. The con-
tractor supplied the bond for $512,500
through the National Surety Co. of
New York. The work is about 33%
completed. A greater part of the ex-

cavation has been made and a small
percentage of concrete and re-inforcing

steel placed.

Work Resumed on Chippawa
Canal

Work was i-esumed on the Chippawa
Canal around Niagara Falls on July 8.

The Hydro-Electric Commission of On-
tario agreed to establish the 8-hour
day in the machine shops, the rest of

the work to be on a 10-hour basis.

About 800 men of a normal staff of

2,000 returned and others are expected

to do so shortly, but a large proportion

of the employees have left the district.

Motor Vehicles in Pennsylvania

Show Increase
The Automobile Division of the Penn-

sylvania State Highway Department
has predicted that more than 525,000

licenses will be issued in 1920 for pneu-
matic tired vehicles. Tag No. 469,000

v/as issued last week. The total num-
ber of licenses issued for pneumatic
tired vehicles in 1919 was 441,224.

Truck registrations also show a
great increase over 1919. The number
of licenses issued up to July 9 for solid

tired vehicles totaled 41,556. The 1919
total was 40,893.

Up to July 8, the total receipts from
automobile registrations were $7,176,-

761.47. This is an increase over the

total receipts for 1919 of $1,086,115.78.

The Automobile Division has received

a number of requests for tag No. 500,-

000. It is expected that this number
will be reached early in August.
The total registrations of pneumatic

tired vehicles for the last six years
were as follows: 104,950 in 1914, 152,-

365 in 1915, 218,846 in 1916, 306,001 in

1917, 363,001 in 1918, 441,224 in 1919.

Arizona Engineers Name Five

Road Commissioners
Five men were recently recommended

by the Tucson Chapter of the American
Association of Engineers to act as high-
way commissioners of Pima County.
These recommendations were made at

the request of the county board of su-

pervisors. The engineei's so recom-
mended have been appointed and placed

in charge of an expenditure of nearly

$2,000,000 on the location and construc-

tion of new roads. The commission has
already employed more than 60 engi-

neers.
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Colonel Kelly Engineer-Officer

With Power Commission
Lieutenant-Colonel William Kelly,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., has been

appointed by the President on the rec-

ommendation of Major-General Beach,

Chief of Engineers, to serve on the Fed-
eral Power Commission as engineer-

officer. Much of Colonel Kelly's experi-

ence in the Corps of Engineers has

been in California, where he has been
brought in contact with water-power
problems. He was in command of the

117th Engineers in France and later

became chief engineer of the Fourth
Army Corps. From that post he was
promoted to base commanding officer.

More recently he has been stationed in

Washington.

Retirement Pensions Provided for

Government Employees
By virtue of an act of Congress

signed by the President May 22, 1920,

all employees in the classified civil ser-

vice of the United States will after the

1st of September of this year become
participants in a retirement annuity
scheme. This includes, of course, a

great number of engineers in the public

service.

The scheme which is to be put in ef-

fect after a number of years of per-

sistent agitation on the part of the

government employees at Washington
is only partly a pension scheme, inas-

much as the recipients will have to con-
tribute each year to the annuity fund
21 per cent of their salaries. The an-
nuities, however, commence immedi-
ately so that all those who have served
the requisite number of years will begin
tc receive their annuities as their terms
c' service reach the required period,

regardless of the amount they have
paid toward the annuity.

The law provides that all who have
three months after the passage of the
act reached the age of seventy years
or shall have reached that age on any
date thereafter and rendered at least

fifteen years of service to the govern-
ment shall be eligible for retirement on
an annuity, and provides that me-
chanics, city and rural letter carriers,

post-office clerks shall be eligible for
retirement at sixty-five years of age
and railway postal clerks at sixty-two
if they have rendered at least fifteen

years of service. The employees are
divided into six classes, depending upon
their periods of service. Thirty years
of service entitles the recipient to not
more than $720 and not less than $360
per annum, or 60 per cent of the annual
salary; Class B, those who have served
at least twenty-seven years, 54 per cent
of salary, or not more than $648 and
not less than $324; Class C, those who
have served not more than twenty-four
years, 48 per cent of salary, or not more
than $578 and not less than $288; Class
D, not more than twenty-one years, 42
per cent of salary, or not more than
$504 and not less than $252; Class E,

a period of eighteen years or more, 36
per cent, or not more than $432 and

rot less than $216, and Class F, a total

period of fifteen years or more, 30 per

cent or not more than $360 and not
less than $180. If the employee re-

tires from the service before the pre-

scribed age or period of seivice, he will

receive back from the Government his

2i per cent payments plus 4 per cent

interest compounded once a year and
the same amount will be diverted to his

heirs in case of death.

General Marshall Dies
Brigadier-General William L. Mar-

shall, U. S. A., Chief of Engineers from
1908 to 1910, died at Washington, D. C,
July 2. He was born in Washington,
Ky., 1846, and was graduated from the

U. S. Military Academy in 1868. Among
the important works constructed under
his direction were levees in Mississippi,

Louisiana and Arkansas, harbor im-

provements on Lake Michigan, improve-

BRIG.-GEN. W. L. MARSHALL,

ment of the Mississippi, Chicago, Illi-

nois, Rock, Fox and Wisconsin Rivers,

and the Hennepin Canal. From 1900

to 1908 he was engineer in charge

of the construction of fortifications at

the eastern and southern entrances to

New York harbor and improved the

main channels of the harbor, construc-

ting a new 40-ft. channel, knovra as

the Ambrose Channel, at its entrance.

He was appointed Chief of Engineers,

U. S. A., July 2, 1908, and was retired

June 11, 1910, when he became consult-

ing engineer to the Secretary of the

Interior, a position which he occupied

until a few months ago, when he ten-

dered his resignation on account of ill

health. General Marshall was the dis-

coverer in 1873 of the Marshall Pass

across the Rocky Mountains, while in

charge of the Colorado section of ex-

plorations west of the 100th meridian.

In 1914-15 he was in charge of the

protection of the Imperial Valley, Cal.,

against overflow of the Colorado River,

at which time he was a member of the

central board of review of reclamation

project costs. He was also the in-

ventor of automatic movable dams, lock

gates and valves.

Waterways Service in War
Department

Pursuant to the new Transportation

Act, Secretary of War Baker has es-

tablished a new branch of the War De-
partment to be known as the Inland

and Coastwise Waterways Service, with
Brig.-Gen. Frank T. Hines as chief of

that service. The new bureau will have
charge of the inland waterway adminis-

tration delegated to the GoverTiment as

a hold-over from the war activities of

the Railroad Administration.

University of Washington Build-

ing Concrete Athletic Stadium
Considerable excavation has been

done and concrete pouring is scheduled
to commence soon upon the new con-

crete stadium being built for the Uni-
versity of Washington by the Puget
Sound Bridge & Dredging Co., fonnerly
Lewis, Wiley & Morse.
The stadium will have a seating ca-

pacity of 55,000 and will be built en-

tirely oi reinforced concrete. Excava-
tion and fill of the 125,000 cu.yd. of

material to be moved will be handled
hydraulically. The playing field is at
an elevation of 25 ft. and practically

half of the seating capacity will be pro-

vided on reinforced-concrete seats set

upon this hydraulic fill. Above a berm,
150 ft. wide on the top, and whose top

elevation is 60, the superstructure of

the stadium will rise. The extreme
dimensions of the stadium will be: For
the interior, 308 x 487 ft.; exterior, 344
x 660 ft. It is to be built with one end
open admitting future e.xtension. On the

outside of the stadium a 30-ft. plaza

will be provided on both sides, widened
to 150 ft. on the closed end.

Concrete steps placed directly on the

fill will have a rise of 15 in. and a

thread of 30 in., 3i in. thick on the
horizontal and 44 in. thick on the risers.

In the superstructure, however, though
the concrete steps will have the same
rise and thread, the risers will be
thickened to 5 in.

The !^eature of construction will be
the method used in building up the

berm and the concrete steps resting

upon it. Sheerboards, used to build u?
the berm in successive steps, will be

so carefully placed as to line and grade

that they will not only sei-^-e as bulk-

heads in hydraulic fill work, but also as

inner forms for concreting the steps.

Money for the constiniction of the

stadium was made available through
profits from associated student activities

and through the sale of bronze souvenir

plaques entitling holders to resei-ve-seat

privileges for periods of from two to

five years at every baseball or football

game, fete, pageant, military or naval

affair, or public gathering. Thes?"

plaques sold at $25 and $50 each for the

tv.'o-year free admissions, and $50 and

$100 for the five-year admissions de-

pending upon the distance from Seattle
' the subscriber lived. The money was
raised in a week's state-wide campaign.

It is expected that the stadium will be

completed in November.



Army to Report on Potomac

Power Development

By special provision of the Federal

Water Power Act, the Federal Power

Commission is directed to report to

Congress before Jan. 1, 1921, on the

power development of the Great Falls

of the Potomac, 18 miles above Wash-

ington. This project has been under

study for many years and was particu-

larly made the subject of a report by

Col. W. C. Langfitt, Corps of Engineers,

in 1913. Ma j -Gen. Lansing H. Beach,

Chief of Engineers, has been charged by

the Commission with the P^;esent in-

vestigation and has detailed Maj. Max

C Tvler, Corps of Engineers, to assist

him in the work and to conduct any

further surveys that may be necessary.

A sum of $25,000 was provided by Con-

eress for the report.

'Tn earlier text of the -ter-powe.

bill had an appropriation of $25 000,000

for the construction of a power plant at

this site, but this was stricken out of

the Act as passed.

Road Studies To Include

Vehicle Types

In addition to tests of impact, the

U. S. Bureau of Public Roads has

extended its experiments to include a

study of the effects of different types

of vehicles on road construction. First

attention is to be given to the relative

effects of solid and pneumatic tires.

Construction Throttled

{Continued from p. 139)

in taking over a greater share of short-

haul traffic contribute in still greater

degree to the relief of terminal con-

gestion. Not only should new roads

be built but those now in use must be

maintained. . ,

"It should be borne in mind that the

results are more than the immediate

suspension of construction projects

disastrous as they are. Contractors

with equipment lying idle and deterio-

rating, organizations scattered, and ex-

penses continuing, will of necessity

have to recoup, and it will be the cause

of a continued increase in prices. For

every hazard which a contractor must

shoulder, the public must pay an in-

creased price. This is the msurance the

contractors will demand. Therefore,

there is seen the importance not only

of some immediate relief but of the

establishment of a policy that will

remove as far as possible such trans-

portation hazards as have been experi-

enced this season.

"We all recognize there is a shortage

of transportation facilities just as there

is a shortage of many other essential

factors in the industrial progress of the

country. But arbitrarily to assign to

any given group of shippers an undue

share of the restricted facilities creates

an unbalanced situation which threatens

the whole industrial structure.

"In closing, we submit that to throw

the entire burden and responsibility for

carrying this burden, due to the short-

age of transportation facilities, upon

the construction industry i? an unsound

business policy, is unfair to the pubhc

and unjust to the contractors and mate-

rial producers who now face financial

ruin. And we ask that Order No. 7 be

modified to correct these conditions and

that a fixed policy be established that

will prevent in the future priorities and

discriminations against or in favor ot

any industry."

Forest Products Laboratory To

Celebrate July 22-23

The Forest Products Laboratory,

Madison, Wis., which was organized by

the United States Forest Service m
1909 and formally opened m June,

1910, will hold a decennial celebration

July 22-23 at Madison in response to

the thought of men acquainted with the

work of the laboratory tnat it should

receive a mark of recognition at this

time in appreciation of its work during

the last ten years. The two-day pro-

gram will include addresses by promi-

nent men associated with the industry,

inspection of the laboratory, and educa-

tional features.

rubber industry; Prof. F. L. Bishop,

University of Pittsburgh, representing

the engineering schools; Paul D. Sar-

gent, president of the American Asso-

ciation of State Highway Officials; and

Dr. W. C. Johns, of the U. S. Bureau of

Education. Other matters which will

be considered by the committee will

include various important problems

pertaining to highway development.

The committee will submit recommen-

dations for a more efficient and econom-

ical administration of the highway

program.

To Collect Data on Tonnage of

Road-Building Materials

Close co-operation among the rail-

roads, the U. S. Bureau of Public

Roads and state highway officials is

planned in order to prepare systemati-

cally for the transportation of road-

building materials.

At present there are no figures avail-

able which indicate on a national basis

the tonnage of road materials which

are transported by rail. Figures will

be gathered to show the number of cars

which are required for this service; the

numbers which are used for each class

of material; the numbers used at each

of the important loading points; and

the various other facts which may be

necessary to point out in detail the

transportation requirements of the na-

tion's road-building program.

One of the lessons of the present

transportation difficulty, according to

Thomas H. MacDonald, chief of the

Bureau of Public Roads, is that it is

not sufficient to leave to the individual

contractors the matter of arranging

their own transport. The Bureau ex-

pects to be helpful in that connection

in the future.

Personal Notes

C T Dike, assistant manager, at

Omaha', of the Chicago & Northwestern

lines west of the Missouri River, has

been appointed engineer of mainte-

nance, with headquarters at Chicago.

He succeeds W, J. Towne.

D. ROUNSEVILLE, assistant en-

gineer, has been appointed assistant

chief engineer, at Chicago, of the Chi-

cago & Northwestern lines.

New Committee To Study Problem

of Roads and Vehicles

The relationship existing between

the highway roadbed and the motive

unit is to be the chief subject of study

of a new committee established under

the Department of the Interior. It is

to be known as the Committee on Edu-

cation for Highway Engineermg and

Highway Transport Engineering. Un

the committee are Thomas H. MacDon-

ald, chief of the U. S. Bureau of Roads;

Col Mason M. Patrick, Corps of Engi-

neers, U. S. Army; Roy D. Chapm, rep-

resenting the automotive industry; H

S Firestone, representing the tire and

Thomas S. Scott has resigned

the chair of civil engineering at Queens

University, Kingston, Ont. He will be

in Brockville, Ont., for the summer,

directing road construction work in

that locality.

J. F. Deeds, of the U. S. Geolog-

ical Survey, has been assigned to a

study of the lower Musselshell River,

in Montana, to determine the irrig-

ability of lands along that stream.

Irving E. Moultrop, of Bos-

ton, has been elected by the trustees of

the United Engineering Society, as a

trustee of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers and a member of

Engineering Foundation Board, to nil

the vacancy caused by the death of E.

Gybbon Spilsbury.

Alfred McKee has been ap-

pointed engineer in charge of bridge

construction for Polk County, Iowa,

with office at Des Moines. Previously

he was highway engineer for the

county.

Delta Engineering Co. is

the name of a new firm estabhshed at

Greenville, Miss., by 0. C. Kulicka and

A. E. Boyte, for the practice of con-

sulting and civil engineering.

Paul P. Taylor, office engineer

and assistant superintendent of the

Kansas City Railway Co., has resigned

to become city manager of Grand

Haven, Mich.

N B Carver, structural engi-

neer, has been appointed consulting

construction engineer for the Arkansas

Division of the American Cotton Asso-

ciation, with headquarters at Little

Rock. His first duties will be to make

an investigation and report on the

warehouse conditions in Arkansas, and

to make recommendations with regard
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to the most economic types of construc-

tion, taking into account available ma-
terials, first cost, maintenance, insur-

ance rates, etc.

R, V. Rose, recently maintenance
engineer of the Niagara Falls Power
Co., has been elected president and man-
ager of the Consolidated Fuel & Sup-

ply Corporation of Niagara Falls,

N. Y.

Robert M. Watson, assistant

to the Secretary of Labor, has been ap-

pointed president of the United States

Housing Corporation, to succeed Leroy
K. Sherman, who has resigned to take

up private work in Chicago.

Joseph S. Boggs, commissioner
of public roads, has been appointed
state highway engineer of Kentucky.

David M. Earle, assistant city

engineer, has been appointed city engi-

neer of Worcester, Mass, to succeed

Frederick A. McClure, resigned.

Ralph G. Lingley, assistant

street commissioner, has been elected

superintendent of sewers of Worcester,

Mass., to fill the vacancy caused by the

recent death of Matthew Gault.

George T. Beattie, highway
engineer, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads,

has been transferred from Washington
to the district office at Missoula, Mont.

R. L. Richards, engineer of

Douglas County, Wash., has resigned

to take a Government position in

Alaska.

M. O. Leigh ton, C. T. C h e n-

E r Y and A. C. Oliphant have
formed a partnership under the name
of M. 0. Leighton & Co., with offices

in Washington, D. C, for the purpose
of engaging in general engineering

practice and industrial representation

before the Federal departments. Mr.
Leighton and Major Chenery will con-

tinue for the time being as chairman
and secretary of the National Public

Works Department Association, while

Mr. Leighton and Mr. Oliphant will

continue service in the Washington
office of Engineering Council, pending
the displacement of that body by the

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties.

A. C. Irwin, structural engineer

for the Portland Cement Association,

has resigned as chairman of the na-

tional qualification committee of the

American Association of Engineers
after continuous service in that

capacity for over two years.

B. E. M N e Y, of Rexford, Mont.,

has been appointed city engineer and
water commissioner of Whitefish, Mont.

Earl Stafford has become a
member of the engineering staff of

Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge,
Mass.

W. A. Murray, division engineer.

New York Central lines east, with
headquarters at Albany, N. Y., has
been made engineer of track, at New
York; G. N. Edmondson, division engi-

neer, Pennsylvania division, at Jersey
Shore, Pa., has been transferred to Al-

bany succeeding Mr. Murray; S. E.

Armstrong, division engineer, Ontario
division, at Oswego, N. Y., will succeed
Mr. Edmondson at Jersey Shore; N. W.
McCallum, electrical supervisor of
bridges and buildings, at New York,
has been appointed division engineer at
Oswego succeeding Mr. Armstrong.

Herbert Post Green has
opened an office in New York City, as
the president of Herbert Post Green
and Associates, Inc., architects, engi-
neers and cost engineers. Mr. Green
has associated with him, as vice-presi-

dent, E. B. Black, of Black & Veatch,
consulting engineers, Kansas City, and
John C. Prior, of Braun, Fleming,
Knollman & Prior, consulting engi-
neers, Columbus, Ohio. Branch offices

of the company will be in each of the
two latter cities. There is also in the
concern Austin W. Lord, of the archi-

tectural firm of Lord & Hewlett, New
York City, and W. S. Manning, a land-
scape architect of many years' experi-

ence. The company will not only be
engaged in regular design, construc-
tion and appraisal engineering, but is

to offer a new service known as cost

engineering service, to be rendered as
professional service to the architect or

engineer, the owner and the contractor.

The company will act as an arbiter in

the interests of the owner and of the

contractor, so that the benefits of their

service inure to both. Mr. Green and
Mr. Prior were connected with the cost

engineering end of the U. S. Housing
Corporation.

E. V. B A R N, project engineer, At-

talia (Wash.) Irrigation District has
completed construction work in that

district and is now in charge of con-

struction in the recently oi'ganized

Priest Rapids Irrigation District, with

headquai'ters at White Bluffs, Wash.

T. J. WiLKERSON has resigned

9? chief engineer of the Penn Bridge Co.,

Beaver Falls, Pa. About Sept. 1, he

will open a consulting engineering office

in that city, giving particular attention

to the design of steel and reinforced-

concrete structures and the layout of

factories. Previous to his connection

with the Penn Bridge Co. in 1917, Mr.

Wilkerson for nearly ten years was
division engineer in the Pittsburgh

division of bridges.

Charles E. Henderson,
formerly assistant city engineer of Port

Arthur, Ont., later city engineer of St.

Augustine, Fla., and during the war
principal assistant engineer with the

U. S. Housing Corporation, at Wash-
ington, D. C, has been appointed divi-

sion engineer in charge of the Detroit

office of Morris Knowles, Inc., Burns
Building, that city. Mr. Henderson is

also manager of Morris Knowles, Ltd.,

of Windsor, Ont.

Clark Keith, formerly engineer

in charge of design and construction

for the municipality of Moose Jaw,

Sask., now of Morris Knowles, Ltd.,

of Windsor, Ont., has been appointed

assistant chief engineer of the Essex

Border Utilities Commission, having
juri.sdiction over the water supply,
seweiage and park systems of the

stven municipalities bordering on the

Detroit River.

Walter J. Towne, engineer of

maintenance, Chicago & Northwe.stern
Ry., with headquarters at Chicago, ha.

been appointed chief engineer, succeed-
ing the late L. J. Putnam. From 1899
to 1902, Mr. Towne was assistant engi-

neer of construction at Boone, Iowa,
Kaukauna, Wis., and Escanaba, Mich.
He was made division engineer, at Bar-
aboo. Wis., in 1902, division engineer at

Escanaba in 1904, from 1904 to 1906
division engineer at Chicago, and from
March to July, 1906, engineer of per-

manent improvements. From that date
until 1912 he was engineer of mainten-
ance of way; appointed assistant gen-
eral manager and general superintend-
ent in 1914, and reappointed engineer
of maintenance March, 1920.

G. A. Russell, assistant county
highway engineer, has been appointed
engineer of Geary County, Kan., suc-

ceeding DeWitt C. Mickey, resigned.

J. Albert Holmes, of Boston,

is resident engineer for Pearse &
Greeley, hydraulic and sanitary engi-

neers, Chicago, on the construction of

a new earth dam at Decatur, 111., a

$750,000 job. Mr. Holmes has recently

been resident engineer for the J. G.

White Engineering Corporation on the

construction of the four earth dams re-

cently completed in North Carolina for

the Western Carolina Power Co.

Business Notes

J. D. A D A M s & C 0., manunfacturer
of roadbuilding and maintenance ma-
chinery, Indianapolis, has established

new branches at Dallas, Tex.. Kansas
City, Mo., and Minneapolis.

A. Pearson Hoover, formerly
lieutenant-colonel. Construction Divi-

sion. U. S. Army, has been elected a

vice-president of Holbrook, Cabot &
Rollins Corporation, contractors, Bos-
ton and New York.

The Air Reduction Sales
C o., New York, has just completed the

construction of a new acetylene plant at

Gloucester, N. J., consisting of a gas
house, cai'bide stci-age building and a

generator house.

TkeThewShovelCo. and the

Thew Automatic Shovel Co., Lorain,

Ohio, have been consolidated. The
Thew Shovel Co. has assumed all the

assets and business of the Thew Auto-
matic Shovel Co. The officers of the

consolidated company are: President,

F. A. Smythe; vice-presidents. H. H.

Harris and A. B. Taylor; secretary,

C. B. Smythe; treasurer. R. B. Miller:

sales manager, H. E. Billington; gen-

eral works manager, J. S. Small, and
purchasing agent, H. B. Newton.
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A. A. E. Forms Industrial

Department

The success of the railway depart-

ment of the American Association of

lingineers has led it to form an indus-

trial department which is headed by

A. M. Cornell, chief engineer, Pettibone

& Mulliken Co., until such time as the

duties warrant a full-time secretary.

Ihe new department will take up the

problems in the field of mechanical,

electrical and chemical engineers.

Revolving Shovel Operates in

Small Space

An especially designed revolving air

shovel mounted on continuous tread

trucks is the Osgood 18, manufactured

by the Osgood Co., Marion, Ohio, and

reproduced herewith. The shovel is

equipped with but a 12J-ft. boom and a

7-ft. dipper handle and is designed for

low overhead clearance work. The en-

fi
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Selectmen-Manager Plan

THE adaptability of the manager plan of government
to almost any local condition is in a way of being

demonstrated at Mansfield, Mass. There, on July 12, a

good old-fashioned town meeting voted 505 to 55 for a
selectmen-manager plan of government. Five select-

men, elected yearly and serving without pay, will em-
ploy and direct a town manager. This democratic-

representative-business form of government may shock

the author of "Back to the Republic" (p. 133 of our
issue of July 15), judging from his sweeping condemna-
tion of the city manager plan. But in spirit it squares

with the American constitution and with Mills' "Rep-
resentative Government" in that the voters at large do
not try to pick out administrative heads whose success

in office depends upon technical ability. Instead they

select men to do it for them.

Articles for the "Average Engineer'*

A WIDE range of subjects is covered by the dozen
articles for the "average engineer" published in

this issue. All are short—averaging only slightly more
than a column in length—and discuss both from the

point of view of the designer and the constructor the

problems encountered in the comparatively small engi-

neering office or drafting room. That there is a de-

mand for material of this sort has always been recog-

nized by this journal. In fact similar articles are pre-

sented in practically every issue. This week, however,
the space devoted to small job details has been increased

and the articles have been grouped under a genera!

heading. It is hoped by giving prominence to concise ac-

counts of interesting details, as contrasted with longer

descriptions of larger projects, that readers may be in-

duced to contribute from the fund of their experience

matter relating to the "kinks" or time-saving methods or

devices which, taken in the aggregate, are a big factor in

simplifying routine work, but which are not always con-

sidered, especially by those who use them, to be of suffi-

cient importance to warrant description in a technical

journal. It is only a comparatively small proportion of

the engineering profession which is called upon to handle

works the size of the Panama Canal or the Quebec Bridge,

From the editorial standpoint the presentation of detailed

articles on such projects is not difficult. This is not the

case, however, with the small job. There is a real need
for the exchange of information among "average engi-

neers" on the everyday details of their work.

Holes in Concrete Hulls

IT HAS been proved in numerous cases that holes in

the hulls of concrete ships can be repaired in a very
short time and at a trifling expense compared to similar

repairs in steel ships. There are those who would ad-

vance this as an argument in favor of concrete for ships,

but in fact back of it lies one of the most serious criti-

cisms of this new type of ship construction. Concrete
hulls are altogether too easily broken. Barges and ships

alike are continually coming into dock for repairs.

Blows that come as a part of the daily routine of a steel

or wood boat result in shattered shells or more prob-

ably punched holes in the concrete vessel. The ease of

repair is quite counterbalanced by the frequent necessity

for such repair. Much of this weakness against punch-
ing is probably due to the peculiar nature of ship con-

crete which, with its rich mix and closely spaced steel,

is a different material from ordinary building concrete.

Then, too, no land structure is ever subjected to the

tremendous inertia exerted by the hea\T mass of a ship,

be it moving ever so slowly, so that experience on land

is a poor guide to the probable behavior of a ship's hull

under impact, and any experiments which could be de-

vised would be only faintly comparative. These, how-

ever, are conjectural matters; what is certain is that

this tendency to punch is easily the most serious struc-

tural defect in the concrete ship as demonstrated in

service, though in the preliminary studies and design it

was subordinated to many other considerations which

have given no concern in the finished ship.

A Sewage Farming Possibility

10S ANGELES has a possible opportunity to increase

^ its fame and grovd:h by an engineering enterprise

that would rival the great aqueduct and man-made har-

bor of which it is rightly so proud. The water brought

from the high Sierras by the aqueduct is already used

for power on its way to the city and again for domestic

and irrigation purposes. Why not make the water do

triple duty by utilizing the sewage of the city for irri-

gation? The question has recently been under dis-

cussion by some of the city officials. Vast quantities

of spent water from the aqueduct now flow uselessly to

the Pacific—worse than uselessly, beach cities near the

aqueduct complain. In a land of little rain it is an

economic sin not to utilize sewage for irrigation if a

practicable plan to do so can be devised. Outlets for

sewage utilization were provided when the ojtfall sewer

to the ocean was built. In fact some of the sewage

of Los Angeles was used for irrigation in years gone by.

The practice was discontinued because the districts in

which the sewage was utilized became filled with houses

and also because of opposition by physici?ns and others

who claimed that the garden produce from the sewage-

irrigated land was a menace to health. More recent

methods of sewage treatment are now available. Land

clogging and nuisance could be controlled by removing

as much as need be of the organic and other solids from

the sewage before it was used for irrigation and chlori-

nation could be employed to disinfect the applied sewage.

The activated-sludge process for both nuisance preven-

tion and bacterial reduction might be worth looking

into, particularly if there were promise of converting

the sludgo into fertilizer. If disinfection were still
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thought to be necessary or desirable for safety pre-

sumably but a light dose of chlorine would be needed.

In studies of sewage utilization at Los Angeles con-

sideration would properly be given to the fact that as

the rural areas now irrigated by the surplus waters of

the aqueduct are given over to houses the waste water

going to the sewers will be increased correspondingly,

while at the same time the area of truck and fruit land

in and near Los Angeles will decrease. The subject is

a fascinating one. Light upon it close at hand is avail-

able in the working experience of the Pasadena sewage

farm and in the activated-sludge experiments and other

studies conducted for Pasadena, South Pasadena and
Alhambra.

Engineers Favor Wide Piers

IS PRESENT profit or future progress the proper
guide to a city's port policy? That is the question

raised by New York's new Staten Island pier develop-

ment. By precept and practice the city administration

holds to the former. The weight of engineering opinion

is for the latter. No better example can be found of

the common conflict between the political and the engi-

neering view.

The city enters its steamship piers in its books as a
separate account; so much expended, so much earned.

If the latter is a fair percentage of the former, it is

satisfied. The engineer sees New York as the greatest

port in the world, dominant partly because of its natural

ocation, partly because of its provided facilities, but

nainly because it is the tonnage market and the finan-

cial center of the country. He sees the business which
nust inevitably come here hampered by an unwieldy

;ransfer system and the excessive burden of cost shifted

Dnto the consuming public everywhere. The immediate

return to the city treasury seems to him to be insig-

nificant compared to the economic waste the present

policy condones.

The Stapleton pier project is only a minor part of the

problem, and is interesting because it exhibits at this

particular time the city's disregard of the broad prin-

ciples of port layout. It is symtomatic of the adminis-

tration's attitude toward a development of New York
as an economic factor in the business of the whole

country; their shortsighted view of the city's own wel-

fare is a matter for consideration by the citizens of

New York themselves.

No one can escape the weight of the engineering
opinion expressed in the symposium on the Stapleton

development on another page of this issue. These men
are experts and unprejudiced; there can be no possibil-

ity of collusion. Yet every one in set terms condemns
the design and layout as being archaic and uneconomical.

The issue is clear. For piers of a length of those on

Staten Island, a maximum of movement—and conse-

quently a maximum of economy—demands a pier wide
enough to hold the contents of the vessels which can tie

up to it and a machinery equipment sufficient to move
those contents off the pier in the time that another ship

is discharging. The alternative of a narrow pier re-

quires either long storage on lighters or railway cars, or

longer turnaround for the ship, both of which mean in-

creased cost of handling goods. That present practice

in New York permits the steamship companies to shift

these excess costs off onto someone else is a poor argu-

ment in favor of permitting them to continue to do so.

There is a great deal of loose talk today regarding

mechanical freight handling on piers. The fact is that

with few exceptions the perfectly equipped piers of this

country have never had enough business to demonstrate

their superiority. Railway track on piers may or may
not work better than tracks to the doors of the piers

with tractor-trailer transport into the shed and to the

ship's side. For some conditions elaborate machinery
only adds to first costs and maintenance without com-

pensating economies. But the necessity for room on the

piers is obvious. Terminal operation is a traffic matter

pure and simple. Material must be gotten out of the way
so as to permit other material to take its place, and the

flow must be uninterrupted. This can be accomplished by

rapid handling, but this presupposes machine-like opera-

tion of the whole chain of movements and can be wrecked

by human frailty. As a safety valve—or to change the

metaphor, a reservoir—there must be provided plenty

of room so that if the through progress of movement is

interrupted there is always space in which to deposit

the held up freight. This the Stapleton design does not

provide and on this ground more than any other it

must be criticised. Railroad connections and handling

machinery might conceivably be added; space cannot

except at the expense of the slips, which is only robbing

Peter to pay Paul.

Co-operation of Material Interests

THE truly successful engineer or architect utilizes a

certain material or combination of materials only

after making a close analysis of service, cost and desir-

ability. For many years the profession has seen ma-
terial interests fight each other uncompromisingly in

efforts to secure exclusive use of their particular prod-

ucts. Some anomalous and peculiar conditions have
arisen, hard at times to explain to the layman. Brick

streets in the past have been largely promoted by filler

makers. The cement and brick interests have always

been bitter competitors, although the best specifications

for a brick pavement call for a concrete foundation. The
broken-stone interests have advocated macadam regard-

less of service required, with disastrous consequences,

seemingly overlooking the fact that broken stone in

great quantities is needed for aggregate in concrete

pavements and for foundations of both brick and asphalt

pavements.

Several years ago a non-knocking policy was adopted
by one of the strongest material associations. It recog-

nized that the best results for all concerned are obtained

only when a true analysis of service requirements has

been made by the engineer and the material thus indi-

cated is used to meet that service. Its mission was
largely to help the engineer learn of the merits of its

product and not of the demerits of competing materials.

Co-operation between competing materials should give

the engineer and builder more nearly what he needs.

Metal lath, formerly bitterly opposed by the lumber

interests, is now advocated by a few of them for vulner-

able parts of timber buildings. This promulgation will

increase the legitimate sales of metal lath and reduce

but slightly the aggregate sale of lumber, but it will

render the whole structure much more fire-resistive and

in this way give frame buildings a better reputation.

Both producers and consumers will profit by the co-oper-

ative effort. Opportunities for similar co-operative ef-

fort should be looked for and seized.
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Public Works and City Integration

GREAT quickening of the flow of traffic between the

North Side and the business district of Chicago has

resulted from the opening of the new Michigan Boule-

vard river crossing. A continuous, broad and direct

route across the river is available in place of a traffic-

congested bottle-neck in a main thoroughfare having

extremely heavy automobile traffic. It is plain to all

that the improvement constitutes a noteworthy public

benefit of general effect upon the city, not a mere local

convenience. The gain through creation of an unob-

structed through route, with its incidental separation

of fast and slow traffic by two decks, is something not

to be measured by increase in the numbers transported

across the river, or by potential toll receipts. The many
thousands of hours of time saved each day mean a more
thorough integration of the community.

Similar advantage to the public is realized from all

city works that level barriers to free intercommunica-

tion. It is apt to constitute the principal element of

value in such an improvement, and should be taken

account of specifically in the engineering calculations

on which the project is based. Consideration is given to

this factor—it may properly be called the city integra-

tion factor—in the planning of street widenings,

or new streets to be cut through districts that

obstruct active traffic flows. But the case is otherwise

when a bridge, a valley viaduct, a tunnel or the like is in

question. The probable value of the work is often

gaged mainly or wholly bj'- the traffic it will carry, and

the revenue which might be derived from this traffic

when rated at a reasonable toll is taken to represent

the gross earning value of the improvement. Yet in

most cases such income calculation is a very incomplete

estimate of service value since it ignores the distrib-

uted gain to the community resulting from integration

of its separated areas. Failure to include this latter

element of value in determining on the justification for

a given city improvement may operate to condemn or

delay an enterprise that the city sorely needs.

We refer to city work because a broader view prevails

in the planning of highway improvements in the open

country. When an improved road connection is under

consideration deliberate allowance is made for the dis-

tributed benefits resulting from community integration.

This allowance, it is conceded, is not quantitatively

precise, yet it receives a primary place in deciding upon

the justification of the project. Perhaps the relatively

large areas and scattered populations involved make the

remoter influences of improving a communication route

more obvious than under the localized conditions affect-

ing a city government. Possibly it is true also that

the political methods by which most highway improve-

ment? are directed give better expression to the re-

quirements of scattered parts of the area served, and

thereby bring the element of community integration to

the foreground of the question in a manner not found in

the case of city enterprises. At any rate, experience

shows that most city public works are entered upon

without a live, forceful appreciation cf their distribu-

tive value to the community.

Traffic and toll data for a bridge project or the like

are easily expressed in figures, and the figures give an

air of definiteness to the advance estimates. Not so in

the matter of the more elusive effects of the enterprise

on the efficiency of the community as a whole. The

engineer may well feel disinclined to deal quantitatively

with the great variety of minute scattered benefits accru-

ing to the community from the more thorough knitting

together that is to result from his project; and argument
expressed generalities is often deceptive. But if he

ignores the integrating effect he also misses a potent

inspiration and may err seriously in his deductions.

Deliberate effort to grasp the specific meaning of

community integration in the particular case before

him is a necessary preliminary to the engineer's choice

of a method of expressing the effect quantitatively in

figures. But such a method should always be discover-

able, and with the help of its ref^-ults he can base his

project on a true showing of costs and earnings. Unless

he does this his recommendations are almost certain to

be over-conservative, and time and again he will see his

figures outweighed by the convincing appeal of some

promoter, whose broader vision looks beyond the limited

scope of the engineer's traffic estimates.

It is not only the engineer that is at fault, for the

public at large also tends to ignore or undervalue the

broader effect. Thus, were the value of community
integration fully appreciated within the New York
metropolitan territory we have no doubt that three or

four vehicle tunnels under the Hudson River might now
be building instead of one, or possibly a great bridge,

to bind together the western industrial section of New
York City and its central portion. Again, if the citi-

zens of Cleveland gave full weight to similar integrating

effects they might before this have forced construction

of the new Cuyahoga Valley viaduct at Huron Road, an

enterprise which has been deferred and delayed for sev-

eral years and has left the city with but a single

thoroughfare to its great undeveloped west side. In

both cases engineers appreciate the situation in a gen-

eral way, but the public does not. Engineers are not

sufficiently impressed with the importance of the integra-

tion factor to compel its recognition by the people;

otherwise they would be able to find means for express-

ing the probable effect in terms of figures and bring

the dominant argument before the public consciousness

in a compelling way. Because of their failure to do

this many projects that are urgently required for the

better service of the community are placed in an un-

favorable light and mus' undergo a long postponement.

Traffic-improvement projects or works already under

construction in many cities give equal opportunity for

considering the relation of public works to integration

of city areas. The Philadelphia-Camden bridge, the

Second St. tunnel in Los Angeles, the Liberty tunnel

or the proposed McKees Rocks bridge in Pittsburgh,

the Ogden Ave. extension and sti*eel widenings at Chi-

cago and other enterprises might be cited. With few

exceptions all cities have problems of overcoming

natural or artificial barriers to free communication,

which cut the urban area into separate parts and throttle

or inhibit traffic between them. And there are not a

few cases in which the sections thus cut apart are so

remote from each other in a traffic sense as to be vir-

tually distinct communities without effective commercial

intercourse. Whether the barrier be river or hillside

or railroad right-of-way or gorge, so soon as the city

cuts through it with thoroughfares the separated parts

become one, and the community increases its activity

and production far more than by mere addition. Of this

integration, brought about by engineering works, engi-

neers should prove the most competent advocates.
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A Dozen Articles for the ''Average Engineer''
Editor's Note—As noted on the front

cover, this issue contains more than the usual

number of articles for the "average engineer"

—the man who is concerned not so much u'ith

large or costly works like the Miami Districts'

flood protection works, the Hell Gate Bridge

or the Catskill Aqueduct, but rather with de-

tails of design and construction and the daily-

routine encountered in the smaller engineering

or contracting organization. ENGINEERING
News-Record must give adequate treatment

to the big projects, but ai the same time it

recognizes the needs of the "average engineer"

and endeavors to give him the kind of material

which he will find useful in his otvn ivork.

Every now and then we receive a letter from
one of our readers suggesting that more space

in the paper be devoted to small job articles.

Good ?naterial of this sort is not easy to se-

cure. Alany ?nen, apparently, feel a certain

hesitancy in sending articles to the technical

press unless they deal with work the cost of

which runs well into six figures. It is true

that much of the small work is commonplace,

but it frequently develops one or more details

of striking irterest. A case in point is that of

the alternate sewer sections at Lynn, Alass.,

described by Air. fVentworth on this page. If

our friends who urge the publication of more
?naterial for the "average engineer" would
tell us briefly how sotne one feature of their

own work was handled in an effective or novel

way, or how some useful, time-saving kink

was developed in the drafting-room or in the

field, it would be easier for the editors of this

journal to publish a greater volume of mate-

rial for the "average engineer."

Sewer Cost Lowered by Increasing

Concrete Yardage in Section
Simplification of Form Work at Lynn, Mass., Cuts

Contractor's Bid $2 per Linear Foot

and Saves $1,000

By John P. Wentworth
Assistant Engineer, Metcalf & Eddy,

Boston, Mass.
Consulting Engineers,

THE lowest bid received on June 15, at Lynn, Mass.,

for a concrete sewer affords an opportunity to

secure a contractor's views upon the cost of furnishing

and placing concrete in a section accurately proportioned

to meet loading and other conditions, and in another

section adequate for the same conditions but more gen-

erously proportioned and for which curved outside

forms or "jackets" are not required. The contract

drawings showed two-cross sections. Types A and B,

either of which was acceptable. The object of offering

two types was to give an opportunity for the city to

adopt the cheaper section.

As shown by the accompanying drawing, Type A re-

quires a flat bottom, whereas Type B requires a curved

trench bottom. In the case of Type A, below the spring-

ing line, the contractor will be permitted to place the

concrete directly against the sides of the trench, if in

firm ground, otherwise he must use outside forms or

place the concrete against the sheeting. If the con-

crete is placed against the sheeting the contractor must
either draw the sheeting, or leave it in at his own
expense. Above the springing line he must use outside

forms, but as these will be plane surfaces no shop work
will be required.

In the case of Type B, outside forms will be neces-

sary from bottom to top. These forms will be curved,

requiring a small amount of shopwork for getting out

the ribs.

In each case the quantity of excavation to be paid for

will be computed to lines of excavation 6 in. outside the

concrete. In the case of Type A, however, the con-

tractor, if he chooses, may excavate his trench 12 in.

narrower than indicated by the "lines of excavation"

and thus save about 0.5 cu.yd. of excavation per linear

foot of trench. This cannot be done in the case of

Type B because of the space required for the outside

forms, although possibly some saving might be made by
very careful and well planned work. Furthermore, the

^<-6"

^ . . ^
VH-rified Brick

Quanh'iy ofConcrefe 0.654 cu.ya/.per

I'm. ff.

Type A Sewer

Wifrified Brick
Quoinfit/ of Concrete 0.456 cu. yol. per

lin. ft.

Type B Sewer
TYPE A SEWER, ALTHOUGH REQUIRING MORE CON-

CRETE. DREW LOWER BID THAN TYPE B

narrower trench for Type A will simplify and cheapen

the cost of bracing.

The prices bid for concrete in the two cases are as

follows: Type A, $25 per cu.yd.; Type B, $40 per cu.yd.

These prices are for 1:2:4 concrete; the contractor

furnishes the cement. For a short length of the sewer

steel reinforcement is required, but the contractor re-

ceives an extra price for furnishing and placing the

steel.

The resulting costs per linear foot of sewer for con-

crete are: Type A, $16.35; Type B, $18.24.

The total difference in cost of concrete for the entire

sewer (650 ft. of two sizes) is $1,000 in favor of

Type A. The quantity of earth excavation paid for

in the case of Type A sewer is slightly greater than

in the case of Type B, so that the difference in cost

in favor of Type A will be offset to the extent of $400,

thus reducing the net difference to $600 in favor of

Type A.

Among the possible reasons for the lower bid in

the case of Type A the following have occurred to the

writer

:

(1) It affords opportunity for material saving in

cost of excavation and bracing.
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(2) It saves time in shaping the bottom of the trench.

(3) It permits the omission of lower outside forms.

(4) It avoids the use of curved outside forms.

(5) It permits of using cheaper labor for placing

forms.

(6) It reduces tim.e required for placing forms.

The proposal upon which this article is based may
not fairly represent the general opinion of contractors,

although it is in line with contractors' comments which
have come to the notice of the writer on a number
of occasions.

This sewer is to he built under the direction of

William L. Vennard, city engineer of Lynn, Mass., Met-

calf & Eddy acting as consulting engineers. The con-

tract has been awarded to Anthony Baruffaldi of Som-
erville, Mass.

Load Tests of End Joints in

Maple Flooring:

By C. a. Petry
structural Engineer, University of Illinois, Urbana

THE strength of the .joints of dressed and matched
flooring is seldom a factor in determining the type

of flooring to be used. However, when a single-ply floor is

w/'e/g

/JSfnps
Joisfs spaced IB

"
Method of Loading

1
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Rapid Progress Made on

Topographic Survey

Plane Table Party of Three Men Located 871 Shots

in 7 Hr. 50 Min. for Topographic

Map of Akron

By R. H. Randall
R. H. Randall & Co., Topoeraphic Kngineers, Toledo, Ohio

IN the making of a topographic survey of the City of

Akron, Ohio, an incident occurred recently which may

be of interest and worthy of record. A plane table

party composed of three men located 871 shots in 7 hr.

and 50 min., and upon these as control constructed a

complete map, covering 75 acres, on a scale of 1:2400

and with a contour interval of 1 and 2 ft., the latter

varying with the steepness of the slope. This map shows

street lines and the outlines of wooded areas in addi-

tion to the topography. G. D. Whitmore, of this com-

pany, was the topographer in charge of the party.

These figures may not seem remarkable to the casual

observer, but to the engineer familiar with field pro-

cedure in this work they are significant. They are

evidence, upon the part of the topographer, of unusual

efficiency in the handling of the instrument and of

extreme rapidity and sureness in plotting and contour

sketching. They further indicate an almost balance of

effort of each man in the party with every other man;

for to attain such speed the party chief must so direct

the labors of himself and party that each man may be

busy all the time with the thing that will most advance

progress, and no man may be kept waiting and idle until

another's work is completed.

Equipment Used

The instrumental equipment used by this party con-

sisted of a regular Bausch & Lomb plane table outfit, the

tripod having the Johnson movement, a 12-ft. rod having

for a face a Keuffel & Esser flexible rod No. 6,332, a

stadia slide rule, tape, etc.

On this day's work, as is customary when working

upon this scale, distances were read and plotted to the

nearest foot, elevations on side shots were read to tenths,

and vertical angles to minutes. Elevations on turning

points were read to hundredths of a foot. In reading

vertical angles it is, of course, nectssary to read an

index or level angle. Thus the topographer for a level

shot observes the level reading upon the rod, the stadia

distance, plots the position of the new point, and writes

the elevation to the nearest tenth upon the sheet, the

recorder meanwhile giving him the plotting distance cor-

rected for stadia factor and the computed elevation. For

an angle shot the reading of "point sighted" and a

"level angle" with the consequent increase in computa-

tion is added to this procedure.

As a basis of comparison it may be stated that the

field records of the survey of Flint, Mich., (see Engi-

neering News-Record of April 8, 1920, p. 700) show that

an average day's field wo»*k for an experienced topog-

rapher runs from 200 to 500 shots, depending upon the

type of country encountered and the eflSciency of the

topographer and the party as a whole. The previous

high mark of which this company has record was made
by C. S. Elicker in 1917. Upon the same scale and with

the same size p^irty as described here, 626 shots were

read in 8 hours, controlling about 30 acres of extremely

detailed, glacial topography near Jackson, Mich.

j4 Dozen Articles for

To read a total of 871 shots in the 7 hr. and 50 min.

Mr. Whitmore averaged a trifle better than 108 shots

per hour. In one period of 20 min. he read and plotted

a total of 75 shots. At another instrument station the

total time elapsed was 18 min., during which time 48

shots were read and plotted and the contours completely

sketched. The cost per square mile, as computed from
this day's work, would be about $159 for the map com-

plete in peiicil. This of course includes no allowances

for primary control or overhead charges. The accuracy

of this topographer's work has been amply proven by
various test profiles, similar to that described in

Engineering News-Record of April 8.

Other Records

It might be pertinent here to call attention to other

remarkable records published in Engineering Record of

June 6, p. 639, July 18, p. 84, and Oct. 10, p. 415, 1914,

which at the time occasioned some discussion. The best

day's work recorded was 1,023 shots, using a transit

party of 5 men. The best hour's work, with the same
party was 212 shots.

At the risk of being considered controversial and of

reopening an old discussion, the writer cannot resist

comparing the relative advantages of the plane table

and transit methods. The essence of the plane table

method, as distinguished from the transit, is the obtain-

ing of direction by direct sighting and the sketching of

the topographic details in the field. In all classes of

work and under all ordinary conditions, the plane table

equals the transit. In all except three specific classes

of work the plane table patently excels any other topo-

graphic method of making accurate, large-scale maps,

when in the hands of a competent, experienced operator.

A plane-table topographer to a certain extent must be

"born." Given certain natural qualifications his sub-

sequent training must be long and thorough. When
finally proficient, he is able to make a better map, and
with a smaller expenditure of effort, than it is possible

to obtain by any other method. It is the purpose of

this article to show some of the things it is possible for

him to do.
_

Anti-Slip Spring for Level Rod
By John Orth Cook

Engineer, Allegheny County (Pa.) Planning Commission

AVING had considerable trouble with my high level-

rod slipping, I designed and had made a spring toH

.SPRING TO PREVENT SLIPPING OF LEVEL ROD

replace that furnished by the makers. The accompany-

ing drawing is submitted for the benefit of other engi-

neers who meet with the same difficulty.
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the "Average Engineer^

^

Storm Water Run-Off Diagram for

Rational Method
By George C. D. Lenth

Assistant Chief Sewer Engineer, City of Chicago

THE calculations of run-off by use of the rational

method in the design of storm water sewers is

somewhat tedious. With the idea of eliminating the

labor of multiplication in solving this problem, the

diagram herewith was made to give the run-off of a

given area in second-feet, when the time of concentra-

tion, the area, and the ratio of run-off to rainfall haa

been determined. The volume of the storm water as

determined by the rational method is dependent upon

the intensity of rainfall, the duration of the storm and

the character, slope and area of the drainage district

under consideration.

The relation between intensity of precipitation and
duration of the storm has been established for Chicago

by the formula i = 28/^'. The time "t" in minutes is

the time required for the water to reach the sewsr,

known as the inlet time, plus the time due to the

storage capacity of the sewer, plus the time of flow from
the most distant point to the point under consideration.

coefficient to run-off, or the run-off factor, may vary

which is usually taken as the time of concentration. The
from 100 per cent to 10 per cent, in accordance with
the judgment of the designing engineer. It is pre-

dicated upon the character, the surface of the drainage
area as regards imperviousness and slope.

Referring to the diagram, the rate of rainfall in

inches per hour and the corresponding rate of run-off

in second-feet per acre is platted vertically on a log-

arithmic scale and indicated along the right and left

margins. The time in minutes is platted logarithmic-

ally and indicated along the upper and lower margims.

The dotted diagonal lines indicate the intensity of rain-

fall corresponding to the time of concentration affected

by coefficients of run-off varying from 10 per cent to

100 per cent, so that for a given time by means of the

diagram the rate of run-off is obtainable.

Imposed upon the diagram is a second series of full

diagonal lines indicating the total run-off in second-feet

from any area indicated in acres along the lower margin
with any rate of run-off indicated on the side margin.

At the upper ends of the diagonal lines are indicated the

size of circular sewers that would have the required

capacity when flowing full at a velocity of approximately

3 ft. per second.

To illustrate the use of the dii.gram, let it be assumed
that the drainage area is 500 acres, that the inlet time

is 15 minutes, that the time of flow in the sewer 50

3 4 5 e 7 8 9 10 II 1215 14 1516

Hours
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 TO 80 90 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000,

Time ia Minutes

RATIONAL. METHOD DIAGRAM VQ-R STORM WATER PUN-OFF AS USED IN CHICAGO
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minutes, and the time due to storage capacity 25

minutes, so that the total time will be 90 minutes. The

character, slope and local conditions require a run-off

of 25 per cent of the rainfall. Following the vertical

line indicating "90 minutes" to the intersection of the

dotted diagonal line showing the intensity of rainfall as

25 per cent, we find the rate of rainfall is at their inter-

section and read along the right margin, or 0.3 in. per

hour, or 0.3 sec. ft. per acre. Passing along the hori-

zontal line "0.3 in. per hour" to the vertical line indicat-

ing 500 acres, we find the full diagonal line marked

150 sec. ft.

Computing Cross-Section Areas by the

Method of Co-ordinates

By J. A. MacDonald
Provincial Land Surveyor. Souris, Prince Edward Island

THE co-ordinate method of computing cross-section

areas here described is little practised by engineers

and surveyors for the very good reason that it is not

taught in technical schools nor is it given in the manner

here shown in textbooks. Something, after the manner

of computing land areas by double meridian distances, is

given in many textbooks, but this simple and concise

method is considerably different and for rough and

b -oken sections there is no other known method so

simple.

The cross-section is considered an area all of whose

co-ordinates are known. The cuts or fills are repre-

sented as ordinates and expressed in terms of tj, while

the distance out from the center becomes abscissae,

and are expressed in terms of x.

The field notes of the section (Fig, 1), would be vvrlt-

4. ^u
-8-6-4-5-2-9-6 ,,

ten thus: 22 l5 l2 "V
"6 T2 19.

the minus

sign indicating a fill.

The general formula for any possible shape of cross-

section whose area is A would be (Fig. 1) 2/1 (x^ — x^)

+ 2/2(^1 — ^J + vAx, — xj + y,(x^ — X,) 4-

2/,(a;,— a;,) -^yj^x,— x,) -{-y,{x,— x,) -\- y,(x,— x,).

The application of this formula is not at all as diffi-

cult as its formidable appearance would indicate to the

reader.

In making use of this formula it will be advisable

at first to draw a roujrh sketch of the section (Fig. 2)

indicating the data from the field book in their proper

positions.

A very little practice wuU enable the engineer to

compute the areas directly from his cross-section notes.

The formula is not an approximation as are the slope

and other formulas, but is mathematically correct.

Begin at any point on the section and proceed with

the sun or hands of the watch, or counterwise, as one

may elect, multiplying each cut or fill in its order by

its horizontal distance between the point just preceding

and the point just succeeding. In the above rough

j4 Dozen Articles for

sketch I begin at - or rr? and I multiply the ordinate

l/«

XI

I/, or 6 by the horizontal distance between ^ or

,9 yi
and j2 o^ —the preceding and the succeeding. Thus

l/,(a;„ — x.,) = 6 X
y„_{x, — X,) = 4 X
2//.T, — rcj = 5 X
ySx., — X,) =2 X
y,{x, — a;„) = 9 X
VM, — a;,) = 6 X
y,(x, — X,) = =
2/,(.T, — «„) = =
VM. — a:,) = 8 X 5 =

10
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Estimation of Conduit Capacity in

Relation to Storage
By Frederic H. Hapgood

With Hazen, Whipple & Fuller, Consulting- Engineers.
New York City

ONE of the problems encountered in connection with
studies for a new water supply for New Britain,

Conn., was finding the most economical combination

of capacities of a retarding reservoir and a pipe line

to provide a sufficiently complete development of the

drainage area selected. The computations for this pur-

pose here given were made by the writer in the office

of Hazen, Whipple & Fuller, New York City.

The areas from which it is proposed to take water
to New Britain are about ten miles away. Upon inves-

tigation it was found that it would be impracticable to

build a storage reservoir of sufficient size on the water-

sheds themselves, because at points where storage might
be provided the extent and coarseness of the materials

underneath the dam sites made a tight dam imprac-

ticable and at the point where it was practicable to

build a fairly tight dam the contour of the country was
such that sufficient storage could not be provided. Near
the city, however, there is a favorable site for a suf-

ficiently large storage reservoir. It would require too

expensive a pipe line to bring the flood flows of the

stream to the reservoir, but by providing a retarding

reservoir at the inlet end of the pipe line a smaller

pipe will serve. The larger the reservoir, the smaller

the capacity of the pipe line may be.

Since the records of flow from the area covered too

short a period, search was made for a reliable, long-

term record taken on some similar area. The records of

the daily flow of the Manhan River in Southampton,

Mass., from 1897 to 1915 inclusive, started under the

direction of James L. Tighe, formerly city engineer of

Holyoke, Mass., were chosen. Therefore, the following

calculations apply directly only to watersheds similar

to that of the Manhan River.

The capacity of a diverting conduit depends upon
three variables: (1) The size of the stream measured

by its average annual flow; (2) the portion of the total

flow of a stream that it is desired to divert, and (3) the

size of the retarding reservoir that it is convenient to

build at the inlet end of the conduit. The best method

of finding out the relations existing between several

variables is by means of a diagram, and consequently a

diagram was constructed. Points on this diagram were

found by computing the amount of water that would

run to waste if an assumed rate of draft drew water

from an assumed retarding reservoir that was being

filled by the flows recorded for the Manhan River. The

quantity of water diverted would be the difference be-

tween the total flow and this computed waste.

In these computations the following assumptions were

made: (1) It was assumed that the conduit was always

wide open. (2) The retarding reservoir was considered

large enough to take care of the hourly fluctuations in

flow. (3) If any water was left in the retarding reser-

voir at the end of the 19-year period, it was assumed

that the period would repeat itself and the computa-

tions were continued by starting again with the earliest

year, but with the reservoir containing the water left

in it at the end of the last year, and by computing the

amount wasted until the reservoir was emptied, thus
starting and ending with an empty reservoir.

With these assumptions, computations of the amount
of water that would run to waste were made for several

rates of draft and for several sizes of retarding reser-

voir sufficient to cover the entire desired range. These
computations were more tedious than difficult. For
instance, take the lowest draft assumed, which was
1,000,000 gal. per day per square mile. To find the

waste at this rate it was necessary to go through the

records of each day's flow for the whole 19 years and
set down the amount by which that day's flow exceeded

or was less than 1,000,000 gal. The sum of all the

excesses gave the waste if there were no storage. But,

with a retarding reservoir of a certain size the first

o0.9

CE0.7

o.e
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less than the average flow of the stream it is impossible

to divert the whole stream through that conduit, the

largest amount of course being equal to the capacity

of the conduit. As this approaches the average flow of

the stream, the sizes of the retarding reservoir neces-

sary to make diversion equal to conduit capacity be-

comes very large.

The following example will serve to show how the

curves may be applied to watersheds similar to that

of the Manhan River:

Suppose : Area of watershed, 2.5 sq.mi. ; average flow,

455,770,000 gal. per sq.mi.; maximum storage that can

be provided in diversion reservoir, 15,000,000 gal.;

daily draft required, 2,500,000 gal.

Maximum Storage = 15,000,000 gal. or

15,000,000

2.5 X 455,770,000"

= 1.32 per cent of average yearly flow.

Average daily draft = 2,500,000 gal. or

2,500,000 X 365

2.5^<^455,770,000

_— 80 per cent of flow to be diverted.

From the curves: To divert 80 per cent of the flow

by the use of a diverting reservoir whose capacity is

1.32 per cent of the average yearly flow requires a

diversion channel whose capacity is 1.9 times the aver-

age flow of the stream or

A Dozen Articles for

455,770,000

1.9 X 365 X 24 X 60 X 60 X 7.48

per second.

= 3.68 cu.ft.

Simple Accounting System for an
Engineering Office

By G. N. Pfeiffer
Consulting Engineer, Herrin, 111.

WHEN I opened an engineering office one of my
problems was to provide a proper system of ac-

count keeping. I am not a bookkeeper. At the start I

could not afford to employ an experienced man to take

care of the books although it was very probable I would

do so later on. After a day's work in the field I did not

care to spend much tirne on the books in the evening.

After due consideration I decided that any system, to

be adopted, must meet the following conditions: (1) It

must be simple. (2) The books must be kept by myself

for a time. (3) It must be possible to determine, at any
time and in a very short time, the amount due me from
any client. (4) The system must permit of expansion

with the business. (5) Daily work records must be

made by chiefs of parties, and incorporated in the per-

manent office record. (6) The date and amount of the

last statement to any client must be evident at a glance.

Since an engineer with a party is often away from
the office for a week or more I decided on a letter-size

loose-leaf system, using for simplicity the same form
and size of sheet for day book, cash book and ledger.

At a local store I bought a holder and some loose leaves

already punched and ruled. Part of a page from each

of the three books is shown in the illustration.

The posting took but a few minutes two or three times

a week. It was only when sending out statements at

the end of the month that more time was needed. None
of the engineers or helpers had access to the books,

except in the case of the one sheet containing the daily

work records. At the end of the month, or when full,

this one sheet was filed with any other records.

TOPS OP DAY BOOK, CASH BOOK AND LEDGER PAGES
SHOWING ENTRIES AND NOTATIONS

An entry in the day book, when posted on the credit

side of the cash book or ledger, had a check mark placed

after it; when posted on the debit side it was followed by
a cross-check mark; and it was followed by the latter

superimposing the former when posted to credit in one

book and debit in the other. From these marks I could

tell whether I had posted all the items I cared to post.

Another notation for convenience was to write in the

left margin the date and amount of statement rendered.

The notations are shown in the sample sheets illus-

trated.

The foregoing system worked out successfully for me,

and later, when the business expanded and a firm was
formed, it was easily modified to suit.

Results of Cleaning Water Mains

The distribution mains in the southern section of the city

were laid during the eighties, and therefore after thirty-

five years of service their carrying capacity, due to tuber-

cles, have been reduced to less tlian 40 per cent of that of

new pipe. Upon authority, the Department cleaned a total

of six miles of 6-in. mains throughout the older portions of

the city during the summer and fall. A test to determine

the loss of head or friction before and after cleaning showed

that on an average the carrying capacity of the mains for

the same loss of head had been increased to 2.6 times the

capacity before cle?ning. The total cost of the work, in-

cluding labor, materials and royalties, was $3,267.84 or

10.32 cents per foot.—J. E. Gibson, Manager and Engineer

Water-Works, Charleston, S. C, in annual report for 1919
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Table for Use in Converting

Stations to Miles

By R. T. Brown
Chief of Surveys, State Highway Department of South Carolina

THE table given herewith will be of service to

engineers who frequently have occasion to convert

stations to miles and vice versa. This applies espe-

cially to highvi^ay engineers. When such a table is

not on hand, and one does not wish to go to the

refinement of actually dividing out the stations to

convert to miles, the following method will be found
convenient and correct to within one tenth mile up
to twenty miles:

Place decimal point between tens and hundreds in

the number of stations. Multiply by two. From result

subtract number of stations with decimal point to left

of hundreds.

Example—Convert 317 + 00 to miles. 3.17 X 2
= 6.34, 6.34 — 0.317 = 6.02 miles. Actual distance

is 6.004 miles. With the table given below as a basis

this computation can very easily be performed
mentally when looking at a map or driving along

the road.

A Simple System of Indexing Notes
and Plans

Filing by Location Preferred to Other Methods

—

Key Map Has Numbered Areas

—

Loose Leaf Ledger Used

By F. Deane Avery
Engineer and Architect, Greenfield, Mass.

FROM time to time there have appeared various
articles describing indexes for notes and plans but

most of them seem to me to be more complex than
necessary for an ordinary engineering and surveying
office. In planning such an index we should keep in

mind the essentials which I believe are three in num-
ber: Speed in indexing; speed in finding; and positive

action.

First, to make an index which can be maintained in

the least time: The systems most in favor seem to be
some form of card index with cross indexes, but a cross

index takes time. About the simplest have two cards

—

one for the owner's name and one for the subject

—

while a system which gives also the adjoining owners
and the location will require eight cards for the survey
of an ordinary city lot. It takes twice as long to write

two cards as it does for one, so that a one-card system
saves on the cost of indexing, which is the first object

on our list.

Second, to make an index which will save time in

CONVERSION TABLE—STATIONS TO MILES
TENTHS OF MILES

Mi. 0.0

0+00
1 52+80
2 105+60

3 158+40
4 211+20
5 264+00

6 316+80
7 369+60
8 422+40

9 475+20
10 528+00
II 580+80

12 633+60
13 686+40
14 739+20

15 792+00
16 844+80
17 897+60

18 950+40
19 1003+20
20 1056+00

21 1108+80
22 1161+60
23 1214+40

24 1267+20
25 1320+00
26 1372+80

27 1425+60
28 1478+40
29 1531+20

30 1584+00
31 1636+80
32 1689+60

33 1742+40
34.-. 1795+20
35 1848+00

36 1900+80
57 1953+60
38 2006+40

39 2059+20
<0 2112+00

Hundredths of mile.
Equals in feet .

1
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searching for things: Before deciding this let us con-

sider under what conditions we start our seai-ch, as for

example, for field notes of John Jones' lot on North St.

We may know that a survey was made for him a few

years ago and in that case the ordinary name index

will find the data promptly. If, as is usually the case,

we do not know whether there are any notes of a pre-

vious survey, we are all at sea.

The average man will look up Jones and finding noth-

ing will address a question to the office in general as

to whether anyone knows of such a survey. That

usually ties up the whole office and finally after looking

up several names which might be near there it is de-

cided that probably there are no old notes.

Third, to make an index that will be positive in action

so that we can either find 7v}iaf ire want or prove that

there is no sitch thing! As shown above the greatest

trouble is to prove that there are notes or maps of the

territory or structure in question. Any index of names

is of use only to the man who remembers what name to

look for. Any index by subjects is usually too large to

be efficient. Any index by location requires areas small

enough so that it can be quickly gone over.

Index by Location Preferred

Filing by location, in my opinion, is the whole secret

of successful indexing of surveying notes. It is diffi-

cult to imagine wanting notes or a map of any spot

without knowing where the spot is located. My own in-

dex is based on that principal and I will outline it briefly

for the benefit of any who care to use it.

I have divided my territory small enough so that

a page will be sufficient for indexing everything within

that area. These areas are indicated on maps (two in

my case) and a number assigned to each area. In this

city it means that practically each block has a number,
but in the outside districts one number is still sufficient

for an entire town. I have one book for plans and one

for notes and all notes or plans for any block are indexed

on the page corresponding to the number of the block.

That is if block BO is bounded by north, east, south and

west streets, all notes and maps for that block will be

indexed on page 60 of the proper index book.

A map would appear on the index as "John Jones, Lot

Survey, Lot 83, North Street near East—Date, Scale,

Kind, File number." The brief description fixes it so

that one seldom has to go beyond the index to find out

whether it is the plan wanted.

In addition to the numbers showing locations on the

map I have assigned one number for general maps of

the city, one for maps outside the territory covered by

the key map, and one for buildings. The last is because

I do certain kinds of architectural work and in addition

to the location index I keep a list of buildings separated

according to kinds. Street plans, which are few in num-

ber, take the numbers to south or east, except that long

plans may be under the general map of the city.

Subdivision plans are indexed under every block

covered.

Tables are not indexed as maps but are listed in a

card index with other miscellaneous data. A page could

be added for these if desired.

This system takes less time to maintain or use than

any other index I ever saw. Most items require one

entry only, and as there is no question where to index

there is also no question \/here to look for it later.

^ Dozen Articles for

I use a loose leaf ledger although the system would be

the same if one preferred cards. After experience in

charge of four different offices—two of which had card

indexes—I will say that in my opinion the loose leaf

is far superior for this purpose. The chances for error

are less than with a card index. Cards may be mis-

placed or lost or overlooked, but pages that are num-
bered and ill order can always be found, and it is much
simpler to glance over twenty items on one page than

to look over twenty cards one by one. The only advan-

tage of loose leaf over a bound book is that pages can be

rewritten if soiled, or if one wants to further divide

the territory.

Abstracts of deeds, and descriptions ^vritten for deeds

with accompanying correspondence are put in bundles,

numbered according to the key, and kept in numerical

order, in drawers. These could be indexed but I have
not thought it worth while in my case.

I believe that the majority of plans are best filed flat

but whether flat or rolled use standard sizes and do not

put two sizes in a drawer or pigeon hole. If one cares

to do so it is easy to subdivide by subject on each page
but T prefer to keep the areas so small that it is not

necessary. T use two colors of ink—green for notes and

maps made before I came into the office, and black for

those since. Maps which are referred to frequentlj'

are often indicated by a red mark on the margin.

It costs something to make a good index but after that

it is a time saver and a constant source of satisfaction.

In my opinion a location index is the only one of any
value to any one except the one who makes it, and for

that reason most of the old survey notes are lost to

future generations.

Permit me to repeat the essentials. Divide your ter-

ritory into areas, assign a number to each area, and

have a corresponding page in the index book. Put plans

of a size together and describe locations as fully as pos-

sible in the index. As time permits get the old notes

into the new index, and then get your competitors to use

the same system—perhaps the same key map. If sur-

veyors could easily find old records and would consult

with each other there would be fewer discrepancies and

their reputations would be enhanced.

Weight of Rail in Tons
By George W. White

Assistant Engineer Southern Railway

WEIGHT of rail in gross tons (2240 lbs.) for va^

/ious sizes from 45 lb. to 100 lb. per yard and

from one to nine feet in length, figured to nine decimal

places for one foot and to eight places for other lengths

may be readily calculated by use of the accompanying

tabic. By shifting the decimal point, the weight to

three decimals for any length up to two million feet

will be given.

To use the table, select from the column of tons, under

the proper weight of rail, the figures opposite the num-
ber of feet desired, using each digit of the number sep-

arately, and moving the decimal point to correspond with

the position of that digit Then add these figures to-

gether. Use only the number of decimal places desired

in the result, and notice the fraction added or discarded
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in each case so as to adjust the total to the nearest

figure.

These tables are especially serviceable if an adding

WEIGHT OF RAIL IN TOXS PER FOOT OF LENGTH
100 LB. SECTIONS

45 LB. TO

Ft.
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stadia and instrument constant to the different rod read-

ings. As these diagrams are easily and quickly made

it is handy to have one for each instrument and instru-

ment man. To construct this diagram the constant

(F -\- C) is first laid oif to a convenient scale to a

point above the line. Next the correction is figured

for the maximum sight length, the point is platted

either above or below the base line, depending upon

whether it is positive or negative, and the points are

connected by a straight line. Corrections for the rod

readings are indicated on the connecting line where it

is intersected by perpendicular lines from the base.

After the correction has been applied to the rod read-

ing the correction for the vertical angle is made by

multiplying the corrected rod reading by cos^A. This

method, although not theoretically exact, will check

the theoretic formula within a few hundredths of a foot

for small angles and one or two-tenths for large angles

and distances. Good results can also be obtained in

figuring the vertical differences by multiplying the

corrected rod reading by i sin. 2 A.

Chart Showing Template for a Given Degree

of Curve to Any Scale

By Donald P. Maxwell
Aluminum Company of America

IN THE Engineering Neivs-Record, March 4, 1920, p.

486, there was given a conversion table for plotting

curves. This problem is solved particularly well by
means of a chart of the alignment type. One devised

by the writer and adapted to the curves used in this

oflJice, namely, one set marked in degrees to 100 scale,

the other marked in inches radius, is submitted here-

with.

By doubling the scales the chart is made very com-
pact and no difficulty will be found in reading the

chart if attention be paid to the Roman numerals des-

ignating the several scales. Thus, if the given curve

be found on scale II and the scale of the drawing

on scale IV read the required template on scale marked
II-IV.

An Auto-Trailer That Carries

a 28-Ton Load

IN ORDER to move heavy transformers for supplying

emergency demands the Southern California Edison

Company of Los Angeles designed and built an auto-

mobile trailer suitable for carrying 24 tons. This was
done when H was found that shipping transformers by
rail often required a week or more and left unsolved the

problem of getting the heavy equipment from the rail-

road siding to the exact location desired. Having the

equipment out of service even for such a period was a
serious loss during times of limited power supply.

The companj', therefore, built a trailer, shown in the

; ,M
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Qualifications of the Teacher of English

for Engineers

VIEWS of older engineers on the subject of teaching

English to the undergraduate are unanimously in

favor of giving more and better courses. The type of

teacher required is a vital point since the student gen-

erally is not attracted to English. These are the con-

clusions reached in a paper presented recently to the

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education

by Miss S. A. Harbarger, department of English, Ohio
State University. The paper was based on a question-

naire to deans of engineering schools, interested instruc-

tors in English, heads of departments and special teach-

ers. Miss Harbarger has had 12 years' experience

teaching engineers. Extracts from her paper follow:

The experience of the most successful teachers in Eng-
lish to engineering- students seems to have demonstrated
convincingly that the college course should start with the
students' interest in engineering and should make plain to

them that they need English (1) to amplify, reinforce, make
clear and extend the range of ideas expressed through
drawings and mathematical symbols, (2) to become articu-

late for the purpose of rendering, through their profession,

effective and constructive service to the world, and (3) to

be able to take their rightful place among men of other
professions as progressive leaders in their communities.
The pronounced characteristics of the engineering stu-

dent are definiteness, practicality, eagerness and youthful-

ness. These have a direct bearing upon the English teacher.

His own characteristics must be complementai'y and sup-
plementary if he is to recognize and capitalize these traits

and to give his students, through training in the effective

communication of ideas, orientation, reach, restraint, bal-

ance and power.
First of all, the teacher of English must realize that the

engineer needs English as a powerful tool, capable of a

variety of uses that will bring financial returns and advance
professional prestige. Though he may, before the course is

completed, lead out into some of the cultural aspects of

English, by subtle references and appropriate comparisons,

yet he never loses sight of the fact that engineers need
English as a tool. He associates English, therefore, with
reality and finds an objective for his students' thoughts, as

they express them in speech and in writing, that is within

their range and that leads toward their goal. He attempts
to guide constructively their imaginations, through system,

clearness and accuracy to a fine, honest sense of proportion

and relative values and independent thinking. He trains

for remorseless and scientific efficiency in the use of words
for the purpose of getting tangible results.

Only a few think that the teacher of English should have
an engineering degree. But unquestionably he must have
an interest in science and some engineering aptitude,

whereby he will intuitively understand and sympathize with
the problems and ambitions of his students. He must be
sincerely interested in the whole aim and ti'end of engineer-

ing education; respect and be stimulated by engineering-

projects, vast and small; be a good listener and get men to

talk enthusiastically of their work. He must have enough
knowledge of the hardships and the difficulties that are

encountered in an engineering undertaking to appreciate,

not only the cost in dollars and cents but in energy and
spirit, and to understand the justifiable glow of elation and
victory that every engineer has when his work is complete,

safe and useful.

The instructor in English must be able to Mn*ite articles

that are acceptable to technical journals and magazines.
Definite results of theory wherever they appear always
impress engineering students. If in their perusal of tech-

nical periodicals—for every good teacher of English will

turn the attention of his students early to the curtent litera-

ture of his profession—they come upon articles written by
the instructor, the prestige of English and of the instructor

rises.

A wide acquaintance with practicing engineers through
their writings and through personal friendship is a peculiar
asset of the teacher of English. This acquaintanceship is

vital if the instructor is to keep his teaching rich, full, for-

ward-looking and telling. He learns from both sources the
tendencies of modern engineering thought.

Another qualification in the nstructor of English is a
phase of personality that gains: from the faculty of the
engineering college the confidence, the active cooperation,
the constructive criticism and the further stressing as a
part of every course, of the need and the value of good
English for the engineer.

Finally, the vocational guidance instinct should be present
in every good instructor of technical students, but the
English teacher is likely to have the most accurate and
extended information. He deals generally with the first-

year men; he has the best source of any instructor of fresh-
men from which to obtain an intimate knowledge of their
aims and aspirations, their previous experience, their imme-
diate difficulties and shortcomings. The instructor in Eng-
lish, through the personal conference with each student,
which is a necessary part of the teaching, and through the
weekly themes which are written on assigned topics, ac-
quii-es a very detailed and definite knowledge of his stu-

dents. To the experienced teacher the themes have much
significance, for they indicate the student's state of rest or
unrest. The personal conference checks the impressiori

gathered from the themes; consequently the instructor can
make some very reliable assumptions,. The fatalities among
first-year men are great; the unrest and often open dissatis-

faction among fourth-year men are too wide spi'ead. Until
the data of intelligence tests can be given extended study-
application and until colleges can give more time to the

study of each individual, there is' need for someone some-
where along the line to apply the rudiments of vocational
guidance in order to save everyone time and effort.

If engineering faculties and engineering societies would
state definitely what they need, take active steps toward
recognizing English as a subject fundamental to successful

engineering practice, and ask for the teacher with the spe-

cial qualification, they could raise the standard of English
teaching in all engineering colleges.

Moisture Content of Wood Is Not
Dependent on Density

Even after long exposure to the same atmospheric

conditions, different pieces of wood do not have exactly

the same moisture content. Variations of 2 per cent

were recently found in red oak blocks stored under

carefully fixed humidity conditions at the Forest Prod-

ucts Laboratory. These moisture differences, unlike

variations in strength, are apparently independent of

the density of the pieces. In the laboratory experiments,

the variation proved to be as great in blocks of the

same density as it was throughout the lot of specimens.

Moreover, the range in moisture content was the same

in v/ood of low density as in wood of medium density or

high density.

Data on a few representative specimens are given iii

the accompanying table

:

Average moisture oontent in per-

Deiisity ot .•^pei-iiiu'ii oeiitage of weight oven-ilry
Relative huniidty at 80 deg. F.

Low 38'-: 6rf 66^,

519 7.6 112 19.4
527 10 17.4

0.536 5 110 18 2

Medium
630 7 7 113 18.9

639 "... 5.8 1C.7 18.3

643 t).8 113 19.5

High

720 «> 4 11.2 19 3

724 7 4 11.4 19.6

0.753 t) 1 10 8 18 8

Total aver:ia.> 6 7 110 18 8
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New Steamship Piers on Staten Island Are Too Narrow
Consensus of Engineering Opinion Is That New York's New Development Is

Being Made With Too Great Regard for Present Conditions and

Not Enough for Engineering Principles

In "Engineering News-Record," May 27, 1920, p. 107,

under the title "Neio York to Build Steamship Piers on

Staten Island," there was published a description of the

neio Stapleton development now under construction by

the city.

The fundamental principle in the design of these

piers is that the steamship interests who lease thefn

should dictate the type to be adopted. On this basis

eight of the piers are 125 ft. wide ivith one-story

sheds completely covering them; tioo are 130 ft. ivide

with complete two-story sheds; and two are 209 ft. wide

tmth two-story sheds 131 ft. loide and with railway

tracks and freight-handling equipment on the piers

outside the sheds. The latter will also have central

railroad tracks but the other piers are not to have tracks

though structural provision for such tracks is made in

the substructure.

Much discussion has been aroused in engineering

circles regarding the inadequacy of these piers, par-

ticularly in respect to width and machinery equipment.

As stated in the earlier article, the Department of Docks

has denied that the body of com.petent engineering opin-

ion is in opposition to the design. "Engineering News^

Record" has thought it worth while to ask the opinion

of some of the leading port and terminal engineers as

to this particular phase of the Stapleton development.

These opinions are printed below; comment upon them,

appears in the editorial pages.—Editor.

Narrow Piers Generally Obsolete
By John Meigs

Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.

The recently announced plan of the Department of

Docks of the City of New York for the construction of

a series of twelve piers in the Stapleton section of

Staten Island is perhaps the most extensive and costly

project of port development yet undertaken at one time

by any American community, if we bar the several

marine terminal constructions of the United States

Government during the recent war. As such, and

because of the national character of the port of New
York, the importance of this projected improvement

far exceeds mere local dimensions and becomes so wide-

spread in scope that the entire country can legitimately

participate in the consideration of its details. It is

evident, therefore, that no excuse is needed for com-

ments concerning it on the part of non-residents of

the New York district.

That the Dock Department authorities are proceeding

in the right general direction in locating this pier

group on Staten Island—the only portion of New York

City on the continental side of the harbor of New
York—is beyond dispute; as additional de'''elopment of

the westerly side of the harbor has been advocated for

many years by practically all engineers who have given

any study whatever to the problem of the proper future

development of the port of New York. The location on

the easterly, or European, side of the harbor of the

principal trans-shipment piers for freight destined for

transfer between the American continent and overseas,

or vice ve^'sa, has been recognized for many years as

being in defiance of the most elementary laws of eco-

nomics in freight handling.

No legitimate excuse can be offered for the continu-

ance of the absurd practice, in vogue so many years

in this port, of transferring overseas freight of con-

tinental origin from the railroad termini on the New
Jersey shore, by a crude and expensive lighterage

system, to the opposite side of the harbor for reload-

ing at that point into ships, when the transfer between
the rail carriers and the water carriers could be made
with equal facility and a fractional part of the cost at

piers on the New Jersey side. For these reasons the

department can be heartily commended for its announce-

ment of a policy involving the development of the

westerly side of the harbor rather than in the exclusive

spending of city funds in further improvement of the

easterly side of the harbor for general cargo trans-

ference purposes.

Of course, the piers of New York and Brooklyn will

continue to be of use for the handling of cargoes

intended mainly for distribution within the limits of

the boroughs of Manhattan and Queens, and for south-

em New England generally, and for cargoes made up
from these sections for trans-shipment abroad, but for

the vast bulk of freight destined for distribution to

points south of the Hudson and westwardly through the

range of states bordering the Great Lakes, and for

freight originating in these sections for trans-shipment

abroad, these movements will in future be handled very

largely on the New Jersey side of the harbor, or in

other ports geographically and hydrographically better

situated for this purpose than are Manhattan Island

and Long Island, notably the ports of Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Norfolk.

Piers Extremely Narrow

Considering the extraordinary importance of the

precedent which is now being set by the New York
Dock Department, the problems involved in the design

of these piers should have had the most careful and

even prayerful consideration by the best authorities

obtainable on these subjects. Presumably they have

been given this consideration, but the result of the

careful studies of the Dock Department's authorities is,

on the face of the returns, somewhat disconcerting to

the average port engineer who is familiar with the

modern trend in the design of piers—which is, first,

toward a radical increase in their width ; second, toward

the providing of them with direct railroad connections

wherever possible; and, third, toward the equipment of

them with modern freight handling machinery for facil-

itating the loading and discharge of cargo.

The most striking feature of the layout of the Staple-

ton piers is their extreme narrowness compared with

modern piers in other ports. All of the Stapleton piers

except two, it is noted, are but 125 or 130 ft. wide.
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and 'this element of the design appears to have been

decided mainly by the current practice for generations

past in New York City, rather than by any reference

to the actual needs of, present-day marine cargo han-

dling and storage facilities.

; It is generally considered, among port designers, that

the transfer sheds for the handling of cargo to and

from ships should be planned, of sufficient width to

accommodate approximately the total bulk of cargo car-

ried by the average vessel, in a length of shed approx-

imately the same as that of the vessel itself. This

restriction as to the length of storage area allotted

per cargo is in order that the. transfer of cargo from

its place of deposit on the pier to the vessel, and vice

versa, should be through the shortest possible horizontal

distance; and as to width, on the theory that properly

to take care of both the inbound and outbound cargo,

storage space for the equivalent of one complete cargo

should be provided on the pier itself opposite each ship

berthing thereat.

It is held that the proper place for the assembly of

a ship's cargo is on the pier, at the ship's side, and not

in railroad cars in holding yards, as is the current prac-

tice in the New York district; the piers 125 ft. wide

are simply not capable of performing this function.

Recent piers in Montreal, Boston, Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Norfolk, Seattle and other modern ports range

from 200 to 400 ft. in width, and are found to be

admirably suited to their purposes and are none too

large for economy of operation.

It is argued by the narrow-pier cult that it is foolish

for pier owners to provide extra width on piers for

the purpose of assembling cargo when the railroad com-
panies are entirely willing to furnish from 20 to 30

days free storage of export freight in cars which are

held by them in their terminal yards for delivery to

the steamship companies on demand. The economic

fallacy of this is perfectly apparent when we consider

the relative cost of accommodations for the storage

of freight in railroad cars and in pier sheds or ware-

houses adjacent to the piers. On the basis of present-

day freight-car prices, the cost of storage space in

cars, including the value of the tracks upon which they

stand in the holding yards, is from $8 to $10 per square

foot; and, notwithstanding the present tremendously

inflated costs of piers and warehouses, similar accom-

modations can be provided in such structures for not

more than one-third to one-half of what car-storage

space would cost.

Shortage of Railroad Equipment

The present paralysis of railroad business through-

out the country is not ascribable to any one particular

cause, being due to many co-ordinate ones, but among
these contributory causes none is more important than

the unnecessary placing out of commission of cars held

in terminal yards, diverted from their proper purpose

as mediums of transportation and converted into

improper use as portable warehouses for the time-

storage of freight. With the crying shortage of raiU

road equipment that the railroads have labored under
for years past, and the tremendous financial difficulties

under which they will be compelled to struggle for

years to come, it is of primary importance that every

means possible be utilized to introduce proper economies
in railroad operation. One of the most obvious means
of accomplishing this end is by providing facilities

at the marine terminals for the immediate discharge

of freight cars upon arrival thereat and their prompt
reloading and return to the railroads for legitimate use

as transportation equipment, instead of holding them
indefinitely as mere warehouses, in accordance with
present practice.

Naturally, as long as steamship owners and operators

are permitted to take advantage of the laxity of the

railroads, and the good nature of the American public

which is paying the bills, this practice may be expected

to continue, but eventually, either now or later—when
sane business principles are permitted to govern such

matters—this source of lost motion and wasteful expend-

iture will inevitably be eliminated.

When this time comes, it will be found that the

operators of piers of insufficient width to properly take

care of the distribution and assembling of ships' cargo
thereon will be most seriously handicapped in competi-

tion with better equipped terminals, and will then be
forced to provide additional pier accommodations or to

continue to do business at tremendously greater cost

to themselves than their competitors are subjected to.

Another noteworthy feature of the Stapleton pier

layout is the failure on most of the piers to take advan-

tage of the opportunity afforded by the proximity of

the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. tracks in their rear to make
direct rail connection between them and this important

trunk-line railroad. When we consider that perhaps 75

per cent of the import freight arriving in New York
harbor is destined for transfer into the interior of

the country by rail, and that an equal proportion of

the export freight arrives by rail, this lack of pier

tracks would seem to be an extraordinary omission on

the part of the designers.

This apparent mental lapse is, of course, explained

by the prevailing and uneconomic system of railroad

rates in the New York district. Under this system

—

which, although it has been in vogue for generations

past, cannot continue in defiance of proper economic

laws indefinitely—car transfer service by floating

equipment is furnished by the railroads free of cost

between their terminal yards and all points in the

harbor within predetermined lighterage limits. Under

this paternal custom it is, of course, more economical

for the pier owners to load freight into railroad cars

placed, at no expense to themselves, alongside of their

piers or ships on car floats kindly furnished by the

railroads, than it would be to load the same cars situ-

ated on running tracks located on their own piers

—

which tracks, and the deck area occupied by them, would

have to be provided at their own expens-*.

The argument of the New York Dock Department

that piers without tracks are satisfactory to their

tenants and are therefoi-e justifiable, is valid only so

long as the system of free lighterage of railroad cars

continues. The moment this inherently vicious prac-

tice is abolished—as it is bound to be in time, in the

distant if not in the near future—from that time

forward the absolute necessity for railroad connections

on piers will be manifest. Piers not so provided, and

therefore subjected to the additional cost of car

transfer by water between the ship and some
distant railroad yard, will be so severely handicapped

in the competitive handling of freight that the owners

will be found to^ suffer financial losses therefrom.

As to the mechanical equipment of these piers, or lack
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of it, as mentioned in their published description, it

would be quite impossible to form any proper concep-

tion of the necessities of the case without knowing

at least to some extent for what purpose it is anticipated

the piers will be used. Sufficeth to say that in these

days of increased cost and decreased efficiency of manual

labor, the wise pier operator will see to it that every

advantage is taken of the opportunity afforded by the

output of our ingenious freight handling machinery

manufacturers to perform as much as possible of the

labor of handling and rehandling freight mechanically,

and as little as may be manually.

Defects in Design

Without intending personal criticism of the author-

ities in charge of this public improvement, I am forced

to the belief that this pier group has been planned with

no thought of the opportunity presented by it of link-

ing these extensive marine terminals directly to the

tracks of the thirteen great trunk-line railroads which

now cross the Jersey meadows immediately in rear of

Staten Island; too little in accordance with the best

modern conceptions of port design, and too much along

the lines of former practice on Manhattan Island.

Manifestly the radically improved methods of cargo

handling possible on the Staten Island shore, located

on the continental side of the harbor, have been entirely

overlooked in the hurry and pressure under which the

Department presumably has had to provide these pier.s

to comply with the feverish demands for additional

space from intending tenants of these structures.

It may now be too late to consider the foregoing

principles of design in connection with the present

pier project, but for the City of New York to proceed

indefinitely along these archaic lines, without reference

to the keen and intelligent competition which it is meet-

ing from other and more progressive ports on the

Atlantic 'seaboard, would be not only incredibly stupid

business policy for the municipality, but eventually

will become suicidal so far as its hope of maintaining

its long-continued port supremacy is concerned.

Controlling Principles Indicate Need
For Wider Piers

By William S. Wilgus
Consulting Engineer, New York City

It seems to the writer that the fundamental cause

for the difference of opinion as to how the Stapletoii

improvement should be planned lies in the conception

of the purpose of the pier. In your issue of May 27,

it is stated that the Dock Department "considers that

the elemental function of a pier is to furnish shelter

to a ship." The writer is among those who believe that

its primary purpose is the affording of safe means

for the economical interchange of freight between land

and water carriers, and that to accomplish that object

in the best manner there should be, (1) exterior tracks

on the pier for the direct transfer of certain commod-
ities (including war supplies) between ship and car,

(2) ample contiguous "transit area," shedded in whole

or part, for the sorting and temporary storage of cargo,

and (3) interior tracks and driveways for direct inter-

change between the transit area, railroad cars and motor

trucks.

In piers as long as those at Stapleton, 1,000 ft.,

later to be extended to upward of 1,300 ft., there

should be two exterior tracks adjacent to each string-

piece, and not less than four interior tracks, all

arranged so that the working of ship and transit areas

may be uninterrupted while loaded and empty cars are

being shifted.

Piers Should Be 340 Ft. Wide

The transit area on each side of the pier should be
sufficiently wide to accommodate modern vessels with
cargoes equivalent to from 10 to 15 tons per linear foot

of stringpiece, requiring from 80 to 120 ft. in width
of transit area on each side of the pier, to which should

be added ample driveway space for motor trucks.

To meet these obvious requirements the pier should

be not less than 340 ft. wide.

That such a width is by no means unusual, or confined

to the practice of the northwestern Pacific coast, is

shown by the dimensions adopted at many Eastern ports

such as Montreal, Halifax and Philadelphia, as well as

at the leading European and South American ports.

Were Stapleton like Manhattan, completely severed

from direct contact with the trunk lines in New Jersey,

and hampered like that island with cramped quarters

and congested surroundings which deny to it the promise

of future relief in that respect, there would be some
excuse for the modeling of the improvements at Staple-

ton after those in vogue in Manhattan, namely, narrow
trackless piers served by lighters.

However, ^he circumstances are not similar. At
Stapleton the waterfront, with its roomy surroundings

and deep channel, is already directly in touch by rail

with five of the trunk lines that serve the port, and

ultimately will be connected with all of them by means
of a projected outer belt line.

To ignore this difference in circumstance simply

fastens on the port a continuance of the use of the

"lighterage proposition," which is so largely respon-

sible for the deserved stigmatizing of this port as

"the terminal sore spot of the Nation." Whatever is

done here will have a large influence on future plan-

ning at Jamaica Bay and other points on Long Island,

where the opportunities for direct rail connection with

the trunk lines and plenty of elbow room for expansion

will be equal to those at Stapleton.

That lighterage is an evil to be avoided to the fullest

possible extent is self-evident when we realize that

it involves the expense and delay of two additional

handlings and intermediate floatage of all freight trans-

sTiipped in that manner between rail and water carriers,

coupled with the enforced use of costly waterfront rail-

road yards and other waterfront facilities for the

transferring of freight between the rail termini and

the lighters. To the extent that direct contact can be

established between the water and rail carriers at piers

on which those agencies may meet without the inter-

position of lighterage, to just that extent will the port

of New York be freed from the shackles which are

retarding its progress.

It will therefore be seen that the wide pier with

direct rail connections, ample space for sorting and tem-

porarily storing cargo, and suitable facilities for motor

trucks, will have a compelling influence on the reduc-

tion of costs and delays—a condition which must be

brought about if New York is to hold its pre-eminence

as the leading port of the world.
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As regards mechanical equipment on the piers, it is

true that there are differences of opinion, as illustrated

at Stapleton itself, where one steamship interest favors

the adoption of gantry cranes and another opposes their

installation. Does not this conflict of judgment prove

the necessity for the consideration of the matter from a

broad and disinterested standpoint v^^ith a viev^^ to

reaching a decision that will be beneficial to the port

as a whole? Eventually, these piers are to revert to

the city, and when that time arrives they should be

adapted to the widest possible use rather than restricted

to a narrow purpose.

Then, too, M^ar necessities may arise which will impose

upon these piers a duty not now contemplated by the

prospective lessees. Our experience in the World War,
both in this country and in France, proved the neces-

sity for modern cranes for the speedy handling of

miscellaneous cargoes direct between car and ship. In

fact the experience of the army brought out very

clearly the great advantage of mechanical equipment for

the prompt release of vessels—a consideration of the first

importance from both commercial and military stand-

points. Nor should sight be lost of the need for mechan-
ical equipment for the transferring of freight between

the piers and water craft unequipped with self-handling

devices, as is the case for instance with canal barges.

The State of New York is spending many millions to

equip its canal terminals with freight-handling devices;

does it not seem curious that the City of New York
should create modern water terminals and in large

degree ignore that feature?

All this leads up to the point that in the designing

of the piers at Stapleton, the conflicting views of the

prospective lessees should not be permitted to dominate.

This is a function that should be jealously retained by
the city authorities whose broad knowledge of the

subject, wide vision as to the future, and strength of

purpose should be sufficient to plan these improvements

as they should be planned, along logical lines and in

recognition of the fact that the conditions which have

thwarted modern development on Manhattan Island are.

fortunately, absent in the case of Staten Island. That

is the one borough in the city which lies west of the

Hudson channel and therefore contiguous to the main-

land, and which therefore is in touch with the trunk

lines that connect the port with the Nation at large.

Wider Piers Necessary For Economy
By Frank G. White

Chief Engineer, Board of State Harbor Commissioners, San
Francisco, California

The Staten Island harbor improvement project is

of great interest to all engineers who are connected

in any way with terminal development. It comes some-

what as a surprise, however, to learn that in planning

"the largest steamship pier project in the history" of

the city, advantage was not taken of the opportunity

to develop a modern, fully co-ordinated steamship and

rail terminal. Undoubtedly local conditions and local

customs governing the delivery and handling of freight

influenced the decision as to the plans, but it seems pos-

sible that the construction of a well-planned, fully-

equipped terminal might assist in jbringing about

changes in these customs and a reduction in the ter-

minal handling costs.

It would appear that piers as narrow as 125 to 130

ft. would be entirely inadequate to permit of the eco-

nomical handling of cargo between ship and car, truck

or lighter if the full berthing capacity of the pier is

utilized. As these piers are to be from 1,030 to 1,137

ft. in length, each will berth four cargo ships having

a capacity of at least 10,000 tons. At least 32 ft. of

the width of the pier will be occupied by the two
railroad tracks and the necessary runways for loading

and unloicding cars. There remains inside the shed,

with no allowance for driveways, a width of not more
than 82 ft. which means that the available space on

the pier for handling each 10,000 tons cargo is approx-

imately 41 X 550 ft. or 22,550 sq.ft. With a proper

allowance for trucking aisles not more than 20,000 sq.ft.

will be available for stacking cargo. Theoretically, this

area will hold 5,000 tons of dead-weight cargo or 5,000

tons of measurement cargo stacked 10 ft. high, buc

practically it is very unlikely that more than one-third

of a mixed cargo of 10,000 tons can be accommodated

within the space available This means that during

the period of loading or discharging at least two-thirds

of the cargo must be brought to, or removed from, the

pier by car. truck or lighter. If adequate storage were

available immediately adjacent to the pier this move-

ment would be greatly facilitat-^d, but the plans do

not indicate that warehouses are contemplated to oper-

ate in conjunction with the pier.

In the event of railroad congestion or delays from
other causes such a movement of cargo during loading

or discharging would materially retard operations and

delay the dispatch of the ship. Of course a large part

of the cargoes are handled by lighter and will con-

tinue to be so handled but obviously rail shipments can

be transferred much more economically and expedi-

tiously by rail than by lighter. This naturally brings

up the question of the proper location and arrangement

of tracks on the pier.

San Francisco's Experience

Experience in the operation of the harbor of San

Francisco, where practically all of the piers have direct

rail connections, has proved the great disadvantage of

center tracks inside the sheds. On two piers so con-

structed the congestion caused by cars, t€ams, motor

trucks and hand-trucks aV operating in a center drive-

way so detracted from their efficient Operation that

the inside flush tracks were removed and one depressed

track was constructed along the side of each pier. Fur-

thermore, the location of tracks along the edge of the

pier permits of the direct interchange of cargo between

ship and car which in many ca^es is a distinct advan-

tage. Also it has been found that there is considerable

economy both as regards expense and space required for

the movement of freight if the tracks are depressed so

as to permit of trucking into cars on the level.

The development of mechanical equipment for the

handling of miscellaneous cargoes is in its infancy and

the problem is rot easy of solution. Many types of

machines have been used and any such installation is

a step in the right direction. Perhaps the most satis-

factory equipment has not yet been designed but it

would seem to be good judgment to construct a modern

terminal so as to permit of the installation of mechan-

ical equipment for the handling of cargo between ship

and pier, on the pier itself and between pier and ware-

house.

In connection with the Bevelopment of a new section
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of the San Francisco waterfront we are making studies

which contemplate piers from 315 to 830 ft. in width.

Each pier will have two separate sheds with depressed

tracks between the .sheds, flush tracks adjacent to the

slips and provision for mechanical equipment. Ample
railroad yard and warehouse facilities will also be pro-

vided.

In my opinion the two Staten Island piers which are

to be 209 ft. in width, with outside depressed tracks

and semi-portal cranes, will permit of greater economy
in the handling of cargo and greater speed in dispatch-

ing the ship than the narrower piers with inside tracks

and no mechanical equipment.

Lighterage Should Not Control

New Development
By Fay, Spofford & Thorndike
Consulting- Engineers, Boston, Mass.

Of the twelve new piers designed for Stapleton, ten

are narrow, either 125 or 130 ft. in width, and the other

two are 209 ft. in width. It is understood that the

width of these piers was determined by the Department
of Docks from the requirements of the lessee in each

case. Since the method of handling cargoes from and
to ships in New York harbor is at present largely by
means of lighters, it has been customary to build narrow
piers which serve principally as structures to which
ships can tie up while loading and unloading to and

from lighters, only a relatively small amount of space

being available on the pier for the storage of incoming
and outgoing cargoes. These narrow sheds are entirely

inadequate for the storage of incoming and outgoing

cargoes for ships berthed sim.ultaneously on both sides

of the piers.

The Stapleton piers differ from the Manhattan piers

in that they have direct connection with a railroad,

the Baltimore & Ohio, which in turn connects with all

the Jersey railroads. We would expect that less freight

wou'd be handled by lighters from and to ships here

than is the case with the Manhattan piers, and, there-

fore, more space should be devoted to the storage of

cargo, to tracks and mechanical handling devices.

The narrow piers at Stapleton have no mechanical

equipment for the handling of freight from and to ships

other than simple cargo beams and the accompanying
cargo hoists. If the greater portion of the ships dock-

ing here are unloaded and loaded to and from lighters,

mechanical equipment is perhaps not so essential, as the

cargo can and probably will be handled by the equipment

of the lighters or of the ships themselves.

Up to the present time, it apparently has been
found in New York harbor that the operating com
panies prefer to use' the ship's tackle rather than
m.echanical equipment installed on the piers. The
question of the use of such equipment is a matter of

dollars and cents; that is, whether it costs more to pay
the charges for mechanical equipment and to operate

it v/ith the resulting sa\ing of the time the ships are

in port, or to use the ships' own tackle which other-

wise would be idle, and thereby lose a greater or less

amount of time due to the slower loading and unload-

ing.

With the continued improvement of mechanical han-
dling devices and the increasing cost of labor, we
expect the use of mechanical equipment for piers having

ample railroad connections will materially increase in

the near future.

These piers have been designed for a floor load of

500 lb. per sq.ft. and, with general package freight,

would allow tiering to a height of 15 ft. more or less.

This can be done economically only by the utilization

of mechanical tiering equipment.

Wider Piers Needed

The New York Dock Department may be warranted,

in view of the present requirements of the lessees, in

building these piers substantially in accordance with the

present plan. We believe, however, that where in New
York harbor piers are provided with adequate rail con-

nections, as we understand is to be the case with these

piers, they will, as time goes on, obtain more and more
of their freight from railroads and less from lighters

and that, therefore, wider piers will be needed.

We further believe that shipping interests do not

appreciate the great rapidity and convenience possible

by the proper utilization of adequate equipment for

the mechanical handling of freight.

In these days of high prices, inadequate and inefl!icient

labor and frequent strikes, it would seem to be to the

advantage of ship agents and operators at the port of

New York to give the most thorough and scientific

study possible to the utilization of mechanical equipment

before determining upon the width of piers.

The question at issue appears to be whether it is

best to build piers only to meet present conditions

under the special requirements of particular lessees

without regard to their effect on the future develop-

ment of the port, or whether the problem should be

attacked from the other side and piers designed as part

of a permanent and comprehensive plan. The latter,

we believe, to be the proper procedure.

Wider Piers Are Necessary To
Handle Traffic
By Frederick W. Cowie

Chief Engineer, Harboi" Commissioners of Montreal,
Montreal, Que.

In the course of the modernization of the port of

New York, the logical, if not the only way is to bring
economy of time and movement within the harbor and
terminals. Lighterage in the past was developed to an
unusual degree and, owing to its physical location and
intense concentration on the Manhattan peninsula water-

front, lighterage was essential. The unique requirements
of the Manhattan waterfront require unique facilities.

Why. New York design and practice, developed for its

Manhattan water front and for the Long Island water-

front, where lighterage is essential, should be consid-

ered in connection with the design and practice to be

adopted at the new ocean terminals at Staten Island,

is incredible.

The Staten Island unit of the port of New York will

be a modernized combination of ocean transportation

and transcontinental railway terminals. Concentration
beyond logical economic practice is not required.

Twelve piers, having berths for 48 cargo ships, should
result in a comprehensive self-contained port.

To be successful, this comprehensive port should be
so designed that ships may arrive and clear in the

shortest possible time. Even if steamship agents are
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willing to lease a pier for their own exclusive use, so
as to have an independent berth, it is not sound port
Economy to provide more berths than can be used in

a more or less continuous manner.

It must be admitted that the Staten Island ocean
terminals should fundamentally be designed to meet the

requirements of the trade and commerce of the United
States. Interior bulk of freights, inward and outward,
will not or should not be handled in New York City.

To solve the transportation problem of America, rail-

way cars must be promptly released, ships must not be
detained in ports and freights must be handled eco-

nomically. A pier, therefore, built for four ocear;

berths, should be so designed as to permit of the speedy
unloading and loading of at least three ships—not one

or two ships. The upper story may be used for assem-
bling cargo: the lower deck or floor must be clear

when a ship arrives.

Each berth should have an average capacity of at

least 5,000 tons inward and 8,000 tons outward per

week. At least 75 per cent of this may be expected to

be handled by railway.

It is a demonstrated fact that in order to handle

this quantity of freight, the transit sheds at each

berth must have ample floor space, as it is not econom-
ical to stack freights which are to be promptly removed,

to any great height. Each berth would therefore

require a double-story transit shed about 500 ft. long

and 100 ft. wide. With this shed accommodation, a

right smart terminal railway organization must be on

the job to handle cars in and out promptly. In fact the

railway organization will make a good showing if they

can take care of three ships instead of four, per piev

per week.

Summing the matter up, a dock engineer advising

on port economics will naturally insist on port facil-

ities which should be used to at least two-thirds of

capacity, while a steamship agent, whose revenues are

based on a percentage of costs may not be of the same
opinion. One would expect an easy decision!

250 Ft. Should Be Minimum Width
By George F. Nicholson

Cliicf Engineer, Port of Seattle, S'eattl< Wash.

After an inspection and study of the Atlantic, Pacific

and Gulf ports of North America and fully realizing

the present method of freight handling necessitated by
local conditions in the port of New York, I earnestly

believe that the port authorities are making a grave
mistake in building such narrow piers as are planned.

It is unfortunate that in so many of our ports, piers

have been built the same width as quay wharves when,
as a matter of fact, a pier with double the berthing

space should be twice the width. The pier should be
considered two quay wharfs back to back.

Although freight is transferred largely by lighters

in the port of New York, why should new permanent
piers be built with the view that this condition will

always continue? And would not wide, commodious
piers with a great amount of railroad trackage and
mechanical handling equipment encourage the handling
of freight direct between ship and railroad car? And
even if the more modern method of freight handling
does not materialize in New York for a number of years
why Build permanent piers now of such width that will

make them obsolete when a direct-to ship-and-car move-
ment is finally perfected?

If the absorption of port lighterage by the railroad
shall be permanently prohibited by the Government, in
what an unsatisfactory position will it leave the New
York side of the port. Although the Baltimore & Ohio
R.R. hnr heretofore enjoyed a monopoly of the best
opportunities on Staten Island, this will not always
prevail and the final solution of the problem is railroad
tunnels connecting the New York and New .lersey
sides of the harbor, so that eventually there will be
direct-to-rail and direct-to-ship freight movement.

In my opinion the Stapleton piers should not be less
than 250 ft, wide, equipped with two 2-.story transit
sheds and two shipside tracks on either side of pier
and at least three depressed tracks in the center, this
area to be paved for motor truck and team traffic.

In Seattle we are just completing the largest com-
mercial pier in the world, it being 365 ft. wide and
2,580 ft. long, equipped with two 2-story transit sheds
130 ft. wide and on this pier alone there is 41 miles
of railroad trackage that will accommodate over 400
railroad cars at one time. This trackage consists of two
shipside tracks on either side of pier and four depressed
tracks in center with cross-overs approximately every
400 ft. This enormous amount of railroad trackage was
decided upon after seven years* operation of a similar
pier equipped with 3] miles of railroad trackage.

Attention is also called to the fact that the Lehigh
Valley R.R. is contemplating the construction of three
large piers at the tide flats in the Greenville section

of .Jersey City on New^ York harbor, these piers to

vaiy from 330 ft. to 550 ft. wide, and approximately
7,000 ft. long. The first unit of the terminal for which
a 35-ft. channel is now being dredged to deep water is

to be a 3,000-ft. wharf. All of these piers will have
extensive railroad trackage, warehouses, and modern
mechanical freight-handling equipment, and other such
modern facilities.

Although conditions of freight handling vary con-

siderably between New York and the Pacific Northwest,

there is no question that New York should strive hard
to bring about the direct to and from ship and to and
from car movement of freight and the first step to bring

that about is to build piers of adequate width and
equipped with modern two-story transit sheds and suffi

cient railroad trackage and mechanical handling equip-

ment in order to put into actual operation the m.ore

modern method of freight handling in connection with
the operation of their marine terminal facilities.

Asphalt Production in United States

A preliminary estimate of the production and

^ales of aspholt and paving bitumens and allied sub-

stances in the United States in 1919, has just been made
public by the V. S. Geological Survey. Asphalt pro-

duced from domestic petroleum amounted to 600.000

short tons, valued at $9,000,000, an apparent increase

over 1918 of 72,425 tons and of $1,564,796, respectively.

Asphalt produced from Mexican petroleum amounted to

572.000 short tons valued at $7,917,000, an increase

from 1918 of 21,756, tons in quantity and a decrease of

$2,407,020 in value. About 115,000 short tons of native

bitumen and allied substances valued at $1;000,000 were

produced in 1919, and an apparent increase over 1918 of

54,966 tons and of $219,192.
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Special Impellers for Pumps in

Dredging Stumpy Ground
Centrifusals on New Orleans Industrial Canal Were

Rebuilt Like Wood Sewage Trash Pumps
and Efficiency Increased

By Walter J. White
Formerly Supcrintcndont of Dredging, Boaid of Commissioners Of

the Port of IS'cw Orleans ; now at Covina, CaL

About SO per cent of the area to he excavated for the

New Orleans Inner Harboi'-Navigation Canal was under-

laid with large cypress stumps, while for several miles

there 7vas a heavy surface grotvth of cypress and. other

timber with its accompanying roots. Notwithstanding

the obvioifs difficidties of using a hydraulic dredge in

this ground, such machines were decided upon because

of the necessity of utilizing the excavated material along

the banks at such a distance back as to preclude the use

of dipper dredges or scotv disposal. Hoiv the hydraulic

dredge pumps were revamped so as to carry efficiently

the matted cypress stumps and roots along with the

spoil is told in th6 accompanying abstract of a paper

presented at the last annual meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. Some changes and

additions to the article as originally printed are herein

incorporated by the author.—Editor.

NOTWITHSTANDING the great number and character

of stumps and roots in the main section of Inner Har-
bor Navigation Canal at New Orleans, La. [the Engineering

News-Record, April 22, 1920, p. 808, for description and
progress report] it was decided that the work could best

be done by hydraulic pipe-line dredge of the cutter type

and contractors were asked to submit bids on the work. On
account of the difficulties of the site, however, contract

prices could not be secured and arrangements were made to

charter dredges, the Board of Commissioners accepting all

responsibility for output. Four 20-in. dredges and one
22-in. dredge, the "Texas," were accordingly secured and
work was commenced on May 15, 1918. The dredges were
powerful machines of good design in all respects, but it

was fully realized that much trouble was to be expected
on account of stumps and roots (Fig. 2).

By utilizing a bayou, four of the dredges were brought
in to a point on the canal where one was placed in operation FIG. 2. CANAL, BEFORE DREDGING

"T

,''5

'VOriq^/ncr/
'• "ThroerfRing

"'Mocfifiecf Throcrf
P/ng^anefSucfhn

\§"P/crfe
Liner

SO"bifw.HDS

FIG. 3. DETAIL.S OF PUMP ON DREDGE "CAPTAIN HUSTON" SHOV^ING MODIFIED
THROAT AND IMPELLER

headed toward Lake Ponchar-
train and three were started

toward the Mississippi River;

one dredge was also started

south from Lake Ponchartrain.
On account of large areas in

suction and discharge pipes and
pumps, the 22-in. dredge
"Texas" was placed in the most
diffi:cult section. After allow-

ing a reasonable time for

dredge and crew to become
adjusted to conditions, it be-

came evident that progress
would be slow and the work
would be expensive, due en-

tirely to delays and decreased
capacity occasioned by stumps
and roots clogging pump throat

and suction. The soil itself

was easily handled by a hy-

draulic dredge and the pipe-

line conditions were not difficult,

but the amount and character

of roots encountered and later

successfully handled is beyond
description. Fig. 1 shows the

character of the material actu-
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ally pumped through the dredge "Texas." It was thought

that the solution of this difficulty would be found in a

pump impeller designed with large and easy passage areas

and having no projection webs on vanes or hub. The writer

learned that A. B. Wood, mechanical engineer for the Sew-
erage and Water Board of New Orleans, had designed and
patented a centrifugal-pump impeller for handling sewage
containing trash. An impeller for a 12-in..pump was in-

spected, and while none had heretofore been used on dredges

of the cutter type it was believed that the root problem was
solved and Mr. Wood was engaged to design an impeller for

the 22-in. dredge "Texas." All costs in connection with the

manufacture of the impeller -yvere to be b.o^ne by the Board
of Port Commissioners regardless ot >^hether or not it

proved a success. .

From the first the results obtained witji the new impeller

were remarkable, the increase in output being between two
and three hundred per cent. The increased yardage ex-

cavated by the dredge "Texas" is shown by the following

comparative statement, covering thirty days' operation im-

medilately before and immediately after substituting ;Mr.

Wood's impeller for the old type: jv ^^.•:

the writer that every alter-

nate vane could have been
entirely removed.
During the first three

days that the dredge "Cap-
tain Huston" was in opera-
tion and prior to making al-

terations to the pump the

yardage output of the

dredge was practically

nothing. This was due to

the fact that the pump suc-

tion throat was continu-

ously clogged with stringy

roots and stumps, which it

was impossible for the

pump to handle. Condi-
tions could not have been
worse and it was felt that

any method whereby the

pump throat and impeller
could be opened up would

Sec+\on A-A
FIG. 4. DETAILS OF PUMP ON DRKUGK "PKLICAN" WITH IMPELLER IN

PROPER POSITION

Excavating, hours
Clogged suction delay, hours
All other delay, hoxu^
Advance, feet

Excavated material, cubic yard
Average yardage pei excavating hour

.

FIG. 6. SIDE VIEW OF
SPECIAL IMPELLER FOR

DREDGE "TEXAS"

result in increased output. It

is admitted that some uneasi-

ness was felt as to how these

alterations might affect the

performance of the pumps, but
results have more than justi-

fied what at first seemed to be

a drastic and hazardous meas-
ure. Pump and engine tests

have shown that these altera-

tions did not affect the capac-

ity or efficiency of the pump,
other than by greatly facili-

tating the passage of roots,

etc., through the pump. While
the writer understands that
radical alterations should not
be made without careful con-

sideration, it is undoubtedly
true that the performance of
a dredge is to be judged
largely, if not solely, by the
unit cost of output, and where

Old Impeller
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DATA AND RESULTS OF TESTS OF CENTRIFUGAL
DREDGING PUMPS

TABLE I.

I

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

9

10

n
12

13

14
15

175
175
173
170
175

200
198
200
200
191

200
200
200
200

201
201
202
240
244

3|S

— 0.94.1

+ 0.86.1— 12.94— 1.34.1

+ 0.86a

s*k4
CO

141

161

165
166
168
174
182.5—
184 —
221.5 +

—30.20— 15.23— 12 74
+ 0.28a— 10.06— 10.97

6.56
6 40
0.28a

158 —25.99
160 —22.98'.
163 — 7 68
163.5—18.48'.
166 — 8.16
174.75—9.32

155.7 175.5—10.74
154.5 176 — 2.68a
156 176 — 0.03

176.5+ 0.92a

158
155
150
156
145
152

156
151

150
154

186
197 —
219 +

3.60
0.38a
0.82a

174.5 119.5 +
175 132 —
175 145
182.5 145
175 146
180 148
175 149

3.99
17.40

—21.96
+ 0.88a— 10.96— 3.87a
+ 0.28a

180 150.5— 1.57a
182.5 159
182.5 164
182.5 177
177.5 184
175 186
175 199
177.5217

— 11.34— 12.91— 7.66— 4.0— 2.82a
+ 0.08a
+ 0.88a

99 34
57.57
112 04
145.29

85.11
93.65
99.89
98.96
104 97
123.67
122.22
166.94

34.27
58.36
44.22
60.21
66.68
64.71
76.37
78.91
82.61
83.76
99.46
127.17

10.58
11.78
41.45
16.63
36.38
42.88
40.06
34.03
35.03
51.68
60.61
63.63
76.78
99.41

58.37
22.86
0.0

35 17

33 05

28 87
30 78
23.47
23 47
0.0

5 ^

423.4 175.8
254.45
742 5 471
681.9 293
403.4 0.0

657.9 322.1
706.7 397.8
729.5 396.0
292.7
682.8 355.8
742 8 403
756.8 346.0
759.6 341 7

.426.0 0.0

^ o o

Texas

Fob. 14, 1919

76.02 77.03 20.16
98 48
71 18
113 47
144.43

Captain Huston

Feb. 23, 1919

25.82 54 26 52.38
99.56
105.69
99 61

108 49
115 33
129.88
128 27
186.66

Dixie

Mar. 11, 1919

28.52 54.70 49 55 559.55 3P7.50
57.42 46 62 568 83 303 71
66.10 27.29 446 78
62.85 42 551 42
68.44 27.81 471.47
76.08 30 35 545.4
75.54 32 33 577 42
79.08 17 85 479 15
78.95 8 95 407.72
81 79 310 24
87.40 19 47 547.96
99.85 10 21 552 39
126.35 0.0 578.31

Pelican

May 28, 1919

8.93 23.16 30.06 139.95
28.26 32.90 184.33
34.10 37 04 246.10
40.57 0.0 75.66
35.90 34.58 231.32
40.32 16.61 162.82
42.61 5.74 117.93
41.67 11.99 147.15
45.55 25.96 236.30
48 14 28.01 249.94
59.45 20.93 272.30
64.69 15.97 276.22

14.65 286.53
6.79 283.2
0.0 295.22

g v S

41.5

63.3
43.0
0.0

49
56.3
54 I

0.0
52. 1

54 3

45 7

45
0.0

70.16
70.16
70 51
83.78
85.18

59.06
67.44
69 12

69.54
70.38
72.95
76.48
77
92.78

55.0
53 4

204.66 45 8
299 56 54 3

215 94 45 8
261 8 48
277 25 48
ICO 15 33 5

80 11 19 65 64 50
64 68

193.06 35 3 68 17

115.66 20 95 72 20
0.0 80 26

57 91
58 64
59.74
59.92
60.84
64 05
64.32
64.50

66.51
76.71
98.53

PeKcan

May 31, 1919

During this test the runner was reversed

78 9
105 2
143

140.3
76
27 7
56.6
133.8
152 8
140.8
117.0
110.2
59.0
0.0

56 3

57 2

58 1

0.0

38 06
42.04
46.18
46.18
46.65
47 14

47 46
47.93
50.64
52.23

51 75 56 37
42.4 58.60
38 5 59.24
20.75 63.38
0.0 69.11

175
176
189

118
!37
141

172.5 142
177.5 146
175 146
175.5 147
172.5 148
172.5 150
181 152
181 159
177.5 182
187.5 199
181

180
170
185
185
185

— 13.49
—19.67
—21.75— 17.53— 3.93a
+ 0.88a— l.I3a
+ 0.88a
+ 0.64a— 10.63— 11.84— 7.14— 3 88a

209.5 + 0.88-1

218 + 0.88a
221.5— 43
224 + 0.88a
244.5 + 0.88a
249 + 0.88a

7.98
10.53
11.28
15.08
31.88
37.98
36.68
38.18
40.08
28.58
31.18
5C.18
64.88
79.68
87.83
88 78
90.58
109.78
113.58

21.69 28.85 151.78
30.52 35 I 255.12
33.39 36.9 288.57
32.89 32.85 256.88
35.88 16 65 154.56
37.10 0.0 75.85
37.84 10.60 138.93
37.30 79.48
39 44 3 76 106.66
39.38 25.90 233.58
43.22 27.54 266.79
57.44 21.38 307.91
68.83 16.49 321.50

0.0 194.58
227,89

8.17 327.96
243.34
334.57

0.0 354.46

46 75 37.58
47 6 43 63
48 35 44.91
47 7 45.23

46.50
46.50
46.82
47.14

78.80
86.95
89.23
89.70
108.90

19 185 249 + 0.88a 113.58 112.70

a Readings of suction gage incorrect because of whirl set up in pipe by pump
tnpeller.

h Suction readings incorrect, due either to pet cock being throttled down too
much or getting temporarily choked up.

70.9
121 3
139.3
122 3

67.70 43 8

45.5 32 7
0.0
16 78 15 73 47.78

115 3 49.4 48.41
134.7 40 55 50 64

45 2 57.97
40 63.38
0.0 66 73

69.43
82.50 25.18 70.55
0.0 0.0 71.34
0.0 0.0 77.87
0.0 0.0 79.31

139
128.5
0.0
0.0

DiSClIARGE-PirE-LlNE CONDITIONS FOR TESTS OF DrEDGINO
Pumps Given in Table I

Texas: Tests 1 and 1, 8-iii. valvo on end of discharge pipe wide
open. Tests 2 and f., 8-in. valve on end of discharge pipe cut
off. Test 3. pipe line 570 ft. pontoon and shore pipe.

Captain Huston: Test 1, Pipe full opening. Test 2, Iron plate
bolted on discharge pipe. Tests 3, 7, and 8, 8-in. valve on
end of discharge pipe wide open. Tests 4 and 9, 8-in. valve
on end of di.>^iliart;e pipe cut off. Tests 5 and 6, Pipe line
3,538 ft. pontoon and shore line.

Dixie: Test 1, Pipe full opening. Test 2, Wooden piece bolted on
discharge pipe. Tests 3, 5, and 6, Pipe line 1,583 ft. pontoon
and shoie pipe. Test 4, 2 pieces of wood bolted on (>nd of dis-
charge pipe. Tost 7, lion plate bolted on (>nd of discharge
pipe. Tests 8 and 11, 8-in. valve on end of discharge pipe
wide oper. Tests 9 and 12, 8-in. valve on end of discharge
pipe partly closed. Tests 10 and 13, 8-in. valve on end of
dist'hai'ge pipe cut off.

Pelican: Tests 1, 2, and 3, Pipe full opening. Tests 4 and 15,
8-in. valve on end of di.scharge jjipe cut off. Tests 5 and 10,
Wooden piece bolted on end of di.scharge pipe. Tests 6 and
11, 3 wooden pi(!ces bolted on end of di.scharge pipe. Tests 7
and 14, 8-in. valve on end of disMiarge pipe partly closed.
Tests 8, 12 and 13, 8-in: valve on (>nd of discharge pipe wide
open. Test 9, 2 wooden pieces bolted on end of discharge
pipe.

PfUcav (with reversed runner) : Tests 1, 2, and 3, Pipe full open-
ing. Test 4, Wooden piece bolted on end of discharge pipe.
Tests 5 and 12, 3 wooden pieces bolted on end of discharge
pipe. Tests 6, 8. 11. 15, 17, 18 and 19, 8-in. valve on end of
discharge pipe cut off. Tests 7 and 8 8-in. valve on end of
discharge pipe wide open. Tests 9 and 16, 8-in. valve on end
of discharge pipe partly closed. Tests 10 and 11, 2 wooden
pieces bolted on end of discharge pipe.

In all cases where length of discharge pipe is not given the
length was less than 100 ft. from the stern of dredge. In general
figures in Table I are a mean of a number of readings recorded
during tests, which explains why the figures are worked out to
two decinial places. The venturi meter had an inlet diameter
of 22 ,V in- find a throat diameter of 18 in. For readings at cut
off, the elevation of water at rest in suction pipe was taken as suc-
tion head and for other readings of low quantity the suction head
was taken from loss pressure curve plotted from high quantity
readings.

Veloci+y, Feet per Second in 22 Inch Pipe

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TO IMS 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 ?021 Zl 23 2425

5
100 c

20 50

FIG.

30 40
Cubic Feet per Second

7. PERFORMANCE CURVES OF DREDGE "TEXAS"
EQUIPPED WITH PUMP IMPELLER DESIGNED

BY A. B. WOOD

TABLE II. DATA ON CENTRIFUGAL DREDGING PUMPS
Capt.

Texas Huston
Diam. of impeller, in 80 96
Number of vanes 2 3*
Diam. of suction pipe at suction gage, in 23s 1 9fj
Diam. of discharge pipe at discharge gage, in 22H 20|-J
Triple expans. engine, in 14x2l|x35 I4jx22^x40
Length of stroke, in 18 20
Water at rest in canal above center-line of pump, in I Of 3f
Water in river above center-line of pump, in
Zero of suctiongage below center-line of pump, in 19 20

Zero of discharge gage above center-line of pump,in [ 20
Zero of discharge gage below center-line of pump, in 53Ji

* Originally 6, parts of 3 vanes removed. t This test made with impeller reversed.

Dixie

84
3*

20 T^

141x221136
18

9i

16.68

47.66

Pelican

73
4

20J
255x12H
11^x18x29

18

m
1.68

Pelican t

73
4

202
251xl2H
1Uxl8x29

18

10J
At center

line of pump
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®= Head Quan+i+y Dredging Speeds
(|)=I.HP. " "

1= Per Cen+ Combined Efficiency
Quan+i+y Dredging Speeds

1= Head Quan+i+y, 146 H.p.m.

1=1. HP. " 146 "•

= Per Cen+ Combined Efficiency
Quan+i+y, 146 R.p.m.

Cubic Fee+ per Second

FIG. 8. PERFORMANCE CURVES OF PUMP OR DREDGE
"PELICAN"

for any reason output is not being secured any modifica-

tions of plant are justified, provided that the unit cost of

output is controlled. In this particular instance there was
involved the difference betvi'een failure and success. Assum-
ing the same general character of excavation, a further

modification along the lines indicated would, it is believed,

result in a further increase in output.

The impeller designed for the 22-in. dredge "Texas" was
of same diameter (80-in.) as that of the old impeller, but
it had two instead of four vanes. An examination of Figs.

5 and 6 will show that due to the peculiar shape of vane,

the lodging or collection of roots or other material is made
difficult, if not impossible, every encouragement being given
by shape of vane and throat of impeller to the continuous
flow of water containing irregular shape roots or other
objects. The writer does not wish to convey the impression,
however, that all of the large cypress stumps and roots

were cut up by the cutters and handled through a 20- or

22-in. dredging pump. While suction ladders were built

for heavy service and cutters were of good design and
powerful, a great many of the stumps were undercut and
allowed to sink to the bottom, where they were deposited
below grade.

In general the operation and maintenance of the dredges
followed the usual procedure for dredges of this type. The
22-in. dredge "Texas" was equipped to use ball joints as
connections between sections of pontoon pipe, and it is be-
lieved that the passage of roots was made easier than if

rubber sleeves had been used.

ETJSO 1464

£M51 .1353 - - „,

c5729 c 131.5 S13.9 S-30.ie
o 51.02 ^.ma °^7,Z-^ E8.70

tl<l5.J9 O-IJ&O jtlE-l "^ 56.30

§34.11 0=105.0 >jo.3 >3 n.n^

= Head Quantity Dredging Speeds
)=I.HP t> r>

® = Pef Cent Combined EfFIciency
Quantity Dredging Speeds

Head Quantity, 146 R.p.m. I

(§)=I.HP. y> 146 »»
I

= Per Cent Efficiencv QuanfrW
'

V46 R,p.r

FIG. 9.

£0 30
Cubic Feet per SeconcJ

PERFORMANCE CURVES OF "PELICAN*
REVERSED IMPELLER

Pump impellers having two, three, four, six, and seven

vanes and varying in diameter from 68-in. to 96-in. were
used in the different dredges engaged on this work. Tests

to determine certain centrifugal dredge-pump characteris-

tics while pumping water were carefully made. The results

of these tests are given in Tables I and II. Observ^ers were
selected and were rehearsed several times to make sure

that they understood just what was required of them. All

practicable precautions were taken so that accurate results

would be secured. Readings were recoi'ded as obsei'ved, the

object being to eliminate any intention to interpret or

analyze readings while test was in progress. A study of

the readings does not reveal any wide range in any set

of readings for a. given condition. All the figures in Table
I are a mean of a number of readings and the writer has

confidence in the correctness of all observations and com-
putations, and it is believed that the data presented will

be of value in analyzing and studying the design and per-

formance of centrifugal dredging pumps. At the time tests

were made, the dredges were in good opex'ating condition,

but no special preparation of machinery was made. All of

the pumps tested wei'e of "-he single suction type and all

impellers, with one exception, were shrouded on both sides.

The pumps were directly connected to vertical triple-ex-

pansion engines.

Upon the completion of the tests made on the dredges
"Captain Huston" and "Dixie" both of which were equipped
with pumps having m.odified propellers, it was decided to

test the pumps of the dredge "Pelican" which was fitted

1

FIG. 10. LOSS OF PRESSURE TEST ON 20-IN. DREDGE "DIXIE"
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States Absorb All 1920 Federal-Aid

Highway Funds

On June 16 the last plans and estimates needed to

insure that every cent of Federal-aid funds which had

to be taken up prior to July 1 would be taken up, were

received and approved by the chief engineer of the

Bureau of Public Roads. Not only have all the funds

available during the fiscal year of 1920 been obligated

by the various states, but eight states have applied for

their share of Federal-aid which must be applied for by

July 1, 1921. The Bureau of Public Roads is now
giving attention to the construction of more than 18,000

miles of improved highways included in 1,800 projects.

Following is the status of Federal aid as of June

16,1920:

STATUS OF FEDERAL AID FUNDS ON JUNE 16. 1920

20 30 40 50

Cubic Fee+ per Second
70

FIG. 11. LOSS OP' PRESSURE PLOTTED TO DISCHARGE
ON "DIXIE"

with an open impeller. This pump, shown in Fig. 4, was
tested with impeller in the pump in the normal manner
with the vanes curved backward and also with the impeller

reversed, i.e., with the vanes curved in the direction of rota-

tion. The results were surprising and are shown in de-

tail in Table I and the curves of Fig. 8 and 9. So far as

the operation of the dredge was concerned, both while

pumping water and also while dredging, there was noth-

ing to indicate to the closest observer that the pump was
not assembled in the usual manner. After completion of

tests it was found by comparison that there was a 10

per cent loss of efficiency due to increased consumption of

power with the reversed impeller. As a matter of inter-

est it might be stated that the dredge "Pelican" was oper-

ated from June 1 to June 14, 1919, with the reserved im-

peller, nothing unusual being noticed in operation and no
diminution in yardage being apparent.

Pressure" Drop Tests

In the tests of dredges "Texas" and "Captain Huston"
the quantity of water discharged by the pump was meas-
ured by pitot tube and venturi meter. While testing the

dredge "Captain Huston" the pitot tube was bent and was
not used in the tests of the other dredges. During tests

the venturi meter was located just astern of the dredge
in a straight section of pipe, where it would not be in-

fluenced by elbows. Suitable arrangements were made so

that the discharge pipe could be throttled, or closed off

entirely, and in this way a variation in head and quantity

was created. Piezometers wei*e 4 -in. tee-handled pet cocks,

which were screwed into the pipe. Indicators were not
calibrated, but are believed to have been in excellent con-

dition. Cards were taken simultaneously on the three-

engine cylinders.

It was unfortunate that during the drop in pressure
test (shown in Figs. 10 and 11) made on the dredge
"Dixie" it was impossible to obtain comparable peripheral

speeds due to valve of intermediate cylinder being im-
properly set.

In a hydraulic pipe-line dredge of the cutter type it is

believed that all passages through pipes and pump should
be designed so that clogging at any point by more or less

irregularly shaped solids will be reduced to a minimum. As
a result of tests and also based on observation of the

dredges in operation, it is the conclusion of the virriter that
the modifications described did not decrease the efficiency

or capacity of the main engines and pumps, but did greatly
increase the output of the dredges as excavating machines.
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Cost of Railroad Stationery

Vice-President T. C. Powell has recently compiled some
figures on the Erie's expenditures for rails and stationery

from 1915 to 1919, inclusive, as follows:

Rail Price

Year Stationery Rail Per Ton

1915 $403,125.20 $660,386.00 $30.00

1916 395,980.10 872,410.00 31.50

1917 560,565.83 658,839.00 31.50

1918 497,933.36 889,292.00 40.80

1919 541,474.55 781,143.00 40.80

It will surprise many employees to know, as these figures

demonstrate, that stationery calls for such enormous out-

lay; and it will help to justify the effoi'ts we have been
making to convince employees who use paper and other

articles included under the heading of stationery, that the

subject is deserving of all the attention it is receiving.

—

Erie Railroad Magazine.
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Motor Operation Costs as Affected by Highway
Location and Grade Design—Part II

Value of Eliminating Rise and Fall by Cut and Fill Construction Discussed— Simple Case of Farm
Wagon Trailer Train Explained

By Wilson G. Harger
Former Senior Highway Engineer, U. S. Bureau of l>ubli<: Roads

A CLOSE analysis of the effects of distance, rise and

time on the cost of motor operation is desirable but

hardly possible yet. With the great variety of cars,

trucks, and other vehicles operating under different

degrees of efficiency it is hopeless to arrive at very

definite conclusions. General principles based on the

laws of mechanics can be derived, but actual definite

costs are another matter and the author frankly leaves

their determination to someone in the future. Long
alternate routes can be advantageously compared in

value for the elements of distance, rise and time, but

the value of a close operating cost analysis of grade

line design has a very limited application as previously

discussed. The time element has not much practical

value on short trips as we all waste considerable time

during the day, but on commercial hauling routes it

plays a noticeable part in the cost and for this reason

we have analyzed some of the problems in two ways.

As a matter of general interest the following approxi-

mate data are included. These data have been used by
the author personally for some time, but merely as

a basis for judgment.

We all have heard the cost of tires, repairs, gas, etc.

talked by the hour for the ordinary pleasure car. Each
reader probably has his own data but we will assume
that the total operating cost on hard surfaced roads

in 1919 for the ordinary passenger car, including in-

terest on investment, depreciation, insurance, repairs,

gas, oil, storage, etc., runs from 5c. to 12c. per mile.

Assume 8c. as an average, and that of this amount gas

and oil cost 21c., assuming 14 mi. per gallon.

We will assume that 5-ton trucks cost about $28

per day to operate; that the total cost of operation

will run from 30c, to 50c. per mile. These trucks get

about 3 to 5 mi. on a gallon of gas and the cost of fuel

will be assumed at 8c. per mile. Two-ton trucks under

similar conditions probably cost about $20 per day to

operate or about 30c. per mile with a fuel cost of say,

5c. per mile.

It can be seen that the cost of fuel is only a small

percentage of the operation of a truck.

Value of Distance Saved

Traffic counts, or the general character of territory

served by the road in question, can be used as a rough

guide as to the probable proportion of horse traffic,

passenger cars and trucks. Taking the ratios of traf-

fic for the main roads of Massachusetts we get the

following average saving in operation cost per vehicle

for a saving of 1 mi. of distance

:

Horse traflSc 6% of total 6 x 3c. per mile "$1.80
Light cars 87% of total 87 x 8c. per mile = 6,96
Trii,^Ua 7<7„ nf total 7 x 35c. npr mile = 2.43Trucks

100% $11.21

11 21
Then, '^- = 0.11, or lie. However we will assume

the financial saving to be 10c. per vehicle on a saying of

1 mi. in distance for main traveled roads.

These data agree with the assumptions of A. R. Hirst

given in Part I of this article. Table No. I in Part I

of this article assumes average going and does not con-

sider various rates of grade. It includes the time factor

and is intended for the comparison of long routes or
special service commercial roads. If used as a basis

for estimating the value of saving distance on a local

service road it is just as well to divide the figures by
two. The figures previously given may be summarized
by the statement that the capitalized value of saving

1 foot of distance amounts to approximately $14 for a

volume of traffic of 100 vehicles per day.

Value of Rise Saved

The elimination of needless rise and fall between
terminals providing the distance is not increased is

evidently valuable. There are so many indeterminate

factors that in this discussion we will take refuge

in simple theoretical mechanics using the simplest data

available and then modify the results arbitrarily. The
tabular results given (Table II) have been used by th?

author in the absence of reliable data as a rough guide

in comparing cut and fill grade reductions. The tim.e

factor is not considered as it does not have much real

practical value for short grade changes. Time is, how-
ever, very noticeable on long steep climbs. For compar-

ing total rise and fall on long routes it is better to use

Table III as this considers the time factor.

If a car started at A from rest and there was no

rolling resistance, no air resistance, no friction of any
kind, no loss of energ>' from the engine running while

coasting down the grade from C to 5 or from the ap-

plication of brakes while descending fx'om C to B, the

potential energy of the vehicle at the top of the hill

C would be equal to the energy in ft. lb. required to

TABLE II.
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TABLE III.
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4.C00
Oil a lO*^; KrniU x 2.7c. - 2c.

5,280

2,500
On a 6% Kruiic. x 2.7c. - 1.4c.

5,280

500
On a 2"; Kratlc x2.7c. = 0.3c.

5,280

Using these figures we can compile a table of capital-

ized value at 5 per cent for saving 1 ft. of ri.se without

increasing distance. This table has some value as

indicating about the extreme expenditure that is justi-

fied for the elimination of needless rise and fall by
grading down small hills by cut and fill on local service

roads. It does not consider the time factor of opera-

tion as this has little practical bearing on minorchanges

in rise because there is a certain amount of time wasted

during the day anyway. However, this factor becomes
very noticeable on long, steep climbs and should be

considered in comparing long routes, special service haul-

ing roads or in making radically different relocations.

(See Table III, p. 172.)

In order not to lose the sense of value of any such

figures it is just as well to bear in mind that the

Atnerican public is not particularly careful of small

savings. The average motor car is not kept in a high

state of efficiency. If the owner himself does not

think it worth while to save gasoline by keeping his

car in shape how can we expect the community at large

to make heavy appropriations for construction features

whose values are based on purely theoretical small addi-

tional savings. There is undoubtedly more gasoline

wasted from careless upkeep and driving than we could

ever save by the refinements of scientific location and

the author is not inclined to give such analyses much
weight except as they indicate general principles.

(To be Continued.)

Railway Access to Large Ports

Increase of railway facilities at some of the large

French ports during the war, in order to provide for

prompt handling of the great volume of military

material and supplies, included the construction of loop

or belt lines to give at least two independent connections

with the main lines. This scheme of two-way access to

the ports was provided not only to increase the traffic

capacity but also to prevent the possible blocking of

trafiic in the event of a derailment or other accident

or the destruction of the tracks by enemy airships. At

both Calais and Dunkerque, for example, two or more

railways converged upon a line leading into a single

terminal station, while branches extended to the docks

and waterfront. Any accident on the approach to the

station would have stopped all railway traffic. In each

case the plan adopted was to connect the dock branches

with a new outside line passing around the city and

effecting a junction with the several main lines. At

Dunkerque four lines were built to complete a connected

system. Another advantage of these belt lines was

that of keeping much of the traffic clear of the city

terminals, the material being moved directly to yards

on the belt Unes and there held in cars or in storage

ready for forwarding when required. These railway

auxiliary or relief works, which will form permanent

additions to the transportation facilities, are described

in the Revue Generale des Chemins de Fer by M.

Moutier, assistant chief of operation of the Nord.

Chicago Double Deck Street for

Congested District

Traffic Separation Is Main Purpose—Automobile
Parking Space, Wharfage and Freight

House Facilities Included

A WIDE double-deck water-front street extendinf

along the bank of the Chicago River is not only

to form a new thoroughfare and relieve traffic conges-

tion, tut is al.so to have the unusual features of pro-

viding wharfage for vessels and facilities for handling

railway freight. This project is one of the important

municipal works for which bonds were authorized by the

voters of Chicago last fall, and is an item in the broad

scheme of municipal improvement prepared under the

direction of the Chicago Plan Commission. The com-
mission submitted the original designs to the Arnold

Co., engineers, Chicago, for review, particularly with

regard to the transportation features, since the import-

ance of the project lies in its varied relations to the

local transportaion problem. The following matter is

prepared mainly from an extended report by J. R.

Bibbins, supervising engineer of the company.

The South Water St. improvement will extend for

seven blocks, or about 3,500 ft., as shown by the sketch

and plan. Figs. 1 and 2. It will commence at the east

FIG. PLAN OF NEW WATER FRONT STREET

end by a connection with the double deck thoroughfare

and bridge completed recently at Michigan Ave., and

will terminate at Lake and Market Sts., where an incline

is to connect the end of the upper deck with the lower

street level. This upper deck will cross the approaches

to bridges on six North-and-south main streets ser\-ing

the central district, and being above the present street

level it will permit of giving easier grades upon these

approaches.

The improvement will eliminate a congested district

which is now occupied by old buildings on both sides

of the street and along the river front. This district

is utilized as an elongated market for meat, poultry and

garden produce. Delevopment of inland navigation,

with Chicago as an important gateway, is considered as

a possibility and is provided for by the continuous dock

front with wharfage and warehouse space. Extension

of the marginal street southward along the east bank

of the river is recommended, but the double-deck

feature niigh*^ not be required for that future portion of

the improvement.

Several purposes will be served by this double deck

street. In the first place it will give a new east-and-

west thoroughfare of large traffic capacity on the

margin of the congested "loop" or central busines •

district, connecting with a number of north-and-sout!:

streets, so that it w'll serve to distribute the traffic at
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FIG. 1. RIVER FRONT OF SOUTH WATER STREET
IMPROVEMENT, CHICAGO

several gateways and will sei-ve also as a needed bypass

for much heavy traffic which now has to cross the

loop. It will avoid interference of through east-and-

west trucking traffic with normal north-and-south

traffic over the river bridges. It will also provide

extensive freight handing facilities convenient to ships,

barges and railway terminals. In addition to increased

traffic capacity and the separation of fast and slow

traffic, auxiliary advantages include the provision of

parking accommodation for automobiles, delivery of

freight to buildings on both levels, the increase of local

property values and business facilities, the establish-

ment of a continuous line of dock or wharf for water

craft, and the removal of the present unsanitary market

which blockades a public street.

On the upper level is to be a street 110 ft. wide with

a 75-ft. roadway about 21 ft. above the water level of

the river (Chicago datum), while the present street

elevation is about 14 ft. above datum. This upper deck

is for automobiles and through traffic. All intersecting

streets will rise to the new elevation by ramps of easy

grade on the south side, the north approaches being

nearly level with the bridges. The lov/er level is to

be 5 ft. above the water and will project beyond the

upper deck so as to form an open wharf or dock space

25 ft. wide, which will be accessible to all abutting

property. The typical design is shown by the cross

section. Fig. 2.

As the lower deck will be below the street level it

will be approached only at the ends, except that near

the middle it is proposed to cut a new connection sloping

up from the dock level to the normal street level, as

shown by the plan. In the covered portion will be four

bays forming two roadways for motor truck and wagon

traffic, an inner space for wagons backing up to the

doors of business houses, and an outer space for park-

ing automobiles or for wharfage. It is estimated that

the two roadways will give capacity for 8,000 vehicles

each way in an 8-hour day, assuming a speed of 4

m.p.h., or 5,000 vehicles at the slowest vehicle rate of

2i m.p.h.

In the wider triangular portion at the east

ond it is proposed to have three levels, the upper
deck being at El. 33 where it connects with upper
roadway of the Michigan Ave. bridge. Under
this deck will be a mezzanine floor at El. 18.5

for storing automobiles and having a central

ramp or incline of about 5 per cent grade to

connect with the upper roadway. The lower

level, at El. 5, will form a municipal dock and ware-
house and also a union less-than-carload freight station

connected with the existing underground narrow-gage
freight transportation system of the Chicago Tunnel
Co. A similar station at the west end would be located

in the basement of the adjacent building, so as to avoid

interference with the through roadways in the event

of their extension southward. At each station there are

to be elevators and surface tracks for the small tunnel

cars, the tracks being on a platform at El. 8.5. The
two stations will have a daily capacity for handling 400
and 600 tons respectively. Street cross sections at these

stations are shown in Fig. 3.

Ventilation of the lower deck is thought to be neces-

sary owing to the vitiation of air by exhaust gases from
motor vehicles and to the fact that this covered portion

110 ft, wide will be closed along • the inner side.

Gratings in the sidewalk and in safety islands in the

roadway are proposed, with an alternative plan for grated

openings under the overhanging edge of the sidewalk.

On the river side will be arched openings between the

columns. The structural design has not been decided

upon, but probably concrete piers will form the founda-

tions. Inclined approaches on the south side will be

fills with concrete retaining walls, except that they may
be utliized partly for storage space. Galleries for the

wires, conduits and pipes of public utilities are pro-

vided, as shown by the drawings.

Street Traffic Conditions

Improvement of traffic capacity in and around the

loop district of Chicago is of particular importance in

view of the exceptionally congested and restricted con-

ditions of the district, which has an area of only 0.66

sq. mi. Although this extreme centralization of business

is very objectionable, and is detrimental to the proper

development of the city, there is little prospect of

enlargement of the business center prior to the con-

struction of rapid-transit subways.

Many of the streets in the loop district are narrow

and it has only 17 gateways, of which six are on the
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north side, and most of these routes have the dis-

advantages of river drawbridges with inclined

approaches. Owing to the elevation adopted for the new
river-front street, the bridge approach grades will not

exceed 3 per cent. It is suggested in the report, how-

ever, that each approach should be broken by a short

and nearly level stretch on the south side of the new
street, even at the expense of lengthening the approach,

as this will facilitate the starting of heavy street cars

and vehicles when the traffic signal is given.

Nearly 60 per cent of all loop traffic (trucks, teams

and automobiles") is to and from the north side, the

figures for one day in 1916 showing 15,000 passenger

vehicles and 12,000 commercial vehicles. During the

same time 5,000 commercial vehicles moved east and

west in the first three streets south of the river (South

Water St., Lake St. and Randolph St.)

In addition to this heavy and intersecting traflSc con-

dition, the loop district is surroundet by steam rail-

ways, with freight houses and yards, resulting in an
enormous cross traflSc of heavy trucking between the

various railway and commercial facilities. This con-

dition will be relieved materially by the new street,

which will not only enable a large proportion of the

traffic to pass around the loop but will keep this by-pass

traffic clear of intersecting traffic and out of the path

of fast traffic moving in the same direction overhead.

It is estimated that without this separation there would

be 4,000 freight vehicles crossing the path of 13,000

through vehicles every day.

Of equal importance will be the relief afforded for

the automobile traflfic, which already is a serious prob-

lem in the loop. The main relief will be in distributing

the heavy north-side trafl[ic over several gateways,

while at present over 75 per cent is handled at one gate-

way and there is no broad thoroughfare to permit of

distribution. Further there will be a route for through
movement between the north and west sides of the city

without crossing the loop. A traffic census made in

1917 (Engineering News-Record, Feb. 17, 1918, p. 254),

showed 49,621 automobiles entering and leaving the loop

in 12 hours, 15,634 of these being on the north side and
77 per cent of the latter using Michigan Ave.

A large proportion of these automobiles stop in the

loop and form a serious hindrance to traffic. From the

census noted above it appeared that of 6,000 automobiles

coming from the north side in one day, 4,500 were
destined to points within the loop and that "^,900 of

these were parked at least one hour. A count made by
Mr. Bibbins in 1916 showed that over 66 per cent of

the parked vehicles in the loop remained over an hour
and 4;he majority were on streets having car lines. In

spite of city regulations, the parking of cars in the

streets is an exceedingly troublesome factor in the

municipal transportation problem.

Provision of storage or parking accomodation for

automobiles at points closely adjacent to the lop is

highly desirable, but it is difficult to find available space.

The South Water St. improvement will help to remove
this difficulty by providing space for 300 machines on
the mezzanine floor at the east end C adjacent to the

heaviest traffic gateway) and for 225 machines along
the lower level.

Freight Handling Tunnels

For the handling and transfer of local freight

Chicago has the unique advtanage of an extensive

system of tunnels, although this system has been worked
as yet only to a small porportion of its uliimate capacity.

It is the utilization of this underground line in connec-

tion with the new street, for the double purpose of

facilitating the handling of freight and reducing the

congestion of .street traffic in the business district, that

forms one of the important features of the Arnold
report. In other words, the street improvement is taken
advantage of as an opportunity for improving the

entire local freight service of the city.

About 1,800 tons of L. C. L. freight are handled
daily by the tunnel system, which serves railway freight

houses, large wholesale and retail establishments, ware-

houses and other points. This tonnage is less than 10

per cent of the total outbound freight traffic of the rail-
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way downtown freight houses, but the report states
that with some improvements and with proper co-opera-
tion of all interests it could handle probably 10,000 tons
daily. Even with 2,000 tuns daily the importance of the
underground transportation is shown by the fact that
this amount would require from 750 to 1,000 trips of
motor trucks daily, or 90 to 125 round trips per hour
during an 8-hour day. This business would require
250 to 300 more vehicles on the streets, and most of their

movements would cross the busy loop district.

Alternatives to the tunnel system for handling the
local freight are motor trucks, railway trap cars and
river lighters. Trucks will tend to a continual increase

in traffic congestion, besides increased cost of street

paving and maintenance. Trap cars are a necessary evil,

but their use involves delay and expense. Lighters
could serve only the relatively small proportion of
freight area located along the waterways cf the city.

The South Watei St. improvement is one feature of
the "Plan of Chicago" conceived some years ago by the
late Daniel H. Burnham and now supported actively by
the Chicago Plan Commission. General designs have
been made by Edward H. Bennett, consulting architect

for the commission. Detail plans are being prepared
by C. D. Hill, engineer of th Board of Local Improve-
ments, which board \\ ill carry out all the legal, technical

and construction work.
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Chart Records of Excavating

Machine Operations

To DISCOVER the rates of speed and the time

consumed in the several operations of machine ex-

cavators with a view to determining their effectiveness,

George B. Massey, consulting engineer, Chicago, has

made experiments with autographic apparatus designed

by him for the purpose.

The recording instrument. Fig. 1, consists of a series

of pens electrically connected to contacts on different

parts of the machine and tracing lines or diagrams

upon a 5}-in. strip of paper traveling vertically over

rollers. The paper is long enough for a record of 90

to 180 minutes and is moved by clockwork at the

rate of 6 to 12 in. per minute. Steel fingers on fiber

board bases form the contacts with the moving parts,

being supported usually on brackets secured to founda-

tion bolts. In this way a rigid attachment can be

arranged without difficulty.

For tests on a dipper dredge, six diagrams were

drawn recording the performances of: Dipper thrust-

ing engine, swinging engine, direction of swing, hoist-

ing and backing and revolutions of main engine. For

a tower type of machine, with a dragline bucket carried

by a cable between two towers, the diagrams showed

the following: Revolutions of main engine, revolu-

tions of track cable sheave, hauling of loaded bucket,

movement of track cable for dumping, backhaul. Sam-
ples of these charts are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, the

originals being taken with the paper moving at the

rate of 8^ in. per minute. Additional pens with auto-

matic or hand operated connections could be used to

FTG. 1. RECORDING DEVICE FOR EXCAVATING MACHINE

record coal and water consumption, travel of the ma-
chine and the cause of delays.

On the dipper dredge, contacts attached to the clutch

levers of the hoisting and backing drums indicated

when they were operating at the same speeds as their

shafts. A contact on the reverse lever of the swinging
engine indicated the direction of swing. Thus the

position of the boom and the path of the dipper could

be plotted and the acceleration of the hoisting, backing

and swinging movements could be ascertained. A
dipper dredge is apt to roll when the boom swings,

especially if the soil makes it difficult to keep the ma-
chine pinned up. This may affect the acceleration

of boom swinging and could be recorded. It would
be desirable also to record the instant when the dipper

handle assumed a vertical or horizontal position, as

this would give for each cycle a point from which the

position of the dipper could be ascertained.
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An interesting feature in the tests of the dredge

was the difference in the records of several operators.

With the same yardage one man operated the ma-
chinery more smoothly than the others, thus saving

in repairs, steam and coal. The only difference in

operatfon was a slightly smaller opening of the throttle

valve and the lapse of a little more than a second in

throw^ing the clutches.

In the tow^er excavator, all the drums were driven

by one engine and one contact recorded the revolu-

tions of the crankshaft, the drum speed being deter-

mined by the gear ratio between the crankshaft and

each drum shaft. A contact on each clutch indicated

when the drum was driveu and released. To record

the speed of paying out the track cable to dump the

bucket, a contact was operated by one of the spokes

of the sheave when the sheave moved in the paying

out direction.

Long Aerial Cable Tramway in the

Northern Andes
Country Too Rough for Railway Building Crossed

by Line to Mountain City—Maximum
Span 3,168 ft.—Steam Power

CONSTRUCTION of a 45-mile aerial cable tramway
forming the extension of a mountain railway is

being carried out to connect Manizales, Colombia, with

the end of the Dorada Railway at Mariquita. The city

of Manizales, with a population of 35,000, is the center

of a rich agricultural district at an elevation of nearly

7,000 ft. in the northern Andes, but it is accessible only

by rough mountain trails. Mule teams can make the

45-mile trip in 2\ to 3i days in summer, but in the

rainy season the trip may take two weeks. As a result

the loss and damage to goods in transit is considerable.

According to an article in The Engineer of London,

from which this information is taken, the loss on coffee

has amounted to 10 per cent of the total shipments.

Four intermediate villages have to be served by the

cable tramway and this condition governed the general

route, but surveys for location were hampered seriously

by the prevalent and long continued fogs. At one point

the line spans a valley only about a mile wide at the

top but so steep and precipitous that mule teams take

about eight hours for the crossing.

Starting at Mariquita with an elevation of 1,500 ft.,

the line will rise to a summit of 12,000 ft. in 32 miles,

thence descending in 13 miles to an elevation of 6,700 ft.

at Manizales. The alignment is fairly straight and

includes only five angle stations. The line will be

divided into fifteen sections, the longest being 19,000 ft.

with a difference in elevation of 787 ft. In the shortest

section 8,528 ft. the difference in elevation is nearly

1,312 ft.

For supporting the cables there will be 437 steel

towers from 10 to 217 ft. in height, but only two will be
of the maximum height and only eight over 130 ft. The
longest span between towers is 3,168 ft., but there will

be sixteen spans of more than 1,640 ft. Both three-post

and four-post towers are used. A wire rope of 2^ in.

circumference, with a breaking load of 30 tons, forms
the track cable and runs over 24 in. sheaves carried

by cross arms on the towers. Tension stations are

provided to adjust the sag of the track cable to the

load carried. The carriers or buckets take normal loads

of 670 lb., occasionally as high as 1,120 lb., and travel

at a speed of about 400 ft. per minute. The plant is

designed for a traffic of 20 tons per hour from
Manizales, and 10 tons per hour from Mariquita, but

the first installation will be for half this capacity.

Steam plants will be provided in 30-hp. units with

boilers adapted for brush fuel and 120-lb. working pres-

sure. At stations where greater power is required, two

units will be installed. There will be 20 stations in

all, including driving and tension stations. Warehouses

into which the carriers will run will be provided at the

terminals and at four intermediate points.

Construction was commenced in 1913, the first 10-mile

section being opend in 191'^, and the adjacent 11-mile

section in 1916. War conditions then interfered with

the work, but early in 1920 the lina had been completed

for 23 miles and further construction was in progress.

Engines and boilers were shipped in sections of not

over 1,120 lb. and most of the cases weighed only about

220 lb. For mule transport the cables were put up in

coils of 100 lb. each, with a loose stretch between, each

mule carrying two coils. The line is owned by the

Dorada Railway Co. (Ropeways Extension), for which

Sir Douglas Fox & Partners, London, are the consult-

ing engineers. The Ropeways Co., London, has the con-

tract foi- equipment and construction.

Water Supply of New Zealand's Capital

The City Council of Wellington, New Zealand, has

decided to expend about $500,000 in cutting two tunnels

through the hills near the city to bring water from the

Orongorongo River, with the additional expenditure of

$1,119,295 for extra mains and other expenses to pro-

vide a water supply sufficient for a city of 130,000 peo-

ple. The present population of Wellington .md its sub-

urbs is about 95,000.

—

Commerce Reports.
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Simple Solution for Finding Center of

Gravity of Trapezoid

By Jacob London
Now York City

THE problem of finding the center of gravity of a

four-sided figure graphically often arises. The so-

lution which I am submitting is simpler than those

given in handbooks and especially handy when the shape

of the figure is to be determined by a cut-and-dry

method, as in the design of buttresses, retaining walls,

and small gravity dams.

The principle of construction is briefly this : by means

of a diagonal divide the four-sided figure (Fig. 1) into

two triangles with centers of gravity at M and N. The

center of gravity of the entire figure must lie at a

point C somewhere on the line MN. The area of the

triangle "N" times MN must equal the area of the en-

tire figure times MC. Call the intersection of MN and

the diagonal, A. The triangles have a common 'base.

Their areas are proportional to their altitudes or to the

segments MA and AN. The total area is proportional

to MN.
Then AN X ^^^-V = MN X MC
and MC = AN

In practice the top and rear face of the wall or dam
are fixed, arbitrarily. The slope of the front face and

FfG.
I ?\<b.Z

the width of the base vary with the forces acting. Thus,

two adjacent sides are fixed and a diagonal may be

drawn. Divide the diagonal into three equal pai'ts

(Fig. 2), P being the upper third point and Q the lower.

Draw PN parallel to the top and QN parallel to the rear

face giving N, the center of gravity, of one triangle.

Draw 3. line through Q parallel to the base. All the

lines drawn so far are independent of the slope of the

front face.

To find the center of gravity of the cross-section for

some particular front face draw a line through P paral-

le to the front face. (The intersection of this line with

the base gives the limit of the middle third which is

useful.) The intersection of the line with the line

through Q, parallel to the base gives M, the center of

gravity of the second triangle. Draw MN getting A.

Lay off AN along MN from M which gives C, the center

of gravity of the cross-section.

If a new front face be tried it is only necessary to

draw two new lines PM' and NM' to get the new center

of gravity and the diagram is not confused by their

addition. Other methods necessitate the erasure of all

the old construction lines when a new front face is con-

sidered.

Basis of Estimating Allowance
for Depreciation

What Is Proper Method of Accounting in Respect
to a Valuation for Purposes of

Rate-Making?

By William G. Raymond
l>e;ui, I'oUfKt' of Applied Science, State University of Iowa

IN A depreciating property furnishing service of any
kind, one of the items of cost of service ifi deprecia-

tion allowance, set out from year to year in a deprecia-

tion reserve. As valuations are usually made in rate

cases the reproduction cost of the property at the time
of valuation is estimated, the amount of accrued de-

preciation is estimated with the reproduction cost as a.

base, and as an item of the operating expense the annual

depreciation allowance is estimated on the same base.

The purpose of this paper is to inquire whether or not

this is proper practice.

What is it that is chargeable as a cost of service?

What is it that the public enjoying that service is under
obligation to pay with respect to this item of consump-
tion of capital? Is it the cost of the item in use or

the cost of the item that replaces it when it is worn
out? Is it the investment that is to be protected by
making an allowance for depreciation, or is it the

physical thing that was purchased with that investment

that is to be protected? That is to say, is it the cost

of the item that is to be returned to the ovinier when
the item i: worn out, or is it another item of like

kind, or for a like purpose that is to be furnished him?

The Wrong Basis

It is thought to be, without question, correct book-

keeping and in accordance with the requirements of

public commissions—where these commissions have made
requirements—that when an item is discarded its cost

is credited to capital, and the cost of the item that re-

places it is charged to capital. This seems to be a

rational procedure.

But now let it be supposed that instead of charging

off the old item at cost, no entry is made in the capital

account, but the cost of the new item is treated as an

operating expense, which the public is expected to pay,

because the public should pay operating expense, and

that a valuation of the property to determine fair rates

occurs shortly after the replacement. The time since

the replacement may be supposed to be so short that

in fixing prices of the various items of property the

price of the particular item under question will be its

actual cost, and let it be supposed that that cost is double

the co3t of the item that it i-eplaced. Thereafter the

public will be expected to pay interest on this double

cost after having itself, through its contribution to

operating expense, paid half of the cost, that is to say,

it will be paying interest on the contribution of the

owner and interest on its own contribution as well.

Is this right?

But let it be supposed that the cost of the second

item is only half the cost of the item that it replaces.

The public then will be expected to pay interest on

half the cost of the original item, and the owners

original investment will have been cut in two. He will

henceforth receive interest on only half as much as the

invested originally in this item of the plant. Is this

right?
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It may be said that the results above indicated will

have been due to a charge in the value of the dollar

and that since the working item is made good in kind

the value of the property as a working property is main-

tained, that the value of the investment is maintained as

it was in the beginning, as was required by the U. S.

Supreme Court in the Knoxville Water Works decision.

But is this true?

Maintaining the Investment

The change in the price of a single item in a large

going property may not be due to a change in the

purchasing price of a dollar, but may be due to a change

in the market price of the particular item. Let it be

supposed that an item of presumably long life, pur-

chased .nnd put into service in a going plant, is destroyed

by accident shortly after its purchase, but that in the

meantime the price of the item, and therefore the cost

of replacing it, has changed materially. This is not a

violent assumption. Shall the public be expected to pay

the additional cost of the new item over the one it

replaces, if any, or the owner be expected to lose from
his investment the difference between the cost of the

old item and that of the new if the new one costs

less than the old?

Manifestly either procedure would seem to be unfair,

and from this somewhat extreme, but possible example,

it would seem to be reasonable to conclude that when
a public utility property is created, it is not the physical

property items that the public should undertake to main-

tain, but rather the investment in that property. And
if the owner receives a fair return rate on the money
that he invests in the various items of a public service

property, while these items are in existence, and re-

ceives back what he paid for them when they go out

of existence, and further receives a fair return on the

cost of the items that replace the original items, whether

this be less or more than the cost of the original items,

is he not receiving his just due, and is not the public

paying its fair charge?

If this conclusion is sound, then the annual depre-

ciation allowance that is included in operating expense

should be based upon the cost of the depreciating item,

and not on the cost of the item that is to replace the

depreciating item. As a rule this cost of the replacing

item cannot be known in advance of its purchase, so

that it is impossible, even if it would be just, to base

the depreciation allowance for a given item in use on

the cost of the item that is to replace it.

And again, if the conclusion is correct, then it is

equally improper to base the depreciation allowance on

the cost of reproduction of the property as of the time

of a valuation. Rather should the depreciation allow-

ance be based upon the estimated or known original cost

to date, and this is true regardless of whether original

cost to date or reproduction cost as of the date of

valuation, or any other estimate is used for determining

the value of the property at a given date.

The position taken by the Committee on Valuation of

the American Society of Civil Engineers, appointed to

formulate principles and methods for the valuation of

railroad property and other public utilities, is strictly

in accord with the final conclusion above stated. On
page 1857 of the committee's report the following state-

ment is made : "Operating expenses being collected from
the public, it is said that the owner is reimbursed when
the charge to operating expense is made. Some owners

do not charge the cost of the retired item, but rather
the cost of the item which replaces it—if such there

be—which may be more or less than the cost of the

item retired. If it is more, the public is contributing

capital to this extent; if less, the owner is losing

capital to this extent. This practice is prohibited by
the Interstate Commerce Commission for large tele-

phone companies, although permitted for many classes

of railroaa property."

Railroad ties, which are maintained under what is

known as the replacement method of maintenance, are

treated much like fuel. It is impracticable to keep track

of each tie that is replaced and hence as these ties are

wearing out fairly rapidly, the cost of replacement is

charged to operating expense, and on a rising cost for

ties the public is actually contributing capital to the

enterprise; and on a falling cost of ties—a condition

that does not exist and is not likely to exist soon

to any great extent—the owner is losing capital. But
this seems to be an unavoidable difficulty or departure
from theoretically correct accounting.

It sometimes occurs that an item of property is not

replaced at all when it wears out. Some new method
of doing what this item has done has been discovered.

The item has become obsolete. The cost of replacing

it in kind is zero because it is not replaced. Shall

the depreciation allowance be figured on this basis?

Manifestly that would be absurd. The owner would have

lost his investment.

Does it not seem clear therefore from the statements

made, that always the depreciation allowance—when
any depreciation allowance is set up in operating ex-

pense—should be based on the original cost of the de-

preciating items rather than on their reproduction cost

as of any time or on any estimate that may be made
of their future replacement cost?

Wooden Water Mains 130 Years Old
In putting in high-pressure water mains recently,

workmen who dug up one of Boston's streets came
across about 50 ft. of wooden water mains installed

in the city in 1789 and used continually until 1840

for bringing water from Jamaica Pond in Roxbury
to Boston. The pipes were installed by a corporation

formed at the instance c^' Gov. Samuel Adams, with

authority to hold $33,000 worth of real estate and to

issue 100 shares of stock.

In all, 15 miles of these water mains were laid, serv-

ing a fairly large section of what is now do\\Tito\\Ti

Boston and was then the whole town. At the height

of its prosperity the service supplied 1,500 houses with

water. The mains were replaced in 1840 with 10-in.

iron pipes, and in 1849 the present municipal system,

which now has more than 860 miles of mains, sup-

plying more than 100,000 buildings, was instituted.

The wooden mains are approximately 16 in. in out-

side Jiametei, left in their natural condition on

the outside, excopt for removal of the bark, with 4-

and 2-in. bores through them. Transversely there are

8- and J-in. openings in which were inserted lead pipe

used in conducting the water to the houses. The sec-

tions of pipe were cut off at right angles, and lead

couplings were used to connect them.

The wood is said to be pitch pine. This was verified

by the foreman in charge of the work, although it

was first said that the mains were of cedar. The outside

surface is rotted but the wood itself is still hard.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

ENGINEERING CENTER OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE
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THE "Underground," the name by which the pas-

senger subways of London are generally known,
differs radically from our subway construction in the

United States in that the tubes, with the exception of

those of the District Railway, are at depths varying
from 50 to 70 ft. below the surface. We try to keep
our rails as near the surface as possible. The American
visitor naturally inquires the reason for a design that

differs so radically from ours.

A brief acquaintance with London furnishes the

answer. In the first place, there are few long straight

streets in London, and the direct and economical routes

from the business section to the residential districts

must lie for their greater length under buildings and

private property. Manifestly, the purchase of private

rights of way in such a city as London would be

prohibitive, while the driving of the tubes close to the

surface would involve an amount of under pinning that

would again be prohibitive.

In the second p'.ace the surface material at London
is of a gravelly character, strata ranging from 40 to

60 ft. in thickness. Below is dense, compact clay free

from water. By driving through the clay not only can

the tubes pass under private property without disturb-

ance of the structures above, but the construction work

can go on practically in the dry, while the clay itself

is ideal material through which to drive the tubes.

With the exception of the District Railway, the tun-

nels are built of circular cast-iron rings. The levels

rise and fall in accordance with the profile of the top

of the clay stratum, care being taken to keep the top

of the tunnel about 10 ft. below the top of the clay, so

as to exclude the water.

The District Railway was built in the sixties partly

by cut-and-cover methods and partly by a double-track

tunnel, with segmental arch and flattish floor, timbered

during driving. The first of the tube-design lines, the

City and South London, built in 1901, has an inside

diameter of only 1 ft. 6 in. With these exceptions, the

tubes are of a standard design, consisting of cast-iron

ring, IT ft. 8] in. in inside diameter. Each tube rail-

way consists of only one pair of tubes, that is, there

is no express service such as we know in New York.

Plans have been made for enlarging the City and

South London tube to the 11-ft. 81-in. standard. The

work is to be done during the non-traffic hours and the

present cast-iron sections are to be reused, the larger

diameter being secured by inserting four key pieces of

somewhat greater length than the present keys. The

method has already been subjected to experiment with

satisfactory results.

The tubes being at so great a depth below the surface

are necessarily served by elevators or escalators. As a

rule elevators of large capacity are used, two or three

to a station. In some of the stations escalators have

already been in.stalled and plans for additional installa-

tions have been made. They are in pairs, one running
down and the other up, with a stationary stairway

between. Pairs of escalators of this type have a max-
imum capacity of about 12,000 passengers per hour and
the engineers of the Underground estimate that it would
require five to six elevators to do the same work.

The tubes are generally operated with six-car trains,

but changes are being made so that eight-car trains

can be used. On one of the railways, the District, there

are only two guards to a six-car train, the passengers

—

except during the rush hours—opening and shutting

the doors themselves. The rear guard, after assuring

himself that all the passengers who so desire have
left the train or entered it, blows a whistle as a signal

to start. During rush hours guards on the station

platforms attend to the loading. At one time there was
a guard to every pair of platforms, and the doors were
mechanically operated, but this was found to be unpop-

ular with the London public and the present scheme
was adopted. However, on the tube routes there is still

a guard at every pair of car platforms and the inward-

swinging type of door is used. (On the District Rail-

way sliding doors are used.) The reason for this differ-

ence in practice is that there is very slight clearance

between the cars and the inside of the rings of the

circular tube, so that a person getting off while the train

is in transit would be crushed to death. In the District

tunnels, there is plenty of space on either side, and
while there might be serious consequences of alighting,

immediate crushing would not result. Experiments are

now under way to operate all doors in a train by one

guard.

Knowing conditions in New York, one naturally asks

whether the London public is satisfied to ride long dis-

tances over what must necessarily be a local-stop rail-

road. From what I could learn there is no dissatisfac-

tion, none of the speed demand that we find in New
York. Trains, when they get out of the heart of the

business district, do skip stations and thus increase

the capacity and speed of the line. It is realized,

however, that as present routes become congested addi-

tional facilities must be provided and it is planned then

to drive additional pairs of tubes at deeper levels and

thus, while increasing capacity give an express service.

In an experience of two weeks the service in the

Underground impresses one as being very satisfactory

;

the trains travel at high speed and with remarkable

fi'equency. The engineers have assured me that in the

District Railway they put 40 six-ciar trains through a

given station per hour. This equals the theoretical

clearance of trains in the New York subways, but I

was told here that in actual practice the New York

lines do not keep up to this theoretical schedule.

The fares, as I noted in a previous letter, are at

the rate of a penny per mile, at which rate, though,

the tubes are losing money.

London, May 18, 1920.

Omaha Takes Over Private Gasworks

The privately owned gasworks supplying Omaha.

Neb., were taken over on July 1, by the Metropolitan

Water District, which already owns and operates water-

works and a municipal ice plant.
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Letters to the Editor

The Chicago Drainage Canal Decision

Sir—In your issue of June 24, p. 1274, you have a para-

graph headed: "Court Restricts Flow of Lake to Chicago

Drainage Canal." You say the draft of lake water into

the canal is now limited by the U. S. District Court to

250,000 cu.ft. per minute. The original plan (1887) on

which the Chicago drainage canal was designed and built,

assumed a diversion of 600,000 cu.ft. As chief engineer of

the Drainage Commission which made this recommendation
after almost a year's careful observation and thorough in-

vestigations, permit nie to call your attention to some engi-

neering facts, which are not mentioned in your statement

but may be of interest.

The diversion and abstraction from Lake Michigan of a

large quantity of water, required for sewage dilution, and
its subsequent discharge into the Desplaines, Illinois, and
Mississippi Rivers, in addition to their flood flows, demanded
studies in hydraulic engineering of unusual magnitude at

that time. The proposed final conclusions were so definite

and satisfactory that there appeared no reason against

adopting the plans as recommended, which called for a

long rock cut with a cross-section sufficiently large to carry

600,000 cu.ft. per minute. And the canal was built with
this capacity.

The opposition of the U. S. Government to the with-

drawal from Lake Michigan of that amount did not appear
until later. Conversations with some of the engineer officers

when the designs were being made drew out no objection.

Our studies revealed no reasons for anticipating any hy-

draulic objection that could not be fully and readily neu-
tralized when required. The greatest difficulty at first

seemed to be the addition of this quantity of water to the

flood flows of the Desplaines and Illinois rivers. When
it was found that not many centuries ago Lake Michigan
naturally discharged over a. low divide into the Desplaines
River, the accumulated alluvial soil upon the rock now being
but one or two inches deep over large areas, an examination
was made of the old river bed for perhaps a hundred miles

down stream, which indicated that a much larger current
had formerly passed down the valley; and that the erosion

to be caused by the additional flow would increase the sec-

tion available for flood waters, and possibly cause no in-

creased flood heights whatever. But, if this should be the

case, Chicago might be obliged to bear the expense of some
shore regulation which could not be more than a small

amount. It was not worth considering at all in such a large

project at that time.

The other possible objection, the effects of diverting water
from the Great Lakes, could be more readily subjected to an
engineering investigation, and this was subsequently under-
taken.

When municipal water supplies, or water for power pur-
poses, are to be taken from small streams, it is a common
practice to equalize their flow to a sufficient extent by build-
ing storage reservoirs so as to make it more uniform
throughout the year than the dry-weather months on the one
hand and floods on the other would permit. In the case
of the Great Lakes there can be a regulation of the flow
at both ends, by controlling works at the Sault Ste. Marie
rapids, and by similar works in the Niagara River above
the falls. The latter was by far the more complicated and
expensive proposition. Its effect upon the City of Buffalo
was material, and the diminution of its value to the Drain-
age Canal, by the fall in the St. Clair River, made such a
solution insignificant for the desired conditions ?t Lake
Michigan.

Computations at the other end resulted in the conclusion
that a movable dam, not over 18 in. in height, if I remember
rightly, built at Sault Ste. Marie, would add far more
water to Lake Michigan, by a temporary storage of flood
waters in Lake Superior, than could be dangerously ab-
stracted by the drainage canal. When this conclusion was

reached there seemed to be no physical objection to the
building of the latter.

During the World's Fair in Chicago in 1893 a number
of European engineers, engaged in river and harbor work
and in regulating the large rivers in France, Holland, Ger-
many and Austria, examined the drainage canal and its

design. It was intere.sting to have their opinion on our
great diversion project, because of the excellent results they
had achieved in their respective countries. I heard nothing
but praise of American enterprise in utilizing our vast
natural advantages. One of them enthusiastically said that,
if undertaken soon enough, Lake Superior alone could be
developed by increased storage to furnish more wealth in

water power for the United States and Canada than could
all Europe, excepting only Switzerland and Scandinavia;
and incidentally create large navigable waterways with
ample flow of water from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of
St. Lawrence and to the Gulf of Mexico with dimensions
that could not be thought of in Europe.
What has our United States Government accomplished

at the proper time in this direction? What are the United
States courts doing to encourage such a development?

Incidentally, I would like to add that I signed the report
recommending the drainage canal, primarily for sewage
dilution purposes, together with Benezette Williams and
Samuel G. Artingstall as consulting engineers, in January,
1887. Our designs, estimates of cost and recommendations
were then based on a sufficient dilution for a term of thirty
years, ended several years ago. This canal, in my opinion,
could, even at its best, now no longer take proper care of
all the sewage entering it, without a prior partial treatment
of an annually increasing proportion of it.

Whatever objectionable conditions may have existed in the
canal during intervals in the past, or possibly now exist,

would be due partly to the insufficient sewage dilution
allowed by the courts, partly to the admission of much
private trade waste, and partly to the absence of sufficient

dredging of the sludge deposited in the river, all of which
is against the advice given in the original reports.
New York City. " Rudolph Hering.
[The news note mentioned in Mr. Hering's first sentence

was followed by essentially the entire decision (p. 129) and
by an editorial (p. 99) in our issue of July 15.—EDITOR,]

An American Hydraulic Laboratory
Sir—In your issue of June 24 appears an article entitled

"The Need for an Endowed American Hydraulic Labora-
tory." This is a most timely subject and I wish to en-
courage you in your efforts to place the matter before your
readers.

Congress has just passed a water-power bill under the
provisions of which the enorn.ous power resources will, it is

anticipated, be developed. Fortunately, through private en-
deavor, there is considerable reliable data at hand covering
the use of water for the development of hydro-electric power
and consequently there should not be the enormous waste
of water in these proposed developments that we find in

many other instances. In order to bring to the public at-

tention the need for a more scientific use of water, reference
can be made to the article appearing in t.ie June 10 issue
of your paper by E. A. Moritz, affecting the use of water
in irrigation, where the following statement is found: "The
quantity of water lost in transit on an irrigation project is

enormous and in some cases appears to equal or even ex-
ceed, the quanti+y delivered to the farms."

This statement is without doubt based on facts obtained
through Mr. Moritz's long experience and permits of only
one conclusion to be dra'wn from his article; that is, under
the present condition of operation it is necessary to divert
twice as much water from a source of supply for any given
irrigation project than is intended to deliver to the farms
owing to the fact that one-half of all water so diverted
would be lost in transit. The actual loss of water is not
the worst feature but rather the resulting over-watering
of lands, seepage of canals, ditches, etc., because of which
large areas have become fairly water-logged and entire
districts are now being organized for the purpose of drain-
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age. As a matter of fact, when one stops to consider the

entire problem of the economical use of water, so many
points are immediately broug:ht to mind that considerable

surprise is occasioned that a federal hydraulic laboratory

has not been in existence for some time.

We have been experimentinpr for a great many years
with the use of water and the Reclamation Service has
spent millions of dollars in various works scattered over

the Western states. The engrineers in charge should have
had at all times the benefit of a properly equipped hydraulic

laboratory and a thoroughly competent research depart-

ment. It seems to me that an amendment to our recently

passed water-power bill, or a rider attached to the sundry
civil bill providing for our reclamation work, would be a
proper manner in which to take care of the proposed hy-

di'aulic laboratory.

It would, without doubt, be well to bring this matter to

the attention of irrigation institutes held in the several

Western states and the attention of the Irrigation Congress,

proposed to be held in Seattle next September. The parties

interested in these institutes are paying a bill, a large

portion of which could no doubt be eliminated if a more
scientific use was being made of the various water sup-

plies now appropriated.

Seattle, Wash. E. J. Bartells.

Efficient and Responsible City Government
Sir—In your editorial on "Hope for Better Government"

p. 1133, June 10, 1920, you say: "A single small legislative

body with legislative powers only, and a chief executive

officer, chosen for competence only, and well paid, is the

plan for a city that wishes to show twentieth century prog-
ress and efficiency."

How is a small, paid legislative body to adequately rep-

resent a large body of constituents, and to throw off politics,

graft, partisanship and other kindred evils to which a large

non-paid, two-body councils had been accustomed; and
which of the two bodies can be the greater pull-back? Of
course if every person elected or appointed to public office

were to conscientiously abide by pre-election promises and
oaths of office, we would not need to question the fact that

progress and efficiency would be the result. And even if

the mayor is above reproach, his hands are likely to be

tied and his efforts towards progress thwarted by a divi-

sion in his council. The seriousness of this division seems
less likely to be a controlling factor with a large than

with a small legislative body of councilmen. Will not the

effect of partisanship increase in direct proportion to the

decrease in the number of votes ?

I have in mind our own city government in Philadelphia

which, since January last, has been in the hands of just

such a body as you mention, with a few question marks in

parenthesis.

Our local papers frequently ask editorially. What has

our council done but draw its pay regularly? To be sure,

it is rather early to predict what it might do, but the taint

of partisanship is there. To my mind, with a small, single

body this condition can be far worse, in the last analysis,

than with a large, more nearly representative body, the

majority of which is less likely to be influenced in any one

direction.

Therefore, I will thank you for a qualification of the

above quotation from your editorial to clear away my
doubts on this subject and incidentally those in other minds
where they might have been raised. Please understand that

I am not making criticism but seeking information, as this

subject is rather foreign to my education.

Philadelphia, Pa. S. W. Barakat.

[The words "well paid" in our editorial note referred to

the "chief executive officer" and not to the "single small

legislative body" of a city. The consensus of opinion among:

students of municipal government is for the plan outlined in

our editorial note, and is very strongly against large, two-

chambered city councils—^which style of council has in fact

almost completely disappeared in the United States. The
present-day conception of efficient city government is set

forth in detail, with supporting arguments, in a consider-

able number of books published within the last few years

and reviewed in our monthly Engineering Literature Sec-
tion. Most of these books stand for the commission-man-
ager form of city government, rather than for the mayor-
and-council type, but there is general agreement on the
advisability of separation of executive and legislative pow-
ers. With such a clear-cut separation of powers, separation
of responsibility for action or inaction is equally clear.

—

Editor.]

Facts and Common Sense at the >

Niagara Power Plants

Sir: In your issue of July 1, 1920, p. 18, appears an arti-

cle entitled "Common Sense and Engineering," consisting

of paragraphs from a lecture delivered by J. E. Aldred to
the students of Johns Hopkins University. In this lec-

ture Mr. Aldred makes a comparison of the plants of The
Niagara Falls Power Co. and the Hydraulic Power & Manu-
facturing Co. at Niagara Falls, N. Y., criticising severely
the design of the former and giving high praise to the
design and construction of the latter, eulogizing in par-
ticular Wallace Johnson, the engineer of the Hydraulic Co.

Mr. Johnson was a friend of the writer and he is glad to

read Mr. Aldred's words of praise which are a just tribute

to Mr. Johnson's memory. The criticisms of the design of

the Niagara Falls Power Co.'s plant are, however, based on
a lack of knowledge or a suppression of the facts affecting

that design and are unjust to its engineers. While we agree
with Mr. Aldred as to the necessity for common sense and
reason in engineering design, it is equally important that

these qualities be based on facts, and this is also true of
criticisms of design.

It would perhaps be unnecessary to answer Mr. Aldred's

attack if it stood alone, but it has become the fashion to crit-

icize the design of a plant which was in its day one of the

monumental engineering works of the country and one
which has exercised the greatest influence on the develop-

ment of some of our greatest industries.

The plans for the N. F. P. Co.'s development—which
fixed for all time its fundamental features—were passed
upon by an international commission consisting of Lord
Kelvin, Prof. Unwin, Dr. Coleman Sellers, Col. Turrettini

and Prof. Mascart. It would seem impossible that these

gentlemen should have attained the positioi. of leaders in

engineering in their respective countries without being

endowed with and exercising both common sense and rea-

son. The standing of these engineers cannot be adversely

affected by criticism by Aldred or anyone else, but as some
of them have passed away it seems proper that some one

familiar with the facts should rise in their defense, lest

the criticisms of the unthinking or ignorant should give the

younger generation of engineers the impression that an
engineering blunder of magnitude had been made in the

design referred to.

The fundamental features of the design of the plant of

The Niagara Falls Power Co.'s plant and that of the Hy-
draulic Co. are the short entraiice canal and long discharge

tunnel of the former plant and long canal and very short

discharge race of the latter. No hydraulic engineer will

question the superiority in most cases of the latter design,

both from the engineering and commercial standpoints, but

in the plant in question the following facts, among others,

should be considered:

(1) Tne canal of the Hydraulic Co. was commenced and
..he right-of-way acquired through what is now the heart

of the business section of the City of Niagara Falls, about

1860. The first work on the plant of the Niagara Falls

Power Co. was started in 1890. The acquisition of a right-

of-way for a second canal from the upper to the lower

river at the latter date would have been very costly and

probably would not have been permitted by the city author-

ities. In any case the canal would have been of great

length and have involved an immense initial outlay which

would have made it impossible for the later plant to com-
pete with the earlier and less expensive plant.

(2) The State Park was established at Niagara Falls sub-

sequent to the building of the Hydraulic Co.'s canal and

the erection of numerous mills operated by hydraulic power
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under low heads by means of water taken from the canal.

These mills and their surroundings were considered an

eyesoi-e in the vicinity of the falls and the Park Commis-
sion would not have consented to a duplicate of such a

plant. The engineers of the N. F. P. Co., were therefore

faced with the problem of developing power in such a

manner as to preserve the scenic beauty of the falls and

their surroundings. The financiers of the company were

in full accord with the views of those who sought to protect

the natural scenery. They wished to build a plant which

would not only be a commercial success but which would add

to the beauty of one of nature's wonder spots and not de-

tract therefrom. It is difficult if not impossible to conceive

—

even after the advances in engineering science during

the past 30 year.s—how any engineers having a full com-
plement of common sense and reason could have solved the

problem by any method other than that adopted.

(3) It was necessary to provide factory sites near the

power house and the acquisition of such sites along the

lower river at the top of the lower river bank would have
been expensive if not impossible. This factor of near-by

factory sites would not enter into the problem today, but in

1889 and 1890 it was paramount and farm lands were avail-

able at a moderate price along the upper river. The Im-
portance of having sites near the power house will be ap-

preciated when attention is called to the conditions of trans-

mission at that day. Plans were received by the Inter-

national Commission for transmission of power by rope,

by water under pressure, by compressed air, and by elec-

tricity, but none of these was satisfactory for more than a
few miles and the efl^iciency was low even for such distances.

In 1890 the late Mr. George Westinghouse advised a prom-
inent man interested in the company that power could not

be transmitted by electricity from Niagara Falls to Buffalo.

This difficulty of transmission made it still more necessary

to locate the po^er house along the upper river so that if

all methods proved a failure factories might be located

along the line of the canal and develop their power hydrau-
lically. The earlier plans shown such an arrangement and
the location of the present canal was fixed by this consid-

eration. While Mr. Aldred does not criticise the fact that

more land was purchased for factory sites than would be

sufficient today for the consumption of all of the power
from the canal, this action doubtless has its critics who also

do not know the facts, but the power company's engineers
must again be exonerated from blame.when the conditions

are known. In 1890 electro-chemistry was in its infancy,

electro-metallurgy was not a commercial possibility. It

was anticipated that all the power produced would be used

by textile or other factories using a maximum of 1000 hp.

and employing about one person per hp. A large acreage

would therefore have been necessary for factories and
home sites.

(4) Mr. Aldred says "Everything about this enterprise

indicated a disregard of economy." Those who were con-

nected with the plant know this criticism to be unfounded
and that it is based on a superficial inspection. It is freely

admitted that the cost per hp. was greater than that in the

plant of the Hydraulic Co. whose chief asset in land is said

to have been bought for $60,000 but Mr. Aldred has used

the word "enterprise" in a happy manner as applied to the

plant of the N. F. P. Co. It required enterprise, vision and
faith both on the part of its financiers and its engineers.

Its design constantly dealt with problems in the untried.

The plant was a pioneer. Careful search fails to disclose

a turbine operating under more than 100 ft. head prior to

1890 or having more than 2.500 hp. capacity. Yet the first

turbines installed in this plant were of 5000 hp. capacity and
opWated under 136 ft. head; there were no. data for fric-

tion coefficients in the tunnel; the conditions as to electrical

transmission were those above described; it was considered

impossible to switch 2200 volt current. These are only a

few of the problems and we all know that it costs more to

blaze the trail.

In regard to Mr. Aldred's criticism of extravagance on
the part of the engineers who were connected with the

construction of the plant as shown by a flagstaff (which, by
the way is wood and not bronze) and by ornamental details

on power house and office building, our critic from his ex-

perience as a business man must be aware that engineers
do not erect flagstaffs and ornamental buildings unless these
forms of construction are desired by the men who are fur-

nishing the money. A good engineer will insist on safe and
stable construction but not on ornaments. The latter de-

pend on the owners. So why direct all the criticisms at

the engineers ? The men who had faith in the future suffi-

cient to invest their own millions—not the public's—in

this plant are too eminent to need an advocate but the
writer believes that he is correct in stating that they de-

sired it to oe an ornament to the city. There are still men
who look beyond the dollar. Why Mr. Aldred should think

that substantial or even ornamental construction should
indicate "An expensive upkeep" is hard to understand.
The books of the company show the contrary.

The plant of the Niagara Falls Power Co., is not one of

the substantial failures to which Mr. Aldred refers else-

where in his lecture. It always paid its bond interest; 'or

many years before its recent sale it paid 8 per cent on its

common stock in addition to amassing a surplus of several

millions. It will hardly do to say that it did this in spite

of its engineers.

There is no question that the ideal plant is yet to be built

at Niagara, the one in which the water will give its max-
imum duty, but the national government and not engineers

has prevented the use of water in the way that common
sense and reason would dictate in this day, but destructive

criticism is easy and it is well for a critic of a plant de-

signed in the early 90's to know facts.

Later in his lecture Mr. Aldred states "Personally I have
seen hundreds of reports on water-power projects but I

have never yet seen an unfavorable report"; then, after

blaming engineers for a loss sustained in an unfortunate
power development he continues, "Engineers always want
to do a job of work. They never turn down a job." The
first statement must be accepted as fact even though Mr.
Aldred's experience probably stands alone but the last

general statement should not pass unchallenged as it is

an adroit way of stating that engineers are dishonest and
will always report favorably on a project so that they may
construct the work. This is unfair to the members of a

profession whose ethics are certainly as high as those of the

business man and promoter even though in rare cases an
engineer at the solicitation of a stock jobber may make his

report too favorable. It is unfortunate that the students at

Johns Hopkins should receive from their lecturer such an
unfavorable impression of engineering ethics.

Buffalo, N. Y. A. H. Van Cleve,
Civil Engineer.

Where Is Our Road Program Taking Us?
Sir—As a constant reader for more than thirty years of

your good, comprehensive piblication, I noted the excellent

article by J. N. Mackall, chief engineer, Maryland Roads
Commission, entitled, "Where Is Our Road Program Taking
Us?" in your issue of May 6, p. 914. He states the fact

concisely by saying that there is no kind of "permanent"
I'oad or pavement; also that maintenance includes repaii's,

resurfacing and rebuilding when that becomes necessary.

Maintenance should always be paid for from current in-

come, such as annual taxes, automobile ind other licenses

for use of highways, and never from bond issues or general

funds, which, if done, would "eventually bankrupt the gov-

ernment" of nation, state, county or town.

The writer, from thirty years study and practice of road

and pavement construction and maintenance, differs with

Mr. Mackall where he seems to imply that it is economical

to construct portlc.nd cement concrete roads with a view to

use them eventually as foundations for bituminous surface

layers. His statement is: "When it (meaning a portland

cement concrete or any road or pavement without a wearing
surface layer capable of consistent maintenance) reaches a

point where it can no longer be economically maintained as

a concrete road it can be resurfaced \vith some form of

good, hot-mixed bituminous pavement to give another perior

of long life, conserving the entire initial investment.

The fact is only a portion of the initial investment is
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conserved or salvaged, because much of that investment

has gone by reason of abrasion, disintegration or "fatigue,"

as Mr. Mackall calls it, and cracking of the concrete from
wear of traffic and effects of weather.

The first cost of a cement concrete road or pavement,

adequate to support traffic for a reasonable period of years,

is greater than the first cost of a foundation of cement
concrete or good foundation of other material, togeth«r with

a substantial wearing surface layer of some form of good,

dense, hot-mixed bituminous pavement or other standard

matei'ial. Such surface layers distribute the impact and

pressure of traffic and protect the foundation from injury

from traffic and weather. The subsequent maintenance of

this standard construction, including resurfacings at long

intervals of years, can be economically done, and it is pos-

sible always to have a good, solid foundation on which to

keep this maintained layer. Such a surface layer is more
lasting on a foundation made for it than where placed on

an old, worn out and cracked cement concrete road or

pavement.
The value of an old concrete road, which can no longer

be properly repaired by filling cracks and holes with bitu-

minous compounds, etc., is much less than the initial invest-

ment. Many such old concrete roads and pavements v/hich

the writer has had to use, when necessary, for foundations

for wearing surface layers of other materials have had an
appraised value of less than half of the cost of the original

cement concrete roads or pavements. It is a fallacy to

argue that cement concrete roads should be constructed

because, when beyond repair, they will have a high salvage

value for foundations for future roads of any kind.

Relatively new concrete roads appear to a layman and to

engineers not familiar with road and pavement records to

be "permanent" and they rely on "durability" of a new
pavement as the only factor of economy; whereas the

experienced engineer knows that repairs to all roads and

pavements must begin soon after construction and be con-

stantly kept up.

The problems of how to construct a portland cement road

SO that constant eventual maintenance will be economically

possible and how to maintain such a road in constant,

smooth, viable and handsome condition are problems not yet

solved. They ai'e worthy of careful study. These problems

have long been solved for many other kinds of roads and

pavements by constructing practically everlasting founda-

tions, laying on them substantial wearing surface layers of

suitable materials and thicknesses, then maintaining those

surface layers by "a stitch in time saves nine" and resur-

facing with the same materials at very long intervals of

years. There are hundreds of such examples in all the

important cities and countries of the world, among them
Pennsylvania Ave., from the Capitol to the Treasury, Wash-
ington, D. C, laid in 1877; Fifth Ave., from Eighth to

Forty-second Sts., New York City, laid in 1898; Bergere

St., Paris, France, where a wearing surface layer of bitu-

minous limestone was laid on a durable foundation, and

that reparable surface layer kept in good condition ever

since. J. W. Howard,
New York City. Consulting Engineer.

Shall Engineering Societies Admit the

Sales Engineer?

Sir—A well known dictionary defines engineering as fol-

lows: "The art and science by which the mechanical proper-

ties of matter are utilized in structures and engines."

To be an engineer, then, one must primarily deal with

the mechanical properties of matter as applied to struc-

tures or engines. Many men, of course, devote their entire

lives to the abstract study of mechanics, but there are

others who do not and are properly considered engineers

worthy of the highest recognition by engineering societies.

In fact, there is a premium placed upon the ability to con-

ceive a problem as a whole rather than its intricate calcu-

lations. Some of the world's most noted engineers were
not students of mechanics.

Ferdinand de Lesseps was an engineer; he saw the eco-

nomic possibilities of the Suez Canal. He was the engineer

who so ably determined that the channel should be main-
tained at sea level. Yet, it cannot be said that his great-

ness was due to his intimate knowledge of the mechanics
of materials with which he worked. His success, it might
be suggested, was in no small measure because of his ability

to make other people believe in him—that is, selling his

ideas. So, also, a consulting engineer sells his ideas, many
of which do not involve mechanics.

Another man recognized by technical societies, but not a

true engineer in the narrow definition of the word, is the

contracting engineer. His work usually involves the selling

of his services and then the organization of his forces.

While selling his services he frequently requires the help

of a man not connected with his organization nor recog-

nized as an engineer—the sales engineer. Let us review a
typical example:
Take the case of the bidder on a contract for the move-

ment of a large quantity of earth, with a considerable

bonus offered for time saving. Keen competition makes
the contractor marshal all of his engineering knowledge
and that of his co-workers. Before he gets very deep into

his problem, however, he realizes that he needs the help of

an engineer well versed in the application of machinery.

For this specialized help the contractor rightly applies to

the machinery manufacturer, who offers the service of his

sales engineer. This particular and specialized engineer

has been developed in recent years to satisfy a real need.

The last decade has seen rapid improvement in material-

handling machinery and in the application of machinery to

construction work. Indeed, it has been so rapid that the

contracting engineer and the consulting engineer have not
attempted to keep fully informed upon all methods and all

machines. They rely upon the manufacturer to furnish

expert help when needed.

The work of the sales engineer begins when the con-

tractor first opens the advertisement and concludes only
when the success of the undertaking is assured. In fact,

the engineer practically becomes part of the contractor's

organization—assisting and advising on the estimates of

cost, planning plant layout, supervising the erection of the

plant and directing its early operation. The usefulness of

the sales engineer is not ended, however, when the actual

construction is in progress, as he is called upon to remedy
any subsequent troubles that might hinder the efficiency.

No one doubts that certain experience and engineering
ability are necessary to render such service. More than
experience and ability, however, are required as an entree

to the engineering societies; they request that the applicant

be charged with certain financial responsibilities. It is true

that the sales engineer is not financially responsible for

the success of the contractor's undertaking, nevertheless,

he is morally responsible in so far as success is dependent
upon machinery. If the engineei'ing were not sound, if the

recommendations were not profitable to the contiractor, the

position of sales engineer could not exist.

The justly conservative engineering societies have had
time to investigate the desirability of admitting sales engi-

neers and it is proper that they should voice their opinions.

They can give no more fitting recognition, however, than
to invite into their midst sales engineers who have con-

tributed to the success of their members.
New York City. Nicholas Gerten,

Allied Machinery Co. of America.

[An entirely different opinion on the general subject dis-

cussed by Mr. Gerten was expressed in a recent paper by
John W. Cunningham, consulting engineer, of Portland,

Oregon; see article entitled "Free Engineering Advice,"
Engineering News-Record, July 1, J).

21.—^Editor.]

Rochester Water-Works Shop Always Open
The key to the water-works repair shop of the City

of Rochester was thrown away forty years ago, said

Beekman C. Little, superintendent, in a paper at the

recent Montreal meeting of the American Water-Works
Association. The shop is always open, with Some one
on duty.



Hints for the Contractor

Concrete Building Plant Plan—III

Large Area T-Shaped Factory Spouted

From Five Towers

EXCEPTIONALLY heavy tower and suspension cable

equipment characterizes the chute distribution plant

for the Bunte factory being constructed in Chicago.

With a double hoist tower 230 ft. high chuting two ways
to auxiliary towers 150 ft. and 180 ft. high and a

rehoist tower 180 ft. high, two lines of 11-in. suspen-

sion cables, with spans of about 1,000 and 1,200 ft,,

were required. In a measure, this equipment was
planned for a more extensive operation, as is indicated

by the plan. The structure shown by the dotted lines,

as well as the T-shaped building and the power house,

was contemplated when the plant arrangement was
determined. This additional construction would have

Auxiliary .-^ „ / ..'„ ..„.__ \ i -? H>l3\® iW-CicAuxiliary ,. -I ,1—r- \ ^
\Towerl50 /POWER HOUSE _^ Clamshell
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TOWER LAYOUT FOR TWO-WAY CHUTE DISTRIBUTION

increased the volume of concrete to 50,000 cu.yd., or

to about double the yardage of the present operation.

Railway tracks elevated between retaining walls, with
a street bridge just west of the building, determined
the take-off of the permanent factory switch from the

east and also, incidentally, the corresponding location

of the construction switch. With a stub street on the

east having only light traffic the logical location of the

unloading and mixing plant was next to the railway

switch and east of the power house. Located in the

angle between the main building and the east end of the

power house, a double hoist tower, spouting direct and
chuting two ways to three other towers, enabled about

three-quarters of the area of the two buildings to be
reached with 100-ft. radial spouts, and allowed all of

the towers to be located clear of the structure. The
rehoist tower, as located, also permitted spouting to all

floors of the nine-story building tower rising five stories

above the main structure.

Arriving by rail the sand and stone are unloaded by
a 1 cu.yd. clamshell into stock piles and bins and the

cement by hand into a 3,000 bbl. shed. Sand and stone

are lifted by the clamshell into the small bins holding

90 cu.yd. of stone and 60 cu.yd of sand. These bins are

primarily hoppers, within convenient derrick reach, for

feeding a horizontal conveyor and a bucket elevator

which deLvers to the 480-cu.yd. stone compartment and
the 220-cu.yd. sand compartment of the large bin. A
5 hp. motor operates the chain conveyor and the elevator

motor is 20 hp. The mixers are two 1 cu.yd. machines.

For unloading and mixing, the organization consists of

one operator and two laborers unloading sand and stone;

one operator and two laborers on the conveyor and
elevator; four men unloading cement and carrying it

to the mixer, and a mixer crew of two operators, one

man feeding sand and stone and two men charging the

cement.

For the double tower a 90-hp. and a 60-hp. electric

hoist are operated by a crew of one operator, one man
at the bottom and two men on the tower. When they

are in use there is a man on each auxiliary tower. In-

ability to obtain power service necessitated a 9 x 10-in.

steam hoist for the rehoist towor. One operator and
one towerman is the required crew. Distribution on

the floor requires eight wheelers, three men grading

concrete and a man at the hopper.

The plant was installed by R. C. Wieboldt, general

contractor, Chicago, 111.

Recast Concrete Pipe for Plunger Pits

IN A RECENTLY completed factory building there

were required for some presses 64 plunger pits, each

2 ft. 6 in. inside diameter and 13 ft. deep. For the

outer casing of the pits vertically placed precast con-

crete pipe were sunk in the earth and a steel casing,
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SECTION THROUGH PLUNGER PIT MADE WITH
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containing the press plunger, afterwards put in. In

executinc: the work a hole was excavated approximately

2 in. smaller in diameter than the pipe and carried down

a distance of approximately 13 ft. Two or three lengths

of pipe were then set up in a verticle position over this

hole, and guided by a template, were allowed to settle

under their own weight as far as they would go. A
head block was then put over the top pipe and by means

of a steam hammer the pipe driven to the bottom of the

excavation. The excess material which the lower edges

of the pipe cut away on its descent was then removed

from inside the shaft and the bottom of the hole was

concreted in.

The work was done by Stone & Webster, of Boston,

Mass., using pipe made by the Lock Joint Pipe Co.,

Ampere, N. J.

Tamping Holes in Quarry Work
COMMENTING upon a recent fatal accident caused

by the use of a heavy plunger and employment of

hard tamping in charging a line of holes for quarrj' ex-

cavation, a recent bulletin issued by the Bureau of

Mines, Department of Interior, asserts that for all pur-

poses a wooden tamping bar should be used. And even

with a wooden tamping bar the tamping should not be

continued beyond the minimum time necessary. If it is

found necessary to use a lead puncher, as was the case

in the aforementioned accident, it should be provided

with a copper rather than an iron eye. Subjecting of

any explosive to frequent impact with any heavy weight

is dangerous practice, says the bulletin.

Hospital Service Costs Contractor

Seventy-Five Cents a Case

ABOUT $1,100 built and equipped the field hospital

>. illustrated, which gave first aid to a force of 700

men constructing a large industrial plant at Buffalo,

N. Y. The work involved the usual construction of

brick, steel and concrete, with track work and con-

siderable carpenter work on forms. There were no

serious accidents and the treatment given was generally

of the nature of caring for hand and foot injuries.

About 43 employees a month were treated and the cost

per case, where only iirst aid was rendered and the

period of disability did not involve any lost time, was
about 75c.

As illustrated, the hospital building is 10 x 20 ft,

with a beaver board partition dividing it into halves.

FIELD HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT. COST $600

The cost of construction was $232 for labor, $17 for

lighting and .$233 for materials. The equipment cost

$600. In the entrance room there was a supply case

containing the necessary bandages and such simple

instruments as a field nurse can deftly handle. This

room also contained a waste jar and an electric sterilizer

and hot water heater, a chair and a telephone. In the

rear room in the corners behind the partition were two
cots, and a chair and a curtain. A trained nurse in con-

stant charge was paid $30 a week for her services.

The hospital was installed by the contractors. The
Austin Co., Cleveland, 0., and this description has been

prepared from information furnished by F. J. C.

Dresser, district manager.

Non-Slip Mats Give Ladder Safety

LADDERS equipped with safety non-slip mats, as

^ illustrated below, are being used extensively in the

works of the Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., a
member of the National

Safety Council.

W. T. Barrett of the

Eastman Co., who de-

signed the appliance,
writes that it is giving

complete satisfaction. The
mat is attached to the lad-

der by means of ball and

socket joints which permit

the ladder to stand at any

angle while the mat rests

flat on the floor.

—

Natiomd

Safety Neios.

TTi^^iEwir

SIMPLE DEVICE REDUCES
LADDER ACCIDENTS

EMERGENCY FIELD HOSPITAL. 10 x 20 FT.. WHICH
COST $482

Blasting Out Broken Post Stumps
A quick and easy way to extract a broken post stump

is to drive a hole close to the stump and to a few inches

below its bottom with a pointed steel bar and charge
this hole with half a stick of dynamite. The blast re-

moves the stump and also excavates the hole for a
new post.
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News of the Week
New York, July 22, 1920

Subway Contract Relet at Large
Increase in Cost

Award of a contract to complete
part of the 14th St. subway line in

New York City to Patrick McGovern
has been approved by the Board of

Estimate, New York City, the contract

price being $3,364,000. The work in-

volved in completion of the contract

section originally let to the Degnon
Contracting Co. for $1,972,349, and
abandoned by the contractor in July,

1919, when about 35 per cent of the

work had been completed. Some
months prior to that the contractor

offered to complete the contract for the

sum of $626,000 over and above the

original contract price. The amount
to complete the section under this offer

would have been approximately $1,800,-

000. The offer was approved by Tran-
sit Construction Commissioner John H.
Delaney and its approval recommended
to the Board of Estimate by him, but
the Board of Estimate rejected the

recommendation and ordered the un-

completed section relet. Under the new
contract the work is to be completed in

fifteen months.

General Marshall Becomes Man-
ager of Associated Contractors
Brigadier-General R. C. Marshall,

Jr., former chief of the Construction
Division of the United States Army,
was appointed July 1 to the newly
created position of general manager
of the Associated General Contractors,
following his resignation from the
service. The Construction Division, as
has been noted in these columns re-

Missouri River Highway Bridge
To Be Built

A bridge having three 470-ft. riveted

truss spans, with concrete roadway and
sidewalks, is to be built across the Mis-
souri River at Bismarck, No. Dak., to

carry the state highway between that
city and Mandan. The trusses will be
spaced 30 ft. center to center and bitu-

lithic concrete will be used for the road-
way. For the approaches there will be
1,100 ft. of reinforced concrete viaduct.

C. A. P. Turner, of Minneapolis, is de-

signing and supervising engineer for

the state and the counties, and the

work will be under the direction of

W. H. Robinson, chief engineer of the
state highway commission. Contracts
have been let to the Foundation Co.

for the substructure and to the Ameri-
can Bridge Co. for the steel work of
the superstructure. The total cost is

said to be nearly $1,000,000.

Bay State Highway Engineers
Get Pay Increase

As a result of the efforts of the Bos-
ton chapter of the American Associa-
tion of Engineers, the employees of the
state highway division of the Massa-
chusetts Department of Public Works
have been granted an increase in salary
averaging 20 per cent and effective

June 1, 1920. Other engineering de-

partments were given an increase
which is reported to average about 12
per cent.

BRIG.-GEN. R. C. MARSHALL, JR.

centiy, has become a part of the Quar-
termaster Corps and the rank of briga-
dier-general applying to the chief of
the division therefore ceases.

The new office which General Mar-
shall has taken is the result of a great
enlargement of the functions of the
Associated General Contractors. It is

announced that his selection marks the
beginning of an active campaign to
carry through the program which has
been developing during the past year
of preliminary work. Besides the di-

rection of the work of sixteen commit-
tees, this program includes the develop-
ment of the publication and informa-
tion service, the contractors' service
corporation, the legislative service and
other service bureaus of the association
and the several members' divisions, in-

cluding the building contiactors' divi-

sion, the public works contractors' divi-

sion, the highway contractors' division
and the railroad contractors' division,

many of which have been organized
in charge of different members of the
staff during the past year.

General Marshall graduated from
the Virginia Military Institute just be-

fore the Spanish War and became a

(Continued on p. 189)

Joint Committee Discusses
Federation Problems

Bulletin Just Issued Explains Details
Relating to Representation and
Finances of New Organization

In the second of its bulletins dealing
with matters concerning the organiza-
tion of the Federated American En-
gineering Societies the Joint Confer-
ence Committee, representing the four
founder societies, discusses questions
cf representation and finance. Ex-
tracts from the bulletin follow:

Basis of Representation

"There seems to be difficulty in un-
derstanding what the basis of repre-
sentation should be where a state or-
ganization exists and where there are
also strong local organizations and
affiliations. Ihe constitution provides
that a state council or organization,
representative of the engineers and
allied technologists in the state, can
be represented on the American Engi-
neering Council on the basis of all the
engineers and allied technologists in
the state. If, however, there exists a
strong local organization or affiliation
which elects to have its own representa-
tive or representatives on the Council
then the state council or organization
is entitled to representation on the
basis of all the engineers and allied
technologists in the state, less the engi-
neers and technologists that are to be
represented through their local organi-
zation or affiliation. This will not pre-
vent the local organization or affiliation
from participating in the work of the
state council or organization in the
consideration of matters affecting the
state only.

Membi:r Societies to Supply Funds
The Joint Conference Committee has

received several letters inquiring as to
the provisions for dues. The constitu-
tion and by-laws (see Engineering
Neivs-Record, June 10, p. 1139) provide
for funds contributed by the member-
societies for the support of The Feder-
ated American Engineering Societies.
Inasmuch as it would be unreasonable
for a small local society to pay as large
a contribution as a national society
the constitution provides that the con-
tribution shall be on the basis of the
number of members in the organization
at the rate of $1.50 per member for
national societies and $1 per member
for local, state and regional or^ianiza-

tions or affiliations. The individual,
therefore, does not direct'y pay any
dues but the member-society of which
he is a member contributes to ths sup-
port of the Federated American Engi-
neering Societies on a per capita basis

187
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of its membership. It therefore fol-

lows that any one who is a member of

several organizations which hold mem-

bership in The Federated Amcncan
Engineering Societies will be counted

in the total membership of each society

as a basis of its contribution.

"As to the statement that the organi-

zation is expensive, it is pointed out

that on the basis of the present mem-
bership of Engineering Council the in-

come from the" contributions provided in

the constitution of The Federated

American Engineering Societies would

be about $75,000. At no time in tlio

history of its existence has the budget

of Engineering Council exceeded

$50,000. Provision is made, however,

that 'The Executive Board shall, when-

ever practicable, provide for the whole

or a part of the expense of members

or of representatives attending its

own meetings and those of the Coun-

cil.'

"On the basis of past experience, it

is estimated that if the expense of all

the representatives on American En-

gineering Council and of the membars

of its Executive Board were paid to

each meeting of these bodies, there

would be involved an annual expense of

about $25,000. The purpose of these

expenditures was to secure a full at-

tendance of the representatives of The

American Engineering Council and on

the Executive Board, especially during

the earlier years of the organization.

As will be noted in the excerpt U'om

the constitution, the expenses of repre-

sentatives of the Council and members

of the Executive Board will be provided

from such funds as may be available.

If, in the judgment of the Executive

Board, this money should be required

ior more urgent work, the expenses of

the representatives and members would

not be provided for. It seems to the

Joint Conference Committee that it

would be highly desirable to have suffi-

cient funds to pay the expenses of this

representative body of men who con-

tribute their time for the good of the

engineering and allied technical profes-

sions. The payment of these expenses

is the only part of the organization

that can be said to be expensive.

Organization Democratic Not
Autocratic

"It has also been stated that the form

of organization that has been set up is

'autocratic, not democratic*

"If a democratic organization is taken

to mean one in which its constituents

have a voice in its affairs then the

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties is truly a democratic organiza-

tion. Member-societies of this organi-

zation are represented on the American
Engineering Council which has full

power to control and to direct the acti-

vities of the American Engineering

Council and of its Executive Board and

can determine whether it is necessary

for the former to meet annually, bi-

annually, or tri-annually, or how fre-

quently the latter shall meet.

"The Joint Conference Committee is

unqualifiedly of the opinion that an op-

portunity has been created for bringing

about a solidarity of the engineering

and allied technical professions that

has never heretofore been available and
that the success of the movement will

depend on the whole-hearted support
of each American engineer and of each
technologist, who, if determined that

this movement shall succeed, will obvi-

ously not bother with the details of the

form of organization, in his effort to

secure the end desired."

W. G. Thompson Joins Lakewood
Organization

W. G. Thompson, formerly state

highway engineer of New Jersey, has
become associated with the Lakewood
Engineering Co. of Cleveland. Al-
though his new connection, effective

July 16, will be in a general engineer-
ing capacity, Mr. Thompson will for
the present give specific attention to

the handling of construction work and
industrial equipment, with headquar-
ters at the company's New York office.

Since 1904, when he was an inspector
of dredging and breakwater work on
Long Island Sound, Mr. Thompson has
been engaged on a variety of engineer-
ing projects. From 1905 to 1910 on the
Panama Canal his duties included gen-
eral survey and construction work, in-

cluding topographic and railroad sur-
^eys and railroad and shop building
construction. The following year he
was draftsman in the chief engineer's
office of the Oregon & Washington R.R.,

at Seattle, engaged principally on pas-
senger terminal and freight classifica-

tion yard layout, and from 1911 to

1916 he was supervisor and superin-
tendent of construction on the locks and
terminal facilities of the Panama
Canal, his work including the
construction of reinforced-concrete
wharves, foundations and shop build-

ings, as well as general construction
of terminal facilities. During this

period he was in full charge of the con-

struction of the Cristobal coaling plant

at the Atlantic entrance to the Canal.

Subsequently, for a short period he was
superintendent of the Raymond Con-
crete Pile Co., New York, on the con-

struction of the Sun shipyard at Ches-

ter, Pa., and the Bethlehem steel plant

at Steelton, Pa. In April, 1917, Mr.
Thompson was appointed assistant

state hignway engineer of New Jersey,

and a year later became state high-

way engineer.

Lt.-Col. Whiteside Temporary
Head of Construction Service

Lt.-Col. Warren W. Whiteside has

been designated as the temporary head
of the construction service in its new
status as a subdivision of the Quarter-

master Corps, U. S. Army. No changes
have been made in the heads of the

various divisions of the construction

service. The woi'k will be carried on

in exactly the same manner as was
the case when it was a separate divi-

sion of the War Department. The
permanent chief of the construction

service, it is understood, will be selected

within the next few weeks.

Construction Division Becomes
Part of Quartermaster Corps

Effective July 15, the Construction

Division of the Army became one of the

subdivisions of the Quartermaster

Corps. The text of the formal order

reads as follows:

The Secretary of War directs that pur-
.suant to the act of Congress approved June
4, 1920, amending- the act entitled "'An

Act for making further and more effectual

provisions for the national defense, and
for other purposes," approved June 3, 1916,

the Transportation Service, the Motor
Transport Corps, the Construction Division
and the Real Estate Service, and the records
and enlisted and civilian personnel pertain-
ing thereto, are transferred to the Quarter-
master Corps, effective July 15, 1920. The
commissioned personnel pertaining thereto
are detailed temporarily for duty with the
Quartermaster Corps, effective the same
date. Thereafter these services will oper-
ate under the direction of the Quartermaster
General.
The Construction Service shall be organ-

ized and operated as a separate service of
the Quartermaster Corps and shall be
charged with the construction, maintenance
and repair of buildings, structures and
utilities of the Army other than fortifica-
tions and with the operation of utilities.

The Construction Service shall also be
charged with the acquisition of all real
estate and the issue of licenses in connection
with Government reservations after author-
ity for such acquisition or license has been
obtained in each case from the Secretary
of War.
The Construction Service. Quartermaster

Corps, shall be charged with the consumma-
tion of the sales of those surplus Govern-
ment properties heretofore assigned to the
Construction Division and the Real Estate
Service for disposition. Real estate, plants,
facilities, etc., belonging to the War Depart-
ment and hereafter declared surplus and
ordered disposed of will be disposed of by
an agency to be designated by the Secretary
of AVar in each case.

Brig.-Gen. R. C. Marshall, who has
been head of the Construction Division,

has retired from the service, as noted
elsewhere in this issue.

Everglades Drainage Act Upheld
The constitutionality ox the act en-

larging the Everglades Drainage Dis-

trict (Chap. 7862, Fla. Laws, 1919) has

been upheld in a decision by the Su-

preme Court of Florida, in a suit

brought by Robert L. Bonnerman. The

act authorized a bond issue of $2,500,-

000. The Commissioners of the Ever-

glades Drainage District were repre-

sented by Glenn Terrell, Tallahassee,

Florida.

To Report on More Water for

Philadelphia

For the purpose of studying the

water-supply requirements of Philadel-

phia for the next fifty years. Mayor
Moore has appointed the following com-
mission: J. Waldo Smith, chief engi-

neer New York Board of Water Supply

;

George W. Fuller, consulting engineer.

New York City; J. W. Ledoux, consult-

ing engineer, Philadelphia; and Joseph
F. Hasskarl, formerly director of

Wharves, Docks and Ferries, Philadel-

phia. A preliminary report is expected
by Sept. 15.
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Program lor Am. Soc. C. E.
jMeeting Announced

The local c-ommiUee on an-angBments

for the fiftieth annual convention of the

.Ajnerican Society of Civil Engrineers to

be held at the Multnomah Hotel, Port-

land, Ore., Aug. 10-12, has tentatively

adopted the following progi-ani:

.4 up. 9—Meeting of the Board of

D'rection; short automobile trips.

Aug. 10—Addresses, followed by
business session, during morning and
afternoon; dancing in the evening.

Aug. 11—Trip up the Columbia
River to Eagle Creek, about 45 miles.

One-half of the party will go by boat

and return by automobiles, and the

other half will go up by automobiles

and return by boat. At a smoker in

the evening, to which ladies are incited,

Frank Branch Riley will give an illus-

trated talk on the scenery of the North-
west.

Aug. 12—This day will be devoted

to the individual tastes of the members
and their guests. Transportation and
other facilities will be provided for

those wishing to play golf, an inspec-

tion trip about the harbor has been
arranged, and trips to the wood-pulp
paper mills at Oregon City and to the

hydroelectric plant of the P. R. L. &
F. Co. at Cazadero will be made.
By invitation of the Seattle Section,

the Spokane Section and J. L. Lytel.

project manager of the U. S. Reclama-
tion Sei'vice at Yakima, members and
their guests are asked to include Seat-

tle, Yakima and Spokane on their re-

tttm trip, leaving Portland Aug. 12 at
11 p.m. on the Northern Pacific Ry.
The Calg-ary Branch of the Engi-

neering Institute of Canada has ex-

tended an in^ntation to Am. Soc. C. E.
members and their guests to attend a

western professional meeting at Banff,
Aug. 14-18 inclusive. The meeting will

be held in true •western stvle under

Complete Appointment of Grand
Trunk Arbitration Board

With the appointment on July 12 of
Hon. Wiiliam Howard Taft to the
Grand Trunk Arbitration Board, the
membership of this board is now com-
plete, including Sir Walter Cassells,

chief justice of the Exchequer Court,
as chairman; Sir Thomas White, ex-
Finance Minister of Canada, represent-
ing the government; and ex-President
Taft representing the Grand Trunk
Railroad.

The board will begin its sittings in

September for the purpose of deter-
mining the value of the first, second
and third preferred stock, and the
common stock of the railway company,
which have a total par value of £37,-

07S,491. The award is to be made by
the arbitrators within nine months of
the time of their appointment unless
the time is extended by the govern-
ment. In case tiie award is not unani-
mous an appeal can be taken to the
Supreme Court of. Canada or to the
Judicial Committee of the British Pri\T,'

Council.

Colonel laylor Named Assistant
to Chief of Engineer^

Col. Harry Taylor, Coips of Engi-
neers, U. S. Army, has been appointed
to the newly-created position of assist-

ant to the Chief of Engineers, with
rank of brigadier-general. General
Taylor was the first chief engineer of
the American Expeditionary ForceB,
accompanying General Pershing to

France in May, 1917.

He was born in Tilton, N. H., June
26, 1862, where he attended the public
schools. He entered West Point in

liFUG -GEN HaF:RY TAYUDf;

1880 and was graduated four years
thereafter. His first important work
was done on the Pacific coast, where
he was stationed for nine years. He
was engaged on construction for prac-

tically all the fortifications on Puget
Sound and was in charge of the Seattle

river and harbor district for a time.

He served three years as district engi-

neer in Boston, was two years at

Philadelphia and five years at New
London. Under his super\ision the

lock gates at the Cascades on the Co-

lumbia River w^ere completed in 1896.

In 1911 he was called to Washington
as assistant to the Chief of Engineers
in charge of the river and harbor sec-

tion of the office. Except for a short

time, while in charge of the first New
York district, he continued directing

the river and harbor work until the

outbreak of the war.
In May, 1917, he went to France with

General Pershing as chief engineer

officer of the A. E. F., lat«r being pro-

moted to brigadier-general. In Sej>-

tember, 1918, he was returned to

Washington at the request of the Chief

of Engineers to resume charge of the

river and harbor work. During his

period of service in France, a consoli-

dation of various departments was
effected which resulted in Major-Gen-
eral William C. Langfitt being made
chief engineer. A. E. F. General Tay-
lor continued in charge of tlte Division

States.

General Taylor is regarded li? an
autJitirity in fortification cu:

and is given credit for an .

part in the development of tJic .-i...

searchlig'ht. It was under his a. ,

tion that the hoist for raising pi
tiles from magazines to gun platfo!:..^

now the army standard, was developed.
General Taylor will continue in

charge of the river and harbor work of
the Corps f»f Engineers.

St. Louis To Build Concrete Sewer
by Day-Labor Plan

On July 29 the City of St. Louis
received bids for the construction of
4,500 ft. of 12-ft. and 3.400 ft. of 6- to
8-ft. reinforced-concrete sewer, to be
known as the South Harlem public
sewer. The appropriation for this
work was $350,000. The lowest bid
was that of the Moreno-Burkham Con-
struction Co., amounting to $382,000.
After a thorough analysis of the situ-
ation it was found that the bid was
exceptionally well balanced and en-
tirely reasonable in consideration of
the increased cost since the date of the
original appropriation. However, be-
cause sufficient money was not avail-
able it was impossible to award the
contract, and after some deliberation it
was decided to carry out the work with
the city's forces. To this purpose, a
special section is being organized under
the Division of Sewers and Paving.
W. W. Burden will be engineer in
charge of construction under W. W.
Horner, chief engineer, sewers and
paving. E. R. Kinsey is president of
the Board of Public Service,

Brig.-Gen. R. C. Marshall, Jr.

{CovUnued from p. 1S7)

captain of volunteers in that war.
After tht war he taught for a while
at the Virginia Military Institute, but
in 1902 joined the L'nited States Army
with the rank of second lieutenant. He
was a captain in the Quarternn».ster
Corps when the World War broke out.
ha^^ng been for a number cf years
connected with the construction work of
the army. In 1917 hf^ became General
Littell's assistant in the then Canton-
ment Division and was rapidly pro-
moted to rank of colonel. On General
Littell's retirement, early in 1918. he
was made officer in charge of construc-
tion of the di\ision with the rank of
brigadier-general. His services in this
connection are well known to the engi-
neers and contractors of this country.
The direction of the Construction Divi-
sion was one of the successful features
of our conduct of the war. No small
part of General Marshall's success in
his office was his ability to work suc-
cessfully with the groat number of
engineers who were connected with the
division either as temporary officers in
the army or in a civilian capacity.
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Commerce Commission Needs
Valuation Engineers

The United States Civil Service

Commission states that the Interstate

Commerce Commission is making: every

effort to expedite the valuation of com-

mon carriers. The importance of hur-

rying: this work is emphasized, in view

of the law which provided for the re-

turn of transportation properties to

private control and which specifies that

the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall adjust rates so as to insure a fair

return upon the aggregate value of the

railway propei'ty of carriers, the basis

being the valuation made by the Com-
mission.

The office technical force of the

Commission is now engaged in the com-
putation and assembly of the large

amount of data furnished by the field

engineers. For this office work the

Commission needs architects and engi-

neers (civil, mechanical, electrical,

structural, signal, telegraph and tele-

phone). Senior architects and engi-

neers are offered entrance salaries

from $2,100 to $2,700 a year; junior

engineers, $720 to $1,920; junior archi-

tects, $1,320 to $1,920. Rodmen and
chainmen at $720 to $1,080 will also be

appointed in the field and office forces.

Employees are given a daily allowance

for subsistence, as well as transporta-

tion expenses, when away on official

business, and are also allowed the in-

crease of $20 a month granted by Con-
gress. The Civil Service Commission
will receive applications for these posi-

tions until further notice.

North Carolina Has Substantial
Road Program

Five hundred and eight miles of gravel
and hard surface roads, representing an
outlay of $7,327,823.58 have been com-
pleted or are under construction by the

North Carolina Highway Commission,
according to figures given out by Frank
Page, chainnan of the commi'5sion. The
figures include expenditures for bridges

along the various roads under construc-

tion. The total mileage of highways is

divided among 73 projects in more than
half the counties and represents work
accomplished since the re-organization

of the commission in 1919, the only ex-

ceptions being one bridge in Mecklen-
burg county and two or thi'ee minor
stretches of road. The average cost per
mile for the 127.2 mi. of hard surface

road under construction or contact is

$31,468, and for the gravel roads

$8,495 per mile.

Electrification of Swedish State
Railways

According to recent statement in

Commerce Reports, the Swedish Parlia-

ment has now definitely approved the

electrification of the state railways be-

tween Stockholm and Goteborg, and has
appropriated 23,000,000 krone (norm-
ally $1,164,000). It is expected that
the work will be completed by 1925.

To Complete Subway Contract
By Force Account

Following the abandonment of work
on the Eastern Parkway subway route

in Brooklyn, New York City, by the

Inter-Continental Construction Corpoi'-

ntion on July 1, 1920, the city's Board
of Estimate has just authorized the
Transit Construction Commissioner to

complete the contract by force account.

The work is nearly completed, and by
resorting to force account work it wall

be possible to open the line to traffic

before a new contract could be adver-
tised and let. The line is expected to

be opened for service in about four
months.

Minnesota Cities Would Develop
Water Power

The Municipal Electric Corporation,
representing the municipalities of

Minneapolis and St. Paul and the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, will apply to the
national waterpower commission for

priority of license to utilize the power
generated at the Federal High Dam in

the Mississippi River between the two
cities. Application will be filed as soon
as the Federal Power Commission is

organized.

According to estimates of engineers,

the dam Will develop between 15,000

and 20,000 hp. It is held by those seek-

ing control and utilization of this power
by the public that it would supply all

the needs of the state university,

located in Minneapolis, and serve muni-
cipal works in Minneapolis and St. Paul
as well.

Mayor L. C. Hodgson of St. Paul is

chairman of the Municipal Electric

Corporation, Mayor J. E. Meyers of

Minneapolis is secretary and Fred B.

Snyder, of Minneapolis, president of the

board of regents of the University of

Minnesota, is the third member.
If the national commission grants the

license requested, as against possible

like requests from private power com-
panies, the municipal corporation will

erect a power plant at the dam and ar-

range for distributing the power.

Settle First Rail Claim Winding
Up Federal Operation

The first settlement vdth a railroad

company covering all claims as a result

of Federal operation has been an-

nounced by the Railroad Administra-
tion as the agreement to pay the Spo-

kane, Portland & Seattle R.R. $1,600,000

in cash as the sum remaining after

balancing accounts. Nearly 500 claims

remain to be settled, and it is the belief

of Railroad Administration officials

that most of them will be made on the

lump-sum basis after balancing con-

flicting claims. The claims of some
companies amount to $10,000,000 or

$12,000,000. No attempt has been made
to estimate the amount which will

finally be paid to wind up all of the

affairs of the Railroad Administration

or the length of time that will be

necessary.

Women Organize National
Engineering Society

The American Society of Women
Engineers and Architects has been
organized with a view to the profes-
sional improvement of its members and
the general advancement of women in

engineering and architecture. The
officers are: Lou Alta Melton, Boulder,
Col., president; Hilda Counts, Pitts-

burgh, vice-president; and Hazel I.

Quick, Detroit, secretary-treasurer.
Social intercourse among members is to
be encouraged. These results are to be
accomplished by the publication of such
papers, discussions and communications
as may seem to be expedient, and by
personal letters. An official publica-
tion is to be maintained.
The primary reason for organization

of the society, as explained by Miss
Quick to Engineering News-Record's
representative, grew out of the fact
that the organizers felt the need of a
society and were not received into the
existing societies organized for and by
men in the engineering profession.
The organization was started by

correspondence in December, 1918, and
the society was formally organized in

February of this year. The prelimi-
nary work of getting together infor-
mation for the organization was done
by the women engineers of the Uni-
versity of Colorado. All universities

and colleges having engineering de-

partments were canvassed by mail and
the names and addresses of women en-

gineering graduates and students were
obtained. It was found that about 200
women are now engaged in the field of
engineering and architecture.

Qualifications for membership at
present are such as to admit both col-

lege graduates and non-graduates who
have a certain specified amount of en-

gineering or architectural experience.

Women who have been in active prac-
tice for at least two years are eligible

for membership, one year's credit in

an engineering college of recognized

standing being considered equivalent

to one-half year's actual experience. A
woman who is a graduate, a senior or

a junior student in a school of engi-

neering or architecture of recognized

standing is considered eligible for mem-
bership.

The society now has eleven members
working in the following branches of

engineering: Three in civil, three in

electrical, two in mechanical, one in

chemical and two in architectural engi-

neering. They represent the universi-

ties of Colorado, Michigan, Kentucky,
Kansas, Cornell, Ohio and Armour In-

stitute of Technology. As the member-
ship increases it is planned to form local

chapters and to hold regular meetings.

Vote on Interest Rate Increase
for California Road Bonds

Returns on the initiative petition of

July 14 to raise the interest rate on
the highway bonds of the State of Cali-

fornia, in order to make them salable.
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indicate, according to a telegram re-

ceived from A. B. Fletcher, state high-

way engineer, that more than 75,000

voters have approved the proposed
measure. The California law requires

only 55,000 names on petitions of this

sort. Mr. Fletcher states also that

time extensions secured in many coun-
ties may result in adding enough
signatures to the petition to bring the

total number to double that legally

required.

Advisory Council to Mapping
Board Is Organized

Organization of the advisory council

to the Board of Surveys and Maps,
was completed at a meeting in Wash-
ington, July 12. The executive com-
mittee of the advisory council is to con-

sist of Dr. E. B. Mathews, Division of

Geology and Geography, National Re-

search Council, chairman; A. G. Seller,

American Automobile Association, sec-

retary ; William A. Nelson, president of

the Association of State Geologists; A.
Stuart Baldwin, vice-president, Illinois

Central Railroad; J. H. Milburn, office

engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad'.

Additional members were assigned to

committees as follows: Co-operaiton,

Dr. Geoi'ge Ashley, State Geologist of

Pennsylvania and A. D. Flinn, secre-

tary, Engineering Council; technical

standards, George S. Hosmer, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology;
topographic maps, W. W. Atwood,
president, Clarke University, and
Isaiah Bowman, American Geographic
Society; highway maps, W. 0. Hotch-
kiss. State Geologist of Wisconsin and
A. G. Seller, American Automobile As-
sociation; general maps, A. B. Hoen,
Baltimore, Md., and W. P. Northrup,
Buffalo (representing commercial map
makers) ; control, J. F. Hayford',

Northwestern University; information,
P. Lee Phillips, Library of Congress.
The Board of Surveys and Maps and

its advisory committee expect to con-
tinue work actively during the summer.
Reports will be submitted at a general
meeting which will be held in Washing
ton September 14.

A Chance to Buy a Concrete Ship

The United States Shipping Board is

asking for sealed proposals for the pur-
chase of the concrete steamship
"Polias" which lies on a jagged rock
off Penobscot Bay in Maine. Sealed
proposals will be received at the office

of the Shipping Board in Washington
until July 30 for the purchase of the;

above steamer on a lump-sum basis
"as is, where is." The vessel was
stranded on Old Gilley Ledge, off the
coast of Maine, on Feb. 6, 1920, as
described in Engineering News-Record,
March 4, 1920, p. 483. The sale in-
cludes certain nautical instruments and
equipment in possession of the Coast
Guard Station near the scene of the
wreck. Bidders must include in the
offer an agreement to dispose of wreck-
age. The terms of payment are cash

on acceptance of the offer and a certi-
fied check for 10 per cent of the offer
must accompany the bid.

Latest reports from the ship are
that it has moved little, if any, since
it struck the rock. It is about five miles
out to sea, but easily accessible in or-
dinary weather. The reports that wore
made right after the wreck were that
the bottom was badly ripped, but that
the frame was intact. The "Polias"
was built by the United States Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation at Fluslnng
Bay, Long ' Island, N. Y., and was
launched about a year and two months
ago.

Electrification of Swiss Railways
As a "part of a program for the

gradual electrification of the govern-
ment railway system of Switzerland,"
a syndicate of New York bankers re

cently offered $25,000,000 of Govern-
ment of Switzerland twenty-year 8 per
cent bonds at par, the entire proceeds
of which ai-e to be spent in the United
States. The circular issued by the syn-
dicate states that Switzerland has esti-

mated water power resources of 2,700,-

000 hp. and that the progressive utir-

ization of this power will effect large
economies by substituting hydro-elec-
tric power for fuel which Switzerland
now must buy at high prices.

A. A. E. Activities

The Cleveland Chapter has elected the

following officers for the year 1920-21

:

President, William P. Blair; vice-presi-

dent. C. I. Long; secretary, T. J. Bi-en-

nan; treasurer, Ben Davies,

The San Francisco Chapter, in a

report on the California State Civil

Service, recommends that all engineer-
ing positions be freed from statutory

limitations as to salary and that all

engineers, excepting chief administra-

tive officers, be placed under civil serv-

ice. Minimum salaries were advocate!
as follows: Junior engineer, $1800;
assistant engineer*, $2,400; senior assis-

tant engineer, $4,000; engineer, $5,000.

No limit was placed for salaries of
chief engineers.

A chapter has been organized at

Honolulu, T. H., the president of which
is John H. Wilson, mayor of Honolulu,
and vice-president, Lyman H. Bigelow,
superintendent of public works and
fhairman of the board of harbor com-
missioners of the Territory of Hawaii.
The chapter was organized by J. L.

Young, consulting engineer and con-
tractor, Honolulu. George M. Collins i„

secretary.

The Executive Committee of the As-
sociation has requested chapters in

states bordering on the Great Lakes and
the Canadian Border to urge upon the

President of the United States and
United States Senators the desirability

of appointing an engineer to the

vacancy on the International Commis-
sion.

Civil Service Examinations
United States

For the United States civil servite

examinations listed below, apply to the

United States Civil Service Comtyin:-
sion, Washington, D. C, or to any local

office of the Civil Service Commission,
for Form 1312.

Engineer Examiner, Class A, $3,900
to $4,800 a year. Applications should
be filed without delay.

Engineer Examiner, Class B, $2,220
to $3,600 a year. Applications shouhi
be filed without delay.

Highway Engineer, $2,100 to $2,700
a year, Bureau of Public Roads, De-
partment of Agriculture. Application.s
-should be filed not later than Sept. 9.

Junior Engineer, Grade 1, $1,500 to

$1,920 a year. Applications received
until further notice.

Engineer, $2,400, or over, a year.
Assistant Engineer, $1,800 to $2,340

a year.

Junior Engineer, $1,440 ^o $1,740 a
year.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL
EXGIXEERS. Xew York Citv :

Portland. Ore.. Aug. 10-12.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION. Boston ; San Fran-
cisco. Sept. 13-17.

The American Wood Preservers'
Association will hold its seventeenth
annual meeting in San Francisco Jan.
25-27, 1921. It will be the first conven-
tion of the association held west of the

Mississippi River. The annual con-
vention of the National Association of

Railroau Tie Producers will also be
held in San Francisco the same week.
The plans being made by the various
association committees include a specia'

train, via the Santa Fe; a meeting ^\^th

the southern California engineers and
wood users in Los Angeles on Jan. 24;

a joint dinner and meeting with San
Francisco engineers and lumbermen on
the evening of Jan. 23, and meetings
in Portland and Seattle following the
convention. Trips are planned also to

lumber yards, waterfront structures,

mills, treating plants, logging camps
„nd into the Redwood and Douglas fir

timber.

American Concrete Institute.—An in-

novation in the American Concrete In-

stitute was a sectional meeting held in

New York City on July 16. This meet-
ing, which was called by President H.
C. Turner, was on the subject of shear
in concrete and was addressed mainly
by W. A. Slater of the U. S. Bureau of
Standards, who describe! a number of
tha tests on especially designed beams
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for the Concrete Ship Section of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation in which
special attention was paid to the in-

vestigation otf shear strength. The
meeting was very largely attended, not

only by members of the Institute, but

by other New York engineers who were
notified in advance.

The Iowa Engineering Society has
voted favorably on the adoption of a

new constitution which would include

as members all existing local organiza-

tions. The vote was 173 for and 7

against, out of a membership of 350.

Thus far no local club has taken action

on the matter, although some of them
have the proposition under considera-

tion by committees. Action is not
looked for until fall.

Personal Notes

T. S. Bond, assistant engineer of

the international & Great Northern
R.R., with headquarters at Palestine,

Tex., has been appointed chief engi-
neer, with same headquarters.

M. M. Buck has resigned as
road engineer of Ottawa County, Mich.,

to engage in private practice. He will

be succeeded by George Borck, of
Grand Haven, Mich.

B. S. V R H E E s, district engi-

neer. New York Central R.R., has been
promoted to the position of general
office engineer. New York Central
Lines, on the staff of George A. Har-
wood, assistant to the president.

W. E. Holland has resigned
from the Central Foundry Co., Chi-
cago, and will engage in waterworks
construction under the firm name of
Cole & Holland, South Bend, Ind.

H. W. A L D E N, of Detroit, past-
president of the Society of Automotive
Engineers, has been designated as the
representative of that society on the
Federal Highway Council committee on
transportation and committee on sub-
grade in relation to road surfacing.

Kastenhuber & Anderson,
civil engineers and surveyors, of Eas-
ton, Md., announce the withdrawal of
John Anderson from that firm. Edwin
G. Kastenhuber, Jr., will continue busi-
ness under the present firm name of
Kastenhuber & Anderson. Mr. Ander-
son has taken up work as an instruc-
tor at the Citadel, Charleston, S. C.

W. G. W o*R d E N has resigned as
town engineer of Oshawa, Ont., and
has been engaged by the board of water
commissioners as superintendent of
water-works.

John BERg has been appointed
state engineer of South Dakota to suc-
ceed Homer M. Derr, resigned. Mr.
Berg has been deputy state engineer
during the nast year.

TheW. B. Rolling Engi-
NEERi^iG Co., Kansas "ity, Mo.,
will hereafter conduct the 'business-'of

W. B. Rollins & Co. One of the new
members of the company is Robert II.

Hammond, recently county highway en-

gineer in Southern Iowa. The other

member is F. H. Frauens, Jr., who has
been connected with the firm since 1914.

G. H. Edgecombe, Ottawa, Ont.,

has been nominated as surveyor for

forest resources for the Canadian Com-
mission of Conservation.

C. L. Spaulding has been ap-
pointed district engineer. Eastern Dis-

trict, New York Central R.R. This
district has been extended to include

the electric zone, exclusive of the Grand
Central Terminal.

C. N. Campbell has been ap-
pointed assistant valuation engineer.

Southern Pacific, Texas and Louisiana
Lines, with headquarters at Houston,
Tex.

F. H. Murray, state highway en-

gineer of South Carolina, has resigned
to enter private practice with J. Roy
Pennell, former state highway engi-

neer. Mr. Murray has been succeeded
by Charles H. Moorefield, formerly dis-

trict engineer with the U. S. Bureau of

Public Roads.

William D. Ennis has re-

signed as professor of marine and me-
chanical engineering in the post-

graduate department of the U. S.

Naval academy, to become vice-presi-

dent of the Technical Advisory Cor-
poration of New York. Mr. Ennis has
been associated with the latter corpor-

ation since its organization and will be

hereafter located at its general offices,

in New York City.

Huntington Smith has been
appointed office engineer of the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Co.

at Cleveland, in place of J. W. Wilkin-

son, deceased; C. R. Wright has
been appointed division engineer be-

tween Painesville and Bellevue, with

headquarters in Cleveland, succeeding

Mr. Smith; Herman Koch has

been appointed supervisor of bridges

and buildings, Buffalo and Cleveland

divisions, with headquarters at Con-
neaut, Ohio, succeeding H. H. Oppelt,

retired, and WiLSON Sprague, who
has been on leave of absence, has
resumed his duties as division engineer

between Buffalo and Painesville, with
headquarters at Coni;ieaut.

Harvey C. Rose has been ap-

pointed resident engineer, with head-

quarters at Guelph, Ont., in connection

with the construction of Provincial

highways in western Ontario.

R. H. Murray, engineer of the

Bureau of Public Health of Saskatche-

wan, has been appointed director of

the newly organized Division of Sani-

tation of the Bureau.

ET) MUNDS Wilkes, for sever il

years connected with the Interstate

Commerce Commission as senior engi-

neer, and also with the bridge depart,

ment of the Kansas City Terminal Rail-

way Co., has opened an office as struc-

tural engineer, 706 Mutual Building.
Kansas City, Mo.

Business Notes

William F. Harvey, formerly
in charge of the Chicago territory for

the Truscon Laboratories, has taken a
position as sales manager with the Vis-
cous Paint Oil Co., Chicago.

0. P. C H E R D R o N, former presi-

dent and founder of the Lynch Cannon
Engineering Co., has sold out his inter-

est in that company and formed the
Cherdron Construction Co., with head-
quarters in Salt Lake City. The Cher-
dron Co. will handle all kinds of in-

dustrial work, office buildings, hotels,

etc.

Shuveloder Has Adaptability for
General Contracting

A mechanical material handler pri-

marily designed for use in mining work,
but which may be used by general con-
tractors in loading muck in tunnels and
cuts is the "shuveloder," shown in the
accompanying illustration. The shuve-
loder, built by the Lake Superior Load-
ing Co., Duluth, Minn., is a compressed-
air operated machine, comprising three

main elements: A truck with wheels
suiting the gage of the track; a plat-

form or turntable providing lateral

movement to the shovel; and a body
member containing the operating cylin-

der and shovel guide members in which
the shovel and its arm function.

NEW MUCK HANDLING MACHINE

The body piece consists of four cast-

iorn cylinders and their pistons; three

operating valves; and a crosshead

which travels in horizontal guides and
carries the rope sheaves to which are

fulcrumed the dipper arms and the dip-

per. The shuveloder is not of the con-

tinuous-operation or cycle type, but

each motion has a separate control that

is reversible. The digging and loading

movements are perfonned by the action

of compressed air upon direct pistons

end require no gears, chains, clutches,

belts, conveyors nor engines.

The length of the shuveloder is 6 ft.

and its overall width and. height 4 ft.

It has a wheelbase of 19^«in., a dipper

width of 30 in., and thezcontents of the

dipper are 4.45 cu.ft. It weighs ap-

.proximately 4,300 lb. and ffe- rated at a

capacity of 45 tons per hour.
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Water-Filter Sand Studies

THE contribution on the shrinkage of water-filter

sands elsewhere in this issue has a wider appeal

to engineers than its title indicates. It should stimu-

late other investigators in a field where too little obser-

vation and experiment has yet been undertaken. Some
discussions of the ideas advanced by Messrs. Wolman
and Powell will appear in a latter issue.

Fuel From Garbage Again

ABOUT this time look out for the promoter who pro-

y^ poses to convert the garbage of our city into fuel

briquettes. Such a sentence, if there were a municipal

almanac like the old farmers' almanacs, might well be

inserted at some convenient place under each month.

One or more Texas cities have had disappointing exper-

iences with fuel-from-garbage promoters. Quite recently

such a promoter gained serious attention from a city

of considerable size in another part of the South. All

such proposals should be either ignored by city councils

ro referred to a competent engineer for investigation.

Annexations and City Planning

ANNEXATIONS of territory to cities are generally

, made either through a desire for increase in size

or to secure public improvements in outlying districts.

An added reason might well be the furtherance of com-

prehensive city planning. This does often enter in to

some extent, but generally in a detached way and rarely

if ever with a clear far reaching view of all that enters

into city planning—major traffic streets from outlying

districts to the center of the city, parks, transportation

service and other utilities. The argument should not

be carried as far as to make the extension of these facili-

ties conditional on annexation, for a proper spirit of

co-operation between cities and outlying districts will

make regional planning possible without consolidation.

First Cost and Maintenance Expense

POSSIBILITIES of effecting large economy in main-

tenance by a moderate increase in first cost are

illustrated by the unusual track construction adopted

for the main line approach to the new union station at

Chicago, described on p. 223. In such cases not only

may an increase in capital outlay be demanded but in

addition it may be more important to reduce the volume
of maintenance work than to cut down its cost, since

extensive maintenance work on busy tracks interferes

with the movement of many trains. Stability and
permanence of construction, therefore, are specially

desirable. Settlement of track due to ballast working
into the earth roadbed will be prevented by the concrete

foundation slab. Wear is provided for by heavy rails

and by hard, wear-resisting steel parts for special track

work. A ballast bed on the concrete will absorb vibra-

tion. With this combination the work and cost of

maintenance should be reduced to a minimum.

What Is an "Engineer"?

IN 22 single-spaced typewritten pages Engineering
Council's Committee on Licensing of Engineers re-

cords the result of its studies of definitions of the terms
"engineer" and "engineering." While the report brings

together a vast amount of research data on terminology',

the quest for something specific in the form of a usable

definition has, thus far at least, been in vain, for the

committee frankly concludes that "it was impracticable

to write a definition suited to its purposes." It should

be kept in mind that a definition of engineering entirely

suitable for a commemorative tablet is useless as a

means of defining, in the eyes of the law, the scope and
character of professional practice referred to in a bill

governing the registration of engineers. Admittedly the

task of defining engineering, either for the one purpose
or the other, is difficult, but it should not be regarded
as impossible. However, the committee's work, in which
the services of lawyers were enlisted, shows one thing

clearly: Any definition which aims at completeness

from the legal point of view is sure to be so long-\\inded

and involved as to make impossible its use for any other

than statutory purposes. On the other hand, a concise,

easily remembered definition of the "slogan" type would
offer an easy target for attack in the courts. Engineer-

ing today, with its almost endless ramifications into

specialties unheard of several generations ago, is suscep-

tible of no such simple description as is contained in

Tredgold's famous definition. The inference dra-vn

from the committee's findings, therefore, is that a single

definition of engineering cannot be "all things to all

men." Eventually, it appears, there must be two word-

formulas, one for popular use and the other for legal

purposes. In the meantii^e, the question "^^^^at is an

engineer," despite the laborious efforts of Engineering

Council's committee, remains unanswered.

A Source of Inspiration

APPRECIATION of the achievements of the past is

.fertile soil for the growth of ideals and active

enthusiasm out of which present and future achieve-

ments may develop. So the art of engineering will

surely progress so long as it is enlivened by a love for

its historic works. In this spirit engineers may feel

grateful to the small group of men who interested them-

selves in the maintenance of High Bridge as a notable

work of an earlier period of American construction and

of its famous men. If the movement that has been

started succeeds, the living record of our engineering

development will be richer and will serve as a greater

inspiration to ourselves and our successors. In speaking

here of the relation of High Bridge to engineers, it is

not because we are blind to the equal or greater historic

meaning of the structure to citizens of other classes, and

to the city of New York as such. On the city, of course,

lies the duty of proceeding in the matter, and on it also
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lies the burden of expense. But it is long since accepted

almost universally that the great public works which tell

of the progress of civilization must never be allowed to

perish if the spiritual interests of succeeding genera-

tions are not to be hurt. It may be taken for granted

that New York will respect its obligation in this regard.

What is of immediate moment to the engineering pro-

fession is the fact that at a moment of need engineers

were there, with disinterested initiative, to do their

share of urging that the famous old structure be pre-

served, and of devising means by which it might be

done. Just as this old bridge for carrying the first

Croton Aqueduct over the Harlem River is an ever-

potent source of inspiration to the construction engi-

neer, so the public-spirited act of this group of citizens

is an inspiration toward further and ever fuller and

more effective public service by the men of our profes-

sion.

General Langfitt Leaves Service

BY THE recent retirement, at his own request after

40 years of service, of Col. W. C. Langfitt the Corps

of Engineers, U. S. Army, has suffered a great loss.

As chief engineer of the American Expeditionary

Forces, with rank of Major-General, he left behind him
in France a record of achievement which made him
one of the outstanding figures of the engineering arm
of our service during the World War. In addition to

our own distinguished service medal, French, British

and Belgian decorations were awarded to him in appre-

ciation of his effective work overseas during a period

of two years.

As head of the biggest staff corps of the A, E. F.

—

175,000 officers and men at the time of the armistice

—

General Langfitt occupied a post of immense responsi-

bility and power—one which called for the exercise of

all of the great administrative ability and tact of which

he was in such large measure possessed. To a man
who had discharged successfully the duty of co-ordi-

nating the efforts of so large a personnel as that of

the Engineers in France it is understandable that the

army readjustment to a peace-time basis, carrying with

it reduction in rank, curtailment of opportunity and

return to the more or less routine operations of the

service, should prove unattractive. Such changes inevi-

tably form the aftermath of a great war. While General

Langfitt is no longer an active member of the Corps of

Engineers, his work will endure as an inspiring ex-

ample of organizing ability and getting results—the

only things that count in military operations.

To a degree unusual in a regular officer he had a full

and sympathetic understanding of the engineer who left

civilian practice to assume the new and exacting duties

of service in an army uniform. His consistent policy

of promoting a close liaison between regular and tem-

porary officers was productive of great good and was

by no means the least of his many noteworthy accom-

plishments. It augurs well that the newly created

Society of American Military Engineers is insistent on

exactly the same policy. General Langfitt leaves the

service followed by the best wishes of a host of mili-

tary and civilian associates. In the words of The Mili-

tary Engineer, "the Corps has lost one of its biggest

men, a man of wide experience and ripe judgment, yet

still possessed of the vigor, enthusiasm and resource-

fulness of youth."

Society Reconstruction and the Convention

ALONG-SOUGHT opportunity is before the mem-
bers of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

In the re-shaping of the society's government that will

be discussed at the Portland, Ore., convention next

month there is a realization of what has for years been
the wish of the entire society: that it might be made
possible for every member to share fairly in its admin-
tration. With the presentation of five different sets

of constitutional amendments, all elements of the society

are called upon to co-operate in internal reform.

Responsibility for guiding the reconstruction of the

society's government is thereby placed on the members,
particularly those attending the convention. If the

opportunity to do constructive work at the present junc-

ture is not taken, the membership will have evaded a

service which it demanded as a privilege. Clear-visioned

study of the amendments, in order that they may be

harmonized, is required for proper discharge of this

responsibility.

The occasion is not one for contention. The pro-

posed amendments all aim at advancement of the

society's interests, and bear the impress of serious

endeavor. But they overlap and conflict, and the work
of the day is to adjust their incompatibilities. What
the convention has to deal with is not a contest but a

problem, including as major elements a question of

finances and a question of how to realize distributed

government.

A specific obligation is laid upon the convention by

the society's constitution. The proposed amendments
cannot be tabled or rejected, but (except under one

condition) they must go out to letter ballot either in

their original form or as the convention may see fit to

revise them. In so far as they are not compatible, then,

it is manifestly the convention's duty to work out a

final adjustment, or confusion is threatened. Confusion

may result also if the adjustment is not so carried out

that any one or more of the amendments may either

pass or fail without affecting the others. The only way
in which the convention can relieve itself of the work is

by referring the amendments to a committee for report

Ht the January meeting. This would mean half a year's

loss of time.

Of the two main questions brought to the front by

the amendments, that of finances is least adapted to

postponement. At present cost levels the society is

likely to find difficulty in maintaining the strength of its

technical work, of which the Proceedings have hitherto

been a vital element; it is reported that steps have

already been taken to curtail the scope of the Proceed-

ings heavily, in order to economize. Further, a working

surplus should be available to permit of broadening the

society's activities wherever practicable, and it needs

to be remembered that entrance into the Federated

American Engineering Societies will put a substantial

claim on the society's treasury. Thus, the call for more

funds has a foundation of hard fact, and the amend-

ments concerned with dues merit prompt consideration.

Three of the five amendments are in conflict on the

subject of dues, one of them by omitting to change the

present dues, while the others propose different methods

of increase. It will be for the convention to weigh the

needs and the possible resources, and make a choice.

With this matter, however, is involved the wiping out

of the long-standing distinction between New York

members and others. Placing all members on an equal
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footing of financial accountability to the organization is

in a way a parallel to the changes which aim to give

equal representation and administrative voice to all

part of the country. For this reason discussion of the

first question may involve reference at the same time
to the second, that of distributed government.

On this latter question two of the amendments are in

competition. We say competition rather than conflict,

for they differ only in minor ways. Representation on
the Board of Direction, the manner of bringing the

local sections into the society's government, and the

creation of an advisory council to the Board, are af issue.

It is unfortunate that the views on these matters were
not harmonized before the amendments were drafted,

since they must be harmonized by the convention, a far

more difficult task. But the differences between the com-
mittee amendments and the competing set are not great,

so that satisfactory adjustment should prove readily

feasible.

Prospects are at hand, then, that the convention will

be able to achieve such constructive work in considering

the major questions of the day that an early vote will

be possible. With finances and local participation in

society government taken care of, and with the two
important detail changes proposed in the other amend-
ments duly weighed and acted upon, the society will have

made clear progress toward increased strength and use-

fulness. How soon and how completely this desirable

end will be realized, the action of the Portland conven-

tion will determine.

Municipal and State Housing in

England and America

THERE has been much talk, but little else as yet, of

municipal housing to meet the house shortage that

prevails in many of our cities. How different the case is

in Great Britain, where action speaks louder than words,

Mr. Mehren's article on p. 217 shows.

Two strong reasons why municipal housing is going

ahead so rapidly in England are (1) the dire need for

houses there, the shortage being far greater in England
than in America, and (2) the fact that municipal hous-

ing has been practiced for decades in Great Britain and
has full warrant of law. Recent statistics, not mentioned
by Mr. Mehren, show that many thousands of British

families are living in one room. More striking still, as

compared with American conditions, the shortage of

even half way decent houses in rural England is and
long, has been acute. Unfortunately, all that Mr.
Mehren outlines as having been undertaken thus far

will go but a small way to meet Great Britain's house

shortage, which runs into hundreds of thousands of

dwellings and is increasing through population growth
as fast as if not faster than it is being met by the

present huge program.
A desire to eliminate slum areas as well as to pro-

vide better dwellings led London, Liverpool and other

British cities and towns to buy and demolish ramshackle
and insanitary houses years ago and to build model
dwellings on the sites cleared. A common though not

quite universal result has been that while the slum areas

were cleared nearly all the people thus dispossessed went
to other slums, aggravating evil conditions there without
having their own made any better by the enforced

change. This has been largely due to the fact that even
though much of the cost of the land expropriated, and of

streets widened or opened anew or improved, has been
"written off," yet the rent for the new houses has been
more than the people dispos.sessed were able to pay.
In other words, the wages earned by these people is not
enough to pay "economic rent" for small but comfortable
and .sanitary dwellings. The outcome has frequently
been that clerks and mechanics, instead of un.skilled day
laborers, have rented the houses provided at municipal
expense. More recent housing schemes have fared
better in this respect.

The earlier municipal housing projects in Great
Britain were generally authorized by special acts, ap-
plicable to specific cities. Some general legislation there
was prior to 1909 but that year saw the passage of the
notable Housing and Town Planning Act. Thus five
years before the great war broke out comprehensive
housing and town planning schemes were made possiblem Great Britain. The procedure laid down was slow
and cumbersome. Additional housing legislation, bet-
ter suited to the needs of the day, was enacted by Parlia-
m.ent in 1919. In that year, too, a Ministry of Health
was created and in it was vested the control of housing
and town planning fornuerly held by the Local Govern-
ment Board.

Sketchy as the foregoing notes necessarily have been
(British housing literature fills many volumes) they
may serve as a background for present British housing
activities and throw into proper perspective the very
little that has yet been done in the United States toward
municipal and state housing. Canada, its provinces and
municipalities have together appropriated millions for
house construction but, aside from our Federal war
activities, what has been done to aid housing by nation,
states or cities this side of the border? Little if any-
thing except by way of investigation. There has been
state and city legislation against rent profiteering, but
even this Justice Swayze, of the New Jersey Supreme
Court, has declared to be unconstitutional, in langua^^e
apparently broad enough, if not specifically so intended,
to apply to municipal housing. In giving an opinion
that resolutions aimed at profiteering landlords, passed
by the City Commission of Jersey City were void. Judge
Swayze said : "No doubt it is desirable that there should
be houses for all citizens, but they cannot be provided
legally by using without leave or confiscating the prop-
erty of house owners. Housing can only be provided
either in the ordinary commercial way, or by private
charity." The Newark Netvs comments approvingly on
this decision and says that the same fate would doubtless
have met a number of housing bills enacted by the Imver
branch of the State legislature had they become law.

If this Judge and this newspaper may be considered
to voice the opinion of the American courts and press,

there is little likelihood that Great Britain's immense
housing scheme will be emulated here. This we say
without regard to the merits of the case.

Presumably, the building and renting of houses will

remain in private hands here. But it is conceivable that

the risks incident to building and I'enting out houses

in these days of high construction and capital cost, and

of state and municipal regulation, will so discourage

private capital that public enterprise will be forced to

act. If so, much can be learned from the housing ex-

periences of British cities and the results of the finan-

cial aid that is being rendered by the British Govern-

ment.
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Deep Pit Rock Excavation by Dragline Machines

Operating Ranges of 175 Ft. Horizontally and 100 Ft. Vertically Found Practicable

in Rock Cuts for Miami Valley Flood Retarding Dams

NOTEWORTHY figures on radius and depth of

excavation in blasted rock with dragline excavators

have been obtained by the construction forces of the

Miami Conservancy District. In preparing the emplace-

ments for the outlet structures of the flood-retarding

dams, rock cuts as wide as 174 ft. have been excavated

without shifting the machines from the center line,

and rock has been removed from a pit floor 63 ft.

below the excavator track, and from the same position

the machine has pulled down material from 37 ft. above

track level, thus operating through a lift of 100 ft.

Besides satisfying the requirements of wide reach and

high lift, without rehandling the load, the dragline

method at these dams has facilitated concrete construc-

tion, eliminated certain flood risks and reduced the

manpower required by other methods.

Their volume of 400,000 cu.yd. places the outlet chan-

nels for the five Conservancy dams among the largest

of recent rock excavation operations. Though per-

formed in separate locations the work was virtually a

single operation, because the overhead direction and

planning were the same for all locations; the method

of excavation was standardized for all; and equipment,

procedure and supplies were interchangeable in any

degree that seemed desirable. The outstanding devel-

opment of the operation was to establish the dragline

excavator as a tool having notable flexibility and effi-

ciency in handling blasted rock.

Limestone and shale are the ledge rocks of the flood-

retarding dam sites. Broadly speaking, the limestone

is structurally hard and durable and the shale is shaky

and breaks up when exposed to the elements. At all

locations except Lockington, the two rocks are in com-

bination, generally in alternate thin strata. Under the

glacial till overburden, the strata, down to depths as

great as 10 ft., are loose, because of partial disin-

tegrations of the shale.

At no two of the dam locations are there the same

combinations of limestone and shale. There is no shale

at Lockington and the limestone belongs to a different

formation than that at the other dams. It is a hard

FIG. 2. CONDUIT FLOORS CONCRETED CLOSE BEHIND
EXCAVATOR OPERATIONS

and a fairly tough rock which, in the blasting, breaks

up into blocks suitable for plum stones and was
extensively used for this purpose in the concrete walls

of the outlet structure. At Englewood the shale and
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FIG. 3. PIT TRACKS ELIMINATED AND DRILL SHIFTING SIMPLIFIED

limestone are distinct strata, which separate readily

into slabfi a maximum of a few inches thick. For the

most part, the two rocks, at Taylorsville, are in mingled

thin strata, but at one level of the excavation there

was a layer some 5 ft. thick, composed of limestone

strata up to 13 in. firmly cemented together by I- to

i-in. strata of shale, so that, in blasting, the layer

frequently broke into large blocks which had to be

reblasted. At Huffman dam the shale and limestone are

blended or mixed and the blasted fragments broke dov^m

rapidly when exposed to the weather. The German-

tov/n rock contains only a small proportion of limestone.

Rock Used for Filling

Except at Lockington the excavated rock was of use

in construction only for filling. As a filling material

it had no place, of course, in the hydraulic fill dam
except as a buttress fill against the earth slopes. It

was used for this purpose, and, particularly at Huffman,

for railway and levee embankment. These practicable

uses are important to keep in mind because they point

to the fact that disposal of excavated rock involved

hauls of considersble length.

The ledge opening to be made was similar at all dams.

It was a channel, or rock cut, in which was to be built

the concrete outlet structure that passed the stream

under or through the earth dam. Above the dam the

cut was wide for an entrance channel, then it narrowed

for the distance through the dam and finally it widened

into an outlet channel below the dam. The cross-

sections of Fig. 1 indicate by dotted lines the narrow

conduit cuts and by full lines the wider and deeper

cuts for the outlet and hydraulic jump pool. As the

deeper pit for the jump pool is a characteristic of all

the rock cuts it is also shown in Fig. 1 in longitudinal

section for the Taylorsville dam.
Pit volumes and dimensions may be particularized

briefly as follows: At Germantown and Englewood the

channels were much alike. With a middle portion 30 to

35 ft, wide the ends widened out to 100 ft. and the depth

ranged from 30 to 40 ft. At Englewood the cut was
about 1,000 ft. long and the volume of excavation was
57,700 cu.yd. ; at Germantown the corresponding figures

were 800 ft. and 40,000 cu.yd. To provide for the

flood flow at Huffman dam, a three-conduit outlet was
required and this and the local topography called for

a rock cut about 115 ft. wide and 40 ft. deep in the

body and 174 ft. wide and 60 ft. deep at the outlet. The
volume of excavation was 39,500 cu.yd. The Taylors-

ville cut was the greatest of all, involving about 250.000

cu.yd. of rock cut, and the removal of some 523,000

cu.yd. of earth overburden.

Conditions Governing Spoil Removal

With the ledge and pit conditions described, the

greater rock-excavation problem was that of spoil

removal. Obviously, also, only machine methods of

digging and loading could be considered. The condi-

tions governing the choice of method were fixed by

the definite construction requirements; (1) that excava-

tion and concrete construction must proceed together;

(2) that the equipment must be safe from flood; (3)

that the service railway requirements must be simple

and (4) that economy of manpower must be kept in the

forefront.

Each of the requiremients stated had a constructive

purpose. All the rock channels were in large part

merely emplacements for concrete structures which
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forrr.ad the real outlet channels and the completion of
which, except for certain final closure parts, was neces-

sary before any part of the channel could be used to

convey water. Speed of completion, therefore, required
a method of excavation which would permit as nearly
as possible simultaneous concrete construction. Pit

inundation was always a possible danger, if not a prac-
tical certainty, in the spring flood season. Flood safety,

therefore, required an outfit for rock excavation which
pi'esented the smallest chance of being entrapped. With
war in progress diflficulty in securing labor was certain.

Men were required for the army and for war construc-

tion and it was feU that the available labor supply
should be devoted to these purposes before all others.

Because labor was scarce, therefore, and also because
war work had a priority right to labor, a method of

excavation was required which would call for the fewest
possible workmen.

Probably the third requirement stated counted for

the most. Utilization of the excavated rock for rail-

way embankment and to buttress earth dam slopes

necessitated such long hauls that heavy-train railway

transportation was the only economic method of dis-

posal. Therefore, a digging and loading method was
required which would lift the load high and swing it

wide to cars on the surface, where permanent tracks

and moderate grades for heavy spoil-train service could

be maintained. Any other method, practicable for heavy
rock excavation in large volumes, would require pit

tracks with steep grades out of the pit and much shift-

ing of track across the pit floor.

The excavation and loading machine, which best satis-

fied the four requirements enumerated and the further

condition that a mobile excavator was demanded by
extended longitudinal dimensions of the pits, appeared
to be the dragline excavator. By traveling along the

axis of the pit this machine could complete the channel

to depth and width in one cut. As soon as a section

of channel was excavated, as shown by Fig. 2, construc-

tion of the concrete structure could begin and thereafter

concreting could follow closely the excavating. Working
from the surface the machine couid not be drowned out

if the pit was flooded. Its wide swing and high lift

permitted the service railway to be located on the sur-

face along the side of the excavation and so be out

of the reach of overflow. Only the drills in the pit

risked inundation and at indications of danger they

could be picked up and hoisted to safety by the drag-

line. Surface location of the service railway eliminated

all problems connected with pit track gradients, track

shifting and road-bed construction. In respect to oper-

ating labor, dragline methods afforded economy chiefly

by reducing track gage.

Dragline Equipment and Methods

Dragline excavation was employed at all locations

except Lockington. Here the yardage was so small

—

except in the pit only 16 ft. deep for the jump pool

—

that heavy machine excavators could not profitably be

operated. Also, the rock was a hard limestone and
the large pieces were wanted as plums in the concrete

so that hand loading into skips handled by the der-

ricks installed for placing the concrete was a preferable

procedure. By this arrangement the derricks lifted

the plum-stone material directly into the wall forms and
unloaded the skiploads of small waste rock into 5-cu.yd.

cars Which took it to points where riprap was wanted.

The total volume of rock excavated at Lockington was
less than 5,000 cu.yd.

The operating procedure at the four channels exca-

vated by dragline was to start the machine at one end
and travel down the longitudinal axis. In detail the

operation differed at each dam because, chiefly, of differ-

ences in the depths and the widths of the cuts excavated.

The maxima of these two dimensions were at Huffman
and Taylorsville so that description of the procedure

at these two locations gives the upper ranges of drag-

line efficiency as determined by the results of the

Miami Conservancy District operations in blasted rock.

At both dams the excavation of the deep pit for the

hydraulic jump pool was the operation which tested

radius and depth of dragline performance.

In excavating the jump pit at Huffman dam the drag-

line took out a channel 174 ft. wide without moving
from the center line. The depth of the cut in rock

was 60 ft. The machine used had a boom length of

100 ft. and operated a 4i-cu.yd. bucket. In the deepest

place the bottom of the pit was 58 ft. below the exca-

vator track and the distance from the pit bottom to spoil

track was 64 ft. From one position the machine

excavated and loaded 25,000 cu.yd.

At Taylorsville, besides the rock cut of 250,000 cu.yd,

there were some 523,000 cu yd. of earth overburden to

be removed. Fig. 4 is a plan of the operation. About
30,000 cu.yd. of the earth cover were taken across the

river by train to construct the cross-dam as described

in Engineering Neivs-Record, June 10, 1920, p. 1142,

The remainder of the overburden was broken down
by blasting and by hydraulic giants, sluiced to sumps
and pumped across the river for hydraulic fill in the

main dam.

The rock cut was 1,850 ft, long, had a maximum width

of 880 ft. and a maximum depth of 77 ft. A top lift of

overburden and loose rock was taken off by steam shovel

and dragline down to elevation 789. About 6,000 cu.yd.

of rock were removed in this manner to provide a

rock platform at elevation 789 for the dragline exca-

vator and the spoil-train tracks. The excavator had a

100-ft. boom and a 3}-cu.yd. bucket and loaded into

trains of 12-cu.yd. dump cars. At the deepest cut the

excavator took rock from 63 ft. below the track level
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To cover the full width of the pit the machine vv«>s

shuttled back and forth on transverse tracks.

At the maximum depth the dragline output was

reduced about 50 per cent. It was increasingly diffi-

cult to load the bucket as the pit deepened, particularly

in wide-radius operation, when to make the reach,

the bucket had to be cast beyond the boom reach.

Then the bucket would often bump over the rock with-

out digging in or would turn bottom up and have +0

be hauled in and cast out a second time. In thi?

operation electric power was a disadvantage since the

process of hauling in the empty bucket could not be

speeded up as is possible with a steam hoist. At

maximum depth and reach, no different bucket design or

construction was employed. Both bucket and cable wear

was increased. At Taylorsville bucket repairs ran about

3c. a yard and cable replacements about the sauje.

Cables had an average life of 6,000 cu.yd.

Construction requirements generally imposed a method
of procedure which make it difficult to present outputs

which fairly represent dragline capacity in handling

blasted rock. At Huffman, when the conditions rather

favored high records, the 200-hp., 4}-cu.yd., 100-ft,

boom machine, loaded a maximum of 115 cars in a ten-

hour shift. As the 12-cu.yd. cars averaged 9 cu.yd.

each, this is, in round numbers, an output of 1,000

cu.yd. An output of 700 to 800 cu.yd. per shift was
frequent. At Taylorsville, with a 225-hp., 3A-cu.yd.,

100-ft. boom dragline the average output per month
working two shifts has been 16,740 cu.yd., or about 335

cu.yd. per shift for, say, 50 shifts a month.

Drii-ling and Blasting Practice

As drilling and blasting problems, the channel oper-

ations were difficult chiefly because of the streaky and

shaky character of the rock. The deep-hole blasts had
to be kept well within the limits of the planned dimen-

sions of the rock cut. This required a considerable

volume of cut enlargement by small blasts. A final trim-

ming with picks was also required to remove the loose

rock and get a firm backing for the concrete of the

outlet structures.

Practice varied at the different locations. At Lock-

ington the shallow cut, which permitted the concrete

work to follow the excavation very closely, and the

plan to utilize the rock largely for plums in the con-

crete, did not permit heavy blasting. Shallow holes

were drilled and light charges were forced. Using 40

per cent dynamite, about 0.75 lb. per cubic yard of rock

blasted was required. While the consumption of explo-

sive was somewhat high by this procedure, it gave a

good rock for plum stones and riprap and the blasting

was kept close to the neat lines of the cut which reduced

trimming and ovprbreakage.

With long narrow cuts in comparatively soft and
uniform rock at Englewood and Germantown the prac-

tice in drilling and blasting was similar. Tripod drills,

starting 2h in. and finishing 11 in., were used. The
holes were spaced about 5 ft., and also 5 ft. from the

face, and each was charged with about eight sticks of

40 per cent dynamite. The trimming holes weve
drilled with jackhamers. The average explosive

required was, at Englewood, 0.75 lb. per cubic yard, ana
at Germantown, 0.5 lb. per cubic yard.

With a wider and deeper cut at Huffman dam, 4-in.

well and wagon drills were used, driving 20-ft. holes

I
'^-CSlf>t^-r^4iJ^J-- _

FIG. 5. CHARACTER OF ROCK BREAKAGE FOR DRAGLINE
EXCAVATION

spaced 10 ft. apart and 10 ft. from the face. A drill

averaged about 45 ft. a day. Blasting was done with
40 per cent dynamite. The average was 0.52 lb. per cu.yd.

At Taylorsville dam the rock was drilled and blasted

in two lifts. About 26 ft. below elevation 789 were
taken out in the first lift, and the second lift went
to the bottom, a maximum of 37 ft. below the first.

In a measure, the ledge conditions determined the 2G
ft. depth of the first lift. Deeper holes extended below
the thick limestone layer, previously described, and
blasting broke the layer into large blocks which required

much reblasting to fit the rock for dragline excavation.

With the charge exploded in and just at the bottom
of the limestone layer little reblasting was required.

Well drills were used for the main operations. These
were operated by 7^-hp. electric motors using 440 volts.

They averaged about 50 ft. of 4|-in. holes a day. The
holes were spaced 10 ft. each way but none was drilled

nearer than 2 ft. to the bottom. At first 40 per cent

dynamite was used, and later, 11\ per cent gelatin dyna-
mite, made originally for the Italian government for

war and after the armistice purchased at reduced cost

by the Conservcncy District. About 75 to 100 lb. was
the charge for the deep holes. The average amounts of

explosives used per cubic yard were 0.72 lb. of 40 per

cent dynamite and 0.5 lb. of the high-power gelignite.

Ordinarily, from 75 to 100 holes were fired at a shot.

Drilling cost about 12c. a cu.yd. and blasting about 15c.

All work at the five dams was performed by the con-

struction forces of the Miami Conservancy District,

Arthur E. Morgan, chief engineer, Charles H. Paul, as-

sistant chief engineer and C. H. Locher, construction

manager.
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Motor Operation Costs as Affected By Highway Location

and Grade Design—Part III

Comparison of Alternate Locations from Standpoint of Motor Operating Cost

Table of Capitalized Operating Cost on Different Grades Established

By Wilson G. Harger
Konner Senior Highway KtigiinMM- Burraii of IHiblic Bonds

IT IS even more difficult to analyze alternate locations

involving different distances, rise and rates of grade

than the simpler cases cited at the conclusion of Part

II. At present a close approximation is not possible.

With more definite data on motor operation a closer

approximation v.n\\ be possible, but the great variety

of motor vehicles will probably even then tend to weaken

the value of the figures. In order to show the effect

of the time factor a simple case will be outlined:

Assume two villages, A and B, 2,000 ft. apart, sep-

arated by a hill 100 ft. high with a 10 per cent grade,

on either side. Assume an operating cost of a truck

as $24 per 10-hr. day or 4c. per minute, exclusive of

fuel and oil. Assume the fuel cost as 8c. per mile, oper

ating on the level. Assume a rolling resistance of 40

lb. per ton on the level.

Under these assumptions, if "the truck starts from A
and stops at B, coasting down grade from C to B, the

l<. /pc>(?'-—->!<- -/c^oc - >i

Noi- fo Sca/e

energy expended per ton of load would "be approx-

imately, (1,000, distance in feet, X 240, pull in pounds)

\- (an allowance for the engine running free from C
to B, say 10 per cent of energy required for running

1,000 ft.' on the level, or 10 per cent of 40,000 ft.-lb.)

= 244,000 ft.-lb.

The amount of energy required per ton of load from

Ato B on the level would be 2,000 (distance in feet)

X 40 (pull in pounds) = 80,000, number of ft.-lb.

Assuming that the fuel expenditure is directly propor-

tional to the expenditure of energy, the fuel consump-

tion over the hill would be ^tttw^ oj* ^ times as great

as on the level, or in money at 8c. per mile on the

level it would be ||^ X 8c. X S = 9c, The fuel

consumption on level = 3c.

Suppose we consider the time factor. Assume that

the maximum speed on the level is regulated by law to

12 mi. per hour. The time consumed to go 2 000 ft.

on the level is approximately two minutes, which
amounts in money at $24 per day to about 8c. Suppose
the truck makes 3 mi, per hour in low gear traveling

from A to C and 6 mi. per hour coasting down the

hill from C to if?. The time over the hill would be

six minutes or in money 24c. The total operating cost

over the hill would be about 33c. and on the level lie,

or a difference of 22c.

If these assumptions were correct we could afford to

increase the length of the road to 6,000 ft. on the level

or three times as far to avoid the hill, so far as the

operating cost of the truck is concerned. The cost of

construction of the two routes would of course be bal-

anced against the operating cost.

Take the same case for the two villages A and B
4,000 ft. apart on 5 per cent grades.

£000 >K SOOO'
Not iv Sca/e

Tlie energy over the hill per ton of loail is assumed as (2,000 >' 40) 4- (10
per cent of 2,000 X 40) = 288,000, number of ft.-lb.

The energy on the level = 160,000 ft.-lb.

Fuel consumption over the liill = lie.

Fuel consumption on level = 6c.

The speed climbing the 5 per cent grade would prob-

ably be about 6 mi. per hour, and about 12 mi. per
hour coasting down the hill, provided the alignment is

good, as the extreme control necessary on a 10 per cent

grade is not required.

The time over the hill becomes approximately 6 min.
The time on the level becomes approximately 4 min.

The time cost over the hill approximately

.

The time cost on the level approximately

.

Total cost over hill

Total cost on level

24c.
16c.

35c.

22c.

In this case we could afford to increase the distance

only 50 per cent to get a level road from the standpoint

of operating cost.

As previously discussed, the value of the reduction

of rise and fall decreases as the rate of grade decreases

so that while in extreme cases it is desirable to increase

distance to eliminate rise, this expedient must be used

with care for light grades and small hills for, in general,

short distance outweighs minor, intermediate rise and
fall.

Simple Example.—To give a practical application

of such figures we will cite a concrete example known
as the Pugsley Hill relocation of the Mendon-Pittsford

Road in New York State. (Figure below.) The jnain

/Vc/ Tip Sca/e

straight road goes over the top of a high hill; the

natural saddle is located about 600 ft. west of the main

road and is 25 ft. lower than the summit on the main

road. The main road used a 7 per cent cut-and-fill
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grade reduction and the relocation a 4 per cent balanced

side-hill location. The snow conditions are much bet-

ter on the new location, the cost of construction is less

and the rise less. Suppose we make a rough comparison

of the cost of operating over the two locations:

Cost of Operating over Main Line (Trucks)

.

(180 X 1,100) 4- (10 per cent of 44,000 ft.-lb.) ^^ . ., ,

Fuel: ~— - ' - nnZt, l iT ^ T^i ^ ^c. per mile on level
212,000 ft.-lb. per mile on level _ «

Time: Average 6 mi. per hour, 4c. per min. (as-sumeH)

.

Total cost.

Cost of Operating over New Line (Trucks)

.

(I20X 1,300> 4- ( l Oper cent of 52,000)
'^"'"-

212,000

Time: Average, 10 mi. per hour (assumed),

X 08

Total cost.

= 16c.

= 24n.

6r.

= I2r.

That is, we have enough data to conclude that the

operating cost on the new line is slightly .less than the

old main road. These data do not, however, warrant

our putting a money value on this difference, as there

are too many unknown factors, particularly that of

time. Purely as a matter of academic interest we can

carry this example a little further. This road carries

today a traffic of approximately 950 motor cars and

80 trucks per day in summer. It is safe to assume that

this amount of traffic applied for 250 days per year will

about represent the total yearly traffite. If we assume

that the pleasure cars cost about one-seventh as much to

operate as the trucks we can arrive at a rough guess of

the yearly saving—$3,000. This capitalized at 5 per

cent would amount to $60,000, which represents theo-

retically the additional amount we would be justified in

spending to get the new location.

As a matter of practical interes-t we will say that,

despite the advantages of an apparently lower operating

I

PrxJfile of Main Road Profile of Reioco+ion
/Vof iv Sca/e

cost, less snow trouble, and lower construction cost,

this new line was not built on account of the difficulty

of acquiring j-ight-of-way. The farmer wanted $5,000

for 3i acres because the location cut up his property.

It was undoubtedly poor policy to let this stand in

the way and it is probably only a question of time be-

fore the relocation will be made, as this hill controls

the maximum, grade on a through state route.

Quick Method of Comparison

For quick rough comparisons of such relocations we
can compile a table which in the absence of really .reli-

able data will serve the purpose. We will compute the

approximate comparative cost of operating on different

rates of grade. The actual cost given is of very little

value but the comparative costs are close enough to

give some basis for judgment on the relative value of

two locations from the standpoint of motor operation.

We win make this on the basis of lie. average mptor

operation on a +1 per cent grade. This is considered

a reasonable cost for the proportions of truck, caf and

horse traffic on main roads. We v/ill assume that the

speed is reduced to one-half normal at -j-5 per cent and

to one-fourth normal at -j-lO per cent grade. We will

assume that the speed stays at normal on the level an:'

remains normal on dowTi grades to —5 per cent, and

that after this rate of grade is passed that it is reduced

to one-half normal at — 10 per cent grade. We will

assume an average fuel cost per mile on the -f 1 per

cent grade of 3c. and that the fuel consumption is

directly proportional to the theoretical energy expended

in climbing. We will make some arbitrary allowances

on down grades, and we will assume a theoretical draw-

bar pull of 40 lb. per ton on the level. The assumed

cost of operation per mile on the different grades is

as follows:

Level $0 107Level $0 107

+ 1% "0
+ 2% nt
+ 3% 148

+ 4% 176

+ 5% 210
+ 6% 244

+ 7% 278
+ 8% 312 - 8%.
+ 9<^c 346—9%.
+ I0''c 380—10%.

1%.
2%.
3%.
4%.
5%.
6%.
1",

104
.098
.092
.086
.083
.095
.107
.119
.131
.143

The.se costs were derived as follows. The operating

cost of lie. per mile on a -(-1 per cent grade was

apportioned as follows:

Remarks

Fuel $0 03

Tires .

Repairs
Driver's time
Depreciation
Interest on investment, insur-

ance, garage^ license, etc

—

015
.01

015
.02

.02

$0 II

Variable fuel factor.

Constant distance factor.

\ distance, | time factcr.

Time factor,

i distance, \ time factor.

Time factor.

To determine the operating cost on any other grade

it is necessary to assume three factors: The constant

ANALYSIS OF RELATIVE OPERATING COST OF A^ERAGE MOTOR
TRAFFIC FOR ONE MILE OF DI.STANCE ON DIFFERENT R.\TES

OF GR.ADE. BASED ON 1 1c. PER MILE ON A ONT) PER CENT
GRADE

Distance Factor
$0.02 for 1%

Grade

Fuel Factor
$0.03 for 1%

Grade

Time Factor
$0.06forl%'

Grade
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distance factor made up of tires, one-fourth of the

repairs and one-fourth of the depreciation. The

variable fuel factor and the variable time factor made

up of driver's time, interest, three-quarters deprecia-

tion and three-quarters repairs. This last factor is

the largest factor, it depends on the speed of the opera-

tion and is largely a matter of judgment until we have

more and better data.

The data given are based on the author's best judg-

ment in assigning arbitrary values to these factors

and ratios on different grades:

Per Mile
Time cost on ii- I' o grade $0. 06
Fuel cost on a I'';, grade 03

Distance factor cost (constaut) 02

Total JO II

TABLE OF APPROXIMATE CAPITALIZED COST AT 5%. OF YEARLY
OPER.A.TING 100 AVERAGE MOTOR CARS DAILY FOR 365

DAYS PER YEAR FOR ONE FOOT DISTANCE ON THE
VARIOUS G RADES. (TIME FACTOR CONSIDERED)

Yearly
Oijeration

1 00 Cars Capitalized
RaXf Daily Yearly
of (36,500 Cars Operation

Grade Yearly) Cost Rate Yearly Capitalized

Level $0.74 $14 80 Level $0.74 $14 80
+ 1% .76 15 20 — I .72 14 40
+ 2% .87 17 40 — 2 .67 13 50
+ 3% • 02 20 10 — 3 .63 12 70
+ 4% 1.22 24 40 — 4 .60 11.90
+ 5% 1.45 29 10 — 5 .57 1 1 50

-I- 6% 1.68 33 70 — 6 .66 13.10
+ 7% 1.92 38 40 — 7 .74 14.80
+ 8% 2.16 43 20 — 8 82 16 50
+ 9% 2.39 47.80 — 9 90 18 10

+ 10% 2.62 52 50 —10 99 19 80
NOTE—This table to be used only for general comparisons of the relative value

of routes or alternate locations. The actual costs given are of very little value.
The figures are based on an average operating cost for all classes of travel at lie.

per mile on a + 1% grade.

To illustrate the use of this table suppose we com-
pare the two locations over Pugsley Hill previously given.

CAPITALIZED OPERATING COST MAIN LINE •

1,100, distance in feet on +7% grade, X $38.40= $42,240
1,100. distance in feet on —7% grade, X 1 4 . 80 =

1 6,280

Total operating capitalized cost for 1 00 vehicles per
day $58,520

RELOCATION LINE
1,300 distance in feet on a +4% grade, X $24. 40 = $31,720
1,300, distance in feet on a —4% grade, X 1 1 .90 = 15,470

Total capitalized cost for 1 00 vehicles per day $47,190

This indicates that possibly the relocation warran.-
an additional expenditure of $10,000 per 100 vehicles

per day. This road averages 700 vehicles per day mak-
ing the total warranted additional expenditure on the

relocation for this particular volume of traffic $70,000.

Even assuming that gasoline and time mean nothing to

75 per cent of the road users, this location would still

be worth while.

A comparison of this kind may not warrant placing

a money value on the saving in operating cost, but it

certainly justifies the general conclusion that the reloca-

tion is the better line from the standpoint of operating

cost. [This is the concluding article in Mr. Harger's
series.—Ed.]

American Shipbuilding During 1919-1920

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, accord-

ing to the U. S. Department of Commerce, the total

shipping built in the United States and officially num-
bered by the Bureau of Navigation, aggregated 2,241

vessels of 3,860,484 gross tons as compared with 2,158

vessels and 3,734,741 gross tons for the preceding fiscal

year. The peak of production was reached in the

Autumn of 1919 and the following winter when, from
September, 1919, to February, 1920, the output was at

the rate of 4,250,000 gross tons per year.

Simple Plant Makes Good Record
in Dam Construction

Favorable Location Permits Plant With Few Units
To Place Concrete in 300-Ft. Dam With

Small I abor Force

SIMPLE equipment, carefully planned to reduce

manual operations is giving high output records in

constructing the Devil's Gate concrete arch dam near
Pasadena, Cal. With a force of approximately 21

workmen, aggregates have been excavated, hauled,

crushed and screened and concrete has been mixed and
placed at the rate of 300 cu.yd. in an 8-hour shift.

The Devil's Gate Dam is one of the structures being
built by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District.

It is located in the deep gorge of the Arroyo Seco, is

about 300 ft. long and has a volume of about 30,000

cu.yd. of concrete. In their analysis of the construction

task the contr*actors gave particular attention (1) to

performing th& construction operations to as great a

degree as -possible by mechanical means and (2) to

simplifying the equipment and its arrangement.

About 17,600 cu.yd. of gravel, sand and rock had to

be removed in preparing the foundations for the dam
proper- and in excavating the spillway. About 9,000

cu.yd. in the dam foundations were handled by a guy
derrick having an 85-ft. boom and operating 1 cu.yd.

skips loaded by hand. One foreman and 12 to 16 men
loaded about 100 skips in an 8-hour shift. The spoil

was piled just above the upstream face of the dam
and will be leveled off to form a fill against the masonry.

Two shifts a day were worked, as it was desired to get

the dam completed above flood level before the rainy

season. The spillway channel, which was located in a

draw east of the dam, was excavated with fresno

scrapers. '; ..v ''w

A high promontory, against which one end of the

dam abutted, was selected, as shown by the illustration,

for the site of the crushing plant, materials bins and
concrete mixer. This location was well above danger

from floods and was at a height which permitted about

75 per cent of the concrete in the dam to be chuted

directly from the mixer and also permitted direct

chuting to the spillway beyond the hill.

Suitable materials for concrete were found in the

bed of the Arroyo about 1,500 ft. above the site of

the dam. At that point, sand and gravel, and boulders

up to 16 in. in diameter, are loaded bv a steam shovel,

having a l-cu.yd. dipper, directly into dump trucks to

be hauled to the mixing plant. Three 5-cu.yd. trucks

are used, traveling over 3 per cent to 4 per cent grades,

and making the round trip to the mixing plant in about

12 minutes. A gyratory crusher that will handle rock

up to about 16 in. in diameter is located beneath the

truck-dumping platform and all materials from the

trucks go through this crusher. From the crusher the

materials are taken by a 70-ft. elevator to screens on

top of the bunkers. These screens separate as sand

all material up to i in. in diameter. That which falls

through the screen, with 3-in. perforations, is classified

as rock, and larger material passes on to another

gyratory crusher which reduces it to 1-in. size for use

in the tunnel, or elsewhere where reinforcing is used.

This crusher is arranged so that it requires practically

no attention. The supply of oversize rock from the

big plant is quite uniform and well within the capacity
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MIXING PLANT ON HILL BUILDS CONCRETE DAM BY
DIRECT-CHIJTING

of the small crusher, and after passing through this

crusher the rock is taken to bunkers by a conveyor.

From the screens the sand and rock drops into bins,

the sand bin holding 80 cu.yd. and the rock bin 100

cu.yd. Im.mediately beneath the bins is the hopper of

a 45-cu.ft. mixer which, in turn, delivers to a spouting

system running out over the dam. Three cables span

the gorge directly over the dam. The center cable is

H in. in diameter, the others, one 30 ft. on either

side, are 1 in. in diameter. Concrete chutes are sus-

pended from the cables by block and tackle so that

they can be adjusted to the desired height or swung to

position over any portion of the dam. Time and labor

were saved in handling the delivery chutes by arranging

them so that three swivel joints and a single discharge

trough could be used instead of the single swivel joint

and two gates used at first. At the outset of the work

there was so great a drop from the mixer to the bottom

of forms that the concrete was first dropped through a

wooden chute to a level from which the suspended chutes

could deliver on a moderate grade.

About 75 per cent of the total concrete yardage can

be poured directly from the mixer into the dam. When

the dam has reached a height such that there will be

insufficient grade to carry the concrete all the way
across, a section at the end near the mixer will be

carried up to its final height. On this short section a

trestle will be built so that cars can be used to csLrry

the concrete out to a new dumping position. From this

point another section of the dam will be built up and
the trestle extended to a new dumping position, and this

operation will be repeated across the dam.
Because the dam is of the simple arch type, the form

work is not complicated. Two carpenters were all that

were required until the concrete had been carried to

about half the ultimate height of the structure. The
forms are wood panels, 3 x 10 ft. in size, and two men
can handle them easily. They are held in place by
wires running to anchors set in the last 3 ft. of concrete

poured. When the forms are stripped they are raised

to the new position by means of tackle suspended from
the cable above.

The distribution of the men on the job is as follows:

Tn the material pit the steam-shovel crew consists of

one operator, one fireman, and tv^o tenders. This crew
can load 75 trucks or 330 cu.yd. in 8 hours. Each of

the three trucks averages about 25 loads per day. The
crusher crew consists of one mechanic and sub-foreman,

two crusher feeders and one eluvator feeder. It can

handle 300 cu.yd. in an 8-hour shift. The mixer crew,

which consists of one mixer man and three men feeding

the hopper, handles an average of 220 batches or 250

cu.yd. per 8 hours. The concrete placing crew includes

one working sub-foreman, two spreaders and one man
on the chute. With this organization as much as 300

cu.yd. of concrete has been put into the dam in 8 hours.

As the duties of most of the men consist of seeing that

the machinery does its work properly, if the crew is

several men short on some days, the output is not cut

down materially so long as the machinery is working

well.

, J. W. Reagan is engineer for the Los Angeles Flood

Control District. Bent Bros., of Los Angeles, Cal., are

the contractors and L. T. Grider is superintendent in

charge of construction.

Deep Piers for Missouri River Bridge

Deep piers are to be sunk for the main channel

spans of the new Bismarck-Menden highway bridge

across the Missouri River. The structure will comprise

three through truss spans of 476 ft. c. to c. pins, and

about 1,000 ft. of approach consisting of reinforced-

concrete deck on wooden piles. The four river piers,

spaced 481 ft. on centers, must be sunk to depths of 50

to 90 ft. below low water, passing through sand and silt

to a stratum of hard clay shown by borings. The

Foundation Co., of New York, has contracted to con-

struct the piers and approaches, and according to infor-

mation received from this company the open excavation

method of sinking will probably be used, although air

will be put on a-'^ter the piers have been landed, to place

the bottom and seal concrete. The two outer piers of

the four will consist each of two 20-ft. circular pedestal?

35 ft. apart on centers, joined by a connecting member

at the top. The two middle piers will be 23 x 65-ft.

rectangles. The C. A. P. Turner Co., of Minneapolis,

engineer for the bridge, will direct the construction.

The American Bridge Co. will build and erect the trusses.

The bridge and the highway are Federal aid projects.
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Provisions of the Federal Water-Power Act

Abstract of the Law Creating a Federal Power Commission and Permitting Long-Time Use of Watei
Power on Government Lands and Navigable Streams

UNDER the official title of "The Federal Water-

Power Act" the President on June 10, 1920, signed

the long pending Water-Power Bill which provides for

the long-time leasing of water-power rights on govern-

ment lands and navigable streams under the jurisdiction

of a new body known as the Federal Power Commission.

The act itself is quite lengthy, but there is given below

a fairly complete abstract of its main provisions. The

abstract follows in order the paragraphs of the act it-

self.

A commission is created and established to be known
as the Federal Power Commission, to be composed of

the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Interior, and

the Secretary of Agriculture. The President shall des-

ignate the chairman of the commission. This com-

mission shall appoint an executive secretary who is to

receive a salary of $5,000 a year, and it may also request

the President to detail an officer from the United States

Engineer Corps to serve the commission as engineer-

officer. The duties of both of these men are to be pre-

scribed by the commission. The work of the commis-

sion is to be performed by and through the Departments

of War, Interior, and Agriculture and their engineering,

technical, clerical, and other personnel, except as may
be otherwise provided by law. The sum of $100,000

is appropriated for such other expenses of the commis-
sion as are not to be taken care of by the three con-

tributing departments.

Definitions of Terms in Act

The words used in the act are to have for the pur-

poses of the act the following meanings

:

"Public lands" means such lands and interests in lands
owned by the United States as are subject to private ap-
propriation and disposal under public land laws. It shall

not include "reservations" as hereinafter defined.

"Reservations" means national monuments, national

parks, national forests, tribal lands embraced within Indian
reservations, military reservations, and other lands and
interests in lands owned by the United States, and with-

drawn, reserved, or withheld from private appropriation and
disposal under the public-land laws; also lands and in-

terests in lands acquired and held for any public purpose.
"Corporation" means a corporation organized under the

laws of any State or of the United States empowered to de-

velop, transmit, distribute, sell, lease, or utilize power in

addition to such other powers as it may possess, and author-
ized to transact in the State or States in which its project

is located all business necessary to effect the purposes of a
license under this Act. It shall not include "municipalities"

as hereinafter defined.

"State" means a State admitted to the Union, the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and any organized Territory of the

United States.

"Municipality" means a city, county, irrigation district,

drainage district, or other political subdivision or agency
of a State competent under the laws thereof to carry on the

business of developing, transmitting, utilizing, or distribut-

ing power.

"Navigable v/aters" means those parts of streams or

other bodies of water over which Congress has jurisdiction

under its authority to regulate commerce with foreign na-

tions and among the several States, and which either in

their natural or improved condition, notwithstanding in-

terruptions between the navigable parts of such streams
or waters by falls, shallows, or rapids compelling land car-

riage, are used or suitable for use for the transportation of

persons or property in interstate or foreign commerce, in-

cluding therein all such interrupting falls, shallows, or

rapids; together with such other parts of streams as shall

have been authorized by Congress for improvement by the

United States or shall have been recommended to Congress
for such improvement after investigation under its author-

ity.

"Municipal purposes" means and includes all purposes
within municipal powers as defined by the constitution or

laws of the State or by the charter of the municipality.

"Government dam" means a dam or other work, con-

structed or owned by the United States for Government pur-

poses, with or without contribution from others.

"Project" means complete unit of improvement or devel-

opment, consisting of a power house, all water conduits, all

dams and appurtenant works and structures (including

navigation structures) which are a part of said unit, and
all storage, diverting, or forebay reservoirs directly con-

nected therewith, the primary line or lines transmitting

power therefrom to the point of junction with the distribu-

tion system or with the interconnected primary transmis-

sion system, all miscellaneous structures used and useful

in connection with said unit or any part thereof, and all

water rights, rights of way, ditches, dams, reservoirs, lands,

or interest in lands, the use and occupancy of which are

necessary or appropriate in the maintenance and operation

of such unit.

"Project works" means the physical structures of a
project.

"Net investment" in a project means the actual legitimate

original cost thereof as defined and interpreted in the

"classification of investment in road and equipment of

steam roads, issue of 1914, Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion," plus similar costs of additions thereto and better-

ments thereof, minus the sum of the following items prop-

erly allocated thereto, if and to the extent that such items
have been accumulated during the period of the license

from earnings in excess of a fair return on such invest-

ment: (a) Unappropriated surplus, (b) aggregate credit

balances of current depreciation accounts, and (c) aggre-
gate appropriations of surplus or income held in amortiza-

tion, sinking fund, or similar reserves, or expended for

additions or betterments or used for the purposes for which
such reserves were created. The term "cost" shall include,

in so far as applicable, the elements thereof prescribed in

said classification, but shall not include expenditures from
funds obtained through donations by States, municipalities,

individuals, or others, and said classification of investment
of the Interstate Commerce Commission shall in so far as

applicable be published and promulgated as a part of the

rules and regulations of the commission.

The duties of the commission are detailed as follows

:

(a) To make investigations and to collect and record data

concerning the utilization of the water resources of any
region to be developed, the water power industry and its

relation to other industries and to interstate or foreign

commerce, and concerning the location, capacity, develop-

ment costs, and relation to markets of power sites, and
whether the power from Government dams can be advan-
tageously used by the United States for its public purposes,

and what is a fair value of such power, to the extent the

commission may deem necessary or useful for the purposes
of the act.

In order to aid the commission in determining the net
investment of a licensee in any project, the licensee shall,

upon oath, within a reasonable period of time, to be fixed

by the commission, after the constniction of the original

project or any addition thereto or betterment thereof, file

with the commission, in such detail as the commission may
require, a statement in duplicate showing the actual legiti-
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mate cost of construction of such project, addition, or

betterment, and the price paid for water rights, rights of

way, lands, or interest in lands. The commission shall de-

posit one of said statements with the Secretary of the Trea-

sury. The licensee shall grant to the commission or to its

duly authorized agent or agents, at all reasonable times,

free access to such project, addition, or betterment, and
to all maps, profiles, contracts, reports of engineers, ac-

counts, books, records, and all other papers and documents
relating thereto.

(b) To cooperate with the executive departments and
other agencies of State or National Governments in such
investigations; and for such purpose the several depart-

ments and agencies of the National Government are author-

ized and directed upon the request of the commission, to

furnish such records, papers, and information in their

possession as may be requested by the commission, and
temporarily to detail to the commission such officers or ex-

perts as may be necessary in such investigations.

(c) To make public from time to time the information
secured hereunder, and to provide for the publication of its

reports and investigations in such form and manner as may
be best adapted for public information and use. The com-
mission, on or before the first Monday in December of each
year, shall submit to Congress for the fiscal year preced-

ing a classified report showing the permits and licenses

issued under the act, and in each case the parties thereto,

the terms prescribed, and the moneys received, if any, on

account thereof.

(d) To issue licenses to citizens of the United States, or

to any association of such citizens, or to any corporation

organized under the laws of the United States or any State

thereof, or to any State or municipality for the purpose of

constructing, operating, and maintaining dams, water con-

duits, reservoirs, power houses, transmission lines, or other

project works necessary or convenient for the development
and improvement of navigation, and for the development,
transmission, and utilization of power across, along, from
or in any of the navigable waters in the United States, or

upon any part of the public lands and reservations in the

United States (including the territories), or for the pur-

pose of utilizing the surplus water or water power from any
government dam, except as herein provided: Provided, that

licenses shall be issued without any reservation only after

a finding by the commission that the license will not inter-

fere or be inconsistent with the purpose for which such
reservation was created or acquired, and shall be subject

to and contain such conditions of the secretary of the de-

partment under whose supervision such reservation falls

as shall be necessary for the adequate protection and utiliza-

tion of such reservation:

Provided Further, that no license affecting the navigable
capacity of any navigable waters of the United States shall

be issued until the plans for the dam or other structures

affecting navigation have been approved by the Chief of

Engineers and the Secretary of War. Whenever the con-

templated improvement is, in the judgment of the commis-
sion, desirable and justified in the public interest for the

purpose of improving or developing a water way or water-
ways for the use or benefit of the state or foreign commerce,
a finding to that effect shall be made by the commission.

Provided further, that in case the commission shall find

that any government dam may be advantageously used by
the United States for public purposes in addition to naviga-
tion, no license therefor shall be issued until two years after
it shall have reported to Congress the facts and the condi-

tions relating thereto, except that this provision shall not
apply to any government dam constructed prior to the
passage of this act:

And Provided Further, that upon the filing of any appli-
cations for a license which has not been preceded by a pre-
liminary permit under subsection (e) of this section notice
shall be given and published as required by the proviso of
such subsection.

(e) To issue preliminary permits for tne purpose of ena-
bling applicants for license hereunder to secure the data and
to perform the acts required in this act, provided, however,
that upon the filing of any application for a preliminary

permit by any person, association, or corporation the com-
mission, before granting such application, shall at once give
notice of such application in writing to any state or munic-
ipality likely to be interested in or affected by such applica-
tion; shall also publish notice in such application in the
local newspaper.

(f) To prescribe rules and regulations for the establish-
ment of a system of accounts and for the maintenance thereof
by licensees hereunder; to examine all books and accounts of
such licen..ees at any time; to require them to submit at
such times ag the commission may require statements and
reports including full information as to assets, liabilities,

capitalization, net investment and reduction thereof, gross
receipts, interest due and paid, depreciation and other re-
serves, cost of project, cost of maint«,nance and operation
of the project, cost of renewals and replacements of project
works, and as to depreciation of the project works and as to
production, transmission, use and sale of power; also to
require any licensee to make adequate provision for cur-
rently determining such costs and other facts.

(g) To hold hearings and to order testimony to be taken
in connection with the application for any permit or li-

cense, and to require by subpoena the attendance and testi-

mony of witnesses in the production of documentary evi-

dence.

Preliminary permits issued under the act are to be
for the sole purpose of maintaining priority of applica-

tion for license for a period not exceeding three years
as in the discretion of the commission it may be neces-

sary to make an examination of the surveys, preparing
plans, etc. Each such permit shall set forth the con-

ditions under which priority shall be maintained and
license issued, and the permit may not be transferable.

It may be cancelled by the commission upon failure of

the permittee to comply with the conditions.

Licensing Under the Act

The licenses under the act are to be issued for a peri-

od not exceeding fifty years. Each such license is to

be continued upon acceptance by the licensee of all the

terms and conditions of the act and such further condi-

tions, if any, that the commission shall prescribe in

conformity with the act. Licenses may be revoked only

for the reasons and in the manner prescribed under the

provisions of the act, and may be altered or surrendered
only upon mutual agreement between the licensee and
the commission after ninety days' public notice. In

issuing permits or licenses the commission is to give

preference to applications by States and municipalities.

Between other applicants the commission is to give

preference to the applicant the plans of which it finds

and determines the best adapted to develop, conserve
and utilize in the public interest the navigation and
water resources of the region. Whenever in the judg-
ment of the commission the development of any project

should be undertaken by the United States itself, the

commission shall not approve any applications for such
project by any one else, but shall cause to be made such
examination of the project as it may deem necessary
and snail submit its findings to Congress with such
recommendations as it may deem appropriate concern-
ing construction of such project.

No voluntary transfer of any license or the rights

thereunder granted shall be made without the written
approval of the commission, and any successor or assign

of the rights of such licensee shall be subject to all the

conditions of the license under which such rights were
held by such licensee.

Each applicant for a license has to submit to the

commission

:
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(a) Such maps, plans, specifications, and estimates of

cost as may be required for a full understanding of the

proposed project. Such maps, plans, and specifications

when approved by the commission shall be made a part of

the license; and thereafter no change shall be made in

said maps, plans, or specifications until such changes shall

have been approved and made a part of such license by the

commission.

(b) Satisfactory evidence that the applicant has complied

with the requirements of the laws of the State or States

within which the proposed project is to be located with

respect to bed and banks and to the appropriation, div^er-

sion, and use of water for power purposes and with respect

to the right to engage in the business of developing, trans-

mitting, and distributing power, and in any other business

necessary to effect the purposes of a license under the act.

All licenses issued under the act are conditioned as

follows

:

(a) That the project adopted, including the maps, plans,

and specifications, shall be such as in the judgment of the

commission will be best adapted to a comprehensive scheme

of improvement and utilization for the purpose of naviga-

tion, of water-power development, and of other beneficial

public uses; and if necessary in order to secure such

scheme the commission shall have authority to require the

modification of any project and of the plans and specifica-

tions of the project works before approval.

(b) That except when emergency shall require for the

protection of navigation, life, health, or property, no sub-

stantial alteration or addition not in conformity with the

approved plans shall be made to any dam or other project

works constructed hereunder of a capacity in excess of one

hundred horsepower without the prior approval of the com-

mission; and any emergency alteration or addition so made

shall thereafter be subject to such modification and change

as the commission may direct.

(c) That the licensee shall maintain the project works in

a condition of repair adequate for the purposes of naviga-

tion and for the efficient operation of said works in the

development and transmission of power, shall make all

necessary renewals and replacements, shall establish and

maintain adequate depreciation reserves for such purposes,

shall so maintain and operate said works as not to impair

navigation, and shall conform to such rules and regulations

as the commission may from time to time prescribe for the

protection of life, health, and property. Each licensee

hereunder shall be liable for all damages occasioned to the

property of others by the construction, maintenance, or

operation of the project works or of the works appurtenant

or accessory thereto, constructed under the license, and in

no event shall the United States be liable therefor.

(d) That after the first twenty years of operation out

of surplus earned thereafter, if any, accumulated in excess

of a specified reasonable rate of return upon the actual,

legitimate investment of a license in any project or proj-

ects under license the licensee shall establish and main-

tain amortization reserves, which reserves shall, in the

discretion of the commission, be held until the termination

of the license or be applied from time to time in reduction

of the net investment. Such specified rate of return and

the proportion of such surplus earnings to be paid into and

held in reserve shall be set forth in the license.

(e) That the licensee shall pay to the United States rea-

sonalsle annual charges in an amount to be fixed by the

commission for the purpose of reimbursing the United

States for the costs of the administration of this act, for

recompensing it for the use, occupancy and enjoyment of

its lands or other property, and for the expropriation to

the Government of excessive profits until the respective

States shall make provision for preventing excessive profits

or for the expropriation thereof to themselves, or until

the period of amortization as herein provided is reached, and

in fixing such charges the commission shall seek to avoid

increasing the price to the consumers of power by such

charges, and charges for the expropriation of excessive

profits may be adjusted from time to time by the com-

mission as conditions may require.

Provided, that when licenses ai'e issued involving the use

of government dams or other structures all over the United
States or tribal lands embraced within Indian reserva-

tions the commission shall fix a reasonable annual charge
for the use thereof and such charges may be readjusted at

the end of twenty years after the beginning of operations

and at periods of not less than ten years thereafter in a
manner to be prescribed in each right.

Provided, that the licenses for the development, trans-

mission or distribution of power by States or municipalities

shall be issued and enjoyed without charge to the extent

that such power is sold to the public without profit or is

used by such state or municipality for State and municipal
purposes.

(f) That whenever any licensee hereunder is directly

benefited by the construction work of another license or of

the United States of a storage reservoir or other headwater
improvement, the commission shall require as a condition

of the license that the licensee so benefited shall reimburse
the owner of such reservoir or other improvement.

Combinations, agreements, arrangements or under-

standings expressed or implied to limit the output of

electrical energy to restrain trade, or to fix, maintain,

or increase prices for electrical energy or service are

prohibited. Projects of under 100 hp. may in the

judgment of the commission not be required to follow

the provisions of the act. Where the dam or other

project works are to be across, along or in any of the

navigable waters of the United States the commission
may include in the license any one or more of the fol-

lowing provisions or requirements:

(a) That such licensee shall, to the extent necessary to

preserve and improve navigation facilities, construct, in

whole or in part, without expense to the United States,

in connection with such dam, a lock or locks, booms, sluices,

or other structures for navigation purposes, in accordance
with plans and specifications approved by the Chief of

Engineers and the Secretary of War and made part of

such license.

(b) That in case such structures for navigation pur-

poses are not made a part of the original construction at

the expense of the licensee, then whenever the United

States shall desire to complete such navigation facilities

the licensee shall convey to the United States, free of cost,

such of its land and its rights of way and such right of

passage through its dams or other structures, and permit
such control of pools as may be required to complete such
navigation facilities.

(c) That such licensee shall furnish free of cost to the

United States power for the operation of such navigation

facilities, whether constructed by the licensee or by the

United States.

Where navigable waters are concerned the commis-

sion may grant the application with the provisions ex-

pressed in the license that the licensee will install the

necessary navigation structures if the government fails

to make provision therefor within a fixed time, and

shall at the same time, if it deems desirable, submit to

Congress a recommendation that the government carry

out the navigation necessities.

The licensee is required to commence the construc-

tion of project works within the time fixed by the

license, which shall not be more than two years from

the date of the license and has to prosecute it with due

diligence. The period for commencement of the con-

struction may be extended once, but not longer than two

additional years. Failure to observe the time clauses

of the license will cause cancellation of the license. Any
project once started on which the license is cancelled is

to be made the subject of a suit in equity by the At-

torney General for the revocation of the license, the
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sale of the works, or such other equitable relief as the

case may demand.

The exact wording of the recapture provisions of the

act is as follows

:

Upon not less than two years' notice in writing from
the commission, the United States shall have the right

upon or after the expiration of any license to take over and
thereafter to maintain and operate any project or projects

... or the right to take over upon mutual agreement with

the licensee all property owned and held by the licensee then
valuable and serviceable in the development, transmission

or distribution of power, and which is then dependent for

its usefulness upon the continuance of the license, together

with any lock or locks or other aids to navigation con-

structed at the expense of the licensee, upon the condition

that before taking possession it shall pay the net investment

of the licensee in the project or projects taken, not to ex-

ceed the fair value of the property taken, plus such reason-

able damages, if any, to property of the licensee valuable,

serviceable, and dependent as above set forth but not taken,

as may be caused by the severance therefrom of property
taken, and shall assume all contracts entered into by the

licensee with the approval of the commission. The net

investment of the licensee in the project or projects so

taken and the amount of such severance damages, if any,

shall be determined by agreement between the commission

and the licensee, and in case they can not agree, by pro-

ceedings in equity instituted by the United States in the

district court of the United States in the district within

which any such property may be located: Provided, That
such net investment shall not include or be affected by the

value of any lands, rights of way, or other property of the

United States licensed by the commission under this Act, by
the license, or by good will, going value, or prospective reven-

ues: Provided further, That the values allowed for water
rights, rights of way, lands, or interest in lands shall not

be in excess of the actual reasonable cost thereof at the time

of acquisition by the licensee: Provided, That the right of

the United States or any State or municipality to take

over, maintain, and operate any project licensed under the

act at any time by condemnation proceedings upon payment
of just compensation is hereby expressly reserved.

That if the United States does not, at the expiration of

the original license, exercise its right to take over, maintain,

and operate any project or projects of the licensee, the com-
mission is authorized to issue a new license to the original

licensee upon such terms and conditions as may be author-

ized or required under the then existing laws and regula-

tions, or to issue a new license under said terms and condi-

tions to a new licensee, which license may cover any pro-

ject or projects covered by the original license, and shall

be issued on the condition that the new licensee shall, before

taking possession of such project or projects, pay such
amount, and assume such contracts as the United States

is required to do: Provided, That in the event the United
States does not exercise the right to take over or does not

issue a license to a new licensee, or issue a new license to

the original licensee, upon reasonable terms, then the com-
mission shall issue from year to year an annual license

to the then licensee under the terms and conditions of the

original license until the property is taken over or a new
license is issued as aforesaid.

Provision is made for the taking over of any project

by the government in time of war with due recompense

to the licensees.

Control of Rates

The control of rates is vested in the separate state

regulatory bodies. The provisions of the law in this

respect are as follows

:

That as a condition of the license, every licensee here-
under which is a public-service corporation, or a person,

association, or corporation owning or operating any proj-

ect and developing, transmitting, or distributing power
for sale or use in public service, shall abide by such rea-

sonable regulation of the services to be rendered to cus-

tomers or consumers of power, and of rates and charges
of payment therefor, as may from time to time be pre-
scribed by any duly constituted agency of the State in which
the service is rendered or the rate charged. That in case
of the development, transmission, or distribution, or use
in public service of power by any licensee hereunder or by
its customer engaged in public service within a State which
has not authorized and empowered a commission or other
agency o^* agencies within said State to regulate and con-
trol the services to be rendered by such licensee or by its

customer engaged in public service, or the rates and
charges of payment therefor, or the amount or character
of securities to be issued by any of said parties, it is agreed
as a condition of such license that jurisdiction is hereby
conferred upon the commission, upon complaint of any per-
son aggrieved or upon its own initiative, to exercise such
regulation and control until such time as the State shall

have provided a commission or other authority for such
regulation and control: Provided, That the jurisdiction of
the commission shall cease and determine as to each spe-
cific matter of regulation and control prescribed in this sec-

tion as soon as the State shall have provided a commission
or other authority for the regulation and control of that
specific matter.

That when said power or any part thereof shall enter
into interstate or foreign commerce the rates charged and
the service rendered by any such licensee, or by any sub-
sidiary corporation, the stock of which is owned or controlled
directly or indirectly by such licensee, or by any person,
corporation, or association purchasing power from such
licensee for sale and distribution or use in public service
shall be reasonable, nondiscriminatory, and just to the cus-
tomer and all unreasonable discriminatory and unjust rates
or services are hereby prohibited and declared to be unlaw-
ful; and whenever any of the States directly concerned has
not provided a commission or other authority to enforce
the requirements of this section within such State or to
regulate and control the amount and character of securities

to be issued by any of such parties or such States are
unable to agree through their properly constituted authori-
ties on the services to be rendered or on the rates or charges
of payment therefor, or on the amount or character of
securities to be issued by any of said parties, jurisdiction
is hereby conferred upon the commission, upon complaint
of any person aggrieved, upon the request of any State
concerned, or upon its own initiative to enforce the provi-
sions of this section, to regulate and control so much of the
services rendered, and of the rates and charges of payment
therefor as constitute interstate or foi-eign commerce and
to regulate the issuance of securities by the parties included
within this section, and securities issued by the licensee
subject to such regulations shall be allowed only for the
bona fide purpose of financing and conducting the business
of such licensee.

Prior permits or valid existing rights-of-way, etc., are
not to be affected by any of the provisions of the act.

but any person holding such permits, etc., may apply
for a license under the terms of the act provided that

when application is made for a licenoe for a project al-

ready constructed the fair value of such project deter-

mined as provided in the act shall for the purposes of

the act and of said license be deemed to be the amount
to be allowed as the net investment of the applicant in

such project or projects as of the date of such license,

or as of the date of such determination if license has
not been issued. Such fair value may in the discre-

tion of the commission be determined by mutual agree-

ment between the commission and the applicant, or, in

case they cannot agree, jurisdiction is conferred upon
the district court of the United States in the district

within such project is located upon the application of

either party to determine the amount of such fair value.

Special provision for non-navigable waters is made as

follows

:
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That any person, association, corporation, State, or mu-

nicipality intending to construct a dam or other project

works across, along, over, or in any stream or part thereof,

other than those defined herein as navigable waters, and

over which Congress has jurisdiction under its authority to

regulate commerce between foreign nations and among the

several States, may in their discretion file declaration of

such intention with the commission, whereupon the commis-

sion shall cause immediate investigation of such proposed

construction to be made, and if upon investigation it shall

find that the interests of interstate or foreign commerce

would be affected by such proposed construction, such per-

son, association, corporation. State, or municipality shall

not proceed with such construction until it shall have applied

for and shall have received a license under the provisions

of this Act. If the commission shall not so find, and if no

public lands or reservations are affected, permission is

hereby granted to construct such dam or other project

works in such stream upon compliance with State laws.

Nothing in the act is to be construed as affecting the

laws of the respective states relating to the control, ap-

propriation, use, or distribution of water used in irriga-

tion, or for municipal or other purposes, or any vested

rights acquired therein.

The protection of licensees against the future action

of Congress is given in the following paragraph:

That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this act is

hereby expressly reserved; but no such alteration, amend-

ment, or repeal shall affect any license theretofore issued

under the provisions of this act, or the rights of any

licensee thereunder.

Mailing Case for Water Bacteria Samples
To avoid the expense of packing water samples for

bacterial analysis in ice and shipping by express the

Provincial Board of Health of Quebec has for two years

past used a mailing case for daily sampling purposes.

During that time nearly 18,000 samples, principally

from purification plants, have been handled satisfac-

torily. The case and its use were described in a

paper presented to the American Water Works Asso-

ciation in June by M. H. McCrady, chemist and bac-

teriologist, Superior Board of Health of the Province

of Quebec, Montreal, P. Q. Mr. McCrady has supplied

the following abstract of his paper

:

Small mailing cases, with four cork-stoppered tubes

in each, the tubes containing a little concentrated lac-

tose medium, are shipped in lots of 20 or 30 to the

sample collector, who each day fills the four tubes of

one case with the water to be examined. Each tube

is filled only to a mark on the tube, such that 5 c.c.

of water are placed in the tube. The case is then

mailed to the laboratory, where a small inverted vial

is placed in each tube, the tube tipped to fill the vial

with the liquid in the tube, and the whole then in-

cubated at 37 deg. C. in the usual manner, to obtain

a presumptive test for organisms of the Colon group.

The advantages of this system of sampling and analysis

are: (1) Slight cost of outfits, as ordinary specimen

vials constitute the only glassware required. The
mailing-case is simply the outside can of the usual type

of sputum mailing case employed by many laboratories.

(2) Slight cost oftransportation. The case is shipped

to the laboratory for the insignificant sum of 3c. (3)

The excellent service of the mails is employed. (4)

The labor of handling samples at the laboratory is

reduced to a minimum, for the cases are handled at

the rate of about one a minute. (5) The slight labor

involved in collecting samples results in surprising

regularity in such collection. (6) The results are

quantitative, 4 samples of 5 c.c. being taken daily.

Vertical Curves for Coal Piers

and Hump Yards
Sharp Circular and Parabolic Curves Connect Steep

Grades of Cable and Gravity Inclines

—

Minimum Radius 82 Ft.

IN DESIGNING the track layout for coal shipping

piers an important consideration is the radius and

length of vertical curves at the ends of the steep grades

for cable inclines and gravity tracks, and for the kick-

backs where the direction of car travel is reversed. The
use of vertical curves under such conditions is very

different from their use on main lines, owing to the

steep grades, the restricted length and the exceptional

operating methods at coal piers. As very little pub-
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FIG. 1. VERTICAL CURVES ON COAL PIER INCLINES :

LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD

lished information on this subject is available the

following particulars of recent practice will be useful

for record or reference.

To insure safe and free movements of cars over the

sharp changes in grade, it is necessary to avoid undue

strain on the center plates or king pins of the trucks

and insure against foulmg of brake rigging, hopper

doors or other low hanging parts of cars with the track

or the cable haulage system. If cars are operated in

pairs or in trains there is also the factor of possible

separation of the couplings in passing over the change

of grade. The profile of grades and curves at each

pier is selected to suit local conditions of construction

and operation. In some cases it is the practice to lay out

the profile of each curve and its adjacent grades on a very

large scale and to plot the cars upon this, in order to

see that there will be no interference.

On the new coal pier of the Central R.R. of New
Jersey at Jersey City, N. J., which was. described in

Engineering Neivs-Record, April 15, 1920, p. 759, par-

abolic, instead of circular, vertical curves are used, each

offset from the theoretical grade line to the curve

profile, being proportional to the square of the distance

from the P.C, or P.T. of the curve. The length of

curve varies with the grades. Thus, a curve 30 ft.

long connects the 1 per cent gravity track for loaded

cars with the 12 per cent cable incline and a 35-ft.

curve connects this incline with the level track of the

car dumping machine. At the end of the level track a

30-ft. curve connects with the empty descending grade

(8 per cent from one machine and 11 per cent from

the other), at the foot of which a 35-ft. curve con-

nects with the H per cent ascending grade to the kick-
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back track. A 45-ft. vartical curve connects this li

per cent grade with the 18 per cent grade of the kick-

back. This arrangement will be understood by reference

to the profiles in the article mentioned above.

Circular curves are used at the Buffalo coal pier of

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. The loaded

cars pass over a curve 21 ft. long from the 2 per cent

gravity track to the 12 per cent incline at the head

of which a curve 24 ft. long and of 200 ft. radiur. con-

nects with the level track ofi the car dumper. Fcr the
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FIG. 3. VERTICAL CURVES AND GRADES OF SWITCHING
HUMPS

loaded car kickback, however, a curve of 82 ft. radius

and 32 ft. length is used. This appears to be the

minimum radius for vertical curves. Fig. 1 shows

profiles at two of the coal docks of the Lehigh Valley

R.R., at Perth Amboy, N. J., where cars are handled

coupled together. The minimum radius is 264 ft. at

the head of one incline, as with sharper curves there

will be trouble from the uncoupling of the cars. For

cars operated singly this radius could be reduced mate-

rially. On coal piers of the Norfolk & Western R.R.

the radius of vertical curves is 200 ft. at the foot of

the barney or cable incline, 185 ft. from the head of

the incline into the car dumper and from 185 to 200 ft.

where cars run by gravity through a kickback.

On the Canton coal pier of the Pennsylvania R.R.,

at Baltimore, Md., the loaded cars run into a kickback

about 120 ft. long, which is built on a vertical curve of

405 ft. radius and from which the cars are delivered

to the cable incline leading to the car dumper. This

incline has a grade of 13.2 per cent, with vertical curves

of 288 ft. and 224 ft. at bottom and top, the length of

curve being about 32 and 27 ft. respectively. On the

Greenwich coal pier of the sairie road, at Philadelphia,

the vertical curves are of 305 to 110 ft. radius, as

shown in Fig. 2. Neither

of these piers has a vertical

curve at the connection of

the level track of the car

dumper with the empty
gravity track, which track

on the Canton pier has a

grade of 4.1 per cent. On
the Greenwich pier, how-

ever, th'jre is a slight easing of the grade at the top of

the 11 per cent gravity track.

The sharpest curve noted for the foot of a cable

incline is 156 ft. on the car dumping pier of the Phila-

delphia & Reading R.R. at Port Reading, N. J. This

curve connects a level yard track with the 11 per cent

incline grade, a 309 ft. curve connecting the head of

the incline with the level track leading through the

car dumping machine.

Vertical curves on hump tracks for gravity switch-

ing are of considerably longer radius than those of

VERTICAL CURVES AND GRADES ON SWITCHING HUMPS

Niles Yard: M.C.R.R. Markham Yard: I.C.R.R.

U^
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The Surface Shrinkage of Rapid Filter Sand Beds
A Discussion of the Causes and the Importance of the Varying Decree of Adsorptive Power of Sand

Grains—Application of Colloid Chemistry Concepts to a Sanitary Engineering Problem

Abel Wolman and
Division Engineer, Division of

Special Investigations

Bureau of Sanitary Engineering Maryland State Department ©f Health, Baltimore, Md.

Sheppard T. Powell
Resident Engineer

THE problems encountered by engineers in the purifi-

cation of water have been interpreted usually in the

light of chemical and biological laws. It is only within

recent years that any explanation, for instance, of

the mechanism of filtration and the function of the

sand medium therein has been predicated upon purely

physico-chemical concepts. The recent occurrence of

such a condition as the

surface contraction of a

sand bed, therefore, re-

sults in opening up to the

water-works engineer an

interesting and unex-

plored field of research

which leads one into the

strange lands of ceramics,

agriculture, and theoreti-

cal physical chemistry.

The present paper should

have its interest for the

filtration engineer not so

much in the presentation

of the specific problem of

sand bed shrinkage, as in

the development of data

and concepts borrowed
from allied sciences. A
brief survey of the mate-

rials with which the

water-works man attempts

to bring about purification

of water indicates at once

an array of particles of

colloid dimension so

striking as to cause one to

wonder why the usual phenomena encountered have been

so little studied by intensive colloid chemical methods.

Within the filter bed there still remains to be probed a

colloid microcosm of gels of silica, alumina and kindred

other particles.

To engineers and scientists in general the data here

discussed may serve as an introduction to methods of

interpretation and investigation which as yet are but

rarely em.ployed. The significance of colloid particles

in the hydraulic construction of dams, in the location

of subaqueous structures, in the building of highways,

in the flotation of ores and in many other engineering

problems, where the state of subdivision of the ma-
terials employed frequently determines success or fail-

ure, cannot be too greatly stressed. The problems de-

scribed in this paper are not peculiar to the field of fil-

tration engineering. The underlying principles, though
specific and restricted in their setting, are common to

that vast twilight zone, vi^hich Ostwald, less than a de-

cade ago, so aptly named the "world of neglected di-

mensions."

In the course of the routine control of the operation

of a number of water fiHration plants in the State of

Maryland, there have come to our notice within the

The authors suggest as the cause of the surface shrink-

age of filter sand beds the presence of highly adsorptive
sands. A quantitative method for measuring the adsorp-
tive capacities of sand grains is described. By the use of

such a measure, it is found that sands, apparently the
same in character, disclose great differences in activity.

Current methods of granulometric analysis do not supply
all of the data which these investigations indicate should
be known in regard to filter media, since such methods
measure apparent size and not retentive or adsorptive
capacity. This latter characteristic is frequently a con-
comitant of small-size sand grains, but is not necessarily
of low value in grains of apparently large size or low spe-

cific area. The presence of highly-adsorptive sand is

thought to be responsible for sand-bed contraction, since

similar explanations have been developed in other fields

to account for the phenomena of contraction, cer.ientation,

plasticity and cracking. The importance of the fore-

going observations lies as much in the unforeseen disclosure

of the powerful internal forces within the sand bed, and
in the development of a new conception of the variability

of sands, which usual procedures do not differentiate, as

in the solution of the special problem of sand-bed shrink-

age. It is concluded that the adsorptive capacity of

sands is dependent upon their internal structure and ac-

tive surface and not upon the presence of so-called col-

loidal films. Attention is caMed also to the value of
studying other engineering problems, such as hydraulic-
fill dams, subaqueous structures, and highways, from the
standpoint of physical chemistry.

past few years various phenomena of filter sand action

which appeared to require some laboratory study. The
investigation of some of the little-discussed properties

of sands used in filter beds has been carried out in the

Bureau of Sanitary Engineering of the Maryland State

Department of Health under the general supervision

of the chief engineer, Robert B. Morse. The results of

these prelimirv^.ry studies

are set forth in this paper

in order that they may
elicit further comment
and titudy from other in-

vestigators. The findings

here reported seem to be

of sufficient importance

to warrant publication

even though more experi-

mental work is desirable

before the ultimate prac-

tical significance of all of

the data becomes appar-

ent. A number of the

conclusions of the writers

may appear to be some-

w h a t hypothetical, but

their substantiation is

possible only by the re-

porting of similar phe-

nomena and empirical

facts by others. The
demonstration of scien-

tific theories is limited in

its scope by the avail-

ability of correlated and

pertinent phenomena.
Only a few of the characteristics of these interesting

occurrences have been noted by the present writers.

If simultaneous and confirmatory observations are sug-

gested by our brief remarks, then much will have been

accomplished in the clarification of some of the complex

properties of filter sands.

Under-Watei' Contraction or Shrinkage of Filter

Beds. An extended search of published literature on

filter sands or allied subjects has failed to produce any
reference to the occurrence of actual under-water sur-

face shrinkage of filter sands. In the latter part of

June, 1919, a study of the operating records of the

Springfield State Hospital rapid sand filtration plant re-

vealed the fact that during the week of May 6 to 13,

1919, the B. Coli contents of both filter bed effluents be-

came excessive and remained higher than previously, up

to the time of this writing (January, 1920). This sud-

den rise in bacterial content was not accompanied by

any modification in method of operation or by any ap-

parent change in applied raw water. The abruptness

of the change is Indicated by the bacterial data shown
in Table I. The accuracy of the analytical findings

is attested by the fact that the same water after chlo-

rination revealed no similar rise in B Coli content.
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TABLE I. B. COLI PRESUMPTH'E TESTS IN FILTER EFFLUENT
SAMPLES OF SPRINGFIELD STATE HOSPITAL RAPID SAND

FILTRATION PLANT— 1919

B. Coli per 100 c.c. B. Coli per 100 c.c.

Date Filter I Filter 2 Date Filter I Filter 2

Jan. 28 July 15 35 5

Feb. 4 22 2,400+ 231

18 No record 29 35 35

Mar. 4 Aug. 5 2

II 12 231 20

18 2 19 35 2,400+
25 26t 2 2

April 1 9 Sept. 2 5

8 9 2 20

19 16
' 22 2 Q 23 2

29 30
May 6* Oct. 7

13 2,400+ 35 21 2 5

20 231 9 28 20 35

27 231 231 Nov, 4 231 35

June 3 35 35 12

10 231 231 18 2

17 2,400+ 231 Dec. 9 2 2

24 35 35 16 2

July 1 15 15 23. 15 5

8 5 9

"May 6-13—New sand placed, less on filter 2 than on filter 1.

t Aug. 23—Five inches of top sand removed from filter 2. Although no direc-

tions were given to remove sand from No. 1 measurements disclosed a loss in

depth of sand of from 3 to 4 in. on No. I following Aug. 23.

An inspection of the two filter beds during June and

succeeding months disclosed the following facts : The en-

tire sand bed in each filter had drawn away on all four

sides from the concrete walls, to distances ranging from

h to li in. in width, and to depths of sand varying in

filter 1 from 4 to 12 in. and in filter 2 from 2 to 6 in.

This phenomenon of shrinkage existed under water and

was apparent by drawing off the water to a depth of

from 12 to 18 in. above the sand bed. The importance

of the under-water contraction was immediately ap-

parent to the observer, since the rate of filtration

through the open area extending around the four sides

of the bed was so much greater than through the bed

proper that definite currents of water flowed with in-

creased velocity, as shown by the carrjang of alum floe

down the sides instead of through the bed. The inter-

nal contracting force of the sand bed, in addition, was
so great that the head of water upon the bed did not

cause the sand surface to expand but simply spalled

off portions of corners of the bed causing transverse

cracks of great size within the bed. The intensity of

this internal force was further demonstrated in the

back-washing of the bed with a high velocity wash. The
entire bed was lifted up by the incoming wash-water
and raised without breaking, while the water gushed
around the open spaces on the sides until the weight
of the bed itself caused its collapse. After complete

washing, the sand beds usually returned to fairly nor-

mal condition, although the existence of a circumferen-

tial crack was apparent. A number of inspections of

the beds in succeeding months, while the investigation

was being carried on, disclosed a continuation of the

same phenomena.
The amount of the under-water shrinkage may be

arrived at in the following manner: Each of the filter

units is 8 by 11 ft. in surface area. With an average
contraction on all four sides of 1 in. the total percentage
shrinkage in surface area would be approximately 3.5.

The minimum shrinkage observed was about 1.8 per cent

and the maximum, with cracks of 1^ in., about 5.3 per

cent. Approximately the same percentage shrinkage
has been observed in a number of filter beds in another
plant in Maryland. In this latter plant the filter areas

are many times greater than in the Springfield plant,

but the percent of shrinkage of surface is about the

same. The absolute value of the percentage shrinkage,

although significant, as giving the reduction of effective

filtration area, is not as important as its resulting effect

in permitting more than its proportionate part of the

water to flow through the cracks. This latter fact should

not be lost sight of in considering a quantity such as

1.8 per cent as mathematically insignificant.

An inquiry into the events preceeding the appear-

ance of unJer-water contraction disclosed the fact that

during the week of May 6, owing to the progressive loss

of sand on the beds during previous months, the operator

placed new sand on filters 1 and 2 to depths of 8 and 4

in. respectively. Some weeks previous to this time he

forwarded to the Bureau of Sanitary Engineering a

sample of sand for mechanical analysis, which he pro-

posed using for replenishing the beds. This sand was
condemned on account of the presence of excessive

amounts of fine material and the operator was so in-

formed. He asserted, however, that the condemned
sand was not used, but that some of the left-over sand,

originally used for the beds, had been placed. Samples
of this left-over sand, other than that on the bed, the

operator was unable to locate. The sudden appearance

of shrinkage, differing in depths in the two beds

roughly in accordance with the amounts of new sand

placed, led us to believe that this new sand, whether
the condemned or otherwise, was responsible, in a meas-

ure at least, for the phenomenon observed. The gran-

ulometric analyses of the condemned and of the top

sand in place after May 13 are shown on Table II.

TABLE II. GRANULOMETRIC ANALYSES OF SPRINGFIELD STATE
HOSPITAL SANDS

Per Cent Passing Sieve Numbers and Retained on Next
Higher Sieve

Source 200 100 80 SB 40 30 20 10
Coudemned sand... 0.0 1.8 1.6 15.8 30.6 34.6 13.6 2.0
Top sand (washed)' 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 18.0 76.6 4.2 4

The adhesive property of the top sand on the filter

beds at Springfield was apparent physically when a

handful of the sand was taken up. Ordinary moist

clean filter sand, when clasped in the hand, falls apart

in numerous grains when the clasping pressure is re-

leased, but the filter sands of those bads where shrink-

age has been observed, undor a similar release of hand
pressure, retain well their ball form and adhere strongly

to the rest of the mass of sand, which has a marked
degree of plasticity and stickiness, foreign to sandy

media of most filter beds. It is interesting to recall at

this point Clark's reference in a different connection

(1894 annual report of the Massachusetts State Board
of Health) to the marked pasty feeling and appearance,

when wet, of a white North Carolina sand of effective

size of 0.20 mm. In his discussion he refers to the fact

that this white sand behaved in a manner similar to

cement; that when dried after saturation with water

the santl grains cling together in lumps; and that the

cementing of thir white sand was greater than in

any other examined. Although not emphasizing the

significance of his observations, Clark pointed out the

importance of the great cohesion of particles of

some sands under favorable conditions. In the dis-

cussion to follow the reader will be able to fit Clark's

observations into the general hypothesis regarding the

cause or causes of under-water shrinkage.

The reader may well ask at this point why the study

of the filter sands was pursued to the exclusion of other

factors in the attempt to arrive at a solution of the
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problem of shrinkage. The reasons for this decision

appear in the fact that the sand in the Springfield in-

stance was the only factor which varied during the

period of transition from absence to appearance of con-

traction and that, in the other plant where the sand

shrinkage was observed, all the operating and structural

features were similar to those existent in plants show-

ing no shrinkage, excepting that there were marked

differences in the character of sands originally used

in the beds. There was, in addition, no reason to con-

sider the applied water in either of the two plants, as

peculiar, since a study of the analyses and watersheds

of the streams (which are 25 to 30 miles apart) dis-

closed nothing different, as indicated by tests now
available, from other streams in the State.

Hypothesis Regarding the Cause of Under-Water

Shriyikage of Filter Beds. The observation of the var-

ious conditions described above led to the formulation of

hypotheses regarding the cause of causes of the shrink-

age of the sand beds. A preliminary microscopic ex-

amination of a number of filter sands in comparison

with the Springfield sand disclosed a characteristic film

on the grains of the latter, after persistent washing,

which was not apparent on other sands. This film, how-

ever, was not apparent on the sands of the beds of the

other plant where shrinkage had occurred, so that the

presence of a colloidal film of itself did not appear to of-

fer sufficient proof of the unusual adhesive property of

the sands under discussion. The action of the sand bed

itself, however, seemed to require for explanation the

following reasoning: The sand showed actual shrink-

age, plasticity and cementation. These could be brought

about, under the conditions, only by the existence of

some internal force or adhesive property of the sand

itself, which would consist in the pulling together or

attracting of other sand particles. Such an internal

force would have to be predicated upon an unusually

high adsorptive power of the sand, aided by the cement-

ing material or matrix, the coagulant. Since the latter

is present in all plants, its mere presence would not be

responsible for the shrinkage, but it would require in

addition the nucleus of an active structure of a sand

showing high internal interfacial attractive forces. To
develop the evidence in support of the above hypothe-

ses, it will be necessary to inciuire into (1) the nature

of the causes which produce in other substances shrink-

age, cementation, plasticity and bonding power, (2)

the variation of the adsorptive properties of different

sands, and (3) the magnitude of the adsorptive force

of the "shrinkage" sands in .-elation to that of "non-

shrinkage" sands.

Shrinkage, Cementation, etc. in Substances Other

than Sand. Considerable study has been devoted in

past years to the causes of shrinkage, plasticity, etc.

in clays. The evidence so far adduced appears to war-

rant the following conclusions, adapted from the studies

of Ashley'

:

(a) Clay is a mixture of granular matter and a col-

loid gel.

(b) The sources of the colloid matter are organic and
inorganic, principally colloidal silicates and silica, less com-
monly alumnia and ferric oxide.

(c) Adsorption, the property colloids have of taking

other substances out of solution or suspension, may be

measured by the degree of removal of color from certain

dyes by clays.

(d) The adsorption of a dye by clays gives an approxi-

mate measure of plasticity.

(e) The air shrinkage of clays varies with the amount
of colloids present in a clay, as measured by the dye adsorp-

tion. This condition is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1.

(f ) The amount of colloids in clays, as determined by dye
adsorption, roughly varies with the surface-factor or total

surface areas of clays.

Ashley' further states that air shrinkage and plastic-

ity are highest with high colloidal matter, while in-

creased fineness of grain in a clay results in increased

air shrinkage. Colloidal alumina, for instance, is some-

times added to clays in order to assist in the cementing

properties and in the increase of air shrinkage^ It is

clear that the ceramists have dealt so far with the

phenomenon of air shrinkage, but it is believed that

the presentation of later data will indicate that the

theories underlying the air-shrinkage of materials are

also concordant with the explanations of shrinkage of

filter sands under water.

0.8

0.7
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Cushman' confirms Ashley's hypothesis regarding the

plasticity and shrinkage of clays by his determination

of the fact that mixtures of solutions of alum and sod-

ium silicate (both colloids) increase the plasticity and

shrinkage or binding power of clays. It is his opinion

that both plasticity and binding power are merely

manifestations of a colloid modification of matter which

exists in rocks and clays. In the same way, he correlates'

the cementing power of rock powders with the plasticity

of clays and ascribes this power to the amorphous col-

loid structure of the particles of rock.

An interesting example of shinkage of substances in

contact with a liquid is the phenomenon, scientifically

termed "syneresis," or the separation of water solu-

tions from highly hydrated substances such as silicic

acid gels. Holmes, Kaufmann and Nicholas' describe

the relatively enormous contraction of a silicic acid gel

in a glass container lined with vaseline, to prevent the

adherence of the gel to the glass so that the gel would

be free to contract. In such contraction the gel simply

squeezed out a volume of liquid equal to the decrease in

volume of the gel. That this internal contracting force

is dynamically powerful is indicated by the statement

of Holmes et aF that "a paper-thin glass bulb, unlined

with vaseline, was filled with the gel mixture and on

setting, the gel contracted so powerfully that the glass

caved in." This poiverful contracting force ivas not ac-

companied by evaporation of any of the liquor on and
in the gel, since the glass tubes were so sealed as to

prevent such evaporation. It is important to call at-

tention at this point to the conclusion of the above au-

thors that the degree of syneresis or contraction of

spherical gels closely parallels the change in the rela-

tion of surface to volume, or that syneresis varies di-

rectly as the free surface. The significance of this ob-

servation, in this instance, as well as in the explanation

of the shrinkage of clays as due to the colloids (particles

of great specific surface), will be more apparent in

the discussion of the problem of filter sands.

It is of value, in discussing these factors of shrink-

age, to refer to another field of science where the pecu-

liar properties of sands have occasioned much thought
and experimentation. Some ten years ago, Thompson"
discussed, before the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, certain peculiarities of sands which had resulted

in the failure of concrete structures in which they had
been used. He described the failure of mortars to har-

den when certain sands were used, concluded that such
defective sands contained excessive vegetable organic
materials, and established tentative limits for organic
material above which sands should not go if they were
to be free from injurious effects. This same colloidal

film, as a deterrent to the development of a union be-

tween cement and sand grains, was later discussed by
Freeman, Free and Gaines' in separate articles. Gaines
further explained the failure of cements to harden with
certain sands as due to the retardation of reaction by
colloidal films on the sand and to "steric" or structural

hindrance, whereby substances accumulate on the sur-
face of sand, due to adsorption, and prevent or retard
chemical action with the cement.

The Adsorptive Power of Sand Grains. In all of the
discussions presented above, the explanations of various
phenomena dealing with plasticity, bonding power,
shrinkage, negative and positive cementation have been
reduced apparently to the effect of one primary action,

common to the problems of ceramics, structures, high-
ways, and specific physical chemistry, namely, adsorptive
power. This adsorptive power in turn has been pred-
icated by different writers upon the factors of col-

loidal surface film and upon specific surface area or
character. It appears that the same property which
increases plasticity of clays, binding power of rock
powders and retards formation of concrete with cer-

tain sands, may be responsible for the peculiar aotion
of the sand beds under discussion.

What then is the adsorptive capacity of sand grains
and how may it be measured? The simplest procedure
which we have been able to make use of for the deter-
mination of the adsorptive power of sands consists

of determining the amount of color removed from a
standard dye by a definite weight of a sand. Since
the character of both the dye and the sand influences
the color removals, the selection of a proper coloring
material is important. For our purposes, the organic
dye, malachite green, was chosen, since it had already
been used successfully by Ashley' for similar purposes
and since it is a basic dye. The basic dyes in general
are electropositive while sand has a negative charge, so
that malachite green would serve as an effective reagent
for measuring comparative adsoiption. Chamot also

has pointed out that an excellent selective stain for
gelatinous silica is malachite green. There is reason
to believe that the values obtained with this dye may
be correlated with the attractive forces of sands for
aluminum hydroxide and, therefore, our results should
reflect the action within the sand beds.

In measuring the removal of color from dyes, or the
adsorbability of sands, the following standard proced-
ure was adopted: The upper and lower amounts of
sand and dye were found which would give most con-
venient proportions to obtain the readings between the
wide ranges of results. In each experiment 100 grams
of the dry sand to be tested were shaken 50 times
with 250 c.c. of a 0.001 per cent distilled water solution

of malachite green. This flask was then allowed to

stand 24 hours to permit the fine material in the sand
to settle. At the end of 24 hours 50 c.c. of the super-
natant liquid were removed and matched in Nessler
tubes against standard solutions of the dye to deter-

mine the strength of the residual color. The standard
color was given an arbitrary value of 1000 units (the

reciprocal of the percentage strength) so that the

residual colors would range from to 1000 units, de-

pending upon the degree of adsorption.

The preliminary determination of relative adsorp-
tion of different sands in this manner was independent
of the causes of such adsorption. It was our purpose,

(1) to determine how much different sands vary in

their adsorptive power (as measured by our arbitrary-

method), and (2) to attempt to discover the causes of

such variations as might appear. The first sand ex-

amined in the manner described above was the Spring-
field sand originally condemned by this Bureau. This
sand removed 994 units of color. A sample of the sand
originally placed on the bed of another plant, where
marked shrinkage had occurred, adsorbed 1000 units

of dye, removing all trace of color. Contrasted with
these two sands is a third sand, used on a bed where
no shrinkage was apparent, which removed only 180

and left 820 units of dye, and a fourth sand, with no
shrinkage, which removed only 400 units.
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The above extreme variation in the adsoptive proper-

ties of these four sands led us to an examination of

some twenty other sands from different localities, some

in use on filter beds and others projected for use. The

results obtained on these samples of clean dry sand

are sho\\na in Table III. It is interesting to note the

extreme variations in filter sands in respect to their

TABLE III.
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by an analysis of empirical data accumulated from
different plants and by independent observers.

In this connection, it is interesting to point out that

those six filter beds in two different plants which show
the greatest shrinkage of 38 beds studied (all of which
contracted more or less in comparison with numerous
other non-shrinkage beds) originally contained sands

showing the following recorded characteristics:

Effective Size 0.31 0.33 0.27 0.27 0.33 0.23
Uniformity coefficient 1.98 1.79 2.04 2 13 I 77 1.80

The importance of this observation is apparent when
it is mentioned that, after two to four years operation

(in the five older beds), examination of the beds showed
upper layers of sand, varying to depths of 3 to 4 in., of

sizes finer than 0.28 mm.
Although the importance of size and large specific

area have been stressed in the above discussion, it must
be pointed out that high adsorption may occur with ma-
terials such as sand, even when the apparent size (by

granulometric analysis) is great and the specific area

per unit weight apparently low. We use these terms ad-

visedly, since adsorption is a function of large internal

active surface which often is not indicated by the usual

mechanical analysis. Three striking examples of this

active internal surface are mentioned briefly to illus-

trate the danger of pinning all our faith to the "effec-

tive size" only. One of these, the coal filter medium,
has been referred to earlier in the discussion. This

material showed adsorption excessive in proportion to

its effective size (0.8 mm.). A second example is that

of a standard Ottawa sand of about 0.5 mm. effective

size, 100 grams of which adsorbed 988 units of dye,

comparable with the adsorption of a normal sand of

effective size of about 0.25 mm.
The importance of great internal surface in determin-

ing adsorptive capacity is brought out most clearly by
an experiment carried out upon a synthetic silicon-

dioxide, supplied through the courtesy of Professor

Patrick of the Department of Physical Chemistry of

the Johns Hopkins University. The material used by
us has an effective size of over 0.5 mm. but is character-

ized by an exceedingly great internal surface consisting

of minute capillary tubules which have the power of

adsorbing vast quantities of gases and liquids to approx-

imately 30 to 40 per cent of its own weight. Eighteen
grams of this silicon dioxide adsorb completely 1,000

units of the dye used in our experiments. In other

words, 18 grams of this material are equivalent in

adsorptive capacity to 100 grams of the sand which
showed excessive shrinkage and, incidentally, low effec-

tive size. The possible practical significance of the

above relationship will be pointed out later. It need be

emphasized only, at this point, that much caution should
be used in reasoning from apparent size of grain to

adsorptive capacity.

The Colloidal Film on Sand Grains and Organic
Impurities in Sands. It is not believed that the mere
presence or absence of a colloidal organic film on sand
grains plays an important part in predetermining either

their adsorption or shrinkage, since no definite corre-

lation could be established between the presence of film

or organic content and adsorptive capacity or cementa-
tion. The organic contents were determined in two
ways, by the so-called Abrams-Harder test"," and by
the determination of oxidizable matter in sands by
ignition. (The Abrams-Harder test consists of treating
a known weight of sand with a dilute solution of sodium

hydroxide and observing the resultant color after the
mixture has been allowed to stand 24 hours. The in-

tensity of color is an approximate measure of the
amount of organic impurities present.) It was found,
in the case of one of the sands which showed high
adsorption and excessive shrinkage, that the organic
content by both of the above tests was excessive and
this was confirmed by the presence of a heavy collodial

film on the grains, which wa."? easily to be detected under
the microscope. The same thing, however, did not hold
with respect to the other high-shrinkage sand and
similar discrepancies appeared in other sands. (That
cementation of particles is possible without the presence
of organic film is further demonstrated by the work
of Jensen"" on the phenomenon of "plowsole".) Al-
though the Abrams-Harder test for organic impuri-
ties in sands may not disclose any real information
regarding adsorption and shrinkage, yet its simplicity
should recommend it highly to the water-works investi-

gator for further correlated study.

Concluding Observations on Adsorption by Sand
Grains. It is postulated frequently in textbooks and in

other discussions of water filtration problems that it is

desirable to use filter sands of high adsorptive power.
Chamot", for instance, states in one of his interesting
addresses that "the sanitary engineer in writing his

specifications for sand beds ought to be able to include

details looking toward the use of a filter medium of high
adsorptive power." It is pertinent to ask, in the light

of the possible correlation between high adsorption and
shrinkage, with its attendant evils, whether the gain by
the use of high adsorptive sands is not offset by the
objectionable features? If high adsorptive capacity
results in cementation, shrinkage, plasticity and cracking
effects, is it desirable to specify high adsorption. Con-
siderable remains to be done, of course, in the way of

demonstrating the action of adsorptive sands in rapid
sand filtration plants under varying conditions before
the above question may be definitely answered. Pre-
liminary findings, however, indicate that under the con-

ditions peculiar to rapid sand filtration plants, high
adsorption would not be entirely a desirable attribute

of the sand medium.

The interesting relation between fineness of sand
grain and adsorptive power also leads to the conclusion

that, in those beds initially supplied with a proportion

of fine sand, the finer particles do not appear to be
washed out after years of use. It is stated often that

a medium containing fine material may be used on a

rapid sand bed, since successive washing will eliminate

the finer grains. It is not believed that this gradual

elimination actually takes place, for it has been found in

our study of the 34 filter beds, showing varjMng degrees

of actual shrinkage, that the bed showed the highest

shrinkage which had had originally a fair quota of the

finest sand. Even though this particular bed had been
in use over several years, the objectionable effects of

the fine material have not yet been removed. This
would seem to indicate that the highly adsorptive sand
was still in place. The possible reason for its persis-

tency may well have its origin in the fact that, owing
to its high adsorptive capacity, it seizes floe and other

material and, hence, when backwashed, acts as particles

of similar and large size owing to its accumulation of

foreign substances.

It is suggested also that the existence of patches of

highly adsorptive sand, of either small size or unusually
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active surface, may be responsible for the formation of

the objectionable and tenacious mud balls with which

filter operators frequentlj' are troubled. It is con-

ceivable that such nuclei in a bed might react in such

manner as to produce the above mentioned phenomenon,

but here, too, experimentation is still much behind the

practical problem. Attributing the formation of mud
balls to faulty design of wash water systems does not

explain the frequent development of mud balls where

washing arrangements are apparently excellent.

In passing, mention should be made of a field of filtra-

tion where the highly adsorptive sand may and should

possibly be specified. In the drifting-sand process of

water filtration, at least a part of the purification is

effected through the adsorptive power of sand grains.

We are not aware, however, that this knowledge has led

to any newer specification for sand grains to be used in

the drifting portion of the bed. It would seem that such

sands would be chosen 'for their increased adsorptive

capacity over normal sands, and it might be desirable

even to try experimentally some such medium as the

synthetic silicon-dioxide already mentioned in this

paper. Where the desideratum is almost entirely attrac-

tive and retentive capacity, as in the drifting-sand

medium, it may be economy to purchase a more

expensive, but a more powerfully activated, medium.

In conclusion, the writers wish to state that the com-

ments and observations here set forth upon the adsorp-

tive and colloidal properties of sands and their practical

importance should be received as preliminary inquiries

into a complex field, rather than as final and definite =

conclusions supported by a paucity of data.' The phe-
.

nomenon of under-water shrinkage of sand beds -no ,

doubt is intimately influenced by a series of factors, in

which coagulant, algae, characteristics of applied water,

etc., have considerable importance, but it is our belief

that the nature of the filter medium itself plays a pr .r j

dominating part or else the contraction phenomenon
;

should be common to all plants. If this discussion

should bring forth more experimentation upon the com-

plex problems of the mechanism of filtration and the

function of the sand medium therein, it will have served

its purpose completely. - ,
.

,

The writers take much pleasure in publicly thanking

for their valuable aid in the preparation of the above

discussion the following persons: Miss Burroughs,

assistant chemist, Maryland State Department of
>

Health, who is responsible for the analytical determina-

tions of the adsorptive capacities of the different sands

;

Professor Patrick, of the department of physical chem-

istry of the Johns Hopkins University, who discussed

with the writers their hypotheses and who suggested

the experiment with the synthetic silicon dioxide; Mr.

Bayliss, chemist of the Baltimore city water filtration

plant, whose criticism of the final discussion was most

helpful; Mr. Hannan, chemist of the Toronto filtration

plant, who discussed in detail the final paper and offered

a number of valuable suggestions as to context and

additions to confirmatory references ; Mr. Howard, bac-

teriologist of the Toronto filtration plant, who read and

criticized the final manuscript.
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Grade-Crossing Removal Progress at Syracuse

Rernoyal of the railway tracks at Syracuse, N. Y., and
the utilization of, the old- Erie Canal bed there has been
a proj.ect under^ consideration for a number of years,

but it has been held up by general delay due to the w^ar.

The'acquisition of -the canal ;bank (through the city is

an -essential preliminary to the grade-crossing elimi-

nation-project. The Common Council in 1919 de-

clared the intention of the City to take over all of

the canal- lands in the city which are to be abandoned
and to make; application to the Land Board pursuant

to the provision of the so-called Walters Act of

1916. This, act has recently been amended so as to

enable the City to- dispose of such canal lands as

it might acquire and not use for public purpose. The
city charter provided that such property shall not be

disposed of at public sale, a method which it is thought

would be disadvantageous in this case. The amend-

ment which lias been signed recently by Governor Smith

provides that the land may be disposed of at "public

or private sale." The Land Board has caused an ap-

praisal of the land to be made, though the valuation has

not yet been made public. It is probable that the

next step will be a request from the city to the Canal

Board to abandon formally the canal land. This being

done, the City has to take the necessary steps within

four months to raise the money to acquire the land.

The City, it is understood, is still definitely in favor

of the so-called Arnold scheme for grade-crossing re-

moval as reported in 1915. In this scheme the old bed

of the Erie Canal is utilized extensively to provide a

depressed way through the city for the railroad tracks.

While it is locally reported that the railroad is in oppo-

sition to this scheme, no definite action can be taken

until the City presents to the railroad company a tenta-

tive contract based on the depression scheme. It is

expected that this will be undertaken in the not distant

future.
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The British Government's Huge Housing Scheme

-JDlTOjyENGINEEIUNa NEWS-RECORD

REFERENCE has been made in the columns of En-
. gineering News-Record to the restriction of "luxury

construction" in England in order to allow the build-

ing of dwellings to proceed. What has been said, how-
ever, conveys no adequate impression of the magnitude
of the housing enterprise which is being promoted and
subsidized by the Imperial Government.

problem, the planning of the new villages and subdivi-

sions is a city-planning or city-engineering problem of

great total magnitude; the building of many small struc-

tures in a given area offers opportunity for skillful con-

struction organization ; the work is largely in the hands
of engineers—in fact, some of the city engineers serve

also as directors of housing ; the scheme is a state

BRICK AND STONE DWELLINGS OF HOUSING SCHEME IN EDINBURGH

To the week ended May 22, plans had been approved

by the Ministry of Health for no less than 18^,000

houses. These approvals involve 3,700 separate schemes,

covering 48,000 acres of land. Tenders had then been

approved for 102,000 houses, and the chief architect

of the Ministry, Mr. Raymond Unwin, estimated that

between 30,000 and 40,000 houses were then under way.

None of these figures include houses being built by
private owners or speculative builders, but only those

included in municipal housing projects. By "house" is

meant not necessarily a detached single-family dwelling,

but the apartment for one family. A four-family build-

ing, therefore, would be rated in the above figures as

four houses.

There are various points of interest for American
readers: While each building is a simple construction

financing plan that goes far beyond what hrs hitherto

been considered the province of government either in

Europe or in America; and, lastl>, the Government
deems the housing situation so urgent that it is curtail-

ing unnecessary interfering construction.

Cities and villages in order to get the Government's

subsidy mus^ agree for 60 years to raise for housing

one penny in the pound Sterling of taxable value. The
taxable value, by the way, is not the market value of

the property, but the annual rental thereof. Against

the annual and fixed charges the cities will credit the

rents and the proceeds of the one-penny tax. Whatever

loss is shown will be paid by the Government.

The Government does not lend money to the largei

communities for building operations, but since it has

guaranteed to pay the losses, the bonds virtually are
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guaranteed and the large cities have had no difficulty

in disposing of housing bonds bearing 6 per cent inter-

est. The smaller communities will be permitted to

borrow from the Government.

In addition to this scheme, outright grants are made

to individual owners and to speculative builders who put

up houses having 1,400 sq.ft. of floor space or less. These

grants, which are in cash, varied from £130 to £160

per house, depending on size, but these limiting figures

have recently been increased to £230 and £260 respec-

tively. In other words, if one builds a modest house,

the Government will contribute from $1,150 to $1,300

toward the cost. The buildings, like those in the mu-

nicipal schemes, must be of permanent construction and

the plans must be approved by the Ministry of Health.

An additional feature of the housing scheme is that

"public utility societies," which engage in building and

limit their profits to 6 per cent per annum, can borrow

75 per cent of their capital from the Government and

in addition are given a grant of 50 per cent of their

capital charges for 7 years and 30 per cent for the

ensuing 43 years.

While the communities are coming into the scheme in

large numbers, the individual, whether speculative

builder or owner, is not. He fears that the inevitable

drop in values will more than wipe out the Government's

subsidy. Building costs now are more than twice what

they were before the war.

Obviously, the Government is likely to incur a heavy

expenditure under the plan. Already rentals are being

fixed which show a heavy annual loss, such rentals neces-

sarily being based on those of nearly pre-war buildings.

The estimates of the direct grants and the losses run

into hundreds of millions of pounds, and the financial

features have been widely condemned. Those who dis-

approve them admit generally that they are unable to

suggest any better scheme. It is admitted that the

housing situation is very serious and that the Govern-

ment must take it in hand. The trouble is traceable

not merely to discontinuance of house construction dur-

ing the war, but to the cessation of speculative building

after the passage of a law in 1910, fathered by Lloyd

George, taxing away the "unearned increment" in prop-

erty values. Even before the war the Government had

been lending money on housing schemes but had not

granted subsidies. One of the remedies proposed for

the situation is the repeal of the act of 1910, but that

proposal seems to find little favor with the powers

that be.

The character of house contemplated by the authori-

ties is indicated by the limitation of grants to houses

having 1,400 sq.ft. of floor area or less, with a maximum
of two living rooms (usually a combined living and din-

ing room and a parlor) and four bedrooms. A bathroom

and a scullery, or small kitchen, are always included but

are not counted as "rooms" when, say, a six-room house

is referred to.

The average price of the tenders to date I was not

able to learn, but for the first 30,000 houses was £796.

These were not all of the maximum size; in fact, they

are more likely to be of the one-living-room- three-bed-

room type. These figures include the cost of the build-

ing and the necessary land, paving and sewers, but not

of the paying utilities such as the water, gas and elec-

tric mains. In general it is expected that the cost will

be about £1,000 per house.

Some of the schemes, notably one at London under
the London County Council, run into tremendous fig-

ures, involving the building of whole communities. On
these the contractors will use much plant and big or-

ganizations. In practically all cases, on both large and
small projects, the contractors bid unit figures which
are used as a base from which actual cost figures,

adjusted to the rise and fall of wages and material

prices, are computed. In other words, the contractor

does not carry the risk incident to rising prices. In one

case, a large operation, the contractors were asked to bid

their total profit, that profit, according to the agree-

ment, to be a fixed sum.

The restrictive power reposed in the Ministry of

Health has been delegated to local committees made up

of city officials and of men familiar with business and

building conditions and the local needs. So far, the

restrictive power has been invoked against such pro-

posed work as moving-picture theaters, and the building

and alteration of retail stores.

The work actually done this year will be far less than

either the Government or the communities desire.

Transportation and labor will be the limiting factors.

Materials are short, too, but they can be supplied, it

is believed, as rapidly as they can be transported and

put into the jobs.

Chief interest in the scheme just at present lies in

the financial experiment involved. For the outcome we
shall have to wait for years. For the American engi-

neer and contractor, though, there may be much of

interest before long if the bigger schemes are carried

out with labor-saving plant and rapid-construction

organizations. In the town-planning schemies there will

be interesting features. For example, on one of the

developments the width for interior streets is only 30 ft.

with carriageways of 13 ft. The houses, of course, must

be set back from the property line. In fact, for three-

story buildings (three stories being maximum height)

the open-ground area for each plot must be twice the

building area; for a two-story dwelling, one and three-

quarter times the building area ; and for a single-family

dwelling, presumably two stories, one and one-half times

the building area.

Commenting on the labor conditions, one director of

housing recently remarked: "The working people who
keep shouting for houses are the very ones who will

not help us get them." His testimony agreed with that

of others. The fact that they were building houses

for their own use had not secured increased production.

In one city the labor unions have proposed to take a

contract to build a group of houses, but to date the

plan has not materialized. The hitch came when the

unions were asked, like any other contractor, to agree

to a hare price. They began to think twice when
they could not secure a force-account contract—^the

community to foot the bill no matter what the cost

might be.

Glasgow, May 28.

Proposed Municipal Milk Distributing Plant

The establishment of a milk distributing plant to be

operated by the village is under consideration at Saranac

Lake, N. Y. A project for both the production and dis-

tribution of milk by the city of Jamestown, N. Y., was

kept before the people of that city by its Mayor for

some time a few years ago.
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Uniform Pressure on Building Foundation Beds
A Review of Practice and Code Provisions, with Numerical Comparisons for Typical Office Buildings,

Followed by a Recommended Specification

By R. Fleming
American Bridge Co., New York City

The failure of the foundations of a particular build-

ing led the writer into a review of foundations of

buildings in general, and the problem of obtaining

uniformity of pressure distribution in particular. Be-
cause this latter part of the inquiry revealed such wide
differences of practice as to indicate a very unsettled

state of engineering opinion, the review is summarized
here as a suggestion for further discussion of the prob-

lem. A specification formulated by the writer as the re-

sult of his study is appended.

Early Chicago Practice.—For knowledge on the sub-

ject we naturally turn to Chicago. It is there that

notable pioneer work was done and it is there that

the art of coustructing foundations on compressible

soils has been brought to its highest development. The
method of having each column and wall in a building

rest on its own foundation, independent of all others,

was first advocated by Frederick Baumann, a Chicago

architect. His pamphlet, "The Method of Constructing

Foundations on Isolated Piers," published in 1872,*

introduced a new era in foundation construction. The
many-storied iron skeleton building on spread founda-

tions came into being a few years later. Much of

the early literature—articles by Jenney, Purdy and
others—can still be read with interest and profit.

It is to be hoped that an engineer with the historic

sense will some day collate the literature on the founda-

tions of Chicago buildings and put forth his efforts

in a book. A second volume of modest size, "Founda-
tions after Twenty Years," would also be of great

value. Have the foundations of . . . settled evenly?

Is there still a slope in the sidewalk adjoining the . . .

building? How has the adjustable column support of

the Marquette building worked? Engineers outside of

Chicago are at a disadvantage in obtaining answers

to these questions.

It has been emphasized again and again that in

foundation work settlement should be uniform. On
compressible soils settlement comes slowly, but none

the less surely, and if this settlement is not uniform,

or nearly so, there will be cracks somewhere.

A great deal of study has been given to the founda-
tions of high buildings and to those with unusual fea-

tures. Difficult foundation problems have been solved

successfully. Less consideration has been given to

comparatively low buildings—say ten stories and under.
What follows is written mainly with this class in mind.
Allowed Bearing Pressure.—As repeatedly stated

three factors entering into foundation design are:

The bearing capacity of the soil, the amount of the

load, and the distribution of the load. To these should
be added a fourth—the building code. It is often
difficult to design foundations economically and at the
same time in accordance with loading requirements
of the building code.

>Thls pamphlet, revised by G. T. Powell and entitled "The Art of
Preparmg Foundations with Particular Illustrations of the Method
of Isolated Piers as Followed in Chicago," is published as an
appendix to Powell's "Foundations and Foundation Walls." 1879.
1884. 1889.

The i^aximum bearing capacities of soils specified

in municipal building codes are usually 1 ton per sq.

ft. on "soft wet clay," 2 tons on "ordinary clay," 3

tons on "dry clay" and 4 tons on "hard clay." Phila-

delphia and some other codes allow 6 tons on gravel.

Milwaukee allows i ton per sq.ft. on quicksand and
alluvial soils, while in Memphis IJ tons is permitted.

A number of codes are quite explicit in forbidding

foundations to rest on made ground. In Chicago a

wet clay underlies a stratum of hard clay or clay

and sand, an unfavorable condition for heavy loads;

the maximum bearing pressures, conditioned on the

upper .stratum being 15 ft. thick, are as follows: If

of pure clay without admixture of any foreign sub-

stance other than gravel, 3,500 lb. per sq.ft.; if of

pure clay, dry and thoroughly compressed, 4,500 lb.;

if of firm sand without admixture of clay, loam or

other foreign substance, 5,000 lb. ; if of a mixture of

clay and sand, 3,000 lb. per sq.ft.

Bearing Tests Desirable.—Too much reliance should

not be placed upon bearing pressures allowed by the

average building code. The values given are often

copied from other codes, and not always with good

judgment. It should also be remembered that "not

more than" does not mean "as much as." Tests should

be made: The code of New Orleans does not allow

more than 1,400 lb. per sq.ft. on soil, the whole city

being on an alluvial formation, but a few years ago

the builders of a steel water tower just within the

city limits decided after making tests that 650 lb.

was the maximum pressure permissible at that partic-

ular site.

The Omaha code does not allow a greater pressure

than 3,000 lb. per sq.ft. without preliminary borings

being made under the direction of the building inspec-

tor. The Sioux City code limits the pressure for

spread foundations to 2,500 lb. per sq.ft. unless

"carefully conducted investigations and tests indicate

that the soil will safely carry a greater load." The
Toledo code specifiies, "It shall be ascertained that the^e

is no underlying stratum of inferior material."

It is surprising how the matter of soil-testing is

neglected. A slight expenditure of time ind money
would enable the designer to use accurate knowledge
instead of guesswork. Caution should be exercised in

making use of published tests. Wrong inferences may
be drawn unless the conditions under which the tests

were made are given. The Omaha code does not allow

foundations to be proportioned for greater than one-

half of the test load, "where such test load has not

exceeded the satisfactory carrying capacity of the soil

in question." The regulations governing tests in the

Borough of Manhattan, New York, specify, "The ac-

cepted safe load shall not exceed two-thirds of the

final test load." No intelligent comparison of results

can be made, however, without a knowledge of the

apparatus used and the regulations governing the tests.

What Are The Loads?—The loads coming upon the

foundations of a building through the basement col-
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unins are the dead load, the live load and the wind
load. The dead load includes the steel frame, the

walls and the floor construction, the weights of which

can be determined with a fair degree of accuracy.

The live and wind loads are usually prescribed by a

building code. In this respect the codes are at hope-

less variance with one another. For office buildings

the range of live load for floors is from 40 lb. per

sq.ft. (IMilwaukee and Fort Worth) to 100 lb. (Bos-

ton and neighboring cities.)

Tables I and II are based on floor panels 18 x 18 ft.,

story heights 12 ft., exterior walls 12 in. thick carried

by lintels at each floor above the first, 30 per cent of

wall surface filled with glazing, weight of floor construc-

tion 70 lb. per sq.ft., roof construction 50 lb. per sq.

ft. No wind loads are included. In each table "Col.

1" is a corner column, "Col. 2" an intermediate ex-

terior column and "Col. 3" an interior column.
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areas of footings for any building the dead load alone

shall be considered, provided, however, that in no case

shall the pressure under the footings, as determined in sub-

division 5 of this section, exceed the safe load on the soil

established by this article.

These provisions are in accordance with Schneider's

"General Specifications for Structural Work of Build-

ings."

The Chicago code specifies:

The entire dead load and the percentage of live load on

basement columns, piers and walls shall be taken in

detei'mining the stress in foundations.

In addition to the entire dead loads, not less than the

following proportion of the percentage of live load on the

basement columns, piers and walls shall be taken in

determining the number of piles for pile foundations and the

area of concrete caissons.

CThe proportion ranges from 75 per cent for vi'are-

houses and stores to 25 per cent for churches, theatres

and schoolhouses. For office buildings it is 50 per

cent.) The first paragraph refers to the foundations

themselves and not to the soil. The second paragraph

really refers to concrete caissons, it being the Chicago

custom to include the w^hole live load in determining

the strength of piling. For spread foundations it is

left to the architect or engineer to determine the amount
of live load to be used to give uniform settlement

throughout. One reason for this is that the nature

of the soil is different in the various parts of the

city.

The Philadelphia code speaks of "the loads upon the

soil" but does not say how they shall be computed.

Similary the codes of Boston and Milwaukee are non-

committal on live-load reduction. But most good codes

attempt to provide for uniformity of foundation load-

ing in some way. Quotations from some of these

follow

:

Baltimore. The supporting areas of foundations and all

other conditions determining their supporting power shall

be proportioned to the full dead load, including the weight
of the foundation itself, and in addition thereto one-half of

the full live loads, as specified in Section 19 of this Article,

for floors and roofs of warehouses, and one-quarter of the

full live load specified for floors and roofs of other buildings.

Buffalo. Foundations shall be proportioned to the actual

average loads they will have to carry in the completed and
occupied building, and not to theoretical or occasional loads.

Cleveland. Each footing shall be designed to carry the
full dead load plus the live load used for designing the
lowest section of the column.

Indianapolis. The load carried by the soil shall be the
total dead load and an average live load of not less than
10 lb. per sq.ft. of all the floor area of the building when
used as an office building, lodging or tenement house and
an average live load of not less than 20 lb. per sq.ft. of all

the floor area, where building is used for mercantile pur-
poses, and an average live load of not less than 60 lb. per
sq.ft. of all the floor area, where such building is used as
a warehouse.
Minneapolis. Foundations and their footings shall be

proportioned to the actual loads they will have to sustain in

the completed and loaded structure.

St. Louis. (Same as Indianapolis except for warehouses
50 per cent of the total of live load is to be used.)
South Bend. Foundations for buildings shall be propor-

tioned to carry the entire dead load plus 50 per cent of the
live load on the basement columns, piers, posts or walls.
All footings and foundations for buildings shall be so de-
signed that the loads they sustain per unit of area will be
as nearly uniform as possible, and the dead load carried by
the footing shall include the actual weight of the super-
structure down to the bottom of the footing. In no case

shall the load per square foot under any portion of any
footing, due to the combined dead, live, and wind loads
exceed the safe sustaining power of the soil as established
by Sec^ 195 of this code.

Dead load is actual load and can be determined
with tolerable accuracy; it comes first upon the footing
and remains there, a coni?tant quantity. On the other
hand the live load is not actual but assumed, and in

many Ci.ses the assumed amount is much above any
probable loading, is intermittent and does not come into

action until after initial settling due to the weight
of the structure has taken place. Moreover, the ratio

of live io dead load varies for different columns. The
problem is therefore twofold—to determine the com-
bined dead and live load the footings are to support,
and then distribute it so that settlement will be uni-
form.

A common method is to add for each column the
dead load and the full assumed maximum live load,

divide this by the allowable bearing pressure on the
soil, and use the quotient for the area of the footing.

If in process of time cracks appear in walls they are

looked upon as incidental to building construction and
to be no cause for surprise. It is true that the great

majority of foundations proportioned after this manner
have given no trouble. The writer has in mind a

20-story office building on a compact gravel soil in

which this method was used and after a lapse of

several years no evidence of unequal settlement is at

hand. The method, however, is wrong in principle, and
in practice has given troublesome results.

The "typical" office buildings of Table I, if on a

weak soil, will settle unevenly during erection. The
exterior foundations, having a greater pressure per
unit of area by reason of carrying the walls, will

settle more than the interior columns (which carry only

the floor construction), thus leaving a lump in the

interior of the building. This has happened where
the final live loads brought upon the floors have been

much less th?.n those assumed, A number of codes

meet the difficulty by prescribing lesser live loads for

proportioning footings than those used for proper
tioning the lower sections of columns. (See the for-

mer New York code previously mentioned. Note also

the codes of Indianapolis and St. Louis.) An objec-

tion to this method has been raised on the ground
that if the reduced loadings were greatly exceeded, the

allowable pressure on the soil might be exceeded suffi-

ciently to produce further settlement of interior col-

umns, leaving a hollow in the interior of the building.

Again, some architects and engineers choose a smaller

soil load for wall columns than for interior columns.

If the choice is arbitrarily made the method has little

to commend it. It may be said here that foundations

designed by "practical" men have often given trouble,

more times, perhaps, than those desigi^ed by what
some may be pleased to call "theorists."

In the early Chicago high buildings Jenney used

(1884) for the footings of the Home Insurance Build-

ing the dead loads and a load of 18 lb. per sq. ft.

for the average permanent load on all floors. The
building was started 2J in. above grade and when
finished showed a total settlement of 21 in. and an

extreme variation of only li in. Purdy (1891) ad-

vocated that the dead loads only should be considered.

He proportioned the footings of the Old Colony Build-

ing for a bearing value of 3,200 lb. per sq.ft. for dead
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load, entirely neglecting the live load. The settlement

9 months after the building was finished varied from

4i1t to 5i in.

Crehore, in his chapter "Modern High Buildings" in

DuBois' "The Stresses in Framed Structures" (1896),

recommends a method that he had used for high build-

ings in New York City: that foundations be propor-

tioned according to the ratio of the dead loads. The
method is that of the present New York code and

the Schneider specifications (1905, 1910). To quote

the latter:

The live loads on foundations shall be assumed to be the

same as for the footings of columns. The areas of the bases

of the foundations shall be proportioned for the dead load

only. That foundation which receives the largest ratio of

live load to dead load shall be selected and proportioned for

the combined dead and live loads. The dead load on this

foundation shall be divided by the area thus found, and
this reduced pressure per square foot shall be the permis-

sible working- pressure to be used for the dead load of all

foundations.

A criticism brought against this method is that it

is too conservative and requires footings larger than

needed. Crehore anticipited this charge, for he wrote:

The method is rather rigid and, perhaps, wasteful in giv-

ing larger footings under interior columns where the dead

load is much less than it is in the wall columns; but if the

soil is of a yielding nature the principle of proportioning the

footings according to the dead load should be closely

adhered to.

Tucker, "Cyclopedia of Civil Engineering," Vol. V
(American School of Correspondence), in order to

equalize the settlement between wall and interior col-

umns, uses as a basis for proportioning footings the

dead loads and a percentage of the live loads—25 per

cent in the example given. In other respects his

method is similar to that of Crehore and Schneider.

Ernest McCullough has long used a method similar to

that of Crehore and Schneider, but the "index footing"

is that under the column having the largest percent-

age of dead load. This brings the method in conflict

with building codes that specify the unit load on any

footing from columns fully loaded must not exceed

the bearing pressure on the soil, for often a con-

siderable excess will result. In Table III according

to the McCullough method the soil pressure for total

dead and live loads on the footing of Col. 3 in 6-,

8- and 10-story buildings is 9250, 9210 and 9130 lb.

respectively, though the assumed allowable pressure

is 6,000 lb.

Moran in his chapter "Foundations," in Kidder's

'Architects and Engineers' Pocket Book," 1916, re-

duces to rule his method of proportioning supporting

areas. He proceeds in the manner of Schneider and
Crehore except that he adds "one-half the maximum
probable live loads" and "one-half the maximum prob-

able wind loads" to the dead load, for proportioning

the footings. Except for its inclusion of wind load

the Moran method has much to be said in its favor,

but it introduces a large variable element of judg-

ment by dealing with "maximum probable" loading.

Objection to all these methods may be raised because

of the wide difference in the live loads used in propor-

tioning the footings and those in the columns directly

above them. If, as Moran thinks, the probable max-
imum live load for an office building is an average
of 10 lb. per sq.ft. over the entire floor area, the

live load coming upon tne footing of Col. 3 in the

10-story "typical" office building of Table I is 35,640

lb. while the column is proportioned for a live load

of 204,500 lb. The "probable maximum live loads"

assumed in Table III for the Moran method are 15

lb. per sq.ft. for the floors and 20 lb. for the roof. In

the 4-story factory building which Moran gives as an
illustrative example, he assumes the probable maximum
live loads and wind loads on the footings to be 60 per

cent and 50 per cent respectively of those used for

proportioning the lower sections of columns.

Wind Load on Footings.—In proportioning footings

should wind loads be included with live loads, as in

the Moran method? Some building codes include them
by specific mention, others by implication, others are

ambiguous, and others exclude them by specifying that

the live loads to be considered are those of a designated

section in which no mention is made of wind loads.

An instance is the former New York code previously

quoted. The section 130 to which reference is made
contains nothing about wind loads. Wind loads can

be neglected in many buildings but, at ^east with
respect to the strength of the frame, they should be

considered in high narrow buildings and in structures

where the materials of construction offer but little

resisting moment to the wind. It seems reasonable to

take account of them in the footing design. (See the

writer's proposed specifications.)

It is of prime importance that the center of gravity

of pressure on a foundation should coincide with the

center of gravity of resistance. Bauman in his pam-
phlet lays down as one of the three fundamental rules

in designing foundations that they must be made to

support their loads centrally. The neglect of this

rule is a frequent cause of foundation trouble. It is

often a difficult matter to take care of exterior columns
and party walls properly, especially where spread foun-

dations are used. We are indebted to Chicago for the

cantilever solution of the problem, said to have been

first used in the Rand-McNally Building. For mathe-

matical treatment of eccentric loading, cantilever gird-

ers and combined footings, the reader is referred to

text-books, and for illustrative examples to the files of

the technical press.

Table IIT is for reference and explains itself. It

is based on an allowable soil pressure 6,000 lb. per

sq. ft. By using it with Table I the unit pressures

on footings for live, dead and total loads can easily

be obtained.

The writer offers the following specifications for

TABLE III. AREAS OF FOOTINGS FOR TYPICAL OFFICE
BUILDINGS

(Areas in Square Feet)
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determining the areas of footing courses of founda-

tions in buildings:

The live loads on foundations shall be assumed to be the
same as those on the lowest sections of columns. No wind
load, however, need be considered unless it exceeds one-half

the sum of the live and dead loads on the column. In case

of excess, the excess shall be considered a live load.

The areas of footings shall have the same ratio to each
other as the dead plus one-third live loads coming upon
them. That footing which receives the largest percentage of

live load shall be proportioned for the combined dead and
live loads. The dead plus one-third live load on this footing
shall be divided by the area thus found, and this reduced
pressure per square foot shall be used for the dead plus
one-third live load of all foundations.

It is thought that the proposed specifications are

well adapted to the general case of foundations. How-
ever, the foundation problem is one that is always with
us and requires trained judgment and technical skill

to meet the many special forms in which it is con-

stantly appearing.

Concrete Base Track Approach for

Chicago Union Station
Roadbed Near Water Level Blanketed with Concrete

To Prevent Settlement of Ballast

—

Heavy Track Construction

TO REDUCE maintenance work under heavy ter-

minal traffic, a concrete slab foundation will be
placed under the tracks and crossovers at the south
approach to the new Chicago Union Station, thus dis-

tributing the load on the subgrade and preventing the
ballast from settling into the earth. This four-track

approach not only carries exceptionally heavy traffic

but includes a series of double crossovers with slip

switches by which any one of the main tracks can be
connected to any one of the station or platform tracks.

!20-lb. Ralf

C/naer-'^y :: .Bcrse'.'y.'.-r.-.'

Sub^'r^^t^e-^'^-'-^^-
'^^''''''''^^^^ W////>>///////>

Sub^rac^eI
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CONCRETE SLAB SUPPORTS BALLASTED TRACK

The pounding of heavy engines in passing through
the crossovers and crossing frogs would soon work
the ballast into the roadbed, which is necessarily
somewhat soft since the rail level is only about 4 ft.

above the water line of the Chicago River, which flows
close to the tracks. With ordinary track construction
in this case there would be continual work in sur-
facing and lining the tracks and complicated special
work. In the station there will be a concrete deck or
floor with recesses for wood blocks carrying the rails,

as in the underground terminal station of the Penn-
sylvania R.R. at New York and the elevated union
station at Indianapolis, Ind.

From the end of this deck, at Harrison St. the con-
crete slab with ballasted track will extend about 800
ft. to Taylor St. The width of slab varies from 100
ft. at the station to about 56 ft. at the further end.
It was built in three longitudinal sections, as only part
of the approach could be vacated at one time. The
construction is similar to, but heavier than, that em-

I

Sec+ion B-B

Hlor,

Sec+ion A-A

DRAIN INLET FOR TRACK OX CONCRETE

ployed under the crossovers in the Long Island R.R.
terminal yard at Jamaica, N. Y., as described in Engi.
neering News-Record of April 22, 1920, p. 826.
On the subgrade was laid a 12-in. bed of cinders,

which was compacted by rolling and the surface of
which was formed in drainage planes. Upon this base
was laid the 10-in. concrete slab, of uniform thick-
ness and following the surface of the cinder bed so
that it is sloped to form a series of transverse valleys
about 50 ft. wide between ridges and 4 in. deep. The
concrete is a 1: 2i: 5 mix, made with broken stone. In
order to prevent shrinkage cracks it is reinforced at
the middle with a sheet of wire netting and transverse
rods. Each section was built as a monolithic block
800 ft. long, and was left for at least seven days be-
fore the ballasted track was placed upon it. A small
portable mixer was used for the work.

Provision for Drainage

Under the slab are 8-in. transverse tile drains which
are intersected by a 12-in. longitudinal drain having
sewer connections. Inlets and manholes extend
through the slab and ballast and have iron covers at
the level of base of rail. The inlets have iron grat-
ings in the sides and stand in recesses or drainage
sumps formed in the surface of the slab, as shown by
the drawings. Electric conduits are also placed under
the slab. They consist of fiber ducts embedded in
concrete and have manholes at intervals.
Track of heavy construction is us'^d, further to re-

duce maintenance. The ballast is of 2^-in. broken
stone, 6 in. and 10 in. thick under the ties at the
ridges and valleys of the concrete slab. In this are
bedded ties of creosoted red oak, 7x9 in., spaced
20 in. c to c. Rails of the 130-lb. Pennsylvania R.R.
section are laid on steel shoulder tie-plates and are
secured by ordinary 6-in. cut spikes. The tie-plates
are fastened to the tie by similar spikes, independent
of those which hold the rails. Manganese steel will
be used for the special work of the crossovers, which
will have 18-ft. switch rails and No. 8 frogs. The
main tracks are spaced 13 ft. c. to c.

Design and construction of this track system were
under the direction of J. d'Esposito, chief engineer,
and A. J. Hammond, assistant chief engineer of the
Chicago Union Station Co.
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New Experiments on Riveted Joints

ofShip Plating

DETERMINATIONS of the slip of riveted joints,

intended primarily to apply to ship construction,

were carried out recently by James Montgomerie for

the Committee of Lloyd's Register of Shipping. As
described in the Tra7}sactions of the Institution of En-
gineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, April, 1920, the

experiments show rather high values of load at first

slip, though it should be noted that static loading only

was employed. Comparison o^ pneumatic, hydraulic

and hand-driven rivets showed no appreciable^difference

in either the elastic qualities or the ultimate strength

of the joints; and in fact iron rivets behaved substan-

tially the same as steel rivets.

Test Material

The test material included six triple-riveted lap joints

of plates 23 i in. wide by 0.44 in. thick connected by
twenty-seven rivets of ^-in. diameter; and six quadruple-

riveted joints of plates 17 in. wide by 0.58 in. thick

connected by twenty rivets of i-in. diameter. In the

former, slip occurred at loads ranging from 16,000 to

20,000 lb. per square inch of rivet area, or 18,000 to

22,600 lb. per square inch of what is designated as "un-

pierced plate."

In the second series the slip loads were somewhat
lower, ranging from 15,000 to 17,700 lb. per square inch

of rivet cross-section, and from 18,000 to 21,700 lb. per

square inch of section of unpierced plate. The tests were

not extensive enough to give very precise^iaverages, as in

each series of six tests there were two specimens with

hydraulic-driven rivets, two with pneumatic-driven

rivets, and two with hand-driven rivets, and in each pair

one specimen had steel rivets and the other iron rivets,

In effect, therefore, the tests of the riveted joints were
all individual.

Dr. Montgomerie concluded from his observations on
the test that the load does not distribute evenly among
the rivets, and the stress distribution in the joint is

by no means uniform ; that the contact face of the plate

carries nearly double the average stress ; that up to the
point where slip begins the joint behaves as an elastic

solid; that the iron and steel and the different methods
of riveting give results that could not be differentiated

in these tests; that the load at first slip may be taken
to be 17,000 to 18,000 lb. per square inch of rivet sec-

tion ; and that subsequent to slip "the joint recovers its

power of adhesion" and on retesting after an interval

it win be found to give the same results as were ob-

tained in the first test.

Congress Would Pay Engineers Less

Than Engineering Council

ON MARCH 12, 1920, the Congressional Joint Com-
mission on Reclassification of Salaries presented its

report to Congress. Ever since this report was made
public, discussion concerning it has been rife, and natur-

ally much misunderstanding about the recommendations
regarding salary schedules and employment policies has

gained currency. In an endeavor to clear up these mis-

understandings and in order to present an analysis of

the commission's report. Engineering Council's Commit-
tee on Classification and Compensation of Engineers

has prepared a "Comparison of Report of the Con-

gressional Joint Commission on Reclassification of Sal-

aries with the December, 1919, Report of Council's

Committee." From that report the accompanying table

is reproduced herewith:

dOiMPA.RlsON OF CLASSIFICATION AND COMPEN:^ATION OF ENGINEERS AS SUGGESTED BY ENGINEERING
COUNCIL'S COMMITTEE"AND BY CONGRESSIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

• Congressional Joint Commission

Grade
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Hydraulic Control of the Red
River of the North

Detention Basin, Channel and Drainage Ditches at

Head of 300-Mile Flat Valley—Project
for Interstate Action

TO CO'NVERT Lake Traverse into a detention reser-

voir by a dam with permanent outlet, to straighten

and improve the Bois de Sioux River for nearly 30 miles

from this outlet to the Otter Tail River, and to construct

main ditches to drain the land below the reservoir, are

the preliminary steps of an interstate project for drain-

age and flood control in the valley of the Red River of

the North, which last stream is formed by the junction

of the other two streams between Breckenridge, Minn.
and Wahpeton, N. D. The proposed works are shown on

the map, Fig. 1.

As Lake Traverse, the Bois de Sioux and the Red
River constitute the boundary between Minnesota on

the east and South Dakota and North Dakota on the

west, these three states have a mutual interest in the

problems of securing outlets for drainage and flood

waters. On the other hand, they have certain conflict-

ing interests, since it has been claimed that channel

improvements and drainage works along the Mustinka
River in Minnesota have increased the discharge into

Lake Traverse, causing floods on the western lands. The
two Dakotas, therefore, have combined in a damage suit

against Minnesota. This suit is now before the Federal

courts.

The Red River of the North flows almost directly

north, crossing the Canadian boundary and discharging

into Lake Winnipeg. Although the direct distance from
Breckenridge is about 290 miles, the length of the river

is over 500 miles owing to the tortuous windings of

the channel, which windings do not extend more than

five miles on either side of the direct line. The slope

varies from 0.3 to 1 ft. per mile, but in the Bois de Sioux

the former is the average. The annual run-off averages

about 3 in. for the Minnesota drainage area and less

than 1 in. on the Dakota side.

Owing to the slight slope and a run-off insufficient

to cause much scouring, the channel has not developed

sufficiently to carry the flood waters. In fact, at the

outlet from Lake Traverse there is practically no chan-

nel. In the Bois de Sioux the elevation is about 970 ft.

at the lake and 945 ft. at its junction with the Otter

Tail. The lake has a drainage area of 1,300 sq.mi. and

a water area of about 30 sq.mi. A peculiar condition

noted by Prof. E. F. Chandler in his pamphlet on "The
Floods of the Red River Valley" is that while the coun-

try along the river (below Breckenridge) is flat it is

several feet above the low water channel, so that nor-

mally it is dry and not swampy. But when the channel

overflows a wide area is covered with shallow water of

sluggish flow, and after the river recedes this water
remains for a considerable period.

Serious floods at various points along the river in the

summer of 1916 led the Commercial Club of Fargo, N.

D., to request the U. S. Department of Agriculture

m to have a survey made for the purpose of determining

B some means of relief. After a study of the situation

H by S. H. McCrory, chief of drainage investigations,

^U Bureau of Public Roads, it was reported that relief could

^Hbe secured only through concerted action by the three

FIG. 1. DRAINAGE AND FLOOD COXTROL WORKS FOP
RED RIVER OF THE NORTH

Bureau if funds were raised to defray certain expenses.

In the meantime, the North Dakota Flood Control Com
mission had been appointed by the legislature and in

1918 the necessary money was raised largely through

this commission. Field work was carried o.it during

1918 and 1919, and early in 1920 a progress report was
made on the conditions at Lake Traverse and the Bois

de Sioux River, as these called for immediate atten-

tion. A later report will deal with the conditions of the

Red River proper.

As the channel of the Bois de Sioux River is too small

to remove the water from heavy rains and melting snov/

much lowland is flooded periodically and thus obstructs

the drainage of higher land. The flood waters either

drain off slowly through the inadequate channel and

cutlet or remain until evaporated. Spring floods delay

planting and summer floods cause serious damage to

crops. The soil is alluvial and very fertile. The west-

ern portion of the drainage area and a strip extending

about 30 miles east of the lake and the Bois de Sioux

is prairie land with an easy slope. About 80 per cent

of this prairie land is under cultivation. The eastern
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portion is rough and originally was covered by forests,

bat only about 10 per cent of the total drainage area
is now wooded.

On both portions the natural drainage is poorly de-
veloped. Many drainage ditches have been constructed
and in some places these have modified the natural
drainage considerably. There is very little tile drain-
age. From the investigations of the drainage systems
it was concluded that with excessive rainfall or rapid
melting of snow the ditches may increase the rate of
run-off when the drainage area is impervious from being
frozen or saturated. This increased run-off may tend to

increase flood heights along an unimproved portion of

the stream having an inadequate outlet.

An annual run-off of 23,430,000,000 cu.ft. was deter-
mined as a maximum for the drainage area of Lake Tra-
verse. To control this by converting the lake into a
detention reservoir, it is proposed to build an earth dam
about 21 miles long and 15 ft. high across the two out-
lets at the northern end, four miles south of White Rock,
S. D. A concrete sluiceway would provide for nor-
mal discharge. A spillway for maximum discharge
would have its crest at El. 983, with capacity for dis-

charging 2,000 cu.ft. per second when the lake level

reaches El. 985. The combined capacity of culvert and
spillway would be 4,000 cu.ft. per second, which is far
in excess of any probable requirements. At the south
end of the lake, levees would be built for the protection

of low lands. The reservoir capacity would be 9,849,-

000,000 and 12,035,000,000 cu.ft. at the two elevations

mentioned.

Below the outlet a defined and direct channel would
be built along or near the present winding course of the

Bois de Sioux, with levees on each side to retain flood

discharge. Typical cross sections are shovra in Fig. 2.

These proposed improvements are designed to control

the run-off from the upper drainage area of 1,335 squai-e

miles above the dam. This control would be effected in

three ways: by storing in the reservoir all the run-off

during March and April; by storing after May 1 any
flow in excess of the 1,000 cu.ft. per second discharged

through the control outlet; by storing all the run-oft'

that occurs during any summer period when the run-off

from territory below the dam fills the discharge channel.

To drain the reclaimed land on either side of this

channel, or the straightened Bois de Sioux River, there

would be main ditches practically parallel with the chan-

nel and having a fall towards the north. These ditches

would serve also to relieve the upper part of the channel

from the run-off of the adjacent land, below the dam.
Drainage works under the plan proposed would provide
outlets for water from 112,370 acres below the dam, this

area having at present no adequate outlets. The lake

and the Bois de Sioux constitute the drainage outlet

for 1,200,000 acres or 1,875 square miles, the drainage
from which affects that of the smaller area served by
the ditches. Of the 112,370 acres, there are 31,140
aci'es in Minnesota, 75,160 acres in North Dakota and
6,070 acres in South Dakota. The plans do not include

lateral drains in this territory, as it is considered that

these should be provided under the drainage laws of the

individual states rather than as part of the joint or

interstate project.

The total cost is estimated at $1,400,000, the main
items being as follows : Earth dam, $107,950 ; outlet cul-

vert and approach, $93,660; spillway, $66,960; levees

at south end of reservoir, $39,970; Bois de Sioux chan-
nel, $394,770; ditches $198,900; bridges, $89,260; flow-

age rights, $284,760. If this cost is assessed against

the area of 112,370 acres directly affected, the cost would
be $12.50 per acre, which is considered reasonable. But
this amount could be reduced by assessing part of the

expense against the 1,087,630 acres, which comprise
the upper portion of the drainage area of the lake and
Bois de Sioux, this portion being affected indirectly by
the improvement.

The progress report which has been mentioned, and
from which the above information has been compiled,

is by P. T. Simons, senior drainage engineer, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, who has been in charge of

the investigation, assisted by F. V. King and Guy L.

Smith, drainage engineers. The report was prepared

under the direction of S. H. McCrory, chief of drainage

investigations, U. S. Department of Agriculture. Be-

fore constructive action can be taken, some form of

local organization must be perfected to finance the proj-

ect and to assume charge of the construction and opera-

tion of the works. Interested property owners are

making efforts to form such an organization and to

secure co-operation in the three states.

Unusual Conditions in Side Launching

A steel river barge was launched at Stillwater,

Minn., with a drop of 11 ft. from floor to water sur-

face, in 3 ft. of water. The officials of the Minneapolis

Steel & Machinery Co., builder of the barge, expected

possible difficulties on account of the shallow depth,

but the barge went into the water successfully and

received no damage. For launching with a high drop

this event is believed to set a record in respect of

shallowness of water.

Last year the water in the St. Croix River was ex-

ceptionally low and on Sept. 13. when the barge was
to be launched, there was less than 2 ft. depth at

the end of the ways. A scraper hauled by a line

from the derrick and guided by two men wading was
used to dredge out a basin, and in addition a few
charges of dynamite were set off in front of the

groundways to make holes that would provide for the

cradles getting clear. Still it was thought possible

that the leading bilge would strike the bottom and that

the cradles might jam between the barge and the

ground and damage the hull when the inshore bilge

struck the water. No damage resulted, however, and

the barge floated clear after entering the water.
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Three Factors Affecting the Construction

Industry

THE three factors most vitally affecting the con-

struction industry—transportation, prices and labor

—are discussed in a recent issue of the Associated

General Contractors' bulletin by W. A. Rogers, president

of the association and of the Bates & Rogers Construc-

tion Co., Chicago. His views on the stabilization of

the construction industry through treatment of these

factors are reproduced herewith

:

In order that any program of construction may be devel-

oped for the coming six months, we must first devise ways
and means to (1) adjust transportation conditions; (2)

establish sound price levels for construction material ; and

(3) secure from labor its full efficiency. In direct propor-

tion to the extent to which these questions are settled will

Ultimately, the transportation problem is largely one

of rates and control. With adequate rates assured at the

earliest possible date, the equipment and facilities of the

roads can be maintained in relation to the demands being

made upon them ; and wages commensurate with the service

rendered can be paid. It will take time, however, to repair

present equipment, build new rolling stock and increase

facilities. Meanwhile, we shall have to adopt some plan

of sharing present facilities with other industries in pro-

portion to the need for each. Since rates cannot be shifted

like prices, according to supply and demand, some other

means must be adopted in apportioning transportation

facilities. This means the re-establishment of priorities

sooner or later in some form or other. Already this has

been started. From present indications, if construction is

not to be practically suspended in some sections of the

country, construction materials must be given the right of

way over other less essential commodities, second only to

food and fuel. With inadequate facilities at hand, only by
curbing the distribution of luxuries which have jammed our

freight houses and made use of cars which should have gone
to more essential needs can the present situation be handled

and construction proceed.

Sound price levels are fundamentally a matter of pub-

licity, for, with confidence in the justice of present prices

restored which would follow full publicity of costs and
profits, fear that a slump may be just around the corner

will be removed. Then normal buying will be restored by
the knowledge that lower prices can only be had as a result

of slowly deflating the world's currency and slowly increas-

ing the world's production, processes which will require

time to accomplish. Without such knowledge, investors will

hesitate to build and banks to finance new projects.

The increased efficiency is mainly to create a new ideal in

industry—the ideal of increased production. But such an
ideal is of little value without an incentive behind it. Dur-
ing the war patriotism and the spirit of teamwork for a
common aim supplied that incentive. If workmen continue
to demand increases in wages, shorter hours and decreased
production, they may automatically create such an incentive
in the competition among themselves for jobs, because of a
slowing down in construction. Better, if means could be
devised, to increase the efficiency of all construction labor at
rates satisfactory to all!

The elimination of restrictions on output is fundamental.
Moreover, if some plan could be worked out by which there
would be restored the mutual confidence between the con-
tractor and the employee by means of which it would be im-
pressed on both that their interests were identical and that
in the long-run decreased production costs the workman as
much as it does the employer, then a long step in the
right direction will have been taken.

In spite of these things, however, there is one outstanding
feature in the present outlook for construction: The need
for new public works of all kinds, which are subordinate
only to the need for food and fuel. The proportion of these
which will be undertaken during the coming six months will
depend upon the extent to which we solve the three major
problems outlined above.

Notes from Foreign Fields

ENGINEERING SOCIETY ORGANIZATION
IN GREAT BRITAIN

NO NEWa-RECOKD

BECAUSE of the ferment in the organization of

engineering societies in the United States the Amer-
ican visitor in Britain naturally inquires what the
situation is here. Is there agitation for changes in the
older societies? Is there demand for greater activity?
Are there efforts to organize for civic and welfare work?
Young men are the same the world over. One must

expect everywhere a certain amount of dissatisfaction

among them. The older societies here are not free

from the criticism that they might be more active.

That criticism, however, is not of the same volume as

we find in the States, nor does it take on the same de-

gree of asperity.

The older societies, with long traditions and the con-

fidence that comes from a sound policy successfully

pursued during many years, are little disturbed by
such criticisms, recognizing that youth expects too much
and is not always sound in its proposals. That does not

mean that older societies are indifferent to the demands
of the changing years. In fact, as will be instanced, one
of these regarding which I have specifically inquired

—

the Institution of Civil Engineers—has changes in hand
that will increase the service rendered its members.
Among the younger men there is under w-ay at present

the organization of a society much on the lines of our
American Association of Engineers. It bears the name
of the Society of Technical Engineers, and since it was
formed to further the welfare of its members, it must,
under the British law, be registered as a Trades Union.
This does not mean that it has any affiliation with the
manual trades unions. Iv. fact it distinctly has no con-

nection with them. It is a trade union merely within
the construction of the British law, under which even
an association of employers banded together to promote
their personal welfare would be considered a trade union.

The mention here of trades unions brings to mind
the efforts that the labor leaders in Great Britain made
some time ago to bring about an affiliation between labor
and the professional classes. Some of the young men
of the Sidney Webb school of thought—a socialistic

group which has very great influence in England with
the labor leaders—called a conference of professional
societies in February with the hope and purpose of
securing the passage of resolutions definitely allying

the professional men with the labor movement. The
meeting was held, but as might have been expected from
a body truly representative of professional men. the
labor leaders were unable to get from the meeting the
resolutions they desired. In other words, in a clear and
direct test professional organizations have refused to

ally themselves with the labor movement. The reason
for that is the very same which Morris L. Cooke ad-

vanced when he protested against the alliance of the
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers with a

strictly capitalistic organization, the National Industrial

Conference Board, namely, that the engineer, the profes-

sional man, must have alliances with neither party, but
must be in a position to act as mediator and conciliator

between them.

Of the federation of engineering societies here I have
heard no talk whatsoever. There is no such body as our
Engineering Council, but apparently on important ques-

tions the societies appoint special committees for co-

operative effort.

New Movements in the Institution

Mention has been made of internal developments in

the Institution of Civil Engineers. First and foremost

of these is the discussion now under way looking to the

registration of engineers. As readers of Engineering

Neics-Record know, the members of the Institution by
letter ballot indicated their approval of the proposal to

have introduced in Parliament a registration bill. Ac-

cordingly a measure was drawn up and submitted for

discussion to the leading engineering institutions. There

was much criticism among the smaller societies, mainly

because these smaller bodies objected to the Institution

being the sole body to determine what were the proper

qualifications for an engineer. Members of other insti-

tutions to whom I have talked, while feeling that there

should be a joint body to lay down the qualifications,

admitted freely that the Institution of Civil Engineers

was the only body in Great Britain which could take the

leadership in furthering a registration bill.

For the present the matter is in abeyance, due to the

inability of Parliament to consider at this session any

but the most pressing national measures. Representa-

tives of the leading engineering institutions are con-

ferring on the preliminaiy draft, insuring vigorous

and harmonious effort when the Parliamentary ma-

chinery will permit of the introduction of the measure.

It should be made perfectly clear for the information

of our people that this is in no sense a licensing bilT.

Its purpose is not to say who shall practice the profes-

sion of engineering, but merely to protect the title,

Civil Engineer. In other words, one may practice en-

gineering, should this measure as planned by the institu-

tions prevail whether he be registered or not, but with-

out such registration he may not designate himself as

a Civil Engineer. Dr. Tudsbery expressed the view that

it would be improper for the Institution to ask for re-

strictive legislation. If the Government, in the interest

of the public, should think it necessary to prohibit any-

one from practising engineering until he had been

licensed, it would be for the Government to assume the

initiative. This is a far more conservative position

than has been assumed by those engineers in the United

States who have promoted licensing laws.

It is particularly important that this matter be cor-

rectly understood in the United States. At one of the

meetings of the New York Section of the American

Society of Civil Engineers it was definitely stated that

the Institution's proposed bill would prohibit American
engineers from practising in Great Britain. On the

authority of Dr. Tudsbery himself, I am able to state

positively that such would not be the case. If, how-

ever, a registration bill along the lines under discussion

should prevail an American could not use'the designa-

tion. Civil Engineer, unbss he qualified and was prop-

erly registered.

Of the other new activities of the Institution that of
expanding its present local students branches into gen-
eral branches has resemblance to developments in the
United States. Thus far the Institution has had only
student branches. From now on members in any grade
will be admitted to the branch organization, but the
subsidy from headquarters will be confined to the junior
part of the branch membership. The older members
will have to finance that part of the activities which is

due to their own participation.

Another development which will have interest for us is

the arrangements soon to be put into effect by which
the great library of the Institution will become a loan

library. Until now it has been a reference library, and
books could not be borrowed. Henceforth, a member
may borrow any of the volumes, thus removing the
criticism that the most valuable asset of the Institution

was not of service to the members at a distance.

From what has been said therefore, it will be ap-
parent that the Institution has a forward looking point

of view, that it is intent on increasing its service to its

members.
The Institution, however, like our American Society

of Civil Engineers, believe that its best service to its

members can be rendered only by steadfast adherence
to its technical purposes. So strongly is that felt that

when it became apparent some years ago that there was
need for what we would call an "employment bureau,"

some of the leading members of the Institution formed
an independent organization, known as the Civil Engi-
neers' Appointment Board, feeling that it would be an

erroneous step for the Institution to depart from its

technical functions and go into employment work. The
Board is supported almost entirely from the fees paid

by those who secure positions, but the Institution gladly

donates certain clerical services, while Dr. Tudsbery in

a private capacity and not as Secretary of the Institu-

tion, holds membership in the board. The board main-

tains its own offices a short distance from the Institu-

tion's home and in every way maintains its separate

identity.

This arrangement indicates that the leading engi-

neers of Great Britain are alive to the demands that

may arise, and when they deem them sound are ready

to erect separate organizations for them if the activities

go beyond what they believe to be the proper scope of

the Institution. Obviously their judgment as to what is

sound will not agree with that of all engineers, par-

ticularly of the restless men in the younger group

—

but have we not ourselves worked to the conclusion that

for men of many minds there must be different organi-

zations ?

London, May 21.

Will Try Concrete Parapets on Elevated

Railway Stations

Four station platforms in Frankford, of the new
Frankford elevated line built by the city of Philadel-

phia, have a concrete parapet or railing. This is lower

In cost than steel inclosure, and will not need painting.

H. H. Quimby, chief engineer of the Department of City

Transit, states in his 1919 report, just issued, that these

concrete parapets are considered somewhat of an 6xperi'

ment, and their performance will be compared with tha'

of the steel parapets on the other- platforms.
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FIG. 1. SKETCH VIEW OP HIGH BRIDGE WITH RECONSTRUCTED RIVER CROSSING AS PROPOSED
BY WILGUS COMMITTEE

Suggested Plan for Reconstructing

Aqueduct High Bridge

Consulting Engineers' and Architects' Societies

Join in Plan to Save Aqueduct Bridge
Built by J. B. Jervis

DEMAND has been made by the U. S. War Depart-

ment that the river piers of High Bridge, the

crossing of the first Croton aqueduct over the Harlem
River at New^ York, be removed in the interest of navi-

gation. Out of this situation there has now developed

a project for reconstructing the bridge by building a

single large span to cross the river, and so avoiding its

demolition. The American Institute of Consulting En-
gineers and the New York Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects joined in working out the project

and bringing it to the attention of the city authorities.

As representative of the joint committee of the two socie-

ties, Col. W. J. Wilgus calls on engineers for support of

the movement to save the bridge not only because of its

value as a reserve conduit in the aqueduct system of

New York City, but also because of the historical impor-

tance of the structure as one of the great engineering

works of an early period of American engineering and

as one of the prominent works of John B. Jervis, rail-

road builder and chief engineer of the Croton Aqueduct

Commission, one of the pioneers of American civil engi-

neering.

A perspective sketch of the bridge as it would appear

after the proposed reconstruction is reproduced in Fig.

1 herewith. The existing spans are semicircular arches

of 80 ft. in the clear. The reconstruction according to

the committee's plan would substitute a single 231-ft.

span of semi-elliptic form for three of the present spans.

Enough of the structural problem has been worked out

to make it possible to outline the general procedure to

be followed in the reconstruction, and to enable cost

estimates to be made. The large arch is to be carried

on foundations that in appearance are extensions of the

existing pier foundations, but actually are independent

of them, so that settlement of the new part will not

injure the old work. The additional pier masonrj^ also

is separated from the old masonry by a vertical slip joint

with regard for possible settlement. As indicated in the

drawing, Fig. 2, a horizontal concrete strut below

ground level would anchor the abutment pier on the

Manhattan or west bank, which stands on piles, to the

rock of the adjacent hillside.

When the War Department made its demand for re-

moval of the river piers of High Bridge, six months or

more ago, complete removal of the bridge was advocated

by the city's Department ^f Plant and Structures, which

has charge of bridges, while on the other hand the

^1ML„..-
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Department of Water Supply urged that the structure

be preserved for its value as an emergency reserve to

supplement the tunnel crossing of the aqueduct under

the Harlem River. To meet the latter demand E. A.

Byrne, chief engineer of the Department of Plant and

Structures, proposed a method of reconstruction which

involved removal of alternate piers and replacement

of successive pairs of arches by steel plate-girder spans

masked by a masonry shell in the shape of a flat arch.

At this time a group of members of the American

Institute of Consulting Engineers, headed by Colonel

Wilgus, interested themselves in the matter with the

object not only of preventing the demolition of the

famous old bridge but also of maintaining its structural

and esthetic character as nearly unchanged as possible.

Through action of this group, a committee of the Insti-

tute was appointed to study the problem and recommend

a solution, made up of Colonel Wilgus (ch.), C. W.
Leavitt, Ralph Modjeski, and Allen Hazen. Because of

the esthetic phase of the matter and the importance of

applying trained perception of form to the rather diffi-

cult task of combining new and old parts of a structure

of different proportions in a harmonious way, the com-

mittee secured the co-operation of a committee of the

New York Chapter, American Institute of Architects,

comprising Henry Bacon, A. W. Brunner, and Ernest

Flagg. The project shown by the illustration herewith

is the result of the joint work of these committees aided

by C. E. Chase of Mr. Modjeski's office. It has been

laid before the Finance Committee of the city's Board of

Estimate.

At present the bridge has a width of only 21 ft.

There is opportunity for widening it slightly by provid-

ing a slab roadway deck overhanging the sides of the

arch and supported by brackets. This would enable the

bridge to be utilized as an automobile roadway between

Manhattan and Bronx boroughs. The traffic value of the

bridge as well as its historical importance is touched

upon in the following extract from the memorandum
accompanying the plans when they were submitted to

the Board of Estimate:

High Bridge from the utilitarian standpoint serves the

purpose not only of safeguarding the city's water supply

but also of a means of connection for pedestrians between

Manhattan and the Bronx, and as such is an important

adjunct to High Bridge Park. Moreover, it offers promise

of ultimately becoming an important thoroughfare for auto-

mobiles between the two boroughs through a slight modifi-

cation of the top of the viaduct so as to serve both vehicles

and pedestrians. As there is a distance of over a mile with-

out a street connection between
the two boroughs from the Ma-
comb's Dam Bridge at 155th St.

tj the Washington Bridge, at

181st St., it will be seen that

this possibility of utilizing the

High Bridge viaduct as an in-

termediate street connection is

a weighty argument in favor

of the retention of the structure,

especially when the inconsider-

able expense of so doing is con-

trasted with the contemplated
expenditure by the states of

New York and New Jersey of

some $14,000,000 for a roadway
of no greater width from lower
Manhattan to Jersey City.

However, it is not only from
a utilitarian standpoint that

this structure should be con-

i-iidered. In an historic sense it is one of the city's most
striking monuments in marking the inaugux'ation three-

quarters of a century ago of the Croton water supply, and,

second, in honoring the memoiy of one of America's most
famous engineers, J. B. Jervis, who was the constructive

genius of the Erie Canal, the Croton water supply, and
the Hudson River R.R., three public works that have had
so much to do with the prosperity of this city.

From an artistic standpoint it would seem that every
effort should be made to preserve this structure, which is

one of the few examples of esthetic engineering in America.
Its design places it in the same class as the famous Roman
aqueducts, the remains of which are among the chief attrac-
tions of the Old World.

It is estimated that at present prices the cost of

carrying out the project here shown would be $830,000.

Demolition of the bridge would cost $500,000. Recon-

struction of the river portion by removal of alternate

piers and substitution of masked plate-girder spans for

pairs of the present spans would be intermediate in cost

between the two. The plans for a single span arch as

shown has been approved by the U. S. Engineer Officer

of the New York District, Colonel Edward Burr, as

being satisfactory from the standpoint of navigation.

Poor Policy To Boast of Low
Engineering Costs

The following extracts are from a paper "Some Prob-

lems of the Practising Engineer," by John W. Cunning-

ham, presented June 4 before the Oregon Chapter of

the American Association of Engineers:

Engineers have unwittingly worked against their own
interests by quoting and in fact boasting of low engineer-

ing costs for work done under their direction. While those

costs may have been the result of efficiency, they also may
have been governed by several other factors, and equal

credit might have been secured in other ways, by pointing

to the excellence of the design and construction and to low
total cost.

The legal and medical professions have long ago learned

that it was poor policy to emphasize the low cost of their

services. A lawyer will point with pride to difficult cases

won, but does not say how cheaply they were handled.

Similarly, in the medical profession, the only individuals

who publicly advertise the inexpensiveness of their work
are those so-called "specialists" who are in fact unscru-

pulous quacks and are condemned as unethical by the rest

of the profession. It is perhaps through unwise advertis-

ing by engineers themselves that the public has become
accustomed to thinking that engineering costs should aver-

age about 5 per cent without regard to their character.
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Letters to the Editor

Gasoline Tax Fairest, Says H. G. Shirley

Sir—I read Mr. Mehren's article on p. 4 of the July 1

issue of Engineering News-Record with a great deal of

interest. I noted carefully the recommendation for the

abandonment of the gasoline tax by the road authorities

of Great Britain. Personally, I think the fairest tax that

can be levied is a gasoline tax, for the man that uses the

road the most pays the most, and this looks equitable and

fair.

The question as to the method of levying this tax is

one that presents quite a number of problems and has

greatly deterred putting into effect such a tax in this

country. I am firmly convinced that the taxes such as privi-

lege tax, license tax, property tax, and now resignation

tax on motor cars should be eliminated and there should

be one flat tax to cover the entire field. I feel that a

proper gasoline tax would greatly simplify the entire

matter and relieve the motor vehicle owners and users

of much worry and trouble they are put to unnecessarily

in the judgment of the writer. We are suffering very

much in this country for the want of a uniform vehicle

law and a uniform vehicle tax. I feel that if it is not

worked out on a gasoline consumption basis it should be

worked out on some logical basis, and that one tax should

suffice and be of such amount as would properly pro-

vide for the maintenance of the highways.
H. G. Shirley,

Washington, D. C. Secretary, Federal Highway Council.

100

New York City's Growth
Sir—The editorial note in your issue of June 10 entitled,

"The Largest City," seems to be written from the wrong
viewpoint. Increasing the population of New York and
other large cities parallels the decrease in population in the

rural communities. It seems to me that the unprecedented
gain for a decade in city population is more a matter for

grave concern than applause. What will it profit the

country to boast of the largest city in the world, when we
have such a large untenanted farm land area, so vital to

the immediate and future subsistence and welfare of the

nation? With vast farm land areas going unplanted, and
with millions of fertile acres without crops, there may be
very little consolation in the remarkable increase in New
York and other city population. G. E. Warren,

Chicago. Manager.

[The sole intent of our note was to show New York's
present rank in population. The flow of rural population
to the cities and its effect upon agricultural production
is another story. Doubtless a large percentage of New
York's 854,000 increase in population came from cities large

and small leather than from farms.

—

Editor.]

Sir—Referring to the comment and surprise indicated in

the public press over the population of New York City,

and its constituent boroughs, as announced by the Director
of the Census, there need be no surprise as the announced
figures indicate what has long been predicted by students of

the movement of population in cities. Claims that the

census figures must be wrong are freely made. While
there probably may be errors, these are not likely to be
of sufficient magnitude materially to affect the ultimate
result.

The accompanying diagram indicates the relative per-

centage of population in the area occupied by the present
boroughs of the city, and in the corresponding tributary
communities in New Jersey from 1800 to 1920. This dia-

gram (up to 1910) first appeared in a paper on "City Pas-
senger Transportation in the United States" presented by
the undersigned to the Institution of Civil Engineers in

1913.

A study of this diagram indicates that the relative popu-

Ye oi rs

RELATIVE PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION OF GREATER
NEW YORK AND SUBURBAN NEW JERSEY

Based on the United States Census

lation of Manhattan increased up to 1840 and since then has
steadily been dec reasing. In fact, if it had not been for the
war retarding the normal development of the city the
relative population of Manhattan would have been still less,

as indicated by the dotted line in the diagram.
A quotation from the paper above referred to follows:

"In the early days the city was confined to the lower
end of the Island of Manhattan, now also the Borough of

Manhattan, and the growth was northward within the
limits of the island. From 1800 to 1850 between 55 and 65
per cent of the population of what may be called the
Metropolitan District of New York was confined to the

Island of Manhattan. With the development of steam-
propelled ferries in the third decade of the nineteenth cen-

tury the growth of Brooklyn and the towns in New Jersey
was much more i-apid than that of the central city, so that
at the present time only about 35 per cent of the population
of the greater city is in Manhattan. This is indicated

graphically in the accompanying diagram, and if the tend-

encies indicated by the curves in this diagram are continued
in the future, the Borough of Manhattan will soon cease
to lead the others in population and will become a social,

commercial, shopping, and amusement center, AN-ith a rela-

tively small sleeping population. This tendency is not con-

fined to New York but is haractenstic of most modern
cities, in which the central area is decreasing in population

as the transportation facilities are improved; the tendency
being for the city to segregate into areas devoted almost
exclusively to commerce, amusement, manufacturing and
residence. The census of 1910 indicated that four of the
central wards of Manhattan, and five wards in Brooklyn,
had lost population in business and manufacturing districts.

On the other hand, of the increase of 483,000 in the popula-
tion of Manhattan in the preceding ten years, 330,000, or

68 per cent, was confined to a single ward in the north end
where improved transportation facilities have been provided

;

and, further, while the population of the city as a whole
had increased 39 per cent in that decade, the population

of the borough of Bronx had increased 115 per cent in the

same period, owing to the extention of the subway."
Engineers who have been studying city planning and

transportation have been looking foi'ward to the time when
most of the city population will work in the central areas

but live in garden communities in the suburbs, which will

be a great improvement from the medieval city conditions

of living over one's shop, from which we are emerging.

This transition has been checked by the post-war condi-

tions, making it impossible at present to continue the con-

struction of transit facilities, but sooner or later, city

development will be adjusted to these new conditions and
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the construction of transit facilities and the centrifugal

movement of population be resumed to the increased com-

fort and advantajre of all. CxEORGE D. Snyder,

New York City. Consulting Engineer.

Free Engineering Advice

Sir—To assume the attitude taken in the column headed

"Free Engineering Advice" in the Engineering Neics-Rec-

ord July 1, 1920, p. 21, is to take a very narrow view of the

engineering profession. Disinterested engineering advice

such as comes from the investigations of the U. S. Recla-

mation Service the Bureau of Standards, the Geological

Survey, etc., and from the research laboratories of the

nation's universities should be encouraged.

The same is true of the researches of the manufacturers

who are constantly endeavoring to improve as well as to

sell their product. To oppose the free distribution of the

results of these investigations, just because some one may

be losing a fee, is to take a labor union view; is to offer

poor recognition of merit; is to discourage a service par

excellence. Where would the engineering profession be

v/ithout its researches in science? What private firm could

afford to make the thorough and extensive geological and

hydrometric surveys as carried out by the Government?

What individual drainage district could or would make

an extensive, thorough, and comprehensive study of the

entire stream extending through several states?

Moved by a sordid spirit, perhaps one might feel that

the broadcast distribution of engineering facts and data

would curtail his business. But in engineering as in any

other business, the more publicity, the more propaganda,

the better. There is no more danger of losing a fee through

the distribution of a Government bulletin, or a steel hand-

book, than there is through the sale of the engineering

journals at the newsstands. Until the layman has seen

a few samples of real engineering and until he realizes

what risks he may be taking without the services of an

engineer does he even think about an engineer? In fact,

the average farmer on a drainage district, say, doesn't even

know why he needs an engineer until he gets interested

in a few Government bulletins.

Jackson, Mich. Wilbert Bernhardt.

What Canal Freight Carriage Costs the People
of New York State

Sir—The following reports for the year ended June 30,

1918, contain considerable data that is of interest in con-

nection with the question as to whether the New York State

Barge Canal will prove to be an economic success: Report

of the Comptroller, Report of the Comptroller on the Ex-

penditures of the Canals, Report of the State Superintend-

ent of Public Works for both 1918 and 1919.

Figures given in the tabulations on p. 342 to 346 inclusive

in the first mentioned report, and on p. 131 of the second

report show that from 1905, when work on the enlarged

canal was begun, to 1918 inclusive, the total cost for bond

charges, maintenance and operation was $111,472,796.26;

deducting $13,270,196.66 for interest received on bank de-

posits makes the net cost of the entire canal system but not

including construction, for that period $98,202,599.60, while

the tonnage carried was 35,743,270 tons, making ths average

cost per ton to the taxpayers of the state $2.75.

From the same tabulations it can be shown that it cost

the state $11.50 per ton for the 1,159,270 tons carried in

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918.

Even if the Erie Canal had carried the 10,000,000 tons

which the State Engineer said it could- carry, and in addi-

tion the 491,896 tons,, which the branch canals carried, the

cost per ton for the year would havebeen $1!28.

Now, even if the canal had prevented said rates from
being materially higher, which Mr. Wotherspoon, the then

Superintendent of Public Works, said the canal would do,

and which did not prevent them from being 40 per cent

higher than the canal rates, would not $1.28 per ton, be a

pretty large price to pay for that result, to say nothing
of the $11.50, which it actually cost for the tonnage trans-

ported in 1918?

According to figures given in Engmeering News-Record,

Feb. 20, 1920, and April 24, 1919, the national Government
expended $4,091,800 for equipment for the New York Canal.

In connection with this large expenditure for equipment

by the national Government, the following extracts from the

1918 Report of the Superintendent of Public Works are

pertinent to the question of whether the canal will prove to

be an economic success.

On p. 19: "Before tlie Federal Oovernmeiit took hold, the field

was carefully inve.stigated by the National Committee on Inland
Waterways, and wlule seveial companies at that time claimed
a corporate existence, none were ready to actually engage in busi-
ness without considerable financial aid from the government.

e » »

On p. 20 : "No under Lakinff dependent largely on governmental
aid can be pernian<>ntl\' successful. It is therefore of the utmost
importance to the future of tlie canal, that freight carrying com-
panies should soon be in opei-ation. • • *

On p. 21 ; "The ultimate success of tlic improved system depends
cntircl>- on whetlicr energetic and able men, with sufficient capital
at tlicir disposal will enter the field. » » * Surely a sufficient
number of enterpiising citizens, who recognizing the opportunities
foi- a profitable undertaldng, will take advantage of them."

The writer believes that when Mr. Wotherspoon refers

to the ultimate .success of the canal he means an economic

success, but V as the new and enlarged Erie Canal and
branches has been paid ffor by the State of New York, and
as the national Government found it necessary to extend

financial aid of more than $4,000,000 for equipment, was it

not because "energetic and able men with sufficient capital

at their disposal" had not entered the field to any great
extent, and does.it not therefore follow, according to Mr.
Wotherspoon's statement above quoted, that the Erie Canal,

even with the lai'ge amount of aid extended by both stale

and national Government, has not and never will be perma-
nently or even temporarily an econotnic success'

It seems to the writer that Mr. Wotherspoon answered
this question afl[irmatively, when he said in his report

quoted above, "No undertaking dependent largely on Gov-
ernmental aid can be permanently successful."

That energeti: and able men have not entered the field to

any great extent is snown by the following statement made
by Edward S. Walsh, the present Superintendent of Public
Works, in his report for the year ending June 30, 1919:

Except for a few so-called "new" type barges the boats in
service were the old Eiie Canal or "24&-ton" type which were
operated by their individual ownei-s.

During the navigation season of 1919, under somewhat unfavoid-
able conditions as the type of boats used were not designed for
Barge Canal navigation, conclusive evidence of abnormally low
cost of ti-ansportation on the improved canal was revealed, a
steamer and consort carrying cargo for New York to Buffalo
accomplished the trip in a little more than four days at an operat-
ing cost of 1.21 mills per ton mile. The cargo paid a rate of
$1.50 per ton, thus the net earning of the trip was more than
$1 per ton.
There can be no question as to the ability of the canal trans-

poitation companies to earn a handsome profit.

Mr. Walsh evidently means a handsome profit to the boat
owner, which is possible because the taxpayers bear all

operating costs and bond charges. Now, what would the?e
items amount to for the trip from New York to Buffalo?
The writer has not the data for 1919, but if the trip liad

been made in 1918, the reports of the Comptroller and
Superintendent of Public Works for that year contain sufll-

cient data to determine what the cost to the taxpayers would
have been. The first mentioned report on p. 11 gives the

total canal boat mileage as 576,731 miles, and the second
report shows that the net cost of tha canai to the taxpayers
was $13,333,943.

By dividing this last sum by 576,731, it will be found that
the average cost per boat mile would have been $23.22 if the

trip had been made in lOiS instead oi 1919.

As the distance by the canal fi'om Albany to BufTalo is

363 miles, the total cost of the trip to the taxpayers would
have been $23.22 X 363, or $8,428.66.

It seems to the writer that this trip, which Mr. Walsh
gives as evidence of "the ability of canal transportation
companies to earn a handscvie profit" and "of the abnorm-
ally low cost of transportation" was possible only because
of the large part of the cost paid by the taxpayers.
The writer would like to have some advocate of the canal

transportation explain how, taking into consideration the
figures given above, the Barge Canal and branches can
prove to be an economic success.

Pittsburgh, Pa. W. G. WiLKlNS.



Hints for the Contractor
stocking Stone With Conveyor Loader

By Henry H. Wilson
Resident Managing Partner, Winston & Co., -Muncy, Pa.

IN THE construction of state highways at Muncy
and Picture Rocks, Pa., it was necessary, on account

of the uncertainty of future shipments, to stock crushed

stone in advance of the laying of concrete pavement.

For this purpose a conveyor loader, supported on a

cribbing of railroad ties was used, as shown in the

FIFTY TONS STONE PER HOUR HANDLED BY METHOD
SHO^^'x

accompanying illustration. About thirty cars were
stocked at each of the above-mentioned places, the stone

being handled direct from elevator to stockpile at a very

reasonable cost. With an elevator, it was possible to

stock as high as 50 tons per hour by this method, Ey
moving the discharge end of the loader radially it would
have been possible to stock a much larger amount than

was actually handled.

Questions Which the Drilling Boss
Should Ask Regularly

EFFICIENT superintendence of rock drilling opera-

tions requires constant and systematic interrogation

by the superintendent or foreman who is directing the

work. Based on mining experience, a list of questions

is given by Edwin H. Higgings in the Engineering and
Mining Journal of June 26, 1920, as follows

:

(1) Are the drills of suitable type for the ground?
(2) Is the drill equipment standardized as far as pos-

sible? (3) Are facilities for drill repair so systematized
that it is unnecessary for the men to go to surface to

secure parts or to have repairs made; (4) As a

preventive of lost time, are the men at the face well

supplied with gaskets for drill connections, good wedges
and foot blocks, oil cans or cadgers and a box for tht^

storage of tools and extras? (5) Are a few extra water
tubes kept on every working level? (6) As a time
saver, have the men tried carrying with them an ordinary

hat pin for dislodging obstructions in the water lube?

(7) Is the jackscrew nut (of the column bar) supplied

with grease at intervals? (8) Is 1-in. air hose used
with Turbo, Leyner and DR-6 machines? (4-in. hose is

too small). (9) Are Si-in. columns used with modern
water-hammer drills? The old 4-in. or 42-in. bars should

be discarded on account of their weight. TIG) Do the

men realize the importance of properly lubricating

machine drills? CGrease for the chuck end and castor oil

or liquid (?rease for the rear lubricators). (11) Is it

realized that for l!-in. round hollow steel the shank
length should be 31i? in., and for I- and 1-in. hexagon
steel the shank length should be 31 in.? The water-
hammer drill of today has a short piston travel. Hence,
when lugs or collars become badly worn they allow the

steel to enter the machine too far, thereby "short-strok-

ing" the hammer. Likewise, when the end of the shank
becomes worn shorter through constant use it does not

enter the machine the proper distance and the hammer
cannot deliver its full blow. In both cases efficiency

is greatly impaired. Hammers and anvil blocks will

soon be destroyed if the bearing surface of the shank

end of the drill is allowed to become badly battered or

chipped. (12) Are the side rods on the machines kept

uniformly tight? (3) Is improvement possible in the

number, pointing or depth of drill holes? (14) Is suffi-

cient air pressure maintained at the drill? (15) Is there

undue breakage of drill steel? Q6) Is the proper type

of bit being used for ground drills? (17) Are the

sharpening and tempering satisfactorily done? (18) Is

there a man especially qualified to repair drills?

Home-Made Device Removes Reel Kinks
From Wire Rope

REEL kinks are being successfully removed by the

simple device illusti-ated, in preparing wire rope

for concrete block revetment at vulnerable places on

the improved Miami River channel at Dayton, Ohio.

This rope, cut to lengths of 20 ft. or more, has to be

threaded through holes in precast concrete blocks and
it is important that it shall lie straight to facilitate

the threading operation. As indicated by the illustra-

tion the reel of rope is suspended on an axle on a timber
frame so as to unwind from the bottom. In front of

the reel three pulleys attached to an axled plank, as

WIRE ROPE STRAIGHTENED BY
STAGGERED

rHREE PULLEYS
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shown, constitute the straightening device. The entire

arrangement, fashioned of material on the job by Price

Bros., Dayton, Ohio., contractors, cost very little and

has sei'ved its purpose excellently. The Dayton channel

improvements are a part of the flood protection works

of the Miami Conservancy District.

Paver Places a Batch of Minute-Mix

Every 75 Seconds

SYNCHRONIZED mixer operation was an important

factor in securing an unusually high rate of speed

in building concrete road near Oliver, 111. The complete

cycle of mixer operations, charging, mixing 1 min., and

discharging, averaged between 1 min. 10 sec. and 1 min.

12 sec. A length of 744 ft. of 16-ft. road, 8 in. thick

was constructed according to the specifications of the

Illinois Division of Highways in 9J consecutive hours.

A four-bag batch with a 4-cu.yd. Smith paver was
employed. It is to be noted that the output given is the

high rate for a day and not an average speed.

The action of the mixer was so synchronized that the

discharging time exceeded the skip raising time by

BATCH-BOX SWING TIMED EXACTLY WITH LOWERING
OF SKIP

about one second. This means that the operator began
to raise the skip at the same time he pulled the discharge

lever and the drum was completely emptied by the time

the skip was fully raised. It was this fact, principally

with the perfect co-ordination of the supply crew, that

made possible the record.

Another fact that contributed materially toward the

record was the ease with which the batch boxes were
handled. The derrick operated on the same cable as the

skip and as the loaded skip was raised the derrick

lowered and was hooked onto a loaded batch-box. While

the skip was being lowered the batch-box full of ma-
terial was being raised and swung into position, so that

by the time the skip reached the ground this batch was
ready to be dumped into it. This allowed ample time,

while the material in the drum was being mixed, to spot

the batch-box cars in position for the next batch.

The mixer was supplied by two gasoline locomotives

each pulling ten cars, or twenty batches, with a run of

slightly over a mile. At no time during the day was

there any delay in waiting for the train to pull into posi-

tion. During the 9' hours that the mixer ran, 22 train

loads, carrying 440 batches, were used. The entire

crew was 35 men, including the men at the material bins,

the cement house, on the industrial railroad, on the

grading and sub-grade, at the mixer, and on the tamper.

The contractor was Allen J. Parrish, Paris, 111.

Slip-Pipe Suction Reduces Liability

of Choking

TENDENCY to choke at the suction, in pumping
from a sump to construct the hydraulic-fill dam at

Lockington for the Miami valley flood protection work.

Hose for Waiter c-i-nn
Seal. y P^°P

Wood
Rinq\

SUCTION PIPE ARRANGEMENT FOR DREDGE PUMP

was greatly decreased by a slip-pipe arrangement
devised on the job and illustrated by the accompanying
diagram. At this dam material from the borrow pit is

sluiced to the sump and occasionally there is a rush of

solids into the sump which, for a few minutes, is beyond

the capacity of the pump to handle and the sump is

filled. In such instances the 12-in. suction pipe is

liable to choke and become plugged. This means a

shut down and much disagreeable work to clean out

the plug. With the slip-pipe arrangement improvised,

when the sump begins to fill the operator, by means of

the hoist blocks, pulls the 15-in. pipe up out of the

accumulation of solids and keeps it clear until the

delivery from the sluice slacks down. Then the slip-

pipe is eased back until the sump is cleared and solid

material is being delivered in normal volume by the

sluices. It is found that since the slip-pipe has been

used delays due to plugged suction pipes have been

materially reduced. The Lockington dam is a unit In

the flood protection works being constructed by the

Miami Conservancy District.

Arthur E. Morgan is chief engineer, Chas. H. Paul,

assistant chief engineer and C. H. Locher, construction

manager respectively, of the Miami Conservancy Dis-

trict. Barton M. Jones is the division engineer at

Lockington Dam.

City Planning Commission at Los Angeles

A City Planning Commission of 51 men and women
has been created by the City Council of Los Angeles.



CURRENT EVENTS IN THE CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONTRACTING EIELDS

News of the Week
New York, July 29, 1920

Discuss St. Lawrence
Waterway Project

Oratory Loses in Contest with Consid-

eration of Economic Facts on

$750,000,000 Improvement

(Reported for Engineering Ne'u>s-

Record by Dr. F. H. Newell)

An encouraging sign of the times is

that a waterways congress has been

held and governmental appropriation

urged for a project on its engineering

and economic merits. This is in strong

contrast with the so-called "pork bar-

rel" claims from the localities where
the appropriations were to be expended
under old-time River and Harbor Acts.

The president of the Great Lakes-

St. Lawrence Tidewater Association,

H. C. Gardner, is an engineer; the pro-

gram for the meeting in Detroit in co-

operation with the Board of Commerce,
held July 21-24, was arranged largely

by engineers and participated in by
economists, not, of course, to the ex-

clusion of the politicians, but to a de-

gree sufficient to afford real informa-
tion concerning the merits of the

scheme.
The object of the meeting was

largely educational, to attract public

attention and to diffuse information
concerning the importance and pi'actic-

ability of providing a waterway or

channel in the St. Lawi'ence River such
as to permit ocean-going vessels to

come up into the Great Lakes.

This enterprise has been commented
upon favorably by Charles Whiting
Baker, in his sei'ies of articles in

Engineering Navs-Record, January 1

to 29, 1920. The papers and discussions

at Detroit amplified many of the points

concisely stated by Mr. Baker and
brought out clearly the fact that while
this great international enterprise is

one which should be undertaken jointly

by Canada and the United States, yet
it has sufficient merit to justify the

assertion that private capital can be
found adequate to build the hydro
electric works and at the same time
provide for navigation needs.

The belief is strong, however, that
this great undertaking, involving both
navigation and power development and
which, as described by Gardner S. Will-
iams, may cost upward of $750,000,000,
should not be left wholly to private
enterprise, but should be initiated and
financed in larger part the two
governments concerned.

Definite engineering data on the
alternative projects and costs were not
available at the time of the meeting,
because of the fact that the Inter-
national Joint Commission, having the

(Continued on p. 237)

Railway Engineers Not Included

in Labor Board's Award
Assistant engineers and draftsmen in

railway service were not granted an
increase in compensation under the

Railway Labor Board's award of July
20. A bulletin of the American Asso-
tion of Engineers quotes this statement
from the Board: "Civil engineers as
such had no submission presented for
them and hence no question as to them
has been decided." Several railway
sections of the A. A. E. have initiated

negotiations with the i-ailway manage-
ments for salary adjustments and
if these fail to produce satisfactory
results the association will appeal to

the Labor Board for a hearing.

New Financial Basis for Chapters
of A. A. E.

An order promulgated as of Aug. 1

by the board of directors of the Ameri-
can Association of Engineers and effec-

tive Sept. 1, provides for a new per-
centage of income allotted to the chap-
ters of the association. Chapters with
600 or more members will receive 60
per cent of the entrance fees and dues
received from members of the associa-

tion residing in their respective terri-

tories. Such chapterf:' will constitute

one of four classes into which chapters
are to be divided on the basis of mem-
bership and assumption of duties. This
class of chapters will handle employ-
ment service, qualification committee
work, and other local activities. They
will maintain offices and paid staffs.

Chapters comprising the other three

groups will receive a percentage of in-

come carrying from 50 per cent to 35

per cent, depending upon the size and
duties assumed. Chapters with from
350 to 600 members will get 50 per cent

and will maintain offices with paid sec-

retaries or managers. Chapters with
from 100 to 350 members will get 40
per cent of income and will have paid
stenographic help. Chapters with less

than 100 members will receive 35 per
cent of the income and will function on
volunteer help only.

This order will be effective unless

protested by chapters of the association

comprising 1,500 or more membei's. The
&ame order carries with it an increase

of dues for all members except student

members to $15 per annum, an advance
of $5 over present dues, effective Jan.

1, 1921. It is expected that at least

20 chapters of the association under
these provisions will be able to engage
full time paid secretaries. In addition

to the five district secretaries, the asso-

ciation already has paid employees in

several chapters.

Constitutional Amendments
at Am. Soc. C. E.

Convention
Five Proposals on Dues, Local Sections

and Number cf Directors To Come
Up for Discussion

At the Portland, Ore., convention of

the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, Aug. 10 to 12, five recently pro-

posed constitutional amendments are to

be discussed. They deal with matters
that have been very active in society

circles, including local sections and the

allocation of all members to such sec-

tions; the election of directors by the

members resident in the respective dis-

tricts, and the relation of the secretary

to the Board of Direction. Increase of

membership dues is also proposed. Two
minor improvements are proposed in

separate amendments.
One of the amendments is presented

by the Questionnaire Committee and
purports to crystallize into law the

opinions on internal affairs expressed
by the membership of the society in

the questionnaire held in March and
April of the current year. R. H.

Humphrey, member of the Development
Committee and later chairman of the

Joint Conference Committee, is among
the signers of another amendment,
closely similar to the Questionnaire

Committee amendment but differing in

some vital details.

According to the requirements of the

constitution, the amendments must be
submitted to letter ballot of the mem-
bei'ship as amended by the convention

or (if not amended) in their original

form. However, in case the conven-

tion refers an amendment to a special

committee, action is deferred until the

annual meeting in January, at which
the committee must submit its report.

The five amendments, arranged in the

order as printed by the society (this

being according to date of receipt at

the secretai-y's office), are summarized
in the following:

A—Percival Clow, C. E. Haj^vood,

W. S. St. John, W. J. Heiser and A. W.
A. Eden propose increasing the annual

dues for all members to the amount
now paid by resident members (corpo-

rate members $25, associates $15. jun-

iors $15), and striking out the present

provision for additional dues to be paid

by resident members. Life membership
dues are revised.

B—The Committee of the Board of

Direction appointed Jan. 22, 1920 (A. N.

Talbot, Leonard Metcalf, R. A. Cum-
mings, M. S. Ketchum, John C. Hoyt,

C. C. Elwell, Harry Hawgood) to pre-

pare a questionnaire to the membership
on the Development Committtee's re-
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port and to formulate suitable amend-

ments from the results of the question-

naire, now proposes a change in the

annual dues, a change in the statement

of the society's objects, establishment

of compulsory local sections, and nom-

ination of directors by districts. The

committee states that according to legal

advice election of directors by districts

would not be lawful, as the New York

corporation law contemplates that di-

rectors shall be elected by the votes of

all members.

tor selected by the ballots of the several

districts. Voting on this committee is

to be in proportion to membership.

C—A modification in the method of

electing honorary members is proposed

by a committeee appointed by the Board

of Direction a year ago to nominate

honorary members, this committee con-

sisting of A. N. Talbot, Leonard Met-

calf, R. A. Cummings, Arthur P.

Davis, George H. Pegram, Fayette S.

Curtis, H. S. Crocker, and C. D. Marx.
The present constitution requires unan-

What Five Am. Soc. C. E. Amendments Would Accomplish

A. Dues—Abolish the distinction botwoon
"resident" members and others by raising

the dues for the latter, all dues becoming:
for corpoiate members $25, for associates

$15, for juniors $15— [Clow, Haywood, St.

John, Heiser, Eden].

Objects

Dues

Local Sections

Nominations

(a) Add to objects
of the society as a
secondary object, co-
operation in import-
ant public move-
ments, (b) Increase

tilt? dues of non-resident corporate members
to $20, non-resident associates to $15. (c)

Provide for establishment of local sections
to comprise the entire membership (mem-
bei-'s choice, othei-wise assignment). (d)
Provide for nomination of directors (18j as
at present) by the local sections of the
Several districts : nomination of other of-
ficers by representatives of the districts as
chosen by the local sections.— [Talbot, Met-
calf, Cummings, Ketchum. Hoyt, Elwell

;

the Questionnaire Committee named by the
Board of Direction last January and in-
structed to propose amendments corre-
sponding to the result of the questionnaii-e.]

C. Honorary Members—Change require-
ment for election of honorary members
from unanimous vote of board to vote of
two less than whole boai'd. Eliminate pro-
vision for change in composition of board
when voting on honorary members.— [Tal-
bot, Metcalf, Cummings, Davis, Pegram,
Curtis, Crocker, Marx, a committee ap-

pointed by the Board of Direction in June,
1!)19, to nominate candidates for honorary
membei'ship. ]

D. Eligibility to Office—Make mem-
l>ei-s of the nominating committee ineligible
to any other office during their service.

—

[Lucas, Holland, Oilman, Rumery, Reeves.]

(a) Provide fo"
establishment of
local sections to
comprise the en-
tire member-
ship (member's
choice, other-
w i s e assijrn-
ment). (b, c)

K. Local Sections
Board of Direction
Secretary
Resident Officers
Nominations
Annual Conference

Reduce membership of Board of Direction
from 30 to 23, by reducing directors from
18 to 14, past presidents from 5 to 3, and
removing secretary from Board. Allot two
directors to District 1, and one to each of
other twelve districts. (d) Eliminate re-
quii-ement that one vice-president and six
directors must be "resident" members, (e)
Pi'ovide for nomination of directors by the
local sections of the sevei-al districts ; nomi-
nation of other officers by representatives
of the districts as chosen by the local sec-
tions, (f) Create an annual conference of
the representatives of the local sections,
which, besides making the nominations for
officers, is to consider the welfare of the
society and its members and report thereon
to the Board of Direction.— [Franklin,
Easby, Quimby, Humphrey, Frommer.]

The statement of the object of the

society as contained in the present con-

stitution is amplified by adding a sec-

ondary object "to co-operate in impor-

tant economic, industrial, and civic

movements in which the members of

the society are particularly well quali-

fied to advise the public." Membership
dues are to be increased to $20 for cor-

porate members, $15 for associates, and
$10 for juniors, and $5 additional for

resident corporate and junior members.
One or more local sections are to be

established in each of the thirteen dis-

tricts to "stimulate active interest of

their members by giving reasonable
representation upon the active commit-
tees, by encouragement of discussion of

the general problems of the society, by
arranging excursions to works of engi-

neering interest, and by promoting
social intercourse." Every member
must join a section or he will be as-

signed to one. Each local section

chooses a representative for nomination
of officers, and the representatives

within a given district nominate one or

more candidates for director to repre-

sent that district, which are then bal-

loted on by the members in the district.

Subsequently all the local section rep-

resentatives meet as a nominating
committee and nominate officers for the

society for the coming year, including

on the ticket the candidate i for direc-

imous vote of the Board to elect hon-
orary members, but under the amend-
ment a vote of two less than the full

Board will elect.

D—Members of the nominating com-
mittee are to be ineligible for other

office during their term of service,

under an amendment proposed by G. L.

Lucas, C. M. Holland, Charles Oilman,

R. R. Rumery, and W. F. Reeves.

E—Local sections and nomination of

directors are dealt with in a way
slightly different from that adopted by
the Questionnaire Committee (Amend-
ment B, above), in amendments pro-

posed by B. Franklin, William Easby,
Jr., H. H. Quimby, R. L. Humphrey,
and Charles Frommer. These also pro-

pose to establish an annual conference

of representatives of local sections, "to

consider the welfare of the society and
its members and to report thereon to

the Board of Direction." No change in

dues is proposed. The representation

of District 1 on the Board of Direction

would be cut down to two, reducing the

number of directors to fourteen, and
the number of past presidents on the

Board would be reduced from five to

three. At the same time the secretary

would be removed from the Board, and
the Board of Direction thus left with

a membership of 23 (at present thirty).

Under these amendments member-
ship in local sections is obligatory.

Representatives of the local sections in

each district meet as a district board
to nominate candidates for directors,

selection from among these candidates
being by letter ballot of the members
within the district. Subsequently the
representatives meet in annual confer-

ence of representatives of local sec-

tions, to nominate officers for the
society and to consider the welfare of
the society as already noted.

Chicago Bascule in the "Movies"
An opening ceremony for the Chi-

cago River bascule bridge of the St.

Charles Air Line R.R. (see Engineer'
ing News-Record of Dec. 25, 1919, p.

1056) was staged June 23 for the bene-
fit of a moving picture concern, a num-
ber of engineers being present. A
woman fireman from the engine of the
special train of the Illinois Central R.R.
drove a so-called "last spike," the di-

rector of the scene apparently assum-
ing track work to be part of a fireman's
duties. Then the engine proceeded
across the bridge, with a woman sitting

on the bumper beam to cut a ribbon
barrier with a pair of nice large office

shears. It may be explained that the
bridge has been in service for some
time.

Advise Street Cleaning and
Refuse Collection by

Philadelphia
A change from contract to municipal

street cleaning and the collection of

garbage, ashes and rubbish at Philadel-

phia is recommended by a committee of

three appointed by Mayor Moore on
authorization by the City Council. The
committee consisted of E. B. Morden,
chief of the Bureau of Street Cleaning;
James W. Follin, engineer, Philadelphia
Bureau of Municipal Research, and J.

H. Neeson, principal assistant engi-

neer. Bureau of Highways. Mr. Nee-
son recommends postponement of the

change to city collection of ashes and
rubbish until Jan. 1, 1922, but the

others advise that it take effect Jan.

1, 1921. The recommendation for city

collection of garbage is conditioned on
obtaining bids for disposal separate
from collection. The committee advises

that bids be invited on or before

Aug. 1 for garbage disposal on alter-

nate plans for one- and five-year con-

tracts; also that the Bureau of Street

Cleaning be expanded to "include an
adequate engineering personnel to

study continuously and to plan im-

provements in methods of doing work,

and such other personnel as is requisite

to carry on intensive continuous educa-

tional and law-enforcement campaign."
Garbage disposal by feeding to hogs is

favorably mentioned in the report.

Since the report was submitted. Col.

Morden has resigned as chief of the

Bureau of Street Cleaning and Mr.

Neeson has been made acting chief. It

is reported that Mayor Moore has ad-

vised that bids for street cleaning for

the calendar year 1921 be secured

before Oct. 1.
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Municipal Improvements Meeting

at St. Louis Has Local Support

Local engineers, contractors and
others interested in making a success

of the convention of the American So-

ciety for Municipal Improvements at St.

Louis, Mo., Oct. 11 to 15, have organ-

ized six committees for the purpose,

with a plentiful representation of the

municipal engineering and other city

departments, including W. W. Horner,

vice-president of the society and chief

of the St. Louis Division of Sewers and
Paving. Henry W. Kiel, mayor of St.

Louis, has sent out a general call to

mayors and municipal officials all over

the country to attend this meeting, and
it is expected that special conferences

will be arranged between mayors of

various classes of cities. E. R. Kinsey,

president of the Board of Public Serv-

ice, has sent a similar invitation to over

three thousand engineers in various

parts of the country.

St. Lawrence Waterway
(Continued from p. 235)

investigation in charge, had not yet
received the reports from its engineer-

ing staff. There v/as no doubt ex-

pressed, however, by the well informed
economists and engineers but that the
results would justify any probable cost,

also that the waterway thus made
available would contribute for all time
to the prosperity of the cities along

these great inland seas. With a deep
channel and with dams and locks over-

coming the difficulties in the St. Law-
rence River, increasing the navigable
depth from 14 to 26 ft., the inland cities

would receive facilities for oceanic

shipping equal to those of the cities on
the Baltic or Black Seas.

Especial emphasis was placed on the

need of immediate action because of the

increasingly difficult conditions result-

ing from congestion at the available

sea ports, especially at New York. The
opposition of this latter city and of

the State to the St. Lawrence project

has been just strong enough to arouse
thoroughly the entire Great Lakes
region, and to make it apparent that
New York will not be able to obtain
any favors nationally for its projects

unless its representatives assume a

broader and more unselfish attitude

toward the development of the re-

sources of the nation.

The choking of commerce at Buffalo
and New York for the benefit of these
cities, already dwelt upon by Mr.
Baker in his article, was emphasized
in many ways. At the same time the
fact was brought out by Dr. Roy S.

MacElwee, director of the United States
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce, that, from the standpoint of
sound economics, a large proportion of
the ocean-going vessels at present in
use or probably to be used in the future,
could pass up into the Great Lakes and
could discharge and obtain loads far
more economically than at the con-
gested port of New York.

Detroit Bridge Prospects Bright
At a meeting of twenty-five Detroit

and Windsor capitalists held July 15

steps were taken to speed up the prog-
ress of the enterprise for a bridge

across the Detroit River to connect the

two cities. Studies for such a crossing

have been carried on by Charles Evan
Fowler, constructing engineer, I'or the

Highway anal
Tramway,
6raide V^. R- Grac/e

yearly totals exceeding ten million pas-

sengers, 500,000 autos, 70,000 auto
trucks, and 15,000 teams. With the
bridge in service the estimated in-

creases in five years are 100 per cent,

600, 600 and 600 per cent for these four
classes of traffic. Over one and a half

million freight cars cross the river, and
it is believed certain that over a million

/850' Rise^ilO' t*"

THREE PRELIMINARY DESIGNS FOR DETROIT-WINDSOR
BRIDOE

: SUSPENSION TYPE POUND PREFERABLE FOR
ECONO]\[Y AND SPEED OF CONSTRUCTION

past eight months, funds for the inves-

tigation being supplied by the interests

represented at the latest meeting. On
presentation of his report the meeting
decided to go ahead with the remaining
preliminaries looking toward immediate
construction, and committees were
named to direct the work.

It has been found that the best loca-

tion for the bridge is just above 24th
St., Detroit, where a span of 1,770 ft.

is practicable. A highway bridge here
would cost nearly twelve millions,

while the addition of accommodations
for railway ti-ains (four railway tracks,

two street-car tracks, two 28-ft. road-
ways, two 7-ft. sidewalks) would make
the cost $28,000,000. ^

An understanding has been reached
with the Great Lakes Carriers Associa-
tion that for a clear span between har-
bor lines the vertical clearance should
be 110 ft. at the center and 100 ft at the
sides; this will provide for all wireless

masts for lake or ocean craft. At the
pier locations, rock is found at 90 to

100 ft., and pneumatic foundations are
to be used.

Traffic studies showed minimum

could with economy use the bridge.
Approximate estimates for the cost of
tunnels of capacity equal to that of the
bridge give figures of more than $60,-
000,000 for the 24th St. site and $80,-
000,000 for a site at Woodward Ave.

Several of the preliminary study
designs are shown herewith. The cable
suspension bridge shown by the upper
elevation is considered cheapest and
safest in erection.

PROPOSED DOUBLE-DECK ARRANGE-
MENT OF DETROIT BRIDGE SHOWN

IN CROSS-SECTION

Shipment of Water Purification

Chemicals Delayed
Owing to delays in the shipment of

chlorine, alum, and other materials
used in water treatment, health officials

of New York, Pennsylvania, and four
other states recently applied to the
U. S. Public Health Service for its aid.

Notwithstanding a request by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury to the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and represen-
tations of the Surgeon General, the
commission, according to Public Health
Reports of June 25, deemed "it inad-
visable to give general priority to these
essentials in public health work, but is

willing to act upon requests, giving full

particulars, in cases of individual ship-
ments, [and] to use its best efforts to
expedite the movement of such ship-
ments." The Public Health Service
therefore suggests that all requests for
the expedition of water purification

chemicals be sent direct to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, giving
full particulars for each individual

shipment "including the name of the
railroad and the shipping and destina-

tion points."
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Schenectady Bridge Foundation

and Pier Contract Let

On July 21 the State canal board of

New York awarded the contract for

foundations and piers of the new Mo-

hawk River bridge to connect Schenec-

tady and Scotia, to the American Pipe

& Construction Co., Philadelphia. The

total of the bid price is $961,963, which

is about 50 per cent above the original

estimate for this part of the work,

made in 1918. The available appropria-

tion for the bridge is $1,700,000. At

present the approaches are being built

by Dubois, Bennett & Son, of Schenec-

tady, the total of this contract being

about $230,000. Contracts 3 and 4, for

arches and paving, respectively, are

still to be let.

In order to protect itself against

claims arising from the fact that the

total present appropriation might be

insufficient to build the bridge complete,

the canal board has stipulated in the

conti-act that its members shall not be

liable to the contractor for any pay-

ments.

The bridge is to be known as the

Western Gateway Bridge. It will be

4,436 ft long over approaches, and its

main part will consist of 23 concrete

arch spans of 106 to 120 ft. clear width,

and a 212-ft. arch span over the Barge

Canal channel. A description of the

bridge with perspective view was
printed in this journal June 26, 1919.

May Use Airplanes to Map
Texas-Oklahoma Boundary

The vagaries of the Red River in its

flow eastward from the panhandle of

Texas are affected, the suit now pend-

dred miles to Texarkana has resulted

in a dispute between Texas and Okla-

homa as to the boundary of these

states. Although twelve counties of

Texas are affected, the suit now pend-

ing before the United States Supreme
Court, which will be heard at the De-

cember term, affects particularly only

twelve square miles. This portion of

land is of special significance because

over $200,000,000 worth of oil rights

are involved.

Extensive engineering and mapping
work, contemplated in preparation for

the suit, is now being arranged for by
Arthur A. Stiles, Texas state reclama-
tion engineer, who has been discussing

the matter with the U. S. Geological

Survey, the General Land Office and
the Air Service of the Army. It is

expected that some of the mapping
work will be done by airplane through
the co-operation of the Air Service.

The expenses of this survey work
will be shared probably on an equal

basis by the State of Texas and the

Federal Government. Ample appro-
priations for the state work were pro-

vided in the recent act of the legis-

lature which placed the technical por-

tions of this problem in the hands of

the state reclamation engineer, who
was thereby designated to assist the

attorney general of Texas in prose-

cuting the case.

Emblem Chosen for Society

of Military Engineers

The Society of American Military

Engineers has adopted the emblem il-

lustrated herewith. The shield is

symbolic of its policy of national de-

tense. In the center of the shield

stands the figure of the Spirit of Vic-

tory adopted for the World War Medal.

Its feet rest on the cogged wheel, sym-
bol of mechanical engineering, which

lOMP.LEM ADOPTED BY SOCIETY OF
.\MKRTCAN MILITARY ENGINEERS

has its application in war in such a

myriad of forms. Electrical engineer-

ing is represented by the thunderbolt of

Jove held in the eagle's talons. Under-

lying all is a bastioned fort—the strong

point of military defense—representing

the constructive skill of the civil en-

gineer applied to military purposes. The
entire badge is surrounded by a laurel

wreath indicative of past success and
future aspirations. Although these

three branches of engineering are the

fundamentals of military engineering,

they by no means cover the entire field

of military science, and membership in

the society is open to all engineers of

suitable military qualifications. Ar-

rangements are being made for the dis-

tribution of the emblem among mem-
bers to be worn as a pin, lapel button

or charm.

C. A. Houston, of the Bureau of En-
graving and Printing, United States

Treasury Department, is responsible

for the artistic form of the emblem.

Power Commission Cannot Form
Own Organization

The new Federal Power Commission
must depend on the War, Agriculture

and Interior Depaitments to do the

work that the commission proposes,

according to the following ruling of the

Comptroller of the Treasury.

"I think it is reasonably clear that

the provisions of the Act negative the

suggestion of any intent to vest in the

Commission authority to build up an

organization of employees, either by
original appointment or by transfer

from other branches of the government
service.

"The responsibility for the work of

this Commission is placed by law upon
the Secretary of War, the Secretary of

the Interior, and the Secretary of Agri-

culture, and each of these secretaries

is authorized to use the personnel and
other facilities of his department to

accomplish such work. If the personnel
of the three departments concerned is

not adequate to perform properly the

regular work of said departments and
also the work of the Commission, it is

for the three secretaries, who are also

the members of the Commission, to

determine what work shall be accom-
plished and what shall be left unper-
formed.

"When Congress provides a lump
sum appropriation for the expenses of

a commission or board it usually stipu-

lates that the appropriation is available

for the employment of personal serv-

ices, if the employment of such services

is contemplated, and specific authoriza-

tion is required by law if personal
services are to be employed by the com-
mission at the seat of government.
The comparatively small appropriation
made for the expenses made necessary
by this Act, contains no such provision,

although it expressly mentions other
items such as rent and transportation

and subsistence. This is another indi-

cation that the appropriation for the

expenses of the Commission was not

intended to be available for the pay-
ment of any salaries other than the
salary of the executive secretary."

Miss King To Represent A. A. E.

at Scientific Congress

At the Pan-Pacific Scientific Congress

to be held in Honolulu, Hawaii, Aug.
2-20, the Chicago Chapter of the Amer-
ican Association of Engineers will be

represented by Miss Florence King, a

consulting engineer and patent attorney

of Chicago, who is the only certified

woman member of the association.

Miss King is sailing at once for Hono-
lulu and will attend all of the sessions

of the congress.

During an experience of 25 years.

Miss King has been engaged as con-

sulting engineer in machine design and

construction, as attorney and as solici-

tor of patents,

No Changes in Division Heads of

Construction Service

Col. Warren W. Whiteside, who has
been placed in charge of the consti*uc-

tion service in its new status as a part

of the Quartermaster Corps, as an-

nounced in these columns last week, is

a Regular Army officer. A consider-

able portion of his experience, however,

has brought him into direct contact

with construction. During the past

yeai-, he has been serving with the Con-
struction Division under General R. C.

Marshall. He served in France through-

out the war with the 89th Division.

Under the new administration the

subdivisions of the construction service

will remain the same. Major C. L.

Corbin is continued as administrative

officer; Lt.-Col. L. L. Calvert is con-
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tinued in charge of the building divi-

sion; Lt.-Col. F. B. Wheaton, in charge
of the engineer division and Major R.

H. Case, the contract division.

The real estate division of the Quar-
termaster Corps has been added to the

construction service as one of its sub-

divisions. The head of that subdivision

is Major Carl F. von dem Bussche.

In order to decentralize, as much as

possible, the work of the construction

division, district offices have been
opened at San Francisco, at San An-
tonio, and at Washington, D. C.

Society of Military Engineers
Selects Officers

At a meeting of the temporary board
of directors of the Society of American
Military Engineers, held in Washing-
ton, D. C, June 2, preliminary organiza-

tion was perfected. Due to the lateness

of the season and to the fact that a

period of 60 days is required to call a

meeting of the society, it was decided

that the organization should continue to

function until after the first annual
meeting, which is scheduled for the Fri-

day preceding the third Wednesday in

January, 1921.

The following officers were elected to

serve until the annual meeting: Presi-

dent, Maj.-Gen. William M. Black, re-

tired; first vice-president, Col. William
Barclay Parsons, second vice-president,

Col. Charles Keller; secretary, Capt.
D. L. Weart; treasurer. Major William
0. Tufts.

The following directors were named:
Cols. F. V. Abbot, F. A. Molitor, George
D Snyder; Lt.-Cols. C. H. Birdseye, A.
H. Brooks, J. H. Finney, H. S. Graves,
W. W. Kirby, George B. Pillsbury,

Glenn Smith, Evarts Ti-acy, G. A.
Youngberg; Majors Percy E. Barbour,
P. S. Bond, J. J. Kingman, Max C.

Tyler, E. Tufts; Capt. D. McCoach.
The executive committee comprises

Maj.-Gen. Black, Cols. Parsons, Keller,

Molitor; Lt.-Cols. Brooks, Graves,
Major Tufts and Capt. Weart.
The committees are as follows: De-

velopment, Major Bond, chairman;
Cols. Molitor, Snyder; Lt.-Col. Finney,
Major Barbour. Design of Emblem,
Lt.-Cols. Youngberg and Tracy. Mem-
bership, Lt.-Col. Youngberg, Majors
Edwin H. Marks, William J. Shea and
Capt. Thomas H. Messer.

American Reconstruction Unit
Leaves for France

One of the first officially recognized
groups of American engineers and land-
scape architects who will engage in re-

construction work in the devastated area
in France sailed from New York July
8 under the name of the Harvard Re-
construction Unit. The organization
consists of twenty members, headed by
Reginald Coggeshall, Department of
Government, Harvard University, who
was appointed by President Lowell to

take charge of the unit after it was
organized by Robert Buell and Guy H.
Lee of the graduate school of landscape
architecture at Harvard.

The membership of the unit is made
up largely of post-graduate students
as follows: Harvard, fourteen; Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, two;
Columbia, one; Yale, one, and Prince-
ton, one. Almost all of the members
are former A. E. F. men. Town plan-
ning work in co-operation with the
French authorities covering a period of
three months has been outlined, the
American unit serving without compen-
sation, but with expenses while in

France paid by the French Government
and the Department of the Meuse to

which it has been assigned. Its work
will be carried on in the Argonne dis-

trict. The temporary address of the
organization is Harvard Reconstruction
Unit, c/o Guaranty Trust Co., 1 Rue
Des Italiennes, Paris.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN SOCIETY OP CIVIL
ENGINEERS. New York City;
Portland, Ore.. Aug. 10-12.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION, Boston ; San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

The Engineers' Club of Seattle,

Wash., was recently addressed by Col.

H. P. Warren, of the Alaska Engineer-
ing Commission, in charge of Supply
Division at Seward, Alaska. His sub-

ject was "The United States Railroad
in Alaska."

The Oklahoma Association of Mem-
bers, Am. Soc. C. E. has been oi'ganized,

with headquarters at Oklahoma City,

and with the following officers: Presi-

dent, H. B. Hinckley; vice-presidents,

E. S. Alderman, C. M. Pritchard, E. M.
Graham, F. D. Brown, H. F. Layton
and M. L. Cunningham; secretary, F. H.
Craddock.

The Association of Professional En-
gineers of Alberta held its first general

meeting at Calgary, July 10, which was
called for the purpose of completing the

organization formed in April by act of

the Legislature of the Province of

Alberta. The association starts with a

membership of more than one hundred
practicing professional engineers. The
following officers were elected. Presi-

dent, F. H. Peters, commissioner of

irrigation, Rechimation Service, De-
paz'tment of the Interior, Calgai-y; vice-

pi'esident, L. E. Drummond, consulting-

engineer and manager, Mountain Park
Coal Co., Edmonton; registrar and sec-

retary, R. S. L. Wilson, professor of

civil and municipal engineering. Uni-
versity of Alberta, Edmonton. Coun-
cillors were elected as follows: S. G.

Porter, superintendent of operation and
maintenance, Department of Natural
Resources, Canadian Pacific Ra'lway
Co., Lethbridge; R. J. Gibb, acting city

engineer of Edmonton; R. A. Brown,
city electrical engineer of Calgary; R.
B. Baxter, engineer and plant super-
intendent, Alberta Government Tele-
phones, Edmonton; W. G. Gray, chief
engineer of power plant. Medicine Hat;
F. W. Hobson, chief engineer. Steam
Boilers Branch, Alberta Government
Department of Public Works, Edmon-
ton; 0. E. S. Whiteside, manager. In-

ternational Coal & Coke Co., Coleman;
N. C. Pitcher, professor of mining
engineering, University of Alberta.

Personal Notes

F R AN K H. C A V E N has been ap-
pointed director of public works of
Philadelphia, Pa.

R. W. B E R R Y, of the United States
Geological Survey, has completed the
mapping of the Seven Devils Canyon
of the Snake River and transferred his
party to Ellensburg, Wash., to resume
the work of mapping the Trinidad
quadrangle.

J. V. N E u B E R T, since 1909 engi-
neer of track of the New York Cen-
tral R.R. Lines east of Buffalo, ex-
terior zone, has been appointed engi-
neer, maintenance of way, of that
region, with headquarters at New York
City, succeeding G. W. Vaughan,
deceased.

U. Stephens, formerly city en-
gineer of Waco, Tex., and more re-

cently assistant to the bridge engineer
of the Texas State Highway Depart-
ment, has been appointed resident
bridge engineer for Runnels County,
Tex., and now is in charge of the con-
struction of a reinforced-concrete and
steel-span bridge across the Colorado
River near Ballinger, Tex.

T. A. Russell, of Toronto, has
resigned as a member of the commis-
sion to mvestigate and report on the
Ontario hydro-radial system, and is

succeeded by General C. H. Mitchell
dean of the Faculty of Applied
Science, University of Toronto.

Ralph Cureton, recently civil

engineer with the Southern Power Co.
in North Carolina, is now engaged in

private engineering business in Green-
ville, S. C.

William F. S t r o u s e, assist-

ant chief engineer, has been made chief
engineer, of the Public Service Commis-
sion of Maryland. He succeeds the
late Charles G. Edwards. From 1887
to 1903 Mr. Strouse was employed on
the preparation of plans and estimates
on the Pennsylvania and Baltimore &
Ohio railroads, and from the close of
that period until 1909 he was assist-

ant engineer of the Washington Ter-
minal Co., in charge of construction

of the Washington terminal improve-
ments. From 1909 to 1918 he was as-

sistant engineer with the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Co. in charge of con-
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struction work between Philadelphia

and Cumberland, and durinii' the war
was supervising- ens>ineer, Quartermas-

ter Department, Fort Howard, Md.

Prof. S. C. Shipley, who has

been in charge of the mechanical engi-

neering: shops at the University of Min-

nesota, Minneapolis, has resigned to

take a similar position in Roberts Col-

lege, Constantinople. Prof. Shipley

and his family will sail for Turkey,

fi'om New York, Aug. 14. Hs accept-

ance of the European position closes

an association of thii'teen years with

the College of Engineering of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota.

XavierA. Kramer has resigned

as state engineer of Mississippi.

Dean G. Edwards has "been

appointed by the Transit Construction

Commission of New York City to

be director of construction on the

defaulted subway contract of the

Intercontinental Construction, covering

about li mi. of line in Brooklyn. The
work will be completed by the city on

a force account basis. Mr. Edwards
had been chief engineer for the con-

tractor on this contract.

L T.-C OL. Earl B. Morden has
resigned as chief of the Bureau of

Street Cleaning of Philadelphia, after

filling that office for three months.

B r I G.-G EN. Frank T. Hines,
chief of the Bureau of Transportation,

War Department, has been made head
of the Inland and Coastwise Water-
ways Service, which has been estab-

lished, under the new Transportation
Act, to assist in the development of

inland water routes and lines.

John H. Neeson, principal

assistant to Fred C. Dunlap, chief of

the Bureau of Highways, Philadelphia,

has been made acting head of the city's

Bureau of Street Cleaning owing to

the resignation of Lt.-Col. Earl B.

Morden.

F. H. J Y N e r, formerly with the

Massachusetts State Highway Commis-
sion and recently in charge of road
construction as county road commis-
sioner for Los Angeles County, Cal.,

has resigned and will hereafter act as

consulting engineer for the Willite

Paving Co. and other corporations in

Los Angeles. G. W. Jones, of the

county road commissioner's office, has
been temporarily appointed to succeed

Mr. Joyner.

R. J. M c L E L L A N D has resigned

as city engineer of Kingston, Ont.,

after eighteen years' service.

O. M. Leland, of the J. G. White
Engineering Corporation, New York
City, has been appointed dean of the

College of Engineering and Architec-

ture and the School of Chemistry of

the University of Minnesota. He suc-

ceeds Prof. Lauder W. Jones, who re-

signed to go to Princeton University.

Col. Leland was born in Michigan and
graduated from the University of

Michigan in 1900. During the Spanish
War, in 1898 and 1899. he was chief

clerk and draftsman to the United

States Surveyor-General in Florida.

He was aid and computer in the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey in

the United States, Alaska and Porto
Rico from 1900 to 1903, at the close

of which period he became a member
of the faculty of the College of Civil

Engineering at Cornell University, a
position which he held from 1903 to

1920, having charge of the department
of topographic and geodetic engineer-
ing. During the present year he has
acted as engineering supervisor with
the J. G. White Engineering Corpora-
tion. From 1904 until 1911, Col. Leland
had charge of the demarcation of
various portions of the boundary be-

tween Alaska and Canada, resulting
from the arbitration between the
United States and Great Britain, and
from 1911 to 1913 served as a mem-
ber of the commission of engineers in

the arbitration of the boundary dispute
between the Republics of Panama and
Costa Rica, having been appointed to

th%t_ position by Chief Justice White
of the United States Supreme Court.
During the recent war he was lieuten-

ant-colonel of engineers, serving with
the 303rd Engineers, 78th Division, in

the St. Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne
offensives in France, and later with the
314th Engineers, 89th Division, with
the Army of Occupation in Germany.

Obituary

R. B. Piper, city engineer of

Medicine Hat, Alta., died in that city

on July 19.

Winfield S. Cadwalader,
for many years superintendent of

streets of Trenton, N. J., died July 17
in that city.

Herbert Watson Hatton,
consulting engineer of Wilmington,
Del., died in that city July 13; he was
38 years old. He was born in Down-
ingtown. Pa., and received his civil en-

gineering education from the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools of

Scranton, Pa. During the early part
of his professional career he was with
T. C. Hatton as chainman, rodman,
transitman and leveler. From 1903
until he took up private consulting

practice in 1910, he was in charge of

the construction of sewers and sewage-
disposal plants at Milford, Del., Hy-
attsville, Md., Bedford Springs, Mt.
Carmel, Pa., and Charleston, W. Va.
At Berwick, Pa., he was engineer in

charge of constructing a dam, reser-

voirs, roads, bridges, reinforced-con-

crete conduit, pipe lines and gate

houses. As chief assistant engineer on

design and construction, with T. C.

Hatton, during 1909 and part of 1910

he waterproofed the j-eservoir at

Owego, N. Y., and was in charge of

designs for the drainage system for

Atlantic City, N. J., and of the exten-

sion of that c'ty's water system. In

the past ten years, as consulting engi-

neer, he designed and made extensions
to sewer systems, water-works and
street pavements in many cities. He
also acted as consulting engineer for

the Equitable Guarantee & Trust Co.

of Wilmington, on the construction of

a dam, bridge and flood gates at Silver

Lake, Milford, and on the appraisal of

the Georgetown (Del.) Water Co.'s

plant.

Business Notes

R. C. Trig, formerly with the Ber-
ger Manufacturing Co., Canton, Ohio,
is now chief engineer of the sales pro-

motion department, National Pressed
Steel Co., Massillon, Ohio.

Joseph S. S t u l l, J r., formerly
general superintendent of Pusey &
Jones Co., Gloucester", N. J., has been
appointed assistant manager of ship

construction, shipyards and drydocks
of the United States Shipping Board.

The Parsons Co., manufac-
turer of trench excavating machinery,
Newton, Iowa, has opened a branch
office in the Lumber Exchange Build-

ing, Chicago, 111. Its Chicago territory

includes the States of Michigan, Ill-

inois, Indiana and Ohio and the east-

ern section of Missouri. The new office

is in charge of James McElroy, central

district sales manager.

The F. C. a u s t i n Machin-
ery Co., Inc., Chicago, in addition

to the Linderman Steel & Machine Co.,

the F. C. Austin Drainage Excavator
Co. and the Municipal Engineering &
Contracting Co., has included in the

consolidation announced in these col-

umns April 15, p. 794, the Toledo

Bridge ^& Crane Co. Hereafter the or-

ganization will be known as the Austin
Machinery Corporation.

Pump Testing Plant Completed

at Anderson, Ind.

A plant with all facilities for testing

centrifugal pumps up to 48-in. size and
also for testing the various types of

reciprocating pumps made by the Hill

Pump Division of the Mid-West Engine

Co. has recently been completed at An-
derson, Ind. Capacities up to 25,000

gal. per minute or 36,000,000 gal. in

24 hr. can be handled. Beneath the

testing laboratory are three concrete

tanks with calibrated weirs and a deep

sump, the latter being used to test deep

well and sump pumps. Provision is

also made for checking each test by a

Venturi meter and manometer. Motors

of various sizes for different speeds and

curi*ents are at hand and also steam

turbines with torsional dynamometers.

Various other accessories are provided.

About 5,000 sq.ft. of floor space is avail-

able in the testing room and there are

facilities for handling five units simul-

taneously.
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An Irrigation Triumph

EVEN after allowing- for the picturesque hyperboles

of Southern California, the story of recent shipments

of canteloupes and less mouth-watering products from
the Imperial Valley must be accepted as valid testimony

to the triumph of irrigation. Other sections also bear

witness to the marvels of irrigation but the appeal to

the imagination made by the products of a once-dreaded

desert far below sea level is perhaps the strongest of all.

There if anywhere water is king and the engineers who
bring the life-giving water to the dead or sleeping

land perform little short of a miracle.

Lake Cities All Coming to Filtration

TIME was when any question as to the quality of

the water supplied to a city from the Great Lakes

was thought to be fully met by building a longer

intake. Then chlorination came as a safeguard against

typhoid. Rising standards demand filtration. Detroit

and Milwaukee are now falling into line after Toronto,

Cleveland and many smaller places in providing com-
plete water purification plants. Chicago, among lake

cities large and small, stands almost alone without

filtration. Sooner or later she also will fall into line

—

perhaps sooner than she expects.

Water-Testing Stations Still Pay

SIMPLE as the lake-city water treatment problems
seem when the relatively clear waters from their

mammoth settling, aerating and bleaching reservoirs

are compared with the turbid and stained waters of

other sections, a number of lake cities have neverthe-

less found it prudent to build and operate testing

stations before working out the details of their water-
treatment plants. This has been done successively by
Cleveland, Detroit and Milwaukee. Some of the leading

features of the Milwaukee tests are given on p. 257.

The data show anew how many problems there are
to be studied in each water purification case and that

notwithstanding the many advances in our knowledge
of water treatment yet water testing stations still con-

tinue to pay their cost.

Ozonization Not Yet Practicable

WITH the relatively clear lake waters, if at all,

ozonization as a bacterial finishing process might
be expected to work well and cheaply. The Milwaukee
tests mentioned above are most discouraging in this
respect. After these and other trials, both working-
scale and experimental, ozone seems farther than ever
from being practicable, both as a matter of plant detail
and of cost. All that it can do, it appears, can bo
done at least as well, and with far less trouble and
expense, by chlorination. Yet ozonization continues to

lure on the promoter and with his aid to charm the lay-

man. Experienced water engineers are generally

skeptical as to ozone treatment, as well they may be in

the light of experience. Nevertheless it is well to have

a mind sufficiently open to accord a test now and then

to new ozone apparatus in the hopes that a practicable

ozonization plant has at last been devised.

A Personal Contract

CONTRACTS for engineering construction work are

in their form impersonal, but every such contract

has most obviously a personal element, and we think

it is well for the sound conduct of the business tran?-

acted between engineers and contractors that this ele-

ment should not be suppressed or lost sight of.

Explicit recognition of the personal relation, such as is

found in the Miami Conservancy District levee protec-

tion contract, is strikingly novel, however. We recall

no precedent. In view of the limitations afl'ecting such

a contract it has no doubt a rather peculiar status in

law. Yet we think it is clear that the essential purpose

of a contract, namely, to embody the meeting of the

minds of the contracting parties, is most fully realized

by the form of contract under consideration, through

the very fact that it gives expression to the personal

relation. The case is worth taking careful note of.

To make its circumstances more clear to those who may
want to consider its application elsewhere one point

might be added to the information given in the article

on p. 247 of this issue, namely, that because the same

contractor had previously done work for the district

there was a direct knowledge of personalities on both

sides, and this established the basis for the persoTial

relation expressed in the picsent contract.

The Neglected Gusset Plate

A DETAIL study of two truss joints presented on

p. 259 directs attention to an element of structural

and bridge practice that has remained in a btate of

unfortunate neglect, namely, the gusset plate. \Vhile

we have talked and thought at great length and to good

purpose about main members, loads, secondary stresses

and a variety of similar engineering questions, the

gusset plate has been allowed to remain or. a purely

empiricrl basis. In common practice joint plates are

designed by the simple process of finding out how much
space is required to accommodate the necessary rivet

lines and then sketching in the smallest plate that will

circumscribe these rivet groups. This is unscientific.

It assumes quite confidently that the smallest possible

plate will be strong enough to take care of all the tear-

ing and shearing stresses set up in it by the pulls and

pushes and twists which the several members con-

nected exert. No attempt to compute or estimate theso

stresses has appeared in public discussion for a long

241
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time past. Yet it is obvious that the same principle?

of designing for adequate strength that control truss

or girder design, for example, are valid also for gusset

plates. It does not appear logical to let these important

detail elements go on faith, in the view that simply

because we have had no particular trouble v^ith them

hitherto therefore we need not Avorry about them. Tho
principle underlying modern designing is to approx-

imate a quantitative estimation of the stresses through-

out the structures we build, and be sure they are

conservative and yet involve no large waste of material.

Such analyses as that of Professor Wilson lead in the

direction of a study of gusset-plate stresses, and when
this is once fairly in hand the structural art will be

measurably nearer perfection than it is today.

Earth Road Upkeep Made Part of Paving

Construction Program
TRACTOR-GRADER and drag road work in Iowa

is part of a permanent-road construction program.

By working machine graders systematically to plan

much widening and ditching and a material amount of

longitudinal grading can be accomplished in the reg-

ulaj* course of keeping up earth roads, thus creating a

base for future permanent roads. By this notable

results have been accomplished. Considering the five

years previous to Jan. 1, 1919, when the paved main-

traffk-route program now in progress in Iowa was
inaugurated, the physical accomplishment had been as

follows: With 105,000 miles of earth roads and an

expenditure of less than $100 per mile, exclusive of

permanent bridges and culverts, nearly 3,000 miles of

road grade had been completed ready for hard surfac-

ing, over 13,000 miles additional were completed partly

to permanent grade and the entire mileage was kept in

condition for traffic. In places requiring major longi-

tudinal grade changes other construction operations

than those described on p. 269 were required, but,

speaking generally, the results enumerated were accom-

plished by tractor-grader and drag operations.

With the results described to its credit, the process

m.ay not be overlooked as a possibility elsewhere. Indeed,

for the large-mileage agricultural states of the South

and the West the plan has distinctive merit. It is

essentially a process of building roads from the bottom.

up, and it is cumulative. In the first respect it is

fundamentally sound road construction engineering, ard

in the second it is within the financial ability of any

community. In the present craze to spread hard sur-

faces over great mileages of road the qualifications

named require to be kept closely in mind.

With the best that a liberal public can do in financ-

ing "permanent" highway types not one mile in ten of

the roads in the agricultural states of the South and

West can be hard paved for many years. But mean-

while the roads should be fit to carry a growing traffic.

To do this they must be built up and maintained.

Perhaps $50, and possibly $100, a mile each year will

be the average expenditure which is permitted. By the

plan and the methoc' : described, experience in Iovp.

proves, approximately one-half of this annual expendi-

ture can be made to contribute to permanent structure,

and in time the accretions will have produced all that

enters into a permanent paved road except the hard

surfacing.

The Increase of Railroad Rates

WITH the end of the Government guarantee, Sept.

1, the railroads will find themselves on an inde-

pendent basis of earning power with a new rate level

that should insur-^ the restoration of their credit suf-

ficiently to bring about much needed development of the

country's transportation system. The sums involved

in the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission
to increase rates from 25 to 40 per cent are unprece-

dented in the history of railroad ratemaking under
private operation. The lesson to the country that ser-

vice cannot continue to be furnished at less than cosl

must be obvious. Certainly this is recognized by the

Commission in assuming, in its calculations, that maxi-
mum rather than the minimum rate of return in view
of current high rates of interest. It is significant that

the decision not only embodies the routine carrying

out of provisions of the Transportation Act, but also

indicates a new spirit of liberality, and a recognition of

the vital necessity of adequate railroad service, on the

part of the governmental regulating body.

While the construction industry may be hard hit by
such a sudden and large proportionate increase in the

cost of hauling bulk materials—particularly those used

in road building—engineers and contractors will be

quick to realize that the effect may be such a develop-

ment of transportation facilities that incalculable bene

fit to the industry will result. One item of the rat<

decision that remains unexplained is that refusing t(

grant a lower rate allowance on certain bulk materials

as sand, gravel, and stone, while iron ore will be shippec

at a rate lower than that indicated by the percentage

increase. Probably of greatest immediate importance

to constructors in railroad work is the likelihood of a

tremendous volume of construction, long held in abey-

ance, being released through the re-establishment of

railroad credit.

More than ever the public will realize the importance

of the valuation of the railroads which has been so long

under way. While the Transportation Act does not

indicate what basis of "value" shall be used in estab-

lishing rates, it is accepted as practically certain that

the results of the physical valuation, as fast as they

become known for a large portion of mileage, will be

used to determine "value" for rate-making purposes

under the Act. In the present instance the Interstate

Commerce Commission, following the mandate of the

new law, has considered the "book value," or property

investment account, only in the light of supporting

evidence and not as conclusive. The sum designated as

the temporary aggregate "value" by the Commission

falls short by some 10 per cent of the aggregate "book

value" which the railroads desired should be used.

Since 1907, when uniform railroad accounting was es-

tablished Dy law, the property investment accounts are

accurate for purposes of comparison, but both the car-

rier? and the Commission realize the frailties of these

accounts previous to that time. As yet insufficient

mileage of standard roads has been covered by the

physical valuation to indicate definitely the relation

between "book value" and the various bases of value

called for oy the Valuation Act. The need for rapid

completion of the valuations is apparent.

Included in the estimates for the rate increases Is

allowance for the $600,000,000 wage grant of the Rail-

way Labor Board, which was the cause of the railroads'
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adding various items to their original proposals. Now
that the carriers have been granted so nearly what was
asked railroad credit should in large measure be re-

stored and development go forward. Responsibility nov/

rests with the railroad managements themselves to

bring our transportation system up to that point of

efficiency that the country requires and demands for its

normal development. Considerable time will be re-

quired to bring all this about, but plans for such a large

volume of v/ork are already complete that the question

of financing alone should stand in the way of an almost

immediate beginning of actual construction.

Mounting Society Convention Expenses

THE expenditure of time, energy and money on

engineering conventions has become so heavy as

to raise serious question as to the justification not only

of the expenditures but also of the conventions them-
selves. The burden, for such many feel it to be, has

various causes. First, is the multiplicity of societies.

For this there is an obvious though heroic remedy.

Next there is the heavy expense that conventions entail.

Part of this is within the control of society directors

and of members who attend conventions but much of it

is beyond society or personal control, since it is due to

increased railroad and hotel charges and other elements

in the present high cost of living.

No complete analysis of the situation just outlined

has yet been attempted, nor can it be essayed here, but

some light is thrown on the subject by a recent report

made by a field secretary of a national society who
analyzed the convention expenses of his organization

six weeks after adjournment. He wanted (1) to get

impressions for the guidance of the next convention;

(2) to see to what extent the local organization had been

stimulated and whether its energies had been increased

by the contagious enthusiasm of outside delegates. He
found the local had profited not at all. His cost analysis

and accompanying comments would probably fit many
other organizations. Summarized they are:

For an attendance of 150 at the convention there was
spent about $1,600, of which 42 per cent went for ban-

quet and lunches; 16 ver cent for badges; 12 per cent

for decorations, music and flowers; 10 per cent for

printing programs and for incidentals (no advance

papers) ; 8 per cent for cigars, 7 per cent for booths and

signs, 3 per cent for tips, and 2 per cent for typewriting.

The banquet cost was largely borne by the delegates.

This was not an organization of brakemen nor miners

nor undertakers, but a regularly established engineering

society, whose meeting was decidedly a success by all

present-day standards.

The expenditure in question is only a small part of

the real tax on the association. In addition, each dele-

gate had his expenses paid by the local he represented.

The secretary of the society estimates an average ex-

pense account of $100. So the $1,600 becomes $16,000.

This all falls on the individual members, through their

dues. In view of such a total for a single convention of

only one of our many engineering societies, it is evident

that engineers are paying large sums for society

support.

The day before the field secretary's report came to

our attention an interview was had with a veteran so-

ciety joiner who supports thirty different organizations

and says he has not been free from director's duties in

some one of them for the last twenty years. After read-

ing the report just mentioned he remarked:
"There are too many societies. Too much money is

frittered away on inconsequental meetings. Nearly
every organization I know is in financial difficulties.

Money for new work cannot be diverted from existing

activities and leave anything worth while. Many a

society is being crucified on the printing press. Print-

ing costs have tripled. I have helped solve society

problems for thirty years and the new problems do not

look any smaller than those of the past. Money is the

problem now and a lot of societies ought to go out of

existence and let their members lend support to the

smaller number that would remain. This every engineer

now sees or should see. Stern financial necessity may
force the issue but if the number of engineering socie-

ties decreases through financial starvation, will it be

the fittest societies that survive?"

These remarks will find wide acceptance. If they

stress too much the financial burden on the societies,

that is not surprising in view of the fact that finances

are for the moment uppermost. But the demands which
the multiplication of societies make upon the time and

energy of the engineer must not be overlooked. These
demands tend to a divided allegience and scattering of

effort that often leads to paralysis.

Coming back to the financial burden entailed by engi-

neering society conventions, the question that demands
attention is what sort of expenditures are warranted

and how can society funds best be apportioned between

legitimate objects of expenditure? To answer the ques-

tion is a task for the societies rather than for us. But
a few questions may properly be raised for considera-

tion: Is "42 per cent for banquet and lunches" and

that with "the banquet cost largely borne by the dele-

gates" (meaning the locals that sent them) reasonable?

And how about "16 per cent for badges"? Are badges,

other than a possible name slip in a penny frame, of any

possible use at an engineering convention? The per-

centages that went for the remaining items will bear

restating: Decorations, music and flowers, 12; print-

ing and incidentals (no advance papers), 10; cigars, 8;

booths and signs, 7; tips, 3; typewriting, 2 per cent.

A liberal ruling would clasp as essentials only the print-

ing and incidentals, booths and signs, the tips and the

typewriting. These total 22 per cent or $352, compared

with 12 per cent or $252 for badges. The item of 2 per

cent for typewriting, on its face, indicates a small total

output of convention results to be recorded, but per-

haps the proceedings were recorded by a seci ^tary or

staff stenographer whose salary is not included in the

expense summary.

We have commented on this percentage division of

expense not so much to criticise any one item or group

of items as to direct attention to the mounting burden

of engineering society convention expense and to sug-

gest that officials of other societies might well analyze

their convention expenditures. But they should not

stop with mere analyses. They should balance each

item against the result it yields and see how many and

which are found wanting. Then as each convention ap-

proaches, both the expense budget and the technical and

Ijusiness program should be framed with a view of

obtaining the greatest good to the largest number from

every dollar of society and personal expenditure at the

convention.
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Improvement Work on River Murray in South Australia
Longest River on Island Continent Now Being Regulated Mainly for Navigation by

Locks and Dams

By Robert C. Cutting
Constructing Engineer, River Murray Works, Blanchetown, Soutli Austialia

RIVER improvement work, comparable in many ways

. to that being carried out on the Ohio River, has

been under way for some years on the River Murray
in South Australia. In spite of setbacks due to the war
construction has been regularly pursued and the first

structures are reaching completion.

The River Murray with its tributaiy streams, the

Darling and Murrumbidgee, forms the longest river

system in Australia, having, under favorable condi-

tions, a combined navigable length of 3,212 miles. The
discharge varies with the seasons of the year, being

least from February to July and greatest from August
to JanuarJ^ During the periods of low water naviga-

tion is suspended, except on the lower 175 miles of the

Murray. The slope, and therefore the current, of the

river is very gentle. In the upper reaches a maximum
of about 9 in. per mile is found, decreasing until at the

lower end it is only 2i in. per mile. A large area of

inland country is served by these rivers and considerable

traffic of wool and wheat is carried by steamers and
barges plying the waters.

These streams have their headwaters in the coastal

ranges of New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland.
After leaving the highlands they pass through some
of the most fertile regions of the continent. The rain-

fall over these areas is not generally sufficient for agri-

Murrumbidgee, storing 771,000 acre-feet, is nearing
completion. From it water will be supplied to a large

area, while in Victoria and South Australia there are

FIG. 3. FINISHING LOCK NO. 1 ON RIVER MURAT IM-
PROVEMENT. SOUTH AUSTRALIA

many thriving settlements irrigated by water from
the Murray or its tributaries.

The projected works include 26 locks and dams on the

gation and
settlement

In New

culture but with the

aid of irrigation valu-

able crops of fruit,

vines and cereals can

be obtained The irri-

gation of these lands

was started some
years ago, but with

the great development
of the industry it has

become necessary to

adopt means for fur-

ther conserving the

water for both irri-

navigation, so as to make possible the closer

of the river valleys.

South Wales the Burrinjuck Dam on the

Murray, 9 on the Murrumbid-
gee, development of a storage

basin of 514,000 acre-feet ca-

pacity Lt Lake Victoria, a natu-

ral lake in New South Wales,

near the South Australian bor-

der, and construction of a high dam across the Murray,
near the Mitta Mitta, to form a storage reservoir of

1,000,000 acre-feet capacity.

Of these works Lock and Dam No. 1, at Blanchetown,

South Australia, is nearing completion, and Nos. 3 and

9 will be started in the near future. A lock and dam
at Torrumbarry on the upper end of the system and

the Lake Victoria and Mitta Mitta storages have

recently been started.

The general plan of Lock and Dam No. 1 is shown
by Fig. 1. It is typical of the other dams to be con-
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structed. The work comprises a lock, a navigable pass,

fourteen sluices and an abutment. The lock is 378 ft.

long over all. It has an available length of 275 ft. and

a width between the walls of 56 ft. The walls are 24.5

ft. high above the lock floor and have a 5-ft. freeboard

above the full upper pool. A concrete floor 3 ft. thick,

reinforced with II -in. twisted steel bars, extends over

the area covered by fhe lock. Slots or keyways were^^
left in this floor in the vicinity of the walls to provide

FIG. 2. CROSS-SECTION THROUGH NAVIGABLE PASS ON RIVER MURRA"? IMPROVEMENT

a suitable bond and the walls were then built on the

floor slab. In order to limit the upward pressure which
might accumulate under the floor, due to springs or

small leaks, a system of 12-in. drain pipes, surrounded

by crushed stone, was laid and connected with the

lower pool at the downstream end of the lock.

The lock walls are of concrete, built in monoliths 26

ft. long with vertical keys between the monoliths. The
land wall is 16 ft. wide at the base and 5 ft. wide

at the top with vertical face and stepped back. The
river wall is 17 ft. wide at the base and 6 ft. wide
at the top with vertical lock face and battered outer

face. Both walls are widened at the upper and lower

ends to provide for conduits and give sufficient mass
to resist the thrust of the gates.

The lock is filled through conduits in each wall which
take the water from the forebay above the upper gates

and discharge it into the lock through five 3-ft. square

openings in each wall. Each conduit has three open-

ings at its upper end closed by 6 x 3-ft. butterfly valves

which are opened and closed from the top of the walls

by handwheels operating worm gears. Similar valves

are provided at the lower end of the lock for emptying.

.
I
^"^"0^

-^Z. /i-^v

PIG. 4. PLACING CLAI- BLANKET ABOVE NAVIGABLE PASS

The mitering lock gates are constructed of ironbark
timber (Eucalyptus leucoxylon) , They are horizontally

fromed, the beams being placed clos together at the
bottoms of the gates, but near the top they are sep-

arated by jarrah filler blocks. The openings caused by
the fillers are closed on the water face by 2 in. California

red pine sheathing, placed vertically and calked, while

on the backs they are covered by 2-in. jarrah sheathing,

laid diagonally with l-in. open joints. Heavy steel

straps hold the timber courses together. The heels of

the gates rest in cast-iron hollow quoins set in the

concrete of the walls, the bottoms closing against 12-in.

by 12-in. jarrah miter sills. The gates are operated

by spars and wire lines by the aid of small hand
capstans.

At each end of the lock, above the upper gates and

below the lower gates, anchorages have been provided

for two of the steel Boule trestles from the navigable

pass. By the use of these trestles and using the stop

logs from the sluices as needles a cofferdam can be

easily constructed, thus enabling the lock to be pumped
out in case repairs are required. A sump is provided

at the lower end for the pump suction.

Riprap has been placed at the upper and lower ends

of the lock and along the outer face of the river wall

to prevent undermining in case destructive currents

are set up from any cause.

Both the upper and lower lock sills, are placed at the

same elevation (El. 99), which gives a minimum depth

over them of 7.8 ft. when the river below the dam stands

at low water stage (El. 106.8).

The navigable pass, that portion of the dam through

which the traffic passes when the dam is down, the

river being sufficiently high to permit open river naviga-

tion, has a width of 199 ft. and its sill, the highest

projecting part when the dam is lowered, is at El. 101.0

or 5.8 ft. below low water. Fig. 2 is a cross-section

of the navigable pass. Steel trestles, spaced 20 ft. c.

to c, support steel plate girders 19 ft. 11^ in. long

laid on their sides; 18-in. 60-lb. I-beams, having their

upper ends resting against the upstream edges of these

girders and lower ends resting in steel castings set in

the concrete foundations and spaced 3 ft. 4 in. apart

carry the Boule panels, which are of the ordinary tj'pe.

This is an unusual arrangement of a Boule dam, which
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generally has a separate trestle between each set of

panels. In the present case, however, the aim was to

eliminate as far as possible all submerged iron and

steel work which could not be readily removed for paint-

ing, as the water of the River Murray, especially at

low stages, is highly charged with mineral salts which

have a very destructive action on iron and steel. The

arrangement adopted substitutes for a large number of

trestles of light section a comparatively few trestles

of heavy section, thus greatly reducing the surface area

subjected to the corrosive action of the water.

The sluices or section of the dam between the

navigable pass and the abutment is composed of a

series of concrete piers, each 6 ft. wide, on a concrete

foundation slab. These piers are placed 25 ft. c. to c,

leaving a waterway 19 ft. wide between each pair of

piers. At the upstream end of each pier vertical slots

are provided to hold the horizontal stop logs for closing

the openings. The bottom course of logs are 12 x 12

in., while near the top 10 x 10-in. logs are used. Hori-

-r^x^ "siTse/ Bar r^x9 Spike

FIG. 5. CLOSE VIKW OF NAA'IGABT.E PASS TRESTLES

zontal timber beams carrying a footway and rails for

operating winches are provided. This arrangement

was adopted in conformity with the policy used through-

out the design of eliminating as far as possible all

submerged metal work which would not be readily

accessible for painting. The design, involving a number

of narrow piers, was rendered possible by the fact that

no ice and very little drift is found in the Murray.

The native timber, mostly of the Eucalyptus family, is

of too high specific gravity to float, except when abso-

lutely dry.

The abutment iS of the ordinary shape used in similar

construction, consisting of a retaining wall with wing

walls reaching back into the bank.

With the exception of the land and breast walls of

the lock, which are founded on rock, all foundations

are provided by timber piles of Australian stringy bark

(Eucalyptus ohliqua) . The piles varied in length from

12 ft. near the land wall of the lock to 30 ft. near the

location of the sluices. A continuous line of timber

sheetpiles was driven along the outer face of the river

wall, being carefully sealed into the upper and lower

breast walls. A similar line of sheetpiles was driven

along the upper face of the navigable pass and sluices

and along the outer faces of the abutment walls. These

sheetpiles are of a special type as shown in Fig. 6.

They were very carefully driven in order to maintain

a perfect interlock and good alignment. A water jet

was freely used and the piles were driven to the rock

FIG. 6. CROSS-SECTION OF WOOD SHEETPILE AT
NAVIGABLE PASS

underlying the site. After the piles were driven the

grooves between the adjacent ones were filled with
grout, composed of equal parts of portland cement and
sand, deposited by a pneumatic grout mixer and ejector.

For all concrete a 1:22:5 mixture was used. The
cement was from a mill located in South Australia, the

coarse aggregate was crushed granite from a quarry

developed especially for the work, 70 miles by river

below the lock site, and the sand was obtained from the

river near the work. Where reinforcement was required

in the concrete it was supplied in the form of square

twisted bars.

All permanent timber work except the lock gates and
bearing piles was constructed from jarrah grown in

Western Australia. This is an excellent hardwood and
is readily obtained in large sizes. For forms and other

temporary work Oregon fir from the Pacific Coast of

the United States was used. There is comparatively

little softwood native to Australia and Oregon fir is

largely used where light construction is required.

The steel and iron work was fabricated in the state.

Some of the structural shapes were rolled at the new
steel works at Newcastle, N. S. W., but most of the

material had to be imported, some from the United

States and some from England. Prevailing war condi-

tions made the procuring of this material very difficult,

both on account of the scarcity of shipping and the

shortage of material available for civil work.

Before any work was possible a construction plant

had to be accumulated. Some of the items required,

such as boilers, narrow-gage cars and barges, could be

constructed locally but the major items, including cable-

v/ay, hoisting engines, derricks, dredge, derrick-boat

machinery, steamboat, piledriving equipment, etc., had

to be imported from England and America. The machin-

ery for the \h cu.yd. dipper dredge was secured in the

United States and assembled on a locally built hull. As

there were no suitable steamboats on the river a stern

wheel, steel hull steamer, similar to those used on the

Mississippi and tributaries, was secured. This was sent

from America in pieces and assembled on the river.

A well-equipped machine shop capable of dealing

with nearly all repair work likely to be required was

also supplied. This was necessary because of the iso-

lated location of the work. Connected with the machine

shop is a wood-working shop, with sawmill, universal

woodworker and band saw, where all machine work

connected with manufacture of sheetpiles and concrete

forms is done.

The preparation for construction work was started

in 1914, just before the declaration of war, conse-

quently some serious delays occurred in securing plant.

In addition to this there were three years of extremely

high water in the river, during much of which time no
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work was possible ; also the labor and material shortage,

due to the war, has greatly hindered progress.

In 1912 Col. E. N. Johnston, Corps of Engineers,

U. S. Army, was engaged by the South Australian

government, as consulting engineer, to report and fur-

nish plans for the improvement of the river between

the mouth and Wentworth, N. S. W., and in 1914 the

writer was engaged as constructing engineer to super-

vise the construction work. It is expected that Lock

and Dam No. 1 will be completed this year.

Specified Manager Made
Essence of Contract

Unusual Clause Calls for Personal Services of
Contracting Company's President

on Miami Work

POWER to terminate the agreement at once upon the

disability of a specified individual to direct construc-

tion is a unique feature of the contract for levee revet-

ment at Dayton, 0., which the Miami Conservancy

District has with Price Bros., general contractors. A
form of cost-plus contract was written which, besides

providing definitelj'^ that the president of the contract-

ing firm must personally direct the work, contains a

number of stipulations which are not usual. Perhaps

the most uncommon of these is that the contractor's fees

are based on estimated unit costs of the principal items.

The work to be performed is 10,000 cu.yd. of

monolithic slab revetment concreted in place and the

placing of a flexible mattress of precast concrete blocks

strung on a steel cable. The blocks are 24 x 12 x 5 in.,

and 175,000 are required in the mattress. Construc-

tion cost is defined so as to include all items entering

into the expense of the work except the contractor's

salary, his personal charges, and his central Dayton

office charges,, and except the cost (f.o.b. cars or in

storage) at Dayton of cement, reinforcing steel, expan-

sion-joint material, wire rope, sand and gravel, which

are furnished by the Conservancy District. The allow-

able costs ai'e to be determined from the contractor's

vouchers and pay rolls by the district's auditors.

By agreement, the estimated costs, based on the wage
scales prevailing at the date of the contract, are estab-

lished as : $1 a cubic yard for excavation, $8.25 a cubic

yard for monolithic slab revetment and 15ic. a block

for laying flexible-slab mattress. At the date of the

contract the wage rate paid by the District for common
labor was $5.06 a ten-hour day. Should this rate

increase or decrease the estimated costs are to be

increased or decreased in the same ratio. The contrac-

tor's fees are based on the estimated costs as follows

:

At the end of each month a determination will be made of

the total actual quantities of each item of work mentioned

in this schedule completed to the end of such month. The
sums of the amounts obtained by multiplying each such

quantity by the corresponding unit price as named in the

schedule will be termed the base price. Should the actual

construction cost up to the end of each month be equal to

the base price, the contractor's fee shall be 9 per cent of the

base price. Should the actual construction cost exceed the

base price, the contractor's fee shall be reduced by 25 per

cent of the excess cost up to an excess of 10 per cent of

said base price and by 50 per cent of all additional excess
cost above 10 per cent of said base price, provided, however,
that the contractor's fee shall not be reduced to less than 3
per cent of said base price. Should the actual construction
cost be less than the said base price, the contractor's fee

shall be increased by 25 per cent of the saving in cost below

the base price up to a saving of 10 per cent of said base
price and by 50 per cent of all additional saving above 10
per cent of said base price.

It is provided that required materials and supplies
shall be approved by the District and furnished by the
District at a charge into construction cost of actual
cost plus 15 per cent. Equipment whether provided by
the district or by the contractor is charged into con-
struction cost at 2 per cent per month on the agreed
value of tne quipment. This charge begins when the
equipment is put on the job and continues while the
equipment is held on the job. Until a reserve of $2,500
is reached the contractor receives only 50 per cent of

each month's fee and on completion of the work full

payment, including the reserved amount, is made.

It is the essence of this agreement that the work provided
for herein shall be carried on with the greatest efficiency

and economy. To this end it is understood that the presi-

dent of the company shall devote his attention to the work
in all its details to obtain an efficient organization, a control
over materials and supplies and the reduction of all waste.
. . . This agreement may be terminated at once by the
District upon disability of the present president of the
company.

Cut-and-Dried Conduct of Society Elections

Incisive comment is passed in a recent issue of the

Engineering and Mining Journal (July 3, 1920, p. 3)

on the custom prevalent in engineering societies of

establishing official nomination lists containing the name
of a single candidate for each place to be filled. Con-
testing nominations from within the body of the mem-
bership are rare, and in substance the custom amounts
to election of the officers by a nominating committee.

We reprint the editorial without abridgment:

We have before us a ballot from the Harvard Engineer-
ing Society, to vote for officers. There is to be elected a

president, a first and second vice-president, a secretary, a

treasurer, and five governors. In the case of all but the

governors, we are instructed to "vote for one." There is

in each instance only one to vote for. In voting for the

board of governors we are instructed to "vote for five."

Only five candidates are given. We can go through the

formality of voting the excellent ticket, which has been
carefully selected by someone for us, or of throwing the

documents in the wastebasket. In the interests of efficiency

we shall do the latter.

According to the way of looking at it, this sending out

of ballots, with no choice oi candidates, to free and inde-

pendent Americans, to ascertain their choice, is a mean-
ingless courtesy of the Spanish type, a piece of stupidity,

or an impertinence. What a waste of costly paper, per-

fectly good stamps, and clerical work there is here!

Engineers should stand for efficiency. If they get a

Department of Public Works they are going to show the
folks what efficiency is. Also, they should stand for

honesty. Cut out, then, such meaningles>s ballots. If the

form of your society (we are speaking to all engineers) is

oligarchic—if a small group selects the officers and decides

what the society shall do—simply advise those of us who
are too busy to indulge in false motions who the officers

are to be, and do not insult our intelligence as engineers

and Yankees by asking which is our choice of ond*.

We do not intend to critize the oligarchic system as prac-

ticed by preference by engineers and scientists—although

we should like each society some day to experiment with

democracy. We are speaking now only from the stand-

point of conservation of energy, and of efficiency. In the

organizations in which we hold membership, we hereby

appoint the secretary of each society which follows this

system to cast our vote by proxy for all the candidates

who will be appointed (elected) anyhow; and this proxy is

permanent.
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High-Speed Block-Laying on
Miami River Levees

Trained Crew Weaves Concrete Mattress Blocks on

Steel Cables at Rate of One a Minute

—

Only Hand Tools Employed

FLEXIBLE concrete mattress construction by string-

ing: precast concrete blocks on steel cable, as beads

are strung on a thread, is being done at remarkable

speed in improving the cTiannel of the Miami R'ver at

Dayton, Ohio. Four men carry and string, as a daily

stint, 500 blocks, and they have placed as many as 800

blocks in ten hours Normally the stint is completed

in eight hours. The area of mattress formed by 500

blocks is 1,000 sq.ft., each block being 24 x 12 x 5 in.

and weighing about 118 lb. The ingenuity of the con-

tractor in devising methods, his personal direction of

the woi'k and a skilled crew of old employees are the

agencies chiefly responsible for this exceutional success

of operations.

As indicated by the view, the task was to weave a

20-ft. ribbon of cast blocks on steel cable and after

weaving to fasten the inner edge of the ribbon to the

toe-wall of the slope paving and to hem its outer edge

with heavy anchor blocks. The procedure adopted was

:

(1) With a special crew working well in advance of the

revetment crews, to drive the sheet and foundation

piles; (2) to string the blocks with the cable ends left

projecting, and (3) to mold in place the slope slabs

and to pour the toe-wall, cut-off walls and anchor blocks

so as to embed the projecting cables and bind the blocks

together.
^

'
r :

.

As explained in Engineerinci News-Record of Aug.
21, 1919, p. 356, the blocks were molded and stored in

a central yard. Block distribution by wagons, with a

special body, was found to be most economical owing
to the scattered locations of the placing operations, the

steep descents from the levee tops to the beach and the

rough and soft roads. A wagon to haul a load of 50

blocks, about 5,900 lb., was devised. It has a flat body
hung between and below the axles bv means of goose-

necks so that loading and unloading requires the least

lifting of the blocks. The blocks are distributed along

the work in the numbers required, so as to keep short

the distance they must be carried in placing; in practice

this distance averages perhaps 20 ft.

Wire rope on reels is hauled to a point on the levee

top, central to the opei'ation in progress. Here the reel

is suspended on an axle and the rope, as required, is

unwound between three pulleys staggered so as to re-

move the kink due to reeling. The straightened rope is

cut into lengths twice the width of the mattress and

enough longer to provide a loop for anchorage to the

toe wall and "pig tails" at the free ends for anchorage

to the edging blocks. Since the cut ends of the rope

have to be threaded through holes in the blocks, a

method of cutting which would prevent the wires from

"broom.ing out" was essential. A torch was su'.-cessful

but the operation was too slow. A quick method was

then found to be the provision of opposite semi-circular

notches in the blades of an ordinary hand shear. The

radial squeeze due to the notches, bends in and clinches

the wire ends at the cut and forms an excellent rope

end for insertion into the holes in the blocks.

With a form plank set to line and grade to mark the

FOUR MEN STRING REVETMENT BLOCKS ON CABLES FOR MIAMI CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT
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inner edge of the mattress, block-laying is begun. The
lengths of wire rope are folded to U-shape, like a wire

hairpin. A rope is laid perpendicular to the mattress

with the loop end up the slope and the free ends resting

on the form plank. Two men with long-handled torgs,

which permit them to grasp and carry a block without

stooping, fetch a block from the pile and swing it side-

wise toward the form plank, where a third man inserts

the rope ends into the holes and adjusts the block to

position. Then a fourth man standing behind the block

layer pushes the two strands of rope through the holes

and about a foot beyond. A second block is brought

and threaded onto the rope and so on. As the blocks

are laid to break joints across the mattress, several sets

of rope are in process o"^ being threaded and the blocks

have to be laid in a prescribed order, the working face

taking a diagonal direction across the width of the

mattress.

With practice the block-laying has become almosi ma-
chine-like in regularity and also astonishingly rapid, as

is indicated by the fact that the daily stint of 500 blocks

in eight hours is a rate of over 60 blocks an hour. This

fast work is due first to the fact that the men are skilled

old employees and second, o the arrangement in force

by which the daily stint is a day's work, however quickly

it is completed. Frequently the block-laying crew com-

pletes its six days' stint in five days and can either lay

off on Saturday or continue work and draw seven days'

pay for a six-day week. Another factor in the progress

being attained is the personal direction of the work by

a contractor ingenious in devising methods and in main-

taining close relations with his workmen.
About 175,000 blocks and 10,000 cu.yd. of molded-in-

place slab and wall concrete are included in the re^^et-

ment and mattress work at Dayton. The contractor is

Price Bros., Lansing, Mich. The operation is a part of

the flood-protection work of the Miami Conservancy

District, Arthur E. Morgan, chief engineer, Charles H.

Paul, assistant chief engineer, and C. H. Locher, con-

struction manager. J. H. Kimball has general charge

of channel improvements and C. A. Bock is the division

engineer on the Dayton channel work.

Storage Battery for Sewer Work
To BUILD a storage battery light that could be con-

veniently carried in one hand and which would
provide adequate illumination for men engaged in

repair or construction work in sewers, which could
stand rough usage and which would require only simple
and inexpensive maintenance, was the request made
of the city engineer's office at San Francisco some time
ago. The urgent need for such a light had become ap-
parent after there were several accidents in the sewers
due to the presence of explosive gases such as illumi-

nating gas, gasoline vapor, etc. After designing several

types and trying them out in actual service the city

has adopted a light which satisfactorily meets all re-

quirements for work in the sewers.

As first built the light consisted of a small v/ooden

Alaska Railroad Costs

The average cost per mile of several sections of the

Government Alaskan Railroad is indicated in figures

recently submitted by Colonel Frederick Mears, chair-

man of the Alaskan Engineering Commission. The
estimated average costs per mile for completed railroad

vary from $43,000 as shown below.

A\'ERAGE COSTS PER MILE OF ALASKA RAILROAD

Cost per
Section Mile to

Dec. 31,

1919

Mile 1 to mile 70.7, Seward to Kern Creek (70.7 miles) $59,457
Mile 70.7 to mile 1 14.3, Kern Creek to Anchorage (43.6 miles) I i 2,865
Mile 1 14.3 to mile 150.9, Anchorage to Matanuska Junction (36.6 miles) . . 14,400
Matanuska branch (37.7 miles) 60,506
Mile 150.9 to mile 203.3. Matanuska Junction to Sheep Creek (52.4 miles) 46,256
Mile 203.3 to mile 264. 1, Sheep Creek to Susitna River Crossing (60.8 miles) . 42,700
Mile 264.1 to mile 290, crossing of Susitna River to Honolulu Creek (25.9

miles) (1)

Mile 264. 1 to mile 290, crossing of Susitna River to Honolulu Creek (25.9
miles') (2)

Mile 290 to mile 315, Honolulu Creek to Summit of Broad Pass (25 miles)
Mile 315 to mile 334.6, summit of Broad Pass to Carlo Creek (19.6 miles)
Mile 334.6 to mile 347.3, Carlo Creek to Riley Creek (12.7 miles)
Mile 347.3 to mile 358.2, Riley Creek to foot of Nenana Canyon (1 0.9 miles)
Mile 358.2 to mile 41 1.2, foot of Nenana Canyon to Nenana (53 miles) 367,560
Mile 411.86 to mile 467.7, north bank Xanana River to Iiairbanks (55.8

miles) 30,700

1 Includes 2 steel bridges. 2 Not including bridges. 3 Cost per mile includes Nenana River bridge

PORTABLE STORAGE BATTERY LIGHT USED FOR SEWER
WORK IN SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

box containing five storage cells with a 12-c.p. lamp in

a silvered reflector fastened to the handle of the box.

The cells were the Edison storage battery M-20,

12-ampere hour, motor-cycle type with rubber insula-

tion. This arrangement was but partly satisfactory

and later the lamp proper was attached to the box itself

with a spun metal reflector coated with white enameV
This reflector gave a wider angle to the beam of light

and did away with the "spottiness" and glare which
. was an objection in the errlier type

using silvered reflectors.

After about a year's service of 12

of these lights it was found that the

rubber insulated cell was likely to

give trouble. The boxes were some-
times tipped over and filled with
sewage and unless they were prop-

erly washed out and dried after such

an accident, electrolysis made holes

in the metal cell containers.

Accordingly, 24 lights having the

same type of cells were built, but

without soft rubber insulation. Hard
rubber buttons attached to the cells

were used to hold the latter in

grooves cut in the sides and parti-

Estimated Estimated
Average .\verage
Cost per Cost per
Mile to Mile Ipon
Complete Completion

$13,120
6,'"00

365
878

2,700
23,100

$72,577
119,:65
44.765
61,384
48,956
65,800

120,000 120,000

70,820
56,640
63,275
70,000
157.080
6,823

70,820
56,640
63,275
70,010
157,UtJ
>4,3cj

13.000 43.700
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DETAILS OF SAN FRANCISCO SEWER LIGHT

tions of the box. These lights were provided with an
automobile type of push-button switch mounted so as

to be operated from the outside of the box. The same
enameled reflector was used as in the previous design.

In place of a plug and jack, as used in the first designs,

new terminals in the form of binding posts of dissimilar

character, which will fit only corresponding wire termi-

nals, are used in charging. The dissimilarity of the

terminals on the charging cord insures proper polarity.

Lights of this design, as shown in the accompanying
illustration, have been in service for some time and
are reported to be entirely satisfactory.

Set Weighs 18 Lb.

The power of the light they give is quite sufficient

to work by and yet does not consume a large amount
of current. In fact, the lights are ordinarily used for

three days' work without recharging. The set complete
weighs 18 lb., which is considered rather heavy but
it was thought worth while to make the box out of full

1-in. material and to reinforce it as much as possible so

it would stand a great deal of abuse.

The recharging of the cells is done in the storeroom
of the Board of Public Works. At first small motor
generator sets were used for this purpose but it was
later found more desirable to connect the cells directly

to the direct-current circuit, using resistance units

and a rheostat so that a varying number of cells could

be connected in series and the current regulated to a

strength of 2i amp. With this arrangement the re-

charging of the cells is very simple and requires no
expert attention.

Fire on Williamsburg Bridge
The Williamsburg Bridge over the East River, New

York City, was damaged by the burning of a portion of

the floor woodwork July 29.

Semi-Portable Oil Heating Plant for

Surfacing Roads
Inexpensive Scheme Devised in California Reduces

Delay and Cost in Heating and
Delivering Oil

THE California Highway Commission has made a

decided improvement in the means of unloading oil

for surfacing roads. At first the practice was to install

an oil heating plant at the railroad siding nearest the

center of the stretch of road to be paved. The plant

consisted of a steam boiler mounted in a brick setting,

the necessary steam and oil piping systems and pumps
for heating the oil and pumping it out of tank cars and
a storage tank usually consisting of a pit lined with
concrete.

Oil used for road surfacing in California always

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY COMMISSION DEVISES NOVEL
ROAD OIL HEATING PLANT

requires heating before it can be pumped from tank

car or storage pit, but for installation such as described

above, the cost is well over $1,000, exclusive of the

equipment installed. If adequate time was allowed for

the cement to set, it could hardly be built and made
ready for service in less than a month or six weeks.

As a result these plants were only put in at points

from which a considerable mileage of work could be

served, which meant long hauls for hot oil and perhaps

superheating.

Where short stretches of surfacing or repair oiling

had to be done some more flexible scheme was desirable.

A semi-portable outfit built to suit this need has

become standard. It is a self-contained unit that can

be moved from place to place by motor truck at 10

miles per hour on good roads and which can be actually

pumping oil within two hours after arrival at its

destination. With it each tank car is now heated on

the siding nearest the particular stretch of road which

it is to supply and the oil is delivered at any tem-

perature desired. By paying demurrage on a tank car

for a day or two the necessity for constructing the

storage pits is eliminated in most cases. Where storage

pits are already in service, this outfit is used to heat

the oil for delivery from the pit and when finished at

one pit can be quickly moved. The term "semi-portable"

is used to distinguish this plant from the portable

oil patching outfit which carries its ovm supply of oil

and is used only for very small patching jobs.

The outfit consists essentially of a steam boiler and
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a retort, both mounted on the same automobile trailer

chassis. All the necessary pumps and connections are

grrouped conveniently on the same frame, the arrange-

ment being so balanced that there is less than 100 lb.

difference in the weight carried by the two sides of the

chassis. The outfit was assembled largely from parts

of old equipment which were found in the Commis-
sion's store yards.

The steam boiler is of the marine type and is rated

at 20 hp. It is 4 ft. in diameter and 9i ft. long with

a removable stack 10 ft. high. The retort was made
from an old boiler shell fe in. thick, 3 ft. in diameter,

and 10 ft. long. From this the steam dome was
removed and the opening covered with boiler plate.

The stack opening was increased from 8 in. to 12 in.

and two horizontal slots were cut in each head of tho

boiler shell to permit the upper and lower tiers of

coil pipes to project through so that the connections

between the coil pipes could be made outside the shell.

To support the coils further 1-in. angle irons are bolted

to the heads along the lov/er edge of each slot.

Upper and lower pipes of the coil are connected at

the rear by bolted flanges and at the front by unions,

thus permitting any single pipe to be removed inde-

pendently. The retort is insulated by a 1-in. layer

of asbestos covered by a 16-gage galvanized iron jacket

held in place by ^ x lin. iron strap. This jacket

projects far enough to the rear so that the connecting

flanges on the back of the retort may be inclosed in a

false or extension head.

The invert of the retort is lined with firebrick and
the burner deflects the flame downward against the

brick to prevent burning the coils. Boiler and retort

are attached by riveted connections to I-beams bolted

across the frame of the chassis, and both have 10-ft.

removable stacks.

The road oil is handled by a 6 x 4 x 6-in. steam
jacketed pump mounted on a low bracketed platform

hung at the front end of the plant. When the plant is

set up ready for operation a 4-in. road-oil suction pipe

with flexible connections is attached to the pump intake

and connected with the discharge valve of the car.

This suction line contains a 1-in. steam line with flexible

connections for preventing the line from "freezing up"
during any stoppage of the pumping. There is also a

1-in. steam line attached directly to the heating coils

of the tank car. Under the arrangement used positive

circulation of steam through the heating coils of the

car does not depend upon the pump exhaust but is

forced by a :J-in. jet of live steam, thus eliminating

back pressure on the pump.
In this manner the oil in the tank car is quickly raised

tc a temperature at which the pump will handle it and
when the oil begins to circulate through the pump and
the retort it is for awhile returned to the tank car so

that operations can be hastened by using the heated oil

to warm up the remainder of the oil in the car. When
the desired temperature has been reached, usually 250

to 300 deg. F., a three-way cock on the delivery fine

tunis the heated oil into the loading spout.

The fuel-oil system consists of a 3 x 2 x 4-in. steam
pump mounted at the rear end of the plant, and provided
with a pressure regulator, a heating reservoir and a
return overflow as a release for the pressure regulator.

This pump takes fuel oil either from drums or from a
tank wagon connected to the pump supply line and

delivers it at the desired pressure to burners in the

retort as well as in the steam boiler. The rate of fuel

consumption averages about 8 to 10 per cent of the
volume of road oil handled, this ratio varying with the
rate of sending out loads. The retort burner operates
at full heat only during the actual loading of a tank.

Also the fuel efficiency depends, of course, upon whether
the oil is handled directly out of the car or heated only
for unloading and then re-heated for distribution.

The weight of the outfit complete, exclusive of fuel

and water, is 7i tons. Although it has to be handled
with care, it withstands the jar of moving very suc-

cessfully. When the plant is being moved the two
smokestacks and the long sections of pipe for making
connections to the car are carried betwen boiler and
retort. When set up for service the chassis is jacked
up and set on solid underpinning to avoid vibration.

Model Chimney Ordinance Specifies Flue-Lininp'

for All Chimneys
All chimneys, irrespective of what material (brick,

concrete, stone or hollow tile) must be lined with fire

clay flue-lining or with fire brick, according to a model
ordinance for chimney construction just drafted and
issued by the Natioal Board of Fire Underwriters' com-
mittee on construction of buildings. The ordinance
refers to chimneys of ordinary dwelling houses or the
like and does not cover power plant chimneys or others
in which high temperatures are maintained. Safe de-
sign and construction methods are described quite
fully.

Brick or concrete chimney walls must be at least 4 in.

thick, and concrete chimneys cast in place or concrete
blocks must be reinforced in both directions. Stone
chimneys must be 4 in. thicker, and rubble walls not
less than 12 in. thick. Hollow tiles may be used for
chimney walls where the chimney is attached to or
forms a part of an exterior hollow tile wall of a build-
ing not over three stories high, in which case the
chimney wall must be 8 in. thick or more. Flue-lining
is Lpecified to be not less than f in. thick, to have no
collars, to be set in cement-lime mortar 4:1 by weight
(as used for the chimney wall masonry) and to be
carried up continuously to 4 in. above the capping ; the
projection allows for a 2 ii\ sloping wash of rich cement-
mortar and a 2 in. projection of the lining. When two
flues are set in the same space within the chimney brick-
work the in-joints must be offset at least 7 in.

Chimneys are to be built at least 3 ft. above flat roofs
and 2 ft. above the ridges of peak roofs, and must be
properly capped with terra cotta, stone, cast-iron or
the like. Minimum flue areas are fixed as 75 sq.in. for
furnaces or fireplaces, 49 sq.in. for stoves or ranges, and
10 sq.in. for small gas stoves or heaters. Where a flue

enters the chimney in a cellar or basement, a clean-out

must be provided below the smoke intake.

It is stated in support of this ordinance that the
average annual ioss due to defective chimneys in the
United States, determined from three-year figures, was
over $12,000,000, and taking account of unreported
losses it is estimated that the total per year is over

$16,000,000. All such fires are considered "strictly

preventable." Ira H. Woolson, consulting engineer to

the National Board of Fire Underwriters, drafted the

ordinance, for a committee of the board headed by
E. T. Cairns.
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Old Wood Stave Pipe Successfully

Rewound On the Job
By M. R. KiRKPATRICK

Superintendent, Ochoco Dam. Prineville. Oregon

THE wood-stave pipe now in use on the Ochoco hy-

di\ ulic-fill dam near Prineville, Ore., was purchased

a dozen years ago and since that time has been in use

on 11 extensive sluicing jobs and has been many times

moved, stored or shipped by

rail. That it was worth ship-

ping to the Ochoco work at all

is much to its credit. After a

short time in the hot, dry cli-

mate of Prineville, the wind-

ing became so loose from

shrinkage of the staves that

great care in handling was
necessaiy to prevent the pipe

from falling to pieces, and its

use in a pipe-line without

some repair was impossible.

Submersion in water was tried

in the hope that the wood

staves would swell to their

original size and so make the

wire wrapping taut. This plan

failed even when a pipe was
left in the water until it be-

came water logged. The next

scheme tried was that of driving wooden wedges under

each turn of wire until the wrapping became taut enough

to hold the staves in place. Thus succeeded in making

the pipes water tight, but the wedges made sharp kinks

which caused the wire to break easily. Moreover, they

interfered with rolling the pipe and gave it a very shabby

appearance. It was then determined to attempt rewind-

ing. After some experiment a method was devoloped

which has been applied to several thousand feet of 14-

and 18-in. pipe with such success that the old pipe has

apparently served its purpose as well as new. Heads up

to 350 ft. have been used.

A rewinding machine was built up on a bedplate con-

sisting of two 8 X 8-in. timbers 18 ft. long, held rigidly

4 ft. apart by 4 x 6-in. headers and i-in. iron rods.

Two standards or bearings were built up on this bed-

plate to a height of 3 ft. One of the standards was

fixed rigidly to the bedplate and the other was made
to slide along to accommodate different lengths of pipe.

A socket suitable for a 2-in, iron pipe was cut in the

top of each of these bearings. A pair of 6-in. tapered

end plugs was made for each diameter of wood pipe to

be rewound. Each plug had four radial turning arms

2 ft. long bolted to it. The center of the plugs was
bored so that the 2-in. iron pipe could be easily thrust

through.

Before being put in the rewinding machine each sec-

tion of pipe had its staves drawn up together by means
of a split ring of i-in. iron with lug and nut for tighten-

ing. The ring was placed around the chime (the chime

is the 4-in. section on each end of a wood stave pipe

which carries no wiring and is chamfered so it can be

driven tightly into a wooden coupling). After cinching

the pipe with the split rings, one at each end, the two
plugs were driven solidly into place with an 8-lb. maul.

The section was then rolled upon skids to place in the

rewinding machine, and the 2-in. pipe thrust through

the end plugs and rested in the sockets of the two

standards. The pipe section could then be rotated easily

by means of the end plug handles.

In unwinding, one end of the wire wrapping was pried

loose and attached to a reel. Two men. one on the crank

on each side of this reel, wound the wire upon it, while

a third man guided the wire to place on the reel by

moving back and forth a wooden crotch made of two

REWINDING A LENGTH OF ViTOOD STAVE PIPE

pieces of 1 x 6-ft. timber, 5 ft. long, fastened together

like the letter X, the bottom of which rested upon the

ground. A man stood at the handles of one of the

end plugs to prevent the pipe from rotating too fast

and another man worked along the pipe as the wire un-

wound, ready with hammer and chisel to take out the

staples as they were reached.

Best results were not obtained until this reel was
moved to a distance of about 75 ft. from the rewinding

machine. The reel drum was about 2 ft. in diameter

and 1 ft. long, with flanges 4 ft. in diameter. As the

wire was unwound, additional i-in. pipe rings were

placed every 4 ft.

When ready to begin rewinding, the end of the wire

last removed from the pipe was restapled on the same
end from which it was taken and two men at the handles

of each end plug rotated the pipe so that the wire

would rewind upon it. The old groove in which the

wire originally fitted was plainly visible and one man
guided the wire into this groove, or as nearly so as

feasible, while another constantly hammered the wire

to make a snug fit. With very little experience a
job closely resembling a machine-wound pipe was
produced.

Proper tension on the wire was obtained by placing

one end of an 8 x 8-in timber, 16 ft. long, on top of

the rewinding reel, the other end of the timber resting

on the ground. By sliding the ground end of this tim-

ber to or from the reel, the desired tension v as secured.

It was found possible to replace weakened or broken
staves before rewinding, although ordinarily this was
not required. When the chimes had been damaged, a
new chime was cut on the pipe, space being left for this

repair when the pipe was rewound.
With this equipment and the crews mentioned 115 ft.

of 14-in. pipe or 75 ft. of 18-in. pipe could be rewound
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in a day. The cost for the 14-in. pipe was 24c per foot

and for the 18-in. pipe 39c per foot. The diameter of

the 18-in. pipe after rewinding was about 17 in.

The Ochoco dam is being built by the sluicing depart-

ment of the Puget Sound Bridge & Dredging Co., for-

merly Lewis, Wiley & Morse, Inc., of Seattle.

Water^Waste Survey Shows Defects

at Evansville, Ind.

Tests Disclose Broken Pipes, Running Fixtures,
Secret Connections and Large Meter

Recording Half Its Flow

RESULTS of a water waste survey by the pitometer

system, which included the detection of an indus-

trial meter so geared as to be 45 per cent slow, were

given at the annual meeting of the Indiana Sanitary

and Water Supply Association by Charles Streithof,

superintendent of the water department at Evansville,

Ind. A 24-hr. record of flow in the two 30-in. mains

supplying the distribution system showed 10,245,600

gal. by the pump counters and 10,102,000 gal. by the

pitometer measurement, the slippage of the pumps being

less than I2 per cent.

As a preliminary to the main survey two districts

having different characteristics were selected. District

No. 1, covering 110 blocks, was mainly residential but

contained twelve manufacturing plants and two packing

houses. The average daily consumption was 1,018,000

gal., and the minimum night rate was 750,000 gal., or

73.6 per cent. Of 350,000 gal. per day in the 12-in.

main on Morgan Ave. it was found that 129,000 gal.

were metered for industrial use and 36,000 gal.

metered by a 6-in. meter of the Evansville Packing Co.,

while 185,000 gal. passed this meter without being

recorded. Although a 4-in. meter at the same plant

had not registered since October, 1918, the pitometer

tests showed that water was being supplied through

this main, while when this was shut off the company
had to ask to have it turned on again.

With the larger meter registering incorrectly the loss

of water and consequent loss of revenue might have

continued indefinite through no fault of the meter

reader. After a series of tests this meter was examined

by two representatives of the meter company who found

that the gear ratio was wrong and the meter was 45

per cent slow. Assuming the low figure of 175,000 gals,

per day at 5c. per 1,000 gal. the annual loss to the depart-

ment has been about $3,200. Investigation showed that

when this meter was purchased about three years ago
it was fitted with a register of cubic feet. This was
changed to a register of gallons and a mistake was made
in the gears supplied by the maker for this change.

District No. 2 was in xhe heart of the city, where the

mains and surface piping are about fifty years old. This

district of 42 blocks contains hotels, theaters, churches,

hospitals, clubs, city hall, police and fire stations, a

large part of the business section and many residences,

only a few of which are metered. The average daily

consumption was 1,043,000 gal. and the minimum night

rate 700,000 gal. or 67 per cent. Leaks were discovered

where a 1-in. connection discharged into an abandoned
vault and three 1-in. services were broken off at the

mains.

For the survey of the entire distribution system the
city was divided into 15 districts, each divided into two

or more sub-districts, depending upon the extent of the

territory. In all districts where gaging points were

established for sub-division work a permanent vault was
built, with an iron manhole cover, so that future tests

may be made without tearing up the paving. Traverses

were made at all gaging points on mains larger than 6

in. in diameter. In a district which is 100 per cent

metered c»nd entirely residential the average daily con-

sumption was 150,000 gal. and the minimum night rate

115,000 gal., or 75 per cent. This district was composed
of 56 city blocks, all thickly settled.

The test showed that 35,000 gal. were running to

waste at a public school building, where the following

fixtures were found to be running continuously, night

and day: 30 toilets, 14 urinals, 4 drinking fountains and

7 wash stands. Water was being wasted in all public

buildings, particularly those supplied with water at a

minimum rate or getting water free. There was 69

house service connections with bad leaks or broken ser-

vice connections discharging into sewers. One drain

line valve was found partly open and three fire hydrants

with drain valves disconnected and water discharging

into sewers. Several unauthorized connections were also

discovered.

Since the completion of the survey the average daily

pumpage shows a reduction of 669,000 gal. Although
the system is 50 per cent metered, including all large

services, it is considered that this survey was well worth
its cost. Practically all the valves in the distribution

system were operated, and in several instances it was
found that pipe lines were not connected, of which the

water department had no information. All fire services

were tested, unknown to the owners. Several illegal

connections were found. The underground leakage

located during the survey amounts to over 500,000 gal.

per day, which at a rate of 5c. per 1,000 gal. per day
would indicate a saving of $25 per day. This amount
does not include the under-registration of meters.

Tentative Height Zones for Washington

THE zoning Commission of the District of Columbia
has tentatively adopted a plan restricting the height

of buildings in four stated districts to 35, 55, 85, and
110 ft. The plan provides that in no case shall the

height of buildings exceed the width of the street and
that the height of buildings on the corner lots shall

be governed by the width of the wider of the two
streets, but shall not exceed a depth of 100 ft. measured
along the building line of the narrower stroet. The
proposed heights are to be the maximum allowed and
no building shall be hij^her than is provided by an

act of Congress June 1, 1912, nor than limited by Sec-

tion 39a of the District building regulations for 1915.

The proposed rules provide that in the 35-ft. height

districts various public or semi-public buildings may,

upon approval of the Commissioners of the District of

Columbia, be carried to a height not over 55 ft. when
kept back from the building line not less than 1 ft.

for each foot of height in excess of 35 ft.

Highest Mountain in New York

According to t he U. S. Geological Survey the highest

mountain in the State of New York is Mount Marcy, a

peak on the Adirondacks, which rises 5,344 ft. above sea

level. The average or main elevation of the state, as es-

timated by the Geological Survey, is 900 ft.
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Year's Traffic Census on French
National Roads Begins

Three General Classifications for Vehicles and Two
for Animals— Special Forms for

Tabulation Prepared

A TRAFFIC census, to be carried on under the di-

rectior of the Minister of Public Works, is to be
taken upon the French national highways beginning
Aug. 3 and continuing for a year. The census will be
in direct charge of chief engineers and division en-
gineers of departments, wich whom is left some choice
as to the location of traffic count points.

In ^'•eneral, traffic count points established in pre-
ceding censuses, notably that of 1913, will again be
used in the 1920-1921 census, though additional points
will of necessity be chosen in certain locations where
recent industrial and railroad expansion has been noted.
The census, beginning on Tuesday, Aug. 3, will con-
tinue at ir.tervals of thirteen days, ending Wednesday,
July 21, 1921. Counts will begin at 5 a. m. from April
1 to September 30, and at 6 p.m. for the rest of the
year. They will end at 9 p. m. Night counts will be
made, the chief engineer fixing their frequency and
points at which they will be made, taking into account
local circumstances in such a fashion as to secure as
nearly as possible exact representation of night travel.

Vehicles will be classed, as in preceding censuses, in

three categories: First, vehicles loaded vnth produce
and merchandise; second, public conveyances loaded or
empty; and, third, private conveyances and empty con-
veyances of any nature, save those named in the second
classification. Animals not attached to vehicles will be
placed in two classifications: Unharnessed animals such
as horses, cattle, mules and donkeys; and small cattle

including sheep, calves, swine, and goats. Among the
unharnessed animals distinction will be made between
those which are mounted by riders, or laden, and those
which are neither mounted nor laden. The five follow-
ing classifications will be made of self-propelled vehi-

cles: (1) Commercial automobiles, (trucks, vans, de-
livery trucks)

; (2) auto buses (automobiles used in

public passenger transport); (3) private automobiles;

(4) motorcycles; (5) velocipedes or other vehicles

moved by the feet. No count will be made of pedes-
trians. Cars traveling upon rails will be made the

object of a particular census for which later instruc-

tions will be given.

Fig. 1 is a reproduction of the census blanks which
will be distributed among those taking the traffic cen-

suses. The passage of each vehicle or of each unhar-
nessed animal is noted by means of a pinhole pierced

in the proper column in one of the little squares. Vehi-
cles drav^ by donkeys, and pushcarts, are noted in the

column of empty vehicles, no mattet what loads they
carry. Cannon and artillery caissons will be counted
as empty vehicles. When unharnessed animals appear
in large groups, as in detachments of cavalry or in large

herds, their numbers are set down in pencil in larger

spaces pro vided for such purposes. Automobile trailers

will be noted by as many pinholes as there are trailers.

As soon as the count has been finished sheets are totaled

and turned over to division engineers who make totals

of all counts made in their divisions and who in turn

send such totals to the chief engineer of the depart-

ment in which they operate.

In order to determine the weight and intensity of the

traffic, all traffic is referred to a "collier," or a draft
horse harnessed to a vehicle. A vehicle loaded with
produce or merchandise is counted as one collier; a
public conveyance either filled or empty counts as one
collier; private vehicles for passengers and empty
vehicles of any description, save those noted in the
second classification, are counted as ^ collier; unhar-
nessed animals such as horses, cattle, mules, and
donkeys count as ^ of a collier; and small beasts, such
as calves, sheep, swine, and goats count as 1-30 of a
collier. In order to reduce self-propelled vehicles to

the common collier base it will be necessary to weigh
enough vehicles of all types to arrive at a mean weight.

LOADED VEHICLES PUBLIC CONVEYANCES EMPTY VEHICLES ft

PRODUCE a MERCHANDISE LOADED OR EMPTY PRIVATE CONVEYANCES
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In estimating the average weight noted in the odd

columns from 13 to 27 due regard is given to the fact

that not all vehicles traveling are loaded to capacity.

The columns of even number .ire the product of the

columns of odd number by the corresponding length of

road.

The table is arranged by roads. For each road, the

total weights of traffic are given and the products are

found for each section of traffic count. A total is then

made of these products, and this total, divided by the

length of the road, gives the mean relative weight sus-

Railway Gage Problem in Australia

RENEWED discussion is taking place in regard to

, the problem of unifying the railway gages of Aus-
tralia, according to a report by Consul Edward .1.

Norton, Sydney, New South Wale;;, recently published in

Commerce Reportft. Every year the problem is becom-
ing of more pressing importance on account of the

increasing extra cost, delay, and inconvenience in trans-

ferring of passengers and freight at places where breaks

of gage occur.

TABLE I. CHART FOR COMPILING •COLLIERS" AND TONNAGE FROM DATA SUPPLIED BY INDIVIDIAI.
CENSUS SHEETS
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In a report submitted to the Federal Parliament in

1911 the consultinj? eny:ineer recommended the adoption

of a uniform ^rage of 4 ft. 8^ in, for the railway systems

of the commonwealth. The last conference on the sub-

ject of a universal gage for the Commonwealth railways

was held at Melmourne in August, 1918.

Cracks in New Brick Pavement
Ey C. C. Wiley

Assistant rrofessor Highway Eiiginoering:, I'nivoisity of Illinois

IN THE spring of 1918, following an unusually severe

winter, several peculiar cracks appeared in some of

the newest brick pavements in the city of Champaign,

111. A year later a few more appeared and others are

now being watched for. The cracks all occurred in

pavements of the newer type, none of which were more
than about 5 yr. old. These pavements were excep-

tionally well built, with well-prepared subgrade, 6-in.

concrete base, a ll-in. sand cushion, and 4-in. brick

with asphalt filler. Combined concrete curb and gut-

ter was used. The concrete base was 1:4:8 mix in the

CLOSEUP OF CRACK. SHOWING FILLING STARTED

older sections and 1 :3 :5 in the newer. The subsoil is

principally yellow clay and loam which compacts well

and drains readiiy. There are, however, occasional

pockets of hea\^' clay which drain slowly, and of sandy

clay which heave considerably with frost.

The cracks showed on the surface by an opening up

of the joints between the brick giving the appearance

of a crack in the pavement which was easily traceable

with the eye and by a subsidence of the brick due to

a shifting of the sand cushion. No displacement of

the curb was noticeable to the naked eye. With a

single exception the cracks began at the junction be-

tween a new and an older and poorer type of pave-

ment, and extended practically parallel to the curb and

from 3 to' 6 ft. distant from the edge of the brick

section for a distance of 50 to 100 ft. The one ex-

ception began at a small bridge over which the pave-

ment and curb was continuous but was otherwise

typical.

On removing the brick and sand cushion the con-

crete base was found to be cracked cleanly. The open-

ing varied from i to -l of an inch in width at the

junction with the old pavement and gradually tapered

out to the point of disappearance. The displacement

was entirely lateral as neither section was raised above
the other.

Repairs were made by cleaning the cracks thoroughly
and then filling them with hot aspha't. The sand
cushion was then replaced, the brick relaid and the

joints repoured with asphalt. None of these repairs

have given any difficulty, are practically invisible, and
apparently the cracks have not widened or extended.

The accompanying photograph shows one of these

cracks while repairs were being made.
It is the general opinion that the cracking was due

to frost and that the position of the cracks bears some
relation to the location of the drain tile. It seems
reasonable to assume that frost was the primary cause

but there is no apparent relation between the positions

of the tile and the cracks. One crack occurred with a

line of tile on each side of the pavement, one with no

tile at all, while the remainder are equally divided be-

tween the same side and the opposite side to a single

line of tile. It therefore appears more probable that

the contributing factors were the pockets of different

materials previously referred to. This goes to show
again the importance of having uniformity in the sub-

grade as against great compactness.

Motor Trucks on Eastern Farms
Some illuminating data have been secured in a recent

survey of motor trucks used on farms in the eastern

states, made by the United States Department of Agri-

culture. The survey covers reports from 753 farmer

motor truck operators. The farms which these men
operate f.re of all sizes and types and the motor trucks

of varying sizes from i to 5 tons. The rated capacity

of very few of the trucks is greater than 2 tons, how-

ever, says the office of Farm Management and Farm
Economics, who directed the survey, and nearly half

of them are of the 1-ton size. Among the important

facts revealed by the investigation are the following:

Only 18 per cent of these farms are less than 5 mi. from

markets and nearly one-fourth of them are 20 mi. or more.

One-ton trupks are preferred by more men than prefer any

other size.

As compared with horses and wagons, the trucks save

from one-half to one-thrid of the time required for hauling

materials to and from farms.

Farniprs have return loads for their trucks about one-

fourth of the time.

About one-fourth of the farmers have changed their

markets since purchasing trucks, the average distance to

the old market being 7 mi. and the average distance to the

new one 20 mi.

On the average trucks travel 3,820 mi. per year and are

used 173 days per year. The average cost of operation of

the J-ton trucks is about 8c. per mile; of the ii-ton trucks

about 13c.; of the 1-ton trucks about 12c.; of the l|-ton

and la-ton trucks about 19c., and of the 2-ton trucks about

20c.

The average cost of hauling crops, including the value

of the driver's time at 50c. an hour, is about 50c. per ton-

mile with the 5-ton trucks; 34c. with the 3-ton trucks; 26c.

with the 1-ton trucks; 24c. with the 11- and IJ-ton trucks,

and 18c. with the 2-ton trucks.
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Milwaukee Testing Station Results

on Filtration of Water
Hydraulic Jump Makes Excellent Coagulant Mixer

—

Ozone Treatment Cost Out of Reason

—

Slat Underdrains Effective

UTILIZATION of the hydraulic jump to obtain a

cheap and effective mixing of coagulating chemi-
cals with the water to be treated is the most striking

possibility obtained from the year's experimental work
by J. W. Ellms, consulting engineer, Cleveland, 0., on
the water purification problem at Milwaukee, Wis. That
apparatus for sterilization by ozone is not yet developed

to the point where it can compete with chlorine is an-

other conclusion backed by plenty of data. High rates

of filtration are believed to be feasible, at least the

recommended plant will have passages large enough
to accommodate a flow of 15 per cent in excess of the

normal. A wooden grid strainer system compared
favorably with a pipe-manifold strainer system.

Four mixing devices were experimented with: (1)

An "around-the-end" series of 22 mixing channels, 60

ft. long, 13 in. deep and 5'. in. wide; (2) a compact
"fish ladder" tank, 7 ft, high and 1x3 ft. in plan with

17 around-the-end baffles; (3) a "fall," consisting of a

4 X 4-ft. box, 3 ft. deep, near the top of which was
placed a 10 x 10-in. receiving tray. The water spilled

over the sides of the tray to an apron set at an angle

of 45 deg. on which were 1-in. riffle strips. From the

apron the water fell on a pile of stones; (4) a "flume"

or trough, 28 ft. long, 2 ft. wide and 1 ft. deep, con-

tained 13 riffles, 2 ft. apart and 6 in. high. It was set

on a slope to give a 4-ft. drop. Mr. Ellms describes the

results of experiments with the mixers as follows:

The poorest mixing action was obtained with the "fall";

some improvement was effected after changes were made
in the manner of introducing the chemical solution, but
on the whole its action was unsatisfactory. Somewhat
better results were obtained with the "fish ladder," but
as this device is in reality an "around-the-end" baffled

mixing chamber placed vertically, it offered no particular

advantage except in taking up but little space.

It was obsei'ved when using the mixing chamber that
prompt coagulation, which is, of course, an indication of

the completeness of the mixing, took place in the first

five or six channels, but that the size of the floe had de-

creased as the water passed through the lower channels.
In some cases the flocculation did not make its appearance
until seven or eight channels had been passed, reaching its

best condition in the tenth and twelfth channels. The
long travel, however, appeared unnecessary and even harm-
ful in breaking up the floe.

In order to see whether reduction in the size of the
flocculated particles was due merely to the velocity ac-
quired in the straight channels, or was caused by the agi-
tation of the water as it reversed its direction of flow at
the ends of the channels, the latter were blocked about
18.9 ft. from the end and new openings cut through the
baffle walls. The same number of reversals of the direc-
tion of flow was obtained, but the length of travel in each
channel was cut down from 60 ft. to 18.9 ft. The results
were as satisfactory as those previously obtained, but no
more so, although nearly 70 per cent of the chamber has
been cut out of service.

The water in flowing down the "flume" formed a
series of cascades. An excellent mixing action was
produced at a comparatively low velocity of flow. The
loss of head, however, was too great. By cutting the
flume into two parts and attaching the box known as the
"fall," the loss of head was cut down about 25 per
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cent. The results obtained were good and were se-

cured with a low rate of flow. The device takes up
little room as compared with a mixing chamber. Mr.
Ellms says:

In the last device an entirely new principle was utilized.
By removing the weirs from the "flume," extending it

slightly into the receiving box ("fall"), and placing a low
weir at the end, there was produced by the rapid flow of
the watCi- down the flume a "hydraulic jump." By the
impact of the water flowing down the "flume" into the
pool back of the weir, a turbulent condition of the water
was produced, which effectively mixed the chemical solu-
tions and the water. The chemical solutions were ap-
plied at the head of the "flume." The water acquired a
velocity of 9 ft. a second in flowing down the "flume," but
this velocity was practically all dissipated in complex
eddies, at the "jump." Considerable air is trapped in the
"jump," and its .escape contributes materially to the tur-
bulent condition of the water and consequently improv(!s
the mixing action.

The results with this device have been vei-y satisfactory,
and the reason for it requires explanation. When a precipi-
tate is the product of a chemical reaction, it first appears
in a very finely divided condition. In the case of a colloidal
precipitate such as ferric hydroxide or aluminum hydroxide
(the two compounds utilized in water purification), the
aggregation of these particles into larger masses is nec-
essary, not only to entrap the fire sediment and minute
bacteria in the water, but also to prevent them from pass-
ing through the sand bed of the filters. It is obvious that
violent and continuous agitation of the water will hinder
rather than assist in the clotting together of these particles,
and hence, to aid this coagulation, a quiescent condition
is necessary.

The "hydraulic jump" mixing device provides an ex-
tremely rapid and thorough mechanical mixing of the
chemical solution and the water to be treated, thereby
bringing the reacting substances together and hastening
the reaction. Immediately following the "jump" the water
flows quietly to a settling basin in which the nhysical action
of coagulation can take place with the least possible amount
of agitation, and thereby reduces to a minimum the break-
ing up of the floe during its formation.

Experiments were made with floats on the actual rate
of flow through a four-pass 40,000-gal. settling basin.
When run at a rate giving a theoretical displacement
period of 7.5 hours they Indicated a detention period
varying from 4.9 hours to 4.1 hours, corresponding to
a linear velocity of 0.46 ft. and 0.56 ft. per minute.
At double the theoretical rate the actual velocitie.-^

varied from 1.24 ft. to 1.1 ft. per minute. This dou-
bling of the actual velocity over the theoretical was
rather surprising in view of the shallow depth of tank,
8 to 9 ft. The sliding of the top water over that at the
bottom of the tank is in some ways considered unde-
sirable, since it means larger basins. It shows, says
the report, that the slowly moving rr quiet body of
water near the bottom furnishes a zone in which depo-
sition may take place more quickly. The performances
of the tank, even with turbidities between 15 and 20
p.p.m., showed a reduction of 67 per cent for a theoreti-
cal displacement of 7.5 hours and 45 per cent for 3.75
hours. These results were obtained with alum. With
lime and iron the settled water turbidity was always
higher than that of the lake water.

Unsatisfactory results were obtained from an attempt
to produce an artificial turbidity to improve coagulation.
By the addition of an aluminous clay the turbidity was
raised from 3 to 21 p.p.m. A larger floe was produced
but the filter sands were overloaded with clay, which
the washing did not remove. Effluents were slightly

turbid at the beginning of a run. Since the turbidity of
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21 p.p.m. was brought down to 7 p.p.m. in the water

applied to the filters, the investigators concluded that

there was not too great a volume of sediment passing to

the filters.

Wooden Grid Strainer System

Two filters, 5 x 5 ft. 8i in. in area, equivalent to 0.001

acre, had a depth of 9 ft. A U-shaped gutter extending

through the center of the tank had its edge 2.5 ft. above

the 35-in. sand layer which rested on a 16 to 18-in.

gravel layer.

The wooden grid strainer system in one filter con-

sisted of 1 X 6-in. boards set on edge 1 in. apart, giving

a 50 per cent opening. The underside of the grid was

placed 6.5 in. above the bottom of the filter box. The
perforated pipe system in the second filter was provided

with openings of 0.3 per cent area of the bed. Pipe

laterals of lUin. pipe with I -in. perforations placed

2i in. c. to c. and staggered were used. Of these filters

the report states

:

The rate at which the filters were washed was from 16 to

19 in. per minute, with a rate of 20 or 21 in. per minute

when the wash water valve was first opened. It was some-

what unfortunate that it was not possible to wash at higher

rates for experimental purposes. While flotation of the sand

was always affected and the sand bed properly cleaned each

time, it may have required somewhat more wash water to

do the work than would have been needed with a higher

pressure. The distance between the sand and the edge of

the wash trough was 30 in., and was probably higher than

was needed for the washing rate available.

The pipe manifold strainer system gave satisfactory

results, and is a safe and conservative design. Nothing
developed in its use experimentally that indicated that it

could not be employed locally in the design of a municipal

plant.

The wooden grid strainer system also gave good results.

Toward the end of the work an examination was made of

the filtered water well immediately under the grid in order

to see whether sand had worked its way down through the

gravel bed. None was found. Examination from above
showed the gravel bed to be in good shape also.

In spite of the absence of trouble with this form of

strainer, it is believed that had there been available a wash
water pressure capable of producing an upward velocity of

2 to 2.5 ft. per minute, the bed might have been "blown up"
and ruined. What has not been established is the necessary
depth of the gravel layer below the sand to prevent a hole
being blown through the gavel, thereby disrupting the bed.

If high velocities through the gravel can be properly con-
trolled by a sufficient depth and by proper grading of the
gravel, it is believed that the grid will furnish a compara-
tively cheap, simple and eff"ective type of strainer. Further
experiments for the purpose of establishing the truth or
falsity of the points noted are necessary before it could be
safely adopted for use in a large plant.

"Breaking" Lengthens Runs
Diatoms are never present in less numbers than 100 to

125 organisms per c.c. Operating periods of the filters

were accordingly short, the shortest less than an hour.

"Breaking" was tried with the results described as

follows

:

"Breaking" consisted in closing the effluent valve of the
filter and opening the wash water valve for about half a
minute. The rising wash water breaks the surface of the
sand bed, throwing the deposited matter into suspension or
displacing it so that a fresh surface of sand is exposed
doviTi through which water may filter. After the wash
water valve is closed, the effluent valve is again opened and
filtration resumed.
The "breaking" of a filter usually may be done twice to

advantage. Periods of service are lengthened from 200 to

300 per cent. The wa^h water percentages are propor-

tionately diminished since no wash water is really lost by
the breaking process, although such as is used must be
refiltered and repumped. A gain of 10 to 15 hours in the

length of the run and a reduction of 2.5 to 3 per cent in

the wash water may be effected by "breaking."

In order to determine the effect on the quality of the

filtered water of "breaking" the sand beds, a series of

special samples were obtained. The average results

were

:

Bacteria, B. Coli Index
per c.c. per c.c.

Applied water 250 0. 86.

Filtered water.

.Just before first "break" 64 04
Fifteen minutes after first "break" 100 78
Just before second "break" 164 17

Fifteen minutes after second "break" 77 98
Just before regular 4-minute wash 82 0.12
Fifteen minutes after regular wash 210 2.03

Ozone Experiment

The following statements regarding the ozone ap-

paratus and the results which it gave have been taken

from the report:

The ozone apparatus consisted of three water towers

connected together by pipes, an o7one generator, air com-

pressor, equalizing air pressure tank, and switchboard with

the various electrical switches, watt, volt and ampere
meters. In addition, a water meter, an air meter and ther-

mometers for registering the temperature of the air enter-

ing and leaving the ozone generator were used. Raw oi

filtered water could be passed through the ozone plant

Each tower was 8 ft. high and 1 ft. in diameter. The
towers were placed in steps so the water could flow by

gravity from the highest to the lowest tower through con-

necting pipes. The water entered each tower 4 in. belovi

the top, and discharged at the bottom of the tower into the

riser pipe of the next lower tower. The tops of the tower
were vented to the outside atmosphere to allow for the

escape of excess or ozonized air.

The ozonized air pipes entered in each case at the bottom
of the tower. The rising air containing the ozone passed
through the descending water in a continuous stream of

small bubbles. The ozonized air pipe was trapped by being
carried above the level of the water in the towers in order

to prevent water backing over into the ozone generator.

The ozone generator was contained in a cylindrical metal
tank, capable of withstanding the air pressure required to

overcome the head of water in the towers, or about 4 lb.

per square inch. It had three compartments. The first

received the entering air and acted as a sort of equalizing

reservoir. From the first compartment the air passed
through orifices, designed to impart a uniform flow into the

middle compartments.
In the middle compartment were the frames for holding

the electrodes, which consisted of aluminum foil, 9 x 15 in.

in size. Between them were micanite dielectrics, 12 x 18 in.

in size. The spacing apart of the electrodes was from fe

in. to i in. The ozonized air produced by the electrical dis-

charge between the electrodes passed from the middle com-
partment to the third compartment through distributing

orifices, and thence through a pipe line to the three water
towers.

In making the ozone, a single phase alternating electric

current of 220 volts and 60 cycles was passed through an
oil-cooled transformer, capable of providing a secondary
voltage as high as 20,000. One side of the secondary coil of

the transformer, the container and one side of the ozone
generating circuit were grounded to insure safety against
the highly dangerous voltages required in case of short cir-

cuits or leakages of current.

At the request of the manufacturers of this apparatus.
The Ozone Co. of America, Milwaukee, they were permitted
to install a mechauical mixing device to replace the towers
first used. This emulsifier consisted of a 10-in. cast-iron

pipe about 5 ft. long, laid horizontally. Through the center

of the pipe passed a shaft carrying oval-shaped mixing
paddles made of wire netting. The paddles were set at an
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angle of about 30 deg. to the axis of the shaft. Adjoining

paddles inclined toward each other on one side, and away

from each other on the opposite side of the axis of the

shaft. The water entered at one end of the emulsifier and

passed out at the opposite end. Provision for applying

ozonized air was made at a number of points along the

bottom. The shaft was rotated at a rate of about 154 r.p.m.

The sweeping action of the paddles distributed the ozonized

air throughout the water with considerable uniformity. The

capacity of this device was about 10 gal. per minute as

compared with about G gal. per minute when the towers

were used.

Each tower held approximately 40 gal. of water. The

iiverage volume of water flowing while using the towers

was 6.5 gal. per minute. At this rate it would require about

G min. for the water to pass through one tower. The average

volume of air applied was 5.48 cu.ft. per minute. As thie

water received three successive treatments with ozone it

was exposed to the ozonized air at the rates noted above for

a total period of 18 to 20 min. Assuming a 20-min. contact

with aih entering at the rate of 5.48 cu.ft. per min., there

were used 109.6 cu.ft., or practically 3.1 cu.m. The average

weight of ozone in each cubic meter of air for the period

that the towers were used was 0.52 gram. This is equiva-

lent to 0.04 per cent of the weight of the air.

Bactericidal Action Good

It u evident from even a short study of the results that

good bactericidal action has been obtained in both raw and

filtered water. The exceptions to the rule are usually easily

accounted for. They generally arise from using too low

voltages on the ozonizer, applying too small a volume of

air, or purposely working the apparatus improperly in order

to learn the effect of some particular set of conditions.

Ozone, like chlorine, however, is not always able to care for

the sudden appearance of excessive numbers of bacteria, a

condition that is frequently met with in the Milwaukee
water supply. It only adds emphasis to the need for a first

line of defense, such as is afforded by a filti-ation plant.

The average quantity of ozone applied to the water in parts

per million was 2.17. Before reconstructing the ozonizers

the average amount used in treating the water was 2.97

p.p.m., whereas after rebuilding, the average was but
1.56 p.p.m.

Assuming the ozonizer was one of several units required

to treat a million gallons of water in 24 hours, then the

energy needed to produce results equivalent to those

obtained in the experimental apparatus would average 600
kw.-hr. Before reconstructing the czonier, the average num-
ber of kilowatt-hours per million gallons estimated on the

above assumption would be 802, while after rebuilding the

apparatus it fell to 431. Good results might be expected
with an energy output per million gallons of about 200
kw.-hr., and the application of from 1.0 to 1.5 p.p.m. of
ozone, if the number of bacteria did not exceed about 1,000

per c.c. With higher bacterial content more ozone would be
needed, and in consequence a greater output of electrical

energy. These figures might be modified somewhat if more
efficient methods of applying the ozone were developed.

Additional Costs

It should also be borne in mind that the above estimates
of power relate only to the production of the ozone. To
the cost of power to produce the ozone must be added the
cost of power for pumping in order to overcome the friction
head due to the flow of water through any form of treating
apparatus, for any mechanical stirring device, if such were
used, and for the compression and forcing of the air through
the ozone apparatus and water. If drying of the air by
refrigeration should be found necessary, then this cost too
must be added to those cited.

The Milwaukee experiments were carried out by
Ernest F. Badger under the direction of J. W. Ellms,
consulting engineer, Cleveland, reporting to H. P.
Bohmann, superintendent of v^'ater-works and water
purification.

Detail Design of Riveted Joints of

Bridge Trusses
Riveting Determined by Study of Paths of Forces

Concentrated at Joint by the Members
Connected—Two Examples

By Major W. M. Wilson
Piofctsor of Structural Enginoeiing, I'niv* isity of Illinois. Urbana

THE design of structural details is not as well

standardized h.'j the design of the main members
nf a structure. In fact, many structural engineers

are reluctant to use the term "design" in connection

with details, showing that they do not consider it nece.s-

sary to analyze the stresses or trace the paths of the

forces the same as they do in the design of the main

members. Although it is not always possible to analyze

the stresses in a connection satisfactorily, it is the

FIG. 1. CrUSSBT-PLATE CONNECTION AT BOTTOM-CHORD
JOINT OF RIVETED TRUSS

Opinion of the writer that a more careful study of joints

will lead to better details.

Many designers in determining the number of rivets

required at the panel points of the bottom chord of a

through riveted truss use a method that fails to consider

the action of the parts connected, and therefore leads

to faulty results. Such a joint will be discussed here.

Fig. 1 represents the second panel point of the bot-

tom chord of a truss. The forces acting upon this con-

nection are the floorbeam shear, acting downward; the

compression in the post U.L.„ acting downward; the

tension in the diagonal U,L., acting upward to the left;

the tension in L,L,, acting to the left; and the tension

in UL,, acting to the right. These forces must pass

through the gusset plates.

To determine the rivets required in the different parts

of the joint, trace the paths of the forces, beginning

with the end shear on the floor-beam. The end shear

is transmitted from the floorbeam to the inside gusset

plate. Half of this shear is delivered by the inside

gusset plate directly to the diagonal U,L., and the other

half is delivered by the gusset plate to the inside flange of

U.,L,. This latter part is then transmitted through the

diaphragm in the lower end of the post to the outside

gusset plate, and from the outside gusset plate to the

diagonal U.L,. The stress from the post, a downward

force, is delivered one-half to the inside gusset plate

and one-half to the outside gusset plate.

Having now in mind the paths of the forces, we will

next consider the stresses upon the rivets. The rivets

through the outstanding legs of the floor-beam connec-
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tion angles are in single shear, and they develop the

entire end shear in the floor beam. Contrary to a com-

mon opinion among many structural engineei*s, the

writer contends that all of the rivets connecting the

floor-beam to the gusset plate, including the rivets below^

the vertical post, help to develop the end shear of the

floor-beam. The reason for this contention is that, even

though these latter rivets do not pass through the

vertical post, they do pass through the inside gusset

plate; and, hence, are capable of transmitting force from

the floor-beam to the gusset plate. The fact that half

of the end shear of the floor-beam is transmitted di-

rectly from the inside gusset plate to the diagonal,

makes it unnecessary for all the stress delivered to the

gusset plate by the floor-beam to be delivered to the

vertical post.

Consider next the rivets connecting the inside gusset

^1
L.

1

FIG. 2. CONNECTION OF FLOORBEAM TO HIP VERTICAL
BY SIMPLE GUSSET PLATE

plate to the vertical post. The vertical forces acting on
this gusset plate are as follovs^s: On the inside is the

shear from the floor-beam, acting dovi^nward. On the

outside is half of the stress in the post, acting dov^m-

ward, and the shear in the diaphragm, acting upward.
The shear in the diaphragm is one-half of the floor-

beam shear. In addition to these, the vertical component
of the stress delivered by the inside gusset plate to the

diagonal, acts upw^ard. The sum of these vertical forces

must be zero. The shear between the gusset plate and
the vertical post is the numerical difference between
one-half the shear in the floor-beam and one-half the

stress in the post. This resultant force must be de-

veloped by the rivets which pass through the gusset

plate and through the vertical post.

Consider next the rivete connecting the outside gusset

plate and the vertical post. One-half of the floor-beam

shear has been transmitted through the diaphragm at

the lower end of the post to the outside gusset plate.

This acts as a downward force upon the plate. Half of

the stress in the vertical post is also delivered to the

outside gusset plate. This also " acts as a dov^mward
force.

The total shear, therefore, between the outside

gusset plate and the vertical post is the numerical sum
of one-half the floor-beam shear and one-half the stress

in the vertical post. This quantity is the sum of simul-

taneous stresses and its maximum value cannot be de-

termined by adding one-half the maximum post stress

and one-half the maximum floor-beam shear. But, in-

asmuch as the vertical component of the stress in UiL,

must always balance the stress in the vertical post and
the floor-beam shear, the maximum shear between the

vertical post and the outside gusset plate is one-half

of the vertical comporent of the maximum stress in

U,L,. The fact that half of the stress U,L, comes from
each gusset plate is a check upon this statement.

Inasmuch as the shear between the post and the out-

side gusset plate is the numerical sum of two forces^

whereas the shear between the vertical post and the

inside gusset plate is the numerical difference between
the same forces, the shear between the post and the

outside gusset plate is always greater than the shear

between the post and the inside gusset plate.

As a result of the above discussion, the writer recom
mends the following method of determining the numbei
of rivets required for the joint L.,;

(1) The rivets through the outstanding leg of the

connection angles of the floor-beam shall develop the

end shear in the floor-beam. These rivets shall include

the rivets below the vertical post.

(2) The rivets connecting the vertical post with the

outside gusset plate shall develop one-half the vertical

component of the stress in U,L,. These rivets do not

include the rivets below the vertical post.

(3) The rivets connecting the diaphragm to the inside

and also to the outside flange of the post shall develop

one half the end shear in the floor-beam.

Fig. 2 shows a typical detail for the connection of the

floor-beam at L, of a riveted truss. With this connec-

tion, the end shear of the floor-beam is delivered from
the floor-beam connection angle to the inside gusset

plate and from the inside gusset plate to the hip

vertical. Half of this shear is taken by the inside

flange of the hip vertical ; the other half is delivered by
the diaphragm or the web of the hip vertical to the

outside flange.

The writer, therefore, recommends the following

method for determining the number of rivets in the

connection at L^:

(1) The rivets through the outstanding leg of the

floorbeam connection angle shall develop the end shear

in the floorbeam. These rivets may include the rivets

below the hip vertical.

(2) The rivets connecting the gusset plate to the

hip vertical shall develop the end shear on the floorbeam.

If there is not an excess of rivets through the out-

standing leg of the floorbeam connection angles, it will

be necessary to extend the inside gusset plate above

the floorbeam far enough to put as many rivets above

the floorbeam as there are below the hip vertical.

(3) If the hip vertical does not contain a web plate,

a diaphragm must be used at the bottom. The rivets

connecting the diaphragm to the inside flange and also

to the outside flange of the hip vertical must develop

one-half of the shear in the floorbeam.

(4) The outside gusset plate need contain only enough

rivets to support the bottom chord as they do not develop

any of the stress in the hip vertical.

Utilizing the fact that the rivets below the vertical

post help develop the floorbeam shear, reduces the cost

of the joint. Moreover, a careful study of the paths

of the forces establishes the fact that these rivets do

help develop the floorbeam shear.

Progress on U. S. Topographic Map
On July 1, 1919, according to the U. S. Geological

Survey, 42.6 per cent of the topographic map of the

continental United States, exclusive of Alaska, had been

completed. Approximately one-fifth of this area is in

need of re-survey, leaving 35 per cent of the entire

country covered by satisfactory maps.
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Concrete Replaces Wood as Frame
of Existing Warehouses

Old Floors and Columns Used as Falsework in the

Transformation of Buildings into

Fire-Resisting Type

OLD timber floor and column construction is being

replaced in some warehouse buildings in Kansas

City by reinforced-concrete floors and columns placed

without materially disturbing the total contents of the

ported by a middle longitudinal 12 x 15-in. reinforced

concrete .stringer on 12 x 12-in. concrete columns and
two marginal girders of varying dimensions, as shown
on the drav.ings, supported on concrete columns at the

brick walls. The roof, as shown, is of the same general

design but of smaller dimensions.

The new concrete columns are offset just outside the

old woodei posts so that one of the new concrete spans

is 17 ft. out of wall to centre of column, and the other

15 ft. In construction one floor is laid at a time and
the material on the floor moved to an adjacent floor,

To(jether

Cross- Sectior

DETAILS OF SUBSTITUTION OF CONCRETE FLOORS

building and at the same time utilizing the old floors

and columns for the forms and centers for the new
framework. The carrying capacity of the floors is in-

creased and the building is given a very much higher

degree of fire resistance. At
the same time considerable

money is saved in the utiliza-

tion of the old structure for

form work. These buildings

have been rebuilt under the

direction of E. Lee Heiden-

reich, consulting engineer, of

Kansas City.

A typical reconstruction

job is shown in the accom-
panying drawing and photo-

graph. This building is a

three-story brick-wall struc-

ture with interior wooden
framework and has an out-

side plan of 32 x 153 ft.

Transverse 2 x 14-in. joists

14 in. on center, span a 32-ft.

opening, with intermediate
lin^s of stringers made up of

spiked 2 x 14-in. plank rest-

ing on 12 X 12-in. square
wood posts. The reconstructed
floor consists of a 7-in. re-

inforced-concrete slab sup-

Part Lonc^iturfirnpil Secfion

AND COLUMNS FOR WOOD MEMBERS IN OLD BUILDING

merely during the reconstruction operations. The
wooden floor is used as the bottom form for the con-

crete floor and a "trench" cut through the 14-in. joists

a depth of 8 in. makes the forms for each of the

REINFORCEMENT IN PLACE FOR NEW CONCRETE FLOORt? I"

FLOORS AS FALSEWORK
:1NG OLD WOODEN
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girders. Column forms consist of throe vertical planks

forming three sides of the concrete column and the old

wood post forming the fourth side. These forms are

held in place by wedged wooden ties fastened to the

wood posts, as shown in the detail. The new floor is

designed to carry a load of 125 lb. per square foot.

The extensive load from the columns to the founda-

tions is taken care of by underpinning r.nd increasing

the size of the piers.

The paved width of the c/randes rontcs has been a

minimum of 5 m., except through towns. When rebuilt

the minimum width is made 6 m.

Belgian Highways

BELGIUM is beginning to feel on her highways the

strain of the motor truck. The roads on her national

system ai'e almost entirely of stone block laid on sand

and sand jointed. On account of the heavier traffic,

when these roads are renewed concrete foundations are

generally used and the joints are grouted. The older

type of road had a life of from 15 to 20 years.

During the German occupation only such roads were
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Costs of Upkeep and Repairs on a

Large Building
Records of Labor and Materials in Maintaining

Printing Plant for Eight Years Give

Annual Itemized Costs

By Walter R. Metz
Mechanical Kngineer, Takoma Park, Md.

RECORDS of cost of upkeep of buildings and their

. component parts seem to be very scarce and it is

probable that the average owner does not know which
items cover the biggest parts of his expense or where
the "leaks" might be. It is for this reason that the

following figures are given and it is hoped that it will

prompt some readers to give their experiences.

It might be stated that the costs as given cover a

group of ten buildings all connected together but not

all under one roof. The main building is seven stories

high and the other buildings are from four to six

stories high. All of the buildings were designed for

heavy loads and heavy machinery and are used for a

printing plant. The floors in the main building were
designed for loads of 300 lb. per sq.ft. and in the

other buildings 200 lb. per sq.ft.

Costs have been given for each year from 1912 to

1919 inclusive and indicates the gradually increased

cost of both labor and materials.

Floors

All floors were leveled up with concrete and finished

with hard maple blocks 2i x 12 x I in., cut with inter-

locking grooves and projections on the sides and near

the lower faces of the blocks. These blocks were dipped

so as to coat the under side with hot bituminous mastic

and applied to the concrete, which had been previously

prepared by giving it a coat of bituminous varnish. The
total area of the floors, in round numbers, is 250,600

sq.ft.

Vear
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Plumbing:—Fixtures in the building consist of 240

water closets, 338 washbasins, 90 urinals, 21 slop sinks,

120 drinking fountains, 80 fire hose and racks. The re-

Year
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Sewer Gate With Articulated Units

To Facilitate Moving
stop Logs Held Together With Bolts in Counter-

bored Holes—Shutter Openings Reduce
Pressure When Gate Is Raised

IN ORDER to avoid, or at least to reduce, the binding

commonly met in raising a gate against water pres-

sure, che outfall sewer gate for the Bird Island Pier

Improvement at Buffalo has been built as an articulated

structure.

The gate is made up of 8 x 12-in. timbers laid

horizontally to cover the opening, but joined together

by bronze bolts in counterbored holes so that when
the top timber is lifted the logs will separate suc-

cessively to the limit of the counterbores thus leaving

openings between each log through which the retained

water in the sewer can pass. Pressure on the gate is

thus relieved and the binding on the guides reduced.

Details are shown in the accompanying drawing. The
gate was designed for the Department of Public Works
in the office of George H. Norton, City Engineer of

Buffalo.
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The Proofs the Thing!
By Howard Viets

Department of Rlietoric and Public Speaking,
University of Minnesota

THE professor of mathematics, who had dropped

into my office for a pipe of tobacco, leaned back in

his chair, and, as he pufTed, ran his eye over the text-

books in English that lined the back of my desk. While

I was concluding a 'phone call he reached for a text

on Argumentation and slof^'ly turned the pages. As I

hung up the receiver and turned to him he mumbled
from the midst of a cloud of smoke, "I'll wager the

boys take to argument. Seems to me a mighty good

thing if it will help them to think straight."

"You've said something now," I replied laughing.

"Every year since we began to include Argument in our

English course I have felt more and more convinced of

the wisdom of our decision. It has more than made
good."

"Might not be a bad idea to prescribe some for the

faculty," my friend rejoined with a quizzical glance

at me,

I chuckled as I struck a match, for I felt the tingle

that comes with a spirited discussion of a genuinely

interesting subject. "You spsak about thinking

straight," I began. "The very first step in the study

of argument is an attempt to straighten out kinks in

thinking."

Exposition and Argument

For one thing, most students have no clear concep-

tion of the difference between exposition and argument.

Somehow, either from text-books or in high school,

they become obsessed with the air-tight-compartment

view of English—the notion, I mean, that all writing

can be sharply set off, segregated, as either Narration,

Description, Exposition, or Argument. To them, a cer-

tain piece of wrjting is purely one or another of these

"types." It's what you might call the Ivory Soap

theory.

Of course such a view is both wrong and pernicious.

Consequently it becomes necessary to point out the

very close relationship between exposition and argu-

ment, to show how any one who has acquired the knack

of explaining has in his control the apparatus for argu-

ing; that training in expository writing provides what

may be called "mastery of materials," and that a study

of argument is really a study of "special uses of ma-
terials." Actual specimens of effective argument will

show that an arguer employs a great deal of exposition,

often with some description or even bits of narrative.

The students pretty soon see that an able writer recog-

nizes no air-tight-compartment theory of writing, but

reaches over into each of the "compartments," so-called,

whenever he finds need of opportunity. He thus in-

creases the number of tools to work with. Whatever
may be trumps, he doesn't neglect the bowers.

But when this theory of isolation is unmasked there

remains another misconception to clear away. Students

have, almost without exception, very hazy notions of

the sort of subject that lends itself to argument. They
will tackle any subject that looks as though it had two
sides. They will argue that the Spaniards blew up the

Maine just as readily as they will the proposition that

the honor system be established in this college. They
apparently have little if any conception of the differ-

ence between what are called questions of fact and

questions of opinion or expediency. In other words they
don't know the distinction between "demonstration"
and "proof." They don't realize that there are two
\^ays of "proving" something—two senses in which
the word "proof" may be used. It is this sort of hazy
thinking that tolerates propositions like these: Re-
solved: that Engineering pays better than Law, or
that Washington was a greater man than Lincoln, or
that the horse has been more useful to mankind than
the cow. Their study of Geometry, however, enables
me to set them right .here. I can show them that

when they "prove" that the shortest distance between
two points is a straight line they are using "prove" in

a sense equivalent to "demonstrate" and not equivalent

to "prove" as employed in logic. If Einstein's theories

continue to gain ground I suppose I shall be forced to

find a different theorem for illustration.

Ascertainment of Truth

All this leads quite naturally to a very fundamental
matter; namely, that genuine argument is really a bal-

ancing, a weighing of pros and cons as though in scale

pans—in a word, it is a matter of judgment. A really

debatable question will provide arguments on both sides.

One scale plan will never be entirely empty. I usually

remind them at this point of the expressions used in

law: In civil cases one side proves its case "by a fair

preponderance of the evidence," and in criminal cases,

"beyond a reasonable doubt." They then see how child-

ish it is to write, or say, "I have now conclusively

proved," or "Our opponents have failed to show a scrap

of evidence" and so on. The role that judgment plays

in argument needs, I believe, to be constantly empha-
sized.

This point is well brought out by John Stuart Mill

in one of his addresses, in which he says, "The most
incessant occupation of the human intellect throughout
life is the ascertainment of truth. We are always need-

ing to know what is actually true about something or

other. We all require the ability to judge between the

conflicting opinions which are offered to us as vital

truths; to choose what doctrines we will receive in the

matter of religion, for example; to judge whether we
ought to be Tories, Whigs, or Radicals, or to what
length it is our duty to go with each." Then a little

further on he says, "In what consists the principal and

most characteristic difference between one human in-

tellect and another? In their ability to judge correctly

of evidence."

It would not be right, however, to give the students

to understand that questions of opinion or judgment
are the only questions that concern them as engineers-

in-the-making. In the practice of their profession they

will, of course, constantly meet conundrums that are

susceptible of definite, absolute solution—susceptible, in

other words, of "proof" in the sense of "demonstra-

tion." For example, I read to them from the News-
Record a statement that the planting of shade trees

along highways is a good idea, and then I read a denial

of that. Or I quote another writer who says that a

certain mix of concrete is better than another because

it will not roll or crack. In a sense these are not

really debatable. The way to decide such matters is

not to spill ink or expend oratory but rather to experi-

ment, observe, demonstrate. I encourage students to

write and talk about them, but I warn them not to

fancy that they are debating, or, strictly speaking,
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even "arguing." They may be "proving" something,

but they are proving only in the sense of demon-
strating.

Real Proof

After all, this is but preliminaiy. When they outgrow
the air-tight-compartment theory of writing, when they

are able to discern what questions are really debatable

and what are demonstrable, when they appreciate that

true argument is never one-sided, but rather a matter
of judgment, the real nut remains to be cracked. This
is the matter of evidence, of reasoning—in a word,

PROOF. The proof's the thing! As prospective en-

gineers, one of the best things they can possibly acquire

from a study of argument is an adequate understanding

of what constitutes proof—what real evidence is, what
sound, solid reasoning is. And of course in the process

of acquiring that understanding they will leanu to

detect flimsy, incompetent, irrelevant^ untrustworthy

evidence and its side-partner, fallacious reasoning.

They sadly need this acquirement. There is some-

thing really comical in the assurance with which they

announce, "I have, therefore, conclusively proved" this

or that, when as a matter of fact they have perhaps

adduced only a little actual proof, and that, too, often

vulnerable. I find that the whole field of proof, in its

broadest sense, has to be slowly unraveled for them.

I begin with a text, like any other preacher, and con-

stantly recur to it. This text is

—

not winning, but the

truth. HoW' to get at the truth is the nub of our entire

study of PROOF.
Mill says in the same address from which I just

quoted: "There are but two roads by which truth can
be discovered—observation and reasoning. We all ob-

serve and we all reason." So we set out with this in

mind: That proof—that is, the ascertainment of truth

—is made up of facts (got from observation) plus rea-

soning. Our first precept is: Get your facts right.

Learn to observe accurately, to read accurately, to copy
accurately, to hear accurately. Without trustworthy

facts there can be no sound proof.

As soon as the students appreciate the indispensable-

ness of facts they can proceed to a study of reasoning,

the other complementary angle, as it were, of Evidence.

It is then easy to show how all evidence can be classified

as direct or indirect—as "testimonial" and "circum-
stantial," The direct or testimonial consists of facts

—

documents, letters, reports, actual observations, or the

"ipso dixit" of recognized experts. The indirect or

circumstantial consists always of reasoning.

Of course, it is too much to expect mature, cogent
reasoning from most undergraduates, but it is quite

feasible to acquaint them with the commonest ways by
which men reason and the commonest fallacies into

which they are liable to fall. Any educated man surely

ought to know what it means to argue in a circle, for

example, or to beg the question, or to argue from the

part to the whole and so on. Whether a man becomes
an engineer or a merchant he will need to know more
or less about abstract reasoning. I think it is true,

however, apropos of this, that the young engineer will,

in point of fact, use the direct form of evidence more
than the indirect, facts more than logic.

Almost inevitably some one at about this point in our
study of proof raises the question of the relative value
of direct and indirect evidence. If no one does, I raise
it myself. It is a pertinent inquiry. Off hand, ninety-

nine persons out of a hundred will promptly pronounce
in favor of direct evidence. E.specially is this so in
the case of those who have the scientific point of view.
Facts, expert testimony, document—you can see the
appeal to the scientist. A lawyer, however, will tell you
that such a one-sided view is wrong, that as a m.atter
of fact direct evidence is not inherently more trust-
worthy than indirect, that actually each form has its

weaknesses. The outstanding weakness of direct evi-

dence lies in the fallibility of our senses. Tests by
psychologists, for example, have shown that rarely do
two persons see the same thing in just the same way,
or remember things precisely. Our ears often deceive
us, so do our eyes and our noses. We make mistakes in
copying figures, mistakes in using words that look alike

and so on and so forth. The margin of error is sur-
prisingly wide. Laviyers will tell you that the problem
of law involved in a given case is nothing compared to
the problem of the facts. Establish the facts and the
law becomes plain.

You can see now why I make sure that this question
IS raised. The very act of pointing out the possible
weakness of direct evidence emphasizes the need for
careful scrutiny of it whenever it is relied upon. It

also emphasizes my slogan: The proof's the thing!
I can not see any danger of overdoing that assertion,

either. I am reminded of the young lavi^-er who eagerly
handed over five dollars to a wise old attorney on the
promise of getting some advice which would be of great
value to him during his entire career. This oracular
advice was: "Whenever you appear in a case be sure
you have plenty of evidence." I'm not inclined to believe

that the joke was on the youngster. The platitude he
got for his five-spot is one of those commonplaces that
can well bear repeating.

Persuasion and Proof

One thing that makes me feel as strongly as I do,

that after all the proof's the thing, is the rather common
neglect of sound, solid proof—facts and reasoning—for
some of the more showy phases of argument, such as
style, rhetoric, persuasion. Especially persuasion. So
many young writers and debaters want to be persuasive.
As though a man, if he be persuasive, eloquent, fiery,

could carry the day regardless of sound evidence!

One of the hardest things to do, I find, is to put
persuasion in its proper place. The trouble is that not
one person in ten knows what persuasion really is. Most
people, and especially college boys associate persuasion
with eloquence, fire, noise, "pep"—^whatever slirs and
excites the emotions. One of the aims of a good course
in argument should be to set this matter right.

Genuine persuasiveness— lasting persuasiveness—
comes from sources too seldom recognized by unthink-
ing people. It can not be slapped on like a coat of paint,

nor can it be "created" by "special methods."' One can
not say "Here I will be persuasive, there I will be
convincing." Persuasiveness is just as much at home
in a talk or a paper on some engineering topic as in a

Fourth of July oration. It is as often quiet as noisy. It

comes in a speech or paper as a sort of concomitant

of age and experience, of reputation, position, confidence

of manner, naturalness of manner, a spirit of fairness.

It blends with convincingness. One of the best ways to

be persuasive is to forget that you want to be and
instead bend all your efforts toward a clear, fair, sound
presentation of facts. After all—the proof's the thing!
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Plastic Fill Method Cuts Cost

of Earth Dike
Water Jets Convert Loosely Deposited Earth Into

Stiff Mud Which Flows and Settles

Into a Solid Fill

PLASTIC fill was substituted for rolled fill at a reduc-

tion in cost in building a cross dam or dike required

in constructing the hydraulic fill dam at Taylorsville

for the Miami Conservancy District. Into earth which

had been deposited by a dragline excavator, water was

injected until it became a very stiff dough, sufficiently

plastic to flow sluggishly under pressure. By flow and

settlement the plastic material was then shaped into

an embankment which was impermeable and as firm and

solid as could be produced by spreading, wetting, and

rolling the earth in thin layers. The plastic fill cost

about 50c. a cubic yard compared with about $1 a cubic

yard for rolled fill.

At Taylorsville, construction of that part of the main

dam lying west of the river was begun first, so that the

hydraulic filling might proceed while the river occupied

its old channel until the outlet structure on the east

bank was completed. For this purpose it was neces-

FIG. 1. PLAN OF CROSS DAM AND TRACK LAYOUT

sary to contsruct a cross dam along the west bank of

the stream, as indicated by the sketch plan, to enclose

the end of the core pool of the hydraulic fill. The volume

of the cross embankment was about 45,000 cu.yd., and it

was planned to form the fill by spreading and rolling.

When about 10,000 cu.yd. had been placed it was de-

cided, on the suggestion of G. L. Albert, superintendent

of hydraulic fill, to substitute the plastic-fill method,

with which Mr. Albert had had successful results on

other embankment construction.

For rolled-fill construction, the material was exca-

vated by a small steam shovel from a borrow pit on the

east bark of the river, loaded into 12 cu.yd. cars, trans-

transported across the river on the downstream trestle,

and unloaded by a dragline into a hopper, whence it was

hauled in dump wagons to be spread on the fill and

rolled. In changing to plastic fill the hopper, dump
wagon and roller outfit was removed. In its place there

were installed a small pump, pipe, and hose line and two

5-in. gas pipe nozzles 10. ft. and 5 ft. long. Later the

pump was eliminated and water was taken from the

monitor pipe line for the hydraulic fill operation.
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With the dump car track located as shown along the

east edge of the cross-dam, the dragline was unable

to reach, with its load, to the west edge. Therefore
two methods in detail of making the plastic fill were
required, one for the fill west of the crest of the dam
and another for the remainder of the fill. For both

sides the procedure was the same in that dry material

was dumped on the ground alongside the dumping track

and thence picked up by the dragline and placed in posi-

tion for the injection process.

When building up the west slope, the dragline laid a

windrow of dry material parallel to, but well inside, the

west toe of the cross dam. The depth of this pile was
about 10 ft. 0.1 a line about 2 ft. west of the ridge of

the windrow and about 3 ft. apart vertical holes were
sunk to the bottom by means of the "jet pipe" and water
thus introduced by percolation throughout the depth of

the material. As the earth became plastic it would

flow and since the water purposely was introduced under

the west slope of the windrow the flow was toward the

west. By dropping continually fresh material on the

windrow, and thus loading the top, and by continuing

the injection as circumstances demanded the flow was
kept continuous until it reached the slope limits of the

cross dam. The greatest distance which the earth was
required to move in this manner was 40 ft.

For the i-emainder of the fill the dragline traveled

east and west on the approximate center line of the

cross dike, building the material up in a 10-ft. layer by

successive north-and-south lines of deposit across the

fill. The jetting was done practically as each bucketful

was deposited so that the growing edge of the layer was

kept plastic and flowing toward the machine. The dia-

gram. Fig. 2, indicates the principle of procedure but

does not show the actual methods, which were more or

less irregular.

The flow of the plastic fill was slow, not in excess of

3 to 4 ft. a day, and completely under control. At any

time the motion could be accelerated by adding to the

top load or by injecting more water. It gradually

stopped if no load or water was added and it could be

checked more quickly by piling dry earth in front of

the forward moving edge of the material. When the

flowing material had finally settled it was exceptionally

dense and stable. The walls of a test pit 5 ft. deep

stood vertical. When a cut was made for a service rail-

way an 8-ft. bank stood for a long time at a slope

of 1 on J.

From the experience at Taylorsville and later at the
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Englewood dam it is evident that the success of plastic

fill will depend upon the character of the earth used.

At Taylorsville dam, the material was a glacial till or

a mixture of rock ground fine by glacial action and con-

taining a large percentage of clay, the combination being

a mixture which would permit the water to escape. The
last characteristic, of permitting the water to leak away
after it has performed by flow and settlement its task

of solidification, is particularly important in an earth

to be placed by the plastic fill method. Too fine and
retentive a clay, which hangs onto its entrained water,

would, it appeared, give trouble if used for plastic fill.

This was in fact discovered at Englewood dam, where
rolled fill proved to be best.

Taylorsville dam is one of the flood-protection works
being constructed by the Miami Conservancy District,

Arthur E. Morgan, chief engineer, Charles H. Paul,

assistant chief engineer, and C. H. Locher, construction

manager. 0. N. Floyd is division engineer in charge of

the Taylorsville dam operations ; H. R. Daubenspeck was
in immediate charge of the plastic-fill operations above

described.

Function of Technical Schools and Universities

In view of the discussion of engineering education in

this country since our entry into the great war, the

following editorial from The Electrician, London, has

special interest:

At the present moment, when scientific and technical edu-

cation is being much discussed, and plans for their extension

are in preparation, it is worth while to consider seriously

what the functions of the various institutions, colleges and
universities should be, and especially how their activities

should dovetail into one another. We perceive a tendency
for institutions that are essentially technical schools or

colleges to assume almost the functions of a university; and
simultaneously we find the older universities, in their zeal

for applied science, taking up work that might, perhaps,
be more fitly left to technical colleges. There is also a cer-

tain inclination towards amalgamation for mere "bigness,"
which we are not sure is always desirable in an educational
institution.

These remarks are suggested by the fact that in Germany
the functions of technical schools are now being much dis-

cussed. There the so-called "technical school" has, perhaps,
reached its greatest development, Charlottenburg being, of
course, famous for its size and equipment. We see that
Professor Riedler, late professor of enginering at this
institution, is dissatisfied with the present methods, and
even goes so far as to indicate that a decay set in with the
present century, that too much stress is laid on pure tech-
nique and encyclopsedic knowledge and too little importance
attached to general scientific methods and principles. We
are inclined to think that this somewhat arid and soulless
form of work had become characteristic of many German
technical schools before the war. It is, perhaps, a natural
consequence of the commercialization of science in a narrow
sense, and the modern tendency to "judge by results." We
hope that the momentary stress laid on the material results
of applied science, necessary as it may be to arouse the in-
terest of the business man, will not go too far in this
country. The pure spirit of scientific research, and the
uncramped imaginative effort that gives, in the long run,
the greatest benefit to humanity, does not thrive in a com-
mercial atmosphere. We hope that this greatest work will
be pursued at our leading universities, and that they will
not be compelled to adjust their methods to the "payment
by results" tendency. Even at those institutions which are
admittedly mainly technical, and even industrial, there
should be room for the humanizing element in education,
and not too much emphasis should be placed on the purely
material side of science.

Iowa Methods of Widening and
Maintaining Earth Roads

Operatio.is Planned to Build Up Permanent Founda-
tion for Paved Road—Bulk of Work Performed

by Tractor-Hauled Graders and Drags

By a. F. Fischer
County Engineer, Johnson County, Iowa

I-^RACIOR-OPERATED graders and drags are creat-
ing the foundation for a paved road system in Iowa

at a cost not exceeding that of ordinary earth road
maintenance. Neither the drag nor the grader methods
are unusual except that each operation is definitely
planned to contribute a part toward the upbuilding of
a piece of road to receive a permanent surface, as well
as to keep that piece of road in the best condition for
its present traflfic. Broadly speaking, earth road upkeep
is made a paved road construction process.
By the method indicated foundation construction is

a succession of small operations of simple character.
That the sequence of these operations is planned and
that each is directed to a definite construction purpose
are the facts which give value to a step-by-step recital.
Let it be kept in mind, then, that the steps enumerated
are units of a construction process which has prepared
literally thousands of miles of earth road for hard sur-
facing at the cost of ordinary earth road maintenance.
As formulated in practice the general plan of earth

road improvement in Iowa is: (1) To design a road
section which can be machine constructed; (2) to plan
a machine outfit and its operation to construct the
designed section, and (3) to establish maintenance
methods which will continuously preserve and further
build up the road.

In the designed cross-section, shown by the accom-
panying diagram, there is no surface, even the back
slopes of the ditches, which cannot be formed by the
blade of a grader.

Equipment is standardized as follows: A team out-
fit works ahead widening narrow cuts and filling in
bridge approaches, low places and mudholes. It con-
sists of from eight to twelve teams ar^d an equipment of
wheeled, fresno and slip scrapers and small tools. A
tractor-operated grader outfit follows the team gang.
It consists of two 12-ft. i;lade graders hauled tandem
by a 40-hp. tractor.

For maintenance a combination of patrol outfits, drags
and graders is employed, all operations being technically
directed as to time, place and procedure.

Tractor Grader Methods

Except at the last, in finishing the crown, the grader
operations are duplicated on the two sides of the road.
As conditions determine, resort is had to judgment in

varying the sequence and the number of grader cuts,
but substantially a definite schedule of operations is

followed.

Removal of the sod on the outside of the roadway
next to the ditch is the purpose of the first cut. The
forward grader marks the ditch line bTt makes no cut,

while the rear grader shaves off the sod in a layer about
2 in. thick and 6 ft. wide from the ditch line toward the
middle of the road. The thin cut has two objects: (1)
It makes it less diflflcult to hold the grader steady, and
(2) it furnishes a thin sod which will not pile up in the
succeeding spreading operations. One trip of the grad-
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ers completes the sod cutting from the shoulder to the

ditch line.

The next operation is to cut the front slope of wne

ditch to about a foot in depth. Two or three trips of

the graders are required for this operation. On each

trip the forward grader acts as a cutter and the rear

grader as a spreader. In the first trip the forward

grader shaves the sod from the front slope of the ditch

and carries it onto the shoulder, while the rear grader

takes the sod previously cut from the shoulder and dis-

tributes it in depressions or lays it in a flat strip next

to the center line of the crown. In succeeding cuts the

forward grader deepens the ditch while the rear grader

spreads the sod. The purpose is to spread the sod and

Blade graders, road drags and patrolmen's outfits

maintain the graded road. The road system is divided

into patrol sections varying in length from 8 to 15 mi.,

and a boss patrolman has charge of each section. Some-
times the patrolman is given helpers. The patrolman
and his helpers are usually hired by the month and fur-

nish their own teams, the county furnishing the tools.

Where two men work together, they are given twice as

much, mileage as that given a signal patrolman. The
inclination is to favor the "pair" system because it gives

four horses instead of two for light grader work; also

when desired, the men can be sent to different locations

at the same time. Four-horse graders are preferred to

two-horse graders. Good work can be done by either

;p'.

h, Var/'ea
from 20"t0 3O'
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iron it down with the tractor before any loose dirt from

the ditch is spread.

When the ditch has been deepened to approximately

a foot on the front slope, both graders are brought out

of the ditch to distribute the dirt from the ditch cuts.

This dirt is spread evenly over the previously placed sod

layer. One trip is made with both graders spreading.

Ditch Deepened

The next operation is to cut the back slope and deepen

the ditch. On the first trip the forward girder shaves

off the sod in a thin layer for the full width of the

slope while the rear grader completes the final spread-

ing trip on the crown. Care is taken to remove all sod

from the back slope in this one cut. On the second

trip the forward grader is in the ditch, shifting onto

the shoulder the sod cut from the back slope, and the

rear grader starts taking this sod to the quarter point

on the crown. On the third trip the forward grader is

on the back slope deepening the cut while the back grader

is finally distributing the back slope sod on the quarter

point on the crown. The operations described are re-

peated until the ditch is at the required depth. Each

time the front grader runs in the ditch to move away
the dirt from the back slope, it also deepens the ditch

cut from 4 to 6 in. Usually it requires two trips of the

forward grader in the ditch to one trip on the back slope

to acquire the planned cross-section. There are inter-

vals in the ditching operation when both graders are

taken out of the ditch to spread the excavated material.

Slope Finishing Cut

After the ditch has reached the required depth and

the back slope has been properly formed, a final cut on

the front slope is made from the shoulder to the bottom

of the ditch. This is purely a slope-finishing cut. It

does not deepen the ditch but leaves the shoulder in

nearly perfect alignment, with a uniform front slope.

Upon completion of the ditch, both graders are used

for smoothing the roadway to the planned cross-section.

Finally, when the graders have completed a stretch of

road, all ditches inaccessible to the graders and all

waterways are opened by hand.

machine, but the four-horse machine, being heavier,

does better work, all other factors being equal.

Contracts are entered into with various individuals,

usually farmers living along the road, to do such

dragging as cannot be done by the patrolmen. Horse-

drawn drags have been used, but the horse is being re-

placed by the tractor. When using a tractor for power,

two drags are hitched abreast or one of the newer forms
of patented drags or "maintainers" is used. In order

to drag the entire traveled roadway properly, two and
sometimes three full round trips are necessary. A
stretch of 3 mi. is about all one man can drag, and do
the dragging when it should be done, if horsepower is

used. If tractor power is used, as many as 12 mi. of

road can be properly dragged by one man.

Check Kept on Draggers

The dragmen are at all times under the general

supervision of the patrolmen, and they drag the roads in

accordance with instructions given them from time to

time. Reports of each dragging are sent directly to the

engineer's office, where a chart is kept showing the

dates of rains, time of dragging, the amount of road

dragged by each man. A check is thus kept on the

draggers and on the general condition of the dragging
which they do.

As soon as the roads permit in the springtime, the

tractor-drawn blade graders are sent over the entire

mileage. They do not attempt to do any ditching or

road building on these initial trips, but merely make a

round o^ two in order to smooth up the traveled road-

way by butting off the humps, filling the holes and shap-

ing up the crown. It is best to do this grader work
as early as possible because it gives the draggers a good

roadway to work on. The same operation with the

graders is repeated two or three times during the sea-

son, or as often as is necessary to keep the crown in

good shape.

In the maintenance of an earth road, dragging at the

right time is the big factor in keeping the traveled road-

way smooth. Continual dragging tends to "case harden"

the roads so that it will take a considerable wet period

to damage them seriously during the summer time.
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Pontoon Drawbridge and Temporary
Girder Swingspan

Bobtail Swingspan Built of Old Girders and
Operated by Cable Gear— Replaced

by Timber Pontoon Span

A FLOATING draw span installed in 1919 as part

of the new Missouri River bridge of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry., at Chamberlain, S. D., con-

sists of a single barge or scow carrying a track floor

which can be raised and lowered in accordance with
changes in the water level of the river. It is similar t-.

other pontoon drawspans used by the same railway fa
several years (see Engineering-News of April 30, 1908.

p. 474). This type of pontoon bridge differs from those

used in Europe and for military service in that a single

large boat lies across the current and forms a floating

span, while in the other type a number of small boats

anchored parallel with the current form floating piers

to support spans laid between them.

In the Chamberlain bridge, the new pontoon is a tim-

ber flat-bottom barge 262 ft. long, 40 ft. wide on the

deck and 5 J to 62 ft. deep, as shown m Fig. 1. Its

frames are spaced 24 in. c. to c. The planking on the

upstream side is protected against ice and drift by j%-in.

steel plates held in place by l-in. carriage bolts spaced

4 in. in both directions.

Two rows of uprights extend along the barge at about
18-ft. spacing. Each is composed of four posts so ar-
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ranged as to form an opensided member, these posts

being seated on stringers laid along the bottom ribs of
the frames and secured by through bolts and distance
pieces. The uprights extend about 20 ft. above the deck
and each is supported laterally by a pair of brace posts

seated on a longitudinal timber in the side of the hull.

Floor beams for the track system have their ends extend-
ing between the posts, which serve as guides. These
floor beams are pairs of steel channels, having at each

end web filler pieces which
give a side bearing against

the posts and a bottom
cushion which rests on block-

ing placed longitudinally be-

tween the posts. This block-

ing consists of 8 X 16-in.

pieces, 5 ft. long, laid longi-

tudinally between the posts of

the upright.

To adjust the track level,

the floor beams are raised or

lowered by jacks while the

blocking is built up or re-

noved correspondingly. The
Vertical range in elevation is

about 16 ft. Upon the floor

beams are packed stringers to

support the track ties. At
each end of the track floor is

a hinged girder or apron ex-

tending from the pier to the

floor beam, these aprons pro-

viding for minor differences

in elevation between the track

on the pontoon and that on

the fixed approaches. When
the pontoon is moved, the

outer end of each apron is

raised clear of the pier and
supported on a beam between
the end and pair of uprights.

These aprons have pairs of

plate girders, with shelf angles

on the webs to support the

ends of the ties.

In swinging, Lhe pontoon
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revolves about a pivot pile near the end of the down-
stream side, this pile engaging a semicircular notch

in a steel-plate projecting from the deck of the pon-

toon. When closed, the free end is locked to a pair

of anchor piles on the upstream side. For operating

the pontoon there is a power boat or small scow
lashed to the downstream side of the free end and

carrying a hoisting engine. This arrangement is shown
in Fig. 2. Over the drum of the engine passes a chain

which lies on the bed of the river and is anchored at

each end of the draw opening. Horizontal and vertical

rollers guide this chain up the side of the scow and

pontoon and it is carried across their decks on grooved

rollers.

TempoiIary Girder Swing Span

A 366-ft. pontoon was used originally for the draw at

the Chamberlain bridge, but in 1918 this had become
so leaky that it could not be kept in service. Pending
reconstruction of the bridge and the provision of the

new but smaller pontoon described above, a temporary
swing span was provided. This was a bobtail plate-

girder span built of old material available (Fig. 3.)

Two 75-ft. plate girders formed the main arm and

rested upon a bolster at 65-ft. from the free end. Out-

side of these and projecting 13h ft. bej^ond their rear

ends were two shallow 30-in. girders carrying a counter-

weight of old rails piled as shown. This short counter-

weighted arm was supported by rollers when moving, but

with the bridge closed wedges were driven to give the

arm a rigid support on the blocking. For the free end

of the span the weight was 82,500 lb. for the girders and

17,500 lb. for the track floor, or 100,000 lb. acting at a

radius of 31 ft. For the bobtail"arm, the weight was
43,900 lb. for girder and floor, with 139,100 lb. of coun-

terweight, making a total of 183,000 lb. acting at a

radius of 17 ft.
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A bolster or bearing girder composed of a pair of

I-beams carried the span and transmitted the load to the

upper disk of the center bearing, while four rollers or

balance wheels under the girders traveled on a track of

6 ft. radius. At the rest pier, the girders were seated

on a pair of rails laid along the bridge seat, the ends

of these rails projecting beyond the pier and being

curved downward so as to guide and raise the free end

of the bridge as it came to the closing position. The
end lock was a 3 x 12-in. stick 8 ft, long, laid on the

center line between two similar sticks 5 ft. long bolted to

the ties on the bridge and the approach.

To Operate Swing Span

To operate this swing span, a 20-hp. doubIe*druin

hoisting engine with boiler was installed at one end of

the pivot pier, having cables arranged as shown in Fig.

4. The opening line was led from one drum through

single-sheave guide blocks and attached to the middle

of the main arm of the span, while the closing line was
led through similar blocks and attached to the tail end.

As the free end of the span reached its closed position,

a spring buffer at the side engaged a stop consisting of

a pair of heavy timbers bolted to the trestle approach

and projecting into the draw opening.

This temporary drawspan and the new pontoon draw
were parts of the work of rebuilding the bridge, which

work was done by the railway company's forces in 1918-

1919 under the general direction of Charles F. Loweth,

chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway.

Effect of Electric Locomotives on Track and

Wear of Rails

THAT electric locomotives compare favorably with

steam locomotives in their effect upon the track is

the experience of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.,

according to the report presented by the committee on

electricity at the annual meeting of the American
Railway Engineering Association.

In the opinion of roadmasters and superintendents

on the electrified zone there is no greater slipping of

the locomotive wheels on the rail and consequently no

greater damage to the top of the rail under electric

operation than there is under steam operation. It has

not been found that there is any greater tendency

for the rails to creep on account of regenerative

braking on descending grades than there was under
the braking action of steam locomotives. No case has
been found in which electric locomotives moving at a

high rate of speed have tended to displace the rail

on the ties or the ties in the ballast.

Roadmasters agree that electric locomotives are

easier on the track than steam locomotives because
of the less rigid construction. It is stated that the

flange wear on curves under electric operation is

actually less than under steam operation, for the

reason that the electric locomotives are less rigid in

their wheel arrangement.
On curves the outer rails are elevated for speed.-;

of 30 m.p.h. on mountain grades and 45 m.p.h. for val-

ley territories. On the Rocky Mountain and Missoula

divisions the mountain grade superelevation is l-in. per

degree of curvature with a maximum of 3 in. On other

curves the superelevation is 1 inch per degree with a

maximum of 31 inches.

Notes from Foreign Fields

BRITISH ROADS FOR HEAVY TRAFFIC

EDITOa/ENGINEERiNO NEWS-RECORD

IN A previous letter (see Engineering Netvs-Record,

June 24, p. 1267) I raised questions whether water-
bound macadam in England stands up under motor-
truck traffic and, if so, why.

These questions I am in a position now to answer
in a single statement

:

Waterbound macadam here, as in the United States,

does not stand up under motor-truck traffic.

The maintenance costs are excessive, and as rapidly as

possible waterbound macadam on heavily-traveled routes

is being replaced with some form of tar or asphaltic

construction. In fact, a very large mileage of the main
roads has already been so reconstructed, and had been

even before the war.

To the American observer the universal adoption here

of the bituminous road occasions surprise. We are ac-

customed to thinking of concrete and brick as being,

with bituminous pavements, the standard types of con-

struction for heavy traffic. Never once have I heard

the concrete road proposed as a solution of the British

road problem, but when I have brought up the subject

a lively interest has been shown. The concrete road,

however, is distinctly out of the reckoning here. Brick

is even less in mind.

Moreover—and this must have special emphasis—the

bituminous pavements are not laid on a concrete base,

but on the old macadam.

The reasons for these practices are not difficult to find.

First, however, regarding the non-use of a concrete

base. Compared with our own, the road system of

England is quite mature. In addition, long tenure of

office has resulted in standr.rdizing practice in highway

construction. A county surveyor does not rush out of

office the very year he begins experimentation. He stays

on and benefits by his failures and successes. As a

result a sound body of practice has been built up, and

by constantly sharing experiences—rather easy to do in

a country as small as Britain—practices have tended to

standardize.

This shows itself, for example, in the extremely im-

portant matter of drainage. So much do they consider

adequate drainage a necessary condition of good roads

that no one has mentioned the subject to rm. I have

always had to bring it up, and then have been met by

the rejoinder, "Of course, you can't do anything unless

your roadbed is kept dry." And dry they do keep it—

not by any mysterious means, but by ditches and longi-

tudinal tile, with herringbone drains when conditions

demand them. For two genrations, under intelligent

supervision, the wet spots have been systematically

eliminated, so that the drainage job, as a construction

feature, may now be said to be done. The ditches, drains

and culverts are well looked after, so that they continue

to function properly.
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It follows, therefore, that a solid roadbed having been

secured and the metalling having been consolidated by

years of traffic, the old waterbound macadam pavement

is a very excellent base for the tar-macadam or asphaltic

top. British expectations regarding this construction

have been fully realized and the thousands of miles of

it in use show that for conditions here a concrete base

is not required.

Of course, one can foresee traffic conditions that will

lead to more expensive construction. In Lancashire,

for example, the county surveyor, Mr. W. H. Schofield,

has long since found it economical to lay granite-block

pavement, both with and without concrete base, on the

roads between the great industrial cities in the south of

the county, in the Liverpool-Manchester area. These

roads carry as much as 10,000 long tons of motor-truck

traffic per day.

So much for the none-use of the concrete base.

Slight Interest in Concrete Roads

As for the relatively slight interest in the concrete

road, there are a number of reasons. They may be sum-

marized as follows:

1. Experimental sections laid here have not been

successful. The reasons for failure I have not been able

satisfactorily to learn.

2. British engineers insijSt upon proceeding cau-

tiously. Their traditions and their outstanding success

in road work fully justify them in knowing whither they

are going before they start on large outlays.

3. There is quite general doubt as to the satisfactory

qualities of concrete as a wearing surface. This may
be due, in part, to the failures of the experimental sec-

tions, but probably more largely to a partiality, fully

warranted by their experiences, for the bituminous

surface.

4. Tar macadam was cheap before the war, costing

from 3s. 6d. to 4s. per square yard ( from about 85 to 96

cents per square yard), including the scarifying, re-

shaping and rolling of the old macadam base. With the

excellent foundation afforded by the old macadam there

was no reason for laying a more expensive pavement

—

and more expensive concrete would have been.

5. For six years any new thinking in engineering

work has been stopped. Interest was shown in con-

crete roads in 1914 and there might have been a change

in sentiment had there been, since then, six years of

road study and experimentation instead of war and its

aftermath. In our own country the great strides in the

popularity of concrete have been made in these six years.

6. There is doubt whether, in the long run, concrete

will prove to be cheaper than other pavements. British

engineers listen attentively when I tell them that our

maintenance costs for the pavement itself are less than

$100 per mile per year for an 18-ft. width. That figure

impresses them, but they advert to the relatively short

period of our experience—say, 7 to 8 years—and ask

what it will be after 15 years, when we may have had

to put on a bituminous topping.

7. Finally, there is an objection that we in the States

would never dream to be serious—the shutting off of

traffic while the concrete cures. Here again we must
understand British conditions. Detouring is, of course,

possible, but the parallel system of roads, so common
with us, is unknown here. The length of detours, com-

pared with the length of road closed, would be much
greater than with us. Apparently, too, the British

public is more likely than ours to protest against incon-

veniences. When I first heard this objection I found it

difficult to accept it as serious, but confirmation of the

original statement by various road authorities convinces

me that it is an important factor in eliminating the

concrete road.

These are the principal reasons, as I find them, why
concrete is not used here. It is admitted, though, that

with the great rise in price of tar and pitch (the price

of Portland cement has not risen in equal proportion)

much more thought will be given to the use of concrete.

Our success with it is known here, and commends for

concrete respect and consideration it might otherwise

not get.

Bituminous Construction

As to bituminous construction, there are a number of

types in use. Tar and pitch are used to a very much
greater extent than asphalt, though here again a change
appears impending, due to price considerations. Asphalt
has always been the dearer product, but tar and pitch

are now so expensive that asphalt cannot compete on a

price basis. (I take asphalt here in the sense used in

the United States. When the British engineer uses the

term "asphalte," without qualification, he means rock

asphalt—a material used here only for city paving.)

Tar-macadam is, from my observation, the favorite

type, using blast-furnace slag as an aggregate where
obtainable. Granites and andesites are also used for

aggregate, though the general experience here is that

they do not give as good results as slag. The latter has

little or no free sulphur in it, and carries from 30 to

40 per cent of lime. Practice varies as to thickness

—

from 3 to 4i in.—^but universally it is laid in two courses,

a 2 or 2^-in. stone for the bottom course and li-in.

stone for the top. The stone is coated hot at the quarry

or at a central plant, then shipped to the job and laid

cold. After the two courses are down the surface is

sealed with tar (about h or h gal. per yard) and the top

covered with i-in. granite chips. These roads as a rule

are given a tar-spraying annually, at a pre-war cost of

about 2Jd. (about 5 cents) per yard. This would give

an annual spraying cost, for an 18-ft. road, of about

$500 per mile, and for the first 8 to 10 years this is the

only maintenance cost.

The penetration type is also used. It is here called

"pitch grouting." I had the pleasure of going over the

truly remarkable highway system of Midlothian County,

Scotland, where the county surveyor, Mr. W. H. Ella-

cott, has used the penetration method extensively and

successfully. It is done much after the methods we
use in the United States, the grouting material being

pitch (the residuum from coal-tar distillation) fluxed

with cieosote oil. At Liverpool, the city engineer, Mr.

John A. Brodie, has also used the penetration method

successfully. He showed me many miles of it carrying,

as it does in Mr. Ellacott's county, heavy traffic. Some
of it has been down 20 years, with very little main-

tenance. One street had been laid 14 years with not a

single spraying. It was still in fine condition. Mr.

Ellacott sprays even his grouted roads every year,

though often only the center needs the annual treatment.

In his pitch grout Mr. Brodie uses 50 per cent fine

sand, with which some lime is mixed to increase the

percentage of fine material.

Always where roads are sprayed a surfacing of gran-

ite chips is used, thus putting on annually a new wear-
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ing- surface of, say, l to .^ in., beside sealing the surface.

While these types are the ones generally in use, a
two-course bituminous pavement with an asphaltic wear-
ing surface is coming into favor and is the concrete
road's direct competitor for heavy traffic. This type
consists of a pitch-penetration or a tar-macadam lower
course laid to a consolidated thickness of 3 in. ("using

2-in. stone). On this course is laid a 1^-in. asphalt

wearing surface, similar in composition to our wearing
surfaces for sheet-asphalt pavements. The cost of this

type of work (which like all bituminous paving on coun-
try roads is laid on the old macadam pavement as a base)
is now about 17s. per square ward, while concrete, 6 in.

thick, would cost from 18s. 6d. to £1 per square yard. The
reason that this two-course work is coming into favor
is that for 2 or 3 years it requires no maintenance what-
ever, while the maintenance cost is very small for the

first 8 or 9 years. It was freely predicted to me that this

type will come into very rapid favor. This view was
endorsed by Mr. J. S. Killick, chief engineer of the

Roads Department of the Ministry of Transport, who
regarded it as the coming popular type for main roads

except those of extremely heavy traffic.

This subject, I find, is taking more space for its

treatment than I had anticipated and since I still have
two especially important points to bring out regarding

road practice in Great Britain I will defer their treat-

ment to the next letter, rather than, by putting them
last, to allow it to appear that they are relatively unim-
portant.

Liverpool, June 2.

'URTHER HIGHWAY OBSERVATIONS IN
GREAT BRITAIN

MY LAST letter closed with the statement that I

had two observations of some importance to make
regarding highway practice of Great Britain. One re-

lates to the construction of any road over clay and the

other to the need for abutments for bituminous road

crusts. Both subjects are viewed here with remarkable
unanimity and, I believe, in a way new to us in the

United States.

It is the universal practice here to cover the clay sub-

grades with 3 to 4 in. (after rolling) of cinders or

ashes. It is the generally prescribed remedy for pre-

venting clay working up into the stone. Gravel is used

if ashes or cinders are not available, but the agreement
is general that gravel is not as good as either of the

other materials. The common description of the effect

of the cinders is that they "smother" the clay. I drove

over a road near Blackpool constructed over very wet
ground, and the county surveyor informed me that he
felt it wise at this place to use 12 in. of cinders.

Any kind of ash or cinders apparently will do—from
stove-ashes to steam cinders and destructor clinker. It

seems worth while to place special emphasis on this

practice, for the boiling up of clay into plain macadam
and surface-treated macadam tops is a common difficulty

with us. In some of our states a layer of gravel is used

on top of clay but the universal view here that cinders

are better should induce experimentation with them in

the States.

Be it noted, too, that the cinders are put down even
when a Telford base or "pitching," as they call it here,

is used. The cinders cover the clay and the Telford

goes on top of the cinders.

The .second point that I wish to emphasize is that
there is general agreement here that bituminous sur-
faces—laid, of course, on a macadam base—require
abutments on both sides to prevent the surface pushing
outv/ard. Mr. A. Dryland, the county engineer of Mid-
dlesex, stated that he had found tar crusts pu.shed 18 in.

under the sod shoulder. The type of abutment used is

a curb, sometimes of .sod, but preferably of stone. I

have seen miles of stone curbing along the more heavily-
traveled country roads, the purpose being twofold—to
furnish the abutment, or shoulder here referred to and
to prevent the cutting into the sod shoulder which would
otherwise occur. Incidentally, the drivers run their
wheels against the curbs on down grades and use them
as brakes.

It should be remembered, as I pointed out in an earlier
letter, that shoulders as we know them—extensions of
the road surface, but of a cheaper material—are not
used here. The word "shoulder" here means a raised
margin, or curb, at the edge of the metalled way.

Obviously the sod shoulder does not furnish as much
support as is desirable, yet it is of some value, particu-
larly when backed by a gravel footpath.

So far as I know we have not given this matter of
abutments as much consideration as they have here.

British engineers consider it an essential feature of
good bituminous construction.

Footpaths

Reference has been made several times in this corre-

spondence to the practice of providing footpaths on
country roads. These paths are generally of gravel, but
it is beginning to be the practice to tar-treat them.
There are many miles of such tar-treated footpaths in

two of the counties whose roads I inspected, Midlothian
and Lancashire. In Midlothian ] to A-in. stone is used,

and sprayers 3 ft. wide have been developed to cheapen
the work. Spraying in alternate years is sufficient to

keep the paths in good condition.

This construction and maintenance of footpaths is

but one of the many evidences of a development far

beyond our own. We are coming, of course, to greater

refinements—and among those refinements maintained
footnaths will be the earliest. It is highly uncomfort-

able and even dangerous now to walk on the highways
near the big cities. Before long some one will "break

the ice" by building footpaths; their acceptance aftei

that is likely to be rapid.

Liverpool, June 2.

Zoning Commission at Philadelphia
In accordance with a provision of the new city

charter, the Mayor of Philadelphia recently created a

zoning commission of 18 members. Seven of the mem-
bers are headj of municipal departments and bureaus,

nine represent various organizations in the city, and

two members are unattached. Among the department

or bureau heads are George S. Webster, chief of the

Bureau of Surveys; John A. Vogelson, chief of the

Bureau of Health, and John P. B. Sinkler, city architect.

etThe Philadelphia Engineers Club is represented by

Walter F. Ballinger, and the Amercan Institute of Archi-

tects by Edgar V. Seeler, Philadelphia chapter. The

Master Builders' Exchange and the Central Labor Union

each has a representative on the commission.
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Table Simplifies Use of TemDlates
In Track Plotting

By J. G. Walsh
Chief Field Engineer, T. C. I. & R.R. Co., Ensley, Ala.

THE accompanying table was prepared to simplify

the use of drafting curves, or templates, in plotting

track layouts. Templates in common use for such

work are practically all designed to be used on maps
of 1 in. to 100 ft. scale.

My experience has been that in the use of other

scales, such as 20 ft., 30 ft. or 40 ft. to the inch,

reduction of the curve by calculation, though very

simple, entails a certain loss of time as well as proba-

bility of errors in calculation, which I have found

amounts to about 15 per cent of loss in a day's work.

In using this table the draftsman desiring to plot

an 8 deg. scale will find his curve indicated in the

column headed "1 in. = 30 ft." opposite "8°" column
headed "D. C." (Degree of Curve), and it will be

found to be a 2°24' curve of radius, 2387.5 ft. There-

fore if his templates have been marked according

to the curve degrees he will select the one nearest

to 2°24'. This would be the one marked 2°30' as

they generally are marked by even quarters of a de-

gree. If his templates or curves are marked by a

certain number of given inches to the radius he will

select the template or curve marked 24. The number
24 indicates that it is cut on a 24-in. radius, which
on a scale of 100-ft. to the inch would be a 2400-

ft. radius, being the nearest distance to the 2387.5-

ft. radius given in the table. This is close enough
for all practical purposes in plotting track work.

Templates or curves marked to indicate the number
of inches to the radius are not used very extensively

by engineers in plotting track-work; the explanation

of the use of the table in connection with the tem-
plates marked this way is for the benefit of drafts-

men who have a varied class of work, perhaps includ-

ing pipe work, as is the case in our engineering de-

partment. In my department we use the curves marked
with degrees; in the drafting room they use the radius

of the templates marked in inches.

Driest Season at Panama
Gatun LaKe in the Panama Canal was at its lowest

recorded minimum level during the past season. That
season, beginning about the middle of December, 1919,

and ending on May 13, 1920, was the driest since the

American occupation of the Canal Zone. The average
precipitation recorded at twelve stations on the isthmus
was 3.93 in. as against 5.37 in. in the season of 1911-12,

the previous dry record. The scanty rainfall resulted in

lowering the surface of Gatun Lake to 81.76 ft. above
sea level, the lowest on record. This occurred on May 28,

rfter rains had begun but before the runoff drainage
basin had increased. The storage depletion of the lake

represented in the drop of 5.24 ft. from the 87-ft. level

at which the dry season began amounted to 20.46

million cu.ft. On March 3 the water consumption of the

hydro-electric station was reduced and about 50 per cent

of the load carried by the steam generating plant at

Miraflores until June 3. It is stated that a surface

elevation of 79 ft. has been considered as giving ample
depth for navigation through the completed canal. Had
the proposed Alhajuela Lake of 15 billion cu.ft. capacity

been built there would have been available this year for

replenishing the Gatun Lake storage depletion a some-

what larger flow, but due to the very low rainfall the

lake elevation would not have been so very much higher

than it actually was.
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Graphical Records of Sewage Flow
and Chlorine Dosage

To get a daily report which can be quickly reviewed

and a closer approach to the true conditions than is

afforded by the usual method of recording operations at

a Riensch-Wurl sewage screening plant, the City of

Stockton, Cal., is using a graphical record chart on

which sewage flow, chlorine dosage and other data are

recorded.

In devising a chart that would accomplish this pur-

pose, C. G. Gillespie, then director of the Bureau of
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Impulse Turbines Utilize Wide Range
of Head and Flow

Small Plant at Fontana, California, Loses Only 3

Per Cent Efficiency When Flow Falls

Off 83 Per Cent

AT FONTANA, Cal., the scope of an irrigation proj-

L ect was recently extended to include the develop-

ment of water power when it was found that a favor-

able contract could be made with the local power com-

panj^ The conditions imposed on the plant by the

irrigation requirements vary the effective head 30 per

cent and the flow 83 per cent. With the hydraulic

impulse turbines which were designed to meet these

conditions it has been found possible to operate at

minimum flow with a loss of only 3 per cent in the

efficiency attained at maximum flow. This has made it

profitable to utilize the power even under the disad-

vantage of the wide variation.

Only a limited area in the mountains was available

as a source of water supply, and as a protection against

dry years the supply had to be carefully conserved in

a storage reservoir. The topography of the country

required a pipe line nearly 6 mi. in length. In this dis-

tance a total gross head of 725 ft. was developed.

The agreement with the power company was on the

basis of a flat rate per kilowatt-hour to hold for any

amount of power delivered. These terms made it

desirable to develop all the power possible, but against

this had to be balanced the necessity for water con-

servation. In other words, irrigation had to be given

precedence and the problem became one of getting

the maximum power from the varying flow as de-

termined by irrigation needs. The quantity and head

WEIRS AT FONTANA PLANT TO MEASURE TAIL. WATER

ranged from a maximum of 58 sec.-ft. developing a

505-ft. effective head, to 10 sec.-ft. developing a 657-ft.

head. The amount of change in effective head is due
to the large variation of friction head in the long

line of small diameter.

Under these conditions efficiency and flexibility were
believed to go hand in hand and the equipment de-

cided upon was two 1,350-hp. Pelton double over-

hung impulse turbines equipped with electrically-oper-

ated needle nozzles and governor-operated jet deflectors.

Two units with two runners each were chosen in order

to maintain efficiency on partial loads. With this ar-

rangement the friction and windage losses are small

and are considerably less than would be the case if

an equal amount of water were used in a single duplex-

nozzle unit of double the capacity and with larger and

heavier generator and larger wearing surfaces.

Both units are supplied equally when the maximum
quantity of water is flowing. As the flow decreases

each unit supply is decreased to the point where the

efl^ciency of the individual units tends to drop. Then
one unit is shut down entirely and the one remaining

is opened to take all the flow. As the flow continues

TWO MAIN UNITS AND TWO EXCITER SETS

to decrease the needle openings of the two nozzles of

the operating unit are gradually closed equally until

the efficiency of the unit again tends to drop. At
this point one jet is entirely shut off and all the water

diverted through the remaining nozzle. The efficiency

KILOWATT-HOUKS GENEKATED AT FONTANA, MONTH BY MONTH

Month 19J7 1918 1919

January 752,000 804,000
Ff^bruary 652,000 632,000
March 1,282,000 738,000
April 1,451,000 833,000
May 1,266,000 754,000
JniiV 955,000 581,000
July 1,144,000 494.000
August 1,241,000 472,000
September 1,066,000 449,000
October 1,122.000 602,000
November 901,000 533.000
December 188,000 844.000 555000

at this lowest point is only 3 per cent below the

maximum efficiency developed under the most favor-

able conditions. As the flow increases the reverse order

in the opening of the nozzles is followed.

As the quantity of water flowing is the important

factor rather than the load requirements, the operation

of the turbine unit is controlled by the quantity of

flow and the governing and control equipment was de-

signed accordingly, every effort being made to obtain

close regulation. A long distance water level indicator

is installed at the plant to show the level of the water

in the forebay. The operator in the plant is guided

by the indicated water level and manually controls the

needle nozzle openings, though the needles themselves

are electrically operated.

The hydraulic equipment for the Fontana plant was

designed by the Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco.
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Letters to the Editor

Technical Engineers Neglected in Labor
Board's Wage Award

Sir—The rail award given out July 20 by the United
States Railway Labor Board contained no increase for the

technical employees of the engineering departments of the

railroads. In fact these engineering departments did not
appear to exist. The newspapers informed the public that

all departments of the railroads received some increase and
in the list of all departments there was to be found no
reference to any engineering departments.

Why was this ? Of all the 57, or more, technical societies

and associations in this country was there none which at-

tempted to plead the cause of the engineers before the

Board? If there were any, then what reasons were given

for discriminating against the engineers? Is it improper
for the engineers of this country to demand an explanation

from the societies as to why they neglected this opportunity

to effect recognition and to gain a salary increase for the

whole body of technical employees of the railroads?

Danville, 111. Waltehi J. Sykes.

Engineer's Duties on Cost-Plus Work
Sir—'In H. M. Bryant's query on p. 40 of your issue of

July 1 in regard to the duties and authority of the engi-

neer on cost-plus-percentage construction work, he describes

difficulties and perplexities which need not exist and which
certainly can be avoided by the simple precaution on the

part of the owner of selecting the builder with the same
care supposed to be exercised in the selection of his engi-

neer. A man is known by the work he does and there is

no reason why the owner should be more fortunate in the

selection of the engineer than in the organization to do

his building.

Why can we not be fair to the successful and reputable

contractor and credit his success to honesty, energy, ability

and his desire to give his client a first class job in order that

he may find another one when that is completed? The aim
of this sort of man is not simply to "get by" the engineer;

good, fair or poor work will do that, depending on who the

engineer happens to be, but why not have confidence in one
as well as the other?

When Mr. Bryant goes to the tailor for a new suit of

clothes he does not employ an inspector to sit by while it

is being made, but if he does not get the worth of his money
he goes elsewhere the next time and advises his friends to

do the same. This method soon puts the dishonest tailor

out of business or leaves him only such customers as desire

his class of work.

The country is full of expert builders, specialists in their

lines, who are up-to-date business men with large sums of

money invested in their plants and organizations. These
men know better than the general public that their business
depends on the class of work they do so why should one be

viewed with suspicion and a careful watch set upon him
the instant he moves on a job? Ordinary business policy

demands that proper records and check be kept on all ex-

penditures and the man who is paying the bills should most
certainly be properly represented and his interests safe-

guarded, but if the owner or his engineer is assumed to be
more capable of directing operations than the contractor
why employ him at all?

Business men who have construction work to do should
not overlook the obvious fact that it costs money to get and
hold together a first class plant and organization with
which to do his work and the better it is the more it costs.
When one of these same business men consults a lawyer or
physician he does not look for the one who will advise him
for the least money but goes to the one whom he knows
to be reputable and generally gets the kind of service he
wants; he can apply the same method to the selection of his
builder with results equally as satisfactory.

Addison, Ky. H. G. McCormick.

"Crossover Practice" and Standard Fees
In the Legal Profession

Sir—In the article "Crossover Practice" in your issue of
June 24 offers the following paragraph:

"In the legal profession admission to the bar admits to
general practice and reaches into any specialty in which a
lawyer may wish to enter. A real estate lawyer may defend
a murderer and a criminal lawyer may try an involved in-
surance c.*se. A corporation lawyer may serve in riparian
disputes. A specialist in insurance may try an admiralty
case."

These statements are entirely correct, but only if the
word may is in each case accented. It is a rare thing that
a man specializing in any branch of civil practice is
engaged in criminal cases. The "corporation lawyer" Can
attorney in the employ of a corporation) is of course liable
to be called on to try a riparian case if his employers are
interested in such matters, but admiralty practice is meddled
with but little by the general practitioner. Of course he may
appear in any matter whatever if requested to do so, but I

do not think that attorneys are less confined to specialties
than engineers.

Another article contains the statement that "in the legal
profession there has been no action for standardizing fees,"
and takes a needless slap at the legal fraternity in the
statement that a standard schedule of fees would probably
be opposed by many lawyers because it would serve in many
case to protect the client against exorbitant charges. It
would seem that if the writer had made any research worth
mentioning he would have found that, far from it being a
fact that there has been no action for standardizing fees,
such action has in most localities preceded similar action
by any other profession. I know of no county in this
neighborhood where there is not a fee table established,
and in a very wide stretch of country now the so-called
"uniform fee bill" has been adopted so far as commissions
on collections are concerned. Thus a client at a distance
can readily ascertain what commission will be deducted
from any collection. Again, in every county that I am
acquainted with there is a regular schedule of fees for
drawing legal instruments and for all routine matters before
the various courts, all such fees being of course the minimum
charge. In the preparation and trial of important cases
any fixed rate is of course out of the question.
The following is quoted from the preamble to the latest

fee bill of the Knox County bar: "We hereby establish the
following schedule of fees and rates of compensation as the
lowest which we can reasonably and honorably receive, but
these rules are not intended to restrict members of the
Bar from receiving larger fees in cases of difficulty or
magnitude." This is I believe in spirit as well as letter
substantially the same as the sum of all fee bills of all

professions. 0. H. Tripp.
Rockland, Me.

Prohibition, China, and the Railroads
Sir—In a letter in your issue of June 17, iV'r. F. C.

Finkle of Los Angeles makes this surprising statement:
"They (the Chinese) come from a count'^y where prohibi-
tion was first adopted, 459 B.C., and has been enforced
so long that the Chinese Empire has lost its power and
the people have degenerated through the use of drugs and
narcotics taken as substitutes," etc.

If my recollection of history is good, there were other
great empires in the world, in 459 B.C. and the centuries
immediately succeeding, where the use of alcohol was not
prohibited. Have Persia, Greece and Rome stood the test
of time so much better than China ? I should like to hear
Mr. Finkle discuss this point.

Regarding the Railroad Problem:
Has anyone recently considered putting the railroads as

nearly as possible on the basis of the public highways?
We do not expect the highways to be self-supporting, why
should we expect more of the railways which are really only
another kind of a highway? Making proper allowance for
interest and renewals, was the country's railway system.
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taken as a whole ever self-supporting: anyway? I should

like to see *^Ms question discussed by a competent author-

ity.

Why not let the government take over the rails and

roadways and maintain them as it does the highways ? For

operation divide the national system into convenient units

and lease each to the highest bidder for a reasonable term

of years. The proceeds from the lease, supplemented by

taxation as necessary, would maintain the roadways.

Doubtless many trunk lines would lease for more than the

maintenance cost, the surplus going to help make up deficits

elsewhere. In this way most of the benefits of private

operation could be retained, while the evils of a direct

subsidy would be avoided. At the same time the corpora-

tions would be relieved of much expense which evidently

cannot be met under present conditions.

Southbridge, Mass. H. F. Ammidown,
;:5urveyor and Genealogist.

Shrinkage of Earthwork

Sir—I have read with interest and profit your article

on "Shrinkage of Loosely Filled Earthwork in Embank-

ments" in Enghieerhig News-Record of June 24. On p.

1257 appears the following statement: "A rule issued by

the engineering section of the Division of Valuation in 1918

specifies a shrinkage allowance of 10 per cent." For your

information, I write that the rule referred to provides that

in no case shall 10 per cent be exceeded, but a less allow-

ance shall be made in case of recent construction and where

10 per cent is clearly too high.

My understanding is that shrinkage is taken to mean the

difference between the volume of existing seasoned embank-

ment and of original excavation, including not only the

shrinkage proper hut also such variable factors as loss in

transportation and losses which may occur from erosion

and other causes during the construction period.

Edwin F. Wendt,
Member, Engineering Board, Interstate

Washington, D.C. Commerce Commission.

On the Efficiency of Union Labor

Sir—There has been much discussion in the past few

months of the relative efficiency of labor at the present

times as compared with the period preceding the war. We
have the statement of Louis Horowitz, president of the

Thompson-Starrett Co., New York, to the effect that while

a competent brick mason can lay 2,000 brick per day, and

was actually laying from 1,200 to 1,500 in 1916, he is lay-

ing only from 600 to 700 at the present time. Offset

against this is the opinion of many managers that labor

is doing its share, and that there is too much of a tendency

to criticize labor for conditions beyond its control.

In this connection a very interesting study has been

made of the operation of unloading ships of the Morgan
Line at New Orleans after their trip from New York.

There are three combined passenger and freight steamers

on this line

—

Creole, Comtis and Momus. These ships are

practically alike, having been built in 1906. A comparison

of the number of tons of cargo handled from these ships

on five consecutive voyages of each ship in 1914 has been

made with a similar record of the past winter. The results

are rather startling.

It is shown, for instance, that in 1914 on five trips there

were unloaded from the Comus 7,872 tons of cargo with the

expenditure of 20,218 man-hours on the wharves. During
five runs in 1919-20 the tonnage unloaded was 7,748 or

nearly two per cent less than in the previous period. But
the man-hours required for the work amounted to 28,638,

f^T an increase of 42 per cent. For the three ships with a
total of 15 voyages in each of the two periods it was found
that the total tonnage unloaded increased from 26,831 in

1914 to 27,092 in 1919-20—a gain of not quite 1 per cent.

But the man-hours required for the work in 1914 wei'e only

70,196, as compared with 99.063 in 1919-20. This is an
increase of 41 per cent in man-hours, to cover an increase

of 1 per cent in tonnage.

Hours of labor having been slightly reduced, the ques-

tion of fatigue from a long day's work has been pi'actically

abolished. It has been suggested that the influence of

prohibition is largely responsible for the above result, this

being on the theory that a longshoreman will work about

two hours at top speed if he has some alcoholic stimulant

under his belt, and then requires further stimulant before

the next two hours of work. It seems to the writer that

this view is an ex-parte one, of a type particuarly preva-

lent at the present time, and that it is entitled to very

scant consideration. However that may be, we have the

definite facts as set forth above, the figures having been

prepared by E. E. Lamberton, in charge of operations at

New Orleans, for the Southern Pacific Steamship Co.,

which owns and operates the Morgan Line.

The figures as given show in each case fifteen consecutive

unloadings of the same three vessels at the same wharf,
carrying the same kind of cargo, which was handled under
identical conditions by practically the same men. The
number of pounds handled per man-hour has decreased

from 793 in 1914 to 547 in the present period, and the

number of man-hours expended per ton of cargo unloaded
has, in the same period, increased from 2.616 to 3.657 man-
hours, or 39.8 per cent.

An interesting side-light on the same situation shows
that pilfering on the wharves has undergone a tremendous
expansion. In 1914, in connection with the fifteen voyages
covered in the figures, there were thirty-four claims paid,

aggregating less than $100. In 1919-20, under the same
Bet of conditions, there were 655 claims paid, aggregating
more than $20,000. SIDNEY G. KOON, M. E.

Boston.

Shall Chinese Labor Be Imported?
Sir—Present laws do not favor the importation of Chinese

labor and no political party wants it or could afford to

legislate in its favor. That being the case it simply will

not happen and time might be more profitably spent in

increasing the efficiency of our own people than in wish'
ing for the Asiatics.

This country has periods of depression when labor is

not fully employed. Organized effort was necessary to

find places for the returning soldiers last year. Simultan-
eous undertaking of works of extraordinary magnitude
when labor is short could and should be avoided. Exten-
sive programs for road building and municipal improve-
ments can be deferred until slack times. In that way the

public work would be done at less cost to taxpayers, the

tendency would be toward more uniform activity in all

lines. It seems that we can better afford to try other ex-

pedients to keep things moving than to bring in any more
race problems, for they are harder to solve than present
labor problems. The sentiment seems pretty general that

there are too many aliens now who live in America but
will never be Americans. Geo. C. Love,
Newport News, Va. Civil Engineer and Surveyor.

Sir—Replying to the letter of John Ericson relative to

the desirability of the importation of cheap coolie labor

permit me to state that I am positively opposed to such a

measure as one wholly unsound in economic principle and
dangerous to the social fabric of our nation. The United

States is the most favored nation of the world from the

standpoint of natural resources. Its people are resource-

ful, intelligent, and progressive to a degree that is unsur-

passed, and therefore capable of producing all that is neces-

sary for their comfort or advantage. These facts alone

controvert any argument of necessity for the importation of

any labor whatsoever, whether skilled or unskilled, that the

nation may prosper.

In thoughtless moments we are all wont to complain at

the scarcity of labor and its high cost, forgetful of the fact

that scarcity of labor and high wages mean improved liv-

ing conditions for our laboring classes, better educational

advantages for their children, more happiness for them, and

the attraction to unskilled work of better educated, more
skilled, and more capable men—a combination of brain and
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brawn which spells progress instead of industrial stagna-

tion.

It was said that "this nation cannot endure half slave

and half free" and with equal force it may now be said that

this nation cannot prosper and progress with its workers

on two planes—one to which neither privilege of citizenship

nor assimilation is denied, and one to which all privileges of

citizenship and assimilation are denied. The nation is even

now cursed with the problem of caring for one class of non-

assimilable workers introduced by our forefathers in colo-

nial days because there was a scarcity of labor, and this ex-

ample alone should be sufficient to hush the argument for

the importation of more.
There is now and there always will be (in spite of the

most improved living conditions) a certain percentage of

our people not richly endowed by nature with mental power,

ambition, and capability. These gravitate naturally into

the unskilled and rougher work, and into competition with

them would be thrown any unskilled workers imported,

thereby adding to the handicap imposed upon them by

nature. This competition would bring poorer living condi-

tions to this unfortunate class of our citizens, decreased

advantages for their children, an increase in social unrest,

and a reflection of discomfort all the way up through the

labor world.

In conclusion let me point out that everyone of us,

whether he be the humblest worker with pick and shovel

or the whitest-collared, highest-salaried specialist, is a

member of this labor world; that unduly high wages or fees

cannot long endure for any one class of this labor world

because the very attraction which high wages or fees af-

ford introduces healthful competition from out the other

classes and automatically brings an adjustment; and, that

the bringing, by importation, of any class of inferior

foreign labor into competition with a domestic class

of labor means not only lowered living conditions for

the latter, but for every other class of our domestic labor.

The importation of the most skilled hands and inventive

minds may well be encouraged because the productivity of

our own labor and the sum total of the nation's happiness

may thereby be increased. The importation of a class of

labor lower than our domestic supply is degenerating, will

increase our misery, and can have no sound basis in economic

prmciple. Everett N. Bryan.

Waterford, Calif.

Sir—In your issue of June 17 you print a letter from F. C.

Finkle which discusses the admission of Chinese laborers,

and we have noted that Mr. Ericson and "the best men in

the country" are thoroughly criticized for their failure "to

grasp the cause, much less the true remedy, for our serious

labor shortage." While I do not care to enter into a dis-

cussion of the relative merits of the various views that

have been advanced as to what should be done, I feel that I

ought to object in writing to the attitude of Mr. Finkle

on two general grounds: (a) Because of his unreasonable

antagonism to prohibition, for which every right-minded

man has been praying for these many years; and (b) be-

cause the classing of all Chinese with the degenerates is an

insult to a friendly people that as true Americans we should

very promptly resent as being entirely uncalled for, and as

junkerism, if not downright propaganda cf the brewers' as-

sociation.

China looks to America as its one true friend and if

Americans show even a spark of human decency and sym-
pathy there is bound to develop a mutual co-operation that

will go far to protect us against future encroachments of

the Japanese, to say nothing of the opening up of satis-

factory solutions for other great problems. The people of

the Philippines are well aware of the importance of retain-

ing the protection of the United States Government after

they have become self-governing as a necessary guarantee
of the perpetuation of their freedom and independence.

Japan is a nation controlled by expediency, but China is

honest and trained in the arts of peace and her backward-
ness is more the result of the * deadening effect of her

religious instruction than to any lack of brains and ability.

Christian civilization, imperfect as it has been shown to be,

has made America possible and it is the thing that can make
China what it is hoped she will some day become—a friendly
nation trained in honest intentions and peaceful pursuits.

We cannot afford to antagonize a nearby (as distances go
nowadays) nation, even unintentionally, which is possessed
of such enormous latent power for good or evil. We should
do our unmost to cultivate China's friendship by acts of
kindness and expressions of goodwill and lofty sentiments.

It has iitely been necessary for me to investigate the
conditions that exist between America and China in con-
nection with an opportunity offered me to serve the young
men and the people there as an engineer and as an educator.
Through personal correspondence I have been able to get a

viewpoint that is intimate and human. As a result I am
convinced that Chinamen look to America for guidance and
help, but that America ought not expect large returns in a
material way and should be satisfied with a knowledge of
work well done in the great cause of humanity. Selfishness
will undoubtedly destroy America's chance. Americans
are wanted to guide the Chinese to the light but they must
be willing to go forward slowly, beginning with things as

they are and building step by step and soundly, giving the
best that is in them. If they go to China's assistance for

any lower motive than to be of complete service to China
and her people it were better that they should perish be-

fore they do irreparable harm. Americans now are re-

spected and may go anywhere that a Chinaman may go.

Chinamen crave American aid in order that the bad influence

of the Japanese may be offset. As there is no militar>'

question or suspicion between Americans and Chinese,

mutual confidence is possible.

American educational institutions are very popular with
the Chinese generally and they stand very high in compar-
ison with either the government institutions or those sup-

ported by other nationalities. The important thing to be
kept in mind in relation to this effort of Americans to help

is that the real justification for American colleges in China
taking up professional work such as engineering lies in their

ability to give to their students the highest type of idealism

and to emphasize all those factors that go to make up that

complex thing we call character. The Chinese Government
schools do not do this. Engineer graduates of the American
institutions have this factor of character in addition to their

purely technical training which ensures their rising to

leadership in the profession in China and so be in a posi-

tion to help to keep the ethics and practices of the engineer-

ing profession on as high a plane as in the West. It will

be very serious for China if she has to rely entirely on the

men educated under the demoralizing influences of the

government schools to direct her great engineering works
and to spend the millions of dollars that will be spent there

in the years to come shortly. So there should be a greater

spirit of helpfulness and co-operation shown, for if we need
the help of Chinese labor, the Chinese need our help

even more.

The first great convention of Chinamen ever held, to

cement friendship between America and China and to

establish better understanding ibetween the two nations,

has but lately met in San Francisco under the auspices of

the Chinese National Welfare Society of che United States,

which has a membership of 15,000. It is proper that we
should approach the Chinese labor problem in the spirit of

mutual respect and cordiality. Full and unqualified support
should be given to this attitude by every loy.^1 American,
since cnly by encouraging mutual goodwill can we hope to

protect ourselves against the "yellow peril" that is going

to come whether we will or will not have it.

In conclusion let me say that I believe that the Chinese

laborer will make a far better and more desirable citizen

without his beer than the Polish, Slavonian, Italian, Swiss

or Greek laborer who has quit our great and glorious coun-

try for a country where he can have his intoxicating bever-

age which destroys efficiency and weakens resistance to dis-

ease and makes the kind of citizens we call undesirable

aliens—the kind we do not want.
Edward G. Sheibley,

Los Angeles, Cai. Consulting Engineer.



Hints for the Contractor

Checking Actual Unit Costs Against

Estimates

By Chas. p. Rumpf
Fairmont, West Virginia

THE cost data chart herewith illustrated is a de-

parture from the customary curves, or co-

ordinate system of plotting, and possesses the ad-

vantages of giving immediately an unusual amount

of information in concise form. This style of chart

is particularly applicable in checking an estimate of

costs as the actual work progresses. Taking for

example the item concrete, it will be seen that the

following information is at once available: (1) The unit

estimate per cubic yard; (2) the total estimate in

dollars and in yardage; (3) the amount spent during

each week; (4) the corresponding yardage placed in

this period; (5) the actual unit cost per week; (6) the

actual unit cost to date; (7) the state of completion as

compared with the estimated quantity.

It is apparent that when the actual unit cost to date

agrees with the estimated unit cost, the line joining

amount spent and quantity placed will be horizontal,

and, furthermore, that a departure from the estimated

unit cost will be indicated by the line joining cost and

quantity sloping towards the dollars or the quantity as

the actual unit cost is less than or greater than the
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282
CHART ALLOWS GRAPHIC COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED

AND ACTUAL UNIT LABOR COSTS

estimated unit cost. Another useful fact readily

determined is the relative value of the various items

as shown by their respective heights.

This form of chart is being issued weekly under the

writer's direction by the architects Dreher, Churchman,

Paul & Ford in connection with a building project in

Fairmont, W. Va.

Wooden Runway Solves Trucking Troubles

on Sandy Subgrade

By Thos. E. Burton
Resident Engineer, Sedgwick Co., Kansas, Federal-Aid Roads

N LAYING the concrete base for the bituminous-

filled brick road leading south from Wichita, Kansas,

and known as Federal-Aid Project No. 24, Sec. A a

method was developed which proved both practical and
economical. This road is on a sandy soil, a fact causing

great difficulty in the transportation of materials. The
clay surfacing which had been put on by the county is

removed in the grading and used where possible for

the earth shoulders. Because of this the contractor

found it advisable to carry his rough grading only a

short distance in advance of his concreting. The method
used in 1919 was to place the material on the .subgrade

and handle it in barrows to the mixer. This was found

to be expensive procedure, especially because the finished

grade was continually cut by

the trucking.

To overcome the high cost

of construction and increase

the output simultaneously the

Bickel Contracting Co., which
is building this road, changed
to the proportioned-batch sys-

tem, hauling five two-sack

batches to the truck. This

meant the reconstruction of

their storage bins. The truck

is driven under the sand bin

to the stone bin where the

five batches of stone are

dumped; it is then backed to

the sand bin where the five

batches and sand are loaded.

Every fourth truck carries one

batch of curb material which

is different from the base ma-
terial since the curb is in-

tegral. From the sand bin

the trucks are driven to the

cement sheds where two un-

tied sacks are placed on each

batch whenever there is con-

siderable wind or when rain

threatens, otherwise the ce-

ment is dumped direct into the

batches. This loading opera-

tion takes an average of three

minutes. When the trucks

reach the work there is put

into operation a steel turn-

table as illustrated which has

Avenoiqe Estimoited UnitCost
|2.80perCu.Yd.

CONCRETE
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eight ball-bearing 8-in. rollers that run on an H-section

circular track. This turntable is placed 300 ft. ahead

of the mixer and between it and the mixer is laid a

wooden steel-shod track upon which the trucks back to

the mixer. The track is made in 9-ft. interlocking sec-

tions held apart by :] in. hooked rods spaced every

9 ft.

The turntable occupies the space of the two track

sections and can be set ahead at any time and be

replaced by track. When the concreting has reached

the turntable the removed track sections are then laid in

advance and by the use of two-wheel carts the turn-

SECTION OF W^OODEN STEEL-SHOD TRACK AND TURN-
TABLE USED ON FEDERAL-AID WORK IN KANSAS

table is moved down the track to the new location. At
the beginning of the day's operation half way between

the turntable and mixer three sections of form are

taken out on one side and three sections of track are

removed and replaced by planks, thus the returning

empty trucks can turn out and drive down the shoulders

and the incoming trucks are never more than 150 ft.

from the mixer. After the mixer reaches this opening

another is used which was left at the turntable. During
the day forms are continually being set and upon them a

subgrading machine is run just before the track and

turntable are moved. The time required to move track

and set turntable is forty minutes.

Cost Cut 60 Per Cent

The contractor made sufficient track to operate his

concreting unit seven hours; the other hour is used in

preparing for the next seven hour's run. This method
of operation has cut the cost per square yard of base

laid to 60 per cent of the cost of the method used last

year. With a few improvements that are being added
from time to time the efficiency of this kind of operation

apparently will equal that of any other method now in

use. It is quite possible to increase the output by
expanding the system in some direction, but, as it is, the

correlation of the parts and their functioning on time
is very good and it is a matter of making the increases

according to the readily ascertainable percentages of

their value to the whole.

Dump Car Loaded Through Hopper
In loading trains of small steel dump cars from a

revolving steam shovel on a grading job in Australia,

the bucket dumped its contents into a steel hopper
supported over the track on a steel frame mounted on

small wheels. This method avoided spilling of the

material and possible damage to the cars by striking

them with the bucket or its door.

Increase Alley Pavement Output

AN OUTPUT increase of nearly 40 per cent has been

^ accomplished on recent alley paving in Chicago by
adopting mechanical loading from stockpiles and truck-

tractor dry-batch haulage. With hand loading from
stockpiles and wheelbarrow charging the output per day
of 15 ft. 4 in., alley pavement 7 in. thick averaged
about 550 sq.yd., with favorable weather. A crew of

twenty-seven men was required. Using the mechanical
equipment and the same crew the output, regardless

of weather conditions, was increased to 750 sq.yd.

As alley paving, generally, is prosecuted it consists

of about 1,100-sq.yd. operations often widely scattered

so that many moves of the outfit are necessary during

PROPORTIONED BATCH DUMPED DIRECTLY INTO
MIXER SKIP

a season's work. Alleys in Chicago average abou*^

15 ft. 4 in. in width and are paved full width using

1:2:3 concrete. With the limited width and no side

space, stock storage is complicated. In general the con-

ditions are such as tend to retain simple mixer outfits

and hand methods to supply the mixer and to place

the concrete.

In choosing the mechanical outfit, attention was
given to the fitness of each unit for its particular task.

For loading stone from piles a Barber-Greene loader

was selected and for loading sand a Jeffrey loader.

These loaders lift the stone and sand into hoppers

whence they are measured 9 cu.ft. of stone and 6 cu.ft.

of sand into the bodies of the four trucktractors. The

cement is loaded by hand. A round trip haul of 1,000

ft. is made from stockpiles to the paving mixer in

about 3 min., which keeps the mixer, making a 1-min.

mix, bu^y. The accompanying view shows a truck

dumping the dry batch directly into the mixer hopper.

The operating crew of 25 men in charge of a fore-

man and a receiver, consists of one operator and two

laborers on each of the loading machines; four truck-

tractor operators; three men loading cement, and, at

the mixer, one man on the dry side, four on the wet

side, two mechanics, one fireman, one man on expan-

sion joints, two fine graders and two form setters.

The contractor is the Schmidt Construction Co.,

Chicago.



CITKRENT EVENT.« 7N THE CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONTRACTING FIELDS

News -OF the Week
New York, August 5. 1920

Bureau Public Roads To Report Fire Causes Slight Damage on Offlcials^U^ged To Accegt^^^^^^

on California Highway System W illiamsburg Bridge
Governors of all states, mayors of

A complete econom.c study is to be J'^'XTlZ t'c^^ti ^tt Z leading eities directing heads of fed-

mai Of "the ^J^hway system of C^^^^^^ ^ ^L:^^,::^.'i^iT^^{A East -^,„Sg wl'Td S^:^Z:ZS 'kl evoJon of he" Califo"™': R'-'^N-V;r^';'ln^or crtfu'c SsZers^ha^e been urged by letter

by the California roads. Hamburger, engineer in charge
'''%,^rfni}ZZ

It is believed that the survey in Call-
^^ ^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^. ^^^ Municipal Depart- n^^ttee, follows,

fornia will develop many facts whicn
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ Structures, no major ^ jg doubtless known to you that eng*

will be applicable throughout the .

j^j^aged. Repairs neers in all branches of the pr9fession have

country. In addition, the study will en-
^.^^^t^eing-ade Orders for'ncw ffer/eafstro"^ ^h^S Slse*^^ b^u^-^

able the Bureau's engineers, it is be-
. • received by W. Rees, ing power of the dollar i" few cases has

lieved, to give some helpful profes-
%^,"f^^^^end^^^^^^^^^ the National ^J^t\^r^^r%f ^^rZlf^oV"^?^^^^

Sional advice to guide th^ Ca ifomia
^ ^^^^^ ^^ j^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^

""Ineineefe Council, which represents
Highway Commission in the future.

^^_^^ ^^ 3^ ^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ the ovfr ^4 5.00o"fnginTrs in all parts of the

The study is to b%undertaken in re-
^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ j^^^ ^^

Pn^^Xf^fo^n^^'fvel^l'yfar^ '^ITen^^'o^u^
sponse to a request for such a survey

members had been fabricated and Swith an abstract of the report of the

from the California Commission as
, ,. , , , truck at the bridge Council's special Committee on the Class.

.

noted in the Engineenng Nev^s-Record, ^f^eTt JccTdent ha^not necessitated S^Tepo^fcoS^irs^fSafrdSS
July 15, 1920. p. 140.

^ ^^^^down of vehicular traffic over the f".ofafx^f^SfhS^ufe^^Jf^SIaXfater^S
structure, although service on the elec- compensation in each of the proposed

Associated Contractors Urge Con- ^^^ railwayjine^has^eeiwnte^^^^^^
:^k^S^f^^^^.^r^l%^

sideration of Construction Needs ^ew York Plans New North -^hV^eS^Stfo^/ 'J.TVSl^ei 'fje
General R. C. Marshall, Jr., formerly River Piers Municipal^

^"elS'of^t^ha'^soJi^^Vhlld'^on

Chief of the Construction Division of The first step in the replacement o± May 26, 1920, at which time a schedule was

the Army, who lately accepted an ap- a number of old North or Hudson River ^f°Pt^^p^p,P^;!;|S^fy lo^per S"|reater than

Dointment as general manager of the piers by new ones has been made by that tentatively suggested by the committee

Associated General Contractors of the city administration of New York The ci-smcajon^ha^s^b^

America, has addressed to the chair- City. This step consisted in the action on the Reclassification of Salaries in its

men of the Republican and Democratic of the Sinking Fund Commission au-
[^^°^JSI?afSlce''°(sefInfi^^ News-

National Campaign Committees the thorizing the expenditures of funds to necord, April 15. 1920). and .it ^as^ ap-

following open letter emphasizing con- supplant thirty-two antiquated piers P^^^^d ^b^y
l^^ejgfy'^^f^o^r Testing Materials on

struction needs as one of the big do- between Vesey and Perry Sts. on the April 13. 1920 The endorsement of the

mestic issues in the coming campaign, lower part of Manhattan Island with t|^tative^^sc^heduie^
^Lton sSy of Civil

f>i>hteen new niers. Most of the old Engineers by its Committee on Compensa-
It is with interest that I note the atten- eignteen new pieis. nuou

tion at a meeting of that society held on
tion given to the need for construction of ones are cf thirty years' standing and "O" at ^jg^^BL^^B^

.^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^g ^j^g

^^arious kinds in the platforrn recently narrow with narrow slips. Two of subject 'of a letter ballot by the full mem-
adopted by the National Convention of the are narrow wiwi

"'^J^"
i

bershin It will thus be seen that substan-
Republican Party. the new piers Will be 100 ft. wide,

Pfa? progress has been made in bringing
In that document the Republican Party ,gQ x^ ^^g ^nd nine 125 ft. about a recognition of Engineering Council s

goes on record in favor of hberal appro- £>eveii xoxj •^^'
' . .,_ classification as standard.

priations for the construction of high- wide. They Will be from 900 to 1,025 ciassincaLion as.

ways, the encouragement and development -, . ig^gth. The scheme for the new mi^g adopted classification and the
of water transportation and facilities, the ^^- i" leugn.. -^ ^ ,

i-iie ctuuptcu «-
^^^»^„v.c!Q+^nn

restoration of railroad credit to furnish development has been worked out by corresponding schedule of compensation

roweTdeve'fipment *5nd^'th?°encoufaglmlnt Murray Hulbert. commissioner of docks tentatively suggested are as follows:

of home ownership and town-planning by but its details have not yet Deen
Adonted Grades. Compensation Schedule

the federal government. Every one of these „„„-.,,v,ppf5
^ (Tentative)

problems touches a vital spot in the work announceu.
junior Aid $1,080 to $1,560

of reconstruction which we are facing, m Aid 1,680 to 2,400

which construction so long deferred must a ^ £ JJ^S 20,000 MombcrS genior Aid Hl^A'' I'ltn
play an important part .rx. j^.

'
. ,. r -c^

• Junior Assist. Eng i'S^9
*° ^'i^aWhen it is realized that the construction mr^ American Association of Lngl- Assistant Engineer 2,700 to 4,140

industry is second in miportance only to ^"'^ " on nnft rviPmhpr<?hiT) Senior Assist. Eng ^,320 to 5.7bO

agriculture in the United States, I believe neers passed the 20,000 memoersnip g^ni."^'^^^.''
5,940 and upwards

it is not amiss to point out to you the ^„„i. juiv 28. The association was Chief Engineer 8.100 and upwards
need for giving this grea^ organ of the "ictii^ /^

" J'.

,rpnr<? ae-o At
body politic prime attention in the coming organized in 1910, nve yeaib dgu. rj.u

desire especially to urge upon you
discussions of national issues preceding the .-. bee-innine of 1919 it had about ^hat this question of satisfactory compen-
presidential election. , ^ oaa i. „c Af +Via hpp-inninff of sation for engineering service is one whicn
The attention of the business men of the 2,300 members. At the beginning oi |^^on i^^ ^b^^^^

^^^^ ^^^^ vitally than it

the issues presented by the platform of igoQ
it had 10,450 members. ine ^^^g ^he engineers themselves. Upon ine

the issues presented by the platforms of ^
4.1, •„ iqiq ivcc 8 1 "iO members: quality of service rendered by the engineerb

the two great polticial parties more than growth in 1919 waS ^'^^\,^^^°^^^' ?v^o design, plan and execute construction

in any election for some time past. Nor +u„f i„ ^be first seven months Ot ly/U ^^,^^y^ j^g cost and serviceability will lafgeiy

will they be content with a discussion of in- „ rrn depend. Our investigations have shown tnai

ternational policies only at a time when was y,5bU.
ioin +i,« the public is already suffenng.loss as a re

domestic problems are pressing for atten- Since the first of the year 1919 the gy^ of the great reduction in engineers

tion. For example, we are facing during ^„„. o„ „f Incnl rhanters and clubs of compensation. i„„„;«„otir.r. and
the present year a construction program number ot local cnapieib dim ^iuuo v

^,1^;"^ ^eed of a standard classification ana

estimated at the unprecedented total of the association has increased irom /b
rC f d on V 287)

(Continued on p. 286) to 209.
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No Steam Auxiliary at Niagara

The Ontario Hydro-Electric Power

Commission has decided not to proceed

v-ith the construction of an auxiliary

steam plant, as tenders received show

that, owing to the high cost of labor

and material, the cost of a 50,000 hp.

unit would exceed $5,500,000, and the

extra power to be made available could

not be secured for a year and a half.

This initial expense and the cost of

operation due to the high price of coal

would, it is estimated, add at least $10

per hp. to the cost of power in the

Niagara distict. The Commission has

been advised by Hugh L. Cooper &
Co., the New York engineers, who are

preparing a report on the Chippawa-

Queenstown power development, that

two units of 55,000 hp. each will be

ready for operation by Oct. 1, 1921,

provided there is no further interfer-

ence with the construction program of

the Commission.

Pennsylvania Reports Arrests

for Truck Overloading

Within the last few weeks a number
of arrests of automobile truck drivers

have been made at the instance of in-

spectors for the automobile division of

the state highway department, and
many men have been fined for carrying

overloads on their machines, says a

recent bulletin from the Pennsylvania

Highway Department. Several weeks
ago inspectors for the department and
state policemen began an inspection of

the trucks coming into Pennsylvania.

These officials wei'e equipped with lodo-

meters, or "jack scales," with which
it is possible to get the approximate
weight of trucks. The lodometer is a

mechanism with a jack attachment and
is placed undei the axles of trucks sus-

pected of being over weight. Two lodo-

meters are placed first under the rear
axle, which is then jacked up. The dials

on the lodometers give the weight
carried on the rear end of the truck.

Then the lodometers are moved to the

front axle and that end is raised. The
total weight registered front and back
gives the approximate weight of truck
and load. Under the state law trucks
must have painted on the outside the
maximum weight limit permitted by
the manufacturer of the car. If the
lodometers show that this weight limit

has been exceeded the inspectors take
the truck to the nearest scales where
an exact weight is secured.

Under the law no commercial vehicle
may carry a weight greater than that
specified by the manufacturer. It is on
this point that arrests are now being
made throughout the state. The auto-
mobile division inspectors find that the
greatest loads are being- carried after
dark; and they report steady streams
of huge motor vehicles constantly ply-
ing between New York and New Jersey
points and Philadelphia.

The fine for over-loading trucks is

from $25 to $100 and in addition costs
are levied, or a six months jail sentence
may be imposed.

Hold Up $3,000,000 Pipe Line at

Seattle

L. B. Youngs, superintendent of

water of Seattle, Wash., has recom-
mended that no action be taken toward
the construction of the proposed $3,000,-

000 68-in. steel pipe line from Molasses

Creek to Volunteer Park Reservoir, as

part of the municipal water system.

The lowest bid received early in the

year for the construction of the 18-mi.

line would involve an expenditure of

$3,600,000, which is considered prohib-

itive. The bond market is also consid-

ered very discouraging at this time.

Mr. Youngs states that he has reason

to believe that by waiting until next

February a saving of $25 a ton on the

14,000 tons of steel needed may be

effected.

Street Cleaning and Other Bids

Wanted at Philadelphia

Bids are wanted until Sept. 15 by
the city of Philadelphia for (1) street

cleaning for 1921; (2) collection and
disposal of ashes for 1921; (3) collec-

tion and disposal of garbage, dead
animals, etc., for 1921, and (3b) for

disposal alone, for one year and also

for five years; (4), (5) and (6) new
equipment for street cleaning, collec-

tion of ashes and rubbish and collection

of garbage, etc. ; (7), (8) and (9) used
equipment for (4), (5) and (6).

Specifications may be obtained from
the Bureau of Street Cleaning, 334
City Hall, Philadelphia. Frank H.
Caven is director, Department of Pub-
lic Works, and John H. Neeson is act-

ing chief. Bureau of Street Cleaning.

The new charter of Philadelphia pro-

vides that the city must itself do the

other work now being advertised unless

the mayor and a majority of the new
city council of 20 members decide to

have it done by contract. A committee
of engineers recently advised (see

Engineering Neivs-Record, July 29, p.

236) that the work be done by the city,

beginning in 1921, with the exception

that contract work for ash and
refuse collection be continued during
1921. It is reported that the call for

bids noted above is designed to secure

cost figures for inclusion in the 1921

budget, in case the city concludes to

have some or all the work done by
contract. The mayor has requested the

council to make an appropriation of

$15,000 to pay for estimates of the

value of the equipment now used to

perform the work covered by the ad-

vertisement; but the council has ad-

journed until Sept. 7 without action on
the request.

High Bridge Movement Endorsed

Supporting the movement for the

preservation of High Bridge, New
York City, described last week, p. 229,

the New York Chapter of the American
Association of Engineers has addressed

the city's Board of Estimate urging

favorable consideration of plana for

the preservation of the structure.

Chamber of Commerce Members
Approve Twelve Principles

Approval of a platform setting up

twelve principles of industrial rela-

tions has been given by the membership

of the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States in a referendum vote, the

result of which was announced last

week. The vote taken was on the

report of a special committee of the

Chamber's board of directors. This

report went deeply into the subject of

the employment relation and recom-

mended among other things recognition

of the right of open shop operation and

the right of employers and employees

to deal directly with each other with-

out participation by outside interests.

At the same time the Chamber's

membership in another referendum vote

has approved a report of its Committee

on Public Utilities recommending that

strikes by public utility employees

should be explicitly prohibited and that

tribunals should be created by law to

adjudicate in decisions binding on both

parties differences between public util-

ities corporations and their employees.

The vote on the two referenda was
the largest ever recorded by the Cham-
ber on any subject.

The twelve principles of industrial

relations advanced by the committee

and the vote on each are given as

follows:

1. Every person possesses the right to
engage in any lawful business or occupa-
tion and to enter, individually or collec-
tively, into any lawful contract of employ-
ment, either as employer or employee.
These rights are subject to limitation only
through a valid exercise of public authority.—In favor, 1.675 : opposed, 2.

2. The right of open-shop operation,
that is. the right of employer and employee
to enter into and determine the conditions
of employment relations with each other,
is an essential part of the individual right
of contract possessed by each of the pr.r-

ties.—In favor, 1,665 ; opposed. 4.

3. All men possess the equal right to
associate voluntarily for the accomplish-
ment of lawful purpo.ses by lawful means.
The association of men, whether of em-
ployers, employees or others, for collective
action or dealing confers no authority
over, and must not deny any right of,

those who do not desire to act or deal with
them.—Ii favor. 1,677 ; opposed. 4.

4. The public welfare, the protection of
the individual, and sound emi>lojTTient rela-
tions require tliat associations or combina-
tions of employers or employees, or both,
must equally be subject to the authority
of the State and legally responsible to
others for their conduct and that of their
agents.—In favor, 1,671; opposed, 4,

5. To develop, with due rega.d for the
health, safety and well-being of the indi-

vidual, the required output of industry is

the common social oblig^caion of all engaged
therein. The restriction of productive ef-
fort or of output by either employer or
employee for the purpose of creating an
artificial scarcity of the product or of labor
is an injury to society.—In favor, 1.675 ;

opposed. 3.

6. The wage of labor must come out of
the product of industry and must be earned
and measured by its contribution thereto.
In order that the worker, in his own and
the general interest, may develop his full

productive capacity, and may thereby earn
at least a wage sufficient to sustain him
upon a proper standard of living, it is the
duty of management to co-operate with him
to secure continuous employment suited to
his abilities, to furnish incentive and oppor-
tunity for improvement, to provide proper
safeguards for his health and safety and to
encourage him in all practicable and
reasonal)le ways to increase the value of
his productive effort.—In favor, 1,679 ;

opposed. 2.

7. The number of hours in the work day
or week in which the maximum output, con-
sistent with the health and well-being of the
individual, can be maintained in a given in-
dustry should be ascertained by careful
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study ami never should lio exceeded except
in ease of enurpenoy. anil one day of rest

in seven, or its eiiuivulent. sMoiiUl l><' pro-

vided. The reduotion in working hours bo-

low suoh eeononuo liniil, in order ti> seeuro
greater leisure tor the iniUvidu;il. shmild
he made onlv with full unilerstandinn and
aoeeptanoe of the fact that it involves a
eonnnensurate loss in the earniiiK power of

the workers, a limitation and a shoriane of

the output of the industry and an inereaso

in tlie cost of the produet. with all the nec-

essary effect of these thinps upon the in-

terests of the oonnnunity and the nation.

—

In favor, 1,677 ; opposed. 3. w .i *
8 Adequate means satisfactory notn to

the'enii)lover and his employees, and vohm-
tarily agreed to bv them, shotild be provided

for the discussion and adjustment of em-
ployment relations and the just and prompt
settlement of all disputes that arise in the

course of industrial operation.—In tavor,

1,668 ; opposed. 8.

9 When, in the establishment or aa-

justment of employment relations, the em-
plover and his employees do not deal indi-

viduallv, but bv mutual consent such deal-

ing is "conducted by either party through
representatives, it is proper for the other

partv to ask that these representatives sha I

not be chosen or controlled by, or in sticU

dealing in anv degree represent, any outside

group or interest in the questions at issue.

—In favor, 1,568 ; opposed. 54.

10. The greatest measure of reward and
well-being for both employer and employee
and the full social value of their service

must be sought in the successful conduct
and full development of the particular in-

dustrial establishment in which they are
associated. Intelligent and practical coop-

eration based upon a mutual recognition of

this community of interest constitutes the

true basis of sound industrial relations.

—

In favor, 1,664 ; opposed?.
11. The State is sovereign and cannot

tolerate a divided allegiance on the part of

its servants. While the right of government
employees, national, state or nuiiueuial, to

De heard and to secure consideration and
just tieatment must be amply safeguarded,

the community welfare dematids that no
combination to prevent or impair the opera-

tion of government or of any government
function shall be permitted.—In tavor,

1,663; opposed, 4.
. . ^. , i„

12 In public service activities the public

interest and w«ll-being must be the para-

mount and controlling consideration. ine

power of regulation and protection exercisea

bv tk« State over the corporation should

i)roperlv extend to the employees in s» far

as mav" be necessary to assure the adequate,

continuous and unimpaired operation of

publie utility service.—In favor, 1,649 ; op-

loosed, 18.

Toledo Will Pay $1.45 a Ton for

Garbage Reduction

A 10-year contract for garbage dis-

posal has b«en awarded by Toledo,

Ohio, to the Toledo Disposal Co. The

city will collect the garbage and deliver

it to the existing reduction plant of

the contractor, and will pay the con-

tractor $1.45 a ton for reducing the

garbage, washing each garbage can

immediately after it is emptied, and

maintaining about a mile of road be-

tween the public highway and the re-

duction plant. David H. Goodwillie is

director of the Department of Public

Service. S. A. Greeley, of Pearse,

Greeley & Hansen, Chicago, was con-

sulted in connection with the garbage

disposal contract.

Work for North Chicago District

Totals $290,000

A $290,000 budget passed by the

North Shore Sanitary District includes

$186,000 for a sewage disposal plant at

Waukegan, $75,000 for rebuilding the

plant at Highland Park, and $7,700 for

experimental wells to develop water

supply. John Oliver, Highland Park,

111., is president of the district.

Notes from the Corps of

Engineers

Maj. Gen. Lansing H. Beach, Chief

of Engineers, is engaged on a tour of

inspection which will include Detroit,

Chicago, St. Paul and St. Louis. The
trip between St. Paul and St. Louis

will be made via the Mississippi River.

He will return to Washington Aug. 10.

Col. Mason M. Patrick is paying an
official visit to Fort Dodge and Camp
Grant

Lieut. Col. G. A. Youngberg is at

Camp Gordon inspecting the 7th En-
gineers.

Maj. U. S. Grant has been ordered

to San Francisco to relieve Lieut. Col.

William Kelly, who has been appointed

chief engineer of the Federal Power
Commission.

Col. Harley B. Feiguson has been

ordered to Washington to attend the

General Staff College.

Col. C. W. Otwell has been assigned

to the Pittsburgh district.

The following officers of the Corps of

Engineers, U. S. A., have been pro-

moted to the rank of colonel: Merri-

weather L. Walker, Robert R. Ray-
mond, William B. Ladue, Wm. J.

Harden, E. H. Schulz, Harry Burgess,

George M. Hoffman, John C. Oakes,

Sherwood A. Cheney, Fred W. Alstaet-

ter, Harley B. Ferguson, Frank C.

Boggs, Clarke S. Smith, W. P. Wooten,
Lytle Brown, Earl L Brown and Cur-

tis W. Otwell. Major Paul S. Bond has

been promoted to be a lieutenant col-

onel. These promotions are made by
virtue of seniority under .sections 24a

and 24c of the Army Reorganization

Act

Urge Engineer Licensing Law
in Arkansas

The Little Rock Engineers' Club took

the first active step at its weekly
luncheon July 24 to secure legislation

governing the practice of engineering

in the State of Arkansas. It will be

the plan of the club, if the present proj-

ect carries, to ask the next state leg-

islature to pass a bill which will license

engineers to work in the state.

Arkansas is carrying on a road-

building program which calls for about

6,500 miles of hard surface road. This

work is done by road districts and not

by counties, as in other states. Each
road district is bonded, appoints its

road commissioners and they select the

engineer who carries on the work.

The feeling of the Engineers' Club

is that Arkansas has been imposed on

by incompetent engineers. Many yrho

lacked the knowledge or experience

have had themselves appointed engi-

neers of road districts and the state

has lost and will lose thousands of

dollars because of poor work and

ignorance.

Its present plan is to ask the next

legislature to pass a bill which will ap-

point an examining board. Engineers

will be examined and passed in the

same manner that doctors and dentists

are.

Union of Technical Men Favors
Flat 20 Per Cent Increase

At a meeting July 29 in New York
City of a special committee of mem-
bers of the Union of Technical Men rep-

resenting Local No. 37 of the American
Federation of Labor, the proposed flat

increase of 20 per cent in salaries of

New York City employees was endorsed
in preference to an alternative where-
by low-salaried employees would re-

ceive a larger increase at the expense
of the higher paid department and di-

vision heads. The committee's resolu-

tion, sent to the Board of Alderme)i
and the Board of Estimate and Appor-
tionment and signed by B. L. Schneider,

president, follows:

Whereas, The Board of Estimate and Ap-
portionment adopted a resolution to increase
the salaries of the major portion of the city
employees to the extent of 20 per cent of
their present salaries, the Board of Alder-
men concurring,
And Whereas, There has arisen objection

to having the higher paid otticials receive
the same proportional increase in their sala-
ries, we respectfully de.sire to state th.it
in our opinion this objection is not good
policy. The men in higher positions need
encouragement as much as the lower paid
employees so that the city may obtain their
best efforts in the directing of the many
great enterprises in which they are engaged
and in which hundreds of millions of dol-
lars of taxpayers' money is yearly spent.
The majority of these officials have ad-
vanced to their present positions through
intense study of the projects which they
.supervise, and deserve the highest consid-
eration of the city. It is therefore our be-
lief that the best interests of the city will
be conserved by allowing them to have a
full .share in the proposed increase in sala-
ries. During the past few years many good
executives have been lost to the city when
outside corporations offered them double
what the city paid.
And Whereas, It has been generally

agreed that the proposed 20 per cent in-
crease will still leave the lower salaried em-
ployees unable to properly meet the con-
tinual rising cost of living,

Therefore be it Resolved, That the Union
of Technical Men urge upon you to make
every effort to put the proposed 20 per cent
increase into effect upon Aug. 20 as agreed
upon.
And be it further Resolved, That each

member of the Board be requested to indi-
cate his intention by adopting iiow a con-
current resolution requesting the depart-
ment heads to include in the proposed 1921
budget an additional increase in the sala-
ries of the lower paid employees.

The above resolution was submitted

to and approved by the Committee at

its meeting on July 29, 1920.

Consideration of Construction

Needs Urged
(Continued from, p. 28U)

'

$4,000,000,000, and during the coming four
or five y(-ars an annual average which ac-
cording to present indications will exceed
that total. The problems of development,
finance, transportation, production and dis-

tribution of cvei-y kind involved in such a
stupendous program include the most im-
portant questions of industry and govern-
ment. Ju.st at this time no other domestic
problem—other than those related to the
production and distribution of food and
fuel—demands such careful consideration
as those involved in the construction prob-
lems presented by the needs of the people.

It is in the hope that you as Chairman
of the Republican National Committee will
bring these facts home to the members of
your organization who are at this time
preparing for the discussion of the issues
contained in your ))latform that I am ad-
diessing you. I .sincerely trust that they
will TUMke clear to the great representative
bodv of men directly interested in the con-
struction industry as well as to all citizens,

every one of whom is indirectly affected by
it, the steps which they propose to take to

realize the aims referred to above as set

forth In their platform.
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Activities of the A. A. E.
The California Chapters have just

completed the formation of the Cali-

fornia Assembly of the American
Association of Engineers. It is com-
posed of one delegate from each chap-
ter in the state. The officers elected

are : President, T. E. Stanton, Sac-
ramento ; vice-president, Burdette E.

Moody, Los Angeles ; secretary-treas-

urer, Ralph E. Dodge, San Francisco.

The other delegates are : I. H. Tielman,
Fresno; Arthur H. Adams, Long Beach;
George S. Hinckley, Redlands ; Thomas
H. King, San Diego. The assembly vi^ill

handle all A. A. E. matters of state-

wide importance or of interest to sev-

eral chapters. It will also co-ordinate

the work of the different state chapters

and will co-operate with other tech-

nical and civic organizations in advanc-

ing matters of mutual interest.

The Executive Committee of the

association has selected the following

]6 railroad professional engineers to

constitute its National Railroad Coun-
cil : Chairman, George W. Hand, C. &
N. W. Chicago; W. W. K. Sparrow,

C. M. & St. P., Chicago; W. Evans,

C. & A., Chicago ; K. B. Lattimer, C.

B. & Q.-E., Chicago; W. C. Bolin, B. &
0., Chicago; F. C. Shepherd, B. & M.,

Boston; S. H. Brenaman, Penn., Pitts-

burgh; A. H. Utter, C. B. & Q.-W.,

Lincoln; Harold Knight, Erie, Youngs-
town; C. I. Long, N. Y. C.-W., Cleve-

land ; C. C. Berritt, Southern, Wash-
ington, D. C; Lef Winship, Mo. Pac,
St. Lous; J. E. Debb, M. C, Detroit;

J. T. W. Jennings, E. J. & E., Joliet;

H. I. Benjamin, So. Pac, San Fran-
cisco; and F. C. Huffman, C. & N. W.,
Chicago.
The Montana Assembly, July 10,

elected as president, William J. Mc-
Mahon; secretary, C. A. Bowden, both
associated with the Anaconda Copper
Mining Co. of Butte.

Engineering Compensation
Schedule

(Continued from p. 28A)

standard rates of compensation which would
be generally recognized as fair and just has
long been felt by public authorities and
other large employers of engineering serv-
ice. We believe that this report is worthy
of your very careful attention. In nearly
all work on which technical engineering
service is required, its cost is a very small
percentage of the entire cost, so that an in-
crease of engineers' pay to the standard
scale will add a hardly noticeable amount
to the total, and this in nearly all cases
should be far inore than offset by the
economies which a higher grade of engineer-
ing service can effect.
Nor can the importance be overlooked,

at this time of general industrial and so-
cial unrest, of maintaining the loyalty of
professional men who should be leaders of
thought and action to the organizations
which they serve. This continued loyalty
to professional ideals cannot be expected
when men of education and intelligence re-
ceive lower pay than many unskilled
laborers.
Our committee will be very glad to re-

ceive your views as to the feasibility of
adopting Engineering Council's schedule of
grading and compensation to the engineer-
ing and technical service employed on the
work with which you have to do. We shall
be glad also to furnish any information youmay desire bearing on your special prob-
lems in this field.

Isham Randolph Dead
Isham Randolph, consulting engineer,

of Chicago, for 14 years chief engineer
of the Sanitary District of Chicago,
died Aug. 2, in that city. He was bom
in Clarke County, Virginia, in 1848. At
the age of 20 he began engineering
as axeman and, later, roadman for the
Winchester & Strasburg R. R., and was,
successively, leveler on surveys of the
Washington & Ohio R. R.; transitman
on surveys for the extension of the
Lehigh Valley Ry,; transitman in
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while the operating division will be in

chai'Ke of a chief clerk.

The rejrulations for use in connection

with the administration of the Water-

Power Act are beinjr drafted, but will

not be promulgated until conferences

have been held with all interests con-

cerned.

St. Louis Limits Weight
of Trucks

The City of St. Louis recently passed

an ordinance regulating loads which

may be carried upon the city streets.

The ordinance sets a ma.\imum limit of

28,000 lb. for truck and load, a maxi-

mum axle loading of 22,400 lb., and

prescribes that the weight upon any

wheel shall not exceed 800 lb. per inch

width of tire. However, the director of

streets and alleys is empowered to

issue permits in certain instances for

the movement of loads in excess of those

mentioned above. Permits must pre-

scribe the streets over which such excess

loads may be carried and are limited

in time to one week. Vehicles are to

carry in conspicuous places certificates

indicating the maximum loads they are

allowed to carry, and a weight ticket,

showing the weight of the vehicle and
load, must be carried by the driver.-

The ordinance further provides that

any violation will be punishable by a

line of not less than $5 and not more
than $500.

Two Concrete Ships For Sale

The United States Shipping Board
announces that sealed bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the chairman at

Washington on or before Aug. 23 for

the two reinforced-concrete tankers,

"Palo Alto" and "Peralta," now under
construction at the yards of the San
Francisco Shipbuilding Co. at Oakland,
Cal. These are the standard 7,500-ton

tankers designed by the Concrete Ship

Section of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL,
ENGINEERS, New York City

;

Portland, Ore.. Aug. 10-12.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION, Boston ; San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL. IMPROVEMENTS, Valpa-
raiso, Ind. ; St. Louis. Oct. 10-15.

The Washington State Associations

of County Engineers and of County
Commissioners will meet in annual con-

vention in Everett, Aug. 25-27. F. G.

Tegtmeier, county engineer of Sno-

homish County and president of the

engineers' association, will address a
joint session of the engineers and com-
missioners on Aug. 25. James Allen,

state highway commissioner, and R.

H. Thomson, consulting engineer of

Seattle, will be on the program. Sepa-
rate sessions for the election of officers

will be held on the last day of the con-

\ ention.

Personal Notes

E. C. W E N G E R is now resident

engineer on Federal Aid Road Project
No. 22 in Finney County, with head-
quarters at Garden City, Kan.

A. W. G A L B R E A T H has been ap-
pointed valuation engineer of the Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas Ry., with head-

quarters at Parsons, Kan.

V. B. Fredenhagen has been
appointed resident engineer of Federal
Aid Road Projects Nos. 44 and 45, with
headquarters at Salina, Kan. He was
formerly an assistant engineer with
the Kansas State Highway Commis-
sion.

Hyde Forbes, engineer and ge-

ologist, for the past three years con-

nected with the Lindsey-Strathmore
Irrigation District of California in the

investigation of underground water
conditions and irrigation requirements
of the Kaweah Delta for the purposes
of litigation over water rights in which
the district has been involved, has
opened offices in Los Angeles.

Stephen E. Preble, formerly
associated with I. W. Jones Co., engi-

neers, Milton, N. H., has been elected

vice-president and general manager of

the Industrial Planning Corporation,

Buffalo, N. Y., which company special-

izes in hydro-electric development and
the design of pulp, paper and fiber

mills.

HarlandBartholomew, en-

gineer for the St. Louis City Plan Com-
mission, has been appointed consulting

engineer for the drafting of a zone law
for Washington, D. C.

J. J. O C H s has been made office en-

gineer of the Chicago & Alton R.R.,

with headquarters at Chicago. He
succeeds J. E. Schwab, recently ap-

pointed city engineer of Aiton, 111.

L. M. NoRELius has left the

Emergency Fleet Corporation as con-

struction engineer, at Philadelphia, for

the concrete ship section on the con-

struction of concrete barges. He is

now vice-president of the Majestic

Furnace & Manufacturing Co., Seattle,

Wash.

George B. Ford has been ap-

pointed director of the city planning

department of the Technical Advisory

Corporation, New York City. Mr.

Ford, who was chairman of the city

planning committee of the American
Institute of Architects and is a director

of the American City Planning Insti-

tute, has recently been retained as ad-

viser on foreign housing to the U. S.

Senate Committee on Reconstruction
and Production. Besides his city plan-
ning and zoning activities in this coun-
try, Mr. Ford has recently completed
a long engagement in France, where he
was city planning consultant to many
of the cities of the devastated areas,

including Rheims, Arras and Soissons.

Fred Brown, erroneously refer-

red to as city engineer of Muskegon,
Mich., in the issue of this journal dated
July 1, is inspector for that city on its

new pumping station now under con-

struction. R. J. Buck is city engineei*.

Frederick Glaeser, former-
ly section engineer with the Board of

Water Supply of the City of New York,
and recently engineer for the Emer-
gency Fleet Corpoi-ation, at Bristol,

Pa., has been appointed landscape engi-

neer and superintendent of parks of

Trenton, N. J., a newly created
position.

E. J. T E R R I L L has been appointed
resident engineer on Federal Aid Road
Project No. 37, with headquarters at

Independence, Kan. He was formerly
assistant engineer on Federal Aid
Project No. 4 in Shawnee County, Kan.

Obituary

August Heman, mayor of Uni-

versity City, Mo., and president of the

Trinidad Asphalt Co. and the Heman
Construction Co., of St. Louis, died

July 15, at 64 years of age. He was
actively engaged in construction work
in the St. Louis district and his com-
panies handled many large building

and paving contracts. During the war
the Heman Construction Co. built 18

warehouses at the Rock Island Arsenal
at Moline, 111.

Support for Concrete
Floor Screed

Specially made steel pins to carry

screeds for concrete floors are being

marketed by the Contract-

ors Specialty Co., of St.

Paul, Minn., under the

name of Kingpin Screed

Supports. These pressed

steel pins are lightly ham-
mered into the floor forms
and carry in the upper
bracket screed guides.

After the concrete has

taken an initial set they

can be readily pulled out,

leaving no serious mark in

the floor, and used over

again.

The accompanying illus-

^^9-t:^^ tration shows the general

SUPPORT features of the pm.
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How To Buy a Railroad

IN ITS latest monthly bulletin the National City Bank
of New York suggests to railway employees how they

may gain their desired control of or at least a voice in

the management of the railways. It says: "The rail-

road wage bill after the new wage scale goes into effect

will be about $3,600,000,000 per year, and if the em-
ployees would set aside 5 per cent they could begin to

accumulate an interest in the railroads at the rate of

$180,000,000 per year. If this was applied to the pur-

chase of stock rather than bonds they would come quite

rapidly into an influential position in the control of the

roads, particularly if they concentrated their purchase.^

upon certain systems. The New York Central system

has $222,729,300 of stock outstanding, now selling in

the market at about $70 per share, or at a valuation

of $155,950,510 for the entire stock, A majority would

give control and even a respectable minority interest

would give representation." Here is a chance for Mr.

Plumb to do some constructive organizing.

Construction Machinery in Europe

STRUCTURAL conditions in Europe before the World
War were radically different from those in thi^

country. There labor was plentiful and cheap, mate-

rial was scarce and costly. Here we had plenty of

material at a reasonable cost, but labor, though plenti-

ful enough generally, was expensive. Designing, there-

fore, on the two sides of the ocean was on a different

basis, for the European engineer could go to extremes

unknown here to save material, regardless of the amount

of labor such construction required. This is all changed

now in Europe, for though material is as scarce and

high as ever labor is demanding and getting higher

pay, pay almost as high, in fact, as that now prevalent

here. One immediate consequence of this is an influx

to this country of visiting foreign engineers, all intent

on studying our methods of construction, and particu-

ularly of inspecting our construction machinery Plant

in Europe is to mean more than anything else in future

construction operations, and these men will have to

know how it is to be provided and how to adjust their

methods to its use. Making due allowances, therefore,

for habit and precedent, we should see soon a greater

uniformity of engineering practice on the two sides

of the Atlantic. Even though financial conditions are

adverse, this should afford an exceptional opportunity

for American makers of construction machinery.

Flat-Slab Moment Coefficients

REINFORCED-CONCRETE flat-slab design is nota-

. bly indeterminate. The theory is anything but

exact and tests are not sufficiently numerous or in

agreement to confirm any one method of computation.

In general, though, such design is becoming standard-

ized, the variations being practically confined to differ-

ent moment coefficients. These differences, however,
are quite marked, as the tabulation of the coefficients on
p. 300 shows. Here surely is work for a standardization
body such as the Joint Committee on Concrete. With
evidence as to the exact numerical values so lacking the
authority of this committee should be great enough to

popularize its coefficients in the various big centers of

the country, so that the somewhat ridiculous variations

shown would be minimized if not entirely removed.
While no one can claim that any particular coefficient

is correct, certainly there is no excuse for half a dozen

values for the same things. After the Joint Committee
establishes values in its forthcoming new report it

should do a little missionary or publicity work in de-

fense of its standard.

Mobile Alley Paving Plants

AMONG paving operations of all kinds the last to be

^ considered susceptible to improvement by machine

methods is paving city alleys with concrete. As alley

paving is usually planned the yardage of any one opera-

tion is small, the operations are scattered and plant

room, is restricted. Hand mixing persisted for a longer

time in alley paving than in street paving and road

construction. When finally the concrete mixer replaced

the mixing board it was not until quite recently that the

mehcanically charging and distributing paving mixer

was commonly employed. Even now there are few alley

paving operations in which all tasks, not accomplished

by the mixer itself, are not manual processes carried

out with hand tools. The example, therefore, in our

issue of Aug. 5, p. 283, of alley paving operations in

which all processes are about as nearly as possible a

hundred per cent mechanical, suggests inquiry beyond

the fact of a 40 per cent increased output obtained.

What machine quality i:^ responsible for the success of

the experience described? Obviously it is the quality

of mobility. Every unit of the equipment (loaders,

truck-tractors, mixer) can either travel by its o\'n

power or can be hooked up and hauled from one opera-

tion to the next. The whole outfit is as quickly made

ready to move and will travel as fast as an equipment

of small mixer, wheelbarrows and ca^-ts.

Patience and Waterproofing

PATIENCE and persistence play a larger part in suc-

cessful engineering than the textbooks teach. Every

operation that contains new elements requires, in some

measure, a working forward step bj step, a trial-and-

test procedure. The successful work is that in which

the trial is most patient and the test study most search-

ing. In the excellently performed grouting operations

at Canal Street station, described on p. 314 by the

engineer who put the work through, patient persistence

found its reward of success. This phase of the matter

merits as much attention as the technical points

289
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involved. At the start the station had a hopeless

appearance—passengers who had to use it daily said

it leaked like a sieve. And only the most persevering

step-by-step experimentation proved the truth of what
some asserted from the beginning, namely, that the

leakage was not general but was largely localized at a
few points. That the task of restoring the water-

invaded station was so tedious and problematical lays

insistent emphasis also on the importance of carrying
out waterproofing with full provision for settlement

or other change that may vitiate its integrity. Leakage
developing in any important structure located below
groundwater level is so troublesome that no cost and
difficulty are too great in making the details of the
waterproofing permanently secure at the start.

Federation Calls for Charter Members

LAST week the Joint Conference Committee, repre-

-i senting the four founder societies of civil, electri-

cal, mechanical and mining engineers, sent to a long list

of national, state and regional organizations a formal
invitation to become charter members of the Federated
American Engineering Societies, for which a constitu-

tion and by-laws were approved by delegates to the or-

ganizing conference held in Washington, D, C, in June.
The invitation is reprinted in the news columns of this

issue. Summer is always a period of comparative inac-

tivity in engineering society affairs and it is not to be ex-

pected that the machinery of the federation will begin to

function until November, when, it is announced, the first

meeting of the American Engineering Council, consti-

tuting the directorate of the federated societies, will

take place. The time is now here, however, for societies

to reach a decision regarding their own participation in

the federation movement. Some engineers are frankly

opposed to the plan, many others see in it a great op-

portunity for uniting a profession, split up into groups
of specialists, and giving to it the influence which al-

ways goes with a big mem.bership and without which,

especially in matters where legislation is concerned,

any particular group is almost impotent in securing a

hearing, to say nothing of getting favorable action on

measures under consideration. The engineering soci-

eties of the country now have the issue of the federa-

tion squarely before them, and with the constitution of

the new organization printed and distributed widely

there should remain no doubt as to just what obligations

and advantages the movement for a unification of the

engineering' profession involves. The decision of na-

tional and local bodies should be made promptly, for

November is not far away, and it is highly desirable

that the first meeting of the federation's council should

have a large and thoroughly representative attendance.

A New Opening for Engineers

MUNICIPAL engineers have always done more or

less city planning, but along the narrow lines of

one element of the city plan. Even at that the planning

has generally been fragmentary, both geographically and
as regards the future. Rarely has there been any
serious attempt to correlate two elements of the city

plan; almost never all of them. Blame for this rests

far more with the city councils and citizens than with

the engineers, but if the latter had only had more vision,

foresight and initiative than they have yet shown the

importance of broad city planning would have been

recognized by city councils and people and the engineers
would have been authorized—yes, instructed—to go
ahead long before this. Fortunately a marked change
is taking place. City planning is now widely accepted

in theory and is being established in practice. It did
not originate, as it should have done, with engineers,

though a few have taken a leading part in it. Now
that the movement is getting beyond the mere educa-
tional and promotional stage engineers are being
drafted into the service—as yet more commonly in

minor though fairly important positions, but sometimes
at the forefront of the executive staff. The number
and dignity of these city planning positions for engi-

neers promises to grow rapidly. Wide awake engineers
with even latent capabilities in the city planning field

will be on the lookout for these new openings. They
afford great opportunities for service and, like othei

work in comparatively new fields, warrant compensation
above the average. But even if it yields no extra finan-

cial reward, city planning is an attractive field.

Restoration of French Roads

WHILE Mr. Mehren's notes on the highway system
of France on p. 303 of this issue contain no

sweeping generalization which forecasts the passing
of the waterbound macadam road, evidence is presented
to indicate that at least in the repair of the main
national routes former standards of practice will be
altered to meet the demands of an increased amount of

motor traffic. In the plans for rehabilitating the prin-

cipal thoroughfares after their period of severe war
service it appears that the new types of surfacing will

take the form of ashpaltic macadam, sheet asphalt and
stone block. Concrete roads, apparently, will play a

negligible part in the work of restoration, nor will

concrete foundations for other types of wearing surface

be so much in evidence as they are in the United States,

for the French macadam roads, superbly drained and
substantially built, will form an adequate foundation

for new work. To those familiar with the conservatism

of French practice this news is not unexpected. Tradi-

tion means much more over there than it does with us

and radical departures from precedent are made, if at

all, only after great deliberation. It appears, however,

that experimental sections of concrete pavement are to

be laid, but among French engineers it is felt that a

concrete road through a rural district where a con-

siderable amount of horse-drawn traffic continues would

raise decided protest on the part of the great middle

class engaged in the production of food products and

wine. American engineers will find illuminating the

figures which Mr. Mehren presents on the maintenance

costs of waterbound macadam under traffic conditions

very much less severe than those of our heavily traveled

interurban routes. France's road problem is different

from our own in many of its principal aspects, but a

fundamental lesson—that of adequate drainage—is the

one which American engineers should take to heart. It

is not a case of our being ignorant of the best methods

of road drainage, but rather of our neglect, oftentimes,

to do what we know should be done. Mr. Mehren has

presented the case so succintly that his words may well

be repeated : "The only point to be emphasized is that

they have actually applied these [drainage] methods.

They have not merely considered them beautiful theo

ries."
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City Cleansing at Philadelphia

CITY cleansinif ig a term long used in Great Britain
to de.signate all those activities tiiat we in this

country more cumbersomely express as street cleanin;^

and the collection and disposal of garbage, ashes, and
other city refuse. This very precise British term,

though not used in America, might well be applied in a
double sense to the subject which is now uppermost af

Philadelphia. We say this because that city, after a

long and seemingly inexcusable delay in meeting a man-
date of the new city charter, stated further on, is now
advertising for proposals for street cleaning and the

collection and disposal of garbage, ashes, and rubbish,

and also because upon the solution of the physical cleans-

ing problem der>ends in large degree the success or

failure of Philadelphia's most recent attempt in politi-

cal cleansing.

Although most of the complicated details of the Phila-

delphia city cleansing situation are chiefly of local inter-

est some of the nnain p<;ints at issue are of wide general

concern. These include such evils as a contract system
.skillfully designed to favor unholy alliances between
contractors and political bosses ''factional instead of

rival political bosses in Philadelphia) and to shut out

almost absolutely any and all competition from con-

tractors in other cities.

The controlling factor in the Philadelphia situation

heretofore, but now possible of elimination—and that is

where political cleansing is at issue—has been the let-

ting of contracts for the absurdly short term of a year.

To clinch the certaintly of throwing the Philadelphia

city cleansing contracts into the laps of the factional

political contractors in favor at the moment the common
practice has been to withhold the advertisements for

bids until a very short time before the contracts were

to go into effect. Both the one-year contracts and the

delay in advertising for bids have mattered less for

street cleaning, and for the collection of garbage and
other sorts of refuse, than for the disposal of garbage.

The reason for this difference is that although capital

investment for street cleaning and for the collection of

various classes of refuse is large for a city the

size of Philadelphia, yet a considerable portion of

the equipment can be turned to other uses if & con-

tract is not renewed, whereas the garbage disposal

plant involves a heavy investment for special apparatus

that can be used for nothing else.

A feature of the new charter that is directly perti-

nent to the present discussion, and that doubtless con-

tributed materially to the election of the "reform ad-

ministration" that took office la.st .January, was specially

designed to do away with the political contracting evils

allied with city cleansing in Philadelphia. This portion

of the charter made it compulsory for the city to clean

its streets and collect and dispose of its garbage, ashes,

and other refuse by its own forces instead of by con-

tract, beginning Jan. 1, 1921, urdens the mayor and a

majority of the new and relatively small city council

decide to continue to have the work done by contract.

In ca-se it was decided to continue contract work the

new charter provided that before Aug. 1 bids for doing

the work by contract might be invited. Although it

was obvious that if a change from contract to direct

municipal work were to be made there waa no time to be
lo.st in preparation for it the new administration was
very dilatory in starting the necesgary action. When

the report on the subject wag made a few weeks ago by
three engineer-officials of the city it was unanimously
in favor of the work being done by the city instead of
by contract, with the exception that one of the three
investigators advised that l^ecause of the magnitude of
the changes involved a p^jrtion of the work should
continue to l>e done by contract during 1921.

Judging from reports which come from Philadelphia
it appears that much apprehension exists lest the main
object of the present city administration should not be
so much to free itself of the evils of political contract/^rs
as to throw the contracts from one lrx;al far,tion to
another. This may 1^ unjust, but if so it is the sort of
injustice or misapprehension that must be suffered in a
city where maladministration of municipal government
has long been the rule and where due diligence and un-
mistakable intent to bring about reformg have not yet
been shown by the new administration.
As to the sper;ifications themselves, they are too de-

tailed, present too many plans and combinations o^
plans and alternatives, and also are too local in char-
acter to warrant an attempt at analysis except by those
who Intend to bid—and we predict that few, if any,
contractors outside of Philadelphia will be so venture-
some. With the exception of an alternative of a five-

year instead of a one-year contract, for garbage disposal

alone and the further exception that proposals are askerj

for the sale of old and of new street cleaning and col-

lection equipment to the city the profx/sed new con-
tracts are all for a single year. Philadelphia .stands

alone among the larger cities of the country in having
its street cleaning done by contract. This work, as well

as the collection of garbage and refuse, should be done
by the city direct, or else, if by contract, under specifi-

cations and city inspection of a different sort than
usually prevail in Philadelphia. As to the disposal of

garbage, a one-year contract is a farce and a five-year

contract is too short. The alternative for garbage dis-

posal, at least, and probably for all the other work,

should be either direct municipal work or el.se contracts

of sufficient length to get back the money on the inve^st-

rnent without unduly high prices on the one hand or a

political gamble on the renewal of the contract on the

other—most likely something of both.

It is only fair to say that the city cleansing situa-

tion at Philadelphia pre.s^ nts many difficult problems.

They have l^een made harder by delay and apparent in-

decision. Some, but not all, would be eliminated by a

change from contract to city service. In any case, a

strong engineering staff needs to be provided in the

Bureau of Street Cleaning—a fact recognized and em-
phasized by all three of the engineers in the report

already mentioned.

Difficult as the Philadelphia city cleansing problem is,

both physical and administrative, it can doubtless lie

solved in a satisfactory manner—due allowances being

made for the inheritance of past evils and lOr dilatori-

ness—if it is handled in a businesslike engineering way.

There are plent> of engineers connected with the city

administration of Philadelphia who could bring order

and efficient .service into municipal cleansing in Phila-

delphia if they were given free hands and wholehearted

backing. We do not mean to say that this is not the

intent of the administration, nor that the bids now being

asked may not be used as a step to that end, but in thi-

respect the administration is on trial not only before

Philadelphians but the rest of the countr>' as welL
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Principles of Channel Improvement in Miami Valley

Flood Protection
Flow Capacity of River Increased to Supplement Action of Detention Basins—Bottom of Enlarged Chan-

nel Shaped for Low-Water Flow—Scour Protection by Concrete Revetment, Block Mattresses and Sills

NEARLY one-third of the cost of the $25,000,000

flood-protection works of the Miami Conservancy

District in southwestern Ohio, is being spent on channel

improvement. Though the project is commonly

regarded as a detention-basin system, the channel work
is a vital element of the protection to be given the

industrial cities in the valley of the Miami, since the

throttling action of the five great detention dams will

not suffice to bring the maximum flood flow within the

capacity of the river as it existed hitherto. Careful

engineering study of river action, and designs adjusted

to the results of this study, were involved in the plan-

ning of the channel work. From the review of the

at Dayton and 200,000 sec.-ft. at Hamilton, which con-

siderably exceeds the present capacity between levees.

Economic Balance of Channel and Basin Work—Com-
plete flood-protection could have been secured by either

detention hasin alone or by channel improvement alone,

but at a cost that would have made the work impossible;

a low-cost solution was found by combining the two.

The available reservoir sites were limited in number,
partly by topographical and subsoil conditions, and
partly by the distribution of population in the valley,

the latter factor also limiting the storage height in

some of the reservoirs actually adopted. Due to these

and other reasons, while it would have been possible to

FIGS. 1 AND 2. VIEW AT JUNCTION OF MIAMI AND MAD RIVERS, DAYTON, LOOKING DOWN MIAMI FROM HERMAN
AVENUE BRIDGE ; WEBSTER AVENUE BRIDGE OVER MAD RIVER AT EXTREME LEFT

Upper picture: Before improvement, view taken May 21, 1918. Lower picture: Condition on .Tune 24, 1920; new levee in fore-
ground at right is up to full height, but short bank between it and old levee is still to be filled.

main elements of the planning given by the present

article it will be seen that the final plans for the work
represent a narrowly limited solution of a problem
defined by the physical and topographic conditions exist-

ing in the valley.

At Dayton and Hamilton, the two key points of the

flood protection territory, the channel of the Great
Miami River has a bank-full capacity (prior to the

present improvement) of 90,000 and 100,000 sec.-ft.

respectively. The peak flow of the 1913 flood, the

disaster which' led to the formation of the Miami Con-

servancy District, was 250,000 and 350,000 sec.-ft. at

the two cities. Fifteen years before, in the 1898 flood,

a peak flow of 90,000 and 110,000 sec.-ft. was reached,

which did much damage and led to costly levee-raising

work at Dayton. Statistical studies made by the

Morgan Engineering Co. just after the 1913 flood

pointed to the conclusion, reached late in 1913, that a

storm might at some future time occur which would
produce a maximum flow (if unregulated) of 350,000

and 490,000 sec.-ft. at the two cities in question. The
"maximum flood" will be controlled by the detention

basins, but will still have a volume of 125,000 sec.-ft.

provide basin storage (or detention) suflSciently great

to reduce the river flow to the channel capacity, a much
increased expense, and above all a serious disturbance

of conditions in the valley, would have been involved.

Such protection by detention basins alone would have

cost $93,000,000.

Protection by channel enlargement alone would have

required radical changes in the cities, since a flow

volume fully three times the present channel capacity

would have had to be provided for. The cost of such

impro\ement has never been accurately computed, but

rough estimates made five years ago showed that it

would exceed $150,000,000. On the other hand, it was
found that a group of detention basins capable of deal-

ing with roughly two-thirds of the maximum flood

volume could be built for about $15,000,000, and the

river channel could be enlarged through the cities to

accommodate one-third the unregulated flow at a cost

of about $7,000,000, thus giving complete protection at

a total cost (land and engineering included) of about

$25,000,000. The figures quoted are strictly comparable,

being based on pre-war costs, but they would of course

stand proportionately higher today.
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expose more vulnerable soil and thus initiate scour and
instability of channel.

Increase of channel depth by raising the levees was
subject to limitations not only as regards interference

with city structures, but also as regards popular appre-

hension likely to be aroused by high levees. Topo-
graphic conditions, moreover, made it necessary to con-

sider long section of river as units with respect to

leveeing.

The twc largest cities in the valley, Hamilton and
Dayton, presented quite different channel-improvement
conditions. With a normal flood flow 50 per cent greater

than that at Dayton, Hamilton had a channel actually

narrower in its most constricted sections than Dayton;
encroachments had brought the minimum river width at

Hamilton down to 390 ft., as against a 550-ft. minimum
width (between levees) at Dayton. On account of the

naturally deep channel, due to high banks, at Hamilton,

there were no levees through the city except in one or

two individual sections, and the adjustment of the city

The great difference be-

tween the cost of the com-
bination project and the

cost of either pure basin

or pure channel control is

due to the topography of

the valley and the distribu-

tion of population and im-

provements. Their effect

is to make both reservoir

construction and channel

enlargement run up in cost

at abnormally rapid rate

beyond a certain capacity

limit. The successful plan-

ning of the present enter-

prise depended essentially

on finding out the economic
limits of both channel im-

provement and basin work,
and combining the two re-

sources for the joint solution.

Limits of Channel Enlargement—Excavation is rela-

tively cheap when confined to the natural width of the

stream, where unencumbered by encroachments, but
the cost suddenly rises when the widening is carried

so far that streets and other city work and structures

are encountered. Increase of depth, on the other hand,

is limited in part by the channel slope, in so far as this

leads to the necessity for extending the excavation

downstream of the improvement section if the natural

bed profile is lowered too much.

Scour effects also are involved in channel enlarge-

ment. The average slope of the Miami River, 3i ft.

per mile, is in itself quite steep, so that the high-water

velocities are large. In its condition as found, the river

was stable as to scour, but since it had formed its own
bed the equilibrium was likely to be disturbed by the

higher velocities necessarily resulting from improve-

ment. These facts influenced the detail design of the

channel work as noted farther on. With respect to the

general planning their primary importance was to limit

downward deepening of the channel to a minimum; as

the river bed consisted of the larger gravel of the sub-

soil, selected and sorted by the action of the river,

excavation below the natural bed would be likely to

FIG. 4. AIRPLANE VIEW OF IMPROVED MAD-MIAMI JUNCTION IN A RECENT FRESHET

to this condition tended to prohibit extensive levee con-

struction as part of the improvement. Generally the

flood exposure of Hamilton was considerably more
serious than that of Dayt'^n, and the destruction done
in the 1913 flood was comparatively greater. Thus a

decision in the matter of balance between channel

improvement and basin construction could not be

reached from a study of the limitations prevailing in

one city alone but had to consider other cities; and
where a basin location existed between two given points

along the river, the planning of channel improvement
for the lower point had to be considered separately in

conjunction with this basin, as well as in its relation to

the entire flood protection system.

Local conditions were fully as individual at the other

commuiiities along the river (Piqua, Troy, Miamisburg,

Middletown and others') as at Hamilton and Dayton,

but the two latter cities were the key points with respect

to the planning of the system as a whole, due to the

decisive limitations they placed on increase of channel

capacity. For the other cities the local conditions con-

trolled the planning of the local protection in detail,

but were of quite minor influence in determining the

economic extent of regulation by detention basins.

A limiting factor not mentioned above was found in
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FIG. 5. PORTIONS OP MIAMI CHANNEL IN HAMILTON AND DAYTON, .SHOWING ADJUSTMENT OF
IMPROVEMENT TO PRIOR CONDITIONS

'"Dot-and-dasli ]ine jiiarkK thread of old, channel ; dotted line marks thread of new channel.)
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the bridges crossing the river. Dayton had a large

number of street bridges, most of them of the rein-

forccd-concrete arch type. Their elevation was such

that the levee heights could be increased at most by 2 or

3 ft., unless the bridges were to be taken down and

rebuilt. Further, no material deepening of the channel

was practicable unless the bridge piers were under-

pinned, as their foundations in most instances were

shallow. Consideration of these matters resulted in

making the solution for Dayton a combination of

widening, deepening, and levee raising, in each case

carried practically to the point where further enlarge-

ment v/ould have meant an abrupt rise in the cost. At
Hamilton, however, bridges were not determinative to

the same extent. There was only one street bridge left

after the 1913 flood, though this was rather short and

of low elevation, and only one railroad bridge. Because

of the narrowness of the channel, however, and the

existence of many encroachments, the major part of the

improvement here necessarily consisted of widening.

The final result of the trial design is expressed in the

diagram of river flow, Fig. 3, which gives channel

capacities and 1913 flood flow. Briefly, the channel

enlargement at Dayton and Hamilton represents an

increase of 25 to 80 per cent over the channel capacities

existing in 1913; at a number of the other cities,

notably those above the Taylorsville basin, the capacity

inside the new levees represents a much larger increase

over the old channel capacity, as the effect of basin

regulation is less at these cities.

Channel Cross-Section—The old levees generally had
water-side slopes of 2:1, although some slopes were
found that were even steeper than 1^:1. The old bottom
consisted of gravel banks irregularly distributed,

generally with a main channel located along the out-

side of the curves. The irregularity of the bottom and
the existence of pools and minor channels of flow created

undesirable conditions at all stages, flood flow being held

back unnecessarily by the excessive roughness of the

bottom, while during the low-water periods stagnant

pools were present. The Miami River has a very low

ratio of minimum to maximum; in fact at many points

this ratio is zero, since hydraulic canals take the full

dry-weather flow. There was in general no possibility

of maintaining a definite minimum stage, or even a

water flow, without ponding by dams, which was not

considered favorable to free discharge of flood flow, or

worth the cost.

To meet these conditions it was decided to shape the

bottom with a relatively narrow dry-weather channel,

150 ft. wide, 8 ft. deep below levee foot. For purposes

of hydraulic computation the cross-section as a whole

was considered to be trapezoidal, with flat bottom 3 ft.

below the levee foot and 5 ft. about the floor of the

low-water channel. This channel was located so far as

practicable along the existing thread of the stream,

that is, it was placed along the outside of curves. In

general its near side was kept at least 75 ft. away
from the levee foot. Partial plans of the Dayton and

Hamilton protection and some typical channel sections

given herewith show the characteristics of the adopted

design.

Uniformity of Channel—Uniformity of channel cross-

section had received little or no attention prior to the

Conservancy District's work, but in planning for the

improvement it was regarded as an important feature.

There were considerable irregularities of width, due

in part to encroachment on the natural channel and in

part to widening of the channel by excavations and the

like. The new improvement was so planned as to take

up these irregularities and make the channel approx-

imately uniform along its length.

Just above the junction of the Mad River with the

Miami in the upper part of Dayton there was a larga

basin, and the Herman Ave. bridge, which crosses just

above this basin, is in fact the longest in the city. This

basin is being filled, behind levees so laid out as to

maintain the widths of both main and tributary streams

and form a junction of good hydraulic character (see

airplane view. Fig. 4). It is believed that this change
avoids the formation of a break in the profile of the

river, and prevents periodic deposition and cutting of

the stream. The basin was of such shape and size as

to favor the deposit of material and the growth of brush

and trees (see view Fig. 1). While the improvement of

the channel alignment has not been fully completed, and

no test of the benefit that will be derived from the

change has yet been obtained, it is worth note that a

freshet during the last of April, 1920, which gave the

highest stage at Dayton since 1913, reached a depth

above the improvement very appreciably less than pre-

vious determinations of flow had indicated for the

unimproved channel. Some distance dowTistream a wide

bay-like expansion of the river above the mouth of Wolf

Creek, which tended to form a bank in the river oppo-

site the mouth of the creek, is being eliminated by

narrowing, while a little farther down, toward the

center cf Dayton, some fills made many years ago by

material excavated from the river bottom contracted the

width, and these are to be cut away.

With the same general object of uniformity in mind,

care was taken in laying down the alignment of the

channel to obtain gradual transition from curve to curve,

by interposing sections of tangent. The channel was
also slightly widened at the curves.

To allow for the influence of curvature of channel on

the transverse water profile, the levees are in some
instance being built 6 in. higher on the outside of

curves. However, the greatest observed cross slope

(as computed from flocd levels) is not over 0.3 ft.

Modification at Bridges—To allow for the contraction

of waterway at bridges the channel was modified here

by slight deepening. Instances of this may be seen in

the plan Fig. 5. The flat Sottom of the low-water chan-

nel is widened out Jfrom the normal 150-ft. width, in

some cases to practically the full width between levees,

and the slopes from channel bottom to levee foot are

correspondingly adjusted. In one or two cases, par-

ticularly at Main St. Bridge, Hamilton, the channel is

also deepened several feet under the bridge.

Scour and Scour Protection—Froia observations of

the effects of the 1913 flood it was concluded that a

maximum flood-flow velocity of 8 ft. per sec. might be

counted on without introducing serious difficulties in

maintaining channel works. This is slightly higher than

the flood velocities under the old channel conditions.

While the increase would mean scour, scour is not neces-

sarily destructive, it was considered. The action of the

river upon its bottom is essentially a replacement of

material, the erosion and deposition largely balancing;

and the result of this balance is the present stable bed.

The same stability, it was held, could be secured still

more dependably in the new channel, provided scour at

the weakest points of the cross-section were prevented.
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These weak points were the angle at the levee foot, and
the piers of bridges.

Two radically different means were adopted for the

protection of these points. Along the outside of curves
in the channel, and on sections of straight channel where
the velocity is extreme, the toe of the levee has con-

crete scour protection. This consists of two portions:

On the levee slope itself, from the foot up to the level

where a turf can be maintained, the slope is paved with
a solid concrete slab; its average height is 6 ft.

(vertical) above the toe of the slope, or 14 ft. above
the channel bottom. Stages higher than 5 or 6 ft. sel-

dom last more than a day or two and are not expected
to di'own the grass. From the toe outward, a flexible

mat of concrete is provided. Its intended service is to

Where property damages make sloping bank and
levee construction too costly because of space required,
retaining walls are built. The foundation soil is in all

cases excellent, being a firm gravel; nevertheless piles

are driven for the wall foundation support in many
cases, as extra protection against a rather remote chance
of local undermining by flood currents.

Types of Channel Iw^provement—Much if not all of
the preceding description relates to the work at Dayton
and Hamil^^on, which is essentially a matter of channel
enlargement. On the other hand, the local protection
of a number of the small towns in the valley is pure
levee protection (Miamisburg, Franklin, West Carroll-

town, Tippecanoe City). At Piqua, Troy, and Middle-
town, cities of intermediate size, the local protection

nGS. 8 AND 9. CONCRETE PROTECTION BELOW ISLAND PARK DAM, AND EFFECT OF APRIL FRESHET
ON FLEXIBLE-SLAB MAT

provide protection against a possible 15-ft. depth of

scour near the center of the channel; accordingly the
mat is being built from 10 to 30 ft. wide, depending on
the location of the low-water channel.

At bridges with shallow pier foundations, protective

sheeting around the piers and various methods of under-
pinning were considered. Finally both these means of

protection were rejected, however, and a sill of steel

sheeting along the downstream side of the row of piers

was adopted, as being both cheaper and safer. It is

believed to be safer because longer piles can be driven
in the sill than in an inclosure of sheeting around each
pier and because the sill retains material between piers

and so maintains the support of the pier foundation.

Levees—On account of the short time of exposure of
levees to flood stages, along the Miami, the service

required of them is not severe. With a few exceptions

of damage by local scour, no difficulties had developed
in connection with levees in prior floods, so long as they
were not overtopped. Nevertheless, for the new levee

construction and the levee raising required in the chan-
nel improvement, proportions somewhat more ample
than those previously customary were adopted.

In the new design the top width is 8 ft. and the side

slopes (both water and land sides) are 2:1 for the first

10 ft. from the top, 2i : 1 for the next 10 ft. and 3:1
for additional height of slope. No core wall is used, and
any of the usual methods of filling are considered

acceptable in construction. Where necessary for

permanence the soil of the natural ground surface is

stripped of organic matter before building the embank-
ment, and the natural surface is always roughened to
bond the new embankment. Both slopes are sodded.

is a combination of channel widening and levee con-
struction.

In the planning of the local protection work, property
conditions and the like played a controlling part at many
points. For this reason the broader engineering deduc-
tions that guided the work at Dayton and Hamilton
were of little influence on the work at the smaller cities.

Hydraulic Calculations—Following the 1913 flood,

when the Miami Conservancy District was formed, the
engineers of the District made detail observations of
every flood, determined the slopes, measured cross-sec-
tions, and calculated values of the roughness factor n
of the Kutter formula. From these studies it was con-
cluded that for the old channel the value of n is close
to 0.025. The new channel, being smoother and more
regular, is likely to have a lower roughness factor, but
the same value 0.025 was used in calculations for flow
in the improved channel. The effect is that all calcula-
tions for future floods indicate higher stages than are
likely to be reached, so that the design includes a small
extra margin of safety. On the other hand, no allow-

ance has been made in the calculations for extra resist-

ance in the curves of the alignment.

In de'-erminii.g flood profiles for the improved channel,
the datum point was usually taken at the downstream
end of a section, where the stage for a flood of volume
equal to the "controlled maximum" could be approx-
imated by interpolating between the 1898 and 1913
flood-stage marks. Thus, at the lower end of Dayton the
elevations of the 1898 flood (90,000 cu.ft. per sec), and
of the 1913 flood (250,000 sec.-ft.) being known, the
stage for the future "controlled maximum" with a flow
of 125,000 sec.-ft. was interpolated by reference to an
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assumed curve of relation between stage and discharge.

Then, applying the Kutter formula with the roughness

factor of 0.025 already mentioned, the backwater curve

was constructed upstream from this point. Any error

in the flood stage initially assumed tended to correct

itself in a relatively short distance by the resulting

adjustment of the rate at which the computed surface

slope approached the channel bottom slope.

Under the uniform channel conditions which the con-

struction through Hamilton and Dayton aims to secure,

the hydraulic calculations involved no important

elements beyond those mentioned. At some other points,

how^ever, special devices had to be used for meeting

abnormal conditions. For example, in one of the

smaller cities the Miami River, which here flows east-

ward, is crossed by an old highway bridge of inadequate

size of waterway. On the north bank, opposite the

city, lies a wide strip of land of relatively low elevation

which under present conditions is overflowed every few
years. In order to protect this land from overflow a

levee and a bridge of ample waterway would have been

required. The expense did not seem warranted, how-

ever, and it was decided to continue the plain north of

the river in use as overflow channel. The land was
therefore bought and is now being rented for farming

purposes.

In making flow calculations for this part of the river,

the flood-stage cross-section, consisting of a narrow,

deep channel and a wide, shallow extension on one side,

was divided into two parts for the computation, as the

flow velocity in such a basin is by no means uniform.

The main channel was taken as a section with full wetted

perimeter, because of the retarding influence of the

water in the shallow portion. For the shallow part.

however, the hydraulic radius was computed from the
bottom and landward side only. The separate dischi rge
calculations for the two parts were added to give the
total flow in the cross-section.

The flood project of the Miami Conservancy District

is being worked out under the general direction of

Arthur E. Morgan, Chief Engineer, and Chas. H. Paul,

Assistant Chief Engineer. The details of the channel
enlargement plans were worked out largely by J, H.
Kimball, Construction Engineer, who has direct super-
vision over that section of the work.

Points in Elevated Railway Design From
Philadelphia Experience

IN designing the new Woodland Ave. elevated struc-

ture of the Darby line which is to be built as ar
extension of Philadelphia's rapid-transit system, the

engineers of the city's Department of Transit are mak-
ing specific application of certain experiences resulting

from the construction of the Frankford elevated line

and the earlier Market St. line. The principal points

in question are those relating to station-entrance loca-

tion, cross-bent construction, and floor construction.

All station entrances of the Frankford elevated line

were placed off the street area, to avoid obstructing

the sidewalk with stairs, as the sidewalks are generally

not over 12 ft. wide. But placing the entrances within

the block area proved very costly. Land damages (fixed

by condemnation proceedings) were in some cases as

high as three times the assessed valuation of the prop-

erties taken; and, further, the buildings housing the

entrances turned out to be rather expensive as mere
stair enclosures and waiting rooms. For these reasons

it has been decided to place the station entrances of

the Woodland Ave. line on the sidewalks, which on that

street are 18 ft. wide, says H. H, Quimby, chief engi-

neer of the Department of City Transit, in the annual

report of the department just issued. Mezzanine floor

stations will probably be adopted, having fare-collector

booths and other public facilities on a floor intermediate

between the street and the track floor. This type, which

is low in first cost and economical in operation, since

one fare collector will serve traflic in both directions

during slack hours, is considered to have proved satis-

factory in its use on the more recent elevated lines in

New York and Brooklyn.

Single-column bents were used on a part of the Frank-

ford line to avoid obstructing the sidewalks by having

columns near the curbs. This type was adopted there

because of the urgent demand of local business men's

associations and because of the exceptional narrovraess

of the sidewalks. However, it is not regarded as a

desirable type, states Mr. Quimby, because of the

impracticability of making it satisfactorily rigid and

because of its obstruction to vehicular trafiic. The bent

consists of a wide base section or shoe, a column 5 ft.

wide, and a cap bracketed out to carry the longitudinal

track girders. The deflection of such a bent when car-

rying a train on only one track, which amounts to about

^ to A in., is distinctly perceptible and is considered

undesirably large. Further, the 5-ft. width of column

in the middle of the street reduces the effective width of

the roadway excessively and tends to prevent fast'

moving vehicles from passing others. Since the wider

sidewalks of Woodland Ave. make side columns unobjec-

tionable, the ordinary bent construction with trans-
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verse main girders carried by columns at the curb line

is being adopted.

Ballasted solid-slab deck construction is to be used in

general on the Woodland Ave. line "to give a high grade

of street protection against dirt and noise, with economy

of expenditure." The ballasted solid floor has proved

very successful on the Market St. elevated line between

the Schuylkill River and 63rd St. and is regarded as

being the least noisy type. However, in front of station

platforms, where trains are expected to be less noisy

because they slacken speed and where litter is apt to

accumulate and the track must be cleaned frequently,

and at one or two other points, the track will be of

subway type, with rails carried on short wood blocks

embedded in concrete ; this type, though costing a little

more than the ballasted floor construction, is expected

to be cheaper in maintenance and "may prove to be

equally as quiet as the ballasted track." The concrete

deck in either case consists of small arches carried on

transverse steel beams, with concrete curb along either

edge to retain the ballast. Mr. Quimby describes this

construction as economical and substantial, having been

found so not only on the eleVated lines but also on many
of the Philadelphia bridges.

States Register 7,565,446 Motor
Vehicles During 1919

ATOTAL of 7,565,446 motor cars, including com-
mercial vehicles, and 241,038 motorcycles were reg-

istered in 1919 in the forty-eight states and the District

of Columbia. The registration and license fees, includ-

ing those for chauffeurs, operators, and dealers,

amounted to a total of $64,697,255.58. There are about

2,475,000 mi. of roads in the United States outside

towns and cities, or an average of 3 cars per mile.

Compared with 1918 the data for 1919 represents an
increase of 23 per cent, or 1,418,829 motor vehicles.

This increase alone represents about 10 per cent more
cars than the total nu.Tiber registered in the United
States during the calendar year 1913. In this connec-

tion it is interesting to note that the number of cars

1906

1907

1906

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

19W

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

rived from all registration and licenses during the year
1919 exceed those of 1918 by 20 per cent, or a total of

$13,219,838.97. In 1914 the total gross revenues col-

lected amounted to only $12,381,951.

The increase in motor car registration and revenues
in the United States during the past dozen years pre-

sents many intersting comparisons. Thi.s is especially

true in respect to the use made of the revenues. In 1906
the total registrations were approximately 48,000 cars,

paying a gioss revenue of about $193,000, or slightly

more than that collected during 1919 by the state of

Arizona. Furthermore, in 1906 the gross registration

revenues were equivalent to less than three-tenths of 1

per cent of the total road and bridge expenditures for

that year. In 1919 the motor vehicle revenues repre-

sented approximately 16 per cent of the total road and
bridge expenditures for the year. Furthermore, while

in 1906 practically none of the motor vehicle revenues

were applied to road maintenance and construction, in

1919 more than 92 per cent of the gross returns, or

$59,907,136.18 was devoted to this purpose, and of the

total amount applied to road work, 70 per cent was
expended more or less directly or under the control

or supervision of the state highway departments. The
remaining 8 per cent not applied to road work was
expended very largely for number plates and carrying

out the provisions of the motor vehicle registration

laws of the state.

The approximate relations and rates of variation of

the three factors—total rural road and bridge expendi-

ture, motor vehicle registration and license revenues,

and number of motor car registrations from 1903 to

1919, inclusive—are shown graphically on the accom-

panying chart.

—

Public Roads.

IT
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New York City Concrete Flat-Slab

Regulations
New Standards Adopted for All Boroughs of Ciiy

After Conference with Engineers

and Architects

REGULATIONS for the design of reinforced-con-

. Crete g^-derless or flat-slab floors have been

adopted by the Board of Standards and Appeals of New
York City for the uniform use of all the boroughs

of the city. They went into effect Aug. 2, 1920, and

superseded all previous regulations in force in the

various boroughs. The new regulations w^ere the re-

sult of a number of conferences between the city

board and a committee of architects and engineers.

slab supported by the columns; but in no case shall such least

dimension of any interior column supporting a floor or roof

be less than 16 in. when round nor 14 in. when square; nor

shall the least dimension of any exterior column be less

than 14 in.

Rule 6. Column Capital. Every reinforced-concrete

column supporting a flat slab shall be provided with a

capital whose diameter is not less than 0.225 of the average

span of any slabs supported by it. Such diameter shall be

measured where the vertical thickness of the capital is at

least li in., and shall be the diameter of the inscribed circle

in that horizontal plane. The slope of the capital consid-

ered effective below the point where its diameter is meas-
ured shall nowhere make an angle with the vertical of more
than 45 deg. In case a cap of less dimensions than herein-

after described as a drop, is placed above the column cap-

ital, the part of this cap enclosed within the lines of the

column capital extended upward to the bottom of the slat

VARIOUS MOMENT FACTORS FOR CONCRETE FLAT SLABS

Authority

New York Citv 1 920 Rules
Bor. of Manhattan, Old Rules. .

Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Detroit.

Capital = 0.225 L
Drop = 0.33 L

Moment Sections -

Midspan
—1/133
—1/140— 1/120
—1/128

—1/116— 1/133

—1/104

Inner

+ 1/133
+ 1/140
+ 1/120
+ 1/128
+ 1/128
+ 1/116
+ 1/133

+ 1/138
St. Louis.'.'.'.'.".'.

—
'
/33

Joint Committee '
''^*

Joint Committee 1 /32t

Am.Conc.Inst -1/30.8* -1/154 +1/128

Am.Conc.Inst —1/38.5t

* With drop panel. t Without drop panel. ± Minimum specified values for each section.

2 Outer

+ 1/80
+ 1 /48
+ 1/60
+ 1/80
+ 1/64
+ 1/62
+ 1/67

+ 1/58

+ 1/85.5

Total
Moment
f/17
1/13
1/15
1/16.9
1/15.4
1/15.3
1/16.6

1/13

Remarks

On basis of f, = 18,000

1/15 4

Pos. Mom. =

Neg. Mom.

Pos. Mom. •

Neg. Mom.

i 37J% total ="

= 62J% total.

335% total.

t

= 66?% total

In connection with the new regulations there is also

shown a table giving the moment coefficients in a

number of the regulations standard in different sec-

tions of the country.

R^de 1. Application. The rules governing the design of

reinforced-concrete flat slabs shall apply to such floors and

roofs, consisting of three or more rows of slabs, without

beams or girders, supported on columns, the construction

being continuous over the columns and forming with them a

monolithic structure.

Rule 2. Compliance xvith Building Code. In the design

of reinforced-concrete flat slabs, the provisions of article

16 of the building code shall govern with respect to such

matters as are specified therein.

Rule 3. Assumptions. In calculations for the strength

of reinforced-concrete flat slabs, the following assumptions

shall be made

:

(a) A plane section before bending remains plane after

bending;
(b) The modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression

within the allowable working stresses is constant;

(c) The adhesion between concrete and reinforcement is

perfect;

(d) The tensile strength of concrete Is nil;

(e) Initial stress in the reinforcement due to contraction

or expansion in the concrete is negligible.

Ride If. Stresses, (a) The allowable unit shear in rein-

forced concrete flat slabs on bd section around the perim-

eter of the column capital shall not exceed 120 lb. per

square inch; and the allowable unit shearing stress on
the bjd section around the perimeter of the drop shall not

exceed 60 lb. per square inch, provided that the reinforce-

ment is so arranged or anchored that the stress may be
fully developed for both positive and negative moments.

(b) The extreme fiber stress to be used in concrete in

compression at the column head section shall not exceed
750 lb. per square inch.

Rule 5. Columns. For columns supporting reinforced-
concrete flat slabs, the least dimension of any column shall

be not less than one-fifteenth of the average span of any

or drop at the slope of 45 deg. may be considered as part

of the column capital in determining the diameter for design

purposes.
Rule 7. Drop. When a reinforced-concrete flat slab is

thicker in that portion adjacent to or surrounding the

column, the thickened portion shall be known as a drop.

The width of such drop when used, shall be determined by
the shearing stress in the slab around the perimeter of the

drop, but in no case shall the width be less than 0.33 of

the average span of any slabs of which it forms a part.

In computing the thickness of drop required by the negative

moment on the column head section, the width of the drop

only shall be considered as effective in resisting the com-
pressive stress, but in no case shall the thickness of such

drops be less than 0.33 of the thickness of the slab. Where
drops are used over interior columns, corresponding drops

shall be employed over exterior columns and shall extend to

the one-sixth point of the panel from the center of the

column.

Rule 8. Slab Thickness. The thickness of a reinforced-

concrete flat slab shall be not less than that derived by
the formula t = 0.024 L V w + H for slabs without drops,

and t = 0.02 L V w -f- 1 for slabs with drops, in which t is

the thickness of the slab in inches, L is the average span of

the slab in feet, and w is the total live and dead load in

pounds per square foot; but in no case shall this thickness

he less than one-thirty- second of the average span of the

slab for floors, nor less than one-fortieth of the average
span of the slab for roofs, nor less than 6 in. for floors

nor less than 5 in. for roofs.

Rtde 9. Reinforcement, (a) In the calculation of mo-
ments at any section, all the reinforcing bars which cross

that section may be used, provided that such bars extend
far enough on each side of such section to develop the full

amount of the stress at that section. The effective area
of the reinforcement at any moment section shall be the

sectional area of the bars crossing such section multiplied

by the sine of the angle of such bars with the plane of the

section. The distribution of the reinforcement of the sev-

eral bands shall be arranged to fully provide for the inter-

mediate moments at any section.
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PLAN OP FLAT SLAB SHOAVINO NOTATION

(b) Splices in bars may be made wherever convenient

but preferably at points of minimum stress. The length

of any splice shall be not less than 80 bar diameters and

in no case less than 2 ft. The splicing of adjacent bars

shall be avoided as far as possible. Slab bars which are

lapped over the column, the sectional area of both being in-

cluded in the calculation for negative moment, shall extend

to the lines of inflection beyond the column center.

(c) When the reinforcement is arranged in bands, at

least 50 per cent of the bars in any band shall be of a

length not less than the distance center to center of columns
measured rectangularly and diagonally; no bars used as

positive reinforcement shall be of a length less than one-

half the panel length plus 40 bar diameters for cross bands,

or less than seven-tenths of the panel length plus 40 bar
diameters for diagonal bands and no bars used as negative
reinforcement shall be of a length less than one-half the

panel length. All reinforcement framing pei'pendicular to

the wall in exterior panels shall extend to the outer edge
of the panel and shall be hooked or otherwise anchored.

(d) Adequate means shall be provided for properly main-
taining all slab reinforcement in the position as assumed
by the computations.
Rule 10. Line of Inflection. In the design of reinforced-

concrete flat-slab construction, for the purpose of making
calculations of the bending moments at sections other than
defined in these rules, the line of inflection shall be consid-
ered as being located one-quarter the distance, center to

center, of columns, rectangularly and diagonally, from
center of columns for panels without drops, and three-tenths
of such distance for panels with drops.
Rule 11. Moment Sections. For the purpose of design

of reinforced-concrete flat slabs, that portion of the sect'on
across panel, along a line midway between columns, which
lies within the middle two quarters of the width of the panel
shall be known as the inner section, and those portions of
the section in the two outer quarters of the width of the
panel shall be known as the outer sections. Of the section
which follows a panel edge from column to column and
which includes the quarter perimeters of the edges of the
column capitals, that portion within the middle two quar-
ters of the panel width shall be known as the mid section
and the two remaining portions, each having a projected
width equal to one-quarter of the panel width, shall be
known as the column head sections.
Ruh 12. Bending Moments. In the design the following

provisions with respect to tending moments shall be observed.
In the moment expressions used

:

\V is the total dead and live load

on the panel under con.sideration, includ-

ing the weight of drop whether a square,

rectangle or parallelogram;

W, is the total live load on the panel

under consideration;

L is the length of side of a square

panel center to center of columns; or

the average span of a rectangular panel

which is the mean length of the two
sides;

n is the ratio of the greater to the

less dimension of the panel;

h is the unsupported length of a

column in inches, measured from top

of slab to base of capital;

/ is the moment of inertia of the rein-

forced-concrete column section.

A. Interior Square Panels. The
numerical sum of the positive and
negative moments shall be not less

than 1/17 W L. A variation of plus

or minus 5 per cent shall be per-

mitted in the expression for the

moment on any section, but in no

case shall the sum of the negative

moment be less than 66 per cent of

the total moment, nor the sum of

the positive moments be less than
34 per cent of the total moments

for slabs with drops; nor shall the sum of the negative

moments be less than 60 per cent of the total moment,
nor the sum of the positive moments be less than 40 per

cent of the total moment for slabs without drops.

1. In tivo-way systems, for slabs with drops, the

negative moment resisted on two column head sections

shall be — 1/32 W L; the negative moment on the

mid section shall be —1/133 W L; the positive moment
on the two outer sections shall be -f 1/80 \V L and the

positive moment on the inner section shall be + i/133
W L and for slabs without drops, the negative moment
resisted on two column head sections shall be — 1/36
W L, the negative moment on the mid section shall

be — 1/133 W L, the positive moment on the two outer
sections shall be + 1/63 W L and the positive moment
on the inner sections shall be + 1/133 W L.

2. In four-way systems, the negative moments shall

be as specified for two-way systems; the positive

moment on the two outer sections shall be + 1/100
W L, and the positive moment on the inner section shall

be -f 1/100 W L for slabs with drops; and the positive

moment on the two outer sections shall be + 1/74 W L,

and the positive moment on uhe inner section shall be
+ 1/100 W L, for slabs without drops.

3. In three-2vay systems, the negative moment on
the column head and mid sections and the positive

moment on the two outer sections, shall be as specified

for four-way systems. In the expression for the bend-
ing moments on the various sections, the length L
shall be assumed as the distance center to center of
columns, and the load W as the load on the parallelo-
gram panel.

B. Interior Rectangular Panels.

1. When the ratio n does not exceed 1.1, all compu-
tations shall be based on a square panel of a length equal
to the average span, and the reinforcement shall be
equally distributed in the short and long directions
according to the binding moment coefficients specified

for interior square panels.

2. When the ratio u lies between 1.1 and 1.33, the
bending moment coefficients specified for interior square
panels shall be applied in the following manner:

(a) In two-ivay fiystems, the negative moments on
the two column head sections and the mid section and
the positive moment on the two outer sections and the
inner section at right angles to the long direction shall

be determined as for a square panel of a length equal
to the greater dimension of the rectangular panel; and
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SECTION THROUGH SLAB

the corresponding moments on the sections at right

angles to the short direction shall be determined as for

a square panel of a length equal to the lesser dmiension

of the rectangular panel. In no case shall the amount

of reinforcement in the short direction be less than

two-thirds of that in the long direction. The load W
shall be taken as the load on the rectangular panel

under consideration.

(b) In jour-way systems, for the rectangular bands,

the negative moment on the column head sections and

the positive moment on the outer sections shall be de-

termined in the same manner as indicated for two-way

systems.

For the diagonal bands, the negative moments on

the column head and the mid sections and the positive

moment on the inner section shall be determined as

for a square panel of a length equal to the average

span of the rectangle. The load W shall be taken as

the load on the rectangular panel under consideration.

(c) In three-way systems, the negative and positive

moments on the bands running parallel to the long

direction shall be determined as for a square whose side

is equal to the greater dimension; and the moments on

the bands running parallel to the short direction shall

be determined as for a square whose side is equal to

the lesser dimension. The load W shall be taken as the

load on the parallelogram panel under consideration.

C. Exterior Panels. The negative moments at the

first interior row of columns and the positive moments

at the center of the exterior panels on moment sections

parallel to the wall, shall be increased 20 per cent over

those specified above for interior panels. The negative

moment on moment sections at the wall and parallel

thereto shall be determined by the conditions of re-

straint, but the negative moment on the mid section

shall never be considered less than 50 per cent and the

negative moment on the column head section never less

than 80 per cent of the corresponding moments at the

first interior row of columns.

D. Interior Columns shall be designed for the bend-

ing moment developed by unequally loaded panels, ec-

centric loading or uneven spacing of columns. The

bending moment resulting from unequally loaded panels

shall be considered as 1/40 Wi L, and shall be resisted

by the columns immediately above and below the floor

line under consideration in direct proportion to the

values of their ratios of I/h,

E. Wall Columns shall be designed to resist bend-

ing in the same manner as interior columns, except that

W shall be substituted for Wi in the formula for the

moment. The moment so computed may be reduced by
the counter moment of the weight of the structure

which projects beyond the center line of the wall

columns.
F. Roofing Columns shall be designed to resist the

total moment resulting from unequally loaded panels,

as expressed by the formula in paragraphs D and E of

this rule.

Rule 13. Walls and Openings. In the design and con-

struction of reinforced-concrete flat slabs, additional slab

thickness, girders or beams shall be provided to carry any
walls or concentrated loads in addition to the specified

uniform live and dead loads. Such girders or beams shall

be assumed to carry 20 per cent of the total live and dead

panel load in addition to the wall load. Beams shall also

be provided in case openings in the floor reduce the \/ork-

ing strength of the slab below the prescribed carrying

capacity.

Rule IJt. Special Panels. For structures having a

width of less than three rows of slabs, or in which exterior

drops, capitals or columns are omitted, or in which irregu-

lar or special panels are used, and for which the rules

relating to the design of reinforced flat slabs do not directly

apply, the computations in the analysis of the design of

such panels shall, when so required, be filed with the
superintendent of buildings.

Wire Mesh Army Roads in Egypt
By T. McLean Jasper

Assistant Professor of Mechanics, University of Wisconsin

LOOSE sand, smoothed and leveled and then covered
^with chicken netting, firmly pegged down, made

roads which gave such good service during the British

Army operations in Egypt and Palestine that this

method of construction appears to offer possibilities

for temporary roads for construction and engineering
operations vv^here travel over sand is necessary. Brief

descriptions of the military roads received in letters

from Brig. Gen. P. Link, of the Britsh Army, and
Capt. Arthur Roberts, of Mather & Piatt, Ltd., engi-

neers, Manchester, England, furnish the following in-

formation :

As laid down by the army troops, states Capt.
,

Roberts, the best results were obtained with chicken I

netting of about .'!-in. mesh. This netting, 2^ or 3 ft.

wide, came in rolls and four or five rolls placed end

to end were unrolled along the route so as to cover

a strip about 12 or 15 ft. wide. The joining edges

of the netting were fastened together either by clipping

on loops of wire at about 3-ft. intervals or by a

continuous wire woven in and out of the two edges.

At intervals of about 5 ft. the outside edges were

pegged down with ll-in. stakes from 12 to 18 in.

long. Roads so constructed were perfectly satisfactory

for infantry but were badly damaged if horses or cars

were driven over them. The life of these roads is

difficult to state. Captain Roberts mentions one which

had been marched over daily by 3,000 or 4,000 men and

was in good condition after six months' use. Other

roads, however, failed quite soon.

General Link mentions that the grade is leveled and

smoothed before the netting is laid. No hollows should

be left under the netting and the netting should be

securely pegged down. As ruts form, the netting is

lifted and the sand releveled. The netting lasts from

three to six months, depending on the volume of traffic.

Roads of this type. General Link points out, are of

use only for mechanical transport with pneum.atic tires;

horse and wheel transport destroy them almost at once.

The World's Rainfall

The total annual rainfall upon all the land of the

globe amounts to 29,347 cu.mi., according to a recent

statement by the U. S. Geological Survey. Of this quan-

tity, 6,524 cu.mi. drain off through rivers to the sea. A
cubic mile of river vyater weighs about 4,205,650,000

tons and carries in solution an average of about 420,000

tons of foreign matter. In all, approximately 2,735,000,-

000 tons of solid matter are thus carried annually to the

ocean.
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Notes on the French Highway System

editoiVengineerino news-recobd

THE French road system was in bad condition after

the war. In the war zone the highways were, neces-

sarily, under continual maintenance, but elsewhere little

or no attention could be given them. The restoration

(bridges included) to pre-war condition will cost about

1,000,000,000 francs, assuming that the same type will

be used as before the war—to waterbound macadam and
stone-block. The work of restoration is now in hand,

and good progress is being made. In the devastated

regions there were new roads—stone-block chiefly—In

such good condition that with a stiff-spring automobile

—a very stiff-spring automobile—one could go along in

comfort at 35 to 40 miles per hour.

As is well known, the French roads are paved chiefly

with waterbound macadam. On the national highway
system, the routes nationales, out of a total length of

38,000 km. the types comprised about 5,000 km. stone

paved, 1,000 km. tar-sprayed waterbound macadam and
the remainder, 32,000 km., waterbound macadam. The
growing motor traffic, however, is forcing the prepara-

tion of plans for extensive strengthening of surfaces.

Even now, though, the French traffic is very light com-
pared with that of the United States or England. In

the whole of France there are about 40,000 motor trucks

and 100,000 passenger automobiles. Most of these oper-

ate only in the cities—^the tremendous fleet of Paris

taxis, for example, scarcely using the country roads

at all

The French experience is, therefore, of relatively

little value to us. On the other hand, we have much to

learn from English experience, as has been pointed out

in recent articles in the Engineering News-Record.

Strengthening of Surfaces

The plans being considered contemplate an extensive

use of surface treatment, of asphalt macadam, of sheet

asphalt and an extension of the mileage of stone-block

pavement. The plans are not matured and, obviously,

have not been put before the Parliament, but tentative

estimates indicate that at present prices the strengthen-

ing of the more important routes will cost about 1,500,-

000,000 francs to be spent during six or seven years.

There is in France, because of our experience, con-

siderable interest in concrete roads, but the attitude is

a doubting one; in the surface-strengthening program
concrete is not one of the types included. The general

opinion is that it is unsuited to horse-drawn traffic, and
the French engineers still remained incredulous after

being told that in our farming districts objections from
the farmers have totally disappeared.

However, they are giving concrete serious study and
experimental sections will undoubtedly be laid. M. P.

LeGavrian, ingenieur en chef des Fonts et Chaussees,
has in fact just returned from a trip to northern Italy

to study a patented type of concrete road being laid

there.

In considerable favor is an asphaltic carpeting, 5 cm.
(2-in.) thick, called "Mexphalt." It is virtually a sheet-

asphalt wearing surface. Here, by the way, as in

England, the new surfacing will be laid, not on con-

crete foundations, but on the old macadam, and for the

same reason, that their well-matured roads make excel-

lent foundations. By the end of this year there will be

about 100 km. of Mexphalt surfacing, laid at a cost,

including the reshaping of the old macadam, of 25

francs per square meter ($4.17 per square yard, normal

exchange), as against 10 francs ($1.67) before the war.

The stone-block, so largely used in the north of

France, consisting of porpyhry, granite and gres (the

last being the same fine-grained sandstone used in Bel-

gium), measure, generally, 14 x 20 cm., with depths

varying from 11 to 16 cm. (5.5 x 7.9 in., by 4.8 to 6.3 in.)

in depth. The cost is now 50 to 60 francs per square

meter, against a pre-war figure of 18 to 19 francs.

Stone-block pavements, under French traffic, have here-

tofore given from 20 to 24 years' service.

Cost of Macadam Roads

Naturally one is much intersted in the cost of the

waterbound macadam roads—roads which have won
such fame for France among highway engineers. Here

are figures for stretches near Paris, where the pas-

senger automobile traffic is considered very hea\T, say

a maximum of 1,000 cars a day, with probably 150

motor trucks. Under such conditions it is found neces-

sary every three years to resurface the roads, while at

all times a patrol system is maintained. The patrol

work, if a patrolman has a 3-km. length (under the

densest traffic this would be reduced to 2 km.), costs

400 francs per kilometer per year, or about $133 per

mile per year. The resurfacing, 10 cm. (4-in.) thick,

costs about 3 francs per square meter, and since it must

be renewed every 3 years, the annual cost is 1 franc

per square meter per year. This gives a resurfacing

cost for an 18-ft. width of about $1,750 per mile per

year. The cost of the maintenance stone used by the

patrolman may be considered negligible. The total cost

per mile per year, then, is $1,750 + $133 or $1,883. It

must be remembered that this is not the average cost

for French roads, but for roads under what they con-

sider heavy traffic. Such a section has been purposely

selected in order to afford some comparison without

traflSc conditions. The figures are pre-war costs.

French macadam roads, therefore, under traffic condi-

tions similar to ours show an equally high maintenance

cost, wh'ch, of course, one would have been justified in

predicting.

Regarding the national road system generally, I was
interested in learning why our engineers who had been

in France during the war were very reticent about the

roads. We had, in the past, heard so much about the

routes nationales that one expected extended commen-

taries from the returned engineer officers. But the com.-

ments were not forthcoming. Particularly did one ex-

pect comment on the matter of drainage, for which

France has a high reputation. The reason lor the re-
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licence is simply this: That there is little to say that

we do not already know. The reads, long under careful

maintenance, have in the course of years been well

drained, but the methods are those standard with us

—

ditches, longitudinal tile and French drains, and her-

ringbone drainage. The only point to be emphasized

is that they have actually applied these methods. They
have not merely considered them beautiful theories.

Again, with reference to their macadam construction,

there is nothing mysterious. Under light traffic and

g-ood maintenance it gives good service at relatively low

cost ; under passenger automobile traffic the maintenance

cost is high ; under heavy motor-trucks in wet weather,

as was proved during the war, the crusts break through

and the road goes to pieces, just as with us.

There was disagreement among our engineers who
had served in the A. E. F. as to the thickness of the

stone crusts on French roads. Some said they were

very thin ; others had seen depths of 12 in. Very likely

both claims were correct. There are thin crusts and

thick crusts, but the engineers of the Direction des

Fonts et Chaussees stated that as a rule the crusts are

relatively thin, that resurfacing is done only when the

crust has worn considerably. Probably these crusts

will not average more than 7 in., for the depth of stone

laid in resurfacing is only 10 cm. (4 in,).

Motor Vehicles

Naturally the regulation of motor vehicles is receiving

serious consideration. At present there is a maximum
speed limit of 18 miles per hour, but it is constantly

violated. New regulations will shortly be promulgated

and it is expected that different maximum speeds will be

set for vehicles of different weights. Under these new
regulations maximum loads per centimeter width of tire

will be stipulated. The figure will probably be 150 kg.

per centimeter width (825 lb. per inch width) whether

the tire be of steel or rubber. It is probable that a

maximum limiting gross weight will not be set.

In addition to the routes nationales built and main-

tained at the sole cost of the National Government (even,

as in Belgium where they run through cities), there are

two subsidiary highway systems: (1) the chemins vici-

naux, built and maintained by the departments, and (2)

the chemins rurals, maintained by the villages and local

communities. Except in the north and in the mountain

sections in the east and northeast, where stone-block is

used, these subordinate systems use water-bound ma-
cadam exclusively.

In general, therefore, while the French highway sys-

tem was a very excellent one for horse-drawn traffic, the

surfaces must now be materially strengthened. In this

respect the experience is the same as our own and that

of England.

City Planning Progress at Indianapolis

The Board of Directors of the Indianapolis Chamber
31 Commerce has indorsed city planning recommenda-

tions submitted by a subcommittee of the Chamber's

Municipal Research Committee. The directors have

asked the subcommittee to work out a definite program
for consideration by the board. Some of the subjects

already taken up by the subcommittee are specially

constructed streets for trucking, expansion of railroad

terminals, industrial housing, zoning, the elimination

Df jogs in streets, and the grouping of civic centers.

Frank Noll is chairman of the subcommittee.

Three State Courts Hold Cities May
Regulate Garbage Disposal

THE State Supreme Courts of Missouri, Michigan
and Utah have recently upheld contracts for

garbage disposal that entitled the contractors to all

garbage produced, notwithstanding the contention of

some that the garbage was their own private property.

These decisions were noted in Public Health Reports
for May 28, June 4, and June 18, 1920.

The first case centered in an ordinance of the City

of Joplin, Mo. (Valley Spring Hog Ranch Co. v. Flag-

mann et al., 220 S. W., 1), providing that the city

may "contract with a suitable person, firm or corpora-

tion, for the exclusive right to dispose of the garbage
of the city." The defendant in this case removed
garbage in defiance of the ordinance, contending that

the ordinance was void because it authorized the city

to make an exclusive contract and because it was
destructive of property rights. The State Supreme
Court denied the injunction, holding that the city, in

the language of Public Health Reports, "is exercising

its police power in the interests of the public health

and is not establishing a monopoly; and "that the

value of the owner's rights in garbage [quoting now
from the decision] 'is so inconsequential that they are

absorbed and lost in the greater rights of the state

to protect such owner and the public at large from

the dire effects of improper methods in the handling

and disposition of the same.*
"

The Michigan Supreme Court decision (Pantlind,

et al V. City of Grand Rapids, 177 M. W., 302) is thus

summarized by Public Health Reports :

The plaintiffs, proprietors of hotels and restaurants, con-

veyed to their farms outside the city and there fed to hogs

and poultry the garbage from such hotels and restaurants.

This was done in a cleanly manner, but was in violation

of an ordinance of the city of Grand Rapids, and plaintiffs

were notified by the city to discontinue such conveyance
and disposal of their garbage.
The plaintiffs thereupon sought an injunction to restrain

the city from interfering. The lower court granted an in-

junction, but on appeal the supreme court reversed the

decree and enjoined plaintiffs from conveying the garbage
through the streets and from violating the garbage ordi-

nance in any manner.
In answer to the contention of plaintiffs that they had a

right to dispose of garbage produced upon their own
premises because it was property of value, and that as to

them the ordinance was w^anting in the due process of law
required by the Constitution, the supreme court held that
the city had the right to regulate the disposal of garbage
and that the plaintiffs w^ere compensated for any loss in

the common benefit secured by the ordinance.
The Utah Supreme Court decision (Salt Lake City v.

Bernhagen, 189 Pac, 583; is not summarized in detail

in Public Health Reports, but the note on the subject

indicates that this case is similar, at least in the gen-

eral effect of the decision, to those already summarized.

Federal-Aid Road Work
According to information recently made public by

the Bureau of Public Roads, up to May 1, 1920, various

states had filed with the bureau 2,885 project state-

ments, of which 2,790 had been approved, representirig

27,796 mi. of highway. Practically two-thirds of that

number of project statements have been submitted

within the past year. Up to May 1 of this year progress

agreements had been actually executed and construc-

tion started upon 1,569 projects aggi-egating 11,987 mi.
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Concealed Joints in Road Slab Limit

Surface Cracks
Extra Durable Road Procured by Wood Floating a

Sifted Layer of Cement and Sand Into

Green Concrete

By Samuel H. Lea
County Road Engineer, Keyser, W. Va.

CONCEALED weather-board joints and a float finish

over dry sifted mortar produced a notably durable

surface on the concrete road recently completed between

Keyser and Piedmont, W. Va. Portions of the road

which have carried heavy traffic for two years show no

signs of wear. The surface is homogeneous and with-

out breaks. These excellent results are attributed

largely to the dry-mix float finish and to the unusual

joint construction adopted.

The pavement is of one-course 1:2:4 concrete. It

is 15 ft. wide, 5^ in. thick at the sides and 7 in. thick

] Crack

Concrete

I
V/oo(pi5f-rip

Pavemerrf-

Sub-base

WEATHERBOARD, SET BASE DOWN, FORMS
CONCEALED JOINT

at the center. A hard, calcareous sandstone, occurring

locally, was crushed on the job and used for coarse

aggregate; the sand manufactured from sandstone at

the quarries was purchased. Construction was carried

on at two different periods from 1917 to 1919.

On the work done in 1917, transverse expansion joints

were made at 50-ft. intervals except when there was a

temporary stoppage or work was discontinued at night.

In such cases the spacing between joints varied from
35 to 75 ft. Joints were filled with \ in., prepared
joint filler cut to proper shape and projecting \ in. above
the pavement.

After resuming work in 1919, concealed joints were
used. At the beginning of each day's work the stop

board, which had been left in place, was removed and
a strip of weatherboard \ in. thick was placed, thick

edge down, against the face of the old concrete, the
top of the board being 3 in. below the surface of the

pavement at the center of the road. The new concrete
was placed directly against the face of the old work,
covering the wooden strip and forming an unbroken
surface with the old work. Two days after placing the
joint a thin crack appeared on the surface of the pave-
ment directly above each wooden strip. These cracks
are like fine lines, and are straight across the pave-
ment. During the ten months since the completion of
work these joints have been closely observed. Last fall

they were filled or covered over with melted tar but no
appreciable widening was noticed.

Aside from the joints, the construction was the same
during both working periods. The concrete was mixed
quite stiff and after being shoveled into place, was
struck off and tamped vi ith a wooden templet weighing
250 lb. The strikeboard after advancing a few feet,

while being alternately raised and lowered, was brought
back and again moved forward, while being sawed
across the roadway. A roller was used to remove ex-

cess water from the concrete. The first rolling was
about 30 min. behind the templet and two subsequent
rollings followed at intervals of about 20 min. After
rolling, a dry mix compo.sed of 1 part sand and 1 part

cement was distributed evenly through a sieve over the
concrete surface, which was then floated by the finisher

from a bridge. Wooden floats were used and the dry
mix was thoroughly rubbed into the concrete, absorbing
any water remaining after the roller and forming a
hard, durable surface.

That portion of the road built in 1917 shows no signs
of wear although it has been subjected to a heavy traf-

fic. This durability is largely attributed to the method
of surface finish used. By using concealed joints, a
homogeneous surface was obtained whose continuity is

not marred by breaks or inequalities. The cracks form
joints that are sufficiently narrow to prevent the pass-
age of much water from the surface through them. The
wooden strips prevent the penetration of water to the
subgrade. They are sufficiently compressible to take
care of ordinary expansion stresses. The joints have
passed through one summer without injury, and it is

hoped they will continue to function. In future work
it is probable that a prepared joint filler will be used
in place of wood for the concealed joints.

Water Supply and Disease in Rumania
AN INVESTIGATION of the sanitary conditions in

£\. Rumania, especially in regard to the menace of

infectious diseases, has been made Dy Prof. George C.

Whipple, as chief of the sanitation department of the

League of Red Cross Societies. His report, as published

in the League's bulletin for June, includes the following:

Prior to the war the country had a good history as xo this

disease [cholera]. The large cit'es were well supplied with
water, many of these supplies being taken from safe sub-

terranean soui'ces, and the river water supplies benig
filtered. Since the war the water supply situation has been
very bad. The supply at Bucharest is of safe quality but
the population of the city has so increased that the supply
is inadequate. At certain hours no water will run from
the taps in many parts of the city. At Constantza the
pumps are out of commission and the people are dependent
upon the sale of bottled water from local wells, which are
always likely to be contaminatr-d, especially if drawn upon
heavily. At Giurglu the filter is out of commission, and
raw Danube water is being pumped. At Sulina, Galatz and
Braila the water systems are also in bad condition, the
purification plants being inoperative. All of the Rumanian
water supplies are in charge of local municipal authorities.

If the water supplies are enlarged to provide for the

increased populations in the cities there will have to be
extensions which will require much engineering work, and
this work is not likely to be undertaken until business con-

ditions become more nearly normal. The Danube is used
as a source of supply by several cities. Slow sand filters,

in some cases accompanied by the use of ozone, provide
the means of purification. The Danube watei is very
turbid ai.d the means thus far adopted are not appropri-
ate for this type of water. Mechanical filters using alum
or some other substance as a coagulant would be far more
efficient. Most of the local wells in the rural districts which
we passed through seem to be fairly well constructed from
the standpoint of protection against pollution through the

soil or at the surface. There are said to be only six

Roumanian cities which have sewer systems.
With the present military cordon maintained cholera is

not likely to be a menace to Rumania, but the sanitary
situation of the country at present is one which, in my
opinion, is of grave concern, in view of the bad condition of
the water supplies.
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Building the Earth Dams at the

Bridgewater Project

Three Closures of Large Storage Reservoirs Built

by Sluicing Earth Fill Into Pool from
Dumped Embankments

By Richard Pfaehler
Hydraulic Engineer, Western Carolina Power Co., Charlotte, N. C.

AS DESCRIBED in the article in Engineering Nevs-
L Record, June 3, 1920, p. 1088, the new Bridgewater

reservoir for the Western Carolina Power Co, is formed
by three dams, called the Catawba, Paddy Creek and

Linville dams. Of these the Catawba has a gravity

concrete section crossing the river, but the remainder

of that dam and all of the other two are earthfills,

built by .hydraulic sluicing of earth brought in by trains

from near-by borrow pits and deposited along the outer

edges of the dam from timber trestles.

The dimensions and sections of the three earthfills

are given in the previous article. They are of approx-

LinviUe Dam.—To unwater the dam site, the com-
bined flow of the Linville River and Paddy Creek was
diverted through the tunnel and 20 ft. diameter pen-
stock to below the powerhouse site. To this end, the

penstock reducer and the 6 ft. diameter gates valves, in-

cluding the bursting plate outfit, were temporarily left

off, and the two penstock branches leading to the power
house were closed up by the 11 ft. diameter butterfly

valves. This work was, however, not completed in

schedule time and keeping the river flow free from
r.ny obstructions in the meantime, a dike, forming a
part of the upstream toe of that dam, was built on
the left side of the river bank until it reached a

height of 45 ft. above the normal water level. Sim-
ilar work was done on the downstream . side of

the dam after the rockfill toe located outside of

the river bed was constructed by depositing suitable

stone materials excavated from the power-house foun-

dation and the tunnel. When the tunnel and penstock

were nearing completion, cribs filled with stones were
placed across the river bed, and then the connection

"VIEW OF STRIPl'ED ;PADnT CKEEK t>AM FOUNDATIONS. LOOKING UOU'NJSTREAIM

imately the same design, with a 20-ft. top, upstream
slopes of 1 on 3 and downstream slopes of 1 on 21, with

a central bottom trench and a downsti-eam low rockfil!

toe wall. Catawba is 120 ft. high and contains about

1,820,000 cu.yd., Paddy Creek 165 ft. maximum height

with 1,450,000 cu.yd., and Linville 160 ft, high with

1,250,000 cu.yd. total fill. They were located within 2^

milei-- of each other and the material used in building

them was of essentially the same nature and composition.

Before the construction of any of the earth dams
could be commenced it was necessary to unwater the

dam sires, to strip the ground to be covered from all

vegetable matter, to excavate a trench along the center

line of each dam down to a surface of hard and imper-

vious material and to construct a rockfill toe on the

downstream side of the earthfills. While this work was
going on suitable borrow pits were located containing

the material used in the construction of the fills, con-

sisting in general of disintegrated gneiss and mica
schist, sand and clay intermixed with small stones. To
determine the rate of seepage or frictional resistance of

the various materials, a percolation testing tank was
built.

of the upstream dike with the bluff on the right river

bank was made. After this work was done the dam.

foundation between the two dikes was unwatered. Since

the river bed and the bluff consisted of gneiss built up
of saw-toothed strata giving a good bond for the earth-

fill materials, this portion of the dam foundation was
prepai-ed by removing all debric and washing down the

prepared by removing all debris and washing down the

thin layer of top soil and small stones by means of a

hydraulic monitor.

Catawba Dam.—For the trench excavation at the

Catawba darn across the bottom land on the left side

of the river, it was known beforehand that the silt

and sand deposits, which had to be penetrated, would
not permit the use of steam shovels for cutting the

trench without incurring considerable expense. It was,

therefore, decided to use a suction dredge, provided with

a cutterhead for agitating the materials, having a

capacity of 140 cu.yd. per hour. There were, however,

numerous logs, brush and roots encountered which cut

down the capacity of the outfit ; delays were also caused

by gravel and boulders clogging up the pipe. The
material pumped from the water-filled trench was flumed
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to a point above the upstream toe of the dam and later

directly into the river. After the dredging work ii;

this portion of the trench was completed, the extension

up the hillside was made by sluicing down the materials

into the bottom trench by use of a hydraulic monitor.

and by subsequent removal of same with the suction

dredge. This work was done within a few days as rock

was soon encountered.

At the time the trench excavation was progressing,

cofferdams were built partially across, and along the

left edge, of the Catawba riverbed, and the founda-

tions for the 274-ft. long masonry retaining wall and

the 125-ft, long finwall were prepared. The dike form-

ing the upstream toe of the earthfill was also built to a

height of 25 ft. (the top being 45 ft. above the normal

water level of the Catawba River) and temporarily

connected with the upstream end of the cofferdam before

it could be thrown against the upstream face of the

spillway masonry. Along the downstream edge of the

dam, the material for the rockfill toe was placed and

DOWNSTREAM SLOPE OF CATAWBA DAM PARTLY
PLANTED WITH CxRASS

following description applies equally well to any of the
structures. The views show the progressive stages as

illustrated in the three dams; the trestle erection at

•>«
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CROSS SECTION THROUGH PADDY CREEK DARf SHOWING METHOD OK CONSTRUCTION

i!et of trestles was built, the inner portion of the

nil materials side-dumped from these trestles was mixed
with water and washed down by use of the monitors,

the result being that the finer materials settled in the

center of the dam. As soon as beaches began to form

the surface of the pool was raised by pumping In

additional water. Stones which were allowed to remain

in the outer third of the fill were separated from each

ather by earth, and any roots, logs or timber uncovered

by sluicing, or floating in the pool, were removed from

within the area of the dam site. Due attention was

also given to the height of the pool so as to prevent

sliding of the deposited materials due to any excessive

water pressure.

Both dikes of a pair were advanced at the same rate

by frequent throwing of the tracks toward the center

of the dam; it was, however, not permitted to dump
materials which would fall inside the limits of the

middle-third zone before being treated with water. In

general, trestles of 20 ft. height were used, and with

the exception of the stringers it was not required to

pull the trestle timbers. When the earthfill had reached

a height which was above the spillway crest, the

hydraulic sluicing was discontinued and the selected

material dumped in the small pool between the two
dikes. Above the highwater level of the reservoir the

pool was discontinued and the dam finished to the spec-

ified height allowing for shrinkage of the earthfill

materials. The grading of the side slopes was done by

teams and drag scrapers. Stone riprap was placed on

the water slope of the dam, and the downstream slope

was planted with grass.

To determine the compactness of the materials

deposited in the middle third during the construction

of the dam, a 1-in. pipe plugged up at the lower end

was forced into the material by one man and the depth

of penetration recorded. Samples of the core material

were also regularly taken, dried and passed through
a 100-mesh sieve, and the degree of fineness noted.

The complete Bridgewater project was executed undei

HYDRAULIC SLUICING OUTFIT IN OPERATION AT LINVILLE DAAl
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the direction of W. S. Lee, vice-president and chief

engineer of the Southern Power Co. Albert S. Crane,

of the J. G. White Engineering Corporation, was
retained as consulting engineer in connection with

design and construction of the earth dams and masonry
structures, and F. H. Cbthran was resident engineer.

Comparison of Wood Stave, Iron

and Concrete Pipe

THE comparative cost, durability and efficiency of

wood, concrete and cast iron for the pipe line of a

proposed additional water supply for Norfolk, Va., are

discussed by Dabney H. Maury, consulting engineer,

Chicago, in a report recom-mending a supply from Lake

Prince. On this 20-mile pipe line the soil and other

local conditions will vary so that no one material will

be the best for the entire distance.

In first cost, wood stave pipe is shown to be by far

the lowest. For a given diameter and pressure the ratios

for wood, reinforced concrete and cast iron are 1, 1.7

and 2,4 respectively. In carrying capacity, the wood
and concrete pipe are about equal and the capacity would

be maintained throughout their life, as neither material

would have the inner surface affected by the acids in

the local waters. It is estimated that the capacity in

cither case would exceed that of cast-iron pipe by 20

per cent at the outset. Further, the report states that

owing to the rapid formation of tubercles of rust in

cast-iron pipe by the corrosive action of the local waters,

this difference would increase probably to 40 or 50

per cent within 15 or 20 years.

Leakage to a small amount will be unavoidable with
any kind of pipe. It is estimated that each 100 gal.

of leakage per 24 hours per inch of diameter and per

mile of pipe that must be provided for will add about

SI per lineal foot to the first cost of the pipe line. It

is assumed that the leakage of wood stave pipe would
exceed that of concrete or iron by 100 gal. per 24 hours

per inch per mile, thus adding $1 per foot to the cost.

In durability, wood stave pipe is expected to give a

life of at least 30 years, the clayey soil along the Nor-
folk line being favorable to the preservation of the steel

bands. Although the life of cast-iron pipe is commonly
estimated at 80 to 100 years, the report puts it at 60

years under the conditions at Norfolk "because of the

known fact that cast-iron pipe is affected rapidly by the

local waters." For concrete pipe a life of 60 years is

assumed, in view of the short periods of experience

with this pipe under such conditions as exist at Norfolk.

A strong local prejudice in Norfolk against wood
stave pipe is noted in the report, this prejudice being

based on experience with a 24-in. pipe of the Norfolk

County Water Co. It is explained, however, that this

pipe is of pine (instead of redwood or fir) and is ma-
chine banded in short lengths instead of being con-

tinuous stave pipe, which would be used in the new
pipe line. Although this existing pipe is leaky it is

said that the wood is sound and that the bands are in

good condition.

Comparative Cost of Pipe

The first cost of 36-in. wood stave, concrete and cast-

iron pipe for 100 ft. head, laid complete, but without
allowance for engineering and contingencies, is given
as $8.60, $15.25 and $20.50 per lineal foot, respectively.

The relatively small carrjnng capacity of the iron pipe
per inch of diameter is stated to add 40 per cent to its

actual first cost, making this $28.70 in.stead of $20.50.
The assumed greater leakage of wood stave pipe adds
$1 to its fir.st cost, making $9.60.

Taking the life at 30 years for wood stave pipe and
60 years for concrete and cast iron, the first would have
to be charged with the cost of one complete renewal.
The present value of $9.60 due 30 years hence, with
interest cotipounded annually at 41 per cent, is $9.60 x
$0,267 or $2.56. With this additional charge for re-

newal the first cost of wood stave pipe in comparison
with concrete and iron would be $12.16. Thus the
final comparison of first cost on an equivalent basis

would be $12.16 per lineal foot for wood stave pipe,

$15.25 for concrete and $28.70 for cast iron.

As an alternative comparison, the report assumes a
life of 25 years for wood stave pipe and 90 years for
the other materials. In this case the figures are $14.04,

$15.25 and $28.70 Even under these conditions, says
Mr. Maury, it would be more economical to use the

wood stave pipe wherever the conditions are favorable
to its durability ond to use cast-iron pipe only where
it is impracticable to use either the wood stave or the
concrete pipe. From the surveys it is estimated that

the supply main would be composed of 58,000 ft. of wood
stave pipe, 25,000 ft. of reinforced-concrete pipe and
17,700 ft. of cast-iron pipe.

New York Zoning Ordinance Upheld

THE New York State Court of Appeals has upheld the

constitutionality of the zoning regulations adopted

in 1916 by the New York City Board of Estimate and
Apportionment. The case arose through an action

brought by the Lincoln Trust Co. against the Williams

Building Co. to secure cancellation of a land purchase

contract on the ground that owing to the zoning

regulations an unencumbered title could not be given.

The court holds that both parties ought to have known
of the regulations and that the property under contract

was not encumbered because the use to which it can

be put is limited by its location in a residence district.

A portion of the opinion follows:

In a great metropolis like New York, in which the public

health, welfare, convenience and common good are to be
considered, I am of the opinion that the resolution was not
an incumbrance, since it was a proper exercise of the police

power. The exercise of such power, within constitutional

limitations, depends largely upon the discretion and good
judgment of the municipal authorities, with which the courts
are reluctant to interfere. The conduct of an individual and
the use of his property may be regulated.

The resolution in question simply regulates the use of

property m the districts affected. It does not discriminate
between owners. It is applicable to all alike. Therefore
the general and wellnigh universal rule should be applied,

viz. : That where a person agrees to purchase real estate
which at the time is restricted by laws or ordinances he
will be deemed to have entered into the contract subject to

the same. He cannot thereafter be heard to object to taking
the title because of such restrictions. (Bennett vs. Buchan,
76 N. Y. 386.)

The contract was deliberately entered into. It is not
claimed that defendant was misled, deceived or improperly
influenced in making it. The situation, so far ao the reso-
lution in question is concerned, was precisely the same when
the deed was to be delivered as when the contract was
executed. Defendant was not buying the property for a
particular purpose.
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Need for Sub-Grade Study Evidenced

in Road Upheavals
New Jersey Experience with Asphalt Type Stresses

Necessity for Adequate Drainage—Concrete

Base Resists Frost Action

FAILURES in so-called durable types of highway
surfacing were frequently noted in the Middle At-

lantic and New England states during the spring thaw
this year, and highways, especially those of bituminous

types, which were thought to have but begun useful

lives, became almost impassable because of numerous

"blowups." Failures have been of such a character as to

necessitate examination of all the details of construction

in the effort to determine whether poor construction

methods, poor materials, inci-eased traffic, or inadequate

FIG. 1. A 50-FOOT LENGTH BLOWN UP FROM THE CENTER

drainage have been responsible for the failures; or

whether it is a combination of any tv^o, or all of these

factors entering into the construction of weak pavement.

Engineers who have studied the situation thoroughly,

however, appear to agree that the inadequacy of subsur-

face drainage is the chief contributing factor to road

failures.

During the past few months, travelers over that part

of the New Jersey State Highway knowTi as State Route

No. 1, between New Brunswick and Trenton, which is

a part of the main New York-Philadelphia road, have

experienced at least the inconvenience of traversing a
road badly "blown up" by frost action. Traveling from
New York this spring, one left a new concrete road at

Metuchen to enter upon stretches of bituminous types

that grew extremely bad just south of New Brunswick
and continued beyond Cranbury. From this point, how-

ever, a smooth, unimpaired surface, also bituminous,

stretched on to Trenton.

Examination of the details in the construction of

these good and bad sections of State Route No. 1—that

in Mercer County and that section in Middlesex County

—offers an excellent comparir.on between two types of

bituminous surfaces laid upon practically the same
foundation and with apparently slight difference in the

composition of the subsoil, and indicates clearly to the

highway engineer the care which he must employ in

designing drainage structures for heavily traveled

highways.

Both of these sections of highway are of comparatively

FIG. 2. TREE SHADOWS INDICATE SURFACE
IRREGULARITIES

recent construction. That portion in Middlesex County,
known as the Cranbury Turnpike, was constructed in

1917 in four sections as follews: Section 1, New Bruns-
wick city line to Black Horse Inn; Section 2, Black

Horse Inn to the Dayton R. R. ; Section 3, Dayton R. R.

to Plainsboro Road, Cranbury; Section 4, Plainsboro

Road, Cranbury, to the Mercer County line. A 2-in.

Warrenite surfacing with a squeegee coat was laid upon
the reconstructed waterbound macadam base, which was
scarified and brought to a uniform thickness of 6 in.

and a uniform width of 18 ft. The standard New Jersey

specifications for macadam and Warrenite were followed

in the construction of this section, and the work was
done under the extraordinary repair act permitting re-

construction to existing grades and line. The original

macadam, was a very old pavement and not laid to any
definite grade, a fact accounting for the present irregu-

lar profile. In general there were added to the old

macadam 3 or 4 in. when compacted, of IJ-in stone.

The old macadam road was in many places but 16 ft.

wide, and where widened the base was built to a depth

of 8 in., as were also the 2-ft. shoulders.

In accordance with the specifications ditches were con-

structed to provide for the unobstructed flow of surface

water. At places where previous trouble had been ex-

perienced in maintaining the macadam foundation, a

concrete base was constructed, and where there was any

indication of trouble from subsurface water a 4-in.

porous tile, covered with stone and laid approximately

3 ft. below the finished grade, was installed, either

herring-bone fashion to the side ditches or longitudin-

ally to the nearest cross stream. Seveial sections of

this Warrenite topping were laid upon concrete bases

and that portion of the road through the village of

Cranbury was entirely constructed upoi: a 6-in. con-

crete base.

The Mercer County section of this State Route No. 1,

known as Nottingham Way, was built h; 1916 by the

county, though the state furnished the laboratory in-
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specticn of material^;. It is constructed of a 2-in.

Topeka surface with a squeegee coat upon a 6-in.

macadam base. The old macadam road was widened

from 16 to 18 ft., scarified and thoroughly rolled to give

a compact base. The standard New Jersey specifica-

tions for the laying of a Topeka mixture were followed,

though the state did not participate in the construction,

the forms being simply adapted to county requirements.
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same diameter were provided at every few hundred

feet. Broken stone covers the tiling up to the sub-base,

and such a drainage structure has formed a cut-off wall,

which effectively protected the concrete pavement from

any injury during the heavy winter. Only one or two

longitudinal cracks appeared in the surface in the

entire 12-mi. length.

Though the State of New Jersey has taken over

Cranbury Turnpike constructed by Middlesex County

as part of the state highway the expensive replacements

necessary through the recent blowups are taken care

of by the contractors' five-year guarantee which does

not expire until the summer of li122.

Several photographs showing road blowups along

Cranbury Turnpike are reproduced herewith.

Contractors Enunciate Principles of

Employment Relations

RECOGNITION of the facts that the public interest

^ is of prime importance, and that mutuality of in-

terest between employer and employee is the only solid

basis underlying industrial relations, is the salient point

in the statement of fundamental principles governing

employment relations recently enunciated by the Com-

mitte on Labor of the Associated General Contractors

of America. In presenting the report embodying the

statement of principles, the Committee on Labor asserts

through publication of the report in the Association's

Bulletin, that the interests of employers, employees, and

investors, as well as the public interest, must be de-

fined and protected and to this end public opinion

be kept informed and enlightened. The first step to-

ward industrial peace, continues the report, will be

"a realization of the interdependence of all elements

related to industry, and a recognition of the responsi-

bility one to another."

The eleven principles which are closely patterned

after the statement of principles recently enunciated

by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, and

which are only tentative and may be amplified by gen-

eral discussion, are given herewith:

(1) The Employment Relation. Every person possesses

the right to engage in any lawful business or occupation

and to enter, individually or collectively, into any lawful

contract of employment, either as employer or employee.

(2) The Open Shop. The right of employer and em-

ployee to enter into and to determine the conditions of em-

ployment relations with each other (without reference to

the aflfiliation or non-affiliation of either with any organiza-

tion) is an individual right of free contract possessed by

each of the parties.

(3) Right of Association. All men possess the equal

right to associate voluntarily for the accomplishment of

lawful purposes by lawful means. The association of men,

whether employers, employees, or others, for collective

action or dealings, confers no authority over and must not

deny any right of those who do not desire to act or deal

with them.

(4) Rcsponsibilitij of Combination. The public welfare,

the protection of the individual, and sound employment rela-

tions equally require all associations or combinations to be

subject to the authority of the state. As the public interest

is paramount, full publicity of facts of industrial relations

is necessary.

(5) Obligation to Secure Production. To develop, with

due regard for the health, safety and well-being of the

individual, the maximum capacity and output required of

the industry is the common social obligation of all engaged

therein.

(6) irn/zcs- aud Managoneitt. The wage of labor must
bo drawn from the conduct of industry and must therefore

bo oarned and measured by its contribution to production.

All omployeos are entitled to complete business information

in matters affecting the terms of their employment; and
frankness is essential. In order that the worker, in his

own and the general interest, may develop his full produc-

tion capacity, it is the duty of the management to assist

him to secure regular employment suited to his ability, to

furnish him with incentive and opportunity for self-im-

provement, and to provide proper safeguard for his health

and safety.

(7) Hours of Labor. The number of hours in the work-
ing day or week in which required maximum output, con-

sistent with the wellbeing of the workers, can be maintained
in a given industry, should be ascertained by careful study
and never should be exceeded except in case of emergency.
One day of rest in seven, or its equivalent, should be
provided.

(8) Adjustment of Employment Relations. Adequate
means satisfactory both to the employer and to his em-
ployees, and voluntarily agreed to by them, should be pro-

vided for mutual discussion and adjustment of employment
relations.

(9) Comotumity of Interests. The greatest measure of

reward and wellbeing for both employer and employee, and
the full social value of their value to the public must be
sought in the successful conduct and full development of

the industrial establishment in which they are associated.

Intelligent and practical co-operation based upon a mutual
recognition of this community of interest constitutes the
true basis of sound industrial relations.

(10) Government Employment. The state is sovereign
and cannot tolerate a divided allegiance on the part of

its officers and servants. While the right of government
employees, national, state or municipal, to be heard and to

secure consideration and just treatment shouM be amply
safeguarded, the community welfare demrnds that no com-
bination shall be permitted to prevent or impair the opera-
tion of government or of any government.-il function.

(11) Public Service Employment. In public service ac-

. tivities, the public interest and wellbeing must be the para-
mount and controlling consideration. The power of regula-
tion and protection exercised by the state over the corpora-
tions should properly extend to the employees in so far as
may be necessary to assure the adequate continuous and
unimpaired operation of public utility Ffrvice.

The chairman of the Committee on Labor of the As-
sociated General Contractors submitting this statement

of principles is Leonard C. Wason, of the Aberthaw
Construction Co.. Boston, Mass.

Shortage in Building Construction

According to a bulletin recently issued by the

Guaranty Trust Co., of Now York, the shortage in

building construction at the end of the year, 1919, was
one and orte-third times a normal year's building. Such

a conclusion was arrived at by comparison of building

permits for from 143 to 151 cities in the United States

covering the years 1913 to 1919 inclusive, figures which

were compiled by the United States Geological Survey.

The value of building permits upon which the calcula-

tions are based are as follows: 1913, $859,657,250;

1914, $785,525,746; 1915, $799,735,860; 1916, $1,024,-

211,675; 1917, $687,415,605; 1918, $430,014,365; 1919,

$1,281,000,000.

These calculations are based upon the assumption

that 1913 was a normal year. The value of building

permits during 1917, 1918, and 1919, corrected by apply-

ing the index numbers for those respective years, and

referred to the value of building permits in 1913, show

an accumulated deficit of 134 per cent.

i

{
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Building Operations by Federal
Reserve Districts

THE Federal lieserve Board, in its review of general

business conditions during July, has the following

to say regarding building operations:

There appears to be no difference of opinion concerning

the causes that are responsible for the difficukies that ham-
per building operations. The hindrances are summed up
under the all-inclusive heads of high prices of structural

materials and heavy labor costs; transportation troubles

that make the securing of supplies problematical; and in-

ability to obtain funds for financing contemplated projects,

especially residential structures. It is true that, although

all these factors are operative, repoi'ts from certain districts

are inclined to stress some one factor while minimizing the

importance of others. The situation in the west and south-

west appears to be much more favorable than in other

parts of the Country, Districts 11 (Dallas) and 12 (San
Francisco) both reporting increased activity in the month
of June as compared with May.

District 1 (Boston) emphasizes the shortage of lumber
and other sti'uctural materials resulting from congested
traffic conditions, and predicts that prices will remain high,

probably into the spring of 1921. However, the total value
of building permits in 13 principal cities outside Boston
showed an increase of 47.1 per cent in amount for the first

six months of 1920, as compared with the same period in

1919, although the actual number of permits d'iclined fsom
3,614 to 3,440.

District 2 (New York) thinks that the principal deter-

rent to the execution of housing programs is scai'city of
mortgage money, the New York situation being made worse
by the fact that industrial projects have secured the limited
amount of labor and materials available. District 4 (Cleve-
land), although stating that there has been some improve-
ment in securing raw materials, especially cement, through
the use of lake vessels, says that building operations are
very low for the season and the outlook for the fall is

uncertain. In District 5 (Richmond) no improvement is

noted—a decrease in value of permits issued as compared
with May is recorded. As for building materials, it be-
comes increasingly difficult to secure them and a number
of lumber mills have shut down because of inability to
make deliveries, while cement, crushed stone, steel, brick,
etc., are practically impossible of acquisition. Cessation of
construction in Richmond is threatened unless the local
situation is relieved. In District 6 (Atlanta) on the other
hand, there has been an increase in Che value of permits
in some of the large cities such as Atlanta, Augusta,
Savannah and Mobile. A marked drop in the total volume
of building permits in New Orleans was no doubt the result
of the local carpenters' strike.

In District 8 (St. Louis) as a result of better weather
and improvement in transportation, work already begun
has been resumed or continued, but new projects are few.
There is no improvement in the housing situation. Labor
troubles have also been experienced. Both in the Minne-
apolis and Kansas City Districts the June reports show a
reduction in building permits by number and value as
compared with May.

In District 11 (Dallas), on the other hand, improvement
has occurred in June, an increase of 15 per cent in total
valuations over the month of May being noted, although
the total is 16 per cent below the record for June a year
ago. For the first six months of the year, the 1920 valu-
ations exceeded those of 1919 by 147 per cent. Similarly
in District 12 (San Francisco) building is inactive, permits
issued in 19 cities showing valuation increases of 7.7 per
cent as compared with May, and 63.3 per cent as compared
with June a year ago. For the six month period an in-
crease of 107.17 per cent was recorded.

City Planning Commission at Los Angeles
A City Planning Commission of 51 men and women

has been created by the City Council of Los Angeles,
California.

Reclaiming the Mines at Lens

Work is now in progress at Lens, France, on the
reclamation of the coal mines. The destroyed shafts
through which water found entrance to the mines are
being sealed by forcing cement through a ring of bore
holes around each of the damaged shafts. At two
shafts the work had been completed on June 22, work
was in progress at four shafts, and at the four remain-
ing shafts requiring treatment work had not been
begun. Such was the progres.% however, that it was
hoped that pumping could be begun in a month's time.
The coal at Lena is overlaid with several strata, one

of which, of limestone, 100 m. thick, is fissured and
waterbearing. The top of this stratum is about 30 m.
below the ground surface and through the entire depth
of the limestone the shafts were lined with ca.st-iron

plates. There are about 30 shafts in all, 14 for the ex-

traction of coal and 16 for ventilation, all measuring
4.8 m. In diameter. At 10 of these the Germans had
dynamited the lining, thus permitting the water to flow

in and fill the mines.

To reclaim the damaged shafts a ring of holes, 15 in

number, placed on the circumference of a circle 15 m. in

diameter is bored concentrically with the shaft. The
holes go to the impervious stratum underlying the lime-

stone, and cement grout is pumped into them under a

pressure of 5 to 10 kg. per square centimeter (71 to

142 lb. per square inch.) As a rule neat cement is

used, though when the flow of cement is free cement-

sand grout is used until the sealing has commenced. Ex-
perience thus far indicates that about 4500 bbl. of

cement will be required to seal each of the ten shafts.

It was expected that the extraction of coal would
begin in about 6 months (from June 22) but full ca-

pacity win probably not be reached in less than two
years. In other words, capacity operation is not ex-

pected until at least 31 years after the signing of the

Armistice.

About 1500 men are engaged on the reclamation

work, contrasted with the 15,000 employed when the

mines were in full operation. E. J. M.

Standing Timber in the United States

According to figures compiled by the U. S. Forest

Service the standing tim^ier in the United States in

June, 1920, was distributed by species and geographic-

ally as follows:
BY SPECIES

Mft
Douglas Fir .-9.',r,n5.noo

Southern YoUovv Pino 2.i7,691.0no
Western Yellow Pine 249.r)78,00O
Oak 157.372,000
Birch, Beech and Maple- 90,784,000
Other hardwoods 211,519.000
Western Hemlock 95,092,000
True Firs 91,349,000
Redwood 72,208,000
Western WHiite Pin > and .Sug^ • P : n 57,071.000
Western Red Cedar 53,348,000
Spruce (western) 39.822,000
Spruce and Fir (eastern) 31,572,000
Other Conifers 211,982,000

Total 2,214.893.000

BY SECTIONS
New England 49,799,000
Middle Atlantic 44,857,000
Lake 110,110.000
Central 144,470,000
So. Atlantic and Ba::t (Julf 220,577,000
Lower Mississippi 280,908.000
Rocky Mountain 223,141,000
Pacific Coast 1,141, 031, OjOO

Total 2,214,893,000
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Leaking Subway Station Successfully Grouted
Inflow of More Than 150 Gallons Per Minute Through Broken Joints in Waterproofing Checked By

Grout Injection Through Pipes Tapping the Leaking Points

By M. H. Freeman
Resident Enginoor, Now Yoi'k and Now Jersey Bridge and Tunnel

Commissions. New Voi-k City

EXTENSIVE leakage of groundwater through the

roof and walls of a low-level subway station in New-

York City presented a very perplexing problem to the

engineers of the Public Service Commission two years

ago. Pressure grouting proved effective in stopping

the leakage, though a seven-months campaign of cut-

and-try working was needed to accomplish this result.

On account of the unusual character of the problem

solved, the difficulty involved in making an overhead

joint Avith plastic waterproofing material, and the value

stairways connecting the two levels under Centre St.,

and later at the joint between the old and the new
stations under Lafayette St. These leaks finally devel-

oped into a total inflow of 155 gal. per min.
The dead air spaces and the hollow tile of the station

finish often carried this water some distance from the

source of leakage before it broke through to the plat-

forms and stairways, giving the appearance of a more
general leakage throughout the station structure than
actually existed. Metal pans were placed under roof

FIG. 1. GENERAL PLAN OF FOUR-UNIT SUBWAY STATION AT CANAL ST., NEW YORK CITY (BROADWAY TO
LAFAY^ETTE ST.)

of the experiences gained in the grouting, a compre-

hensive statement of the enterprise is given here.

The Canal Street-Broadway subway station is a group
of four stations, three of which extend north-south in

three parallel streets (Centre St., Lafayette St. and
Broadway), while the fourth extends east and west

in Canal St., underlying and connecting the other

three. The general layout of these stations with their

connecting stairways is shown in Fig. 1. The station

in Centre St. (which is the Canal St. station of the

Centre St. Loop subway) and the station in Lafayette

St. (the Canal St. station of the original subway, now
the east-side Interborough subway) have been in serv-

ice for a number of years, the latter since 1905 and
the former since 1911. The station under Broadway,
including both upper and lower levels, was built during
the years 1912 to 1915, and the transverse connecting

station in Canal St., passing under the others, during
the years 1914 to 1917; the construction of the latter

has been described in the April 3, 1919, issue of

Engineering News-Record.

During the construction of the two last-mentioned

stations the groundwater was lowered by pumping 37

ft. below its normal level (El. 102.0), to the subgrade
of the lower station, thus permitting excavation in

fairly dry sand and gravel—the material which formed
the bed of the old canal that once occupied the site

of this street. Lowering the water level involved con-

tinuous pumping of from 6,000 to 7,000 gal. per minute.

About six months after the station was finished and
pumping of groundwater stopped, leaks appeared in the

drips, and channels were cut at the sides of the passage-

ways and stairs, to collect and drain this water to the

track invert, through which it flowed to the sump and
pumping station. By this means the platforms, stairs

and passageways of the lower station were maintained

in condition for traffic. However, it was urgently neces-

sary to undertake the earliest possible repair of the

leaking structure.

The waterproofing of the old Centre St. structure

consisted of a 5-in. course of brick and asphalt mastic,

laid upon a floor of concrete about 6 in. thick, as shown
in Fig. 2. Over the piles supporting the steel girders

sheet lead was inserted, and was bonded in at both

ends between the two courses of the brick and mastic.

The waterproofing of the newer structure was of sim-

ilar material, a 5-in. layer of brick and mastic on
horizontal surfaces, an 8-in. layer on vertical walls.

Where openings for stair wells were cut through the

floor of the upper station the brick and mastic of the

lower structure was brought up and joined to the

old work as shown in Section c-c, Fig. 2. This new
vertical wall of waterproofing possibly settled from its

junction with the old waterproofing, or possibly the

mastic was squeezed out of the brick by groundwater

pressure and pushed over the top of the new 3-ft. con-

crete wall of the stairwell. This wall, though it was
built on undisturbed material, had evidently settled

slightly from the overhead structure supported by piles,

for when the station finish was removed the joint

was found to be open about ]-in. and to be the source of

considerable leakage.
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FIG. 2. WATERFROOFING AT STAIRWAY JOINTS—NORTH-SOUTH SECTION ALONG CENTRE ST.

The floor waterproofing of the Interborough station

in Lafayette St. also consisted of a 5-in. layer of brick

and mastic resting upon a 6-in. concrete bed. A 6-in.

layer of crushed stone on which the concrete had been
deposited had later been removed, when the excavation

tor the underlying station was made. The waterproof-

ing of the lower structure was similar to that under
Centre St. but was brought up to a special junction

with the overlying waterproofing (see Fig. 3). The
6-in. floor of concrete under the Interborough water-

proofing was channeled out along the joint with the

lower station, and the junction of waterproofing was
made in this channel. A two-ply fabric coated with

coal-tar pitch was placed against the outside wall of

the lower structure and carried up and lapped under
the overhead brick and mastic of the upper structure,

in which position it was held by a longitudinal timber

braced from the girders below. Inside of this fabric,

allowing a space of la in., a brick wall laid in cement
mortar was built up and joined to the overhead struc-

ture. The li-in. space was then poured full of hot

mastic, repouring as the mastic settled until the space

was completely filled. This joint was not exposed, but
holes drilled to it opened up such an inflow of water as

to icave little doubt about a break in the waterproofing.

It is to be noticed that while the leaks occurred along
the main wall under Lafayette St., they occurred prin-

cipally in the stairways under Centre St. and not along
the main wall. At the latter point the wall did not
Have an overhead junction of waterproofing but the
brick and mastic were brought up beside the sheet lead

that covered the pile caps of the old structure (as at
right in Fig. 2) ; thus the waterproofing of the
lower structure could settle without breaking contact
"With the lead. The method of waterproofing has been
outlined, in considerable detail in order to show its sub-
stantial nature, and the effort made to secure a tight

overhead joint, at this difficult point.

Early observations brought out many different ideas

as to the cause of the leaks (many believed the joints

to be intact) but a's time passed conditions pointed more
and more to the above-mentioned joints. Different

methods of attacking the problem were considered.

From the first, it was apparent that it would be much
less expensive to work from the inside than to expose

the outside of the structure, and it was finally decided

to try plugging the breaks in the waterproofing with

Portland cement grout injected from the interior of

the station. Early attempts to do this were so success-

ful as to lead to the conclusion that this method would
prove effective throughout. Arrangements were there-

fore made to go ahead with the work as fast as could

be done without hampering train operation.

Experiments tinth Grouting—Work was begun Oct.

3, 1918, in the west stairway leading from Centre St.

Loop to the north passage in Canal St. (see Fig. I).

The joint at this stairway was chosen for a trial because

the leak was somewhat isolated from the others, and

thus afforded a chance to test the pumps and other

equipment and get the men accustomed to the work, in

a place where the grout could not travel long distances

;

long travel of the grout would have involved the han-

dling and injection of a ccnsideralle quantity of

cement, and the work would have had to be conducted

in continuous shifts of workmen. The station finish

was removed, exposing an open joint between the old

and new concrete about I in. wide, through which a

flow of 45 gal. per min. came in. Four holes 18 in.

deep, spaced approximately 4 ft. apart, were drilled into

this crack on each side of the stairway, and 2-in. pipes

were set for grouting. The crack between pipes was

then caulked with oakum and lead wool, forcing the

incoming water through the pipes.

Grout was injected with a No. 2 Douglass hand pump
equipped with a gage to register grouting pressures;

a Gould pump was used to supplement the Douglass
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pump whenever it was necessary to repack cylinders or

renew valves. The grout was mixed by stirring with a

paddle in one tub and bailed to another, from which
it was pumped. After placing valves on all pipes, con-

nection was made to one, and thin grout {\ bag of

cement to 12 gal. of water) was injected; as soon as

other pipes flowed grout their valves were closed. Sev-

eral batches of the thin grout were then pumped in.

if the pipe took grout readily and the grouting pres-

sure did not rise much above the theoretical back-

pressure due to groundwater head, it indicated an open

grouting channel beyond the pipe, and the grout was
thickened to i bag of cement to 12 gal. of water; if

this thicker mixture went in without increase of pump-
ing pressure, the batch was again thickened, through
stages of 1, li and 2 bags of cement to 12 gal. of water.

The last mixture was about as thick as the pump could

use without undue clogging. Just as soon as the gage

on the pump indicated an increase in grouting pres-

sure the mixture was thinned, sometimes using the

thinnest mixture at once, sometimes step by step, accord-

ing as the grouting pressure increased quickly or

gradually. The pipe was finally closed with as thin (or

thinner) mixture as that with which it had been started,

and under as great a pressure as could be used without

danger of lifting the overhead structure, at this par-

ticular stairway about 50 lb. per sq.in. In ordinary

grouting, of course, thes3 pressures would be by no
m.eans high.

Under this pump pressure the grout traveled in

the joint distances of from 20 to 30 ft., and before the

east side of the stairway was completely grouted the

joint on the west side was more than half silted up.

To get best fluidity of grout, bags showing any evi-

dence of lump cement were discarded, and also the

-Brick in Mas fie

Enlarqed Section
of

Leaking Joint

CROSS-SECTION THROTU5H L,OW-L.EVEL STATION
AT T -AFAYETTE ST.

mixing and Ruction tubs were kept continually stirred.

When grout under pressure leaked through the caulked

joint or porous spots in the concrete, such spots were
recaulked, or else plastered over with mixtures of
cement and plaster of paris, or cement and washing
soda, the grouting being stopped from 10 to 15 min.
until the newly applied material had hardened.

Grouting with thin mixtures as the crack became
filled with cement was in effect a silting-up process:
Large quantities of water were forced through the joint

into the ground outside, until the cement held in sus-

pension silted up and clogged the channel, making a
seal through which water could not be forced, at grout-

ing pressure. The object was to make the seal so com-
plete throughout the joint and beyond the pipe, that

each pipe would be left empty and dry when grouting

stopped. Such a seal was seldom actually obtained.

There was usually a slight drip and the valve was closed

after grouting. On the following day all pipes were
cleaned out and any showing drips were regrouted.

At this joint two of the holes were drilled to a depth

of 30 in. but no water was encountered. Two-inch

pipes were used, not only to furnish an open channel

for the grout, but to provide an opening large enough

for thorough cleaning and possible redrilling of the holes

whenever desired.

At the west stairway, the first working point, a total

of 45 bags of cement was used and all leakage was

stopped except a slight dampness most of which disap-

peared about one week after grouting.

Extending the Work—The two stairways on the oppo-

site side of Canal St., leading down to the south passage-

way, were grouted dry in turn, and with the completion

of this work the greatest part of the leakage between

the upper and lower structures in Centre St. had been

stopped. Setting pipes could not be done very far ahead

of the grouting, as cutting away the station finish to

expose the joint so increased the leakage that there was

danger of overflowing the temporary drains and flooding

the platforms. One pipe alone in one of the _ south

stairways discharged 90 gal. per min.
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When the Centre St, leakage had been dealt with,

work of drilling to the Lafayette St. joints was started.

A compressor with rated capacity of 250 cu.ft. of free

air per minute was installed upon the street, and
air pipes were laid to both long platforms of the lower

station. Stope drills were used and 26 holes, 13 on
each side of the station, spaced about 10 ft. apart

along the edge of the ceiling, were drilled toward the

joint in the waterproofing. Besides the opening along

this joint it seemed probable from the distribution of

the roof leaks that there was some unfilled space

between the two structures, for which reason holes

were also drilled in the center betwen columns, where
there was suflScient room to do the work without inter-

ference with trains Csee Fig. 3). In the process of

drilling these holes, when the drill broke through into

the waterbearing channel, a stream came from the hole

that temporarily flooded the station platform. In order

to have this flow under immediate control, the pipe

was set and caulked after the starting drill was with-

drawn, and drilling was continued through the pipe.

When water was encountered the drill was withdrawn,

a valve screwed to the pipe and closed.

Air and Hand Grouting—It was planned to "fill this

cavity at one continuous operation, following up while

the cement was still soft by forcing thick grout through
the broken waterproofing. Later the joint pipes would
be opened and thin grout used to silt up any unfilled

spaces. Anticipating that more grout would be used

than could be properly handled by hand pumps, four

air grout machines supplied with power by the compres-

sor on the street were set up, two on each platform.

In general the work was carried out as planned except

that the overhead space was so large that it could not

be filled between rush-hour periods, and continuous

shifts could not be arranged on account of the neces-

sity for keeping the platforms entirely free for rush-

hour traffiic.

A total of 3,138 bags of cement was injected between
the two structures as thick grout, and an additional 261
bags was squeezed into the joint along the sides after-

ward. The squeezing process was repeated a number
of times at each pipe, covering a period of several

days. The hand pump was used for this purpose, as the

pressures were under better control and higher pres-

sures could be used with safety; the afterblast of air

which almost invariably followed the grout from an
-air machine penetrated a longer distance and over

much larger areas than the grout from the hand pump,
thereby subjecting a larger surface to grouting pres-

sure without injecting a correspondingly additional

amount of solid material. A trial of the air machine
in an attempt to speed up the work resulted in a
slight lifting of the overhead structure^

To do the grouting at this point a crew of ten men
worked one shift per day for about two and one-half

months, three-fourths of this time being spent on the

squeezing process.

The over-arch spaces under Centre St. (the main
section in Fig. 2) were treated in a similar manner
and took considerable grout. Numerous small drips

and trickles were dried up, but no great quantity of

water was stopped, as the initial leakage was not large

at this point.

Besides the well-defined joint leaks there were a
number of drips, small trickles and wet spots on stair-

ways and platfornLs of the station that were difficult

to stop. In these cases a study of the details of water-
proofing and concreting usually gave a clue to some
channel carrying this water, such as a joint of honey-
combed concrete, an empty space under the top flange
of a girder, or some similar opening. Often many
holes were drilled before finding the water-bearing
channel, but the grouting of this channel, once found,
would dry a number of small leaks.

Probable Action of the Grout—In the use of grout
to stop the leaks in this station, it was not intended
to substitute a cement waterproofing for that already
in place, but rather to repair the original water-
proofing by plugging the breaks whenever they occurred.
The grouting did fill shrinkage cracks in the concrete,
closed spaces which were formerly water channels, and
made the concrete of the walls themselves (1:2:4 mix-
ture) much more waterproof, supplementing the regular
waterproofing in this respect. In fact, the work was
done in the winter time when the structure was most
contracted and shrinkage cracks open the widest, the
best time for filling them.

The quantity of cement used in thick grout mixtures
indicates the filling of over-concrete spaces of consider-

able size, all of which helped to make tight the concrete
structure inside the waterproofing. But it was at the
joint between structures where the main break in the

waterproofing occurred, and the thoroughness of the seal

at this point was given the most consideration. Squeez-
ing this joint with thin grout at pressures considerably

above the groundwater pressure was done again and
again, until there was not only an impervious layer of

cement in the break, but spaces in earth outside or in

adjacent structure inside were thoroughly filled.

It is considered that further movement along the

defective joints due to temperature changes will be
slight, if any occurs at all, and that the resulting leaks

will be negligible, for the following reasons:

The range in temperature is not great—practically

that of the groundwater, which betwen February and
August, 1919, ranged from 53 to about 65 deg. F.

;

the backfill has been placed since 1917 and has thor-

oughly settled and gripped the structures ; the grouting

of the shrinkage cracks (which furnish the give-and-

take space for contraction and expansion) will tend to

stop the movement; joints that have been exposed from
January, 1919, to August, 1920, give little evidence of

such movement (there is slightly more seepage in the

winter than in the summer time) and the unexposed
joints which have open pipes leading directly to them
show no sign of increased leakage; the original water-

proofing both above and below the bre; k is elastic and

can slide slightly on the injected cement plug. Since the

concrete structure inside the waterproofing has been

made practically impervious, even if the joint should

open slightly only a seepage could come through.

Permanent drains leading from the hollow tile behind

the station finish have been installed along the plat-

forms and stairways to take care of seepage, should it

ever occur. The grout pipes will be left open for

regrouting until the effects of temperature changes have

been fully found out. The leakage at present is less

than li gal. per min., distributed throughout the sta-

tion in sweats and drips, the individual cases being

too small for regrouting and so small that they will

probably silt up in time.
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Special Phases of the Granting Work—In very fine

cracks and for closing some joints a thinner mixture

than regularly used was applied: } bag of cement to

24 gal. of water. For some of the very thin mixtures,

clay to replace the cement was tried, in hopes that it

might penetrate such small seams better, but without

material success.

Standard brands of cement were used, of standard

fineness (78 per cent passing No. 200 sieve). A con-

siderable quantity of the coarser particles was elimi-

nated by keeping the pump suction about 6 in. above

the bottom of the tub. The coarser material settled

to the bottom and was removed as soon as any quantity

accumulated. In the squeezing of some of the finer

cracks, 10 to 15 per cent of the cement was thus

discarded.

Neat cement grout was used throughout, as it would

work into smaller craclre and penetrate much farther

under low pressures than cement-and-sand grout. The

fact that station roof, walls and floor formed large flat

surfaces, and the danger of lifting the overhead struc-

tures, limited grouting to comparatively low pressures,

40 to 70 lb. This was particularly a handicap in filling

small seams, where the friction used up most of the

grouting pressure rather than the groundwater head

against which pumping was done.

The total amount of cement used throughout the

station to fill open cavities was 6,000 bags, the total

amount squeezed into cracks and joints 650 bags. The

work was practically finished May 1, 1919, seven months

from the time of starting; an average force of 12 men

was employed one 8-hr. shift per day. The air com-

pressor was in service three months. During the sum-

mer of 1919 grouting was done at different times to dry

up a few remaining seepages in the stairways.

One of the most difficult features of the work and one

that added much to the expense was the necessity of

doing it on the same platforms over which thousands

of people passed daily to and from trains. Night shifts

helped to some extent, but New York City never sleeps,

and besides there was some work that had to be done

on day shifts. As much study was put upon methods

to attain least interference with and greatest safety to

the public as upon planning for the success of the grout

injection itself. The officials of the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Company aided much in giving such privileges

as they could, consistent with train operation.

The work was done by the Underpinning and Foun-

dation Co., under the direct supervision of the engi-

neers of the Public Service Commission. Many of

the data given and many of the statements as to con-

ditions at the leaking joints have been furnished by

A. J. Mayell, Assistant Division Engineer of the Public

Service Commission. The author had charge of grout-

ing methods in the field, for the Public Service Com-
mission.

Electrification of Railways

With a view to the electrification of the Chemin de

Fer du Midi, preliminary work is being done on the

harnessing of the waterfalls in the Valley of Ossau. In

order to obtain the maximum water power a system of

three falls is planned. The cost of the work is estimated

at 100,000,000 francs, and the project will be completed

vithin five years.

—

Commerce Reports.

Costs on Commission-Built Roads
By J. H. Philips

Principal Assistant Engineer, Essex County Paok
Commission. N. J.

THE COSTS given below for two pieces of road

constructed by forces of the Essex County Park
Commission are exclusive of any overhead costs or the

cost of rental of plant used on the work. The plant

employed was all the property of the Park Commission
and the actual cost of plant repairs was charged against

the jobs.

Valley View Drive, South Mountain Reservation,

built in 1913 is 5,307 ft. long and contains 12,560 sq.yd.

of pavement. It was constructed of a telford base of

about 5 in. in depth. The stone for the telford base

was obtained from the road excavation and from nearby

stone fences in the reservation. On this telford base

was spread about 3 in. loose of li in. trap rock. This

was thoroughly rolled and was penetrated with IJ gal.

per sq.yd. of Tarvia X put on with nozzle pressure dis-

tributor. On this was placed sufficient i-in. stone to

cover the tarvia, immediately after it was applied.

This course was then thoroughly rolled and any excess

i-in. stone swept from the surface. About I gal. per

sq.yd. of bermudez road asphalt or pioneer road asphalt

was applied by hand. On this was spread clean i-in.

trap rock, after which the surface was again rolled.

The unit costs of this work are represented by the fol-

lowing figures

:

Grading, drainage and fence $0.3059
Hauling and pMcirg Telford QEOS
Cost of 15 in. stone 2431
iSpreading l^-in. stone .0141
Tarvia I ^2 gals, per sq.yd .1 585
Asphalt 0.795 gals, per sq.yd 0903
Applying asphalt .0632
Rolling 0201
Screenings, both coats . 0528
Supervision .0198

Total cost per sq.yd $1 .0486

This road has had one surface treatment that being in

1916. The treatment consisted of 0.35 gals, per sq.yd.

of bermudez road asphalt applied by hand covered by

aDout 20 lb. of clean g-in. trap rock per sq.yd. at a cost

of $0.0819 per sq.yd. It is now in very good condition.

The traffic on this road is almost entirely pleasure

automobiles.

In the addition to Weequahic Park, we laid 24,375

sq.yd. of bituminous macadam in 1914 and 1915. The
road had been previously rough graded by contract and

no grading is included in this work except the fine

grading of the subgrade.

This road is a 6-in. macadam roadway laid in two
layers and given a double penetration of Tarvia X and
Standard Oil asphalt, binder B. The tarvia was applied

with a nozzle pressure distributor and the binder B
asphalt with a Standard Oil pressure distributor. The
unit costs were as follows

:

Abor, fine grading, spreading stone, etc $0. I83(
Store, including screenings .552?
Rolling, including coal, water and repairs . 04 1

1

Tarvia X aboui, 2 gal. per s(|.yd . I96(
Asphalt about J gal. per sq.yd . 033(
Drainage .0021

Total cost per sq.yd J 1 . 049;

The traffic on this roadway is restricted to pleasure

vehicles. This road was given a surface treatment of

about ^ gal. per sq.yd. of binder B Standard Oil

asphalt in 1917, applied with a pressure distributor at a

cost of about 6c. per sq.yd.
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Removal of Vegetation from Twin
Falls Irrigation Canals

iVIodified Disk Harrow Successful After 8 Yeari'
Trial of Various Methods and Ma-

chines—Cost $24 Per Mile

By R. M, Adams
Superintendent of Maintenance, Twin Falls Canal Co.,

Twin Falls, Idaho

THE two costliest items of expense connected with

the work of the maintenance department of any of

the irrigation systems in the Snake River valley are the

removal of aquatic plants, or "mossing" as the process is

called, from the bed of the canals and laterals, and that

process called "grubbing willows," which consists of the

removal of willows, sweet clover, weeds and vines and

the puddling of gopher holes. Usually the willow grub-

bing must precede the mossing work, and as a rule the
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FIG. 1. DISK HARROW STRIPPED FOR MOSSING

two processes must be used on all waterways not over

6 ft. in depth, not flowing over 4 sec.-ft., the water not
below 50 deg. Fahr. and not alkaline to any great ex-

tent. On the ordinary irrigation system of the locality

most of the distributing canals in earth section do not
fall under any of the above exceptions, and the mossing
must be done regularly at least every year, and often

every month during the period of maximum flow in the
summer. Willows are usually cut off just under the sur-

face of the ground during the winter or early spring so
that the grass and weeds may be mowed along with the
tender willow shoots at the time the mossing is begun.
On the Twin Falls Canal Co. project the only sure way
found of eradiction has been to uproot the moss, and
for this purpose the disk harrow has been utilized.

A project having from 2,500 to 3,000 miles of laterals

may well devote a considerable amount of money to in-

vestigate means for the control of the pest. Some of
the larger projects having made long-time studies of

moss and of machinery adapted to the work of taking
it from the waterways effectively and cheaply. The
Twin Falls Canal Company has made no special appro-
priation for the work but considerable thought and
work has been expended on the subject over a period of
eight years. A means has been found which is not too
expensive, one which seems to be a long step toward

eliminating the pest at least from the head-ends of the
laterals and canals, and perhaps eventually of the whole
length of each lateral. Any such result will be a great
boon to operating and maintenance men throughout the
ijitermountain country.

In the Reclamation Record for April, 1917, Barry
Dibble mentions the methods tried out on the Minidoka
Project of the U. S. Reclamation Service as follows:

During the season of 1916, 260 miles of cleaning were
done. The total cost of this work was $4,200, making the
cost per mile a fraction over $16. The average cost per
mile of the different methods is about as follows: Sawing
(with Ziemsen submarine saws), $22; chaining late in the
season, $8; cutting with scythes in the laterals, $11; spring
tooth harrow in laterals, $9.

Weeds, grass and willows growing along the inner slopes
of the canals and laterals decrease the discharge to a con-
siderable extent by retarding the velocity. These are
removed by men with brush scythes at a cost of about $12-
per mile. ... In the past little attention has been given
to willows on the Minidoka Project, but we now believe
that it is advisable to cut them annually. The clearing
during the past season was done with the idea of keeping
the stumps down so that a mowing machine can be used
to cut the new growth. Our cost on the removing of wil-
lows has been about $27 per mile.

In the same issue of the Reclamation Record. A. J.
Hamilton, irrigation manager, Salt River Project,
wrote as follows:

The Acme harrow . . . slices off the top surface of
the silt, and after the moss roots are thus cut the moss
floats to the top and is then caught by men stationed below
on bridges or checks. ... The Acme 13 also useful in
stirring up the silt in the bottom of the canal, again caus-
ing it| to be picked up in suspension, with the result that
the silt deposits are considerably lessened. The stirring
of the silt with the resultant muddy water tends to retard
the growth of the moss farther down the canal and it also
helps to puddle the leaky places.

It is regrettable that this writer says nothing about
the cost of the work done with the Acme orchard cul-

tivator. It is a blade machine that does not stop the
growth of the moss, lor it acts largely as a harvesting
machine. From the experience of the writer with sim-
ilar apparatus, it requires a continual removal of the
accumulations of packed moss from the frame and
tongue, which is an expensive operation.

The project which this article concerns is on thejsame
side of the Snake River and a short distance down-
stream from the Minidoka project, so that the con-
ditions governing the growth of moss are the same.
Mr. Dibble's costs are probably what would have resulted
on this tract had the same machines been used. This
was not done due to a lack of special appropriation for

the purpose, and a tendency on the part of the manage-
ments of the past not to make large expenditures of

money, even at the risk of a great depreciation of the

system.

Early in 1918 the first experimental work with a disk

harrow was done on one of the main canals, with re-

sults which seemed to justify a more extended use of

some such machine, but it was evident that many
changes were necessary to make the machine successful

in general use on the larger canals and also on the

laterals. Several machines were assembled in the re-

pair yard, but none was sent out to the gangs until the

style shown in Fig. 1 was perfected by using a John
Deere orchard disk harrow with a tongue, stripping

off all but the essentials, cutting off the tongue to a 7-
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Plates

TWO-PLATED CIRCLE ALLOWS ANGULAR MOVE-
MENT OF TONGUE

ft. length, and reinforcing the outside disk on each

spindle with a smaller disk-blade. The reinforcing

blade is placed on the inside of the outer end blade. A
washer between the the outer and reinforcing blades

thick enough to fill one-third of the space keeps the

strain from breaking the blades should a thoughtless

workman tighten the nut to much. The spring, ob-

tained by squeezing the outer disk, blade to the smaller

one tends to keep the whole apparatus tight. In addi-

tion to this feature, the outer nut on the spindle has a

lock-nut feature which maintains a uniform tension on

the set of disk blades while disking over rough, rocky

places in the canals. This locknut is essential, since

the right-and-left thread of the respective spindles does

not insure that the nuts will not loosen and allow the

whole harrow to be wrecked. The boxes, with the

wood fillers are retained, also the hard oil cups.

The tongue is supplied with a gage-coulter near the

upper end to help get the machine upon the banks, as

the horses often cannot assist. The tongue is set

rigidly in the center of the machine, with all bracing

dependent on it. This arrangement makes it necessary

that the clips over the braces to the spindles be more
or less rigid, which precludes any but a permanent set

in the "cut" of the blades. This feature should have

been avoided, because the cut causes considerable break-

age on ditches with narrow bottoms and rounded cor-

ners. The main requirements are that the disk must
sink into the silt of the bottom of the ditch, must not

break if rock is encountered, and must not have any-

thing on it which will break off if the whole machine
turns upside down. With these points in view the disk

is very successful, though it is not heavy enough for

anything but mossing in silt deposits, and even for that

does not stir the silt into suspension as was hoped.

Another type of frame was adopted in which the un-

desirable features in the first kind were eliminated.

Fig. 2 shows the essential differences. The heavy,

reinforced two-plated half circle allows lateral angular

adjustment of the tongue, so that the horses may work
abreast and can be handled on the smaller ditches by
one teamster. The clip holding the spindles is not

drawn up rigidly to the frame supporting the side, but

a 2 to 4-in. plav vertically is permitted, saving a great

many disks from breakage. Because the frame is in

the form of a half-circle the moss that catches on it

slips off the end so that machine needs cleaning usually

only twice a day. In the first type, if one horse pulled

from each bank one of the cables was necessarily 30

ft. or over in length and ran from the singletree to

the end of the tongue. A shorter cable to assist in

guiding the hari'ow led to the other horse on the op-

posite bank. In consequence the forces applied to the

end of the tongue were nearly (sometimes quite) at

right angks to each other. It is evident that one

driver could not drive both horses, and, unless the depth

of the water and the temperature were such that horses

could be worked as a team in the bottom of the ditch on

a short cable-hitch to the disk, two drivers were sup-

plied. This fact, coupled with the drivers dislike

of wading in the cold water, led to the use of the second

machine in the colder weather. Also it has been found

that the second machine is heavy enough to uproot the

mosses, and to turn and stir any material softer than

shale. The workmen found that the most effective

manner of using the machine was to disk, say, a mile of

ditch with the harrow right side up, then to turn it over

-.>?^:..,:<^,3^<&:

^m^'-

FIG. 3. MACHINE 1 AT LEFT. FRAME FOR NO. 2 AT RIGHT

and drag the machine upside down against the current

over the disked material. All moss roots are turned

out by this method, and much of the silt is moved. How-
ever diligent a crew may be, even using horses in the

water, volcarwc ash silt cannot be moved far by the

disking process.

As the project of the Twin Falls Co. is a Carey Act

project, the contract calls for a continuous flow of water

in the canals during the irrigation season to every

water user. When the water is shut off there is diffi-

culty with the former, and it is for the purpose of get-

ting all of the work done without shutting off any lat-

eral that the cleaning devices were made. If the silt de-

posits can be eliminated while the water is running,

the moss has not the best ground to grow in, and is

more easily exterminated. Hence the second harrow

is the more useful of the two.

A large saving in breakage resulted from reducing

the number of blades used on a side from six and eight

to four. The speed in handling the machines was so

much increased that it was decided to use only eight

blades on the. machine for all ditches of a bottom width

less than 14 ft.

A mossing crew during the season of 1919 consisted

of four men, including the foreman, who was paid $4.50

per day, and a cook, who was paid $3.33 a day, two

teams—if the horses were being worked in the water

—

$3 per day each. The outfit for the crew included a

wagon camp, mess and bunk, one California wagon and

a meat house enclosed with mosquito netting.
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The average ditch with moss not over 6 ft. in length

was covered at the rate of 1 ! miles per day. In other

words, the cost of moss removal, not including the

grubbing of willows, or other work, is $20.58 per mile.

Adding depreciation on tools and equipment of $4 per

day, the total cost per mile is about $24. The costs

quoted from the Reclamation Record probably do not

include depreciation. The feature of supplying the

mossing crews with wagon camps is a large factor in

efficiency. Men who work all day in wet clothing at a

job as disagreeable as is mossing have much better

morale when a good cook is in the party.

Pittsburgh Contractor Compares 1919

and 1915 Costs

THE accompanying table, comparing costs of labor

and materials during 1919 with tiiose prevailing in

1915, recently appeared in The Bulletin of the Associ-

ated General Contractors of America. The data were
taken from the records of a Pittsburgh contractor.

00
75
75
50

.41

.33

.25

.60

Materials:
1915 1916 1917

Brick $7 50 $8 00 $1200
Hollow tile 21 20 26.00 46 00
Foundation tile 10 00 12.00 12.00
Cement 1.03 1.41 1.66
Lime 10.00 10.00 11.00
Sand .70 .90 1.20
Gravel... .60 .70 1.00
Steel, structural 36.00 46 00 120.00
Steel, reinforcing 40.00 48 00 75.00
Billluniber 25 50 28 50 30.50
Mill work, \vd. fr., sash
andrim 4 75 4.75 5.25

Outside door fr. and trim
complete 9 . 00 9.00 10.

Inside door trim complete, 5 00 5 . 00 6

.

Roofing 4 25 4.75 5.

Hardware 335 00 482 00 624
Ceramic tile fl 1 2 00 1 6 00 17
Glazed tile wall 22 50 30
Plaster Paris 1200 12

Neat plaster 12 00 12
Wood lath 5.50 5
C.-i. fittings .27
Steel pipe .22
Radiators 16.88 19
Boilers 26.68 29
Plbg. goods 1 76 . 00 215
Electrical conduit .39
Electrical wire .18
Plate glass 12
Window glass II

White lead 7.75 8
Varnish 1 .50 2
Linseed oil .53
Elevators 3,720 00 4,090
Sandstone C5
Lime stone 71

Labor:

Common labor 2.00 2 34 3 CO
Bricklayers 5 60 6 00 6 00
Hod carriers 3 00 3 00
Carpenters 4 50 5.00 5 50
Roofers 4 40 4.80 5 60
Plumbers 5.50 5.50 6 00
Plumbers helpers 2 50 3 00
Steam fitters 5 00 5.50
Steam fitters helpers 3 00 3 00
Electricians 5 00 5 00
Tile setters 5 00 5.20
Tile setters helper 2 80 2.90
Steel workers 5 '38 5 60
Hoisting engineers 5 00 5 00
Elevator workmen 5 50 5 50
Painters 4 60 4 65
Stonecutters 4.50 4 80
Stone masons 5 00 5 20
Stone helpers 2 00 2 40
Plasterers 5 62i 5.85
Hod carriers 3 20 3 40
Plaster laborers 2 00 2 20
Lathers 5 00 5.25

28
36

00 295
38
26
00 15

00 14

75 11

10 2

67
00 4,500
66
77

1918

$ 1 7 00
52 00
16 00
2. 18

13 70
1.70
1.50

1 20. 00
80.00
38 50

5 75

II 50
7.00
6 75

663 00
24 00
42.00
20.50
20.50
8 00

1919

$16 00
59.20
16 00
2 15

13 70
1.80
1 CO

92.00
65.00
40.00

Per Cent
Increase
1919

( )ver
1915

113 3

180
60
1081
37
157
165
155.6
62 6

56.6

6.85 44

.64
42 25
60 00

383.00
.875
.34

18 00
20 00
11 75
3 15

98 1 42
00 7,000.00 5

75 .75
82 1.07

50
00
50
00
20
00
60

5 60
5 80

13 50
8 00
7 25

632 00
24 00
42 00
24 00
24 00
8 00
.77
.56

36. 12

36.80
326 00

.915

.28
18 00
20 00
11.70
3.15
1.44

000.00
.95

1.07

4.62
7.20
4.40
6 40
6 40

6 40
4.60
3.20
6.00

50
00
20
80
20
00
00
00
40
60
00
00
00
00
80

5 20
3 60
6 50

100
87
100
100
45 4

185 1

154.5
114
37 8

85.2
134 6

55 5

50
81 8

50.9
no
171.7
34.4
4i. 1

50.7

131
24 I

46.6
42 2

45 5

36.3
100
44
60
44
20
42 9

30 1

28
20
30 4

33 3

20
50
20 9

62 5

80
30

Stone Exportation in 1919
According to a recent bulletin issued by the U. S.

Geological Survey, 1919 was the banner year for the
exportation of stone from the United States. The value
of the stone exported was $2,779,389.

Notes from Foreign Fields

FROM LONDON TO GLASGOW

NO NEWS-EECORD

THE Whit-sun holidays give a three-day break in
England's springtime. Officially, only the Monday

after Whitsunday is a holiday. As a matter of fact,
the offices are deserted on Saturday, while this year
the Government offices in London closed at noon on
Friday. Being forewarned,* I improved the occasion by
going to Scotland by easy stages, visiting on the way
some of the great cathedrals. It is a trip that can be
heartily recommended. An engineer or a contractor is

especially well fitted to enjoy these structures. He
appreciates the problems involved—he is in a position
to appraise the ability of the master workmen of the
twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Going from London to Edingburgh, Peterborough,
Lincoln, York and Durham are convenient stopping
places. Of the cathedrals at these points, Peterborough
and Durham are Norman; York and Lincoln, Gothic,
affording an opportunity to contrast the styles and to
see'how rapid was the advance in a centurj- and a half
from the heavy Norman, of Durham, to the lightness
of the Gothic, at York and Lincoln. I shall not attempt
a description of these cathedrals; Engineering News-
Record is not the place for such details. I advert to
the subject only as encouragement to engineers and
contractors who visit England to visit some of the
cathedrals and to live for a brief space in the ages
that wrought these miracles in stone. After seeing
them, no one will ever again class the Middle Ages as
"dark ages." There was a dark period after the fall of
the Roman Empire, but the darkness gave way to .light

in England and France, at least, by the eleventh century.
Surely the dawn was past when Durham was built (in

the eleventh century) and the day was at the full when
the artisans of York, two centuries later, capped their

work with the inevitable cross.

Of the five great churches I have seen (Westminster
Abbey being the fifths, the greatest by far, in my lay
opinion, is York Minister, I expect never to see a
more impressive sight, architecturally, than the view
through the crossing from the south into the north
transept. The arches sweep upward with an over-
powering mastery to a height of 100 ft. from the floor,

a flood of light tinged a greenish amber pours in

through +he lantarn tov^er, while in the north wall of
the north transept are the Five Sisters, five great
lancet windows filled with wonderful seagreen thir-

teenth-centuiy glass. Like St. Peter's, as Byron puts
it, "its grandeur overwhelms thee not." But it is

completely satisfying. One is content to stand there

drinking in the scene, the huge upward sweep of the

graceful columns, the perspective of the aisle arches
and the coloring from the great lancet windows. Men
and women in the crossing, their shoulders not reach-

ing even the tops of the bases of the mighty columns,
look like pigmies in a structure of the giants.
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Other sights there are in York Minster that repay

the lingering visitor, but if the view through the cross-

ing were the only one it would repay a trip across the

Atlantic.

At Edinburgh

The evening of the third day found me at Edingburgh,

early enough to stroll down Princes Street, to enjoy

the view across the valley park called Princes Street

Gardens, and admire the Castle on the hilltop, scene of

many a heroic action in the warlike days of Scotland,

and stronghold of Scotch power when the nation south

of the Tweed was so often an active enemy. English

towns are cities of brick; Edinburgh and Glasgow

are cities of stone. There are no brick buildings.

Everywhere is stone—in the business buildings in town,

in the tenements, along the Canongate, in the apart-

,ment houses of the mid-

dle classes, in the homes
of the wealthy, and even

in the one-story, two-

room cottages of the

Scotch peasants which, on

their beautiful Midlothian

farms, touch elbows with

suburban towns. Edin-

burgh has an indescrib-

able charm. Possibly it

is due to the contrast

with the English cities

with which the eye had

been filled for a month.

There the narrow streets

and lanes, here the wide

avenues; there the humb-
ler looking homes of brick, here the stateliness of stone.

Here also a snap in the atmosphere that keeps one

hurrying along even when the sun is bright—reminis-

cent of that San Francisco step-lively period between

5 and 8 in the evening.

Glasgow, also a city of stone, is distinctly more of a

commercial and industrial city than Edinburgh. That
is apparent when one sets foot in the business district.

It has not the air of ease and elegance that one finds in

Edinburgh ; nor has it the advantages of close-by green

hills with which Edinburgh is favored. Arthur's Seat

and the Crags are a joy perpetual at the latter city.

The Clyde Disappointing

But if the Glasgow people have lacked location they

have done marvelously well in improving on natural

advantages for their commercial development. What
a disappointing stream the Clyde is! Hearing for a

lifetime of the great shipbuilding industry, one cannot
help visioning a majestic waterway, something possibly

in the class of the Hudson or the Delaware. One finds,

instead, a narrow stream that with us would hardly get

into the "river" class. In fact, so narrow is it that

the shipbuilding ways ar? set at an angle of somewhat
less than 45 deg. with the bank, and lines are put on the
vessels in launching to prevent them being damaged by
the opposite shore. Even then one wonders how a
500-ft. ship can be safely launched. Yet here, for miles,

are solid lines of shipyards. The great ships, the
Lusitania and the Aquitania, 900-footers, were built

and launched at the yard of John Brown & Co., Ltd.,

at Clydebank, a suburb, but at this point a tributary

BUSES IN EDINBURGH RUN
BY GAS

This is a war ineasure caused
by shortage of gasoline. Gas
carried by bag on top of bus.
One charge is good for 22 miles.

ON THE FORTH BRIDGE
No engineer should go from

Bdinl^urgli to Glasgow without
.stopping at the Forth Bridge.
View shows main members and
.suppoi't of floor .sy.stem. Oi'igi-

nal tracl< troughs are now in

process of replacement.

comes into the Clyde and
the ways are so placed

that the ships run up the

tributary in launching.

At other points bends in

the stream are utilized

for the location of ways
for the larger vessels.

Like all parts of Eng-
land, Scotland industri-

ally is very busy. Like

England, too, conditions

are disturbed by constant

labor difficulties. Here,

though, there is a notice-

able hardening that is

only talked of in Eng-
land; that is, the ship-

builders and manufac-
turers feel that if further

labor demands are

pressed, without an in-

crease in production, the

industries will have to

close. Orders are less plentiful than they were. In

England this sort of thing is being experienced, but

apparently Scotland is farther along in the process, and

consequently the attitude of the employers is more ma-

tured. What happens here, of course, is likely to react

on English conditions.

Glasgow, May L

STONE BLOCK PAVING IN GLASGOW
GLASGOW, I had been told, was one of the best

paved cities in Europe. I am not in a position to

i.pprove or disapprove so sweeping a judgment, but

certainly the pavements are remarkably good. The city

engineer and master of works, Mr. Thomas Nesbit, is

apologetic for them. The war prevented the high degree

of maintenance on which Glasgow prided itself. The
very best testimony to the excellence of his work,

though, is the very good condition of the pavements
after five years of relative neglect.

By far the greater mileage is in stone block.

Obviously the excellent local supplies have been a factor

in promoting this extensive use of stone. Traffic,

though, has had an important bearing. Glasgow is a

great industrial center and the pavements are subjected

to exceptionally severe service. Thirty to forty-ton

loads on four wheels are usual, while loads up to 100

tons are not uncommon. In one recorded case the gross

load on four wheels was 140 tons and the bogie was
drawn by five traction engines. It is hardly necessary

to remark that these excessive loads (100 and 140 tons)

leave behind them trails of destruction. Action is now
being taken by the Corporation of Glasgow to test the

liability of the street-user for the damage caused.

There is no law that allows the Corporation to restrict

the maximum loads.

The horse-drawn traffic of Glasgow is still in greater

proportion to the total than is the case in London or

in our American cities. Extensive use was made for a

time of creosoted block, using many varieties of wood,

but the results were unsatisfactory. Because of the

heavy loads made possible by the excellent stone-block

pavements and the frequency of wet days, the horses

in Glasgow are sharp-shod. Their calks cut the wood
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WHEEL TRACKS ON UP-

blocks badly, while the constant moisture kept the blocks

wet and slippery. Glasgow has many steep gradients,

so that slippery pavements are naturally unpopular.

These conditions have resulted in the very extensive

use of stone block. The block used are generally 4 in.

wide, 7 in. deep and about 9 in, long, set in a sand bed

on a 6-in. concrete base. Their adherence despite their

heavy traffic to a 6-in. base may cause surprise. I had
heard in the States that good paving practice in Great

Britain was tending in the direction of thicker bases.

That is true in London,

but the practice at Glas-

gow has been fully justi-

fied by results. Glasgow,

however, is favored with

excellent subsoil condi-

tions—gravel and boulder

clay. Moreover, a rich

concrete is used, 1:14:4,

while the aggregate is a

whin, resembling our

trap, graded up to 14-in.

maximum.
A fairly close dressing

of the blocks is required

and in general the joints

are about i-in. wide. The
joints are cement-grouted

when it is possible to ^.j^^pj,. a common prac-
close the street for a TICE in gla-sgow
sufficient length of time,

but as a rule pitch jointing is used. Their jointing

practice presents an unusual feature. The joints are

first poured with a course of pitch and 3 -in. granite

chips are then swept in followed by another pouring of

pitch, another layer of chips and a final filling with

pitch i:o the tops of the blocks. This practice originated

in an effort to prevent granite-block on grades from
canting under traffic. It not only prevents canting but

insures a longer life by keying the blocks more securely.

In the selection of stone for blocks great care is

taken—another example of the thoroughness that im-

presses a visitor on this side of the water. Long ex-

perience has indicated the stone that will wear uni-

formly. The hardness and toughness are such that

the edges do not wear or chip faster than the surface.

Two of these stones, to the eye at least, are in de-

cided contrast. One is of exceptionally fine grain; the

other is coarse. Both, though, have been found to

give excellent results. Geologically the stones are

andesites, though they fall under what we, in paving
practice, generally term granite.

One of their favorite quarries is in a large group,

but this is the only quarry in the district from which
Glasgow will accept block. Moreover, in that quarry
there are two kinds of stone, only one of which is ap-

proved. Stone, to Glasgow's paving engineers, is not

merely stone.

In addition to stone-block pavements of the usual

type, they have a stone-block pavement which is prob-

ably unique—of tool-dressed blocks 6 in. wide, 6 in.

deep and from 9 to 15 in. long. The story of its de-

velopment is interesting:

About 18 years ago there came a request for quiet

pavements in the office and shop district. For such
streets asphalt was adopted and has given satisfaction

except on streets with street-railway tracks. Here

there were the usual failures alongside the rails. The
first remedial step was to pave between the rails and for
12 in. beyond them with .stone block. This practice
proving unsatisfactory, the 12-in. strip was paved with
block 12 in. wide and from 2 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. long. With
both the .small and the long blocks the line of distress
was merely shifted to the edge of the stone paving. The
decision was then reached to use a large tool-dressed
block of the dimensions given above—6 in. wide, 6 in.

deep and from 9 to 15 in. long. The results are con-
sidered very satisfactory. There is more noise, it is

true, than with an asphalt pavement, but less than on
the small-block street. The surfaces are remarkably
smooth, the large blocks holding true much better than
the smaller ones. The initial dressing leaves variations
on the surface and sides of not more than tV in. The
joints, therefore, are exceptionally close, while the
stone is so well selected that even after long service
there is no rounding at the corners.

Naturally the cost is high, varying before the war
from 25 to 30 shillings per square yard, these figures
including the foundation. In contrast, the pre-war cost
of ordinary blocks, 7 in. deep, was from 10 to 12
shillings, and for rock asphalt (2i in. thick, consoli-
dated) 16 to 18 shillings. Now all paving work in
Glasgow costs about three times the pre-war figure.

Against these costs must be set the life. Some of
the large block pavements have been down 16 years and
are good for another 16 years. Thirty years is a good
average for ordinary stone block under the downtown
business traffic, while the rock asplialt surface must be
renewed after 10 years.

There is so much wet weather in Glasgow that a reg-
ular practice is made on wet days of scattering ]-in.

whin or granite chips on the rock asphalt pavements.
This "sanding," as it is called, costs about $10,000 a
year for labor and materials.

Glasgow, May 28, 1920.

inning Progress at the National Capital

FOUR use districts are provided in the tentative
zoning regulations for Washington, D. C., drawn

up by the Zoning Commission. These distl-icts, accord-
ing to a circular issued by Major R. G. Powell, Corps of
Engineers, U. S. A., executive officer, are: (1) Resi-
dential districts; (2) first commercial districts in which
all classes of buildings permitted in the residential dis-

tricts may be erected, except for 15 specified kinds:

(3) second commercial districts, same restrictions as for

"residence and first commercial districts with 44 specified

exceptions; (4) industrial districts, wholly unrestricted

except for existing law or municipal regulations. A
map has been issued to show the limits of the four
districts named above. In a statement accompanying
the tentative use regulations it is noted that: "In gen-
feral, the main thoroughfares have been designated as

first commercial. These now have street car lines, or

will have them at a future date." Of the industrial

districts, the statement says that these are 'located

along the railroads and on the water front" and adds
that: "Each district has been restricted in area so as

to prevent a too great concentration of smoke, gas, odor
or noise in any one locality. Wherever practicable,

small residential areas have been left for workers' homes
in the vicinity of the second commercial and the indus-

trial districts."
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Timber Fender for Concrete Pier

Made Removable
Wood Frame Units Hung From Hooks Cast in

Recesses in Concrete—Main Protection

Boards Slide into Grooves

ON ACCOUNT of the severe ice conditions and the

shutdo\\ni of navigation in winter, it is desirable in

Buffalo harbor to be able to remove readily the timber
fenders to the concrete quay walls. A design permitting
this adopted for the fenders on the Bird Island Pier

Improvement is shown in the accompanying drawings.
The quay wall here is of the type common to the

Great Lakes, that is a concrete section surmounting a

•/.Concrete

Detail of C.I. Anchor
and W.I. Eye-tool+

(Enloirgeol}

C.S. Rivetson
fMs Side

De+ail of Fencisr

Sec+ion

REMOVAHM; timber fenders for bird island pier wall. BUFFALO, N. Y.

rock-filled timber crib. The lower part of the wall
proper is of precast concrete blocks and the upper of
concrete poured in place. The fender system consists of
vertical 8 x 10-in. timbers, with an upper 6 x 10-in.

continuous wale ana a rubbing face of 4 x 12-in. boards.

Recesses are cast in the blocks and left in the upper
section of the wall at every fender, and at these recesses
an iron hook is embedded protruding up into the open-
ing. Every fender has two looped bolts passing through
it which hook over the embedded iron, the fender being
cushioned from the concrete face by the interposed
horizontal wale. Alongside of each fender are fastened
structural angles, forming grooves which act as guides
for the rubbing timbers.

The fender can be taken down by lifting it in

sections from off the hooks and similarly returning
when its protection is again required. Rubbing boards
can be replaced by slipping the damaged unit out of the

guides and dropping a new one in, without any carpenter
work or repair to any other part of the structure. The
pier with the fender system, was built under the direc-

tion of George H. Norton, City Engineer.

Sea Water For Oil Refinery Conden-
sers Secured By Gravity

Tliirty-Ineh Cast-Iron Pipe Extending? 850 Ft. to

Sea Lowered From Trestle as One Lengtii

—

Water Jets Used To Dig Trench

By Leon H. Watts
General Superintendent, Mexican Refinery,

Ouayabalillo, Ver., Mexico

1A ATLANTICA Cia. Mexicana Productora y Refina-

-idora de Petroleo, S. A., a subsidiary of the Atlantic

Lobos Oil Company, is building a topping plant for

reducing Mexican crude oil at Guayabalillo, on the Gulf

of Mexico, 60 mi. south of Tampico. The property is a

strip with 1 mi. frontage on

the sea and extending 2 mi.

back to the Tamiahua lagoon

—a salt water inland lake.

The soil is a fine beach sand

throughout, of an average ele-

vation of 3 ft. above mean
tide. To secure a continuous

supply of water to be used

in the condensers of the re-

finery and main pump station,

as well as an adequate supply

for fire protection, was one of

the main engineering prob-

lem's.

Several plans presented

themselves as being feasible

—ditching to the lake, pump-
ing from the lake or pump-
ing from the ocean, but each

of them chanced possible dry-

ing up during the hot season,

or depended on mechanical

units, which might fail at any

time, thus putting the whole

plant out of commission. It

was finally decided to lay a

30-in. cast iron pipe 850 ft. to

sea, to secure a gravity flow

to the four centrifugals and

fire pumps located in the main pumpingtwo large

station.

The general plan was to drive a wharf 850 ft. out

into the gulf, hang the pipe below it just clear of high

water on long threaded rods and then lower it to the

bottom and jet it in. There was a bent for each joint

of pipe, or every 12 ft. A concrete intake was sunk in

LOWERING THE PIPE

the pump house. Fi'om this point the 30-in. line was
laid in a trench, sheeted, to a clean-out box 14 ft. deep,

a distance of 188 ft. On the sea side an opening 3? in.

was left from the top to the seat of the sea-end of the

30-in. pipe. Into this box the 30-in. cast-iron valve

was placed.
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SKETCH SHOWING ORIGINAL AND ULTIMATE POSITIONS OP PIPE
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TRESTLE DETAIL SHOWS SUS-
PENSION RODS EVERY BENT

In all there were

For handling the material on to the wharf a stiff-leg

derrick was set up at the shore end of the wharf. Each
joint, weighing, 3,500 lb. was placed on a small car and
run out to where required, there to be picked up by a

small hand winch and lowered into place. The lead for

each joint, weighing 100 lb., was also handled by this

winch. Three-quarter-
, , r ,

inch cable was stretched lo 2D 30

below every ten joints

and tightened up with a
turnbuckle. On the shore

end for the first 16 bents

a fixed jet was attached,

which had two sprays

each way under each

length of pipe. Farther

out! these jets were placed

every 40 ft. In addition,

provision was made for hand jets

71 bents and 70 rods to handle.

A gang of 200 men, with a foreman in charge of

each 10 bents, started to lower the line at 6 o'clock the

morning of Feb. 11. The assistant superintendent

directed the lowering from the shore from a position

where he could view the whole line and control the

relative speed of the lowering of each section. Difficulty

was experienced when a few of the nuts became jammed,

or cross threaded, which, of course, meant that the

bolts on each side had to be held up. A messenger

service was established between the shore control and

each foreman and "lower" or "hold" was given by bent

numbers.

Whole Length Submerged First^ay

By noon the whole line was practically at water level.

Jetting work was being pushed on the shore end, as

there, in order to set the pipe in place, it had to be

lowered in the sand 7 ft. As the pipe entered the

water, inch by inch, the entire length of 850 ft. was
found to be floating, so the valve in the clean-out box
was opened, the line filled, and lowered until the pipe

just touched the bottom. At 6 p.m. the whole line was
under water. The jetting at the shore end was done in

shifts, one foreman and ten men working every shift.

Tank plates were jetted in at each side of the pipe, and
distant 2 ft. from it, from the clean-out box to the sea,

which kept the sand from washing in from the sides.

It also made a channel down which the sand was washed.
A pulsometer was also used in this trench at the shore
end. Three joints were worked on at one time. The
jets had a washing and loosening action and jacks were
used to put the pipe down the last few inches.

From bent No. 20 to 70 it was proposed to use jets

but as all this pipe was under from 4 to 11 ft. of water,

it was impossible to get results, so that very little work
was done.

It was known, however, that there is a strong current
dovm the coast, especially after a storm and this fact

was taken advantage of in putting the pipe to its pres-

ent favorable position. A careful profile was taken of

the pipe and bottom. This was studied and where
possible the pipe was let down inch by inch until it

rested on the bottom and the bolt held no weight. This
was accomplished except between bents 43 and 49. On
all but these bents the nuts were set up 2 in. From
Feb. 27 to March 2 two seveis "northers" came up and
by keeping a few men on tl.e wharf night and day the
wash of the sand from under the pipe was noted, and as

the pipe sank the 2 in., the nut would be raised again.

A new profile of the top of the pipe, as well as of the
ocean bottom, was taken every day, and with this drawn
in, gave us data as to where the pipe was high and
where low, where hanging and where buried. The rise

and fall of the tide seemed to affect the wash as the
lowering took place intermittently. But as soon as the
nut was tight men were there to set it up another 2 in.,

provided the sounding justified it.

The pipe is now practically buried for its whole
length, but during every successive storm, it must be
carefully watched and lowered or held, as seems most
expedient. The bottom shifts continuously and during
a severe storm it may wash out from under the pipe
for a distance of 10 bents. To prevent a possible
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Letters to the Editor

Narrow Piers May Be Economical

Sir—I note in your issue of Jaly 22, a number of articles

attaekinp- the design of the State Island piers in particular

and the narrow pier in p:enei-al.

Though the narrow pier has many disadvantajres, limita-

tion of water front may render it necessary, in which case

much can de done to increase its accommodation by ffoinp:

upward. The ultimate capacity of a harbor with two story

approaches to narrow piers and pier sheds of three or more

stories will be greater than that of a harbor with wide

piers, the water front being equal in both cases.

There are certain difficulties with regard to handling and

checking freight through a many storied pier, difficulties

not entirely of an engineering nature but which must be

recogHized and met by any engineer who hopes to produce

a many storied pier capable of successful operation. These

conditions may make it worth while to construct narrow
piers with a single-stoi-y approach and shed provided that

in the plans provisions are made for the addition later of a

second elevated approach and several stories of sheds.

New York Citx- J. R- Wade.

Shrinkage of Earthwork

Sir—In connection with the article on shrinkage of earth-

work, in Engineering Netvs-Record of June 24, p. 1256, my
experience covers nearly forty years, but not a very wide

stretch of country and not with extremely heavy work:

I have always found an average of somewhere near 115 yd.

of cut going to make 100 yd. of fill and in at least two cases

I have seen 140 yd. required to make 100 yd. of fill, this

being surface soil and mainly from casting work. It is my
experience that the slopes of embankments are not apt to

overrun the stakes, but rather the opposite. In sewer work
I have seen a trench made say 8 ft. deep, 10 or 12-in. pipe

laid and then all the excavated material put back. This

is of course not a fair comparison as the treatment would
be very different in the case of the sewer.

Rockland, Me. O. H. Tripp.

No Bearing on Municipal Ownership
Sir—Your attention is invited to enclosed dispatch that

appeared recently in the New York Times in hopes that you
may see your way clear to find out wherein the rise in

water rates "hits municipal ownership", what reasons there

are, if any, why water rates should not be increased with
the present tremendous increase of the cost of water plant

and to give some publicity to your reply perhaps through
the editor of the Times as well as through your own columns.

Newark, N. J. Arthur H. Pratt,
Acting Chief Engineer, North Jersey District Water Supply

Commission.

The dispatch, which was sent from Chicago, reads:

Municipal ownership of public utilities received a
setback when announcement was made that the price
of water in Chicago is to be increased.

Thousands of property owners will be hit. Not
only are they to be called upon to pay more for the
daily supply of water, but the regulation discount rate
is to be reduced from 25 to 10 per cent. This item
alone will mean an estimated revenue of $1,000,000
annually to the municipality.
Alderman Clayton F. Smith, member of the Finance

Committee and former City Treasurer, has conducted
extensive investigations, and his conclusions not only
made clear the immediate necessity of raising the
price of water, but swept away one of the biggest and
most telling arguments of municipal ownership advo-
cates.

[As a matter of fact, municipally owned utilities have
been slower to increase rates than have privately owned,

but this proves nothing as to the relative merits of muni-

cipal and private ownership any more than does the mere
fact that Chicago is raisirig its water rates.

—

Editor.]

Why Water-Power Reports by Engineers Are
Generally Favorable

Sir—In the report of a lecture by J. E. Aldred to John
Hopkins University students, in your issue of July 1, p. 18,

appears the following statement by Mr. Aldred: "Person-
ally, I have seen hundreds of reports on water power proj-

ects, but I have never yet seen an unfavorable report."

This statement implies, and the context suggests, an as-

persion on the ethics of the hydraulic engineering profession

which it seems to me is not warranted by the facts. Gen-
erally speaking, it is the projects which possess at least

some apparent merit on which engineering reports are

made; at least it is as a rule only reports on reasonably
meritorious projects which get very far in the hands of

competent financial institutions, investment engineers, and
development companies. It does not follow that because
only favorable reports are generally circulated that others

are not made.
The writer has himself made unfavorable reports on wa-

ter power projects, and knows of other engineers who have
done the same thing. What not infrequently happens is as
follows:

A client asks to have a certain project investigated and
reported upon. In the course of the work it develops that

the project has insufficient merit, and either the investiga-

tion is stopped, or if the report is completed the client

pays for it, charges the cost to profit and loss, and forgets

about it.

In not a few instances it has happened that water-power
projects have been called to the attention of engineers but
no reports have been made, for the reason that the engi-

neer foresaw the lack of merit and so advised the client in

advance.

It does not seem at all fair to the engineering profession

that so obvious a state of affairs should be construed with

a meaning so opposite to the truth.

Robert E. Horton,
Voorheesville, N. Y. Consulting Engineer.

Why Not Open-Top Box Cars?

Sir—In connection with the series of articles relating to

the design of the new piers at Stapleton in New York Har-
bor, which appears in your issue of July 22, 1920, it seems
to be timely to draw attention to the archaic design of the

box freight cars now in use by our railways.

Loading and unloading of freight cars of the type men-
tioned is now done through doors in the sides of the cars,

and principally by manual labor. Why do we not, in addi-

tion to the side doors, build our box cars with doors in the

roof?

While there may have been reasons which made it in-

advisable to adopt this construction with the old type of

wooden freight car, yet with the steel car now developing,

it would seem that from a structural point of view, a de-

sign could be made which Wv>uld be amply sufficient, and
provide both side and roof openings.

Such a construction would permit the greatly increased

utilization of mechanical means for loading and unloading
in both land and water terminals, and in large industrial

plants, thereby eliminating much unsatisfactory manual
labor of high cost, poor efficiency, and much too prone to

"take a holiday" whenever the notion strikes them with or

without reason.

Would not the use of top doors and mechanical loading

and unloading apparatus conduce to elimination of delay in

railway equipment now so necessary to the economic life of

the country?

The problem of design for cars with both side and top

doors, as well as that of securing the contents against dam-
age by leakage through the top doors, is not difficult of solu-

tion, and while I have not studied exhaustively the eco-

nomics of the problem as affected by a possible slight in-

crease of cost per car, plus the installation and operation oi

mechanical loading apparatus at terminals, yet the greatei

expedition of operation, avoiding delay In rolling equipment
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ease of piling for storage and sorting, loading or unloading

between car and vessel, and the elimination of, or large re-

duction in, an uncertain labor element would seem to put

the balance of economy well into the credit column.
Kennerley Bryan,

New York City. Consulting Engineer,

Results from Alvord Separate-Digestion Sewage
Tank at Swedeland, Pa.

Sir—During the last few months there has been some dis-

cussion as to the results obtained from the so-called Alvord

tank in treating sewage. One meeting of the American
Society of Civil Engineers brought out quite a little dis-

cussion on this subject. It seems to me that the follow-

ing data, furnished by W. Collins, of the Alan Wood Iron

& Steel Co., concerning the operation results of a plant

using an Alvord tank, would be of interest to your readers.

The disposal plant was put in operation in August, 1919,

at Swedeland, Pa., to take the domestic sewage from a

housing development which the company named had recently

built to care for some 350 to 400 persons. A domestic sewer

was connected with 79 houses, and the settling tank, siphon,

sprinkling bed, etc., were designed to treat from 50,000 to

70,000 gal. daily.

The Alvord tank consists of a settling tank on either

side of a digestion bay, the sewage passing through the first

settling tank underneath baffles and across the digestion bay

into the second settling tank. The principle of operation is

that the settled sewage and floating mat should from time

to time be withdrawn mechanically by means of valves at

the bottom and gates at the top into the digestion bay from
which the digested sludge, after standing for a period

period, should be withdrawn to the sludge drying bed.

The Swedeland plant has now been in operation for over

a year, and Mr. Collins, on May 4, 1920, wrote as follows

regarding it:

"The operation from the start has been almost mechanical,

we, of course, flushing the screen chamber weekly with a

hose, first removing any foreign matter which may have

been washed down, such as orange peels or any substance

not usually found in sewage. We also remove or siphon

the sludge from the first and second tanks after about five

months into the digestion chamber where a bag of hydrated

lime is thrown in to correct acidity.

"In accordance with state requirements, tests of the

sewage and effluent are made twice a week and are

reported weekly, with other operating data, to the State

Department of Health. The following is one such report

taken at random from our files:

GENERAL OPERATING DATA
Total Number Chlorine

Siphon Sewage, Filter Gas per
Day Doses Gal. .N'ozzles Day, Lb.

Sunday 81 67,635 33 U
Monday 82 68,470 33 1;

Tuesday 81 67,635 33 i;

Wednesday 80 66,800 33 1 1

Thursday 77 64,295 33 H
Friday 79 65,965 33 13

Saturday 83 69,305 33 i;

RESULTS or PUTRESCIBILITY EXAMINATION

Retains Color

Raw
Sewage
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and the facts to the Senate Committee on Post Roads in

order that Mr. Eldridfre's testimony may be corrected. I

cannot understand why Mr. Eldridgre should have presented

the tables he is credited with inasmuch as it would have

been quite possible for him to have obtained the correct

percentages frcmi the Bureau of Public Roads.

William J. Hall,

Commissioner, Idaho Department Public Works.

Boise, Idaho.

[A copy of Mr. Eldridge's reply to Mr. Hall is given

herewith.

—

Editor.]

Sir We are in receipt of your letter of June 21 enclos-

ing a copy of your letter to Engineering News-Record call-

ing attention to what you consider errors in the "facts"

presented by me to the United States Senate Committee

on Post Offices and Post Roads.

I am convinced from reading your letter to me and the

letter written by you to Engineering News-Record that you

were referring to one thing while I referred to another.

The figures I presented to the committee to which you ob-

ject referred to percentages of miles of Federal-aid roads

—

project agreement—approved by the Secretary of Agri-

culture up to Sept. 30, 1919. It appears, however, from

your letters that you are referring to the percentage of

funds expended on these Federal-aid projects.

I am satisfied that my figures are correct, as will be seen

from a copy of the original table which was obtained from

the official records of the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads,

which is appended. Copy of the hearings above referred

to are also being sent to you. You will see from these fig-

ures that the percentages referred to related to mileage

and not to funds.

It is evident from your letter to the Engineering News-
Record that your figures are for a later period than Sept.

30, 1919, for at that time no project agreements had been

approved for your State for macadam, bituminous concrete,

bituminous surfacing or portland cement concrete.

PROJECT AGREEMENTS EXECUTED TO SEPT. 30, 1919

IDAHO
Earth

Fiscal year 1917
Fiscal year 1918 54.360
Fiscal year 1919 35.770
Total mileage 90. 130

Per cent of total mileage 90.9
Total cost $6 1 9,49 1 . 73

Cost per mile l, 873. 00

Gravel Total

5.000
4 . 000
9.000 99.130
9.1 100.0

$126,679.00 $746,170.73
14,075.00

M. O. Eldridge,

Director of Roads, A. A. A. Good Roads Board.

Washington, D. C.

General Robert's Rules of Order

Sir—I have read with much interest the Biography of

Brig.-Gen. Henry Martyn Robert, appearing in Engineering

Neivs-Record of April 22, p. 798. I am one of the many
engineers who did not know that the author of the well-

knoMTi "Rules of Order" was, and is, an engineer.

I first came in contact with the above volume when I

was a student at Iowa State College, Ames, la., and am
only too sorry that somehow or other my copy of the Rules

went astray.

However, after I had been appointed to the faculty of the

Grootfontein School of Agriculture in South Africa, I joined

one of the societies here, and soon found out that the

method of procedure during meetings was altogether wrong,

according to Robert.

I pointed this out to some members with the result that

at the next election of officers they put me in the chair, and

meetings were then conducted according to Robert,

To give an instance of how things were done: Assume
that there was a mjotion before the House, duly seconded.

A member would move an amendment, get it seconded, and

the amendment would then be put to the vote. If the

amendment was carried, the original motion was then sup-

posed to be defeated, without having been put to the House.

This has happened -when the amendment was in direct op-

position to the original motion. Now as far as I remember,
and I may be wrong, but I do not think so, if an amtend-

ment is moved, and it is in direct opposition to the

original motion, it is the business of the Chair to refuse

the amendment. It will then be the business of the opposi-

tion to "vote down" the original motion and move an en-

tirely new motion in accordance with their wishes.

It is now many years ago that I was well versed in

Robert's Rules of Order, and perhaps I have forgotten a

lot of them, but what I would like to know is this: Arc
English assemblies controlled by the same rules of order,

or have they a recognized set of their own? For very

possibly meetings in this country would be held according

to the English method.

If such is the case, it is very evident that they need to

be brought up to the Robert standard.

E. J. Van TVIeerben,

Middelburg, Cape, Engineer, Grootfontein

Union of South Africa. School of Agriculture.

War Department Has Wide Field in Inland

Waterway Investigation

S'.r—In announcing in Engineering News-Record, July 15,

p. 141, the formation of the Inland and Coastwise Water-
ways Service of the War Department, you refer to the

duties of this bureau as "a hold-over from the war activities

of the Railroad Administration." It seems appropriate to

invite your attention to the real intent of the Transportation
Act, in pursuance of which this new bureau has been created.

In that Act Congress directed the Secretary of War, with
the object of promoting and developing inland waterway
transportation, to investigate proper tyRps of boats suit-

able for the different classes of such waterways; to investi-

gate the subject of water terminals for both waterway traf-

fic and joint rail and water traffic and to advise with com-
munities regarding the location, design and finance of such
terminals; to investigate the existing status of water trans-

portation on different inland waterways with a view of de-

termining whether such waterways are being utilized to

the extent of their capacity; to compile, publish and dis-

tribute such useful statistics and data on inland waterways
as might be deemed of value to the commercial interests of

the country; and to investigate such other matters as might
tend to promote and encourage inland waterway develop-

ment.
As an incident to the performance of the foregoing, the

Secretary of War was directed to take over and either oper-

ate or cause to be operated the waterway equipment con-

tracted for by the Railroad Administration.

It is evident from these facts that the functions of the

Inland and Coastwise Waterways Service cannot truthfully

be termed a "holdover" from the late Railroad Administra-
tion. While it is true that that organization was responsible

for the design and construction of the fleet of 165 internal

waterway boats which are now being operated by the War
Department, it is important to note that the interests of the

Administration in these boats was primarily for the trans-

portation of freight during the war emergency as a measure
of relief from the then existing railroad congestion. The
present purpose of the government, on the other hand, is

nothing short of constructive promotion and development of

our national waterway resources, in connection with certain

features of which the former Railroad Administration boats

are being utilized.

The Secretary of War has considered this undertaking tc

be of such importance to commerce generally that he has

seen fit to entirely separate this work from the normal
military operations of the War Department; hence the es-

tablishment of the Inland and Coastwise Waterways Serv-

ice. The work which this bureau is now undertaking pre-

sents such interesting and important possibilities that i1

seems to me essential that it be differentiated from th(

purely emergency activities of the Railroad Administration

Frank T. Hines,

Brigadier General, U. S. A.,

Chief of Inland & Coastwise Waterways Service.

Washington, D. C.



Hints for the Contractor

Mixing Plant Designed for Long,
Narrow Site

AMIXING plant layout adapted to a long- narrow site

is a feature of one of the long retaining walls which
replace levees where buildings restrict the width of the

channel improvement works at Dayton, Ohio, The wall

is 1,036 ft. long- and 25 ft. high and is concreted in two

lifts as indicated by fhe drawing. A very narrow strip

of ground at one end of the wall was the only available

location for the mixing plant, and indeed the whole
operation had to be conducted along an area scarcely

50 ft. wide from the street line to the top edge of the

old levee.

As indicated, Derrick 1 excavates the trench with a

clamshell and Derrick 2 handles the concrete buckets 2 1l ers, avoiding the use of trestles, is indicated by
and the 16-ft. sections of forms. Materials are hauled recent work of the Oliver Iron Mining Co., Hibbing,
in 5-ton motor trucks to the mixing plant where they Minn., in forming a waste dump of gravel overburden.

top being on a level above that of the concrete track.

In this case a bottom dump bucket of special form is

used, riding on a small platform car, from which it

is lifted by Derrick 2 and dumped wherever wanted.
Both types are of one cubic yard capacity.

The wall is a portion of the channel improvement
works at Dayton, Ohio, of the Miami Conservancy Dis-

trict, Arthur E. Morgan, chief engineer, Chas. H.
Paul, assistant chief engineer and C. H. Locker, con-

struction manager. The division engineer in charge of

the Dayton channel improvements is C. A. Bock.

Build Fill With Spreader Car

\ METHOD of building fills by dump cars and spread-
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Sketch of P16int Layout
PLANT LAYOUT AND FORMS FOR RETAINING WALL

are dumped into hoppers at the top of an incline, lead-

ing to bins for the sand and aggregates. The sand runs
from \ in. down, the fine gravel from \ to 1^ in.; and
the coarse gravel from 11 in. to 3 in. The bins hold

about 15 cu.yd. each.

From the bins the materials are drawn through chutes
into a bottom-dump car running on a track built at

15-deg. incline, which leads to a platform over the mixer.

Between the chutes and the car, measuring boxes are

interposed, which permit the proper proportioning of

the material. These proportions are 4 sacks of cement
to 9.6 cu.ft. of sand, to 10 cu.ft. each of the fine and
the coarse gravel. This gives a 1 : 2.4 : 5 concrete.

The car is hauled up the incline by a single drum
hoist engine, and dumps at the top into a hopper which
holds one complete batch. This hopper is kept filled.

From the hopper the batch is dravm into a 1-cu.yd.

mixer, driven by a Ti-hp. alternating current motor,

and is given a one-minute mix. From the mixer it is

discharged into concrete cars running on a 3-ft. gage
light railway leading alongside the wall excavation,

whence it is discharged into the concrete forms. The
cars are drawn by a 3-ton gasoline locomotive.

The concrete cars are of two types. One is a side-

dump car, discharging its materials into the form for

the footing through a sloping chute. Materials for

the upper part of the wall cannot be thus chuted, the wall

The spreader car used was
described in Ewjineermv,

Ne^vs-Record of April 29

1920, p. 866. Although the

fill thus built was 7 ft. high

the accompanying diagram
shows the possibility of ex-

tending the process for a
total height of 30 ft. Side-

dump cars of 20 yd. capacity

were employed. A 2-ft. fill

was built first by dumping
and spreading level with the

rails, a trainload of waste
gravel being then dumped
from the track on this new

fill. This dump was leveled in successive runs with the

spreader car having its wing at an increasingly wide
angle to the back. At the same time the heel of the
wing was dropped gradually so as to throw material

farther away and to cut below the rails to prevent

Fi// to ihis fine
from (^)if

Be^re raisina

Spreactirr^ Lir^e tram,@i
FilftvW&l/ne / ——^

ine fhom @a

Fill -fo tfris line from (5)

y Be^re rcrisfncj fit/-,

from /r

"fromLittQ) \<-EE-^6"Max.Spneac/-

A = Wing horizorrfalatmax.spread D
fix?mLrtK^

-^ - - Wing inclinedatmin.spreac/
B = Wirginclinedtc Jth heigH C = Wing 7ft. above t^p oftr'e

HOW TO BUILD A HIGH FILL V\^TH A SPREADER

additional dumped material from rolling back near the

track. After the inclined wing had built up the fill,

the wing was raised and set horizontal so as to level

the fill. These operations are repeated in frequent

runs until the fill had a height of 7 ft. above the rail
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and a top width of 10^ ft. This width would have been

sufficient for the next position of the construction track

if it had been desired to increase the height and

width of fill.

Boom Attachment for Pile Drivers

By C. W. Geiger
San Franiisco, Cal.

AN UNUSUALLY wide radius of operation is per-

. mitted by the pile driver boom attachment shown
by the accompanying view. An eye-bolt set through the

hammer receives the hinged pivot pin attached to the

foot of the boom and provides for the horizontal and
vertical swing of the boom. By raising or lowering the

hammer the height of lift is varied as the conditions

PIVOT HINGE FOR PILE DRIYEB BOOM

require. A line from the pile driver engine drum oper-

ates the boom which is employed largely for handling
piles. When piles are to be driven, the boor, is lifted

from its socket on the hammer and is lashed to the pile

driver frame; the shift can be made in a few minutes.
The arrangement was devised and is. being used by the

Harbor Board of San Francisco.

Mobile Tower Chuting Plant

OPERATING at a rate of eighty-one bag batches an
hour the tower chuting plant shown by the drawing

placed concrete in the floors and walls of coal bins being

constructed for the Amalgamated Sugar Co., of Ogden,

Utah, at the rate of 155 cu.yd. in nine hours. Three bins

were constructed at Ogden and at Lewiston, Utah, and

at Paul, Idaho. They averaged 700 ft. in length, two
were 50 ft. and one was 46 ft. wide and the total

volume of concrete was about 7,500 cu.yd.

The plant consists of a 40-ft. self-supporting tower,
a l-cu.yd. Smith tilting mixer, a 10-cu.yd. steel gravel
hopper, a cement platform and a steam hoisting engine,
all mounted on 12 x 12-in. skids. A 38-ft. boom and a

self-supporting chute 30 ft. long permitted concrete dis-

tribution to the walls abreast of the plant and to the
floor 100 ft. ahead, it being necessary to use a few
chutes on horses when running the floor The measur-
ing hopper was mounted on the cement platform.

In operation, a locomotive crane supplied the gravel

hopper and the cement platform. Two men on the

cement platform prepared the batches whicn were one
sack each. The floor was first poured, then the side

walls, after which the plant was moved ahead by power
from the hoisting engine. The average time required
for each move was 15 min. Each day's run involved

155 cu.yd. By maintaining a speed of eighty batches
per hour this was completed in an average time of

eight hours. A nine-hour day was being worked and
on only a few occasions was it necessary to work over-

'^Oufrigrgrens h/oc/reef

when Cortcref/'nq

TRAVELING TOWER PLANT CONSTRUCTS LONG
CONCRETE BINS

timo to move the plant and make the day's run. A crew
of ten men was used, including the crane operator.

The cost of erection of this plant was small as com-

pared with a central mixer plant and a spouting system.

The cost of mixing and placing was only 66c. per yard

including the cost of fuel and the cost of the plant.

The work was conducted under the supervision of

B. F. Dinsmore for the contractors, C. F. Dinsmore &
Co. of Ogden, Utah.

Pennsylvania Townships Raise Large Road Sum
During the years 1917, 1918, and 1919, second-class

townships of Pennsylvania counties collected $26,551,-

297.67 for road purposes, says a recent bulletin issued

by the Pennsylvania State Highway Department. Under
the law township supervisors fix a tax rate for road

purposes, moneys thus collected to be spent for the

upkeep, repair or reconstruction of township roads. In

1917 the total sum collected was $6,122,812.79; in 1918,

$8,972,190.67, and in 1919, $11,456,294.21. The town-

ships of Cameron County were low for the state at

large in 1919, collecting only $15,219.89 ; while Fayette

County townships were high, the total sum collected

being $1,010,351.37. Under an act of the 1919 legis-

lature, townships of the second class are rewarded for

work actually accomplished, and $1,000,000 is being

distributed to townships which have qualified under the

terms of the act.

J
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News of the Week
New York, August 12, 1920

Air Mapping Tested at

Washington

To prove further the reliability and
the utility of maps made from the air,

representatives of the Rand-McNally
Co., in co-operation with the Army Air
Service, are making detailed maps of

the immediate vicinity of Washington.
On the success of this venture will de-

pend certain projected larger ventures
in map making from the air.

Contracts are in process of prepa-
ration for the Moccasin Creek power
house, which will cost approxinately
$4,000,000 and for the Priest Dam to

cost $1,000,000. It is expected that
bids for these structures will be called
for within three months.

Tunnel Progress on Hetch Hetchy
Totals 3 Miles

More than 3 mi. of tunnel have been
excavated on the Mountain Division of

the Hetch Hetchy Aqueduct, according

to a statement issued recently by the

City Engineer's office. The Construc-
tion Company of North America, which
began operations on May 17, has exca-

vated almost half a mile of tunnel since

taking over the city's forces.

Two tunnel contractors have applied

to the construction company for sub-

contracts on this work. One of these

contractors proposes to excavate the
portion of the tunnel between Casa-
baum Adit and Priest's at a cost of
$45 per lineal foot, exclusive of con-

crete tunnel lining. The bid of the
Construction Company of North Amer-
ica for this work, including the lining,

is $81.58 per lineal foot.

The City Engineer estimates that the
lining will cost $25 per lineal foot, so
that the offer is regarded as advanta-
geous from the city's standpoint. The
other sub-contractor offers to sub-con-
tract the work on the enlarged section
of the tunnel from Casabaum to Early
Intake at a cost of $55 per lineal foot
complete. The bid of the Construction
Company of North America on this

portion is $66.87 per lineal foot.

The following is the progress to date
at each of the tunnel headings where
work is being carried on: Priest
Portal, 6,320 lin.ft.; Big Creek, west
heading, 1,400 lin.ft.; Big Creek, east
heading, 1,000 lin.ft.; South Fork, 4,280
lin.ft.; Early Intake, 4,000 lin.ft.

If the suit to restrain the Construc-
tion Company of North America from
carrying out its contract were set
aside, instead of work being carried
on from five headings and with two
shifts in each heading, as at present,
the number of working faces can be
tripled, three shifts put on in each face,
and the entire 18-mile tunnel aqueduct
finished within two years.
On the Hetch Hetchy Dam the Utah

Construction Company has the strip-
ping of the abutments practically com-
pleted and is working on the deep
foundations.

General Connor Named Chief of
Waterway Division

Brig. Gen. William D. Connor will

succeed Brig. Gen. Frank T. Mines as
chief of the Inland Waterway Division
of the War Department. General Con-

BRIG. GEN. W. D. CONNOR

nor is particularly familiar with Mis-
issippi River conditions. During the
World War General Connor held a
number of positions of great responsi-

bility in the A. E. F. in France, having
been chief of staff. Headquarters, Serv-
ices of Supply, under General Harbord,
and, after General Pershing's return to

the United States, commanding gen-
eral of the American forces in France.

Highway Engineering Scholarship

at University of Texas

A scholarship in the University of

Texas, with an annual income of $300,

to be awarded every year by the

faculty of the civil engineering school

to a student specializing in highway
engineering, has been created by J. G.

Culbertson, a manufacturer of automo-
bile trucks, Wichita Falls, Tex.

Engineering Societies Invited

To Join Federation

November has been fixed as the time
for the first meeting of the American
Engineering Council, representing the

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties, and last week there was mailed
to national, state and local organiza-
tions an invitation to join the federa-

tion and to name delegates for the
organizing session in the fall. The
communication, as issued by the Joint
Conference Committee of the four
national societies of civil, electrical,

mechanical and mining engineers, is

reprinted in full below:
"The Joint Conference Committee

of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, the American Institute of Min-
ing and Metallurgical Engineers, the
American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, and the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, acting as the
Ad Interim Committee in accordance
with the authorization of the Organ-
izing Conference held in Washington,
D. C, June 3-4, 1920, extends to your
organization a cordial invitation to

become a charter member of the

Federated American Engineering So-
cieties and to appoint delegates to the

first meeting of the American Engi-
neeinng Council, of which due notice

will be given, to be held in the fall of

this year.

"There has been previously sent to

you an abstract of the minutes of the
Organizing Conference, at which there

M^ei-e in attendance 140 delegates, rep-
resenting 71 engineering and allied

technical organizations. It was the
unanimous opinion of the conference
that there should be an organization

—

'to further the public welfare
wherevor technical knowledge and
engineering experience are in-

volved and to consider and act
upon matters of common concern
in the engineering and allied tech-
nical professions,'

and that this organization should con-
sist of societies or affiliations, and not
of individual memberr.
"On the basis of these fundamentals

the attached constitution and by-laws
were unanimously adopted by the
conference. These contain full infor-

mation concerning the Federated
American Engineering Societies, the
American Engineering Council, its

executive board, and of the various
officers and committees. The basis
of representation therein stated for
the American Engineering Council is

one representative for from 100 to
1,000 members and an additional rep-
resentative for each 1,000 members or
major fraction thereof.
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~t .he gathering in Washington. Professional Meetings of Canadian Indiana P^- ™ive 1921

which was the greatest event in the Engineers at Niagara Falls Koaa rro|,rcim

historv of the engineerinff and allied ^^^ Banff A 1921 state highway program to cost

technical organizatins in this country,
^"^ "^^"^

.vnfessional
between $26,000,000 and $30,000,000 is

.tens weie taketi which created 'The The Ontaino general Professional
^^.^ i^^^^ by the Indiana Highway

Federa ed \mer can Engineering So- meeting of the Engmeermg In titute
^^^^^^^.^^. .recording to Lorenzo H.

cie?res ' which wi have a far-i^^^^ ^^,^"""t 1.'
'."

^« ^7 nrfd 18 The Wright, director of the commission.

?ifluence on the future of these pro- Falls. Ont., Sept. 16, 17 and 18 The
^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^. ^^^ p^^i„g f

Session' The fact that this action full program has not yet been an-
.^j^^^^ely 500 mi. of roads, the

was taken without a dissenting vote nounced, but it will include a number ^ ^^ ^^.^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^„^i

ndcaes thi the psychological mo- ^^ ^T'^" '^V7.^'TZ'^lec^. tenance of approximately 2.500 mi. of

ment had arrived and that there was ton development of ^he Hydio-ElectrK
^^^^^ .^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^^^^ .y^tem and

runanimous desire on the part of the Power Commission of Ontario around ^ ^^^ ^^^^,^^^^ ,^pe„,e of

repreTeXtivesofthe^ Niagara FaIs «"^ .^^^e WeU^"^
.fj the department. This year the depart-

he organization formed. ^«"«1' «^
Y'"

^^
""f^l '°/,t,,Tworks' "^^"^ has under construction 315 mi. of

"The Joint Conference Committee, t.on operations on both of these woiks^
hard-surface roads,

the Ad Interim Committee, would ask The meeting will open Thursday noon
commission's bill now being pre-

each organization invited to take favor- with a luncheon and will continue
^^^ ^^^ -^^ ^.^^i,^ ,f the

«We icfk)nhi the matter of member- through Saturday noon The sessions f
legislature to be held shortly will

ship fn the organfzation at the earliest -ill be held at the Clifton, which over- ^J^ ^,^,^ ^.^^^^^ ,evy of 30c.

fossibk moment and to advise the looks the Falls on the Canadian side.
„^ ^^.h $ioo of assessed valuation in

commiSee p"^mptl^ of the names of The Western professional meetmg
^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^, estimates that

J^ddegates who will attend the first will be held at Banff, Aug. 14-19 as
^^ ^^^ anticipated $6,000,000,000 state

rneeting of he American Engineering has been noted in these pages before
^^^al assessed valuation of this year the

Counc: in November of this year. Papers will be delivered on concrete
^^^^^ ^^^^,, $18,000,000 revenue

'The Joint Conference Committee is m alkali soils, on Vancouver harbor
^J^^^ department. He estimated that

confident that with the universally ac- work and on legislation affecting engi-
^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^uld be added

knowledged need for such an organiza- "eers.
$5,000,000, the maximum amount the

tion there will be a prompt affirmative department may obtain from the fed-

response to this invitation." Engineers Will Study eral government for road building next

Municipal Problems year. From the inheritance tax $500,-

-^. . . . -j^ i *:^- 000 is exoected and the automobile U-
Road Districts Avoid Construction ^he National Executive Committee

J. ""^e department will add at least

Tieup by Open-Top Car Purchase of the American Association of Engl-
^2 500 000 according to present esti-

When the car shortage threatened neers will appoint twelve of the leading
;^;^^^; '

to tie up construction on the Crittenden professional engmeers to study the
.^^^ ^^^^1 ^^^^^ available for the de-

Countv Ark., 83,000,000 road paving problems of civic administration of
tj^^^t next year would be $26,000,-

nroiects where 50 mi. of concrete and public works and report their findings
^^^ rj,^.^ ^^y ^^ increased $2,500,000

115 mi of gravel roads are being built, to all chapters as a guide to local engi-
^^^ ^.^^ proposed doubling of the state

the district road commissioners pur- neers in the exercise of their duties as
^^tomobile license fees, but, Mr.

chased outright for cash 105 open top citizens and engineers. Wright said, the state highway commis-

automatic dump steel railroad cars of sion does not propose to ask the legis-

80,000 lb. capacity from the Western Oregon Grants 41 Engineer lature to double the fees, although, he

Wheeled Scraper Co., paying approxi- Licenses said, such a bill may be introduced at

matelv $300,000 for the equipment.
, , the special session by others.

About 70 of the cars have been deliv- Forty-one apphcants were granted ^^ estimated that the maintenance

ered and the remainder of the order is licenses to practice professional engi-
^^ tment would spend about $3,000,-

expected to arrive by Aug. 15. "eering in Oregon at the meeting of ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ t^^t the maintenance

Arrangements have been made with the State Board of Engineering Exam-
^^^ overhead would about consume the

the Frisco R.R. to handle the cars be- iners m Portland July 9. This action
^^^^ined automobile license receipts

tween gravel pits in southern Missouri brings the total number of licensed en-
^^^ ^^^ inheritance tax collections. He

and Arkansas in three solid t-ains, de- gi^eers in Oregon to 1,161, of which
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^jd leave approxi-

livering one train load of gravel a day. ^0 are not residents of the state.
^^^^^^^ $22,000,000 for road and bridge

Elevated spur tracks long enough to ^ As some of the engineers are quah-
^^-^ding.

unload an entire train at one time have Aed to practice more than one branch

been put in at Clarkdale, Gillmore, of the profession they have^ been
jjr. Smith Has Longest Term ES

James Mill, Dewey Mill and Marked fanted certificates in each of the ^'^^
pj^^^^^^^ of U. S. G. S.

Tree, Ark. When all the road building branches m which they were found Director 01 U. o. vx

materials required at these points are P^^fi^"^"^ ^he following table gives During the past forty years he U.S^

delivered the tracks will be moved to the classifications on the certificates as Geological Survey has had but three

other points convenient to the work as granted: directors Th,s period has been almost

it progresses. The road districts own Civil engineering .., 805 equally divided among J. W. Fowell,
u piv.g c o

,„r,- r, ,„ni Uo Mechanical engineering 178 ^ p Walcott and George OtiS Smith,

uZAfZtZ\^lZLri^i tTe^sid: &-if iSlSnl :::::::::::•.::: 1 bVon Aug. U, Dr. smith exceeded the

ofthe tr'ck to storage piles, whence a --Xr|."Tr^SeerinW •::::::::::: term of office o^ M^jor PoweH who

fleet of 40 motor trucks will convey it --tural ^en^^^^^^^^^^^ previously
^^^^J^'t^^foZ^^ ttn

itteld'of letting the paving by con- ^-TlrcTi&^^47engineeHng: ! ! ! ! ! ! h any of the other directors. D- S-i«^

tract, the road commissioners are doing ^irc protection engineering . . ^.i„ complete his
l^^J^lT^f''^;^^^;

the work, with the Morgan Construe- An examination will be held at tive year as the head of ^he Survey

tion Co., of Memphis, engineers for the Baker, Ore., Aug. 6, and another at next May. The Geological Suivey was

districts in charge. The four districts Medford, Ore., Aug. 27. created forty-one
y^f'!^;/«. J^^j^^^^

in which the work is being done have The members of the State Board of ally speakmg it has had foui direc

invested about $5,000,000 in railroad Engineering Examiners are: President, tors but Clarence King accepted t^^

and construction equipment. It is all O. Laurgaard; vice-president, F. D. first directorship onlj, for the Purpose

new. high-grade equipment, which it is Weber; G. A. Covell, John H. Lewis, of organizing .t^^. ^uieau and seived

believed can be disposed of when the Frank S. BaiUie, W. B. Dennis, R. R. the new organization foi but one year

work is done, at little or no loss. Bartlett, Fred Hesse, E. G. Hopson. m that capacity.
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Railroad Equipment Corporation

Formed Under Law
Papers were filed in Baltimore July

29 by S. Davies Warfield, president of

the National Association of Owners of

Railroad Securities, incorporating the

National Railway Service Corporation

under the laws of Maryland. The

charter gives powers to aid, assist, fur-

ther and supplement the service of

transDortation by carriers by railroad

subject to Federal regulation; to carry

on the business and enterprise of con-

structing, acquiring by purchase or

lease or otherwise, selling, leasing, and

otherwise contracting with reference

to, maintaining, managing, repairing,

disposing of and dealing in locomotives,

cars, rolling stock, equipment, appli-

ances, materials and supplies required

by carriers by railroad; to receive, ad-

minister, invest, lend or otherwise em-

ploy or deal with any fund or other

assets which may be loaned or made
available to the corporation by the

Interstate Commerce Commission pur-

suant to the provisions of the Trans-
portation Act, 1920, as now or here-

after amended, or any other act, or by
the United States or by any other

party or from any source; to act as an
agency of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in the matter of loans for

the purchase of equipment and to

assist or serve the said commission in

any other capacity or way now or here-

after authorized by law.

Corporation's Power

The corporation shall have power to

act as an agency of the President of

the United States in the discharge of

any functions relating to Federal con-

trol or the relinquishment of all liquida-

tion thereof which may be authorized

by the President in conformity with law.

In connection with the incorporation,

Mr. Warfield made a statement, which,
in part, follows:

"The organization of the National
Railway Service Corporation completes
as far as is now practicable the plan
for the return and regulation of the
railroads presented to the Interstate
Commerce Committees of Congress in

January, 1919, by the National Asso-
ciation of Owners of Railroad Securi-
ties. Two of the three fundamental
features initiated by the association in

that plan are now essential features
of the present Transportation Act.
One is the mandatory provision that
rates are to be made to yield the fixed
percentage return named in the act
upon railroad property in the aggre-
gate and essential to preserve the
transportation system and continue it

under private ownership and operation.
The second is a division of earnings of
a railroad where rates yield to it more
than six per cent on its individual prop-
erty, one half to be retained by such
road; the other half establishes a pub-
lic fund to be expended by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission for trans-
portation needs.
"The third fundamental of the plan

provided for the organization of a na-
tional public corporation designed
among other things to finance equip-
ment to be leased or otherwise ac-

quired by railroads. We thought we
could foresee the necessity for provid-
ing the means to relieve the conges-
tion bound to occur upon the return of

the roads to their owners and now tak-
ing place.

"To accomplish as far as now prac-
ticable what was then intended, we are
now organizing the public corporation
to be called the National Railway Serv-
ice Corporation, authority for which
was obtained under an amendment to

the Transportation Act added to the

Sundry Civil Appropriation Bill and
suggested by our association when that
bill was in conference between the

two houses of Congress. This amend-
ment was adopted by the conferees and
passed by Congress in the closing hours
of the last session.

"Accordingly, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has recognized the

National Railway Service Corporation
as an agency to which it will make
loans under this amendment and to

enable that corporation to provide addi-

tional funds to finance much needed
equipment for the railroads."

March lU to 25: Highway Engi-
neering Financing, Administration, and
Organizations. Highway Transport
Seminar.

Michigan To Give Graduate Short

Courses in Highway Subjects

Graduate short courses in highway
engineering and highway transport are

to be given at the University of Michi-

gan, Ann Arbor, beginning Dec. 8,

1920. The courses, which will be given

by the various civil engineering profes-

sors, will be concluded March 25, 1921.

Dates on which these short courses are

to be given and the subjects included

are given herewith:
Dec. 8 to 21 : Highway Engineering

Theory, Design and Economics. Grad-
ing Machinery and Operations.

Dec. 27, 1920 to Jan. 7, 1921: High-
way Transport Surveys. Highway
Specifications, Contracts, and Juris-

prudence.

Jan. 10 to 21: Earth, Sand-Clay,
Gravel and Broken Stone Roads.
American and English Highway Trans-
port Methods.

Jan. 2h to Feb. U: Bituminous Sur-
faces and Bituminous Pavements.
Bituminous Materials. Interrelation-

ship of Highway, Railway and Water-
way Transport.

Feh. 7 to 18: Mechanism, Operation
and Maintenance of Motor Trucks,
Tractors and Trailers. Highway Lab-
oratory Research. Highway Struc-

tures. American and English High-
way Traffic Legislation and Regula-
tions.

Feh. 21 to 25: Seventh Annual
Michigan Conference on Highway En-
gineering.

Feb. 28 to March 11: Brick, Cement-
Concrete, Stone Block and Wood Block
Pavements. Highway Engineering
Seminar. Highway Transport Man-
agement, Costs and Record Systems.

Notes from Corps of Engineers
Brig.-Gen. Amos A. Fries and Major

Eai-1 J. Atkisson have been formally
released from the Corps of Engineers,
U. S. Army, to become officers in the
Chemical Warfare Service. These
officers were associated with the Chem-
ical Warfare Service since early in the
war, but until now they have retained
their status with the Corps of Engi-
neers.

The examinations under the Army
Reorganization bill for commissions in
the various staff corps of the Army
have been completed and all the papers
have been forwarded to Washington,
where their examination by special
board has been begun. The Corps of
Engineers, in particular, is suffering
from a shortage of officers, but no fore-
cast is ventured as to when the results
of the examination will be announced.

Col. Mason M. Patrick, Lt.-Col. Gil-
bert A. Youngberg and Major F. B.
Wilby form the committee on organ-
ization of engineer troops. The com-
mittee is acting in an advisory capacity
to the committee of the General Staff,
which has the entire organization of
the Army in hand.

Law Would Give Road Contract-
ors Partial Payments Each Mile
A measure that will authorize the

director of the Indiana State Highway
Commission to allow the contractor 90
per cent of the estimated cost of a
mile of road when the mile is com-
pleted recently was passed by the sen-
ate of the Indiana legislature during a
special session. Estimates on com-
pleted portions of the road are to be
provided by the chief engineer of the
state highway commission. The bill is

expected to pass the lower house. It
was brotight up because of a general
tightening of credit which made it

almost impossible for road contractors
to finance contracts.

Development of Oklahoma As-
phalt Deposits Undertaken

Considerable development work upon
the holdings of the Continental Asphalt
& Petroleum Co. in southern Oklahoma
is being undertaken by the E. W. Foley
Contracting Corp. of New York City.
The company's holdings, located in
the heart of the Arbuckle Mountains,
contain approximately 30,000,000 tons
of natural rock asphalt, according to
company estimates.
The company is building a railroad

connecting the mines with the main line

of the Santa Fe Railroad, and it is

installing a modern asphalt crushing
plant, together with a refinery and
asphalt brick plant. It is estimated
that the work will necessitate an ex-
penditure of approximately $1,000,000.
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tr^^prs of the District of Columbia. Bond issues totalling $37,000,000 will
railroad tracks. By this decision a

F«rh of the railroads entering Wash- be passed upon by the voters of the
^.^ntroversy has been settled which has

Wnn has been asked to send repre- city of Detroit on Aug. 31 to provide ^^^^ ^^^^^ discussion since 1913.

Ipntatives to this hearing. The large for waterworks and sewer extensions. ^j^^ ^.j^y will now endeavor to ar-

Ponc^nmers of power in Washington and Construction of the proposed new
^^^^^ ^j^^ the company as to which

+hvmiP-hout the Great Falls area also filtration plant and extensions to the
^^^^^^^^ ^ill be taken up first so that

.vp to have representatives in attend- city's water system will be financed ^ program will be decided upon and
^^^

. from a $12,000,000 public utility bond ^g^^iled plans worked out immediately.
^^^^'

issue, if passed. Of this sum $5,000,- ,j-j^g q^^^ Plan Commission has also

Hvdro-Electric Commission Or- oOO is to be used for the construction ^^^^ consulted with a view to having

L«WpH in New Brunswick of a filtration plant and the remainder determined beforehand what streets
ganizea in i^ew a^

. , of the $12,000,000 is to be spread over ^^^ ^^ ^e widened. In event a street

A government commission to control
^^^^^ extensions for the coming five-

jg ^^ ^e widened at a later date pro-

water power in the Province ot New
^^^^ period. Plans for the filtration ^^^^^^ ^^ ^e made for the widening

Brunswick, Canada, similar to the un-
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ .^ preparation for

^^ ^^^ g^ade separation crossing by

tario body, has been organized under
^^^^ ^.^^^^ experiments have been con- planning a bridge to correspond with

the name of the New Brunswick iiyaro-
^^^^^^ ^^^ .^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ included ^^^ increased width when the bridges

Electric Commission. C. O. 1 oss ol bt.
.^ ^^^ water board budget from time to

^^^ ^eing designed for the grade sep-

John has been elected chief engineer
^.^^ looking toward the construction of aration project.

of the commission. According to pre-
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ which the bond issue will Questions yet to be decided by the

liminary statements the commission
^^^^^ ^^^ money available immediately, commission are date of beginning; ap-

has adopted the policy of proceeding
^^^ $25,000,000 issue to be voted for portionment of cost between the city

with the development of three watei
^^^^^g ^-H enable the city to proceed ^^^ ^.y^e company; abuttal damages and

powers—the Shogmoc for bt^ Jonn
^^ rapidly as possible with sewer con- ^YieiT distribution; streets to be closed

Valley, the Letreaux for St. John, and
g^^^^^^ion, without being held back each during the progress of construction

the Tetagouche for the north shore. ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ 2 per cent limitation placed ^^^k.
-^ on the total budget. The work for the city of Detroit is

V,., , T^ . • „ aov^r;^^ Threat- The basis of the bond issue is made ^ging directed by John Reid, engineer,

City's Engineermg^serviceinredi f^^m the following program: Department of Grade Separations.

ened. Says Chicago Society ^
$1^0000ciicu, ic-ttjo -,

Linwood system extension $150, OUU

Resolutions passed by the Chicago s.x^Miie Road---conant toL.n-
^^^ Ontario to Go Sk)w on Purchase

chapter of the American Association ot Third Street extension .

900,000
nf Inferurban RailwaVS

Fniineers charge that the morale of the Michigan Ave 80,000 ot Inleruroan K.aiiw«iys»

Sty's engineering bureaus is threatened s.an^--.
:::::::;::::::::::: ^ : ; Premier Drury, of Ontario has issued

with destruction as a result of the dis- Connor-s Creek pro.e^ct ...
. 13 ooo^o a statement definmg the policy of the

missal of T. G. Pihlfeldt and H. ^. j^^^/C",fLt"nl!on .:...•.• • i.ieo.ooo Provincial government in regard to the

Young bridge engineers, on the part six Mile Road—Linwood to Liv-
^^^ ^^^ proposed purchase and construction 01

nf the civil service commission two „ ^^l^^^:,; Road'
..'.''• "••••• 2.200:000 hydro-electric radial railways by the

months ago The chapter calls upon Ir/der'^Road^^" i
j

: : : • ^ 2,^00 Hydro-Electric Power Commission under

Savor Thompson to remove from office CoLor's Creek interceptors _i^035^
government guaranties. Thecommis-

the three civil sernce commissioners Total
$27,695,000 g.^^^ .^ addition to work already in-

^utlic" W^J^^^^'^'
commissioner oi

^^^ ^^^^^^,^ :rr;rlll\r^dSL^^^^^^^
"^txmTntion of the evidence by a com- for the north and -^^-^-f^ ^^ ^C^ municipalities interested have is-

mittee of engineers having shown the the city and the Bates btreet proj
debentures to an amount approxi-

S^^scharge of the two bridge engineers will take care of sewage m the ce^tra^
^ $13,500,000, submitted to the

to be unwarranted, the resolution de- part of the city as far north as rtign
^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ proposal for the imniedi-

Clares that their trial by the commis- land Park.
^^.^ purchase from the Federal bov-

s.on was a farce and an exhibition ur It is expected tha^ the sum ^^^^^^^
^^„^,„t ^f the Toronto Eastern Ry.

spo"ls politics. It also urges all mem- will be adequate to cai ry out th^sewe
^^^^^^ Suburban Ry. and the

b!.rs of the engineering profession to program proposed by C W. HUDoe
g Catharines & Toronto Ry.

refrain from entering the city's service city engineer and Pl-nned to caie foi a Niaga^^
,^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^.

under the present conditions. population of 2,500.0UU.
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ernment has decided that the proposals

of the commission cannot be adopted

until the whole subject has been fully

and exhaustively examined, the matter

being of too great importance to be

dealt with hastily. The Government has
therefore appointed a commission to

study the problem and to hold public

hearings. The statement concludes as

follows, "In the meantime all action

in the direction of further outlays or

the assumption of further responsibili-

ties in radial matters by the Hydro-
Electric Commission will be stayed."

The principal considerations actuat-

ing the government in calling a halt to

the projects of the Hydro-Electric Com-
mission are of a financial character.

To date it is pointed out the province

has advanced approximately $56,750,-

000 to the Hydro-Electric Commission
and in connection with the Central On-
tario system. It has also guaranteed
bonds bringing its obligations to prac-

tically $65,000,000, or 52% of the pro-

vincial debt. In addition the province
will have to supply in the near future
over $32,000,000 in cash to complete the

Chippawa, Nipigon and other power
works now in process of construction,

and in other ways the province is al-

ready committed to Hydro expenditures
totaling nearly $40,000,000. In all the

government estimates the aggregate
Hydro expenditures at $104,000,000.

Railroad Construction Budgets
Reported Increased

It has been made known that the as-
surance of improved credit of the rail-

roads, following the announcement of
the Interstate Commerce Commission
of an increase of from 25 to 40 per cent
in rates, has led railroad managements
to plan on increases in budgets for con-
struction up to 20 per cent more than
amounts previously indicated in reports
by 106 railroads made to the commis-
sion last April. It is thought also that
large increases in maintenance items
will be quite general. Out of the 171
class 1 roads, 249 class 2, and 1,000
class 3 roads, the report of last April
to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion included only 106 companies
(among which, however, are some of
the largest trunk lines in the country)
and indicated an item of over $282,000,-
000 in the 1920 budgets for additions
and betterments exclusive of equip-
ment. This item increased by about
20 per cent would become almost $350,-
000,000, representing only the 106 roads
in question.

According to the report made to the
commission, the item included the fol-
lowing:

United States
106 Roads

Additional main trar-ks $22, 1 65,000
•jaditional yard tracks and sidings. .

.

4 1 , 1 49 000
•Ngnals and interlocking plants 6,549 000
o?°^^ , 43,273;000
aiauons and station facilities 1 5, 1 36 000

AH k
°"* and branches 5,906!000

All other road improvements 1 4837o!oOO

'^^^^^
$282,548,000

Some of the larger projects are:
Double tracking on the Virginian Ry.,

further extension of the Cedar Hill

yards of the New Haven, the Pennsyl-
vania's extension to Detroit, and en-
largement of the Detroit terminal of
the Ann Arbor R.R., tunnel elimination
work on the Delaware & Hudson, line

revision and increased trackage of the
Evansville, Indianapolis & Terre Haute,
new grain and coal piers of the West-
ern Maryland and Pennsylvania in

Baltimore, enlargement of terminals at
Fort Worth, Tex., line revision on the
Norfolk Southern, and a cut-off on the
Kanawha & Michigan.

Another East River Subway
Tunnel Opened to Traffic

On Aug. 1 train service started
through the Whitehall St.-Montague St.

rapid-transit tunnel under the East
River, New York City. The tunnel con-
sists of two cast-iron tubes, the east-
erly half of the length driven by shield

and the westerly half excavated in rock
under normal air. It connects on the
Manhattan side with the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit subway going through
Church St., Vesey St., Broadway,
Seventh Ave., 59th St., and through the
60th St. tunnel to Queens Borough. On
the Brooklyn side it connects with the
Fourth Ave. subway line. The opening
of the Montague St. connection virtu-
ally completes the downtown rapids-

transit systems of Manhattan and
Brooklyn. Three pairs of tunnels now
constitute the Battery group of rapid-
transit lines under the East River: the
old Battery tunnels (South Ferry to

Joraleman St.), the Montague St. tun-
nels, and the Old Slip-Clark St. tun-
nels. The first and third are operating
parts of the Interborough Rapid Tran-
sit Co. system, being the downtown
river crossings of the Lexington Ave.
or east-side line and the Seventh Ave.
or west-side line.

City Planning Commission for

Kansas City, Kan.
A city planning commission with

advisory powers, consisting of one
member from each of seven districts
of the city, has been created at Kansas
City, Kan. The members serve without
pay, but will have a paid secretary.

Civil Service Examinations
United States

For the United States civil service
examinations listed helotv apply to the
United States Civil Service Commis-
sion, Washington, D. C, or to any local
office of the Civil Service Cotnmission,
for Form 1312.

Assistant Director of Statistics,

$5,000 to $6,000 a year. File applica-
tion not later than Aug. 31.

Building Estimator, $1,800 to $2,400
a year. File application not later than
Sept. 7.

Instrumentman, $5.20 to $8.40 per
diem. File application not later than
Sept. 7.

Junior Drainage Engineer, $1,200 to

]! 1,920 a year. File application not
later than Sept. 22.

Engineering Draftsman, $1,200 to

$3,000 a year. File application not
later than Sej)t. 21.

Topographic Draftsman, $1,200 to

$3,000 a year. File application not
later than Sept. 21.

Canada

Application forms properly filled iv
must be filed in the office of the Civil
Service Commission not later than
A-ug. 27. Application forms muy be
obtained from the office of the Employ-
ment Service of Canada, or from the
Secretary of the Civil Service Commis-
sion, Ottawa.

Junior engineers, $1,680 to $2,040 a
year.

Statisticians, $2,400 to $3,120 a yeai.
Senior draftsmen, $1,680 to S2,.)40 a

year.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meeting.s

AMERICAN PUBL.IC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATIOX. Boston : San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

AMERICAX SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL IMPROVEMENTS, Valpa-
raiso, Incl. ; St. Louis, Oct. 10-15.

The Duluth (Minn.) Engineers' Club,
at its annual meeting held Aug. 2,

elected the following officers: Presi-
dent, W. S. Heald; first vice-president,
O. B. Bjorge; second vice-president,
Ray S. Hney; secretary, George C.
Olmsted; treasurer, A. U. Shipman;
directors, A. M. Frazee, Frank Hutch-
inson, W. J. Mathews, Col. F. A. Pope;
representative on the Minnesota Joint
Engineering Board, W. H. Woodbury;
delegate to Organization Committee of
the Minnesota Federation of Engineers,
J. L. Pickles.

The North Carolina Society of Engi-
neers will hold its annual con\ention
at Asheville Aug. 12-14. The most im-
portant matter to be tuKen up at the
convention will be the state licensing
of engineers and surveyors. It is ex-
pected that a committee will be ap-
pointed to attempt to secui*e the pas-
sage of a bill for that purpose at the
next session of the legislature. The
first session will be held on the even-
ing of Aug. 12, at which the charter
of the Asheville Chapter of the Ameri-
can Association of Engineers will also
be delivered. Three sessions will be
held Aug. 13, the morning session to
be addressed by Charles E. Waddell,
consulting engineer, Asheville, who
will speak on state licensing of engi-
neers; W. S. Fallis, state highway en-
gineer, and T. H. Gatlin, assistant vice-
president of the Southern Railway. In
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the afternoon Edwin W. Myers, hy-

draulic engineer, will talk on the state's

water resoui'ces. Addresses will also

be made by representatives of the Knox-
ville and Charlotte Chapters of the

A.A.E. A business meeting will be

held in the evening. Saturday the

members and guests will take an ex-

cursion to the Pisgah National Forest.

The Southern California Section, Am.
Sec. C. E. held a meeting at Los An-
geles July 14, at which a number of

committee reports were presented. Upon
the reading of the report of the Com-
mittee on California Engineering Coun-

cil, it was agreed that action thereon

be deferred and that the chairman
of the committee be empowered to

confer with the Committee of Joint

Technical Societies of Los Angeles.

The report of the committee appointed

to revise the ordinance relative to the

signature of a licensed architect re-

quired on plans for concrete buildings

was heard and adopted. The revised

ordinance provided for signature by a

licensed architect or recognized qualified

engineer. The committee was made a

standing committee to consider pres-

ent building ordinances and recommend
such changes as seemed advisable.

The report of the Committee on Juris-

dictional Awards was then presented,

and the chairman was directed to send

a copy of it to the board of directors

of the parent society and also copies

to the other local sections. The report

of the Committee on Terminal Investi-

gation received considerable discussion.

It was finally accepted, with the in-

sertion of a clause to the effect that

the Sachse report was not conclusive

nor satisfactory in regard to the freight

terminal situation. The board of di-

rectors of the section was instructed

to send a letter to Mayor Snyder of

Los Angeles giving the conclusions of

the committee.

Personal Notes

Frank Sutton, of the U. S.

Geological Survey, will inspect the
topographic work which has been done
this year by the Geological Survey in

New York, Vermont and Maine.

E. E. Mc Adams, formerly assist-

ant to Dean Nagle of the Engineering
Department. A. & M. College of Texas,
has been appointed city manager of
Bryan, Tex.

W. E. Anderson, recently city
nianager of Brownsville, Tex., has been
appointed engineer for the irrigation
district at San Benito, Tex. Mr. An-
derson was formerly a member of the
engineering firm of Maxey & Anderson,
of Houston,

Henry MAETZELhas resigned
as city engineer of Columbus, Ohio.
His position will not be fi^'ed at pres-

ent, but Robert Simpson, assistant en-

gineer in charge of flood improvement
work, will assume charge of the city

engineer's office. Mr. Maetzel will be-

come associated with the Rail-Light Co.

C. D. Young, vice-president of the

American Society for Testing Mate-
rials, has been appointed the repre-

sentative of that organization on En-
gineering Council to succeed Albert

Ladd Colby. Mr. Young is general

supervisor of stores, Pennsylvania
System, at Philadelphia.

Julian C. Smith has resigned

as general manager of the Shawinigan
Water & Power Co. to become vice-

president of the new Dominion Engi-
neering Works, Ltd., of Montreal.

Thomas E. Bond, since 1915
assistant engineer on the International

& Great Northern Ry., has been pro-

moted to the position of assistant chief

engineer, with headquarters at Pales-

tine, Tex.

Major Frank P. Adams has
resigned as city engineer of Chatham,
Ont., and has been appointed city engi-

neer of Brantford, Ont., succeeding

T. Harry Jones, deceased.

Romeo Morrissette, until

recently with the National Shipbuild-

ing Corporation, Three Rivers, Que.,

has entered private practice as a con-

sulting engineer in that city. He will

give special attention to reports on
water powers and timber lands in the

St. Maurice district.

Dabney H. Maury, of Chicago,

has been engaged by the city council

of Elgin, 111., to make a preliminary
survey of the local water supply
situation.

R. W. Burchard, of the U. S.

Geological Survey, is completing a sur-

vey of the Boulder Canyon Reservoir
site on the Colorado River.

William B. D a v e y, the newly
appointed city engineer of New Or-
leans, assumed the duties of that office

Aug. 1. For the past three years he
has been associated with the New
Orleans Levee Board, and previous to

that for ten years was engaged in look-

ing after the drainage work of the

Sewer and Water Board of New
Orleans.

Lieutenant F. E. Wilmot,
civil engineer, of Los Angeles, has been
appointed resident engineer for the Re-
public of Santo Domingo, l^revious to

the war he had nine years' engineering
experience in the Philippine Islands.

Dudley Atkins, Jr., formerly
engineer of Doniphan County, Kan.,
has been appointed resident engineer
on Federal Aid Project No. 53 in that
county, with headquarters at Troy,
Kan.

John B. Johnson has resigned
as bridge designing engineer in the
service of the City of Chicago to accept
a position as superintendent of bridge
construction with the M. & P. Contract
Co., Inc., of Rockport, Ind. Mr, John-
son will have charge of the construc-

tion of the new concrete arch bridge
being built for the State of Illinois

across the Kankakee River at Wilming-
ton, 111.

Charles 0. Lenz, consulting
engineer. New York City, has been
appointed one of the consulting engi-
neers for the Foundation Co., of New
York City.

A. V. Helms has been appointed
resident engineer on Federal Aid Proj-
ect No. 41 in Franklin County, with
headquarters at Ottawa, Kan.

Obituary

Charles W. Newton, consult-

ing engineer for the Bartlett Hayward
Co., of Baltimore, died Aug. 6 in that

city. He was born in Boston in 1834

and was a veteran of the Civil War.

David Chauncey Shepard,
railroad builder and formerly engineer
on the Erie Canal, died recently at St.

Paul, Minn. Mr. Shepard was engaged
on the construction of much of the

Great Northern and Canadian Pacific

Railroads. He was a member of the

American Society of Civil Engineers.

Edward H. Holden, assistant

engineer. Topographical Bureau, Bor-

ough of the Bronx, New York City,

died Aug. 7, at sixty-four years of age.

He had been connected with the bureau
for twenty-seven years and was also

consulting engineer to the City of

Yonkers, N. Y.

Business News

The Lehigh Structural
Steel Co., Allentown, Pa., has es-

tablished an office in Philadelphia, Pa.

The Easton Car & Con-
struction Co., Easton, Pa., an.

nounces the opening of a new office in

Chicago to take care of the increasing

business in the west and middle-west

districts.

The Concrete Mixing &
Placing Co., Chicago, has resumed
business on the return from war serv-

ice of its president, H. B. Kirkland.

The company may be addressed at 123

W. Madison St., Chicago.

The Aurora Pump & Manu-
facturing Co., of Aurora, 111., is

the name of a new organization which
has just completed the erection of an

up-to-date factory, equipped with mod-
ern machinery, to manufacture a full

line of hydraulic pumping machinery.
The officers of the company are: Presi-

dent, P. G. Hartz; vice-president, L
W. Bodinson; secretary and treasui'er

W. L. Todd,
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Concrete for Rats

THREAT of bubonic plague is leading the health

officers of New York, Philadelphia and other cities

to make a vigorous campaign against rats. Always a

serious economic drain because of their heavy toll on
foodstuffs, rats become a cause of alarm when bubonic
plague reaches our seaports, as it has done recently.

Rat extermination is the order of the day, under such
conditions. Concrete rat stops and concrete instead of

wood structures along the w^aterfront are efficient and
permanent measures against rats that should be sup-

ported by all good citizens and leaders of civic thought
and action in rat infested communities.

The Ethics of Promotion

ARE the ethics of promotion like snakes in Ireland

—

L notable by their absence? The discussion may well

be limited here to the sort of promotion encountered
by engineers in municipal practice and be further con-

fined to those cases where an engineer thoroughly con-

versant with his field has been engaged to prepare planj^

for a specific piece of improvement and has submitted
the plans for final approval. He has studied every

aspect of the case and out of many methods which some-
where have served well to do the work in hand he has

selected the one which his experience and his cost esti-

mates indicate will, under local conditions, produce the

desired result at the lowest cost, or perchance the best

results at a reasonable cost. At this juncture the

promoter arrives. He has a single proprietary method
or apparatus for doing work which can be done more or

less well and expensively by various methods or appa-
ratus. All these possibilities, or the most promising of

them, have been canvassed by the engineer, and his

choice, as already indicated, has been made. Has the

promoter any code of ethics to serve as a guide in such

cases and if so, what is it?

City or Contract Work
WEIGHED in the balance by three engineers, the

advantages and disadvantages of city cleansing at

Philadelphia by municipal as against contract forces

show a decided tip of the scales for municipal work, as

may be seen by extracts from the report printed on p.

357. This, as the full report shows (see Journal of the

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia for August) is in line

with the conclusions reached and put into practice by
other large cities of the country—particularly as re-

gards street cleaning and in lesser degree as to refuse
collection. As we pointed out last week, the reform
administration at Philadelphia will be judged, both as
to good intent and ability, by the way it handles its

city cleansing problems of the coming year. Engineers
stand ready to see that the work is done honestly and
efficiently. The question at issue is, do those who have

the decision as to ways and means care most for good
work at the lowest possible price or for whether it is

done by a contractor of this or that political faction?
The answer to this question is more important than
whether the work is to be done by contract or by the
city direct, although the people of Philadelphia have
reason to suppose that direct city work was virtually
decided on when the new charter was enacted and made
sure when the present administration came into power.

Housing to the Front

THE housing shortage is emphasized anew by the
announcement that in the month of July plans for

only one apartment house and for one dwelling were
filed in Manhattan Borough, New York City, and by the
calling by Governor Smith of a special session of the
New York legislature to deal with the serious housing
shortage in the cities of the entire state. The subject
is also to come up again soon in an adjourned session of
the New Jersey Senate. It has been given serious atten-
tion by the authorities of New York, Jersey City, New-
ark, Providence and other cities for months past. State
and city action on housing is so new in this country,
and the housing problem here is so acute and so com-
plex, that attention may well be given to a couple of
books on housing reviewed on p. 370. No one respon-
sible for reaching a decision as to how to meet our
housing problem should fail to read the British book,
.since it details years of governmental experience in
England, as well as the elaborate Parliamentary acts
and the administrative procedure under them. The
American book is well worth reading, but its contents
are stimulating rather than of direct practical applica-

tion—or perhaps one should say of immediate general
application, along the lines urged by its author. The
housing problem comes home to the engineer because
of the certain reaction of the. demand for so much labor,

material, transportation and capital upon construction
activities more in his domain and also because the engi-

neer must take no small part in sharing the problem if

it is to be adequately and quickly solved.

Railway Rate Reactions

NEXT Aveek the new railway rates go into effect.

There is division of opinion as to their reaction on
the ultimate consumer, but most people expect that the

public will bear not only the increased rates but several

accretions of added charges as well. The only argu-

ment to the contrary worth considering is that with

higher rates the railway will give so much better ser-

vice that production costs will fall and profits rise, but

the past few years have made the average citizen skepti-

cal of the immediate reaction of sconomic laws. The
instinct to get while the getting is good seems farther

than ever from being overcome. Consequently, the

337
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skeptics believe that even if the higher rates should

decrease production costs the producers will still find a

way to pass on to the consumers the whole of the

increase of rates—probably with something added, as

has already been suggested. Regardless of this, it

should be remembered that months and in some cases

years will be required to convert the increased rates

into better service, even assuming that they do make
possible large loans for construction and equipment. It

will take time to negotiate loans, get new cars and loco-

motives, provide better roadbed and track and larger

terminals. The rise in rates is immediate. The im-

provements in service will come slowly and their effect

upon general production will be slower yet. The one

thing that ought to be improved immediately is the

morale of the men and the management, which have

been at low ebb. With higher wages and increased

rates there should be betterment in both, with conse-

quent better service. The public, certainly, will not be

disposed much longer to take excuses which in the past

year have sometimes seemed to be only a substitute for

effort. Even with a better morale all around, there is

danger of a rise in prices for commodities and services

due to higher rates that will be not a fraction but a

multiple of the rate increases. Public opinion alone can

afford protection against that. Unfortunately the pub-

lic is unorganized and has no agent that can reach out

quickly and surely to put down the ubiquitous gargen-

tuan profiteer.

Economy May Mean Spending

NEARLY every proverb has its antithesis. Thus,

on the one hand there is the advice to "do the

best with what we have" and on the other it is urged

that "the best is the cheapest." The conflict between

these contrasting lines of policy in engineering work

is suggested by discussions at the annual meeting

of the mechanical section of the American Railroad

Association. It appears that in many cases the policy

of utilizing old plant and following old methods is being

carried to a point where it results in direct waste and

loss. The common reason or excuse assigned is inability

to obtain money. But under the conditions noted it

should not be difficult to demonstrate conclusively that

small immediate expenditure may mean a direct and con-

tinual saving. Have the men with the knowledge and

responsibility failed to make this demonstration suc-

fessfully ?

In car repair work, for instance, it is still common
practice to have gangs of men with jacks raise the car

bodies from the trucks, a slow and troublesome job. If

this was occasional work the practice might be justi-

fied, but it is work that goes on day after day, year in

and year out. An overhead crane or gantry would do

the work in less time and with fewer men, while the

men would put in their time on productive repair work

instead of non-productive hoisting. The same condi-

tions may be found in some locomotive repair shops,

where small and old machines are strengthened, modi-

fied or coaxed to do the necessary work of modern

equipment. In some cases this may be true economy.

But in many more cases it means loss of time and

energy, high cost of work and waste of material spoiled

or given ineffective treatment.

These conditions are not peculiar to the railways but

occur more or less in all lines of industry. In con-

struction work, for example, there is frequently a ten-

dency to use old or inadequate equipment in order to

save expense. But if this results in delaying the work
by breakdowns or insufficient capacity, the financial loss

may far exceed the cost that would have provided more
satisfactory equipment, to say nothing of the worry,

friction and possible ill feeling between the contractor

and the engineer or owner. In rarer cases there is the

unnecessary expense of special employment, the cost

of which is not justified by the work or the results.

Such excess of plant may prove a losing investment.

What is needed is more careful exercise of judgment
as to the relations between the plant and the work, as

well as the relative economy of saving and spending,

with a wider realization of the fact that direct saving

may result from spending and that avoiding expense

is not necessarily economy. In other words, a more
judicial balancing of the opposing policies of "make it

do" and "get something better."

Educate the Concrete Foreman

THERE is probably a wider gap between theory and
practice in the making and placing of concrete than

in any other field of engineering endeavor. For years

past the pages of technical journals and of engineering

society proceedings have been full of discussions of the

technique of concrete. Quality and grading of material

have been studied without end and the results of these

studies placed before the profession. Insistence on

certain proper methods of manufacture is the common-
place of all concrete literature and the evil effects of

neglect of all the well knovra rules—or rather the

increased effectiveness of concrete placed according to

these rules—have been hammered home again and again.

And yet one hour spent on almost any concrete job will

show consistent violation of some of the principles which

theoretically are universally accepted.

These violations are not as a rule major mistakes.

It is rarely, for instance, that today we find rank skin-

ning of cement which was common some years ago.

They are such things as short-time mixing and more

particularly careless measuring of material. There is

no intention on the part of the foreman of saving money
at the expense of the concrete but rather a lack of

appreciation of the niceties of concrete manufacture.

To him it is not the balanced conglomerate of the labora-

tory, whose strength rises or falls with small variations

of content or procedure, but a mushy material which

some days later, when the forms are stripped, appears

as a hard stone, which can be porous and pitted if very

poorlv made but which as a rule is of unknown but suffi-

cient strength. Concrete testing 1,500 lb. at 28 days

does not look any different in the structure than that

testing 2,500 lb.

In other words, in spite of the investigations and

cogitations of engineers, the finished concrete still

remains largely the product of the foreman and the

inspector. These men need more education into what

may truly be called the mysteries of concrete, and

furthermore the manufacture of concrete should be made

more and more an automatic process, so that the

personal vagaries of the workman and his boss cannot

affect it. In these days of $3 to $4 cement and $2 to $3

aggregate, every little saving of material helps. If by

constant watching or by automatic control a sufficiently
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strong concrete can be consistently produced with less

costly material the effort is worth while.

It has been the fashion to disparage the efforts of

the so-called "laboratory experts" to produce a better

concrete. Those who have done so recognize the condi-

tions under which most concrete is placed. They despair

of ever getting a concrete gang to follow the rules other

than those established by years of practice. The time
has come, though, when engineers ought to consider

whether the practice of the concrete gang can not be

reformed, whether it is not possible regularly to measure
and control the mix to a far closer degree than is now
common. Engineers and laboratory men can select

proper materials and specify proper methods. Only
the man on the job can make sure they are regularly

used or followed. And the man on the job needs to be

impressed with the fact that concrete strengths vary

and vary decidedly with methods and materials. He
must be persuaded some way or other that a solid

appearance does not necessarily mean a satisfactory

strength.

Most concrete that is placed stands up under the

service required by it. Long ago it was found that it

would take more abuse than any other material. But
the price of concrete today is so high that it behooves

all who are using it to consider whether by more careful

methods—and mainly by more care and knowledge on

the part of the man actually placing the concrete—it

would not be possible to cut down the factor of safety

in design and to insure more nearly than now the

adherence to a predetermined strength. Some of the

large users of concrete are appreciating this necessity

for getting right down to the concrete worker and are

being repaid in consistently good concrete. The general

user can benefit by their lesson.

Civil Engineers to Have Referendum Vote
on Society Federation

DEVELOPMENTS at the annual convention of the

American Society of Civil Engineers held in Port-

land, Ore., last week, as reported in further detail in

the news section of this issue, point to an early decision

of the question whether or not that organization will

join the Federated American Engineering Societies.

This is good news. It is now almost three months since

the Organizing Conference, at Washington, D. C, laid

the foundation for the federation. Since that time there

has been ample opportunity for members of the profes-

sion to inform themselves as to the basis of organiza-
tion and general objects of the new body. Nothing is

to be gained by delaying, longer, a decision on this

important question, particularly in view of the fact that

the first meeting of the American Engineering Council,

the directing body of the federation, is scheduled for

November. As matters now stand two local engineering
societies, Dallas and Detroit, and two national bodies,

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, have defi-

nitely accepted the invitation to become charter mem-
bers of the federated societies. Action by the electrical

engineers took place Aug. 12, when the board of direc-

tors passed a resolution accepting membership in the
federation and pledging the co-operation of the society
to its work. Of the four founder societies, therefore,
the civil engineers and the mining engineers still re-

main to be heard from.

Apparently when the board of direction of the
American Society of Civil Engineers met at Portland
on the day before the convention opened there was some
doubt as to the legal status of the society's joining the
federation, and action was taken to defer the refer-

endum vote until the opinion of the organization's legal

counsel could be secured. The convention itself, how-
ever, by ai overwhelming vote, overruled this decision

and indicated clearly that the wish of the membership
was for the submission of the referendum ballot "at
once." Deferring to this expression of opinion the
board of direction, in a later resolution, instructed the
secretary of the society to send out the ballot without
waiting for legal advice.

The decision of the civil engineers, therefore, unlike
that of the electrical and mechanical engineers, whose
directorates acted for the respective organizations, will

be based upon a representative vote of the rank and file.

This being the case, it is the duty of every corporate
member, as has been emphasized by this journal in past
editorials, to familiarize himself with all phases of the
federation question in order that he may cast his vote
intelligently. The attainment of this object is clearly

sought by the board, for with the referendum ballot it

is proposed to send to the members carefully prepared
arguments for and against the federation, together with
a copy of the constitution and by-laws of the new body.

A very full report of the Organizing Conference in

Washington, D. C, at which the federation was formed,

was published in Engineering Netvs-Record of June 10.

This report contained also a digest of the constitution

and by-laws approved unanimously by the delegates.

Since that time considerable space has been given to

editorials and news articles dealing with this subject.

Added to this material will be the American Society of

Civil Engineers' arguments pro and con. With this

mass of data available, therefore, there is no excuse for

the engineer who has not an opinion on what the so-

ciety's policy should be and who does not express that

opinion by sending in his ballot.

The previous referendum ballot of the civil engineers

on the question of endorsing the "comprehensive organi-

zation" proposed by the Joint Conference Committee
produced a total vote of 3,821, or about 45 per cent of

the membership entitled to vote. It is hoped that an
even more general expression of opinion will be elicited

by the vote on the question of joining the federation.

Figures from the office of the secretary of the American
Society of Civil Engineers indicate that on Aug. 10

there wero 8,948 corporate members entitled to vote on
the referendum, this number including those in the

grade of "Member" and "Associate Member," but ex-

cluding "Junior." On the previous referendum ballot

on the acceptance of the federation principle, canvassed
April 14, the vote was very close, the proposal being
defeated by 1,954 to 1,867, or a margin of 87 ballots.

Time and again engineers have been accused of utter

indifference to questions involving the public welfare

and their own interests. It remains to be seen, there-

fore, whether the decision as to charter membership in

the Federated American Engineering Societies is re-

garded as of sufficient importance to bring out a vote

from more than 45 per cent of those entitled to cast

ballots. Unless civil engineers dodge a clear responsi-

bility, a much heavier vote should be polled on the com-
ing referendum than on the past one.
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American Contractors and Labor Conditions in France

EDITOjVX:NGINEERiNa NEWS-RECORD

WHY have not American contractors participated

in the rebuilding of the devastated regions of

France? There were predictions at the time of the

Armistice of great opportunities for them. Few of

these opportunities have been realized. There are a
number of reasons:

(1) The French want to rebuild according to French
ideas, having regard also for the traditions of the

ruined cities. These ideas are incompatible with the

mass production proposed by some American con-

tractors.

(2) The French have a pride in their ability to carry
on construction. They resent the suggestion that they

need help. There is, so far as I can learn, only one

construction company here that represents American
capital—and it is, in reality, a French company manned
by French engineers and contractors. There are only

three Americans in a responsible force of probably 50.

MILES OF AMERICAN PATENTED CAST-IRON PIPE IN
GOVERNMENT BUILDING MATERIAL PARK AT ARRAS

(3) Construction can be taken in hand only so fast

as the damages can be determined. This is an enormous
task and necessarily can proceed only as rapidly as the

relatively limited number of commissions of qualified

men, familiar with local conditions, can work. With
the fluctuations in wages and material prices, too, these

damage credits are subject to frequent change. Under
the law, an owner who rebuilds within 50 km. of the

original site is paid the reproduction value as of the

present date. Necessarily the estimate must be revised

if wages and material costs change. A 20 per cent

credit is wanted as soon as the damages are determined,
and other advances made as the work proceeds. If an
owner chooses not to rebuild, or to rebuild at a distant

point, he receives damages based on values in 1914.

(4) The French Government wisely decided to con-

centrate on work in the order of its economic import-
ance: First, the reclamation of the land, and the erec-

tion of temporary dwellings, then the restoration of th«

building-material industry, followed by the reconstruc-

tion of factories and the construction of permanent
dwellings. The last feature has hardly yet been taken
in hand. Therefore, pla^is for rebuilding whole towns

CANADIAN MONUMENT AT
VIMY RIDGE

in permanent construction were not in order early in

1919 and are scarcely in order today.

(5) Bu'lding materials are scarce and must be dis-

tributed so that in all districts and towns progress
may be at about the same
rate.

There are other reasons,

but these are the really

important ones.

It is worth noting that

the financing of work was
not referred to until the

question was raised by the

visitor. In other words,

the various factors above

mentioned have always

disposed of the American
contractor before the

question of finance was
reached. The traditional

position that all flows to

the man with money did

not hold here. Of course,

France would still like to have American credits, but

only to allow them to pay for raw material when the

exchange has returned to normal or materially improved.

Financing of Contracts

The financing of contracts is, nevertheless, a matter of

grave importance, but not due to failure to get estimates

promptly, but to the necessity of carrying a large ma-
terial supply. This applies to the relatively large opera-

tions—aot to the building of one or two small dwellings,

for which material is secured from the Government
material depots. The root of the trouble is a combina-

tion of inadequate transportation facilities and material

shortage. One must wait 3 months for deliveries. Con-

sequently, the larger contractors are following the prac-

tice of taking work only in a given locality and carry-

ing there large stocks, which are delivered to the build-

ing sites with their own truck fleets. The capital required

is about 50 per cent of the amount of work done in a

year. Sub-contracting, with the upset conditions, is

very unsafe. For that reason most contractors do all

the work themselves, and even go so far as to make the

window frames, doors and trim in their own shops.

Material, it should be said, is paid for only after it

has been built into the job.

Contracts are all on a unit-price basis, the bid price

being considered a base price which is adjusted every

three months in accordance with the fluctuations in

labor and material prices. The contracts are made with

individual owners or, for dwellings, with co-operative

building societies, the membership of which is com-

posed of those whose damages have been determined by

the Government commissions. One may get a contract

to build a whole village but, unless one wishes to carry

the risk, only if the appraisal work has been finished

and the owners have all joined the co-operative society.
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TEMPORARY RAILROAD STATION AT LENS

The Government advances go into the treasury of the

society, which, in turn, pays the contractor.

There is still much work to be done. In fact, only

a beginning has been made, but the work is not likely

to be done by American contractors. If they have

capital to be employed they may use it in France if

they want to lose their identity, and organize as a

French company with French officials. Even then they

will not get work, or succeed in what they get, unless

they are willing to respect French customs and acquire

some of that French tact to which we are largely

strangers.

The last remark is made advisedly. Many who come
here carry a superior air. It is naturally and rightfully

resented. "I will bring a hundred Americans over here

and show you how to do construction work," was said

by the representatives of a strong American company
to a French official. What chance would that organiza-

tion have to get work, no matter how heavily its arms
were laden with gold? I could cite other cases of boor-

ish assertion of superiority—but this case will suffice.

Our help will be welcome; but we must come here to

help only. The French must do the work in their way.

That does not mean that American construction

methods cannot be used; they can be, if tactfully pro-

posed and where conditions are suitable.

With reference to the reconstruction it is to be noted

that it is proceeding much more rapidly than the work
in Belgium. There only work in the cities and tovims is

proceeding. Such is not the case in France. Work of

every kind is going forward and the progress is rapid.

Labor Conditions

A previous article also pointed out that labor condi-

tions in the devastated regions are good. Wages are

high but the men are working hard.

In the other parts of France conditions are not so

favorable, but the recent improvement has been such

that a decidedly optimistic tone has developed among
the manufacturers, just as it has in Belgium. This

optimism has developed largely because of the failure

of the May-day strike.

The Confederation Generale du Travail, the French
organization corresponding to our American Federation
of Labor, had, previous to the war, been quite radical.

During the war heavy responsibilities were imposed on

the leaders, and, as usual, caused them to modify their

program. At the same time, the war was a breeder of

radicalism among the younger men. So strong did they
become that the leaders were obliged, finally, to condone
radicalism (just as Gompers did with us) or lose their

jobs. The radical group felt they were ready for the

test in May. The plan was nothing short of a social

revolution, the establishment of the "Fourth Republic",

with the workers in control. The strategy, so the radi-

cals thought, was carefully worked out. There were to

be successive "waves" of strikes until the government
capitulated—first the railroad men were to strike, then,

m succession the steel workers, the stevedores, etc. The
strategy got no farther than the third wave, the steve-

dores. Very shortly it became apparent that the radi-

cals were wrong in their calculations, that they did not

Jiave the majority of French workmen with them. Even
on the railroads, the critical industry, the strike was
not popular, except possibly on the Government railway

system, the Etat. The proposed steel strike was a flat

failure, the stevedores' strike somewhat more success-

REBUILDING BRIDGE NEAR LENS

ful. For three weeks the losing fight was kept up, and
when the C.G.T. called it off it was in hopeless defeat.

This it is that has produced the optimistic tone in

France. It has been clearly demonstrated that the

French worker proposes to stick to a sane economic
system, that he will not turn Bolshevistic.

Since the strike, too, efficienfcy has increased materi-
ally. The workers show a better spirit. Evidently they
have concluded that their own best interests are served

by doing a good day's work.

The French workers, by the way, probably have less

cause to complain than those in any other country.

Wages have gone up in the oame proportion as living

costs—about 3i times. Nevertheless, here as elsewhere,

there has been a decrease in efficiency. In fact the

8-hour day is now required by law, though it is by com-
mon consent not observed in the devastated regions.

Employers' Attitude

As indicative of the liberalizing of the views of em-
ployers, formerly quite conservative, one movement
gaining strength here may be noted—a plan whereby
married men are paid more for the same work than

unmarried men. The plan is administered through

associations, each embracing all the industries of one

kind in a given district. Each employer pays into the

association's treasury weekly a given sum per em-
ployee. Out of this fund the married men are paid the

extra wage. The amount varies somewhat in different

districts, but is approximately 200 francs on the birth

of a child and 20 francs per week for each child in the

family. The plan is administered through associations

not merely to give it greater stability but to insure the

payment of the same extra ratio through the given in-

dustry in the given district.
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Remarking upon the unusual character of the scheme

and its negation of the "uniform pay for uniform work"

slogan, I was met with the rejoinder, "We apply the

differential in income taxation; why not in business?

If the differential is sound in taxation, it is so in

business."

Incidontly the plan does not find favor with the

C.G.T., for it tends to make the married man even more

steady and unsusceptible to radical propaganda than

he is today. What the radicals in the C. G. T. want is a

large following of unattached men who will follow

wherever the leaders wish to go.

American Construction Plant

Reference to industrial conditions naturally tempts

one to inquire as to the prospects for the use here of

American construction machinery. The situation is

much the same in this respect as it is in Belgium: the

present rate of exchange makes the purchase of Ameri-

can equipment prohibitive. Moreover, the attitude of

the French "contractor is rather less favorable to such

equipment than is that of the Belgian; in other words,

the French are rather more conservative.

If the labor costs stay up, there may be a change in

this attitude. Around Paris common labor received be-

fore the war about 0.60 franc per hour (60 centimes or

about lU cents at normal exchange). Now it receives

2 francs, about 31 times as much. In the provinces the

comparative rates are about 40 centimes and 2.35

francs, respectively. Skilled labor that received 1

franc before the war gets about 3.50 francs now. The

French contractor is shrewd and able. He did not use

machinery before because hand labor was more econom-

ical. If machinery can effect economies he will come to

its use, though he will be sure of every step before he

proceeds. Conservatism is the rule here.

Paris, June 15.

Influenza Halts Alaska Railway Work

AN EPIDEMIC of influenza in April disorganized

. the construction forces on the northern division

of the Alaskan Engineering Commission. The follow-

ing notes are abstracted from the monthly report of

Frederick D. Browne, engineer in charge

:

On the Chatanika branch, at the steam shovel camp at

Bridge No. 5, of fifty-two men at work but eight remained

who did not require medical attention. The work was dis-

continued, with one man only left on the payroll to care

for the rolling stock, steam shovel, etc., in addition to a

cook and helper who remained. The pile driving crew

was also disorganized. There is no doubt that a couple

of weeks at least will intervene before we get back into

our regular stride.

On May 1 there was no communication permitted between

Fairbanks and Nenana, as there is a possibility that one

of these infected districts will be purged of the scourge

before the other district, and by intercommunication there

is possibility that reinfection might occur. The epidemic

seemed to sweep through all parts of the northern division.

Whole contractors' camps have been abandoned, perhaps

leaving a single caretaker. The influenza has not confined

itself to any one class of men, but has gone through the

clerical and engineering forces, as well as the laborers and
stationmen. No fatalities have occurred, nor do we antici-

pate any.

On May 1 the hospital was filled to capacity. The Cooney
Hotel and one of the dormitories are nearly full. The
native Indian village, including the missionaries has over
thirty prostrations.

Test of Timber Posts with Warp
and Seasoning Cracks

By Tom W. Greene
Assistant Engineer rhysitist, U. S. Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D. C.

THERE has been some question as to the effect

of cracking and warping due to the seasoning of tim-

ber on the strength of wooden columns. In the hasty

construction of the temporary war buildings in Washing-
ton, D. C, during the war, it was necessary to use a

large number of columns of unseasoned timber. In

the process of drying out or seasoning, a large number
of these columns developed seasoning cracking and

warping. Some inspectors contended that these col-

umns were not safe, so one good column and four col-

umns representing the different con-

ditions that had developed by sea-

soning were taken from a building

and tested at the Bureau of

Standards.

One of the columns was straight

but full of large seasoning cracks;

three were bent, the maximum de-

flection from the perpendicular being

lA in., life in. and I in.; and one was
in sound condition with no bending

or cracking. The columns, 4 x 8 in.

Virginia pine timber about 82 ft. in

length were tested as taken from the

building, after the ends had been

carefully squared for the flat heads

of the testing machine.

The test showed that seasoning

cracking alone does not appreciably

affect the strength of straight col-

umns. The column tested for this

condition was an excellent sample of

unusually severe seasoning cracking,

one large crack about i in. wide extending nearly the

whole length of the timber, having practically split the

column, as shown in the view. This column showed
greater strength than the sound column, which was prob-

ably due to the fact that the timber was in better con-

4 X 8| VIRGINIA PINE POST CRACKED IN SEASONING
TESTS OF SEASONING CRACKED WOOD POSTS

4 X 8-In. by 82-Ft. Virginia Pine

4 X 8i VIRGINIA
PINE POST
CRACKED IN
SEASONING
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one-half the strength of a straight column and one had

less than one-third the strength, which would render

it unsafe for use. The weakest column and the max-

imum bend, the camber at the center in the plane of

least dimension being lA in. A small increase in

the deflection from the perpendicular due to warping

materially reduces the strength of a column as shown

in the accompanying table. The table contains the data

for the ratio of length to least radius of gyration,

average moisture content, average specific gravity, ulti-

mate strength, and condition of the column tested.

Small Tunnel Lined By Pneumatic Method

By H. B. Kirkland
President, Concrete Mixing & Placing Co., Chicago

PNEUMATIC concreting of a small tunnel only 30 x

43 in. in net section and with a 6-in. lining was
accomplished recently under difl!icult conditions at La
Salle, 111. This was a sewer tunnel about 280 ft. long

for the Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co., and was
in soft clay ground, with about 10 ft. cover and passing

under mill buildings where heavy machinery was in

operation.
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SMALL TUNNEL CONCRETED WITH PNEUMATIC MIXER

The rectangular excavation was lined with square

sets of 6-in. round rough timbers spaced about 18 in.

c. to c, the roof and sides being covered with saplings

and brush.

When the tunnel was completed and timbered, the

forms for the lining were erected for a length of 30 ft.

at one end and steel reinforcing bars were laid as shown,
being supported on blocks in the sides and floor. With
these bars in place there was very little room for insert-

ing the delivery pipe for concreting. In fact the only

point available was over the haunch on one side of the

arch. As this 30-ft. length of 6-in. steel pipe weighed
about 400 lb. and had bolted flange joints it was highly

desirable to concrete the entire section at one setting

of the pipe.

The pneumatic mixer was somewhat at a disadvan-

tage under these conditions, partly because the pipe

was below the highest point of the concrete to be placed

and also because the opposite side of the form had to

be filled from this one position of the pipe. Under the

momentum of its discharge, however, with a pressure

of 80 to 100 lb. in the delivery pipe, the concrete was
forced over the crown of the arch, after the floor, wall

and hauncl on the pipe side had been filled, the weight

of fluid concrete on the opposite side being sufficient to

make it flow under the bottom form and so complete the

floor lining.

In operation, the rear 15-ft. length of the form was
filled first, the delivery pipe being then shortened and
the concreting completed up to the forward bulkhead.

It took about two hours to fill one 30-ft. length, with

one man at the delivery pipe, one operator at the mixer,

and five men to charge the mixer. A 1 : 22:5 mix was
used, with gravel aggregate of ll-in. size. The men
worked one 8-hr. shift each day and could place con-

crete at the rate of one i-yd. batch per minute. When
one section was completed, another 30-ft. length of form

was erected, the end bulkhead of the first form re-

moved and the concrete placed, these operations bein?

repeated until the portal was reached. Each form was

left in place for 24 hours. Progress was delayed by

flood water backing up into the tunnel.

This work was done by day labor under the supervi-

sion of Richard Moyle, superintendent for the cement

company. An experienced man of the Concrete Mixing

& Placing Co., Chicago, makers of the pneumatic mixer,

supervised the operations.

Co-ordination of Activities of State
Health Engineers

AT THE recent conference of State and Territorial

. Health Oflicers with the U. S. Public Health Serv-

ice at Washington, D. C, sanitary engineers from 23

states were in attendance, or from more than half of

the 42 states represented. Besides attending the general

conference, the sanitary engineers met in a separate

section, together with representatives of the Public

Health Service. After reviewing briefly the proceedings

at the section meeting. Public Health Report (U. S.

Public Health Service, Washington, D. C.) for June 4,

1920, says;

The topic, however, of greatest interest and concern to

everyone of the group of state engineers was the means for

co-ordinating the engineering activities of the various

states. The need for standardization of policies and ex-

change of experiences among the sanitary engineers in

official administrative positions was considered of para-

mount importance for increasing the effici"!ncy of work in

this field. It was the opinion of the state engineers that

very much toward the co-ordination and standardization of

the activities of state sanitary engineering divisions could

be effected and properly accomplished by the U. S. Public

Health Service. The specific request was made to the chief

of the division of domestic quarantine for the full-time

detail of an engineur to collect, analyze, and report to all

state engineering divisions, data on the prevailing and
proposed activities in this field. For this same purpose
permanent standing committees were appointed as follows:

Water Supply (including laboratory procedure), W. H.

Dittoe, chairman; Sewage and Steam Pollution, V. M.
Ehlers, chairman; Laws, Organization, Policy, and Pro-

cedure of State Sanitary Engineering Divisions, H. A.

Whittaker, chairman; Milk Problems, Theodore Horton,
chairman; Mosquito Control, R. Messer, chairman; Swim-
ming Pool Sanitation, S. De M. Gage, chairman.
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The Design of Cleveland's Sewage-Treatment Works
Three Plants to Protect Bathing Beaches and Prevent Nuisances in Cuyahoga River — Gratings, Grit

Chambers and Two-Story Tanks with Disinfection for Two Lake-Front Plants—Final Design
of River Plant Deferred

By George B. Gascoigne
Sanitary T''nf;iiiocr, in charge Siib-Di\'ision of SewagP Disposal,

City of Cleveland. Ohio

THE TWO large sewage-works now under construc-

tion for the City of Cleveland have several features

of design which should be of interest. In discussing

these, it is important, and also of interest, that the

program for improving sewerage and water facilities

be outlined briefly.

General Policy—For a number of years the problem

of safeguarding the health of this community by puri-

dition of the Cuyahoga River. It can be claimed, there-

fore, that the sewage-works are mainliy necessary as a
health measure on account of the existing bathing
beaches, and that remedying the foul conditions of the

Cuyahoga River is a matter largely of sentiment and
public comfort. The present program is representative

of the progressive spirit of the community and estab-

lishes a high standard of municipal sanitation.

FIG. 1. LOCATION OF SEWAGE DISTRICTS, INTERCEPTING SEWERS, SEWAGE-WORKS, BATHING BEACHES AND
EASTERLY SEWAGE-WORKS, CLEVELAND, OHIO

fying the water and treating the sewage, has been
discussed, investigated and reported upon. A plan of

procedure was eventually adopted, and is now being

carried out. It provides for the construction of two
large water filtration plants and three sewage treatment

plants. The water plants will provide a definite con-

trol of the purity of the water supply, while the chief

object of treating the sewage is, first, to protect the

bathers who use the lake beaches, thereby safeguarding

the public's health, and second, to correct the foul con-

Experimental Studies.—The question of proceeding

slowly with the completion of Cleveland's sewage dis-

posal project has received considerable attention. It

has seemed advisable to have a unanimity of opinion

upon any steps taken and at the same time to take

advantage of the latest developments of the art in

order that the plants may represent the best in modern

sewage disposal practice. While the idea of proceed-

ing cautiously has existed, a determined attempt has

been made to avoid unreasonable delay.
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TABI-E I. .SHOWING SALIENT I'OINT.S IN DESIGN OF CLEVELAND -SEWAGE-WORKS

Estimatpfl S^wagn flows as of 1930
Sewerage Distriffs Population Gallons Normal Maximum

Estimated as of 1930 l,ocation Typfi Serverl Per Dry Wt^t
Name Area Population of of DesiRn in Capita Weath- Weath- Estimated Cofit

Arrcs Plants Plant 1920 Daily cr er Works Already
W. 58tli St, Sedimentation in grit rharnbers and 2- M. G, Daily Complet'- Done

at Lakf story settling tanks; chlorination and
Westerly 9,280 311,000 Front dispersion 288,000 194,000 125 36 159 $1,100,000 $400 000

K. 140th St.

at Lakf
Easterly 20,620 575,^00 Front. Same as Westerly 575,000 422,000 160 92 1,055 $1,250,000 $825,000

Willow, Sedimentation in grit chambers and 2-

Southerlv 7,200 226,000 Ohio. story settling tanks; oxidation in

sprinkling filters 200,000 110 22 131 $300,000
Low Level 7,900 23,700 Undecided Undecided
TOTAL 45,000 1,136,000 128 $2,350,000
Flow for Southerly plant omitted.

Although the art of sewage disposal is still develop-

ing, certain fundamental principles have been settled

fairly definitely. In order to study these principles in

their application to local conditions, it was necessary

to conduct comprehensive investigations along experi-

mental lines upon the treatment of the sewage at Cleve-

land. These studies have covered a wide field, in that

they pertain to tests with various structures for settling

sewage, for oxidizing by filtration and by dilution, for

screening sewage and for its treatment by the newer
activated-sludge process. Experiments were started in

1913, and to date have cost about $150,000.

Program of Procedure—Funds for constructing the

treatment plants were provided on the basis of pre-war

estimates but, since the work was not placed under con-

tract until 1919, it was necessary to restrict the im-

mediate program to the more important parts of the

work, that is, treating the sewage discharged at the

two lake front plants, the Westerly and Easterly, which

together represent about 75 per cent of the total At
the Westerly plant the treatment will be relatively com-

plete, while at the Easterly plant it will be partial. It

is hoped by a comparison of results to establish the

future necessity of providing additional treatment at

the partial plant.

The City (Fig. 1) was divided into four sewerage
districts, the Westerly, Easterly, Southerly and Low
Level, and each district excepting the Low Level, has

a main intercepting sewer to deliver sewage to the

treatment site. The sewage of the Westerly and East-

erly districts will be treated at two lake-front plants,

while the sewage from the remainder of the city will be
treated at a plant located on the Cuyahoga River, about
seven miles from its mouth. Since lake water is not

available at this site, it appears that ultimately struct-

ures which provide a higher degree of treatment will

be necessary. Since contemplated river and harbor im-

provements along the Cuyahoga River involve an ex-

tensive plan for straightening the river channel, the
problem of sewage disposal for the Low Level district,

which bounds the river, is rendered especially uncertain
at this time. As this district is occupied largely by
manufacturing establishments, such as steel mills, oil

refineries, lumber mills and similar industries, and con-

tains less than two per cent of the city's population, it

is considered advisable to delay the sanitary improve-
ments until some time in the future.

Seivagc Treatment Sites.—The location of the lake-

front sewage disposal sites in reference to bathing
beaches, parks, residences and boule /ards, together with
the districts which they serve, is shown in Fig. 1.

Cleveland's main sewer outlets were so located in 1912
that without any additional expense it was possible to

collect the sewage at three points instead of one, there-
by extending considerably the useful life of the inter-

cepting sewers. The treatment plants were therefore
located at these outlets, creating a condition which em-
phasizes the importance of operating them without
nuisances. The fact that the lake front plant sites are
not well isolated has a distinct bearing upon many of

the features used in the design.

Tijpe of Plants.—In order to present in a concise form
the salient points of the various sewage plants, Table I.

is presented. It will be noticed that the types pro-

posed are the same except at the Southerly site where
sedimentation in grit chambers and two-story tanks is

followed by oxidation in sprinkling filters. At the
present time funds are not available to construct this

plant, therefore a definite decision upon the type which
will be used is a question for the future.

Both the Westerly and Easterly sewage plants are

practically identical in respect to the types of structures,

and the basis of design. The sewage as it flows into

the Westerly plant will first be rough screened by
means of two sets of gratings. It will then pass into

the grit chambers where, by brief sedimentation, the

TABLE II. SHOWING MAXIMUM CAPACITY AND OPERATION RANGE OF VARIOUS DEVICES AT CLEVELAND SEWAGE-WORKS
Easterly Sewage Treatment Works -

— Flows in M.G.D.
Operating Maximum

Treatment Devices Range Capacity
Main intercepting sewer 400
Collinwood sewers 655
Main interceptor by-pass 0-190 260
Collinwood overflow channel 0-600 7 1

Overflow channel 0-825 1,055
By-pass channels 0-140 140

( 1 50% of dry-weather flow)

Flow txibutary to plant
{ Snl^^rdTumps. •.

•.

; ! i 1 i Z :
.^

.'

:

Vll^'
Bar m-atinirs ( 6-in. screens at overflows 0-790 1. 100° Braimgs

j , .^j^^ ^^^ j_j^ screens 43-230 288
Gnt chambers 43-230 240
Venturi meters 43- 145
Disinfection equipment (liquid clilorine) 43-230

Submerged outlets j f
f!"- concrete multiple 43-1 45 : .

.

\ 63-m. steel 0-85

Westerly Sewage-Works •

Treatment Devices

Westerly intercepting sewer
Walworth run diversion sewe.-

Inlet by-pass 0-19
Overflow conduit 0-55
Open overflow channel 0-859
By-pass channels 0-44

( 1 50^% of dry-weather flow)

Flow tributary to plant 0-159
-in. screens 1

—Flows "n M.G.D. —>
Operating Maximiun
Range Capacity

Bar gratings
| jj"in. screens)

0-140

Grit chambers and two-storj- settling tanks I n^qn

Venturi meters 0-90

Disinfection equipment (liquid chlorline hypochlorite) . , « Q_gr

Outfall conduit 0-90
Submerged multiple outlet 0-85

859

106
859

9(

il7

240
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FIG. 2. PLAN AND SECTIONS OF GRIT CHAMBERS FOR EASTERLY SEWAGE-WORKS CLEVELAND, OHIO

heavy mineral matter or grit will be removed. There

will follow prolonged sedimentation in two-story settling

tanks, after which the sewage will pass through a ven-

turi meter. Just beyond the meter, in a manhole, the

settled sew^age will be disinfected. The sewage will

then pass into a submerged outfall of the multiple out-

let type and be dispersed on the lake bottom in approx-

imately 30 ft. of water about one-half mile off shore.

At the Easterly plant it is proposed for the present to

defer the construction of treatment devices which pro-

vide for the more complete removal of suspended matter.

Table II. gives the maximum capacity of the various

structures and their range of operation.

Quality of Sewage.—The City of Cleveland is sewered

upon the combined plan with many overflows of the

long weir type in use along the ravines and the lake

front. The sewage is a typical American city sewage

with the proportion of industrial wastes to domestic

sewage small. Of the industrial wastes pickling liquors

predominate, and at the Westerly plant these wastes

become a matter of importance, especially in connection

with disinfection. In 1919 the city began a special

industrial waste survey with the end in view of estab-

lishing a future policy as to the discharge of these

wastes into city sewers. It is desired to prevent, if

possible, the objectionable conditions which these

wastes cause in the sewers and at the sewage plants.

Pumping Station.—At the Easterly plant it will be

necessary to pump the sewage from the Collinwood area

of the Easterly district, in which it is estimated there

will be about 35,000 persons in 1920. There will be

three vertical centrifugal pumps driven by electric

motors, operated automatically, their total capacity be-

ing 20^ m.g.d. The sewage from the Collinwood area

as it reaches the plant will be pumped into the flow

channels just ahead of the grit chambers.

Bar Gratings.—Sewage-treatment plants can usually

be built in units with additions made later as required.

However, such structures as inlet sewers, flow channels,

force mains and pumping station buildings, which can-

not be economically enlarged to meet the increased de-

mand, have been designed in the Cleveland plants for

conditions estimated to occur considerably in the future.

The inlet channels to the grit chambers are designed

with velocities ranging from 3 to 2 sec.-ft. when the

chambers are operating at their maximum capacity.

To provide effective rough screening it is thought

that two sets of gratings, even with the same size of

openings, produce better results than a single set, but

their operation will involve slightly more labor. Also,

a provision for two sets of gratings permits the. in-

stallation of one set of finer gratings, if at any time

in the future such a change seems desirable. For the

present it is planned to hand-rake the gratings, but

space is available for the installation of power-driven

raking machinery, should it be deemed advisable. The
gratings are set at an angle of 45 degrees with the

vertical and are made of flat bars, bent at the top so

that the screenings may be raked off without

obstruction.

At the Westerly plant it is proposed to pass the

sewage successively through two sets of gratings hav-

ing 3-in. and 11 -in. clear openings, while at the East-

erly plant the gratings will have 1^-in. and l-in. clear

openings, respectively. It is desired at the Easterly

plant to demonstrate on a large scale the practicability

of disinfecting bar-screened sewage.

It is appreciated that screenings are offensive and

almost as bad as sludge. For this reason, the screen

chambers at each plant have been covered with build-

ings to increase the efficiency of their operation and

to prevent the escape of odors from the sewage as it
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falls through the gratings.

At the Easterly plant the

screenings will be shoveled

into small dump cars in

which they will be trans-

ported to the incinerator

room while at both plants

they will be pressed in large

presses of the cider type and

their moisture content re-

duced to about 65 per cent.

The residue will then be

burned in the especially con-

structed furnaces located in

the screen building. The
quantity of wet screenings

which will be handled during

the year 1925 at the West-

erly and Easterly plants is

estimated at 350 and 2,500

tons respectively.

Grit Chambers.—The grit

chambers, which are prac-

tically identical at both

plants, are to the writer's

knowledge the first installa-

tions of their kind. They
were designed with the in-

tent of producing a non-odo-

rous grit which may be used for filling-in purposes

about the disposal area sites. It was found from the

experimental studies that a non-odorous grit should

have an organic matter content of not more than 15

per cent. As a rule, present-day grit chambers do not

produce a grit with an organic matter content as low

as this. In securing this kind of grit some of the finer

grit may be carried past the chambers and into the

two-story settling tanks. Should this occur the tank

design provides for the removal of the accumulation of

grit by pumping. To assist in securing the proper

kind of grit, a dry-weather flow channel has been pro-

vided so that, if desirable, the grit-chamber treatment

can be omitted during periods when the amount of grit

carried in the sewage is practically negligible.

It will be noticed in Fig. 2 that each grit chamber
has an individual set of bar gratings near its inlet

end, a feature which tends to distribute the sewage
flow evenly across the chamber. Further, it is expected

that this type of chamber will provide uniform velocity

throughout its entire length and that practically all

grit will be deposited in the sumps, there then being

no interruptions to the flowing sewage by uneven banks
or deposits of grit on the bottoms. Grit deposited upon
the sloping floors leading to the sumps will be cleansed

of organic matter as it rolls along on these floors.

The number of grit-chamber units at each plant de-

pends upon the maximum rate of dry-weather flow, to-

gether with the first flush from storms reaching the

plant. The operating capacity of each unit will vary
from 12 to 24 m.g.d., with working velocities of from
i to 1 ft. per second, respectively. The over-all length

of each grit chamber is 60 ft. ; consequently, the maxi-
mum detention period is two minutes. Valves and
drains are provided for removing the supernatant liquid

without its passage through the grit, while the moisture
in the grit will be collected at a sump from which it

will be pumped into the outlet channel.

GENERAL SCHEME OF TWO-STORY SETTLING TANKS FOR WESTERLY'
SEWAGE-WORKS. CLEVELAND. OHIO

In the grit-chamber design particular emphasis has

been placed upon the importance of efficient operation.

In order to place a grit chamber in operation and con-

trol the sewage flow to it, large hydraulically-operated

sluice gates have been provided. While this type of

gate is relatively expensive, it reduces to a mimimum
the attention required of an operator to place a grit

chamber in proper operation and to keep it so. Also,

the sluice gates will be so installed that their operation

can be controlled from a central switchboard, should

this be desired in the future.

At the Easterly plant a building with ventilating

equipment will permit cleaning the chambers irres-

pective of weather conditions, and a large number of

small chambers will require a small operating crew to

be engaged constantly in > emoving the grit. In all

chambers there are provided two hoppers, thereby re-

ducing the area over which the removal equipment

must operate. The crane equipment, with clam-shell,

bucket will need to operate only over the hoppers,

although at this time it has not been decided definitely

just what type of grit-removal equipment will be used.

The capacity of the removal equipment must be suffi-

cient to handle 8 cu. yd. of material per hour, while the

deposit expected under the most adverse conditions is

estimated at a rate of 2 cu. yd. per million gallons of

sewage flow.

Fhiv Channels.—At the Westerly plant the sewage

as it leaves the grit chambers vdll pass into an equaliz-

ing chamber by means of which the sewage flow will

be divided. This chamber has inside partition walls

through which are openings for equalizing the head

upon the individual flow channels leading to gates which

control the direction of flow. Stop-plank gates will be

used for the present, but provision is made for the in-

stallation of mechanically operated gates, if desirable

in the future. The sewage will then pass into open dis-

tributing channels and, prior to its entering a tank,
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will flow into a small entrance chamber. There its

velocity will be reduced considei*ably since its exit is

through an orifice at the bottom of the chamber and

about 3 ft. below the water surface in the tank. It is

expected to collect in this trap a considerable quantity

of the greasy and soapy substances which form as

films upon the water surface in settling tanks. In order

to control accurately the sewage flow to any tank and,

further, to be able to determine promptly the amount

of flow, adjustable weirs have been installed in the

inlet openings to the entrance or trap chamber. By
changing the stop-plank gates the direction of flow in

the distributing channels is reversed, thereby reversing

the flow in the settling tanks; the entrance chambers

being the same at either end of a tank.

Settling Tanks.—At the Westerly site there will be

32 two-story settling tanks (Fig. 3) 50 feet in length,

25 feet in width and with two hoppers in each. The

water depth in the tanks will be about 27 ft. and a free-

board of 2 ft. is provided. The tanks are designed to

give a detention period of 100 minutes, which means

that this period will be about 2i hours when the plant

is first placed in operation. The width of the slot has

been made 8 in. in the clear and the slope of the flow

partition floors 1.5 on 1. The flow partition walls and

floors are 3 in. thick below the water line, and are to

be constructed by using the cement gun.

A scum capacity of 0.6 cu. ft., and a sludge capacity

of 1.2 cu. ft. have been provided for each person. The

sludge storage period amounts to 5.7 months but this

period will be increased to about 8.5 months during the

first year of operation.

Sludge will be withdrawn from the tanks through

8-in. pipes operating under 71 ft, head, one independent

vertical riser in each hopper discharging into the main
which leads to the sludge gallery between the tanks.

The sludge will discharge from the main into an open

channel located below the floor in the center of the

sludge gallery. There are two sludge galleries, the

channel in each leading to a sludge well which has a

storage capacity of about 500 cu. ft. Here a vertical

centrifugal pump and an ejector will be provided for

delivering the sludge from the sump to either sludge-

drying beds or to barges. Each pumping device is

capable of handling all the sludge, A special drain

pipe located beneath the sludge gallery floor is connected

to the inlet end of the pumps for the purpose of remov-

ing any fine silt which may deposit in the hoppers and

cannot be removed nydraulically.

In order to minimize odor difficulties all gas vents

will have wooden covers of the hinged type and, should

it be found necessary, the tanks have been so designed

that a building may be placed over them.

Measuring and Disinfecting Sewage.—At each plant

the sewage will pass through a large venturi meter

with the necessary recording equipment for measuring

the sewage flow and connections for automatically con-

trolling the quantity of disinfectant which is to be

added. It is proposed to install standard-size liquid

chlorine machines of the solution-feed type and to dis-

infect the sewage at a manhole just beyond the venturi

tube. Since very large quantities of chlorine will be

used, it will probably be supplied to the sewage through

injectors, such as have been used by the New York
Department of Water Supply at Kensico. The injectors

mix the chlorine with v/ater, yet the control apparatus

is of the direct-feed type, since the absorption chambers

and water connections at the control panel are omitted.

Table II. shows the capacity of the disinfection

equipment.

Submerged Outfall.—There are now in operation at

the two sewage-works three submerged outfalls; two
at the Easterly plant, one being new, and a new outfall

at the Westerly site. The old outfall pipe at the Easterly

plant is of steel, 63 in, in diameter, and has its end
turned up in about 30 ft, of water approximately one-

half mile off shore. The capacity of this outfall is

estimated at 85 m,g.d. when operating under 6.5 ft. of

static head.

The outfall at the Westerly plant is of concrete and
steel, while at the Easterly plant the new outfall is of

reinforced concrete throughout. In each case the sew-

age is discharged in about 30 ft. of water at least one-

half mile off shore, through openings in a 1,000-ft.

tapered section. Along the tapered section are about

140 holes, 7* in, in diameter 6^ ft, c. to c, staggered in

two rows each 45 degrees off the vertical axis. The
capacity of the Easterly outfall is estimated at 145

m,g,d, when operating under 5 ft. of static head, while

the capacity of the Westerly outfall is estimated at

85 m.g.d, when operating under 11 ft, of static head.

Sludge Disposal.—During the earlier years of opera-

tion it is proposed to remove small quantities of

thoroughly digested sludge from the two-story tanks at

the Westerly plant from time to time, the winter season

excepted, and load it into barges. These barges will

then be towed out into the lake about three miles and

discharged on the Government dumping ground where
the yearly dredgings from the Cuyahoga River are de-

posited. It is expected that this small quantity of well

digested and innocuous sludge will at once become
thoroughly dissipated in the lake water and will prove

to be entirely unobjectionable. Nevertheless, the city

has acquired suflScient land at that site to provide for

the draining and drying on sand beds of all the sludge

from this plant in the event that disposal in the lake

should eventually become undesirable. The sludge beds

when built will be enclosed by suitable buildings, pre-

sumably of a type similar to those used for green-

houses, thus protecting the sludge from rains, facilitat-

ing drying, and preventing the escape of odors, should

any arise. The area of covered sludge-drying beds re-

quired is based on the assumption that 5,3 persons will

be cared for on each square foot. The quantity of

sludge produced by each person every day was estimated

at 0.007 cu. ft., which means that about 27,500 cu. yd.

of wet sludge (moisture content 88 per cent) must be

removed by the barges each year. Upon this basis a

barge with a capacity of 300 cu. yd, must be towed to

the dumping ground once every two days during the

summer season of the year when the maximum rate

of disposal occurs.

General.—A laboratory and ofl^ce building have been

provided at each treatment plant, and a separate build-

ing for housing the disinfection equipment and storing

supplies used in connection therewith. At the West-

erly plant an additional building is provided for hous-

ing the locomotive which hauls the dump cars used in

the disposal of grit, and for a repair shop and garage.

All buildings are harmonious in architectural appear-

ance, are of substantial construction, and are designed

for a minimum maintenance expense. The grounds

surrounding the plants will be parked and the general

appearance made as attractive as possible. The ventila-
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tion of the buildings will be taken care of by tall

chimneys, a feature made necessary by the locations of

the plants and their lack of isolation.

The construction of both plants should proceed

rapidly during the year and it is expected that they

will be ready for operation by the first of next year.

Robert Hoffman is chief engineer and commissioner of

the Division of Engineering and Construction, of which

the Sub-division of Sewage Disposal is a part. The
work of design and construction herein described is

under the supervision of the writer. J. M. Heffelfinger

and A. A. Burger are the resident engineers in immedi-

ate charge of the construction, and the Masters & Mul-

len Co. and the American Construction Co., both of

Cleveland, are the contractors for the Westerly and
Easterly plants respectively.

New Contract Drafted To Cover
Detroit Sewer Work

IN ORDER to induce contractors to bid upon portions

of Detroit's $50,000,000 sewer construction program
a special commission, appointed late in 1919 by the Com-
mon Council of Detroit, has incorporated in its report

recently submitted a contract form containing clauses

which materially minimize the risk incident to bidding

with materials and labor at present uncertain levels.

The new contract form, prepared after several months'

investigation of local conditions and after various con-

ferences between the commission and city officials, was
recently adopted as the form of contract to apply to

future sewer contractsi in Detroit by the Common
Council sitting as a committee of the whole. Its early

acceptance by the Common Council is predicted.

Salient changes in the new contract form include a

sliding scale for compensating contractors who are

forced to expend considerably more for labor and ma-
terials than prices upon which they base their bids.

The contractor is safeguarded through a clause which

states that the city will stand 75 per cent of the addi-

tional cost of labor and certain materials above prices

specified in the contract. Such prices of materials and

wages for labor will be the prevailing rates at the time

the contract begins of execution. This so-called sliding

scale compensation becomes inoperative after the ex-

piration of the contract time limit.

In the event that increased compensation is sought by
the contractor owing to higher wages being paid than

the schedule named in the contract the contractor must

present to the Commissioner of Public Works individual

time slips and daily records indicating the excess wages

paid. Any failure to submit such evidence, or a failure

to notify 48 hours in advance that a wage increase is

to be paid, will act as a waiver upon the right of the

contractor to receive any additional compensation.

Another new feature of the contract pertains to the

inclusion in monthly estimates of a certain amount of

materials. In the event it is found necessary to store

on the jpb large quantities of materials in order to

prosecute construction these materials up to 80 per

cent may be included in the monthly estimate. What
allowance will be made the contractor in such a case

rests with the Commissioner of Public Works.

While the special sewer commission found it neces-

sary to make some provision in the new contract to safe-

guard the contractor against rising material and labor

prices, it was deemed inadvisable to include any clause
which should allow the city to benefit directly from
any decrease of cost of labor and materials. Reasons
for omitting such a clause were enumerated as follows:

(1) Because the prices named in the contract do not
establish the exact prices and rates that the contractor
must pay; (2) if possible a contractor will pay less than
the established rates for materials and labor; (3) if

lower costs are assured the contractor they will be
reflected in his bid; (4) so far as there is any possi-
bility of such an asurance to the contractor the advan-
tage will accrue to the city.

Several conferences were held in which not only
public officials participated but contractors already en-
gaged upon sewer construction for the city of Detroit.
Various alleged defects in existing contracts were
pointed out by these contractors and the new contract
form submitted by the commission include minor im-
provements over the old established lump sum form.
For instance, certain contractors complained of not re-

ceiving their partial payments in time to take advantage
of cash discounts when purchasing minor materials and
accessories. The new contract, therefore, specifies a
date not later than which monthly estimates shall be
paid, thereby allowing the contractor to take advantage
of cash discounts. Then again, any compensations due
the contractor from his payment of excess labor and
material prices are to be included in monthly estimates,
and the 10 per cent retention is not to apply.

Details Clarified

Various details which in the past have led to litiga-

tion are clarified in the Detroit contract. It is specif-
ically stated that in encountering subsurface, surface
and overhead structures the contractor is to secure them
in the interests of public safety at his own expense, in

case they are not to be moved. When subsurface, sur-
face, or overhead structures require to be moved they
must be moved not at the contractor's expense. When
subsurface structures not shown on plans are encoun-
tered the contractor is entitled to reimbursement, and
delays due to encountering structures necessitating
changes in alignment or grade will not be counted within
the time limit.

Before adopting the above outlined form of contract
the special sewer commission considered several forms,
including a cost-plus-percentage and the cost-plus-a-

fixed fee contract. Owing to the fact that a cost-plus-a-

percentage type precludes competitive bidding, which
the city charter insists upon in municipal work, that

type was little thought of. In a cost-plus-fixed-fee con-

tract the lowest bidder is selected by comparing the esti-

mated field costs plus a fixed fee. As such a selection

does not guarantee that the lowest bidder will do the

work at the lowest total cost to the city, coupled with the

fact that that form of contract would not be adapted
to city work of such magnitude because of the large

organization needed to keep complete cost records, the

cost-plus-a-fixed-fee type was also discarded.

The special sewer commission, which prepared the

contract above outlined, is composed of Wilson S. Kin-

near, consulting engineer. New York City, chairman;

William C. Hoad, professor of sanitary engineering.

University of Michigan; Edward D. Rich, state sani-

tary engineer, Michigan; John A. Mercier, contractor,

Detroit, and George R. Cooke, contracting engineer De-
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troit. The commission was first appointed as a con-

sultant, beinpr given by the Common Council authority

to perfect its own organization, and its entire freedom

of action as to the scope of its work. At the first meet-

ing of the commission in January, 1920, the city engi-

neer of Detroit gave an historical review of the study

and development of the proposed sewerage system and

explained to the comtnission difficulties connected with

contract work in the city of Detroit. It was disclosed

that the progress of sewer construction work for the

year 1919 had been disappointing. The city engineer

explained that it would be necessary to complete about

$1,000,000 worth of work monthly to carry out satis-

factorily his sewer construction program, whereas the

maximum month's work during 1919 amounted to ap-

proximately one-quarter of that amount.

Trainshed Roof of Steel Arches

Instead of Columns
Spacious Appearance Given to Indianapolis Union

Station by Novel Design—Monitors

for Light and Ventilation

WITH the purpose of obtaining a low-roof train-

shed having an exceptionally Well-lighted and at-

tractive appearance the steel trainshed of the new
union station at Indianapolis, Ind., was designed with

arches instead of columns to support the roof framing,

and with monitors extending above the level of the

main roof. As the arches rise to the top of the

monitor framing the interior effect of height is in-

creased materially. This distinctive and unusual con-

struction was adopted as an element of architectural

design, it being considered that a more lofty effect

and a more decided appearance of spaciousness would

be given to the trainshed by the rows of tall arches

than by the usual arrangement of relatively short

columns in trainsheds of the low-roof type, and that

the light and ventilation would be improved materially

by the higii monitors. This roof is 930 ft. long and

238* ft. wide, covering six platforms. A portion of

the completed framing is shown in Fig. 1.

The monitors are located over the platforms, at the
low points of the main roof, above which they extend
to a height of about 7i ft., as indicated in Fig. 2.

Being open at the bottom they give an actually in-

creased height over the platforms, where ordinarily the
roof is at its lowest level. The purpose of this arrange-
mtent is to provide ample light and ventilation at
the platforms, the side of each monitor being covered
mainly with wire glass and leaving a continuous open
ventilating space at the top. This opening is covered
by a nariow umbrella roof of red tile, carried by light

steel frammg, as shown. Details of the main and
monitor roof framing are given in Fig. 3.

Amber-colored ribbed wire-glass is used for the
monitor skylights, the effect of this glass being to deflect

or absorb the heat rays of the sun. Recent experi-

ments are stated to have shown that this glass will

keep the interior temperature lower by 2 to 6 deg. F.

than when ordinary clear glass is used. As a pre-

caution against breakage of glass by movement of the

roof due to vibration and temperature changes the

panes will not be set tight in the frames but will be
sufficiently loose to permit considerable movement in

the steelwork without breaking the glass.

Another modification is introduced in the design of

the longitudinal smoke ducts or roof openings which
extend over the center lines of the tracks, Fig. 3.

The slabs which form the sides of these ducts are

inclined inward at the top instead of being vertical

for their full height, the narrower top opening giving

less opportunity for snow and rain to drift upon the

platfo]-m. At the same time the width is sufficient

for free passage of smoke and steam without any tend-

ency to choke the exhaust of the engines. In this case

the slabs are 632 in. deep, and the space between them
is 36i in. wide, at the bottom and 19-2 in. at the top. A
3-in. concrete slab covers the sections of the main roof

between the monitors, and the monitor side between the

skylights. Inside the monitor the roof framing is open.

A waterproof roofing is laid over the concrete.

In the crutches formed at the haunches of the longi-

tudinal arches are seated transverse curved girders

FIO. 1. LONGITUDINAL. STEEL ARCHES CARRY ROOF OF INDIANAPOLIS TRAINSHED
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upon which rest the

inclined beams of the

monitors. Between the

transverse girders

there are two inter-

mediate transverse

beams or rafters sus-

pended from a longi-

tudinal girder resting

on the crowns of the

arches. Each of these

rafters is a rib of

I-section, with inclined

ends forming beams

for the monitors and

a curved middle por-

tion spanning the

tracks. Light rafters over the platforms are attached

to the corners of these rafters, as shown. This arrange-

ment makes a four-point connection between the main

rafter, platform rafter, monitor beam and longitudinal

strut. Four lines of trussed purlins are framed between

c

p-
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the rafters in each bay, these

purlins being embedded in

the concrete slabs which form

the sides of the open smoke

ducts already described.

Arches of 54 ft. span c. to

c. cire used generally in the

longitudinal rows. They have

a rise of 27 ft. 9 in. above

base of rail, this being the

height inside the platform

monitors, but the maximum
interior height of the main
roof is 18 ft. 7 in. above base

of rail. The span is governed

largely by the design of the

steel framing which supports

the platforms and track deck

and upon which the feet of the

arches rest. Arches of 63 ft.

span are required at the cen-

ter of the trainshed, where a

subway carries Illinois St. un-

der the tracks, and also at the

east end, where a driveway

extends under the tracks to

the baggage delivery plat-

form. With springing line 5

ft. above base of rail (or 4i

ft. above the clatform") there
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is ample headroom at the ends of the arches. As bag-

gage is handled below the track deck there is little

trucking on the platforms to take into consideration.

Each arch is a plate-girder rib, built in three sec-

tions for erection, as shown by Figs. 2 and 4. At the

crown the extrados is flattened to carry the 18i-in.

plate girder forming the crest of the monitor roof

framing. The monitor roof beams and the main and

intermediate rafters are built-up members of I-section,

while the platform rafters are of T-section. No diag-

onal bracing is required as the concrete slab ties the

framing together effectively. At each end of the train-

shed the last arch is framed against a column support-

ing a transverse fascia girder from which are suspended

curved angles carrying the end of the concrete slab and

the portal arches over the tracks. Roof drainage is

carried off by drain pipes laid along the rafters and

down the ends of the arches to pass through the plat-

forms. This roof was designed for a live load or snow

load of 40 lb. per sq. ft.

For the main part of the erection a travelmg stiff-leg

derrick was used, moving on rollers and having a steel

box-latticed boom 95 ft. long, as shown in Fig. 5. The

Lonqitudinnl
lii'rder on Arches

J^

WebP/ I6^"x^
\^B<7*tif,4"x3'ki

« ^
^ ^

Longitudinol •

Sh-Lrt-

FIG. 3. MONITOR FRAMING AND SMOKE DUCTS

FIG. 5. DERRICK ERECTING
TRAINSHED ROOF

heaviest parts handled weigh

10.8 tons each. Traffic did

not interfere with the erec-

tion, as this was done from

the new elevated track-levei

while traffic was being oper-

ated on the old tracks at the

street level.

The roof design, with its

arch supports and monitors,

was worked out by Price &
McLanahan, Philadelphia,

architects for the station,

under the supervision of

T. R. Ratcliff, engineer of

maintenance of way, Indian-

apolis Union R.R. Mr. Rat-

cliff also superintended the

erection of the trainshed and

the construction of the track-

elevation work on which the

new trainshed has been built.

Contracts were let to the

Mount Vernon Bridge Co.,

Mount Vernon, Ohio, for the

steelwork of the roof, and to

the Powers & Addy Co., Inc.,

Indianapolis, for the erec-

tion. The completion of the

trainshed is one of the last

steps in the construction of

the new Union Station with

elevated tracks, as described

in Engineering News-Rec-

ord. July 10 and Aug. 7,

1919, pages 84 and 265.
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Irrigation in Mendoza, Argentina
Melting Snow from Andes Furnishes Ample Water Supply — Engineer Opportunity Contingent Upon

American Financing

By S. T. Henry
Vice-President, Allied Machinery Co. of America, and Formerly

Associate Editor of Engineering Record

MORE than 100,000 acres of land are under inten-

sive irrigation and cultivation in a single project

in the immediate vicinity of the city of Mendoza,

Argentina. This is only one of a number of large irri-

gation projects in the semi-arid sections of that coun-

try. Some of these projects have been under irriga-

tion for many years; others are of more recent de-

velopment. Additional works are being built, and many
new projects are contemplated. There is apparently

ample water to serve great new areas of fertile land on

which the rainfall is insufficient.

Favorable topography, soil and climatic conditions

combine to render irrigation most profitable in the

provinces of the Argentine close to the eastern slopes

of the Andes Mountains. In fact, the products raised

vary from sugar cane, in the Tucuman district in the

RIO BLANCO MASONRY DIVERTING DAM

north, to wheat and other colder country products in

the south. Irrigation, therefore, should have a great

future in the Argentine.

The irrigated section in the vicinity of Mendoza lies

at the foot of the Andes Mountains. It is in about
the same latitude as Los Angeles, Gal., and the climates

of the two places are very similar. The mountains di-

rectly to the west rise to heights of from 12,000 to 19,-

000 ft. above the sea. Many peaks in the vicinity are
covered with perpetual snow. The snowfall is heavy
in the winter down to elevations as low as 8,000 ft. The
water used for irrigation in this and most other Argen-
tine projects comes from this source.

Irrigation is known to have been practiced in Mendoza
and vicinity for more than 800 years. Authentic rec-

ords show that the Eighth Inca of Peru sent an irriga-

tion engineer to Mendoza to assist the natives resident
there then in laying out and constructing their works.
When the Spaniards arrived about 1550 they found ex
tensive irrigation works on which they made compara-
tively little improvement. These conditions continued
until the existing works were built in the late 80's and
early 90's of the last century.

Water for irrigation in the vicinity cf Mendoza is

diverted from the Rio Blanco a few miles p.bove 'he city.

This stream has a relatively large minimum flow. When
the snow in the mountains is melting the river carries

tremendous volumes of water. At rare intervals cloud-

bursts in the watershed also cause freshets.

CANAL INTAKE AT END OP DAM

Geologists consider that the land around Mendoza
was formed by wash from the high mountains to the

west. The Rio Blanco in the vicinity of the intake runs

through this alluvial deposit. The bed of the stream
is of great width in most places, and consists of boulders

and coarse gravel containing very little sand. On ac-

count of the steep gradient of the stream and the great

volumes of water carried by it when in flood, the chan-

nel shifts frequently. Indications are that the entire

stream formerly changed its course from place to place

over a wide area.

The water is diverted from the Rio Blanco by a low

dam of stone masonry, which was finished in 1889. De-

tails of the construction of this dam were not available

at the time these notes were made. One of the ac-

companying photographs shows a view of the dam taken

from the intake of a canal at one end.

According to local engineers there is no bed rock

at the site. A foundation was secured simply by re-

moving the boulders and coarse gravel and replacing

them by large boulders carefully placed and grouted in

position. The fact that the dam has stood all ""hese

years in such a violent stream is probably attributable

to several simple fundamental conditions.

In the first place, the structure is low. The total

net head against it is evidently always small.

A second favorable factor is the relatively great

width of the dam .section as compared with the height.

This can be seen from the photograph. This view also

shows the broad apron which reduces tendency to scour

at the toe.

The stream carries great quantities of sand and

gravel when in flood. This detrius is deposited behind

the dam so as further to reduce the tendency to under-

cut the structure.

A canal leads from an intake at each end of the dam.

One of these intakes is shown in an accompanying photo-
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graph. Both intakes are built integral with the adja-

cent end of the dam. In the dam are five groups of

gates through which the sand and gravel that accumu-

late back of the dam are flushed through the latter.

The distribution and arrangement of these gates are

such that they can be manipulated so that compara-

tively little sand and gravel gets into the canals. The
deposits back of the dam also can be flushed through

the gates without resort to excavators or to hand labor.

Prevention of scour at the ends of the dam also has

contributed to its stability on an apparently uncertain

foundation. The tendency of the stream to shift its

channel, and at times its entire course, was recognized

ditches along both sides of the latter. One of the photo-

graphs shows a road-section man and the results of

his work on the irrigating ditch. Another shows one
of these men drawing water from the irrigation ditch

with a bucket to wet down the road surface. The num-
bered targets shown in these two pictures are placed by
the men near the point where they are at work in order
to facilitate the location of them by inspectors, and for

several pther reasons.- .

]^ost of the land under irrigation is devoted to grow-
ing grapes. Wine is made from the bulk of the grapes,

although some grapes are grown for table use. The
land appears to the eye to be almost absolutely level,

UNLINED CANAL, WITH POPLARS ON
BANK TO PREVENT EROSION

SECTION OF LINED CANAL DIRECTLY
ABOVE POV^TER HOUSE

POWER HOUSE FROM DOWNSTREAM
SIDE

from the beginning. Well-protected levees wez'e built

along the course of the stream above the dam. These

were planted closely with Lombardy poplars. The area

back of the levees to a width of several hundred yards

also was planted with a dense setting of these trees,

which have grown to good size. The closely matted

roots of these thick clumps of artificial woods evi-

dently have served their purpose well.

The main canal leading from the left-hand end of

the dam, looking downstream, serves a greater area

than the one on the opposite side. This canal and its

main branches are more than 75 miles long. One of

the photographs gives an idea of the size of this canal

and the volume of water carried by it. This picture

also shows how Lombardy poplars and other planted

vegetation is used to prevent bank erosion by the rela-

tively high velocity in the canal.

About a mile from the intake of the left bank canal

advantage has been taken of the topography to develop

hydro-electric power in a low head plant. One of the

photographs shows the section of concrete-lined canal

directly above the power house. Another picture shows
the power house from the downstream side.

No outstanding features are evident in the construc-

tion of the main and secondary laterals. The gate
structures are either of brick or concrete, with steel

gates of modern design. None of the laterals or ditches

is lined.

Some of the main laterals and practically all the sec-

ondary laterals are built along the sides of the high-

ways which network the irrigated district. This ar-

rangement permits the ditches to be maintained by the

forces which keep up the roads. It also provides water
for sprinkling the latter, which are mainly surfaced

with gravel.

The roads are divided into sections for maintenance.
Each section is assigned to one man. The length of the

sections varies according to the amount of work re-

quired to maintain the road surface and the irrigation

but there is ample slope to permit of very satisfac-

tory irrigation of the vineyards. The latter are owned
and cultivated largely by Argentines of Italian and
French extraction. Their methods of culture are as

advanced as may be found anywhere. Wines made in

this section are shipped all over the world. The great

wealth and the high state of development of the dis-

trict are good evidences of the permanent success of

irrigation as it is practiced here.

Local landowners seem to be convinced that there is

little opportunity to increase the area under irrigation

in the vicinity of Mendoza. Well-informed local engi-

neers differ with this viewpoint. It is true that there

is a shortage of water during a part of some seasons.

There also is no opportunity to build impounding reser-

voirs on the watershed above the intakes, but every-

where there is evidence that the duty of the available

water could be greatly increased. The situation is simi-

lar to that which exists on several irrigation projects

in the United States.

Lack of lining in the canals, laterals and ditches

through dry, porous soil must result in very large losses.

Since there is practically no frost in this locality, and
the banks of cuts stand well, very thin linings should

be sufficient. Even though the cost of lining might be

high, the additional land which could be brought under
cultivation would certainly justify the necessary in-

vestment. Good vineyards sell locally at from $1,500

to $2,500 per acre. They evidently produce good rates

of return at these valuations.

Another opportunity to increase the duty of the avail-

able water is through better methods of application

to the land. Too much water is said generally to be

used. This difficulty presents more than a physical

problem. It has been solved in very few places in the

United States. Thei'e apparently are few projects where
the water users are under sufficient control to permit
much progress in this direction,

American irrigation engineers would find much of

fl
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interest in the design and operation of the works of

the projects in the vicinity of Mendoza. Other projects

in the Argentine also offer valuable ideas. Whether there

is an opportunity for American engineers in future irri-

gation works in the Argentine depends largely on how
such works are financed. If money is furnished by
American capitalists then American engineers may be

employed in the more important positions. In case

the financing is done elsewhere American engineers

are likely to secure only secondary positions. Engi-

neers thoroughly experienced in irrigation work would
do well, however, to study closely the possibilities for

them in the Argentine. This can be done properly only

by a visit to the country, and for such a trip a knowl-

edge of the language is very desirable.

Floods Wash Out Part of Apron of

Granite Reef Dam
Damage Downstream Pavement of Porous Founda-

tion Diversion Dam on Salt River Project

of Reclamation Service

UNUSUAL flood conditions on the Salt River project

of the U. S. Reclamation Service during the last

part of 1919 resulted in some damage to the downstream
apron of the Granite Reef diversion dam, which is of

interest because it is the second time that this structure

has been in similar trouble. Furthermore, a somewhat
similar dam in another location on the project was dam-
aged in like manner in an earlier flood.

The Granite Reef diversion dam is located about 45
miles below the Roosevelt dam and forms the main
storage for the Salt River project. The diversion dam
is built at a point where bedrock is so deep as to make
it impracticable to extend foundations to it. A section
is shown in the accompanying drawing. As given there,

it has three curtain walls, one at the upstream and one
at the downstream side of the main dam section, and one
at the downstream end of the downstream apron; the
two upstream walls are 6 ft. in thickness and the down-
stream one 4 ft. The one under the upper toe is carried
down to a depth of about 18 ft. below the elevation of
the apron below the dam, and under the lower toe is

carried to a depth of 14 ft. below the surface of the
apron. Through the lower toe wall there were left
openings 6 in. square, 5 ft. apart, and about 6 ft. above
the bottom of the wall. These openings permit the
water that would collect under the dam to drain out
under the apron.
The apron itself was made on a foundation of placed

boulders having a thickness of 4i ft. The thickness of
the apron itself is H ft. and it is laid in squares of
about 10 ft. on a side, with a space of about 3 in. be-
tween the squares.

During 1919 there was a long wet period in the whole
Salt River district. This started with unusual rainfall
on the watershed during the last half of July and the

IRRIGATION DITCH ALONG ROAD SPRINKLED BY HAND £ii

I I 1
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MIDRIVER SECTION OF GRANITE REEF DIVERSION DAM

first half of August, causing a gain in the reservoir
within a period of twenty days of over 230,000 acre-ft.,

which exceeds any former summer gain six times. Little

or no damage to the works of the project, however, re-

sulted from this flood. A second floor occurred in No-
vember, 1919, reaching its peak at the Granite Reef
dam on Nov. 27. The average depth overflowing the
entire length of the 1,000-ft. dam w^as 7.65 ft., equiv-
alent to approximately 100,000 sec.ft. The result of
this flood was the loss of the protective apron of the
diversion dam 75 ft. wide by 540 ft. long, and a portion
of the concrete cut-off wall located 75 ft. downstream
from the toe wall of the dam. A former flood in 1916
partly washed away this apron and it had been replaced

on the gravel backfill in the form of slabs about 10 ft.

square and 14 to 16 in. thick, tied together with steel

cable and other reinforcing material.

When the flood went down it was found that repairs

would have to be made including replacing the damaged
cut-off wall and the construction of a strip of the apron
75 X 540 ft. with an average thickness of 6 ft. including

the boulder bottom. Repairing was started Dec. 19,

1919, and completed Feb. 7, 1920. It required 7,666

cu.yd. of concrete at a cost of about $11.26 per cu.yd.

Another flood took place culminating on Feb. 17-23,

1920. This flood topped the Granite Reef dam with a

maximum overflow of 8 ft. carrying approximately

107,000 sec.ft. of water. The repairs to the apron,

however, had been completed and the dam withstood

the second flood with no damage.

A somewhat similar dam on the Salt River above

Roosevelt dam was described in Engineering Neivs, May
25, 1916, p. 974. A large part of this dam was washed
out by a flood in January of that year.

The present damage to the Granite Reef dam is de-

scribed in the Reclamation Record, July, 1920, by W. R.

Elliott, formerly general superintendent and chi-'f engi-

neer of the Salt River project. This project has been
operated by the water users themselves since Nov. 1,

1917.

Terre Haute May Have City Manager

The city-manager form of government is under con-

sideration at Terre Haute, Ind. The local chapter of

the American Association of Engineers has been asked

to co-operate in the movement and has referred the

request to its Civics Committee.
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Wet Haulage to Road Excels Dry
Haulage to Mixer

Comparison of Two Methods Determine Adoption

of Central Mixing Plant and Wet Batch
Haulage on New Contracts

WITH light motor trucks carrying one-batch loads,

over 30 per cent greater y;\rdage has been obtained

on a ISi-mi. concrete road job in Illinois when the wet
batch is hauled to the road, than when the dry batch

is hauled to the mixer. Oversize pneumatic tires on

the trucks and a truck turntable have reduced cutting of

the subgrade to unimportant proportions. A fleet of

twenty-six trucks hauling an average distance of 2:1 mi.,

has served two mixers whose average rates of output

have been 560 ft. and 420 ft., of 16- and 18-ft. pave-

ment per day.

In planning the work, the road, which is a portion

FIG. L CENTRAL UNLOADING AND MIXING PLANT

of the National Trails Highway in Fayette County, was
divided into a section 5.27 mi. long to be constructed

by dry batch haulage to a paving mixer and a section

8.2 mi. long to be constructed by wet batch haulage

to the road. Construction proceeded on both sections

at once, the 26 trucks being divided between the two
according to the relative lengths of haul. A separate

statement of the outfit and operations for each section

simplifies comparison.

Wet Batch Method.—The location of the central mix-

ing plant was at about the middle of the 8.2-mi. section.

Fig. 1 is a view of the installation. It is to be noted

particularly that the mixer is a two-bag batch machine.

The materials were unloaded from cars by a derrick

operating a clamshell bucket and whenever materials

were received in such quantities as permitted them to

be placed in reserve storage, this was done. Otherwise

the materials were unloaded from the cars directly into

the storage bins, which had a capacity of about three

carloads. From the bins the materials were measured

directly into the mixer hopper. With direct discharge

of the mixed batch into the truck, the aggregates there-

fore did not touch the ground from the cars or stock-

pile to the pavement slab. Fig. 2 shows the wet

batch being dumped ahead of the finishing machine.

Eleven men were required for the wet batch method:
Two men feeding cement to the mixer; one man on the

rock and sand bins; one mixer engineer; one mixer

PIG. 2. WET BATCH DISCHARGED AT FINISHER

fireman, one man discharging the mixer; two men
spreading concrete; one man dumping the trucks: one

man operating the finishing machine and one man
assisting in finishing the slab.

Dry Batch Method.—On the section constructed by
dry batch haulage the unloading and proportioning

plant was located at one end. The materials were
unloaded and stored in the same manner as at the

central mixing plant. The bins were arranged, how-
ever, so that the trucks drove under them and received

their loads through bottom doors. A truck was loaded

in 15 sec.

The operating crew consisted of sixteen men as fol-

lows: Four men dumping cement into the trucks; two
men on the rock and sand bins ; one man dumping trucks

into the mixer skip (Fig. 3) ; two men keeping the sub-

grade in shape around the mixer; one mixer operator;

one mixer fireman; one discharge man; two concrete

spreaders; one finishing machine operator and one man
helping to finish.

Comparison and Discussion.—The crews compared,

include only the force which varied with the method

;

FIG. 3. DRY BATCH DISCHARGED INTO MIXER

the truck drivers, sub-grade men and turntable men
remained the same whichever method was employed.

Operating a four-bag batch paver and dry haulage the

maximum rate of construction was 608 ft. in 10 hours

and the average rate was 560 ft. With wet batch

haulage and a two-bag batch mixer the average rate of

construction was 420 ft. in 10 hours. Commenting on

the records made by the two methods the contractors

say:

The contractors feel that the wet batch method has

advantages over the dry batch method, as in running 608

lin.ft., it is necessary to move the mixer at least thirty

times the length of the boom during the day, the average
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FIG. 4. ONE MAN OPERATES TRUCK TURNTABLE

time for a move being close to one minute. This one minute

lost in moving thirty times totals a half-hour loss each day,

under the most favorable conditions, and the labor required

upon the road and at the bins is more than is required on

the wet batch method. The contractors have been able to

lay about one-third more yardage per day by the wet batch

method than by the dry batch method, and have installed

central mixing plants on their Clear Lake, la., paving con-

tract, and are also placing the same type of plant on their

contract at Cedar Rapids, la.

In operating the motor trucks on these two sections,

the total fleet of twenty-six was split up according to

the relative lengths of haul. To keep both jobs mov-
ing evenly the work was planned so that when the haul

was long on one job it was short on the other job. The
average haul for both jobs was 2i mi. On the wet
batch section a maximum haul of 3.4 mi. was entirely

successful, but the conclusion from experience is that

the ideal haul for wet mix over ordinary roads is 2 J mi.

Generally the grading on each section was kept about

2,000 ft. ahead of the concreting. This distance gave

ample leeway for grading, subgrade preparation and
form setting; kept the haul over grade and subgrade

within moderate lengths, and, consequently, left the

greatest possible length of haul over the original road.

Using solid tires the subgrade was considerably cut and

rutted by the hauling, but this was nearly all eliminated

when the trucks had been equipped with oversize pneu-

matic tires. Another aid of importance in keeping the

subgrade unmarred, and, also, a help to speed and a

saving in wear and tear on the trucks in reversing to

back up to dumping position, was a turntable arranged

as shown by Fig. 4. One man operated this turntable.

Truck haulage required close attention to schedules.

Schedule maintenance consisted largely in training the

drivers, but certain checks were found helpful. Each
truck was supposed to report at the loading station

within a certain period of time after departure with a

load. Its arrival at destination was also checked. The
rule that whenever the track was standing idle the motor
must be shut off also discouraged bunching the trucks,

since each stop meant that to start again the driver

had to dismount and crank his motor and as he dis-

liked to do this he endeavored to keep to schedule.

On the work described F. J. Colosey is in charge for

the contractors, with C. G. McHugh as field engineer,

and Harry H. Toothacher and A. B. Snow in charge of

• inspection for the State Highway Department under E.

J. Finnell, resident engineer. The contractor was the

Henry W. Horst Co., Rock Island, 111.

Advantages and Disadvantages of

Municipal Street Cleaning

SOME of the advantages and disadvantages of street

cleaning and refuse collection by contract and also by

the city direct are summarized in the report on street

cleaning and allied matters at Philadelphia, noted on

p. 236 of our "ssue of July 29. Extracts from the

report, which was made by E. B. Morden, chief of

the Bureau of Street Cleaning, -James W. Follin, engi-

neer, Philadelphia Bureau of Municipal Research, and

J. H. Neeson, principal assistant engineer, Bureau of

Highways, follow:

It is perfectly clear that no contract is on a sound basis

unless, (1) the work to be performed is definitely specified

so that the bidder can determine the cost of performance

and bid intelligently, and (2) unless it is possible for the

party paying for the work to determine if the work specified

has been performed.

Disadvantages of Philadelphia Contract

The existing contract for street cleaning is disadvantage-

ous for the following reasons:

1 It is humanly impossible completely and definitely to

specify the work to be performed, for although the fre-

quency of cleaning can be given, standards of cleanliness

are not possible of definition, and the results of the street

cleaning must be judged without definite specifications, and

therefore,

2. It is necessary for the bidder to pad the contract

price to provide against possible unfriendly attitude on the

part of the bureau chief who is the judge of the work per-

formed, and of other officials.

3. The contractor is sometimes forced by unfavorable

circumstances to attempt to control the city inspection

forces, and there is an ever present temptation to influence

their reports for a consideration.

.4. Undue authority is given to the bureau chief to judge

the results of the work performed, and he is in a position

either to make or to break the contractor as he wills.

5. It is difficult to determine whether the streets are

properly cleaned because of the intangible results, and the

fact that the streets do not stay clean very long after the

cleaners have been over them.

6. It is difficult to obtain practical and dependable

inspectors.

7. The city is unwilling to pay salaries to the street

cleaning inspectors commensv ''ate with the responsibilities

involved in work of such an intangible nature, thereby put-

ting a premium upon inefficiency and dishonesty.

8. It is impossible to guarantee to the contractor that

the public as a whole will obey existing ordinances, thereby

throwing the burden of their disobedience on the contractor,

who has this indeterminate factor to take into consideration

in making his bid.

9. The contractor is tempted to slight tl:o work by racing

his equipment and speeding up his gangs, thereby covering

the streets with the specified frequency, but only imperfectly.

10. It is impossible to obtain flexibility under any form

of specifications to permit extensive modificaticrs of per-

formance such as are required by seasonal variations or

emergency shifting of forces from one district to another.

11. It is necessary for the bidder either to amortize his

plant and equipment during the life of the contract, thus

adding an excessive amount to the bid, or to insure by some

other means that the contract will be renewed and new com-

petition discouraged.

12. It is necessary for the contractor to add a high con-

tingent cost to his bid to cover the greatest conceivable

advances in the labor and material markets.

13. The cost is increased by dual supervision by con-

tractor and the city.
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Municipal operation of street cleaning? work overcomes

the majority of the objections to the existing; contract per-

formance listed above, but naturally has certain inherent

disadvantages of its own. The advantages of municipal

operation are as follows:

1. Flexibility of organization, with ability to concentrate

the force in emergencies and to revise methods and

schedules to meet changing conditions that cannot be fore-

seen when contracts are let.

2. The placing of the city bureau organization on a

business-like basis, actually performing the work, and abol-

ishing the rewardless task of attempting to keep the con-

tractor's work under control.

3. The substitution for the underpaid and unsatisfactory

city street cleaning inspection force with superintendents

and foremen v.'ho actually direct the work and get results,

with actual economy from the abolition of costly dual

inspection essential to contract work.

4. Actual saving of money to the city by eliminating the

contingent fund included by the contractor in the bid price

to guard against unfriendly or unreasonable action by the

bureau chief in enforcing the specifications.

5. Actual saving of money to the city in carrying its own
insurance against advances in the labor and material mar-
kets for which the bidder may make more than the nec-

essary provision.

6. Accomplishment of the maximum possible amount of

work for the money appropriated by Council, since municipal
work is at cost.

7. Avoidance of nonequitable contracts and possible ex-

pensive controversies in the courts.

8. Possible securing of better co-operation from the
public in their care of the highways because of the sym-
pathetic attitude of the public toward municipal work.

9. Opportunity for continuous study of conditions and
for making beneficial changes in equipment and methods.

10. Direct and absolute control of the working forces.

Municipal operation is subject to certain disadvantages
which can be successfully overcome:

1. The present inability to obtain experienced and prop-
erly qualified employees with dispatch through the Civil

Service Commission.

2. The possible failure of the proper authorities to

appreciate the need of sufficient funds to carry on the

work and maintain the equipment, which might cause the

service rendered to the public to be unsatisfactory.

3. Possible decreased efficiency of the labor because the

foremen-supervisors are not actuated by the incentive of

increased profits which exists in contract performance.

Contract work has certain inherent advantages:

The contractor is able to purchase equipment and mate-
rials directly on the basis of practical judgment and without
the competitive bidding in force in the city, thus saving
delays and securing the most desirable equipment and
materials.

2. The contractor is able to compensate supervising

employees properly and to increase their salaries immedi-
ately to keep them from accepting more lucrative positions

and, besides, can offer them special inducements.

3. The contractor can re^^ulate wa?es and salaries with-
out the complicated procedure required in municipal work.

4. The contractor can hire and discharge employees
without restriction or regulation, such as civil service

control.

In the case of street-cleaning work, the disadvantages of

contract performances are so numerous and so overwhelm-
ing that the argument of possible increased labor efficiency

under contract work is relatively unimportant. Municipal
operation is the only proper method, and every effort must
be made to overcome any disadvantages inherent to it.

Civil service control should be reasonable and not arbitrary;

the city purchasing agent should co-operate to secure the

most desirable equipment and materials and not merely the

cheapest in price, and the salaries of supervisors and fore-

men must be fixed equal to those prevalent in outside

employment.

Determining Limits of Legitimate
Capital Expenditure

By J. R. Wade
New York City

IN determining the limits of useful capital expenditure
for any engineering work or program of industrial

expansion the principle, that operating expenses
plus interest charges should be a minimum, may
produce the very faults which the rule is intended

to prevent unless used with well balanced judg-

ment and the consideration of other factors. For
instance, it will be found on examination of the mis-

fortunes of certain railroad corporations that disastrous

results were due in part to the fallacy of continuing
an endless chain of expansion and improvement on
borrowed money as long as the net returns wore suf-

ficient merely to pay interest on the debt, without

profit to the borrower and a proper factor of safety,

so that the damage to the credit of the borrower out-

weighed the advantages gained.

The usual method of calculating the point of maxi-

FIG. 1. INTEREST RATE IS VARIABLE OF AMOUNT
BORROV^ED

mum economy in the determination of capital expendi-

tures may lead a management bent on a policy of

expansion to unjustified expenditure. It is the purpose

of the following mathematical analysis to show that

such errors may be due largely to disregarding the rate

of increase of the interest rate on borrowed money, as

the amount borrowed increases over a wide range.

Fundamentally the rate of interest is a variable func-

tion of the amount borrowed affected by the following

factors: More bonds may be offered for sale at a given

interest rate than the market can absorb, forcing the

price down and raising the interest rate on the pro-

ceeds; impaired credit of the borrower through in-

crea^'ing the ratio of the amount of money Required

to pay interest on the debt to the net earnings a"d

decreased ratio of the value of the property to the

amount of outstanding bonds will tsnd to raise the

interest rate as the amount of borrowed capital in-

creases; again, the interest rate to which increasing

amounts of borrowed capital are subject is dependent

on general financial conditions.

With consideration of the above factors it should be

possible to draw an approximate curve representing the

rate of interest as a variable of the amount borrowed,

as in Fig. 1, in which the heavy line represents the

theoretical variation and the dotted line the probable

actual variation as borrowing and expenditure increase.
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Let, r= rate of interest

a= total annual interest charges

x= total amount borrowed for capital expendi-

ture

e r=: estimated operating expenses.

Then the condition of maximum economy is described

by the differential equation:

da de _
dx dx ^

'

as represented in Fig. 2. The curve for e can be

approximately established by estimating the operating

expenses for several programs of expansion or construc-

tion representing different amounts of capital expendi-

ture, and the curve for a can be readily developed as a

function of x from Fig. 1.

X =Amount Borrowed for Improverr.en-te

FIG. 2. RELATION OF VARIABLE INTEREST CHARGES
AND OPERATING EXPENSES TO MAXIMUM ECONOMY

Since, a = rx.

da

dx
r + X

da

(dx/'

Substituting this value of t in the above equation we

arrive at the fundamental equation:

/dr\ de

,
While this equation will be readily conceded to repre-

sent the condition of greatest economy, the assumption

is too often made that the term ^
(
j~

) may be neglected

though this is true only when the amount of money to

be borrowed is infinitely small or when the rate of

interest on variable amounts is constant. A careful

forecast of the curve represented by Fig. 1 will almost

invariably indicate that the interest rate will be a

variable where the amounts of expenditure under con-

dr
sideration are large, and an approximate value of -p

can be determined. Now a constant based on the value

of X ij'j may be developed so that an approximation

of the fundamental equation may be represented thus:

^^ + dx = ''

where 5 may be considered a factor of safety. Such an

approximate empirical equation may be found useful

where it is difficult to solve the fundamental differential

equation.

However, the development of the fundamental equa^
tion,

r -\- X
\dx)

,
de

+ dx = °'

indicates that the term a; (^ ) should not usually be

neglected and the equation should not be written,

,
de

^ + dx = ^'

without the use of some such factor as S, to serve as

an approximation of the true equation. Although the

value of this factor may in many cases be in doubt, it

would appear that as long as the ratio of net earnings
to interest on debt remains constant the credit of the

company should remain unimpaired, so that the ratio

may, under certain circumstances, be the correct factor

of safety, though in the case of a strong company of

large earning power there would appear to be no neces-

sity for the use of a factor nearly as large as the ratio

of net earnings to the interest on debt.

Objection to this rule may be raised on the score

that it is too conservative in that while the last dollar

spent earns no more than enough to keep the ratio of

interest to net earnings constant, some of the earlier

expenditure is likely to be much more profitable and
the credit of the company will be thereby improved, yet

on the other hand it is well to recall that the increased

supply of bonds is likely to depress the price, unless it

can be shown that the nature of the security is improv-
ing, hence the use of a factor of safety as here sug-

gested is probably not far wrong.

Record Traffic Through Panama Canal

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, the

volume of traffic passing through the Panama Canal
exceeded that in any previous 12-month period. A total

of 2,478 commercial ships made the transit, as compared
with 2,025 in the fiscal year 1918-19, 2,130 in the fiscal

year 1917-18, and 2,134 in the calendar year 1919. The
aggregate net tonnage of the commercial ships passing

through the canal in the fiscal year 1920 was 8,545,653

tons, according to the Panama Canal rules of measure-
ment. In the fiscal year 1918-19, the aggregate was
6,131,575 net tons. In addition to the traffic of commer-
cial ships, 266 vessels passed through the canal in the

service of the United States Government, without the

payment of tolls. In revenues and in earnings in excess

of expenses of operation and maintenance, new records

were, likewise, established during the fiscal year. The
summation of charges has not been completed in detail,

but the figures indicate aggregate revenues approximat-

ing $8,800,000 during the year. Expenses of operation

and maintenance total about $6,650,000. No profit has
been made in a commercial sense, since there is no con-

sideration here of interest charges on the investment

or of the depreciation of the plant. The previous record

for a year for revenues was made in the fiscal year 1918,

in an amount of $6,411,843.28. In that year the excess

of revenues over expenses amounted to $491,500.34,

being greater than that in any fiscal year prior to the

fiscal year 1920.
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Precast Concrete Pieces Make Up
Cylinder Piers For Wharf

Novel Type of Marine Structure Being Built in New
Port Development in the Federated

Malay States

CONCRETE cylinder piers made up of short pre-

cast sections are being used for the support of

a reinforced-concrete wharf, or as it is locally 'called

"jetty," in the new Prai River port development in the

Province of Wellesley, the Federated Malay States.

This port, which is at the mouth of the Prai River

where it empties into the Strait of Malacca, has been
growing in importance for a number of years. Just

before the outbreak of the war a plan for enlargement
was submitted to the government but its initiation was
postponed until 1918. The work is well under way.
The entire project comprises deepening of the river

channel, reclamation of swamp and foreshore, construc-

tion of quarters, building of

a new dry dock, and, the main
piece of work at present, the

construction of a wharf which
is in the form of a quay for a

distance of about 1,500 ft. and
which extends further a dis-

tance of 1,100 ft. out into the

river which widens at this

point. Inasmuch as the main
channel of the river is to be

dredged to a depth of 30 ft.

and the marginal basin on the

other side of the wharf to a

depth of 16 ft., the structure

here is in somewhat anomal-

ous type. It is called at tho

project itself a "jetty," al-

though it has none of the

properties of the jetty as un-

derstood in this country. The
upstream end of the structure

is a coal wharf and is ap-

proached by tracks from an

adjacent railway coal yard.

The 600 ft. of shore wharf
and 1,100 ft. of "jetty" have

on them three two-story transit sheds, each 475 ft. long

and 65 ft. wide, which are also approached by tracks

from the adjacent railway yard and which will be used

in the transshipment of freight to vessels. The whole

project is described in The Engineer, April 30, 1920.

Borings made in 1914 showed that under the river

mud at the site of the wharf and at an average depth

of about 50 ft. below low water there is an extensive

layer of quartz sand going down to a great depth.

Later borings made in search of water penetrated con-

tinuous layers of sand and gravel of varying degrees

of coarseness to a depth of 320 ft. below low water

when a hard, igneou? rock was encountered. It was
decided, therefore, to make the foundations for the

wharf in the layer of sand and concrete cylinders were
chosen in preference to screw piles on account of the

rapid deterioration of steelwork in these waters. The
wharf, therefore, is built on rows of concrete cylinders,

seven in each row, spaced 25 ft. apart longitudinally

and 22 ft. transversely. It has a total width of 142

ft., the coping level being 4 ft. above high water.

The cylinders for the supporting piers are built up

in rings in a block yard and allowed to set for three

months before being used in the work. Each ring

weighs from 10 to 14 tons. For each cylinder there is

a cutting edge ring 3 ft. 6 in. deep, 11 ft. 6 in. outside,

and 9 ft. 4 in. inside diameter. On top of this ring

is placed a ring tapering from 11 ft. 6 in. to 8 ft. 6 in.

outside, and to 5 ft. inside, and the latter dimensions

are maintained for the ordinary rings forming the

cylinder up to 1 ft. 6 in. below low water, these rings

being 5 ft. in depth. A compensation ring made from
measured dimensions brings the top to the required

level. Special caps capable of a slight adjustment in

alignment complete each cylinder at a height of 2 ft.

above low water level. On these caps the reinforced-

concrete superstructure is built.

The cylinders are sunk in steel guide sleeves fixed

for the temporary stages by inside clam-shell excava-

tion and by loading with cast-iron billets. The bottom

LOCATION OF NEV\^ PIER IN THE PORT OF PRAI. FEDERATED MALAY STATES

cylinder is sunk until the cutting edge has penetrated

2 ft. into the layer of sand. A test load of 100 tons,

in addition to the weight of the cylinder, is then ap-

plied and no cylinder is passed as satisfactory until it

has stood 48 hr. without settlement under total load.

This is equivalent to five tons per square foot or greater

than the ultimate load that will come on the founda-

tions. After each cylinder has been tested the cast-

iron loading is removed, the bottom cleaned out by
divers, and the core filled solid with 1 :6 concrete to

within 18 in. of the top of the cap.

When several rows of cylinders have been completed

the superstructure is then proceeded with. The lower

fender railings, also precast concrete, are placed in

position on top of the front caps, forms for the mass
concrete columns on top of the cylinders and the cap

beams which brace the structure are placed in position,

the steel reinforcement assembled, and the whole con-

creted with 1 :6 concrete. The cap beams are 3 ft. 6

in. wide by 6 ft. 9 in. deep and extend from center to

center of each cylinder with an expansion joint at each
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end. They are reinforced with 11-in. diameter steel

bars and stirrups, and at the bottom of each beam
there are laid two 60 lb. British standard flat-bottom

rails, bent downward at each end into collars fixed in

the recesses left in the top of the cylinders.

The fender rails are braced by diagonal struts, the

tail ends of which are housed in the cap beams and are

grooved on the face to receive the lower horizontal

fender. The main floorbeams are set and grouted in

recesses left in the top of the cap beams. They are 3
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Sewage Treatment at the Miami
Conservancy Camps

THE application of a system of sewage treatment to the

needs of the Miami Conservancy camps naturally re-

quired special adaptation. The camps are small, the two
largest built to accommodate a total maximum camp popu-
lation of about 500. For Conservancy use they would be

operated abnut four years, after which the whole camp
plant would have to be disposed of. The sites are all

several miles from the nearest town or city, but in all
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DETAILS OF REINFORCED-CONCR^TE PIER AT PKAl RIVER MOUTH

ft. 9 in. deep at the ends and 2 ft. 9 in. deep at the

central part and 12 in. wide. The reinforcement is

made up of ll-in. diameter bars. A special coping

beam is fixed on the sides and ends of the wharf and

grooved to receive the upper horizontal fender.

The floor over the whole wharf is 9 in. thick, with

top and bottom longitudinal bars i in. in diameter

spaced 12 in. c. to c. Transverse bars are I in. dia-

meter spaced 9 in. c. to c. with intermediate i-in. bars

under the track. Under the area to be occupied by the

warehouses the spacing of the transverse bars is 6 in.

c. to c. The top of the reinforced-concrete floor is

finished off with a layer of 1:4 concrete 31 in. thick

on which is laid 1 in. of 1 :2 granolithic concrete of fine

granite screening, screeded off to the required level,

the top layer being laid immediately after the lower

one.

The concrete of the cutting ring of the cylinders is

1:3 mix and all the other rings 1:5 concrete. All

reinforced concrete is made in the proportions of 90

lb. of cement to li cu.ft, of sand and 2§ cu.ft. of

crushed granite, the stone broken to assorted sizes not

less than i in. and more than i in.

Three meter-gage tracks are laid on the river side

and two on the basin side of the wharf, with frequent

crossovers. Turntables are also fixed in wells specially

formed in the reinforced-concrete superstructure on
the cross-track between the warehouses, and at the

end of the wharf for the transfer of single cars from
one track to any other. The track rails and the rails

for the 15-ft. gage electric cranes are laid at the same
time as they were before mass concrete and granolithic

surface. They are 60-lb. rails riveted to a i-in. steel

bed plate carrying also an angle guard rail, as shown
in the accompanying detail. The development of the
Prai River project was prepared by P. A. Anthony, gen-

eral manager and chief engineer of the Federated Malay
States Railways, and approved by Coode, Matthews,
Fitzmaurice and Wilson, consulting engineers for the

Straits Settlement and the Federated Malay States gov-

ernments. Construction is going on under contract to

Topham, Jones & Railton, Ltd.

cases except one are near railway or electric railway lines.

Under such circumstances it was considered best to so

design the camps that they could become permanent vil-

lages after the Conservancy work was done. The build-

ings are inexpensive one- or two-story structures of the

summer cottage type, with water, electric and sewage
facilities. The sewers are of the separate type.

W8' I

.Surface ofLiquid

Siiidge Oufiers'

IMHaFF TANKS MADE SHALLOW FOR ECONOMY
GIVE RESULT

For sewage treatment a standard pattern of Imhoflf

tank would cost too much, largely on account of the depth

necessary, approximating 30 ft., requiring expensive excava-

tion, since the tanks must be below street sewer level, in

order to receive the sewage by gi-a\'ity flow. It was for

Qiis reason that the design indicated was adopted. By
locating the greater part of the sludge chamber between

the two sedimentation chambei-s, instead of below them, a

great saving in depth was obtained, while at the same
time the sludge decomposition was completely separated

from the fresh liquid sewage.

The Conservancy tanks show a depth below the surface

of the liquid of 9^. ft., and after being in use more than a

year create no perceptible odor even in the near neighbor-

Iwod.
The maximum number of men to be provided for at

Cnglewood and Taylorsville, the two largest camps, may
be 300. With their families, most of them not being mar-
ried, this might make a total camp population in each of

these cases, of 500. At 7 cu.ft. per second per thousand

people, the Stillwater River at Englewood (below West Mil-

ton), would take care of a population of 3.500, seven times

the maximum camp population, without sewage treatment.

Similarly at Taylorsville, the Miami would take care of

10,000 people; Mad River at Huffman, of 28,000 people,

Loramie Creek of 1,268, and Twin Creek of 1,428. With the

known conditions, the danger of creating a nuisance is re-

mote.

—

Miami Conservancy Bulletin.
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A View on British Registration

of Engineers

IN A communication in the July 23 issue of The Sur-

veyor (London) Percy Griffith, member of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers and other national organiza-

tions and recently secretary of the Institution of Water

Engineers, discusses the present status of British engi-

neer registration. He emphasizes particularly the op-

portunity which is believed to exist for an effective

co-ordination of the work now being carried on by a

large number of engineering institutions. His letter

follow s

:

Now that the Institution of Civil Engineers has accepted

the principle of registration as the proper, if not the only,

means of securing general compliance with a standard ot

qualifications adequate to safeguard the interests of the

public on the one hand, and to maintain the prestige of the

profession on the other, it seems to me ^hat a golden op-

portunity offers for an effective co-ord.nation of the work

now being carried on by a large number of engineering

institutions. At the moment each of these bodies is strug-

gling to secure for its members special advantages which

may*" not only justify the payment of the annual subscrip-

tion, but also attract new members, and the resulting dis-

advantages are sufficiently obvious to require no elaborate

statement. Briefly, however, they include the following:

(a) Multiplication of subscriptions; (6) overlapping m
subjects discussed; and (c) distribution of literary matter,

models, specimens and other data required by engineers

from time to time among a vast number of centers, located

without any consideration of general accessibility.

The difficulty of geographical distribution is being partly

met by the formation of "local branches" in various pro-

vincial towns, but the attempt of the London institutions

to establish local branches in the Colonies has been finally

checked by the establishment of independent institutions m
India, Canada and Australia, representing all branches of

the profession, and each providing schemes of registration

which ensure to the members not only public recognition,

but security against unfair competition by unqualified men.

These facts will suffice to emphasize the feeling, which

has been growing rapidly in recent years, and especially

during and since the war, that something should be done to

co-ordinate the labors of English engineers practicing at

home, but the difficulties which have arisen in connection

with the Civil Engineers (Registration) Bill, promoted this

session, but definitely held over for the present,^ have

clearly revealed the impossibility of attaining the object in

view so long as the initiative is retained in the hands of

one institution. We all recognize the seniority and prestige

of the Institution of Civil Engineers, but, unfortunately,

we do not quite understand what is meant by the term

"civil engineer;" moreover, we all (or nearly all) belong to

some other (sectional) institution or society which special-

izes in the particular branch we are engaged in, and what-

ever value may attach to our Institution of Civil Engineers'

certificate, we still prize our certificates proving us to be

specialists in our own branch as highly. Registration under

the Civil Engineers' scheme would therefore give us little

more prestige than we gain from our present certificates

as "members" or "associate-members," and the only advan-

tage left would be the elimination of the unqualified com-

petitor. It is, however, not certain that we should even

secure this, as anyone could practice as an electrical, gas,

water, or sanitary engineer so long as he did not call him-

self a civil engineer as well.

It is no doubt under consideration to provide some means
of recognizing the specialist in the registration scheme, but,

unfortunately, we have another large and influential insti-

tution, whose title is almost as vague and ill-defined as that

of the senior institution—namely, the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers. Moreover, the interests of these two
institutions are so similar that their very existence side by
side entails an element of competition and rivalry which the

best intentions of their respective councils cannot entirely

eliminate or overcome. As regards registration, their

claims to dominate the situation are nearly equal, and many
no doubt would, on personal grounds, prefer to trust their

fate to the "mechanicals" rather than to the "civils." We
should, I think, most of us agree in attributing this feeling

to the fact that the junior institution is more "human" than
the senior, and poss:bly, in many cases, the term "up to

date" would be accepted as nearer the truth than the term
"human."

Assuming, however, that the two senior institutions can
find some means of acting together in this important mat-

ter, we shall be in a position to consider "registration of

engineers" on broad, comprehensive lines, and then we can

face the problem involved by the claims of the admittedly

sectional institutions. With this in view, it is worth while

to realize their specific functions more clearly than has
been generally done. For many years past the Society of

Engineers, which was established in the year 1854, and
thei'efore follows the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
as regards seniority, has been working in the direction of

registration for all classes of engineers; but, owing to its

relatively small membership and the want of prominent
"personalities," its labors have been unfruitful. Meantime
it has, by a praiseworthy act of self-abnegation, induced the

Institution of Municipal and County Engineers and the

Institution of Water Engineers to initiate schemes for test-

ing and vouching for the qualifications of their members.
To this extent, at least, we have the materials at hand

for fi'aming a comprehensive scheme of registration. The
two leading institutions should undoubtedly together form
the permanent nucleus of the governing body, and become
the registering council or authority, but their certificates

of competency should be restricted to (a) general engineer-

ing knowledge, and (b) special experience in branches not

at present represented by any sectional institution. In

the the case of certificates for general engineering knowl-
edge only, registration should not be conceded except in a
separate class, and the registration certificate should be
clearly differentiated, but it would be certainly preferable

that registration should be restricted to those obtaining cer-

tificate (b) , and then the nature of the experience obtained
should be stated quite specifically. In all cases where the

candidates had qualified in some branch represented by an
existing institution, the scheme could provide for registra-

tion being granted to anyone holding a certificate issued by
the sectional institution in question, subject only to the
examination or other test on the strength of which the cer-

tificate was granted—being approved by the governing
body. To secure the necessary supervision and control, it

might easily be arranged that the governing body should
have power to nominate representatives on the sectional

board of examiners in each case.

Registration certificates would then be issued to all

classes of engineers with the particular section or sections

in which qualifying certificates had been obtained stated as

a supplementary classifying title. The mention of two or

even three sections on the certificate would be no serious

difficulty. Needless to say, the vague terms "civil engineer"
and "mechanical engineer" would disappear into the "limbo

of a forgotten past."

So much for registration. But I would point out, with all

the emphasis at my command, that in negotiating such a
scheme as this, the foundation would be laid for a compre-
hensive co-ordination of the whole profession, the super-

structure of which would be comparatively easy of design

and erection owing to its manifest advantages. I cannot
enlarge upon this without unduly encroaching upon your
space; but it will suffice to indicate summarily some of the

possibilities:

1. A central building with a central engineering library

(both "lending" and "reference") in Westminster.

2. Provincial engineering centers in the chief cities out-

side London with smaller libraries (for "reference" only).

3. Engineering clubs attached to the building in each
case, with social functions arranged from time to time.

4. Central meeting halls available for all sections and pos-

sibly sectional headquarters (secretariat) in the same block.
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5. Sectional employment bureaus, with sections for

juniors or assistants having only general experience.

These, are, however, but feeble illustrations of the ad-

vantages of co-ordination among professional engineers,

and I venture to hope that some of our leading men will

seize this opportunity of initiating a movement worthy of

our prestige, our ability, and our destiny.

County Roads Constructed Cheaply

by Day Labor
Farm Boys and Old Men Unfit for Military Service

Make Fairly Efficient Macadam
Road Builders

By Samuel H. Lea
County Engineer, Keyser, W. Va.

SUCCESSFUL highway improvement by force ac-

count, with local labor under the unpaid direction

of a local business man, has been accomplished during

the three seasons prior to 1920 in Mineral County, W.
Va. While the construction performed was not notable

in magnitude it was of a kind with which many com-

munities are concerned. Incidentally, one part of the

construction was by contract, so that a cost compari-

MINERAL COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA. FORCE ACCOUNT ROAD SYSTEM

son with the force account work is possible. The
sketch map indicates the roads improved, the town
of Keyser being the headquarters for the direc-

tion of the work. There were altogether 13 2 mi. of

road divided as follows: 5 mi. graded and macadamized

to a width of 14 ft. with a surface treatment of l-gal.

of refined tar per square yard; 82 mi. graded and

macadamized to a width of 9 ft. with a surface treat-

ment of J-gal. of refined tar per square yard; and 5 mi.

of mountain road (Northwestern Pike) graded and

surfaced. In addition, the read couth from Keyser for

a (Mstance cf 4 mi. was resurfaced to a width of 14 ft.

with a surface treatment of A-gal. of refined tar per

square yard. This latter work was done under con-

tract at cost-plus 10 per cent. The total cost was $11,-

387.59, or $0,346 per square yard.

The county owned considerable road machinery ;
good

stone was obtainable locally and a comparatively small

portion of the construction material required railroad

shipment.

The equipment employed consisted of a portable rock

crusher, with screens and bins; one 4-ton motor truck,

with dump body; tme light runabout for the time-

keeper; one 10-ton steam roller; four dump wagons and

two carts; two 18-hp. boilers; two steam drills, and

wheelbarrows, hand tools, etc.

Three foremen were employed at a flat rate of $100

per month each. One foreman supervised the quarry

operations; one had charge of grading and preparing

subgrade, and one looked after the construction of the

macadam roadway. The engineering was done by a

private fir-n at the rate of 4^ per cent of the cost of

the completed work. A timekeeper was employed at

$100 per month. He was given a light runabout and,

in addition to keeping the time of workmen, he made
out payrolls and monthly statements, attended to local

purchases of supplies and carried orders and messages

to different parts of the work.

Laborers were obtained mostly from adjacent farms.

On account of war conditions old men and boys and

men who were unfitted for military service comprised

the working force. They were paid wages of $2.25 to

$2.50 per day and the efficiency obtained was at least

equal to that of some of the higher-priced laborers at

the war construction camps.

The macadam was placed upon a rolled subgrade and
compacted by rolling to a depth of 8 in. Shoulders

of earth and broken stone were made about 3 ft. wide.

Upon the macadam roadv/ay a surface treatment was
applied, consisting of 2-gal. of

refined tar and about 20 lb. of

stone chips per square yard

of surface. The chips were
in sizes from h in. to 1 in.

The lump sum costs are given

in the table which is repro-

duced below.

The unit costs, allowing in-

terest and depreciation, were
as follows: waterbound ma-
cadam, $0,793 per square

yard; surface treatment with
i-gal. refined tar and 20 lb.

chips, $0,187 per square yard;

corrugated metal culverts, 15

in. to 30 in. diameter, fur-

nished and installed, $3.37 per linear foot ; concrete cul-

verts $15.60 per cubic yard of concrete.

LUMP SUM COSTS OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION BY FORCE
ACCOUNT IN MINERAL COUNTY, W. VA.

Five miles waterbound macadam, 14 ft. wide, 8 in. thick.

.

$36,757.91
Three and a half miles waterbound macadam, 9 ft.

wide, 8 in. tliick 14,360.62
Five miles grading and surfacing (Northwestern Pike) 4,629.35
Fifty-three corr-.gated metal culverts furnished and in-

stalled 3,235.20
Nine eonciote culverts 6,893.40
Surface treatment with refined tar to waterbound mac-
adam 12,101.41

Engineering supervision, 4| per cent 3,509.00
Interest and depreciation on plant, 20 per cent on $6,000 1,200.00

Total cost $82,686.89

The funds were obtained by the sale of district road

bonds.

The work was under the direction of a local ad-

visory committee whose chairman, J. C. Watson, a

business man of Keyser, supervised all expenditures

and directed operations. This service, rendered with-

out compensation, resulted in a successful and economi-

cal consummation of highway improvement work of

considerable magnitude.
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Japan's Railway Progress Under
State Ownership

Private Lines with Majority of Mileaja^e Acquired in

One Year—Extension and Improvement
to Form Unified System

TEN years of railway development in Japan under

the law for nationalization of the railways have

shown results distinctly favorable to government owner-

ship as compared with the previous combination of gov-

ernment and private ownership. This is the general

substance of a comprehensive report issued by the

Imperial Government Railways of Japan. The law in

question was passed in March, 1906, and the acquisi-

tion of the leading private lines had been completed by
October, 1917. This naturalization was not a revolu-

tionary change in the government's policy of railway

administration, but was rather an expansion of the

existing state railway system by incorporating into it

the separate private lines.

First Railways Built by State

In Japan the first railways were built by the state

and it was not until 1881 that owing to difficulties in

raising capital the Government decided to depart from

its policy and grant concessions to private companies for

the construction of railways. At that time the Govern-

ment had built 115 miles. In 1891 the private companies

had built 1,165 miles, while the state system did not

exceed 557 miles, but the former had been assisted by

government guarantees of interest and by cash subsidies.

The first concessions were for 99 years, with provision

for purchase by the state after 50 years, but in the year

1887 the purchase period was reduced to 25 years and

guarantee of interest was withdrawn for all the new

projects.

It was considered in 1891 that a network of 3,600

miles was necessary to complete a railway system

adequately serving the whole country, but the existing

mileage was only about 1,600 miles. Most of the con-

templated extensions were in remote districts, giving

little prospect of immediate profit, and therefore they

did not appeal to private capital. This condition, com-

bined with financial failure of some of the private com-

panies, led to the initiation of a movement in favor

of government ownership of the entire system.

Meanwhile construction was continued by both the

government and the companies, so that at the beginning

of 1906 the former had 1,536 miles and the latter 3,248

miles. During this period the consolidation of the

lines was considered at various times, but although

there was a strong majority opinion in favor of gov-

ernment ownership there was division of opinion as

to whether government or private operation was pref-

erable. In the business depression of 1898-99 several

companies were dissolved, but thirty-eight existed in

1906 and their 3,248 miles of railway were made up

largely of short and disconnected lines. Some of the

more important routes, therefore, included parts of

the government lines and parts of different private lines

throughout the country.

The railway nationalization law passed in 1906 pro-

vided for government ownership of all except local lines

and for the purchase of the seventeen main private rail-

ways by 1915, but within a few months this purchase

period was reduced to one year. These railways aggre-
gated 2,824 miles.

The present organization of the Imperial Government
Railways is headed by a minister of railways, a vice-

minister and an engineer in chief. Under this admin-
istration are the six departments of finance, engineering,

mechanical engineering, traffic, private railways and
business affairs. The operating organization is on the

divisional system. The financial program, covering
the period up to 1928, provides for annual expenditures
of from ?5,000,000 to $12,000,000,000 for construction

and from $2,500,000 to $18,000,000 for improvements.
These figures are based on a 50c. value in the rate of

exchange for the "yen."

In 1917 Japan had 5,857 miles of state railways with
9,029 miles of track, while the private local lines brought
the railway total to 7,621 miles. This total is equivalent

to 13.80 miles per 100,000 inhabitants and 5.16 per 100
square miles of area. All main lines are of 3^-ft. gage
and the heaviest rails weigh 70 lb. per yd. The equip-

ment included 2,725 locomotives (12 electric), 6,867

passenger cars (125 electric and 22 steam motor cars),

and 196,419 freight cars. With reference to the sud-

den demands upon the transportation system consequent
upon the European war the report states that "but for

the unity of management under a single authority the

railways might have experienced serious embarrass-

ment, if not utter collapse, owing to the phenomenal
flood of traffic forced upon them."

Recent Improvements

Engineering difficulties have been numerous in carry-

ing out the extensions planned under the new law to

link up the lines of 1906 into a comprehensive and inter-

connected system. Owing to the mountainous character

of the country grades of 1 to 3 per cent are frequent,

with heavy curvature, heavy earthwork and numerous
tunnels and bridges. New stations, city terminals,

freight yards, car ferries, shops and extensive signal

equipment are among the many works included in the

development of the railway system from 1906 to 1918,

and similar works are still in progress. Electrification

has been applied at several points for suburban and
main line traffic. It includes the rack-rail section of

the Usui Pass, with grades of 6.7 per cent, where steam

operation in the numerous long tunnels was a serious

trial to enginemen and passengers owing to the inade-

quate ventilation.

Extensive improvements have been carried out also

on existing lines, including grade reduction and double

tracking. Two important grade reduction works of heavy

character are now in progress; one will eliminate a

mountain crossing with grades of 1.4 to 2.30 per cent

and provide a low-level line with grades of 0.3 to 0.7

per cent, but this work involves a 5-mile tunnel. The
other work is of a similar character, substituting a

tunnel line with 1 per cent grades for an open-pass

line with grades of 2.5 per cent.

Scientific railway engineering has received a large

share of attention in the scheme of railway develop-

ment. This work is under the direction of the Research

Office, which has laboratories for chemical, electrical

and timber study, a locomotive testing plant and a fuel

testing plant. This office is in turn included in the

business department and has charge of all the local

laboratories.
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Seepage and Waste Water Losses on

Wapato Irrigation Project

Drainage Ditches to Relieve Alkalied and Swamped
Lands Give Measured Flow of 60 Per Cent

of Applied Irrigation Water

By L. W. Holt
Supervising Engineer, U. S. Indian Service, Yaltima, Wash.

MEASUREMENTS of the flow from the drainage

system of the Wapato Irrigation Project, Wash-

ington, show that as an average for the six years,

1913-19, about 60 per cent of the applied water reached

the main drainage ditch.

The Wapato Project diverts water from the Yakima
River six miles south of the city of Yakima, and is

within the boundaries of the Yakima Indian Reserva-

tion. The first irrigation canal on that project was
constructed by the U. S. Indian Service in 1896. It

had a capacity of 300 sec. ft. In 1908 a canal with a

capacity of approximately 1,000 sec.-ft. was constructed,

diverting from the Yakima River at Union Gap near

the northern boundary of the Reservation.

The soil is locally called volcanic ash, 2 to 5 ft. deep,

underlaid with a stratum of loose gravel 25 to 50 ft. deep.

The slope of the land is toward the south and averages

14 ft. to the mile. Toppenish Creek runs east at the

extreme southern boundary of the project. The land

immediately north of this creek has less fall and the

soil generally speaking is somewhat deeper than the

average on the project above. The annual rainfall is

7 inches.

In 1910 the alkalied and swamped lands had increased

to such an extent and were so rapidly taking additional

land to the north, that Congress appropriated $250,000

for draining the area thus swamped, which approx-

imated 40,000 acres, some of which, however, had never

been irrigated.

Until that time it was believed that this land could

be drained by dredging out Toppenish Creek. The
Eoard of Engineers investigating this matter (W. H.
Code, chief engineer, U. S. Indian Service; C. G. Elliott,

chief drainage engineer, U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, C. H. Swigart, supervising engineer, U. S. Recla-

mation Service, and J. W. Martin, superintendent of

irrigation, U. S. Indian Service) was of the opinion

that owing to the many bends in the creek and the fact

that the land had less fall adjacent to the creek than
at a distance that it would be better to locate the main

DI\^ERSION
DAM
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Drains Nos. 1,2&3
nov/ under
Consfruction
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IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE SYSTEM, WAPATO PROJECT

drain approximately one-half mile north of and par-

alleling Toppenish Creek, with lateral drains con-

structed 1^ miles north of the main drain and empty-
ing into the main drain at intervals of about two miles,

A dredge with a 1-yd. bucket and a dragline excava-

tor with a la-yd. bucket were purchased and the work
was begun during the summer of 1910. Later a drag-

line machine with 1-yd. bucket was leased. The work
was practically finished by the middle of the summer
of 1912. However, so much water was encountered in

the drain that it was deemed wise to enlarge the main
drain from the outlet at Yakima River back three miles

to the first main lateral and two miles of this lateral.

This work was completed in December, 1912. In all,

42 miles of drains were constructed.

As soon as the construction work was completed a
gage was established near the outlet of the drain. It

has been read daily, with slight interruption since that

time, and weekly current meter measurements have
been made. The discharge from this drain was so

large and so uniform that I believe the record given in

the table will be of interest to irrigation and drainage

engineers.

In preparing the table in the form given it was nec-

essary to make certain assumptions and estimate cor-

rections. One of these was that the irrigation water
found its way to the drains on May 1 of each year, or

one month after irrigation water was turned into the

irrigation ditches, as May was the first month to show
any increase over previous months most years. On
two or three different occasions flood water from the

overflow of Toppenish Creek and the Yakima River

found its way into the drain and corrections have been

made for those months. Also certain deductions have
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been made in the irrigated area draining into other

outlets. The table mentioned above is attached hereto.

It will be noted that the percent of the water applied

to the land irrigated that was discharged through the

drains averaged 60^c and was very uniform with the

exception of 1915. That year was the driest on record

in the valley and the greater percent of runoff that sea-

son can be accounted for only by assuming that no

record was kept of the diversion for irrigation after

Oct. 31, as there was thereafter sufficient water for all

purposes. Water was used, however, for irrigation

throughout the month of November and at least 10.000

acre-feet used on the land of which no record was kept.

The table shows that on an average 3.7 acre-ft. of

the 6.1 acre-ft. applied to each acre was lost by deep

percolation and through waste-water ditches, and that

at least 90% of the total loss was by deep pfercolation.

This shows that nearly 30 in. of irrigation water was

used on each acre irrigated and lost by evaporation.

This is what might be expected, for, if we had a 30-in.

rainfall distributed uniformly over the irrigated area

from April 1 until Oct. 31—the length of the irrigation

season—irrigation would not be required.

The writer has continually tried to increase the duty

of irrigation water, but owing to the fact that 40,000

acres of the land irrigated are leased from the Indians,

and the average lessee tries to get as much out of the

land as possible at the least expense, consequently

neglecting to properly prepare the land for irrigation,

increasing the duty is a very difficult thing to do.

The 42 miles of drainage canals were measured at

one-mile intervals one winter, and at that time the

average increase in the flow was 5 sec.-ft. per mile,

being slightly more on the east and west drains than

on those running north and south.

The project is very productive, and even though an

excessive amount of water was used, the 60,000 acres

of land irrigated produced a crop in 1918 valued at

$6,000,000 and estimated at $10,000,000 for 1919.

The irrigation system is being rebuilt and increased

to irrigate 120,000 acres as fast as funds are provided

by Congress, and an adequate drainage system is now

being construe ,ed along with the irrigation work.

Much of the land formerly alkalied has been reclaimed

and is now very productive.

Congress has recently appropriated sufficient funds

to enable the Indian Irrigation Service to proceed with

the development of the project on a larger scale than

heretofore. At this time five dragline excavating

machines are at work on irrigation and drainage

canals. The work when completed will, no doubt, af-

fect the flow of the drains heretofore described.

Previous to beginning the drainage work now under

construction the ground water rose dangerously near

to the surface of the ground in many places during

the latter part of the irrigation season, which if al-

lowed to go unchecked from year to year would grad-

ually alkali and swamp a considerable area. It is be-

lieved that the proposed drains will prevent the ground

water from rising to more than 8 ft. from the ground

surface and will intercept some of the water which

now reaches the drains described in this article.

Drainage canals are being constructed at approxi-

mately 2J-mile intervals, running east across the proj-

ect, emptying at present into a large slough where the

drainage water is used for irrigating land in the vicin-

ity of Toppenish. Some of the drains now under con-

struction intercepted a flow of 20 sec.-ft. per mile of

drain during the past summer.

When the larger project is completed the mainten-

ance and operation charges will be fixed according to

the number of acre feet used by each water user. This

method will result in an increasing duty of water, as

the farmer will know that he is saving money.

A Tribute to the Engineer

The following editorial from the Cedar Rapids

Evening Gazette has been brought to our attention by

H. R. Green, an engineer of that city, who thinks the

editorial, entitled "The Engineer" should be read by a

wider circle of engineers than will see it in the Gazette:

Outside of the professor and the captain of industry few

persons realize the evolution that has come in engineering.

Plain humans have evolved but slowly in a half century, but

today you find the engineer everywhere.

In all walks of production and industry except, perhaps,

the industry of farming, the engineer is called in first. Few
capitalists will risk their money and time on a project

until competent engineers have gone over the ground thor-

oughly and indorsed it. Indeed, it is now a large practice

for engineers of ability to seek out independently opportu-

nities for the investment of capital or for the utilization of

natural resources. Herbert Hoover himself is one of the

successful examples of this latter class who are sure to

grow in numbers and influence every year.

The engineer is becoming so important, as a matter of

fact, that the day may not be long distant when he will take

first place in industry and progress, the place occupied for

centuries by the capitalist.

And will not the world be a better place for humans
when that happens ? The capitalist sits in his office by day,

the lord of all he surveys, and at night associates with his

own class. His chief affair in life is how to make money
and how to spend it. In most cases he is totally material-

istic—not entirely because he wants to be but because his

environment and habits of life restrict him. He is cold

spiritually because he doesn't mingle personally with the

world's throngs. Thus when a problem comes to him
involving masses of people he naturally trends to the mate-
rialistic side.

But the engineer! The very nature of his life's work
carries him daily among the people, where he sees their

problems, where he is often compelled to live as they live,

work as they work and take risks that they take.

It is easy to recognize which man should have first place

in this worldful of human beings—the capitalistic captain
of industry or the engineer.

Mr. Green suggests that this tribute to the engineer,

which he says is "unsolicited publicity," is due in part

to the increased activities of the engineer in public

affairs and probably to the organization of many local

and state engineering societies.

Large Lumber Consumption During War
Approximately 6,500,000,000 ft., b.m. of lumber was

used by the Government during the war, as shov/n by
figures compiled by R. D. Bryant, industrial examiner
of the United States Forest Service. Of this amount
of lumber purchased directly by the various Govern-

ment departments, the Army consumption was nearly

5,500,000,000 ft., the Navy consuming more than

120,000,000. During 1918 the Emergency Fleet Corp-

oration consumed for ship construction approximately

800,000,000 ft. Lumber needed for boxes and crates

alone required approximately 2,000,000,000 ft. Struc-

tures for cantonments, hospitals, warehouses, etc., used

approximately 3,000,000,000 feet.

f
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Notes from Foreign Fields

FROM GLASGOW TO LONDON

EDITOjyENGINEERINO NEWS-RECORD

COMING down from Glasgow toward Liverpool I was
treated to an experience that is rare in England

—

an all-night journey due to a washout. England experi-

enced on the night of May 29 a severe storm. At Brock,

below Lancaster, a small river crosses the right-of-way

of the London & North-Western Railway. Normally a

brook but five or six yards wide, it became a torrent and
carried against the abutments and girders of the L. &
N. W. bridge large trees, which dammed the waterway.

A few hundred feet to the south is a highway under-

crossing. Though well above usual high water the

damming of the stream forced the water through this

opening and the structure was washed out.

Though the failure occurred at 11 p.m. on Saturday,

passengers for the south were blithely allowed to leave

and a foot deep was
swollen to a width of 150
and a depth of 50 ft.

Liverpool— At Liver-

pool, the city engineer,

Mr. John A. Brodie, who
has recently been elected

president of the Institu-

tion of Civil Engineers,
showed me his plans for

providing for the traffic

of the future. Under his

guidance Liverpool is tak-

ing time by the forelock

and by providing liberal

arterial ways and a ring-

street in what is now
sparsely built territory

will save itself many mil-

lions in the future. In

other words, Liverpool is

benefiting by the experi-

ence of London and Paris.

For main arterial ways
minimum width of 120 ft.

JOHN A. CRODIE

Mr. Brodie recommends a

This permits the laying out
of two carriageways each 24 to 27 ft. wide, and a street

railway right-of-way of 30 to 33 ft., with the remainder

AN ARTERIAL WAY 120 FT. WIDE, OF TYPE ADVOCATED EY MR. BRODIE

Glasgow on the 5 p.m. train Sunday, without being told

that they would be subject to delay. On reaching
Carlisle the news of the break got about. Though due
in Preston at 10:30 p.m. we did not reach there until

3:40 a.m. Monday, and then only when the train was
routed over the Midland Railway.
The amount of rainfall on the River Brock watershed

I was unable to ascertain, but the gage at Preston, a
few miles to the south, showed 2.82 in. between Satur-
day at 9 a.m. and Sunday at the same hour. Most of
this fall occurred Saturday evening.

It was during the same night that the South dis-
aster, in which 22 people lost their lives, occurred. The
rainfall on that watershed was given at the coroner's
inquest as 4.59 in. at one station and 4.70 in. at another
in a 2i-hour period. A rivulet normally a yard wide

in grassplots and footwalks. A cross-section of a street

actually widened from 60 to 120 ft. is shown herewith.

Mr. Brodie places much emphasis on the economies of

putting the street railway on a right-of-way of its own.

When this is done a cheaper form of track construction

can be employed: rails on ties bedded in stone ballast,

instead of the usual English construction of rails on
steel ties on a concrete base. He has shown that with
property values in Liverpool, even for land with build-

ings, it is cheaper to take an extra strip for the street

railway than to lay the track in the carriageway. In

other words, with the saving accruing from the cheaper

form of track construction and the lower maintenance

cost of the pavement due to the absence of rails, it is

possible to bm^ the extra land for the railway right-of-

way. Of course, the argument here appeals directly to
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the Corporation of Liverpool, for it owns the tramways,
but the thought is worth passing on to our municipal
officials and electric-railway operators.

The Queen's Drive, a ring road constructed under Mr.
Brodie's direction, has already proved its value. Heavy
commercial traffic uses it to avoid running through the

heavily congested business district, formerly necessary
to get from one side of the city to the other. Like
the arterial ways, it has a minimum width of 120 ft.

In Liverpool I saw the heaviest traffic, taking weight

STEAM LORRY AND TRAILER, LIVERPOOL.

and density into consideration, that I have seen in the

United Kingdom. I think it equals that of any of our
American cities. The steam lorry, in good favor every-

where in England, is here seen at its best. Invariably it

hauls a trailer. Ten-ton loads on both lorry and trailer

are common; in other words, the gross weight of the

train will be about 30 long tons. The length of lorry

and trailer is about 45 ft. Gasoline-driven trucks are
used to a less extent than the steam vehicle, though this

is merely a street observation, and is not based on
records. In London, on the other hand, there are more
gasoline than steam trucks.

Birmingham—At Birmingham, my last stop between
Glasgow and London, the sewage disposal works and the

refuse and garbage disposal system are of special inter-

est. The sewage disposal plant is under the direction

of John D, Watson, well known in the United States.

The main refuse-disposal plant, where refuse is picked

over and incinerated and garbage reduced, is in a

thickly settled part of the city, and while the odors

within the plant are not pleasing the plant apparently

is not a nuisance to its neighbors. Electrically driven

carts are largely used for collection and are found eco-

nomical as compared with horse-drawn traffic becaus?
of the larger district covered and the use for charfing
of the current generated by the incinerating' JSlant.

Among the products sold are rags of a number of

classes, paper in three classifications, baled twine and
rope, recovered solder and tin, detinned iron, glue, four
kinds of fertilizer, destructor clinker, prepared mortar
in which finely crushed clinker is used instead of sand,

cement brick, sidewalk slabs and lawn rollers made with
clinker aggregate. The demand for clinker is so heavy
for use in filling and for concrete that a plant is being
installed by which the entire handling from the fur-

naces, through the crushers, screens and bins into the

carts, will be mechanical. Another improvement is the

installation, now under way, of an electric detinning

plant. Even with the sale of these by-products the

plant does not pay all the expenses of operation, taking

into consideration collection charges, the maintenance of

collecting carts, plant, etc. The impression one gains

is that everything possible is being done to get the

values out of the material collected and that the opera-

tion is businesslike and efficient.

London, June 4, 1920.

No Relation Between Pellagra and Sanitation

Studies made by the U. S. Public Health Service show

no relation between pellagra and sanitation. Among
these studies was one of pellagra incidence in seven

South Carolina mill villages, conducted by Joseph Gold-

berger, Surgeon U. S. Public Health Service and asso-

ciates, the latter including R. E. Tarbett, sanitary en-

gineer, who contributed sanitary ratings in tabular and

graphic form. This study is presented in Public Health

Reports, July 16, 1920, with the following conclusion:

This study of the relation of factors of sanitary import-

ance to the incidence of pellagra in seven representative

mill villages has failed to reveal any consistent correlation

between them. Although based on a rather small mass of

data and, in itself, not warranting any conclusions, it may,

nevertheless, be noted as not without significance that this

result, at any rate, affords no support for the view until

recently, at least, quite widely entertained in this country,

that pellagra is "an intestmal infection transmitted in much
the same way as typhoid fever;" nor does the evidence

adduced in favor of this view by other workers, when
rightly considered, afford it any real support.



Engineering Literature
A REVIEW OF BOOKS AND A LISTING OF NEW PUBLICATIONS

The Makeup of Technical Books
By R. Fleming

American Bridge Co., New York City

Read(irs of technical books are of two classes—those

who are pursuing courses of study and those who use

them mainly as works of reference. This article is

written with the latter class in mind. Information

for the busy engineer should be so arranged that it

can be found with the least expenditure of time and

effort. This is an important consideration in the makeup
of a technical book.

A book by a well-known engineer was reviewed a

few years ago by another noted in the same profession.

The review was exhaustive and of uncommon interest.

The portion relating to the makeup of the book re-

viewed reads:

Its use for reference would have been facilitated also by
sub-dividing the chapters into numbered articles or para-

graphs with their particular titles printed in heavier type.

These headings might also be placed at the top of the

page instead of the senseless repetition of the general title

of the book on every other page. This is a defect of make-
up which is quite general in technical books and for which
the printers are largely to blame. In the present work
there are whole chapters without a single sub-head, so

that the finding of any desired subject is made unneces-
sarily troublesome and time-consuming. This is further
aggravated by the manner of I'eference to articles published
elsewhere, by number of volume or periodical or journal
instead of by date of publication, a sort of pedantry found
also in the transactions and journals of engineering and
other scientific societies.

The present writer has been particularly annoyed
by the omission of the date of issue in references to

periodicals. With only the volume number and page
given the reader is at a loss to know until he looks
it up whether the periodical referred to is sufficiently

recent for the information contained to be of any value.

Why can not references be given as follows?

Transactions Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 32, Aug., 1894,

p. 99.

Engineering News, Vol. 76, Dec. 21, 1916, p. 1171.

Engineering and Contracting, Vol. 47, Jan. 24, 1917,

p. 89.

The importance of a good index can hardly be over-

rated, especially if the work is of any considerable

magnitude. Thomas Fuller, the seventeenth century di-

vine and historian, as quoted by Isaac Disraeli, ob-

serves: "An Index is a necessary implement and
no impediment of a book except in the same sense

wherein the carriages of an army are termed Impedi-

menta. Without this a large author is but a laby-

rinth without a clue to direct the reader therein." (It

is too bad that Fuller did not have this more in mind
in putting forth his own voluminous writings.)

Some sentences from "A Manual for Writers," by
Manly and Powell, are so pertinent that they will be

quoted here.

The making of a good index is far more technical and
difficult than many authors suppose. The success of a

book may be said often to depend upon its index; certainly

the proper use of the book does. Unless the author is

familiar with the elementary requirements of a good index
it is often desirable, if the book is technical or complicated,
to have the index compiled by one who makes a business
of this sort of work Superficial indexing may
cause a failure to use the book in the belief that it does
not cover the subject, though all the while information
may be there, though undisclosed by the index.

An English writer, W. C. Cocking, in his book
"Steel Frame Structures," designates formulas by giv-

ing to each the number of the page on which it first

occurs together with a distinctive letter. Thus any
reference throughout the book to Formula (36B) in-

dicates that it may be found for the first time on
page 36, the second formula on that page. Bishop
in his "Structural Drafting and the Design of Details"

gives 10 each figure the same number as the page upon
which it may be found. When niore than one figure

is found upon the same page they are lettered, thus:

Fig. 268 (a) and Fig. 268 (b) are both on page 268.

Molitor, in his "Kinetic Theory of Engineering

Structures," uses the number of the chapter instead of

that of the page. Thus, Equation (15M) is found for

the first time in Chapter 15. Whether these unique

ways are to be preferred to numbering the formulas

consecutively is not assured, but they make for easy

reference.

A table at the beginning of a book of the notation

and symbols used therein is always a help to the busy

reader. Many textbooks have such a table.

It would be a great convenience if technical writers

could agree on a standard notation for engineering

symbols. Efforts to this end have been made but with

only partial success. A committee of the Society for

the Promotion of Engineering Education presented in

1917 a list of proposed symbols for mechanics and hy-

draulics. Their list has accomplished but little as yet

in remedying the present c.'iaotic condition that exists

regarding the use of symbols. The present writer

suggests that the compilers of the Bethlehem, Cambria,

Carnegie, Jones & Laughlin, Lackawanna and Phoenix

handbooks come to an agreement as to what engineer-

ing symbols they shall use in their respective nublica-

tions. This would be a big step toward a uniform nota-

tion.

In conclusion, a technical book can be brought out

in so attractive a makeup in the way of binding, good

paper and typographical excellence that a dull or diffi-

cult subject mav appear inviting. If in addition to

a good external appearance the subject matter is worth

presenting, the author's style is clear, the topical ar-

rangement easy to follow, and the book well indexed,

we have the requisites of an ideal book.

International Journal of Public Health

Among the original papers in the first number of the

International Journal of Public Health (League of Red
Cross Societies, Geneva, Switzerland) is one by Prof.

George C. Whipple, Harvard University, on "World
Sanitation: A Twentieth Century Possibility." Many

369
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abstracts of articles already published are given. The

Journal will appear every two months in English, French,

Italian and Spanish and doubtless will contribute largely

to health and sanitation throughout the world. The

League also publishes a Bulletin, designed for laymen,

the Journal being for professional workers. The first

three numbers of the Journal will be sent gratis to any

organization or person interested, but beginning with

January, 1921, a subscription will be charged—20s.; $5;

25 francs ; 25 lire, per year.

British and American Housing Problems
THE HOUSING PROBLEM: Its History. Growth, Legislation

and Procedure—Bv John J. Clarke, M.A., P.S.S., Accountant
of the University of Liverpool ; Lundie Medallist for Citizenship,

etc. ; with an Introduction by Brig.-General G. Kyffin-Taylor,

C B E V D. New York and London : Sir Isaac Pitman &
Sons, Ltd. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 544. 21/-net.

THE JOKE ABOUT HOUSING—By Charles Harris Whitaker.

Boston, Mass. : Marshall Jones Co. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 233. $2.

Mr. Clarke has produced a monograph on municipal

and state housing in England. Mr. Whitaker has

written a propagandist essay in which he urges that

there is a housing crisis in the United States, ascribes

a cause and prescribes and urges a remedy.

Of the English treatise it need only be said further

that it is an exhaustive analytical and critical re-

view of the history and present status of the British

housing problem, both urban and rural, including Par-

liamentary Acts well into 1919, and their administra-

tion; various municipal housing enterprises, and the

manifold sociological and economic aspects of the sub-

ject, with much stress on the inability of wage earners,

even with recent increases in wages, to pay economic

rent. The financial aspects of the subject, and rural as

well as urban housing, are considered.

The joke in "The Joke About Housing," according

to the publishers' statement on the jacket of the book, is

that the more houses we have built in this country

the smaller both they and their rooms have become,

while all the time costs and rents have increased. Why ?

Because of land speculation, the author repeatedly as-

serts. One suspects him of being a single taxer, but

the term "single tax" is not once used, although taxing

or taking the unearned increment for the benefit of

the community instead of letting it go to "non-pro-

ducers" is urged again and again. The author does

point his finger more than once to what he considers

another large factor in the American housing problem

—too small wages to pay the rent demanded for such

homes as wage earners should have.

Appended to Mr. Whitaker's book are two prize

essays resulting from a competition held in 1917 by

the Journal of the American Institute of Architects and

the Ladies' Home Journal. The prize winners were

Milo Hastings and Robert Anderson Pope.

Mr. Clarke's book will repay study by the many earn-

est men and women who are now devoting themselves

to the housing problem in America. Mr. Whitaker's

volume promises to awaken many to the fact that

we have a housing problem this side of the Atlantic

that demands immediate and careful attention, but it

has the weaknesses of books that attack many-sided

problems from one side only. Nevertheless, its diag-

nosis of our own housing problem and the remedy it

urges deserve thoughtful attention, especially by those

who are engaged in establishing new industrial towns,

where the unearned increment created by the com-

munity may be conserved for the creators.

Principles and Practice of Land Drainage
DRAINAGE ENGINEERING—By Daniel William Murphy, A.B.,

A.M., Ph.D., Consultintr Engineer, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Former
Drainage Engineer, United States Reclamation Service. New
York and London : McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. Cloth ; 6 x 9

in. pp. 178 ; illustrated. $2.50.

In remarkably small space the author has presented

the fundamental principles of agricultural land drain-

age and outlined the design and construction of drain-

age works. Economic and administrative phases of the

subject are also summarized. Throughout the book the

special problems of drainage associated with irriga-

tion are given careful consideration. This is fitting

because of the magnitude of recent and future drain-

age operations in connection with irrigated lands and
also because the author is particularly well qualified

to deal with drainage in relation to irrigation through
having been drainage engineer to the United States

Reclamation Service.

The author first takes up soils and plant growth, and
soil, ground and surface waters. The fundamental
factors in drainage and the benefits of drainage are

next presented. Then comes a chapter on drainage in-

vestigations, after which the location, depth and capac-

ity of drains are considered. Some forty-five pages

are given to drainage surveys, plans, construction and
maintenance. The final chapter deals with the economics

of the subject, with brief consideration of drainage

organization and the apportionment of drainage costs.

Most of the book is well within the understanding

of any one of average intelligence, but there is enough
in the way of formulas, tables and logarithmic diagrams
to satisfy those who wish such things to be repre-

sented but are willing to go to treatises on hydraulics

and to handbooks for detailed material of the sort. As
a fresh review of an old field the volume is highly com-

mendable.

A Highway Handbook
HIGHWAYS GREEN BOOK, 1920—Washington, D. C. : Amer-

ican Automobile Association. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in.
; pp. 525 ; illus-

trated. $3.

A veritable handbook for highway engineers, com-

missioners, or any one either mildly or intensely inter-

ested in road construction and the use of the automobile,

is the Highways Green Book for 1920, published by

the American Automobile Association. This volume

divides into three parts, the first containing information

relative to road improvement under Federal, state and

local control. A preface to Part I supplies information

upon highway legislation in the United States, and

historical sketches of different bureaus for the admin-

istration of Federal funds for highway construction.

Most of Part I is taken up with a detailed account

of highway management and financing in the various

states, each state in the United States, and also the

Canadian provincial highway departments, receiving

separate attention.

Part II has to do with highway construction and

maintenance. Some excellent articles are reproduced

explaining standard methods used in the construction of

not only the so-called durable types of pavement, but

also earth and sand-clay roads, gravel roads, and water-

bound macadam roads.

Miscellaneous information is given in Part III, includ-

ing tables of highway expenditures and mileage in
j

the United States during the last few years, produc-

tion and value of road materials, weights and measures

of stone, gravel, and sand, and other valuable informa-
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tion. The use of convict labor for road work has a

chapter, and another is devoted to state good roads

associations. Highway engineering education is taken

up at length and a syllabus indicates to what extent

the various colleges, universities and technical schools

of the country have gone in the matter of highway
engineering education. Also included in this miscel-

laneous information is a valuable bibliography of roads

and allied subjects, and the names and addresses of

highway contractors of various states. The book is

issued as an annual by the Good Roads Board of the

American Automobile Association, of which George C.

Diehl, Buffalo, N. Y., is the chairman. It was edited

by M. 0. Eldridge, of Washington, D, C., the director

of roads, A. A. A., who for 25 years was connected

with the good roads activities of the Federal Govern-

ment. The book has not only a wide popular appeal, but

also a technical one.

New England Toll Roads Described
THE TURNPIKES OF NEW ENGLAND : Evolution of the Same
Through England, Virginia, and Maryland—By Frederic J.

Wood, M. Am. Soc. C. E., etc. Boston, Mass. : Marshall Jones
Co. Cloth; 8 X 11 in.; pp. 461; illustrated. $10.

After ten years of painstaking research Mr. Wood
has produced a notable volume describing in consider-

able detail the numerous turnpikes or toll roads of the

six New England states. The volume is prefaced by
an interesting and informing review of turnpikes in

England, Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania, as well

as an account of some of the roadbuilding efforts of

the Federal government in the early part of the 19th

century. This review also describes New Eng'land

roads of the Colonial period, early road surveys and
construction methods, including plank roads, and the

vehicles that used the first turnpikes. There is also

a short section, entitled "The First Public-Service Cor-

poration" which describes the first American turnpike

franchises or charters granted by the various legisla-

tures. Numerous halftone views add to the handsome
makeup of the volume.

Throughout the volume the author pays particular

attention to the financial results of the various turn-

pike companies. The balances were en the wrong side

of the ledger. As this soon must have been evident
the author concludes that one of the governing rea-

sons for the organization of so many turnpike com-
panies was the general benefits they were expected to

confer on the communities served.

A short section at the close of the book, entitled

"Ending as It Began," states that in Virginia, within
the last few years, some of the counties have reverted
to the use of toll roads to collect funds in aid of main-
tenance. Thus, to quote from the book, there has been
a return to "A two-and-a-half-century-old precedent
established by Charles II when, after providing that a
road should first be put in thorough repair, he author-
ized the erection of toll gates across it by which it

was hoped to collect from those using the road the cost
of maintaning it."

Such a book must be very largely a labor of love,

since at best the sales can produce but a limited re-

turn to the author compared with the time and money
that he must have spent in gathering and preparing
his material for publication. But this does not detract
from the value of such books. Indeed it is often the
best testimony to their high character.

Conservation and Use of Water
WATER RESOURCE.S: Present and Future Uses—By Frederick
Haynes Newell, Professor of Civil Engineering, University of
Illinois. A Revision of the Addre.sse.s Delivered in the Chester
g- ^man Lecture Serie.s, 1913, Before the Senior Class of the
bheffleld Scientific .School, Yale University. New Haven, Conn. •

y,?-., University Press. London : Oxford University P>ress.
Cloth; 7 X 10 in.; pp. 310; illustrated. $4.50.

While Professor Newell was still at the head of the
United States Reclamation Service, he addressed the
Yale Scientific School under the Lyman Fund for
lectures on Water Storage Conservation. That was in
1913. Those lectures were made the basis of a volume the
preparation of which was postponed by the war. The
work has since been completed, "a new setting being
given to it," the author states in his preface, "by the
conditions which had developed" meanwhile.
The author first briefly discusses research, recon-

struction, conservation, hydro-economics, economics and
both engineering and broader relations. He then takes
up water, precipitation, evaporation, run-in, run-off,
storage, dams in general, and reclamation service dams
in particular. At this point there is a change in plan,
in that five main "uses of water" are considered. These
are for (1) support of life, or domestic and city water
supply; (2) food production, or irrigation and drainage,
under which the investigations and the construction and
maintenance work of the Reclamation Service are gone
into; (4) water power and navigation; (5) regulation
for flood prevention and protection of fish, etc. A final

chapter deals with legal and legislative problems.
The treatment throughout is non-technical. A large

part of the text and nearly if not quite all of the many
handsome illustrations relate to irrigation—confined to

studies and works of the U. S. Reclamation Service. This
is natural but does not make for balanced treatment
needed to justify so broad a title as the book bears. For
instance, although the author states that the most
extensive use of water is for city supply, his section on
this subject is very brief and general. The most novel
feature of the volume is a distinct recognition of the
use of water for sewage disposal by dilution as legit-

imate. The book abounds with sound and useful

suggestions.

Publications Received

[So far a.s po.ssible the name of each publisher of books or
paniphlet.s litstt-d in these columns is given in each entrv. If the
book oi- pamphlet is for sale and the price is known bv the editor
the price is stated in each entry. Where no price is given it does
not necessarily follow that the book or pamphU v can be obtained
without cost. Many, but not all, of the pamphlets, liowever, can
be obtained without cost, at least by inclosing postage. Persons
who are in doubt as to the means to be pursued to obtain copies
of the publications hsted in these columns should applv for infor-
mation to the stated publisher, or, in case of books" or papers
privately printed, then to the author or other persons indicated.]

ACCOTTNTS IN THriORT AND PRACTICE : Pi-inciples—Bv Earl
A. Sahe.s, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Accounting in the
Shoffleld Scientific School of Tale University. New York and
London : McGraw-Hin Book Co., Ina Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 301.

Written for "a first course in the principles of accounts " pri-
marily for first semester work but with the hope of wider useful-
ness. In six parts, each of "about the proper length for review
and examination purposes." An appendix contains questions on
eacli chapter. The parts deal with principles, paitnership'? expan-
sion of accounting records, corporations, financial statements and
special application of .jrinciples.

ANALYSIS OF PAINT VEHICLES, J.vPANS AND V\RVISHES—By Clifford Dyer Holley, .M.S.. Pli.D., Professor Chemical En-
gmeering, llniveisity of Michigan and Chief Chemist A.omeWhite Lead & t\ilor Works. .\ew York : John Wilev & Sons
Inc. London : Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Cloth : 6 x 9 in "• dd '02 •

illustrated. $2.50 postpaid (13s. 6d. net). •
ff- - -.

BIRTH STATISTICS: The Birth Registration Area of the United
f?*^'^'^^.-

.^'^^^- ^^i^?'"'\=l""•. J^- •^''-
:
Bureau of Census. Paper;9x1: pp. 31:'. 4 0c. from Superintendent of Document^.
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BULLETIN OF THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL: Re-
search Laboratories in Industrial Establishments of the United
States of America. Compiled by Alfred D. Flinn, Sec., Engi-
neering Foundation, Assisted by A. J. Porskievies, Member
American Institute of Electrical Engineers and Ruth Cobb,
National Research Council. Washington, D. C. : The National
Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences. Paper ;

7 X 10 in. ; pp. 126.
Alphabetical list of 297 laboratories which by liberal interpreta-

tion do some reseaich work, with nature of industry, chief of
staff and number and classes of assistants, nature of research
work, and "unusual equipment" ; also geographical, scientific and
engineering and commercial lists of the same laboratories. Federal,
state, municipal and educational laboratories are not included.

THE BUSINESS MAN AND HIS BANIC—By William H. Kniffln.
Author of "The Practical Work of a Rank," "The Savings
Bank and Its Practical Work," etc. New York and London

:

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 278 ; illustrated. $3.
A plain exposition of banking as it concci'ns all who use banks

whether for personal or business accounts, loans, etc. Besides
explaining the various transactions between banks and their
customers there are chapters on preparing statements, collections,
reading bank statements, acceptances, bank examinations, the
Federal Reserve Bank and foreign exchange. Useful and inter-
esting to any one who lias a bank account.

CITY MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION: Sixth Yearbook, 1920. New
York: Harrison G. Otis, Secy., Tribune Bldg. Paper; 6 x 9 In.

;

pp. 183. 50c.
Contains reports from most of the 185 cities that have adopted

the city manager plan, together with Proccedmos of 1919 conven-
tion.

CLAY-WORKING INDUSTRIES, SILICA BRICK, AND BUILD-
ING OPERATIONS IN THE LARGER CITIES IN 1918—By
Jefferson Middleton. Washington, D. C. : United States Geo-
logical Survey. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 87.

COAL, IRON AND WAR: A Study in Industrialism Past and
Future—By Edwin C. Eckel, Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E., Fellow,
Geol. Soc. America, Late Major, Engrs., U. S. A. New York:
Henry Holt & Co. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 375. $3.

COAL-MINE TIMBERING: Trade and Industrial Series, No. 19.
Washington, D. C. : Federal Board for Vocational Education.
Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 103 ; illustrated. 15c. from Superintendent
of Documents.

CO*L-MlNE ^^:NTILATION : Trade and Industrial Series No. 11.
ashington, D. C. : Federal Board for Vocational Education.

Paper: 6 x 9 in. : pp. 63: illustrated. 10c. from Superintendent
of Documents.

A COMPREHENSIVE CITY PLAN FOR EAST ST. LOUIS,
ILLINOIS : Prepared for the War Civics Committee by Harland
Bartliolomew. City Plan Engineer. St. I.,ouis. Mo. : The Author.
Paper ; 8 x 11 in. ; pp. 60 ; illustrated.
Covers all phases of city planning except zoning, for which

adequate legislation is lacking in Illinois.

DREDGING ENGINTJERING—By F. Lester Simon, B.S. in C. E.,
Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. New York and London : McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc. Cloth; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 182; illustrated. $2'.50.

EARTH WORK AND ITS COST : A Handbook of Earth Excava-
tion—By Halbert Powers Gillette, Editor of Engineering and
Contracting, M. Am. Soc. C. E., American Institute of Mining
Engineers, etc. Third Edition. New York and London : Mc-
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Letters to the Editor

Rigid Joint Analysis in Concrete Frames
Sir—With the editorial in your issue of July 15, p. 97,

on the simplification of reinforced-concrete design the writer

is heartily in accord. But might it not be well to add that,

in the pursuit of ultra-refinement in stirrup spacing, large

secondary stresses often receive less attention than they
should? A concrete building is, after all, a more or less

indeterminate structure, and large bending moments are

undoubtedly thrown into the supports of so-called simply
supported members.
Take the case of a large beam framing into an exterior

column. The writer has found considerable variation in

the practice of different designers in computing the bend-

ing moment in the column. Some ignore it entirely.

Another assumes that 80 per cent of the load is applied at

the interior face of the column. The best practice seems
to say "We know from experience that our standard sec-

tion column for that span won't show any cracks"—per-

haps a safe, but hardly a rational method. On the other

hand, if the method of slope deflections is used on the as-

sumption of a perfectly rigid joint the bending moments
found would endanger most existing buildings.

The writer and doubtless other engineers would be ex-

ceedingly glad to know of tests showing actual moments
found in exterior columns supporting large girders.

Henry Willcox,
Construction Engineer, Kalmus, Comstock & Wescott, Inc.

New York City.

Comparisons of Paving Costs

Sir—In an article on "Paving Cost Comparison" in

Engineering News-Record of July 8, p. 76, the city of Wash-
ington, D. C, is listed with a cost of $6.26 per square yard
for asphalt paving. We would appreciate information as to

how this cost is arrived at. To the best of our knowledge
and belief it is not a true cost, in fact it is excessively high.

Washington, D. C. Cranford Paving Co.

The explanation is in the basis upon which the figures

were compiled. It appears that tthe Chicago Board of
Local Improvements attempted to make a comparison on
the square-yard basis of completed pravement including
grading, concrete base, top and binder, and curbing. The

granite curbing $2.50 per lin.ft. In the absence of data
on grading or concrete it was assumed that the prices
would be practically the same as those prevailing in Chi-
cago, and the original table shows that these items were
estimated under those conditions. The comparisons of
Chicag<? and Washington would be as follows:

Oiicatco Wa>ihin/?ton
OradiriKpersq.yd $0.60 50 . 60 (assumed)
Basepcrsq.yd

1 . 20 (assumed)
T op and binder per 8(|.yd ) 2.88 2.96
Curb per sq.yd. pavement 0.67 1.50

Total $4 15 $6.26—Editor.

White Ants Avenge Exposure of Methods
Sii-—You may be interested in the photographs which I

am enclosing showing damage by termites or white ants to
a bound volume of Engineering Neivs-Record. This bound
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City Engineers and Private Work
_^'Sir—The charter of one of our large and growing muni-

cipalities provides that the city engineer shall do all the

work for the Department of Public Woi'ks and shall devote

his entire time to the duties of his office. He is employed

to serve only the public, yet a very small portion of his

time, for which the people pay, is used legitimately. This

engineer solicits and gets other work, the doing of which is

approved by the Mayor! The case of this city engineer

violating all ethical codes is not an exceptional one. It is

merely illustrative of conditions in many parts of the

country where full-time-pay engineers indulge in putting

over outside work, in contravention of their moral and offi-

cial duties. The practice is not only unethical but it brings

hardships to engineers who have to pay their own overhead
and other expenses and who are compelled to compete with
these city engineers for private work.

^ One of the objects of engineers as a body is to maintain
a high professional standard. Can this high standard be
raised or even maintained so long as those persons who
persist in unethical practice are permitted to retain mem-
bership in engineering organizations? Edmund P. Burke.
>Los Angeles, Cal. Municipal and Sanitary Engineer".

Mogwire for Riprapping on Irrigation
Canal Embankments

J Sir—The use of hay under wire netting for protecting

new earth fills on reservoir slopes was noted in Engineering
News-Record of Aug. 28, 1919, p. 378, but nothing was
said about the varied uses to which wire netting may be
put in riprap work. On the Twin Falls tract, Idaho,

hogwire has been used over willows, sagebrush, or hay to

protect the banks of the main canals and laterals, (1) at

points of transition of current below structures such as

gates, checks, drops and flumes; (2) on the made bank on
the outside of curves to stop current erosion; (3) where
wave action causes a sloughing of the earth fills.

FIG. 1. WILLOW "UPHOLSTERING" HELD IN PLACE
BY HOGWIRE

Rock for riprap has been unduly expensive on more
than one tract upon which the writer has done maintenance
work. On one project hogwire was placed over willows
on an eroded canal bank on account of the rapidity with
which the wire could be placed. Rock could not be ob-

tained quickly as the haul was excessive. Willows which
grew on the adjoining bank, trailing the small lin^s in

the water and thus retarding the current, were cut for

the work. They were wired into one-man-size bundles for

ease in loading, hauled to the place needing protection

and unloaded onto the slope with the small ends down. The
bundles v/ere broken and the willows spread to give a mat
thickness of about 3 in. The willows were not spaced reg-

ularly but any large openings in the mat were closed with

FIG. 2. UNWIRED SAGEBRUSH RIPRAP PULLED
OUT BY ICE

a handful or two of the smaller branches. Hogwire in

double-width strips was then unrolled over the mat.
Across the hogwire s-in. twisted reinforcing rods were
spaced 10 to 20 ft. c. to c. and secured by pins 2-ft. long
of the twisted bars with hook ends. The pins were driven

carefully so as to revolve with the spiral of the metal
until the head hooked over the transverse rod. The out-

side and middle pin also hooked over the heavy edge-strand
of the hogwire.
Four men and a team could lay a half-mile of this

"upholstering" in a ten-hour day when the willows were
cut and left on the banks near the place to be protected.

The cutting was usually done by men in the operation

force, who did not handle the brush. The cost was a little

less than $5 a rod. Rock work would have cost from $25
to $50, depending on th source of the rock.

In the accompanying view, Fig. 1, the outside of a curve
in a canal carrying 1,400 sec.ft. in the heavy-draft sea-

son is shown "upholstered" just before the winter flow

ended and the maximum flow was turned in. After 2J

months tules growing up through the riprap wire were
plainly visible. Where tules grow silt is being deposited

The bank shown was built up to a depth of 4 in. by the

silt deposited during the high-water of the season. In

another year the building-up process- will be more than

doubly marked, in spite of the fact that this canal bank
is made of the volcanic ash soil of the Snake River Valley,

which is as fine as flour.

A tube was devised to hold the pins in such a way that

they could be driven accurately from a raft when
the water was too deep to do the work on the bank
afoot. After the water was lowered in the fall it was
found that the work, while not so smooth, was fully as

effective as the work done in the dry. The cost was doubled,

however, due principally to the slowness of the labor work-
ing from the rafts. Only urgent necessity would prompt
the use of this form of protection when it must be laid

under water.
Early in the history of the project it was found that the

banks on both sides of the main canal needed protection,

and the work was done through several seasons, with sage-

brush the only material at hand. This form of protection

now covers 10 miles of the original bank, and is an ad-

mirable protection as long as the ice of the winter run

does not pull it from its position. The brush was imbedded
by the stalk end in the mud of the bank; rock was placed

upon it in thin layers, the brush of the top of the plant

forming the cushion upon which the water impinged. Of
late years the high stage of the winter flow permitted ice

to freeze to the upper pait of the riprap where the weight

of the confining material was small. The result of sub-

sequent lower stages has invariably pulled out and floated

away large sections of this valuable work. The ice was
especially destructive in 1918 and 1919 because the frost

was going out of the banks at the time that the water
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was fluctuating in the canal. Hogwire riprap does not pull

out with the ice, nor do the aquatic growths which catch

upon it go with the ice. Rather the wire holds the ice

when the water goes down and the ice melts on the bank
where it forms, leaving the work intact.

Where "moss" aquatic vegetation in a canal exists it

is entirely possible to restore banks not too much caved

by placing the wire to conform to the original slope of

the bank, covering it with netting, and then raising the

stage of the water so that the "moss" and drift catch on

the netting to form a mat under which silt will catch and

deposit. The bank can often be brought to the original

slope and held there until permanent settlement takes

place. R- M. Adams,
Superintendent Maintenance, Twin Falls Canal Co.

Twin Falls, Idaho.

Experience Shows Shinkage of Earthwork

Sir—The conclusions stated in the letter, "Shrinkage of

Loosely Filled Earthwork in Embankments," by Charles

Prelini {Engineering News-Record, July 15, 1920, p. 135),

"1st. That earth in embankments will always be found of

larger volume than in cuts. 2nd. That the earth does not

shrink," does not accord with our experience in the con-

struction of the Yale "Bowl."
This structure consists of an earth CmbanTcment surround-

ing an oval playing field, 500 ft. x 300 ft., the inner slope

of which is faced vdth concrete and wood, in steps, and
forms the support for the spectator's seats. The embank^
ment is pierced with thirty tunnels which provide entrances

to the amphitheater at the center of the slope; two other
tunnels lead directly to the playing field.

The embankment was mostly formed from material

scraped from the enclosed area, the top of the embankment
being about 26 ft. above and the playing field about 271 ft.

below the general surface of the ground. The material was
clean sand and gravel—the surface loam being saved for

top dressing the field—varying in size from that which
would pass a 100-mesh sieve to cobbles three or four inches
in diameter; probably 80 per cent of the whole was of a
grade suitable for mortar sand.

Below the level of the top of the tunnels the only com-
pacting which the material received was that obtained by a
thorough watering, as it was being deposited, and by th^
tamping received from teams driven over it in making tha
fill. Above the tunnels, the material was placed by drag
line scrapers in ridges extending across the embankment,
then leveled off into layers about six inches in thickness,
sprinkled with water and rolled with horse dravioi rollers;

a smooth and a grooved roller each passing, alternately, four
times over each layer.

The volume of the excavation and embankment were both
carefully measured, and, as nearly all of the material was
obtained from within the enclosure, and the small remaining
portion from the field immediately outside, with an average
haul of not more than one hundred feet, the loss by trans-
portation was negligible. A comparison of the volume of
the excavation and embankment, allowing for the sand used
in concrete, showed that the former exceeded the latter
nearly 7 per cent.

There was a wide difference of opinion among the engi-
neers connected with the work as to the amount of shrink*
age which would subsequently take place in the embank-
ment and the writer was therefore curious to ascertain
what it was. Consequently thirty-one bench marks wera
established around the rim of the "Bowl." These consisted
of i in. rods, about 4 ft. in length, set vertically in the
embankment, the lower end embedded in a lump of concrete
and the upper end terminating about six inches below the
surface. Levels taken on these points showed an average
settlement of about one-quarter of an inch after two years;
the maximum of any bench being .044 ft. Four of the
points showed a settlement, after two years, of .01 ft. or
less. About one-half of the settlement occurred vdthin
the first month after the embankment was completed.

If evidence, additional to our measurements, was required

to show that earthwork shrinks, it was furnished by the
fact that it was much more difficult to drive stakes intf

the embankment than it was into the same material before
it was disturbed; showing that its density had beer,

increased. These facts, I think, prove, conclusively, that
earth not only shrinks during the construction of an em-
bankment but also, that even with extreme care used in im-
pacting the material when it is being placed, some settle-
ment will subsequently occur.

Charles A. Ferry,
Engineer, Yale "Bowl."

Beams vs. Trusses for Pier Shed
Sir—In Engineering Neivs-Record, June 24, 1920, p. 1232,

there appeared an article describing precast concrete roof
trusses used in the shed of Pier No. 6 at Cristobal, Canal
Zone. The reasons for the adoption of this type of con-
Btruction are not evident. It is difficult to locate any ad-
vantage over the ordinary form of beam and girder struc-
ture.

The quantities of steel and concrete in the smaller trusses
compare favorably with the corresponding members of a
beam and girder roof, but the steel in the heavy cross
trusses seems to be excessive. Assuming a unit stress of
16,000 lb. per square inch in the steel, the bars in the tension
members have an excess varying from 35 per cent to 170
per cent over the required areas, the higher excess, how-
ever, being in a minor member which would have little
relative effect upon the structure as a whole. There is a
large amount of steel in compression members as well as
in those members at the ends which have no calculated
stress. Furthermore, the bars at intersections of members
and the necessary long laps of all tension bars contain a
-relatively large amount of steel. These facts account for a
considerable portion of the total amount of steel used, yet
4,000 lb. per truss still appears to be more than would be
trequired under any considerations. Criticism should also be
permitted concerning the distance at which bars are kept
from the face of concrete in many members. A safer struc-
ture would result if bars were placed closer to the corners.
In one section the concrete is 20 x 10 in., while the rectangle
through the centers of outer bars is 9 x 4 in.

The truss scheme results in a higher building than would
be required in the case of a beam and girder roof main-
taining the same clear headroom. Also the columns are
heavier and of more difficult construction than would be re-
quired for a building of ordinary monolithic construction.
On a complicated layout requiring many different sizes of
trusses this scheme would necessitate a large form cost.
Also, the truss plan results in three concreting operations
for that part of building above the foundations and main
floor, while the usual plan wovid require only one for any
part of building. The trusses were cast in a plant adapted
to that work only, the columns were poured separately and
in place. The roof slab was cast after the trusses had been
erected. Therefore the saving in time is hard to understand.
Accepting the layout of building given by the published
diagram, surely the following details would show that beams
and girders would prove to be more economical than are the
trusses. Fig. 1 shows a partial plan, Fig. 2 is an elevation
of a typical interior beam, and Fig. 3 shows an interior
girder. In designing the beam t3 «'f and t^ icl^ were used
for negative and positive moments, respectively. In the
girder the negative moment was taken as S and thf> positive
as J of the simple beam moments for the same clear span.
These moments are justified by facts relative to such cases,
especially since all louds are uniform and constant. And it

is the writer's trust that the near future will witness the
general use of such moments for oi-dinary building work in

reinforced concrete. Furthermore, actual stresses are used
in truss design and, in fairness, these moments should be
used in beams designed to carry the same loads, particularly
since the sum of positive and negative moments is 17 per
cent greater than the total moment possible. The design
unit stresses used are 16,000 lb. in the steel and 650 and
750 lb. in concrete for positive and negative bending, respec-

tively. Concrete is assumed as taking shear at 60 lb. per
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square inch over the b'jd section. Stirrups take the remain-

ing: shear, additional stirrups being; used throughout the

portion of beam having: small shear. The slab is assumed

the same as in truss type building:. End spans of beams

and grirders would have somewhat g:reater moment. The

same sections could be used and the steel increased, also

using: some compression steel in the bottoms at supports.

Crane loads are not taken into account as they do not affect

the members considered. Crane load data was not given

in the article.

Each beam contains 730 lb. of steel and the stem has 4.35

cu.yd. of concrete as compared with 1,000 lb. and 3.5 cu.yd.

for the corresponding: truss. Each g:irder contains 1,520 lb.

of steel and its stem has 8.1 cu.yd. of concrete. This is to

The writer has had to resort to trusses in a few cases

of unusual reinforced concrete desig:n, but almost invariably

has found ordinary beam and g:irder construction to be more
economical for such work as that under consideration.

Leonard C. Jordan,

New Rochelle, N. Y. Consulting and Designing Engineer.

[The above letter was submitted to G. W. True, the

author of the article in question and he has replied as fol-

Jows:
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SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVE BEAM AND GIRDER DESIGN FOR CRISTOBAL PIER SHED

be compared with 4,000 lb. of steel and 8.5 cu.yd. of con-

crete in the cross truss. Using the unit prices for the

trusses as built and taking the slab prices as correct for

beam and girder materials, the concrete and steel in each

beam costs $14 more than that of the small truss while the

indicated saving for each girder is $95. For the concrete

and steel alone there is a net result slightly against the

trusses. No figures can be given as to cost of forms as

there is no available data to show probable number of times

that these could be used. It would seem that there would be

an advantage in the simple form details required for the

beam and girder construction.

Besides the foregoing items, all walls and columns would

be of less height in the beam and girder building, since the

total depth of roof structure is 4 ft. 8 in. less than in the

truss structure. Instead of the 30 in. square interior col-

umns with complicated top forming, a section 18 in. square

would be sufficient to carry the beam and girder roof and

the rigid top connection would eliminate the necessity of the

expanded section at base. There would be a similar saving

in wall columns. The beam and girder type of building has

the additional advantage of requiring simpler construction

plant since no equipment would be needed other than that

used for the roof slab of the truss type. The probable sav-

ing in the structure as a whole would lie principally in the

4 ft. 8 in. reduction in height of columns and walls and in

the lighter sections of the former, although the beams and

girders likely would cost somewhat less than the correspond-

ing trusses. The steel prices used in comparing costs of

beams with those of trusses are severe in that prices of

slab steel were adopted as the only stated item that could

be taken for the purpose. A smaller steel price would be

just since large sizes are used in the trusses and beams,

while all slab steel is under base material.

All things considered, it would seem that the beam and

girder construction would have resulted in a more economi-

cal building without in any manner detracting from the

value. Possibly there were some governing conditions, not

stated in the article, which would cast a different light upon
the subject. Also, it is possible that there were other loads

besides the roof carried by the heavy trusses and of which

no mention was made. If such is the case, corrections are

invited.

comments on the article entitled "Pre-

Panama Pier Shed" might pos-

sibly be applicable on a small

sized project or when a number
of trusses of variable size were
required. Experience on pre-

vious pier construction on the

Isthmus indicated that precast

concrete work would be fully as

rapid a form of construction as

concrete poured in place, and
hence the precast beams which
were originally considered were
naturally superseded by the pre-

cast trusses after both had been
fully investigated. The results

shovim on the progress charts

appear to have fully justified

the adoption of the precast

units. Mr. Jordan states that

the anticipated saving by using

continuous beams would lie

principally in the reduction in

the height of columns and walls, as well as in the lighter

section of the former. As a matter of fact, the shed was
built at a minimum height and the question of raising the

entire elevation was seriously considered for architectural

reasons. Moreover, as the possibility of changing the

structure to a two-story shed was taken into consideration,

the size of the columns were increased to provide for this

contingency.

The cross-trusses were originally designed for a heavier
load than was eventually used. When it was shown con-

clusively by tests and certain experimental handling that

the designing load could be modified in the smaller trusses,

it was permitted, but as the greater number of cross trusses

had been built when this change was made, the design of

the cross trusses was not revised. Had this change been
made at the beginning of the work, the amount of steel in

this item would naturally have been reduced with a conse-

quent reduction in cost for the entire project.

The original article (under "method of construction)

states that each form for the longitudinal trusses was used
about thirty times. Tt is questionable whether ordinary
forms on beams could have been used as many times as this

even with repairs.

The spacing of bars in section BB was determined by the

clearance required by other bars at the adjacent joints and
hence could not well be avoided. Since it occurs in a ten-

sion member, the spacing cannot be considered as objec-

tionable.

It should be remembered in ci'iticizing concrete truss de-

sign that experimental data relative to such structures is

very meager and that with our present knowledge of the

subject, any design which shows even a slight saving over

beams should be pronounced a success. The economy ef-

fected by the concrete trusses in this work when compared
with structural steel under wide variations in unit costs

speaks for itself.

Thus far, there are numerous points that can be settled

only by individual judgment. Obviously, a description of

various details of trusses actually built and in successful use

will unquestionably aid the profession to eventually stand-

ardize this class of work. GuY W. True,
Assistant Engineer, Panama Canal.

Balboa Heights, C. Z.
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Crawfish Cause Trouble at a Power Plant

in North Carolina
Sir—We have a wide irregular canal one mile long built

along the bank of the river to convey the water from the

dam to power house. About one-fourth mile below the dam
we have had trouble from the start with crawfish burrow-
ing througn the bank and starting troublesome leaks. They
seem to confine themselves to a space about 50 ft. long.

Numerous attempts to stop their burrowing have been tried

but as yet none has been successful.

Some six or eight years ago a row of 2 in. splined wood
piling was driven in the center of the bank, but in a short

time leaks appeared again. We have dug up the burrows on
the canal side of the bank several times and puddled them
over each time, but that has only proved a temporary repair.

It would always stop the leak until the burrows were again
opened to the forebay by the crawfish. Our last eff"ort con-

sisted in digging a trench 4 ft. deep, driving 9-in. steel

sheet-piling 12 ft. long to cut off the leaks, but this was in

only very small measure successful. We then dug down be-

hind the piling in two places and found that after digging

8 ft. deep we could still run a small pole some 8 ft." farther

straight down indicating that these crawfish burrows ex-

tended at least 16 ft. below the ground if not more and that

the driving of longer piling would likely not be effective in

stopping the trouble.

The water loss is not serious but frequent high water
makes the leak dangerous.

The problem now reduces to some effective method of im-
pregnating the earth of this section of the bank with some
f^hemical, and to a depth that will kill the crawfish or that

will drive them away permanently. If we can drive them
away from this place we do not think they will give trouble

elsewhere. We have the government bulletin on "Crawfish

as Crop Destroyers" but that does not apply.

We considered plastering a portion of the canel side of the

bank with concrete, but as yet we favor trying the experi-

ment of impregnating the soil with some chemical that will

be effective in either killing the fish or driving them away.
We are soliciting any information as to suitable chemicals

for this experiment but any suggestion not intimated here

that might prove worth trying will be most welcome.
A Subscriber.

Effect of Earthquake on Sewage-Flow Gage at
Los Angeles, Cal.

Sir—The effect of the earthquake which occurred in the

vicinity of Los Angeles on June 21 of this year was recorded
by an automatic water register at the Inglewood gauging
station on the line of the outfall sewer of this city in a

manner which may prove of interest to your readers. The
accompanying diagram shows quite clearly by the vertical

line (June 21) how the needle at this station moved during
the period in which the earthquake was noted. It is con-
sidered that probably the effect of the earthquake was to
start a wave in the sewer conduit. This sewer has a vertical

diameter of 73 in. and it will be noted that the average

Junel9,t9J0 20 Z]
SATURDAV SUNDAY MONDAY

normal flow of sewage in this conduit is about at the spring-
ing line of the sewer. Just before this wave reached the
gaging station, the depth of flow was about 3 ft. 9 in. and
this depth was raised to about 4 ft. 4 in. when the wave
reached the station. As the wave receded the flow dropped
to a little less than 3 ft. showing that the vertical distance
between the bottom and the crest of the wave was a little

over 16 in. After reaching the low point, the needle indi-

cated that the depth of 3 ft. 9 in. was again obtained, after
which the needle resumed its cu.stomary travel.

It is co.^sidered that probably the direction of this quake
was parallel to the line of the sewer, which would tend to
increase the effect at the gaging station.

The writer would be pleased to know of similar cases
which have been recorded in sewers from such causes; also
to answer any questions concerning matters which have not
been described in the above.

John A. Griffin,
Los Angeles, Cal. City Engineer.

By W. T. Knowlton, Engineer of Sewers.

EFFECT OF EARTHQUAKE JUNE 21 ON FLOW IN OUTFALL
SEWER AT LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The Danger in Immigration
Sir—I notice occasional articles in your paper relating

to immigration, labor supply, etc. In all that I have read
the effect on the employment of engineers, the slowing up
of public improvements, the earnings of capital, or similar
viewpoints are the only ones given consideration. It seems
to be taken for granted thut a continually increasing popu-
lation is in itself a desirable thing, even though it inevitably
brings us closer to the European social and economic stand-
ard of living, and intensifies the struggle for existence that
is already too keen.

Recent letters advocate the admission of Orientals and
a return to the indiscriminate immigration of Southern
Europe on the ground that it will help industry. Without
questioning the personal worth of these people or their
civilization, I believe that, regardless of our material de-
velopment, further dilution of American citizenship should
not be allowed or encouraged. Regardless of its economic
effect on me or the country, the more unassimilated foreign-
ers there who are to return to their old homes the better
it pleases me.

It is my opinion that a mongrel race is in the same class
as mongrel stock and that the melting pot is largely an
illusion fostered by sentimentalists, steamship companies
and big industries who hope for profit.

In the face of all the trouble we have recently had during
the war with un-American sections of our population, indus-
trial interests are clamoring for a resumption of former
practice. We have one great race problem. Why should
we add more as suggested by Mr. Erickson in a recent
issue? I believe that the question of our employment as
engineers should be secondary to the larger question of
what is best for the future of the country.
By race I do not mean nationality, religion, or language,

for these may cut across race lines. This country, as is

pointed out by a recent writer on this subject, was peopled
from the north of Europe. Its population increased with
great rapidity with slight immigration until 1850, and would
have continued to do so had not heavy immigration begun.
Our ocuntry would have been populated and developed by
a homogeneous race with no outside help if this had not
occuned. The sure result of an influx of a people of lower
standards of living is the lowering of the increase of the
dominant type. There are countries in Europe whose popu-
lation Co not represent the people who made their names
great in history. They live on the fame of a dead race.
For these reasons I sympathize with the people of Cali-

fornia and Australia, and also the labor unions on the
immigration question, though the latter's interest is as
selfish as that of their opponents.
A man may be assimilated politically, but you cannot

change his race. He either succumbs to another type when
in contact with it or he overcomes it.

Civilization may be lost and regained, but a race or a
species once lost, is gone forever.

Ogden, Utah. E. E. Kidder.



Hints for the Contractor

Pontoon Pipe Line for Dredging

Withstands Rough Seas

EXCELLENT service in rough seas was given by
the pontoon pipe line illustrated in dredging a ship

channel 20'0 ft. wide and 15* mi. long in the exposed

waters of Atchafalaya Bay on the Gulf of Mexico. The
pontoons were steel and 47 x 12 ft. x 2 ft. 10 in., and
each carried a 50-ft. length of pipe on a turntable at the

middle of the pontoon. The pipe line was carried

straight out at right angles to the side of the dredge
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DIAGRAM OF PONTOON AND PIPE CONNECTIONS
FOR SPECIAL SERVICE

and held in line by a cable extending from the dredge to

a pile sinker anchored outboard a distance of 100 ft.

greater than the length of the pipe line, which was
variable. Other construction details are indicated by
the drawing. This construction, says U. S. Assistant

Engineer T. E. L. Lipsey, in the Military Engineer,

"proved to be one of the best ever seen and was capable

of withstanding the most severe weather and seas."

Driving Steel Sheet Piles Without Headroom
For a Piledriver

BY USING a shackle to pull down part way a second

pile, as each pile was driven home, steel sheeting

was successfully sunk under bridge arches where the

headroom at the start did not permit the driver to

be mounted on the pile tops. To construct two tailrace

conduits under adjoining arches of a railway bridge,

trenches nearly as wide as the spans and going 12 ft.

deeper than the bridge pier footings had to be retained

Rivets-
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METHODS OF DRIVING SHEET PILES WITH HEADROOM
LIMITED
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oy 12-ft. steel pile sheeting. In starting this sheeting

at the surface, the tops of the piles reached nearly to

the soffits of the arches and a steam driver could not
be mounted on them until they had been driven

about 5 ft.

A series of experiments determined a successful

method which is illustrated by the drawing. First, the

attempt was made to drive the piles singly using a
stirrup like that shown by Fig. 1, but with its foot at

the side of the pile. Vibration of the pile made this

method ineffective. Then the stirrup was changed to

the form shown by Fig. 1, with better results, but the

operation was very slow. A 7-ft. pile was then driven

and pulled with the thought that a 12-ft. pile might be

inserted in the hole and then driven, but this experi-

ment failed because the hole caved in. Next the process

shown by Fig. 2 was devised. With one pile driven

about half down, using the stirrup, the hammer was

RIG FOR HANDLING HAMMER IN DRIVING SHEETING
UNDER BRIDGE ARCH

set on top and a shackle attached, as shown, to the

adjoining pile. Then in driving the first pile home
the second was pulled down half way. The hammer
was then mounted on the second pile. The idea was

practicable, but the short shackle sheared out the bolt

holes. A long shackle as shown in Fig. 3 remedied

the trouble.

As perfected the method was to assemble on the

ground a sheet of nine piles, interlocked, and up-end

the sheet as a unit against the guide rangers. The firs^"

pile was driven half way using the stirrup of Fig. 1

Then the shackle shown by Fig. 3 was applied and the

first pile was driven home, with Ihe hammer on top, and

the second pile pulled down half way. The hammer and

shackle were then shifted and the operation repeated

until all nine piles were at bottom. Another sheet of

nine piles was assembled and driven and so on. By this
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method as many as 16 piles in 10 hr. were driven when
the ground was good. If boulders were encountered

it sometimes required hours to sink one pile.

As shown by the view, the hammer was hung from
a tripod on rollers and handled by a hand winch. A
detail found useful was to mount the top pulley on a
plank, which, sliding in guides, could be pushed for-

ward and withdrawn by a lever to adjust the hang
of the hammer.
The work described was performed at Hamilton, 0.,

as a part of the operations of the Miami Conservancy

District, Arthur E, Morgan, chief engineer, Charles

H. Paul, assistant chief engineer, and C. H. Locher,

construction engineer.

Bridge Pier Foundation Carried

to Rock by Air Bell

By W. M. Ray,
Assi8tat>t Bngineer, Baltimore & Ohio R.R,, Pittsburgh

IN the reconstruction of the Baltimoie & Ohio R.R.

bridge over the Allegheny River at Herr's Island,

Pittsburgh, Pa., the cofferdam built for extending one

of the piers leaked so seriously that open excavation

became impracticable. Under the conditions an air bell

was used to reach sound bottom, with entire success.

Starting from the Pittsburgh side at the foot of 33rd
St., the bridge ci-08ses the main channel of the river,

Herrg Island, and the back channel to the north or

Allegheny side of the city. In the back channel the

location of the new bridge diverges from that of the

old structure, though the latter is retained to carry

a low-grade track to the island. Because of the diver-

gence special conditions governed the construction of the

piers in this part of the structure. Two piers had to

be built as extensions of the corresponding old piers,

Herr's I&land Pool --.ji Wcr/cr Surface, £/. 7/0.5

Gray 3anc/sfone

FIG. 1. CROSS-SECTION OF AIR BELL IN COFFERDAM,
PIER iV FOUNDATION. B. & O. BRIDGE, PITTSBURGH

known as Piers M and N. The principal difficulties,

and those which led to the use of the air bell, occurred
in case of Pier N.

Soundings at this pier showed a depth below the pool
stage of 12 ft. to river bottom. The soil below consisted
of 4 ft. of sand and gravel and 5 ft. of decomposed red
shale overlying sandstone. As it was desired to reach
the sandstone foundation the site was first dredged to a
depth of 18 ft., or to within about 3 ft. of the rock, and
the pier area was inclosed by a cofferdam consisting of
a single row of interlocking steel sheetpiles. The
inclosed area was further dredged to within 1 ft. of
rock and the cofferdam wall banked on all sides with
excavated material.

Attempts to pump the cofferdam developed consider-
able leakage, especially at the end next to the old
masonry pier, where the cofferdam was joined up with
the old piers by inclosed pockets filled with clay and
sealed with concrete deposited by tremie against the
old masonry. Previous inspection by diver had indi-

cated that the old pier had probably been started in a
floating timber box or caisson sunk on a site previously
dredged to a, hard bottom. As there vas considerable
vibration in the old pier under passing trains it was
not considered advisable to continue pumping the
cofferdam and thereby drawing water through and
under the old footing. These considerations led to the
adoption of the air-bell method for completing excava-
tion and depositing concrete in the cofferdam. It should
be said that a compressor plant and a force of founda-
tion workers were available on account of the recent
completion of three pneumatic caisson foundations in
the main river channel.

The cofferdam was about 17 x 33 ft. in inside dimen-
sions. The air bell consisted of an inverted box 12 x
48 ft., 5 ft. high, which was built on the island and
hoisted into position over the cofferdam by derrick
boat. After three air-shaft sections were attached the

FIG. 2. DERRICK BOAT LIFTING AIR BELL INTO COFFER-
DAM, PIER .V FOUNDATION

bell was sunk to bottom inside the cofferdam, leaving a
space of about 2.\ ft. on all ?ides between it and the
steel sheetpiling. Concrete was then deposited by
tremie around and over the bell, thus sealing the top and
sides (Fig. 1), after which the cofferdam was un-
watered and concrete deposited in the dry to water level.

Air pressure was then applied sufficient to unwater
the bell and permit cleaning out the excavation under
it. As the rock surface thus exposed was soft the
excavation was carried 4 ft. into the sandstone under
the area of the bell. Then the entire excavation and
interior of the bell were concreted under air pressure.

The air bell was of light construction, as the condi-

tions of its service were entirely different from those
governing the construction of regular caissons for

pneumatic work; there were no launching or cutting-

edge stresses to be provided for and the concrete

inclosing the bell was expected to counteract the interior

air pressure. In this case the bell was built of 3 x 8-in.

ship-lap pine sheathing spiked to nine cross^frames of
6 X 10-in. pine timber.

Under the circumstances, and with compressed-air

equipment at hand, the use of the bell as described

proved to be a quick and economical method.
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Huge Reservoir on Colorado

for Imperial Valley

Dam 600 Ft. High Would Store 25,000-

000 Acre-Feet for Irrigation, Flood

Protection and Power

{Conference Reported for Engineering
News-Record by J. B. Lippincott, Consult-

ing Engineer, Los Angeles.)

A hearinp: on the development of the

Colorado River was held at San Diego,

Cal., Aug. 3 by Arthur P. Davis, direc-

tor of the U. S. Reclamation Service and

president of the American Society of

Civil Engineers. There were approxi-

mately 100 delegates present, including

state engineers from Colorado, Arir

zona and Nevada, personal representa-

tives of the governors of the various

states that lie partly within the drain-

age basin of this stream, representa-

tives of several irrigation districts and

companies, the cities of Los Angeles

and San Diego, the American Legion

and others.

The problem under consideration was

the impounding of the flood waters of

the Colorado River for three purposes:

(1) Irrigation of additional arid lands

below the Grand Canyon of Colorado,

both in the United States and Mexico.

(2) The prevention of over-flow and

flood damage caused by the high waters

of that stream. (3) The generation

and distribution of hydro-electric power

attained in connection with these stor-

age problems.

The hearing was held under the Kin-

caid Act, passed by Congress in May,

1920, entitled "An Act to Provide for

an Examination and Report on the

Condition and Possible Irrigation De-

velopment of the Imperial Valley in

California." This act instructed the

Secretary of the Interior to formulate

a policy for this great enterprise, and

particularly to make recommendation

as to the extent to which in his opinion

the United States should contribute to

the cost of carrying out the plan; also

the approximate proportion of the

total cost which should be borne by the

various irrigation districts or organiza-

tions now organized, or which may
organize in the future, and the man-
ner in which their contribution should

be made.
The Kincaid Act carried an appro-

priation of $20,000 for further investi-

gations of Imperial Valley irrigation

possibilities, conditioned on provision

for at least one-half the cost of the

investigations being provided for by
"associations and agencies interested in

the irrigation of the lands of the Im-
perial Valley." The Imperial Irriga-

tion District has made a contribution
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of $40,000 and the Board of Public

Service of the City of Los Angeles has

offered any additional funds that may
be necessary for the adequate comple-

tion of the study in time for rtport to

Congress next winter.

Borings Being Made

Borings are being made for a dam
site in what is known as Boulder Can-
yon, a narrow granite canyon situated

near the extreme southern end of the

State of Nevada. If these foundations

prove satisfactory, it is proposed that

I dam be constructed at this point,

designed for a possible maximum
height of 600 ft., with a storage

capacity averaging 25,000,000 acre-ft.,

which would be sufficient to regulate all

the flood flows of the Colorado River

from above that point and to provide

a water supply sufficient to irrigate all

lands that could be reached by gravity

below it, either in the United States

or Mexico.

The importance of the problem can

scarcely be overestimated. All of the

delegates at the hearing were in f.'.vor

of a large storage reservoir on the

Colorado River. Director Davis will

make the necessary survey and field

investigations and formulate a plan

which will be presented to Congress

in accordance with the Kincaid Act.

More Favorable Shipment of Road
Materials Now Secured

A more sympathetic attitude toward
the movement of road materials by the

railroads now prevails, in the opinion

of Thomas H. MacDonald, chief of the

U. S. Bureau of Public Roads. The
Bureau of Public Roads is keeping in

close touch with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and has detailed

personnel to assist the car service com-

mission of the American Railroad As-

sociation in handling requests for cars

to be used to transport materials for

road maintenance and for the comple-

tion of unfinished contracts. In a

letter to state highway departments

Mr. MacDonald outlines in detail the

steps which must be taken to secure

cars. He points out that it is the de-

sire of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission that the shippers and the local

railroad officials co-operate to settle,

in so far as is possible, their transporta-

tion problems without calling upon

agencies in Washington. He also

points out that ways are being found

to route returning coal cars in such a

manner that they can be utilized for

the handling of road materials, without

interfering with the order giving pri-

ority to coal cars.

Civil Engineers to Vote
on Federation

At Annual Convention Decision is

Reached to Submit Question to Mem-
bership in Referendum Ballot

Action taken at the annual conven-

tion of the American Society of Civil

Engineers held at Portland, Ore., Aug.
10-12, indicates that an early decision

will be reached, by referendum ballot

to the membership, on the question of

joining the Federated American En-
gineering Societies. The Board of

Direction at first favored delay until

the legal status of the proposal could be
investigated, but the meeting expressed
its desire for immediate action.

The following resolutions of the
Board of Direction summarize the

action taken with regard to the federa-
tion:

"Whereas, The Board of Direction
at its meeting of Aug. 9, 1920, at Port-
land, Oregon, adopted the following:

'Moved that the secretary be author-
ized to secure as soon as possible legal

opinion from Parker & Aaron as to

whether the society can, under its char-
ter and constitution, enter the Feder-
ated American Engineering Societies,

and if not what action may be taken to

secure such power; and that contin-

gent upon favorable opinion being
received there be issued immediately
a referendum ballot as submitted by the

Joint Conference Report to be accom-
panied by pro arguments prepared by
Messrs. Wall, Henny and Hoyt, and con
arguments prepared by Messrs. Peg-
ram, Alvord and Tuttle, and sent out
by the secretary,'

"And Whereas, the Annual Con-
vention at its meeting of Aug. 10, 1920,

passed by a vote of 73 to 13 the fol-

lowing: 'Moved that it is the sense of

this meeting, (1) that the action of the

Board of Direction of the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers relative to

joining the Federated American En-
gineering Societies taken at the meet-

ing of Aug. 9, 1920, should be recon-

sidered; and (2) that the Board of Di-

rection of the American Society of Civil

Engineers be directed to submit at once

the question of the American Society

of Civil Engineers becoming a charter

member of the Federated American En-
gineering Societies to referendum vote

to the corporate membership of the

American Society of Civil Engineers as

recommended by the Joint Conference

Committee, said ballot to be accom-

panied by a copy of the constitution

and by-laws of said federation; and (3)

that the Board of Direction of the Am-
erican Society of Civil Engineers be
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further instructed in event of favorable

vote on said referendum to proceed at

once to take such steps as may be nec-

essary for the American Society of

Civil Engineers to become affiliated

with said federation.' Now then be it

"Resolved: that without rescind-

ing its action the Board of Direction

as expressed in its resolution of Aug.
9, now further resolves that in cour-

tesy to the desires expressed by the

annual convention the secretary is here-

by instructed that without waiting for

legal advice he should issue to the cor-

porate membership without delay a ref-

erendum ballot on the following ques-

tion, 'Shall the American Society of

Civil Engineers become a Charter Mem-
ber of the Federated American En-
gineering Societies?', this referendum
to be accompanied by arguments for to

be prepared by Messrs. Wall, Henny
and Hoyt, and arguments against to be

prepared by Messrs. Pegram, Alvord

and Tuttle, together with a copy of

the constitution and by-laws of said

federation and copy of this resolution,

and be it

"Further Resolved: That the

president and secretary are hereby in-

structed to at once secure from Parker
& Aaron, the society's counsel, an
opinion as to whether the society has

the power under its charter and con-

stitution to enter the Federated Am-
erican Engineering Societies, and
whether the amendments as at present

proposed will accomplish such purpose.

and if not what action must be taken
by the society to secure such power,
and that the executive committee shall

inform the corporate membership of its

substance as soon as possible if this

can, in the committee's judgment, be
done without jeopardy to the interests

of the society."

ment, the average economical life ot
plant, percentage assigned by contrac-
tors to shop repaij-s, and the percent-
age allowed for field and minor repairs.

General Contractors Seek Data on
Cost of Owning Equipment

The Committee on Methods of the

Associated General Contractors of

America has tabulated the expenses of

owning various machines as percent-

ages of the capital investment. This
tabulation is given in the accompany-
ing table, copies of which have been
sent to all members of the association

for criticism so that a check upon the

adequacy of depreciation and repair
charges may be had from men who are

familiar with the practical operation

of the various types of machines. The
data for this table have been collected

from various sources, including manu-
facturers of equipment.

In sending out a circular letter in-

cluding this cost tabulation the secre-

tary of the association has requested

answers to various questions regarding
owning equipment. It is well known
that the biggest problem in determin-

ing rental charges is depreciation and
repair, and these questions accompany-
ing the tabulation refer to the average
salvage value for condemned equip-

Equipment:
Auto cranes
Automobile trucks
Automobile trailers
Backfiller, power
Ballast spreaders
Boilers, upright
Boilers, locomotive
Buckets, clam shell
Buckets, orange peel
Buckets, drag line
Cars, steel dump
Cars, wood dump
Cars, flat

Cars, hopper
Compressors, portable:
Steam
Gasoline
Electric

Concrete chutes
Conveyor, belt
Conveyor, bucket
Crushers, rock
Derricks, wood
Derricks, steel
Drtigline excavators:
Steam
Gasoline
Electric

Drill, tunnel carriages
Riggs, traction well
Rigs, tripod
Rigs, jackhamer
Engines, gas
Engines, steam
Ezcavators, cableway
Excavators, keystone
Excavators, trench traction.
Finishing machines:
Tampers

Graders:
Road
Elevating

Hapamers, riveting
Hoists, steam
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Duluth Ferry Bridge Declared

Unsafe, To Be Inspected

A preliminary engineering report

stating that the well-known ferry

bridge^ at Duluth is unsafe led the

city council on Aug. 2 to order a sec-

ond inspection of the structure by an

outside engineer. The report on the

first inspection said, among other

things, that many of the rivets are

poorly driven, that the track rivets are

in bad condition, and that parts of the

bridge are rusting seriously.

City To Pay Claims for Discharge

of Public Service Engineers

Forest Products Laboratory Holds

Decennial Celebration

Recommend Rebuilding of Weak
Bridges in Indianapolis

If the position of the city's engi-

neering department is upheld by the

Board of Public Works of Indianapolis,

Ind., a number of existing bridges that

are too weak for modern traffic will be

rebuilt before a new bridge is con-

structed. In reporting on a petition for

the improvement of Twenty-first St.,

involving an important new bridge, J.

C. Elliott, Assistant City Engineer,

recommended that the petition be dis-

approved, as nine bridges elsewhere in

the city are in dangerous condition

and require rebuilding. One of the

structures (Kentucky Avenue, over

White River) may soon be posted for

a three-ton maximum load. One or two

of the other bridges have already been

closed. A few of the canal bridges

are very old wooden structures and in

especially dangerous condition.

Contracts Let for County Court

House in New York
Contracts exceeding $5,000,000 for a

number of the main items in the con-

struction of the new county court

house were awarded by the Board of

Estimate of New York City on Aug.

12- Steelwork, to Bethlehem Steel

Bridge Corp., $1,280,000; brickwork

and concrete floors, to D. E. Connor

at $880,000 and $658,000; limestone,

to H Hanlien & Son, $2,372,000; roof-

ing, to Hermann & Grace Co., $48,000.

Guy Lowell, the architect for the court

house, recommended that limestone be

selected in place of granite for the

facing, as being more than $100,000

cheaper and requiring less time to

furnish; the limestone is to be fur-

nished in 11 months and all of the

cutting is to be done within the city.

The foundation work had been awarded

previously to Rogers & Hagerty, for

$1,900,500.

American Work for Swiss Tunnel

A contract for pneumatic concrete

mixing plant for lining the water tun-

nel of a hydro-electric development in

the Alps has been secured by the Con-

crete Mixing & Placing Co., Chicago.

The tunnel will be 4i mi. long, of

horseshoe section 9^ ft. high and 9 ft.

wide, with a lining 10 in. thick in rock

and 20 in. in soft material. The con-

tractors are John Reuse'.i & Sons, St.

Gallen, Switzerland.

Claims of engineers employed by the

Public Service Commission, New York

City, for services given to the city on a

volunteer basis during January, 1919,

are to be paid if the Board of Esti-

mate adopts a resolution just submitted

to it by Comptroller Craig. On Jan. 1,

1919, part of the engineering staff of

the Public Service Commission was dis-

charged because no appropriation for

their services had been made by the

Board of Estimate. However, a num-

ber of the discharged employees con-

tinued at work, volunteering their serv-

ices in order to keep the subway plan-

ning and construction operations going

until the beginning of February, when

an appropriation was passed by the

Board of Estimate. For these volun-

teer services claims upon the city were

submitted by the employees in question.

These claims, totaling 39 in number,

cover periods of service ranging from

three to thirty-one days and amount to

a total of $5,462.90.

In presenting the resolution for

payment of these claims, Comptroller

Craig reviews the conditions leading

up to the failure of the appropriation

on Dec. 30, 1918, and the various ele-

ments of lack of harmony between the

Board and the Commission, including

failure of the Commission to submit

its request for appropriation in such

form that the moneys involved could be

allotted to their respective construction

and operation contracts, as provided

by law. He then cites the volunteer-

ing of service by the dismissed em-

ployees and says:

"Unquestionably the City of New

York has received the full benefit of

their services. Because of the action

of the Public Service Commission, how-

ever, no legal liability exists to make

payment for such services. The Public

Service Commission in their public an-

nouncement of Dec. 31, 1918, stated

that they were laying off from duty

323 employees because of the reasons

aforesaid. It turned out, however, that

by actual count the number of em-

ployees so laid off for alleged lack

of appropriation was not 323 but 39.

I, therefore, certify that such claims

are and each of them is illegal and

invalid as against the City of New

York, but that notwithstanding such

illegality and invalidity it is in niy

judgment equitable and proper for the

City of New York to pay the amounts

of the said several claims, the sum

specified being the amount of compen-

sation in each case that the several

and respective employees would have

received had there been no interrup-

tion in their tenure of service."

It is expected that this resolution

will be passed promptly by the Board

of Estimate, and that thereby the un-

fortunate situation existing at the time

mentioned, described in Engineering

News-Record of Jan. 9, 1919, p. 112,

may be finally cleared.

Over 200 visitors attending the de-

cennial celebration of the U. S. Forest

Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis.,

represented lumber and wood-working

associations and companies, forestry

schools, the U. S. Forest Service and

other interests. In an address on

"Legislative Measures for Forest Con-

servation," Governor Philipp of Wiscon-

sin took the position that reforestation

is not a state duty but the duty of the

national government, since timber

grown in any one state is distributed

throughout the country. Colonel W. B.

Greeley, chief forester, U. S. Forest

Service, said that the policy should be

not to use less wood but to grow more

by using the idle acres of burned and

logged-off timber lands.

Dr. Birge, president of the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, spoke of develop-

ments for combined technical and in-

dustrial research. C. P. Winslow, di-

rector of the laboratory, explained its

purposes and the wide scope of its

work, and estimated that this work

represented an annual value of $30,-

000,000 in increased production and

decrease of waste. Following the cele-

bration there was a conference on re-

forestation, a meeting of the technical

committee of the National Lumber

Manufacturers' Association, and a

meeting of deans of forestry and engi-

neering schools.

Hool and Johnson Form Consult-

ing Engineering Firm
George A. Hool, of Madison, Wis.,

and Nathan C. Johnson, of New York

City, have announced the form.ation

of the firm of Hool & Johnson, engi-

neers, with offices in New York, Mil-

waukee and Cleveland. Associated

with them is the laboratory and engi-

neering staff of the James H. Herron

Co. of Cleveland. Mr. Hool is profes-

sor of structural engineering at the

University of Wisconsin and is the

author of a number of text-books; Mr.

Johnson for some years has been in

consulting practice in New York City,

specializing in the technique of con-

crete manufacture. The two have also

been associated in the authorship of

well-known text-books on concrete and

have another book on building con-

struction now in the press.

The new firm will undertake designs,

plans, estimates, contracts and specifi-

cations, supervision of construction of

?11 kinds in concrete, steel, and other

materials, as well as the inspection,

testing and use of construction mate-

rials, researches, investigations and

development of industrial processes

and new industrial matters. In this

work it will operate in conjunction with

the laboratory of the Herron Company.

Service is also offered in examinations

and reports, consultations, adjustments

and arbitration, and as counsel in engi-

neering and patent cases of various

kinds.
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Baltimore to Vote on $51,000,000

for Public Improvements
The City of Baltimore, Md., will sub-

mit to the voters early next month
three loans to be used for public im-
provements, as follows:

(1) Port improvements, $10,000,000;
this being the first installment of a
total $50,000,000 loan authorized by the
Maryland Legislature.

(2) Water supply improvements,
$15,000,000.

(3) General improvements, such as
street paving and sewers, $26,000,000.
The administration of these loans*,

according to information received from
Henry G. Perring, chief engineer, De-
partment of Public Improvements, will

be handled by two commissions ap-
pointed from the citizens, the Port Im-
provements Commission handling the
port and harbor improvements and the
General Improvement Commission the
other loans. In commenting upon the
character of the appointees to these
new bodies Mr. Perring says:

"It is interesting to note that Balti-

more has in the past recognized the
value of engineers at the head of com-
missions or boards. Thus we find the

harbor engineer is president of the Har-
bor Board, the water engineer is presi-

dent of the Water Board, the consult-

ing engineer is head of the Paving
Commission; all these being bodies that

have been functioning in the city for

many years. In the new commissions,
Mayor William F. Broening has recog-

nized the value of engineers to the

city, and the ordinance authorizing the

commissions provided that the harbor
engineer should be ex-officio a member
of the Port Improvement Commission,
and the chief engineer of the city an
ex-of!icio member of the Public Im-
provement Commission."
The engineers of the community and

the public at large, says Mr. Perring,

are particularly gratified that Mayor
Broening has appointed as head of the
Port Development Commission J. E.
Greiner, consulting engineer, of Balti-

more.

Bidding on Preliminary Survey
for Delaware River Bridge

On Aug. 12 the engineering commit-
tee of the Delaware River Bridge and
Tunnel Commissions of New York ,and

Pennsylvania held a hearing at which
architects and engineers discussed the
cost and time of a "preliminary sur-
vey" for the proposed Philadelphia-
Camden bridge. J. A. L. Waddell, 0.
W. Leavitt, Henry Goldmark, Joseph M.
Huston, Sanford Lewis, Henry B. Sea-
man, Ralph Modjeski, J. L. Harrington
and others conferred with the commit-
tee. Offers were made to carry out
the "survey" for less than $100,000 and
complete the work within six months.
At the close of the hearing the commit-
tee requested all the engineers and
architects interested in the case to
submit definite proposals during the

following week in order that the com-
mittee might make a recommendation
as to what engineers should be em-
ployed to do the preliminary work.
Rumors in well informed circles are

to the effect that a board of engineers
will be formed to carry on the bridge
design and construction. It is not
known, however, whether this same
board will conduct the preliminary en-
gineering. George S. Webster, chief
engineer of the Bureau of Surveys of
Philadelphia, is prominently mentioned
for a leading place on the board.

Mills Adopt New Weight Stand-
ards for I-Beams and Channels
A new table of standard weights for

minimum sections of I-beams and chan-
nels has just been adopted by the Asso-
ciation of American Steel Manufactur-
ers, according to an announcement is-

sued by J. 0. Leech, secretary. By the
change, the well-known weights cur-
rent since 1896 are altered to bring
them into agreement with the standard
dimensions of the shapes; a 9-in. 21-lb.

I-beam, for example, now becomes a 9-

in. 21.8-lb. I-beam, and the latter weight
corresponds to the published dimensions
of this minimum 9-in. beam, under the
standard methods of computation of

weights and areas.

To summarize the history of the
standardization briefly: In 1896 the
association adopted a list of stand-
ard profiles of structural steel sec-

tions. Fifteen years later it adopted
standard methods of computation for

published weights and areas. The
weights that were published for the
minimum thicknesses of beams and
channels did not correspond exactly to

the published areas, and it has long
been known that it is impracticable to

furnish these sections true to both the
published weights and dimensions.
To correct this situation the Associa-

tion has now adopted as American
standards the weights per foot shown in

the last column of the table below for
the sections of minimum web thick-

.— Weight, Pounds per Foot —

^

Depth, Inches Present Weight New Weight
I-BEAMS

3 5.5 5.7
4 7.5 7.7
5 9.75 10.
6 12.25 12.5
7 15.0 15.3
8 18.0 18.4
9 21.0 21.8
10 25.0 25.4
12 31.5 31.8
12 40.0 40.8
15 42.0 42.9
15 60.0 60.8
15 80.0 81.3
18 55.0 54.7
20 65.0 65.4
20 80.0 81.4
24 80.0 79.9 •

24 105.0 105.9
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Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

NEW ENGLAND WATER WORKS
ASSOCIATION, Boston ;

Holyoke,
Mass., Sept. 7-10.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION, Boston ; San Fuan-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

SOUTHWEST WATER WORKS AS-
SOCIATION, Waco, Tex. ;

New
Orleans. La., Sept, 20-23.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PORT
AUTHORITIES, Montreal ;

Chi-

cago, Sept. 30-Oct. 2.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL IMPROVEMENTS. Valpa-
raiso, Ind. ; St. Louis, Oct. 10-15.

The Southwest Water Works Associ-

ation will hold its ninth annual conven-

tion Sept. 20 to 23 at the St. Charles

Hotel, New Orleans, La. In addition

to the presentation of papers, there will

be round-table talks and a series of

short talks on difficulties and how they

were overcome. E. L. Fulkei'son, Waco,

Tex., is secretary.

The New England Water Works As-

sociation will hold its 39th annual con-

vention at Holyoke, Mass., Sept. 7-10.

Sessions will be held Tuesday afternoon

and evening, and three a day on Wed-
nesday and Thursday. The preliminary

program lists about 20 papers and half

a dozen committee reports as scheduled

for presentation, with the probability

of several papers being added. Friday

afternoon will be devoted to a "Superin-

tendents' Session," at which papers on

practical problems will be read.

Personal Notes

Theodore Speiden, Jr., has

been appointed division engineer main-

tenance of way of the Baltimore &
Ohio R.R., with headquarters at Phila-

delphia.

Howard Murray, vice-president

of the Shawinigan Water & Power Co.,

has been elected a member of the board

of directors of the Dominion Bridge

Co., Montreal. During the war he was
chairman of the Explosives Commit-
tee, Imperial Munition Board, at

Ottawa.

Gerard H. Matthes, for the

past five years hydraulic engineer with

the Miami Conservancy District, has
been appointed assistant engineer in

the U. S. Engineer Office at Chattan-

ooga, Tenn., where he will have im-

mediate charge, under Major Harold C.

Fiske, of the investigation of the Ten-
nessee River provided for in the River

and Harbor Act. The investigation

will cover the future development of

the river for navigation and will be

made with special reference to water

powers, flood control and the mineral

resources of the upper Tennessee basin

in so far as these can be expected to

have an influence on navigation on the

Tennessee River and its navigable trib-

utaries. Mr. Matthes' experience cov-

ers 25 years in hydraulic engineering,

of which 11 have been in hydropgraphic
work, municipal and irrigation engi-

neering, 7 in hydro-electric and 7 in

flood control work.

C. 0. F s s, chief engineer of the

St. John & Quebec Ry., St. John, N. B.,

has been appointed one of the three

members constituting the newly ,

created Hydro-Electric Commission of

New Brunswick.

Ralph R. B e n e d ic T, formerly
assistant superintendent of parks of

Kansas City, Mo., and for the past

two years with the Ordnance Bureau of

the War Department at Washington,
D. C, has been appointed assistant to

the chief highway engineer of the

State of Illinois, Department of Pub-
lic Works and Buildings, Division of

Highways.

S. B. G I N N, principal assistant en-

gineer of the railroad department of

Brier Hill Steel Co., has been appointed

office engineer for the Ohio region of

the Erie R.R., with headquarters at

Youngstown, Ohio.

A. B. Eaton has resigned as city

engineer of El Dorado, Kan., to accept

a position with the Brown-Crummer
Bond Co., of Wichita, Kan. He will

represent them on a paving contract at

Bartlesville, Okla.

T. S. BosWELL has been made as-

sistant to chief engineer maintenance
of way and structures of the Southern

Ry., Lines East, with headquarters at

Charlotte, N. C. He was recently sup-

erintendent, at Asheville, N. C.

Alex Milne, superintendent of

water-works of St. Catherines, Ont.,

has been elected president of the newly
formed Canadian section of the Ameri-

can Water Works Association. R. L.

Dobbin, superintendent of water-works

of Peterboro, Ont., has been elected

secretary of the section.

W. G. C H a c e, chief engineer of the

Greater Winnipeg Water District from
1913 to June of this year, when he re-

signed to oiganize Research & Develop-

ment, Ltd., a Manitoba corporation

purposing to initiate new industries in

that province based on its resources

and on such other commercial enter-

prises as might offer opportunity of

success, has been appointed president

and manager of the Canadian Lock
Joint Pipe Co., with headquarters at

Toronto.

H. B. L a R n B R, the new health

officer at Mcntclair, N. J., is a graduate

of Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, Department of Biology anid

Public Health. Following graduation

in 1918 he became a member of the

U. S. Public Health Service and for

a year was stationed in the South en-

gaged in rural sanitation studies, epi-

demiological investigations and other

public health work. For the past year
he has been health officer for Golds-
boro, N. C.

R. T. Davis has been promoted
from the position of assistant engi-

neer of the Erie R.R., to that of divi-

sion engineer at Huntington, Ind., suc-

ceeding J. R. Sexton, recently made
regional engineer.

M. Hirschthal has been ap-
pointed concrete engineer on the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna & Western R.R.,

with headquarters at Hoboken, N. J.

He suceeds A. Burton Cohen, whose
resignation was recently noted in these
columns.

Obituary

Henry Gough Stanton, for

the past six years in the service of the

Department of Railways and Canals,

on the Ontario-St. Lawrence canals, at

Cornwell, Ont., died in that city, Aug.
9, aged 65. Prior to going to Cornwall
he was engaged in railroad work in

Mexico, as well as on the trans-conti-

nental railways, and also as resident

engineer on the St. Peter's Canal on
Cape Breton. He was born in the

City of Quebec.

William Pierson Field,
consulting engineer, Newark, N. J.,

died at Llewellyn Park, West Orange,
N. J., Aug. 8. He graduated from
Princeton University in 1883 and took

a post-graduate course in the Univer-
sity of Stuttgart, Germany. Aside

from supervising the erection of many
manufacturing plants in the vicinity of

Newark, Mr. Field designed and super-

vised the building of the First Regi-

ment Armory in that city and armor-
ies in Camden, Paterson, Jersey City

and Trenton.

Business Notes

The Concrete Mixing &
Placing Co., Chicago, has resumed
business on the return from war service

of its president, H. B. Kirkland. The
company may be addressed at 123 W.
Madison St., Chicago.

G. F. W I c K E s, formerly sales and

construction engineer for the Pitts-

burgh-Des Moines Steel Co., Des

Moines, Iowa, and H. C. Wickes, form-

erly assistant engineer for the Pitts-

burgh office of the above-named com-

pany and later chief engineer for the

Stacey Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati,

have organized the Wickes Engineer-

ing & Construction Co., of Des Moines,

to handle the construction of elevated

tanks and towers, standpipes, oil tanks,

bridges and culverts.
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Motor Vehicle Increase

THE increase in motor vehicles from 1 in 2,000 to

1 in 15 of population from 1906 to 1919, shown in

detail on p. 299 of our issue of Aug. 12, illustrates the

great problem that has confronted the highway engineer.

It is a continuing but changing problem. The motor-

vehicle saturation point has not been reached but the

rate of increase of passenger vehicles will decline and

that of motor trucks—now the chief concern of the road

engineer—will rise. Assuredly there is need for search-

ing study of highway design, as well as of bridges in

relation to motor trucks. The last-named subject is

discussed at some length on a following page.

Facilitating City Contracts at Detroit

ADOPTION by a special commission of a "sliding

. scale"* contract form recommended to the Detroit

Common Council as a means of speeding work upon that

city's $50,000,000 sewe r construction program was
noted on p. 349 of our issue of Aug. 19. It is hoped
that the new contract form, which at least minimizes

the material price and wage risk encountered in current

bidding, will re-awaken the interest of contractors in

sewer work at Detroit, which has lagged until recently

and not more than 25 per cent progress was being made
upon the program mapped out by the Commissioner of

Public Works. Though designed specifically for sewer
work its proponents claim for the contract applicability

to all forms of "municipal improvement. Municipalities

in general will await v/ith interest the effect upon bid-

ders of such a contract.

Parochialism Personified

THAT part of the country lying west of the Hudson
does not appreciate the extent to which New York's

expensive port levies tribute on the country at large.

Constant reference, then, to the insularity of the officials

of the city is worth while. In time national public

opinion may begin to have some effect on New York's
politicians, who, it is only fair to say, are backed up
by a large part of the commercial interests of the city.

The latest official outburst is from Piesident La Guardia,
of the Board of Aldermen, one of the two republican

members of an administration under democratic control.

In praising the prospect of new piers replacing some
ancient ones on the North River he said: "I believe

that after these eighteen new piers have been completed
and the Staten Island water-front development carried
through and Jamaica Bay made a great water terminal
the port of New York need not worry about what New
Jersey does. In fact, with these improvements accom-
plished. New Jersey will be at our mercy." And if

New Jersey, of course, the rest of the country. The
tremendous costs of lightering non-local freight will

continue because of the narrowness of those guiding
New York's destinies.

Standardizing Building Codes

A FEW weeks ago we commented on the absurdity
of the variations in moment coefficients in flat-slab

design in the building codes of the country (see Aug. 12,

p. 289). This is only one example of the lack of uni-

formity in such codes, which represent the taste and
fancy of their framers to an extent not at all warranted
by the variations in knowledge of the physical facts

these codes reduce to practice. In an effort to standard-
ize such regulations the National Federation of Con-
struction Industries is now engaged in the worthy task
of tabulating the provision of the principal codes of the
country. After the tabulation is mcde the federation

will enter upon a campaign of education, not, it says,

to determine the proper provisions but to give building
officials a bird's-eye view of the situation so that they
may realize the divergences now existing. It is hoped
that merely calling attention to differences may tend to

reduce them in such revisions as are continually being

made.

Utilizing the Army Ports

NEARLY two years have elapsed since the armistice

and nothing has been done toward utilizing for

overseas shipments the port terminals, which were not

completed in time to be of military service. Many of

the war structures have had to be scrapped and their

cost charged up to the general losses of war. Such

should not be the case with the terminals. Their design

was made primarily for military purposes but some of

them at least are singularly adapted for the commercial

needs of the ports where they are located. Terminal

design in this country has been notoriously backward.

To many the war terminals seemed a step in advance,

but their real utility can only be gaged by their per-

formance. Surely the War Department should be able

now to release most of them for commercial use and

should furthermore be able to arrange some workable

scheme for their being taken over by private or public

interests. A committee investigated theix disposition

some months ago. Why does not the department take

some action?

Something New in Ships

IT IS safe to say that no structure of sizable propor-

tions developed by the war showed such striking

originality of design as the articulated concrete tankers

described on another page of this issue. The large

concrete ship was really a product of the war, though

in Sweden practice was slowly leading up to it. With

the exception of the Macdonald tankers, however, the

concrete ship was an orderly development of the steel

ship—the reproduction of a standard type in another

material with only such change as the properties of the

new material demanded. The Government, which prac-

385
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tically controlled all shipbuilding, was not disposed to

go further into unexplored fields than seemed absolutely

necessary. Such conservatism did not hamper the build-

ers of the cylinder tankers; in fact, their project left

conservatism far behind and ventured well into boldness.

The proof of their success will be in the behavior of the

vessels, but the average concrete engineer will look with
some misgivings at the longitudinal strength of the

joints between the new and old concrete. Aside from
that danger, the extent of which will doubtless be con-

sidered by the designers in an expected early article, the

conception of construction is admirable and has seem-
ingly worked out well. The engineers responsible for

the tankers have certainly given the engineering worid
something new.

Wider Use of Railway Standards

THAT present conditions of economics and finance

will tend to enforce the wider adoption of standards
of design and practice in railway service is the opinion

of Charles A. Morse, chief engineer of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific R.R., as expressed in a statement

quoted on page 395. Although Mr. Morse refers to the

standards of but one society, it may be pointed out

that several technical societies have for years past had
committees which spend time and energy in devising

standard designs and recommended methods of practice.

Here again there is possibility of conflict between the

standards of different societies and it appears that those

of but one should prevail in general adoption. The
introduction of these standard designs and methods,

though urged by the societies, is so slow and limited

that the fullest advantage from universal use is not even

approached. Three causes for this may be cited : Indif-

ference or inertia, a prejudice or preference for present

individual practice, and a failure to see the economic

advantages of the recommended practice in relation to

the railway system as a whole. Immediate personal or

local trouble that may arise from a change to new and

improved methods is apt to be seen much more clearly

than the ultimate economy and benefit to the individual

road and to the railways in general. In Mr. Morse's

opinion, coming development will be a spur to action in

this respect. It may be suggested that good judgment

will counsel action before spurring becomes necessary.

Changing Conceptions of Refuse Disposal

THAT time brings changes the world over is illus-

trated by refuse disposal in England, While it

never was as true as popularly conceived in this country

that all city refuse in England is burned in destructors,

nevertheless for decades it was the accepted theory and

to a large extent the practice there. The war there, as

here, made it necessary to conserve all possible munici-

pal waste, and there, as here, it is likely that much of

this conservation will be continued. At a recent meeting
of "cleansing" superintendents at Sheffield, a speaker,

according to the London Surveyor of June 25, "advocated

the combination of the destructor with an efficient sys-

tem of salvage." The Surveyor says : "We are disposed

to agree with his contention that the destructor is by
no means yet out of date. But the day is rapidly pass-

ing when the indiscrim.inate destruction of all the con-

tents of refuse bins will be regarded as the ideal at

which to aim."

Garbage reduction has never gained a foothold in

England, but some of the garbage was utilized in one
way or another before the war, while during the war
considerable garbage was fed to hogs, though appar-

ently by relatively small municipalities. Sorting out

paper and other salable material from refuse has long

been practiced in England. Today, it appears that the

United States is far ahead of Great Britain in the

matter of utilizing garbage, if not also in sorting and
reclaiming refuse. The great American advance in this

particular during and since the war has been in feedinjr

garbage to hogs, now practiced by a number of large

cities. There is ample opportunity for further advance

along this line and also in the field of refuse sorting

and utilization.

For some months past New York City has presented

an example of changing conceptions in another direc-

tion. It has caused the shutdown of a garbage utiliza-

tion plant operated by a contractor who paid the city

large sums a year for the garbage and has been revert-

ing to the wasteful and otherwise objectionable practice

of dumping garbage at sea. It is high time that this

was changed, but there seems to be little likelihood of

change, or at least rational change, under the present

city administration.

Highway Bridges and Motor Trucks

FIVE years ago there were about 70,000 commercial

motor vehicles on our roads. Today there are

700,000. During the tenfold increase since 1915, the

motor truck has penetrated everywhere, and instead of

frequenting only the main highways it now seeks out

every road, even the most remote. Except in a few

states it travels without restriction as to load and

speed. A truck weighing ten, fifteen or twenty tons

is free to pound its way along any country road and

over dozens of bridges, small and large, that were

not built to carry such loads or resist such violent

impacts. A condition of danger is being created for

us, almost unsuspected.

Already there is a disturbing frequency of failures

of highway bridges under motor trucks. Statistics of

these failures do not exist, but we risk little in

saying that they are increasing in number. A typical

press clipping reads: "A drawbridge on the state

highway between and collapsed today, dropping

a four-ton truck into the water. Governor , who

is on a motor tour of the state, was to have passed

over the bridge about the time the collapse occurred

but he was advised of the break and directed to reach

this city by detour." Many such occurrences do not

get into the newspapers, however. An engineer writes

of two floorbeam failures in bridges near his town,

where because of the absence of serious results no press

report was published. As a matter of fact these fail-

ures are even more significant than those involving

complete collapse, for the most dangerous weakness

against concentrated loads is to be found in floor

systems, not in main girders, and therefore when floors

are broken through by the increasing traffic loads the

result is to be regarded as the inevitable outcome of

the conditions that have been allowed to develop. Ac-

cident may play a part in some bridge failures and

make them interesting objects for engineering investiga-

tion, but the occurrence of floor failures and the break-

ing down of small bridge spans under motor trucks .
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is a simple indictment of weak bridges and excessive,

unregulated, traffic loads.

How inadequate is the strength of existing bridges

was well brought out in a survey of bridge capacities

made during the war by a state highway department
for military purposes. The survey covered all road

bridges in the state, including those under township
and county control. Briefly summarized, it showed that

many of them could not carry more than a one-ton

load without exceeding the usually accepted limits of

safe stress; only a small percentage of all could carry a
five-ton truck. There is no reason for thinking that

other states are in better condition. This is startling

when we consider that the truck-building industry has

its center of gravity in the field of trucks of 2 to 2i tons

capacity, vehicles whose gross weight often exceeds five

tons, while at the same time there is a steady increase

in the number of much heavier trucks, with gross

weights frequently of 12 to 15 tons and more.

That heavy truck loading plays a controlling part

in the matter, now that motor trucks are traversing all

the byroads, is reflected in the statement made to

us by an engineer that recen^tly, while looking at a

fifty-year-old bridge, a serviceable and well preserved

structure, he learned that a truck carrying twelve tons

of freight had crossed it a few days previously. The
bridge was not designed for loads even approaching

this; droves of cattle and possibly a light road roller

were the heaviest loads that the bridge engineer had

to consider in former years. Relatively high wheel

loads occur even under trucks of moderate capacity, a

point well brought out by figures of actual truck wheel

loads obtained from authentic sources, given by an
investigator of the subject in our issue of June 27,

1918, p. 1228. But frequently the loading of trucks

goes far beyond rating limits, and the figures quoted are

doubtless much below the facts of road service.

It is quite obvious that the chances of the conjunc-

tion of heavy load and light bridge are each day be-

coming greater, in perilous degree. Thousands of

bridges, even tens of thousands, are creating a menace
through their own weakness and the increasing fre-

quency and ubiquity of heavy motor truck loads passing

along the roads in rapid flight. Not only direct load

effects are concerned, but shocks and blows of unknovvm

amount are set up by the fast-moving vehicles crossing

over rough floor surfaces, so that we cannot even deter-

mine in a reliable way how close we are to the danger

point.

Until it may be possible to rebuild all bridges that

are now too weak, safety can be found only through
regulation of bridge use on the one hand, and control

of maximum loads and speeds on the other. By posting

every bridge in the country for its capacity, and tak-

ing steps to see that loads greater than the posted

capacity do not cross the bridge, a very large degree
of protection can be obtained. Limitation of maximum
truck loads, and control of speeds of travel, will in-

crease this protection. The necessity for such protec-

tion has been made imperative by the great increase in

number of trucks.

State highways departments, it is fair to say, have
recognized the existence of the bridge problem for a
number of years ; certainly their bridge engineers have
been well av^rare of conditions. But the departments
have been utterly submerged in their road construction
problems. Charged with the duty of applying vast

sums of current expenditure appropriated to pavement
construction, confronted by problems that momentarily,
at least, ai-e bigger than our resources, they have lost

sight of the bridge question while wrestling with the
difficulties of deciding what pavement to use and how
to put it down. From the pavement standpoint, how-
ever, limiti-tion of truck loading is a problem that will

bear delay. Too rapid wearing out of pavement may be
costly, but it is not a matter of life, of public safety. The
failure of bridges is of very different kind; a single

load can destroy a bridge. Such a condition can not be
left to work itself out at leisure. For the time being,

the bridge problem must take precedence over the pave-
ment problem in spite of the much greater magnitude
of the latter.

Division of authority and responsibility has played

a part in bringing the problem to its present urgency.
States control only the bridges on main roads, and
the outstanding danger arises from the bridges on
town and county roads. Nevertheless the state is

clearly the authority through which relief must be
sought. Both limitation of truck loads and speeds by
law and the posting of bridge canacities can only be
brought about by state action. To secure legislative

action to this end, the state highway departments may
well take the initiative. Engineering sentiment will

support them in advocating the necessary laws.

However, not only the preservation of old bridges but
also the design of new ones is involved, and here the

state is directly interested. At present no one can fore-

cast what future highway loadings may be, since the

industry is still permitted to develop in a quite unregu-

lated way. In the design of new structures on main
roads, therefore, guessing at maximum loads is involved

just as obviously as it was in the design of the bridges

of fifty years ago. The designer of a new highway
bridge may Avell be pardoned if he contents himself with

load assumptions chosen at random for in any event

he has no recourse but to let developments come as they

will, and live in the faith that his bridge may have a

reasonable length of life before increase of load makes

it obsolete. But if the loads and speed can be regulated

now his design will be much more closely suited to the

service requirements it must meet, and waste of money

thus avoided.

What the present moment demands is that steps be

taken at the earliest possible moment, in every state of

the Union, to fix truck load limits and if possible

limits of their speed. Time is lacking to delay action

until a nationwide understanding can be obtained as

to what these limits should be. Nor is it important

to secure harmony at the start, for after local action

has been secured everywhere it will be time enough

to set about harmonizing the individual requ'x-ements.

At the s'^.me time that load limits are fixed locally, it

is important that l?ws be passed requiring the posting

of all bridges and putting severe discouragements on

attemps to disregard the posted limits.

With such preparation, the slow and difficult task of

bridge revision can be taken in hand on the basis of

the load limits set by law. This part of the work,

however, will be bound to take a number of years at

best, and can be of no service for protection at the

present or in the immediate future. Ultimately we will

have both stronger bridges and controlled truck prac-

tice ; for the present the way to safety must lie through

regulation alone.
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Concrete Tanker Built of Separately Cast Cylinders

Sections of Two Interlocked Cylinders Poured Upright on Platform and Turned Horizontally To Be Joined

Together To Make 2,000-Ton Oil Carrying Self-Propelled Vessel

ON July 24, 1920, there was launched at Aransas

Pass, Tex., the first of two reinforced-concrete

oil tankers of most radical design. Projected just

before the end of the war they were well progressing

when the hurricane of September, 1919, wrecked the

yard and delayed completion of the vessels. One of the

two ships is now ready for a trial trip and the other

will be launched in a short time. These boats, of

approximately 2,000-ton deadweight capacity and

nearly 300 ft. long, are made up of nine separate sec-

tions, cast separately and joined together in place on a

long launching way. Of those sections seven are of

identical construction, being of double circular shape

and cast upright and turned to a horizontal position.

The bow is poured separately and moved to its proper

location, while the stern is poured in place.

Details of the design of these remarkable vessels will

appear in an early issue of this journal. There are

presented here a series of views of their construction

and an outline of the methods used, both furnished by

LONGITUDINAL SECTION
Cargo' Steam 160-Hp. Oil

Pump Pump Engine
Boiler Feecf

Biffs

Qucfc^ranr
Tiiler

COLLISION
BULKHEAD,

OIL DUCTS

SECTION THROUGH CARGO COMPARTMENT AND
ELEVATION OF CABINS AND WHEEL HOUSE

(Looking Aft)

CONCRETE TANK STEAMER 300 FOOT LONG, BtJILT OF S EPARATELY CAST CYLINDERS

SECTION THROUGH ENGINE COMPARTMENTS,
STERN DECK HOUSE AND SMOKE STACK

(Looking Aft)
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the Macdonald Engineering Co., Chicago, which

designed and built the tankers.

During the latter months of the war T. E. Byrnes,

president of the France & Canada Oil Transport Co.,

New York, secured permission from the Emergency
Fleet Corporation to construct at Aransas Pass, Tex., a

fleet of reinforced-concrete ocean-going barges for

transporting oil from Tampico to Aransas Pass. After

consideration of many designs it was decided to con-

struct these vessels in accordance with proposals put

forward by the Macdonald Engineering Co., along lines

which though radical promised economy in construction

and efficiency in operation.

The vessel consists of two interlocking cylinders, so

spaced as to make the relation between beam and depth

dimensions approximately the same as is usual in vessels

of standard type. The interlocking of the cylinders

provides along the midship line of the vessel a buoyancy

chamber extending the entire length of the cargo space,

and this chamber also serves as a passageway from bow
to stern. The main portion of the cylinder on each

side of the buoyancy chamber is cargo space for oil ; the

smaller chambers at the bottom serve as ducts connect-

ing the oil compartments with the cargo pumps ; and the

similar chambers just below the deck act as relief pipes,

carrying air from the cargo compartments to ventila-

tors at the bow and stern.

The ship is 298 ft. long overall, 33 ft. 9 in. beam and
21 ft. 10 in. deep. It will have a deadweight cargo

capacity of approximately 2,000 tons, or 14,000 barrels

of medium oil. Transverse bulkheads are spaced 30 ft.

apart, each vessel thus containing seven compartments
on each side of the buoyancy chamber, or a total of

fourteen.

A few weeks after the contract for these vessels was
placed the war ceased and propelling equipment, not

previously obtainable, could be secured. It was there-

fore decided to make the tankers self-propelled, using

internal combustion engines. The stern section was
redesigned to provide engine space, and other necessary

alterations were made to meet the changed program.
It will be noticed that the vessel is built without

transverse frames. This feature was an essential part

of the method of construction proposed by the builders

and followed out in the work. Each section 30-ft. long

was built on end by the use of sliding forms raised

continuously night and day by patented jacks—

a

method of building developed by the constructors in

their long experience in concrete grain elevator work.

This manner of working produces concrete more free

from joints or lines of cleavage than any other method,
and is also very fast in practice. For instance one
section—26 ft. 10 in. of actual depth of concrete—was
run in 28 continuous hours.

By employing sliding forms and raising them free of

the concrete work as the section was finished the same
forms could be lowered to their original place again
and used for building similar sections for an indefinite

number of ships. This duplication it was thought would
effect great economies in construction.

The use of the sliding form makes the simultaneous
construction of ribs or other offsets impossible. The
transverse strength of the ship section therefore
depends on arch action. The arch is under unsyro-
metrical hydrostatic loading, the lower end of the arch,

nearest the keel of the vessel, being subjected to the

maximum pressure, while the upper end is under less

stress. Calculations of the arch were made for condi-

tions both light and fully loaded, and with extreme
valley and cre.st assumptions for waves. The results

called for a thickness of concrete of 10 in. at the bottom
end of the arch and 7 in. at the top end. The outer
skin, therefore, is of a thickness showing a gradual
increase frrm 7 to 10 in. with modifications along the
buoyancy chamber, air and oil ducts, and the deck and
bottom structure. In considering this thickness it

must be remembered that there are no ribs, so that

what would appear an excessive skin thickness in a

concrete ship of standard construction must be viewed
in the light of the frame omission. Furthermore, a.s

the vessel was of frankly experimental design it was
not thought wise to take chances, leaving any lightening

of weight to the dictates of experience in actual service.

The bow section, 30 ft. long, and the stem section, 52

ft. long, being ship shape rather than parallel sided,

were necessarily built in fixed forms, arranged for slid-

ing apart to permit duplicating the concrete work for

the next ship.

The sequence of construction was as follows:

A reinforced-concrete foundation platform 1,100 ft.

long, supported on piles, was built alongside the

launching slip to provide for the construction and
assembling of two vessels. The program contemplated
side launching.

Sliding forms were erected on raised wooden plat-

forms for the seven parallel sections for each ship,

and suspended from overhead wooden trusses so that

they could be lifted entirely free of the concrete work
as each section was finished.

The reinforcing steel was then placed, the longi-

tudinal bars (at that stage of the work vertical) being
held by wooden templates at top and bottom, and the

transverse steel being wired to them. All steel in a

section was placed before concreting started.

The steel of the transverse bulkhead was laid hori-

zontally on the wooden supporting platform, the bulk-

head becoming the bottom of the section in its upright
position.

The concrete was then poured, the sliding form being
kept going night and day until the section under way
was completed.

The sliding form was then raised clear of the con-

crete work, and the section was then ready, after allow-

ance for proper setting of the concrete, to be turned to

the horizontal position and moved into its final place in

the ship.

Next the concrete section, still vertical, was lowered

by jacks onto steel carriers or "creepers" operating on
railroad rails set in the concrete foundation platform.

The creepers consisted of rollers running between the

rails and I-beam supports carrying the section, the

rollers b'^ing carried upward around the rear end of

the I-beams and restored to place at their forward ends

as the movement progressed. The tractive force was
provided by a steam-operated winch and cable.

The section was moved forward into a tilting cradle,

a structural steel frame carried by shafts running

through concrete supporting columns. It was next

turned to a horizontal position by winch and heavy
tackle and placed on wooden cradles carried on the

creepers mentioned above. The creepers then trans-

ported it to its final place in the ship.
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DROPPING SECTION ONTO CRADLE

' v^nM TFFT TO RIGHT-FORM-WORK. VERTICAL SEC-

'^''°'^IONS TURNING FRAME. HORIZONTAL SECTION
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Building 2000-Ton Concrete Tanker

CLOSING TWO OF THE JOINTS CASTING THE BOW OF THE BOAT

FINAL WORK ON JOINING THE HULL

COMPLETED BOAT READY FOR LAUNCHING

LAUNCHING jLALNCHED
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Each section was molded 26 ft. 10 in. long, instead

of 30 ft., but the longitudinal reinforcing steel (vertical

while molding') was the full 30 ft. length, projecting 3

ft. 2 in. beyond the upper end of the concrete. This

reinforcing meshed with similar steel bars at the end

of the adjacent section when the ship was assembled

horizontally. The lap of the longitudinal reinforcing

was figured of such length that, with the bond stress

assumed between steel and concrete, the full allowable

tension on the rod would be developed. At the same

time, since owing to the method of construction it was
not possible to stagger the joints at the ends of the

main longitudinal reinforcing, it was thought well not

to depend upon bond entirely; and each main bar was
therefore clipped to the adjacent bar projecting from

the next section by three S clips.

The 3 ft. 2 in. open joints were then concreted by

shooting each e^ge of the joint with cement guns and

simultaneously pcuring the space between the edges.

This secured a bonding between the old and the new
concrete not otherwise possible, and at the same time

obviated any trouble which might have occurred from

sand pockets in the mass of reinforcing had the entire

joint been filled by the gun. The concrete of the joint is

slightly thicker toward the inside than the rest of

the skin.

The sliding form leaves the concrete absolutely

smooth without board marks. The concrete of the joint

where ooured in fixed forms necessarily displayed slight

inequalities. These joints, therefore, were bush-

hammered to roughen them and wei'e then shot with a

thin coat of gunite to give a smooth surface.

The stern section was built in its launching position

in fixed forms and the parallel sections were then suc-

cessively placed in line with it. The bow section was
also built in fixed forms, but was supported on cradles

and moved into location by creepers after all of the

parallel sections were in place.

Hurricane Wrecks Yard

On Sept. 14, 1919, the shipyard was overwhelmed by
a terrible Gulf hurricane. Thei'e was some 12 ft. of

water over it, driven by a 98 mile wind. At that time

all of the parallel sections of two ships had been molded,

and all were standing on end on their platforms except

that three sections of No. 1 hull had been turned to the

horizontal and wholly or partially placed. The stern-

most cargo section had been put in position and its

reinforcing had been clipped to the steel bars of the

stern section, which was just ready for concreting to

start the next day. The form work for the stern was
badly damaged and the reinforcing somewhat displaced

but the cargo section next to it (called No. 7) was
neither moved nor damaged. No. 6 section, which was
in place on shores but had not been clipped to No. 7,

was lifted bodily and dropped beyond the inshore edge
of the concrete foundation slab. It was undamaged and
was readily jacked back into place. No. 5 section was
on the creepers and almost in place at the end of No. 6.

The cradles were skewed, but the section escaped harm.
The bow of No. 1 hull had been concreted; the shores

below it were crippled and it dropped about 5 ft. Some
skin cracks occurred, which were readily repaired with
the cement gun. No other concrete work of the ships

was damaged, but the partially completed stern forms
of No. 2 hull were entirely carried away ; and the sliding

forms, with their supporting trusses, over each building

way, were wrecked and had to be taken down—thus
temporarily upsetting the entire program of duplication

on which the plant was based.

The hurricane also carried away the entire railway
conencting Harbor Island with the mainland, some
seven miles distant; and partly filled channels formerly
navigable. Transportation of men and supplies from
that time had to be by water, under discouraging con-

ditions ; the railway is still not replaced—though it will

be shortly. The hurricane opened great channels and
lakes through the shipyard, carried away all lumber
and buildings, buried or overturned equipment and left

over all a mass of heavy crude oil from some 125,000

bbl. lost out of destroyed storage tanks in the neigh-

borhood. In spite of the unpleasant outlook the France
& Canada Oil Transport Co. decided to finish the two
tankers under construction, and from last September
the work has proceeded under conditions at first almost
impossible, and necessarily causing great delay, but
gradually improving.

The vessels will be driven by twin screws, the power
being supplied by Bolinder engines of water injection

type. The steam for operating the cargo pumps,
anchor, windlass, steam steering gear and accessories

is supplied by a 125 hp. Almy water-tube boiler. For
unloading oil cargo there are for each ship a pair of

18 X 14 X 20 in. Cameron single cylinder pumps. A
5-kw. Matthews lighting set and Coen oil burning
equipment for the boiler is included. V/ireless is

provided.

Deckhouses are of concrete; the officers' and crews*

quarters are 'n a house amidships where the navigating

direction and wheelhouse are located. Provision for a

total personnel of twenty-five men is made.

Light-Weight Concrete Used

The concrete in these vessels is a mixture of one
part cement, standard grinding, to one part crushed

coke, 2 in. and smaller. It has an average weight, exclu-

sive of reinforcing, of approximately 110 lb. cubic foot.

Sixty-day crushing tests showed a strength of from

3,500 to 4,000 lb. pel square inch. Compression stresses

on concrete in bogging and sagging are under 1,000 lb.

in other portions of the ship, concrete is, in a few
cases, stressed as high as 1,500 lb. under momentarily

excessive hydrostatic pressure.

All reinforcing is of high carbon steel, the limiting

stress being placed at 16,000 lb. except in bulkheads.

Owing to the method of building these vessels it was
found convenient to leave the sections at the elevation

they assumed when turned to their horizontal position.

At the same time the nature of the site, and other indus-

tries thereon, required the assembling platforms and

launching ways to be close to the water. It was there-

fore decided to build the launching ways at the un-

usually steep slope of 3 to 12 deg. with ends of the

ways leading down to the surface of the water. It was
considered that this would be preferable to building

the launching ways with a flatter slope and then

dropping the ship vertically into the water.

When preparing for the launching, the weight of the

vessel was wedged onto 10 sand jacks, most of which

were placed under her keel, and onto timber cradles on

the 27 sliding ways. Nine timber triggers were pro-

vided, one for each group of three ways. At the time

of launching, the sand jacks were released, bringing the

entire weight onto the 27 sliding ways. With the release
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of the triggers, the movement of the ship into the

water, owing to the .iteep slope of the ways, occupied

but a flash of time.

The launching was carried out with entire success

and the vessel was found to draw almost exactly the

calculated amount of water. When launched her draft

amidships was 9 ft. 6 in. which will be increased to 10

ft. 9 in. with all machinery, water, bunker oil and

stores on board. The full load draft will be 18 ft.

Space for water is provided in forward and after

peak tanks and in a cross section of the double cylin-

drical hull, 8 ft. 6 in. long, immediately forward of the

stern or machinery portion. Ahead of the double feed

water tank just mentioned, a section of the double

cylindrical hull 6 ft. long is bulkheaded off for bunker
oil tanks.

Unfortunately, the hurricane of September, 1919,

carried away the detailed cost records of the work up to

that time. Even had they not been, it would be exceed-

ingly difficult to arrive at dependable conclusions as to

what the vessels would have cost had the later con-

struction been carried on under nurmal conditions, in-

stead of those following the hurricane. The indications

are that reinforced-concrete tankers of this type and
constructed in the manner shown can be built for very

considerably less than steel tankers. Their action in

service will, therefore, be watchd with unusual interest.

The first vessel was christened the "R. P. Durham,"
in honor of the vice-president of the Macdonald Engi-
neering Co., who originated the general features of the

design. The method of construction was worked out by
James Macdonald, president of the company, and Mr.
Durham. Both the type of ship and manner of con-

struction are covered by patents. The consulting naval

architect for the France & Canada Oil Transport Co.,

for decision of matters of marine concern, was Theodore
D. Wells of New York City. At the shipyards, George
R. Brooks was consulting engineer for the owners
during the greater portion of the period of construction,

their interests latterly being in the hands of George P.

Darlington. Special credit is due L. H. Stanley, super-

intendent of construction for the Macdonald Engineer-
ing Co., throughout the work, for his loyalty to the

operations and eflicient handling of it under the
unheard of conditions subsequent to the hurricane.

Strength of Aged Cement
Because of cement shortage in the District of Colum-

bia the Corps of Engineers has proposed to use some
cement which had been in storage about eighteen
months. In order to determine the proper strength
assumptions for concrete made of such cement the
Bureau of Standards made a number of tests on it. The
cement as received was first put through a sieving
process to remove the lumps. The cement after sieving,

as well as the crushed lumps, were then made into

separate concretes which were compared with con-
crete made from cement recently purchased in the
local market. It was found that a 1:1] :2^ mix of the
old cement would give approximately the same strength
as a 1 :2 :4 mix of fresh cement, and it was recom-
mended that the lumps be sieved out of the old cement
before using. Similar tests were conducted on aged
cements submitted by the U. S. Engineer Office at

Vicksburg, Miss. The results indicated that a 1:2^:4^
mix of the aged cements gave approximately the same
strength as a 1:3:6 mix of fresh cement.

Repeated-Stress Safety Factors
Quickly Determined

Table of Factors Based on Unit Stress and on
Repetitions—Goodman's Diagram and

Recent Test Data Used

By J. B. KoMMERS
Materials Testing Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana

IN Engineering News-Record for Nov. 27-Dec. 4, 1919,

the writer discussed the subject "A Broader Use of

Johnson's Formula for Repeated Stresses," making use
of Johnson's, or Goodman's, diagram, and also of the
exponential formula w-hich connects unit stress and cy-

cles which cause failure in repeated-stress tests. Based
on the assumption that a decrease cf 9 per cent in

unit stress doubles the cycles for rupture, it was shown
that a very simple relation exists between the factor
of safety / based on unit stress and the factor of

safety /j based on number of cycles for rupture, as

follows

:

0.136 log /, = log. / (1)

In using this formula it is assumed that the unit

stresses obtained from Goodman's diagram would cause
failure after 5,000,000 cycles of stress, and the factor

of safety / is used in connection with stresses ob-

tained from Goodman's diagram.
There is a certain type of problem, not mentioned

in the previous article, which should be explained in

connection with the above formula. Suppose a mate-
rial has an ultimate strength of 150,000 lb. per sq.

in., and an elastic limit of 100,000 lb. per sq.in. ; what
number of cycles of stress would this material be hkely

to withstand before rupture for various values of min-
imum and maximum stress? Specifically, four sets of

stresses may be investigated:

— 25,000 to + 25,000

to + 50,000

+ 25,000 to + 75,000

+ 50,000 to + 100,000

It will be noticed that these values are all within
the elastic limit, as they should be, and that they also

all have the same total range of stress, namely, 50,000

lb. per sq.in. This choice has been made to bring

out the fact that according to Goodman's diagram the

range of stress alone does not determine the number
of cycles that can be withstood before rupture.

Applying to these four cases J. B. Johnson's funda-

mental formula,

S\
\ Sn

Sj
S'l

(2)

in which

S\ = maximum unit stress as taken from Goodman's
diagram,

S'2 = minimum unit stress as taken from Goodman's
diagram,

Su = static ultimate strength of the material, the

following results are obtained:

S'
Case 1, oT = — 1 and } 5„ = 75,000, therefore S' =
50,000 lb. per sq.in. This means that the material could

withstand ± 50,000 lb. per sq.in. for about 5,000,000

times before failure. But the stress to be applied

is only ± 25,000 lb. per sq.in, therefore / = 2.
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From formula (1), /, = 164,

5.000,000 X 164 = 820,000,000.

and therefore N =

Case 2, ^^

:

and I S,. = 75,000, therefore S',

= 75,000 lb. per in. But the material is to withstand

only 50,000 lb. per sq.in. so that / = 1.5. From
formula (1), /, = 19.7, and therefore N = 98,500,000.

In a similar manner the third case ^ives A^ =
9,100,000, and the fourth case gives N = 5,000,000.

T.\BLE I—VALUES OF / AND CORRESPONDING VALUES OF /,

f
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satisfaction of seeing roads built, not for any selfish

interest, but to meet the demands of traffic, starting some-

where and ending nowhere, and creating a network of uni-

formly good highways. Build roads that with reasonable

maintenance will be there at the maturity of your bonds,

build for the future, capitalizing high maintenance cost

and putting this into the roads.

Organization and System

In the administration of highway work on the scale that

most of our states are launching at this time, the great

single requirement is organization and system. We all

have been zealous to the extreme in advocating large appro-

priations for highway work and money has been thrust

upon us with a free hand and now we are bid to perform.

Let us first appreciate the wisdom of that truism, "Pre-

paredness is half the battle," and study our problem. Think
of it in terms of its similarity to the large industrial organ-

izations where modern business principles predominate and
we will realize the magnitude of our task. If we stop and
think of the working unit involved in the disbursement of

$1,000,000 for this class of work and multiply this by forty,

or fifty, or more, as some of us must do, it will be apparent
at once that it becomes an undertaking for big business

organization and management. There is infinitely more
to it than the assembling of large numbers of engineering

corps and draftsmen for the preparation of surveys and
plans, for th's, in a measure, is but incidental, as a con-

tractor who had encountered almost insurmountable diffi-

culties once said to us, "Building roads on paper is not

putting them on the ground." There should be a blending

of business and technical thought as the basis of action.

In the first analysis the duties of the several units of

the organization should be grouped on a functional basis,

the segregation of the special or distinct functions auto-

matically creating the several separate divisions. Authority
should be centralized in the executive head between whom
and the several operating divisions there should be a co-

ordinating branch or body, known as the management
division in charge of an executive manager.

The accompanying chart is a graphic representation of

Mr. Biles's conception of highway organization.

Estimated British Railway Deficit

The British Ministry of Transport announces that

there is an apparent deficit of £54,500,000 likely to

accrue to the Exchequer from the state control of rail-

ways in Great Britain and Ireland during the current

fiscal year ending March 31, 1921, says a recent issue

of Commerce Reports. The Minister of Transport has

accordingly requested the Railway Rates Advisory

Committee to suggest increases in the tariffs for various

railway services which will wipe out the deficiency by
the close of the following June. The last increase in

rates was ordered in the latter part of December, 1919.

The Ministry announces that the following is a state-

ment of the per annum increase for the principal items

of increased expenditure since last October, when the

question of rates revision was referred to the Railway
Rates Advisory Committee:
Increased cost of materials £12,000,000
Increased cost of coal 3,500,000
Increases to shopmen, lis 4,000,000
Increases to conciliation grades, 5s 4,500,000
Increases to enginemen, 3s .

2,000,000
increases to conciliation grades, Is

j
Findings National Wages Board 7,000,000

Incre?.ses under sliding scale consequent upon
rise in cost of living and other concessions,
April 12 to July 1 6,800,000

Hire of rolling stock 750,000
Rates, taxes, and compensation 3,200,000

Total £43,750,000

Adoption of Standard Practice

in Railway Work

AUTHORITY as to safe and economical construction

L and maintenance of American railways is repre-

sented by the "recommended practice" of the American
Railway Engineering Association, and a more general

adoption of these recommendations is likely to result un-

der the present tran.sportation act. This statement sum-

marizes tht- opening part of a paper in the Association's

bulletin for July (No. 227) by C. A. Morse, chief engi-

neer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R.R. The
major part of this article is given below

:

With the passage of the Esch-Cummins transportation

act, the Interstate Commerce Commission is instructed to

make such rates as will, in addition to paying operating

and maintenance expense and a proper depreciation, return

a certain rate of interest on the investment in the railroads

as a whole or in certain groups. In order to be fair to all

railroads and to the patrons of the railroads, there should

be a classification of the different roads and different sec-

tions of the same road, based upon density of traffic, weight

of locomotives and frequency and speed of passenger trains.

There should be a specification covering construction and

maintenance of each class of road, so that the money ex-

pended by the different roads will be fairly uniform. No
records or recommendations that will permit of this action

are based on such general study and careful consideration

as those of the American Railway Engineering Association,

and it is fair to presume that its recommended practice

will be adopted.

There is a strong probability that a stop will be put to

the present practice whereby over 50 different sections of

rail are rolled between the weights of 70 and 140 lb. per

yard, when seven sections will answer all the purposes

and are all that are recommended by this Association. A
set of rail roils costs about $5,000 and a rolling mill has to

carry an investment of S250,000 for rolls to roll 50 sections,

when they would have to carry an investment of but

$35,000 to be prepared to roll seven sections. The railroads,

and through them the public, have to pay the interest on

this additional $215,000 invested by each mill in surplus rail

rolls. But the public is not going to continue to pay in-

creased railroad rates to meet the whims of individual

railroads.

The same thing applies to rail joints. One of the prac-

tices that has the least reason for existence and which costs

an immense amount of money per year is that of the varia-

tion in punching or drilling bolt holes in rails. There is

absolutely no reason why all rails of the same sections

should not be drilled with the same spacing. With this

standardized, all joints for that section of rail would be

drilled alike. Frogs and switches should be the same for

the same class of railroads, thus doing away with the

innumerable patterns that manufacturers have to carry,

and permitting the manufacture of frogs and switches for

stock instead of having to make them to order, as is the

present practice.

There should be uniformity in width of roadbed, width of

cuts at subgrade, depth of ballast, amount of shoulder for

ballast of different kinds; also in the use of treated track,

bridge and switch ties, and the use of tie-plates. Many
roads which have recognized the economy of treated ties

and tie-plates have not used them on account of immediate
expense.

The new conditions are going to call for the practice

that is the most economical in the long run, as the public

will have to pay the bills in rates and is entitled to haA-e

these rates as low as the best and most economical prac-

tice will permit. It is to be hoped that the reorganized

American Railroad Association will be used bj' the Inter-

state Commerce Commission as the medium through which
uniformity of practice can best be secured and that it

will be given mandatory po\vers necessary to enable it to

secure these ^.-esults.
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French Government To Regulate

River Rhone
Proposed $300,000,000 Project Will Develop Water

Power, Improve Navigation and Provide

Water for Irrigation

By Thorndike Saville
Associate Professor of Hvdraulic and Sanitary Engineeiiny.

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

PROBABLY the most important and gigantic engi-

neering work now being planned in France is the

development of the Rhone River from Lake Geneva (Lac

Leman) at Geneva to the sea. The proposed develop-

ment is to be in the threefold interest of water power,

navigation and irrigation. Studies have now been com-
pleted and the results presented to Parliament, which

is shortly expected to authorize the undertaking. While
a complete description of the project is not feasible at

present, an outline of the salient points of the proposed

development should be of interest to American engineers.

The Rhone, after it leaves Lake Geneva (Fig. 1),

flows for some 16 miles to the Swiss frontier through a

soft alluvium, descending 181 ft. Then commences the

French portion which may be divided into several sec-

tions. The first is through the Jura to Chateau du Park,

a length of 18 miles and fall of 236 ft. The second sec-

tion is from Chateau du Park to the confluence of the

Saone and Rhone below Lyons. This section is less

torrential than the first, and at times navigable for

small flat-bottomed boats. It has a length of 38 miles

and fall of 335 ft. These first two sections of the river

are comprised in the area known as the Upper Rhone
(Haut-Rhone) and are to be developed the first.

The section from Lyons to the sea is known as the

Lower Rhone (Bas-Rhone). From the confluence with

the Saone to the confluence with the Isere there are

64 miles with fall of 170 ft. ; from the Isere to the

Ardeche, 55 miles with a fall of 223 ft.; from the

Ardeche to the Gardon, 43.5 miles with a fall of 112 ft.

;

from the Gardon to Aries, 14 miles with a fall of 26 ft.

;

from Aries to the sea, 30 miles with fall of 24 ft. On a

total length of about 530 km. (329.3 miles) from Geneva
to the sea there is a total fall of 372 m. (1,220 ft). The
Upper Rhone is practically non-navigable, and is essen-

tially a torrential stream. Below Lyons the river is full

of rapids but has been rendered navigable by certain

regulatory works mentioned below. The present plan

calls for the immediate development of the water powers

of the section above Lyons. These will be readily

utilized at a minimum of expense, and the revenues and

power derived from them will be of aid in constructing

the remaining works. Briefly, the plan contemplates:

(1) Rendering the river entirely navigable by the con-

struction of canalized passes (derivations) around th^

most objectionable rapids; (2) the development of power

at the dams placed at the heads of these passes; (3) the

use of some of the water for irrigation, which will be

pumped by some of the electric power developed. The
location of the passes, dams, and power plants are shown

in Fig. 1.

This somewhat idealistic scheme for the three-fold

utilization of the Rhone is of recent origin and repre-

sents an entirely new point of view. As late as 1911

the feeling was very strong that the development of

the river for navigation was the concern of the state,

while that for hydraulic power was essentially for priv-

ate interests. The development for agriculture was
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FIG. 1. MAP OF RHONE RIVER SHOWING PROPOSED
REGULATORY WORKS

alwaj'S subsidiary to the preceding. Since the war, how-

ever, with the destruction of the coal mines in the north

of France and the immediate need of intensive agri-

cultural development, opinion has errtirely changed and

now all interests are at one in unanimous desire for the

triple development.. It is believed that the total under-

taking will cost in the neighborhood of 1,530 millions

of francs ($295,290,000), of which 1,320 millions is for

development of electrical energy and 210 millions for

accessory works (passes, etc.) to render the stream
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navigable. It was originally conceived that the state

should contribute the latter sum only, but in view of the

natural benefit arising from the power development and

the attendant agricultural advantages, it is now sug-

gested that the state contribute 610 millions of francs

or about 40 per cent of the total cost.

The project, which has been favorably reported to

Parliament, is due to M. L. Armand, chief engineer in

the Fonts et Chaussees, charged with the regulation of

the Saone and Rhone.

The plant for the Upper Rhone between Lyons and

Geneva, comprises passes of various lengths fed from

movable dams operated either by Stoney valves or by

wickets as on the Seine. The passes will have a section

of 3,445 sq.ft. which will provide for a maximum dis-

charge of 12,350 cu.ft. per sec. The velocity will vary

from 1.15 ft. per sec. to 3.61 ft. per sec. (2.46 miles

per hr.). The depth of the passes will be 16.4 ft., and

the width will be 295 ft. at a point 1 ft. above the water

surface, except in certain stretches of difficult excava-

tion where it will be reduced to 164 ft. All curves, with

one exception, will have a radius of at least 3,280 ft.

(1,000 m.). The locks were originally planned to be

263 ft. in length by 39.5 ft. in width, but these dimen-

sions will doubtless be enlarged, as noted hereafter, to a

greater length and 65.6 ft. of width.

The proposed constructions on the Upper Rhone are

planned to accommodate barges of 1,000 tons capacity.

60%-

FIG. 2. TOW BOAT ON RHONE PULLING ITSELF UP-
STREAM BY CABLE AND WINCH

The standard canal boat in use nearly everywhere in

France is of 300 tons (the French or metric ton = 1,000

kilograms, = 1.12 tons of 2,000 lbs.) capacity, 38.5 m.
long, 5 m. wide, and draws 1.75 m. (126 x 16.4 ft. by
5.74 ft. draft). On the rivers and larger canals there

are 600-ton barges, 210 ft. long, 26 ft. wide and draw-

ing 6 ft. The latter are essentially the dimensions of

the barges now in use on the

Lower Rhone, dimensions

which cannot be exceeded on

account of the difficulties of

navigation on the river dur-

ing low water. The greater

economy in the use of 1,000-

ton barges is obvious, and the

canalized river above Lyons
can readily be made to accom-

modate them. It is believed

also that by maintaining

dredges below Lyons the river

may be made navigable for

these barges during ten

months of the year, until the
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FIG. 5. WORKING PROFILE ON RHONE RIVER

canalization of the lower Rhone is completed. Larg:".

of this size are already in use in portions of the canal

from Marseilles to Aries.

These new and large boats will be handled by electric

towing apparatus, thus cutting down the expense of the

powerful tow boats now used. A typical example, show-

ing the cable by which the boat pulls itself up stream is

indicated in Fig. 2, and illustrates the difficulties of

navigation as practiced at present.

There is planned also a great terminal port just below
Lyons, 2 km. . below the confluence of the Rhone and

Saone. This port will be connected with the main
navigable channel by a lateral canal from the Jonage

Canal. The cost of the port, which will be used for

storage and transportation, will be 30,000,000 francs

($5,790,000).

The project below Lyons to Aries is essentially the

same as for the Upper Rhone. The problem here is

somewhat simpler by the fact that the river has already

been extensively controlled by regulatory works for the

purpose of rendering it navigable. These works consist

of dikes parallel to the stream, confining it and causing

it to deepen its channel. The dikes are frequently con-

nected with the shore by groins perpendicular to the

channel which serve to entrain gravel and build a natural

bank. Dikes and groins are constructed of stone.

Typical examples are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. These
works were begun in 1878 and have been prosecuted

ever since with considerable success. The minimum
depth in the channel before undertaking the regulatory

FIG. 3. TRAINING WALLS AND GROINS ON RHONE
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works was 0.40 m. (1.31 ft.). Today it is 1.35 m.

(4.43 ft.). Before the improvements the annual sus-

pension of traffic on account of low water averaged 70

days per year. At present on not more than five days

per year is traffic suspended en this account.

The passes will in all cases be formed by locks at

either end and will be fed from the river, which will

possible to sell 1,000 million kw.-hr. at 0.02 fr. (0.39c.)

and 800 million kw.-hr. at 0.01 fr. (19c.), and there

would be an annual income of sixteen millions francs

($3,086,000)."

The development of the Lower Rhone, financed in a

similar fashion, is estimated to cost 750 million francs.

These figures and the quotations above, are taken from

FIG. 4. STONE TRAINING W^ALLS ON RIGHT. GROINS ON LEFT

be dammed at the upper end. At several of these points

(shown in Fig. 1) where the fall is considerable, hydro-
electric developments will be made. As noted before,

those of the Upper Rhone will be developed first as least

expensive to construct per unit of power developed. At
other points the dams will be larger and have for their

principal use the feeding of the passes. The profile of

the route showing the falls to be developed is shown in

Fig. 5. There is to be developed a total mean annual
output of 750,000 hp. The estimated power development
on the river is shown in the accompanying table. It is

planned to give concessions for this power to last 75
years. The first development on the Upper Rhone would
then be financed as follows

:

"The capital of 360 millions (francs) is increased

above the value at issue by surplus earnings above
interest charges and will have a final value of 380 mil-

lions at retirement. Of this, 300 millions will be realized

by selling bonds at 6 per cent, and 80 millions by stock

at 8 per cent. This assumed, in the first ten years of

the development it is expected that only 33 per cent of

the energy produced can be utilized, and that 75 per

cent of the energy will be utilized during a second

period of forty years. During this latter period amor-
tization of the bords will be made, and all (the power)
will be utilized at the end of this period. Then during

a third period of twenty-five years, amortization of the

stock will be made.
"Under these conditions, if during the first period of

ten years it is possible to sell 300 million kw-hr. at 0.05

fr. (96c.) and 330 million kw.-hr. at 0.03 fr. (58c.) there

will be, after payment of interest on stock and bonds, an
income of 1,000,000 fr. ($193,000) during each of the

first ten years. During the second period of forty years,

in the course of which the bonds would be retired, it

will be sufficient to sell 800 million kw.-hr. at 0.04 ft.

(78c.) and 550 million kw.-hr. 0.015 fr. (29c.) for the

annual net income to be two million francs ($386,000).

During the third period of twenty-five years, in the

course of which the stock will be retired, it would be

sufficient to sell 1,000 million kw.-hr. at 0.03 fr. (0.58c.)

and 800 million kw.-hr. at 0.01 ft. (19c.) to give a net

annual income of twenty-one million francs ($4,050,-

000). At the expiration of the concession it should be

a report by a government committee constituted in

August, 1918, to investigate and submit recommenda-
tions to Parliament. The engineering scheme adopted

is that of M. Armand, and the financial scheme is that

of M. de la Brosse, inspector general of Fonts et

Chaussees. The data has been given here as of interest

in illustrating the method which the French government
proposes to use in financing a project estimated to cost

some $300,000,000. The entire plan is most ambitious,

but seems to have been carefully worked out, and no

doubt will be undertaken in part at least when con-

struction activities return to normal.

The agricultural developments to be made in connec-

tion with what has been described above have been made
the object of a very exhaustive study by M. Trote,

chief engineer in the Fonts et Chaussees. The details

of this co-operation cannot be formulated until the

hydro-electric plants are in operation. It is believed

that these will be able to furnish the moderate amount
of power necessary for pumping water to the agricul-

tural districts at a very low rate per kw.-hr. Also, this

cheap power will be used in electric haulage on the river

passes.

An interesting corrollarj" of the general regulation of

the Rhone is the proposed raising of the level of Lake

Geneva. This lake is the great regulatory of the Rhone,

and its level is carefully controlled by international

agreement so that it does not vary more than 60 cm.

(2.36 in.) in a year. The raising of this level by 10 cm.

would suffice to increase the discharge of the Rhone by

10 cubic meters per second (353 sec.ft.) for 67 days, and

negotiations are now under way with this object in

view.

The writer is indebted to the kindness of Georges

TABLE SHOWING PROPOSED POWER DEVELOPMENT ON THE
RHONE RIVER—HORSEPOWER

Mean Low
3 Months

\. Falls of Genissait (Upper-Rhone)... . 107,000

2. Falls, Chateau du P..rc to Jonage 1 34,500

3. Falls below Lyon 427,500

Totals 669,000

Water-Mean
6 Months
206,000
190,500
387,600

Water-Mean
High Water
3 Months
260,000
171,300
335,100

784,100 766.400
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Bechmann, consulting engineer, of Paris, and to L.

Armand, of the Fonts et Chaussees at Lyons for infor-

mation and data relating to the above project, and for

permission to visit the regulatory v^^orks which have

already been constructed.

The assumption is made in the table that there is a

constant discharge of 1,240 sec.ft. maintained in the

passes, and that the variation in power is due to varia-

tion in effective head. It is interesting to note that in

the torrential unimproved river above Lyon the power

developed increases in general with the increase of flow

--3000
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FIG. 6.
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HYDROGRAPH OP THE RHONE RIVER

in the river. Below Lyon, in the improved portion of

the river, in which section the chief tributaries enter,

the power developed varies inversely with the discharge
of the river.

$40,000,000 for Canadian Roads

Plans providing for the expenditure of $40,000,000 to

improve the highways of Ontario and Quebec have been
approved by the Canadian government under the opera-

tion of the Federal Highways Act. The total outlay

contemplated in Ontario is $22,200,000, of which the

Dominion government will contribute $5,800,000, the

Province $12,000,000, and the municipalities $4,400,000.

The principal item is the highway from Windsor to the

Quebec boundary. The projected outlay of Quebec is

$17,390,000, of which the Dominion will contribute

$5,000,000, the Province and municipalities furnishing

the balance. In Quebec three standard highways includ-

ing the King Edward highway from Montreal to Rouses'

Point, the Quebec and Montreal North Shore road, and
the road from Sevis to Jackman, Maine, are already fin-

ished or practically so, and conform in every respect to

the standard prescribed by the act.

Tile Drainage a Factor in the

Control of Rivers
Will Not the Subsurface Percolation Which Follows

Drainage Result in Storage and Better

Distribution of Runoff?

By Hyatt L. Frost
McKee, Fj-ost and Smith, Connersville, Ind,

WHAT can we accomplish toward getting materially

more of our annual precipitation into the lower

subsoil stratum? A practicably constructive solution

of this problem means much to most of our humid
climate sections. Wiil systematic tile drainage in these

regions of heavy rainfalls put more acre inches of water

into the lower subsoil, that is, into the stratum below

tile line? An affirmative answer to this question fur-

nishes the major premise for the final conclusion reached

in this article.

All the writers on soil physics and allied subject

agree that underdrainage is the most, or quite an, effec-

tive means of preventing soil erosion, because such

drainage—not merely of wet soils, but of all the heavy

clays—opens up the subsoil. This is largely brought

about by deepened root growth and their resultant decay

whereby additional millions of small and many large

perpendicular drainage channels are formed in every

acre. These channels increase in a progressive ratio as

the system grows older. The result of ten or more
years of such drainage is a new zone of honeycombed
subsoil.

The introduction in comparatively recent years in

American agriculture of the deeper rooting plants, par-

ticularly some of the tap rooted clovers, is quite ma-
terially helping in this direction. That this deeper root-

ing is many times intensified by tile drainage there

can be no doubt. Underdrainage not only quickly and

early in the season better dries out the top soil, but

rapidly lowers the top line of the upper subsoil water

zone. It is a law of plant growth that where moisture

is wanting in the top soil, more roots early in life set

deeper for their moisture supply. Underdrainage dry-

ing out top soils and opening up subsoils inevitably

must induce deeper rooting. On my own systems of

underdrainage, erosion had materially decreased by

reason thereof, and I am sure there is better drouth

resistance. Not only have I observed decreased erosion,

but decreased outlet flowage from year to year after

three to five years* installation of the systems. In

short, the older the system becomes the less it works

—

at its outlet. Observing drainage farmers note the

same phenomena.
This has led to further investigations and deductions.

I found that old timber-ditched and stone-drained tracts

continued to care for the precipitation long after these

drains had ceased to work at the outlets, and in some

cases as effectually as before. I drained, in 1900, a

tract that many springs for thirty years before, had

become a bog till near May. This system had a very

precarious outlet and I cared for it for five or six years

but later owners allowed the outlet to become completely

sealed. Still this tract took care of the March, 1913,

flood of 9i in. of rainfall and was ready for gardening

in about three weeks, when before March rains of 3

and 4 in. rendered it wholly unfit for from four to six

w<eeks. This tract is now built on and b»isements are

not flooded as was the case near its upper end prior to
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the drainaiTe. The only conclusion, after eliminating

all possible doubt-creating factors, is that the subsoil

was effectually and permanently opened up by a few
years of underdrainage.

On theory alone we would logically conclude that if

even but for a few hours there shall hang over a lower

subsoil a zone of thoroughly saturated upper subsoil,

gravitation would put more water below in large part

to reach some subterranean reservoir. In short, when
we find that a heavy zone of water gravitates through

the top soil into the upper subsoil, independent of any

augmenting factor such as increased root channels,

logically we must conclude that more would get into

the lower 3 to 5 ft. zone.

Of course, first impression would be that this aug-

mented water supply in the upper subsoil would finally

all gravitate transversely into the tile and thence be

discharged at the outlet but when we actually find such

is not the case, we are forced to the conclusion that

the discharge shortage gets below the tile line.

Tile Drainage of Farm Land

Tile drainage is developing wonderfully in Indiana

and Ohio on the high, so-called dry, but heavy and even-

rolling clays. All agree that the crops on these drained

lands stand the drouths better. I have been thoroughly

convinced of this by observations on my own systems.

It can be accounted for in part by reason of the deep-

ened root-feeding zone, but when we find in a real

drouth the soil is almost as dry as powder above the

tile line, we then only can account for this successful

drouth resistance by reason of an augmented moisture

supply below the tile line. These premises alone would

seem sufficient to justify the conclusion that there is

thus created a zone of increased moisture supply below

tile line.

Let us consider the well recognized effect of this de-

creased run-off on river-control in the way of flood pre-

vention. Even should the soak-in merely be held back

in a spongj'' subsoil, as must be the case for from one

to five days, but still shortly finds its way into the

streams, it would be about or quite as effective as re-

tarding basins such as are being constructed in the

trough of the Miami watershed to protect Dayton,

Hamilton, and other cities. Then, too, it is merely an

intensification of nature's way of preventing these

holocausts. However, if tile drainage not only holds

back an acre inch or two of precipitation for several

days, but puts another acre inch or more into a sub-

terranean zone, then its flood prevention function be-

comes indeed real.

Let us go to the other horn of our national dilemma
—that of the constancy of our white coal supply and

of improved river navigation throughout the year.

An old grist mill man explains that about 1875 his

father's power supply began to fail, till for fifteen or

more years prior to 1895 they were compelled to shut

down each season for from four to six months by reason

of water shortage; that his head of water, coincident

with the extensive underdrainage installations in the

w'atershed above him, began to return so that since

about 1902 he, as successor to his father, has been

vouchsafed a dependable water supply throughout the

entire season. He long ago came to the conclusion that

his augmented water supply was largely attributable to

this tile drainage above his dam. "Why," he said to

the writer in October, 1919, "you will not find a single

tile now working but I am getting the increased water
supply just the same and it must be because more water
sinks below the tile and gradually feeds subterraneanly

into the creek and its feeders above me throughout the

season."

An examination of the stream, a few days later, above
and below this dam and of one of its main feeders for

several miles disclosed no drainage tile pouring in, but

did disclose hundreds of seeps plainly visible at low

water stage. The cold spots in the stream bottoms that

we are -xlways able to detect with bare feet in warm
weather, and the weak springs and seeps that we can

always find at low-water stage, are the main sources of

dry-weather supply for all our streams. At the time of

this examination, I found no water immediately below
his crude and shallow, but effective, dam, but as I fol-

lowed down the old stream bed, there was a slightly

augmented supply at each ripple, plainly to be seen as

coming from "seeps" only, till at a mile below his dam
perhaps 5 cu.ft. in this creek had gathered up. A dam
on White Water River each season except those of ex-

ceptional summer rainfall has for forty years, to my
knowledge, demonstrated this same phenomenon, but in

a much more intensified degree. In portions of at least

two large feeders of White Water River, under my ob-

servation since the early eighties, there has certainly

been shown some increased water supply in drouthy
seasons and I know this has come from cold spots that

formerly did not remain constant, but that now do.

Thus, where there is extensive tile drainage in a given

watershed and a decreasing annual flowage at the tile

outlets and no flowage at all therefrom in the dry season

and an increasingly better dry season stage in the water-

shed stream, and its feeders. By reason of these con-

ditions one is forced to the conviction that gravitation

water below the tile lines is in part correspondingly

increased and that from all of this there must result

lower flood stage and better dry weather supply. My
final conclusion is that systematic underdrainage will,

more than any economic human agency, effectively con-

tribute to physical river control by keeping down floods

and by keeping up power and navigation stage through-

out the season, and that, too, in nature's own way.

As such drainage is being voluntarily practiced in

humid sections in an increasing progression, it seems

to me that there should be governmental fostering of

this most kindly aid to nature, not only from a crop pro-

duction and a soil conservation, but from a river-control,

viewpoint.

Approved Federal-Aid Road Projects

According to a bulletin recently issued by the United

States Department of Agriculture, up to June 30, 1920,

2,985 projects, involving a total of 29,319 mi. of road,

had been approved by the Secretary of Agriculture. The

preliminary estimate of the cost of these projects is

approximately $385,000,000, of which about $164,000,000

will be approved as Federal aid. On the same date 2,116 I
projects, representing approximately 15,944 mi., had

*

either been completed or were under construction. The

estimated total cost of these projects in various stages

of construction, and completed, is $200,000,000. The

cost of Federal aid work approved from Dec. 1, 1918, to

July 1, 1920—approximately $330,000,000—exceeded by

$63,000,000 the cost of all road and bridge work done

by the states and counties in the United States during

the year 1915.

I
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Open Ditches Excel Tile Drains

for Country Roads
Hand-Dug Ditches Constructed and Maintained at

Small Cost by Village Communities
Near Chicago

By Frank T. Danielson
Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.

OPEN ditches instead of underground tiles for the

removal of water from country roads have proved

a great success during the past two years in New Trier

Township, Cook County, 111. This township includes

the villages of Wilmette, Kenilworth, Winnetka, Hub-
bard Woods, and Glencoe. New Trier Township has

several miles of both the tile and the open drainage

construction and has had an excellent opportunity for

comparing the two systems. Its roads pass over a

very flat country where prompt discharging of the

water from the ditches or tiles is not possible. This

causes slight accumulation of water, and extra pre-

cautions must be taken in order to protect the subsoil

of the roadbed.

Practically the same local conditions exist in regard

to grade and outlet along the roads where underdrains

are used, as along roads where there are open ditches.

FIG. L ARRANGEMENT OF DITCHING GANG

In every instance the open ditch system removes the

water in less than one-half the time required by the

underdrains and hence eliminates very quickly all dan-

ger to which the roadway is susceptible.

New Trier Township has hurried construction of

open ditches during the past two years so that nearly

all its roads had been ditched by the close of last sea-

son. The cost of the work is from 4 to 7c. per lineal

foot, based on the average rate of wages for 1919. The
work was all done by hand. No teams and slip scrap-

ers could be used on account of the very slight grade

available for flow in one direction toward an outlet.

A party of eight men, arranged as in Fig. 1, was
found to work most efficiently. One man preceded the

other seven, marking the location of the ditch. The
next two men removed the first cut with spades. The
following four men removed the bulk of the dirt with
long-handle shovels and mattocks. They left the ditch

at the approximate required elevation. The last man
completed the work by cleaning out loose material and
finishing the ditch to the grade as fixed by preliminary
leveling.

The slope of the side of the ditch nearest the road-
bed was made approximately 1 on 2, the far side had
a slope of 1 on 1. The cross sectional area varied from

T
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Building Big Eddy Dam on Spanish River, Ont.

Plant Layout and Construction Method Used on Gravity Dam Built Across Valley with Narrow Gorge

Requiring Caisson Cut-OflF—Work Carried on Through Northern Winter

1
CONSTRUCTION work on the Big Eddy dam on

the Spanish River near High Falls, Ont., was

carried on continuously throughout the past severe

winter, and the structure, the early work on which

was described in Engi)iccrhi(j News-Record. July 17,

1919, p. 108, is well along toward completion. The lay-

out of the construction plant is somewhat novel, owinir

to peculiarities of topography at the site, and the closure

of the river most intersting.

As described in the earlier article the dam is at pres-

ent intended merely to form a regulating reservoir to

control the operation of a power plant of the Inter-

national Nickel Co., about f-mile downstream. The dam
will have a maximum height of 159 ft. and will be 1,100

was loaded by stiff-leg derricks into 6 yd. cars and

dunjiped in piles on the river bank for use later as plums

in the concrete. That portion of the flume passing

through the dam was lined on sides and bottom with

concrete, provision being made for stop logs at the

upstream and downstream faces. Later as the dam was

built up the flume was roofed over at a height of 42 ft.

nbove the floor.

At the time of starting work on the flume, crib coffer-

dams were placed at its up and downstream ends and

upon completion of the excavation and concrete lining

were loaded with dynamite and blown out.

The past winter the concrete was brought in the

sluice sections up to El. 212, so as to be above high

LOOKING AT THE UPSTREAM FACE OF BIG EDDY DAM TN OrTOBER. 1919

ft. long, 512 ft. of which is in comparatively low bulk-

head. A penstock section is 152 ft. long and the re-

mainder is spillway. Throughout it is of mass concrete

section. The river passes through a narrow gorge,

which was closed by the use of pneumatic caissons up

and downstream, as described in the previous article.

Their location is shown on the accompanying layout of

the site and plant.

Preliminary operations were begun in August, 1918.

These were assisted by a standard-gage railroad track,

SI miles long built at the time of constructing the

original High Falls development from the Canadian

Pacific R.R. into that site. The old rail was replaced

with heavier steel and a number of grades considerably

reduced, but in the meantime the line helped materially

in starting the work. In order to reach the new dam
site at Big Eddy an additional mile of railroad track

had to be built. This involved some heavy cuts, fills

and trestles, as follows: rock cuts 6,550 cu.yd., earth

cuts, 6,100 cu.yd. ; total borrow 5,000 cu.yd. and a

trestle 945 ft. long with a maxim.um height of 50 ft.

While the four caissons in the river section (two on

the upstream and two on the downstream faces) of the

dam were being sunk (December, 1918, to March, 1919),

a flume was excavated to take care of the river flow

when the work in the natural river bed should be under
way. This was dug through a slight natural depression

about 100 fj. back from the east side of the river, was
550 ft. long, 25 ft. wide and necessitated the removal of

14,000 cu.yd. of rock. This rock, after being blasted,

water in the spring. At this elevation the flume is

calculated to carry away 12,000 sec. ft., so a weir had
to be formed on the west side of the sluice section

capable of discharging another 4,000 sec.ft. At one

time the flume and weir combined passing a flood of

12,200 sec.ft. at El. 208 at the upstream face. The
flume handled 10,200 sec.ft. and the weir the remainder.

Material Handled from Trestles

During the interval between the completion of the

caissons and flume and before the spring break-up, the

necessary trestles, derricks, mixer plant, etc., were

erected ready to start operations as soon as snow and

ice had sufficiently disappeared. This was not until

May 5, 1919.

By the middle of June, 1919, the water in the river

had subsided sufficiently to allow work to be commenced
on the cofferdams which were to complete the closure of

the river section previously started by the sinking of

the pneumatic caissons. A templet of the size of the

proposed cofferdams was constructed, placed in exact

location and soundings taken at 2 ft. centers. This

method gave very good results for, when unwatering

was completed, the bottom of the cofferdams were found

to conform very closely with the profile of the ground

surface.

Since the cofferdams were securely braced and wedged

between the caissons and the rock, considerably smaller

coffers than usual were used. The upstream coffer on

the west side was built 22 ft. wide and had a maximum
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EXCAVATING FOR FOUNDATION BEHIND CAISSONS
1 AND 2.

depth of 38 ft. On the east side, where the greatest

depth of water was 28 ft., it was built 15 ft. wide. The
downstream coffers had a depth of 38 ft. and were 20

ft. wide. Upon completion and loading of the cribwork,

sheetpiling was placed on the water face by divers, an

apron of drier felt nailed to the bottom of sheetpiling

and laid out in front on the river bottom. Toe fill was
then deposited on top of the drier felt.

As will be noted in the sketch showing the general

layout, a double-track railroad trestle was built to the

mixer plant, which was conveniently situated between

the flume and the east bank of the river, and all concrete

material taken in cars directly to this plant. The coarse

aggregates are dumped into hoppers of 300 cu.yd. capa-

city, while cement is unloaded above the mixers and fed

to them through chutes. Stiff-leg derricks were erected

on flat cars traveling on twin trestles in such a way as

to be moved easily to any required position along the

dam. The concrete trestles were built on the dow^l-

stream side of the dam and plum derrick trestles above
the upstream face.

Gravel and slag from the general hoppers of the
mixer plant lead to measuring boxes over the two H yd.

mixers. Cement bags are opened in the cement shed
and sufficient cement for one batch placed in bulk in

the chutes. An electric bell connected from the mixers
to the shed notifies when cement is required. After the
concrete is mixed it is dumped into elevator buckets,

which are hoisted up to hoppers located just above the
concrete trestle. Small flat cars, carrying one-yard
buckets, are spotted under these hoppers. When loaded
they are moved to the different derricks by means of an
engine and cable.

Sand, gravel and slag are used in the concrete. The
slag is from the smelter at Copper Cliff and is being

used in place of crusher rock. It is delivered in 35-yd.

cars as required. Sand and gravel are obtained from a

ballast pit alongside of the Algoma Ry., about 13 miles

from the dam.
The center of the mass concrete is composed of 1 : 3 : 6

mixture, the faces of 1:2-^: 5. It was figured that by
substituting slag for crushed stone a much heavier

concrete would be obtained—the slag concrete weighing
about 17C lb. per cu.ft.

As a precaution against uplift pressure, 2^-in. holes

20 ft. deep were drilled every 10 ft. along and 5 ft. back
from the face of the dam. In these, weep pipes were
inserted. When the concrete was brought up sufficiently

the pipes were connected and carried out to the down-
stream face of the dam.
The two downstream caissons, Nos. 3 and 4, were built

with concrete walls on three sides, but had timber on
the upstream wall above El. 161 and 170, respectively.

The caissons, after being sunk, were filled solid with

concrete to these elevations, the object of this hollow

space being to permit a thorough bonding of the down-
stream caissons with the mass concrete placed between
the caisson rows. This avoided what would have been
a bad shear plane along the upstream face of caissons

Nos. 3 and No. 4. Advantage was taken of these open-

ings for the main pump set-up, as it permitted two
12-in. centrifugal pumps to be placed inside of No. 3

caisson at El. 163, which is 22 ft. below normal water.

The suctions of these pumps had previously been built

through the wooden wall.

Pumping started Sept. 2, 1919. The general forma-

UPSTKEAM FACE OF CAISSON 3 SHOWING
PUMP SUCTIONS
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LAYOUT OF PLAXT FOR (CONSTRUCTION' OF BIG EDDY DAM ON SPANISH RIVER, ONT.

tion of the rock in the river bed sloped from east to

west side. A seal was formed on the upstream side

between the caisson and the east bank, and as mucking
Avas completed, a series of bulkheads were placed and
the concrete poured. No great difficulty was experi-

enced until the west side was reached. There, consider-

able excavation was required between upstream caisson

No. 1 and the bank before a solid foundation was reached,

and as the rock rises almost perpendicularly, the work-
ing space was small. When this caisson was sunk it was
known that the extreme west side of it was not resting

en solid rock, and in consequence it would be necessary

to get down well below the cutting edge and remove
loose rock underneath a portion of the caisson. This is

exactly what was experienced. The cutting edge of the

caisson was at El. 142.4, and the lowest elevation found
under the cutting edge was 127.4. The concrete that

filled the working chamber of the caisson was found to

be in perfect condition. A good bond was made between
this concrete and the fresh concrete and rock. On ac-

count of the cramped position here, it was found neces-

sary to put in a small seal about 4 ft. wide at the bottom
between the west side rock and the caisson. The water
pressures were allowed to equalize and the concrete was
tremied. After nine days it Avas unwatered, and with
a 20 ft. head on it, it was found to be perfectly tight.

Some special handling was required in placing the
large sluiceway valves. The regulating sluice section is

60 ft. long and is located across the river. When the
river is not running over the spillway the flow will be
controlled by discharging through three 78-in. Larner-
Johnson valves, having a combined capacity of 3,700
rec.-ft. with full head. The valves weigh 25 tons apiece,

and with the intake and discharge tube connections
weigh 52 tons. For erection they were suspended by
rods threaded at the upper end so as to permit of easy

adjustment in regard to level and grade, while horizon-

tal adjustment was made by jacks.

The ground in the vicinity of the proposed dam, being

rough and broken, did not lend itself readily to a camp
site. It was necessary to erect the buildings along the

hillside, with the result that no building of any size

could be constructed without considerable excavation

and leveling. Camps for the accommodation of 700 men
were erected. The types of buildings varied from long

bunk houses, 35 ft. wide by 156 ft. long to small 16 x 24

ft. shacks. The former accommodated 192 men and the

latter a varying number depending upon whether used

for mechanics, foremen or as married quarters. The
difference in size of the buildings was necessitated by
the limitations of the site. Three combined cook and
mess halls were erected. These had a seating capacity

of 200 men apiece. In addition there was also built a

two-story storehouse, two-story office, a commissary
and a root house.

The dining halls, office, part of the storehouse and

most of the camps were heated from a central heating

plant. The structure housing these boilers also included

a general wash room for the men. In it were both

basins and showers.

Near to the job are located the various work shops

and power station. The machine shop contains a lathe,

shaper, threading machine, drill press and a power hack-

saw. At the other end of the building is a blasksmith

shop with three forges. The carpenter shop is equipped

with handsaw, ripsaw, rip and butt saw, swingsaw and
planer. A compressor house, used for supplying air to

pneumatic caissons, rock drills, hoisting engines and
small reciprocating pumps, contained one 1,200-ft. capa-

city low pressure, two 1,050 and one 500-ft, high pres-

sure compressors. Immediately adjoining this is the

boiler house of 500 hp., having five boilers of the
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bricked-in type. At the commencement of the job the

compressors were all driven by steam, but later, elec-

tricity, being available, was installed and at present all

machinery is driven by electric power received from the

nickel company's plant at High Falls. This is delivered

to a transformer house on the work at 35,000 volts,

where it is stepped down to 550 volts for power and 110

volts for lighting.

The dam is being built for the International Nickel

Co. of Canada, Ltd., by Eraser, Brace & Co., Ltd., of

Montreal and New York. Henry Holgate, of Montreal,

is the consulting engineer for the owner.

Acid Process Tried on Camp Sewage
COMPARATIVE tests of sewage disinfection with

niter cake and calcium hypochlorite, made at the

United States Naval Training Camp, Gulfport, Miss.,

show that the niter cake or "acid process is 24 times as

costly as the chlorine process using the equivalent of

10 p.p.m. of chlorine, and that results, bacteriologically

speaking, were not so good." The experiments are des-

cribed at some length in Bulletin No. 31, Public Works
of the Navy, for April, 1920.

In his letter transmitting the detailed report men-
tioned below, Lieutenant Commander L. F. Bellinger,

C. E. C, U. S. Navy, states that the tests were under-

taken on account of what appeared to be a widely dis-

tributed letter from a firm of explosive manufacturers
describing the use of niter cake for recovering grease.

After the tests were well under way, Lieutenant Bellin-

ger says, there appeared in Engineering Neivs-Record
of Dec. 5, 1918, an article entitled "Promising Results

with Miles-Acid Process of Sewage Treatment in New
Haven Tests." This article appears to have suggested

to Lieutenant Bellinger the use of the title, "Miles-Acid

System of Sewage Purification Compared with Chlorine

Process" used by him in his letter of transmittal.

From the detailed report on the tests by Ensign W. B.

McEUigott it appears that the sewage of the training

camp at Gulfport is normally disinfected by calcium

hypochlorite after having passed through a grating of

steel bars and a septic tank. The niter cake used in the

tests, which Lieutenant McEUigott says was produced
during the war in such unprecedented quantity as to

make its disposal a problem to the manufacturer, is

described as consisting "of a mixture of approximately
33 per cent free sulphuric acid (H^SO,) and 67 per cent

of sodium acid sulphate CNaKSO.) and results from the

treatment of Chile saltpeter CNaNOJ with sulphuric

acid in the manufacture of nitric acid (HNOJ."
Eight samples were taken for test on five different

days, but two samples spoiled. When using niter cake

at the rate of 8 p.p.m. the bacterial count of the sewage
was 9,000,000 before and 2,000,000 after treatment. In

four tests in succession using 29, 22, 47, and 35 p.p.m.

of niter cake the bacterial count was in each case

7,500,000 before treatment while after treatment it was
740,000, 1,331,000, 147,000, and 268,000. With 104

p.p.m. of niter cake no report is made for the bacterial

count before disinfection, but the count after disinfec-

tion is reported as 40,000.

Ensign McEUigott concludes from the result of the

bacterial counts "that none of the effluent samples were
satisfactory from a sanitary standpoint, viz., to contain

not more than 10,000 bacteria per c.c. and no colon

bacilli." He goes on to say: "Apparently niter cake is

useless, in any reasonable amount, for the sterilization

of sewage. During the addition o" a stronger solution

it was noticed that the sewage became markedly floccu-

lated, and that large flocks of fat and fecal matter rose

to the surface. This sticky, tarry matter might cause

trouble in any practical working of the process by gum-
ming up the screens and rakes. Another grave objection

is that the large amount of free sulphuric acid makes
the solution very corrosive to the tanks, pipes, fittings,

and causes complaint from operators on account of de-

stroyed clothing and shoes. During the addition of the

strongest of the above solutions, 1-in. galvanized pipe

and fittings were destroyed in 24 hours."

In his letter of transmittal Lieutenant Bellinger com-

pares the cost of niter cake and calcium hypochlorite per

1,000,000 gal. of sewage as follows: Niter cake, 867 lb.

at 4fc. per lb., $41.18. Calcium hypochlorite, 250 lb.

at 6ic. per lb., less than carload lots, $16.87.

The report states that the sewage of the training camp
at Gulfport passes through grease taps before going

to the septic tank, so that very little grease gets into the

sewer. Presumably for this reason no attempts at

grease recovery were made at Gulfport. However, Lieu-

tenant Bellinger says in his letter of transmittal: "In-

formation from the Reclamation Division of Camp
Greene, Charlotte, N. C, dated Nov. 25, 1918, states that

the amount of grease recovered in the niter cake pro-

cess is very small, and that this method is used more

for sanitary reasons than for the actual collection of

grease."

Claim Irrigation Company Is a Utility

The Bitter Root Water Co., successor to the Bitter

Root Valley Ii'riga+ion Co., claims that it is a utility and

that its rates to irrigators are subject to regulation

by the Public Service Commission of Montana. The

U. S. District Court holds that the contracts between

the original company and its water users are not

subject to commission control. The commission agrees

with the contention of the company, maintaining that

irrigation rates are subject to the joint jurisdiction

of the Public Service Commission and the Irrigation

Commission— which have the same members. Further

litigation is expected.
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New Transition Curve Based Upon
the Lemniscate
By J. E. Williams

TRANSITION curves in railway track are intro-

duced to give a gradual change from the tangent
to the main circular curve and from the level rails on
tangent to the superelevation of outer rail on the main
curve, the purpose being to ease the motion of trains

entering and leaving curves. At the point (P.S.) where
the transition curve leaves the tangent the curvature
should be zero. At the point (P.C.C.) where the transi-

tion curve meets the main curve its curvature should
equal that of the latter. The change in curvature be-

tween the two points should take place in such manner
as to allow the elevation of the outer rail to increase

uniformly with the length of the curve, and as to be
just sufficietnt at every point to balance the centrifugal

force. The aquation of a curve which meets these re-

quirements can be derived as follows:

Let h = elevation of outer rail,

I == gage of track,

V =-. velocity of train,

R= radius of curvature,

s= length of curve from P.S.,

I^= weight of train.

The weight W can be resolved into two components,
one perpendicular to the incline of the track and the

other parallel to the incline. Since the component
parallel to the incline and the centrifugal force are

practically equal, we have

Wh
I g R (1]

If h increases uniformly with s, h/s is a constant. Then
since v, g, and I are constants also, we have

Rs ^ C (a constant) (2)

Equation (2) is one form of the equation of a Cornu's

spiral and represents the true transitiion curve. Points

on a curve are usually located either from the tangent
or by deflection angles. No easy way has been found
for locating the points on the true curve by either of

these methods. As a result, a number of modifications

have been used. The purpose of this article is to pre-

sent the lemniscate as still another modification.

The equation of the lemniscate, Fig. 1, can be written

r = a' sin 20 (3)

From the formula

rde

Therefore

tan i/'
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KL = BD = R tan a,

5L = QN — MD = r sin — (R — R cos 30)

,

LV = BL tan a,

Substituting in (8),

r =^ r cos e — /? sin 30 + [r sin — (72 — /? cos 30) ]

tan a + /2 tan a

r cos {d — a) -\- R sin (a — 30)

cos a
(9)

From equations (3) and (5), r = 3i2 sin 20. If this

value of r is substituted in (9), we have, after a simple

trigonometric reduction.

T = R
2 cos

[3 sin {e-\- oc) - sin (« - 3^)] (10)

The values of R and to be used in (10) are the values

which they have at Q.

Fig. 3.

In case the curve cannot be completed from P.S., the

transit can be moved to some intermediate point F,

Fig, 3, and a new tangent established in the usual way.

Let |B and \t. be the deflection angles for F and C, re-

spectively, when measured from P.S. Let \ be the de-

flection angle for C when measured from F. Let / and
r be the lengths of the chords PF and FC, respectively,

Then
5 = ^ + 3p - t-.

also sin 5

sin (m — /3)

= //r

Substituting for 3^ we have

sin (^ + 3p - |x) = fjr sin (ji - p) (11)

/
The ratio - is nearly equal to the ratio of the arcs

PF and FC. The values of p and jx are to be calculated

from (7). The value of ^ can then be calculated from
(11).

When the angle 3 and the angle (jl—3 are both small,

quite accurate results can be gotten from the equation

5 4- 3[i - ji. = //r(si. - 3) (12)

Milk Pasteurization Ordinance Legal

The Wisconsin Supreme Court has upheld the legality

of an ordinance of the city of Milwaukee requiring all

milk sold in that city to be pasteurized except when
certified or from tuberculin-tested cows. (Pfeffer et al.

vs. City of Milwaukee et al., 177 N.W. 850.)

The True Transition Curve for

Railway Problems

New Method as Simple as Methods Commonly Used
in Applying Approximate Transitions to

Curves and Turnout Work

By George Paaswell
Consulting Engineer, New York City

THE best transition or easement curve for use in

railway work is that in which the curvature varies
directly as the distance measured along the curve,
starting at zero at the P.T.C. and attaining the proper
amount of the P.C. or circular curve (see Crandall's

"Transition Curve"). Such a transition insures the

easiest riding and agrees directly with the supereleva-
tion, but the mathematical difficulty attendant upon its

use has made it hard to apply to problems in the office

and the field. For this reason, other transitions are
used frequently which are approximations to the true
transition curve as defined above. Among these are
the compound curve, the cubic parabola and the Searle's

spiral.

It is the purpose of this article to place the mathe-
matical work of the true transition curve on a clearer

basis, deriving functions which, with appropriate tables,

will make it easy to apply the curve in practice. These
tables may be developed eventually to furnish data as

complete as trigonometric tables now furnish for simple

curves.
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da/ds = 2 k s (1)

2 fc is a constant, which is evaluated by noting that

when s = L the curvature in (1) is 1/R. Thus

defined

k = 1/2 RL (2)

Integrating (1) a ^= k s' (3)

From the trigonometry of the infinitesimal triangle

From (1) and (3),

and

dy = ds sin a
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separated by a distance i g, where g is the gage of

track. To make the problem general the distance is

noted here as d. The definition of parallel in this sense

is that a normal to the transition is also normal to the

parallel curve and that the distance intercepted on this

normal between the two parallel curves is the distance

d. Thus defined the co-ordinates on the curve AC at

the point C are related to the corresponding co-ordinates

on the transition DE

x' ^= x„ -\- d sin a

y' = y, -\- d(l — cos a)

(20)

(22)

It may also be assumed as a property of parallel curves

that the distance AB on the curve is equal to the distance

DE on the transition. Calling DE, s and AC, s',

BC = s' — s. From (20) and (10)

BC = d sin a/T(a) (22)

Problem 3

—

Turnouts. To locate a turnout from a

transition curve involves generally a long office compu-

tation. The following should illustrate the simplifica-

tion of this problem using the new function and the

tables based upon them (see Fig. 4). The point of

switch is assumed to be given and is located as shown.

In all that follows the converse may be taken; the point

of frog being assumed and the point of switch to be

located. In this work the theoretical switch layout is

assumed with point intersections and not the actual

stub intersections with tangent throws and frogs. To

apply the practical layouts would needlessly complicate

the problems and introduce useless refinements. The
frog angle is F. The co-ordinates of the frog referred

to the circular turnout, .r, ?/, are

2/„ = (R -\- g/2) (1 — cos (F -\-a) )

x„ =-- {R + g/2) sin (F + a)

../..= tan
^-±-«

These co-ordinates may be referred back to x\ y' as

defined by (20) and (21) and in turn to co-ordinates

referred to the P.T.C. as origin as given in (14) and

(15). There is then

tan
F -\- a _ sM -^ SN — g{l — cos a)

2 ~ sJ — SI — g sin a
(23)

A few trials will suffice to determine the proper value

of .s to use to give the value of a to satisfy this con-

dition. Having found this, the value of the radius of

the turnout may be taken from one of the equations

above. Remember that here s is measured all the way
from the P.T.C. along the outer rail while a is measured
from the P.S. only.

The problem may, of course be extended to include

cases where the P.S. is on the tangent, or on the cir-

cular curve and the frog point on the transition. There
should be no difficulty in deriving the condition equa-

tions as above shown for these cases.

An arithmetical problem may render the. above literal

work a little clearer. Take a length of transition of

300 ft. and a radius of simple curve, 1,500 ft. Let the

station of the P.T.C. measured along the center line of

track be -[- 00 and let the point of switch be at the

point 1 -j- 00, The central angle a at this point is, from

(3), 0.0111 in circular measure or 0'40'. The switch
turnout is to be as shown in Fig. 4. The gage of the
track is taken as 4.708 ft. The length S for the outer
rail must have the correction for stationing as given in

(22). The correction is

jg sin 0^40'

r(0''40')
= 0.03

which may or may not be neglected, depending upon the

requisite refinement of the work at hand.
In the condition equation for this case, the quantities

S N and / S remain constant. From the previous equa-
tions

A^ = T{0°40') sin 0°40' — f7(0°40') cos OMO' = 0.0077

/= r(0°40') cos OMO' + C7(0°40') sin = 40,, = 0.9998

NS = 0.770 IS = 100.01

A No. 7 frog is to be used with frog angle F = 8° 10'.

As a first trial, the lead on tangent track may be used,

which is about 65 ft.; s will then be 165 ft. and accord-

ingly the total angle A + a is 0.0303 or 1° 45'.

M = C7(l°45') cos 0°40' — r(l°45') sin 0°40'

= —0.0015

J = T(l°45') cos 0°40' + C7(l°45') sin 0°40'

= 0.9993

sM = —0.248 sJ 164.88

The left hand member of the condition equation (using

the value 1°5' for a) is 0.0810. The right hand member,
using the above values, is 0.0803. By assuming the lead

value 64.5 the right hand member is 0.0809 and the left

hand member 0.0810. This should suffice and the proper

stationing may be found for the frog point by applying

the parallel curve correction. The radius is found from
the equations given above.

Changes in Configuration Revealed

by Superposing Photographs

A method used during the war for detecting military

construction, camouflage and other operations through
airplane observation, and also used to some extent in

astronomy and physics, is described by M. H. Stillman

in a scientific paper of the Bureau of Standards, soon

to be issued, under the title "PhotogrEphic Method of

Detecting Changes in a Complicated Group of Oobjects."

Under this method, photographs are taken of th^ place

or group under observation, both before and after the

period during which a change may have occurred; the

exposures are taken as nearly as possible from the same
position, and the same camera and the same kind of plate

should be used. Superposing a positive made from one

of the exDosures upon a negative made from the other

(the two being made as nearly as possible of the same
density), the two plates when held to light will show a

field of practically uniform density where no change has

occurred. The dark portion of the negative adds to the

transparent portion of the positive in the same way as

the transparent portion of the negative adds to the

black portion of the positive. Where a change has taken

place, however, the opposing depth of positive and nega-

tive will not match or balance exactly, and there will

be a distinct departure from uniform density of the

field.
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Relining a Leaky Park Lake

With Gunite

Mixing Plant Set Up on Shore and Concrete Applied

As Far As 400 Ft. Distant—High
Pressure Used

By Donald J. Baker
Wilkinsburgr, Pa.

TWO inches of concrete applied with the cement gun

and reinforced with a heavy wire mesh was used

to reline the floor and sides of Lake Elizabeth, in

West Park on the north side of Pittsburgh, Pa. The

lake, which is a recreational center for boating, bath-

ing and skating, has been leaking for some time through

the 6-in. solid concrete base, though the depth of

water is only 4^ ft.

The original bottom of the 200 x 550 ft. pond was

a 6-in. concrete slab without reinforcement; three sides

are on easy slopes with the same thickness lining and

the fourth side was a low concrete wall. On this latter

side, a new wall 10 ft. inside the old has been added

in order to provide planting space for a shrubbery

screen against a paralleling railroad.

When the water was drained off preparatory to re-

lining the bottom, the exposed surface showed quite

clearly that it was in an advanced stage of degradation.

Cracks v--ere numerous and in many places the con-

crete had worn away leaving small holes. Before the

cement guns could be used, it was necessary to fill these

cavities so that an approximately level surface would

be provided for the placing of the wire reinforcement.

MIXED CONCRETE KORTAR CHUTED TO TWO
CEMENT GUNS

APPLYING GUNITE UNDER HEAVY PRESSURE TO
PITTSBURGH LAKE BOTTOM

Over 150 cu.yd. of mass concrete was used in this

work, at the conclusion of which the bottom was thor-

oughly cleaned by brushing which removed all ex-

traneous material.

It was desirable that this equipment be located as

near the center of one side of the lake as possible so

that the shortest hose lines could be utilized in reach-

ing all portions of the bed. By reason of the nearness

of the fence on the southwest bank, there was no space

there available for setting up the guns and con-

crete mixer. A combination boathouse and rest room
is situated in the center and near the bank on the

north side so it was impossible to install the mixer at

this poini, which would have been the ideal location.

Further, by reason of the flower gardens surrounding
the building it was not feasible to situate the guns
and other equipment in the immediate vicinity. A
spot was finally chosen on the northeastern wall near

the eastern extremity of the lake. Here two cement
guns were installed as well as the concrete mixer and

other storage piles.

No. 12 gage wire mesh was laid over the entire

bottom in double layers, one being stretched over the

other at right angles. In order to have the bed, slope

and curbing one solid piece of concrete, the wire was
laid not only over the floor but up the sides and over

the curb.

After the wire had been placed over the bottom, the

guns were brought into operation and hose lines ex-

tended from them to the nozzles, located some 400 ft.

distant at the farthest point. The concrete used was
a 1 : -3 mixture. This was delivered to the nozzles

by air under a compression of 40 lb. per square inch.

Water was delivered to the nozzks at a pressure of

160 lb. per square inch, which is considerably in ex-

cess of the pressure required for most efficient opera-

tion. A 2-in. thickness of gunite was applied.
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That the completed surface might be relatively level

and contain the grate desired to the outlet line near

the southwestern corner, nails were driven in the floor

at frequent intervals. These lacked 2 in. of being

driven home, and provided a grade to shoot to. Of
the three men stationed at the nozzles but one had

previous experience with the cement gun; the other

two were enlisted from laboring details, yet their work
was quite up to the standard maintained by the

experienced nozzleman.

After the curbing had been shot with gunite on both

sides, a trowel was employed in producing a smoother

finish, the stipple finish left by the gun being more or

less rough.

Inclement weather delayed the work to some extent.

Although the sand and cement was under cover in a

roughly constructed building that housed the mixer

at the guns, the dampness of the air penetrated these

aggregates to such a degree that clogging of the

hose to the nozzle often resulted. When this occurred,

there was some delay before the long lines could be

cleared, which was accomplished by shaking and pound-

ing the rubber. Despite the handicap imposed by the

weather, the nozzlemen averaged 1,000 sq.ft. of sur-

face each per day of 8 hours. Over 2,800 bbl. of

cement was required to gunite the 80,000 sq.ft. of

lake bottom and sides while 175,000 sq.ft. of wire was
employed in the reinforcing.

The work v/as done under the direction of the Bu-

reau of Engineering of the Department of Public

Works, N. Y. by A. V. Purnell, a Pittsburgh con-

tractor.

Storing Coal at St. Louis Water-Works

WITH proper care practically all grades of bitu-

minous coal can be stored indefinitely without

material loss of heat value. This is the experience at

the water-works of St. Louis, Mo., according to a state-

ment made by L. A. Day, Engineer-in-charge, Operat-

ing Section, Division of Water, in a paper before the

recent convention of the American Water Works Asso-

ciation. Continuing Mr, Day said:

The water department is provided with a coal storage

capacity of 15,400 tons, or enough for 60 days. Although
we are close to the Illinois coal fields the wisdom of main-
taining this liberal supply for emergency use has manifested
itself on several occasions since the beginning of the war.
The coal stored is known as 6-in. screened lump. It is

piled 16 to 18 ft. high in sheds.

We do not attempt to store Illinois screenings for any
length of time but have stored for a year Illinois screen-

TTPICAL INTERIOR VIEW OF ST. LOUIS COAL, SHED

ings that contained about 45 per cent of duff coal that

will pass thr< igh a screen having 9 -in. circular perfora-

tions. This coal showed no signs of heating after being
placed in a pile about 6 ft. high in the open air, with no
protection from rain or snow. In general, it has been our

experience that all bituminous coal free from fines or duff

can be stored for an indefinite period without appreciable

heat loss. Heat value determinations show no appreciable

heat loss due to storing for ten years. Naturally coal

loses some of its moisture. This tends to compensate for
the heat loss due to some of the volatile gases being
set iree.

It is preferable to choose sized lump coal for storing

and the coal should be placed with the idea of minimizing
breakage.

The accompanying views give an idea of the type of

coal storage sheds used at St. Louis.

EXTERIOR VIEW OF CHAIN OF ROCKS COAL SHED

Six Months of American Shipping

During the six months ending June 30, 1920, a total

of 15,558 vessels, aggregating 86,931,700 dead-weight
tons, entered and cleared United States ports. They
carried 37,398,184 long tons of cargo. About 60 per

cent of both vessels and cargo tonnage was chargeable

to American registry. It appears from the figures that

many of the American vessels carry return cargoes to

American ports, while most of the foreign vessels enter

in ballast. The latter, however, clear with relatively

larger cargo. About half the total tonnage of vessels,

and 60 per cent of the freight tonnage, was in export

trade; here again over 50 per cent is credited to vessels

sailing under the American flag. It is computed that

the average export load of all vessels was 2,800 long tons,

and the average import load 1,972 long tons, represent-

ing 52 and 34 per cent of the average dead-weight

capacity per vessel. For 1919, a recent bulletin of the

U. S Shipping Board states, the shipping in export

frade included only 46 per cent American and 54 per

cent foreign bottoms.
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Mechanical Coal Trimmers Solve

Ship Loading Problem
Installation at Curtis Bay Pier, Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad, Increases Plant Capacity
and Reduces Labor

By Philip George Lang, Jr.

Assistant Engineer of Bridges, Baltimore & Ohio R.R.

TO PROVIDE the last step in the transfer of coal

from cars to boats at the export coal pier of the

Baltimore & Ohio R.R. at Curtis Bay, Md., the engineer-

ing department of the railroad has evloved and put

into operation mechanical trimmers, resulting in a

material increase in the handling capacity of the pier

and a very large decrease in necessary labor. Hand
trimming of boats having numerous small hatches and

two or more decks involved the employment of large

numbers of men, and when the labor situation became

serious, upon the entry of this country into the World

War, the impaired capacity of the pier and the high cost

of trimming led to an investigation being made by the

engineering department which resulted in the conviction

that a machine could be designed and built which would

satisfactorily supplant hand trimming.

The Curtis Bay coal pier, which was described in

MECHANICAL COAL TRIMMERS RAISED AND LOWERED
BY BOOM SUPPORTS

Engineering Record of March 17, 1917, p. 421, and in

Engineering News, April 6, 1916, p. 656, is unique in

that long conveyor belts are used for effecting the

transfer of coal from ordinary cars to vessels. It was
built in 1916 and supplanted a gravity coal pier, con-

structed by the Baltimore & Ohio during the '70's, which

was outgrown by the demands of traffic. On the new
pier two special McMyler car dumpers discharged coal

upon four main conveyor belts. Four movable coal-

loading towers carry transverse belts which receive the

TRIMMER LOWERED TO OPERATING POSITION IN
HOLD OP SHIP

it into vessels, the transverse belts being capable of

movement longitudinally of the pier to accommodate the

various hatches of vessels, transversely to accommodate
boats of varying beam, and vertically to compensate for

varying drafts of vessels. Two years' operation has

demonstrated a very large capacity as instanced by the

recent loading of the SS Maiden for the New England

Coal & Coke Co., in which 7,222 tons of bituminous coal,

which had been contained in 151 cars, were received in

1 hr. 58 min., which is believed to be a world's record

for rapid loading.

The pier was highly satisfactory when so-called

"open" boats, requiring little or no trimming, were to

be loaded; but with boats having numerous small

hatches and two or more decks it became necessary to

resort to hand trimming involving the employment of a

large number of men to shovel the coal by hand betwesn

decks to the more or less remote parts of the vessel.

This condition caused the cost of loading per ton of coal

to rise very rapidly and materially decreased the

capacity of the pier, for the reason that, while the boats

were being trimmed by hand when berthed, the plant

was idle. Experience at Curtis Bay and at other ocean

terminals has clearly demonstrated the inadequacy of

manual trimming as an adjunct to .Tiechanical coal

delivery, and has shown that it involves long and costly

delays to vessels.

The mechanical trimmers, developed by the engineer-

ing department of the railroad company during 1918,

embody the principle of an endless belt to which bulk

material is delivered through a telescopic chute of four

sections, and distributed by the movement of the belt

at high speed. Coal is delivered at the top of the

telescopic chute by the shuttle belt of the transverse

coal pier unit. In the design of the trimmers it was

attempted to secure a speed of the continuous belt

which would give the maximum throw and at the same

time correspond approximately with the velocity

ntfninorl hv tViti rnnl in ifd rlpsfpnf frnrn the shuttle belt
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DETAILS OF NEW COAT, TRIMMER

high velocity. These cleats are thoroughly protected

by metal to reduce wear, as indicated in the photograph.

The belt has a width of 48 in. and a distance center to

center of the 18-in. pulleys of 3 ft. 9 in., running at a

velocity of approximately 2,700 ft. per minute. T!"e

power for operating the trimmer belt is provided by a

40-hp. direct-current motor connected to the endlesr;

chain pulley by a chain drive, protected by metal

housing. Elaborate provision is made throughout the

trimmer to protect all mechanism from dust.

It was necessary to give careful attention to the

method of supporting the trimmers since their weight is

approximately 22 tons each. The trimmer had to be

movable so that it would not interfere with the move-

ment of boats alongside the pier and had to be held

steady in heavy winds, as well as being capable of being

quickly lowered to operating position, securely attached

to the loading tower. The accompanying photograph

shows one machine in the housed position, and another

in operation in the hatch of a vessel. Vertical pipes

when directed by properl.

placed deflecting plates to the

endless belt.

The telescopic chute has a

minimum cross-sectional area

of 2 ft. 91 in. X 3 ft. 2| in.

The greatest distance from
the top of the cross belt de-

livering coal to the chute to

the top of high-speed trimmer
belt is 44 ft. 3 in., and the

minimum, 23 ft. 6 in. with

the chute completely tele-

scoped, so that allowance is

made for varying drafts of

vessels and more than one

deck in trimming.

The angle of the trimmer
belt may be elevated by means
of a mechanism consisting of

a ratchet wrench driving a

worm wheel through a shaft

and meshing with a gear seg-

ment on a lever arm carrying

the belt frame. The endless

belt is also capable of rotation

through a complete circle accomplished by a 13-hp.

direct-current motor driving a motor pinion, engaging
gear, which drives a worm and worm wheel and pinion

engaging a rack.

A limiting factor which presented a serious obstacle

in the development of the design was the restricted

hatch areas of oceangoing vessels. The machine as

built has an extreme horizontal dimension of 7 ft. 6 in.

X 10 ft. in. In this small space a mechanism had to

be developed capable of imparting to the material

handled an initial velocity adequate to the proper dis-

charge. The distance to which bulk material must be

thrown in order properly to fill the holds of various

types of oceangoing vessels became the object of con-

sideration and much time and study were devoted to

plotting the trajectories of material thrown at different

angles and various speeds. To attain the desired range
in the throw of coal it was found necessary to attach

cross cleats to belts, in spite of the fact that coal is

delivered to the end of trimmer belts at comparatively

LEFT, TRIMMER DISTRIBUTING COAL IN BARGE. RIGHT, BELT WITH CROSS
CLEATS THROWS COAL OUTWARD

which resist the reaction of the flow of coal and the

laterial wind forces are used to support the trimmer

from the cables passing over the boom. In a loading

position, the weight of the lower portion of the machine

is held by the boom through the ropes and vertical pipes,

while the telescopic chute section is held by brackets

placed on top of the cross girder. The lower brackets on

the end of the cross girder are so designed that they do

not take vertical loads, but prevent lateral movement.

It is possible to xiiove from the completely housed posi-

tion into loading position, in the hatch of a vessel, in

approximately 3* min. The operator is stationed at the

rear of the trimmer itself and is so able to closely

guide its operation, accompanying it into the hold of

a ship.

The first of the trimmers was placed in operation Dec.

27, 1919, when 1,000 tons of petroleum coke were

delivered to the SS Victorious. The last of the four

trimmers was installed April 9, 1920. Up to the present

time the four machines have handled over 1,000,000 tons
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of coal under practically incessant operation and the

most severe demands.

The practicability of the trimmers has been

established by investigation and analysis of cost

elements. On March 21 and 22, 1920, the SS Scots-

burg, a ship with five hatches and four 'tween decks,

was loaded with 9,600 tons of coal in 9 hr. and 30 min.

It is estimated that 25 hr. would have been required if

hand trimming had been employed.

The accompanying photograph, which was taken in

the open on a barge for the reason that it is impossible

to obtain a photograph of the trimmer when working
within the hold of a vessel, shows the machine throwing

coal at the rate of approximately 17 tons per minute.

The result of the successful operation of the four

mechanical trimmers, two on each side of the pier, has

been to change this pier from a four-boat pier to a

two-boat pier, the most efficient operation being obtained

when the mechanical trimmers are used to their fullest

extent in one boat on each side of the pier; that is, the

material is deposited in the vessel as fast as it is con-

veyed to the mechanical trimmers.

Undoubtedly, the most important element for con-

sideration in connection with the cost of trimming coal

by the use of mechanical trimmers, both from the stand-

point of expense and of efficient operation, is that of the

service or life which is obtained from belts. Service

tests of various types of belt have been made, and the

data obtained are well worth the effort. A material

reduction in the cost of belt per ton of coal handled, the

largest of the mechanical trimming cost elements, has
been effected, but the accumulation and analysis of belt

data have not as yet reached the point where the writer

feels that the full possibilities of this portion of the

device have been realized. The general results so far

obtained, however, have demonstrated beyond all doubt
that the trimmers now in use at Curtis Bay are far

superior to any device previously evolved.

One of the most severe tests which these machines
have encountered in actual service has been the

occasional and accidental inti'oduction of foreign bodies

into the chute, with the coal, and their passage through
the trimmers. In addition to car knuckles and springs,

these articles include a piece of iron 2 ft. wide by 3 ft.

long, weighing approximately 500 lbs., and, in two other

instances, large pieces of stone, weighing respectively

500 and 600 lbs., which passed through the machine
without causing damage. On another occasion, a steel

car strut, approximately 8 ft. long, 10 inches wide and
4 inches thick, found its way to the trimmer belt and
passed over the machine.

While every possible precaution is observed to prevent

the intrusion of such material into the chute, the

fact that the trim.mer has, on several occasions, dis-

charged objects of this nature without damage to

itself is a striking illustration of the sturdiness of these

machines and their ability to withstand hard usage.

The development of the machine was carried out by
the engineering department of the Baltimore & Ohio

R.R. under the immediate direction of the writer,

including the preparation of general plans and super-

vision of the structural and mechanical details as these

were developed by the engineering department of the

McMyler Interstate Co. which fabricated and erected the

trimmers. The device, patents for which are now being

secured, will be known by the trade name of the "Lane-

Galloway" trimmer. The installation of a machine of

this nature was recommended by C. W. Galloway, vice-

president of the railroad company, and the work was
placed under the general direction of H. A. Lane, chief

engineer, and W. S. Bouton, engineer of bridges.

Syracuse Uses Tar-Sand Cushion in

Wood-Block Paving
By John Stanley Crandell

Consulting Engineer, General Tarvia Department, the Barrett
Company, New York City

THE wood block pavement on East Water Street,

Syracuse, N, Y., was laid recently in a manner
somewhat different from that usually followed. In place

of a plain sand cushion, or a cement-sand cushion, a
tar-sand cushion was spread and the blocks were laid

thereon. While this method has been used to same ex*

tent by street car companies it has not been given an

extensive try-out in city work.

The concrete base was given the finish usually em-
ployed when a cushion coat is to be laid over it. It

was evident that a number of people had walked through

it befoj'e it had set, and therefore there were areas

where it had to be smoothed up with a pickax before the

cushion could be laid.

The cushion consisted of dry sand and light refined

tar, in the proportion of about 90 per cent sand and 10

per cent tar. These were mixed cold in a local asphalt

plant. The mix was brought to the job in the regular

bottom dump wagon, spread and raked as ff it were

binder course for a sheet asphalt pavement, except

that the raking was easier, and there was no need to

hurry to prevent setting up or cooling.

The specification called for a depth of cushion of

i in. Owing to the irregularities of the base, men-

tioned above, the depth varied from i in. to li in., but

on the whole it probably was close to specification. The
blocks were laid on the unrolled cushion. After they

were in place, and the culls had been removed and re-

placed, the pavement was rolled with a light tandem
roller. The joints were filled with coal-tar pitch, and

the surface was sanded. It was not possible to roll the

cushion; the tarred sand stuck to the roller.

There are some decided advantages about this method

of construction. First of all, an absolutely waterproof

cushion is provided for the blocks. Water can neither

find its way up through the cushion nor can it seep

through from the surface. With a pitch filler in the

joints there should be no danger of any bulges or blow-

ups from moisture causes. There can be no shifting of

the cushion from entrance of water or other causes.

This cushion of tar and sand sets up after a while into

a firm but resilient mat. The cost is low.

The amount of tar will vary with the quality of the

sand. The writer made an extended series of tests

in 1912, 1913, 1914, and 1915 to determine the right

amount of tar to use. In all he tested over 1,200

briquets of tar and sand mixtures and the strongest

were those that contained between 7.5 and 11 per cent

of tar, by weight. The coarser the sand the less tar

necessary, but a minimum of 7.5 per cent should be

set. Less than this amount produces a mix that will

not hold together. At the present writing there are

no recommendations to make as to how to determine the

correct amount to use other than to state that a fine

asphalt sand will require about 10 per cent of tar, while

a coarse building sand will require less.
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The History of Engineering
By C. Matschoss

Professor of Engineering History at the Charlottenburg
Technical College

In an article published in this journal Feb. 12, p. 322,

R. Fleming urged the importance of compiling a history

of engineering. Many of the data for such a history, in

this country more so than elsewhere, are rapidly

becoming lost. Over twenty years ago the same
thoughts stirred a young German engineer, Conrad
Matschoss, to attack the problem singlehanded. His
first historical monograph gained the interest and help

of the national engineering society, and later led the
Charlottenburg Technical College to found a chair of
Engineering History, of lohich he is the first incumbent.
In order to acquaint those who will write America's
engineering history with what has been done elsewhere.

Engineering News-Record asked Prof. Matschoss to

tell briefly of the development of his historical work.
The present article is his response. In transmitting it

he says: "Every step of progress in this field made in
the United States ivill tend to further our own
endeavors. We European engineers can wish for
nothing better than to see the excellent suggestions of
Mr. Fleming put into effect." —Editor

WHOEVER should attempt, 5,000 years hence, to

reconstruct our present age by the help of our
present day historical records, would find only stories

of presidents and kings, of the mistakes of our diplo-

mats and of the deeds of our great generals. Of the
real essence of our age, of engineering, which has

revolutionized our life and by means of which the

United States of America has acquired its dominating
position in the world, the seeker after truth would
learn very little.

The great men of engineering science have molded
the history of their age, but in doing so they found no
time to write this history. Our historians know too

little about engineering to comprehend our age or do it

justice. Therein lies a reason for the remarkable fact

that our scientists know a great deal about the tools of

the stone age, but very little about modern tools, and
yet no greater proof of the glory of American engi-

neering during the last fifty years could be adduced
than the history of American toolmaking.

It will be necessary for engineers to write their own
history, but this history will in reality be nothing less

than the history of a nation of workers. If that history

were written we would be able to recognize plainly how
much we owe today to whole generations of inventors

and engineers in all countries. Often these great

pioneers of engineering would appear to us more
deserving of praise than the modern statesmen and
warriors, upon whom history is wont to lavish its

laurels.

The vast amount of research work to be done in the

field of engineering can only be realized by one who has

selected historical research work as his special study.

It has been my privilege to be engaged in this work
since 1895, and in 1901 I published a history of the

steam engine, in which I endeavored to treat this impor-

tant subject in a manner which would appeal to every-

body. When I had finished this work I found that it

was only a beginning, and that a systematic study of

this matter was only possible after I succeeded in

obtaining the assistance of the Institute of German
Engineers. This great engineering institution opened
for me the archives of the government and of the great
engineering factories; it gave me introductions to
prominent engineering firms, and allowed me to travel
extensively. Everyone I came in contact with evinced
an intense interest in my work, and many thousands
of original drawings were willingly placed at my
disposal, dating back to the beginning of the 18th
century. In this manner, in 1908, I completed my book
on the "Development of the Steam Engine," in two
volumes, being a history of the stationary steam engine,
the locomobile, the marine engine and the locomotive.

This work was so favorably received that the
Institute of German Engineers decided to entrust to me
the task of historical research and the regular publica-
tion of a periodical under the title Contributions to the
History of Engineering and Industry. This publication,
which is devoted exclusively to the history of engineer-
ing, first appeared in 1909, and since that time has been
published regularly. Up to the present there are nine
volumes, containing important contributions referring
to all ages and to the most varied countries and topics.
The biographies of prominent engineers and the history
of industrial and engineering enterprise have been fully

treated. In the same year I received a call for filling the
newly created chair of Engineering History at the
engineering university of Charlottenburg.

Sources op Information

Doubtless the history of the engineering science of
bygone ages is very fascinating and important. It is

more important for us, however, to discover the sources
of the history of engineering of our present age and to
keep a systematic record of them. Whatever we neglect
to do in this respect now will be irretrievably lost.

Those of our great engineers, still living amongst us
today, who have been the creators and pioneers of the
particular branch of engineering they represent, are
sources of information which we cannot dispense with.
The great engineering societies should stimulate these
men through the medium of the great engineering press
to leave their memoirs to posterity.

What a vast store of historical engineering informa-
tion is contained in the autobiographies of Werner
Siemens, Henry Bessemer, Charles T. Porter and many
others! In Germany we are at present endeavoring to

work systematically in this direction. Long historical

conversations with prominent engineers are taken down
by shorthand writers and supply m.uch important
material which, entrusted to the archives of the Institute

of German Engineers, forms a valuable contribution to

the history of engineering. There are many industrial

concerns which, on the occasion of a jubilee celebration,

happen to remember that they have a history to be

proud of, and then proceed to write an account of the

historical development of their works, based on the data

contained in their own archives. In this manner
historical works have been produced that are a mine of

information for the historian specializing in the history

of engineering and industry.

Engineering Museum Established

Such endeavors received an extraordinary stimulus in

1903 through the establishment of the ''Deutsche

Museum," the German museum for masterpieces of

natural science and engineering in Munich. Oscar von
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Miller, the well-known electrical engineer, a friend of the

famous inventor Thomas A. Edison and honorary
member of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, succeeded in an incredibly short time in

compiling a collection of historically remarkable produc-

tions of engineering, which were admired by the whole
world. This collection was received with such wide-

spread approval that the necessary funds were quickly

placed at the disposal of Mr. von Miller. When it

became my privilege to visit the Munich Museum with
200 American engineers I found among them the fullest

possible understanding of the importance of the history

of engineering. They pointed out to me in what high

degree such a museum is adapted for stimulating

interest in great engineering work amongst the masses
of the people. In this museum the portraits of the great

engineers and scientists are placed close to their master-

pieces, thus inspiring the onlooker with that enthusiasm

which alone is productive of great accomplishments.

When will the great Museum of Engineering be
started in America? For anyone who knows the impor-

tance of engineering it is a great pleasure to see that

in the National Museum in Washington the famous
Stevens marine engines and many other masterpieces of

engineering are accorded equal prominence with other

exhibits. What Paris can boast of in its Conservatoire

des Arts et Metiers, London in its Kensington Museum,
and Munich in its German Museum will surely in no
distant future be emulated by a country which has

risen into prominence with steamships and railways and
through engineers who are famous throughout the

world.

The science of engineering is not confined to the

boundaries of any one country, and as in Munich the

masterpieces of the different nationalities are placed

peacefully side by side, so the future great American
Engineering Museum will no doubt bear testimony to

the fellowship of all engineering and scientific research

workers. This museum would be destined to become the

center, in America, of all systematic historical research

work, and to the great and influential enginering insti-

tutions this will be a gigantic common task for the com-
mon good of the profession.

If the enterprising spirit of American engineers is

once directed into channels for systematically furthering

the history of engineering we shall all benefit enor-

mously in every other country. Nowhere is competition

more desirable than in this field, for it aims at bearing
testimony to the work of our great engineers and arous-

ing enthusiasm in those who wish to become engineers.

Without this enthusiasm in the growing generation of

engineers we shall never succeed in rebuilding this world
and making it better than it has been before.

Philadelphia Municipal Pension System
A pension system for all municipal employees has been

in effect in Philadelphia since July 1, 1915, following a
legislative act of the year named. Employees who have
reached the age of 60 years and have been 20 years in

the service of the city are entitled to a pension equal

to one half their average salary or wages received

during their term of service. Employees contributed 2
por cent of their wages or salary to the pension fund,
but not to exceed $4 a month. This pension scheme does
not include policemen and firemen, who have a separate
pension fund.

Lumber Depletion in the United States

IN a report to the United States issued under date
of June 1, 1920, the Forest Service of the United

States Department of Agriculture comes to certain
conclusions regarding the present status of the timber
supply in this country. The outstanding facts are that

three-fourths of the original timber of the United States
is gone and that we are using timber four times as fast

as we are growing it. The forests remaining are so
localized as greatly to reduce their national utility. The
bulk of the population of manufacturing industries is

dependent upon distant supplies of timber as a result of

the depletion of the principal forest areas east of the

Great Plains. The depletion of timber is not the

sole cause of the recent high prices of forest products,

but it is an important contributing cause whose
effect will increase steadily as depletion continues.

The Present Problem

The fundamental problem today, according to the

bulletin, is to increase production of timber by stopping

forest devastation. At one time the virgin forests of

the United States covered 822,000,000 acres. They are

now shrunk to one-sixth that area. All classes of forest

land now aggregate 463,000,000 arces. Of the land

remaining not utilized for farming approximately

81,000,000 acres have been so severely cut and burnsei^

as to become an unproductive waste. New timbcS' ri^

maining in the United States is estimated roughly-at

2,215 billion board ft., three-fourths of whiph is- in

virgin forest: the rest is the second growth of relatively

inferior quality. About one-half the timber left , is in

the three Pacific Coast states, and over. 61 per cent is

west of the Greit Plains. A little over one-fifth; rOf

the timber left in this country, or 460 billiou board

ft., is hard wood. There is now consumed or destroyed

annually 56 billion board ft. of material of saw timber

size. The total yearly consumption of all classes of

timber is about 26 billion cu.ft., and the depleted

forests are growing less than one-fourth of this amount.

According to the report of the Secretary of Agri-

culture the solution of the problem presented by this

forest situation is a national policy of reforestration.

Increase of widely distributed production of wood is

the most effective attack upon excessive prices and

monopolistic tendencies. Depletion has not resulted

from the use of forests but from their devastation. It

is recommended, therefore, that legislation be enacted

which will permit effective co-operation between the

Federal government and the several states in prevent-

ing forest fires and growing timber on cutover land,

and which will greatly extend the national forests.

A statement is made that can be construed as giving

as the opinion of the Department that profiteering has

been rampant in lumber selling. "A study of prices

and increased production and distribution costs during

the pre-war and post-war periods substantiates the

statement that prices during the end of 1919 and the

beginning of 1920 reached costs unjustified by produc-

tion and distribution costs. Irrespective of the dis-

tribution of excessive profits, which by and large un-

questionably varied with relative advantages held and

with relative abilities to dominate situations, lumber

pricer are excessive and yield profits bearing no rea-

sonable relation to increased cost of lumber production

and distribution."

V
I i
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Testing Rock Bearing By Leverage

Loading Machine

Device Used at New Sacramento River Dam by
Reclamation Service Engineers

Proves Successful

BEARING capacity of rock is as a rule most difficult

to measure by any simple field testing machine. In

the investigations for a new dam at Iron Canyon, on the

Sacramento River, however, the engineers of the

Reclamation Service used such a machine with success.

Its details and the results of the tests are described as

follows by H. J. Gavit, Engineer, U. S. Reclamation

Service in the August, 1920, number of the Reclamation

Record.

The site for the dam is in a region where the rock forma-

tions are all of volcanic origin. These include tuffs, brec-

cias, agglomerates, and basalts. Of these classes the one

most suitable for foundations for a dam is the agglomerate,

and the location of the dam site was governed mainly by the

consideration of finding a place in the canyon where this

formation is of sufficient thickness under the river to pro-

vide a safe foundation. At the site selected the agglom-

erate lies in a nearly horizontal sheet or bed about 140 ft.

thick, of which about 110 ft. is beneath the river bed.

This rock is composed of volcanic sands, ash, and large

and small fragments of lava, mixed and cemented to form
a sort of natural concrete of varying hardness. In drilling

this material with a core drill few samples were obtained

except from the lava blocks, the body of the mass being

generally too soft to produce solid cores. There is no
stratification or regularity in the formation, the softer parts

occurring in irregular masses or pockets. For the purpose

of examining this rock more closely a drift or tunnel was
excavatid into a cliff near the dam site. This tunnel was
about 3 X 6 ft. in size and 35 ft. in length. It penetrated

both hard and soft material, the latter in places being soft

enough to be excavated by a pick without blasting.

Before planning a high masonry dam to rest upon this

agglomerate rock it was desirable to know its bearing
capacity or supporting power, and to this end a test was
made in the tunnel by applying varying degrees of pres-

sure upon an area of 1 sq.ft. on the floor of the tunnel at

a point where the softest material was found. The appa-
ratus for making the test consisted of a simple beam or
level 30 ft. long bearing on the roof at one end, with a
weight applied at the other. The short arm was 2 ft. and
the long arm 24.4 ft. Concrete blocks 12 in. square and 3
or 4 in. in depth were molded on the roof and floor at the
points of bearing. The beam was of Oregon fir, 14 x 16 in.,

formed by two pieces 7 x 16 in. bolted together. The
weight used was a wooden box 4 x 4 x 3 ft. inside, filled

with sand. Short sections of 56-lb, steel T-rail were used in

combination with 12 x 12 in. pine blocks to concentrate the
pressure at the proper points on the beam. In the joints
between the wood and concrete blocks at the roof and floor

steel pointers were inserted, extending about 3 in. to a
vertical graduated scale attached to a frame fastened to
posts which were set farther back in the tunnel so as to be
unaffected by the application of pressure. By this arrange-
ment a movement of the pointers along the scales would
indicate the yielding or compression of the rock.
As a check on the results levels were carefully taken on

both roof and floor blocks before and after the test. Five
readings were taken on each block and referred to two
bench marks before the test and another set of readings at
the same points was taken after the test. These level
readings showed no measurable settlement or compression
at either block. The indicator at the floor block, however,
showed a settlement on the scale of I in. This result was
discredited for the reason that the arrangement of the in-
dicator was such that the progressive pressure may have
caused a slight twist in the pointer, and the results of the
level readings were considered much more reliable.

r
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DETAILS OF ROCK BEARING TESTING MACHINE

Following is the record of the pressures and correspond-
ing gage readings:

Roof Biock Floor Block
Pressure Gage Pressure Gage

Test Conditions Tons Inches Tons Inches
At start, before applying pressure 15.25 .... 2.375
With beam arc! empty box 7.6 15.25 8 8 2 325
Weight box partly tilled 20.0 15.25 22 2 310
Weight box filled 33.3 15.25 36.5 2.250
With extra weights added 36.0 15.25 39.5 2.252

The limit of pressure for the apparatus was reached at
39.5 tons. What additional pressure the rock would have
supported is not known.
The level readings showed no actual settlement of the

floor block as a whole, but indicated a slight tilting of the
block which was accounted for by the small movement of
the beam and post during the process of loading. The
conclusion therefore was that there was no measurable
yielding at either the roof or floor block.
Applying the result of the test to the design of the dam

it is recognized that the conditions are not quite similar
for the reason that in the test the load is applied at the top
of a pyramid of pressure, whereas under the dam it is
applied at the top of a theoretical column of uniform thick-
ness. Taking into account this difference in conditions, since
the material stood under nearly 40 tons per square foot
without yielding it is considered safe to design the dam
with pressure on the foundation not to exceed 10 tons per
square foot. All pockets of soft material exposed in pre-
paring the foundations should, however, be excavated so
as to leave a surface of the harder rock.

Duluth Plans Crossing of Canal
Traffic over the aerial bridge which spans the ship

canal across Park Point and forms the entrance to the
inner harbor at Duluth, Minn., has increased to such
an extent that alternative plans have been made by
E. K. Coe, city engineer, for drawbridge and tunnel proj-
ects to afford adequate facilities for passengers, street
cars and roadway vehicles, and possibly for railway
tracks also. Any kind of bridge is opposed by the Lake
Carrier Association and the U. S. War Department.
A tunnel would require a steep approach and i^s cost is

estimated roundly at 72,000,000. No action has been
taken, but an improved crossing is needed on account
of the traffic and to enable the six miles of waterfront
on Park Point to be developed for docks and warehouses.
This district is said to be well able to sustain reason-
able expense to provide communication. The aerial

bridge or ferry bridge was built in 1904 and was de-

signed for trips at intervals of 20 to 30 minutes for the
car suspended from a 393-ft. span high enough to clear

vessels. The contract price was $100,000, but this in-

cluded the design. The operating and maintenance cost

has been $193,000 during 15 years of service.
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Shrinkage and Swell of Materials

In Railway Fills

Carriers' Report Includes Results, Covering Many
Rock and Earth Materials, Obtained

from Actual Measurement
Abstract of Subcommittee Report, Presidents' Conference Com-

mittee, Federal Valuation of the Railroads of the United States,
heretofore unpitblislied.

A SHRINKAGE in railway embankments composed
entirely of earth approximating 10.4 per cent of the

original volume in cut, and, in embankments composed
entirely of rock, an average swell of 30 per cent are

indicated in the conclusions of a report recently made
to the engineering committee of the Railway Presi-

dents' Conference Committee by a subcommittee
consisting of D. J, Brum'ey, chairman; H. E. Hale and
Charles Silliman. The report states that the allowance

for shrinkage in earth embankments should not be less

than 10 per cent and the results obtained indicate that,

with increasing proportions of rock, shrinkage de-

creases rapidly and swell takes place in material of

more than 40 per cent rock.
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sa.UNKAGE OF EARTH AND SWELL O? ROCK IN RAILWAY FILLS AS DETERMINED BY ACTUAL
MEASUREMENTS AND BY THE RULE OF THE BUREAU OF VALU.VTION

Railway
Cen. Vt
Cen. Vt
111. Cen
So. Pac
So. Pac
So. Pac.
So. Pac.
So. Pac.
So. Pac.
No. & \'.'est.

No. & West.
No. & West.,

L. & N.
L. & N.
Un. Pac.
Un. Pac
Cen. Vt
Colo. So
Mo. Pac
Mo. Pac
Mo. Pac
So. Pac
So. Pac
C, M. & St. P
C, M. & St. P
Ch. & O
Ch. &0

State
R. I.

R. I.

III.

Ore.
Ore.
Ore.
Ore.
Ore.
Ore.

Material
Fine, dry, sand
Stiff blue clay
Dune sand, fine and dry
Borrow earth, very clayey
Silt and coarse, hard gravel, mo.stly borrow; bottom of large hll. ..

.

Clayey silt

Clayey silt, gravelly in spots, half cuts and ha'f borrow
Very clayey, mostly cuts

.

Cemented material, clayey in character; most'y cuts; 2.5''.'t rock i

Light clay with considerable sand and some mica
60 per cent dry sand
Some quicksand

ROCK FITJ.S

Hard limestone
Shale and sandstone
Hard rock
Medium hard rock
Granite
Granite
Hard limestone
Very tough limestone
Hard slate, disintegratirg on exposure. . .

V'ery hard trap in tunnel
Trap and other rock, mostly tunnel; l.l'.

Hard basalt; 2% earth in fill

Hard basalt, 2.5'^ii earth in fill

Hard sandstone
Hard sandstone and shale

* Earth is included with rock in small proportions in these tiiree case.=.

NOTE—Methods of construction (see last column) : ( \) Unloaded from teniporary trc tie;

Carts and horse-drawn cars dumped from sides and ends of fills; (I' ) Station n;e'\

Ala.
Ala.
Utah
Wyo.
Mass.
Colo.
Ark.
Ark.
Ark.
Ore.
Ore.*
Wash.*
Wash.*
W. Va.
W. Va.

earth in fill.

Shrinkage
hy

Measurement,
per Cent

7.77
12 27
8.81
1.8

10.3
II.

I

10.1
3.5

15.1
8 8 to 9.7

6 1

10.3

Swell by
.Measurement

55 9
20.6
21.0
9.9
31.9
48.4
24.8
32.6
10.2
90.1
45.5
46.0
66.6

35 I to 45.3
23.3

Shrinkage

Rule,
per Cent

9 1

9 1

9 1

9 I

9 I

9.1

Swell by
Rule
60
45
60
45
60
60
60
60
44.4
60
58.2
56.8
56.0

60.0
57.8

Method
of

Construction
A
A
A
B
C.

A, C
B

C. D
E, F
C, D
CDCD

B. D

A. C
A. C
D
E
B
B
B

Quantities
Involved

—

(Excavation)
Cu.Yd.
96,767
3,047

358,408
11,016
64,160
9,648

31,660
5,572

26,781
124,059
44,360
77,120

13,782
155,000
30.862
6,215
8,762
3,596

23,053
25,955
69,211
9,444

41,405
10,660
31,205
54,211
190,582

C^^ Teams and scrapers; (C) Steam shove'; CD) Dump wagons; E

been to add an allowance of 10 pri' cent to the measured
embankment quantities in computing pay quantities,

which is the equivalent of assuming that the shrinkage

from the excavated quantities is 9.1 per cent, as com-

pared with a shrinkage of 10.4 per cent indicated by

actual measurements of railroad construction.

Railroad grading is paid for usually by measurements

of excavation (one way method) or by an allowance of

the quantities within the dimensions of the standard

roadbed section, both cut and fill (two way method). In

the construction of embankments, allowance is made for

shrinkage. But as the pay quantities are otherwise de-

termined, accuracy of a shrinkage allowance has not

been deemed important.

An entirely different situation has arisen in the valu-

ation work. The fills ,as well as the cuts, must be meas-

ured, and the problem presented is what should be added

to the measured em.bankment quantities as developed by

the Bureau of Valuation to be equivalent to the yardage

TABLE III. COMPARISON RAILWAY RECORDS OF EARTHWORK
WITH FIELD MEASUREMENTS MADE BY INTERSTATE

COMMERCE COMMISSION

Railway State
Fill

Built

Miles Cubic Yds Cu. Yds. Difference
of from Railwav '^'eas Per f' ent
Fill Pccords I. i^. C. of Col. 6

O.W.Ry.&N.
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Check of Immigration Requires

Labor Conservation

ON returning from a survey of industrial conditions

in Europe, Frances A. Kellor, vice-chairman of the

Inter-Racial Council, New York City, proposed the

following statement regarding the need for labor con-

servation in America due to the check of immigration:

The time has passed when the American employer could

count upon an unlimited supply of labor from abroad.

Emigration from the countries of Europe will be strictly

reeulated by the governments in the near future, and is

aheady being directed in some of the Old World nations,

which have begun to realize the value of their workers.

This is the case in Italy, for instance, which has sup-

plied us with such vast numbers of unskilled and semi-

skilled laborers. The French Government has offered Italy

six tons of coal per month for each Italian miner induced

to go to France, and the Commissioner of Emigration of

Italy is advising his people to emigrate to France. It is

asserted that opportunities are better there than m Amer-

ica both for steady work and high wages. Other countries

are making efforts to keep their citizens at home. Greece

is offering inducements of farms to the people, having

passed an act by which large land owners may retain only

one-third of their estates, while surrendering two-thirds

to the peasants. If this offer should not be sufficiently

persuasive, emigration from Greece may be prohibited at

any time by law. Conditions in that country are being

studied at present to determine what action may be neces-

sary to prevent an undue exodus of the population. The

extension of Greek territory is a powerful reason for keep-

ing these people in their own country. Similar conditions

are found in Finland, where areas have been set aside for

settlement, and farm implements and supplies are offered

tt> small cultivators on liberal terms.

Attitude of Foreign Governments

These instances show the attitude of foreign governments

toward their nationals. Instead of permitting their men

and women to leave at will and select their own destina-

tions, as in our port, emigration will be curtailed, by many

governments, to the extent deemed expedient for their own

interests. Instead of the emigrant selecting his own future

home, the governments will advise him where to go, and

in some cases will retain him as a citizen, with voting

rights, even while living abroad. At present the Lithuanians

in America have three deputies to represent them at the

next meeting of the Constituent Assembly of Lithuania,

while Italy has under consideration a plan to give its

nationals throughout the world elective representation in

its home government.

This means that the immigrants who do come here will

have less tendency to make America their permanent home

and become citizens, hence we will have to make greater

efforts to assimilate them than we have done in the past

It indicates a policy opposed to the best interests of

America, and which should be opposed by our people before

it becomes an accomplished fact.

Some of the foreign nations are planning to do the things

which America should have done long ago; to protect

immigrants from fraud, to establish official information

bureaus, to take care of their savings through branch banks

and generally to look after their welfare. International

agreements are being made between Old World countries

regarding immigration. Diplomats of Hungary, Poland,

Greece, Italy, France, Lithuania, Spain, Portugal and the

Balkan countries have taken the lead in such conferences,

but the United States, which has so much at stake in the

matter, has shown indifference. If our supply of coal, iron,

oil or cotton were threatened, the whole nation would be

aroused, but with the imminent curtailment of our labor sup-

ply, even at this time of acute labor shortage, the Govern-

ment and the business men who should be interested are

remaining quite apathetic.

The new era of world-wide business requires an inter-

national view of conditions if American interests are to

be adequately cared for. To hell, meet this need, the Inter-

racial Council has planned a serKS of bulletins reflecting

the world movements and endeavoring to interpret them.

These are no longer mere academic questions, but matters

of direct concern to the American buiiiness man. When
the manifesto of a leader in Russia can react with greater

force upon the workers than the words of the plant ex-

ecutives, or when a stream of literature in foreign lan-

guages can counteract utterances in the American press

or in piant organs, it is essential to the seif-interest of

the American business man that he should know about

these things and act with information on the facts.

Meanwhile it is to the interest of every industry to con-

serve the present inadequate labor supply and make the

best use of it. The tendency of the foi-eign-born workers to

return to their old homes should be checked by every

legitimate means. The most powerful inducement to them

to remain is of course just and humane treatment, with no

discrimination in wages, housing, living and working con-

ditions between them and the native born. Efforts should

be made to establish closer relations with the foreign born

workei's. If they have legitimate causes for discontent,

the grievances should be understood and removed. The

same spirit of co-operation that is being secured through

enlightened employers and their English-speaking workers

should be developed into relation to the foreign born

laborers.

This is not "coddling," not philanthropy, but labor con-

servation. As in the early days of America we were
wasteful of our resources, coal and oil, natural gas and
timber, until we saw the results of extravagance, so at

present we are as wasteful of our man-power as if the

supply were inexhaustible.

We should not be deceived by the temporary increase

in immigration. The figures that indicate a large number
of arrivals at Ellis Island fail to show the fact that the

proportion of women, children, professional and clerical

workers is so great as to afford little relief to our labor

shortage. Of the manual laborers coming in, a large per-

centage are men who went abroad to fight and are now
returning to their old jobs. Of new workers, to do the

essential work of America, there is an exceedingly small

percentage, while recent correspondence from all parts of

the United States indicates serious shortage of labor.

The course of action for the employer is therefore, first,

to conserve labor as carefully as he conserves his raw
material; second, to regard immigration problems with the

same interest that he gives to international commerce, real-

izing that America is no longer isolated and that what
happens in the Old World today will be reflected in his own
business tomorrow.
An international conference on immigration is planned

for 1921. in which the United States should play a leading

part. Business men who are interested may obtain further

details through The Inter-racial Council, Woolworth Build-

ing, New York City.

Use of Peat on Swedish Railways

Interesting trials to test the possibilities of peat as fuel

for locomotives have been in progress for some months on

several railways in Sweden. The reports so far show favor-

able results. One privately owned railroad in southern

Sweden, 256 mi. in length, has found peat so practical for

steam purposes that the management believes the road can

dispense entirely with coal. The State Railways have like-

wise been testing peat for steam purposes, with good results,

and have on a limited scale adopted it for fuel. For some
years the State Railways have been operating a factory for

the production of peat powder, which is said to make an
excellent fuel. In Sweden, where there are 10,000,000 acres

of peat bogs, with an average depth of ^.6 ft., the substitu-

tion of peat for coal would add enormously to the national

wealth. Every acre of peat bog yields nearly 1,000 tons of

prepared peat.

—

Commerce Reports.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

BRUSSELS—THE CITY BEAUTIFUL

EDITOjyTSNGINEERlNa NEWS-RECORD

AFTER a voyge of more than a week one expects to

, find on this side of the Atlantic a different country.

So England is. But after a month in England one is

astonished at the marked difference one finds after the

three-hour ride across the Channel—from Dover to

Ostend.

We leave a land of brick and of narrow streets, cities

of dun hue, and arrive in a community of broad avenues,

sparkling with the brightness of the white and cream-

colored houses, houses which give the impression of

being built of stone even when the walls are of stucco.

After a week in Brussels one still walks along enchanted

by the delightful vistas afforded by its city planners.

In England one's thoughts are occupied with the util-

itarian—the pavements, the transportation facilities,

the traffic. Here one revels in those features which go

to make a city beautiful.

Yet Brussels is but a foretaste of Paris. Here there

are two rings of boulevards, the inner one around the

CI.OSE-JOINTED SANDSTONE
BLOCK PAVEMENT

STATE PLANTED FOREST
NEAR B-RUSSELS

Nor are the broad avenues and the boulevards the

only features that impress the visitor. Squares are

common, not merely the stone-paved spaces for the

accommodation of traffic at important cross-routes, but
the park squares. They, too, elbo\7 close to the busi-

ness quarter. In them, tucked away in nooks of shrub-

bery, are beautiful statues, not merely of the com-
memorative sort, but of a subject befitting the location.

Of commemorative statuary there is a great deal—as is

THREE TYPES OF CART SEEN IN BELGIAN CITIES

older part of the city. From these run broad radial

avenues in every direction. Rectangular planning is

conspicuous by its absence. Many of the avenues are
tree-planted. The boulevards have grass plots, gen-
erally with four lines of trees, a central driveway for
passenger vehicles and two side carriageways for the

commercial vehicles and the street railways. Street
widths naturally vary with the character and location

of the street. Some new streets are as narrow as 14 m.
between property (fence) lines, with carriageways of

7 m. On the other hand, some new residence streets

may be as much as 25 m. wide between property lines,

with 12-m. carriageways. Main arterial ways are

wider, while the boulevards are as much as 77 m.

between property lines. That is the width in large

part of the inner ring of boulevards.

This inner ring has a maximum diameter of only

about 2 km. (1.2 miles) and in the course of an ordinary
.

business day one is constantly crossing it. The effect

is most favorable.

the case in England also—but it stands rather in the

paved squares where the multitudes circulate and the

great can receive the attention their achievements merit.

Paving—From the paving standpoint Brussels is a

city of stone. Such pavements are found even in the

residential districts, though for such neighborhoods tar-

macadam and asphalt are coming into use. For the

heaviest traffic porphyry is used; for lighter traffic and
on grades, a sandstone, called gres is favored. Most
of the stone paving is on old macadam foundation, using

a 3-in. cushion of sand. Sand is used exclusively for

jointing. The blocks vary in size, but the most common
is 10 cm. wide, 15 cm. long and either 12 or 14 cm. deep

(4x6 in. by 4.8 to 5.6 in. deep). Where a concrete

foundation has been used the thickness has been only

10 cm. (4 in.) but the recent specifications call for

15 cm. (6 in.). The proportions are 1: 2*: 5.

The Brussels experience, however, is of relatively

small value for us, because the traffic is light. There

are but few motor-trucks.
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One feature of their stone-block experience should be

emphasized—the success they have had with sandstone.

It reminds one of the fine medina sandstone one for-

merly saw in Cleveland. Gres, the sandstone used here,

wears very evenly. For grades it has a grittiness that

the porphyry lacks. Its life, naturally, is shorter than

that of volcanic rock. The life of porphyry under the

traffic of the business center is from 25 to 30 years;

on residence streets, from 40 to 50 years. Good main-

tenance is, of course, necessary to get these terms of

service.

Before the war these pavements on old macadam
foundations cost from about $2,20 to $2,75 per square

yard. The cost now is from three to four times as much.

Brussels, June 9.

BELGIUM'S RECOVERY—YPRES

IN BELGIUM one realizes that he is at the seat of war.

In going from London to Brussels one first sees war
destruction at Ostend. The "Vindictive" still lies in

the harbor entrance, though its removal is under way;

the dock buildings are being reconstructed, while houses

along the shore are damaged. One quickly leaves these

---^v'<-^^4H
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The Burgomaster and the City Council of Ypres urge
you to remember that the ground on tvhich you umlk is

hallowed by the sacrifice of 250,000 British officers and
men, who were killed or wounded in four terrible years

of battle endured in the salient of Ypres, and whose
heroism Belgium can never forget.

Another sign found in different parts of the town is

shown in one of the photos.

The city, so the Belgian government has decided, will

not be rebuilt but will be kept as a national memorial.

A SIGN BOARD AT YPRES

Round about new houses are springing up and the

people are busy cleaning up the wreckage.

Except in Ypres and a few other towns, however,

progress has been slow. The barbed wire has largely

disappeared, but the trenches and shell holes are still

there. Occasionally a little patch of land has been newly
plowed. Effort seems to have been concentrated on

restoring the village life and the farms in the less

severely damaged area. Soon probably the other areas

will be taken in hand.

For the remainder of this year, however, one can get

at Ypres some conception of No Man's Land. It is not

a pleasant place—nor a place for the merely curious. It

is for those who want to appreciate to the full the

horrors—and the accompanying heroism—of war.
Brussels, June 11, 1920.

Shipping: Board to Sell Steel Vessels

MINIMUM selling prices for different types of Ship-

ping Board vessels have been fixed by the board as

follows: Lake and Submarine Boat Corp. types, $160;
Hog Island, Skinner & Eddy, and all types over 10,000

tons, except combination cargo and passenger vessels,

oil tankers and refrigerator vessels, $175. These prices

are per ton deadweight rating, and for ships equipped to

burn coal. Where they are fitted for oil burning the

prices are $10 per ton higher. Part payment terms are

offered by the board, under which 10 per cent of the

purchase price must be paid in cash on delivery of

the vessel and the remainder in installments cov-

ering a period of 12 years, deferred payments carry-

ing interest at 5 per cent. Control of a certain part of

the earnings of the vessel is maintained by the board
until 50 per cent of the purchase price has been paid.

These selling offers are made under the terms of the

1920 Merchant Marine Act.

Asphalt Maintenance Costs in Columbus

FROM its local representatives at Columbus, Ohio, the
Barber Asphalt Paving Co. has received a report on

maintenance costs of asphalt pavement in that city,

from which the following data are taken

:

Columbus has 1,320,628 sq.yd. of asphalt pavement,
of which 1,002,990 sq.yd. are laid with native lake
asphalt. On thirteen streets, comprising a yardage of

101,502, the average life of the asphalt pavement has
been 28.77 years. For eleven of the streets the average
cost of maintenance per square yard per year has been
3.3c. Figures for the other two pavements have not
been kept.

Bryden Road from Parsons Avenue to Twenty-second
Street, an area of 12,573 sq.yd., was laid in 1888, or 32
years ago. The cost for maintenance per square yard per
year has been 2.1c. The cost of maintaining King Avenue
from High Street to Neil Avenue laid 30 years ago and
covering 8,683 sq.yd. has been 2.2c. figured on the same
basis; 14,612 sq.yd. on Franklin Avenue from Parsons
Avenue to Wilson Avenue, also laid in 1890, have re-

quired 3.2c. per sq. yd. per year. Washington Avenue,
with 10,646 sq.yd. from Broad to Buckingham Street,

paved in 1891, has proved slightly more expensive to

maintain, the figure being 4.9c. This, however, is the

highest figure in the list of the thirteen streets more
than 23 yr. old.

The following table gives the maintenance figures for

the old streets:

Maintenance
Coat per

Year Square Square Yard
Streets Laid Yards per Year

Champion Ave., Broad St. to ?vlt. Vernon Ave. 1889 8,448 $0 038
Cleveland Ave., Broad St. to Long St 1896 3,820 0.023
ISthStreet, Bryden Rd. to Main St 1892 2,985 0.032
HamJltonAve., Bi-oadSt. toLongSt 1897 4,377 0.029
High St.. Poplar Ave. to Fifth Ave 1 895 1 3,700
Ohio Ave.. Broad St. to Main St 1 889 9,878 0. 044
Parsons Ave, Broad St. to Main St 1891 7,248 0.039
1 7th Street, Main St. to Bryden Road 1890 3,181 0.039
State Street, High St. to Pearl St 1888 1,351

All of these streets were paved with Trinidad Lake
asphalt. Of the total yardage of asphalt streets in

Columbus, 999,782 sq.yd. or approximately 76 per cent,

were laid with Trinidad Lake asphalt. Bermudez Lake
asphalt was used for 3,208 sq.yd.

The foregoing figures were submitted to Henry
Maetzel, chief engineer of the division of engineering

and construction of the Department of Public Service,

who makes the following comment:
"The figures are correct as shown by our records.

However, the following explanation will be in order.

"Prior to 1907 our maintenance work was done by con-

tract. Since then the city has operated an asphalt re-

pair plant and made all repairs. Figures of cost given

do not include interest on outlay for asphalt plant or

any depreciation. This would increase the cost perhaps

10 per cent. The cost is averaged over the entire life

of the pavement, though very little was spent during the

first ten years."

Erie R.R. Uses the Chicago River

Operation of two local freight yards on the Chicago

River at Erie St. and Webster Ave. has been commenced

by the Erie R.R., cars being transferred on barges be-

tween these yards and the main Chicago freight yard

at 18th St. This is a resumption of local freight serv-

ice which was abandoned during the war.
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Letters to the Editor

Effect of Increased Rates om Railroad Construction

[The following letters are in reply to inquiry from the

"Engineering News-Record" in regard to the probable effect

of the recent ina'ease in railroad rates on railroad construc-

tion.—Editor]

Sir—Replying to vour recent letter regarding effect on

railroad construction due to the increase in railroad rates.

I will answer your questions in order as follows:

l._The railroads will not be able to launch programs

of construction until it is possible to secure the necessary

funds with which to make improvements which is dependent

upon the restoration of the credit of the railroads.

2.—It is likely that it will be some time next year before

the additions and betterments program can be undertaken

on a large scale.

3.—The transportation of materials is now affecting the

construction the same as it is with other industries.

4.— (a) The first consideration for expansion of facil-

ities is more locomotives and cars, (b) engine terminals

and shops to take care of the equipment, (c) yards and

terminals to provide facilities for the more expeditious

handling of traffic, (d) double tracking to expedite the

movement between terminals.

This is about the order in which the transportation

facilities of the country today require expansion.

5.—It is likely there will be an expansion in the engi-

neering departments and personnel to meet the new situa-

tion. This is due to requirement that the railroads of the

country must be honestly, efficiently and economically

managed and this can best be done through a thorough

reorganization of the departments.

6.—The railroad facilities of the country are today from

three to five years behind in their normal development . and

it will require that length of time to put the transporta-

tion business in proper condition to handle the traffic offered.

L. C. Fritch,

Chicago. Vice-President, Chicago, Rock Island

and Pacific Railway Co.

Sir—Now that substantial increases in rates have been

granted the railroads, it is expected that the surplus earn-

ings will enable the roads to make large expenditures in

improvements. This is a matter of great interest to the

public in general; for, when railroads spend large sums of

money, general prosperity results therefrom.

Just at present the railroads are waiting to find out what
the advance in rates and wages will mean in earnings before

deciding what should be done. It is natural to suppose,

therefore, that if the results of these earnings are what
may be expected, work on a large scale will follow.

At the present time the railroads are hampered by
the want of equipment, and this is largely due to

need of repairs, to bad order cars and to scarcity of

engines, and while this continues the lack of transporta-

tion facilities will naturally hamper the progress of the

work. So before much can be done, it will be necessary
greatly to increase the number of cars by building new
ones and repairing those in bad order, and the number of

engines must be increased materially.

It must be remembered that just previous to the war
and during Government control it was almost impossible
to get materials and labor for repairs to keep the tracks
up to the standard, and the first work to be done would
be largely that of renewal of ballast, ties, and rails, but
as there is still a scarcity of labor and materials for
carrying on work, progress in these lines of work will

be slow.

The season of the year is so far advanced that no
immediate construction will be done by the railroads, and
the outlook has been so gloomy that no important con-
struction programs have been made. In all probability
extensive plans for additions and betterments will be made

during the winter months so that v^ork may be started in

the Spring.

Because of the difficulty of getting materials, a great

deal will not be accomplished during the coming year to

relieve the shortage of transportation facilities of the rail-

roads, and until steel mills are able to turn out a greater

tonnage than at present it will not be possible for the

railroads to accomplish much.
From this it is plain it will be one to two years before

the railroads will be able to start on any extensive plans for

necessary enlargements to keep up with the times. Engine t

terminals, double-tracking and yards will undoubtedly receive

first attention in order to shorten division runs so as to cut

down overtime, and consequently very little line revision will

be made until some time in the future.

On account of the valuation of railroads the surplus

engineers of the country are generally employed, so that

no large expansion in engineering departments can take

place.

It must be remembered that as soon as the railroads start

work on a large scale, the factories which supply the

materials will take a great deal of the labor of the country.

This will mean that labor will be very scarce and work
will naturally progress very slowly. Therefore, while the

outlook is favorable, yet the scarcity of materials and labor

will largely control the money that can be expended by the

railroads in future work. A. 0. Cunningham,
St. Louis. Chief Engineer, Wabash Railway Co.

Engineers in Railroad Wage Award
Sir—I have noted the letter published in your issue of

Aug. 5, p. 279, by W. J. Sykes in which it is intimated that

the engineering societies were largely responsible for the

lack of technical recognition in the recent railroad wage
award. It appears to many of us that discrimination was
used against ;.he engineering profession by the board and
that the technical societies have been equally guilty in not

protesting en masse.

Judge Barton, chairman of the award board, was quoted
on the subject as follows: "Civil engineers as such had no
submission presented for them and hence no question as

to them decided. In all the argumentative debate of the

board in executive session, civil engineers (broadly speak-

ing, professional engineers) were not considered because
they had not been properly before the board in hearing."

Judge Barton further made plain the proper procedure by
explaining that the board cannot and will not entertain or
receive for hearing any case until it can be shown and
evidence produced to substantiate that a reasonable amount
of effort has been expended by the professional engineers
to seek or hold a conference with the managment of the
carrier in an attempt to settle any dispute involving
salaries.

This is a perfect argument for unionism. Yet the
technical societies have alvays frowned down on any
such suggestions. If we are not to unionize, have we
not the right to expect these societies to protect the
individual members from financial losses in consequence of
such a decision? Judge Barton and the only one of the
"57 societies" making any attempts along this line except
the individuals or at least the local groups in the different

railrord offices to make these efforts and forward proof
of same. Was proof offered that each individual member
or each individual local of the different unions made such
attempts? If the unions were permitted to make demands
through national organizations and thus be considered as
complying with the law, why would not a similar demand
by a national engineering society have equal weight, and
if not, why did not the national society protect against such
discrimination ?

Probably there will never be another opportunity to

benefit the profession as a whole in such a widespread
manner. The trade unions have demonstrated beyond ques-

tion that to benefit one benefits all. This is not a question
which concerns railroad engineers only or even primarily.

It is manifestly unfair to expect unorganized engineers

to comply with the same legal technicalities as unions hav-
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ing paid officials unless the paid officials of the various

technical societies deign to represent their members. Con-

ditions are different from those of even five years ago,

and in answer to Mr. Sykes' last question, it is most cer-

tainly not improper to expect these paid officials of the

societies to keep abreast of the times, to quit dreaming ab-

stract problems long enough to recognize an opportunity

to elevate the profession as a whole, and above all, to quit

passing the buck to the individual engineers who have no

paid representatives but them to look to in times of adverse

discrimination. W. H. Hobbs.

Danville, 111.

Sir—Why were the technical engineers left out of the

railroad wage award?
Primarily because the wage board was a political ma-

chine element quickly thrown together as a stop gap to

fend off a strike which would have taken place.

The board did not consider the technical engineer because

the "57 varieties" of engineering societies mentioned by

Mr. Sykes are not affiliated with any of the labor bodies

who get their demands because they are enabled to enforce

them.

The wage board visualized the engineers in terms of

transits, levels, drafting boards and blueprints just the

same as the public does.

The employer of the engineer regards him as a necessary

evil; hires him under protest; charges him up to profit and
loss and fires him with glee.

The engineering societies have their heads in the clouds,

engaged in dry and dusty discussions—abstruse discussions

of ethics, problems, etc.—and hold their professional stand-

ing so close to their eyes they can't see the rest of the big

world: To the total neglect of the actual wants and neces-

sities of themselves as a body. And money is everything

today with a fifty-cent dollar.

One notable exception is the American Association of

Engineers which has done more for the engineering pro-

fession, or trade, or occupation in five years than the rest

put together in fifty years. If the engineers get anything
out of this wage award it will be through their efforts as

a body and not through individual wails.

RoBT. H. Baldwin,
Chicago. Constructing Engineer,

Chicago Northwestern Railway Co.

Shear in Reinforced Concrete; Mr. Godfrey
Issues a Challenge

Sir—A new Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced
Concrete is at work preparing standards of design. Pre-
sumably it will include in those standards provisions for
shear in reinforced-concrete beams, a subject on which the
writer has been in controversy with the accepted authori-
ties for many years. The progress in this detail of de-
sign, however, has been so slow and the dangers of pres-
ent accepted standards so great that I would like once
more to call attention to the inadequacies and inaccuracies
of present practice in the hope of provoking a defense
of that practice which will hold water.
The writer will admit that some little progress has been

made in shear provisions. Quite recently the American
Concrete Institute adopted as standard the Building Reg-
ulations for the Use of Reinforced-Concrete. In the pre-
liminary draft of that report it was provided that tension
rods in beams bent up at an angle to provide against shear
would have to make an angle of 60 deg. or less with the
vertical. The writer opposed this provision in a discussion
sent to the committee in advance and the final report
changed the angle to be to 90 deg., thus permitting the
flat slope anchored diagonal rods advocated by the writ/r.
In these same standards anchorage of the main steel rods
into the supports is recommended, but only in special

cases. These cases are where the shear on the concrete
is so excessively high that it is past the initial point of
Web failure. These standards allow 12 per cent of the ulti-

mate compressive strength in shears on a beam, if the main
rods reach into the supports for anchorage. With 2,500-lb.

FIG. 1. STANDARD REINFORCED-CONCRETE BEAMS

concrete this would be 300 lb. per squai'e inch. This ex-

cessive confidence in the shearing strength of reinforced-

concrete beams is apparently based on tests of some extra-

ordinary beams of I-shape where the initial point of fail-

ure of the web was between 200 and .300 lb. per square

inch. These regulations allow an optional web reinforce-

ment in the shape of bent-up and anchored main rein-

forcing rods as recommended by the writer.

How many engineers know that these same standards

of the American Concrete Institute, in any beam or girder

where the shear is not greater than 6 per cent of the ulti-

mate compressive strength, do not require that any steel

whatever cross the plane of the face of the wall or column
supporting that beam or girder. Nor does the present

Joint Committee report require any such tying steel, ex-

cept in a vague and ambiguous reference on the subject of

Sfirrup A

SHrrup A\

FIG. WHAT .STRES.S IS IN STIRRUP "A"

shrinkage to connecting floor and wall members in an
articulated structure. This is decidedly worthy of study.

Possibly no seasoned designer would take advantage of

this, but regulations are not made for seasoned designers.

The beams shown in Fig. 1 are standard under the ruling

of the American Concrete Institute and of the Joint Com-
mittee on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete. Stirrups

are required in the beam—to hold it together* for fear that

it might break in two if it should fall away from the sup-

ports; but holding a beam to the support appears to be no
concern of the writers of standards. Some designers are

now making some of the main reinforcing rods shorter

than the span of the beam. It is interesting to observe how
designers discover the loopholes that allow them to save

a few pounds of steel.

It seems to the writer that the basis on which rests this

utter lack of provision for uniting the beam and the sup-

port by reinforcement is the action of most beams in labora-

tory tests. The writers of standards are blinded by the

behavior of test beams. Because of the lack of shrinkage

tension in the isolated specimen and because of the arch

action on immovable supports, precluding tension near the

supports, and because the rods do extend over the sup-

ports in test pieces, it is scarcely possible for a laboratory

test beam to break close to the supports. No large ten-

sion can possibly be developed there. The shear or diagonal
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tension breaks develop a short distance from the supports

in these artificial tests, which are made as unlike a build-

ing as they can be. Is that why, in standards, stirrups are

not required closer to the supports than a half a beam depth

or so away from them ? Let us forget the laboratory tests

and look at wrecks of concrete buildings. When buildings

fail, beams and girders break close to the supports, and stir-

rups or short shear members are frequently of no more
value than if they were painted on the side of the beam.
Shrinkage of the entire building produces a tension and
standard designs make no allowance for this whatever.

It seems to the writer that there is a simple demonstra-

tion of the claim that he has often made that there is no
force in a whole beam tending to elongate a stirrup. Given

two beams, as per the sketch in Fig. 2, identically designed;

assume a layer of mush in the first as indicated, stii-rup A
will be in tension; assume a layer of mush in the second,

stirrup A will be in compression. This surely does not

need other proof than engineering common sense. Further-

more, stirrup A will take «// of the shear of the beam and
not a portion, depending on the spacing of the stirrups.

It will take the shear apportioned in standards to the con-

crete as well as that apportioned to the stirrups. It is

only in a crippled web that a stirrup can take any stress,

and it depends somewhat on how the mush may be laid

which way that stress is going to jump.
The writer has frequently endeavored to induce, per-

suade, banter, challenge, coax, shame, and provoke some
one to produce an analysis of the stress in the stirrup or

short shear member. That analysis is yet to come. A
new Joint Committee is at work. Here is something for

them to consider. Reinforced-concrete standards of de-

sign will not be on a sound basis until one of three things

occus: (1) The writer's statements are shown to be false;

(2) his arguments are shown to be fallacious; (3) the

standards are revised to agree with those statements and

arguments. This condition calls for something more than

silence on the part of the men responsible for the present

standards, and something sounder than ridicule of one who
criticises them. Edward Godfrey.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Marine Railway at Astoria, Oregon,

Not Yet Completed

Sir—In an article appearing in Engineering News-Record
of June 10, p. 1156, entitled, "Marine Railway for 5,000-

Ton Ships at Astoria, Oregon," the impression was given

that the marine railway which was under construction was
a completed railway and was in operation. In order that

the shipping interests and others may be correctly informed,
I believe it would be advisable to state that the marine
railway has not as yet been completed, and further, that

construction work has been suspended for some time.

Jasper, Wyo. C. 0. Crisman.

Composite Design for Sewer Section

Sir—The article by John P. Wentworth in your issue of
July 22, p. 148, on "Sewer Cost Lowered by Increasing Con-
crete Yardage in Section," emphasizes a real vital point in

economical concrete design in calling attention to the need
of reducing labor and form costs even though quantity of
concrete be thereby increased.
The enclosed diagram shows Mr. Wentworth's Type A

and Type B sewer cross-section superimposed, and brings
out clearly the advantages of Type A in form work and
labor, as against the advantages of Type B in concrete.
It rather suggests, however, a composite design, utilizing
the advantages of Type A above points P and P', while
using Type B below, in order to eliminate the excess con-
crete in the lower corners of Type A. This design would
call for 0.500 cu.yd. of concrete per linear foot of sewer,
nearly 25 per cent less than Type A, and but 10 per cent
more than Type B.

Comparing Type A and the composite design from the

viewpoint of the contractor, the extra cost of shaping the

bottom of the trench should be balanced by the saving in

material to be excavated. Form work would be the same.
Overhead charges would be unchanged, unless the saving in

concrete permitted speeding the work up somewhat. This
would leave a net saving equal to the cost of materials and

p..JA

X-LO.
Type A Sewer
Type B Sewer

' 0.654 cu. yds. per Vin. -fr.

0.456 '• « S. « «

COMPOSITE SEWER SECTION PROPOSED

Design utilizes Type B below points P and P' and Type A
above. Composite design calls for 0.500 cu.yd. of concrete per
linear foot of sewer.

labor to mix and place 0.15 cu.yd. of concrete per linear

foot of sewer, amounting to possibly a dollar and a half.

I would be interested to hear from Mr. Wentworth
whether this type was suggested, and whether any practical

difficulties were brought up against it.

M. F. Sayeb,
Assistant Professor of Applied Mechanics, Union College.

Schenectady, N. Y.

[Copy of Prof. Sayer's letter was submitted to Mr. Went-
worth, whose reply follows.

—

Editor,]

Sir—Several tjrpes of sewers, in addition to Types A
and B, were considered. A cross-section very similar to

the composite cross-section suggested by Professor Sayer
was studied, but it was not thought advisable to adopt it.

With such a section the contractor would be obliged to

use greater care in excavation, in placing the lower inside

forms and in pouring and spading the concrete in the lower
portion of the sewer to prevent foreign material from
rolling into the bottom of the trench under the forms. In

my opinion, the extra cost of shaping the bottom of the

trench would exceed the saving in material excavated. The
niaterial at the bottom of the trench is gravel and sand
(some of the sand is being used for concrete) which can
be excavated cheaply, but which could not be as easily

shaped for a Type B or composite type as could other

materials.

Last year a small sewer designed with a cross-section

similar to Type B was constructed under the writer's di-

rection. The contractor, rather than construct such a
section, excavated deeper at the sides of the trench and
used more concrete, although he did not quite go to the

limit shovra in Type A. For this extra excavation and
concrete he received no compensation. This contractor was
a very capable man and had done a large amount of sewer
work. His method of doing the work showed that he be-

lieved a heavy section was more economical to construct
than a light one.

John P. Wentworth,
Boston. Metcalf & Eddy, Consulting Engineers.



Hints for the Contractor

Improvised Cart Hauls 3,200-Lb. Sections

of Precast Concrete Pipe

TWO-WHEEL carts with cradle bodies hung low

on gooseneck axles are being used to advantage in

hauling precast concrete pipe for the Parley's high line

conduit being built to extend the water supply of Salt

Lake City. The pipe, produced at a central casting plant,

are 4 ft. long and 48-in. in diameter and weigh approxi-

mately 3,200 lb. The carts, as indicated by the illus-

tration, are simple; using old dump cart wheels, they

cost not to exceed $50 apiece. The pipe line, 17,100 ft
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DETAILS OF EASILY CONSTRrCTED MATERIAL HOIST

forcing steel was hoisted to the proper floor on this

hoist. In addition the hoist was used for elevating form

lumber, under-flooring or maple flooring and sleepers.

Over 500 tons of reinforcing steel and 200,000 ft. of

lumber were handled by the hoist.

[Material for this article was secured from the Con-

tractors' Atlas.
'\

Rigging for Raising a Concreting Tower

DETAILS of the method of rigging the tackle for

raising intact the 160-ft. concrete chute towers for

the new Dunlop Tire buildings at Buffalo, N. Y., by the

Foundation Co. are given in a recent installation sheet

of the Lakewood Engineering Co. This contractor has

used the same method for towers as high as 200 ft. and

finds some economy, due to the greater speed with

which carpenters work on the ground and the diffi-

culty of getting any but high-priced men to go up with

a tower which is erected in place.

The towers in question were entirely completed on

,„ 4Ftjrf
ik ManilaJ^ope

tower foundation to prevent the tower from slipping

while being raised. The two main hoisting lines are

carried to separate riggerheads on the hoist as the

amount of pull required on the line varies.

Thf line to the gin pole may be handled by the same
hoist, but in this case there was another hoist closer

at hand to which the line was run. The guy lines are

attached to deadmen with blocks and tackle, and five

or si.\ laborers with a rigger as foreman are put on

each line to take up or let out the slack as the tower

goes up.

The upper end of the tower is raised about 35 ft.

by the gin pole. Two main hoisting lines take up the

slack up to this point. From this point on the main
lines raise the tower to its vertical position. The line

to the gin pole is not detached but acts as guy. Skill-

ful manipulation of the hoist guy lines prevents any
kinks from forming in the tower, and the body of the

tower was kept straight all through erection.

On this particular job, from the time a tower was
fully rigged on the ground until it was in its vertical

position with the guys fastened varied from one hour
and fifteen minutes to three hours.

3"x6'' "--Pulley S/ook

Front Elevation
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Double RopeBlocks
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RIGGING FOR RAISING A 160-FT. CONCRETING TOWER

the ground, even to installing the catheads and top-

sheaves and attaching the guys. They were nailed

together, not bolted. Eight sets of diagonal braces

vere evenly distributed throughout the length of the

cower on the inside to stiiten it during erection, but

on future work it is planned to use oak corner posts

on the lower section of the tower on the side which

carries the erecting weight.

The method of rigging the tower is shown in the

sketch. The hoisting blocks are attached with wire

rope, several turns being taken around the entire tower.

Two foot-blocks are fastened to the top of the concrete

Tractors Replace Teams for Scrapers

Two 5-ton tractors, each hauling three wheeled

scrapers, are used for grading work by the Ameri-
can Cement Plaster Co. at its plant at Acme, Tex. The
scrapers are of 16 cu.ft. capacity and there are two men
to each train, one operating the tractor and the other

loading and dumping the scrapers.

Inability to get men who knew how to drive and care

for teams, extremely high wages for drivers and high

cost of feed were the main reasons for using tractors.

The two tractors are doing as much work as twelve

wheeler teams could do, according to C. H. Newby,
superintendent for the company. When the first ma-
chine was purchased it was worked in competition with

one of the best teams, the horses weighing 1,400 lb.

each and handling a wheeled

scraper without the aid of

a snatch team. The tractor

pulling three larger scrapers

would make about four trips

to three by the team, both

having the same length of

haul.

Four men, as above, are

now handling as much ma-

terial as was handled for-

merly by twelve men, which

makes a saving of about 25

per cent, after taking both horses and engines into

consideration. With a maximum haul of about 1,200

ft. the two machine outfits are moving about 400 cu.yd.

per day. The excavation is 12 ft. in depth and the dump

is on the surface of the ground, so that the machines

run up hill and down hill all day. The tractors load the

scrapers on low gear, haul them to the dump on direct

gear and return to the pit on high gear when the ground

is sufficiently level. Each machine uses an average of

25 gal. of gasoline per 10-hour day and about a gallon

of lubricating oil, besides cup grease. The maintenance

on the machines has been very small.
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CURRENT EVENTS IN THE CIVIL ENGINEERING ANDCONTRACTING FIELDS

News of the Week
New York, August 26, 1920

E. J. Mehren Returns from Europe

E. J. Mehren, editor of Engineering

News-Record, returned to this country

on the Aquitania Aug. 21, after a four-

months' European trip devoted to a

study of engineering conditions. He
left the United States April 24 and
after spending about a month in Eng-
land visited France, Belgium, Switzer-

land, Germany and Holland. For sev-

eral months this journal has been pub-
lishing Mr. Mehren's observations

abroad in the form of special articles

and also under the heading "Notes
from Foreign Fields."

Hetch Hetchy Tunn-l Work Let
to Sub-Contractors

The entire 18 miles of Hetch Hetchy
tunnels for the water supply of San
Francisco, recently let to the Construc-

tion Company of North America, has

just been sublet to two well known tun-

nel men. A. C. Dennis has contracted

for 10 miles of the work on the west
or Priest portal end and Rex C. Starr

has the 8 miles on the Early Intake

end.

Mr. Dennis, who has been practising

as a consulting engineer for several

years, was in personal charge of con-

struction on the 5-mile Rogers Pass
tunnel for the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, where exceptional progress rec-

ords were made. Mr. Starr is construc-

tion engineer for the San Joaquin Light

& Power Corporation and has had
charge of construction work contin-

uously for a number of years in which
he has gained a reputation for speedy
work in tunnel driving.

Joint Water Supply Proposed for

Seven Cleveland Suburbs

The Suburban Water Commission,
composed of the mayors of seven

municipalities in Cuyahoga County,
west of Cleveland, Ohio, has been or-

ganized, with E. A. Fisher, city engi-

neer of Lakewood, as secretary. The
communities other than the city of

Lakewood are the villages of West
Park, Rocky River, Fairview, North
Olmsted, Dover and Bay. Lakewood
and West Park now take water from
the Cleveland works. Rocky Park has
an independent supply which is inade-

quate in quantity and unsatisfactory

in quality. The other villages have no
public water supply. The seven

municipalities, it is reported, feel that

they can secure an adequate water sup-
ply by joint action sooner than if they
wait for extensions of the Cleveland
works. A report on the project is to be
made by Morris Knowles, Inc.

Federated Societies Sentiment in Control At
Civil Engineers' Convention

Portland Meeting Asks Quick Vote on Federation—Conference of

Local Representatives Favored—Opposing Amendments
Referred to Committee

OR'O-FEDERATION sentiment was prominently in evidence at the
-'- annual convention of the American Society of Civil Engineers, held

in Portland, Ore., Aug. 10 to 12, 1920. Those who held this sentiment

proved to have the necessary voting strength to control the proceedings,

and, accordingly, action on the five groups of amendments to the society's

constitution, which had been proposed for discussion at the convention,

was favorable to the federation. A resolution requesting the Board of

Direction to issue at once a referendum ballot on the subject of joining

the Federated American Engineering Societies expressed the attitude of

the convention majority still more clearly.

The more radical amendments were
ordered to letter ballot of the society

either unchanged or with but minor
modifications, while final action on

others was delayed. The proposal to

establish an annual conference of rep-

resentatives of local sections, fathered

by a Philadelphia group of members,
some of v/hom had been known as

strong federation men, was accepted

by the meeting, and the representation

of District No. 1 on the Board of Di-

rection was cut sharply, though the

original proposal to allow the district

only two directors was changed to give

it three, making a total of directors

(other than officers and past presi-

dents) of fifteen. On the other hand,

the amendments proposed by the Ques-
tionnaire Committee, providing in a

slightly different way for the nomina-
tion of officers by the local sections and
omitting to establish an annual con-

ference that would discuss the general

welfare of the society, were referred

to a committee of the Board of Direc-

tion, and they will, therefore, not come
up for action until next January. An-
other proposal of this committee, how-
ever, was passed to immediate vote, this

being an increase of membership dues
with reduction of the extra dues paid

by resident members. An independent
amendment which would have raised the

dues so as to abolish all extra charges
to resident members was deferred by
reference to a committee of the board.

Two individual amendments, one re-

forming the election of honorary mem-
bers by requiring a favorable vote of

two less than the total membership of

the Board of Direction (in place of

unanimous vote) and the other mak-
ing the members of the nominating
committee ineligible to office during

service, were acted upon favorably,

being passed to immediate letter ballot.

Discussion of the five groups of

amendments (designated as A, B, C, D
and E in Engineering Neivs-Record of

July 29, p. 235, where their provisions

are summarized) was the principal

business of the convention. To facili-

tate action upon them, the convention
divided them into fourteen parts, the

proposed amendments to each separate
article being considered by themselves.

Address of President Davis

Before the work of the convention
proceeded, President Arthur P. Davis
delivered the annual address, after wel-

come had been given to the convention
by the mayor of Portland, George L.

Baker and by F. H. Murphy, secretary

of the Oregon Technical Council, an
organization consisting of the Portland
sections of the civil engineers, the me-
chanical engineers, the electrical engi-

neers, the architects and the National
Electric Light Association.

President Davis sounded the keynote
of the convention. His address was,
in effect, a severe indictment of the

"small, but very active minority" in

the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, which, it was charged, opposed
each and every step tending to co-

ordination and co-operation of the
Founder Societies. 'The real issue in

the contest now going on, and espe-

cially in the election of directors which
will take place next fall," said Mr.
Davis, "is whether or not the society

is to take its proper place among human
activities or gradually decay and be-

come an obstruction to progress, pre-
tending to fill a niche which it does
not fill and wasting the prestige and
history of this glorious society which
ought to be devoted to some end more
useful than individual benefits to a
small circle of its membership."

President Davis asserted that Engi-
neering Council is not a satisfactory

organization for producing results, as

429
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it lacks in democracy and in powei* to

raise funds, and recommended the sub-

stitution of a league of engineering so-

cieites. Referring to the plan of or-

ganizing such a society with individual

membership, he pointed to the Ameri-

can Association of Engineers and ex-

pressed the view that it lacks the nec-

essary prestige to become an all-in-

clusive society and attain the bi'oader

ends that have been aimed at in the

federation movement. Under present

conditions, he said, the countrywide de-

mand for broader activity by the society

cannot be met because of the existence

of a strong conservative element in a

few large cities, backed by an anti-

quated constitution. The main issues

before the society were summai'ized

as "progress versus stagnation, and

democracy versus centralized domina-

tion."

Coming to other subjects, Mr. Davis

expressed himself in favor of license

laws and in favor of centralizing the

engineering activities of the govern-

ment in one department. License laws,

if properly directed, he said, can be of

great benefit.

The address of President Davis, prac-

tically in full, will be published in next

week's issue.

Amendments Discussed

Following this stimulating address,

the meeting referred the various con-

stitutional amendments for digesting

to a committee of five—George B.

Mason, J. C. Ralston, Roger C. Rice,

E. E. Wall and A. A. Northrup. This
committee reported that six of the

fourteen proposed amendments should

be refeiTed to a committee of the Board
of Direction for revision and resubmis-
sion at the annual meeting of the so-

ciety in January; the other eight were
recommended for favorable action. The
vote of the meeting was substantially

in accordance with this recommenda-
tion.

In summary, four of the amendments
were ordered sent to letter ballot in the
form originally proposed, four were
slightly revised and thereupon ordered
sent to letter ballot, while six were re-

ferred to a committee of the Board of
Direction for report at the annual meet-
ing.

Passed to Ballot Unchanged— The
amendments passed to letter ballot un-
changed are:

Part of amendment B (see Engineer-
ing News-Record, July 29, 1920, p.

236), changing Art. I, Sec. 3, to broaden
the stated objects of the society so as
to include co-operation in economic, in-

dustrial and civic movements.
Part of amendment C, changing Art.

Ill, Sec. 1, referring to election of hon-
orary members by the Board of Di-
rection so that two less than the total

membership of the board will elect.

Part of amendments B, amending
Art. IV, Sees. 2 and 3, so as to increase
the dues of corporate members and
associates by $5 and reduce the addi-
tional dues for resident members to $5
(except for associates).

Amendment D, changing Art. VII,

Sec. 2, so as to make members of the

Nominating Committee ineligible for

election to office during service.

Amendments Modified by Conven-

tion—Detail changes wex'e made in four

of the proposed amendments as follows:

The local-section amendment in

Group B, changing Art. II, Sec. 9, was
modified by eliminating the last para-

graph, which stated ways in which local

sections would stimulate acti"'e inter-

est of the members.
Decrease of the number of directors

to fourteen, as proposed in one of

amendments E, was modified by pro-

viding for fifteen directors, three (in-

stead of two as proposed) representing

District 1. A provision was also added

that all officers of the society at the

time of adopting the amendment should

continue to serve out the term for which

they were elected.

Nomination of officers at an annual

conference of representatives of local

sections, as proposed in another amend-
ment of group E, was modified by pro-

viding in Sec. 3, for voting power in

proportion to the memberships of the

local sections, and requiring the sec-

retary upon receipt of the report of

the conference to notify the nominees

and ascertain their acceptance or dec-

lination, the Board of Direction to fill

vacancies caused by declinations.

In the Group E amendment estab-

lishing this annual conference (amend-

ment to Art. VIII, Sec. 8), the prin-

ciple of proportional voting was also

added, and traveling expenses allowed

to one representative from each section

(instead of to all).

Referred to Commvittee of Board—
Amendments affecting six sections of

the constitution were put off until next

January by being referred to a special

committee of the Board of Direction.

They are:

Abolition of the resident membership
extra dues (Amendment A) by increas-

ing the annual dues of members more
than provided for in amendment B.

Nomination of officers by the local

sections as proposed in three amend-
ments of Group B conflicted with an

amendment of Group E, already noted,

by which the work of nomination was
allotted to an annual conference of rep-

resentatives of local sections. The
provision of Amendments B was re-

ferred to a committee of the board.

Part of Amendment C relating to the

election of honorary members proposed

to strike out the clause of the pres-

ent constitution which provides that all

past presidents shall be members of the

Board of Direction for the purpose of

electing honorary members. This pro-

posal was referred to the Board of Di-

rection.

One of Amendments B providing for

the establishment of local sections in a

slightly different way from that pro-

vided for in Group E was also referred

to the board.

Subsequently the following commit-
tee was appointed by the Board of Di-

rection to consider the amendments re-

ferred back: Peter Junkersfeld, Bos-

ton; Paul H. Norcross, Atlanta; L. L.

Hidinger, Memphis; J. F. Coleman, New
Orleans; A. S. Baldwin, Chicago; L. R.

Ash, Kansas City; E. J. Schneider, San
Francisco; F. R. Fuller, Portland.

Convention Disagrees With Board

In a meeting held just before the

convention the Board of Direction had
decided to refer the legal questions in-

volved in the society's joining the Fed-
erated American Engineering Societies

to its legal counsel, and to issue a ref-

erendum ballot to the membership of

the society only after receiving a favor-

able opinion from counsel. The conven-

tion took issue with this decision, how-
ever, by adopting the following resolu-

tion, moved by J. C. Ralston:

"First, that the action of the board
relative to joining the Federated Ameri-
can Engineering Societies, taken at its

meeting of Aug. 9, 1920, should be re-

considered;

"Second, that the board be directed

to submit at once the question of the

society's becoming a charter member
of the Federated American Engineer-
ing Societies to referendum vote of the

corporate membership as recommended
by the Joint Conference Committee, the

ballot to be accompanied by a copy of

the constitution and bylaws of the Fed-
eration;

"Third, that the board be instructed

in the event of a favorable vote on the

referendum to proceed at once to take
such steps as may be necessary for the

society to become affiliated with the

Federation."

At a subsequent meeting the Board
of Direction took action substantially in

accord with the view expressed in the

resolution just quoted, as fully reported

in these columns last week (Aug. 19,

p. 380).

Various entertainment and special

features marked the convention. About
400 members participated in a trip up
the Columbia River Highway by auto-

mobile on Aug. 11, made under almost
perfect weather conditions. Stops at

several of the cascades along the road,

a visit to the state fish hatchery at

Bonneville, and a trout and salmon din-

ner at a long table under the trees on

the shore of Eagle Creek were parts of

the trip. A smoker was held the same
evening, with participation of membei's

of the Oregon Technical Council and of

the American Association of Engineers.

A harbor trip was made the following

morning (Aug. 12) including visits to

the municipal terminals, the Interstate

Bridge, and the Standifer steel ship-

yard at Vancouver, Wash. Other
parties visited the Cazadei'o power
plants of the Portland Railway, Light &
Power Co. and the Oregon City paper
mill of the Hawley Pulp & Paper Co.

On the return trip from Portland,

many of the convention visitors made
stops at Seattle, Yakima, and Spokane,

where local engineering delegations re-

ceived and entertained them.
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Competition Speeds Up Rate of

Driving Kerckhoff Tlinnels

In driving the tunnels for the Kerck-

hoff hydro-electric project, which was
described on p. 314 of Engineering

News-Record, Feb. 12, the contractors

on different headings were encouraged

to compete with one another. Prizes or

bonuses were offered for the longest

round pulled, the greatest progress on

a weekly basis and the first hole

through to the opposing side. The
keenest competition occurred on the

8,400-ft. tangent of Tunnel No. 1, which

could be worked from the two portals

only, and which was the controlling fac-

tor in the completion of the entire

project.

The tunnels were started and holed

through in the following order: On
July 9, 1920, South Portal, or Tunnel

No. 4 (started Aug. 25, 1919) holed

through into Tunnel No. 3 South

(started July 27, 1919). Tunnel No. 4

drove a distance of 3,282 ft. and Tun-
nel No. 3 South, a distance of 2,901 ft.

On July 9, 1920, Tunnel No. 3 North
(started Aug. 23, 1919) holed through
into a 7-ft. x 17-ft. heading which was
started south from Adit No. 1 on April

27, 1920. The crew in Tunnel No. 3

North removed the bench in Adit No. 1

South, finishing a total of 3,144 ft. on
July 23, 1920.

Tunnel No. 1, or North Portal

(started June 6, 1919) and tunnel No.

2, or Adit No. 1 (started June 30, 1919)

holed through on the night of July 27,

1920, after an interesting race between
crews, thus completing the , 8,400-ft.

tangent. The record for distance in

the last eight days on this tunnel was
closely contested, the North Portal

crew driving in this time 125 ft., an
average of 15.63 ft. per day, and Adit

No. 1 crew pushing them hard with
123 ft., or an average of 15.38 ft. per

day. The record pull, or break, jumped
from one crew to the other. The North
Portal, on July 21, made a pull of 18.3

ft., followed on July 25 by a pull of

18.8 ft. from Adit No. 1. The North
Portal crew were not to be outdone
and on the same night made a pull

of 19.3 feet.

These measurements were checked

by an engineer not particularly con-

nected with the tunnel work so that no
partiality could be claimed by either

crew. The North Portal crew also won
the honor of driving the first drill hole

through to the opposing side. North
Portal drove a total distance of 4,033

ft. and Adit No. 1 a total distance of

4,370 ft.

These records for long breaks in a

17-ft. X 17-ft. tunnel and the record

made by the crew in Adit No. 1 by
driving 1,343 ft. in three months,

March, April and May, are believed by
the company's engineers to constitute

"if not a world's record, at least a rec-

ord for the United States which will be

hard to beat."

Rex C. Starr, construction engineer
for the San Joaquin Light & Power
Co., was in charge of the work from
its inception.

Col. Walker to Command Engi-

neer School at Camp
Humphreys

The important assignment as com--

mander of Camp Humphreys and com-
mandant of its engineer school has been

given to Colonel Merriweather L.Walker.

During the war Colonel Walker was a

brigadier-general overseas, where he

was director of the Motor Transport

Corps. Since his return to this coun-

COL. M. L. WALKER

try, he has served as instructor at the

General Staff College, and at the time

of this last appointment he was serv-

ing as division engineer at Cincinnati.

Ohio To Speed Federal-Aid

Highway Work
Following the return of Highway

Commissioner A. R. Taylor and Sen-

ator W. A. Alsdorf, secretary of the

Ohio Good Roads Federation, from a

trip to Washington, where they were

in conference with officials of the

Bureau of Public Roads, it was an-

nounced that all Federal-Aid projects

in Ohio had been approved and that

work upon them would go forv/ard.

This will mean the award of a large

number of road improvement contracts

during the remainder of the year.

16-Story Concrete Office Building

for New York
A reinforced concrete bui!ding 16

stories high is to be built in the

leather district of New York City, just

below Brooklyn Bridge. This is a rec-

ord height for such a structure on

Manhattan Island, where concrete has

been used sparingly and only for lofts

and factories. The new building is to

be at the corner of Gold and Frankfort

Streets, on a plot 69x74 ft., and will

be 189 ft. high. It is to be built for

the Hide & Leather Realty Co., Inc.,

by Thompson Binger, Inc., as general

contractor.

Chicago to Begin Lake Front
Work

As a first step in creating the new
lake-front park in Chicago, which is

to be formed by filling along the pres-

ent shore line south of Twelfth St., the

South Park Commissioners have de-

cided to place contracts for a section

of the bulkhead wall which eventually

will form the west bank of the inner

waterway or lagoon (see Engineering
News-Record, Aug. 21, 1919, p. 360).

This section will extend south to

Twenty-fourth St. The bulkhead will

be of wood piles and rock filling, capped
with a concrete wall in some parts. At
other parts the bulkhead will be cut off

near the water line, after the filling has

been placed, the shore being dressed to

a flat slope and finished with earth or

riprap. With the construction of this

first section of bulkhead there will be
an enclosed space for depositing the

city waste and rubbish as filling, which

'

material averages from 750,000 to

1,000,000 cu.yd. annually. The work is

under the direction of Linn White, chief

engineer for the South Park Commis-
sioners.

Port Authorities Will Meet
Announcement has just been made

that the American Association of Port
Authorities will hold its annual conven-
tion in Chicago, Oct. 4, 5 and 6, 1920.

Special attention at the meeting will be
paid to the port and harbor problems
of the Middle West, and the Great
Lakes and St. Lawrence River Navi-
gation projects. Among the papers to

be presented are descriptions of the

new port works at Vancouver, Portland,

Ore., and Toronto.

Indiana Road Contractors Use
Liberty Bonds as Deposits

Road and street contractors of In-

diana are making profitable use of

Liberty Bonds instead of cash as de-

posits to guarantee their work. Under
the Indiana law all street and road
work that is done under the so-called

Barrett law, a law providing that the

property owner abutting the improve-
ment may be allowed twenty years in

which to pay for the improvement,
shall be accompanied by a 10 per cent

deposit on the part of the contractor

to insure the guarantee of the improve-
ment and to insure his making any
repairs needed during the life of the

guarantee.
In former years the contractors gen-

erally deposited cash. This year they
are buying Liberty Bonds, which have
been about fifteen points below par for

the past several months, and are de-

positing them as security on the com-
pleted contracts. Regularly they go to

the city or county treasurer's office and
clip their coupons. They expect the

bonds to reach par at the expiration

of the five-year period which, accord-

ing to law, the securities must be held.

Incidently the different municipalities

are being deprived of considerable in-

terest on the money formerly deposited.
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Jen. Carson Heads Construction

Service of Q. M. Corps

Brigadier General J. M. Cai'son has

been placed in charge of the construc-

tion sei'vice, now a part of the Quar-

termaster Corps of the Army Much
of his term of service has been spent

in constructional activities, including"

practically all of the newer buildings

at the U. S. Military Academy at West
Point.

General Carson was born in Pennsyl-

vania, June 2G, 1864. He was grad-

uated from West Point in 1885 and was
immediately put on construction duty.

He was engaged in buildin:^' operations

at Fort Hamilton, N. Y., until the

war with Spain. From the close of

that war until 1903, he was in charge
of construction and repair activities

for the Quartermaster Corps. He spent

the next eight years on the building-

construction work at West Point.

In 1911, General Carson was sent to

the Philippines to take charge of con-
struction, other than fortification work,
on Corregidor Island. During the thi-ee

years that he was engaged in that
v.-ork, he disbursed $8,000,000. In ad-
dition to the ei'ection of the necessary
buildings, he put in the water and
sewerage systems and built the neces-
sary streets and roads.

Having reached the grade of colonel,

in 1914, he was ordered to depot duty
and was assigned to the New York
depot. In 1917, in addition to his du-
ties as depot quartermaster at New
York, he was charged with preparing
plans for handling the embarkation of
troops at that port.

In November, 1917, General Carson
was sent to France as chief quarter-
master of the line of communications.
He served in that capacity until March,
1918, when he became deputy chief
quartermaster of the A. E. F. With
the return of General Rogers to the
United States, in January, 1919, General
Carson became chief quartermaster of
the American forces in France. On
Sept. 1, 1919, he was made zone sup-
ply officer at New York and, in addi-
tion, since January, 1920, served as
depot quartermaster at New York,
which post he is relinquishing to be-
come chief of the construction service.

Four Divisions for General Staff
Under the provisions of the Army

Reorganization bill, the General Staff
has been reorganized and will include
four divisions, as follows: Operations;
military intelligence; war plans; and
supply. The military intelligence di-

vision, in which civil engineers are
most interested, is charged with the
(Collection, evaluation and dissemina-
tion of military information for the
use of the Secretary of War, the Chief
of Staff and the War Department Gen-
eral Staff. It is specifically charged
with (a) formulation of policies with
reference to military topographical
surveys and maps, including their re-

production and distribution; (b) super-

vision and training of militai'y attaches,

observei's and foreign language stu-

dents; (c) formulation of policies af-

fecting the supervision of intelligence

personnel for ail units; (d) use of

codes and ciphers; (e) translation of

foreign documents; (f) establishment
and maintenance of contact with other

intelligence agencies of the government
and with duly accredited foreign mili-

tary attaches and military missions;

(g) construction and I'eproduction of

special maps required for intelligence

purposes, including the procuring of

maps from foreign sources; (h) custody

of the General Staff map and photo-

graph collection. In the event of the

establishment of a military censorship,

the director of this division shall act

as chief military censor.

Kerckhoff Hydro-Electric Plant

Put in Service

The 50,000-hp. Kerckhoff hydro-elec-

tric plant has been completed by the

San Joaquin Light & Power Co., and

was put in service on the generat-

ing system of that company on Aug.
15. This plant, on which work has been

rushed from start to finish, was com-
pleted in a 15-month construction

period, 60 days ahead of schedule, and

is said to be the first hydro-electric

project to be started and finished since

the war was over. The haste was
caused by the urgent need for power
on the San Joaquin Valley, which will

be somewhat relieved by this additional

block.

Electrical Engineers Join

Federation
At the meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers held in New York
Aug. 12, 1920, the following resolu-

tion to become a charter member of the

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties was unanimously adopted.

"Resolved, That the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers ac-

cepts the invitation to it to become
a Charter Member of the Federated

American Engineering Societies, and

pledges its hearty co-operation in the

work thereof."

Federal Power Commission Busy
on Regulations

After having heard c-iticisms and

suggestions at two public hearings, of-

ficials of the Federal Power Commis-
sion and a committee appointed by out-

side interests are engaged in whipping

into final shape the rules and regula-

tions for use in connection with the

waterpower act. The principal changes

which have been agreed upon eliminate

much detail from the information re-

quired with the application. It is be-

lieved that this data can be furnished

more intelligently when the project will

have been completed. Financial inter-

ests have asked those drafting the reg-

ulations not to add to the hardships al-

ready imposed by the law.

Detail of Regimental and Coast

Defense Commanders
The War Department has instructed

the Chiefs of Infantry, Cavalry, Field

Artillery, Coast Artillery and Engi-
neers that with a view of development
and maintenance of the highest effi-

ciency among combat regiments and
coast defense commands of the Army,
the policy will be that regimental and
coast defense commanders who are
rated as "superior" and "above the
average" will be retained with their

commands for a tour of duty of at

least two years and will not be changed
except for exceptional reasons.

Activities of the A. A. E.

The San Diego Chapter has elected

the following officers: President.

George F. Hayler; vice-president, Fred
Grumm ; recording secretary, V. Elmen-
dorf; treasurer, S. A. Evans; member
of executive committee, George Crom-
well.

The Nevada Chapter has elected the
foUowring officers : President, H. M.
Loy; first vice-president, H. F. Holley;
second vice-president, G. W. Borden

;

third vice-president, C. C. Cottrell
;

corresponding secretary, L. V. Camp-,
bell ; recording secretary. Dale B.

Pruett ; treasurer, H. M. Payne.

The San Francisco Chapter, at its

July meeting, was addressed by Prof.

C. D. Marx, head of the Department
of Civil Engineering at Stanford Uni-

versity, who explained the proposed
National Department of Public Works
and gave a progress report of what
has been done to promote this new de-

partment. Walter D. Cole, manager of

the Marchant Calculating Machine Co.

and president of the Oakland Chamber
of Commerce, was the speaker at the

August meeting. His subject was
"The Relation of the Chapter to Civic

Organizations."

The Akron Chapter, at its meeting
of Aug. 17, was addressed by Senator
F. E. Whittemore, of Ohio, who intro-

duced Hon. Carl H. Kimball, Speaker
of the State House of Representatives.

Mr. Kimball spoke on "The Engineer in

Politics." L. E. Barkheims, formerly
of the 29th Engineers, A. E. F., gave
a talk on "Sound Ranging in France,"

illustrated with specially drawn dia-

grams. H. G. McGee, acting president

of the chapter, explained some charts

which he had prepared showing graph-

ically the present financial and eco-

nomic conditions in the United States

and Europe with relation to conditions

following the Civil War.

Columbia Starts 3-Year Course in

Industrial Engineering

A three-year course leading to the

degree of master of science and indus-

trial engineering has been organized

at Columbia University according to

the announcement of Dean George B.

i
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Pegram of the School of Mines, Engi-

neering and Chemistry. It is not in-

tended that the new course constitute

a short cut to professional success but

rather afford a rigid training to meet
what is described as a very general

need and growing demand for execu-

tives of manufacturing and other in-

dustrial and commercial enterprises

who are instructed in both engineering

and business principles and practices.

The departmental representative for

the course will be Prof. Walter Rauten-

strauch.

Civil Service Examinations
United States

For the Vvited States civil service

examination listed below apply to the

United States Civil Service Commis-
sion, Washington, D. C, or to any local

office of the Civil Service Commission,

for Form. 1312.

Junior Civil Engineer, Bureau of

Public Roads, $1,500 a year. File ap-

plication not later than Sept. 28.

Canada
Application forms may he obtained

from, the office of the Employment
Service of Canada, or from the Sec-

retary of the Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa.

Assistant to Director of Technical
Education, $3,480 to $3,840 a year.

File application not later than Sept. 3.

Bridge and Structural Engineer,
$2,820 to $3,420 a year. File applica-

tion not later than Aug. 31.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

NEW ENGLAND WATER WORKS
ASSOCIATION, Boston ; Holyoke,
Ma.ss., Sept. 7-10.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION, Boston ; San Fuan-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

SOUTHWEST WATER WORKS AS-
SOCIATION, Waco, Tex. ; New
Orleans, La.. Sept, 20-23.

AMEPTCAN ASSOCIATION OF PORT
AUTHORITIES, Montreal ; Chi-
cago, Sept. 30-Oct. 2.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL IMPROVEMENTS, Valpa-
raiso, Ind. ; St. Louis, Oct. lO-l.").

The Duluth (Minn.) Engineers' Club,

at its annual meeting Aug. 2, received

the report of its committee appointed
to investigate the question whether or
not the club should become a member
of the Federated American Engineer-
ing Societies. The decision of the com-
mittee was that further study by the
club membership was advisable and
that several points should be investi-

gated and cleared up. The report was
accepted, the committee discharged and
the secretary instructed to get the in-

formation desired.

Personal Notes

A. N. Johnson has severed his

connection with the Portland Cement
Association to assume his new duties
as dean of the Engineering School of
the University of Maryland and direc-

tor of engineering research. The latter
work is to be particularly along lines

of highway construction and engineer-
ing, in co-operation with the U. S.

Bureau of Public Roads and the State
Highway Department of Maryland.

John W. Meredith has been
appointed city engineer of Antioch,
Cal., succeeding R. P. Easier, who has
resigned to become manager of the
West Coast Dredging Co., with offices

in Antioch.

LeRoy K. Sherman, who re-

cently resigned as president of the U. S.

Housing Corporation, has been made
vice-president of the Edmund T. Perk-
ins Engineering Co., Chicago.

CoL. Edward Walton has
been placed in charge of the district

office for the Eastern District of the
U. S. Construction Service, with head-
quarters at Washington, D. C.

Clarence E. Ridley, city en-

gineer of Port Arthur, Tex., has tend-
ered his resignation. He will go to

New York to take an eight months'
course in the New York School of Pub-
lic Service. Mr. Ridley was selected

from a long list of candidates as one of

those to take the course. Under hi;^

supervision Port Arthur has just fin-

ished a street improvement campaign
costing in excess of $200,000. He will

specialize in public administration and
city management in his studies.

James W. R o u t h, director and
chief engineer, Rochester Bureau of

Municipal Research, Inc., announces
that he is available for service as con-

sulting municipal engineer and 'is pre-

pared to conduct investigations, pre-

pare plans, specifications and reports,

and supervise operations in connection

with all municipal engineering activi-

ties. Special service can be rendered
municipalities interested in improving
the organization and administrative

procedure of their departments of gov-

ernment.

CHARLES E. SiFFERLEN,
junior engineer assigned to the valua-

tion of the street railway system of

Syracuse in the prospective adjustment
of city car fares, has been made in-

structor in forest engineering at the

New York State College of Forestry at

Syracuse, N. Y.

Walter E. Miller has re-

signed from the staff of the Railroad
Commission of Wisconsin, with which
he was connected for nearly fourteen
years, to engage in private practice as

a consu'ting engineer. His practice

-vill include investigations and studies
of steam and electric railway and pub-
lic utility problems, especially the valu-
ation of such properties, rate-making
therefor, reports on efficiency of oper-
ation, designing, estimating and super-
vising construction of new properties
and improvements of existing plants.
His office, temporarily, is in the Pioneer
Block, Madison, Wis.

Arthur H. Blanchard, pro-
fessor of highway engineering and high-
way transport at the University of
Michigan, has recently been appointed
consulting engineer to the Michigan
State Highway Department.

J. R. McDermott has resigned
as assistant highway engineer of Har-
rison County, Ohio, to accept a position
with the West Virginia State Road
Commission as assistant division engi-
neer, with headquarters at Keyser, W.
Va.

B. B. M I l n e r has tendered his

resignation, soon to become effective,

as engineer of motive power and roll-

ing stock of the New York Central
R.R., at New York City. He will go
to Tokio to take a similar position with
a Japanese concern.

Brigadier General C. H.
Mitchell, consulting engineer,
Toronto, has bean made a member of
the commission of the Ontario Govern-
ment appointed to investigate the hy-
dro-radial situation.

A. F. M A c A L L u M, commissioner
of works of Ottawa, has been made a
member of the Ontario Government's
commission appointed to investigate the
hydro-radial situation.

Captain W. S. Lawson, for-

merly a member of the Militia Head-
quarters Staff, Ottawa, is now inspect-

ing bridge engineer of the Canadian
Northern Ry., Eastern Lines, covering
the territory between Port Arthur and
Lake St. John.

N. W. McCallum, electrical

supervisor of bridges and buildings of

the New York Central R.R., at New
York, has been promoted to the posi-

tion of division engineer, with head-
quarters at Oswego, N. Y.

S. H. B o N a R has been appointed
city engineer of Moundsville, W. Va.

The McClure, Greene En-
gineering Co. has been organized
at Worcester, Mass., by Frederick A.
McClure. former city engineer of Wor-
cester; Earle W. Greene, who ^\'as' en-

gaged by Mr. McClure while city engi-

neer to assist him in the preparation
of plans for the Imhoff sewer purifica-

tion plant to be built by the city at a
cost of $2,000,000, and who recently re-

signed to join Mr. McClure, and George
M. Wright, former mayor and former
head of the Wright Wire Co., now
merged with the Wickwire-Spencer
Steel Corp. The firm will spe-

cialize in municipal engineering, includ-

ing the designing and building of
watei-works, sewers, sewage disposal
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plants, street paving, concrete con-

struction, bridges, dams, hydro-electric

development. This branch of the

work, 83 well as general consulting en-

gine«ring, will be under the direct

supervision of Mr. McClure. Mr.

Wright will have charge of the depart-

ment of designing, wire mills, heating

and annealing furnaces and the super-

vision of the building and the installa-

tion of the same.

A. E. Dyatt has been appointed

resident engineer of Kansas Federal

Aid Project 7 in Douglas County,

with headquarters in Lawrence, Kan.,

succeeding A. C. Lagerwall, resigned.

For the past year Mr. Dyatt has been

chief engineer of the Kansas Engineer-

ing Co., of Topeka, Kan.

Obituary

R. E. H A R w D, civil engineer and

contractor, for the past thirty years

engaged in road construction in the

South, died at Springfield, Ohio, his

birthplace, Aug. 4, at 63 years of age.

Samuel Mitchell, contrac-

tor, of Ottawa, Ont., died Aug. 13, in

that city. He had lived in Ottawa for

about forty years and most of that time

was in the contracting business.

Robert Parker Staats,
president of R. P. & J- K. Staats, build-

ing contractors, of New York City,

died Aug. 8, at Great Barrington,

Mass. He was 69 years old and a

descendant of one of the first Dutch

families in New Amsterdam. His firm

has built many of the largest piers in

New York Harbor.
^_^ ^^

N.F.Thompson, district engi-

neer of the Western District of the

New York Central R.R., at Buffalo,

N. Y., died July 26, at Roswell, N. M.

He was born at Lansingburgh (now

Troy), N. Y., Oct. 16, 1884. He gradu-

ated in civil engineering from Rensse-

laer Polytechnic Institute in 1907 and

soon afterward entered the service of

the New York Central as draftsman in

its engineering department. He was

subsequently made assistant engineer

of grade crossings and, in 1912, ap-

pointed engineer of grade crossings.

He was made district engineer of the

Middle District in March, 1917, with

headquarters at Albany, N. Y., and was

transferred to the Western District in

January, 1918.

Aaron H. Wright, engaged for

more than 70 years in bridge and rail-

road construction in New England, died

at Springfield, Mass., Aug. 16, at 89

yaars of age. He was born in Norwich

(now Huntington), Mass. Mr. Wright

was for years associated with the late

Daniel L. Harris of Springfield in the

firm of Harris & Wright, bridge build-

ers, and before Civil War dayo was en-

gaged in railroad work in Tennessee.

He was later associated with the late

George F. Lyons, of Greenfield, and his

son, Herbert W. Wright, under the

firm name of Wright, Lyons & Co., in a

general railroad contracting business.

On the death of Mr. Lyons the business

was continued under the name of A. H.

Wright & Son until 1906, when Mr.

Wright retired.

Brig. Gen. Charles Rus-
sell SUTER, U. S. Army, reared,

died at Brookline, Mass., Aug. 7, at 78

years of age. He was born in Brook-

lyn, N. Y. and graduated from the

U. S. Military Academy in 1862. He

was commissioned in the Corps of

Engineers, U. S. Army, and re-

mained in the corps throughout his

active life. During the Civil War he

served with the Army of the Potomac,

at the siege of Charleston, S. C, and

elsewhere in the South. After the war

he was assigned to the work of the

improvement of the Mississippi River

and its tributaries, stationed at St.

Paul, Cincinnati and, for many years,

at St. Louis. He was an original mem-
ber of the Mississippi River Commis-

sion (1879 to 1896) and the first presi-

dent of the Missouri River Commission

(1884 to 1896). In 1896 he went to

San Francisco as division engineer of

the Pacific Division and president of

the California Debris Commission. He

was in charge of fortification and river

and harbor work in the vicinity of Bos-

ton, from 1898 to 1901, and division

engineer of the North Eastern Division

and president of the Board of Engi-

neers and of the board to report on

the harbor lines of New York Harbor

and adjacent waters, with station in

New York, from 1901 to 1906. He was

retired, by operation of law, as a

brigadier-general. May 5, 1906.

Business Notes

The Shourds-Stoner Co.,

I N c, architects and engineers, Terre

Haute, Ind., announces the opening of

an office at Chicago. The Terre Haute

office will be retained. The company

maintains separate deoartments in ar-

chitecture, and civil, mining, mechanical

electrical and structural engineering,

as well as an appraisal and valuation

department.

ExuM M. Haas, railroad special-

ist, has been appointed manager of the

railroad department of the H. K. Fer-

guson Co., Cleveland. From 1912 to

1917 he wus Western editor of the

Electric Raihvay Journal, and for the

past three years sales engineer for the

Austin Co.

The T. L. Smith Co., Chicago,

has opened an office and warehouse,

through its agents, Norman B. Liver-

more & Co., at San Francisco, Cal. A
complete stock of Smith tilting and

non-tilting mixers, paving mixers, ex-

cavators and loaders, pumps, engines

and boilers will be <iarried there, as

well as a stock of repair parts, for

immediate shipment to the company's

agencies in Western territory. R.

Bowen has been appointed Eastern dis-

trict manager, in charge of the com-

pany's offices and warehouse at New
York, succeeding W. S. Walker, who
has resigned to take up other work in

the Middle West. Mr. Bowen was

formerly associated as sales manager

with the Worthington Pump Co., the

Allis-Chalmers Co. and the Prescott

Steam Pump Co.

The Pennsylvania Pump
& Compressor Co., Easton, Pa.,

announces the opening of additional

sales offices in the following cities:

Buffalo, J. B. Baird, manager; Cleve-

land, agent, L. J. Wakefield; St. Louis,

agent, Corby Supply Co.; Minneapolis

and Omaha, agent, L. E. Pollard Co.

G. Bronson Philhower, Jr.,

during the war attached to the aviation

and submarine chaser divisions of the

Mechanical Division of the Navy, and

since February of this year an appren-

tice in the .various plants of the Read-

ing Iron Co., has been appointed sales-

man in the company's railroad sales

department, with headquarters at the

New York office.

The H. K. Ferguson Co.,

Cleveland, has appointed Major Rich-

ard W. Alger manager of its Southern

department, with headquarters at At-

lanta, Ga. Previous to the war he

practiced architectural engineering in

Chattanooga, Tenn. During the war

he was detailed to the Construction

Division of the Army, from which com-

mission he resigned in March of this

year to become assistant chief engi-

neer of the Ferguson Co. Captain

Richard E. J. Summers, who has been

with the company since December, 1919,

has been appointed assistant chief en-

gineer. He was formerly with Mc-

Clintic-Marshall Co., Pittsburgh, Dur-

ing the war he served for nearly a year

as engineer officer in responsible charge

of all construction in the Western Divi-

sion of Great Gievres Depot for the

A. E F.

Telescoping Concrete Pile Forms

A patent (U. S. 1,342,424) has been

issued S. M. Gotten, of Phoenix, Ariz.,

on a telescoping steel form for cast-

in-place concrete piles. The form con-

sists of a driving point, and a central

driving shaft, with nested shells of

diminishing diameter. In driving, lugs

on the outside of the outer shell stop

that shell at a determined depth and

the impact of driving shears pins which

hold the next smaller shell, so that

the whole form continues to descend

with smaller diameter shells succes-

sively taking their position. The ad-

vantage claimed is the reduction in

skin friction due to the fact that only

ovmt section is ever in driving contact

with the ground at one time.
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The Coming Water-Works Convention

ALONG and varied program has been provided for

the annual convention of the New England Water
Works Association at Holyoke, Mass., next week. In

recognition of the meeting much of our space this week
is given to water-works and allied subjects.

Adventures in New Fields

THE symposium on the shrinkage of filter sands,

the studies of the Venturi flume, the examination
of water consumption in three wholly metered cities in

relation to the size of distributing reservoirs, each the

subject of an article in this issue, exhibit the engineer
as an eager adventurer in new fields.

Man Power for Pumping

PRIMITIVE methods of lifting water still prevail
in the Far East, as may be seen from the view on

our front cover and the notes from a much-travelled
engineer on p. 448. In many other respects Asia and
Africa are still dependent on man power. Slowly but
surely this is bound to change. The resulting effect

on the machinery markets of the world, as well as

upon the lives and comfort and uplift of vast popula-
tions, will be of great significance.

Pumping Station Economies

FROM the crude man-driven water lifts of indus-
trially stagnant Korean countrymen to the triple

expansion pumping engines and steam-turbine-driven
pumps of an up-to-date water-works plant is a long
leap. It suggests an essay or a book. Neither can be
attempted here, but the opportunity may be seized to

call attention to the remarkable essay written some
years ago by one of our foremost engineers, the late

George S. Morison, "The New Epoch as Developed by
the Manufacture of Power." Coming back to the prac-
tical questions of the present time: The successful

efforts to get higher efficiencies from the boilers and
pumps at St. Louis, recounted in the abstract of Mr.
Day's paper on p. 441, should and doubtless will stimu-
late other water-works men to work for increased effi-

ciency in the application of manufactured power.

Railway Water Supplies

DESIGN and operating conditions of railway water
stations and pumping plants differ from those

of municipal plants in that there is much less

definite organization and centralizing of responsibility.

Besides this, instead of one unit system under the

continual supervision of an engineer or superintendent
who gives it all his attention, there are numerous scat-

tered and relatively small plants which are in local

charge of foremen who have many other matters under
their care. Similarly, the water systems on a railway

or a division are only items in the work of the assistant

engineer who has more or less responsibility for the

water-supply plants in addition to bridges, buildings,

track maintenance and other lines of railway work and
equipment. For these reasons, the railway engineers
and foremen are likely to be less well informed on
water-supply matters than are the men in charge of

municipal water-works. These conditions were sug-

trested in Engineering News-Record, June 17, 1920, pp.

1181 and 1202, and are again brought to the front by the

article on p. 463 of this issue.

Epidemics and the Engineer

CHOLERA has almost disappeared from countries

that function ably in a health-protective way and
typhoid is following rapidly after, although still far too

much with us in America. Influenza now heads the list

of epidemic diseases. This fact is strikingly brought
out by statistics recently published by the British

Registrar-General. He shows that in the 46 weeks from
June 23, 1917, to May 10, 1918, influenza caused deaths

at the rate of 47.74 per 100,000 population. To find a

British epidemic approaching this in severity he had to

go back to the cholera outbreaks of 1849, in which the

death rate was 30.33 per 100,000. The engineer has

played no mean part in vanquishing cholera and typhoid.

As yet the medical fraternity has not shown him what,

if anything, he can do to prevent influenza sweeping
over the country or the world like wildfire. Unfor-

tunately the doctors, notwithstanding earnest concerted

effort, have to confess their own helplessness against

epidemics of influenza. Once the doctors will point the

way, engineers will do their part, if fortunately there

is a part for them, to make the world as safe against

influenza as it now is against cholera and typhoid and
may be made, with the engineer's help, against malaria.

Canadian Rate Hearing

IN EVIDENCE presented before the Board of Rail-

way Commissioners of Canada during the hearing on
increasing railroad rates in the Dominion, which ended
Aug. 21, the similarities and differences of the case

from that in this country was clearly brought out. First

the question of a universal wage increase was irrevocably

linked rp with the question of a blanket rate increase,

as in this country. It is generally thought that Canada
must meet the recent wage award made here by the

Railroad Labor Board. The most striking similarity

between the Canadian situation and that in this country,

as clearly brought out by the evidence, is reluctance

to increase rates to a level that will make "average"

lines pay, for fear of too great profit accruing to lines

which have greater earning power. This similarity has

been noted previously in these columns, but we did not

expect that it would be expressed so clearly in forma!
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evidence as that given by a representative of Western

Canada Boards of Trade, on the last day of the hearing,

in a statement that the condition of the Canadian Pacific

Railway should be considered the basis for rate-making.

But here again is the striking difference between the

case in Canada and the United States. The whole rail-

road system of the country, except the prosperous Cana-

dian Pacific, is now operated by the Government, and at

a loss. The primary purpose of the rate increase is to

reduce a Government deficit but the fear exists that

in doing so the great private corporation now earning

substantial dividends will profit unduly. At this writ-

ing no decision has been reached, but it appears that

forthcoming wage adjustments alone would force a rate

increase.

The Plight of the Street Railways

THAT the present plight of the street railways is

due to their own sins of omission and commission,

aggravated by war conditions, and that there are due

drastic reforms from the street railways and an assump-

tion of much burden by the public, and that employers

and employees must agree to and abide by arbitration

because strikes and lockouts are intolerable, is the sub-

stance of the report of the Federal Electric Railway

Commission, appointed over a year ago by President

Wilson. The conclusions of the report are notable not for

their novelty but rather because a commission represent-

ing the street railways, their employees, investment

bankers, the Federal government and the mayors of the

country should be unqualifiedly unanimous in its state-

ment of the case and in its conclusions—conclusions

(see our News Section) which, on the whole, are con-

structive and progressive.

What the commission fails to recognize—and this is

true of most of the discussions of the street railway

situation—is that the existing contracts between the

cities and street railway companies are the result of

bargaining in which each side made concessions in order

to secure provisions that were considered of moment.
The inviolability of these contracts has been fought for

by the companies in the courts for decades—and has

been upheld by the courts in the absence of proof of

fraud—regardless of the possible injustice of the con-

tract terms to the cities and the public. But when the

war came on and costs went up and the street railways

found that the five-cent fares they had eagerly accepted

yielded less profit than formerly, or no profit at all,

and that they lacked reserve and depreciation funds,

then the railways began asking the cities—not to make
a new bargain with concessions on both sides, but to

consent to rate increases without concessions to the

city. The cities should insist on either a reopening of

the entire contracts or else an iron-clad provision that

any increase of rates granted shall be temporary only.

It is to the credit of the commission that although

opposing municipal ownership as a present measure

it advocates removing all legal bars to its adoption. This

is a principle that has long been maintained by many
conservative students of municipal government and of

public utilities alike. The legal right to enter upon

municipal ownership of any utility if the city author-

ties or the voters think best is an incentive to good

service by the utlity and affords the city a possible

means of relief from intolerable conditions.

In passing, we may remark that the commission

might well have pointed out the remissness of the cities

and the public in protecting their own interests when
making contracts.

Finally, the commission's assent to a larger measure
of local control over the street railways, while at the
same time recognizing the need for a considerable

measure of state control, is in line with the trend of

sound public policy and the general progressiveness of

a report which, if heeded, is bound to aid materially in

relieving the street railways from the sad plight into

which they have brought themselves and their patrons

—a plight aggravated by war conditions but which,

sooner or later, was bound to call for drastic remedies

even had there been no war.

The Retirement of Charles Whiting Baker

CHARLES WHITING BAKER'S retirement from
engineering journalism, announced in this issue,

closes a third-of-century of exceptional service to the

engineering profession. Those of this, his own genera-

tion, need not be told of the influence he has had on
engineering progress. Week by week for thirty-three

years, and particularly since 1895, when, after years

of service as associate editor, he became editor of Engi-
neering News, his views and those of his associates un-

der his guidance and counsel have gone out to bid the

profession to turn its thoughts now in this direction and
now that, have cautioned against danger and false doc-

trine, have encouraged this reform or proposed that

remedy. Always, the controlling thought has been to

contribute to the sound progress of the engineer and
of engineering. If the termination of his journalistic

work be a proper time to judge of the discharge of the

heavy responsibility which he has borne, we know that

the profession, no less than his associates, will say, "well

done."

Without experience as a journalist one can have no
conception of the exactions of the work. The extent

of the field to be covered alone makes the task an

appalling one. Manifestly, no man personally can be

an authority beyond a very limited field. He must rely

on specialists, but his must be the determination of

policy. Nor can policy be lightly determined for a great

journal. Along paths of obvious error, no editor can

lead, but error does not have to be flagrant to be per-

nicious. In fact, even when the scales are. nearly bal-

anced the potentialities for harm may be very great.

The error) then, is difficult of detection, and, under

the editor's persuasive pen, gets the greater* vogue.

His responsibility is with him daily. He cannot, even

if his conscience would allow, become unconscious of it.

Daily he has evidence of the vigilance of his readers, in

the form of letters of protest. Should h& slip, disaster

is likely to be the just reward.

It is right that it should be so, for the* development

of a whole art or of the entire profession is constantly

at stake.

The mental and nervous tax is heightened by the

element of strife. The editor's path is strewn with the

wrecks of controversy. One cannot please* everybody.

The easy way is to take no strong i)Ositions, to be

equivocal, to "carry water on both shoulders," but that

is not the right way nor the courageous way. One can

be honored by the enemies he makes, but the process of

making them can hardly be reckoned in the day's pleas-

ures. The offending of those who deserve offense wor-
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ries none but the weak, but, unfortunately, it is neces-

sary to disagree with those whom one respects and who
deserve respect. Satisfaction comes from the conscious-

ness that one has done what to him appears right.

But there are compensations. The editor of a journal

that has maintained its prestige can look back on a life

of real accomplishment. His name may not be attached

to a mighty bridge, he may not have built a railroad

through a box canyon, or planned, financed and organ-

ized a great industry. But shall we say that he has had
no part in these developments? What of the years of

inspiration he has given the designer? What of the

information he has spread broadcast on economical

methods of construction? What of the fruits of the

accumulation of data he has made for every branch of

his field?

As truly as the designer puts himself into the indi-

vidual design, so has the editor put himself into the

whole art. His influence is there. He has had a part

in shaping the progress that shows itself in the best

practice of the day. The world at large does not see

this, and, not seeing, does not concede. For work well

done, personal satisfaction must often be the best re-

ward. So is it generally with editorial work.

Looking back on his long editorial career, and appre-

ciating the part he and his associates have played in

the development of engineering and the engineering

profession, Mr. Baker has indeed cause for satisfaction.

His was the chief responsibility for a journal that was
held in exceptional esteem, not only here but abroad.

Its accounts and editorial positions were eagerly awaited

on all important engineering developments.

To Mr. Baker has come more than to most technical

editors, recognition and honor. Blessed with a pleasing

personality and with ability as a speaker, he has been

much in demand to address engineering assemblies. His

careful study of the needs of the profession has caused

his views to be sought in the council room. He has

been the confidant of the leaders of the profession,

arbitrator of controversy.

While his direct connection with technical journal-

ism is now to end, we cannot conceive that his gifted

pen will be idle. We know that it will be employed
whenever the interests of engineers and engineering
are at stake.

Proposed Amendments to the Civil

Engineers' Constitution

THE action of the Portland convention of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers brings to the final

step proposals that have been under discussion for many
years. It also refers again to the membership the ques-
tion of affiliation in a specific federation of engineering
societies.

Certain of the amendments referred to letter ballot
were approved in the questionnaire canvassed in April

—

those providing for the broadening of the society's
objects, for the increase of non-resident dues by $5, for
the nomination and election of directors by geographical
districts, for the assignment of every member to a local

section, for the establishment of an annual conference
of the representatives of sections, and the nomination
of candidates for office by the annual conference. Pre-
vious approval having been given, it is to je expected
that these amendments will prevail.

Three proposals are new—those relating to the election

of honorary members by two votes less than the full

membership of the board of direction, to the elimination
of members of the nominating committee as candidates
for office, and the reduction of the number of members
of the board. The first two of these require no comment.
The third needs clarification.

Under the present constitution the board consists of
thirty members, of whom at least nine shall be from the
New York (resident) membership. Under the proposed
amendment, by the reduction of the number of New
York directors from six to three, and the elimination of
the secretary and of two past-presidents from the board,
the membership is reduced to twenty-four. At the same
time the requirement that "at least one vice-president"
shall be a "resident" member is dropped, so that New
York, instead of having a certain membership of nine on
the board, will now have only four—three directors and
the treasurer. Since this reduction brings New York's
representation down to proportionate representation of

the remainder of the country the proposal is not unfair
to District No. 1.

The reduction in the total membership in the board is

desirable, though with the present breaking with the
earlier order it is questionable whether it would not be
better to retain the past-presidents, for the benefit of

their experience, and to cut the number of two-year
vice-presidents from four to two.

The justification of the resubmission of a referendum
on joining the Federated American Engineering
Societies is that the previous vote was taken before the

federation was formed, that the basis of representation

now puts the large societies on the same basis as the
smaller ones, and that the previous proposal was lost by
only a small majority. Over this situation it is not
necessary to spend time. It has been thrashed out most
thoroughly. The decision is now, and finally, in the
hands of the membership.

Returning to the amendments, it is worth while to

consider the effect of two of them. In the effort at

democratization the nomination and election of directors

is to be put in the hands of the districts, the theon.'-

being, and properly, that the directors will thereby be
more responsive to the views of their constituents. At
the same time, it is proposed to establish an annual
conference of representatives of local sections which,
contrary to its original purpose of furnishing a medium
for the interchange of views on section management and
activities, is to "consider the welfare of the society and
its members and report thereon to the Board of Direc-
tion." In other words, there is to be set up a body to

counsel the board. Under the present constitution, with
a board nominated and elected by the society as a whole,

there is a feeling that such a counseling body is needed.

If the district election plan is adopted the counseling
function should be unnecessary. If vith directors

nominated and elected by them without interference the

districts are unable to get their views considered they

are not likely to make more of an impression through
the conference. As a forum to discuss section activity

there may still be a function. As proposed in tht

amendment, though, it merely increases the machinerx-

of the society without apparent good reason.

Taken as a whole, the amendments run in the direc

tion of the reforms that have long been demanded—

a

democratization of the society, and a strengthening of

the section activities. They will undoubtedly prevail.
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The Surface Shrinkage of Rapid Filter Sand Beds
Opinions on the Article by Abel Wolman and Shepperd T. Powell in Engineering News-Record July 29.

1920—Two Engineers Think Shrinkage Away from Filter Walls Due to Horizontal Pressure—One Believes It a Matter of Physics Rather Than Physical Chemistry—A Fourth
Gives More Credence to Colloidal Theory

Physics Rather Than Physical Chemistry

By Robert Spurr Weston
Consulting' Engineer, Boston, Mass.

PARTICULARLY interesting is the authors' discus-

sion of the absorptive power of sand grains. The
absorption of various collodial matters by sand grains

has been frequently noted in the writer's practice. For
example, at Middleboro the first water passed through
the sand filter was free from iron. A day or two later,

.vhen equilibrium was established, that is when the sand
became coated with a film of colloidal iron, silica and
organic matter, the iron in the effluent increased and
has remained practically constant since. It would seem,

therefore, that the characteristic absorptive action of a

new sand disappears in a short time. To cite an
extreme analogy, if one passes an acid mine waste con-

taining iron and calcium sulphates and free acids

through a filter fiMed with lumps of limestone the neu-

tralizing action of the latter is at first prompt and com-
plete. Soon, however, the iron hydrate coats the lime-

stone lumps and the action nearly cea:^es. So with the

filter sand; we must consider aged sand with its

accumulated coating—not fresh sand from beach or

bank.

While I have had no experience with drifting-sand

filters I agree with the authors that the absorptive

power of the sand brought into contact with the water

is a most important factor in purification by this

process.

The authors are to be commended for resorting to

physical chemistry to explain sand-layer phenomena,

for it is in this field that the progress of the future

is to be made. The part played by highly absorptive

fijfms on sand grains in the formation of mud balls

belongs in this field, and the authors' beliefs regarding

the same are borne out in my experience. With them
I hope that studies of this nuisance may be continued.

The North Carolina sand reported on by H. W. Clark

was not pure silica, and he believed that its cementitious

properties were due to the presence of carbonates and

hydrated silicates, that is of compounds distinct from

the slightly absorptive quartz and quartzite of which

most filter sands are chiefly composed. The North

Carolina sand was indeed absorptive when new, but

Mr. Clark does not state how it differed from other

sand of the same size when aged in a filter.

The absorptive character of filter sand, coating and
all, probably does aifect, perhaps by coherence, the

angle of repose of sand under water, and therefore

probably interferes with the sloughing off of the sand

to fill peripheral voids after they are once formed at the

filter edges. In our practice we have noticed cracks and
voids in small mechanical filters many times, in slow

filters never, and believing that the sand particles

simply acted as supports for colloidal films, and that the

important characteristics of the particles were their size

and shape. I have explained sand-bed shrinkage by

physics, and not by physical chemistry.

In the mechanical filter it is quite a frequent occur-

rence for the higher wash-water velocities to occur at

the sides of the filter. The combination of these higher
velocities and un-uniform sand will segregate the

coarser material at the sides of the filter, with the result

that when the filter is next washed, to paraphrase the

authors, the water will gush around the open spaces on

the sides. In one filter plant under our observation

the sand from the side was considerably coarser than

that in the center. If the filter sand be segregated

according to size in different parts of the filter all

parts of the sand layer will not compact to the same
degree after washing. The finer sand will shrink the

most.

In a recent paper (Proc. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 46, April,

1920) Allen Hazen proved conclusively that in large

hydraulic-fill dams the pressure of the hydraulically

filled cores against the toes of the dams may be reduced

—that is, their horizontal pressures may be largely

overcome—by using material of large enough size to

properly compact. He showed that freshly deposited

silts do shrink in volume under water, slowly or more
rapidly according to the sizes of their constituent par-

ticles. His cases are extreme, of course, but his con-

clusions apply at least to the finer filter sands.

Shrinkage of Fine Material

If, at the conclusion of washing, the sand in the

mechanical filter is so segregated that areas of fine

quicksand exist these latter will contract when filtration

begins, and if the contracted area be large cracks or

voids will appear. It is therefore my present opinion

that when a segregated bed is put into service, after

v/ashing, the fine sand compacts and the whole bed

shrinks. If the sand layer has a high coefficient of

cohesion it will shrink away from the walls; if not it

will crack. I have seen isolated fine areas contract

away from the coarser remainder of the sand layer,

leaving circular or polygonal cracks. As the highest

filtering velocities are apt to be near the main effluent

channel the shrinkage is often radial, and if the sand

layer coheres the shrinkage will be most evident at the

edge of the filter surface. Once shrunk, I have no doubt

but that the absorptive power of the sand grains main-

tains the bed in its altered position.

To apply the authors' analogy of the syneresis of

gelatine: My understanding of what the physical

chemists teach is that the large molecules of gelatine,

Irish moss and the like, consist of masses of interlaced,

filamentous particles, analogous to the spicules of a

sponge. When water is added these molecules do not

actually dissolve, but the water enters the spaces be-

tween the constituent filaments of the molecule and

expands it. Heat favors this process of expansion, and

we say that gelatine dissolves in hot water. It does not.

It becomes what I may call a colloidal quicksand. Now
just as the elements of gelatine contract and squeeze

out the water, so may sand. There is this difference,

however. In the case of gelatine there is a marked
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change between the conditions under which the hot

water entered the gelatine molecule and those under

which the cold water squeezes out. In the case of a

mechanical filter bed all except the hydraulic condi-

tions are practically constant. Therefore, notwithstand-

ing the authors' apparently indisputable conclusions, I

still look to this variable for an explanation of the

phenomenon.

In our practice we have overcome this trouble, which

is a serious one from a bacteriological standpoint, by

better distribution of the wash water, and by removing

the finer particles of sand by washing and scraping. I

still believe that the shrinkage will not occur in filters

having good wash-water distribution, sufficiently thick

gravel layers, and well aged; uniform sand, even though

the sand grains be quite fine.

Shrinkage Cracks Due to Colloids

By J. W. Ellms
The Frazier-Ellms-Sheal Co., Cleveland. Ohio

THE authors of this paper have offered possible

explanations for the surface contraction of sand

filter beds which appear quite plausible. The principles

upon which these explanations are based have not

received the consideration by engineers to which they

are entitled. In 1905 the writer in a paper published

in the Engineering Record, May 13, 1905, p. 552, called

attention to the significance of certain phenomena fre-

quently observed in water and sewage treatment proc-

esses which might be explained by principles which

were being developed as a result of the study of matter
in the colloidal state. During the past twenty years

many investigators have contributed a vast amount of

data, which, together with the earlier observations of

Ruhland, Berzelius, Selmi, Graham and those that fol-

lowed, have been arranged and classified. A more
orderly conception of these highly complex phenomena
has resulted. The writer believes that more study should

be given to water purification and sewage disposal proc-

esses along the lines of colloidal chemistry, and that the

physical, chemical and biological problems involved may
often be better explained if one is familiar with the

principles underlying the colloidal state of matter.

Certainly engineering structures can not be properly or

successfully designed unless one is familiar with the

principles which govern the processes taking place

within them. The wide application of the basic prin-

ciples governing the colloidal state of matter warrants
a thorough understanding of the subject if engineering
structures are to be intelligently designed.

Bacterial Efficiency and Shrinkage

The authors attribute the poor bacterial efficiency of

centain filters which they had under observation to the
cracking of the sand beds. The writer has frequently
observed these shrinkage cracks in sand beds of rapid
filters, but never considered them as contributing appre-
ciably to the poor bacterial quality of the effluents some-
times obtained. In fact, so far as his own experience
goes, and that of those operators whom he has ques-

tioned, the formation of cracks in the bed always takes
place after it has been in service a certain length of
time. The writer has never observed shrinkage cracks
in new sand beds when first placed in service.

The writer, therefore, concluded that the shrinkage

cracks were the result of the accumulation of a certain

amount of colloidal organic and inorganic matter upon

the sand, which, as is well known, is so necessary for

the efficient action of the filter beds. It does not seem
as though the adsorptive capacities of the sand grains

are of significance except as they play a part in storing

colloidal matter. This adsorptive capacity of the sand

grains thus becomes an index of the colloidal matter

which may be stored in and around the sand grains.

The adhesive quality of the sand may be readily

explained on this basis.

This conception naturally leads, as the authors have

properly concluded, to internal forces within and around

the sand particles. We know that the surface energy of

a liquid, i. e., the energy upon the interface between

itself and its vapor, is equal to the product of the sur-

face and surface tension. Hence by increasing the inter-

facial surface through an increase of colloidal jellylike

substances within and around the sand grains, an

increase in the surface energy of the liquid results.

That this surface energy may become evident the

specific surface (surface divided by the volume) must
be at least 10,000. This means that the particles and

capillary passages within and around the sand grain

must be extremely small. No particle of sand that

would be found in any sand filter could possibly provide

the surface required if it did not, in addition to its

natural superficial area, have an immense internal sur-

face. The additional internal area may be the result of

its natural structure and composition plus an acquired

area arising from adsorbed and deposited colloidal

matter. These areas may be approximately measured

by the adsorptive and absorption capacities of th:; filter

sand.

Synerisis of Silicic Acid Gels

It must be admitted that this conception involves, in

the case of filter sands submerged in water, the exist-

ence of capillary passages, and possibly of the presence

of submicrons and amicrons so minute that the inter-

facial forces obey laws the same or similar to those

which would exist if the sand were exposed to the air.

The authors have suggested this possibility, and their

reference to the "synereh,is" of silicic acid gels is

apparently put forward as a possible proof of this

explanation.

BUtschli has demonstrated the honeycomb structure

of silicic acid gels, and has shown, when the gels are

partially dehydrated, the existence of minute a'r spaces

within them. Is it not conceivable, therefore, that sim-

ilar cellular spaces exist within the sai:d bed of a filter

which are never entirely filled with water even though

submerged? If this were true would not the interface

between the liquid and vapor phases throughout the

enormous area? thus made possible provide the neces-

sary energy to produce the phenomenon of surface

shrinkage in a suomerged sand bed?

The writer believes, as do the authors of the article,

that the phenomenon may be extremely complex and

that too few data are as yet available to formulate a

precise explanation.

The authors have suggested some very practical

methods for studying filter sands, and it is to be

hoped that their excellent paper will induce a more
intensive study of colloidal phenomena, wl.ich play so

important a part in water-purification and sewage-

disposal problems.
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Compression of Filter Sands

By Allen Hazen,
Consulting Engineer. New York City

IT seems to the writer that the facts as reported

could have been explained more easily. Filter sand

is nearly but not quite incompressible. It is slightly

compressible mainly because the impurities and small

grains in it hold the larger grains from seating as

solidly when they first come down in a loose condition

after washing as they will do under pressure.

After the sand in a mechanical filter is first washed

it is under no pressure beyond that due to its own

weight. As the run proceeds the loss of head increases

and the pressure, due to the increase in loss of head, is

brought to bear upon the surface of the sand bed and

tends to compress the sand. At the end of the run a

pressure of 300 or 400 lb. per square foot has been

developed. The shrinkage due to this pressure is mainly

vertical and harmless, but some of it may be horizontal

and troublesome. The shrinkage is not enough to have

any effect on the filtering ability of the sand, but if the

shrinkage is horizontal the cracks resulting from it may
have an important influence on the efficiency of filtra-

tion. When such cracks are once formed the tendency

to compression is exerted horizontally in them on the

adjoining sand, thus tending to enlarge and deepen the

cracks. The shrinkages described by the authors are

probably of this kind.

The amount of shrinkage under pressure depends

upon the kind of sand. A pure clean silica sand shows

but little shrinkage. Any impurities will tend to hold

the grains slightly apart, and will result in a looser posi-

tion when they first come to the bearing, and more
^shrinkage will follow when pressure is applied. This is

in accordance with the findings of the authors.

The idea of gradual compression of filter sand during

the use of a filter is an old one. Kirkwood stated in

1866 that if the loss of head were permitted to go too

high it would result in too much compression of the

sand and was therefore to be avoided.

The writer's first experience with sand compression

was in the St. Lawrence days about thirty years ago. In

one of the first water filters there was a marked example

of compression of this kind. The filter was in a galvan-

ized-iron tank, 20 in. in diameter and 6 ft. deep. It

was one of a number of such experimental filters

receiving Merrimack River water. This particular

filter ran much longer than its neighbors, and there was

much speculation as to the cause. After the run was

finished a close examination disclosed it. The sand had

been pushed back from, the walls of the tank almost

down to the gravel, and the raw water had gone dov^m

the crack so formed. The sand was in the form of a

Pasteur filter bogie surrounded with a thin layer of

raw water.

The filtering area was not only the top of the sand

but practically the whole area of its sides; and this

whole area had finally become clogged and showed the

effects of the water that had passed through it. The

sand had been compressed horizontally by the increasing

loss of head to allow this to happen and to support the

whole of the sand as a column. In this case the loss of

head was mainly suction, or negative head as it was
afterward called. It must have amounted at the end of

the run to more than 300 lb. per square foot acting on

the top and the whole cf the sides of the sand. Why

this particular filter sand separated from its walls while

that in the other filters did not we never knew; but it

was easy to see how, after it once started, the horizontal

pressure, acting on the crack as formed, would enlarge

and deepen it, until the rather extraordinary result was
reached as above described.

The published Lawrence reports have contained no

mention of this incident. So many interesting things

happened at Lawrence that it was impossible to include

them all in the reports. It was necessary to select for

publication those believed to be of the greatest interest

and to limit the reports to them.

Some years afterward, in the litigation under the

negative-head patent, one of the claims of the patent

was that the increasing head acting on the sand com-
pacted it and made it more efficient as a filtering mate-

rial. The writer made tests of the amount of com-
pression of sand in actual filters during the course of

the run, and with the increasing loss of head. These
were made by putting a small plate on the top of the

sand and connecting to a delicate measuring apparatus

supported rigidly overhead which indicated the drop in

the sand level.

Cracks Opened by Compression

The actual compression in the course of runs of

mechanical filters tested in this way were found to

average about ^ in. Of this about one-third took place

at once when the filter was put in service ; that is, when
the first substantial increment of pressure was brought
to bear upon the sand. The remainder developed

gradually, and approximately in proportion to the in-

crease in loss of head during the progress of the run.

Looking back after many years it now seems probable

that the falling off in efficiency in many of the old

English and German filters may be accounted for by
passages through cracks opened by compression. It will

be remembered that this falling off in eflRciency in these

old filters was definitely connected in some cases, at least,

with increasing loss of head. There was a theory that

the filters "broke" when the loss of head exceeded some
limit. This theory was widely held. A statement of it is

found in Kirkwood's "F.iltration of River Waters"

(1869; p. 14). The writer encountered it very gen-

erally among filter operators in Europe in 1894. ("Fil-

tration of Public Water Supplies," first edition, p. 57

In some cases it was found that the decrease in efficiency

was due to the passage of water in the corners of the

columns of the vaulted roof and around the ventilators

for the underdrains through which unfiltered water

found its way ("Filtration of Water Supplies," first

edition, p. 17).

To guard against this condition, in the writer's

designs horizontal ledges were built on the columns,

and the filter gravel was kept away from the bottoms

of the walls, permitting the filter sand to come to a

bearing on a horizontal surface with which it would

make a sure connection that would stop the passage of

raw water. This principle in the design of slow sand

filters has been generally followed ever since. With

slow sand filters so protected there was no "breaking,"

and the full efficiency has been maintained to the end,

even with very high heads. This matter was studied

carefully in detail at a number of early filter plants.

It was more important before chlorine came into use.

In mechanical filters there is still an idea that filters

"break" when the loss of head reaches some limit, and
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no doubt in some cases there are results that justify

this view. As far as mechanical filters do "break" it

is the writer's belief (and has been for years) that the

breaking results from the shrinking of the sand away
from the walls of the filter, permitting unfiltered water

to run down the narrow passages so formed without

actually passing through the sand.

Because of the method of washing the simple and

efficient measures used in slow sand filters cannot be so

easily applied to mechanical filters; and generally

speaking the results with mechanical filters have not

been such as to cause anxiety in regard to this detail.

This is especially true where chlorine treatment follows

filtration.

Perhaps it would be well to introduce protective

ledges in mechanical filters above the gravel with a view

to securing a mechanical seal at that point. At any
rate the subject is worthy of consideration.

The authors' idea on the absorption power of sand is

interesting. This was one of the first subjects studied

at Lawrence. The study there was mainly as to the

capacity of various sands to absorb coloring matter

from the peaty waters that were applied to the experi-

mental filters. Pure quartz has hardly any capacity to

absorb and store such matters. The mixed silicates of

iron, alumina and lime have considerably varying capac-

ities; so that different sands have very marked indi-

vidual qualities. Although the subject is an interesting

one the writer has always regarded it as a secondary
importance in filtration. It accounts for many facts

that would otherwise be puzzling.

-VMT£/f

Shrinkage Due to Horizontal Pressure
By Cornelius M. Daily

Engineer-in-Charge, Supply and Purifying Section,
Water Division, St. Louis, Mo.

I
HAVE read the very interesting article on "Surface
Shrinkage of Rapid Filter Sand Beds" by Messrs.

Wolman and Powell and find a few stumbling blocks in
the road to accepting their hypothesis.

At various times in the operation of the St. Louis
plant a filter bed was washed, filled with water and left

out of service for several days without showing any
under-water shrinkage
cracks, but the same filter

bed invariably showed
shrinkage cracks when in

operation for that length

of time. Is it possible that

a powerful internal force

would lie dormant when-
ever the filter was idle and
be active when it was in

use?

The cause of the sand
shrinking away from the

side walls can be explained

without burdening colloids

with the task. The filter

precipitate which forms a

blanket on top of the sand
gradually increases the re-

sistance for water to flow

through it until a difference

MINIATURE TEST FILTER 0^ pressure of as much as

AT ST. LOUIS 6 ft. has been found to exist

— PERFORATED
PLAT£

between the top and bottom of the blanket. This dif-

ference of pressure, when great enough, breaks the

blanket at its weakest point, which is along the smooth
side walls, and allows the water to filter into the area
of lower pressure. The water flowing through the break
in the blanket carries filter precipitate with it, forming
a new blanket on the sand that works deeper and deeper
along the \ 'alls. This, like the top blanket, resists the
flow of water through it, causing a side pressure on the
bed which produces the contraction indicated by cracks
along the walls.

To prove this theory I constructed a miniature filter

(see sketch) and substituted paper for the side as well
as the top blanket and produced a crack as wide as
^-m. around the wall of the circular bed. Only a few
minutes of operation of the miniature filter was re-

quired to produce the shrinkage crack.

The phenomena of under-water shrinkage of filter

sands do not seem to be fully explained by the hypothesis
advanced by Messrs. Wolman and Powell but the colloidal

film on the sand grains undoubtedly is a contributory

cause.

Chicago Adopts Asphaltic Cushions

THE Board of Local Improvements of the City of
Chicago has decided to lay sections of creosoted

wood block, granite block and brick pavements on a
cushion composed of 92 parts of graded lake sands and
8 parts of asphaltic cement.

' This cushion, according to John B. ittell, who was
formerly chief engineer of streets for the Board and is

now district engineer for the Asphalt Association, will

not be as expensive as the 1 to 4 cement mortar cushion
and although slightly more expensive than the 2-in. sand
cushion previously used under granite blocks, it is be-

lieved the resulting benefits will more than compensate
for the difference in cost.

Mr. Hittell's estimate of the situation follows:

Chicago has many miles of brick, granite and wood-block
pavements laid on sand cushions. A large percentage of
these pavements are in streets occupied by street car tracks,

and as they are not impervious to water, the shifting of the
sand bed, due to combined action of traffic, seepage of water
and vibration of car tracks has caused the surface of the
pavements to be distorted generally by a settlement of that
portion adjacent to the railb and a raising of the part
along the quarter or gutter. The displacement has not
been uniform and has reduced the life of pavements.
To overcome this objection, especially in brick and wood

block pavements, the specifications were changed to provide

a cushion 1 in, m thickness composed of 1 part of Portland
Cement to 4 parts of torpedo sand or limestone slag screen-
ings. The cement and sand were thoroughly mixed dry
and immediately spread upon the concrete toundation, shap-
ing to contour being secured by use of a templet. Imme-
diately before laying the block the cushion was wet by
means of a rosehead sprinkler with water merely sufficient

to dampen the cushion and set the cement. The result

expected from Ihe use of this mortar cushion has not
been attained, especially in the case of brick pavements
which are deprived of all resiliency and which create
considerable noise under traffic. To remedy these difficulties

the adoption of the asphaltic cushion was decided upon.

Fuel Oil Pipe Line From Havre to Paris

Construction of a pipe line to convey fuel oil from
Havre to Paris has been authorized by the Minister of

Public Works of France. The Compagnie Francaise de
Transport des Mazouts et Petroles agrees to deliver in

Paris a minimum of 2,400 long tons of crude petroleum
a day within a year.
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Corrosion of Column of Hijfh Buildins Due

to Inadequate Protection

By E. H. Eardley
Dotroil, M'K-h.

In the course of extensive alterations to the Detroit

Savings Bank Buildinp. formerly known as the Cham-

ber of Commerce, which are being carried out under the

and remain in contact with the steel indefinitely, corrod-

ing three of the four faces of the column in the manner

shown by the photograph.

The interior legs of the angles forming the

column were unaffected. Further, this was the only

column in the building that was not found in good con-

dition. That the corrosion occurred at the level shown

is due to the tact that the top of the boiler-pit floor was

RUSTING NEAK BASE OF COLUMN IN BOILER PIT OF I'WTriOri SAVINGS UANK BUILDING

supervision of Albert Kahn, architect, a condition of

corrosion was discovered in one column which invites

the attention of engineers and architects as a warning

to use more care in the protection of steelwork,

especially where pipes are imbedded in or attached to

columns. The photographs herewith show the base of

the column in question, where the rusting is clearly

apparent, and the building itself, a 12-story structure

erected in 1894.

All columns of the building are of the Gray type,

made of eight steel angles connected by batten plates.

In the original construction, they were fireproof with a

2-in. tile protection around the outside of each column.

This in most cases made the interior of the column an

inclosed space which would hold water. Moisture or

acid that had access to the column exterior could there-

fore easily work their way to the metal and set up cor-

rosion unnoticed. The particular column shown by the

photograph was in the boiler pit, about 2 ft. below the

basement floor proper, and 3 ft. away from the nearest

oiler. Connected to the column near its base was a

water pipe, fitted with a tap used for wetting the cin-

ders. Continual leakage from this tap, together with

seepage from the water used to wet the cinders, appar-

ently allowed water to pass through the tile fireproofing

at the level of the top of the wing plate; in other words,

the corrosion developed just above the pit floor level.

Rubber Roads

Although there are places in London and elsewhere where

rubber has been used as a road surfacing material over

small areas it has hitherto only been adopted for the pur-

pose of deadening the sound of traffic in situations where

quiet is essential. The idea of employing rubber on a

large scale, however, has long been mooted, but it has

been left for the Southwark Borough Council to give this

question a definite trial on a road subject to heavy traffic-

namely, the Borough High St. Half only of the road is

being faced with rubber, so as to afford a comparison m
efficiency. The new material is being laid in flat slabs three-

quarters of an inch in thickness, attached to steel plates,

from which project broadly flanged studs, which are gripped

by the concrete foundation. There can be no doubt as to

the interest attaching to this new departure in city road

construction, and it is significant that local authorities are

willing to embark on such novel methods in the search for

materials of construction which will meet the new main

road traffic conditions. The autumn is the regular season

for the roads in London to be "up," and in most of the bor-

oughs important works are now in progress. We may men-

tion, too, the widening of Berkeley St., where that thor-

oughfare leads into Piccadilly—a much-needed improvement

that is about to be undertaken.—T/ie Surveyor, London.
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Progress Versus Stagnation Is Issue in Am. Soc. C. E.

Affairs, Says A. P. Davis
Presidential Address at Annual Convention an Indictment of Standpat Minority Rule—Membership in

Federated American Engineering Societies Urged

CHARGING a small but influential minority of con-

servatives vi^ith the domination of the policies of the

American Society of Civil Engineers and with opposi-

tion to progressive measures designed to expand the

activities of the organization and to effect co-operation

with the other Founder Societies, Arthur P. Davis, di-

rector of the U. S. Reclamation Service, in his presi-

dential address delivered at the fiftieth annual con-

vention of the society, held in Portland, Ore., Aug. 10

to 12, characterized as "progress versus stagnation"

the real issue which exists in the administration of the

Society's affairs and gave strong endorsement to the

movement for a nation-wide federation of engineering

organizations as provided for by the recently created

Federated American Engineering Societies. President

Davis also indicted the ultra-conservative element on

the grounds of neglect of opportunities in technical, as

well as civic, work. He advocated the termination of

the centralized control of the organization which, he

claimed, has "hung like a mill-stone about the neck

of the society, retarding its growth, restricting its use-

fulness and threatening it with dry rot." The greater

portion of President Davis' address is given herewith:

THE demand for active participation of all engineers in

Civil Engineers had they been given proper encourage-

and the advancement of the engineering profession has been

growing for many years, and is greater today than ever

before. Various plans for accomplishing this purpose are

suggested, and the pressure has been such that the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers and the other Founder
Societies have each taken a more or less active part in

such work.
Recognizing the necessity of combining efforts in this

line, and also the desirability of somewhat separating such

activities from the technical functions of these societies,

Engineering Council was formed with the idea that it

would represent the four Founder Societies and gradually
add to this number through powers conferred upon it for

that purpose. It has, in the three years of its existence,

added the American Society for Testing Materials and the
American Railway Engineering Association, but is still far
from embracing all of the engineering societies of the
country. It has some fundamental weaknesses. It lacks
in representative character and democracy, and is without
power to raise funds, but must depend upon voluntary con-
tributions from its constituent societies and others. Experi-
ence has shown that these deficiencies can be best remedied
by substituting a league or federation designed to include
all of the engineering societies, national, state, regional,

and local. A constitution to this effect was adopted at the
convention held in Washington in June. The federation does
not provide for any individual members, but is merely an
instrument for combining the efforts of existing societies

by forming them into a federation with definite powers and
provided with sufficient funds to accomplish its purpose.
The unanimity of the conference was practically complete,

with the exception of the American Association of Engi-
neers, a recent organization which has been rapidly growing
as the result of active and persistent drives for membership.
It fills a niche among engineering societies by admitting
large numbers of men working in engineering lines, but
without the necessary qualifications to be admitted to full

membership in the Founder Societies. It has been quite
active and has accomplished good work. It can accomplish
still more by continuing its efforts along right lines. But

its ambition ^^o be an all-inclusive society, representing all

grades of the profession, can scarcely be realized, and seems
unreasonable to be expected, and even though it should
achieve a greater success than is expected along this line, its

prestige is not such as to give it standing comparable to
the federation of the four Founder Societies and other
large organizations with long standing, prestige and high
standards.

Active Minority in Control
In spite of the unanimity of the Washington Convention,

there is still a small but very active minority in the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers that opposes this federation
and professes to oppose any participation of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in civic or other welfare work.
Due to the peculiarities of an antiquated constitution, and to
a particularly effective organization, this minority has an
influence within the society far beyond its numerical
strength. Up to date it has, in the main, governed the
policies of the society, yielding to pressure only when this
became irresistible. It opposed the junction of our society
with the other Founder societies in the Engineering So-
cieties Building, and opposed the formation of the United
Engineering Society, and successively each and every step
tending to co-ordination and co-operation, of the Founder
Societies.

In spite of the overwhelming majorities in the recent vote
upon Questions 1 and 2 touching the principles involved in
the federation, and the recent progressive majority shown
by the Committee on Nominations, the conservative element
is said to be contemplating an independent or insurgent
ticket, supported of course by the usual arguments of
caution and conservatism, and utterly ignoring the blunders
of the past which such alleged caution has involved.
The real issue in the contest now going on, and especially

in the election of directors, which will take place next fall,
is whether or not the society is to take its proper place
among human activities, or gradually decay and become an
obstruction to progress, pretending to fill a niche which it

does not fill, and wasting the prestige and history of this
glorious Society which ought to be devoted to some end
more useful than individual benefits to a small circle of
its membership.

Technical Field Neglected
In opposing progressive tendencies the advice is offered

that the society restrict its field to technical matters, and
leave civic activities to others. This advice would come
with more convincing force were it not for the fact that
those who offer it have controlled the policies of the tiociety
for the past twenty years, and have so neglected the
technical field that the demand for technical standards and
specifications, which it should have funiished, could be met
only by the organization of new societies, such as the Amer-
ican Railway Engineering Association, and the American
Society for Testing Materials, whose activities hjve been
largely directed by enterprising and public spirited members
of this Society, who could and would have performed the
same services through committeees of the American Society
of Civil Engineers had they been given proper encourage-
ment and facilities. After having frittered away the
opportunities for usefulness and growth in the technical

field, it now ill becomes these false leaders to advise us to

confine ourselves to the restricted remainder of that field.

The argument usually given is that civic or welfare work
might violate the dignity of the society. We might advocate
mistaken policies and afterward be obliged to modify these.

This is the same excuse given for shrinking itc technical

duties in the past. It was feared that if our society adopted
and uttered standard specifications, these might be found
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imperfect or become obsolete, and the necessary changes

would reflect upon its dignity. Such argument, if relied

upon, would effectually block all attempts at usefulness in

any field. It has caused untold damage to this society and

to the profession, and should be discarded forever. We
should use due diligence and care to avoid errors, but the

possibilities of error should not be made an excuse for

inactivity.

Whatever the real issues back of the conservative advice,

its tendencies are unmistakable. The demand for broader

activities is from the country at large, and the opposition is

confined mainly to three or four of the large cities. These,

with their compact and Avell organized membership, have

been able in the past, with the help of our antiquated con-

stitution, to control the main points of policy of the society,

and to perpetuate themselves in power. This domination

is threatened by the growth of membership in the rural

districts which would be stimulated by the measures pro-

posed by the Committee on Development, especially those

measures designed to increase the growth and influence of

local sections, and the expansion of activities in accordance

with their demands. Every measure that is popular with

the membership outside the great cities will add to its

growth, and proportionately tend to terminate the central-

ized control that has hung like a millstone about the neck

of the society for so long, retarding its growth, restricting

its usefulness, and threatening it with dry rot.

There are thus two distinct issues involved in the pend-

ing measures and the coming election of officers. These

issues are "progress versus stagnation" and "democracy
versus centralized domination." These issues are largely

interdependent, and upon their determination depends the

future usefulness and growth of the society. Their imr

portance can hardly be overestimated.

Important Measures Pending

Measures of great importance to the world, to our country

and to our profession demand immediate and vigorous

attention, and it is imperative that they have behind them
the unified efforts of all the organized engineers of the

country, and all the prestige that the greatest, the oldest,

and the most eminent societies can offer.

Among these measures are the unification of the engineer-
ing work of the Government under one department with a

technical head. This will promote efficiency and eliminate

waste, and, what is more important, will serve as a precedent

for the reorganization of other departments along similar

lines of homogeneity, efficiency, and economy.

Other important measures pressing for attention are the

laws proposed in many states for the licensing of engineers.

This policy is steadily progressing. In some states this

movement is doubtless inspired by a desire to shut out the
competition of engineers from other states, a most destruc-

tive policy, and unless some recognized authority, like the
federation, backed by both the leaders and the rank and
file of engineers, takes a strong hand, we may find ourselves
burdened by a mass of pernicious laws that will work
untold harm before they can be swept away or otherwise
remedied. Properly directed, however, this movement has
beneficial possibilities.

We find great disparity between the rewards received by
men, and this disparity is by no means in proportion to

ability or to any other circumstance which contributed to

production. In other words, it is not the man who works
the hardest who becomes the richest. It is not he who
produces most that receives most. There are problems
involved in distribution which have not been solved. Social

and economic progress has not kept pace with material

progress, and the time has come when the discrepancy must
be bridged over, for further increase of production unless

accompanied by a more reasonable distribution is likely to

become a menace rather than a blessing. It is to the
solution of these problems that the leaders of men must
give their attention if civilization is to be saved instead of

destroyed, as all past civilizations have been.
I have neither the time, the ability nor the assurance to

attempt a sohition at this time of any of the great problems

presented, but will call attention to typical illustrations of

what these problems are: "•

Expansion of Government Activities—The great changes

caused by the war and the accompanying upheavals have

led irresistibly to larger functions of Government. It has

become necessary to increase those function to prevent

great injustice and suffering. The control of our transpor-

tation lines and other public utilities, once criticised and
condemned, is no longer questioned. It is admitted by all

to be inevitable and unavoidable. It has even become
necessary to control the price of food and of other com-
modities, and the pressure is strong and the argument
almost irresistible for extending this control in many
other lines. Rent commissions have been established,

arbitrarily fixing the price which the owner may charge for

his property, his title to which has never been questioned

except in this indirect manner.
The need for these vast expansions of Governmental

activities admonishes us that they must be restricted to

those cases where such expansion is absolutely necessary.

Many who years ago advocated the public ownership of all

public utilities such as railroads, gas works, water works,
and power plants have in the last five years changed their

mii'.ds. For one thing, public control through judicial com-
missions has proved more successful than anticipated, due
mainly to an awakened public consciousness, or at least a

more enlightened public selfishness. But fully as potent a

reason for this changed attitude has been the alarming
demands upon the Government for the expansion of its

functions in other lines, and it becomes important therefore

to confine its functions to those which are inevitable or

absolutely necessary. I am therefore in hearty sympathy
with many who are now opposing the public ownership of

railroads and power plants and commercial shipping. But
while agreeing with the conclusions, I must strongly con-

demn the principal reason which they advance for this. It

is common to hear intelligent men whose motives cannot

be questioned basing their opposition to Government ovra-

ership of railroads on an argument which is condensed into

a statement or opinion that "Government operations cannot
possibly be as efficient or as economical as those under
corporate control." One objection to such a statement is

that it is untrue. It has been proved over and over that

this is not necessarily the case.

While admitting that there are, and always have been,

abuses and defects in our postal system, who would be so

bold as to assert, or, if asserted, who would believe the

assertion, that our mails would be carried more cheaply,

promptly or economically by private enterprise than they

are at present.

The public activity with which I am most familiar is the

United States Reclamation Service. No claim is made for

infallibility or super-human wisdom in the conduct of that

service, but its principal officers have always striven for

the highest efficiency and economy. It has not been without

its mistakes, but results as a whole have proved the fallacy

of the theory that the Government cannot do things econom-
ically and well.

United Effort Necessary

The preservation of human rights and of the results of

scientific progress in the present crisis will require the

united efforts of all intelligent, patriotic citizens. In this

category I place all engineers; and as they owe a debt of

gratitude for the blessings of civilization which they enjoy,

they must repay this debt by vigilance and activity in the

preservation and improvement of these blessings. Such a

program will have its difficulties and its pitfalls; but these

will not deter nor discourage worthy men in the pursuit of

excellence. Rather, the dangers will serve as a stimulus

to activity.

We cannot act effectively unless united, and by calmly

reasoning together on pressing questions, guided by the

pole star of righteousness, we can unite upon fundamental
principles and make our influence for good a power in the

land. Only thus can we performe the duty we owe to our-

selves, to our fellowmen, and to posterity.

4.

I
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Excessive Rainfall Frequencies at

Springfield, Mass.
By Charles W. Sherman

Of Metcalf & KfM> , Consulting- Ent;ineeis, Boston, Mass.

IN THE course of a study of the needs of the city of

Springfield for new and relief storm sewers the firm

of engineers of which the writer is a member made a

detailed study of the available rainfall records. It was
found that 26 years' records were available from a

recording gage maintained by the city of Springfield.

This gage is a Draper pluviometer of the old or

tipping bucket type, and was originally installed by the

Water Commissioners on Dec. 27, 1891, on the roof of

their office building on Bridge St. It was maintained

in this position until Dec. 1, 1913, and was then out

50 60 70 80 90 100

Duration, Minutes
140 150

FIG. 1. CURVES OF INTENSITY OF I'RECIPITATION AT
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., FOR FREQUENCIES OF 26 AND

o YEARS COMPARED WITH OBSERVED FRE-
QUENCIES IN 11 MOST CRITICAI> STORMS

of sei*vice for nearly a year, but was re-established

Nov. 15, 1914, on the roof of the new city hall and
is now maintained by the city engineer. The period of

observations therefore includes a little less than 22 years

in the original location, and a little more than four years

(to the end of 1918) in the present location—a total of

almost exactly 26 years, the year 1914 being omitted

from the records.

The two locations are in the same portion of the city

—

that is, on the low plain adjoining the river—and about

1,000 ft. apart. Both of them may reasonably be con-

sidered as satisfactory locations as it is usually possible

to obtain within a city. The results are subject to the

possibilities of error that always obtain in the case of

a rain gage mounted upon a roof, particularly when no

screens or parapets are provided to minimize the effect

of wind currents.

Such elevated gages are frequently checked by com-

parison with the records of ordinary non-registenng

gages at ground level in the near vicinity. In this case

there was no gage with which satisfactory comparison

could be made. The nearest ordinary rain gage is that

at the United States Armory, which is about five-eighths

of a mile distant and 100 ft. higher in elevation. This

locality is on the edge of the plateau overlooking the

river plain, and conditions of precipitation may con-

ceivably differ to a considerable extent owing to the

difference in locality. Moreover, the exposure of the

Armory gage is not satisfactory, owing to the proximity

of buildings and trees, particularly the latter. In fact.

two large trees almost overhang the gage and there is

reason to believe that the records here kept are growing
progressively more untrustworthy as the trees increase

in size.

A study of tht' chart records of the recording rain

gage shov/ed that during the 26 years there were 67

storms of significant intensity. The data relating to

these storms were taken off in figures and tabulated in

the usual form to show the maximum average intensity

for periods of 5, 10, 15, etc., consecutive minutes. From
this table the data relating to most severe storms were
rearranged in the order of their m.ngnitude for each

period of time. The results are here presented as

Table I.

TABLE 1—MAXIMUM INTENSITY OF PRECIPITATION AT SPRING-
FIELD, MASS., ARRANGED IX ORDER OF MAGNITUDE FOR V.APJOUS
PRRIODS DURING EXCESSIVE: RATE, JAN. 1, 1892 TO DEC. I, 1913,

AND NOV 15. 1914 TO DEC. 31, 1918.

Time in Minute;?

15 20 30 45 60 80 100 120
5.32 5.26 4.59 3.76 2 93 2.30 1.90 1.61
4.54 3.99 3.55 3.29 2 80 2.19 I 76 1.47
4.25 3.63 3.20 3.10 2.68 2.16 1.72 1.44
4.16 3 60 3 14 2.64 2.03 1.53 1.26 1.13
4.08 3 46 2.66 1.96 1.72 1.44 1.23 1.05
4 00 3 21 2.60 1.81 1.60 1.42 1.18 1.02
3 88 3 00 2.26 1.66 1.50 1.38 1.17 1.02
3 60 3 00 2 20 1 65 1.46 1.29 1.12 .95
3 40 2 85 2 16 1 64 1.32 1.14 .99 .90
3.20 2 85 2 09 1 60 1.32 1.10 .95 .85
3.20 2 85 2.06 1 60 1.30 1.10 .87 .80
3.12 2.70 2.00 1.60 1.30 1.09 .84 .75
3.00 2.61 1.98 1.58 1.30 1.03 .84 .75
3 00 2 55 1 91 1 54 1.29 1.02 .80 .72
2 92 2.55 1 86 1 'i8 1.28 1.00 .80 .71

2.80 2.40 1 82 1.47 1.27 1.00 .80 .70
2.80 2.40 1.80 1.47 1.21 .98 .79 .67
2 64 2 39 1.80 1.46 1.20 .97 78 .67
2.60 2 28 1.76 1.44 1.20 .89 .72 .65
2 60 2 25 1.76 1.43 1.10 .82 .72 .62
2.44 2 19 1.64 1.36 1.07 .82 .70 .60
2 41 2.10 1.60 1.36 1.02 .81 ,67 .59
2 40 2.10 1.60 1.23 .99 .80 65 .57
2 40 2.07 1.6C 1.21 78 .64 .53
2 40 2 00 1 56 1.14 76 .63 .53
2.40 1.96 1.50 75 .55 .51

2.32 1.95 73 50
2 28 1.95 68 50
2 28 1.89 64 50
2 20 I 83 48
2 20 1.80 48
2.20 1.68 48
2.20 47
2.12 .47
2.12 .45
2.02 42

Note: Record obtained by Draper Ph'vionieter (old style)

.

The figures in this table furnish the data for plotting

directly intensity curves of 26-, 13-, 85-, 62 -year fre-

quencies, etc. By interpolation between curves so

drawn curves for 20-, 15-, 10- and 5-year frequencies

can be constructed.

It is found that the following formulas satisfactorily

represent the intensity curves for ine frequencies

er No.
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KIG. 2. COIMPA7USON OF RAINFALL INTENSITV-
FREQUE.XCT CURVES AT SPRINGFIELD,

NEW YORK AXD BOSTON

26-year curve is governed by a single storm—that of

Sept. 21, 1915. The 18-year curve is governed at some
points by the storm of Aug. 30. 1917, and at other points

by that of Au!?. 1. 1904. It will also be observed that

during the 26 years there arc but four storms which
materially exceeded the curve of 5-year frequency, and

two of these occurred during the year 1917.

As an indication of the changes in intensity of rain-

fall from place to place it is significant to compare the

intensity curves for Springfield with those obtained for

Boston and New York City. Data relating to the precipi-

tation at Boston, as shown by the 38-year record of the

automatic rain gage at Chestnut Hill reservoir and the

26-year record of the Weather Bureau gage on the post

office building at Boston, are given in a paper entitled

"Maximum Rates of Precipitation at Boston for Various

Frequencies of Occurrence," by Harrison P. Eddy,

(Jour. Boston Soc. C. E., Feb., 1920). Corresponding

data for New York City, compiled from the records of

45 years, are contained in the report of a committee of

the Society of Municipal Engineers of the City of New
York, published in the Proceedings of that society for

TABLE II—COMPARISON OF RAINFALL INTENSITY CURVES FOR
SPRINGFIELD, NFW YORK AND BOSTON

Expression
for

Intpnsity, Intensity, i, in Inches per Hour, for Duration,
Place i, Inches in Minutes
and per Hour

Frequency 5 10 15 20 30 45 60 80 100

New York 260

45 years t + \l

20

II 30 9 30 7 89 6 85 5 40 4 12 3.33 2.65 2.20 IP'

Springfield 235

26 years t + 2i

New York, 220

22J years t + 18

Boston,

38 years ....

8.40 7.13 6.19 5.47 4.44 3,46 2.83 2.28 1.91 1.64

9.56 7.87 6.67 5.80 4.58 3.48 2.82 2.24 1.86 1.59

9.10 6 70 5.40 4.65 3 60 2 58 2.06 1.70 1.45 1.2"

Springfield, 250 .
g, 3^, ^^, ^3, 3 ^^ 3^, ^ .5 2.12

1 3 years t+io

New York 185
^^^ ^ g^ ^^^ ^ ^^ 3^^ ^^^ ^^^ I ^^

1 5 years t + \7

Boston. 20_4
7. 64 4. 95 3. 91 3. 28 2.56 2. 00 I . 68 I . 41

15 years ^0.61

1.81

1.58

1.23

1.5S

1 35

I 10

Springfield, 20^ ^ ^^ ^ ^5 3 g, 3 ^g 2 56 2 00 1.68 1.41
5 years j . 6

1

New York 1 30
, ° -4^ 5.91 4.82 4.06 3.51 2.77 2 10 1.69 1.34
5 years, t+ u

^"fn""' T-^r^ 5 004173.573.122.501921561.25
1 years i + 20

1.23

111

1.04

1.10

0.95

0.89

1913. Table II contains a comparisoti of the intensity

curves for approximately corresponding periods and
Fig. 2 shows graphically the comparison of curves for

15-year frequency (13 years at Springfield). These
comparisons show that the Springfield intensity and
frequency curves correspond closely with those for New
York City, and are materially higher than those for

Boston. In fact, the Springfield curve for 5-year fre-

quency is identical with the Boston curve for 15-year

frequencv.

Water-Supply Problems and Projects

in California
By C. G. Gillespie

Kf.sidi'nt FjiiKineer, Filtration Division, City of SHCi-amento

:

Lntely Engineer, California State Board of Health

C
"CALIFORNIA is experiencing the scantiest rainfall

y in ten years, while at Sacramento this is the ninth

of a succession of dry years. These facts are driving

home to Californians the fact that the full development

of the great resources of the State—and the growth of

its cities, therefore—will from this time on be mea.sured

primarily by the enterprise with which great projects

for both irrigation and domestic water supply are

undertaken.

To those unacquainted with California its topog-

raphy must be understood to appreciate the remarks to

follows From the aviator's viewpoint the State is

flanked by the Coast Range Mountains along the

Pacific, and the Sierra Nevada Mountains along its

eastern boundary. Both mountains link together to

enclose the great valleys of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin, whose rivers, bearing the same names, join

and break through the Coast Range via San Francisco

Bay and the Golden Gate. South of the southern end

of the link lie numerous disconnected ranges and val-

leys, chief of which is the Imperial Valley and the

valleys of Southern California lying about Los Angeles.

Within the Coast Range the streams, in general, flow

parallel to the range and finally break through it, by

a curious geological process, to the Pacific Ocean.

The early development uf the State occurred in these

minor valleys and they are still the seat of some of the

best agricultural prosperity. In more recent years, how-

ever, attention has been directed to the great valleys

of the South and the interior.

The development of the Imperial Valley through

diversion of a portion of the Colorado River on the

Mexican side across into California is well known. But
problems of tremendous magnitude have appeared

through the gross waste of water from the canal on the

Mexican side and the silting up of canals and laterals

due to the 20 tons or more of dry silt per million gal-

lons carried by the Colorado River water. Relief from

the first condition is proposed by constructing an all-

Am.erican canal costing millions. To the knowledge

of the writer, no improvement is in sight to desilt canals

other than that of dredging as is now the custom.

All the towns in the Imperial Valley depend on the

silt-laden canals for niunicipal supply. Advantage i.*

taken of a most peculiar natural coagulating property

of the Colorado River water whereby the finest of

silts settle out quite completely in standing for a day or

so. But the results are erratic, especially during sea

sons when one of the tributaries, the Gila River, is in

flood. At that time coagulation is lacking and sed
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imentation slow. To supplement sedimentation, three

of the cities of the valley have already put in slow

sand filters equipped with Blaisdell sand washers, to

supplement sedimentation, and quite good results are

obtained.

In the vicinity of Los Angeles there has taken place

the maximum development of wells in the granitic for-

mation underlying the region. Los Angeles itself, that

dauntless city of the West, has spent millions to obtain

its Owens River supply 257 miles distant at the south

base of the Sierras. An attendant problem, perhaps

not fully anticipated, however, is the considerable devei

Coast stream, from a useless course northward to the
sea, to a useful one southward through one of the Coast
Range valleys, a distance of 127 mileS: across San
Francisco Bay to the East Bay Cities. The initial

installation of the project is estimated at $45,000,000.
Still another project suggested, probably far more eco-

nomical, cont-^mplates the pumping of the Sacramento
River from a point near its mouth, during flood months
when tidal salinity is lacking, into the artificial lakes
and reservoirs surrounding the East Bay Cities, from
which it could be filtered and distributed as needed.

In the Sacramento Valley irrigation water has always

4

ARCHITECTS' CONCEPTION OF PUMPING STATION AND FILTER HEAD HOUSE FOR SACRAMENTO WATER-WORKS
The pumping station, at the left, will house electric-motor-driven centrifugal pumps.

opment of algae to which these mountain waters become
at once subject when mixed with the runoff of pollution-

carrying lower watersheds. On a large scale the primary
cause of this algae growth cannot be controlled and so

it is likely that the customary algae problems must
be met and solved with perhaps a better understanding
that will permit of a more accurate prediction of the

rise and disappearance of groups, and of the need and
time and amount of treatment.

San Francisco has voted $45,000,000 to go across the
San Joaquin Valley to the headwaters of the Tuolumne
River in the Sierras for its future water supply. In
the face of dramatic obstacles the work still proceeds,
as has been frequently noted in Engineering Netvs-
Record. This same river also furnishes all the irriga-

tion water for one of the larger irrigation districts

of the State, the Modesto-Turlock District, and not only
this district but many outside people as well view with
alarm a program which does not recognize that irriga-
tion has first claim on streams in the vicinity, over cities

in the State which can harness and redeem other more
useless waters.

In the East Bay Cities (Oakland, Berkeley, etc.) the
water situation is most acute. Near-by streams and
undegrround supplies have been practically all devel-
oped by the local water company and the inhabitants
are on a strict economy consumption of something like

60 gal. per capita per day. These cities are casting
about for a more copious supply but decision is yet
to be reached. A recent engineering report considered
two main projects—one to bring water from the
McCloud River, a tributary of the Sacramento, in the
Sierras 225 miles distant at a cost of $75,000,000 to

$105,000,000, and the other to divert the Eel River, a

been plentiful for the land hitherto supplied. In the

past few years, however, undreamed-of agricultural

development of the upper valley, particularly in rice

farming, has taken place and this river, once consid-

ered inexhaustible, has this year been nearly blotted out.

It has been so dried up that the towns along its lower
stretches and the long-established and fertile delta

region, claiming ruin by the backing up of saline tide

water past their doors, have instituted a "$60,000,000

suit" against the rice growers and other users, and
the upper users themselves hcve been obliged to pool

their interests in the stream and allow for its distribu-

tion by a water master to save the crops planted this

spring.

The situation in the interior valleys has given rise

to at least two proposals for permanent relief. One
is the so-called Iron Canyon project whereby some of
the flood waters of the Sacramento River could be stored
in an artificial reservoir near its headwaters, which
could add some 150,000 or 200,000 acres to the irrig-

able area. The other is a most colossal scheme, with
good engineering backing, which contemplates diverting

the Klamath River, which now runs a useless course

through the wild hills of the north, through the range
into the Sacramento watershed. The combined rivers

would then be diverted into two tremendous meander-
ing high-level canal systems flanking the interior valleys

their entire length, picking up and storing all waters
caught along the way and delivering them where needed

for power, irrigation and domestic supply. Press

reports place the estimated cost at something like $800,-

000,000 and the area to be benefited at 12,000,000 acres.

As a project for conservation of the State's water, and
for insuring almost the maximum development of its
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unclaimed millions of acres, it has no equal. Little

discussion has been piven the matter, perhaps because

its magnitude is overwhelming. Editorials in some of

the local papers, however, point to the administrative

difficulty of getting the consent of existing irrigation

developments to a sacrifice of their rights and holdings.

It is likely that the State must pass through more than

this trying drought before it will take seriously this

master project of all.

In water filtration California has been most back-

ward. Last year, however, the City of Sacramento took

the lead in voting $1,800,000 bonds for a strictly up-to-

date filtration plant of 32.000,000 gal. capacity and

opportunity to quadruple the plant. The supply is

obtained from the Sacramento River and has bee"

becoming steadily more foul due to settlement of its

watersheds and the valley above, and especially to the

rice industry, which has set up conditions rich for

the development of algae. Aniabena, for instance, ha.'^

been prevalent as high as 4,000 standard units per c.c.

all summer long. Tidal action now carries the city's

sewage backward, and a new intake farther up the

river is badly needed. In winter the stream is a turbid

torrent due to soil erosion.

The new water-works will include an attractive mass

concrete intake pier in the river, gravity conduits to

a pumping station about 1,100 ft. inland, low-lift pumps
delivering to the treatment works, high-lift pumps
pumping direct from the filtered water storage to the

city at 75 lb. pressure, grit basins, coagulating basins,

coagulant manufacturing house, head house, filters and

filtered water basin. Design of the water-supply end

is completed and bids for the work are soon to be

received. Plans for the treatment works are beini:

made by a special staff appointed for the purpose.

Experiments on special phases of filtration—pipe under-

drains. coagulating, benefits of aeration, air-binding of

filters, and local deposits of bauxite—have been of

invaluable aid in pre.scribing the most suitable design.

COMPARATIVE COST ESTIMATES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF WATER-
WORKS PUMPING EQUIPMENT FOR SACRAMENTO CALIF.

Yearly
Cost to Charges for

Type of Station Construct 20M.G.D.
Main unit reciprocating, high dutv, other units steam-
turbine centrifugal $803,000 $154,650

?team-turbine-drivcn high-hft centrifugal pumps, bal-

ance motor driven frcm turbo-generator 521,000 146,700

Ml units steam-turbine centrifugal.. 450,000 148,140

Diesel generator, motor-driven centrifugal units 610,000 124,000

Klectric station, motor-driven centrifugal pumps, power
purchased at approximately Ic. per kw.-hr 190,000 104,000

Motor-driven centrifugal pumps will be used for the

entire pumping station. Comparative estimates of the

fir.st and yearly costs of the various types of pumpin.^

equipment are given in the accompanying table. A
network of hydroelectric power lines intersect in Sacra-

mento and the engineers did not hesitate to recommend
the selection of a motor-driven station.

Where Gas Is Cheap and Getting Cheaper
A reduction of the price of gas to Is. 6d. per 1,000

cu.ft. for lighting and heating and to Is. 4d. for power

(36 and 32c.) has recently been announced by the

Sunderlanc Gas Co. of England. The London Engineer

states that the reduction, in spite of the "higher price

of coal for domestic purposes is due entirely to the

better prices obtained for residual products."

Water Supply for Irrig^ation in China

By Donald F. McLeod

THE writer has traveled by rail and ferry between
China and Japan twice, once in winter and once

in summer. The most noticeable feature of the land-

scape, to him, is the way the rice fields are laid out

and the irrigation systems installed in connection

therewith.

The f.elds. or paddys, average small, usually half an

M.\N POWER RAISES WATER FOR IRRIGATION

acre, or less. They are arranged in a series of steps,

with usually one or two feet difference of elevation. In

some instances the steps are much greater and a series

of fields extends for a hundred feet difference of eleva-

tion up a mountain side. In this case the irrigation is

from a spring and the water flows down from field to

field. The usual scheme of irrigation is to run a ditch

a mile or so in length from a low dam across a stream.

The ditch is carried across low places in a wooden flume,

although in many instances it is carried on the top of

an embankment along the sides of which trees are

planted to keep the slopes in place.

Where the ditch is a few feet below the level of a

rice field three ingenious devices are used for raising

the water by man power. The writer believes the first

to be of Chinese origin; the second, Korean; the third,

Japanese.

The first device consists of a shallow basin to which is

attached two pairs of ropes. A Chinaman on each side

grasps one pair. When he and his vis-d-vis lower their

arms the basin drops into the pool below. When both

men pull horizontally opposite to one another a toggling

action is produced, the basin rises to the required

height, and the contents are thrown out into a sluice,

due to the upward motion being halted.
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The second device has a pendulum-like action. It

is hung from a sort of tripod and is operated by one

man. An elongated trough-like device of wood scoops

up water at the lowermost part of the pendulum stroke

and discharges it when the stroke has reached its

greatest amplitude. Apparently, the muscular exertion

required to operate the device is small, as the rope

from the top of the tripod sustains the weight of the

"scoop" and its contents.

The third device, shown in the accompanying photo-

graph, is the most elaborate and ingenious of all. It

is built on the general lines of an undershot water

wheel, or, perhaps, a breast wheel. The operator treads

on the vanes on the downstream side, and the wheel,

revolving backward, lifts the water and discharges it

at the breast of the wheel. This device, like the two
others, is portable, and is set up anywhere, ready for

action. The vertical "carrying" poles have three func-

tions: To help anchor the machine in place; to help

the operator balance himself as he stands treading;

to carry the machine when it is moved. In transport

the operator carries the whole outfit easily, balanced

on his shoulder.

Water Use Variation in Completely

Metered Systems
By Allen Hazen

Consulting Engineer, New York City

ONE of the functions of a distributing reservoir

is to balance hourlj'^ fluctuations in flow. This is

not the sole object of a distributing reservoir but it

is important to know how much storage is required

when this standpoint alone is considered. Data bear-

ing upon this subject were presented by John R.

Freeman in his report upon the Water Supply of the

City of New York, in 1900, and these have been com-
monly used as a basis of estimate in the writer's office

for the last twenty years. The following study was
made to get new data from completely metered systems.

Data from Springfield, Mass., Hartford, Conn., and
Superior, Wis., were used. The record in each case

was the graphic record of a self-registering venturi

meter, arranged so that the whole flow and all fluctua-

tions in consumption were shown by it. These records

were kindly furnished to the writer by the engineers

of the several systems and were for the year ended
May 1, 1920. Census populations for Jan. 1, 1920, were
used, adjusted to include outside populations supplied.

The Sprinjfield record was first examined for the

whole period of 366 days. Afterward a shorter calcula-

tion, using only twelve days (the 15th of each calendar

month being selected), gave practically identical results,

and only the shorter calculation was used for Superior

and Hartford.

The results are shown in three diagrams. Fig. 1

shows the rates of output in terms of mean flow. In

a general way the minimum rate of flow is found to be

nearly 0.5 of the mean; and the flow is below the mean
for about 50 per cent of the time. The lines repre-

senting the rates of flow curve sharply upward near

the right-hand side of the diagram. In other words,

there are high rates of draft that occupied only a

small percentage of the total time. To show this more
adequately a small inset diagram was made on 10 times

the scale. Fig. 2 shows the same data but calculated

on a basis of gallons per capita daily above and below

the mean. This is the basis that Freeman used and
it is convenient and useful. This diagram shows that

the minimum rate of flow is about 42 gal. per capita

less than the mean. The flow is above the mean by
more than 20 gal. per capita for about 28 per cent

of the time, and exceeds the mean by 50 gal. per capita

for very short periods. Fig. 3 shows the average hourly

variation in rates of draft throughout the day for

Springfield. Three lines are shown, representing Sun-

days, Saturdays and all the other days of the week
taken together. Each is the average for 12 days, one

from each month of the year.

These data include whatever fire drafts actually

occurred, and there were, no doubt, the usual number
of fires in each of the three cities. Practically the

amount of water drawn for fire service has no influence

that can be detected in the diagrams. At Springfield

much more water was dravm for flushing snow from
the streets than for fires.

1
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The average amounts of storage required to balance

hourly fluctuations are obtained by planimetering these

diagrams. The average for the three systems is found

to be 14 per cent of the mean flow, and this is equal

to 11 gal. per capita.

A number of data for the three systems are as fol-

lows :

Kctiuiroli StoraKC to H:il-

aiiri' Hourly FluPtuatioii
in Hate of Draft

Average Gallons Mil-

Con- per lion Gal
Popu- sumption, Capita, Cal- I'er per

lation M.C.D. Daily Ions Cent Capita

Hartford 170,000 12. S5 7.-).C 1.70 1.3,7 10.3

Springfield 141,700 12.21 86.2 1.83 1.5.0 13.0

Superior 39.6.i4 2.87 72.4 0.;i3 11.5 8.3

Totals .and averages... .?.51,3.'>4 27.93 79.5 3.92 11.0 11 2

At Springfield it was possible to check the results by

an independent procedure. The water is delivered to

the city from a masonry service reservoir of known

dimensions. The records from a self-recording gage

furnish data for computing the daily and weekly stor-

age requirements. Data for three selected weeks

showed an average daily variation in water level of

3.02 ft., representing a capacity of 2,000,000 gal. or

14.2 gal. per capita. This result compares with the 13

gal, per capita computed from the venturi meter re?»d-

ings and the check is as close as could be expected.

In addition to the hourly fluctuations this reservoir

balances in considerable measure the daily fluctuations

during the week. It fills higher on Sunday night than

at other times, and reaches a weekly minimum on

Saturday morning. The average weekly variation is

found to have been about 3,720,000 gal., or 26 gal. per

capita. While changes were being made at the filters

the capacity of the reservoir was availed of to a greater

extent, and in one week of maximum requirements the

utilized storage was 8,350,000 gal., which is equal to 59

gal. per capita. This was slightly more than half of

the available capacity of 16,000,000 gal., or 113 gal.

per capita.

These data give a good idea of the storage required

to meet daily and weekly fluctuations in completely

metered systems. They do not give any indication of

the amounts prudently held in reserve for conflagrations

and other emergencies; and amounts allowed for such

purposes must of course be added to the daily require-

ments. They also furni.sh, subject to the same limita-

tions, a basis for estimating peak loads on leading

mains and pumps.

Flood Protection Levees for Dallas, Texas

Improvement of the Trinity River by straightening

and deepening and the construction of levees is the plan

adopted for flood protection at Dallas, Tex. In addition

about 4,000 acres of land will be reclaimed by means

of the levees, which will have a total length of ten

miles and will form a channel 2,000 ft. wide. Bridges,

:',torm-water outlets and railway relocation will be neces-

sary auxiliary parts of the work. The levees will be

about 35 ft. high and 10 ft. wide on top, with slopes

of 1 on 3. Through the work of the Dallas Property

Owners' Association a levee district has been organized

and plans and land appraisals are now being made. It

is expected that these preliminaries will be completed

in time to petition for a bond issue in 1921. E. N.

Noyes is engineer for the Dallas and Dallas County

Levee Improvement District.

City Zoning Plan for Milwaukee

ACITY zoning ordinance for Milwaukee, Wis., drafted

recently by the Board of Public Land Commis-
sioners, provides for districting by use, height and area

of buildings. The ordinance is to be submitted to the

city council at an early date.

For area of buildings, there are four classes of dis-

tricts, with restrictions controlling the percentage of

the lot which may be built upon and the minimum sizes

of yards and courts from which light and air are re-

ceived, in accordance with the height of the structure.

For residential buildings, these open spaces must extend
from the ground ; for other buildings they are to extend
from the top of the first story. In A districts, residence

buildings may occupy 70 per cent of the area of an
interior lot or 85 per cent of a corner lot, but other

buildings may occupy 90 per cent of interior lots or 100

per cent of corner lots. In districts B, C and D, a

building may occupy 70, 50 or 30 per cent of an interior

lot, or 85, 60 or 40 per cent respectively of a corner

lot. The number of families per acre is restricted to

50 in C districts and 20 in D districts.

Height Restrictions

For restriction in height of buildings, there are four

classes of districts with limits of 125, 85, 60 and 40 ft.,

and with a corresponding limit on the number of stories

in residences. In the districts for 125 ft. height, tower

buildings are permitted for a total height of 225 ft.

over 25 per cent of the lot area. Chimneys, elevators,

tanks and similar structures are not limited.

For restriction of use of buildings, four classes of

districts are employed. No existing uses are stopped,

but any change must be toward conforming with the

restrictions. In "residence districts" the ordinance per-

mits dwellings, hotels, clubs, churches, educational and

philanthropic institutions, railway passenger stations,

greenhouses and farming. In "local business districts"

there are permitted retail stores, the making of products

chiefly for sale on the premises, public garages and other

uses supplying local needs. In "commercial and light

manufacturing districts" all uses are permitted except

r.uch industries as emit odor, dust, smoke, gas or noise.

In "industrial districts" all except residential uses are

permitted.

The enforcement of this ordinance is assigned to the

inspector of buildings. Permits for construction and

alteration will depend upon conformity with the ordi-

nance. Certificates of occupancy will be required for

the use of all new or altered buildings and for any

change in use. Amendment of the ordinance is per-

mitted after public hearing and report by the board,

but if protest is made by 20 per cent of the owners of

the property affected, such change will require a 75 per

cent vote of the city council for its approval.

The Board of Public Land Commissioners is in effect

a city zoning and city planning commission, as the law

creating these boards provides that in a city of the

first class which has no such commission the provisions

of the city planning law shall be invested in the board

of public land commissioners. At Milwaukee, the board

is composed of C. B. Whitnall, George F. Stall (city

engineer), Percy Braman (commissioner of public

works), William H. Schuchardt and Edward Grieb;

Arthur C. Comey is consultant and R. E. Stoelting is

city planning engineer.
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How Los Angeles Meters Aqueduct
Water for Irrigation

Meter Case for Each Irrigator, but Moving Parts
Transported From Consumer to Consumer

in Ford Car by Zanjeros

SINCE surplus water from the Los Angeles aqueduct

became available for irrigation in the San Fernando
valley the irrigated area in that district has steadily

increased until 60,165 acres have been brought under

the ditch. This is largely held in small tracts, the water
requirements of which vary materially. Water is dis-

tributed in pipes under pressure, the services to indi-

vidual consumers varying in size from 2 to 6 in. A total

of more than 2,000 services have been installed of which
about 1,200 are of the 4-in. size. The rate established

for irrigation water is 1.4c. per hundred cubic feet, with

a minimum charge of $2 per irrigation.

The ordinary weir method of measuring the water
supplied to each consumer was not considered because

the pressure in the distributing system fluctuates con-

siderably. Means of recording the total quantity passed

under varying pressure was required. After some study

Trident crest velocity meters were made standard for

the -entire system, 2, 3, 4 and 6-in. sizes being used. At
first only about half as many meters were bought as

there were services to be metered. The meters were
taken out and moved from one service to another as

water was to be delivered.

This proved too costly in time and labor so tests were
made to see whether the meter main casings could be

left in place and the moving parts interchanged without

introducing material error. The error was found to be

so small that it was considered negligible for use such

as this. Accordingly main casings were purchased and
set on all services and about half that number of mov-
ing parts are in use. The zanjero moves these from
casing to casing as each tract receives its water. The
bronze covers containing gear train and register are

numbered and a record is kept of the date and location

each time one is used, but the propellers are not num-
bered and are used promiscuously with any casing or

cover of corresponding size.

The zanjero is provided with a Ford equipped with
a rack for carrying the meter parts. He goes about
alone from service to service, taking out or putting in

meters according to a prearranged schedule. It takes

him on an average of 8 to 10 min. to open or close the

valve, put in or take out the moving parts, read a meter
and make a record in his field book. A special brace-

wrench is used for tightening nuts on stud bolts in the

meter head so that a minimum of time is required for

this operation. The parts removed are inspected to see
if anything has gone wrong during service and record
is made of anything that might affect the accuracy of
the reading.

The meters are not used under heads of loss than 8 ft.

Sometimes when the demand is heavy there is a con-

siderable velocity head in the mains near the upper end
of the district. This reduces the effective head on the
services in this section which approaches the lower limi"*

even under normal conditions. Thus there are times
when the desired flow would not be delivered by the
standard meter. To meet this condition in the 4-in.

meter, for example, a complete set of moving parts for
a 6-in. meter is used in the 4-in. main case. This in-

creases the flow about 19 per cent because of the de-

creased resistance. The propellers of 3-in., 4-in. and
6-in. meters are interchangeable, the only difference be-

ing in size of openings between vanes.

In order to save the wear on the small meters which
work at relatively higher speeds, and to avoid choking
the flow unnecessarily, the custom is to use a propeller
and cover of larger size than the main casing where
there is departure from the .standard, choking the serv-

ice gate down as may be necessary to keep the dis-

charge within the desirable limit. This limit is set as
not more than 495 gal. per min. for 3-in. meter, 900 gal.

for a 4 in. and 2,025 gal. for a 6 in. meter.
Although standard combinations are used whenever

possible, to meet emergent conditions, a table of correc-
tions has been prepared by means of which the actual

amount of water delivered can be determined from the
record made with any combination of gear train and
propeller. For example if a 4-in. cover containing gear
train and register was placed on a main case containing
a 3-in. cage and propeller, the registration would be 154
per cent of true reading. The various combinations give
corrections ranging from 30 to 331 per cent.

The plan of using comparatively expensive meters
on an irrigation system has worked out to the entire

satisfaction of city officials. It prevents the diversion
of any water except when it is being charged to the con-
sumer, because the valves are left locked. The aqueduct
water carried practically no sediment after passing
through the several resen-'-'irs and there has been but
little damage or abnormal ,/ear on the meters from any
cause

Important Changes in Mechanism

Some minor but nevertheless important changes in

the mechanism of the meter have been made to make
it more suitable for interchangeable use and to prolong
its life under rather severe conditions of service. Some
of these are as follows : The bronze propellor cage was

,machined to taper, leaving only a narrow ring at the
base to serve as a cut off in the main case bearing. This
eliminated the sticking experienced at first and greatly

facilitated the removal of propeller cages. The agate
bearing at the base of the propeller shaft was made as

an adjustable agate sphere lj that when it had worn on
one surface it could be moved to another. At the same
time a thumb screw was put in so the height of this

bearing could be adjusted to compensate for wear that

reduced the length of the propeller shaft. The pitch of
the vanes in the 2-in. propellers was reduced and the
change gears adjusted to suit. The decreased speed re-

sulting from this change accomplished the double pur-
pose of reducing the choking effect in the meter and
lessening the wear. The lower side of the gasket, which
goes between casing and cover, is always given a coat

of graphite before the joint is made. This prevents the
gasket from sticking to the casing and has materially
prolonged the average life of gaskets.

William Mulholland is chief engineer of the Los
Angeles Bureau of Water Works and Supply. Roderick
MacKay is superintendent of irrigations and George
Read has charge of the city's meter department.

Volume of Salt in Ocean
The volume of the salt in the ocean, according to the

U. S. Geological Survey, is enough to cover the entire

surface of the United States to a depth of 8,500 ft.
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A Study of the Venturi Flume as a Measuring
Device in Open Channels

Experimental Work at the Cornell Hydraulic Laboratory To Obtain Data for More Rational Design of

Venturi Flumes—Loss of Head in Venturi Flume Much Less Than in Weir of Same Capacity Range

By p. S. Wilson and

Engineering Department
National Aniline & Chemical Co., Inc.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

C. A. Wright
Junior .4ssiPtant Engineer

New York Water Power Investigation
NeiV York City

EXPERIMENTAL work on the Venturi flume per-

formed by the writers at the hydraulic laboratory

of the College of Civil Engineering, Cornell University,

indicates that, if properly designed, this device should

prove to be of as great value in open channels as is

its forerunner, the Venturi meter, in a pipe. It will

combine, under field conditions, accuracy at least equal

to that of any other open-channel measuring apparatus,

together with reliability and small loss of head in the

channel. The discharge coefficient in the case of the

flume is, however, subject to variations due to the

exposed surface, which must be taken careful account of

in the design and operation of the instrument.

A Venturi flume consists, fundamentally, of a con-

traction in the channel having a form roughly similar to

a longitudinal section of a Venturi meter. Its trans-

verse section may be rectangular, trapezoidal, triangu-

lar, or any other shape. To find the quantity of water

flowing in such a device the surface elevation is deter-

mined at two points, one up stream from the apparatus

and the other in the throat or narrow portion. These

elevations are usually determined by means of float

gages in separate stilling wells connected to the channel

by suitable piping. The difference between the two

surface elevations so indicated gives the fall in potential

head, most of which has been transformed into velocity

head as the stream passes into the narrow throat. From^

the two elevations the depth, and consequently the cross-

sectional areas, at both points are obtainable. With

these data and the use of an experimental coefficient,

whose value as in the Venturi meter is near unity, the

discharge is computed. The Venturi flume has been

demonstrated to be a means for measuring water with

an accuracy about equal to that of the ordinary weir

in practice.

So far as the writers are aware, this device was first

mentioned in an article in Engineering-News, Aug. 10,

1916, p. 271. It was presented in more detail by V. M.

Cone in the Journal of Agricultural Research, April 23,

1917. A paper in the Proceedings of the Ameiican So-

ciety of Civil Engineers, Oct.-Nov.-Dec, 1919, by E. W.
Lane, treats some phases of the flow of water through

Venturi flumes. The Division of Irrigation Investiga-

tions, Bureau of Public Roads, U. S. Department of

Agiiculture, has also been directing considerable experi-

mental work on this device at Fort Colline, Colo., and

at Cornell University,

The Venturi flume would probably have a greater

first cost than some other devices—a weir, for instance

—and an indicating or recording device for It, if direct

discharge readings rather than only gage heights were

desired, might involve some complications, but in certain

respects the Venturi flume has considerable in its favor.

It requires very little loss of head to pass water through

it, and it is very unlikely to become inaccurate or inoper-

ative by the deposition of silt or floating matter, since,

due to the comparatively high throat velocity, any sus-

pended material carried into it will also be carried out.

For the latter reason it may very possibly be used suc-

cessfully for the measurement of the flow of sewage or

similar liquids.

The experimental work of the writers was done with
the object of obtaining information upon which to base

a more rational dssign of Venturi flumes so that more
definite coefficients might apply end so that geometrically

similar flumes might be built with greater confidence in

their performance.

Two different designs of rectangular Venturi flumes

were experimented upon by the authors. Each flume

A

yM/£S FIOATWELLS
Plan

FIG. 1. PLAN AND SECTION OF CANAL AND VENTURI
FLUME

had a throat width of 8 in., equal to one-third the width

of the channel, and each converged in a distance of three

throat widths and diverged in a distance of ten throat

widths. The first of these Venturi flumes had a length

of throat equal to three throat widths, or 24 in., and
the second, a throat length of one throat width, or 8 in.

No curved surfaces were employed. The flumes (Figs. 1

and 2) were built up of tongued and grooved dressed

cypress with the grain horizontal, the walls of the flume

being 30 in. high. At the junction of the wooden flume

walls and the concrete channel, at both ends and along

the floor, the joint was carefully caulked so that prac-

tically no water circulated in the dead space behind the

flume walls. All joints, screw heads, and other irregu-

larities were filled with putty to form smooth plane

surfaces.

The canal in which the flumes were installed is located

in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the College of Civil Enr

gineering of Cornell University. It is a reinforced^

concrete channel, rectangular in section, 2 ft. wide by

4 ft. deep, and about 30 ft. long. It is supplied with
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FIG. 2. VIEW OF FLUME LOOKING UP STREAM
About 6 sec. -ft. flowing at depth of 2 ft.

fresh water from Fall Creek through a 10-in. pipe line

under about 40-ft. head. A gate valve at the entrance

to the canal controls the flow. In order to introduce the

water to devices installed further down stream in the

canal with as little entrance turbulence as possible, the

lO-in. line terminates in a diverging sheet-iron draft

tube which helps reduce the entrance velocity. There

ere also two sets of horizontal baffles and a floating raft.

Discharge measurements were made volumetrically

by means of a 400-cu.ft. measuring tank equipped with

a diverter by means of which the discharge from the

flume could be instantaneously switched from the tank

to waste, and vice versa. The volume of water in the

tank was determined by means of a carefully calibrated

float gage which could be read to tenths of cubic feet.

For timing the runs both observed clock time and a

two-pen ribbon chronograph, connected to a seconds

pendulum, were used.

Every 2 ft. along the canal a pair of opposite, 1-in.

pipe openings had been built into the concrete. These
entered the sides of the canal normally and horizontally,

with inverts level with the floor. The flumes were so

placed in the canal that one pair of these openings (taps

No. 2 on Fig. 1) came just at the beginning of the con-

vergence. This pair of taps, and the pair 2 ft. further

up stream were connected to the gage used for measur-
ing the up-stream head. This arrangemient caused taps

No. 8, which were used for the down-stream connections,

to be approximately 1 ft. 4 in. below the end of the diver-

gence in the case of the 8 x 24-in. throat, and approxi-

mately 2 ft. 8 in. for the 8 x 8-in. throat. With the

8 X 24-in. throat, two pairs of gage connections were
made to the throat, one pair at a distance of 10 § in.

down stream from the beginning of the throat, the other
pair 16 in., or two-thirds of the throat iength, down
stream in the throat. The latter pair of connections was
used exclusively because a greater Venturi difference

(drop in potential head) was thereby shown, and at that

time this was thought to be the chief consideration. The
8 X 8-in. throat had but one pair of gage connections,

placed 5h in. (two-thirds of the throat length) dovm
stream in the throat. These connections consisted, in

both throats, of i-in. iron pipe leading to the nearest

pair of taps in the concrete. The pipes entered the

throat in a direction normal to the throat walls, ended
flush, and with edges slightly rounded. Outside of the

canal the two taps of each pair used were symmetrically

connected, by means of u-in. iron pipe fittings, to a tee

at a point beneath the center of the canal, from which
point i-in. rubber hose led to the gages. In the case of

the throat connections valves were placed (Fig. 1) so

that either side alone, or both together, could be con-

nected to the gage. The gages consisted of 6-in. iron

pipes with cylindrical copper floats provided with radial

fins to prevent capillary effects. One-fourth-inch brass

rods extended up from the floats and carried pointers

which were guided on brass scales. The scales were

graduated to hundredths of feet and readings were

estimated to thousandths of feet.

SUMMARY OF ORIGINAL DATA, ARRANGED BY SETS

Each set is the average of from two to four independent runs. Sets 68 to 126.

for the 8x8-in. throat, sho"- effect of surface disturbance. Column headings un-

explained in text.

8 X 24-In. Throat

^rt
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SUMMARY OF ORIGINAL DATA. ARRANGED BY SETS SUMMARY OF ORIGINAL DATA, ARRANGED BY SETS

Each set is the average of from two to four independent runs. Sets 08 to ICC. , ^f^^ ^''l
'.« ^"jo avcrrtKP of fro.n two to four independent runs. Sets 68 to 126,

ior the SxS-h, throat sW effect of surface disturbance. Column headings are f'^""

i";J'i^e^J'f„'";,^\^''"''^'

'''°^' ""''''^ "' '"''''•"' disturbance. Column headmgs are

oxplai.ted in text.
'^ i ex . „„,_,,

8 X 8-In. Throat 8 x 8-In. Throat

Set Q di h h, Cf Set Q di h h, 0/

1 0.333 370 029 00^ 0.9C9
{gj

848 1500 011 0.950

2 0.333 413 022 003 0.972 09 092 503 016 .013

3 0.334 465 017 003 970 « 280 501 022 .025

4 0.332 540 012 002 979 ' 491 508 029 .037

5 333 0a09 009 001 1004 2 1724 499 035 .105

6 332 788 005 -0 001 1029 ] 2 01 499 053 .059

7 500 416 005 012 952
\\\

2 27 .499 075 .022

8 0^8 458 047 008 954 5 2 52 499 099 .006

9 499 49b 038 OOS 954 ^ 409 000 004 .123

10 500 559 027 003 982 7 55« 005 009 1.028

M 499 640 019 001 1001 8 723 000 017 0.977

12 499 727 013 001 1054 '^ 878 002 025 0,987

13 498 782 012 001 1019 20 056 000 037 996

14 0.500 930 008 000 1047 21 222 00 050 1.002

15 508 1306 005 001 9c2 22 396 001 071 985

6 0.501 I 294 004 OCO 1 0.4 23 633 004 02 995

17 795 517 169 047 9c4 24 1829 000 155 0.968

18 790 532 134 019 940 25 2 04 005 233 972

19 790 569 090 011 950 '2^* 2 13 1001 0.296 98/

20 792 0.629 0j2 008 971

21 793 0.715 042 005 994

11 III* m\ g8?5 Hm 989 In order to vary the depth of water in the flume under
24 795 1.^68 014 00^ I 015 conditions of fixed discharge, and to iavoid the unequal

26 803 1 560 007 001 1 084 velocitv distribution which would have been caused by
27 793 I 700 005 000 1 152 : . j • i. ui 4. r i.-

28 1.305 720 220 154 978 an Ordinary gate or weir, an adjustable system of verti-
^'

} 3^3 818 n3 0I3 970 cal pickcts was arranged downstream in the canal by30
31

j 50J
o^^9 0^9 009 983 j^g^ns of which the water could be backed up to the

33 i.'3ii 1331 030 002 1019 desired extent.
34 I 307 1 655 018 001 I 039

35 1.312 2 038 012 002 1 039 In the Operation of the flume a "run" consisted of a

37 2^19 1 008 293 310 I 004 single tank measurement of the discharge, preceded and

|§ l]l \%l l]^jl 025 0983 followed by a reading of each gage. Depending upon the
*o 2.j8 I 2u0 n2 0^0 I 000 steadiness of the gages, usually three, and sometimes
42 2! 18 1809 038 —0 002 1 112 more, runs wcre made for each condition of flow and the
43 2.18 2.016 025 —0 003 1.211 '

44 2^18 2 237 017 —0 004 K320 results avcragcd to make what were termed "sets.
45 " "'*'

333 f 33^ 404 ~o.5\i U007 Thesc values Were used in plotting the curves. The runs

*l II] \l^l nil mi nil varied in length from i to 3 min., being never under
49 3:30 1778 0129 o;oi4 0986 1 ^in. unlcss limited by the capacity of the tank. In

51 3:31 2 427 050 002
1

' 098 runs of over 1 min. the chronograph was not generally
52 4.52 1.617 495 723 1 030 , .1. 1 i ..• ^ j 4. v «j • 4.1

,3 4 52 1 635 467 302 1 016 uscd, as the clock time was found to be sumciently
M 4.52 1.734 362 168 979 „„^„_„fo
iS 4.52 1 948 237 0.069 9C7 accuraie.
56

J
52 2 207 159 0025 981 The Coefficient referred to prcviously, and which was

58 5^83 I 882 0581 980 1 062 used in all Computations, is the corrective multiplier
59 5.83 1.906 554 411 1 046 ,.,.,. . • -1 -tr i. • i. •

60 5.87 2 038 424 233 1 002 which it IS ncccssary to use, as in the Venturi meter in

62 5 87 2427 235 082 985 a pipe, in Order to obtain the actual discharge from that

g l^^ i%\ nil ll\\ \ll\ computed from the gage readings. It is found from the

65 6:99 2.418 378 207 998 equation derived below. The notation used is as foUows

:

06 o . oy Z.J7J UolU 1. 60 l.UVo
67 8.67^ 2.419 772^ 0.636 1085

rf^ = Up-stream depth, the depth at the up-stream

69 1.215 2^426 006 1138 gage Openings.
70 1.413 2.428 007 1082 , „, , , ,, \, , ., ^ ,, ., .

71 1.696 2.431 012 1.124 d, = Throat depth, the depth at the throat gage
72 1.940 2.427 010 I 411 ' .

73 2.17 2 429 007 1800 Openings.

]\ Ifi I tit 019^ 1:398 ^3 = Down-stream depth, the depth at the down-

55 ^ ?^ mi l°oll \]ll
stream gage openings.

78 3:39 2419 047 i:i6i h = Venturi diflference, the loss of potential head

80 K023 2 202 005 U157 Or drop in surface elevation of the water

82 1 428 2 I99 o?i 1092 between the up-stream and throat gage
83 1.667 2 201 015 1.09? nTiPTiino-<?
84 1.916 2 200 013 1350 Openings.
85 2.15 2 203 014 1.459
86 2.39 2 199 020 1.361
87 2.62 2 204 029 1 244 drop in surface elevation of the water be-
88 2.84 2 203 041 1.141 .. ., , , j .

89 0.922 2.003 005 1.146 twcen the up-stream and down-stream gage
90 1.122 2 004 007 1.178 „v^^v,,•v,„<,
91 1.329 2.001 010 1.171 Openings.

93 {;82? 1 997 017 1 234 w, — Width of channel at the up-stream gage open-
94 2!06 2003 021 U262 in(y<?
95 2.29 1999 026 1258

i"6''-

96 2.51 2 000 038 1149 w, = Throat width at the throat gage Openings.
97 2.75 1 998 052 1 091 ' ,

fe c f o

98 0.814 1.805 004 1252 F, = d, W,
99 0.988 1.805 007 1 149
100 1.177 1.806 010 1 148

= Total potential head lost through the flume, the

F, = d, w.

1 02 1:666 1:500 0:021 1135 t', = Average velocity at the up-stream gage opcn-
103 1.907 1.802 0.0''8

1 129 incs in ft Tier SPC
104 2.15 1.799 039 1083 iHfeb in IL. per bCU
105 2.37^ 1.798 049 1074 t)^ = Average vclocity at the throat gage Openings In

107 0:733 1497 0008 0963 ft. per sec.

— Qa =^ Actual discharge through the flume in sec.-ft.
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The actual loss of head involved in the use of the

Venturi flume occurs chiefly during the reconversion of

velocity to potential head in the diverging portion of

the flume, and is, of course, greater than in the pipe

Venturi meter, due to the disturbances incident to an

exposed surface. With a constant up-stream depth the

loss of head increases as the discharge increases, and

with a constant discharge it decreases as the up-stream

depth increases. With a given discharge the Venturi

difference increases as the backwater and depth are

decreased until a more or less definite point of free

discharge is reached, beyond which point the conditions

in the throat and up-stream from the flume are no longer

changed by a removal of backwater, the loss of head

alone being increased. The value of h, under these

conditions, is at its maximum for the given discharge,
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FIG. 5. IRREGULAR VARIATION IN IXL»ICATED VENTURI
DIFFERENCE DUE TO SUPERIM?>OSED WAVE
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and thus no useful purpose is served by exceeding the

loss of head occurring when that point is reached, unless

it is desired to use the flume as a kind of orifice. In

Fig. 6 is shown a curve for each of the two flumes

experimented upon which gives the loss of head occur-

ring at the point of maximum Venturi difference for each

discharge. The value of the loss of head thus shown
for any particular discharge represents the loss of head

necessary to discharge that quantity of water through

the flume with the maximum possible value of }i and the

minimum possible up-stream depth, rf,. This value of h^

(loss of head) may be decreased, and still discharge the

same quantity of water, by increasing the depth, inci-

dentally decreasing the Venturi difference. In order to

determine the minimum possible value of d^ for a given

discharge, the rating curves, discussed later, should be

used. If it is desired to exceed the discharge thus de-

termined for any particular up-stream depth the throat

width must be increased. It is seen that with an 8-in.

throat width the maximum necessary loss of head in

tenths of feet is numerically about equal to the discharge

in cubic feet per second.

In the already mentioned Cornell University work
under the Irrigation Investigations Division, Bureau of

Public Roads, U. S. Department of Agriculture, all of

the Venturi flumes used were built with an angle of

divergence equal to the writers' angle of convergence,

1 : 3, and in these flumes a phenomenon was observed

very similar to that described by Mr. Lane for channel

contractions (p. 77.3 in the Proceedings referred to

above), namely, a swinging of the main thread of the

stream to one side of the channel or the other in pass-

ing through the throat. This was found to cause a

pronounced difference in the reading of the throat gage

when connected to the opening on but one side of the

throat or the other and indicated the advisability of

having each gage connected to two opposite openings

in the channel. Accordingly, as previously mentioned,

this was done in the flumes experimented upon by the

writers, and in order to verify the necessity for such

procedure a number of gage readings were taken under

different conditions, with the throat gage connected to

each of the two sides separately and also both together.

It was found that, especially with high velocities of

flow, there was a difference between the readings when
connected to the one side or to the other. In the small

0.6
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I
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loT-ted at any point convenient, down to the actual point

of beginning of the convergence. Practice in this re-

gard, however, should conform to that followed in the

flume, the calibration for which is used. Of course, in

no case should the distance up-stream be great enough

to involve appreciable loss of head by friction in the

channel.

The conclusions arrived at by the writers may be

stated briefly as follows:

1. The coefficient of the Venturi flume for any par-

ticular condition of flow within rather wide limits is a

fixed determinable quantity about unity. With the

flumes experimented upon, however, the value of the

coefficient varied over a range of possibly 10 per cent

with varied conditions of flow, most of this variation

being apparently due to surface phenomena, waves, etc.,

the effect of which could be controlled by the design of

the flume so as to obtain a more definite coeflScient.

2. The maximum loss of head necessary in the use of

the Venturi flume is very small compared to that lost

with other measuring devices under similar conditions.

A weir with the same range of capacity would probably

involve at least five or six times as much loss of head.

3. The necessity for connecting each of the gage
wells to a pair of opposite gage openings in the channel

was verified.

4. The exact location of the up-stream gage openings

was found to be immaterial as long as they were placed

up stream from, and fairly close to, the beginning of the

convergence.

The determination of the discharge of the Venturi
flume, from the readings of the up-stream and the throat

gages, is slightly more involved than in the case of the

Venturi meter in a pipe, since, besides the Venturi
difference, the depth must also be taken into account.

For this reason an automatic recording device, such as

commonly used with the Venturi meter, while undoubt-
edly practical, would probably be more complicated.

For obtaining the discharge from the gage readings

without recourse to the formula, rating curves were
constructed from the flumes experimented upon. These
were plotted on logarithmically ruled paper with up-

stream depths as ordinates and Venturi differences ab-

scissas. Interpolation may be made between the curves

of constant discharge on this plotting. The form of

these rating curves was suggested to the writers by
Prof. E. W. Schoder, of Cornell University. A table,

such as the one presented by Mr. Cone in the article al-

ready mentioned, may also be constructed giving dis-

charges for various values of depth and Venturi

difference.

The writers wish to acknowledge their indebtedness

to Prof. E. W. Schoder, in charge of the Hydraulic

Laboratory at Cornell, for his suggestions and advice.

Vitrified Brick Production

With the removal of Government restrictions on road
building the output of vitrified brick or block in 1919
increased to 485439,000, 20 per cent higher than the

1918 output, though below the normal, having been little

more than half the average reached during the preced-

ing ten years. The estimated average price per thou-

sand in 1919, -23.11, was the highest ever recorded, says

a recent press bulletin published by the U. S. Geological

Survey.

Sewerage and Water Improvements
at Decatur, Illinois

Contracts for Intercepting Sewers and Storage Dam
To Clean and Regulate Sangamon River

—

Sewage Treatment Proposed

AFTER fcix years of investigation and a series of

/l. sewage-treatment experiments the first two of

several large contracts for intercepting sewers and
sewage treatment have been let by the Sanitary Dis-

trict of Decatur, 111., and work has actually started. At
the same time the City of Decatur has entered into a

cost-plus contract for the construction of a storage

dam for additional water supply which is also related

to the sewage disposal problem. These improvements
for cleaning and regulating the flow of the Sangamon
River are estimated to cost over $2,000,000.

Decatur has population of about 50,000, Its sewage
flow is about 5,500,000 gal. per 24 hours. Included in

this is about 1,250,000 gal. of strong industrial sewage
from a starch factory, exclusive of condenser water.

There is also included the sewage and wastes from a

creamery, packing house and gas-works. The city

sewage, without the industrial sewage, has a biological

oxygen consumed value of 171 p.p.m., which is increased

by the industrial sewage to about 400 p.p.m. The
minimum required volume of diluting water for the

latter figure is about 40. Sewage treatment is required

because during three or four months in the summer
the entire flow of the Sangamon River is used for the

water supply of the city and is subsequently turned back

into the stream as sewage. This creates an open sewer

passing by the city and continuing in a lessening degree

for twenty miles below.

Even with the use of the whole dry-weather flow the

river is insufficient for the water supply needs of the

city and consequently a large storage dam is under
construction. This will afford water for sewage di-

lution also.

Sewage-Treatment Experiments

A number of special tests of sewage-treatment proc-

esses have been made. A testing station comprising

an Imhoff tank and sprinkling filter with appurtenances

was built in 1914 and operated during 1914, 1915 and

1917. During 1917 small-scale tests were made cf t\e

activated-sludge process on the mixed sewage, and in

1919 a testing station was built and operated to try

the activated-sludge process on the crude starch works

sewage. It was found that the activate'^ -sludge process

is applicable to the mixture of city and starch-works

sewage, but not to the starch-works sewage alone. The
tests also showed that Imhoff tanks removed 50 to 60

per cent of the suspended solids from the mixed sewage,

and that sprinkling filters operating with settled sewaje

at a maximum rale of 1,000,000 gal. per acre par 24

hours would produce a 90 per cent stable effluent. A
decision has not yet been made as to the type of treat-

ment that will be adopted.

In the meantime two of the three contracts for

intercepting sewers are under way. The first contract

(let in October, 1919) is for 35,000 cu.yd. of earth

embankment at 65c. per cu.yd. The second is for about

7,000 ft. of 5- and 6-ft. sewer in open cut and tunnel

(let in April, 1920) for $285,000 the principal bid

unit prices being as follows:
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6 ft. sower, open cut, per liii.ft

Tunnel, per lin.ft

3-ff , sewer open rut, per lin.ft

Tunnel, per lin.ft

Standanl nmnholes, eneli

KeinforeinK steel, per lb

Kartb embankment, per eu yd

$33 00
45.25
22.10
40 25
200 00

06
1 00

The intercepting sewer starts at the main city sewer

farthest upstream, parallels the river, intercepts four

existing main sewers and extends about 14.000 ft. to

the sewage-works site, where the elevation of the

sewer invert is about 19 ft., about the normal water

level in the river, so that interference by floods and

pumping to the treatment plant are avoided. The first

half of the sewer is G ft. in diameter, designed to

carry some storm sewage to an overflow located below

the built-up portion of the city. The remaining portion

is to be 5 ft. in diameter, designed to carry three times

the estimated 1960 dry weather sewage flow. Special

interceptors have been designed at the various main

sewers. The sewers will be partly of segmental bloc!-;

and partly of concrete. The sewerage work is being

carried out by the Decatur Sanitary District under the

general direction of Pearse, Greeley and Hansen, con-

sulting engineers, with P. T. Hicks, district engineer,

in direct charge.

Water-Supply and River Regulating Dam

To provide an ample water supply for the rapidly

increasing domestic and industrial needs of the city

a storage dam is under construction. The dam con-

sists of a 500-ft. concrete spillway section 28>. ft. high

above the river bed, flanked by 1,100 ft. of earth

embankment, the top of the latter rising 13 ft. above the

spillway crest. A moveable crest of special design is

included, by which an additional 2 ft. of storage can

be secured, giving a total storage capacity of about

9,000,000,000 gal. and an estimated dry-weather yield

of about 40,000,000 gal. per 24 hours. This will provide

some additional water during the next few years for

flushing out the river during dry-weather periods, thus

assisting the sewerage program. The 13 ft. of free

board between the crest and embankment levels will

pass, with an ample margin of safety, the maximum
flood of record in 1913, which was 21,500 sec.-ft. equiv-

alent to 25 sec.-ft. per square mile on a tributary area

of 862 sq.mi.

Borings at the site of the dam show a reddish brown

clay for the first 10 ft., and then alternately layers

of fine and coarse sand with pockets of gravel and

clay. At a depth of 30 to 45 ft. is a layer of sand and

clay 8 ft. thick, dipping slightly from south to north,

and below this depth more sand.

To prevent disintegrating percolation the design pro-

vides a sheet piling cut off under the entire length of

the dam, varying in depth below the dam up to a
maximum of 30 ft. The spillway section has a heavy
concrete apron extending 32 ft. downstream and a clay

apron extending 40 ft. upstream. The earth section

will be tied into the sheet piling with clay puddle.

Bearing piles will be driven under the spillway section

on 3.^ ft. centers, with pressures limited to 1^ tons

per sq.ft. Two 9 x 14-ft. flood gates are provided with
all the necessary footings for two hydro-electric units.

The dam, exclusive of land and the cost of relocating

bridges and highways, is estimated to cost $800,000. A
cost-plus contract has been let which fixes a maximum
price of $975,000 and a base price of $700,000, both
computed on the engineers' estimate of quantities. If

the actual cost of the work is $700,000 the contractor

will receive a fee of 10 per cent plus $20,000 for his

plant, or the total of $90,000. If the cost exceeds $700,-

000 the fee of 10 per cent is reduced by 20 per cent

of the over-run, down to a minimum of $35,000. If

the cost is less than $700,000 the contractor's fee of

ten per cent will be increased by 20 per cent of the

under-run. The payment of $20,000 for plant is made
in either case and the contractor agrees that the total

cost to the city, under the engineers' estimate of quan-

tities, will not exceed $975,000. If these quantities

change the engineer will base prices accordingly.

The contractors for the dam are L. N. Cope & Son
of Decatur, and the work is under the direction of

Pearse, Greeley and Hansen, consulting engineers, with
F. Albert Holmes as resident engineer. W. J. Collins is

city engineer.

Design Elements of Various Imhoff Tanks
COMPARISONS of elements used in the design of

Imhoff tanks at different places in the country indi-

cate a wide diversity of opinion as to several factors.

The following table is taken from a report by Pearse &
Greeley, consulting engineers, Chicago, on the sewage
problem of Decatur, 111. (See preceding article.)

The populations for which the tanks were designed
range from 10,000 at one of the Rochester plants to

300,000 at Philadelphia. The range in settling periods

allowed is from 1.33 hours at the larger Rochester plant

to 3 gal. at several places. The greatest liquid depth is

35 ft. at the smaller Rochester works and the smallest is

13.5 ft. in tank finally built at Schenectady. Sludge

storage capacity provision ranges from 0.43 ft. at

Dallas to the larger Rochester plant.

SEWAGE TREATMENT ELEMENTS OF IMHOFF TANKS IN CITIES OF OVER 25.000 POPULATION
Gas Vent

Population in Settling Sludge Storage Area,
Thousands Period Hours Total Cu. Ft. per Capita per Cent

Connected Basis Basis Liquid Connected Basis Total
to of Present of Depth to of Tank

City Sewers Design Flow Design Ft. In. Sewer Design Surface iiewerag"

Fitchburg H) 37 55 68 3 25—2 J. 94 1.3 15 Comb.
Albany 101 150 3 27—2i 1.41 4.2 Comb
Schenectady (o) 120 ... 21—4^ .... 0.71 Sep.

(6) 65 120 3.18 ... 13—5 .... 0.75 .... Sep.

(c) 105 2.3 ... 0.66 .... .. Sep.

Rochester (d) 240 200 107 1.33 34—4 2.65 3.18 26.8 Comb,
(e) 5 10 3.67 2 to 1 .

2

35—0 3.6 1.8 10.1 Sep.

Dallas 120 135 3.0 .... 0.43 12.5 Sep.

Columbus 220 250 3 1 2.46max. 25—8 I 62 1.25 9.0 Comb.

Akron 150 .... 2.0 23—9 .... 0.75 4.6 Sep.

Atlanta (/) 52 .... 3,0 24—9 .... 1.73 4.8 Sep.

Philadelphia 300 .. 3.0 27—0 .... 1.78 6.2 . ^
Decatur (y) 43 60 ... 2.0 22—3', .... 1.24 20.0 Comb

(1) In 1918—(a) Original design. (6) Final design as built, (c) On basis of population 105,000 served and flow of 8,000,000 gal, per 24 hours, (<f) Irondequoit.

e) Brighton. (/) Peachtree Creek, (g) Basis tised for estimates.

i
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Economies in Pumping Station Operation at St. Louis

A Review of Coal Saving Efforts and Results in the Past Five Years—Boiler Efficiencies Increased bv

Changes in Grate Settings and Baffles—Pump Duties Raised by Using Superheated Steam

Abstract of a paper by L. A. Day, Engintur-in-ihargc, Operating
Section, Water Division, St. Louis, Mo. Head before the American
Water Works Association, June, 1920.

OWING to the rapid increase in the cost of coal it

became imperative on the part of the mechanical

engineers of the St. Louis Water Department to make

a thorough investigation of the heat losses existing in

our respective pumping plants with a view to reducing

the losses to the lowest possible minimum. When it is

considered that the coal makes up probably 40 per cent

of the total pumping cost and that in the average pump-

ing plants throughout the country not more than 10 per

cent of the heat value in coal is utilized, it is easy to

see that the more economical use of coal is highly prof-

itable. The object of this paper is to present an ac-

count of the pumping station economies effected at St.

Louis during the past five years.

According to our experience, the chain-grate type

6-ft. 5-in. long. The original arch was set according

to the design of the stoker contractor. The boilers were

arranged with horizontal baffles, the lower baffle being

placed on the second row of tubes. The average boiler

efficiency under operating conditions with this setting

was approximately 58 per cent and it was difficult to

obtain an overload of 25 per cent.

Investigations were started with a view of increas-

ing the boiler efficiency and capacity. We have found

that a stoker arch to function properly should be set

high enough over the grate to allow the volatile gases

to be distilled off without being crowded under the arch

;

also the shape of the arch should be such as to allow

the heat from the bridge wall to be focused on the coal

as it enters the furnace ; this is necessary to start com-

Old Setting at Chain of Rocks New Setting- at Chain of Rocks NVw Hoil.rs at Baden Station

yiOS. 1. TO n. BOILER SETTINGS AT PUMPINO STATIONS OF WATEK-WOKKS O]' ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

of stoker is best suited for burning the low grade

clinkering coals, such as are found in the Illinois coal

fields within a radius of 25 miles from St. Louis. This

type of stoker is capable of meeting any peak load up
to 100 per cent above normal boiler rating. It is simple

in construction, easy to repair, it can be operated under
all load conditions with natural draft, thereby greatly

simplifying the boiler room equipment, and can be

operated efficiently on light loads and overloads. It's

first cost is about half of that of the forced draft un-

derfeed type. A ratio of 1 sq.ft. of grate surface to

48 sq.ft. of boiler heating surface has given the best

results, considering our loads and coals. The coal is

2-in. Southern Illinois screenings having an average

heat value of 10,300 B.t.u., with from 20 to 25 per

cent ash.

In addition to the proper size grate our experience

shows that a properly designed furnace arch, and a

combustion chamber with sufficient volume to allow

complete combustion, will add greatly to the efficiency

and capacity of the boilers.

The first chain-grate stokers we installed were at the

Chain of Rocks plant in 1914. The stokers were placed

under six National water tube boilers, each of 360 hp.,

and two O'Brien water tube boilers, each of 250 hp.

capacity. The boilers were set 7 ft. from the floor, and

the arches were set 11 in. from the grate at the front

and 22 in. from the grate at the rear, the arch being

bustion in as short a time after the coal leaves the feed

gate as possible so that every available foot of grate

surface is utilized for burning coal. By referring to

Fig. 1, which shows the original arch, it will be ap-

parent that from the standpoint of obtaining a large

liberating volume under the arch and an efficient shape

of the roof so as to obtain the maximum benefits of

heat reflection coming from the bridge wall, this arch

did not function properly. It did not permit a concen-

tration of heat at a point where a maximum concen-

tration is desired, namely: at the point of ignition.

These objectionable features have been overcome by

the new design of arch shov^ by Fig. 2.

In this setting, the distance from the floor to the

front water leg remains 7-ft., being determined by the

original setting of the boiler. The arches are .et 12-in.

from the grate at the front end, rise rapidly to a hip.

and are 36 in. high at the rear. The length of the arch

is 61 ft. This arch has a better concentration of heat

rays near the feed gate, the rays being reflected from

the bridge wall, than the one shown by Fig 1, due to

our obtaining a contour which approximates the curve

of a parabola, in which curve all reflected heat rays

would concentrate at the focus.

Comparative tests made before and after the change

in the arch shape showed: With the old type of arch,

on a capacity test run by the stoker contractor, an

evaporation of 15,770 lb. of steam per hour was main-
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tained for 10 hours. With the new style arch an evap-

oration of 17,140 lb. of steam per hour was generated

for five hours. The former represents an overload of

38 per cent while the latter represents an overload of

60 per cent. At the same time the average boiler effi-

ciency was increased from 58 to 63 per cent, or a gain

in efficiency of approximately 9 per cent. After all the

boilers have been equipped with the new arch, it is

estimated that the saving in annual coal cost will

amount to about $5000 at this station.

A similar improvement in capacity and efficiency was
made at the Bissell's Point Station. The boilers here

FIG. i. VIEM^ OF SETTING OF BOILERS AT BADEN
STATION, SHOWING SUPERHEATERS IN

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

are set with the front water leg 64 ft, above the floor

line. The original arches were sprung transversely

across the grate, 9 in. above the grate at the hip, rising

to 18 in. above the grate at the center. Longitudin-

ally, the arch was parallel to the grate. This type of

arch (that is, in respect to the low height above the

grate) was the common practice am.ong chain-grate

stoker builders up to within but a few years past. The
arch was removed and replaced with a new type of flat

arch, which is 12 to 13 in. above the grate at the feed

gate and rises straight, without a hip, to 30 in. above

the grate at the rear end. The length is 7 ft. It was
not possible to construct a hipped arch at this station

because of the limitation of the low setting. However,
a good saving was effected for the reason that prior to

the change in arch design, it was only possible to burn
crushed egg or lump coal at this station, due to the low

arches, v/hich did not effect a proper ignition with the

lower grades of screenings. The new designed arch

has resulted in our being able to burn the lower grades

of screenings successfully, and obtain the same evap-

oration per pound of coal with screenings as with the

crushed egg or lump coals, thereby resulting in a sav-

ing in the price of coal of about 18 per cent. This 18

per cent saving in the price of coal, when applied to

our last year's coal cost at this station, amounts to an

annual saving in coal cost of about $10,000. After all

the boilers at this station were equipped with the new
type arch, the average overall rating of the boiler room
rose from 90 per cent to 115 per cent, even with the use
of a lower grade of coal.

Although we realized, after the new arch was de-
signed, that the setting was not perfect, the boilers

being too low, yet even with the low setting the arch
has given the improvement in capacity and efficiency

mentioned above, permitting one boiler to be taken
off the line.

The experiences outlined led us to adopt, in the in-

stallation of new boilers at the Baden plant, a setting

in which we have embodied a construction which we
believe elimiinates all objectionable features found by
previous experience (Fig. 3). In this setting the arch
is similar to that of the new arch for the Chain of

Rocks Station, the distance at the feed gate above the

grate is 10 in., rising rapidly to a hip, and is 34 in.

above the grate at the rear. The length of the arch

is 7 ft. The height of the front water leg above the

floor is 9 ft., this height providing a larger combustion
chamber than in the previous settings, thereby ob-

taining a more thorough mixing of the gases and oxy-

gen and providing a relatively longer gas travel, all of

which is necessary for the efficient burning of coal at

high rates of combustion. The evaporation at this sta-

tion averages 6^ lb. of water per pound of coal at a

boiler efficiency of 66 per cent, and comparing this per-

formance with that of the other stations, when the old

type of settings prevailed, shows a saving of about

13.8 per cent in coal.

As has been previously stated, the over-all boiler

efficiency of the other two stations is 63 per cent with

the improved arches while that at the Badei. station,

with practically the same style arch as was adopted

at the other stations, shows an over-all boiler effi-

ciency of 66 per cent. This increase of 3 per cent in

eflficiency, or a gain of 4.8 per cent, may be attributed

to the higher boiler setting, namely 9 ft. instead of

7 ft. which prevails at the other two stations. In other

words, by setting the boilers 2 ft. higher at the Baden
station, we show a gain of 4.8 per cent in over-all

boiler efficiency, and this gain when computed on the

annual cost of coal at this station, amounts to $3,000

annually.

An operating over-all boiler efficiency of 66 per cent,

using Southern Illinois screenings of 10,000 b.t.u. per

pound, and meeting a variable daily load, may be con-

sidered as good as can be expected from this type of

boiler room installation.

The cost of rebuilding the arches at the Chain of

Rocks and Bissell's Point stations amounted to about

$300 per arch or a total of $4,200, while the saving in

coal effected by these changes amounts to approximately

$15,000 a year. The entire work of rebuilding the

arches was paid for in 3i months.

The above mentioned gains are principally due to

the improvement in furnace design, but part of the

saving in coal must be credited to improvements made

in our boiler baffling.

Boiler baffling should be so placed as to force the

gases into contact with all parts of the tube bank. In

the older Heine type of settings at our plants, the

lower baffle was made up of box tile on the lower row
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of tubes and the upper baffle was 13 tubes above on the

top row of tubes. The opening' in the lower baffle was
in some car.es as much as 60 in. from the rear water

leg. The path of the gases in this type of boiler was
diagonally upward through the tubes, leaving the rear

water leg and the tube ends near it untouched by the

hottest gases, and leaving a dead triangular pocket at

the bottom of the front water leg.

By eliminating the box tile on the lower row of tubes

and placing a specially designed tile on the third row
of tubes, and also reducing the opening in the lower

baffle from 60 to 42 in., we reduced the flue tempera-

ture from an average of 650° F. to 550° F.

It will be apparent from Fig. 3 that the velocity of

the gases is higher through the tubes, thereby reduc-

ing the insulating effect of the film of idle gas around

the tubes and resulting in a better heat absorption. It

will also be apparent that the bottom rows of tubes are

now exposed to the radiant heat of the flames; thus

by raising the baffle tile onto the third row of tubes,

the gases are crowded into more intimate contact with

the tubes, dead pockets in the passes are destroyed, and

the lower row of tubes, by absorbing the radiant heat

of the flames, tends to lower the temperature of the

surrounding walls of the combustion chamber, which

in turn tends to increase the life of the setting.

When it is remembered that roughly there is a gain

of 1 per cent in boiler efficiency for every 25° F. re-

duction in flue temperature, it will be seen that there

was an approximate gain of 4 per cent in efficiency for

the 100° F. drop just mentioned, a gain effected by

merely placing the boiler baffling in a better location

and at a negligibly small cost.

- Simultaneously with the installation of chain-grate

stokers, superheaters were installed in our boiler set-

tings (Fig. 4). For determining the size of super-

heaters, accurate gas temperatures were taken at the

place where the superheaters were to be located, and
steam, load, and firing conditions noted simultaneously

as an aid to the manufacturer of the superheater ar-

riving at its proper size. In the case of horizontally

baffled boilers, our superheaters are located in the com-

bustion chambers back of the bridge wall. In the

vertically baffled boilers, the superheaters are located

under the shell between the first and second pass. Al-

though the location behind the bridge wall is apparently

a severe location, yet it has been our experience that if

the superheaters are not within the direct path of the

flame they show no effects of the heat and promise a

long life. The advantages of the location in the com-

bustion chambers are a smaller superheater and greater

accessibility.

The \ise of superheated steam at all of our plants has

proven to be one of the greatest factors in increasing

the efficiency of the engine rooms. Superheated steam
in the cylinder of. a steam engine transfers heat to tne

cylinder walls, but instead of condensation occurring on

contact as with saturated steam, the superheat must
first be withdrawn. Superheated steam maintains a

higher cylinder wall temperature and if superheating is

carried far enough, condensation can be delayed until

after cutoff and even until expansion is partly com-
pleted. Also the specific volume of superheated steam
is greater than that of saturated steam and this in-

crease in specific volume, the pressure being constant,

diminishes the weight of steam to the engine, and has
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obtaining the highest duty possible. The Water De-

partment, however, in running the duty tests with

variable degrees of superheat, made no attempt what-

ever to increase the economy of the pumping unit be-

fore the test was run—by increasing the vacuum, re-

packing the plungers, renewing pump valves, inspecting

valves and pistons, etc. In other words, the test was

made on a pump running under every day plant con-

ditions and even with a superheat of on\v 28°, which is

the lowest we could obtain, the pump developed a duty

of 132,000,000 ft.-lb. per pounds of steam, which is a

saving of 11.9 per cent in steam consumption over that

of the original duty test with saturated steam, where

the duty obtained was 118,000,000 ft.-lb. per 1,000 lb. of

steam. This is a very creditable showing for a pump
that has been in service for 25 years.

As previously mentioned we expected a better saving

by the use of superheated steam on our compound low-

service pumping engines than on the high-service triple-

expansion engines, for the I'eason that a compound

pumping engine of the usual cylinder proportions is

not as economical as a triple-expansion pumping engine,

due to a greater heat drop in each cylinder causing a

greater cylinder condensation, and as superheated steam

specifically functions to prevent cylinder condensation,

it follows that its greatest virtue will be manifested

in the less economical engine.

There seems to be, to the vsriter's knowledge, a pre-

vailing impr-ession in a great many water-wo'^ks plants,

that the use of superheated steam, with its consequent

economies, is offset by difficulties with lubrication. This

contention is not borne out by our experience. In

lubricating engines using superheated steam, the only

parts which actually come into continuous contact with

superheated steam are the inlet valves on the high-

pressure cylinder, for all other parts of the engine be-

yond this point, cylinder and piston, are at a mean

temperature lower than the steam temperature enter-

ing, due to the fact that steam with even 100° superheat

becomes saturated by the time the piston travels to the

point of cutoff in the high-pressure cylinder. We found

that our lubricating problems were, therefore, no more

difficult with superheated steam, than with saturated

steam.

We will now consider the comparisons of the per-

formances of steam-turbine-driven centrifugal pumps,

with and without the use of superheated steam. Our
turbine-driven pumps are installed in the same station

with the low-service compound pumping engines pre-

viously referred to. Two of these are of the single-

stage centrifugal type, each of a nominal daily capacity

of 35,000,000 gal They were installed in 1913 and

have been in active service ever since. The test duties

of these pumps at a head of 65 ft. was 100,000,000

ft.-lb. per 1,000 lb. of saturated steam A recent test

run under the same pumping conditions, but with 124

degrees of superheat instead of saturated steam,

showed a duty of 115,000,000 ft.-lb. per 1,000 lb. of

steam, an increase in duty of 15 per cent. Tne physical

condition of the pump may be said to have been the

same during the two tests, for the reason that the unit

had just been overhauled.

On the same turbine -driven centrifugal pump, com-

parative tests were made to determine the difference in

duty, with the same superheat and vacuum, before and

after the pump was overhauled, as just described. The

duty before overhauling was 93,500,000 ft.-lb. per 1,000

lb. of steam and after overhauling was 106,000,000,

showing a saving of 13.3 per cent, due entirely to over-

hauling.

It might be well to mention that the pumps at our

low-service station are subject to abnormal wear due

to their pumping raw river water containing much
sand in suspension.

Commercial Motor Car Production
Shows Large Increase

Seven Eastern States Register 40 Per Cent of

Estimated Vehicles in Use During 1920

—

l'/2 to 3'/2-Ton Units Popular

APPROXIMATELY 370,000 commercial motor
. vehicles will be manufactured in the United States

during 1920, exceeding the 1919 production by approx-

imately 65,000, according to information recently

acquired by the Commercial Vehicle. This figure also

exceeds by approximately 20,000—save those vehicles

operated by the War Department—the total number of

commercial motor cars in operation in the United States

during 1918.

While exact figures are not available on commercial
motor vehicle production in the United States during

the past few years, the Commerce Vehicle has made an

estimate of this production as follows:

1910 9,500
1911 r.ooo
1912., 25,000
1913. 28,000
1914 35000
1915 74,000

1916 98,000
1917 190,000
1918 250,000
1919..... 305,000
1920 370,000

Eliminating trucks exported and those sold to and
operated by the War Department from these production

figures, the estimate is made that during 1918 there

were in domestic use 351,000 commercial motor vehicles.

During 1919 this number v^as increased to 480,000 and

to an estimate of 674,300 during the current year.

Many states reported, on Jan. 1, 1920, enormous
increases in registration of commercial motor vehicles

over the preceding year. Not all the states register

commercial cars independent of passenger cars, so that

co-^parative registration figures between the years 1918

and 1919 are not available. However, the seven eastern

states of Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island, in

registration figures reported as of Jan. 1, 1920, regis-

tered a total of 267,319 commercial motor vehicles or

approximately 40 per cent of all trucks estimated as

in use during this year. No doubt the registration

figures are much higher this year as those seven states

reported an average increase in commercial vehicle

registration during 1919 of 35 per cent over 1918.

Massachusetts reported the highest per cent increase

—

61 per cent—and New Jersey, the lowest—24 per cent.

While no figures are available on the classification of

vehicles registered or produced according to capacity,

Table I indicates the number of truck models announced

by various manufacturers from 1913 to 1920, inclusive,

and for all capacities from those under ^ ton to 7 tons

and over, as well as tractors. The chart would at first

indicate that manufacturers were running to the pro-

duction of units ranging in capacity from 1^ to Sh tons,

but there may be other explanations than this in the

fact that the number of models of l*-ton trucks, for
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TABLE I—NUMBER OF TRUCK MODELS OF VARYING CAPACITIES
MANUFACTURED DURING YEARS LISTED

Capacity—Tons 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920

'.CSS than i 13 15 19 8 3 4 I 1

19 28 31 28 19 13 14 6

i 47 48 44 40 23 26 18 12

1
59 72 68 65 54 64 68 47

15
' 46 50 66 54 45 51 75 90

2 62 62 76 93 70 87 89 73

21 5 10 19 17 29 34 41 62

3 55 48 43 33 20 21 17 12

31
'... 14 14 28 38 48 64 62 67

4' 19 17 15 14 12 11 11 10

5and5i 49 44 45 43 42 52 59 60

6and6J 9 16 18 14 9 10 8 6

7 and over 6 8 12 10 7 9 6 4

Tractors 12 8 16 18 9

Total 403 422 485 469 389 462 487 459

instance, has increased so rapidly within the past few

years. Notwithstanding arguments to the contrary, it

is apparent from the table that models within these

capacity ranges, are popular with manufacturers. How-
ever, there is no decrease in the number of 5- and

5i-ton trucks manufactured, judging by the number of

models reported by manufacturers, and ii is a parent

fact that highway engineers will have to take into fuller

account such heavy units, the frequency of whose
appearance on the public highways can only be deter-

mined by numerous traffic counts.

TABLE II—TRUCK WEIGHTS—CHASSIS AND BODY
Chassis, Body, Total,

Capacity Pounds Pounds Pounds

f-toa 2,400 750 3,150
1-ton 3,000 900 5,900
r.-ton 3,500 1,050 4,550
2-ton 4,500 1,2(50 5,700
3-ton 6.000 1,500 7,500
5-ton 8,000 l,8ff0 9,800
6-ton 8,700 1,900 10,f0Q
7-ton 9,400 2,000 11,400

There are other considerations with which the high-

way engineer is interested besides the increase in truck

production. Among these are truck weights, both

chassis and body, a compilation of which is made in

Table II above.

Highway Construction in Canada
The Canadian Minister for Railways has approved

plans submitted by the Manitoba government for ex-

tensive highway construction under terms of the Do-
minion Highways Act. The expenditure contemplated
will amount to about $3,500,000, and about 4,000 mi. of

roadway will be improved. The highways approved are

those from Winnipeg to Lake Winnipeg; Winnipeg to

Rainy River; Winnipeg to Emerson, at the United
States boundary; Winnipeg to Reston, connecting with
western roads there ; Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie and
Brandon to Elkhorn, and connecting with the Saskatche-

wan system at Russell. There is also a system starting

at the United States boundary and extending through
the Province of Manitoba. Plans have also been ap-

proved for the expenditure of about $40,000,000 im-

proving the highways of Ontario and Quebec. The out-

lay contemplated in Ontario is $22,000,000, of which
the Dominion Government will contribute $6,800,000

and the Province $12,000,000 and the municipalities

$4,400,000. Quebec's projected outlay is $17,390,000, of

which the Dominion will pay $5,000,000 and the Prov-

ince and municipalities the balance. An additional

roadway will be built through the central part of the

Province of Manitoba, extending north and south, with
a series of intermediate trunk and market roads. All

of the provinces are participating in the Federal scheme
of highway improvement, which is calculated to revolu-

tionize public highway transportation in Canada.

—

Commerce Reports.

Railway Water Supply at

Atkins, Iowa
Electric Pumps at River Supply 300,000 Gal. Daily

by 5-Mile Main to Terminal—Test of

Surge in Long Pipe Line

By Fred D, Yeaton
Assistant Eneinecr, Chicago

WATER supply of good quality and ample quantity

was an important factor in the selection of

Atkins, Iowa, as the location for a new engine terminal
on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. This rail-

way water supply system has the unusual features of

a 5.3-miIe force main and duplicate pumping units.

Atkins is on the main line between Chicago and Omaha,
being 104 and 119 miles, respectively, from the adjacent

division points of Savanna, 111., and Perry, Iowa. Water
is obtained from the Cedar River, at a distance of five

miles, as the terminal could not be located closer to the

t
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river on account of the topography and the alignment
and grade of the railroad.

Shallow well water at Atkins is scarce and the deep
well water contains 45 grains of incrusting solids per
gallon, 40 grains being calcium sulphate and magnesium
sulphate which form a hard scale. The river water con-

tains less than ten grains of incrusting solids per

gallon, eight grains of which are calcium and mag-
nesium carbonates that form a soft scale and two grains

are non-incrusting solids. The maximum rise and fall

of the river is 15.2 ft. As the water is somewhat muddy
during high stages, land for settling basins was ob-

tained, but so far it has not been necessary to build

these basins. The maximum demand has been 350,000

gal. per day, but the average is 300,000 gal., divided

approximately as follows: Filling locomotive tenders,

150,000 gal.; washing out and filling locomotive and
stationary boilers, 120,000; cinder pit, 15,000; hotel,

toilets and wash bowls, 12,000; coaling station, 3,000

gal. To provide for future requirements the plant is

designed to handle 750,000 gal. per 24 hours.

From the river, the water flows 824 ft, through an
18-in. pipe to the pumphouse. For cleaning this pipe

there is a manhole 140 ft. from the river, and a 12-in.

branch from the manhole to a small creek provides an
emergency supply if the main intake should become

clogged during high water.

As duplicate pumping units are advisable for loco-

motive terminals where a continuous supply of water is

essential, two triplex pumps are installed, each having a

rated capacity of 622 gal. per min. at 42 r.p.m. and a

maximum safe working pressure of 160 lb They are

operated at about 30 per cent less than the rated speed,

because our experience is that in this way more reliable
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service is obtained. One pump has a 2o-hp. and the

other a 30-hp. motor, current being supplied from the

terminal. Each 10-in. suction pipe has a foot valve,

and on the discharge pipe are air chambers and a 4-in.

relief valve set to release at 125 lb. A telephone line

enables the pumper to keep in touch with the water

requirements and to call for assistance in case of break-

down. Revolution counters keep a record of the pump-

age.

The 12-in. cast-iron delivery main has hub-and-spigot

joints calked with jute and lead. The maximum theo-

retical lift is 180.1 ft., the equivalent pressure being

78.3 lb. Previous to backlilling the pipe line was tested

in 100-ft. lengths by compressed air at 100 lb., leakage

being detected by brushing the joints with a soap solu-

tion. After recalking the joints in one section the

pressure was raised to 109 lb. and left on for 24 hours

with a loss of only 4 lb. Air was used because it was

impossible Lo obtain water for the purpose. A test

after completion indicated that the leakage was less

than 175 gal. per mile of pipe line per 24 hours.

Elow-off branches with 4-in. hose connections and

gate valves are placed in the sags, and air relief valves

at the summits, as shown in Fig. 1. The valves are in

frost-proof manholes, marked by signs on cedar posts

4 ft. high. A 150,000-gal. steel tank is located near the

roundhouse. Three water columns supply the locomo-

tives. Fire hydrants and gate valves are located at

convenient points, the valves controlling the fire main

being marked by tall posts. Charts showing the loca-

tions of the pipe lines, valves, blow-off branches,

hydrants and water columns, together with instructions

for operating the water-supply system, have been framed

and posted at the pumphouse and in the foreman's

office. The instructions read as follows:

Both pumping units must be maintained in first-class

working order and generally operated alternately. The
pumper must notify the roundhouse foreman immediately

in case of trouble and call on him for assistance. Air

valves have been placed at summits and blow-off and gate

valves in the sags of the pipe line. Air valves must be

carefully inspected by the pumper every week. All valves

must be opened and shut slowly. All gate valves must
normally be left open when pumps are in operation. Mud
must not be allowed to accumulate in pipe line. Blow-off

valves must be opened at intervals to determine whether
mud has accumulated. In blowing off, start at blow-off

No. 1. Blow off if oossible when storage tank is full.

One pumper is employed. When it is necessary to

operate at night, he can start a pump and depend on the

night foreman at the terminal to cut off the current
when the tank is filled, the pressure gage indicating the

height of water in the tank. If the pumper fails to stop

the pump when the tank is full, an automatic alarm at

the terminal warns the foreman to cut off the current.

Glass water gages show the pumper the amount of air

or water in the air chambers: pet cocks on the suction

pipes can be opened and air pumped into the chambers.

A test to determine the pressure in the 12-in. pipe

line due to surge is shown in Fig. 2, in the form of

time-pressure curves for the 25-hp. pump. The static

pressure with the storage tank full is 68 lb. and the

working pressure is 74 lb. Maximum and minimum
pressures of 120 and 125 lb. occurred in starting and

stopping the pump, but by stopping suddenly and then

starting before the surge had died down the pressure

reached 135 lb. By starting and stopping the pump

slowly the pressure could be controlled and held within
the limits of 60 and 80 lb. When the valve at a water
column near the terminal was closed suddenly a surge
of 120 lb. pressure occurred at the pumphouse. These
results show that a margin of safety should be allowed
for excess pressures in pipe lines and at pumps.

This water-supply system was built during 1919 at a
cost of about $130,000: Pipe line from pumphouse to

tank, $95,000; distribution pipe, water columns and
storage tank, $12,000; pumphouse, pumps, machinery
and connections, $16,000; pumper's dwelling, $1,000; in-

take, $6,000. Material for the pipe line was furnished
by the railway company and placed by a contractor. The
intake pipe, water columns and pumping machinery
were placed by the company's forces, E. L. Sinclair

l)eing the engineer in charge. The design and construc-

tion of the plant were under the direction of C. F.

Loweth, chief engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Ry.

Practkal Design of Concrete Ca^p

Footings
By H. H. Frenzel

Coring;! ted Bar Co., Inc., Ohinasro, lU.

TWO types of concrete footings are commonly used;

the plain slab footing in which the column rests

directly upon the slab, and the footing in which the

column rests upon a cap which in turn rests upon
the footing slab. Specifications generally read that cap

and footing slab be poured monolithically. The use of

the first type is generally restricted to small footings;

the latter is used on the larger and more im.portant foot-

ings. A variation from these two types is used some-

times in which the footing slab is sloped from the col-

umn or cap to the outer edge of the footing, but while

this type is economical with respect to materials it is
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of the caps and the footing slab varies with the ideas

of different designers.

The concrete in the footings is the major part of the

cost, the cost of the steel being small in comparison.

The footing designed to meet the requirements of diag-

onal tension and shear which contains the smallest

amount of concrete will, almost without exception, be

the most economical. It was found from the design of

a large number of footings that for soil bearing values

of 2,000, 4,000 and 6,000 lb. per square foot the most

economical size of cap was about 0.4 of the size of the

footing slab ; for soil bearing values of 8,000 and 10,000

lb. per square foot the caps should be about 0.5 of the

footing slab.

The depth of the footing slab should be proportioned

for either diagonal tension requireemnts, or for punch-

ing shear at the edge of the cap, depending upon which

gives the larger value, the diagonal tension being taken

at a distance from the edge of the cap equal to the

effective depth of footing slab.

In the design of a footing the required total depth is

generally determined by the punching shear at the

edge of the column, the size of the footing slab is deter-

mined by the soil bearing value. In the accompanying

table are given the proportions which with few excep-

tions will give the raiost economical footing.

Borrow Pit for Levee Forms
Drainage Canal

Combined Protection System for Palo Verde Valley

Will Lower Ground Water Level and
Minimize Levee Saturation

ALEVEE to protect 100,000 acres of low land in the

. Palo Verde Valley, California, from submergence

by the summer flood water of the Colorado River is

being constructed from material taken from a continu-

ous borrow pit on the land side. The function of the

resulting drain is to carry away possible seepage

through or under the levee during flood periods as well

as to lower the general ground water level of the valley

throughout the year. The river has a meander length

of 45 miles along the western side of the valley which
it has blanketed with rich alluvial silt deposits from
recurring flood waters.

The complete levee system consists of 34 miles of

earth levee, all of a standard section of 12 ft. top

width, 3 to 1 slopes on the river side and 2 to 1 slopes

on the land side. The levee is located at least a quarter

of a mile from the channel of the river and from this

minimum up to whatever was required to secure a

satisfactory alignment from the intake of the irrigation

system, at the extreme north end of the valley, to the

extreme south end where the river turns to the west
to meet the mesa. A standard-gage railroad track

will be laid on top of the levee for its full length

providing means for revetting with rock any portion

of the levee that may be endangered by flood waters.

This rock protection is to be given, however, only to

those sections which may be threatened with scour dur-

ing high water.

In decidinc upon the design of the levee it was
concluded to construct the borrow pit so that it would
constitute a continuous drain canal paralleling the levee

on the land side. The canal will furnish a means for

carrying off the ground water, the table of which i.s

high along the line of the levee, thus helping to lower
the entire ground water level of the valley; and it

will carry off the water which would tend to accumulate
near the levee when flood waters stand against its river

side. The levee was considered as a temporary earth
dam which would not withstand high heads of water
for any length of time but which would be fairly safe
for floods which continue for more than two months.
Records in the district show that when flood waters
stand against a levee for more than two months the
water content becomes so high that the levee is in

great danger of a breach. The drain canal constructed
along the Palo Verde levee is expected to prevent
saturation to a certa.in extent since the water table

at the levee can at no time be higher than the level

of the water in the drain canal

Construction and Costs

As water was encountered in all test pits within 5 ft.

of the surface, the specifications for the construction

of the levee require that its outer portions be built

first, filling in the core with the wet material excavated

under water in the borrow pit. This is to provide
a tight levee with a core more compact than could

ordinarily be built with teams and Fresno scrapers.

The specifications also require that a berm 50 ft. wide
be left between the edge of the borrow pit and the
inside toe of the levee slope.

It was found that levee construction of this sort

would have an almost prohibitive cost of 45 to 50c. per
cubic yard at the present price of teams and labor in

the valley. Records of the district show that the work
as constructed by drag-line excavator, which was the

method decided upon, has averaged 20c. per cubic yard.

The work is being done with four drag-line excavat-

ing machines with steel booms varying from 55 to 75
ft. in length, and buckets of 1* to 3-cu.yd. capacity.

These machines operate on the berm and by means of

the long boom the material is excavated from the canal

and put in final position in the levee with one handling.

They are operated by gas engines burning distillate and
carry a crew of four, consisting of operator, engi-

neer, roustabout and a man on the levee to direct the

placing of material. The 3-cu.yd. machines average
(including breakdowns and stop for repairs) 1,100

cu.yd. per shift of nine hours. A length of 27 miles

will be completed this season

The work is being done for the Palo Verde Joint

Levee District of which J. C. Allison is chief engineer

and general manager. The foregoing iniormation was
supplied by Paul N. Entemann, Mr. Allison's associate.

Housing Progress in England

Plans for 242,549 houses had been submitted by var-

ious local authorities to the British Ministry of Health

up to July 31, and of these 228,422 had been approved.

Bids had been received for building 153,282 houses, of

which 135,358 had been approved, while contracts for

81,015 houses had been signed and about 5,800 of the

houses contracted for were under construction or com-

pleted. The total number of housing projects (as con-

trasted with separate houses) submitted to the Ministry

of Health up to July 31 was 10,842, comprising about

72,500 acres of land. The schemes approved totalled

7.434 and involved 52,000 acres.
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Approach Spans Compared with

High Bridge Abutments
Reduction of Scour and Elimination of Retaining

Walls Favors Approach Spans—Costs

in a Wisconsin Case

By M.
Wiscoii;

F. TORKELSON
In llisliway (^(''imiixsiuu, MiidisoiiRVidge Engini

ONE of the most common mistakes in the design of

highway bridges is the tendency to use excessively

high abutments. This mistake, in the writer's opinion,

usually comes about through a desire on the part of an

inexperienced designer to cut the waterway down to a

minimum, believing that by so doing the expense of

construction will be reduced proportionately. In numer-

The principles stated are well illustrated in a case of

highway bridge construction in Douglas County, Wis.,

about ten miles from Superior. Where Pattison

Avenue, the main road south from the city, which has
since become a state trunk highway and which leads to

the falls of the Black River, a scenic spot of unusual
interest, crosses the Nemadji River, there was a light

steel span of 102 fl. length, 16 ft. roadway, on a sub-

structure consisting of steel tubes with steel backing
and steel wings, the wings and backing being supported
by means of r2-in. I-beams driven into the ground as

piles. This span has just been replaced by a new and
stronger bridge (shown at the left in the illustration

herewith), and the old span has been re-erected at a site

one mile up the river, replacing an old wooden structure

known as the Drinkwine bridge. In both cases, pier and

PIER AND APPROACH-SPAX CONSTRUCTION APPLIED TO TWO BRIDGES OVER NEMADJI RIVER
Largt savings over abutment construction were, realized in both cases. The Pattison Ave. biidge, at the left, would have cost

.•$7,0(10 mon- if the approach spans had be(^n reiUaced by retained fill.

o»s instances of this kind short-span bridges on ex- approach span construction was applied at large saving

cessively high abutments have come to grief through one of cost.

or both of two causes: failure of the abutments due to At Pattison Avenue the Nemadji River flows in a

their inability to resist earth pressure, and scouring deep ravine and carries a large amount of drift. This

out of foundations due to restricted waterway. made it necessary to construct a bridge much higher

High retaining walls are practically always objection- above the stream bed than ordinarily would be required,

able, and where possible should be avoided. It can never with the result that abutments, whether of gravity or of

be possible to design rationally to resist earth pressure cantilever type, would have been exceedingly expensive,

because it is practically impossible to foresee just what The design finally adopted consists of a central span of

is going to be placed against the wall. The pressure 100-ft. length, 20-ft. roadway, with reinforced-concrete

exerted by the same material placed under different approach spans of 30-ft. length. The central span and

conditions may vary between wide limits, and when pro- the stream ends of the approaches are supported by

vision is made to resist the most severe conditions (as concrete columns 4 ft. square, set diagonally. These

is the only safe plan) the expense is very great, becom- columns are carried well below stream bed and set on

ing practically prohibitive when walls are high. timber piles. The shore ends of the approaches are set

The Wisconsin Highway Commission's practice in on much smaller concrete columns which are carried

cases where excessively high abutments would be re- down to a depth believed sufficient to insure them

quired, if the minimum-length span were to be built, is agpinst ever being washed out and, likewise, set on

to provide approach spans set on concrete columns. The wooden piling.

earth embankment is allowed to take its natural slope The quantities in the approaches as designed, and the

and protected against washing by heavy riprap. In quantities that would have been required for cantilever

cases where the current of the stream is strong, the abutments of reinforced concrete, are as follows:

approaches are made of sufficient length to keep the
Reinforced-Conorete

fresh fill well out of the main current and especial pre- vpijroaches vs Designed .\butments

cautions in the way of protection are taken. In cases st*^r*' . . : \ : : ;: ; . 2^980 ib*^"*' %ooiib.
where there is little or no current there is no hesitation \Vo„den piles (24 ft) '52

'?^''"VJ'°Juprap. 220 cu.yd. 75 cu.yd.

about allowing the embankment to take its natural slope

in the water and protecting the exposed portions of The net saving in this particular case amounted to

the embankment against such current and wave action about $7,000, or 64 per cent of the total cost of the

as may exist. In this way large economies have been finished bridge. An additional advantage of the design

effected in a number of designs, which also have the ad- adopted is the increased waterway of about 60 ft.

vantage of considerable additional waterway, which is The same general type of substructure was also used

of assistance in cases of extreme floods. at the Drinkwine site for the old Pattison Avenue span,
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but the work was cheapened by pulling the 12-in.

I-beams used in the original Pattison Avenue substruc-

ture and using them as stringers in the approach spans.

The quantities of new material in this substructure are

only 1.10 cu.yd. of concrete, 5,930 lb. steel reinforce-

ment, 52 piles and 43 cu.yd. riprap.

The work was done in 1919 by contract. The cost of

the Pattison Avenue bridge to the county was $10,998,

and the cost of the Drinkwine bridge $5,500. Both struc-

tures are giving excellent satisfaction.

Cloudburst in Toledo Floats

Pavement Away
Greatest Intensity Recorded Since Weather Bureau

Established—Wood Blocks Replaced on

Asphalt Binder as Cushion

AN UNPRECEDENTED downpour in Toledo Aug. 16

J~\ damaged a section of wood block paving six blocks

long on Jefferson St., 1,200 ft. on Monroe St., a like

amount on Bancroft St. and on ten other isolated spots.

Blocks were found floated as far away as six squares and
two solid squares of Jefferson St. floated to Madison St.,

,©n,e block south, where many were found undamaged in

! cellars. It is estimated that thirty cellar walls under

small frame houses located in depressions caved in.

SAND-CEMENT CUSHION CAME AWAY IN SMALL SLABS

Damage to private property was greatest in the down-
town district and was confined mostly to wetting goods

stored in cellars. The Toledo Blade lost $10,000 worth
of paper. The Broadway water pumping station ran for

four hours with the pumps submerged. Other utility

stations and private power plants had similar difficulties

of short duration. No lives were lost.

While many of the older sewers in the downtown
districts are admittedly underdesigned to care for extra-

ordinary rains, sewers built under present assumptions

of design, viz., a 1-in. per hour rainfall with a 50 per

cent runoff factor, would be decidedly inadequate. How-
ever D. H. Goodwillie, director of public service, states

that much less water would have run down the streets

had it been able to pass the clogged inlets.

ASPHALT BINDER COURSE READY FOR ROLLING
TO RECEIVE WOOD BLOCK SURFACE

From the Toledo Weather Bureau the following

records have been obtained as to the intensities which
have not been exceeded since the bureau was established

in 1871

:
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POURING HOT TAR MASTIC OVER RELAID WOOD BLOCKS

The engineers are of the opinion this filler will adhere

much more closely to the asphalt binder and form a

better bottom seal against water than if placed on a

sand-cement cushion.

Monroe St. paving is 16 years old. It was laid on a

poorly finished rough concrete base which shows distinct

wear under the wheel tracks. Within two years it will

have to be repaved anyway, so the three places aggre-

gating 1,200 ft. will be replaced with a sand-cement

cushion, utilizing the recovered 4-in. blocks.

On Bancroft St. three intersections are gone. The

paving is eight years old and the blocks were laid on an

old concrete foundation which had been patched in many
places. In consequence the sand-cement cushion had

cracked badly and had given much trouble, mostly due,

according to Mr. Goodwillie, to the patched foundation.

It will be repaired with an asphalt binder cushion in the

same manner as Jefferson St.

As to the flotation propensities Mr. Goodwillie says

there seemed to be no consistent reasons assignable.

The lowest spot in Robinwood Ave., under 2 ft. of water

and laid on a plain sand cushion never moved, while two

blocks away on the same street under similar conditions

of paving a large area was floated out of place.

The city let contracts for the Jefferson St. job at

$35,000, Monroe St. at $18,000, and Bancroft St. at

$12,000. A total of $105,000 is estimated to complete all

of the daamged pavements.

Peru Passes New Road Law
The Peruvian Congress recently passed a law making ii

compulsory for all males from 18 to 60 years of age to

work on the public highways for a certain number of days

per year. However, examptions may be secured on con-

dition that payment be made to the Government of a cer-

tain sum of money, which sum shall be fixed for each dis-

trict. At the present time there are but 1,040 mi. of road

in the Republic of Peru, while 391 mi. additional are pro-

jected. Trade Commissioner Jackson expresses the opin-

ion that practically all the laborers in Peru at the pres-

ent time have enough money to pay cash instead of doing

the work on the roads; therefore it is expected that the

bulk of the returns from this act will be in money rather

than in labor. The estimate of returns was set at $2,500,-

000 per year, and the Minister of Hacienda states that al-

ready the collections are running above that rate.

—

Com-*

merce Reports.

Bridge Floor With Steel Ties Bedded
in Concrete

Shallow Solid Floor Design on Track Elevation

—

Girders Have Concrete Casing—Rail

Bolts Are Clear of Ties ^
A REINFORCED concrete slab encasing and sup-

ported by transverse floor beams and having steel

ties embedded in it is the novel floor construction adopted

by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, & St. Louis Ry.

for some of its track elevation bridges at Indianapolis,

Ind. These are double-track triple girder through
bridges built in 1919 at the east side of the city, on

the Chicago-Cincinnati division (see Engineering News-
Record, Aug. 7, 1919, p. 265). The object of ths design

is to obtain a solid waterproof floor of minimum depth.

y/aferprooF t1embi..ne2«Profectm Coat
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'• y'Bose of Rail, '.-Steel Tie-

T^f^
_

CONCRETE

j Bars.&'C.hC:
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Base of Rail

<» 2"ProhcHon Coat .Waferproofinq
'

CONCRETE
SLAB

U-S/DEWALK 5PM
fBars,24"CtoC.

-I5"-J

Section of Bo I lost Floor

FIG. 1. BRIDGE FLOOR HAS STEEL TIES EMBEDDED
IN CONCRETE

Framed between the girders are 15-in. I-beams spaced

about 18 in. c. to c. Transverse bars having their ends

bent up vertically are laid on the bottom flanges of

the I-beams, and in the corners of the bent bars are

laid longitudinal bars. Concrete is filled between the

beams, flush with the top and bottom flanges, and in

this concrete the 6-in. steel ties of H section are em-
bedded to about half their depth. One of the bridges

is on a curve and the ties are inclined in the concrete

to give the required superelevation. The concrete is a

1:2:4 mix, with 20 lb. of hydrated lime per barrel of

cement.

After the concrete had set it was covered with a

waterproofing membrane, this being carried under the

top flanges of the steel ties and flashed. Upon this

X
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membrane is laid a 2-in. protective course of 1 :2 cement

grout, which is given a smooth sidewalk finish. The

tops of the ties are i in. above this finished surface,

but the grout is filled in under their flanges, as shown.

Bolted clip fastenings of unusual arrangement se-

cure the rails, which are of the 90-lb. A. S. C. E. section.

The 6-in. steel ties are 8^ ft. long and have at each

rail seat two plates secured by rivets which are counter-

sunk in the top plate. The lower plate is a S-in, filler,

6x 10 in., and the upper plate is 10 x 10 in., :l-in. thick,

with slotted holes for the track bolts. The slots are

so arranged as to give lateral support to the bolts and

Notes from Foreign Fields

FROM LONDON TO GLASGOW

EDITOiyteNGINEERINO NEWS-BECORD
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FIG. 3. CONCRETE CASING OF GIRDERS

to permit of their renewal without disturbing the

concrete.

This floor construction is used only on the roadway

spans, a ballasted floor being used for the sidewalk

spans and for the triangular portions between the

girders and abutments of skew bridges. For these

parts of the floor a waterproofed 7-in. reinforced-con-

crete slab is laid upon the I-beams, having its top 18 in.

below the base of the rail.

Concrete casing is used on the columns and girders

of these bridges, for protection of the steel and to

give an architectural finish to the structure, as required

by the city. The columns as concreted are of octagonal

section, with vertical bars at the corners and hoops

spaced 12 in. apart. On the inside of each girder the

concrete is filled to the clearance line, hollow tile back-

ing being placed in the concrete to reduce the weight.

This filling is packed under flashing angles on the top

flange of the girder, and the middle girder has the top

surface of its flange uncovered. For the exposed side

of each outside girder the concrete is shaped to form
a paneled fascia girder and is carried over the top flange.

The type of floor construction described above weighs
about 2,100 lb. per sq.yd. (for I-beams, ties, rods and
concrete). Its details are calculated for Cooper's E-60
engine loading. It was designed under the direction

of C. A. Paquette, chief engineer, and J. B. Hunley,

engineer of bridges, of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis Ry.

Further Delay to Channel Tunnel Project

A recent statement of the British government to

Parliament indicates that no favorable decision on the
Channel tunnel project has been reached as yet. A re-

cent re-examination of the proposed tunnel enterprise
by military and naval authorities appears to have led to

conflicting opinions, and considerable further delay in

the decision on the project is therefore expected.

IF ONE grows enthusiastic over Brussels, what shall

one say of Paris? If Brussels is beautiful, Paris is

magnificent. In a day or so one makes the acquaintance

of the business district and of that much-frequented

section lying just north of the Louvre and the Tuilleries.

Judging by other cities this section should be the sum
total of the city's fine neighborhood—with possibly a

fashionable residential section and few small parks else-

AVENUE BOIS BOIjOGNE—LOOKING WEST

where. Not so with Paris. The broad avenues, the tree-

lined boulevards, the high-class well-kept buildings, the

good pavements, the squares, the monuments, the clean

streets are everywhere. Paris is the only homogeneous

large city, structurally speaking, I have ever seen. As

an American remarried one night as we watched the

moonlit city from the Concorde Bridge. "Isn't it satis-

fying to see a city that is completed?"

Undoubtedly the vistas in Paris are not surpassed

anywhere. To stand in the main avenue of the Garden

of the Tuilleries as the sun is setting, to look eastward,

where the view is closed by the Arc de Carousel and

the Louvre, then westward past leaping fountains,

through the Place de la Concorde to the Arc de Tri-

omphe, through which at that hour the sun casts its

golden rays, is to see the highest art of the city planner.
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To stand again in the Place de la Concorde, that

greatest of public squares, to drink in its magnificent

extent, to range with the eye from the Grecian portico

of the Chamber of Deputies on the south to that wonder
of classical architecture, the Church of the Madeleine,

on the north, is to have gained a standard by which all

planning of squares is to be judged.

One could go on and describe the whorl of boulevards

starting from the Arc de Triomphe in the Place de

L'Etoile, the sloping gardens from the Trocadero to the

Eiffel Tower, the plan of the boulevards, a dozen other

magnificently planned features, but the resulting im-

pression on the reader would be merely to accentuate

what is comprehended in the phrase, the city magnifi-

cent.

One is tempted to ask when we shall do our city

planning as well. The answer, of course, is that we
shall never do it so well. The genius of a race is here

expressed in its capital city, and that genius is artistic.

We need not belittle our efforts. Our genius lies along

different lines. We shall continue to build great cities

—great in population, in commercial activity—but we
shall not make them uniformly beautiful. We shall

make them sanitary, we shall care well for the traffic,

we shall have here and there beauty spots, but we shall

not have cities that bear the artistic touch of Paris.

But if we cannot expect our average alderman, who
is, after all, an expression of the average citizen, to

think in terms of Parisian planning, we can, at least,

demand that those responsible for the planning of the

city of Washington show a great deal of liberality in

the beautifying of the capital We have a good founda-

tion, but it is a foundation merely. We need, for ex-

ample, half a dozen new great buildings for the depart-

ments. We should have them in fine settings, not front-

ing on narrow, built-up streets, as does the Interior

Building. Should not a first requisite for service on the

congressional committees in charge of District matters

be a trip to Paris? That sounds like an extravagant

suggestion, and it might be for two-year members of the

House, but it would probably pay with six-year

.'enators.

The Seine.—To an engineer the Seine affords an

interesting siudy. The bridges are of great variety,

while the quays are a constant surprise because of their

cleanliness and their failure to detract from the land-

BASTILE MONUMENT
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THE PONT AND PLACE DE LA CONCORDE FROM THE C HAMBER OF DEPUTIES

scape. A stream through any of our cities serves one

chief purpose, besides that of carrying ships : its banks

are ideal for warehouses, factories and railroad tracks.

They are the last place one would look for beauty, while

our bridges too often are useful only, not ornamental

as well.

At Paris, the Seine is tree-planted for its full length

and streets run along both banks. The quays are stone

paved, sloping upward from the water's edge to stone

retaining walls which support the parkways and streets.

It is a place to loiter and to catch vistas made by the

winding stream.

The bridges are designed to fit into the picture. As
bridging problems they are simple. The stream is shal-

low and not swift. Between banks the width is 500 ft.

more or less, while the elevation of the paralleling

streets is such that there is ample clearance for the

shipping (barges and tugs) without approach ramps.

With such a location and with appearance a factor the

arch is the natural, and actual, solution. Most of them
are of stone. Some are dependent solely on their pro-

portions for effectiveness ; others are highly ornamented.

There are quite a number of decked steel-arch struc-

tures, and at a point near the west end of the city,

where ground conditions favor a different type, there

are two through steel-arch bridges.

Pavements

At the present time the pavements in Paris, due to

enforced neglect during the war, are in bad condition.

Repairs are in progress, but it will take a long time to

get back to pre-war standards.

Traffic is dense, greater than that of London, I should
say, and comparable to that of our American cities, but
the average weight of vehicles is not as great as that

of London or of American cities. Compared with our
traffic or London's there are very few motor trucks, but

taxicabs are mora numerous than the proverbial bees
around the honey jar. In the heavy vehicle class are

the omnibuses. Traffic figures would be very interesting,

but here, as in London, there are no recent traffic counts.

Wood block has become
the favorite pavement in

recent years, the area so

paved having increased from
428,000 sq.m. in 1887 to 2,-

473,000 sq.m. today. In the

same period the area in as-

phalt frock asphalt) has

increased from 302,000 sq.m.

to 754,000 sq.m., while the

area in stone block has de-

creased from 6,286,000 to

5,347,000, and that in mac-
adam from 1,563,000 to 840,-

000. Waterbound macadam
is considered entirely un-

suited for Parisian condi-

tions and is being replaced

as rapidly as possible.

Despite the increase in

the use of wood block and the

decrease of stone, the latter

is considered the normal
type of pavement because of

its lower cost, life and main-

tenance expenses being con-

sidered, the life averaging 22 years. Wood block and
asphalt are used where noise is objectionable—wood
block in the business center and in the de luxe resi-

dential sections, asphalt on narrow streets, with poor

air circulation, where the superior resistance (com-

pared with wood) to moisture and atmospheric changes

''I re believed to recommend it. Asphalt is not used on

grades of more than 2 per cent, wood block not on

grades over 4 per cent. On steeper grades stone block

is laid. The life of wood block has been 10 years, of

asphalt 15 years.

Six-inch concrete foundations are used for wood-block

and asphalt pavements, and for stone block where there

are tramways, where the traffic is very heavy or where
the subsoil is bad. Normally, though, stone-block are

laid on sand on a rolled subgrade or on reshaped old

macadam.
The street cleaning work I had not time to inquire

about, but one feature was much in evidence—the flush-

ing of the gutters. Water connections are provided at

intervals along the curbs, and in the early morning
hours, particularly, goodly flows of water are allowed

to run down the gutters, the sweeping of the night

before being carried by the stream, aided by long

brooms, often manipulated by women.

THE PARIS SUBWAYS

THE average American's conception of a subway
system is probably based on that of New i'ork. To

him a "subway" is a long high-speed underground rail-

way, with express as well as local service. Philadel-

phians and Bostonians have somewhat different concep-

tions, based on the congested-area subway plan in those

cities. The Paris system is quite different from both

of these types—which is only another way of saying

that conditions here are different than they are in New
York or Boston.

Paris, unlike other Old-World cities, has not grown
beyond its walls. Elsewhere in Europe the old limits

have long since been overstepped and the suburbs have
been absorbed by the expanding municipalities. Paris is,
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roughly, elliptical, with a major axis (east and west)

of about 11 km. (6.6 miles) and a north and-south axis

of about 9 km. (5.4 miles). Across this ellipse is a

network of subway lines, six extending entirely across

the city, while one of them, No. 2, makes a complete

circuit, at a distance of about 2 km. (1.2 miles) from the

city wall. In addition there is a .short connecting sub-

way, and several of the lines have branches at their

outer ends, the Nord-Sud, for example, having three

branches in the northern part of the city. The longest

cross-city line, No. 4, a north and south line, is 11.4 km.

The total length of the circular line, operated in two

sections, is 23.2 km. The total length of the subways,

all double-tracked, is just 100 km. As in our cities the

tubes themselves are built and owned by the city, the

the platform when the train stops. The rear guard
blows a whistle when all at this end have left or entered

the cars, while a whistle blast from the front guard
when his end is clear notifies the motorman to proceed.

Doors are opened by the passengers themselves, but
closed by the guards with an electric pneumatic mechan-
ism. Admission to the station platform is controlled

by a guard, generally a woman, who punches each ticket

and, when a train pulls in during rush hours, closes a
gate at the foot of the entrance stairway to prevent late

arrivals from delaying the departure of the train by a

last minute rush.

In general the service is quite satisfactory. The
atmosphere is usually quite humid and, therefore, not

very pleasant, the humidity being due, in large part at

2^^
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STANDARD CROSS SECTIONS OF THE PARIS SUBWAY

operating company furnishing the equipment and the

power houses.

Since the lines are only double-track there is no

express service, but such service is hardly called for

where the maximum length of line is only 6.6 miles,

particularly since the great majority of passengers will

ride only half the distance, i.e., from the outskirts to

the center of the city or vice versa.

With the exception of parts of the circular line the

system is entirely in tunnel, uniform cross-sections for

tunnel and station, shown herewith, being used

throughout.

The car arrangement differs from that of other cities

in that in the second-class cars (there is one first-class

and four second-class cars to a train) most of the space

is devoted to standing room—a feature justified also by

relatively short trips. In the second-class cars there

are only 13 seats, while there is standing room for 108

people. On the other hand, the first-class cars provide

33 seats and standing room for 46 passengers.

Contrary to the practically universal rule in Europe,

fares are on the flat, not the zone, basis. The second-

class fare is 30 centimes (normally, about 6 cents) and

the first-class fare 50 centimes (normally about 10

cents). Transfers are allowed in any direction without

the payment of an extra fare. The present fares are 5

cm. more than the pre-war rates, and, as a result, there

has been a slight reduction in traffic. The total revenue,

however, has gone up.

Trains consist of five cars manned by a crew of four,

a motorman and one guard in each of the first, third and
last coaches. The guard in the center coach (first-class)

has no other function than to see that none but holders

of first-class tickets ride in that car. He punches the

ticket as a check. The front and rear guards step to

least, to the practice of constantly sprinkling the plat-

forms to keep down the dust. So far as I know we have
never in our subways found the dust nuisance serious.

The transfer connections between different routes

are often exceedingly tortuous, and after threading

them one is inclined to be more indulgent toward the

horribly inconvenient Lexington Avenue-Forty-second

Street ari Seventh Avenue-Broadway connections at

New York. No connection I found in Paris, though,

was worse than either of these.

One feature is to be very highly commended—^the

excellent sign system. In this respect our own Boston-

Cambridge subway is above criticism. At the entrance

stairway of each station are two enameled signs giving

in large white letters on a blue background the terminal

station and the intermediate stations for the respective

directions. Similar signs are found beyond the ticket

booths, each appropriately placed at the proper stair-

way. On the station platform itself is a large sign with

the name of the terminal station—this being more
indicative than compass points because the lines run at

every angle to the meridian. In addition in each car

small enameled signs are found on the doors giving the

name of each station in its proper geographical order,

together with the name and number of the subways
which intersect the line at transfer points. In many
cases, also, a diagram of the line, with large lettering,

is hung in the center of the car. A total stranger sup-

plied with a pocket map can go anywhere by the subway
system and find his way without asking questions. He
can check up his progress by watching the car-door and

the station signs.

Our subway operators may well copy the Paris sub

ways in this respect.

Paris, June 17.
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Letters to the Editor

Plight of Railway Technical Men
Sir—In a letter in your issue of Aug. 5, p. 279, by

Walter J. Sykes, several pertinent inquiries are made in

reference to the apparent oversight on the part of the Rail-

way Labor Board in failing to consider the salaries of the

railroad technical employees. Furthermoi'e, Mr. Sykes
raises the question M'hy the 57 different engineering

societies did not make an effort to look after the interest of

their members employed by the railroads.

Shorn of all subterfuge, the Railway Labor Board did

not provide for the railroad technical men as they were not

properly organized along economic lines to present a case

for their particular group. It is unfair to the other engi-

neering societies to accuse them of dereliction, as they are

not organized to look after the economic welfare of the

members but are solely engaged in the promotion of

technical education along engineering lines. Consequently,

they are not in a position to discuss intelligently a question

of wages and conditions, as was done by the representatives

of the Brotherhood and the affiliated American Federation

of Labor bodies.

This is as it should be. The old homily, "Let the shoe-

maker stick to his last" holds good in this instance. By
all means let the technical men support their "technical"

societies and "technical" publication in order to keep abreast

of recent engineering methods, and if perchance he is inter-

ested in improving his material welfare, let him organize
along trade union lines.

It is utterly impossible to blend these two objectives into

one common organization and do justice to either. Let any
bona fide technical society attempt it and it will immediately
stultify its sphei'e of influence. The reason: In the engi-

neeting societies we have employer and employee meeting
on common ground so far as educational work is concerned.

Just presume what would happen at such a gathering if the

question of wages and conditions were discussed.

If, therefore, the railroad technical men are actually con-

cerned in making some substantial material progress as

one will infer from the letter of Mr. Sykes, let them affiliate

with some subordinate body of the American Federation of

Labor. By so doing they will openly proclaim in unmis-
takable terms that they are dissatisfied with their present
condition and are going after those things which make life

worth while and will assure to them and their families the

opportunity to live with some reasonable degree of comfort.

Washington, D. C. L. C. ROSLYN.

Rapid Progress in Stadia Work
Sir—I was very much interested in the article cf H. R.

Randall, published in Engineering News-Record, July 22,

p. 150, giving some records of rapid progress on topographic
surveys.

Our firm has the engineering work on the Toole County
Irrigation District, and a part of the work consists in
taking the topography on about 400,000 acres. As both the
writer and the engineer who has charge of that part of the
work for us have had considerable experience in stadia
work we use that method. The lands being surveyed have a
comparatively uniform slope, and there are no trees nor
underbush. Stadia parties are made up of five men

—

transitmen, recorder and three rodmen. Automobiles are
used to carry the parties to and from the field, and the
instrument man and recorder from station to station. The
lines of the Cadastral Survey are used as base lines. Ele-
vations were first established with a Wye-level for a control
line. These lines are from 4 to 6 miles apart. All the
traverses are in closed circuits, the allowable limit of
error in closures being 1 ft. in elevation for a complete
circuit and 30 ft. in line and distance per mile. As only
every other station is occupied it means that instruments
must be kept in absolute adjustment, and the instrument

man can make no mistake. When a circuit doesn't close
within the allowable limit it must be rerun. All vertical
angles are read to minutes, distances to the nearest 5 ft.,

angles to the nearest 5 minutes on the traverse and the
nearest degree on side shots.

This work was begun last October and carried on until
Dec. 15. During that time 60,000 acres were surveyed
with two parties averaging about 480 acres per day per
party; of course much time was lost on account of weather
conditions, so probably an average of a thousand acres was
surveyed for each day the parties worked. We now have
four parties in the field, and we are averaging 20,000
acres per party per month, and have hopes of increasing
it to 25,000 acres per month.
The largest area covered up to now in one day's work

with one party is 1,920 acres. Nine hundred and three
shots were taken, thirteen stations occupied, and a strip

6 mi. long by one-half mile wide was surveyed. The error
in closure for elevation for the circuit was 0.79 ft. The
party worked 7 hr. and 40 min. The tract surveyed had
one "draw" about 2 miles long within it. Ralph V. Buckner,
with our firm, was the instrument man in charge of the
party when this record was made. We plotted this day's
work and found that the tract had been exceptionally well
covered. Henry Gerharz.

Shelby, Mont. President Gerharz-Jaqueth Eng. Co.

Building Fills With Spreader Car
Sir—Referring to the article on the use of a spreader

car in building fills in Engineering News-Record of Aug. 12,

p. 329, this method was very good for the specific case
described. But probably it would be a failure if used as
suggested for filling beyond the 7-ft. height, as it would
be impossible to maintain track for uninterrupted service
while lifting from one bench to another. Furthermore,
throwing the track from one side to another is useless and a
waste of effort, not only in track work but for the spreader
crew, as the fill will roll down the side of the embankment
from the high position of the track.

Some years ago in Kansas City we placed 500,000 cu.yd.
of earth for a double track railway fill 30 ft. wide on top
with 1 : 1 slopes. A work track on center line vdth dump
cars and spreader handled the job very successfully. A
track gang continually jacking track gave us uninterrupted
track facilities. t /-. o

L. C. Scott.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Why Water-Power Reports By Engineers
Are Generally Favorable

Sir—The letter of Robert E. Horton in the issue of Aug.
12, p. 326, interests me very much. I heartily approve Mr.
Horton's explanation, and join him in protesting against
such assertions as he mentions that engineers invariably
make favorable reports, either on water power, cr other
projects.

It is true that some young and inexpeiienced engineers
appear to feel that it is their duty to WTite a glowing
account of a project upon which they are called to report.

And, unfortunately, there are many prospective clients not
too scrupulous to attempt to tell an engineer in advance
what kind of a r.'port to write. However, the engineer of

experience and good judgment, and that applies to most of

those who report for investment bankers and investors, will

not permit a client even to attempt to tell him what kind of

a report he shall wi-ite. In our business we are particular

to advise a client in advance that we are just as likely to

write an unfavorable report, condemning the project
entirely, as to write one that will be favorable. We tell him
that the idea of a report is that we are to study the project
and ascertain whether it is sound for financing cr not, and
then to set forth our findings in a clear and conclusive way
so that others may understand it from perusal of our report.

We do not know upon taking up a project, nor until the
study is completed, what the conditions may be surrounding
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the project. The appearances may be good but no conserva-

tive engineer will pronounce on any technical project

without scientific investigation.

If a project is not sound and the engineers' report dem-
onstrates the fact conclusively, the promoter should be glad

to pay the fee to find that out, as it will probably prove to

be the best money that could be spent on the project. That
fee may save him thousands of dollars useless expenditure

and wasted effort. Promoters are loath to take this view
but the engineer should make this clear before undertaking

to report.

It is the true explanation, that Mr. Horton advances, that

unfavorable reports never see the light, and that is why
thoughtless persons assume engineers always report

favorably.

Speaking of water powers, one of the most difficult things

to get a client to recognize, and indeed it may be said, to

get the average engineer to consider, is that suitable phys-
ical conditions alone are not sufficient. They always begin
by telling us about the wonderful gorge where the dam can
be built and the great amount of water and the rocky
formation, all of which may be quite good. But, they seem
to ignore the very important fact that if this site is, as too

often happens, far remote from commeixial centers, the
cost of delivering the power to market may be so great as
to nullify the whole undertaking. We have a case of this

description in our office at the present .noment, the physical
conditions for a hydro-electric installation being ideal. The
cost, however, of a transmission system to deliver the
moderate amount of power obtainable to a possible market
would be so great that the revenues would hardly carry
interest and depreciation on the investment for the trans-
mission system, to say nothing of the cost of dam and
station.

In other words, engineers need to regard a hydro-electric
project more from the standpoint of an industrial under-
taking, or a business, than from the point of view of an
interesting construction job. ,tr rr -n* W. K. Palmer,
Kansas City, Mo. Consulting Engineer.

Paving Cost Comparisons
Sir—My attention has been called to an error in a table

of costs of paving in your issue of July 8, p. 76. The cost
per square yard for complete asphalt pavement in Washing-
ton should have been $5.06 instead of $6.26, and the per
cent increase over Chicago 21.9, instead of 50.8 per cent.

Chicago.
Julius G. Gabelman,
Chief Street Engineer,

Board of Local Improvements.

Reducing Impact Factors for Dead-Load Ratio:
A New Formula

. Sir—In Engineering News-Record of April 29, 1920,
p. 874, I was interested to see an article on an impact
formula applicable to ballasted and concrete girders. In
this connection, I have been recently carrying out some
investigation work and from the results obtained I consider
that a factor dependent on the ratio of the dead to live loads
should be included in the formula for impact allowance for
all spans above 120 ft. This would give much more rational
and correct results than the formulas now in use, which
are dependent only on the loaded length of span.

I have recently submitted a proposal to the Indian Rail-
way Bridge Committee (the latter has been formed by the
Railway Board of the government of India to investigate
and consider the revision of the existing bridge rules,
specially that of impact allowance) , for a new formula
based on the ratio of dead to live loads and loaded length
of structures above 120 ft. in length. The diagram attached
shows the new formula, which is,

wheie
/ =: amount to be added to allow for impact
fj = loaded length, in feet
D = dead load of the structure, ballast, permanent way

etc., taken on a length L
M = equivalent uniform live load of train, taken over a

length L
There are also graphed on the same diagram the Pencoyd.

ureas, and Waddell impact formulas.

200 250 300
Length of Spcin

VARIATION OF IMPACT WITH SPAN LENGTH. AND
EFFECT OF DEAD-LOAD RATIO

Concerning the tests made by the bridge staff of the

North Western Ry., I might say that in an open-deck truss

of 120 ft., weighing 96 tons, with a train load of 250 tons,

the difference in stress induced between static loading (the

train at rest in a position giving maximum stress) and train

traveling at critical speed has been found to be from 25

per cent to 30 per cent, whereas in the case of girders of the

throu^^h type with cross-girders and ballasted floor, weigh-
ing 150 tons, and the same length and live loading as the

above, the difference is only 12 per cent. The government
of India bric'ge rules provide for the same increment for

impact in each type of span. -^

In the case of the double-track bridge, length of eacji

span 200 ft. clear, across the Jamna River near Sahara^-.

pur, the deflection taken under the static loading with two
trains on a span was 0.75 in., while with the same trains

running over the bridge in the same direction at a critical

speed of 30 miles an hour the deflection at the center was
0.825 in., approximately 10 per cent greater than under
static loading. The ratio of the dead load of the structure

to the live is 0.59. In the Sara bridge, with spans 350 ft.,

the difference in deflection between static and moving loads

is very small, less than 5 per cent. The ratio of the struc-

ture load to the live is 0.96.

If a formula similar to the one suggested were adopted
on the North Western Ry. it would mean that existing large

bridges which are of a through type with heavily ballasted

floors, such as the Kotri Bridge, with 350-ft. spans, the

Attock Bridge, with 308-ft. spans, the Adamwahan Bridge,

with 257-ft. spans, and the Ferozepore Bridge, with 155-ft.

spans, would be permitted to carry train loads 25 per cent

greater than they are able to do at present, without much
alteration or strengthening except to the floor systems and

bracings.

Lahore, India.

W. T. EVERALL,
Bridge Engineer, North Western Ry.

=
(
1 +

16

28 + 0.3L — 3^JZ

Shrinkage of Earthwork
Sir—I have read with interest the article on "Shrinkage

of Loosely Filled Earthwork in Embankriient," by E. E. R.

Tratman, in Engineering News-Record of June 24, 1920.

In this article reference is made to the brief which the

Public Utilities Commission of Illinois filed with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in connection with the valua-
tion of the property in Illinois of the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern Ry. Co. This brief deals with various valuation
questions and contains a somewhat detailed discussion of

shrinkage, based upon an exhaustive survey of the avail-

able literature on the subject.

In the valuation of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry., as
in many others prepared by the Division of Valuation,
Interstate Commerce Commission, an allowance of 10 per
cent of grading quantities was made for so-called shrinkage,
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meaning thereby the uecreasc in the volume of a settled

embankment from the volume occupied in the original bed.

To this general allowance the Illinois Commission entered

vigorous protest, claiming there was no proof of its exist-

ence and that until such proof was forthcoming no allow-

ance therefor should be made.

The research undertaken by me made plain the utter

confusion that exists in the engineering profession con-

cerning shrinkage, involving serious disagreement as to the

amount or even its existence. This may be readily ac-

counted for by the incongruity of the results obtained by

various investigators and the far-reaching influence of the

statements of Ellwood Morris made more than three-quar-

ters of a century ago when railroads were in their infancy.

The shrinkage of earthwork, as herein contemplated, is

contrary to my own experience on heavy sewer construction

work, and nowhere can I find reliable experimental data to

back up the statements in various textbooks and engineers'

handbooks that shrinkage exists. Practically all of these

statements appear to be based upon the Morris experi-

ments.

Under present procedure of the Interstate Commerce
Commission allowances for shrinkage of earthwork upon
the railroads in the United States will aggregate an enor-

mous sum, and I cannot bring myself to believe that such

allowances should be made without unquestionable proof

of their justice. So far as I have knowledge this proof

has not been furnished. If shrinkage exists and its amount
can be determined I believe the carriers are entitled to a

proper allowance therefor, but I insist that proof of its

justice must first be furnished.

I am in full accord with the suggestions in Mr. Tratman's
article that action looking to the solution of the problem
should be taken, and because of the importance of the mat-
ter I am of the opinion that the American Society of Civil

Engineers could with profit undertake an impartial investi-

gation of the whole matter. Academic discussions are
fi'uitless, and attempts to settle the matter by measure-
nietits of existing embankments are worthless.

May the publicity you have given the matter result in

reSiearch that will lead to the final determination of the
dispute.

Chicago. Walter A. Shaw,
Commissioner, Public Utilities

Commission of Illinois.

Sir—In the letters of Messrs. Tripp and Ferry in Engi-
neering News-Record, Aug. 12 and 19, are given data con-
cerning the shrinkage of the earth in embankments,
intended to contradict my statements in the issue of July
15, while they are adding proofs in support of my asser-
tions. The facts ascertained by Mr. Ferry are very useful
and interesting, on account of his having furnished positive
data concerning this vexed question; and instead of relying
all the time on abstract reasoning we have some correct
measurements on which to base our discussion.

Mr. Ferry claims to have proven in the most convincing
manner the shrinkage of the earth in the embankments,
because by measuring correctly the one he built for the
"Yale Bowl" he ascertained a decrease of 7 per cent in
volume when compared with the cut. But in explaining
the process of construction he says the distance of haul-
ing never was over 100 feet, the loss in transportation was
therefore negligible. In moving loose earth for a distarce
of nearly 100 feet by means of drag scrapers a great deal
IS lost in transportation, and it is not a negligible quantity
indeed. Everyone has seen the earth falling out of the
scrapers from the irregular pulling of the horses, and
from the undulations of the surface ground which is not
so smooth as a billard table, causing at every instance
the fall of some material from the scrapers. Consequently
the loss neglected by Mr. Ferry will certainly amount to
3 or 4 per cent at the very least.

Mr. Ferry has failed to notice the quantity of earth
placed in the embankment, which was carried away by

water. The "Yale Bovd," like Rome, was not built in a

day, and before it was completed the embankment mu.st

have seen many rainy days and severe storms, and en

each of these occasions, a large quantity of freshly de-

posited earth must have been washed away. None has been

able so far to measure correctly such a quantity, but it is

generally admitted that it is a great deal larger than what
is lost in transportation.

Concernir.'? the statement of Mr. Tripp, that he employed
115 cu.yd. to fill in a space of 100 cu.yd., although the

data are very undetermined: This may give some light in

regard to the losses in transportation. Notwithstanding
the fact that Mr. Tripp has not given any information

about the method used in measuring the 115 cu.yd. re-

quired for the fill, the means of transportation employed
and the distance of hauling we may suppose that the earth

was moved by ordinary carts, and the distance of hauling
much greater than at Yale. Assuming, however, with
Mr. Ferry the "earth shrinkage" of 7 per cent, the differ-

ence of 8 per cent must have certainly been lost in trans-

portation.

Since the quantity of earth washed away from freshly

constructed embankments is greater than the quantity lost

in the ordinary transportation; thus at the "Yale Bowl"
more than 8 per cent of the earth was carried away by
erosion. Coming down to figures; if, at the "Yale Bowl"
the loss on account of erosion was only 8 per cent, added
to the minimum of 3 per cent lost in transportation, we
have a total loss of 11 per cent (but Mr. Ferry has care-
fully measured a decrease in the embankment of only 7

per cent compared with the cut), there is an increase of

4 per cent, which proves my contention that the earth does
not shrink but, if finally found of smaller volume in the
embankment than in the cut, it is due to the losses in trans-
portation and by erosion.

The embankment at Yale, notwithstanding it was so well

constructed, settled for an average of \ of an inch, and the

settlement was noticeable after two years, while no men-
tion is made of any settling in the natural bank; this seerii?

in contradiction with the statement that the material was
more loose in its natural position than in the embankment.
The settlement of the embankment is explained by the
presence of voids which have been greatly reduced by
sprinkling and rolling the deposited earth, voids that are
not so numerous in the earth in its natural position. There
are soils that are very loose, but Mr. Ferry would have
certainly discarded them in the construction of the embank-
ment for the "Yale Bowl." The additional evidence he
gives further to demonstrate the shrinkage of the earth by
comparing the consistency of the material in the natural
position and in the embankment, by the effort required
in driving stakes, is too empirical. It reminds one of a
patent granted in 1915 by a South American Republic to
an inventor of a new method of reinforcing concrete.
Among the sworn statements the inventor claimed to have
constructed slabs of reinforced concrete of every variety
in existence, and with a sledge hammer to have smashed
every one except his own. No engineer would be satisfied
with such an athletic performance, and yet it passed the
examination of the "experts" and the patent was granted.
The cohesive force of the earth should have been determined
in a more scientific manner to be considered as a proof of
shrinkage.

In conclusion the decrease of volume of the enibankment
at Yale as compa-ed with the one measured in place i.-^

due: (1) To the losses in transportation which have been
neglected by Mr. Ferry; (2) to the quantity of material
carried away by erosion, which is greater than 8 per cent.
But neither Mr. Ferry nor anybody else has been able to
measure correctly. These two quantities added to the
volume of the embankment would give a total quantity
larger than measured in place, which will prove my asser-
tion that the earth in the embankment (including the
dispersed quantities) is always found of larger volume
than In the cut, or in other words the earth does not shrink.

New York City. Charlks Preuni.



Hints for the Contractor

Four-Point Grab for Handling Large Rocks

Superior to Tongs

EIGHT-TON rocks have been handled by a four-point

grab, which has been found superior to tongs, at the

pits of the Cornwall Ore Bank Co., Cornwall, Pa. As
described by H. H. Hunner, in Engineenng and Min-
ing Journal, July 17, 1920, p. 117, this grab is easy

to make, convenient for two men to handle, and is

quickly attached to irregular chunks lying at random
in a pile. Four times out of five it will release itself

when the chunk is deposited on the stockpile. The

GRAB FOR HANDLING LARGE ROCKS

material for the legs is I x 3 in., but Mr. Hunner
recommends using g x 3 in., or 1 x 3 in., when the

apparatus is designed to handle chunks weighing more
than seven tons, as hooks of the size shown in the

figure have in practice required to be straightened out

once or twice. The lower chains, three of which have

hooks on the end. are pulled up snug and cross-tied

after the legs are worked under the chunk at points

convenient to get at. On round chunks, three legs are

usually sufficient to make a lift, but in moving long

slabs the four points of support are necessary.

Wood Panel Paving for Track Crossings

in Removable Units

AS AN improvement upon ordinary plank paving at

jlV track intersection3 on public highways the Wilkes-

Barre Ry., of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., is using removable

unit panels. A four-sided frame of the proper size and

angle is built of 3 x l-in. Z-bars, welded together at

the comers, the bottom flanges being inward and hav-

ing welded to them lugs which rest on the knee braces

at the corners of the track crossing. This frame is

filled with transverse wood strips 3x3 in., which rest
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on the Z-bar flanges and are nailed together, a wedge-
f^haped strip being driven at the middle of the panel

to make a tight fit. The panel is given a brush coat of

preservative and the exposed flanges of the Z-bars are

roughened by means of a welding torch so that horses

will not slip. When track maintenance or repair work
has to be done at the crossing the panel is readily

removed and replaced. According to the Electric
Railway Journal some of these panels have been in

use for five years at crossings of steam and electric

lines on highways having heavy motor truck traffic.

Essentials of a Rental Contract

ALTHOUGH some contractors are committed to a

Jl\ policy of not renting idle equipment because of

careless handling it may receive at the hands of the

lessee, excessive depreciation may be even exceeded by
storage, interest and taxes. The conditions of a lease

will be capable of determining whether the transaction

entails profit or loss. A number of contingencies, fre-

quently escaping notice, ar6 set forth in the follovdrig

essential provisions recommended by the committee on

methods of the Associated General Contractors of

America

:

1. Description of equipment.
2. Identification. .-"^jr

3. Proposed use. -'^'
'

4. Where to be used.
5. Circumstances and method of transportation.

6. By whom transportation charges are to be paid.

7. Date and duration of the rental period.

8. Responsibility of lessee covering theft and other cir-

cumstances from the time equipment leaves lessor's yards

until returned.

9. Payment of fire insurance by the lessor.

10. Payment of liability insurance by the lessee.

11. Security of the lessee.

12. Protection of lessor by lessee against all damages
through use of equipment.

13. Date shipment is to be made.
14. Notice of release of equipment.
15. Maintenance of equipment by lessee and return of

equipment by lessee in its original condition less usual wear
and tear.

16. Approval of operator by lessor.

17. Payment of traveling expenses and wages of operator

by lessee if operator is furnished by lessor.

18. Payment of inspection by lessee if machine proves

satisfactory, payment by lessor if machine is unsatisfactory.

Statement determining who shall make inspection.

19. Number of shifts upon which his lease is based. Pay-

ment of 50 per cent more for double shift.

20. Provision for payment by the tenth day of each month
for work of preceding month.

21. Engineer's estimates basis of rental rates per unit.

22. Optional purchase clause where desired, clause to

state per cent of rental which may apply on purchase price,

difference to be paid by lessee within certain number of

days.

23. Retention of title by lessor.

24. Payment for loading and unloading at lessor's yards

by lessor.

25. Right of lessor to inspect without becoming trespasser.

26. Failure in payment giving lessor right to take posses-

sion of machine without becoming trespasser.



CURRENT EVENTS IN THE CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONTRACTING FIELDS

News of the Week
New York, September 2, 1920

Civil Engineers' "Proceedings"

Sharply Curtailed

With the August number of the Pro-

ceedings of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, issued during the past

week, a far-reaching change in the pub-

lications of the Society has been initi-

ated. Papers and discussions will no

longer be published in Proceedings.

The Publication Committee announces

that it "has decided to omit the publi-

cation of formal papers (except in the

case of short and timely papers of wide

general interest, and reports of special

committees) and discussions thereon,

as well as memoirs. In place of the

papers, synopses only will appear in

Proceeedings, but the complete papers

and subsequently the discussion there-

on will be published in pamphlet form
for distribution to such members as

signify their desire for them. A suit-

able blank is printed on a perforated

page at the end of Proceedings for use

of members in ordering copies of

papers and discussions. Heavily in-

creased publication costs are the rea-

son for the change. Besides papers and
discussions, the retrenchment policy

has eliminated the section of notices of

new books, the index of current eng^i-

neering literature, and memoirs of de-

ceased members.
The change made is of particular sig-

nificance, because the publication of

papers and discussions has been one of

the principal means of developing tech-

nical discussion in the society to its

consistently maintained high standard.

The committee invites suggestions on

increasing the revenues and changing
Proceedings still further. It asks

whether the size of the publication

shall be increased to 9 x 12 in., whether
the policy of accepting advertising

shall be adopted, whether editorial com-
ment, reports of engineering research

and publication of employment notices

shall be added to the matter now
contained in Proceedings. Concerning
these matters the committee states

that it did not wish to enter into ex-

periment on its own judgment but
"decided to adopt only conservative and
reliable methods of securing economy,
and proceed cautiously with more radi-

cal changes in Proceedings."

State of Maryland Purchases

Road Commission Bonds
The Maryland State Roads Commis-

sion will have money available for road

construction through the recent de-

cision of the State Department of Pub-
lic Works to invest in $1,000,000 worth
of the roads commission's 1920 bonds.

The bonds will be bought at par for

the benefit of the sinking fund.

Associated Contractors' Head-
quarters Transferred to

Washington
Effective Sept. 1, the headquarters

of the Association of General Contrac-

tors was transferred from Chicago to

Washington. The work of the organ-
ization will be expanded. The program
for this expansion is now being pre-

pared and will be announced in the

near future. A branch office of the

association will be maintained in Chi-

cago. Washington will be headquarters

of both Gen. R. C. Marshall, Jr., gen-

eral manager, and Col. William Couper,

assistant general manager.

Government Dredging May Be
Stopped by Coal Shortage

Dredging operations being conducted

by the Corps of Engineers are at the

point of having to suspend, due to lack

of coal. Gen. Harry Taylor, assistant

to the Chief of Engineers, has returned

from a trip to the coast during which

he investigated the problem. The sit-

uation is worst at Norfolk and Phila-

delphia. It happens that the dredges

at these ports are working within

sight of thousands of cars of coal

held on sidings. Contractors are being

forced to pay $15 to $18 a ton for

such coal as they can secure. Since

fuel represents one-fourth of the total

expense of dredging operations, Gen-

eral Taylor calls attention to the re-

sults which this is certain to have on

the cost of work.

Winter Movement of Road Mate-

rials for 1921 Projects Planned

Reports to the Bureau of Public

Roads indicate that the policy is becom-

ing general to transport road materials

before the contract is let. With the

bulk of the materials on the ground, it

is found that much more satisfactory

bids can be obtained. In carrying out

this policy, a number of states have

reported definite plans to transport ma-
terials throughout the winter and spring

to the extent that transportation may
be available.

Ordinarily, 85 per cent of the high-

way work in the United States is sus-

pended with the advent of cold weather.

Reports reaching the Bureau of Public

Roads indicate that much more road

work will be done this winter than ever

before, due to the determination of most

of the Southern states to push road-

building operations throughout the

winter. Labor is more plentiful in the

South during the winter months and it

is believed that sufficient cars can be

secured to keep most of the projects

going.

Colorado River Regulation
and Utilization

League of Southwest Considers Subject

at Annual Meeting—Address

by Arthur P. Davis

Reported by A. Lincoln Fellows, Senioi'
IiTigation Engineer, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Denver, Col.

Upon invitation of the Governor of

Colorado, the League of the Southwest,

comprising the states drained in part

by the Colorado River and its tribu-

taries, met at Denver on Aug. 25 to 27

for the further consideration of plans

for work in connection with the pro-

posed regulation and utilization of the

waters of the Colorado River basin,

mentioned in Engineering News-
Record, Aug. 19, p. 380. There
were present the governors of Arizona,

Utah and Colorado and representatives

of the governors of Wyoming, New
Mexico, Nevada and California—those

seven states making up the league

—

and the state engineers of several of

the states and othex-s interested in the

subjects under consideration. Gov-

ernor Thomas E. Campbell of Arizona
acted as chairman throughout the

sessions.

The outstanding features of the

meeting were the addresses of Arthur
P. Davis, Director of the U. S. Recla-

mation Service, Ex-Gov. E. M. Ammons
of Colorado, and Frank C. Emerson,
State Engineer of Wyoming. Mr. Davis
spoke particularly of the problems in-

volved, irrigation possibilities, power
development and flood regulation. He
stated it to be his opinion, based on a

study of the Colorado River covering

some thirty years, that, generally

speaking, there need be no apprehen-

sion as to restriction of development
along any lines, either in the head-

waters or in the lower valleys, provided

that the main regulating reservoir is

located in the lower part of the basin,

since the water supply, adequately

regulated, would be sufficient for the

needs of all. He also said that the

investigations at Boulder dam-site,

mentioned in the article to which refer-

ence has been made, were by no means
complete and it was impossible as yet

to say whether this was the best site

01 not, or whether it was even feasible,

but that sufficient investigation should

be made to demonstrate what was
really the best plan to be followed. It

was shown that it was possible to

irrigate several millions of acres in

addition to what is now iiTigated, and

at the same time furnish the necessary

protection from floods to the Imperial

Valley, while in lo way impeding de-

velopment to the greatest practicable

extent of the power possibilities on the
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headwaters, amounting to millions of

electrical horsepower. An especially

important point brought out later in

discussions was that interstate litiga-

tion was more likely to result without

than with such regulation. Former
Governor Amnions and State Engineer

Emerson agreed with Mr. Davis as to

the importance of regulation and the

protection of the Imperial Valley but

urged that every precaution be taken

against the possibility of interfering in

any way with the work of developing

the resources higher up on the streams.

In general the discussions were

marked by a spirit of harmony and the

resolutions presented by the Resolutions

Committee were passed without a

dissenting voice. These resolutions

favored in brief: (1) The policies set

forth in previous meetings of the

League. (2) Ftill development of the

resources of the Colorado River Basin,

in view of the statements made by

Director Davis, due care being taken

that no storage project on the lower

stream should be permitted to jeopard-

ize those on the tributaries. (3) The

formation of a Colorado River Engi-

neering Commission made up of the

state engineers, or officers having

equivalent positions, of the seven states

immediately affected, and the Director

and Chief Engineer of the Reclamation

Service, this Commission to meet from

time to time to consider the engineer-

ing problems presented. (4) Appro-

priation by Congress of the funds esti-

mated by the Reclamation Service as

necessary to make investigations suf-

ficiently complete to waiTant arrival

at definite conclusions.

A report of the Ways and Means
Committee was also made and ap-

proved, the most important feature of

which was the acceptance of offices for

headquarters in the Capitol of Arizona

at Phoenix and the selection of Sims

Ely, secretary. Resources Board, as

executive secretary of the League.

The meeting adjourned, subject to

call at a time and place to be deter-

mined by the executive committee.

advance what funds are to be available

in order that plans can be made for

future construction.

Since, in the past five years, highway
departments have accurtomed them-
selves to planning and executing ex-
tensive programs, partly through avail-

ability of Federal funds, a lapse in Fed-
eral appropriations might result seri-

ously, is Mr. MacDonald's view.

£*ul)lic Roads Read Sees Danger

is Federal Appropriation Lapse

Unless Federal action is taken during

the current fiscal year concerning Fed-

eral aid in voad building, the resulting

uncertainty as to the future of this

work will seriously handicap the states

and cause the entire road-building pro-

gram to suffer a serious setback, ac-

cording to Thomas H. MacDonald, chief

of the Bureau of Public Roads. In dis-

cussing the need of Federal action this

year, Mr. MacDonald points out that

the last installments of Federal aid

funds—$100,000,000—became available

July 1, 1920. When to this is added at

least an equal amount of state funds, as

required by law if states are to secure

Federal aid, funds will be available suffi-

cient to carry the road construction

program forward for the current year.

But Mr. MacDonald poh.ts out that the

states should know at least a year in

Technical Institute To Be Found-
ed by Ford Company

An educational department is to be
established by the Ford Motor Co., to

be known as the Ford Technical Insti-

tute, with university rank, to grant de-

grees in mechanical, electrical, and
chemical engineering, accoi'ding to an-
nouncement made in Detroit, Aug. 26.

It is planned to make complete
courses available to the more than
75,000 employees of the Ford company
without charge. An academic depart-
ment will be established and complete
laboratories will be provided, accord-
ing to the announcement.

Rail Executives Ask Additional
Construction Funds

Additional funds for construction are
included in the revised and final report
of the Association of Railway Execu-
tives to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission embracing recommendations as
to the apportionment of the $300,000,-
000 revolving fund established by the
Transportation Act to aid in the re-

habilitation of the railroads.

New recommendations make provi-
sion for the following work:

Baltimore & Ohio Co., additional main
tracks, yard tracks, sidings, interlockers,
telephone train dispatching, shop machinery,
bridges, trestles, culverts, heavier rail,
$5,000,000.

Boston & Maine, retaining walls and rip-
rapping, renewal of bridges, automatic sig-
nals, extensions to sidings, interlockers, im-
proved water supply, engine house and yard
facilities, $2,188,564.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, shop machin-

ery, improvements to trestles. $."^02,060.

Chicago Junction Railway, yards and car
shop, $1,100,000.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, ballast,
rail, bridges, yard tracks and sidings, fuel
stations, water stations, shop buildings,
shop machinery and tools, track elevations,
$4,940,000.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway,
additional yard tracks and sidings, shop
machinery and tools, ballast, bank widening
rails, bridges, $5,000,000.

Missouri Pacific Railroad, rails, bridges,
trestles, additional yard tracks, signals and
interlockers, telegraph and telephone lines,

fuel and water stations, shop buildings, en-
gine houses, shop mav^hinery, tools,

wharves, and docks $2,843,179.
New York Central Lines— Allocated as

follows: New York Central (including Bos-
ton and Albany) Railroad, $12,101,928. En-
gine terminals and facilities, freight yards
and yard facilities, sidings and extensions,

interlockers, shop machinery and miscel-

laneous betterments, $5,500,000.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St.

Louis, double tracking, passing and storage

tracks, shop tools, machinery and signals,

$4,560,101.

These, and other minor projects, in-

crease the total outlay from the re-

volving fund for construction purposes

from $35,050,289 to $78,349,289. The

preliminary report of the Association

of Railway Executives was submitted

to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion June 26.

Engineering Foundation Solicits

Gifts

A general appeal for donations is

being issued by the Engineering Foun-
dation with a view to increasing its

fund for the support of research in

science and engineering. At present

the Foundation has a fund of $300,000,

with assurance of $250,000 more. How-
ever, it wishes to increase this fund to

at least $1,000,000. The appeal says,

"The first million should be rounded
out this year and other millions should

follow."

The United Engineering Society is

the custodian of the principal of the

Foundation endowment, but the income
is administered by the Foundation
itself. Charles F. Rand, chairman of

the Foundation, states that gifts of

$1,000 or more are desired, and that

each person giving $250,000 or more
will be honored as a Founder.
Work done by the Foundation up to

the present includes initiating and in-

vestigation of fatigue phenomena of

metals (now in progress), financing a

hydraulic research for the development
of an improved type of measuring weir,

participating in a study of spray ca-

mouflage of ships, supporting a study
of mental hygiene of industry, and
supporting a research into the wear
of gears.

Notes from the Corps of

Engineers

Col. Spencer Crosby, in addition to

his duties as division engineer of the

southeastern division, will take over

temporarily the work of the Jackson-

ville district.

Col. Edward H. Schulz, who has been

in charge of the Milwaukee district,

has been ordered to take over the

Seattle district.

Lt.-Col. J. A. Woodruff, who has been

in charge of the Seattle district, has

been ordered to Camp Humphreys for

duty at the Engineer School.

Col. Lytle Brown, now at Florence,

Ala., has been ordered to Camp Travis,

Tex., to take command of the second

engineers. In order to comply with the

provisions of the Army Reorganization

Act that officers must have at least one

year out of five with troops, many of

the more experienced officers of the

Corps of Engineers are being assigned

to commands at camps. This is having

the effect of adding materially to the

dearth of engineer officers. The extent

of this situation may be judged by a

concrete instance. Col. Fred W.
Alstaetter, in charge of the Savannah

district, was retired last week on

account of physical disability, but it

was necessary to call him to active duty

the following day because there was no

officer to put in his place.

With the abolition of the old military

departments and the substitution of

"corps areas," the title of department

engineer is dropped and the engineer

officer in the same relative position now
will be known as "corps area engineer."
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Charles Whiting Baker to

Develop New Field

Leaves Editorial Desk After Brilliant

Journalistic Career—Will Direct

Engineering Business Exchange

Charles Whiting- Baker, Consulting
Editor of Engineering News-Record re-

tires from technical journalism on Sept.

1, 1920, to take up
the development of

a new engineering

service. This step

brings to a close a

notable career as

editorand engineer-

ing writer. Mr.
Baker has been
identified with the

field he now leaves

luring substantially

his entire technical

career, and since

succeeding Arthur
M. Wellington as

editor of Engineer-
ing News in 1895
he has been known
throughout the
technical world as
a leader in en-

gineering thought.
The thorough know-
ledge of profes-
sional work and the
wide personal ac-

quaintance with en-
gineers acquired in

the course of his

editorial career
promise to find ef-

fective application
in the new field of
labor he enters, de-
velopment of the
Engineering Bus-
iness Exchange.

Outlining the
work of the nev/
service, of which he
becomes Managing
Director, Mr. Baker
states that under
present conditions
many a profes-
sional or industrial

business in the en-
gineering field be-
comes unprofitable
or is sold at a loss
of value because
means are wanting for finding the
right man to take it over and build
it up to large success. On the other
hand, men able to carry responsi-
bility in the ownership or direction
of an engineering business continue
to work in subordinate capacity in an
organization holding little promise for
them. It is to establish an agency
through which the two classes of parties
can come together under full assurance
of competent guardianship of their
several interests that the Engineering
Business Exchange has been organized.

*C. W.," as he is familiarly known
among his colleagues of the fountain

pen and the copy basket, has been con-
nected throughout his editorial career
with Engineering News-Record and its

predecessor, Engineering News. His
inborn instincts for journalism drew
him into the work almost immediately
at the end of his college period. It

was his writing of a number of techrical
articles for Engineering News while
studying at the University of Vermont

Copvriyhted bv Vnderieooi i Undertcood

CHARLES WHITING BAKER

that induced the late George H. Frost,

its publisher, to offer him a position on
the editorial staff immediately after his

graduation in 1886. Instead of accept-
ing this position, however, he went to

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, but
within a year, Mr. Frost's offer being
repeated, he accepted it and became as-

sistant to the noted Arthur Mellen Well-
ington, who had assumed the editorship

of the paper a short time before.

Matching the restless activity of his

chief with his own high-pressure style of
working, "C. W." rapidly made himself
an integral part of the Neivs machine,
so that it was a logical happening when

upon Mr. Wellington's death eight years
later the youthful assistant was called
to succeed him. Together with D. McN.
Stauffer, Frederic P. Burt, M. N. Baker,
and a group of junior colleagues, he
continued the development of the paper
initiated by Wellington. In 1911, when
Mr. Frost, wishing to retire, transferred
his journal to John A. Hill, Mr. Baker
performed in remarkably short time the

difficult task of
transforming En-
gineering News so
as to adapt it to the
specialized require-
ments of the new
group of technical
journals which the
paper had joined in

the Hill Publishing
Co. Five years
later, when the Hill

company and the
McGraw Publishing
Co. joined hands,
Mr. Baker's long
services were rec-

ognized by his pro-
motion to the post
of Consulting Edit-
or to the new con-
solidated journal.

Engineering News-
Record. His elabor-
ate special studies
carried out in this

connection have be-
come widely known.
The most recent
are "The Railway
P r o b 1 e m" and
"What Is the Fu-
ture of Inland
Water Transporta-
tion?"

Although the ab-
sorbing character
of the editorial vo-
cation gives little

time for other writ-
ing, Mr. Baker finds

leisure for occa-
sional literary and
philosophic work.
He is the author of
a thoughtful study
of one of the great
economic problems
of vhe country,
published under the
title "Monopolies
and the People."

is also distinguished
having devised and

patented at different times a new
sttam separatoi", a steel wheelway
for city streets, a new light railway
system (the "Economic Railway"), and
an improved oil engine. He has held a
number of offices of public trust, and
since 1913 has been a member of the
Palisades Interstate Park Commission
of New York and New Jersey. His
election to the vice-presidency of the
American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, 1909-1911, was an mcidental
tribute to his long-continued work for
the improvement of technical societies.

In addition, he
as an inventor,
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Report of Federal Electric

Railway Commission

Restore Credit, Dewater Stock, Lift

Pavement Burdens, Meet Extension

Costs by Assessments

Acting on suergestions made by the

Secretaries of Commerce and Labor,

President Wilson appointed a Federal

Electric Railway Commission on May

31, 1919, to investigate the street rail-

way situation. The Commission, as

suggested to the president, was com-

posed of eight representatives of dif-

ferent organizations. The men chosen

by the President, together with the

organizations, were as follows:

Charles E. Elmquist, president and gen-

eral solicitor of the National Association

of Railway & Utilities Commissioners.
Edwin F. Sweet, Assistant Secretary of

Commerce, representing the Department of

Commerce. ^. .. ^
Philip R. Gadsdon. representing the

American Electric Railway Association.

Royal Meeker. Commissioner of l-^aDor

Statistics, Department of Labor, represent-

ing that Department.
, f +v<.

Louis B. Wehle, general counsel of the

War Finance Corporation, representing the

Treasury Department.
. -r, i. £>

Charles W. Beall, of Hams, Forbes &
Company New York, bankers, representing

the Investment Bankers' Association of

America.
.

,

- . ,

William D. Mahon, president of Amal-
gamated Association of Street & Electric

Railway Employees of America, represent-

ing that association. ^ •., x. ^
George I... Baker, Mayor of Portland,

Oregon, representing the American Cities'

League of Mayors.

The report of the Commission, sub-

mitted July 28, and made public late

in August is published in full in the

Electric Railway Jourrml of Aug.

28. The conclusion and recommenda-

tions of the report follow:

1. The electric railway furnishing
transportation upon rails is an essential

public utility, and should have the sym-
pathetic understanding and co-operation of

the public if it is to continue to perform
a useful public service.

2. The electric railway has been, and
will continue to be, a public utility, subject
to public control as to the extent and
character of the service it renders, and
as to the rates it charges for such service.

3. It is of the highest importance that
both the total cost of the service and the
cost to the individuals who use it shall be

kept as low as possible without injustice

to those who take part in producing it.

4. The electric railway industry as it

now exists, is without financial credit, and
is not properly performing its public
function.

5. This condition is the result of early
financial mismanagement and economic
causes, accentuated by existing high price
levels of labor and materials, and of the
failure of the uniform unit fare of five

cents, prescribed either by statute or by
local franchise ordinances or contracts to
provide the necessary revenues to pay
operating costs and to maintain the prop-
erty upon a reasonable basis.

6. The industry can be restored to a
normal basis only by the introduction of
economies in operation, improving its

tracks, equipment and service, and securing
a reasonable return upon the fair value of
its property used in the public service when
honestly and efficiently managed.

7. The electric railwiys must expand
to meet the growing needs of their com-
munities ; therefore, the first essential is to
restore credit in order to obtain necessary
new capital for the extension and improve-
ment of service.

8. Restoration of credit involves a re-
adjustment of relations which will remove
public antagonism, provide public co-
operation, and insure to the investor the
integrity of his investment and a fair
rate of return thereon,

9. Effective public co-operation should
be exercised by eliminating, in so far as
it is practicable, special assessments for
sprinkling, paving, and for the construction
and maintenance of bridges which are used
by the public for highway purposes.

10. Extensions into new territory re-

sulting in special benefits to the property in

that vicinity should be paid for by assess-

ments on such property in proportion to

the benefits received, and that the amount
of such assessments should not be added
to the physical value of the corporate
property.

, .

11. The great mcrease in the use ot

private automobiles, the jitney and motor
buses, has introduced a serious, although
not a fatal, competition to the electric rail-

way. These forms of public motor convey-
ance when operated as public carriers,

should properly be subject to equivalent
regulatory provisions.

12. The full co-operation of labor is

essential to the highest prosperity and the

usefulness of the industry. The employees
engaged in this occupation should have a
living wage and humane hours of labor

and working conditions. They should have
the right to deal collectively with then-

employers, through committees or repre-
sentatives of their own selection. All

labor disputes should be settled voluntarily
or by arbitration, and the award of such
a board should be final and binding upon
both parties. It is intolerable that the

transportation service of a city should be
subject to occasional paralysis, whether by
strikes or by lockouts.

13. A private industry should not be
subsidized by public funds, unless it is

imperatively necessary for the preservation
of an essential service, and then only as
an emergency measure.

14. Unless the usefulness of the elec-

tric railways is to be sacrificed, public con-
trol must be flexible enough to enable them
to secure sufficient revenues to pay the

entire cost of the service rendered, includ-

ing the necessary cost of both capital and
labor. ...

15. There can be no satisfactory solu-

tion of the electric railway problem which
does not include the fair valuation of the

property employed in the public service,

and where that is done, the companies
should voluntarily reduce any excessive
capitalization to the basis of such value.

16. There is no insuperable objection

to a large, wideawake city having exclu-
sive jurisdiction over the rates and serv-
ices of public utilities.

17. The necessity for scientific and suc-
cessful regulation of systems, whether
large or small, and especially those which
operate through several cities and villages

and in rural territory, leads to the con-
clusion that local regulation should gen-
erally be subject to the superior authority
of the State, whether as a matter of

original jurisdiction or through the medium
of appeal.

18. Cost-of-service contracts are in the
experimental stage, but where tried, they
seem to have secured a fair return upon
capital, established credit, and effected

reasonably satisfactory public service.

Such contracts may safely be entered into

where the public right eventually to ac-
quire the property is safeguarded.

19. The right of the public to own and
operate public utilities should be recog-
nized, and legal obstacles in the way of
its exercise should be removed.

20. While eventually it might become
expedient for the public to own and oper-
ate electric railways, there is nothing in

the experience thus far obtained in this

country which will justify the assertion
that it will result in better or cheaper
service than privately operated utilities

could afford if properly regulated.
21. Public ownership and operation of

local transportation systems, whether or
not it be considered ultimately desirable, is

now, because of constitutional and statu-
tory prohibitions, financial and legal ob-
stacles, the present degree of responsibility
of our local governments, and the state of
public opinion, practicable in so few in-

stances, that private ownership and oper-
ation must as a general rule be continued
for an extended period.

22. If the reforms incident to public
regulation which we suggest in this report
should not result in making private own-
ership satisfactory to the public, such re-

forms should at least enable public owner-
ship to be established upon a just and
equitable basis.

column-inches of local newspaper pub-

licity. The competition between chap-

ters is divided into five divisions based

on the population of the city in which

the chapter is located. The five chap-

ters winning division prizes (framed
certificates of award) will compete for

the grand prize on the basis of quality

of publicity.

Move Started To Better Car
Service in the West

Circular letters have been issued

from the office of the General Manager
of the Associated General Contractors

of America inviting contractors,

whether members of the association or

not, to submit facts regarding their

transportation needs. The circular

letter requests specific notes upon the

following points: Point of shipment,
railroad over which material is to be
shipped, point of delivery, type of car

required, number of cars needed per
day and total number of cars needed.

Any additional information the con-

tractor may wish to give may be in-

cluded in the reply.

These circular letters are issued for

the purpose of providing information to

the various special car service commit-
tees consisting of representatives of

the railroads and representatives of

the leading contractors, manufacturers
and dealers, recently formed to im-
prove car service for construction in-

terests in the territories served by the

main railroad lines East of the Missis-

sippi River. Inasmuch as Transporta-
tion Order 7, as modified by Order 9,

granting priority to coal shipments,

has been extended another thirty days
to September 18 by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, all co-operation

possible is deemed necessary between
railroad representatives and those of

the construction industry to secure

movement of construction materials.

Publicity Contest of A. A. E.

Started Sept. 1.

The 1921 publicity contest of the

American Association of Engineers

during the period Sept. 1, 1920, to

March 1, 1921, will duplicate the one

held last year. The grand prize is a

silver cup for the greatest number of

Road Material Situation Becomes
Worse in West

While transportation conditions, as

affecting road materials, have improved
east of the Mississippi River, the situa-

tion in the West has become so acute

that the Bureau of Public Roads re-

cently sent engineers to St, Louis to

confer with representatives of the west-

ern carriers. So many open-top cars

have been drawn east of the Mississippi

that the shortage in the West is re-

ported to have assumed as serious pro-

portions as had been experienced in the

East. Steps were taken looking to the

return of cars and to provide for

greater efficiency in the use of such

cars as remained in the hands of west-

ern lines.

Devil's Gate Dam Undergoes
Successful "Christening"

The highway over the Devil's Gate

Dam, construction of which was de-

scribed in Engineering News-Record,

July 29, p. 202, was open to the public

on Aug. 18. An engineer among the
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crowd which attended the ceremonies

states that "some 50 watermelons were

broken on the bow by Little Miss Bent

Brothers. It was one of the most suc-

cessful christenings I ever saw."

Engineering Societies

Large Damage in Bridge Floor

Fire Quickly Repaired

On Aug. 22 fire started in the wooden
flooring of the vehicle roadway over

the Victoria Bridge over the St.

Lawrence River at Montreal, and the

larger part of the decking on 14 spans

was destroyed. To provide for vehicle

traffic a temporary ferry service was
established. The Grand Trunk Ry. of-

ficials started repairs at once and
brought their full resources of mate-
rial and labor supply to bear on the

job. Late on Aug. 26 the roadway was
again ready for traffic. The loss caused

by the fire was appraised at about $300,-

000, most of which was in floor lumber,

though some steel stringers also were
damaged by the heat and had to be re-

placed.

Fall Meeting of The American
Chemical Society

The general sessions of the Recon-

struction Meeting of the American
Chemical Society, which will be held in

Chicago, Sept. 6 to 9, will include ad-

dresses by Thomas E. Wilson, presi-

dent of Wilson & Co., Chicago, on "The
Value of Technical Training in the Re-

construction of Industries," and by Prof.

H. P. Talbot on "Relation of Educa-
tional Institutions to the Industries."

The Division of Water, Sewage and
Sanitation of the society also includes

four articles as follows: A. S. Behr-
nian, "Water Softening for the Manu-
facture of Raw Water Ice"; H. E. Jor-

dan, "Specifications for Glass Ware for

Water Works Laboratories"; W. D. Col-

lins, "Hardness of Surface Waters in

the United States," and Edward Bar-
tow, "The New Sewage Testing Station

of the Illinois State Water Survey Divi-

sion. A fuels symposium, under the

chairmanship of A. C. Fieldner, super-
vising chemist. Bureau of Mines, in-

cludes 12 papers on various phases of

fuel supply, carbonization of coal, city

gas supply and fuel conservation.
The headquarters of the society will

be the Congress Hotel, Chicago.

A. A. E. Admits Founder Society
Members Without References
The national executive committee of

the American Association of Engineers
has voted that applicants for member-
ship who are members of one of the
four national technical societies need
not furnish five references as hereto-
fore required. The action was taken as
one means of reducing the duplication
of society effort and on the request for
such action by members of the techni-
cal societies who felt that further in-
vestigation of their records already on
file was unnecessary.

Calendar

Annual Meeting.s

NEW ENGLAND WATER WORKS
ASSOCIATION, Boston ; Holyoke,
Ma.ss., Sept. 7-10.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION, Boston ; San Fcan-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

SOUTHWEST WATER WORKS AS-
SOCIATION, Waco, Tex. ; New
Orleans, La., Sept, 20-23.

ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTE-
NANCE OF WAY ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA, Sterling, 111. ; St.

Louis. Sept. 21-23.

AMERICAN .ASSOCIATION OF PORT
AUTHORITIES, Montreal ; Chi-
cago, Sept. 30-Oct. 2.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL IMPROVEMENTS, Valpa-
raiso, Ind. ; St. Louis, Oct. 10-1.5.

The Colorado Society of Engineers

will hold a convention Sept. 9, 10 and
11 coincident with meetings of the

American Institute of Mining Engi-

neers, the American Mining Congress,

the International First Aid and Mine
Rescue Meet and possibly other mining
societies.

The San Francisco Section of

Members, Am. Soc. C. E., at its bi-

monthly meeting, on Aug. 17, listened

to a paper on "River and Harbor Im-
provements on the Pacific Coast" by
Col. E. Eveleth Winslow, Corps of

Engineers, U. S. A.

The Western States Reclamation
Association held a convention at Boise,

Idaho, Aug. 20-21, at which the speak-

ers outlined the work the association

had before it in putting through a pro-

gram which will irrigate millions of

acres of arid Western lands. Commit-
tees were appointed on finance, pub-

licity and legislation. Plans for bring-

ing the attention of Congress to tho

need of reclamation also were prepai'ed.

Most of the Western states were
represented by their governors or

accredited representatives.

The Southern California Section of

Members, Am. Soc. C. E., at its meet-

ing in Los Angeles, Aug. 2, was ad-

dressed by President Arthur P. Davis,

who spoke on the work of the Commit-
tee on Development and the Joint Con-

ference Committee and outlined the

work of the American Society of Civil

Engineers coming under his knowledge
during his 28 years of membership. He
pointed out "Service with Co-operation"

as the proper keynote for the proposed

Federation of American Engineering

Societies. Mr. Hawgood reported on

the progress of the Joint Committee's

work on the constitution of the pro-

posed State Engineering Council.

The Colorado Section of Members,
Am. Soc. C. K met, Aug. 26, at an
informal dinner in Denver in honor of

the president of the society, Arthur P.

Davis, director of the U. S. Reclama-

tion Service. An interesting feature

was the presence, through general in-

vitation, of members of the othei

Founder Societies and also of the

American Association of Engineers and

the Colorado Society of Engineers.

President Davis forcefully presented

the claims of the engineering profes-

sion to proper public recognition and
urged upon all engineers the adoption

of the principles of progressivism and
co-operation. He especially advocated

united action by all engineering so-

cieties; and in particular urged upon
the members of the American Society

of Civil Engineers that the strongest

possible vote be cast in favor of the

society's becoming one of the charter

members of the recently organized
Federated American Engineering
Societies.

The North Carolina Society of Engi-
neers, at its annual convention, held at

Asheville, N. C, Aug. 12-14, appointed
a special committee, composed of

Charles E. WaddeM, chairman, Ashe-
ville; H. W. Kueffner, city engineer of

Durham; Curtis A. Mees, consulting

engineer, Charlotte; Major E. W.
Myers, hydraulic engineer, Greensboro;
and Dr. W. C. Riddick, head of the

state society and president of the A.
& E. College, to diaft a law making
obligatory the licensing by the state of

engineers and land surveyors, for pre-
sentation to the legislature. Announce-
ment was made that the election of
officers will take place at the meeting
of the society at Raleigh next January.
Plans were made, also, to redraft the
constitution of the society so that it

may be affiliated with the American
Association of Engineers. The Thurs-
day night gathering was featured by
the presentation of a charter to the
Asheville Chapter of the Ameiican As-
sociation of Engineers by Wythe M.
Peyton, president of the newly formed
chapter. Th^^ last day of the conven-
tion was given over to the entertain-

ment of the guests, who were taken
through the Biltmore estate and the

Government Oteen Hospital.

Personal Notes

J. W. B E A R D s L E Y, of Rochester,

N. Y., has been selected as the engi-

neer member of a road commission of

five members, appointed by the Pana-
mian Government, which will have
charge of a comprehensive road con-

struction program to begin immedi-
ately. The work will cost about
$7,000,000 and will require five years
or more for completion.

Thomas H. Healy, until recent-

ly in the employ of the Philadelphia

& Reading Railway Co., as roadway as-

sistant engineer in its valuation de-

partment, in which capacity he had
charge of roadway, and also the bridge

and building inventory parties workinir
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in conjunction with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's fteld parties, is

now. in the service of New York Cen-

tral Lines West, with the title of as-

sistant engineer. compilinR the reports

required under Valuation Order No. 3.

He has been assigned to the office of

the division engineer of the Michigan
division, with headquarters at Toledo.

W. H. R I LE Y. formerly in the draft-

ing department of the American

Bridge Co., Gary, Ind.j is now in charge

of the drafting department of the home
office of W. Austin Smith, consulting

engineer, at Huntington, W. Va. Mr.

Smith is conducting a general munic-

ipal engineering practice covering

parts of West Virginia, Kentucky and

Ohio. The home office makes the gen-

eral and detailed plans and all stand-

ard plans from data sent in from the

field offices.

Col. Robert Isham Ran-
dolph, secretary of Isham Randolph

& Co., Chicago, is Republican candidate

for trustee of the sanitary district of

Chicago. Col. Randolph has been sec-

retary of the Internal Improvement
Commission of Illinois and of the

Rivers and Lakes Commission of Illi-

nois. During the war, as colonel, he or-

ganized the 535th Engineers at Camp
Lee, took that regiment to France and
served in the San Mihiel sector with

the Second Army, A. E. F.

B R I G.-G EN. HenryJervey has

been assigned as director of the Oper-
ations Division of the General Staff of

the War Department. Prior to his as-

signment to Genex'al Staff duties, Gen-
eral Jervey served in the Corps of En-
gineers.

Karl Riddle has resigned as

resident engineer on a Federal Aid

road project in Dickinson County,

Kan., to accept a position as city man-
ager of South Palm Beach, Fla. He
has for several years been engineer of

Dickinson County and city engineer of

Abilene, Kan. He is a member of the

firm of Riddle & Riddle, consulting en-

gineers. **

Harland Bartholomew
announces the opening of new offices

in the Compton Building, St. Louis,

Mo., for professional practice in city

planning and allied subjects. Mr.
Bartholomew and his staff will give

special attention to the preparation of

city plans, zoning ordinances, park and
playground designs, to land subdivision

and special landscape problems. In
addition to his new interest, Mr. Bar-
tholomew will continue to serve as
engineer to the City Plan Commission
of St. Louis.

C A p T. H. M. G L E a s o N, Construc-
tion Corps, U. S. Navy, stationed at

Mare Island Navy Yard, has resigned
to accept the position of assistant to the

president of the Chase Co., of Water-
bury, Conn. Capt. Gleason entered the
U. S. Naval Academy in 1895 and has
served in the Navy ever since. He has
been in charge of naval construction at
Mare Island since Dec. 1, 1910, and
during that period had immediate

charge of the construction of 22 naval

vessels and numerous smaller craft.

Some of the ships constructed in this

time are the battleship "California,"

the destroyer "Ward," with a world's

record of 17i days from the laying of

keel to launching, and the electrically-

driven fleet collier "Jupiter."

T. C. Morris has resigned as I'esi-

dent engineer, building division, Panama
Canal, and is now associated with Lock-

wood, Greene & Co., as engineer in

the Detroit office.

S. M. S M I T H, recently principal

assistant engineer of the Wabash Rail-

way Co., has been appointed resident

bridge engineer with the same com-
pany on the reconstruction of its draw
span across the Rouge River at Detroit,

Mich,

Charles Warren JI u n t
became secretary emeritus of the

American Society of Civil Engineers on
July 28.

Major W. J. Powell has re-

signed as engineer of Dallas County,

Texas.

Fred C. Dunlap, chief of the

Bureau of Highways, Philadelphia, has
been placed ih charge also of the city's

street cleaning bureau, relieving John
H. Neeson, assistant chief engineer of

the Highway Bureau, who has been
acting chief of the street cleaning

bureau since the resignation of Lt.-Col.

Earl B. Morden.

Capt. A. H. Sjovall, formerly

in charge of engineering work at Camp
Devetis, has been made assistant city

engineer of New Britain, Conn. .
,

Obituary

Paul B. Regnier, engineer for

the California State Highway Commis-
sion and sergeant in the 91st Division,

during the war, was drowned near

Dunsmuir, Cal., Aug. 9.

William W. F e l l o w s, for

many years chief engineer of the Ban-

gor, Me., water-works, and member of

the water board of that city, died Aug.
8 in that city. He was born in Bangor,
Sept. 6, 1835. When the city water-

works were built, in 1874, he assisted

in the installation of +he machinery,
and was later made chief engineer.

After concluding his active connection

with the water-works, he was elected a

member of the water board, serving

from 1904 to 1907.

John Perry, emeritus professor

of mechanics and mathematics at the

Royal College of Science, South Ken-
sington, England, died Aug. 4. He was
born in Ulster, Feb. 14, 1850, and re-

ceived his education at Queens College,

Belfast. Professor Perry began his

educational career as assistant master
at Clifton College, followed by several

years' residence in Japan as a profes-

sor of engineering, and was professor

of engineering and mathematics at the

City and Guilds of London Technical

College, Finsbury, from 1881 to 1896.

He was also a past-president of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers and
of the Physical Society of London.
Professor Perry was noted for his

radicalism in practicing and demanding
the application of direct teaching, es-

pecially in physical science and mathe-
matics. Some of the books of which
he was author are "The Steam Engine,"

"Practical Mechanic s," "Spinning

Tops," "Cantor Lectures," Hydrau-
lics," "Calculus," "Applied Mechanics,"

"Steam," "Practical Mathematics," and
"England's Neglect of Science."

John George Leyner, of

Denver, was killed in an automobile

accident near that city, Aug. 5. Mr.
Leyner was a pioneer in rock drilling

and mining appliances. Through his

inventions the rock drill passed from
the percussive stage, involving machin-
ery of heavy weights, to the hammer
stage, where the rock drill has become
a thing but little larger than a pneu-
matic tool. In 1902 he incorporated the
Leyner Engineering Works and built

shops at Littleton, Col. His patents.an,d

inventions wei'e taken over, in 1911, by
the IngersoU-Rand Co., the works trans-
ferred to Phillipsburg, and the Leyner-
Ingersoll type of drill was from that,

time a standard. Mr. Ley.neif.§cl<?^iiE!ri

inventions include the ^rill sjiai'p/

now widely used throughout t^^
'

It has been estimated that tiJi^i^

ener is used for sharpening -a||

per cent of all the machine-sJ
steel in the world. He also jijrp&ited^

the "Little Tugger" hoist- used 5if(.rgine.^y

and ship yards. He built rthe • originab
machines used for pi-oducing .shredded;

wheat, and his lates<" invention was the

'Linapede" C" Leyner farm tractor, on

which he was engaged at the time of

his death. Mr. Leyner was born in.

Boulder County, Col., in 1860. .

Business Notes

Julius Janes, formerly presi-

'

dent of the Standard Steel Castings i

Co., Cleveland, has recently concluded "^ ^
an arrangement with the Farrell-Cheek

Steel Foundry Co., Sandusky, Ohio, by
which he will be the sales representa-

tive of that organization in Cleveland -

and Cuyahoga County, Ohio.

Dow& Smith, chemical engineers

and paving consultants. New York
City, announce the opening of a branch

office at Columbia, S. C, in charge of

T. Keith Legare, district engineer. Mr.
Legare was formerly connected with •

the city engineering department of
Columbia for 11 years.

A. B. W A y, recently secretary and

general manager of the Bridgeport

Chain Co., has become affiliated with

the Chain Products Co., Cleveland, as

district sales manager for New Eng-
land, with headquarters at the com-

pany's New York office.
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Competition for Jobs

IS LABOR shortage coming to an end? The question is

suggested by the recruiting of 3,000 men from other

towns to run the cars and trains of the Brooklyn

(N. Y.) Rapid Transit Company, whose employees are

on strike. A year ago such a force could not have beeTi

recruited except at wages that no manager of a prop-

erty would have dared to pay. He would have had to

bid for men already employed. The recruits now are

men out of work; factory hands mostly, coming from

plants which have shut down. No one enjoys the pros-

pect of seeing men out of work, but unemployment seems

to be the necessary remedy for the present situation.

Unlimited power always leads to excesses. Labor has

had it in recent years, and there has come the crying

abuse of loafing, of lowered production. With decrease

in demand for workers that unlimited power will be

lost. Competition for worth-while places will bring

workmen to their senses and we shall get on an upward
course again. The Brooklyn experience indicates that

the remedial process is beginning.

Program for Railroad Efficiency

FOLLOWING charges recently made before the Sen-

ate Reconstruction Co.nmittee that the railroads

were chiefly to blame for the housing shortage as a

result of embargoes against building materials, the con-

struction industry as a whole will take a lively interest

in the ambitious program of the Association of Railway

Executives for greatly increasing railroad operating
efficiency. The operators frankly recognize that short-

age of equipment cannot be made up for so long a
time that relief must be sought in the more effective

use of existing cars. To this end a program has

been launched to bring daily freight car movement up
to 30 miles and the loading up to thirty tons, with
reduction of bad-order equipment to a minimum. The
importance of this program may be realized from the

fact that if its aims were attained there would result

an increase of more than forty per cent in the carrying

capacity of our railroads. To this end the railroad

managers are seeking the co-operation of shippers and
consignees and their efforts appear to be meeting with

response. We believe that the seriousness with which
the leading railroad operators of the country have under-

taken this" program is significant not only because of the

possible resulfs but because it is expressive of the

convictioji'.that private operation is on trial for it;

life and that the question of outright Government
ownership is by no means dead. Such sentiment may
have served as a background for the unprecedented
request of railroad interests, recently made to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, for a reduction of shipping
rates on the Lakes as a means of diverting rail traffic

to the waterways. There appears no doubt that rail-

road managers are making a supreme effort to grye

something that approaches adequate service, even with
the shortage of available facilities.

Lack of Co-Ordination in Civil Engineers'

Amendments

As POINTED out and emphasized at the meeting of

, the American Society of Civil Engineers in New
York la.st week, the amendments to the constitution sent
to letter ballot by order of the Portland convention were
not studied with reference to the constitution as a whole.
If adopted, at least one other amendment to the consti-

tution will have to be made, another section will need
reconsideration, while the status of certain nominees
for office becomes, so some believe at least, debatable.

The clause requiring that 25 votes must be cast in the

board of direction to constitute an election to member-
ship in the society must be changed if there are to be

only 24 members of the board, as one of the amendments
provides.

The provision that three members of the finance com-
mittee and two members of the library and of the publi-

cation committee shall be from District 1 will need to be
reconsidered. Otherwise two of the New York directors,

under the amended constitution, would be on all three

committees and the other one on two—rather a heavj

assignment. Against a change of this provision is the

solid argument that for effectiveness committees should

have strong representation in the headquarters' citj*.

The alleged debatable question will arise over the

status of the two nominees recently named, but not

announced, for New York directorships. If the amend-
ments carry, they become effective Nov. 6. The offices

for which these nominees are named would, accordingly,

be abolished upon the expiration of the terms of the

present incumbents.

Should the names of these nominees be put on the

ballot, nevertheless? If so put, what v/ould be their

status if votes were cast for them? Obviously, a man
cannot be elected to an office that does not exist, and
votes cast for the placeless ones could hardly be con-

strued as resurrecting the abolished directorships.

At the New York meeting much was made of this

possible confusion and of the lack of agreement between

the possible future number of directors and the number
of votes required to elect to membership. The failure

to co-ordinate the proposed amendments with the exist-

ing constitution is, of course, regrettable and an evi-

dence of lack of that 'care which the changing of so

important a document rtierits, but the speakers at New
York overdrew, we believe, the seriousness of the

situation.

An amendment regarding the number of votes re-

quired for election to membership could be adopted by

March. The status of the New York nominees may
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furnish the basis for debate if one wants to split hairs,

but the fundamental principle appears to be clear. The
heavy committee assignments of New York directors

need not be considered as a serious element affecting the

disposal of the amendments.
Some of the other argument advanced at the New

York meeting is worthy of far more serious considera-

tion than these regrettable lapses in co-ordination.

At the End of the Controversy

FOR two years the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers has been a battleground of reorganization. The
fight has waxed hot and, at times, acrimonius. As a

result of the discussions, the society has arrived at the

point of decision. There has been crystallization in two

chief directions—toward a strengthening of the local

sections and a democratization through a new method
of electing officers. A vote on the enabling amendments
is being taken. During the same period the federation

idea has grown strong, and the society very soon is

to vote on that. too.

Certainly on the federation it will be the last word. If

the amendments fail, the alternatives in the hands of a

committee will have to be considered at the annual

meeting. They have, however, the general purport of

those now submitted to ballot.

No matter, then, what the result of the ballot on the

amendments, we are measurably near the termination

of the long-drawn-out discussions—for which, the

Engineering News-Record feels sure, the membership
will be duly thankful. We have been "fed up on" dis-

cussion, we are growing tired of controversy, we should

like to get to work and direct our energy into produc-

tive technical lines. We have given much thought and
time to machinery and methods; now we would like to

make the machine run. Soon there will be a machine
of some kind, and even those who will be disappointed

will be called upon to get aboard and help. If we will

devote in the next two years to earnest technical work
as much time and energy as we have given to contro-

versy the society will progress rapidly, no mutter if the

machine should lack perfection.

In expressing this desire for peace and whole-hearted

co-operation between all parties, the Engineering News-
Record believes it is expressing a view widely shared by
the members. Conciliation and counsels of co-operation

usually come after a controversy is entirely finished, but

we believe that it is well to prepare for the event.

While using the utmost efforts to present their respec-

tive sides during the month that remains for balloting,

we believe that the society will be the gainer if every

member resolves to himself that even if he is disap-

pointed he will put himself whole-heartedly into the work
of sending the American Society of Civil Engineers

ahead at a good, safe speed. It is a great organization,

one that every member is proud of. Despite what may
have been said in the heat of controversy, every member
realizes its institutional character, and is honestly de-

sirous of making it greater. As to the means, there is

disagreement. If, however, we stick to the principle of

maintaining the society's prestige while bettering its

work we shall be on safe and common ground.

For maximum effectiveness, every member needs to

give the society his full support. We face, if you will,

an era of reconstruction in the society itself. For two
years we have given little thought to its technical work.

It has a financial diflliculty to solve. Its publication

committee is asking for a study of the problem of the

Proceedings. Special committee work is at a low ebb.

Is there any doubt that the society right now needs the

best thought and work of its entire membership?
In advance of the counting of the ballots it would be

an act of loyalty that the soc-ety deserves to promise it,

within one's own heart, unqualified support no matter
what the result.

The Grand Central Terminal—A Great

Civic Development
Due to the constantly increasing land value of rail-

way passenger terminals in the larger cities, the

intensive development or utilization of these areas is

of growing importance in railway economics. The
most striking example of such development is the

Grand Central Terminal in New York City, treated

elsewhere in this issue. The very high land values

justified not only the fullest development of the ter-

minal buildings for offices, but the utilization of areas

over the tracks for building purposes. This, indeed,

is an extreme case; the great expense of such treat-

ment would be justified only at a few passenger ter-

minals here and abroad.

The term "Grand Central" no longer designates a

mere railroad station, but a large and impressive civic

center. The story of its development in the last twenty

years is a romance. Where there were formerly smok-

ing tracks and four-story buildings, there are large

handsome structures—offJice buildings, stores, hotels,

apartments and clubs. The terminal area itself, because

of its attractiveness, has become the heart of a still

greater development, radiating from it in every direc-

tion. In fact, the whole surrounding neighborhood now
goes by the name of the Grand Central District, and

is one of the chief business centers of the metropolis.

As a civic as well as a railroad-terminal development,

it is unique and stands as a monument to the foresight

and ability of the New York Central's oflficers.

Reference to the remarkable development of the

Grand Central area prompts some thoughts on the eco-

nomic use of railroad terminal property. The New York
Central's solution has been eminently successful and

points the direction for terminal studies in other cities

where land values are high.

Apparently, though, there is a wide difference of

opinion as to the desirability of high or low buildings

over both passenger stations and freight houses. The
European custom of building hotels as a part of the

station has gained little headway here. In New York

the headhouses of the two great terminals represent

the low type, although that of the Grand Central is

built to carry a high office building. Of two modern

terminals in Chicago, one has a skyscraper office build-

ing, while the other has a low headhouse of greater

architectural pretentions, with the railroad offices in a

separate building. In the case of freight terminals, the

upper floor of the freight house is sometimes used for

temporary storage, but in many cases it would seem

advantageous to cover the site with a tall building hav-

ing upper floors for warehouse or other purposes. The
freight house of a terminal now under construction in

Chicago will be surmounted by the general offices of

the railwav company. Nowhere in this country have
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large hotels in connection with railroad passenger ter-

minals been developed as at New York. Beside those

in the Grand Central area, the Pennsylvania Hotel,

opposite the Pennsylvania Station, is on railroad prop-

erty and is connected to the station.

The possibility of producing revenue necessarily

depends on local conditions. In New York the tide of

business uptown helped the Grand Central situation

materially, though the attractiveness of the terminal

area itself accelerated the general uptown movement.

The electrification was another favoring factor—a sine

qua non of the whole scheme. In other large cities

electrification would change the character of the

adjacent areas so much as to invite elaborate develop-

ment. With steam operation a railroad passenger yard

or even the approach to a terminal is anything but at-

tractive for high-class buildings.

While an imposing low-headhouse terminal is an

excellent city adornment, the inclination of railway

operators, with land values climbing, must perforce

be directed to the most economic use of the areas avail-

able. In such studies the Grand Central solution is

full of suggestion.

A Field for Experiment

WHEN a loaded motor truck pounding along the

road at 15 or 20 miles an hour strikes a country

highway bridge and bumps violently over its uneven

floor the effect on the bridge obviously exceeds that of

the same truck at rest. Unfortunately we do not know
what the excess may amount to, especially under the

unfavorable combinations of rough pavement and jolting

truck that sometimes occur. In the absence of experi-

mental data, the builders of highway bridges generally

content themselves with ignoring the effect, or at most,

whether flat or graduated (one state highway depart-

ment uses 30 per cent) of a fixed fraction of the impact

ratio customary in railroad bridge design.

In a proposal that steps be taken to increase the safety

of highway bridges, made in these columns two weeks
ago, the impact effect was referred to, but without
mention of the fact that the effect has not been meas-
ured and that therefore we know practically nothing
about it. The subject not only possesses technical

interest independent of the matter of settling on bridge-

design loadings, but under present-day service condi-

tions it constitutes a practical problem of immediate
importance. It ranks among the leading questions for

experimental investigation in the whole field of bridge

engineering.

Bridge impact under railroad trains has been meas-
ured in several series of elaborate experiments. From
these it is known that although a train rolls smoothly
along on steel rails yet in its progress across a bridge it

gives rise to very considerable stresses superadded to

those produced by the mere weight effect of engine and
' cars. This added stress has been discussed extensively,

j

and several elaborate formulas have been devised for

i computing its amount for the various members of both
long and short spans. Extra metal is provided in all

new railway bridges to resist the impact stress. But
these data and practices plainly have no meaning for
highway bridge design, and it is therefore only natural
that, lacking the results of actual measurements, design-
ers of highway bridges have little respect for impact
formulas.

Beyond doubt impact effects occur in highway bridges

just as frequently as in railway bridges. But if we do

not know their amount we cannot provide for them. So

long as they remain unprovided for, they necessarily

infringe to an unknown degree on the safety margin of

the structures ; in other words, impact tends to bring our

highway bridges nearer their breaking-down point.

It is not impossible, moreover, that measurement
would show abnormally high impact in highway bridges

under some conditions. According to current notions,

derived from railroad bridge service, impact effects

range between zero and 100 per cent; in other words,

the effect of a moving load is generally much less than

twice the static effect of the same load. But can we
safely assume that this would be the case in highway
bridge service? On a rough floor, especially the worn
planking of a medium-span road bridge twenty-five or

thirty years old, a heavy truck moving at high speed

has every chance of delivering violent blows to the

structure. Impact additions of quite excessive amounts,

compared with present conceptions, might then be pro-

duced. This possibility is a strong argument for the

proposal that experimental study of impacts be under-

taken.

To summarize the case: It will not be possible to

estimate the capacities of highway bridges satisfac-

torily, or to construct new bridges with due economy and

efficiency, until the impact effects occurring under motor

trucks at speed are measured. The importance of this

problem, its difficulty and its cost, warrant the sugges-

tion that the highway departments of a number of states

join in undertaking the investigation; their combined

resources, together with those of the Bureau of Public

Roads at Washington, would enable the study to be taken

up on a scale proportional to the task.

Plainly, such study must be directed first of all toward

getting a practical estimate of commonly occuring

impact values, in order that at least rough data for

judging of the safety of bridges may be available. But

the work is by no means ended here. As the next step

it will be necessary to determine how impact varies with

speed. Few if any data on this phase of the subject

have been obtained in railwa., bridge experiments, and

in anj^ case the conditions are so different in highway
service as to make the question a new one. Roughly,

perhaps, an increase with the square of the speed is to

be expected, in view of the direct blow and shock effect

forming part of the live-load action on a highway

bridge. Whether the existence of critical speeds, ob-

served in railway bridge experiments, would complicate

the problem is an open question; but if there is such a

thing as critical speed in highway bridge service it is

likely to be not a fixed quantity but a variable depend-

ing on the parti:;ular vehicle and its path across the

bridge.

Maximum impact effects doubtless occur in the floor

members. Since the floors of old highway bridges are

also the most seriously over.stressed under static load-

ing, the rapid growth of truck traffic in the absence of

load and speed control makes impact a question of very

immediate moment. It is certain that, to maintain old

bridges in reasonably safe service, many floors must be

reinforced in the near future. Only through measure-

ment of impact effects will it be possible to execute this

reinforcement in such a way as to provide adequately

for the action of traffic loads.
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study and experiment applied to the hydraulic

fill operations of the Miami Conservancy District

have developed:

(1) A manganese steel centrifugal putnp which,

compared with cast iron, has doubled the output

life of pump shells and increased nearly tenfold

the output life of pump runners.

(2) A neiv design of pump shell in white iron

that has exhibited a resistance to wear xvhich

indicates an output life of 400,000 cu. yd. of

heavy gravel and sand fill, or about double the

life of a manganese steel shell under the same
conditions.

(3) A high carbon steel, tvelded dredge pipe

which has an output of four times the yardage

of ordinary riveted steel dredge pipe.

(Jt) A sump and pump layout which eliminates

priming and has materially reduced the loss of

head at the suction.

(5) A practicable self-cleaning grizzly for screen-

ing heavy pit run glacial drift.

(6) Electric signaling systems which provide the

pump operator with accurate knowledge of the

conditions of floio in the pipe-line system and
enable close synchronization of main pump and
booster pump operation.

Combined with these outstanding developments
there have been improvements in minor details

of practice which give the work in the Miami
River valley, besides its rank as the largest hy-

draidic fill dam construction operation in the

world, a technical standing of significance to con-

struction engineers and to contractors. From, a

careful personal study by the ediior, corrected

by the engineers of the Miami Conservancy
District, a review of hydraulic fill practices and
developments is given in a series of three

articles.—Editor.

Part I

STRUCTURALLY the five dams which will protect the

Miami River valley from floods are earth embank-
ments pierced by outlets of concrete masonry. The
embankments are being built by the hydraulic fill

method. They vary in volume from about 865,000 to

3,500,000 cu.yd. and aggregate about 9,000,000 cu.yd.

Each operation is a separate construction task involv-

ing individual problems of stream control, sequence of

fill, borrow-pit development, transportation and plant

layout. The common technical direction of the five

operations and their simultaneous prosecution permits,

however, the standardization, to a considerable degree,

of processes and equipment.

General Conditions.—So far as it may be disclosed

by dimensions and plans the construction required is

indicated by the drawings of Fig. 1. As affecting the

hydraulic fill operations certain characteristics of struc-

ture require attention. At two dams the outlet and

the spillway are separate structures and the embank-
ment is continuous across the valley, which complicates

the problem of stream control, and at three dams the

outlet and spillway are a single structure, which forms

a notch in the dam and interrupts the continuity of

the embankment, thus complicating the filling opera-

tions. Another influencing factor is the extended lateral

dimension and the comparatively restricted heights of

the fills. Referring to Fig. 1, and equalizing the hori-

zontal and vertical scales, it is observed that except

at Germantown the dams are wide flat fills across

broad level valleys.

The geology of the dam locations also assumes im-

portance in the construction problem. It has to be

considered not merely in respect to securing safe

foundations for the dam structures but also in respect

to developing sources of materials suitable for hy-

draulic fill embankment and for concrete outlet con-

struction. The valleys in which the dams are located

are glacial drift overlying rock. Below the surface

this drift is gravel and sand which have been worked
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over by the waters of the melting glaciers. On the

surface there is an inundation deposit from later

streams of glacial fill or fine rock particles, inter-

spersed with clay. Generally speaking these materials

properly selected and treated provide excellent aggre-

gates for concrete, and when combined properly are

equally, excellent materials for hydraulic fill dam em-
bankment. Some irregularity of the glacial deposits

in the distribution of coarse and fine materials makes
it necessary at times to go to separate sources to ob-

tain the desired combinations but invariably those

sources are all reasonably convenient to the sites of

the dams.

Construction of hydraulic fill, aside from administra-

tion, involved, then, the following principal problems:

(1) stream control; (2) borrow-pit development and
materials transportation; (3) pump construction and
operation; (4) discharge pipe construction and (5)

embankment building. Determination of some of the

technical questions, such as hydraulic and mechanical
design of pumps and the principles of core control and
settlement, must await the completion of the records

and their analyses, but the broad developments of

practice which are of service to the contractor are

capable of expression. They comprehend, as has been
noted, a number of improvements of importance.

Stream Control.—The normal flood season of the

Miami River valley is March and April. During the

remainder of the year construction is usually unhind-
ered by high water except when, by chance, a summer
cloudburst causes a temporary freshet on the more
flashy streams. This low-water period is during the

winter season, when cold weather curtails progress.

Since the earth fill for each dam requires two or

more construction seasons stream control and sequence
of fill have to be planned with care that: (1) flood dan-
ger to downstream centers of population shall not be
intensified by the dam construction operations and (2)
when final closure by the fill of the original channel
is undertaken it can be completed during the low-water
season beyond danger of being overtopped by the suc-

ceeding spiing floods. This danger point is set at a
level which is safe in case of a flood as great as that
of 1913.

While the problem of stream control at each of the
dams is largely determined by the local conditions,

among which is the type of outlet, it submits to a
general principle of solution for all dams. This prin-

ciple is construction of the fill in sections longitudinally

of the dam as indicated by the series of diagrams
making up Fig. 1. Inspection of these diagrams dis-

closes: (1) that until the final closure is undertaken
the natural clear-way for flood flow is not constricted

and (2) that when final closure is undertaken it is

completed in one season.

In a measure the complexity of planning stream con-
trol and sequence of fill is determined by the type of

outlet structure. At three of the dams—Taylorsville,

Huffman and Lockington—the outlets are concrete

notches through the embankment. By leaving out the
wier, which crosses this notch, a flume, whose capacity
is flexible up to very large volumes, is obtained to pass
floods during embankment construction. At the Engle-
wood and Germantown dams the embankments are con-

tinuous across the valleys and the outlets are covered
twin conduits penetrating the bottom of the fill. By
building the twin conduits temporarily to about twice

their final capacity considerable leeway is provided for
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PLANS AND SECTIONS OF DAMS SHOWING SEQUENCE OF FILL. AND PUMPING PLANT LOCATIONS
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Sluicing W(?ter Supply Pump House

FIG. 1'. START OF HYDRAULIC EXCAVATION AT TAYLORS-
VILLE BORROW PIT

the excess volume of flood flow, but not enough to make
it safe to close all other outlets until the closure can

be completed to a safe height during a working season.

At Germantown the limitations of the conduit out-

let as a flood channel caused little trouble because the

volume of fill required to effect closure to a safe height

was not greater than could be completed in one low

water season, as is indicated by the diagram of Fig. 1.

At Englewood the conditions are different. Here the

volume of the embankment is so great that a third

season's work is required to complete it to a safe height.

During the first season, as the diagram indicates, the

fill leaves free both the old river channel and the outlet

conduits. In the second season the river channel is

closed, but a temporary spillway, in addition to the

outlet conduits, is provided for the flood flow. The
third season's work completes the embankment to ele-

vation 860, which is a height safe for high water equal

to that of 1913.

Aside from the diagrams little explanation of stream

control and sequence of fill is necessary for the three

dams having open channel outlets. Since at Huffman
the outlet structure came very nearly within the origi-

nal channel stream diversion was necessary. At
Taylorsville the excavation for the outlet channel in-

volved about half a million yards of earth overburden,

and to dispose of this material so that channel excava-

tion in rock could go ahead the fill west of the river

was begun in 1919 and then shut down, when the ledge

had been cleared off, until certain railway relocation

permitted progress to the finish.

Altogether, stream control plays a vital role in de-

termining the embankment construction processes. Only
at GermantowTi was the condition realized of a straight-

away hydraulic fill from end to end. At all the other

dams the fill is made in irregular sections of embank-
ment, with the maximum of complexity at Englewood.
More numerous pipe line changes than is ordinary are

therefore necessary, and considerable volumes of the

embankment have to be built as cross dams by other

than hydraulic fill methods.

Materials Transportation.—Earth for hydraulic fill

is moved from the borrow pits by three methods: (1)

Rotary Screen^

FIG. 3. DIAGRAM OF ROTARY
GRIZZLY ARRANGEMENT

train haulage from pit to sump and then pumping into

the embankment; (2) sluicing from pit to sump and

then pumping into embankment; (3) sluicing from the

pit directly into the embankment. The first method is

employed exclusively at Englewood and the second

method exclusively at Lockington and at Taylorsville.

At Germantown both the first and the second methods
are employed and at Huffman all three methods.

Except at the Taylorsville and the Lockington opera-

tions the locations of favorable materials for hydraulic

fill are in the bottoms of the valleys upstream from the

dams. From these locations to the dams the average

distances are about 2,000 ft. and when excavating

from the far ends of the pits the maximum distances

are about 4,000 ft. With the friction heads, 8 to 12 ft.

in 100 ft., developed by the heavy glacial gravel, pump-
ing in several relays would be required to move the

material from the pit to the fill. It was estimated,

therefore, that the cost would be less to excavate by
dragline machines and haul by trains to pump sumps
located adjacent to the

dam sites at such eleva-

tions as permitted reason-

able railway grades from
the pits and as made it

practicable to pump the

material into embankment
at any required location

with a main pump and one

booster pump on any pipe

line. In appraising the wisdom of this decision a study

of the friction heads developed in pumping the Miami
glacial drift is of supreme importance. These friction

heads are analyzed in a succeeding article.

Upon this determination haul by train to receiving

hoppers or "hog boxes" delivering to pump sumps was
adopted for the Englewood, Germantown and Huffman
dams. The material from the Englewood borrow pit

has proved nearly perfect in gradation from coarse to

fine particles for hydraulic fill dam construction and
the original plan has not been modified. The borrow
pits at both Germantown and Huffman have developed

a scarcity of fine material. To supply this deficiency

gravel and clay deposits have been opened in the hill-

sides flanking the ends of the dams at elevations which
permit sluicing. The side hill material at German-
town is sluiced into the sump at the hog box.

At Huffman about 150,000 cu.yd. can be sluiced di-

rectly into the embankment and perhaps an additional

50,000 cu.yd. will be sluiced to a pump sump at the

foot of the hill and across the valley from the hog-box

sump and thence pumped into the embankment. In

the direct sluicing at Huffman the pit sluice ditches

lead to an inlet on the hillside overtopping the dam
and from the inlet a 15-in. dredge pipe line on a trestle

and thence along the beaches delivers the flow to the

dam embankment. A 22-per cent pipe grade handles

the clay readily but a 4-per cent grade is required for

the coarser gravel.

Material supply to the pumps at Lockington and

Taylorsville is a straightforward sluicing operation.

Hillside deposits of materials suitable for hydraulic

fill dam construction exist at the east ends of both dams
at elevations which make sluicing economical. At

Taylorsville this deposit is in the hillside, cut through

by the outlet channel, so that over a half million yards

of the deposit sluiced accomplishes the double purpose
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of removing the overburden of the rock cut for the

outlet and of creating hydraulic fill embankment.

Monitor and Sluicing Practice.—To break down the

streaky glacial drift for sluicing, monitor and nozzle

sizes and pressures are varied. For the denser clay

portions a 2o- to S^-in. nozzle operating at 110- to

135-lb. pressure meets the conditions where the clay

strata can be broken down by undercutting. It is better

to shake up and fissure the deep layers by blasting.

From 90- to 100-lb. pressure with a 4-in. nozzle meets

best the average conditions of mixed gravel and clay.

For the straight gravel containing a considerable pro-

portion of stone too large for sluicing a stream of

large volume, say 5 in. at low pressure, say 60 to 80 lb.,

gives the best results. Such a stream has the volume

of flow required to pull away the usable materials from

the oversize stone whereas a small sti'eam at high pres-

sure merely beats this larger stone down into a blanket

which covers and protects the usable sizes from ero-

sion. The practice is to use a No. 2 monitor for nozzles

up to 22 in. and a No. 3 or a No. 4 monitor for nozzles

from 21 to 5 in.

Different clays exhibit quite different behaviors un-

der the action of the monitor streams. Generally the

yellow and the red clays melt dovm completely. On
the other hand, the blue clays resist dissolution. In the

solid bank they stand firmly against direct attack of

the stream. Where the layers are thin enough to be

broken down by undercutting or when they have been

fissured and crumbled by blasting the sluicing is fairly

rapid. A considerable portion of the clay, however,

does not melt dowoi, but is carried by the water in lumps
which, by rolling along the sluices and pipe line, are

rounded into balls from the size of a marble to that of

a grapefruit. These balls, of course, drop on the

beaches of the fill and do not go into the cores.

Except at Huffman, where, generally speaking, only

fine material is sluiced, the monitor discharge does not

provide sufficient water for sluicing. The additional

water is pumped to the crest of the pit face and then,

led by sluices, drops over the face and flows across the

pit bottom to the sump. At Lockington -pumping is

supplemented by gravity flow from the old Miami &
Erie Canal, but broadly speaking, sluicing water at all

of the conservancy dams has to be pumped. The sluices

are earth ditches and 4 per cent sluice grades are found
ample.

Pit development and sluice location are determined by
the demand for coarse or fine materials and the loca-

tions of these materials in the pit. At Lockington,

where conditions made possible the greatest regularity,

perhaps, of pit development, the excavation is worked
out in the shape of a fan with the pump sump at the

apex. The monitor pipe line is laid on the pit bottom
parallel to the face arc, with monitor connections at

mtervals so that any section of the face, depending upon
the character of the material wanted, may be sluiced.

The sluice ditches are radial. By crowding the ditches

in one side with baffle boards considerable material

1 has been added to the output by the erosion of pit

{ tailings, an3 the height of working face has been
increased.

Ground water at the Lockington sump stood so high
that too much water was fed to the dredge pumps and
the amount of solids pumped was therefore reduced.
By lowering the ground water by means of a separate
sump ajid water pump the output of the dredge pumps

in per cent of solids handled was immediately increased.

Overflow from the dredge pump sump is aiso carried

over to the ground water sump. The discharge from the

water pump is taken up to the sluice ditch on the hill

above the pit face and added to the sluicing water.

Hauling and Hog-Box Practice.—Much of the excava-

tion in the valley bottom borrow pits is below water

level. At places the digging must also go to consid-

erable depths to obtain the required materials. These

conditions and the fact that dragline excavators were

considered to satisfy best the requirements of the other

excavating operations in connection with the dam con-

struction led to the adoption of this type of machine to

excavate the embankment material and to load it into

cars. Ordinarily each excavator is served by two trains

each consisting of five 12-cu.yd. cars hauled by a 40-ton

locomotive. At periods of the "work the train length has

been increased by one or two cars, but normally two

FIG. 4. HOW STREAM FROM NOZZLE IS CONTROLLED

5-car trains have been plenty to handle the output of

one excavator. Broadly speaking the dragline output

has limited the dredge pump output. A 15-in. dredge

pump has been capable of handling more material under

the conditions than a dragline having 85-ft. to 100-ft.

tailings, and the height of working face has been in-

creased.

At Englewood, where the greatest volumes of mate-

rials are being handled, a steam and an electric dragline

are working in the same borrow area. Both are 115-

ton machines with 85-ft. booms and 4^-cu.yd. buckets.

With an average pit face of 15 ft. these machines each

handle comfortably from 150 to 180 cu.yd. an hour.

Comparison of the two machines indicates that with

current costing under 1.6c. per kilowatt-hour and with

coal at $6.50 per ton on wagons at the machine the

steam machine is somewhat more expensive. It is

faster in operation than the electric machine, but the

cost of coaling runs the unit cost higher.

At the pumps, the trainloads of material are dumped
from side trestles into concrete hog-boxes. These are

rectangular boxes the floors of which slope from th6
:f^
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trestle side and also from the ends toward a discharge

outlet at the center of the opposite side. Monitors at

each end sluice the material as it lies in the hog boxes

to the outlets, using generally a 3-in. stream at 60-lb.

pressure. Wear of the tloors is about the only mainte-

nance cost of hog-box structures. At Germantown a

well built 4-in. floor of rich concrete had a life of

425.000 cu.yd. of materials sluiced. It was then prac-

tically worn out.

Screen Practice.—Material from the hog-bo.xes passes

to the pump sumps through rotar>' screens which remove

the oversize. These screens are the development of

several experiments. At first flat or sloping grates of

several t>-pes, with square openings, were tried. They

had a tendency to clog under a rush of material and

two or three men. working under sloppy and disagree-

able conditions, were required to keep them clear. In

the original installation at Germantown a traveling flat

grate was found to be much better but it did not fully

meet the requirements. A rotan.- screen with round

holes was the final solution.

A tj'pical rotar>- screen arrangement is indicated by

Fig. 3. The screen is a sheet steel cylinder with a

screening section 4 ft. in diameter and 9 ft. long. The
holes are 7 in. in diameter. It is operated at about nine

revolutions per minute by a 7^-hp. motor. All oversize

material is rejected without hand labor except where use

of the stones for construction necessitates that they be

sorted out from the clay balls and any useless material

contained in the screen waste. It is found that these

screens also tend to rectify irregular feed from the

hog-box and to deliver the solids to the pump suctions

in a uniform flow. This has proved to be a ver>- useful

function, since with all reasonable care in using the

sluicing monitors there will be moments When the

solids will pass the hog-box outlet in masses which tem-

porarily overload the pumps. As the discharge from

the hog-box at times enters the screen end at a velocity-

which would shoot the solids past the screening area of

the cylinder an important operating feature of each

screen is a hanging flap gate which breaks the force of

the outlet discharge but swings back readily to pass

the water and earth.

[Part II. in next iceek^s issii^, icill present the devel-

opments in sitmp and pump layout and pump construc-

tion. All icork is being performed by the construction

department of the Miami Conservancy District, Arthur
F. Morgan, chief engineer. Charles H. Paid, assistant

chief engineer, and C. H. Locher, construction manager.
Much credit for the success of the hydra idiching oper-

ations is du-e to the dirunon engineers at the dams. All

of them hare given careful thought and study to the

problems encountered and have made vaUtable sugges-

tions for improvements in desigyi. They are: Arthur
L. Paul<, Germantofcn: H. S. R. McCurdy, Engleicood;

Barton M. Jones, Lockington: 0. S. Floyd, TaylorsviUe;

and C. C. Chambers, Huffman^ G. L. Albert, hydraulic

engineer, has given special attetUion to the hydraidic

fill installations and operations at all of the damrS and
S. M. Woodtcard, consuiting engineer, has offered valu-

able advice and .^ngge.^tions.l

Window Display Advertises Engineering
Working paraphernalia of the engineer are displayed

in the windows of the principal store of Butte, Mont.,

for. the purpose of stimulating the interest of citizens

in engineering affairs. The A. A. E. chapter arranged

the display.

Activated-Sludge Experiments at

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

By R. H. Eagles
Chief, Industrial Section. Sanitary Engineering Department,

the Dorr Co., New York City

SIX months' operation of an experimental activated-

sludge plant at Mt. Vernon, N. Y., by the Dorr Co.,

Engineers, of New York City, has developed a modifi-

cation known at "The Dorr-Peck Process." The system

difl"ers chiefly from former methods, in the application

of different mechanical principles to the introduction

of the air and circulation of the sludge, resulting in

lower air consumption, and higher nitrogen recoveries

in the sludge.
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The sewage treated was fresh domestic sewage of the

following average composition in parts per million:

total solids, 596; suspended solids, 245; soluble solid.s,

351; alkalinity, 265; ox>gen consuming power, 154. De-

tailed results for the month of November, 1919, are

shown by the accompanying table. Conclusions reached

are as follows:

(a) Purification is effected by 0.6 cu.ft. of air per

gallon of sewage treated, with a detention period rang-

ing from 8 to 10 hours.

(b) A clear colorless effluent is produced, containing

less than 20 p.p.m. of suspended solids, up to 1 p.p.m.

of nitrate and nitrite nitrogen, and is stable at least

four days by the methylene blue reaction.

(c) A 90 per cent removal of bacteria is effected.

(d) The "oxygen consumed" value is reduced by 79.6

per cent.

(e) The dry sludge has a nitrogen content of 7 to 9

per cent expressed as ammonia.

(f ) Sludge disposal was only slightly investigated

without definite results.

The work was conducted under the supervision of C.

Lee Peck, director of Research and Development of the
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partments by a horizontal tray. Aeration occurs in the

lower compartment, sedimentation in the upper. The
depth of liquor in the aeration chamber is 6i ft. The
diffusion medium is filtros tile laid in the bottom of each
tank. A central vertical shaft is suspended in each

tank, to the bottom of which are attached two radial

arms with squeegees which engage and keep clean the

exposed surface of the filtros tile, and at the same time
move the settled sludge to the periphery. Half way
up on the shaft and engaging the upper surface of the
horizontal tray or diaphragm (which is the floor of the

sedimentation chamber), are attached similar radial

arms with plows which move the settled sludge out
to the periphery and allow it to drop back through
peripheral downcast wells into the aerating chamber.
Thus a circulation of the sludge is effected and a con-
centration of fresh sludge is kept in the aerating cham-
ber. Provision is made for drawing off sludge from
the final sedimentation chamber to prevent its building
up and escaping with the overflow. A clear overflow is

continuously removed by a peripheral launder around
the top of the tank.

Approximately 75 per cent of the air is introduced
into the first unit and 25 per cent into the second.

An important feature of the mechanical design is

that it utilizes the natural lifting effect of the air, by
constructing its exit, in such a manner that a rapid

continuous circulation of the activated sludge and in-

coming sewage feed is effected. This gives intimate and
prolonged contact between the air, biologic floes, and
sewage, with the resulting air economy.
The air was supplied by a Nash hydro-turbine com-

pressor, delivering the air at an average pressure of

4t lb. per square inch and was measured by the Rotary

Meter Co.'s compensating meter, which is so constructed

as to compensate for any pressure passing through it,

registering the actual amount of free air passed. The
sewage flow was recorded over a 90 deg. V-notch weir

by a Foxboro recording depth gagie. Both meters

were carefully checked up. The power requirement of

the two aerating unit mechanisms amounted to one-half,

horsepower.

Snow and Water Relations in Nevada

WATER storage represented by the snow on the

Sierra Nevada in April, 1920, was below normal,

averaging 77.5 per cent of normal in the Yuba Basin,

76 in the Tahoe basin, 80 in the Carson basin and

84.8 per cent in the Walker basin. The probable run-

off from these basins during the 1920 season, was
estimated provisionally in April at corresponding per-

centages of the normal annual run-off, but this esti-

mate was reduced to 10 to 25 per cent in May for

precautionary reasons. Observations in the Humbolt
basin have not been established long enough to deter-

mine normal conditions, but although the amount of

snow on the ground averaged only 76 per cent of that

in 1919 the run-off for 1920 was expected to approach

that of 1919 owing to probable improvement in spring

and summer precipitation. These results of a study

of snow surveys are given by J. E. Church, Jr., in

charge of the Nevada co-operative snow surveys at

Mount Rose Observatory, Reno.

The run-off from two basins in 1919 is shown in

the accompanying table. The high figures for April

and May and the practical exhaustion of the snow
cover by June, as shown by this table, was due to

the relatively high tem'perature of April and May. For

1920, a temperature deficiency in April and moderate

temperature in May were expected to reverse the for-

mer conditions and to assure at least a moderate run-

off in June and July. Further, although the snow
cover this year was less deep than in 1919, the precip-

itation in April, 1920, assured a run-off nearly equal

to that of the previous year.

A fairly definite forecast of the late summer run-

off for the Tahoe and Truckee basins is made prac-

ticable because the run-off of Lake Tahoe is controlled

artificially. From the records of lake level and draft

for irrigation it is estimated that the available supply

above the outlet level will be exhausted early in Sep-

tember, or late in September with a reduced draft for

irrigation. This impending shortage is accentuated

somewhat by a rise in the bar at the outlet of the

lake. Normally, the lake level should be raised by rains

in October to December, but for several years the level

has continued to fall during October and November.

The chances are about even for a rise in the lake in

December, 1920, but only unusual rains can improve

the situation before that time. Navigation has been

interferred with, some boat stops having been discon-

tinued owing to shallowness of the water.

This shortage of water at Lake Tahoe is due largely

to lack of normal rains in spring and summer. In the

spring of 1918, 1919 and 1920 the snow cover in

the Tahoe basin was 95, 103 and 76.2 per cent of

normal. Heavy rains in early April, this year, were

offset partially by excessive evaporation and the re-

latively greater drain upon a shallow snow cover to

prime the soil. These summer losses have reduced the
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run-off efficiency of the years mentioned to 53.6, 60.9

and 46.2 per cent respectively. On the theory of prob-

abilities the forecast is for a wet spring and summer
rather than a heavy winter in the coming season of

1920-21.

RUN-OFF FROM SNOW FIELDS OF THE SIERRA NEVADA IN 1919

(PER CENT OF NORMAL)
Tahoe Basin, Carson Basin,

per Cent per Cent

Snow cover, April 103 96 8

Run-off April 100.0 86.4
Run-offMay 121.5 115. 2

Run-off June 7 7 27.6
Run-off July 0.0 4.0
Run-off April-July. 72.9 66.6

This snow survey and water forecast system, which

originated in Nevada, was described in Engineering

Neios-Record, Oct. 23, 1919, p. 766. It is now being

operated jointly by Nevada and California under the

direction of Prof. J. E. Church, Jr., of the University

of Nevada, and Major Paul M. Norboe, chief assistant

state engineer of California, as noted in Engineering

News-Record, Jan. 1, 1920, p. 60,

Portable Elevator Cleans Sand Catcher at

San Francisco

APORTABLE elevator which has been built by the

city of San Francisco for the purpose of removing

material from the sand catcher of the Treat Avenue
sewer does the work with less labor, in less time and at

lower cost than was found possible by the old method

of bucket and windlass.

The detritus chamber for which the elevator was pri-

marily designed is a part of a main trunk combined

sewer. The chamber is lOi x 12i ft. in section and

about 1400 ft. long. It has a center partition 4 ft.

high for its full length and during storm periods the

deposit accumulates throughout the entire length of the

chamber to about the height of the center partition.

After the seasonal storms are over the flow is diverted

to one side of the sedimentation chamber by means of

a dam at the inlet. Through a manhole the elevator is

then lowered so as to excavate from the other side of

the center partition and men with wheelbarrows are

sent down to move the material into a pile where the

elevator can handle it. Designs for a longitudinal con-

veyor to replace the wheelbarrow men are now under
consideration and with this improvement it is expected

that the daily capacity of the elevator will be doubled.

Under the old system of elevating the material with

bucket and hand windlass, an average of about 4 cu.yd.

per day was the best that could be done. With the ele-

vator and five or six wheelbarrow men working in the

sewer the quantity handled is at least 28 cu.yd. per
day. The elevator is designed to handle 6 cu.yd. per
hour when worked continuously at full capacity.

As shown in the drawing, the elevator proper is de-

signed to be supported by cables attached at the center
of gravity so that when raised to the top of its support
by means of a hand winch its bottom swings clear of

l£'-6-—'

DETAILS OF PORTABLE BUCKET ELEVATOR FOR CLEAN-
ING SEWER SAND CATCHER AT SAN FRANCISCO

the street and it can be easily tipped over in a horizon-

tal position and placed on top of the truck for moving.

In order to steady the elevator in position while in

operation it is attached to the front end of the truck

by means of wooden blocks and steel bolts and swinging

or vibration at the top is reduced by means of a pair of

braces resembling pike poles.

Power is supplied by a 5-hp. motor, current for which
is taken from special wires strung on the poles of a con-

venient power line. The upper part of the elevator

proper is housed in a sheet metal casing so as to prevent

the spilling of any material on the street where the

work is in operation. The buckets are made of malle-

able iron and are mounted on chain belts. The outfit,

as shown, exclusive of the bucket elevator proper, was
built after the design prepared by the city at a cost

of about $2300.

PORTABLE BUCKET ELEVATOR FOR SEWER CLEANING

Fuller's Earth Output

About 106,000 short tons of fuller's earth, valued at

$2,000,000, or $18.87 a ton, was produced in the United
States in 1919, as shown by preliminary returns made
by the producers to the U. S. Geological Survey,

Department of the Interior. These figures are the high-

est yet recorded by the Geological Survey, and show an

increase of 217 per cent in quantity, and of 563 per cent

in value, in 10 years. The increase in quantity in 1919

compared with 1918 was 25 per cent and the increase in

value was 74 per cent. The average price per ton

increased from $13.57 in 1918 to $18.87 in 1917.

Florida, which has long been the leading producer, made
nearly nine-tenths of the output in 1919.
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Doubly Eccentric Load Pressure on
Rectangular Footings

By Marshall G. Findley
Assistant DesiKninp ICngintHr, lioaid of (""oinniissioners of the

Port of New Orleans, New Orleans, La.

COMPUTATION of the varying pressure on a rec-

tangular base due to the reaction of a homogenous

elastic foundation material to load eccentric in one

direction only is fairly simple. In general, the formula

p
p =

-J
{I =*= Gc) is correct for the extremes of unit

pressure, in which < is the eccentricity expressed as

a decimal portion of the length P, the total vertical

load, and A the cross section of the base. If,, however,

0.1 T? 5:3 ol ' as

Values of (longitudinal eccentricity-, length of footing)

Afo<. Uhi'f Pressure =Kt '^ 'S founa from principal group o-f Curves. •
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f^gfltSe^fee')
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n " e'-^i
B (4m-i)k=-4(5m-fjkt6

^ Q^-"
^ (?m-l)--0'^^
.
J8(l-n) f , ."6P

La(3-3k+l<')

r^L->i f .-= KJ^'
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6(xy-x-y)

'"
6)(y-J)'-3y-v'y?

l? »:y-6> -8y-r'y'
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Case 12

- 3P"
8cc'

RECTANGULAR FOOTINGS-ECCETNTRiCITY IN TWO DIRECTIONS

FIG. 1. JJIAGRAxVI FOR CO.MI'UTING I'KEy.SLKES ON
DOUBLY ECCENTRIC FOOTINGS

the eccentricity is rather large and the material cannot

take tension, one should use instead the formula p =
P 4
- -— . In using this formula, p applies only to
A 3 (1—2g)
the maximum unit pressure along the edge nearest the

load, and the value of e must be greater than I and
less than i.

When there is double eccentricity, such as for in-

stance that caused by traction to the north and wind
blowing to the east, the case becomes much more
difficult. Checking a number of methods in current

use disclosed the fact that not only did they give

results inconsistent with each other, but also that their

results could be proved in many cases far from correct.

A study of the case, which reduces at once to a problem

in pure mathematics, disclosed the fact that there are

four cases, each having an entirely different set of

formulas. Two of these sets are simple, one more
complex, and a fourth capable of direct solution only

by determinants, and the solution awkward to handle.

To meet the difficulty, the accompanying diagram was
developed.

As a rule, in designing the only foundation figure

_i

Unit Pressure ci+ Corners
ore stated in Lbs, per Sq. Ft.

x.=0.4
'

K-J'->t</-i|
3000

fe

Un'.hcided portions of dioigrams denote portion of base tifted
from contact with foundation moitericil.

FIG. TYPICAl. EXAMPLES OF FOUR CASES OF DOUBLE
ECCENTRIC LOADING

desired is the maximum unit pressure. To find this

p
from the diagrams, (1) compute the value of -j. the

average unit pressure; (2) compute the values of e,

the longitudinal ratio of eccentricity, and e', the trans-

verse ratio of eccentricity from the given side pressures

and loads; (3) plot on the diagram, which represents

one quarter of the base, an abscissa e and an ordinate

e'; (4) read from the principal curves the value of

p
K; (5) multiply ^ by K, which gives the maximum

unit pressure on the one.

For figuring moments in a cantilever footing, this

full value of the maximum corner unit reaction is too

high to use. as uniformly distributed, and the exact

distribution of load makes rather complex figures; a

J
Q 77- p

value of —J
— X -j distributed uniformly is con-

venient and conservative.

In the rare event that more exact information is

required, the formulas given below the curves afford

a solution foi- Cases I, III and IV. To solve Case II,

for which the formulas are awkward, values of the

ratios x and y are plotted on the diagram, and from

these any other desired information may be obtained,

by application of the elementary principles of solid

geometry. The other two cases are fairly simple

mathematics.

It should be noted that the assumptions are: (1)

that the foundation material cannot take tension; (2)

that it follows Hooke's law in compression, and (3)

that e and e' are less than 0.5. In case either e

or e' is greater than 0.5 it becomes necessary to pro-

vide for tension.
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-Data Given

—

P 'LB
Case (Lb.) M Ft.-Lb. M'Ft.-Lb. (Ft.)(Ft) e

I 252,000 70,875 18,375 9 7 0.031
II 55,000 110,000 27,500 10 5 0.2

III 220,500 330,750 630,630 14 10 107
IV 8,000 16,000 16,000 6 6 0.333

'-^-^ilomputed'

Com-
puted

From Max.
> Diagram Pres.

(lb. per
e' P/A K sq.ft.)

010 4,000 I 25 5,000
0.1 1,100 3.0 3.300
0.286 1,575 4 29 6,750

333 222 13.5 3,000

\<.4rch Concre/e ioiiep/acee/

I
bfrfween ffieae Lim/-fs before any

I

C/asslA'C^ncre/e/s/cr/cf— ->j

To illustrate typical solutions the accompanying tab-

ulation of four cases is given, the maximum unit pres-

sure being v^^orked out in each case from the simple

formula. In Fig. 2 the more precise analysis of each

case is shown as worked out by the formulas at the

bottom of Fig, 1. It should be noted that the values

of K as worked out in the formulas in Fig. 1 are

not necessarily the same as the K for the same case

as worked out by the diagram.

Overhead Truss Supports Falsework
for Concrete Arch

Need for Clearance for Street Railway Leads to Use
of Timber Framework Penetrating

Solid Arch Rib
By R. W. Stewart

Chief Deputy Citj' Engineer, Los Angeles, Cal.

ON ACCOUNT of the wide clearance required for

an interurban electric railway under the new Ar-
lington Heights bridge at Los Angeles, Cal., it was
decided to support the falsework for the arch ribs

on a series of so-called scissors trusses extending up
from the ground near the springing line through the

arch rib proper. Openings were left where the truss

timbers pass through the rib and were filled after the

main arch was poured and the falsework removed.
The arch has a clear span of 64 ft., but it was permis-

sible to erect verticals at a distance of about 18 ft.

from the center line and leave room for the car line.

Small concrete pedestals, therefore, were placed here

and the main posts of the triangular trusses erected

on them. There were four trusses spaced about 6 ft.

OVERHEAD TRUSS CENTERING PERMITS CLEAR PASSAGEWAY

.. <?Bmces nof/ess -ffian

\ 4/:6"foJbep/acec/wMe
Concreie /s beinqpoc//iei

a-f opposrfe £ncf
Cff/^rch

ELEVATION OF SPECIAL TRUSS TO SUPPORT CONCRETE
ARCH BRIDGE

apart carrying transverse beams on which the seg-

ments for the lagging were placed.

It will be noted that the falsework would not resist

the longitudinal stress along the arch if one haunch
was poured while the remainder of the falsework was
without load. It was, therefore, decided to pour the

crown section first, as indicated on the drawing, and
after it had set the concrete so poured was braced at

one end by struts to hold it while the haunch at the

other end was poured. After the first haunch was
poured and had set the anchorage of the reinforcing

rods which pass through crown and haunch and into

the abutments formed a tie which permitted the removal
of the struts.

In pouring the crown section settlement due to deflec-

tion of the trusses and other causes amounted to 11 in.

and the crown drifted about 1 in. toward one abutment,

the joists at the first panel from the center toward

the abutment rising off the cap. The gap between these

joists and their supports was filled with thin boards

and that haunch filled, causing the crown to drift back

to its original position. The last operation was pour-

ing the opposite haunch. When both haunches were
poured the central part of

the arch settled an additional

s ?ii. The allowance for an-

ticipated settlement varied

from 2 to 2 in., so that the

arch after completion was
close to its correct position.

The bottom chords of the

trusses carry 40,000-lb. ten-

sion. They a*" 3 built up of

five pieces of 2 x 10-in.plank,

three of which pass thi-ough

the center joint on one leg

and two through on the

other leg, the other pieces

being cut on each side of the

joint. This 40,000-lb. ten-

sion was transmitted en-

tirely by nails driven through

the layers of plank which
projected above the center

joint. The correct number
of nails was determined by
reference to the tables by H.

C. Dewell published in Engi-
'^neering News-Record, Dec,

27, 1917, p. 1,211.
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Grand Central Development Seen As Great Civic Center

New York Passenger Terminal and Adjacent Property Surpassing Expectations as Unit Including Depot,

Post Office, Hotels, Office Buildings, Apartments, Clubs and Stores— Use of

"Air Rights" Above Tracks — Service and Power Units

ANNOUNCEMENTS recently made of projected

t development of the Grand Central property in New
York City call attention to the fact that the buildmg of

the great passenger terminal of the New York Central

and the New Haven railroads has already led to the

creation of a remarkable civic center far surpassing

the original plans in size and importance to the city,

and to the railroads that enter the terminal. In

addition to the building of

the depot, post office, hotels,

office buildings, apart-

ments, clubs, stores and
the opening of important

city thoroughfares, which
has already been accom-

plished through the fore-

sight of engineers and
other railroad officers in

the development of the

"air rights" over the ter-

minal trackage following

the electrification, construc-

tion has now commenced
on additional apartment

houses and a large exten-

sion of the railroad offices,

and there is actively pro-

jected the building of a

thirty-one story office build-

ing, with over 1,000,000

sq.ft. of office space, at

Since the opening of the great passenger

station in New York City in 1913, the develop-

ment of the Grand Central property has in many
respects far surpassed original expectations.

With its hotels, office buildings, apartments and
underground streets, it not only is a wonderful

railroad terminal but also a great civic center.

Recent announcements of projected development
for utilization of the "air rights" over the yard
tracks,on a scale for which there is no precedent,

may well serve as the occasion for retelling at

least a part of an old story and recording more
recent developments together with facts which
appear to be little known. This account was
prepared in the thought that it would be of more
than passing interest to engineers as illustrating

an unexampled civic development resulting from

a great engineering undertaking.—Editor.

a rental of $4,700,000, all

over the depressed tracks on sites on which it was
not thought that building height would exceed six

stories. While the New York passenger terminal of the

Pennsylvania Railroad is unique in being the only

project of its kind which involves river tunnelling, in

which seemingly insurmountable obstacles were over-

come, the Grand Central now stands out not only as a

great railroad terminal but as a great civic development

with an earning power more than enough to justify the

very large expenditure.

While the primary purpose was to build the best

terminal possible, with a capacity of 250,000 passengers

per day, the foresight of those in charge of the under-

taking has led to the opening of more than two miles

of city streets and the reclamation of about 40 acres

for building purposes—all over the two levels of the

thirty-two miles of electrified terminal tracks—forming
an impressive and beautiful civic development where
there existed before a steam- and smoke-filled railroad

yard crossed only by foot bridges. Groups of buildings

to which access may be had from the station concourse

itself without going above ground are remarkable for

their diversity of service and use. The main building,

with the express and suburban levels connected by long

ramps instead of stairways, is a labyrinth of passage-

ways—*'inside streets" on which there are shops and
stores—connecting with three subway routes, two
hotels with more than 3.000 rooms, office buildings

housing some 6,000 workers, a post office, restaurants

and two university clubs. Even to those who constantly

use the terminal but little is known of the hidden net-

work of power and service facilities, the machinery
and power plants—one of them excavated out of solid

rock 90 ft. below the level of the street—that make
possible the operation and the maintenance of the whole
group. To any one not well acquainted with New York

City it would be difficult

indeed to convey an im-

pression of what the build-

ing of the Grand Central

has involved without a

sketch of the historical

approach that led to these

vast plans being initiated

by the New York Central

Railroad in 1903, with the

actual opening of the new
station in 1913.

What was probably the

first real railroad passenger

terminal in New York City

was leased in 1839 by the

New York & Harlem Rail-

road, now a leased line of

the New York Central, at

the corner of Centre St.

and Tryon Row, on the site

of the southern portion of

the present Municipal
Building, some three miles

further down town than the present Grand Central.

About eleven years later the old building was taken down
and a five story depot and office building was erected.

When the tide of population and traffic had begun to

move up-town a new station was built at 26th St. and

4th Ave., on the present site of Madison Square Garden,

in 1856. This station was then considered a fine struc-

ture and was used jointly by the New York & Harlem
and the New York & New Haven roads, being the first

union depot in the United States. Incidentally, this

building could be comfortably set down in the express

concourse of the present Grand Central Station. In

1857, the use of steam locomotives south of 42nd Street

was discontinued ; so freight cars and passenger coaches

were drawn by horses both to the old Centre Street

Station and to the Twenty-Sixth Street Terminal.

The terminus of the Hudson River Railroad, now a

part of the New York Central System, in 1851 was on

the corner of West Broadway and Chambers St., and

horses were used as motive power up to a station at

30th St. In 1868 the Chambers Street Station was
abandoned and the 30th Street Station was used as the

passenger terminal until the opening of the Grand
Central Depot in 1871. Traffic soon outgrew the 26th

St. and 30th St. Stations, and after great discussion

over the site for the new terminal. Commodore Vander-

bilt decided the question by selecting a piece of ground

on 42nd St., which he called the Grand Central, because
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PRESENT DEVELOPMENT FROM TOP OF BUILDING AT 41ST STREET LOOKING NORTH UP PARK AVENUE
Va^derbm^Sour4'"fflci;'^w^^^^^ incoming station), Tale and Princeton clubs.
building Grand tvntralPal^cr^am^ ^.owp^^t.^^nt'

h

J^^h^'"°^'u
'^^ Commodore Hotel at right, with railroad and post office

and Bi!tmorrHo'teT^\^lf^a'nTp'^r?;^celo^n^!^U>rTa^A"lt '^«^--" -^- b""<i-^

of its accessibility. Used by the three railroads, the
Grand Central Depot was enlarged by the construction
of an annex between 1884 and 1886, and in 1900 the
station was again enlarged, this time to accommodate
about 60,000 passengers daily. The number of tracks
was increased and three stories were added to the main
building.

Particularly with the tremendous growth in suburban
traffic it soon became evident that the facilities of the
old Grand Central Depot could not be expanded to meet
future traffic demands without building an entirely new
terminal on a much larger • scale. Sentiment was
developing for the electrification of the roads using this
station and in January, 1902, the case was crystallized
by a serious accident which occurred in the Park Ave.
tunnel between 96th St. and 56th St., connecting with
the elevated structure northward where the road
crosses the Harlem River from Manhattan Island. As a
result the New York Legislature passed an act
requiring the railroads, after a certain date to operate
their trains by electricity through Park Ave. and
attention was given to the plan of reconstructing the
terminal. In 1903 Dlans were begun for the present
development.

With the requirement to electrify and with the
necessity of providing tremendously larger facilities to
handle the traffic of future years came the idea of the
present development: a two-level yard and the reclam-
ation of all the space over the tracks. Actual construc-
tion was begun in the Autumn of 1903 with the widen-
ing of the yard entrance at 50th St., before excavation
was begun to establish a lower level. To carry out the
construction under traffic and change the entire plant

so that not a vestige of the old remained, to keep 800
trains (including work trains) running per day, with
a tralfic of from 75,000 to 100,000 passengers, required
the closest co-ordination between operating and engi-
neering departments in the division of space for con-
struction and operation. For this purpose and to
provide for the larger terminal facilities the first thing
required was more room, and large purchases of land
were made adjoining Lexington, Park and Madison
Aves., increasing the terminal area from 23 acres to 79
acres, including both levels of tracks. Articles on the
original construction appeared in Engineering Record
of February 8, 1913, page 144, and in Engineering
Neivs of May 1, 1913, page 883. The story already has
been told how this construction, involvirs; the excava-
tion of 3,250,000 cu.yd. of material (about 2,000,000
cu.yd. of which was solid rock), over 50,000 tons of
structural steel and about 1,000,000 barrels of cement,
was carried out without interruption to service ren-
dered the thousands of passengers who used the ter-

minal daily while the old structure was being taken
down and replaced with the new terminal.

With the opening of the new station in 1913, there
already had been built over the yard tracks Grand
Central Palace, and the Post Office and office building.
In 1914 the Biltmore Hotel and the incoming station,

which it surmounts, were completed. The main power
plant at 50th St., including heating and electric sub-
station units, to serve all of the buildings of the group,
had been completed and put into operation previous to
the opening of the main building. Between 1916 and
1918 the apartment buildings over the tracks between
47th and 48th Sts. and 50th and 53rd Sts., were com-
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PRESENT GRAND CENTRAL. CIVIC CENTER ON UPPER PARK AVENUE SHOWS DEVELOPMENT OP "AIR RIGHTS"
Looking down Park Avenue from 48th Street: Paterno Apartments in right foreground. Grand Central Palace at left. Commodore
Hotel between Palace and Head building, beyond which is Hotel Belmont and Biltmore Hotel, partly hiddd ' by apartment buildings.

pleted, following the building of the superstructure

carrying the city streets across the yards. The Com-
modore Hotel, connecting directly with the main station

building, was opened in 1919. To provide the additional

heating capacity necessary a power plant 90 ft. below

the street level at 43rd St. had been built. During this

year the viaduct connection between Park Ave. and
the south approach around the main building was also

completed. In the meantime the Yale Club, the Van-
derbilt Concourse Offices, and the Hotel Chatham had
been erected.

Although the terminal—in its larger sense—is even

now incomplete, with the vacant rectangles still existing

over the yards, it has already passed expectations in

some respects. Most striking is the height and diver-

sity of the buildings which have been erected and are

planned, as indicated by the project to build the Park-

Madison Building, 31 tories in height, on the two
rectangles bounded by Madison and Park Aves., 46th

and 47th Sts., and:- a 25-story building on the two plots

immediately southward. The uses to which these struc-

tures are put seem to represent almost every form of

business and activity to be found in a great city. The
development as a whole has already become so large

that the tax revenues accruing to the City of New York
from the Grand Central property have increased from
about $700,000 to almost $3,000,000. While the utiliza-

tion of "air rights" over the terminal yards appears to

be. the most important phase of the present work to

those in charge of the property, the traveller is more
particularly struck by the many services rendered him
and the places and buildings that can be directly

reached from the main building.

It is not exactly accurate to refer to the main build-

ing with its two levels and many passages as a laby-

rinth, since the station was so carefully laid out that

the movement of the traveller is a progressive one in

which different levels are reached by ramps of easy

grade with the ready guidance of legends—which were
placed after a most careful study—whether the pas-

senger enters from the street, the subways or the con-

necting hotels or offices. On entering the main con-

course one is instantly impressed with the great size of

the room and even the sophisticated commuter must
sometimes marvel at the pains expended in working
out the architectural detail. The walls and columns,

finished in Botticine marble and Caen stone, with
arched windows 75 ft. high at each end of the room,

support an arch roof, the ceiling of which is blue-tinted

and laid out to represent the Constellations of the

Heavens, in their true relativity of direction. At night

the ceiling is illuminated so that the individual stars

which are represented correspond in intensity exactly

with ths corresponding stars in the Heavens.

The floor level of the main concourse was established

as identical with the level of the mezzanine floor of the

Interborough Subway Station, since investigation had

developed that about 80* per cent of the passengers

GR^.ND CENTRAL YARD, NOVEMBER, 1906, FROM SAME SPOT AS VIEW ABOVE
Before electrification and new construction took place, cross streets from 42nd Street to 50th Street were entirely closed except for

loot bridges over the terminal yards. Except for trackage purposes the property was useless and surrounding district was largely
undeveloped. Hotel Belmont is the only building common to both views.
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entering and

leaving the
terminal use

the subways.

From the con-

course maybe
reached al-

most directly

the incoming

station, the
Commodore
and Biltmore

Hotels, the

Yale and
P r inceto n

Clubs, the
Vander bi It

Concourse
ffi c e s, the

offices of the

two railroad

companies, as

well as the

subways and
various shops

and numerous
other facilities

convenience of

dicated clearly

MAIN CONCOURSE IS ONE HUNDKBU AND TWENTY-FIVE FEET HIGH
With length of 275 ft. and width of 120 ft., room could accommodate thirty thousand people.

Ceiling laid out to represent "constellations of the heavens" in true relatively of direction and
illumination. Main entrance at the left and train gates at the right.

located in the main building for the

travellers. These connections are in-

in the accompanying insert showing
sections of the upper and lower concourse levels and the

street level.

The incoming station, located beneath the Biltmore
Hotel, to the west of the main concourse and separated

from it by a passageway beneath Vanderbilt Ave. on a

level with the main concourse, has separate passageways
leading to the subways, the street and the cab drive-

way (also located under the hotel) so that passengers
arriving in the terminal will not interfere with the flow

of people on the way to trains. A stairway from the in-

coming station leads directly up into the Biltmore

Hotel, the use of which was originally intended for trav-

ellers but which has become a popular "society" hotel.

Soon the need became apparent for an additional hotel

connected directly with the main building to serve the

convenience of travellers, and the project was launched

to build the Commodore Hotel on the corner of 42d St.

and Lexing-

ton Ave., with

2,000 rooms
i n addition

to the 1,000

rooms in the

Biltmore.
This elab-
orately ap-

pointed hos-

telry, with it.«

great lobby
giving the im-

pression of

Babylonian
hanging
gardens, is

reac hed di-

rectly from

the main
building pas-

sageway to

the east of

the concourse.

The railroad

offices in the

head building, connected by overhead bridges with the

railroad office building surmounting the Post Office,

are reached directly by two sets of elevators on each
side of the train gates directly off the main concourse.

A private underground entrance to the Yale and
Princeton Clubs connects with the Vanderbilt Ave.
passageway to 45th St., which also gives direct access

to the Vanderbilt Concourse Offices adjacent to the

building occupied by the two university clubs. All of

these passageways, on a level with the main con-

course, connecting it with the street, subway and
building entrances, are brought into their fullest

use by virtually making them "inside streets" on

which may be found shops and stores dealing in

almost every conceivable want that would occur to

any one using a passenger terminal—or for that matter
to almost any shopper. Hero are found small places of

business which deal not only in the usual commodities

on sale in any passenger terminals but also in musical

supplies—even pianos—haberdashery and clothing.

swi tt^ioS' cixAi
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ORIGINAL PLAN FOR PARK AVENUE DEVELOPMENT
Only nine years ago it was not thought tliat building over yard tracks at this point would

exceed six stories in height. Alread}' a thirteen story apartment building has been erected
and a thirty -one story office building is iirojectt'd.

ladies wear, electrical appliances—including electric

washing machines—luggage and trunks, stationery and

printing, dried fruits and nuts, and French pastry.

Here may also be found a shoe repair shop, a shop which

deals exclusively in safety razors and shaving acces-

sories, a milk and dairy stand, a delicatessen store, elab-

orate candy shops, a circulating library, drug stores,

lunch counters and restaurants, and a sub postal station.

At first the development of the business of these shops

was slow, but in the past few years it has increased by

leaps and bounds. Last year the company operating the

haberdashery and clothing shops in the terminal build-

ing did a business amounting to verj' nearly one-half

million dollars, and the indications are this year that

gross receipts will total somewhere near three-quarters

of a million.

Far more important than these concessions inside the
main building, from the viewpoint of revenue-produc-

tion, is the development of the "air rights" over the

yards to the north, and the opening of Park Ave.
With Park Ave. opened throughout its entire length by
building the cantilever viaduct over 42d St., and by
carrying the elevated roadway around the west side of

the station, and thence northward on its normal course
over the terminal yards, a great plaza is opened north
of the head building. Outstanding among buildings

located almost entirely over the terminal tracks to the

north of the head building is the Mansions Apartment
House (more popularly known as the Paterno Apart-
ments) consisting of two sections of thirteen stories

each, located on the rectangle bounded by Park and Madi-
son Aves., and 47th and 48th Sts. This building, which
was completed in 1918, contains 104 apartments, 23

stores, 10 doctor's offices, and 65 extra servant's rooms,

and brings in a total annual rental of $1,100,000. Upon
entering its courtyard consisting of an elaborate formal

garden it seems almost inconceivable that it is built

over the yards of a railroad terminal. Similarly ap-

pointed apartment houses, but of smaller size, are lo-

cated over the two plots on the west side of Park Ave.,

between 50th and 52d Sts. Another apartment house

which will bring in a total annual rental of $900,000 is

now being constructed by Fred T, Ley & Co., Inc., on

the plot bounded by Park Ave., the extension of Vander-

bilt Ave. and 48th and 49th

Sts. The building has been

financed on the co-operative

ownership and management
plan without the aid of a

mortgage and is the first ap-

plication of the co-operative

plan to an apartment dwell-

ing of such large size. Still

another apartment building,

which will also bring in a

rental of $900,000 per year,

is being built between Park
Ave., the extension of Vander-
bilt Ave. and 49th and 50th

Sts. Louis Sherry's restau-

rant will be one of the

features and will occupy the

entire ground floor of this

building. The number of oc-

cupants in these two apart-

ment houses will be from 500

to 600 each and the number
in the Paterno Apartments is approximately 1,000.

It was the original plan of the Park Ave. development
that the buildings at this point would not exceed over

six stories in height, but even the apartment houses
mentioned above exceed this limit. / During the first

part of the new Grand Central construction work, the

steel columns carrying the express tracks and overhead

streets were erected to serve as building columns as

well. It was decided to make the remainder of the

columns carrying railroad and street structures entirely

independent of building columns, which in turn would be

entirely separate from the structure carrying the ex-

press tracks and street levels. This decision was reached

for two reasons: First, that the demand for building

space in this district had so far exceeded expectations

that building columns capable of supporting much taller

structures than six stories would be necessary, and sec-

ond, that it would be highly desirable to have the building

columns entirely independent of the rest of the struc-

ture so that they could be thoroughly insulated against

vibration and sound from the moving trains beneath.

A plan for accomplishing this purpose was evolved

after extensive tests made by the engineering depart-

ment. In these tests the effect of vibration from trains

was measured in three planes by seismographic in-

struments. The protection evolved for all building

columns supporting "high grade" structures is in-

dicated in the accompanying drawing, which shows

the details of the vibration mat consisting of alternate

layers of lead and asbestos which support the column at

ll
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Surrounded by air space and supported by mat of alternate

layers of lead and asbestos to Insulate buildings against sound
and vibration of moving trains.
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POSSIBILITIES OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OVER YARDS SUGGESTED BY DIVERSITY OF PRESENT BUILDINGS
Left: Group includes railroad offices, hotel, university clubs and business offices, all built over yard tracks. Right: Modern apart-
ment house over tracks, which brings in total rental of $1,100,000 yearly. Vacant rectangle is .site for thirty-one story office building.

its base, and the air space which separates it from the

railroad structure. By far the greater portion of the

steel now in place supporting the railroad and street

structures is designed for that purpose only and not to

aid in carrying building loads, but the track layout was,

of course, made to permit the erection of building col-

umns without interfering with clearances.

Great interest now attaches to the project to build a

twin office building 31 stories higih over the (area

bounded by Madison and Park Aves., and 46th and 47th

Sts. This building, which will provide 1,100,000 sq.ft.

of office space, will, as planned, be almost entirely over

the terminal tracks. It is being projected on the co-

operative plan by the Weaver-Crawford Corporation,

with Douglas L, EUiman & Co., Inc., managing agents.

The total annual rental of the building will amount to

about $4,154,000 and of this amount $1,454,000 will be

derived in rentals from non-owners who will lease their

space from year to year and the remaining $2,700,000

will be derived from the sale outright of office space to

subscribers or co-operative owners. This project will

involve nearly $35,000,000, consisting of an estimated

construction cost of $18,900,000 and a twenty-one year
lease for about $15,000,000 with two renewals. Already
a considerable proportion of the stock in the new cor-

poration has been subscribed and it is intended to begin

construction within a few months. The structure will

be 31 stories high on the Madison Ave. end and 18

stories high on the Park Ave. end, these sections being

connected by a wing seven stories high over Van-
derbilt Ave. It is also contemplated to erect a 25-story

office building over the area bounded by Madison and
Park Aves., 45th and 46th Sts.

The Grand Central Palace, between Lexington Ave.,

46th and 47th Sts. and Depew Place, was built during
the original construction. It was intended and is now
used largely as an office and exhibit building for manu-
facturers and their associations. On the rectangle

immediately to the south of the Grand Central Palace
is the mail service and office building now consisting of

4 stories in which are the executive offices of the New
York Central Railroad. To the present building is now
being added 13 stories which will afford space for all the

New York Central offices and those of the New Haven
road which are in New York City. This will release all

of the office space now occupied by New York Central
offices in the Post Office and office building. At present
most of the office space occupied by the New York Cen-

tral is in the head building, in which a small part of

the space is now leased to private concerns. Recently
the demand for office space here has become so great

that it was decided to build the addition to the mail
service building.

While the casual sightseer looking out over the yards
and the Park Ave. Plaza from the head building sees

only the visible development, the interest of the engi-

neer will attach also to the vast network of tracks, sig-

naling systems, power, heating and communicating
lines, subways and ventilating systems that are neces-

sary to serve the group of buildings as a whole and oper-

ate the Grand Central as a railroad terminal as well,

Since no basement room is available in the buildings sur-

mounting the area of trackage it was necessar\' to pro-

vide central power and heating plants, with an elaborate

system of distribution under the lower level. This may
be said to be one of the distinctive features of the plan.

The fire signal system that has been installed is compar-
able to that of a small modern city.

The distinctive feature of the track layout of both

levels is the system of loops shown in the accompanying
insert. Although connections of the upper level loop and
the outside loop of the lower level are not yet complete

on the east side of the layout north of 45th St., it is

the ultimate plan of operation to have the incoming
trains enter on the west side and run out around the loop

tracks so as to avoid cross-over movements at the throat

of the yards above 50th St. This will greatly increase

the traffic capacity of the terminal as the demand is in-

creased above the 600 trains a day which now enter and

depart. Since practically all of the suburban traffic is

handled on the lower level, provision was made for an

inner loop, having much sharper curves, around which

can be operated only multiple unit electrically driven

cars on account of the &hoi*t radius. This loop is now
in use. Of course, it is not necessarj' to pull all of the

empty trains out to the Mott Haven Yards, on the other

side of the Harlem River, for cleaning since the terminal

layout includes a large area of storage tracks in addition

to the network of running tracks and the platform

tracks.

To opei-ate the complicated network of trackage it

was necessary to devise a signaling system for each

level that could be operated by a director who could not

possibly see the train movements. The main signal

tower—a tower below the street level at 49th St.

—

is a 4 story building that houses the interlocking ma-
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THIRTY-ONE STORY TWIN OFFICE BUILDING OVER RAILROAD YARDS
Building of which is now being projected as co-operative corporation, formed by owner-tenants,

holding option on "Air Rights" above tracks.

chines that operate the switches and signals. Each level

is controlled by a director who has before him a facsim-

ile diagram of the track layout on which movement of

trains between switches and fouling points is indicated

by small electric lights. The signal machine for the

suburban level is the largest ever constructed and has

400 levers, each of which operates a switch or signal,

and on the floor above, the machine for the upper level

has 362 levers. To each 40 levers a man is assigned who
works under the instruction of a train director. An
incoming train is announced to the director by tele-

graph from the interlocking station at Mott Haven Junc-

tion stating the kind of train and what time it is being

sent. When the train has passed down Park Ave. as far

as 72d St. an electric light located on the director's desk

informs him that the train has passed that point, so

that the director may decide upon what track to receive

the train and then call his orders to the levermen ac-

cordingly. The moment the incoming track is deter-

mined upon this information is transmitted from the

signal tower by a telautograph to similar instruments

located in other parts of the terminal. One of these

informs the attendant at the incoming bulletin board

of train movements for the convenience of people meet-

ing friends. Other recording instruments at various

points notify the 200 station porters of the approach

of all through trains.

The signal system, which is as nearly automatic as is

possible to make it, may be termed the nerve center of

the railroad terminal proper,

for without it there could be

no movement of trains over this

vast area in which movements
can hardly be seen from one

track to another at some points.

The signal and switches

interlock both mechanically

and electrically. Alter-

nating current track circuits

are used in lieu of detector

bars and there is a complete
spare set of these connections

to insure continuous service.

The track circuits are used to

prevent the operation of

switches while trains are

moving over them and to indi-

cate the presence of trains

within the limits of fouling or

danger zones These circuits

are also used to operate elec-

tric locks which automati-

cally hold the levers in posi-

tion. The lock is released

only when there are no trains

on the track between the foul-

ing limits. Alternating cur-

rent track circuits are neces-

sary on account of the 660

volt direct current circuit

made through the track and
third rail for electric motive

power.

The extent of the power
and heating plant facilities

serving the terminal layout is

indicated by the fact that

on the coldest days the coal consumption reaches 500

tons, and the average boiler load per day during a cold

month is about 5,000,000 lbs. of steam, equivalent evapo-

ration from 212 degrees. The average coal consumption
in the winter months is 390 tons per day. Both steam
and hot water heating systems are used and the hot

water mains alone have a total length of over four miles,

with pipes from 14 to 18 in. in diameter. A complete

refrigerating plant is also included in the power units.

The 50th St. power plant is the main heating unit for

the terminal. It is equipped with fourteen 600 hp.

boilers, steam from which passes through the surface

heaters of the hot water system. Although lighting

current for the entire terminal is derived from a com-

plete electrical substation in the 50th St. plant, consist-

ing of four rotaries for lighting and power purposes

besides six rotaries for railroad purposes, steam from

the boilers is first used to operate turbines driving

direct-current generators, and exhaust steam from the

turbines is passed through the hot water heaters in order

to increase the efficiency of the unit. From the 50th

St, plant hot water for heating purposes is driven a mile

in its circuit to most of the buildings in the group in-

cluding the main station building the incoming sta-

tion, the terminal offices, the Post Office, general office

building, the Vanderbilt Concourse Offices, Grand Cen-

tral Palace, the Yale Club, the Biltmore Hotel, the

Express Building and the Y. M. C. A., the last being

in the same block as the 50th St. power plant. Three
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stages of pressure are necessary to provide for the

great height to which hot water is raised in connection

with heating the Biltmore Hotel.

Subsequent to 1916, the desire of tenants in new
buildings to be erected to use steam for heating pur-

poses led the management to erect an additional boiler

plant under 43rd St., from Lexington Ave. to Depew
Place. This plant, which has space for six boilers of

more than 1,400 hp. each, is located 90 ft. below the

street level. The excavation for it involved the removal

of 36,790 cu.yd. of solid rock. The two boilers now
installed, while having a direct emergency connec-

tion with the 50th St. power plant, are used for

generating steam heat for the Commodore Hotel and
may also be used to heat the Hotel Chatham and the

Paterno Apartments. During the winter, the average

steam consumption per month of the Commodore Hotel

alone is 36,000,000 lb. equivalent evaporation. It is

interesting to note that the smoke stack for this power
plant is virtually included in the Hotel Commodore it-

self, being located in a corner of the west wing, leaving

two vertical rows of windows blank on each side. The
stack is carefully insulated from the adjoining struc-

ture, so as not to overheat hotel rooms. The coal and
ash handling systems of the 43rd St. Power Plant

are entirely mechanical. Coal is dumped by motor
truck through the street manholes into the bunkers,

which have a capacity of 2500 tons, from which it is

delivered by gravity to the automatic chain grates.

Ashes are delivered mechanically to an overhead con-

veyor which loads into cars on one of the loop tracks

above. The lowest point in the whole terminal is the

sump in the floor of this plant, at an elevation of 57

ft. below mean low water, or 100 ft. below street level.

Anyone who is shown the power plant facilities of

the Grand Central cannot but be impressed with the

extent to which engineers have gone in furnishing spare

units. One of the boilers in the 43r'd St. Power Plant
itself is a spare and the plant as a unit, in case of

emergency, might be used as a spare for a portion
of the 50th St. plant by direct steam connection. This
phase of planning for continuous and uninterrupted
service is also carried out in the electrical equipment.
Just above and adjacent to the 43rd St. plant is located

a 2,000 kw. rotary converter, which may be used as a

spare at this point in addition to those installed in the
50th St. plant. Thus continuous service is rendered
the power and lighting load which in January, 1920,

amounted to 2,115,000 kw.-hr.

The complete refrigerating plant is located adjacent
to the suburban loops and on the same level near the
southeast corner of the main building, as indicated in

the accompanying insert. It provides refrigeration
for the cold-water system extending throughout the
terminal office buildings, furnishing water at 45 deg. F.

The plant also serves various soda fountains and ice

cream stands and other minor facilities throughout the
terminal. It is equipped with three compressors with
a total capacity of 60 tons of ice per 24 hours. Two
auxiliary compressors with a capacity of 20 tons are
also provided.

The express waiting room, the suburban concourse
and the incoming station are ventilated and heated
with tempered air delivered by twelve blowers with a
total capacity of 648,000 cu.ft. per minute. The
blowers and air tempering units are located on the
suburban track level in various spaces between the

OFFICES ULTIMATELY TO BE BUILT OVER CONCOURSES
Present structure designed and built to carry seventeen storv
building. Columns weigh approximately one ton per linneal foo't

main and loop tracks below the suburban concourse.
They are all electrically driven. No air is delivered

from the blowers to the main concourse direct, since

circulation in this room is accomplished through the
large openings above ramps leading to the lower level.

When the terminal was built it was necessary to

construct a separate sewer under 46th St. about 40
ft. below the street level to drain the suburban track

level. In addition to this sewer there are three sewage
ejectors located in sumps just below the suburban
track level near the southeast corner of the main
building from which sewage is received and raised

to sufficient height to be carried off. There are also

four sumps for receiving drainage water which is

pumped up to the water system.

Subways for the handling of baggage, mail and ex-

press below the lower level are at the lowest elevation

of any of the terminal passageways, being between
50 and 60 ft. below the level of the street. Ihe loca-

tion of these passages is shown in the accompanying
insert. Here all of the baggage, mail and express

received and sent out of the terminal is transferred

to and from the individual tracks of the upper and
lower levels by means of elevators connectint with the

subway^, so that there is a minimum of baggage truck-

ing on the train platforms. Also on this sub level are

found fire proof oil rooms and lamp rooms used by
the trainmen. Throughout all of the levels of the ter-

minal are fire stations—96 in number, divided into four

districts—each indicated by a blue light marking a

signal box and all connected to a main switchboard in

the terminal office building and through it to the city

fire alarm system. An alarm turned in is sounded
in all parts of the terminal indicating its exact loca-

tion. Frequent fire drills are held to maintain the

efficiency of the great force of terminal employees as

emergency fire fighters. With this protection it seems
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inconceivable that a fire should ever gain any headway
in any part of the great fireproof structure.

Primarily a great center of transportation and trans-

fer with direct connection between the New York Cen-
tral and New Haven railroads, the Lexington Ave.

and Times Square routes of the Interborough Subway,
and the Belmont Tube to Queensboro and Long Island,

the Grand Central stands today as a remarkable civic

development for which there is no precedent. Although

its traffic capacity has by no means been reached and

the development of the whole is still incomplete, the

terminal is used daily by 50,000 to 100,000 people be-

sides 111,040 arriving and leaving on trains. One of the

surprises to the management is the result of actual

counts of people who do not use trains but still pass

in and out of the terminal. Of the daily train passen-

ger traffic about G5,480 are suburbanites, and this por-

tion of the traffic is steadily increasing. The number
of passengers in and out of the station on trains in

1903, at the beginning of reconstruction, was 16,135,667

—or 44,200 per day—as compared to 32,338,053 in

1919—or 88,500 per day.

Additional building already planned for the Grand
Central property indicates the increasing value of land

connected with the greatest transportation center in

the United States. While there are no definite plans

yet developed for building over some of the vacant rec-

tangles, the growing demand for Grand Central prop-

erty points to the building up of the whole area, many
projects for which are under consideration.

Sales of Garbage By-Products at Chicago
Disposal of the byproducts of the Chicago municipal

garbage plant by private sale without advertising for

bids has led to an investigation by the Chicago Tribune,

which arrives at the conclusion that the city is a loser

by this method of handling the business as the material

is sold below current market prices. It appears that

in 1918, under war conditions, the finance committee

reported that the market value of the byproducts fluctu-

ated so greatly that the city's revenue was smaller

from contracts made after advertising for bids than

it would be from direct sales made according to mar-

ket conditions. On this recommendation the city

council authorized the commissioner of public works

to sell the byproducts according to market conditions

by agreement with parties "who will pay the highest

price, upon competitive bids obtained without adver-

tising."

In March, 1920, the finance committee recommended

a change to the original practice and the council

passed an ordinance providing that bids for the sale

of the byproducts should be advertised for and sub-

mitted to the finance committee. This ordinance was

vetoed by the mayor on recommendation of Mr. Francis,

commissioner of public works, the reason given being

that advertising "prevents rapid disposal at current

market prices and opens the door to contract relations

with discredited and irresponsible combinations of

dealers."

The present purchaser, who was formerly connected

with a reduction company whose plant was purchased

by the city, is reported as stating that the reason for

the relatively low price paid to the city is that its

garbage byproducts are inferior in quality to those of

other cities. He buys it as it comes, without making

analysis, and sells it on the buyer's analysis.

Proposed Water and Sewer Districts in

Cuyahoga County, Ohio

By R. F. MacDowell
DivLsion Engineer, Morris Knowles, Incorponiled, Cleveland, Ohio

TO PROVIDE badly needed water and sewerage
improvements for a large unincorporated area just

outside of the city of Cleveland the County Commis- _
sioners of Cuyahoga County recently created two large f
county sewer districts and retained MacDowell &
Garvin, Sanitary Engineers of Cleveland, to make a
preliminary investigation and report.

The State Law under which these sewer districts were
created was enacted for the purpose of providing water
and sewer improvements for built-up territories outside

of cities and hence not under the jurisdiction of the

municipalities. The law gives the County Commis-
sioners authority to define the limits of the district,

to design the improvements, and to raise funds for

their construction by special assessment upon the

property benefited.

County Sewer Districts 1 and 2 in Cu^yahoga County
cover about 27,000 acres to the southwest of the city

and were laid out along topographic rather than polit-

ical boundary lines in order to simplify the problem of

sewerage design.

The report, which was submitted on June 1 by Mac-
Dowell & Garvin, Cleveland, Ohio, recommends a gen-

eral plan of trunk and intercepting sewers for each of

the districts, all of the sewage in each district being

conveyed by means of these sewers to a single point

for treatment. The sewage-treatment plant for District

1, the westerly district, would be constructed, under the

plan recommended, just inside the corporate limits of

the city of Cleveland in the valley of Big Creek. This

plant can be made to serve not only this sewer district

but an area of about 1,250 acres within the city limits,

as well as a large portion of the village of West Park.

It is estimated that the plant at this site, comprising

sedimentation tanks and contact filters, would be satis-

factory for a period of ten to fifteen years in the future,

at the end of which time the plant could be enlarged

and the tank effluent conveyed either to the Cuyahoga

River or to Lake Erie.

It is recommended that the sewage from District 2

be treated by means of a plant comprising sedimenta-

tion tanks and sprinkling filters, located in the valley of

the Cuyahoga River, and constructed by the county.

This plant would also serve for a period of ten to fifteen

years, at the end of which time the sewage could be

conveyed by means of a siphon across the Cuyahoga

River to the site of the proposed southerly sewage

treatment plant of the city of Cleveland.

It is estimated that the trunk sewers and sewage

treatment plants for these two districts will cost in the

neighborhood of $2,500,000.

The report recommends that the water supply for the

two districts be secured from the city of Cleveland.

However, on account of the high elevation of a large

portion of the districts above Lake Erie it would be

necessary to construct booster stations and reservoirs

within the district to supplement the city water-works

system. It is estimated that the water-works facilities,

including the main water lines, pumping stations and

reservoirs to serve the district until 1960, would cost

some $1,100,000.
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Although the improvements as recommended would

be built by the county they would be designed with

a view to their operation and maintenance by the City

of Cleveland in the event of annexation of the area by

the city at some time in the future.

Building Highways to Meet Demands
of the Subgrade
By F. a. Churchill

Dunn Wire-Cut Lug Brick Co., Conneaut, Ohio

ABUILDING is no better than its foundation. A
highway is no better than its subgrade. A great

deal is being said, pro and con, about building highways

to bear the load. On the other hand, legislative steps

are being taken to limit all loads to the capacity of

inferior roads. At present the first proposition seems

to involve construction so heavy as to be prohibitive

in cost. The alternative imposes a handicap on the

development of transportation and retards progress.

The primary purpose of all traffic lines, whether rail,

water or highway, is to meet the transportation needs

of the countr5^ Restrictions of transportation are con-

trary to public policy.

Nevertheless a temporary compromise must be

adopted. Roads built for pre-war traffic cannot sustain

the 15-ton truck loads of the present. Unless a safe

limit be put on unit loads a vast mileage of hard-surface

roads built in years past will soon be ruined. Some
form of traffic regulation must be adopted in order to

save such roads. But the alternative for new road

construction is not necessarily massive construction.

Must Consider Soil in Subgrade

The solution of the problem does not seem to be more
material but more knowledge—not heavier designs of

surfacing but accommodation of beams to soil condi-

tions. This involves flexibility in designs. The prac-

tice of designing uniform construction for all parts

of a road, regardless of differences in soils, is the source

of many failures in roads. Engineers who have studied

the subject intelligently agree that most of the failures

of brick highways have been due to defective subgrades.

Experiments have demonstrated that an 8-in. slab—4 in.

of vitrified brick and 4 in. of concrete foundation united

in a monolithic beam—if properly built will sustain

almost any traffic load if the supporting subgrade be

stable and uniform.

Drainage is highly important. Too much stress can-

not be laid on that point. But draining alone, as it is

now done by almost uniform specifications, will not

suffice. It is difficult in any case to prevent moisture

from entering a subgrade, either from capillary action

or by seepage ; but different soils require different treat-

ment. It is of the utmost importance to know your
soil and to know how it acts under the influence of dif-

ferent degrees of moisture content.

Very few highways have uniform soil conditions.

There may be gravel that drains readily, and sand that

compacts easily, and sand that refuses to compact, and
clay that retains moisture persistently, and quicksand
that when saturated is as unstable as quicksilver.

Very frequently all these conditions are found on a

single road. It is therefore manifestly absurd to

design a uniform slab for such a road. On some por-

tions of the road a 7-in. beam would suffice for any

traffic. On other sections of the road a 12-in. beam
might be required, while on the worst sections heavj'

reinforcement might be necessary. Nor would the

question of drainage be less complex. Instead of empha-
sizing building roads for the traffi.c, better results will

be obtained by building roads for the .soil. If we do

that, the tr?ffic problem will solve itself. This, of course,

presupposes the building of a high-class type of road

that in itself has strength and wearing qualities. If

there is on a road only one spot of poor soil, however
short, the design should be changed to meet the condi-

tions, and changes should be made wherever poor spots

occur.

Proof of the folly of building uniform surfacing for

various kinds of soil is furnished by one of the most
important Federal-aid projects in Ohio. Main Market
road No. 1, traversing the northern tier of counties

from the Indiana State line to the Pennsylvania State

line, was paved 12 mi. from Ashtabula to Conneaut in

1919. Construction was monolithic, 5 in. of concrete

foundation and 4 in. of wire-cut lug brick. The road

was completed in the fall of 1919. During the winter

of 1919-1920 heavy snows covered the road from mid-

November until late in the spring. Snow came before

hard freezing, so that there was hardly any frost in

the ground, not deeper than 1 in. when the snow went off.

An inspection in May, 1920, showed the road to be

in perfect condition, even in low-lying places, with the

exception of three sections where wide longitudinal

cracks appeared. The cracks were in the highest part

of the crown, and in one instance extended for 1 mi. in

length.

A careful examination of the road and diligent inquiry

into natural conditions developed the facts that al-

though the defective sections were at least 4 ft. above

the bottom of the side ditch and were underdrained with

tile the sub-grade contained quicksand. No evidence of

frost heaval was discoverable, but the north half of

the pavement had settled appreciably and caused the

slab to break, by its own weight and the weight of

heavy trucks, along the median line. The pavement

was laid during hot, dry weather, when the quicksand

was firm; but moi.sture created by melting snows had

evidently given the quicksard almost a fluidic consis-

tency, leaving the slab practically unsupported by the

subgrade.

If the road had been built with an intelligent under-

standing of existing soil conditions the weak sections

could have been strengthened either by increasing the

depth of beam or by reinforcing the foundation.

Instance of Faulty Design

A similar instance is that of the Cleveland-Akron

brick road built of a uniform thickness on firm soil

and over marshy ground. Where the subgrade was

firm the pavement sustained enormous traffic without

damage, although the road was constructed during the

period of only moderately heav>' truck traffic; but the

sections built over yielding soil broke down so com-'

pletely that reconstruction was necessaiy.

Doubtless other cases at point could be cited, but

these examples should teach engineers: (1) To study

the soil of the subgrade; (2) to design the pavement

to suit the varying conditions of subgrade; (3) to

adapt the drainage system to the nature of the soil,

as well as the lay of the land. It is obvious that com-

paratively light construction will serve where the subj
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irrade is dry, finii and unyielding, but that heavy con-

struction is advisable when the nature of the subgrade

makes it necessary for the beam itself to supply a large

part of the load-bearing strength.

Study of soil has been neglected in the past. In fact

soil as an integral factor in pavement construction never

received serious consideration until the war brought

heavy trucking o^er highways into the problem, and

it is only very recently that soil study in relation to

road building has been taken up in the spirit of scien-

tific inquiry.

The U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, the Federal High-

way Council, state highway departments and other

bodies have at last undertaken research work with a

view to acquiring accurate data regarding soils, as a

basis for scientific road building. The Bureau of Public

Roads has done some field investigating, making borings

where high-class road surfacings have broken down,

and conducting laboratory analyses of soil specimens

so obtained.

So much attention has been given in years past to

improvement of road surfacing methods that engineers

and others in interest have overlooked the fact that the

only really permanent part of a road is that which

supports the metal. Surfacings wear out in time but

the grade ought to be so constructed as to remain

indefinitely, serviceable for resurfacing several times.

Improving a highway is a structural problem akin in

principle to the erection of a lofty building. In either

case the stability of the superstructure depends on the

rigidity of the foundation and its natural support.

Architects and builders do not figure on the same style

and weight of foundation for all kinds of subsoil.

Roadbuilders should be equally discriminating in the

matter of foundations.

Maintenance on English Roads

DURING the year ending in March, 1920, main-

tenance upon the Essex, England, county main
roads, aggregating 672 mi., cost the county authorities,

according to the annual report of the county surveyor

and recently reported in the Surveyor, a total of £162,-

065, or an average of $1,170 per mile. Essex County
main roads total 7881 mi., though 116i mi. are under

urban authority, making the length under the direct

control of the county council, 672 mi.

Some difficulty was experienced in the maintenance

of the Essex roads owing to the lack of railway trans-

portation for the conveyance of granite and the small

quantity possible of delivery as compared with require-

ments. The railway strike of September, 1919, imposed

an additional strain upon the roads at a time when they

were least able to stand it. Several of the Essex roads

suffered to such an extent that complete reconstruction

will be necessary, one of such roads being the one from
London to Ipswich running through the center of the

county. To restore this road alone, which is but 33 mi.

in length, an expenditure of £132,000 will be necessary,

it is estimated, exclusive of the cost of repair to

damaged bridges.

As an indication of the traffic carried by some of

these roads during the railway strike, statistics taken

in November, 1919, show that on one occasion, about

2 a.m., a fleet of 39 loaded trucks, representing 585

tons, passed an observation post on the Chelmsford-

Colchester road at intervals of 45 seconds.

Flood Cheek Dams Formed by Fill

Behind Wire Frame
New Type of California Dam Automatically Fills

With Flood Debris Which Causes Barrier

TO CHECK the velocity of streams in flood times and

to store the surplus water which flows down the

sandy and porous California river beds there have

been built lately some special dams known as "Pratt

Porous Dams," after their designer and builder, A. A.

Pratt, of Los Angeles, Cal. They consist of a gaged

DAM FRAME COMPLETED. NOTE NATURE OP THE
RIVER BOTTOM

wire frame stretched across the dry bed of the stream

behind which frame there builds up during a flood a

mattress of debris which constitutes an effective bar-

rier to the water.

The views and drawing herewith are of such a dam
built for the Water Conservation Association of River-

PASSING A FLOOD OF 1 FT. ABOVE DAM
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Overflow
Apron „ „

Seo+ion B~B
DETAILS OF PKATT POROUS DAM FOR SANTA ANA RIVER, CALIFORNIA

side, Cal., on the Santa Ana River. Here there is a

narrow contour canal vi^ith a wide adjoining flood water

channel which for the most of the year is dry with a

bed of heavy boulders, gravel and sand. It was desired

not only to check the occasional floods which overflow the

channel, but to store these surplus waters which would
then sink into the gravel of the debris cone to replenish

the San Bernardino artesian basin below.

The dam extends 130 ft. across the channel with a

wing 40 ft. long and has a main barrier for its whole

length with two supplemental front barriers for a part

of the length as shown.

The dam is constructed of iron posts or angle irons

set into the bed of the stream and standing about

6i ft. above the bed and about 3 ft. deep. These posts

are guyed upstream by heavy wires to anchors set in

boulders in the bed of the stream. The lower line of

posts for the supplemental sections are set on the bed of

the stream but not below the surface. They are guyed
upstream as in the main dam. Upon these posts trans-

verse angle irons are bolted forming a frame on which
wire mesh is stretched. The mesh in this case was made
of ^-in. wire with 6-in. mesh The wire mesh is carried

upstream above the river bed for about 16 ft. and
boulders laid upon the apron so formed.

The dam itself is built on a gravelly river channel
which had no water in it at the time the dam was
constructed. There is no bedrock anywhere near the
dam, either below it or at either end. During times
of heavy rain boulders, sand and gravel are carried

downstream in large quantities. During periods of

high water this stream runs from 4 to 8 ft. deep and
ranges from 1 to 500 ft. wide, with a gradient of

approximately 200 ft. to the mile.

After the water reached this dam it took about half
a day for it to fill to the top of the dam and on Feb. 22,

1920, the water reached a height of 4 ft. over the top
of the upper dam. When the picture of the flood was
taken, Feb. 23, the water had receded to about 1 ft. over
the top. An inspection made of the dam after the

water had subsided shows that it suffered no damage.
In explanation of the action of the dam, Mr. Pratt

says:

"The difference between the porous type and the solid

type is this: Water impounded behind a solid dam be-

comes a reservoir. Over the surface of this resevoir

all floating debris is carried until dropped over the crest

of the dam. All matter in traction is deposited at the

place of contact between the active stream and the

quieter waters impounded by the dam. No deposits is

made at the back of the solid dam, except pervious silts.

"Behind a porous dam no water is impounded, at first.

But as the water passes freely through the structure

the floating debris is caught and deposited in a mat-

tress extending from 1 to 20 ft. upstream. As the

mattress builds it is joined and cemented by the matter

in traction, thus creating a soiid impervious mattress

commencing at the bottom and building up to the top

of the dam. After this mattress is completed the over-

flow then acts exactly as it would in the case of the

solid dam, with the difference that the back-cutting can

only proceed to where it encounters the mattress pre-

viously built by the stream itself, when the menace

ceases. With a solid dam, when the back-cutting reaches

this same point it connects with the water percolating

from the reservoir and a channel is apt to be opened

under the structure which automatically enlarge? until

the solid dam falls."

Value of 1919 Clay Products

The value of the clay products marketed in the United

States in 1919 is estimated by Jefferson Middleton, of

the U. S. Geological Survey, Department of the Interior,

at $260,790,000, the highest yet recorded. This is an

increase of $40,216,000 compared with 1918 and of

$28,277,000 compared with 1917, and is nearly $100,000,-

000 greater than the value ten years ago. The value of

brick and tile products constituted 71 per cent and that

of pottery products 29 per cent of the total.
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Chicago Bascule Bridge—Design and Operating Features
Four-Truss Duplex Construction of Double-Deck Bridge—Emergency Grip Brakes—Interlocked Control

of Gates, Locks, Safety Devices and Machinery

By Hugh E. Young
Enginoti- of the Chicago Plan Commission, recently Engineer

Bridge Design for the City of Chicago
of

TO MEET severe service requirements many new
features of construction were incorporated in the

new double-deck double-leaf fixed-counterweight trun-

nion bascule highway bridge of 256-ft. span over the

Chicago River at Michigan Ave., which was opened in

May, 1920. They have proved wholly successful, except

for the division of the bridge into two separable struc-

tures set side by side and coupled together, which ar-

rangement has not yet been put to the test of uncoup-

ling and separate service.

Even apart from its novel design the bridge is note-

worthy for its size and the exceptionally heavy traffic

forfl

idge

nnel

ment to be 16 i ft. from water line (city datum)
80 per cent of the channel width with the bridge

closed, and 120 ft. for the entire width of channel

with the bridge open. The lower deck has a traffic

clearance height of 13' ft., while the upper deck is free

of overhead obstruction. Both floors are paved with

creosoted yellow-pine block paving on transverse plank-

ing bolted to the I-beam stringers. Back of the trun-

nions, however, the lower deck has sandstone block

paving on concrete on a buckle-plate floor, in order to

add weight to the tail and to give a better footing

for teams on the 3 per cent grade from the street.

';ifc^fc^i^'f'^«'54'>>,-5.i

FIG. 1. DOUBLE-DECK HIGHVyAY BASCULE BRIDGE OVER CHICAGO RIVER AT MICHIGAN AVE.

which it carries. It is believed to be the only double-

deck bridge ever built having highways on both levels

in order to provide for a separation of fast and slow

traffic. Other double-deck bridges combine railway

and highway traffic. A view of the bridge is given

in Fig. 1.

This bridge is the most important part of the widen-

ing and extension of Michigan Ave. between Randolph
St. and Chicago Ave. to afford a wide and direct

thoroughfare connecting the business district with the

north-side section of the city, an improvement which
eliminates the former circuitous and congested route

crossing the old Rush St. swingbridge. Viaduct ap-

proaches connect the street level of the avenue with the

upper roadway of the bridge, the lower roadway being

for the slow and heavy traffic between various indus-

tries, terminals and steamship docks in the vicinity

of the river. At the ends of the bridge the approaches

are widened to form broad and ornamental plazas.

With a span of 256 ft. c. to c. of trunnions, the struc-

ture provides a clear channel width of 220 ft. Its

navigation headroom was required by the War Depart-

Provision is made for the future construction of two

street-car tracks on the lower deck.

Four trusses were used for each leaf, for reasons

noted below. The two inner trusses are spaced 6 ft.

c. to c, and the outer trusses 27 ft. On the upper deck

there are two 27-ft. roadways between trusses and two

15-ft. sidewalks on cantilever floor beams. On the lower

deck are two 18-ft. roadways and two 6 ft. sidewalks,

all inside of the trusses. The width over all on the upper

deck is 91 ft. 9 in.

Reasons for Four-Truss Construction—Two princi-

pal reasons determined the adoption of four-truss in

preference to three-truss construction: (1) advantages

in design and construction, and (2) the possibility of

separating the bridge into two parallel parts in case

of emergency. With three trusses the load on the center

truss would have been approximately double that on

each outside truss, which would have meant double

work in designing, detailing and fabricating the trusses.

The anchor arm for the center truss would have been

so heavy that the shop details would of necessity have

differed considerably from those of the outside trusses,
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6'C.ioC.of Trusses
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Bracing for Z\-Zh

I'lC. 2. SEPARABLE DIAPHRAGMS CONNECT INNER
TRUSSES OF FOUR-TRUSS BRIDGE

grips of rivets would have been increased and difficul-

ties of detail encountered. The increased weight of the

two center trusses over one center truss is slight, being

due only to additional structural detail, as the main
section of the chord and web members requires the

same amount of material in both cases. The increased

v/eight due to truss details and to diaphragms connect-

ing the two parts is offset by cost advantages secured

through the shorter floor beams and fewer stringers

in the roadways. Erection would have been more diffi-

cult with a heavy center truss and light outer trusses.

Again, the trunnions for the four-truss span are all

of approximately the same diameter, while the much
larger trunnions of a center truss would have involved

difficulties and extra cost. Further, there would have

been difficulty in arranging the anchor-arm floor mem-
bers to clear the journal boxes of the larger inner trun-

nions. The cross-girder supporting the trunnions would

have required wider flanges in order to seat the bear-

ings and this, in turn, would have made it difficult

to obtain clearance between the lower flanges of the

cross-girder and the truss members of the anchor arm.

The Duplex Arrangement—By using four trusses each

leaf could be built in two

parallel parts so constructed

that each part can be oper-

ated independently. Bridges

over the Chicago River fre-

quently are struck by vessels

and damaged to an extent

that necessitates raising

them to the open position

for repairs, interrupting

street traffic until these are

completed. Experience has

shown that in such cases the

principal damage done is

to the sidewalk construction

and to the trusses ahead
of the trunnions, and as the

parts back of the trunnions

are not affected it has been
possible to raise the damaged
leaves into the open position.

If one side of the Michigan
Ave. bridge should be struck

by a vessel there is no doubt that the shock would be ab
.sorbed by one half of the leaf, and that the damage
would not prevent the raising of this part of the leaf,

leaving the remaining half available for traffic. To
provide for .such contingencies, therefore, the two halves
')f the leaves were made independent but connected at
the panel jo.nts by diaphragms split at the center and
.spliced to take shear loads only. These diaphragms
(Fig. 2) would buckle under impact before distorting
the heavy truss members to which they are connected.

It is estimated that the diaphragms at the 26 panel
points could be disconnected in eight hours by a force
of twenty men, including the time required to remove
bolts from shaft couplings and to place bolts in the differ-

ential gears for the purpose of causing this device to act

as a unit. The removal of the diaphragm plates is

also included in the time given above. If it should
become expedient to cut the diaphragm connections by
burning it is estimated that eight men with four torches

coud accomplish this in four or five hours.

This separable four-truss arrangement was applied
years ago in the four-track rolling-lift bascule bridge
of the Metropolitan Elevated Ry. at Van Buren St.,

Chicago. It has never been necessary to disconnect the
two parallel parts of that bridge; as it carries only
an elevated railway it is considerably higher than the

street bridges, and therefore less exposed to damage
by vessels. Street bridges are not only lower but also

very close together, so that when there is delay in

opening a bridge it is difficult to handle a ship so as

to avoid striking it. Advantage will be taken of the

duplex arrangement, however, in replacing the old Van
Buren St. bridge by a new structure: traffic will be

maintained over one half of the old bridge during the

removal of the other half and the erection of the corres-

ponding half of the new bridge. The Charles River

single-leaf bridge of the Boston Elevated Ry. also has

the duplex or four-truss arrangement, so as to permit

of maintaining traffic on one side if it should become

necessary to raise the other part for repairs.

Emergency Brakes of New Type—Electro-pneumatic

emergency brakes on the heels of the trusses, which act

by gripping rails fastened to concrete supports in the

^'Pgfwn^

Section A'A

FIG.

Section B-B

EMERGENCY GRIP BRAKE ON HEEL OF BASCULE
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FIG. 1. DETAIL OF EMERGENCY BRAKE

tail pit, have been introduced to supplement the pneu-

matic and hand brakes which operate through the gear

train. This is an innovation in bridge design at Chicago

and is for the purpose of holding the bridge in case of

accident to the machinery. The construction is shovra

in Figs. 3 and 4. The four brake rails are curved to the

path traveled by the ends of the trusses and each is

gripped by shoes operated by toggles through levers

from a pneumatic cylinder 10 x 10 in., the air supply

to which is regulated by a magnetic air valve con-

trolled from the operator's house.

The grip brakes are designed to hold the leaf in any

position against a wind pressure of 20 lb. on the vertical

projection of the raised leaf. Under these conditions a

gripping force of 95,000 lb. is exerted on each brake

rail, corresponding to 6,000 lb. at the cylinder. A fric-

tion coefficient of 0.30 was used in the design.

On several bascule bridges of Chicago where the

leaves are subject to unbalanced loads, and the brake

arms are long, there has been a tendency for the

brakes to slip, and it has been found necessary to

have at least two shaft-operated brakes on every bridge.

The possibility of one brake failing or being out of

commission on account of repairs also argues for a

second brake. Shaft brakes are operated generally by

cables or rods, and failure of any one of these or an

element of the gear trains suffices to put the brake out

of service. There have been many instances when
the braking stress in the shafts has exceeded the driving

stresses, and in some instances the shafts have been

badly bent due to improper application of brakes.

For ordinary spans it is considered proper to brake

through the machinery, but the Michigan Ave. bridge

IS of such magnitude that it was considered necessary to

take the extra precaution of having an emergency brake
entirely independent of the shaft brakes. This con-

sideration led to the design of the rail-gripping brakes.

Trunnion and Support Problems—Loads of 1,540,000
lb. on each inside trunnion and 1,800,000 lb. on each
outside trunnion required trunnions of 24} and 26 in.

diameter respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. A unit load

of 1,800 lb. per sq.in. was used for the. bearings, and the

allowable stress in the trunnions was taken at 16,000

lb. per square inch. A cross-girder spanning the canti-

lever weight pit supports the trunnion bearings, as

shown by the article on the substructure of this bridge

in Engineering News-Record of July 31, 1919, p. 210.

This girder is supported on the side walls of the pit

instead of upon longitudinal girders outside of the

trusses, the usual arrangement in Chicago bridges;

the new arrangement (Fig. 6) was used for the first

time in the Michigan Ave. bridge.

Elimination of the longitudinal girders gives a more
efficient way of carrying the loads to the foundations

and has proved very satisfactory, but with the trunnion

loads carried directly on the side walls of the pits it

is necessary to place concrete piers under the walls

in addition to those required for the support of the

pit proper. Another type of support is to have each

trunnion carried by a pair of longitudinal trusses so

arranged that they clear the counterweight boxes.

Several bridges having the trunnion truss type of sup-

port have been built in Chicago, and their operation

has been very satisfactory.

Operating Machinery—Each leaf of the bridge is

operated by two 100-hp. motors, with two additional

motors in reserve. These motors are located in the

machinery room under the lower street level just back

of the anchor pier, and are arranged both electrically

and mechanically so that any two motors can be used

for operation. The machinery layout is shown in Fig.

7. In the plane of the chord of each outer truss is a

cast-steel internal rack of 19 ft. 9 in. pitch radius, hav-

ing teeth 221 in. wide and 71 in. pitch, as indicated in

Fig. 8. This operating scheme requires a gear train

at each corner of the bridge, located just outside the

outer truss and resting on grillage beams in the walls

of the pit. The racks are engaged by pinions having

machine-cut teeth with a pitch diameter of 33.4 inches.

The counterweight for each leaf is so distributed

laterally that the correct amount required to balance

the loads on each truss has its center of gravity ap-

proximately in the plane of the truss. This distribu-

tion tends to eliminate a deflection of the trusses later-

ally and an unequal deflection of the trusses in a vertical

plar3. Since the operating gears lift on the outside

trusses only there is a torsional moment developed

between the trusses, which is resisted by the girders

of the counterweight box back of the trunnions and

by transverse trusses framed between the vertical and

inclined truss members ahead of the trunnions.

The diaphragms connecting the inner trusses are fig-

ured to take the entire load of one pinion in case it

should be desirable to operate the entire leaf with one

gear train. Normally, however, the shear in the dia-

phragm is neutralized, due to the action of the differen-

tial gearing. The effect of applying the operating load

on the outer trusses will, of course, be the same with

respect to setting the inner trusses in motion for both

the leaves with diaphragms in and with diaphragms out.

The diaphragms are of value only when it is necessary

I
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to operate the leaf by one gear train, and for stiffening

the bridge laterally. Under normal conditions the dia-

phragms will overcome the tendency of one half of the

leaf to lag behind the other half, which might occur

from same differences in the alignment of each half of

the leaf or imperfections in the workmanship and erec-

tion.

Changes are made from the two working motors to

the two reserve motors by means of friction clutches.

Each pair of motors is placed so that the motor pinions

of each pair engage the differential on opposite sides.

On the extended hubs of the motor pinions are keyed

discs which are gripped by friction clutches operated by
levers mounted on the bearing frames of the armature
shafts. The pinions of both sets of motors are always

in mesh with the differential gears, one pinion running

as an idler when the other set is transmitting power
to the operating shaft. The clutches are provided to

permit easy shifting of the motors, it being considered

necessary to alternate the use of the motors from week

to week; the particular reason for putting in the

clutches was to avoid the necessity of sending to the

municipal shops to get the necessary machinist to take

out the bolts (in case such mechanical arrangement

had been provided), which would cause considerable

delay. Bridge operators are not supposed to remove

bolts from couplings or any other apparatus.

HALF SECTION

s'-oi"
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FIG. 5. TRUNNIONS FOR 6.700-TON BASCULE

FIG. 6. HEAVY GIRDER CARRIES TRUNNIONS

Heel and End Locks—Heel locks to take the live-

load reactions are four in number for each leaf, one lock
in the plane of each truss (Fig. 9). These locks are
operated through gear trains mounted on the anchor
pier and connected with the toggle arm, which engages
a casting on the rear girder of the counterweight box.

The live load amounts to about 138,000 lb. per lock.

What power should be provided for the locks was sub-

ject only to arbitrary assumption, but experience has
shown that 10-hp. motors are satisfactory. The locks

are also required to push the leaf into the final position,

which places the heaviest duty on the motors.

Center locks (Fig. 10) are provided to insure that the

two leaves of the bridge will deflect equally under live

load, to prevent unevenness at the center break in floor.

These are bolt locks placed in the bottom chord of each

truss and are operated by 5 hp. motors so arranged that

the two locks on each side can be operated independently.

The machinery for operating the locks is placed below
the lower-level floor, and the gearing is connected to

rods which operate levers that force the bolts into place.

The locks were designed in accordance with the stand-

ard practice of the city of Chicago. They were pro-

portioned for the greatest shear at the end of the arms,

which can be definitely determined. The operating mech-

anism, however, was proportioned for the size of motor
which experience has shown to be necessary to operate

the bolts against resistances due to small differences

in the alignment of the leaves at the guide castings. It

has been the experience with Chicago bridges that locks

of this type operate satisfactorily when properly ad-

justed, though there have been instances where ihese

locks have not operated satisfactorily, but this has been

chargeable to bad adjustment rather than to deficiency

in strength.

Safety Devices—Exceptionally heavy traffic condi-

tions and the large proportion of fast automobile traffic

on the Michigan Ave. crossing necessitated special at-

tention to provisions ^or safety in the operation of the

bridge. For this reason a full intercommunicating sig-

nal system was installed, in addition to locks and gates,

and all these devices were interlocked with each other

and with the operating motors, in order to assure pro-

tection of traffic. The sequence of operation of signals,

gates, flexible barriers (not yet installed), center locks,

rear locks and main motors as determined by this inter-

locking system is as follows:

Assume that the bridge is in the closea position and

carrying traffic. The center and rear locks are closed,

the roadway and sidewalk gates are raised, the brakes
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may or may not be set, the magnetic feeder section

switch is closed and current is available for the river

signals, service and signal lights.

Following the practice as established upon the other

city bridges, the operator having the control of the

center lock (the north operator in this case) is the one

to give the signal for starting the preparation of the

bridge for raising, and he also gives the signal for

the raising of the leaves. The operators and gatemen
exchange signals for the purpose of calling each of

the gatemen and the south operator to their posts. This

is done by means of vibrating bells in the operator's

houses and single stroke bells in the gatemen's and

operators' houses. Upon receiving the return signals

the north operator again signals as before, and the

gatemen and operators each ring the large hand-oper-

ated bells and start the warning bells and flasher motors

of warning signs by means of a snap switch located near

the gate controllers. When these switches are closed

current is available for the operation of the gates

closing that section of the roadway at which the signals

are displayed.

The roadway gates against traffic approaching the

bridge are stopped when they reach the fully lowered

position, and at the same time they automatically close

switches in the gate posts and current is available for

the operation of the flexible barrier at that section of

the roadway closed by the gates. The barrier is then

lowered, a limit switch cutting off the current and

applying a brake when it is

down. The sidewalk gates

are now lowered. When traf-

fic has cleared the bridge the

exit gates and barriers are

operated in the same sequence.

When all the barriers are

down the interlocking switches

at each barrier are closed

automatically and the first

.section of the interlocking is

completed.

The centei^locks may be op-

erated at any time in the

opening, the object of this

being to permit of the open-

ing of the center locks by the

operator while waiting for the

traffic to clear. In closing,

however, the center locks can-

not be closed until the rear

locks are closed. The opera-

tion of the center locks is

controlled by a master con-

troller and the necessary mag-

net switches for accelerating

and reversing; limit switches

cut off the current and brakes

are automatically applied
when the limit of travel is

reached in either direction.

When the center locks are

fully opened an interlocking

contact is closed and the rear

locks on the north and south

sides may be operated inde-

pendently.

The operation of the rear

locks is controlled in the same way as that of the center

locks. When they are fully opened current is available

for the operation of the main motors on their respective

sides, provided, however, that the clutch and throwover

switches are in proper relation for the operation of the

two motors for which the switches and clutches are pre-

sumed to be set. This arrangement is such that should

the clutch on the motor shaft be left open and the throw-

over switch closed, for the operation of any particular

pair of motors, or should the clutch be closed and the

throwover switches be left open for the same pair of

motors, the control circuit would be open and the move-

ment of the main motor master controller handle would

not be productive of any results, as the magnet switches

could not be closed owing to the lack of control current.

The clutch and switches being in proper relation

current is available and the operator pulls the reverse

lever on the main motor master controller in the direc-

tion the bridge is to move. This unlocks the power

drum handle and the operator may proceed to raise

the leaf.

Trajfic Figures—On the old Rush St. Bridge, which

formerly was the link in the Michigan Ave. route, traffic

in 1917 amounted to about 17,000 automobiles per day,

in addition to about 2,500 teams and 10,000 pedestrians.

In the three years since then the traffic undoubtedly

has increased 25 per cent. Before the completion of

the Michigan Ave bridge 50 per cent of all of the

automobile traffic from the north side to the loop took
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the Rush St. bridge, the remainder being distributed

over the north-south crossings. Much of the latter

traffic now goes to the Michigan Ave. bridge, and its

total automobile traffic is approximately 30,000 per day.

The lovv^er level of the bridge, not yet opened to team

traffic, accommodating two lines of trucks in each direc-

tion, probably will carry aboTat 6,000 teams per day.

Weights and Stresses—The weight of the Michigan

Ave. bridge, both leaves included, is about 13,400,000

lb., there being an average load on each trunnion of

1,675,000 lb. Thus the new bridge is the heaviest in

Chicago, and probably it is heavier than any other
double-leaf double-deck bridge of its kind in the world.
The weight of the new Wells St. bridge, which will be
its nearest competitor in Chicago, will be 9,600,000 lb.

for both leaves, and this bridge will carry an elevated
railway on the upper deck. The single-leaf double-deck
bridge of the Canadian Pacific Ry. over the Kaministi-
quia River at Fort William, Ont., weighs 9,800,000 lb.

It has a double-track railway on ,the lower deck and a
29-ft. roadway on the upper deck.

In determining the stresses for the truss chords of

1 I9l 19 r/e 13 II 9 7 5 5 i
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FIG. 8. HEEI. OF DOUBLE-DECK TRtT.SS. WITH OPBRATIXO HACK
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the Michigan Ave. bridge the live load assumed was
100 lb. per square foot over roadways and sidewalks for

the upper deck, and for the lower deck 2,000 lb. per

lineal foot of street-car track distributed over a 10-ft.

width, and 100 lb. per square foot over the remaining
area, plus the actual dead load of the structure. For
the design of the door beams and stringers of the upper

deck, and that part of the lower deck not occupied by

street cars, the assumption was a live load of 24,000 lb.

on two axles spaced 10 ft., and 100 lb. per square foot

over the area not occupied by this load, plus the actual

dead load. The street car assumed was a 50-ft. 50-ton

car. Impact was added in all cases, determined by the

formula

*" ^ NL + -300

in which S = maximum live load stress, L = length of

load producing maximum, N = A. of the loaded width

of roadway and sidewalks. For all cases of reversal of

stress in members 50 per cent of the smaller stress was
added to either stress to obtain the designing stress. The
maximum stress, 2,692,000 lb. tension, occurs in the out-

side truss members leading from the top chord to the

counterweight box, just to the rear of the trunnion.

The counterweight is composed partly of concrete

weighing 145 lb. per cu.ft. and partly of a composite

^'fioaofwayJ%6ntok,

Handwhcc/
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concrete formed of concrete and rivet punchings weigh-
ing about 300 lbs. per cu.ft. The counterweight for each
leaf contains 930 tons of 145-lb. concrete and 665 tons of

300-lb. composite concrete, a total of 1,595 tons per leaf.

The Michigan Ave. improvement, of which this bas-

cule bridge is the principal feature, is one of the main
items in the "Chicago Plan," supported actively by
the City Plan Commission. The improvement was de-

veloped largely through the efforts of Michael J.

Faherty, president of the Board of Local Improvements.
The plans and specifications for the entire improvement,

including the bridge, were prepared in the Bridge De-

signing Section of the Bureau of Engineering; Hugh E.

Young, then engineer in charge of bridge design;

Thomas G. Pihlfeldt, then engineer of bridges; P. S.

Combs, city engineer; C. D. Hill, engineer of the Board

of Local Improvements. William A. Mulcahy was chief

engineer in charge of construction. The Great Lakes

Dredge & Dock Co. was the general contractor for the

work and the structural steel was fabricated by the

American Bridge Co.

FlO. 9. HEEL LOCK OF BASCULE

British Imperial Forest Policy

At the recent British Empire Forestry Conference

in London, according to U S. Commerce Reports, it

was emphasized that the foundation of a stable forest

policy for the Empire must be the collection, co-ordina-

tion and dissemination of facts as to the existing state

of the forests and the current and prospective demands

on them. To this end it was considered of the first

importance that a systematic survey be undertaken in

each part of the Empire which would serve not only

as the basis of the forest policy in that part, but also

provide a means for reviewing the forestry position

of the Empire as a whole. The destruction of forests

in the United Kingdom during the war for military

purposes and the dependence upon overseas supplies

have led to extensive reafforestation plans and given

stimulus to governmental action toward securing a

scientific forest policy based on the economic principles
;

of annual cutting of surplus timber as a crop and pro-

vision for automatic reproduction, as well as the affores-

tation of large unused areas. It was urged that each

of the governments of the Empire should lay down a

definite forest policy to be administered by a properly I

constituted and adequate forest service. A central

Forestry Bureau in London was recommended for study,

research and reference. '
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Notes from Foreign Fields

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS OF EUROPE

By E. J. Mehren
Editor of Engineering Nrws-RenT6

RETURNING to America I have been urged by my as-

. sociates to write at once a summary of my impres-

sions—such a summary, as they put it, as one would

give in a ten-minute talk to a group of friends. Com-
plying with the request, this contribution to "Notes

from Foreign Fields" is published in advance of its

regular order.

The briefest possible summary of my impressions is

expressed in one word

—

discouraging. The situation is

.liscouraging industrially and politically.

In England, France and Germany orders are falling

off and an industrial crisis appears to be approaching.

In England a serious strike is threatened and labor con-

ditions generally are serious. There is war between
Russia and Poland, and between Greece and Turkey ; the

English have military operations on their hands in the

Near East; France and England are not in agreement

Dn the treatment of Germany and have been dangerously

near a split on the Russo-Polish question; France is

playing politics with Belgium, with Holland's control

of the mouth of the Scheldt as one of the factors of the

game; England has a mean and serious problem on

its hands in Ireland.

All in all, the outlook, at least to an American, is

very discouraging. One American manufacturer who
knows Europe intimately remarked to me that "Europe

is no farther ahead today than it was at the signing

of the Armistice." That is probably an exaggeration,

but he meant to convey the impression that there was
not a satisfactory solution of the great political and

economical questions that existed on Nov. 11, 1918.

Industrial Conditions

Industrially, western Europe is slowing up. Many
German factories, as recorded in the article which
follows are working half time. Buying has drop-

ped off sharply in France and Great Britain, and

EngHsh business men are looking for a depression.

Competent financial students, fellow passengers on the

homeward voyage, reported that their conferences with

European bankers had checked the views that I had
gathered.

In England, labor difficulties are looked for. Just

before sailing on Aug. 14 the mutterings began in the

coal trade. Since then the situation has crystallized

and, as I write, the strike vote is being taken. An
appreciation of the power which Labor believes it has

can be gathered from the fact that at the height of

the Russo-Polish crisis a Committee of Action, repre-

senting the labor organizations called upon Lloyd

George to serve notice that if England should decide

to go to war in support of Poland the workers would
refuse to move the munitions.

Political Situation—Politically, the situation in

Europe is equally disturbing. The Russo-Polish situa-

tion is known to all of us. Unfortunately, it has

tended to widen the rift which has been developing
between England and France. The latter's unexpected
recognition of Wrangel came while I was in England.
To say that it caused dismay is putting it mildly. A
more excitable people than the English would have
indulged in rabid talk. Instead, all English views were
focused on reaching an immediate understanding and
preventing the breach from widening.
The disagreement between England and France as

to Germany has been increasingly emphasized in the
various conferences following the conclusion of the

Versailles Treaty. Only dire necessity, it seems, is

holding them together, and I cannot help feeling that

they will not for many years go hand in hand. I do not

mean that there will be an open breach, but that

England's policy will so favor Germany and be so in

contrast with the French that there will be estrange-

ment between them. The view was expressed to me by
the keenest man I met in England that, fundamentally,

there is more reason for sympathy between England and
Germany than between England and France. England
and Germany are both industrial nations, with strong

commercial instincts, and a tendency to take a similar

view of international questions. Temperamentally, also,

they are much alike. On the contrary England and
France, are entirely unlike each other temperamentally

and in their industrial and commercial aptitudes and

outlook.

In this connection an interesting story was told me
by an Austrian. In 1913 he attended in London a

luncheon given by a member of Parliament and sat

beside a distinguished English statesman, subsequently

Chancellor of the Exchequer. The latter asked the

Austrian whether he thought there was danger of war
between England and Germany. The Austrian's reply

was that he heard no such talk in Berlin, where he

then resided, and that he considered a war impossible.

The statesman's prophetic reply was that he believed

that England and Germany were destined to be fast

friends, but before that took place there might have to

be a war.

Certain it is at the present time English business men
are looking very favorably upon trade relations with

Germany and, in fact, are in Germany in large numbers

engaging in business negotiations.

France, unfortunately, is being alienated from the

strong nations of Europe. I heard enough in England

to realize that keenly. Germany's attitude to^vard

France is well known—and natural. I was not in Italy,

but men who were there told me that the attitude

toward France was not a sympathetic one. In Holland

I heard sharp criticism cf France, two men making

almost identical remarks to the effect that France's

victorj'^ had intoxicrted her.

Bolshevism

Regarding a spread of Bolshevism I found that there

is little fear entertained in England or France that

their countries will succumb to it. In England the pre-

diction, so often made in the last two years, that there

would come a Labor government is still repeated. It

is felt, though, that responsibility would cause the labor

leaders to modify their radical program. The sound

sense of the British people is relied on to ^ave the

country from excesses.

France believes that it has had its test with

Bolshevism and come off victorious. In fact, its unwill-
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ingness to recognize Russia is no longer put on the

ground of fear of Bolshevism, but on the ground that

it should not recognize a government that will not

assume the former Russian debt to France.

In the Central Powers, anything may happen. That
is always true when people are cold, hungry, and with-

out hope. American observers whom I met on the trip

home had the same feeling that I have with reference to

the Central Powers. One of them, a journalist who has

represented the New York Times in Europe for many
years, closed a statement in which he expressed his

confidence in the German promise to live up to their

obligations with reference to the delivery of coal, with
the words, "I am as positive about it as one can be
about anything in Europe today." Another American,
general manager of an American enterprise having four
plants in Europe, said briefly, "No one can tell what is

going to happen in Europe." He expects a crisis

throughout western and central Europe, accompanied by
unemployment and suffering. In the past such crises

have passed without revolutionary endeavor. Today, in

the Central Powers at least, the danger is that there
may be revolution.

The one bright feature of the whole situation is that

the principal food-raising countries of Europe have
excellent crops this year. That is true of France,

Germany. Austria, and Czecho-Slovakia. The food

situation should be better this winter than it has been
for many years, but, even so, the amount available will

not be sufficient in the Central Powers to carry the

people over to the next harvest. Means must be found
to supply them from the United States and probably
Argentina, even with the exchange so badly against

them.

The League of Nations

An American is naturally curious to know how the

people of Europe feel with reference to our non-

participation in the League of Nations. Naturally

there is deep disappointment. The League was Presi-

dent Wilson's creation, and the people of Europe
believed firmly that he had plenipotentiary powers. In

a nice way they accuse us of "welching" on our con-

tract. Apparently, though, they are but little interested

in the military feature of the covenant. They are all

tired of war. They do believe, however, that if we had
sat in on the conferences that have followed the comple-

tion of the Treaty the United States would have taken
hold of the credit situation and either directly or by
government approval and encouragement of consortiums
of bankers helped to put the Continent on its feet in a

practical way.
As one travels around he cannot help but feel

apologetic for the American position, even though he
may sympathize to the utmost with the action of those

senators who prevented approval of the covenant

unchanged, as the President wanted. One American put

it well when he said that we had created Poland, that

we had helped to put France in a position where she

could, single-handed and without reference to any other

power, invade the Ruhr, and then had washed our hands

of the whole situation. Certainly the political align-

ment in Europe today is largely of our own and Presi-

dent Wilson's making. Yet, having created the situa-

tion, we have shouldered none of its responsibilities.

What form our participation should have taken and

should still take seems to be a matter of indifference to

the European. If we come in and help, we can name
our own terms.

While one feels apologetic for our position he cannot
escape the thought that we are fortunate to be free of
"entangling alliances." We may have moral obligations
there for the time being, but no one who sees for a
period of three and a half months the interplay of
politics in Central and Western Europe will want to put
us in a position where our hands are tied or where we
viill be compelled to act.

England's Hopefulness

Before sailing for home I recrossed the Channel and
spent eight days in England, taking occasion to see

acquaintances and get the English view of the Conti-

nental situation. I had left Holland feeling, as I have
here set down, quite discouraged. To my surprise I

found the Englishman very calm about the whole situa-

tion. He sees the serious side of it, but is confident that

much progress has been made and that the present

situation, while much confused, is becoming better week
by week. That comes, no doubt, not merely from the

naturally calm temperament of the Englishman, but
from his long interest in and study of international

affairs. My admiration for the English was immeasur-
ably heightened by their wonderful attitude. One
American said to me that the crux of the whole situa-

tion in Europe was the confidence which investors would
have in the promise of the German people to make good
on the indemnity bonds that may be issued, to meet
their obligations. There may be much truth in that, but

if I had to name the factor through which the salvation

of Europe is most likely to be worked out I would
unhesitatingly name the British people. They have the

capacity and experience to handle the situation, while

their position adjacent to the Continent forces them to

take the matter in hand lest a break up result in align-

ments unfavorable to them.

Coming home after an absence of four months and

getting into the swing and the hum of American life,

finding that our costs are only double pre-war costs, as

against threefold to tenfold increases in Europe; seeing

our resources, as represented in our broad fields, sensing

the strength of our industrial life I cannot but feel that

we fail to appreciate how much better oflP we are than

the people of Europe. One German said to me in

Berlin that we had got more than we deserved. He
made the remark half in fun, but I cannot help wonder-

ing whether there is not some truth in it. We are

lavish of our natural resources. We waste to an appal-

ling extent. We regard as trifles the economies that

loom dp importantly in Europe. Natural resources con-

sidered, our development of them is extremely inefficient.

We are living in a gold mine, yet we quarrel and are

dissatisfied. We live on the fat of a rich land, and

earn our daily bread by loafing half the time, or what

is the same working at half pace.

Could our people be brought to an appreciation of

the difference in conditions between Europe and

America, I am sure that the unrest here would disappear

and that enthusiasm and loyalty and an effort to solve

our problems without strife would replace the present

attitude. To get a deep appreciation of what America

is, what its possibilities are, a trip to Europe—and a

trip right now—to learn by observing the contrast, can

be heartily recommended.
Netv York, Sept. 2.
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General Conditions in Germany
The engineering visitor to England, France or

Switzerland naturally devotes his time to a study of the

problems of his special field. No so in Germany. There
the fundamental social conditions so transcend all special

problems that one forgets he is a specialist and loses

himself in any inquiry into the general situation.

As a whole, the conditions here are discouraging. The
people of the cities, generally, are under-nourished,

unhappy, and without hope as to the future. They have
suffered grievously. What is past they would be glad

to forget, but, unfortunately, the memory of what they

have endured is always with them because of the

continuance
of unsatisfac-

tory condi-

tions and the

prospect, they

believe, of

privation for

years to come.

They have
been put in

this frame of

mind mainly

by i n s u ffi-

ciency of food

—i n both
quantity and
quality. Con-

ditions have
improved ma-
terially since

the last year
of the war,
and even since

1919, but the foodcard system still persists and the

rations supplied against the cards are insufficient in

quantity, while the quality is extremely poor. The quan-
tities called for by the food cards, per week, are as

follows :

—

Bread 1| kg. (2.75 lb.)

Flour .- 340 g. (12 oz.)

Sugar 170 g. (6 oz.)

Butter 60 g. (11 oz.)

Fat 100 g. (3J oz.)

Meat .200 g. (7 oz.)

lEgg

Only children under two and the sick receive milk.

The quality of food and, with the obvious exception of
the eggs and sugar, is far below that found in the very
poorest quarters of any city I have seen in Europe or
America. The bread is made of barley flour with a
25 per cent admixture of rye and some maize. It is

heavy, coarse, and unpalatable.

To test the quality of food I ate on several occasions
in restaurants of the average class. The prices were
higher than can be afforded by people even in the higher
clerical positions yet in one restaurant the food was
uneatable, the stew made with rancid meat and the fruit

desert sour. Only the plain cooked vegetables were
acceptable. In the other restaurants the food was
tasteless and of poor quality, but eatable.

Green vegetables and dried peas and beans can be
purchased in the open market but the prices are roughly
ten times or more what they were before the war. It is

possible to buy meat of fairly good quality, chickens,

eggs, and occasionally butter and fat, from dealers who
buy secretly and unlawfully from the farmers. Repeated
efforts have been made to stop this traffic and to turn
these supplies into the channels of official rationing,

but despite repeated convictions and punishment the
farmers continued to hide their products and sell them
at high profit to secret dealers. In fact, it is only by
buying from illegal sources that it is possible to main-
tain oneself in even fair physical condition, but only
those who have profited by the war or whose wages have
gone up in proportion to the cost of living can do so.

Skilled laborers ivho have regular employment can do
so but the great middle class, far worse off than the

laborers, can-

not. The food

conditions
show them-
selves in the

appearance of

the people.
Even in Ber-

lin, which pre-

sents a much
more hopeful

picture than

Munich, the

poorer and
middle-class
districts are

filled with un-

der-nourished

p^ple, and,

m r e's the

pity, with un-

der-nourished

children. The
children have a pallor and leanness that do not go with
healthy childhood, while often one finds cases of under-
nourished, aged heads on little emaciated bodies—that
are heart rending. What is true of the poorer quarters
of Berlin regarding under-nourishment is true of every
part of Munich.

Yet it is easy to be deceived regarding food con-
ditions. If one confines his observations to Berlin, and
in Berlin to the business district and the wealthy West-
end, he will, probably, report that food conditions are
good. In fact, the very first American I met after a
week's stay here remarked, immediately after the
exchange of greetings, that he did not find food con-
ditions "so bad." On close questioning he and his wife
admitted that they were staying at the Adlon Hotel and
had eaten only there. They had had the best of meat,
excellent fowl, white bread, delicious butter—everything
they wanted. Undoubtedly, they will go back to their

small manufacturing town in Pennsylvania and declare

that reports regarding food conditions are exaggerated.

They probably paid 200 marks a day for their room, if

without a bath, and 300 or 350 marks if with a bath,

while for the two of them each luncheon and dinner cost

not less than 100 marks, which, referred to the pur-

chasing value of the mark before the war, means as

much to a German as a $50 meal for two would to an

x\merican. I had the similar experience of getting what-

soever I wanted at from 40 to 50 marks per meal, but

it is unnecessary to say that no German, except a war
profiteer, can pay those prices.

In general, when present-day prices are quoted, an

THE CARLSPLATZ, A 'BUSY" SQUARE IN MUNICH
Taken at 4 p.m. on July 16, a weekday. Note the absence of traffic.
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American can appreciate what they mean to a German
if he remembers that before the war a German could

buy as much for 2 marks as we could for $1. In other

words, if a German pays 50 marks for a meal the

impression upon him, compared to pre-war purchasing

power, is the same as that on Americans if we paid $25.

My own observations of food conditions, based on

inquiries from housewives, excursions in the poorer

quarters of Berlin, eating in average restaurants and

living in a private family in Munich, are completely

borne out bv the fact that the American Relief Adminis-

IN A MUNICH STREET

tration (under Herbert Hoover's direction) is not only
continuing its food-supply work in Germany, but is

making efforts to bring its work to the attention of all

classes of Germans, so that they in turn can appeal to

American relatives and friends to help them through the
purchase and transmittal of food drafts. The American
Quakers are continuing their food stations for under-
nourished children, while the British branch of the
Salvation Army and the British "Save the Children
Fund" Committee are continuing to supply milk rations

to children. The German delegation at Spa reported a
great increase in the death of children under 5, and an
11.4-per cent increase in tuberculosis, comparing 1919
with 1913. One may be tempted to disparage those

German statistics, but he cannot brush aside the
evidence afforded by the continuance of the relief

measures of English and American organizations.

Clothing and Fuel—But food shortage is not all that

depresses the Germans. Coal shortage, almost since the

beginning of the war, has kept them in a freezing con-

dition the greater part of the winter, while clothing is

prohibitive in price. For private families the coal

allowance is 100 kg. (220 lb.) per month, summer and
winter. In winter only one room is heated. In apart-

ment houses having steam heat, where the cooking is

done by gas, conditions are even worse, since the

central heating plants are shut down. There are no

smoke stacks for the installation of coal-burning stoves,

and the gas ration is sufficient for cooking and light-

ing only.

While food prices are about ten times what they

were before the war, clothing and shoes are from twenty

to thirty times as expensive. Before the war a good

suit of men's clothing could be bought for 70 marks;

today a suit of decent quality, not up to pre-war quality,

20sts 1,600 marks. To a German that means the same
as if a $35 suit for us had increased in price to $800.

Prices of clothing for women and children has increased

in the same proportion.

Appearance of the Cities—Industrially, the country is

very quiet. In the north there was an industrial revival

after the Armistice, but on account of rising prices

both foreign and domestic buying dropped off sharply

about three months ago, and the industries now are

working only three days a week. South Germany had

no industrial revival, and the conditions there are

accordingly worse. I saw large plants shut up that had

not turned a wheel since the close of the war.

The cities naturally show the effects of these con-

ditions. Munich is a dead city. It has less life than one

of our 50,000-population towns. So striking is the lack

of vehicular traffic that I took a census for an hour in

the Marienplatz, the broad street or "square" in front

of the Ratshaus. The avenue is 150 ft. wide and has

four traffic ways, two in either direction, and four

street-railway tracks. Yet on this broad street I was
able with ease to take a vehicular-traffic census by

myself. The count, kept on the back of a visiting card,

for the hour between 9:55 and 10:55 a.m. on July 16,

was as follows

:

Horse-drawn passenger vehicles 4

Horse-drawn commercial vehicles 12

Passenger automobiles 19

Motor trucks* 12

Hand-carts 30

Street carsf 42

* The motor-trucks included five post-office vans,

t Most of the street-cars had two trailers and the re-

mainder one trailer each.

Note—From a taxi-cab stand at this point only two auto
taxi-cabs were hired in the hour, and only five horse-

drawn taxi-cabs.

It should be noted that before the war the use of

hand-carts was almost unknown in Munich, while the

horse-drawn taxi-cab had disappeared from the streets.

Unless an engineer is concerned with street or high-

way design he gives but little attention to traffic figures.

Those who wish to get a correct idea of the lack of

traffic in Munich would do well to stand on a busy
corner in any of our cities of 50,000 or more people and
for 10 minutes make a count of the vehicular traffic, and

then compare it with one-sixth of the Munich figures.

I wager that even in a town of 50,000 they will find the

traffic heavier than in the Marienplatz, the business

center of a city of 600,000 people. Some photographs,

which are thoroughlj'^ representative, and not taken at

an interval more quiet than usual, show the almost

complete absence of traffic in the business center.

This lack of traffic agrees with the attitude of

pedestrians. They are an unhappy people, downcast,

care-worn. One and all, they seem to be carrying a

burden. The whole atmosphere is a listless one. The

Hofbrauhaus, once the gathering place for the happiest

and most contented throng in the whole of Europe, is

nearly deserted. The little knots of people scattered

through its great restaurants and halls are quiet and

serious. That is true, also, of the other Munich

restaurants, which, before the war, were famous

throughout Europe for their good-natured companies.

Berlin presents a more encouraging picture. The

vehicular traffic is not much heavier than in Munich, due

to the present industrial stagnation, but the people are,

on the whole, better nourished. In the business dis-

trict they go along with some vigor, as if life were

worth living.
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This difference between the two cities probably has

two causes. The Bavarian (Munich is the capital of

Bavaria) is an artist, and, therefore, temperamental.

The Prussian is practical, and more accustomed to over-

coming difficulties. Second, there was no industrial

revival in Bavaria, while northern Germany profited

by fairly good industrial conditions during the latter

part of last year and early this year. Earnings were,

therefore, larger in Berlin than in Munich, and the

difference is shown in the condition and attitude of the

people.

Views As to the Future

The view that a nationalization of all wealth must
certainly come in Germany, is quite widespread,

those that so believe holding that it is the only

means through which the workman will be made con-

tented with his lot and apply himself. If the workers,

it is argued, are brought to realize that nothing has

value in Germany except labor, class prejudice will dis-

appear and Germany will be able to develop an idealism

through which she can get on her feet. These men
pointed out that fortunes have now been reduced to the

level of labor. A fortune of 300,000 marks was a large

one before the war. At 4 per cent, the usual German
return, the income is 12,000 marks, which now is the

salary or wage of a first-class stenographer, an office

worker, or a common laborer regularly employed. In

other words, a man or woman with an inheritance of

300,000 marks is in the same position financially as a

stenographer or laborer. The advantage of fortune,

having been wiped out, the remaining step, it is argued,

of putting all industries under the control of the govern-

ment is not a long one.

Opposed to this view is the opinion of business men
that the country is really farther today from general

socialization than it was a year ago. Even the political

leaders of a solialistic tendency have come to appre-

ciate, so the business men say, that an incentive is

necessary in the shape of freedom for initiative and

opportunity for personal advancement in order to get

the best from both laborer and brain worker. They
maintain, too, that the political leaders have profited by

the Russian debacle and are fearful of schemes that may
further interfere with industrial organization.

The attitude toward Russia is uniformly quite favor-

able, though the reasons given for alliance or friendly

relations differ with various classes. The agitators hold

that alliance with Russia would enable Germany to

rebuild her military power, but the middle and educated

classes see in friendly relations opportunity for com-
mercial expansion. German brains could help to

organize Russia's natural resources, while the growth
and development of the country would create a

tremendous market for German products. This favor-

able attitude is shared, apparently, by the present

government, for it will be remembered that Bx\ Simons,

minister of foreign affairs, stated after the Spa con-

ference that if Poland persisted in being a bulwark
between Russia and Western Europe she would have a

very hard time, but that her lot would be easy if she
served as a bridge.

On one imminent question regarding the future, there
is entire agreement—that the plebicite in Upper Silesia,

where rich coal fields are located, is of vital importance
to the future of Germany. Should Upper Silesia remain
with Germany the latter will have the coal essential for,

at least, industrial production. If Upper Silesia goes to

Poland, German industry will be very seriously crippled.

One engineer said solemnly, "Without Upper Silesia

German industry is dead." For that reason the result

of the September plebicite is being awaited with intense

interest. Just now there is considerable optimism
regarding the probable result, for it is not believed that

Upper Silesia, in view of conditions in Poland, will

cast her lot with that country.

Attitude Toward Foreigners

During the war there was great bitterness toward
England. That feeling his disappeared and English-

men are now' in high favor, for the Germans feel that

England is willing to give them an opportunity to get

on their feet. Lloyd George's attitude in standing
against the severe demands of France is deeply appre-

ciated, while the English people, as individuals and
through committees and societies are doing much to

relieve the clothing and food distress.

Toward France there is much animosity. The French,

so the Germans feel, desire to grind them down to the

utmost—even to the extent of making it impossible for

ON THE streets OF MUNICH
The left-hand view shows the absence of traffic ; the other,

granite block laid diagonally between track and footway.

Germany to pay the indemnity. All they ask, they

reiterate, is the chance to work and pay their debts.

They admit that they did not deliver the coal required

by the treaty, but maintain that it was only through the

sale of coal, to Switzerland and Holland for example,

that they could get food.

Toward Americans, the attitude also is a friendly one,

due not only to the extent to which the Hoover food

drafts are being sent to Germany and to the work of

the American Quakers in feeding German children, but

also to the belief that had America signed the peace pact

and become a member of the League of Nations, she

could be counted upon to support Lloyd George rather

than the French in the various conferences following

the Versailles treaty.

Whether that view is correct it is not possible to say

with certainty. My own feeling is that we in America

will take the same position as the English : "The war is

over. Let's give Germany a chance to get on her feet,

merely taking care that she shall not again become a

military menace."

As to the terms of the treaty I have heard little com-

plaint. The word always is, "Give us a chance, give us

credits in raw materials, let us keep enough coal, and

we shall pay our debts." The paying of her debts is
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sj'^nonymous with industrial rehabilitation, and for her

rapid industrial rehabilitation the people of America
should hope no less sincerely than the Germans.
Germany unsettled and disturbed will disturb not only

the whole of Europe but the whole world.

And now we want peace.

Berlin, July 24.

Large Wooden Latticed Derrick Booms
Latticed wooden derrick booms 135 ft. long were built

for the English Navy for war service. Photographs

of such a boom are reproduced in Engineering (London)

of Aug. 13, 1920. The required service was to lift a

three-ton load up to a platform 100 ft. high, the boom
being connected to a 50-ft. mast. Saving of weight

was the reason for choosing wooden construction; it is

claimed that the wooden boom weighs only one-third as

much as an equivalent steel boom and yet has a higher

factor of safety. With end fittings and equipped with

a 21-in. hoist sheave it weighs only 6,000 lb.

Like many steel derrick booms, these wooden booms
are of balloon-braced shape. In side elevation they

taper to both lower and upper ends, but in plan only

the upper end has taper, the ribs being kept parallel in

the lower part for wide bearing on the hinge pin at

the foot of the boom. The main material of the boom
comprises four Oregon pine corner members or ribs,

4i in. square at midlength, SJ in. rquare at the top,

and 4J x 3§ in. at the foot of the boom, each glued up

of nine boards. The ribs are spread by Oregon pine

struts spaced so as to make the bracing panels about

square, and are tied by crossed diagonals of stranded

piano wire of 1-in. diameter in each panel. The spread

of the ribs is about 6 ft. at midlength. The bracing

struts are of greater diameter at the middle than at

their ends; they are grooved on each of the four face^'

for the larger part of their length, making them cross-

shape in section, presumably for lightness. The brac-

ing diagonals connect to the ribs and struts by attach-

ment to bolts set in ''welded steel" connection boxes

;

the heads of the bolts form ratchets to permit of tight-

ening the diagonals. To facilitate transportation each

boom was built in two sections, joined at midlength of

the boom by i socket splices of steel in each rib held

together by four tension bolts engaging lugs project-

ing from the main parts of the sockets. The end fittings

of the boom also are of steel, the ribs being fixed in

them by hardwood wedges.

Letters to the Editor

Credit Where Due

Sir—The statement of Mr. H. R. Green of Cedar Rapids

that the editorial in the Cedar Rapids Evening Gazette,

quoted by you on page 366 of your issue of Aug. 19, is

"unsolicited publicity," gives the Cedar Rapids Gazette

a little more credit for discernment of the modern capabili-

ties of engineers than is due.

As a matter of fact, this editorial is copied from one

which appeared in the Lexington (Ky.) Leader for May 1,

1920, and which was reprinted by the Publicity Service of

the American Association of Engineers and mailed to a

large number of newspapers throughout the United States.

A number of other newspapers have copied the editorial or

written new ones with it as a basis.

Cedric B. Smith,
American Association of Engineers.

Effect of Chlorinated Water on Metals

Sir—Referring to the article in Engineering Neivs-

Record, July 15, 1920, p. 127, regarding the corrosion of

metals by chlorinated water at Saci-amento: This general

subject caused us a little anxiety, as we are using Wal-

lace & Tiernan's liquid chlorine apparatus, the difFuser

being located in a well from which our Allis-Chalmers

pumping engine takes suction. As we understand it, the

method in use in Sacramento was similar to our method
here. However, we made an examination of a brass valve

immediately joining the suction and did not find any
evidence of corrosion. We have been informed that the

apparatus in use at Sacramento is not the Wallace &
Tiernan type which we use in Terre Haute.

Dow R. GVHNN,
President and Manager Terre Haute Water Co.

Terre Haute, Ind.

Twin Reinforced-Concrete Tracks for

Highways Suggested

Sir—Full-width, hard-surface roadways for the country
generally will be a long way off unless some genius of

the near future makes some wonderful discoveries of new
materials for construction, or finds more economical methods
of handling available road materials. In the meantime the

public must be satisfied with the cheaper roads, or sub-

mit to and pay for experimentation on substitutes for the

fully paved country highway.
At the instance and on the suggestion of P. E. Bellamy

of the State cement commission of the State of South
Dakota, the writer has prepared the sketches, herewith pre-

sented, of a substitute for a paved roadway. Tentatively,

this consists of four reinforced concrete track rails spaced

at 4 ft. 8 in. on centers, each rail 12 in. wide and 7 in.

thick on the sides, and grooved to a hyperbolic section so

that the thickness at the center is 61 in.
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I'IG. 1. PROl'O.SED METHOD OF LAYING TWIN TRACKS

The reinforcing consists of three longitudinal rods of

J -in. rounds, plared as shovvn. Expansion joints are pro-

vided for at intervals of 32 ft., and at these points base

pedestals would be necessary. Perhaps plain concrete about

2 ft. square and 6 in. thick would be sufficient. Steel rods

or shapes were at first proposed as ties fo^ each pair of
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track rails, but the writer has introduced 1-in. galvanized

pipe.

In order to reduce the effect of frost action to a minimum
the construction would presuppose thorough drainage of

the road-bed. The rails would be recessed or imbedded
for their full depth of 7 in. in the roadway grade in such a
way that the rails would be on a slight crown, say about
3 in.

At section-line and other important crossings the rails

would form part of a continuous pavement for about 100 ft.,

affording a touring car an
i'Rad
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FIG. 2. CROSS SECTION OF

CONCRETE RAIL.

opportunity to pass a slow-

moving truck. An increase

of rail width to 18 in. has

been suggested to the

writer, but it seems that

this width would more seri-

ously interfere with horse-

drawn traffic. The proposed

design is for a gross truck

load of 4 tons with a max-
imum static wheel concen-

tration of 3,000 lb. The material in the proposed section

per linear foot of two complete tracks is:

Concrete 2i cu.ft.

Steel lOJ lb.

The writer would like to have Engineering News-Record
lend its columns to its readers for discussions on the feasi-

bility of the proposed construction as a substitute for a

full reinforced concrete-paved roadway, and hopes informa-

tion may be brought out on:

(a) Location of tracks, experimental or otherwise, of

similar design;

(b) Age of tracks and kind of service;

(c) Composition of tracks and present condition;

(d) Kind of soil, whether loam, gumbo, sand, etc.

(e) Effect of frost action, if any;

(f) Designer or builder, if known, etc.

Suggestions or criticisms along the following lines are

invited

:

(g) Efficiency of the proposed reinforcement;

(h) Kind and position of rods proposed;

(i) Transverse reinforcement in rails, if any;

(j) Section and frequency of transverse tie rods that

might be used with safety and economy;

(k) Cross section of groove, the proposed section being

hyperbolic;

(1) Lengths and frequency of cross-overs having full-

width pavements;

(m) Suggestions along lines of most likely economical

construction

;

(n) Suggestions along lines of financing one or more ex-

perimental sections in the State of South Dakota, etc., etc.

Pierre, S. D.

John Berg,

State Engineer, South Dakota.

What Makes This Vault Sweat?
Sir—Have you any information on how to prevent con-

crete underground from sweating? The conditions in this

particular case are as follows:

A concrete vault 16 x 21 ft. by 7 ft. high inside was
built, the top of the slab being even with the surface of
the surrounding ground. A sun parlor 8 x 14 ft. rests
on part of it. The work was completed July 31, 1920.
The floor was poured first, 6 in. thick, with a keyway near
the edge. The walls, 10-in. thick, were poured two days
after. The top slab is 8-in. thick, reinforced with de-
formed bars on 7-in. centers. There was 2 ft. of light top
soil under which was stiff red clay, fairly dry all the way.
The mix was 1:2:4 with 2 lb. of Mintegne waterproof-
ing being added to each bag of cement. The floor has re-
mained damp since it was poured (July 24) and the walls
started to sweat the day after the forms were removed.
The roof appears to be dry where the forms have been
removed. Two vent holes 3 x 3 in. were left in that part

of the loof under the sunparlor. It is proposed to cover
the balance of the roof slab with 18 in. of ground. An ex-
amination was made after a two days' rain, and while no
ground water appeared to be coming in yet the walls were
sweating very freely and the steel door was covered with
beads of water. John H. Fowles,
Milwaukee, Wis. Secretary, Sewerage Commission.

On What Are We Building Our Highways?
Sir—Much money is being expended annually in investi-

gating and testing road surfacing materials. The Federal
Government, many states, companies interested in the dif-
ferent materials, and private institutions have established
large laboratories for such purpose. Yet we seldom find a
laboratory making a study and test of the foundation soils.

Lately the Bureau of Public Roads has taken up this in-
vestigation in a small way and appreciates the great value
of such an investigation and study, but the appropriation
allotted this bureau for such an investigation is so small it

will not permit of an extensive research.
Each spring many sections of our roads go to pieces,

due to the foundation becoming saturated with moisture,
frost action, seepage, capillary action, and other causes. It

is useless to expect the road crust to carry all the load un-
supported. A firm foundation for our highways is just as
essential as it is for every other structure. The little study
that has been made of the foundation has been devoted to
draining wet places where the sub-base is constantly satu-
rated by seepage water. Such places have been studied
and in many cases remedied, but there has been very little,

if any, study given to the bearing power of the different

types of soils as a foundation. Especially at the period
of the year when they are saturated with moisture, or the
reverse when they are dry and contracted.

It is safe to say that we know less about the sub-foun-
dation and its ability to sustain the metal surface under
the moving load, than any other feature of road construc-
tion. There has never been any consti-uctive effort made
until recently to find out just what takes place, or to de-
termine the ability of certain types of soils to withstand
the impact and weight of a heavy moving load. I know of
no element so important in road building that has been
studied less, and of which so little is known, as the sub-
foundation. The surface materials have been studied and
experimented with at a great expense until they can be
put togeher and give known results.

It recalls to the writer's mind the biblical phrase, "What
doth it profit a man if he gain the whole world and lose his

own soul." For what will it profit us if we develop the
very highest type of surfacing if we lose it all by a weak
and unknoviTi foundation? The question of a stable, firm,

and unyielding foundation must have our best thought.
The physical and chemical composition of the sub-soils are
so complicated that to solve this problem properly will re-

quire the very highest type of skill. Problems concerning
materials, water, frost action, physical effects of heat, cold

and moisture must be solved. The chemical action of acids,

alkalies, and the many other different elements found in
the soils leading to unknown fields must be found out.

Not until this is done, and the bearing power of the sub-
foundation can be ascertained by a simple test or brought
to a known condition by treatment, will roadbuilding pre-
sent no uncertain factors.

It is therefore most important that such investigations
should be made and a solution found quickly, so that the
roads in the future crn be constructed to carry the maxi-
mum traffic over their entire length without injury.

This applies to the railroads and electric railways the
same as it does to the highways, and all should join in a
co-operative way in this investigation and find a solution.

Congress should be requested to make a sufficient appropria-
tion to the Bureau of Public Roads to establish a large re-

search department so that such im'^estigations can be speed-
ily made and a practical solution found. By all working
together a solution will soon be found, and much money
annually saved. H. G. SHiRLBY,
Washington, D. C. Federal Highway Council.
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Highway Location and Design

Sir—W. G. Harger's articles in Engineer'mg News-Record,

July 15, p. 104; July 22, p. 171; and July 29, p. 200, on the

economic study of highway location and design, come at a

very appropriate time and will be of great assistance in

solving a much discussed problem, providing others of equal

railroad and highway experience will give us a resume of

their conclusions, either in future articles or in discussions

of Mr. Harger's opinions and recommendations.

The rapidly increasing use of motor vehicles for short-

haul freight and passenger transportation has outstripped

the development of road construction. Maintenance costs of

gravel and other similarly surfaced roads, under present

conditions, have increased so rapidly that public officials

have jumped at "hard surfacing" of the present roadbeds as

the only practical solution of the problem.

Apparently there has been a slight reaction to this method

and highway engineers are studying the situation from an

economical standpoint. The same problems of location and

design present themselves that have been studied and solved

by railroad engineers for the last 25 years or more. (In

passing, I wish to state that ^ have had none of this par-

ticularly valuable kind of experience.) Certain conditions

differ, but the main factors and principles are the same.

This discussion refers only to roads requiring a hard

surface, which confines us to the heavy traveled highways
which are naturally, or are soon to become, parts of certain

through routes, for which the name "ti-unk system" may be

applied. Such a trunk system may be within state limits or

be a part of the federal highway syslem.

Present traveled routes usually are improved original

trails between local settlers extended to connect com-

munities, often without any regard for grade or alignment

as we use these terms today. These trails have been

improved step by step as the traffic warranted and as the

community developed and money became available.

The question now before the highway departments is:

Shall these present traveled roads be hard surfaced or shall

extensive relocations be made, and if so, to what extent?

It seems logical to conclude that, under the present system

and in the course of time, these roads gradually will be

re-located as to grade and alignment until ultimately the

most economical line is attained. The final result of these

changes in location will approach a main line railroad

location as a limit. In other words, a trunk highway will

eventually be similar to a main line railroad but on a

smaller scale.

What is needed to answer this question is the best judg-

ment of the engineering profession as to how far we should

go, in the interest of economy, toward the ideal location,

the data as to the probable saving in operating costs by
decreased distance, decreased rise and fall, certain maximum
grades and degrees of curvature, given by Mr. Harger, are

most valuable and the conclusions to which these figures

bring us are evident.

t Hovvever, after carefully deducing that radical improve-

ment in location will result in great saving in the cost of

operation of vehicles, Mr. Harger upsets the whole argument
by reverting to past methods of highway design and
attempts to excuse them by saying that he does not deem
it advisable to make this saving for the public because the

public is wasteful anyway and would not appreciate the

saving but would spend it on ice cream and the movies. Is

not this the type of economist that the periodicals have been

blaming for everything from the H. C. L. to the present

labor situation ? Is not such an excuse poor logic on the

part of a member of what is supposed to be a logical pro-

fession? Mr. Harger argues that since a liLtle extra gaso-

, line and a little extra time is of no consequence to a certain

percentage of the traveling public, that the necessary

expenditure to improve a location is not justified. Here
again is evidence of the old highway methods retarding

natural development. Why not study, discuss and decide

the question and stand by the decision?

Is it true that "the location of a free public road with no
direct revenue r'jtur.i can not be analyzed from the same
point of view as a trunk line I'aih-oad"? It would seem to

me that there is a fair comparison, for example: The public

pays for the improvement, directly or indirectly, and cer-

tainly the public receives the benefit, directly and indirectly

from any saving in operating costs which the improvement

effects.

Mr. Harger accepts and quotes A. R. Hirst's values of a

mile of distance saved—for example: For 100 vehicles per

day the saving capitalized at 5 per cent is $73,000. Assum-

ing that this figure is fair, is it economical or just to the

public, traveling for business or pleasure, to follow present

locations even through thickly settled and valuable land,

where distance may be saved and gradients improved by-

relocation ? Such relocation will undoubtely damage certain

property, but this is not ordinarily a stumbling block where

public service corporations are concerned, and such a cap-

italized value for this small number of vehicles will pay for

all new rights of way required and any reasonable amount

of damage which would be allowed after assessing benefits

against the damages, together with the cost of the new
construction. The relocation does not eliminate the existing

road but will remove the through traffic, thereby reducing

maintenance costs, and give the public as a whole the most
economical route.

I may be in error, but it is my belief and that of many
others, that in ten years' time, trunk highway locations,

whether they are relocated as a whole or revised piece by

piece, will resemble railroad locations closely. All will agree

with me that, if this is true, relocation as a whole would

be much less expensive. Certainly we should not neglect tu

study carefully the railroad comparison in order that we
may profit by what railroad men have learned from costly

experience.

Let us have the opinions of others.

Edward H. Stelle,
Grand IMarais, Minn. Assistant Engineer,

Minnesota State Highway Department.

[A copy of Mr. Stelle's letter was sent Mr. Harger, whose
reply follows.

—

Editor.]

Sir—These articles on highway location were written

with the intention of promoting discussion. I am indebted

to Mr. Stelle for his courteous appreciation of the detail

data given, and I am sure that any difference of opinion

that we may have on general policy will add to the interest

of the discussion. I hope that others will express their

opinions.

We all would prefer to have scientifically located high-

ways. A great many engineers believe that the time has

come to make extensive relocations. I believe that minor

relocations necessary to obtain reasonably good grades and

alignment are justified at this time, but that extensive

relocations must be gradually worked out except for a few

exceptional cases, and that, practically, it will be easier to

accomplish and fairer to the general public to do most of

this work under reconstruction programs rather than to

attempt extensive relocations at this time.
Large bond issues have the habit of disappearing without

accomplishing as much as they are expected to accomplish. ,

and any unusual feature of design (either of location or
|

pavement) which raises the average cost per mile must be i

used with caution. The great need of most localities is a

fairly complete road system usable the year round. Until

this is accomplished extreme refinements have a doubtful

'

value.

Probably 90 per cent of road traffic does not demand, nor I

would it be particularly benefited by, extreme refinements I

of location. On certain commercial hauling roads extensive i

relocations are probably desirable at once, provided thcj

ovraers of trucks finance the extra cost of the improvement, i

But it seems very doubtful if it is good policy for the com-

'

munity at large to spend extremely large sums primarily!

for the benefit of this class of traffic which pays an entirely
{

inadequate sum for the use of the highway. The so-called
j

return to the community through reducing the hauling rates^j

of a commercial truck haulage concern is not a very con-;

vincing argument to the taxpayer putting up the money for

construction. W. G. HARGBR.
Rochester, N. Y.



Hints for the Contractor

Asphalt Cut by Device Made With Buggy
Wheel

By W. F. Reichardt
Consulting Municipal Engineer, Watertown, Wisconsin

ALL contractors who have had occasion to use an

. asphalt filler on pavements have no doubt experi-

enced much difficulty melting the asphalt, and from
experience have learned that the smaller the size of

the pieces of asphalt placed in the kettle the more
readily does it melt. During cold weather asphalt can

be cut with an axe, but as most of our paving is done

in warm weather we find that at times when the asphalt

is soft it is wellnigh impossible to cut it with an axe or

any other sharp instrument.

WIRE AND BUGGY WHEEL. MAKE ASPHALT CUTTER

The accompanying cut shows what a contractor did

at Bayfield, Wis. By this simple device two men cut

more asphalt in an hour than they could have otherwise
cut in a day. The machine is constructed of two 4 x
4-in. pieces to which is attached an upright, supporting
an ordinary buggy wheel. A heavy wire is fastened to

the upright at one end and onto the hub of the wheel

at the other. The barrel of asphalt is placed in the loop

of the wire and when this wire is wound around the

hub of the wheel and the wheel is turned, the wire cuts

the asphalt. By this method the asphalt may be cut

into any size desired.

Breaking Up Cement Gravel With Dynamite
By F. W. Wilson

SUCCESSFUL use of 40 per cent ammonia aynamite in

breaking up cement gravel for use in road fills was
a feature of a road job recently carried on at Chitte-

nango, Madison County, N. Y. The sand and gravel in

the pit being worked were cemented together, making
it very diflicult to break it up with picks. Holes had
been drilled with a well drill and also with a steam
drill. These holes had been loaded with dynamite and
shot, but the shock of the explosion had been absorbed
by the many small air spaces in the cemented gravel and
sand and little material had been loosened.
The cemented sand and gravel was successfully broken

up by the following method: Horizontal holes approxi-
mately 41 ft. deep and 1 ft. in diameter were drilled in

the face of the pit. Two holes about 4 ft. apart were
loaded and fired cimultaneously. Each hole was loaded
with 3 lb. of 40 per cent ammonia dynamite, and the
explosive was not pushed all the way back into the end
of the bore holes but an air chamber 4 or 5 in. long

was left back of each charge. Each charga was entirely

surrounded by and packed in stiff mud, affording the

necessary resistance, which the sand and gravel, because
of the large air spaces through it, did not. The blast

loosened the material so that it could be shoveled with-

out picking and the cost, including the price of the

explosives was less by considerable than the time it

would have taken laborers to pick it loose. The sand

and gravel were so thoroughly cemented that when drill-

ing was first done it took three men half a day to put

down a 12-ft. hole, using a steam drill.

Movable Platform Used for Scaling Rock

AT THE lower end of the Queenston-Chippawa Canal

. around Niagara Falls, which is the feed line for

the new development now under construction by the

Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario, the cut

is for a distance of about two miles through the Niagara

limestone formation. It is here 48 ft. wide and of

maximum depth of nearly 60 ft. The upper 10 ft. of

the sides was channeled but below that the rock was
close-drilled and the spoil removed by the big elec-

trically operated steam-shovels used on all the canal

work. The final section will be lined on the bottom

and for 30 ft. up the sides with concrete and in prepara-

tion for this lining the rough cut sides are now being

SCALING PLATFORM IN NIAGARA CANAL CUT .
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SCAI^KD SECTION—18 FT. Winv:. .".2 FT. DKKP

scaled from a special trestle or platform which moves
througrh the cut on trucks.

One of the views shows the platform in action. It

is a simple wood frame with trucks for movement on

sectional ized track and with suspended platforms on

each side from which the scaling is done by men with
picks. These platforms hang by wire cables from
sheaves on top of the frame and are counterweighted

for easy movement up and down. Plumb-bobs are

hung from the top of the trestle on the line of the

JH



CURRENT EVENTS IN THE CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONTRACTING FIELDS

News of the Week
New York, September 9, 1920

Road Shipments Not Affecting

Coal Program, Is Report

Charges having been made that the

movement of road materials is inter-

fering with the program of coal dis-

tribution, Thomas H. MacDonald, Chief

of the Bureau of Public Roads, calls

attention to the fact that his policy

throughout has been to co-operate in

making the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission's orders effective.

It is true that the Bureau of Public

Roads is handling applications for spe-

cial permits to use open-top cars, but

applications for these permits are ap-

proved only for the movement of mate-

rials to important projects, already un-

der way, whose completion is necessary

to open main lines of travel. The num-
ber cf cars which have been used un-

der this permit system has been neg-

ligible, Mr. MacDonald says, so far as

having any effect on the coal program.

In New England, where the problem of

distribution has been most difficult, not

a single permit has been granted.

Mr. MacDonald believes the best way
out of the difficulty is to advance coal

distribution as much as possible, with

the hope of shortening the time that

priority in the use of open-top cars is

necessary. Despite a very general de-

sire to secure permits to ship materials

for completing street and road pro-

jects, Mr. MacDonald is insisting that

no permits be granted except in cases

where the project is of real importance
as a link in transportation.

Civil Engineers at New York Condemn Amend-
ments and Proposal to Join Federation

Contend That Amendments Conflict, That Federation Lacks Definite

Program and That Both Would Be Costly

Engineering Council's Water-
Power Committee

An offer to serve the Federal Power
Commission in an advisory capacity in

technical matters has been made
by the Water Conservation Committee
of Engineering Council. The commit-
tee will meet with Power Commission
officials Sept. 10 to discuss the matter.

The Water Conservation Committee
consists of Calvert Townley, chairman

;

Charles T. Main, H. Hobart Porter,

M. 0. Leighton, Allen Hazen, Arthur
P. Davis, Arthur E. Morgan and F. W.
Scheidenhelm.

Detroit Amendments for Water
and Sewer Bonds Carry

At the primary election held Aug. 31
charter amendments of the City of
Detroit were carried, including authori-
zation for the issuance of $12,000,000
in public utility bonds and $25,000,000
in public sewer bonds. Of the former,
$7,000,000 will be used to extend the
pumping system of water-works and
$5,000,000 to extend the pumping sys-
tem and build a nitration plant.

Pending amendments to the constitu-

tion and the question of joining the

Federated American Engineering Soci-

eties were discussed at the business
meeting of the American Society of

Civil Engineers in New York Sept. 1.

The meeting was spirited. The discus-
sion, with the exception of one brief

statement, was all in opposition to the
amendments and to joining the federa-
tion.

Objections advanced against the
amendments were that they set up ex-
pensive machinery for the nomination
of officers, that they were in conflict

with provisions of the constitution, that
the annual conference of representatives

of sections would be a heavy expense
and would have no important function,

and that the amendments regarding the

election of officers set up a political ma-
chine which can and will be manipulated
for the personal benefit of interested

factions.

No objections were made to the

amendments which relate to dues, hon-
orary membership and candidacy for

office of members of the nominating
committee.

The proposal to join the federation

was condemned on the score that no
substantial worth-while pror;ram had
been put forth, that it created a huge
machine which, lacking problems to

keep it legitimately employed, would be-

come meddlesome, and that the cost per

member, $1.50 per annum, would prove
insufficient, necessitating later calls

for additional funds.

On account of the straitened chai--

acter of the society's finances it was
argued that the society should not un-
dertake changes or enter movements
that would place additional burdens on
the treasury.

A motion was carried during the dis-

cussion requesting the board of direc-

tion through the executive committee
to issue the min-ites of the meeting, im-
mediately if possible, to the corporate
members of the society, in order that
they might have the benefit of the dis-

cussion in considering the pending vote.

Ninety-nine members were present at
the meeting.

Amendments

At the suggestion of the chairman
the amendments were taken up first.

Lieut.-Col. W. T. Chevalier, the first

speaker, characterized the amendments

as having the same purpose and effect

as the reputed burning down by the
ancient Chinese of their houses when
they wanted roast pig. We desire t'>

accomplish certain things—comparable
to the Chinese desire to get roast pork

—

but he contended that we should not
tear down the whole fabric of the soci-

ety in order to effect desired changes.
The fundamental purpose of the pro-

posed amendments was, he stated, to

democratize the society, but the means
employed was merely the erection of a
"vast political machine, that carries
with it everything that is connoted by
that term, district leadership, log roll-

ing and huge expense, for which," he
added, "you and I are going to pay."
He maintained that the finances of the
society could not stand the financial
strain.

But even if the money were availa-
ble, he contended that the gain was not
worth the cost. Ostensibly the local

sections were to be exalted. As a mat-
ter of fact they had been "stabbed in

the back." They were given no definite

standing, but would have only such
powers as the board gave them. These
powers might be revoked and changed
by successive boards.

If the amendments were adopted no
additional members, he contended, could
be elected to the society, since the con-
stitution requires that twenty-five bal-

lots be cas* by the board to constitute
an election to membership, while the
proposed amendments call for a board
of only twenty-four.
The proposed annual confei'ence of

representatives of sections he charac-
terized as a "lower house," the board
of direction being the senate. "The
annual conference," he rdded, "is going
to elect the senate; it is going to create
the board of direction, and then, in ad-
dition, is to instruct the board how to

manage the society." The conference
is also to consider the welfare of the
society and of its members. He believed

vhat his hearers were competent to look

after their o^\Tl welfai-e. He main-
tained that the annual conference would
be a very expensive undertaking, and
contended that, if established, the ex-
penses of a delegate from every section

should be paid, no matter if there were
sections in London or Hawaii.
He urged that the members reject the

pending amendments and await the re-

port of the committee to which certain

525
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amendments were referred by the Port-

land convention, said amendments to be

reported back at the annual meeting in

January.
If the progressive members would

present their ideas to the committee,

there would be reported back in Janu-

ary a well-rounded and comprehensive

set of amendments that are going to

mean "progress and not factionalism."

He concluded by an appeal for the bur-

ial of differences and the co-operation

of all who have the good of the society

at heart.

C. M. Holland, the next speaker, read

a circular letter entitled, "An Appeal
for a Progressive as Against a Radical

Policy," signed by 182 members of the

society, of whom over 60 are west of

the Mississippi River, which is being

sent to all corporate members of the

society. The substance of it is given
in another column of this issue.

Financial Aspects

Arthur S. Tuttle (treasurer of the
society), commenting upon the refer-

ences that had been made by Colonel
Chevalier to the financial status of the
society, estimated that the deficit for
the year 1920 would be $22,000. Of
that deficit a portion would be passed
over to the next year through the de-
ferring of the publication of the Trans-
actions. If the society joined the fed-
eration, the deficit, even if the dues of
non-resident members were raised $5,
would be, he estimated, about the same
next year.

L. D. Rights declared that he favored
the incorporation in the constitution of
some of the ideas expressed in the
amendments, but that he could not
favor the pending set because they were
not properly co-ordinated with the re-
mainder of the constitution. He pointed
out the curtailment in the Proceedings
and maintained that thereby the discus-
sion will be curtailed. He believed that
changes which would involve further ex-
pense should be postponed, since even
under present financial conditions one
of the most valuable parts of the soci^

ety's work must be sacrificed.

George L. Lucas objected to the sec-
ond amendment, viith reference to as-
signment of members to local sections,
because it would not require that a
member shall be identified with a local
section in the geographical district in
which he resides, nor would it prevent
him from belonging to several sections
if he so desired.

The amendments take no cognizance
of the fact that Article 6, Section 7, of
the constitution provides that at least
three members of the finance committee
and two members of the other standing
committees shall be resident vdthin
fifty miles of New York. Since the sec-

retary, under the proposed amendments,
would no longer be a member of the
board and it would be no longer obliga-
tory that one of the vice-presidents be
a resident member, the effect of the
provision would be that two out of the
resident directors would be obliged to
serve on both the publication and li-

brary committees and all three on the

finance committee, unless the treasurer
be appointed on the committees, which
had not been the usual practice. This
would give a few resident members of

the board undue preponderance in han-
dling the affairs of the society through
committees.
The amendments relating to the num-

ber of officers introduced confusion be-

cause the nominating committee, which
has just functioned, has, provided the
amendments be carried, named more
candidates than there will be offices to

fill. Two directorships would be abol-
ished, but nominees for these offices

had already been named.
Replying to a question by the chair-

man, Mr. Tuttle, the treasurer, said

that he had heard an estimate that it

might cost $16,000 a year for the ex-
penses of delegates to the annual con-
ference. This was based upon the fact
that we have eighty cities in the United
States with a population of over 100,-

000 [there are about 70 such cities

—

Editor] and that therefore we might
have eighty sections. Traveling ex-
penses per delegate were assumed at

$200 each. The estimate, he said, was
roughly made. It might be increasd by
an added number of sections, or de-
creased if the expense of $200 per dele-

gate was too high. The chairman,
Francis Lee Stuart, commentini' upon
the estimate, believed that the society
was not warranted in spending so much
"for political purposes."

A. P. Hoover believed that it was a

mistake to remove the secretary from
the board of direction. No one, he
thought, was better qualified to be a
member of the board than the secretary.

Question was raised whether the char-
ter of the society allowed a change in

the number of directors, but no one
could answer it. Dr. Hunt, secretary
emeritus, called attention to the exemp-
tion of the society from taxation under
the laws of the State of New York. In
order to secure that exemption it was
necessary to sue the City of New York
and to prove that the society was purely
a scientific organization. He could not
say whether Amendment A (expanding
the objects of the society) vi^ould inter-

fere with that exception or not, but he
believed it a mistake to amend the con-
stitution before legal opinion was had
on the subject. Since the society is one-

fourth owner of the Engineering Soci-

eties Building, the taxes would be quite

heavy. The chairman replied that legal

advice was being sought on the subject.

The Federation

Turning to the proposal to join the
Federated American Engineering Soci-

eties, Colonel Chevalier again took the
floor. He believed we had been regaled
with too much rhetoric regarding the
federation and not enough "cold-blooded

and dispassionate consideration of just

what we are going to get for the price

we are to pay." It was generally agreed
that the professional man should re-

ceive greater respect and that the pub-
lic should get the benefit of the engi-

neering point of view concerning ques-

tions of a technical nature.
Granting that the things to be ac

complished are what we desire, were
they worth the price?

First, there was a material price

—

$1.50 per year for each member of the
society. In his opinion, if the member?
of the society would get what they
thought they were going to get, it was
not enough. "If we are going to buy
welfare work," he said, "it is my judg-
ment that we will be buying it on mar-
gin and that sooner or later we will
have to put up or be sold out." The
experiences of the A. A. E. have proved
that welfare work cannot be done for a
small sum per member. If the work
was worth having, it was worth paying
for, and until we were in a position to
pay for "an all-wool article" he did
not think "we ought to go flirting with
a proposition on a margin."
But there was another price that had

to be paid: the American Society of
Civil Engineers had to pool its good-
will "in this holding company." "The
American Society of Civil Engineers,"
he continued, "has a prestige that comes
very nearly being first in the world for
a society of this sort. This has been
built up over a long period of years by
adherence to a policy of rigid selection,

of high professional qualifications, by
holding men up to these qualifications,

and by seeing that the pin which we are
proud to wear stands for something."
Though the society had been criticised,

there were more members coming in

than ever. It was his opinion that if

the society "delivered the goods" as it

had in the past engineers that are
worth having will continue to knock at

its doors. There are no qualifications

as to membership in the federation and
other bodies with lower standards would
direct the federation. The society would
give up the control of its name, for the

actions of the federation, he contended,
would be the actions of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in the eyes
of the world. We were asked to put
the society in the hands of an organiza-
tion in whose management we would
have an insignificant representation.

For the price that would have to b«
paid—in money and in prestige—he had
been unable to learn what the retiu"n

would be. The federation's bulletin No.

3 purported to explain the purposes of

the organization. There were nine

pages in the document, of which seven

were devoted to telling the goods things

that Engineering Council, which the

federation is to displace, had accom-

plished. The remainder consisted of

generalities.

He mistrusted such statements as

that the federation was "to use its

power for the service of the community,
state and nation in public affairs where-

ever engineering experience and tech-

nical knowledge are involved." He
feared that that would lead to inter-

ference with governmental employees.

Instead of the proposed type of fed-

eration, he favored joint committees of

{.Continued on r>. 528)
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Good Roads Campaign To Be to take these positions until ample

started in Argentina ''^"^^ '' '^''^ °" '^^ ^^^^^^^^ "°^^

Movement Proposed by S. T. Henry
Backed by Argentine, American and

British Business Houses

A nation-wide, good-roads educa-

tional campaign is to be launched

soon in the Argeritine Republic. A
large number of prominent Argentine,

American and British business houses

of Buenos Aires have formed a good

roads association of the Argentine

Republic for this purpose. This or-

ganization will demonstrate the value

of good roads by methods which have

been effective in similar work in the

United States.

The primary object of the new asso-

ciation is to bring together every one

who is interested in any way in good

roads in the Argentine Republic. In-

formation about how good roads are

financed, constructed and maintained

will be collected in countries where
conditions are similar to those in the

Argentine. This information will be

interpreted in such a way as to make
it the most effective for use in that

country. It will be put out in various

ways. Printed matter of different

kinds will be used; plans for a series

of moving pictures have been made;
in some cases speakers informed on

the benefits of good roads will be

employed.
The movement was started as a

result of a speech made at a luncheon

of the American Club of Buenos Aires

by S. T. Henry, vice-president of the

Allied Machinery Co. of America.

Mr. Henry outlined the great effective-

ness of the good roads educational

work that has been done by the Ameri-
can Automobile Association, the Port-

land Cement Association, the Federal

Highway Council and other American
organizations. He urged all American
concerns whose business in the Argen-
tine depends in any way on good roads

to get together in support of a similar

good-roads campaign. He suggested

that an organization, formed for this

purpose, could co-operate with the

Argentine government in the same
manner that similar private associa-

tions in the United States work with
Federal and State highway officials

He stated that several important Ar-
gentine, American and British concerns
had offered to back such a movement
if proper plans were adopted.

Immediately after Mr. Henry's ad-

dress an organization committee was
formed. This committee received help

from all of the many lines of business

interested in good roads. After sev-

eral preliminary meetings a tentative
form of constitution and bylaws for
the association was adopted. A board
of directors was elected, but the elec-

tion of other officers was postponed
until later. It is planned to have
Argentinos of the highest standing
serve as president, vice-president, sec-

retary and treasurer. The directors
desire, however, not to ask such men

have been raised.

Temporary Organization Formed

A group of local business men have
underwritten a temporary organi.:a-

tion. It is thus certain that the move-
ment will go ahead until the plans can

be presented to the concerns most in-

terested in supporting it. J. N. Wisnor,

who was manager of the United States

Chamber of Commerce in the Argen-
tine from the start of that organization

until recently, has been employed to

manage the association during the

organization period.

From the start it was evident that

this movement would receive the most
cordial moral support of the Argentine
people. The board of directors were
notified to call upon the Minister of

Public Works, who assured them that

he would do everything he could to

help. Many Argentinos have joined

the association, although the directors

decided not to make an effort to get

individual members until proper finan-

cial support was certain. It has been

planned to secure then the greatest

possible number of individual members
in all parts of the country. To this

end dues for individual membership
will be made very low. Most of the

funds will be raised from subscribing

members.
Argentine managers and agents of

the American concerns will appeal to

their home offices for funds with which
to help make a success of the move-
ment. It is planned to raise at least

$150,000 for the first year's work.
Several large subscriptions were prom-
ised as soon as the personnel of the

directors and the manager was known.
Most of these came from managers of

American interests, who realize the

great impetus which good roads in the

Argentine would give their business.

Every American manufacturer of auto-

mobiles, motor-trucks, accessories and
supplies who wants to keep up his

present volume of business, or to make
greater sales in that country, doubt-

less will support the new organization

financially. Several manufacturers of

gasoline, oils, road materials, cement
and road machinery have also signified

their desire to help.

The board of directors asked Mr.

Henry to present the plans of the

association to the executives of Ameri-
can manufacturers, who ought to be

interested. He will do this soon after

his return to the United States this

month. In the meantime plans for

good-roads educational campaigns in

different parts of the Argentine are

being worked out. Studies of available

road-making materials also are being

made. Other preliminary work has
been started, so that the movement can

be pushed vigorously as soon as suffi-

cient finances are available.

Road-building in many parts of the

Argentine has been widely considered

to be im.practicable. American engi-

neers who have recently studied condi-

tions in the most developed sections of

the country report otherwise. They are

convinced that the difficulties to be
overcome are not nearly so serious as

those which have been solved in many
places in the United States. The
great private wealth of the Argentine
is of course ample to carry on a good-

roads program relatively as large as

anything that has been done in this

country. The chief reason why the

Argentine has built no roads seems to

be a lack of understanding by the

average citizen of the great national

importance of good roads. It also

apparently is not known that good
roads can be secured in most places in

the Argentine at a very reasonable
cost. The association that has been
started ought to be able to change this

entire situation rapidly.

Make Plans for A. S. M. E.

Annual Meeting

According to present plans for the
annual meeting of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers in New
York, Dec. 7-10, the keynote session

will be devoted to the subject of trans-

portation, with addresses by prominent
men in that field. This session will

include consideration of the railroads,

waterways, motor trucks and terminals.

Special sessions will be held by the

professional sections on fuels, manage-
ment, machine shop, power, railroads

and textiles. A subcommittee has been
appointed on the subject of engineer-
ing in woodworking, with Thomas D.

Perry, Grand Rapids, Mich., chairman.
It is planned to devote one session of

the meeting entirely to the subject of

appraisal and valuation.

Notes From the Corps of

Engineers

Col, Henry C. Newcomer, Corps of

Engineers, U. S. A., who has been
department engineer for Hawaii and a
commander of the third regiment of

engineers, has been ordered to New
Orleans to serve as division engineer of

the Gulf division. He relieves Col.

Herbert Deakyne, who goes to San
Francisco to become division engineer
of the Pacific division, district engineer
of the first San Francisco district and
a member of the California Debris
Commission. Col. Deakyne w'U re-

lieve Col. E. Eveleth Winslow, who goes
to Governors Island as Corps Area en-

gineer of the Second Corps area.

Col. Winslow will relieve Col. Will-

iam W. Harts, who is to go to Cin-

cinnati as division engineer of the Sec-

ond division. Col. Harts will be des-

ignated as a member of the Missis-

sippi River Commission.
Col. William J. Barden, who is under

assignment to become division engineer
at Cincinnati, has been ordered instead

to Florence, Ala., to take over that

district. The post is one of unusual
importance at this time, due to the con-

struction of the Wilson dam.
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Civil Engineers Condemn
Amendments

{Continued from p. 526)

local or regional organizations, since

most questions that require concerted

action are of a local character. Only

relatively few become of national scope

and it was uneconomical, in his opinion,

to build up a big organization merely

to have it in wait when these few ques-

tions did arise.

He feared that the big organization

would have so little work coming to it

logically that it would begin to create

jobs for itself. The machinery, he

tliought. should grow out of the need

for it. We should build from the bot-

tom up and make each step justify it-

self, instead of starting from the top

and trying to find work to make the

top worth while.

He pointed out that in the article in

the Engineering News-Record recently

on the organization of other professions

Charles Whiting Baker had indicated

that welfare work is handled through

local rather than through national

organizations.

George W. Fuller believed that the

procedure at Portland was a disorderly

one when, instead of taking the board's

advice of allowing the matter of join-

ing the federation to be referred to the

society's counsel, the meeting instructed

the board to send out the ballot at once,

without waiting for such legal report.

He believed that there was a certain

amount of welfare work to be done, but

felt with Colonel Chevalier that an or-

ganization should be developed from

the bottom up. He spoke with com-

mendation about the San Francisco

Engineering Council, which later was
followed by a State Engineering Coun-

cil. He believed that this idea might be

extended to the establishment of re-

gional engineering councils as well. The
regional conferences, in turn, could

head up in a national conference. The

local bodies would pay the expenses of

their delegates to the state and district

councils. He did not believe that the

proposed federation represented a real

need of the engineering profession. He
hoped that the proposal to join the

federation would be defeated as it was
in April of this year.

L. D. Rights also spoke against join-

ing the federation, proposing instead

that the society should strengthen its

local sections by giving them an ade-

quate amount of money and letting

them take care of local and state af-

fairs of a civic nature. He believed

that the dues should be made uniform,

at $25 per annum, in order to do this.

He felt there would be quicker results

from such a plan and that the mem-
bership would get more for their money
than by joining "any diversified federa-

tion."

Frederick C. Noble maintained that

the present form of the federation is

substantially the same as that which

was voted on last spring The repre-

sentation of the socifcty had been in-

creasesd from about 5i per cent to 8,

but he did not consider that an essen-

tial change in the proposal. In the

Executive Council the society would

have two members out of the thirty.

Lieut.-Col. F. W. Scheidenhelm asked

if there were not some one in the room

who would speak in favor of the fed-

eration. The only response was from

W. C. Briggs, who stated that he be-

lieved the society should join the fed-

eration because it was the only concrete

proposal that had been made to meet

"a desire that is latent in a very large

body of the membership." He was sym-
pathetic to the discussion of the eve-

ning, but if we could not get something

better than the federation he thought

that the society should join it.

Colonel Scheidenhelm then asked a

number of questions: (1) Whether it

would be possible to get the co-opera-

tion of other engineering societies in

some alternative scheme; (2) whether

it was felt that the American Society

of Civil Engineers had a higher set of

ideals than other societies, so high that

it barred it from getting into an or-

ganization with other bodies; (3)

whether the society, if it should refuse

to go into the federation, would face

the same position as it did some years

ago when it decided to come into the

Engineering Societies Building after

having once refused to participate.

Colonel Chevalier believed, a.iswering

Colonel Scheidenhelm. that co-operation

of other societies could be secured for

an alternative plan. He did not main-

tain that the members of the American
Society of Civil Engineers were of "su-

perior clay," but that the society had

certain standards which it was its duty

to maintain without making compari-

sons with the standards of other or-

ganizations. He considered that these

standards would be endangered by join-

ing the federation.

No attempt was made to answer the

third question, but Dr. Hunt pointed

out that after refusing to come into

the society building in the first instance

applications for membership quadrupled

inside of a month. Dr. Hunt also

stated that if, when the proposal came

up the second time, the society had not

entered the building, it would now have

money enough to join the federation and

to spare.

Lieut.-Col. J. P. Hogan, replying to

Mr. Briggs, maintained that the mere

fact that no other concrete proposition

was before the society was not a valid

argument for voting favorably. It was
the duty of the members to inquire as

to the workability and probable success

of the scheme. He believed the federa-

tion to be incapable of practical action

and felt that it would be "entirely a

political organization," and that it

would have possibilities of becoming a

public nuisance. In joining a federa-

tion we should seek to join with those

with whom we can get along or who
are "the same sort of crowd that we are

ourselves." The federation, however,

was to be composed of at least seventy-

five "diversified societies of varying

purposes and varying standards from

all over the country."

Appeal for Am. Soc. C. E.

Negative Vote

Defeat Urged by 182 Members So That

"Sound" Amendments Can be Con-

sidered at Annual Meeting

One hundred and eighty-two mem-
bers of the American Society of Civil

Engineers have joined in an appeal

for a defeat of the pending amend-

ments, except those relating to dues,

honorary members and candidacy for

office of members of the nominating

committee. The circular, which is en-

titled "An Appeal for a Progressive

as Against a Radical Policy," has been

mailed to all corporate members of the

society. Those signing the appeal class

themselves as "progressives," and in-

fer that they favor reorganization.

They hold that the pending amend-
ments are "disjointed and unco-ordi-

nated." Their defeat is urged, so that

the society can at the annual meeting

consider the report of the committee

to which certain amendments were
referred, it being the expectation of

the signers that the committee will

present "a thoroughly worked-out and
comprehensive plan for the amendment
of the constitution along sound and
progressive lines."

No reference is made in the circular

to the referendum regarding member-
ship in the Federated American Engi-

neering Societies.

The reasons advanced against the

amendments are as follows:

(rt) They do not represent the mature
views of any representative body of the

[
society. They were conceived by a faction, ;

were worked over and modified at Portland, ,

Ore., and were railroaded through a con-
vention in that city made up of less than
2 per cent of the membership of the society.
These amendments are not those formu-
lated by the committee of the board of

direction appointed for that purpose. They
are almost entirely the product of the rad-
ical faction of the society.

(b) They are so vague and unco-ordi-
nated that, if adopted, they will give rise

|

in all probability to protracted strife and
perhaps litigation that may keep the society

i

In a turmoil for an indefinite time. This
resulted from the lack of legal advice and

]

from the tinkering to which they were sub-

jected up to the moment they were voted i

on, in an attempt to reconcile inconsist-
|

encies that continued to come to light even
j

at the eleventh hour.
(c) In the endeavor to democratize the

]

society, these amendments tend toward the
i

establishment of a political n-achine in

which the average society member will <

probably take little Interest. Its manipula-
tion will soon fall into the hands of those

]

who will be enabled by it to exploit the

society for personal and political advan-
tage. ^ .

(d) By the introduction of an elaborate
]

system of political machinery the society Is

committed to an absolutely unknown and

unestimated drain upon its treasury, al»'e»Y?i

laboring xmder a material deficit. Until

this financial problem has been attacked

and solved, we must not write into our

constitution provisions that may involve Ui''

society in serious financial enibarrassmeni.

(^ ) The manner in which the Local Sec-

tions have been .handled in these amend-

ments leaves them without any standing

or place in the society. To them are as-

signed important administrative functlon^.

but no plan is laid down for their suppori.

Tlieir v. iv right.*?, powers and exi.stence air

subject to the whim of each successiv.

board of direction. We believe that t .

local section should be incoipoiated in ine

organization of tlie society aiul t">»\ "

.should be established on a solid basis in tm

constitution. The treatment of the locai

section illustrates the loos.-jomted manneT

in which the entire question of fO':'"^
reorganization has been handled througnom

these amendments.
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E. S. Alderman, J. N. Ambler.
W. E. Baldry, W. Baldwin, S. Barfoed.

0. Bates, R. N. Begien, W. L. Benham, L. E.
Bishop. E. B. Black, R. D. Black. W. L.
Breckinridge, H. E. Breed, G. D. Brooke,
W. G. Brown, D. J. Brumley, W. W. Brush,
W. V. Buck, R. D. Budd, C. B. Burdick,
U Bush.

F. W. Cappelen, E. I. Clawiter, W. T.
Chevalier, V. H. Cochrane, M. C. Couchot,
A.. S. Crane, M. L. Cunningham, C. H. Currie.
A. L. Dabney, P. A. Dallis, J. V. Davies,

G. S. Davison, C. Derleth, Jr., H. D. Dewell,
a. C. Diehl, G. L. Dillman, A. S. Downey,
B. S. Drane.

T. Earle, J. R. Elliott, F. W. Epps. A. C.
Everham.

F. H. Fay, C. F. W. Felt, R. Fletcher,
S. J. Fortin, G. W. Fuller.

J. D. Galloway, W. B. Gester, L. S. Gil-
lette, C. R. Gow, E M. Graham, R. C. Gray,
H. R. Green, B. F. Groat, F. M. Gunby.

J. L. Harrington, F. D. Hartford, R. T.
Hartman, E. M. Hastings, J. H. Haylow,
A. Hazen, S. H. Hedges, A. S. Hirzel, J. P.
Hogan, C. A. Holden, C. M. Holland, H. C.
Holmes, R. Hortenstine, E. E. Howard,
B. T. Howson, C. R. Hulsart, E. B. Hussey,
E. C. Hutchinson.

, R. H. Jacobs, J. H. Johnston, F. G. Jonah,
W. N. Jones, J. D. Justin.

P. M. Kerr, V. H. Kriegshaber, K. B.
Kumpe.
H. A. Lane, G. H. Leland, E. E. Loch-

-idge, C. F. Loweth, G. L. Lucas, J. L.
Ludlow.
D. W. McNaugher, E. R. Mack, H. L.

Vlaier. A. Maitland, Jr., C. T. Main, R. R.
Marsden, J. B. Marsh, D. H. Maury, J. S.
Means, C A. Mees, R. A. Meeker, W. Mere-
lith, R. Messer, A. F. Meyer, C. A. Mead,
\. N. Miller, R. E. Miller, L. V. Morris,
B. S. Morrow, F. R. Muhs, E. T. D. Myers, Jr.
W. R. Neel, A. M. Nelson, A. W. Newton,

2. S. Nichols.
M. M. O'Shaughnessy, A. E. Owen.
R. S. Parsons. W. B. Parsons, I. W. Pat-

erson, J. N. Pease. C. L. Pillsbury, J. H.
Polhemus.
R. I. Randolph, F. M. Randlett, A. R.

Haymer, C. H. Reeves, A. F. Reichmann,
a. H. Reidpath, C. J. Rhodin, A. O. Ridg-
vay, J. Rosenwald, James G. Ross, H. B.
Xust
H. R. Safford, N. H. Sayford, H. L.

Shaner, W. C. Shaw, Jr., W. J. Schlick,
SV. P. Schulz, F. C. Shenehon, L. K. Sher-
nan, F. B. Smith, J. W. Smith, L. B. Smith,
5. R. Solomon, C. M. Spofford, C. L. Strobel,
S. M. Strohl, H. A. Sumner, R. S. Sum-
ler, A. R. Swem.
A. J. Taylor, S. A. Taylor, R. D. Thomas,

R. H. Thomson, J. L. Tlghe, G. W. Till-
ion, L. R. Tillotson, H. P. Treadway, A. A.
rrocon, R. D. Trimble.

S. N. Van Trump.
N. E. Waddell, B. H. Wait, W. T. Walker,

1 S. Walsh. J. J. Walsh, T. J. Wasser,
r. D. Wardle, H. A. Wells, H. F. Wiede-
nan, J. R. Wilbanks, F. Wilcox, W. G.
kVilkins, G. L. Wilson, W. J. Wilgus, P. B.
vVinfree, P. E. Winsor, C. C. Witt. D. Wit-
en, J. R. Worcester.
J. J. Yates.

Private Firm Named to Make
State Rail Valuation

' On Aug. 24 announcement was made
jf the selection of the engineering firm
if Ford, Bacon & Davis, New York City,

to do the actual work of/ appraising all

electric railway properties in the State
jf New Jersey in accordance with the
law passed by the legislature last April.
When the measure was passed it was
promptly vetoed by the governor on
the grounds that it was loosely drawn
and invited litigation, and was then
passed over his veto. According to the
measure, the valuation commission is

to consist of the governor, the state
treasurer, and the comptroller. The
governor, however, has refused to serve
and the valuation will be carried out
under the general direction of State
Comptroller Bugbee and State Treas-
urer Read, who have appointed the firm
of engineers to do the actual field work
and computations. The law provides
that the value found be used in rate
proceedings.

David Chauncey Shepard

—

Pioneer Railroad Builder

David Chauncey Shepard, pioneer
builder of the Northwest and one of the
foremost railroad builders of the coun-
try, whose death in St. Paul, Aug. V,

was announced in this journal Aug. 12,

was engaged both as engineer and con-
tractor in railroad building from the
age of 20 until his retirement at the
age of 66. He was born near Geneseo,
N. Y., Feb. 20, 1828, his education con-
sisting in attendance at the district

school, the Temple Hill Academy and
the Brockport Collegiate Institute. In
1847 he was appointed a member of the
engineering corps engaged in the con-
struction of the Genesee valley canal.
His first railroad position was secured
in 1851 on the old Rochester & Genesee
Valley R.R., now a part of the Erie
system. From 1853 to 1870 he was,
successively, chief engineer of the
Atlantic & Great Western, the Milwau-
kee & Beloit, the Minnesota & Pacific

and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
railroads.

As a contractor Mr. Shepard super-
intended the construction of railroads
in thirteen states and in Canada. The
total mileage built by his firms is 7,026,
of which 6,666 miles are in the North-
west. W. P. Kirkwood, of St. Paul, in

an article in the Bellman, several years
ago, gives Mr. Shepard 's record of rail-

road building as follows: Minnesota,
1,452 miles; North Dakota, 084 miles;
South Dakota, 950 miles; Montana, 858
miles; Iowa, 859 miles; Missouri, 61
miles; Ohio, 40 miles; Indiana, 42
miles; Illinois, 217 miles; Nebraska, 43
miles; Wisconsin, 236 miles; Idaho, 80
miles; Washington, 439 miles; and
Canada, 725 miles. In 1882-3 he built

675 miles of railroad from Oak Lake
to Calgary, on the Canadian Pacific, in

15 months, a remarkable record for
those times. Later, on the Great
Northern, from Minot, N. D., to Helena,
Mont., he made a new record by laying
100 miles of track per month, laying
643 miles between April 1 and Nov. 18,

1887. While these records were being
made, Mr. Shepard had under his di-

rection 9,000 men and 3,500 teams. He
retired in 1894.

Program of Ontario Engineers'

Professional Meeting

The program of the seventh general
professional meeting of the Ontario
Provincial Division of the Engineei'ing
Institute of Canada, to be held at Ni-
agara Falls, Ont., Sept. 16, 17 and 18,

1920, is largely devoted to the consid-

eration of hydro-electric and waterway
developments. On the first day of the
meeting an inspection of the Welland
Ship Canal will follow an illustrated

talk on this waterway. Papers and
motion pictures of the Queenston-Chip-
pewa development will precede an in-

spection of this work on the second day
of the meeting. On the third day there
will be shown a demonstration of the

Gibson method of measuring the flow
of water in closed conduits. The meet-
ing is being held under the auspices of
the Niagara Peninsula Branch of the
Institute.

Water Power League to Meet
The Water Power League of Amer-

ica, whose office is at 116 Nassau St.,

New York City, will hold a convention
in Washington, D. C, Oct. 7-8, 1920,
at which representatives of all the
states, manufacturers, and power pro-
ducers will gather to discuss the possi-

bilities presented under the new Fed-
eral Water Power Act. The purpose
of the convention is to afford an oppor-
tunity to the several states that are in-

terested in water-power development to

have their representatives come in con-
tact with the Federal Power Commis-
sion with a view that there may be
evolved a workable program which will
co-ordinate the activities in those states
with those of the Federal government.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION, Boston ; San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 13-17.

SOUTHWEST WATER "WORKS AS-
SOCIATION, Waco, Tex. ; New-
Orleans, La., Sept, 20-23.

ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTE-
NANCE OF WAY ASSOCIATION
OP AMERICA, Sterling, 111. ; St.
Louis, Sept. 21-23.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PORT
AUTHORITIES, Montreal ; Chi-
cago, Sept. 30-Oct. 2.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL IMPROVEMENTS, Valpa-
raiso, Ind. ; St. Louis, Oct. 10-15.

AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE &
BUILDING ASSOCIATION. Chi-
cago ; Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 26-28.

The Detroit Engineering Society held

its fall meeting, Sept. 3. Prof. John C.

Parker, department of electrical en-

gineering. University of Michigan,
spoke on "The Engineer in Organii-ed

Society—What Is Hampering His Rec-
ognition?" Past-President D. J. Ster-

rett, delegate of the society at the Or-
ganizing Conference, held in Washing-
ton, D. C, in June, presented his report

on the Federated American Engineering
Societies. At a meeting of the society,

Sept. 17, Charles Evan Fowler, consult-

ing engineer. New York City and De-
troit, will speak on the subject of
"Harbors and Harbor Bridges," with
particular reference to the proposed
Detroit-Windsor bridge.

The Engineers' Club of Lansing,
Mich., has been gi-anted a charter as
a local chapter of the American Asso-
ciation of Engineers. Officers of the
club who will continue as officers of
the chapter are: President, C. A.
Melick, bridge engineer, Michigan State
Highway Department; vice-president,

R. K. Steward, professor of drawing
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and design, Michipran Agricultural Col-

lege; secretary-treasurer, J. A. Herzog,

chief draftsman, Reo Motor Car Co.

There are 109 charter members in the

chapter and some 40 additional applica-

tions are now under consideration. F.

D. Messenger, road engineer of the

State Highway Department, is chair-

man of the membership committee.

The club will begin an intensive mem-
bership campaign in the near future in

conjunction with the membership cam-
paign of the national association.

The Engineers' Club of San Francisco,

at a luncheon, Sept. 1, was addressed

by Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk of the

firm of Von Schrenk & Kammerer, con-

sulting timber engineers, St. Louis, on

"Proper and Improper Uses of Pre-

served Timber."

Personal Notes

Drury Butler, surveyor Sacra-

mento, County, Cal., has been appointed

county engineer.

Ernest E. Trimble, engineer

with the Union Pacific R.R., has been

employed as full-time secretary of the

Nebraska State Assembly of the Amer-
ican Association of Engineers, with

headquarters in Omaha.

Col. Edward G. Walton,
stationed at Washington, D. C, Lt.-Col.

Fidelio G. Chamberlain, at San Antonio,
and Lt.-Col. Ira L. Fredenall, at San
Francisco, have been appointed officers

in charge of the district headquarters
of the Construction Service in those

cities.

John Barrett has retired as

director* general. Pan American Union,
after nearly fourteen years in that ca-

pacity and twenty-five in official inter-

national service. After assisting in the

organization of the new Pan American
College of Commerce at Panama, as

president of the Administrative Coun-
cil, with headquarters at Washington.
D. C, he will establish connections in

Washington, Chicago and New York
and at points on the Pacific coast and
in the south, as a general counselor and
special adviser in international, eco-

nomic, commercial, financial and cul-

tural relations. He is succeeded by Dr.

L S. Rowe.

Major Roger G. Powell,
who has been acting as assistant engi-

neer commissioner during the drawing
up of the Washington, D. C, zoning
regulations, has been ordered to duty
as a.ssistant to Gen. Harry Taylor, who
is in charge of the river and harbor
work of the Corps of Engineers.

D. H. G D W I L L 1 e, director of

public service and superintendent of

water, Toledo, has resigned to become
associated with the Edward Ford Plate
Glass Co., Rossford, Ohio. He has been
connected with the engineering and
water depai'tments of Toledo for nine
years. Immediately following the con-

struction of the filter plant he became
chemist in charge of operation for four

years. For a year he was an associate

of W. G. Clark, consulting engineer,

Toledo, and then I'eturned to the city

for three years as superintendent of

water-works, a position he has retained

for the past two years along with his

duties as service director.

C. H. R. F u L L E R, of Toronto, has
been appointed city engineer of Chat-
ham, Ont., succeeding Frank P. Adams.

A. A. Potter, dean of the School

of Engineering, Kansas State Agricul-

tural College, has resigned to become
dean of the School of Engineering, Pur-

due University. He will be succeeded

by Roy A. Seaton, recently professor

of mechanical engineering at Kansas
State Agricultural College.

George C. Whipple, recently

diief of sanitation of the League of

Red Cross Societies, Geneva, Switzer-

land, has been appointed consulting san-

itary engineer to the League. He will

return to New York about Sept. 20.

G. M. Williams, who has been

for a number of years a specialist in

the cement investigations of the U. S.

Bureau of Standards, has resigned to

become assistant professor of civil en-

gineering, University of Saskatchewan.

L. V. B E A N has been appointed chief

engineer of the roadway department

of the Georgia, Florida & Alabama Ry.,

with headquarters at Bainbridge, Ga.

M. F. Steinberger has become
special engineer on the staff of the

vice-president in charge of operation

and maintenance of the Baltimore &
Ohio R.R., with headquarters at Balti-

more.

H. M. Blomquist, principal as-

sistant engineer, water department, St.

Paul, Minn., has been appointed super-

intendent of the Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

water-works system. Previous to going

to St. Paul, Mr. Blomquist was for

several years city engineer of Mankato,
Minn.

P. F. Wright, chief draftsman,

U. S. Department Engineer's Office,

Charleston, S. C, has been transferred

to the office of the District Engineer

at Baltimore, Md.

Frederick S. Wheeler, for-

merly resident engineer of the Califor-

nia State Highway Commission, is now
associated with the efficiency engineer,

producing department. Standard Oil

Co., Delano, Cal.

A. W. K R E A M E R, formerly assist-

ant engineer for the United States

War Department, stationed at Wheel-
ing, W. Va., is now with Stone &
Webster, Inc., engaged as assistant en-

gineer on appraisal woi'k and designer

on structural steel and reinforced con-

crete work.

A. C. Lagerwall has become
engineer of Shawnee County, Kan. with
headquarters at Topeka, succeeding J.

E. Williams. Mr. Lagerwall has re-

cently been engineer on Federal Aid
Project No. 7 in Douglas County.

Obituary

ErnestVoss, a well-known ship-

builder of Germany, died recently at

Hamburg, at 78 years of age. Mr. Voss
obtained his experience with English
shipbuilding firms and was afterwards
engineer and surveyor to Lloyd's Reg-
ister in Germany. He was one of the
founders, in 1876, of the firm of Blohm
& Voss, which concern, among many
other notable productions in war vessels

and merchant ships, built the "Vater-
land."

William Harley Moore,
bridge engineer of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford R.R., died Sept. 5
at New Haven, Conn., at 60 years of

age. Mr. Moore received his education
in the Royal University of Ireland.

After about a year's service as drafts-

man with the New York Central & Hud-
son River R.R., and three years in a
similar capacity on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford R.R., he was made
bridge engineer of the latter road, in

1889, which position he held up to the

time of his death.

Benjamin Smith Lyman,
geologist and mining engineer, died at

Philadelphia Aug. 30. He was born in

Northampton, Mass., Dec. 11, 1835. He
graduated from Harvard University in

1855, and studied mining engineering at

Ecole des Mines, Paris, and the Royal
Academy of Mines, Freiberg. He was
mining engineer for the Public Works
Department of India in 1870, engaged
in the survey of oil fields, and from
1873 to 1879 acted as chief geologist

and mining engineer to that govern-

ment. He traveled extensively in Eu-
i-ope, India, China and the Philippines,

making geological researches, and was
the author of more than 150 papers on
geological surveying.

Dr. William H. Ellis, former
Deal, of the Faculty of Applied Science,

University of Toronto, died Aug. 23

at Lake Joseph, Muskoka, Can., where
he was spending his vacation. He was
born in England, in 1845, and gradu-

ated at the University of Toronto. In

1878 he became assistant professor of

chemistry in the Toronto School of

Practical Science, and when that insti-

tution became the School of Applied

Science and Engineering of the Uni-

versity Dr. Ellis was appointed pro-

fessor of applied chemistry and head of

the department of chemistry. He be-

came dean of the faculty in 1914, fi'om

which position he retired last year.

During his occupancy of this chair,

School of EYigineering Research wa
founded, largely through his effort

He held the degree of L.L.D from bot

Toronto and McGill Universities and
few years ago the Engineering Insti-

tute of Canada elected him one of it

honorary members. Dr. Ellis was foi

many years provincial analyst of On-

tario.
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Plant Seizure in Italy

INDICATIVE of what may happen in Central Europe
is the seizure by the workers of metal-working plants

in Northern Italy. Without more intimate information

one cannot predict the outcome. That the movement
has not spread to all industries is encouraging, and

indicates a non-soviet solution. The wisdom, or other-

wise, of the government's non-interference cannot be

gaged at this distance, though one is naturally inclined

,
toward adverse criticism. Pessimism is not warranted

at the minute, but the occurrence is an indication of the

unstable conditions abroad.

What Is Art?

JUST as the engineer asks of the architect an accept-

ance of his assurances of strength in a structure,

so must he accept the architect's assurance of beauty.

Nevertheless strength is measurable and definite ; beauty

is neither, but too often lies only in the eye of the

beholder. So the engineer may possibly be pardoned
• if he thinks that the Bensalem Avenue bridge, illus-

trated in this issue, is somewhat overdecorated. Unques-

tionably this structure is pleasing to look at and testi-

fies in general to the wisdom of architectural assistance

in bridge design, but to the engineering eye its embel-

ishment is too profuse and its detail overemphasized.

It is a fair question whether the engineer's instinct

for simplicity in bridge design is not sound.

Getting Together on Pipe

AN ENCOURAGING feature of the convention of

.the New England Water Works Association at

Holyoke last week was evidence that the Committee on

Standard Specifications for Cast Iron Pipe and some,

at least, of the pipe manufacturers are getting together.

Two members of the committee recently visited a num-
ber of foundries and arrangements have been made
under which pipe manufacturers will conduct some tests

to throw light on questions at issue. Such co-operation
' is promising. Presumably the get-together spirit will

also be shown by the similar committee of the American
Water Works Association (the two committees are

working jointly) and by still other makers of pipe.

City and County Consolidation

AMONG the causes of insufficient and uneconomical

L government in minor civil divisions is the main-
tenance of separate city and county governments where
the area and population are largely the same. Engi-
neers are more directly concerned with this inefficiency

and extravagance in the duplication of engineering

services. For some years past there has been a move-
ment for consolidating city and county governments,
but progress is slow. The subject, as applied to Seattle

and King County, Washington, is vigorously discussed

editorially in the Seattle Times of Aug. 4, following

Mayor Caldwell's advocacy of consolidation. The Times
urges that "every possible business economy is thrown
to the winds when two separate and complete business
administrations perform the same tasks in behalf of

the nearly four-fifths of the county population which
actually resides in the city." It goes so far as to assert

that "the per capita tax of the 389,240 inhabitants of

King County will be cut from 30 to 40 per cent, perhaps
more, the first year we enjoy the consolidation." The
subject deserves careful study by the engineers of

Seattle and of other cities where like arguments can be

advanced.

Belittling a Good Record

TYPHOID reduction in Massachusetts from 45 to

2.5 deaths per 100,000 in the past 35 years is some-
thing the State and the cities and towns of that com-
monwealth may well be proud of. It is all the more
remarkable because it has been achieved with compara-
tively few water filtration plants and with only a little

chlorination, as was pointed out by H. W. Clark in a
paper before the New England Water Works Associa-

tion last week. A member who, according to the secre-

tary of the association, had not read Mr. Clark's paper,

sent a written discussion (based on the title of the
paper, "Innocence Better than Repentance") designed
to show that the Massachusetts authorities have erred
in not favoring filtration and chlorination and have thus
put or left the people of the state in danger. Among
other pleasantries, this critic said that the low typhoid
in Massachusetts is due to the grace of God rather than
to the State Board of Health. The old board may have
been too conservative, but with such a record as it has
made it should not be held up to ridicule.

Kepaving in Municipalities

THE almost universal lack of an appreciation on the

part of American municipalities of the necebsity

for providing adequate repaving programs 's strikingly

illustrated in an article by W. A. Bassett, appearing on

p. 534. It may be because of the ever-changing char-

acter of city administrations, each one striving to estab-

lish a record of economy, that many worthy improve-

ments are patched from year to year and passed on as

liabilities to succeeding administrations. But it is a

fact that real economies, that make for lasting municipal

betterments, though large individual expenditures be

I'ecessai'y to insure them, are often overlooked. Pro-

posed extensive construction and reconstruction projects

recommended year after year by competent technical

heads, are stricken from budgets with the cry that the

taxpayer, who is also the voter, will find the financial

burden involved unbearable. But in cutting out such

improvements the politician both stamps himself as

of unsound economic mind, and underestimates the real
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intelligence of the taxpayer-voter. If it be economy to

extend a net-work of improved highways into every pro-

ducing center of this country, surely expenditures to

keep in condition the streets in the zones of greatest

traffic are justifiable. It is just as necessary that a

municipality keep its streets in good order as it is for

that same municipality to force public utilities, to whom
it has granted franchises, to give the public the best

of service. The engineer is not usually a wastrel and
budget-making and approving bodies would do well to

give a serious ear to his recommendations.

Hiding City Plans in the Safe

WHAT the world owes the inquisitive newspaper
reporter is beyond estimate. At Bristol, Conn.,

his curiosity appears to have brought to light a report

on city planning that represented some two years' work
on the part of an eminent authority but which had been

locked in the city safe for some time after the con-

sultant's bill for $5,000 had been paid. The reporter's

story of the case, but by indirection only, suggests three

reasons why the plans were thus hidden away: (I)

The estimated cost of the improvements recommended
in the report was $2,000,000 and may have scared the

authorities; (2) whether due to the city planner or the

city officials or whether wholly unwarranted the idea

may have got abroad that the chief aim of city plan-

ning is beautification ; (3) there may have been too

little educational work in connection with the city plan-

ning investigation. The last point perhaps deserves the

most emphasis. Only a few people in even a fair-sized

city have a clear conception of what city planning is.

When someone in a given city becomes interested in the

subject and succeeds in having a city planning com-

mission appointed and an experienced city planner en-

gaged to make a report, there is nothing done to tie the

matter into the city government or to give either city

officials or the public at large an understanding of what

city planning is—a co-ordination of the many and

diverse elements of the city plan and a selective pro-

gram, extending over a term of years, for carrying out

the elements of the plan in the order of their need and
benefit to the whole community.

Highway Traflfic Etiquette

LESS tangible problem.s than that which involves regu-

^ lation of motor truck weights concern our several

highway departments. Weight regulation is an out

and out question of the exercise of the police power;

but more difficult is that other problem—teaching the

truck driver plain manners. All too noticeable is the

fact that the heaviest cars usurp the highways. "Follow

the middle of the road" may be sound moral advice,

but it makes a poor traffic rule.

Commercial vehicles frequently surpass an 8-ft.

width. On an improved road, whose metalled surface is

but 18 ft. wide, such a car, traveling the road center,

leaves a scant 4 ft. on either side. The ordinary truck

driver, apparently adhering to the belief that might is

right, having little fear from collision with lighter

vehicles, usually pushes the passenger car to the last inch

of road when passing. If that same passenger car

is unlucky enough to pull up behind the truck, the chance

the owner has of making the truck driver hear a horn

febove the rumble of engine and truck is doubtful. At

street intersections and at crossroads the universal

traffic regulation is repeatedly broken.

Educational campaigns carried on by highway com-

missions and by commercial motor-vehicle organizations

lor the benefit of their drivers cannot leave their im-

press upon some individuals. To these latter something
more forceful than exhortation must be given. A man
of public spirit is at least open minded; but the truck

driver who exhibits contempt for anything under ten

tons is deaf to ordinary argument.

Not at all passive has been the interest highway
departments have exhibited in this disconcerting prob-

lem. One state, which has an extensive 1920 concrete

program, took under consideration the advisability of

constructing a ridge a few inches inside the road edges,

the plan being to force the truck drivers, under penalty

of arrest, to keep the right hand wheels outside the

ridge. Added expense to sufficiently expensive construc-

tion, and cumbersome methods necessary for such in-

stallation, condemned the plan as impracticable. Never-

theless it is apparent that drastic measures to teach

truck drivers the simplest traffic regulations are not

rn impossibility.

Education and exhortation have accomplished and
will accomplish much, but if they cannot convince every

driver concerned, physical or legal restrictions are the

only alternatives.

What May Happen Will Happen

AN ENGINEER designs a bridge for any load that

. can possibly come on it, but should he find on his

hands a weak bridge, if he be wise, he posts its safe

loading. In other words, there is an equal obligation

to design with an eye toward future operation and to

operate with due regard for design as expressed in con-

struction. If either obligation had been observed at

Toledo the failure of the filter-basin baffle wall and roof,

described on another page, would never have taken place.

This concrete baffle wall, 17 ft. high and 12 in. thick,

was intendend merely to prolong the time of flow of

water through the coagulating basin. As such its thin-

ness, lack of reinforcement and horizontal construction

joint were permissible and safe. But the layout of the

basin was complicated by end transverse baffles which

slowed up the flow so that there could be a head set up

on the entry side of the longitudinal wall, and the wall,

safe enough as a deflector, became decidedly unsafe as

a dam. On top of this unstable dam was rested the free

end of a flat-slab roof, so that failure of the wall meant

failure of the roof.

The only defense of such a design is that it was

intended that the flow through the basin should always

be at such a rate as to restrict difference in head to a

negligible amount. But a 16-ft. concrete wall, unre-

inforced, untied to roof or floor and only 12 in. thick,

would be prohibited as an end support of a slab under

any good building code. Because it happens to be inside

a reservoir does not add enough to its structural integ-

rity to make it good design. Being in such a reservoir

it was not apt to be subjected to wind or one-sided

earth load, but it was subject to a possible variation in

head, not only from increased outflow but from stoppage

of some sort between or around the baffles. Elementary

structural design would indicate the advisability of

spending a very little more money for columns or a

sufficient wall.
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Once such a structure was built, however, it was the

duty of the operator to use it with due regard for its

deficiencies. Possibly it is too much to expect that the

operator would do other than accept the structure as

safe for any designed conditions, though the weakness

of the wall should have been apparent. If there was any

head difference set up due to a change in operating

standards, either the rate should have been lowered or

the structure strengthened.

There have been so many basin-roof failures in the

last few years that the real explanation of the Toledo

failure was looked for with interest, particularly because

this is the first flat-slab basin roof to drop. The report

shows that the case is sui generis and that the type of

roof had nothing whatever to do with it.

The lesson from the failure is rather for the sanitary

engineer, who may take a leaf out of the book of the

specialist in structures. He always assumes that what
may happen will happen. Within obvious limits that

is a pretty good maxim for all engineers.

Coming Activity in Railroad Bridge

Impact Study

FOR two or three years past the bridge engineers of

the Indian railways have been deeply interested in

impact effects and impact allowances, with regard to

both existing and new bridges. Some months ago this

interest culminated in the dispatch of a representative

to the United States for the purpose of studying at

close range what had been done here. The situation

presented by this incident has no less important bearing
on American than on Far Eastern bridge development.

It appears that the belief has prevailed among Indian

engineers for some time that the impact formulas de-

veloped in America, and for that matter the experiments
on which they were based, are not directly applicable

to Indian practice, in view of the different track gages
of the railways there, the lower loads (and, in general,

lower speeds), and manifold differences in bridge-con-

struction practice. Whether justified or not, this belief

had a gratifying result, it led to the decision to study
impact thoroughly, on such a broadly planned basis, as
to give prospects that results of greater value than those

represented in American impact formulas will be ob-
tained. Should this new activity on the other side of
the globe result in reawakening interest among Ameri-
can engineers in the great number of unsettled questions
in the impact field, the outcome will be doubly gratify-
ing. We would then have reason to anticipate that the
subject may be placed on a final basis of scientific knowl-
edge. It is still far from reaching that stage.

Railway bridge engineers may fairly take pride in

what they have accomplished hitherto toward mastering
the perplexing intricacies of moving-load action. Their
knowledge of impact effect under railroad trains con-
trasts strikingly with the almost complete lack of knowl-
edge concerning similar effects in highway bridges, as
was suggested in these columns last week. Sev-
eral sets of remarkably painstaking experiments are on
record, and formulas are in use that give satisfactory
results in design. If the other side of the picture be
looked at, however, we must recognize that even in the
field of highway bridges our knowledge of impact is very
far below the general level of the science of bridge con-
struction.

That engineers in this country are for the moment

somewhat apathetic toward the subject may well be
thought surprising; yet it is a fact that their present
inclination is to rest content with the formula incor-

porated in the new bridge specifications of the American
Railway Engineering Association, and to assume that
this disposes of the entire subject. But signs are
already evide.it that the minds of some engineers, at
least, are looking beyond this point, and there may soon
come a decided resumption of activity in the field of
impact.

With all due regard for the merits of simplicity in

working formulas, like that in which all our impact tests
have been summarized, true engineering cannot be con-
tent with these alone. It demands that in addition the
fundamental data be brought together in a complete
formula or set of laws, which will express broadly and
accurately the influence of the various factors in the
particular action concerned. So in impact—where our
working formulas take note of no variable except loaded
length—the engineer frequently needs to know what in-

fluence is exerted by other factors, as speed of train,
or length of the path of stress (from load to stressed
part) What knowledge have we of the effects produced
by track irregularities and mechanical unbalance ? Little
or none. Improvement will of necessity be limited until
such knowledge is obtained.

The unanswered questions have practical bearing in

many directions. Thus, were it known what portion of
the gross impact effect is due to vibration, it would be
possible to estimate the gain to be obtained through
more rigid construction, and the value residing in solid-
ity of floor or roadbed construction—matters now dealt
with in rather impressionistic fashion. Again, impact
undoubtedly depends upon type and proportions of
bridge, but aside from some uncertain conclusions on the
effect of panel length we have no knowledge of these
relations. It would be an advantage, further, if critical

speeds could be predetermined without actual experi-
ment. So there are many open questions, some of them
bearing directly on design, others more on the estima-
tion of the strength of old structures. The field re-

maining to be explored is a large one.

Auxiliary considerations that arise in connection with
impact proper make the problem still more extensive.
For example, whether flat wheels should be taken care of
through impact allowances may be open to argument, but
it is plain nevertheless that the action produced in such
cases is analogous to impact action, frequently is com-
bined with the latter, and pertains to the same field of
knowledge, and it must be remembered thit in the last

analysis the railroad-bridge engineer has the duty of

producing and maintaining a structure good not only for
normal service, but, like any other piece of roadbed,
for the abnormal conditions of derailment; under our
present practice this contingency, too, is not provided
for elsewhere than i.i the impact allowance.

Referring back to our present knowledge of impact
action, the best that can be said is that an approximate
range of the impact increment has been outlined by the
many experiments already made. Great differences

existing between individual obsei-vations within this

range indicate suflSciently that factors of many kinds
probably have influence on impact. Until these factors

have all been identified, and their influence determined
in at least an approximate way, the subject of impact
cannot be considered to have reached a satisfactory

stage or one in which bridge design is truly eflficient.
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Repaying—A Vital Problem for Municipalities

Opinion Held That Almost All Cities Have Failed To Keep Pace With Needs— Specific

Examples Show Needs Are Four Times Annual Mileage Laid

By W. a. Bassett
Chief of Engineering Division, Bureau of Municipal Research,

New York City

THE undertaking of a program of road improvement

by the states and counties of this country involving

the expenditure of more than $630,000,000, which was

contemplated for 1920, is, in a sense, a climax to the

program of educational propaganda for "good roads"

which has been carried on consistently throughout the

United States during the past 25 years. It is true that,

on account of the prevailing high costs of construction,

there has been a disposition in some cases to restrict
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the proposed construction program. However, the sig-

nificance of the action of the public lies in the fact

that it shows a wide and growing appreciation of the

economic value to the individual citizen of improved

smooth highways.

While there has been during the past two decades

commendable activity in the improvement of highways

outside of the limits of cities, the latter units of gov-

ernment, almost without exception, have failed in their

street improvement work to keep pace with the need for

these facilities. This applies particularly to the matter

of repaving, or the replacement of existing pavements,

by those of an equal or more permanent character.

In all cities the neea for new street improvements

will be determined largely by the grov^dh of the com-

munity or material change in the character and dis-

tribution of its traffic. Any increase in the mileage of

paved streets not only places responsibility on the com-
munity for the suitable maintenance of those streets

but also that of making provision for their replacement

when worn out. In cities which are growing rapidly

the problem of providing new pavements may be of

greater importance than that of repaving. In the larger

cities, however, the problem of repaving far exceeds in

magnitude and importance that of new construction.

In fact the Borough of Manhattan, New York City, so

located as not to permit of physical expansion, and with
its streets practically all paved, is an example of a com-
munity where the street improvement problem is one

of repaving alone.

Pavement Replacement Policy

Any sound repaving policy should provide for the re-

placement of pavements within their economical lives.

The end of the economical life of a pavement is reached

when the capitalized annual cost of keeping it in a suit-

able state of repair approaches the capital expenditure

required to replace it. In other words, the ratio be-

tween the cost of repairs and the cost of replacement

affords a means of determining when repaving should

be undertaken. Experience and judgment are required

in the interpretation of this ratio as frequently many
elements may affect any given case.

Thus the effect of a thorough repair of any pave-

ment, even when it would appear that it had reached the

limit of its economical life, may be to extend its period

of usefulness several years longer. Also the greater

desirability of a new pavement for the accommodation

of traffic, or the character and location of the thor-

oughfare, may outweigh purely financial consideration

in justifying a repaving improvement.

Furthermore, sometimes a community is confronted

with Ihe economic desirability of resurfacing streets

originally paved with stone blocks, bricks or other pave-

ments of a relatively permanent character which have

become seriously worn. In such cases it may be found

that the actual cost of keeping these pavements in a

state of repair that will prevent hazard to the public,

when capitalized, would not be sufficient to cover the

cost of replacing these pavements entirely, although

their condition might be such as to demand improve-

ment. Conditions of this character are in many cases

present in those pavements which were laid 25 years

ago on sand or macadam foundations. Where these

pavements are in large cities on important avenues of

traffic their entire replacement by paving with suitable

concrete foundations may be entirely justified, even

admitting the extra cost. In small communities, how-

ever, the element of cost may be a serious factor, and

in such cases experience has demonstrated the useful-

ness of surfacing these streets with some sort of an

asphalt wearing surface without attempting to correct

fl
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lundamental defects in the pavement section. While

obviously a wearing surface of this kind may have a

relatively short life, yet the benefits that result from

providing a smooth pavement frequently will justify

such a temporizing policy. It is of course important

that such pavements should be consistently maintained.

This merely illustrates the fact that any repaving policy

should not demand in all cases a complete replacement

of the wornout pavement by a new one of the same or

more durable character.

It should be pointed out, however, that the justifica-

tion of such a policy would depend upon the extent and

character of traffic using the streets in question; the

relative permanency of the present surface, even if

rough; and the probable cost of maintaining the new
surface. Each case of this kind must be decided on its

merits. It is important, however, to emphasize that

any determination of required repaving depends upon
complete and reliable data on extent, character and
cost of maintenance and repair work done during the

life of the pavement in question.

No Uniformity in Pavement Life

It is evident that there can be no uniformity in the

average economical life of pavements. The experience

of Buffalo, N. Y., according' to the report of the

city engineer for the year 1918 shows a high average
of 23 years' useful life for asphalt pavements. The city

of Washington, D. C., with strikingly dissimilar con-

ditions, reports the even greater economical life of

more than 25 years for the same type of pavement,
while the average useful life of all classes of pavements
in the Borough of Manhattan has been estimated in the

1916 report of the borough president as not exceeding
15 years.

Whatever the value of that element is, it, together
with the extent and age of paved mileage of the city,

gives a basis for determining what provision should be
made annually for replacing wornout pavement. For
example, in the case of the Borough of Manhattan with
more than 450 mi. of paved streets, on the basis of an
average useful life of 15 years, it would be necessary
to replace not less than 30 mi. of pavement each year
in order to keep pace with community needs.

That there has been little if any appreciation of these

elementary principles, or at least practically no recog-
nition of them by city administrations, is reflected in

the almost universal lack of any consistent repaving
policy and the inadequacy of funds provided for these
purposes. The extent of the need for repaving may be
illustrated by conditions prevailing in two large cities,

Newark, N. J., and the Borough of Manhattan, New
York City.

The repaving problem of Newark, N. J., is of
particular interest as Newark may be justly termed a
well-paved city both in the character and distribution
of its paved streets. The mileage of paved streets in

Newark during the period 1905 to 1918 increased from
approximately 158.3 to somewhat over 271.4. Approxi-
mately 23 mi. of telford or macadam construction are
included in this mileage. The relation between the
total mileage of paved streets and the amount of new
construction and repaving carried out during the above
period is shown in the accompanying chart. An analysis
of these data shows that on the basis of an average
useful life of 15 years for pavements in Newark, as-
suming that conditions affecting pavements in that city

are comparable with those in Manhattan, the demon-
strable need for repaving during those years exceeds

by about four times the amount actually laid.

The entire paving problem of Newark was studied

by the writer during 1919 in connection with an ad-

ministrative . tudy of the city government made by the

New York Bureau of Municipal Research. Data col-

lected during the study were analyzed and in conference
with the engineer responsible for directing street work
the attempt was made to mea.sure the actual stree*^ im-

provement needs of that community and to set up a

work program for the years 1920-1924 inclusive. The
conclusions arrived at were that it view of the insuffi-

ciency of the repaving program in the past the situa-

tion demanded the repaving of not less than 20 mi. of

streets annually. If such a program were carried out

the mileage of repaving required for subsequent years

would be at somewhat less variance with the annual
increase in new mileage. It should be noted that the

above estimate was not based on complete replacement
of pavements in all cases, but in its preparation it was
assumed that where justified resort would be had to

expedients of a relatively temporary character in order

that a greater mileage of smooth wearing surface would
be provided.

Perhaps the most striking example of complete lack

of consistent policy in the matter of repaving, and the

influence that political expediency has had in controll-

ing expenditures for this important work, is that of

the Borough of Manhattan. This is well illustrated by
a consideration of the accompanying chart in which
are plotted the requests for funds for repaving pur-

poses made by the engineer through the borough presi-

dent to the Board of Estimate and Apportionment, and
the allotments made by that body for the years 1912-

1920 inclusive. These years are selected because they

are the only ones for which reliable data are available.

Repairing in Manhattan

While it is admitted that requests for budgetary and
other funds made by city officials are sometimes predi-

cated rather on getting "all the traffic will bear" than

upon actual need, it is believed that the request made
for repaving during 1912 represented a reasonable

measure of the actual needs at that time. If all the

requirements in this matter had been met up to 1912

the repaving need for that and subsequent years would
be represented by a straight line. Admitting tha. such

is not the case, if any consistent repaving policy had
been adopted at that time the curve of requirements

could be plotted as parabolic in character, rising until

past needs for repaving had been met and then flatten-

ing to parallelism with the X-axis when the repaving

program keeps pace with the needs of the community.
The chart shows a complete disregard of the funda-

mental principles that should govern a repaving policy

and program. In fact the absolute failure to meet the

obvious requirements for repaving work on the part

of the Board of Estimate and Apportionment is a

striking commentary on the lack of appreciation of that

body of the important influence that smooth pavements
bear on the economic welfare of the community at

large.

The serious need of adequate funds for repaving in

the Borough of Manhattan was forcefully presented in

the report of the president of that borough for the

year ending Dec. 31, 1916. This report states that:
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The denial of appropriations which wo have asked for

repavinjr not only has prevented us from layinjr about 100

mi. of new pavements w'hich the need of Manhattan de-

mands but also has forced us to overtax our repair ganjrs

and has resulted in an annual expense for repairs on such

streets far in excess of the proportionate annual costs for

the new pavements. This spells inexcusable waste. It is

unfair to the taxpayers and also to our borough government,
whose administrative expense is increased against its best

business judgment. The average useful life of pavements
in Manhattan is 15 years. Therefore, in order to keep our
45G mi. of pavement in proper condition and to prevent the

necessity of repairing old pavements beyond the point of
economy we should, under normal conditions, annually lay
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Collapse of Basin Wall and
Roof at Toledo

Filling Sedimentation Basin Tbo Rapidly Builds

High Head Against Thin BaflBe—Roof
Pulled Down by Wall

FOLLOWING the too rapid filling of a sedimentation

basin at the Toledo, Ohio, water filtration plant a

350-ft. length of concrete baffle wall, 12 in. thick, col-

lapsed Aug. 1, at 11 a.m. carrying with it 54 panels of

concrete roof slab and 16 columns. The baffle wall ex-

tended nearly the whole length of the basin (Fig. 1) and

Primary Mixinc) Baffles

so that it finally rested just beyond the bottom portion.

The wall was keyed into both the roof and the floor

of the basin, but had no reinforcement connection with

either.

The difference in water elevation on the two sides of

the longitudinal baffle wall before the failure was com-

puted by noti.ig the difference in water depth Oa ft.)

in the basin after the wall was down and the depth

on the high side (11 ft. 10 in.) as indicated by the

water mark and taking into account the relative areas

(see Fig. 1). This computation showed the difference

or head of h\ ft. already mentioned. The difference at

the inlet-outlet end, or at the primary mixing chamber

South Basin Showing Area of Collapsed Roof and Repair Methods
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SOUTH BASIN SHOWING AREA OF COLLAPSED ROOF AND REPAIR METHODS

not only served as a baffle but was also utilized

in carrying the roof instead of a line of columns. It

divided the basin into an inlet and outlet side which con-

tained primary and secondary mixing chambers at op-

posite ends of the basin and on opposite sides of the

longitudinal baffle wall, as shown in detail by Fig 3.

The loss of head caused by the secondary mixing cham-
ber baffles created a difference in water level on the two
sides of the longitudinal baffle wall, which increased

with volume and velocity of the water passing through
the basin. The nominal rate for which the baffles

were designed were 22,000,000 gal. daily but 30,000,000

gal., the recent rate of operation, was considered safe.

The rate of filling which caused the collapse of the

wall by building up a head supposed to be 5^ ft. was
45,000,000 gal. The wall that failed was not reinforced

and for much of its length had a. construction joint

at two-thirds its height. The wall apparently broke
along this joint. The bottom part tipped over and was
pushed into the outlet side of the basin as much as 10 ft.

The top portion was carried with the outrushing water

was of course greater by the loss of head in the primary

mixing chamber.

No one saw the collapse, but two operators had just

come from the reservoir top and they renort nothing

unusual. Approximately the same high rate of filling

had been used for eight months during alterations and

additions to the filters. There seems no doubt however

but that the part of the longitudinal wall along the

primary mixing chamber collapsed first, because one

section of the stillinj wall just beyond the passes fell

backward toward the passes indicating a sudden re-

lease of water from the mixer section. The openings

in the walls of the mixer system consist of 2\ x 2i-ft.

slide gates cutting off the gutter and 2x2^ ft. swinging

gates at the wall side. The latter was counterweighted

to open under a 1-ft. head. Two of them were found to

bind slightly on the concrete but could be operated

by pushing with the foot. Another in the last baffle

back of the collapsed portion of the stifling wall was

out of its bearings and one bearing was bent around

90 deg. Originally there were "over" baffles between
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How Baffle Wall Failure Damaged Toledo Basin

1 Whoii Wall I't'll Koof to South Droppod l^iko :i I'urlain. 5. Nortli Wall Koof C^oUapscd lii<>gulaily. 6. Stilling Wall Fell

Backward Against nafflos. 7. Aftov Removal of Di'-biis—Under Passes at End of Passes—Swinging Gates in End of Over Passes.

S Derricks Remove Debris—Men ("utting Roof Slab. 0. Shows Shearing Around Column Heads—Slots Cut to Remove Slab to
Oiu-h:ilf Panel l.,ine. 10. Cutting up Concrete Wall.
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successive "under" baffles. Because of the excessive

loss of head these "over" baffles w^ere removed about

three years ago.

The top of the slab is at El. 157.58 over the baffle wall

and the floor of the basin at El. 140, so that with the

7-in. slab and 12 in. pyramidal base, the clear height of

the wall is 16 ft.

The flat-slab, 7-in. roof supporting 20 in. of earth is

one of the early C. A. P. Turner types with bands of

eleven s-in. round rods spaced 8-in. on centers running

logitudinally, transversely and in both diagonal direc-

tions. Over the wall the longitudinal band was omitted

and no column-head bars were placed. The wall was

ised simply as a rest. When it fell it broke 16 columns

thus letting down the panels back of the columns. The
slab over the high (south) side parted on the construc-

tion joint midway of the panels and that portion nearest

the columns dropped nearly intact and hung by the rods

like a curtain. The photographs show this condition and

the manner of the collapse on the other side where the

columns were broken.

Repairs were undertaken immediately, two derricks

with 60-ft. booms being used to hoist the debris out

of the reservoir to the south side. The hanging cur-

tain of slabs was released and the mass of tangled rein-

forcing was cut up by oxy-acetylene flame and bull

nippers. The larger blocks of concrete were broken up
by sledges and the roof cut back to the lines indicated on

the drawing by sledges.

A new reinforced-concrete wall capable of withstand-

ing the full pressure of the water will replace the old

one, a 5-in. notch at the bottom being cut in the old

base, in order to permit using each half of the basin in-

dependently if desired in the future.

Opposite the primary mixing chamber regular columns

are to be placed at the panel points in the wall so that

the wall between columns can be built separately and
torn out should a new set of mixing baffles be desired.

. For the five panel lengths of wall which did not fall

the new wall is to be built alongside the old one using
the latter as a form.

The roof panels are being replaced by a 7j-in. flat slab

designed to meet the Pittsburgh building code require-

ments. Fifteen s-in. round bars spaced 6-in. on centers

are to be placed in each band instead of eleven bars.

The bands will be raised over the column heads which

are to be square and dropped 41 in. Considering the

punishment the old slab has stood it was felt unneces-

sar>- to use the more rigid Chicago code requirements.

Rather than attempt to salvage the line of columns on

the break they are being removed and the slab cut back

to the one-half panel line. This was done to secure an

advantageous construction joint. A crack or a con-

struction joint already existed on this line. Details of

the reconstruction are shown m Fig. 2.

W. G. Clark is consulting engineer on the repair work,

which is under the general direction of D. H. Goodwillie,

director of public service and superintendent of water.

The Best Type of Improved Highway

The Bureau of Public Roads frequently receives re-

quests for information as to the best type of road. Some

of the letters asking for this information come from

persons not versed in the technicalities of road con-

strutcion and the question is put with the evident

assurance that return mail will bring a specific answer

to the inquiry. Engineers ask the same question—not

so blandly but whon the letter is stripped of its techni-

calities it amounts to the same thing.

This is the way that Thomas H. MacDonald, the Chief

of the Bureau, answers such inquiries:

The best type of road to build must be judjred hy adequate

service to the road user. As local conditions differ, so will

the best types of road. The best type of road is the one

which at the least cost will give the best service. A road

that will give adequate service is the first requisite. It is

probable that a number of types of road will give that

service. Consequently some one of those types must be

selected. A proper selection is the one which Lest meets

local conditions. It is an offense against the public to

transport materials for long distances when adequate sub-

stitutes are available locally.
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Progress Shown in Water-Supply Practice

Abstracts of Papers Read Before the Thirty-ninth Annual Convention of the New England Water

Works Association, Holyoke, Mass., Sept. 7-10, 1920

Instructions to Employees at Pumping
Stations and Filter Plants

By Dow R. Gwinn
President and Manager Water Co., Tcrrc Haute, Ind.

IN OPERATING water plants the author has tried to

find the best way of doing things, and then to adopt
them as standard methods, even if they are difficult, and
holding to them until better ways have been found. The
instructions are typewi'itten and are kept in a loose leaf

binder. Changes can be easily made and additional sheets

may be readily added. No method is so sacred but what
it can be changed by the manager. The employees are

encouraged to suggest better methods and when tried and
found to be advantageous they are substituted for old

ones. Each employee is supposed to read the instructions

once a month; he may select his own time while on duty
for the reading. A sheet of properly ruled paper is enclosed

in the file on which is the list of employees and each

employee records the date when he reads the instructions.

The Terre Haute plant takes its supply from the Wabash
River and is a direct pumping plant. For pumping into

the distribution system there is a 10,000,000-gal. vertical

triple expansion and a 6,000,000-gal. vertical compound;
also, smaller pumps. For delivering to the sedimentation

basin there is a centrifugal pump operated by a compound
high-speed engine connected with a rope drive. Steam is

generated in water tube and fire tube boilers with hand
firing. A vacuum pump for exhausting air from the suc-

tions of the principal pumps is a part of the equipment.

There are 22 mechanical pressure filters. There is a sedi-

mentation basin with sufficient capacity for approximately
2 to 5 hours subsidence. This is only used when the

turbidity exceeds say 60 on the Jackson turbidimeter, or

about 55 per cent of the time. The turbidity of the river

water ranges from 25 to 3,000. The pumps work against

70 lb. domestic pressure and 125 lb. fire pressure. The
available fire pressure at hydrants in the business or high
hazard district is 100 to 110 lb. While the fire depart-

ment is equipped with pumpers, they are seldom used—the

pressure from the plant being usually sufficient. There
are 100 miles of mains, 62 per cent being 8 in. and larger

diameters. There are 1,155 public fire hydrants. There
are 8,240 consumers; 97.7 per cent of all service

pipes are metered, including private fire lines for automatic

sprinklers.

At the plant a program clock is provided which sum-
mons the attendants every half hour to examine the water.

This is just a visual examination of the raw and filtered

water and a record of the appearance of the water is

made. This is necessary because of sudden changes in

the turbidity of the raw river water.

A record of fire alarms is kept, showing the length of

time extra pressure is maintained, increase in pumping
rate, time of receiving alarm and strike out; also hydrants
used and condition after fire. Inspectors answer alarms
received from high hazard districts during day and sec-

ond alarms at night. Engineers and firemen are on duty

8 hours; that is, they are off duty 16 hours per day for

six days and the seventh day they are off 24 hours. Mon-
day is change day when each man moves up one watch, the

duties during the eight hours being performed by other

employees. The changes are made at 7 a.m., 3 p.m. and 11

p.m. Employees are given two weeks' vacation with pay.

Baths are provided for the men, also books on engineering

and technical publications. The grounds on which the

station is located were laid out by a landscape gardener

and are very beautiful. A fine tennis court is provided.

Long periods of employment are the rule, one engineer

having recently completed thirty years of continuous em-

ployment. The company arranges and provides for ai

annual picnic on the station grounds for employees an(

their families.

The instructions which follow have been found to h
satisfactory for the Terre Haute plant and while the;

would not be suitable in every particular to any other wate:

works plant, they may be suggestive and valuable to othe:

operators. [Separate instructions, not here reprinted

cover all elements of the plant

—

Editor.]

The Management and Finances of the

Holyoke Water-Works
By Patrick J. Lucey

Engineer Water-Works, Holyoke, Mass.

THE Holyoke Water Department is operated under a
commission of three unpaid members appointed by the

Board of Aldermen. The commissioners select the officers

and employees of the department, levy the rates, and collect

and disburse the funds of the department through their

own treasury.

The Water Department is self-supporting; in only one
instance was it ever granted an appropriation raised by
general taxation and that was in the early days before the

department finances were well established, when $10,000
was granted. In 1901 this loan with interest at 4 per cent
for the whole of the period was returned to the city

treasurer.

The present rates, which were established in 1909, pro-

vide for the sale of water by both the fixture and the meter
measurement methods. The annual fixture rates are as

follows

:

For each family $3.00
For each bath-tub $2.00
For additional bath-tub $1.33
For closet $2.40
For additional closet $1.60
For garden hose (limited use) $2.40
For rotary hose $9.60
For automobile $1.60
For washing machine $1.60

Metered water is charged at the flat rate of Sic. per r

1,000 gal., the bills being rendered monthly and 10 per cent |

discount allowed for prompt payment. A minimum yearly '

charge of $5 per apartment is established for all apart-

ment houses on the metered service.

Meters are owned, installed and repaired by the Water
Department and the annual rental for their use is from

$2 per i-in. and g-in. upward.
Assuming that the unaccounted for water was 30 per cent

of the total quantity passed by the master meters in 1919,

the cost to the consumer of water sold by meter measure-

ment was 54c. per 1,000 gal.; by fixture rate, 11.8c.; and the

average cost to all the consumers 8.3c. per 1,000 gal.

The total cost or book value of the Water Department at

the close of the last fiscal year was $1,969,892. The bonded

debt was $441,000 and the amount in the sinking fund to

meet that portion of the debt financed on the sinking fund

method was $193,207, making the net debt $247,793, or

12i per cent of the total cost, and the net cost of the plant

to the water takers $1,722,009.

The gross receipts from all sources for the year 1919

were $168,805, equal to 8.6 per cent of the total cost.

The largest item of department expense after salaries

and wages is the one generally called "payment of taxes"

to the City of Holyoke, this being so far as is known to

the writer, the only water department where such payment

is made under legislative enactment. The various municipal

departments are required to pay for water used and for

fire hydrants [$8 per public hydrant] the same as to a pri-

vate water company.
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The total of all payments made by the Watei* Department
to the city treasurer under these provisions is $422,556, and

the amount received by the Water Department from the

other municipal departments is $215,863, making the net

cash contribution made by the water takers for the benefit

of the general taxpayer $206,693.

Office Methods and the Water Consumer

By Reeves J. Newsom
Commissioner of Water Supply, Lynn, Mass.

THE new consumer, when he applies for water in Lynn,
is presented with a card form of contract which he is

required to sign, and when he does so he has practically

forfeited all his rights, as the contract contains these

stipulations:

"In consideration of the supplying of said water, said

owner hereby agrees to pay for the same in accordance
with such rates as are from time to time established, and
this agreement to pay shall remain in force and be binding

upon him so long as the city of Lynn shall continue to

supply water to the said premises, unless he shall have
notified the said city in writing that he no longer desires

the water service and shall have stated in said notice the

name of the new consumer. He agrees to be bound by the

rules and regulations of the Water Department and all sub-

sequent changes therein and to pay all charges for excess

piping or special construction as prescribed in those rules

and regulations. It is understood and agreed that the city

of Lynn does not guarantee to furnish constant pressure
nor uninterrupted service."

[Regulations to cover various contingencies are given in

the original paper, after which meter consumers are con-

sidered.

—

Editor.]
It was recognized by the writer that it is very essential

for the department to have complete control of the meters,
but with 5,500 services unmetered, and the hope that they
will be metered in the near future it was desirable to con-
trive some means of keeping this control without having
to furnish the capital for the installation of so many meters.

Control of Meters

The following paragraphs from the regulations show how
the proposition is handled:

"All users of water through metered services shall pay
the cost of a proper sized meter installation and thereafter
the maintenance of same shall be by the Water Depart-
ment, which shall include all ordinary repairs and replace-
ments. All repairs of injuries to meters from freezing, hot
water, or external causes shall be charged to the consumer.
Charges for a new meter installation will, at the discretion

of the Commissioner of Water Supply, if requested by the
consumer, be levied in equal parts, due and payable with
each of the first four quarterly water bills, and all such
charges when paid shall be retained by the Water Depart-
ment and credited to such meter installation and in the
event of failure to make payment of such charges when
due, the Water Department shall have the right to shut off

the water under the same procedure as for other Water De-
partment charges.

"The proper size of meter requii-ed for any given service
shall be determined by the Water Department, which shall
in all cases furnish the meter to be used, the same to be
such type and make as said Water Department shall deem
proper.

"All meters shall be set by an employee of the Water
Department, and shall not be moved or disturbed except by
the same.

"The department shall have the right to remove, repair,
or replace any meter at any time it sees fit. All meter
installations on services which cannot be shut off for meter
repairs shall be equipped with a by-pass at the expense
of the consumer.

"If, in the opinion of the Commissioner a meter does not
fit the conditions of the service installation, the Department
shall have the right to change such meter and charge or

refund the difference in value of the meters exchanged."

No new accounts are opened except for metered water.
The fifty-five hundred fixture accounts are hold-overs, and
are gradually being done away with. The houses on fixture
rates are inspected and billed twice yearly. The metered
consumers receive bills quarterly, but as a matter of serv-
ice all meters are read monthly, and any excessive flow of
water is called to the consumer's attention that he may put
a stop to it at the end of the first month.

It is interesting to note that it costs as much in a year
to make 11,000 inspections in houses having fixtures as it

does to make 90,000 meter readings.

Operation of a True Siphon on a

Main Supply Pipe

By Wallace R. Braun and«CHARLES W. Sherman,
Supt. of Water Works, Consulting Engineer

Hallowell, Me. Boston, Mass.

'^T^RUE siphons in water-works practice are of very rare
A occurrence—so rare that the writers have not been
able to find any published record of the operation of such
a siphon. It may, therefore, be interesting to water-works
men to learn of the conditions encoun*-ered in operating
such a siphon on a main gravity supply pipe.

A supply of water for Hallowell was originally obtained
from the headwaters of Cascade Brook, about 1.5 miles
northwest of the city. Two small reservoirs were con-
structed on the brook, and a 6-in. pipe laid from the lower
reservoir to two distribution resei'voirs just west of the
built-up portion of the city.

The intake in the reservoir is approximately 8 ft. below
spillway level. The pipe leads from the reservoir across a
valley perhaps 40 ft. lower, and then rises, crossing a ridge
at a distance of about 6,000 ft. from the resei-voir. The
elevation of the surface here is approximately 9 ft. above
the high-water level in the reservoir, and the pipe is about
3 ft. above high water. From this point the pipe descends
sharply to distribution reservoirs which are about 41 ft.

lower than the supply resei^voir.

The portion of the ridge lying above the elevation of high
water in the reservoir is 500 or 600 ft. in length, measured
along the pipe, and it would have been necessary to exca-
vate at least this length of trench in rock to locate the
pipe below the hydraulic grade line.

The method of operating the siphon was as follows:
Valves at the inlet and discharge ends of the supply pipe
were closed; the air valve at the summit was opened, and a

supply of water from a small reservoir, 20 or 30 ft. higher
in elevation, was dravvTi through a 2-in. pipe into the 6-in.

pipe to charge the siphon. When all the accumulated air

had been expelled at the summit, the air valve was closed

and the supply cut off from the upper reservoir; the gates
at the inlet and discharge ends of the pipe were opened, and
the siphon would opei-ate without attention until a sufficient

quantity of air had accumulated at the summit to break
the siphon. The efficiency of the siphon began to decrease
almost immediately and gradually fell off until the flow

practically ceased. It was the custom to manipulate the

valves at 7 and 11 a.m. and 4 and 7 p.m., and under this

scheme the siphon was operated with a fair degree of

success.

It was suggested [by Metcalf & Eddy, consulting engi-

neers, Boston,] that if some automatic means could be pro-

vided by which air could be removed from the summit as

it accumulated thei-e was no reason why the operation of

the siphon should not be made continuous. An electric

power line crossed the summit in close proximity to the

pipe so that electric power was readily available, and there

was no reason to doubt the practicability of providing an
automatically controlled air pump for the removal of the

air. No definite 'nformation as to the quantity of air to

be handled could be obtained. From the fact that the

siphon had been operated with a fair degree of success when
operating the valves at intervals of 4 or 5 hours, it seemed

obvious that the accumulation of air could not be very

rapid. The matter was taken up with C. 0. Rogers, engi-
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neer for the Charles J. Jager Co., Boston, who suggested

the following equipment for this installation:

1 Kecoivor 24 in. dianietor by ;^6 in. in length, of reinforced-
steel construction, with supporting cradles and 6 in, flanged
yoke. , .

1 Water glass and fittings for indicating water level in the
tloat chamber.

1 Copper deposit float with necessary connections for the
operation of float switch.

1 Triple pole float switch of the enclosed tyi>e.

1 Gardner compressor unit. 3 x 3i in., air cooled, with ex-
tended motor base and belt and idler drive. Capacity of

compressor 8 cu.ft. of free air i>er minute.
1 IJ-hp., 3-phase motor, 1,800 r.p.m. for 220-volt current.

After some consideration an oi'der was placed with the

Jager Co. for this apparatus.

A vault 12 ft. long, 6i ft. wide and 8 ft. deep was built

enclosing the pipe at the summit, where a T-branch was
set, turned up. The air tank or receiver was mounted upon

this T and a small wooden building previously located over

the air valve, was placed over the entrance to the vault.

Considerable rock excavation was involved in this construc-

tion. The total cost of the installation is estimated

as $1,600.

The apparatus was put in operation on Dec. 15, 1918, and

has been in practically continuous service ever since. The
operation is entirely automatic and the siphon is maintained

in continuous operation. It is, of course, necessary to

throttle the valve at the discharge end of the supply pipe

where it enters the distributing reservoir, in order to pre-

vent breaking the siphon, due to the excessive drop in this

leg of the siphon, and also to avoid depleting the reservoir

too rapidly.

During the year 1919 the cost of electric power for op-

erating the vacuum pump was $85, the price being 9c. per
kw.-hr., and in addition the cost of electric lights for the

vault was $9, making a total cost of electric current $94.

If interest and depreciation on the investment be assumed
at 7 per cent, or $112 per year, the total cost of operating

the siphon during 1919 was $206.

When the apparatus was first installed, the pump oper-

ated only about once an hour. It was found, however, that

at times when the water in the reservoir is comparatively
low, much more air accumulated, and in July of this year

the pump was found to be operating about once in five

minutes. The difference in water level in the i*eceiving

tank, between the time of starting and stopping the pump
is about 6 in., corresponding to an accumulation of air of

approximately 3 cu. ft.

It is probable that when the water in the reservoir is

low, more air enters the pipe at the inlet end in solution

or in suspension in the water, and it is also possible that

some air is drawn in by vortex action. The period of low
water in the reservoir also corresponds to the time of low
ground water, when a greater amount of the pipe which is

below the hydraulic grade line, and therefore subject to

negative pressure, is below ground water level. Under
these circumstances mor" air would probably be drawn into

the pipe, through joints, than when ground water is high.

The pump maintains a vacuum of approximately 21 or

22 in. of mercury, corresponding to about 24.5 ft. of water.

The hydraulic grade line at the siphon is therefore about
24.5 ft. below the pipe at the summit of the siphon, and 20

or 21 ft. lower than the water in the reservoir.

Water-Works Service Pipes

By D. A. Heffeenan,
Superintendent Water-Works, Milton, Mass.

\/f ANY inquiries are made to water departments rela-
^^^ tive to different conditions existing in the house serv-

ice. Although in many cases the responsibility of the

water-works ceases at the meter, it is the opinion of the

writer that any information of importance relative to pre-

venting serious damage to the property should be given
to the owner by the department.

I believe that the service pipe should be laid by the

water department from the main to the meter and that this

pipe should be under control of the department. This is

the procedure in Milton. The department lays the pipe to

the meter, set either in a manhole, inside the property line,

or in the cellar, at the cost of the applicant. This pipe is

absolutely controlled by the department. Repairs to it are

made free of charge in the street and at actual cost inside

the line.

From my experience, I prefer a service laid in this

manner: Corporation inserted far enough into the main
so that it will at least be flush with the inside of the

main; goose-neck lead connection rather than a rigid joint;

cement-lined wrought-iron pipe with lead-lined couplings
for the service pipe; stop and waste cocks of the plug round-
way pattern; and meter connected with brass fittings.

Where the pressure is in excess of 60 lb., we recommend
setting a pressure reducer on the house side of meter to

reduce excessive strain on the piping and fixtures. A pres-

sure of 40 lb. is ample for house supply. Dirgct pressure

should be given the sill cock supply. Some consumers use
a so-called water strainer which is intended to intercept

foreign material before it reaches the pressure regulator.

The principle is good but attention is required or it will

cause stoppage of the flow by filling up. The main cellar

shut off should, as I have said, be a round way cock, as in

case of a frozen service, a compression cock or flat way
cock will present an obstruction preventing the insertion

of a thawing tube.

It is also a good plan to mstall a cock or valve without
waste on the house side of the meter to prevent siphonage
in case a pressure boiler is used, and also to prevent water
flowing back over the cellar floor when a meter is being

changed or repairs are being made.

Boating and Fishing in Water-Supply

Ponds and Reservoirs

By X. H. GooDNOUGH
Chief Engineer, State Department of Health, Boston, Mass.

ONE of the most serious difficulties with which water-
works officials and health officers have to contend is

the enforcement of necessary sanitary regulations for the

prevention of the pollution of water-supply reservoirs. This

is especially true of that most serious source of danger
which results from the use of such reservoirs for boating

and fishing.

If present tendencies continue, unless the public can be

awakened to the situation, many naturally pure waters are

likely to become contaminated and there is grave danger
that in places where the public is now getting the benefit

of the very best uncontaminated drinking water recourse

will have to be had to methods of purification or steriliza-

tion, and the uncertainties of the human element will be

introduced in order to make the waters safe for drinking.

Where there is now an almost ideal condition as shown by
actual death rates for water-borne diseases, an uncertain

state of affairs is sure to arise in a field where uncertain-

ties are most to be deplored—in connection with the public

health. We may not doubt that with the growth of knowl-
edge of these methods, the public will eventually protest

against the use of polluted waters, whether purified or not,

when we see the people of Lavn*ence ready to expend large

sums of money to avoid the necessity for drinking the

polluted water of the Merrimack River, no matter how well-

purified it may be.

Year after year bills are presented to the Massachusetts
Legislature to authorize boating and fishing on ponds and
reservoirs used as sources of water supply, and as time'

goes on their advocates become more and more insistent

in their appeals for such privileges. The Department of

Public Health and the water departments of the various

cities, towns and districts are constantly urged to grant

such privileges.

[Many epidemics of typhoid fever, attributed to the pol-

lution of surface waters were reviewed by Mr. Goodnough.
Some of the conclusions based upon this review, together

with supplementary arguments follow.

—

Editor.]

1. That a very slight pollution by typhoid fever germs
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may infect reservoirs of very large capacity sufficiently to

cause great epidemics of typhoid fever.

2. That the typhoid germ can survive the severe winter

weather of a northern climate and retain its virulence.

3. That the germ can be carried long distances in water

and may survive through many weeks of time.

In some of the epidemics the exact cause was never dis-

covered, and this fact brings up another discovery of mod-
em sanitary science relating to this disease, namely, that

there are typhoid carriers, so-called, who though apparently

in good health, are capable of spreading the disease.

Furthermore, there are so-called walking cases of typhoid

fever—that is, cases so mild that the patient is never obliged

to go to bed, and there are others who are infected for a

period of several weeks before finally coming down with

the disease. Where numbers of persons are allowed to

resort to ponds and reservoirs for boating and fishing there

will inevitably be carriers or possibly walking cases among
them, and the infection of the water supply is not only

possible, but probable.

To us in this day the lessons taught by the great epi-

demics of the past united to those instilled by many lesser

ones seem self-evident, but they are very far from being
so regarded by the boatmen and fishermen who demand
access to water supply reservoirs and by many of the legis-

lators and city councillors upon whom such demands are

urged. If through the fatuity of legislative bodies, state

or municipal, the policy of the strictest sanitary protection

of water-supply reservoirs is broken down or impaired,

calamities such as those herein recalled and which now
seem relatively remote many easily follow. Furthermore,
more memorable and far-reaching consequences may result

to those directly or indirectly responsible for such a calam-
ity than was the case in the great epidemics of earlier years

when sanitary science in its application to water supplies

was less developed than is the case at the present day.

Quicksand: Its Nature, Behavior and

Methods of Control

By Charles R. Gow
Consulting Engineer and Contractor, Boston, Mass.

CONTRARY to popular impression "quicksand" is not
a material but rather a condition of a material, which

under different circumstances may possess no such charac-

teristics. Furthermore, quicksand, as such, rarely occurs
in nature but usually is artificially produced by the acts

of man.
Any material of a granular nature may become a quick-

sand if there is an upward movement of ground water
through it of sufficient velocity to lift and carry the indi-

vidual particles. On the other hand, no such material will

become "quick" in character unless there is such a flow of
water. One of the best and most inclusive definitions of the
term quicksand which the writer has ever seen was given
about twenty years ago by one of our fellow members,
Allen Hazen, in a discussion of the subject before the
American Society of Civil Engineers wherein he stated that
quicksand is "A sand containing for the time more water
than would normally be contained in its voids, and therefore,
with its grains held a little distance apart, so that they flow
upon each other readily." Such a definition is applicable
to any material, irrespective of its composition which mani-
fests the conditions and behavior usually ascribed to "quick-
sand."

The smaller the individual particles of sand are, the easier
it becomes for the water to lift and hold them in suspension.
Also the voids generally speaking will be smaller and more
numerous in this case and the passage of water through
them more difficult. The result is, therefore, that fine
grained sand displays the quality of "quicksand" much more
readily than does a coarse grained material. The writer
nas seen coarse sand and gravel, however, which displayed
all of the characteristics of a "quicksand" under conditions
of high velocity of water inflow, but in the main the term
is chiefly applicable to sands of extremely fine texture.

[The author presented a number of sketches to show that
in engineering construction "quicksand" is caused by un-
balanced pressure which may be controlled by sheeting,

ordinary pumping, pumping from well points or perforated
pipe, and in some cases by sinking a cylinder, placing a
small suction pipe in the center, filling between the cylinder

and small pipe with sand and then gravel, and finally with-
drawing the cylinder. An experience recorded by Mr. Gow
and some other practical observations conclude this ab-

stract.

—

Editor.]
|

It has been the writer's observation that fine wet sand
in its normal condition will sustain quite as great a founda-
tion load as will the coarse grained sanas. The usual

aversion to using fine wet sand as a bearing material has

its chief basis, in the virriter's opinion, upon the fact that

we usually see much sand in its abnormal and not its

normal state.

Some years ago the writer had occasion to construct some
pier foundations upon coarse wet sand. The test borings

indicated a firm layer of sand but when the excavation had
progressed to this point it was found by the inspector that

he could readily force a rod into the soil for a considerable

depth. Because of this apparent instability, he ordered that

the excavation should be carried deeper until satisfactory

material was encountered. The foreman suspended work
for the time being and allowed the ground water to rise in

the pit to its normal level. Upon attempting again to

demonstrate the soft quality of sand by means of the same
rod, the inspector was surprised to find that he could make
no impression upon the surface of the sand now that there
was no longer an upward flow through it.

A perusal of the building regulations of the several large

cities will show that fine wet sand and "quicksand" are

allowed bearing values of from i to 2 tons, while coarse

sands are allotted much higher values. It has been the

experience of the writer in making tests upon the fine wet
sands that they will carry quite as much load as the coarser

sands, provided the ground water stands at its normal level.

The chief danger in using such materials for foundation
loads lies in the possibility of future excavations being
made in the immediate neighborhood which may be carried

to a lower depth than that of the foundations referred to

in which case there may be a flow of surrounding soil to-

ward the new opening thus undermining the foundation.

Such damage, however, will occur whatever may be the
unit loading upon the soil.

The writer has never hesitated to recommend loadings

as high as four tons per square feet upon sand which, dur-

ing the excavation process permitted the workmen to sink

to their knees in it. Nor has there ever been to his knowl-
edge, any observable settlement in such cases.

Cinders are also useful during the process of excavating
into quicksand for the purpose of maintaining a footing
upon which the workmen may stand without sinking into

the sand. A frequent liberal sprinkling of this material
over the bottom of the trench will be found very effective

in preventing miring.

It will also be found in the handling of many quicksands
that the ordinary garden fork is more efficient for the pur-
pose than is the type of shovel usually employed. This is

due to the fact that fine wet sand has a very pronounced
"suction" which causes the blade of the shovel to stick and
requires a greatly increased force to remove it.

City Planning Promotion at New Orleans

The Board of Directors of the New Orleans Associa-

tion of Commerce has voted to endorse efforts being

made by one of its committees to secure a city plan

for New Orleans, including whatever legislation it may
be necessary to secure to put such a plan into effect.

Charles A. Farrot is chairman of the City Plan Com-
mission of the association, and Milton B. Medary is city

planning specialist engaged by the commission to col-

lect data and to conduct publicity work.
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Hoover Discusses National Policy

on Engineering Problems

In Presidential Address Before Mining Engineers

Urges Profession To Exert Itself in

Public Interest

HERBERT HOOVER in his presidential address be-

fore the American Institute of Mining and Metal-

lurgical Engineers in Minneapolis, Aug. 26, called atten-

tion to some of the engineering problems which are na-

tional in scope and can be solved to the best interest of

the people of the United States only by the formulation

of a national policy based on a broad conception of the

influence of these problems in the life of the nation.

He believed a department of public works an aid to the

study and formulation of such national policies.

His address in full follows:

The time has arrived in our national development when
we must have a definite national program in the develop-

ment of our great engineering problems. Our rail and
water transport, our water supplies for irrigation, our

reclamation, the provision of future fuel resoux-ces, the de-

velopment and distribution of electi'ical power, all cry out

for some broad-visioned national guidance. We must create

a national engineering sense of provision for the nation as

a whole. If we are to develop this national sense of en-

gineering and its relations to our great human problems it

must receive the advocacy of such institutions at this.

We, together with our sister engineering societies, repre-

sent the engineers of the United States. It is our duty as

citizens to give voice to those critical matters of national

policy which our daily contact with this, the fundamentally

constructive profession, illuminates to us. Just as our

medical associations voice the necessity of safeguards to

national health; as the bar associations safeguard our judi-

ciary, so the engineers should exert themselves in our

national engineering policies. We have none, but we need

some, or the next generation will face a lower instead of a

higher standard of living than ours.

Solution Beyond Individuals

The development of our transportation, fuel, power and

water under private initiative has been one of the stimuli

that have created the greatness of our people. It has been

easy to compass when the problems were more local and
filled with speculative profits. There, however, arises a time

when this haphazard development must be co-ordinated in

order to secure its best results to the nation as a whole.

This system has given us a 50 per cent result; if we are to

have 100 per cent we must have a national conception and
national guidanc3. This last 50 per cent involves problems

beyond individual initiative alone.

Not only is individual initiative insufficient because the

problems involve political, financial, interstate matters be-

yond corporate ability, but we have, with practically unani-

mous consent of the country, adopted a policy of the limi-

tation of profits in the operation of public transportation and
power and some other utilities, and through the pressui-e

of public opinion we are rapidly coming to a limitation of

profit in the development of other large sections of national

resources which tend to become natural monopolies. While
the limitations of these profits makes for public good, on the

other hand they also militate against individualistic develop-

ment of national resources and necessitate the co-opei'ation

of the community as a whole to secure initiative for wider

development in the national sense.

Certain of our national resources have always been in

national ownership, such as waterways. Certain others,

such as reclamation, irrigation, distribution of water for

power, are rapidly coming under Government control. In

others, such as timber, coal, and oil, the possible exhaus-

tion brings their conservation or provision for the nation's

future into national concern. In our railway problem na-

tional action has until recently been directed wholly to limi-

tation of profits. Latterly it has undertaken to regulate
wages and give some small recognition to the necessity of

equipment. But microscopic attention has been given to

the greater problem of how to get more transportation, to

get it so organized as to secure real economic operation in

its broad sense.

We have a long list of such problems. Some of these havp
been discussed before the Institute on previous occasions.

I may refer to our discussion of eastern bituminous coal.

During the past year the Institute undei'took to look into the

economic situation of this industry as a national whole. It

was demonstrated to be the worst functioning industry in the

country. Owing to seasonal and other irregularities of de-

mand, the average term of employment in the bituminous
industry is less than 190 days per annum. If this industry
could be operated a normal work year 125,000 men could be
turned to other production. It is an industry in which 30
per cent more capital is invested than would otherwise be
necessary. The cost of coal to the consumer and the risks

to the operator are greatly increased, and, above all, it

presents a great human problem fraught with all the terri-

ble misery and strikes and justified discontent that flow

from intermittent employment.
I am not proposing nationalization of the coal mines; far

from it. What is required is that we should realize that

with our necessary social view of prohibition of combination
there remains a national problem beyond the solution of any
individual coal operator or any group of operators. It must
have national guidance and national plan for its solution, a

co-operation of great consumers, railways, operators and
miners—but what individual operator can do this?

In respect to our coal supplies again, if we would look

forward to the next generation, we have a problem of con-

servation of immense importance. In this connection, it

has been ably proposed by our members that the national

government should co-operate in investigating the possibil-

ities of the establishment of a great electrical trunk line

throughout the great power consuming districts of the north-

east, and that we should feed into this great power road

power generated at the mines and available water sources,

drawing from it at every town and city. The consummation
of this project means cheaper power to all consumers. It

means a great economy in consumption of coal. It means
more regularity in output. It thus means greater ability

to compete in world manufacture. It means great relief to

the railways from expansion. It means an increased stand-

ard of living and a decreased cost of living to a very large

section of our population. We have again much such a

problem in providing adequate power resources upon the

Pacific Coast, where today hundreds of thousands of acres

of fertile land are practically non-producing for lack of

pumping power.

Conservation and Transportation

Of other problems akin to this, we are confronted

throughout the west with the fact that a large portion of

our average low water supply is already under engagement
for irrigation and power. The time has come when that

expansion of the land available for cultivation, or into more

intensive cultivation, is a factor of mountain storage of

wr.ter to increase our stream flows in the low season. We
have thus a storage problem on a scale we have not hither-

to dreamed of, and, again, it is a problem involving co-oper-

ation in financial, economic, distribution, navigation—inter-

-state questions, in which individual initiative must have the

assistance of the community.
Another series of such problems lies in our oil supplies.

If we are to have a mercantile marine and to maintain our

navy on a basis of equivalent efficiency with foreign navies,

if we are to maintain the development of the gas engine

—

the greatest lift in our standard of living and saving of

labor in fifty yoars—we are confronted with the necessity

of securing additional oil supplies from outside our own

boundaries. Our own supplies, so far as now known, do not

represent twenty-five years at our present rate of consump-
,

tion. The Institute many mouths ago was the first to give

warning to the Federal Government of the gradual absorp-
'

tion of all of the oil sources of the world by other great ,
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powers, and that within a short time we should be dependent

upon the good will of those powers for our necessary oil sup-

plies. No private individual can compete with foreign gov-

ernments in the measures that they are adopting to hog

the resources of the world. This problem again is an en-

gineering problem that requires more than private initiative.

A problem of even more pressing importance than these

is the whole question of transportation. Our inability to

move the commodities which we create is stifling produc-

tion. It is increasing the cost of distribution and has placed

a tax on the American people in decreased production and in-

creased cost of distribution greater than all the taxes im-

posed by the war.

We have today in Minneapolis ample proof of the frightful

cost imposed on the farmer, consumer and public. There is

a premium over freight cost from 10 to 20c. a bushel for

wheat at the mill door compared to wheat in the elevator

a few hundred miles away, solely because cars are not avail-

able. Either the farmer is losing the amount or the con-

sumer is paying it. Furthermore, to carry the picture fur-

ther, the railways, in endeavoring to remedy this, are divert-

ing cars from the lumber industry. Already certain mills

are partially closed; men are thrown out of employment in

the mills and in the building trades. Is this not a price in

human misery and national efficiency that warrants some
national concern? It is a problem that does not lie alone

in expansion of railway facilities. It lies also in the proper
expansion of waterways and their co-ordination with the
railway transportation of the country.

Congressional Waste

We have beer dabbling in the improvement of water
transportation of the United States for 100 years, and so
far as I know never yet have we considered it as a problem
requiring complete co-ordination of the entire transport
problem for the whole country. We have spent enough
money improving useless creeks to have made several com-
petent waterways. Every Congressional district in the
United States has looked for appropriations for cairying
mud from one hole to another as their proper participation

in the national plunder. They have never considered that
the taxes taken from the people as a whole should be devoted
to those points that will benefit the people as a whole.
One result of the policy pursued has been that our water-

ways have been so badly handled that they have not been
able even to compete with the railways, and today, with an
enormous increase in railway rates, we find ourselves utterly

unable to handle the great bulk commodities of the country
at the possible lower charge over our waterways. The open-
ing of the St. Lawrence to ocean-going vessels means 5c. a
bushel to every farmer in ten states. Likewise, of no less

importance to the people of the entire country are our in-

ternal waterways.
These projects have a simple result in the engineer's mind:

they make greater production possible with less human ef-

fort; they increase the standard of life; they provide for our
children. All these problems are much akin, and the time
has come when they need some illumination, guidance, and
co-operation in their solution from the Federal Government.
Nor do I mean a vast extension of Federal bureaucracy in

Federal ownership. If, in the first instance, through an
agency of the central government, we could have an ade-
quate study and preparation of plan and method made of
these problems of engineering development over the next
fifty years, viewed solely in their national aspects, we would
have taken the first step toward the adequate provision of

I

an increasing standard of living and a lower cost of living
' for our descendants.

The second step is to determine that our government will
be a government of co-operation, limiting profits surely, but
holding to individual initiative as the single hope of human
development. In order that we shall have some central
pomt in the Federal government were these problems may
be adequately considered, from which they can be ventilated
for the verdict of public opinion, where the business brains
of the country can be called into conference and co-operation
with the government, and therefore with the people, the
engineers of the United States have proposed time and again

that a Cabinet department should be established in Wash-
ington, either new or to replace the Interior Department, to

which should be assigned the whole question of public works.
You are familiar enough with the advantages of such a

department from an everyday administration point of view,

and enormous saving to the government from the duplica-

tion or competition of the six or seven departments now
engaged in engineering construction work of this character,

but on this occasion I wish to call your attention to the fact

that such a department has become an essential from the

point of view of proper consideration and presentation to

the American people of these broader national engineering
problems, upon which the next generation must depend if

our country is to march forward.

Gravel Plant Record Has Lesson

for Contractors
Estimates of Capital Investment, Production Cost

and Plant Equipment Based op Analysis
of County Outfit

Highway contractors ivithout experience in the

production of washed and screened gravel stand

in grave danger of underestimatiny the task of

developing local pits to produce small yardages.

Records of actual experience by contractors are

lacking. The published operating records of com-

mercial and municipal plants are usually incom-

plete. They may be given a measure of useful-

ness, however, by analysis. Such an analysis has

been undertaken in the article which follows in

the hope that it will develop authenticated figures

from actual experience. The subject is of grow-
ing interest and readers are asked to contribute

any information which may help to establish the

facts.—Editor.

PIT development to produce washed and screened

gravel is not financially a light undertaking. The
technical problems also require judgment and foresight

in their solution. A screen and washer unit is ex-

pensive. The costs of pit preparation and of operating

rights are often large. Mechanical equipment for han-

dling material from the pit to the plant may require

a heavy investment. A fourth cost, which is exceed-

ingly important, is the wash water supply. Finally,

the task of estimating these costs is complicated by the

fact that published records of operation, which fit the

contractor's requirements, seldom include all the cost

items.

On all of these several counts, the experience last

year of Wayne County, Michigan, in producing washed
and screened gravel from a local pit will repay analysis.

Quoting from official records, an article in Engineering
News-Record, Nov. 27-Dec. 4, 1919, p. 944, gave the

cost of the producing plani at $7,200 and the cost of

production at 53c. a cabic yard. Later records, per-

mitted by a more comprehensive calculation, change
these amounts to $8,000 for plant investment and to

75c. cubic yard for production cost. In neither case

may the figures be accepted as true costs under ordinary

conditions, because in this installation certain items of

plant cost and of production cost either do not appear or
were omitted in the calculation.

Equipment

The equipment consisted of rotary screens surmount-
ing and delivering to elevated bins and charged by an
inclined belt conveyor from a ground hopper. Its out-
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put averaged 200 cu.yd. a day. All machinery was

standard and modern. Briefly it consisted of a l!>-in.

sizing screen, a jacketed 'l-in. and l-in. washing screen,

a sand settling hopper and an overflow chute. The con-

veyor was 125 ft. long on centers, and was fed mechani-

cally from the ground hopper. Bins, with chutes, a

conveyor trestle and a supporting frame completed the

gravel plant as a unit, which was operated by a 15 hp.

electric motor.

A small stream fed by local springs provided an

abundant source of wash water. The point at which

water was taken was 1 mi. from the washer and was

50 ft, lower than the washer foundations. The height

of the screens above the foundations was 30 ft. From
suction to deliveiy, the lift was, therefore, 80 ft.

Ordinarily a 4-in. or 4Uin. pipe line would have been

installed, but as the County had a quantity of 3-in. pipe

on hand it was decided to employ a double line of

3-in. pipe. The friction head in this line amounted to

nearly 80 ft. making a total head of 160 ft. A two-

stage 5-in. centrifugal pump having a capacity of 400

gal. a minute against 200-ft. head was installed and is

operated by a 50-hp. electric motor. In service, the ca-

pacity of this plant proved ample but not in excess of

the requirements.

Mechanical equipment for excavating the gravel and

chai'ging the conveyor hopper was not installed. It

was considered that the amount of gravel, about 10,000

cu.yd., required for the construction which was con-

templated, did not warrant the investment cost. Four

teams and scrapers, with four drivers and two scraper

holders, were employed. This outfit cost $42 a day

in wages or 21c. a cubic yard based on a 200 cu.yd.

output.

Plant Investment

In round figures the plant investment was $8,000.

This cost included all the machinery of the washing

unit except the motor; all the water supply outfit except

the motor; ] mi. industrial railway incline into the

pit, and certain other expenses of pit preparation, but

not the pit investment cost. Two facts are to be noted.

Motor costs are not included in the $8,000 investment

cost. A 15-hp. motor was required for the washing

plant and a 50-hp. motor for the wash water pump.

It was possible in this instance to rent the motors and

electric current was available at a moderate cost for

connections. Ordinarily the investment cost of $8,000

would be increased by the cost of the power units and

of making the necessary line connections, if electric

motors were used.

The second fact to be noted is that about $800 of the

plant cost given was required for pit development and

preparation, exclusive of the producing equipment. This

expenditure was required in a pit which had been

worked and for which, therefore, a portion of the de-

velopment investment had been made. It does not in-

clude the cost of gravel in place. In this instance a

pit rental of 15c. a cubic yard was paid and was charged

to operating expense. However it may be distributed,

the fact to be grasped is that there is always this

pit cost, either a straight purchase price or a rental

charge in some form, and it must be entered in an

appraisal of the cost of developing and outfitting local

gravel supplies.

Reverting to the production cost of 75c. a cubic yard,

it is essential to observe that this cost does not include

interest on the investment nor depreciation. Neither

does it include any overhead charge of the county

road department nor any charge for general superin-

tendence, insurance, etc. An additional qualifying fact

to be observed is that the pit-run gravel is nearly of the

proper composition for concrete aggregate and, there-

fore, there was practically no charge for waste. On
the other hand, this 75c. production cost includes a

pit rental charge of 15c. per cubic yard.

Having the broad facts concerning the Wayne County

gravel plant as stated, general conclusions are possible

concerning plant requirements, capital investment and

production cost. Warning is called against applying

these conclusions to specific cases. They are merely

indicative of general facts-

1. Except possibly in one particular, the plant de-

scribed meets the requirements of pit development for

a single-output concrete paving operation. A small

steam shovel and cars or a light cableway dragline

would have reduced the cost of excavating and handling

gravel to the washing plant, and for a greater total

output than 10,000 cu.yd. would certainly prove a justi-

fied investment. One fact to be noted attentively is

the magnitude of the plant for supplying wash water.

This is emphasized because to the inexperienced pit

man the volume of wash water required by even a small

gravel washer is surprisingly large.

2. The capital investment for the plant described is

given at $8,000. The costs of 1920 for the same
equipment would be more. Including the cost of motors,

which in this instance were rented, at $20 per horse-

power for one 15-hp. and one 50-hp. machine, we have

an additional investment of $1,300 or say $1,500, includ-

ing installation costs. A dragline of any of the commer-
cial types, say a i-cu.yd. bucket with a hoist equivalent

to a 7 X 10-in. double drum steam hoist, would add from

.$3,500 to $4,000 to the amount already given. The costs

given are low yet they aggregate $13,000 even when
using the smaller figures for each item. Roughly, i.

pit producing daily 200 cu.yd. of washed and screened

gravel, calls for a capital investment of never les;,

than $10,000 and often as much as $15,000.

3. The production cost at the Wayne County plant

is given 75c. a cubic yard including 15c. a cubic yard

pit rental. On the $8,000 investment the interest

charge at 5 per cent would be $400 and the depreciation

at 20 per cent would be $1,600. Based on a season's

output of 10,000 cu.yd., the interest and depreciation

charge would be 20c. a cubic yard. Adding reasonable

charges for overhead cost, insurance, waste, etc., the

cost reaches well over $1 a cubic yard.

4. Even at the production cost finally arrived at,

the Wayne County gravel plant was highly profitable.

At Northville where the plant is located, commercial

pebbles in 1919 cost $1.25 a ton on railway cars. It

cost about 25c. a ton to unload the railway cars into

industrial cars. At $1.50 a ton the cost per cubic yard

was $2.25. Besides this direct reduction of cost there

was the indirect saving of possessing always the con-

stant supply of aggregates at a time when car shortage

and other transportation restrictions made continuous

supply by railway a practical impossibility.

British National Debt
The total British national debt was reduced £234,-

000,000 from December 31 to June 30 last, the new
total being £7,845,000,000 ($38,177,700,000 at normal

exchange).

—

Commerce Reports.
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Hydraulic Fill at the Miami Conservancy Dams—II

Improved Sump and Pump Layout Reduces Losses of Head at Suction—Manganese
Steel Doubles and White Iron Quadruples Pump Output Life

By C. S. Hill
Associate Editor, Enginf-rring Nf-ws-Jlt-cord

WITH one minor exception of 150,000 cu.yd. of fill

placed by direct sluicinj? the placing of hydraulic

fill is entirely a pumping operation. Plant location and
design and pump construction and operation assume
great economic importance, therefore, under any con-

ditions. Having to pump a heavy glacial gravel con-

taining stones up to 6 in. size, causing great wear and
developing high friction heads, complicates the condi-

tions and raises pumping practice to nearly paramount
economic importance. Intensive study has therefore

been given to all factors and improvements of excep-

tional economic worth have been developed.

Plant Location—So far as a common plan of pump-
ing plant location could be contemplated for all five

dams of the Miami Valley flood-protection works this

plan has been to place main pumps at the toes of the

embankments and as the fills are built up to assist the

main pumps with booster pumps at higher levels on

the discharge pipe lines. Actual practice exhibits a

conformity with and a variation from this common
plan which are determined by the local conditions at

each dam.

On the plans of Fig. 1 {Engineering News-Record,
Sept. 9, p. 487) the circles and the arrowheads indi-

cate approximately the locations of the main pumps and

the directions of the borrow pits. At three of the

dams one location of the main pumps satisfies the re-

quirements of convenience to the borrow pit and of

moderate average lengths of discharge pipe line for

the entire hydraulic fill operation. Under 1,500 ft. is

the average distance of discharge at these three dams.

The character of the borrow pit is instrumental in the

three changes of pump location at Taylorsville. Here

the borrow pit is a long and narrow side hill cut

required to clear the earth overburden from the rock

cut for the outlet channel (Engineering Neivs-Record,

July 29, 1920.. p. 196) and the pump sumps have been

shifted along the toe of this cut as conditions required.

Changes of pump location at Englewood record the

effort to keep down the friction heads by hauling the

material by train to higher elevations before delivering

it to the pumps. Sump 2 is 33 ft. higher than

Sump 1 and Sump 3 is still higher by 172 ft.

The 1919 fill was made from Sump 1 and pumping is

in progress for the 1920 fill with both No. 2 and No. 3

locations, from the former for raising the 1919 fill to

elevation 850 and from No. 3 to fill the channel section.

Cross dam 1 has been carried up to elevation 850 to

make separate pools.

Sump Design and Pump Layout.—For the sluicing

operations at Lockington and Taylorsville, sump cor •

struction has been little more than a pit, walled in

and provided with a grating. At the hog-box installa-

tions for the other three dams more elaborate sump con-

struction has been undertaken. With the changes of

pump location at Englewood a development has taken

place in sump design and pump layout by which
smoother operation and larger outputs have been se-

cured.

In the original layout at Englewood, .shown by Fig.

4, the sump for each pump was an 8 x 8 x 10 ft. con-

crete box with a pyramidal false bottom of timber. The
pumps were .set above the sump water level, took their

suction through pipes inclined 45 deg., and delivered

their discharge horizontally to the toe of the embank-
ment, where a 25-deg. elbow shifted the direction up
the slope of the dam. As practice has prevailed in the

past, this layout was successful, but operation revealed

a number of faults

:

(1) Because of the shape of the sump the solids

dropped to the bottom and formed an inert mass from
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FIG. 4. ORIGTN.M. T..VYOTTT G.WE HIGH .STTTIOX HE.\D?

which they had to be sucked up by the pump. In case

the delivery from the hog-box was rapid the solids

piled up and then suddenh' sloughed down and buried

the end of the suction wnich condition caused some
danger of plugging.

(2) The suction was not efficient. The pumps had
suction lengths of 18 ft. and the center of the suction

as it entered the pump was 7 ft. above sump water

level. The pump while operating showed :vs much
as 16 in. of vacuum, equivalent to 18 ft. head. The
loss of head in the suction pipe was therefore about 11

ft., maximum. This was due in part to velocity head

and in part to friction in the pipe because of its length

and curvature and the shape of its suction end. which

was sCjUare cut.

(3) There were priming troubles. Ordinarily the

priming operation was simple, but occasionally sand
would collect in the injector and it had to be cleaned

out. In the aggregate, delays due to priming amounted
to a considerable loss of time.

Uneven feeding of the solids and danger of choking

the suction were alleviated to some degree by the in-

stallation of the rotary screen previously described,

but with the installation of layouts Nos. 2 and 3 a
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fundamental change in design was undertaken as is indi-

cated by Fig. 5. In this new layout the pumps are set

8 ft. below sump water level ; the suction pipe is straight

and horizontal and only 5} ft. long; a bellmouth suction

end reduces contraction of the entering jet and the pipe

supplying water to the sump delivers its flow in direct

line with the suction. Between the delivery end of

the water supply pipe and the bellmouth of the suction

the bottom of the sump has the form of a 21-in. circular

trough, the theory being that the current from the

delivery pipe continues through this trough into the

suction pipe and the solids from the rotary screen are

Discharge Pipe'-, ^
to Corv Pool |5(-]

SUCTION
INLET

Sec + ional

FTG.

Lonoifuol

;. IMPROVED SUMP PLACES PUMPS UNDER PRESSURE

fed into a living stream of water, which conserves to

some extent the velocity with which it issues from the

supply pipe.

With the new layout, loss of energy at the pump suc-

tion has been more than cut in two. Another saving

of head is secured by setting the line of discharge of

the pump at an an'?le of 27 deg. from the horizontal. By
this inclination the discharge pipe leads off from the

pump in a straight line up the slope of the dam. Con-

sidering suction and discharge together, the only devia-

tion from a straight line occurring in the travel of the

pumped material takes place in the pumo itself or is

incidental to the pumping action.

Sump design and pump layout considered for all dams

permit of general conclusions as follows: (1) Placing

the pumps under pressure from the sump, as in the

final layout at Englewood, with the straight line suction

and discharge pipe arrangement, is a m.aterial improve-

ment in which the continuing current of water from sup-

ply to suction through the trough-shaped sump bottom

is perhaps a contributing factor; (2) overloading the

sump, with consequent choking of the suction, is an

always imminent danger which has to be eliminated.

Means are provided by the rotary screen feed to the

sump when it is practicable to install this device.

Likewise a slip-pipe suction (Engmeering News-

Record, July 29, 1920, p. 234), as installed at Locking-

ton, helps to meet the danger; (3) access to the sump

and the suction is sufficiently important to warrant

the construction of the sump so that it can be drained,

even if to do this it is necessary to pump the supply

water; (4) in general sump design has not set the

limits of pump output; it has been set by the ability

to bring the materials to the sump continuously in

the required volume.

Pump Construction and Service.—Pump construction

has followed a development

from the regulation com-

mercial product to the high-

durability centrifugals now
in operation. While the

process of improvement is

still going on it will for the

future consist in refinements

of detail. The broad steps

in advance have been made.

Briefly characterized, they

are strides toward a much
longer output life of dredge

pumps.

A 15-in. pump was adopted

as the standard for all the

hydraulic fill operations. The

determination upon this size

was influenced by two main

facts: (1) A 15-in. pump
will build up the embank-

ment about as fast as it

seems likely that hydraulic

fill should advance and be

certain to settle and dry to

solidity; (2) a larger pump
would have materially in-

creased the difficulty of

water supply and disposal

The pumps are electrical!,

operated by 500-hp. motor-

at Englewood and 350-hp. motors at the other dams.

The Englewood and Lockington installations have two

pumps, not including boosters, and the other locations
'

have one-pump installations.

The first pumps installed had cast-iron shells and run-

ners, which had a life in pumping the heavy glacial

gravel of about 12,000 cu.yd for the runners and about

160,000 cu.yd. for the shell. The first development I

Was to substitute cast manganese steel, probably about

5 or 6 per cent manganese, for the runners. These

runners show wear at about 50,000 cu.yd. and can

be used for 100,000 cu.yd., but with doubtful efficiency

as this age is approached. Later a full manganese steel

pump was adopted and this gives a shell wear of be-j

tween 180,000 cu.yd. and 200,000 cu.yd. with a shell]

thickness of 2 J to 3 in.

Shell wear in the manganese steel pumps does not

pierce the metal; instead, after the shell has become

thin, it splits circumferentially. Repairs of split shells i

by placing U-shaped clamps at intervals and riveting aj

plate to the inside, suggested a shell design which in-

volves U-shaped ribs as an integral part of the casting,

the theory being that the ribs will hold the shell from

splitting until it wears much thinner than it has been

/5 Supply
Pipe
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wearing before it has split. In this new design in-

creased thickness of shell was also sought. To increase

the shell thickness was difficult if manganese steel were
used. This coupled with the cost of 26 to 27c. a pound
of the alloy steel led to experiments with white iron at

a local foundry. A shell of white iron from 4 to 5i in.

thick, with seven reinforcing ribs, has been cast and
installed. In pumping 150,000 cu.yd. at Germantown
this shell has shown a wear of not over I in., which
indicates an estimated life of about 400,000 cu.yd.

Experience with impellers has led to three accepted

practices, besides changing the metal from cast iron

to cast manganese steel: (1) Compensation for varia-

tions in head by using runners of different diameters;

C2) use of removable shoes and (3) scrapping the

runners or shoes as soon as a reduction in efficiency

due to wear begins to be evident. With the pumps
working against constantly increasing heads, as from
25-ft. to 150-ft., for example, power is economized by

increasing the diameter of the impeller as the head in-

creases. A 38-in. and a 42-in. runner have been adopted

as standards. The smaller runner takes a 38-in. and a

40-in. shoe and the larger takes a 42-in., a 44-in. and a

46-in. shoe. The renewable shoes not only keep the run-

ners longer in service but also accomplish the very im-

portant object of maintaining the pump at high efficiency.

A quick change of shoes when the efficiency begins to

drop down because of wear restores the runner to its

original efficiency. Experience has disclosed that there

is no economy in keeping a badly worn pump in service,

and the practice, generally speaking, is to discard the

worn impeller as soon as a material decrease in effi-

ciency due to wear is evident.

Control of Suction and Flow.—Maximum output is

realized when there is a steady flow;, to the capacity

of the pump, of solids into the suction and out of the

pump through the discharge pipe line. Unless this

condition is realized the pump is operating below ca-

pacity, or is operating under an overload with the pos-

sibility imminent of a choked suction or a plugged dis-

charge. It is therefore of the utmost importance that

the pump operator shall be continually informed as to

the conditions of flow, with particular reference to the

load of solids which is being carried. On the flood

control dam operations three methods of furnishing the

operator with this information have been employed.

(1) The first method, as it was employed at Engle-
wood, involved a control tower overlooking the sump
feed and screens. In the tower there were pressure
and vacuum gages, an ammeter, a telephone line to the

end of the discharge pipe and electric bell connections
to the monitor men and the pump men. Watching
his gages and receiving telephone information of con-

ditions at the end of the discharge pipe, the towerman
could signal for faster or slower feeding from the

hog-box or for more or less power on the pumps. The
weak factors were that the operator could not see

clearly the water level in his sump and that the gages
did not act swiftly and surely. In particular, a plug
in the discharge or suction pipe could get under head-
way before the gages would indicate that it had started,

and then frequently the information was too late to

be of much value.

(2) An electric indicator, Fig. 6, met the require-
ments of quick information of the start of the plugs
in the discharge pipe. Its operation is based upon the
tact that the first sign of plugging is manifested by

Copper benf
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FIG. C. FI.OW IXDICATOR OX DISCHAROK PIPE

a reduction in velocity of discharge. The mechanism
is a steel clapper working on a hinge and forming
contact at one end with an insulated wire running to
the pump house and at the other end with the jet from
the pipe. With a full jet, double contact is had and the
circuit is closed, and when the jet fails the top con-
tact breaks and opens the circuit. Lights on the circuit,

one at each monitor and one at the pump, indicate to
the operators when the flow is being checked by an in-

cipient plug and they check the rate of feeding solids

to the sump and throw more power onto the pump to
meet the condition. Objections to this indicator are
that it requires long electric circuits and has to be re-

moved and reset for each new length of pipe added.
Moreover, the indication is not quantitative; it shows
that the flow is greater or less than that for which the
flapper is adjusted, but how much greater or less it

does not tell.

(3) Regulation of flow through control of the water
level in the sump is the latest development. This was
accomplished at Germantown, and later at most of the
other dams, by giving the pump operator a clear view
of his sump. The size of sump is made such that
the water level responds readily to the demands of
the pump. In operation the valve in the supply pipe
is opened to the point giving the proper flow as de-

termined by trial. With an equal feed of solids from
the hog-box a speeding up of the pump causes a cor-

responding lowering of the water level in the sump.
Conversely, decreasing speed of the pump causes the

level of the water in the sump to rise. With a constant

speed of pump increased feed of solids from the hog-

box causes the water in the sump to rise and de-

creased feed allows it to lower.

In actual practice the pump operator kiiows that if

the water in the sump rises and the pressure gage
shows increased pressure at the same time that the

ammeter shows decreased electrical current his dis-

charge line is being heavily loaded. If, on the other

hand, the water level in the sump lowers while the

pressure gage showvs decreased pressure and the am-
meter indicates increased power consumption, then he
knows that the pump is handling less solid material. A
warning device based upon these phenomena has been

installed at Sump No. 3 at Englewood, where the operator

cannot see his sump direct. It is necessary only to

keep the pump man continually informed of the fluctua-

tions of the water level in the sump and with his gages

he can tell for a certainty what is taking place. The
immediate warning comes from the water level in the

sump ; the gages simply explain the cause of the fluctu-

ation.
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It was found by trial that the fluctuations of the

water level in the sump for ordinary working conditions

are confined to the top 2 ft. When the sump is full

danger of a plug is impending; when the water level is

2 ft. down from the top the pump is not handling all

the solids of which it is capable and it is up to the

monitor men to sluice in more material. (In practice

the monitor men have instructions to flush the material

into the sump as fast as they can unless warned off by

the pumpman). It was decided that indications of the

water level should be shown to the pumpman at 6-in.

intervals. To do this at Englewood, where direct view

of sump is cut off. No. gage solid copper wires i^ in.

in diameter are suspended vertically, the bottom of one

being at the level of the too of the sump, the bottom

of another being 2 ft, below the top of the sump, and

three others ranged equally between. These wires are

connected in circuit with incandesceni- bulbs in sockets

on the control board in the pump house, one above an-

other in the same* relative positions as the terminals

to which thev are attached. To protect the eyes of

the pv.mrt runner from the '^lare of the lamps- they are

incased in a box v/ith\ a ground giaBs front, the top

compartment beings red to indicate the danger warning.

The top circuit is alsa connected to a lamp on the giant

to give the monitor, man warning when the sump is full

and feed should be slackened. The arrangement of this

device is shown in Fig. 5.

Booster Pump Practice

In their essential dimensions and in their construc-

tion booster pumps and main pumps are alike. Prac-

tice in the location of the booster pump varies. At

Lockington the booster is set between the two main

pumps on the same floor and is connected up to work
with either main. At Huffman the booster pump is

located straight up the dam slope from and 15 ft.

higher than the main pump. Later two boosters will

be used set higher and farther along on right and

left discharge pipes from the main pump. At German-
town the discharge line from the main pump extends

diagonally up the embankment slope and the booster

is located on this line at an elevation 42 ft. higher

than the mam pump. At Englewood and Taylorsville

booster pumps nave not yet been installed. The pumps
as located have all performed the required work, but

further than this statement conclusions are not avail-

able.

The problem of synchronizing main pump and booster

pump operation has been simply solved by installing at

each pump an adaptation of wattmeter in addition to the

ammeter and the vacuum and pressure gages. If, for

example, the main pump operates on three fingers of

the switch board a portion of the current shunted

through the wattmeters swings their pointers to mark
three. Should a heavy rush of solids require the oper-

ator of the main pump to throw down another finger

the added current swings the pointers to mark four

and the booster pump operator, observing the change,

synchronizes his pump with the main pump by throwing

down his fourth switch finger. With reasonably alert

operators this method of synchronizationr has been satis-

factory.

So far as observed booster pumps show no differences

from main pumps in wear or operating troubles. At
Huffman it has been felt that the condition of pres-

sure on both sides of the booster has somewhat ui-

creased trouble from sand in the bearings, but this

trouble has not been pronounced.

Pump, Outputs.—Pump outputs which fairly represent

pump capacities have been recorded only during isolated

short periods of operation. In general it has been im
practicable with the means employed to bring to thi

sumps all the yardage that the pumps were capable o

handling. At all dams tlie pumps are operated twi

10-hr. shifts a day.

At Englewood, where two pumps "have been operatedv

an'd where the highest yardage records have been made,
a maximum of 148,000 cu.yd. have been pumped into

embankmfnt in a month. In one run of 8 hr. 48 min.

one pump averaged 522 cu.yd. per hour, and in another
5un of 4 hr. 51 min. one pump averaged 576 cu.ycl.

per hour. These are high records. At Germantown,
ocviratlng one pump, the rate of fill has been about

60.000 to. 70,000 cu.yd. a month. In one month the out-

nut was boosted to 91,500 cu.yd. and in another month,

January, 1920, due to cold weather, it dropped to 42,500

cu.yd. Under good weather conditions about 60,000 to

70,000 cu.yd. per month is being recorded at Locking-

ton and at Huffman.

[ Fart III, in next week's issu&, will consider (pipe fric-

tion and ivear and emoankment building. All xvork is

being performed by the construction department of the

Miami Conservancij District, Arthur E. Morgan, chief

engineer; Chas. H. Paul, assistant chief engineer, and
C. H. Doc'ier, construction manager. Much credit for

the success of the hydraulicking operations is due to

the division engineers at the dams. All of them have

given caerful thought and study to the problems encoun-

tered and have made valuable suggestions for improve-

ments in design. They are: Arthur L. Pauls, German--

town; H. S. R. McCurdy, Englewood; Barton M. Jones,

Lockington; 0. N. Floyd, Taijlorsville, and C. C. Cham-

bers, Huffman. G. L. Albert, hydraulic engineer, has

given special attention to the hydraulic fill instal-

lations and operations at all of the dams and -S. M.

Woodivard, consulting engineer, has offered valuable

advice and suggestions.]

IMi
1

Increase in 1919 Building- Operations

Complete returns made to the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey from the building departments of 141 of the larger

cities of the country show a large increase in building

operations in 1919 compared with 1918, according to a

recent bulletin issued by the Geological Survey. The

building operations in these cities in 1919 cost $1,302,-

998,607, as against $430,014,365 in 1918, an increa.se of

202 per cent. Much of this increase is due, of course,

to the increase in the cost of labor and materials, but

this does not cover all of it, for the number of permits

for buildings increased from 210,538 to 362,811, or 72

per cent. The average cost per permit or building in-

creased from $2,042 in 1918 to $3,591 in 1919, and the

average co.st of new construction increased from $3,309

in 1918 to $5,088 !n 1919.

An interesting fact brought out by the Geological

Survey's report is the large proportion of wooden build-

ings erected even in the larger cities, where, it may be

expected, structures of such material would be limited

by local regulations. Wooden buildings represented 67

per cent of the total number of classified operations in

128 of these cities, 73 per cent of all new operations,

and 69 per cent of all additions, alterations, and repairs.
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total conduit carrying

serious breaks neces-

New Concrete Conduit for Denver

Water Supply

Old Wood Stave Line Replaced by Concrete Pipes

Made on Ground from Local Material

—

Self-Propelled Pipe Layer

ONE of the first construction moves found necessary

by the City of Denver after acquiring the water

plant from the Denver Union Water Co. late in 1918

was the replacement of certain wood stave flow-lines.

Conduits Nos. 1 and 3, 30-in. and 40 in. in diameter,

30 and 18 years old, respectively, were found near the

end of their lives and in need of continual repairs of

breaks to keep them in service. For three days in 1919

the consumption exceeded the

capacity. In consequence any

sitated drawing heavily on

the single day's storage
within the city.

Late in 1919 plans were
prepared to replace 48,000 ft.

of conduits, Nos. 1 and 3,

with a 54-in. reinforced-con-

crete conduit. A contract was
let Oct. 31, 1919. for 10,000

ft. with a provision that the

city might order the laying of

the remainder or an additional

mileage of the pipe when the

10,000 ft. was finished and
money became available. Other
than local points of interest in

this new line are (1) a change
of policy as to type of conduit

from wood stave to concrete,

(2) a pipe making plant at

the center of the line utiliz-

ing aggregate obtained on the

ground, (3) a self-propelled

pipelaying machine.

Choice of concrete rather

than cast iron was based on
cost and the impossibility of

obtaining cast iron in the

time and quantities needed. Wood stave at the time the

estimates were made was one-half as expensive as con-

Crete for the same carrying capacity. Some of the v;ood-

stave lines 30 years old are still in service, although

reduced in thickness to a mere shell, but another line,

laid only four years ago, has reached practically the end

of its usefulness without extensive repairs. Although

poor lumber might be accountable for localized breaks,

there were places found by the engineers where one side

of the pipe would be entirely sound and the other side so

far gone that staves could be punctured readily by hand
with a nail. Alkali or some other chemical in the soli

was considered the cause of this condition, but repeated

examinations of the soil failed to indicatt> any areas

having a specially high alkali content.

In addition to the uncertain durability of the wood
stave pipe, the Board of Water Commissioners was of

the opinion that a municipality should adopt as perma-
nent a construction as practicable. Freight congestion

and the delay incident to transporting materials were
factors in the selection of the type of conduit, since the

time element was important, the engineers and members

of the board wishing to minimize the chance of a
serious water famine.

The location of the new line follows closely that of

conduit No. 3 on a 100-ft, right of way paralleling the

Colorado & Southern R. R. for the whole distance. This

greatly facilitates the distribution of the pipe, since the

traffic of this narrow-gage railroad is not heavy and
pipes can be unloaded opposite the point of laying.

A central location for the pipe making plant was
found near an elevated bank of gravel on the opposite

side of the Platte River. Switch tracks were run from
the railroad and connection with a crushing and screen-

ing plant was made by a 750-ft. aerial tramway across

the river, This tramway is shown in Fig. 2, and the

pipe yard plant in Figs. 2 and 3. Gravel is pulled into

H hopper feeding the cable buckets by a i-yd. ox-bow

.Scraper operated by a 9-hp. hoisting engine. The cable-

9-fvn Weighf on
Cable En(pl

K-

PART
750'-

ELEVATION

FIG. 1. AERIAL TRAMWAY HANDLING SAND AND GRAVEL

way is driven at a speed of 300 ft. per minute by the

engine that operates the crushing and screening plant.

The elevation of the gravel bank is such that the <"hree

cableway towers are about 20 ft. high and permit the

buckets to discharge into the crushing a^.d screening

plant 18 ft. above the ground. Because of the swampy
condition and the Tiearness to ground water all equip-

ment had to kept well above the surface.

A IJ-in. rotary screen 5 ft. long receives the gravel,

the rejections passing to a jaw crusher set to produce 1

\n. stone. Material which passes the screen, together

with the crusher discharge, is fed by a screw conveyor

to a flat screen, the upper 2 ft. of which has a 1-in. mesh

and the lower 6 ft. has 1-iii holes for the large aggre-

gate. The rejections from this 1-in. screen are returned

to the crusher. Thu» everything is finally graded, al-

though a few stones may pass tVie crusher a number of

times The sand is further reduced by sand rolls located

at the upper end of an inclined belt over the stock pile.

The resulting sand is exceptionally well-graded up to

i-in. size. Its six per cent clay content has a distinct

advantage in producing watertight concrete.
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FIG. 2. ELEVATED GRAVEL I'lT (IX EOKEGKOUND) IS CONNECTED TO PIPE YARD BY AERIAL TRAMWAY

Wheelbarrows convey the sand and gravel aggregate
from the stock pile to four mixers of 10 cu.ft. capacity

located in a row under an elevated cement shed. Cement
is hauled up inclines at each end of the shed by a gas

engine. Two mixers serve one side of the double casting

yard. They discharge into a flat storage pan feeding

l-}'d. conical buckets. The pan is made so flat that the

men must work out the concrete, thus giving a second

mixing. In effect a third mixing is given when the

conical buckets are discharged. Batches of only 3i

cu. ft. are mixed and the mixers are inclined to accen-

tuate the mixing action.

A steel gallows frame mounted on a 10 x 10-ft. port-

able platform propelled by a 30-hp. hoisting engine has

a cantilever head piece, the outer ends of which are

directly over the centers of the forms for the pipes.

This traveling crane, which was used formerly on the

Winnepeg aqueduct work, moves at the rate of 600 ft.

per minute. Each 10-ft. pipe with 5i-in. .shell con-

tains 3 cu.yd. of concrete. In the regular schedule,

operations on twenty pipes are carried out each day. In

the morning forms are removed from the previous day's

pouring. Twenty pipes three or four days old are turned

and rolled onto the skids. Inner forms, cages and outer

forms are set, and the copper expansion joints (held in

spiders) are placed. Pouring is done usually in the

afternoon. Every operation is in duplicate and is

carried out by the traveler.

The general layout of the pipe-casting yard is shown
by Fig. 3. It consists of a double row of casting slabs

flanking the 8-ft. track on which the traveling crane

runs, with 40-ft. skids of 6 x 8-in. timbers on short

piles outside of the slabs, the skids being elevated so

Ihat the pipe can be rolled directly onto flat cars. The

rolls for bending the reinforcing and the mandrels on

which the steel cages are put together are located at
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one end of the yard, between the two switch tracks.

Seven men are employed in putting the cages together

and can turn out twenty cages in a day. The supply

is kept only one-half day ahead of the pipe pouring.

Each pipe after pouring is covered with a canvass

jacket and steam is admitted to keep the concrete warm
and moist and to hasten setting. Steam is left on for

three nights during warm weather and the pipe are

turned and rolled onto the skids in three or four days.

Forms are removed in 24 hours. Twenty forms and 60

bases are provided, everything being in duplicate. In

15 days the pipes are delivered to the trench, where

several weeks usually elapse before they are used. No
sprinkling is done, as the density of the 1:1 2:22 mix

after the steaming effectually holds sufficient moisture

for the final crystallization.

The pipelaying machine, Fig. 4, consists of an A-frame
derrick with a bull-wheel mounted on a portable plat-

form 24 ft. square on which is a 40-hp. steam hoist pro-

pelling the platform forward and back over a track con-

sisting of three sections of 32-ft. 80-lb. rails spiked to

8 X 18-in. sills. The hoist also operates lines from the

ends of booms lashed to each side of the platform frame.

As these lines are used only for dragging the track

sections forward, the booms extend 18 ft. in front. The
40-ft. boom from the A-frame is a 16 x 16-in. trussed

stick and extends to the rear. A 3-in. shaft across the

front of the outfit has a niggerhead on each end for

handling the lines of the forward booms. When the

track sections have been moved ahead as far as possible

by the niggerrheads the rope from the end of the boom
pulls the section half a length forward until a clamp

can be put onto the center of the rail, the section being

then swung forward to place.

So much difficulty from irrigation and river water was
anticipated by the contractors bidding on the work of

trench excavating in the swampy, gravelly ground that

the city concluded to do the excavation and backfill. Six

4-in. centrifugal pumps belt-connected to gas engines

were provided. Except when the whole area was under
water from river floods, these pumps have been able to

keep down the water in the trench without difficulty,

although seldom less than three pumps are in operation.

Both excavation and backfill are done by J-yd. excava-

tors, using a ditcher scoop for the former and a skimmer
scoop for the latter. Where the trench passed through
swamp muck it was made with Sl-ft. cut and ll-ft.

cover. The slopes on the embankment are 11 to 1,

Pipe joints ai-e made with copper expansion joints.

The pipe is laid directly on the natural gravel, which is

worked under the pipe while it is still suspended. Soon
after the pipe is laid the invert joint or the lower one-

third of the joint is filled with 1 to 1 mortar, care being

taken to see that the copper overlaps the wire mesh
extending from- the spigot end of the abutting pipe.

Before the balance of the joint is made backfilling by
hand is carried up 1 ft. above the top of the pipe.

After this primary joint has set and the pipe has had
time to take settlement the secondary joint, on the inside

of the pipe, is made with finely ground neat cement
mortar placed with a trowel.

Tests under a 125-ft. static head, being that due to

the elevation of the water in the clear water basin of

the slow-sand filters at Platte Canon, are called for after

the line is in place. -^

Gate valves and blow-offs are set every mile. Where
there is no chance to place a blow-off, manholes are

FIG. 4. PIPELAYING MAGHIXFJ GROS.SING A RAILWAY

provided from which the line may be dewatered by
pumping. Manholes are vented through air valves and
are cast monolithic with the pipe, the reinforcement be-

ing attached to the manhole casting. To admit air when
draining the line, 4-in. ppies are set at each manhole in

addition to the regular air valves.

The work is being done by the board of Water Com-
missioners, for which W. F. R. Mills is manager. Designs
were made and construction is being carried out under
the general direction of Burton Lowther, chief engineer
and general superintendent. T. J. Lahey is resident

engineer in charge. For the Lock Joint Pipe Co., which
has the contract, the work is in charge of J. C. Mitchell,

general manager, and P. H. Gentz, superintendent.

Great Falls Development Might Block

Railroad Route

THAT the right of way of the Chesapeake and Ohio
canal is being considered as a low-level railroad

route was revealed at the hearing before the Federal
Power Commission on the Great Falls project. Objec-

tion was raised to any system of dams on the Poto-

mac, near Washington, which would occupy the entire

river basin. It was argued by Lafe Pence, a former
member of Congress, that the canal, when filled in,

offers the ideal short line route from the coal fields to

tide-water on Chesapeake Bay and would give an outlet

to the Western Maryland, the Norfolk & Western and
the Cumberland Valley railroads and would increase the

capacity of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R.

Representatives of the Pennsylvania Railroad ex-

plained at the hearing that present conditions preclude

any thought of transition from steam to electricity for

its lines in the Washington region. It also was stated

that no thought is being given to any plan for the elec-

trification of the terminal at Washington.

The developme'it of Great Falls was urged at the

hearing by representatives of the civic organizations of

Washington and by witnesses from near-by sections of

Virginia and Maryland. Representatives of the Poto-

mac Electric Power Co. opposed development of the

Falls on the ground that it is not commercially feasible.

The uncertainty injected into the power situation by

proposals to develop the Falls is having an adverse effect

on the power company, it is stated, which is called upon

to provide $1,000,000 annually in extending its steam

plant to accommodate the increasing power needs of

Washington and vicinity. Col. Charles W. Kutz, engi-

neer commissioner for the District of Columbia, told the

Power Commission that Great Falls should be developed.
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Concrete Track Ties and Electric

Poles in China
High Cost of Wood and Low Cost of Labor Make

Concrete Economical— Rods in Poles

Form Lightning Conductors

By Donald F. McLeod
Formerly of Chinese Government Bngineerins College

REINFORCED concrete railway ties and electric

L transmission poles are used by the Kailan Mining
Administration of China, and the following informa-

tion was obtained during an inspection of the process

of manufacture through the kindness of L. Demaret,

assistant engineer in chief, at Tongshan.

Several thousand ties of the type shown in Fig. 1

have been made and some of them have been in use

under heavy traffic for four years. The reinforcement

consists of old wire cable which has outlived its use-

fulness for hoisting at the mines. It is not believed

FIG. 1. REINFORCED CONCRETE TIE

that the cables have any advantage over ordinary re-

inforcing bars, but they are of low cost as the old

cables have only a scrap value. Wood forms are used,

composed of three planks held in place by clamps. The
concrete mix is 1 :2 :4, made with crushed limestone,

and the ties are cured by lying in water in shallow

basins for several weeks.

The success of these ties Mr. Demaret attributes to

the care that is taken in getting an even bedding on

solidly packed earth. He has found by experience that

a sufficiently even bedding cannot be had if ballast is

used. The concrete ties are cheaper in initial cost than

wood, and are used altogether for replacements, ex-

cept at switches. On new lines new ties are used at

first, until the roadbed gets well settled down under
the action of traffic. Any unevenness of bedding, such

as would occur on a new roadbed or with the use of

ballast, leads to cracking the concrete ties.

Bolted clips fasten the rails, the bolts passing through
holes cored in the tie, two at each rail seat. These
bolts have square necks fitting square holes in a plate

on the under side of the tie, the threaded ends extend-

ing through tie plates and carrying the clips and nuts.

The ends of the boltr are battered with a hammer to

prevent the clips and nuts from working loose, but
more especially to prevent them from being stolen.

A considerable mileage of high-tension electric trans-

mission line is maintained, all the poles being of re-

inforced concrete with structural steel cross arms.

These poles are of rectangular section, as shown in

Fig. 2, and the concrete mix is the same as that for

the ties. The 40-ft. poles are 14h and 611 in. square

at bottom and top, hollow except for about 20 per cent

of the length at the top, and have a shell 2i in. thick

reinforced with twelve 1-in. round bars and with flat

. 40' >,
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FIG. REINFOKCBU CONCRETE POLE FOR TRANS-
MISSION LINES

bands 1 1 x J! in. spaced about 4 ft. ?« in. The 50-ft.

poles are ITS and 71 in. square at bottom and top and
3 in. thick, reinforced with 16 bars and hoops spaced

about 5 ft. apart.

For curing the poles are covered with litter which
is sprinkled periodically. Some of the reinforcing rods

project from the top of the pole to serve as lightning

rods and extend below the base of the poles to connect

with metal plates buried in moist earth. Each pole

is set in a block of inferior concrete containing some-

thing over a cubic yard.

Forms for the poles consist of planks sheathed with

sheet zinc and held in place by clamps. The inside

form or core is hollow, except at the ends, and the

surface of the zinc which encases it is scraped and

soaped each time the core is used. There is no diffi-

culty in withdrawing this core, as it has a small screw

jack at its base pushing against the concrete shell of

the pole. A 40-ft. pole weighs something over a ton.

The poles are erected by the use of gin-poles and

ropes, the cost of erection not being a serious matter

in a country where a laborer, to work at pulling on a

rope or lifting, costs less than half a dollar (Chinese)

a day.

That this type of electric transmission pole is a suc-

cess is shown by the fact that in the many miles of

line there has not been a single case of failure and no

expense for maintenance, as far as poles are concerned.

Although there is much wind of comparatively high

velocity sleet storms (such as cause damage to trans-

mission lines in America) are rare and storms of damp,

clinging snow are practically unknown.

Cost Data

The dollar used in China was worth about nine-tenths

of a U. S. dollar, May, 1920. Portland cement obtained

from a mill near the mining administration's works

costs $1.50 per bag, but the bag is twice as lai'ge as

an American cement bag. Steel for reinforcement costs

about 4c per lb. The price of wood may be estimated

from the fact that an ordinary railway tie, 6 x 8 in.

x 8 ft., costs $2.25. The concrete tie costs about 60c,

but the rail fastenings cost over $1 per tie.

A 40-ft. concrete pole, as described above, costs about

$60, not inclusive of the initial cost and wear and tear

on forms. The poles are made by a Chinese contractor.

He has a forge to weld the reinforcing bars and fabri-

cate the bands, the reinforcement for each pole being

built up into a unit which is kept in place in the form
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oy means of little blocks of concrete. The extremely

reasonable cost of labor is shown in the fact that all

mixing is done by hand, and that the contractor's price

to the mining company for the complete fabrication of

a 40-ft. pole, including keeping the poles damp until

they set, is only $4.50 per pole.

Last of Federal-Aid Highway Funds

Become Available

THE last of the Federal-aid funds for highway con-

struction became available July 1, 1920. These

funds, part of which are derived from the 1916 appro-

priation and part from that of 1919, aggregate $100,-

000,000. This entire amount, eliminating $3,000,000,

or 3 per cent, as an administration allowance, is avail-

able to the states according to the accompanying dis-

tribution. Failure of any state to obligate its Federal-

state

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansa.i
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
I/Ouisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts. .

Michigan
Minnesota
MissisBippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Jersey
New Mexico. . . .

New York
North Carolina. .

North Dakota. . .

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania. . .

Rhode Island
South Carolina. .

South Dakota. . .

Tennessee ......

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
VVashington .t. . .

West Virginia. .

Wisconsin
Wyoming

Apportionment of
Last Installment
of 1916 Federal
Appropriation

$526,221
343,41 f

421,299
763,668
438,940
153,337
40.669

286.862
674,288
306.512

1,091,267
671.763.
720.332
717.811
487.939
340.558
240.058
216,750
368.197
722,917
710,522
431,889
846. '575

501.748
533,43'-,

319.086
103.710
296,889
399,617

1,242,973
569,763
384,057
926.562
575,620
394,038

1.147.987
58.314

359,005
403,945
565,478

1.465,400
282,394
112,519
494,418
361,157
265,038
636,236
308,429

.\pportionment of

Last Installment
of 1919 Federal
Appropriation

1,578.663
1,030,233
1,263,884
2,291,007
1,316,819
460,012
122,00'>

860, 58 S

2,022.8^3
919.537

3.273.801
2.015.290
2,160.997
2.153.433
1.463.817
1,021.673
720.173
630.249

1.104,592
2,168,731
2.131,367
1,355,668
2,540,925
1,305,243
1,600,306
957,258
311.129
890.667

1.198.851
3.728,920
1,709,290
1,152,171
2,779,685
1,726,859
1.182.114
3,443,960
174,943

1,077,014
1,211,835
1,696,435
4,396,199
847,182
337,558

1,483,255
1,083,471
795,115

1,908,709
925,287

aid funds within the specified time will result in the

reapportionment of funds thus not taken up. The table

,

given herewith shows the appropriations for each state

[' to the nearest dollar only.

fj

Public Works for Greece

A dispatch received in the State Department fi*om

. Athens recently is to the effect that the Greek Minister
of Communications will prepare for publication in the

newspapers a brief synopsis of public works to be un-
dertaken soon in Greece. Such works are said to

include the construction of railways, draining of

marshes, harbor improvements, irrigation work and
hydraulic plants. It is understood that the Greek Gov-
ernment will^ welcome American competition.

—

Com-
merce Reports.

Piping Oil from Havre to Paris

BY the provisions of a decree published in the Journal
Officiel of July 28, 1920, a French company, the

Compagnie Francaise des Transports de Mazouts et

Petroles, of Paris, has been granted permission to con-

struct a pipe lii e between Havre and Paris for conveying
petroleum oils from the former port to Paris and inter-

mediate points, according to a recent issue of Commerce
Reports. In presenting the decree to the president of
the French republic for signature, the Minister of Pub-
lic Works called attention to the fact that, owing to the

shortage of coal, it had been found expedient to use

crude oil for industrial and domestic purposes, and that,

in view of the difficulties encountered in securing proper
and regular transportation for oil, granting of a conces-

sion for the construction of a pipe had been considered

necessary.

Some of the provisions of the concession granted in-

clude (1) the use of public roads along the line traced

for construction purposes; (2) the pipe line must be

capable of transporting a minimum of 2.,400 metric tons

of oil daily; (3) reservoirs capable cf Jiolding a mini-

mum of 6,000 tons must be built at eacl' end; (4) plans

must be isubmitted to the ministry Tinthin two months of

the date of granting the concession, and within a year

from the date of approval of the plans the pipe line must
be completed; (5) a maximum rate of 46 francs per ton

is allowed for the transport of oil, anc/ such a rate must
be subject to increase or decrease by the Minister of

Public Works as may be found neces,?ary on account

of the cost of labor or other items entering into

the account; (6) the duration of the concession is 50

years.

It is stipulated in the concession that the headquart-

ers of the company must for the whole duration of the

concession be established in France and that the presi-

dent of the administrative council together with a ma-
jority of those holding powers of attorney, the account-

ants and more than half of the other administrators

must be of French nationality. Another condition im-

posed upon the company is that only French materials

may be employed. Permission to purchase material

abroad may be obtained from the Mnister of Public

Works if it can be proved that it is impossible to pro-

cure such material in France at reasonable prices and

terms of delivery.

The length of the pipe line will be approximately

125 mi.

Canadian Building Permits Show Increase

The Montreal Financial Post supplies figures of build-

ing permits for the current year which show consider-

able progress. In the seven months to July 31 permits

had a value of $68,-540,000 as compared with $35,656,000

in the corresponding pt^riod last year. Toronto is again

in the lead Avit.h $15,570,000, a gain of 82 per cent,

while Montreal permits represented $9,660,000 a gain

of more than 120 per cent. Fourteen cities of the North-

west and British Columbia reported permits issued

during the first seven months of 1920 having a value

of $21,671,000 as against $6,766,000 for the same period

last year. Winnipeg is well to the front with $6,596,000

while Edmonton makes a claim of permits of $2,083,000.

By the end of the year, it is estimated, the total value

of building permits in Canadian cities will approximate

$100,000,000.
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Quays More Economical Than Piers

for Comprehensive Port

Proper Freight Handling and Storage Demands
Wide Area With Manj-Storied Ware-

houses To Utilize Land

By F. T. Chambers
Captain. Corps! of Civil Engineers, U. S. N., Chief Engineer,

Port Facilities Commission, U. S. Shipping Boai-d

IN THE quicker turnaround in port is the greatest

opportunity for economy of ship operation, which is

the main commercial problem today before the American
shipper, and secondarily the American manufacturer.
It is a well-known fact that at the present time a ship

of only moderate size costs its operators $5,000 per day
in overhead, port and salary charges. Some months
ago the Shipping Board analyzed the turnaround of a

6,450 deadweight ton vessel in the port of New York.
She brought in only 2,713 tons of mixed cargo from
Italy and loaded only 3,783 tons of mixed supplies for

Archangel, Russia, and stayed in port 15 days. We
concluded that six days would have been an entirely

reasonable figure for the complete turnaround.
The analysis showed that such an improved perform-

ance would have saved in interest on investment, insur-

ance, depreciation, supplies, wharfage, wages, stevedor-

age, etc., $18,596.34 and in daily profits almost an equal

amount, so that by staying six instead of fifteen days
in port the saving would have been in the neighborhood
of $36,000. Putting it another way, in the nine days
saved the vessel at its rated speed could have been
2,376 miles on its next voyage, or if it had the same
saving on each trip would be in the way to make nearly

eight voyages across the Atlantic instead of six per

annum. Such savings are not only well worth having

but may well m.ean success as against failure otherwise.

The question arises: How can this be accomplished?

The answer: By economic construction and equipment
of the terminals on the one hand and their co-ordinate,

economic management on the other. The first is an

engineering problem, purely if not simply. To it we
will address ourselves.

It may be taken as an axiom that the wharf structure

mu?t be on deep Vv^ater or sufficiently close thereto so

that with a reasonable amount of dredging the required

depth may be had. It should also be plain that proper
access is to be had to the railway systems of the port

in question, for it is only by close co-ordination between
ships and railways that the best results can be attained.

There must, therefore, be room on the wharf for both
direct transfer between ship and car and for transfer

after classification between ship and car. There must
also be room for city trucks as well as local industrial

trucks to operate. Last, though not least, there must
be room for storage of mixed cargo in classified piles,

for it is not of bulk commodities that we are at present

treating. Mixed cargo or package freight must be kept

moving through the transit shed or congestion will

result with the entailed delay and loss of economy. The
transit shed problem is diff'erent from that of the

storage warehouse. If the goods are to be handled at

the best speed, high stacking cannot be practiced. It

may sometimes be resorted to, but it is not^reasonable

to assume that high stacks can be erected and broken
down for the same cost as those made hand high.

Furthermore, aisle space for trucks of all classes must

be maintained. In our calculations we have assumeo
aisle space of twenty per cent. It is, furthermore,
necessary for the best economy that the material brought
in or to be taken out by a particular ship must be
stowed in the transit shed opposite that ship. Again,
it is taken as a recognized fact that labor will maintain
its present high wage rate and that skilled labor will

be always difficult to get in quantity. From this it is

assumed that more and more we must employ the
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FIG. 1. PIER LAYOUT FOR A PORT AT JUNCTION
OF TW^O RIVERS

mechanical handlers already so successful in our fac-

tories and adapt them to the varied character of pack-

age freight.

All of these requirements make their several and indi-

vidual claims upon space, some larger than others but
all together totaling such an area that, if we start to

design a pier with berths on each side for ships, even

though we assume at once a two-story transit shed, we
find our pier growing to a width of several hundred
feet. Where land is valuable, as it usually is on a busy

waterfront, first costs under such conditions become
enormous and fixed charges for operation correspond-

ingly great. Under such circumstances intensive use

of the available area becomes imperative and loft build-

ing construction is indicated.

Short piers of moderate width can be operated with

fair economy but we must, where we can, get away from

the long, narrow pier construction into which some of

•our ports are drifting. It is not the writer's intention

to take a kick at a project already so thoroughly

assailed by port engineers as to make condemnation

almost unanimous, but the Staten Island piers now under

construction offer too good an illustration to neglect.

A busy street in a metropolitan wholesale district should

be as wide as the majority of these, so it stands to

reason that there is insufficient room for rails, storage,

etc., where so much through traffic must be provided for.,

Of course there are localities where none but pie

can be constructed within the means of the owner. Sue
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FIG. 2. QUAY LAYOUT FOR SAME AREA AS SHOWN
IN FIG. 1

Prepared by Port Facilities Commission, U. S. Shipping Boavtl

owners must effect the best economies of design within

their power but cannot expect to have the most efficient.

Railroads alone require running tracks as well as stand-

ing tracks on long wharf systems and in addition some
nearby full and empty trackage besides the proper classi-

fication yards necessary to each group terminal. Such

something else. Open substructure construction is ou';

of the question. Solid fill must be used and we have

not a pier at all but a solid tongue of land, surrounded

by a wharf or quay wall, in other words a quay system,

so expensive per square foot of area that the mo.st

intensive use must be made of it to make it pay—^just

as New York must build sky.scrapers on Broadway, so

must we build loft buildings on the waterfront.

Fortunately, there is good use for these lofts. They
are in the best possible location for a ware housing

business and until fully required for this ultimate pur-

pose are available for rental to jobbers, small manufac-

turers, etc. The first floors are for outgoing cargo, the

second for incoming, and those above for pure storage.

The second floor is so located that cargo coming from
the ship's hold can be handled thereon without addi-

tional lift and can be discharged by gravity to trucks

or railway cars below. The tongues of land are so wide

that the system once adopted and the plans drawn for

future expansion, all but the pat't required for imme-
diate business or allowed by available funds, may be

disregarded, the fill made only for the quay under

development.

The most modern construction in England is on the

quay principle and Dock No. 9 at Manchester is prob-

ably its best example. Here there are four-story transit

sheds practically continuous along the quay, service ships

on one side only, and having to each floor more area

for cargo than most of the best American piers can

boast as a total. They have gantry cranes, too, and

ample railway trackage both on the waterfront and at

the rear of the shed. The port of Hamburg, Germany,
offers excellent examples of a similar nature.

The Port Facilities Commission of the Shippir. :

Board has made studies and advised ports along these
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FIG. 3. TYPICAL DEVELOI'MENT OF A QUAY LAYOUT FOR A PORT
C.L. Traces

trackage cannot find space on the usual narrow Amer-
ican pier.

While lighters and barges play a prominent part in

port business, there must be available means for unload-

ing them into the transit shed. The merits of the

so-called burtoning method, using a combination of the

ship's winches with portable winches ashore for the

transfer of cargo, are recognized and it is not neces-

sary to enter a special plea for cranes as against

portable winches, but the latter will not lend themselves

readily to lighterage cargo and cranes will. The usual

American transit shed, constructed close to the string-

piece of the wharf, bars forever the gantry crane as a

handler on the waterfront of the pier, yet for eflficiency

some device must be provided for unloading purposes.

The sum of the spaces required for each of the fore-

going utilities, all of which are necessary to an efficient

whole, results in widening the pier until it becomes

lines and as a case in point there are offered herewith
two general plans laid out for the same property at the

junction of two rivers on deep water. The first, showm
as Fig. 1, was made some years ago by a prominent
engineer on the pier principle, with an industrial de-

velopment in the centra) area behind the piers. He
was unusually liberal in his pier width but a com-

parison of the available industrial floor area, on the

basis of six-story loft buildings, as indicated in the

alternative quay plan. Fig. 2, will show the vastly

greater floor area in the quay plan design. But best

of all, in the quay plan we have our storage directly

over our transit sheds, while his plan requires railroad

cars and tracks for all transport between waterfront

and storage. Not every dock lends itself to such a

plan, but there r.re plenty that do so. The whole shal-

low fore-shore at Bayonne in New York Harbor should

be devoted to such a plan, which would tap eight trunk
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line railroads at its rear. The Jamaica Bay area should

have similar treatment. Baltimore and Tacoma could

do the same. The cost would be large for the completed

project in each case, but only part need be constructed

now and the result would justify the expense.

We must do away with port authorities who are

satisfied with seven and a half per cent interest on the

invested capital, and look upon the port as the property

of the people, for the best advancement of the city and

country as a whole. The port of New York, for instance,

should be viewed as a national enterprise and not as

the chattel of Manhattan and Brooklyn. The result in

material prosperity to the port and nation as a whole

should be the ultimate goal.

The United States Government, through the Ship-

oing Board and the Board of Engineers for Rivers and

Harbors of the ^^'ar Department, is now authorized by

law to assist port development and an organization is

\)eing perfected to advise upon port terminal construc-

tion.

A Stilling Rack for Weirs

By George Sydney Binckley
Consulting Hydraulic Engineer, New York City

THE problem of securing a smooth and uniform

flow of water toward a measuring weir is one of the

minor aspects of hydrometry, yet from the writer's

observation it is one in which the engineer often

finds much annoyance and considerable difficulty. Al-

most any one who has had to do with the use of water

can let his memory run back a bit, and there will

come before him a series of schemes for stilling water

in a weir box, all the way from a number of baffles,

alternating top and bottom, to a floating mass of debris

held in place somehow on the surface above the weir.

Long approach channels, baffles where the water is dis-

charged into the channel above the weir, and many
other devices give more or less result, but none except

the one shown in the sketch herewith has ever been

found entirely satisfactory by the writer.

The device referred to, which I call a "Stilling-Rack,"

was the child of necessity as on one occasion I found

it imperative to provide a means by which, using a

very short weir box, I would be enabled to obtain a

reasonably close measurement of water discharged from

one centrifugal pump and one or two pulsating pumps,

all operating at the same time. These conditions could

hardly be worse, under the circumstances, as the tur-

bulence produced was not alone extreme but irregular.

Faced with this condition, I developed the principle

of this "stilling rack," about fifteen years ago, and

have used it with complete success ever since. In

its original application, under the circumstances de-

scribed above, the turbulence had not the slightest effect

on the flow over the weir, and the pulsations were so

minimized as to be easily averaged and corrections

applied.

The principle upon which this "stilling rack" is based

is extremely simple. The rack is composed, as seen

in the sketch, of strips of wood, placed with spaces

between them about one-third their width, or less, there

being three sets of these strips ordinarily (although

I have used more at times), separated from each

other by horizontal strips, at top and bottom only, and

nailed to these last, forming a unit which fills the cross-

SKETCH AND SECTION OF STILLING RACK FOR WEIRS

section of the weir box, and which is secured to it.

The vertical strips in the middle series are so placed

as to come opposite the openings on each side. In this

way the water is deflected in its flow through the

stilling rack.

In the cross-section sketch, it will be seen that the

obstruction to flow caused by this rack (exaggerated

in the sketch), is divided into three stages of head-

loss. Hence, the momentary variations of head behind

the rack, due to turbulence, cannot be transmitted to

the water on the other side, as the flow is through

these spaces from surface to bottom of the channel,

and momentary effects of turbulence must pass in

sequence and with rapidly diminishing result, these

different static levels.

Employing this "stilling rack," exactly as shown, an

astonishing amount of turbulence may exist behind it,

and yet the flow from its face toward the weir be

smooth as oil. The use of this device makes a long

approach channel quite unnecessary, and indeed it may
be placed in a very short weir-box, only a few feet

up-stream from the weir, and results will be perfectly

satisfactory.

The simple and very cheap device is so superior to

any other means I have ever seen employed for this

purpose that I feel justified in calling it to the atten-

tion of those who have to do with the measurement
of water over weirs.

Electrification in South Africa

Electrification of two sections of line on the South

A"''rican Government Railways, as the first step in a

program of electrification for certain important parts of

the system, has been decided upon by the Railway Ad-

ministration. The general program was reviewed in

Engineering News-Record of Jan. 29, 1920, p. 227.

The two present sections are the suburban line from

Cape Town to Simonstown, 22 ^^ miles, and the main line

from Durban to Pieter Maritzburg, 45 miles, the latter

being the initial part of the electrification of the heavy-

grade main line from Durban to Glencoe, 249 miles.

Multiple unit trains are to be used on the suburban line!

and electric locomotives on the main line. The estimated!

capital investment is $2,245,830 and $2,400,000 for thej

two sections respectively (at present rate of exchange).}

Merz & McLellan, London, England, are the consultii

engineers.
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Bensalem Ave. Bridge—An Essay in Ornamentation
Details of Design and Construction of a Monumental Concrete Structure for Philadelphia Park System in

Which Special Attention Was Paid to Appearance

CARRYING the Lincoln Highway across Pennypack
creek in the northern outskirts of Philadelphia is

the new Bensalem Ave. bridge. Structurally the bridge

is not particularly distinctive, except for the rib details

of the central arch but so much effort has been put into

ornamentation and decoration that it takes the place

main ribs resting on 12 x 18-in. projections above the

main section of these ribs. These slabs, as will be

noticed from the drawing, are reinforced with rods in

transverse frames, bent up at about the third point to

the upper part of the slab, and with continuous longi-

tudinal rods. The outside faces of these slabs are

K ^ar? /OO'-' >

ELEVATION OF BENSALEM AVE. BRIDGE ACROSS PENNYPACK CREEK NEAR i'HlLADELPHL\

amongst the notable of recent bridges. The crossing

is in one of the newest city parks and, in addition to

being on the main automobile route between Philadel-

phia and New York, is above a riverside road which it

is expected will be quite heavily traveled. Attractive-

ness to those using the bridge and to those passing by
or under it is therefore equally important.

The bridge is 585 ft. long, made up of a central

100-ft. arch, two approach arches of 60 ft. span, and
about 150 ft. of approach retained fill on each side. It

is 78 ft. wide with a 54-ft. roadway and two 8-ft. side-

walks with intermediate strips of lawn 4 ft. wide. The
hand rail is 69 ft. above the creek bed. Details of the

construction are shown on the accompanying drawing.
The two approach arches are of solid concrete of semi-

circular section with solid concrete spandrel walls and
earth filling for the roadway. The abutments are

carried down to solid rock in six buttresses, each 7 ft.

wide spaced 6 ft. 6 in. apart. The approach walls are

of gravity mass concrete section, with earth fill.

The central arch of 100-ft. span is made up of six

arch ribs of mass concrete of 1 :2 V :5 mix, each 7 ft.

wide and 2 ft. 6 in. at the crown, increasing to a thick-

ness of 6 ft. 8 in. at the springing line. The earth fill

of the roadway is carried on these main ribs and
reinforced-concrete slabs 15 in. thick which span the

sloped back in order to permit a free entrance of the
fill to the opening in the arch ribs. The slabs are of

1 :2 :4 concrete and the spandrel walls, which, as will be
noted from the drawing, are bonded to the outside ribs

by projecting steel rods and by irregularities left in the

top surface of the outer ribs, are of 1:3:6 concrete.

These spandrel walls are provided with expansion joints

at about the third point, as shown on the drawing. Dry
rubble backing is placed against the inner slope of the

spandrel wall before the fill is dumped onto the arch.

Details of line intended to add to the appearance of

the bridge include the use of heavy pylons at the abut-

ments of the two side arches, of lighter pylons at the
abutments of the main central arch, or quoin line mark-
ings on the pylons and voussoir markings on the arch

ribs, heavy corbels and added ornaments on the railing,

and special indent markings uniformly placed in the

triangular recess on the outer spandrel walls. The
approach walls have recess arches on the spandrel face

and are curved in plan at ihe approach. The main
ornamental details, however, are the four large pylons

between the 60-ft. arches and the wing walls. These
extend from the creek level to 25 ft. above the sidewalk

level on the Lincoln Highway. The top of each pylon

is made into a huge lantern by means of ornamental
iron work containing orange colored glass. An iron-

THE COMPLETED BENSALEM AVE. BRIDGE
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DETAILS OF THE MAIN AND SECONDARY ARCH OF THE BENSAI.EM AVE. BRIDGE

studded oak door opens into a guard house in each pylon

at both street levels. The two compartments are to be

connected in the future by means of a circular stairway

inside the pylons. As shown on the close-up photograph

the concrete detail of the four houses which hold the

lanterns is very elaborate and required an extreme

complication of formwork.

All exposed surfaces on the sides of the bridge were

given a scrubbed finish, the outside concrete being of

a different mixture than the body concrete and contain-

ing J,' -in. screened pebbles of a yellowish color. The

forms had to be stripped in time to allow the concrete

to be scrubbed before it became too hard. Extreme

care was necessary in judging the time to strip the

forms to obtain the desired finish, at the same time not

weakening the construction. Scrubbing was done with

ordinary steel bristle brushes and water, but generally

it was first necessary to scrape the concrete in order to

expose the pebbles. Form marks and imperfections

were easily removed, giving a uniform appearance to

the exposed concrete surface. The intrados of each

arch was rubbed with carborundum brushes and a

cement wash.

The most elaborate formwork was necessary to take

care of the several types of concrete ornaments, all of

which were built monolithic with the mass concrete

excepting the pre-cast railing. The concrete in the

overhanging coping, for instance, weighing 1,200 lb.

per linear foot, was supported on wooden brackets

bolted to the sides of the bridge by means of anchor

bolts, which bolts also supported scaffolding.

The 60-ft. arches were carried during construction on

steel centers which were used three times for each arch,

the shifting being done by rollers. The 100-ft. arch, on

the other hand, was built on timber falsework of suffi-

cient width to take care of three ribs, or half the arch.

This centering was supported on concrete piers in the

river bed and wooden cribbing, and was rolled on 6-in.

hardwood rollers, the power being supplied by three

30-ton hydraulic jacks. Three men were able to move

falsework, with additional men to replace rollers, etc.

The lower part of the falsework, consisting of nine

bents, was made into a truss by using horizontal and

diagonal wooden bracing with steel cables for tension

members. By this means the weight of the falsework

was concentrated on three points of support, neces-

sitating only three sets of rollers. The falsework was

used twice for the arch construction after which it

served as a scaffold for the use of the men who finished

the intrados of the arch.

The construction plant was described in Engineering

Neivs-Record, April 26, 1917. As originally laid out

it consisted of a central concrete mixing plant, guy

derricks, and an industrial track on which were oper-

ated cars for the distribution of concrete. The two

cars were connected by a cable and the grade of the

track was such that the loaded car from the mixer

would pull an empty car back into position for loading.

The mixing plant consisted of one large mixer which

was fed from overhead bins, these bins in turn being

loaded by a guy derrick operating a 1-yd. clam shell.

This same derrick also unloaded material from railroad
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FORMWORK UNDER HALF OF CENTRAL ARCH TO BE MOVED OVER TO THREE RIBS JUST STARTED
AT RIGHT OF ARCH

HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL LANTERNS AT TOP OF MAIN
PYLONS OF BENSALEM AVE. BRIDGE

cars. After the arch work was started the concrete was
handled from a 140-ft. wooden tower by spout.
The Bensalem Ave. bridge was designed in the

Bureau of Surveys of the City of Philadelphia and was
constructed when George E. Datesman was director of
the Department of Public Works and Chester E.
Albright, chief engineer, with Jonathan Jones assistant
engineer in charge of bridges. The architectural
details of the bridge were prepared by E. B. Baker of
the Bridge Division, Bureau of Surveys. The bridge
was built by Day & Zimmerman, Inc., of Philadelphia,

^OOKING ACROSS THE BENSALEM AVE.
CONSTRUCTION

BRILk-xE UNDER

with C. R. Camp as general superintendent of construc-

tion. The original designs were made when George

S. Webster, the present chief Engineer of the Bureau
of Surveys, held that position under a previous

administration.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

WHAT ENGINEERS ARE EMDING IN GERMANY

By E. J. Mehrkn
Editor. Knciinrrrh)/! Xi^rN-Ixrcord

IN A previou.s article the general conditions in Ger-

many were described. The engineering conditions

are not less interesting.

The war and the provisions of the Peace Treaty have

created new engineering problems. There will be coal

and raw-material shortage for many years, while, owing

to change in source, due to areas lost to Germany, many
of the materials will differ from those used before the

war. The composition of the iron ore, for example, is

apt to be different from that of the Lorraine mines,

the chief dependence of the German steel industry before

the war.

There is need, therefore, for the most efficient use

of coal and raw materials. For engineering materials

derived from new sources studies must be made to de-

termine the properties and to write new specifications.

These situations the German engineers have grasped,

and with characteristic energy are trying to find solu-

tions.

For example, a Bureau of Heat Economy has been

formed, under the joint direction of the Verein

Deutscher Ingenieure (the all-embracing engineering

society of Germany), the Association of Central Elec-

tric Stations and the Association of German Iron Manu-
facturers, to conduct reseai'ches in fuel economy. The
work is being pushed with vigor and reports are already

beginning to appear.

With the same general purpose in mind there has

been formed the Standards Committee of the German
Industries (Normenausschuss der Deutschen Industrie)

which, though organized less than two years ago, has

already published 160 standard sheets and has 400 in

process. Unlike the standardization work in the United

States the committee is dealing with manufacturing
rather than with materials standards, for in the pres-

ent crisis it is important to effect as quickly as possible

such standardization and simplification of design as

will save both labor and materials.

The attack has been begun on design standards, also,

because the Germans do not know definitely where
some of their raw materials will come from.

The standard sheets already issued cover a surpris-

ingly wide field, from tool grips, gages and wood screws

to window frames for small dwellings. Standardiza-

tion of parts for machine tools, automobiles, agricultural

machinery and locomotives is being studied. A sub-

committee has in hand the standardization of rolled

shapes, while a number of subcommittees are working
at high speed on the elements—doors, stairs, roofing,

plumbing, etc.—of small dwellings, of which there is

great shortage in Germany and on which much labor

and material must be used as soon as Germany has the

financial resources.

The co-operation which this committee is receiving is

extraordinary, and could not, I was told, have been se-

cured before the war. Now the necessity is such that

no one is appealed to in vain. The manufacturers ap-

preciate that small savings per piece, either in materials

or labor, make large aggregates.

At the great testing laboratory at Lichterfelde, Ber-

lin, I found the same keen appreciation of the part that

c ngineering must play in the restoration of German in-

dustry. The great laboratories are prepared, as one by

one the sources of raw materials are definitely known,
to make extensive studies on the determination of prop-

erties so that there will be little delay in giving Ger-

man industries full information regarding the new
materials. The research men there are pushing their

inquiries with the vigor that has always characterized

this great testing station, and I saw much work under

way on structural steels and on building materials.

Industrial Management

On industrial operation there is just as keen inquiry

as on materials and design. With its colonies lost, its

foreign trade gone, with ample labor but restricted

materials, close study is being given to the lines along

which German industry must be recast. In the past

Germany exported large quantities of raw and semi-

finished materials. The thinking is now directed toward

a diminution of raw and semi-finished exports and an

increase in finished goods. They want to market their

labor rather than mere materials.

There is intimate study of methods of management
and cost-keeping. Our experiments and experiences

with "scientific management" are being carefully

studied, and progress is being made in the adoption and

utilization of such features as seem adapted to Ger-

man conditions. For furtherance of management
studies and exchange of experiences, there has been

formed an Association of German Works' Engineers.

Already there are branches in fifteen manufacturing

centers, while a dozen questions, such as wage and cost

systems, making and use of time and motion studies,

have been formulated for study by committees and dis-

cussion at meetings. Employment methods, the influ-

ence on industry of the standardization of design, the

function and place of testing in industrial works, and

the lay-out and organization of factories, are other ques-

tions that are being taken in hand.

Another indication of the determination to use every

resource to the utmost efficiency is the extended study

being made of psychological tests for determining the

individual fitness for vocations and positions.

On the matter of costs and their effect upon the in-

dustrial future of Germany there are no illusions.

There are four factors that will increase the price of

German goods and make it difficult for her to compete

with Great Britain and America:

1. Shortage of coal and steel (imported steel will be

very expensive due to the exchange, which must con-

tinue adverse to Germany for a long time).

2. High wages (which must continue until supply

approximates demand).
3. The heavy public debt, which necessarily throws

a burden on industry.

4. The high selling costs due to the complete destruc-

tion of Germany's world-trade connections.

Realizing these conditions, the German manufacturer

is giving more and more thought to the production of

goods that are not only excellent but of a type not made

elsewhere, realizing that if he has goods of a type and
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quality not elsewhere ob-

tainable he can get higher

prices than if he competes

on ordinary types and quali-

ties. At the same time, no

possible means of reducing

production costs is without

very thorough study. The

effects of standardization, of

reduction in the number of

patterns produced in a given

factory, of specialization by

shops and individuals, are

being carefully studied. In

other words, not merely are

direct costs—labor and ma-
terials—being subjected to

critical analysis, but the

overhead as well.

But even these categories

do not exhaust the resource-

fulness of the German in-

dustrial mind. There is

extensive co-operation on

commercial as well as tech-

nical lines between the big-

industries. Common pur-

chase of materials, selling

through trusts and cartels, and other forms of commer-
cial co-operation are being considered with a view to re-

ducing the costs of materials and distribution.

In the work of restoring German industry the Verein

Deutscher Ingenieure is playing an important part.

This organization of 25,000 members has, as already in-

dicated, participated in the organization of the Bureau
of Heat Economy; it also played a prominent part in

the organization of the Standards Committee, and the

offices of both bodies are in the society's headquarters
in Berlin. It has also been responsible in greater or

less degree for the organization of the Association for
Metal Study, whose purpose is to make an extensive re-

search into the properties and uses of metals; of a

series of committees on the application of engineering to

agriculture, a movement springing out of the German
food shortage; of the Association of Building Construc-
tion Interests, embracing engineers, contractors, and
manufacturers of building materials, resulting from a

shortage in dwelling accommodation, and of the As-
sociation of German Works' Engineers, already re-

ferred to.

The publishing activities of the Verein are extensive,

so extensive, in fact, that it has recently organized a
publishing division, which is run, practically, as an in-

dependent publishing house. It is entirely under the
control of the Verein and has its offices in the Verein's
headquarters, but its business is kept separate from the
administrative affairs of the society.

Since the war the publishing activities have been
greatly increased. The pre-war publications included
the Zeitschrift (the proceedings)

, published as a weekly
engineering journal; Technik und Wirtschaft (Engi-
neering and Business), a monthly; a Year Book of con-
tributions to the history of engineering and industry,
and Forschungsarbeiten (Research Papers), which ap-
pear irregularly. Since the war the following publica-
tions have been started: Der Betrieh, which discusses

ON THR M'^ALCHENSEE HTDRO-ELECTRIC WORK IN SOUTHERN BAVARIA
On the left, two of the engineers in the cofferdam of the Isar ; on the riffht, the oppn canal

from the Isar to tlie Walchensee

all phases of industrial management and is the medium
for the announcements of the Standards Committee;
Technik in der Landwirtschaft, a monthly devoted to

the applications of engineering to agriculture (in this

enterprise the society has the co-operation of the Ger-

man Chemical Society and problems of fertilization, of

crop rotation and of every phase of scientific agricul-

ture are taken up, as well as the applications of engi-

neering to agriculture) ; Technische Zeitchriftenschau,

a monthly digest of engineering publications in all lan-

guages. In addition the Verein has undertaken the

editorial direction of a propaganda organ, supported by
some of the large industrial associations and published

monthly in German, English and Spanish. The edi-

torial section is strictly technical in character, the

Verein having made it a condition of its participation

that propaganda material of the usual type, exploiting

particular machines, designs, types and processes, should

not be used. In addition to these publishing activities,

the society's publishing branch is handling the publica-

tions of the Bureau of Heat Economy. All of the pub-

lications carry advertising and a force of advertising

salesmen is employed.

From this brief statement it is apparent that the

Verein has been su-cessful in its effort to become the

co-ordinating factor in the co-operative applied-science

studies and activities of Germany. Its work is carried

on with singular energy and foresight, and a high de-

votion to the needs of the German people. We (.and

English engineers too) would be inclined to doubt the

advisability of a technical society conducting a com-

mercial enterprise like the publishing branch of the

Verein, but from what I heard in Germany the techni-

cal activities of the organization do not seem to have

suffered.

It is apparent from what is here set down that Ger-

man technical development in the next 10 years will

deserve the very closest studv. German industrialists
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and engineers in the 30 years following the Franco-

Prussian war changed Germany from an agricultural

to an industrial nation. The genius, the patience, the

perseverance, the thoroughness that created that eco-

nomic revolution are still to be found in Germany.

What is more, they are now driven by dire necessity,

and realize that they must bend every effort to the new

and heavy task. If before the war Germany's technical

progress was rapid, it will now, under the new condi-

tions, be so accelerated that we can safely look for extra-

ordinary technical progress in the near future. From

the engineering standpoint Germany in the next dec-

ade should be the most interesting country in the world.

Deutsches Museum

For years I had heard the Deutsche^ Museum, at

Munich, referred to as an engineering museum of a

very unusual type. In fact, I had read descriptions of

it, but they had merely strengthened my original con-

ception that the institution was a museum, though a

museum in which the exhibits were wonderfully set out.

Our American conception of an engineering museum

is that of an orderly curiosity shop. Learning in them

is difficult. The collections are not invitingly set forth,

nor do the explanations (if any) lead one easily along

the path of knowledge.

The Deutsches Museum is not merely a museum ; it is

a people's university and laboratory, where the explana-

tions are inviting even to the man of average intelli-

gence, and the principal laws of science may be demon-

strated experimentally by the visitor himself.

Take, for example, the operation of a steam engine. I

have seen many sectioned, movable models where the

student could painstakingly learn the inter-relation of

the movements of the slide valve and the piston, and

follow the admission and expansion of the steam and

the discharge of the exhaust, but these sectioned dia-

grams are a Chinese puzzle compared with the appara-

tus in the Deutsches Museum. Here the visitor can

make the diagrammatic parts of a steam engine pass

through their successive positions; as each important

step occurs, such as the uncovering of the ports, and

the movement of the piston under the expansive force

of the steam, complete explanations appear at openings

adjacent to the pertinent parts of the diagrammatic

engine. A child of ten would have no difficulty in fol-

lowing and understanding what was happening.

In another room was a great variety of apparatus

where the visitor, be he a boy of fifteen, a student from

the Technische Hochschule, or a man of mature years,

could perform experiments demonstrating the principles

of the lever, the screw, the parallelogram of forces, etc.,

while adjacent were other pieces of apparatus where ex-

periments on simple applications of these principles

could be performed. The reactions of forces or loads on

a beam, the lifting power of various combinations of

pulleys, etc., could be studied. Similarly, there were

other rooms for experiments on sound, light, heat,

hydraulics, electricity, etc. In every case the develop-

ment of the particular art was shown by thoroughly ex-

plained exhibits, placed alongside or near the apparatus,

on which the visitor demonstrated the fundamental

principles. Each piece of demonstration apparatus,

moreover, was accompanied by a placard which ex-

plained with the utmost clearness the principle demon-

strated.

In general, in the explanation of its exhibits, the

museum is unexcelled. The placards made the asking

of questions or the carrying of guidebooks unnecessary

I wish that space permitted a description of some

of the exhibits and demonstration apparatus. In the

astronomical division was the best apparatus I have

seen for explaining the cause of night and day and the

seaso.is, a subject difficult to grasp without a model,

unless one has an unusual imagination. The ball rep-

resenting the earth, of a diameter of about 15 in., re-

volved on an orbit with a major axis of about 15 ft,

while a strong arc light placed correctly with refer-

ence to the orbit represented the sun. With the room
j

darkened and the earth revolving both on its own axis

and along the orbit, the reason for the variation of the

seasons and of the relative length of day and night was
apparent.

Also in this section were a number of telescopes of

different magnifications in which the planet Saturn
,

could be seen in the magnification proper to the particu- I

lar telescope and with its appropriate illumination, the

whole being fully explained by accompanying placards

While making a people's university and laboratory

of the museum the historical feature has not been neg-

lected. The development of processes and machines i>

well set forth.

The museum at present is housed in a building inade-

quate in size ; in fact, it has overflowed into a second
i

large structure. To provide it an adequate home there

had been begun before the war a great reinforced-con-

crete structure with a plan area of 100 x 100 m., sit-

1

uated on an island in the Isar. The structure had been i

roofed in when the war came, and there it stands today

in its uncompleted condition with the date for finish-

ing probably far in the future by reason of high costs

!

and material shortage.

The great institution owes its conception and its past

and present virility to a distinguished Munich engineer,
j

Dr. Oskar von Miller, sometime president of the Verein

'

Deutscher Ingenieure. In building an institution of

great value to the German people and German industr;

he has builded for himself an extraordinary and fit

ting monument. After it the engineering museums oi

the whole world may well pattern.

Hydro-Electric Power Work in Bavaria

While in Bavaria T had an opportunity of seeing under

construction an interesting hydro-electric development!

and of learning of the plan for creating in Bavaria a'

great electric-power transmission network.

The Walchensee hydro-electric plant is being builtj

under the direction of Dr. von Miller, the founder of

the Deutsches Museum. A lake lies in the mountain^

so near the valley that by a tunnel and a pipe line, both,

short, a head of 200 m. can be developed. The water-j

shed of the lake itself, however, will not be the sok^

reliance for water supply. An intake is being built onj

the Isar and from it 25 cu.m. per second will be taker

and led to the lake. The Walchensee plant will be used

to carry the peaks of both railroad and general powei

networks, and under maximum load will use 60 cu.m. ol

water per second.

Aside from the economy of the development, it ha;

great interest because of the fact that in the one powei

house both Francis turbines and Pelton wheels wilT"^^
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used. The four Francis units will be of 24,000 hp. each,

with speeds of 500 r.p.m. ; the four Pelton units will be

of 12,000-hp. capacity, each with 50 per cent overload

capacity, the speed being 250 r.p.m. The station will

supply current both for the operation of the Bavarian

railways and for general power supply. The Pelton-

wheel units will supply the railway power, and were

selected for this service because of the greater ease

of regulation under the heavy fluctuations in current de-

mand expected in railway work. The Francis units,

on the other hand, will supply the general transmission

network, where the fluctuations will not be violent. The

Pelton wheels will operate single-phase generators,

while the Francis units will drive 3-phase machines.

In addition to the Walchensee plant the Bavarian

Government has under development four low-head plants

on the Isar, near Munich, which will generate a total

of 170,000 hp. They, likewise, will be connected into

the Bavarian power net.

Power Network

This power net, which will be owned and operated by

the government, will have 1,200 km. of main transmis-

sion line, operated at 110,000 volts. The main lines will

extend from the Walchensee plant, which is in the

Bavarian Alps (south of' Munich), to the northern

boundary of the state. A secondary network will oper-

ate at a pressure of 50,000 volts, while the local trans-

missions will be at 10,000 or 15,000. Into these net-

works all of the plants of Bavaria are to be connected,

save those which, from motives of economy, will be
dismantled. Where plants are not acquired by the

state they will be compensated for the current they
will deliver to the system. With the water power being

developed at Walchensee and on the Isar and the econ-

omies resulting from the inter-connection of all large

stations, it is expected that a large saving of coal will

be effected, a very vital matter in view of the coal

shortage with which Germany will have to contend for

many years.

The design and construction of the transmission net-

work is likewise under the direction of Dr. von Miller.

The work is an evidence of the spirit in which Ger-
many is endeavoring to make the best of the severe con-
ditions that have followed the close of the war.

Berlin, July 27.

Typhoid Castles in Sometown
In the first of a series of popular pamphlets entitled

"Sometown," designed to promote the introduction of
sewers in backward communities, tne Clay Products
Association, Chamber of Commerce Building, Phila-
delphia, discourses briefly about "typhoid castles along
the back alleys." Thus:
"A good deal might be said about these typhoid

castles, but you know just what sort they were. Every-
body had one at the back of his lot. They made a

j
picturesque architectural perspective along both sides
jOf the alley as ornamental as a row of tin cans on a
dump. They leaked rain and snow and bad smells, and
if the holes in the ground under them filled up with
'water they leaked filth; but principally the leaked
flies—flies that could come in and go out whenever they

,

chose and carry their filthiness wherever a fly would
naturally like to go—which seemed to be everywhere in

Sometown."

Hydraulics of the Intake to a Pipe Drop
By Georgf Henry Ellis

Great Fall.s, Mont.

THE Pishkun pipe drop on the Sun River Project of

the U. S. Reclamation Service has an intake, the

hydraulic properties of which have been determined by

current-meter measurement in the canal just above the

intake. Here is located one of the measuring stations

^W.S.Q'2500c.f.s.— —MJWQmcgnp

HALF PLAN -HALF SECTION B-B

FK;. 1. INTAKE TO PISHKUX PIPE DROP



Engineering Literature
A REVIEW OF BOOKS AND A LISTING OF NEW PUBLICATIONS

Useful Data Gathered by Public Officials

Should Be Published
By Ruth Canavan

Librarian for INIetcalf & Eddy. Boston, Mass.

Throughout the past decade there has been an in-

creasing tendency on the pai-t of states and municipali-

ties to curtail the printing of departmental reports,

either through failure to grant appropriations or by so

restricting the length of such publications as to exclude

all detailed data of value. Upon the outbreak of the

war this tendency gave place to a definite policy of

economy, justifiable under war conditions, but deplor-

able as a permanent practice. It has been advocated

apparently upon three grounds: High cost of printing;

dearth of assistants ; belief that the reports were not of

general usefulness.

As exemplifying the effect which this policy has had

there may be quoted a portion of two letters received

in 1918. The first extract is from a state board of

health in the Middle West, which has been wont to pub-

lish its reports in detail: "We are sending you a copy

of the annual report of ... . for 1915. This is

the last report that will be published in separate form

as the .... General Assembly has stopped the

publication of all state reports except such as are in-

cluded in the volume known as' . . . . This depart-

ment has done fine work in the field of sanitation and its

reports have been widely read, but the volume referred

to is merely a compilation of statistics." The second

letter from the head of the state board of health

in New England contained this statement: "I re-

gret to state that the Printing Commission have not

yet published our reports for the years 1913, 1914, 1915

and 1916. A change in personnel occurred in this office

on ... . whereby Dr. X was replaced by Dr. Y."

It was subsequently determined that "the reports be-

tween the years 1912 and 1917 will never be printed."

That the municipalities have also suffered is shown
by a reply received from the city engineer of a southern

municipality which for six years has operated a sew-

age-works of exceptional interest: ".
. . . the city

has never seen fit to publish any data on the sewage

plant; much to my regret." And an oflScial of an east-

ern city with a population of over 700,000 advises: "In

any case, the reports issued by this city are not in de-

tail and I think the information given would be of little

use to you."

While this policy of economy may have been justi-

fied by the exigencies of the war period it has resulted

in a deplorable dearth of printed data and in correspond-

ing duplication of work. It is a short-sighted policy not

only in that it deprives the engineering profession at

large, and hence those places which its members are

called upon to serve, of the results of investigations and

operating experience, but also because it reacts upon

the morale of employees of the city or state pursuing it.

An investigation to meet some specific need is made.

The problem is solved and the data which enabled its

solution, instead of being worked up for publication, are

filed away in the form of computations and rough draft
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notes. The problem in all probability becomes a matter
of record, but the basic information upon which its so-

lution depended is buried in the archives. Possibly

should the same situation arise anew, those immediately
concerned in meeting it in the first instance might be
able to unearth the original computations or notes, but

changes in personnel occur and the original notes, as-

suming they could be found, might prove quite unin-

telligible to all except the one who wrote them. This
leads to a repetition of the work and hence to duplica-

tion of expense; in fact, it may mean more than dupli-

cation, since an investigation carried on in 1918 would
be obviously more costly, on account of advances in sal-

aries, railroad fares, etc., than one made ten years pre-

viously. But it is interesting to note that the same
finance committee which has refused to grant the ap-

propriation necessary for printing the information, and
thus making it a matter of permanent record, will un

wittingly, in its general appropriation for departmental

expenses, include sufficient funds to cover the cost of this

unnecessary repetition of work.

There is also to be considered the demoralizing in-

fluence upon the work of the department employee,

where the results of his investigations are never to get

into print. He feels that he has lost all individuality.

From the accumulated evidence he deduces his findings

and dutifully makes his recommendations. But his con-

clusions, in all probability, are not as comprehensive or

as carefully formulated as they would be were the re-

port written with the knowledge that it was to be

printed. While he personally may derive benefit from

the results of his investigations, the state of the art

does not feel the quickening influence of the local ad-

vance, nor are others elsewhere stimulated to carry this

advance further.

This willingness to share the results of his experi-

ence and to do all he individually can toward the ad-

vancement of knowledge in his particular branch of the

profession, is one of the finest traits of the engineer. It

is a desire which should not be thwarted—for the sake

of the individual, for the sake of the profession, for

the sake of the country.

How then may this desire be fostered? There have

been instances of an apparent lack of sympathy on the

part of the chief of the department with the desire of

his subordinates to work up and publish the results of

their individual efforts. In this connection it must be

remembered that the creditable work of the employee

reflects credit upon the department, and hence upon its

chief.

If appropriations for printing matter of scientific

and practical value are refused, obviously the depart-

ments cannot issue such reports. They can, however, see

to it that the results of investigations are worked up in

sufficient detail and so filed and indexed as to make

them of permanent value; they can give publicity,

through the engineering press, to the fact that inves-

tigations along certain lines are in progress or have.

been consummated; and, above all they can encourage,,

or even require, that those in their employ prepare each.
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year for publication in the engineering periodicals or

the society journals, the more significant of their find-

ings. By so doing, city and state departments will not

only stimulate the interest and endeavor of their em-
ployees but will render valuable service to the engi-

neering profession and the public.

Gillette a Decade Ahead of His Time
Reviewed By Henry D. Hammond

District Engineer, The Lakewood Engineering Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio

EARTH WORK AND ITS COST: A Handbook of Earth Exca-
vation—By Halbert Powers Gillette, Editor of Engineering and
Contracting, M. Am. Soc. C. E., American Ini^titute of Mining
Engineers, etc. Third Edition. New York and London : McGrjiw-
Hill Book Co., Inc. Flexible Cover: 5 x 7 in. ; pp. 1346: illus-
trated. $6.

One is tempted to call this work by its proper name

—

a carelessly assembled collection of almost useless in-

formation—and let it go at that. But neither the sub-

ject, nor the book nor yet the author can be dismissed

so lightly, if only for one reason. Gillette is a pioneer.

He is attempting to publish something the material

for which does not as yet exist—a complete treatise

on the cost of many solutions to a large number of

earth-handling problems. Yet, although pioneering is

always tough on someone, it is most necessary, especially

in the field of cost information, for the writer is not

one who holds that the time will always be when
accurate costs cannot be published and profitably used

by others, to the great benefit of contracting. Indeed,

it is a sign of the times to see works of this character

appearing at all, regardless of the value of the works

themselves. We have to begin somewhere.

But, in order that the pioneering effort listed above

may perhaps be less dangerous to engineers and would-

be contractors who may happen to read this notice,

and in order to set a standard for future efforts in the

same direction, it is proper, and in no way hostile or

destructive, to mention some of the more glaring de-

fects of this, the third edition of Mr. Gillette's earth-

work handbook.

Although it is true, as stated by the author in the

preface, that the value of cost information, ils not

affected by age, so long as it is in terms of man-hours,

and so long as the conditions are similar to work being
done today, how much of the information in this work,
ranging from ten to twenty years old, can pass this

test? Very little, we fear. In fact, a great proportion
of it can never be converted into man hours, the oppor-

tunity for that having been lost years ago when it was
recorded and the job promptly forgotten. In instance
after instance one or more quantities without which
the equation is indeterminate are not given. Mr. Gil-

lettf set out to publish cost data, and when the best were
not available, he took second-best, so to speak, to break
the ice. In fact, very second-best. In one instance
so much so that he omits the information altogether as
being quite indeterminate, and apologizes for doing so.

The only way in which such costs can be utilized by
an engineer or other estimator is by taking here and
there a bit of information which throws light on some
unfamiliar condition, in a problem where the remain-
ing factors are already determined. Of course, to say
this much for the book is to accord it usefulness which
justifies its publication. Then, too, it is almost the
only available collection of data published within the
last ten years.

The next most serious fault is the too great depend-
ence upon Mr. Gillette's own paper, Engineering and
Contracting, for quotations. A page count would per-
haps reveal far more than half the book is quotations
and extracts from that journal. In many instances
new and blushing authors have been quoted without
even removing the hair-moustache of the article—the
well-known opening paragraph in which the writer tells

the gaping world, "this is what you have been wait-
ing for." Such editorial carelessness cannot be over-
looked, even in Mr. Gillette.

The section of the work on steam shovels is taken
almost whole from a report made years ago by Mr.
Gillette's colleague, Richard T. Dana, to the Bucyrus
Company, and contains at once the most practical data
and some of the most doubtful-looking theory of the

volume. This section will be found scant on the subject

of revolving shovels as applied to modern highway
work, but that was only to be expected. Such work is

too new for a treatise which deals exclusively in pre-

war costs, with occasional admonitions to the reader

that "things have gone up one to two and a half times."

The portion of the book dealing with grab buckets is

deficient in information, not even distinguishing the

wheel, arm and sheave types of bucket, and giving little

discoverable information on the rate of handling loose

material with these tools. In discussing hydraulic

dredges, the largest and most efficient ever built—those

used on the Toronto harbor improvement, which hold

by wide margins all records for any type of excavating
tool—are entirely overlooked, though other "record"

data are included in the work. Other gaps might be
mentioned, and will be noticed by experienced readers
in each line.

In brief, then, the work needs the inclusion of real

costs, which are very rare in published form, since

contractors are loath to part with them ; needs far better

editing, with reduction of its information to man-hours
instead of to dollars on an obsolete money scale, and
needs to be more complete. All of which will come
with time.

But it must be borne in mind that this will take time,

and that the real reason why contractors do not publish
their costs is a sound one. The root of this reason
must be cured before real published costs are available.

The trouble is that there are too many engineers and
would-be contractors who are no more fitted to use the
best of costs than a high-school graduate is competent
to calculate the orbit of Halley's comet. Tnis has been
demonstrated so many times that it is patent to con-
tractors. Costs, in the hands of such, are useless as
Granville's Calculus is to a Hottentot. Worse, they are
almost sure to prove destructive to some contractor.
P'ortunately, this class of engineer is being gradually
eliminated, and the day will come when no one will be
permitted to employ cost data in disposing of other
people's money who cannot prove his competence to do
so, just as no railroad would today commission a sur-
veyor to design a Hell-Gate arch.

It is in anticipation of that day that the work cited

is issued; and the writer of this notice, for one, hopes
that, with all its necessary drawbacks, it may prove to
do more good than harm, and that it may be the pre-
cursor of something more worth while to be published
in the future.
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Higher Mathematics for Engineers

Reviewed by Caleb Mills Saville

Manapcr and Chief Knpineer. Water Department,
Hartford. Tonn.

MATHEMATICS FOR ENGINEERS, PART II—By W. N. Rose.
B.Sc. Eng. (London). Late Lecturer in Engineering Mathe-
matics at the University of London Goldsmiths' College, Teacher
of Mathematics. Borough Polytechnic Institute. New York:
E. P. Dutton & Co., Cloth; 6 -x 9 in.; pp. 419; illustrated. $7.

The second volume of "Mathematics for Enfineers,"

like the first, is intended to occupy a position midway
between a theoretical treatise and a practical exposition

of the uses of some of the high mathematics for the

everyday problems of engineering work. The first

volume (Evgineering New!<-Record, May 15, 1919, p.

980). was confined to the more elementary mathematical

processes of algebra and trigonometry, mensuration of

solids, including conic sections, graphs and charts. The

second volume, excepting a chapter on spherical trig-

onometry and another on mathematical probability, is

devoted to the calculus, both differential and integral.

The subject matter in both volumes is well presented and

the practical method of handling the calculus in the

second volume should be of especial value to those who,

in student days, learned to apply this most useful tool

by rule with little understanding of its possibilities and

practical application. Prof. John Perry once said that

the engineer should be taught to use calculus with the

same ease that he does a chisel or a file. Few engineers

do so handle it, but the expositions set forth in this

book should go a long way toward an end so greatly to

be desired in these days of conservation of time and

energy.

The book is written from an English engineer's stand-

point and many of the examples given are not of the

type which would appeal most to American readers—as,

for example, a problem to find the ratio of armament

to displacement in a 21-knot battleship. However, the

principles are plainly brought out and the only criticism

is failure to hold attention by means of more familiar

application. In Chap. 1 an excellent graphical exposi-

tion is given of the methods of calculus, and this should

go a very long way in clearing up those doubts which

persist in many minds of just how to translate problems

in X, y and z into such shape as to solve practical prob-

lems, such as finding the head lost in friction when the

horsepower transmitted by the main is a maximum.

Such problems as this it is the purpose of the book to

present in a manner that clearly shows not only their

solution but also the practical application of the

principles involved. The book comprises 13 chapters, all

but two of which, as stated above, are devoted to the

calculus in its various forms and methods. There are-

chapters on differentiation, including an introduction,

functions, rules and applications; two chapters on

integration, with a short table of integrals. Mean

values, and polar co-ordinates have a chapter each.

Simple differential equations and applications of the

calculus receive quite complete treatment, and a short

chapter is devoted to harmonic analysis. These, together

with chapters on spherical triangles and mathematical

probability complete the list.

Mathematical treatises, including those particularly

designated for "Engineers," for the most part are of

interest and value (1) to students in engineering

shools. and (2) to designing engineers solving prob-

lems for construction work. The matter in the book

under review, however, should be of practical use and

benefit to a much larger class and is well worth inclu-

sion among the reference books of the library of the 1

practicing engineer to help him to solve some of his

problems more easily and accurately than by approx-
imate methods of arithmetic or the longer route o|

algebra.

British and American Viewpoints

Reviewed by R. Fleming
American Bridge Co., New York City

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK: Relating Principally to the Cor
.struction of Steel-Framed Buildings—By Ernest G. Beck. Wh.
Ex., Assoc. M. Inst. C. E. New York and London: Longmans,
Green & Co. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 462 ; illustrated. $7.50.

The 13 chapters of this somewhat bulky volume are

entitled: Materials, Stresses and Riveted Work;
Elastic Lines and Deflections; Stanchions Axially

Loaded; Stanchions Braced in Groups; Stanchions

Laterally and Excentrically Loaded; The Design of

Stanchions; Beams and Girders; Roof Trusses; Roof
Trusses with Knee-Braces; Examples of Knee-Braced
Roof Trusses; Roof Trusses with Knee-Ties; Multiple-

Bay Knee-Braces; Design of Roof Framing. A few
tables and an index complete an octavo book of nearly

500 pp.

The author is verbose and often gives pages to a

topic which an American author would cover in a few

lines, if he discussed it at all. For instance, the chapter

of 25 pages on roof trusses with knee-ties is given to

knee-braces made of flat bars and capable of acting only

as ties.

A college professor of structural engineering would

be interested in the novel prese%tation of the Section

Modulus, Moment of Inertia and Radius of Gyration.

He might also wish to examine critically the chapter on

columns laterally and eccentrically loaded in which the

author believes he has given the first published correct

investigation of the probable distribution of the wind

force between the two columns of a building bent.

An American manufacturer would protest vigorously

if asked to follow some of the details shov^m. Angle?

are bent romorselessly. (See Fig. 99, 100, 101, 121.)

It may be said that most British textbooks show angle.'

bent in ways that would not be tolerated in Americar

shops. In discussing a channel column laced with 2h >

i-in. flats and l-in. rivets (Fig. 42) the author says

"Some designers also use one rivet instead of two when

the lacing bars meet on the channel flanges, lapping

the bars instead of butting them. This the authon

strongly disapproves, on account of the extremeh

severe loading thrown upon the single rivet." Thi:

detail is not uncommon in Great Britain—it is showi

also in Morley's classic "Theory of Structures."

Many of the methods of calculation throughout th(

book are not workable in actual practice. This, witl

its narrow scope, confirms the reviewer in his opinioi

that to an American engineer the book is of little value

either for practical guidance or for reference.

In strong contrast to the reviewer's conclusion ar

the opinions expressed in the book reviews of Britisl

periodicals. The staid Engineering makes two or thre.

trifling criticisms and ranks the book, "a very excellen

piece of work." It also says: "This book will be foun(

distinctly useful to those engaged in practical design

". . . for sound good sense the author's treatmen

of his subject will be hard to beat." The Surveyo

concludes its notice with: "It is a very practical an
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useful book, and with the great expansion of industrial

workshops to which we are looking forward, it should

prove of great value to designers of steelwork, whether
as engineers, architects or students." The Practical

Engineer says but little, but that little is not unfavor-

able. The Technical Review is somewhat discriminating

and concludes with: "We can commend this work to

the man who is not satisfied to use the ordinary tables

and desires to understand how the formulae in general

use have been obtained. If he is equipped with ade-

quate mathematical training, he will then find this work
a very useful guide." Mechanical World concludes

its review with: "The book is one which we can com-
mend with confidence as a thoroughly sound treatise

on the subject."

What are the reasons for the wide difference between

British and American viewpoints regarding the design

of steel structures? There are excellent British books

,on structural design but the majority of them have

little to interest the American engineer. From the

American standpoint questions may be asked: Why do

some British writers prefer algebraic methods where
graphic methods are simpler and more quickly per-

formed? Is entering into minutiae to the nth degree

thoroughness or dilettanteism? Why is there such a

clinging to precedent and reluctance to change, as evi-

dent in many details of construction being repeated

for a generation? Why do not British periodicals

record and illustrate failures ? Or, are there no failures

of steel structures in Great Britain? Why are British

engineers, writers and manufacturers so slow to adopt

things American? Equally suggestive questions can

probably be asked from the British standpoint.

A full discussion and comparison of British and

American literature on structural design cannot be

made within the limits of a book review. An appraisal

of their relative merits by a competent engineer with

an experience in both countries would be welcome.

Publications Received

[So far as possible the name of each publishci- of books or
pamphlets listed in these columns is given in each entry. If the
book or pamphlet is for sale and the price is known by the editor
the price is stated in each entry. Where no price is given it does
not necessarily follow that the book oi- pamphlet can be obtained
without cost. Many, but not all, of the pamphlets, however, can
be obtained without cost, at least by inciosing postage. Persons
who are in doubt as to the means to be pursued to obtain copies
of the publications listed in these columns should apply for infor-
mation to the stated publisher, or, in case of books or papers
privately printed, then to the author or other persons indicated.]

CAPILLARY MOVEMENT OF SOIL MOISTITRE—By W^alter W.
McLaughlin, Senior Irrigation Engineer. Washington, D. O. :

United States Department of Agriculture. Paper; 6x9 in.;
pp. 70 : ; illustrated. 15c. from Superintendent of Documents.

CASING TROUBLES AND FISHING METHODS IN OIL WELLS—By Thomas Curtin. Washington, D. C. : Bureau of Mines.
Paper; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 48 ; illustrated. 15c. from Superintendent
of Documents.

CENTRAL ELE(^TRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS : Sum-
mary of the Electrical Industries, 1917. Washington, D. C. :

Bureau of the Census. Paper ; 9 x 12 in.
; pp. 184 ; illustrated.

ENGINEERS UNITE: High Spots in the Washington Organizing
Conference of the Federated American Engineering Societies,
June 3-4 as Reported and Interpreted bv the Editors of the
Technical Press. New York: McGraw-Hill Co.. Inc. 8 x 12 in. ;

pp. 64.

THE PLOW OF WATER IN DRAIN TILE—By D. L. Yarnell,
Senior Drainage Engineer, and Sherman M. Woodward, Pro-
fessor of Mechani<'s and Hydraulics, State Unlversitv of Iowa.
Washington, D. C. : United States Department of Agriculture.
Paper; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 49; illustrated. 25c. from Superintendent
or Documents.

^u ^'U^^^,
^^' WATER IN DREDGED DRAINAGE DITCHES:

M^®-
^''S"l<^s of Experiments to Determine the Roughne3.s Co-

fflcient, n^^ in Kutter's Formula—By C. E. Ramser, SeniorDrainage Engmeer. Washington, D. C. : United States Depart-ment of Agriculture. Paper; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 60; illustrated.
ivc. from bupermtendent of Documents.

^'^?t^f^T^^
SURVEY OF CANADA: Report of the Superintend-ent for the Fiscal Year Ending March 31, 1919. Ottawa, CanGeodetic Survey of Canada. Cloth ; 7 x 10 in.

; pp. 77 • illus-
trated. '

^"^jIYJ"^"^ ^'^^^ PRESSURE TANKS AND SUPPORTS CON-CRETE RESERVOIRS AND VALVE PITS Boslon! Mass •

National Fire Protection Association. Paper ; 3 x 5 In
'

dd '96 •

illustrated. '

'

*^'^'
'

HISTORY OP THE TWENTY-SIXTH ENGINEERS fWaterSupply Regiment) IN THE WORLD WAR: September. 1917 toMarch, 1919. For Sale by H. J. Angell, Goulds Mfe rV, ifi

trS.^ $2.'
""'" '"'"''• ^^- ^'^'^^ ' ^ ^^nTr>P %?muV.

i..^*'w''f**''^w°T ^^'^ December, 1919, Journal of the New Eng-land Water Works Association. Besides the story of the regimentas a whole there are .sketches of each of the six companies of
^^^=^''w*',"^f''*'''^^"^

medical detachments, and of various offl-

Sest^ofthTl^lstory.'"^''''
'^'^^'•^'"^ ^^'^ '^-to^"'^ -dd to the

"nYfp^^^T^^T^v"^ Tj-eatise Describing and Illustrating Up-to-

S^^^r^T^h^o^al \^^-liX^..^-^^ea^*^^U

Jp.%oT;'-StrYted"l'r
''"'"^^'"^ ^^^ ^^^^^ = * ^ «

""
=

-^^i^^P^OVED FORM OF WEIR for Gaging in Open Channels-Results of a Research Supported by Engineering Foundation—By Clemens Herschel, Past President of American Society" ofOvil Engineers. Reprinted from Mechanical Engineerina thaJournal of the American Society of Mechanical EngineersFebruary. 1920. New York : The Engineering Foundation Engf:neering Societies Building. Paper ; 7 x 10 in.
; pp. 26 ; Illustrated.

INDUSTRIAL CODE: Rules as Amended Relating to the Con-struction, Installation, Inspection and Maintenance of Steam
Boilers. New York : Bureau of Industrial Code. Paper • 6 x 9
in.

; pp. 148 ; illustrated. » * ^

LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN IN RELATION TO GRADIENTS ANDCURVES—By R. K. Biernacki, C. I. E., L S. O. Late Loco-motive Superintendent, North-Western Railway and P GRoyal-Dawson, ML a E., Chief Engineer with the RailwayBoard. Simla. India: The Board. Paper; 8 x 13 in • dd '31-
illustrated. 1 rupee, 4 annas.

'

There is liitle of practical value to the American engineer on
this important subject, since it deals mainlv with special types of
articulated locomotives on narrow gage lines (24-in to 4''-ln
gage) with steep grades and sharp curves.

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH: Report of the Com-missioner for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1919 Lansing
Mich.: Tho Department. Cloth; 6 x 9 in.

; pp. 196; illustrated.'

NOTE ON LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN : As It Affects the Bridge En-
gineer—By C. W. Anderson, M. Inst. C. E. Simla India •

Railway Board of India. Paper ; 8 x 13 in. ; pp. 5 ; illustrated
6 annas.

NOTES ON CAST-IRON SLEEPERS—Bv A. Lines, Deputy Chief
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Letters to the Editor

President A. P. Davis Urges Passage of

Am. Soc. C. E. Amendments
Sir—The "Appeal" of Aug. 30, put out in an effort to

defeat the pending amendments to the constitution of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, makes a series of

utterly unfounded charges:

A. Contrary to the statement of the "Appeal," the amend-
ments criticized, with the exception of amendment F, do
represent the mature views of the Committee on Develop-
ment, a very representative body, and they represent the
wishes of a large majority of the society as expressed in

the votes on these questions in the questionnaire of last

spring. They were not "railroaded" through the Portland
convention, but, on the contrary, were debated at length,

with no limit on the length or number of times any mem-
ber should speak. The vote was not taken until debate
voluntarily ceased, and the submission of the amendments
was ordered by a vote of 73 to 13. All these amendments
were considered and co-ordinated by a committee of the

convention created for the purpose, and were passed sub-

stantially as reported by that committee, except for a few
minor changes to improve the wording.

B. The "Appeal" charges that the amendments are vague
and unco-ordinated and contain inconsistencies, but points

out none of these alleged defects. If, after weeks of work
on an effort to discredit them, the partisan author of the
"Appeal" could find no basis for these charges, it is fair

to assume none exists.

C. It is charged that the amendments tend toward the
establishment of a political machine, which is exactly con-

trary to the fact. Their tendency is to increase the in-

fluence of the local sections and to decrease the power of

the metropolitan machine.

D. Contrary to the statements of the "Appeal" they com-
niit the society to no additional expense. The objections in

paragraphs D and E of the "Appeal" absolutely cancel each
other. Both cannot be valid.

Amendment F is designed to ameliorate the unfairness
of the present representation on the Board of Direction.

The number of members in District 1 entitles that district

to about two and a half times the representation of each
of the other districts, but instead of having two or three

directors it has six, while each of the other districts has
one. In addition to this, the present constitution requires

one vice-president, the secretary, and the treasurer to reside

in District 1, and each of these officers is ex-officio a mem-
ber of the Board of Direction, thus giving that district vir-

tually nine directors, whereas it is entitled at most to

three. Amendment F corrects this by reducing the num-
ber of directors from District 1 to three, removing the re-

quirement that a vice-president must be selected from
that district and that the secretary be a member of the

board. The treasurer, as now, remains a resident mem-
ber of the board. This gives District 1 four members in-

stead of nine, which is certainly liberal in view of its

equitable titte to less than three. The amendment con-

tains only the necessary words to accomplish these pur-

poses, and no inconsistencies, as any intelligent person
may judge for himself by reading. A vote against amend-
ment F is a vote to continue the unfair domination of a

minority and an injustice to all the other districts.

The committee mentioned in the "Appeal" which was ap-

pointed in Portland and which the "Appeal" proposes to

depend upon for "progressive" action was named entirely

by one of the most extreme reactionaries and elected by
the reactionaries who were in a small majority at the meet-
ing of the directors in Portland. The progressive directors

voted against it. This committee can be depended upon
to bring in nothing of a progressive tendency. The de-

feat of these amendments means defeat of progress for an
indefinite period. Al' real progressives should vote for

all the amendments except D and E which relate to other

matters. Votes already in can be withdrawn and changed.
It is hoped that no one will be intimidated by the threat

to involve the society in protracted strife and litigation if

these amendments be approved.

Arthur P. Davis,
President, American Society of Civil Engineers.

Riverton, Wyo., Sept. 7.

Plea for the "Annual Conference"
Sir—It is impossible to get together at either the annua

meeting or the annual convention of the American Societs
of Civil Engineers an attendance representative of the
membership as a whole. As a result the "mass-meeting
government" provided by the present constitution, in the
supreme authority given to the annual meeting and the
annual convention, which would be ideal in a small society,

is now totally inappropriate, for the "mass meeting" is

never representative of any but the members in the im-

mediate vicinity of the place where the meeting is held,

or of a few devoted ones who make a commendable practice

of attending all such meetings.
Whatever opinion one may hold as to the past government

of the society, he must recognize the fact that that gov-
ernment, good, bad, or indifferent, has been a government
by a small body of members, centered in and taking its

inspiration from New York City. In saying this the writer
attributes no ulterior motive to those who have guided the

society's destinies, and believes that the result is the only

one that could be expected under the present constitution.

Somebody had to control the society's affairs and the men
who were on the ground necessarily did it. If criticism

were aroused it vented itself in a stray communication to

the press, or in a swiftly smothered protest at the annual
meeting, vhich, with one possible exception, has always
been dominated by the New York membership, and has

usually settled controversies by referring them to the board

of direction.

Criticism at the annual conventions has fallen on deaf

ears for the reason that few if any of those present were

sufficiently informed upon society matters to be interested

in the questions arising out of them.
This condition has discouraged many an energetic mem-

ber who, realizing the impossibility of finding a place in

the councils of the society without acquiescence in the

dominant policies, has directed his interests elsewhere, and

it has resulted that the board of direction, with its pre-

ponderant minority of New York members, has been, and

under the present constitution will ever be, a non-repre-

sentative body so far as the sentiment of the membership

outside of New York is concerned.

The time has come when the society, if it is to be na-

tional in scope and spirit, can no longer be a local New
York organization. The rumors of discontent which led

first to the formation of local associations, then to the

creation of the Committee on Development, and finally to

the action at Portland, plainly indicate that a very con-

siderable part of the membership outside of New York

is dissatisfied with present conditions.

In order that the society may become truly national it

must provide a nationally representative body to replace

the local mass-meetings of the present constitution. If

the membership of the society cannot attend the annufcl

meeting and the annual convention, it can at least send

accredited delegates to represent it, who by their associa-

tion with the members at home can present their ideas and

policies, and that is exactly what is contemplated in that

portion of Amendment G applying to Article VIII of the

Constitution which provides that:

"There shall be held during the Annual Convention a

conference of representatives from the local sections to

consider the welfare of the society and its members and

to report thereon to the boai'd of direction."

This plan, which contemplates an annual gathering of

one hundred or more delegates from the several local

associations, coincides with that adopted by the Federated

American Engineering Societies, wherein a similar gather-
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ing of society representatives constitutes the American
Engineering Council, meeting annually and outlining the
policies to be followed by the executive board.

Will the membership forget personal antagonisms and
decide the question of the continuance of the old system
or the adoption of the new after a careful study of the
situation on its merits?
The society membership like the citizenship of the Nation

may be divided into three classes:

1. A comparatively small group which takes an active
interest in its affairs and is ever ready to assist in their

direction or to oppose their misdirection.

2. A much larger group which consists of those who
do not follow closely the business of the society, but rely

upon the guidance of some "bell-wether," usually of the
first group, to lead them when questions are submitted to

a letter ballot.

3. By far the largest group, probably a majority of the
membership, which is composed of those whose only inter-

est in the society appears to be to wear its badge, to re-

ceive its publications, and to see their names in the list

of members. This group appears to comprise at least

53 per cent of the membership as that number failed to

reply to the last questionnaire.

Naturally the first group is divided between Progressives
and Less-Progressives, and the second group follows the

first in about the same relative proportions. The third

group makes it possible for a few members to distribute

new ballots in the last three or four days of a canvass
and double the vote of any district. It constitutes in the

society what corresponds to the "pocket boroughs" of

British politics and the "floating vote" in our own, and
IS the greatest menace to the society's welfare.

Can it be persuaded to vote intelligently?

The amendment to the constitution designated "E"
seems to the writer open to objection. This amendment
provides, "No member of the nominating committee shall,

during his term of office, be a candidate for any other office

in the society."

The first objection to it is that if the amendments
designated "F" and "G" are passed there will be no longer
a "nominating committee" and hence the amendment is

superfluous. The second objection to it is that if it be
adopted and amendments "F" and "G" be rejected it will

tend to prevent the most representative and best qualified

members of the society from going on the "nominating
committee" or else render them ineligible to membership
on the Board of Direction. Therefore it is the writer's

judgment that amendment "E" should be rejected.

In the interest of a more democratic or republican organ-
ization of the Society, which seems to be the expressed wish
of a majority of the members, the writer endorses Amend-
ments "A," "B," "C," "F" and "G."
Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 2. Gardner S. Williams.
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Computing Cross-Sections By Co-ordinates
Sir—The method of computing cross-sections as given by

J. A. MacDonald in Engiveerinfi Neivs-Record, July 22,
1920, p. 152, is by far the neatest and most direct method
ivhich has so far been proposed. I well remember the tedious
days spent in calculating cross-section areas by the old
method of trapezoids, and determined then to find some
process more direct and simple with which to attain the
same end. Taking up the subject of rectangular co-ordi-
nates and applying it to railway cross-section areas, I

came to the very same result that has been so clearly stated
by Mr. MacDonald.

I

I do not know the custom on Canadian railroad surveys,
' but on American roads the cut or fill is usually ascertained

on {.he center line first. This puts another term in the
field notes, and indicates the center line at once, which is

important, as the distances out, with one each side of the
center, are added to obtain their difference or distance
apart. If a sketch of each cross-section were drawn and
placed before the computer it would be a guard against
mistakes; but a sketch of every cross-section for 1,000 miles
of road wouUi be expensive in time and money. Without

such a sketch, in going over page after page of field notes
the mind grows weary and errors would most likely occur.
If, however, the cut or fill for the center is interposed, the
field notes will appear as follows:— 8 — 6 — 4 — 5 — 3 — 2 — 9 — 6

22 15 12 7 6 12 19
The end terms for grade at edge of roadbed can be sup-

plied mentally. The — 3 is not absolutely correct, but is
taken to keep the fill in whole numbers. Although one
more multiplication is necessary, yet only once do the dis-
tances out have to be added, while addition is performed
twice otherwise.
The above idea is in no sense a criticism of Mr. Mac-

Donald's method, but offered as a suggestion to guard
against possible errors in computation.

It will be noticed that there are really two problems
separated by the center line, but which are made one by
adding together the distances out on each side of the center.
As the center line is the origin of abscissae, it is more
convenient to compute each way from the center.
When there is only one rod reading taken outside the

edge of roadbed, it is often convenient to take one at the
edge, as then the outside cut or fill multiplied by O can-
cels out; also it is sometimes convenient to know the dis-
tance above or below grade at this point. One of the sit-

uations where this method of calculating areas is most
convenient is where there are both cut and fill in the same
cross-section, taking care to follow the surface of the
Cround as it passes through the grade point.
The abscissae can be multiplied into the difference be-

tween the adjoining ordinates, but Mr. MacDonald's method
is much neater and simpler, as a grade reading terminates
a problem and calls attention to the fact so plainly that
every chance for error is reduced to a minimum. This
same method can also be used to find the contents in cubic
yards directly without computing the cross-section areas
at all, which is economy in both time and vexation of
spirit. B. A. Wakefield, C.E.

Webster, Mass., Aug. 14.

Engineers in Railroad Wage Award
Sir—T have noted the letters of W. H. Hobbs and Robert

H. Baldwin published in the August 26th issue of your
publication on pages 424 and 425, relative to "Engineers in

Railroad Wage Award."
I have been in conference with various members of the

U. S. Railroad Labor Board and I do not agree with the
statement that "discrimination was used against the engi-
neering profession."

No action has been initiated toward making an appeal to

the Board in view of the adjustments for men in engineering
positions that are now being made by the majority of the
railroads throughout the United States, most of them after
conferences with the sections of the American Association
of Engineers on these roads. These increases average 20
per cent and in many cases are bringing satisfaction.
Among the roads that have made this adjustment are the
New York Central lines, Chicago and North W estem, Illinois

Central Railroad, Hocking Valley, Pennsylvania, and
Southern Pacific. Other roads have indicated their intention
of taking similar action, among them being the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul, Santa Fe, Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific, and Peie Marquette.

The salary situation is being ?,tudied carefully, charts pre-
pared and data compiled which will reveal to the public the
surprisingly low salaries that are being paid to technical
men as compared to men in other branches of railroad
service, and this data is being presented to the railroad
managements. Later on it is probable that some of it will

be offered for publication in the columns of the technical
press.

It must be remembered that by negotiations direct with
the railroad managements, last year increases in salaries of
railroad engineers were obtained by the American Associa-
tion of Engineers amounting to over $5,000,000 annually.
It is hoped, and indications now point to a satisfactory and
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co-operative adjustment for present needs. The American

Association of Engineers and its members desire to work

loyally with the managements. Team work beats contention

every time.

On the other hand patience ceases to be a virtue at a

certain stage. Managements that fail to make proper

adjustments in a reasonable time will- have their case laid

before the Wage Board. E. L. Brandt,

Assistant Secretary, American Association of Engineers,

in charge of the Railroad Department.

Chicago, Sept. 2.

Sir "To be or not to be, that is the question" Walter J.

Sykes raises in his letter on page 279 of your issue of Aug.

5 with regard to engineering departments of railroads. The

Labor Board's decision on July 20 is a report covering

twenty pages. The opening sentence of the report is as

follows: "This decision is upon a controversy or dispute

between the organizations of employees of carriers and the

carriei-s named below." Mr. Sykes observes that no salary

or wage awards were granted to the technical employees of

the engineering departments, and he desires to know why
some one of the 57 varieties of engineering societies did not

plead the cause of the technical men before the Board. Mr.

Sykes' observation is correct, and his question a perfectly

fair one.

The Board does not even mention the technical men. It

grants increased pay to those employees only whose organ-

izations were parties to the controversy. There were some

18 organizations, parties to the dispute on the employees'

side, and some 313 railroad companies, parties to the dispute

on the employers' side. There are over ten thousand tech-

nical railroad engineering employees, but they were not

parties to the dispute, and were not considered by the

Board. The Board stayed within the law that created it,

and if it had decided other cases than those of parties to

the dispute, it would have gone outside its jurisdiction. This

is the reason also why the Board refused to grant a hearing

to the Switchmen's Association on strike.

Then the law is to blame? Perhaps. But the writer

ventures to assert that not 1 per cent of the ten thousand

technical railroad employees took any active interest in the

law while it was being passed by Congress. This assertion

is not meant for censure, because if an engineer were to

keep himself informed with regard to the doings of Con-

gress he would have no time left to do engineering. He has

elected representatives to make his laws for him. He cer-

tainly should pay some attention to his selection. Our rep-

resentatives should be pre-eminently men and women who

serve the common good. If we have a bad law, look to the

men who made it. To do this, all people in all walks of life

must devote sufficient of their time to these important

matters which vitally affect the common good, or suffer the

consequences. If 90 per cent of the people act upon the

principle that self interest is best promoted by promoting

the common good, and 10 per cent ignore this pi'inciple—and

in their shortsightedness act contrary to it while the former

are too busily engaged in their daily occupations to prevent

a large majority of our so-called representatives from being

chosen from the group who ignore the common good—then

all together everybody must suffer the consequences. The

statutory law has been made and the personnel of the

Board selected by which the 18 organizations of employees

obtained an average increased rate of pay of about 22 per

cent while the 313 organizations of employers an increased

rate of charges of about 40 per cent. The show was all

staged, and those who procured tickets got seats, the others

stayed out. The technical men got no tickets.

As Mr. Sykes says, "Why was this?" Why didn't the

organizations do something? The principal engineering

societies are organized to promote scientific and technical

knowledge. As such, they have no business going into other

lines of endeavor. There are a few non-technical organiza-

tions of technical men who claim to be formed to promote

economic welfare. There could very properly exist an

organization of technifians consisting of several distinct

departments—one a technical department of applied science,

Sir—I have read Walter J. Sykes' letter published on
page 279 of the Engineerivg News-Record of Aug. 5, 1920.

The technical engineers on the railroads deserved to be
neglected. Any group of men who, after the experience
of the last six years, do not know that force is the one thing
that counts in the case of large industrial corporations deal-

ing with their employees, and who have not the intelligence

to understand that "In union there is strength," ought to

be neglected; especially when these technical engineers have
had the example of the locomotive engineers before their

eyes fo'' so many years.

I have another charge to make against these technical

engineers on the railroads; and elsewhere. Evidently they

care very little for the present comfort and the future of

their wives and children, those of them who have any, for

otherwise they would go out and seek a decent living for

them, as have the members of the Brotherhoods, the brick-

layers, carpenters, plumbers, street cleaners, and others.

How much longer are the so-called intellectuals going

to be contemptible mollycoddles, supplicating individually

for the right for themselves and their families to live, in-

stead of demanding it collectively, along with, and side by

side of the coal heaver, the miner, the transport worker,

and other more humble members of the army of production.

Charles A. Mullen,
Consulting Paving Engineer.

Montreal, Sept. 4.

[The doctrine advanced by Mr. Mullen seems to have

fairly wide acceptance, but that does not make it correct.

Standards are being too widely abrogated the world ovpr.

If professional men cannot keep their heads, cannot be

relied on to stick to high standards, we shall sink to a very

low order. "In union there is strength," is sound doctrine,

but it does not necessarily mean that force must be em-

ployed. The A. A. E. has got results and it has not used

threats or force, nor has it allied itself with the coal heaver,

no matter how excellent an individual he may be. Editor.]

one a department of pure science or theory, etc., and one a

department of economic welfare. There could be sub-

departments, as civil, mechanical, electrical, etc. The writer

does not know of .-^uch an organization in America today,

although several may be aiming that way. The Federation

of Engineering Societies recently formed may develop along

these lines. It is the writer's understanding that at least

two of the present oi'ganizations of technical men, whose

announced purpose is economic welfare, did request a hear-

ing before the Board and were refused, because they had

not complied with the law, which requii-es that the organized

employees must have first presented their grievances to

their employers and have failed to come to an understanding,

before the Board is entitled to hear the case; also they must

not be on strike when coming before the Board.

Some engineers like to expatiate upon the saying that

"technical men are neither capital nor labor but stand

between these two groups in society as professional men."

It is true that they are neither capital nor labor. Nobody
is either one or the other of these things. Robinson Cruso

made a boat. This simple sentence tells what capital and

labor are, and neither of them was possible on that lonely

island without Robinson Crusoe or some one else. The law

doesn't require the Board to hear disputes between capital

and labor. There are no such disputes. But it does require

the Board to hear disputes between railroad employees
(organized) and railroad employers (organized). Are the

railroad technical men employers, employees, or professional

men ? An employee sells his services to an employer for

salary or wages. A professional man sells his services to

a client for a fee. Anyone knows that the vast majority of

railroad technicians are employees. They must therefore

form an employees' organization; present their requests for

increased pay before their respective railroad companies,
and be denied before they can under the law have their case

decided by the Board. It is up to the railroad technical

employees themselves. Will they meet the requirements of

the law, or will they chase after some other hope?
Chicago, Sept. 3. C. A. COTHER.
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Constitution Adopted for Minne-
sota Engineering Federation

The Minnesota Joint Engineering
Board and representatives from the
five local engineering societies and the
state chapters of all engineering and
architectural organizations met at ihe

University of Minnesota, Sept. 10, and
adopted the constitution for the pro-

posed Minnesota Federation of Engi-
neering and Architectural Societies.

The constitution follows the lines laid

down in the resolution published in

Engineering Neivs-Record of July 1.

Any society in the state, possessing
local autonomy, may become a member
society upon ratifying the constituiiuii.

The board of directors of the feder-

ation will have complete power to act

on all matters of public policy in the

state affecting the two professions, and
no society may take action contrary to

that followed by the board. An annual
convention is provided for the purpose
of reading and discussing technical

papers. The federation will publish a
monthly bulletin in the interest of the

federation and the member societies

and will employ a paid secretary-

editor. Headquarters will be in St.

Paul.

The meeting was marked by a spirit

of co-operation and a lack of factional

strife, due, no doubt, to the encourage-
ment given by Herbert Hoover, presi-

dent of the American Institute of Min-
ing and Metallurgical Engineers, at the

recent convention of that organization

in the Twin Cities. He stated that if

the engineers of the state perfected

their proposed federation, the force

that would have the greatest influence

on public welfare would be created.

Contractors Seek Views of
Presidential Candidates

on Construction
Each of the presidential candidates

is being pressed by the Associated Gen-
eral Contractors of America to express
himself on the construction problem
which faces the nation. General R. C.

Marshall, Jr., general manager of the
Associated General Contractors, classes

the construction problem as second only
to the production and distribution of
food and fuel.

Some time ago General Marshall re-
quested of the chairmen of the two na-
tional committees that the position of
the party with reference to the con-
struction problem be set forth by the
presidential candidates. Apparently
this request has not been complied with
and General Marshall now has taken
the matter up directly with the two
candidates.

To Discuss Standard Sizes and
Grades of Lumber

The National Lumber Manufacturers*
Association, through its Engineering
Bureau, will hold a joint conferen ',e

of distributors and consumers of lum-
ber, Sept. 28 and 29 at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, to discuss suitable stan-
dard sizes and grades. C. E. Paul,
construction engineer of the Engineer-
ing Bureau, has conducted a compre-
hensive research on the subject in co-

operation with the Forest Products
Laboratory, Madison, Wis., and with
lumber and technical organizations
with a view to devising a complete
scientific schedule of standards which
will best serve the needs of wood
users at the least inconvenience to the
manufacturer. Mr. Paul's recommen-
dations embodied in a "Table of Asso-
ciation and Recommended Standard
Sizes" will be discussed. Copies of the

table may be procured on request to the

Engineering Bureau, McCormick Bldg.,

Chicago.

Addition to Letter of President
Davis, Am. Soc. C. E.

From Arthur P. Davis, pr sident of the
American Society of Civil Eng-ineers, has
been received, by telegraph, the following
paragraph which arrived too late to be
added to his letter published on p. 570 of
this issue.

"There is no merit in the objection

recently raised that the reduction in the
number of directors is inconsistent with
the requirement of Article 3 that 25
votes are necessary to elect a member
of the society. Amendment F specific-

ally provides that all officers of the

society at the time of the adoption of

this amendment to the constitution shall

continue to serve on the Board of Direc-

tion to the end of the terms of office

for which they were elected. This pro-

vides abundant opportunity for the
modification of Article 3, if necessary,
before the reduced number of directors

can become embarrassing. The adop-
tion of Amendment F will affect only
one of the recent nominees for director

from District No. 1, and the procedure
in that case is governed by the provi-
sions of Article 7 Section 7. No em-
barrassment is involved."

Increase in Motor License Object
of New Jersey Bill

A bill is to be introduced in the New
Jersey Legislature designed to increase
the revenue from motor vehicle licenses
from $1,900,000 to about $3,500,000
yearly, so that the state can secure
additional funds for the building and
repairing of roads. The Trenton Chap-
ter of the American Association of

Engineers is urging the bill's passage.

New England Water-Works
Men Hold Annual Meeting

Convention at Holyoke Well Attended—Long List of Technical Papers
Presented and Discussed

—

Committee Reports

More than two score technical papers,
several committee report."^, exhibits and
entertainments by the Water Works
Manufacturers' Association, hospitality
by the Holyoke water-works and other
city officials and an attendance of three
hundred or more were features of the
thirty-ninth annual convention of the
New England Water Works Association
at Holyoke, Mass., Sept. 7 to 10. Ab-
stracts of a number of the papers ap-
pear elsewhere in this issue and others
will follow.

Committee on Standard Specifications
for Cast Iron Pipe—Frank Mclnnes,
Boston, chairman, reported that follow-
ing the deadlock with the pipe manu-
facturers in 1917 little was done by ':he

committee. Recently he and another
member of the committee visited sev-
eral pipe foundries in the south and
found a willingness to co-operate with
the committee. Several tests beaimg
on mooted questions are to be made by
the manufacturers. Some possible
changes in making pipe were noted in

the report, including the use of an elec-

tric furnace to produce iron of greater
tensile strength. The committee «. :-

pects to maintain close touch with pips
makers on the one hand and on the
other to learn from pipe users com-
petent to judge what their opinions are
as to the pi^^posed changes in existing
specifications, particularly as to uni-
form outside diameter of pipe.

Committee on Revenue from Fire
Service—Through W. C. Hawley, Wil-
kinsburg, Pa., chairman, this com-
mittee submitted a final report recom-
mending that there should be a charge
for private fire protectio.i based on the
cost of the service—in other words, a
capacity charge. One of the two rep-

resentatives of the fire insurance com-
panies agreed to the general conclu-

sions of this report but it was under-
stood that the other would submit a
minority report. In view of this prob-
ability, the convention decided to con-
tinue the committee until the minority
report can be presented at one of the
winter meetings.

Committee on Rainfall and Run-Off
Measurements — Robert E. Horton,
Voorheesville, N. Y., submitted a final

report giving many data supplementary
to those on yields of smaller New Eng-
land streams published in the 1914
report of an earlier committee. Each
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record was accompanied by a statement

of {Toverninp: conditions. Some evap-

oration records were included in the

report.

Othrr Co-nvtmttee Reports—A prog-
ress report on assessments for water
main extensions was submited by Caleb
M. Saville, chairman. A preliminary
report by the committee on uniform
accounting:, Albert L. Sawyer, chair-

man, Haverhill, Mass., included an out-

line of a simple system of water-works
accounts, based in part on a study of

state utility commission forms and sug:-

gestions by the U. S. Census Bureau.
The report will come up for discussion

at one of the winter meetings of the
association.

The committee on the use of bonds
instead of certified checks to accompany
contract bids recommended the passage
of a resolution by the association favor-
ing such a substitution, the difference

between the lowest bid, if withdrawn,
and the contract award finally made
to be collected on the bond. The discus-

sion on the recommendation showed a

division of opinion as to the wisdom of
the recommendation. One member
stated that deposit of a check provides

cash while a bond means a lawsuit if

a contract awarded is not executed by
the bidder. Objection was also made
to ^he proposal to collect the difference

between the bid withdrawn and the

award finally made, it being held that

this might prove unfair in some cases.

Action on the recommendation was
postponed to one of the winter meet-
ings.

Massachusetts Typhoid Record—
Under the title (chosen by the Pro-

gram Committee) "Innocence or Re-
pentance in Drinking Waters," Henry
W. Clark, chemist, Massachusetts, State

Department of Health, Boston, re-

viewed the decline of typhoid fever in

Massachusetts during the last 35 years
from 45 to 2.5 deaths per 100,000 popu-
lation. This record has been made
with comparatively little of either fil-

tration or chlorination. Water supplies

have been improved and safeguarded
and untreated sewage has been exclud-

ed from streams used for public water
supplies. Without knowledge of the

contents of Mr. Clark's paper, a written

discussion of it was sent in by George
A. Johnson, New York City. Mr. John-
son took the Massachusetts State Board
of Health to task for its conservatism

as to filtration and chlorination. He
urged that there is and can be no in-

surance against pollution of water sup-

plies and that the record thus far

shown is due more to the grace of God
tharv to the activities of the state

health authorities. Mr. Clark replied,

in the words of Daniel Webster, "Mas-
sachusetts stands on its record." He
also said that neither he nor the State

Department of Health is opposed to

filtration or chlorination where they
are needed.

Studies of Color "'n Water—Ex-
tended studies of color in a large new
storage reservoir and in feeders to the

reservoir, all a part of the water supply
of Hartford, Conn., were presented by
Caleb M. Saville, chief engineer of the
Hartford water-works.

In this paper various reports by
experts, made before the reservoir
was built, were summarized. The
studies have borne out the opinion of
the late F. P. Stearns that "entering
water conditions" (the term used by
Mr. Saville) in a reservoir as large as
Nepaug, the one in question, exert little

influence on color within ordinary lim-

its and indicate that this reservoir,

like others, will show considerable color

improvement as time passes and the
reservoir gets "conditioned."

Unaflow Pumping Engine—Continu-
ing his earlier papers before the New
England and the American water-
works asociations, D. A. Decrow, of the

Woi-thington Pump & Machinery Corp.,

New York City, read a paper on "Fur-
ther Tests of the Unaflow Pumping
Engine," relating to a simple test unit

at Buffalo, N. Y. High speeds and
duties have been maintained, the lattet

running to and above 150,000,000 ft.-lb.

per 1,000 lb. of steam, calculated from
plunger displacement. A compound
unit is now being built for installa-

tion elsewhere.

A New Type of Reinforced-Concrete
Pipe—A proposed new type ol rein-

forced concrete pipe was described by
George C. Bartram, United Concrete
Co., New York City. The pipe is

modelled somewhat upon the old cement-
mortar encased wrought-iron pipe used
quite extensively in New England some
years ago, but the steel cylinders of

the new pipe are electrically welded
longitudinally, then have longitudinal

perforated strips welded on, inside and
outside, these strips not only locking

the wire or bar reinforcement to the

steel cylinder, but also serving as

spacers to the reinforcement. Sheet
metal rings welded to the ends of the

pipe lengths provide for contraction

and expansion and help form bell and
spigot joints. The ends of these rings

are electi'ically welded, thus forming a

continuous metal shell within the con-

crete. After this circumferential weld-

ing, the joints between two lengths of

pipe are poured with concrete.

Trenching Machines — Satisfactoi-y

experiences with trenching machines

were reported by several members, led

by George W. Batchelder, water com-

missioner, Worcester, Mass. A. E.

Martin, Springfield, reported the recent

purchase of a gasoline power machine

for $7,200, plus freight. Besides use

for trenching, this machine has been

used to remove a 16-in. pipe and to

lower a 30-in. main.

In an address, Henry V. Mack-
sey, president of the association, sug-

gested an interchange of water-works

equipment by small departments. It

was voted to refer the matter to the

executive committee of the assoociation,

with the suggestion that it act as a

clearing house of information on equip-

ment available for rent.

Commerce Chamber Makes
Appeal to Car Users

An appeal was made Sept. 9 by the
Railroad Committee of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States in an
open letter addressed to manufactur-
ers and business men to join in making
better use of existing railroad equip-
ment as a means of providing immedi-
ate improvement in transportation
service.

In part the statement of the com-
mittee says, "You can load and unload
your cars promptly, if you will. As a
rule the railroads allow you forty-
eight hours free time to load your cars
and forty-eight hours to unload them
before any charge for demurrage. If

you will use only one-half of this
time, i-estrict your car order to today's
program, avoid the duplication of car
orders, and avoid the use of cars for
storage purposes, you should be able
to reduce the time that the average
freight car spends in your hands from
37 per cent to 22 per cent of its total
time, and thus add 360,000 cars to the
available car supply."

Dexter Brackett Medal Awarded
to Robert E. Horton

The Dexter Brackett Memorial Medal
for 1919 was presented to Robert E.
Horton, consulting engineer, Voorhees-
ville, N. Y., on Sept. 8, at the annual
convention of the New England Water
Works Association at Holyoke, Mass.,
for his paper on the "Measurement of

Rainfall and Snow." The medal is

awarded annually to the author of the

most meritorious paper, from the view-
point of service, presented before the

association during the previous year.

Road Materials Given Priority
in Ohio

The Ohio State Highway Commission
has secured from the Public Utilities

Commission a ruling that road building

materials will be given priority during
the remainder of the year in order to

speed up the road building program in

the .state. This order was secured when
it was shown that road building pro-

jects in the state were being delayed

by failure to receive supplies and ma-
tei'ials. Open-top equipment under cer-

tain conditions will be furnished all

contractors on state highway jobs and
as a result much of t}ie delayed high-

way work is going forward.

Minnesota Engineers To Back
Licensing Bill

The committee of the Minnesota
Joint Engineering Board on licensing

of engineers and architects has pre-

pared a bill for introduction into the

Minnesota legislature this winter. The
bill is similar to the model bill pro-'

posed by the committee of Engineerings

Council and has the backing of all

engineering and architectural societiW'

of the state.
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New York Starts Pension System

Through an enabling act of the 1920

Legislature a pension system has been

created, the support of which Is to be

shared equally between the City of

New York and its employees. In the

case of the administrative and tech-

nical forces it provides for optional

retirement at the age of 60 and man-
datory retirement at 70, with a pen-

sion allowance at the rate of one-

seventieth of the average salary for

the last ten years of service, for each

year of service. It is thus made prac-

ticable for an employee to retire on a

substantial annuity at a period in his

life when he can really enjoy it.

The contributions to this fund, as

explained by Arthur S. Tuttle, chair-

man of Engineering Council's commit-

tee on compensation of engineers, are

graded according to class of service,

age, and time of entrance into the city

service, and range from about 4 up-

wards to a little over 7 per cent of the

employee's salary. In case of with-

drawal from the service for any cause,

all contributions to this fund on the

part of the employee are repaid, to-

gether with interest at the rate of 4

per cent. Incidental features of the

plan include pensions for disability,

life insurance to the extent of one-half

a year's salary, and pensions to de-

pendents in case of the employee being

killed while in the performance of duty.

These latter benefits are paid for

wholly by the city, which also assumes
the burden of financing the operation

of the fund for those now in the service

up to Oct. 1, 1921, or such previous

date as they may elect to avail them-
selves of it. Acceptance of the plan is

optional on the part of present em-
ployees but is mandatory upon those

who join the service after Oct. 1, 1920,

when the system goes into effect.

Padding Road Estimates To Cover

Bond Discounts Charged

Jesse E. Eschbach, chief examiner of

the Indiana State Board of Accounts,

issued a warning Aug. 26 to county
surveyors and engineers against the

padding of road estimates with an item

to cover discount on bonds. Investiga-

tions recently disclosed that some engi-

neers were including an extra item in

their estimates to enable contractors to

discount bonds which are not readily

salable at 5 per cent, the legal rate of

interest. Mr. Eschbach sent copies of

the official forms for making estimates

to the county officials and said that any
attempt to include items not covered by
the schedules will meet with prompt

i prosecution by the state,

S. N. Cragun, of the state board of

tax commissioners, while hearing pro-

tests against road bond issues in south-
t em Indiana recently, discovered sev-
' era! cases of alleged paddings of the
: engineers' estimates to cover bond dis-

• counts. He refused to approve the bond
issues and called the matter to the at-

tention of the State Board of Accounts.

Construction Under Way on Ex-
tensive Pit River Power Project

The Mt. Shasta Power Corporation,
whose stock is owned by the Pacific

Gas & Electric Co., has applied to

the California Railroad Commission foi-

a certificate declaring that public c< n-

venience and necessity require the de-

velopment of the Pit River project in

northern California. John A. Britton,

general manager of the company, re-

cently told the commission that his

company has plans for hydroelectric

power developments to cost a total of

about .$125,000,000, divided equally be-

tween power plants and distributing

systems. The chain of developments
in the Pit River region, a part of the

general progi'am, is to be carried out

first. The work will involve seven

plants, of which four are to be con-

structed now and the remainder as may
be necessary.

Work started in July on two of the

first four plants. These are known as

Hat Creek No. 1 and No. 2 and they

are to be finished by Jan. 1, 1921.

These require no storage and only small

diversion weirs will be used for divert-

ing the flow. No. 1 will have 2,400 ft.

of canal and 1,750 ft. of penstock de-

veloping 9,300 hp. on a 215-ft. head.

No. 2, with a 4,750-ft. flume and a 400-

ft. penstock, is to develop 12,300 hp.

on a head of 195 ft.

The next two plants. Fall CreeK i\v. 1

and No. 2, are just being started. They

are to be completed in August, 1921.

No. 1 requires 10,000 ft. of 14-ft. tun-

nel from which a short penstock will

develop a 430-ft. head, giving 60,000

hp. No. 2 will take the tailrace water

from No. 1 via a flume line to a point

farther downstream when a drop of 100

ft. can be utilized to develop 18,000 hp.

This makes a total of 99,000 hp. to be

available by next fall from these four

plants, all grouped closely together.

The three other plants, not to be

constructed just yet, are all farther

down on Pit River, and are to be Known

as Pit River Plants No. 1, No. 2 and

No. 4 (No. 3 is an alternate plan not

now being considered). No. 1 will have

a 100-ft. dam and a tunnel line, de-

veloping 72,000 hp. on a 300-ft. head.

No. 2 is to take tailrace water from

No. 1 and after traversing a tunnel,

develop 42,000 hp. on a 185-ft. head.

No. 4 is to take the No. 2 tailraco

water and after traversing a 7-mile,

tunnel, 20 ft. in diameter, develop a

head of 932 ft. in a plant wher- the

installed capacity is to be 232,000 hp.

If present plans are carried out the

latter plant would have turbines of

record size. The units would be single

runner vertical shaft type rated be-

tween 60,000 and 75,000 hp.

In all seven of these plants the water

wheels are to be of the same type:

vertical, single-runner units. The flow

in the Pit basin is remarkably uniform,

the seasonal variation on Hat Creek at

No. 1, for example, does not exceed

the range of 450 too 600 sec.-ft. At

first the 60,000-volt transmission line

of the California-Oregon Power ('o. i.s

to be used to deliver the power from
these plants, but later on a two-cir-

cuit 220,000-volt line is to he built all

the way to San Francisco.

Canadian Rate Decision Rendered

A decision authorizing an increase

in freight rates in Canada of from 30

to 40 per cent was rendered at Ottawa,

Sept. 9, by the Canadian Board of

Railway Commisioners. Freight rates

in Eastern Canada are increased 40

per cent, and in western Canada, 35

per cent, effective Sept. 13 and to con-

tinue in force until Dec. 31, after which

time the increase in eastern Canada
will be reduced from 40 to 35 per cent,

and that in western Canada from 35

to 30 per cent. The flat percentage

increase will not apply to all classes

of low-grade tonnage, the inci'ease on

coal being an extra charge of from 10

to 20c. per ton.

Passenger rates were advanced 20

per cent until Dec. 31 when they will

be reduced to 10 per cent for the en-

suing six months, the present rates

being restored July 1, 1921.

It has already been stated by Howard
T. Kelly, speaking for the Railway

Association of Canada, that it had been

decided to grant wage increases on

Canadian railroads that will meet the

recent award of the Railroad Labor

Board at Chicago.

Trustees of A. A. E. Investigating

Purchase of Building

In accordance with action taken at

the recent annual meeting of the

American Association of Engineers at

St. Louis, the trustees have been inves-

tigating and negotiating for the pur-

chase of a building for the association.

The City Hall Square Building of Chi-

cago at a cost of about $1,000,000 has

been considert.l. Purchase of a modern
fireproof, twenty-story building to cost

about $3,000,000 has also been investi-

gated. Members of the association,

except students, are asked to indicate

an average subscription of $200 with

a view to the pui'chase of a building of

the $3,000,000 class.

Bureau of Public Roads Begins

California Road Survey

In response to the request of the

California Highway Commission as

noted in Engineering News-Rec(yrd,

July 15, p. 140, the U. S. Bureau of

Public Roads nows has a staff of about

twenty men at work in California under

the direction of L. I. Hewes and T. W.
Allen. In addition to the careful sur-

vey of the entire highway situation

that these men will make, the California

tained the firm of Howe & Peters, con-

sulting highway engineers, who will

also mate a report covering ths situa-

tion throughout the entire state. The
Automobile Club of Southern California

is participating in the investigation.
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Serve Notice for New Idaho-

Nevada Railway Route
Notice has been served upon the gov-

ernors of Nevada and Idaho that a new
line of railroad, to be known as the

Idaho Central, will be constructed from
Wells Nev. (on the line of the Cen-
tral Pacific) , to Rogerson, Idaho (on

the Oregon Short Line), shortening the

route between Nevada and California

points and between Idaho, eastern Ore-
gon, and Washington points approxi-
mately 400 miles. The proposed I'oute

is via Contact, Nev., covering a dis-

tance of 90 miles. The Interstate

Commerce Commission has communi-
cated with the Nevada and Idaho Pub-
lic Service Commissions as to the is-

suance of certificates of public con-
venience. It is understood that the

serving of notices on the governors and
the action of the commission is to meet
the requirements of the Transportation
Act. The building of the line has been
proposed from time to time for the past
ten or fifteen years.

the hours for using electricity in

in-igation pumping, and this general
curtailment has been in prospect for
some time. From now on the com-
panies reselling energy are to file with
the power administrator all new power
applications for quantities above 21
hp., the administrator to make a ruling
in each case as to whether the use is

for an essential industry. The power
companies themselves have been doing
this for some time.

San Francisco May Buy Water-
Works and Street Railways

City officials of San Francisco on
Aug. 24 held a conference at which it

was decided to submit to ballot at the
November election two charter amend-
ments which, if adopted, will give the
city the right to purchase properties of

the Spring Valley Water Co. and the
United Railroads. The amendment re-

lating to the Spring Valley Water Co.
provides for an increase in the bonding
capacity of the city by a sufficient

amount to permit the purchase of the
water system in case the vote is in

favor of the plan. The amendment
relating to the United Railroads would
change the charter so as to give the
Mayor and Board of Supervisors the
right to negotiate for the purchase of

the system on the installment plan.

California Power Administrator
Orders 15 to 20% Cut

Users of electric power in northern
and central California are facing an
acute shortage, according to State

Power Administrator H. G. Butler, and
at a conference on Aug. 19 he ordered
a 15 to 20 per cent cut in the electrical

energy supplied to many industries.

This order affects particularly those

uses in which the energy is "lost for

productive purposes," such as sign and
street lighting, but also it was agreed
that it is now necessary that the cur-

tailment shall fall on all important con-

sumers and the order has been sent out
to gold dredgers, cement and mining
companies and electric railways.

At the conference, call to which was
telegraphed to all power companies in

the state, Mr. Butler stated that the
relief program was planned to protect

the reduced power supply caused by the
series of dry years "until further relief

is secured from seasonal lessening of

the load or from rains." For several

weeks limitations have been placed on

Committee on Lincoln Highway
Ideal Section Named

The Lincoln Highway Association
has announced the personnel of the
technical committee appointed to decide
what specifications will rule the con-
struction of an ideal pavement secuon
to be built at some point along the
Lincoln Highway during 1921. The
committee will receive and digest the
many replies received by the association
from questionnaires sent to 4,600 high-
way engineers in the United States
requesting views as to what each
engineer considered an ideal section.

From these data the committee will

formulate its specifications.

Members of the committee represent
not only Federal, state and county
highway engineers, but each technical

class interested in highway construc-

tion. The personnel of the committee
is given herewith:
Thomas H. MacDonald, chief, U. S.

Bureau of Public Roads; A. R. Taylor,
state highway commissioner, Ohio; Col.

J. M. Ritchie, Motor Transport Corps,

U. S. A.; F. R. White, state highway
engineer, Iowa; A. R. Hirst, state high-

way engineer, W^isconsin ; W. G. Thomp-
son, former state highway engineer.

New Jersey; Col. W. D. Uhler, state

highway engineer, Pennsylvania; Ed-
ward N. Hines, chairman, Wayne
County Highway Commission, Detroit,

Mich ; T. R. Agg, consulting engineer,

professor of highway engineering, Iowa
Sate College ; Clifford Older, state high-

way engineer, Illinois; Arthur H. Blan-

chard, professor of highway engineer-

ing. University of Michigan; and Col.

Sidney D. Waldon, director, Lincoln

Highway Association.

Program of Maintenance Meeting
at St. Louis

The Roadmasters and Maintenance of

Way Association of America, at its an-

nual meeting in St. Louis, Mo., Sept.

21-23, has planned for a number of

special papers including the following:

"Increasing the Efficiency of Mainte-
nance-of-Way Forces," by F. G. Jonah,

chief engineer, St. Louis-San Fran-
cisco Ry. ; "Maintenance of Rail

Joints," J. V. Neubert, engineer of

maintenance of way. New York Cen-
tral R.R., and "Where Are Our Ties to

Come From?" by H. Von Schrenk, con-

sulting eng'neer. Committee reports

will include "Weights of Rail for Vari-
ous Classes of Traffic," "Equation of

Track Values," "Relative Economy of

Treated and Untreated Ties," "Weld-

ing Frogs and Switches," and "Con-
struction of Highway, Street and Farm
Crossings."

Pennsylvania's Highway Program
Slowed Up

Recent announcements made by the
Pennsylvania State Highway Depart-
ment indicate that inability of contrac-
tors to obtain shipments denied them
because of embargoes, and the alloca-
tion of open-top cars to transportation
of coal are seriously hampering Penn-
sylvania's road construction program.
Pennsylvania has 267 highway con-
tracts in force at the present time, in-
volving the construction of 993.29 mi.
of highways. To date this season 109.24
mi. have been completed, a mileage
which Highway Commissioner Sadler
believes could be more than doubled
under reasonably favorable conditions.

Zoning Regulations for District of
Columbia Are in Effect

Zoning regulations for the District
of Columbia, as drafted by the Zoning
Commission created by Congress, be-
came effective Aug. 30. There are four
use, four height and four area dis-

tricts. Notwithstanding urgent solici-

tation to the contrary, the commission
adhered to its tentative plan of limiting
the height of future buildings in the
downtown section to 110 ft. The reg-

ulations have been issued in pamphlet
form by the Zoning Commission.

Lumber Interests To Protest
Demurrage Penalty

Preparations have been made and
financed by the American Wholesale
Lumber Association to seek the elim-

ination of the $10 a day 'per car penalty

charge on lumber and forest products

held more than 48 hours. The defense

is mainly that the Interstate Commerce
Commission has entered a discrimina-

tory order imposed under the guise

of its being merely and solely to combat
the alleged abuse of the reconsigning

privilege.

November Election May Remove
Bar to California Road Work
Much of the contract work on the

California state highway system is still

at a standstill but an endeavor is being

made to hold the engineering organiza-

tion together, and the prospect is that

after the November election work may
be resumed. The court case brought
against the commission by a former
secretary, W. R. Ellis, and through
which work has been held up, was de-

cided in favor of the commission in the

superior court of the state and, when
brought on appeal to the appellate

court, an opinion was handed down sus-

taining the decision of the lower court.

The case is now before the supreme
court of the state.

i

Inasmuch as the California law pre- 1

scribes that highway bonds be sold at

par and that they yield not more than

4i per cent interest, the State High-
way Commission had set about to use I
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Federal funds pledged the state for

highway construction to make up the

difference between the statute interest

limit and the market value of the bonds.

The commission took the view that it

could so use Federal-aid funds inasmuch
as the only stipulations made by the

Federal Government for the use of Fed-
eral-aid funds were state participation

in the construction of the roads and
Federal approval of state project plans.

Inasmuch as these conditions had been
fulfilled the commission contended to

act within its legal right, a position

which was upheld in the court's opinion.

Though difficulty has been experienced

in the sale of bonds there was such a

ready response when signers were
sought for an initiat've petition author-

izing a higher interest rate that it is

expected the measure will pass when
it goes before the voters in November.
By that time it is hoped that the court

case will have been disposed of.

Engineering Societies

Lighthouses To Warn Motorists

of Curves and Crossings

The State Highway Commission of
Wyoming has under consideration plans

for the installation of "baby light-

houses" at railway crossings and on
the approaches to dangerous curves on
the state's entire highway system.
These lights "wink" at the rate of 45
times a minute, throwing a 9-in. ray
which can be seen for a distance of 3 mi.

They are similar to small lighthouses
along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts

and the Panama canal. The light

standards are 8 ft. high, mounted on
cement bases, and each is a complete
unit. Red lights designate railroad
crossings and dangerous curves are
announced by yellow lights. The fre-

quency of accidents on mountain roads
in Wyoming and Colorado, especially

to tourists not familiar with mountain
roads, led the commission to open nego-
tiation with the manufacturers. A few
years ago the use of large mirrors on
the curves was experimented with on
one or two Colorado mountain roads
but with only partial success.

U. S. Engineers in M. I. T.
With the opening of the fall term,

the Corps of Engineers will have forty
officers pursuing courses in the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology.
Twenty-five of these officers have been

if pursuing engineering studies at the
summer school with a view to shorten-
ing the time that they will have to be
away from their military duties. These
men are being given this work in Bos-
ton to carry out the policy of bringing
military engineers in contact with
civilian thought and practice.
The work being done by these officers

is under the frequent scrutiny of Major
V. L. Peterson, who is stationed at the
district engineer offices at Boston.
Major Peterson organized and con-
ducted a course for the three-year
West Point men at Ganip^ Humphreys.

Calendar

Annual Meetings

SOUTHWEST WATER WORKS AS-
SOCIATION, Waco, Tex. ; New
Orleans, La., Sept, 20-23.

ROADMASTERS' AND M VINTE-
NANCE OF WAV ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA, Sterling, 111.; St,
Louis, Sept. 21-23.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP PORT
AUTHORITIES, Montreal ; Chi-
cagfo, Sept. 30-Oct. 2.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MIJNICI-
PAI^ lAlPRGVEMENTS, Valpa-
raiso, Ind. ; St. Loui.s, Oet. 10-1.').

AMIORICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE &
LUILDINO ASSOCIATION Chl-
laso : Atlanta. Ca.. Oct. 26-28.

The American Railway Bridge and
Building As.sociation has changed the
dates of its annual convention at
Atlanta, Ga., from Oct. 19-21 to
Oct. 26-28.

The Western Society of Engineers
will open its fall series of meetings
with an address by Major John C. H.
Lee, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., on
"The St. Lawrence-Great Lakes Water-
way Project." On Sept. 16, James A.
Peabody, signal engineer, Chicago &
Northwestern Ry., will speak on "The
Relation of the Engineer to Railroad
Transportation." L. K. Sherman, until

recently president of the U. S. Housing
Commssion, now consulting engineer,
Chicago, will speak, Sept. 20, on
"Housing Developments."

The Smoke Prevention Association
will hold its fourteenth annual conven-
tion Oct. 5-8 at the Sherman Hotel,
Chicago. An exhibit of equipment for
burning fuel smokelessly will be shown.
Frank A. Chambers, deputy smoke in-

spector. City of Chicago, is in char.tre

of local arrangements.

The Louisiana Engineering Society,

at its Meeting held in New Orleans,
Sept. 13, was addressed by Dr. L M.
Cline, district forester. Weather Bu-
reau, New Orleans, on "Relation of

Change in Storm Tides on the Coast of

the Gulf of Mexico to the Centei and
Movement of Hurricanes."

Personal Notes

Walter P, Copp has been ap-
pointed professor of civil engineering
at Dalhousie University, Halifax, N. S.

Charles D. Snead, senior high-

way bridge engineer at the Fort Worth
office of the U. S. Bureau of Public

Roads, has been appointed successor to

J. L. Parker, of the Montgomery (Ala.)

district, who has recently resigned.

W. H. Anderson, Sulphur
Springs, Tex., has been appointed
drainage engineer for the St. Louis

Southwestern Ry., with office at Dallas.
He held a similar position with the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Co.,

at Waco, previous to Government con-
trol of the railroads.

John T. Edwards has been ap-
pointed supervisor of maintenance in
the road department of the New Jersey
State Highway Commission.

Lester C. W al k e r, for the past
ten years connected with the Idaho Ir-
rigation Co., Ltd., Richfield, Idaho, and
from May, 1919, until August of this
year chief engineer of the company, is

now in the employ of the U. S. Recla-
mation Service, on surveys for the
American Falls Reservoir, with head-
quarters at American Falls, Idaho.

Mortimer E. Cooley, dean of
the College of Engineering and Archi-
tecture, University of Michigan, and
president of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, has been made
a member of the Postal Advisory Com-
mittee, which is to study, among other
things, the feasibility of handling mail
in cities in underground tubes or
tunnels.

H. H. Temple, chief engineer of
the Pittsburgh & West Virginia Ry., at
Pittsburgh, has been appointed general
superintendent of that I'oad and of the
West Side Belt R.R., with the same
headquarters. He succeeds J. E. Fair-
head, resigned.

Major John W. Stewart,
Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., has been
retired for physical disability. His
last assignment was the Vicksburg En-
gineering District.

Capt. Pennell C. Painter,
who for a number of years has been as-
sociated with the different engineering
departments of the City of Baltimore,
more recently as assistant engineer of
the Paving Commission, has accepted
the position of city engineer of Wash-
ington, N. C, where he will take charge
of the extensive street paving program
and the extension of the sewerage and
water system, planned to start next
spring.

0. W. W H I T e c a R V E R, G iorge-
town, S. C, has been appointed assist-
ant engineer in the offic. of the U. S.

district engineer at Charleston, S. C,
succeeding James P. Allen, resigned.
Mr. Whitecarver has been assistant en-
gineer at Georgetown for the last 20
years.

J. L. Parker recently resigned as
senior highway bridge engineer of the
Montgomery, (Ala.) district, U. S.

Bureau of Public Roads, to become
special bridge engineer of the South
Carolina State Highway Commission.

The Seaboard Air Line Ry. an-
nounces the following promotions and
transfers: W. A. Greenleaf, division

engineer, at Savannah, Ga., transferred
to the North Carolina division, at
Hamlet, N. C. C. M. Cannon, division

engineer of the East Carolina division,

at Charleston, S. C, appointed divi-

sion engineer of the Alabama" division.
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at Savannah, succeeding W. A. Green-

leaf, promoted. W. J. Gooding, divi-

sion engineer of the South Carolina

division, at Jacksonville, appointed

division engineer of the East Cai-olina

division, at Charleston, succeeding C.

M. Cannon, transferred. O. F. Mc-

Nairy appointed division engineer of

the South Carolina division, at Jack-

sonville, succeeding W. J. Gooding,

transferred.

James P. Allen, who recently

resigned as assistant engineer in the

U. S. district engineer office at Charles-

ton, S. C, will engage in a private en-

gineering business. Associated with

Mr. Allen will be W. S. Fitzsimons,

recently second assistant engineer in

the Charleston office.

G. C. P Y L E has been appointed chief

engineer of the Arkansas & Louisiana

Missouri (formerly the Arkansas &
Louisiana Midland) Ry., with head-

quarters at Huttig, Ark.

I. H. S C H R A M, recently division

engineer on the Erie R.R., has been

promoted to the position of terminal

superintendent, with offices at Marion,

Ohio.

J. Y. M C C L I N T C K, for more

than 17 years in charge of highway
work in Monroe County, N. Y., has

become associated with George R. New-
ell, civil engineer, with offices in Roch-

ester, N. Y. They are prepared to con-

sider problems in engineering, includ-

ing studies, surveys and reports, prep-

aration of contracts and construction

work.

- Dr. A R T H u R M. B u s w E L L, asso-

ciate professor of engineering, Colum-

bia University, has become director of

the Illinois State Water Survey.

Colonel J. P. Jervey, Corps

of Engineers, U. S. A., in charge of the

Baltimore district, has submitted his

application for retirement. He re-

quests that his retirement become
effective on Sept. 21, as he desires to

assume the duties of city manager of

Portsmouth, Va., the following day.

H. B. Holmes has been appointed

chief engineer of the Pittsburgh '&

West Virginia Ry. and the West Side

Belt R.R., with headquarters at Pitts-

burgh, succeeding H. H. Temple, pro-

moted.

Robert M. Gates, engineer in

the New York office of the Lakewood
Engineering Co., Cleveland, has been

appointed managing engineer in charge

of the Philadelphia district of the com-

pany, with headquarters in Philadel-

phia.

J. C. Davis, formerly connected

with the University of Oklahoma, has

been made testing engineer for the

State'Highway Department, with head-

quarters at Oklahoma City.

A. W. Hardy has been appointed

resident engineer on the bridge now
being built between Minco and Union
City, Okla.

Business Notes

A G n e w T. Dice, Jr., railroad

sales manager of the Reading Iron Co.,

Reading, Pa., in addition to discharging

the duties of that position, has been

placed in charge of the company's cut

nail output.

The Jeffrey Manufac-
turing Co., Columbus, Ohio, has

opened a branch office in the Marine

Trust Building, Buffalo, in charge of

H. W. Scott, formerly of the home office

of the company. Mr. Scott will be glad

to render assistance to clients in that

territory in the handling of problems

covering elevating, conveying, crush-

ing, pulverizing and portable loading

machinery.

The Mesta Machine Co.,

Pittsburgh, has opened an office in the

Singer Building, New Y'ork, from which

point all of its foreign business will

be handled. The New York office will

also be the sales office for the New
York and Eastern states territory. M.

M. Moore, export sales manager of the

company, who has just returned from
Europe, will be in charge of the new
office.

Obituary

Thomas M. Schenk, district

engineer, at Halifax, for the Public

Works Department of Canada, died

Sept. 4 at Montreal. He was 32 years

of age.

Sullivan Light Model Drill

Sharpening Machine

The machine shown in the accom-

panying illustration is known as the

Sullivan Class B Sharpener, and is de-

signed for handling solid or hollow

drill steel of any section up to 1^ in. in

diameter, and to make bits up to a

maximum gage of 21 in. The Class B
Sharpener weighs 1,500 lb.; is very

compact, occupying a floor area of

4 ft. X 2i ft.; and stands 5 ft. high.

The essential features of the Class

B Sharpener consist of a horizontal

hammer cylinder and piston operating

a dolly for upsetting, and a vertical

cylinder and piston operating dies for

swedging the drill bits or shanks. For

upsetting bits or shanks the stael is

clamped in steel dies mounted in the

lower, or stationary, and upper, or

movable, jaws of a yoke operated by a

horizontal air cylinder situated in the

base of the machine.

The clamping cylinder and piston are

of the differential type, the clamping

end being 10 in. in diameter and the

releasing end 4 in. in diameter. The
horizontal movement of the piston is

communicated to the vertical action

of the vise by the air power acting

through a double toggle. The combined

effort of the air power and toggle lev-

erage is estimated as being more than

50,000 lb., all of which is applied to

hold the steel firm in the vise.

In making or resharpening bits the

steel is shifted from one hammer to the

other, being alternately upset and
swedged until of the proper gage and

shape, and the wings, corners, and cut-

ting edge properly drawn out to be

uniform, and of the right thickness

and angle. With a little practice per-

fect bits of the usual shape are made
in one heat in a minute or less, on

LiIGHT MODEL DRILL, SHARPENER

either solid or hollow steel. Ordinary

dull bits may be sharpened in from

twenty to twenty-five seconds. In

making shanks one heat is sufficient to

forge those that require upsetting only,

or swedging only, and two heats are

necessary for shanks requiring both

upsetting and swedging.

Civil Service Examinations
United States

For the United States civil service

exatninations listed below apply to th*

United States Civil Service Commis-
sion, Washington, D. C, or to any local

office of the Civil Service Cojnmission.

Junior Engineer and Deck Officer,

$2,000 to $2,240 a year. Examinations

Oct. 6-7, Dec. 8-9. Apply for Form
1312.

Rural Engineering Draftsman, $lr

800 to $2,200 a year. Apply for Form
1312. Applications must be filed not

later than Oct. 12.

Assistant Testing Engineer, $2,100

to $2,700 a year. Apply for Form
2118. Applications must be filed not

later than Oct. 19.
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An Addition to the "Appeal"

A LETTER, signed by 82 of the 182 members whose
names appeared on the "Appeal for a Progressive

as Against a Radical Policy" for the American Society

of Civil Engineers, is published in this issue. It

pledges these members to work for two reforms which

are the kernel of the progressive movement. The
letter is an important clarification of the circular,

which indicated that the signers favored changes,

though only the one regarding the local sections was
specified. The letter now pledges these men to work
for two definite changes, and for a broadening of the

technical life of the society. There were those who
feared the "Appeal" was merely intended to postpone

action with the hope of approving only ineffective and

minor amendments in January. The letter dispels

this fear. The signers give their word to their fellow

members that if the pending amendments are rejected

they will work for the two changes which are the

essentials of the progressive movement.

A Fair Proposal

IN CASTING about for means of relief for the street

railways the Federal Electric Railway Commission
in its recent report proposed that the cost of street-

railway extensions and of elevated railways and subways
should be met by benefited property owners in the dis-

trict served. The commission is justified in offering

Ihis plan for renewed consideration and is to be com-
mended for pointing out the justice of the plan as a

means of capturing some of the unearned increment of

land values, due to electric-railway service, for the

financing of the railways themselves. The committee
does not go far. enough in merely proposing that elec-

tric-railway extensions thus financed should not have
their cost added to the capitalization on which dividends

should be paid. In most cases, it seems certain, it would
be necessary to make such extensions the property of

the city. In fact, the city would probably have to make
the extensions itself if their cost were to be assessed

against all the property benefited. This would not pre-

clude private operation under lease from the city. The
data and opinions of the committee, as presented on

p. 594, are well worth reading by all who are interested

in the larger problems of both the street railways and
the cities.

An Expert Opinion

AFTER the several reports of the Congressional com-

L mittees which "investigated" war construction it

is refreshing to read the analogous report of the Board
of Review, which is abstracted on another page. The
former are campaign documents, issued for political

purposes; the latter is the unbiased judgment of tech-

nical men, two engineers and one public accountant

Though written before the Congressional fulminations,

it constitutes a complete answer to such of them as

tried to make out that the engineering and construction

of the war was inefficient and ineffective, if not crimi-

nally inadequate. The board recognizes, as Congress
did not, that hindsight is apt to be superior to fore

sight, and that the summer of 1917 demanded methods
which would not have been tolerated in 1916 and which
in the summer of 1920, with the war long over, can
certainly be improved. The report confinns what the
engineering profession has long known, that the war
construction was a marvel of speed and effectiveness

which contributed much toward the winning of the war.

Experience and a Works Department

IN ITS conclusions the Board of Review referred to

in the preceding note very properly advocates a Fed-
eral Department of Public Works, but not under any
specific name. It is, however, greatly impressed with
the fact that the Construction Division of the Army,
though under military control, managed to break for
itself new paths of action through which it reached its

ends unhampered by the time-worn restrictions of

military personnel and methods. It therefore favors the
retention of the methods and organization of this divi-

sion for the Federal construction bureau, though it would
divest it of all military character.

The problem of the Department of Public Works is

not quite so simple as this would imply. T^he success

of the Construction Division lay in its personnel. The
drive of war led some of the clearest minds and highest

executive talents in the engineering world to accept

small salaried commissions or positions in which they

worked under a pressure impossible to maintain in

peace times. The methods evolved succeeded partly

because they were taken directly from successful com-
mercial and professional practice and partly because

they had behind them enthusiastic men of superior

experience.

To continue the success of such an orgarization, then,

means more than merely to continue it as a government
bureau, out of uniform. There must be maintained the

quality, the initiative and the activity of a commercial

or professional organization. In times of peace this

ideal is probably impossible to attain, for any govern-

ment organization suifers from the defects of its nature.

A nearer approach to the ideal can be expected from a

civilian rather than a military system because of a

greater flexibility, a more ready infusion of new blood

and a more democratic organization, but a constant fight

will have to be made to avoid the dry rot and red tape of

office, which threatens civilian as well as military gov-

ernment bureaus.

The prospects for a Department of Public Works ai-e

bright. Its organizers, when it comes, should not fail

579
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to study the success of the Construction Division for

Viointers in their own problem. But they should not

tall into the error of supposing that that division suc-

ceeded merely because it separated itself from military

tradition.

Co-operation at Niagara

THERE is only one Niagara. Back in the wilds of

the Southern continents there are falls as high and
as voluminous, but nowhere else is the same combina-

tion of flow, head and power needs. Naturally, it has

become the greatest center of hydro-electric develop-

ment and the experimental ground on which the

improvements in the art are being continually put to

test. Every additional development of power there is,

therefore of the greatest importance and it is a

privilege to be able to lay before our readers explicit

accounts of the latest one. They begin in this issue.

Niagara's problems are to some degree its own, but

their solution has universal applicability as well as the

greatest general interest to the hydro-electric expert.

The technical details of this new plant need little com-

ment beyond the descriptions which will appear, except

perhaps to call attention to the eflflciency and the size

of the turbines—the largest yet built but to be sur-

passed in the new Canadian plant across the river

—

and to the ingenious fall increasers or head regainers

devised for the draft tubes. The method of machinery

design is distinctly novel. When started, the addition

was a wartime plant with all the necessities for speed

that that implies. The power company, therefore, took

the radical step of calling in the competing machine

manufacturers, stipulating to them only the power bases

and demands and leaving them full direction of the

details of design and construction. The results were

more than satisfactory. The essential speed in construc-

tion was attained as well as a commendably high uni-

form performance. All interests concerned testify to

a pleasantness often lacking in contract relations and

a concentration of effort which sunk personal glory

in the patriotic endeavor to put enough current on the

wires to carry through the supreme manufacturing

necessities of the war. The armistice came before the

completion of the plant, but the work on it was one of

the high engineering achievements of the war.

Some Possibilities of Cast Iron

ADISCUSSION of the relative merits of different

. types and designs of cast-iron ties, published by

the railway department of the Government of India,

suggests a thought as to the development of this mate-

rial for special purposes. Owing to its normal charac-

teristic of brittleness and consequent liability to frac-

ture, cast iron is regarded ordinarily as unsuitable for

structures or parts subject to shock. The fact is not

always realized that brittleness is a property not neces-

sarily inherent in caat iron, and that engineering and
metallurgical skill can adapt the metal to surprisingly

severe service.

A striking example of the- application of this metal

under conditions where it is subject to shock is the

American cast-iron car wheel, which has been a suc-

cessful and standard railway appliance for many years.

Another example is the cast-iron tie, which, in various

designs, is used extensively in India and to some extent

I

ill South America. Engineers in this country discuss

the cast-iron car wheel and its improvement as an
ordinary engineering problem. The publication noted
above shows that engineers in India discuss the cast-

iron tie and its improvement in the same way. ^
Yet the American engineer looks with distrust al9

the occasional proposal to make a tie of cast iron,

because "it is so brittle." Foreign engineers, in gren-

eral, regard the car wheel of cast iron with even

greater distrust, because "it is so brittle." In both

cases cast iron is regarded as a material universally

possessing a certain objectionable characteristic. As
a matter of fact, by careful grading and mixing of

the pig iron and by special methods in manufacture,
the American engineer is able to produce a cast-iron

wheel that is strong and tough, to resist the incessant

shocks to which it is subjected, and that has also a

hard surface, to resist wear. In the same way, the

engineers of Europe and India who manufacture and

use cast-iron ties have developed a grade of metal that

is equally well able to resist the shocks sustained in

railway track. It must be remembered also, that this

applies not only to the mass of metal in the body of

the tie but also to lugs and projections that form part

of the rail fastenings.

Cast-iron guns and mortars, which were used with

success in the Civil War, were suggested—and perhaps

used—during the European war, owing to the possi-

bility of speedier manufacture, compared with the

ordinary methods of constructing modern cannon.

Speed of production was the vital necessity at that
|

time. Erosion of the bore by gases is one of the main "

considerations in the life of these guns, fracture under

the shocks of firing being preventable by the use of

proper design, proper metal and proper methods.

No argument is intended for cast-iron ties on

American railways, or for cast-iron cannon. The pur-

pose is to indicate that by continued study of the

metal and a wider knowledge of its properties old j

prejudices may be overcome and the metal made even |

more useful to the engineer than it is today.

Life of Dredge Pumps and Pipe
Increased Fourfold

ATTENTION is challenged by the remarkable record

L of improvements in dredging equipment which

have been made at the hydraulic fill dams for the Miami

Conservancy District. As enumerated in the articles

in this and preceding issues, these improvements fall

into two groups. (1) Improvements in pump construc-

tion which increase output life and (2) improvements

in planning pumping plants which reduce operating

heads. Briefly, the life of different pump elements has

been doubled and quadrupled and even multiplied by

ten, pumping resistances have been reduced, and plant

operations synchronized. These improvements are more

than mere technical refinements.

A quadrupled output life of dredge pumps and pipe

line, which, in general, is what has been effected at

the Miami dams, has a significance beyond the fact

that a tool of greater durability has been secured for

the constructor. The opportunity for economies which

come from continuity of operation has been extended.

With prices and wages high and trained construction

workmen difficult to secure and to retain, equipment
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delays exact a heavy penalty. The nearly tenfold

increase in the life of pump impellers, which has been

effected at Miami is a notable gain in structural per-

fection, but economically it is a far greater accom-

plishment to have divided by ten the number of delays

for replacing worn impellers.

In this task of obtaining dredge pumps of greater

durability there is also a lesson in co-operation. Tt is

a pertinent saying that development of construction

machinery is a post factum procedure. This is strik-

ingly illustrated by the experience being considered,

but this experience is to a degree exceptional in the

respect thai the engineers have acted quickly after the

,
fact. Both in pump construction and pipe fabrication,

the improvements enumerated are the result of records

and analyses by the engineers quickly placed before

. the manufacturers, and of prompt effort by the manu-
' facturers, encouraged by the engineers, to satisfy the

, need.

After the fact, also, have come the developments

, recorded of sump design and pump layout and of

operating control devices. These developments followed

,
the disclosure of unexpected friction heads. Heads,

; ranging from 6 to 12 ft. in 100 ft., due to friction,

explain many things which have been done at Miami
and which otherwise appear without justification. In

particular they explain the seeming incongruity of

' hauling materials by train a few thousand feet to be

pumped another one or two thousand feet. Incidentally

they portray how limited has been our quantitative

knowledge of the friction heads developed in pumping
mixtures of earth and water.

It was with a similar lack of quantative data in

almost every respect that the hydraulicking operations

on the Consei'vancy dams were inaugurated. From the

. beginning the work has been, perforce, a vast experi-

mental laboratory in hydraulicking methods. This is the

good fortune of the engineer. He will never again, to

such an extent, be compelled to approach the problem of

dredging pumps without recorded knowledge. He will

have available equipment more nearly developed to his

requirements. This perhaps is the greater gain.

It is the distinction of certain engineering operations

that they have markedly extended the boundaries of

service of construction equipment. The building of the

Chicago Drainage canal in 1893-7 took the tipple incline,

the cableway, the cantilever crane and the rock chan-

neling machine from their field of service in mining

and ore handling and placed them among the major

tools for excavating earth and rock. Similarly the

building of the Miami Conservancy dams has extended

the boundaries of service of hydraulic dredging equip-

ment.

The Oneness of the Economic World

EMPHASIS has been repeatedly placed in the last six

years on the closeness with which the entire world

is bound together economically. We had it demonstrated

I to us before our entry into the war, and, as pointed out

;
in an article on Switzerland in this week's issue, the

Swiss, though a neutral nation, experienced a rise in

i
materials and wages and are suffering today from short-

age of housing, as are all the belligerent countries.

Without inquiring into the conditions, one should,

therefore, say with certainty that South America had

experienced the same economic effects as have been felt

in other countries. She is far away from Europe, but
not so far but what the bonds draw her into the

economic union.

As a matter of fact, one finds practically the same
conditions in South America as elsewhere. Verne L.

Havens, editor of Ingenieria Intemacional , has just re-

turned from .'< seven months' trip in which he visited

Peru, Chile, Argentina, and Brazil. He found a short-

age of labor, particularly of skilled men. Wages have
risen about 50 per cent, the working hours have de-

creased about 20 per cent, while production is only about

75 per cent of what it was seven years ago. As a result

of these conditions, costs of production have more than
doubled.

Likewise, there is housing shortage—verj"^ serious in

the large cities.

Everywhere, too, the attack on these problems for the
purpose of solving them is the same—by a reawakening
of the individual to his duty to render an honest day's

work, and by the introduction of mechanical power to

replace men wherever possible. In the application of

both methods we in the United States have certain

advantages, as compared with other countries, that in

the one case should enable us to get back to normal
more quicklv than they, and in the other afford a large

opportunity for export of American machinery'.

In view of the unrest here and the lessened pi'oduc-

tion per man, it seems hardly to accord with the truth

to say that we have certain advantages with reference

to the human element of the solution of the man-power
shortage problem. Apparently we are no better off than

other countries. However, America has always been

an experiment .station for proposals for bettering human
relations in industry and the improvement of working

conditions. True there is still much conservatism among
employers even here, but far less than abroad. Our
attitude toward the employee is more liberal than that

in other countries, and we should accordingly go faster

in the human part of the .solution.

In the employment of labor-saving machinery, the field

of application is necessarily larger in South America and

in Europe than here. However, there is to be found

there a good deal of inertia. They are not so accus-

tomed to the application of machinery as we, and a

lengthy educational process is needed. England is mak-

ing rapid progress, however, evidenced by the fact that

British manufacturers, for .example, are imitating some

of our types of construction plant never before manu-

factured, and seldom used, in England.

We have prided ourselves on an extensive use of ma-

chinery. The war, however, taught us that even we
had a large field before us. The complexity of machines

for doing even rough work is constantly increasing,

and year by year intricate devices take the place ^f men
in operations that a few years ago we thought were

destined to be done '^y human power perhaps always.

Despite, therefore, our already extensive use of ma-

chinery to replace human labor, and the great complexity

to which such machinery has been developed, we can

safely look for further progress, to the benefit of the

public—always the ultimate beneficiary—and of those

who have the ability to see the need and the resources

and courage to inake the necessary experimentation.

The oneness of the economic world, therefore, is

emphasized not only by the widespread siniilarity of

adverse conditions but also of the remedies proposed.
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Developing An Additional 100,000 Horsepower at Niagara
Details of the Hydraulic and Structural Design and Description of Equipment of the Huge New Water-

Power Plant on American Side of Falls

How the Needs of War Developed

Co-operation at Niagara
AT the time of the United States' entry into the war,

^ the Niagara Falls Power Co. ivas entitled to draiv

from the Niagara River not to exceed 8,600 sec.-ft. and
the Hydraulic Power Co. ivas entitled to 6,500 sec-ft.

Very soon thereafter the need for power for ^var indus-

tries became so great that the War Department issued

additional permits to both companies sufficient to cover

the maximum output of the apparatus then installed.

After the merger of the tivo companies and the agree-

ment of the consolidaied compannj to proceed immediately
with a new development, permit was issued for the

entire amount of water available to the United States

under the treaty, or 19,500 sec.-ft. The normal capacity

of the existing plants was sufficient to use 15,100

sec.-ft., leaving a balance of lf,AOO sec.-ft. for a new
development. This has just been completed, as an
extension of the plant of the Hydraulic Poiver Co. The
three hydro-electric units, rated at 37,500 hp. each, but

with a combined station output of 100,000 hp. are the

largest ever built and the lohole plant has many ele-

ments of novelty. The series of articles beginning here

has been prepared in collaboration tvith the power com/-

pany and takes up the various phases of the design ayid

construction. Credit for the various articles is given

specifically in some cases, but in addition the informa-
tion has been secured from memoranda from John L.,

Harper, chief engineer, G. R. Shepard, assistant chief

engineer, N. R. Gibson, hydraulic engineer and O. D.
Dales, construction engineer of the company. In the

two succeeding issues will be taken up "^'le hydraulic de-

sign and the construction features. The development

would have been completed some time ago in record^

time, but ivork was slowed down after the armistice.

By John L. Harper
Vice Prpsiflpiit nid Chief Eng-ineer, Niagara Palls Power Co.,

Niag-ara Falls, N. T.

THE big electrochemical and electrometallurgical

plants of the United States are at Niagara Falls,

New York. When the war came, and shells and guns
and ships and motor trucks and phosphorus and gas

were found vital to the existence of the nation and its

allies, our Government functioned through represent-

atives whose minds appreciated values at Niagara other

than in thundering vibrations and clouds of spray,

wonderful as both may be in times of peace. In the

presence of great dangers only the fundamentals count,

and there was no hesitation on the part of the directors

of the war in first restricting Niagara power to the

manufacture of basic materials, and then demanding
further development of power so that the production

of these materials might be increased.

All parties interested in power development at

Niagara Falls were asked to submit plans and proposi-

tions for a rush development of the remaining water

available for diversion under the treaty with Great

Britain. From these competitive plans, one of those

presented by Hydraulic Power Co. of Niagara Falls was
approved by the War Department as the one which

would produce the largest amount of power in the

shortest time, and at the same time be a proper and

efficient power development after the stress of war had

passed.
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The plan so approved by the War Department required

the use of all the water in respect to which the oper-

ating companies at Niagara Falls had proprietary

rights. The consolidation of all the power companies

was obviously the easiest way to unify these right?

and upon suggestion of the War Department, such con-

solidation was undertaken. The Niagara Falls Power
Co., Hydraulic Power Co. of Niagara Falls and Cliff

Electrical Distributing Co. were, consolidated under the

name of The Niagara Falls Power Co., the control and

management of the consolidated company resting in the

former owmers of the Hydraulic Power Co.

In the early part of May, 1918, authority was received

from the Secretary of War with orders to proceed with

the development in accordance with the approved plan

under the supervision of an officer of the Corps of

Engineers. The scope of the work carried out under

this plan included the deepening of the intake from

the Niagara River, the development and installation of

improved ice deflecting booms, the deepening of the

hydraulic canal through the City of Niagara Falls,

N. Y., the construction of a new forebay, and three

slope tunnels for taking the water from the forebay

to the edge of the river in the middle basin, where

the power plant was constructed as an extension to

Station No. 3, of the Hydraulic Plant.

Three hydro-electric units were designed, to be equal

in size, and to have a combined output at the highest

efficiency of 100,000 hp. In view of the peculiar -nn-

ditions that existed on account of the war, and in order

to secure quick delivery, the contracts for the manu-

facture of the waterwheels and generators were dis-

tributed as follows: One complete hydro-electric unit

to AUis Chalmers Manufacturing Co., two waterwheels

to I. P. Morris Co., one generator to General Electric

Co. and one generator to Westinghouse Electric k

Manufacturing Co.

On account of the urgent need of this work by the

War Department, A-1 priority orders were given by it

to the builders for the obtaining of materials necessary

for manufacture and conjitruction, and Jtymp«tbetic mad
• fTective aMflJHtance wax rendered hv all ffovmuaest
(Icpartment.H in carrjir

The contraL-t.H for th- »« waterwtMcb
and generalor.H were not placed on a baiiiM of competitiT*
|)ricea, nor were Mpeciflc g^uarantee^ of rfnciencic*

exacted. Ah all of the power companies on the Amer*
ican side were to l^ecome one, ' '.isable

to allow all of the larger tcxai. • cUm
of apparatus to show what they couitl ti«.» lit the pnv
duction of these new unit.H, which were expected to be

the last word in hydro-electric AeA'\\gw. All of the

manufacturing companies approached their tajilu with

enthusiasm and patriotic endeavor to produce the best,

and now, when all three of these unitM are in operation.

it is impossible to say that any V>etter apparatu<« could

have been constructed under the most minute xpecifics-

tions and inspection. All of Wme companies fulb'

co-operated, not only with the War Department and

the power company in meeting nith di.<tpatch the

emergency requirements of rusft prridiK*tion, but. at

the .same lime, have given such < ".d efficient

attention to the whole design and n . .re that the

resulting machinerj' is of the highest cIam known to

TKASiil KACK.^ l.N KOHt:k.;\

the art, and. although the mai-hines are «>i dirforepT

manufacture, the builders have co-operated with e«rh

other in producing machines, the exteriors of which

are similar, thus giving a uniform and plea-^infr anpear-

ance to the station.

Although the official efficiency test.s have not «- >cw

been completed it is apparent, from preliminary test*.

that the hydraulic efficiency will equal or sliy .>ed

93 per cent, and that the efficiency from h- to

the switchboard will he over 90 per cent. The unit*

have each demonstrated their ability to operate con-

tinuously at 40.000 hp., although the combined operating

station output is considered as lOO.OCiO hp.

These units are at present the Isirgest hydrtxlectric

units in the world, and it is a subject for pride ir

our American manufacturers that these four companies.

as well as those manufacturing valves, bearings, etc^

have mutually tjvken this step in advance without fail-

ure in any particular.

The construction work was carried out in the face

of unusual obstacles in procuring both l«bor and mate-

rials, yet in all cases the manufacturers of the pria-
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cipal parts of the apparatus lived up to their agreements
as to time of completion; and if the construction and
installation had been pushed with the same vigor after

the armistice was signed as it was before, it is probable

that the first unit would have been put in operation

in fourteen months after the word w'as given by the

Secretary of War; but, under the reduced schedule as

to progress, the first unit was put in operation nine-

teen months after authority was received to proceed.

The writer also wishes to express appreciation of

the loyalty and efl!iciency of the engineering and con-
struction staffs of the Niagara Falls Power Co., which
was obliged to make the plans at the same time that

the work was in progress, and whose ability and effi-

ciency may be measured by the fact that in spending
about $8,000,000 less than $1,000 was wasted in changes
of plans.

Structural and Equipment Features
of New Niagara Plant

By 0. D. Dales
Construction Engineer Niagara Pails Power Co.

STATION No. 3 of the Hydraulic Power Co.. is

located below the falls at the lower end of the canal

passing through the city. It takes water from the
canal through thirteen steel penstocks built outside the
cliff—though now concealed from view by a face wall

—

and delivers it under 210 ft. head to thirteen horizontal
turbines of 10,000 hp. capacity each. The canal was
started in 1852 but was not put into operation until

1872. It has been enlarged from time to time up until

1912 when Station No. 3 was completed at which time
it was 100 ft. wide and around 15 ft. deep and had
an average flow of about S,000 sec.-ft.

The 1918-20 extension to Station No. 3 was built

immediately upstream of the 1906 plant. It consists
of three 15;i-ft. penstocks taking directly from the

PLAN OF EXTENSION TO STATION NO. 3, NIAGARA FALLS POWER CO

FOUNDATION SLAP. FOR TURBINE .SETTING

canal through a new forebay and passing through the

limestone rock at a general slope of 45 deg. to the

power house alongside the old power house just above

the lower river level. Here are installed three vertical

turbines of 37,500 hp. each, connected to generators of

a capacity of 32,500 kva. each, generating 12,000 volt,

three-phase 25-cycle current when operating at 150

r.p.m. The recent operations comprised additional ice

protection in the upper Niagara at the mouth of the

canal, enlargement of the canal to pass the required

13,200 sec.-ft., construction of the forebay behind a

cofferdam holding back the canal, driving the penstock

tunnels through rock, construction of the power house

and erection of the hydraulic and electric machinery.

The Niagara River, at the point where the company

takes its water, is a broad stream, and the main channel

is near the Canadian side. Between the main channel

and the company's intakes there is a broad stretch of

water intersected with submerged reefs and ridges, and

,-^lf
having a depth of from 4 to

14 ft. at the main stage of

the water elevation.

The engineering problem

involved in the river work
was to obtain the normal

supply of water for the power
plants during the winter

period of low temperatures

and severe ice conditions.

The stream never freezes

solidly over its entire width,

and the outer line of the solid

shore ice is located in ap-

proximately the same place

from year to year, A deep

channel about 200 ft. in width

was run from the company's

inlet outward to the edge of

the ice line. Commencing at

the intersection of this chan-

nel with the ice line, a series

of piers consisting of steel

sheetpile cylinders filled with

concrete were built running

upstream in the general di-

rection of the ice line, but

gradually working in toward

the shore. Floating booms of
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truss frames were placed from pier to

pier. About half way between this row

of piers and the shore, another row

was placed, extending in the same direc-

tion and supporting floating booms in

the same manner as the outer row.

This system has been in operation

' through one exceptionally severe winter

and has proved entirely satisfactory.

The booms have kept out the ice float-

ing down the river, and what small

amounts actually formed inside the

booms, have been broken up from time

to time in small quantities by the com-

pany's ice-breaking tugs and allowed to

flow down the canal where it was dis-

posed of through the spillway gates.

In order to get sufficient water

through the canal to run the added

equipment it was necessary to enlarge

the cross section. The canal runs

through the most thickly settled portion

of the city, and it was impossible to

acquire property rights to widen the canal, so that the

only possible thing to do* was to deepen it. The canal,

prior to the enlargement,, was 100 ft. in width and

' LL Unit nSiT
."

CLUhitlkk

DRAFT-TUBE FORMWORK FOR

varied in depth, at the high water period of the year,

from 15 to 22 ft. The new section is of the same width

but has been deepened uniformly to 20 ft.

HOKIZOXTAL SKCTIO.V THROUGH TURBINE .SETTINGS

The valve for each unit was placed at the boiiom of

the penstock dose to the turbine in order to s^ve time

when filling the penstock after the ordinar>- .xhut-

/down of a waterwheeL Stop

gates were provided for the

bell-mouth end as an extra

precaution. These are merely

large steel gates, three for

each penstock, the center

gate having a small by-pa*s

wicket. These stop gates

slide down in steel jruides

over the face of the bell-

mouth. Steel lined grooves

were placed in the face of

the forebay wall to receive

these stop gate guides.

Each of the three turbine

casings is connected to its

penstock through a Johnson

hydraulically operated, elec-

trically controlled v a 1 v e.

These valves, which are the

largest in the world, were

furnished by the Larnei-

Johnson Valve and Engineer-

housine is of ca.st steel and

inside diameter through the

in. diameter at

MORRIS UNIT

Forebay and Penstocks

The forebay is 154 ft. 7 in. long, 75

in. deep below normal water.

wide, and

is entirely26 ft. 3

lined with concrete. Running out of the forebay are

three penstocks, which are concrete lined tunnels of

15 ft. 6 in. diameter. The entrance to the penstocks is

a bell-mouth 18 ft. 9 in. high by 28 ft, long.

The penstock tunnels after leaving the bell-mouths

turn downward at an angle of 45 deg. until they reach a

plane at El. 353, w^hich is on a line with the center of the

waterwheels. They then run as horizontal tunnels out

through the rock to the waterwheels in the power house.

Of this horizontal part 76 ft. is composed of li-in- steel

plate thoroughly riveted. The space between the steel

lining and the rock is filled with concrete.

ing Co. The outer valve

steel plate and is 17 ft.

body of the valve and tap)€rs to 10 ft. 6

the outlet end. The entrance end to tne valve housing is

made of steel plate forming a flaring e.xtension of the

15-ft. 6-in. penstock. The length of the valve is about

24 ft. Throughout the total length. appmximatebv24

ft., ihe area of the water passage is reduced without

abrupt change-^ or sharp curves and the stream-line

shape of the valve parts renders the hydraulic losses

practically negligible.

Trash Racks and Stone Catcher

The trash racks which run the entire length of the

forebay are composed of 4 x i in. flat steel bars spaced

by cast-iron spreaders 4 in. centers. These racks are

supported by a framework of steel designed with the

assumption that the racks might becon.e clogged and

carrv the entire hydrostatic pressure. The steel sup-
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ports are designed to carry the entire head with a work-

ing stress of 100 per cent greater than the usual work-

ing stress called for in the ordinary design.

In the bottom of the forebay and in front of the racks

is a long groove running the entire length of the fore-

bay, being 5 ft. deep. It is placed there to act as a stone

catcher. As excavation will be carried on in the canal

for some time after the completion of the station, loose

rocks will be carried down the stream by the swift

current and brought into the forebay. As the water in

the forebay moves at a velocity of about 1^ ft. per sec.

they will drop into this groove and not be carried down
the pen.stock. When this stone catcher becomes filled

the loose rocks will be removed bj^ a grab bucket oper-

ated from the electric crane in the forebay house.

Ice Skimmer and Run

To prevent ice coming into the forebay an ice skimmer
was built in front of the inlets. This consists of

removable steel plate sections which extend 9 ft. below
the water surface and are hung from the roadway slab

above and braced laterally by steel framing to the con-

crete inlet piers. They will receive considerable press-

ure if large amounts of ice should be flowing in the

basin. It was assumed that verj- little ice would be

carried into the forebay as the velocity of the water in

the basin is about 4.5 ft. per sec. and the water going

through under the ice boom from the basin is 2 ft. per

.sec. This was very well proved by the experience of

last winter.

By the construction of the ice boom system off Port

Day in the Niagara River, it was believed that there

would be very little trouble from ice in the forebay, but

there will always be some ice form in the canal and

there will always be the possibility that an ice boom
might break and a large quantity come down the canal.

To take care of this a spillway and ice chute has been

constructed. The old Station No. 3 had ice gates and

an ice run running from the outside of the curve shown
on the accompanying plan. This old ice run curved at

a right angle and discharged into what had been the

abandoned wheelpit of a large flour mill. This pit

extended 70 ft. down from the top of the cliff, where
the water and ice were discharged on the site of the

new power house. It therefore became necessary to

build a new ice run running directly from the old spill-

way gates to ^he river and passing under the new power
house. Its location is shown also on the plan. It is a

concrete lined chute 20 ft. wide and 15 ft. deep, inclined

at an angle of 60 deg. with a horizontal with a parabolic

curve at the top and bottom to connect the horizontal

.sections with the slope section.

The concrete lining of the chute was intended to be

18 in. thick, but it over ran this as part of the excava-

tion was in shale which disintegrated after being ex-

posed to the air. A concrete roof has been placed upon
this chute and will later be covered with rubble stone

masonry to look like the natural cliff. The horizontal

part of the chute which passes underneath the power

REINFORCEMENT OF SETTING FOR ALLIS-CHALMERS
UNIT
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house is carried 60 ft. west of the power house so that

the watex% ice and debris will discharge into deep water
of the river.
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Details of Turbine Settings

By Louis S. Bernstein
J)f.sif?niner Rngineer, Niagara Falls Po\v»r Co.

THE hydraulic efficiency of the waterwheel unit was
the governing feature of the design and for this

reason and the fact that the size of the machines are

larger and of different type than any in present use,

radical departures were made as compared with the

existing plants of the company. The fundamental
features of the changes are as follows: (1) The ver-

tical shaft type unit was adopted. (2) The usual bent

tube type of draft tube was abandoned for the more
efficient types known as the "hydraucone" and the "cen-

ter cone," respectively.

In plants where the combination of a moderate dis-

charge and the bent-tube type of draft tube exists, the

ICE CHUTE BEFORE COVERING

problem of supporting the turbine and generator is

comparatively simple, as the loading is usually small and

the natural arch of the bent tube acts as the support or

one side, and the concrete mass foundation as the sup-

port on the other side. It can readily be seen that as

the unit becomes larger and both the clear span of the

tailrace and the load to be supported becomes greater,

if the arch type of construction is not available, the

problem of supporting the unit becomes more compli-

cated ; in special cases, where the turbine and generator

are of extreme size and weight, special provision must

be made to take care of the vibration of the machine as

well as the superimposed loads.

.Cn^mtpptf ^-^afe

>-

J.'

rj~\ ^
I.R Morris Unit Alli* Cholmtrs Ufi»t

\ KHTICAL SECTIO.V THKOLGH TWO TLRBIXE .SETTlNUtf

There are two types of units, one being in.stalled by
the Allis-Chalmers Co., and the turbine of the other by
the I. P. Morris Co. The draft tube of the Alli-*-

Chalmers' unit is known as the "hydraucone," while
that of the I. P. Morris is known as the "center cone."
In each case the clearnes.s in the tailrace and the other

hydraulic features of the draft tul?€ were determined
by the makers of the respective turbines and the hydrau-
lic engineer of the power company. Detail.<i of the

machines and their appurtenances will appear in a later

article.

The draft tube of the Allis-Chalmers' unit consists

of a horizontal reinforced-concrete plate supported by
three reinforced-concrete walls, the entire structure

being centered in the tailrace directly under the dis-

charge of the turbine. The draft tube of the I. P. Morris

Co. unit consists of heavj- flared reinforced-concrete

wings suspended from the foundation slab of the unit

and a center cone extending up between and centering

these wings. The foundations for the units outside of

the draft tube are practically the .same. A cross section

through both units is sho^^•n in an accompanyln"

drawing.

Condition of Turbine Loading

In the Allis-Chalmers' unit the generator is sup-

ported by a heavy cast-iron frame called the "pit liner."

having a top diameter of 22 /t. 4 in., a diameter at the

bottom of 17 ft. 2 in. and a height of 9 ft. 4 in. Thi.s

is carried by the speed ring which is a circular steel

casting that acts as a stationar>' guide for the water

entering the runner The speed ring in turn is sup-

ported by another circular casting called the "discharge

ring." This casting rests on the foundation slab, and

the concrete inside of this casting is cut out and formed

to the shape of the draft tube. The diameter of the

opening at the top of the foundation slab is 10 ft. The

opening gradually increa.*<es in size through the slab

and becomes tangent at the bottom. The diameter at

the point of tangency is 24 ft. 4 in.

In the I. P. Morris unit the generator is supported

by massive concrete piers which rest directly on the

heavy cast-iron wheel case. The load is transferred

from the wheel case to the foundation slab and the dis-

tribution is more favorable than in the other unit The

flared wings of the draft tube are attacheil to the K.t-

tom of the main foundation slab with thret^ rings of

reinforcing bars. The opening in the main slab is

similar to that of the Allis-Chalmers* unit.
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The actual weijrht of one complete unit consisting of

one generator and turbine is in excess of 1,000 tons.

Th^ entire weight from power house floor ta the top of

the tailrace on the neat inside line of the foundation

piers is 5,500 tons per unit. It was assumed that this

entire load was carried by the main foundation slab.

The amount of arch action was impossible to determine

owing to the nature of the load concentration of the

machine in the vicinity of the opening for the di'aft

tube.

The main foundation slab is 11 ft. thick. It has a

clear span of 45 ft. The reinforcing consists of eight

bands of steel bars, each band containing twenty-five

Ij-in. square bars. In addition to this there are about

450 vertical 1-in. square bars, .spaced about 2 ft. centers

over the entire area acting like stirrups. It was thought

advisable to tie this large mass of concrete together

since there is about 1,000 yd. of concrete in each slab,

and for construction reasons it was decided to pour this

slab in two sections. In addition to these vertical bars,

limestone plums were placed so that about one-half of

the stones projected above the neat line of the first

pour to act as an additional horizontal tie. The entire

surface was picked, roughened and thoroughly cleaned

before the final pour was made.
In the design of the main foundation slab each band

was considered acting as a beam and assumed to carry

one-eighth of the total load inside the neat line of the

foundation piers, the load being considered as uni-

formly distributed. Based upon this assumption the

unit stress in the reinforcing steel is 15,000 lb. per

square inch and in the concrete 450 lb. per square inch.

The unit shear on the neat line of the foundation piers

is 45 lb. per square inch.

The foundation slab is carried by the main power
house piers, which are spaced 53 ft. centers, and one

smaller center pier. The main piers are 13 ft. thick

at the river face of the power house and gradually taper

down until they are 8 ft. thick at the center line of the

unit. These piers are joined together from this point

by a concrete wall 4 ft. thick, against the bedrock, hav-

ing a radius of 22 ft. 6 in. to the inside face. This
makes a horse-shoe shaped tailrace, semi-circular at

the rear end and slightly contracting until it reaches

the river face of the power house. The piers are

rounded off to a radius of half their thickness at the

river face of the foundation.

Superstructure of Power House

The power house, which is located in the gorge, is a

building 60 ft. wide inside with a 6-ft. space between
the back wall and the cliff, this space being used for

cable and hot air passages. It extends 225 ft. upstream
from old Station No. 3. The floor of the power house
is at El. 365, which is 7 ft. above the highest known
water level and is 23 ft. 6 in. above mean water level.

The roof is 80 ft. above mean water level.

The operating gallery is 20 ft. wide and extends along

the entire west side of the building and is 13 ft. 3 in.

above the power house floor, being on a level with the

walks leading to the top of the generators and around
the Kingsbury bearings.

The east wall of the power house is of concrete and
the west wall which faces the river is of rough rubble

masonry, being the same as all masonry walls used in

the construction of Station No. 3. This type of masonry
is used as it harmonizes the best with the existing cliffs.

TAIL RACE EXIT OP EXTENSlOxN TO PLANT NO. .i

The weight of the rotating parts of one unit is about

200 tons. Two 100-ton cranes and a lifting beam con-

stituted the crane equipment for the installation of the

new plant. The total moving load transverse to the

building consists of the live crane load, the weight of

the lifting beam and the crane trucks, making a total

load of 260 tons. The moving load in the longitudinal

.direction of the building consists of the weight of the

crane bridge in addition to the transverse loading, mak-
ing a total load of 340 tons. The coeflScient of sliding

friction between the wheel and the truck was assumed
as 0.2. This gave a transverse force of 104,000 lb. and
a longitudinal force of 136,000 lb. applied at the top of

the crane girder to be taken care of in addition to the

regular maximum wheel loading of 76,000 lb.

In the design of the steelwork it was assumed that an
equal portion of the lateral load would be taken by the

top flange of each set of crane girders. The top flange

of the crane girders was proportioned for the combined
stresses due to the vertical and lateral forces, the span

length in each case being the distance between the col-

umn centers.

The columns and trusses were designed as a portal

fixed at the base. The lateral reaction from the crane

girder was assumed to be taken by both the crane col-

umn and the truss column. The amount taken by each

of these members was determined by the lateral deflec-

tion in these members for their particular condition of

loading.

The longitudinal force from the crane was assumed
to be taken by the crane column, knee braces and the

crane girder. In determining the final sections the

allowable unit stress in all members that were increased

by the lateral oi longitudinal forces due to the action

of the crane were made 25 per cent greater than the

allowable unit stress in the members not affected by
this loading.

To Start Illinois Waterway
As the first step in the construction by the State of

Illinois of the waterway to connect the Chicago drainage
canal with the Illinois River, the State Department of

Public Works has invited proposals for the Marseilles

lock in the Illinois River. This waterway will be the

closing link in a navigable route between the Great Lakes
and the Mississippi River, as noted in Engineering
News-Record of Feb. 26, 1920, p. 433.

I
. y
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Experience With Automatic Crest Gates

of Wissota Dam in Flood

A SUDDEN rise in the Chinpewa River during the

last week in March, causing considerable damage
to dams above Eau Claire, Wis., was due to melting

snow and to heavy rains falling on a territory covered

with snow and ice. As a rule the ice on ponds and
rivers is rotten before the floods come and is washed
out. This flood appears to have started with an ice

jam which carried away the old timber Dietz dam on

the Thornapple River, in Sawyer County. It increased

rapidly, carried out several Tainter gates at the Cornell

dam and the walk and flashboards of the Dells dam,

just above Eau Claire.

At the Wissota dam, three miles above Chippewa
Falls, Wis., the pond had been lowered about 8 ft. below

normal early in March to obtain additional power, but

it was filled during the first stages of the flood and as

the peak was approached the water rose nearly 3 ft.

above its normal level. A head of 60 ft. is carried by

this dam, flood water being passed over the spillway

by 13 Stauwerke automatic gates 60 ft. long (see Engi-

neering Record of Jan. 29, 1916, p. 137). These gates

are designed to hold the water at El. 898, but a level

higher than El. 900 was reached, as shown by the

accompanying table.
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the public, which was the only qo«stioo involved io that
investigation, the mdicationii were that thejr Uckcd tcRsi-
tiveness. There wa.s a ranjfe of perhaps a foot or more
between the level at which they would 'ir-- - * the level
at which they wculfl rise to prjuition. T' encas b
somewhat unfortunate from an operatinjc i^^^iriv -.i vjew as a
jrreat deal of valuable water is wasted.
The Stauwerke automatic gate does not lend itsdf so

readily to flood control as do ordinary Tamter gMtea. There
is no means of draining the pond in ar

'

. of the
arrival of a larsre volume of water, even known
that a flood of Iart;e proportions is approa. r n;^. In the
flood above described, approximately 80.000 cu.ft. per nee.
were passing down the river and these srates could have
handled a larger quantity of water, but hud it been prjMiblc
to waste water faster in the earlier stages, perhapa a
smaller maximum would have resulted at Eau Claire.

w
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Board of Review Justifies War Construction Methods
Two Enjfineers and One Accountant Appointed by Assistant Secretary of War After a Long Investigation

Make Some Recommendations for Future Emergencies

IN THE summer of 1918. Benedict Crowell, Assistant

Secretary of War, asked three civilians, two of them
engineers and one an accountant, and all men of the

highest prominence in their respective professions, to

"review the construction work rendered necessary by
the war emergency and done by or under any sub-

division of the War Department." The investigation

was to be made "particularly to cover the methods,

procedure and results of the Construction Division of

the Army." The Board first met Sept. 11, 1918, and
immediately started work. It rendered a preliminary
report just after the armistice and a final report Aug.
31, 1919. This final report has just been issued by
the Government as a printed book of 381 pp., which
constitutes one of the most important contributions to

the historv' of the engineering of the war, as well as

ai;i interesting comment by experts on a subject on
which unexpert and partisan congressmen have been
unusually verbose in this presidential year.

The board was composed of Francis Blossom, of the

firm of Sanderson & Porter, Engineers, chairman;
Charles A. Morse, chief engineer of the Rock Island

Ry. and assistant director of operation, engineering and
maintenance. United States Railway Administration,

and W. Sanders Davies, public accountant, and pres-

ident of the American Institute of Accountants.

Thomas H. Pierson was assistant to the Board and in

charge of the Washington oflRce.

The report is long and involved. The board had

full authority to require all available information from
any of the agencies of the War Department and it

apparently did so. Its conclusions are given in repeti-

tive detail, with successive abstracts of the main
deductions. They all reduce to a comprehensive endorse-

ment of the War Department's policy and practice

and especially of the cost-plus contract as used by the

Construction Division. There are some recommenda-
tions for the future which differ frona the practice of

the past, but they are the results of experience and

in the eyes of the board could not necessarily have been

foreseen. The board is strong in condemnation of the

lack of preparedness of the country which forced the

terrific scramble of the summer of 1917, but on the

whole agrees that the construction work on this side

of the ocean—it did not look into the work of t'ne

A. E. F.—was remarkably well done.

As a byproduct of its investigation, the Board comes

out strongly for a Department of Public Works—though

not under any specific name—which will include even

the construction work of the army. It also commends
the decision to vest the construction work in the Can-

tonment, later the Construction Division, and not to

give it over to the Corps of Engineers.

Abstract of the conclusions of the report are given

below

:

The Board of Review found little evidence of dishonesty

in War Department construction work. It believes that the

greatest losses to the Government were not due to dis-

honesty, but w^ere caused by the use of inadequate methods
and men who were unfit or incompetent for construction

tasks put upon them. The giving of important positions to

men who were untrained in the work they had to direct was
costly and jeopardized the success of the war program. It

may have been thought that such men would be less apt

to use their positions to overdue their work or to profit by
contracts placed with their former associates, overlooking

the fact that incompetency of officials invites dishonesty,

because of their inferior capacity to direct or stop it.

Whatever the reason, vacillation and inaction were assured

while such men were learning their tasks. No method more
costly or more likely to cripple the work of the Army could

be adopted, as the extra costs of a prolonging of the war
by delays due to inefficiency of this kind could easily run

into hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of lives.

Political influence was not a distui'bing factor in war
emergency construction work, and thei'e is a good ground
for belief that it would not prove detrimental to the peace-

time operations of a consolidated construction bureau
handling all ordinary Government work.
As to the plan: It would have been impossible for the

Government to build the cantonments and camps on time

by purchasing materials and employing its own labor

forces. Results proved that the Government had all and
more than it could do to expand its own staff bureaus
to meet war demands without simultaneously attempting

to create and operate a large number of construction or-

ganizations.

Engmeering—The method generally adopted of making
only the typical plans in Washington was the only one

under which the field work could have been done within

the available time. The standards adopted were from the

best engineering practice and could be applied to construc-

tion work without waste of time or money on non-essential

details. In many cases decisions had to be made without
precedent. This necessitated knowledge, judgment, and
experience. Energy and boldness were shown by the en-

gineers in quickly conceiving the plans and in accom-
plishing their prompt execution.

Construction—The placing of competent men in charge
of each project and giving them broad general instruc-

tions and full authority over the work, the selecting of

experienced contractors, and the giving to superintend-

ents and contractors the assistance of expert advisory

engineers and town planners was in line with the general

policy for emergency construction work approved by the

Government.
Many difficulties were met in organizing administra-

tion and construction forces of the necessary size. There
were no contracting organizations of sufficient size to

undertake the work that was planned, and, as those used

were organized under the stress of war-time conditions,

it was difficult to obtain efficiency. This organizing en-

tailed some lost motion, but, considering the work as a

whole, the efficiency was apparently no lower than might
reasonably have been expected from the prevailing con-

ditions.

Material—The methods adopted for locating and pur-

chasing, or otherwise acquiring, all the needed materials

proved effective. The procurement of some of these

materials in quantity, through the medium of representa-

tives of groups of manufacturers in Washington, was
advantageous from the standpoint of speed. It distributed

orders according to the existing facilities for filling them
and prevented confusion and congestion in the material

markets, which would have delayed deliveries. It is be-

lieved that the prices obtained by this substitution of

co-operation for competition were as low as could other-

wise have been obtained.

Quality of Construction—The board has studied canton-
ment plans and specifications and inspected the type and
quality of construction used in a number of these proj-

ects. Its conclusions thereon are as follows:

All facilities that were important and reasonably war-
ranted were furnished.

The general health, comfort, and convenience, and the
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physical, mental, and social welfare of the troops were
provided for as fully as was practicable.

The barracks were of modern housing type, reasonably

well provided with ventilation, window screens, heat, and
electric light.

An adequate supply of pure water was furnished for

drinking and bathing, with modem plumbing and sewer-

age systems.

The kitchen, bakery, and steam laundry equipment were
first class.

Facilities furnished for reading, recreation, amusement,

and comfort included libraries, theaters, and post .ex-

changes.

The civic improvements equaled, in character, those

of many suburban cities and included walks, paved roads,

street lighting, and fire protection. In some cantonments

the buildings were painted. This added to the life and
decidedly improved the appearance of the structures.

Speed of Construction.—This board shares the generally

expressed opinion that the cantonments and camps were
built with remarkable speed.

The designs wei'e as economical as the requirements

and as due provision for the health and reasonable comfort

of the troops permitted.

Delays occurred due to lack of competent workmen and

mechanics. Some loss of time was caused by lack of

proper supervision of labor. Most of the delays were due

to unavoidable causes and emergency conditions, and all

were so overcome that the construction was ready as and

when needed.

In reviewing war results obtained and difficulties over-

come by the industrial home army or the overseas com-
batant army, the essential test is believed to be the de-

gree of success achieved and not the size of the organiza-

tion or of its pay roll. In order to have the necessary

workmen for this construction on hand when needed it

was impossible to avoid having and paying for labor sur-

plus when progress was slowed up by lack of materials

or other causes. The board believes that, in a review

of the cantonment and camp work done in 1917, for the

tests of speed, quality, and cost must be substituted speed

and quality.

The reported total cost of the 16 National Army can-

tonments and camps as of December 31, 1918, was some-

what under $200,000,000 and the average daily cost of the

war to the United States was about $30,000,000. If the

completion of these cantonments and camps in time to re-

ceive the army in September, 1917, and to house it during
the extreme winter of 1917-18 shortened the war by only

one week their total cost was saved. If it shortened the

war by one or two days the total excess cost paid for

speed were saved. These figures include no allowance for

any saving of soldiers' lives.

The board is of the opinion that, had construction not

been pushed at maximum speed, cold weather would have
interfered with and caused much delay in this housing
work, which, with the difficulty of training troops in

severe winter weather, would have greatly delayed the

mobilization, training, and embarkation of American troops

for France, with results that might have seriously influ-

enced the issue of the war.
The work of this organization was greatly aided by the

good teamwork and spirit of co-operation which was built

up within it by its leaders. Special mention is due of the

broad vision, knowledge of character, and good judgment
shown by these men in the selection and placing of their

subordinates.

The conclusion of the Board of Review is that the value

of the method and results used on cantonment and camp
construction can not be measured in dollars or in unit

costs but must largely be gaged by the usual test of army
work, success or failure. In this case all evidence obtained

indicates that they achieved a degree of success much
beyond that anticipated.

The Construction Division of the army earned the

respect and confidence of substantially all of those with

and for whom it worked, especially as to its gi*asp of

actual and probable requirementa and it« iiped of «>x«ctltion.
The plan of ori^anization, methcxlH and r- taken
as a whole, and measured by rexultn ac : *«^in
to average higher than tho.se of any other War nt
bureau with which the board has dealt, and .y^-

pest no improvements therein except for a jt
changes, largely in accounting proce<lure, whi h*
made to advantage if the diviHJon were (riven additional
authority or a military position higher than it« divisional
status. Its piesent plan of operations provides properly
for centralization of advi.sory and directing fan^ionji,
decentralization of .supervisory and executive fanctionj,
and expansion to meet construction requirements of almost
any character.

Its personnel showed unusual ability, energy, and cour-
age in grappling with the big problems of design, admin-
istration, and construction which were thrown upon th^m
and demonstrated capacity and competency to handle «och
work satisfactorily. The standards and methods adopted in
the selection of its personnel and the character of men
chosen reflect credit upon the the chief of the division and
his advisers. They showed discrimination in the choice of
officers, took special pains to put the right man in the right
place, where he could work at maximum efficiency, and, in

order to eliminate guesswork and selection based on im-
pressions, endeavored to choo.se only men who had made
good and to put them on a class of work with -which they
were familiar.

The division was itself responsible for creating its present
plans of organization and operation. It developed a hiKh
order of teamwork by the use of picked men having experi-
ence, enthusiasm, and self-confidence, who seem to have been
singularly free from pessimism and jealousies, handled
work more by mutual suggestion and patriotic self-subord-
ination than through orders and the exerci<?e of authority,
and realized their responsibility for promptly supplynng the
structures and plant facilities essential to the production
work of other war bureaus. These men showed zeal, ability.

and results of the highest order and were tireless in their

efforts to create such a non-combatant army of workers ?s
would ensure the quick construction of all facilities required
to maintain an uninterrupted flow of supplies to the Expedi-
tionary Forces.

The Board of Re\iew is of the belief that this work wms
done at a cost which was greatly increased by national un-
preparedness, but which could not have been lessened by
placing the work with any other military or civilian bureau.

The Board of Review is of the opinion that the Construc-

tion Division should not be disbanded after the accomplish-

ment of its specific war work, but should be utilized to

co-ordinate and handle army construction and related work
in peace times and that the Go\ rnment can further its in-

terests in no more effective way than by continuing and ex-

tending the consolidation of its construction work.

The board is con\'inced that the functions of design, con-

struction, and procurement of materials should, together

with authority, responsibility, and accountability, be placed

with one division, corps, or department; that it should per-

form all non-technical War Department and Government
construction work; and that such divi.^ion or iflency should.

when necessary, co-opei'ate with other Government agencies

in the clearance and allocation of projects and of the mate-

rial and labor therefor.

The fees paid to supervising engineers, except on a few

projects, ;>nd the s daries paid to their assistants were very

small in comparison with the responsibilities involved and

the fees commonly paid for similar services on private work.

The Board of Review is of the opinion that the correctness

of the decision to place this work (other bureau and cv>rps

construction) with the Construction Division and to have it

act under the Secretary of War and co-operate with the

War Industries Board has been proven by the successful

results of such method, particularly in obtaining the speed

essential to meeting army needs.

The Board of Review * * * rinds that the Secretary

of War acted wisely in disapproving the recommended

transfer of the Construction Division to the Engineer Corps
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under war conditions and is further of the opinion that the

transfer shouKi not be made under peace conditions and
that the Construction Division should be entirely separated

from the Quartermaster Corps.

It is the belief of the Board of Review that the Canton-
ment Division was better equipped than the Enjjineer Corps
by professional and commercial acquaintance, training:, and
experience to deal quickly and effectively with the contract-

injr, industrial, and labor interests which had to be relied

upon to execute this work; also that the use, on the canton-

ment and camp construction, and on the later construction

work of the War Department, of commissioned civilian engi-

neers and constructors rather than the regular army or-

ganization, and the use of other civilian engineers who
worked as Government advisers and employees and contrac-

tors, released for overseas combat service the limited num-
ber of army officers who had military training and allowed
the work to be done by the men best qualified to handle it.

Cost-Plus Contract for Emergency Work
The Board of Review has made special inquiry of many

contractors, constructing, and administrative officers, field

auditors, advisory and supervising engineers, and other com-
petent judges x'especting the methods and procedui'e used

and results secured on construction done under the Contract

for Emergency Work. The following statement summarizes
the more important opinion so obtained.

1. The contract permitted starting work promptly and
pushing it rapidly. This prevented loss of time, which
meant loss of money and lives and possibly of the war.
The speed attained under the contract was responsible for

getting troops to Fi'ance in time to turn the tide which
many believed had to be turned in 1918, if at all.

2. The contract could be used without change, irrespective

of the size or character of the project.

3. Delay was not necessarily entailed by the frequent lack

of definiteness as to general requirements or as to total

structures and facilities to be provided.

4. Work could be shut down or rushed to completion at the

discretion of the Government.
5. Prices of materials and labor and the quality of the

work could be fixed and controlled by the Government, and
disputes were avoided as to these and were largely elimin-

ated as to overhead costs and extras.

6. The contract was unaffected by wide variations con-

stantly occurring in the available supplies of material and
labor.

7. Loss of time through the creation of new construction

organizations was avoided by the selection and utilization

of such existing contracting concerns as were best qualified

to execute the woi'k.

8. The contractors, subcontractors, superintendents, engi-

neers, and Government representatives on the various proj-

ects were all working with a common interest and to the

same end—to finish the work in the least time and at the

lowest practicable cost under the conditions prevailing.

The board concurs in the foregoing opinions and con-

clusions :

The schedule of fees provided in the standard contract

seems, in the opinion of practically all who were inter-

viewed, to be generally considered as adequate and fair to

all parties. The Board of Review shares this view and, had
the war continued, would have suggested no material

changes therein. The board has also considered the ques-

tion as to whether contractors should be selected according

to their willingness to do the work for less than these fees.

Many such contractors could have been found. The board

is convinced that such a plan, if adopted, would have proved

disastrous to the execution of the war program and that an
effort to save on the fee of a competent contractor by select-

ing another becau.se of his willingness to work for a smaller

fee would have been as false economy as to attempt to hire

legal, medical, or other professional service on such a basis.

Savings in fees so effected would have been wasted several

times over in other ways and would also have entailed

fatal delays.

The board finds that the standard contract secured maxi-

mum speed, coupled with proper quality, at a less relative

cost than could have been done by any other method available

and that it operated with smoothness and flexibility and
pi'evented delays from misunderstanding and friction be-

tween the Government and its many contractors. As a rule

its critics do not seem to have grasped the underlying facts

and conditions nor always to have understood the nature of

the contract and the reasons for its adoption. No form of war
emergency construction contract could eliminate waste, ex-

travagance, or inefficiency which, under war conditions,

could only be minimized through the use of experienced
Government representatives on the work of administration
and supervision, and competent contractors on the work of
execution.

The board finds that the use of this form of contract, as
finally developed, was well justified and contributed to the
success of the emergency construction program; that by its

use speed was attained in war construction projects; and
that it is probable that such work could not have been per-
formed in the time available without it or its equivalent.

The board finds that the cost plus with sliding scale and
fixed maximum fee contract can not be judged alone by the

cost of work done thereunder as it was designed pri-

marily to, and did, secure speed; that unit labor costs

thereunder were high, as in all war work, but that the

causes did not lie in the contract itself, but rather in the

conditions surrounding its application, which wei'e princi-

pally high wage scales; ovei-time; use of any labor obtain-

able to push work; inefficiency for floating labor; labor

shortage; lack of experienced foremen and superintendents;
and poor management by some contractors.

The Board of Review is, however, of the opimon that in

the matter of fees the standard contract could, have been
simplified by the use of a block system of fees based on the

payment of a fixed amount for the first block of the dost

and of suitable additional amounts for each additional block;

and that under si'ch a block system of fees a concern proven
satisfactory on emergency construction could probably have
been kept at work continuously throughout the war period

for a lesser total fee than by subdividing the same work
among several contracts executed with him or others.

The board is also of the opinion that Government inter-

ests would have been helped in some cases by the insertion

of a clause in the standard contract requiring that the duly

appointed representative of the general contractor or sub-

contractor who, under the contract, was to be Icept at the

site, be one of the chief executives of the corporation or a
member of the firm. Much work had to proceed on general

plans while details were being developed and this involved

decisions respecting locations, roads, transportation, han-

dling of materials, etc., which required that the contractor's

resident executive be a man of large caliber. The insertion

of the provision mentioned would have enabled the Govern-
ment to compel a negligent contractor to give the work the

needed quality of supervision. In some instances the con-

tractor tendered his organization and invited the construct-

ing officer to use it. This attitude threw responsibility and
duties upon the latter which the contractor alone should

have carried.

Suggested Contract Improvements

The Board of Review has condensed some of its views and

conclusions into the following suggestions for improve-

ments :

Have all Government agencies use types of standard con-

struction contracts so far as possible.

Adopt the standard form of Contract for Emergency
Work when conditions make it advisable that Government
construction be done on a cost-plus basis, as this form of

cost-plus contract created by the General Munitions Board

and used by the Construction Division of the army was of

great value in accomplishing the war emergency woi'k.

Create by a qualified board or committee corresponding

standard forms of lump-sum and unit-price construction

contracts for ordinary peace-time use.

Prohibit the use of multiplicity of construction contract

forms varying widely and unnecessarily in type, form, and

compensation of which many instances may be found among
Ordnance contracts.
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By adopting contract standards such as those above men-
tioned, the Government will be better protected and will

save time and money and the contractors will receive fair

and uniform treatment and the amount which the Govern-

ment has to pay for its construction will not depend upon
the experience of its Government representative who is

charg:ed with the negotiation or be controlled by patents

or by the special trade or professional knowledge of the

contractor. Any compensation properly due him for these

features should be specific and not be used as a basis of

bargaining- as to the fee to be paid for the construction

of the needed plant facilities.

Consolidation of Government Construction

With respect to these and related matters the board is

of the opinion:

That as, under peace conditions, and to a large extent

under war conditions also, nearly all construction and the

engineering incidental thereto is of a civil character, the

principal exception in each instance being that which re-

lates to artillery and combat work, civilian engineers and
experts must constitute the main reliance of the country for

the construction work of both peace and war.
That as time does not permit including thorough and

varied training in practical commercial work in the educa-
tion of army engineer officers they will be outclassed by
civilian engineers on most construction work, but should,

nevertheless, be given as much of such training as possible

because they will otherwise become a clog instead of a help

to those whom they may be called upon to direct but whose
work and problems they can not properly understand with-
out it.

That, so far as practicable, the directing and executive
engineers on most Government construction should be drawn
from civilian life, be unhampered in their work by differ-

ences of military i-ank and stand on peace and not a military

or v/ar basis as to classification and relationships.

That, if the organization handling the nation's con-
national construction and engineering work that civilians

can do, because, in another war, its engineers will again
be unable to handle such home work in addition to their

military work and that the practical training given to army
engineers in peace time should be provided by detailing

them to work on construction on a parity with civilians,

as any plan which gives them the special status of military
rank on construction work will prove unsatisfactory because
army rank tends to insulate them from the most educational
features of the work.

That, if the organization handling the nation's con-
struction in times of peace were directed by the War De-
partment, it would in time of war be disrupted by the call-

ing of its chiefs into active service at the very time it

was most urgently needed for war-emergency work.
The board is impressed with the benefits which were

secured by consolidating the construction work of various
War Department bureaus and believes that much other Gov-
ernment construction could be mei'ged to advantage and
that national preparedness for peace or war would be
effectively promoted by creating a Federal construction
bureau with an essential civilian organization and personnel
to administer and supervise all Government construction
except that of a technical military character. Such a
bureau could handle more expeditiously and economically
than the War Department many construction problems
which, in the past, have been loaded on to the latter, which
can not be made an efficient peace-time administrative-
construction bureau because its functions are essentially
military and its operations are hampered by complications
of military organization and rank inseparable from army
activities. The projects of such a construction bureau
would afford better opportunities for the practical educa-
tion of army officers, and cost the Government much less

than the present plan of placing much of such work under
the War Department. All of the principal national engi-
neering societies advocate the formation of a construction
bureau of the character above described.
To handle properly a large volume of Government con-

struction work control must be exercised through central-

ized .supervision. This should fix the Reiieral sUndards and
policies and be decentralized as to the desifoi «nd execotton
of individual project.s, so permitting the prop<-r adaptation
of general plans to local conditions by those in direct charge
of each piecf of work.
The War Department alone .should not be r<

'

•. and
made responsible for the .success of the arr; In
peace times its status is neces.Harily one of ina<;r.i<j': ar.'j such
an organization, normally inert, can not of ilAelf expand
speedily to ihe full proportions neces.sary for meetinif all

army needs in a war emergency and a.ssure the country of
protection. In time of war the War Department ia ex-
panded under great strain from a relatively Hmall to the
largest Government department. At such timeti other de-
partments, particularly those having to do with internal
affairs, are contracted and many of their activities prac-
tically suspended. As the Government has to utilize c-:.;;

ians to perform its construction work during war it i-

desirable to relieve the War Department from daneerou.>
strain in war by having a peace-time constractl'

ization which, being unhampered by military r*

.

could work at maximum efficiency and in war could r. .

emergency construction speedily and effectively. A .:!.

cient amount and variety of work to keep it.s personnel wcl.
trained would be provided under such a plan without en-

larging the normal and proper scope of Federal activi*;.--

Observation indicates that satisfactory re.sult.s in th.- x- •.

emergency construction have been accomplished la

and in degree proportionate to, the Treeing of ex
constructors from control by Army officers. This IcuU.-, :<>

the conclusion that neither Military Academy training nor
Army experience can of itself insure fitness or ability to

handle construction woi-k.

After full consideration the Board of Review finds that
Government construction work for public use should not

be done by the War Department and that the execution of

some of the construction now assigned by law to that de-

partment should be transferred to a civilian constnictior.

bureau.

Officers' Reserve Corps

The Board of Review is of the opinion that the Officers'

Reserve Corps members engaged on the emergency-con-
struction work of the War Department could have rendered
better service if the time available for their training had
permitted giving them more instruction in Army-organiza-
tion methods, relations and discipline, as many civilians,

especially the older ones, entering the Army do not seem
to grasp the need of conforming to it.«( requirements. There
also seems to be considerable room for improvement on the

pai't of the officers of the Reserve Corps and those of the

Regular Army, who represent respectively the civilian and
military branches of engineer ng, in developing adaptability

to the other's viewpoint.

Locating a Railroad by Airplane

According to a recent "news letter" of the Air Serv-

ice, United States Army, locating a railroad by air-

plane has been carried out by the Third Aero Squadron.

Camp Stotsenburg, Philippine Islands and one long

flight has enabled a railroad engineer to determine

which one of three general routes will be used for the

new road. It is stated that many months and thousands

of dollars have been saved in the work. Instead of

three parties of locating engineers being sent out to

make the survey, only one will now be necessary. The
new line is projected by the Manila Railroad Co. as an

extension of its line from Cabanatuan through parts of

the provinces of Nueva Ecija and Nueva Vizcaya to

Bayombong. The first trip was made with the chief

engineer of the railroad, passing over Mount Arayet

and then following the Pampanga River until the rail-

road line was picked up at Gapan. The river was

follow^ed from Cabanatuan on to Pantabangan and over

Mt. Pangloriahan, thence to Bayombong.
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Extending Benefits Assessments to

Street Railways

Electric Railway Commission Urges That Property

Benefited Stand Part of Cost of Street

Railway and Subway Extensions

BASING their argument upon the well-known theory

and practice of assessments for benefits as an

equitable means of financing streets and sewer improve-

ments and pleading that landowners as well as street-

car riders should bear part of cost of the electric

railways service, the Federal Electric Railway Com-

mission, in its recent report, urges that wherever

practicable some or all of the cost of street railway

extensions, subways and elevated railways be assessed

upon the owners of the property benefited. By way

of illustration it summarizes estimates made by the

City Club of New York in 1906, showing that a subway

extension costing $7,375,000 increased the value of the

property in the district benefited by $49,200,000, or

nearly seven times. Commenting on these figures and

then elaborating its argument the commission says:

Is it not in accordance with the laws of economic justice,

then, that the landowners, as such, should share the benefit

of increased land values with the public? Instead of the

cost, $7,o75,000, of the Manhattan extension beinpr borne

by the owners of land in the newly served territory, it was

capitalized and translated into an annual charge of

$350,000 or more, a burden which had to be borne out of

the car fares and which today helps to intensify the finan-

cial predicament in which the company finds itself. If

the public pays out of its fares for the cost of maintaining

and operating the line which will bring the outlying land

owners such enrichment, should the latter not share with

the public out of that enrichment, depending upon the de-

gree in which he is benefited, by paying for or by helping

to pay for the initial cost of construction of the line? That

such a solution is just is rather significantly shown by

the fact that in a number of cities land owners in outlying

districts have offered spontaneously to contribute large

sums to the company to assist it in constructing certain

extensions.

The present predicament of the street railway companies

is in many places partly due to overbuilding, a fault trace-

able to political or business pressures exerted by speculators

in suburban lands who had little or no financial responsi-

bility in connection with the street railway extensions which

they caused to be built for their immediate benefit. This

action of the suburban land owners of certain cities, on

the other hand, is a significant expression of enlightened

self-interest and a sound, constructive recognition of a

fundamental principle of justice. The establishment of

that principle by law, whether by changes in city ordi-

nances, state statutes or state constitution, should, in our

opinion, not be delayed. This thought is especially recom-

mended to the attention of a number of communities which

are now facing the necessity of extensions or rapid transit

improvement.
Three points in this connection should be briefly touched

upon: (1) The amount of the assessment on any owner

would probably have to become fixed by an appraisal some

time after the construction of the improvement, and the

owner should be given the option of paying his assessment

in installments over a course of years. Consequently, the

actual first financing of the extension might have to be by

the city. (2) It will doubtless be urged by some that such

a system for building extensions would lead to municipal

ownership. On the contrary, it seems to us that, if prop-

erly administered, it could, by reducing the acuteness of

the fare question, serve with much force to offset the

pressure for municipal ownership. (3) As to the prob-

lems incident to allowing a private company, for a nominal

rent and in return for undertakings as to repair and main-

tenance, to take over or use public property, similar prob-

lems incident to similar arrangements have already been
ably and effectively handled in Boston and a number of

other cities under state or municipal regulation in connec-

tion with subways and other structures.

The Commission then takes up some of the broader

aspects of the subject, including the relations of the

street railway and rapid transit to city planning the

housing problem and social welfare and concludes by

urging that the plan, notwithstanding legal obstacles,

be given a trial:

If objection to the employment of such principles in

constructing extensions be made upon the ground that

public officers and land owners along the line of the pro-

posed extension are thus given the power to vote such

extension, let it be remembered that the problem of exten-

sions is not only a serious financial problem, but is also

esesntially and finally a long-range social problem. The
development of a city's street railways should be guided

primai'ily not by the fortuitous financial experiences of a

small group of bankers or real estate operators. It should

be guided by the foresight and vision of those who are

officially responsible for planning the city's growth and

life, in terms of its water supply, its light, its streets, its

sewers, its schools, its parks, its playgrounds, its civic

centers, its night amusements, its community life, its

libraries, its hospitals. It should be guided by those whose
public duty it is to be interested in the health and happi-

ness of the average city toiler and his family of growing
children.

The call for municipal ownership today does not all

emanate from dissatisfaction with the service in a nar-

row sense as riding facilities. It is largely an expres.sion

of feeling on the part of many that the street railway,

instead of helping to make conditions beai-able, is con-

tributing to making them unbearable; that it is not, with

the functions and powers which it exercises, accomplish-

ing what it might accomplish to reduce the abnormalities

of city life. While areas within the city remain unde-

veloped and unserved by adequate transportation, toiling

thousands find themselves dragged out miles further—not

to green lawns and spaces, but to a repetition of the same
ugly congestion that they knew in the city. The time will

come when employers and educators will be forced to take

cognizance of the impairment in working efficiency caused

by such inconveniences as are suffered by the traveling

public today. The time is approaching when cities will

find it necessary to extend their street railways, not on the

basis of new property values or the earnings of any single

line of rails, but on the basis primarily of what will be

most consistent with the public health and public economy.
These motives are strongly at work underneath our situ-

ation today. The public's control over stock issues, service,

routes, extensions, etc., is needed today not only in order

that as part of a plan for restoring the credit of the street

railways the community's interest may be protected by the

guarantee of efficient management, but also because the

city of today is taking a more conscious, constructive

interest in the city of tomorrow. That interest can be

recognized and cared for under private operation if the

public authorities have the suggested control. If such

control does not come into effective existence, then one of

the strongest forces making for municipal ownership will

continue to exert an increasing influence.

Your commission trusts that this principle of paying

wholly or in part for the construction of extensions out of

special taxation of benefited property will be seriously

studied and adopted, where possible. It seems funda-

mentally sound. While its adoption presents legal diffi-

culties, as has the adoption of many another newly recog-

nized industrial-economic relation, it holds great promise

for reducing the financial problems incident to public

transportation.

The entire body of conclusions and recommendations

of the commission's report, with editorial comment,

appeared in this journal, Sept. 2, pp. 480 and 436.
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Monolithic Brick Pavement Fails

From Expansion

Heat Causes Brick Slab To Separate From Concrete

Base and Finally To Rupture
With Violence

By M. W. Watson
state Hig'hwa.v Engineer, Topeka, Kan.

DOUBT as to the suitability of monolithic brick

pavement for Kansas is raised by the behavior of

the first rural road of this type constructed in that

state. Explosions of the brick surface have called for

a number of repairs to a road only a year old. Show-
ing generally a good joint bond, the brick top bulged

up from the concrete base and finally the surface was
broken and forcibly dislodged. Improved methods of

construction may be able to eliminate the danger, bat

until their efficacy is demonstrated it is thought that

the adoption of monolithic brick for Kansas highways
may well proceed with caution.

Between the cantonment at Fort Riley and Junction

City there was a pre-war waterbound macadam road

30 ft. wide which soon succumbed under a war-time

traffic of 8,000 vehicles a day. It was thought that ;•

20-ft. monolithic brick pavement, properly constructed,

would withstand this traffic and in the autumn of 1918

its construction was begun. The work was designated

Federal-Aid Project 12. Delay in procuring materials

greatly prolonged the construction, but the urgency of

the improvement made it necessary to proceed even at

low temperatures and, therefore, the contractor was
frequently obliged to protect the pavement from freez-

ing.

Large trees border both sides of the road and its

surface is constantly shaded. The grade is practically

level. Ample drainage is provided for surface water

but it was not practicable to elevate the road entirely

above flood overflow. The cross-section, Fig. 1, shows

%i\ /J Br/ck ,
5' -->]<---^'--->¥S^>\

FIG. 1. SEOTION OF PAVEiSfEXT FRACTrRED VA' HEAT

the design. The old macadam was carefully reshaped and

rerolled to form a substantial and uniform sub-base.

Having this rigid sub-base, the slab was designed only

slightly thicker than is general practice for concrete

pavement.

A 1:3:5 concrete was used for the base. The stone.

which was graded from 1 in. to Ij in., had a French

coefficient of wear of three and a toughness of approx-

imately five. Mortar briquettes made with sand

pumped from the adjacent Republican River, showed

4.4 per cent greater strength than briquettes made oi'

the same cement and standard Ottawa sand. Vertical

fiber brick 3 x 4 x 81 in. were laid with the rough

wire cut surfaces at top and bottom. To give grout

space, the brick had grooves on one side aggregating

about 30 per cent of the surface area. Lug bricks were

not then made by local plants.

Steel forms and a multiple steel templet were

employed for placing the base concrete and the 1 : 3 dry

mortar cushion. The brick were laid directly on the

mortar bed and after culling w^.-re rolled with a light
hand roller. Occa.sional brick.s, lifted after roUinir.
showed that the dry mortar had become suffkrienlly

damp to adhere to their bottoms. A grout mixing
machine was employed and great care waa taken to make
certain that the grout penetrated to the bottom* of the
joints.

Service observations of the pavement are for the
year 1919. As far as can be .seen the effect of traffk-

has been slight; the surplus grout is not worn away.
Transverse crack.« have developed about ever>' 60 ft.

and approximately 400 ft. from one end there i.s a longi-

tudinal crack about 2.50 ft. long. None of these cracks
show signs of wear.

Construction was completed late in December, 1918,
and in the early spring of 1919. when the temperature
reached a fairly high level, an explosion occurred at

FIG. SHATTERED PAVEMENT AFTER FAILLKK

about midlength of the project. For a space of about

12 ft. the bricks separated from the ba.se and were

scattered promiscuously. During the summer of 1919,

four additional explosions occurred in the total lenrth

of 1.12 miles. Examinations showed that the grout

had penetrate<l the full depth of the joints. In one

instance, when the writer examined the road a short

time before the explosion, it was found that the brick

slab had lifted from the base for a span of 15 ft. A
truck in passing over this bulge caused a variation in

height of about 2 in.

The view. Fig. 2. shows a damaged section of pave-

ment after failure. Brick taken up when failure had

occurred, as is indicated by Fig. 3, disclosed veiy little

adhesion to the base but the grout joints remained

intact in several rows. The bricks were not shattered

nor crushed, but were sometimes broken in the middle.

In two cases the base remained intact, indicating a

complete separation and a probable greater stress in the

surface than in the ba.-^e. The failure^ occurred at dif-

ferent points along the road; .-^ome at construction joints

and .some between construction joints; some in the

shade and some in the sun.

It is evident that a monolithic brick pavement should

not be built at low temperature, without expansion

joints, as the materials become fixed in place when

contracted and the resultant expansion on raising the

temperature is fatal. The use of expansion joints at

frequent intervals might serve as a preventive, but

their use in monolithic brick is hardly practicable ;ind

if used the true monolithic character of the pavement

is somewhat abridged.

To repair the breiJvs the base wa.«j cleaned of all sur-

plus material and the sand cement cushion was removed.
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Kh;. 3. .JOINTS INTACT BUT SLAB BOND POOR

Where a failure in the base occurred, the base was
replaceu. A row of bricks was laid along each edge,

set in mortar and grouted, to form a header, with ample

room for expansion at the end. A new sand-cement

cushion was placed between the headers and clean bricks

were laid to fill the gap. These bricks were bituminous

filled on the assumption that they would serve as an

expansion joint in the event that too great stress aprain

came at the same point.

A study of the action of this pavement leads to a

number of conclusions as to the probable action of

monolithic brick pavements under similar conditions.

The climatic conditions of Kansas are extreme but

compare favorably with a number of the middle western

states. The low tem.perature sometimes reaches 20 deg.

F., the h#gh temperature 110 deg. F. in the shade and

at least 140 deg. F. on the pavement in the sun. A
pavement may be subjected to stresses of extreme

violence by sudden changes of temperature . when a

variation of 40 deg. F. in a few hours is not uncom-

mon. Sufficient experiments have not been made to

show just what thickness of slab will withstand the

thrusts brought about by changes of temperature. It is

apparent that a 3-in. slab of brick, which at points fails

to adhere to the concrete base, is not of sufficient thick-

ness, and there is no guarantee attached to monolithic

brick work that will insure this adhesion. The use of

the tamping template and the omission of the sand-

cement cushion may solve the problem, but until it has

been satisfactorily demonstrated that a slab of this

character will remain in place, the consei'vative engineer

will seriously question the advisability of building a

large mileage and will turn to the older and safer

.methods.

Sand-Lime Brick Production

The sand-lime brick produced in the United States in

1919, according to an estimate made by the United

States Geological Survey, Department of the Interior,

amounted to 145,000,000 brick, valued at $1,725,000, an

increase of 47,000,000 brick and of $841,000 over 1918.

The maximum output of sand-lime brick—227,344,000

brick—was made in 1916, but the maximum value was
that of 1919.

Flood Protection Project for

Council Bluffs
Flashy Hill Stream Overflows Channel Crossing

Flat Lands of City—Propose 2
'/z -Mile

Diversion for $897,300

AN OPEN channel diverting Indian Creek from its

. present channel through the city and discharging

into the Missouri River near the upper end of

Council Bluffs, Iowa, is the method of protection against

the floods in this creek which has been recommended
in a report to the city authorities by Alvord & Bur-

dick, consulting engineers, Chicago. The city has a

population of about 38,000, which is estimated to

incre-ise to 100,000 by 1950.

At present the creek flows .south through the entire

length of the city, as shown by the map, Fig. 1. and

M\UES
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^^^i""""^ = Present Chonnel"» ""^^ = Proposed 13'^' St. Diversion
• •••••••• =Al+ernci+ive Bryont St. Diversion

KIC. 1. INDIAN CREEK FLOOD RELIEF PLANS
FOR rOtTXriT. BLUFF.S, IOWA

its floods have been a continual source of trouble in

an area jf about 480 acres comprising business, rail-

way and residence sections. This area has been flooded

about a dozen times in the past twenty years. Not

only has material loss been sustained by the munic-

ipality and the property ov.'ners, but the flood hazard has

tended to reduce property values and to retard the

development of the city. City expenditures for replac-

ing bridges, clearing the channel and removing deposit

from streets and alleys after floods have aggregated

$412,000 in 36 years or about $11,475 per year. Damage
to dwellings, industries and railways is estimated at

$22,000 per year, or a total expenditure of $33,475 per

year due to floods in Indian Creek.

Although the city lies mainly on the flats or flood
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plain of the Missouri River and has 66 per cent of

its area within 10 ft. of the extreme high water level,

the heart of the business and residence districts is on
higher ground and lies in the path of Indian Creek
below Bryant St., at which point it emerges from the

hills. Above Bryant St. the creek has a drainage area

of 11 square miles and a fall of 270 ft. in 7 miles; but

thence to its present discharge at the river it has a fall

of only 30 ft. in 5 miles and the slope and cross-sections

are insufficient to carry off the floods which originate

in the hills. In the flat land the creek does not receive

much surface drainage, as its bed is but little below

the general level of the ground and its channel lies

between artificial banks 10 to 20 ft. high. Below Bryant
St. the present channel is crossed bv 23 highwav bridges

and 19 railway bridges.

It is estimated that the greatest floods have reached

a rate of 3,500 sec.-ft. and that the channel has a

capacity of 5,000 sec.-ft. in the hilly ground abc-c

Bryant St. but only 1,200 sec.-ft. in the flat part of th?

city. In planning protection works it is considered

necessary to provide for a maximum flood rate of 6,000

sec.-ft. in view of the future development on the lower

part of the Indian Creek drainage area. At present,

about 85 per cent of the drainage area is in its natural

state or under cultivation, but the report points out

that the rate of runoft" from a residential district with

paved streets and sidewalks will be two or three times

as great as that from the present unimproved lands.

Three main projects are discussed in detail in the

report. A diversion channel 11,500 ft. long from Bryant

St. to the river; the enlargement of the present chan-

nel through the city for a distance of 26,550 ft., and

a diversion channel 13,200 ft. long from 13th St. to

the river. The estimates of cost are $2,046,400, $1,421.-

000 and $897,300, respectively. A covered conduit

would be required for a considerable part of the first

plan, ranging from a single channel 15' ft. deep aid

16 ft. wide, to four channels 13 ft. wide and from 9

to 13 ft. deep. Although an open channel would be

practicable for the second plan, it would have to be

confined between vertical concrete walls for some dis-

tance, owing to the high cost of land.

An open channel with sloping sides, partly lined with

concrete, can be built on the third route, except that for

about 4,000 ft. at the upper end there would be vertical

1 etaining walls. The profile of this recommended chan-

nel is shown in Fig. 2. The tvpical cross-sections, shown

in Fig. 3. provide for a wide storm water channel with
i. central ditch for dry weather flow. The fall per

mile is 18 ft. and 8.2 ft. in the two concrete-lined sec-

tions and 2.7 ft. in the unlined section, with respective

velocities of 19, 12 and 5^ ft. per .second. This is equal

to the first in noint of efficiency and is recommended
on account of its much lower cost, which is due to the

small number of bridges and the avoidance of expensive
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land. In view of the dan.tge and expense due to the

recurring floods it is consid-,*red that the cost is well

justified by the adequate flood relief which it will

insure.

In all these projects the velocities will be sufficient

to prevent material deposit of seiiiment in the lined

channels through the more valuable land. For the

unlined portions of the channels it is considered more

economical to remove the sediment periodical^' than

to incur the higher charge of interest on the cost ot

lining. In the hilly countiy above Bryant St. the ci-eek

cause? trouble by washing the banks and xntM overflow

at some future time when the city h;i^ been developed

to its present northern limits. It is proposed, therefore.

to improve and line the channel with concrete from

Bryant St. up to the city limits, at a cost of $277,000.

This would be an addition to any of the three projects

for improvement below Bryant St.

Relief from the floods in Indian Creek has been under

consideration for more than forty years and numerous-

plans have been proposed, including tunnels westward

to the Missouri River and eastward W ^f'^-tn-ito Ci-eek
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The niethori of t'o?itrollinjr Hoods by a detention reser-

voir with dam is not applicable in this case, owing to

the large extent of the drainage area which lies within

the city limits and below the site for a dam
Floods in Indian Creek are caused generally by short

sharp storms rather than by long and steady rains, the

creek overflowing in from 30 minutes to 4 hours after

the beginning of rain. For this reason, statistics of

24-hour rainfall are not of much value in studying the

flood conditions, but of greater value are the recoi-ds

from tipping gages at places subject to similar rainfall

conditions. From a study of such records it is esti-

mated that for storms of l', hours, which is about the

period of concentration on this drainage area, the maxi-

mum rainfall would be 2.3 in. per hour About once

in five years there might be a fall of 1.15 in. per hour

and a fall of 1.75 in. per hour for 1,' hours might occur

once in flftv vears.

Ten Years' Building and Housing
Activity in New York

""T^EN YEARS' statistics of building activity in the

X several boroughs of New York City have just been

prepared at the request of the authorities concerned with

governmental study of the housing problem. They show
that 1920 is equal in building activity to the most active

year in the preceding decade, and because of the high

price level exceeds all others in the total cost of con-

struction involved. But this total includes an abnor-

mally low amount of dwelling construction. In partic-

ular the amount of apartment house construction is

exceedingly low. This phenomenon is known to be in

evidence throughout the country, but it has not yet been

set forth in such explicit form as in the New York tables

reproduced herewith. These tables cover separately the

Boroughs of Manhattan (old city of New York), Brook-

lyn (old City of Brooklyn, containing large areas as

yet only partly built up), Bronx (the rapidly growing

residential district in the northeastern part of the city),

and Richmond (Staten Island, largely open country with

separate villages). The different characteristics of

the areas affect the tabulated data in obvious manner.

Differences in the form of the statistics compiled make

comparisons of the several tables inexact.

In all cases, it should be noted, the 1920 figures are

given for six months only, and the probable figures for

the year are a little less than double those for the first

half (in Manhattan building operations for the first six

months tend to run about 57 per cent of those for the

year, according to R. P. Miller, superintendent of

buildings).

In the general building field the most significant

figures are those of Manhattan. It will be seen from
the fourth column of the table that the value represented

in building operations showed a declining tendency after

1912, very sharply accentuated after 1916. In 1919,

however, operations reached a figure very close to the

average of the preceding nine years. With prices in-

creased somewhat since 1919, the figures for the cur-

rent year promise to show at least 70 per cent increase

over the preceding year. The following columns of the

table {which form part of the totals given in the first

group of columns) indicate pi'ominently not only the

relative insignificance of housing construction in this

borough but also the present depression of apartment
house construction. This is commonly interpreted as

being a result of the recent agitation over rent prob-

lems within the past year.

In Brooklyn, while the value of 1920 building will

not exceed that of 1919, it is far ahead of the figures

for prior years, both in total value and in number of

buildings. The figures are on a slightly different basis

from those in Manhattan, as they refer to permits

issued, instead of applications filed. House building is

H far more important part of building in Brooklyn than

in Manhattan, but it will be seen that the expenditure

on housing for 1920 will be very far below that for 1919,

{.nd not far above the average for the previous ten years.

Activity has concentrated in one-family and two-family

dwellings, and fallen off in apartments.

The Borough of the Bronx shows the same phenomena
in even more pronounced fashion. The expenditure on

apartment house construction for 1920 will be less than

one-fifth that of other years in the decade, while one-

family and two-family house construction will be about

normal, as will also the total expenditure on building

work. In Richmond, where new housing is confined to

the construction of one-family dwellings at present,

activity has somewhat increased. But in considering

the Richmond figures it is necessary to take note of the

very low cost per dwelling ($2,800), and the slight in-

crease of this figure from the 1915 figure of about

{S2,000 ; it appears that dwelling house activity has been

kept up largely by turning to cheaper and smaller con-

struction, since building costs are not far from three

times those prevailing in 1915.

Besides giving a picture of building activity and of

the present status of housing provision in New York

City, the tables contain much miscellaneous information

concealed in their figures. Thus, in Manhattan the aver-

age cost of tenements (includes all multi-family dwell-

ings except hotels) in 1919 was in the neighborhood of

i{7.500 per apartment, while in the Bronx the average

1912 i9ie 1917 1918 1919 1920

\

BTTIT.DIXC AND AT.T RATION WORK—BOROITGH OF ^rANTIATTAN
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Year

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

TEN-YEAR BUILDING ACTIVITY - IN I OfU lUjJlOI.GHs i,y \KW yoilK r|TY
MANHATTAN

(AppliciitioiiM Filed)

_ nwcllingrt^- _ lenwiMmUTotal Now Buildings

No. of

.Vpplications

778
771
691
508
375
418
510
279
178
368

1920 (6 mos.) 234

.No. 1)1

HiiildiiiH

838
840
757
577
411
489
564
321

182
379
434

Estimated
Cost

$96,703,029
98.537.275
116.325.135
73,970,665
45,471,165
64,652,869
114,690,145
29,068,525
8.507.000

72.283,061
67,382,458

No. of

43
39
28
32
21

25
38
5

4

19

10

lO.stirnatcil

Cost

$1,906,300
2.263.500
l,532,fKJO

2.761,000
1,682,000
792,500

3,065,700
420,000
215,000

1,904,500
555.000

No .,1

I'.mIMii.

208
194

182
158
133
193
163
23
9

44
15

'< Aplii.l

17.600)

17.033.
• 6.379.
'6.337>

'5.t4t>
i6.436>

17.721.

(SM)
(395»

(l.80l>

( . . . .)

( .

136.'-; <'

V> I ;
-

10 <

22 .

18.''

24.960. 500
37.«4I.500
2.601.000
1.780.000

13.576.000
7.925.000

59£

-Otter

1>5J.I

12
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Hydraulic Fill at the Miami Conservancy Dams—III

Discharge Pipe Life Increased by Using High Carbon Steel—Friction Heads of 10 to 12 Ft.

Developed in Pumping Heavy Glacial Drift

By C. &. Hill
Ass()ti;itc lOditor, hUipinrcriufi Xric.s-Ki cord

EXCEPT at Germantown, all hydraulic fill embank-
ments are of large area and comparatively little

height. This has complicated embankment construction

(1) by requiring construction in sections and (2) by
necessitating many rearrangements of pipe line.

Friction Heads.—When the pumping plants for the

five flood protect io)i dams were planned there were few

available data on friction head. For glacial drift it

appeared that 4 ft. in 100 ft. would be a fair allowance

for a velocity of 12 ft. a second in the 15-in. discharge

pipe. At none of the operations has the head been less,

generally, than this figure and never has it been as little

except when pumping clay and fine glacial till, as in

1919, for the Taylorsville dam. At Lockington, another

sluicing operation, the average friction head has been

6 ft. in 100 ft. Fair ranges at Hufl'man are 8 to 10 ft,

and at Germantown fi to 8 ft. The highest heads have

been averaged at Englewood. Here a heavy gravel and

sand, and high velocities, have given 10 to 100-ft. heads.

These high friction heads place a heavy penalty on

the length of pump discharge and in a large measure

explain the reason for the decision to haul the material

from borrow to pit to sump and, at Englewood, to build

a succession of sumps to allow the pumps to be shifted

to higher and higher locations on the slope of the dam.
Comparison of the figures indicates generally smaller

heads at Taylorsville and Lockington than at the three

other dams. Differences in the character of the material

pumped probably account for these differences in head.

It is interesting, however, to speculate whether in exca-

vating by monitors and in sluicing there is not a pre-

sorting and pre-mingling of the solids which does not

prevail when the material is mechanically excavated and
delivered to hog-boxes whence it is washed directly into

the sump, and whether this previous working over by

flow does not put the mixture of solids and water into

a condition in which it is more easily pumped.
Di>icharge Pipe Service.—About four complete re-

placements of discharge pipe line for each operation

were estimated necessary, when the work was first

plaimed. This estimate was based on the use of ordi-

nary riveted steel dredge pipe. Fortunately this re-

placement expense, except for some of the pipe installed

for the first operations, has been made unnecessary by

FTG. 8 TYPTCAL COTIK FOOT., AND PTPR I.,TNR ARRANGEMENTS
(1) Shiiciiis r»irpctly to EtnbnnknT nl at 1 rnlfmnii. C ) I'oro Pool Sijilionod Off for Clay ninnk.'t ;it Lockington,
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the production of an alloy steel pipe of extraordinary
wearing qualities. Less than 100,000 cu.yd. of material

pumped ended the life of the ordinary 0.1 to 0.2 carbon

steel dredge pipe and the new pipe has shown itself

good for 400,000 cu.yd. It is a longitudinally welded
pipe, of No. 8 gage steel plate, 15 in. inside diameter,

and weighs about 29 lb. a lineal foot. The steel contains

from 0.50 to 0.60 carbon and about 0.75 manganese,
which are about the limits for a metal which can be

bent and welded without difficulty.

As made up the pipe is in 16-ft. lengths, (two 8-ft.

lengths welded together) with stovepipe joints, which

are held together by loops of wire drawn taut around

projecting ear.s on the Mhell near the end of each length.
To in.sure an even wear around the circumference, the
pipes are turned 120 dejf. for each run. By numbering
one end of each length 1, 2 and 3, at 120 deg. apart,
the turninjf is done without error, and the lower third
of the pipe, which su.stain.s the maximum wear, in dif-
ferent for every lift of the fill.

Hydravlic Fill Procedure.—At the Miami <iamA the
procedure of building the hydraulic fill i.s in Keneral that
universally employed. On the outer edges of the fill

levees are thrown up, at* shown by the diagram Fig. 7.

defining the slope of the embankment. The pipe lines
from the pump are parallel to and just inside the levee*.
Beginning at the end nearest the pump, filling i.s started
with a short pipe line until a strip, a.s No. 1. i.s filled to
pipe level down the beach from levee to core pool. Then
a 16-ft. section of pipe so added to the line and strip No.
2 is filled. These processes are repeated until the end of
the embankment is reached when the pipe is unjointed
section by section and another lift is started and com-
pleted by repeating the whole operation. When one
pump is employed the two beache-« are brought up
alternately; with two pumps both beaches are rai.sed at

the same time. The views Fig, 8 of the fills at four of
the dams, with the diagram, make the general pro-

cedure quite clear.

Levee and Beach Construction.—Two methods of

levee construction have been principally employed. That
most used is construction by dragline e.xcavators. A
small caterpillar-traction machine, as shown by Fig. 9.

with a 40 or 50-ft. boom and a I'-cu. yd. bucket, travels

along the beach inside the levee line, and, borrowing

t — 4

AT rOUR OF THE MIAMI CONSERVANCY DI.STRTCT DAMS
(3) Full Length Embankment Fill nt Germnnto^xn (n Cross-Da nr and Ston. »Toc-ruttross at TaylorsvlU.

.
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FIG. 9. CATERPILLAR DRAG LINE P.ITILDS COKK
FOOT. LRVRE

material irom ihe beach, builds up an embankment to

generally twice the height of the lift being employed for

making the hydraulic fill. By making the levee twice the

height of the lift, dragline travel is reduced and time

saved. With the dragline very little trimming by hand

of the permanent outside slope is necessary and

generally manual labor is reduced as compared with the

second method of levee construction.

This second method used largely at Taylorsville and

incidentally at some of the other dams is hydraulic fill

using window pipe. At Taylorsville a combination of

conditions favored the window pipe method. The beach

runs flat and was built up in 2l-ft. lifts. Only one run

of discharge pipe was used and the frequent changes of

pipe required by the low lift called for a pipe shifting

gang of six men. Between pipe shifts this gang was not

busy. With a six-length window pipe discharge the men

could build the levees by hand, the windows delivering

the material in heaps close to the levee into which

raking and shoveling was easy. The window pipe were

fashioned from the ordinary discharge pipe by cutting

4 X 6-in. square holes in the bottom; three to each 16-ft.

length. At Taylorsville six lengths of window pipe were

employed which furnished for the levee builders 18

^T>^

SEC c

M-^-
-^''o.

"'"-^y,. S

Beach Ltne ,„„ f^. >'

SEC. A

piles of material about 5 ft. apart and about 4 ft. inside

the line of the levee crest. Only the finer materials drop

through the windows so the process described was
further aided by the unusual proportion of fine material

in the Taylorsville borrow pit.

Beach construction ordinarily is in 4-ft. lifts, the

Taylorsville operation being an exception as will be

explained later. Considering a 4-ft. lift the procedure is

about as folloMs : Starting at the end of the fill, two
lengths of pipe are laid on timber bents 4 ft. above

the previous beach grade. As pumping proceeds the

coarse material builds up in a cone at the discharge end.

The finer particles are carried down the beach toward

the core pool and are distributed by size along the route

until only those which are very fine enter the still water

of the pool and settle to form the core. When the coarse

stone has built up to the height of the pipe another

length is added by laying it on the built-up fill with a

timber bent supporting the outer end. Pumping is then

FIG. 11. FILL GUIDED BY WINDOW PIPE AND
BAFFLE BOARDS

FIG. 10. LEVEE CONSTRUCTION WITH WINDOW PIPE

resumed until the time arrives for another pipe length

to be added. In this way the 4-ft. lift is carried the full

length of the embankment.
The successive stages of building levee and beach with

window pipe at Taylorsville are best understood from

the diagrams of Fig. 10. Section A shows the pipe

location for a run along the beach to build the 5-ft.

levee indicated by the broken line. With the levee com-

pleted the pipe line is dismantled and located in the new

position shown by Section B to make a run for the first

beach lift of 2i ft. This first lift is followed by a second

2i-ft. lift as shown by Section C to complete the beach

to levee level. A new levee is then built and the beach

filling operations are repeated.

Beach Slope and Core Width.— The rule in placing

hydraulic fill is to keep the core width, at any elevation,

about equal to the height from this elevation to the top

of the dam. This rule gives a core width at the bottom

of about one-eighth the dam width and never exceeding

one-fifth the dam width. Co-ordination of beach slope

and height of lift is the means for maintaining the rule.

Normally the angle of the beach slope depends upon

the composition of the material being pumped. If fine

material predominates the slope is flat as in the 1919

fill at Taylorsville and if coarse material predominates,
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as generally is the case at the other dams, the slope is

steeper. To keep the core pool width constant the lift

for each run of fill must be less if the beach is flat than
it need be if the beach is steep, as indicated graphically

by the diagram in Fig, 7. To raise the fill 5 ft. in one
lift, having the flat bench slopes ACB, would spread out
the pool surface to FG, but by using two lifts of 2!> ft.

the pool width is kept reasonably close to HK, the

normal width. If the beach slopes are steeper as DCE.
one lift of 5 ft. can be made and the pool width main-
tained normal. It is this reasoning which determines
the use of the 2i-ft. lift at Taylorsville and the 4-ft.

lift, generally, at the other dams.
As the top of the dam is approached and the width of

FIG. 12. WELL DEFINED EDGE OF CORE POOL

the fill decreases, the problem of core pool control

requires more attention. To keep the core width down,
the narrowing beaches have to be built up faster, that is

with steeper slopes than when they were comparatively

wide. If the borrow pit conditions make it practicable

to select coarse or fine materials, alternate pumping of

the two meets the requirements. Another method is

to hold a greater than normal proportion of the sand

and smaller pebbles high up the beach by using a

window pipe discharge. Baffle board control of the

beach streams is also employed to shift the deposition

areas as shown by Fig. 11.

Analyses indicate the core solids to consist of about

75 to 85 per cent clay and silt and 15 to 25 per cent of

very fine sand. Normally the plane separating the core

fill from the beach fill is remarkably well defined as is

indicated by the view Fig. 12 showing a portion of the

beach margin disclosed by lowering the pool at Engle-

wood. Ordinarily the overflow from the core pool is

wasted outside the dam area. Possibly 2 per cent or

more of the particles of core material fineness are

carried away by the overflow. Conservation of these

solids at Lockington has been accomplished by siphoning

the pool overflow down the up.stream xlope of the dam
into a dyked area where a clay blanket wa* required on
a portion of the old stream bed. At another location X"
reduce the work of pumping Hlucinjf water to the nunn,
the pool overflow i.s taken to the .sump. C-
is an element of danger in this pro^-P/hir** v

to be watched; a gradual aro;

in the circulating water conit

and core control.

All work is being fwrformed by the < .^m.^ jction
department of the Miami Con.servancy DlHtrict, Arthur
E. Morgan, chief engineer. Chus. H. Paul, a«.Hi«tant

chief engineer, and C. H. Lwher, con.s»ruction manafrer.
Much credit for the succe.ss of the hydraulicking opera-
tions is due to the division engineers at the dam.- All

of them have given careful thought and .study to the
problems encountered and have made valuable nuggea-
tions for improvements in design. They are: Arthur L.

Pauls, Germantown; H. S. R. McCurdy. Er.
Barton M. .Jones, Lockington; 0. N. Floyd, Ta
and C. C. Chambers, Huffman. G. L. Albert, hydraulic
engineer, has given special attention to the hydraulic
fill installations and operations at all of the dam.<; and
S. M. Woodward, consulting engineer, has offered valu-

able advice and suggestions.

Government May Study Tunnel Problems

THAT there is a countr>'-wide demand for a study

by the government of tunnel construction is the

belief of George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of

the Bureau of Mines, who recently returned to Wash-
ington from a trip through the West. Several of the

cities which he visited have vehicular tunnel projects

under consideration. He also looked into the proposal to

drive the six-mile Moffat tunnel in Colorado. Before

the Moffat railroad is extended to Salt Lake City, it is

proposed to drive a double tunnel to prevent the almost

prohibitive grades which otherwise would l)e necessar>\

The Bureau of Mines has been conducting research on

mine gases for many years. A year ago. the bureau

was solicited by several eastern cities, interested in

vehicular tunnel construction, to co-operate in a study

of the effect of the exhaust gases from automobiles

in long tunnels. Congress declined to allow any appro-

priation for this work, but u is believed that the appro-

priation failed from the desire to eliminate all new

items from the appropriation bills. It is believed that

the next Congress will be more generous, especially in

view of the widespread demand for authoritative data,

not only in the matter of gases in tunnels but in the

whole matter of ventilation during construction and

subsequently. Due to fire hazard this phase of tunnel

construction should be the subject of go\ernment study,

in the opinion of many since the government is in a

better position to gather the necessarj- data than is any

other tgency,

American Personnel for Merchant Marine

Six out of ten men now entering the merchant marine

service under the U. S. Shipping Board are American

citizens, recent advice from the oflice of the board states.

In 1917 only one in ten of enlistments l>elow the grade

of officer on American ships had American citizenship.

The board claims that "it is important that as fast as

possible all foreigners should be replaced by Ameri-

cans,"
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Concrete Trusses and Cantilever

Girders in Theatre
Roof Cost Reduced by Substituting Concrete for

Steel—Balcony Has Heavy Girders
and Long Cantilevers

ROOP' trusses, long balcony girders and long canti-

levers, all of reinforced concrete, are important
structural features in the new Euclid Theatre at Cleve-

land, Ohio. This building has capacity for 2,000 seats,

including the main floor and the balcony. The roof is

supported by four concrete trusses 82 ft. 3 in, long

over all and 10 ft. deep between centers of chords.

The use of these concrete trusses was due to condi-

FIG. 1. CONCRETE TRUSS OF 82 FT. SPAN FOR THEATER

tions of the steel market. Steel trusses were included
in the original design, but when the engineers were
ready to place the contract they found it impossible to

secure delivery within the time required. In order
to avoid the necessity of canceling the entire project it

was decided to design trusses of concrete. On com-
pletion of the work, it was found that this construction
had effected a saving of $4,000.

A view of one of these trusses, with the concrete
purlins and roof slab is shown in Fig. 1. Details of
the truss design, with dimensions, reinforcement and
stresses, are given in Fig. 2. A concrete mix of 1:2:4
was used, the coarse aggregate being blue limestone
not exceeding v-in. in size. Tension in the I'einforcing

steel is taken at 16,000 lb. per square inch and com-
pression in the concrete is taken at 650 lb. The trusses
are designed for an assumed dead load of 90 lb. per
square foot from the trusses, purlins, roof slab and
suspended ceiling. The design includes also a live load
of 35 lb. per square foot for snow.
At pach end the truss is T-shaped in plan, in order

to give ample area on a brick pier, these piers being
built into the walls. Dowels anchor one end of the

truss to the t^ier. The trusses

are spaced 20 ft. c. to c, and
carry pre-cast concrete pur-

lins of 12-in. I-beam section

which are anchored .at the

ends by dowels embedded in

the concrete of the top chords.

Upon the purlins is a mono-
lithic concrete roof slab 2 in.

thick, covered with a weather
coating of bituminous ma-
terial and gravel. Hanger
rods in the bottom chords

carry a suspended ceiling of

expanded metal and plaster

about 3 in. below the trusses.

As each truss weighs about

32 tons, the forms had to be

carried by a heavy falsework

structure about 50 ft. high,

resting on footings at the

floor level and thoroughly

braced. Wood forms were
used and were left in place for about sixty days before

removal. Concrete was mixed fairly wet and was placed

by means of a tower with elevator bucket and chute.

For each truss, the pouring was continued without

interruption until its completion.

An unusual element of the interior arrangement,
which had an influence on the structural design, was
the placing of the stage and balcony across diagonally

:§: I6"x 52" li'xB"

t< lO-il"- >K 'l0'-3f——*\<-—

fHi 5firrvpi-y\
-6'-&

lO'-ir—

fe Elevoi + ion
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H.g Dowels -for eacfi Purlin
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KIG. 2. DESIGN OF CONCKETE ROOK TRUSS
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Chicago-Indianapolis Improvement
Big Four Railroad

Grade Reduction and Double-Tracking Program to

Reduce Time for Heavier Trains—Short

Cut-OflF Costs $1,000,000

RELOCATION and jrrade reduction at considerable

. expen.se on a line of comparatively easy grade is

included in the double-tracking of the Chicago-Indian-

apolis line of the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago v*c

St. Louis Ry. This improvement is being undertaken

in order to increase train loads and reduce running

time, thus providing for increasing traffic and also

eliminating overtime pay for train crews. That the

is troublesome for heavy trains. The passage through
the main part of the town, with several grade crossings,

is also objectionable.

The new line descends at 0.4 per cent to Eagle Creek,

crosses the valley by a concrete arch bridge 300 ft.

long having five arches of 45 ft. span, and ascends on

a grade of 0.4 per cent to connect with the present

line. This diversion passes outside of Zionsville, elimi-

nating the street level line and spanning the main road

from town by an overhead concrete bridge adjacent to

the new passenger and freight station. It will be seen

from the two profiles that the new line has much
heavier grading, being carried through high ground
which was avoided in the original location in order to

keep down the construction cost. A fill of nearly 480,-

JV_.I26

20.000

Feet

KKi^OCATIOX IMPUOVKS GRADES AND CURVES

wage question has become an important factor in rail-

way improvement work was shown in Engineeriwj
News-Record, of March 25, 1920, pp. 602 and 615.

From Indianapolis to Kankakee, where the line con-

nects with the Illinois Central R.R. for access to

Chicago, there are numerous grades of 0.6 to 0.78 per

cent, but the improvement program provides for a

maximum grade of 0.4 per cent, except for pusher

grades at Lafayette, Ind. The maximum curves will

be of 2 deg. In grade reduction the original location

is retained as a rule, and in most cases only light earth-

work is involved. As there are few watercourses crossed

the work consists mainly in lowering summits rather

than raising sags.

A stretch of relocation with heavy grading has been

introduced at Zionsville in order to improve both profile

and alignment as shown in the accompanying drawing.

The old line from the south is on an ascending grade

of 0.4 to 0.63 per cent from Mile 122 to 123, beyond

which it drops with long stretches of 0.33 to 0.78 per

cent to Mile 125, traversing the town at street level

and then ascending again on grades of 0.4 to 0.66 per

cent to Mile 128. A long 3-deg. curve with a central

angle of about 80 deg. occurs near the top of the

steeper grade. This combination of grade and curve

000 cu.yd. is required across the valley, with a maximum
height of about 40 ft. Beyond this are two long

cuts 10 to 20 ft. deep, aggregating 411,000 cu.yd. Two
steam shovels worked the long cuts and were served

by 10-car trains of 12-yd. dump cars which made the

fill by dumping from a framed trestle having posts

and bracing of round timbers.

Traffic between Chicago and Indianapolis, 206 miles,

averages six passenger and ten freight trains each way
daily, these figures being for both schedule and extra

trains. Movements are controlled by the manual block

system the blocks being about fifteen miles long and

having the signal towers located mainly at the meeting

ends of double passing sidings about 4,000 ft. long.

Some of these sidings will be linked into the new double

track, but others will remain as relief or passing tracks.

Freight trains have 50 to 60 cars, the standard loading

being 1,800 tons for engines of the 2-8-0 class. With

the completion of the improvement these engines will

be able to take about 75 cars with 2,300 tons train load.

Further, the double track will eliminate delays at sid-

ings to such an extent that the overtime pay to freight

train crews will be negligible.

The improvement program is being carried out under

the direction of C. A. Paquette, chief engineer, and
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0. E. Selby, principal assistant engineer, of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry.; A. M. Turner

is district engineer in charge of the Zionsville work.

The Dunn & McCarthy Co., Chicago, had the contract

for grading; the Eagle Creek bridge was built by A. J.

Yawger & Co., and the highway bridges were built by
the A. C. Loomis Co., both of Mattoon, 111. The total

cost of the cut-off was about $1,000,000.

Costs on Four Types of Pavement
in Philadelphia Test Road

Twenty-Six Sections, Comprising Bituminous
Macadam Mixed and Penetration Methods,
Concrete and Vitrified Block Compared

AGROUP of eight sections of penetration macadam
road, forming a part of a test road built in 1912

and 1913 by the Bureau of Highways, Philadelphia De-

partment of Public Works, has proved the least expen-

sive to the city as compared with the other types upon

the test road—bituminous macadam, mixed method,

concrete and brick. Averaging the first cost, the inter-

est at 4 per cent for 7 yrs., and the maintenance, the

average total cost at the first of this year on the pene-

tration macadam sections is shown to be $1.7738 per

sq.yd. as compared with $2.0776 for bituminous maca-

dam mixed method, $3,006 for concrete and $3.5109 for

brick. Twenty-six sections in all were laid over a total

length of road of 3.41 mi. Six sections of bituminous

macadam mixed method were laid, eight of penetration

macadam, five of concrete base with a bituminous top,

and seven of vitrified blocK. All sections were laid upon

the same subgrade, it being an old water bound maca-

dam road. Surface treatment was given practically all

of the concrete sections, two of which are patent pave-

ment—hassam and bicomac.

After the winter of 1919-1920, all the penetration sec-

tions except Section 24 required rebuilding. Consid-

erable work was also done on Sections 1, 2, 6 and 9 of

the mixed type. No work was necessary on any of the

brick sections. Section 25—bicomac—was cold patched.

The penetration macadam sections were built to a

compact thickness of 3 in, of lUin. trap rock, each sec-

tion penetrated with either a different amount or kind

of binder., and sealed with a coat of the same material

as that used in the binder. The be*t knowm of the
binders available at the time of th. '

-.he

test road were used in theuc p<

.

the
amount of the binder varying frorn 1 jfaL

per .sq.yd. In the con.struction of the '. ;4ic-

adam, mixed method sectionM, i-in, to U-in. trap rock
was u.sed in four .sections, limentone on a fifth .•section

and bank gravel not over 1 in. in diameter on the .-iixth

TABLK n FIRST f '
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asphalt filled. All concrete sections were ^iven bitumin-

ous treatment.

The vitrified block pavement was laid in the usual

method upon a 4-in. concrete base, a sand cushion and

cement grout being used in each of the seven sections.

A concrete curb was also provided for brick paving.

Cost analyses made in the accompanying tables cover

all costs: Preparation of foundation, the pavement it-

self, trimming of shoulders, bituminous treatment in

the case of concrete sections and the concrete curbs in

the case of the brick section.

In general the sections of road are in good condition,

though extensive repair has been made to various sec-

tions during the past two or three years. At the end of

1919, when the last minute inspection was recorded,

all the bituminous macadam, mixed method, sections,

were found to be in good condition, though in Section

11 the edges were breaking away in Section 12, there

was some sign of disintegration of the pavement itself.

The penetration macadam sections were also in good

condition with the exception of Section 17, which was
reported wavy, possessing longitudinal side cracks and

frayed edges. Sections 23 and 24 also were breaking

away at the edges of the pavement.

All the concrete sections were reported as being in

good condition except Section 25, the bituminous sur-

face of which was wavy, had bad worn out spots at one

end and showed distinct signs of disintegration along

the edges.

On all the brick sections longitudinal cracks were

noted, usually appearing at, or to one side, of the crown.

The concrete header had disintegrated upon all brick

sections. The bricks themselves were generally in good

condition except in Section 10, where they were found

to be chipped and cracked at one end of the section

through settlement of the foundation, and on Section 13,

where a few bricks were found to be slightly chipped.

The cost analysis takes into account rental of some

equipment used such as road rollers, water wagons and

tar kettles. No allowance, however, was made for the

use of the asphalt plant on the bituminous macadam,

mixed method sections.

Unit Suburban Service Proposed for Chicago

Suburban through routes for Chicago steam railway

service, crossing the city and operated as units regard-

less of separate ownership of different parts of the

lines were advocated by J. R. Bibbins, supervising engi-

neer of the Arnold Co., in a recent paper before the

Western Society of Engineers. As an example he sug-

gested a connection of the Chicago & Northwestern Ry.

terminal on the northwest side with the Illinois Central

R.R. terminal on the southeast side of the city. This

would distribute the crowds now concentrated at the

two points and would eliminate much of that part of

the congested street car traffic which consists of sub-

urban passengers going to and from the main stations.

This is only one of several possible connections. As to

unit operation, Mr. Bibbins says: "The through routes

will require the interchange of equipment, yard termi-

nals, coach yards, etc., resulting from the overlapping

service. But these conditions, now opposed largely from

the viewpoint of independent competitive operation, will

be completely remedied when the day arrives for that

far more important consideration dictated by economy

and common sense, namely, complete ultimate terminal

unification."

Loss of Head in a 12-Inch Gate in a

16-Inch Pipe Line

By Thomas E. Lally
Assistant Engineer, VVater Department, Boston, Mass.

Ah.ttrnrt of Paper Read Brforr thr New Ennlnnd Water Works
i-ssorinfion. S!ei)tc)ithrr. 19 20.

THE loss of head caused by placing a 12-in. gate in a
16-in. pipe line under 57-l"b. static head on the Boston

water-works was found to range from 0.01 lb. with a flow
of 500 gal. per minute to 0.92 lb. at 10,200 gal. per minute.
So far as the writer knows, losses due to such large flows
through a gate of this size have never before been re-
corded.

The 12-in. gate was placed between two 16 x 12-in. re-
ducers. The gate and reducers were of the Boston Water-
Works standard taken from stock and placed in the line.

The test line was provided by cutting in a 12-in. gate on
a 30-in. feeder line. From this gate a 12-in. line was ex-
tended to the street line, where it was brought to the sur-
face by easy curves and continued on blocking so that the
bottom of the pipe was about 6 in. from the ground. The
line was further extended by putting in a 12 x 16-in. in-

creaser and then 16-in. pipe for a certain distance when a
16 X 12-in. reducer and a 12-in. gate with a 12 x 16-in. in-

creaser were set. The pipe was then 16 in. for a certain
distance, where a 16 x 12-in. reducer and a 12-in. gate
v/ere introduced. Then the line was continued with 12-in.

pipe to a curve and a special casting, with a flange, in-

creasing to 14 in. internal diameter. To this casting was
attached a bronze forebay to which it was possible to at-

tach nozzles varying from 8 to 2h in. in size.

Carbon tetrachloride with a specific gravity of 1.60 was
used as an indicator in the U-tube employed to determine
the loss of head caused by the gate. Mercury might have
been used but, as the loss expected was small, and the
specific gravity of mercury is about 13.56 it will be seen that
the carbon tetrachloride is eleven times more sensitive and
small differences in pressure give greater deflections in the
U-tube.

Flow was controlled by the last 1-2-in. gate, thereby
keeping the gate under test always full of water. This
control gate was operated by a hand wheel and any pressure
desired could be obtained in the forebay within the range
of the nozzle used. From pressure readings on the forebay
gage, after corrections for the height of the gage over the

center of the nozzle, the discharge was calculated by the

use of Freeman's formula. Readings on the gage and the

difference on the U-tube were taken simultaneously and
from these readings, it was possible to know the discharge

and the lo?s for any flow up to the capacity of the nozzle.

When the pressure in the forebay did not increase on the

wider opening of the control gate, it was assumed that the

capacity of the nozzle had been reached. The next larger

nozzle was then used and by the control gate the full range

of the discharge was run.

The results of the tests were plotted on cross section

paper. The curve did not follow the mathematical curve

for losses. This rule that "the loss in friction is as the

square of the discharge," while near enough for practical

purposes, did not obtain in these tests. This caused a feel-

ing that there was something wrong in the first test and

other tests were run, special care being taken to get the

air all out of the lines and the connections tight in every way.

It was found that the plotting of the curve, on a large

scale for the losses, caused the difference to stand out and

Mhile it was small it looked large on the plot. Then, tak-

ing Freeman's paper, "Hydraulics of Fire Streams" and

analyzing some of the tabulated data, it was found that

the loss did not vary as the square but ranged from 1.775

to 1.92. Freeman, in the same paper (p. 338) says that his

lesults do show "that there Is a slight divergence from the

law." Flinn, Weston and Bogert "Waterworks Handbook,"

1916 edition, p. 560, says: "Textbooks make the general

statement that the friction head in pipes varies nearly as

the square of the velocity. Researches indicate that this

exponent varies between 1.75 and 2.00."
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The velocities in the 12-in. gate under test varied from
1.3 ft., per second discharging 750 gal. per minute to 34 ft.

per second at 12,000 g.p.m. With these references in view,

the writer felt that the fact that the curve did not agree
with the curve of the squares was not due to errors in the
methods or the gage connections or readings.

With a flow of 500 g.p.m. the loss was 0.01 lb.; at 1,000

g.p.m. it was scarcely larger; at 2,000 g.p.m. it was about
0.03 lb.; 4,000 g.p.m. showed about 0.12 lb.; 5,000 g.p.m.

about 0.20 lb. 6,000, 0.29 lb.; 8,000, about 0.51 lb. 10,200

g.p.m. gave 0.92 pounds.

These losses show clearly that we may place this smaller

size gate in our pipe lines and not loose over one pound
pressure, with a discharge which I think would seldom be
required even in a 16-in. line.

6M

Concrete Cantilever Construction in

Chicago Garage
Single and Double Cantilever Beams Support 11-Ft.

Span of Floor and Roof Slab and Carry
50-Ft. Monitor Trusses

EXCEPTIONALLY long and heavy concrete girders,

with cantilever construction for portions of the

second floor and roof around large light courts, are

striking features in the structural design of a two-story

automobile storage and service building recently com-

pleted in Chicago for the Packard Motor Car Co. The
purpose of this design is to minimize the number of

columns obstructing the floor area and to give ample

light and ventilation throughout the central part. The
floor area of nearly 90,000 sq.ft. is unusually large for

a building of this character and necessitates special

provision for effective lighting of the first floor, this

^Jeing provided by two light courU 48 x 162 ft. Oth«r
notable features are the larjfe ver •

'

ikylishU in
steel truH.H monitors and the pro. a rminp or
inclined driveway l>etween the two il^x^m.

Thi.s garage is .304 x 298 i ft. on the building liiw.
with a height of 17 i ft, for the lower utory and 16 to
171 ft, for the upper Htory, the clear headway under th«
girders being about 14 ft. The typical column wpocinif
is 38 .X .33 ft., but at each light court one row of columns
is omitted giving h 76 ft. .space, with a 14 ft. cantilever
shelf on each .side and a clear opening of 48 ft. Along
each side of the building the first interior columns are
18 ft. from the wall, forming bays 18 x 33 ft.

From the floor plan and .section Figs. 1 and 2 it will

be seen that the framing system consists of heav/
girders of 3.3-ft. span running in one direction and hav-
ing 38-ft. transverse beams l>etween them, with canti-

lever brackets On four of these girders, the cantilever
and beams being spaced 11 ft. c. to c. The heaviest
girders, which are those carn-ing the cantilevers, are
24 X 42 in. and 22 x 42 in. in section with a span of 33 ft.

The beams between these are mainly 12 x 34 in. All

main interior columns are of circular section, rectanjnj-

lar columns being u.sed at stairways and elevator shafts

and for the ramp.

A 5^-in. floor slab is incorporated in the depth of the

girders and beams, reinforced with '-in. rod.s spaced 7i
in. c. to c. in one direction and .'-in. rods 18 in. c. to c. in

the opposite direction to take care of temperature

stresses. Both straight and bent bars are used in the

girders and beams, as shown, the bent bars being con-

tinued into the adjacent spans. Stirrups of U-shape

supplement the bars. All reinforcement is of plaiu

cr-

Part Cross -Section

"^-3
P(7irt Lonqtudincil oecffon Throygh Incli-.

FIG. 1—CANTILEVER FLOOR ANT* ROOF CONSTRUCTION FOR O.VR.VGK
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5ecfion C-C

Typjco\\ Section B-B
Cantilever Reinforcing

\.'\r,. 2—PART PT.AN OF FI>OOIl FUAMTNO

square bars, except that round bars are used for the l-in.

size. The second floor is designed for a live load of 125

lb. per square foot. Holes in the beams are formed by

1 1 -in. pipe sleeves to allow of placing overhead pipes

and for attaching a light monorail system over one part

of the floor. Inserts in the slab are spaced about 5} ft.

apart for the attachment of shaft hangers and other

fixtures for the repair work equipment.

For the roof, the framing system is similar but with

somewhat lighter sections and with a 4-in. slab rein-

forced by 3-in. bars, of 8-in. spacing. Both the main

roof and the monitors are designed for a live load or

snow load of 25 lb. per sq.ft. A pitch and felt water-

proof roofing is laid upon the slab.

Exposed concrete spandrels are reinforced for tem-

perature stresses with A'-in. bars, the horizontal bars

being spaced 24 in. and the vertical bars 12 in. c. to c.

Brick spandrel walls are built above the concrete span-

drels, the latter being below the floor slabs.

Steel sash is supported upon the brick spandrels,

except that on the street front the sash framing extends

from the first floor to the roof, with steel plate filling

instead of glass panes in front of the spandrels. At

the edge of the cantilever slab is a stiffening rib beneath

the floor and above this is a low curb wall or spandrel,

supporting steel sash similar to that of the exterior

walls. These walls are finished "by painting with factory

enamel cement coating.

For the ramp, which has a grade of 10 per cent, col-

umn supports independent of the structural columns are

used. The width is divided into two 9-ft. driveways by

;i central curb, but the parapet walls or girders are flared

outward at top and bottom for the convenience of

vehicles entering and leaving the driveways. This ramp
is designed for a load of 125 lb. per sq.ft. A 5u-in. slab

forms the floor and is finished with a roughened surface

to give a good grip for the wheels. Stairs and passenger

elevators are provided, but there is no car elevator.

Steel trusses of 48 ft. span and spaced 11 ft. apart

form lofty monitors over the two light courts, the

trusses being seated on concrete shoes or blocks on the

ends of the 14-ft. cantilever brackets of the roof fram-

ing. The sides have steel sash and ^i''^ glass, with

pivoted panels for ventilation. Cement tiles cover the

top of the monitor, being supported on purlins of 6-in.

channels.

Creosoted block paving is used on both floors, except

at the spaces where cars are washed and cleaned, these

spaces being of concrete shaped to drainage planes and

finished to a smooth surface. A low and rounded curb

around the edge of the concrete prevents water from

flowing onto the floor but allows cars to pass over it

readily. The wood blocks are laid directly on a paint

coat of pitch on the concrete slab and pitch filler is

poured over them.

Concrete for structural work was a 1:2:4 mix; made
fairly wet and using V-in. crushed stone so that the

concrete would pas's freely around the reinforcing steel

and have a minimum of voids. Chutes from a tower

outside the building and an auxiliary tower near the

middle delivered the concrete to hoppers from which it

was distributed by buggies. All reinforcement consists

of deformed bars.

Forms for the sides of the large beams and girders

were built up on the ground and hoisted into place,

being fitted against cleats spiked to the 2-in. bottom of
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Cemenf Tile

-7'

Slab ^
Roof-.

^ \-Seoirincj Block

Canfilev^ "^5'

-50'C.L. to C.L. BearingSeam^

FIG. n—STEEL TRTTSS FOR MONITORS OVER LIGHT COURTS

the form and held at the top by wiring and by the 2 x

8-in. joists of the floor forms, these joists being spaced

about 16 in c. to c. The forms were designed for easy

removal so that they could be used over again. They
were not lined nor were the interior surfaces oiled. For

the supports, 4 x 4-in. po.sts were used, spaced about 30

in. c. to c. and having the usual T-head construction.

Falsework was left in place for about two months after

pouring the concrete, this being necessary on account of

the work being done during the winter.

This building was designed by Albert Kahn, architect

and engineer, Detroit, Mich., the structural design being

worked out by J. T. N. Hoyt, chief structural engineer.

The contractor was the Edward L. Scheidenhelm Co.,

Chicago.

Increased Salinity in Waters of the

Lower Sacramento River

Irrigation and Potable Water Systems Face
Permanent Problem— Remedies

Suggested by T. H. Means

A SUDDEN increase of salinity in the lower reaches

of the Sacramento River has presented new prob-

lems in those irrigation and domestic systems that

depend on this source of water supply. When the tidal

effects and the accompanying salinity were found to

have passed all previous records and to be steadily mov-

ing still farther up the river, question arose as to

what caused the change; whether it could be atributed

to the diversion of water for irrigation, to the straight-

ening and deepening of the channel, to the several years

of drought or to other causes. At a meeting of the

San Francisco Section, Am. Soc. C. E., held to discuss

the situation, T. H. Means, consulting engineer, read a

paper on the subject from which the following is

quoted

:

Carquinez strait is the outlet for the 45,000-sti. mile area

of the Sacramento and San Joaquin River basins, the jrren

interior valley of California. The discharge of the Sacra-

mento River formerly varied from less than 10,000 sec.-ft.

in late summer to over 500,000 sec.-ft. during floods. The

San Joaquin Valley discharge probably varied between a

minimum of 5,000 sec.-ft. and a maximum of over 300,000

sec.-ft. In 1919 the Sacramento at one time flowed less

than 2,000 sec.-ft. at Sacramento and the San Joaquin de-

livered probably little in excess of 500 sec.-ft. The decreased

flow in that year was due to the low run-oif and to the

large amount diverted for irrigation in all parts of the

tributary watershed.

The low flow alone does not account for the encroachment

of .salt water. There probably n^'ver has b««n a tunc whca
there was not some freHh wat<rr comintc down the *——«.
that is, the diverHions in the delta have protwbly oot ex-

ceeded the flow from the lower Sacrami-nto and 8an Joa
quin. The cauHe of the encroachn. • the
fluctuation cau.sed by the tides. 'I .'. 8aa
Franci.sco vary from 3 ft. at neap tidt-i to i>ver 7 ft. at time
of spring tides. Some effect of this tidal floctosttOB was
felt durinK che summer of 1920 a.t far apstream as the city

of Sacramento on the Sacramento and above the moath of

the Stani.slau.s on the San Joaquin River.

The tidal prism above Carquinez Straits is approximately
75,000 acTf-ft. for .sprintf tides. Durinjf ordinary tides it

amounts to perhaps 50,000 acre-ft. In other words a flow

of about 100,000 sec.-ft. would be required to prevent a
reversal of current in the straits. This amount of inflow

occurs only a few days in the year, c. y the cur-

rent usually reverses twice a day in th- The tidal

movements rapidly caiTy water upstream and mix it with
the fresh water coming down so that with each revenal
of flow the salt water passes higher until a point is reached

where th t tidal prism above is equal to the quantity <d

fresh water cominp down stream. Thus as the flow de

creases, the salt water passes upstream.
Under present conditions the entire low flow of all the-

tributaries draining through Carquinez Straits is apt to

be diverted every year, leaving practically nothinff bat the

return seepatre to pass down into the tidal portion of the

rivers. Thus what was once a ver>' rare occurrence, the

appearance of salt water in the lower rivers, is now to be

expected every year and for longer periods of time than

formerly.

What Causes Inflow ok Salt Water

Prior to 1§J8 salt water seldom reached Pittsburgh. In

both 1918 ^d 1919, water at Pittsburgh and far beynod

becanie brackish. This sudden change was due to larfre di-

versions made in the Sacramento Valley for irrigation pur-

poses. In previous years the encroachments by irrigation

had been so gradual that they were not noticed from year

to year. The sudden large increase in diversions by the

lice irrigators, coming in a series of relatively dry years

and just at the point when the salt water limit was reach-

ing upper Suisun Bay, combined to bring about a sudden

change in lower river conditions.

New storage reser\'oirs are planned and spring floods

will in part be prevented. The June rise from the San

Joaquin tributaries is going to be lower and of shorter

duration as more reservoirs are built Future irrigation

developments will increase the difficulties by decreasing the

low flow. While return seepage will increase, it is not

likely that it will ever amount to enough to keep salt water

out of the lower island country. Undoubteilly unless some-

thing is done this region will henceforth face a salt water

problem in most years.

Towns along the lower river must tind some other source

for domestic supply. .A.t one time the lower SarramentO

River at Rio Vista was proposed as a source for San Fran-

cisco and other bay cities. Salt water r.ow goes miles be-

yond that proposed point of diversion. Tht problem of

securing water for the tidewater towTis has alwa>-s been

serious, it is now more so. There is little left for us to do

but consider high mountain sources where stor. are is avail-

able. The fallacy of San Francisco going to the head waters

of the Sacramento River and diverting low flow is now

apparent. .-X larger acreage would have had to remain dry

in the Sacramento Valley than will be depnved of water

by Hetch-Hetchy storage. Goot< storage sites are not known

on the upper Saci-amento River.

Several remedies suggest themselves. They sre:

1. Reduce the tidal prism by cutting off sloughs and

shallow parts of Suisun Bay and completing the reclama-

tion of the island lands. This will reduce the tidal fluctua-

tions through the straits and lessen the up-flow of salt

water. This will not be a cure, however, for cslt water will

continue to go far beyond its former limits.
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2. Build a dam with tide gates to prevent up-flow of

salt water. This suggestion has sufficient merit to war-
rant its serious consideration. It is not likely to prove

feasible except at great expense. It does not look like a

job for any but the Federal Government.

3. Build storage reservoirs and maintain a low flow,

sufficient to keep salt water below the head of Suisun Bay.

No suitable reservoir sites are known; surveys of the Sac-

ramento watershed for this purpose are badly needed. Iron

Canyon is not available for it is needed to supply the lands

immediately below Red Bluff.

4. Allow salt water to continue its fluctuation and pro-

vide for the island country by diverting fresh water from
some point above tidal fluctuation. This, too, will be costly,

but in our present state of knowledge it is one of the

promising solutions for the water supply for a part of

the area.

5. A combination of the four suggestions above may
provide for a large part of the island area. Even under
the best conditions the cost will be large and in our present

state of knowledge we cannot even suggest what it will

amount to.

An investigation of the problem by impartial engineers

should be made at once. Remedies should be investigated

and recommendations should be made. The entire Sacra-

mento and San Joaquin Valleys are interested in the

outcome.

Road Work Speeded Up By Service
Commission Car Orders

Pennsylvania Adds to Mileage by Request That
Railroads Place Weekly 531 Cars for

Cement, 1,439 for Aggregates

IN AN ENDEAVOR to assist in speeding up the high-
way construction program outlined for 1920 by the

Pennsylvania State Highway Department the Public

Service Commission of Pennsylvania issued, on July 12,

the first of several orders directing the various rail-

roads operating within the state to place at the dis-

posal of the consignors of road materials enough box
and open-top cars to fulfill needs of contractors having
highway contracts with the state. Needs of contractors

were based upon information secured in a questionnaire

sent out some time previously by the Highway Depart-
ment requesting data as to the amount of cement or

aggregates needed, manufacturer with whom the con-

tractor had placed his order, the point from which ship-

ments should be made, and the point at which delivery

should be made. Such questionnaires were sent to each
of the 265 road contarctors doing state highway work.

The order of July 12 was based upon more or less frag-

mentary information resulting from the circulation

of this questionnaire, though supplemental orders dated

July 26 and Aug. 7 were issued as more complete in-

formation was had from contractors.

Origin of Car Orders

Action was taken by the Public Service Commission
after complaint was filed by the Pennsylvania Highway
Department that its highway construction work was
being materially hampered through inability of eon-

tractors to secure materials. As most of the cement
manufacturers, as well as firms supplying sand, crushed

stone and slag, with whom road material contracts had

been made prior to the pronounced car shortage, are

located in Pennsylvania, the Public Service Commis-
sion considered that, in the interest of public safety,

anything it could legally do to assist in the highway
construction problem would be justifiable.

The commission's first order, calling for the distri-

bution to various manufacturers of 474 box cars per
week for the transportation of cement, specified the

number of cars to be supplied by each railroad and
also the point from which the shipments were to be

made. The first order called for the following alloca-

tion of cars by the various railroads concerned: Penn-
sylvania, 186; Philadelphia & Reading, 124; Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, 65; Central Railroad of New
Jersey, 18; Lehigh Valley, 48; Lehigh & New England,

21; Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 6; Baltimore & Ohio, 6.

This number of box cars was increased to 531 through
the supplemental order of July 26, in which it was
directed that the following railroads place at the dis-

posal of various cement manufacturers the following

number of cars weekly: Pennsylvania, 157; Philadel-

phia & Reading, 182; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

117; Central Railroad of New Jersey, 28; Lehigh Val-

ley, 15; Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 5; Baltimore & Ohio,

8; Bessemer & Lake Erie, 24.

For the transportation of sand, crushed stone and
slag another supplemental order was issued on Aug. 7.

That order directed the following railroads to supply

various aggregate producers with the following number
of cars per week: Pennsylvania, 703; Philadelphia &
Reading, 167; Western Maryland, 118; Baltimore &
Ohio, 161; Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 51; Huntington &
Broad Top Mountain, 38; Lehigh Valley, 69; Bessemer,

24; New York Central, 18; Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts-

burgh, 60; Central Railroad of New Jersey, 6; Erie, 6;

Lehigh & New England, 18; making a total of 1,439.

Co-operation Only Sought

The State Highway Department points to the fact

that the issuance of Public Service Commission car

orders is merely a step toward closer co-operation be-

tween the Highway Department and the various rail-

I'oads delivering highway materials. The statement is

made by Highway Department officials that the various

railroads involved have all viced an appreciation of the

situation and pledged all assistance possible. The ques-

tionnaires circulated among the road contractors have

been able to give the commission adequate information

as to the exact amount of road materials needed. The
car orders, it is asserted, is but one way of disseminating

this information.

An accurate check is kept by the department of ship-

ments necessary and those actually made, and the effect

of the Puhlic Service Commission orders has been

noticeable in the amount of mileage constructed since A,

the first order was issued. A statement of one of the m
officials of the Highway Department is to the effect

that the mileage has been more than quadrupled since

July 12.

At the same time the information was sought of the

various road contractors as to their actual needs, a

letter was sent to each contractor in which it was urged

upon him to unload cement and aggregate supplies as

soon as possible. In fact, the statement was made by

the Highway Department that unless cars would be

unloaded within 24 hr. little co-operation could be ex-

pected from the Highway Department. The question-

naires requesting information applied not only to cement

and aggregate, but to other road building materials

—

brick, asphalt and tar.

Besides the number of cars necessary to transport

cement and aggregates for building Pennsylvania high-
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ways, another idea may be gained of the size of its

program by the assertion of one of the highway officials

that this year's program called for the construction of

600 mi. of reinforced-concrete highways, for which ap-

proximately 2,500,000 bbl. of cement would be necessary.

Model Industrial Town Layout at

Marysville, Mich.

Zoning Combined with City Planning—Site Was
Farm Land—Public Utilities, Parks

And Civic Center Provided

AN INDUSTRIAL city for a population of 150,000,

. designed with equal consideration for social and
commercial aspects, has been laid out at Marysville,

Mich., which was formerly a village of about 150

inhabitants. This enterprise has been undertaken by

C. H. Wills in connection with the establishment of a

to overcome fault.s produced by haphazard utreet sys-
tems and uncontrolled jjrowth.

Mary.sville in about four milen nouth of Port Huron
on the west .^ide of the St. Clair River. Th*
purcha.sed by Mr. Will.H covern about 4,400 a.

parcel four miles long and from U to 2.\ miieii v.

The accompanying map .showM the general outline j:

the property, which includes the old village of Mar>'»-

ville and a .smaller community called South Port Hur -

The ground rises rather abruptly at the river '.r •

and slopes gradually from the river, affording na*

drainage, the soil containing gravel over clay. i

creeks within the area are made part of the parr

system.

The Port Huron Southern R.R. run« through the

property, as showTi, but the right of way ha.H '•—-»

increased to allow other railroad.n acces.s to the fa< *. r

districts and to confine them all to one route acro«j»

the town, with grade .separations at the principal

IvAYOITT OF .XKW TNPT'.^TnT.M, TOWX OF MARYSVII.T.E. MTCTT.

large automobile factory at this point. It was Mr.

Wills' idea to have the plant so located that it could

be served by railroad and water transportation; also

that there should be sufficient property available t\.r

the construction of other plants making automobile

accessories, as well as sufficient room for the proper

housing of employees and other people necessary for

a manufacturing center of the size required, all of

which would form the nucleus of a future city.

With this thought in mind the new Marysville has

been planned with a system of streets, parks and boule-

vards and with zones for residential, business and

manufacturing districts in proper relation to each other

so that the future would be free from the troubles of

many cities where corrective measures are being taken

streets. An electric line of the Detroit United Ry.

provides electric interurban car service along the river

front, but its route will be changed to Michigan Ave.

and Oatiot P.oad. connecting at the north end with

the original line In the street .system provision hju;

been made for future transportation requirements.

In designing the street layout it was necessarj- to

retain certain roads, such ai« Gratiot Road, Huron

Boulevard. Michigan Boulevard north of Huron. James

Boulevard and the northwest and south l>oundar>- line

roads. As some of these are township x

Gratiot Road is an old military road, their

could not be changed.

Factor>- s'tes are located between the ilver and the

railroads, reserving a large portion of the river front-
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age for the park system and lor future residential

dev'elopment. The retail business center is on Michigan
Ave. between Gratiot and Huron boulevards. With
the addition of two diagonal streets, Washington and
Jefferson boulevards, the existing roads form a radial

system that reaches all parts of the property. The
radial streets do not converge at one point, as this

would concentrate traffic and create a bad condition.

Instead, they have been kept a half-mile apart, with

some of the radial streets split before they reach the

centers. To handle this diverted traffic the adjoining

streets east and west have been widened. At and
between the above-mentioned centei's the future retail

district will develop.

West of the business district a space has been

reserved for a civic center fronting on two main boule-

vards and connected to the business district by a

third—Lincoln Boulevard—which extends to a space

reserved for the railway passenger station. The whole-

sale, jobbing and market district is convenient to the

railway freight yards and the retail districts.

The remaining territory has been utilized for resi-

dential purposes, away from the business districts

and on the higher parts of the property. This area

has been laid out on a combination of the gridiron

and radial street system, as indicated on the map. A
little study of the street system will show the conven-

ient access from one part of town to another. The
main radial streets which will handle the heavy traffic

of the future are 100 and 120 ft. wide, permitting a

planting space through the center until increased

traffic requires its removal. For residence streets a

general width of 80 ft. has been adopted for streets

running east and west, and 60 ft. for those running

north and south. Asphalt paving probably will be laid

eventually, but at present the streets are being laid

mainly with cinder beds.

Topographical conditions governed the location of

the park system, preserving the best of the wooded

areas and serving the residential districts. Large parks

are located near the north and south of the property,

with smaller parks one or two blocks in area provided

at various points throughout the residential and busi-

ness districts. In addition, the boulevards have been

provided with parking in the center and at the junction

of the diagonal thoroughfares with the cross streets

planting spaces have been arranged. This park system

is linked up by a boulevard system with Superior Boule-

vard on the north and St. Clair Boulevard on the west,

thus connecting all the radial streets, which will be

planted like the boulevards. The boulevards extend to

a large piece of property at the south, reserved for

future residential development.

Residential lots, generally speaking, are 40 x 120 ft.,

on 60-ft. streets, with 45- and 50-ft. lots on the 80-ft.

streets and boulevards. In the business districts the

lots are 20 x 100 ft. Alleys have been omitted in

residential blocks, but an easement has been provided

and so arranged that alleys may be formed if future

residents desire. A comprehensive plan of zoning has

been provided, as indicated on the map. Properties

are being sold subject to restrictions for use according

to this zoning. Aharbor line has been established,

so that future factories may take advantage of the

ultimate development along the waterfront.

Water supply is obtained at present from the Port

Huron system, but independent water-works are con-
templated, with an intake from the river and a filtration

plant. The sewer system is to have mains running east
and west in about every fourth or fifth street, with
laterals extending north and south. These mains will

connect with an intercepting sewer near the river

front, leading to disposal plants.

Apart from the laying out of many streets and lots,

the construction has been confined to the plants of the
American Bushings Co. and the Athol Manufacturing
Co. and the first units of the new plant for Mr. Wills,

which is expected to be in production in a few months.
To take care of the employees of these factories a

considerable number of single and multiple houses have
been built and others are under construction in the

various subdivisions, as well as the necessary roads,

sidewalks, sewers and water mains in that part of town
where the first developments are being made. About
135 residences, mainly of frame construction, have been

built and both residences and business buildings are

under construction. At the end of August, 1920, the

population was about 1,000.

This new town site occupies property which was farm
land a year ago. With a comprehensive plan adopted

and proper action taken during the next few years to

see that the ideals developed in the town plan are

carried out consistently, it is expected that Marysville

will develop as a model town. All the tov^m planning,

engineering design and architectural wiork for the

project are in the hands of Smith, Hinchman & Grylls,

architects and engineers, Detroit, Mich.; L. R. Hoffman

is the engineer in charge. Construction work has been

done by the Walbridge-Aldinger Co., of Detroit, under

the direct supervision of the owner's staff.

Railroad Tie Production and Demand
The normal demand for railroad ties is somewhere

between 100 million and 125 million annually, says the

recent United States Forest Service report compiled

in response to the Capper Resolution in the Senate. In

1918, purchases were slightly under 77,500,000 accord-

ing to the report, and in 10 months of 1919, were

slightly over 84,500,000. During the war and the

period of Government supervision of the railroads, ex-

tensions could not be made and improvements were neces-

sarily confined to those of an urgent character. Lumber
purchases were therefore at a minimum. Even under

such a policy of retrenchment railroad purchases of

sawed materials, excluding hewn railroad ties, telephone

poles, etc., aggregated approximately 4i billion feet or

14 per cent of the total lumber cut of the country for

1918. That there have been profound changes in the

lumber distribution from different regions during the

past year, continues the report, is shown by the inva-

sion of the Middle Western and Eastern States by

Dogulas fir ties. These are regions which in the past

have been supplied with the standard oak tie cut imme-

diately along the rights of way or with southern pine

ties from the South. During 1919 orders amounting

to nearly 100,000,000 board feet were placed for Douglas

fir ties for eastern roads because of the uncertainty of

securing adequate supplies along their rights of way

and because of the excessive costs of local ties. In

other words, oak ties cut within a few miles of the

right of way are now being replaced by fir tics hauled

overland.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES IN
SWITZERLAND

By E. J. Mehren
Kditok. Knffinarinff Netvs-Itvcord

BEFORE the United States entered the war we had

experienced disturbed industrial conditions. It is

therefore easy to appreciate that Switzerland, hemmed
in by belligerents, must have suffered, even though a

neutral. The cost of living is now between two and

three times the pre-war rate, while some articles cost

four times as much as before. Common labor has risen

in price from 50 centimes per hour (91 cents) to 1.40

francs (27 cents). The corresponding figures for skilled

labor are 80 centimes and 2 francs. Before the war, 10

hours was the working day ; now it is 8, and while work-

ing production is at only two-thirds the pre-war rate.

In general, then, Switzerland, a neutral, is contending

with the same difficulties as the former belligerents. To

complete the sum of its troubles there is housing short-

age and there have been a goodly number of strikes.

The Swiss franc stands at 18 cents (American), less

than 2 cents below par and the exchanges with other

nations are nearly normal. That enables Switzerland to

continue buying on more favorable terms than the

belligerents.

On account of high wages and material prices, how-

ever, there is relatively little construction, excepting in

railway electrification and water-power development. In

addition, the second bore of the Simplon tunnel is being

completed.

The water-power construction is the result of the rapid

and great increase in the cost of coal. Developments not

economical under pre-war coal prices, are economical

today. The Swiss Federal Railway System {Staats

Bundesbahnen) has under way three high-head develop-

ments, one of which, the Ritom plant, will be in opera-

tion before this is printed. In addition, two large plants

for general electric service have just been completed, one

at Eglisau (38,000 hp.) on the Rhine, and the other at

Muhleberg (64,000), on the Aar, near Berne.

With the likelihood of coal prices remaining high,

additional water-power developments may be looked for.

The government estimates that the total net horse-power

(15-hour power) developed and capable of development

is 4,000,000. Of this total only 720,000 hp. have been

developed, or about 18 per cent.

Ritom Poiver-Plont—The Ritom plant, to which

reference has been made, takes water from a small lake

lying roughlv 800 m. above the floor of the Tessin Valley.

A tunnel of only 900 m. (2,952 ft.) brings the water

through the mountain to a point above the turbine-

house. Thence steel pipe lines lead down to the wheels.

The storage at the lake has been increased by a dam 7 m.

high, and the tunnel is at such a nelevation that the

available draw-down capacity is 23,000,000 cu.m. The

operating head will vary from 820 to 800 m. (from

2,690 to 2,624 ft.) . Pelton wheels of 12.500 hp. capacity,

built by Piccard, Pictet & Co., of Geneva, are used. The

current will be used for the electric operation of the St.

Gotthard tunnel and the adjoining line north and south.

.^t present four wheeLs are in.Htailed Two will be added
later.

At Amsteg, juMt north of the St. Gotthard (the Ritom
development i.s at Ambri-PJotta, jujit Muth of the

funnel; the Federal Railway Sy«tem ha« a 2S0 m.-head

plant under construction. The water of the Rexm* i^

to be led through a tunnel 8 km. long, and then dropped
through steel pipe line.s to the wheeU. The plant mil
have a caoacity of 90,000 hp.

A third development for the railway ^y-item ha« just

been taken in hand in the wentem part of Switzerland.

but progre.ss there will be hIow since the snow conditions

KIG. 1. ELECTHIC LOCO.MOTIVE KUK THE ST. GOTTHARD
Tt'XNEL lAS^

Traffic through this tunn»-l hns Juat now b«en put Uftdrr electric

operation.

are such that work can be carried on only five months in

the year.

The other plants referred to operate under lower

heads. Eglisau under 11 m., MuhleV>erg under 20.

In this connection it is worth while noting that the

highest head plant in Switzerland (in operation sonie

years) is the Fully plant, at Martigny. where the head is

1,635 m. (5.363 ft.).

Railway electrification is actually under way in

Switzerland, whereas in some of the other countries of

Europe, v.here much talk is heard about it, it is still

in the project or preliminary stages. In Belgium, for

example, an electrification commission is at work, but a

report carrying recommendations has not been rendered.

France is further ahead; a commission representing the

government and all of the interested railroads has. after

studies in England, the United States. Italy and Swit-

zerland, advised that all Jectrification there be direct

current, 1,500 volts, after the pattern of our Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul. However, no electrification work

is actually under way. In Germany, on the other hand.

the Bavarian Goverment has well in hand a large hydro-

electric plant which will supply current for railway elec-

trification.

In Switzerland the work is proceeding apace. In 1918

the line from Berne to Thun. 31 km., wa.s electrified.

using the single-phase system, which has been adopted

as standard for all future Swiss Fetleral Railway elec-

trification. J.turing the war, however, there was surplus

power and surplus equipment available from the Simp-

lon developmeni and a 53-km. stretch from Brigue to

Sion was electrified, using 3-phase current, the same a*

used in the Simplon tunnel. This is a tenuwrury installa-

tion, and will be changed later to single phase. It is not

the intention, however, to do away with 3-phaso in the

Simplon tunnel, for when the Italian electrification joins

up with the Swi.^s. 3-phase current will be used on the

Italian lines. That is due to the extensive deN-elopment
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Letters to the Editor

Members Pledge Support for Am. Soc. C. E.

Administrative Reforms

Sir—Amplifying our recent appeal to the membership of

the American Society of Civil En^neers for a proj^ressivf

as against a radical policy for the society, we endorse and

pledge ourselves to support the following administrative

reforms

:

A. The creation and strengtheninpr of the local sec-

tion as an essential part of the structure of the society.

B. The selection of directors by the districts they arc

to represent.

C. A progressive policy as regards the duties and
obligations of the society as well as the broadening and
strengthening of its technical and professional activi-

ties.

To accomplish these purposes we again urge the defeat

of Amendments A, B, F, and G, so that in their place there

may be adopted progressive amendments that will accom-
plish these essential reforms w^ithout incurring the dangers
to the standing and stability of the society that lie in the

amendments now before it.

We furthermore pledge ourselves to the introduction of

such amendments as may be necessary to accomplish these

objects.

We i-epeat and emphasize that this appeal is on behalf of

the great body of the non-partisan membership of the

society which stands for genuine progress and which is not

allied with or interested in any faction.

E. S. Alderman.
W. E. Baldrt, W. L. Ben ham. L. E. Bishop, R. D. Black.

W. G. Brow.x, W. Y. Buck, L. Bush.
F. W. Cappelen, W. T. Chevalier, V. H. Cochrane, M. L.

Cunningham.
P. A. Dallis, J. V. Davies.
T. Earle, F. W. Epps. a. C. Everham.
R. Fletcher, G. \V. Fuller.
A. L. Gabney E. M. Graham, R. C. Gray.
J. L. Harrincton, V. D. Hartford, B. j\f. Hastings. .J. H.

Haylow, a. Hazen, J. P. HoGAN, C. A. HoLDEN, C. M. Hol-
land, R. Hortenstine. E. B. Howard.

R. H. Jacobs, F. G. .Ionah.
F. M. Kerr, V. H. Kriegshaber, K. B. Kumpe.
H. A. Lane, G. H. Leland, E. E. Lochridge, G. L. I.ucas

J. L. Ludlow.
A. Maitland, Jr., R. R. Marsden, J. S. Means. C. A. Mees.

R. A. Meeker, R. Messer, A. N. Miller, B. S. Morrow. E. T.
D. Myers, Jr.
W. R. Neel, a. M. Nelson.
I. W. Patterson, J. X. Pease, J. H. Polhemus.
P. M. Randlett, a. O. Ridgway, J. G. Ross.
N. H. Sayford, W. C. Shaw, Jr., W. F. Shulz. L. K. Sher-

man, J. ^V. Smith, L. B. Smith, H. A. Sumner, R. S. Sumner.
J. L. Tighe, L. R. Tillotson, H. P. Treadway, a. a.

Trocon, R. D. Trimble.
N. B. WiDDELL. G. S. Walsh, H. A. Wells, H. F- Wiede-

MAN, J. R WiLBANKS. P. B. WiNFREE, P. B. WiNSOR, C. C.

Witt, D. Witten.
J. J. Yates.

[It is stated by the authors of the foregoing communica-
tion that lack of time has prevented the receipt for inclusion

in this week's issue of additional signatures from the orig-

inal signers of the appeal.—Editor.]

Reply to President Davis on Am. Soc. C. E.

Amendments and the "Appeal"

Sir—In Engineering Neivs-Record of Sept. 16, p. 570.

appears a letter from President Davis of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in which he attempts to discredit

the appeal recently circulated by 182 representative meni-

mers of the society, whose earnest hope is to save tl'.e

society from the radical program embodied in some of th»>

proposed amendments.
It would be well in the first place to correct any mis-

apprehension that may be aroused by President Davis' ref-

erence to the "partisan author" of the "Appeal." It is too

bad that he was not more specific on this point, for as it

stands the reference means just exactly nothing at all. It

is pure assertion, wholly unsupported, and not borne out by

the Appeal itself. As such it will not command the respect

of open-minded readers.

But it M«'em« to m«- that th«- -•- '-^<.' ' •"• * "^-al b
unimportant. What tlfKt% matr- ha*
received. I count 1><2 n:t" -^il

More than 00 of thi-nc are '
I •• .

names from .Montrfal, Bo ^•-,.. . i'-

:

many citif« and town** b«-twe*n. Thin ifroup t> l»Tj:>r ir,;

far moff roprfsontativp of th*- ^" '^'-' f V than »*.» 'i-

Portland convention to which I tllaAtt Jr.-

man would be ra."?h indew! wr. ,.^rart«nz* i*. «

sectional, parti.san, or reactionary. Th**** liifn^n d'A»' *.

represent f"'versc «haHe.^ of opinion* on many subjrtt*

they have been drawn tosrt'ther by a common parpoM
is deep enough and strong cnouKh to «ii^r» . r-.'i- all

considerations. That purpose ix thf : n of Xhf

Am. Soc. C. E. from the dangers that l-^r.-. • «• of ih*-

proposed amendments. It .seems to me th;4'

of the society may rest assured that thp .\ . .
•

exactly what it professes to be—th* app«a! /f i - prc-

sentative and non-partisan cross-section of th«- T'-.-.b^rship

which has no purpose but to presene th** .'^'<i«ty from
domination by any faction of whatever complexion.

But let us turn back to the letter. It i.s too bad that m
writing it President Davis has not taken jttst a little trouble

to get all his facts straight. He state.s. for example, that

the Portland convention ordered the amendment* to letter

ballot by a vote of Ti to 1.3. If the proceedings of the con-

vention have been correctly reported that vote had nothinfr

whatever to do with the amendments, but dealt with the new
federation.

Of even greater significance and far more practical

importance is President Davis' statement that the amend-
ments "commit the society to no additional expenae." If

this be true, I should be interested to learn the .source o*

the funds that are to pay the "travelling expenses within

continental United States on a mileage basis" for the dele-

gates to the Annual Conference provided for in Amend-
ment G.

In this connection it is interesting to obsene that Prof.

Gardner S. Williams estimates that there would be "100 or

more" such delegates. At the conservative estimate of

$150 each on an average for expenses, it appears that this

one item alone will call for at least $15,000 per year for

purely political purposes.

I cannot understand the meaning of President Davis'

statement that "paragraphs D and E of the Appeal abso-^

lutely cancel each other" and that "both cannot be valid."

Those paragraphs have nothing to do with each other. D
refers to the proposed Annual Conference while E has to qo

with the Local Sections. If President Davis can explain

how these "cancel out" and why both "cannot be valid" he

is indeed a wizard of logic.

In his paragraph B President Davis ventures that it i*

"fair to assume" that there are no defects of inco-ordi-

nation, inconsistency or a nbiguity in the amendments

because they were not pointed out in the circular .\ppeal.

His assumption is neither fair nor valid. Several such

defects were clearly pointed out at the New York meeting

of Sept. 1 and were published in the Sept. 9 issue of Knffi-

neerivg Nen-s-Rrrord. It is needless to rehash them here.

It looks as though President Davis had found one of them

for himself, for he rushes to cover in the wired poslcript

to his letter (see last week's issue, p. 573^ by showing that,

veiT luckily, a holdover director would be available to fill

the breach until a new amendment could be .adopted to

make good the oversight. .\s it is. the .adoption of the

.imeiidnKMit would require a unanimous vote of the board to

elect new memlers for several months until the new amend-

ment could be put into effect. But it was a close shave, and

an excellent indi.ation of the p»>or articulation of the

amondnieiits with the existing constitution.

President Davis makes much of the methods by which

the amendments passed the Portland convention in his

effort to show "mature consideration." It all .sounds good

enough as he tells it, but let us look for a moment at the

realities. The Portland convention included less than 2 per

cent of the membership of the stviety It was one of those

bodies which, in the words of Prof. Gardner S. Williams,

"are never representative of any but the members in U»e
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imiuodiato vicinity of the phvco where the nieetinp: is held or

of a few devoted ones wh(> make a commendable practice of

attendinji- all such meetings." In this case Wierc were
relatively few of the latter. The committee which "con-
sidered and co-ordinated" the amendments had them in hand
not more than three hours.

r*i'esident Davis drags a red herring across the trail when
he talks of the Development Committee and the question-

naire. They had nothing to do with the amendments; they
dealt with general principles and ideas, not with the ma-
chinery which should carry them into effect and which
shall be carefully co-ordinated with the constitution of the

society.

All this does not create the impression of "mature con-
sidei^ation" such as should be given to a matter of such
vital importance and I sincerely hope that the appeal will

be heeded and an opportunity given for the adoption of

sound and well-considei-etl amendments.
It is too bad that President Davis must fall back on the

classic resource of factional politics, i.e., the stiiTing up of

sectional pi-eiudiee. A disproportionately large part of his

letter is devoted to the justification of the proposed shake-up
of directors. He dwells upon the "unfairness" of the pres-
ent represetitation. He reckons by the formula? of civic

politics and seems to be little interested in the efficient ad-
ministration of the society. Perhaps there are more direc-

tors in the Metropolitan District than would be justified

by numbere Perhaps the number might be scaled down.
But the headquarters of the society are there, and its busi-
ness must be conducted there. Several of its committees
must function there. The prime cctn.^ideraiion is the effi-

cient management of the sociely, not numerical representa-
tion. The Am. Soc. C. E. is not a state, with police power
over the affairs aixl the lives of its members. We can carry
worship of this "democratization" fetich to an extreme that
may be theoretically ideal but will certainly be injurious in

its practical application. If the present apportionment of
directors effects an "unfair domination of a minority" then
correct it, but in the name of the Am. Soc. C. E. do it in a
way that will minister to efficient management rather than
to sectional prejudice.

It is useless to go on into more detail. The amendments
are a sad mixture of what is good and what is vicious.

As they stand we cannot accept the one and reject the other.
There is but one safe cotirse. Reject those having to do
vidth the administrative reforms, viz., A, B, F and G, and
let us formulate a new plan that will include the essential

reforms without danger to the welfare of the society.

In his last paragraph President Davis insinuates a charge
for which there is not a scir^tilla of foundation. The Appeal
conveys no threat of any sort and as one of the signers
I "wish to protest his statement. I am confident that the
standing and character of the other signers carry their own
refutation of the charge. Willard T. Chevalier.
New York City, Sept. 20.

Effect of Increased Rates on Railroad Construction

Sir—On my return after several weeks' absence I found
your letter asking certain questions as to my views as to

what will be done by the railroads in the way of im-
proving transportation facilities within the next year. This
is a pretty hard question to answer, owing to the peculiar

financial situation and difficulty in securing material from
the manufacturers.
A great deal of complaint has been made regarding slow

delivery and inadequate transportation. Our experience

on this railroad is that we are having difficulties in getting

the material delivered from the manufacturers. There has
never been a year before this in which we have had the

difficulty that we have this year in getting track fixtures

such as bolts, spikes, nut locks, joints, tie plates, frogs,

switches and guard rails. It is hard to plan and carry

out improvements promptly under the present conditions

in connection with the securing of material.

With the exception of a few companies with high credit,

railroads are up against the proposition of financing on

a seven or seven and one-half per cent basis. There are
many improvements on which, under the Transportation
Act, they will receive at the mo.st but six percent and
will not receive this until such a time as some future
adjustment in rates is made to include the value of the
railroads, due to the addition and betterment charges that
have accumulated since the tentative value set by the
Commission.

This means that the class of expenditures that the
average railroad can afford to make are those which will
make for an economy in operation that will at least make
up for the difference between six percent and whatever
they have to pay for their money, and in addition to
that which wiU make economies that will take care of
the total expenditures between the time they are made
and the time that readjustments of rates is made to cover
this expenditure. '

':.'''

There will be improvements to the extent of the nwney
that can be secured from the revolving fund created by
the Transportation Act, but this will probably be along the
lines of additional motive power, rolling stock, the pur-
chase of labor saving tools and machines and of new
rail, ties and ballast to make up for the shortage of these

items during the period of Federal control.

Expenditures in addition to these that will be made first

will probably be for the extension of passing tracks and
additional passing tracks, due to the increase in business
during the last three or four years. It is my thought
that but a small part of these expenditures, however, will

be made during the balance of the present year, but that

they will be included in the budget of the different rail-

roads for 1921.

There is a possibility that the rates which have been
allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission will permit
of some roads, and possibly many roads, earning more than
six per cent. The result of these rates will not be well

enough known to decide this matter until after Jan. 1.

Should the earnings under the rates show up well the

railroads will be warranted in making much needed im-

provements, due to the improved credit on the basis of

such earnings. Should this turn out to be the case it is my
opinion that there will be during 1921 much improvement
made by the railroads in increasing terminal facilities as

the greater majority of the roads have outgrown many of

their terminals.

The changes in working conditions brought about in

connection with the increased wage scale is going to re-

quire a large expenditure on the part of the railroads

in better housing facilities for their employes, and there

will be, in my judgment, large expenditures made if the

money is available for this purpose. However, with the

money available for improvements it is my opinion that

the progress that can be made on these improvements will

depend to a great extent on the ability of the manu-
facturers to furnish material and equipment needed.

Regarding the question of expansion of the engineering

departments, this depends entirely upon the size of the

program. Any marked increase in construction programs

will, of course, call for an expansion of the engineering

department.

As to the difficulty of transporting materials, it is my
opinion that by the spring of 1921 the increase in loco-

motives and rolling stock, together with the overtaking

of the deferred maintenance on the old locomotives and

rolling stock will make a marked improvement in the

transportation facilities, and that there will be no great

difficulty in handling the business after about May 1, 1921.

But with the provision of improved yard and engine ter-

minals and with the additional passing tracks and second

tracks that will be constructed there should be a con-

tinual improvement in transportation for the next two or

three years.

Chicago, Sept. 8. C. A. Morse, Chief Engineer,

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Co.

[Letters on this subject from A. 0. Cunningham, chief

engineer, Wabash Railway Co., and L. C. Fritch, vice-
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president, Chicago Rock Island and Pacific Railway Co.,

appeared in Engineering Neivs-Record, Aug. 26, 1920, p.

424.

—

Editor.]
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Applied Statics for the Rodman
Sir—You may be interested in the accompanying photo-

graph as an illustration of labor-saving methods in field
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Why Flat-Slab Action Is Not Understood

Sir—I note your editorial in the Aug. 12 issue (p. 289),

in which you state that the theory of reinforced concrete

tiat sh\b desitin is anythinj;- but exact. You miprht add that

the theory of reinforced concrete beams is likewise anything

but exact. . .

The difficulties with both lie in the failure of the majority

of members of the engineering profession to apply the

elementary principles of mechanics thereto. Thus the

trouble with determining coefficients in flat slabs is found in

the failure to appreciate that if the slab is fixed the amount

of positive and negative bending is equal. Hence the

moment resisted over the support is to that between the

supports as the respective moment areas divided by the

moments of inertia, an elementary consideration which

indicates clearly that no fixed rule of thumb is applicable

to the wide variations in design commonly employed.

When the columns are not stiff enough to practically fix

the slab at the support the rigidity of the column should

enter into the computation.

The total bending moment is easily determined and

separated from the twisting moment, if we consider the

lines of zero shear. Thus, if the column were but a point

the total applied moment from column to column would be

WL/12. In a diagonal direction it would be WL716 in

which^L' would be the diagonal dimension. These values

would be reduced in the ratio of the half span less the half

diameter of the capital to the half span.

The resisting moment is another matter which is

ordinarily treated in an incorrect manner. The bending is

in two directions and the mechanical operation of such

bending can be understood by. taking a slice of a hollow

rubber ball. If you bend it in one direction it flattens out

in the other. In other words, two bending moments at right

angles to each other mutually reduce the effect of each and

if equal the resisting moment that it is essential to provide

for is less than half that which it would be necessary to

consider were the bending cylindrical.

The writer is of the opinion that in any well executed

concrete design there should not be a discrepancy greater

than 5 to 8 per cent between computed stresses and

measured stresses. Such stresses, however, must be meas-

ured in a rational manner. The concrete when it cures is

subjected to shrinkage stresses which prevent it from

deporting itself in an elastic manner. Accordingly, recovery

readings and not initial readings are those which determine

the true stress. That this is obviously the fact will be

apparent upon considering the case of a steel bar which

has been stressed beyond the elastic limit. If we take a

reading under the maximum load and note the recovery

when the load is removed we can multiply the recovery

difference in the readings by E, the modulus of elasticity,

and determine approximately the load to which the bar has

been subjected. We must do the same thing with the con-

crete. Then when the difference between synclastic and

cylindrical curvature is taken into consideration there will

be no difficulty in figuring true stresses, which will prove

to be in harmony or keeping with measured stresses, and

the data at present apparently inharmonious will assume

a determinate and harmonious aspect. Establishment of

Joint Committee assumptions or opinions will not matter.

Painstaking application of the principles of mechanics and

scientific procedure in testing only will accomplish this

result.

One of the apparently indeterminate questions in flat

slab design is that of arch action. Were the assumption of

the ordinary theory correct that a plane section remains

plane and normal to the curve of flexure after bending, arch

action could not exist in a continuous beam or slab, but this

assumption is in error. Horizontal shear deformation

occurs, and, as this deformation in the simple span or

cantilever increases as the moment area and decreases as

the horizontal sectional area resisting it, the natural de-

formation or detrusion in the cantilever part of a fully

restrained beam is greater than that in the suspended span

portion. Hence a thrust is propagated along the under

surface of the beam which develops arch action, an amount

which is readily computed and permits the elimination of

the last uncertainty or indefinite question presented by the

flat slab problem or the continuous beam of reinforced

concrete.

The settlement of these indeterminate matters is a ques-

tion of pure mathematics—not a question of opinion or of

vote by any committee of engineers. The popular tendency

of late to introduce "real democracy" in the field of science,

that is, to determine scientific facts by the votes of the

members of a professional body instead of by painstaking

application of mathematics and scientific methods, will never

attain unquestionable results. C. A. P. TURNEai.

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 19.

Highway Subgrade Study

Sir—In commenting on the letter of H. G. Shirley, regard

ing subgrades and foundations for highways, pulalished in

Engineerivg Neivs-Record, Sept. 9, p. 521, one is reminded

of the old English play "Our American Cousin."

"The proper study of mankind is man," and the proper

study of the materials of the subgrade of a highway is the

observation of them in place. In the glacial drift, which
covers much of the northern part of the United States,

occurs so much uncertainty in quantity as well as different

quality that it is absolutely impossible to determine, from
laboratory tests, how a certain patch of material will act

in practice. (A patch of quicksand may be shallow or

deep—a bed of quicksand may be overlaid by a thin sheet

of high-grade gravel.) In glacial drift no two feet of a

road layout are sure to be of the same material or to extend

to the same depth, nor is it practicable to determine, by
test-pits what underlies the surface stratum.

The only sure and practical way to determine the ability

of the subgrade to carry the load to be imposed upon it is

by the method described in an article on highways ap-

pearing in E}igiveering News-Record under date of March
21, 1918, p. 543. The Almighty has so constructed this old

mother earth that some nature problems must be solved by
the "cut and try" plan, and highway construction and
maintenance is about as near to nature in all its parts as
anything man has undertaken.
We have had a whole lot of "scientific" work exhibited

on our highways and all or nearly all in the northern
states are confessed failures. Why not begin now to study
underlying principles and conditions and better those basic

conditions before expensive hard surfacing is put on?
Many a foreman of a fifteen-man road gang knows more

about the needs of the subgrade than any commissioner is

showing signs of realizing.

By working highway layouts as improved dirt roads
for a matter of two years, to prepare properly the sub-

grade, thei'e will be found thousands of miles which need
no more special treatment than oiling to harden them
for use.

Where the materials are known they may be studied
scientifically, but where they are unknown or imperfectly
known the only possible method is by trial and elimination,

Jewett City, Conn., Sept. 16, 1920. A. A. YouNG.

Remarkable Bridge Proposed for China

Plans are being entertained to build a combination

reinforced-concrete g*irder and steel-truss cantilever

bridge over Soochow^ Creek at Shanghai, China, accord-

ing to note in The Engineer (London) . An old wooden

bridge now crossing the creek is to be replaced by a

three-span cantilever bridge, built of reinforced con-

crete except that the suspended span is to be of steel.

The central span is to be 120 ft. long and each of the

side spans about 56 ft. The structure is to have a deck

56 ft. wide over all, and is to carry normal highway load-

ing, with a 14-ton roller as maximum concentration. In-

cidentally, the pier will be skewed 14 degrees.



Hints for the Contractor
Derrick Boom Supports Leads For Steam

Hammer Driving Batter Piles

IN THE construction of the barge canal terminal in

Flushing Bay, Flushing, Long Island, the McHarg-
Barton Co., New York City, has driven a large numVjer

of long foundation piles including several hundred spur

piles, 17 to 19 in. in diameter and 80 to 85 ft. long,

battered 1 :3, by the use of swinging leads supported

by a derrick boom. Piles are driven to an average pene-

tration of 55 ft. through mud, clay and mud strata to

bearing in a heavy blue clay, without the use of a pile

driver tower or the elaborate mechanism often employed
for driving battered piles.

The piles are set in position by a floating derrick and
penetrate the mud several feet by their own weight.

The top.s are guyed and pulled into position giving ap-
proximately the required anjfle at which they are main-
tained by the guy rope?* while the pile is driven by a
No. 7 McKieman-Terry double-acting steam hammer
making about 225 .ntrokes per minute. The hammer
weigh.s 5,000 lb. and the .striking part weighs 800 lb.

giving it a high efficiency which drives the piles at an
average rate of .32 per 8-hr. .shift. Piles were consid-
ered to be driven to the refu.sal point when they woold
not move over 1 in. under 100 blow.; of the hammer
with steam pre.s.sure at 90 to 100 lb.

The pile hammer operate.s in a pair of 6 x G-in. swing-
ing timber leads, with 2-in. planking extending about

8 ft. below the butt of the pile, thereby affording a
batter support. The lead.s and hammer are handled by
a hoisting tackle operated from the end of a 78-ft. der-

rick boom which is very' quickly adju.sted to the required

position for successive piles.

The water is 14 ft. deep at low tide and 20] ft. deep

at high tide, and the piles have a 6-ft. cutoff niaking

an approximate total of 26' ft. not driven.

This method r,f operating the ha.nmer wa.s designed.

constructed and operated by J. S. Mosher, .superin-

tendent for the McHarg-Barton Co., contractors for

the work.

Record of Rock Drills and Drill Work
EFFICIENCY of drill steel in the Copper Range

mines, Michigan, is promoted by records that show

the actual underground performance of the drills. Re-

ports from each drill machine are made daily by the

shop and mine. Tables compiled from these reports

show the footage drilled, steel broken, drills received

and sent out at the shop, drills sharpened, and bits cut

off. These data show what each machine or party is

doing and whether the miner's supply of drills is kept

up to date. The daily records show the number and

condition of drills on hand at all times.

This system, which may be adapted to tunnel work.

ii4 described in a paper by H. T. Mercer and A. C. Paul-

son, Painesdale, Mich., read -it the rei-ent Lake Superior

meeting of the American Institute of Mining and Metal-

lurgical Engineers.

DRIVING AN 8 5-FT. PILE WITH STRAM
SWaNGlNCr LEADS

HAMMKK IN

A Quick Assembly Rail Joint

THREE blows with a sledge di.sconnects the rail

joint shown in the accompanying photograph. The

clamp, two tapered pins and a flat tapeied wedge, 4 in.

wide, can be reassembled in two or three minute.-* by

unskilled labor. The joint was devi.>*ed becHU.<e of the

time required to assemble and dissemble regular splice

bars, bolts and nuts on joints frequently made in a

track carrying a nipe-laying machine at work on the

new concrete water supply conduit for Denver, Col..

described in Engineering Seuv-Reeorrt, Sept. 16, 1920.

p. 551.
. .,

The clamp passes under the end of the abutting rails.

One side fits snugly under the rail head. The other edge

is upturned and has two holes to receive tapered pins

passing through the rails. Under these pins the broad
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CONSTRUCTION TRACK RAIL JOINT WiTHOtJT BOLTS

wedge is driven against rail and clamp to hold the joint

tight. Simplicity is desired as only three lengths of rails,

which are spiked to 8 x 16-in. timbers, are used and the

pipe layer is continually shifting the rails ahead. J.

C. Mitchell, general manager Lock Joint Pipe Co., con-

tractor, is responsible for the new device. P. H. Gentz,

superintendent on the job, states that it works easily

and satisfactorily.

Reuse Truck Runway for Delivery
of Concrete Materials

IN those reinforced-concrete building constructions

where material has to be brought in by truck in-

clined runways leading over the bins have been recently

After reaching the top of the incline the loaded
trucks dump into the sand and stone bin, the floor of
which is 9 ft. above the ground. The inside dimensions
of this bin are 12 x 24 ft. The floor is built of two lay
ers of 2 X 10-in. plank, supported on 10 x 12-in. beams
and the sides of one thickness of 2-in. plank. The par
tition which separates the sand compartment from the
stone compartment is located 14 ft. from one end, which
gives a stone capacity about 40 per cent greater than the
sand capacity. The floor of the bin is flat. Two 24 x
30-in. gates in one side feed the sand and stone into a

super-hopner, which discharges into the mixer. The
axis of the mixer is about 4 ft. from the surface of the
ground, and the tower bucket in its lowest position rests

directly on the ground.

The runway was first used in May, 1919, on the build-

ing for the Forster Realty Co. in Cleveland. On this

job, as a result, it was found possible not only to pour
175 yd. of concrete in an 8-hr. day with a i yd. mixer
but to pour the entire building, 500 ft. long and four

stories high, from a single tower, with only 18 ft. of

space along one side.

The same runway has since been used in three other

jobs and is still in good condition. When it is taken

down to be moved all bolts are removed and the track

beams completely taken apart. The bracing between the

bents is removed but the bents are left intact.

Paving Work in Philadelphia

DURING the year 1919 sixty-one contracts involving

$2,363,375.50 entered into in 1918 were finished,

and 164 new contracts, valued at $1,826,757.42 were
executed by the Philadelphia Bureau of Highways, De-

partment of Public Works according to its annual re-

port. The actual cash expenditures through the Bureau
were $1,430,494.12 from current funds and $891,626.17

from loaned funds, a total of $2,322,120.29. The De-
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ture, built by the Sam W. Emer-
son Co., general contractors, of

Cleveland, Ohio, was so designed

and erected as to permit its ready

removal and consequently has

been used on four separate jobs.

The runway is designed with

two sets of track beams, each set

consisting of a 10 x 12-in. and two
4 X 12-in. timbers in 28-ft. lengths.

These timbers support two plank

trucks, each about 2 ft. 6 in. wide,

with a 6 X 6-in. curb bolted to the

outside. The beams are supported

by bents at 14-ft. centers, each

bent consisting of a 6 x 6-in.

upright and a 6 x 8-in. cap. The 10 x 12-in. timbers

and the 4 x 12-in. timbers in the track beams are spliced

at alternate bents.
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partment of Supplies expended for the Bureau of High-

ways for material $291,377.68, making a grand total of

$2,613,497.97.
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News of the Week
New York, September 23, 1920

Congress Expected To Aid
Construction Work

(WasJiington Correspondence)

That the next session of Congress rea-

sonably may be expected to do all with-

in its power to help the nation meet
its construction problem is regarded as

a certainty. It is believed that it will

look with favor upon appropriations

intended for studies to devise means of

reducing costs.

One of the ways in which economies

can be effected, it is believed, is by in-

creasing efficiency in the mining and

the handling of the non-metallic min-

erals. The construction industries

alone will use non-metallic minerals

to the value of $400,000,000 in 1920, it

is estimated. It is believed that con-

vincing information can be compiled

looking to the substitution of mechan-
ical equipment for hand labor and the

practice by more operators of the short

cuts which have been developed by the

more highly organized companies. It is

thought that much waste can be elimi-

nated and that ways can be found to

utilize unavoidable waste.

To Map Production Centers

It is suggested that centers of pro-

duction of basic raw materials should

be mapped, as well as centers of con-

sumption, so that savings can be made
on freight charges and rolling stock

can be economized. The governmental
agency charged with the work, in addi-

tion to disseminating such informa-

tion as the fact that per-man production

oftentimes can be increased seven-fold

by substituting steam-shovel loading

for hand labor, would undertake, for

instance, to establish a nationwide use

of standard screen sizes.

Limestone screenings are valuable

for fertilizer purposes. Ways could be

devised, it is believed, to utilize all

limestone waste. Little research has

been done on the mineral pigments.

There is said to be much room for im-

provement in the technology of the cal-

cination of gypsum. A useful brick is

made from grinding granite waste and
mixing it with lime, but few of this

particular type of brick are made in

this country.

The foregoing are cited to indicate

possibilities of a methodical study of

economies in the non-metallic minerals.

The list could be extended almost in-

definitely it is declared. The Bureau
of Mines has been doing some work
along these lines, but its activities have

been incidental because of lack of ap-

propriations and have been entirely in-

adequate to meet the demands of the

construction industries.

Philadelphia Section, Am. Soc.

C. E., Protests Changed Meeting

At a meeting Sept. Li the Philadel-

phia Section of the American Society

of Civil Engineers passed the following

resolutions:

Whrrias, the call for the Sept. 1, 1920.
Ktated moetinp of thf .Vmerican Socifts' of
Civil I^^npinoers announced as the husineHs
the (liscus.sion of the paper entitled "Brldst-
^(•Isus Tunnel for the r.'-oposed Hudson
River Crossing at New York City." and on
Aug. 30, the Acting: Secretary of the so-
ciety sent out a postal card notification, to
inember.s of the Board of Direction and to
only re.«ident members of the society, of
the postponement of this paper and pivinK
as the subjects for diacu^i.sTon. the proposed
amendments to the constitution and the In-
vitation to become a charter memlh^r of
The Federated American EngineerlnR So-
cieties, and
Whereas, the reported account of the

meeting' iiublished in the current issu<- "f
Enpinecrinff Neivs-Record shows that it

\\ as participated in by only !tO memln-rs ;

that all of the discussion was opposed to
the amendments, and to the acceptance of
the Invitation ; that resolutions were adopted
authorizing the minutes of the meeting in

the Engineering News-Record, and request-
ing the Board of Direction through ' its

Executive Committee to immediately issu.'

copies of the stenographic report of the
meeting to eacli memljcr of the society, and
Whereas, the result of the questionnaire

ballot canvassed, April 14, 1920, shows that

the New York District, by a vote of 3 to

1, was opposed to the comprehensive or-
ganization recommended by the .Joint Con-
ference Committee of the four Founder So-
cieties, which recommendation was ap-
proved, June 3-4, 1920. by the Wa.shington
Organizing Conference,

Therefore Be It Resolved, that the Phila-
delphia Section of the society, at a regular-

ly called meeting, Sept. 13. 1920. notice of

which meeting was sent to all of its mem-
bers, hereby protests to the Board of Direc-
tion of the Society,

—

(a) that the program of stated n>petings

should not be changed without due notice to

each member of tlie society ;

(b) that the meetings of the society

should not be conducted as New York local

meetings

;

, ^. „
(c) that no business vital to the welfare

of the society should be transacted unlea.<

each corporate member Is fluty advised, in

advance, of the properly called meeting
which notice .should stare tTie business to

be considered : and
(d) that under no circum.stances should

the report of the stated meeting of .Septem-

ber 1„ 1920. be mailed, in separat. form to

the members at the expense of the society.

Be It Further Resolved, that copies of

this resolution be sent to the Boanl of Di-

rection, and to each local section of the

socictv, to the technical papers^ and to all

members of the society resident In the

Fourth District

Morgan Engineering Cos. Estab-

lish Shanghai Office

The Morgan I'ngineoring Cos.. Day-

ton, Ohio, will open an office at Shang-

hai, China, having been retained by

Chang Chien, formerly minister of com-

merce and agriculture, as consultinpr

engineers for shore protection, canaJ

improvement, drainage and other im-

portant public works in the vicinity of

that city. It is also the intention to

investigate the possibilities of flood

control, reclamation and power devel-

opment work in China.

Bids (Jpened for SKafti»

of N'ehicular Tubes
Thiw. H. Br) Hon, With ToUl of $650.-

000, Is I^»H on Firat Contrart f*"-

Hudson Tunnel Jo^j

Five contractor.H -

21 for the constniL '
'

ventilating .shaft« of the *•

New Jersey vehicular tunnel

Hudson River, the tender of Thoraa*

B. Bryson, amounting tn a total (oft-

cial) of $6.^0.H02..'>0 being low. The

next lowest bid wa.s that of Booth A
Flinn, Ltd., at $69.5.000. The other

three contractors were: Patrick McGov-

ern, $922,000; Frederick L. Crarf

Inc., $9.')0,000; and Rodgers ft Hat- •

Inc., $1,244,000. The present ..:•...•.

is the first call for actual constru. tion

work to be made by the two stat*

missions created to administer ;

the project of providing a subaqueous

route for vehicles between New York

City and Jersey City. (See Engineer-

ing News-Record. Feb. 19, p. 357.)

The contract covers the construction

of two ventilating shafts at the Man-

hattan end of the tunnel located re-

spectively at Canal and Spring Sts.,

near Washington St. The shafts are

rectangular and involve the sinking of

two caissons consisting of steel walls

filled with concrete. Measure<l to the

outside of the cutting edge of the cai*-

son, both shafts have sections 47 ft.

IJ in. by 42 ft. 5S in. The inside

dimensions, measured to the face of the

skin plates, are :16 ft. 8 in. by 32 ft.

The thickness of the concrete filling in

the walls is 5 ft. U in.

By th terms of the contract the coo-

tractor is allowed twelve months in

which to complete the work. This time

is believed by the commissions* enjri-

neers to be adequate, inasmuch as it is

thought that actual construction need

only consume six months, the other nix

months being leeway to provide for

delayed deliveries of steel. A penalty

of $1,000 a day is specifier! if the work

is not finished within a year's time.

The principal quantities ;
^

the construction are: Earth i

above mean high water. STO cu y^i ;

eavth excavation bt^low mean high

water. 8.330 cu.yd. ; rock <
^

10 cu.yd. Concrete in cais- *-l

cu.yd ; concrete placexl in >

air, 770 cu.yd. Steel in cai>

tons.

The shafts will form penranent ven-

tilating openings connecting with the

tubes. The present contract does not

involve any equipment The Spring

St shaft is abiiut 54 ft. deep, while the

Canal St shaft is 60 ft. deep.

623
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In their essential features the speci-

fications follow former practice as ex-

emplified in the New York subway
work. In one detail, that of water-

proofing:, a change has been made.
Cotton fabric and asphalt are specified

instead of burlap and coal-tar pitch.

It is believed that the hot asphalt in

compressed air will give less trouble

in the matter of fumes than the coal

tar pitch.

As for concrete, there is a clause

giving- the engineer control over the

mixture by varying the amount of

stone, but the quantities of sand and
cement are always to be constant.

The ventilating shaft contracts have
been advertised in advance of the re-

mainder of the work inasmuch as

money for their construction is imme-
diately available. Chief Engineer C.
M. Holland emphasized to Evgineering
Neiv-Record's representative that the
type of ventilating- shaft specified

makes it feasible for the subsequent
tunnel work to be done either by the
shield process of by the trench method.

I have had up the inalter of the Depart-
ment of T'ubtic Works in some personal
interviews and (juitc as'i'e-'' vlth you that
the question is an exceocrinKly interesting
and important one. 1 fear I should be un-
worthy of public confidence if T ventured
to decide -so important and far-reaching a
question without the ver>- fullest study.
It involves the reorganization of several
departments. Undoubtedly there is neces-
sity for this, but 1 should be very reluctant
to unalterably commit myself to It without
the very fullest of undei'Standing.
You may be interested to Know that !

have already sent for the Congressional
hearings on this particular fpiestion.

I may say. in a general way, that T

think very well of the appointment of an
engineer en the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and I have always spokeu heartily
in favor of a progressive and constructive
program of conservation. I am sure you
know that I favor the budget system and a
very forward policy relating to reclamation
and irrigation.

Presidential Candidates Favor
Engineers' Program

Answers to questions on public pol-

icy relating to engineers and engineer-
ing submitted to Senator Harding and
Governor Cox by the American Asso-
ciation of Engineers indicate that both
presidential candidates favor the views
of the engineers. The questions asked
if the candiates favored (1) the estab-

lishment of a National Department of

Public Works; (2) assembling and co-

ordinating all federal engineering and
construction (excepting the purely mil-

itary works) in such a department;
(3) appointment of an engineer on the
Interstate Commerce Commission; (4)

a progressive and constructive pro-

gram of conservation and development
of our natural resources; (5) a bud-
get system; (6) reclamation of waste
lands by drainage, irrigation, flood con-

trol and other methods; (7) giving
the settler the advantage of pi-ocuring

the land by a sound financial system
such as is provided by a rotating fund.

Governor Cox writes L. K. Sherman,
president of A. A. E., as follows:

My reply to every one of the questions
you ask is unequivocally "yes."
Time will not permit, nor do I consider

it proper that I answer the ordinary ques-
tionnaire. My past record and public utter-
ances must be sutHcient, however, as in the
case of your letter, the reply to questions
asked and my record and public announce-
ments are one and the same. I therefore
take great pleasure in making this state-
ment.

Senator Harding's letter is more de-

tailed in his reply to C. E. Drayei', sec-

retary A. A. E.

It is not an easy matter for me to make
a detailed reply to the inquiries conveyed
in your letter and I do not care to enter
into a categorical reply to questionnaires,
no matter how friendly they 7Tiay be and
no matter how r eputable and high-stand-
ing is the source from which they come.
My theory of a campaign is that a man's

candidacy ought to be based on the formal
and public utterances, thougli. of course, we
nre all of us informal enough to discuss in-

formally many of the problems which are
in the minds of various groups of our
-Vmerican citizenship.

A. A. E. States Its Position

on Federation
The following let^^er in reference to

the position of the American Associa-
tion of Engineers relative to The Fed-
erated American Engineering Societies,

has been sent to Richard L. Humphrey,
chairman of the Joint Conference Com-
mittee, by C. E. Di'ayer, secretary of
A. A. E.:

Careful consideration was given by the
Board of Directors of the American Asso-
ciation of Engineers at its meeting on Sept.
11 to the invitation dated Aug. 25 of the
,Toint Conference Committee to this Asso-
ciation to become a charter member of the
Federated American Engineering Societies.
The American Association of Engineers,

as expressed by its delegates at the Or-
ganizing Conference June 3 and 4, fully
considered the idea of a Federated Ameri-
can Engineering Societies and its object.';.
It was then understood that as the pur))oses
of A. A. E. and the F. A. E. S. are to deal
with the non-technical activities of engi-
neers, there should be devised an effective
systenj of co-operation In order to avoid
overlai)ping and duplication of effort.
At the Washington Conference the rep-

resentatives of A. A. E. brought out the
fact that A. A. E, is already doing much
of the work proposed for the F. A. E. S.
and has in existence a successful "going
concern" consisting of a central executive
office, numerous subsidiary offices with paid
help, and some 225 chapters and clubs.
These facilities were offered to the pro-
posed federation. Having already in exist-
ence this organization, necessary for it.«

existence, the American Association of En-
gineers cannot be expected to delegate to
another body the trust that has been placed
in it by 21,000 members to do their welfare
work. It therefore appears that the ef-
fective method of co-operation between F.
A. E. S. and A. A. E. will be for A. A. E.
to be represented in P. A. E. S. as a co-
operating member, A. A. E. doing its share
of the work with its own organization at
its own expense. Likewise F. A. E. S.

should be represented in the American As-
sociation of Engineers.
We will therefore be glad to .be repre-

sented at the November meeting and will
designate a delegate upon our being ad-
vised that this plan meets with your ap-
proval. We will be glad to have you desig-
nate a delegate to the official meetings of
A. A. E. and inform us his name.

Western Society Endorses State

Regulation of Utilities

Following an extended report by its

Public Affairs Committee on state reg-

ulation of public utilities vs. home rule,

the board of directors of the Western
Society of Engineers has gone on

record as approving the state commis-

sion side of the argument. The board

also recommends to the members and

to the public that the Illinois Public

Utility Commission be retained. In-

stead of impairing the law which cre-

ated the commission it urges strength-

ening that law.

Canadian Engineers Meet at

Niagara Falls

Advantage was taken of the concen-

tration of engineering construction

around Niagara Falls by the Engineer-
ing Institute of Canada in its profes-

sional session which was held at the

Ontario city of that name, Sept. 16-18.

On the Canadian side of the Falls are

located the two largest projects now
under way in Canada, if not on the

continent, the Queenston-Chippawa
power canal of the Ontario Hydro-
Electric Power Commission and the

reconstruction of the Welland Canal
by the Canadian government to ac-

commodate ocean-going ships. Both of

these works are within easy distance

of the Falls, and to each was devoted

an afternoon excursion. Trolley cars

leaving the hotel were run under their

own power to construction tracks which
parallel each canal, where they were
switched over and drawn by the con-

struction locomotives alongside the

work so that the visitors had a unique
opportunity of viewing all of the opera-
tions.

In addition, two sessions were de-

voted to papers describing the project.

On the first day the meeting listened

to an illustrated talk entitled, "The St.

Lawrence Route and the Welland Ship
Canal," by Alexander J. Grant, engineer

in charge, Welland Ship Canal. This

described in considerable detail the

ship canal project which has been noted

a number of times in past issues of

Engineering Neivs-Record. The sec-

ond morning was given over to papers

by members of the staff of the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario,

describing the new 500,000-hp. hydro-

electric development at the Falls.

These papers were as follows: "Design
of the Queenston-Chippawa Power
Canal," by T. H. Hogg, assistant hy-

draulic engineer; "Hydraulic Installa-

tion of the Queenston-Chippawa Power
Development," by M. V. Sauer. hy-

draulic engineer of design; "Electrical

Features of the Queenston-Chippawa
Power Development," by E. T. J. Bran-
don, electrical engineer, and a final

summarizing paper by H. G. Acres,

hydraulic engineer, entitled "General

and Economic Features of the Queens-
ton-Chippawa Power Development."
For the first time these papers gave

some of the underlying design con-

siderations of the Queenston project

and the general details of the installa-

tion. Abstracts of the papers will

appear in later issues of Engineering

Neivs-Record.

On the final morning N. R. Gibson,

hydraulic engineer of the Niagara

Falls Power Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

gave a demonstration of his new
method of measuring the flow of water

in closed conduits for determining the

efficiency of hydraulic turbines. This

method is also to be treated in some

detail later in this journal.

On two days luncheon was given to

the vistors at the Administration Build-

ing in Queen Victoria Park overlooking
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the Canadian Falls. On the first day

the Department of Hip:hways of the

Province of Ontario was the host, and

the second day, the Park Commission.

Besides these two functions, there was

a dinner on the first eveninji,- and a

banquet on the second, the two differ-

ing: only in the formality of the occa-

sion, so that for the two and a half

days of the meeting the members were

brought together at all meals, except

breakfast.

The professional meetings of the

Engineering Institute of Canada are a

recent development, the one at Niagara
Falls being the seventh. They are held at

different pa>rts of the Dominion so as

to attract the membership from certain

localities. One in August of this year

in Banff was under the general direc-

tion of the Calgary Branch and one to

be held in Halifax in October will be

in charge of the New Brunswick
Branch. The one at Niagara Falls

was in charge of the Niagara Penin-

sula Branch. In each case the branch
assumes full responsibility for the

program, which is as a rule devoted to

subjects of specific interest to the dis-

trict where the meeting is held.

At the Niagara meeting there were
well over 200 members and guests
present, together with a great number
of ladies who participated in all of the

events, acting particularly as specta-

tors in a series of interbranch baseball

games held on Saturday afternoon.

Engineering College of Maryland
University Reorganized

Linking up of its engineering work
with the State Roads Commission and
with the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads,
and the appointment of A. N. Johnson,
former consulting engineer for The
Portland Cement Association, to be
dean, ai'e the first steps in the reor-

ganization of the engineering college

and the strengthening of the general

engineering work of the University of

Maryland.
An arrangement was recently com-

pleted with the Maryland State Roads
Commission and the U. S. Bureau of

Public Roads, whereby an engineering

experiment station will be established

here and run in connection with the

engineering college, under the direction

of the nev/ dean. The new arrange-

ment, effected after a series of con-

ferences between John N. Mackall,

chairman, State Roads Commission, T.

H. MacDonald, chief of the Bureau of

Public Roads, and Dr. A. F. Woods,
president of the University of Mary-
land, will go into effect October 1, and
Mr. Johnson will assume his new duties

at that time.

A. A. E. to Vote on Increase
of Dues

The board of directors of the Ameri-
can Association of Engineers has au-

thorized a chapter referendum on the

question of increasing the dues to $15.

With it is a proposition to apportion a

greater percentage of receipts to the

chapters.

Engineers Participate in Public
Health Convention

Many sanitary engineering phases

of public health work were discussed

at the forty-ninth annual meeting of

the American Public Health Associa-

tion held in San Francisco Sept. 13 to

17, but outstanding as leading topics

were control of industrial-wastes dis-

posal, sanitation of bathing places and

garbage disposal by hog feeding. En-

gineering sessions had a representative

attendance and there was a refreshing

readiness to discuss papers. Under

the chairmanship of Paul Hansen, this

general discussion, reflecting opinions

from widely different viewpoints, was

crystallized into helpful suggestions to

the several standing committees and

specific instructions covering new lines

of investigation were framed.

In the general sessions there was

discussion of progress toward co-ordi-

nating all federal health activity under

central authority, with the eventual

establishment of a department of

health and a chair in the President's

Cabinet. Hugh S. Cummings, surgeon

general, U. S. Public Health Service,

spoke in support of this plan.

Dr. M. P. Ravenel, University of

Missouri, was elected president of the

association for the coming year. In

the engineering section Samuel A.

Greeley, consulting engineer, Chicago,

was elected chairman and Edward R.

Rich, .state sanitary engineer, Lansing,

Mich., secretary.

The committee on waterway sanita-

tion was instructed to consider par-

ticularly the destructive effect of in-

dustrial wastes on the biological action

which affects the self purification of

waters. Due to the great increase of

such wastes attendant upon wartime

industrial activities this was agreed to

be perhaps the greatest problem now
before the sanitary engineer.

The committee on bathing places has

before it much important work, and

outside aid in gathering necessary data

was urged. It is to develop the tech-

nique of testing the sanitary condition

of suits and towels, to study means of

satisfactorily disinfecting them and to

determine if possible what diseases

may be transmitted by pool waters,

particularly whether typhoid and ve-

nereal diseases can be so transmitted.

The refuse collection and disposal

committee reported increasing favor

for the tractor and trailer method of

collection and for disposal by hog feed-

ing. Hog feeding is an incomplete

method of disposal, however, because

there remains from 15 to 50 per i-ent

of inedible material and hog manure
may amount to .nore than 50 per cen^

of the garbage fed. The committee is

to try to secure some expression of

opinion as to what sanitary require-

ments are reasonable on hog farms

where garbage is fed.

[The foregoing telegraphic report

from this journal's Pacific Coast editor

will be supplemented by a more com-

plete account of the convention proceed

ings in a later issue.

—

Editor.]

State Commissions Organize foi

Rate Hearings
A special committee, representing

some of the state railroad commi88ion.s

has been organized to "safeguard" the

interests of the state commissions in the

hearings to be held on the application

made by railroads a.sking the Interstate

Commerce Commission to remove al-

leged discrimination against interstate

commerce because of refusal of vari-

ous state commissions to authorize in-

creases in intrastate freight and pa.s-

senger charges to the same extent that

interstate rates have been increased.

The committee is composed of: Fred

W. Putnam, member of the Minnesota

Commission; H. G. Taylor, member of

the Nebraska Commission; R. Hudson

Burr, member of the Florida Commis-

sion; Joseph A. Kellogg, member of the

New York Commission, Second District,

and Joshua Greenwood, member of the

Utah Commission.

Alaska Road Commission
Is Reorganized

The Alaska Road Commission, as

recently reorganized, is composed of

Major James G. Steese, Corps of En-

gineers, president; Captain John C.

Gotwals, Corps of Engineers; and

Capt. C. S. Ward, Corps of Engineers,

secretary and disbursing officer. The
headquarters of the commission are

located at Juneau, Alaska, and sub-

offices are maintained at Valdez,

Seward, Fairbanks, and Nome.
The commission is now responsible

for the maintenance of a system of

wagon roads, sled roads, and trails,

aggregating nearly 5,000 mi., including

a connected system of 4,600 mi. reach-

ing into all occupied parts of the terri-

tory, and several hundred miles of

isolated stretches. About 1,050 mi.

are classed as wagon roads. The sys-

tem is being extended as funds permit.

Short Courses Give Two Hours'
Credit on Master's Degree

A seies of graduate short-period

courses in highway engineering and

highway transport offered for the win-

ter of 1920-1921 by the University of

Michigan, will be given in periods of

two weeks each, each course to contain

30 lectures or the equivalent thereof

and each course counting as two hours

credit toward the to*-al of twenty-four

hours required for a master's degree.

The practical equivalent, therefore, of

a two-hour course running an entire

semester is offered in these short-

period graduate courses. In addition

to the various highway engineering

and highway transpoi-t subjects availa-

ble to those re^stering for the graduate

short coiu'ses, more complete details

of which were published in Engiiieer-

mg News-Record, .\ugust 12, p. 333.

a student will have the opi>oii:unity of

participating in the seventh annual

Michigan conference on highway engi-

neering which will be held from Feb.

21 to 25, 1921, in the engineering build-

ing of the university.
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Chicago Engineers Discuss Am.
Soc. C. E. Amendments

Eijrhteen members of the Illinois

Section of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, at a meeting in Chi-

cago, Sept. 17, discussed the proposed

amendments to the constitution. Few
arguments were presented other than

those brought out at the meeting of

the New York Section, as reported in

Eug'uieering NewK-Record, Sept. 9,

p. 525.

T. L. Condron stated that when the

ballot first came to him he was in-

clined to favor most of the amend-

ments, but after spending a day's time

investigating the situation, interview-

ing several members and reading the

report of the New York meeting in

the technical journals he had come to

the conclusion that most of the amend-
ments had not been given sufficient

consideration, were not well correlated

with other portions of the constitution

and that inasmuch as a committee of

the Board of Direction was at work
upon a set of amendments, which would
have behind them legal advice to avoid

the taxation feature and the incon-

sistencies, it would be wise to "clear

the deck" by rejecting amendments A,

F and G. A resolution substantially

in accordance with Mr. Condron's views

was passed unanimously.
E. S. Nethercut had made a plea for

the adoption of amendment C, calling

for an increase in the dues of non-

resident members so that this added

income might become available Jan. 1,

1921. Every speaker held that more
money must be collected.

G. H. Bremner and Murray Blan-

chard were in favor of the amendments
on the general ground of doing some-

thing now. "If it accomplishes nothing

else it will stir up interest in the or-

ganization," said Mr. Bremner. Sut-

ton Van Pelt was in favor of immediate
action.

In discussing amendment F, Mr.
Nethercut voiced opposition to having
more than one past-president on the

board. It is his opinion that a past-

president's only function on the board
should be to carry into a succeeding

administration knowledge and advice

as to past actions and policies, all of

which should be sufficiently well in

hand by the end of one year. If then

he was wanted on the board he should

be elected.

American on Australian Railway

Gage Commission
The State Department at Washing-

ton has announced receipt of advice

from the American consul-general

at Melbourne that the Australian

ministry had decided to secure the serv-

ices of a railway expert from this

country and another from England, to

act with an Australian railroad man
as chairman, in an investigation of

uniform railway gage. There are three

different gages at present. An article

on the subject appeared in Engineering

Newp.-Record, Aug. 5, 1920, p. 255.

Federation's Council To Meet for

First Time
The rtrst meeting of the American

Engineering Council, consisting of rep-

resentatives of member societies of the

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties, will be held in the New Willard

Hotel, Washington, D. C, Nov. 18, 19

and 20. The morning session of Nov.

18 is to be a business meeting. In the

afternoon, after an address by J Parke

Channing on "Engineering Council,"

there will be a discussion of the field

of activity for the federation.

Committee reports and election of

permanent officers will occupy the

morning and afternoon sessions of Nov.

19. In the evening Herbert Hoover

will address the meeting.

The Executive Board of the Ameri-

can Engineering Council will hold an

organization meeting at 9. a.m. Nov. 20.

San Francisco Contractors
Charged With Conspiracy

The secretary and five members of

an "inner ring" in the Team and Auto

Truck Association of San Francisco

were indicted Sept. 13 for manipula-

tion of bids on grading contract in that

city. A grand jury investigation was

started when a contractor who said he

had refused to join the ring claimed

illegal pooling and boosting of bils.

Twelve per cent was added to all bids,

he said, to be put into a "kitty" or

secret fund. Contractors among the

accused admit the addition of a per-

centage on certain bids, but assert that

this is "a strike fund which is used

to protect our members in case of labor

trouble." The scandal has been occu-

pying generous front-page space daily

in San Francisco newspapers.

Rehabilitating Cantonments

The shifting of several Army di-

visions, made necessary by the aband-

oning of certain camps, has brought

the Construction Service face to face

with the difficult problem of rehabili-

tating housing at the camps to which

the divisions have been ordered. For
instance, the division at Camp Taylor

has been ordered to Camp Dix. The
buildings which the division will occupy

at Camp Dix have been unused for a

considerable period and are badly run
down. To put these buildings in shape

to house the men this winter will be a

difficult task, it is stated at the Con-
struction Service, when the limitations

of personnel and funds are considered.

All-American Canal Survey
Begun

A survey and general investigation

of the proposed All-American Canal

to serve the Imperial Valley has been

begun by the U. S. Reclamation Service.

W. W. Schlecht, the project manager
at Yuma, is in immediate charge of the

work. Local interests recently raised

$40,000 to add to a Federal appropri-

ation of $20,000 to defray the costs

of this survey.

Recent Activities of American
Association of Engineers

Almost 3,000 men were referred to

positions in August by the service

department of the American Associa-

tion of Engineers. The average sal-

ary of the 306 men placed through the

efforts of the national and branch of-

fices was $209 per month.
At the recent convention of the Wash-

ington State Assembly in Everett a

committee was appointed to arrange

with the state educational institutions

for extension courses for members. A
recommendation was made that county

engineers be appointed instead of elec-

ted, that they have full charge of

road funds and that their salaries

range from $3,000 to $6,000.

The San Francisco chapter has en-

gaged a full time secretary with offices

at 960 Pacific Building. This is the

ninth field office established in addition

to the one at Omaha for which no quar-

ters have as yet been found.

Chapters in Arizona are preparing a

license bill to be introduced into the

next legislature.

The Interstate Commerce Commission

has advised the association that its

request has been granted for a hearing

relating to the interpretation of the

term "engineer of mechanics" under

which professional engineers have been

classed. The question to be decided is

whether or not mechanical and elec-

trical railway professional engineers

are to be included under this classifi-

cation of subordinate officials which

was established last March.

Railroad sections of A. A. E. have

been notified of increases in salaries of

engineering employees on the Union

Pacific, Burlington, Kansas City Ter-

minal, Missouri, Kansas & Texas, Great

Western, Boston & Maine, Pennsylvania

and several other railroads.

Katherine M. H. Blackford, charac-

ter analyst. New York City has ac-

cepted appointment on the national

employment council of A. A. E.

National Convention of Free
Employment Heads

As a means of determining how free

employment agencies can best serve

engineers and employers of engineers

the American Association of Engineers

is sponsoring a national convention of

free employment representatives to be

held Nov. 12 in Chicago. All engi-

neering societies or other agencies

maintaining free employment service

are invited to participate.

Many Seek Engineer
Commissions

The results of the examinations for

appointment as commissioned officers

in the regular army are now being

made public. There were more appli-

cations per vacancy for engineer com-

missions than for commissions in any

other branch of the service. There

were 432 applicants for the 96 commis-

sions which can be granted in the

Corps of Engineers.
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Philadelphia Favors Amendments Chemists Decline To Affiliate
The following resolution was passed,

Sept. 13, by the Philadelphia Section of
the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers :

Whei-eas, proposed amendments to the
Constitution represent the two years fffort
to inaugurate a prog-ressive poUcy in the
American Society of Civil Eng-ineers, and
amendments "A," "B," and C" are based
upon the recommendations of the Commit-
tee on Development which were approved
by a more than 2 to 1 vote of the Society,
April 14. 1920, nearly fifty per cent of the
members voting,

Therefore Be Jt Resolved, that the Phila-
delphia Section of the Society at this Sep-
tember 13, 1920, meeting, endorse, and urge
each corporate member to vote YIOS for the
proposed amendments, thus making effective
the recommendations of the Committee on
Development

;

Be It Further Resolved, that copies of
this resolution be sent to each local section
of the Society, to the technical papers, and
to all members of the Society resident in
the Fourth District.

Larger Reclamation Fund
for Next Year

Due to the enactment of the oil land
leasing act, and to the increase in the
repayments for past construction, the
U. S. Reclamation Service fund will

make possible a larger expenditure on
reclamation projects during the next
fiscal year. The appropriation which
is available during the current fiscal

year is approximately $9,000,000. It

is expected that at least $5,000,000 can
be added to the appropriation for the

next fiscal year.

In addition there is considerable sen-

timent in favor of asking Congress to

make a liberal loan to the Reclamation
fund, the loan to be repaid later, as in

the case of the loan of $2'0,000,000 in

1910. The chances of securing this

loan are believed to be enhanced by the

pledges which are being made by the

presidential candidates. Regardless of

this loan the increase in the reclamation
fund will enable the U. S. Reclamation
Service to take up important new con-

struction work in connection with exist-

ing projects. It is probable that new
work will be undertaken on the Sho-

shone project in Wyoming where stor-

age water already is available for new
units.

On the North Platte project in Ne-
braska and Wyoming there is urgent

demand for more funds to push con-

struction on the Ft. Laramie Canal.

This canal eventually v/ill water 100,-

000 acres. At a recent opening of a

small unit under this canal there were
40 applicants for each farm and the

applications were limited to fbrmer
soldiers.

On the Rio Grande project and on a

number of others there is an insistent

demand for the construction of drain-

age systems. A large amount of drain-

age has been put in, but the work on the

irrigation system is somewhat ahead
of drainage operations.

On the Yakima project in Washing-
ton an additional large storage reser-

voir is being constructed as the land

under cultivation has extended to the

point where the present facilities are

inadequate.

The Council of the American Chemi-
cal Society at the .semi-annual meeting
in Chicago Sept. 6 to 10 decided that
the society could not affiliate with the
Federated American Engineering So-
cieties. It was pointed out that the
financial obligations which would be
incurred through affiliation would be
impossible under the present circum-
stances and it was urged that the cnem-
ists should co-operate upon an inde-
pendent basis rather than affiliate with
the tendency to subordinate the chemi-
cal activity to strictly engineering
service.

A resolution was also passed by the
council urging that local sections of
the American Chemical Society refrain
from affiliating with other local engi-
neering and technical societies in state
or district federations.

Bishop Leaves Indiana State '

Highway Department
Owing, it is stated, to a disagree-

ment in policy with L. H. Wright,
director of the department, H. K.'
Bishop has resigned as chief engineer
of the Indiana State Highway Depart-
ment. It is understood that .several
changes in personnel either have been
made or are to be made in the depart-
ment. Mr. Bishop's place is being tem-
porarily filled by C. Gray, former chief
of the bureau of contracts of the high-
way department. Before his appoint-
ment as chief engineer of the Indiana
Highway Department Mr. Bishop was
a district engineer with the United
States Bureau of Public Roads.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN ASSOC^IATION OF PORT
AUTHORITIES. Montreal ; Chi-
cago, Sept. 30-Oct. 2.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL, IMPROVEMENTS. Valpji-
raiso, Ind. ; St. Louis, Oct. 10-1.").

AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE &
BUILDING ASSOCIATION, Chi-
cago ; Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 26-28.

NATIONAL DRAINAGE CONGRESS.
Chicago; Atlanta. Ga., Nov. 10-12.

The Engineers' Society of Western
Pennsylvania, at its regular monthly

meeting, held in Pittsburgh, Sept. 21,

listened to a paper entitled "Small

Steam Turbines," by W. J. A. London,

president of the Steam Mttors Co.,

Springfield, Mass. The paper was il-

lustrated by lantern slides.

The Engineering Society of Western

Massachusetts held its fall meeting

Sept. 21 at the General Electric Co.

Works, Pittsfield, Mass. An inspection

trip was made through the G. E. Works,

particular attention being given to

motor construction. Among the speak-

ers at the meeting were L. F. Adanis, of

the Power Minint: Dcrpartment, G. E.
Schene<-tady Worku, on "Motor Appli-
cation." and Neal Currte, head of the
G. E. Pitt-Hfield Work*, whoM nnhytct
wan "Prinripal t^'haracteristicji of Vau--
iouH Kind.<< of .Mot/^rs."

The Texan Section. Am. .*Joe. C. E. will
hold it« fall meeting in Aujitin, OrX. 20
and 21. The following pap«n( •*:!! f>.

presented: "Concrete Coastru •

G. G. Wickline, bridge engir..

Highway Department; "Proba
Di.scharge of a 48 Square M
Near Paris, Tex." by .Major John B.
Hawley, con.sulting engineer, ^'ort

Worth; "Early Irrigation in Texas" by
E. P. Ameson, con-iulting engineer, San
Antonio; "Manufacture of Pipe and
Clay Pro<Jucts Used in Sewer Con«trtK-
tion" by M. C. Erwin, .newer •

City of San Antonio; "Cor.-

Factors to the Increa.sing Cost of KoaJ
Building" by T. H. Webb, SUte High-
way Department; "Pre.sentation of and
Discussion on 'Standard Form of Con-
tract with Arbitration Clause' " by Ma
jor .John B. Hawley; "Organization and
Progress on the Dallas Levee District"
by E. N. Noyes, district engineer, and
secretary-treasure:- of the section.

Civil Service Examinations '

I'nited States
For the United States eicil nervirt

examinations listed below apply to the
United States Civil Service ComrntM-
sion, Washington, D. C, or to any local

office of the Civil Service Commissiom
for Form 1312.

Highway Bridge Engineer, |2,400 to

$3,000 a year.

Junior Highway Bridge Engineer,
$1..500 to $2,220 a year.

Master Computer, $1,800 to $2,400 a
year.

Computer. Grade I, $1,400 to $1300 a
year.

Computer. Grade II, $900 to $1,400 a
year.

Canada
Application forms may be obtahuel

from the office of the Emptoyment
Service o' Canada, or from the Sec-
retary of me Civil Service Commi»*iom,
Ottawa.

Supervisor of Timber Tests. $2,700 to

$3,180 a year.

File application not later than Oct, 8.

Personal Notes

Clarence B. Hoover haj; been
appointed engineer in ohanre of the

bureau of water-works extensions of
C'olumbus, Ohio.

H e N R Y J. D A R c V. Oklahoma City.

has been appointed state sanitary engi-
neer of Oklahoma. He succeeds J. W.
Evans, who has resigned to enter
private business.

M. O. B E N .N ETT. divi.-;ion engineer,
Oregon State Highway Department,
Pendleton. Ore., has resigneiJ to take up
farming at Lewistown, Mont His tem-
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porary successor is R. H. Baldock, who
has held a similar position with the

state highway department in Baker,

Malheur, Harney and part of Grant

counties.

J. B. Mc Andrew, St. Catharines,

Ont., has been appointed by the Can-

adian Civil Service Commission struc-

tural engineer for the Welland Ship

Canal.

Ralph Arnold. Martinez, Cal.,

has been appointed highway engineer

of Contra Costa County.

0. N. P W E L L, Dallas, Tex., has

been appointed engineer of Nueces

County, Tex., succeeding H. A. Stevens,

resigned.

Emory W. Lane has gone to

Shanghai, China, as Eastern represen-

tative and manager for the Morgan
Engineering Cos., Dayton, Ohio, to

study the question of flood control, land

reclamation and water power develop-

ment.

Site MAN & Cooper, civil engi-

neers, Paxton, 111., have opened new
offices in the Federal Reserve Bank
Building, St. Louis, Mo.

John A. Bruce has resigned as

city engineer of Omaha, Neb., and will

return to private business.

Stanley TVI. Hands, former city

engineer of Iowa City, has organized

and incorporated the River Products

Co., to handle building and paving rock

from Iowa river quarries. Mr. Hands
is president of the company.

A. E. Warren, general manager
"Western lines, Canadian National Rys.,

has been made also general manager
of the Grand Trunk Pacific Ry.

Sidney W. Cooper, since the

close of the war connected with the

New Jersey State Highway Depart-

ment, has been appointed assistant divi-

sion engineer, 4th division, Alabama
Highway Department, located at Selma,

Ala. Previous to the war for a num-
ber of years he was a drainage engi-

neer in the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture in charge of work in the south-

western states.

Colonel E. B. Gushing has
retired as engineer of maintenance of

the Southern Pacific Lines in Texas and
Louisiana after 40 years of service with
the company. He will be succeeded by
H. M. Lull, at present division engi-

neer of the Southern Pacific at Port-
land, Ore., who takes title as chief en-

gineer of the Southern Pacific Lines in

Texas and Louisiana and assumes the
duties of engineer of maintenance of

way and structures. Colonel Gushing
graduated from the Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Texas in 1880
and entered railway service as instru-

mentman on the location of the Gal-
veston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry.
From 1881 to 1883 he assisted in locat-

ing and constructing the Mexican In-

ternational R.R. to Palla, Mex. From
the latter year until 1885 he was again

with the Galveston, Harrisburg & San
Antonio as division engineer, and later

as contractor of masonry and bridge

construction. In 1887 he entered the

service of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe as office engineer and chief clerk of

construction, and in 1888 attained the

grade of engineer of roadway. A year

later he went to the Texas & New Or-

leans and the Galveston, Harrisburg &
San Antonio, as resident engineer. In

1897 he became general superintendent

of the Houston, East & West Texas
and later, in addition to his other

duties, wa.'! made chief engineer. He
entered the service of the Sunset Lines

as engineer maintenance of way in 1901

and attaineij^ the grade of chief engi-

neer of construction in 1908.

Obituary

Hayden Lewis Demerit t,

Government engineer in the Rivers and

Harbors service, with headquarters in

San Francisco, died, Sept. 7, at Oak-

land, Cal. He was a native of Rhode

Island and was 71 years of age. Cap-

tain Demeritt had lived in California

for 40 years. He was in charge of con-

struction work on Government projects

in San Francisco Bay and on the Sac-

ramento and San Joaquin Rivers, and

many years ago was identified with the

U. S. Geodetic Survey, stationed at

Reno, Nev.

George Leighton, civil engi-

neer, who was engaged in the design

and construction of the Pennsylvania

tunnels under the East River, New
York, the East Shore Terminal at

Charleston, S. C, and the construction

of two sections of the New Jersey cut-

off of the Lackawanna R.R., died, Sept.

13, at Glenburn, Pa., in his sixty-second

year. He was born at Waverly, Pa.,

and was a graduate of Lehigh Univer-

sity. Mr. Leighton also aided in the

construction of the Rockport tunnel of

the Lehigh Valley R.R. and the tunnel

for the Croton Aqueduct. He was as-

sistant engineer on Washington Bridge,

New York, made examinations and bor-

ings on the line of the proposed Cape

Cod Canal, and did considerable loca-

tion work for the St. Louis, Keokuk &
Northwestern R.R. For several years

Mr. Leighton was in private practice

at Scranton, Pa., engaged on sewerage,

water-works, railroad and mine sur-

veys.

Colonel Charles Neville,
during the war chief of the Accounting
Division of the Construction Division of

the United States Army, was killed in

the explosion in Wall St., New York
City, Sept. 16. Previous to entering

the Government service Colonel Neville

was traffic manager of the Stillmore

Airline Ry., general freight and pas-

senger agent and auditor of the Coast
& Piedmont Ry., vice-president of the

Brinson Ry. (now the Savannah &
Atlantic Ry.), and subsequently prac-
ticed as a public accountant in Savan-
nah, Tampa and Birmingham. He was
senior partner of Neville, Mclver,

Barnes & Co., certified public account-

ants, and a member of the American
Institute of Accountants. During his

period of Government service he had
full charge of policy, organization, com-
missions, civilian personnel, requests

for commissions, travel orders, etc., and
acted for the chief of the Construction
Division in all accounting matters.
Colonel Neville was born in New York
City in 1875.

Business Notes

Dwight p. Robinson & Co.,

Inc., have recently established a branch
office in Youngstown, Ohio, in charge of

C. I. Crippen.

The Easton Car & Con-
struction Co., Easton, Pa., has
opened a branch office in the Railway
Exchange Building, Chicago.

Chris D. Schramm & Son,
I N c, 709 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

announce that in future their adminis-
tration offices will be located at West
Chester, Pa., where the factory is situ-

ated. The company's Philadelphia

office will be retained as a sales force

only.

Concrete Support for
Telegraph Poles

The type of concrete support for

telegraph poles shown in the accom-
panying illustration is used on the
Loetschberg Railroad, in Switzerland,,

for the obvious purpose of doing away

1
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Using Large Size Aggregate

PROVIDED it can be readily secured so that the

cost of transportation is not governing, large stone

makes the most economical aggregate for mass concrete,

particularly when strength necessities are so low that

the leaner mixtures can be used. The main reason why
stone above the standard 3 or 4 in. is not more generally

used is the fear that the ordinary concrete machinery

will not handle it. Nevertheless, in an increasing num-
ber of cases it is being proved that regular mixing and

chuting equipment, with only a few changes to provide

proper clearance, will stand up under the battering of

the big stones and deliver a well-mixed concrete. The

latest instance is the Stevenson dam work described on

another page. Here there was an ample gravel supply

handy to the site, a condition which often exists but is

not always utilized, and the engineers estimate that

about $250,000 was saved in the concrete cost due

to the decision to use the gravel even up to the 6-in.

rejections, which means some irregular pieces of larger

dimensions. Furthermore, they testify that the mainte-

nance charge and out-of-order time losses were little if

any greater than with stock material. The practice is

well worth consideration for other jobs.

"Direct Action** in Britain

THE COAT. STRIKE threatened in Great Britain, it

appears at this writing, may be averted. Owing to

Lloyd George's influence it has been postponed for a

week to give opportunity for further attempts at settle-

ment. Only the wage matter is now at issue, the miners

having withdrawn the demand that the domestic price

of coal be reduced by the amount collected as a tax on

export coal. The respite of a week is not only a triumph

for Lloyd George but probably an indication that the

miners' leaders realize that they would lack the support

of the public in their efforts to force the Government

into submission. The real issue, though the immediate

questions were raised over the price of coal and wages,

was never concealed. Smillie, the leader, declared that

it was other than the nationalization of the mines.

The miners were determined to attempt to bring about

a fundamental change by forca instead of through the

ballot box. They had chosen "direct action" instead of

the constitutional process. Though the leaders would

have frowned on destruction of property, their proposed

method was no less anarchic than that of Lenin or the

Italian workmen. The fundamental nature of the issue

was appreciated by the British public, and there seems

to be no doubt that even the miners began to realize that

"direct action" could not succeed without popular sup-

port. The railroad strike last year lacked public sym-

pathy, even though the issue was not fundamental.

There was certainty, therefore, that this one would have

been equally unpopular. It was doomed to failure. The

Government would have appealed to the country and

doubtless would have been enthuHia.«iticaUy supported.

All of which i.s another way of sayinfr that the iianity

which has so con.si.Htently marked the attitude of the

British people is still strong. Industrial and labor condi-

tions there are un.satisfactory'. Much .stress is expected

before there is stability, but there is as little reason for

expecting a Bolshevistic England as a Bolshevistic Can-

ada or United States.

To Aid Train Movements

DOUBLE TRACKINCi of main lines from each

important terminal to the first passing track and

a more general use of automatic block signals are

among the measures recommended by the American

Train Dispatchers Association to relieve the serious

congestion of railway traffic. Considerable attention

has been given to facilitating operations within freight

yards for the relief of this congestion, but a frequent

cause of interruption in traffic movements is a delay

to trains approaching or getting away from yards on

single-track lines. On double-track lines with espe-

cially heavy traffic there may be an equal advantage in

providing additional trackage for .<?everal miles from a

terminal or division point in order to facilitate the

movements of freight trains within the congested dis-

trict. The advantages of automatic block signals for a

similar purpose are obvious, since they permit of short

blocks at comparatively small expense, while with the

manual system the cost of installation and operation

makes short blocks prohibitive. In the earlier days of

automatic block signaling on American railways there

were numerous objections from operating officials to

the effect that the introduction of this system would

make it impossible to handle heavy traffic. E.xperience

very soon showed, howevei, that the heavier the traffic

the greater were the advantages of the automatic block

system. Near terminal points it is especially desirable

to reduce the length of the block sections to a minimum,

in order to increase the traffic capacity: the automatic

system meets this condition with efficiency and -Honomy.

Strength of Wood

UNDER QUITE unusual circumstances, data tending

to overturn existing views on the bearing strength

of wood on surfaces inclined to the grain ar' contained

in two articles printed in this issue. Hitherto it has

been assumed tlat the variation of l^earing strength

with angle between surface and grain could In* expressed

by a single general law, applicable to any kind of wood.

In fact, both of the investigators who now present their

test results assumed this to be the case. One of them

worked with vellow pine, the other with DougUs fir and^

white pine, and each believed that the law indicated by

his results would apply generally. But by comparing

the t^^'0 test series it mav l>e seen that the two investi-
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gators deduce quite different laws. Since in each case

the results are satisfactorily consistent among them-

selves, it can only be concluded that different kinds of

wood are subject to different laws in this particular

phase of bearing strength. Just what laws hold for

other woods than those involved in the present tests

is bound to be uncertain until further experiments are

made. On this account, safety would seem to dictate

that in any practical application the lower of the two

existing formulas, the Howe formula, should be used,

at least until fuller guidance is obtained by special tests

on the particular wood in question. From the stand-

point of theoretical study, the case is even more interest-

ing, for present knowledge of the mechanical action of

wood seems to afford no reason for the obsei-ved differ-

ence between different varieties of wood. Yet such a

reason should be determinable; in other words, if our

present knowledge of wood does not explain this

difference of behavior, it is very likely in error. How-
ever, before such a conclusion could be considered well

founded it would be necessary to repeat the tests, arrang-

ing them in such a way as to eliminate shearing. In

practical design, shear is provided for separately from

surface crushing, while in the tests there was a possi-

bility for the specimens to fail by shearing without

developing the full strength of the bearing surfaces.

Due to this peculiarity of the tests, their value for the

present is only cautionary.

Research in Soil Mechanics

THREE LINES of attack on the problem presented

by earth as an engineering material are available,

and by a remarkable coincidence the past few months
have brought to knowledge important attempts along

each of these three lines. It is our privilege to publish

one of them in the present issue. The problem involved

is so important that it deserves to be ranked as the out-

standing research problem in civil engineering. Vast

sums of daily expenditure are affected by it.

More money and more labor are expended in earth-

work or in construction depending directly on the prop-

erties of earth than in any other kind of engineering

construction. Yet the field of earthwork, which should

be the most fruitful of all in the application of scientific

method, is the playground of raw empiricism. Dealing

with more different kinds of earth than of any other

material—for soils are of infinite variability—engineers

are virtually unable to compare two earths or differen-

tiate between them in quantitative terms.

The problem has been with us for decades. Its solu-

tion would mean that we can deal with earth as with

other materials of construction, by predetermination of

effect and by efficient proportioning of structure to

service. For brevity we may call it the retaining-wall

problem, since the retained bank is the classic type-

example of eai'thwork analysis; but its real scope is

vastly broader, covering all questions of condition and of

cause and effect in the excavation and deposition of

earth as well as in every case of contact of a mass of

earth with water, earth or structures. The retain-

ing-wall problem concerns foundations, embankments,

tunnels, stream channels, dams, roads and docks.

Established earth-pressure theory has long been dis-

credited. During the last thirty years or more a large

bulk of literature on the defectiveness of the theory has

grown up, and instance after instance has proved that

Ihe basis of fact on which the theory rests is so micro-

scopically small that the theory cannot stand. In spite

of this proof, however, the old formulas continue in use,

simply for the reason that the destructive criticism in-

cluded so little new work that the building up of an
improved science has not been possible. Perhaps . icst

of the investigators were ])linded by the brilliancy of the

mathematical devices used in developing the old theories;

at any rate, they failed to see that a new start should

be made, by measuring and weighing elementary facts

about earth and its behavior. Making this new start is

the work of the early future, by all prognostications.

What is to be the direct objective of the study of earth

as an engineering material? The infinite variability of

the material brings this question to the front. Shall a

true and complete theory of the mechanics of earth be

aimed at, or ought we seek for a classification of earth

into a limited number of soil groups? Probably the lat-

ter is the more immediate objective.

For, while it is possible that we may succeed in dis-

cerning and measuring all the pertinent properties of

soils, and in developing from these data of fact the

mechanics of earth so completely as to equip us for han-

dling any practical problem by advance computation, it

is unlikely that such outcome would be of much practical

utility. The methods would necessarily be highly com-

plex, and they would be unlikely to give more than tenta-

tive results because the material encountered in the work
will always be variable, and usually cannot be known
in advance. The whole aspect of the problem as it

appears at present makes it probable that soils can be

dealt with by relatively simple special methods devised

for each of several groups of earth types, with sufficient

quantitative differentiation within the group to suit the

range of properties covered. For this purpose we may
study the kinds of earth by groups, and assemble and

average the data for each. But to render this possible

the properties of earth and how they vary must be

searched out, their similarities and their effects on the

engineering of earth must be determined, and from this

knowledge a classification into groups worked out.

As to the three available lines of attack on the general

problem : The first, which comprises formulating a new
hypothesis of earth action and comparing its results

with experience-data, is represented in newest form by a

paper of H. G. Moulton read last February before the

American Institute of Mining Engineers. Mr. Moulton's

paper, a notable contribution to earth-pressure litera-

ture, is entitled to careful study. But however valu-

able his hypothesis may prove for retaining walls

and trench sheeting, we may safely assert that with

respect to the general earth problem this line of attack

has been exhausted, and that its failure indeed was
inevitable in view of the hopeless lack of data on earth

properties. For the time being it may be written down
as an axiom that constructing new hypotheses of earth

pressure is wasted effort. Further, earth pressure is

not the only point of inquiry ; there are many other prob-

lems in earthwork.

Second is the statistical method of study, used by the

foundation soils committee of the American Society of

Civil Engineers. A progress report of this committee

appears in last month's Proceedings of the society (Au-

gust, 1920). The committee has attacked the problem of

classification by grain-size grading, leading up to a

basis for statistical collection of observed facts on soil

behavior, forecast by a synopsis outlined in the report
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mentioned. The crux of the matter is whether a valid

classification will be achieved. As yet the outcome can-

not be foreseen, but the effort made is of great promise.

Dr. Terzaghi's article in this issue represents the third

method: research into the elementary facts of earth

mechanics, as a preliminary to either theory or classifica-

tion or both. In its first stages such work is a study to

determine not laws but mere facts of earth action, from
which characteristic properties may be discerned. It is

a groping search for the quantities which are to be

measured, a search which in itself must be conducted by

measuring, weighing and comparing to detect regularity

of behavior. The slow procedure of investigating the

nature of an unknown thing must be followed, neces-

sarily. This is truly starting from the beginning, with

the ultimate purpose of setting up scientific knowledge

based on the behavior of the material and discovery of

the quantities determining that behavior.

What is published in this issue represents a small part

of the summing up of several years' laboratory study.

How far the total of work will lead is not yet apparent.

It may be expected that in the course of the study each

discovery of a lawful relation between cause and effect

will bring us nearer the goal of grouping or co-ordi-

nating soils, and defining the groups or types by charac-

teristic properties subject to measurement. But even the

present article succeeds in developing a new group of

facts, and therewith it heralds the opening of an

avenue of progress which promises to lead on toward a

more definite knowledge of earth.

Influence of Price Declines

PRICE REDUCTIONS were so marked last week as to

draw general attention to them. The newspapers dis-

play the matter prominently, and this will aid in encour-

aging the downward movement. As a rule, when price-

cutting becomes general buying holds off in the hope of

still further reductions. Under present circumstances,

with prices from 100 to 300 per cent higher than before

the war, we may expect still further declines.

Drops so far recorded range from 20 to 33 per cent.

These are substantial on lines that increased only 100

per cent, for on them a 50-per cent reduction brings the

price back to normal. A 33J-per cent reduction knocks

off 661 per cent of a 100 per cent increase.

Fortunately, the situation is being looked on com-

placently. The bankers, particularly, feel that the situa-

tion is well in hand, that the lowering of prices will bring

a healthier business condition, that the decline was in-

evitable, and that, on account of its orderly procedure

and the soundness of fundamental conditions, panic is

not to be feared.

There are those, of course, who are pinched, or whose

interest is served by a highly speculative market at high

prices, but their voice, fortunately, gets little attentioTi.

They argue that the cessation of buying is reducing

production and that the present lessening of demand and

the shortening of supply will surely be followed by

heavier demand and another rise later on. This view is

based on the assumption that the buying spirit of the

public last year was normal and will reassert itself in

last year's intensity. Such a reassertion is quite doubt-

ful. Last year's buying was decidedly abnormal. It

was consequent upon the newness of high wages. Now
the novelty has worn off, and there is thought again of

laying something by and of getting one's money's worth

in purcha.sing. Buying is more intelligent, and the atti-
tude is not likely to change.

Of course, there i.s some limit to the non-baying more-
ment, but what that limit is no one knows. It is, per
capita, at .some point well \je\ow the standard of 1913,
for no one will contend that then there was any large
degree of self-denial. In other words, there is a poMi-
bility, at least, of a verj- greatly curtailed demand before
price can tempt the public into the market on the 1919
scale.

That is true even of hou.sing—admittedly ver>' short.

People can get along with poor accommodations. In
fact, they are getting along with them. In ever>- .stratum
the tendency is toward smaller home.s—more economical
to rent and to operate. The cry is not so much against
the character of accommodation.s as against the high
rentals.

With marked possibilities of economy and an intelli-

gent buying spirit among the people, we doubt whether
a reaction against the present tendency i.s likely to come,

or will be of importance if it .should. We are on a more
intelligent and discriminating buying level. Under such

circumstances the markets are more sensitive to price

increases than before. Even slight reactions will drive

away those who have been attracted by the declines.

This greater discrimination in buyfuff will naturally

affect most the luxury market; this is already apparent

in the slump in the automobile business. The conse-

quences are not pleasant for luxury trades, but the busi-

ness of the country, as a whole, will be on a sounder foot-

ing. The men released from luxun.' industries will go

into the production of staples as fast as the price reduc-

tions in the latter stimulate the demand.

Fundamentally, conditions are good. The crops this

years are excellent and the banking situation well in

hand. Furthermore, there is such a shortage in all lines

that when sane demand, based on a lower price scale, be-

comes operative, there must set in a long era of active

business. In construction work there is, depending en

the specialty, a shortage of three to six years based on

pre-war business. That whole shortage need not neces-

sarily be made up, but certainly a good part of it will

be. While, theiefore, engineering lines are "slow" now,

there are years of solid pr'^sperity ahead.

Building material prices, as yet, show no general

recession. In fact, apparently good demonstrations have

been made, based on the figures, that there will be no

decline, but such demonstrations have been made on the

assumption that the whole of the shortage will be made

up and be made up quickly. It is our view, though, that

the public will choose its time regarding building opera-

tions and that the reductions in other lines will stimulate

the holding off" of building activity for lower price levels.

Each drop, naturally, will bring into the market a group

whose necessities are such that the reductions tempt

them .nto the market

The problem, obviously, is not a simple one. One can

get snarled up in considerations of the effects of trans-

portation and coal shortages. They have a bearing—an

important one—but the outstanding and controlling in-

fluence is the disposition of the buying public. They

are returning to sanity in their purchasing. If they

continue in their pre.sent temper, the declines will con-

tine, and if those declines are orderly, without panic,

the situation, in view of the shortage which promises

years of steady work when prices are attract ive. should

loe considered encouraging.
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Old Earth-Pressure Theories and New Test Results
First Report on a Research Into Pressure in Granular Masses— Errors of Old Theories Due to Faulty

Assumptions—Test Apparatus—Lateral Pressure Ratio—Slip Phenomena—Relation to Density

By Dr. Charles Terzaghi
Robert College, Constantinople, Turkey

The earth-pressure theories of Coulomb, Rankine
and their successors still occupy today a very impor-

tant place in engineering literature and in engineering

practice. But the arguments accumulated during the

last forty years against their validity are so powerful

that these theories are ripe for being definitely dis-

carded and replaced by more up-to-date tools.

If a retaining wall yields, a slip occurs in the back-

filling, and between the wall and the backfilling a wedge-

shaped body of material moves downward. The wedge

slides, it is said, and the slip is considered as the only

characteristic effect of the breakdown of equilibrium

of the mass of sand. If the retaining wall is entirely

removed, the surface of the front part of the back-

filling forms an even talus of a certain angle, called

the angle of repose. As the slightest increase of the

slope of this talus causes a

movement of sand grains,

it is assumed that the tan-

gent of the angle of repose

must be identical with the

coefficient of internal fric-

tion of the mass. These

ideas form the founda-

tion of the earth-pres-

sure theories mentioned,

r.nd as long as they are

considered to be correct

the validity of the earth-

pressure theories cannot
be seriously doubted. But r. number of doubts arise

when the facts of earth behavior are considered. Here
are three, for example:

1—If a little trapdoor located at the bottom of a layer

of thoroughly compacted sand yields gradually, the

stresses in the sand exceed very considerably the value

determined by the tangent of the angle of repose, before

equilibrium breaks dov^m. And breakdown does not

start along the planes where the tendency to slide is

supposed to be a maximum, but simply in those spots

where the grains have the best opportunity to move,
i.e., immediately above the yielding door. Fig. 1 may
explain this fact. AA is the even surface of a com-

pacted sand mass, loaded with a slab Q, whose surface

of contact is supposed to be very rough. If Q simply

rests on top of AA and the slope of AA is gradually

increased, a slip will occur as soon as the inclination

of AA exceeds the angle of repose That is the ordinary

slip of the earth-pressure theory. But if a guide BB
parallel to AA be applied, such that the body Q can-

not move except strictly parallel, to AA, the inclination

of AA can exceed the angle of repose without any slip

occurring. This is simply because the grains cannot

turn. Fig. 2 shows at (b) the structure of a well-

compacted miass of sand. The grains are interlocked

in a very complicated way and the grains cannot change

'heir mutual position without passing through a state

in which their association \i less intimate, as indicated

PIG. 1. ILLUSTRATING SUR-
FACE FRICTION OF SAND
AND EXTRA RESISTANCE
DUE TO CHANGE OF

BULK

at (a). The less intimate the association, the greater

is the volume of the voids. Increase of the volume of

voids means an increase in bulk. Therefore no slip can

occur except in those cases where the mass has an

opportunity for lateral expansion, as in the case of

backfilling behind a yielding retaining wall or in those

cases where the structure of the sand has already been

loosened by preceding breakdown of the equilibrium, as

in the case of the yielding trapdoor. This leads us to

(a) Loose (b)Compac+-eol by shakin3^

FIG. 2. LOOSE AND COMPACT STRUCTURE OF SAND
(Diag'rams traced from aluminum disc apparatus)

suspect that the slip' is not an essential but an incidental

event.

2—The formation of a talus at the angle of repose

is preceded by violent movements of the sand grains;

the peripheral parts of a heap of sand consist therefore

of an extremely loose and unstable aggregate of grains.

How is it possible to consider the statical properties of

the peripheral parts of the mass as being identical

with those of the compacted backfilling? Darwin
observed^ that with quartz dust loosely poured into the

space behind the wall (angle of repose 35 deg., volume

of voids 44.7 per cent) the first slip occurred at a

wall pressure only two-thirds that given by the Rankine

formula for 35-deg. angle of repose, while in the same
material thoroughly compacted (volume of voids 40.9

per cent) the experiment

showed a pressure about

half that of the formula,

3—Earth-pressure theo-

ries consider earth as a

solid, homogeneous ma-
terial. How is it possible

to discuss the lateral

pressure of such a mass
against an obstacle with-

out considering its elastic deformations? In Fig.

3, representing a cross-section through a solid bodv

uniformly loaded on CD, if the body could expand freely

its cross-section would assume the shape BCD. But

its lateral expansion Is partly prevented by the vertical

back EF of a retaining wall. It is obvious, then, that

the pressure acting against the wall depends in part

on the distance EB over which the wall has yielded.

An earth-pressure theory which ignores the elastic

A EB
FIG. 3. HOW A SOLID BODY
WOULD DISTORT IN PRESS-
ING AGAINST A YIELD-
ING RETAINING WALL
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properties of the backfilling must necessarily ignore

such important relations.

The fundamental assumptions of the traditional earth-

pressure theories cannot, in fact, stand even superficial

examination. The fundamental error was introduced

by Coulomb, who purposely ignored the fact that sand

consists of individual grains, and who dealt with the

sand as if it were a homogenous mass with certain

mechanical properties. Coulomb's idea proved very

useful as a working hypothesis for the solution of one

special problem of the earth-pressure theory, but it

developed into an obstacle against further progress as

soon as its hypothetical character came to be forgotten

by Coulomb's successors.

The way out of the difficulty lies in dropping the

old fundamental principles and starting again from
the elementary fact that the sand consists of individual

grains. This method of dealing with the problem was
first tried by Couplet, in 1727, forty-seven years before

Coulomb published his theory, but Couplet failed. In

1916 and 1917 Professor Skibinsky of Lemtberg' pub-

lished a series of articles on the pressure exerted by

a mass of spheres. Investigations of this kind are

apt to be based on certain assumptions concerning

the arrangement of the spheres, and the investigations

result therefore in rather comiplicated formulas of lim-

ited value. In 1917 the author, who had no knowledge

of Professor Skibinsky's publications, started to investi-

gate along the same lines. But in the attempt to check

theoretical results by observations he became convinced

that earth pressure is an experimental rather than an

analytical problem, and that we ought first of all to

learn the physical facts of earth behavior.

Statical and Frictional Resistance

At depth t below the surface of a liquid, its pressure

p against a vertical wall is, per unit of area, p = tw,

where w is the weight of unit volume. The sam'e rela-

tion exists between the depth below the surface and the

lateral pressure of a mass of perfectly smooth spheres

of equal size, in case the volume of voids of this mass

is a maximum. The side pressure p' of any other reg-

ular assemblage of smooth spheres may be greater or

less, and can be expressed by the equation

f = ktw (1)

and k may be as small as 0.245. The cause of the

difference between p and p' will be called the statical

resistance, because it exists independently of any fric-

tional resistances acting at the surfaces of the spheres.

The statical resistance is merely the effect of the weight

of the individual grains transmitted by their neigh-

bors to the wall of the confining vessel.

If the surfaces of the smooth spheres suddenly be-

come rough, the lateral pressure p' remains unchanged.

And if the wall yields, the effect of the roughness of

the surfaces develops but gradually, because the full

development of the frictional resistances requires a cer-

tain amount of preceding deformation of the spheres.

The resistance which causes the difference between the

lateral pressure of a mass of smooth spheres and a

similar mass of rough spheres at a given amount of

yield of the wall will be called the frictional resistance.

Statical and frictional resistances co-operate in a

rather complicated way, and their relative influence

on the intensity of the earth pressure depends on how
much the wall has yielded. During the first phase of

the yielding prweHH, i.e.. from the moment when the
wall start.s to yield until the moment when the frictional
resistances are fully developed, the statical resistance
remains practically unchangwJ. while the effect of the
frictional resi.stances increa«e«. Thence, until final

breakdown of equilibrium, the mutual position of the
sand grains changes. The correnpondintr movementJi
of the giains have >>een called by the author inier-
granular movementM. The statical resistance incmaca.
and simultaneously the frictional resistance incre«a«a.
in spite of the fact that the total friction between
the grains remains constant. Final breakdown of
equilibrium takes place as .soon as statical and fric-

tional resistances reach a maximum. During the finrt

phase an additional yield of the wall is immediately
followed by a corresponding change in the inten.sity of
the earth pressure, while during the second phaxe the
change in the intensity of the earth pre.ssure i.s in addi-
tion a function of the time. In practice the first pha^e
passes gradually into the second one.

With these three elements—statical resistance, fric-

^T7 }̂y^?j«^,^̂ -)

B
B' T

B"

I. API'.VRATrs FOR DETERMIN'INC.
PRESSrRi: .\T REST"

E.\RTH

tional resistance and amount of yield—a fourth must

be taken into consideration, the elastic prop)erties of

the grains. Since it seemed doubtful whether the laws

which determine the pressure of a mas.-* of spheres

against a yielding wall strictly apply to a ma^s of

grains of irregular shape, it was decided to investigate

by experiment the details of the relations discussed.

Methods of E.xperiment Adopted

Since earth pressure against a retaining wall depends

on the yielding of the wall, the leading idea in plan-

ning the experin.ental methods was to exclude strictl>"

every deformation of the sand mass except the one

whose effect was to be investigated.

Earth Pre.^tntre at Rest—For measuring tht 'v

of earth pressure against a perfectly unyiei

the earth pressure at rest, the device Fig. 4 was used.

In this, one inside face AB of a stiff frame ARCD.
Fig. 4, is provided with three horizontal steel tapes,

whose flat surfaces rest against the face of the franie:

upper and lower ar6 fixed, while middle tape paaocfl.
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through the funnel-shaped openings AA' and BB' in the

sides of the frame, being separated from the other two

tapes, which serve as guides, by about 0.1 mm. Within

the space AB both sides of the set of tapes are covered

with paper, so that the movable tape has no contact

with the sand occupying the space ABCD. The paper

was carefully selected with a view to finding a material

whose friction in contact with steel is fairly propor-

tional to the surface pressure. It was extended over

a part of the sides AD and BC, to prevent sand or

dust penetrating the space between paper and tape.

The frame being filled with sand, the surface was cov-

ered with a square slab S (length of side 5 nun. smaller

than the frame) and subjected to pressure in a testing

machine. From the front end of the movable tape a

string passed over a pulley /? to a loading device, while

the rear end was set against the short arm of the indi-

cator of a deflectometer /. The intensity of the pressure

exerted by the sand against AB was calculated from the

force Q required to overcome the friction of the tape.

Horiion+al
Componerrt

FIG. 5. RETAINING-WALL APPARATUS TO MEASURE
EARTH PRESSURE UNDER LARGE DISPLACEMENTS

Even this primitive apparatus furnished very satis-

factory results and it seems advisable to attempt further

improvements.

Horizontal Component—Measurement of the hori-

zontal component of the earth pressure against a

retaining wall which yields in a horizontal direction

was carried out thus: The retaining wall A, Fig. 5,

rested on an accurately made pair of rollers R. Direct

connection was made between the retaining wall and

the tongue T of a weighing scale, and, while gradually

reducing the resistance of the wall by loading the cup

C„ the observer noted the movements of the wall as

shown by the indicator I. Similar apparatus was used

for measuring the intensity of the earth pressure

against battered walls.

While almost all of the older experiments were made

with very fine sand, the author worked mostly with

coarse sands (size of grains 2-3 mmJ. It is easier

to produce a fairly homogeneous backfilling with a

coarse sand than with a fine sand, and the retaining

wall can yield until the equilibrium of the sand breaks

down without any sand entering into the space between

the yielding wall and the edges of the box. It can

be proved that, with equal volume of voids and similar

arrangements of grains, coarse and fine materials exert

the same pressure, unless the size of the grains is

smaller than about 0.01 mhi., in which case certain sur-

face effects become sensible.

Vertical Component—Measurement of the vertical

component of the earth pressure against a retaining

wall which yields in a horizontal direction was accom-

plished in the following way: The retaining wall in

^jgr.^

Vertical
Componerrt ^''^

H^

W
Derhail Plan of Comer

FIG. 6. MEASURING THE VERTICAL COMPONENT

Fig. 6 was supported on a single cylindrical roller R.

The bottom of the front end of the wall was provided

with a steel button F resting on a ground-glass surface

M ; weights at G balanced the wall over the roller,

so that the button just touched the glass surface.

Calling M the horizontal component, V the vertical

component of the earth pressure and / the coefficient

of friction between steel and glass, the experiment

furnishes the value H'.

H' = H — Vf,OYV = . (2)

The value H is known from the measurement
described just above. The value of / for the friction

of steel on glass is remarkably constant.

The method is an indirect one, but it excludes an

important source of error common to almost all of the

older methods. No pull is exerted in a vertical direction

by the measuring device on the retaining wall and the

measurement of the vertical com^jonent takes place

while the wall yields merely in a horizontal direction,

i.e., the measurements of the horizontal and of the ver-

tical component are made under exactly the same kine-

matic conditions, which is the essential point.

Passive Earth Pressure—In investigating passive

earth pressure the method of measuring the active earth

pressure was followed except that the retaining wall

was forced forward by the scale loading. At the start

of every experiment the joints between the wall and the

sand-box were open, and in order to prevent the sand

grains from clogging Jthe open space, the corners between

the wall A and the edges of the box were provided

with vertical glass rollers R, as shown in Fig. 6.

Observing Intergranular Movements—An ideal cross-

section through a granular mass was obtained by cut-

ting a great number of pieces of sheet aluminum to

the shape of the enlarged cross-sections of natural sand

grains, and inclosing these pieces within a frame of

variable width between two parallel glass sheets spaced

apart a trifle more than the thickness of the pieces.

By properly manipulating the frame and gradually

changing its width, the natural arrangement of the

grains, the details of the movements in the sand mass

and the increase of the volume of voids during such

movements could be studied. The tracings for the two

sketches in Fig. 2 were obtained by means of such

apparatus.

The lateral pressure at rest, i.e., the pressure at the

beginning of the first phase, was determined by means

of the apparatus Fig. 4. In order to check the result

the following method was tried : A layer of sand 5 cm.

high was set under pressure. Through the center of

this layer passed a horizontal steel tape with the flat

side standing vertically, and at different vertical pres-

sures the frictional resistance between the tape and the

sand was measured. Then the same experiment was

repeated with the flat side of the tape in a horizontal
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position. The ratio between the force required to over-
come the frictional resistance between the tape in the
two positions at the same vertical pressure is equal to

the ratio between the horizontal and the vertical pres-

sure in the mass. In every series of experiments, the

pressure was gradually raised from 0.8 kg. to 4 kg./cm.^

then the load was entirely removed and gradually

applied again. Both methods furnished almost identical

results. It may be convenient to recall that 1 kg./cm.'

is nearly equal to 1 ton/ft.'

The ratio between the horizontal and the vertical

pressure was found to be independent of the absolute

value of the pressures, and equal to 0.42. The angle

of repose of the sand was 35 deg. With this angle,

Rankine's method furnishes 0.271 and Rebhann's method
0.215, values which are 35.5 per cent and 48.8 per cent

smaller than the observed value. Particular stress is

laid on the fact that the preceding compression of the

sand up to 4 kg./cm.^ had no effect whatever on the

results of the tests.

Between the beginning of the first and the beginning

of the second phase, the earth pressure decreases with

the distance that the retaining wall yields.

Earth Pressure During the Second Phase

Let w be the specific gravity of the sand, h the height

of the retaining wall, so that \wh' would be the hori-

zontal pressure exerted by a liquid of the same specific

gravity against unit length of the wall; H = ^kwh" is

the horizontal component of the corresponding pressure

of the sand, and s = eh the distance that the retaining

wall yields. Then Fig. 7 represents the relation between

k ai-d e for three typical cases. The results were obtained
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FIG. TEST CURVES OF EARTH PRESSURE DURING
SECOND PHASE

by means of the apparatu.s Fig. 5. In each figure there
is introduced a diagram cross-section through wall and
backfilling.

Curves (a) represent coarse river sand, size of grains
2 to 3 mm., specific gravity of grains 2.56, volume of
voids 42.2 per cent, poured into place in horizontal
layers. Curves (6) represent the same sand poured in

layers parallel to the inclined sand surface. Curves
(c) apply to a wall sloping forward at 63 deg., the
sand poured in horizontal layers; the left-hand set of
lines gives the values H — 0.39V' which were furnished
by the apparatus shown in Fig. 6. Attention is called

to the characteristic difference in shape between curves
(a) or (b) and curve (c), the latter instancing the

" Coefficient of Liquid Pr»^nire •

First Phase Se«ood Phase -
kl

C 162
168
140

TABLE I. MEASURED PRESSURES OF SAND AOAINST VERTICAL RETAINING WALL
Material Surface Volume

of of of Voids,

No. Backfill Backfilling Method of Filling the Sandbox per Cent

1 Sand (a) Horizontal Poured in horizontal layers 42 2

2 Sand (a) Horizontal Poured in layers dipping toward v. all. 42 2

3 Sand (a) Horizontal Poured in layers dipping toward the backfill 42 2

4 Sand (a) Horizontal Poured in horizontal layers, layers rammed 40

5 Sand (a) Horizontal Compared by stirring and shaking 39 8

6 Sand (a) Rising at 31
° Poured in layers parallel to the surface 42 2

7 Sand (o) Dipping at 31° Poured in layers parallel to the surface 42 2

8 Sand (6) Horizontal Poured in horizontal layers 47

9 Sand (ft) Rising at 31 ° Poured in layers parallel to the surface 47

1 Sand (c) Horizontal Poured in horizontal layers

1

1

Sand (<0 Horizontal Poured in horizontal layers 44.

7

1

2

Sand {d\ Horizontal Poured in layers dipping toward the wall 44 .

7

13 Sand (</) Horizontal Poured in layers dipping toward the backfill 44.7

14 Sand (rj) Horizontal Compacted by stirring and shaking 40.9

15 Sand (rf) Rising at 35° Poured in layers parallel to the surface 44/
1

6

Beans Horizontal Poured in horizontal layers

17 Beans Horizontal Placed in horizontal layers, layers rammed
Horizontal Compacted by shaking

ko

42
42
42
42
42
77
25

212
123
2C0
270

k2

130
134

163

42
42
81

140
ISO
189
165
132
291

k3

079
063
07$
060

\>ry nnan
IM
06«
I2i
177
12*

Beans

'and (ffl) : Coarse beach sand, grains rough, mostly quartz and feldspar Specific gravity of grains 2 56. size oi grains 2- 3 mm. Anjie of rrpoM 35*.

Sa id (b) : Fine beach sand, grains like those of (a) , size of grains j-l mm .Angle of repose 34°

Sand (c) : Fine river sand, grains mostly quartz, somewhat transparent, surfaces perfectly smooth, edges partly sharp, partly roundMl. Specific

.ns 2.52, size of grains J-l mm. Angle of repose 34°.
. r ico

Sand ('/) : Flint powder (washed and sieved road scrapings from a flinty country. Angle of repose 35

Beans: 7mm. long, 5mm. thick, angle of repose 33°.

121

0«)
\>r>- I

Kr»vity o<

Intensity of pressure "at rest,"

.\t beginning of second phase.

At first slip.

At breakdown of ecjuilibrium.

Ho = Jkov.l 2

Fl = jkiwhj

1-2 = J'.:2wh2

I'3 = ^kswhj

Remarks—All experiments were made by the author except
Nos. 11-15, which are reprinted from G. H. Darwin, "On the
horizontal thrust of a mass of sand," Exc. Min. Proc. Inst. Civ.

Eng. Vol. LXXI, 1883. As later experiments of the author showed
that the intensity of the earth pressure against a yielding yf,a\l

increases somewhat with time, it may be stated that the time
between the beginning of every experiment and the breakdown of

the equilibrium of the sand was about 30 minutes. Every series

of experiments was repeated at least eight times. Where the experi-
ments led to considerably diverging results no average was taken
and the space ifor the coefflcient is left blank in the table. At the
time the experiments were made, the method for determining kn
was not yet known. The value k„ was taken from the text and in-

troduced into the table for the purpose of comparison. The
value ko in Nos. 6, 7, 9 and 15 were approximately computed on
the basis of ko = 0.42 for backfilling with a horizontal surface.
The considerable differences between the intensity of the fearth

pressure of coarse sand, fine sand and dust are due to the fact
that the coarser the sand, the denser is the backfilling, under
Identical methods of filling the sand box.

breakdown of equilibrium of the backfilling almost with-

out any preceding slip. The mechanics of this proce&s

will be discussed another time.

The diagrams show that in an advanced state of the

second phase the i staining wall yields only by jerks.

These jerks are caused by a temporary increase in the

volume of the backfilling, which takes place at ever>'

slip.

Among the different values assumed by the earth

pressure during the second phase, the following three

can be considered as characteristic: (,1) The pressure

//, at the beginning of the second phase; this acts at

the moment when the yielding of the retaining wall

becomes sensible and proceeds in a greater proportion

than the earth pressure decreases. As the limit between
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the first and the second phase is not sharply defined, the

intensity of H, can be only roughly estimated. (2)

The pressure H, acting during the first slip (the first

slip appears in the diagram as the first sharp break

in every curve). (3) The pressure H, at complete

breakdown of equilibrium.

Table I contains a series of average numerical values

of coefllicients for H„ H, and H ,.

Direction of the Pressure

Some indications of the direction of the earth pres-

sure at rest were obtained by using the frame shown

in Fig. 4, with an adjustment for preventing the dust

from penetrating the space between the bottom of the

frame and the base on which the frame rests. The

frame was filled with sand and put under pressure. The

steel tape was passed underneath the part A'B'A"B"

of the bottom of the frame between two sheets of paper

and received a pressure
/*7^/<r of Friction between
Sandand Wood 34°

\

equal to half of the fric-

tion between the sand auci

the inside of the frame.

The angle between the

direction of the earth

pressure and the normal

to the inside of the frame

was computed from the

frictional resistance act-

ing between the tape and

the papers. Its values for

different vertical pressures are plotted in diagram Fig.

9. The angle increases with the vertical pressure, which

in the opinion of the author is a consequence of the in-

creasing effect of the sand surface being covered with

a slab. For zero pressure the diagram indicates an

angle of about 5 deg. ; this seems to be the angle apply-

ing to a sand layer with free surface.

\
"2 3 4 V«|/trn.*

Pressure on Sand Surface

FIG. 8. MEASURED DIREC-
TIONS OF THE RESULT-

ANT PRESSURE

3 A 5 ,6

Values of k'

FIG. 9. TEST CURVES FOR PASSIVE PRESSURE OF
FOUR MATERIALS

The values assumed by the angle during the second

phase were obtained by experiments with the apparatus

Fig. 6. The backfilling had a free surface. Some of

the values are compiled in Table II.

TABLE II. OBSERVED ANGLE OF RESULTANT PRESSURE WITH
NORMAL TO WALL

No. Description Sand (a) Sand (') Bears^

1. Wall with vertiral back, surface of backfilling

horizontal, poured in horizontal layers .

.

5°0' 2°22' 3° 16'

2. Like I, but surface rising at 31 °, poured in lay-

ers parallel to the surface .
6°32' 1

°35'

3. Like 2, but surface dipping at 31°, poured in

layers parallel 3°58'

4. Like 1, but back of the wall dipping toward
backfilling at 63° I9°33' I9°44'

The results of the experimental investigation lead

to the following conclusions:

During the second phase the pressure acts practically

perpendicular to the back of vertical or battered walls,

whether the surface of the sand is horizontal or not.

In the case (c) of Fig. 7 (wall sloping forward), the

direction of the earth pressure forms with the normal

to the wall a certain angle, depending on the slope of

the wall; with increasing slope the angle increases,

reaches a maximum somewhat smaller than the angle

of friction between the sand and the wall, and then

decreases again.

"Earth pressure at rest" is in every case directed

at an angle with the surface against which it acts,

but this angle, too, is only a fraction of the angle of

friction between the sand and the wall.

Passive Earth Pressure

When a force acting against the wall tends to com-
press the backfilling, the resistance of the backfilling

increases in direct proportion to the distance of com-
pression until the frictional resistance which acts

between the surface of contact of the sand grains

assumes its maximum value. That is the first phase

of passive pressure. It seems to be of less importance

than the first phase of the active pressure.

The second phase starts with intergranular move-
ments, whose intensity increases more rapidly than the

pressure. For the second phase theortical considera-

tions lead one to suspect that the ratio between pressure

and movement ought to follow a parabolic law. Fig.

9 contains the results of experiments made to test

this. The different symbols represent separate sets

of experiments, made with the same materials under
similar conditions, to check each other. Parabolas have
been passed through the first and the last point of

each set of observations. In tests (a) and (6) the

sand was simply poured into the sandbox; in (c) and
(d) the sand was placed in layers, each thoroughly

compacted. From the diagrams the tremendous influence

of the density of the backfilling on its resistance to

lateral compression is plainly apparent.

In an advanced state of the second phase the pressing

body advances by jerks, which is similar to what hap-

pens during active pressure. Theoretically an approxi-

mate relation exists between the active pressure {H.^ at

which the first jerk occurs and the corresponding passive

pressure (H'.^), this relation being,

HJI\ = Iwh' (3)

In practice H'.^ seems to be considerably greater than

the theoretical value. The yielding by jerks of the

retaining wall indicates that slips take place within

the mass of sand. The direction of maximum tangential

stress dips toward the backfilling. But the slips occur

as shovm in Fig. 10, simply because in the neighborhood

of the surface the grains have a better opportunity to

move than in the interior of the mass. Similar observa-

tions were made by Moller, who experimented with

walls and backfillings resting on top of sand beds of

a considerable depth.

During the second phase of active pressure, the

decrease of the pressure is associated with sudden

movements of the sand mass, which in turn cause

spontaneous movements of the retaining wall. These
events are explained as follows: The second phase

starts with intergranular movements whose intensity

increases rrvore rapidly than the earth pressure

decreases. If these movements existed throughout the
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mass of sand there would be no opportunity for any
"slip." But, as the backnlling rests on a rough surface,

the intergranular movements are confined to a wedge-
shaped space between the back of the wall and the
remainder of the backfilling. This result was obtained
oy a study of the equilibrium of a mass of spheres.
Along the surface of contact between stationary and
m,oving parts of the mass the grains are forced to

change their relative positions. Their equilibrium
becomes m,ore and more unstable, until they dip and
overturn.

This rupture, or "slip," is simply a radical but tem-
porary expedient to remedy a local disorder in the
structure of the sand. No complete rearrangement of

the grains can occur without the sand temporarily
assuming within the zone of rearrangement a very
loose structure (Fig. 2). The first temporary increase

in bulk within the slip zone causes the first jerk. It

is followed by a slight settlement within the wedge-
shaped zone. Equilibrium is re-established and the
intergranular movements continue until a second slip

becomes necessary.

One of the conditions for the occurrence of a slip

is that the stress in the sand tangential to an ideal

interface (an inclined plane passing through the foot

of the wall) exceeds a certain value; or, as it is

expressed by the various earth-pressure theories, the

value of the angle between the forces acting on the

plane and the normal to the plane must exceed a cer-

tain limit. This critical value has always been identified

in earth-pressure theories with the angle of repose of

the material. But both theoretical investigations and
experiments disprove the identification. The angle of

repose of different sands ranges between 30 deg. and
35 deg., but the value of the angle of friction between

wedge and plane of slip, as computed from the observed

position of sliding planes, lies between the limits of 30

deg. and 54 deg. and depends chiefly on the degree of

coniipaetness of the backfilling. The angle will be called

angle of slip and its tangent the coefficient of slip.

Successful attempts to determine the position of the

plane of slip showed a remarkable fact. From the angle

of slip the intensity of the earth pressure was com-

puted by basing on the supposition that the plane of

slip is identical with the interface of maximum tan-

gential stress. But the computation always furnished

the observed value H, (earth pressure at first slip),

while the position of the plane of slip was determined

in a state corresponding to H, (final breakdown of

equilibrium). From this discrepancy the author con-

cludes that only the first slip occurs in the direction

of the maximum tangential stress, and all the succeed-

ing slips take place along the same plane of slip. He
explains this phenomenon as follows: The first slip

loosens the structure of the sand within a narrow zone.

Then the sand mass is no longer homogeneous, for it

contains a layer of less compact material, and the fol-

lowing slips do not take place in the direction of the

maximum tangential stress but along the plane of least

resistance, i.e., along the first plane of slip.

From the facts mentioned it is evident that the slip

represents only a subordinate incident in the process of

lateral expansion of a backfilling. The earth pressure

at first slip represents neither a maximum nor a min-

imum but something between. In many cases (as pres-

sure against tunnel masonry) there is no opportunity

'U-
Lorteral Pre««ure Lo*-/ Lcrfaral IVMturs »Cg^

I'I'J. 10. DtKORMATIO.V OF BAND BACKnLL UXDBRLATKRAL rOMPRE«HIOV ( FORCHHeiMER)

for slip, and in thane ca.se.n all theories hs^ed on the
knowledge of the value of the angle of .slip are worth-
less.

GONCLUSIONS

The earth pres.sure again.st a perfectly riirid wall
seems to be fairly independent of the denjiity of the
backfilling. For sand its value is

// \0A2wh'

Any yielding of the wall causes a decrea.s€ of the
intensity of the pressure, and the minimum value,
according to the density of the backfilling, corresponds
to coefficients of \wh- ranging from 0.15 to even les*
than 0.05.

During the decrease of the pressure, two pha-ses can
be distinguished. During the first pha.se the relation.*

between the intensity of the earth pres.sure and the
distance of yield are chiefly governed by the elastic

properties of the backfilling. During the second phase
the influence of the .structure of the sand beconies
prominent.

These facts indicate the existence of relations between
stress and strain in sands similar to those which are

known to exist for .solid bodies. "Slip," if any, occurs

at an early stage of the second pha.se and is an event

of secondary importance.

Notes

' In this connection the temi "slip" means the separation
of the sand mass into a resting part and a slidinfr wedpe
along a well defined interface, and not the small indi\ndual
slips occurring throughout the sand mass along the surface
of contact of the grains. The latter ones are always "es-

sential" events.

- G. H. Daririu, On the Horizontal Thrust of a Mass of
Sand. Exc. Min. Proc. Inst. Civ. Enp. Vol. LXXI. 1883.

' K. Skibinsky, Das Gleichgtvicht des Roiligren Mate-

riales. Oesterr. Wochenschr. f.olT. Baudienst, 1916 and
1917.—Science Abstracts for 1917 mention a series of theo-

retical investigations of J. BouKsinesq, Comptes Rer.dus

1917, also starting from the equilibrium of the indiNndoal

sand grains, which shows that the necessity for returninjr

to the elementary fact was felt throughout the world.

' In practice the sand grains are very small as compared
with the heitrht of the retaining wall and the preference

given by the investigators to the fine sands seems to orijri-

nate in an effort to adapt the experiment to the actual con-

ditions by copying this perfectly non-essential detail.

New Zeijiand Harbor Improvements

Plans are well under way for the completion of

wharves and sheds at Auckland. New Zealand, as well

as the construction of three more wharves in order to

meet the demands of the constantly incroa.<ing com-

merce of that city. Frequently the wharves are so badly

congested that shipping must wait its turn. The Auck-

land Harbor Board has been authorized to place a

loan of $4,866,500 for the developments indici>ted above,

and the chairman of the board has announced that work

will be pushed as rapidly as possible.

—

Commerce Re-

ports.
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Using 6-in. Bank Run Aggregate on Stevenson Dam
Large Size Gravel Dug by Steam Shovel From Nearby Pit and Made Into Concrete Chuted Into Place

on Connecticut Hydro-Electric Development

BANK RUN gravel scree'ned down to material below depths varying from 20 to 60 ft. This permitted a solid

6-in was successfully used for the concrete of foundation for the dam but also suggested the possi-

bility of the utilization of the overburden for concrete

lANK RUN gravel screened down to material below

6-in. was successfully used for the concrete of

the recently completed Stevenson Dam near Derby,

Conn. The material was taken from a nearby deposit

and economically brought to the site, where it was

put through a stock concrete mixing and chuting

plant, which was only slightly revised to take care of

such excessive size aggregate. It is estimated that the

use of the bank-run gravel saved $250,000 on the work.

The Stevenson Development of the Connecticut Light

& Power Co. is located on the Housatonic River, about

seven miles north of Derby, and consists of a concrete

aggregate. Accordingly, an area about 1,500 ft. up-

stream of the dam was selected for investigation.

Numerous tests of this gravel proved that an excellent

quality of concrete could be made of this material using

the natural bank-run and that it was necessary to vary

only the quantity of cement to obtain concrete suitable

for various parts of the work.

In order thoroughly to explore the gravel deposit,

timbered and sheathed shafts, 6 ft. square, were sunk

LOOKING UPSTREAM FROM STEVENSON DAM UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Gravel for concrete taken from low bank bed on far side of river in middle back-ground and delivered by train to
vriavv^t iw

^^^ mixing plants at foot of towers shown.

gravity section, spillway dam, concrete intake, concrete

abutments and a steel and brick power house. The dam

is 1.200 ft. long, about 122 ft. high, and 81 ft. wide at

the base. There are about 160,000 cu.yd. of concrete

in all the structures. The power house is equipped with

three vertical-shaft water wheels each designed to de-

velop 9,800 hp. at 150 r.p.m. under a 76 ft. head. These

wheels are direct connected to 7,800 kva. 6,600 volt,

three-phase generators. Provision has been made for

the installation of a fourth unit. Current from the gen-

erators is stepped up through banks of single phase

2,500 kva. water cooled transformers to 66,000 volts for

transmission to Waterbury, Conn., 26 miles away. The

project also included the construction of several miles

of highway, the raising of a steel highway bridge, the

building of a 180-ft. span concrete cantilever bridge, the

erection of several operators' dwellings, and the build-

ing of 25 miles of steel tower transmission line.

The whole area of the development is covered with an

overburden of sand, gravel and boulders with bedrock at

to groundwater level at many points over the area of

the deposit. Large samples of the gravel encountered in

these shafts were taken and from these samples tests

were made as to the proportions of different sized aggre-

gate. All gravel over i in. mesh and under 6 in. mesh

was called coarse aggregate, while all under 1 in. mesh

was termed fine aggregate. The percentage of silt was

small enough to be neglected.

Other samples of the gravel taken from the shafts,

passing a 6-in. mesh, were mixed with varying quanti-

ties of cement into concrete from which 6-in. and 12-in.

cubes were made. In making the 6-in. cubes all aggre-

gate over 2i in. in diameter was removed, the reason

being that larger sized aggregate would probably reduce

the compressive strength of so small a cube. These

cubes were stored in accordance with standards of the

American Society for Testing Materials and were

broken at 7 and 28-day periods. Without exception all

shafts showed a uniform gravel deposit and c'ompressive

tests showed results sufficiently high to enable the engi-



BANK WHERE 6-IN. GRAVEL FOR CONCRETE WAS DUG KOK THE STEVK.V.-,ON DAil. NKAii
Windrows shown are the rejections over 6-ln. grizzly.

neers to obtain permission to use bank-run material for

the concrete.

The 12-in, cubes were used to closely determine the

weight of the bank-run concrete. Subsequent data

showed this weight to average about 148 lb. per cu. ft.

The quantity of cement used in making the 6-in. cubes

was varied in the proportions of 4h, 5h, 61 bags to the

cubic yard of resulting concrete, these amounts approxi-

mating the quantities of cement in the standard 1:3:5,

1:2^:4 and 1:2:4 mixes per cubic yard of concrete.

The 4i-bag mix was used in the dam, intake, abutments

and power-house foundations and the 5i-bag mix in the

top 7 ft. of the dam, the bridge over the spillway and in

thick walls. The 6^-bag mix was used in all reinforced

v/ork around the scroll cases, the penstocks and in very

thin walls. All concrete was mixed rather sloppy wet

and later proved to be of high density and exceptionally

water-tight.

The tests proving satisfactory it was decided to take

all the aggregate from the bed investigated. The over-

burden was stripped from the gravel deposit by i-yd.

revolving shovels loading into bottom dump wagons. Once

stripped, the concrete aggregate was loaded by a 60-ft.

long boom shovel capable of cutting to a full 50-ft. bot-

tom width and of loading at a point 26 ft. above its owti

track. It was equipped with a 2i-yd. dipper, which

dumped onto a movable grizzly, the undersize, under

6-in. diameter, falling directly into 12-yd. dump cars.

The oversize went to waste along the grizzly track, form-

ing the windrows shown in one of the views. Grizzly

bars of 60-lb, rails were first used, but this type of bar

rejected an excessive amount of fine material and was

soon replaced by bars made of 8-in. I-beams with angle-

irons bolted to the upper flange, as shown in the sketch

herewith. This bar gave a sharp upper edge and the re-

jections of fine aggregate were practically stopped.

Approximately 155,000 cu.yd. of aggregate were ob

tained in this way. This was principally hauled direct

to the mixer bins and dumped directly into them. In

the late winter of 1919 about 30,000 cu.yd. of aggregate

was stored at a point above the high water on the right

bank. This gravel formed a reserve which was used

during the high-water period of that spring, during

which time the gravel pit was flooded.

In certain parts of the reinforced-concrete ^vork it

was not practicable to use 6-in. aggregate because of the

relatively small space between the reinforcing bars. In

these cases 3-in. grizzlies were placed above the measur-

ing hoppers and the oversize was rejected, the under«i2«

passing directly into the mea.suring hoppers. Thi* oc-

casioned some extra work but caused the least interfer-

ence with the general scheme of obtaining aggregate.

To handle the concrete two main and one subordinate

mixing plants were installed, all delivering concrete

through chutes and towers. Some doubt waa expressed

as to the ability of a chute to handle such large size

aggregate successfully, but the regular 14-in. chutes of

the Lakewood Engineering Co., provided however with

arched braces in order to pas.s the large stone, were

adopted and satisfactorily used.

The major portion of the concrete was mixed in two

plants located one near each end of the dam. These

plants were each equipped with two 1-yd. electrically

driven, revolving mixers.

Aggregate was brought

from the gravel pit by

8-yd. cars on standard-

gage track and dumped
directly into bins above

the mixers. From the bins

the aggregate was fed by

gravity to measuring

hoppers, from these to

the mixers, and the re-

sulting concrete by grav-

ity to the elevating tower

buckets, where it was

chuted to the various parts

of the work. A small

amount of concrete was

mixed in a Hains gravity

mixer plant located im-

mediately below the power

house en the right bank

of the valley. Concrete

from this plant was

chuted to an auxiliary

tower about midway of

the length of the dam.

and from there distributed into the work. The largest

daily output of concrete was 1,660 cu.yd. and the larg-

est quantity for any one month was 27.000 cu.yd., which

was placed during September. 1919.

It was found essential to remove all rock larger than

6 in. in diameter in order that the result'.rg concrete

could be fully run through the 14-in. chutes. The niixers

V.VOI.K-IKO.V ON I-HKAVl \">K

GRIZZLY BAR
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stood up very well under the battering of the large stone.

Very little trouble was experienced in handling the con-

crete in this manner and the engineers on the work state

that, should an opportunity occur, they would endeavor

to use aggregate up to 9 or 10 in. diameter providing

mixers and chuting equipment could be obtained for such

large sized material. Generally speaking, concrete made
from aggregate containing such large material could only

be used in mass work.

Daily samples of concrete were taken from each plant

then running, and 6-in. compression cubes were made of

these samples. These were broken at 7 and 28-day

periods. Six days of the week the cubes were broken at

Ocean Sewage Disposal in Relation

to Bathing Beaches
By Lynn Perry

Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, Lafayette College,

D

STEAM SHOVEL DELIVERING BANK GRAVEL FOR CONCRETE
THROUGH GRIZZLY TO TRAIN

the field laboratory and the seventh at the Mason Labora-
tory of the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale University.

The following average results were obtained:

TESTS OF CONCRETE FROM STEVENSON DAM
Mason Laboratory Mix,
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Weiqhfs fv hoM
the float erect--
an<^ submerqec/

FIG. 2. SURFACE FLOAT FOR
TRACING SEWAGE FLOW

float reached the breaker

line, it was removed
from the water to pre-

vent its being washed
ashore by the surf. The
location of no samples

was governed by the ac-

tion of the surface float.

The submerged float was
of the usual wood type,

li X 1^ in. in section, 5

ft. long, with a :l-in.

spar projecting from the

surface end. The pro-

jecting spar was so small

that the wind effect was
very small but it was
necessary for purposes

of observation. The
floats were placed in the

ocean over the outlet and
followed by observers

and sample collectors in

a boat. Fig. 3 shows in dotted lines the courses traveled

by the surface float and in solid lines the courses fol-

lowed by the submerged float.

The samples may be divided into two classes: Those
collected from the boat that followed the float or "float

samples", and those collected by wading out from the

shore, or "surf samples." All samples were collected

with care about 6 in. under the water surface. It was
at first the intention to collect samples at hourly inter-

vals, the "float samples" from the boat near the float

and the "surf samples" at predetermined points along

the beach. The first day's experience, however, showed

that the float traveled so rapidly that it arrived in

front of a bathing beach of another municipality be-

fore the hour had elapsed, thus samples collected at

hourly intervals were so far apart and the tank effluent

so highly diluted with ocean water that they showed a

very low bacterial count. This was true even of the

sample collected one hour from the outfall. Accordingly,

on the second day the time interval of collections was

reduced to 30 minutes, and on the third day, further

reduced to 15 minutes. The "float samples" were not

kept over two hours before plating and the "surf sam-

ples" not over half an hour.

Fermentation tubes with lactose bile medium were

used for presumptive tests and lactose agar stained

with azolitmin was used for plate culture medium. Both

tubes and plates incubated at 37 C., using a portable

field incubator.

The "surf samples" checked very closely. The results

show: (1) Immediately ashore and for some distance

on each side of the outfall no serious pollution exists

(and no bathing beaches are located at these places).

Indeed, it is doubtful if any pollution exists due to the

outfall. (2) At, and in close proximity to, the bathing

beaches on both sides of the outfall, both the total and

red colony count increased rapidly, which, in view of the

results from the float samples, was probably local and

may be attributed to the bathers.

When the float was carefully placed over the center

of the outfall and travelled near the center of sewage

flow, the bacteria counts were remarkably consistent.

But when the float travelled near the edge of the main

flow, low bacteria counts resulted from the start, the

041

samples beinj? collected on the edge of and not in the
center of the horizontal flow of the tank effluent Sam-
ples collected equidi.stant from the outfall, in the cent«r
line of flow, substantially check each other. The rewihj
are showTi on Fig. 3.

The results indicate: (1) That the UnJc cflliMnt
travels approximately parallel to the .shore. (2) That
the tank effluent traveU in a very narrow stream
which is probably not over 25 ft. wide at the outfaJL
(3) That the enormous quantity of ocean water rapidly
dilutes or oxidizes the tank effluent. (4) That the sur-
face film of water ultimately reaches the surf but only
after it has become so diluted that it is of a higher
br.cterial standard than surf water where the bathers
are active.

During two days of heavy northea.st storm the surf
was so high that it was too dangerou.s to launch and

FIG. 3. COURSE OF SEWAGE AND BACTERIAL. COUNTS
Averages of bacterial counts at 15-ininut<> intervals.

land the boat. There were no bathers and only "surf

samples" were collected. The results from the samples

were not as reliable nor a.s consistent as the others.

They indicate ihat. during e.xtreme northeast storu.s.

after over 24 ho-'.rs duration, highly diluted etHuent

begins to reach the shore southwest of the outlet

In conclusion, these in\estigations indicate that thor-

oughly settled sewage, when discharged into the ocean

well outside of the surf, is not likely to impair the

bacterial quality of water at bathing beaches. The in-

vestigavions were planned by Chester G. Wigley. then

chief engineer, and the field work was executed by the

writer, then sanitary engineer, and George D. Norcum.

chemist of the New Jersey State Department of Health

at Trenton.
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Immigration and the Construction Industry
Labor Shortage Not Yet Relieved by Growing Number of Immigrants Who Are Mostly Women and

Children—Prohibition Said To Be No Deterrent

ENGINEER and contractor alike have been confronted
oi" late with two questions, entirely new, and upon

which opinion appears to be about evenly divided: Is

prohibition having and adverse effect upon immigration,
and is any relief from the labor shortage in sight from
foreign sources? Studies of reports of the U. S. Immi-
gration Commissioner, the U. S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and the U. S. Geological Survey, and informa-
tion coming from the Superintendent of Ellis Island,

New York, seem to point to a negative answer to the
first question and a positive answer to the second.

The contention has often oeen made and as often
contradicted that prohibition is abetting the labor short-
age through immigration restriction, and that, were the
United States to allow the manufacture and sale of light

wines and beer, a certain class of immigrants, from
which the construction industry draws its greatest per
cent of common labor, would again be attracted to this

country. Information from immigration officials and
analyses of immigration figures and reports are our
best sources of information upon this question.

Prohibition No Bar

In the opinion of P. A. Baker, superintendent of Ellis

Island, a stronger bar than prohibition will have to be
set up before the foreigners, no matter of what race or

color, will be kept out of this country. It is his assertion

that before the war approximately one man in one hun-
dred immigrated here with the intention of becoming a
citizen. The vast majority come because they are at-

tracted by high wages, plenty of work and the picture

of soon returning, affluent, to their native countries.

With this condition prevailing the immigrant, believes

Mr. Baker; is going to be little concerned with the 18th

Amendment to the Constitution. Reports on immigra-
tion for the past year and a half, and particularly for

the first six months of 1920, point to a substantiation

of Mr. Baker's opinion.

No figures are yet available for 1919 upon immigra-
tion for the entire United States, but figures are availa-

ble for the Port of New York, which, in normal years,

handles approximately three-quarters of the total immi-
gration. However, this percentage has varied consid-

erably during the last four or five years, and just what
the present per cent of total immigration handled by
New York is, cannot be known until the figures are

correlated. During 1919 it was frequently said that a

great many more emigrants were departing than immi-
grants were arriving, a contention upheld by figures con-

tained in Table I, compiled from information secured
from Ellis Island officials. Although approximately 75
per cent more people returned to European countries

TABLE I—ALIEN ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES PORT OF NEW
YORK, FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1919.

Mo.
Jan..
Feb..
Mar.
Apr. .

May.
June.

Arrivals Departures

2,589
2,975
5.850

11.355
7,462
9.485

9,211
9,571
17,201

15,946
17,786
27, '^98

Mo.
July.
Aug
Sept.
Oct..

Nov.
Dec

Total.

Arrivals Departures

9,432 28,354
9,430 32.901

20,577 29,746
24,64! 24,833
17.557 36.459
34.529 24,549
155 882 274,455

than arrived during 1919, it must be remembered that
people of European birth were given the opportunity of

visiting their war-ridden countries for the first time in

five year's.

Emigration Not New

The emigration of so many people from the United
States is believed by many to be a thing of recent origin,

or an after-the-war condition. It is not at all new, and
a glance at Table II, giving the total alien immigrants

T.\BLE
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shipping in all other American ports since the war. How-
ever, assuming that the 400,000 immigrants represent

75 per cent of the immigration for the year, it will give

us a total immigration of 525,000 for 1920. If, on the

other hand, that 400,000 is but 19 per cent. New York's

contribution in 1919, a maximum of 2,000,000 for the

w'hole United States may be a possibility. As such a fig-

ure seems improbable, it is better to strik an average,

750,000 immigrants appearing to be a reasonable one.

Though it is apparent from the foregoing figures that

prohibition has little effect upon immigration, it is neces-

sary to go further and find out, if possible, if among
these immigrants the normal percentages of common
labor and skilled mechanics are numbered. As no segre-

gation of immigrants is made at Ellis Island, all figures

of that sort being compiled at Washington, no accurate

figures are available now. However, Superintendent

Baker asserts that, although incoming ships have capaci-

ty lists, both in cabin and steerage, the great majority

of immigrants arriving are aged couples, women and
children, and Italian reservists. According to him very
few male adult laborers are counted among the arriving

immigrants. While it is not ascertainable what effect

the war had upon the quality of immigrants it is obvi-

ous that regulations against emigration of adult laborers

from certain European countries have set up a consid-

erable barrier against the United States receiving the
quality of immigration it did in pre-war years.

In trying to discover what the labor shortage may be,

or how it can be relieved through immigration, the

presentation of certain data may clarify the situation.

From 1907 to 1914, inclusive, the reports of the Immi-
gration Commissioner show that an average of 27 per

cent of all immigrants reported no occupation. The
reports also show that of the total immigrants admitted
an average of 19 per cent class themselves as common
laborers. This figure is secured by averaging the yearly

percentages for the years 1907-1914, inclusive, percent-

ages which range from a minimum of 16.2 per cent to a
maximum of 23.2 per cent. It is also noted that during

these same years the average annual percentage of

immigrants in the building trades was 3.3 per cent

ranging from a minimum of 3 per cent in 1909 to a

maximum of 4 per cent for 1907 and 1911. These figures

are reproduced in detail in Table III. From such figures

\

TABLE III—NUMBER IMMIGRANTS IN BUILDING TRADES AD-
MITTED DURING PERIOD 1907-1 9 1 4, INCLUSIVE

1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914

Carpenters 20,656 11,394 8,606 13,887 13,172 11,034 15,035 15,755
Engineers 1,464 1,438 826 1,695 1,638 1,331 1,594 1.684

Iron and Steel
Workers 2.249 1,652 1,354 2.845 2,544 1,366 1,728 1,637

Machinists 2,224 2,045 1,831 3,336 2,902 2,098 2,725 2,676
Masons 11,308 4,589 3,860 6,257 5,728 4,555 7.377 7,772
Mechanics 1,745 1,325 644 1,449 1,536 1,342 1,853 1,954

Metalworkers.. 960 715 444 808 850 669 793 791

Painters 5,239 3,254 2,086 3.460 3,667 2.816 3,888 4.178
Plasterers 1.013 365 477 654 454 319 415 425
Plumbers 906 621 473 745 833 584 778 761

StonecL'tters. . . . 2,052 1,166 1,337 1,491 1,204 972 1,11 i 1,036

Tinners 1,635 960 436 720 825 737 879 1,04-'

Totals 51,451 29.524 22,374 37,347 35,353 27,823 38,179 39,666
Per cent Immigra-

tion in Build-
ing Trades .. 4% 3.8% 3% 3.6% 4% 3.3% 3.2% 3.3%

it is seen that in pre-war years approximately the same

character of immigrants were received from year to

year. Comparing the character of immigration during

1918 with the pre-war years, it is found that 56.5 per

cent of the total immigration reported no occupation.

In the building trades, however, the same percentage was
maintained, 3.2 per cent of the 1918 immigration being

numbered in the building trades. Common labor fell

off .somewhat, only 13.3 per cent being claoaed as eooi-
mon labor.

Three facts are then noticeable in the foregoing re-

view and comijarison: (1; That immigration for the
calendar year 1920 promises to eclipse any year nine*
1914; (2) that the percentage of immigrant.^ counted in

the building trade.s remain.s the .same, and 'Z) that can-
mon labor has undergone an appreciable decrea«e.

FORECAST OF CONDITIONS
Besides the promise of a greatly increased immigra-

tion this year, analyses of available figures lead to

various forecasts of conditions. What is evolved in the
following paragraphs is of little value for present appli-

cation, but it may be of value to furni.sh a basis for

predicting the status of the construction industry as
affected by immigration.

In the census of 1910 it is shown that there were in

the building trades, excluding common labor, though in-

cluding apprentices, 2,409,348 persons. In the .same

year the U. S. Geological Survey reported that 51 of

the larger American cities had issued building permits
aggregating in value $734,112,998. As little unemploy-
ment was noted in that year it can be taken as a normal
one. Therefore, one can assume that all men in the

building trades were actually employed that year.

Although the men in the building trades, as reported in

the 1910 census, were not all employed in the 51 named
cities, apparently the cities are a fairly accurate barom-
eter of building conditions throughout the United States

at that time. It is possible to make a ratio between

the number of men employed in the building trades in

1910 and the value of building construction reported by

the 51 cities. This shows that in 1910 a building trades

workman had a construction value of $305.

TABLE IV—COMPUTATION OF MEN IN BUILDING TRADES WTFH
KNOWN 1910 CENSUS DATA AS BASIS

•—Building Permits in 51 Cities—.

Reported Corrected Men in

Value Value Bldg Trmdea
(2) (3) i4.

$734,1 '2.998 2 40''. 348
687,506,961 . i^o o'^S

738,989,710 : -i-: 04J
073.220.625 : > ' io$
619,752.354 ..i-tii.047

625,000,000 :.5S7.7IJ

710,1 0.000 i. 5-1*. 513
394,0uO.0OO 2.608. •I 3

197,000.000 2.61S.IU
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ing construction, listed in column three, by the con-

struction value of one man—$305—column five is made

up.

The number of men enumerated in the building

trades according to column four, as compared with the

number of men actually needed to do the work reported

by the the 51 cities, shows a considerable discrepancy,

particularly beginning with the year 1913. However,

it will be remembered that a period of unemployment

began about that time and during the fall of 1914 and

the spring of 1915. various surveys were made to deter-

mine, if possible the amount of unemployment in the

various trades. Of these surveys the Bureau of Labor

Statistics made perhaps the most authentic and exhaus-

tive one. In its review of unemploym.ent it was an-

nounced that an average of 20 per cent of all men in

the building trades were unemployed during the latter

part of 1914 and early in 1915. This average is taken

by averaging the percentages reported from the follow-

ing cities: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,

St. Louis, Bridgeport, Cleveland, Duluth, Kansas City,

Louisville, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Spring-

field (Mo.), Toledo and Wilkesbarre. The minimum of

the«^e cities was 12.2 per cent and the maximum 27.7

per cent, the average being 20 per cent.

Unemployment Discount

Doubtless some unemployment existed during 1913,

but as the survey was for 1914 and 1915 only, we can

apply the percentages of unemployment during just

those two years. If it be considered, therefore, that

during 1914 and 1915 20 per cent of all men in the

building trades were unemployed, we find that number

to be approximately 500,000 in each year, the amount of

the discrepancy between columns four and five.

This is as far as the analysis holds, because during

succeeding years war disturbed the normal trend of

things. Building construction cannot during the war be

taken as representing the same percentage of total

amount of money involved in construction work as be-

fore the war. In normal years this ratio of value of

building permits in the 51 cities to the total amount of

money in contracts awarded in the district north of the

Ohio River and east of the Mississippi River was around

60 per cent.

While it is possible to make a very rough approxima-

tion of the shortage of building mechanics, using the

data in column four. Table IV. and the various agency

reports as a background, it is believed that the elements

entering into even a rough approximation are so uncer-

tain that it would be of little value. In the first place,

if such a course be followed, several things are first to

be considered. It is known that during the war the

value of building permits reported by the 51 cities was

far below a normal percent of the total amount of money

involved in contracts. Then in the figures shown in

Table IV no account is taken either of the adjustments

made in wages and hours of labor, which must of neces-

sity increase the number of laborers to do a particular

job, nor of the reputed decrease in the efficiency of labor.

Then the war induced many men in the builidng trades,

drafted into service, to change their trades after being

discharged. A tremendous impetus has been given in-

dustrial construction within the past few years, and this

fact would no doubt materially decrease the percentage

of total contracts awarded that the building permits

recorded by the 51 cities represent.

Though of little present value. Table IV may serve

students of the construction situation with some in-

formation upon which an approximation of labor short-

ages may be based in the future.

Recent Developments in the Manufacture

of Cast-Iron Pipe

Ahstract of Pap(r Read Before the Ncio EnQland Water Worka
Association, September, 1920.

SOME tentative new methods in the manufacture of

cast-iron pipe were briefly mentioned in the report

of the committee on standard specifications for cast-

iron pipe, submitted to the recent convention of the

New England Water Works Association by Frank
Mclnnes, chairman, Boston, Mass. These methods were
considered primarily in their possible relation to the

question whether existing standard specifications shall

be changed to require uniform outside diameter of pipe.

The committee said:

One of these developments, the use of new methods of

core making, where the thickness of material upon the core

bar is reduced to a minimum, makes a uniform outside

diameter less feasible than with the older methods. On
the other hand, another company is producing a high tensile

iron developed by high temperature on electric furnace

and with this iron the range in thickness for different

classes of pipe is so much reduced that the difficulty of

obtaining a uniform outside diameter without too great

multiplication of core bars, is, in great part, removed.
In one of the foundries of the United States Cast Iron

Pipe & Foundiy Co. the use of core bars was observed. The
method is claimed to produce uniformly smooth inside walls

and has been adopted for this reason. It is in line with

the manufacturers' contention that with the greater thick-

ness of material on the core bar, necessarily incidental to

a uniform outside diameter, it will be difficult to make pipe

with smooth interior surfaces. The product as observed

was noticeably clean and smooth.

In the foundry of the American Cast Iron Pipe Co. iron

with a tensile strength of 30,000 to 40,000 lb. per square

inch was being used—made possible by high temperature

treatment in an electric furnace of a metal partly taken

direct from a blast furnace and partly from the foundry

cupola.

The feasibility of using iron of greater tensile strength

than in the past is a matter of general interest. The old

line manufacturers say they have been all through this

question and are convinced that high tensile iron and the

lesulting thinner pipe cannot be made a success. Such

pipe are, however, being sold and, in this age of advanc-

ing freight rates, the possibility of reducing weight is

becoming an important consideration.

Another interesting development in the making of pipe

is the De Lavaud Centrifugal process in use at the plant

of the National Iron Corporation, Toronto. By this method

the iron is poured into a horizontal mould revolving at

high sreed which centrifuges the metal against the mould

to the desired thickness. The pipe so made is said to have

a. tensile strength of 35,000 to 39,000 lb. per square inch.

Obviously this method particularly lends itself to a uni-

form outside diameter.

Current American Shipbuilding

On Aug. 1, 1920, private American shipyards were

building or under contract to build for private ship-

owners 389 steel vessels of 1,335,721 gross tons, com-

pared with 334 vessels of 1,306,956 gross tons on July

.1, 1920, according to a recent issue of Commerce Re-

ports. These figures do not include Government ships

building, or contracted for by the United States Ship-

ping Board out of money voted by Congress.
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Progress Toward Relief from Water
Shortage at Salt Lake City

BY SEPTEMBER Salt Lake City will be protected

by the addition of a 40,000,000-gal. daily high-line

conduit against a water shortage which has seriously

restricted consumption during the past few irrigation

seasons. The existing inadequacy of supply mains has
become acute because of high per capita consumption
and the growth of the city toward the eastern city

limits requiring a supply at a high elevation. The
average consumption in this semi-arid intermountain
city is 203 gal. per capita, with a winter average of 160

gal. and a summer average of 250 gal. However, for

one or two months the average consumption reaches

215 gal. and the peak load, lasting for 1 or 2 days,

reaches 350 gal. per person daily.

During the early summer the supply comes mainly
from City Creek which flows down a canyon imme-
diately above the city. As the summer advances the

City Creek flow diminishes materially and the supply

must come largely from Big Cottonwood and Parley's

creeks, mountain streams emerging from the moun-
tains south and east of Salt Lake. It is to supplement

the carrying capacity of the existing mains from these

two supplies that the three miles of 48-in. reinforced-

concrete conduit is now being rushed to completion

from the mouth of Parley's canyon on a 0.15 per cent

grade along the foot hill contours to a high point in

the city distribution system. At the upper end the

new conduit connects with an existing line by an 800-ft.

inverted siphon of 42-in. riveted-steel pipe under a

maximum head of 185 ft. At the lower end !!> miles

of 30-in. cast-iron pipe leads the water into the distribu-

tion system at several points.

Excavation for the cast-iron section in town as well

as the laying of the pipe i.** being done by «team .iho-.e!

The concrete pipe i.s made at a p^jint near the center
of the conduit line, the pipe being transported to the
trench by a two-wheeled cart hauled by a two-hors*
team.

The contractor, P. J. Moran, i.s laying from 275 to
300 ft. of pipe per day of eight hours. The total cost
will be $385,000. Some of the unit prices bid are as
follows: Earth, excavation and backfilling. $1.6^J per
yard; solid rock, excavation and backfill, $5; 42-in. steel

pipe, laid, $15 per foot; 42-in. concrete pipe, laid,

$6.25; 30-in. c\&h» A, ca.st-iron pipe, $13.90 per foot.

30-in. Class B, cast-iron pipe, $15.30.

All engineering and supervision are being handled
under the direction of S. Q. Cannon, city engineer.

l.AVIN'C: 30-lN'. CA.ST-IKOX I'll'lO WITH .^TKAM SHOVi:i

State of Missouri Plans 6,000-Mi. Highway
System

PLANS are being made for the establishment of a
6,000-mi. system of state highways in Missouri, as

provided by the McCullough-Morgan amendment to the
Hawes road law which went into effect in March. 1919.

and which required that this system be designated by
the state highway engineer (subject to the approval of
the state highway department), and be surveyed within
three years.

This law provides that the roads are to be distributed
among the 114 counties of the state in proportion to
their areas and mileage of county roads. Due regard
is to be given to directness and continuity of routes,
low grades, economy of construction and maintenance
and the needs of the people of the country, but no county
is to have less than 50 mi. of state roads.

State or Federal aid to the extent of $1,200 per mile is

made available for the pur-
pose of road improvement,
and of constructing culverts

and bridges of 20-ft. span

and under. WTiere the cost

of grading and draining a

rc^d exceeds $1,200 per mile.

or when a better road is de-

sired, the law allows the ad-

ditional amount to be shared

equally by the local authori-

ties and the Federal Govern-

ment. Where the cost of

grading and construction of

culverts and bridges exceeds

$1,200 per mile but the local

authorities are unable or re-

fuse to provide the necessar>

additional money, the law al-

lows the state highway depart-

ment to concentrate money

due for these roads and to

construct such mileage as is

ileemed advisable. Up to

.August, 1920, surveys had

been made for over -i 000 mi..

and complete plan submitted

for 1.730 mi.
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Design of the 37,500-Hp. Turbines at Niagara
Hydraulic Features of the 100,000-Hp. Addition to the Hydro-Electric Power Plants on the American

Side of the Great F'alls—Designs of the Two Types of Turbines

The general features of the 100,000-hp. addition to

the plant of the Niagara Falls Power Co. were given

in an article in "Engineering News-Record," Sept. 23,

1920. In the following article the hydraulic design

of the plant is treated by George R. Shepard and

N. R. Gibson, engineers of the company, and W. M.

White and Lewis F. Moody, engineers, respectively, for

the two companies which designed and built the huge

turbines, at this time the largest in the world.

Hydraulic Problems of the Design
By George R. Shepard and Norman R. Gibson
Assistant Chief Engineer Hydraulic Kngineer

Tlie Niagara Falls Power Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

EXPERIENCE of the power company in former

developments at Niagara led to the adoption, in

1906, of the horizontal shaft units for the plant then

FIG. 1. SECTION.^ THROUGH THE NEW NI.\GAR.\ TT^BINES

being designed. However, in 1916, when most of the

preliminary engineering on the extension to Station

No. 8 was undertaken, the Kingsbury and General

Electric thrust bearings had reached a stage of per-

fection that eliminated the engineering problem in

connection with the supporting of the weight of the

rotating parts of the unit. These mechanical difficul-

ties having been eliminated, the efficiency of the unit

became the deciding factor, and vertical units were used

as offering the best opportunity for the development

of a high efficiency. The surface elevation of the water

in the lower river fluctuates through a vertical range

of about 30 ft., so that the vertical unit offered the

only means of getting the waterwheel runner low

enough to get the full benefit of the low-water stages,

and at the same time have the electrical machinery

high enough to be safe from damage during high-

water stages. The available head obtained by* this

arrangement varied from 210 to 220 ft., the mean being

215 ft.

Having determined the head, the maximum safe

specific speed for the Francis type of runner was at

once known, and gave a rough idea of the limitations

of speed and load for each unit. There was available

for development 4,400 sec.-ft., and the problem was to

determine the number and size of units which would

most efficiently develop that amount of water. Con-

sideration of this feature and the rough limitations

set by the specific speed, led to the selection of three

units as the proper number to use. The fixed number
of units led directly to the point of maximum efficiency

for each single unit, which was set at the point of

use of 1,500 sec.-ft. The experience of the water-

wheel builders was that in order to arrive at this result

it would be necessary to design the wheels for a maxi-

mum output of from 10 to 12 per cent in excess of the

y,
' point of maximum efficiency.

The builders further agreed

that with the hydraulic effi-

ciency naturally to be expect-

ed, this maximum output

would be 37,500 hp. The com-

bination of this maximum
output with the specific speed

and the periodicity of the cur-

rent to be generated fixed

the speed of the unit at 150

r.p.m.

Hydraulic Design and
Efficiency

Efficiency was the under-

lying principle upon which the

design was based, and to this

end hydraulic losses were re-

duced to a minimum by pro-

viding large and easy water-

ways and by special attention

to some details which fre-

quently are not so carefully

considered and which are

treated more fully below.

The nominal velocities in the various waterways were

as follows:

Canal 4
. 5 ft. per sec.

Forebay 15 ft. per sec.

Through tracks 1
. 8 ft. per sec.

Penstock entrances 3
.

ft. per sec.

Penstocks 8.0 ft. per sec.

Entrances to turbine gates 1 7 . 3 ft. per sec.

Top of draft tube 20. ft. per sec.

Kxit fr jni draft tube 5
.

ft. per sec.

Tiiilracc 3. 5 to 4 5 ft. per sec.

The resulting hydraulic losses from head water to

tail water, exclusive of turbine efficiency, has been

found to be approximately 9.65 ft. at normal load, or

0.3 per cent of the total average head available. The

net hydraulic efficiency of the plant, including turbines,

is 92.5 per cent.

Having determined the over-all characteristics of the

installation, the first minor problem to obtain consid-

eration was that of the proper shape of the draft tube.
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The company's engineers had done considerable pioneer

work along this line for a period of some twenty years,

but neither their experience nor the literature on the

subject appeared to point to the proper solution of the

problem. The function of the draft tube is twofold;

one, to utilize the static head between the bottom of

the waterwheel runner and the surface elevation of

the tailrace, and the other to regain as much of the

discharge velocity head as is possible. Preliminary

designs of the runner indicated a discharge velocity

of between 18 and 20 ft. per sec, which represents

a substantial part of the entire head.

Two Kinds of Draft Tube

The ideal draft tube would be a straight tube of

uniformly enlarging cross-section, the expansion angle

being in the neighborhood of 4 deg. This ideal shape

is impracticable in most installations on account of the

prohibitive cost of the excavation required. It was

necessary, therefore, to determine some form of tube

which would accomplish the same purpose in a much

shorter vertical distance.

In collaboration with the designers of hydraulic

turbines, considerable attention was given to the design

of draft tubes, and after experimenting with about

twentj''-five draft-tube models of various designs, two

types were finally adopted, and constructed in the

power-house foundations. These are shown in Fig. 2,

one being the hydraucone invented and patented by

W. M. White, of Milwaukee, and the other the spread-

ing draft tube patented by Lewis F. Moody, of Phila-

delphia. The efficiencies of these two tubes, as shown

by Fig. 3, were practically the same, and both gave

results which were far in excess of the efficiencies of

any other model of equal dimensions.

The effect of these draft tubes is to maintain flow

parallel to or radially from a central axis, with a

gradual diminution of velocity until the velocity of

discharge is finally reached. Such designs allow free

play for the whirls in the water as it leaves the runner

until the velocity of whirl has been greatly reduced.

Large losses which occur when the direction of flow

changes are thus prevented. The passages are also

designed so that the hydraulic friction losses through-

out the tube are reduced to a minimum.

As far as can be ascertained, the adoption of these

draft tubes has been fully justified by the results

attained, such as a direct gain in efficiency and the

freedom from exce.ssive vibration of the machinen-.

The efficiencies of the hydraulic turbines were g^iven

particular consideration, but no gurrantees were exacted

from the manufacturers. Instead, each manufacturer

agreed to furnish a turbine which would have the high-

est efficiency that it was possible to attain under the

existing state of the art of turbine building. With
this ideal before them, it is certain that each builder

has put into his work the best design, material and

workmanship of which he was capable.

New Method of Testing Wheels

Provision for testing these wheels in place was made
by building a te.sting chamber so that pitot tubes and

other equipment might be readily in.stalled. It is

expected that tests of the wheels may be made by using

pitot tubes and chemical gagings, but up to the present.

for various reasons, it has not been possible to ha\e

such tests carried out. Complete efficiency tests have

been made, however, by a new indirect method recently

invented by N. R. Gibson. This method, sometimes

called the "pressure-time process" utilizes the principle

governing the relation be' veen velocity destroyed and

rise of pressure, and by means of specially designed

apparatus, patents for which have l^een applied for.

there is produced a diagram, called the pressure-time

diagram, from which the mean velocity in the conduit

may be calculated. The apparatus is attached to a

small piezometer tube tapped into the wah of the

penstock at any convenient point, and records with

respect to time, on a sensitized film or paper, the

changes of pressure that occur in the penstock. The

changes of pressure are produced by the simple process

of closing the turbine gates, or, in thii. case, the

Johnson valve.

The procedure for a test by this method may be

briefly described as follows: The turbine gates are

put on hand control, and steady conditions of load

on the unit are maintained for several minutes until

the flow in the pensttx'k has become as uniform as

possible. Readings of headwater and tailwater eleva-

tions are taken in the usual manner, and the pressure

head at the entrance to the turbine gates is observed

by gage or piezometer, so that allowances may be made

for the loss of head in the penstock. Measurements

of the generator output are taken by calibrated watt-
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meter and auxiliary instruments, and, if the unit is

separately excited, ammeter and voltmeter readings of

the exciting current are also obtained. When condi-

tions have been steady for several minutes, the turbine

gates are closed gradually by operating the hand-control

pilot valve. During the closure the load thrown off

the generator is taken up by the other units operating
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FIG. 4. EFFICIENCY DIA-
GKA.Al FOR STATION NO. H

in synchronism with it. At the same time the Gibson

apparatus makes its record of the changes of pressure

that occur in the penstock. From such a record may
be calculated the mean velocity of the water in the

penstock prior to the shutdown. Having determined

the velocity, the discharge is readily computed, and

after allowing for the known efficiency of the gen-

erator, the turbine efficiency is calculated in the usual

manner.

From these tests it has been determined that the

turbine efficiencies are in excess of 80 per cent from
half gate to full load, reaching in each case a maximum
of 9.'^ per cent. The aver?ge combined efficiency curve

including losses in penstock, Johnson valve, turbine and

generator, is shown in Fig. 4. From this curve it will

be noted that at normal load the efficiency from forebay

to switchboard is 90 per cent.

Details of the I. P. Morris Unit
By Lewis F. Moody

A.^isistant to Vice President and Consulting- Engineei'. "Winiam
Cramp & Sons, S. & E. P.. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO of the three turbine units in this installation

were furnished by the I. P. Morris Department of

The William Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Building

Co. These units involve in their design the most recent

developments in this field of engineering, and include

a number of interesting departures from previous

practice. Everj' effort has been made by the builder^,

of the turbines to provide the greatest possible reliabil-

ity in operation and maximum obtainable efficiency.

The turbines are of the vertical shaft single-runner

type, having cast-iron volute casings imbedded in the

concrete of the power-house substructure. They oper-

ate at 150 r.p.m., and are designed to develop maximum
efficiency when operated under an effective head of

213.5 ft. and discharging 1,500 sec.-ft. of water.

Taking up first the hydraulic features, it may be

noted that the engineers of the power company work-
ing in co-operation with the engineers of the turbine

builder have exercised every care to provide an efficient

water passage from the point of entrance from the

forebay into the penstock to the final -point of discharge

of the draft tubes into the tailrace. Preliminary tests

have shown a very small loss of head in the penstocks,

and indicate that excellent hydraulic conditions have
been secured at all points in the water passage.

Before entering the turbine the water passes through
a large Johnson valve. In passing through this valve i

the velocity of the water is gradually increased, the i

penstock diameter being reduced at the outlet of the

valve to a value equal to the diameter of the inlet to

the turbine casing so that the velocity of discharge

from the Johnson valve is maintained at a constant

value between the valve and the turbine. Owing to

the construction of the turbine casing of cast iron, it

has been possible to preserve smooth surface contours

for the internal surfaces of the casing and to avoid all

local disturbances in the flow due to abrupt changes

of direction or irregular surfaces.

The diameter of the intake to the turbine casing is

10 ft. 6 in., involving a velocity of 17.3 ft. per sec.

and a velocity head of 4.66 ft., which represents 2.18

per cent of the effective head of the turbine. The
casing is designed for a gradual acceleration of velocity

as the water passes around the volute. The casing

is stayed across the distributor by ten curved vanes

cast integrally in a cast-steel speed ring forming a

part separate from the casing and built in halves. The
vanes of the speed ring line up with alternate guide

vanes, when the guide vanes are in the normal gate

position corresponding to maximum efficiency. There

are twenty movable guide vanes or wicket gates.

Spreading Draft Tube

After passing through the runner, the water enters

a straight conical draft tube of cast iron built in sec-

tions. From the lower end of the cast-iron section of

draft tube the remainder of the tube is molded in the

concrete substructure.

The draft tube is of a new type, the "spreading

draft tube." The design of this tube has been care-

fully calculated and verified by many tests of experi-

mental models both under conditions of smooth

streamline flow in the water entering the tube and

under the actual conditions of flow experienced when
the discharge is received from a runner. In the design

of this tube it has been the object to turn the water

as smoothly as possible along paths of gradual curva-

ture from the vertical to the horizontal direction, and

to preserve symmetry about the turbine axis to a point

where the velocity has been reduced to so low a value

that only a small amount of velocity head remains in

the water. Care has been taken to maintain a gradual

decrease in the velocity by properly varying the trans-

verse area of the passage at all points in the tube,

in order under all conditions of operation to avoid

the formation of eddies or disturbances at any point

in the stream.

In many earlier installations under high and medium
heads, particularly those involving long penstocks, the

use of elbows in the draft tubes has resulted in severe

v'ibration of the water column in the penstock and

turbine. This vibration is believed to be due to the

formation and breaking down of eddies in the draft

tube. Another advantage of the form of tube used is

the ability of such a draft tube to regain the energy

of whirling components of velocity in the water leav-

ing the runner. This property of the tube is of value

in increasing the efficiency under partgate and over-

gate conditions, and in increasing the margin of power

beyond the point of maximum efficiency of the turbine.

Preliminary tests of the turbine indicate that both of
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these advantages have been realized, and in actual oper-

ation the unit is remarkably free from vibration of

iany kind at all gate openings.

Cast-Iron Runners and Casing

The turbine runners are of cast iron, each one being

in one piece. The runners are 10 ft. 6 in. in diameter

in inflow. The specific speed of the runners is 1.58

metric or 35.5 in the foot-pound system. The throat

of the runner or the diameter inside of the band is

9 ft. 10 2 in. At normal discharge the corrected veloc-

ity of the water leaving the runner and entering the

draft tube is 21.3 ft. per sec, corresponding to a veloc-

ity head of 7.0 ft., or 3.3 per cent of the effective

head on the turbine.

Although the most valuable feature of the new draft

tube is probably the elimination of vibration just

mentioned, it is also estimated that this tube will

improve the efficiency over that which could be obtained

with tubes containing elbows by from 0.3 per cent to

0.4 per cent in the efficiency of the entire turbine under

conditions of normal gate operation. The same type

of draft tube when applied to turbines of high specific

speed would, of course, be capable of producing much

greater increases in eflficiency than is possible in these

turbines, which are of moderate specific speed. The

final discharge velocity from the draft tube at normal

gate is approximately 5 ft. per sec, corresponding to a

velocity head of 0.175 per cent of the effective head

on the turbine.

The turbine casing is of cast iron built in six sec-

tions. The use of a cast-iron casing, although involving

a somewhat increased cost as com'pared to the use of

plate steel, furnishes a superior design in the follow-

ing repects: The casing is absolutely rigid and can

be imbedded in the concrete so as to form a part

of the substructure, and can be relied upon to trans-

mit the loads imposed upon it without distortion. The

resistance of cast iron to corrosion insures a long life

for the casing, which is a matter of importance since

the casing could never be replaced without dismantling

all of the surrounding concrete substructure. The casing

can be depended upon to be tight throughout the life

of the plant, and there is not likelihood of local points

of weakness being developed as in the case of a riveted

structure. The casings have been subjected to hydro-

static pressure tests in the shops to a pressure of 120

lb. per square inch., which is well in excess of any

presure to which the casings can be subjected in opera-

tion during a quick grate closure resulting in water

hammer. Another advantage of a cast-iron casing is

the ease and speed with which it can be erected in

the field. The heaviest section of the casing weighs

slightly less than 60,000 lb.

The movable guide vanes are of cast steel, cast

integrally with their stems. The guide-vane stems tun;

in bronze bushed bearings in the distributor plates and

head cover.

Operating and Lubricating Mechanism

The operating mechanism is unusually rugged

throughout, the guide-vane stems being of large diam-

eter, the cast-steel operating ring extremely rigid;

and the levers and other parts of the mechanism being

made suflSciently strong to render the failure of any

portion of the mechanism an unusual occurrence even

when trash \>ec<)mt:n Irxiged V>et anes
and the entire governor p^iwer i i two
vanes. Renewable breaking link.s are provided to pro-
tect the other parts of the mechani.nm in cane undue
load should fxrcur. The operating ring i* iiupport«d on
a ball bearing. It is turned by two operating cylin-

ders which are bolted to pad« or bracket* rant on the
turbine ca.'-'ng, thus making the entire ot -nech-

naism self-contained with the turbine, i -<:ting

rods Vjetween the operating ring and pi.<fton.<( are pro-

vided with adjustable end.s of similar design to the

connecting-rod ends u.sed in steam-engine practice no

that any wear may be taken up and Umt motion avoided

in the operating mechanism. The pi.ston r^xl in pros'ided

with a bronze sleeve where it pa.sses through 'r '/
box in the cylinder head, and the nxi i.s gu._:. .. a

bearing supj>orted in a guide bracket lK>lted to the

cylinder.

For the lubrication of the operating gear, the Taylor

system of lubrication is u.sed, consisting of a central

FIG. 5. I. P. -MORRIS TlKr-IXi; KfUTTED IN SHOP

grease gun supplying a sy.^tem of piping leading to

each individual bearing. .>*o that the admission of grease

or oil can be controlled to each bearing individually

by turning a separate cock at each bearing, the lubri-

cant being forced into the bearing by air pressure

admitted to the grease gun.

A special design of runner seals have been used to

reduce the leakage around the runner and to assist

in making the thrust relief effective. The seals are of

the multiple or labyrinth design in which a series of

contractions are interposed in the path of he leakage

water alternating with enlargements in which the veloc-

ity of the leakage How produced eddies and reduces the

quantity escaping. This provision although affecting

only a small percentage of the total energ\- when the

turbine is new will be of material advantage in pre-

venting a serious deterioration in efficiency after the

unit has been some time in operation. The leakage

above the runner passes through a cored space in the

turbine head cover and is vented through the runner

hub. divscharging into the center of the draft tube.

The seals are formed in renewable v.earing plates.
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The distributor plates above and below the movable

guide vanes are also renewable. At dischari^e from

the runner the draft tube is lined with a renewable

ring which may be replaced if corrosion should occur

during the life of the unit.

The main shaft of the turbine is supported by a

lignum-vitse guide bearing in the turbine-head cover,

and the shaft is provided with a renewable bronze

sleeve where it passes through the bearing, seal and

stuffing box. The bearing shell is split both hori-

zontally and vertically to facilitate its removal. The

equipment furnished with the turbine includes a set

of brakes arranged to act upon the lower face of the

generator rotor. These brakes consist of a series of

shoes actuated by plungers, operated by air pressure.

The operation of the brake is controlled from a cock

mounted on the hand-control stand located close to the

governor.

Governor Regulation

The turbine is regulated by a governor of the I. P.

Morris double floating-lever type, belt driven from the

main shaft of the turbine. The governor proper or

the actuator and the separate hand-control stand are

located on the gallery at the elevation of the thrust

bearings mounted on top of the generators. The unit

can therefore be operated from this point.

In order to avoid running a number of lines of the

large governer piping from the operating cylinders up

to the gallery with a consequent increase in the length

of fluid column between the governor and the cylin-

ders, resulting in increased inertia of this fluid column,

the main governor valves are separate from the gov-

ernor and placed on the level of the generator-room

floor so that they are immediately above the operating

cylinders.

The Taylor control system is used with these units.

This involves the use of fluid-operated plunger valves

of the Johnson type, by the operation of which the

operating cylinders can be connected to either the gov-

ernor or to the hand-control system. The plunger

valves are located in a common casing with the main
governor valve, which is located directly below the

actuator, and the same casing supports a lower guide

bearing for the governor spindle. All of the valves

for shifting from governor to hand control and back

again are controlled by a single lever mounted on the

governor stand on the gallery. By a single throw of

this lever a special control cock is operated which

admits pressure to the plungers of the various John-

son valves and properly shifts the pressure and return

connections from governor to hand control or vice

versa. By this system, failure of the operators to

manipulate the valves in proper sequence is avoided,

thus avoiding loss of control of the unit between the

time of its being taken off the governor and put on

hand control. The entire operation can be carried out

very quickly, which is frequently a matter of impor-

tance in station operation, and all loss of time required

to open and close the series of valves by hand is

avoided.

The separate hand control provided in addition to

the governor contains separate valves and restoring

mechanism by which the turbine gates can be operated

through the pressure system, the gates being auto-

matically maintained in any position corresponding to

the setting of the hand wheel. By this means the unit

can be operated on hand control with the governor

and all of its valves thrown out of operation and made
available for inspection and repair. A clutch is pro-

vided by which the governor head may be put out

of operation without shutting down the unit so that

all parts of the centrifugal mechanism can be made
accessible. The centrifugal governor head is extremely

powerful and is not influenced by slight changes of

friction of the governor parts or other variation of

conditions.

Among the members of the Cramp company's organi-

zation who have been responsible for the design of this

turbine installation may be mentioned: H. Birchard

Taylor, vice-president; John Overn, Jr., manager, I. P.

Morris Department; Frank H. Rogers, hydraulic engi-

neer; and R. E. Brunswick Sharp, assistant hydraulic

engineer.

Design of the Allis-Chalmers Unit
By W. M. White

Manager and Chief Engineer. Hydraulic Dept., Allis-Chalmor.<5
Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

THE hydraulic turbine forming Unit No. 16 of the

extension to Station No. 3 is rated at 37,500 hp.

when operating at the normal speed of 150 r.p.m. under
the normal operating head of 214 ft. and is designed

to use 1,500 sec.-ft. when operating at best efficiency.

The unit has recently been put under full load and
actually develops at normal head and speed a capacity

of 40,000 hp.

Unit No. 16, which is the first one installed and the

first placed in operation, was designed and built by
the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. at Milwaukee,
Wis. Since the design of the entire Allis-Chalmers

hydro-electric unit was under the control of a single

group of engineers it was possible to consider the

structure properly as a homogeneous unit and correctly

proportion and correlate the various elements. Such
procedure was followed so that the completed machine
possesses a unity not frequently met with in hydro-

electric practice.

The design of the turbine embodies several new fea-

tures of interest to water-power engineers, particularly

the form of casing, governor, interconnecting barrel,

brake support and draft tube used.

The water for the units in the new station is taken

from the old Hydraulic Power Co. canal and is delivered

to the unit through a 15 2 -ft. diameter penstock and
controlled by Johnson valve located near the turbine.

The discharge diameter of the Johnson valve is 10 ft.

and to this is connected a short section of the feeder

pipe which increases in diameter to 11 ft. at the entrance

to the plate-steel circular section spiral casing sur-

rounding the turbine and supplying water through

guide vanes to the runner. The casing is made up of

a multiplicity of conical sections of plate steel of

gradually reducing cross-sectional area around the

turbine. The plates are riveted to the flanges of a

cast-steel speed ring which forms an integral part of

the casing and the foundation of the turbine parts.

The thickness of the plate steel of the casing at the

11 ft. diameter is i in. This thickness is reduced

gradually to i in. at the smallest section of the casing.

The roundabout seams of the casing are lap joint,

double riveted and the longitudinal seams are lap joint,

triple riveted, while the connection at the ends of the
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plate to the cast-steel speed ring is made by a triple

row of rivets. The rivets are countersunk on the

inside

Plate-Steel Casing

Fig. 6 gives a view of the casing as erected in power
house. There are about six thousand rivets in the
casing which were driven by a No. 90 air hammer. The
heads were formed by li-in. by 11-in. snaps. The
casing was calked inside and outside. It was con-

creted in without an hydrostatic test. No leaks of any
kind have developed about the casing. Those who are

familiar with plate-steel work will readily understand
that plats thickness of 1 1 in. can be readily worked
so that a casing substantially of the size shown could

be designed and constructed for heads up to 350 ft.

without unduly stressing the material or sacrificing

tightness and without going beyond normal practice

obtaining in plate work of this nature. Above all, how-
ever, all uncertainties as to casting strains are elimi-

nated and only strictly dependable material used. On
account of the simplicity of the construction and low

cost relative to cast iron this casing was made larger

in diameter so as to reduce losses due to friction, thereby

tending toward higher turbine efficiency.

Water is controlled from the casing to the runner
by means of twenty cast-steel guide vanes. Each
vane has pivots on each end for the support of the

vane and for controlling its position. Each vane is

operated by means of a lever secured to the extended

pivot through a link connecting to the shifting ring

located on the outside of the turbine. Each guide vane

is held in position by two thrust bearings, one sup-

porting the weight and the other resisting the upward
hydraulic thrust of the stem through the stuffing box

when the unit is in operation.

The thrust bearings are so adjusted that the guide

vane is held in a central position between the distributer

plates with fixed and equal clearances on each end of

the vane; consequently there is no friction and no wear

between the ends of the vanes and the distributer

plates.

A stuffing box is provided about each vane stem and

water is thereby prevented from flowing through the

bronze bearings supporting the vane—a specially desir-

able feature in that silt and sand which would tend to

rapidly wear the main supporting journal is not carried

between the surfaces by leakage. Levers are keyed

to the vane stems and attached to the shifting ring

.through an adjustable connection and links having a

cross-sectional area so proportioned as to fail before

a guide vane or its stem is strained beyond its elastic

limit should a guide-vane passage become obstructed.

Heavy plate-steel wearing plates line the distributer

plate at each end of the guide vanes. Wearing bush-

ings are embodied on the upper and lower distributer

plates opposite corresponding wearing rings placed 0!i

the upper crown plate and the lower band of the

runner.

Runner of One Casting

The runner is of grey iron in one casting made
by means of fitted cores and is bolted to a cast-iron

hub which is keyed to the tapered end of the turbine

shaft and held in place by ring, key and keeper. Either

a taper connection as here used or a forged flange on

the end of the shaft upon which the runner is mounted

makes a good conHtruction, but where a water heannjf
is u.sed, with a bushinR on the nhaft, the coturtruction
here used in the }>etter one. an it enable* the bushing
to be made solid and therefore of leM thickneiui and
results in the lower fieripheral sfjeed for a jfiven unit.
The diameter of the .shaft at the turbine ^ide U-ixrlntr
is 28 in.

The turbine guide J>earinjf conni!^tn of Ur/.u,.. ,.i.*-

fitted into c^st-iron block.s havinj? the end jrrain of the
lignum vitae toward the .shaft. The bearing of thij»

unit is 5 ft. in length and i.s made in two part* for
convenience in dismantling and ea.se of handling. The
bearing is lubricated by water supplied from the head-
race through fine strainers. Connection is also made

FIG. U. ni..i-J>-' M AL.UiiUiJ riHUl.NI:: «\.--l.\<. KK^XTED i.N"

POWER nOT'.siE

to the city mains for use of filtered water during times

when headrace water contains considerable silt and

sand.

A feature which distinguishes Unit No. 16 from the

other units is the cast-iron pit liner forming the turbine

pit and transmitting the weight of the generator

through this pit liner directly to the .speed ring and

through the vanes of the speed ring to the foundation.

From a mechanical and design standp'-int the value of

this barrel can hardly be overestimated, tying together

as it does all the major elements in which forces

originate and from which they have to be transmitted.

Interalignment of main working elements, i.e., gen-

erator, turbine and regulating cylinders, is permanently

insured regardless of the behavior of the surrounding

concrete.

The guide vanes of the turbine are controlled by

means of water pressure on two pistons connecting

to opposite sides of the .shifting ri-.g. inclosed by

cylinders, mounted directly on the outside of the sujh

porting barrel or pit liner. The mounting of the oper-

ating cylinders on the outside of the pit liner is unique

and affords a « lean design of the pit. as it keeps the

governor pipes outside of the turbine chamber. This

feature of design enables the cover-platt of the turbine

to be removed by merely removing the pistons and

crossheads and without disturbing the cylinders and

governor piping.

An interesting feature of design is the governor

equipment especially designed for this unit. The guide

vanes are shaped to cause the smoothest flow from the

casing to the runner and the position of the stems on

the guide vane body is such that the vtines will he
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in hydraulic balance when about one-third open. They

will require considerable force to close the vanes from

that point and considerable force to hold them in wide-

open position under the high velocity of the water

between the vanes, but both forces are minimized. The

operating cylinders are 32 in. in diameter and the gov-

ernor is designed for a normal operating pressure of

125 lb. so that the two pistons are capable of exerting

150,000 ft.-lb. when moved the full stroke from one

end of the cylinder to the other. With a difference

between the sides of the pistons equal to an operating

pressure of 200 lb. and consequently by the usual

method of rating governors, the governor of this unit

has a capacity of 240,000 ft.-lb.

The operating pressure to the cylinders is controlled

by means of a four-ported 12-in. diameter piston valve

located in the governor stand. The pipe connecting the

ports from the piston valve to the operating cylinders

is 6 in. in diameter. This large diameter valve is

necessary so that an axial motion of the valve of I in.

will at normal pressure afford the area of opening

required to pass sufficient water to force the operating

pistons from one extreme to the other in two seconds

of time. The main piston valve, above described, is

moved axially by varying the pressure on each end of

its body by means of another four-ported 3}-in. diam-

eter piston valve and this piston valve in turn is moved

axially by varying the pressure on each end of it by

a ^-in. diameter pilot valve. By means of the smaller

piston valve the size of the pilot valve and consequently

the force to be exerted by the flyball is materially

reduced over what it would have to be were the valve

omitted.

The edges of the ports and the edges of the piston

valves and the pilot valves are so carefully made that

under normal operating pressure that is practically no

lost motion between the axial motion of the pilot valve

and the axial motion of the main piston valve. Under

slow motion of the pilot valve the main piston valve

will follow with a lag of less than 0.01 in. and under

the axial movement of the pilot valve of I in. in 0.01

in a second the maximum lag of the main piston valve

would not exceed 0.02 in. By thus reducing the size of

the pilot valve the force required to move it has been

reduced to such an amount that it does not exert suffi-

cient force upon the flyball mechanism to prevent the

flyballs taking up their exact position corresponding

to the speed of the unit.

It was thought that a turbine of this magnitude

should be equipped with a flyball mechanism steady,

positive and as near frictionless as possible. The

directly connected flyballs embodied in the design of

this turbine have met these conditions. The flyball

mechanism consists essentially of a fixed collar clamped

around the main turbine shaft and a movable collar

held in position and away from the shaft by four sets

of ball-baring toggle joints located 90 deg. from each

other. Two sets of toggle joints as incorporated in

the design act as flyball weights. The outward motion

of these sets is resisted by two adjustable springs

being connected through ball bearings to each of the

sets. Every toggle is fitted with a type of ball bearing

preventing axial motion and consequently each set of

toggles prevents endwise motion of the floating ring

with respect to that set of toggles and as the two

sets of toggles are at 90 deg. the movable collar is

rigidly supported and prevented from moving in any
direction except axially with respect to the main turbine

shaft. It is a unique feature in governor flyball design

that the floating collar has no support except through
the motion giving mechanism. This design of flyball,

therefore, affords a means of imparting to the pilot

valve such motion as is caused in the flyball by the

variation in speed of the main turbine shaft and thus
is avoided the disturbing motion introduced by belts

and gears when the usual type of flyball is used. The
motion of the movable collar located around the main
shaft is transmitted to the pilot valve by means of

levers, reach rods through sliding shoes resting upon
an oil-inclosed bearing surface at the upper side of
the movable collar.

The governor has been adjusted to close the turbine

gates from wide open to completely closed in three

seconds of time and to open them from closed to wide-

open position in four seconds of time. It is expected

that the rise of speed with 40,000 hp. suddently thrown
off the unit v/ill not exceed 25 per cent. The regula-

tion of the unit and the normal load conditions are

remarkably steady and positive.

Hydraucone Draft Tube

The engineers of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Co. at the time of first putting this unit into opera-

tion made a remarkable demonstration to show their

confidence in the apparatus. The initial start of the unit

was made solely from the station switchboard by closing

the switch operating the control motor on the governor

which moved t!ie pilot valve causing the main turbine

gates to open. This admitted water from the casing

to the runner setting the unit in motion. When the

unit had attained a speed of 90 r.p.m. the weights of

the flyballs came into play and manipulated the pilot

valve and regulated the unit perfectly at that speed.

Without any adjustment in the governor being made
the governor motor was manipulated from the switch-

board and the unit brought up to si speed of 150 r.p.m.

within ten minutes of the initial starting. The gov-

ernor regulated the unit positively, steadily and per-

fectly under that speed.

One of the greatest losses in hydraulic turbines is in

the energy discharged from the runner. Efforts have

heretofore been made to utilize this energy by trans-

forming the velocity into pressure for maintaining

below the runner greater vacuum than would normally

result due to the elevation of the runner above tail

water level; and thus in effect increasing the effective

head on the turbine. The size of units in water-power

development have been increased until the diameter of

the runner is large compared to the distance from the

runner to the tail water level so that in large units it

has not been found feasible to design the draft tube

on account of the short radius of bend which will most

efficiently utilize the energy discharge from the runner

with an excavation of tailrace such as the owner is

usually willing to make.

In Fig. 2 is an illustration of one form of "hydrau-

cone regainer."

The word "hydraucone" has been coined to express

the shape which a jet of water takes upon striking any

given surface and includes the form from the point

where this stream begins to make its turn to the end

of the curvature. Consequently a hydraucone regainer
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was used which is a chamber having a general form
which the jet of water would take upon striking the

impinging surface except that the capacity of the cham-
ber is gradually greater in area in the direction of flow

than that required to just close the hydraucone. The
radially extending passage also affords a means of

regaining for useful effect the whirl of the water as

it leaves the runner at partial loads. It is not within

the scope of this article to discuss at length the hydrau-

cone.

This unit has not been in succesful operation for a

sufficient length of time to show that all of the new
elements embodied in its design are working as planned
and that the complete unit is an unqualified success.
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Crushing Strength of Southern Pine

at Angles to Grain
By Q C. Ayres

:tiSSistant Professor in Civil Engineering, University of
Mississippi, Oxfoi-d

PRACTICALLY all designs in wood involve problems
vitally dependent on the compressive strength of

timber on surfaces oblique to the fibers. There is

marked disagreement, however, as to the behavior of

the wood under such compression. A series of tests

recently conducted at the University of Mississippi on

speciniens of Southern pine gives data tending to clear

up the existing uncertainties.

Southern yellow pine, or Southern pine, as it is called

under the modern standard classification, includes the

pines^hitherto known as long leaf (Firms palustris),

short leaf (Pinus echinata), loblolly pine (Pinus taeda),

FIG. 1. CUTTING SEVEN TEST SPECIMENS FROM A STICK

Cuban pine (Pinus heterophylla) , and pond pine {Pinus

aerotina). The test specimens, cut from pieces selected

from a dealer's stock, probably included wood from

several of these species, but the consistency of the

results obtained in the tests indicates that all Southern

pines behave substantially alike in the matter of varia-

tion of crushing strength with direction of loading.

Stock pieces were used for the tests in order to

reproduce as nearly as possible conditions met in prac-

tice. From each stick, dressed to about 3i x 11 in.,

seven blocks 2J x 2i x li in. were cut as indicated

in Fig. 1, each of the seven having its test axis at

a different angle with the giain, these angles being

0°, 15% 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°. The specimens

were dressed on all four sides. The sticks from which
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I'lG. 2. KE.SULTS OF TESTS ON SOL'TUliUX riNL AM'
PLOT OF JACOBY AND HOWE FORMULAS FOR SAMK

TEUMFNAL VALUf-IS

they were cut rated 70 per cent heart and 'W per ceni

sapwood, were free from all vsible defects, and v,-erv

thoroughly air-seasoned. It was found that their aver-

age moisture content was 8.15 per cent, the weight of

vhe wood 85 to 42 lb. per cubic foot, the den.sity 7

to 14 rings per inch, and the percentage of springviood

70 to 90 per cent.

These test blocks were crushed in a 50,000-lb. Olsen

hydraulic testing machine. Load was transmitted

directly to the wood by the spherical bearing plate of

the machine, and no deflectometer was used, as it wa>

desired to avoid influencing the results by applying load

over only part of the bea ing face. The load at the

elastic limit of the specimen was determined by obser\-

ing the motion of the arrow on the dial of the testing

machine. In each case the arrow respoi^.ded to a uni-

form applicatior of the load by a uniform advance on

the dial until the wood began to yield, when it advanced

fitfully (with more rapid application of the load> until

final failure of the specimen. The va' le registered by

the arrow at the point where its motion ceased to con-

tinue uniform was taken as the elastic limit load. The^e

values are assembled in the accompanying table.

Angle of
Syirfaoo

with. Fibers Set I Set 2

0° 694 703
15° 758 811
30° 937 1.102
45° 1,468 1,553
60° 3,717 3,425
75° 6,904 6,175
90° 7,908 7,718

* IJcsults discarded; unreliable.

CRUSHING STRENGTH OF SOUTHERN PIN'K OBI.IQl'K TO THE GK.AIN—.VVRES

Load at Elastic Limit—Poviiids per Square huh lamilinit Ix*d hr
KcnnttU

Set 3

742
789

I. Oil
1,592
3,678
6,871

7.922

Set 4

731
809
987

1.568
3,048
6,259
7,710

Sets

721
895

1,219
1,845
3,905
6,934
8,448

Sot 6

654
838

1,176
1.845
3,412
6.150
8,664

Sot 7
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For the specimens tested parallel to the grain, the

failure was by sliding along a plane oblique to the

grain; for all other specimens failure occurred by shear
alotuj a plane parallel to the fibers.

Two formulas for the strength of wood oblique to

the grain have been proposed, the first developed theo-

retically by Prof. H. S. Jacoby, the second derived

empirically by Prof. M. A. Howe:
n = p sin'e -f q cos'OJacoby,

Howe,

where

" = <?+(/> — q)

p

( '\Y''
1 90V

Values of n

= allowable intensity of stress in end

bearing.

= allowable intensity of stress in cross

bearing.

= allowable intensity of stress on a
surface inclined at angle 6 with
the grain,

computed by these two formulas are
appended to Table I. using average values of p and q
as found from the tests (elastic-limit values). There
is a fair agreement between the test values and those
computed from the Howe formula, although the latter

is based on load at a fixed deformation and not on
elastic-limit load.

A better comparison of the test results and the
formulas is presented by the curves, Fig. 2, represent-
ing the average values given in the table. It will be
noted that Howe's formula gives values which err on
the side of safety; in view of this fact, it may be
considered the best and simplest expression that can be
devised for Southern pine, and accordingly is recom-
mended for use in dealing with that material.

At present working stresses of 350 lb. per square inch

in cross bearing and 1,600 lb. per square inch in end
bearing are commonly used. The present results would
indicate that, pending further investigation, a decrease
in the cross-bearing value and an increase in the end-
bearing value are advisable, the amount of change
depending on the factor of safety chosen.

Inclined-Bearing Tests on Douglas
Fir and White Pine
By Thomas R. SimpsoSt

Berkeley, Cal.

BECAUSE of the marked difference between the
Jacoby and Howe formulas for permissible values

of bearing pressure on wood when the surface is

inclined to the grain, and because of divergences
between the available test data, a new series of tests

ss^ w
'o » f

42.0001b."IT
Type A

KIG. 1. INCI^INED BIOAKINC

Type B
AT TRUSS .TOINTS

4?,000 lb.

was made by the writer during the past year at the

University of California. Douglas fir and California

white pine were the materials. A rather remarkable

result developed, namely, a close check with the Jacoby

formula when the elastic-limit load was taken as

criterion of permissible value, and approximate agree-

ment with the Howe formula when a fixed depth of

indentation was taken as criterion. The two woods
behaved in substantially identical manner so far as

the law of variation of load with angle of grain is

concerned.

To indicate the importance of the subject, it may
be remarked that the joint details of wooden trusses

depend to a very great extent on the values adopted for

inclined bearing pressure, as compared with those for

end-grain and cross-grain compression. The formula of

Prof. M. A. Howe, which incidentally is recommended
in the latest edition of Kidder's Handbook, gives values

considerably below those of Prof. H. S. Jacoby's for-

mula, and in consequence some truss details are virtually

impossible under the Howe formula, while they have
satisfactory proportions under the Jacoby formula.

Thus, referring to an end joint of the form sketched

15° 30° 45° 60° 75°

Angle of Bearing Surface wi+h Fibres

FTG. 3. ELASTIC LIMIT VALUES CHECK JACOBY'S FORMULA

FIG. 2. MANNER OF FAILURE IN TESTS

in Fig. 1, with stresses as shown, each member made
of an 8 X 8-in. stick, the depths of cut required under
the Jacoby formula would be 4.87 in. in Type A and
3.86 in. in Type B ; under the Howe formula, the depths

of cut would be 8 in. and 5.23 in. respectively so that

the proposed form of joint would simply not be feasible.

There are other cases in which the formula used plays

an almost equally important part, and in any event the

design of washers, lugs, and other metal parts bearing

on inclined surfaces is materially affected.

Referring to the origin of the two formulas, it should

be said that the Jacoby formula was derived from
theoretic al considerations

while Professor Howe derived

his formula from tests, tak-

ing the values of loads giving

a deformation of 0.03 i?i.

However, in pure end-grain

compression a load giving a

deformation of 0.03 in. is con-

siderably beyond the elastic

limit for most woods, while in

cross-bearing the load for

0.03-in. indentation is usually

below the elastic limit.

To furnish a basis for

choice between the two for-

',5° 30° 45° 60° 75°

Angle of Bearing Surfac with Fibre?

90°
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mulas, specimens of douglas fir and of California white

pine, 2x2x8 in., were used, all carefully selected for

uniformity, and oven-dried for 24 hours to insure uni-

form moisture content. All wood was straight-grained

and free from visible defects. Load was applied on the

flat face of the specimen, but only over the middle 2

in. of length, the loading being done by a strip of l-in.

tool steel 2 X 12 in., laid across the specimen, directly

under the pulling head of the machine. Thus an area

of 4 sq.in. (out of 16 sq.in.) was loaded. Deforma-

tions were measured by a compressometer for the

specimens in end bearing, and by a multiple-lever

deflectometer in the other cases.

Stress-strain curves were plotted from the results

of the tests, and the loads at elastic limit were obtained

from these curves. Very satisfactory straight lines

up to the elastic limit or yield point were obtained

in practically all of the tests. Readings being taken

at intervals of about 500 lb. load increment, the load

for a deformation of 0.03 in. could also be read oflf

accurately. Both resulting values are given in the

tables herewith. Five specimens were tested for each

angle of bearing, and the mean values are given; the

variations recorded within any set of five were rela-

tively small.

INCLINED-BEARING TESTS OF DOUGLAS FIR AND CALIFORNIA
WHITE PINE
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Utility of Hardwoods for Paving

Shown in Comparative Tests

Relative Insusceptibility to Expansion Through

Water Absorption, and Greater Strength

Recommend Oaks and Hickory

By E. E. BUTTERFIELI)

In niaiKO of Tosts. Office of the rresidont, UorouKh of giuon.s.

New York City

DIFFICULTY in obtaining' a reasonably uniform

quality of creosoted pine paving blocks in 1918 led

10 an investigation of the physical properties of some

American hardwoods with reference to their possible

utility for wood block pavements. The widespread fail-

ure of creosoted pine pavements during and following

the rainy spell in the summer of 1919 led to further ex-

amination of the physical properties of creosoted pine

paving blocks for purposes of comparison with the hard-

woods, as well as for the purpose of obtaining as much

information as possible which would throw light on the

causes and character of failure of the creosoted pine

block pavements.

The 1918 specifications of the Borough of Queens

called for creosoted pine paving blocks to comply with

the following requirements

:

\iinvi:>l rineti, per incli, :i\tT:i|i<'

Oil, 11). per rll.H

Water absorption, 24 hr. at 100" K foll<

sion in wator, gain in woifrlit

Not less than b

Not less tlian 20

24 lir ininier-

Xot more than 5%

Samples from four deliveries under contract gave the

lollowing results:

I
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When slight arching of a row or a stretch of blocks

exists, the direction of the grain forms an acute angle

with the perpendicular, and the horizontal force may be

resolved into rectangular components, one acting in the

direction of the grain and the other across the grain.

According to the numerical values of the horizontal

lorce and its components with and across the grain, the

blocks may fail in shear along the grain or in compress-

sion across the grain. Blocks taken from areas of fail-

ure previously mentioned exhibited a clean shear along

the grain, regardless of the season of failure, whether

winter or summer. If the pavement becomes raiser)

from the foundation either from bulging and arching

or from existing irregularities- or depressions in the

foundation, then the impact of traffic would also tend

lo produce a mechanical shear in the unsupported areas.

The tests for shearing strength were made on speci-

mens prepared in the same manner as for tests of single

shear on structural timbers and as described by Samuel

J. Record in "Mechanical Properties of Wood," 1914

Edition, p. 107.

Impact Tests

To test for impact in the laboratory the blows are de-

livered by a hammer which strikes the same spot re-

peatedly until failure occurs. In actual service the blows

are delivered by the wheel of a rapidly moving vehicle

so that, in addition to the simple impact delivered from

varying heights according to smoothness of the pave-

ment, there is the important factor of velocity. The
laboratory impact test is a rather feeble substitute for

the glancing blow delivered by a 14-ton truck traveling

at from 15 to 30 mi. an hour. The impact tests were

made on cylindrical cores 2.5 cm. in diameter by 2.5

cm. in height, of the same form and size as cores of

granite block or broken stone selected for the toughness

or impact test. The cores were tested in an impact

machine with a 2-kilogram hammer raised 1 cm. each

blow. The figures represent the number of blows as

well as the height of the hammer at which failure oc-

curred. The impact test performed in this way is not

the same as the method of testing impact on structural

timbers but it is adequate for comparative purposes

and possesses the advantage of permitting a comparison

between the impact or toughness values of wood and

stone blocks.

Tests for water absorption are important nov so much
for the purpose of fixing an arbitrary value for the

permissible absorption of water as for the purpose of

taking into account the expansion caused by the absorp-

tion of water. In order to obtain some information

on the magnitude of the expansion caused by water

absorption three creosoted pine paving blacks, 8 in. x

3 in. X 3 in., were maintained in an atmosphere saturated

with water vapor for one year, measured accurately ir

three dimensions at room temperature, dried in a vac-

uum at 140 deer. F. to constant weight, cooled to room

temperature, and again measured. The blocks were at

no time in contact with or immersed in water and the

changes in volume represent the changes produced by

the absorption of water vapor at constant temperature.

Tests upon these three blocks gave the following results

:

Moisture Content
fLoss in Weight)

,

per Cent

12

14.8 '

14 9

Length, In.

234
496
367

— Change -

Width, In

0.077
0.200

112

A change in length of 0.2.'i4 and 0.496 in. in an 8 in.

X 3 in. paving block i.s equivalent to 36 and 82 in. per
100 lih. ft., and a change of 0.077 and 0.2 in.

is equivalent to 32 and 85 in. per 100 lin. ft.

of such magnitude are astoni.shing when one
that they were due .solely to differences in water . ...u...:

at constant temperature and that con«e<4uentIy the re-
sults are not in any way related to the expansion of the
wood at different temperature.s. The crjefficient of ex-
pansion of wood across the grain, that is in the length
and width of wood paving blocks, is 0.0000.544 per degree
Fahrenheit, according to Record, or 0.6528 inches per
100 deg. F. per 100 lin. ft. The coefficient of expan.sion
(cubical) of creosoting oil.s i.s 0.00044 per degree Fah-
renheit, or about 4 times the coefficient of expan.sion
of water. While there is no known law by which the
expansion of absorVjed water, the expansion of the wood.
and the expansion of the oil may be computed, it i-s

readily conceivable that these three factors working in

the same direction may give rise to forces far in excess
of the crushing strength of the wood acrrxss the grain.
In the future, figures for water absorption should be
supplemented by the measurement of the expansion
produced by the water absorption.

In the following series of tests the water absorption
was determined by 24 hours' immersion, preceded by a
period of drying at 100 deg. F. for 24 hours. The
figures in the table represent percent gain in weight.

TABLE I.
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material for repair work and bidders' samples for con-

struction contracts. The untreated pine blocks were

bidders* samples submitted at the same time with the

creosoted pine blocks for construction contracts. The
samples of white oak represented deliveries of blocks

for experimental purposes and for repair work in 1919.

The samples of the other hardwoods were sent in as

sections of logs from which pieces of the dimensions

of paving blocks were cut.

There is nothing new in the use of hard wood for

paving blocks. Hard wood pavements have be^n used

successfully in Australia, England, Scotland, and on the

continent of Europe. In Australia, karri, jarrah, black-

butt, tallow wood, mahogany and many other varieties

of native hard woods have been used. In England and

Scotland karri, jarrah and oak have been used. In Aus-

tralia, England and Scotland hard wood has been used

lor straight paving from curb to curb, while on the

continent it has been used chiefly for special work such

as paving in the street railway area and bridge ap-

proaches. The Australian hard wood pavements are

noted for their endurance, their life having been es-

timated at 21 years. It is significant that the only dis-

advantage attributed to pavements of dense hard woods
is the tendency of the blocks to wear round at the edges.

In the United States there has been no systematic

trial or use of the dense hard woods for paving purposes.

White oak in the form of a wedge-shaped block has been

laid between alternating rows of granite block in the

franchise area of one of the traction companies in New
York City. This type of construction consisting of

about one-half white oak surface has been used for over

G years in the railway area at intersections subjected to

particularly heavy traflfic.

The greater strength and relative insusceptibility to

expansion from water absorption of the dense hard
woods, such as white oak, chestnut oak and hickory

would seem to merit a more extended trial for paving

purposes where a wood block pavement is desired.

Earthwork Balancing on Road Work
In order to insure sufficient material being provided

in a given section of road to make the embankment in

that section without waste, the Missouri State Highway
Department has issued rules for balancing earthwork
which rules also cover shrinkage allowance. It is pro-

vided that earthwork ^'s to be balanced to show the dis-

posal of excavation and the method of obtaining

material for embankment and to assist in determining
economical grade line. As a free haul of 1,000 ft. is

specified, the earthwork should balance in sections of

not over 1,000 ft. and as much less distance as is prac-

ticable. Steepness, irreguar profile and fixed points of

the grade line may require the sections to be over 1,000

ft. Careful study should be made to determine when
it is more economical to borrow, waste or overhaul and
at the same time secure a good grade line. The rule for

shrinkage is as fellows:

Since earth when placed in embankment becomes more
dense, occupying less space than it did originally, and since
most highway earthwork contains a great amount of veg-
etable matter, the yardage of excavation should exceed the
yardage of embankment. Where excavation averages 100
cu.yd. or more per station, allow 15 to 20 per cent of excess
cut over fill. Where excavation averages less than 100
cu.yd. per station allow 20 *^o 25 per cent excess of cut over
fill. Swell should be allowed on rock.

Special Quay Wall for Shores

Which Require Filling

Precast Concrete Piles T'orm Face Wall With
Precast Concrete Ties to Hold Them

Against Shore Fill

PRECAST reinforced-concrete sheetpiles with spe-

cially designed hooked ties are the basis of a new
type of quay wall which has been devised by a French

engineer, Louis Ravier, of Paris, which has been used

in its latest development in the construction of a quay

at Kenitra, in French Morocco. The basic idea of the

system is the use of a T-shaped sheetpile which is

kW.£Uni*-\nTr-^—ri

tM y

Front Elevation

0' 10' 20' JO' JhI
I ^ \ Ia .^

OH—Hi
ah—
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P I 01 n
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DETAILS OF SPECIAL PRECAST PILE AND TIE QUAY
WALL AT KENITRA. MOROCCO. DEVISED BY

LOUIS RAVIER

driven in the water and which is held in place against

the subsequently placed fill by special ties, the lower one

of which is also placed under water before filling is

commenced. Afterward the fill is carried from the line

of sheetpiles back to the old shore line, and is paved

for a solid quay wall.

The T-shaped sheetpile has a main stem 12 x 17 in.

in section and in the Morocco wall about 40 ft. long.

To this is joined integrally a 4-in. faceplate 4. ft.

wide, a thorough connection being madie in the rein-

forcement. This faceplate, however, stops about 4 ft.

VIEW OF THE TIES IN THE CASTLNC. YARD
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a deadman similar to that used in the lower tie. Rock
ttll is then continued am shown in the cros«-.«(ection to

the top of the quay and the final fill made with Hand.

The sheetpile in capped with a concrete cap and the

quay wall paved a.s shown.

SHEETPlLE.s WITH HOOKS IN CASTINC VAKD

above the point of the main shaft of the pile. At a

distance of about 12 ft. above this point there is cast

integral with the main shaft a heavy concrete hook

extending backward from the face of the pile, and at

a point about 12 ft. from the top of the pile reinforc-

ing rods are left protruding in the back of the shaft

for the future connection of the upper tie rods.

The lower ties consist of precast concrete sections

about 12 in. square and 12 ft. long, with eye ends, as

shown in the view. The upper tie rods are of not

quite as large sections, but are longer and have an eye

only at one end, the upper end being left with pro-

truding rods to connect with the rods already left in

the sheetpiles.

In construction the sheetpiles are driven in line

CASTING THE SHEETPILES WITH THE HOOKS

through the water to the proper depth, which is not

necessarily refusal but is governed by the required

elevation of the quay and the pre-ascertained condition

of the soil in which the piles are driven. This heigTit

is such that the lower hook is just above the bottom

of the harbor. The lower tie is theri placed under water

engaging the hook on the sheetpile by means' of a solid

concrete cylinder which passes through the eye of the

tie and the curve of the hook. The rear end of the

tie is held by a reinforced-concrete plate about 4 ft.

square kept in place by a concrete block threaded

through the rear eye of the tie. \ '

A filling of rock is then dumped into the water to

water level, at which height the upper tie rod is placed,

in open air, the tie to the sheetpile being made by

joining the reinforcing together and pouring the con-

crete around it. The lower end of the upper tie has

Progress on Proposed American P'alls Dam

ONE of the irrigation projects visited by the Appro-
priation Committee of Congress this summer and

the one seemingly the most likely to be developed soon is

the American Falls Dam in Idaho on the Snake River.

It would have a storage capacity of 3,000,0000 acre-ft.

and would be capable of supplying 1,.300,000 acres

already irrigated with a safe and reliable supply. In

addition it would take care of new land amounting to

400,000 or 450,000 acres.

Prof. W. 0. Crosby reported Jan 15, 1920, favorable

geological conditions. I. W. McConnell, consulting

engineer, New York, headed a board of engineer.**,

selected jointly by the U. S. Reclamation Ser%-ice and the

State of Idaho, and reported April 10, 1920, favorably

on the construction of the reservoir. In the fall of 1919

a mass meeting to inquire into the storage needs of

the various canal companies brought application for

550,000 acre-ft. of storage. These various interests

through a storage committee negotiated with the

Reclamation Service for a form of contract providing

for Federal construction of the dam with the under-

standing that the various organizations desiring storage

would advance the money for their proportionate share

of this reservoir, while Congress would be asked to

appropriate money to provide for the storage for lands

held in public ownership.

Contracts have been signed

for 335,170 acre-ft. of stor-

age and the first payment of

money has been depositetl

with the Reclamation Serv-

ice. The signed contracts are

with 31 canals and individ-

uals representing 500.000

acres. Other lands already

n cultivation need 550.000

acre-ft. additional. The

North Side Pumping Unit

of the Minidoka Project (,U.

S.R.S.) will require 520,000

aci-e-ft., making a total of

1.400.000 acre-ft. for which

there is immediate need.

A 43-ft. dam holding 600.000 acre-ft. can be built for

$8.83 per acre-ft.. a 64-ft. dam v;ith a capacity of

1,500,000 acre-ft. for $5.73 and the full capacit>-. 3.000,-

000 acre-ft. can be obtained with an 89-ft. da.n 5.000 ft.

long at a cost of $4.50 per acre ft. of storage. For the

full development Congress would have to appropriate

$9,370,000 and the land owners $3,090,000. For the

1921 expenditures Congress is asked for $370,000 and

the land owners will supply $670,000.

Ohio's 1919 Typhoid Rate Lowest of Record

In 1919 Ohio had a typhoid fever death rate of 8.6

per 100,000 population, the lowest of record. In 1918

it was 14.6, a figure about the average for the three

years previous to 1918.
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Increasing the Efficiency of Three

Pumping Plants

VViiter Department of Lynn, Mass., Rebuilds Two
Low-Lift Plants and Changes from Coal to

Oil at Main Pumping Station

RADICAL CHANGES in three pumping- stations of

the water-works of Lynn, Mass., have been made
\.:thin the past two years to keep abreast of the times

; lul to get a proper phmt efficiency, said Reeves J.

Newsom, commissioner of water, in a paper read before

the New England Water Works Association at its

recent convention in Holyoke. As a result two outlying

low-lift stations now have complete equipments of

motor-driven pumps of much increased efficiency that

may be operated "24 hours a day for weeks at a time

practically without attendance," while the main pump-

ing station has had its steam boilers converted for

the use of oil instead of coal for fuel, at great reduction

in fuel cost.

One of the outlying stations had been equipped with

a 15,000,000-gal. centrifugal pump no longer ago than

1912. All this equipment went to the junk heap,

including a priming pump of the ordinary reciprocating

type. This pumping plant was operated six years

without knowledge of its efficiency. In 1918 Mr. New-
som found by tests that when pumping from 12,750,000

to 16,750,000 gal. a day under heads from 10.9 to 27 ft.

the efficiency of the combined plant varied from 26

to 47 per cent. The acceptance test of the new plant

showed an efficiency of 74.5 per cent. At both of the

new outlying stations the priming pumps, Mr. New-
som states, "are novel adaptations of a direct-connected

motor-driven hydro-turbine vacuum pump and, com-

plete, occupy a space only 20 x 40 in.

Oil Substituted for Coal

At the main station, where oil has been substituted

for coal as fuel, the steam-driven pumps have their

steam supplied from two 175-hp. boilers. The reasons

for changing to oil, the nature of the contract for oil,

the oil equipment and a summary of the advantages

of using oil at Lynn are set forth by Mr. Newsom as

follows

:

The coal problem has become very serious in two ways.

At times coal is scarcely obtainable and last winter, for •

several weeks we had to depend on trucks coming through-

the deep snows from a city twenty miles distant to keei^^y

our pumps going. Then, too, the quality of the coal now

on the market has made its use very uneconomical. The^

station duty has dropped as much as 30 per ce^t at tim.es,

and in order to keep up steam there has had to be wasted

unburned, through the ash ' pit, 18 to 20 per cent on' the

average, and at times as high as 28 'per cent of 'the coal'

^red. Combined with these facts has been the ever rising:

price of . coal from around $4 per ton to $16.50 at the

present time.
'

,
'

"We have made a contract for oil at the equivalent of

about $9 per ton for coal, and the price is guaranteed for

two and one-half years, and the delivery^ of the oil for five

years. This contract is backed by a $10;000 -bond,' which^ is-

two-thirds of the cost of the oil -burning apparatus, and the

amount to be saved is such that if,the .oil company delivers

oil for only a few months we can change back- to -Cojtl^^.

without loss. , - '^ ^ > '•

The oil situation appears to be pretty stable, however,

when it is remembered that enormous royalties are paid

to the Mexican government on the output of oil and it is

therefore vitally interested in keeping them in operation,

and further any interference with the oil output would not

be tolerated by the British and American navies. The
company that delivers the oil in trucks from stoi'age tanks

in Chelsea, Mass., owns also the wells, the pipe lines, and
the tank steamers which bring it to this country, so that

transportation difficulties would seem to be minimized.

The oil burning apparatus which is being installed con-

sists of three principal elements—the storage tank, the

combined pump and heater, and the burners, with connect-

ing piping and auxiliaries.

The stovage tank is of reinforced concrete, built in two
separate compartments with a total capacity of 35,000 gal.,

or about three week's supply. A suction pipe comes from
each compartment of the tank and runs to the pump inside

the boiler room. These pipes are surrounded near the end

by steam jackets which heat the heavy fuel oil so that it

will flow. Pipes extending to the bottom enter the tank at

the same points to which ejectors can be attached for re-

moving water which may collect from time to time.

Equipment Details

The pump to which the suction pipes are attached is of

the double duplex direct-acting type, mounted above the

heater, which is cylindrical in shape, the whole thing being
a small compact unit. The heater is constructed like a

surface condenser, the steam being inside the tubes and the

oil flowing around them. In this heater the temperature
of the oil is raised to about 130 deg. F.

From the heater the oil is pumped to the boiler front,

where it passes through an auxiliary heater composed of

another steam jacketed section of pipe which is used to

heat the oil beyond the pump when the boilers have been
banked, or when for any reason the main heater does not

function properly. The piping is so arranged that all ex-

haust steam from heaters and pump returns to the boilers.

The oil then passes through a regulator and to the

burners, where it is atomized by steam and mixed with air.

The burners are placed just below the location of the coal

grates, the pipes coming in through the ash doors which
are entirely bricked up except for the requisite air slots.

The regulator is actuated by changes in steam pressure

and controls the flow of oil to the burners. The supply of

air is controlled by the position of the chimney drafts. It

is possible to obtain a regulator which will also control the

air, but a centrifugal pump load is so steady that practically

no change is required in the amount of air needed, once it

has been set to meet the atmospheric conditions for the

day's run, and the complication of such a regulator is not,

therefore, justified in our installation.

We use both boilers ordinarily to carry the load and to

prevent its unequal distribution and the overloading of

either of the boilers. Steam flow meters are being installed

to show the respective outputs.

The dangers in the use of oil are two—having too hot

a Jire, and' having the fix-e too concentrated. The limit to

•which an oil fire can be forced is usually beyond the safety

point of the boiler, and so the output must be watched. If

the burners are too close to the boilers the flame may be

so coreentrated that the rivets in the shell will melt. A
boiler setting built especially for oil is usually very high,

but a coal installation can in most cases be adapted to oil

by removing the grates and putting the burners in the top

of the ash pits. . . ,
'

.

Ihe, principal advantages which will in our case be de-

rived' from the use of oil are as follows: (1) Oil is cheaper

than coal;' (2) it can be burned more eflliciently than coal;

(3) greater boiler- capacity can be developed; (4) coal and

ash handling charges will be eliminated; (5) variation in

quality will be minimized; (G)' banking of fires can be done

very i^iuch more economically; (7) neater and cleaner and

better, working conditions will be obtained.

The burning of bil.seems.to solve our problem in this

station, temporarily at least,: and. perhaps until such time

as the' eventual solution; the development of available water

power will be consummated. .
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Concrete Abutment of Thin Walls
Tied by Diaphragm

Special Design Used in Illinois Highway Viaduct
Saves Material and Insures Coaction

of Wings and Face Wall

FOR the abutments of the New Athens Viaduct, a

concrete beam-and-slab hi^^hway bridge for St. Clair

County, Illinois, a special type of wing-wall abutment
was designed and used by A. P. Poirot, of Bellville, 111.,

who built the bridge. Comparatively thin wing and face

walls were used, but were tied together near the top by

a horizontal diphragm spanning the juncture angle.

The viaduct consist of 20 spans of 40 ft. and two
spans of 37 ft. 9i in. The roadway, 19 ft. wide, is

carried on a 7-in. slab with three longitudinal 16 x 26 in.

stringers, which are supported on three-column bents.

Except that every other bent is of the split-column type

for expansion, as shown in the view herewith, the

design follows ordinary practice.

A detail and a view of the wing-wall abutment are

also shown. The abutment consists of a face wall 14 ft.

I in. long and 20 ft. 6 in. high, which is 12 in. thick

in its main section, with a 4 ft. base and a 2 ft. 6 in.

lorbeied top. Joined to this at a 45 deg. angle are

18 ft. 6 in. wings also 12 in. thick but extending up

liigher, at the face, than the face wall. Joining the

three walls at the elevation of the face-wall corbel is

the 16 in. horizontal diaphragm, of the shape and rein-

661

SPMT EXPANSION COLUMN BENT ON NEW ATHEN.S
VIADUCT

Details of diaphragm abutment of New Athens vladurt,

f'lalf County, Illlnol.s.

forcement shown in drawing. The advantages claimed

for this type of construction by the designer are as

follows

:

(1) It permits the use of comparatively small sec-

jr
End Elevation '^

section ert C«ot*r

19 ^
S«cnon A-A J

UKTAIL.S OK lilAPHRAGM ABUTMENT OF NEW ATHENS VUI>UCT.

ST. CLAIH COUNTY, ILLINOIS

lions for the wings and face wall and no footings

be provided under the wings further than tho.se required

to carry the deadload of the wings themselves.

(2) The location of the diaphragm h such that tt

can be built strictly according to the plans with eftse.

The steel can be properly placed and the concrete

properly formed and worked, thus assuring good con-

struction at the critical part. This is often not the case

in other types of design. For in.stance, in the cantilever

type the critical part of the wings is u-sually below the

stream bed immediately above the footing, at a point

where form construction for the wing wall makes it

almost impossible to keep a thin layer of dirt from

separating the wall from the footing course, thus pro-

viding a chance for corrosion Oi the rods where it is

least desired, and consequently a lessening of the value

of the structure.

(3) The ba.se can not be broken w4»en back Ailing

is being done, as is often ob.served when ties are UMd
that extend underneath the roadway from the end of tnm

wing to the end of the other.

The wing walls and the face wall are desig;.ed. so fm

as the earth pressure in back of them is concerned, aa

slabs supported at the top and bottom. The earth in

front of the footings and the friction on the earth

underneath provide the bottom support, and tk«

diaphragm brace, shown above, provider the means

whereby the wings and the wall mutually support each

other at the top.

The ba.se is designed to resist bending moment at

any section caused by the tendency of the winga to

spread and also to resist the moment caused by the

direct dead- and live-load from the top.

As a test, the back filling of one abutment waa mada

shortly after it waa completed and before the super-

structure was placed. This remained for about eight
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INSIDE OP WING-WALL, ABUTMENT WITH CONNECTING
DIAPHRAGM

months, after which the last span was put in place.

Careful measurements revealed no movement and no

signs of insufficient strength were found.

D. 0. Thomas is county superintendent of highways
of St. Clair County and Ben A. Gundland was in charge

as superintendent of construction.

Methods of Increasing Efficiency

of Track Labor
Cost Records Necessary—Permanent Emploj-^ment

With Good Pay and Housing Help To Secure
Better Men and Better Work

UNDER present conditions of labor and wages the

railways have a very practical interest in increasing

the efficiency and economy of track work. New methods
and better management will be necessary to obtain this

result. The situation was reviewed by F. G. Jonah,

chief engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco Ry., in

an address delivered at the recent annual meeting of

the Roadmasters and Maintenance of Way Association,

an abstract of which follows

:

Formerly, when labor for ti-ack work was abundant and
cheap, there was little check on its performance or economic
results. In considering the efficiency of workmen the first

thing necessary is to know accurately what they are doing
now and what they are capable of doing. This means put-
ting the work on the basis of unit costs. In the past, there
have been records only of the total expenditure for various
subdivisions of track work, comparatively little being known
of the amount of work performed for this expenditure. In
the transportation department the whole efficiency of the
organization is judged by statistical information, based on
the unit cost of moving a ton of freight one mile or carry-
ing a passenger one mile; the mileage of engines per ton
of coal; the movement of loaded cars per day, the terminal
expense of handling cars and engines. The information
shows at a glance whether the railway's business is being
bandied economically.

It is possible to measure in the same way results of the

work of track gangs, so that various railroads are beginning
to undertake the collection of such data. The system intro-

duced on the St. Louis-San Francisco Ry. is found to be
well worth its cost, and is giving some definite results. The
basis of this system is the time book. Heretofore, track

foremen have reported the amount of time put in on different

kinds of work, but have said nothing about the quantity of
work done. The new time book provides for such a record.

When the cost of work is known, steps can be taken to keep
up a good average or to raise a low one.

Motor cars for section forces were introduced by many
railways a few years ago, but on the assumption that a
man could then cover more territory, they lengthened the
sections and eliminated a few foremen, apparently trying
to figure sufficient saving in wages to pay for the motor
cars. This was at a time when men worked ten hours per
day. With the eight-hour day now general, the long sec-

tion is a mistake, as too large a percentage of time is

taken up in moving to and from work. Further, increased
traffic, with increased number and weight of trains, demands
moi'e intensive work and supervision, so that many sections

should be shortened, instead of lengthened. But the motor
car will be economical even on short sections. Power ap*
pliances should be used whenever possible and manual labor
reduced to a minimum.
With increased wages, a better personnel can be secured,

A.11 sections should be allowed to carry a permanent force
of at least a foreman and four men, expanding to a greater
number at times in the summer. Steady employment the
year round will hold good men on the sections, and give the
railway a chance to develop good foremen for section gangs
and extra gangs. Consideration should be given to proper
housing facilities. The time for box car bodies as houses
for families is past, and the day of the hobo is past.

Clean, efficient labor demands comfortable, commodious,
healthful domiciles. It will pay to establish these. There
is no reason why the section foreman should not be one
of the substantial citizens of the community in which he
lives. His pay now compares favorably with that of the

village school teacher, and the railways will expect their

men to measure up to a higher standard than has prevailed

in the past.

Extra gangs should be housed in clean bunk cars and
the train should carry a car equipped with shower bath.

Cars should be screened and a good commissary maintained.

In the days of the hobo camp, few could blame the man who
put in a month at one and then took the first opportunity (at

pay day) of going off on a drunk to forget his misery. He
drifted back to camp only because he had no other place to

go. Labor cannot be held under conditions that prevailed

in the past. The road that will get the best results is the

one that provides the best housing conditions and has the

best personnel; and the latter depends largely upon the

former.

After good men have been secured, they must be fully

equipped with tools, so that they can undertake any kind

of work at any time. Ample material must be supplied also,

for money is wasted if extra gangs and section gangs are

kept waiting for material. It is unwise to undertake too

much work by doubling up section gangs, for the morale of

a section foreman is destroyed by frequently taking him off

his own territory to help another foreman. The practice

should be resorted to only in such emergencies as wrecks and
washouts, for it is far better to organize extra gangs to do

extra work. If three or four section gangs are worked
together, at the present pay of section foremen, the over-

head expense is much more than the salary of a good
extra-gang foreman.

Dallas Has Aerial Photo Map
Dallas, Texas, is one of the few cities in the country

that possess a complete aerial photographic map. It

was made last spring by army aviators at the request

of Mayor Wozencraft and now hangs in the Mayor's

office. Three hundred seventy-eight plates were ex-

posed at an altitude of 6,000 ft. from a former bombing

plane flying along parallels. Later these pictures had to

be cut and carefully fitted together, making a mosaic

5 X 8 ft. in size. This map will be of service in planning

Greater Dallas.
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Am.Soc.C.E. Arguments for and Against Federation
Membership Receives Presentation of Opposin^^ V iews I^rior to Voting on (iuention of

Joining the New Organization

IN accordance with the action of the Board of Direc-
tion of the American Society of Civil Engineers at a

meeting held in Portland, Ore., Aug. 12, there has been
sent to the corporate membership of the society ballots

calling for a vote on the question of joining the Feder-
ated American Engineering Societies, together with a
pamphlet containing arguments pro and con, prepared

by committees of three consisting of Edward E. Wall,

David C Henny and John C. Hoyt, ivho present the

case in favor of joining the federation, and George H.
Pegram, John W. Alvord and Arthur S. Tuttle, who
oppose it. The arguments are reprinted in full below.

Arguments for Joining Federation

As Prepared by Edivard E. Wall, David C. Henny, and
John C. Hoyt.

ON JUNE 18, 1918, the Board of Direction of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers adopted resolutions cre-

ating a Committee on Development. About the same time

similar committees were created by the American Institute

of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, and the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers. In order to correlate the v^^ork of these

committees so far as it pertained to matters of common in-

terest to the engineering profession, especially to matters

of public welfare that involved engineering training and
technical experience, these committees appointed from their

membership a general committee, known as the Joint Con-
ference Committee, consisting of fourteen members. Three
members of this committee were also members of the Engi-

neering Council.

The Joint Conference Committee, after considering vari-

ous plans for providing an agency through which the engi-

neers of the countrj could speak and act as a unit for the

engineering and allied pi'ofessions, was unanimously of the

opinion that to establish such an agency some comprehen-

sive organization other than Engineering Council was nec-

essary—that an organization was needed which should be

thoroughly representative and democratic and which should

be formed from the bottom up and not from the top down.

This committee submitted a unanimous report which con-

tained a general plan for such an oi'ganization based on

the following principles:

1.—Non-interference with interrelations of organizations

with respect to technical matters, and maintenance of the

autonomy, functions, and operations of each organization.

2.—Local affiliation of existing groups of engineers in

order to facilitate united action on local questions of public

welfare and other matters of common interest.

3.—National association of engineering organizations by

means of a national council composed of representatives

widely chosen by local affiliations or organizations and by
national organizations, the council to meet annually and to

act through an executive board.
4.—Financial support of such an association by contri-

bution from all participating organizations on a basis of

membership.
5.—A form of organization which will permit expansion

and development.

The report of the Joint Conference Committee was con-

sidered by Engineering Council at its meeting in October.

1919, and the general principles therein stated were en-

dorsed. The report was also presented to the four Founder

Societies and it was considered at a joint meeting of the

governing boards of these societies held Jan. 23, 1920,

together with the governing boards of the American Society

for Testing Materials and of the United Engineering

Society and with members of Engineering Council. At this

meeting resolutions were unanimously adoy^^'^'' ''"rnesting
the Joint Conference Committee to call, . -l*jr, a
conference of national, local, .state, and rc->c -. • , ...**rm|f
organization.s and af!iJiation.s for the purpose of formjntf th«
comprehensive organization of enjfine«r» recommended. In
compliance with this request a call was issued to aboat
110 engineering and allied technical societies not organ-
ized for commercial purpo.ses, but devoted chiefly to the
advancement of engineering and allied technical art*, to
send repre.sentatives to an organizing conference to be held
in Washington, D. C, June 3-4, 1920. There were in attend-
ance at this conference 140 men, representing 71 societies
having an aggregate membership of over 110,000, or 80 per
cent of the membership of the organizations which were
invited to send representatives to the conference.
The conference was, therefore, in every way thorou^ly

representative, the delegates coming from all parts of the
United States and representing national, local, state, and
regional engineering organizations and affiliations. Its out-
standing feature was the unanimity of opinion that a com-
prehensive body to speak for allied and technical organiza-
tions was necessary. Without a single dissenting vote the
Federated American Engineering Societies, the manage-
ment of which shall be vested in a body known as the
American Engineering Council, was formed. A constitution
and by-laws were adopted (see accompanying copy) and
the Joint Conference Committee was instructed to act as
the ad interim committee between the adjournment of the
conference and the convening of the American Engineering
Council on Nov. 10, 1920.

Engineering Council, at its meeting on June 17, 1920.

unanimously endorsed the Federated American Engineering
Societies and its governing body, the American Engineering
Council, and authorized "its executive committee to offer

such assistance as may be practicable in completing the

work of the Organizing Conference of the Joint Conference
Committee of the Founder Societies in establishing the

American Engineering Council."

The chairman of Engineering Council, under date of

July 12, 1920, stated:

"I am sure that, as chairman, I voice the opinion of

Engineering Council when I state it will do everything in

its power to advance the organization of the new council.

to act in the interim, and tf facilitate a smooth transfer of

activities from the old to the new council."

From this it is quite evident that Engineering Council

will go out of existence when American Engineering Coun-

cil is prepared to take up its work, about Jan. 1, 1921.

The Federated American Engineering Societies has now
a membership consisting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, the .\merican Institute of Electrical

Engineers, the Detroit Engineering So«Mety. the Pallas

Technical Club, and the Cleveland Engineering Society.

The .sentiment expressed by delegates at the organizing con-

ference indicates that other societies to whom invitations

to becon'.e members have been extended will be added to the

list as soon as the question can be considered by their gov-

erning boards and presented to their membership, so that

without a doubt the Federated American Engineering

Societies when completely formed will speak for a body of

over 100.000 engineers and allied technologists and will be

prepared to perform a real function as a medium of the

engineering and allied technical professions in their relation

to the public.

The new organization is no mushrimm. It has not grown

in a night. It is not a dream of one or of a few men. It

is the mature result of months of hard thought and days of

intense conference by many broad-minded engineers from all

quarters of our land, gathered day after day.

The following events indicate that now is the psycho-
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logical time for establishing a comprehensive organization

to represent engineering and allied technical interests, and

that this new organization is to be the Federate^d American
Engineering Societies with a governing body to be known as

the American Engineering Council.

1.—On Sept. 17, 1919, the Joint Conference Committee

of the four Founder Societies unanimously recommended

this comprehensive organization.

2,—In October, 1919, Engineering Council unanimously

endorsed this recommendation in principle.

3.—On Jan. 23, 1920, the governing boards of the Founder

Societies, of the American Society for Testing Materials,

and of the United Engineering Society and the members of

the Engineering Council unanimously endorsed the recom-

mendation of the Joint Conference Committee in principle,

and requested the committee to call, without delay, a con-

ference of representatives of national, local, state, and

regional organizations and affiliations, for bringing into

existence the comprehensive oi'ganization recommended by

the Joint Conference Committee.

4.—This conference met in Washington, June 3-4, 1920,

and unanimously voted in favor of the comprehensive or-

ganization recommended by the Joint Conference Committee.

5.—Engineering Council, at its meeting on June 17, 1920,

unanimously endorsed the formation of the Federated

American Engineering Societies and the American Engi-

neering Council and instructed its executive committee to

proffer and perform every possible service in bringing it

into existence.

6.—The technical papers of the country have been unani-

mous in their endorsement of the action of the Washington

Organizing Conference and in their expressions that the

step taken was the most important in the history of the

engineering profession.

The American Society of Civil Engineers recognized the

need of a general organization to represent the engineering

and allied technical professions when it joined in the crea-

tion of Engineering Council. The American Engineering

Council is a similar organization made more democratic by

including in its membership local as well as national socie-

ties, and it is obvious that any organization representing

many societies in different parts of the country must have

greater potential effect that one representing only a few.

The American Society of Civil Engineers has given finan-

cial support and in every way fostered Engineering Council

;

and there is no reason why it should not lend the same sup-

port to the American Engineering Council, which will suc-

ceed Engineering Council and carry on its work in a more

representative way and on a more comprehensive scale.

The statement has been made that the proposed plan for

financing the American Engineering Council will not pro-

vide adequate funds. Engineering Council has done a large

amount of work under appropriations from its five member
societies, never exceeding $22,000 per annum. It has, of

course, always had need of more money, but that is a need

of any live organization. The proposed budget for the

American Engineering Council is several times that here-

tofore allotted for Engineering Council and is considered

ample to provide both for its successful organization and
for carrying on a large amount of useful work.

One of the fundamental principles of the Federated

American Engineering Societies is "non-interference with

the interrelations with respect to technical matters and the

maintenance of the autonomy, functions, and operations of

individual organization"; therefore, the American Society

of Civil Engineers will lose nothing by becoming a charter

member of the Federated American Engineering Societies,

and its traditions and achievements, together with its high

standing in the engineering profession, will be strengthened

through its hearty support of the movement. In fact, the

American Society of Civil Engineers cannot afford to refuse

to be identified with the movement.
On April 14, 1920, the questionnaire ballots of the mem-

bers of the American Society of Civil Engineers on the

report of the development committee were canvassed, with

the following results:

Question A-1 : "Shall the American Society of Civil En-
gineers 'adopt the principle of becoming an active national

force in economic, industrial, and civic affairs'?" Carried

by a vote of 2,889 to 910, the percentage of affirmative

votes being 76 per cent of those who voted on the question.

Question A-2: "Shall the society actively co-operate with
other engineering and allied technical associations in pro-

moting the welfare of the engineering profession?" Car-
ried by a vote of 3,115 to 685, the corresponding percentage
of affirmatives being 82 per cent.

It is evident that the sentiment of the society is strongly

in favor of these policies, but it was also evident that at

that time many members felt that it would be unwise for the

society to join any federation which did not grant the

national organizations the same representation accorded to

local, state or regional organizations. At the organizing

conference of the Federation of Engineering Societies, held

at Washington, D. C, June 3-4, 1920, this defect in the

original plan was remedied and this action, it is believed,

removed the only objection that can be consistently urged
as a reason why the American Society of Civil Engineers
should not join the new federation.

The question now before the membership of the American
Society of Civil Engineers is whether the society shall join

this organization in its formative state and thus be in a

position to play an active part in developing its policies, or

whether it shall lag behind and permit other organizations
to perform this work, remaining aloof until others have
done the construction and then apply for membership.

It is pertinent to refer to the parallel case illustrated by
the United Engineering Societies Building on West 39th

St., New York City. Every member of some years' stand-

ing will recall that at the time of Mr. Carnegie's gift

the American Society of Civil Engineers had an opportunity

to enter the engineering building along with the other

national societies, and that, owing to the influence of the

ultra-conservative element in the society, it did not avail

itself of this opportunity; after several years elapsed wiser

counsel prevailed and the society took the step which it

should have taken in the first place. Shall the members of

the society be contented to repeat a mistake of this kind?

The American Society of Civil Engineers should be a

leader in this movement, and the vote in favor of its be-

coming a charter member of the Federated American Engi-
neering Societies should be overwhelmingly in the affirma-

tive.

Arguments Against Joining Federation

As Prepared by George H. Pegram, John W. Alvord, and
Arthur S. Tuttle.

1. The federation is identical in principle with the federa-

tion plan which was disapproved by the society as Question

No. 3 of the questionnaire voted on early this year.

The reasons which then demanded its disapproval still

obtain.

2. The purposes of the federation are vague and ambigu-

ous. Advocacy of the plan has relied more upon rhetorical

persuasion than upon definite and clean-cut statement as to

what is to be done and how it is to be accomplished.

3. Because of the vagueness of purpose it is impossible

for any one to draw reasonable conclusions as to whether

the work of the federation will justify either its creation

or the heavy expense it will inevitably entail.

4. The American Society of Civil Engineers is representa-

tive and democratic in organization.

The federation is neither representative nor democratic.

Its management is vested in a council composed of repre-

sentatives of constituent societies, who are not necessarily

elected by the members of those societies. This council

would be in the nature of an autocracy without the usual

restraints to the pursuit of political and personal ends.

5. The requirements of membership in the American

Society of Civil Engineers demand high personal, technical,

and executive qualifications, and are rigidly enforced.

The absence of qualifications for membership in the fed-
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eration lets down the bars to almost any society that may
incorporate the word "engineer" in its title. This diversity

of standards and interests will prevent the federation from

becoming in any sense a representative body.

To carry weight, engineering prestige must rest on pro-

fessional attainment and standing rather than on bulk of

numbers. The federation stes up no profesisonal standards

whatever. Its one standard is bulk.

6. The representation of the American Society of Civil

Engineers in the council and executive board would be in

an insignificant minority, careful estimates indicating that

on the basis of the Washington confei-ence, this representa-

tion would be less than 8 per cent. The society would be

simply lending its prestige for exploitation and both the

society and the engineering profesison would suffer by such

a sacrifice.

7. The American Society of Civil Engineers has never

yielded control of its actions or policies to others. The near-

est approach is in its connection with the Engineering

Council, which, however, can take no action from which

the representatives of the society dissent.

Should the society join the federation, it would, in the

estimation of the public, cease to function as the leading

engineering organization, as it has done for sixty-eight

years.

8. The revenues of the society even if its dues are in-

creased as proposed under the amendment about to be voted

upon, are not adequate to permit the society to maintain
membership in the federation without serious curtailment

of its technical activities and the entire abandonment of the

proposed plan for strengthening the local sections.

9. The experience of the American Association of Engi-

neers demonstrates the impossibility of doing effective

"welfare" work with the funds that will be available under
the federation scale of membership fees.

10. "Welfare" work in general is of local or regional

interest. It can be handled most effectively by local or
regional bodies which would be inspired by a genuine com-
munity of interest.

When a "welfare" matter demands broader consideration
than can be obtained through local or regional organiza-
tions, it can and should be made the subject of the co-oper-
ative action of interested organization in which this society
should take a leading part, the funds for such purposes
being raised by special contribution. This will insure the
needful community of interest in each instance, and will
avoid the wasteful expense arising from the permanent
maintenance of the elaborate and costly overhead of a
national federation.

11. If the membership of the society, upon further con-
sideration, elect to stand by their previously expressed
determination to remain out of such a one-sided and un-
representative combination in which there interests and
rights have been needlessly sacrificed, the society's prestige
will not thereby be diminished, but, on the contrary, will
be enhanced.

Public Water Supplies in Quebec
Of 230 towns and villages having 500 population or

more in the Province of Quebec, 192 with a total

population of 1,383,700 have water-works, but all told
there are some 440 separate water supplies in the
province, if those are included that serve only a fev
houses. The foregoing figures are from a paper by
T. J. LaFreniere before the recent Montreal Convention
of the American Water-works Association. Of the 192
works named, 97 take water from rivers. These works
serve a population of 1,192,512, or 86.2 per cent of the
total supplied by the 192 plants. Of the remaining
works, 20 supply lake water to 3.8 per cent of the
total population involved, and 75 supply water from
springs and wells to 10 per cent of the population
supplied by the 192 works.

Quays vs. Piers for Ports

COMPARING the virtue.s of the - 'em with

the pier sy.stem for .shippinff p' ;>i. F. T.

Chambers, U. S. N., of the U. S. Shipping Bf>ard Port

Facilities Commission, in an article in Engineering

NewH-Record, Sept. 16, 1920, p. 556, Hhowcd the Hame
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area as developed for the two types. By an error in

make up the hiyout for the quay system was omitted

and as Fig. 2 of the article was given the plan of the

layout given in cross-section in Fig. 3. There are re-

produced herewith, therefore, the two layouts for the

same area, as intended in the original article. It is the

contention of Captain Chambers that the quay layout,

shown as Fig. 2, is much the better from every stand-

point.

Differential Method for Drawing
Stream Rating Curves

By C. C. Jacob
Federal Court Water Commissioner. Assistant Professor of Civil

Engineering. University of lUah. Myton. ITtah.

TO OBTAIN a continuous record of the flow of

water in a stream or over a weir it is first neces-

sary to obtain the functional relation between the gage

height and discharge, or the rating curve. In the

case of river gaging stations the ordinary method is

to make current meter measurements of discharge at

various observed gage heights. For weirs we rely upon

the formulas and tables published by various experi-

menters, selecting the particular formula that best fits

the case in hand. Very often, however, the hydraulic

engineer must determine the flow of a stream which

cannot be directly measured, or the discharge over a dam
or weir of such size or shape that no experimental
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Pennsylvania and Rhode Island

Traffic Counts Compared

MAIN line highways leading north and south from
Providence, R. L, show as much, or greater,

passenger-car and commercial motor-truck traffic than

at any of nine points along the Lincoln Highway in

Pennsylvania, or than at two points on the William

Penn Highway, f\lso in Pennsylvania, according to

traffic censuses made during July. Traffic counts were
begun upon the Rhode Island and Pennsylvania roads

upon the same day—July 25. The Rhode Island counts

continued during the ensuing week ending Sunday,

Aug. 1. The counts in Pennsylvania were taken for

July 25 and 26 only. Counts were made in Pennsyl-

vania beginning at 6 a.m. and ending at 6 p.m., while

Traffic Count Point Passenger
Cars Trucks

Post Road, Camp Ave., North Kingston 13,723 1,125

Post Road, Matunoc 5,789 448
West Shore Road, Warwick, Conimicut 20,162 3,427
Nooseneck Hill Road, Spring Lake 2,502 376
Plainfield Street, Providence City Line 5,454 2,285
Hartford Pike, Oak Swamp Reservoir 3,893 700
Putnam Pike, Barnes Hill 8,539 1,247
Taunton Ave, West of Pawtucket Ave 13,316 2,003
Waterman Ave, West of Pawtucket Ave . 11,070 2,404
Pawtucket Ave., Brightridge School 25,182 4,398
Nayatt Point Road, West Barrington 13,376 1,437

Child St.. Warren 10,119 1,733
Warren-Bristol Road, Town Line 7,087 2,238
Fall River to Tiverton, Anthony Hill 1 3, 1 04 1,765
Sakonett Point Road, Lafayette Road 2,266 490
Main Road, Portsmouth Town Hall 7,944 1,094

New London Turnpike, Emery Park 7,960 1,385

those in Rhode Island were taken during the 18-hr.

interval from 6 a.m. to midnight.

TABLE L TRAFFIC COUNT ON NINE SECTIONS OF THE LINCOLN
HIGHWAY, PENNSYLVANIA—6 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

Point Taken

Coatesville-Downington

.

Philadelphia-Morrisvillc.

Kind of Traffic

Passenger cars
Motor trucks
Motorcycles
Teams
Total

Passenger cars.

Motor trucks..
Motorcycles. ..

Teams
Total

Allegheny Co.—Greensburg.

Greensburg-Westmoreland Co.

Passenger cars.

Motor trucks.

.

Motorcycles. .

.

Teams
Total

July 25

3,877
S2
125
33

4,117

2,647
265
(a)

54
2,966

2,147
37

July 26

2.307
1,013

43
74

3.437

922
546

Passenger cars.

Motor trucks .

.

Motorcycles. .

.

Teams
Total

Bedford-Fulton Co.

Passenger cars.

Motor trucks.

.

Motorcycles. .

.

Teams
Total

Bedford-Somerset Co

.

Passenger cars.
Motor trucks.

.

Motorcycles. ..

Teams
Total

Columbia-Lancaster

.

Passenger cars.

Motor trucks..
Motorcycles
Teams
Total

LancaBter-Cheeter Co

.

Passenger care

.

Motor trucks.

.

Motorcycles . .

.

Teams
Total

[
Passenger care.
Motor trucks. .

Pbiladelpbia-Paoli < Motorcycles
Teams

I Total
(o) Numl)er motorcycles for the two days—343.

2.185

2,027
32
149
22

2.230

690
51

28
17

786

845
29
41

6
921

1,722
44
76
22

1,864

1,356
31

70
34

1,491

1,303
33
79
11

1,426

117
1.585

920
188

"'5
1. 113

644
103
33
20

800

285
101

II

47
444

475
19
13

507

460
115
22
26

623

560
57
32
13

662

507
226
42
9

784

TABLE II. TRAFFIC COUNT O.N TWO HKCTION.S OK THE WILLIAM
PKNN HIGHWAV, PEN.N8YLVANIA—« A .M. TO 6 P.M.

Point Taken

Bethlebein-Kaston

Lebanon-Reading

Kind of Whirlr
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In all counts made in both states the week-day passen-

ger vehicle traffic approximated 50 per cent of that

on Sunday, while the week-day truck traffic was gen-

erally from three to six times that reported on Sunday.

Counts were made at 19 points in Rhode Island, in all

cases the census extending over an 8-day period. Counts

upon two of these sections are given in detail in an

accompanying table. Sundays being averaged, the

8-day period reveals the passage of the foregoing num-

ber of passenger cars and auto trucks at the points

indicated in Table IV.

Worcester's Water-Works Pipe Trenching
Machine

THE trenching machine bought by the Water Depart-

ment of Worcester, Mass., in 1913, continues to

give good service according to a paper by George W.

Batchelder, water commissioner, read before the New
England Water Works Association at the recent Holyoke

convention. Besides being used in Worcester whenever

practicable the machine has been rented for use in Hart-

ford, Conn., and Quincy, Dartmouth and Auburn, Mass.

The rentals thus far total $9,011, not including work

now in progress at Auburn.

The machine is a model Austin, and cost $6,650

in 1913. It has buckets 18, 24, 30 and 36 in. wide,

with teeth projecting 3 in. on each side so that cuts

6 in. wider are made. By barring down material on

both sides of the trench it is possible to make still

wider cuts.

The total cost of repairs and replacements thus far

has been $3,864 and the machine is apparently good for

many more years' service, Mr. Batchelder states.

When rented out the city charges 7.55c. per cubic

yard for the use of the machine.

Length of Trench
Dug, Ft.

Aug. 18—Very coarse gravel 410

Aug. 19—Loam, hardpan and gravel 250

Aug. 20—Hardpan, clay and sand 380

Aug. 21—Sand and fine gravel 165

Aug. 23—Filled land, very rocky 384

Aug. 24—Coarse gravel and sand 438

Aug. 25—Verj' rocky and wet 445

Aug. 26—Fine gravel and hardpan 295

Aug. 27—Gravel, clay and hardpan 472

Aug. 28—Filled hnd, rocky 180

Hours
Work

8

5

6i
3

6i

The above table is the record for the machine on

trenches 2 ft. wide and 5 ft. deep at Auburn, Mass.,

in August, 1920.

Tree Planting Along California Highways

Tree planting along the highways in California,

when the trees are of a kind approved by the state

forester, is favored by the state highway commission

and "where planted in accordance with the terms pre-

scribed in the permits, will be maintained by the com-

mission." When the commission receives inquiries

about tree planting on the highways an application for

a permit is supplied. When this application is filled out

and returned a field investigation is made by the com-

mission and if this results favorably a permit is issued.

This permit prescribes the kind and size of trees, exact

location, size of holes to be dug, replacing of earth and

protection to be given, etc. The commission is planning

the establishment of a nursery in conjunction with the

California State Board of Forestry.

Letters to the Editor

Pro-Federation Arguments Attacked

Sir—A reading' of the avguments that accompany the

.\m. Soc. C. E. ballot on the question of that society enter-

ing the new Federation of Engineering Societies brings out
two facts:

First: There is no essential difference between
the present proposal and that which was defeated

by the society last spring.

Second: ISTo positive and definite reasons for

entering the Federation have been advanced in

these arguments.
The plea for a "Yes" vote reveals the same vagueness as

to aims and purposes that brought about the earlier defeat

of the proposal, and its resubmission at this time falls little

short of being an affront to the intelligence of the society.

The chief az'gument and in fact the basis of the entire

plea for the Am. Soc. C. E. entering the Federation is that

"everybody is doing it." As a matter of fact only five of
the seventy-one societies represented at the Washington
conference have as yet joined the new Federation.

On the other hand the American Chemical Society has
refused to join and the American Association of Engineers
has indicated that it will do likewise. It appears, then, that
the unanimity of which so much is made by the advocates
of the Federation is not in accordance with the facts.

In becoming a part of the Federation the Am. Soc. C. E.
has nothing to gain and everything to lose. The inequitable

organization of the Federation, its hazy purposes, its vague
promises, and the utter lack of positive and convincing argu-
ment in its support, all demonstrate that it offei's no benefits

to the profession at large that can possibly justify the sac-

rifices the Am. Soc. C. E. is called on to make.
John P. Hogan,
Clifford M. Holland,
Frederick C. Noble.

New York City, Sept. 27.

Shrinkage of Earthwork
Sir—For the information of your readers who are in-

terested in the shrinkage of earthwork the requirements
contained in the specifications of the Mississippi River Com-
mission for levee work is given as follows:

"Shrinkage.—The allowance for settling or shrink-
age of embankment will be 15 per cent of the net
fill for scraper work, 20 per cent for wagon work,
and 25 per cent for other methods including drag-
line and other machine scrapers regardless of the
material used; and no embankment that is not
carried up as above specified will be paid for. The
allowance for shrinkage or settling must be so dis-

posed on top and slopes as to give the requii'ed
width of crown, and to fill out the slopes so as to
make plane surfaces from edge of crown to base
of levee after shrinkage has practically ceased.
The contents of the levee, computed to the estab-
lished net grade only, will be paid for.

"Settlement of Foundation.—Should the contrac-
tor desire payment for restoration of yardage due
to settling of foundation, he must apply to the con-
tracting officer for instructions regarding the erec-

tion of structures for the determination thereof,

in advance of any work on sections on which such
payment may be made, and he must erect at his

own expense, prior to any work thereon, such
structures as may then be required by the contract-

ing officer. Should these requirements be fulfilled

the contractor will be paid for the restoration of

yardage due to settlement of foundation at the

same rate as the other embankment, but he will

receive no compensation for such restoration unless

the instructions of the contracting officer in regard

to the determination of quantities shall have been

fully complied with."

These requirements have been adopted after a great many
years of experience in levee construction work and have
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fairly Tipet the general conditions under which these levees

are built. The varying character of the soil or earth bor-

rowed, the time required for and the weather conditions

during construction, as well as the method of construction,

are largely the controlling factors of shrinkage. The
settlement of the foundation of levees and embankments is

usual and in some cases very considerable and this should

not be attributed to or confused with the shrinkage of the

boiTowed earth. In levee work measurements arc usually

made in embankment.
H. N. Pharr, Chief Engineer,

St. Francis Levee District.

Bridge Junction, Ark., Sept. 22.

Sir—The theories advanced by Charles Prelini in sup-

port of his contention that earthwork does not shrink,

Eyigmeering ^News-Record, Sept. 2, p. 475, are exceedingly

ingenious but, unfortunately, they appear to be lacking in

facts for a foundation.

In the writer's letter, published in your issue of Aug.

19, descriptive of work on the Yale Bowl, it was stated

that "The embankment was mostly formed from material

scraped from the enclosed area." Consequently, all of the

material which was spilled from the scrapers fell where

it was picked up by subsequent passages of that machine,

and there was absolutely no waste in transportation.

The same is true as regards material lost by erosion.

In ordinary storms the water was readily absorbed by the

embankment and it was only in rainfalls of exceptional

severity that any of the sand was displaced. The small

amount of material which was eroded was either washed
down into the cut, from where it was subsequently replaced,

or else caught and retained on the embankment by the con-

crete wall which surrounds the Bowl at the foot of the outer

slope.

A theory to account for the difference in volume of ex-

cavation and embankment, in the case of the Yale Bowl,

must be other than that due to loss of material either in

transportation or by erosion. Charles A. Ferry,
New Haven, Conn., Sept. 14. Engineer, Yale Bowl.

I

Venturi Tube Suggested for Holding

Vacuum in Siphon

Sir—The writer was much interested ii* a short article in

the Sept. 16 issue of Engineering Neivs-Record, p. 541, in

which the use of a true siphon on a main supply pipe was de-

scribed. The conditions in this case were comparable to

those encountered by the writer about fourteen years ago

where it was desired that a 16-in. riveted steel pipe line

should be placed temporarily in service pending the com-

pletion of a pumping plant. A long crest with a maximum
height of about 6 ft. above hydraulic gradient began a short

distance from the intake of the pipe line and it occurred

to the writer that it would be possible to siphon the water
across this crest. With this end in view, a connection at

the highest point in the line was provided, above which was
placed an air chamber about 2 ft. diameter and 3 ft. high.

A gage glass was placed on the side of the air chamber,

near the bottom, so that the attendant could see when the

surface of the water in the chamber approached the level

of the top of the 16-inch. pipe.

When the chamber was pretty well filled with air, work
was started with a hand-operated air pump (as I remember
it, one of the same type generally used in garages years

ago before the advent of the power-operated tire-pump) and
by this rather laborious means the air would be cleared

from the chamber. Of course, so long as the level of the

water in the chamber was above the connection with the

line the flow would be complete.

The only trouble we had in this case was the difficulty

in preventing leakage of air into the riveted pipe line, as

it didn't take much to keep the air pump at work pretty

constantly. With this exception, however, the scheme was
a success.

It has occurred to the writer, however, that in such cases

as this, or the one described by Mr. Braun and Mr. Sherman,
it would be easily possible to keep the air chamber clear

of air by installing a venturi tube just below the hydraulic
gradient beyond the crest (toward the di.scharge end of the
line) and connecting the throat with the air chamber with
the small tube In the case de.scribed in the articles re-
ferred to a venturi tube for this 6-in. pipe, having a 2-in-
throat, .should, with r. velocity throujjh the full section of
the pipe of 2 ft. per second, give a differential head more
than sufficient to keep th'j chamber clear. This would mean
a rate of c-schiir'fe of but 175 gal. per minute. As a mat-
ter of fact, if the crest is but 3 ft. above the hydraulic
gradient, it would be found that the required de^ee of
vacuum would be about balanced by the throat velocity due
to a discharge of about 90 gal. per minute.

While the use of the siphon has been very generally
avoided in the past for ve- y obvious rea.ions. in such cases
as those rei'erred to above the writer believes that it woald
be ea.sily possible to adapt th'. venturi tube to the work of
holding the required vacuum and offers the suggestion for
what it may be worth.

Glorge Sydney Binckltv.
New York City, Sept. 27.

Engineers in Public Service Would Gain

by Uniform Classification

•Sir—Engineering Council's proposed classification and
compensation of engineers in fede-al, state, county and
railway service is to my mind one of the most important
movements recently put forth to bring about a higher state

of efficiency in the engineering service of our public and
semi-public institutions. I believe the same inducements
should be offered to men entering the above branches of

engineering as are offered to those entering private fields;

namely, chances for continuous promotion based on the

individual's ability and efforts.

At the present time the engineering field in public ser\'-

ice is extremely limited. The engineer of ambition in a
small town has very little hope after he reaches a high

position there of advancing to a more responsible position

in the larger town or city, for the reason that local civil

service rules form a barrier througsh which he cannot pass

without starting in the lower grades and working up in the

particular town or community in which these rules are

operating.

The universal adoption of a standard classification and
compensation of engineers, such as proposed by Engineer-

ing Council, would be the first step forward by which the

present complicated and inconsistent civil service grading

might be abolished and in its stead a uniform sj'stem of

grading and compensation established throughout the coun-

<;ry. This would be a most important advance step, as it

would pave the way for making engineering in the public

service one large field where the engineer might start in

Oshkosh as a "junior aid" or "junior assistant engineer"

and work up through the various grades, ultimately reach-

ing the larger and more important organizations in our

larger municipalities or in the federal, state tr county

service.

It requires no unusual range of vision to picture a crying

need for competent engineers who have been trained in

the public service to properly and efficiently design, con-

struct and maintain public works and to manage many of

our cities. Every effort should be made now t'l lay a sub-

stantia.^, foundation on which this important service to the

community may be built. Every engineer and every techni-

cal society, whether it be an association, an organization or

a union, should agree upon and get behind some such classi-

fication and compensation of engineers, as proposed by

'Engineering Council. When we have agreed upon this-—

and I think we have pretty nearly agreed now. at least in

so far as the proposed classification is concerned —let pub-

licity work begin. Let us go at this publicity work in an

engineering-like manner, organizing in every to\\-n. city

and state where engineers are employetl on public work.

Let us get to the newspapers, magazines, etc.. and through

them show the public in their owi language the community

value they ^\^ll derive from making federal, state, county.
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municipal and possibly railway engineering service one big

field within which .the best engineers will gravitate to the

top if they are offered the same incentive as now exists

in private fields, in addition to that very strong incentive

for public service.

This is not an impossible dream; it is a worthy object in

which the entire engineering profession should be inter-

ested, interested enough to make the public interested. It's

part of our job to educate the public to the benefits that

may be derived from the adoption of improved methods in

handling public affairs. It's time, anyhow, that we began

to talk non-technical language so some one besides engi-

neers v-i'll clearly understand the importance of our economic

and social functions.

Let's begin now! Harry W. Levy,

Department of Public Works, Borough of Manhattan.

New York City, Sept. 7.

Smooth Approaches and Floors Will Reduce
Highway Bridge Impact

Sir—I read the editorial in your Sept. 7 issue regarding

the necessity for a study of impact and its benefit on

highway bridges. I think all highway engineers thor-

oughly appreciate the importance of this subject, for at

the present time there is no information which would

allow us to arrive at the i-esult of the amount of stress

generated by a moving load striking a bridge. There are

so many factors that enter into this proposition that it

seems to me it would be an extremely difficult and com-

plicated matter to secure any formulas which would apply.

For practical purposes, it is my opinion that highway

bridge engineers at the present time should take every

possible precaution to make the approaches to bridges

smooth, so that the impact from a load striking a bridge

will be at the minimum. They should also see that the

floors of bridges are laid properly and maintained in such

shape that they may not be rough and uneven. In this

way we can immediately preserve to the public the service

of certain bridges which otherwise might be wrecked due

to impact stresses.

It is my opinion, based on some practical experiences,

that there are bridges which might fail if the floors are

left uneven and rough, but which might easily carry the

loads to which they are subjected if the floors are properly

maintained, so that during the time that we are making

investigations of theories, we should see that what we

have is properly taken care of. C. J. Bennett,
State Highway Commissioner.

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 14.

What Is Art?
Sir—Referring to the letter of John C. Trautwine, Jr., in

the issue of Sept. 23, p. 619, under your heading "What

Is Art?" I beg to subscribe to his statements and to the

quotation from President Charles MacDonald's address at

the Denver convention of the American Society of Civil

Engineers in 1908.

When writing my thesis over 53 years ago, I selected the

subject: "Aesthetics Applied to Bridge Design." A propo-

sition was set forth therein, based largely on Greek and

Roman art, that the lines and forms which appeared most

beautiful to us were those which would most faithfully

represent the internal stresses caused by the external forces

acting upon the structure, with the least amount of ma-

terial and ai-ranged in the most economical way.

The internal forces result from the resistance of the ma-

terial and the external forces from the loads upon the

structure, both static and dynamic and from the wind, rain,

and extremes of temperature. The measurements and the

proportioning of all these forces are purely scientific, but

form the artistic foundation.

To restate, the greatest beauty of foi-m in a structure

and its parts is secured by giving the required resistance

to every attacking force with the least amount of material,

and in the simplest and most direct way.

As a monstrous example of the combination of archi-

tecture and engineering in bridge construction, visitors to

the Philadelphia World's Fair in 1876 may remember the

double-decked bridge across the Schuylkill River of 400-ft.

span. It is a double-intersection Pratt truss, which was

then artistically ( ? ) decorated on both sides by a sham face

plating of cast iron i to 4 in. thick, intended to resemble a

roman arcade crossing the river. The columns enclosed

the posts and rested on pedestals joined by a balustrade,

all resting upon the lower chord. The columns were joined

at the top by semi-circular arches just below the upper

chord. The arcade rested on air and the diagonal tie-rod.s

were in full view between the columns!

Fortunately, both for art and engineering, the weather

soon i-usted the thin iron sham and boys finished the job

by practicing football against the corroding balustrade.

Since removing the iron sham work the whole truss credit-

ably and artistically shows what it is, without architectural

embellishment, which, I feel sure, the Romans would never

have endorsed and Americans will never repeat.

Rudolph Hering,
Consulting Engineer.

New York, Sept. 25, 1920.

Effect of Illumination on Two-Photograph Method
of Detecting Motion

Sir—In your issue of Aug. 26, 1920, page 409, there is

an article under the title "Changes in Configuration

Revealed by Superposing Photographs." It is mentioned in

the article that, to make effective this method of detecting

changes in configuration by the superposition of positive

and negative plates, the photographs must be taken from

the same position, and the same camera and kind of plates

should be used.

Another very important element to make this method
successful would be that the exposures be taken under

about the sarre direction of illumination. The method
depends essentially on the comparison of lights and
shadows, and it is apparent that the lights and shadows
on a panorama taken with the sun in the east would be

very different from the same view taken with the sun in

the south or with the sun in the west. The effect of

direction of illumination is very marked in the illumination

of ornamentation on a building or other artistic objects

due to the movement of lights and shadows under the

different directions of illumination. It would appear to

have an important bearing on the method outlined in the

article. S. H. Grauten,
Electrical Engineer, Kansas City Railways Co.

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 2.

Dry Out Sweating Vault

Sir—The letter in the Engineering News-Record, Sept.

9, p. 521, in reference to the sweating of the concrete vault,

is very interesting to us for the reason that we have had
somewhat similar experiences in the past.

We do not know all of the conditions surrounding the

construction of the vault but we are inclined to believe that

a large part of the trouble is due to the fact that it has

never been dried out, and we feel that the sweating would

be materially reduced if the vault had once been dried out

by the application of heat.

We have also conferred with an architect who has had a

very extensive experience in the construction of banks and

he advises us that he has never succeeded in constructing

a vault below grade which did not sweat. This architect

states that he has constructed a great many vaults which

were waterproofed but on account of the difference in tem-

perature between the walls and the interiors of the build-

ings the vaults continued to sweat. His practice, where a

dry vault is needed, is to install a small electrical heater

and an expeller fan; then every few days the heater is

turned on to raise the temperature and the fan is started

and the vault dried out. As soon as any noticeable amount

of moisture collects again the process is i-epeated.

Charles F. Dingman,
Engineer, Flynt Building Construction Co.

Palmer, Mass., Sept. 16.
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Local Financing in South America
Noted by S. T. Henry

Before the war South America
depended largely on European capital

to finance engineering work, but during

the time that funds from foreign

sources have not been available the

plan of raising money locally has suc-

ceeded in many instances. This depar-

ture from precedent was observed by
S. T. Henry, vice-president of the Allied

Machinery Co. of America, who has just

returned to this country after a six

months' trip through South America
and who, last week, described his ex-

periences at a meeting in New York
City of the members of the Allied

organization.

If local financing can be further

stimulated, as now appears probable,

Ml. Henry believes that South America
will afford many opportunities for

contrators vdth modern construction

equipment. The increased cost of labor

has emphasized the value of mechan-
ical plant, especially in view of the

fact that the Latin American worker is

combining a decreased efficiency with

insistence on an 8-hour day. Under
such conditions local contractors are

realizing that the use of modern, labor-

saving equipment is essential to the

making of profits.

Five-Inch Pavement, Reinforced,

Now California Minimum
At a recent meeting of the California

Highway Commission it was voted that

"hereafter, because of the rapidly in-

creasing volume and intensity of the

traffic over the state highways, no con-

crete base shall be laid on any state

highway a lesser thickness than 5 in.

and all concrete bases are to be rein-

forced with steel."

The instructions as to the method of

placing the steel and its dimensions as

explained by A. B. Fletcher, state high-

way engineer, are as follows:

"On all future day labor authoriza-

tions and contracts for the construction

of concrete bases and for concrete

shoulders the outer edges shall be rein-

forced by i-in. square deformed steel

bars placed longitudinally along the

edges, centered in the depth of the

slab and placed 2 in. from the outer

edges. Such longitudinal bars shall be

lapped 12 in. for bond. At intervals

not greater than 30 ft. the bars shall

be butted and not lapped. Transverse

reinforcement shall consist of i-in.

square deformed steel bars placed

transversely on 18-in. centers, such

transverse bars being hooked over the

longitudinal bars and securely wired

thereto."

No Increased Expense from
Amendments, Says Presi-

dent Davis

Arthur P. Davis, president of the

American Society of Civil Engineers,
has sent to Engineering News-Record
the following reply to the communica-
tion by Willard T. Chevalier, published
as a letter to the editor in last week's
issue:

"Replying to the communication of

W. T. Chevalier in your issue of Sept.

23, p. 617, the proposed amendments
to the constitution would not commit
the society to additional expense be-

cause the expenses of the Nominating
Committee are paid now. If the new
committee is larger this is more than
offset by the reduction in the Board
of Direction, which meets eight times

a year to once for the Nominating Com-
mittee. The amendment provides for

payment of expenses for only one dele-

gate from each section, and that only

once a year. This might slightly in-

crease expenses if amendment F is de-

feated but not otherwise. I am in-

formed that of the five members of the

Northwestern Section who signed the

"Appeal" four will vote for the amend-
ments criticized after having studied

them further. A simiiar proportion

will probably obtain in other regions."

State Highway Officials to Meet

The American Association of State

Highway Officials will meet in Wash-
ington Dec. 6 for a four-day convention.

The decision to call this meeting was
reached at a session of the executive

committee of the association which met
in Washington Sept. 21.

The executive committee conferred at

length with Thomas H. MacDonald,

chief of the U. S. Bureau of Public

Roads. They also had a round table

discussion with the representatives of

a number of manufacturers of motor

trucks. The truck manufacturers ad-

vanced the suggestion that an educa-

tional campaign should be conducted

among the users of trucks as to just

what they should do to avoid damaging

highways. If owners of trucks would

do all in their power to reduce to fv

minimum the chance that their truck

may damage a roadway, it is believed

that they will be spared many burden-

some regulations which are believed

certain to come unless prompt steps

are taken to reduce the amount of

damage being caused by trucks. Dur-

ing the course of the conference a visit

was paid to the experimental station

of the Bureau of Public Roads at

Arlington.

Urge Am. Soc. C. E. .Members

To Vote "Yes"

Proposed -Amendment.H to Coiutitution

of Society Kndor«ed in Printed

Appeal Signed Sy .362 .Men

Arguments in favor of the proposed
amendments to the constitution of the

American Society of Civil Engineers,
which art before the members in the

form of a referendum to be canvassed
Oct. 6, are being distributed as a
printed 4-page pamphlet addressed to

corporate members and carr>'ing 362
signatures. The communication follows:

The undersigned who are working for

a really progressive policy in the

society, inspired with a desire to add
to the traditions and advance the ideals

of the society, have followed the work
of its Committee on Development with
the deepest interest and are looking
forward to the adoption of the proposed
amendments, which are based upon its

recommendations, as a proper means
for advancing the professional standing

and increasing the prestige of the

society.

We appeal to the pride and deliberate

judgment of the corporate members
who desire a progressive policy that

is in keeping with the time to weigh
the facts carefully, believing it is their

wish overwhelmingly expressed by the

questionnaire ballot, canvassed -A.pril

14, 1920, that the society shall become
"an active national force in economic,

industrial and civic affairs"; and that

the directo'-s in each eeographical dis-

trict shall be nominated and elected by
vote of the corporate members resident

therein.

With tl object of clarifying the

present situation the following facts are

set forth:

The Board of Direction submitted to

the society amendments ".A.," "B," "C"
and the substance of amendment "G"
which had been reported by its special

committee with the following comment:

"In prep.irinij tho proposal-; Tt nmond-
ments to tho constitution si: •Te-
with, tho special commiito. by
the Roard of Direction li ts • i><'St

that the changes in th. '. of the
society be limited at '-o thoa*
necessary to make ef" rt^x>m-
mendations of the Conim :!;•'•• o P<>velop-
ment siH^ciflcally approve*.} by vote of April
H. t&20, upon the questionnaire."

Amendment A—It is urged as a
reason for the defeat of this amend-
ment that the society by undertaking

"to co-operate in important economic,

industrial, and civic movements," would

cease to be a purely technical society

and would thus be liable to taxation.

A recent legal opinion, which the Board

of Direction can confirm, shows that

this statement is not true.

671
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Amendment B—This amendment is

verbatim as submitted by the Board of

Direction. This proposal to assign all

members of the society to local sections

was approved by a 2A to 1 vote of the

society, April 14. 1920.

Amoidinent F—This amendment
remedies a great injustice. The con-

stitution provides that there shall be

included in District No. 1 the corporate

membei-s resident in the territory

within fifty miles of the Post Office in

New York City, or according to the

latest year book, 1,248 members. Not-

withstandin.ii' this fact there ai*e in-

cluded in District No. 1, 933 corporate

members living outside of North Amer-
ica, making the total membership in-

cluded in District No. 1, 2.181. District

No. 1 now has a minimum representa-

tion on the Board of Direction of 30

per cent of the board's membership for

15 per cent of The corporate member-
ship of the society resident in the dis-

trict. In other districts the propor-

tionate representation is much less. For
example, in District No. 5 for over 9 J

per cent of the corporate membership
there is a minimum representation on

the Board of 3.^ percent. The proposed

amendment reduces the minimum rep-

resentation of District No. 1 on the

board to 16 g per cent for 15 per cent

of the corporate membership.

It frequently happens that District

No. 1 has a president, two vice-presi-

dents and two or more past-presidents

and then its representation exceeds 40

per cent of the membership of the

board for 15 per cent of the corporate

membership. The New York District,

because of this excessive i-epresenta-

tion, has been able to control the pol-

icies of the society. It is contended that

this amendment is in conflict with the

constitution, which provides that mem-
bers of the society shall be elected by
at least 25 members of the board,

whereas the proposed amendment pro-

vides only 24 members. The proposed

amendment provides that all officers of

the society at the time of its adoption

shall serve to the end of the tei-ms of

office for which they w^ere elected. For
the year 1921 there will, therefore, be

26 members on the board; 25 in 1922;

and 24 members in 1923. The proposed

amendment provides the requisite num-
ber of directors for the election of

members for more than two years,

which gives ample time to further

revise the present constitution.

Amendment G—Article VII, Section

2, differs in details as to the form of

procedure as submitted by the Board of

Direction. The election of the direc-

tors by the corporate membership of

the geographical districts which they

are to represent was recommended by
the Conference of Presidents of Local

Associations in 1^15, was approved by
a more than 4 to 1 vote of the society

canvassed by the board in 1916, and by
a 5i to 1 vote of the society canvassed

April 14, 1920.

Section 3 of Article VII and Section

8 of Article VIII, providing for an

Annual Conference of the lepresenta-

tives of local Sections as recommended
by the Committee on Development,
were approved by a 2.^ to 1 vote of the

society April 14, 1920.

Sections 4, 5 and 6 are substantially

the same as those in the present Con-
stitution.

Amendments "A," "B" and "G" are

based upon the recommendations of the

Committee on Development which were
approved by a 3 to 1 vote of the 1920
Annual Meeting of the society, by a

minimum 2J to 1 ballot canvassud April

14, 1920, and by the 1920 Annual Con-
vention by a vote of nearly 6 to 1.

Those who have controlled the govern-
ment of the society for the past twenty-
five years now seek to defeat the ex-

pressed wishes of the society through
unfavorable sentiment for the proposed
amendments backed by arguments un-
supported by facts and at variance with
the spirit of these amendments.
"An Appeal for a Progressive as

Against a Radical Policy" is in reality

an entreaty to the membership to de-

feat the amendments and thus allow

the present objectionable status to con-

tinue. It is stated: "These amendments
are not those formulated by the com-
mittee of the Board of Direction

appointed for that purpose. They are

almost entirely the product of the

radical faction of the society." On the

contrary, one-half of the amendments
the members are asked to vote against

were prepared by a special committee

of the Board of Direction. These
amendments instead of establishing a

political machine embody changes

which are intended to democratize the

society, and decentralize authority. The
recommendations of the Committee on

Development were accompanied by a

budget, the result of careful study made
after consultation with the secretary of

the society; this budget showed that an

increase of $5 per annum in the dues

of non-resident corporate members
would provide sufficient funds to cover

the increased expense resulting from
putting its recommendations into effect.

It has been stated that it might cost

$16,000 a year for the expenses of

delegates to the annual conference of

representatives of local sections, on the

basis of 80 sections. This statement

does not seem warranted in view of the

follovi^ing facts:

1. The society is now liable for the

expenses of 19 members of the Commit-
tee on Nomination.

2. There are 25 local sections in the

society.

3. The budget, accompanying the

report of the Committee on Develop-

ment, contained an estimate of $3,520

for the expenses of the delegates of 40

sections; from this amount was de-

ducted the expenses of the members of

the Committee on Nominations making
a net increased expense of $1,848 for

an Annual Conference of the delegates

of 40 sections.

4. The American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, with over 12,000

members, had 38 sections represented

at its last annual meeting and the cost

was about $1,500; $3,500 is the esti-

mated expense for the next annual
meeting. Present allowance 10 cents
per mile and $4 per day at the meeting.

5. The American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, with over 11,000 mem-
bers, has 36 sections and the expense of
the 30 delegates to the annual conven-
tion, June 29 to July 2, 1920, was
$2,500. Allowance railroad and Pull-

man fares and meals en route.

The proposed amendments provide a

definite recognition for local sections

—

which they do not now enjoy. The
details of administration are left to the

Board of Direction, where they cus-

tomarily belong.

The special committee authorized by
the Portland Convention was not

created for the purpose of making a

general revision of the constitution, or

to employ counsel to pass upon the

legality of the amendments, but merely
to report upon certain specific amend-
ments considered by the convention and
which are not involved in the present
ballot.

The progressive development of the
society must be accomplished step by
step. The vote on the questionnaire
April 14, 1920, emphatically indicated

that the corporate membership of the
society approved the progressive policy

recommended by the Committee on
Development. The proposed amend-
ments are the next step in carrying out
this progressive policy. Do not be in-

duced by any appeal to vote against
these amendments. Their defeat will

indefinitely delay this progressive
movement.
Every corporate member of the

society should read President Arthur P.

Davis' letter in Sept. 16, 1920 issue,

Engineering News-Record (pp. 570 and
573).

If you have already voted you may
withdraw your vote by dating, and en-
dorsing over your ovm signature (hand-
written not typewritten or printed)

on the outer envelope in which you
mail your latest ballot "Destroy pre-

vious ballot"; the ballot should be
mailed not later than Sept. 30, 1920.

On behalf of real progress in the

society the undersigned appeal to you,

to vote Yes for the proposed amend-
ments:

E. L. Adams, Louis J. Affelder, J. C.
Akers, T. D. AUin, J. C. Allison, George G.
Anderson, J. H. M. Andrews, H. C. Ash,
Richard I. D. Ashbridge, Lionel Avres.

Percival S. Baker. H. G. Balcom, Walter
P. Ballinger, A. F. Barnard, E. C. Barnard,
W. K. Barnard, Francis Bates, George L.
Bean, F. Phillips Best. Thomas B. Black-
bum, Louis P. Blum, C. K. Bowen, B. H.
Bowen, S. W. Bowen, A. W. Bowie, Baxter
L. Brown, Norman F. Brown, George
Bryan, Jr., Morton Burden, C. A. Burnette,
George W. Burpee. W. J. Burton, A. D.
Butler, Gordon Butler.

H. F. Cameron. Charles C. Campbell.
John F. Campbell, Horace T. Campion.
C. M. Oanady, John Carson, A. A. Casani.
F. D. Cefalu, E. C. Chamberlin, Ralph H.
Chambers, C. T. Chenery, J. N. Chester.
William H. Chorlton, C. D. Christie, George
L. Christie. H. L. Christie, F. B. Church.
Leland Clapper, Edwin Clark, W. A. Clark,
Francis A. Cokefair, E. H. Coleman, R. S.
Colnon. William H. Connell, John S. Con-
way, William H. CraAvford, E. W. Crellin.

C. M. Daily, A. M. Danzilli, J. H. Darling,
A. L. Davis, C. E. Davis, D. E. Davis,
Edwin F. Dawson, E. F. Delery, F. E.
Dempsey, C. M. Denise, H. W. Dennis, F.
G. Dessery, Richard G. Develki, James L.
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de Vou, E. C. Dicke. O. H. Dickerson, Clark
Dillenbeck. E. C. Dilworth, H. J. Doolittle,
W. S. Doyle, E. H. Dresser, F. L. Dudley,
Arthur J. Dyer.

William Easby, Jr., Samuel Eckles, J. H.
Elder.
Edward B. Fay, F. H. Finck, Wager

Fisher, G. C. Fitzgerald, Edwin J. Fitz-
maurice, J. C. Fowler, Benjamin Franklin.
Francis E. Freeland. Charles Frommer,
George S. Frost, William C. Furber.

B. J. Garnett, J. T. Garrett, R. P.
Garrett, O. H. Gentner, Jr., Elmer A. Gibbs,
W. Herbert Gibson, Frank Gillelen, Irving
D. Goodwin, A. E. Goodwin, R. R. Gould,
R. R. Graham. William H. Gravell, F. W.
Green, A. P. Greensfelder, William B.
Gregory, Charles F. Qros^ William G.
Grove, N. C. Grover.

Albert B. Hager, John P. Hallahan, Milo
C. Halsey, T. R. Halsey, John W. Hamilton,
Charles Hansel, Andrew B. Hargis, C. H.
Harlan, George R. Harlow, E. L. Harman,
Stephen Harris, O. F. Harting, F. A. Hast-
ings, Harry Hawgood. William E. Hawley,
F. Henderson, V. K. Hendricks, Clemens
Herschel, Harry A. Hickman, Louis C. Hill.

Arthur Hirst, L. R. Hjorth, W. W. Horner,
A. H. Horton, F. E. House, John J. L.
Houston, Otis E. Hovey, R. H. Howard,
John C. Hoyt, William H. Hoyt. Richard
L. Humphre-y, A. M. Hunt.

J. Granberry Jackson, Nathan B. Jacobs.
Reginald H. James. Edwin S. Jarrett, A. N.
Johnson, Alfred Jones, H. L. Jones, S. A.
Jubb.

Alfred L. Kehoe, E. W. Kelly, Richard
Khuen. Jr., G. W. Kinne, B. H. Klyce,
Morris Knowles, William J. Kupec.
John F. Laboon, C. G. Emil Larsson.

Harrison W. Latta, Ralph J. Lawrence, J.

A. Lewrie, A. L. Lee, Marshall O. Leighton,
S. H. Leister, Horace G. Leng, J. B. Leeper,
W. I. Lex, A. R. Lindsay. C. E. Long, F.
W. Lyon.

I. W McConnell, H. E. McCool, Hunter
McDonald, Morton Macartney, Charles Mac-
Donald, John MacMillan, L. T. Maenner,
R. G. Manning. Charles W. Martin, John
Meigs, O. C. Merrill, William F. Miller, J.

H. Miner, W. S. Mitchell, Frederic A.
Molitor, Carl deMoll, Charles E. Mollard,
Burdett Moody, F. C. Moore, Walter Moore,
Jr., S. B. Morris, John F. Murray, William
S. Nichols, C. W. Ogden, Ole K. Olson,
F. H. Olmstead, William P. Parker, W. B.
Fatten, Walter Pearl, Emile G. Perrot.
Arthur I. Perry, J. L. Pickles, Henry S.
Prichard, B. B. Priest, Charles F. Puff, Jr..

Marshall R. Pugh, C. D. Purdon. Clyde
B. Pyle.

Earl Querback, Henry H. Quimby.
J. C. Ralston, R. J. Reed. P. J. Reich.

John M. Rice, H. Ridgway, John E. Rock-
hold, W. E. Rolfe, Alstin O. Rose, George F.
Rowell, J. W. Rowland, E. J. Ruff. S. Bent
Russell.

C. W. S. Sammelman, Maurice R.
Scharff, Nathan Schein, G. M. Schofield,
H. H. Sears, H. J. Sharp, A. M. Shaw, Will-
iam J. Shea, E. G. Sheibley, H. T. Shelley,
E. H. Shipman, L. H. Shoemaker, Joseph
G. Shryock, Joseph W. Silliman, J. W.
Skelly, Joseph M. Slater, S. A. Sloan, C. E.
Smith. Henry C. Smith, Pemberton Smith,
Stanley Smith, A. L. Sonderegger, Ellis C.
Soper, W. H. Spear, T. Nelson Spencer,
N. S. Sprague, Herman Stabler, J. R. Stack,
Norman L. Stamm, F. Charles Starr, Her-
bert H. Starr. Edward B. Stearns, F. LeRoy
Stearns, Charles H. Stevens. John D. Stev-
enson, H. C. Stowe, H. Struckmann, J. T.
Stuart, C. R. Surnner, S. M. Swaab.

E. G. Taber, C. M. Talbert, G. A. Taylor.
G. Lewis Taylor, E. B. Temple, J. Hermon
Terry, Franklin Thomas, C. J. Tilden, F. E.
Trask, A. J. Turner, Daniel L. Turner.

J. H. Tan Wagenen, Paul Voorhees, C. B.
Voynow. R. E. Wachter, J. E. Wadsworth,
Joseph C. Wagner, Samuel T. Wagner, O.
A. Wait. J. J. Walker, J. S. Walker, Edward
E. Wa.lL Albert K. Warren. C. L. Warwick,
L. C. Wason, George S. Webster, Maurice
A. "Webster, William A Weldin, R. C.
"WTiite, W. M. White, W. E. Whittier, E. H.
"VMlcox, Frank L. Wilcox. T. J. Wilkerson,
Marshall Williams, W. H. Williams. C. B.
Wilson, D. R. Wilson, Percy H. Wilson, Lef.
Winship, Francis P. Witmer. F. C. Woer-
mann, J. W. Woermann, S. L. Wonson, W.
H. Woodbury, Wilkie Woodward, Robert
B. Woodworth, J. C. Wright. S. H. Wright.
Alfred M. Wyman.

Walter G. Zimmermann.

A supplementary list of names
received too late for printing in the

foregoing pamphlet 'has been sent to

Engineering News-Record. It follows:

A. L. Ackhart, Willard Beahan, John
Boldt, C. P. Bower, J. H. Brillhart, Wendell
P. Bro'wn.
William J. Carter, H. W. Dimer, Charles

Y. Dixon.
J. G. Esch, H. H. Esselstyn, P. P. Evans,
Herman- Fougnei;, Harry Fuller.

F. L. Gorman, L. M. Gram, Bernard I.
Green.

T.^-.^ Harding, R. Husselman, Edward
Hutchms.
Theodore A. Leisen, A. G. Levy, John E

A. Linders.
Philip O. Macqueen. W. M. Mitchell. J E

A. Moore, Edgar B. Morri.s, David W
Morrow.
K. H. Osbom, R. B. Perrine.
Frederick D. Richards, James Ritchie A

V. Ruggles.

^ •^?/"^r? ^- ^- Shafer, Huntington Smith,
F. H. Stephenson. D. Y. Swaty
George H. Tinker, F. J. Van Hook.
E. M. Walker, W. J. Watson, D. R. Wells

Am. Soc. C. E. Amendments
Supported

In addition to the pamphlet urging
the adoption of the constitutional
amendments of the American Society
of Civil Engineers, published in an-
other column, the following communi-
cation has been sent in pi-inted form
to the corporate membership:
Amendments A, B, C and G to the

constitution of our society, now before
the membership, are the first step in

carrying out those recommendations of
the Committee on Development which
were unanimously adopted after two
years of study and debate by its mem-
bers and which have been approved by
the vote on the Questionnaire canvassed
April 14, 1920.

Amendment A is covered by Ques-
tion Al, which was approved by a vote
of 2,889 to 910.

Amendment B is covered by Ques-
tion B2, which was approved by a vote

of 2,854 to 831.

Amendment C is covered by Question
B6, which was approved by a vote of

2,583 to 1,149.

Amendment G is covered by Ques-
tions B3 and B5, which were approved
by votes of 3,176 to 567 and 2,613 to

1,091, respectively.

Amendment F reduces the number of

directors from 18 to 15 by reducing

the representation of District No. 1

from 6 to 3; removes the secretary

from membership on the Board of Di-

rection; reduces the number of past

presidents on the board from 5 to 3;

and eliminates the requirement that at

least one vice-president shall be a resi-

dent of District No. 1.

It brings squarely before the mem-
bership the question of whether in the

future it shall be possible that District

No. 1 with a resident corporate mem-
bership of 1,248 shall have as hereto-

fore 12 votes out of 30 on the Board

of Direction, giving it practically 1 for

each 100 members as against 18 votes

for 6,965 non-resident members, or less

than 1 for each 3S0 thereof.

The question may be stated thus:

Shall a small minority in New York

City have, as in the past, virtual con-

trol of the affairs of a society having

85 per cent of its membership outside

of that city, or shall the representa-

tion be so readjusted that the New
York membership of the Board will be

at least four, or one for every 316

members against a possible maximum
of twenty for the non-resident mem-
bers or one for each 364 on the basis

of present numbers, and the gov-

erning body of the society become
thereby truly national in ita makeup?

Prof. Ira O. Baker. Mortimer G. Bam<ra.
Prof. John H. Batf-man. Prof. Arthur H.
Klanchard, J. H. Brillhart. H. R. Bock.
A. IJ. Butl»;r.
John F. Coleman, Bdward H. Connor.

.Mortimer E. Cool'ry.
William U Darling.
John EricHon.
William M. Gardner. J. ,

H. L. Haehl. John L. H .-

.sol, E. E. Ha«kell. John I; . H.
Hoyt, MaJ. W. C. Hoad. (Jlar- r.< . W. ifijt,-
bell.

Prof. Clarence T. Johniiton.
Richard Khuen. Jr.
MaJ. Thf-odore A. Leisen.
Hunter Mr Donald. George C. Hafloo

David A. Molitor.
Frank C. O.sborn.
Arthur Pcvr, George S. Pl'^r.son.
J. C. Ralston. Prof. Hem .-^.

E. C. Shankland. F. H.
E. B. Thoma.s, Prof. C. ;

E. M. Walker, E. E. WuU. L'alton R.
U'ell.s. fJardner S. Willlamfl. George M.
Wi.sner.

New Signatures to Supplementary
Appeal Total 33

The following 33 additional signa-
tures to the supplementary "Appeal"
for administrative reforms in the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, as pub-
lished in Engi.leering Seics-Record,

Sept. 23, p. 617, have been received,

this making a total of 115 names. This

journal is informed that some of the

names on the original "Appeal" are

not on the supplementary circular be-

cause the subject is now under discus-

sion in the local section to which the

signers belong. Other signers, it is

said, are not wholly in sympathy with
the reforms advocated. The claim is

made that many "more have not re-

sponded because of the time limit that

was set for the receipt of replies.

S. Barfocd. E. I. Clawiter. M. C. Couchot.
Charles Derleth, Jr.. E. C. Hutchinson. F. R.
Muhs. M. M. O'Shaughnessy. S. B. Smith.
J. J. Walsh, C. F. Loweth. W. L. Brecken-
ridge. D. G. Brumley. C. B. Burdick. C. F.
W. Felt. A. W. Newton. R. I. Randolph.

L. K. Sherman. C. I.. Strobel. D. H.
Maury, Elbert Reichmann. Edwin C P'inley.

E. M. Hoopes. F. W. Cappelen. J. D. Wardle.
R. T. Hartman. A. R. Swem. H. R Green.
J. R. Worcester. C. T. Main, F. M. Gunby
F. H. Fay, C. M. Spoford. C. R. Gow.

Veniilating Shaft Contract

Awarded to Bryson

The first construction contract on the

Hudson River vehicular tunnel, involv-

ing two ventilating shafts at the New
York City end of the tubes, as described

in this journal Sept. 2.?. p. 623, has been

awarded to Thomas R. Bryson, whose

bid of $650,802 was the lowest of the

five opened Sept. 21.

Barber Asphalt Plant Burns

Fire, the origin of which as yet is

undetermined, destroyed the Barber

.Asphalt Paving Company's plant at

Maurer, near Perth Amboy, N. J..

Sept. 26, causing damage which a pre-

liminary estimate places in e.xcess of

$2,000,000. The fire spread over an

area of six acres and, due to the dense

smoke, caused from the explosions of

oil tank cars, with difficulty was kept

from spreading to adjoining manufac-

turing establishments, firemen being

aided in fighting flames with search-

lights.
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Program Issued for Municipal

Improvements Convention

The program has been issued for the

26th annual convention of the Ameri-

can Society for Municipal Improve-

ments, to be held at the Planters Hotel,

St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 12-15. The first

day will be devoted to meetings of com-

mittees on specifications, to the reports

of the officers of the society and to com-

mittee reports of a technical nature,

such as water-works, street cleaning,

etc. There is also scheduled for Oct.

12, a round-table luncheon discussion

of the society's activities. The plan is

for groups interested in certain sub-

jects to gather about assigned tables,

each of which will be in charge of a

chairman.
A heavy schedule of technical papers

and committee reports is planned for

the remaining days of the convention.

On the night of Oct. 14, the "Engineer
Players," a group of members of the

Engineers' Club of St. Louis, will pre-

sent the morality play "Every Engi-

neer." Other entertainment features

include a golf tournament on Oct. 11,

a reception and dance on Oct. 12, and
an automobile sight-seeing trip.

Testing Material Standards
Adopted

By letter ballot canvassed Sept. 1,

1920, the 23 tentative standards of

the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials, accepted at the annual meeting^

in June, were adopted as standard. In

addition the letter ballot was favorable

to the revision in the Standard Speci-

fications and Tests for Portland Cement
providing for a 78 per cent fineness

through a 200-mesh sieve. This be-

comes eflFective Jan. 1, 1921. The maxi-

mum vote cast for any standard was

158 and the maximum against 12,

although the membership of the so-

ciety is now well over 2800.

ford an underclearance of 30 ft., suffi-

cient for fire boats and pleasure vessels.

The detail plans have been made
from the general designs submitted by

a bridge commission made up of M. E.

Cooley, University of Michigan, chair-

man; Prof. Emil Lorch, Prof. H. E.

Riggs, Francis McMath, and William

Kales. Prof. L. M. Gram was engineer

for the commission. The cost of the

structure is estimated at $2,000,000.

Belle Isle Bridge Plans Adopted

Detailed plans for the Belle Isle

bridge, prepared by Esselstyn, Murphy

& Hanford, engineers, have been

adopted by the Detroit city council and

it is intended to advertise for bids to

be opened about Oct. 22 or Nov. 1. The

engineers believe that if bids are

opened before Nov. 1 it will be possible

for contractors to have the work on

the piers well under way before cold

weather, and if the winter is an ordi-

nary one it will be possible to continue

work on the piers and foundations all

winter. By the end of 1921 the piers

should be ready for the steelwork and

the bridge could then be completed by

1923, or even sooner if the conditions

governing the supply of building mate-

rials should improve.

The bridge will be approximately

2,200 ft. long, comprising 20 spans 74

ft. to 135 long. The total width will

be 88 ft, with 59 ft. roadway (asphalt

pavement) for six lines of traffic and

two 12-ft. sidewalks. No drawspan is

contemplated, but the structure will af-

Board of Engineers to Report on

Delaware River Bridge

A board of three engineers to make
a traffic, location and design survey and

report on a highway bridge over the

Delaware River at Philadelphia was
appointed on Sept. 23 by the interstate

bridge and tunnel commissions of New
Jersey and Pennsylvania in joint ses-

sion. The board is composed of Ralph
Modjeski, consulting engineer. New
York; George S. Webster, chief of the

Bureau of Surveys, Philadelphia; and

L. A. Ball, consulting engineer. New
York. Mr. Ball, a resident of East
Orange, N. J., was selected by the New
Jersey authorities to represent that

state. Mr. Modjeski is named chair-

man of the board, at a fee of $20,000,

while the other two members are to

receive $15,000. It is not required that

the members give their full time to the

work.
For the survey and report an appro-

priation of $100,000 has been made
by the commissions, this sum including

the fees of the board members. In

prior meetings the commissions re-

ceived offers from various engineers in

private practice to make such a survey

and report thereon for approximately

the amount stated, as reported in our

issue of Aug. 19, 1920, p. 383. It is

expected that the report will be com-

pleted within six or eight months.

Three sites are to be investigated, one

located south of Market St., the other

two north of Market. Borings to dis-

close the foundation material, studies

of property values and an estimate of

the cost of the bridge are to be included

in the report.

Declare Molasses Tank Safe;

Dynamite Suspected
(Special Correspondence)

Expert witnesses testifying for the

defense in the trial of damage claims

against the United States Industrial

Alcohol Co. for the deaths and injuries

from the collapse of a large molasses

tank in Boston on Jan. 15, 1919, have

declared that the tank was safe

although subjected to stresses of about

30,000 lb. per sq.in., that numerous

other molasses tanks of the company

along the Atlantic seaboard are more

highly stressed and yet stand, and that

all appearances suggest that a dyna-

mite explosion wrecked the tank. F. E.

Sherry, Prof. George F. Swain, Prof

George E. Russell, and L. E. Moore

have testified for the defense. The de-

fendant corporation has pleaded in de-

fense of the damage suits that the

failure was due to conditions beyond its

power to control.

According to the testimony of the ex-

pert witnesses the tank, although stress-

ed higher than might be desirable, was
not stressed to the elastic limit of the

material. From tests made on specimens

of the material, the ultimate strength

was found to be 55,000 lb. per sq.in., the

elastic limit 33,000. The stress near a

manhole where a vertical crack was
found after the accident, was set by
Prof. Swain and Prof. Russell at be-

tween 28,000 and 29,000 lb. per sq.in.

Slightly higher stress existed at some
other points. Metallurgists for the de-

fense testify that the steel shows signs

of severe shock and has no indications

of a gradual drawing out and thinning

down of the material. One witness
living near the site of the tank testified

to seeing a light smoke rise from the

ventilator at the top of the tank a few
minutes previous to the accident. Ex-
perts testify that this smoke can be ex-

plained only by the presence of a burn-
ing fuse.

Price Trend and Supply in the

Cement Industry

By Owen M. Fox
Construction News Department.

Engineering News-Record

IN VIEW of the severe shrinkage in

the construction industry many ce-

ment users have been led to the belief

that shortage conditions prevailing for
some months past should soon be over-
come and that possibly lower prices

might be imminent. Inquiry in the
industry does not bear out this idea.

While it is true that construction

is at a low mark all over the country
it should be remembered that a larger

proportion of cement is used in con
struction now than formerly. The
greatest pressure of demand, however,
comes from dealers supplying rural

communities and agricultural districts.

In such territory, small jobs which have
been deferred for long periods on ac-

count of either war restrictions or,

prior to the war, lack of money, are now
going ahead, and these consuming units,

small individually, form an enormous
total.

These reasons explain why although

production is now on a greater scale

than it was last year, it is below de-

mand. Car supply, so great a factor

in the past, is gradually improving,

but other obstructions, such as uncer-

tain coal supply or inefficiency or scarc-

ity of labor, still tend to keep most
plants running vdth an output below

capacity.

Prices have recently advanced to

cover the increase in freight rates, ef-

fective Aug. 26, and the outlook gives

no indication of an early reduction.

Certain producers are paying from 75

to 85 per cent more for their coal, on

contract, than formerly. In many in-

stances only a fraction, approximately

one-third, of their need is being sup-

plied under contract and to supply this

deficiency coal has been purchased in
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the open market in competition with

speculators and manufacturers of long-

profit lines, at an advance over con-

tract price of from $3 to $8 per ton.

Furthermore, such open market pur-

chases are frequently below^ the re-

quirements in B.t.u. for the proper

burning of cement to such an extent

that 25 or even 50 per cent more coal

is required to produce a specific quan-

tity of finished product. Taking into

consideration the fact that every dol-

lar added to the cost per ton of coal

increases the actual cost of cement five

cents per barrel, it is seen that this

cost has been materially raised by the

prevailing coal hysteria.

Other features also add to the pro-

duction cost. Car shortage means that

producers must ship in whatever roll-

ing stock is available. Much cement
has been shipped in privately owned
refrigerator cars, at a minimum freight

charge of 50,000 lb., when the actual

capacity of the car is much less, and at

the expense of a stiff rental paid tc

the car owners. Cases are frequent

of such excess charges amounting to

$25 or more on a car load, all of which

must be added to the cost of cement

to the ultimate consumer. Large sums
have been spent in labor cost for clean-

ing stock cars which have been assigned

by the railroads to cement hauling and

the already troublesome labor factor

has been intensified by men being re-

quired to perform this unpleasant and

unexpected work.

We entered the building season this

spring with reserve stocks far below

normal and a multiplicity of factors

have kept plants running at less than

capacity so that there has been no

chance to overcome the deficiency.

Effort is being centered now on secur-

ing quantity production rather than

economy. Should we pass the next

six months with fuel, transportation

and labor suffering no serious derange-

ment, the 1921 season will open with

ample stocks and some possibility of

lowered prices. For the present each

week sees some improvement in the

car situation. Each week brings us

nearer to a return to reason as regards

coal prices. Each week therefore sees

a slight improvement in the cement

situation. But we have a long road to

travel before supply equals demand and

before any downward revision of price

scales can be expected.

$60,000,000 Needed for River

and Harbor Work
Government river and harbor im-

provement work now is being carried

forward at the rate of $3,500,000

monthly. This is exclusive of the

Wilson Dam, where the monthly ex-

penditure is $700,000.

Since the next appropriation bill will

have to cover a period of 16 months,

and as it is considered desirable to con-

tinue work at the present rate, it is

expected that the next Congress will

be asked to appropriate some $60,000,-

000 for river and harbor improvements.

Edwin Thacher
Edwin Thacher, one of the pioneers

of reinforced concrete in America, for-
mer chief engineer of the Keystone
Bridge Co., known the world over a.s

originator of the Thacher slide rule,

inventor of the Thacher truss, the first

deformed reinforcing bar, and an im-
proved system of arch reinfor-ement,
died Sept. 21, 1920, in New York City,
at the age of eighty-one. He passed
practically his entire professional life

in bridge engineering, the earlier half
in iron bridge construction and the
later half in reinforced concrete. The

EDWIN TH.VCHER

most notable achievements of his career

were those of the former period; they

include, besides the development of the

slide rule and the truss which bear his

name, a study of column strength lead-

ing to the deduction of the straight-

line formula (in the publication of

which, however, he was anticipated by

Thomas H. Johnson, who had been in-

dependently studying the subject at the

same time as Mr. Thacher), the prepa-

ration of extensive tables of stress co-

efficients for bridges, and the aggres-

sive advocacy of rational detailing in

iron bridge construction. Particularly

through his stand for good details of

design, including opposition to the then

prevailing practice of using eccentric

connections such as top-chord pin con-

nections at mid-depth of a U -chord.

Mr. Thacher exerted a strong and last-

ing infiuence on the development of

bridge designing practice in the United

States. His influence upon 'he younger

men who worked with him was height-

ened by a generous and human dis-

position and a high character.

Born Oct. 12, 1839, at DeKalb, N. Y..

Edwin Thacher obtained the degree of

civil engineer at Rensselaer Polytech-

nic Institute in 1863. During the next

five years he was successively assistant

engineer of the Cedar Rapids & Mis-

souri River R.R., of the U. S. Military

Railroads, and of the Louisville, Cin-

cinnati & Lexington R.R. Entering then

tlie field of iron bridge building, he
remained in thi.«i activity for more than
thirty yearn. Aft<fr two yearn as res-
ident engineer of the Ohio River bridge
at I^ouisville T recently rebuilt >, he
went to the LouJ«vjlle Bridee & Iron
Co (1870-80), beca

i?- en-
gineer for the Key ,,,^ of
Pittsburgh (1880-H.;;, a.-.c r.-.- to the
po.sition of chief engine«?r of th»- ««om-
pany. In 1887 he left Key--
come chief engineer of a br. ,.<

at Decatur, Ala., which however failed

soon afterward. Returiiing to Louis-
ville he practised foP five years as
consulting engineer and bridge con-
tractor ( 1889-94 > and then formed a
partnership with Henry Keepers, of
Detroit, for similar practice (1894-99).
During this period Mr. Thacher became
interested in the Melan system of rein-
forced concrete arch construction, then
being introduced by F. von Emperger,
and took up the representation of this
system in the West. In this capacity
he developed the final designs for the
Topeka reinforced-concrete arch bridge,
a structure which as the largest of its

type in the world marked an epoch in

the development of concrete construc-
tion; and the firm of Keepers & Thacher
secured the contract for the bridge and
built it. From 1899 to 1901 as member
of the firm Thacher & Conners he
built two important bridges for the
United Sates military government in

Porto Rico. In 1901 he combined with
William Mueser as the Concrete Steel

Engineering Co.. to develop jointly the
Melan, von Emperger and Thacher
methods of reinforced-concrete arch
construction. He continued actively in

this firm until 1912. since which time
he has done only occasional professional

work, finally retiring two years agro.

The widely used multiscale cylindri-

cal slide-rule, with double 30-ft. scale,

was devised by Mr. Thacher during or
shortly after his Louisville perio<l (be-

ing patented Nov. 1 1881). Some years

later he developed a 24-in. flat rule

with im:/roved scale arrangement to

keep the result on the rule at all times.

While still at Louisville prior to 1S80 he

had begun the calculation of tables of

stress coefficients for all current forms

and proportions of bridge truss, mclud-

ing both iron, wood and cor''bination.

.A.S finally used these tables included

theThacher truss, dev' loped while he was
at Keystone; it was a highly efficient

form of partly sinjrie and partly double

intersection truss, adapted particularly

to combination wood and iron construc-

tion and considei-ed to be largely free

from thermal stresses. The Thacher

reinforcing system for concrete arches

was devise<l about the time he first in-

terested himself in the Melan system,

and his deformed bar was invented some

years later. Mr. Thacher's work for

the improvement of bridge design

methods was at its height during his

service at Keystone. His influence on

this establishment contributed in a sig-

nificant way to bringing the art to its

present-day excellence of practice.
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Engineering Societies Personal Notes

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL, IMPROVEMENTS, Valpa-
raiso, Inil. ; St. Louis, Oct. 12-15.

AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE &
BUILDING ASSOCIATION, Chi-
cago; Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 26-28.

NATION.\L DRAINAGE CONGRESS.
Chicagro ; Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 10-12.

The Brooklyn Engineers' Club held a
3 special meeting Sept. 23 for the pur-
pose of discussing the invitation ex-
tended the club by the Joint Conference
Committee to become a charter member
oi the Federated American Engineering
Societies. Richard L. Humphrey, chair-

man of the committee, was present and
addressed the members.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Engineering
Society, at its first fall meeting, Sept.

10, was addressed by Col. Samuel P.

Moulthrop, whose subject was "Indian
Life In and Around Rochester." The
talk was illustrated with colored slides

and dwelt particularly on the various
trails passing through or near the city,

as the Indian was the forerunner of the
engineer in establishing lines of com-
munication. The following officers have
been elected for the coming season:

President, Henry L. Howe, engineer
in charge of city testing laboratory;

first vice-president, Harold 0. Stewart,
production engineer for Max Lowenthal
& Son; second vice-president, Charles

C. Evans, architect; secretary, Joseph
W. Ward, works engineer, Taylor In-

strument Co.; treasurer, Louis J. Sum-
merhays, of William Summerhays &
Son.

The Engineering Society of BuflFalo,

including its affiliated bodies, on Sept.

21 unanimously Voted to become a
charter member of the Federated Amer-
ican Engineering Societies. Members
of the Automotive Engineers Society,

the American Steel Treaters Society,

American Institute of .architects, Amer-
ican Chemical Society, American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers and the

Electrical Engineers Society were pres-

ent at the meeting. A project was dis-

cussed to incorporate the Engineering
Society of Buffalo for the purpose of

organizing the members of the various

affiliated bodies on a united front for

the discussion and solution of important

engineering problems confronting the

city and the western district of New
York. Dexter S. Kimball, dean of the

engineering school of Cornell Univer-

sity, and Richard L. Humphrey, consult-

ing engineer, Philadelphia, and chair-

man of the Joint Conference Committee,

addressed the meeting on the subject

of the federation. Among the topics to

be discussed during the fall and winter

are the Niagara Falls hydro-electric

development.

Prof. Frederick H. New-
ell, head of the department of civil

engineering, University of Illinois, and
formerly director of the U. S. Reclama-
tion Service, has resigned his position.

Professor Newell was president of the

American Association of Engineers
last year and this summer acted as

director of the field forces.

George C. Bunker, in charge
of water supplies on the Canal Zone,

is now in the United States. He has

recently visited Bogota, Colombia,

where typhoid is endemic, to investi-

gate the water supply for the board of

sanitation, and in November will return

to that city to install ten water steriliz-

ing outfits.

William EarlRuss&Co. is

the name of a new firm of architects

and engineers organized, at Indian-

apolis, by William Earl Russ, architect,

of that city, formerly with Frank M.
Andrews of New York; Walter H.
Scales, formerly chief designing engi-

neer with the Lackawanna Bridge Co.,

at Buffalo, for the past year associated

with Mr. Russ as chief of engineering

and construction; and Ralph J. Batch-
elder, formerly with Allen & Coliens,

Boston, and Holabird & Roach, Chicago.

A. R. Jones, supervisor of tracks.

New York Central Lines East of

Buffalo, with headquarters at Clear-

field, Pa., has been made division engi-

neer of the St. Lawrence Division, at

Watertown, N. Y., succeeding P. H.
Winchester, transferred.

Mervin E. Lyle, formerly assist-

ant to the president of the Columbia
Graphaphone Co. and for a number
of years manager of the company's
Bridgeport, Conn., factories, is now as-

sociated with Willard C. Brinton, con-

sulting engineer, of New York, and
has been appointed assistant to the

president. Terminal Engineering Co.,

Inc., of which Mr. Brinton is president.

Oscar Zoloaga, hydraulic engi-

neer, of Venezuela, who is at present

in the United States, recently inspected

the Miami Conservancy District, at

Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Zoloaga is con-

structing several dams in his country.

E. J. Stephenson, of Minne-
apolis, has been appointed civil engi-

neer for the United Light & Railways

Co., Davenport, Iowa.

Wouter Cool, civil engineer, of

Rotterdam, Holland, and Batavia,

Dutch East Indies, is visiting the

United States, on his way from Batavia

to Holland, with a view to studying

the dock and wharf facilities of this

country. He has examined the water-

fronts of San Francisco, Seattle, Van-

couver and Portland and expects to

make similar studies at New York and

Boston. For the past five years Mr.

Cool has been general harbor advisor

to the Netherlands East India Govern-
ment. Upon his return to Java, it is

announced, he will be also director-

general of the East Indies railroads.

Mr. Cool is accompanied by U. DE
RoNDE Bresser, dredging expert and
general contractor, who constructed the

harbor works at Soerabaja, and has
handled several other large govern-
ment contracts.

Lloyd Aldrich, recently tend-

ered his resignation as engineer of

Sonoma County, Cal., effective Oct. 31.

F. C. F I N K L E, consulting engineer,

Los Angeles, has been appointed con-

sulting engineer for the Victor Valley
Irrigation District, comprising more
than 70,000 acres in San Bernardino
County, Cal., to supervise the design of

an irrigation system for the district.

R. E. Spear, formerly engineer ac-

countant for the Illinois Central R.R.

Co. in the bridge, building and water-
works department, has accepted the

position of borough engineer of Am-
bridge. Pa., which is operating under
the city manager form of government
with W. M. Cotton as borough manager.

Arthur M. Shaw, consulting

engineer. New Orleans, will have gen-
eral direction of the newly established

civil engineering department of Loyola
University in that city. He will also

continue his office for private practice.

Obituary

Julius Reichel, formerly civil

engineer in the Carbondale, 111., office

of the Illinois State Highway Depart-

ment, died recently at' Havana, 111.

Captain Walter C. Paton,
Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., formerly

city engineer of Excelsior Springs, Mo.,

died in that city Sept. 11, at 38 years

of age. He formerly lived in Kansas
City and was chief inspector in the

construction of the inter-city viaduct.

William G.Bussler, chief en-

gineer of the Waterloo (Iowa) water-

works, died Sept. 12, in that city. He
was born near Waterloo, Sept. 30, 1864,

and had been employed at the water-

(Works for 32 years.

Huo-H B. Raines, who was city

engineer of Dallas, Tex., for twenty

years, retiring several years ago when
the commission form of government
was adopted, died at Louisville, Ky.,

Sept. 17. Mr. Raines had lived for

45 years in Dallas and was 70 years

old. During his service as city engi-

neer he laid out and superintended the

construction of some of the most im-

portant engineering works in Dallas.

S. D. Porter, for the past twenty

years city engineer of Peru, 111., died

Sept. 12, at LaSalle, 111. He was born

in Hatfield, Mass., Jan. 1, 1850, and

studied engineering at East Hampton,
Mass. Previous to his service with the

City of Peru, he was for ten years

connected with the Illinois Central R.R.
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Leninism Rejected

LENINISM, outside of Russia, received three severe

^setbacks last week. The Italian workmen in the

metal industry acquiesced in the government's proposed

settlement and began handing back the plants to their

owners. In France the Labor Congress definitely-

repudiated all attempts to control French affairs from
the outside, having Moscow particularly in mind, and
the American Federation of Labor, through Gompers
and WoU, one of the vice-presidents, denounced the

efforts of the British labor party to strengthen the

Soviet power in Russia. All of which is evidence that

the world is getting back to sounder thinking. The
danger of the miners' strike in Great Britain, com-

mented upon in these columns last week, also seems to

be passed and with its passing goes, for the time at

loast, another revolutionary proposal. There is reason

for confidence and satisfaction, and for trying by sound

means to work out the problems between employer and
employed.

Cutting Engineering Costs Unwisely

HK. BISHOP, for sixteen months chief engineer of

the Indiana State Highway Commission, was
removed from office Sept. 1 because the highway appro-

priation "had been cut heavily by the tax board." The
salary of the chief engineer has been $7,000 a year.

Because surveys, plans and specifications covering work
for a year in advance had been prepared the director of

the commission felt justified in relieving Mr. Bishop.

Seven thousand dollars a year is not a large salary for

a highly trained technical man of 15 years experience

with Federal and state roadbuilding organizations, par-

ticularly when expenditures he directs and work he

superintends approximate one thousand times his salary.

"Saving" the salaiv of one in such a responsible posi-

tion is false economy. Competent engineering super-

vision should and must be paid what it is worth.

Smaller salaries than that received by Mr. Bishop for

the administration of large funds may mean mediocre

engineering.

Moderation and Conciliation

FOUR WEEKS ago we expressed the view that

there was need in the American Society of Civil

Engineers to drop the bitter spirit which has been

injected in discussions since last January and to get

down to solid technical work. The response to that

editorial expression has been widespread. New evi-

dence has come that the members are tired of strife.

They must, perforce, take interest in pending ques-

tions until they are settled, but they are anxious to

see them disposed of and out of the way. Signs are,

too, that those who have been extreme in their state-

ments are inclining toward greater moderation not

only of utterance but of view. There were those who,

in the heat of discussion, were willing to believe
their opponents guilty not only of insinceiity but of
a desire to use the society for their personal ends.
Such beliefs are giving way to a realization that all

parties are sincerely interested in the advancement of
the society. They differ as to the effects of propo-sals

and the wisdom of means. It is also realized now that

of extremists, on either side, there are very few. Thi.s

attitude is a clear gain. If it lead to moderate discus-

sion, to dispassionate clarification of view on whatever
else may need decision before the road is clear for solid

technical work, it will help toward speedy and correct

decisions,

A Decisive Step

FOLLOWING on years of discussion of projects f..r

bridging the Delaware River at Philadelphia, the

appointment of an engineering board to report on loca-

tion and construction at last brings the enterprise to a

definite start. Important as the step is for tn^

immediately adjoining region, it may -orove to have

equal or greater importance for the count: y as a whole,

by initiating the period of large highway bridge con-

struction which, according to indications, lies just ahead

There has been little activity of this kind for years, and

meanwhile the delays and losses resulting from the

interruption of the national road system at main river>

have been making themselves more and more painfully

felt. At Philadelphia it was the formidable growth of

a demand for unhindered communication between the

communities on the two banks that brought about

definite action on the bridge project. The .^ame demand

exists wherever large streams cut the land in two. a-ui

it is bound to grow until it brings about the provision

of suitable crossings. Thu^, much large highway

bridge construction is certain to be demanded and

carried out in the early future. The Delaware bridge i.**

the first undertaking of the new era. and it should give

effective encouragement to many projects that are

delayed by mere want of the courage to go ahead.

Improving Waterwheel Efficiency

THE description of the new record-breaking Niagani

turbines which appeared in last week's i.«*sue is

fittingly rounded out by Mr. Horton's re.«»Mme of

hydraulic turbine practice on another page of thi.x

issue. Waterwheel design has progresse<l rapidly until

now the finished machine is a marvel of etticiency and

sim.plicity. In the large units particularly the small

number and lack of complication of p:irts is remark-

able and not even approached by any other kind of

prime mover. Just now. however, improvements seem

to be looked for only in mechanical refinements and

Mr. Horton points out that while these are always

desirable a more fertile field may possibly lie in

hydraulic improvement, that is in some vital re-
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arrangement of parts which would more nearly insure

a full recovery of the energy of the water. Toward
this end he suggests the necessity of minimizing the

constraint of the water passing through the unit. In

effect this is what many of the later improvements of

the turbine do, but it is Mr. Norton's idea that carried

further the idea may result in improving the full load-

range efficiency, which has not kept pace with the full-

gate efficiency. At any rate, while the principle may
not go so far it is responsible for certain improvviments

that help to make the hydraulic turbine the prime

mover paramount.

Financing' Public Improvements

AN ARRANGEMENT worked out for financing the

. $200,000 St. Mary's Ave. grading and repaving

project in Omaha deserves attention in view of present

financial conditions. Seven interested property o\\Tiers

have deposited with a trust company funds sufficient to

pay the contractor each month 80 per cent of the engi-

neers' estimate. Upon completion of the work the city

will issue district impi'ovement bonds, which the com-

pany will carry until the special taxes have been paid.

The principal object of the plan was to attract a large

number of contractors who could not afford to tie up
their capital for so long a period as would be necessary

to carry out the work. R. N. Towl, commissioner of

public works, who developed the scheme, is of the

opinion that the 84-cent bid on earthwork was obtained

because the payments were to be made available at once.

Much added competition was obtained and the price is

141 cents lower than ihe Dodge St. grading work let a

year ago.

Thicker California Roads

BY DECIDING to increase the minimum thickness of

concrete pavement from 4 to 5 in. (see News Sec-

tion, Sept. 30, p. 671) the California Highway Commis-
sion moves in a direction that has been frequently urged
upon it. In addition, the 5-in. road is to be reinforced.

When the 4-in. pavement, with a i-in. topping, was
adopted about ten years ago, there was much criticism

of the "shortsightedness" of such a policy. As the roads

have aged, This criticism, instead of abating, has ripened

into attack of one sort or another. At present it is

active in the form of an injunction that has, for the

time being, stopped work on every State highway con-

tract. It goes without saying that the commission knew
a 4-in. pavement was not the best that could be built.

It was decided, however, that the broad way to begin

on a highway system that would adequately serve Cali-

fornia's great expanse of territory was to plan for the

greatest possible mileage of well-located and well-graded

road with as good a paving as was consistent, all factors

considered. By strict requirements for well-prepared

sub-grades, careful inspection of materials and mixing,

and under California's favorable climatic conditions, the

commission has added to the State road system over

seventeen hundred miles of paved highway that has

given good service. Evidence of what the people

who use these roads think of them, as well as an indica-

tion of how this maximum mileage policy (always on a

sound technical basis) won friends when they were badly

needed, is found in the record of votes cast for the

successive bond issues. The first issue ( $18,000,000, in

1910) wi.s vic;crousii' opposed in some sectior.s and \.a;;

carried by the narrow margin of 1.3 to 1. The second

($15,000,000, in 1916) carried by 3.96 to 1, and the latest

( $40,000,000, in 1919) by a majority of 7.03 to 1. Mean-
time, pavement has gone to pieces here and there, but on

the whole it has stood up well, often under extremely

heavy trucking operations that were never thought of

until the concrete pavement appeared.

Doubtless the decision for a 5-in. minimum does not

mean that thicker pavements will not be built. Surely

they are justified in districts where exceedingly heavy

trucking operations are carried on, such as in the rice-

errowing districts of the Sacramento valley. There are

those who doubtless will contend that this minimum is

not enough under any conditions to be found in the state.

Nevertheless, the commission's decision to increase the

minimum thickness to 5 in. and to use reinforcing is

based on a long experience under one technical head,

Austin B. Fletcher, who has been chief engineer, of the

commission since its formation. Under these circum-

'itances one can safely look upon the new move as being

is sound technically as was the adoption of the 4-in.

thickness nearly ten years ago.

Commercial Aviation Progress

COMMERCIALLY aviation has not made as great

progress in this country as in Europe. Here its

;/reatest commercial use is in the mail service, a fact

emphasized by the recent institution of the San Fran-

cisco-New York service, and the letting of contracts for

Pittsburgh-St. Louis and New York-Atlanta routes. Of
passenger business, however, there has been very little.

The line between New York and Atlantic City, which

has maintained regular service for some years, has

required only one plane. Some of the eastern stores,

for advertising purposes, have delivered rush parcels to

their customers by airplane, and at one or two summer
resorts flying has been among the season's amusements.

Abroad, the great development has been the London-
Paris service, but the London-Amsterdam and the

Paris-Brussels routes are just as thoroughly established,

though the travel by them is not as great. Four lines

conduct daily services between London and Paris, a

minimum of six planes a day being used in each

direction. There have been occasions when as many
Hs twelve machines left London in a single day. As
late as last May the cost per flight was £15 15s,

(approximately $75 at normal exchange), but the price

has now dropped to £10 10s. (about $50). Short-

distance flying, also, is more popular in Europe than

here. In May while the golf tournaments were on at

the Gleneagles course near Glasgow there was regular

airplane service to the course from both Glasgow and

Edinburgh, services widely advertised in both cities, i .

a matter-of-fact way. At summer resorts airplanes

are popular forms of amusement, in Switzerland, for

example, a single company maintaining no less than

eighteen machines. Fifteen-minute flights were made
at a charge of 90fr. for two persons, or about $9 per

person. These planes may be engaged, also, for flights

between any given points, tariffs being arranged and
published covering a variety of conditions.

The popularity of the airplane can be gathered from
the fact that in the year closing -Tune 30 last the cor-

respondent of the Paris edition of thp Now York
Herald estimated, from conference with j irplane in-

terest.^, thnt oO.OOO passengers have been carried in
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commercial, pleasure, and exhibition flights at the

grounds where commercial service is available in Eng-
land alone. In these flights not a single casualty or

serious accident was recorded. The leading English

newspapers, notably the London Times, published daily

a summation of "aviation weather," giving the wind
direction and velocity in the upper air at 2,000, 5,000,

10,000, and 15,000-ft. elevations not only for the course

between England and the northern continental points

of Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris, but also for the

whole of England and Scotland as well.

Lloyd's, the famous insurance house, as is well knowm,

has for some years been writing insurance both upon
passenger and goods transportation. So important has

this branch of the business become, however, that it

has recently begun the publication of an Aviation

Record to serve the same purpose as its famous Ship-

ping Record. It will contain complete listings of the

airplanes and airplane companies furnishing com-
Tnercial service, with records of the pilots, the histories

of all the machines, etc., so that there can be, as time

passes, more intelligent assessment of rates. In addi-

tion, Lloyd's has set up a technical committee on the

order of its famous shipping committees, on which are

represented the aircraft transport companies, aircraft

builders, and underwriters. The purpose is to make
such studies and recommendations as will decrease the

risk of transportation by aircraft. It is expected that,

in time, this will lead to certain standards for com-

mercial airplanes.

While, therefore, through our mail service commercial

transportation by airplane is making some progress in

America we are far behind Europe. The progress there

bears out the predictions which were made as many as

ten years ago that the airplane would most certainly

become a factor in commercial transportation.

Passing the Crisis in Transportation

WITH the end of maximum coal movement on the

railroads this fall there is reason to look forward

to at least temporary relief from the transportation

crisis through which the country is passing. As a

result of the ambitious program of the Association of

Railway Executives to increase tonnage movement, most

encouraging results have been secured by the efforts

of the railroads, with the co-operation of shippers, as

shown in current reports from almost all of the larger

carriers. A very material increase in carrying capacity

has been obtained with no increase of plant. To the

construction industry the prospect should appear de-

cidedly encouraging, but there will by no means be

satisfaction with a situation so far from perfect. The

3onstruction industry itself, through the large propor-

tion of shipping which it represents, can go far toward

effecting immediate relief by the fullest co-operation

with the railroads in loading and release of cars. But

while temporary relief may be had by emergency meas-

ures—which even have included much Sunday work

—

we believe that the permanent cure of transportation

ills lies in the hands of the engineer.

Constructive suggestions for broadening the engi-

neer's functions in railroad operation may be found in

the article on p. 693, in which the author brings out

sound reasons for the proposal that the engineer be

given definite recognition by creating the office of

"transportation engineer." As the close relation of the

engineer to railroad operation is netf; more clearly b>
the managers, thi.s new oflice would «eem to be a loffieaj

development and, in fact, a move in thi.s direction ha/
been made by nt least one large system. Through hit
training and exact knowledge the engineer is peculiarly
well fitted to the duties proposed, which would open »
new field not limited to design and construction.
For the reason that "transportation problems wjl:

be solved only by the application of engineering knowl-
edge," it is proposed that every large railway gyrten-
appoint an engineer to study problems of tranirporta-

tion, vesting him with the necessan.- authority. It

would be his duty to apply engineering methods and
logic to many phases of operation which have alway-
been ruled largely by tradition—such as switching and
freight-handling costs in large terminals. There i*

growing belief that the handling and rehandling of
cars at many terminal points could be materially re-

duced and a decided improvement effected in the tradi-

tional methods generally used for handling leas-than-

carload-lots and trap car freight in most of the cities.

Here, indeed, lies a vast field of opportunity for the

application of engineering principles to such phases of

operation as have heretofoi-e been largely governed by
custom and by rule of thumb.

Since so long a time must be consumed in extending

and revising present transportation facilities to bring

them to a point of adequate traffic carrying capacity,

emergency methods must be used for some time. We
believe that the railroad managements—realizing that

failure to provide service would result in government

operation, if not in government ownership—have made
a supreme effort to meet the emergency. The resuK

of the 30-ton-30-mile-per-day program of the railwa.

executives merit the highest degree of co-operation on

the part of all shippers. By capacity loading, regardle.'*^

of low tariff minimums, and by quick unloading of car>.

regardless of demurrage allowance, still more satisfac-

tory results will be obtained.

Recently joint car service committees, consisting of

construction men and railway executives, have been

established in Boston, New York, Philadelphia. Balti-

more, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Chicago to secure cars

and materials needed for necessar\' construction which

is actually under way and v\ich is delayed or entirely

stopped by lack of materials. The raiiroad repre.-«ent-

atives were appointed by the Association of Railway

Executives, and the construction representatives were

nominated by the National Federation of Construction

Industries and appointed by the United States Senate's

Special Committee on Reconstruction. Appeals for

necessary car service should be addressed to the joint

committees and if cars are not produced appeal may be

made to the chairman of the Advisory Committee of the

Association of Railway Executives, and finally to the

Interstate Conmierce Commission, but so f.-r as is

known all requests have been cared for by the joint

committees without appeal.

A basis for eftective co-operation has been formed

between the railroads and the construction industr>'.

In general, the railroads have demonstrated their good

faith by the gratifying results already obtained. Ii»

the interest of the whole community, as well as the

parties immediately concerned, the construction indus-

try should and will do no less than its part in aiding

the railroads by full loading, prompt unloading and the

most effective use of cars.
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Analysis of the Continuous Three-Column Foundation

Distribution of Base Pressure Controlled by Continuity of Main Grillage Girders—How Correct Lengths
of Girder Projections Are Computed—Special Case of Limited Projection

By Charles A. Ellis
Professor of Structural Engineering. University of Illinois, Urbana

IN DESIGNING foundations for high buildings the

engineer frequently must place three columns on a

single footing, using longitudinal supporting girders

resting on shorter cross-beams bearing on the soil, in

order to distribute the column loads over a sufficient

area of foundation. In such a foundation he endeavors

to obtain uniform soil pressure for the support of the

concentrated columns loads involved He fixes upon

the allowable unit bearing pror.sure of t'le soil,

determines therefrom the required foundation area, and

then shapes the footing by assuming arbitrarily either

the length or the width of the footing to suit his con-

venience The last step of the process disregards the

fact that the girders and their loading constitute a

statically indeterminate system. Arbitrary proportion-

ing of such a system results in making the soil pressure

non-uniform (hence of excessive intensity at some
points) and the bending moments in the foundation

girders different from those contemplated in his design,

which means reduced safety and economy.
A rational analysis of the problem is quite feasible.

As the subject does not appear to have been discussed

600
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•12- ->t< -30- ^—50.1'
900 rtl- ]S.e '->t<- - 17.'^'- - -
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FIG. 1. TYPICAL THREE-COLUMN GRILLAGE FOUNDATION
AS PROPORTIONED BY CUSTOMARY METHOD

previously, the writer proposes to give the theory and

outline its application to several practical cases. From
the theoretical standpoint there is a remaining difficulty

in the solution presented: Since the foundation girders

distort slightly in performing their office of distributing

the loads, the assumption of uniformly distributed soil

bearing pressure which the designer necessarily makes

(in the present anabasis as well as in customary pro-

cedure) is unavoidably vitiated. We have no data as to

the importance of this effect, but it seems reasonable to

conclude that a state of uniform pressure distribution

is more nearly approximated when the problem is solved

by an analysis that takes account of the continuity of

girders than by the present arbitrary choice of propor-

tions.

How the customary method involves arbitrary pro-

portioning may be illustrated by reference to Fig. 1.

In the case there sketched, the three column loads total

3,000 tons. A permissible soil reaction of 5 tons per

square foot is assumed ; hence the required footing area

is 600 sq.ft. Next, the length and width of the footing

are arbitrarily fixed by the designer as 75 ft. and 8 ft.

respectively. The designer then determines the left-

hand and right-hand projections of the main girders by

finding the center of gravity of the three column loads

(12.6 ft. to the right of the center column), and making

this the center of gravity of the soil reaction, which

requires that the foundation should extend 12.9 ft. to the

left of the left column, and 20.1 ft. to the right of the

right column.

A grillage so designed satisfies the three conditions of

-static equilibrium (sum of vertical forces, sum of

horizontal forces, and sum of moments about any point,

respectively, equal zero). It is therefrom concluded

that the three concentrated loads are supported by a

->t<
d ...b-...

FIG. 2. DIAGRAM OF DEFLECTION OF UNIFORMLY
LOADED BEAM ON THREE SUPPORTS
(Inversion of Three-Column Foundation)

uniform soil reaction of 40 tons per lineal foot. That
this conclusion is fallacious, however, becomes apparent
when the structure in Fig. 1 is inverted, and the soil

pressure represented as a uniform load of 40 tons per

lineal foot resting upon three supports, whereupon it

is seen at once that the problem is statically indeter-

minate and that the odds are greatly against the proba-

bility of the reactions amounting to just 600, 900 and
1,500 tons respectively. In other words, the column
loads being the given quantities, the soil pressures can-

not be uniform, as assumed, and therefore it is likely

that the bending moments in the girders will differ

materially from those anticipated by the designer.

Girder on Three Supports

By way of introduction to the rational method, the

general case of a girder resting on three supports

and uniformly loaded (Fig. 2.) wiU be considered.

Three independent simultaneous equations are required

for the determination of the three reactions. The equa-

tion Si? -= lends no aid to the solution, since all the

forces act vertically. The two remaining static equations,

SV = and SM = 0, are necessary but not sufficient.

The problem is therefore statically indeterminate. The

third equation necessary for a solution is based upon

the elastic theory of beams, and may be derived from

the assumption that the three points of support A, C and

B remain in a straight line (not necessarily a level line)

.

Let FG represent the tangent to the elastic curve

DACBE at C, and let AF = ^, and BG = ^, represent

the tangential deviations of this curve at A and B
respectively. Since these deviations are on opposite

sides of the tangent, A./A^ = —c/d, which is the third

equation required.

Application of the three equations, to practical cases

differs in detail according to the physical conditions

governing the problem. Three of the several possible

cases are illustrated in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, and will be

considered separately. In each case the following points

are to be observed

:
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Each figure is shown inverted, for convenience. The
known column reactions are represented by P, Q and R.

The spacings of the columns, being fixed by the archi-

tectural features, are known, and are represented by c

and d. The tangential deviations A, and A., not shown
in the figures which follow, are to be taken as repre-

sented in Fig. 2. Three quantities, differing in each

case, are to be determined by a solution of the three

independent simultaneous equations cited.

Case I

—

Projections Not Limited by Site

Referring to Fig. 3, let iv represent the intensity of a

uniform soil pressure, in pounds per lineal foot. If the

architectural conditions do not limit the end projec-

tions a and 6 of the main grillage girders, then it will

be possible to attain this condition of uniform pressure

by selecting a, b and iv accordingly.

Equilibrium of vertical forces and of moments (in

this case taken about the left end) gives two equations,

981

4v-- C-->|<-
P Q

>H-
R
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FIG. 3. DIAGRAM FOR ANALYSIS OF THREE-COLUMN

FOUNDATION

the third being that for tangential deviation, derived

above

:

P + Q -J- 72 — (a + 5 -4- c + rf) m;

aP -\- (a -^ c)Q i- (a -^ c + d)R

w= -(a -[-b -^ c ^ d)'

and

(1)

(2)

(3)

The expressions for A, and A^ may be determined as

follows: The bending moment between P and Q at any

distance x from P is M, =^ Po: — lw(a -{- x)\ and the

tangential deviation at P therefore becomes,

' = ^// Ml xdx EIJ, [

1_ fc^P _ w Id- c-

?/ 1^' 2 I 2

Px' 2~ ^^ "^ •''''' dx

+ +

Similarly, the bending moment between Q and R at

any distance x from R is M._ = Rx — ^w(b -+- x)\ and

the tangential deviation at R is, therefore.

EI Jo
M, X dx

" EIJ, [

i;/ L 3 2 V

wx
(6 + x)'^ dx

b-d'
,
2bd'

,

2" + ~3~ +

Inserting these values in eq. (3),

Sc'P — w (6a -'

c

-
-f- 8ac^ -f 3c^)

8d'R - w (66-d- + Sbd' -\- '3d*)

m
(3a)

The unknown quantities a, b and w are to be deter-

mined by solving simultaneously the three independent

equations (1), (2) and (3a), as in the following

numerical problem.

Illustrative Problem—Let c = 12 ft., d = SO ft.,

P = 600 tons, Q = 900 tons and R = 1,500 tons. To

solve for a, b and ir, eliminate u: from (1* and (2). and
from d) and (Zh), obtaining.

"^
P + Q + «

or, h

ftnd

7.2

6c(P -t- Q -H R)a -r- t)d(P -r Q -r Rib'

4- 8(c'Q + eR — d'R)a 4- 8(<fP -f (fQ — r'P)6

+ (—5c -\-M- — Sc'd)P -f Z(<^ -\- <f)<?

-f (_ SflT _i- .3c- — 8r<f )/? ^
or lOffl^ + 256= — 372a -r 4686 10374

whence,

a 7.8 ft., h -: 15 ft.

The length of the base. then, is 42 — 22 8 ft. or

64.8 ft., and the soil pres.sure per lineal foot 'n

w = 3000 64.8 ^- 46.3 tons. If the permis.sible Jjearing

pressure on the soil is 5 tons per square foot, the

foundation should have a width of 46.3 '5 ^- 9.5 ft.

Thus in Figs. 1 or 3, the girders should be about
65 feet long, extending approximately 8 ft. beyond the

left column and 15 ft. beyond the right column. The
beams of the lower tier of grillage should have a length

of about 9.5 feet.

Case II

—

Projection at One End Limited by Site

Architectural features frequently' fix the length at

which the footing may e.xtend beyond one of the end

columns. Sometimes it is necessan.' to allow nc exten-

sion whatever at one end. When either of these two

limitations arises the footing may be so arranged that

its pressure on the soil per foot of length varies

u>x=Ax->-B

FIG. 4. DISTRIBUTION" OF BASE PRESSURE AX'HKV

PROJECTION AT ONE END IS FIXED

uniformly from one end to the other, as shown in Fig.

4. This may be {ucomplished by a variation in the

lengths of the cross-beams, resulting ir a trapezoidal

area for the footing. Care should be exercised in the

choice and spacing of the cross-beams in order that

equal deflections at their centers may be assured.

Let the soil pressure per lineal foot at a distance x

from the left end be.

Wx = Ax -}- B

Then the soil pressure at the left qwA .vill have the

intensity B per lineal foot, and at the right end the

intensity Al -f- B per lineal foot. The three equations

then become,

vy = At' -t- 2J5/ — 2(P -t- <^ ^ /2) -^

SiV = 2AP 4- SBl* — 6aP — 6 (o -f e)Q
— 6(a + c + d)K =
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and
A..

Tbe latter, oti computing the values of A, and A.,, gives,

+ (o + r) J2(a + r +Vv-:+ ( o -f- r>|^7' a + f ) + 3rf]
j
1 A

tOx=^x^*Bx*Cs

4-.V

4-.W

= 20

H'i{a + (')-+ a {'Ml -\- -Iv

Three of the four quantities a. b, A and B may be

determined from these equations. Either a or 6 is

limited by the architectural conditions as we have

assumed, and therefore the equations suffice for complete

olution.

niu.'<trativr Prnhlpm—Lei P = 600 tons, Q = 900

tons. R ~ 1,500 tons, c ^ 12 ft. and d = 30 ft. The
conditions of the site do not allow a to exceed 6 ft.,

and the designer desires to utilize this full amount; in

other words, he fixes a at 6 ft., and has to determine

A, B and b from the equations. These latter become,

AV + 2BI = 6000

2Ar + ZBV = 550800

•uid. 8273664.4 4 8'!4040F = 43416000

whence r — 227.761/*" + 13884.448/ — 209928.788 =
22.78 ft.

or. / = 66.58 ft.

or 138.4 ft.

If 66.58 feet is taken, then B = 55.98 and A =
— 0.328: the intensity at the right end is A? + B
= 34.13. That is, the reaction has an intensity of 56

tons per lineal foot at its left end, and decreases

uniformly to 34 tons per lineal foot at its right end.

Since a = 6 and / == 66.6 ft., the foundation extends

t = 18.6 ft. beyond the right column.

The equations given for this case may be applied

just as readily when the foundation may not extend

beyond one of the cuter columns (as when a = 0).

Case III

—

Both Projections Limited by Site

In the case illustrated by Fig. 5, where both a and h

either are fixed or equal zero, the footing may be

so proportioned as to produce a soil reaction whose
intensity per lineal foot varies according to a parabolic

curve. The soil pressure per square foot may be made
uniform by varying the length of the lower beams of

the grillage accordingly.

The dimensions a, h, c and d, and the loads P, Q and R
will be known, while the three constants which determine

the intensity of the soil reaction are to be determined by
the solution.

Let the intensity of the soil reaction per foot of

girder be

w, = Ax' + fix 4- C

so that at the left end the intensity will be C and at

the right end AV -{- Bl -\- C per lineal foot. The three

equations then become,

KIG. 5. BOTH PROJECTIONS LIMITED BY CONDITIONS
AT SITE

SF = 2AP + 'SBr + 6Cl — 6(P + Q 4- ft) -=

SM = SAV 4- 4Fr + 6Cr- — 12aP — 12 (a + c)Q

— 12(a 4- c 4- d)R --

and from A,/A, = — c'rf, the third equation,

c\ 5(a4-c)'4-a 4(a4-c)'4-a[3(a + c)-4-a(3a-|-2c)] \a

4-rf (a4-c - f)^4-(a4-c) J2(a4-c4-rfV'

4-(a4-r)[3(a + r + rf)2+(a4-c){9(a + c)4-4rf}]jjA

4(a4-c)'-|-aJ3(a4-c)24-a(3o4-2c)j Ifi

{a-\-c-\-dy

4- (a 4- c) |2(a 4- c 4- rf)"4- (a 4- c) [7(a 4- c) 4- 3d] 1 1

B

+ 15cJ3(a-|-(?)=4-a(3a + 2ctj

4-15d|(a4-c-|-d)24-(a + c)[5(a + c) + 2d]jlc

= 60r(c4-d)'4-c(c4-d)]p + 60d'Q

+ 3c

4- 3d

Illustrative Problem—Let P = 600 tons, Q = 900
tons, R = 1,500 tons, a = 6 ft, 6 = 12 ft., c = 12 ft.,

and d = 30 ft. Then / = 60 ft.

Substituting the numerical values in the above equa-

tions and reducing,

1200A + 305 4- C = 50

1800A 4- 405 4- C = 51

623028A 4- 38304B |- 3815C = 201000

The solution of these equations gives A = 0.0291.

B = —1.646, and C = 64.466, and the intensity of the

reaction at any point is, therefore, iv, = 0.0291a-'

— 1.646a; 4" 64.466. Values of the reaction computed for

the ends and five intermediate points are:

Ft.
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Modern Developments of Hydraulic

Turbine Design
Precedent and Principle as Exemplified in the New

Niagara Wheels—Minimum Constraint

a Factor in Efficiency

By Robert E. Horton
Consulting- Hydraulic Engineer, Voorheesville, N. Y.

In "Engineering News-Record," Sept. 27, 1920, p.

6^6, Uvo of the foremost American turbine designers,

Lewis F. Moody and W. M. White, described in some
detail the new 37,500-hp. turbine units built by their

respective companies for the latest American Niagara
Falls development. The contrast between these tivo

largest waterivheels yet built and the early foreign-

designed and foreign-built wheels installed in American
power plants is so marked that this seems a proper
time for a resume of hydraulic turbine practice, tvith

particular relation to American contributions to such
practice and the prospects for future improvements.
Such an article has been prepared for "Engineering
Neics-Record" by Mr. Horton.—Editor.

WHEN American manufacturers undertook the

development of modern specially designed tur-

bines they nearly all imported Swiss or German
H designers. Without any intended disrespect, it is not
" too much to say that some, at least, of the foreign

designers brought to this country were a bit "cocky"

regarding their capabilities. Time has shown that

American designers were able to learn all that the

Europeans knew, and so far as printed records go there

is nothing to show any work in the way of turbine

designing done in continental Europe comparable in

efficiency, capacity, or flexibility with recent American
practice.

Today the hydraulic turbine is the simplest, most

reliable, most durable, most efficient and most powerful

per single unit of all prime movers. How this has

come about is a long but interesting story, which will

not be recounted here further than is necessary to show
the bearing of precedents on the development of tur-

bine practice and efficiency.

This process has taken place through the slow and

costly operation of the logic of exclusion and the

"survival of the fittest," but it has taken place almost

entirely within the United States. Less than a century

ago a turbine having a capacity of one-tenth of one

per cent of that of the new Niagara units was about

the available limit. Fifty years ago a turbine runner

of one-tenth of the capacity of the Niagara turbines

was considered large, and it is only recently that single

runners as large as 10 per cent of the capacity of the

Niagara units have been used. Among the earliest of

these were the old Leffel Niagara turbines, deriving

water from the same canal which supplies the latest

installation.

Features of Niagara Turbines

Features of the new Niagara turbines of special

interest are of two classes: (1) Structural and

mechanical features, relating to provisions for du-

rability, repair, and convenience of operation. (2)

Hydraulic features, relating particularly to considera-

tions of efficiency.

Among the structural features worthy of note are

the use of the Johnson penstock valves, renewable parts

i

for wearing surfaces, adjurttablt /a'e actuating mech-
anism, with provi.sion to take up wear and avoid lorft

motion, complete separate hand control to !

repairs of governor.^ during operation and the rj

of brakes.

In this connection the u.se of metal volute casings
imbedded in concrete calls attention to the fact that
although concrete alone has often h>een u.sed for turbine
spiral settings, yet in this instance becau.se of the rel-

atively great head, and the de.sire to .secure maximum
efficiency a metal lining of the volute wa.- deemed
necessary. One builder has chosen ca«t iron and the
other .steel plate for this lining. Aigument.s in favor
of each are given in the article.s referred to.

One reason advanced for the u.se of steel plate volute

casings is freedom from casting strains. Still the run-
ner of the same unit is made of ca.st iron, cast in

one piece, and it would seem that in .so complicated a

casting as a waterwheel runner the danger of .«»hrinkage

strains and cold shut.s is much greater than in the

simpler cast segments of the volute casing.

Features of the design relating especially to h:.draulic

conditions include the use of carefully de.-igned and
formed volutes to supply the water to each :\he«l—the

use of the hydraucone on one and ^he "spreading draft

tube" on the other unit, the use of fixed auxiliar>'

guides, forming also supports for the volute casting,

in addition to the use of ordinary efficiency tj-pe guide-

gates in the I. P. Mon-is unit, and the use of labyrinth

clearance cells to reduce runner leakage from the same
unit.

Simplicity Is Remarkable

Preliminary tests of the new Niagara turbines indi-

cate turbine efficiencies of 93 per cent at full load.

Part of the remaining 7 per cent is unavoidably con-

sumed in mechanical and bearing friction, and some

in skin friction. These losses represent energy sup-

plied from the water, so that considerably more than

93 per cent of the potential energy of the water is

abstracted therefrom in passing through the turbine

runner. Equally high efficiencies have heretofore been

obtained in a few instances, and there is nothing ex-

traordinary about the efficiencies of these turbines, ex-

cept possibly that the efficie cy can be maintained high

in so large a machine. The remarkable thing, and one

which these particular turbines emphasize, is the fact

that any hydraulic turbine can abstract anything like

so great a portion of the energA" of a stream of water

by merely letting the water flow through so simple

a thing as a turbine runner. The runner has been

called a "thing" purposely, and not a mechanism,

because a turbine contains only one moving part, prop-

erly speaking; namely, the runner, which in these

instances is a single casting, yet capable of deri\nng

37,500 hp. from a stream of water.

The leader can readily make for himself a com-

parison of water turbines with other prime movers, as

regards simplicity and efficiency. While a hydro-

electric power unit, with its turbine, casing, gates, inlet

valves, draft tube, and governor, is a fairly elaborate

system of mechanism, yet the runner, the part that

really does the work, is so simple that one stands in

wonderment as to the manner in which so efficient a

result is accomplished in such a simple way.

There is an old fundamental tenet of turbine design

that "the watar must enter without shock and leave
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without velocity." Early experimenters naturally

assumed that to attain this requirement the water must

be guided smoothly and accurately through the tur-

bine along predetermined lines of flow. The prevailing

idea seemed to have been that a definite passage must

be fixed in advance for each separate filament of water.

Practically this could not be attained, but looking

toward this end guide and runner vanes were multi-

plied and contorted. Fins were added in some cases to

the vanes. The clearance between the guides and run-

ner was reduced to a minimum, and in some instances

grooves and convolutions were cast in the runner vanes,

as if with the idea of suggesting to the water the

direction it was desired that it should pursue in its

course through the wheel.

Minimum Constraint Ursirable

The invariabU^ verdict of early Holyoke tests of such

complicated contrivances was "weighed and found want-

ing." The more the water was tortured in its course

through the wheel the less power it yielded. It is only

recently that the idea of giving the water direction

with only a minimum of constraint has been developed.

Some direction is necessary as the water enters a tur-

bine runner, as everyone knows water can only enter the

buckets without shock when it approaches the wheel

with a tangential component of velocity equal to the

peripheral velocity of the runner.

The question may naturally be asked—Why did it

take nearly a century for turbine inventors and design-

ers to discover that they had hitherto mostly been

working along lines contrary to high efficiency? In

answering this question it may be stated that there is

probably some misapprehension among those not con-

versant with this highly specialized subject as to just

what is meant by turbine designing. Theory, meaning
thereby the more formal and mathematical treatment

of the subject, furnishes a basis for determining cer-

tain elements of a turbine design for specific conditions,

including the diameter of the runner, the net cross-

section of the water passages, and the guide and bucket

vane inlet and outlet angles but theory in the sense

referred to does not determine the best number of

guides or buckets or the permissible clearance space

between the inner ends of the guides and the outer

edges of the bucket vanes—nor does it determine either

the course or form of cross-section of the bucket pas-

sages. The design, so far as these elements are con-

cerned, is a matter of common sense, experience and

judgment, combined with certain requirements for

strength and rigidity.

Water is a nearly incompressible and relatively fric-

tionless fluid. If the mean path of the filaments of

water through a turbine is correctly fixed, then within

certain limits each filament forms in effect a guiding

surface for the adjacent filaments. In other words, the

water itself affords constraint, to which the water flow-

ing through the runner naturally adjusts itself, and
which is superior in every way to any fixed material

constraint which can be devised. This principle of

hydraulics received application in various ways other

than in turbine design long before its import was fully

appreciated—in fact it seems thus far to have been

expressed only more or iess vaguely, and never in suc-

cinct concrete form.

The matter of reducing the constraint of v/ater in

passing through a turbine has been carried to an extreme

in a type of waterwheel recently pUu-ed on the mark;.
In this turbine the runner vanes arc reduced to three

or four in number—the rim band is omitted—and the

vanes are cut down to little more than a vestige of

their categorical type, so that the runner rese'^ibles the

form of a boat propeller wheel. A case and guides are

provided like those of an ordinary turbine. Such a

construction is reported to give efficiencies well up in

the scale, though several per cent below the maximum
of the best of the present existing types.

Here the reduction of constraint has apparently been

carried too far for maximum efficiency, but something
else has been accomplished, since it is found that such

a turbine gives a flatter efficiency curve than any
obtained hitherto by designs of the more usual type

Precedents are found for this novel construction, not

only in the well-known screw propeller but in some
early turbines, such as the Bastian, a waterwheel largely

used in the north for sawmills in early days because

of its speed and freedom from obstruction. The run-

ner was of the .lonval type, with only two vanes, set

at a low angle, and with very large clear openings

between them, affording so little constraint to the water
that it was said of these wheels that a sawlog could

pass through one of the buckets without injuring either

the runner or the log.

Possible Improvements

The significance of all this is that it suggests the

only possibility remaining open for any material

hydraulic improvement in turbine design. Given 9^

per cent maximum efficiency, as in the new Niagara
turbines, and others of recent construction, there is

obviously little to be gained in maximum efficiency, but

that figure is attained at virtually one speed and one

load only. Over the ordinary range of loads, say one-

half to full gate, when running at constant speed, an

average efficiency as high as 80 per cent has rarely

been attained. It is possible that by a happy com-

bination of limited restraints in guides and runner ;'.

turbine may yet be produced that will give an average

efficiency near 90 per cent over the full ordinary range

of loads, but the prospects are not very bright.

Referring to the matter of constraint of water, one

of the significant differences between the Allis-

Chalmers and I. P. Morris units of the new Niagara
development is the use of preliminary or directive

guides in the volute case in conjunction with the latter.

Whatever may be their structural utility, some question

arises in the light of experience as to their hydraulic

value. The use of preliminary guides has abundant

precedent, but the result is mostly against their use.

There have been advocates of the other extreme, who
favor the omission of guides altogether, a practice

commonly followed in the early central discharge tur-

bines with volute or scroll cases, and even with some
earlier Jonval wheels, and following still earlier prec-

edents of wooden flat vane central discharge wheels,

which rarely or never had guides.

In view of the poor construction and meager exper-

imental data of such early waterwheel types, it is

impossible to determine with certainty whether the

better eflficiencies obtained following the insertion of

guide vanes in the runner cases were really due to the

use of guides or to improved construction. The general

belief is that guides are beneficial, if not absolutely

necessary, in all turbines, to secure maximum eflSciency
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at full load and gate, but this belief may rest too

largely on their more apparent necessity for wheels in

rectangular flumes. For wheels like the new Niagara
turbines, in volute cases, there is still a question as to

the hydraulic benefit derived from guides under full

load conditions, at least. Of course with present-day

methods of speed control they cannot be dispensed with

since they are integral with the speed gates, but it is

worth mentioning that some twenty-three years ago

the late J. P. Frizell published an ab!e discussion of

water turbine possibilities, in which he suggested that

maximum hydraulic efficiency and flexibility might yet

be attained through the use of a turbine without guides.

Vortex Energy Recovered

Much of the energy of the water leaving a turbine

runner is energy of internal motion in eddies and

vortices. If this motion is suddenly arrested the

energy will be dissipated, and if the eddies leave the

draft tube with the outflowing water the energy is

lost. The hydraucone and spreading draft tubes men-

tioned in the articles on the Niagara turbines appear

to recover much of this vortex energy by reconverting

it into potential energy within the draft tube itself.

This is apparently accomplished through the application

of the principle of minimum constraint. The water is

constrained only so much as necessary to permit it to

follow freely its natural lines of flow, leaving the eddies

and vortices to cavort and contort at will and

unhindered, until they are slowly and smoothly dis-

persed by fluid friction. Here, as De Vilamil pointed

out a few years ago, internal friction of water may
be a positive benefit in increasing the available effi-

ciency, since, as Helmholtz showed many years ago,

vortex motion would persist forever in a frictionless

fluid, and the energy of eddy motion could not then

be recovered. Incidentally, the Boyden diffuser applied

about 1850 to early Fourneyron or outward flow tur-

bines appears to have been a precedent of the more
modern devices for recovering the energy of discharge

from a turbine.

So far as the runners of the Niagara turbines are

concerned, they apparently involve nothing new in

hydraulics. The form of buckets or water passages

through these latest and largest turbine runners differs

but little from that developed by John B. McCormick,

following the earlier attempts at the production of an

efficient inward flow turbine runner by Howd, Francis

and Swain.

McCormick's improvements, which have been so

widely applied in American turbines of the stock pat-

tern type, consisted in lengthening the bucket passages

so as to give the water a chance to escape with a

minimum velocity relative to the earth, and the short-

ening and tapering of the inlet cone, increasing the

clearance between the guides and runner vanes. This

type still persists, and undoubtedly will persist, and

the modern turbine designer only modifies it to the

extent of specifying certain dimensions, so that it may

be adapted in advance to the specific conditions of load

and speed. Incidentally, Mr. McCormick relates that

the familiar extended spoon or ladle bucket form was

discovered by accident. Under Mr. McCormick's direc-

tion, iron plate extensions were riveted on to the bucket

outlet edges of an old inward flow turbine at a small

Pennsylvania sawm.ill, to reduce the discharge capacity

so that the wheel could run with the water supply

available. To hi» Hurprise, the modification not only
reduced the discharge of water but it also increaacd
the power.

Naturally, other features than efficiency are impor-
tant in turbine dcsifrn. This fact in emphasized by the
rapid displacement of efficient ovprnhot uatPrwh*^!* by
crude turbines in the early -

Overshot wheels, tested by .1 '.'i

and 1760 =n England, gave an efticiency often a^iove 80
per cent, yet such wheels were rapidly replaced by crude
turbines having efficiencies often of only 20 to ."Jo per
cent. This was largely becau.se of the high .npeed and
compactness of the turbine wheel.

Spiral or volute casings for turbines ' long
in use, dating back at least to the prin-. • vane
wooden central discharge wheels of 100 years ago or
more—so there are ancient precedent.s for nearly all the
hydraulic features of the most mfxlern turbines. It is

in the adaptation of principles and practice formerly
applied on a small scale to these large units, and the

combination of the good features evolved during the

past 100 years, but rarely hitherto all combined in a

single turbine unit, which make the latest hydraulic

turbine developments so remarkable for efficiency and
other characteristics, as compared with the best of

other types of prime movers.

There are, however, various matters related to the

structural design of powerful turbine units such as

these which have to be given ver>' careful consideration.

although they may be relatively unimportant in the

design of the ordinary smaller hydraulic turbines.

These include, for example, the problem of bearings,

and the problem of designing a governor mechanism
sufficiently sensitive to give speed regulation of a high

order, and at the same time sufficiently powerful to move
and control the enormous weights and inertia involved.

Advanced Hydraulics

At the recent Niagara professional meeting of the

Engineering Institute of Canada, Frank Barber, the

Toronto bridge engineer, told this story. He was hav-

ing dinner at a small hotal in an upper Ontario town

with several other transients, among whom was a talk-

ative citizen who might have been a prosperous mer-

chant or banker—at least one accustomed to be listened

to. "Nice town you have nere" opened this gentleman.

"We think so," allowed Barber, not bothering to dis-

avow a local status. "But you ought to develop all of

this water power that's running away" said the man.

"Well," returned Barber. "It would cost a lot of money."

"Not at all," said the visitor, "Not at all. I i;uess you

don't know about the way they develop power these

days." "No," inquired Barber, "I guess I don't. Is it

cheaper than they used to get it?" "Simple as can be."

said the man. "All >ou have to do is to dig a deep hole

in the ground, as deep as you want to provid-^ machiner>-

for, aiid put your wheels at the bottom of the shaft. You

dig a canal to the top of the hole, the water drops down

the hole and drives the wheel and there you are."

"That's great," said Barber, "But I didn't quite get all

the details of the scheme. What did you say became

of the water after it got by the wheel?" "Young man"

said the authority pityingly, looking around the table

with the superior air of one who states the obvious

"Young man, I guess you needn't care what becomes of

the water after it has got the wheel to moving."
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Jackscrews Tighten Wood Block Pavement in Place
Blocks Slid Together Over Pitch Bed Distances of 125 Ft. Each Way From Jacks—Movement in

250 Ft. Reaches 30 In.—Blocks Move Most in Direction Against Traffic

By W. W. Horner
Chief Engineer, Sewers and Paving, St. Louis, Mo.

FACED with the probability of having to take up
7,500 sq.yd. of loose wood block at an estimated cost

of about $10,000 there has been developed this year, in

St. Louis, a successful method of tightening pavement
without removing and relaying the block. Briefly the

task was accomplished by cutting into the pavement at

intervals, and tightening up the block on each side of

the cut with jackscrews. In consultation with John
Richards, block paving superintendent, the apparatus
shown in Fig. 1 was developed. It consists of 4 x 6-in.

timbers laid against the wood block pavement, and prac-

tically flush with the pavement surface. One of the

timbers bored out takes the screws of short trench

braces. These braces are equipped with large hexagonal
screw nuts working against steel bearing plates, which
rest loosely against the side of the timber. The width
of the pavement from curb to rail is about 22 ft., and
the jack frames were made 11 ft. long in order more
nearly to fit the curve of the crown. Three jacks were
used for each set. This original apparatus, and two
other sets, slightly modified, were used, under the super-
vision of Mr. Richards, throughout the summer on this

work. It was found possible, with the proper combina-
tion of hot weather and pressure on the jackscrews, to

slide the blocks on the pitch bed over considerable dis-

tances.

Development of Conditions Requiring Repairs

In an article in Engineering News-Record, April 22,

1920, p. 814, the writer recited difficulties encountered

during the construction season of 1919 with the laying

of new wood block pavements in St. Louis. Three pro-

jects were described, in the first of which, Contract A,
the blocks shrank so badly after laying that the pitch

filler settled under the blocks, completely ruining the

paving. In this instance it was necessary to take up
all of the blocks, clean them in tar kettles in creosote

oil, re-lay them, and apply new filler. The total cost of

this work was about $1.25 per square yard. In the

second project, called Contract B, where the traffic was
exceptionally heavy, and where the surface was almost

continually shaded, and therefore at all times somewhat
moist, no difficulty whatever was experienced, and the

blocks remained in an ideal condition. On the third

project, called Contract C, which was exposed directly

to the sun, but which had considerable traffic, some dif-

ficulty was encountered. A number of the blocks floated

with pitch filler, and the surface of the pavement for a

short distance at the beginning of the work very seri-

ously loosened and deteriorated. After this difficulty

was discovered, the blocks on the remainder of this con-

tract were paved very closely, and driven as tightly as

possible by means of heavy sledges. As an additional

preventive a somewhat harder pitch filler was used, and

on a portion of the contract the bottom of the joints

were swept full of fine dust for a depth of { in. in

order to prevent pitch in the joints from running under-

neath the block. By this means it was felt that the

probability of trouble from shrinkage of the blocks was

very considerably reduced, but in order to permit of a
slower adjustment of the pavement, the blocks on this

project were kept covered with sand, which was
sprinkled heavily throughout the summer. As a result

of the combination of these precautions, the surface of

the street on Contract C remained in good condition

throughout the summer and winter of 1919, and was in

excellent condition in the spring of 1920. As it later

developed it was the sprinkling of this pavement which

FIG. 1. ARRANGEMENT OF JACKSCREWS FOR TIGHT-
ENING WOOD BLOCK PAVEMENT

was most eflfective in preventing shrinkage and floating

during the summer of 1919.

In May, 1920, the sand covering had been washed
from the street until only a, slight resulting mat re-

mained. During the first warm weather in May the

pavement started bleeding, and although no bleeding

had taken place in the first year, these blocks bled

heavily during May and June. The street was sanded

from time to time, but a series of heavy rains kept it

washed fairly clean. In the dry weather of middle June
the shrinkage of the blocks began, and went on in every

respect as it had in Contract A the previous year. This

resulted immediately in somewhat warped blocks, and

in open joints, which permitted the blocks to rock under

trafllic, and which hastened the settlement of the pitch

filler. As later investigation also showed, the bleeding

of the blocks had very seriously cut the back filler, and

there is no doubt that the filler in June, 1920, was much
softer than the softest which had been put in the pre-

vious year. In fact, one sample of filler was found, the

melting point of which was below 100 deg. This was an

extreme case, and I should estimate that the meltinjjr
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PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENTS OF POINTS 5-FT. APART
IN DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC—FEET

TABLE I. TABLE II.

SO

July
Min.

Max.

5

10

15

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

9
80

83

0.06
0.03
0.01

10

69

81

22
17

II

08
05
04
02

13

82

93

39
0.32
0.25

2!

16

13

0. 10

0.07
05
03

0.03
02

14

78

84

54
47
39
34
29
25
20
17

14

II

0.09
0.08

05
0.04

01

15

77

84

0.65
57

0.48
42
37

0.32
0.27

23
0.20
0.16
0. 14

0.12
0.09
0.06
0.04
0.0

16
79

0.92
85

0.74
67

0.62
55
50
45

0.40
34
30

0.26
0.21
0. 16
0.04
0.0

17

80

92

1.13
I 05
94
87
80
74
68
61

0.58
51

0.46
42
34
31

24
20
18

0.15
O.lt

07

19

67

83

I 16

I 08
98
91

85
79
72
67

0.61
0.55
0.50

46
0.40
0.35

27
23
22

0.19
0.17
0.12

20

I 26
I 18

I 06
1.00

93
85
80
73

0.66
0.60
0.55

50
44

0.38
31

25
23

0.20
0.18
0.l5

f-0

July
Mm.

Max
5

10

15

20
25
30
35
40

> 45
:; 50
' 55

60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95

8H0RTENINf; OF HPACES BETWEEN VFT MAKES'
IN DIKWmON OP TIUFTIC—KKKT

9
80

83

03
02

0.01

10

69

81

05

01

01

93

07

02
02
00
01

01

01

M
07

02
01

03
01

03
01

M
OS

16
79

S8

07
II

07
05
07
05
05

17

to

n
OS
II

07
07
Ok
0^
07
03

19

n
OS
10
07
0*
0»
OS
05
0»
0»
OS
04
0*
OS
oa
04

• ss
• 12
Ok
07
ss

SOS
07
07
0*
o;
OS
0*
s»
07
»»
02
0)
n
02

IN DIRECTION AGAINST TRAFFIC—FEET IX DIRECTION ACi.XIN.ST TRAFFIC—FEET

.July

& M Min.

^ Max.

5

10

8 15

fa 20

1 25
A 30
^ 35

S 50

4 55

Z 60

5 70

!1 75
a 80
O 85

S 90
8 95
= 100

^ 105

S "0
115
120

9

80

83

0.05
0.03

10
69

81

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.12
0.09
0.07

05
0.04
0.03
0.0

13
82

93

0.44
0.37

31

0.26
20

0.16
12

0. 10
08
05

0.05
04
03
02

0.0

14
78

84

0.60
0.53
0.46
0.40
0.33
0.29

24
0.21

18
14

0.12
0. 10

08
0.06
0.04
0.04

02
01

15
77

84

0.76
0.68

27
0.22
0.19

17

0.13
0.11

08
07

0.04
02

0.0

1.02
0.93
0.85

77
0.68
0.61

55
0.50
0.44
0.39
0.34

30
0.25
0.21
0. 16

0.14
0.09
0.05
0.02
0.0

17

80

92

1.14
1.05
94

0.87
0.78
0.71
0.64
0.59

52
45

0.40
36
30
26
21

18
0.12
0.07

05
02

19

67

83

1.19
1.12
1.02
0.94

85
0.80

73
68
(0
54

0.49
0.45
0.39

34
29
25
20

0.15
II

09
06
05
03

0.02

20

1 30
1.28
1.13
1.03

94
8b
79

0.73
0.6ft

59
53

0.49
0.42

36
31

0.27
0.21
0.16

12

09
06
03
r3
(2

point would not generally average below 130 deg., or

a softening of 20 deg.

In the first experiment tried, the blocks were moved
for a distance of 75 ft. on each side of the cut. Later,

with favorable weather conditions, it was found pos-

sible to move the blocks for a distance of 125 ft. on each

side. The attempt was not made to force the movement
of the blocks, but merely to keep a uniform pressure

on the jack-screws in an amount which would be easily

secured by the use of a long-handled wrench, and which

could be followed up from jack to jack as fast as the

flow of the pitch under the blocks released the pressure

on the screw. The rate of progress, therefore, varied

almost directly with the temperature of the pitch bed

under the blocks, and this was determined by the gen-

eral temperature and the amount of sunshine. The

direct effect of the hot sunshine in accomplishing these

results was very noticeable. An hour of this condition

was worth several hours of a hot, cloudy day in facili-

tating the movement of the blocks.

A typical record of this movement—Opening No. 5

—

is shown in Tables I and II. The figures represent

the movement, at points laid out in advance of the

work, at each 5-ft. interval from the center of the jacks.

Thus, on the first day, the points 5 ft. each side of the

jacks moved, respectively, 0.05 and 0.06 ft. On the

July
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/FIG. 2. JACKSCREW OPENING TEMPORARILY FILLED
TO PASS TRAFFIC

Another very interesting phenomenon in connection

with the operation of the jacks is shown by the relative

motion of the opposite sides of the opening. As will

be noted in Fig. 2, this work was all done under traffic.

This was considered desirable, as it kept the blocks

ironed out during the tightening process, and undoubt-

edly had a considerable effect in the smoothing out of

the pavement. Traffic on this side of the street is from
north to south, and at each openir - the movement of

the blocks towards the south, or with the traffic, was
much less than the movement to the north, or against

the traffic. In some cases, the movement with the traffic

was only 50 per cent of 1^-: reverse motion. This was
undoubtedly due to the trac. .'e effort of the tires in

pushing the pavement in the direction opposite to that

taken by the vehicles. In Opening No. 5, however, the

motion in the two directions was nearly equal, and this

was accounted for by the fact that this opening was
within 100 ft. of the itcrsection of a main thorough^

fare, and that probably as many vehicles had occasion

to stop within the area r:nridered as there were vehicles

which passed over witheut stopping, and that the brak-

ing effect of the stopping vehicles counteracted the

tractive effort of those passing on.

In all, three sets of apparatus were used, and sixteen

cuts were made in the pavement. In every instance th0

movement from adjacent jacks was mr.de to come to a

common point, so that when the whole of this pavement

was tightened up in this manner the amounts of closure

varied directly from the- jacks to the intermediate points:

The smallest amount,of spread secured with any instaf-

lation was 0.59 ft., and.the greatest amount was 2.56 ft.

The total of sixteen openings amounted to about 232 ft.,

which was the length of the new wood block pavement

inserted in the street. This is slightly less than 1 per

cent of the original wearing surface, or about half of

the measured shrinkage of the block.

T^e effect of this work on the pavement surface is

noticeable in both Figs. 1 and 2, which are shown dur-

ing the operation of tightening, as compared with the

condition of Fig. 3. The surface has also improved
somewhat since the removal of the jacking apparatus,
and it appears that the effect of traffic is very beneficial

to the surface after the blocks have been made to fit

tightly together, just as the traffic was a factor in

increasing the roughness of the pavement when in the
condition shown in Fig. 3.

The pavement surface is now highly satisfactory, the

result was accomplished without inconvenience to traffic,

without the removal of any of the old pavement except

that necest^ary to insert the jacks, and with practically

no loss of blocks whatever. The entire work of tighten-

ing 7.500 sq.yd, was carried out with a force of one
paver, a helper who adjusted the timbers, inserted the

apparatus, repaved the wood blocks after the removal of

it, and of one inspector who handled the wrench and kept

pressure on the timber at all times. The work was
interrupted for several days at a time by spells of cool

weather, and the paver and helper were, during this

time, used on miscellaneous aujustments and on the

repair of high spots in the pavement. The work was
started on June 14 and was completed on Sept. 14, at a
total cost of about $1,200 for labor and supervision,

and about $200 for new materials, a total of $1,400 or

about $0.19 per square yard as compared to the $1.25

per square yard, the cost of relaying blocks.

As the street was originally paved, the blocks were

FIG. a, CONDITION OF PAVEMENT BEFORE TIGHTENING

laid tightly together, but were at their maximum size,

and the shrinkage of two to three per cent which took

place in the pavement left them entirely loose. The
blocks in the shrunken condition have again been placed

tightly together, so that the joints are wood to wood,

or separated by a small amount of original filler which

was squeezed up during the tightening operation. The

blocks will probably take up some moisture during the

wet season, and some internal pressure will develop, but

this should not be sufficient to cause a blow-up at any

point, and, in fact, is exactly the condition which was

customary in the laying of wood blocks under the Old

specification for sand cushion and sand filler.
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The writer has come to the conclusion that the shrink-

age of wood blocks in the St. Louis climate in the last

two years has been due to a great extent to the green
condition of the timber treated, resulting in a block of

maximum size on delivery, and to an equally great ex-

tent, in the specification for laying these blocks on a

pitch bed and with a bituminous filler. Under this

specification, the block is surrounded, except on its upper
surface, with bitumen, and cannot take up any appre-

ciable amount of water, while it can evaporate freely

from its upper surface. This certainly must result in

the lowering of the moisture content, and in establishing

a normal moisture content much lower than that noted

at the time of treatment, and, incidentally, much lower
than the normal moisture content of the wood block

pavements laid under the old specifications.

With the combination of expanded block on delivery

and a thoroughly sealed street, shrinkage appears to be
inevitable. The method of laying must take this into

account by putting initial compression into the pave-
ment surface as we are doing in St. Louis with our new
work this year, or we must be prepared to return to the

work and do the necessary tightening after the shrink-

age takes place.

Slag Aggregate Makes Satisfactory Concrete

Tests made in 1916 and 1917 by the United States

Bureau of Standards on the value of slags for fine and
coarse aggregate have recently been reported. The
concrete so made seems to be of an equal strength with
concrete made from ordinary gravel. In the tests con-

crete of satisfactory local sand and gravel was made at

the same time of the same cement and mix as the

concrete using crushed slag furnished by three com-
mercial companies. The consistency in all the concretes

was the same as judged by eye. The slag was crushed
to coarse and medium sizes, the former being fairly

uniformly graded from \ to 1^-in. openings, through
the larger of which 100 per cent passed, the latter being

all through a ^-in. screen, 57.4 per cent through a ^-in.,

and 6.2 per cent through a 0.85-in. screen, these figures

of course being for only one of the specimens and being

merely typical. The weight of the gravel was approxi-

mately 100 lb. per cubic foot, while the slag was between
70 and 85. The various slags had a sulphide sulphur

content varying between 0.04 and 1.43 per cent. The
strength of the various specimens varied according to

the different times and the different mixtures of which

they were made, but quite uniformly the crushed slag

aggregate made stronger concrete than the Potomac
gravel aggregate. The conclusions of the bureau are as

follows: Crushed slag as a coarse aggregate produced

concrete of as high a strength as gravel. The tests

were not extensive enough to determine the durability of

the slag, but to the extent of the tests there were no

signs of disintegration due to the sulphide sulphur or

other causes. Slag sand, because of its lack of fine

material, does not produce easily workable concrete

when used as a fine aggregate. If it must be used its

working qualities can probably be improved by the

addition of small amounts of fine sea sand, hydrated

lime or other fine material. Provisions in specifications

for slag aggregate calling for a maximum sulphide

sulphur content of 1.5 per cent and a minimum weight

per cubic foot of 70 lb. are tentatively recommended.

Experience with Slab Pavements at

Minatare Dam
Break Repaired Temporarily with Sacks of Grave!

Placed Shingle Fashion—.Sills I nder
Hinge Joints for Repairs

FOR protection of a 150-ft. break in a concrete j*lab

pavement of the Minatare Dam on the North Platte
Project of the U. S. Reclamation Service, bags of gravel
were used as a revetment until the slabs could be re-

placed. From the experience gained from this break
and former failures in 1916 the engineers in charge
concluded that the material of the earth dam may be
prevented from being sucked out through the joints
and cracks by placing concrete ribs on sills under the
joints between courses, the latter to extend up and
dovm the slope in an unbroken sheet. Such precau-
tions are deemed unnecessary where a 12-in. layer of

gravel or spalls is placed under the .slab for a foun-
dation. This last break occurred in April and W. K.
Fisher, assistant engineer, tells of it in the September
Reclamation Record. The proposed reconstruction is

described also by Andrew Weiss, p»-oject manager, who
gives the experience of the Service at several other

points. Extracts from both papers follow:

The reservoir water level at the time of the storm in

April was 3 ft. below that of maximum capacity. The
waves reached a maximum height between crest and trough
of 5 to 7 ft. and the face of the dam received almost the

lull effect of the waves. The slope on the reser\'oir side

of the dam is 2J : 1 from the base of the dam to the ele-

vation of maximum high water. Above this point the slope

is 2 : 1 to the top of the earth dam for a vertical height

of 15 ft. A concrete parapet wall surmounts the top of

the concrete slab 1 ft. above the top of the dam, thus af-

fording a total freeboard above high-water level of 16 ft.

The effective freeboard at the time of the storm was there-

fore 19 ft. The concrete facing was made up of 8-in.

rectangular slabs 10 ft. x 20 ft. with the 20-ft. dimen-
sion up and down the slope. These slabs were not rein-

forced except for a few short bars placed near the hori-

zontal joints of the slabs to strengthen them in trans-

mitting the component of slab weights lying along the

slope. The effect of this reinforcing is practically negligible

as far as the strength of ^he slabs is concerned. The
horizontal joints between slabo are rounded, but the trans-

verse or sloping joints are straight vertical joints. All

joints have one thickness of ruberoid roofing inserted to

separate adjacent slabs. The width of the break measured

along the dam was about 38 ft. extending from a slab

joint 9 ft. above the maximum high-water level of the

reservoir to a line roughly 6 ft. below the same d Uum or

3 ft. below the water level at the time of the storm. The

slabs above the high-water line were n.i badly broken,

but for the most part were simply dropped down or left

standing on a steep slope against the nearly vertical earth

face left at the back of the washout along the dam. The

position in which these slabs were left prevent^ a more

extensi\? earth washout before the storm subsided. The

lower portions of the slabs seem to have been badly cracked

or broken by the violence of the storm and were shoved

out over the unbroken pavement below, together with the

earth filling washed out. A total of about 550 cu.yd. of

the earth filling of the dam was removed during the storm,

the major portion of which was dropped onto the submerged

paving below the break.

During the fall of 1919. when the reservoir was empty,

a series of tests was conducted to determine whether any

hollow spaces existed beneath the slabs near the high-

water line. Holes 4 in. in diameter were chiseled through
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the slabs at what appeared as likely spots for investiga-

tion, but no hollows of any consequence were found, the

largest being not over 2 in. deep and 3 or 4 in. wide.

The Minatare reservoir has been in service five years.

During that time numerous cracks have developed in the

concrete facing, and several of the transverse or sloping

joints have opened up to some extent. Most of these

cracks or openings are negligible but some have reached

a critical width of 3, -in. so that with violent wave action

it is possible and indeed probable that some of the under-

lying material, which is mostly coarse sand, has been

washed out, particularly along those cracks running up

and down the slope. There was evidence of this along

one of the sloping slab joints, which was exposed by the

break, where a small pocket about 3 in. deep was visible

directly under this joint at a point at least 5 ft. above

the water level. Such pockets would probably reach a

maximum size at or near the water level, and it is con-

ceivable that when such a pocket had reached a certain

size the impact effect of heavy masses of water falling

on such a slab might ultimately cause a settlement of one

edge of the slab, especially should there happen to be a

longitudinal crack in the slab that would readily allow

such settlement to take place. Cracks might then open

up to such a degree as to wash out still more material,

until actual undermining would take place, and the slab

would drop and expose the underlying material to direct

wave action.

Temporary repairs of the break were started two days

after the storm by a force of six laborers breaking up the

large pieces of dislodged concrete slabs with gads and

sledges. The pieces were left as large as practicable for

handling and were then built into a bulkhead or wall along

the lower edge of the break which was under 2 to 3 ft. of

water. This wall had a minimum thickness of 3 ft., and

was built as tight as possible, using only the rough broken

pieces of slab. There was enough broken slab available

to carry this wall to a height of about 3 ft. Coarse gravel

was dumped on the crest of the dam immediately above

the break. A single pulley block was anchored near the

water line with a team on one end and a mormon scraper

on the other. The team was kept on the dam and two men
handled the scraper, pulling the gravel over the parapet

wall and down into the cavity, which was thus filled to

within 2 ft. of the original surface of the paving. A gang
was then started filling sacks with gravel and placing

them shingle fashion, starting at the bottom. First a

layer was made of burlap sacks and then two layers of

cement sacks on top. These sacks extended well over the

top of the wall.

Proposed Reconstruction

A similar but less serious failure of a portion of the

paving of Minatare dam occurred in August, 1916. Its

cause was thought to be primarily the settlement of the

dam foundation, which was noticed during the time of the

building of the dam, and caused a series of horizontal

cracks in the paving. In some cases these cracks became
sufficiently enlarged to permit the wave wash to suck some
of the fine material from under the blocks, thereby partly

undermining them. As this process advanced the facing

blocks finally lost support, and horizontal cracks opened

until failure occurred.

Numerous tests were made over the entire facing, espe-

cially near the places where these horizontal cracks had
developed, to determine the extent and location of hollows

which had formed or were in process of forming. A
compressed-air grouting machine was installed, the defec-

tive places in the face being tapped with holes and grout

forced into place to refusal. The broken portion of the

pavement was replaced after the close of the irrigation

season in 1916 and no further deterioration was noted on

the facing until the recent break.

The repair of the present break is thought to be a

simple matter of replacing the broken paving with slabs

of the original thickness 10 ft. in width and either of con-

tinuous length or with hinge joints horizontally placed,

as originally built. This paving should be reinforced with
4 -in. square bars, slab reinforcement being placed horizon-
tally as well as along the slope. Under the joints it is

suggested that concrete sills 6 in. thick and 12 in. wide be
placed to prevent the further removal of fine matei'ial by
sluicing from underneath. This means of prevention was
adopted in the case of the Pruitt Reservoir, illustrated on
p. 103, vol. 77, Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., 1917.

An eft'ort will also be made to locate any further hollow
places which may have formed under the paving elsewhere,
particularly where any other cracks are noted through
which the sand may have been drawn by the wave action.

The behavior of the Minatare dam facing suggests that
wherever it is desirable to omit the screened gravel layer

between the concrete facing and the body of the dam the
facing should be reinforced and placed in continuous layers

from bottom to top, or in slabs of not less than 20 ft. length
with hinge joints, and that the joints between these courses
be underlaid with reinforced-concrete , stringers or ribs,

which would prevent the sucking of sand from under these
slabs. It is very seldom that unscreened gravel can be
obtained containing a sufficient proportion of coarse mate-
rial to resist effectively the wave wash. In consequence
a crack of any size, even a temperature crack, becomes
a source of danger unless the underlying material is in

some manner protected from resulting suction.

There has been so far practically no trouble whatever
on this project with dam facings constructed of layers of

unscreened material overlaid with screened gravel or spalls,

on top of which was placed loose rock paving. This method
of paving has proved an excellent protection at the Path-
finder Dike, and also at Lake Alice, where no repairs have
been necessary since those dikes were built seven years

ago.

Two Sources of Brittleness in Steel Rails

According to a review of the present status of our

knowledge of brittleness in steel rails, presented as a

report to the Rail Committee of the American Railway
Engineering Association by M. H. Wickhorst, engineer

of tests to the Rail Committee of the association, brittle-

ness is of three kinds, showing itself in fracture starting

(1) from an area of segregated carbon and phosphorus,

(2) from a minute internal crack, and (3) from a seam
(narrow groove) in the bottom face of the base. Both
of the first two causes are responsible for failures which
originate in the head or develop when the rail is so bent

as to put the head in tension. Fractures developing

when the base is in tension are due to the first and third

causes only. While brittleness due to segregated areas

exist simultaneously in head and base of the rail, the

segregation generally extends farther into the head than

into the base, and therefore is more readily detected by

bending with head in tension than v^'ith base in tension.

Mr. Wickhorst consequently recommends that in accept-

ance bend tests to determine ductility the head should

be put in tension. Bend tests show the same ductility

whether the drop testing machine or a hydraulic bender

be used, but in the former case the impact is likely to

break off the flange in case there are seams in the base,

which would defeat the object of showing the actual

ductility of the metal. The hydraulic bender, which

always gives normal tension breaks, is therefore recom-

mended as preferable to the drop testing machine.

Segregation of carbon and phosphorus causes not only

longitudinal but also transverse brittleness, the latter

producing split heads when the top part of the head

flows under the roiling action of wheels. The same effect

may be due to large amounts of non-metallic inclusions,

commonly manganese sulphide.
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Boston Molasses-Tank Trial: The Case

for the Defense

(A bomb canned the notorious molasses-tank collapse,

I is maintained by the defense—the company oioninq

the tank—in the trial of damage suits now in progress.

AU reports of the accident directly after it occurred^

and the facts developed in the official inquest by the

municipal court, indicated that the tank was seriously

defective, and ivas so highly overstressed that its fail-

ure in service loas to be expected. Because of the

opposite character of the explanations of the collapse, a

summary of the facts and expert opinions advanced by
the defense has been secured by our technical corres-

pondent—Editor.)

TRIAL of about 100 damage suits brought against

the United States Industrial Alcohol Co., owner of

the molasses tank in Boston which collapsed on Jan, 15,

1919 (see Engineering News-Record, Feb. 13 and May
15, 1919, pp. 353 and 974), killing 12 persons, has now
been progressing before Col. Hugh W. Ogden as master

for nearly seven weeks. The plaintiffs contented them-

selves in direct evidence with proving the ownership of

the tank and the damages done. Such expert testimony

relating to the structural soundness of the tank or other

matters as they may have to present is apparently being

held back to be submitted in rebuttal of the defendant's

case. The interesting features of the case thus far

made public are, therefore, included in the defendant's

case, which now seems to be nearly complete.

The defense is that the failure of the tank resulted

from the explosion of a bomb or its equivalent

maliciously placed in the tanlc and thus from causes

over which the company could have no control.

Testimony has been presented to show that the com-

pany had had labor troubles involving damage to

property ; that two of its nearly new tank steamers have

been mysteriously lost at sea ; and that posters threaten-

ing damage to property were found in Boston not far

from the tank within a comparatively short time before

the failure. They also produced a witness living in a

house near the site of the tank who testified that she

happened to be on the roof of her house at the time of

the failure and that, a few seconds before the tank gave

way, she saw smoke rising from the ventilator in the

roof of the tank. Some of the experts testified that they

could find no cause for this smoke other than a burning

fuse, presumably attached to an explosive.

Frank E. Sherry, a civil engineer of Boston, testified

to measurements and plans of the locality of the tank

and of the broken pieces, and also to his examination of

the locality shortly after the failure. All of the parts

were carefully measured and their original position in

the tank determined so that it could be seen how far

and in what directions the various parts were carried by
the disruptive force. The most significant part of hit-

testimony relates to a section of the bottom and of

the lower course of plates of the tank, which was torn

in an irregular and jagged manner through a point in

the bottom about 11 ft. from the side, approximately

vertically through the side plate, the tear going through
the manhole and then below the riveted joint near the

top of the lower course. This section of the tank, which

weighed about 2} tons, was found at a distance of 180

ft. from its original location.

The tank was 50 ft. high and 90 ft. in diameter, sur-

mounted with a conical steel roof on lijrht ntecl tnis««s
The roof plates were about 1 in. thick and there were
four trap dwr.s or manholes in the roof. Theiie were not
fastened and could be ea.sily opened. A &-»n. pipe
ventilator was set in the apex of the roof. There was a
spiral stairway leading from the jfround to the roof and,
although a locked gate wa.s provided at the foot of the
stairs, it \'a.s not difficult to .scale thi.n, and it in sUted
that workmen frequently did climb to the roof of the
tank for the purpose of watching interesting occur-
rences in the harbor.

A portion of the bottom nearest the center of the
tank .showed a decided depre.Hsion, a.s did other sections
of the bottom plates at this locality. Further, there
was a marked hollow or depres.sion in the cu.shion upon
which the tank had been set immediately under this
point in the bottom. This cushion orip-inally consisted
of a mixture of dry cement and sand. It had partially
set, so that over most of the base it remained in place
when the molasses flowed out, although it was brittle
and comparatively easily broken. At thi.s particular
point, however, a piece perhaps 3 ft. across had Deen
entirely washed away by the flowing molasses. The way
the bottom plates were bent and this depression in the
cushion indicated to Mr. Sherr>' that an explosion took
place in the tank at this point of the bottom.

Prof. George E. Russell, of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technologj-, Prof. George F. Swain, of

Harvard University, and Lewis E. Moore, engineer of

the Massachusetts Public Utility Commission, testified

as hydraulic and structural experts, and all to sub-

stantially the same effect: that the tank was struc-

turally safe, although the factor of safety was materially
less than they would have provided. The tank did not

fail at its weakest point, which was in a lap joint in

the second course of plates, where the stress was com-
puted at about 31,800 lb. per sq.in,. allowing an effi-

ciency of 66 per cent in the riveted joint. The greatest

stress at the point of rupture through the manhole was

computed at about 28,000 lb. per sq.in. The tensile

strength of the steel was found by test of a considerable

number of pieces to be 55,000 to 56,000 lb. per sq.in.

The actual weight of the molasses used in computing the

stresses was 88 lb. per cu.ft

The section of the bottom and side referred to above

as carried to a distance of 180 ft. from its original

position could have been propelled to this point b\

flowing molasses only in case a velocity of 52 ft. per

second were developed, according to Professor Swain's

testimony, whereas he found that under the actually

existing pressure of 29.8 lb. per sq.in. the greatest

velocity could not have e.xceeded 40 ft. per secomi.

The factor of safety was computed as approxinmiely

1.6. Although the engineers agreed that this was lowei

than the best engineering practice would dictate, they

saw no i-eason lo believe that structural weakness was

the cause of the failure. The company owns a number

of similar tanks which are located at various points

along the Atlantic seaboard. All of them have been

examined and several have been found to be under

greater stress than the one which failed. All of them,

however, have been in use for considerable periods of

time and show no signs of failure.

The fractures did not show any signs of gradual

failure, but in every case the breaks were sharp and no

drawing down of the metal could be disco\-ered. There
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were also no signs of fatigue such as might have

resulted from repeated filling and emptying. The tank

had been filled 13 times previous to the final filling,

which was absolutely inadequate to cause fatigue in the

metal and yet was more than enough to develop struc-

tural weakness if any existed. Mr. Moore testified

that hundreds of thousands of repetitions of stresses

beyond the elastic limit were necessary to cause failure

due to fatigue.

The plates of the lower course in the vicinity of the

point where the explosion is presumed to have occurred

showed a bulging about 1 ft. above the bottom varying

from 1 to 4 or 5 in., and also five vertical cracks were

discovered. In preparing for the case, the experts had

two small tanks 9 ft. high constructed upon the com-

pany's property in Baltimore, and destroyed them by

small charges of dynamite. In one case a charge of 8

or 9 ounces of dynamite was exploded at a distance of

3^ ft. from the wall of the tank, this explosion result-

ing in a decided wave of molasses, which went over

the top of the tank, and bulging the upper plates. In

the second case, 5 ounces of dynamite were exploded 1^

ft. fmm the side of the tank and the effect was almost

exactly similar to that produced upon the Boston tank

which failed.

A. L. Colby testified to the tests of the metal cut from

the plates of the tank which were made at Lehigh

University.

Mr. Wedger, explosive expert for the state of

Massachusetts, gave testimony relating to various

kinds of explosives and their effects, but during his

testimony no one not connected with the case was

allowed to be present, so that it is impossible to give

A this time any account of his testimony.

Prof. A. H. Gill, of the chemical department of the

Mass?.chusetts Institute of Technology, testified to his

examination of the tank on the day of the accident and

stated thiit he did not at that time have any idea that

the failure might have resulted from a high explosive

inside the tank. He made his examination originally

with the idea of finding whether failure could have

resulted from fermentation, from the explosion of gas

which might have formed or accumulated in the tank,

or from an explosive placed outside the tank, and could

find no evidence which would support any of these

thco)'ies.

Dr. Gil! testified to experiments carried on at Balti-

more in a tank filled with molasses to a depth of 19 ft.

to see whether sm^oke from a burning fuse would rise

Through molasses and be visible at the top. Eight pieces

of waterproof fuse of two different brands were used.

From the moment that they were lowered below the

surface of the molasses, smoke began to bubble up to

the surface, and it passed out from five 6-in. circular

holes in the top of the tank. He believed that a single

piece of such fuse burning in the tank which was
destroyed would produce a smoke which could be seen

rising from the ventilator of the tank.

The company intends to present evidence from Prof.
Albert Sauveur of Harvard as metallurgist, and it is

inferred from the references made in the testimony
already given that this testimony will relate largely

to the presence of th^ so-called Neum.ann bands in the

fractured metal, and will state that such bands have
never been found except in metal fractured by explosion

or similar disruptive force. It is possible that one or two

other experts may be put on, but it is not expected that

any other new lines of evidence will be presented.

It is presumed that the plaintiffs will present evidencr

from their engineering experts in rebuttal, but no

indication of the causes which they expect to assign for

the failure has yet been presented.

Hospital Service and Expenses
in Construction

From an address by Dr. J. P. Cleary on Sept. 29, at Milwaukee,
Wis., before the Construction Section of the National Safety
Council.

IN THE construction of a plant for the Cadillac Motor
Car Co. in Detroit, Mich., the du Pont Engineering Co.,

from August, 1919, to August, 1920, employed about 17,000

men, the maximum at any one time being about 3,600, and
the minimum about 800. During the year there were 4,490

injuries. Of that number 80 wei'e major iniuries, necessitat-

ing the loss of time. Of the 80 major injuries, four resulted

fatally, one in permanent, total disability, and the remaining''

75 caused a loss of approximately 14,752 working hours, an
average of 196§ hours per major accident. In addition to

the 4,490 first dressings or treatments administered,

approximately 3,229 re-dressings were required, amounting
to 7,719 treatments for injuries administered during the

year.

It is estimated that 3,500 medical cases were treated,

making a total of 11,219 treatments given during the year.

During the influenza epidemic last winter an average of 30

medical cases were treated every day. Of the 11,219 treat-

ments, perhaps 1,432 were required in cases of major
injuries, leaving 9,787 treatments administered for minor
injuries or illness.

The cost of equipping and maintaining the plant hospital

for the period mentioned amounted to $3,800. Of this

amount, $5,900 was applied to the treatment of minor
inquiries and medical cases. Dividing this amount by the

number of ti'eatments, 9,787, shows an average cost of 60c.

each. During this pei'iod of time, 15,765 men were examined
by the medical department, and 15 615 were accepted and
placed on the company's roll. In addition to this number
there were approximately 2,500 men on trie lolls of the sub-

contractors during this time, making a total of 18,115 men
who were protected by the medical department during the

year in question. This amounts to an expenditure of

approximately 37c. for each man so protected. There were
366 penetrating wounds of the feet resulting from stepping
on nails. Of that number two, or 0.54 per cent resulted in

lo.st time.

starting Engines on Locoirotives
Locomotives with "booster" or starting engines on

the trailing axles to give increased power in starting

are being tried on the New Yoik Central R.R. as a

means of increasing the efficiency in handling heavy
passenger and freight trains. A two-cylinder inclosed

horizontal engine mounted at the rear of the frame of

the trailing truck drives a pinion which through an

idler drives a gear on the trailing axle. The engineman
can put this "booster" in operation only when the re-

versing lever is in full position and the throttle is open.

When he notches up the lever the booster is cut out

automatically and is disengaged so that it cannot be-

come a load on the locomotive when running at ordinary

speeds. The additional weight is about 3,500 lb. but is

said to be equivalent to increasing the adhesion weight
of the engine by about 25 tons. It is intended to give

an increase of 25 to 30 per cent in drawbo- pull for

different types of engines, thus insuring a steady and

even start, which reduces dam.ige to the engine and

the cars.
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The Transportation Engineer and
Railway Economics

New Position Suggested to Insure Broader Views
of Operating Problems and Their

Economic Relations

CLOSE relationship of the engineer to railway trans-

portation, or the operating department of railway
service, is of sufficient importance to warrant wider
official recognition and his appointment to a position of

responsibility with regard to operation in which he
will cover a broader field than that included in his more
specific relation to construction and maintenance. This
opinion was presented at a recent meeting of the West-
ern Society of Engineers by J. A. Peabody, signal engi-

neer of the Chicago & Northwestern Ry., who outlined

some of the problems to be dealt with in the en-

deavor to increase the efficiency and economy of main
line and terminal railway operation. Extracts from Mr
Peabody's paper follow:

On every large railway there is a place for an eng'ineer

who, with proper assistance, should make a specialty of
studying- problems of transportation. In what part of the
organization the engineer of transportation would best fit

would vary on different railways, depending somewhat on the
size of the railway, more on the amount and importance of

the work undertaken, and most on the man. In every larpce

railroad organization probably there is a man who, due to

his experience, breadth of vision, good judgment and under-
standing of operating questions is eminently fitted for the
work of transpoi'tation engineering.

To get the proper results he must be given freedom
in developing his plans, arid authority to call on any de-

partment for information. His position must be such that

when his plans are completed he would naturally be called

iri consultation with such officials as the vice-president in

charge of operation, who would give the reasons for the

necessity for additional operating facilities, and the chief

engineer, who would advise as to the best methods for the

tarrying out of the work. Where such a separate organiza-
tion is formed there should be no fear that the trans-

portation engineer would take prerogatives from any of

the present department heads, engineering or otherwise.

Transportation engineering has a wide scope, because
with the movement of both freight and passenger traffic

to be studied there must come studies of the growth of

communities, mining, farming, urban, suburban and indus-

trial. The studies relative to handling of freight would
include not only those relative to moving trains over the

load, but also those of handling freight from the' time it

approaches the railway property to the time it is delivered

into the cars or freight houses, and then the handling of

cars into trains. The handling of passengers, baggage,
express and mail should be analyzed in the same way,
each of these being a problem and having a relationship

to the others which is too often overlooked.

When the question of facilitating the movement of

freight trains over the road is under consideration, how
often is a definite analysis made to determine where inter-

ference occurs? Wellington mentions the necessity for

proper location of passing tracks, but it was not until

recent years that F. L. Dodgson developed a method of

analysis to determine the proper location of passing tracks

on a single track railway as described in the "Proceedings"
of the American Railway Engineering Association for 1916,

1917 and 1919. An analysis and a complete plan for pass-

ing tracks of each division should be made, so that as money
becomes available it may be so expended as to develop this

complete plan.

With reference to the cost of operating trains there are

several items which should be investigated. For instance,

the cost of stopping a train and its relation to the cost of
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preventmg that stop. There is no complet* informatioo
on this subject and a brief paper which I wrote in lHOr,
IS referred to even t^lay, although the fijrurw are entirely
obsolete. The cost of of>eratin»f tr

*
rail-

way as a whole but for each enjfin. - in-
vestigated in order to determine, if po-MM-, now n may
be reduced. The cost of Mwitching in each yard and of
handling engines at each terminal should be known, but
in a recent investigation I have found that men who have
given me the cost of Hwitchintr in certain yanfa doubted
their own figures.

Analysis should be made of condition* at each piece of
congested main track to determine meth.xU fyr increa*inr
its capacity, together with the coMt. T' '

operation under present and improved cor
be taken into consideration. This .stu<Jy > . ji.i

location of passing tracks, the sijrnalinjf and int'
the despatching system, reduction of irradi-s and
and all other items that affect economical -

Analysis of large freight terminaLs .should be mane i-> <i..-

termine whether the handling of cars cannot be reduce*!
materially. In a large terminal such as f'hicatfo the con-
solidation of some yards would reduce the transfer work
and, therefore, the several handlings of a car. It would
also shorten materially the time requirefl to deliver a car
from the road to an industry. The methrKis generally u»e«i
in the handling of l.c.l. and trap car freight in larjre ter-
minals seem to be crude and a clost- tudy of thi.i problem
should produce methods resulting in quicker and cheaper
handling.

In passenger ser\'ice there are opportunities for mate-
lially decreasing the cost of operation, particularly in han-
dling suburban traffic. The steam railway engineer is

behind the electric railway engineer in his knowledge of
what can be done in this direction. As to main line elec-
trification there seems to be no doubt that many lines
which now suffer from traffic congestion on account of their
grades could increase their capacity greatly by electrifica-

tion and probably decrease the cost of operation at the same
time. My conclusion is that transportation problems will be
solved only by the application of engineering knowledge, and
that consequently the engineer has a better opportunity of
showing his worth today than ever before.

Concrete Piers Hooped in I'pper Part

In e.xtending the King Kdward Hotel. Toronto.

Canada, foundations were constructed by e.xcavating

open wells to rock, about 35 ft. below street surface (or

about 20 ft. below basement floor over most of the

area), and filling these wells »vith concrete to form piers

on which the steel columns of the building ft>ot at

basement-floor level. For the e.xterior column.^, how-

ever, it was found more economical to cany up the con-

crete piers to a little above street-flixir level and start

the steel columns here. Because of the height t f these

exterior piers it was considered desirable to take special

pains for insuring that the column load would be trans-

mitted to the whole cross-section, it is stated in the

cour.se of a description of the work given by R. K. W.

Hagarty in the Canadian Kntj inter of Aug. 26. 1920.

p. 273. Below the steel I-beam grillage capping the

pier, therefore, the concrete is reinforced with steel

hooping ( 1 per cent of the cross-sectional area) for

G ft. of height of the pi»>r. .\t the 6-ft. level, it was

considered, the stress would l)o thoroughly distributed

over the pier cross-section: below this point no rein-

forcing is used. Mr. Hagarty. together with A. H.

Harkness, carried out the engineering design of both

foundations and superstructure of the building. The

;nchitects are R.<ienwei?i & .lohnson. and Watt & BUck-

well.
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Building the American Niagara Power Extension

Details of the Dredginu, Tunneling and Erection Operations on the War-Time 100,000-Hp. Addition to
the Hydro-Electric Plant of the Niagara Falls Power Co.

Two earlier articles, Engineerinf/ News-Record,

Sept. 23 and ,10, 1920, deficribed the structural and
hifdraiilic features of the new extension to Station No.

S of the Niagara Falls Power Co., which vms started

during the war, largely at the instance of the Govern-

ment, to provide 100,000 hp. additional power af

Niagara Falls. This article, by members of the con-

struction staff of the company, completes the series

describing this largest hydm-electric development now
operating.

Enlarg'ing: Channels and Erecting

the Station
By 0. D. Dalks

Constnution Kngineer. Xiagai'a Falls rower Co.,
.Vin.ffarii Falls, N. V.

THE excavation of the 20-ft. channel from the head

of the canal out into the Niagara River was through

limestone for the first 1,000 ft. out from shore, the

balance being in hardpan. The drilling was done by

four drill boats with steam drills, the holes being placed

on 4-ft. centers each way. Drilling was carried down
to 3 ft. below the finished grade. The dredging was
done by three dipper dredges with 6j-yd. buckets. The
.excavated material was placed in dump scows and towed

out into the river just above the upper rapids, this class

of excavation being similar to most dredging opera-

tions in large rivers. Disposing of the excavated mate-

rial was rather difficult on account of the location of

the dumping ground. Extreme caution was exercised

by the contractor, but in spite of this one dump scow
broke its two tow lines and floated down the Canadian
channel to below the upper cascade rapids where it

went aground on some rocks about 800 ft. from the

Canadian shore. The two men on board were removed
by the Fort Niagara life-saving cre\y by means of

shooting a line out to the scow and bringing them
ashore in the breeches buoy.

Piers for Booms

Most of the piers for supporting the two inner lines

of booms were built in previous years and consist of

concrete piers upon rock-filled timber cribs. These

offered considerable resistance to the water so another

type of pier has been developed which consists of

Lackawanna steel sheet piling driven through the hard-

pan to the rock, which is from 6 to 15 ft. below the

bottom of the river. These piers were built as 6 ft.

diameter cylinders filled with concrete from the hardpan

to the top. Details are shown on an accompanying

drawing. This type of pier was used in the outer line

of booms and were placed 50 ft. apart except in the

deep dredged channel where they were 150 ft, apart.

Sfonaard 50 -f+. Boom

rCE PROTKrTrON at ("ANAL IXT-VKE ON XIACiAHA RIVER
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As there was no hardpan in the dredged channel the

bottom of the 6-ft, cylinders were encased in 19-ft.

6-in. square concrete bases 12 ft. high. The past winter

was very seveie and a large amount of ice passed

through the Niagara River thoroughly testing these

piers and booms.

It has been the intention for a number of years to

deepen the canal to 20 ft. below mean water level with

a cross-section approaching as nearly as possible the

typical section shown on the drawing herewith. Excava-
tion had been carried on in the canal for a great

number of years and up to 1912 had been excavated

on the right-hand half, looking downstream, down to

20 ft. for nearly the entire length of the canal. The
left-hand side of the canal was left at 14 ft. deep,

while under the bridges it was approximately 14 ft.

deep on both sides.

In order to have sufficient water available for the

operation of the new plant along with the old plants

it was necessary to excavate and clean up the canal

to -a depth of 20 ft. for the entire width approaching
the typical section shown on the drawing. The excava-

tion in the canal was a much more difficult task than

that of the river. It was all in hard tough limestone,

and the mean velocity of the water was 6 ft. per sec.

which gave a surface velocity of 10 ft. per sec. when
dredges and scows were in place. Eight bridges span

the canal which vary from 6 to 15 ft. above the water

surface. The drilling and blasting in such a severe

current presented many difficulties, but was accom-

plished from a drill boat v/hich was developed for this

work.

Canal Drill Boats

The canal drill boat is equipped with five tripod drills

operated by a crew of 12 to 15 men. Each drill has

one runner and helper. The drill-boat bow is divided

into 12 spaces 4 ft. apart and the boat moves back

on ranges 4 ft. apart, making the spacing of the holes

4 X 4 ft. and they are drilled 8 ft. below finished grade.

The drill steel is 1
I

in. diameter and from 20 to

26 ft. long, depending on the depth of the water, with

li- to 2 2 -in. bits. The steel drill rods are protected

from the current by a main guide barrel of dift'erent

lengths so as to keep it at least 3 to 4 ft. above the

rock. The main guide barrel is 6 in. in diameter and

has a 3-in. slit opening from the top to the bottom so

that the steel drill rods may be pulled into place. At
the bottom of this main guide barrel is a I'-in. ring

hand to which a cable with a chain fajit«nin«r i« attach«<i
to the upstream end of the U>at ho a- ai-

guide barrel in a vertical rK^ition a; -oiiif

current. In order to protect the drill r«xl»» down to the
top of the rfK-k, a 4-in. diameter pipe and a 2Mn
diameter pipe, one 6 ft. lonjr and the other, or brnt -r-

piece, 5 ft. long, are made to t.

'

This telescopic pipe i.s inserted

barrel and dropped to the bottom b> a
is a j-in. lound rivet .stopper about 3 ii

projects out from the side of the telescopic barrel 'au> r.

6 in. down from the top and a» the stopper .-sli-le-

down the slit in the main guide barrel it '\% stopped
by the ll-in. round cable band at the Uittom of the

main guide barrel which holds the telescopic barrel

in place and which is lengthened or .shortened by the

telescopic action and weight of the pipe.

The drill rods are put into place by hand. They are
first run about half-way out from the end of the
and pulled back into the main guide barrel througr

ICK BOOMS IN AfTlON »iN .NIVtJAKA KlVhUi. il.UU'U. !»:'>

slit opening by two men and dropped trt the top of

the rock. As each two feet are drilled it is replaced

by a longer drill rod.

In blasting a 2-in. tin tul)e 20 ft. long is run down
to the top of the hole through the guide pipe which

keeps it from bending or breaking. The sticks of

dynamite are put down the ' ulje by a sectional lowering

stick, the exploder stick being in the center of the

charge which has the two wires attached and extend to

the boat up the tube. Bef<ire the charge is fired the

telescopic barrel is pulled up into the main guide b.

by the chain and let stand, also the tin tul)e is rem<'

The charge is set off by a battery and one hole is nreii

at a time. The kind of explosives use-I is 60 per cent

Dupont and averages about 1 to 1 j lb. per cu.yd.

The ordinary I'-yd. dipper dredge was u.sed for

dredging between the bridges. The dretlging under the

bridges was aconiplished by two dipper dreilges u '•

e.xtremely low cranes, one having u ;-yd. and the oitit"

a 2-yd. dipper. These dretiges were developed par-

ticularly for this work on the canal and have given

very satisfactory results. One is shown in operation

in one of the views.

The rock excavated from the canal was placed in steel

skip boxes on board scows and fli>ated dowii the canal

under the control of a strong tug to the crusher plant

at the canal basin where the rock was unloaded by

derricks and crushed. From this point the rock was

shipped by train and truck.
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The drill K^t smi liivtl^rt*!* built for this cnnal work
\N"^n? devi?loi.vii by R. R. Coddiii^tou. General Super-

intendem. t"n>n\ his mai\v years* experience on this clas^^

of excax^atioii. The vvntraotor for the exca\Tition in

the rix-er and canal is the Givai I^kes Predjfe v<

Dock Co.

RxsiN Excavation

The old canal ba^in which ci^nnected the canal with

the inlet to Station Xo. S w«s 70 ft. wide and appn^x-

inwt^v IS t*t, deep. As the w^ter for Station Xo. :^

Vjctension is taken fn>m this basin, it was necessary

lO iiwrease the carrying capacity of this basin which
wsia done by iiK*reasin^ the width by exca\-atiii$r on

I he vast side to a width of 117 tt. at the upstream end
of the forebaN- inlet and srraduall>" nanvwiix^ down to

the old width of 70 ft. near the inlet to old Station Xo. S,

A cur\-e of 14^ ft. radius tan^nt to the north line of

'.he caj\al aiul to this new basin line has made a N"erj-

vtckkI entraiKe to the basin. With this enlarjrement of

the basin the mear. \-^locity of the water will be 4.5

It. per second.

The top of the limestone rock lies about S ft. below
the earth surface and alnuit 2 ft. above the \s^ter sur-

fsK'e in the basin. The eiirth w»s excavated with a

»-yd. steam shv>\-el. The rock was drilled and blasted

in the dr\- down to aK>ut 2 ft. below the waiter surface

biy leaving a narrv>w rid^ of solid rock as a cofferxiam.

The blasted rwk \\t»s renK»\"i?d into dump wajpc^ns by the

!-yd. steam showl.

The next 11 to IS ft. down xat^s drilled and blasted in

the dr>- and r^mo\-ed with a dipper dr^d^. The drill-

ing w»s done with tripod drills, holes beiii^ placed about
4 ft apart each w-a.v and alon^ the side it was close

drilled. Thes* holes were 6 to S in. ajvart. It has been
fottud that this cKvse drilling in this class of rwk gives
a* coinparati\-^)\- smooth wall for the side of the cut.

In the exca\-ation aboxt? water 0.8 IK of 6(w per cent
djroamite per yarxl was usevi.

Tl» lo^wer 9 ft. of exca\-ation for the basin enlarge-
mukt was drilled and blasted frv>m the drill boat and
rHBored by the dipper dr^i^ along with the deepening

U of the i*est of the bjtsin and in

'^the .^me manner as the canal

excavation.

Much of this basin enlarge-

ment was done in the summer
and fall of 19 IS when it was
imperative on account of the

war to keep all the old power
plants runninjr to their utmoj^t

».'av>i\oity. The blasting: up of

the Ix^ttoni of the bi\sin, the

ridge fornieil in front of the

dip^xM- dreiige and the dredge
with scow restricted the cross-

sectional area so as to increase

the velocity of the water very

much. These conditions are

shown in the view on p. 697.

which was taken Oct. 19. 19ia

The work was don^ in strips

the length of the basin and

sutttcientlx- wide for the con*

venient operation of the

divdge. Each strip was conl-

oleteii thixnigh l>efoi"^ beginning another so as to reduce

the cix^ss-sect ion as little as possible.

The forebay was built in rather cramped quarters,

l>eing se^vsrated frtnn the basin by the Ivisin road and

'tvtx\-een two large tlour mills on the north and south,

while or. the west xx^eiv busy switchtracks.

The old west wall of the canal l>asin. which is shown
on p. i>97. is built of concrete upon limestone. The
top of the rock is at alxnit water le\-el. Under the

txvtdwax- the inlets to the forelviy have been built.

In the construction of the forebay this west wall with

.H wider strip of rock under it was at first used as a

natural cotTerdam for the exca\-ation. .A.s soon as the

basin had been widened and deepened enough by dredg-

ing to allow a cotferdam to be built in it and also

permit alxuit 7,000 sec.-ft. of water to pass to old

Station Xo. 3. a cofferdam xx-as built. It was quite

important that this colferdam should restrict the flow-

as little as possible. With this in mind a narrow coffer-

dam Avas built of Lackawanna 12« x l-in. straight web
steel sheet piling in water varying in depth from 16

to 24 ft. The cotferdam consisted of 18 oval-shaped

pockets. The size of a typical pocket, in plan is 14 ft.

4 in. long. 9 ft. 10 in. wide at the mid-section, and

6 ft, 5 in. at the end where it joins the adjacent pocket

The outside n>w is composed of piles 24 ft, long and
the inside row of 20-ft. piles.

In the construction, timber trusses were first built

in kixgths 2S ft. long and S ft. deep, using 12 x 12-in.

timbers for the chord members and S x S*s for the

diagonal members. These \s-ere built on the bank along

side of the basin, launched, and floated into their

place which was along the old concrete basin wall.

Upon the cofferdani side of the truss were fastened

timber? shajied to fit the outside of the pockets. After

the truss was in place templets made of twt) thick-

nesses of 2-in. plank and the shape of the inside of

the pocket wer« floated into place and the sheet pilinjr

placed around these teniplets and against the truss.

Work was began at the upstream end so as to take

advantage of the current. As soon as the piling for

one pocket was placed they were driven with a light
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piledriver so as to drive them through any loose rock

which might be on the bottom of the basin and cause

them to tit as closely a.s possible to the solid rock.

After this a diver went down into the pocket and
closed up any openings that were found between the

piling and the rock, using bags filled with concrete.

.Good rich concrete was then poured in the bottom of

the pocket for a depth of about 2 to 3 ft. so as to

properly sit-al the bottom and thoroughly fasten the

cofferdam to the rock. The pocket was then filled

up to the top with ordinary gravel, the pressure of

this gravel causing the pockets to bulge slightly and
completely tightening the joints. This made a very

narrow cofferdam but it was thoroughly fastened to

the rock at the bottom by concrete and at the top

supported by two stiff wooden trusses.

In excavating- the rock back of this old basin wall

as much solid rock was left as possible between the

piers to act as pilasters for

supporting tiie old concrete

wall which was receiving the

load thrust upon it through

the trusses from the tiop of

the cofferdam.

As soon as the piers were
completed the old concrete wall

was removed directly in front

of the piers so that timber

stru«ts could be placed between
the trusses and the piers,

thereby transferring the pres-

sure of the top of the coffer-

dam from the old wall to the

new piers. The old wall and

the rock between the piers was
then blasted and removed.

Excavation back of the cof-

ferdam was carried down to a

depth of about 6 to 8 ft, be-

low the bottom of the coffer-

dam and within an average of

about 2 ft. of the inside line of

the cofferdam, and in a few
places fehe rock broke back of this inside line. The con-

crete seal which had been placed in the bottom of the

pockets could then be seen quite plainly in such places

and showed that a good bond with the rock bottom had

been made. As the excavation progressed downward and

closer to the cofferdam, extra struts of 12 x 12-in.

timbers were placed from the piers to the cofferdam.

The view on page 699, which was taken back of the

cofferdam, shows the piling of the cofferdam on the

right, the piers on the left with the timber trusses

above, and the excavation carried up to within about

2 ft. of the cofferdam. At the time when the excava-

tion of the forebay was completed the entire leakage

of the cofferdam and rock did not exceed 4 »ec.-ft.

On page 69S is shown the completed^ cofferdam. As

ome of the piling drove into the bottom farther than waaf

anticipated on account of there being more loose rock

on the bottom than was expected, it was necessary to

build a light wooden cofferdam along the top in order

to take care of any extreme high water.

It was necessary to locate the power house as close

to the cliff as possible in order to get the foundations

and tailraces on solid rock. The top of the cliff here

is about 218 ft. above the water level in the gorge.

Extending upward al>out W) ft. from the wat<?r nurfac*
is a talus slope which conslMtn of a layer of about
ten feet of loose rocks which had fallen from the cliff.

Excavation was begun at the toe of the slope iwinff
H ,-yd. steam shovel, the loose rock l>ejng wajih<>>d H«>wn
to the shovel with a hydraulic giant. 1\
giant had a 4-in. nozzle and the water .

to it by a lO-in. pipe line carried from three of the
9-ft. penstocks in old Station No. 3. Thi.s gave a work-
ing head of about 180 ft. at the nozzle. k» soon a«
sufficient area had l>eeii cleaned off with the h
giant, drilling and bla.sting of the solid rock wa
Excavation of the solid rock was carried down to about
4 ft. above mean water level. Then a concrete coffer-
dam was built on .solid rock the length of the proposed
power house and about GO ft. west of the we.nt wall
of power house. Excavation was then carried down
to 23 ft. below mean w^ter level. The excavation

lIREDaiNn IN A .STIFF CITRHKN'T IN THK Nl.VT.AR.V HVI^RAll.IC i'.ANAL

above El. 370 consisted of shale and limestone, from

this to the water surface i 'ternate layers of Medina

sandstone and red shale, and below the water level

was solid Medina sandstone.

As soon as the e.xcavation wus completed the con-

crete foundations for the turbines were poured. The

mixing plant was located at the top of the cliff. The

gravel was brought in on cars and unloaded unto a

belt conveyor which carried the gravel to a storage

pile. It was then conveyed from the storage pile to

hoppers over the mixers by a clamshell bucket operated

from a derrick. The mixed concrete was conveyed

through flexible sheet iron, elephant trunk, chutes sus-

pended m cables extending from the top of the cliff

to the bottom.

The piers and heavy reinforced-concrete floors for

supporting the entire units were completed up to the

bottom of the wheel cases. Then the wheel cases were

set. After the cases were set the concrete pisrs.and

power-house floor were poured.

Manufacturers' of all machinery were requested' to

ship in pieces not heavier than 50 tons, also that

each piece must pa.v; tTirough a door 12 ft. wide and

16 ft. high.
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LOW BOOar nREDGE P^OR WOKK UNDliK BRIDGES

The equipment for the power house was carried
below the bank by means of a large 50-ton crane which
is a permanent structure built in 1906 and was used

in the construction of old Station No. 3. This 50-ton

crane is operated over a crane runway, the westerly

end of which is a cantilever extending 53 ft. over

the edge of the cliff and running back easterly over

the switchtracks which are about 200 ft. from the

edge of the cliff. The crane has a 50-ton and a 5-ton

hook with a total lift of 235 ft. By means of this

crane all equipment was lifted from the railroad cars

upon the switchtracks, carried out to the end of the

cantilever and lowered 225 ft. below unto a car which
runs on a standard-gage track into the south end of old

Station No. 3 and there turns into the new station.

Within the new station are two electric cranes of 100
tons each. By means of these cranes all parts of the

equipment were easily carried from the car and dis-

tributed to their proper place in the power house. In

the erection of the turbines and generators it was
necessary as the parts were assembled to make lifts

from 150 to 200 tons. This was accomplished by using

the two cranes together by means of a large whiffle

tree, which was a 200-ton capacity box girder beam
arranged so that the two cranes should be readily

hitched at each end with a large lifting hook in the

middle of this beam.

Tunneling and Lining the Penstocks
By G. W. Hewitt

l<'ield Engineer, Niagara Falls rowei- Co., Niagaia Falls, N. Y.

THE three penstocks of Station No. 3 extension are

identical, and except for a few minor details dur-

ing the construction, the conditions met were the same.

Each tunnel was driven from the lower portal up
through the rock to the top, a distance of 350 ft.

Excavation started at the face of the deep excavation

of the power house and ended at the face of the excava-

tion of the forebay. The excavation of the bell-mouth

section inside the limits of the forebay gatehouses was
open excavation and was part of the excavation of the

forebay.

The center line of tunnel was level at El. 353 to the

P. C. of the lower curve, the P. I. of which was 86
ft. from the portal. At this point the line turned 18 '^

19' to the right and 45° to the vertical, making the

actual intersection angle 47° 50'. The two tangents

were connected by a 40-ft. radius curve. The inclined

section of tunnel was 45° to the vertical until the upper

curve was reached, which also had a 40-ft. radius, and
then into the open excavation of the bell-mouth section,

the center line of which was El. 538, or a vertical dis-

tance of 185 ft. from center of lower horizontal section

to horizontal section of bell-mouth.

The diameter of finished tunnel is 15 ft. 6 in. and
the plans called for a minimum of 18 in. of concrete,

making the excavation 18 ft. 6 in. in diameter theo-

COFFERDAM AT FOREBAY OF EXTENSION TO STATION NO. ?,, NIAGARA FALLS POM'ER CO.
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retically, although sunflower cross-sections showed that

the diameter of excavation averaged 20 ft.

Excavation was started as the lower portal, using

four water Leyner column drills, and the entii'e head-

ing, or upper half of the tunnel, drilled and shot.

Disposal was made on the horizontal section by shovel-

ing the rock into 4-yd. cars, which were hauled out by

steam dinkeys. After the bench had been uncovered,

it was then drilled and shot and the material disposed

and the track run back. At the end of the horizontal

section a heavy timber hopper was built under which
the cars could be run and loaded so that after shoot-

ing the rock would roll down
the 45" slope onto the hopper.

Above this point and for the

remainder of the tunnel, the

drilling and shooting were

done in three operations, a.*^

can be seen from the accom-

panying sketch.

A^txd'Drift

B =Ribs cmci 50% ofBench

C - Remainoler of Bench

STAGES IN PENSTOCK TUN-
NELING OPERATIONS

First a drift A approximate-

ly 7 ft. X 9 ft. was driven

through to the upper portal,

then the ribs and about SO per

cent of the bench B, and lastly

the remainder of the bench C.

Excavation of the drift was
naturally the most difficult op-

eration, as the drilling and
shooting of portions B and C
more nearly approximated

that of open excavation and
were quite rapid. During ex-

cavation of the drift the work
was carried on in two shifts

of eleven hours each, working
seven days a week. For the

lower two-thirds of the 45^

tunnel, each shift was able to

drill and shoot a heading,

averaging about 7 ft. each shot. Above that the prog-

ress slowed down owing to the difficulty of getting

the heavy equipment of the 45° slope and also to the

wet working conditions.

The drills, columns, and other equipment were hauled

up the long slope by a rope passing through a block

attached to an eyebolt in the roof. The planking and

8 X 8-in. timbers for staging were first hauled up and

placed and the heading was then scaled, after which

the columns and drills were hauled up and set up ii'

place. The electricians and pipefitters went in as soon

as possible after the rounds had been shot to make
any repairs that had to be made to the lighting circuit

and to the air and water lines.

After about 100 ft. up on the incline the air became
so bad that an exhaust fan had to be installed and an

8-in. suction pipe attached to the roof' of the' tunnel.

An auxiliary pump also had to be installed to keep up

the water pressure.

The field party consisted of a chief, a transilman,

and two chainmen. They gave two hcadinfr-s in each
of the three tunnels every day hm a rule, checked their
lines and bases, estimated quantities, etc. A* a ruk?
they laid out the grade and rwf line while the drillers

were getting their material together. Grades a.^ well
as line were given with a transit using the vertical
arc and correcting for distance of set-up at^ove center
line, whic) on a 45 slojje was normal diHtance lime»'

the .secant of 45 (J.414; equals the vertical diHtance
On the lower curve the horizontal and vertical pro-

jections were both parabolas owing to the circular cur\'e

being on an inclined plane. About five points on the

BEHIND THE FOREBAY COFFERDAM

curve were calculated for their projections and were

then plotted up on cross-section paper and the cur\-es

were then drawn through them, prints made and fur-

iii.shed to the field party. In laying out the heading on

the curve, the field part\ could always tell how far to

the right and above the center of the horizontal section

the center line was at the heading by picking the points

of the curve without any long calculations of parabolic

formulae. They could also tell the heading foieman just

how much he had to point his drills up for the next

round of holes.

The rock on the lower horizontal section was hard

Medina sandstone. Above this, at the upper end of the

curve, was a thin layer of shale overlaid by about 12 ft.

of the Clinton ledge of limestone. A small a.mount of

.seepage was encountered in this shale in each of the

three tunnels, while in the first one a drill opened up

a water pocket which flowed for about twenty minutes

and had a very strong sulphur smell. .Alcove the Clin-

ton limestone the tujinol went through approximately
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100 ft. of sliale. whim was soft and stratified at the

lower end and which shaded into an unstratified slate

just under the limestoiu at the top. Foi- the remainder

of the distance limestone was eticountered, varying

from hard blue limestone just about the slate to well-

seamed limestone near the top. The slate formation

underneath tht limestone was so hard that the drillers

insisted that they wereJn the limestone heading before

TINNEL, HEADING OF PENSTOCK—OUTSIDE CUT ABOUT
20 FT. DIAMETER

they really reached it. The seepage in the upper part

of the shale and lower portions of the limestone was
such that it resembled a rainstorm, while considerable

seepage was again encountered in the upper end.

The concreting of the lining was carried on in sev-

eral independent operations in order to co-ordinate with

the other work above and below the bank.

On the lower curve a 15-in. concrete invert section

was first built with slots and pipe for the reinforcing.

The wooden ribs were then set up and lined and then

the wooden lagging placed. Two rows of circular rein-

forcing bars were then placed and the concreting done
through chutes from the upper end of the tunnel. This
section was the only one on which reinforcing bars

were used.

The seepage was taken care of by an 8-in. wrought-
iron pipe emptying into the tailrace. A T was placed at

the end of every 20-ft. section and a short length of

4-in. pipe and elbow attached to each side. Just below
each elbow a dam was built out of sacks of concrete

and just before the concrete reached the top of them
they were covered with a piece of canvas and a few
more sacks of concrete, thus leaving a permanent drain.

The bell-mouth section was concreted around wooden
forms with a bulkhead between each tunnel. Concrete

was carried to a height of 25 ft. above the bottom in

a solid mass. The first pour was about a foot above

the bottom so that the forms would not float, the second

pour to slightly above center line, and the last pour
to about 4 ft. above the highest part. The steel guides

for the gates, anchor bolts for the racks, etc., were
all set in place before concreting.

It was the original intention to concrete from the

top of the lower curve to the top of underground por-

tion with steel forms and then to connect the tunnel

concrete with the bell-mouth section with wooden forms
on the upper curve. However, as it was deemed advis-

able to rush the steelwork of the gatehouse in order to

be able to use the crane, it was decided to concrete in

the entire upper curve before doing that of the 45"

slope. This necessitated making the joining at the

top of the slope entirely underground. Pipes were
placed along the roof of the curved section so that

the slope below could be concreted at the connection.

On the 45" slope Blaw-Knox steel forms were used,

having a diameter of 15 ft. 6 in. and a length of 5 ft.

Twelve complete sections of forms and five extra invert

sections were used. Concrete on this section was con-

tinuous from bottom to top, never being less than four

batches per hour or just enough so that the top con-

crete had not set up when a new batch was poured. It

was found that by having the men walk around and stir-

ring up the top that so-called mud seams or seepage

rings were prevented from forming. Forms were only

moved during the day shift and iron workers were

employed for this work. After the first two days in

getting acquainted with their equipment and making
a few minor changes in the traveler, they averaged

four sections or 20 ft. each day. The traveler was
moved by a hoist at the top. Besides the crew of five

iron workers on the forms, there was a concrete crew of

three men taking care of the concrete as it came through

the chutes from the top.

Lastly the steel lining was placed and concreted

around. The steel plates were assembled under the

FORM FOB CONCRETING PENSTOCK TUNNEL.
DIAMETER 15 1 FT.

CLEAR

crane in the Johnson valve chamber and when riveted

were skidded back and new .sections attacked. This

steel lining extended 68 ft. in from the edge of the

cliff. The diameter was 15 ft. 6 in. except where con-

necting to the Johnson valve, at which point it was
17 ft.

With the steel penstock in place the Johnson valve

was next assembled and connected to the steel lining
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and the wlieel case. Riveting was then completed, burnt

rivets being cut out and replaced by new ones. In the

majority of cases, however, it was found that the elec-

tric weld on the rivet gave excellent results and made
a tight job.

After the riveting was completed and all connections

made, the portion under-ground was concreted in, grout

pipes being placed along the roof through which grout

was afterward forced under air pressure to fill any
cavities along the roof which could not be concreted.

At the lower end of the curve, where the joints in the

concrete were made, a small keyway was left which
was painted with soft asphaltum to prevent leakage

in ease of contraction. Several boxes were also placed

at the joint with i-in. pipe leading from them into the

open at the testing chamber so that any leakage from
contraction at the joint would show.

jamin, V12?> Holiine St., Baltimore. Md.
m the water service department of the
Ohio Railroad.

Intake for Railroad Water Station

Protected from Drift

A PROTECTED intake of simple design for the pump-
ing plants of water stations has been built by

the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. at several points where the

supply is taken from streams which carry large quan-

tities of drift. This intake consists of a chamber or

suction well located at the edge of the bank and taking

water through a pipe fitted with a valve. The design is

used with either a single or double chamber, the latter

'T^^frr^'^'a '"n

d F/pe

Seo+ional Eleva+ion

PROTECTED INTAKE FOR RAILWAY
%VATER STATIONS

of which is shown in the accompanying drawing.
Around the entrance of the intake pipe and valve

is a protecting cage of rods, the cage being closed at

the top by an inclined screen which excludes drift

when freshets submerge the intake and prevents the

drift from lodging as the water subsides. The in-

take pipe may be placed in either the front or side

wall of the well and a second intake pipe at a higher
level may be provided for use in case of obstruction

of the lower pipe, but this precaution has not been
found necessary in present installations. The intake

chamber is divided by a removable screen sliding in

guides, the suction pipe from the pump entering

the rear of the chamber. Netting for the spark

arresters of locomotives may be utilized for the

screens.

This form of intake was designed by S, 0. Ben-

Pumpin^ Project with Low-I^vel Storaife

and Semi-(iravity Supply

By R. a. Trijfant
Eneinf«;r. Ll.ino Orand«: PlJintatlon. .Mcrc<>d'-«. T<ruu

IN ONE of the lower Rio Grande valley newest pump-
ing projects, precedent was largely disresrarded. The

settling and storage basin is located below the averajfe
ground level, eliminating seepage. Gates are provided
for filling this low level reservoir by gravity durinjf
rises of the river, and pumps to fill the reservoir during
low stages of the river. The river storage pump and
the main canal supply pump are dupHicate 30-in. elec-

trically-driven units using power from a full-Diesel

oil engine and a 115-kw. generator. The overall effi-

ciency of the plant is figured at 20 per cent against
the 4 to 6 per cent common in the valley. The gravity
supply features further reduces operating costs to an
extent not yet determined.

At this point the Rio Grande ii, bordered by lakes

formed by the meandering of the river. The common
practice is to build a levee around a lake up to the main
canal level and to use the basin thus formed for storage
and settling. Thus seepage is away from storage, and
the maximum lift is about 25 ft. On the Llano Grande

project, the lakes are to V*

held at a level midway be-

tween lower river level and
the main canal. Seepage is

then toward the storage. Two
pumps are iiecessarj-, one
to lift the water from the

river into storage and one
from storage into the canal.s.

But these pumps i^and the

power plant to operate them^
need l^ only half the size of

those ordinarily employed, a.s

the maximum lift is halved.

Th? river pump is to be op-

erated nights and the main
canal pump days when needed

for irrigation.

The river is subject to fre-

quent short rises; therefore

gates are provided betwten the

river and the lakes, so that the

storage can be filled by gravity

in half a day from the crest of

the rise. Thus the river pump
need be operated only during

protracted periods of low

river.

The cost of installation.

{-.bout $100,000, is somewhat

higher than for the average

local plant, but the e^-onomies

of operation will more than

compensate for this added

cost. The plant is designed to

irrigate one-third of the 7,000-

HaH^ Plan ; acre IJano Grande Plantation

Half Elevation
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near Mercedes, Tex., owned by W. M. Bancroft and

planted largely to sugar cane.

The equipment was furnished by the Allis-Chalmers

Co., the construction work was done by Dodds and Wede-

gartner, of San Benito, contractors, and the design

was made and supenision handled by the writer as

engineer of the plantation.

Curves of Building Cost Increases Used
in Valuation Work
By F. E. Barnes

.'Supervising Building Valuation Engineer, New York Central Lines

AS is well known to most engineers, the Interstate

JTV. Commerce Commission has been making a physical

valuation of all railroads of the United States. To do

this it was necessary to make a field inventory of all

railroad prop*

erty, which
was so large

an undertaking

that it Uas Im-
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Such curves are useful not only in valuation work, Vjut

if kept constantly up to date for determining the proper

fire insurance schedules, probable cost to construct sim-

ilar buildings, etc.

Control Cement Content by Field

Beam Tests
Machine Devised on New Orleans Inner Harrnir

Canal Which Measures Hreakint; L«»ad

of I^rge Concrete BeamH

By Marshall G. Findley
A.ssistant Lit-HtKnlnK KtiRlrx-.i. ISrMrd of t^'ornmUooi,. > -.t U..

Pott of N<'W ()rU::tni>, N»» fJrIean*, |j»

N THE design of the reinforted-concret* Icjck for th*

New Orleans Inner Hariwir Navigation Canal, con-
siderations of weight and cost led to the use of unit

stresses somewhat higher than usual. As a protection.

I

1
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Sheet Asphalt Maintenance Costs

in District of Columbia
Use of Salvaged Material Makes Cost $1.74 Square

Yard, Including Asphalt Cost, Haulage,

Cutting Out, Working Patch

By Major F. S. Besson
Assistant Enginoer Commissionei-, District of Columbia

THE EFFECT of the severe winter was, during the

early spring months of this year, very noticeable on

a goodly portion of the 170 mi., comprising 3,334,157

sq.yd., of sheet asphalt pavements in the District of

Columbia. It is our general experience that streets

surfaced with sheet asphalt need no repairs until after

they reach an average age of seven years, and the effect

of the severe conditions instanced was immaterial on

pavements within the age limit, but on older streets,

it was most apparent. As sheet asphalt pavements

grow older they require an increasing amount of atten-

tion which cannot be interrupted if the streets involved

are to be kept in condition above criticism.

During a usual Washington winter, the highway
division is able to keep its sheet asphalt repair gangs at

work more or less continuously. The past winter was
an exception and for several months work had to be

entirely discontinued. Ordinarily, from an economic

standpoint, defective spots are repaired while in what
might be called an incipient state. Instead, during the

winter, while covered with snow or slush and subjected

to heavy traflfic, the defective spots could not be repaired,

and developed into bad holes, daily becoming larger and
larger and more numerous. As soon as weather condi-

tions permitted in the Spring, four repair gangs were
organized, averaging twenty men to the gang. By July

1, the end of the fiscal year, each had averaged 61

working days, and our sheet asphalt streets were in first

class condition. Ninety three thousand cubic feet of

asphaltic material were used. More than 35,000 sepa-

rate patches were made, the averaged sized patch being

0.9 sq.yd., laid at an actual cost of $2.07 per square yard.

Asphalt Plant Operation

The normal output of the municipal asphalt plant is

but 800 cu.ft. per day, therefore it had to be supple-

mented by purchases from a local contractor having the

contract for new pavement. The material purchased

was standard asphalt binder and topping, 38c. per cubic

foot being paid for the former and 48c. per cubic foot

for the latter. The coarse aggregate for the mixture
turned out by the municipal plant consisted of old mate-
rial salvaged from previous cuts and resurfacing jobs.

The average cost of the hot product was but 25c. per

cubic foot. Based on the use of old material alone, the

cost per square yard for patching was $1.74.

There are several points of interest in the operation

of the municipal asphalt plant. The old material is

broken to a maximum l|-in. size by means of a crusher
consisting of a box 2 ft. x 2 ft. x 2 ft., with a floor made
of horizontal 2-in. square steel grate bars. Within the

box are revolved a number of hammer heads attached to

a shaft by chain link handles. The hammer heads are
of flat steel, 4 in. x 8 in. x II in,, the striking edge
being the 8-in. x li-in. face. The shaft makes approxi-

mately 1,000 revolutions per minute, and the hammer
heads strike upon and break up the old material, as

brought from the streets. This is fed into the top of
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the box, the finely broken product e-scaping throuKh the
bottom bars. The cost of cru.shing i.s $1.40 per cubic
yard. Usually no cru.shing i.s done during the warm
summer months, as it has been found better to handle
and crush old material during cool weather. From the
cru.sher the product i.s delivered to store pilffj* from
where it may be taken with the aid of a pick even after
a storage of several months.
The a.sphalt plant is a portable one purcha.sed in 1912.

Its batch capacity is normally 24 cu.ft. of hot mixture.
The process with old material in the plant is generally
similar to usual practice with all new materials. Prior
to reaching the mixing chamber, it is pa-s.sed through a
drying drum, a charge for which consi.sts of 15.6 cu.ft.
of old material, 8.4 cu.ft. of sand and 75 lb. of limestone
du.st. The drum is operated by steam power and fuel oil

furnishes a hot blast through it to dr\' and heat the
charge. Each Sunday, because of the a.sphaltic content
of the old material, it is nece.s.sary to put a man inside
the drum to clean off" the accumulation sticking to the
sides. From the drying drum the charge is shifted into
the mixing chamber which is adjoining it on the same
shaft. To the charge in this chamber is added 100 lb.

of a.sphaltic cement from a melting kettle, the heat for
which is furnished by a wood fire. This item of
asphaltic cement presents one of the significant econ-

omies in the use of old material which itself is given
credit as having a 100-lb. asphaltic content per charge.
In other words, with the addition of 100 lb. of new
cement, a hot mixture is obtained equivalent to a

^00-lb. asphaltic content mixture wherein new mate*
)ials are used for the aggregate.

Manufacturing Cost

The cost of a cubic foot of old material mixture i.-* an

follows

:

0.65 cu.ft. of old material $0.0337

0.3.5 cu.ft of sand 0.0273

.3.12 lb. lime.^tone du.st 0.0069

4.16 lb. asphaltic cement 0.0426

Total cost of material, 1 cu.ft. of hot

mi.xture $<'.! lO.'i

Hauling to the plant is in Uided in the above costs,

except in the case of the old material for which the haul-

ing is charged to the street work from which it is

salvaged. Ten per cent is added to the list price of

asphaltic cement in order to make an allowance for

tare.

Cost of Salv.\ged Materi.\l

The gang for plant operation consists ot one overseer.

one steam engineer, one skilled laborer, one kettle man.

one drum man, one elevator man, five material men. and

one utility man. Manufacturing cost per cubic f«><it U

as follow"

:

Labor J0.1211

Plant maintenance 0.0198

(b) Total manufacturing cost $0.1409

No charge is made for plant amortization since it has

reached an age where such is no longer necessary. In

fact, very little of the original plant remains, it having

been replaced bit by bit in running repairs. Neither is

a charge made in connection with the builc'ings and

ground occupied.
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The cost of old material mixture at the plant is

therefore

:

(a) Material for 1 cu.ft $0.1105

(b) Manufacturing 1 cu.ft 0.1409

(c) Cost of mixture 1 cu.ft $0.2514

The completed hot mixture is discharged directly into

trucks fitted with dump bodies, for transportation to the

streets. These trucks are hired bj'' the District and are

of two types : One carries two batches or 48 cu.ft., the

other carries one batch. During the past season's work
the average distances from the contractor's plant and
from the municipal plant to the job on the street were
approximately equal. The length of haul may be judged

by the fact that five was the average number of loads

per truck per day for the 93,000 cu.ft. of hot mixture

delivered, (d) The bill for hauling totalled $7,037.30,

or 72C. per cubic foot.

It has been ascertained that there are 3 cu.ft. of hot

mixture per square yard of area repaired, based upon

which the material cost delivered on the job, in the case

of the old material output of the municipal plant, is as

follows

:

(c) Material for 3 cu.ft. of hot mixture. . $0.7542

(d) Hauling, 3 cu.ft 0.2250

Total cost, per square yard, of ma-
terial delivered on the job $0.9792

The standard asphalt pavement in Washington is

sheet asphalt with a binder course of 2 in. before com-

pression and a topping specified as 21 in. before com-

pression, which gives a finished pavement of approxi-

mately 31 in., laid on a 6-in. concrete base. When a

rough, or otherwise bad spot appears in a pavement, the

sheet asphalt in the defective area is cut out down to the

concrete base. The cost for cutting out, painting the

edges of the cut with hot asphaltic cement, maintaining

equipment and tools, and hauling the old material from
the streets amounts to $0.3905 per square yard of area

cut out.

The cost of spreading the hot mixture in the patches,

rolling and dusting the surface with portland cement,

totals $0.3729 per square yard. Three of the patching

gangs worked with hand rollers weighing approximately

1,500 lb. and operated by three laborers. The fourth

gang used a small steam roller weighing 2z tons. The
results obtained, both as to costs and quality of work
done, did not difi:er materially for either method of

rolling.

Adding the 37.29c. per square yard for working the

patch, to the 39.05c. per square yard for the cutting out,

gives a total cost for the repair work on the streets of

76.34c. per square yard.

Of the aforementioned $1.74 per square yard for

patching with old material, hot mixture is seen to be
comprised of two costs : 98c. for the material delivered

to the job; and 76c. for the actual work on the street.

During the short Spring working season up to July

1, the end of the fiscal year 1920, $65,000 was spent on
patching, which is a maintenance rate of 2c. per square

yard for the entire yardage in place. Previously during
the fiscal year, $55,000 had been spent for maintenance,

giving a total of $120,000 for the entire year, or a
rate of 3.64c. per square yard. This figure may be
taken as representing the maintenance on a group of

average pavements under present traffic, labor, and ma-

terial conditions. It has long been considered that

Washington sheet asphalt pavements with a 6-in. concrete

base give 25 years of service before requiring replace-

ment of the asphaltic surface. During the early years
of this service the maintenance is practically nothing
while as the pavement approaches its age limit the

maintenance rapidly rises, but with conditions as at

present it may be taken that the average for each year

of its life of 25 years, approximates slightly more than
3c. per square yard. For some pavements the rate is

below tnis and for others above. Some are resurfaced

long before giving 25 years of service, while other

existing Washington asphalt pavements have reached

an age of 40 years.

In making a study of defective pavements, it is seen

that some surfaces crack excessively, and others, while

they do not crack, roll into bumps and depressions,

causing uncomfortable and slow travel over them. The
four repair gangs in the District have been making
patches at the rate of more than 500 per day. A close

scrutiny of this work shows that cracks in the a.sphaltic

surface bear absolutely no relation to whatever cracks

there may be in the concrete base. Also that surface

rolling is independent of whether the concrete base pre-

sents a smooth or rough foundation. Cracking and roll-

ing are dependent upon the skill used in selecting the

materials and handling them in the construction of the

pavement. It is practicable to obtain a surface that will

neither crack nor roll. In trying to obtain this ideal it

is considered that defects due to cracking can more
readily be repaired to meet the requirements of traffic

than can those due to rolling.

Streets Needing Replacement

Of much importance is the bearing that the amount
of money spent for repairs has relative to a demand
for resurfacing. Is maintenance the only essential in

determining when replacement of the asphaltic surface

shall take place? From a survey of the District there

has been prepared a list of asphalt streets now needing

resurfacing. This list comprises 141 items, well dis-

tributed throughout the District and averaging between

2,000 and 2,500 sq.yd. each. The total is 330,025 sq.yd.,

which, at a cost of $4.75 per square yard for stripping

the old surfacing, making incidental adjustments and

placing a new surface, amounts to practically $1,500,000.

The age of the pavements in question range up to 46

years with an average of 29. The cost of repairs per

square yard for these streets each year for the past

seven, averages slightly less than 4jc. With conditions

as at present it may be estimated that this figure for the

coming twelve months will approximate 6c., and this is

the only tangible expenditure for which data are avail-

able for comparison with the yearly amortization

charges that would be necessitated if a new surface

were to be substituted.

Charges for a replacement to cost $4.75 per square

yard and to have an estimated life of 25 years with

money at 5 per cent are:

23.75 cents per square yard per year for interest

2.50 cents per square yard equated annual repaii'S

9.50 cents per square yard depreciation annuity

Total 35.75 cents per square yard amortization.

In other words, it costs six times as much to resurface

the pavements as it does to continue to repair them. In

making a decision therefore, in favor of resurfacing it.
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is evident that there are elements for consideration

other than that of maintenance, and of five times the

importance. At present these elements are rather

intangible, comprising as they do the comfort of pas-

senger traffic, waste of time used in traveling, appear-

ance of the pavement from the viewpoint of civic pride,

and increase in ton-mile operating cost due to rough

highway surfaces. The necessity of placing any par-

ticular street on the resurfacing list was determined not

by an examination of the street's data card in the office,

but by a study of its actual physical condition. Sim-

ilarly the order of urgency on the list was determined

not by relative maintenance costs but by relative con-

ditions of the surfaces presented.

In contrast to asphalt pavements in their prime, the

surfaces presented by the streets listed for resurfacing

are rather rough. Furthermore, on these worn out

streets it is not practicable to raise the expenditures for

repairs to such a point as to make the rough surfaces

the equal of new. The only remedy is to resurface.

Rough pavements mean increased maintenance and
depreciation expenses for motor vehicles. Many truck

owners do not understand costs of operation, and while

sincere in the belief that they are making a comfortable

living, are really using up their original investment for

current expense. The measure of the actual efficiency

of a vehicle is the engineer's ton-mile cost as determined

by the gross weight transported including the tare of

the machine. If, because of these rough pavements the

engineer's ton-mile cost is raised but Ic, it amounts to

an excess charge for the traffic of 1,000,000 tons per

mile per year, using these streets, to $5,000. For a

street of 20,000 sq.yd. to the mile this signifies 25c. per

square yard, a charge relatively large in comparison

with that of but 6c. per square yard for road repairs.

Principles Governing Replacement

Highway funds for the District are dependent upon

appropriations made by Congress and that body reflects

the attitude of the general public which is rather indif-

ferent to slight increases in fuel consumption and

intangible depreciation. Interference with the comfort

of the travelling public is a great, and more often than

not, the sole influence in directing attention to a poor

highway, but this influence usually aids one or two

favorite thoroughfares to the neglect of many others

equally deserving. Not one of the items, (1) increase

in maintenance, (2) comfort of passenger traffic, (3)

waste of time used in travelling, (4) appearance of the

pavement from the viewpoint of civic pride, or (5)

increase in ton-mile operating cost; standing by itself,

is sufficient to warrant resurfacing, and the highway
engineer is the only one who gives relative merit to all

in order to arrive at a rational conclusion. A great

number of pavements may be listed for resurfacing, but

until such time as the public is educated to appreciate

the elements upon which the list is based, appropria-

tions are going to be sufficient to accomplish but a very

small portion of the list, and this is borne out by Wash-
ington experience.

For a decade or more it has been considered that

Wa.shington's asphalt streets give an average service of

twenty-five years. To accept this as true to date and to

maintain this status with 3,334,157 sq.yd. of pavement
in place, 120,000 sq.yd. of resurfacing should be accom-

plished this year, and the amount should increase 2 per

cent yearly in order to keep pace with additional new

construction. Such an ideal ha.s not U-en iich.ev^iJ in
the past. If it had the average age of all Wa^ihington
asphaltic pavements would be 12? yeaw. To the con-
trary, there are 670,000 .sq.yd. beyond 25 year* of ag*.
and the average age is close to 16 yearx. Of late year*.
in.stead of increasing, the resurfacing yani • om-
plished each year has }>€en decreasing. Tho..' /^OO
sq.yd. with in average age of 29 years may be liMed for
resurfacing, appropriations are sufficient to carry out
less than 50,000 .sq.yd. For the future it must be con-
sidered that instead of 25 years. 30 years of service
are rendered by the average \Va.shington .sheet a.-^phalt

pavement. Instead of a .synthesis of engineering prin-
ciples governing, the real criterion is "Satisfy the
Public."

Sand Removed From Ditch By ScourinK

To CLEAR irrigation ditches of drifted .sand a scour-

ing device has been used with succes.s on the Maple
ton district of the Strawberry Valley project, in Utah.
As shown in the accompanying drawing thi.s device con-

sists of a timber A-frame, which is placed in the canal

with its nose pointing downstream and is kept in posi-

tion by guy lines attached to the upstream end and
either secured to stakes or held bv men on the banks.

FRAME FOR srOl'RlN<l DRIFT SA.VM FROM iVV.V.VI.

When the frame is loaded with rock so that it rests on

the bottom, the water rushing under it scours out the

sand. The frame settles unt>l the desired depth is at-

tained. Then the lines are released and the frame i.s

allowed to move slowly downstream, the water scouring

out the sand ahead of it.

In the Mapleton canal neany 15 in. of drift i»and was

removed in this way in 1910. The method is de.^cribed

in the Reclamntion Rrcord of August. 1920. by T. R.

Smith, hydrographer on the Strawberry Valley project

of the U. S. Reclamation Ser\-ice. A .somewhat similar

scouring method on the Umatilla project, but wi:h the

use of a vertical template shaped to the cross section of

the canal or ditch, was de.«*cribed in Engineering AiVirs-

Record of Dec. 11, 1919, p. 998.

Noted Irrigation Project Completed

Completion of the North Side Twin Falls Irrigation

Project has been announced. This is one of the earliest

and for a long time mo.st discouraging projects in

Idaho which takes water from the Snake River. It is

now one of the most prosperous of the Carey Act enter-

prises, has been accepted as completed by the state and

turned over to the settlers for management. Work of

segregation began in 190G. Of the 170.000 acre.< in-

volved 145,000 are now under cultivation. The canal

system is 300 miles long and the total cost of construc-

tion is $4,500,000.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

SWITZERLAND'S SPECIAL ENGINEERING
PROBLEMS THE ENGINEER'S PART IN

EXPLOITING SWISS SCENERY
By E. J. Mehren

Editor, Engineering News-Record

PHYSICAL conditions give the engineers of Switzer-

land a concentration of difficult and interesting

transportation problems. The country is mountainous,

the passes few and steep, the valleys tortuous. The pro-

vision of transportation facilities under these condi-

tions is difficult and expensive.

Moreover, the population is relatively dense, while

on every side are countries normally busy and wealthy.

As a result there is heavy through as well as heavy

internal traffic.

The picturesque character of the country adds to the

curves of 300-m. radius (somewhat less than 6-deg.

curve). The grades run to very high figures, some as

high as 6.6 per cent. On the heavy through roads,

such as those connecting with the St. Gotthard and

the Simplon tunnels, the grades are held to 2.7 per

cent.

There is also a large mileage of meter-gage road,

principally through difficult mountain country. On
these meter-gage roads the maximum curvature is, as

a rule, of 120-m. radius (14 deg. 38 min.), though

on the famous Chur-Arosa line the maximum curve

has a radius of 60 m. (about 29 deg.). The grades

on the adhesion sections are as high as 7 per cent, but

on some of the rack-rail sections, principally on moun-
tain scenic lines, the grades run to 25 per cent, and

in one case, the Pilatus Railway, to 48 per cent.

The chief railway tunnels of Switzerland are known
by name to every engineer. The Simplon, he knows,

is 12.3 miles long, the St. Gotthard (double-tracked)

9.3 miles, but he is probably unprepared for the state-

ment that there are no less than ten other tunnels

which have lengths greater than 32 miles. The Loetsch-

MOST FAMOUS OF SWISS MOUNTAIN-CLIMBING HAILROADS AND ITS CONNECTIONS
The Junsfraii Kailw.iy starts at Scheidegg, near the center of the picture.

transportation problem, since the tourist wants to go
in comfort to places that for commercial or agricultural

reasons might well be served with quite primitive trans-

portation agencies.

The engineering visitor, therefore, can well afford

to spend much time in studying the Swiss railvrays,

the highways, the tunnels and the bridges.

Almost of equal interest are the stream-control and
the water-power problems. The streams from the

snowclad mountains are obvious sources of water power,

while the concentration of population miakes it neces-

sary to use every square foot of cultivable ground and
to safeguard it from the destructive action of the swift

mountain watercourses. The art of m.ountain-stream

control and the regulation of rivers have, accordingly,

attained a high development, and offer a set of interest-

ing solutions to those who can find time to study them.

The main line railways are, in general, of the same
gage as our own, constructed as a rule with maximum

berg is 9 miles long, the Mont Cenis 8 miles, and the

Arlberg 6.3 miles, all three being double-tracked.

Naturally the highways present interesting problems.

The traffic, as a rule, is light, with relatively few

automobiles, so that waterbound macadam, laid both

with and without large-stone bases, has been principally

used, though for the last 30 years large-stone founda-

tions have been considered standard on the important

»*oads. Tar macadam and bituminous spraying are

coming into larger use. Improvement work, however,

is hampered now since the costs are three times what

they were before the war.

The principal roads have widths of from 5 to 7

m. and, in the mountains, maximum grades of about

10 per cent. On roads in the high passes short stretches

of 12-per cent grade are found.

The development to keep the grades down to the

10 per cent maximum in the mountains is very elab-

orate. A view herewith shows a section of the famous
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Klaussen Strasse, which goes over the Klaussen Pass
from Altdorf to Linthal. The maximum elevation

attained is 1,952 m. (6,402 ft.), and of .this height the

last 3,122 ft. are attained in a distance of 7i miles.

Bridr/es—A few photographs herewith, beneath each

of which will be found the span of the particular

structure, gives some idea of the character of the solu-

tions worked out by the Swiss engineers for their

bridging problems.

Engineers' Part in Exploiting Swiss Scenery

What has been said so far of the transportation facil-

ities (except as to the Klaussen Strasse) applies chiefly

to lines of communication essential for commercial
traflSc. There is another system of communication
whose sole object is to carry tourists to points other-

wise attainable only through difficult mountain climb-

ing. In other words, the engineer has lent his genius

to the exploitation of Swiss scenery, and the resulting

work form in themselves a most fascinating study.

The most notable, by far, of the mountain railways

is the Jungfraubahn (the Jungfrau Railway). The
art of mountain-railroad building had been highly

developed in Switzerland by the beginning of the last

decade of the Nineteenth Century. There were cable

inclines and rack railroads in large number. Many
of the latter had been built under great difficulties and
were noteworthy examples of engineering. For the

most part, though, they were below altitudes of 6,000

ft., and were free from snow the greater part of the

year. Moreover, traversing the lower slopes, they did

not have to contend with sheer precipices, and dsep

gorges, even though on most of them grades of 25 psr

cent were necessary. None of the roads offered prec-

edent for surmounting the difficulties of tl:e higher

regions—eternal snow, glaciers and precipitous cliffs.

Nevertheless, a bold spirit dreamed of plans for

conquering by engineering means the Jungfrau, the

most famous and possibly the grandest, even if not

the highest, mountain of Switzerland. Realizing the

futility of trying to build a line on the face of the

mountain, understandable even from the pictures shown
herewith, he conceived the idea of tunneling to the top

and of breaking out observation stations at points

affording magnificent views. Fortunately, financial

backing was available, and in 1897 the project worked

out by Adolph Guyer-Zeller was put under way.

The plan contemplated a line 7^ miles long, starting

at Kleine Sheidegg, a station on the Wengernalp Rail-

way, at an elevation of 6,770 ft., and ascending by rack

railroad to a point inside the mountain, at an elevation

of 13,430 ft., directly under the Jungfrau summit.

From this point an elevator was to rise through a

height of 240 ft., placing the tourist without physical

effort on the tip of the Jungfrau, 13,670 ft. above

the sea. A station was to be established in the open

at Eigergletscher, 1:1 miles from the starting point,

but from Mile 2 the line was to be entirely in tunnel,

three observation stations being broken out between

Eigergletscher and the summit.
The project has been carried out for a length of 5i

miles, to Jungfraujoch, at an elevation of 11,340 ft.

The final stretch to the summit has not been built.

The line is of meter gage, with a single-track tun-

nel, 12 ft. wide and 14.3 ft. high. Operation is under

adhesion up to grades of 6.6 per cent. Above that the

rack system, with maximum gradient of 25 per cent,
IS used. The train.s are electrically driven, with cur-
rent supplied from near-by hydro-electric stations. The
cost of construction wa.s 12,000,000 francs falxmt
$2,400,000 at normal exchange rates), and the hiifheiil

section, from Eismeer to Jungfraujoch was put in oper-
ation in 1912.

The start is made along a length of adhesion track.
affording a magnificent view of the great mountain
mass. At Eigergletscher opportunity for studying a
large glacier is afforded, and after a short .ntop the
train soon plunges into the long tunnel. The speed is

low, 11 miles per hour on the adhesion and 5i miles
on the rack sections, but the one-and-a-half-mile stage
to Eigerwand station is traversed before one has fin-

ished musing on the fine scene that has just been left

behind. The station is a long arched room, with two
tracks and two platforms, from which a passage, 26
ft. long, leads to a gallery parallel with, and just

inside of, the face of the mountain. Along the gallery

are three drifts, each 18 ft. wide, to the face of the

mountain, affording a fine view of the valleys to the

north. The passage, the valley and the drifts are, of

course, all excavated out of the solid rock.

From Eigerwand, at the north face of the mountain,

the line crosses to the south, and at Eismeer presents

a magnificent picture—a glacier basin, surrounded by
the high peaks of the Barnese Range. From the engi-

neering point-of-view the Eismeer station is the most

remarkable on the line. As at Eigerwand, a passage

leads from the platforms to the face of the mountain,

but instead of merely a bare rock gallen.-, there i*

here a finely-finished and appointed dining room, with

capacity for seating 200 guests at one time. The cook-

ing and heating are done by electricity The six wide

windows of this station, as seen from the outside, i

shown in one of the accompanying views.

The final climb is at the 25 per cent gradient. The

present terminus, Jungfraujoch, at elevation 11,340. ha>

a small restaurant, a post-office, and sleeping rooms for

those who want to see sun.«et and sunrise from thi^

point of vantage or make mountain-climbing tours.

The Jungfrau, it is said, is easy of mastery from thi.^

point, the ascent, over snow and ice even in midsum-

mer, requiring 31 hours. The view here is unsurpassed,

some idea of what can be seen being afforded by one of

the illustrations.

As a piece of engineering the line deserves a visit

no less than for the magnificent panorama it affords.

A quick ride to the top of the world is necessarily

an interesting experience, particularly to an engineer.

who appreciates the toil required to build this com-

fortable mountain-climbing railroad. One does not even

suffer from the cold, for the cars, like the stations,

are electrically heated—a really necessan.' provision, for

out on the balcony at Jungfraujoch and in the gallery

and drifts at Eigerwand one quickly became chilled to

the bone even in July. Mountain climbers \ook with

contempt on the weaklings who do their peak-scaling

by railroad, but for the average mortal the Jungfrau

Railway affords the only means of getting to the top

of a peak of eternal snow.

For that boon the engineer is to be thanked, and par-

ticularly Guyer-Zeller, a tablet in whose honor now looks

out on "the panorama of the Eigerwaad station.

Other Mountain tines—While the Jungfiau line i-
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''v all odds the most interesting of the mountain rail-

vays, there are others that would deserve mention if

pace allowed. The jjrades, as a rule, are 25 per cent

laximum, but a very notable exception is that of the

ilatus Railway, which has maximum grades of 48 per

•nt. A photograph of one of the steep sections is

own herewith.

Both ste;>m and electric power are used for driving

iiese mountain lines. On the steam lines the braking

on the rack sections is effected through bands on both

sides of the pinions which engage the rack. On the

electric roads both this type of braking is employed
and also electric braking—by running the motors as

jrenerators. working against a resistance.

There are man>- cable roads, but they are of rel-

atively short length. There is also one cableway in-

stallation—the famous Wetterhorn Lift, illustrated

herewith. At this installation two cars operated so

as to counterweight each other travel on cables and

rise through a distance of 1.376 ft. above the Grindel-

wald Valley.

Another installation of unusual character is a high-

lift elevator at Buergenstock, illu.strated herewith. It

stands on the face of an almost sheer cliff and has a

total travel of 537 feet.

Yet another means of communication developed by
engineering science is coming into use in Switzerland,

though with it the civil engineer has relatively little

to do. The company has instituted an aeroplane service

on four of the Swiss lakes: For 50 francs one can have

a 15 minutes' flight, whilst special flights from lake

to lake can be arranged to suit the tourist. At pres-

ent machines are in service, indicating either success-

ful commercial operation or the faith of the promoters

in the development of the enterprise.

Mountain Stream Control

Reference has been made in a previous article to

present progress in the development of Swiss water

powers, so that further reference is not necessary here.

A word should be said, however, with reference to the

very extensive operations in the control of mountain

streams. These naturally bring down large quantities

of debris and if uncontrolled deepen their beds and

create constant havoc.

In the upper reaches the building of small dams, of

the type illustrated in the accompanying photographs,

is the common remedy. These have the same purpose,

of breaking the flow and thus catching the debris, as

the dams built experimentally by Mr. Olmstead in the

mountains near Los Angeles, but the construction is

more substantial.

In the lower reaches dry-laid and mortar-laid bank

protection is used, while with the larger streams, after

the floor of the valley is reached, spur dykes are in

common use. Along the Rhone, at Brigue, where the

north portal of the Simplon Tunnel is located, the banks

are protected by dry walls and spur dykes 100 ft. apart.

A picture of these dykes is shown herewith.

In the 50 years ending in 1913 no less than 139,000,-

000 francs were spent on stream correction and control

in the lower reaches and 56,000,000 francs in the higher

reaches.

Under the control of the same branch of the gov-

ernment which looks after the streams is the study

and prevention of land and snow slides. Work is con-

stantly under way at points where dangerous conditions

are developing, the method being to intercept the water
which is saturating a seam and creating a slippage

plane.

Condvsion.—These problems and solutions offer to

the American engineer a variety of interesting studies

that tempts one to spend fully as much time in this

small country as in any of its larger neighbors. In the

larger countries one can study conditions and solutions

which are akin to and have application in our own
country. In Switzerland it is rather the novelty of

conditions that attracts.

Zurich, July. 9.

Harbor Piloting and Ship Location

by Radio Methods

THE PROBLEM of piloting vessels by radio signal

has been studied from several points of view
recently. The Navy Department is just completing a

very important series of tests in the New York Harbor
on a system using what is called a "radio piloting

cable." This system was first tried out by the Navy
Department nearly a year ago but the first tests were
not successful due to damage of the cable by fishing

operations. A new cable designed by the radio divi-

sion of the Bureau of Engineering of the Navy Depart-

ment has, however, proved successful and recent tests

are reported to be exceedingly encouraging.

The work requires a cable energized by a low fre-

quency alternating current laid along the center of the

channel through which vessels are to be guided. Thr
magnetic waves from this cable are picked up by anj

one of several types of receiving equipment aboard

ship and the pilot lays his course in accordance with

the relative intensity of the signals from the right or

the left receiving units. A full report upon this work
will be available on completion of the present tests

on best intensity and character of signals, most suitable

type of receiving equipment, and other important tech-

nical details.

In connection with the radio location of ships the

Navy has now under consideration the establishment of

a large number of additional radio compass stations.

These will be placed along the Western seaboard and

on the Great Lakes, It is anticipated that they will

find extensive use in directing the merchant marine,

though they will be designed primarily for naval service.

Another p^'oblem also under investigation by the Gov-

ernment is being studied through the Bureau of Navi-

gation of the Department of Commerce. This investi-

gation relates to determination of ship location by radio

signal. The system in use at the present time by the

Navy employs radio compass stations on shore which

measure the angle from which the signal is sent by the

vessel to be located. By a system of triangulation

two or more shore stations working together can deter-

mine the location of a vessel. The new system under

test by the Department of Commerce reverses the

operations by sending the signals from shore stations

and doing the radio com.pass work aboard ship. Recent

tests on this system are reported to have been very

successful, but further investigations both as to appa-

ratus and methods of manipulation are anticipated

before any extensive application will be recommended.
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Economic Weight of Rail for Varying

Traffic Conditions

ECONOMIC VALUE of rails of different weights in

relation to cost of rail maintenance is determined by
the traffic, and a minimum traffic of 900 cars per track

per daj is the economic limit between rails of 100 lb.

and 130 lb. per yard. These statements are the prin-

ciple conclusions of a report presented at the recent

annual meeting of the Roadmasters and Maintenance of

Way Association by J. B. Baker, engineer of mainten-

ance of way, Pennsylvania System, Cleveland.

Records for seven stretches of 100-lb. rails show an

actual life ranging from 14 to 24 years and a traffic of

400 to 900 cars per track per day. On seven stretches

having 917 to 1,700 cars per track per day the life

ranged from 5^ to 20 years, but in two of these records

the life was only 5.5 and 8.1 years. The number of

cars per track per day as the unit of measure for

traffic conditions was adopted as representing closely

the locomotive tons and gross tons, and because the fig-

ure at any point can be determined without difficulty.

RELATIVE LIFE AND ECONOMY OF RAILS OFDIFFERENTWEIGHTo
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variation from normal; (2) character of crops—for

example, the loss from water failure one season might

not only lose an entire season's yield from an orchard

or from alfalfa but might also result in loss of the

(irchard or of the alfalfa stand itself; (3) value of

crops and dependence of farmers on irrigation of lands;

(,4") cost of construction as compared to value of land;

(5) cost of normal operation and maintenance.

A replacement cost, as of a wood-stave pipe line,

wood flume, or other structure of a perishable nature,

might be considered to constitute another factor. But
it is held by Mr. Whistler that such cost is properly

a matter affecting operation and maintenance (except

as it may affect also the factor of continuity of service),

and that it should be distributed to operation and main-
tenance cost. Similarly, the possibility of failure of a

dam. for example, from faulty design or insufficient

spillway capacity is not covered by either factor, but

it will affect operation and maintenance cost and may
materially affect the factor of assurance of continuity

of service.

The following illustration is given: Tn a system
involving little or no hazard of failure, operation and
maintenance may have a relative weight of from 75 to

100 per cent. In a system depending wholly or largely

on storage, in which the failure of a dam might pos-

sibly result in abandonment of the project, the assur-

ance of continuity of service may have a relative weight
of from 50 to 100 per cent. In a system depending

on a pipe line comparatively inexpensive to replace but

which (because of location or inaccessibility) cannot

be replaced during the season, the factor of continuity

of service may have a relative weight of from 10 to 20
per cent or even greater, depending on the value of

crops which would be lost and plants destroyed.

Three principal or staple crops, instead of one as

originally proposed, are used as the basis for computing
the classification, since it was realized that there should

be included not only the principal farming crops of

forage and grain but also one or more of the intensive

crops, in order that the labor conditions which so affect

land values might be brought out.

The relative value of the different classes of con-

struction service will vary with conditions, such as (1)

labor supply, affecting crops grown, (2) climatic con-

ditions, both as to temperature and as to rainfall, and

(3) transportation and market facilities. This varia-

tion in value is true also of the water-supply classifica-

tion. In a general way, however, there is an irrigation

value of irrigated land separate and more or less dis-

tinct from what may be termed the "dry land" value.

In a region of low humidity and little rainfall, as in

most of the Southwest and the larger part of the Great
Basin, the irrigation value is for all practical purposes
the entire value. In regions of high humidity and of

from 10 to 20 in. of rainfall during or available in

the growing season, the irrigation value is less.

Classes of Drainage Conditions

Definitions for drainage conditions are necessarily

more complicated because there are two distinct kinds

of drainage troubles. One is due to alkalification, the

other to simple drowming of the plants. Alfalfa, clover,

timothy and grains may thrive on land where the

ground water is within 2 ft. of the surface, but some
lands with ground water 5 ft. from the surface may be

absolutely barren. The four classes for drainage con-

ditions adapted by Mr. Whistler are as follows:

Class "Good'"—Drainage conditions are "Good" where per-
manent natural drainage or satisfactorily operating artifi-

cial drainage (or both) are now and will continue such that
there will be no harmful accumulation of alkaline salts on
or near the surface of the ground through capillarity, and
such that the soil is and will continue otherwise so drained
that there will be no loss therefrom in excess of 5 per cent
of the average annual mean value per acre of the three
principal or staple crops grown or adapted to the district,

on the basis of Class I water supply and Class A construc-
tion service. ^

,

Class "Fair"—Drainage conditions are "Fair" where they
would be in class "Good'' except that adverse conditions are
and will continue such that the crop value as defined in

class "Good" is reduced more than 5 per cent but not more
than 20 per cent. Drainage conditions are also "Fair"
where they would come within class "Good" as defined but
where the ground water is slowly rising not more than 1 in.

per year, provided that the water table at the present time
is not closer than 8 ft. from the surface at any time of the
year, that the district is well established and has practiced

artificial drainage successfully for several years and pro-
vided that it is estimated the land may be drained, if it be-

comes necessary, at a reasonable cost.

Class "Poor"—Drainage conditions are "Poor" where they
would be in class "Good" except that adverse, conditions are
and will continue such that the crop value as defined in

class "Good" is reduced more than 20 per cent but not
more than 50 per cent, or such that the same effect is

produced by limiting the choice of crops to those adapted
to insufficiently drained soils, such as the short-rooted crops
and "wild hay" and "salt grasses." Drainage conditions

are also "Pocr" where they would otherwise come within
class "Good" at the present time, but where the ground
water is slowly rising not more than 2 in. a year, pro-
vided that the water table at the present time is not closer

than 6 ft. from the surface at any time of the year, that

the district is well established and has practiced artificial

drainage successfully for several years and it is estimated
that the land may be drained, as it becomes necessary, at a
reasonable cost.

Class "Bad"—Drainage conditions are "Bad" where the

mean crop value as defined under class "Good" is reduced

more than 50 per cent on account of the adverse drainage

conditions, where the ground water is closer than 6 ft. from
the surface and is slowly rising, where the ground water
though lower than 6 ft. but not lower than 8 ft. from the

surface is rising at the rate of more than 2 in. a year, or

where it is probable that the development of adjacent or

nearby land will within the period of the loan bring about

such conditions.

The definitions undertake to provide not only for

drainage conditions as affected by alkalification but also

as affected by high or threatened high-water table and

waterlogging, where there may be no excessive alkalies

either in the soil or in the water. Even where objec-

tionable alkalies exist either in the soil or in the water

to a harmful extent, conditions as to water supply for

leaching, or as to character of soil permitting it, may
materially modify otherwise adverse conditions and

change the classification. The amount of rainfall is an

im.portant factor since with from 15 to 20 in. of rain-

fall on average soils objectionable alkalies are likely

to be leached out naturally.

Water-supply Classification

Class I—Water supplies which have no shortage during

ordinary years.

Class II—Water supplies which have some shortage in

normal years, but which furnish sufficient water to mature

crops. Where storage is involved, those providing two-

thirds or more of a full supply are in this class if not in

Class I.
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Class III—Water supplies which furnish water only dur-

ing the normal flood season. Where storage is involved,

those providing one-third to two-thirds of a full supply.

Class IV—Water supplies which furnish during the irri-

gating season a full supply for not to exceed 30 days in

normal years and none in years of low run-off. Winter irri-

gation supplies and those providing less than one-third of

a full supply where storage is involved.

The engineer-appraisers are primarily employed as

engineers but they also are required to appraise lands.

It has developed that they are called upon by the banks

to approve or otherwise comment on all irrigated land

appraisals before loans are finally passed by the banks.

The Farm Loan Board now requires engineer-appraiser

reports on all irrigated lands with the exception of

certain defined small areas that have been irrigated

for ten years or more, and in which no change is likely

to occur before the securities will be approved for

bond issue.

Letters to the Editor

The Wall Street Explosion

Sir—Much has been printed in the daily press regarding
the Wall St. explosion and two things are conspicuous:

The immediate conclusion of the federal authorities that the

Reds were at work, and the alacrity with which others

switched to that solution. We are told that the move-
ments of all dynamite wagons were traced and that the

contents of all magazines checked, but that means nothing.

Fischer's warning letters indicated a plot, but he is elim-

inated. The window we'erhts seemed conclusive, but their

presence may be explained, without a plot. No hole in

the ground seemed to prove it was not dynamite, but those

holding this theory overlook the fact that the explosive

was several feet above the street with an air cushion below

it to absorb the shock.

Colonel Dunn, whose opinion must be considered on all

matters of explosives, believes, because of the character

of the fragments, that it was not dynamite but a consider-

able quantity of a less powerful explosive in connection

with gasoline. The regulations covering the use, transpor-

tation and storage of dynamite in New York City em-
bodied in Chapter 10 of the Code of Ordinances, provide ade-

quate safeguards for our citizens w^hen properly observed

and strictly enforced. The Catskill Aqueduct from Yonkers
to Brooklyn and all the new subways in congested city

streets that used over a million pounds of dynamite yearly,

were constructed without injury by dynamite to any one.

other than the excavators.

The dynamite manufacturers and the responsible con-

tractors mean to play safe, but much is left to subordinates.

Magazines have been left unguarded, dynamite carried

along our sidewalks and loaned and borrowed by contrac-

tors.

In one case children stole a box of dynamite from a

magazine on Washington Heights, threw it over the cliffs

and carried the scattered sticks home. A magazine in the

Bronx, holding a thousand pounds of dynamite was found

unguarded. Dynamite w-s taken from a magazine on

Amsterdam Ave, while two policemen stood chatting on the

curb. When things like that can happen it is not difficult

to figure what may have happened on Wall St.

Wreckers have had permits to use dynamite to demolish

buildings in congested New York streets. It is dangerous

but has been done. Suppose they need dynamite and

DuPont could not make an early delivery or they could not

get a permit to blast? They would not get dynamite by
the hundred pounds for they would not neod that much
and could not hide it from the inspectors. A few sticks.

however, could be borrowed, placed in a wagon with a box

of window weights removed from some other old building

they were wrecking; add a couple of can* of gasoline fot
the air drill comprr-.ssor and the detonators looac in the
wagon. An auto hits the wagon, the window weifbU roll

from the box, hits the exploderjj and detonate the djma
mite, which explodes the gasoline.
Has anyone had experience enough with dynamite ami

gasoline exploding .simultaneously to state a« an expert.
that there wa.s no dynamite in this explosion? A bomb
would simplify matters for all but the Reda, and it docs
not involve Lability.

John R. Hcaly.
New York City Sept. 29.

[Mr. Healy was formerly on the engineering Btaff at

the Catskill Aqueduct and later served a.s laspector of Com-
bustibles, Fire Department, New York City—EorrOR.]

Investigating Highway Bridge Impact
Sir—Impact in highway bridge.s, di.scus.~efi m your edi-

torial of Sept. 9. 1920, is in my opinion well worthy of

investigation. I do not believe that the failure of late

highway departments to make provision for impact is as

serious a matter as the tone of your editorial appears to

indicate; but present practice is not scientific and should

be remedied.

As you state, tests have shown a very considerable im-

pact on railroad bridges. Railroad bridges generally carry

the full load for which they are designed, and sometinaes

they are overloaded. Therefore any increase in loadinjj over

the theoretical load is a serious matter. The trusses of

highway bridges, however, are rarely called upon to carr>

anything like the loads for which they are designed, though

the floor systems occasionally do carry loads approximating

the assumed load. While there probably would be con-

siderable impact under the load of a traction engine, this

load would be only a small portion of the total capacity of

the bridge, though it might be practically the full assumed
load for the floor system.

If a study were made and the effect of impact produced

by various highway loadings determined, it would be pos-

sible to design our bridges to meet conditions much more
closely than is at present practiced, and I believe the neces-

sary investigation should by all means be made.
M. W. TORKEXSON,

Bridge Engineer, Wisconsin Highway Commission.

Madison, Wis.. Sept. 21. 1920.

Waterproofing the Steelwork of Buildings

To Prevent Corrosion

Sir—The interesting case of steel column corrosion

described by E. H. Eardley o. page 442 of your issue of

Sept. 2, 1920, is a good illustration of the dangers attend-

ing the absence of watorprootinj: in metallic structurvs

likely to be in contact with water and moisture. Engineers

were not so alive to the importance of protecting metallic

structures against corrosion at the time in which tht^

Detroit Savings Bank Bldg. was built as they are now.

though even at present proper attention is not alwa>-s

paid to the protection of steel in cont' ct with damp
foundations. The corrosion of the column in the Detroit

Savings Bank Bldg. can be traced to contact with the

seepage water used to wet the cinders, whose acidity

caused local galvanic action.

Steelwork like!/ to be in contact with water ought to

be carefully protected with suitable coatings of asphaltic

materials, applying first a primor which ponetrates the

pores of the metal and insures the adhesion of the asphalt

enamel applied in the molten state over the nlni of primer

(or asphalt paint). Steelwork thus protectee! will wth-

stand any causes of coiTosion for a ver>- long time.

The utmost care must be exercised in the application of

the coatings of asphalt solution and enamel so as to avoid

leaving even a minute space without protection. Imperfect

and careless work will only increase cost without affording

adequate protection. Baxeres DE AlzvGARAY.

New York C-ty, Sept. 21. 1920.



Hints for the Contractor

Taking Cement Samples From Bags

for Testing Purposes

By S. Warren
Now York City

SAMPLING cement for testing is ordinarily a slow

and dirty job. It is frequently done by untieing the

bags and removing some of the cement from the top

of the bag. The bags are usually carelessly retied.

resulting in loss of cement in further handling.

Sampling can be easily and quickly done by taking

advantage of the fact that most cement bags are now

filled through a valve in the bottom of the bag after it

is tied. This valve is made

by sewing a flap over a hole

left in the stitching of one

corner of the bag.

To get test samples se-

cure a piece of thin brass

tubing having a diameter

of IJ in. and a length of 14

in. Stand the bag on the

tied end, that is upside

down. Insert the tube into

the valve, then pull out the

tube, holding the palm of

the hand over the end of

the tube. The contents of

the tube can then be dumped
into the sample bag.

TUBE IN PLACE FOR
TAKING SAMPLE

having been built around the bent portion to confine the

heat. A 15-ton jack was then placed under the axle by

means of which the bend was straightened. It was a

compound bend, two applications of the jack being neces-

sarj-, but only one heating being required.

^'7r-

Bent Axle of Railroad Steam Shovel

Straightened in Place

By Morgan Cilley
Cuniberland, Maryland

ABENT AXLE of a railroad steam shovel was

straightened by a railroad yard crew in the field

without removing the axle from the truck. Less labor

was expended on the job than probably would have been

necessary in putting in a new part and the cost was

under $50. The shovel was a Marion type 1778, the

property of the Vang Construction Co., and the work

was done in the car yards of the Western Maryland

R.R. near Cumberland.

The truck was run out from under the shovel, the

axle spotted over a tie with the bend of the axle down.

Holes were excavated under the tie beneath the journal

boxes an dthe axle securely lashed to the tie with a 1-in.

car chain passed over the journal boxes close to the

wheel. The axle is 5h in. in diameter except for a 10-

in. length in the center which was turned down to 5 in.

with a ^ in. x 1-in. key way cut into it. All the bend

was in this portion and was sufficient to make a 1^-in.

difference in the gage of the wheel, as shown by the cut.

The cut also shows a general arrangement of the work

together with various dimensions.

The bent portion was heated to an almost white heat

with a crude oil burner, a boxing of sheet iron and wood

mmm *** AWs^^^^'

^^is^'^^'sii^g^^^

METHOD USED IN TAKING OUT BEND IN RAILROAD
STEAM SHOVEL AXLB

The work was started at 2.30 p.m., the heat applied

at 3.45 p.m., the pressure from the jack applied about

4.15 p.m., and the cooling started at 4.35 p.m. The

truck was in place under the shovel at 5.30 p.m. Water
was used to hasten the cooling and to temper the axle.

Accident to Temporary Railroad Trestle

During Construction

THE necessity of careful inspection of temporary

structures used during railway improvement work is

illustrated by an accident which occured some time ago

on the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Ry. near

Greencastle, Ind. To permit of rebuilding a culvert

the track was supported on a pile trestle and the embank-
ment was removed. The piles of the second bent were
driven till they struck the footing of the old stone arch,

and as it was necessary to excavate the ne^ ^ounda
tion below that level these piles were cut off an9 sup

ported on blocking built up of bridge stringers.

Before the concrete could be poured for the founda-

tion there was a very heavy rain, and the end of the

fill on the south side of the excavation became thor-

oughly saturated. After the water had subsided, the

foreman examined the work but saw nothing which
led him to anticipate trouble. A little later, however,

the south end of the fill slipped and knocked dovra

the bent of piles which had been supported on block-

ing. This slip occurred when a freight train was within

a few hundred feet of the bridge and although an at-

tempt was made to flag it, the train could not be stopped

and the engine was derailed on the bridge. As the

structure was short, the front truck was supported by

the bank bent on the south side and the rear end of

the engine was supported by the bent on the north

side of the excavation. Damage to the engine amounted

to less than $100, but it was necessary to detour traf-

fic while the engine was being got back on the track

and the trestle rebuilt.
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Federal Highway Council

Discusses Transportation

Plaiis Considered at Akron Meeting
for Closer Co-ordination Among

Several Interests Involved

A meeting of the Federal Highway
Council, presided over by its chairman,

S. M. Williams, vi^as held at the Port-

age Hotel and City Club, Akron, Ohio,

Sept. 27 and 28.

Approximately 150 members repre-

senting all classes interested in the de-

velopment of the nation's highways
were present and took active part in

the conduct of the meeting. Evidence

of a growing realization of interde-

pendence of steam and electric rail-

ways and waterways with the highway
development of the country was shown
by the attendance of M. S. Conners,

general manager of the Hocking Val-

ley Railroad, representing the Ameri-
can Railroad Association; S. S. Hol-

brook, vice-president and treasurer of

the American Railway Express Com-
pany; G. T. Seeley, vice-president and
general manager of the Penn-Ohio
Electric Co., representing the Ameri-
can Electric Railway Association, and
Dr. R. S. MacElwee, director of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce, Department of Commerce,
Washington.
Committees were formed to study

the country-wide situation with a view
to making future recommendations
looking toward closer co-ordination and
co-operation among the various trans-

portation interests.

Recognizing the fact that one of the

primary considerations in the develop-

ment of the highway system of the

country is the betterment of founda-
tion and sub-grade conditions, the com-
mittee on sub-grade and its relation to

road surface and traffic made a prog-
ress report covering the thorough and
widespread investigation of all fac-

tors entering into the study of sub-

foundations and their relations to the

integrity of the entire highway struc-

ture.

A progress report was rendered by
W. J. L. Banham, chairman of the

transportation committee, on the rela-

tions of highway to railroads and
waterways, the object of which is to

effect co-operation with railways,

waterways and other forms of trans-

portation. Sub-committees of the

transportation committee reported on

studies of short haul and terminal

problems.

The rural motor express sub-com-
mittee reported upon studies of this

committee under the general transpor-
tation committee, looking toward more

Am. Soc. C. E.

Vote on Amendments Canvassed

Result Announced Last Night at Meeting of the

Society in New York — Seven Proposed
Changes in Constitution Involved

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil

Engineers held last night in New York City the vote on the

seven proposed amendments to the constitution, which have

been under consideration since a letter ballot was issued to

the corporate membership Aug. 28, was canvassed. By

delaying the printing of its last form Engineering Sewa-

Kccord is able in this issue to present the results of the

referendum. Lack of time, however, prevented the inclu-

sion of such details as the number of votes "for" and

"against" each question or an analysis of the vote by dis-

tricts. It is planned to publish all of this information in

detail next week.

The passage of an amendment to the constitution re-

quires a two-thirds majority of the votes cast. The out-

r;ome of the balloting was as follows

:

Amendment A—Enlarging scope of society to

include co-operation in economic and civic

affairs.

Defeated

Amendment B—Establishing Local

and assigning all members thereto.

Defeated

Sections

Amendment C—Increasing annual d. 2S.

Carried

Amendment D — Election of Honorary

Members.

Carried

Amendment E—Forbidding members of nom-

inating Committee to be candidates for office.

Carried

Amendment F—Reducing number of director!

from the New York District.

Defeated

Amendment G—Making changes in the method

of nominating and electing officers and provid-

ing for conference of Local Section representa-

tives.
Defeated
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extensive adoption of rural motor ex-

press service.

David Beecroft, directing editor of

the Class Journal Publishing Co. and

president of the American Society of

Automotive Engineers, reported the

activities of the committee for study

of highway transport functions of

state highway departments, including

traffic surveys, traffic control and snow

removal from highways. Recommen-
dations by. this committee to the Fed-

eral Highway Council covered forward-

ing of questionnaires to the highway

departments of the several states to

learn what each is doing in connection

with conducting traffic census and

highway transport surveys, looking

toward development of a uniform sys-

tem of gathering and tabulating of

highway traffic data with a view to

applying information thus gained to

the construction of future highways.

Recommend Transport Engineer

Recommendation was made to the

Council that effort be made to secure

the creation of a highway transport

engineer in each of the state highway
departments, whose duties would be

the making of highway transport sur-

veys for the purpose of co-ordinating

all factors entering into future develop-

ment of the nation's highway service.

Prof. A. H. Blanchard of the Univer-

sity of Michigan reported activities of

his committee toward the co-operation

of universities and schools in the de-

velopment of highway engineers and

for the general dissemination of accu-

rate information on h'ghway subjects.

W. A. AUsdorf, Columbus, Ohio,

chairman of the committee on inter-

national highway development, sub-

mitted a progress report covering

highway activities in foreign countries,

particularly stressing the fact that the

Federal Highway Council, through
this committee, is constantly receiv-

ing from foreign countries requests for

assistance and advice based upon ex-

perience in the United States.

Dr. R. S. MacElwee, chairman of

sub-committee on store-door delivery

laid emphasis upon the necessity for

the perfection of the store-door deliv-

ery movement as a means for reduc-

ing congestion at railroad and steam-
ship terminal points.

During the session there was pre-

sented a film prepared by the Federal
Highway Council, entitled "Virginia's

New Hour," depicting the existing con-

ditions in Virginia. This film is now
being shown throughout the state of

Virginia, awakening a tremendous in-

terest in the development of its high-

ways to a position more nearly com-
mensurate with the development of the

industrial and agricultural needs of the

state.

The members of the Federal High-
way Council attending the conference

were guests of the Akron Chamber of

Commerce at the Portage Country
Club, Sept. 27, at which time addresses

were made by M. S. Conners, general

manager of the Hocking Valley Rail-

road, on the need for greater co-opera-

tion between highway interests and the

railroads and S. F. Taber, president of

the Ohio State Grange, on the urgent

need of better highways in the rural

districts for the transportation of farm
products to the market.

Engineers in Relation to Port

and Harbor Design

The close relations of engineering

to port development along the varied

lines of general economic planning, de-

sign of structures and handling of ma-
terials were brought out prominently

during the convention of the Ameri-
can Association of Port Authorities,

held in Chicago, Sept. 30 to Oct. 2.

Local facilities, conditions, rates and
commerce at several individual sea-

ports were presented in one group of

papers. Inland navigation and lake

ports were the subject of another

group.

Belt railways at ports should be
owned preferably by the public, ac-

cording to W. O. Hudson, New Orleans,

and from his experience he preferred

state ownership to city ownership, as

being less affected by political influ-

ences, in regard to new ports, he
pointed out that facilities alone will

not bring ships, but ships will come if

a port can offer cargo. When the dis-

cussion drifted into the technicil fea-

tures of the work at New Orleans,

Mr. Hudson suggested that the meet-

ing ought to have more papers on con-

structive subjects by engineers. He
referred also to the new industrial

canal as a step toward a new outlet to

the Gulf independent of the Mississippi

River. Belt railway service at San
Francisco, Seattle and Montreal was
touched upon. Warehouses convenient

to piers and railways were advocated

by several speakers in order that

freight might be unloaded from cars

promptly instead of having the cars

held in storage yards until a ship is

ready for cargo.

Wide Piers Preferred

Wide piers or quays with transit

sheds, tracks and warehouses were con-

sidered preferable to narrow piers by
R. S. MacElwee, U. S. Bureau of For-

eign and Domestic Commerce. The
author showed views and plans of

numerous ports and port facilities. The
provision of tracks aloug the sides of

piers was discussed at some length, one

opinion being that for a length of over

600 ft. there should be two tracks, so

as to permit movement past cars

spotted at vessels. One speaker re-

ferred to labor influences in preventing

economical handling of freight, but

others thought that labor must and will^

fall in line with improvements. As to

general design of piers, it was sug-

gested that economy and efficiency of

service for general use should be the

basis. In too many cases piers have

been designed to suit some particular

business or lessee; then when the busi-

ness or lessee changes the pier is found
unsatisfactory and blame is laid upon
its design.

The "practical man" is superior to

the engineer in port design, according

to George F. Sproule, Director of

Wharves, Docks and Ferries of Phila-

delphia, who attributed the secondary

maritime position which the United

States occupies to "the fact that the

development of her ports and harbors

has been entrusted to impractical and
technical men." He said, too, that "the

usefulness of the engineers lies largely

in their carrying out scientifically the

fundamental ideas of the practical

man." Issue was taken promptly with
his statements, and it was advanced
not only that the engineer is the logir

cal man to design port development,
works, acting in co-operation with

i

commercial interests, but that unsat-

'

isfactory conditions have resulted

where the "practical" man has insisted

on having his ideas carried out.

Construction Methods Discussed

A monolithic reinforced-concrete con-

struction for docks or bulkhead walls,

proposed by John Ericson, Chicago,

consists of interlocking face piles or

grooved face piles with intermediate

precast panels which are grouted in

place. There was some discussion as

to the practicability of keeping piles in

line. Casting the panels in place be-

hind sheeting driven outside of the

face piles was suggested as a simpler

method by F. M. Williams, State Engi-
neer of New York. Mr. Ericson esti-

mated the cost of his system at $57

10 $86 per lineal foot, as against $79.50

for a timber bulkhead, $106 for timber
with concrete coping and $292 for a

gravity concrete wall.

Inland navigation was dealt with in

papers on the Manchester ship canal,

the New York State barge canal, the

Illinois River watei'way and some lake

port developments. These latter in-

cluded the Toronto harbor works, a

tail and water terminal project for De-
troit and the Calumet harbor project at

Chicago to eliminate the Chicago River

as a hindrance to both land and water
transportation.

Amendments to the constitution were
adopted which provide, among other

matters, for a larger representation of

engineers. Benjamin Thompson, of

Tampa, Fla., is the new president; M.
P. Fennell, Jr., Montreal, Can., is sec-

retary. The next meeting is to be held

at Seattle, Wash., in 1921.

Q. M. Construction Projects

The principal projects engaging the

attention of the construction division

of the Quartermaster Corps, U. S. A.,

at the present time are the following:

Machine shop, Fort Worden; hangar,

Aberdeen Proving Ground; Quarter-

master shops, Fort Meyer; ingot yard,

Watertown Arsenal; stables, Fort

Wadsworth; machine shop, Fort

Adams.
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Progress Made in Standardizing

Construction Accident Records

Definite progress in standardizing

records of construction accidents was
made by the Construction Section of

the National Safety Council at its An-
nual Conf^ress held last week at Mil-

waukee, Wis. Two reports on the sub-

ject were presented by the Statistical

and Standardization Committee con-

sisting of F. A. Davidson, Dwight P.

Robinson & Co., Inc.; F. S. Robinson,

General Builders' Association, Detroit;

and J. E. Griffith, E. I. Da Pent De
Nemours & Co. One report recom-
mending a method of detormining and
recording rates of accident frequency
and accident severity was accepted and
the method recommended was adopted
as standard. The second report on
classification of accidents according to

causes, was, after discussion, referred

back to the committee for revision.

The objection raised to the second re-

poi't was that it failed to conform in

classification to the practice of the Na-
tional Safety Council and the U. S.

Bureau of Labor. Instruction was given

the committee that it conform its

classification to that generally adopted
with a sub-classification of causes pe-

culiar to, or particularly prevalent in,

construction operations.

In the discussion of the reports,

stress was laid on the facts that until

uniform methods of accident determin-
ation and recording were practised,

constructors could not directly com-
pare their statistics nor bring statis-

tics in a compelling form to influence

the rates of liability insurance compan-
ies. At present these rates for con-

struction work are based on partial and
irreconcilable data and constructors

have nothing better to offer in urging
rate revision, either for the construc-

tion industry as a whole or for the less

hazardous kinds of construction.

Adoption of accident prevention
methods by the small contractor was
the subject of active discussion follow-

ing the paper by 0. H. Ulbricht, secre-

tary, Master Builders* Association of

Wisconsin. In referring to the sub-

ject stated, Mr. Ulbricht said: "We
feel that the Master Builders' Asso-
ciation of Wisconsin has to a very large
extent solved the problem of how to in-

terest the contractor in safety. Our
association consists of over 1,100

members, who are located in over 100
cities of Wisconsin. We issue a
monthly 12-page publication. The Build-
ers' Bulletin, devoted to the interest of
the members and to the building trade
in general, also to safety propaganda,
but our crowning achievement, one
which has accomplished more than any-
thing else for the contractors of the
state in educating them to observe
safety measures in all of their under-
takings, is our Builders* Insurance Co.
The loss ratio of this company, as well
as its premium rates, are the lowest of
any similar company in Wisconsin. It

^yrites compensation and automobile
liability insurance for builders only,

who are members of the state assocm-
tion and in addition to preaching and
spreading safety and accident preven-
tion information constantly, undoubted-
ly thereby saving many a life and limb,
it has saved its m'.mbers thousand.s of
dollars by providing for them insur-
ance at cost.''

Without developing formal action the
conclusion reached as the result of the
presentation by a number of speakers
of the limitations and difficulties of the
small contractor in practicing scientific-

accident prevention was: Accident pre-
vention v/ork by the small contractor
must be a group enterprise; local con-
tractors' organizations acting for all

their members and charging these
members pro rata must organize acci-

dent prevention work either in con-
junction with mutual liability insur-
ance or separately as purely an accident
prevention measure.

To Form Cornell Engineering
Society

At the annual meeting of the Cornell
Society of Civil Engineers, to be held
at the Cornell University Club, New
York City, Oct. 19, 1920, amendments
to the constitution are to be voted
upon which will change the name of
the Society to the Cornell Society of
Engineers. This move is a result of

the oining of all the engineering col-

leges at Cornell under one head.

Hitherto only graduates of the civil en-

gineering college have been eligible for

membership in the society and there

has been no other engineering society.

It is hoped that the new association

will attract a large number of the

graduates of Sibley College.

At the annual meeting the new dean
of the combined engineering schools,

Dexter S. Kimball, will deliver an ad-

dress, and Clilford M. Holland, chief

engineer of the New York State Bridge

and Tunnel Commission, will speak on
the new Hudson River highway tunnel.

Glasgow Prepares for Engineer-

ing and Shipbuilding Exposition

The Glasgow Corporation, according

to a recent issue of Commerce Reports,

is making preparations for the engi-

neering, shipbuilding, and electrical ex-

hibition that is to be held in the Kel-

vin Hall, Glasgow, from Nov. 8 to

Dec. 4. This hall has an ai*ea of over

200,000 sq.ft. and is well adapted for

such an exhibition, and will contain,

when the show is open, 3 mi. of pas-

sageways with stands on both sides. A
moving picture hall is beinT planned

in connection with the exhibition to

show films devoted to the engineering,

shipbuilding, and electrical industries.

The exhibitors are to include most of

the well-known B'-ifsh engineering

firms. It is reported that over l.i.OOO

personal invitations have been dis-

patched to foreign visitors, for whose
benefit, during their stay in Glasgow,

advisory bureaus are to be set up by
the corporation at the principal Glas-

gow stations.

New Plan for Solution of Imperia!
\ alleyllVoblem.s

Both fio<xl control and increaMd
wat«r Kupply for additional areaa to

be brought under wultivation in Imper-
ial Valley, Cal., are provided for in a
plan contemplating^ the ntoratre of Coi-

orado River flood watem in Volcano
Lake which' wa!» announced by J. C.
Allison at a recent meetinfc of the Lo«
Angeles Section, American Society of
Civil Engineers. The plan TtprtaentM
the results of several years of ir

ligation conducted by Mr. AUiao:.

conjunction with other engineerm. (Thv
work, he stated, would coat only one-
third to o.ne-fifth as nuich a9 thd All-

American canal scheme, which he de-
clared to be impracticable.

The new plan provides for the crea-
tion of a storage reservoir in Volcano
Lake to impound obout 1.200,000 acre-

ft. of water. This supply coold Jy?

used to irrigate 503,000 acres of addl
tional land in Imperial Valley, most
of which lies on the American side oi

the international boundary, fiarveys

for the necessary high line canals riave

shown that these can be so located that

the cost of the entire project w!Il be
le.s than $10,C00,000. Under this p!an
the Colorado River would be returned
immediately to its old channel. Oni
result of the construction of the Vol-

cano Lake reservoir, Mr. Allison stated,

would be a high bank of silt 25 miles

long that would constitute a perman-
ent barrier between Imperia! Valley and
the main river channel thereby afford-

ing protection against the annual flood

menace.

Attack on Pittsburgh Steel Price
Basing to Get Rehearing

It is reported that the federal Trade
Commission has decided to give, a re-

hearing to thq complaint recently

brought before it by the Western -Asso-

ciation of Rolled Steel Consun ers, at-

tacking the practice of basing steel

prices on Pittsburgh regardless of

where th steel is produced. This case
on its recent hearing was decided

against the complainant, and the prac-

tice of fixing prices by adding the

freight charge to the Pittsburgh base
no matter wheretthe steel is made was
approved. The rehearing is to be^in
Nov. 15, 1920.

To Manage Toronto'^ Street
Railways

In preparation for the taking over

of the street railways by t.^'e City of

Toronto, Ont, the Transportation Com-
mission of the city has appointed a

board of consulting engineers and a

general manager. The boanl consist*

of R. C. Harris, commissioner of w v .-,<

of Toronto; E. L. Cousins, general n;an-

oger of the Toronto Harbor Commis-
sion, and F. A. Gaby, chief engrineer of

the Hydro-Electric Power Commission

of Ontario. H. G. Coujens. manager

of the Toronto Hydro-Ele^-tric System,

has been made general manager of the

new city transit work.
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Military Affairs Committee of

Engineering Council Reports

Urging greater co-operation among
military and civilian engineers through

the medium of temporary interchanges

of duties, the Military Affairs Commit-

tee of Engineering Council has re-

cently submitted a progress report

signed by Col. William Barclay Par-

sons, chairman, and Col. George D.

Snyder, secretary. The other mem-
bers of the committee are Paul G.

Brown, H. W. Buck, George Gibbs,

Spencer Miller, Dr. Leonard Waldo and

Cols. R. D. Black, F. J. Miller, F. A.

Snyder, F. A. Molitor, B. W. Dunn,

J. J. Carty, Captain (Navy) A. B. Fry,

Lt.-Col. F. E. Humphreys and Major

A. S. Dwight. After emphasizing the

importance of military ti-aining for the

civilian engineer and the features of

the Officers Reserve Corps the report

suggests that regular army officers

should receive temporary assignments

to civilian engineering and construc-

tion organizations. The report, in

part, follows:

But the bringing together of the two
great divisions of engineering science, mil-
itary and civil, is only partly done when
there is extended to civilian engineers the
opportunity for gaining experience as mil-
itary engineers. The full result will be
attained when the military engineers, in
a corresponding manner, are given the
opportunity- to become experienced as civil

engineers. To enable the members of the
Corps of Engineers to gain experience in
all branches of civil engineering-, they
should have opportunities for service on as
much as possible of the general construc-
tion work done by the Federal Govern-
ment, and not be confined to river and
harbor improvements, as has been the cus-
tom. In addition to this members of the
Corps should be assigned for tem-
porary employment with state high-
way commissions or private corporations
such as railway companies, metal-
lurgical establi.^hments, large contracting
firms or factories where machinerj-, elec-
trical devices and other forms of manufac-
tured articles, in which engineers are in-
terested, are produced and where members'
of the Corps can become acquainted with
all phases of practical operation.
Not even the best technical schools,

where the course of four years follows a
previous collegiate education of .it least two
years, can do more than give the students
the rudiments of theoretical training. How
much less, therefore, can i:he Militarj-
Academy, where the larger part of the
course is necessarily devoted to subjects
other than engineering, turn out broadly
trained engineers with practical experience?
The "War Department has established

line and staff schools where officers-- can
take post-graduate courses in military sub-
jects. The opportuni;:y herein suggested
would provide the corresponding post-
graduate courses for engineers and on the
soundest basis.
Your committee believe that arrange-

ments can be made without difficulty where-
by officers of the technical services would
be received as members of the operating
staffs of transportation companies and en-
gineering corporations. The advantage in
thus broadening the experience of army
engineers in fields of which they must know-
much in times of war are obvious. If
while they are temporaril>- withdrawn from
military duties there are insufficient engin-
eers to meet the requirements of the War
Department, the advantage would be pre-
sented to give junior officers the experience
of exercising judgment and assuming au-
thority at an age much earlier than would
otherwise be the case, while the temporary
vacancies in lower grades could be filled
by assignments from the Reserve. Should
•some officers, after trying work in civil life.

decide to remain in the new field of employ-
ment the army and the country would be
the gainers. Permanent promotion would
be accelerated, a most desirable thing in
time of peace, and there would be added to
the Reserve, ready for call in case of war,
engineer officers well trained in military-
knowledge.

Wo thorcforo reconnmnd that the ques-
tion of the proper utilization of engineer
officers and the means to adopt whereby
the best type of engineers from civil life

can be attracted, be taken up with the
i-hiefs of the technical services where the
power of initiative lies. The present mo-
ment appears to be highly propitious. For
nearly two years engineers from civil life,

some holding temporary commissions as
officers of the Army, other.*^ still retaining
civil status, have worked with the ottlcers
of the Corps of Engineers and other tech-
nical services, both in the United States
and in the field in France. There exists
as never before a mutual respect between
the officers of the technical corps of the
.\rmy and the great body of professional
engineers based on close intimacy and com-
mon service. That mutual feeling possesses
a- great force of latent momentum. Before
it is dissipated by time it .should be intel-
ligently directed for the better service of
the country.

To Discuss Merits of Steam and
Electric Locomotives

A joint meeting to discuss the rela-

tive merits of modern steam and elec-

tric locomotives will be held by the

New York Section of the Am. Inst.

E. E., the Metropolitan Section of the

Am. Soc. M. E. and the Railroad Sec-

tion of the Am. Soc. M. E., Oct. 22,

1920, at the Engineering Societies

Building, 29 West 39th St., New York
City. Papers will be presented by J. R.

Muhlfeld, Railway and Industrial En-
gineers, Inc.; W. E. Woodard, vice-

president, Lima Locomotive Works;
A, H. Armstrong, chairman, electrifica-

tion committee, General Electric Co.

and F. H. Shepard, director of heavy
traction, Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.

Virginia Board of Examiners
Is Appointed

The appointment of members of the

Virginia State Board for the examina-
tion and certification of architects, pro-

fessional engineers and land surveyors
has been made by the governor. The
law was approved on March 19. The
appointments are as follows: P. B.

Winfree, engineer, Lynchburg; James
F. MacTier, engineer, Roanoke; John
Kevan Peebles, architect, Norfolk;
Fiske Kimball, architect, University of

Virginia; W. C. Noland, architect,

Richmond; Thomas M. Fendall, sur-

veyor, Leesburg; L. B. Dutrow, sur-

veyor, Peyersburg; W. D. Tyler, engi-

neer, Dante; C. G. Massie, Amherst.
At an organization meeting Sept. 17,

Mr. Kimball was elected president and
Mr. Dutrow, secretary pro tern.

Illinois Society Offers Prizes

for Papers

To stimulate interest among its

younger members the Illinois Society

of Engineers has opened a competition
for technical papers in the five divi-

sions of drainage, roads and pave-
ments, sewerage, surveying and mis-
cellaneous civil engineering. A prize

of $25 and a certificate of merit will

be awarded to the best paper in each
division, the papers to be from 1,500

to 2,500 words in length. This com-
petition is limited to authors who have
been members of the society for not
more than five years on Jai>. 1, 1921.

Consulting Engineers Condemn
City for Unprofessional

Practice

An advertisment appeared in North
Tonawanda, N. Y., and presumably in

other cities in the western part of New
York State, reading as follows:

NOTICE TO ENGINEERS
Sealed proposals, endorsed "Proposal for

Sewerage and Drainage Survey and Report"
and addres.sed to Fred C. Goltz. City Clerk
of the City of North Tonawanda, N. Y., will
be received and opened at the office of the
Board of Public Works at 8 p.m. on the
(12th) twelfth day of April, 1920, in accord-
ance with the specifications on file in the
office of the City Clerk. All bids must be
accompanied by a certified check or bid
bond to the City of North Tonawanda, N. Y..
in the sum of ten per cent (10%) of the
total amount of the bjcl, as a guarantee of
good faith. An additional Surety Bond of
RO^'c of the contract, must be furnished by
the successful bidder. The Board of Public
Works reserves the right to reject any and
all bids if they deem it for the best interest
of the City to do so. Specifications can
be seen and proposals obtained from the
City Engineer.

BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Bt Cakl L. Oelkers,

City Enginicr.

This matter was taken up by the

Committee on Relations of the Ameri-
can Institute of Consulting Engineers,

which made a report on the subject

and recommended the following reso-

lutions which were adopted by Coun-
cil at its meeting Sept. 15:

Whereas, it has come to the attention
of the Council of the American Institute
of Consulting Engineers that the City of
North Tonawanda advertised in March and
April for sealed bids to be sent to the
City Clerk of that City for undertaking
the professional engineering work of a sew-
erage and drainage survey and report,
the' said bids to be accompanied by a;

certified check or bid bond in the sum!
of 10 per cent of the proposed contract
price, and an additional surety bond for 50
per cent of the contract price to be fur-
nished by the successful bidder ; and
M'hereas. the conducting of such surveys

and the designing of sewerage systems is

professional engineering, and it is impor-
tant to the welfare of the public that it shall
be dealt with only in professional manner
by experienced and capable sanitary engi-
neers ; and >

"W^HEREAS, the procedure of the City of
Tonaw'anda is detrimental to the public
interest in that (1) it subordinates the pro-
fessional aspects of this engineering work
to commercial considerations, and that (2)
professional engineers of the best standing
cannot enter upon work in the competitive
manner herewith proposed ; therefore

Resolved^ that the method of arranging
for engineers for its sewerage and drainage
survey and report utilized by the City of
North Tonawanda is contrary to the public
interest and must be condemned by the
engineering profession ; and

Resolvi:d, that a copy of these resolutions
shall be sent to the City Engineer and City
Clerk of the said city and that the reso-
lutions also be given general publicity.

Five San Francisco Contractors

Indicted by Grand Jury

Five San Francisco contractors were
last week indicated by the grand jury

as being involved in the "inner ring,"

or contractors' trust, accused of com-
bining to raise bids on grading work
in that city. The five contractors

named are William S. Scott, William
H. Healy, Frank Mordecai, Frank
O'Shea and R. A. Farrar. A state-

ment of the charges of conspiracy ap-

peared in Engineering News-Record,
Sept. 23, p, 826. Investigations are to

be continued to expose the entire

system.
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A. S. M. E. Names Repre-
sentatives for American
Engineering Council

The Council of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers has appointed

the society's representatives on the

American Engineering Council, the

governing body of the newly created

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties. The delegates appointed will

hold office for two years beginning Jan.

1, 1921, and will also represent the

society at the organization meeting of

the American Engineering Council to

be held at Washington, D. C, Nov. 18

and 19. The list of representatives

appointed follows:

L. P. Alford, formerly editor Indus-

trial Management; E. S. Carman, sec-

retai-y and chief engineer, the Osborn
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland;

R. H. Fernald, professor mechanical
engineering, University of Pennsylva-
nia, Philadelphia; A. M. Greene, Jr.,

professor mechanical engineering, Rens-
selaer Polytechinc Institute, Troy,
N. Y.; W. B. Gregory, professor ex-

perimental engineering, Tulane Uni-
versity, and irrigation engineer, U. S.

Department Agriculture, New Orleans;
W. A. Hanley, master mechanic and
chief engineer, Eli Lilly & Co., Phila-
delphia; D. S. Kimball, professor in-

dustrial engineering, Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y. ; Charles T. Main, con-
sulting engineer, Boston, Mass.; Fred
J. Miller, president of A. S. M. E.,.1920;

L. C. Nordmeyer, secretary and treas-
urer, Tait and Nordmeyer Engineer-
ing Company, St. Louis; V. M. Palmer,
engineer of industrial economy, East-
man Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICI-
PAL. IMPROVEMENTS, Valpa-
raiso, Ind. ; St. Louis. Oct. 12-15.

AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE &
BUILDING ASSOCIATION. Chi-
cago ; Atlanta, Ga.. Oct. 26-28.

NATIONAL. DRAINAGE CONGRESS.
Chicago ; Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 10-12.

The Association of Professional En-
gineers, Province of New Brunswick,
held its first meeting, after the pass-
ing of the act regarding registration
of engineers by the Provincial Legis-
lature last spring, at St. John, Sept. 10.

By-laws were adopted and the following
officers and members of council were
elected: President, C. C. Kirby, St.

John; vice-president, C. B. Brown.
Moncton; councillors, St. John District.

J. A. Grant, 1922, F. P. Vaughan, 1921;
Moncton District, S. B. Wass, 1923, J.

Edington, 1921; Fredericton District,

B. M. Hill, 1923; Chatham District,

Geoffrey Stead, 1922. A nominating
committee was elected to draw up a

slate for the annual meeting next Jan-
uary, and A. R. Crookshank wa.s ap-
pointed secretary-treasurer and re(n»-
trar.

The Western Society of EnKineem
has listed the following subjects for
October: Oct. 11, "Bascule Brid.ce.s at
Home and Abroad," by Philip L. Kauf-
man, Strauss Bascule Brid'^e Co.; Oct.

18, "Development of the Illinois River
for Navigation," by M. G. Barnes, chief

engineer of the State Division pf

Watei-ways. On Oct. 20 there will be
a joint meeting with the Chicago Sec-

tion of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers for the annual lecture

by Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz. On Oct.

21 there will be a joint meeting with
the Chicago Section of the Railway
Signal Association, with a paper on

"Automatic Train Control" by W. P.

Borland, Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and W. B. Murray, engineer of

the Miller Train Control Co.

The City Managers' Association will

hold its seventh convention Nov. 15-17

at Hotel Sinton, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Candidates for Am. Soc. C. E.

Offices Are Named
The American Society of Civil Engi-

neers has just announced the Nominat-

ing Committee's selection of candidates

for offices to be filled at the annual elec-

tion Jan. 19, 1921. The ticket follows:

For President: George S. Webster,

Philadelphia.

For Vice-presidents: Andrew M.

Hunt, New York, and Edward E. Wall,

St. Louis.

For Treasurer: Otis E. Hovey, New
York.
For Directors: John P. Hogan and

Ira W. McConnell, New York (Dist.

1) ; Richard L. Humphrey, Philadelphia

(Dist, 4); Baxter L. Brown. St. Louis

(Dist. 9) ; Frank T. Darrow, Lincoln,

Neb. (Dist. 10) ; George G. Anderson,

Los Angeles (Dist. 11).

Personal Notes

John Greer has been appointed

assistant engineer of the Portland Divi-

sion, Grand Trunk Ry., with headquar-

ters at Portland, Me. He succeeds

R. F. Nicholson, resigned.

Carl C. Thomas, consulting en-

gineer, Los Angeles, Cal., has been ap-

pointed Western representative of

Dwight P. Robin?on & Co., New Yonc,

with offices in the Electric Equipment

Building, Los Angeles.

Wilfrid S. L a w s o n, Ottawa.

Ont., has been appointed bridge and

structural engineer for the Dep:irtment

of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

Major E. N. Johnston. Corps

of Engineers, U. S. A., in charge of

work in the Wilmington District, has

been directed to take over, in addition,

the direction of the work of the B>'>.lti-

more Dinthct. T.^e recent retirement

of Colonel J. P. Jervey left tr.«- Latt*r

di.strict wi'' i-j* Uj lh«

Khortaffc '' " Kas ^*«n
necessary to ] {KjOJiibili-

ties on Major J

J. W. F' o X, valuator. «:n^nec:r of

the Central of Geortoa Railway Co^
and chief engineer for the corporation
during Federal control, has rMtfncd to

become as.^ociated with th« Lawrence
Construction Co., funeral contractors.

Augusta, Ga.

BANKS& Cbaic is the name of a
new firm of consulting eni^neers and
chemists established by Robert Hall
Craig, formerly nanitar>' engineer with
the Surgeon General of the Arn.v ^tA
more recently sanitary and
engineer with the Constructic:

of the Army, and Henry Ward Banks.
3d, formerly research chemist with the

Harriman Laboratory, New Vorlt, and
the National Biscuit Co. The offices of

the firm are at 134 E. 44th SU New-
York.

ElSENHABDT-CONKEY CC.
Evansvir.e, Ind., is a new firm organ-
ized by Karl J. Eisenhardt, recently

division engineer of the Indiana State

Highway Commission, at Terre Haute.
and V. P. Conkey, civil engineer, Evn'^'

ville. The firm will specialize in : .

way, drainage and mining engine«:i .n^

George L. Bibton. of South
River, N. J., has been appointed a mem-
ber of the New Jersey State Highway
Commission. He was nominated by the

Governor as a member of the commis-
sion Sept. 8, with seven oihers. The
Senate then confirmed all of the nomi-

nations except that of Mr. Burton, who
was rejected on the ground that he
had patented paving connections.

L. 0. B E B N H A G E y, who has been

connected with the Texas State Board
of Health as sanitary engineer, at Aus-

tin, has resigned to accept a simil&r

position with the City of Beaumont.

S. S. Gannett has completed his

duties as chairman of the .Arkansas-

Mississippi Boundary Commi.ssion. to

which he was appointed by the L'. S.

Supreme Court, and resumed his work
as a topographer with the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey.

C. C. Ho LDEB, of the Topogr..

Section of the U. S. Geological Sv.

has been sent to Houston, Tex., to

in the revision of the map of that

Ira 0. Bakeb, professor of dvil

engineering. University of li'inois. has

been acting heed of the civil engineer-

ing department of the university, suc-

ceeding Prof. Frederick H. Newell,

recently resignetl.

A R T H r B C V T T S W I L L A K D

professor of heating and v

department of mechanical ei -

University of Illinois, has be^n ap-

pointed head of the department to sue.

ceed Dean C. R. Richards, who, sine*

his election as dean of the college ol

engineermg and director of the Engi-
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Blslve^ss Notes

A, G, Habkihs, for foBrteen
jcsni aacodated with tiie aales depart-
mcBt of the CarB4:ie Sceel Co., the last

eicbt years hatwing been in ebaxge of
ita Baltimore lalcs oflkes, has resgaed
to aarame an aettre partnership in the
Maryland Steel ProdneU Co., Calrert
Baildinj?, Balttniore. During the war
Mr. Harlcins was eonneeted wi^ the
Amerir:an Iron and Steel In-stitnte's

Wa>ihin;rton office, handling the distri-

bution of vZTUiUi gteel prodacts for the
Government.

W H r T r V «5 C o H p B AT I o N Is the
name of the new organization formed
hy f:on.«.olidatirjn of the Whiting Foun-
dry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111.,

and thf: American Foundry Equipmenf
Co., New York. J. H. Whiting, presi-

dent of Whitinp Foundry, becomes
chairman of the board, and V. E. Min-
ich, president of American Foundry,
will be president. It is the intention

We^en PiBip Col,

hyt;

QI.SK Ii£PELJ-E^-

under the name of the Wc^:--

The disk or impeller revolves at n;

velocity, drawing in water through
*

intake to fill the chambers between :

projections and discharging it throu

the adjacent outlet This pump, sbo^

In the accompanying ilItistrBtion,

made in various sizes up to a capft«^i

of 60,000 gal. per hour.
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IIm Amendment Ballot

THERE is little to be »aid with reference to the

amendment ballot of the American Society of Civil

Enjriiiecra. The issues were weD presented to the so-

ciety, and the important ones lost tqr relativdy small

maryins, ranging from 224 to 448 (see details in News
Sectioa this issue.) The defeated issues had majorities,

but not the required two-thirds votes. The result accords

exactly with the wishes of the 182 signers of the "Ap-

peaL" With them must rest much responsibility for

imtiating necessary changes. To that they have pledged

thfiiiwplBpiw—^a pledge aD the more solemn because it has

carried weight with many members of the society. The
signers of the "AppeaL" by proceeding with moderation.

by contenting themsdves with the exercise of their in-

flnoiee only in directions attended with little dispute.

can do a great service to the society. That service is

none other than the pulling of the contoiding tactions

together. In taking this position of moderation they

jchoold bear in mind that they are the representatives

of the minority—^a victorious minority, it is true, but a

minority nevertheless.

Public Service and an Opportunity

\' -\Ll ^ performed by the

i .^ r defense in the Bos-

rrial, as reported last week, in making
- --

- -; stjjl in service are les5 safe

:ank. But it is not enough if

further service is called

pounds per square inch

:ing disaster that is weD under-

.. .- ...^ ;<^^. ...^_] mind, yet means little to the gen-

eral public Clearly it is necessary to get these danger-

cos tanks out of service at once. There are ample means
10 aecomplish this, in the law's machinery, but the ma-

chineiy most be set in operation. The legal guardians

of the public's safety and rights must be advised of the

facts and their meaning, and this is the part of engi-

neer*. If association—or federation—for the common
good has any meaning, it here finds ready to hand an

opportunity and a duty.

The Philadelphia Water-Supply Repmrt

IN"
ADVISING recourse to the Iributaries of

the Sdiuylkin _ .aware rivers for the water

s'lpplr of Philadelphia, but with a continuance, im-

-v-'/vement and some extension of the present supply

«8 and rapid instead of more slow filters for addi-

ioal filter units (see p. 75 1> the Board of Consulting

^Siiwers has acted in accordance with the logic of

•''oits, as tempered by k)cal conditions. Twenty-one

?«"» ago it was equally logical considering the status

^ water supply engineering and of public opinion, for

^CHn^ Bering, Gray and Wilson to advise a continua-

*wo of the use of the Schuylkill and a large develop-

iltrati«i f«r

Both

mat on the Delaware, with slow mmi
the m^ior part of the water from both
reports had in mind the oUloatMNi at m
be economicaAy of exiatiiic pint. TW
looks forward to the time when the JWfc«j>ti| aad
Delaware will be poOated beyood aafc om and w^m
public sentiment wil denaod cwnpaiiliw^y pcre one-
inal sources of soppljr but wil wish evoi thoae U be
made safe beyond poasible qoestioa bjr the bait niiai
known to the art of the tinier Aa m often happaiM
elsewhere, a change in the aoaree of aapply at Phila-
delphia win relieve, althoagh in thia caae it wdl mc
entirely remove, the burden of pompiac. Like the r»-

port of ISSBi I see Bmgintmng Srtr*, Oct. S. ISM. pi

230) the present engineering board advises the

tion of a universal meter system. Had the

tions of the earlier commiaaion in this

carried out Philadelphia's high water
have been reduced to reasonable lignrca years ag«w aad
large expenditures for additional works now reqnirtd

wock! have been postponed.

Well Over a Hundred Million

WE ARE a nation of 106.000.000. More accuratHv.

on Jan. 1. 1920. according to the Cenaas P ->

announcement just made, the population of thr

Sta- Alaska and other Colontal posses* :or.>.

wa.~ ConaJdering the effect of the war and

of the iniiuenza epidemic, it is not snrprisinf that the

numerical increase from 1910 to 1920 wn* has than

that for the previous decade aS,710.842 againiit

15.977.691> and the percentage increase but 14.9 for

1910-20 compared with 21 for 19-^Via A falling per-

centage of population increment is to be expected a*

the decades go on and the population baae inercnMii

but in normal times the fall wouU not have bean from

21 to 14.9 per cent. To engineers particular intcraat

lies in the growth of our urban population, which has

now passed the rural Specificalb. the popuiatioa in

incorporated places of 2.500 or more is now .*> 1,8 16^209

or 51.9 per cent of the total The corresponding per-

centage in 1910 was 46l.\ If all incorporated placew are

taken into account then 9.864,196 people are added to

the urban population, making a total of about 6S.0OO. XW
urban and only 41.000.000 rural, or percwtages of

61

<er

thr

ye:

tion.

v,._ Mv.. -hia means in

t> function of

.. :o a lanre bnt not

- a subject for reflee-

But the engineer js called upon to help snpply

various need* of the rural as well as urban popnla-

tions. as witness particularly the railways, the kigh-

wa - irrigation and drainage works. Highway
^j," in the T»st decade, has increased ooK of

^y -^ase in population. Poobtk—
thi.-

wth will increase, hi

fields, too, the demands lor engineering service,
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now and the next census, will grow faster than the

population. All this the engineer and his profession

should prepare for—not forgetting a bounden duty to

raise the quality as well as to meet the increasing

quantity of engineering work.

New~Vork's Transit Plans

ONE of the most significant statements made by
Mr. Turner in his report on the comprehensive

transit plan for New York City, discussed in greater

detail on page 754, is that "it has averaged about ten

years from the inception of previous general transit

projects to the date of operation of the lines." To the

resident of New York familiar with the enormous con-

gestion on existing trunk line subway routes during

rush hours, the timeliness of this warning should be

apparent. The need for additional transit facilities is

here now, and the important thing to ren^ember is that,

due to the length of time required for the preparation

of detailed designs and for the building of the subway
structures themselves, relief cannot possibly be provided

quickly. The same line of reasoning applies to other

public utilities, such as water supplies. Here, also, it

is necessary to look well into the future and to fore-

see the needs of a growing population before those

needs are actually existent. In the case of its addi-

tional supply of water from the Catskills, New York
City, by beginning work more than a decade ago, acted

wisely, with the result that today the supply of water
is ample. The city has to thank its engineers that

this condition exists. Especially in New York, where
the population has reached its present great numbers,
the provision of adequate rapid transit facilities is

second only to furnishing a sufficient supply of water
for drinking and industrial purposes. Those officials

responsible for public works policies must realize the

supreme importance of advance planning for such time-

consuming projects as the construction of subways under

city streets. Mr. Turner has looked ahead and has

presented recommendations for extensions to existing

routes and for new trunk lines and feeders which, as

far as conditions now can be foreseen, will serve New
York's increasing population until the year 1945. The
report should be considered not as a document contain-

ing merely interesting technical detail, but as a clear

warning to begin work now on carrying out the com-

prehensive rapid transit plan for which, unless all past

signs are wrong, there will soon be a critical need.

A Neglected Transit Problem

NEW YORK CITY is just now completing its mam-
moth system of rapid transit begun seven years

ago after many more years of planning, but already the

duly appointed body has announced the fundamentals of

the next new network of lines which may not be begun
for some years, but which proper judgment already

foresees. Such planning ahead is necessary in municipal

matters as in private business. But New York's transit

needs are by no means completely cared for by the

machinery now provided. To the west of Manhattan
Island, and separated from it by a wide river, lies a

large proportion of the so-called metropolitan district.

From and to that area come and go daily tens of

thousands of people who help to make New York what it

is and who now, by virtue of the New York income tax,

contribute directly no little to the income of the State.

For their ready crossing of the Hudson there has been
no new means provided since the completion of the

tortuous Hudson & Manhattan Ry., nearly fifteen years
ago, though travel has been increasing at a rate corre-

sponding to the growth of rapid transit traffic through-
out the city. Worse still, the ferry service, on which
most of the travelers depend, has, if anything, grown
less. Rush-hour congestion in the Hudson River cross-

ing, particularly in the tubes, has already reached the

limit of endurance, but except for the new highway
tunnels, which can hardly do much to relieve commuting
congestion, no planning whatever is being done for the
future. The metropolitan district has no political entity

and has therefore no one to do its planning or think-

ing. For some years an effort has been made to provide

an interstate body to consider the port of New York, but

so far local selfishness has prevented its formation.

Possibly such a body, if or when formed, may be able

to undertake passenger as well as freight transporta-

tion. But if it cannot, it is high time that some steps

be taken toward the formation of an interstate transit

planning body. New York needs its Jersey suburbs, and
the suburbanites need New York, but the time is not so

far distant when both will suffer unless better transpor-

tation is provided.

Railway Labor and the Camp Train

To WHAT extent are the railways improving the

housing accommodation for construction and main-

tenance gangs, or profiting by the numerous indications

of the growing necessity of such improvement in order

to meet labor conditions of the near future? Undoubt-
edly, some railways are taking action, but is the move-
ment as general as it should be? These questions are

suggested by the continued apppearance of the typical

pre-war boarding train or camp train, even on import-

ant railways. Such a train is composed of dirty and

more or less dilapidated box cars, with a few small

windows knocked in the sides and a minimum of equip-

ment, and while serving as a camp the surroundings are

littered with paper and refuse.

An excuse given sometimes is that the men are

foreigners and prefer to live in their own way. As
to methods of living and cooking that may be correct.

But it is doubtful if any laborers prefer to live in dirty

and ill-kept quarters or would object to simple matters

of cleanliness and tidiness if anyone took the trouble

to instruct them. They may have been used to bad con-

ditions abroad and therefore find no great fault with

them in the new country. In order to make good

Americans of these men, however, they should be shown
the advantages which they may enjoy here. This is

not simply a patriotic or uplift idea; it is distinctly

practical and econom.ical. If a railway organization will

not see the signs of the times and is content to follow

old and slipshod methods when better methods mean
better work and better men, then it will have no ground

for complaint if it finds its forces are of low caliber and

poor discipline, its labor turnover is excessive and its

work is poorly done.

Many contractors have recognized the signs and now
provide camp accommodations far superior to what was
considered adequate five or six years ago. They do this

because it pays and is in fact necessary in order to main-

tain a force of satisfied and competent men. Perhaps

some have a higher motive also.
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Livening Society Meetings

EVERY P'NGINEER who has attended engineeririK-

society conventions knows how tiresome they are

apt to be. Every society officer who has made up the

progi-am of such a meeting knows the difficulty of the

job. The former remembers how often the program is

a long list of a dreary papers presented in an uneasy
manner by men unaccustomed to public speaking; the

• latter is usually bound by the tradition that such a

program is a necessity which he cannot avoid. In the

specialist societies, such as those devoted to water-works*,

testing materials and concrete, long lists of papers are

to be expected. They need not be dreary, in fact they

rarely are, and the men who deliver them and those who
listen are equally expert and equally interested. But
in the general societies, particularly the local ones whose
members are of all branches of engineering and whose
bond of sympathy is the fact that they are all members
of the same profession, the problem is different, albeit

the solution is generally the vsame. The consequences

are that only a minority of those pi'esent are interested

in any one paper and that the papers have to be multi-

plied interminably to offer something to everybody.

The Engineering Institute of Canada seems to have
taken a step forward in its so-called "professional meet-

ings" which well may be looked into by other societies.

These are held in various parts of the Dominion and
are under the direction of the local branch. They attract

engineers of every specialty. Instead of trying to present
"• rounded survey of the state of the art and science of

engineering, the program is centered on one or two of

the outstanding engineering works of the district, which

are made the subject of complete explanatory papers

and the scene of actual inspection. At Niagara, for

instance, two weeks ago, the Welland canal and the

Queenston-Chippawa power project, both of such im-

portance that no engineer worthy of the name can

afford to be ignorant of their details, were the only sub-

jects discussed outside of a short session devoted to

purely professional matters which also had universal

appeal. The consequence is that those who attended the

meeting learned something about these two great works

and at the same time were not bored at any of the

sessions. Better everything about something than

something about everything.

In addition, the Canadian engineers emphasize the

social side of their meetings. To be sure, in the past

there have been criticisms that certain of our technical-

society meetings are nothing but junkets, which only

those with abundant leisure can enjoy. But there is a

happy medium which permits the fullest of social inter-

course, the necessary mingling of men of a common
interest, and at the same time provides enough solid

technical matter to justify a busy man spending his time

and money. So at Niagara there were luncheons anJ

dinners and smokers—in fact, only at breakfast was the

visitor required to seek out food on his own resources.

At the end of the three days these engineers knew each

other better, which is a requisite of professional in-

tegration, and they had learned besides some things

which were useful in their work.

There is no intention of claiming that only in Canada

are these things done, or that there they are always

done. But this is a recent instance of a pleasant and

profitable society meeting which stands out among the

many that it is the dutv of a technical editor to attend.

-Now that the winter MeaHon in cominir on, with it« -*^

tional and state Hociety meetinRH all ove.' the cou
it seem.s a good time to call the attention of program
makers to the pos.sibilitie.s liefore th«;m. \^i them not
be bound down to the tradition of h. .• de-

scriptive papers, but .seek out .son • vhich
will intert \t everyone and emphasize them. Then if they
provide opportunities for the men to get together be-

tween sessions, they will find that their members will go
home better pleased and more inclined to conrte again.

Consider the Annual Snow Problem

THE snow-handling problem Ia tno fre-.

emergency that finds cities, railway.s

utilities unprepared. With winter approach!:. • •--

fore, it is pertinent to call the attention of c..gi..ccr.'*

and municipal officers to the great desirability of giving

early and earnest attention to the .*?ubject. Here is a
field in which the engineer may take the initiative.

In a majority of cases this preparation is a matter
of getting out the old equipment and applying old

methods. But this is no reason why the engineer should

not try to look at the matter ii. .some new light, to

recall his experiences, to introduce new ideas, or to

promise himself that he will tackle the problem more
seriously or more successfully than ever before. It is

a poor policy to wait for trouble to come l)efore con-

sidering it. A few snow-removing machines are on the

market. Experimental machines reposing in sheds

should be put in working order with a view to getting

actual service out of them. Old equipment should be

overhauled and made ready long before snow falls.

Of great importance is the preparation of a plan of

action. What additional equipment is needed? Can it

De obtained? Where shall snow be deposited? How can

rules for sidewalk clearing be enforced? How about

clearing gutters and around hydrants? What are the

special points of difficulty, such as steep grades or con-

gested streets? What is to be the system of organiza-

tion? Who is to have responsible charge? How are

regular and emergency forces to be recruited? What
co-operation can be effected with stret^t railways or with

trucking contractors? The engineer may well draft his

own questionnaire and proceed to answer it.

It will be a wise move also to discuss the matter with

the higher officials, the mayor and aldermen, explaining

diplomatically the needs and condition.s, pointing out

former unpleasant experiences and showing that effi-

cient handling of the difficulties will be duly appreciated

by the people.

For the railway superintendent and maintenance

engineer having charge of city terminals there are

difficult problems and hard experiences in clearing pas-

senger tracks and freight yards and keeping driveways

open ill order ihat freight may be brought to and from

the freight house-. Is there nothing to be done but to

wait until the snow comes and then tr>' to hire yangs

of hand shovelers for slow and tedious and more or less

ineffective work? In both municipal and railway experi-

ence the be.st laid plans may go astray, or perhaps the

.snow problem may not prove serious next winter. But

in either case something will be gained and nothing

lo.^-t by the mere mental and physical activity of prej^ini-

tion. ]\Iuch has been heard about the advantages of

preparedness. Why not prepare, now, for next winter's

snow fighting?
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New Chicago Freight Terminal of Alton Railroad

Track Layout on Restricted Area—Double Deck Freight House—Team Yard Approached By Inclines

—Warehouse and General Offices in Main Building-—Elevator Connections with Freight Tunnels

IN UTILIZING to the best advantage a site of limited

area and irregular shape for a new city freight ter-

n\inal at Chicago, the Chicago & Alton R.R. has adapted

the track arrangement to the peculiar restrictions of

shape and size of the site and has designed buildings

which form an unusual combination of double-deck

freight house, warehouse and office building. This

freight terminal the general layout of which is shown in

Fig. 1, is on the west side of the river, between Polk and

Van Buren Sts. It will take the place of old local

freight houses and team yards that have to be removed

to make way for improvements in connection with the

reconstruction of the union passenger station.

Two buildings are provided, arranged in tandem but

separated by Harrison St., and having their principal

entrances on that street. On the north side will be

the steel framed main building with six stories in the

office section fronting on Harrison St. and three stories

in the freight house section at the rear. The other

building will be a two-story freight house, having the

lower part of steel and the upper part of reinforced

concrete. Prominent features in the steel structural

design of the larger building are unsymmetrical

arrangement of columns and the introduction of trusses,

girders and cantilevers as supports for upper story

columns. In both buildings there is an extensive use of

plate girders in the floor framing for the purpose of

getting large panels and reducing the number of interior

columns. Upper floors to accommodate the general

offices of the railway company have been provided in

order to eliminate the present expense for rented quar-

ters in an office building. A description of the main

building appears in the article which follows.

Double-Deck Terminal

Since the streets in the vicinity are elevated to

approximately the level of the bridges across the river

and all tracks are on the original ground surface, which

is practically the basement level of the buildings, the

freight terminal itself will be a double-deck station,

as shown in Fig. 2. Thus the tracks and car platforms

of the station will be in the basement, with the rails

about 3J ft. above the normal water level of the river.

The team driveways and platforms will be on the upper

or first floor, at the street level and about 25 ft. above

the water. Large automatic electric elevators will con-

nect the upper and lower platforms and will extend

to the second or warehouse floor in the main building.

Both through and stub tracks are included in the

layout of the track floor of the buildings, as the yard

arrangement makes it impracticable to have all tracks

continuous. For inbound freight there will be four

tracks of varying lengths, served by a 27J-ft. platform.

Two of these will be stub tracks and one will have both

a stub end and a ladder connection. For outbound busi-

ness, seven tracks will be arranged in two groups, sep-

arated by a 31J-ft. platform, the inner group being

served also by a 10-ft. trucking platform between the

inbound and outbound tracks.

Each building will have a double driveway on the

first floor, opening from Harrison St. and extending

between the inbound and outbound platforms, which are

parallel with the train platforms below. In the larger

building the driveway will be divided by a row of

columns and will be continued beyond the building on

a viaduct extending to Van Buren St., thus giving a

through connection between the two streets which cross

the terminal. A separate short driveway on the west

side will serve the office section of this building. At
the smaller building, the driveway will extend about 40

ft. beyond the platforms, to form a turning place for

teams and trucks.

Of particular interest is the provision for a future

driveway viaduct along the west side of each building

and above the tracks which run parallel with it. The
wall columns and wall girders of the buildings are

designed with attachments for girders or floor beams
to carry this driveway, the outer ends of the girders

being attached to columns on the joint right-of-way

line. The latter will support a parallel but independent

viaduct extending over the main tracks running along-

side the freight terminal.

Track Layout of Terminal

Fig. 1 shows how the entire track layout has been

governed and restricted by the shape of the terminal

site. The site is approximately a right-angled triangle,

the side on the west being formed by the main line

approach to the Chicago Union Station, the diagonal

side being the river and the base being formed by the

great freight station of the Pennsylvania System, which
fronts north on Polk St. In the acute angle of the base

are two private warehouses which are served by yard

tracks. The entrances to the site are limited to very

narrow spaces at the right angle and at the apex, giving

two main track connections at the former and only

one at the latter. There are 32 body tracks, with a

capacity for from 2 to 34 cars each, and a total capacity

of about 460 cars. In maximum dimensions the trian-

gular site is about 1,750 ft. long and 475 ft. wide.

The major portion of the space is occupied by the

freight station, with the team yard between the build-

ing and the river. This team yard will have five

driveways and eleven tracks, two of which will be con-

nected at both ends, the others being stub tracks. One
driveway will be extended to serve a group of three

tracks at the south end. An inclined driveway of 3

per cent grade will lead down from Van Buren St. to

the team yard, alongside the driveway viaduct approach

to the first floor. At the south there will be access from
this yard to Polk St. by a driveway extending between
the warehouses and then turning into an incline on a

viaduct parallel with the street, which it will reach by
a grade of 4.17 per cent. This incline will pass through

the warehouse, as shown in Fig. 1. Both warehouses

are to be entered by tracks and the dock on the river

front will have a short track to serve barge and steam-

ship business. A dock shed will be built under the

driveway incline. The driveways will be paved with

concrete and the inclines with granite block.

Most of the house tracks are connected with the

track system at both ends, but two of them are stubs
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owing to the necessity of carrying two entrance track;

and a driveway from the north end diagonally along the
narrow space between the building and the river.

Parallel tracks are spaced usually 13 ft. c. to c. except
at platforms and driveways, the spacing in the latter

case being generally 40 ft., but 23 ft. in one restricted

location. Ordinarily cars are not weighed here, but
one of the through tracks in the team yard is fitted

with a 100-ton scale having a 40-ft. table to provide
for weighing freight in carload lots when necessary.

Yard and house tracks will be laid with 80-lb. rails

and owing to the restricted end connections the frogs
will be mainly No. 7 and No. 6, with No. 5 at a few
points. In general the sharpest curves will be of

14 deg., although one of 18 deg. is required. As the

subgrade is little more than 3 ft. above water level

the tracks will be ballasted with broken stone 12 in.

deep under the ties and drainage of surface water will

be provided for by a system of transverse drains.

Steel and Concrete Freight House

The two-story structure south of Harrison St. is for

freight purposes only, with no upper floor for storage.

On the lower floor are seven tracks for outbound and
four for inbound service, the tracks and platforms being
continuous with those in the main building. On the

upper floor, level with the street, are two parallel build-

ings, 460 ft. long, the outbound house being 38 ft. wide
and the inbound house 46 ft. wide. Between them is a

64-ft. driveway. Longitudinally, these buildings have
20 ft. bays, with steel rolling doors in each bay on

the driveway side. A sectional elevation and framing
plan are shown in Fig. 2.

Steel construction is used for the lower or track

story, the framing of each building consisting of two
rows of wall columns supporting transverse plate

girders, so that the freight house space is unobstructed

by intermediate columns. A fifth or central row of col-

umns under the middle of the driveway carries the

driveway floor beams, whose outer ends are framed

against the wall columns of the buildings. Longitudinal

I-beams extend as stringers between the girders and

also as struts between the columns. In the south end

bay of the outbound house the interior line of single

10-in. I-beams is replaced by a pair of 15-in. channels

which extend outside the wall to form the support for

a freight-handling derrick. Some of the girders and

other steel parts are shown in Fig. 3.

Concrete pedestals for single columns and footings

for pairs of columns are supported on 35-ft. timber

piles. All columns are of H-section, built up of a 12-in.

web plate and four angles 6 x 4-in. but the outer wall

columns of the outbound house are reinforced by 13-in.

cover plates on the outside face as they have connections

for future 60-ft. box girders which will allow of carry-

ing an additional driveway along the west side of tne

building by supporting it over the tracks. The farther

ends of these long girders will be carried by columns

erected on the joint right-of-way line and supporting

a similar and parallel driveway or viaduct (not for

the Chicago & Alton R.R.) over tracks parallel with

the viaduct.

A light reinforced-concrete construction was adopted
for the upper story, as being more economical, espe-

cially as no provision is made for additional stories in

the future. Concrete casing is applied to all steel work,

the 4-in. casing of the columns being extended as part
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trfl-mi INBOUND HOUSE U U U U
FIG. 4. COMBINED STEEL AND CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION OF FREICHT HOUSE

of the concrete columns of the upper floor, at the

street level.

Ribbed concrete slabs are used for the floor or plat-

form and for the roof, the former resting on the

plate girders and the latter being supported on con-

crete cross girders, as shown by the section, Fig, 4.

These concrete girders extend as cantilevers 10 i ft.

long to carry a flat slab canopy over the driveway to

protect goods while being loaded and unloaded. A
longitudinal beam or strut connects the ends of the

cantilevers. The edge of each platform is protected by
a 10-in. I-beam attached to brackets on the tops of

the steel columns and faced with a continuous bumping
timber. A similar ribbed concrete deck construction

is used for the driveway, but here the end beams of

the concrete panels rest on shelf channels on the webs
of the girders, instead of upon the top flanges. The
driveway has a 6-in. slab and is paved with creosoted

wood blocks. The floor and driveway slabs are designed

for a live load of 300 lb. per sq.ft.

Narrow-Gage Freight Tracks

On the platforms at each floor will be tracks of

2-ft. gage for the cars of the underground freight-

handling system of the Illinois Tunnel Co., these car;

being handled by elevators in deep shafts. For the

inbound house there is a single oval shaft 141 x 81 ft.,

but the outbound house has a double shaft of the same
shape, 28 x 82 ft. The tracks on the platforms are

of 20-lb. rails bolted to flat transverse plates which
are spaced 36 in. c. to c. and are laid upon the con-

crete. There is no concrete filling between the rails,

but on the outside the mastic floor is level with the

rail heads. Freight elevators between the two floors

are provided at every third bay in the outbound house
and every fourth bay in the inbound house, these ele-

vatorH having cars 10 ft. 6 in.

X 17 ft. 9 in. Platform
Hcale« are provided in ever>'

necond and fourth hay of the
outJxjund and inhxiu-

re.spectively. A <; •>

of the larjrer warehoun« and
office building i» embodied in

the article which follown.

The building in unusual in

combining a freight houw.
a warehou.se and an office

building, embodying special

structural features. Heavy
trusse.s are u.sed to .support

the floors over the freight

platform and driveway. Spe-
cial girders, carried oncolumn.s
so spaced as to clear the

tracks, .support columns of
different spacing for the up-

per floors, details of which are
jhown.

This terminal was designed
under the direction of H. T.

Douglas. Jr.. chief engineer
of the Chicago & Alton R.R..

the structural details being
worked out by W. F. Rech.
bridge engineer. The steel

work was fabricated by the
American Bridge Co. The contractors are W. J. New-
man Co., Chicago, for the foundation piers; the Mellon

-

Stuart-Nelson Co., Chicago, for the smaller buildings,

and the Dwight P. Robinson Co., New York, for the

superstructure of the main building.

$139,000,000 Cost of Catskill Development

The first stage of the Catskill water supply develop-

ment for New York City having been essentially com-
pleted, J. Waldo Smith, chief engineer, in his annunl
report for 1919, summarizes the e.xtent of the opera-

tions of this project from the beginning of the pre-

liminary investigations in August, 1905. down to the

present time:

On Oct. 9, 1905, a complete plan for the development
of the Catskill watersheds was submitted to the Board
of Estimate and Apportionment. This plan was ap-

proved by that board on Oct. 27, 1905, and by the State

Water Supply Commission on May 14. 1906. The first

contract for aqueduct construction was awarded oi-.

March 27, 1907, and the first sod was turned by Mayor
George B. McClellan on June 20, 1907. Thereafter

contract followed contract and the work wa< advanced

so that storage of water in the Ashokan reservoir wa.i

begun on Sept. 9 1913, and Catskill water was first

delivered into the distribution systems of the city on

Dec. 27, 1915.

The work of exploration and construction was done

under 69 agreements and 140 contracts aggregating.

together with the work done by force account, a total

of $103,013,905.64. Other expenses, including admin-

istration, engineering and police, equipment, supplies,

acquisition of land, damages and taxes to the end of

1919, bring the total cost for the first part of the

Esopus development to $139,050,889.55.
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Double-Deck Freight Station in Six-Story Building
steel and Concrete Structure—Trusses and (iirders Eliminate Interior Columns—Upper Floors

for Company Offices—Structural Provision for Future Driveways

AN UNUSUAL combination of freight house, ware-

L house and office building, involving special struc-

tural features in the way of trusses and girders, is

provided in the main structure of the city freight ter-

ntinal now being built at Chicago for the Chicago &
Alton R.R. This terminal is described on p. 728 of

this issue. The novel but logical purpose of the office

section is to provide the railway company with general
headquarters on its own property and thus eliminate

the expense of rented offices.

This building will be 340 ft. long, with a six-story

section having a frontage of 236 ft. on Harrison St.,

,Wes+ Side

5+hFloorl

other accommodation. A sectional elevation of the six-
story office portion of the building is shown in Fig. 1,

together with a typical portion of the first-floor framing
plan.

Steel frame construction is used throughout, and in

the lowei floors it consists largely of plate girders, with
girder and cantilever supports for upper columns over
tracks and open floor spaces. Trusses and longwall
girders carry one part of the building over a group of
tracks. The structural scheme will be understood from
Fig. 1 and the general first-floor framing plan, Fig. 2.

Ribbed concrete floors, ribbed and flat slab roof, con-

Jasemerm

Fuiure.
Drivewai

k- OUTBOUND

Girder

Future Girder
2-30"H

'7"~ir&irder
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Poirt First Floor Framing Plan
H 01 r r i s o n St.

FIG. 1. SIX-.STORY FREIGHT AND OFFICE BUILDING, CHICAGO & ALTON R.R.

behind which will be a three-story section 153 ft. wide.
The basement and first floor will form a double-deck
freight house, with tracks at the lower level and with
the entire first floor ';at the street level) for team
driveways and freight platforms. The greater part of

the second floor will be for warehouse purposes. In

the office portion of the building, the third floor will

have the freight department, filing and storage rooms
for freight records and also a lunch room. On the

fourth floor will be the financial departments. On the
fifth floor will be the offices for the president, general

manager and chief engineer, with drafting room and

Crete and tile casing for all steel work, and ,brick with
terra cotta trimmings for the outer walls, constitute the
other structural features of the building.

In addition to the broad interior driveways, attention

may be called to the provision for future outside drive-

ways on both sides of the building, these to be carried

by girders attached to the structural framing, as indi-

cated by the plan in Fig. 1. For the driveway on the

west side, which will be over tracks running longi-

tudinally under it, there will be pairs of 30-in. H-beams
framed against wall girders in the building and against

an outer line of girders carried by columns on the
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railway company's property line. For the east-side

driveway there will be single 40-in. girders riveted to

the wall columns of the building.

Girders Carry Columns

Unsymmetrical arrangement of columns occurs at sev-

eral points in the basement, this being necessitated

by the track layout and in turn necessitating special

arrangements of girders to support the columns of the

upper floors. Thus a cantilever girder is required at a

point on the east side where two wall columns would
obstruct a diagonal track if placed at their normal
locations. In the basement or track floor, therefore, one
of these columns (No. 141-A, see Figs. 2 and 3) is set

back to give the required clearance for cars and upon it

attention. Owing to the necessarily close spacing of

these tracks it was not practicable to place columns

between them. Trusses 591 ft. long were introduced,

therefore, to span these tracks and to support the

interior columns for the upper floors. But the trusses

could not be placed at the first floor, as the driveways
made it necessary to leave this space unobstructed. For
this reason the trusses are placed with their lower and

upper chords just below the second and third floors

respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. To carry this part

of the first floor over the track space beneath it, trans-

verse plate girders in two sections are used. Each
girder has its outer end riveted to a column which
supports the truss and its inner end riveted to a

hanger depending from the center of the truss. Hori-

^•FLfSx6'^/§

WALL 61RDER

As /Hfei/^lx^"

^Ul^, 6x8x^8
'^yt Web ie!i"xV

I{, „
wiaphragmeol andLacea

4-ls6*8x% \TopandBoifom „ -

I WebB 5?x% \6u66efs ai- Ui 64x "/,&

. .c." r" 7," Chord continuous

Rivei3i"°
I Chord continuous

5 f 619,400 lb. for Truss Stresses
o «. J 28^00 lb. Unitbrm LoadLower Chore/
£ ~

1 36350 lb. ConcentratedLoadLower Cfiord
5S,000lb. " » atEndofTruss

737,1501b.

STRESS DIAORAM O? TRUSS

FIG. 4. TRUSSES AND WALL GIRDERS TO .SUPPORT UPPER COLUMNS

is placed a 462-ft. transverse girder having a canti-

lever projection of 5] ft. to support the wall column
in its proper position at the first floor.

The other wall column (No. 142) is omitted entirely

in the basement. At the first floor level it is seated

on a 40-ft. two-bay wall girder which has one end

attached to column and the other end framed against

the cantilever girder mentioned above. In the north

wall, also, there is an unsymmetrical arrangement to

provide for tracks on curves. Here four columns of the

basement are so spaced as to clear the tracks and these

columns carry girders upon which are seated columns

of different spacing for the upper floors. Some of these

special girders are shown in Fig. 3.

A truss arrangement for supporting the upper floors

in the southwest part of the office building, which
extends over the four outer tracks, calls for special

zontal diagonal bracing is introduced to give lateral

rigidity to this semi-suspended floor.

These trusses are 13} ft. deep, with chords of double

channel section and web members of I-section. Their

dimensions and loading are shown in Fig. 4. Tile fire-

proofing will be applied to all the truss members, being

arranged as shown in Fig. 5. Web plates will be

plastered with cement mortar flush with the flange

angles, so as to make a smooth surface against which
the tiles can be laid. The tile covering will be wrapped
with wire and plastered.

Double-web plate girders 87 in. deep and 59} ft. long

will be placed at the second story level in the end walls

of that part of the building in which the trusses are

used for interior framing. These girders will support

the upper wall columns over the driveway and will carry

hangers to support the portal framing of the first floor,
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Multiple-Unit Plan for Compact
Factory Plant

Six Steel and Concrete Buildings Form Single Unit
—Engineer Handled Design, Machinery

Layout and Construction

BUILDINGS of different types and materials for

different purposes, but all in contact so as to form
practically one structure, instead of being separated by
light courts and yards, constitute a noval arrangement
in a new bolt and nut forging and galvanising factory

at 12th St. and 54th Ave., Chicago. The special pur-

steel. Thu.s a large .supply of materia) waj on hand
before the work commenced, thu.s .savintr considerable
expense (in increa.sed price.s; and avoiding delays in

fmstruction. No general contract wa.s awarded, but
. eparate contracts were let from time to time for the
several trades and .specialties. Under this arrange-
ment, the engineer acted a.s general contractor, since
it was nece.ssary for him to lay out the work, purcha-^e

materials, supervi.se the variou.s contracts and audit all

accounts.

The engineer's work included the de.sign and arrange-
ment of buildings, selection and location of mechanical
equipment, special galvanising furnaces using oil fuel.

FTO. 1. MAIN FRONT OF FACTORY

poses of this arrangement are to reduce the area of site

required, to minimize the travel of material through

the several stages of manufacture and to insure that

all movements are made under cover. As the buildings

are only one and two stories high, ample light and

ventilation of the interior spaces are obtained by exten-

sive window area and large monitor roofs with side

lights. The main front of the plant is shown in Fig. 1.

handling of raw material, routing of material in man-
ufacture, shipping facilities, output, power plant and

distribution, fuel oil system, heating plant, water and

compressed air systems, plumbing and sewerage, con-

veniences for employees, general and detail plans and

specifications, and supervision and inspection of work.

Of the six buildings, Fig. 2, four are one-stor>' steel

structures as follows: material storage, 73i x 188 ft,

73^ Sfee/ Truss.

^

f\ &TORA&E
I

1

Section A-A Section B-B

74 'Truss-

S)ec"t^on C-C

&g 'Truss

Section D-D

SHlFFlNc

FIG.

Sect 1 or. E-E

SIX lU'II.DIXr.S 1''(>K,M INI'I' STlUrriKE

Sec+ion F-F

A novel feature in the construction was that the

engineer supervised the construction by contractors, no

general contract being let.

At the time the plans were being prepared it was
evident that the prices of building materials were on

the increase. The engineer, therefore, secured the con-

sent of the owner to purchase for immediate delivery

the sandf stone, cement, lumber, brick and reinforcing

with 73j-ft. roof trusses; shearing and forge shop, 160

X 171 ft., five bays of steel trusses; threading, nut and

assembly building, 102 x 200 ft., three bays of roof

trusses; galvanizing building, 68 x 200 ft., with 68-ft.

roof trusses. The shipping building. 128 x 200 ft.,

and the combined ofiice building and machine shop. 34 x

J 40 ft., are rein forced-concrete structures with two

stories and basement. Their upper floors are designed
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for a load of 250 lb. per square foot. Typical sections

are shown in Fig. 3. All the buildings are faced with

buflf brick, and white terra cotta. Brick floors are

used in the shops.

Steel and Concrete Buildings

In the steel buildings the principal features aie the

high and wide monitor roofs, the sides of which are

tilled entirely with wire glass in fixed or pivoted sash.

The roof of the monitor is of the butterfly type, thus

giving maximum height of face without obstruction

of light by eaves and gutters as in the case of roofs

of the umbrella type. Further, all drainage is taken

care of by interior pipes instead of by exterior down-

spouts.

Typical truss construction is shown by the details

of roof of the galvanizing building. Fig. 3. The chords

and web members are of T-section, built up of pairs

of angles. The truss spacing is 20 ft. Upon the top

chords are purlins of I-beams and channels, supporting

a cement tile roof which is covered with felt and gravel

roofing. All columns are of H-section.

p>.

54th Ave.

v\i',. :!. siO("rTONs oi<' vactory buildings

a 10-ton traveling crane which either stacks it or de-

livers it to the forge shop. In this latter shop and in

the threading shop the roof trusses are designed to

carry all shafting, piping, air ducts and motors, so as

tc give a clear headroom between the floor and the

bottom chords of the trusses. The galvanizing building

Ou¥---
S'-S^"--!:

1
Section A-A

/p/.sox&xej"

e;3K3xA'-

nn. 4. TYPTOAI. STKRI. ROOl' CONSTRUCTION ( ( iA l.VAXI Zl .\C lUTII.niN(i)

Beam and slab construction, with two-way diagonal

reinforcement in the slabs, is used for the floors and

roofs of the two concrete buildings. In the larger

shipping building the panels are mainly 16 x 17 ft.,

with ll-\n. slabs. A single row of columns in the lower

part of the smaller office building divides the area into

panels 17 x 20 ft., but the upper or machine shop floor

is unobstructed, as it is spanned by steel trusses car-

ried on brick pilasters.

Engineer Plans Equipment

The variety of matters to be considered by the en-

gineer in the design of the plant, apart from the selec-

tion of manufacturing machinery, may be judged from

the foflowing notes of the equipment. Material received

by Car or wagon at the storage building is unloaded by

is served by a 5-ton crane and has a basement for stor-

age. General oflfices, locker and toilet rooms, hospital

and filing space are arranged on the first floor and

basement of the office building, the machine shop being

on the second floor and served by a 5-ton elevator. In

the shipping building is a depressed track so that the

floors of cars are level with the floor of the building.

Two elevators and a spiral chute for descending pack-

ages are provided. The first floor is for assembly and
shipping, with the basement and second floor for stor-

age.

Electric operation is used throughout, current at 2,200

volts being delivered to a substation on the roof of the

shipping building, where it is transformed to 440 volts.

In the basement is the main switchboard, together with

three boilers for the vacuum return heating system.
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Coal is delivered to a track hopper; ashes are removed

by a skip hoist and dumped into cars. Fuel oil is

unloaded from cars by gravity or by pumping and is

stored in four underground steel tanks having a com-

bined capacity of 75,000 gal. ; all control valves are

inside the building. Distribution is by pumping to

overhead pipes, heaters being provided for the pumps
and tanks. Meters are provided on the oil distributioii

and return pipes.

Cooling water is recjuired in considerable quantity

for the forge shop, l)ut as it would be too expensive to

secure this from the city supply or to drill a special

well, it was decided to use a circulation system. The
used water is drained to an underground settling basin

and pumped to cooling tanks on the roof, whence it re-

turns to the circulating pipes, any necessary make-up
water being taken from the city main. This system is

designed for a maximum supply of 600 gal. per minute.

Compressed air for the boiler burners and the forges

is supplied at li-lb. pressure by three motor driven

compressors in the boiler room, the blast ducts being

carried in the bottom chords of the roof trusses. Sul-

phuric acid for the galvanizing process is delivered by

an air pressure from tank cars to two vertical steel

tanks of 15,000 gal. combined capacity, with gravity

supply to the working room.

This factory was designed, built and equipped for

Hubbard & Co., by J. L. McConnell, consulting engineer,

Chicago. Construction was commenced Nov. 1, 1919,

and the entire plant was completed by June 1, 1920.

Mesh Reinforcement in California

Concrete Pavements

ON COUNTY highway work in California the use of

mesh reinforcing in concrete pavements has been

rapidly increasing. To date about 300,000 sq.yd. of

mesh reinforcing for county road work has been sup-

plied in that state by one firm alone and the demand
during the first eight months of this year was for three

times the amount supplied last year. In general it is

true among county engineers of California that where
sufficient funds are available to permit its use there is

ao discussion as to the desirability of reinforcing, the

only question being as to the most suitable kind and

weight, its cost and the best method of placing it. In

next season's road construction program the counties

are planning more extensive use of mesh reinforcing.

This means much in California because in that state

last year fourteen counties voted a total of $20,604,000

for road bonds. Of this work 50 per cent is now under

way and about 90 per cent will be paved.

Where mesh is used the amount varies from 22 lb.

per 100 sq.ft. as a minimum to 41 lb. as a maximum,
the average being about 261 lb. About 26 or 27 lb. per

100 sq.ft. is believed to be sufficient to prevent longi-

tudinal cracks and control the transverse cracks so that

they have no injurious effect. In the method now pre-

ferred the fabric is laid with the longitudinal wires at

right angles to the center line of the road. By giving

the mesh a small lap on each width to insure bond,

reinforcement is secured in both directions.

In general, three methods have been used for handling

and placing the mesh. In the first, the mesh is placed

directly upon the prepared sub-base, the concrete is

poured upon it and the mcnh is then pulled into the
center of the slab with hookM. In the necond method
the mesh is placed upon .section.n of pipe laid on the Bub-
base lengthwise with the road. The pipes nerve to keep
the mesh in the center of the slab during the process of
pouring, after which the pii)es are withdrawn. A third
plan. know, as the two-oi)eration method ha.H not yet
been u.sed extensively but has thus far met with con-
siderable succe.sa.

In the two-operation method the me.sh is shipped ti»

the job in flat sheets cut to the prope'- length. Mi.xinir

operations are then begun and the lower half of the slaL
is poured for a convenient length (.-section one». Where
a spout mixer is used this first [>ouring i.s from the end
of the spout. A gate in the middle of the spout is then
opened and the space next the mixer f section two) is

poured on the sub-base in the same manner. Durinfr
this second operation the fabric is laid on .section one
and, without moving the mixer, the top half of section

one is poured over the mesh from the outer end of the

spout.

The mixer is then advanced a distance equal to

the length of a section and while th" lower half of sec-

tion three is being poured from the gate in the middle

of the spout, sheets of fabric are laid over the lower

half of section two. The gate in the middle of the spout

is then clo.sed and the fabric of section two is covi^red

with its top layer of concrete by pouring from the end

of the spout. This process is repeated during the re-

mainder of the job, two adjoining sections of half thick-

ness, one at the top and one below being poured from

each mixer position.

Advantages claimed for this .scheme of placing are:

the mesh is kept properly in the center of the slab, rein-

forcement does not have to be disturb;^d after it is once

in place and pouring operations are interfered with to

a very limited extent. This method was used by R. M.

Morton, whi'e engineer of the Sacramento County High-

way Commission, to whom we are indebted for the

following cost data.

On Sacramento County work the mesh u.sed weighed

27 lb. per 100 s(|.ft. and cost $1.53 per 100 .sq.ft. de-

livered. Two men per gang were employed to handle

and place the reinforcing. W.ien laying 7.500 .sq.ft. of

pavement per day the cost of hauling and placing the

me.sh was 35 cents per 100 sq.ft. This cost includes a

slight charge against the reinforcement for a slowing

up of mixer operations. The total cost of reinforce-

ment in place on this job was therefore $1.88 per 100

sq.ft., making a cost per mile of Sl,.566 for a 15-ft.

roadway.

Proj»res.s on Shandaken Tunnel

Progress on the construction of the Shandaktn tun-

nel of the Catskili water supply .system for New York

City was continued I'uring 1919 and at tho year's end.

according to the latest annual report of .1. Waldo Smivh.

chief engineer, all but one of the eight shafts had been

completed and the tunnel heads turned. During the

year 2,356 lin.ft. of .shaft were sunk juid 1.098 ft. of

tunnel were driven. In connection with this work a

transmission-line for the pui-pc\se of furnishing elec-

trical energy to the various parts of the project wa.s

c'onstiucted from a point near Kingston to the intake

.shaft at the Schoharie reservoir, a total distance of 50

miles.
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Industrial Wastes in Relation

to Water Supplies
Abstract of a paper presented before the Sanitari/ Kufiineei-in!]

Seetion of the American Public Health Association bji IV. Donald-
son of Fuller ,( MeClintock, Xeie York Citii.

IT IS the history of industrial pollution of water that

the nuisance and damage is brought into existence

before remedial measures have begun to be applied

Although the problems of trade waste are not new to

this country, certain results of the Great War, such as

the building up of large urban populations and the

remarkable quickening of industrial life, have greatly

increased their importance. Already we witness some
of the most important rivers so grossly polluted with

industrial waste as to be hopeless of reclamation for

water supply purposes.

The importance of preserving the purity of the

streams and lakes of the United States is evident from
the fact that probably at least 40 per cent of the entire

population of this country is supplied with water from

surface sources.

The effect of industrial waste on public water sup-

plies is generally manifested in one or more of three

ways: First, disagreeable odors and taste; second,

foreign substances which make the water unsuitable

for use or interfere with the functioning of purification

work and, third, chemical substances in solution which

may cause actual d image to water woi'k structures or

render the water less fit for domestic or industrial use.

It is not surprising to note that often it is the principal

or basic industries of the country which are responsible

for water pollution.

Acid Wastes Damage Structures

Coal mine wastes which merely blacken the stream

waters are, generally speaking, not serious because they

are easily removed by the sedimentation and filtration

processes. Acid w-astes, however, which commonly drain

from coal measures when exposed to the atmosphere

may so strongly impregnate the waters as to make
them unsuitable for either domestic or industrial use.

Along the Monongahela River acid wastes are blamed

for many thousands of dollars worth of damage to

structures of the government dams and to shipping.

Although the cost of treatment is a considerable factor,

water purification plants on this stream are able to

neutralize the acid effect by means of lime or soda ash

treatment in connection with a filtration process before

delivering water to the cit\ main. There is, too, the

claim that in the Pittsburgh district, for example, the

wastes are not wholly detrimental in the streams, for

they serve to sterilize the considerable sewage pollution

and thus have protected from water-borne diseases

many of the communities taking their water supply

the stream without filtration.

The rapid increase in recent years of producer gas
plants and by-product coke works has added materially

to the problems of water supply by reason of the phenol

and its derivatives found in the waste products from
such plants and which persist in the water by reason of

their relative solubility. Phenol waste usually acts

indirectly by reason of the facilities with which phenols

form substitute compounds with chlorine gas and cal-

cium hypochlorite, which ai-e in general use for water
sterilization in this country. Substitution compounds
so formed have odor and taste very much more inten-

sive than the original unchlorinated substances which
themselves might exist in water in high dilution with-

out being noticed. Instances are on record of phenol

attacking the oil preservative used on water pipes in

such way that the result was the intensively aromatic

tri-chloral-phenol.

The taste of treated water taken from Lake Michigan
was traced to phenol waste after it was found that the

intensity of taste did not depend upon the amount of

chlorine used for sterilization but upon the amount of

phenols present in the water. Often the taste is attrib-

uted solely to the sterilizing agent when in fact the

real cause is the action of phenol waste on tliat agent.

Another unfortunate effect due to the presence of

phenol wastes is their effect of reducing or nullifying

the efficiency of the chlorination process used as a safe-

guard against harmful bacteria. In numerous cases

where phenols were present it has been impossible to

get satisfactory bacterial reduction, except by excessive

doses of chlorine and resulting disagreeable taste.

Ordinary processes of water purification have not

been successful with phenol waste, but some recent

experiments indicate the possibility of affecting a con-

i^iderable removal before chlorination and thus reducing

the probability of complaints from taste and the inter-

ference with chlorination as noted in the foregoing.

(Other trade wastes which the paper discusses include

oil-well operations, and wastes from oil refineries, tan-

neries, and wood distillation or paper industries.)

It can hardly be denied that the prosperity of a

nation is fairly measured by its industrial development.

It is obvious, therefore, that the proper solution of the

problems of water pollution by industrial wastes does

not lie in the forbidding of industry, but in a sane

regulation whereby industries may flourish without

detriment to the resources of the country. It is proper

that the burden of preventing stream pollution should

be placed on the industrial plants themselves. There

has been too much carelessness by manufacturers in

allowing obnoxious waste to enter streams, and too

much disregard of the right of others, particularly the

public, in the use of streams. The manufacturer often

can, with little expense, prevent the pollution of streams

and repeatedly it has been found that the unwilling

adoption of a process for waste disposal has resulted in

a clear profit to the manufacturer in the recovery of

by-products.

On the other hand, it is apparent that the necessities

of public water supplies have some times borne down

rather heavily upon the industries, when remedies were

at hand for offsetting the effects complained of. It

muot be admitted that water purification plants are very

much sterotyped in design and fitted only for handling

the older problems of removing sewage effects. In these

matters it would seem that the "rule of reason" might

often be put into effect, although it must be admitted

that the structure of American law is not inclined much

to the principle of "balance of conveniences."

Florida's Average Elevation

The highest point in Florida whose altitude has been

determined is Iron Mountain, in Polk County, which

stands 325 ft. above sea level, according to the United

States Geological Survey, Department of the Interior

The average elevation of the state as computed by the

Geological Survey is about 100 ft.

1
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British Labor's Political Activity

—

An Editorial View

THE following paragraphs from an editorial in

The Engineer, London, Sept. 10, have an interest

for American readers because of tendencies in this

country

:

There are few indeed of our readers who will not aj^ree

with us that the most sinister aspect of recent labor move-
ments is their political bearing. It is a growth of only a

few years, and its origin may be traced to the first occasion

on which the Government of the day intervened in a labor

dispute. The whole status of the trades unions was changed
by that untoward event. The foundations of their political

power were greatly strengthened. Strikes, which before

that time were business affairs between employers and
and employed, became national affairs, for it was always in

the power of labor to embroil Cabinets by extending the

bounds of the dispute. It was only necessary for a strike

or dispute to assume sufficiently large proportions to force

the Government to intervene, and as intervention always
meant compromise the unions were invariably the gainers.

Hence we may say that the formidable proportions of the

strikes of today are attributable directly to the interference

or intervention of Governments in trade disputes. Many
leaders of thought foresaw the danger. They perceived that

the labor vote would gain a new and dangerous influence;

that Cabinets, subject to a score of diverse forces, would be

weaker than unions with a single object in view; and that

small local affairs would be raised to the first magnitude
by the solicitousness of Parliament. This is a non-political

paper and we write with no political bias, but merely state

a familiar fact when we say that one politician—the pi*esent

Prime Minister—is more greatly responsible for the present

condition than any other man in the kingdom. With a

genuine desire to serve a class of the community which he
believed stood in need of help he was led step by step from
action to action, which gave ever increasing power to that

section and has at length raised it to a position when it

dares to defy the Cabinet, the country, and the constitution.

It may be doubted if there is any escape from the position

to which the industrial affairs of the country have been

brought. It may be doubted if ever again the country will

be free from the menace of national strike. It may be

doubted if ever again labor will be unable to daunt Gov-
ernments. But if it be impossible to take' from labor the

lever which a mistaken policy has placed in its hands, it is

still, fortunately, within the power of the country to see

that it is not allowed to wield that lever with the indis-

criminating mischief of a giant. We have not the least

desire to see the trades unions crushed, for we recognize

fully the good that they have done and the good they can

do. But we do desire to see their powers restrained within

appropriate bounds, and we wish above all to see their

political influence destroyed. There is no pai'allel to them
in the country, no body of men that can hold the kingdom
to ransom for its ovni ends. They enjoy a power which was
never anticipated, for they are able to upset the basal prin-

ciples of democracy and to make the minority more powerful

than the majority. It is against that we have to fight.

Chicago Buys Coal on B.T.U. Basis

Coal for the city of Chicago has been purchased for

some time by competition bid on the B.t.u. basis ad-

justed within definite limits for the percentage of ash.

The contractor in his bid offers so many B.t.u. for Ic.

In the ash adjustment for coal, which by analysis con-

tains less than a specified percentage of ash, a premium
of 2c. per ton for each whole per cent is paid. An
increase in the ash content of 2 per cent over the per-

centage of ash specified is tolerated, but for that which

contains more than 2 per cent the penalty is 2, 4, 7, 12,

18 and 25c. per ton for each succeeding per cent of

excess and 35c. for each ton that contains 8 per cent

in excess of the percentage specified.

Dij^^inj? Niai^ara's New Power Canal

THE airplane vievv herewith «howi* th- -• ' - of

con.struction of the earth cut of the .n-

Chippawa power canal in June of this year, ifii- canal,

as described in Engineerimj Seu>i-Iiecord, Dec. 11-18.

1919, p. 1,0' 0, is to carry 10.000 .•ec.ft. around Niagara
Falls for the development of .300,00() hp, at a power-
house below the rapidH on the Niai^ara River. It b
being built by the Hydro-electric Power Commijuiion of

Ontario on force account.

The section shown is in the earth cut at akxmi .Sta. 240

and is looking upstream toward the Welland River con-

AIK1'I..V.\E VIEW OF yrEKNSTON-OHIPP.VW.V 1H>WKK
O.VN.VL, UNDEK i'<)N.^TRr«"TH>N'

nection out of the view toward the left. In the fore-

ground the full earth .-section, about GO ft. deep and

160 ft. wide at the top and 70 ft. wide u\. the bottom.

has been completed and preparations are under way

for the rock drills which are approaching from below

but have not yet entered the field of view of the camera,

A rock cut 4S ft. wide and approximately 60 ft. deep is

yet to be made here Beyond the bridge over the canal

is working one of ^he 8-yd. ele*:tric steam shovels

—

which with their 63-ft. dipper lift are the largest in

the world. This is removing the main earth section,

which has been stripped by smaller shovels, and is

emptying into the spoil tram which can be seeii run-

ning on the parallel tracks.

Rivets on Structural Steel Jobs Heated Dv Gas

Gas instead of crude oil or coke is being useil for

heating rivets on some structural steel jobs on the

Pacific Coast. The custom has come into vogue follow-

ing the use of gas for this purpose in shipyards.
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Design of the New Canadian Niagara Power Project

Fundamentals Which Controlled the Design and Description of the Installation of the Queenston-

Chippawa Hydraulic Development of the Ontario Power Commission

FOR about three years the Hydro-Electric Power

Commission of Ontario has had under construction

around Niagara Falls a water-power development which

will utilize nearly the full drop between the two lakes

and require for maximum capacity practically all of the

flow now permitted Canada under the international

agreement. The present scheme contemplates the devel-

opment of 500,000 hp. at 305 ft. head, using ten 50,000

hp. turbines, five of which have already been ordered.

The scheme, known as the Queenston-Chippawa Devel-

opment, is by far the biggest power project under way
today, but although there have been numerous descrip-

tions of its general features, notably in this journal,

there have never been published any of the fundamen-
tals which governed the design nor have the details of the

remarkable power house installation been published. At
the recent professional meeting of the Engineering In-

stitute of Canada, members of the staff of the power
Commission delivered papers which covered hitherto

unrevealed details of the work. From these papers the

following matter has been gathered. The authors of

the papers are H. G. Acres, hydraulic engineer; T. H.

Hogg, assistant hydraulic engineer, and M. V. Sauer,

hydraulic engineer of design.

The Queenston-Chippawa project takes water from
the Niagara "River about li miles above the Falls and

delivers it through a canalized river and dug canal, a

total distance of 13J miles, to a power house under the

bluff on the lower river 5 miles below the Falls. The
upper 4i miles of the channel is in the Welland River,

whose flow is reversed for that distance, and the canal

section, partly through rock and partly in earth cut, is

8^ miles long. The design and particularly the eco-

nomics of the canal were described as follows by Mr.
Hogg:
The canal is divided into four sections. The first of these

is the Welland River section 21,000 ft. in length, with a
bottom slope 0.000119 and side slopes of 2 to 1. The
earth section which follows the river section is 6,250 ft.

long with a bottom slope of 0.0001208 and is to be riprap
with finished side slopes of 1.5 to 1. For each of these
sections a roughness factor of 0.0035 in Kutter's formula
was used. The earth section of the canal was originally
designed as a concrete lined section of much smaller cross-
sectional area but a study of the economic, constructional and
operating conditions indicated the advantages o2 the larger
section with the riprap lining would be sufficient to com-
pensate for the cost of the extra excavation. This portion
of the canal has a capacity of over 15,000 sec.ft. with uni-
form flow at the assumed roughness factor of 0.035, and
extreme low water in the Niagara River at Chippawa.
At the end of the earth section is located a transition 300

ft. long in which the trapezoidal cross-section is changed
to the rectangular rock section of 48 ft. finished width with
concrete sides and bottom. Beyond this are the control
works.

The rock section proper is 36,252 ft. long and is divided
into two parts by the Whirlpool section, which has a length,
including transition, of 2,450 ft. The rock portion of the

" canal has the water section with concrete-lined sides and
bottom with a finished width of 48 ft. The bottom slope
is 0.0002113 and the roughness factor used in Kutter's
formula 0.014. This value is conservative in view of the
proposed method of placing the concrete lining. With the
steel forms that are tO be used and the special provisions

being made for alignment of the forms, a smooth plane
surface will be obtained on the concrete facing.
For 13,500 ft. the concrete lining will be carried up 32 ft.

above the finished grade of the canal, for the next 11,500
ft. the lining will be 31 ft. high and for the remainder 30
ft. high, except in the Whirlpool section where it is carried

up slightly higher. For the greater part of the time the

water surface will be above the top of this concrete lining

but the friction loss will be reduced by the lower velocities

that will then exist in spite of the greater roughness of

the unlined rock. Numerous hydraulic studies have been
made to determine the surface slopes in the canal for vari-

ous discharges and for various water levels in the Niagara
River. In cases where the water surface was' above the

top of the concrete lining a composite roughness factor

was used in which the proportions of the wetted perimeter
on the lining and on the rock surface were taken into ac-

count. Roughness factors as high as 0.019 resulted in some
of these instances.

Determination of Depth and Slope

The depth and slope of the rock section were fixed by an
economy study and the decision to use a concrete lining

throughout its length was also reached in the same way.
The method of arriving at the economic section of the canal
will be explained later.

The rock surface falls far below the grade of the canal

in the Whirlpool section. Here it is necessary to carry the

canal partly on fill and to use a trapezoidal cross-section on
account of the foundation upon which the canal is carried.

A concrete lining is essential on account of the high veloci-

ties. The bottom vddth is 10 ft. and the side slopes II to 1.

The slope of the bottom is the same as that of the rock

section, viz., 0.0002113.

The Whirlpool section of the canal was designed to have
the same cross-sectional area at the lowest possible operat-

ing water level as that of the rectangular rock section. This
minimum water level would be somewhat above the eleva-

tion of the curtain wall at the screen house. The area of

the cross-section below this elevation is the same for both,

and for greater elevations the Whirlpool section has the

greater area so that there is no danger of the canal capacity

being "choked off" at this point.

In locating the Welland River section the river course

was closely followed so as to take advantage of the area

of the natural channel. This necessitated leaving in all

the bends that occurred in the unimproved stream. As the

deflection of these curves is not great they will not pro-

duce any appreciable loss.

The first important change in direction occurs at the

beginning of the earth section at Montrose and is fol-

lowed by a second bend at the Michigan Central R.R. cross-

ing ai Montrose. In addition to these there are only five

changes of direction in the rock section of the canal, the

deflections of which are 51 deg. 27 deg., 31 deg., 33 deg. and
46 deg. The radius of curvature in every case is 300 ft. and
this radius is used for the inside and outside of the bend
as well as for the center line. That is, the curves of the

two sides and the center line of the canal are not concen-

tric, resulting in a greater width of canal at the middle of

the bend than at either end, the expectation being that the

energy losses will be less than in a bend with concentric

curves. It is probable that a shorter radius than 300 ft.

would give even better results, but this minimum was fixed

by the size of the electric shovels that are being used for

the excavation of canal.

The question of surges of the water surface in the canal,

due to changes of load on the plant, is of great importance.

This problem has received an amount of study proportionate

to its importance, but on account of the limited space of

this paper, it will be sufficient to say that the sides of
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depth and slope for the 48-ft. wide rock section. The pro-

cedure in the latter case is the one that will be described.

It is, of course, possible to design any number of canals

48 ft. wide, but with depth and slope varying so that all

will give the same discharge at low watei*. For a low
velocity the wetted cross-section must be deep but its

slope may be moderate. For a high velocity the depth of

the wetted cross-section will be small but the slope may
be so great that the depth of the cut at the downstream
end may be greater and the total cost of excavating greater
than for the low velocity design.

The procedure in determining the economic depth was
as follows:

First, the design of a number of cross-sections for veloci-

563
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FIG. S. CANAL CONTROL GATE FOR QUEENSTQN-
OHIPPAWA POWER CANAL

minimum head-water level, the open canal will deliver the

required quantity of water to the forebay with a materially

less loss of head than the pressure tunnel, for any head-

water level above the assumed absolute minimum; second,

that starting from the common basis of a fixed minimum
forebay level, the canal will deliver a constantly increas-

ing quantity of power in proportion as the level of head-

water rises above the assumed extreme minimum level,

which the pressure tunnel cannot do to any appi*eciable

extent by reason of its inherent hydraulic characteristics;

and finally, that the open canal is the only agency, under

the above conditions, which can make automatically avail-

able the large quantities of excess power resulting from
any temporary or permanent increase in the level of the

Chippawa-Grass Island Pool, above the extreme minimum
level which has been used as a basis of comparison.

Another distinct advantage of the open canal is the fact

that it can effectively and inexpensively take advantage of

any water which might now or in the future be available

from the Welland Canal system. This open waterway
would furthermore furnish the only means, in connection

with the upper reaches of the Welland River, of reclaiming

the unused 9-ft. of head in the Niagara River above Chip-

pawa. This would involve a very heavy expenditure, but

the value of power will not always be judged by present

standards and the time may well come when this extra

power may be considered worth reclaiming at a capital

cost per horsepower ten times greater than is considered

justifiable at the present time. These are more or less

remote contingencies, but the fact remains that the choice

of the open type of waterway, and the layout of the rest of

the scheme will enable effective advantage to be taken of

these conditions whenever the public need may become suf-

ficiently acute. When this happens the extreme limit of

conservation will have been realized in the matter of utiliz-

ing the gross difference in level between Lake Erie and
Lake Ontario, and the anticipatory provision made in the

present design will have justified itself.

Hydraulic Installation

The hydraulic installation of the new project is of

extraordinary interest, not only on account of its record

size but also because of specific details. The important

features which diverge from practice are the huge

single-leaf control gates near the beginning of the canal,

the 50,000 hp. turbines which are the largest ever built,

the record size Lamer-Johnson valves, the location of the

power-house floor at the top level of the generators so as

to provide space beneath for ventilation and the special

details of ice-skimmers and -track racks. These points

were described as follows by Mr. Sauer:

A single motor-operated vertical lift roller gate for the
purpose of controlling or entirely shutting off the flow will

be installed at the upper end of the canal near Montrose
where the earth section of the canal merges into the rock

section. The combination of span and head make this gate
the largest ever built and particular attention is being paid

to the roller design in order to secure bearing loads well

within safe, structural and operating limits. The clear

width is 48 ft. and the height of the gate is 42 i ft.

It is of course essential that the canal shall deliver suf-

ficient water to the power plant under the most adverse
conditions of water level in the Niagara River. The canal

is therefore designed to deliver a quantity of water equal
to its rated capacity when the river is at its lowest stage.

The general arrangement of the control gate is shown in

Fig. 8. It will be noted that the lift is extended to a point

14 ft. above the water level and this has been done in order
to permit a patrol tug to pass freely up and down the canal
when the 2:ate is in normal position, i.e., wide open.

The gate will be counterweighted and operated by a motor
connected through a worm drive to the two main hoisting

gears, and the motor will be provided with distant as well

as local control so that the gate can be operated from the

power house if required.

The gate itself will be made up with horizontal trusses

spanning the opening and vertical beams to which the skin

plate will be riveted. It is not important that the gate be
absolutely watertight when closed although "stanching" bars
will be provided to insert between the skin plate and the

end guides which will make it practically tight.

A comparative analysis of costs and operating conditions

was made on the single gate as against two gates with an

Ground Wire-,

MO.WLr-
El. 550

FOREBAY

i^-

h'lCr. !>. CROSS-SECTION THROUGH 500,000 HP. POWER
HOUSE AT QUEENSTON ON NIAGARA FALLS

intermediate pier, and it was found that the cost of a

single gate and superstructure did not exceed the cost of

the twin gates, on account of the additional construction re-

quired by the intermediate pier and the necessary widening
of the canal to keep down the velocity to normal. When
the added advantage of having a clear unobstructed water-

way was. taken into account as well as the simplified opera-

tion of a single gate in place of two, the decision was
entirely favorable to "the single large gate.

It is expected that the intake as designed will take in

water from the Niagara River, absolutely free from floating

ice, but to take care of any ice that may form on the sur-

face of the canal or the Chippawa River channel a small

ice chute is being provided at the lower end of the forebay.

It consists simply of an opening through the screen house
provided with a drop gate which can be lowered below the

water surface for a depth of 12 ft. The discharge over

the gate is carried through the screen house and down the

cliff under the power house to the lower river in a rein-

forced concrete pipe IC ^t. in diameter.
^

An elaborate design of ice skimmer has been made up
which if found necessary can be installed later on. This

consists, in general, of a reinforced-concrete horizontal

pivoted leaf which can be raised or lowered in accordance

with the water stage so that floating ice will be skimmed
off the surface to a discharge channel, at the same time

allowing the clear water to pass underneath. Provision

is now being made in the outer wall of the curve in the
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canal immediately above the forebay so that this skimmer
can be installed in the future if it is found that sufficient

capacity is not provided in the smaller ice chute through
the screen house.
The only features of the screens worthy of comment are

the wide bar spacing of 4* in. in the clear and the layout

of the bars and frames whicli are so designed that the whole
frame with the bars attached is removable thus leaving a

completely unobstructed passage when they are removed.
There are three bays of screens for each penstock and two
frames in each bay. The tops of the screens are eight feet

below the normal surface of the water and the maximum
velocity of water through the screens is 2.25 ft. per sec.

With these provisions it is not anticipated that another
anchor ice will cause much trouble.

Penstocks

In view of the fact that a Johnson valve is to be in-

stalled at the lower end of each penstock adjacent to the

turbine it has been decided to omit permanent gates in

the screenhouse at the penstock entrance. To take care

of any failure in the valves, removable structural gates

made up in sections will be provided which can be lowered
into any penstock entrance by means of an electric travel-

ing crane in the screenhouse.

The quantity of water used by each turbine at full load

and under normal head is approximately 1,800 sec.ft. and
in the design of the penstocks, the diameter was fixed by
plotting up various curves showing the value of lost power
due to varying velocities and their consequent friction losses

as against the carrying charges on the cori'esponding pen-

stocks. By this means a diameter of approximately 15 ft.

was found to give the best value, but so great a diameter

at the lower end required a plate thickness of over IJ

in. and this was considered beyond the limit for safe field

riveting. On this account the diameter of the upper two-

thirds of the pipes was made 16 ft. and the bottom third

14 ft. which made the construction work feasible and at

the same time gave the desired economical results. The
total loss through the screens, penstocks and valves is 1.25

ft. using a value of C-110 in the Hazen & Williams foi'mula.

The loss is considerably reduced by the use of butt girth

joints with an outside cover plate as against the customary
practice of using inside and outside courses.

Five turbines are at present under contract, which ib one-
half the ultimate inHtallation. They are each of 50,000
hp. rated capacity of the vertical, spiral case, sinjfle runner
Francis type and will operate at a .speed of 187i r.p.m.
This gives a specific speed of 36. The maximum jniaranteed
efficiency is 90 per cent, although in view of recent prac-
tice it is expected that this efficiency will be exce«f<]ed. On
model runners of homologous design tested at Holyoke 91
per cent wa. obtained. The inlet diameter of the scroll
case is 10 ft. and the diameter of the runner is 10 ft. 5 in.
at the inlet. Fig. 10 shows the turbine setting and it will
be noted that an open space has been left in the power-
house foundations below the runner so that by removing
a section of the draft tube the runner can be taken out from
below, thus obviating the necessity of dismantling the gen-
erator when a renewal of the runner is necessitated. The
runner is designed for a capacity of 61,000 hp. and is "gated
back" to a maximum capacity of 55,000 hp. The reason
for this is that the turbines, which will normally operate
at or near full rated load, will also therefore operate at
their maximum efficiency. Special taps have been pro-
vided in the crown plate and from the annular spaces around
the discharge side of the runner to which gages can be
attached and a record kept of the varying pressures at these
several points. This will furnish an indication of the wear-
ing away of the runner seal and show when renewals of
seal rings are necessary'. Connections from these chambers
to the scroll case and draft tube will allow readjustment of
the downward thrust when required.

The runners and spiral casings are cast steel and a test

pressure of 260 lb. per square inch is required in the latter.

The centrifugal head, relay valves, and hand control for
each governor will be located on the generator floor while
the main automatic valve control will be located directly
under the governor stand at the level of the turbine regu-
lating cylinders. The advantages of this arrangement are
the short piping between the main valve and the regulat-
ing cylinders and the separation of the two main parts of
the governors, giving freer access for repairs and mainte-
nance. The pressure fluid will be water, probably treated
with bichromate of potassium, which will prevent rusting
of the wearing parts and at the same time give a lubricat-

ing value to the water. A central pumping system will be
used, with duplicate motor-driven multistage centrifugal

pumps, either one of which will have sufficient capacity for

all the governors. The pressure fluid will be piped to all

the governors through accumulator tanks, one located near
each governor so as to eliminate any inertia effects through
the piping system. The pump motors are automatically con-

trolled by relay switches which are controlled by pressure

variation in the system. As a further safeguard for preserv-

ing continuous operation in the e.ent of failure of the pumps
or motors penstock pressure can be turned into the governor

system. When the plant is finally extended to its full capac-

ity a complete duplicate pumping system, similar to the one

above described will be installed and interconnected with the

present system.

Co^•TROL Pedestals

A control pedestal will be set up adjacent to each genera-

tor, and on this will be mounted the various indicating in-

struments, and control room, together with the local control

and indication, will be located in such a way that the floor

operator can handle the machine while in touch with the

chief operator.

A telegraph communication, similar to a ship telegraph

and a loud talking telephone, both communicating with the

control I'oom will form the principal means of communica-
tion. In addition to this a signal lamp mounted at the top

of the column over the control pedestal will enable the chief

operator to call the floor operator to the unit as required.

The air brake and Johnson valve control will also be mounted

on this pedestal. The location of this pedestal adjacent to

the governor places the control of all the pertinent features

of the unit within easy reach of the operator, while at the

same time he will be in communication with tho control

room. The various indicating instruments will at the same

time be under his observation.
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The Administration and Supervision of Industrial

Housing Construction Projects

Condctnnt'ioti of a Chapter from a Book on " Iiidustrhil lloiis'tng" by Morris Knoiulcs,

dnnsnlfiiif/ Eiui'inccr, PlttshuniU, Pa., Just Published by the McCraw-Hill Book Co., New York

IN the development of an industrial housing project the ef-

fective organization and wise direction of a competent and

experienced personnel is a prime requisite to success, if the

result is to he judprod on the hasis of economy, attractive-

ness, saleability and Rood livinjr conditions. To a large

extent satifactory results will depend, first, upon the selec-

tion of fully competent and experienced services, and

second, upon the laying down of carefully considered and

co-ordinated organization, planning and construction

policies. The expert services of the engineer, the town

planner, the architect, the realtor and the construction man

are all required. And the several problems falling within

the province of each are to be solved, so that the solutions

may be not only technically correct, but also economically

sound, and so that the way each thing is done may bear the

proper relation to the scheme as a whole.

Group Managemcut—The building of a housing project

can neither be considered as wholly an architectural nor an

engineering problem, but rather as a merging of opinions

and talents of each profession into a consistent conception.

As there are a multitude of elements which enter into the

final plan, the factors of control and co-ordination become

most important, and it is therefore necessary to work out

a practical form of organization and to formulate the

policies of procedure in accordance with which the work

shall proceed.

Executive Control—A close contact between the owner

and the organization provided to manage and supervise the

development is essential. This can best be accomplished by

the designation of an official by the owner upon whom the

necessary authority is conferred, to fix policies, to make
decisions, to execute contracts, to expend funds and to exer-

cise similar important functions. The direction of the work

and the immediate control of the housing organization

should be centralized in an executive who possesses the

necessary qualifications of leadership and who has had

the necessary experience in directing the planning and

construction of large projects. Special training in directing

the design and in technical details will be most helpful,

providing the man also has business experience and execu-

tive ability.

Method of Procedure—The xiontroUing features, require-

ments and policies should be laid down at the outset and a

program of procedure in preliminary form should then be

adopted. The earlier the method of procedure is decided

upon, the less likelihood there will be of incurring delays

and costly mistakes. The object of working out a well con-

sidered plan of procedure is to assume the orderly and

economic prosecution of the work at various stages, and

to avoid loss of effort, duplication and conflict in authority.

Such a plan may be considered as analogous to a routing

plan in a manufacturing process; beginning with the

making of the designs and working drawings, then passing

from department to department and from shop to shop, all

in accordance with a carefully prearranged scheme, the

finished article finally emerging a completed product, con-

forming in all respects to the requirements.

Elements of Program—The ordinary procedure, after

first having ascertained the general need of housing, is

about as follows:

A. Determination of housing requirements, as to the number,
general type and allowable cost of houses ; the method of disposi-

tion, as to whether the house will be rented or sold, or held by a
co-partnership company, or by a combination of methods ; deter-

mination of the approximate amount that can be expended upon
the development of the site and in providing street improvements
and utilities.

B. Investigation of available sites, suitable for the number and
type of houses determined upon as result of the previous study ;

this involves consideration of the relative advantages and costs

of development of alternative sites ; requiring comparisons be-

tween cost of land, of preparation of the sites, and of building
and complete development.

C. Acquisition of site, includinK cxaniinatinn of title, pi-operty
.survey, pi-eparation of map, and innchase.

D. Topi.Kraphical surveys and detail map
: preliminary study

of the town plan and of lot .subdivision ; studies of typ(\s of houses,
including development of preliniinai-y sketches, flooi- plans and
elevations and schedules of estimated cost, based upon local dtLta ;

tievelopnient of preliminary plans foi- lot grading, sti'<>(>t improve-
ments and utilities, to a sulTicienl extent to determine the genei-al
character and approximate cost

;
pi-eparalion of pi-eliminary bud-

get, based upon the information and data developed in the fort^-

going studies.
E. Review, criticism and revision of tlie preliminary plans and

estimates, leading up to the adoption and approval of definite
general plans : estimates of tlu^ co.-^t of tlie several parts of the
woik and the preparation of a definite ixidgt^t of cost.

V. Prepai-ation of detailed construction and working drawings,
together with consti-u<'tion specifications: filing and recording
plans with proper authorities ; arrangements with public utijity
companies.
C .\ward of contracts : including invitation to biddeis, receiv-

ing and cotnparison of bids, award, and execution of contracts.
H. Construction program, record of progress, accounting and

supervision and inspection of work.
I. Preparation of record plans and drawings. '

Necessity for Budget—The preparation of a budget is

necessary both as a guide and criterion to follow, in work-
ing out the plans and designs for the development, and
also as a means of financial control of construction.

Analysis of the budget from time to time will indicate

the advisability of increasing the allotments for some and
decreasing those for other portions of the work. The nec-

essary degree of flexibility must be provided in the budget,

to take care of variations in the labor and materials market
and in business conditions. This is provided for by allowing

a contingent reserve of from 10 to 15 per cent.

Suggefited Budget—The following is a suggested form
of budget for general use in the development of an isolated

housing project. Certain items, such as the installation of

water, gas or electric service, if supplied by and at the cost

of a public utility company, would not be included, except
to the extent that the builders or owners might pay in

annual service charges:

1. Cost of Land—Including legal services, recording, property
survey and purchase cost.

2. General Site Tmprovf ments—Clearing, grading, etc.

3. Houses—Listed by number and type.
4. Building Other Than Houses—Including stores, communit>'

and public buildings, schools, churches, etc.

5. Lot Improvements—Grading, seeding, sodding and planting ;

fences, housewalks.
6. Street Improvements—Grading ; curbs and gutters : pa.ve-

ments : sidewalks ; seedings, sodding and planting in planting
strips and other open spaces on streets ; catch basins and inlets,

including connections.
7. Parks and Playgrounds— Boulevards and parkways, includ-

ing grading, construction and adornment.
8. Water Supply and Distrihution—Supply, including pumping

stations, reservoirs, supply mains, filter plants, etc.; distribution

system. 8a. House Services—House to curb and curb to main,
may be separated in jurisdiction and chargeability.

9 Sewerage and Seivage Disposal—Collection system ;
outfalls :

sewage disposal plant. 9«. House Connections— (Excluding any
portion included in house contract.) ^ „ ,.

10 Storm Water Drainage System—Collection system, mam
drains, etc. 10a. House Connections— (Excluding any portion

included in house contract.)

11. Central Heating P7on*—Supply, distribution and house con-

^^12^^R€fuse Disposal—Incinevntovs or other disposal equipment.

13. Gas Sup27ly and Disti-ihution—SMpp^y, distribution system

and house connections.
r, i /i;„*„;k„*!.^., oi-c

14. Electric Supply and Distribution—Supp\y, distribution ?>s-

tem and house connections.
, , ™ „*„

15. Street LiQhting—Supp\y, circuits, poles, lamps, etc.

16. General Over/f.cad—Including professional services, engi-

neering, architectural and town planning: administrative, nnancial

management and general expenses during organization and con-

struction : contractors' profit, and all charges wh ch cannot be

charged to any of the foregoing items, and for which a separate

charge is not set up.

Where the work is done directly by the owner, or under

some of the forms of cost plus contracts, it may be desirable

to set up separate charges for such items as railroad siding

and yards, temporary storage yards, and other general

items of construction; otherwise, where not so charged,
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these costs are distributed among the various items of the
budget.

Construction Policies—An early decision should be
reached as to the policy to be followed in carrying on con-
struction, in order that the plans and specifications may be
drawn in conformity therewith. In making this decision,

a choice must first be made between having the owner do
the work directly, or by force account, utilizing his own
construction organization, purchasing materials, hiring
labor and buying or renting plant; and having the work
done by an independent organization under some form of
construction contract.

Force Account—Construction by for^e account may be
carried on where the owner maintains a permanent con-
struction department with competent personnel, or where an
engineering organization, which has demonstrated its capa-
city for handling work in this manner, is employed. In
such cases the owner assumes all of the risks and per-
forms all of the functions which would be divided between
himself and a contractor on a contract job. His organiza-
tion will therefore have to be practically as lai'ge as the
combined organizations of owner and contractor, and under
ordinary circumstances no advantage can be obtained by
handling the work in this manner, sufficient to offset the
superior organization, experience and plant of a reliable

and experienced contractor.

On force account work, no contract need be drawn and
general specifications need not be so formal, but if satis-

factory work is to be assumed the plans and technical
specifications should be fully as complete as on contract
work, in order to guide and instruct those in immediate
charge of the various portions of the job. In other respects,
the discussion of construction problems below will apply to
force account work, with due allowance for the identity of
owner and contractor.

Contract—If the work is to be done by contract, various
forms of contract are to be considered, each having particu-
lar advantages. The essential differences between them are
in the method of payment and in the degree of risk and
financial responsibility assumed by the contractor.

Assuming that the contractor is fully competent, and
experienced and that he has adequate plant, capital and
organization, and is in every respect dependable and reli-

able, there is, under present-day conditions, a general feel-

ing that the cost-plus form of contract, or some of its

modifications, will give better results and be more equitable

to both parties than the lump sum or unit price contract.

In this form of contract, the owner pays the actual cost

of the work, plus a reasonable profit to the contractor for
his services.

The cost-plus form of contract is more difficult to admin-
ister and supervise than others, and the success of the un-
dertaking will, to a certain extent, be dependent upon the

degree of confidence existing between the parties. While
the contract, in general, provides that any losses or costs,

due to the negligence, incompetence or carelessness of the

contractor, shall be charged to and be borne by him, it is

difficult to clearly establish responsibility when controversies
arise, and it is therefore extremely important that discre-

tion and judgment be exercised in selecting the contractor.

Supervision of Construction—The extent of the organiza-

tion to supervise construction will depend upon the extent

of the work and the form of contract under which it is to

be executed. In any event, the force must be organized to

give general supervision, to inspect the materials and v/orP -

manship, to give the necessary lines and grades for the

construction, to keep records of progress and for certifica-

tion of payments. Where the work is done on a cost-plus

basis, there must further be provision for financial control,

for time-keeping and checking of labor, materials and bills,

and, if the materials are to be purchased by the owner, a
purchasing department must be included.

It will be necessary that the owner have sufficient control

over the work to insure that the contract is carried out in

accordance with its terms and that his interests are fully

protected. To this end it is necessary and advisable to

supervise the construction with the same degree of care as

that followed in the preparation of the plans and de.si;fn.s. A
construction superintendent or manager should be placed
in immediate charge of the work, and should report directly
to the executive officer in general charge.

Construction Program—A p»-ogram of the order in which
construction is to be carried out should be dtvi.scd at the
inception of the work. This will provide for the work and
sequence of the various operations, enable materials to be
ordered and distributed without delay and confu.sion, and
prevent the interference of one part of the work with other
parts.

If construction economy and demand for early completion
of the houses were left out of consideration, the most desir-
able plan would be to first execute the general grading of
the site and complete the street improvments and utilities
and thereafter build the houses, but it is ordinarily not fea.s-
ible to follow this plan, as it will generaly require two
working seasons. It will therefore usually be necessary to
make reasonable provision for temporary con.struction roads
md to proceed with the construction of houses, tfte • the
rough grading has been done, in one part of the tract, while
street improvements and utilities are carried along in
another part. By suitably dividing the work up into sev-
eral sections, a continuous use of various sized gangs of
labor and skilled workmen may be worked out, which will
not only produce more satisfactory labor conditions, but will
expedite and reduce the cost of the work.

Yards and Delivery of Materials—The expense of han-
dling materials, in unloading, hauling, storing and deliver-
ing is a very appreciable item in the cost of construction.
When the size of the work warrants, it will be advisable
to extend a siding to and into the tract, provided the cost
is not excessive compared with that of unloading and truck-
ing from an existing siding. This siding should be extended
in such manner as to enable a storage and unloading yard
to be developed in a location which will be convenient for
the delivery of material by trucks to the various parts of
the tract.

Sanitation—Unless the project is a small one, and par-
ticularly when the site is remote from built up districts,

the construction of contractors' camps will be required.

The sanitation of the contractor's camp surroundings and
food supply cannot be neglected without running a grave
risk of having infectious diseases break out and spread.

This will not only delay the work but may create a prejudice
which will react against the success of the project.

Temporary Fire Protection—Fire protection becomes a
very important feature in the construction of a large num-
ber of houses in isolated districts beyond the service of

established fire departments. It will frequently be neces-

sary in such cases to provide temporary means of fire pro-

tection until the installation ci" the water-supply distribution

system has been completed and permanent fire fighting

equipment has been provided and its personnel organized.

Such temporary fire protection measures will include the

designation of one of the construction men as fire chief, with

a sufficient force of men readily available from the con-

struction forces. Fire signals for giving the alsrm must
be provided and occasional drills held in order to familiarize

the men with the facilities and equipment i.nd methods to be

followed. The equipment should consist of an ample num-
ber of barrels of water, with buckets suitably marked at

each building, and a supply of chemical fire extinguishers

located at specified points. An important provision in the

fire refulations should pertain to the location and isolation

of buildings containing inflammable or combustible

materials.

Temporary Water Supply—The permanent water-supply

distribution system should be planned and constructed, so

as to minimize as much as possible the extent and cost of

temporary water supplies for consti-uction and fire protec-

tion purposes. Pending the installation of the permanent

lines, it will be necessary to lay temporary water lines,

which will usually consist of 2-in. screw joint pipe,

laid directly on the surface of the ground with suitable cov-

ering at road crossings. Proper consideration must be given

to the source of supply, and provision made for the constant
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supervision and protection of its sanitary quality, if neces-

sary, by the use of disinfection or filtration.

Construction Roads—The extent to which construction

roads must be built will depend upon the size of the project

and the character of the soil. Where possible, temporary

construction roads should not be built until the streets

have been rouRh-graded, and consideration should be given

to whether economies may not be realized by utilizing the

graded permanent streets and alleys for the location of

construction roads.

The extensive use of modern heavy trucks has made the

requirements of temporary construction roads more severe

than was the case a few years ago; the trucks are operated

at a much higher cost per hour than in the case of horse-

drawn wagons. It is therefore possible and necessary to

provide a I'oad surface of sufficient wearing and bearing

qualities to permit the efficient operation of such heavy
vehicles. Cinders, local gravel or broken stone can be used

for sui'facing; heavy planks or corduroy are frequently

suitable for such temporary roads.

Progress and Cost Reports—A- important function of

the construction organization is to compile information for

and prepare reports as to the progress and cost of the

work. A progress chart, cover-

ing the details as to the time

of starting and completion of

each part of the work, is of

great value in the management
of construction. Unavoidable de-

lays and conditions will un-

doubtedly cause modifications in

the original program and its en-

forcement can be accomplished

only by periodic reports as to

the progress actually made on
each part of the work. In this

way, delays affecting any part

of the work, with the possibili-

ties of interference and confu-

sion, will be detected, and steps

may be taken for the rectifica-

tion of conditions.

Cost accounting and cost re-

ports will constitute one of the

most difficult items of adminis-
tration of construction. The cost

accounting will require the foi--

mulation of a simple but effec-

tive method of obtaining the

cost of labor and materials and
their distribution among the

various items of work. The ac-

counting work should be placed in direct charge of an
official whose experience and qualifications include both
those of construction accounting and the practical direction

of construction work. The ordinary accounting methods are
entirely unsuitable for the purpose in hand. Where the

work is being done under a cost-plus form of contract, it

is abosolutely necessary that those in executive charge of

the work have at hand at all times the actual cost of each
part of the work, for the reason that there is no other
method of determining whether or not the woi'k is being
carried out at a reasonable cost. In this manner, instances

of leakage, waste, incompetence or improper methods of
construction may be detected and corrected.

Record Plans and Reports—Record plans should be pre-
pared of the development as acutally constructed. These
will include the plans relating to final street locations,

property lines and easements which will be necessary, for
recording and describing properties and easements, and in

dedicating or deeding streets or highways to the municipal-
ity. These record maps should show, in plan and profile,

the definite location of the street lines, and the location of
monuments and necessary information and should further
show definitely established grade lines. A record map
should further be prepared showing the property subdivi-
sion, block and lot records and house locations. Record

plans of the street improvements, utility systems and house
services and connections should be prepared which will show
location, character and size, in sufficient detail so that the
necessary information will be available when required.

Line Widths in Photographic Chart Are
Measure of Traffic Density

By Charles M. Edwards
Division Kngineor, Now York State Highway Commission

THE accompanying photograph is a reproduction of
a chart shov^^ing graphically the traffic conditions

in Division 7 of the New York State Highway Com-
mission. The figures are based on traffic censuses taken
by employees of the commission on a Saturday and
Sunday in August, between the hours of 7 a.m. and
7 p.m., the results being tabulated as daily traffic.

Censuses included vehicles of every kind. The dotted
lines show connecting, unimproved roads, which the
traffic uses to get to the state highways. This chart will

LAW ONTARIO

TRAFFIC DENSITIES GRAPHICALLY SHOWN BY PHOTOGRAPH

be useful in determining the types that should be used

for future resurfacing and reconstruction, and also, as

the state highways are extended, the changes in the

amount and direction of traffic from year to year. No
figures were taken in cities as the state maintains no

highways within them. The main thoroughfare from
Rochester to Charlotte being within the city limits will

account for an apparent discrepancy in that section.

It may also be noted that a peculiar condition exists in

the southeast section, where a large amount of traffic

is diverted over a town improved highway, which is

not shown, as the figures were taken only on highways
maintained by the state. The same is also true of the

conditions at the north end of Conesus Lake, where a

large summer colony of Rochester and Geneseo people

use the unimproved road on the west side of the lake.

Wire Cage Saves Wages of Watchman
To save the expense of a watchman for a pipe trench-

ing machine at Springfield, Mass., the water department

had a wire cage made to enclose the machine when out

of use on the street. The cage cost about $400.
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Report on Water-Supply Needs
of Philadelphia

Consulting Engineers Advise Ultimale Abandon-
ment of Present River Sources Preceded

by Improvements and Metering

THE ultimate abandonment of the Schuylkill and
Delaware rivers as sources of water supply for

Philadelphia, except that the Delaware above Trenton
would eventually be drawn upon as a supplementary
supply, has been recommended by a Board of Consult-

ing Engineers appointed by the mayor in July to report

on extensions and improvements the water-works needed
immediately, together with a plan to meet the needs cf

the city for the next fifty years. Taking into account

the general financial condition of the city and its need
for other improvements, the board recommends that the

construction program for the next five or six years be
limited to an outlay of $35,000,000, of which $27,000,000

would be spent for improvements and extensions to the

existing works, including the distribution system, and
$8,000,000 for the first steps toward the abandonment
of the present sources of supply.

The new sources of supply recommended are storage

reservoirs on Perkiomen, Tohickon, and Neshaminy
creeks, the first two being tributaries of the Schuylkill

River and the third a tributary of the Delaware River,

but only the Perkiomen would be developed in the near

future, while at the same time facilities for supplying

water from the Schuylkill and Delaware pumping and
filtration plants would be increased. The new sources

would provide "semi-gravity" supplies. The program
calls for the extension of the meter system "as rapidly

as possible," The Board of Consulting Engineers con-

sists of the following: J. W. Ledoux, Philadelphia,

chairman; George W. Fuller, New York City; Joseph

F. Hasskarl, Philadelphia; J. Waldo Smith, New York
City. The report is dated Sept. 15. In general, it

agrees with the opinions of C. E. Davis, chief of the

Water Bureau of Philadelphia, as stated in a letter of

information submitted by him to Mayor Moore on July

9, for the inform^ation of the board.

Defects in Existing System—Quality of Water

Before detailing its ideas on changes in the present

water-works system the board outlined "some of the

more important defects" in the existing system. The
"city is seriously menaced," the report states, "by many
weak points in the existing water-works where ordinary

slight accidents" cause low pressures in important

sections of the city, thus increasing the ordinary fire

hazard. Reserve equipment is insufficient. The water-

supply facilities are too largely concentrated "in a

single chain" without relief connections. At the Torres-

dale pumping station (the pumping plant on the Dela-

ware, supplying the Torresdale filters) there is a single

inlet pipe to the vstation and a single outlet to the pre-

liminary filters. There should be a new low-lift pump-
ing plant here, with its own intake and outlet con-

nections. At other stations the pumping capacity and

intake or discharge connections are inadequate. The
present "defective and leaky dam at Fairmount," on

the Schuylkill, "should be replaced by a modern masonry
structure as early as possible." Unless this is done,

"ice gorges or floods may injure the present structure

and render two pumping stations useless."
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On the quality of the present water supply the
report says

:

The unfilterod water a.s drawn from the Delaware and
Schuylkill rivers is now, and for many years has been.
.seriou.sly polluted. The sub.stantial pollution throws a
serious burden upon the filter plant.s and thi.s ha.H been recoi?-
nized by installing arran>;ement.s for preparinjr the water
for fdtraf on, such as sedimentation in larjfe ba.sin». pre-
liminary filtration, or both; al.so by the use of sterilizing
methods applied to the water after filtration and before its

delivery to the consumers.
In jjeneral water purification practice the custom has

recently been established of inve-s-tiKat^ntr filtration projects
by ascertaining the load facUjr under which the filters
operate and the quality of the finished supply as measured
by the standards prescribed by the U. S. Public Health
Service for waters to be used by the carriers in interstate
traffic. The International Joint Commission having jurisdic-
tion over the pollution of boundary waters between this
country and Canada, has proposed as a limiting load factor
on filters an average annual content per 100 c.c. of
applied water of .500 B. Coli (intestinal group of bacteria).
The U. S. Public Health Service limits the B. Coli content
in drinking waters to 2 per 100 c.c. Each of these standards
is thought by some to be needlessly rigid but no steri- have
been taken actively|to modify them.

T.\BLE I. • AVERAGE .\.\XLAL CONTENT PER 100 CLBIC
centimeters of B. coli (INTE.STTNAI. BACTERIA (iRfHP)

Applif'l tr>

Final Final Effluent from FUtCTs
River Water Filters

Schuyl- Dela- Torres- Torreti- Queen Roxborouch
Year kill ware dale dale Lane Belmont Lower t'pper

1920* 980 730 300 II 5 4 6 4.6 4 7
1919 940 590 370 6 3 4 2 4 2 6 2 5

1918 880 670 340 7 18 2 6 2 14
1917 670 810 190 II 5 4 1 1

1916 730 810 390 7 4 2 1 2

1915 710 940 5 6 1 0.5 2
•914 510 750 ... 0.8 I.I 0.3 O.S I

* Average .January to .\ug:ust, inclu.sive.

Table 1 shows a summary of the B. Coli content of the

local river waters as applied to the final filters at Torres-

dale, and of the effluent leaving each of the filter plants,

arranged as annual averages for the past few years. It

appears that the load factor of the river water obtained both

from the Delaware and the Schuylkill exceeds the proposed

International Joint standard, but the preliminary treatment

brings the water as applied to the final filters within the

proposed standard.

The records show that the water sent to the consumers

up to 1919 readily met the requirements of the U. S. Public

Health Service. As happened with several other large

water-works plants, the filters during the war reached a

condition where they seriously felt the excessive strain

under which they wei-e operating and with a consequent

falling off in the quality of water as shown by analyses.

The State Department of Health is the Lady which certifies

to the railroads and steamship companies, whether or not

local water supplies may be served to interstate passengers.

It is understood that the test applies to the quality of the

water as it reaches the consumer and not as -t leaves the

filtration planto. The State Department of Health is now
considering whether or not it will make such certification

for Philadelphia water.

The filter plants are unable to carry their loads as satis-

factorily as was the case before the war and they are

urgently in need of revamping and enlargement as will be

stated below. Notwithstanding the excellent recent record

of the city with respect to its low typhoid fever death rate

(see Table 2) we consider the present situation as to water

treatment facilities a potential menace to the health of the

community.
In appearance the city water supply of Philadelphia leaves

nothing to be desired. This clear, sparkling water, how-

ever, has objectionable tastes and odors at times, par-
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TABLE 11. OEATII KATK FROM TYPHOID FEVER
IN FHlLAOKLrHIA PER 100. OOO

POPri.ATION
1920*
1919.
1918.
1917.
1916.

4.0
4.S

7.4

1914.
1 !• 1 ;i

.

1912.
1911

6.5
7.5

15.6
12.6
14.1

•Up to September 1st.

ticularly in the case of the Schuylkill supply. These tastes

are due in part to organic matter coming from polluting

matters entering the stream above the intakes, but more

particularly to the wastes from industrial plants, such as

gas works and plants dealing with coal tar products. The

control of these wastes is now being closely watched by

the State and City authorities and it is believed that results

will be more satisfactory in the future than in the past,

although it is not reasonable to expect that the plant oper-

ators in the upper valley can at all times prevent accidental

"spills" at the appliances used by them for retaining these

valuable waste products which are so objectionable to the

water consumers.

Relative Hardness

The total hardness of the Delaware River water averages

about 50 p.p.m. which is moderately soft as compared with

the water supplies furnished to other large cities along the

Atlantic seaboard.

The Schuylkill River water flows over a limestone forma-

tion for some distance and has about double' the hardness

found in the Delaware River water. This greater hardness

is not a desirable feature of the Schuylkill water, although

it is a far softer water than supplied to the vast majority

of the cities and towns found between the Allegheny and

Rocky Mountains. It is somewhat*softer than the water of the

Great Lakes which averages about 120 p.p.m. and is approx-

imately the limit below which municipal water softening

plants do not strive to reduce the hardness, as at Columbus,
Ohio and Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Defects at the several filter plants and their associated

facilities for treating the water may be summarized as

follows

:

Torresdale Works—The present preliminary filters need

overhauling and a renewal of the wash water and air dis-

tribution system for cleaning the sand beds. The capacity

of the plant as a whole should be increased at once by
building new filters of a capacity of 50,000,000 gal. daily

which should later be increased to 100,000,000 gallons.

These filters had best be of the rapid sand type in con-

formity with the recommendations made for the improve-

ment now being installed at the Queen Lane filter plant.

The coagulating basin should have a capacity of at least

10,000,000 gallons.

Queen Lane Filters—These filtration plants are now being

revamped to have a capacity on an average of 140,000,000

gal. daily capable of carrying an overload of 20 to 25

per cent.

Belmont Filters—This plant requires baffles and improved
inlet and outlet connections to increase the sedimentation
period in the existing settling reservoirs. A new $36,000,000

rapid sand filter plant, with an independent coagulating

basin, should be installed.

Roxborough Filters— Sedimentation facilities in existing

reservoirs should be improved at once and later it will be
necessary to install more filter units, depending upon a
rearranged program for delivering water at a different

pressure in the northwestern part of the city.

As bearing upon the introduction of water from new
sources, the report states that whereas the entire

Schuylkill supply is pumped before fiiltration to sufficient

elevation for distribution by gravity the Torresdale

filters are but slightly above the Delaware.

On the subject of metering the report says:

Meters furnish the most efficient and certain means of

controlling waste and of equitably distributing the water

rates. Their introduction has always been accompanied by

a large reduction in the consumption, and a decided better-

ment in the service as to pressure and efficiency. The meter
principle is growing rapidly. There are now many large

cities 100 per cent metered, resulting in the deferment from
five to ten years of costly improvements and extensions, and

better utilization of those in existence. The advantages of

complete metering are so obvious that no opposition should

develop. We strongly recommend that the meter system be

systematically extended to all services in the city.

Dealing with the ultimate abandonment of the

present oources of supply and the inadvisability of

going to the Upper Lehigh or the Susquehanna rivers,

the report says

:

Approved plans are now being executed that will result

in increasing the draft from the Schuylkill by 25 per cent,

a quantity materially in excess of the observed low flow of

this river. This deficiency must be made up by storing

water on one of its branches and compensating the stream

flow when required. While we recommend that the Schuyl-

kill River be abandoned as a source of water supply at the

earliest possible date—largely for sentimental reasons, as

with treatment it can now supply a hygienically safe water
—we realize that the city's rapid growth requires many
improvements other than water and that present prices

make construction work very expensive, probably from two
to two-and-a-half times greater than in 1914. Our recom-
mendations, therefore, are along the line of the least capital

investment consistent with needed improvements and the

greatest possible utilization of present facilities.

In our judgment one storage reservoir must be con-

structed at once in the Perkiomen watershed to which
source the city must turn if economy and early improvement
in the quality of water supplied are to control. This

reservoir will automatically become a part of. the extended
system after the abandonment of the Schuylkill River

within the city limits. It will eventually, with other reser-

voirs, in the same and adjacent watersheds, furnish water
through aqueducts leading direct to the city. Such aque-

ducts may be designed to deliver water at a sufficient eleva-

tion to materially reduce the pumping factor; or the avail-

able head may be applied to decrease the size and therefore

first cost of the aqueducts, continuing the existing pumping
lift from the river levels to the filtration plants, as may be

shown expedient at the time of construction. For the

present the first reservoir will give a much needed addition

to the dry weather flow of the Schuylkill and improve the

raw water supply.

Abandonment of Delaware Supply at Torresdale

The Delaware River water at Torresdale is at present

better than the Schuylkill water, either raw or filtered.

There are periods, however, when the ebb and flow of the

tide tends to bring dangerous polluting matter to the intake.

The establishment of inland waterways, combined with the

natural growth of commerce and industry will, in all prob-

ability, result in a large growth of population along the

Delaware River shores, and require ultimately the removal
of the intake to a more advantageous and safe location.

This can easily be accomplished without abandoning the

major part of the present investment by taking the water
from a point above Trenton. The water could be delivered,

after sedimentation in an intennediate resei"voir, to the

present filters at Torresdale, as then extended and modified.

It would be a far better plan to develop progressively the"

Nechaminy watershed by constructing storage reservoirs

which may or may not be combined with a similar develop-

ment of the Tohickon watershed, as may then be shown tv>

be the most expedient. Any deficiency in the requirement--

can be made up by pumping water from the Delaware River

above Trenton to one of the storage reservoirs. Thus aug-
mented, and with the Perkiomen watershed fully developed
and utilized, there can be made available a supply estimated
at over 700,000,000 gal. daily—sufficient to supply the ctiy

for an indefinite period.

For more than fifty years the watersheds in the counties

adjacent to Philadelohia have been pointed out as the ulti-
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mate external source of supply. Without elaborate investi-

irations or long consideration, it is obvious that the city

.-annot overlook these nearby sources and go further afield

when, by reason of gi'owth or dangerous pollution, it must
extend its water-works system beyond the present local

sources.

Expense grows with distance, and the watersheds of the

Perkiomen, Tohickon and Neshaminy furnish a natural and
ideal substitute for the present works for many reasons
among which may be mentioned:

1. A utilization to the fullest extent of the city's invest-

ment in its present pumping stations, filters, reservoirs, and
distribution system.

2. The capability of development by successive incre-

ments from time to time rather than a nearly complete
investment at one time, as would be the case with all the

more distant sources of supply.

.3. Freedom from any legal interstate complications.

4. The fact that combined with, and augmented by, water
from the Delaware River above Ti'enton, it will furnish an
ample supply to the city for much more than fifty years
to come.

5. The adoption of this project will insure to Philadel-

phia a thoroughly pure, wholesome and satisfactory supply,

comparing favorably with that furnished to any large city

in the country.

We respectfully urge that our recommendation of this

project be approved and that the city promptly begin its

execution.

Mountain Sources

Water from the distant mountains always appeals to

the sentiment of the general public who think of it as

crystal-clear, as they have seen it in the bubbling hillside

brooks on their excursions afield—cool, refreshing and satis-

fying. This is seldom, if ever, so, and in the present case

it is a highly idealized sentiment and far from the facts,

although the mountain sources have many points of excel-

lence, and they are admittedly superior to the supply recom-
mended when both are considered in an untreated condition.

The Upper Lehigh and its branches and the Delaware River

tributaries above the Water Gap could furnish a very soft,

generally clear, and hygienically safe water which would,

however, at times be turbid, have a high color or vegetable

stain, and would be subject to occasional dangerous pollu-

tion. To make it as satisfactoi*y as the water which Phila-

delphia is now using would require treatment to remove the

color, turbidity and disease germs. We go so far as to

express the opinion that ivith rare exceptions no surface

water should be consumed rvithout filtration or other treat-

ment. [Italics ours.—Editor.]

The cost of a water supply of a given quantity is roughly

proportionate to the distance between source and point of

use, other things being equal. Therefore, for economical

and business reasons, a city should seek successively, as it

outgrows its supply, the available source nearest at hand

and reduce to a minimum the abandonment of its existing

useful plant. Cities rarely discard on a wholesale basis

their existing water-supply facilities, but from time to time

reach out and make additions to their supplies.

Works for a supply from a mountain source would

require as part of the initial construction, a full size aque-

duct capable of delivering the ultimate desired capacity of

500,000,000 gal. per day. Water from a mountain source

could be delivered at an elevation sufficient to make pump-
ing unnecessary except for the highest parts of the city. Its

introduction would involve, however, radical readjustment,

and perhaps entire replacement, of the filtration plants, and

extensive changes in the distribution system.

Instead of progressive development being possible, as is

the case with the supply herein recommended, all the moun-

tain sources that can be considered as physically available

would require enormous initial outlay, with the accompany-

ing large interest charges throughout the period when only

a portion of the capacity of the works could be utilized.

We believe that all mountain sources should be dismissed

from active present consideration, and not taken up until

the city's growth approaches the limit of the nearby

sources, at which time they may offer the b««t and most
fea.sible addition.

In view of the conditions sUted, d-f- '-i - ...» ,,.»,,.», ^f
distant sources .seemed unneceHBary are,
however, made careful examination pre-
vious reports on the water supply, a .arljr the Twy
comprehensive data compiled by the ' . .. ihe Barcaa of
Water, and have prepared comparative estimates of cost
several proposed projects.

The main data on which the board bajies its recom-
mendations for a future daily supply of 500,000.000
gal., with ability to .supply 600,000.000 gal. rlaily for
limited periods, are: With a present i> of
about 1,825,000 the average daily con.sum{> 1919
was 311,000,000 gal., or an average of 170 gal. per
capital, which was exceeded V>y 23, 20 and 12 per cent.

respectively, during the maximum day, week and month
in the past two years. The estimated populaf

years hence is 3,250,000. With all services m»•

that time it is assumed that the average daily per capita

consumption would be about 150 gal., and the daily

total about 500,000,000 gal. The estimated cojit per
million gallons daily of the recommended semi-gravity

project (storage on the Perkiomen, Tohickon and
Neshaminy, supplemented by pumping from the Dela-

ware above Trenton) is $270,000, compared with

$511,000 for the Su.squehanna and $649,000 for the

Upper Lehigh possibilities.

The program recommended by the board to cover

the next five or six years involves a total outlay of

$85,000,000, as already stated, divided as follows:

First impounding: rPser\'ior on Perkionnen Crfck with
necessary development of program for 9tor»»d water
supply I

Improvements in and extensions to the D«laware River
supply works >

•'

Improvements in and extensions to the Schuylkill Rlv^r
supply works M.**#.**#

Extension of distribution mains and distrlbiilinir r«'»*r-

voir for the northea.st portion of the city tl,*#*.**«
Extensions and b>'tterments to existing <ll!«tributk>n

reservoirs and main pipe lines !$.••,••*
General improvements essential for safe niainteiuuice

of the plant %4.—.***

Intercry.stalline Fractures and .Season Cracking:

of Soft Steel

Examination of a number of serious cases of ser\'ice

fracture of soft steel at the National Physical Labora-

tory of England has showed, according to W. Rosenhain

and D. Hanson in a paper read before the Iron and

Steel Institute, Sept. 21. 1920 (*'Intercr>-stalline Frac-

ture in Mild Steel") that, while the fracture is generally

through the ferrite crystals, in a small number of cases

the fracture goes between the crystals. \\\ such cases

were detail fractures, and most of them tvcurred in

steam boilers. Some evidence was found to indicate

that corrosion is a factor in bringing aUmX such frac-

ture, just as it does in the notorious season cr.;rking of

cold-worKed bronzes and brasses. One of the four cases

reported occurred ir cold-drawn steel tubing, and in this

case the product of corrosive action in the crack could

be seen under the microscope. While the authors of the

paper suggest that initial stress is a factor in the crack-

ing as it is in sea5?on cracking of brass, they do not find

a satisfactorv source of such initial stress in boiler

shells except in the operation of riveting under excessive

pres^'ire. However, heat appears to be a factor in the

cracking for the authors say that they have not ret

observed an intcrcrystalline fracture in soft steel exposed

to stress at ordinary temperature only.
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Rapid Transit Plan for New York Proposes

830 Miles of New Track

Report by D. L. Turner, Chief Engineer, Outlines Comprehensive Development for Next 25 Years at Cost

of $350,000,000

—

Twenty-One Subaqueous Tunnels and Three Moving Platforms Recommended

TWENTY-ONE two-track subaqueous tunnels, 830

single-track miles of new line, three crosstown mov-

ing platforms and two-story subways of eight and of six

tracks are outstanding features of the $350,000,000 com-

prehensive plan for rapid transit development in New
York City during the next 25 years proposed in a report

which Daniel L. Turner, chief engineer of the Transit

Construction Commission, submitted recently to Com-

missioner John H. Delaney. Emphasizing the point

that it has averaged 10 years from the inception of

previous general transit projects to the date of their

operation, Mr. Turner recommends that the new build-

ing program be started at once in order that all of the

facilities proposed may be available by the year 1945.

Twenty-five years hence it is estimated that five billion

passengers per year must be accommodated.

The accompanying map indicates the extent of the

project covered by the report, new routes being indi-

cated by dotted lines while existing facilities are shown

by solid lines. In addition to extensions to many routes

of the present system the comprehensive plan contem-

plates for the near future two new trunk lines for the

east and west sides of Manhattan, including an Am-
sterdam Ave.-Eighth Ave. route and a Madison Ave.

route. The moving platform lines are designed to pro-

vide transfer facilities across town between all north

and south trunk lines and their locations are through

14th St., 42d St., and 57th St., extending in each

case from the Hudson River to the East River.

If the recommendations of the report are carried

out the Borough of Richmond, located on Staten Island

in New York Harbor, would for the first time, be pro-

vided with rapid transit facilities, connections to the

Brooklyn lines being supplied by tunnels under The

Narrows.

The construction of the new rapid transit lines, Mr.

Turner points out, should precede the population and

form the basis of the city plan. Upon these two car-

dinal principles, he believes, the future of the city

depends. Extracts from the report follow:

Traffic Growth Enormous

In the past the traffic on the street railway lines in New
York City has nearly doubled every ten years. In 1913,

the year the Dual Contracts were signed, the rapid transit

lines in Manhattan and Brooklyn (subway and elevated

lines together) carried 810,000,000 passengers. In 1920

the rapid transit lines, including the old and new lines,

will carry about 1,333,000,000 passengers for the year.

This means that the rapid transit traffic per year has

already increased 523,000,000 passengers, although che

Dual System is not yet completely in operation. The pres-

ent year's rapid transit traffic—1,333,000,000 passengers

—

is nearly one-half of the total traffic capacity of the Dual

System. The Interborough trunk lines in Manhattan are

saturated now in the rush hours one way. In about another

ten years the whole Dual System will have become sat-

urated with traffic.

The first Interborough subway, just before service on the

two new east and west side lines was inaugurated, carried

a maximum of 418,000,000 passengers per year. The old

and new Interborough subways, although the new lines will

have been in operation only about two years, will carry
this year about 577,000,000 passengers—an increase of 38
per cent in about two years.

The New York Municipal Railway lines in 1918, at

about the same time the east and west side Interborough
service was begun, carried about 258,000,000 rapid transit

passengers per year. This year they will approximate
378,000,000 passengers—an increase of about 46 per cent

in two years.

In 1910 it was estimated that the total traffic on all lines

for 1920 (surface, subway and elevated lines) would amount
to about 2,600,000,000 passengers. For the year ending
June 30, 1920, the traffic amounted to about 2,400,000,000

passengers—practically substantiating the estimate of ten

years ago. The total traffic to be provided for in 1945,

25 years hence, is estimated to amount to somewhere
around 5,000,000,000 passengers. The population of New
York then will be somewhere around 9,500,000 people.

New Lines Should Precede Population

The foregoing figures are sufficient to indicate the enor-

mity of the traffic growth for which municipal transpor-
tation must be provided if the development and the pros-

perity of the city are not to be held back. In order to

keep pace with the enormous traffic growth the city must
build more transit facilities—then more again—and still

more again—and must keep on doing this continually.

The Dual System was planned primarily to best serve tht

whole community. New lines were laid down through
the congested areas. But instead of confining all the

new lines to old lines of travel, or to the already congested
sections, lines also were laid down in wholly undeveloped
portions of the city. It was expected that this principle

in planning rapid transit lines, in conjunction with the

new zoning law limiting the height of buildings in con-

gested sections, would work together so as to distribute the

population rather than to further concentrate it. In other

words, as far as practicable, the idea followed in -planning

the system was that the transit facilities should precede

the population—not follow the population.

Convenient Service Basis of Transit Plan

When a city has developed to a point where its outer

limits exceed 4 or 5 miles from the center, the congestion

in traffic which has developed and the time which is con-

sumed in traveling become such factors that travel on the

surface is no longer sufficient, and faster means of transit

must be provided between home and business—or between

the outlying sections and the center. At this time rapid

transit lines must be developed. The first rapid transit,

lines may be two-track lines—similar to the Manhattan and

Brooklyn elevated lines, for example. On such lines, in-

cluding all stops, passengers can travel at about 15 or 16

miles per hour, so that a 10 or 12-mile radius city can be

served properly. As the outer limits of the city become

more and more distant from the center, the transit speed

must be increased. In response to this requirement the

express-local transit service has been developed, similar

to the subway lines in Manhattan and Brooklyn. On these

express-local lines passengers can t^'avel through the out-

lying sections on the local trains, making all stops, at the

rate of about 16 miles per hour, and through the center on

express trains at about 25 miles per hour. The average

speed from the outer limits to the center increases with

the increase in the length of the express tracks. A line I

with express tracks running to the end of it could prop-

erly serve an 18-mile radius city. In New York, with an

existing proportion of express tracks on the subway lines.
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the average speed from the circumference to the center of

the city is about 18 miles per hour, thereby, on the hour
standard, furnishing satisfactory sei'vice 12 miles out. The
combination express-local service will thus bring passen-

gers into the center fast enough to permit them to com-
plete their trip between home and work within the desii'ed

hour.

Surface transit must be replaced by elevated, open-cut

cr subway transit. In other words, surface line service

must give way to rapid transit service. This evolution in

city transit in New York—particularly in Manhattan—is

necessary not only because of the tremendous traffic in-

creases which must be accommodated but also because this

is one way in which additional street capacity for vehicles

can be obtained. It may be assumed that convenient rapid

transit service will be provided if a prospective passenger

is not required to walk much more than half a mile to

reach a rapid transit line routing towards the business

center, which is the objective point for most of the traffic.

Most people can walk a half mile in ten minutes. On this

basis of planning the rapid transit lines will be about a

mile apart in the residential districts, but as they approach

the center they will route closer together, to the extent

of traversing every street in extreme cases. For cross-

town service in the outlying sections rapid transit lines

two miles apart will conveniently serve the community.

At the center the crosstown lines must be closer together.

They must be close enough to provide sutficient transfer

capacity, as capacity and not convenience is the controlling

factor in such location. When its transit proc" "•

forms to this standard of convenient stTvice New \

will have been provided with a complete rapid ti.n.-.i .-..

-

tem, and in effect its surface car system will have been

replaced by a rapid transit system, as n.ust be the case

to relieve surface congestion.

In the development of the plan every coUectinL' •
' '•

iiibutiiig branch traversing; The Bronx. Qut,t.>ns.

and Richmond is routed into and through the a:..j: li.

Manhattan—assumed to nulude that portion ImjIuw oSth

Street. In other words, all transit lines, where\'er thoy

may originate in the outlying boroughs, enter and traverse

the center, so as to afford the same degree of aco ' ' 'y

to this 8 sq. miles from all of the :>1"^ sq. nuU

tuting the whole city. The circumstances den'.«uu u..^.

But it would be better if other centers could be created

and thus avoid focusing the active life of the entire com-

munity in one area.

In the case of the lines ser\ing Richmond—Six two-

track collecting and distributing lines—three of the lines

reach the center in lower Manhattan by way of Brooklyn.

The first Richmcnd lines should not only provide transit

lor Richmond, but also should traverse and serve Brooklyn.
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The other three, those for later development, reach the

renter by way of New Jersey.

As far as it has been practicable to do so evei'y trunk
line traversing the center in Manhattan is connected at

both extremities with collecting- and distributing branches
in such a way as to develop a two-way traffic, thereby
utilizing such trunk lines for the movement of fully loaded

trains in both directions during each rush hour, in this

way making use of the street system through the center

.1 its maximum capacity for rapid transit service. Even
under such conditions, howevei-, practically every noj'th and
south avenue through the center of Manhattan will be
utilized by rapid transit lines.

Ttro-Stort,' Siibivays—In some cases it is proposed to

utilize the north and south avenues for rapid transit pur-

poses to a greater extent than ever before contemplated.
It is necessary to do this because there are not enough up
and down avenues available for ti'unk lines. From the

City Hall to 125th St., including Broadway, there are only
eleven through avenues. Two avenues, Sixth and Seventh,

are cut off by Central Park, with no population to serve

;ind with lakes and reservoirs to build under. Above 125t"

St. there are still fewer through avenues. The eleven

through avenues connect and serve about 150 effective

crosstown streets to 125th St. Expressed in another way,
Manhattan from the Battery to Spuyten Duyvil has ap-

proximately 100 miles of north and south thoroughfares
to serve appi'oximately 325 miles of crosstown streets

—

or the ratio of crosstown to longitudinal streets is over
3 to 1.

These conditions explain the inordinate congestion which
exists along all north and south travel lines. Consequently,

since the avenues are too few in number, it is proposed to

multiply their use underground. In the case of Eighth
Ave., a two-story eight-track subway is proposed. In the

case of another, Madison Ave., a two-story six-track sub-

way is proposed. All of the tracks in these two-story

subways will probably not be constructed at the same time.

Some new lines will have to be provided soon on the west

side and some on the east side of Manhattan. Probably

two-story lines will have to be started in Eighth Ave. and in

Madison Ave. at about the same time, but with only two

tracks in each story, provision being made in locating the

line in the street and in constructing it so that the i-emain-

ing tracks can be added later on.

An effort has been made to bring the trunk lines through-

out the center as near the median line of Manhattan as

possible. In this manner the majority of the rapid transit

lines through the center south of 59th St. is contained

within the section between North Ave. on the west

side and Lexington Ave. on the east side. The trunk

lines are routed north and south in as straight lines as

practicable, which will at the same time permit them to be

brough closest to the median line.

Moving Platforms—Loops within the center are objec-

tionable because they segregate traffic to sucH an extent

as to create a menacing congestion of all kinds—pedestrian,

vehicular and transit congestion. The best way of provid-

ing convenient crosstown connections between all lines is

by means of a number of crosstown lines routing prac-

tically from river to river. Surface lines may be utilized at

first if proper transfer arrangements are effected. But
where the traffic is dense, in order to relieve the street for

other uses and to accelerate transit movements, the rail-

way traffic should be placed underground. It is believed

that the most desirable way of furnishing such crosstown

connections is by means of underground moving platform

lines.

21 Two-Track Tunnel Crossings—At the present time

there are 34 single-track river crossings connecting Man-
hattan with The Bronx, Queens and Brooklyn. The pro-

posed plan contemplates adding 42 single-track river cross-

ings. All of these crossings will be by means of tunnels.

This means, therefore, that the comprehensive program

includes 21 additional two-track tunnel lines under the

waters surrounding Manhattan and connecting Manhattan

with The Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn and Richmond.

830 New Si)igle-Track Miles—The proposed new routes
luive not been studied in detail. It is therefore impossible tc

say how much of the mileage wall be underground mileage
nnd how much of it elevated mileage. The total new mile-
age, including the new lin^s, extensions and moving plat-

forms, and including the third tracks, amounts to about
830 single-track miles of additional rapid transit facilities.

The Dual System has 616 miles of single track. The pro-

posed new facilities therefore would considerably more than
double the Dual System mileage. The third tracks do
not traverse the center and therefore do not add materially
to capacity, but they permit of decreasing the time of

travel between the outlying limits and the center. Twelve
extensions to the existing lines are proposed.

31 Additional Subway Tracks Throvgh Center—The Inter-
borough east and west side trunk lines contain four tracks
each, or eight tracks altogether. At the present time only
six of these eight tracks carry loaded trains through the
center during the rush hours. Relatively empty trains
travel over the other two tracks. In other words, only two
i;airs of these tracks develop a two-way traffic; the other
two pairs develop only a one-way traffic. It is proposed
at some future time to connect up the two one-way traffic

pairs to Brooklyn, thereby transforming them into two-
way traffic pairs, and in this manner obtain an additional

two-track capacity through the center during the rush
hours. Similarly it is proposed to extend the pair of tracks

of the New York Municipal four-track trunk line which
now terminates at 59th St. into upper Manhattan so as
to secure another full capacity movement through the

center, which with the two Interborough full capacity

movements will add three new full capacity movements
altogether.

At the present time traversing the center north and
south there are 7 trunk lines, consisting of 20 tracks (ex-

cluding third tracks). There are proposed 6 new trunk
lines, consisting of 28 tracks, thus making a total of 13

trunk lines, consisting of 48 tracks, running north and
south in Manhattan through the center. The three new
full capacity movements, with the 28 new tracks which
are proposed under the comprehensive plan, vvill furnish

31 additional full capacity tracks through the center, all

connected with collecting and distributing branches run-

ning out into and through the outlying sections of all

of the boroughs.

New Trunk Line Tracks

Although it is not possible to look ahead to the end, it

is practicable to see forward to the near future. For the

year 1920 the total traffic on all transportation tines—sur-

face, subway and elevated—will amount to about 2,400,000,-

000 passengers. If 25 years from now 5,000,000,000 pas-

sengers must be accomodated, and most of them on rapid

transit lines, it means that enough facilities must be

added to serve 2,600,000,000 passengers. Eight new trunk

line tracks through the center with collecting and dis-

tributing branches running out from their extremities

would be sufficient to do this. Supplementing the new trunk

lines, three crosstown moving platforms should be con-

structed to supply proper distributing facilities through-

out tne center. Also, two of the existing one-way traffic

lines should be extended north or south, as the case may
be, in order that their full trunk line capacity through

the center may be utilized.

The following extensions and new routes are recommended

for early construction to meet the next 25 years' require-

ments.

Extensions—The first new work that will have to be

carried out will probably be certain extensions or addi-

tions to the existing lines, as follows:

Extension of the Corona Drancli of the Steinway Tunnel line

from its present terminus to Main St., Flushing.
Extension of the Steinway Tunnel line, from its proposed ter-

minus at Seventh Ave. and 41st St. west through 41st St. to

a connection with the proposed Eighth Ave.-Amsterdam Ave.

trunk line, as already described.

Two-track extension of the New York Municipal Railway Cor-

poration Broadway-Fourth Ave. Trunk line, from 59th St. and

Seventh Ave. up Central Park West and Eighth or Seventh Ave.

to the Harlem River.
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Extension from the New York Municipal Railway Corporation
Broadway-Fourth Ave. subway, at Broadway and City Hall Park,
via Ann St. and the East River to Firooklyn, and thf-nce via
ITrooklyn Bridge terminal property, Washington St., Livingstori
St., De Kalb Ave. and Fort Green Place to a connection with
the Fulton St. elevated line at or near Ashland Place. This
connection has already been under consideration,
Two-track tunnel under the Narrows connecting the southern

extremity of the Broadway-Fourth Ave. line of the New York
Municipal Railway Coriioration with the Borough of Richmond,
providing the first rapid transit facilities for this borough.

Continuation of the Nostrand Ave. subway of the Interborough
Co. south into and through Coney Island.
Crosstown line through Queens and Brooklyn connecting the

Astoria branch in Queens with the Brighton Beach line in Brook-
lyn, thereby providing a crosstown line between Queens and
South Brooklyn, and being a part of the proposed Brooklyn
waterfront crosstown line previously described.

Extension of the two tracks of the Interborough Seventh Ave.-
Brooadway line now terminating at the Battery, from a point at
Gi'eenwich and Liberty Sts., via Liberty St., Maiden Lane and the
East River to Brooklyn, and thence via Hicks St.. Union St..

Seventh Ave. and Gravesend Ave. to a connection with the Culver
line.

Also some minor extensions to the elevated lines where such
lines are not now routed to the city limits.

New Trunk Lines—In addition to the foregoing extensions

the following new trunk lines will probably have to be con-

structed in the near future:
Serving the west side of Manhattan, four tracks of the eight-

track Eighth Ave. -Amsterdam Ave. trunk line, extending from
l.^.'ith St. in upper Manhattan to 23d St. in lower Manhattan,
with a collecting and distributing branch from its northern
extremity extending north through upper Manhattan and into
The Bronx, and provision for an easterly branch, which later can
be constructed east across the Bronx via 161st St., Longwood Ave.
and Randall Ave. to Throgg's Neck, and with a branch from its
.southern extremity extending east through 23d St. to the Ea.st
River, which subsequently can be carried across to Brooklyn.
i>nd with another branch extending south down Hudson and
Washington Sts. to somewhere near the Battery, which sub.=!e-
quently can be extended to Brooklyn.

Serving the east side of Manhattan, four tracks of the six-track
Madison Ave. trunk line, extending from the Harlem River to
23d St., with no collecting and distributing branch at the northern
extremity, but with a two-track collecting and distributing branch
extending from the southern extremity down Fifth Ave. and
through lower Manhattan to some point near Park Place, the
other two of the four tracks terminating at 23d St. and Madison
Ave.

Moving Platforms—In order to provide sufficient trans-
fer facilities across town between all of the north and south
trunk lines to permit of the traffic reaching the center

having easy access to any point within the center, three

moving platform subways should be included in the pro-

gram, namely, through 14th St., 42d St., and 57th St., prac-

tically from river to river, connecting all the up and down
rapid transit lines.

The extensions, new trunk lines and moving platforms

projected above will probably meet all of the rapid transit

requirements for the next 25 years. The building program
should be laid down in such a manner as to enable the

beginning of construction of these lines as soon as pos-

sible, and so as to equally distribute their construction

over this 25-year period in order that all of the facilities

outlined may be available at the expiration of this period.

It is impracticable to estimate the construction cost of

this 25-year program because of the long period over which

the construction would extend. At pre-war prices, however,

it is estimated that the construction program outlined would

cost somewhere in the neighborhood of $175,000,000. At

present prices it is estimated this cost would amount to

$350,000,000. It is hardly likely that present costs will

be greatly exceeded, so that the cost of carrying out this

. program will probably be somewhere between these two

figures. These figures do not include interest during con-

struction or engineering and superintendence. '

Feeding Garbage to Hogs at Halifax, England

A profit of ';£400 ($2,000) from garbage-fed hogs at

Halifax, England, . during the past year is reported by

the Street Cleansing Committee of that city. Feeding

was started in^a small way during the war but, accord-

ing to the London Surveyor',' "grew until 125 animals

.were _in' stock, pigs for killing being sold to local

. Mtchers.'.' ' School children are paid "sixpence a stone"

(12c. per 14 lb.) for garbage brought from their own

and neighbors' homes. By this means over 20 tons

(2,240 lb.) have been received, for which £82 ($400)

has been- paid.

Conveyors Speed Delivery of

Sacked Coffee to Ships
Installation at Port of Santos, Brazil, Ha-s Capacil>

,

Per Unit, of About 3,000 Sacks Per Hour

By S. T. Henry
Vice-President. Alll»-d .Mafhln»ry Co of Arn'-rtoa ;

Formerly A.iHOclat*- E<lltor, Kng\n^'r\no Hfcord

FOR several years an extensive .sy.stem of conveyor
belts has been u.sed succcH.sfully in the Port of Santort,

Brazil, for tran.sporting sacked coffee from warehouses
280 to 360 ft. from the dock to the deck.H of steamers
alongside the latter. The installation is divided into

several units. Each unit ha.s a capacity to deliver 2.000

to 2,500 sacks, each containing about 200 lb. of coffee,

per hour from warehou.se to steamer.

Santos is the principal shipping port for Brazilian

coffee. The amount of coffee that passes through this

port has been from 5,000,000 to 7,500,000 .sacks per

year for the last five years. Shipments are made at

various rates depending on market conditions, steamer

space available and other factors.

FIG. 1. TYPIC.VL DOLBLE W.'iiaJHuL s^i:: AT S.OJTOS

The coffee is delivered to the port by .steam railroad.

Some of the shipments from the interior go from the

railroad cars directly into the holds of the steamers.

A large percentage of the shipments, however, are

stored in warehouses along the docks awaiting the

arrival of steamers or for various other rea.^ons.

The warehouses are lo. g, low buildings in rows

parallel to the docks. The street to the left of the ware-

house in Fig. 1 is about 140 ft. in width. On the left

side of this street and close to the docks is a row of

merchandise warehouses, Fig. 2, each about 100 ft. wide.

Between the merchandise warehouses along the docks

;md the steamers is a space about 40 ft. wide, on which

are laid railway tracks, and tracks for .raveling cranes

and bridges.

Less than half of the coffee stored in the warehouses

is delivered by the conveyor belt installation from the

warehouses directly to the deck of the steamers in

which shipment is made. The warehouses that are

equipped with conveyors each have a conveyor on the

longitudinal center line between the two sections that

make up a double warehouse. At the transverse center

line of the building each longitudinal conveyor delivers

to a cross-conveyor that extends under the street shown

in Fig. 1. This conveyor under the street delivers to an

inclined conveyor between the ends of the warehouses

along the docks. The inclined conveyor e.xtends from

the conveyors under the street up to horizontal con-

veyor along the water side of the dock warehouse.

Platforms on brackets which carry the conveyors atong
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FIG. RELATION BETWEEN CONVEYORS ALONG
DOCKS AND TRAVELING BRIDGE

the water side of the dock warehouses also are shown in

Fig. 2.

The conveyors on traveling bridges receive the sacks

from the conveyors along the water side of the dock

warehouses. The arrangement of these traveling

bridges is shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.

The conveyors in the warehouses are in concrete-

lined trenches about 6 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep. They
are covered with removable planks which are set in

shoulders on the top of the trench sidewalls, so that

the covering they make is continuous and flush with

the floor of the warehouse. The conveyors in the

trenches are supported by fixed steel frames. All of

the convevors are 24 in. in width and are motor driven.

FIG. 3. DELIVERY OF SACKS BY CONVEYOR DIRBCT
TO DECK OF STEAMER

The conveyors under the street are in concrete-lined

tunnels. They are also on fixed steel frames. There
are four of tnese cross-conveyors in tunnels and four

inclined conveyors connecting with those along the

water side of the dock warehouses.

The total length of the conveyors on the brackets

along the dock warehouses is approximately 1,800 ft.

These horizontal conveyors are arranged to drive in

one direction, but they are sectionalized so that each

inclined conveyor delivers to either of two sections

running in opposite directions.

Four of conveyor bridges (Fig. 3) are installed. All

of them are of the same design. Each is arranged with

a leaf which can be raised (Fig. 4) to clear the

steamers, as shown in one of the photographs. The
bridges deliver sacks to the deck of the ship, as shown
in Fig. 3. From the deck of the ship the sacks are

lowered into the hold on chutes by hand.

This installation of conveyors was made prior to the

>var. It has been in continuous operation since then.

A careful inspection indicates that the maintenance has

been low and that the upkeep is not serious. Canvas

belts have been used in recent years because rubber

belting could not be secured. The foreman in charge

believes that rubber belting is much better for this

.service.

The only opportunity for improvement on the system

appears to be in the handling of sacks in the warehouses.

At present, men carry the sacks an average of 40 ft.

to the conveyors in the trenches on the longitudinal

center line of the warehouses. Portable conveyors on
ilat-wheel casters would eliminate all this carrying.

FIG. 4. CONVEYOR BRIDGE
WITH LEAF RAISED

FIG. 5. SACKS ARE SOME-
TIMES LOADED BY HAND

All of the coffee not handled by the conveyors is

carried on to the steamers by men, as shown in Fig. 5.

In studying the capacity of the installation, a unit

was considered as the conveyors in one v.'arehouse, the

corresponding conveyor under the street, the inclined

conveyor to which the street conveyor delivered, the

corresponding two sections of the conveyor along the

water side of the dock warehouses, and one traveling

conveyor bridge. An observation of 27 min. showed, by

careful counting, that one of these units was delivering

at the rate of about 1,800 sacks of coffee per hour.

That is, the unit could deliver that number of sacks

from the warehouse to the ship in that time.

The foreman in charge claimed that the capacity of

a unit is easily 2,500 sacks per hour, and that they have

handled as high as 3,000 sacks per hour per unit. The
capacity obtained apparently depends on the rate at

which sacks are loaded on the conveyor in the ware-

houses and on the skill of the men who straighten the

sacks at the points where one section of the conveyor

delivers to the next section. It appeared that a unit

could handle about 2,800 to 3,000 sacks per hour, if the

men needed to align the sacks at the junctions would

work with reasonable efficiency.

Engineerinjf Courses for Ex-Service Men
A recent bulletin issued by the national service depart

ment of Engineering Council announces that the Federal

Board for Vocational Education has arranged with engi-

neering Schools in all parts of the country to give engi-

neering instruction to 2,387 ex-service men, all branches

of engineering being represented. As colleges and uni-

versities start courses for the current school year addi-

tional arrangements are being made.

I
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Location Betterments on Canadian
National Railways
By Henry K. Wicksteed

Chief Tjocating Engineer, Canadian National Railways

PRESENT CONSTRUCTION and studies for location

betterments on the Canadian National Railways may
best be understood by a brief review of early railroad

building on the Canadian Northern. The principal com-

ponent of the lines composing the Canadian National

System is that of the Canadian Northern. This was
financed, designed, and built, as everyone knows, by the

firm of Mackenzie & Mann, both members of which

were not only very able business men and financiers,

but had had a long previous experience in contracting

on the Canadian Pacific, and an absolute confidence in

the resources of Canada and its future. They knew
personally a great many of the older engineers and

others who had been identified with the construction of

the older road, and they gathered about them a number
of these men who knew the topography of Canada as

no one else could know it, and the weak points of the

older roads as well as the strong. Under these circum-

stances it is not surprising that the Canadian Northern

from Montreal and Toronto to Vancouver, has the

reputation of being the best long distance line on the

continent in proportion to cost, and the best on this

continent from an economic point of view means the

best in the world. Some day justice will be done to

the extraordinary talent and vision of these two men.

Public opinion is even now swinging round in that

direction. The successful man has always a great crowd
of detractors, but as successful man remarked to me
a few days ago, it is easier to make and keep a reputa-

tion than to do things. These men attempted the im-

possible and got away with it. Two farmers' sons built

10,000 miles in less than 20 years.

Part of this system in the East was composed of

acquired lines which were linked together and some-

times acted merely as feeders to the parent system;

sometimes formed part of the main line itself. They
had nearly all been finished years before, and in location

features were not on a par with the somewhat higher

standards demanded at the present day. One such road

was the Bay of Quinte which was used with modifica-

tions for some 25 miles between Toronto and Ottawa.

Grades of 1.5 per cent were reduced to 0.5 per cent,

while the other construction was going on, and finished

simultaneously, the stations being left in their original

positions, and the existing business of the line being

left undisturbed. A still more important link in the

main chain between Montreal and Quebec was the

Great Northern of Canada, completed about 1900, and

itself composed of older roads coupled together. It

extended originally from Hawkesbury on the Grand
Trunk, 60 miles east of Ottawa, to Riviere a Pierre

on the Quebec & Lake St. John, and was intended as an

overflow route for the somewhat heavy flow of grain

then going east from the Georgian Bay at Parry Sound
to Quebec. One hundred miles of this route, from

Quebec to the St. Maurice, was made up of two coloniza-

tion roads, the Lower Laurentian and the Quebec &
Lake St. John, and had a number of grades of 2 per

cent, and curvature as sharp as 10 deg., in combination.

The newer portion had been built to a 1 per cent

759

standard. The most objectionable part of thi* com-
bination wa.H eliminated by building a new lin« from
the St. Maurice 80 miles to Quef>ec, which re'!

di.stance .some 17 mile.s, and the ruling fgrndiet.- _:

per cent uncompen.sated to 0.60 per cent compefiAat«L
This provided for nearly one half the di.Htance between
Quebec anu Montreal and two-fifth« of that from Quebec
to Hawke.sbury. Nine mile.s of the remainder v,

up by a sharp drop into the valley of the St.

and an equally .sharp ri.se on the opposite side, and of

the remainder all but 30 mile.s was on the grent Mon-
treal plain, and where the grades were at all objection-

able, they were all so short as to be easily reducible by
ordinary steam shovel work.
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Laurentian above mentioned with 2 per cent grades,

and into the main line at the St. Maurice. The National

Transcontinental, another member of the National Sys-

tem, crosses this midway between R. a Pierre and the

St. Maurice, and this too is carrying more traffic to

and from Montreal over this little one-horse colonization

branch. Studies now being made for the reduction of

these 2 per cent grades to the same 0.60 per cent

standard are well advanced and very encouraging, but

obviously in a reduction from 2 per cent to 0.60 per

cent with considerable changes in elevation, it can not

be expected that much of the old line will remain. It is

possible, however, to retain all the stations and traffic

points intact. Otherwise there would be a very serious

rebellion among the good people of the province of

Quebec.

Last in importance perhaps, and furthest away from

the great trade centres, but among the most interesting

of all, are the studies on the Quebec & Lake St. John

itself. One hundred and twenty-five miles north of

Quebec is the city of Chicoutimi. Many Canadians have

never heard of it, and probably the great majority of

Americans. Yet it is a seaport nearer to Europe than

any in the United States. Within 50 miles of it are a

million horsepower of water power or more, most of

which is running to waste. Within 150 miles are some

of the greatest spruce forests of the world, and at its

doors, and extending more than 50 miles, are 1,000

square miles of good agricultural land. In this city, and

on this land, are 50,000 to 60,000 industrious and

thrifty French Canadians. From Canada, the United

States, and both England and France, capital has come

freely in the past, and is still coming for investment in

pulp grinding and paper making. To the westward, and

tributary to this city are mineral areas which have

caused at least one flurry of excitement. Quebec has

perhaps the sanest population, and the most progressive

and business-like government of any province in

Canada. This combination is a hard one to beat, and

many people are realizing it. One chance acquaintance

on the train in midwinter had come all the way from

Kansas City merely to look into the chances for profit-

able investment.

Under these circumst.4nces, it is only natural that

the traffic on the Quebec & Lake St. John should

increase, and that it should look forward to economic

development and improvement in grades and curvature,

and possibly, in the more remote future, to electrifica-

tion. At every few miles along its line are rivers with

minor waterpowers which can be developed easily and

cheaply. Few of them perhaps are large enough to

justify a transmission line to distant localities, but

quite large enough in the aggregate to keep a railway

going, and probably so evenly distributed that a high

tension line and converters would be unnecessary. This

matter of electrification of Quebec lines will soon be

well worth studying, but the question of grade reduction

and increasing at moderate expenditure the train load

by 50 per cent and sometimes over 100 per cent, remains

relatively just as important. Electrification will reduce

or nearly eliminate the coal bill. Grade reduction will

reduce both coal and wages in proportion to tonnage.

Both expenditures will probably soon be worth while.

The accompanying plans and profiles show some of the

most interesting of the problems under construction and
study.

Sewage Sludge Utilization at Glasgow
More extensive utilization of sewage sludge from the

chemical precipitation works of Glasgow, Scotland, is

proposed, according to the London Surveyor. All the

sludge from the works at Dalmuir and Shieldhall was
sent to sea last year but the larger part of that produced

at the Dalmarnock works was pressed and sold to

famers. The Dalmarnock sludge yielded a revenue of

about £2.000 ($9,730) last year. By pressing all the

sludge at Dalmarnock this year it is expected that the

revenue will be increased by £1,200. Changes under

way at the Shieldhall works will save the city £7,000 a

year as compared with the cost of sludge disposal at

sea. If similar changes were made at the Dalmuir

plant a further saving of £10,000 would be made. One
reason why these changes have been delayed, the Sur-

veyor says, is that neretofore "an economical price could

not be obtained for the manure, but now" the city

"could get readily 4s. (about $1) per ton instead of

the market price of Is. per ton which ruled five years

ago.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

MAKING THE MOST OF LIMITED NATURAL
RESOURCES IN HOLLAND

By E. J. Mehren
Editoi', Enfiiiiitrinf/ XeiON-RrcotU

HOLLAND is of much interest from the engineering

standpoint. We know it as a picturesque country,

a land of windmills, of wooden-shoe children, of rosy-

cheeked girls, of scrupulous cleanliness, and of ever-

present canals, but we do not, as a rule, appreciate

that its engineering achievements are of a very high

order. Nor do we realize from what meager resources

the Dutch people have built for themselves an important

place in the affairs and commerce of the world. Their

land has an area of only 12,558 sq.mi., approximately

the size of Massachusetts and Connecticut combined.

the controlling elementK in the <>n(rinp<»rin$r of th*
Xetherland.s. Her drainaKe '

panying arts of diking and : .

while .she i.s properly a Me<!ca for thOHe who are .-^cekinif

data on the design and operation of porU and harJ>oni.

These do not, of course, exhaust the lint of int«re»tin?
engineering developmentx in Holland, but they are the
one.s that will get the mo.st attention from the vixitinff

engineer.

Drainaye—Land drainage, of course. i» not an
unknown art even with us, but it is carried out in

Holland under far more difficult condition.-* than in the
United States. True, there is much land at about their

Amsterdam zero—average high water level at Amster-
dam—which is relatively easy to handle, but that which
was formerly covered by lakes or the sea lies from 3 to

5 m. below average high water level. Hence the wind
mills. In the Haarlem Meer polder T'polder" is the
name given to a reclaimed area), for example, the land

is at an elevation of -4.25 m. '-14 ft.). The water
levels in the polders are kept from 50 to 75 cm. below
the ground surface, so that the maximum pumping lift

at high water would be about 5.75 m. (.about 19 ft.).

CANAl IN a.\i,-;tek1).\m

About 25 per cent of it was once covered with water.

About 13 per cent more is so low that it would be

covered by every high tide, were it not for the dikes. On
these unfavorable lands the Dutch people, with infinite

patience, untiring energy and much engineering skill,

have built up an agricultural industry rivaling that of

any similar area in the world. For centuries Holland

has been rising from the sea, until now, having

reclaimed all land whose location would naturally lead

to its reclamation, she has begun to turn back the sea

on a grand scale. She has taken in hand the oft-

discussed project of reclaiming the Zuider Zee.

But if Holland must contend with unfavorable land

conditions, she has an advantage in location on which

her thrifty and shrewd people have not failed to

improve. Situated at the corner of the Continent she

is a natural avenue of commerce for a rich and populous

hinterland, while within her territorial confines a

mighty river—one of the world's greatest commercial

waterways, the Rhine—empties into the sea. To her

come the Rhine argosies. She transships their cargoes

and in turn sends them back laden with the products of

Dutch colonies and of every country of the globe.

These two facts—the unfavorable natural condition

of her land, and her fortunate commercial location—are

The drainage is effected by systems of canals, vnth

principal branches about ' km. apart. From thes^e

laterals run off, about 75 m. apart. Where necessary*.

tile drains are laid between these laterals.

Pumping was done formerly entirely by windmill,

but steam and electrically driven pumps were introduceil

many years ago and are gradually supplanting their

more picturesque but less economical predecesso;*. The

windmill, however, is not by any means fully superseded.

In fact, at one polder I visited, the Schermer. the

pumping is still entirely done by wind power and there

are no less than 55 mills at work on the unwatering of

this 4,445-hectare Ul.OOO-acre) polder. The reclama-

tion of this area, by the way. dates back to the

year 1635.

The windmill design has been little changed in

centuries. A typical mill that I inspected in the Prov-

ince of North Holland had a sail area on each of its

four vanes of about 67 sq.ft. The pump itself was a

wooden spiral, with an outside diameter of 2 m. (.6] ft.'*

and a pitch of about 2 ft., set on an incline of probably

30 deg. The shaft attached to the vanes, and the

vertical shaft transmitting the power to the pump were

of timber, as were the pinions at top and bottom of the

vertical shaft. At the Schermer polder the pumping
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was done in three lifts (by three sets of mills), each

lift being of l-i m., the polder water level being, at most,

4 A m. below the Amsterdam zero.

The high cost of windmill pumping is due to the cost

of attendance. Each mill has its own operator, who
makes his home, with his family, in the mill tower. In

the steam and electric pumping plants, obviously, the

cost of attendance per 1,000 cu.m. of water pumped is

but a small fraction of that of the windmills.

As previously noted, steam and electric power are

now much used for pumping. The pumps would form

an interesting study for those interested in the history

of pump development. There are scoop wheels of

various types, centrifugal pumps, and screw pumps, the

last of the type designed by A. B. Wood, of New Orleans,

and first installed in the

drainage pumping plants of

that city. Electric pumping
capacity is provided on the

basis of removing 10 cu.m.

of water per minute for each

100 hectares in the polder,

figuring that the pumps will

operate 18 hr. per day. This

is the normal basis. If

there is much water area in

the polder, the capacity need

not be so large, on account

of the reservoiring effect of

the water areas. Because of

the reliability of steam

power, steam pumping plants

are generally figured on the

basis of operating 24 hr. per

day.

Manual Control

Most of the plants are

manually controlled, but

there are some automatically

controlled electric pumping

stations. The equipment has

not a heavy load factor, op-

erating only 1,000 to 1,200

hr. per year.

The dikes are built of

sand or loam, with a clay

protection ranging from 50

to 75 cm. thick. One dike

I saw on the Zuider Zee had

a height of 4.5 m., a top

width of 1.5 m., a sea slope

of 2 on 1, and a back slope

of 3 on 1. The sea slope, in

addition to the 75-cm. clay

covering, had the following

protection—two courses of

hand-placed brick, a course

of broken brick to act as bedding, and then basalt

blocks 40 to 60 cm. high and 8 to 12 cm. through, placed

on end and brick or stone chinked. These basalt blocks,

by the way, are much used in Holland for slope protec-

tion and the facing of sea walls. They are of the typical

columnar basalt, having the cross-section of irregular

polygons, and are imported from Germany.
Zuider Zee Work—Much interest naturally is taken

in the reclamation of the Zuider Zee. The project has

been under active discussion for seventy years and in

July of this year work was actually taken in hand. The
most striking feature is that the entire area back of the

great dike is not to be reclaimed, but is to include a

large lake as well as the new polders. The total area

affected will be 360,000 hectares (889,000 acres), of

1. AREAS TO BE RECLAIMED FROM THE ZUIDER ZEE
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which 215,000 hectares

(531,000 acres) will be

reclaimed and the remain-

der 145,000 hectares

(358,000 acres) will re-

main as lake. The great

dike will have a length

of 80 km. (18 miles)

divided by the Island of

Wieringen (see map here-

with) into 2.5 and 27.5

km. lengths. The average

depth of the Zee on the

line of the dike is 4.14 m.

(12.57 ft.) below the Am-
sterdam zero and 3.6 m.

(11.8 ft.) below ordinary

low water level. The great-

est depth below the Am-
sterdam zero on the line of the dike is 11.5 m.
(37.7 ft.). A cross-section of the proposed dike at the

maximum depth is shown herewith. It is on this sec-

tion—between Wieringen and the Province of North
Holland—that work is now under way.

The maximum elevation of the great dike is 6.5 m.,

while the» highest water level, at storm tide, is 3 m.,

both above the Amsterdam zero.

In the area«to be drained the sea bed is at an eleva-

tion of 3 to 4 m. below the Amsterdam zero, and since

the shrinkage of the soil when unwatered is about 1 m.,

the dry land will be from 4 to 5 m. below ordinary

high water.

The decision to allow approximately 40 per cent of

the area back of the great dike to remain covered with

water was reached only after

long study. The areas bor-

dering on the Zuider Zee

are deficient in supplies of

fresh water. During mid-

summer it is sometimes

found necessary, as a last

resort to save crops, to admit

brackish or sea water to the

polders. This is detrimental

to the land and has been

followed by diseases of stock.

Since the Yssel Lake (as

the new lake will be called)

will receive the discharge of

the Yssel River, one of the

mouths of the Rhine, and

several small rivers that now
flow into the Zuider Zee, it

will in time be changed into

a fresh-water lake. Then, in

times of drought, irrigation

water can be admitted from
it to the polders, while the

communities in the neigh-

boring provinces will be able

to draw their water supplies

from it. The Yssel takes

about one-ninth part of

the total flow of the River
Rhine and has a maximum
discharge of 2,000 cu.m.

per second. It is pro-
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polled that the level of

Vssel I^ke shall ordi-

narily be kept at —0.40

m. 'referred to the Am-
Mterdam zero) and that its

hiKhe?tt level jthall not be
more than -f-l.OO nu
Since ordinary low water
at Wierinsren. where the

diflcharge sluices into the
.sea will l>e located, is—0.54 m. and the ordi-

nary hifirh water level

-0.2.3 nrj., it will be »een
that the level of the lake

can Ije maintained ei>
tirely by gravity dis-

charge into salt water.

Storm tide can prevent
discharge by sluicing for a maximum period of only
three or four days.

It is obvious that it would have been po&sible to
inclose the areas to be reclaimed without constructing
the great dike, but this would have made it necessary
to build the bounding dikes of a section to resist storm
tides from the North Sea. Their additional co.st would
have offset to some extent the saving caused by elim-

inating the great dike. Moreover, the great advantages
of having a body of fresh water would have been lost.

The keeping of storm tides away from the polder dikes

has the great additional advantage of lessening the

danger of breaching, and this is an important feature

because of the great destruction of human life and
property values sure to result from the breaking of a

CAXAI. .'^VSTKM Ol AMSTKRPAM—THE NORTHERN VK.VirE
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dike. In the past Holland has had some bitter experi-

ences with dike breakages and the insurance afforded

by the great dike is not a negligable item in the con-

siderations. Finally, the lower and more constant level

of Yssel Lake will cheapen the cost of pumping water

from the polders.

The map shows the location of the sluices—east of the

Island of Wieringen. The plans call for twenty-five

sluices, each 12 m. wide, so that there will be a sluicing

length of 300 m., or 984 ft. The bottom of the .^luices

will be at an elevation of —4.40.

Pre-war estimates of the cost of the work were

40,000,000 guldens ($16,000,000) for the great dike, and

230,000,000 guldens ($92,000,000) for the whole project.

The cost per hectare would have been approximately

1,100 guldens ($440), or about $180 per acre. Costs

now are between two and three times what they were

before the war, but before the work has progressed far

prices will probably be lower.

The work now under way, on the 2i-km. length of

dike between the Province of North Holland and the

Island of Wieringen, consists in depositing in the

deepest channel clay obtained by ladder dredge in

nearby areas of the Zuider Zee. It is hauled to site in

bottom-dump barges. Fortunately there are large areas

of clay available, overlaid by about 1 m. of sand.

Conditions are not so favorable, however, as to the

supply of willows for mattress work and stone for the

paving of the slopes. Willows grow naturally on some

of the low islands in the Zuider Zee, but the natural

growth is insufficient for the needs of the work. For

that reason 500 hectares have been planted to willows

adjacent to the Zee, and an additional area of 500

hectares is to be set out as rapidly as possible. It takes

about three years for willows to mature so that they

can be used for mattress purposes.

Stone for paving is to be basalt, and arrangements

have been made with the German quarries for the

necessary supplies. In fact, the speed with which the

dike work can be prosecuted will probably be controlled

by the ability to get basalt.

Obviously, as the closure of the great dike is

approached a very difficult problem will be encountered

in handling the large tidal flow. Erosion of the sandy

sea bottom will be prevented, according to plans, by

covering the bottom with mattresses weighted with rock.

It is expected that the construction of the sea dike

will take about ten years, and that the completion of the

entire project will require between thirty and forty

years.

The magnitude of the project itself would naturally

command interest in any country, no matter how large.

When, however, it adds to the area of a nation 6* per

cent, one can well imagine the transcendent importance

which it has not only for the engineers but for the

entire population of the country.

Canals and Harbors—The canal is almost as

intimately associated wth Dutch scenery as is the wind-

mill. There are no less than 3,600 km. of canals, and

1,000 km. of navigable rivers. By comparison, the

standard-gage railways have a length of 3,400 km. and

the meter-gage lines, 2,500 km. The canal system had

its beginnings centuries ago. The reclamation of lake

and sea areas necessitated the leaving of canals, and

their subsequent enlargement and improvement. These

formed an obvious means of transportation, and as

population increased played an important part in the

country's economic life. Even today, with an adequate

railway system, the water-borne traffic is extensive.

The canals have a minimum depth of 3 m.

The existence of the canals naturally stimulated

extensive development of canals in the cities and towns.

They tap every quarter of the cities and afford means
of delivering cargo by water. Amsterdam in particular

is well supplied with canals and may be called a northern

Venice. A plan of the city, herewith, shows the extent

of the canal system.

The ports of Amsterdam and Rotterdam are especi-

ally well developed. Amsterdam's business consists

principally in the transference of freight between

oceangoing vessels and either railway or barge. For
that reason the port design follows that of most of the

other large European cities; that is, the vessels tie up
at piers, which are amply provided with cranes and
other transshipment equipment. The piers are planned

on a very broad basis. In view of the inadequacy of

pier design in the United States, as exemplified by the

Staten Island piers, it was interesting to hear the man-
ager of the port remark that a width of 100 m. was not

sufficient. The width determined as the minimum in

Amsterdam is 150 m. (492 ft.), and this width will be

used in the coming extension of the port on the west

side of the city.

Rotterdam is chiefly a port of transshipment between
ocean-going vessels and the barges navigating the

Rhine. For that reason basins are provided at which
the ocean-gomg vessels tie up at buoys and pile clusters.

Transshipment devices for handling grain, coal, and
miscellaneous cargo have been developed to an elaborate

extent.

Amsterdam is connected with the North Sea by the

North Sea Canal, which is about 24 km. long, the greater

part being the canalization of the Ij (pronounced
eye), a former arm of the Zuider Zee, which was closed

off by a dam just east of Amsterdam, when the canal

was built. At the same time the remaining parts of

this arm of the sea were reclaimed arid form what is

known as the Ij polders. The canal has a width on

bottom of 50 m., is 9.8 m. deep, with side slopes of 3 to 1.

It is now being deepened to 15 m. and is to be widened
to 100 m. on the bottom.

The maximum tidal range is 3 m. and to control the

levels in the canal locks are located at both the North
Sea and the Zuider Zee ends. The largest lock at the

North Sea end is now 12 m. wide and 225 m. long, with

a depth of 10 m. of water over the sills.

Work has just been started on an immense lock,

which, with the widening and deepening of the canal

itself, is expected to provide for the largest oceangoing

shipping for many years to come. The lock will have

the enormous dimensions of 50 m. width and 400 m.

clear length, with 15 m. of water on the sills. The lift,

however, will be only 3 m.

This tremendous lock will be built in the wet by the

caisson method, similar to that used at Pearl Harbor.

This will be done because a number of the important

Dutch cities, including Amsterdam, depend for their

water supply on the water accumulations in the dunes,

in which this lock will have to be built. If the site

were to be cofferdammed and pumped there would be

danger of seriously affecting this underground reservoir.

The work has only now been taken in hand, but should

I
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develop much of interest to the engineers interested in

canal and lock work all over the world.

The engineers in charge of the canal and the lock are

well known in the United States, both of them having
been in America to study our canal practice. Heer
G. S. VAN DEN Broek is in charge of the canal, and Jhr.

C. E. W. VAN Pahhuys in charge of the lock.

Roads—Despite the fact that traffic is light, the high-

way system of Holland cannot be said to be in good
condition. This, however, is not a reflection upon the

Dutch engineers, in view of the very bad soil conditions

with which they must deal. The land lies low and the

water in general is near the surface. In addition, many
of the roads are on a soft peaty foundation.

As in most of the European countries, there is a

national highway system. It consists of about 2,000

km. of road, paved with brick in the western portion of

the country, gravel in the east, and macadam in the

south. By far the greater length is paved in brick, the

individual units being 6 cm. wide, 22 cm. long, and 11

cm. high, laid on sand. There are some stone roads,

built of imported block, but, on account of the soil con-

ditions, they have not given good service. Such of the

macadam roads as I saw—and the mileage of them is

relatively short on the national system—were in good
condition. I did not get into the country where gravel

was used. In general, the government roads are 5 m.
wide. The secondary highway system is under the con-

trol of the provinces and the tertiary system under the

control of the communities and the polders.

One unusual feature is that the highway engineer

must provide a path for the bicyclist. The ratio of

bicycles to population is probably higher in Holland

than in any other country in the world. There are no

less than 1,200,000 bicycles in the population of

7,000,000. On the other hand, there are only 6,000

passenger automobiles and 2,000 motor trucks.

There is agitation in favor of an extension of the

government highway net and of its improvement by

bettering and widening the surfaces, A 72-ni. carriage-

way is being strongly urged, with adequate provisions,

in addition, for both footway and bicycle paths. Widen-

ing is in progress in a number of places.

Industrial Conditions—In general industrial condi-

tions in Holland are good. Like all other European

countries, Holland felt the pressure of the war, prices

being now three times as much as they were in 1914.

Labor has, on the whole, had increases proportionate to

the increase in the cost of living, but the middle class,

as elsewhere, has been pinched. The efficiency of the

workers is somewhat better than in other countries of

Europe, the opinion being that production per man is

70 to 80 per cent of pre-war production. On Oct. 1 the

8-hr. day goes into effect, by law, in certain trades, and

the intention is to extend its application year by year.

I was interested to learn that there is a cleavage in

labor along religious lines. The Christian unions (both

Catholic and Protestant) apparently have been much
more reasonable than the Socialist and Communist

unions. They have, for example, no objection to work-

ing more than 8 hr. a day and have not objected to piece

work. The other unions, on the other hand, have

wanted an 8-hr. day. The Socialist unions work piece

work though their leaders are opposed to the system

while the Communist unions are strongly opposed to

piece work.

Enyineeririfi Interest—When planninfr my trip I

in grave doubt whether I should include Holland in the
itinerary. It.s engineering work.s were le«H known to me
than those of any other country that I ha*J conxidered
visiting. Did emergency require it. " '

planned merely to pa.ss through i.

stopping. However. I am glad that I jspeiii lime ihere
Not only did I find the engineering work* of srreat
interest, but a hospitality and an undemtandin? of
Americans and American condition.** that were .•second

to none that I met in Europe. I found the Dutch engi-
neers clo.se .students of American practice, and admirer«
of the way American engineers and contractors take
hold of their engineering enterprises.

In the hope that my own experience in vi.siting

Holland will be duplicated, I would most earnestly urge
upon engineers who plan visiting Europe to include
Holland in their itineraries.

The Hague, Aug. 4.

Macadam Roads Given Skin Coat of Tar
Good After Nine Years

IN RECONSTRUCTING macadam or gravel roads the

South Park Commissioners of Chicago have developed

and perfected a method of applying a skin coat of hot

pitch, which after nine years under heav>' traffic con-

ditions is still in very good condition, according to

Harry S. Richards, superintendent of maintenance.

South Park. While these roads have been described

before, the long period of their service is warrant for a

recounting of the methods used in their construction.

The old macadam was loosened with a spike wheeled

road roller and then scarified and harrowed. This

process tends to bring the larger pieces of metal to the

surface. The road is then brought to the desired grade

and compacted by the use of a 10-ton roller.

On this surface was spread a layer of crushed stone

between li and 2 in. in diameter, which was thoroughly

compacted by means of the roller mentioned above.

After the voids were completely filled with limestone

screenings the road was sprinkled and rolled in a man-

ner exactly similar to that i allowed in constructing the

ordinary macadam type.

Before the surface treatment is applied, it has been

found to be the best practice to throw the surface open

to traffic for a week or ten days. At the end of this

period it is traversed with a horse-drav^Ti re.'olving

broom which prepares the surface for the reception of

the skin-coat treatment, which consisted of hot pitch

applied under pressui'e at the rate of i to i gallon per

square yard, and at a temperature of not less than 250

deg. Before this pitch has cooled it is covered v^ith

i to l-ir. chips of limestone, or gravel of equal size. The

final touch is giv-^n by thorough compaction with a

roller weighing about five tons.

Safety and Sanitation Not a Park Purpose

The New York State Court of .\ppeals hius decided

that the leasing of the Arsenal Building, in Central Park.

New York City, to the Safety Institute of America for

use as a safety and sanitation museum, would be a diver-

sion of a portion of the park from its legitimate use for

park purposes.
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Letters to the Editor

Against the Federation

Sir—In the hope of soniewhal chuifying: the situation in

regard to the proposed federation of engineering societies

in the minds of members of the national technical societies,

especially those like myself who are members of both the

American Society of Civil Engineers and the American

Association of Engineers, the following observations are

offered

:

The aims of the proposed federation have been advanced

fully and need not be repeated here. The engineer is a pro-

fessional man and as such demands the maintenance of the

highest possible technical standards. For this purpose the

founder societies have come into being and have functioned.

If engineering is to be an advanced profession the scientific

basis must be constantly expanding and advanced ground

must be continually broken. This work is largely in the

hands of the founder societies—stimulating research work
and bringing to attention the most progressive achievements

of engineering. Such work, it has long been considered, is best

done by separate societies devoted to the different branches

of the profession. Engineers have, however, another great

field of interest; namely, that involving their responsibilities

as citizens; service to the engineer in the way of increasing

his prestige, support of their fellow engineers in all matters

affecting public or professional intei'ests, employment ser-

vice, etc., including the pi-otection of the public and the

profession by their influence on legislation. It seems to be

the well-meaning object of those advocating the federation

to set up machinery to accomplish this.

That the American Association of Engineers as an organ-

ization favors any agency aiming to accomplish these results

is shown by the fact th?t it has offered its hearty co-opera-

tion to the promoters of the federation. The letter of its

secretary, C. E. Drayer, to R. L. Humphrey appearing on

p. 62 of Engineering Nen's-Record of Sept. 23, 1920, makes
this fact clear. I can see no reason for any member of the

American Association of Engineers who is not also a mem-
ber of a founder society opposing the federation. How-
ever, when one comes to study the matter as a member of

both American Association of Engineers and a founder
society or even as a member of a founder society who is in-

formed as to the organization, aims and accomplishments
of the American Association of Engineei's, we have a horse

of another color. The founder societies are organized and
functioning now in their chosen and broad fields and no
doubt can and will rise to greater heights of accomplish
ment. The American Association of Engineers is a
national organization, organized for non-technical work, to

assist the engineers to perform their many civic obligations,

to watch and direct legislation affecting our particular field,

raise the prestige of the profession in public esteem, obtain
proper recognition of engineering employees by employers
and co-operation between them, welfare work including em-
ployment service, etc. A study of its records will disclose

that this work is being advanced successfully and in a man-
ner consistent with highest ethics, having adopted a code
of ethics for engineers probably unequalled, having taken
a determined stand against unionism in the profession, and
having given service to the young men which is stemming
the wave of unionism threatening the good name of our
profession. This organization has now, I believe, about
21,000 members. It aims to be practically all-inclusive; it

is soundly organized, functioning freely, democratic, effec-

tive and of high tone. Therefore, why embark on a new
adventure hazardous on account of its absolutely unsound
plan or organization, expensive in any case (with its sound
and effective organization the American Association of En-
gineers is finding it difficult to give the best service at $10
entrance fee and $10 dues) ; and last but most important:
Why introduce an element into our founder societies which
will absorb effort and interest which should be devoted to
technical development, threatening the consuming of much

time and courting the probability of many serious dissen-

sions?

Members of founder societies: The high prestige of your
society so dear to you is at stake. Your pocketbook is in

danger of a raid.

Members of the American Association of Engineers who
are members of a founder society: You are now supporting

two organizations which should and I believe will cover the

full needs of the profession as far as can be served by
organization and you are now being asked to support a

movement which at best, it seems to me, represents simply a

duplication of the work of the American Association of

Engineers. Robert H. Jacobs.

New York City, Oct. 9.

Oppose Am. Soc. C. E. as Federation Member
Sir—The American Society of Civil Engineers is now

facing what is probably the gravest question that has ever

come before it. It must decide whether it is to retain its

position as one of the foi'emost engineering societies in the

world or whether it is to surrender its prestige and influence

into the hands of a new and untried organization of no

professional standards and of vague purposes, in the man-
agement of which the Am. Soc. C. E. would have an insig-

nificant and inequitable voice.

We cannot afford to dally with this proposal. The ri.sk

is too great. Once the Am. Soc. C. E. has surrendered its

name and prestige they are gone. No one can foretell by
whom or in what causes they may be exploited, or to what
policies the society may be committed ; for no one seems to

know what are to be the objects, the methods, and the scope

of the new organization.

It is urged that we should join the Federation because

others are doing so. That is never a convincing argument,
and in this case it is little short of absurd. No other body
of engineers in the United States has so much to lose by
joining the Federation as has the Am. Soc. C. E. It is easy

to understand why the Federation should want the Am.
Soc. C. E., but that is not an argument that should carry

weight with the member who is thinking of what is best

for the society and for the profession of which it is now
the leading exponent. It is easy to understand why the

promoters of the Federation should wish to absorb the Am.
Soc. C. E. together with all the prestige and influence it has
built up through the 68 years of its leadership; but this will

but constitute additional reason for caution on the part of

those who value that prestige and who are scrupulous as to

the ends toward which that leadership may be directed.

We urge that in considering the Federation question the

members of the Am. Soc. C. E. retain a firm grasp on these

basic facts and principles. We urge a serious reading and
consideration of the arguments against the Am. Soc. C. E.

joining the Federation as prepared by Past-President

Pegram, and Directors Alvord and Tuttle (see Engineering
Neivs-Record, Sept. 30, and sent to the membership together

with the ballot. These arguments are just and sound. They
will appeal to the member who understands and appreciates

what the Am. Soc. C. E. is and stands for and who ap-

proaches the present problem animated only by a desire to

do what is best for the society and the profession.

The standing of the Am. Soc. C. E. in the eyes of the

world is the most valuable profesisonal asset that it brings

to its membership. Let us not patvn this asset for the vague
and questionable possibilities that may lie in the new
Federation.

If you have already voted and wish to change your vote

you may send in a new ballot and ask for the return of the •

first one.

Onward Bates, past president, Am. Soc. C. E.
J. Waldo Smith, past vice-pres., Am. Soc. C. E.

Alexander C. Humphreys, past director, Am. Soc. C E.
John G. Van Horne, past director, Am. Soc. C. E.
Charles F. Loweth, past vice-pres., Am. Soc. C. E.
Dabney H. Maury, member, Am. Soc. C. E.

Charles L. Strobel, past vice-pres.. Am. Soc. C. E.
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News of the Week
New York, October 14, 1920

Large Bond Issues Asked for New
Jersey Highway Bridge Work
Eighteen million dollars for highway

bridge reconstx'uction are asked of the

New Jersey legislature by the new state

highway commission. Of the total,

$4,000,000 is required for immediate
renewal of bridges now unsafe, and

$2,000,000 for repairs and temporary
reconstruction of 200 out of the 600

bridges now on the state's highway
system, while ultimately $12,000,000

more will be needed for bridge replace-

ment. The money is to be raised by

bond issues authorized by a referendum
vote to be ordered by the next

legislature.

Development of a state highway
system now including sixteen lines of

x'oad, or "routes," has been proceeding

for two years, but a number of impor-

tant bridges on these routes are in such

condition that immediate replacement is

needed. Charles A. Mead, department
engineer of bridges, has reported that

seven of the most important bridges

are in such condition that they must be

renewed at once, and that repairs cost-

ing over $300,000 will have to be done to

keep them open for traffic until the new
bridges are completed. For these large

structures and for urgent repairs on

about 200 smaller bridges a total of

$6,000,000 is required within the next

three years.

"It is our view that this work cannot

be ignored if traffic is to be maintained

on the highways," says the commission.

"The sum of $18,000,000 will have to

be provided eventually to build highway
bridges adequate to meet the demands
of the present traffic and to form fitting

links in the state highway system.

These estimates are based upon
present-day costs."

Included in the seven large projects

that are reported to be urgent, rebuild-

ing of the Amboy bridge over the

Raritan River will require $2,700,000;

this bridge is now restricted to loads of

5 t., but the new one of 20 t. capacity

is contemplated. Reconstruction of the

Matawan Creek bridge ordered by the

War Department, will cost $225,000,

Cooper's bridge over the Navesink
River and the Manasquan bridge $400,-

000 and $470,000, the Shark River

bridge $260,000, and the Pine Bi-ook

bridge over the upper Passaic River

$130,000.

The commission says, "Unless the

rivers and smaller bodies of water are

spanned with suitable structures, the

good which we hope the citizens of the

state who use the I'oads may derive

from them will be lessened. The bridges

are an integral part of the highway
construction.

American Society C. EL Amendment.s to

Constitution Defeated
In Letter Ballot of Record Size Proposed Changes 'n Administrative
Machinery Fail To Secure Necessary Two-Thirds Majority \ ote

Proposed changes in the constitution

of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, involving, (1) an enlargement
of the scope of the organization to

include co-operation in economic and
civic affairs; (2) establishment of
Local Sections and assignment of all

members thereto; (3) reduction in the

number of directors from District 1

(New York City); and (4) a new basis

for the nomination and election of offi-

cers, including an annual conference of

Local Section representatives, were
defeated in the referendum vote in

which 4,521 ballots were canvassed Oct.

6 at the meeting of the society in New
York City. The remaining three of the

seven proposed constitutional amend-
ments, providing for an inci'ease in

annual dues, a change in the election

of honorary members and a prohibition

against the candidacy for office of a

member of the nominating committee
were carried. The result is, in effect, a

repudiation of the measures advocated

by the Joint Conference Committee.

A record vote on the seven questions

was polled. In all 4,781 ballots were
received; of these 260 were invalid,

leaving the net ballots counted 4,521.

In every case the majority of the votes

cast was in favor of the proposed

amendments but a change in the con-
stitution of the society can be made
effective only by a two-third.s affirma-

tive vote, so that amendment."? A. B. F
and G, although favored by the ma-
joritj', were defeated by margins of 224
ballots, for amendment A; 416 ballots,

for amendment B; .307 ballots for

amendment F; and 448 ballots for

amendment G.

A study of the vote by district.*

shows, in the crse of the proposal to

enlarge the scope of the Society

(amendment A) a heavy negative vote

from New York, there being 509 "No"
against 318 "Yes." In the eastern

Pennsylvania region the reverse was
true, the "Yes" vote being 309 against

115 "Noes." Amendment A was also

favored by substantial majorities in

western Pennsylvania, Illinois. Michi-

gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota. Texas and
the Pacific- Coast States. New England
was very evenly divided. The full de-

tails of the vote by districts is given in

the accompanying tab'-.

As explained in this journal last

week (p. 719) amendment A proposed
the co-operation of the Society in ci\ic

and economic affairs. Amendment B
covered the establishment of Local Sec-

tions. Amendment C increased the an-

RESULTS OF LETTER-B.\LLOT. .\M. SOC. C. E. AMENDMENTS

Ballots Counted Upon Amendment:

_"A"_ ^''B"-^ ^-C"^ — -D-^ —••E-_ _-F"-. — "G- —
District*

No. Ve3 No Ye.s No Yes No Yes No Yes No 'i es No \e» No

I—Foreign 36 29 22 43 43 21 48 15 53 II 29 33 26 37

I—Resident 318 509 278 549 578 224 556 240 592 207 278 544 262 555

2 158 176 140 192 234 86 262 57 279 41 150 184 135 !»•

3 120 126 109 137 139 102 171 69 179 63 121 125 111 132

4 309 115 303 123 338 80 361 54 379 39 305 117 300 120

5 190 112 182 120 222 77 238 62 245 54 190 III 170 128

6 294 123 280 138 322 88 334 76 360 49 287 129 271 141

7 270 57 258 69 260 64 262 56 263 56 ."-.8 56 256 67

8 254 144 243 153 275 110 302 84 324 64 236 I5« 224 l6<»

9 147 107 129 125 171 79 195 53 208 41 147 104 131 118

10 154 80 145 89 158 71 184 48 198 35 148 83 141 91

11 224 53 206 71 210 62 230 43 253 22 218 57 206 66

12 156 27 153 31 143 41 152 26 165 15 155 28 150 31

13::::::::: i46 65 i36 7 5 m so 151 55 172 35 143 6i» 132 7«

Total 2.77^ 1.723 2.584 1.915 3.224 1. 185 3.446 938 3.670 732 2.675 1.707 2.515 l.9r»

^Xi-y*^*" 3.000 3.000 2.940 2.923 2.935 2.982 2.9«,3

Carried by 284 523 735

Lost by 224" 416 ^<W **•_

Total vote. M99 4.499 4^409 4.384 4.402 4.472 4.444

%'!^'^."' 62 57 73 79 83 60 57

* Disi 1, N. Y. City and foreign: Dist. 2. New England States: n'>'r 3. NY. .^tate and Quebc-: />i>f 4.

eastern Penn.. Md.. N J . Del.: Dist. 5. D. C. Va N and S. C Ga . Fla.: />..«.«.. )^ estern Ponn \V \ . .

Ohio; Dist. 7. Ontario, Mich., Wis., Minn.. Manitoba. la.: n<st. 8 111 .
Ind Ky. Tenn />. ' 9. Ala •

Mw .

La., Ark.. Mo.; Dist. 10. Okla.. Kan.. Col.. Utah Neb. vVyoN and S. D Mont ^askatcaewan and Alb«t.:

Di-st 1 1 Tex Mex Ariz.. S. Cal.; Dist. 12, B. C. Idaho. Wash.. Ore.. -Alaska: D<st. 13. Northern Cal
.
Ne\.

'
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nual dues. Amendment D provided for

ehanjres in electing- honorary members.

Amendment E prevented nominating-

committee members from running- for

office. Amendment F reduced the num-

ber of directors from the Ne-w York

District. Amendment G involved

changes in the administration of the

Society's affairs.

All Factors in Building Industry

Plan Harmony Congress

Seven elements in the building- con-

struction field are to hold a congress

in June, 1921, or sooner, to discuss the

problems of the field from every angle

with a view to obtaining better co-

ordination and giving better service to

the public. A preliminary meeting of

six of the interests involved—archi-

tects, contractors, sub-contractors,

labor, engineers and material men

—

met Sept. 27 in Chicago and appointed

a steering committee of six to study

the situation and make plans for the

congress. The seventh interest yet to

be interested in the movement is the

financial, to be represented by the In-

vestment Bankers' Association. The

committee appointed is as follows: R.

D. Kohn, representing the American

Institute of Architects; General R. C.

Marshall, Associated General Contrac-

tors of America; Morris Knowles,

Engineering Council; Wharton Clay,

the material men; Louis K. Comstock,

the sub-contractors; Thomas R. Preece,

Building Trades Department of Ameri-

can Federation of Labor.

Each interest pledged itself to con-

tribute $300 to a fund for incidental

expenses. This meeting, attended by

32 men, followed a preliminary meet-

ing in Atlantic City called by the

American Institute of Architects at the

same time as a meeting of the National

Board for Jurisdictional Awards in the

Building Industry. The members of

the Board of Awards are selected by

the American Institute of Architects,

Engineering Council, the Associated

General Contractors of America, the

National Building Trades Employers'

Association and the Building Trade

Department of the American Federa-

tion of Labor.

Increased Assessment for Miami
Conservancy Flood Protection

An additional levy of 14 per cent of

the total estimated flood benefits of the

Miami Conservancy District has been

made by the directors of the district,

in addition to the original levy of 36

per cent made in September, 1917 The
amount of $10,793,000 to be raised by
this additional levy is made necessary

by the increased cost of the work over

that corresponding to the prices pre-

vailing when the estimates were pre-

pared. The board of directors states,

however, that the increase in cost of

the work does not compare at all un-

favorably with the incrjased cost of

similar enterprises.

State Highway Officials Support

Federal-Aid Bill

Plans are being prepared by the

American Association of State High-

way Officials to support actively the

Chamberlain bill, which proposes appro-

priations of $400,000,000 for the continu-

ance of Federal aid in the construction

of rural post roads. One-fourth of the

appropriation is to be available during

the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922.

The remainder is to become available

in equal proportions during the follow-

ing three fiscal years.

In extending the Federal aid, the

Chamberlain bill proposes to make pro-

vision for the public land states. The
bill provides "that in each state in

which the percentage of total land area

to which the title of the United States

is unqualified, exceeds ten per cent of

the total area of all lands in the state,

the Secretary of Agriculture may re-

duce the ratio of co-operation required,

but not to below one-half that which

the total of the patented land and na-

tional forest land bears to the total

area of all lands in the state." A sep-

arate fund is provided fo.- national

forest roads and trails.

Another provision of the Chamber-
lain bill is that preference is to be

given "such project as will expedite the

completion of an adequate national

highway system, connecting at the state

boundary."

League to Further Irrigation

Needs Formed in Northwest

At an irrigation congress held re-

cently in Seattle and attended by more

than seven hundred delegates from
northwestern states, there was formed

the Northwestern Reclamation League

which is to further the irrigation needs

of that territory. The league will un-

dertake a nation-wide campaign of edu-

cation to arouse public sentiment on

the need for Federal legislation that will

promote reclamation of arid lands in

the West; it will make a systematic

effort to show the manufacturers of

the East how the reclamation of arid

lands in the West will open new
markets to them, and the United States

Chamber of Commerce is to be asked

to appoint a committee to do educa-

tional work on this general subject

through its affiliated state and local

chambers. Officers of the new league

are: president, James A. Johnson,

farmer and banker, Shelby, Montana;

secretary, James A. Ford, managing

secretary Spokane Chamber of Com-

merce,

Philadelphia Section, Am. Soc.

C. E., for Federation

At a meeting held Oct. 4 the Phila-

delphia Section of the American Society

of Civil Engineers passed a resolution

introduced by Richard L. Humphrey, en-

dorsing the Federated American Engi-

neering Societies and advocating the

entry of the Am. Soc. C. E. into the

new organization.

Engineer Heads Roadmasters'

Society

The engineering side of railway

maintenance-of-way work was made
prominent at the recent annual meeting
of the Roadmasters and Maintenance-
of-Way Association, held in St. Louis.

Weight of rail in economic relation to

traffic was the subject of a report by
J. B. Baker, engineer of maintenance
of way, Pennsylvania system. In the

discussion of a paper on maintenance

of rail joints by R. H. Howai-d, chief

engineer of maintenance of way, Wa-
bash R.R., sevei'al members referred

to the modern practice of oiling splices

and bolts to prevent rust and to facili-

tate I'emoval. Repair of frogs and
switches by welding by the oxyacetylene

process was approved in the report of

a committee headed by M. Lipman,
division engineer of the Pennsylvania

system, but it was pointed out that only

competent men should be allowed to

operate the apparatus. So far the

process has not been successful with

manganese steel parts. The committee

did not recommend it for frogs and

switches in high speed tracks and Mr.

Muff, A., T. & S. F. Ry., finds it eco-

nomical to send the parts to the shop

for welding rather than to do the work
in the track. Cutting bolt holes in rails

with torches has been discontinued on

the Missouri Pacific Ry., as rails have

fractured at holes made in this way.

On the Pennsylvania system electric

welding has been found less satisfac-

tory than the oxacetylene process.

Methods of increasing the efficiency

of track forces were discussed in a

paper by F. G. Jonah, chief engineer

of the St. Louis-San Francisco Ry. (see

Engineering "News-Record, Sept. 30,

1920, p. 662); H. J. Pfeifer, chief en-

gineer of the Terminal R.R. Associa-

tion of St. Louis, pointed out that with

the present high rates of wages it is

important for roadmasters to see that

their men give a proper equivalent in

labor. As to the use of motor section

cars, it was stated that the Elgin, Joliet

& Eastern Ry. is using cars large

enough to carry 25 men. Training

foremen in special extra gangs and the

establishment of a general roadmaster

on each division were ideas advocated

in a report by Wm. Shea, C , M. & St.

P. Ry.

The future of the tie supply was dis-

cussed in a paper by H. Von Schrenk.

consulting engineer, who advocated

wider use of preservative methods and

more care in getting full life out of

ties in the track. A report on road

crossings, by J. B. Martin, New York

Central Lines, dealt mainly with bi-

tuminous macadam (see Engineering

News-Record, Oct. 9, 1919, p. 696), and

discussion showed that this construc-

tion is in use on several roads, includ-

ing the Chicago & Northwestern Ry.

and the Lehigh Valley R.R. It appears

that as a rule no plank or guard rail

is used, the flangeway being formed in

the paving. A report on the equation

of track values, by L. C. Ayers, assist-
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ant superintendent, Norfolk & Western
R.R., gave various items of work as

equivalent to the maintenance of one
mile of main track.

The officers elected for 1920-21 in-

clude the following: president, W. P.

W. Wiltsee, assistant engineer, Norfolk
& Western R.R., Roanoke, Va.; secre-

tary, J. P. McAndi'ews, roadmaster,
Chicago & Northwestern Ry., Sterling,

111. The next meeting v/ill be held at

Chicago in 1921.

The following subjects have been se-

lected by the Roadmasters and Main-
tenance-of-Way Association for pre

sentation at the annual convention in

1921: Records and accounts of a road-

master's office, F. J. Meyer, assistant

engineer, New York, Ontario & West-
ern R.R.; classification of second hand
rail, Wm. Shea, general roadmaster,
Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.;

economical methods of laying and re-

newing ties, G. S. Brooks, general road-

master. Terminal Railroad Association

of St. Louis; construction and mainte-
nance of railway track crossings, D.

O'Hearn, roadmaster, Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern R.R.; stimulating rivalry be-

tween section forces, G. W. Koontz,

roadmaster, Delaware & Hudson R.R.

Convention Discusses Smoke
The advantages of smoke prevention

and the objectionable effects of smoke
were presented in various aspects at

the recent Chicago convention of the

Smoke Prevention Association. Educa-
tion was considered to cover 90 per

cent of smoke reduction, which means
that any move to reduce smoke must
begin with the higher officials. To
eliminate the widespread nuisance from
domestic smoke, Dr. E. V. Hill, of the

Chicago smoke department, suggested
that the city should purchase the gas
plants, install byproduct ovens and
utilize the coke for domestic fuel. He
suggested also the use of central heat-

ing plants, each serving an entire block

or several blocks. Mr. Kreisinger, U. S.

Bureau of Mines, thought the coal hav-
ing less than 10 per cent ash might be
used in byproduct plants, but that coal

of higher ash content should be used
in mechanical stokers or pulverized coal

furnaces. Pulverized lignite has been
burned successfully. A great part of

the proceedings related to furnace de-

sign and accessories. Locomotive equip-

ment and firing methods were also dis-

cussed. The president is J. M. Loner-
gan, New York; secretary, F. A. Cham-
bers, Chicago. The 1921 meeting will

be held at St. Louis.

Bridge Patent Suit Settled

Claims for infringement of patents in

several bascule bridges over the Chi-

cago River, brought against the city of

Chicago by the Strauss Bascule Bridge
Co., have resulted in an agreement by
the city to pay $348,500. Two court
decisions had been rendered in favor of
the company and the city decided to

settle rather than continue the case.

International Road Congress Offi-

cers Are French Engineers

Both the new president and secretary-
general of the Permanent Internationa!
Association of Roar! Congresses, elected
at the meeting held in Paris, June 21,
are engineers in the Ponts et Chaussees
in the (Department of Bridges and
Roads) Ministry of Public Works,
France, and both have distinguished

ALBERT MAHIEU, PRESIDENT, PER-
MANENT INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF RO.A.D

CONGRESSES

civil and military professional records.

Albert Mahieu, former colonel of engi-

neers, the new president of the associa-

tion, is also counsellor of state, inspec-

tor-general of bridges and roads anvl

secretary-general of the Ministry of

Public Works.* Paul le Gavrian, former
lieutenant-colonel of engineers, is secre-

tary-general of lhe» association and
chief engineer. Direction of Roads, Min-
istry of Public Works, France.

M. Mahieu was graduated from the

Ecole Polytechnique in 1884. After

graduation as engineer of bridges and

roads he was active in highway and
railroad construction in central France

and at Paris. During this period he

made especial studies of road construc-

tion and maintenance and became one

of the best known of the French road

engineers.

In 1908 he was charged by the Min-

ister of Public Works with the organ-

ization of the first international road

congress, whose secretary-general ho

became upon its permanent organiza-

tion. As a member of the executive

committee he assisted materially in

planning and presiding over succeed-

ing congresses held at Brussels in 1910

and London in 1913. When war was

declared M. Mahieu was commissioned

a colonel of engineers and was placed

at the head of the service of military

roads of all the French armies, a posi-

tion he held through the war. After

the war he again became active in work

for the association and when, at the

June, 1920, meeting, Mr. de Preaudeau,

because of ill health, resigned as presi-

dent, M. Mahieu was the unanimous

choice as his successor.

.M. le Gavrian, the association's
secretar>'-genfTal, in a gnduzU of the
Ecole Polyt<.-chnique and of th« E>rolc

des PontH ct
(
'haunsif:n, I aris. Shortly

after his (fraduation from the Utter in-

stitution he aHsi.Hted in th« design and
erection of the lart^e Htmctures built
for the PariM Exposition, and aUo the
public boulevardH, amont; them Avenue
.Alexandre III, and water, gnu and sewer
installations.

In 1901 M. le Gavrian was ifiven, at
Versailles, one of the most important
highway road posts in France. Effect*

of automobile traffic had just then
begun to be felt and he began int«?n-

sive study of road construction and
maintenance with the new factors taken
into account. He was among the first

engineers to introduce into France sys-

tematic use of tar for highway con-

struction and maintenance. He experi-

mented in various road products such

as tar, pitch, petroleum oils, bitumen
and asphalt, and finally establishtrd

French technique in construction of ag-

gregate mixture surfaces. Upon the

organization of the first congress M. le

Gavrian arranged the technical detaiU.

At the outbreak of war M. le Gav-
rian was commissioned lieutenant-col-

onel of engineers and charged with di-

recting the road service of the French

Sixth army. In this capacity he took

part in the battles of the Somme, Aiane.

Chemin des Dames, the second battle

of the Mame and Chateau Thierr>'. In

1918 he was attache<l to the Frenrh

Mission at G.H.Q., .A..E.F., in which

position he co-operated with the Ameri-
can First and Second armies in the

repair and maintenance of the road.-i

in the Toul, St. Mihiel and Verdun sec

tors. After the armistice he was at-

tached to Marshal Foch's staff and
made responsible road officer with the

French army of occupation.

Demobilized in April. 1919, M. le

Gavrian resumed his work as chief

P.VUL L£l GAVniAN. Tlifc: .V;5S>CI.\-

TION'S NEW SECr.ETATlT-
C.ENERAL

engineer. Direction of Roads. .Ministry

of Public Works. Early this year he

was named professor at the Ecole Na-

tionale des Poms et Chaussees.
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James A. McCrea, Engineer, Vice-

President of the P. R. R.

Col. James A. McCrea, previously

eng:ineer, maintenance-of-way, Pennsyl-

vania R.R., Lines East, who during the

war served as deputy director general

of transportation, has been selected to

succeed the late Richard L. O'Donnel

as vice-president of the Pennsylvania

Railroad system, in charge of the Cen-

tral Region, with headquarters at Pitts-

burgh. Under the reorganization of

the Pennsylvania R.R., dividing it into

four grand divisions, over each of which

is appointed an operating vice-presi-

dent, the Central Region embraces por-

France in March, 1919, he left railroad

service to become vice-president of the

Bankers' Trust Co.

Dui'ing the war Colonel McCrea ren-

dered noteworthy service as general

manager and later deputy director gen-

eral of transportation of the American
Expeditionary Forces, in recognition of

which he was awarded the Distinguished

Service Medal of the United States and
was made an officer of the French
Legion of Honor. Colonel McCrea is

son of the late James McCrea who was
the chief executive of the Pennsylvania

R.R. from 1907-1913 and who for

twenty years was vice-president of the

company at Pittsburgh.

N. Y. Section, Am. Soc. C. E., Will

Discuss Freight Distribution

The New York Section of The Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers will

hold a meeting at the Engineering
Societies Building, 29 West 39th St.,

New York City, on the evening of Oct.
20. The subject for discussion will be
the local distribution of freight and
food products. All members of the
society are invited to attend.

COI.. JAMES A. McCREA

tions of what were formerly both the

Western and Eastern Lines including

the entire Pittsburgh district, one of

the greatest railroad traffic producing

teiTitories in the world, extending from
Altoona in the East to Columbus, Ohio
and the Lake ports.

For the past two years Colonel Mc-
Crea has been vice-president of the

Bankers' Trust Co., New York City, and
previous to the war was general man-
ager of the Long Island R.R. He was
graduated from Sheffield Scientific

School of Yale University in 1895 and
entered the chief engineer's office of the

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh

as a draftsman, later engaging in field

work. Within two years he was ap-

pointed assistant engineer and in 1889

became engineer, maintenance-of-way of

the Pennsylvania R.R., Lines East.

After his appointment as engineer,

maintenance-of-way. Lines East, Col-

onel McCrea returned to the Western
Lines in 1901 as superintendent of the

Cincinnati Division, where he remained
for five years. He was then transferred

to the Long Island R.R. as general su-

perintendent and became general man-
ager in 1911. Upon his return from

Road Machinery Company Cited

for Unfair Competition

The Federal Trade Commission has

cited the Eastern Road Machinery Co.,

Boston, Mass., in a complaint of unfair

competition in the sale of road build-

ing machinery. Forty days are al-

lowed the respondent in which to file

an answer, after which time the case

will be set for trial on its merits.

The company is required to answer
an accusation that it has given to pub-

lic officails and to employees of its cus-

tomers sums of money and gratuities

as inducements to influence them to

recommend the purchase of the respon-

dent's road making machinery.

A. A. E. Presents to I. C. C. New
Definition of Engineers

At a hearing Oct. 1 granted the

American Association of Engineers by

the Interstate Commerce Commission a

new definition was presented under

which professional engineers in railroad

service, classified as subordinate offi-

cials, are included. The term "engi-

neers of mechanics" as defined after

the I. C. C. hearing March 15 now
includes civil engineers. It is recom-

mended that there shall be included in

the group within the term "subordinate

officials" the following:

Technical Engineers— This class shall
include all professional engineers, assistant
engineers, engineer assistants, instrument-
men, rodmen, chainmen, designers, drafts-
men, computers, tracers, chemists, archi-
tects, engineer supervisors, engineer inspec-
tors, and all other employees engaged in

office or field work in any department gind

performing engineering work. None of the
foregoing who have authority to employ,
discipline, or dismiss subordinates shall be
included.

The Commission has taken the matter

under advisement and will probably

make a decision within the next two
weeks. George W. Hand, assistant to

the president, Chicago and Northwest-

ern Ry. Co. and chairman of the

national railroad council of A. A. E.,

presented the substitute definition. He
was accompanied by J. B. Jenkins,

valuation engineer, Baltimore & Ohio

R.R. Co., C. C. Burritt, office engineer,

Southern Railroad, and R. C. Bailey,

district secretary, A. A. E.

Water Master Plan Introduced
in California

Irrigationists supplied by water from
Kings River in California organized
early this year and after agreeing upon
the individual rights and priorities in-

volved asked the State Water Commis-
sion to place one of its engineers in

charge of apportioning the water to

the various canals. The Commission
complied with this request and after
the season's experience with the water
master plan, tried out this year for

the first time in California, found it to

be such a success that in an announce-
ment relating to the plan, the Commis-
sion says: "Neither the people nor the
state wall endure the waste."

As long ago as 1917 a bill was in-

troduced in the State Legislature giv-

ing the Commission authority to place

water masters upon all the large

streams of the state, but the plan was
then little understood and met with
so much opposition that it was aban-
doned. In the absence of any joint

plan the superintendent of each irri-

gation canal has been responsible to

the water users under his canal for

seeing that their full share of water
was secured. This method is fairly

satisfactory in time of abundant water
but in time of drought the result has
been found to be endless dispute and
friction, expenditures for litigation and
for checking rival claimants as well as

extensive waste of water. Hence the

low water of the past three years in

California has been a factor in getting

the water master plan into operation.

The Kings River system, one of the

most important of the state, supplies

water for 625,000 acres. This area is

served by about 20 large and 25 small

canals, many of which must be sup-

plied in accordance with rights that vary

with the seasons or total flow. The
water master is expected to make
equitable distribution in conformity

with all the varying conditions. In

addition to the constant variations in

the river itSelf, occurring not only

from day to day but from morning to

night, the apportionment has to be ad-

justed for all such factors as sudden

hot spells that melt the snow, thunder

showers, accidents to canals or head-

gates, dangers of overflow, etc. Under

these varying conditions it is part of

his duty, in the words of the State

Water Commission, "to keep reasonably

satisfied the several thousand irrigators

normally suspicious of each other."
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Break Ground for Hudson
Vehicle Tubes

The ceremony of breaking ground for

the vehicular tunnel under the Hudson
River between the states of New York
and New Jersey took place Oct. 12 at

the site of one of the ventilating shafts

near Canal and Washington Sts., New
York City.

Engineer Officers Commissioned
As a result of the recent examina-

tions, the following appointments as

commissioned officers in the Corps of

Engineers of the Army have been an-
nounced :

To he Majors: Peter M. Anderson,
Washington, D. C; Harry F. Cameron,
Washington, D. C; Samuel F. Cre-
celius, Richmond, Ky.; Malcolm Elliott,

Florence, Ala.; Elihu H. Ropes, Wash-
ington, D. C.

To be Captains: James D. An-
drews, Jr., Camp Zachary Taylor, Ky.

;

Samuel L. Damon, Camp Travis, Tex.;
James M. Farin, Chicago; George A.
Geib, Gilbert, Me.; Lewis C. Gordon,
Fort Scott; Robert C. Hunter, Wollas-
ton, Mass.; William S. Kilmer, Wash-
ington, D. C; Harry D. W. Riley, Zone
Supply Office, Washington, D. C;
Harry 0. Tunis, Baltimore; Elliot Van-
devanter, Hanover, Md. ; Harry D.
Vaughan, Camp Taylor, Ky.

To he First Lieutenants: 0. G.
Hoaas, Wichita, Kan.; Albertis Mont-
gomery, Camp Travis, Texas.

Engineering Societies

The New York Section, American
Water Works Association will hold its

October meeting at Hotel McAlpin,
New York City, Oct. 20. There will be
an opening luncheon followed by an
illustrated talk by George C. Whipple
on "Eight Months in Europe with the
League of Red Cross Societies."

The Iowa Section, American Water
Works Association will hold its sixth
annual convention Nov. 5 and 6 at Iowa
City. Since the section now includes
Wisconsin, Missouri, Nebraska and
South Dakota, the name will probably
be changed at this meeting.

The Louisiana Engineering Society, at
its meeting of Oct. 11, listened to a
paper on "Present Status of the Sewer-
age, Water and Drainage System of
New Orleans," by George E. Earl, gen-
eral superintendent, Sewerage and
Water Board.

The Engineering Society of Buffalo,
at its meeting of Oct. 5, was addressed
by J. R. Bibbins of the Arnold Co.,
Chicago, on "Technical and General
Problems Involved in City Building,"
illustrated by lantern slides. Capt.
George H. Norton, city engineer, spoke
on Buffalo's municipal engineering prob-
lems, and Harry J. March, engineering
executive, Buffalo City Planning Com-

mission, showed, with a series of lan-
tern slides, the growth of Buffalo up
to the present and the application of
the engineering principles neces.sary to
adequately provide for the greater
Buffalo of the future.

The Detroit Engineering Society an-
nounces the following program: Oct.
15, "Relationship of Foreign Labor to
Its Employers," by Frank J. Raymond,
of the Inter-racial Council; Nov. 5,

"Conditions in Europe from a Political,

Social and Engineering Standpoint," by
E. J. Mehren, editor of Enyineering
News-Record; Nov. 19, "New Water
Filtration Plant for Detroit," by Major
T. A. Leisen, engineer for the Board of
Water Commissionei's.

The Illinois Section, Am. Soc. C. E.
was addressed Sept. 28 by President
Arthur P. Davis on the constitutional

amendments pending before the society.

The section will meet Oct. 14, at the
rooms of the Western Society of Engi-
neers, to discuss the proposed entrance
into the Federated Amei-ican Engineer-
ing Societies.

The San Francisco Engineering Coun-
cil at its September meeting adopted a

new constitution which reduces the

membership of the council to three rep-

resentatives of each individual section

or society and inci'eases the number of

societies represented to include the

following: San Francisco Sections of

the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, American Institute

Mining Engineers, American Chemical
Society, Pacific Association of Consult-

ing Engineers, and the American Asso-

ciation of Engineers. Further plans for

the California Engineering Council

were discussed, and it was also decided

to urge upon the San Francisco Cham-
ber of Commerce action in the matter

of interesting the Federal Government
in dredging a deeper channel across the

bar at the entrance to San Francisco

Bay.

The Southern California Section. Am.
Soc. C. E. held a meeting at Los An-

geles, Sept. 22, at which J. C. Allison

addressed the members and guests on

"A Final Solution of the Irrigation and

Flood Control Problem of the Lower
Colorado River." Mr. George G. Ander-

son discussed the details of the efforts

of the society's Committee on Develop-

ment and the events leading up to the

submission to the membership of the

proposed amendmenrs to the constitu-

tion. He pointed out the ui'gent neces-

sity of a full and representative vote

on these amendments and urged all to

vote.

The Engineers' Club of Philadelphia

announces the following October meet-

ings: Oct. 8, American Institute of

Electrical Engineers—afternoon session

"Technical Session on Economics of

Power Plants," with addresses on "Eco-

nomic Study of Secondary Distribution**

by P. 0. Reyneau and H. P. Seelye. and

"Electrical Demand Measurements" by

P. A. Borden; evenini; Miuiion. "Smsioi.
in Commemoration of the Dixcovehe*
of Arago, Ampere, Davy h'.\ o.r.r*^"
Principal upeakerH, Prof. F np-
.son and Prof. .VI. I. Pu;.... ^

American Society of .Marine Draf •

Oct. 12, Tue.sday luncheon ii::ri..v-.

"Bureau of Standard.** and Ita Engi-
neering ConLact.H" by Dr. George K
Burges.s. Oct. lb, American Aii<M>cuitior

of Engineers. Oct. 14, American So
ciety of Heating and VentilatJnjf Engi
neers: "Resume of the Work of tht-

Research Bureau" by Dr. John R
Allen. Oct. 1-5, Illuminating Engineer
ing Society. Oct. 16, Smoker. "A Trip
Across the Andes and Through Chile"
by Senor Richard Barrous. Special
Commercial Commissioner to the
United States for Chjle Oct. 19, Toe*
day luncheon addres.s, "The Inspiring
Outlook for American Engineering" by
Morris L. Cooke. Oct. 19. Regular
meeting of Engineers' Club. "The De-
velopment of the Technique of Chan?
ing from the 2-Shift to the 3-Shift Day
in a Continuous Process Industry" by
Robert B. Wolf, consulting engineer.

Oct. 20, Society of Automotive Enp-
neers, "The Future of Highway Trans-
portation as It Affects the .Automotive

Engineer" by C. M. McCreery. Oct. 21,

American Chemical Society. Oct. 22.

American Society for Steel Treatinjf.

Oct. 26, Tuesday luncheon address. Oct.

26, American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, "Bearings" by Albert Kings-

bury. Oct. 27, Society of .Municipal

Engineers, address by Hon J. Hampton
Moore, Mayor of Philadelphia. Oct. 28,

American Welding Society.

Personal Notes

R. H. C o u L s N has been appointed

district engineer of the Western Dis-

trict, New York Central Lines, wit;

headquarters at Buffalo, succeeding the

late N. F Thompson.

W. 0. W A s H I N G T .V. recently en-

gineer of Caldwell County, Tex., has

been appointed highway engineer for

Cameron County, which is planring a

system of concrete roads. His head-

quarters are at Brownsvi'le, Tex.

C. S. S H A u G H N E s s Y, formerly

engineering examiner in the New York

City Civil Service Commission, has been

appointed chief examiner of i;.e Cix'il

Service Commission of Philadelphia.

He is the first engineer appointed to

such an office.

J A c K .^ o N R. C R I s s E Y has re-

signed as city engineer of Johnstown.

Pa., to enter the field of construction.

Mr. Crissey entered the employ of the

city fourteen years ago as a field en-

gineer and was city engineer for seven

years.

Frank B a c h m a n n. c^ief chem-

ist Industrial Waste Board. Connecticut

State Department of Health, and re-

centlv in charge of the sewage e.xperi
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mental plant at New Britain, has sev-

ered his connections with that boai'd to

join the staff of the Sanitary Engineer-

ing Department of the Dorr Co.

Monroe L. Patzig consulting

engineer, Des Moines, has been ap-

pointed plant inspector for asphaltic

paving materials now being used in

Rock Island, 111.

T. W. NORCROSS has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the Forest

Service, U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, succeeding 0. C. Merrill, who re-

L-ently resigned to become executive sec-

retary of the Federal Power Commis-
sion.

S. J. H UN G E R F R D, of Toronto,

has been appointed vice-president of

the Canadian National Railways. He
has been in railway work from youth,

starting as a machinist's apprentice
with the C. P. R.

M. H. M A c L E D, of Toronto, has

been appointed vice-president in charge
uf construction of the Canadian Na-
tional Railways. Mr. MacLeod was
formerly chie'f engineer at Winnipeg
for the Canadian Northern Ry.

Arthur S. Milinowski and
John F. Druar have become associated

under the firm name of Druar & Mili-

nowski, consulting engineers, St. Paul,

Minn. The firm will conduct a general

engineering practice, specializing in

municipal improvements and public

utilities. Mr. Milinowski was formerly
assistant engineer on barge canal con-

struction in the department of the New
York State Engineer, at Rochester,

N. Y. Mr. Druar has been engaged in

similar work at St. Paul for the past
twelve years.

R. E. McDonnell, of Burns &
McDonnell Engineering Co., consulting

engineers, Kansas City, Mo., was
elected president of the Southwest
Water Works Association at the ninth

annual meeting in New Orleans, Sept.24.

Walter Page, president Page &
Co., Ltd., contractors, Toronto, has been
elected pi'esident of the Ontario Paving
Brick Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Obituary

Sherman Engineering Co., which he or-

ganized for the purpose of specializing

in the design of grain elevators and
flour mill buildings.

John D. I s a a c s, J r., chief engi-

neer, S. J. Junkins & Co., Ltd., was
killed Oct. 1 by the accidental|discharge

of a shotgun while hunting duck at Lake
Manitoba, Canada. Mr. Isaacs was the

son of John D. Isaacs, consulting engi-

neer of the Southern Pacific Co. at

New York. He was born in Oakland,
Cal., in 1882 and was educated at the

University of California. During this

period he took a leave of absence of

one year to become engineer of con-

struction of the Yosemite Valley Ry.
After leaving college he entered the
service of the Harriman System in

the engineering department. He had
charge of the location and construc-
tion of the line from Chehalis to

Aberdeen, Wash., and later was en-

gaged in track elevation and building
construction work for the Oregon-
Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.

in Spokane, where he initiated original

methods for moving large concrete abut-
ments in connection with track eleva-

tion work. For the last few years Mr.
Isaacs had been associated with the

Junkins company and had had charge
of extensive wharf and dock work car-

ried out by that company for the Cana-
dian Pacific R.R. at Vancouver. He
also had charge of hydro-electric sui'-

veys and development work in the

Canadian Northwest, some of which
were notable for having been carried

out during the winter season, when it

had been thought impossible to ac-

complish such work at this time of

year. At the time of his death he was
in charge of work for the Junkins com-
pany, lining the Connought tunnel, for-

merly knov^rn as thelRoger's Pass tun-

nel of the CanadianfPacific line.

Thrust Boring Machine

A new machine to appear in England
is a hydraulic thrust boring machine,

designed for use in boring horizontal

holes up to 12 in. in diameter for pipe

and cable installations. The new
machine which eliminates both trench

excavation and spoil disposal, inasmuch

as boring is done by earth compression,

receives the following description in a

recent issue of Engineering Review:

Invontod by Captain A. R. Mangnall and
Captain Irving-, this machine is claimed to
revolutionize present praetloe for pipe and
eable laying in that typt or ground suitable
for opeiation of the machine. The earth
must be consolidated and possess clay In
some percentage, and of a hardness' not
t^xceediiig the stiffest blue clay. As thia
covers most of the cases where normal ex-
cavation can be carried out, the applica-
tion of this machine is calculated to be
widespread.
The ability of the machine will be

realized when in half ari nour, and depart-
ing only a trifling amount from the prede-
termined course, a hole 150 ft. long and 4
in. in diameter is made horizontally below
the ground without disturbing the surface.

Small pits 150 ft. apart or^ other con-
venient distances are made in the ground,
and, in turn, linked together by thrust-bor-
ings of the required size. Holes up to 12
in. in diameter can be made, and even
larger sizes under certain conditions.
Thrust-borings are made of any suitable
depth required, and. as trench excavation
is dispensed with, all surface reinstate-
ment costs are eliminated.

in thrust-boring the earth is compressed
and displaced around the ihrust-boring tool,
there being no cutting action, and conse-
quently no "spoil," to be di.sposed of. By
virtue of this "compression" around the
thrust-bore, the internal skin is hardening
^sufficiently to permit the feeding along its
^surface of heav-y cables or pipes, without
causing any material scouring of the bore.
The apparatus is portable, all the gear

weighing only 13 cwt. for cable laying,
while for the larger holes in pipe lavine
a Ircavier plant is required, but the weight
depends largely on conditions.

The machine consists of an hydraulic
cylinder carried on trunnions in a light
^teel carriage, and capable of being turned
ifrom a horizontal to a vertical position.
Inside the cylinder is a piston with short
guiding fingers. This "gun," complete in
its carriage, is dropped onto its base
framework in the pit. the rear end having
suitable abutment members to take the
load. The "gun" is connected by flexible
j)ressure pipes to a small gasoline driven
pump set. The water is in continual circu-
lation through the system during the whole
of the operation, only a small reservoir
tank being required. The operation is

begun by turning the "gun" into a vertical
position and dropping the "pilot"—the
"business end" of the thrust bar—into it.

The "gun" is turned down,~alidl after
being aligned on its position at the next
pit by suitable elevating and training gear,
the pressure is admitted behind the piston
and the pilot is thrust forward into the
ground. The admission and exhaust valves
are operated by one single lever. The gun
is again raised, and the first extension
piece pressed into it. the water being ex-
hausted in this operation. The gun being
again lowered, the pilot is thrust forward
by the extension piece. This operation is

repeated until the "pilot" breaks through
into the next pit and the boring is com-
plet-^d. The whole cycle of raising the gun,
inserting an extension piece, lowering the
'gun, making the coupling and thrusting the
piece home, occupies less than one minute.
The extension pieces are then withdrawn
from the completed bore, and, on being
uncoupled one by one; are placed in the
case ready for boring at the ner.t pit. Al-
lowing for time in extracting these tubes,
cleaning and moving the entire gear from
pit to pit, at least two thrust borings can
be made in an 8-hr. day, the thrust-boring
screw consisting of three men.

The machine is manufactured by

the Hydraulic Engineering Co., Ltd.,

J A M E s H. S H E R MA N, president
Sherman Engineering Co., of Kansas
City, Mo., died on Oct. 2. He was 36

years old. During the 38 years of his

engineering work he spent four years
with the Pere Marquette and New York
Central railroads; seven years' with the

Truscon Steel Co. as designer and as-

sistant district manager; one year with
the American Rolling Mill Co. as man-
ager of its metal lath department; four
years with the Lehrack Construction
Co., Kansas City, and the Burrell En-
gineering & Construction Co., Chicago,
as chief engineer; and the last two
years of his life as president of the THRUST-HORING SKT INCLUDING KXTKXSli >.\ .KHX'I'
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British Miners' Strike

THE BRITISH MINERS, contrary to expectations,
have gone on strike. Two postponements, at the

request of the Government, raised high the hope that

there v^^ould be a peaceful settlement. Now^ 1,000,000

men have laid down their tools, and England faces the

greatest peace-time crisis in her history. If continued

but a few days (this is written on Monday afternoon)

factories must shut dov^m and transportation will prob-

ably be seriously curtailed. As to the outcome of this

trouble, there seems to be no doubt whatever in well-

informed British quarters. The Government has con-

fidence that the Nation approves its course of not

making the concessions demanded by the men. It

believes that the inconvenience will be tolerated, and

that the preparations it has made will prevent, for as

long a time as the strike can last, hardship due to failure

of the food supply. With its habitual calmness the

people have watched the struggle coming on and the

actual conflict is entered, according to the Manchester

Guardian, with surprisingly little heat on both sides.

This temper is an admirable one and gives hope that

the men themselves, recognizing the calm attitude of the

public, with its evident desire to be fair, will listen to

the counsel of their leaders and return to work before

the crisis produces the acute suffering that is inevitable

with its long continuance. This much is certain—the

British public will not allow the strike to be the instru-

ment for nationalizing the mines, the original object of

the union's leaders.

Earth Shrinkage Research

NEED for further experiments in determination of

the final change in volume of earth from excava-

tion to embankment was shown in the article by E. E. R.

Tratman in Engineering News-Record of June 24, 1920.

Since that time the subject has been under discussion

in various published communications, and an article

presenting the results of a study from measurement

records, made by a sub-committee of the railroad presi-

dents' conference committee on valuation, was published

in the issue of Aug. 26, 1920. Definite progress in

earth-shrinkage research is shovm in the recent "den-

sity" tests conducted by the valuation department of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R., as reported else-

where in this issue. Here, a relation appears to have

been established between the amount of shrinkage

and the depth of excavation below the surface. In

this connection it is interesting to note the recent ex-

perience of an Eastern road. It allowed 10 per cent for

shrinkage in building a yard embankment with material

taken from deep excavation. But after a prolonged wait

the material had not shrunk 10 per cent and it was

necessary to remove some of it in order to bring the

embankment down to grade. Further research is im-

portant not only for valuation but also for location and

construction purposes.

Number 17

Sand Fills for Factory Sites

HYDRAULIC FILLS of pure lake sand have bw^n
specified in recent operations of reclaiminff low-

lands for factory sites on the .shores of Lake ilichitrar;
The artificial plateau which lifts the enormoua Kic-!.J

Museum building at Chicago .some 30 ft. above the lake
shore represents the beginning of this practice but more
truly characteristic examples are furnished by the fill

at Waukegan, 111., described on another page, and a
simultaneous and almost equally as large an operation
at Muskegon, Mich. Prevalence of sand beaches and
inshore dune lands affords the opportunity for choosing
sand and makes the choice economical, but the practice
is also based on other considerations. The .sand fill in

clean and sanitaiy and its surface orainage is as nearly
perfect as can be. A more important advantage is that
the moment the sand i?, hydraulically deposited it attains
its final settlement and solidity. Foundation construc-
tion can proceed at once, without fear of internal read-
justments of the supporting earth. Moreover, a.s indi-

cated by the operation described, some rather remark-
able hydraulic-dredging records are being made in
handling these large volumes of sand.

Cost-PIus for Public Works

FOLLOWING the rejection of bids opened April 27.

1920, for the construction of the Wanaque earth
dam of the North Jersey District Water Supply Com-
mission the contract is being readvertised with impor-
tant changes. Originally there was provision for a
readjustment of prices, during the progress of the work,
based on a rise or decline in the cost of labor 'see

Engineering Neivs-Record, April 8, p. 734). Even this

stipulation, decidedly radical for this class of contract,

did not have the desired eifect of securing either a

sufficiently large number of bidders or prices lou

enough, in the judgment of the Commission's engineer-

ing advisers, to justify an award. The particular feature

of the new contract, for which bids close Oct. 28. is the

inclusion of two forms of proposal, the first invoH-ing a

trpe of cost-plus-percentage fee and the second a

straight unit price. While the cost-pli\; feature wius

widely used in war contracts and has always been more
or 'ess common in private work, its adoption now for a

public works project is worthy of note. Under the cost-

plus form for the Wanaque dam the work is divide! into

various items, and prices have been determined and

made public by the commission's engineer for which it

is estimated that unit quantities of the respective items

can be constructed or furnished. Upon the estimatetl

cost of the work, as thus obtained, the contractor bids

his percentage compensation fee. There is also a slid-

ing scale feature of the payment clause whereby the

contractor's percentage, if the actual cost e.xceeds the

estimated or "base" price, is reduced; or increased, on

the other hand, if he succeeds in doing the work at a

lower figure than that set by the engineer. The cost
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of the work now to be placed under contract, exclusive

of the percentage fee on the chief items, is $1,384,150.

The low bid on the previous occasion of opening bids,

reduced to terms of the present project (which has been

reduced in size from that originally advertised) was
about $1,790,000. The latter figure, of course, included

contractor's profit. The occasion of opening bids next

week on the revised contract, therefore, will be inter-

esting from the point of view of determining whether

the new cost-plus feature will result in more bidders

and lower prices.

What Will the American Society of Civil

Engineers Do With Its Proceedings?

WITH the August number the American Society of

Civil Engineers made important changes in its

Proceedings and invited views on proposals even more
far reaching. These changes and proposals needed im-

mediate consideration,, but it was idle to expect it while

the constitutional amendments were under discussion.

Now the time is more propitious.

The changes already made were put into effect with-

out consulting the members, and the publication com-
mittee has authority to proceed with the others when
it sees fit. It is apparent, therefore, that the committee

considers them purely administrative in character. In

this view, evidently, the board of direction concurred,

for it is not conceivable that the board would endorse

anything, without consulting the membership, that it

considered ran counter to the essential service of the

society.

The changes and proposals, however, are such a

marked departure from past practice that an examina-

tion of them in the light of the society's purpose is

called for. In fact, such an inquiry is demanded by tjn^^

uncertainty displayed by the publication committee

itself. Possessed with the full authority of the board to

make additional changes, it hesitates to use its author-

ity until it has heard from the members. It apparently

doubts its own conclusions, even after it has convinced

the board of their soundness and secured for them the

board's approval.

The society's object is "the advancem^t of engineer-

ing knowledge and practice, and the maintenance of a

high professional standard among its members

"

While there have been suggestions as to new methods
of accomplishing this purpose, and even of broadening

it by emphasizing the society's civic duty, there has

never been a desire to divert the society from its'

original and constitutionally expressed object. The
attainment of that object has been sought, principally,

by discrimination in admitting members, by the presen-

tation and discussion of technical papers, and by com-

mittee work.

Keeping the object in mind, we direct our attention

to the new measures.

All of them are put forward as part of a program of

economy, in response to a resolution of the board direct-

ing the committee to report a plan whereby savings

may be made in the publications. As a matter of fact,

some of the changes and proposals actually call for

greater expenditures. The committee's suggestions,

therefore, fall into two classes—those that make for

economy and those that make for expansion.

The "economy" features include the reduction of

margins and the omission of papers, of discussions, and

of the new-book and current-engineering-literature sec-

tions. Merely a :ynopsis of the papers is to be printed
in Proceedings. The papers in full, the discussions and
the two sections are to be sent only to those who re-

quest them, but each member is to receive the Transac-
tions, made up as heretofore—with the papers and
discussions in full.

Of these changes the most important, obviously, is

the omission of papers and discussions, and this, as
well as the other changes and proposals, the committee
has handled as a matter of mere administration. But
is it a mere detail when viewed in the light of the
society's object, "the advancement of engineering
knowledge and practice"?

To advance an art is no small task, and in its accom-
plishment every step needs to be taken to overcome
natural human indifference. Instead of helping to

secure for the society's papers maximum attention by
making them easy of access, the committee's plan places

a hurdle in the way. We cannot believe that the papers
will get so good attention under the new plan as under
the old, nor that the discussions will be followed so

assiduously. If that view be correct, the new scheme
hits directly at the society's progress along one of its

chosen lines.

From this standpoint, too, the proposal of the acting

secretary that the papers and discussions be printed as

formerly and that the Proceedings be collected from
members to be bound merits consideration. It has
obvious difficulties. The task of collection would be

tremendous, and the collation of the discussion on a

given paper immediately following the paper itself

Would be well-nigh impossible. Modifications can be

suggested. Each member, for example, might be

allowed to look after his own binding, albeit he would
get less from the society for his dues by the value of

a paper binding of Transactions. Further, the issuance

of all discussion in a single pamphlet to be bound with
the Proceedings already in the members' hands would
at least result in putting all of the discussion on a given

paper in one place, though not following the paper itself.

Before dismissing the "economy" measures, it is not

out of place to ask why, if economy was in mind, tha

committee did not apply its pruning knife to the depart-

ment carried for some time in the Proceedings, entitled

"Items of Interest." It is formless, without policy or

plan, and ran, in the August number, to twenty pages.

Evidently the committee fails to distinguish between

the function of "advancing" engineering knowledge and

"disseminating" engineering knowledge. "Items of

Interest" disseminate, but do little or nothing toward

"advancing" engineering knowledge. Some of the items

are necessary matters of news, but very many of them

hav3 no place in any scheme that fits into the object as

expressed by the society's constitution.

We come now to the second element of the plan

—

that of expansion. This element, too, is the more im-

portant, even though the announcement, while asking

questions on certain of its features, did not segregate

it and thus direct toward it the attention it deserves.

The proposal, reduced to a sentence, involves the

abandonment of the publication of a "proceedings" and

the substitution therefor of a magazine. "Announce-

ments" are to give way to journalistically treated sec-

tions, entitled "Society Affairs" and "Activities of Local

Sections." A correspondence department is to be

inaugurated in which will be discussed not merely
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society matters and "general developments in engineer-
ing," but also "topics of passing importance to the pro-
fession." The only papers to be printed are "short,
timely papers of wide general interest." The introduc-
tion of editorial comment, of a section on engineering
research, and of employment notices is being considered,
while the publication committee has authority to
increase the page size to 9 x 12 in.—the standard maga-
zine size—and to insert advertising. These proposals,

combined with the "Items of Interest," previously re-

ferred to, complete the project of making a magazine
for the members of the society.

Obviously, some of these things are desirable. The
flatness of Proceedings in the past has been deplorable.

There is need for the journalistic treatment proposed
for society affairs and the activities of local sections,

but obviously the relief of this flatness does not neces-

sitate editorial comment—nor correspondence on "topics

of passing importance to the profession"—nor an
increase in page size—nor the taking of advertising.

All of these things are part of the scheme of making
a magazine. The argument that has brought the com-
mittee to this conclusion probably runs something like

this:

We must secure revenue. Revenue can be secured

from advertising. Advertising can be secured most
easily for a paper that is read. To be read a paper must
be interesting. To be interesting it must be varied and

not too heavy. Therefore to get revenue we will make
a magazine that is varied and not too heavy.

The chain of reasoning might go unchallenged in a

purposeless organization, but with a body established

for definite purposes—pursued with devotion for sixty-

eight years—the argument must be examined in con-

nection with those purposes.

The blunt question is whether the publication of a

magazine fits in with the object of "advancing engineer-

ing knowledge and practice," or is an alien activity.

Certainly, a "proceedings" on the old order, with some

obvious improvements in presentation, did serve that

object. The form of magazine now planned by the

publication committee, however, is directed chiefly at

the "dissemination" of engineering knowledge, rather

than its advancement through the focusing of serious

engineering thought on the technical problems confront-

ing the profession. The committee's drift is apparent

not merely from the character of the "Items of Inter-

est" now published in the Proceedings, but also from its

invitation to the members to submit letters on "topics

of passing importance to the profession," and its con-

clusion to print in the Proceedings only "short, timely

papers of wide general interest."

The incompatability of magazine publishing with the

conduct of a society appears at many points. Take, for

example, the matter of editorial comment. Whose
opinion shall be expressed? We have in the past been

treated to sharp conflicts even on technical matters

which, it would appear on the surface, could be settled

by a clear presentation of "facts." For the best accom-

plishment of the society's object a judicial habit of

mind and a calm course are desirable—something that

will not be encouraged if the society decides to take

editorial positions, with the certainty of ensuing con-

troversy.

The incompatability appears also in the matter of

advertising. Is there not a fine distinction conferred

by aloofness from commercial considerations, a distinc-
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tion inseparable from hijfh profejwional utandin^? We
believe that there i.s, and the fact that other MeieCiaa
do not believe ho does not prove the cajte airaiost us.
The American Sfx:iety of Civil Enjfineeni iitandii Hecond
to none in prestige. The character and appearance of
Its Proceedinyg. the discrimination it has exercised in
the admi.ssion of members, the car- *

'

of itji public
expressions, the quality of its c work, have
stamped it with a distinct and enviable personality.
Will the society retain that personality when advertis-
ing salesmen are peddling the society's wares? What
will be the .society'.s standing if the pLblication commit-
tee's query, "Shall an intensive campaign for advertis-
ing be inaugurated," be an.swered in the at'

It should not be necessar>' to discuss tK '^ing
effect of the commerical attitude further. Engineer*
have always recognized a very di.stinct cleavage tjetween
professional and commercial thinking. The two are
incompatible. You cannot .serve two masters. \Mien
advertising revenue becomes big, larrrer than the dues,
let us say, to which phase of the worlc will the execu-
tives of the society give the greater attention?
Yet another thought is warranted on this important

subject—or rather on this critical subject, because it

involves the entire future attitude of the society. So
far has this matter of publishing been carried by cer-
tain societies that the expression "publication .societ>'"

has been coined. It is for the members of the American
Society of Civil Engineers to decide now whether theirs
is to be a technical organization devoted to "the advance-
ment of engineering knowledge and practice," or a pub-
lication society. To help the thinking in this direction

the extreme case of the National Geographic Society is

cited. Any one may become a "member" of this body
by subscribing $2.50 a year for a magazine. It is dis-

tiiictly devoted to the "dissemination" of geographical

knowledge, but is not distinguished for work in the

"advancement" of geographical knowledge. It is re-

garded generally as a publishing organization, not as a
scientific society. ^j.

Evidently, then, there are in the publication changes
of the American Society of Civil Engineers two distinct

movements. The one seeks to cut the garment accord-

ing to the cloth. The other already begins to expand
plans for the garment in the hope that more cloth will

be available—even if the additional cloth is to be bought

with commercial revenue. Both movements seem to

have proceeded without adequate consideration of their

relation to the society's object.

The main issue is this: Shall the society through an

inadequately considered publication plan depart from its

principal object?

Expressed as matters of detail the issues are these:

Shall the society get its full papers and discu.sistons

in Proceeding!^ or only in Tran.^actions?

Shall the fund? be used to publish a magazine?

Shall the society raise additional revenue by com-

mercial means?
These are important questions. If the membership

does not react sharply and strongly it may be ."<ure that

before long it will find the proposals of the publication

committee in full effect. The committee has authority

to proceed with the changes without consulting the

membership but preferred to invite the storm, if there

were to be one. rather than wait for it.

The choice is in the hands of the members. VNTiat do

they want?
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Cellular Flat Slabs Lighten Concrete Building
Foundations of Boston Structure Vary With Changes in Ground, but Saving in All Footings Results Fron

Reduction in Floor Weights of Special Slab Design

By Oren S. Hussey
Engineer, Nashua. N. H.

REINFORCED-CONCRETE flat-slab floors, in

which the main slab is made up of two-way
^ beams, were used in the new Noyes-Buick auto-

mobile building on Commonwealth Ave., in Boston. The
construction saved weight in the framework itself but

also materially reduced the loads on the foundations

which had to be specially built on account of rather

unsatisfactory soil conditions. The surface was of soft

peat with underlying hardpan at irregular depths of

from 8 to 30 ft. below the river

level. The reduction from us-

ing the two-way slab was fig-

ured to be about 30 per cent.

The building covers about

52,000 sq.ft. of ground area.

The front section of the build-

ing is five floors high with base-

ment and covers about 25,000

sq.ft. of surface, while the bal-

ance of the ground area is cov-

ered by a rear section consist-

ing of one floor and a basement
which is used for shop pur-

poses. The first floor of both

sections was nearly all of the

two-way cellular flat-slab type

of construction. The other

floors and roof in the front or

five-story section, except where
column heads were objection-

able for architectural reasons,

were also of this type of con-

struction, while the shop roof

at the second story level in the

rear, carried by s^^eel trusses,

was of a ribbed one-way type
of construction.

The foundations used for the

structure were of several types.

The piers iii the left rear cor-

ner were on clean, hard, fine

clay sand from the basement
level down, but this condition

varied suddenly and often else-

where to a maximum of 40 ft.

in depth. Except for the corner
mentioned above and the three
rows of columns next to Com-
monwealth Ave., all piers were
of the type largely intro-

duced and executed by Lt. Col.

Charles R. Gow and generally known as "Gow" piers.
They consist of a circular concrete shaft with a spread
footing or bell at the bottom and were most useful and
economical at depths of from 10 to 30 ft. in wet ground
where the soil immediately above the bearing stratum is

peat or other material capable of being undercut to

form a bell.

Open excavations were made within sheet steel tele-

scopic cylinders ranging from 36 to 72 in. in diameter

the size being selected which, by reductions of 2 in. foi

each 5-ft. section inserted, would give the requirec

minimum diameter at the bottom. The cylinders wer(

excavated by hand, the bells chambered out anc

immediately filled with concrete, the shaft cylinder

being then filled and pulled one by one. This construe

tion gave a pier which was oversized at the top but on(

which required no bracing when excavated, or form<

' 'is/ /b #1 ^O'l :X>. O^

FOUNDATION LAYOUT OF NOYES-BUICK BUILDING SHOWING HARD BOTTOM
CONTOURS AND VARIED FOOTING

when concreted, leaving a balance in econoir

To meet the conditions which were found to ex:

under the three front rows of piers on the Commc-
wealth Ave. side of the structure, it was decided to us

the cast-in-place Simplex piles, 16 in. in diamet.

driven by the New England Foundation Co. These pi'

were designed to carry from 25 to 30 tons each with'

penetration of from 10 to 12 ft. into sand and gra'
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FORMS FOR SUPPORTING FLAT-SLAB PANS

subsoil. They were driven with a 3,600-lb. drop hammer
and showed a penetration of from 1 to 3 in. from the

last eight blows, a constant drop of 10 ft. being main-

tained with the hammer, and a penetration into bottom

of from 8 to 16 ft. Pile No. 11, having a penetration of

H in. in the last eight blows and approximately 10 f,

into bottom, was given a load test. The test showed ;

permanent settlement of 0.03 ft. under a three-da>

application of 55 tons; a load of 60 tons increased the

permanent settlement to 0.053 ft. This was considered

a satisfactory test for the designed load of 27 tons.

In the front row of piles and in parts of the second

row, it was found impracticable to drive the 4-in. heavy

Mannesmann steel tubes, form-

ing the temporary pile cas-

ings, through the thirty or

more feet of gravel filling, or,

when this was accomplished,

the added resistance of the

hard bottom prevented further

penetration. Persistent at-

tempts ruined tubes and ma-
chinerj- used for driving and

recourse was had to open

end caissons for the street

front foundations.

Because of the shallow

depths of the underlying peat,

two feet or less, which pre-

vented chambering for bells,

the contractor provided cais-

sons of 8-in. shells cast in

place with an outside diam-
eter nearly or quite equal to

the bell diameter and carry-

ing a short steel cutting edge
at the bottom. These were
excavated by hand as in the

case of the other piers, the
bell and core being poured
full when the bottom was
reached. The majority of

these piers were sunk by grav-
ity but an occasional pier re-

quired jacking down, the

surrounding earth being used

5
for load.

I

In the center of each base-

went bay, a concrete pile

PUTTiNO fijOOi: ia-\.-; is place

or a dug pier wa.-t sunk to ««upport the baMment floor

load.s, the underlying earth Jjeinjr enual to 'h* r^fTtjire-

ments.

The major part of the t\'pical {\'^r, m shown ir. or.*-

of the drawings, i.s of the cellular f!at-sbb type, tlut i*

a girderless reinforced-concrete floor .vsteni in which
there is the usual column, capital and column head but
in which the slab proper instead of hieing of uniform
thickness is of crias-cro.ssed rein forced-beams made by
dome forms which are removed, leaving the honejr-€omb
or waffle-like ceiling shown in one of the views. The
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DETAlLi? OK TYPICAL OKUIATLAU KUAT Sl.AHS

panels varied in area but a t>'pical interior panel was 22

ft, squai-e, with a 5-ft. capital and a oolinnn head ft,

4 in, square. IVmes 20* in. square left b^ams 5
-J in.

wide at bottom on 2G}-in. centers lx>th \%-a>-s. Reinforve-

mej)t as shown in the typical panel drawing consisted

of rods in the lx»ttom of beams in both directions, bent

up over the sup].x>rts and supplemented by extra bars

criss-crossed in the ui^per pjirt of the column head.

One of the drawing herewith ^ives the moments as

figured for a typical interior panel under the provisions

of the Boston building code as given in the caption to

the cut. Under this code the buildinjr was designed to

carr>" lc>0 lb. per square foot less a reduction for slab

areas exceeiiiny 300 sq.ft. of 25 per cent, or a net live-

load of 112* lb. per square foot. The depth of the

floors was uniformb" 10 in. without dropheads regard-

less of the change ii\ span from 22 to 25 ft Of this

total depth. 2 in. was taken up by the nxt slab, the

lvd;.nce l>einir the depth of the rib and fillets on either

side of the rib. The buildinjr law permitted concrete

fire protection l^low the steel of J in. for tiat slabs and

li in. for the beams or ribs; the \*jUue of d therefore

was 7.S8 in., this value being taken as the mean of the

depths in each dii-ection.

In order to secure the cellular steel forms for the

slab, steel domes, manufactured by the Truscon Steel

Co.. Younjrstown. Ohio, were purchased under ft

jruan^ntee against ixitent infringements. These domes,

sho\\n in an accompai\N-ing view, were alxHit 20 in.

square with flanges of 1 in. additional on each side. S in.

in depth and made from No. 16 gage metal, hot pi-essed.

The weight of the floor, 9^ in. thick, under ordinary
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conditions, would have been approximately 115 lb. per
square foot outside of the area of the plinths; the actual

weight of the floor, as constructed with cellular flat

slab, steel domes, manufactured by the Truscon Steel

purposes of computation was taken at 80 lb. per square
foot, including the plinths. It

will therefore be seen that,

with the form of construction

adopted in this building, the

saving in weight was some-

what over 30 per cent; the

saving in load on the columns

was about 15 per cent anc'

slightly more on the founda-

tions. As the depth of the

steel, i.e. the value of d, was
substantially the same in

either design, the saving in

this was directly proportional

to the total loads, or about

15 per cent.

It can be seen that the wis-

dom of adopting the design

used in the construction of

ill'.::, building would depend
largely upon the matter of

forms and the cost of the sam(

rections being obvious

Th« dofiNM

repeat'-

tion of *

/, and
finiiihed with, were apfwrcntly

in ax £ood condition an when
new. It wajt neceiMary. how<
ever, "

I

l>fi rr waa Uken
to Aan done. Th#
accompanying cuta show th*

con.4truction of the compoond
VjeamM and the method* oa«d

in hem in poattion to

The) reported

that the c. . ,m», ron-

structed ^L<^ described :^

identical with the coiit of ordir.ary

observation of the work indicated

•*« of

•vhich

was sub.stantially

flat-slab forms but

that there .should be a material

the repeated use of and the gr*

the forms were erected after the first time

FLOOR P.VXS ANL> j:KiMMjK» r..Mr..S i lii-n

-the saving in other di-

In designing the forms, the pur-

pose was not only to effect economy in construction but

also to permit of the ready removal of the st^e' denies

without disturbing the posts supporting the fresh con-

crete. It had been found that the domes could be re-

moved at the end of two or three days, after the concrete

had been poured to good advantage and used over again

in other parts of the work, thus reducing the number of

domes required for any particular work. To permit of

this ready removal of the domes, 4 x 4-in. joists, planed

on top with 2 x l-in. ledgers nailed on the sides and ;-in.

below the top of the joists, were used. These compound
beams were formed and then laid parallel. 26 i in. apart

with 8 X l-in. cross pieces laid also on 26-in. centers.

This arrangement, by the use of double-headed nails,

permitted the ledgers to be moved and the domes

dropped without disturbing the joists or posts. In

order to more easily drop the domes in case of their

sticking in the concrete, a lever was used which engaged

small holes in the side walls of the domes , no difficulty

was experienced in removing the domes except in some

instances when they had been left in place too long.

The determining factor of this design, as worked out

by the Joint Committee methods, appears to be the

negative compres.*'ion in the rib at the "mid section**

and there is al.so, in .some cases, danger "f excessive

shear near the plinth in the column sections. Either one

or the other difficulty may be uvercome, however, by

providing tapered ribs which would require special

forms. The tapered ribs were not u.sed in the No>-e&-

Buick building as they were not considered necessar>' in

that particular case.

P.\NS NhW IN ^L.\T-^L\H 'vVt>RK

Square pans have been u.sed in concrete design for

far as is known, they hare
recently.

.'ation* is

a good many years, but, so

not been used in flat-slab i

It would appear thai their .

entirely legitimate and consisteni with ihe

mittee conclusions except possibly in the

reducing the allowance made by that con"-

tensile strength of the positive moment <.

Boston Building Department solved this

culty by allowing 18.000 lb. per -

in all sections except where the ;

i r.o

ditfi-
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Interior bays:

Formulas used are from Boston Buildinj; Law.

Total moments for entire width of bays

25

15

IVLU^
20

+M =

-M -

Wall bays: +M

at wall —

M

=

at interior cols. —M —

30

tvLl\-

I2T5"

in which

;

total weight of floor per sq.ft.

width of panel at right angles to strip

considered.

length of strip center to center of col-

umns

—

i dia. of interior column capital.

length of strip from face of wall column
— h dia. of interior column capital

lower side of the rib; in such cases, the allowance was
reduced to 16,000 lb. per square inch.

In 1917, Nils F. Ambursen proposed the use of the

cellular steel pans or domes in connection with a patent
"Uni-Form Sj^stem" of steel forms and with W. L.

Church, consulting engineer for the Blaw-Knox Co.,

worked out an elaborate series of computations to

permit of preliminary convenient and economical design-
ing. On June 17, 1919, a patent, No. 1,307,031, was
issued to Edwin Albright—now assigned to the Des
Lauries Column Mould Co.—for the combination of

dome and flat-slab construction. There has been some
controversy over this patent but as responsible manu-
facturers of domes are willing to guarantee the user

against infringement suits, there should be no hesitancy

shown by engineers in using this valuable method of

floor design. Whatever the facts as to invention and

patent rights are, much credit is due Mr. AUbright for

his good work in perfecting the practical details of this

type of construction and for erecting some typical

buildings.

-*«<£^

/ COMPLETED CEl^I^UI^AR FLAT SLAB FLOOR FROM B'ELOW

The general contractor for the Noyes-Buick building

was the F. T. Ley Co., of Springfield, Mass., the

architect, A. H. Bowditch, of Boston, Mass., and the

engineer responsible for structural design, Henry F.

Bryant, of Brookline, Mass.

Activated-Sludge Process at Sydney, Australia

Six activated-sludge tanks have been built to dis-

place septic tanks for the treatment of the sewage of

Syndey, Australia, according to the annual report of the

Metropolitan Board of Water Cupply and Sewage for

1919-20 (J. M. Small, chief engineer.) Three of the six

tanks were in operation at the end of the year and were
treating an average of 900,000 Imp. gal. a day. "The
most recent conclusion" as to operation, says the

Journal of the Institution of Municipal and County
Engineers (London) in a synopsis of the Sydney report,

is "that the tanks could be operated at a 12-hr. cycle,

allowing two fills a day." This rate could be exceeded

with the dilute sewage of wet weather. The 12-hr.

cycle includes filling and aerating 7 hr. ; settling, 2 hr.

;

decanting, 1 hr. ; sludge aeration, 2 hr. The sludge

is kept at about 20 per cent of the capacity of the tanks.

On methods of sludge disposal the Journal's abstract

says

:

For the first five months of the year, before decanting

the excess sludge from a tank, settlement was allowed to

go for four hours, and the amount then sent to sea was
at the rate of 75 cu.yd. per 1,000,000 (Imp.) gal. of sew-

age. For the remainder of the year the excess sludge was
run into a spare tank, kept aerated, and when a certain

amount had accumulated, settled for s me hours. The
supernatant liquid was conducted over the sand beds on

which a corn crop was growing, much to the benefit of the

same. On account of the shortened time of settlement in the

treatment tank, 1,000,000 (Imp.) gal. of sewage produced
135 yd. of sludge, but by settling it again in another tank

as described, the amount sent to sea finally was only 43 yd.

per million—a saving of over 42 per cent on the earlier

figures, and a considerable saving from a monetary point

of view in puntage charges.

Experiments were made to de-water the sludge by means
of a centrifuge. It was found that practical results could

be obtained and that about four-fifths of the original water

could be removed. Further experiments are being conducted

to de-water by treatment in an artificial filter bed of coarse

gravel.
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Federal Highway Council Plans
Intensive Subgrade Study

A THOROUGH study of highway subgrades with a
view to the elimination of road failure due to poor

foundations by increases in metal thicknesses, and by
strengthening the bearing power of soils through

mechanical or chemical treatment, is outlined in the

report of the Committee on Subgrade and its Relation

to Road Surfacing and Traffic, recently submitted at

the meeting of the Federal Highway Council at Akron,

Ohio.

Realizing that, owing to the increase in commercial

motor vehicle traffic, wheel concentrations on the road

surface combined with lack of supporting value of the

underlying subgrade, have resulted in structural fail-

ures of every type of road constructed up to the present

time, the committee believes that neither time nor

expense should be spared in making generally avail-

able all possible information upon the bearing value

of soils. It believes that the problems of eliminating

road failures due to poor foundation are possible of

solution in one of three Avays:

1. By making the road surface thick enough so that

the pressure from heavy traffic will be sufficiently dis-

tributed to the underlying subgrade, or so that the

surface because of its inertia may absorb a considerable

amount of the shock of traffic.

2. By designing the slabs to have sufficient strength

to bridge over the soft subgrade.

3. By improving drainage systems to exclude mois-

ture in sufficient amounts from soils which are rendered

of low bearing value by the presence of moisture.

Problems Outlined for Study

In order to make an adequate subgrade study, the

committee has outlined a number of problems which it

intends to solve through the co-operation of various

sub-committees. These problems are:

(1) Obtain samples of subgrade material at points

where failures have occurred; also samples from the

same road of like construction and like traffic where
failures have not occurred. Data accompanying the

samples should contain information as to the topography,

type of drainage, character of construction, and all other

information having relation to the condition of the

road ; make a physical examination, bearing value tests,

and such other investigations as may be suggested with

data furnished; (2) development of field tests for bear-

ing power of soils; (3) making studies of drainage,

using experimental sections of roads; (4) a study of

chemical methods of subgrade treatment for increasing

bearing value or preventing absorption; (5) a study

of mechanical methods of subgrade treatment; (6) a

study of freezing and thawing on the volume and ov

the supporting properties of soil; (7) a study of the

effect of moisture on the volume changes in soil; (8)

a study of the transmission of pressure to the subgrade

;

(9) a study to ascertain the practical classification of

subgrade materials; (10) any special problems that

arise.

In order to expedite the work of the various com-
mittees handling these problems, a tentative outline

of procedure has been drawn up which will serve as

a guide to the sub-committees and enable them to decide

in the shorte.«?t po.s.sible time upon the method of
procedure to be followed by them in their studies. The
various sub-commltteeH are expected to report upon
propo.sed procedure to the special adviHor>- committee
not later than Nov. 15, and after this date the Hub-
committees should t>e able to pursue actively their
various 'nvestigation.s. The committee ljelie\'es that
most soils have adequate bearing value when they have
a sufficiently low percentage of mci.«!ture; and that it

is not impossible that some soils will be .susceptibk
of treatment, either mechanically or chemically, which
will render them of a higher l>earing value than they
have in their natural condition.

Importance of Work Recxxinized

The committee recognizes the importance of the worV
and the necessity for obtaining results in the shortest

time. Its report reads that "an investigation of meth-
ods for obtaining high-class con.struction should ver>'

properly be considered as a pait of any program of

construction and it should be emphasized that of the

funds appropriated for road construction there should
be set aside an adequate portion for pursuing tne needed
investigation lo make for wise expenditure of these

funds." The subgrade ccrr-mittee of the Federal High-
way Council has as its chairman General Coleman
Du Pont and as its vice-chairman, C. M. Upham, state

highway engineer of Delaware.

Direct-Process Native Furnace Iron

Like Metal in Delhi Pillar

NATIVE Indian direct-process furnaces are still max-
ing wrought iron from ore and producing a material

which is exactly the same as the iron of the world-

famous Delhi pillar. It has been known for some
considerable time that this pillar is welded up of a

large number of small pieces of wTought iron, each

representing a single heat of a small hand-blown direct-

process furnace. Andrew McWilliam describes in detail

the operation of such a furnace in a paper just read

before the Iron and Steel Institute ("Indian Iron Mak-
ing at Mirjati, Chota Nagpur").
The furnace described Wi..-; operating within five miles

of a large modern steelworks, and was producing iron

used for all sorts of native tools and other articles, in-

cluding plows, sickles, axes, knives, and the like. The
furnace worked on hematite found locally, and char-

coal made in the adjoining jungle. The fu:*nace is

reported as being 15 in. in interior diameter at the

bottom, 4i in. at the top, and 3 ft. 10 in. high. The
charge was raked in bit by bit at the top as the bur-

den goes down during the process of the combus-

tion and reduction. Tsvo foot-power bellows supplied

the blast. The full time required to run a heat

was 5^ hr. The product was a spongy mass of iron

which when forged out into bars weighed 14 lb. 8 oz.

Analysis of the product showed carbon 0.06. silicon 0.22.

sulphur 0.03. phosphorus 0.20 per cent, and a trace of

manganese. Analyses of iron from the Delhi pillar by

Hadfield are reported as showing carbon O.OS. silicon

0.05, sulphur 0.01, phosphorus 0.11 per cent, but the

amounts of all these alloying elements in the native-

made iron vary considerably, and the two products

quoted are to be regarded as identical, according to

McWilliams.
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Density Tests of Earth Shrinkage
in Railway Fills

Samples Taken by Special Device Indicate Swell

and Shrinkage According to Depth in

Original Excavation

DENSITY tests of earth samples made recently by

the valuation department of the Chicago, Burling-

ton and Quincy R.R. resulted in the conclusion that

shrinkage in embankment from original excavation

bears a definite relation to the depth of excavation and
showed the relation of depth to weight of earth and

apparent "shrinkage" from subsidence of subgrade.

The density method consists in comparing the weight of

the net metallic content of equal samples of unmolested

earth from an embankment and from the natural bed

adjacent to the excavation which supplied material for

the embankment. This net metallic content is taken as

the weight of the sample after drying, the moisture

content being eliminated by the heat. Difference in

weight is taken as the measurement of change in

volume.

At the point where a sample was to be taken, a pit

was dug to the level of the top of the sample and then

continued around the marked area of sample for a

depth of about 18 in., leaving a pedestal of undisturbed

material. For cutting the sample, a steel cylinder 10

in. long and 101 in. in inside diameter was used, having
one end beveled to a cutting edge and the other end
threaded for a screw cap. By means of a driving cap

this cylinder was forced down into the undisturbed

pedestal until the core projected above the top. The
projecting earth was cut off level with the top of the
cylinder and the cover was screwed on. The lower part

of the pedestal was broken off with a shovel, the
cylinder being then inverted and protruding earth
sawed off level with the cutting edge. The sample thus
taken was emptied into a closely woven sack and sent

to the railway company's laboratory, where it was
broken up and dried at 170 deg. F. until by successive

weighings no further loss in weight was obtained. In
all, 89 samples were taken of clay, loam and gumbo in

glacial drift formation in Iowa, Illinois and Missouri.

It soon became apparent that the shrinkage bore
some relation to the weight of the earth in its natural
bed. This condition is illustrated by curve A in the
accompanying diagram. It was discovered also that
the dry weight of material in its natural bed bore a
relation to deptn below the natural surface, as shown
by curve B. Further, the records indicate a greater
moisture content in samples from embankment than in

those from excavation, as indicated by curves C and D.
This moisture content was taken as the condition when
the sample was received at the laboratory.

These studies indicate, says the report, that earth the
metallic content of which in the natural bed weighs less

than 103 lb. per cubic foot shrinks when placed in

embankment subjected to traific, but when this weight
exceeds 103 lb. the material retains a more or less

permanent swell. As shrinkage bears a relation to
weight and weight bears a relation to depth below the
surface, the shrinkage of a fill has some relation to the
depth at which the material occurred in the excavation.

Upon this evidence is based the conclusion that earth
obtained in excavation down to 4 ft. below the surface
will shrink when placed in embankment, but that

material taken at greater depths will swell. The former

condition is the more important, according to the report,

since ordinarily from 60 to 100 per cent of a railway

embankment is of material obtained within the 4 ft.

depth. Practically all side borrow falls in this class and

the top 4 ft. of a railway cut contains a relatively large

yardage on account of the trapezoidal section of the cut.

Traffic as a factor in shrinkage, due to load and vibra-

Per Cent. Moisture:
10 15 ZO

70 80 90 100 110 1^0
Weight in Natural Bed • Pounds per Cu. Ft.

Curves A and B

TESTS OF EARTH SHRINKAGE SHOW RELATION TO DEPTH
IN ORIGINAL EXCAVATION

tion, is indicated by samples of similar material taken

from embankments subjected to different conditions:

No. 1. Embankment 17 years old, built for future

double tracking but having no track laid. Shrinkage,

6.7 per cent.

No. 2. Embankment 49 years old but abandoned
after 32 years of traffic with light equipment. Shrink-

age, 12.9 per cent.

No. 3. Embankment 17 years old and subjected to

traffic of the heaviest equipment during the entire

period. Shrinkage, 13.6 per cent.

For the purposes of these tests the problem was to

deter.nine what percentage should be added to embank-
ment (for the valuation inventory) to produce the yard-

age which would have to be moved to make the embank-
ment. Therefore, there was developed an "additive

factor" or percentage, which is somewhat different from
the term "shrinkage." For all embankments in Iowa an

average additive factor for net shrinkage of 11.55 per

cent was indicated by the tests. The report points out,

however, that the sides of an embankment, inWuding
the quantities in the outside 3-ft. slab or beyond slope

lines drawn from the toes of the ballast, are clear of

the influence of loading and are subject to a frost action

which neutralizes shrinkage. Eliminating these areas,

the additive factor for shrinkage would be reduced by
20 per cent, or to a net figure of 9.24 per cent.
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An unmeasured subsidence of the earth under all

embankments is indicated, says the report, by the estab-

lished characteristic of extremely high shrinkage of

surface soil, which characteristic is supported by com-
mon knowledge of the high porosity and void content

of surface soil. It is considered obvious that if this

earth will shrink when placed in embankments it will

be compressed in its natural bed by the load of the

embankment and the effect of traffic, producing an
apparent "shrinkage" from subsidence of subgrade. It

is concluded that under grading conditions in Iowa this

will add 3 per cent to the apparent shrinkage of the em-
bankment.

Construction x^llowance

Loss of material by wastage in transportation from
cut to fill and by wind and rain erosion during con-

struction and prior to operation is difficult to estimate,

but the report states that such loss will readily be
admitted by all engineers experienced in or familiar

with railway construction. It suggests that possibly

this may be covered by adding "some small percentage

based upon opinions of many competent minds," but

does not offer any figures for this allowance. On the

basis of 9.24 per cent for shrinkage and 3 per cent for

subsidence, the total additive factor for shrinkage for

Iowa embankment is taken as 12.24 per cent, without

considering subsidence separately.

These density tests were made under the direction

of H. S. Marshall, valuation engineer of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy R.R. His report is given as an
appendix to the renort on swell of rock and shrinkage
of earth by a sub-committee of the Railway Presidents'

Conference Committee, published in Engineering News-
Record, Aug. 26, 1920, p. 418.

Tar Macadam Roads Show Lowest
Total Annual Cost

A TAR macadam road constructed of an S-in. broken
stone foundation, a Hurfacing of crushed rock 2

in. thick laid in two l-in. courses and impre7nate<i
with 1 gi.1. of tar per square yard, .^hows the least
expenditure—interest on original cost and maintenance—per mile per year in a compari.son of nix types of sur-
facing made by J. A. .Johnston, district engineer. Dis-
trict 1, Division of Highways, Mas:mchusetts Depart-
ment of Public Works. Other types included in the
comparison are waterbound macadam, asphalt mix.
asphalt penetration, concrete and gravel. The mails
compared were chosen because of the av
of their maintenance data, because they wer.
examples of their types, and because all, save concrete,
are built of the same foundation thickness and founda-
tion material.

The +ar macadam, which has been D'*'»nted by Mr.
Johnston, is distinguished from a nuf^her of other
bituminous types by the fact that the 2-in. surface
was laid not in one but in two cou.-ses. The foundation
is built in the same manner as that for numerous
bituminous types. Upon the foundation is placed
broken stone not less than li in. in longest dimension.
The stone is so spread that after thorough rollintr

the resultant surface will be 2 in below the finished

surface of the road. Depressions formed under rolling

are filled with 1^-in. stone and rolling is continued
until an unyielding surface is obtained. On the sur-

face so prepared is spread a layer of broken stone
ranging in size from 3 in. to I] in. This layer com-
pletely covers the base, though with the thinnest possi-

SUMMARY OF AVERAGE COSTS PER YEAR

Water Bd. Mac. Asphalt Mix Asphalt Pen. Concrete
Mile Sq.Yd. Mile Sq.Yd. Mile Sq.Yd. Mile .><q.Yd.

Expenditure. ."77:.... 7. .'^•0.24 0.047 143.44 0.013 101.09 0.009 35.59 003
Interest '•35.56 0.040 644.69 0.059 492.18 0.045 581.63 0.053

Total "54.80 0.087 788.13 0.072 593.27 0.054 617.22 0.056

Gravd (Oiled)
Mile s^.Yd.

341 34 031
244 64 022

Tar Mar«dAjn
Johnatoo Prornr

Mile ^Vo
93 05 004

340 53 031

585 98 033 4»3 S9 0^<*

DETAILED COST FIGURES ON FOURTEEN HIGHW.VYS CO\-ERING SI.X Ti'PES

Cost

1913 Cost
ISUCost
Int. at 4%
Expenditure..

.

1915 Cost...
Int. at 4%
Expenditure. .

.

Water-bound •

—

Macadam
Oiled
Great

Harrington

West
Spring-
field

1916 Cost $10.8>9
Int. at 47o
Expenditure

1917 Cc--:...
Int. at 4%. .

.

Bxpendlture .

436
452

riaccst...
InU at -%. .

._

SxpwuUlure

ins Cost.:..
•"t. at 4%...
Expenditure.

436
518

436
588

Av. Cost per Yr.
Per Mile 935
PerSq.Yd 087

Asphalt Mix -

Chico-
pee

$15,363

Type and Location •

$17,798

566

712
546

712

712

712

975
089

615

615
1

615
43

615
627

615

615
150

751
068

South
Hadley

$15,191

608
17

608
30

608
23

608
52

638
058

Xorth-
ampton

Br.

Asphalt Penetration •

North-

Si 4.762

590
10

590
12

590
293

590
224

590
51

708
064

Lee
(So.)

$U.264

451

451
49

451
453

451
38

595
054

ampton
River
Road

$10,890

436
43

436
30

436

436
54

436
97

436
20

476
043

Han-
cock

658
33

658
48

658
31

695
063

Concrete

North
Adams

Wil-
braham

634
13

634
13

634
SI

660
060

$16 441 SIS 851 SU 330

4i3
32

453
30

453
59

493
045

Gravel
I Oiled)

^^hcffield

$*.M6

234

245
231

245
417

245
572

245
25)

586
053

«»xf.ird

$7.«4S

30«
86

Tar Ms.-jM.lam —

lo7

30ft

115

30<>

239

306
184

59
045

$9 9n

400
6j

400
MO

400

400
10

400
12

400
2)0

475
e "43

S19M

3»«
X

3t«

)lt

030
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ble blanket. It is then sprinkled with water and when

still wet there is sprayed over it a layer of bitumen

heated to 250 deg., applied with a mechanical sprayer

and at a pressure of 70 to 80 lb. per square foot; and

at the rate of ! gal. of bitumen per square yard of

surface. Over this bitumen is laid coarse clean sand,

about 0.02 cu.yd. of sand per square yard of sur-

face being used. Another layer of i-in. to li-in. stone

is then spread, bringing the surface to within h in.

of the finished grade. The whole is then watered and

rolled, any depressions filled, and again rolled. It is

then watered and while still wet is treated with bitu-

men as before, though this coat is applied at the rate

of :} gal. per square yard. Stone chips then cover

this bitumen coat, the surface is again wetted and

another layer of bitumen applied and covered in the

same manner as the previous one, except that more

stone chips are used the second time. The whole road

is then watered and thoroughly rolled, any excess bi-

tumen being absorbed by the use of more stone chips.

Rolling is continued until there is no movement of the

surface under the roller and until the road is thor-

oughly compacted.

Costs Compared

Costs in the comparison do not include grading and

drainage. As those items would be the same no matter

what type of surfacing is used, varying only with

location, they were omitted from the calculations. Ab-

solute comparison was possible by figuring cost per mile

for each type on an area of 11,000 sq.yd. Costs in

the accompanying table include the annual interest at

4 per cent upon the original cost per mile (foundation

and surface only) and the total annual cost of all

surface maintenance as reported by District Engineer

Johnston to the Division of Highways of the Massachus-

sets Department of Public Works.

The waterbound macadam had an 8-in. broken stone

foundation upon which was laid a 4-in. course of

crushed stone, the whole watered and compacted and

then treated with light oil, h gal. to the square yard

being used. Maintenance consisted in yearly applica-

tions of an average of i gal. of oil to the square yard.

The asphalt mix was built of the same 8-in. base

upon which was laid 2 in. of crushed stone ranging

in size from 24 in. to that passing a i in. screen, the

top course consisting of a 2-in. asphalt-mix blanket.

It was maintained by patching and yearly applications

of a light coat of sand.

Construction Methods

The 8-in. foundation of the asphalt penetration roads

was covered with a 4-in. depth of crushed stone, the

upper 2 in. of which were treated with 2 gal. of asphalt

per square yard. Maintenance of this type included

patching and yearly coats of light sand.

The concrete road was of an average thickness of

6 in., a 1:2:4 mix being used.

The gravel roads were constructed of an average

depth of e in. of gravel laid upon an 8-in. broken

stone foundation. A half gallon of light oil per square

yard was used at the time of construction and the roads

maintained with yearly application of I gal. of light

oil to the square yard.

The tar macadam roads were maintained by spray-

ing, as found necessary, in from three to five-year

periods v/ith l gal. tar to the square yard.

Stadia Survey for Irrigation Project

TOPOGRAPHIC surveys for Toole County irrigation

district, Montana aie being made by the stadia

method, partly because the country is very windy and
partly because both the chief engineer and the engineer

in charge have had considerable experience in stadia

work. Each party is composed of an instrument man,

a recorder and three rodmen. The work is run in

closed circuits. Starting at a government corner, the

elevation of which has previously been established by
a level control line, the survey runs out two miles, over

half a mile, and back two miles to a corner with known
elevation. Each circuit must close within one foot for

elevation and within 30 ft. per mile for line and dis-

tance, or the circuit is re-run. The party has an auto-

mobile to carry it to and from the field and to carry

the instrument man and recorder between stations.

The survey system has been planned carefully and
satisfactory progress is being made. The largest area

covered in one day with one party is 1,920 acres; 900

shots were taken on this acreage, which makes about

one shot per two acres. As the land is level, it is well

covered by this number of shots. Topographic data are

plotted on a scale of 300 ft. to the inch, which permits

of 1-ft. contours being plotted over most of the area.

The topography party also makes a preliminary classifi-

cation of the lands as to suitability for irrigation, using

growing vegetation and the appearance of the surface

as a basis. This information is signalled to the instru-

ment man by the rodman and noted by the recorder.

Reservoir sites are also surveyed by stadia, using

practically the same method except that the level control

line is the proposed water elevation in the reservoir.

Main ditch line surveys are made in the usual way with
transit and level, using stadia for topography. Enough
information is obtained to make a paper location and
estimate of cost.

Surveys were commenced in the fall of 1919 and
covered 60,000 acres out of a total of 300,000 acres.

The parties were in the field until the middle of

December and started again in April, 1920. It is

expected to complete the field work this summer and to

work up the notes and prepare an estimate of cost

during the winter, preparatory to floating a bond issue.

The cost probably will be in the neighborhood of

$10,000,000. The engineering work is being done by
the Gerharz-Jaqueth Engineering Co., Great Falls,

Mont., under the direct charge of Henry Gerharz, presi-

dent, as chief engineer.

Plan Road and Car Viaduct for Duluth
A high-level viaduct connection from the low lying

business district of Duluth, Minn., to the high ground
behina the city has been suggested by H. C. Ash, as-

sistant engineer of the Duluth, Missabe & Northern Ry.,

as a possible solution of a local transportation problem.

The high ground, with an elevation of 400 to 600 ft.,

is within |-mile of the city, but the steep approaches

retard its development for dairy, truck garden and re-

sidence purposes. The viaduct with roadways and car

tracks would have an easy grade and terminate at the

roof of a skyscraper oflfice building about 350 ft., high,

with elevators for passengers, automobiles, wagons and
street cars. A similar intermediate building might be

utilized as a city market and ofl!ice building. Suburban
cars would operate on a loop through the city and
then be raised to the track level of the viaduct.
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Adapting Motor Truck to Railroad

Terminal Expansion
Possibilities for Reducing Multiplicity of Car

Movement and Meeting Growing Needs
of Industrial Development

Extracts from a paper by B. F. Fitch, president, Motor Ter-
minals Co., New York and Cleveland, presented before Cleveland
Engineering Society, Oct. 12, 1920.

NO LESS an authority than Robert W. Woolley, of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, is accredited with

the statement that less-than-carload terminal costs repre-
sent 60 per cent of revenue. The deduction is but logical

that the major portion of economies can best be effected

through terminal refinements.

Multiplicity of Terminal Car Movements

Were each of our terminal cities building and breaking
cars for one station at all the other principal common points
in the United States, our transportation problem would be
comparatively easy, but when we multiply the number of
cities by the plurality of stations within each, from which
car loadings must be consolidated for dispatch, to the
plurality of stations within each other terminal, the inter-

change, consolidation and dispatch problem is kaleido-

scopic. If we visualize the individual movements of all

these multiplied box-car loadings for line dispatch and add
the intra-terminal movement of carloads and less-than-car-

loads from industrial sidings, our sympathies are aroused
for railroad talent. If, to this operating dilemma we add
the increased tonnage capacity from trackage and equip-

ment improvements which have made our railroads the

models of the civilized world, all of which have be«n suc-

cessfully developed while our terminals were considered

a side issue, it is no wonder that the subject of inade-

quate terminals has now become the engrossing topic of

the hour. The problem is all the more interesting and
complex because of the varying restrictions in the form of

realty development, street intersections, industrial growth,

etc., which makes the extension of centrally located proper-

ties impossible, except at prohibitive investment.

At the congested terminal of Cincinnati, Ohio, an ex-

pedient has been tested, first in a small way and later uni-

versally by the railroads, to ascertain to what extent motor
trucks could be adopted by railroads contributing to that

terminal as an accessory to transportation. The Big Four
R.R. first used the new system, starting operation in

May, 1917, between its five main and substation. The orig-

inal crude installation of open bodies with tarpaulins, moved
between these five stations, developed such marked operat-

ing economies that its use was recommended for extension

to all other contributing lines. With authority of the

United States Railroad Administration, a detail analysis

of all connecting line and substation intra-terminal move-
ments was made. This disclosed that approximately 800

tons were available for transportation between main stations

and 400 tons between main and substations daily.

Adaptation of Motor Transfer

At that time approximately 40 per cent of the main sta-

tion interchange tonnage only was being transported by

Horse drays, and the remaining 60 per cent, of necessity,

was interchanged by trap cars between these main statiois,

as well as all substation tonnage. There were 115 heavy

drays m service to transport the 40 per cent of inter-line

tonnage, and hence to transport 100 per cent, approxi-

mately 250 drays would have been necessary. The 400 tons

of long-haul freight between main and substations located

withm a ten-mile zone could not have been so transported

by reason of mileage limitations of horse-drawn vehicles.

On the other hand, motor trucks could not be profitably

utilized by reason of long delays in assembling shipments

for loading and in the unloading discharge of same.

To meet this operating dilemma and make possible for

the railroads the commercial cartage economies of motor

trucks, the Motor Terminals Co. developed the equipment

and .system of operation which wa» aUimati»ly anirenuiUy
adopted at Cincinnati. Briefly, thi« onsisU of a
plurality of interchanKt-able IxxJieu, o '.tainers, one
for each movement demand at ea'

;

electricaOy
operated hoi.sts for the liftintc and cor, mieh bodlM,
and a limited fleet of motor truck cha.. . jifu^n in num-
ber witii one .spare] for the transportation of the bodtca
over city .streets between Htations.
A rect-nt analysis of accompii.shmenta disclosed the fact

that all such freight interchanire.s have been expedited 62
hr.; that over 200 cars daily (70,000 annual car dayi, pre-
viously consumed in such service) have boen released for
main-line movements; that over 300,000 individaal swHeb-
cut movements of such cars have been '

! to the
extension of trackage rights for the mo f trains
and groups of station cars; that station tr;tcka^'».- capacity
has been increased 21.4 per cent due to the elimination of
trap cars; that station platform area enjoys an increase of
approximately 15 per cent, and that total main station
realty enjoys an otherwise unobtainable increase of 122,-

660 sq.ft.

Possibilities of Terminal Expansion

What has been accomplished at Cincinnati is bat a
meager demonstration of future possibilities. While only
the stations of the railroads proper are now equipped for
exclusive railroad movements, the service famishes op-
portunity for extensions covering all intra-terminal move-
ments to the complete elimination of the trap car, not only
in raih'oad practice but in industrial practice, except for
car loadings at sidings for dispatch to common or transfer
points beyond the terminal proper.

The over accruing realty values adjacent to central

terminals has been an influence to force larger industries

into outer districts as soon as their volume shipments war-
ranted siding facilities, and in each and every case the

property vacated by these older concerns has been held at

a premium. Constantly accruing influences of a short

trucking haul for consignees and consignors have developed

realty values adjacent to our main freight terminals, so

centrally located, to the restriction of extensions. . . .

Off-track or zone (motor-transfer) stations can be con-

structed within each terminal in lieu of physical rail ex-

tensions. The number of these ofF-track zone stations can

be from time to time increased in ratio with the ever

changing and ever increasing industrial development of

each community. These zone stations, as common receiving

and delivering points for all shipper? and carriers, will

ultimately develop warehousing or industrial centers. As
commercial activities grow, the transfers to them from

cars to truck bodies can be removed from the center of the

cities to outer classificatioi, yards, thus releasing existinjr

terminal rails for endless increasing carload movements,

less all otherwise necessary investments for rail e.xtensions.

Practical Store-Door Deuvery

Of course, the natural evolution of this entire prosrram

is that of store-door deliveries, of which the railroads are

wary, because they fear it will be hamesse<l on them at no

increase in rates. This is but a contin^rent fear: not an

operating dilemma. Under a properly created unit onran-

ization, operating in the joint interests of carrier and ship-

per, the cartage cost could be largely reduced. When
industrial centers are thus equipped it requires no \'ision

to conceive of the inter-oity through dispatch, from store

door to store door, of motor truck unit container bodies,

utilizing the cheanest meilium of transportation within its

zone of most economical operation, viz.. motor trucks,

interurban cars, railroad flat cars, tow boats, lighters and

steamers—without assessment for rehandling cost from

each to the other, since the mechanical interchange can be

accomplished at no labor assessment and with but minimum

delay.

[An article describing the operation of the motor truck

system of handling transfer freight at Cincinnati,

together with editorial comment, appeared in Engineer-

ing News-R-icord, Mar. 11, 1920, pp. 498 and 508.—

Editor.l
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Engineering Features of the St. Lawrence Waterway

What the Proposed Great Lakes to the Ocean Route Means in the Way of Construction—Preliminary

Outline of Work To Be Done

U"NDER the provisions of the last River and

Harbors Act the United States is co-operating

with Canada in the engineering investigation of a

proposed deep waterway connecting the Great Lakes

with the ocean by way of the St. Lawrence River. For

this- country Col. W. P. Wooton, Corps of Engineers,

U. S. A., is in charge if the studies and for Canada

W. L. Bowden, Chief "Engineer of the Department of

Railways and Canals. The report is not expected until

next spring and until it does appear it is doubtful if

a .rue examination of the possibilities and difficulties of

the scheme can be made but it is possible to outline the

physical conditions which must be overcome, so that

engineers may have -an idea of the extent of the work.

Costs and possible service must await a more thorough

official investigation.

In an address before the Western Society of Engi-

neers, Maj. John C."H. Lee, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.,

difference of level of some 325 ft. The American Govern-

ment has never put in a waterway around this barrier. The

state of New York has its barge canal, 12 ft. depth via

Rochester and Oneida Lake to Troy on tTie" Hudson. The

Canadians, however, have had the Welland Canal, with 25

locks (255 X 45 ft.) affording 14 ft. navigation since 1887.

In 1913 they started a project to deepen this canal to 25 ft.

with seven locks of 800 x 80 ft. and 46i ft. lift with 30 ft. in

the sills. Due to the war this was discontinued in 1916 with

the project about one-third completed. The task was
resumed last year and can be finished without difficulty by

the time any through channel of equivalent capacity can

be completed along the St. Lawrence route below Lake
Ontario.

Below Lake Ontario

The bai-riers below Lake Ontario consist of the rapids of

ihe St. Lawrence River between Ogdensburg and Montreal.

Parts of this stretch are navigable. The Canadian Govern-

ment has for years been operating a series of ship canals

p:iving 14 ft. navigation around the different rapids. Some
of the rapids are navigated by down-bound vessels, but

THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER FROM LAKE ONTARIO TO MONTREAL

recently gave a succint outline of the engineering

requirements of the waterway. From that address the

following extracts are taken; the accompanying maps

have been prepared by this journal.

Conditions in Great Lakes

The Great Lakes generally are navigable for vessels of 21

ft. draft. The principal ports have been dredged to this

depth, but between the various lakes of different level there

exist certain natural barriers, which for the most part have

been overcome.
Between Lake Superior and Lake Huron there are the

unnavigable St. Marys Rapids tumbling down a fall of 17

to 21 ft., depending x^pon the stage. The Canadians put in

the first lock in 1797-8. .n 1853-5 the United States put in

itL first "State Canal" then the Weitzel Lock in 1870-81.

And the Poe Lock of 800 x 100 ft. area and 18 ft. depth in

1887-96. 'hen Locks 3 and 4 were built m 1908-14 and
1913-19 with dimensions of ^,350 x 80 ft. and a 24^ ft.

depth. Meantime in the Canadian side that Government put

in its lock of 900 x 60 ft. and 18.2 ft. deep in 1888-95. These
take care of the Superior-Huron banrier.

Between Lakes Michigan and Huron there exists a good
navigable channel with practically no change in level. Con-
necting Lake Huron with Lake Erie there is the St. Clair

River, a naturally navigable stream except in the lower

delta where dredging has been required; then the broad and
rather shallow Lake St. Clair through which a good channel

has been dredged; and finally the Detroit River to Lake
Huron. Through the solid rock bottom of the Detroit River

the United States has excavated an excellent channel so that

up-bound vessels can draw 20 ft. at low water while down-
bound vessels can have 21 ft. For normal stages these

depths are 3 ft. better.

Between Lakes Erie and Ontario stands the greatest

single barrier—Niagara Falls and the rapids, giving a

up-bound vessels must use the canals. In this section lies

the crux of the problem—deep water navigation from the

Lakes to the Sea. Below Montreal the Canadians have
already provided 30 ft. open river navigation to the Atlantic.

It is of interest to look at those characteristics of the

St. Lawrence already of record, the better to understand
the problem that confronts our engineers. The river's

tributaries, above Lake St. Louis, where it is joined by the

Ottawa River, are relatively insignificant. Its water, there-

fore, having been subjected to long periods of sedimentation

in the various lakes, is clear and carries practically no
matter in suspension. Its flow is governed by the elevation

of water in Lake Ontario. As that lake has an extreme
fluctuation of about 5 ft. and an ordinary annual fluctuation

of very much less, the St. Lawrence naturally has a
remarkably steady flow. No other river of its size compares
with it in this respect. Its flow varies ordinarily from
200,000 to 280,000 cu.ft. per sec. although during the period

1888-1919 it has at times dropped as low as 186,000 due to

a certain amount of ice choking. During extreme high

water it has once or twice reached 300,000. Its lack of

material in suspension, its constancy of flow, the stiff and
stable quality of the material through which it flows, com-
bine to render its banks and bed remarkably constant.

Natural changes within the memory of man are practically

unheard of.

Just above Montreal, in Lake St. Louis, the Ottawa River
offers an additional problem. This stream has a very wide
fluctuation, reaching a discharge in high water approxi-

mately equal to that of the main river. However, this con-

dition only affects the lower end of the stretch requiring

improvement. It is practically a local problem.
The river distance from Lake Ontario to Montreal is

about 182 miles and the total fall is between 220 and 225 ft.

Considering that there are several long broad reaches

approximately lakes, it is evident from even a cursory

examination that this portion of the river naturally divides
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itself into several sections of quite different local chai-
acteristics, each requiring special study and consideration

and each possibly requiring its own special method of
improvement.

The Lakes to Lake St. Francis

The first section extends from Lake Ontario to just below
Ogdensburg, N. Y. The total fall in this 62 miles is less

than one foot. As one would expect, the river is broad and
deep, and the velocity is low. The channel gives depths of

120 to 40 ft. Except in two places the viddth is better than
500 ft. Where it passes the Thousand Islands and again at

the Brockville Islands, the present ship channel is only a

little wider than 400 ft. and would probably require a little

work. For security of deep draft vessels, this stretch should

be "swept" in order to locate isolated pinnacles which may
have escaped the soundings of previous surveys.

The second section extends from below Ogdensburg to the
head of Lake St. Francis, or where the St. Regis river comes
in at the international boundary. From this point on the

St. Lawrence flows entirely in Canadian territory. The
length of this second section is about 54 miles and its fall is

about 90 ft. Three rapids account for the greater part of

this drop. Just below Ogdensburg occur the Galops Rapids,

about 10 ft. fall; near Morrisburg is the Rapid flat of

about 12 ft. drop; just above Cornwall is the Long Saulte

with about 40 ft. fall. The remaining fall is found along
flatter slopes adjacent to three rapids.

THE GREAT LAKE DISTRICT SERVED BY A ST. LAWRENCE CANALIZATION

The Canadian Government opei'ates side canals affording

14 ft. navigation around these various rapids. The Galops

canal takes care of the rapids of the same name. The

Morrisburg canal overcomes the Rapid Plat. The Ferrin

Point canal provides passage around a small drop of 4 ft.

The Cornwall canal takes care of the Long Saulte. Other-

wise vessels use the open river. Descending vessels habitu-

ally shoot all rapids except the Long Saulte. This rapid is

navigated only by passenger boats featuring excitement of

the trip.

This second stretch offers quite a problem for improve-

ment. Dams and slack water can hardly be recommended

for the entire section because sufficient water to flood out

the upper (Galops) rapids would raise the level of the

upper river and Lake Ontario something like 15 ft. It

would seem after brief study that dredging would be prac-

ticable in the upper Galops provided the lower part is

drowned out by slack water backed up by a dam further

dovTO stream. If di'edging here were resorted to, care will

have to be taken to provide a sufficiently large cross section

to keep down the velocities in the ship channel.

It would seem that a dam in the general vicinity of

Cornwall and possibly another somewhere above would pro-

vide sufficient depth for navigation while affording the

development of well over a million horsepower.

It is understood that a commercial project was at one

time planned for a power dam near the head of Cro'l

I.sland. Our eni^ineerH have made borinjfs above Cornwall.
as well, and have found rock at wha* "-• — • ' ^

desirable elevations. The solution of f '

cours'-' be based on a balance ' ' •

developed. If the rock for th«- :

is found at about the same «:1. . ..

then a .single dam project would pr^-

in cost of dam construction, cost o: ,- :

better provision for navigation. The
cost of dikes would be increa.sed only bti--

Realizing that the power developed at th.

river could be delivered to the trreater part of .. :

and New York there should be no difficulty in fi
'

it at a figure sufficient not only to pay '<'"'-.

investment but also on other work of the f

not indeed giving finally a return on the oriKi.— -.o.. ..-...;.

Lake St. Francis Section

The third section may be taken as Lake St. Francis,

where for some 28 miles the river widens to four or five

miles. In some places the channel will require wideninf; and
deepening. There is no apparent reason why open lake

navigation cannot be provided for ocean going craft at a
low cost.

The fourth section is a stretch of 14 miles connecting

Lake St. Francis with Lake St. Louis. In this length are a
series of rapids; the Coteau, the Cedars, the Split Rock and
the Cascade—a total fall of about 80 ft. At present a few

down stream boats "shoot" the

rapids. The Soulanges canal

provides 14 ft. navigation on
the northern side. The old

Beauamois canal lies on the
southern side.

This section offers a problem
similar to the second bet
probably with not as many fac-

tors. Judging from their prac-

tice in the past we can expect

the Canadians to consider seri-

ously, if indeed not to favor,

ship canals around the rapids.

.'\. cursory examination would
indicate that such a plan is

practicable on the southern side.

If no great obstacles are en-

countered such a project should

be considerably cheaper than

a fixed dam and slack water.

Moreover, it is possible that if

a fixed dam developing the full

power head were installed an,: power put on the market at

the same time as that of section two, there would be little

chance of complete utilization for several years. If this is

true, if the power could not be immediately marketed, it

might prove economical to provide the cheaper ship canal

for the first decade or so, and later, if conditions seem to

justify, make provisions for further development o* power.

There are apparently good general lo«.ations for a dam in

one or two sections at the head of Liike St. Louis, just above

the mouth of the Ottawa River.

Lake St. Louis to Montre.\l

The fifth section is Lake St. Louis—15 miles long and

rather shallow through the greater part of its 5 to 6 mile

width. There exists, however, a fairly good channel wh'ch

will require deepeni..g and broadening at least in parts. Due

to the influence of the Ottawa River whose variation in flow

is quite large, the characteristics of the St. LawTence below

this point are less constant than above.

The sixth section is 9 miles of river between Lake St.

Louis and Montreal. The river pitches down the Lachine

Rapids, thence through the Prairie Basin, a broad and

shallow lake with low banks. The total fall is about 50 ft-

most of it confined to the Lachine Rapids which are navi-

gated only by a few do\N'n-bound passenger boats. The

Lachine canal passes around them on the northern side.

affording 14-ft. navigation. The improvement of this stretch
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is a problem in which the Canadian engineers can be

expected to have most serious interest. Safeguarding the

city of Montreal against the combined waters of the St.

Lawrence and the Ottawa will play an important part.

A power dam opposite or below Montreal, near the mouth

of the present Lachine canal, would require long dikes or

levees to protect the city. Moreover, due to the low lying

banks, a great ttowage or very extensive dike construction

would be required on the southern side. This expense

coupled with the unreliability of the Ottawa River's dis-

charge would probably cause considerable opposition in the

vicinity of Montreal. Moreover, it is understood that prac-

tically the only open opposition to the project in Canada
is centered around Montreal, the present head of deep-water

navigation.

It seems not improbable therefore to expect that some
project such as the improving of the existing Lachine canal

would be seriously considered. If power is to be developed

further it will probably have to be located above Prairie

Basin at the foot of the main rapids. If navigation were
locked past such a dam. there would remain the shallow

Prairie Basin to be considered. The Basin has sufficient

slope to make dredging through it a perhaps double task.

As in the Galops Rapids of Section 2, if a single 600 ft.

channel 30 ft. deep were cut through, hydraulic conditions

would be so improved as to develop velocities probably

beyond those desirable for navigation. Either additional

cross section should be dredged, or the adjacent water kept

out by a dike, thrown up from the spoiled material which

would be mainly rock.

This brings us to the head of existing 30-ft. navigation to

the sea. The Canadian Government has now provided at

considerable expense a good sailing channel through which

some 4,000,000 tons per season come up and go on through

the cramped upper canals, before mentioned, whose locks are

only 225 x 45 ft. by 14 ft. dept. The river and canals are

usually open to navigation from the middle of April to the

first third of December. During the winter and early spring

ice closes the route.

Thus we see confronting the engineers and the commis-

sion six sections of river, three of which offer little or no

difficulty. The upper river and the two "lake" reaches.

There remain three stretches of rapids requiring individual

study and investigation. Possibly they will require sepa-

rate and different treatment.

The engineers are confronted with several interesting

problems. One of the first is the regulation of water flow in

the river by the control of water level in Lake Ontario.

A steady flow of large volume is desired in the river, yet

a maximum and minimum level must not be passed in the

lake. Naturally the property owners on Lake Ontario do not

want to be flooded, nor yet left high and diy. The power
and navigation interests along the river can't have a per-

fectly steady flow but it should be possible to guarantee

them a minimum of about 200,000 cu.ft. per sec. without

detriment to Lake Ontario interests.

Another problem is that of ice. The Canadian engineers

largely, and our o'wn to a more limited extent, have been

working on the problem for years. Ice packs and gorges

with their attendant high water often cause great concern,

but the river has a way of working under the ice and
freeing itself. The engineers admit that the problem is

extremely "interesting" but there is no indication that they

think it insurmountable.

The construction of dams in the main river bed should

prove an engaging task to the men who may have to do the

field work. The choice of dam sites has to be governed

somewhat by this consideration. There is no way of

shutting off the water during the working season. The
fliow is then distressingly steady. There is no "low water"

as on the Ohio or the Mississippi. The task, if undertaken,

must clearly be considered in its entirety; otherwise great

difficulty if not disaster, may result to construction work,

due to damming below or dredging above.

The economical feasibility of developing the full available

hydro-electric power opens a serious question. Between
Lake Ontario and Montreal the total theoretical horsepower
is readily computed as over 6,000.000. Due to the unusually

stable characteristics of the river it seems fair to assume
that with a machine efficiency of 90 per cent, at least 75 per
cent of the theoretical horsepower is possible of develop-
ment; i.e., 4,500,000 hp. Whether or not this amount should
be made available from the start, or be provided for at an
increasing rate, is a problem of industrial economics.
At the present time only about 200,000 hp. is actually

being developed. Most of this is at two plants, one at
Massena, N. Y., and the other at the Cedar Rapids between
Lake St. Francis and Lake St. Louis. Plans for damming
the river at the Long Saulte Rapids were prepared by the
Long Saulte Development Co. over ten years ago and effort

made to obtain the necessary authority from the Canadian
and United States Governments. The matter failed to get
the necessary legislative approval and the project was
abandoned. It is of interest to know that the development
of power, not considering the benefit to the country through
navigation has been considered practicable and worthy of

financial enterprise. Such schemes of course included pro-
visions for passing navigation by locks, as the Keokuk on
the Mississippi, but the power company which was willing
to finance the matter was to derive little direct benefit

from the improvement to navigation

Pennsylvania Registers 600,723 Vehicles

Figures recently made public by the Pennsylvania
State Highway Department show that a total of 1,069,-

603 1920 licenses of all sorts, and 600,723 registration

plates were issued up to Sept. 11. The figures show
that there was an increase in almost all classes of

registrations. Comparative tables are as follows

:

Registration plates

:

1920

Passenger cars .• 507,622
Commercial vehicles 50,226
Tractors and traction engines 3, 1 60
Trailers 839
Motorcycles 23,510
Motor vehicle dealers 13,761
Tractor dealers 231
Motorcycle dealers 241
Bicycles with motor attached 1,128

Total 600,723

Licenses Issued:
Motor vehicle licenses, all kinds 600,723
Paid drivers II 4,345
Licensed operators 128,291
Tractor drivers 368
Transfer of licenses 40,736
.Special operators 466
Learner's permit 2,487
Vendee affidavits second-harM cars 1 80,653
Dealers in used motor vehicles 1,534

Total 1.069.603

* Classifications as required by new motor law after Jan. 1 , 1 920.

1919

429,001
40,406
3,328
1,291

25,123
9,935
188

509.272

509,272
82,343
146,282

31,463

16,344
951

786,590

The decrease in the number of licensed operators

is attributed to the fact that all owners of motor

vehicles are now given an operator's license free of

charge, while persons not owners pay a -fee. Depart-

ment officials are unable to explain the apparent decrease

in the number of motorcycles during 1920. There is

also a decrease of traction engines and trailers.

That many automobiles change hands during the

course of the year is evidenced by the large number

of vendee affidavits issued. The law compelling the

filing of affidavits relative to second-hand cars was not

in effect during all of 1919.

Railway Water Supply at Atkins, Iowa

An inaccurate title was given to the illustration in

the article in Engineering News-Record of Sept. 2, p.

463, owing to the omission of a cut. The title should

have read "Test of Surge Pressure in Pipe Line." The

testing of the pipe line was done in lengths of 1,000

instead of 100 ft. The author is assistant engineer of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pau! Ry.
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Report on a Tentative Zoning Plan for Lakewood, Ohio
Six Use, Four Height and Four Area Districts Provided with Height and Area Districts Superimposed

On Use Districts—All Three Classes of Districts Shown on Single Map

By Robert H. Written
City Planner, Cl<;vc;land, Ohio

Except for local allusions to streets and avenues, Mr.

Whitten's report on zoning for Lakewood, Ohio, is re-

printed in full as a clear exposition of zoning principles

applicable to many other communities of the same gen-

eral character. This zoning scheme, Mr. Whitten states,

has for one of its main purposes the preservation of

Lakeivood as a city of homes.—Editor.

THE city of Lakewood is divided into six classes of use

districts. Two of these are residence districts and
four are business and industrial districts. In addition to

Ihe use districts there are four classes of height districts

and four classes of area districts. The height and area

to drive out the private homes. Carefully limited but ade-
• luate areas are allowed for apartment house development.
The dwelling house di.stricts, permitting the erection of
either one- or two-family dwellings but excluding apart-
ment houses, will include a very large proportion of the
entire area of Lakewcod.
The residence zoning is supplemented by the area dis-

trict regulations that limit the number of families that may
be housed on a given plot of ground and also limit the per-
centage of lot that njay be covered. The area zoning regu-
lations also require side and rear yards for all buildings
located within residence districts, whether they are dwell-
ings, apartment houses, churches, schools or other author-
ized uses. Uniform building lines back from the street

line are also pi-e.scribed.

MAP SHOWING TENTATIVE ZONING PLAN FOR LAKEWOOD. OHIO

districts are superimposed over the use districts. Conse-
quently each portion of the city is in some one of the six

classes of use districts. In some one of the four classes of

height districts and also in some one of the four classes of

area districts. The boundaries of the various use, height
and area districts are shown on the zone map.

1. Residence Districts—The two classes of residence dis-

tricts are (1) Class la or dwelling house district. (2)
Class lb or apartment house district. A building arranged
for more than two families may not be constructed in a

dwelling house district.

One of the chief purposes of the zone plan :s to preserve
Lakewood as a city of homes. While a certain number of

apartment houses are beneficial, they should not be allowed

The residence district regulations are also supt-lemented

by the height district regulations. A given resilience dis-

trict may be combined now with one and now with another

of the various height and area district classes. The dwell-

ing house (class la) districts will usually be placed in the

class H-1 height district which limits height to 2 J stories.

Other apartment house areas on the side streets will be in

the H-1 height district limiting height to 2* stories.

Trade and industry are excluded from the residence dis-

tricts. Churches, schools, hospitals, philanthropic institu-

tions, clubs and hotels are permitted in the apartment house

district, and with certain important limitations as to lo-

cation, these uses with the exception of the hotd are per-

mitted in the dwelling house district.
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2. BusiitfSN unci Inditstrinl Difttricts—There are four
classes of business ami industrial districts: (1) Class 2a
ur local retail buiuess district. (2) Class 2b or business
and li^ht manufacturing- district. (3) Class .'la or heavy
industry district. (4) Class .'5b or semi-nuisance industry
district. The purpose of this classification is to provide

locations for all the types of business and industrial use

with a minimum of inconvenience and waste and a maxi-
mum of efficiency. It is not only necessary to protect the

residence sections from invasion by all kinds of trade and
iTidustry but also to protect certain kinds of trade and in-

dustry from being- injured by proximity to antaironistic or

lieleterious types. A jnanufacturer of food preparations

may be seriously injured by the location nearby of a fer-

tilizer plant. Moreover certain types of business and in-

dustrial use may be located close to jrood residential sec-

tions without material injury while other types if located

within a quarter of a mile of such sections are a distinct

nuisance. It is only by carefully gradinp: the various trade

and industrial uses according to their comparative free-

dom from nuisance characteri.stics that an orderly and ef-

ficient development of the city may be secured.

In the local retail business (class 2a) district, retail

trade, offices and small shops for custom work or for the

making of articles to be sold at retail on the premises are

permitted. The uses permitted in the residence districts

are also permitted in the local retail business district. Pub-

lic garages, light manufacturing and bulk storage are ex-

cluded from the local retail business district. This district

is suitable chiefly for the smaller retail centers adjacent to

the residential sections.

The business and light manufacturing district regula-

tions permit, in addition to all uses permitted in the local

retail business district, all kinds of light manufacturing
of a non-nuisance character and also public garages, bulk

storage and wholesale business.

In the heavy industry (class ."^a) district all heavy in-

dustrial uses of a comparatively non-nuisance type are per-

mitted in addition to all the uses permitted in the resi-

dence and business districts.

In the semi-nuisance industrial (class 3b) district such

uses as boiler making, structural iron works, junk storage

or carbon works are permitted. The nuisance uses that

affect a very wide area such as fertilizer plants, glue manu-
facture, stock yards or slaughter houses will be excluded

from the limits of the City of Lakewood.

The zoning regulations also provide that such special

uses as a cemetery, crematory, aviation field or sewage dis-

posal plant may be located only on application to and with

the approval of the city council.

3. Height Districts—The entire city is divided into four

classes of height districts» with maximum height limits as

follows: (1) Class H-1, 2i stories. (2) Class H-2, 50 ft.

(3) Class H-3, 7.5 ft. (4) Class H-4, 100 ft. The height

districts are superimposed over the use and area districts.

The height regulations, in addition to imposing a maximum
l>eight limit for each district, also regulate the height of a

building with relation to the distance of the front wall of

the building from the center line of the street. The ratio

of the building height to the distance of the front wall of the

building from the center line of the street is 1 time in the

H-1 district, 11 times in the H-2 district and H-3 district

and 2 times in the H-4 district. • The limitation of height

with reference to the distance of the buildings from the

center line of the street adopts the offset principle of per-

mitting a building to be erected at the street line to a cer-

tain height, and then to be built higher provided it is set

back in a prescribed ratio. For example, in the class H-4
district, where the height limit "is 100 ft., a building on an
80-ft. street may be erected at the street line to a height

oi two times the distance of the building from the center

line of the street, or 80 ft., and then by .setting back 10 ft.

may go 20 ft. higher or the maximum of 100 feet.

The class H-1 height district, with a 2i-story limit, will

be applied in most of the residence sections of the city other

than certain apartment house frontages on Clifton Boule-

vard, Detroit Avenug and Madison Avenue.

4. Area Districts—The entire city is divided into four
cla.s.ses of area districts, according to reciuired lot area per
family, as follows: (1) Cla.ss A-1, Ti.OOO sq.ft.; (2) Class
A-2, 2,500 sq.ft.; (3) Class A-3, 1,250 sq.ft.; (4) Class
.'V-4, (525 sq.ft.

The area districts are superimposed over the use and
height districts. The area district regulations are intended
to promote an appropriate distribution of population and to

resist the tendency toward the congestion of population.
They are also intended to secure a more open residential

develojjment by limiting the percentage of lot that may be
covered by buildings in residence districts.

The regulation as to the number of square feet of lot

area is based on the number of hou.sekeeping units or fami-
lies for which the building is arranged or designed. In

computing the lot area for this jiurpose, the area opposite

the lot to the center of the street is included. This permits

a .somewhat more intensive development on the wider streets

and on the corner lots. On a street 50 ft. wide, for example,
a lot 40 X 100 ft. can be improved with a single-family

hou.se in a class A-1 district, a two-family hou.se in a class

A-2 district, a four-family house in a class A-3 district and
an eight-family house in a class A-4 district.

The class A-1 district requiring 5,000 sq.ft. of lot area per
family is applied in those sections of the city where the

single family house is the most appropriate development.
Two-family hou.ses are not prohibited, but the two-family
house would recjuire 10,000 sq.ft. of lot area. This require-

ment as to lot area, and an additional requirement that not

over 30 per cent of the area of the lot may be covered by
the building, will in practice tend to limit the construction

in class A-1 districts to single-family houses.

The residence sections that are generally appropriate for

improvement with either one- or two-family houses will be

placed in the class A-2 district, requiring 2,500 sq.ft. of lot

area per family. In this district not more than 40 per cent

of the area of the lot may be covered by the building.

Most of the apartment house districts will be in the class

A-3 district, requiring 1,250 sq.ft. of lot area per family.

Certain aj)artment house areas on Detroit Ave. and on

Clifton Boulevard will be in the class A-4 area district re

quiring only (525 sq.ft. of lot area per family.

In computing the number of families that may be housed
on a given lot area, deduction is made where a portion of

the lot is used for business or industrial purposes. Thus
in a class A-3 area district where four families might be

housed on a 40 x 100-ft. lot, if there are two stores on the

ground floor, the number of families that can be housed
on the lot is reduced by two, or, to be exact, there is a re-

duction of one family for each 1,000 sq.ft. of lot ai'ea oc-

cupied for business purposes. The ordinary two- or three-

story store and dwelling building is not a desirable type of

construction from a public standpoint. The regulations as

applied will tend to reduce the number of flats that would

otherwise be located over stores.

5. Fords; Building Lines—Side yards and rear yards
are required in all residence districts. As an exception to

the side yard rule, a terrace of not to exceed six single-

family dwellings may be built with side yards only on either

side of such group of buildings. The width of the side yard
shall not be less than one-sixth of the height of the building

or not less than 4 ft. in any case. The width of the rear

yard shall equal one-half of the height of the building.

Forty per cent of the area of the rear yard may be oc-

cupied by one-story accessory buildings.

In business and industrial districts side yards are not re-

(luired but rear yards, with certain important exceptions,

are required. No rear yards are required in class 3b in-

dustrial districts. In class 3a industrial districts and in

business districts rear yards are not required for corner

buildings but are required on interior lots that are back

to back.

The zone plan does not attempt to provide a complete

code for the lighting and ventilation of the building. It

simply establishes minimum standards for those open spaces

about the building that have a i*elation to the lighting and

ventilation of the adjoining buildings as well as to that of
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the building itself. The zone regulations are thus confined
to those things in which adjoining owners have a mutual
interest. Side yard, rear yard and front yard spaces are
required for the mutual advantage and protection of all

owners and occupiers of the block. The provision or omis-
sion of an interior court, on the other hand, does not affect

the neighbor.

Front Yards; Btdlding Lines.—The zone plan establishes
building lines on street frontages where an open space
between the building and the street line is required in the

public interest. These building lines, as shown in detail

on a special building line map, are imposed generally

throughout the residence districts and also where needed
and existing conditions will permit in the business and
industrial districts.

In certain business and industrial sections where it is

highly desirable to secure a greater distance between build-

ings on the opposite sides of a street but where a number
of existing buildings have been constructed out to the street

line, the building line regulations will permit the erection

of a one-story building or in some cases of a two-story
building between the building line and the street line. This
will permit a building to come out to the sidewalk line

where otherwise it would be pocketed between existing

buildings.

Lakewood has been generally developed with residences

setting well back from the street line, affording adequate
room for lawn and trees. This makes a healthful and con-

venient city as well as a beautiful city. Grass and trees

make an attractive home environment and are almost essen-

tial to a normal and healthful development of the child.

The setting of the buildings back from the street line

improves light and air conditions, makes possible the front

lawn with trees and shade and removes the dwelling farther

back from the noise, fumes and dust of the street. It

increases the attractiveness of the section and adds to the

health and comfort of the people.

Street widths throughout the city have generally been
established on the supposition that buildings were to be set

back from the street line. A street width of 40 or 50 ft.

is entirely inadequate if residences or other buildings are

to be built on the street line. The street is not only a

traffic way but should serve the function of securing a more
open development, better access of air and sunlight and a

chance for trees and other vegetation. A certain minimum
space between the buildings located on the opposite sides of

a street is also essential to prevent the spread of fire and

to facilitate fire fighting.

In order to improve light and air conditions, existing

building regulations provide for rear yards. To a certain

extent the same reasons hold good for the establishment of

front yards. The requirement of a uniform building line

means the establishment of a uniform front yard space.

6. Classification of Uses.—The classification of uses

which is a part of the zoning ordinance divides the various

uses of property into groups, classes and subdivisions. The
use classes correspond to the use districts. Each use class

lists the uses for which the corresponding use district class

is specially designed to provide. Starting with the dwelling,

the classification enumerates the various kinds of residen-

tial, business and industrial uses graded and arranged ac-

cording to their comparative freedom from nuisance char-

acteristics. In the hierarchy of uses the dwelling comes

first and garbage reduction and fertilizer plants last.

7. Non-Conforming Uses.—The zoning ordinance does not

affect existing uses of property. A use or building exist-

ing at the time of the passage of the zoning ordinance

which does not comply with the regulations of the use

district in which it is located is called a non-conforming

use. Such use or building may be continued though not

conforming to the use district regulations. The zoning

ordinance is not retroactive. If, for example, there is a

store in an area that under the zoning ordinance is included

in a residence district the store may nevertheless be con-

tinued. A non-conforming use may also be changed, sub-

ject to the general rule that, if changed, it must be to a

higher use as listed in the classification of uses. If, how-

t'ver, the non-conforming u.sc- in a ('An .in^nc^)
u.sf or 3c (nuisance) use, it may not t.- . . .ab Uj •
conforming use. A change to another u.-.c u .:*. J lu the sam«
iiubdivision of the classification is not deemed a change of
use under the zoning ordinance. Thus a change from a
grocery store to any other kind of a retail «t/>re or shop
would technically be deemed a continuance of the fxi«ti»*g
use. A building housing a non-conforming 03!e may rytt be
structurally altered to an extent exceeding dur -n.
year period GO per cent of the a.sses.sed value of '

-.f.

While, therefore, an existing non-conforming um: may
be continued, the limitations imposed on a change of asc
and on the reconstruction of the building housing the non-
conforming use will eventually bring about the diminution
of the non-conforming u.se.

8. Enforcement; Board of Zoning Appeal*.—^The zoning
ordinance will be enforced by the inspector of buildings.
No building permit will be issued unless the building and
its proposed use conforms to the zoning regulations.

In the application of the zoning many cases will arise,
especially near the dividing line between two use districts,
where the strict letter of the zoning regulations may prop-
erly be modified. This can be done in specific cases withou:
injury to the general public purposes of the ordinance while
ai the same time avoiding unnecessary injury to the individ-

ual owner. Strictly limited discretion is therefore lodged
in the Board of Appeals created by the building code to

make minor modifications and exceptions to the general
rules and regulations established by the ordinance.

9. Amendment of Zone Plan.—The Council will have full

power to amend or supplement the zoning plan. Minor
changes will be necessary to correct imperfections in the
plan. Other amendments will be required to meet changing
conditions of city growth. It is to be expected that the
plan will be supplemented and changed when certain fun-

damental factors affecting the physical structure of the city

have been more fully worked out.

While provision should be made for necessary changes,
the method of such change should be safeguarded so as to

prevent hasty and ill-considered action. A zone plan, in

order to afford the protection for which it is designed,

should be fairly permanent. Those that build in accord with

its provisions should feel reasonably sure that their invest-

ment will not be jeopardized by changes in the district

lines. On the other hand, the method of change should not

be so difficult as to make it impractical to conform the zone

plan to changing conditions of city growth.

Under the zoning ordinance any amendment proposed

must be referred by the City Council to the City Plan

Commission and unless such amendment is approved by the

commission, it will require a four-fifths vote of the council

to pass the amendment. A sii.iilar four-fifths vote is re-

quired if there is a protest against the amendment, signed

by the owners of 20 per cent of the land adversely affected

by the proposed change. If an amendment is proposed by

the petition of the owners of 50 per cent of the land in an

area proposed to be changed the council must vote on the

amendment within 90 days.

Toledo Water Purification Costs

The cost of treating the water supply of Toledo. Ohio,

in 1919 was $16.90 per million gallons. Alum, iron,

lime and chlorine cost $7.66. $4.46. $8.37 and $0.23 per

million gallons, respectively. The average cost per ton

of these chemicals vas as follows: Alum. $31.85; iron.

$17.60; hydrated lime, $14; chlorine. $193.52. Of the

$156,912.72 total cost $5,000 was for supervision, $41,-

208.42 for labor; $67,340.67 for chemicals. $5,107.36

for maintenance and the remainder for miscellaneous

items. Average results in B. Coli content per 100 cu.cm.

were as follows: River water. 2.319; settled water. 60;

filtered water. 16; disinfected water. 1.7; city tap

water, 0.42, equivalent to 99.98 per cent removal bv

the whole process.
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Municipal Milk Plant for Jamestown

BONDS to the amount of $150,000 and the creation of

a milk commission to establish a milk bottling and

pasteurization plant and a milk distribution system for

Jamestown, N. Y., were authorized by a large majority

at a popular election held on Aug. 21. The commission

will consist of four members to be appointed by Samuel

A. Carlson, mayor of Jamestown, who for several years

past has been working for the municipalization of the

milk supply of Jamestown. A similar proposal was
defeated by a large majority a year ago. In a letter to

The American City Mayor Carlson outlines the munic-

ipal milk project as follows

:

The plan contemplates the erection of a central station

to which all milk from the producer will be brought and

tested in a scientific manner, each can from each producer

being subjected to an individual test so as to safeguard

against bacteria and impure milk. The producer will be

paid on the basis of the quality

of milk supplied; those having

the lowest bacteria count and

highest percentage of butter fat

will receive the highest price for

milk. The milk will be clarified

and all milk except Grade "A"
raw milk, which comes from
tuberculin tested cows, will be

pasteurized, and all milk will

be placed in bottles under the

improved method of bottling,

under which the milk is free

from the touch of human hands
or any contamination. The
milk will be delivered at an
early hour to each householder.

The city will be divided into

30 districts, one delivery man
for each district. These 30

men will take the place of the

70 milk peddlers who ai'e now
supplying the city with milk,

and who are crossing each
other's tracks continually and
thereby entailing a duplicate '''^'^- ^

expense and waste of effort,

which is now borne by the community. The municipal sys-

em will eliminate the added cost of the present middleman's
profit.

Mayor Carlson states that it is expected that the

city will be able to sell milk below the present price

of 15c. per quart ^or Grade "B" quality, besides giving

a better and richer milk and affording the farmer a

higher price. He also says that the municipal milk

project is designed to promote health rather than econ-

omy. He states that the milk supply for the 40,000

people in Jamestown costs them more than $1,000,000

in a year, or 60 per cent more than the entire munici-

pal tax budget. He also says that the city expects to

produce cheese, butter and buttermilk at its bottling

plant.

Enormous Rainfall in Hawaii
An inch a day is the average rainfall in the upper

Waipio Valley, Hawaii, which makes it one of the areas

in the world where the rainfall is heaviest. On the

other hand, the rainfall on some of the slopes of

Hualalai, on the same island, is only 20 in. a year. The

only surface streams on the island are along the north-

east coast between Hilo and Kohala. Waipio River,

according to the U. S. Geological Survey, has been partly

developed for irrigation.

Hydraulicking Methods for a
Million Yard Fill

Single Dredge Places Blanket of Clean Lake Sand
Over 65 Acres of Marsh Land for

a Factory Site

UPWARDS of 100,000 cu.yd. of sand each month is

being pumped by a 15-in. hydraulic dredge in

making a fill for a factory site at Waukegan, 111. About
12^ per cent solids are being averaged and at times the

proportion has reached 27 per cent. The greatest

length of discharge has been 4,700 ft. and later this

length will be increased to about 5,000 ft. The fill is

clean lake sand to a depth of 6 to 16 ft., with terraced

plateaus about 4 ft. higher for the building sites, over

an area of about 65 acres, and will amount, it is

estimated, to 1,000,000 cu.yd.

As a hydraulic fill operation the work is notable in

LOCATION^ OF Fll.l. AND PIPE I.INES

the particulars that (1) it is the largest fill specified to

be entirely clean sand, ever made by hydraulic dredge,

(2) the distance pumped, without a booster pump, is the

greatest ever accomplished in pumping sand, (3) the

building areas are terraced above the general fill level

and pits, with regular slopes, are left below this level,

by water control of the flowing sand, (4) the total lift

is accomplished close to the dredge by a steep incline to

a pipe on a trestle which constanly descends on a

detemined grade to the point of discharge, and (5) the

jet pump is connected with the discharge pipe in such a

manner that, with the arrangement of discharge just

indicated, plugs in the pipe lines are washed out without

taking the pipe apart.

As indicated by Fig. 1, the fill covers an irregular

area of about 65 acres at the west end of a quadri-

lateral tract fronting about one-half mile on Lake

Michigan. This land, being a part of the old lake beach,

is, except for a shallow covering of marsh muck, a fine

beach sand, with few pebbles and is free from obstacles

to excavation other than the long roots of the marsh
|

plants which tangle into knots and frequently choke

the mouth of the suction pipe. A channel 250 ft. wide

and 4,200 ft. long, parallel to the north property line,

provides the material for the fill. The main fill is to
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El. 99.5 or to about 8.5 ft.

above lake level, and varies,

with the contour of the orig-

inal surface, from 6 to 16 ft.

in depth. At the sites of the

building, the foundation fill

is 3 to 9 in. above the main
fill. Railway tracks and

roadways occupy the de-

pressed areas between build-

ings. A section across the

filled area, transversely of

the buildings, has the char-

acter of a series of wide pla-

teaus separated by narrow valleys and to secure this

variation of surface with water-borne sand was one of

the special problems of the operation.

Both the sequence of excavation and fill and the dis-

charge pipe location were definitely planned. Starting

the dredge at about midlength of the channel it was
planned to work west to make the southern portion of

the fill and east to make the northern portion. This plan

kept the average length -of discharge pipe about the same
for the two portions of the fill. The pipe line consisted

of a trunk line A to 5 to C and .B to D, located as shown,

with branch lines Nos. 1 to 8 right and left and longi-

tudinally of every building site. Broadly speaking that

portion BD of the trunk line across the filled area is

permanent while the portion parallel to the channel is

installed and shifted as the dredge location requires.

The branch lines are installed, shifted and extended as

the filling progresses.

In portions of its equipment the dredge is unusual.

As indicated by the diagram plans Fig. 2, the dredge

pump is a 15-in. centrifugal, set vertical and operated at

PIG. 3. TOT.M. RISK IX l^IPE MNK KEPT •'LOSE TO DRErXJE

440 r.p.m. by a direct connected 6<)0-kw. motor. It^i dis-

charge pipe take-off is unusual in the respect that it i«

arranged to receive a .stream from the jet pump the par-

pose of which is to clear the discharge pipe line from

plugs in the manner which is described later. The jet

WcrerLtve/in Pi

Dtvin Opening oyer Top

Discharcje Pipe

BIL6E
PUMP

FIG. -l. PU.MPING PLA.NT AKKANGEMEXT G.X DREDGE

FIG. 4. METHOD OF CLEAKING PLUGS IN PIPE LINE

pump has an 8-in. suction and a 6-in. discharge and gives

a pressure of 75 lb. Electrical equipment, suction pipe

control and othei mechanism are of ordinary types.

From the dredge the discharge is horiztonal, a^

indicated by Fig. 3, to the edge of the channel, and then

climbs in one step to the peak lift, which is the trunk

pipe line on trestle paralleling the channel. This trestle

is about 30 ft. high along the channel bank and then

slope.s down from B to D and

to the ends of the branches,

but all pipe line is on trestle

and is laid true to line and

grade. This accurate con-

struction of pipe line, with the

concentration of the total lift

in the short distance between

the d '3dge suction and the

channel bank trestle and the

discharge line on a constantly

descending grade from the

trestle top to the discharge

end. is the special feature of

the pipe line layout.

An important '^rpose of

the constantly descending

grade of the discharge pipe

line is to remove plags. A
plug forms as indicated by the

sketch Fig. 4. but unless a

careless pump man keeps driv-

ing ahead with a full load of

solids, it does not form so

solidly that there is not al-

ways, due to the inclination

of the pipe, a small rill or

trickle of the backed up water

over the top which leaves a

passage open. As soot', then,

as the pump man*s gages in-

dicate that an incipient plug
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has formed the suction is

raised and the pump is

stopped. The discharge line

from the dredge to the top

of the trestle is then drained

back into the pit.

To clear the plug the jet

pump starts pumping into

the discharge pipe through

the connections indicated by
Fig. 2. As the discharge

pipe is filled, the water in

the pond behind the plug, as

shown by Fig. 4, begins to

rise and trickle through the

small channel over the top of

the plug and with increasing pressure from the jet

pump the flowing rill accumulates an eroding velocity

which enlarges the channel and cuts down the crest of
the plug. When the water is flowing freely, the main
pump, taking clear water, is started and the sand is

flushed through and the pipe cleaned out.

With this arrangement there has not been a plug in

these long discharge lines which has not been cleared in

FIG. 6. OVERFLOW OUTLETS THROUGH LEVEES

40 min., except once when a chance was taken of extend-

ing a branch pipe line on the top of the fill and a plug

occurred which necessitated the removal of the plugged

pipe and many profane hours of picking and washing.

A plug of fine beach sand is very hard. It cannot be

shaken out by upending the pipe nor can it be punched

through with bars. It is best removed by tilting the

pipe and hosing from the low end.

From the dredge to the trunk pipe line on trestle the

discharge pipe is 15 in.; the trunk line and laterals are

FIG. 7. METHOD OF LEVELING UP FILLS

18 in. to reduce friction. A lock joint spiral pipe is

used, with flanged ends and bolted pipe joints. The
stream velocity is 12 ft. a second and about 121 per

cent, average, of solids is carried, practically all in the

lower third of the stream.

The rectangular fills are built up as indicated by

Fig. 5, with levees built by a walking dragline excavator.

Timber outlets of the familiar L-shape take the overflow

through the levees as indicated by Fig. 6. As the fill is

made the sand takes a slope right and left from the pipe

toward the levees. To flatten out this slope as from

CA to CB in Fig. 7, a trench is dug and a low levee

FIG. 5. LEVEED BASIN READY FOR FILL

built as indicated. The face of this levee is protected by
convass weighted down. As the grade near the levee

builds up the wier level of the L-outlet is raised. To go
higher than CB another ditch is dug and a levee built and
the canvass is folded back to protect the new levee face.

In this way the 4-ft. building site fills were carried above

the level of the main fill and the top surface created, by
water cariage alone, did not vary to exceed 1 per cent

from true level.

Operating two shifts, the dredge has been pumping
over 100,000 cu.yd. a month. This excellent output is

due in part to the eflficiency of the crews which is being

promoted by bonus payments. If the crews reach a

monthly yardage of 100,000, each man receives as bonus
an amount equal to 10 per cent of his salary. This

bonus is increased 1 per cent for each additional 10,000

cu.yd. or fraction greater than a half. With the bonus

system the monthly runs have gone up from 90,000

cu.yd. a month to over 100,000 cu.yd., and frequently the

I per cent additional bonus has been earned.

The fill is being made for the new factory of the

H. W. Johns-Manville Co., the contractors are the Con-

struction Materials Co., Chicago, with J. R. Sensibar,

president, in general charge of the work. Patents for

some of the original methods and devices have been

applied for.

Engineering Bodies Study Government Organization

A three-months' study of the administrative organi-

zation of the federal government has been undertaken

by the budget committee of Engineering Council, the

National Public Works Association, the National Edu-

cational Association and the American Public Health

Association. Representatives of these organizations

will remain in Washington until the work is complete.

The purpose is to work out a reorganization plan.

Active work has been in progress looking to the crea-

tion of a Department of Education. Steps have been

taken by others toward securing a Department of Pub-

lic Health. Still others have been in favor of the com-

bination of the two under a Department of Public

Welfare. These measures are being considered in con-

nection with the establishment of a Department of

Public Works. The present study is being made with

the idea that these various efforts may be amalgamated.^

The organizaton making the present study is to bej

known as the National Committee on Governmental]

Economy. Stanley H. Howe is the director of the com-

mittee and C. T. Chenery is its executive secretary.J

Other members include Harold N. Graves, John T|

Pratt, J. Parke Channing Francis Blossom.
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Why Street Railways Should Bear
Share of Pavement Cost

Brief of Data from 166 Cities Gives Reasons Why
Two-Foot Strip Outside Rails Should

Not Be Diminished

AS an aid to American cities where efforts may be

. made to transfer at least a sTiare of the burden
of paving expenses from the traction corporations to

the cities or abutting property owners, William P.

Capes, director of the New York State Bureau of Munic-
ipal Information has prepared a summary of the argu-
ments presented to the recent session of the New York
Legislature against a proposed revision of the law which
requires traction companies to construct and maintain
the pavement between and for 2 ft. on either side of

street railway tracks. The proposed revision of the
law, fostered by the New York State Street Railway
Association, would reduce the area of pavement con-

struction and maintenance responsibility to a strip be-

tween and for 6 in. on either side of the tracks.

Amendment Opposed

Through the New York State Conference of Mayors
and Other City Officials, 59 cities in the state opposed

the proposed amendment. At the request of the chair-

man of the Senate Committee on Public Service, to

which committee the bill had been referred, each city,

through its mayor and city engineer, compiled a brief

giving the reasons for its opposition. The committee

also received a report from the New York State Bureau
of Municipal Information summarizing the data it had

received from 166 American cities of 30,000 or more
population. The latter report showed that of these

cities, sixty required the street railway company to

pay for the construction, reconstruction and mainte-

nance of pavements (original, repavement, temporary

and permanent), between and for 2 ft. on either side

of their tracks. In fifteen other cities the companies

are responsible for the pavement between and 18 in.

on either side of their tracks and in eleven others for

12 in. on either side of their tracks. The plans vary

in the remaining cities, but in all, except one, the com-

panies are held responsible for the pavement of at least

that part of the street surface which is occupied by

their tracks.

Following is a summary of the arguments presented,

which apparently had their effect upon the Senate Com-
mittee on Public Service inasmuch as the proposed

amendment was never reported out of committee:

Heavy urban cars, and not the ordinary travel, are re-

sponsible for constant repairs to the pavements.

Modern electric cars are from six to ten times the weight
of the horsecar formerly used, such a weight producing

correspondingly increased vibration and resulting in more
rapid pavement disintegration. In addition, the railroad

companies run cars over tracks while the pavement is under

construction so that a complete bonding of the materials

is seldom obtained.

Drainage Difficult

Drainage of pavements upon which there are rails is

much more difficult than draining other pavements. The
contour of the street must be altered to provide for drain-

age along and adjacent to the rails as the inability of any
roadbed construction to withstand seepage of water into it

by creeping along the rails is well known. The rail af-

fords the first opportunity for the water to enter subgrade,
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and therefore it foririB the first point of wealmcM in the
lavement.

It J.S impoH.srble to maintain any modem satiiifactOfT
pavement adjacent to ary car track constmctioa anlna
.such track construction is made rigid. Ihe inettittve to
make such rigid construction now re«tn with th* tractioa
company to lessen the cost of pavement maintenance. With
such incentive removed, the company would naturally resort
to a cheaper c. nstraction resulting: «n an iiurreajied co«t of
maintenance.

In case the company is to construct a track in a strvat
already paved it becomes necessary to tear up at least 9 ft.
of pavement in order to lay the track. This pavement han
already been paid for once, and it may be relaid after
the tracks have been placed in such a way that it is ap-
parently on the surface as good as new, but there is a
longitudinal crack in the base which eventually worlu
toward the surface under the stress of consUnt vibration

Tie Replacement Costly

Replacement of ties necessitates pavement cutting to a
width of approximately 9 ft. This is a charge which m all

fairness should be paid by the railway company. Rigid
pavements frequently have to be disturbed before their
useful life is spent in order for traction companies to renew
bonds, replace broken rails, and retighten joints
A pavement which has been torn up cannot be restored

to as good condition as before; consequently the location
of railway track in a street tends to destroy the life of
the whole pavement.

General street railroad engineering has established the
fact that repairs to paving in the railroad area consumes
17 to 20 per cent of the total cost of maintenance of way.
so a reduction of seven-ninths of this obligation would not
help the railroad company more than the additional cent
charged in a six-cent fare.

The life of the roadbed of a railroad is about twelve
years, and the life of a durably constructed pavement is

over twenty yeai's.

It is a well-known fact among engineers that no matter
how well a pavement is constructed it will heave along
the rail line and does not settle back in the spring as it

should. Each year inci-eases the degree of trouble. It is

also well known that street railroad companies use quanti-
ties of salt around switches in the winter time, and this

has a very serious effect upon the pavement.
Defective rails cannot be properly removed and replaced

in a 1-ft. area, particularly on curves.

Heavier Construction Under Tracks

Cities should not be required to pay for the cost of

greater excavation and heavier co struction required under
tracks, which are necessary purely for the support of a
company's cars.

Street railway tracks necessitate special and more ex-

pensive pavement construction. The use of T-rails in-

stead of flange rails necessitates the use of a special type
of brick contiguous to rails more expensive than the rtvru-

lar paving brick. The fitting of these bricks to the rails

also involves additional expense in laying the pavement.
Increased pavenient width is usually necessary upon

.streets where there are railway tracks in order that a

line of travel may be supplied on either side of the track.

In repairing or connecting subsurface structures it is

frequently necessai'y to e.xcavate under tracks while cars

ait in operation, a fact materially increasing the expense

of such subsurface instrllation.

Pavements are damaged by the operation of snow plows

and snow sweepers during the winter.

It is fallacious to believe that the conditions existing

today relative to the destructive influence of trolley tracks

ji.nd the operation of trolley cars over them are not the

same as tliey always have been. The traction companies'

false idea of economy, in general, hns been a reduction of

the first cost in ballasting their tracks. This, in conjunc-

tion with the rapidly increasing weight of cars, has ex-

tended the destructive circle of influence more than 2 ft.

outside the outside rail.
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If the traction companies are relieved of this obligation

the increased cost of pavement and repair is thrown back

on the property owners by assessment for local benefits

derived, or, if a general improvement, new revenue has

to be obtained by an increase of the general tax.

Unjust Taxation

If it is a question of financing the work surely the rail-

roads and indirectly the people who use them and benefit

therefrom should stand this cost and not the entire com-
munity. Not over 50 per cent of the population has occa-

sion to use the railway, and it does not seem proper to

ask those who derive no benefit therefrom to help pay
for the construction and repair, which would be the case if

the betterment were charged to the city. The statute which

it is proposed to amend is fair to the railway company,
in that the area of street pavement which it is now obliged

to maintain is that area within which experience of many
years has shown to be particularly affected by maintenance

and operation of its lines.

Presence between tracks of trolley poles limits the sur-

face area of streets available for traffic, making the traffic

heavier on the usable portions of the street, thereby causing

greater deterioration and increased maintenance cost.

In the case of the presence of channel or slot rails the

pavement between tracks is cut up into smaller slabs and
the further presence of so-called manhole boxes tends greatly

to diminish the life of the pavement, thereby causing much
greater maintenance.

Nine-Foot Width Equitable

Nine feet, a dimension controlled by the 8-ft. railroad

tie, should be definitely marked off by construction joints,

and 9 ft. built and maintained by the railroad company.
1 his places entire responsibility for damages due to subse-

quent failure within the railway strip where it belongs.

If expense for pavement adjacent to rails and 2 ft. out-

side has heretofore been deemed a legitimate charge, a

change is not considered justifiable now in the light of the

use of heavy cars, higher speed and more frequent operation.

A railway company is constantly ripping up pavements
to repair its street car tracks. It is absolutely impossible

for a company, were it to maintain only a 6-in. width on
each side of its rails, to repair its tracks properly without

disturbing other parts of the pavement, thus adding expense
to the city.

The cities, upon the face of the performance by the street

surface railroad corporations of their paving obligations,

have granted many franchises . on terms more favoi'able to

street surface railroad corporations than they would have
had they not assumed that such corporations would be
obliged to pave the area described in existing law. If the

liability on the part of the traction company existed then
there has been nothing that has taken place in the mean-
time to affect this liability except to increase it.

The original puipose of this law was to place the burden
of expense of this portion of the pavement upon the street

railway company which enjoys the privilege of the use

of the streets to operate a business from which it derives

a revenue. Nothing has transpired since 'he law was
enacted which justifies a change which would place the

burden of expense upon the taxpayers.

In addition to the foregoing arguments others were
offered supported by examples in some cities where
existing street railways had been the direct cause of

pavement failure or deterioration.

Flow Coefficient in 36-Inch Siphon
From observations made by the Board of Water

Supply of the City of New York the coefficient of flow

of the 36-in. flexible-jointed cast-iron pipe of the Nar-
rows siphon was determined to be about 119.5 for the

Chezy formula with a flow of about 14,000,000 gal. per

day. At this time the pipe-line had been in service

about three years. The figures are from the 1919
annual report of J. Waldo Smith, chief engineer.

Port Terminal Pier Design at

Portland, Ore.

Considerations Which Led to Adoption of Wide
Piers and Handling Machinery in the

New Municipal Docks

By G. B. Hegardt
Engineer, Commission of Public Docks, Portland. Ore.

THERE has been no little discussion of late regard-

ing tne proper size and equipment of shipping piers

in port terminals, particularly in relation to the Staple-

ton piers now under construction in New York City.

As a contribution to that discussion the experience

of the City of Portland, Ore., with its new municipal

terminal development, may be of interest. The funda-

mentals of that development were described in Engi-
neering News-Record, Jan. 22, 1920, p. 179. What
follows is more an explanation of the design.

• PRESENT LAYOUT OF TERMINAL. NO. 4, BY THE CITY
OF PORTLAND, ORE.

This terminal, designated as "Municipal Terminal
No. 4," and the present layout of which is given in

the accompanying drawing, is being constructed by the

CoKimission of Public Docks by funds made available

from a total bond authorization of $10,500,000 voted

for the provision of modern terminal facilities for the

port.

The universal custom in waterfront construction by
private interests, and until the last few years by the

city, was the quay type of docks or wharves. With
the constantly increasing shipping and development of

the port and the necessity of providing terminal facil-

ities on a much larger scale than had previously been

attempted or required, the commission, realizing the

vital importance of having the facilities of the port

brought up to the highest standard of efficiency, deter-

mined to construct a large import and export terminal,

using pier and slip construction. j
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A site containing 159 acres, with a harbor frontage
of 2,730 lin.ft., was acquired, as being conveniently

located for easy access by the four transcontinental

railroads serving the port and of sufficient area to per-

mit of such future expansion requirements as would
have to be provided for at a terminal of this magnitude,
such as warehouses, cold-storage plants, vegetable-oil

tanks, storage bunkers, etc., and extensive trackage

facilities to adequately serve all terminal requirements

and at the same time eliminate further congestion of

existing and already crowded railroad terminals of the

port. The acquisition of this large terminal area also

contemplated an industrial section of about tifty acres.

While the first improvements contemplated at Ter-

minal No. 4, when the site was selected late in 1917,

consisted only in the construction of a 1,000,000-bushel

grain elevator and Pier No. 1, with a trackage sufficient

to care for these facilities, a complete terminal layout

was made of the entire site, which is being closely fol-

lowed as the construction is being carried to completion.

Principal Factors

The principal factors and problems given special study

and consideration in the planning of this important

terminal were:

1. Accessibility and ease of berthing vessels.

2. Most convenient and favorable connection with

railroads serving the port, having in mind the neces-

sity of eliminating further congestion of existing rail-

road terminals.

3. Quay or pier construction.

4. Type of structures.

5. Most satisfactory arrangement for an adequate

trackage to permit of the expeditious switching of cars

to and from the facilities and industries located on the

terminal site.

6. Character of cargoes and commodities to be han-

dled and stored.

7. Provision in construction for probable mechanical

machinery that would be required in handling cargo.

8. Desirability of including an industrial section in

the terminal site.

For the purpose of this article, however, only the

matter of type of pier structures and railroad trackage

will be covered, as the plan submitted herewith shows

the general terminal layout and the facilities con-

structed, or now being constructed. ,

The question of width of pier shed that should be

adopted as standard for this large terminal was given

much study and consideration. In other terminals

constructed by the commission the sheds were made
only 100 ft. wide, following a practice more or less

general at most ports of this country at that time. But

as an operating proposition it was soon demonstrated

that a narrow shed was a positive agency in producing

congestion and that, in any new construction under-

taken, a radical change should be made to insure

greater efficiency and reduced cost in handling of cargo

of the character which was most common to this port.

The construction finally decided upon was for transit

sheds 180 ft. in width and, from results obtained during

an operating period of over 18 months, this width of

shed has fully met every practical and economical

requirement in import and export cargo handling, as

furnishing adequate floor space capacity for vessels of

large size, discharging and taking out full cargoes.

usually of many and varied commwliiiew and -ize-, per-
mitting, in most cuhch, large venneln to diMiharKe and
take on full cargoes without changing their Jjerth. It

will be noted in the plan that these wide pier

service to vesHcls from only one side, thu.s :

the quay feature in operation, except in the ca.-w: »{
Pier No. 4, the rear of the piers having depre««ed
tracks for rar.s.

In the four main piers of this terminal a length
of 1,500 ft. was adopted a.s furnishing the greatest
flexibility and economy in operation, and \)eing at all

times ample for the accommodation of inbound and out-
bound cargo for two large ves.sel.s, and in moet cases for
three vessels of such size, and slips 280 ft, wide. uufR-

cient space for two vessels, in addition to lighters or
fuel barges. Besides, the tendency for vessels of larger

dimensions in the Pacific trade is constantly growing
and this condition must be provided for in all new
construction; and the organization and e<iuipment for

the operation of one long pier must be relatively much
less than for a series of short piers. The fifth pier is

approximately 1,000 ft. long. The terminal, when fully

completed, will afford, at one time, berthing space for

seventeen vessels of a length of 500 ft.

Width of rear platforms of piers is 14 ft. and slip

side platforms 34 ft., to permit there of the installa-

tion of crane equipment, when such machinen*' pos-

sessing great adaptability is called for and is available.

Probably one ot the most important features of this

terminal is its terminal and switching trackage. The
great depth of the s'te made it possible to supply ade-

quate trackage to all facilities of the terminal as the

leads were amply long to bring them to the piers, grain

elevator, oil storage, bunkers, etc., on easy curves, and
it is believed that one of the prime requisites of a

combined rail-and-water terminal, that of providing for

the quick movement of cars, has been successfully

solved at this terminal, which, when completed, will

have a trackage, within the terminal site, of about 20

miles, exclusive of trackage serving industries.

Test of Automatic Train Control Device

Automatic application of brake.-^ if the engineman on

the locomotive should disregard signals is the basis of

a train control system deve* ped by C. F. Shadle. effici-

ency engineer of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Western

R.R., and demonstrated recently on a six-mile stretch

of mainline near Indianapolis, Ind. This part of the

line is equipped with the automatic block system, the

blocks being 4,000 ft. long, but with the automatic con-

trol system the roadside signals are supplemented by

signal lights in the engine cab. On pas-lng a "caution"

signal there is a light application of the brakes, sufficient

to reduce the speed to a predetermined limit, say 25

m.p.h. The engineman can make a heavier application

if he desires to check or stop the train, but he cannot

release the brakes until the limit speed has been reached.

If a "stop" signal is passed, the brakes- are set auto-

matically to stop the train within a distance depending

upon the speed. The brakes cannot lie released until

the train has come to a stop, the engineman then having

to get down and operate a releasing device. Ench auto-

matic reduction of speed and stoppage of train is indi-

cated on the chart of a speed recorder. Trials made

under the supervision of the safety division of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission showed successful operation

at speeds up to G6 m.p.h.
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Footway Undercrossing for Busy
Chicago Street

Special Details for Conduits in Shallow Roof

—

Large Sewer in Floor—Waterproofing

and Expansion Joints

HEAVY pedestrian traffic to and from the Chicago

suburban terminal of the Illinois Central R.R. at

Randolph St., on the lake front, is intersected by

the dense automobile traffic on Michigan Ave., so that

even under the control of the police there is delay and
confusion and some danger, especially during the rush

hours when both the pedestrian and automobile traffic

is at its highest. A spacious footway or under-crossing

will relieve this condition, enabling pedestrians to cross

Michigan Ave. in safety.

This under-crossing is being built by the railway

company as the first step in a comprehensive joint

program of railway improvement and city park develop-

ment on the lake front (see Engineering Neivs-Record

of Aug. 21, 1919, p. 360). Eventually it will form the

main approach to the station, but until the reconstruc-

tion of the Randolph St. terminal is undertaken the east

end of the footway will terminate at lateral staii-ways

opening on the sidewalk of Michigan Ave. Later it will

be extended on a 4 per cent incline into the new station.

The footway will be 16 x 8 ft. in section, with a present

length of 137 ft. between stairways. Its general design

is shown in Fig. 1.

Special considerations influencing the design of the

structure included necessitj'^ for shallow depth and for

watertightness, interference with a sewer, the require-

ment that pneumatic tubes and electric conduits be

carried across the roof, and the urgent importance of

rapid construction in order to cause as little obstruction

as possible to the extremely heavy vehicle traffic. The
last-mentioned consideration led to the adoption of

encased I-beams for the entire length of roof, in place

of a reinforced-concrete slab (on that portion where
the available depth would have permitted its use), as

such a slab would have to be left for some time to allow

the concrete to set hard before replacing the pavement.

Interference with a 48-in. brick sewer made it

necessary to keep the total height of the structure at a

minimum. Even with all possible saving in height,

however, the under-crossing could not be accommodated
in the depth between sewer and street pavement, and
therefore the roadway surface will be raised slightly

above the present level, necessitating a modification in

the street grades.

The soil at the site is mainly in old filled ground. As
only half the width of the street can be blocked during
construction the work will be done in two sections.

The design is intended to insure watertightness of

y:street Surrace
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the structure so far as the exclusion of groundwater is

concerned, but a drainage system will be installed for

the removal of water used in cleaning and of surface

water that may enter by the stairways. Inlets will con-

nect to drain pipes leading to a gravel trap and then to

an electric bilge pump beneath the floor, which will dis-

charge the water into the sewer. A 7-in. bed of plain

concrete will be laid on the bottom of the excavation,

and the 6-in. vertical concrete walls for the protection of

the waterproofing will be built upon it. A membrane
of felt and pitch will be laid on the horizontal portion of

this slab and the inside of the walls, the horizontal por-
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I i^"'5(/r-ft7ce of Pavemprrt

Joint
FIG.

in Roof
3. EXPANSION JOINTS OF FOOTWAY

tion of this membrane being covered immediately with

1 in. of concrete to protect it from being punctured or

injured while preparations are being made to pour the

15-in. base slab and side walls.

For the floor there will be a concrete slab 4 to 6 in.

thick laid on the 15-in. slab and having a 2-in. wearing

surface of non-slip wear-resisting composition, the sur-

face being crowned 2 in. to assist drainage. For the

roof there will be 10 and 12-in. I-beams spaced 12 to

24 in. c. to c. and cased in concrete. Between the top

of the roof and the concrete

base for the street pavement

a waterproof membrane will

be placed, being so joined to

that on the side walls as to

form a complete envelope.

Special roof construction

with 12-in. girder beams is

required to carry tile conduits

for electric cables, as shown

in Fig. 2. In the street these

conduits are laid deep and

placed in two layers. As they

approach the subway they will

rise on easy curves to the

level of the roof, where they

will be in a single layer, be-

ing supported on bars laid

across the bottom flanges of

the beams and being covered

with concrete. Shelf angles

on the webs of the beams will

carry cover plates standing

i in. clear of this concrete

filling and supporting the base

of the pavement. The pur-

pose of this open space is to

keep the load-carrying part of

the roof out of contact with

the conduit coiutruction, so

that the W not be

cruMhH or : in caui«

of ' -avemen'.

un(J'_ - . .: the Hide*

of the footway the conduitu

will be ca.sed in reinforced-

concrete ^^am.s until the depth

of earth cover is Kufficient to

prevent breakage by the

superimposed live load. Pipes

and metal conduits at other

part.s of the roof will be em-
bedded in the concrete filling

^>etween the I-beams.

Kxpansion Jointn.—A .sin-

gle expansion joint will be

provided in the roof and in

each side wall. As shown in

Fig. 3, the inner part of the

j-in. groove will be packed

with fiber felt and the upper

or outer part filled with a bulb-

shaped cooper strip containing

an asphalt ic composition. Up-
on the flanges of this strip

will be a sheet of asbestos in-

sulating fiber, a sheet of iron

of No. 26 gage and finally a

felt insulating pad upon which the waterproofing mem-
brane will rest. The surface of the iron sheet next

to the concrete is to be coated with paraffin to form

a non-adhesive surface. The outer surface of the mem-
brane for a distance of 18 in. on either side of the

joint will be covered with a sheet of prepared roofing,

coated on the inner side with talc or powdered soap-

stone. By this arrangement the waterproofing mem-
brane will have a free width of 36 in. in which to stretch

or contract.

Wall

7 Section

Hoilf Section on Center Line of Sew».r

FIG. J. TOP OF SEWKR BUILT l.VTO tX>OTWAY FLOOli

^ Section A 'A
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As the floor intersects a 48-in. brick sewer the sewer

is converted into a trough section with a flat roof of

cast-iron plates designed to be watertight under an

upward pressure due to a head of 4 ft., as shown in

Fig 4 The upper part of each side of the trough will

be of concrete, extended as a slab to relieve the load on

the brick invert. In the floor of the subway will be

formed two transverse reinforced concrete beams to

carry the load and prevent deflection over the sewer.

Anchor bolts will secure the cast-iron roof plates to the

concrete walls of the trough. To prevent upwai-d leak-

age the edges of the plates are shaped to form dovetail

packing grooves, as shown in the detail, the lower part

being packed with jute and the remainder of the joint

then filled in with melted lead. At each side wall the

vertical waterpoofing will be turned horizontally under

the edge of the cast-iron plate and clamped by an iron

bar drawn tight by tap bolts in the plate. Beyond the

side walls of the subway a

tapering roof of reinforced

concrete will connect the

.special trough section with the

normal circular section of the

sewer.

White glazed tile will line

the sides of the footway

nearly to the top. The ceil-

ing and the remaining portion

of the side walls will be fin-

ished with 2 in. of plaster en

metal lath, the top corners

being curved to a 6-in. radius.

Electric lamps will be placed

in these curved corners. Con-

crete will be used for the

stairs, the steps having 6-in.

risers and 12-in. treads, with

nonslip facing on the treads.

Ornamental canopies or kiosks

will cover the stairway en-

trances. This under-crossing

was designed under the direc-

tion of D. J. Brumley, chief

engineer of Chicago terminal

improvements, Illinois Central

R.R. The plans have been ap-

proved by the city authorities

and the South Park Commis-

sion, and the contract has been let to the Nash-Dowdle

Co., Chicago.

Illinois Health Board Assists Engineers

A circular letter to engineers issued by the Illinois

Department of Public Health calls attention to the in-

formation and assistance that are available through the

Division of Engineering and Sanitation. The activities

of the division includes stream pollution, sanitary sur-

veys and inspections, malaria control, city waste collec-

tion and street cleaning, investigation of typhoid fever

and other water borne diseases, and control of water

supply and sewerage systems. The division does not at-

tempt to take the place of a consulting engineer, but en-

courages the employment of engineers by communities

and it is believed that this has improved the attitude of

the public officials toward engaging engineers in connec-

tion with proposed works. Dr. C. St. Clair Drake is

director of the Department of Public Health ;
Harry F.

Ferguson is chief sanitary engineer, at Springfield, 111.

Erecting Cleveland Auditorium Roof

with Traveling Falsework

Engineer for

By H. E. Gage
United Erecting Co., Cleveland, Ohio

T RAVELING false work and derrick towers were

_ used in erecting the 209-ft. steel roof trusses of

Cleveland's new $5,000,000 municipal auditorium. The

plant arrangement is not entirely unusual, but its ap-

plication to this particular work is interesting in view

of the large amount of falsework involved, the applica-

tion of wooden trusses in the falsework, and the simple

rolling arrangement of the plant. Because of the large

size of the roof, the trusses weighing 200 tons each,

special study was given to the planning of the erection

method.

The building is 230 x 430 ft., and is located at East

[

FIG. 1. AUDITORIUM ERECTION PLANT ; DERRICK AND FALSEWORK TOWERS
COUPLED FOR ROLLINCx TO POSITION FOR NEXT TRUSS

6th Street and St. Clair Ave. As the first step in pre-

paring for steel erection, a gin pole was set up in the

basement excavation, about 22 ft. below street level, and

by its means a small wooden derrick equipped with

70-ft. boom was erected. This derrick placed four

runs oi low trestle bents on plank sills, to form longitud-

inal runways just above the first floor level of the build-

ing; sets of three 8 x 16 in. stringers on these bents

formed the track for the derrick and falsework super-

structure of the plant. A stiffleg derrick with bull-

wheel, equipped with 100-ft. boom, was set up on the

stringers, and this derrick erected two steel traveling

derrick towers (Fig. 1) resting on rollers on the

stringer tracks. Each of these towers was 40 ft. square

by nearly 80 ft. high, and carried a single derrick at the

outer corner facing the south or near end of the build-

ing. The derricks in turn erected each other on top

of the towers.

Arched trusses spanning the full width of the build-
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ing and carried by attachments to the faces of the side

columns formed the principal members of the roof that

was to be erected. It was decided to erect them on

timber towers set just in front of the derrick towers.

The balcony framing, projecting about 50 ft. into the

hall along each side of the building, could be used for

supporting the outer end of the falsework trusses which

formed the sills on which the steel was to be assembled.

The resulting arrangement of the entire erection plant is

shown quite clearly both in the photograph, Fig, 1, and
in the sketch of the towers, Fig. 2.

Four large bents about 70 ft. high, set in planes

longitudinal to the building, rested on rollers on the

stringer tracks. They were braced in pairs to form two

towers, one in front of each derrick tower. Together

with two small bents carried on the balcony girders, as

shown in Fig. 2, they supported a set of five wooden
Howe truss spans of 35 to 40 ft. length, and 8 ft. wide

by about 9 ft. deep. The tops of these trusses were

about two feet below the roof steel, allowing for camber

blocking and wedges.

Steel for the building was received by truck and un-

loaded from the street. The bottom chord of each truss

came in seven sections. In placing these, the center sec-

tion was laid first, its middle point being set accuratel\-

to the center line of the building by transit. Then

the other sections were successively connected and

wedged up to proper elevation, as determined by tape

and level. When the complete chord had been bolted

up and connected to the wall columns, all web membex-s

were set and finally the top chord (.shipped in four

sections) was set in place. The truss was then riveted

complete and swung by cutting loose the blocking.

Moving the plant backward to the position of the

next truss was done by rolling the towers, after shiftinfr

the small side bents along on the balcony framing, the

outer set of Howe trusses being supported by knee-

braces from the falsework tower as indicated in Fig. 2.

The derrick and falsework towers were coupled t-^gether.

and were pulled ahead as a v nit by the derrick hoisi.

whose cable was secured at the far end of the stringers,

making a turn below the towers and derricks.

In dismantling the erection plant it was necessary to

put a jib on one derrick to take down the other derrick

and tower. The last derrick was taken down by rae«n.H

of the boom of the other, slung to an end column of

the building.

Houses and Housini;

Housing development, according to L. K. Sherman.

formerly president of the U. S. Housing Corporation

at a recent meeting of the Western S>ociety of Engi-

neers, is properly the work of the engineer, although

it is often assumed to he that of the nirhitect. House

design, said l^Ir. Sherman, is undoubtediv the province

of the architect. But "housing" includes the selection

and development of site, the general plan to fit topo-

graphy, the .street layout, transportation to the site,

sewerage and drainage, paving, water .supply and other

public utilities. All work of this kind is distinctly tha*

of the engineer.
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Light Railway and Motor Trucks

Both Used on Road Job
Pennsylvania Builds Fifteen-Mile Concrete Section

From Each End With Own Forces

and Own Equipment

DIRECT comparison between the two most used

methods of handhng materials on concrete high-

way construction—by motor truck and by industrial

railway—is possible upon the job recently begun by the

Pennsylvania Highway Department on the Susquehanna

Trail along State Route 1, north of Harrisburg and

extending from Clark's Ferry through the towns of

Halifax and Millersburg. This 15-mi. section, which is

one of the most important of those under construction
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fk;. 1. LAYOUT OF MATERIALS PLANT AX^HEKK
LNDTTSTRIAL RAILWAY IS USED

the five front cars pushed to the mixer, the locomotive

returning to pull the other five up. * Each industrial

car carries material for one mix—a five-bag batch.

On either end of the job expansion joints are placed

at the point of curve and point of tangency of both

horizontal and vertical curves and at the end of each

day's run. Also, at each end of the job the mixer crew,

including mixer engineer, men handling batch boxes,

men laying forms, men at work on the subgrade and
those finishing, is sixteen men. This figure does not

include truck drivers in the one instance, and engineers

and brakemen on industrial trains, in the other case.

As this is the largest of the jobs being done directly

FIG. 5. STONE ARCH BRIDGE RECONSTRUCTED WITH
CEMENT GUN

by the state and with its own equipment, complete

details are being kept so that when the season's run is

finished, accurate comparison between the two methods
of materials haulage may be had. Some comparison

will also be had between contract work and day labor.

As the job had but started early in August it was im-

possible to secure a comparison in the amount of pave-

ment laid between the two methods used.

The Superintendent of Construction of the Pennsyl-

vania State Highway Department reports to the Chief

Engineer and is directly responsible for the job being

done by the state forces. On the job he is represented

by a foreman who reports to him and who corresponds

to the contractor's superintendent. On each of the jobs

the engineering department maintains inspectors.

The state is trying an experiment in the matter of

housing its own employees. On the job it has erected

a number of sectional houses, containing living quarters,

mess hall, commissary, offices, etc. The commissary and
mess hall are run at cost.

One of the interesting sidelights in the construction

of this portion of State Route 1 is the repair of a twin-

arch stone bridge, situated about half way between

Clark's Ferry and the lower materials plant. Tlie

arches have a clear span of approximately 25 ft. The
bridge, built in 1840 was designed as an aqueduct

and used by the old Pennsylvania Canal Co. It i.<-

approximately 30 ft. wide and is now overlaid with

several feet of dirt well compacted by many years of

travel. The bridge is being strengthened by grouting

with a 1 : 2j cement-sand mix, applied under pressure,

80 cu.yd. of sand and 200 bbl. of cement being necessary'.

Fig. 5 shows the bridge under reconstruction.

Temperature of Steel Exposed to Sun
OBSERVATIONS made at Balboa Heights, C. Z..

during April, 1920, to determine the maximum heat-

ing of steel or iron exposed to the sun's rays are reported

by H. G. Cornwaite of the U. S. Weather Service, in

Monthly Weather Review for July. Most of the tests

were made on steel blocks 2 x 2 x 12 in., the temperature
of which was indicated by a thermometer immersed in a

mercury-filled l-in. hole in the center of the block. The
blocks were laid across a 1-in. board, 4 in. wide, lying flat

on a concrete pavement, and were sheltered from wind
by an 8-in. board on edge a few inches away on the wind-
ward side. The highest steel temperature was 133 deg.

F., measured at 3:30 p.m. April 26. Mr. Cornthwaite
considers that the exposure of the blocks represents

approximately that found in the most protected sections

of steel structures exposed to the sun, and he estimates

that under the most favorable natural conditions

possible in the Canal Zone the maximum temperature of

exposed steel is not likely to exceed 140 deg. F. Com-
paring the climatic conditions with those of various

parts of the United States, further, he estimates that

the maximum exposed steel temperatures in the deserts

of the Southwest may reach 169 deg. F. or higher. On
account of the importance of such heating he suggests

that measurements should be made at a few selected

stations in different sections of the United States. That
very noticeable effects are produced by the expansion

due to one-sided heating has been observed in the case

of the steel spillway gates of the Panama Canal, the

leakage through which (a very small amount at any
time) is greater in the daytime than at night, due to

the action of the sun shindig on one side and causing

the gates to buckle or warp slightly.

Another set of measurements was made to compare
the heating of blocks of steel painted with different

colors. The curves representing the change of tempera-

ture of these several blocks throughout the da/ ( April

20, 1920) are quite consistent and indicate that for the

particular paints used the results may be depended upon

as approximately correct. At the maximum, from 12 to

about 2:30 p.m., with the air temperature in the shade

-'ibout 88 deg. F., the temperatures of the white, red,

green and black blocks respectively were 112, 114, 123,

and 128 deg. F. About 2:30 the steel temperatures

began to drop, though the air temperature was main-

tained for another half hour, when the sky was covered

with thick clouds and there was a thunder storm in the

distance. By 5 p.m., with air temperature 82. the four

blocks of steel showed temperatures of 88, 90, 92, and

94 deg. F., in the same order as previously given. In

some earlier tests by Mr. Cornthwaite, under slightly

different exposure and with different paints, the max-

imum difference between white and black blocks was

20 deg. F.
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The Sacramento River and California's

Capitol City

THE really big thing at Sacramento is "The Valley."

One's expectation of finding something typical of

the center of political activity of a great state is satis-

fied in the Capitol building, to be sure, but outside the

zone of its immediate influence all the bustle and
activity, all the visions of the future, center in one
way or another on "The Valley."

One to whom this idea was expressed said, "What do

you mean. Valley; San Joaquin or Sacramento?" He
would not have asked that question had he known the

city of Sacramento. Tho two valleys join, it is true,

but the San Joaquin belongs to Stockton, to Merced, to

Fresno and perhaps others, but the Sacramento Valley

is the particular possession of the city of that name—

a

possession that is prized as highly or perhaps more than
the honor of being the Capitol city. And the valley is

prized because through its thousands of square miles

of rich bottom land flows the Sacramento River.

Sacramento Flood Control—The river is at once the

blessing and the curse of the valley. But there is pros-

pect that the flood menace will be relieved by adequate
control works. Up to the present time no less than five

beards or commissions have been created by state legis-

lative acts to carry out flood protection and drainage
vvork. Some $2,700,000 has already been spent on the

advice of such bodies and state and federal governments
are committed to the expenditure of $6,000,000 more.

Comparatively recently the state engineering depart-

ment has added to its staff a flood control engineer with
the necessary assistants and instead of the spasmodic

attention, such as can be given by occasional boards and

commissions, a continuous systematic study of river

conditions and records is under way.
But the Sacramento River is no simple problem. Al-

though it is the fourth river of the United States, in

size, its flood volume as compared to its drainage area,

is five times that of any other stream of this country.

A commission of eminent engineers in 1904 recom-

mended a flood protection scheme based on the flood of

that year and three years later a flood of twice that

volume occurred. Moreover, it is now believed that the

flood of 1862 carried three times the volume of the

1904 flood.

Just as has long been the case with the Colorado

River, state and federal legislators have refused appeals

and petitions to provide flood protection on the Sacra-

mento in the form of storage on the headwaters. Even
now the best that is in prospect is the construction of

bypasses whereby flood waters in excess of a safe

amount are to be diverted into prescribed channels lead-

ing tc Suisun Bay. This is rather discouraging after

10 years of engineering investigations and reports, par-

ticularly in view of the fact that engineers agree, in

the main, as to the advisability of expenditure for head-

water storage. It is to be hoped that the present signs

cf increasing influence of engineers as a class will take

effect in such direction as this.

Salt Water Creeps Up the River—As the channel of

the lower Sacramento has been straightened and deep-

ened, the salt water of the bays below has found its way
farther upstream. Last year, because of the salinity

of water at the intake, the town of Pittsburg had to

abandon its pumping works, allow its lawns to die, and
bring the water absolutely necessary for domestic use
from a point far upstream by means of barges. The
sugar refinery at Crockett, which formerly took water
for its plant from its own river frontage, now has to

go 50 miles upstream for water sufficiently pure for

its use.

As the amount of water taken from the river has
been increased to serve increased irrigated areas the

minimum river flow has dropped to about 2,000 sec.~ft.

at the city of Sacramento. With this low flow the water
lavel here is only about 1.5 ft. above mean tide level. A
few years ago there was no tidal effect at Sacramento,
which is 130 miles from the Golden Gate, but now the

tidal range is about 2.7 ft. At Rio Vista the tidal effect

has increased 10 in. within the past year and the point

of current reversal is now only 6 miles below Sacra-

mento. It will be remembered that Sacramento is just

now, after a fight covering many years, committed to a

plan for taking its water supply from the river within

the city limits.

24-0-ft. Booms and Speedy Reclamation—A familiar

sight as one travels through the valley is the A-frames
of dredges projecting above what seem to be rather high

levees. The height of the levees ranges up to 20 or 22

ft. above the protected areas. The dredges too are of

large proportions. Many have booms over 200 ft. long,

the latest addition to a fleet of about ten owned by the

Olympian Dredging Company has a 240-ft. boom and a

6i-cu.yd. bucket. These dredges have been a factor in

the rapid reclamation of rich bottom lands. A striking

example of their speedy work appears in two pictures

witliin the same frame hanging in Major Norboe's

office. One presents a water-line horizon with a huge

dipper dredge being towed across the foreground by a

stern-wheel steamer. The picture alongside shows a

field of grain stretching away to the horizon with a

group of prosperous looking barns and farmhouses in

the distance, as attractive a farm scene as can be

imagined. The inscription under these two pictures

reads, "These two Views were taken from the same

spot one year apart."

July, 1920. Sacramento.

Rice Culture Effects Potable Waters

Rice farming along streams used as sources of potable

water supply has caused some nuisance in California,

said C. G. Gillespie at the recent American Public

Health Association Convention, by reason of the condi-

tion of irrigation water returned to the stream after

use on rice fields. The rice is grown under water which

is retained in broad shallow pools from June to Septem-

ber under conditions very favorable for algae develop-

ment. When these pools are drained the quantity of

algae discharged is sufficient to seed the entire river

system below. On areas where rice culture is just being

started mineral salts are often leached from the soil in

sufficient quantity to prevent algae growth in the water

but this does not improve the situation because the

minerals are often more objectionable than are the

algae.



Engineering Literature
A REVIEW OF BOOKS AND A LISTING OF NEW PUBLICATIONS

Credit for Authorship
Sir—In spite of the fact that the matter of giving

credit for authorship has been quite thoroughly dis-

cussed in the technical press for some time past, the
following example of failure to follow the custom estab-

lished by many authors is cited with the idea that

discussion of the specific case may be invited to secure
the opinion of others as to what constitutes "good
form." The writer realizes that he is laying himself

open to the charge of airing a personal grievance in

the choice of the example cited, but this case was
selected only for the reason that it appeared to be the

one most available. Reference is made to "Excavation"

by Allen Boyer McDaniel, S. B., recently published by
the McGraw-Hill Book Company.

For the purpose of this discussion, it is proposed that

matter secured from other sources may be divided into

three classes as to their treatment and as to method
of giving credit to the original author. These, with

the writer's comments and example from the above-

mentioned book, are as follows:

1. Data of a secondary nature or which is of quite

common knowledge but necessary to include in the pub-

lication in order that it may be complete. The writer

feels that an author is justified in omitting specific

reference to the original author or to the publication

in which such matter may be found, and certainly the

quite complete bibliography is sufficient to cover such

omissions if they may be considered as such.

2. Original data, with detailed descriptions of cost of

work, conditions, etc. Example is found in Paragraph

235 of the book referred to. This quotation covers

nearly a full page, contains a description of rather a

unique type of dredge and the detailed cost record of

operating this dredge for a period of fifteen months.

The matter was quoted from an article prepared by the

writer and printed in Engineering News, April 30,

1914. Credit is given to the publication from which the

quotation was made, but the writer has noted that many
authors go farther and give credit specifically for such

matter direct to the original author.

3. Description of original methods, with illustrations.

Example is found in Paragraph 233. While the matter

referred to in this example was not quoted verbatim,

it is obvious that use was made of the article con-

tributed by the writer and printed in the Dec. 16, 1916,

issue of the Engineering Record. The cut used is

identical excepting that it was reduced slightly to fit the

new publication. In this instance, credit was given

neither to the publication nor to the original author.

While the "original idea" referred to was of rather a

trivial nature, the writer has always felt a certain

amount of pride in its development and feels that in

such cases credit might properly be given to originators

of new schemes which are made available for the use

of other members of the engineering profession by

means of published descriptions. As a matter of fact,

the writer desires to take this opportunity of rendering

tardy credit to Mr. Roger Holmes, of the La Fourche
Dredging Co. for his a.s8istance in workinf^ out Bom<»
of the practical uses of the hydraulic dredsre in fie
land reclamation work referred to in the above article
published in the Engineering Record.

Arthur M. Shaw,
New Orleans. Consulting Engineer.

Sir—The writer has read Arthur M. Shaw'.s letter

with a great deal of interest and regrets that he is

unable to reply to the criticism specifically as a copy of
the book referred to, "Excavation, Machinery Methods
and Costs," is not available.

The paragraphs referred to are in the second part of
the book, which is largely composed of a compilation of

data from a great variety of sources. Every effort waa
made by the writer throughout the book to give full

credit to the source from which information was re-

ceived, as the casual reader will obser\'e from a review

of the book. However, the latter part of the book waa
written during the summer and fall of 1918, while en-

gaged in the stress of war work, and it is highly prob-

able that the article referred to in the third paragraph

of Mr. Shaw's letter, and even others, were not prop-

erly referenced as to source. On account of the necessity

for economy of space, and as the articles were fully

listed in the bibliographies at the end of each chapter.

only the name and date of publication was given.

The writer heartily agrees with Mr. Shaw in the view

that credit should be given the author where original

work is quoted. The writer recalls having done this in

several cases. Where original work is published in an

official or authoritative form, as in the case of research

work published in a government or institutional pam-

phlet, the character and authorship of the work are gen-

erally clearly evident, but often in magazine article*

these matters are not clearly set forth.

In closing, the writer would urge that full credit for

authorship should be given v»-herever possible. If the

writer has been at fault in this matter in his work, he

will greatly appreciate having any other cases brought

to his attention in order that due credit may be given in

future editions of the book.

Allen B. McDaniel.

Development Specialist. Construction

War Plan Division, War Depiirtment.

Camp Grant, 111.

Memoirs of Capt. Andrew Talcott

As a memorial to Capt. Andrew Talcott. Corps of

Engineers, U. S. A., the famous pioneer topographer

and railroad builder, his son, the late Thomas 51. R.

Talcott. himself an engineer, prepared shortly before

his death an account of his father's connection with the

zenith telescope method of determining latitude, which

has been named after him. This has now l>een privately

printed and deposited in several of the leading libraries

as a matter of record. Capt. Talcott was apparently

the earliest user of the zenith telescope for the precise

determination of latitude, although a Dane named
805
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Horrebow in the eighteenth century devised a some-

what similar method which has linked his name with

Talcott's in the description of the modern method. The

memoir, partly made up of a 1893 paper by the late

Gen. W. L. Marshall, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., de-

fends Capt. Talcott's right to complete originality.

A New Book on Dredging

Reviewed By Pierce J. McAuliffe,
Consulting Engineer, New York City

DREDGING ENGINEERING—By F. Lester Simon, B.S. in C.E..

\ssoc M Am. Soc. C.E. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

inc. London: Hill Publishing Co. Cloth; 6x9 in.; pp. 182;
illustrated. $2.50.

Engineers and contractors interested in dredging

and all who follow the business of dredging will find

this volume of unusual value, particularly as it contains

some information which, so far as the reviewer has

seen, is in no other book. It is apparent, however, that

the author did not intend that his book would serve as

more than a general guide to dredge designers, for they

will find but little to assist them in the design of hulls,

engines, boilers, auxiliary machinery or supplementary

dredging plant, but no designer can help but benefit

from a perusal of its pages.

In the chapters on bucket dredges it would seem very

desirable to include a discussion of the merits of simple

vs. compound main engines, scotch vs. water tube boilers

and positive vs. adjustable friction for hoisting and

maneuvering engines. In the chapters devoted to

hydraulic dredging the author omits the lateral feeding

cutter type developed by Robinson of Montreal and over-

looks the fact that the suction dredge without cutter has

been used very successfully in making extensive fills.

In the reviewer's opinion it would have been wiser to

have omitted Fig. 31, p. 72, or else to have gone into a

more complete discussion of absolute velocities and the

effects of the various impeller blade angles. Moreover,

the statement "There are no discharge vanes in dredge

pumps" is apt to be confusing as a large proportion of

dredge operators speak of the impellor tips as vanes.

The reviewer imagines that the author had reference to

diffuser vanes, which are used only in certain types of

water pumps.
In defining the total head on p. 73, reference to the

location of the point at which the suction-gage pipe

enters the dredge suction pipe should have been made,

for it rarely happens that this point is at the same level

as the center of the dredging pump; therefore, in

adding the suction gage reading to the other two com-

ponents, a correction for the location of this point must

be made. Also on pp. 79 and 80, a suction head of 12

in. is selected for a velocity of 10 ft. per sec. and again

for a velocity of 17 ft. per sec. If 10 ft. is correct for

the first case, it is certain that the suction gage would

show from 15 to 18 in. for the second velocity. More-

over, as the medium that is being pumped in these

examples is a mixture weighing 68 to 70 lb. per cu.ft.

and not water at 62i lb. per cu.ft. the theoretical horse-

power formula, p. 80, should be, with a 10 per cent

mixture of sand,

9,800 X 130 . , 68X = 350.
3,960 ^ 62.5

From numerous experiments that the reviewer has

made, he is inclined to agree with the efficiencies shown

by the Morris Machine Works chart. Fig. 84, p. 82,

rather than with the author's statement on p. 78, that

dredge pump efficiencies are generally 50 per cent or

less. In fact, the reviewer believes that with a discharge
velocity of 10 ft. per sec. the combined efficiency of the

pump and engine can be safely taken as 55 per cent,

considering the 1 h.p. of the engine as unity, and that

with a discharge velocity of 17 ft. per sec. this com-
bined efficiency may reach 60 per cent.

The reviewer's experience with boosters convinces

him that such an installation is not the delicate instru-

ment that author would have us beleive. The initial

pump and the booster may even be combined into a
compound pump on the dredge hull or the booster may
be located at any place in the discharge line so long as

the first pump can deliver the mixture to the suction of

the booster under pressure. Reference to the Morris
Machine Works catalog, Fig. 1122 and 152, will show
instances of compound dredging pumps. To avoid high
pressures in the pontoon line, however, the booster is

usually placed on the shore or on a float at the point

where the pontoon pipe line joins the shore line. More-
over, with a variable speed motor driving the booster,

there is no need for the extreme caution in opening and
closing the valve in the bypass as described by the author
on p. 86.

Such a book seems scarcely complete without a

reference to the interesting dredging done on the New
Orleans Inner Harbor Navigation Canal where condi-

tions were overcome by very clever engineering. A
paper (reproduced in Engineering News-Record, July

22, 1920) describing this work was presented at the

December, 1919, meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. Chapter IX, under the section

covering "Dikes for Impounding Basins," could well

have contained a description of the method of building

dikes by bleeding sand or gravel from bottom gates in

the discharge pipe. A number of articles have appeared

in the engineering magazines on this subject, notably

Engineering News, June 11 and July 27, 1916, and

Excavating Engineering, May, 1914.

The author presents the advantages and dis-

advantages of the various type of dredges clearly and

fairly. The reviewer has on many occasions been met

with the question, "Where can I find a book on dredg-

ing?" and has had to answer that the best places to go

for information, from the American engineers' point of

view, were the manufacturers' catalogs, even though

these are, quite naturally, devoted each to the products

of one producer. This book, therefore, fills a long-felt

want in this respect and a ready reception is predicted

for it.

Directing Human Relations in Industry |
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION: Its Principles and Practice

—

Bv Ordwav Tead and Henry C. Metcalf, Ph.D., Members of the

Bureau of Industrial Research, New York City. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. London : HiH Publishing Co.

Cloth; 6 X 9 in. ; pp. 538. $3.

By personnel administration the authors mean "the

direction and co-ordination of the human relations of

any organization with a view of getting the maximum
necessary production with a minimum of effort and

friction, and with proper regard for the genuine v^^ell-

being nf the workers." It is the complement of produc-

tion administration and "a major staff function." It

includes not merely the employment of workers, but

also the charge of their welfare and of all that makes

for their efficiency. It is a new profession and one that

demands special education and training.

After an Introduction, the authors take up The

Personnel Department, Employment Methods. Health

I
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and Safetj-, Education, Research, Reward.?, Administra-
tive Correlations, and Joint Relations. Each of these
parts is divided into two or more chapters. Joint
Relations has two chapters on Shop Committee Organ-
ization, one on Employee's Associations, two on
Collective Bargaining and one each on Employer's
Associations, National Industrial Councils and The
Purpose of Industrial Government. Useful reference
lists follow each chapter.

As may be inferred, the book is broad in scope.
\\Tiile recognizing that the object of industry is pro-
duction it never fails to consider the worker as a
human being, whose various desires and aspirations,
and weaknesses as well, should be taken into account.
Many of the vexed industrial-social questions of the day
are discussed. The attitude throu^out is judicial, bat
humane.
The book cannot fail to be helpful to any employer

or director of employees who is willing to learn from
its pages how to secure '^maximum necessary production
with a minimum of effort and friction, and with a
proper regard for the genuine weU-being of the
workers."

Industrial Housing and Town Planning
rNT)U5TRI-\I. KOUSrS'G: W;-:-. Z'..
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who are concerned with providing not merely booses

but homes for workers in industrial plants. His con-

ception of industrial housing includes the whole range

of modem town planning. In fact, so broad is the

treatment that the book might well have been named
Industrial Housing and Town Planning.

The author approached his task with a wide training

in municipal and utility engineering and industrial

town development gained before the war, and in addition

with a vast amount of direct experience and observa-

tion in the field of industrial housing resulting from
his government housing during the war. In addition,

he has had the benefit of the collaboration of the various

members of his large engineering staff who have

specialized in the numerous branches of municipal

engineering, sanitation and town planning and housing
treated in the book. The result is a vohrme notaUe
for both breadth and detaiL

A concise historical review of industrial housing

opens the book. This is followed by a chapter fm
Fundamental Preliminary Considerations. The next

seven chapters deal with town planning and pablic

uiihties, site selection, developing a town plan, streets

and pavements, water-works, sewers and drains, reiusA2

collection and disposal, gas and electric services. The
chapters on streets and utilities are short monographs
on their respective subjects, but written always with

industrial housing in view and with illustrations drawn
from practice.

Having finished with the utilities, the author returns

to the more specific subject of housing. A chapter on
family houses is followed by one on other buildings,

including quarters for single men and women, stores

and apartments, special service buildings (such as

laundries, bakeries and hospitals), and bufldings to

"Boeei social heeds. This chapter is followed by one on

administration and sopermioa of cwutroftMrtn (prlMcd
in eondeiMed form ia Engimeerim^ Setn-Meeitrd OrL ML
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the mine ceased because—Mr. McCarthy reasons—the

confidence of the miners was restored and with it their

usual mental equilibrium.

These "further incidents" may be commended to engi-

neers both because of their interest and in the hope

that a wide reading of them will stimulate the produc-

tion of similar interesting, instructive and inspiring

books—inspiring because the author modestly relates

many dangers overcome through strength of will, keen

discernment, quick decision, rugged honesty, fair treat-

ment and human kindness. Not every engineer has so

rich a variety of incidents to draw upon but many have

sufficient to produce a volume of fair size or at least

an occasional paper.

Engineering Applied to Farm Colonies
HELPING MEX OWN FARMS : A Practical Discussion of Gov-

ernment Aid in Land Settlement—By Elwood Mead, Professor
of Rural Institutions, University of California, Former Chair-
man, State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, Victoria,
Australia. New York : The Macmillan Co. Cloth ; 5 x 8 in. :

pp. 228 ; illustrated. $2.25.

The application of engineering principles to land set-

tlement and development, with state aid in financing

farms and houses and in preparing the land for cultiva-

tion, are described in this book. The larger part of the

volume details what has been done at the Durham colony

of the California Land Settlement Board, of which the

author of the book is chairman, but considerable space is

given to state assistance in land settlement in Australia,

and particularly in the State of Victoria, where the

author was for some years chairman of the State Rivers

and Water Supply Commission. In addition, there are

chapters on National Carelessness in the Disposal of

Public Lands, State Aid in Italy, Denmark, Holland, and
the British Isles, Homes for Soldiers, and the Function
of Government in Social and Industrial Development.
An appendix gives the California Land Settlement Act
under which the Durham settlement was established.

The underlying principle of state aid in acquiring

and developing farms is to put the settler on his feet

at the earliest possible moment. This means lending

him money, if need be, for not only a part of the pur-
chase price of the land, but also for a part of the cost

of its improvement, including money for buildings, tools,

etc., and livestock. In arid regions, it is recognized that

leveling the land and providing otherwise for irrigation

is a necessary part of the preliminary improvements.
At the Durham colony, the Land Settlement Board took
a hand in preparing the land for crops, providing a
tractor and, more important still, also an engineering
staff.

Many figures cited by the author show convincingly
that the money necessary to acquire land is but a start

toward establishing a going farm. Thus, at the first

Durham settlement the average amount spent in im-
proving thirty-five farms totaled $4,103, divided as fol-

lows: Buildings, $1,705; fences, $163; leveling and
checking land, $619; stock, $894; equipment, $661. But
this was not all that had to be spent before the first

year's income was realized, for in addition there was
paid out an average of $1,480 for seed, feed, labor, etc.,

$480 for living expenses and $311 for drugs, doctor's
bills, trips for pleasure and the like, or $1,811 more,
bringing the outlay in excess of the cost of land up to

$5,914. This was for farms having an area averaging
52.08 acres at an average cost of $191.70 per acre and
a cost per farm of $8,872. The first payments on
account of land (5 per cent) averaged $444.

On this same first unit of the Durham settlement a

number of farm laborer's allotments, averaging 1.72

acres each, were provided by the board.

It will be noted that the land comprising the first

Durham settlement—the bare land without leveling,

fences or buildings—cost an average of nearly $200 an
acre. This high cost is due to the potential value of

farm land when brought under irrigation in California.

In contrast, the author points out that in the states along

the Atlantic seaboard "thousands of acres could be

bought for less than $25 an acre, in areas large enough
to secure co-operative community organizations of from
100 to 200 families." These areas once "included some
of the best farms in the country" and "under a carefully

thought out program of crop rotation, the soil could

undoubtedly be restored to its former condition."

The few details presented in the foregoing paragraphs

will suffice, we trust, to show engineers that Dr. Mead's

little volume is of country-wide importance.

Plumbers and Plumbing in Massachusetts
SPECIAL PLUMBING BOARD OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH: Report Submitted to the Com-
missioner of Public Health and Public Health Council, Jan, 3,

1920. Boston, Mass.: The Department. Paper; 6 x 9 in.

;

pp. 73 ; illustrated.

At the request of the Massachusetts State Associa-

tion of Plumbers and under authorization by the State

Legislature the Massachusetts Commissioner of Public

Health appointed a board to consider the formulation

of uniform state plumbing laws. The board consisted

of six members, including Prof. George C. Whipple
from the State Public Health Council and representa-

tive of various plumbers organizations. The report

outlines the status of plumbers and plumbing in

Massachusetts and in general. It concludes that a state

sanitary code, to include plumbing, is desirable but does

not submit a draft of a statute because there is first

needed an adjustment of differences of view in the

trade. Scientfic research in the field of plumbing is

urged. The report is a valuable study.

Ohio Public Health Journal Resumes
After a lapse of four months the Ohio Public Health

Journal has resumed publication with an April-August

issue. To increase its circulation without added cost

of publication the size is to be reduced and it is pro-

posed to print only that which will have a direct

influence for better public health in Ohio. The present

6 X 9-in. uncovered journal contains 32 pages, of which

5 pages are devoted to editorials and 9i pages to a

single historical article on "The Development of Public

Health Administration in Ohio," the beginning of a

series to furnish a background for a better understand-

ing of the period of public health progreas.

New Railroad Tie Bulletin

The National Association of Railroad Tie Producers,
900 Fife Bldg., San Francisco, has begun the publication

of the Cross Tie Bulletin, having discontinued the

Railroad Tie Producer with the issue of May 31, 1920.

The new bulletin will be the official organ of the

association in promoting the interests of tie production
and in effecting co-operation with the users of rail-

road ties as well as disseminating in formation bearing
on the cross-tie industry, according to the announcement
of the association. i
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Publications Received

ADVERTISING THE TECHNICAL PRODUCT—By Clifford Alex-
ander Sloan, Vice-President, Campbell-Ewald Co., Advertis-
ing Manager, Hyatt Rollei- Bearing Co.. and .James David
Mooney, Vice-President's Staff, General Motors Corporation, etc.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. London: Hill Pub-
lishing Co. Cloth: 6x9 in., pp. 36.5; illustrated. $.5.

AMERICAN LUBRICANTS: From the Standpoint of the Con-
sumer—By L. B. Lockhart, Consulting and Analytical Chem,ist.
Second Edition Revised and Enlarged. Easton, Pa. : The Chem-
ical Publishing Co. London : Williams & Norgate. Cloth ; 6 x
9 in.

; pp. 341 ; illustrated. $4.

The first edition of this book was favorably reviewed in these
pages by Prof. John J. Flather, June 20, 1918, p. 1190. The Pre-
face describes the book as an effort "to bridge the gap betw.een
the refiner or manufacturer and the consumei-."

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS STAND-
ARDS: Adopted in 1920—Philadelphia, Pa.: The Society.
Paper ; 6 x 9 in.

; pp. 128 ; illustrated.

Among the standards here included are specifications for build-
ing brick, clay sewer pipe, cement-concrete sewer pipe, materials
for cement mortar grout filler and for cement mortar beds for
pavements, yellow pine timber and also piles and poles to be
creosoted and wood paving blocks for exposed pavements.
BITUMINOUS COAL STORAGE PRACTICE—By H. H. Stoek.

E. W. Hippard, W. D. Langtry. Urbana, 111. : Engineering Ex-
periment Station, University of Illinois. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp.
J.57 ; illustrated. 90c.

Has section on actual experience with storage in 1918-19, effect
of storage upon properties of coal and storage systems (includ-
ing cableway conveyors, etc., and underwater storage).

BUSINESS RESEARCH AND STATISTICS—By J. George Fred-
erick, President of the Business Bourse, Int., inc., Author of

"Modern Salesmanagement." New York & London : D. Apple-
ton & Co. Cloth; 5 x 8 in.

; pp. 342. $2.50.

THE DESIGN OF HIGHWAY BRIDGES OF STEEL. TIMBER
AND CONCRETE—By Milo S. Ketchum. C.E., M. Am. Soc.
C. E., Professor-in-Charge of Civil Engineering, University of
Pennsylvania, etc. Second Edition, Rewritten. New York, Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc. London: Hill Publishing Co. Flexi-
ble; 6x9 in.; pp. 550; illustrated. $6.

ELEMENTS OF ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS—By
James A. Moyer, Director of the Massachusetts Department of
University Extension, formerly Professor of Mechanical Engi-
neering in the Pennsylvania State College ; James P. Calder-
wood. Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Kansas State
Agricultural College and Andrey A. Potter, Dean of Eijgi-
neering at Purdue University, formerly Dean of Engineering
at the Kansas State Agricultural College. New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. London : Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Cloth ;

6 X 9 in. ; pp. 216 ; illustrated. $4.50.

An extension of "Engineering Thermodynamics," by the two
flrst-named authors (see Engineering News, Feb. 17, 1916). Most
of the new material was added by Mr. Pottei'. The Preface says
the book "is particularly intended for use in technical colleges
where it is possible to give special courses on the subjects of
eteam turbines, internal combustion engines, refrigeration and
other applications of thermodynamics."
ENGINEERING AND BUILDING FOUNDATIONS: Including
Sub-Aqueous Foundations—By Charles Evan Fowler, C. E..
M. Am. Soc. C.E. ; Member Engineering Institute of Canada, etc.
Vol. I : Ordinary Foundations. Fourth Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. New York : John Wiley & Sons, Inc. London

:

Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in.
; pp. 531 ; illustrated. $5.

FUEL OIL IN INDUSTRY—By Stephen O. Andros, A.B., E.M.,
Member American Institute of Mining Engineers, Former As-
sistant Professor of Mining Research, Engineering Experiment
Station, University of Illinois, etc. Chicago, 111. : The Shaw
Publishing Co. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 274 ; illustrated. $3.75.
Deals with combustion and properties ; comparisons with coal as

fuel ; distribution, transportation and storage ; heating, straining,
pumping and regulating boiler furnaces and burners ; and numer-
ous specific uses, such as in steam navigation, locomotives, iron
and steel manufacture, ceramic industries, for heating buildings.

GRAIN DUST EXPLOSION AND FIRE PREVENTION CAM-
PAIGN: Proceedings of Conference of Men Engaged, and Con-
ducted by United States Grain Corporation in Co-operation with
Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Department of Agriculture—New
York: U. S. Grain Corporation, 4 2 Broadway. Paper; 6 ,x 9

in. ; pp. 159 ; illustrated.

THE HOUSING BOOK : Containing Photographic Reproductions,
with Floor Plans of Workingmen's Homes, etc. Compiled by
William Phillips Comstock, Editor of Architecture and Build-
ing. New York : The William T. Comstock Co. Cloth ; 8 x 11
in.

; pp. 132 ; illustrated. $3.

Brief descriptions of 11 industrial housing schemes by their
architects, together with a few pages on "Designs for Single
and Double Houses of Moderate Cost" and on "Small Concrete
Houses." Numerous floor plans and halftone views of single
houses and groups of houses.
HYDRAULIC TABLES: The Elements of Gagings and the Fr*-^

tion of AVater Flowing in Pipes, Aqueducts, Sewers, etc.—By
Gardner S. Williams, M. Am. Soc. C. E., etc. and Allen Hazen,
M. Am. Soc. C.E., Civil Engineer. Third Edition, Revised. New
York : John Wiley & Sons, Inc. London : Chapman & HalT.
Ltd. Cloth; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 115; illustrated. $2.

Changes in this edition, as stated in the Preface, are :
A new

chapter, entitled, "Additional Data," is a brief statement of how
the old procedure for pipe flows fits with the numerous additional
data now available. A plate has been added to show graphically
the relations of the most important results both new and old.

Minor additions and corrections have been made throughout the

soe

volurni-. Th«- rHr|l<r i-dltlonii wt-re r«vl«wc<l In Knfftnfenmt Kfwm.
Vpt. H, 190.'> and Feb. 18. 1909,

lltHIGATKJX .SUKVKy.M AM* I.N'MI'WTIOXH : Rrport. Itlt-l*—«ntaw;i, Can. D<|>Hrtm< nt of ih«- lnl»rlor. f'«p«T . 7 x !• in.

;

pp. fl7 : illuMtral.-l.

L.\MOKATf>KY .M.V.NIAL OK TI-WTING MATKHI AlJ*—By WU-
liani K<ndrick Matt, <* R . F'hfJ. M Am >»'^ «' K f—,^<-inwr oT
' Ivil Kngln<-<rin»f. ,''•-' - - t,(^.

t'llal.s. f'urduf I'tj! .nt
I'rofeHHor of <'lvll i i,

ColleK»; of Civil I

American .Si W-ty f

KngineerM. S»-con>l
Co., inc. London; nm i mdh.'-iuii*; > / • i.,ii, , X •

177 ; lllu.strat'd.
P('

r. paidTo bring thi.s book up to d-Ttf pnrtlfiiliir :t»f< rti.r. f, . • h-
to concrete. To mak' _
been elimination of

•

q^
less peculiar to any or ^
in Engineering Xeiva, tut. it;, I'tn
THE LAW OF THE CITY PLAN—By Frank B. William, at tb*New York Bar. <'oun.-«rl for American ('^"^ i-..r ...\, ..^ , . i•^^^r.

ntman City Planning Commltti-e, City Clnf
to the National .Municipal Review, Oct
tional Municipal I..eague. I'apor ; 7 x 10 .;..

A general review, with citattonn of legiiilation enacted by vaiioos
states.

MARINE insurance:—By Solomor '.•»-

sor of Insurance and Commerce »
etc. New York & London: D. Ai .9
in.

; pp. 265. $3.

MILITARY MINING—By Alfred H. Brooka Formerly Ueutc-nant
Colonel of Engineers, U. S. Army, Chief Geolori't '' »>• » ^Mc-
lean Expeditionary Forces. Washington, D. C. : " *»
School, U. S. Army. Paper; 6 x 9 in. : pp. 43, lUu

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CONCRETE H(-i -K > ijS-
STRUCTION: Proceedings, P'sbruary, ISl'O— Eilit- .1 by ih*
Secretary, Chicago. 111.: Secretary s Offlte. Ill W.-.<t \V43h-
ington St. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 235 ; illuiitrattd.

Last February at the time and place of the annual mettlni: of
the American Concrete Institute there was call.d . Ni' r t! •'"on-
ference on Concrete House Construction, to u -.-d
the many interests concerned In housing an<l "he
meeting was highly successful in bringing oir • nt
of the concrete hou.se and in illuminating man> jf th- Qn^nclal
problems of housing.

NEAV YORK STATE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION L.\W:
With Amendments. Additions and .Vnnotations to Aug. 1. 1920.
Piepared By The Bureau of Statistics an.l Information—Albany.
N. Y. : The Bureau. Paper; 5 x 8 in. ; pp. 114.

THE NEW WORLD—By Frank Comerford. New York and Lon-
don : D. Appleton & Co. Cloth ; 5 x 8 in. : pp. 364. $2.

One of the many books on world reconstruction problems. De-
voted chiefly to Europe and pai-ticularly to Bolshevism In and oot
of Russia.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND MEDICAL EDUCATION IN MANY
LANDS—By George E. Vincent. President of the Rockefeller
Foundation. New York : The Foundation. Paper ; 6 x 9 In.

:

pp. 44 ; illustrated.

R.VINFALL INTERCEPTION—By Robert E. Horton. ron5TilUnK
Engineer, Voorheesville, N. Y. Reprinted from Mont"

"

"er
Review, Sept., 1919. Paper; 9 x 12 in.; pp. 20;

A valuable study of "loss of precipitation which •' -r-
wise be available to the soil." Based on the literature of Uw ^^ub-
ject and extended experiments by the author at his private ny-
drological laboi-atory.

SEVENTH NATIONAL FOREIC.N TRADE CONVENTION: Of-
ficial Report, 1920—New York: National Foreign Trade Con-
vention Headquarters, Indian House, Hanovei Squarv. doth

:

6 X 9 in. ; pp. 863.

SOUND R.\.XGING: The Location -f Guns by Sound with Spe-
cial Reference to the Bull-Tucker System. Prep ;M-
ward Beattie Stephenson. Ph.D. in Physics. PI. ' -e
Chief of Engineers, V. S. .\rmy, Korm«'rly C.'iptain :•,

U. S. Army. Washington. 1). t". : Engineer School i -* .\rn>y.

Papci' ; 6 X 9 in. pp. 2.'i ; illustr.Hteil.

SPILLWAYS FOR RESERVOIRS .VND CANWLS—By A. T.
Mitchelson, Senior Irrigation Engineer. Washington. D. C.

:

U. S. Department of Agi Iculture. Paper: 6x9 In. : p[». 40:
illustrated.

An admirable monograph, which does not attempt complete
covering of the subject, but which is very InformlnT. particularly
in the treatmenL of the siphon spillway.

STANDARD SPECIFICATION FOR STKEL R.VILWAT
BKIDCES—Ottawa. Can.: C^anadhm Engineering Standards
Association. Paper ; 6 x 9 In. : pp. 79 ; illustrated.

THERMODYN.VMICS FOR E.NGl.XEERS—By J. \. Ew|nic.
K.C.B.. M. Inst. C.E.. M. Inst. .Moch. K.. IVm, n.il .f • Vi.t--

Chancellor of the I'riversity of Edinburgh. 1 - t
of .Mechanim and .Vpplied M -chanics in th«- 1 >-

bridge. New York : The Macmillan Co. l.< • '.>:<?

University Press. Clot! ; 6 x 9 in. . pp. 3S3 : i>.

The "fundamentals of thermodynamics." th- >tes !'

his Preface, are presented, first In non-math« ti.-im -n iorn». as
physical realities, with application to practical problems, then In

their mathematical relations.

TOWN PL.VXXIXG SCHE.ME FOR JAMS bv

F. C. Temple. Chief Town Engineer. .1 "
District. India, to the Tata Iron * St^ y.

(Jamshedpur Social Welfare Series.) Boards. Cl,>t' i;.-'k pp.

17 ; 2 folding .Maps.

Results of five-month's study by Mr. T. -i.i.l. i-- r.M.~ lU >iion

with S. K. Sawday. town planner, and T "
'

u
manager of the company named above. ' m
industrial town of 70.000. with particular ;^

»-

ter supplv. sewerage, parks, race course ai . :. vhurv.h««

.uul cemeteries for various classes of pc rd 'burning

ghats" for the disposal of part of the na!
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Letters to the Editor

What Is Art?—A Defence of the Architect

Sir—It seems to the writer that your editorial "What Is

Art," Engineering News-Record, Sept. 16, 1920, p. 531, and

Messrs'. Trautwine's and Bering's comments thereon do

scant justice to architects.

To select some examples of exceedingly poor taste in

design, and to judge "artists and architects as a class

thereby is hardly sportsmanlike. The several horrible

examples of sham and gingerbread work cited, proved

merely that although a man may sign himself architect and

actually practice that profession, he is not really one unless

properly trained for his work. No one would judge physicians

as a class by the malpractice of some "quacks" who hold

medical licenses.

Occasionally an engineer designs a bridge or other struc-

ture that has beautiful lines and proportions, as for example

the Brooklyn Bridge, but more often we get the usual

homely type of hi2:hway or railroad bridge so common
everywhere. They are generally well designed and to quote

Mr. Hering will give "The required resistance to every

attacking force with the least amount of material, and in

the simplest and most direct way." But they are hardly

things of beauty except when judged by the rule of "hand-

some is as handsome does."

In France where engineers are second to none in design,

an architect is always associated on important bridge work,

and nowhere else in the world are these structures so

beautiful as a rule. An architect of I'eal standing was
selected to assist in the design of all the large bridges

built in recent years at New York. It would take a hardy

engineer to say that the appearance of these structures was
not greatly helped thereby.

It does the engineers no good to sneer at "art" or

architects, because of isolated examples of bad design. The
public is coming more and more to understand that rarely

does the engineer put into his design the grace and beauty

that the well trained architect can give. Hence the ever

growing demand that architects, landscape gardeners,

sculptors, etc., be consulted on great public works.

Up to about twenty years ago, engineers or "practical

builders" designed nearly all the factories and industrial

plants. For that time they were very good buildings, indeed,

and served their purpose most satisfactorily, but nothing

has ever equalled them as a class in sheer depressing and

dreary ugliness. Today, architects almost always design

these buildings, very often as subordinates to engineers. In

spite of occasional examples of poor taste, these buildings

are generally at least pleasing, and are often beautiful.

This difference from the old type of factory was not

attained by the more common use of teiTa cotta, steel sash,

etc. It lies in the general proportions of major and sub-

ordinate masses, the grouping of openings, the correct

location of good ornamental design and a studied color

scheme; all things of which the great majority of engineers

have a very vague understanding.

The v^rriter believes there is glory enough for all in large

work, and that the engineer can no more enter the field of

the architect than an architect can do engineering.

N. H. Holmes,
Assistant Engineer, Charles T. Main.

Boston, Mass., Oct. 5.

Sir—I have read with interest Mr. Trautwine's criticism

.f the Bensalem Ave. bridge. There is no doubt that this

structure has been marred by ornamentation wrongly
.^.pplied, but when a man of his standing makes the absurd

statement that because the engineer's training makes him
xn authority on strength it also makes him an authority

upon beauty it is time to refute such a sweeping assertion.

The statement that any structure is beautiful which

fulfills the purpose for which it is designed, is another half

truth. Two men wear suits from the same piece of cloth.

One suit has an ugly pa+tei-n and a discord of loud colors,

but according to his logic, it is as beautiful as the other suit

because it fulfills equally well the purpose for which it was
made. Beauty is relative. A stone or concrete arch is

infinitely more beautiful than any steel truss bridge can

possibly be.

One of the first principles of architectural design is that

oi-nament is not sought after for itself alone. Beauty of

line and pi-oportion always come first. Ornamentation is a

minor detail. If your eye is drawn to the ornamentation

first, the structure has not been successfully handled.

Mr. Trautwine forgets that there are any number of

bridges in this country that have been successfully treated

architecturally, such treatment in no way obscuring the

essential structural features. He uses this bridge as a basis

for an attack upon the principles of architectural design.

One might retort in kind by reminding him that the engi-

neer's "instinct for simplicity" must have been mislaid when
the subway layout at the Grand Central Terminal was
constructed. The fearful congestion of our cities is partly

due to the so-called simplicity of the "checker board" system
of laying out streets. The responsibility for the lack of a

definite plan of our large cities rests largely upon the engi-

neer because it was he who had charge of laying them out

in the earlier days.

It is reasonable to state that while an architect of recog-

nized standing would hardly be so rash as to claim to be an
"authority" on beauty, he is by inclination and training

better fitted to be a judge of beauty than Mr. Trautwine.
There are just as many mistakes and errors of judgment in

the design of engineering structures as there are examples
of faulty architectural design. Mr. Trautvdne should

endeavor to correct the errors and omissions of his own pro-

fession before attempting to pass judgment upon another.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 2. S. S. McKay.

Influence of Price Decline

Sir—The editorial in Engineering News-Record of Sept.

30, 1920, p. 631, entitled "Influence of Price Decline,"

states that there is a possibility that in the immediate
future the public will be found willing to get along with

such housing accommodations as are available rather than
pay any greatly increasing cost of providing new and addi-

tional housing. My observations in Chicago and other

large cities have been such as to lead me to the opinion

that the housing shortage is to a certain extent fictitious.

It seems probable that the apparent demand for additional

housing facilities is as badly inflated as was the apparent
demand for numerous raw materials and fabricated mate-
rials early in the spring of this year.

It is apparently true that there have been five candidates

for every four vacant flats and residences not alone in Chi-

cago but in all other cities of great size throughout the

country. It is equally true that owners of habitable prop-

erties of the better class have been able to secure most
any price for the rental thereof. It is apparent, however,
that the demand for high-class living accommodations has
increased with greater rapidity than has the population

of that class of people who hitherto used accommodations
of this class.

So far as Chicago is concerned, before the period of war
prosperity, we had approximately 125,000 workers employed
in low-wage industries of a class corresponding to the gar-

ment workers. Families whose heads and members secured

their living in these trades were compelled to live in tene-

ment quarters in unfavorable sections of the city in two
and three-room apartments renting from $5 to $10 per

month. Single men in these industries frequently slept with
four beds in a room and with two shifts of sleepers to each

bed, one room renting for from $2 to $4 per week serving

as accommodations for as high as eight men. Since war
and post-war prosperity has been in effect the minimum
wage in these trades has been approximately $40 per week.
Each one of these many thousand families have thereby
been removed from the tenement class and have been placed

into active competition with the so-called white-collar class

for housing facilities. Each of these men, formerly using
from one-quarter to one-eighth of a single room are now
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using and demanding a room apiece, and with each of these

rooms fully provided with modern conveniences

As the present incipient shrinkage of industry progresses

and increasingly large numbers of men and women are

forced into the ranks of the unemployed wages will un-

doubtedly be cut. This great body of the submerged tenth

which have for this short period come to the surface, will

be forced to return to their previous environment. This

will unquestionably be a bad thing for the individuals con-

cerned, but will with equal certainty release the pressure

for Tiigh-class homes and apartments. There are today

standing idle in Chicago, and I presume in other large cities,

thousands of these low-class habitations which formerly

were teeming with life.

During the period of reduced building which has existed

for the past five years, there have been practically no low-

priced habitations erected. It seems very evident that when
these thousands of temporary bidders for homes in good
districts and with good accommodations are forced back to

the tenement regions, many thousands of vacancies will

occur in the very class of apartments and residences which
are now the most hard to find. These fc.<:ts should tend

to render unlikely any unprecedented boom in the construc-

tion of buildings for residential purposes in the next year

or two.

Does it not seem that producers and dealers in raw mate-
rials used in the construction industry would be wise to

take these facts into consideration when making bold prog-
nostication of long-continued excessive demand for all

classy of materials? O. M. F.

Chicago, Oct. 11. __ _

Jacoby Formula for Inclined Bearing Recommended
for Coniferous Woods

Sir—-The writer has noted the two articles, "Crushing
Strength of Southern Pine at Angles to Grain" and "In-

clined Bearing Tests on Douglas Fir and White Pine," and
your editorial comment thereon published in your issue of

Sept. 30, 1920 (pp. 629 and 653). Mr. Simpson carried out

his tests as thesis work at the University of California, and
since the writer acted as advisor to him in this work he
has naturally read with great interest the articles by Profes-

sor AyreSj^and has been surprised at the lack of agreement
in the results found by the two investigators.

The subject of the safe bearing values for timber on
surfaces«inclined to the fibers has been discussed at various

times in Engineering Neivs, Engineering Record and Engi-
neering Neivs-Record. As has been noted in these articles,

Jacoby's formula is a theoretical one, developed in his

"Structural Details." It was pointed out several years ago,

and has been proved by other writers, that the assumptions
on which Jacoby's formula is developed are incorrect, and
that theoretically the formula cannot be applied to a ma-
terial of the nature of timber. Professor Jacoby in answer-
ing this criticism acknowledged the fault, but maintained
that the formula would give values which were reasonable
for design purposes. Since up to this time no tests have
been available except those of Professor Howe's, the evidence
of the actual tests not unnaturally has carried more weight
than the advocacy of a formula theoretically incorrect.

In opposition to your editorial comment, "Since in each
case the results are satisfactorily consistent among them-
selves, it can only be concluded that different kinds of wood
are subject to different laws in this particular phase of

bearing strength ... On this account, safety would
seem to dictate that in any practical application, the lower
of the two existing formulas, the Howe formula, should be
used . . .," the writer believes that the Jacoby formula

I will be found to hold for all coniferous woods, for joints

J
such as are ordinarily used, i.e., similar in general to those

I
shown in Fig. 1 of Mr. Simpson's article.

;

In the tests of Professor Ayres the pressure was inten-

tionally exerted over the total surface of block, hence no
shearing resistance of the timber could come into action.

In Mr. Simpson's tests the bearing pressure was exerted
over a portion only of the length of the block, although
over the whole width, hence the shearing resistance did

come into play. This difference may explain th« raristiflB

in results found in the two seta of te«tM. In practically

every actual joint the bearing presjiure is exerted over a
portion only of the timber, hence the writer* c<mciaaion

that Mr. Simpson'ii te.ttit are more typical of actual eofidi-

tions than those of Professor Ayre«.
Professor Howe'.s formula and the te«t curves were b—

d

on a constant indentation of 0.03 in., while the r-j—"- '-'

Professor Ayres are based on the values at the ela.''

Therefore, although the two curves as plotted in t'r.

agree quite closely the agreement is only an appar
since the two curves do not represent the same t

should not be plotted between the Hame limitti. M
son's conclusion that safe bearing pressui'es should l^ i^o^.^

on the elastic limit of the timber is well founded.

An indentation of 0.03 in. (not a unit deformation) means
very little unless the length of .stick is known, and is not
a proper basis on which to determine values of unit com-
pression.

The writer considers it unfortunate that Professor Ayres
did not measure the deformations during the progress of the

test and take the elastic limit from the plotted stresa-

deformation curves. The values for the elastic limit for

crushing endwise (average 7,910 lb. per sq.in.) seem very
^igh, even considering the low moisture content and the

density of the wood (7 to 14 rings per inch).

To sum the situation, then, the wTiter is satisfied that the

formula of Jacoby or the curve plotted therefrom will give

the correct values to be used in the design of joints of

Douglas fir and California white pine, and also believes that

if tests similar to those of Mr. Simpson are made on South-

ern pine the same formula, modified as to constants, will

be found to hold.

There is another subject in timber design, closely allied

to the subject under discussion, which needs investigation

by tests. This is the safe pressure to be allowed for circu-

lar metal pins bearing across and against the ends of the

fibers of the timber. The writer would urge that this par-

ticular phase of bearing values for timber be investigated.

San Francisco, Cal., H. D. Devvell,

Oct. 7. Civil Engineer.

Shrinkage of Earthwork
Sir—Referring to the discussion that has taken place in

the Engineering News-Record during the last four months
regarding shrinkage of earth in embankments, I think your
Mr. Tratman has given a pretty fair outline of the entire

matter and that if anyone discusses this matter without

taking into account the factors mentioned by Mr. Tratman
he will not arrive at a correct solution.

It appears to me that Mr. ^Tarshall and Mr. Oliphant

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R. are working on

the right lines as indicated in the article published in the

Raihvay Age of June 4, 1920. As far as my own experience

goes I remember, as a boy on the farm, wondering what
became of the earth I dug out of the post-hole after the

post had been set, when the ground was properly tamped.

I remember also some thirty-one or thirty-two years ago,

when I attempted to get the chief engineer o' a small rail-

road to insist that the contractors do less wasting in a

rolling country, where the soil was a sandy loom, very

similar to the soil I was accustomed to on the farm. His

answer was- "You had better leave them alone. If they

put all the material out of the cuts into the fills, you prob-

ably woula have to pay them 10 or 15 per cent on account

of the shrinkage of th? material."

A few years later I had a similar experience in similar

ground, where neither the cuts nor fills exceeded a depth

of 4 ft. There was about a mile of work where the cut-

ting slightly exceeded the embankment. The work was done

with teams and drag scrapers. The material was not hauled

over 500 or 600 ft., all done within the limits of the rail-

road. We were compelled to make borrow to complete the

embankment. The apparent shrinkage or subsidence (which

I think is quite a factor) amounted to between 10 and 12

per cent.

When a man makes a sweeping statement that "the earth

does not shrink," as Mr. Charles Prelini did in a letter in the
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Eiiffivccriiig Neirs-Record of Sept. 2, 1920, page 475, with-

out any qualifications of how, when or where the work was
done or the measurements taken, it appears to me that the

statement is decidedly open to question. I have run across

earths that I am sure do not shrink very much and others

that have either shrunk or subsided so as to require more

matei-ial for the fill than was taken out of the cut. For all

practical purposes this latter point is what we have to

determine.

Winnipeg-, Man.. Canada, Sept. 22. J. G. Sullivan.

[A description of the shrinkage tests on the C, B. & Q.

R.R. is given on p. 782. As to the last paragraph in Mr.

Sullivan's letter, it may be said that we need more definite

information as to the relative importance of factors that

cause the generally accepted fact of shrinkage. There ap-

pears to be some question whether earth shrinks in itself,

if placed, for example, on a solid rock bed. If the earth

does not "shrink" but is placed on a bed which "subsides"

there is still apparent "shrinkage" of embankment as com-
pai'ed with excavation. Thei'e may be both shrinkage of

the earth mass and subsidence of its bed, so that deter-

mination of these independent factors is very desirable.

—

Editor.]

Need for Measurement of Highway Bridge Imoact

Sir—I have read with interest the editorial in the Sept.

9 issue regarding the desirability of conducting investiga-

tions to detei'mine the effect of impact on highway bridges.

In 1912 the Iowa Highway Commission, in co-operation

with the Engineering Experiment Station of Iowa State

College, conducted a series of tests to determine the effect

of impact of rapidly moving vehicles upon highway bridges.

These tests were made on concrete bridges and on steel

bridges with wood and concrete floors. The impact instru-

ments used were secured from the American Railway En-
gineering Association, where they had previously been used

in determining impact stresses on raihoad structures. With
slight modifications these instruments were adapted for use

in measuring impact stresses in highway structures.

No doubt some co-operative arrangement between the

Bureau of Public Roads and the state highway depart-

ments could be worked out which would provide highway
bridge designers with all additional data required on this

subject. J. H. Ames,
Bridge Engineer, Iowa State Highway Commission.

Ames. Iowa, Sept. 23.



Hints for the Contractor
Portable Construction Camps

CONSTRUCTION camps on trailers hauled in train

by motor trucks are successfully used by the Pacific

Telephone & Telegraph Co., of California, in line con-

struction operations. Each trailer train consists of five

four-wheel trailers, which ranging in length from 12 to

24 ft. are fitted with bodies of railroad car type, 8 ft.

wide. The steering wheels and drawbars are so con-

nected that every trailer follows in the tracks of the

towing truck.

The longest trailer is equipped as a dining car, having
a U-shaped counter at one end, with stools for seating

fourteen men, and a complete kitchen at the other end.

This kitchen has all the appointments of a Pullman car

cook room, including a large range, ice chest, dish

closet, sink, hot and cold water faucets and bins for

flour, sugar and vegetables. Another trailer is a com-

bination office and sleeping car, with a central partition

and end doors admitting to the office at one end and to

the sleeping compartment at the other. The other two
trailers, with center doors, are sleeping cars for the

workmen and are fitted with a number of full-sized

single berths, wash room, shower bath, etc.

All of the cars are mounted on standard 2-ton trailer

chassis, the 25-ft. dining car and 20-ft. sleeping cars

having reversible steering, while the 16-ft. office and

sleeping car and the 12-ft. water tank and tool car have

non-reversible single-end steering.

Handling Device for Concrete Pipe

IN BUILDING a 54-in. concrete pipe line near San
Diego, Cal., the contractors. Bent Brothers, Los Ange-

les, used a device by means of which a team could be

1^ Railin(j Base, screwed
on li"Pipe Nipple usedas
Busnin(^ (Pilso fastened fn

wheel with Screws

2"Pipe Roller Bell
Reducers on Ends
running on g"Rod

5 Thicknesses
I "Hardwood

k 4'-IO"

FIG. 1—DETAILS OF DEVICE USED IN TRANSPORTING
CONCRETE PIPE

quickly hitched to a pipe section and the Hection roDed
from the ca.sting yard to its place on the line.

The device consisted of a steel frame with hardwood
rollers engaging the inner surface of the pipe •wction.

PIG. 2—TEAil iJ.V.-.U/: y^h.^ EJECTION OF 54-LS i-ix L

Concrete weights were suspended from the frame to

keep it from "riding up" to an undesirable height in the
rolling pipe section.

Tool for Tightening Mesh Reinforcement

TN placing a 2-in. reinforced gunite concrete lining in

the Herron Hill reser^-oir, Fitchburg, the contractor.
A. V. Purnell, is using a simple and effective hand tool

for tightening the wire mesh to make the sheets lie flat

and taut instead of kinky, as they are when unrolled.

!/:'_: J.>-=rr

^1
r-^i

Krt-

The tool consists of an iron bar with a ri^ht-angle bend

at one end to give a handle by which the Iwir can be

twisted, and a notch cut in the other end to engage •

wire of the mesh. With this tool a workman can

easily put a shoi-t reverse bend in a >vire of the mesh.

Putting a similar bend in each main wire of the sheet

shortens the sheet and so tends to tighten it in the

direction of its length.
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News of the Week
New York, October 21, 1920

Land Purchased for Approaches

of New Orleans Bridge
(Special Correspondence)

An option on nearly 400 acres of

land on the east bank of the Mississippi

River above New^ Orleans has been se-

cured by the Mississippi River Bridge

Commission, this land to be used as

site of the east approach of the bridge

vi'hich the commission is charged with

planning and constructing. Some time

ago the commission bought 300 acres

on the west bank. When purchase of

the tract on the east side is completed
the commission will control enough land

for its purposes, and will have spent

nearly $300,000. It is probable that

the main part of the structure will

be about 3,600 ft. long and its ap-

proaches on either bank about 2,500 ft.

long.

Except for the land purchase, little

progress has been made by the com-
mission since its creation just four
years ago by an act of the Louisiana
legislature. The failure to make more
rapid progress is not considered to be
chargeable either to the commission or

to its advisory board of engineers, but
is due to political and business condi-

tions. Despite the obstacles presented
by the latter, the commission devoted
about two and a half years to making
a general study of the problem of cross-

ing the river. A bridge was decided
upon, on the ground that the depth of

the river made it inadvisable to under-
take a tunnel. An approximate loca-

tion for the bridge was chosen, in the
parish of Jefferson, about ten miles
above New Orleans. While the navi-
gation requirements as to span and
height of bridge have not yet been
fixed by the War Department, well-
informed men believe that the commis-
sion will favor a low-level bridge. The
probable cost of the structure at pre-
war prices is said to be about $7,000,-

000, but at the present price level the
cost would be more likely to reach $15,-

000,000.

The bridge commission consists of
eleven members, selected from the
Public Belt Railroad Commission of
New Orleans, of which number five

were elected by commercial bodies and
exchanges of the city. The engineering
advisory board consists of J. V. Davies,
Bion J. Arnold and J. A. L. Waddell.

Municipal Society Approves New Specifications j

For Concrete Paving, Sidewalks and Curb '

Harmony Prevails at St. Louis Meeting—A. A. E. Schedule Approved
—Brick and Stone Block Standards Not Changed

Camp Custer To Be Abandoned
The War Department announces that

the Commanding General, Camp Cus-
ter, has been directed gradually to

abandon and eventually to salvage
Camp Custer, Mich.
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Net results of the four-day conven-
tion of the American Society for Mu-
nicipal Improvements ending Oct. 15

in St. Louis, Mo., include approval
of three specifications: (1) concrete

streets; (2) sidewalks; and (3) curbs.

These new standards now go to letter

ballot together with two amendments
to the constitution, raising the dues
and rearranging the standing commit-
tee quota. The American Association

of Engineers' salary schedule for en-

gineers in municipal service was unani-

mously approved without debate. In-

cidental changes or additions were made
in three existing standard specifica-

tions.

Total Registration 330

One-third of the active membership
was present and the total registration

reached 330. An extremely full pro-

gram of papers and committee reports

was provided and carried through with
a good attendance, even at the last

session on the fourth day. By judi-

cious grouping the special subjects of

sanitation, city planning and paving
were presented at separate meetings,

giving guests an oportunity to partic-

ipate in numerous city inspection trips

provided by the local committee in

addition to the excellent arrangements
for general inspections in which all

participated.

Finances of the organization have
made it necessary to curtail decidedly

the former lavish printing of papers,

proceedings and standard specifications.

By selling the society's Liberty bonds
and putting into effect a 50 per cent

increase in dues the directors expect

to come out about even for another

year. The members number 611 and
an active campaign is under way for

a substantial increase.

Of the two amendments to the con-

stitution the first will raise the dues

of members from $5 to $7.50 and asso-

ciates from $10 to $15.

Changes in Committees

The second amendment refers to a

realignment of standing committees
making four of them parent committees

to which several sub-committees le-

port. A street committee will have
sub-committees on (1) paving, (2)

sidewalks and street design, (3) street

maintenance and (4) street railway

construction. The city planning com-
mittee is divided into (1) local sub-

division, (2) zoning, (3) utilities and
(4) parking and open spaces. Traffic

and transportation was with this list

but was made a main committee at the

insistence of Prof. A. H. Blanchard.
Street cleaning is divided into (1)
street cleaning, (2) refuse disposal and
(3) snow removal; sewerage and sani-

tation into (1) sewerage, (2) sanita-

tion, including sewage disposal and (3)

public comfort stations. There was
also added to the list of committees
one on foundations and sub-grade and
another on street railway pavements,
including track construction. So-called

double-barreled committees have been
tried before without entire success but
the amount of detail and number of

conflicts has grown too great to be
straightened out on the convention
floor. This method of clearing seemed
the only feasible one.

Specifications

Of the standards adopted and passed
to letter ballot the tentative specifi-

cations for concrete pavements sub-

mitted last year have been redrafted.

The principal changes refer to the two-
course pavement, which is omitted, and
to reinforcing, which the committee, of

which E. R. Conant is chairman, feels

should be required on certain streets

but not be compulsory.

Tentative specifications of the soci-

ety for concrete sidewalks have been
adopted by the American Concrete In-

stitute so they were sent to letter bal-

lot without change, as were those on
curb submitted for the first time by
the same committee, of which S. Sam-
melman is chairman. The specifications

for curb were made up after comparison
with specifications from 50 towns and
consultation with quarry operators as

to practicable or economical sizes.

The sheet asphalt committee, R. K.

Compton, chairman, recommended a

number of incidental changes in the

present standards and that a complete

revision be undertaken with a view to

condensation and simplification of mat-
ter and arrangement.
To the 1918 brick specifications ap-

proved clauses were added providing

for a sand-cement cushion and asphalt

filler. E. H. Christ is chairman.

A non-bleeding wood-block filler of

special pitch has been used successfully

in Minneapolis by E. R. Dutton, chair-

man of the committee on wood block.

A specification for it to be added to
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wood-block specification was passed for

letter ballot. It is to be used only
where a bituminous cusiiion is used.

Uniformity of specification for as-

phaltic cement used in bituminous mac-
adam, bituminous concrete and asphalt
block pavement is desirable according
to the committee on these pavements,
headed by Linn White. The society

now has three separate specifications

for asphaltic or bituminous concrete

—

bituminous concrete with one product
of the crushing plant, Bitulithic and
Topeka mjix. The committee states

that all these could now be combined
in one since the principal patents on
Bitulithic have expired. The society

concurred in this opinion.

At the 1919 meeting, T. J. Wasser
presented a revised specification for

stone block pavements but the present
committee, under H. H. Smith as chair-

man, felt that it was unwise to revamp
the existing specification except to add
a few incidental changes. With this

the convention concurred, the changes
to be printed and brought up for adop-
tion in 1921.

Committees Report

The committee on sewers, W. W.
Homer, chairman, felt that the soci-

ety's existing specifications, adopted six

years ago, are no longer satisfactory

and that they should be rewritten.

Agreement has been reached on form
only. Part 1 on materials was sub-
mitted as tentative for study. Con-
struction methods were not yet covered.

A special committee on foundations,

of which R. K. Compton is chairman,
submitted a tentative specification for

old and new macadam base, an asphal-
tic base (asphaltic concrete type), and
a tar bound base by the cold penetra-
tion method. The committee was made
a standing committee and instructed to

work with a similar committee of the
Federal Highway Council.

To sponsor a uniform system of re-

ports on parks and parkways giving
physical and financial data in such a
manner as to facilitiate comparisons
and aid in securing efficiency was the

recommendation of the committee on
parks and parkways, headed by John
M. Rice. The recommendation was con-

curred in.

Approval was given of standard tests

for bituminous materials adopted by
the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials for specific gravity, softeiiing

point of asphalt and tars, distillation,

loss on heating oil and asphaltic com-
pounds; by the American Society of

Civil Engineers for flash-point, viscos-

ity, float test, ductility and solubility

of bitumen, and by the American Chem-
ical Society for fixed carbons. The
committee, A. H. Blanchard, chairman,
feels that its duty is simply to review
new methods as submitted and adopted
by these other societies.

The recommendations of the commit-
tee on traffic and transportation, A. H.
Blanchard, chairman, were approved.
They call for design of intersections,

where three or more streets intersect,

so that rotary traffic may be installed;
for careful consideration by entfineeni
of the limits of car-stop zones so a.s

not materially to reduce the roadway;
for by-pass highways for transport
service to avoid principal business
streets, especially where local traffic

is heavy; for a consideration by engi-
neers of motor bu.ses in extending
transportation service. The recom-
mendations are again.st excessively wide
paved roadways in small municipalities.
The U. S. Government will become

a member of the Permanent Interna-
tional Association of Road Congresses
if a resolution calling on Congress to

pass by December enabling legislation

has effect. An invitation to hold the
fourth International Road Congress in

the United States, if received prior to

Jan. 1, must be sent; otherwise the in-

vitation of the Italian Government will

be accepted.

In the city planning group of papers
conditions in Pittsburgh, Washington
and St. Louis were outlined and by
illustration George B. Ford, of the

Technical Advisory Corporation, New
York, indicated suggestions from Euro-
pean practice in municipal improve-
ments in the rebuilding of the devas-
tated areas. Thomas Adams sent a
paper on "Regional Surveys" and Har-
land Bartholomew described the zoning
plan recently adopted for Washington,
D. C.

The sanitary engineers, led by Lang-
don Pearse, T. Chalkley Hatton and
Dr. Edward Bartow, participated in a
spirited discussion on activated sludge,

the only technical discussion of note
during the convention. In answer to

a question by N. T. Veatch, Jr., it was
brought out clearly by Messrs. Hatton
and Pearse that the activated sludge

process can as yet only be considered

for special cases and is not at all com-
parable with sprinkling filters as to

cost. J. C. McVea, Houston, reported

a cost of $14 per million gallons by the

activated sludge method exclusive of

overhead and treatment of sludge.

Paving Types Discussed

All of the different types of paving

were represented by papers. John D.

Hittell gave a valuable description of

sheet asphalt paving on a country high-

way north of Chicago. Dr. Hermann
Von Schrenck spoke on the condition of

wood-block pavements in many cities

recently visited and Philip P. Sharpies

indicated when it was worth while and

when not to protect gravel roads by

surface treatments.

An exhibit of materials and de-

vices utilized by municipalities was well

attended. At one end of the hall was an

exhibit of city plans, photographs and

models prepared by the City of St.

Louis. Commendation is due the local

committee for the clock-like precision

and efficiency with which the excursions

and other entertainments were mann-

aged. Baltimore secured the conven-

tion for 1921.

Tne new officers elected are as fol-

lows: President, Col. R. Keith Compton,

Baltimore; vjcf S. Ran-
kin, W. W. Hor :._ Dutt/jfi;

wcreUry, C. C. IJro*n. Valf*araiw,
Ind.; treanurcr, Hermann H. .Smith.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Great Lakes Fnj^ineering Works
To Continue Operattoni*

In contradiction of rep^jrta currvnt
for .^ome time that it will diieontiBiM
business and sell its plants, the com-
pany, Great bakes Enfrineerini; Works.
Detroit, now announces that it will
remain in the business of deaifniinc.
building and repairing steel ships. The
company has hull-build: ".at
Ecorse, just south of L ^ at
Ashtabula, Ohio. In ad: •...n it has
an engine building plant and fitting-
out yard in Detroit. A. C. Pessano
is chairman of the board, and J. A.
Ubsdell is president and general man-
ager of the company.

Hetch Hetchy Work To lie
Financed De.spite Injunction

Pending the >.utcome of tho sait
brought against the city of San Fran-
cisco to prevent carrying oat the cost
plus fee contract with the Conistrtiction
Company of North America, all work on
the 18-mile Hetch Hetchy tunnel would
have to be delayed unless cash to meet
.mmediate financial obligations were
vailable. Accordingly the s>j-- '-— "=

•n Oct. 4 voted to buy Hetch !

per cent bonds with $2.50 .Ui .....v^,.

from the depreciation fund of the Mti-
nicipal Railway.

Channel Tunnel F*rojecl

.\bandoned
Prospects for the realization of the

project for a tunnel under the English
Channel to connect England and France
have practically disappeared, according
to recent reports from English engi-
neering circles. It is thought that mili-

tary and political reasons played a part
in detern. ning an apathetic attitude
toward the project, but its great cost
and the uncertainty of earnings suffi-

cient to justify the cost were also
of influence. Moreover, because of
conditions resulting from the war the
national energies of England "vill be
devoted largely to maintenance and
reconstruction for son? >'ears. it is

stated, and few new works of magni-
tude will be undertaken.

A. A. K. .Members Em .Ml in

Educational Classes

About 60 members of the Twin City
Chapter of .\merican .\ssociation of

Enginee»-s have signified their intention

of joining one or more of the educa-

tional clasess to be held by that chapter
this season. The chapter is offering

thirty-one courses in engineering and
general subjects.

The association has opened offices in

Boston at 50 Brocmlleld St Fred C.

Lewis is temporary managing secre-

tary.
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Military Engineers Will Meet
*
in New York

The first regular meeting of the New
York Post, Society of American Mili-

tary Engineers, will be held at the En-

gineering Societies Building at 7:30

p.m., Oct. 26. The general subject for

discussion, the army reorganization

bill and its bearing on the engineer in

civil life, will be treated under the

following four topics: (1) History and

general features of the bill; (2) War
Department's general plan under the

bill; (3) plans of the technical services;

and (4) co-operation of the engineering

profession and its national societies.

Other regular meetings are planned

as follows:

Dec, 1920—Relations between com-

mand, the General Staff, and the

services.

Jan., 1921—Annual dinner.

Feb., 1921—Functional organization

of engineers.

April, 1921—Military and engineer-

ing defense of New York City.

May, 1921—Trip to West Point, N. Y.

It is desired by Colonel R. D. Black,

chairman of the program committee,

that the first meeting be attended by
all who are interested in the national

defense and in fostering effective co-

operation between the engineering pro-

fession and the army, whether mem-
bers of the society or not. The subject

under discussion is the foundation on

which will be built the future relation-

ship between engineers and the serv-

ice, a subject to which one year's work
will be devoted.

To Discuss Failure of Metals

A joint meeting on failure of metals

is to be held in England under tne

auspices of the Faraday Society, the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers and

the Institute of Metals. The date of

the meeting has not yet been fixed,

but it IS likely to be early in 1921.

Failure under long-continued applica-

tion of stress and under internal strain

such as results from cold working or

heat treatment will be dealt with, so

that season-cracking and fire-cracking

of brass as well as similar failures in

steel are to be included. F. S. Spiers,

10 Essex St., London, is secretary of

the joint committee in charge of the

meeting. According to a preliminary

announcement of the meeting in En-

gineering, new matter on the subject

to be considered "will be placed at the

disposal of the co-operating societies

later in the year, and it is thought

that this will afford an opportunity

for a more comprehensive considei;-

ation of the subject than has yet been

given to it."

New York Port Developments
Include 1,000-Ft. Piers

Formal announcement has been made
by the Cunard Steamship Co., Ltd.,

of the proposed construction of a new
shipping pier development at Weehaw-
ken, N. J., on the Hudson River about

opposite 36th St., New York City.

The group will comprise eight piers of

1,000 ft. length and one shorter pier.

Pier and slip widths and exact details

of handling equipment or of layout

have not yet been completed but it is

understood that the scheme contem-

plates pier widths of 150 ft. with full

width sheds and a multi-story marginal
warehouse. Railroad trucks in the pre-

liminary design do not enter the pier

but approach the shed entrance from
which freight may be transferred by
tractor trailers. It is intended that

the new group be used only for freight

ships the passenger terminals remain-
ing in the Chelsea district of New
York City.

At the same time the Department
Docks and Ferries of New York an-

nounced that it contemplates the con-

struction of three piers each 700 to

1,000 ft. long and 250 ft. wide at Owls
Head Bay, on the Brooklyn shore of

the inner harbor just inside the nar-

rows. Details of the scheme are not

complete enough for further descrip-

tion at this time.

Belle Isle Bridge Contract
Is Readvertised

An amended form of contract has

been approved by the Detroit City

Council and as a result the Department

of Public Works has readvertised for

bids for the construction of the Belle

Isle bridge. According to the contract

approved the Commissioner of Public

Works can order payment of 80 per

cent of the amount of material to be

used in the construction of the bridge

as soon as the contractor delivers the

material on the job. Ninety per cent

of the bid price will be paid the con-

tractor upon completed work. After

completion of one section of the work

the contractor will be entitled to 90 per

cent of the contract price of the work

done regardless of the remaining parts

to be finished.

As a result of amending the form of

contract, the date set for opening bids

has been changed from Oct. 22 to Oct.

30. This action was taken by the city

council upon the recommendation of

Commissioner of Public Works Joseph

A. Martin, to permit contractors to fig-

ure on the difference the amendment
will make in their bids. The commis-

sioner pointed out that as a result of

the amendment, contractors bidding will

not have to figure interest which it

would otherwise be necessary to pay

on borrowed money providing they

were not advanced the 80 per cent on

materials.

It is believed that as a result of the

amended contract bidding on the bridge

contract will be stimulated. The con-

tractor to whom the work is awarded
would have to count on between two

and three million dollars being tied up
for several months under the original

type of contract before the amendment
was made. This, it is believed, would
have resulted in causing many con-

tractors to refrain from bidding.

Active Standardization Work
Now Under Way

Preparation of Many Safety Codes Is

Progressing—Aircraft and Elevator

Studies Being Made

Work on a dozen or two safety codes

is now in progress under the general
direction of the American Engineering
Standards Committee, according to in-

formation just made public. In addi-

tion, steps have been taken to appoint

American representatives of aircraft

work to attend the next meeting of the

International Aircraft Standards Com-
mission. Work has been initiated in the

direction of standardizing elevators.

On the subject of aircraft standards,

a conference of five government depart-

ments, several societies, and the Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics was held a few weeks ago in

Washington to consider an invitation

to participate in the next meeting of

the International Commission. Subse-
quently the favorable view of the com-
mittee was laid before the president

and the latter thereupon requested the

National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics to arrange for the presence of

American representatives at the con-

ference.

A request for considering the stand-

ardization of elevators was received

by the Standards Committee from the

American Institute of Architects and
the Elevator Manufacturers Associa-

tion of the United States. At a meet-

ing to consider this request, held on

Sept. 21, thirteen organizations were
represented, and after full discussion of

platform sizes, speeds, elevations, capac-

ities, test methods, clearances, and the

like, as well as safety provisions, it

was resolved "that this conference fully

recognizes the need and the desirability

of standardizing such features of both

passenger and material handling ele-

vators as capacities, platform sizes and
methods of test." A committee was ap-

pointed to confer with the Elevator
Safety Code Committee of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers in

order that further steps in elevator

standardization might be properly cor-

related to the safety provisions already
under study. It is expected that a
report will be made to the American
Engineering Standards Committee
soon.

Safety code work now in progress

under the American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee includes separate work
on codes dealing with the following sub-

jects: Construction work, electrical

fire hazards, electrical safety, railing

and toe boards at floor openings, light-

ing protection, machine tools, mechan-
ical transmission of power, industrial

sanitation, stairways and fire escapes,

textiles, abrasive wheels, foundries, gas

safety, head and eye protection, paper

and pulp mills, power presses, non-

fired pressure vessels, mechanical re-

frigei-ation, and woodworking machin-
ery. The head-and-eye-protection code,

which was formulated under the direc-
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tion of the Bureau of Standards, has
been completed and has been submitted
to the American Engineering Standards
Committee for approval.

The United States Department of

Agriculture recently became a member
of the committee. Three representa-

tives have been appointed by the Sec-

retary of Agriculture, one each from
the Bureau of Chemistry (D. J. Price),

the Bureau of Public Roads (A. T.

Goldbeck), and the Forest Service (E.

H. Clapp).

Fourteen Organizations Join
Engineering Federation

Fourteen engineering organizations
are now^ members of the Federated
Ameincan Engineering Societies ac-

cording to a recent announcement of

the Joint Conference Committee, rep-

resenting the four national societies of
civil, electrical, mechanical and mining
engineers. The latest entrants into the
federation are the Kansas Engineering
Society and the Alabama Technical
Council. The complete list of charter
member organizations up to Oct. 19
follows.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
American Institute of Mining and Metal-

lurgical Engineers.
American Institute of Chemical Engineers.
American Society of Agricultural Engi-

neers.
Alabama Technical CounciF.
Technical Club of Dallas.
Detroit Engineering Society.
Engineering Association of Nashville.
Engineering Society of Buffalo.
Florida Engineering Society.
Kansas Engineering Society.
Cleveland Engineering Society.
Society of Industrial Engineers (Balti-

more).

A.R.E.A. Directors Meeting
Held in Montreal

The Board of Direction of the

American Railway Engineering Asso-
ciation held a meeting in Montreal,
Oct. 11, presided over by President
H. R. Safford of the association, who is

assistant to the president, Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy R.R. The repre-

sentatives of the A.R.E.A. were enter-

tained by the Engineering Institute of

Canada at a dinner at the University
Club, and on the following day the
party made a visit of inspection to the
Quebec bridge.
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Street Cleaning Officials Organ-
ize at Chicago

The International Association of

Street Cleaning Officials was organized
at Chicago Oct. 7 and 8, as a result of

a conference called by W. J. Galligan,
assistant superintendent of streets of
that city. Mr. Galligan was elected

president of the association. Other
leading officers chosen were: Vice-
president, Theodore Eichhorn, superin-
tendent of streets, Erie, Pa.; secretary
A. M. Anderson, 1340 Old Colony
Building, Chicago; treasurer Robert
W. Waddell, city engineer, Kansas
City, Mo. The conference was attended
by 44 street cleaning officials from 28
cities of the United States and Canada.

Training in Indu.strial Manage-
ment Proposed for Colleges

A course in management education,
to provide a sufficient number of prop-
erly trained executives for the indu.s-
tries of the United State.s, is to be es-
tablished in a majority of the 620 Amer-
ican colleges, according to an announce-
ment made to the Associated Press by
Dr. Hollis Godfrey, president of the
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, and for-
mer commissioner of the Advisory Com-
mission of the Council of National
Defense.

The plan, which is an outgrowth of
a convention attended by representa-
tives of industry and colleges in Phila-
delphia last March, is backed by cor-
porations representing a capitalization
of $26,000,000,000. It is the result,
Doctor Godfrey said, of thes two fac-
tors coming to a definite working agree-
ment for the first time through the es-
tablishment of the Council of Manage-
ment Education, an organization formed
"to study mutual problems in order
that the colleges may render the great-
est possible service to industry."

Students and Teachers in Industry

It is contemplated to establish prac-
tical courses in schools, and to assist
undergraduates and others to choose
their life's work, by placing several
thousand students and teachers in in-

dustry during the summer months and
by introducing extension courses for
men now in industry. Doctor Godfrey
is being assisted in the perfection of
his plan by Doctor Samuel T. Chapen,
general director of the American Coun-
cil on Education, representing the 620
colleges and Dr. Frederick C. Ferry,

president of Hamilton College.

An annual appropriation of $100,000,
entirely borne by American industry,
has been made to carry on the work of
the Council of Management Education.
Part of this money will be devoted to

a determination of the extent of field

service that each college can cover and
part to provide the colleges with all

industrial data which may be utilized

in forming undergraduate courses, with-

in one year, it is estimated, 100 col-

leges will have included the extension

industrial courses and all will be pro-

vided with the industrial material upon
which to base undergraduate work. The
establishment of industrial executive

training courses in colleges will do

much, it is estimated, towan' tiie re

establishment of iiidustrial needs—in-

creased production, decreased cost,

increased stability, and increased incen-

tive in industry.

The executive members of the coun-

cil, appointed to represent their indus-

trial groups, are as follows: Railroads,

A. W. Gibbs, chief mechanical engineer.

Pennsylvania R.R.; paper, Colonel B.

A. Franklin, vice-president Strathmore

Paper Co.; public utilities, H. B. Shaw,

educational director, H. L. Doherty Co.;

shoes and leather, Frederick B. Rice,

president. Rice & Hutchins; mining.

machinery Frederick H.
Payn«-, Greenfield Tap and Die Co.;
rubber, Dr. R. S. Quir.'v. ^pr.i'r.. man-
ager, HowJ Rubtxr oitli.
ing, J. K. .Miilik..'.. flop*
Fini.'ihing Co.; A.f^irt Bige-
low, Ludlow Mar . .ng Co,

FiDUCATIONAL GBOUP

The educational jfroup includes, be-
sides Dr. Godfrey and Dr. Capen.
Dr. Frank Graves, dean of the aehool
of education, University of Pennsyl-
vania; Dr. Charles Tilden, profe<isor of
engineering mechanics, Yale University;
Dr. David Tennant, profes.sor of biol-
ogy, Bryn Mawr, CoiU-R-e; Dr. Leigh
Reid, professor of mathematics. Hav-
erford College; C. L. Evanson. profes-
sor of engineering admini.stration, Drex-
el Institute, and J. S. Pearson, profes-
sor, Drexel Institute.

The American Council on Edacation
has appointed the following committee
as a permanent body to co-operate with
the Council of Management Elducation:

Dr. Capen, chairman; Dr. Charles
R. Mann, chairman of the advisory
board, educational training of the gen-
eral staff, War Department; Frederick
L. Bishop, dean, engineering school.

University of Pitt.sburgh; Park R.

Kilbe, president. Municipal University
of Akron; Raymond Hughes, president

Miami University.

Pennsylvania R.R. Awards
Maintenance Prizes

On the completion this week of the

first day's inspection of the main line

of the Pennsylvania R.R.. Ea.ston

region. General Manager C. S. Krick

awarded the track maintenance priies to

the supervisors and their assistants

who have made the best maintenance
record. The first or "Klondyke" prize,

amounting to $800 for the supervisor

and S400 fur the assistant, awarded for

maintaining the best section of trj»'Jc

throughout the past year, was pre-

sented to H. H. SlaufTman. supervisor,

and J. B. Otto. Jr.. assistant supt*rvisor,

who have charge of the track bctwex»n

Dillerville, Pa., and Harrisburg. The
three other prizes were premiums of

$800 each, of which $6o0 was for the

-supervisor and $200 for the assistant,

for the best line and surface on a main
line between New York and Washing-
ton, and Philadelphia and Altc-"«na. The
prize sections include the track between
Elizabeth, N. J., and Plainsboro. N J.;

between Marysville, Pa., and Durward,
Pa.; and bt'twoen Baltimore and Wash-
ington. A special improvement premium.

$1,000, for having shown the grvatfst

improvement in line and surtj>ct^ was
awarded to the supervisor and assistant

supervisor for track from $2d St^

Philadelphia, to Wilmington.

The awards are made on the basis of

inspection by a committee of officers

which goes over the line in a special

car carrying the instrument to rejrister

riding qualities of track.
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Oklahoma Engineering Council

To Be Formed
At Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 26 and 27, the

legislative committees and ways and

means committees of the Oklahoma So-

ciety of Engineers, the three chapters

of the American Association of Engi-

neers, the Oklahoma Section, Am. Soc.

C. E., the A. S. M. E. and A. I. M. E.

and including also similar committees

from the Oklahoma Chapter of the Gen-

eral Contractors of America will meet

and organize the Oklahoma State and

Engineering Council. A large portion

of both days will be devoted to a dis-

cussion of proposed legislative enact-

ments covering salaries of engineers in

the highway and sanitary state service;

reducing the multiplicity of utility re-

ports, amending the special assessments

paving law, etc.

The main visiting speakers will be

M. 0. Leighton, Washington, D, C, F.

H. Newell, Phoenix, Ariz., and L. K.

Sherman, Chicago, 111.

Water Power League Meets

That water power matters are com-

ing in for very general stud> was in-

dicated by the discussions which took

place at the convention of the Water

Power League of America, which was

held in Washington Oct. 7 and 8. When
it is considered that the organization

is a new one, and that its purposes

and policies were not generally known,

the attandance was very good. The

keen interest in the matters discussed

in the addresses was indicated by the

live character of the general discus-

sions. Dr. George F. Swain, professor

of civil engineering at Harvard Uni-

versity, who accepted the presidency

of the Water Power League just prior

to the meeting, presided at all of the

sessions. As a result of the encour-

agement given the organization, at

the convention, committees are to be

appointed to consider various of the

problems facing water power develop-

ment and a Washington office of the

League is to be opened.

Commerce Commission Begins

Work on Rail Merger Plan

Work has been begun by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in pre-

paring a tentative plan for the merg-

ing of railroad companies into a limited

number of competing systems in ac-

cordance with the terms of the Trans-

portation Act. Such mergers, under

the terms of the Transportation Act,

are permissive and not obligatory to the

carriers concerned. The commission

has retained Prof. William Z. Ripley,

of Harvard University, to assist in

v/oi'king out such a plan. Plans which

have been worked out by various inter-

ests and individuals will be collected

and examined.
When the railroad bills went to con-

ference last December the Senate pro-

vision for compulsory consolidation was
superseded by that finally adopted for

permissive mergers, with the direction

to the commissison that it should pre-

pare and adopt a plan for the railway

properties of the continental United

States into a limited number of sys-

tems so organized that competition will

be preserved and existing channels of

traffic maintained.

After thj plan for mergers is com-

plete it will be made public and notice

filed with the governors of the states

concerned, after which the commission

will hear persons who file objections to

the plan.

New York City Buys 100 Tractors

for Snow Removal
As a result of tests of equipment for

snow removal, conducted recently, the

City of New York has purchased from

the Cleveland Tractor Co. 100 small

tank-type tractors fitted with winter

tracks and covered cabs with two-man

seats. Delivery of the "Cletrac"

machines to the Department of Street

Cleaning is scheduled for December.

River and Harbor Board on
Pacific Coast

The Board of Engineers for Rivers

and Harbors is making an inspection

tour of the principal projects on the

Pacific Coast. A public hearing was

held October 6 at Lewiston, Idaho, in

connection with the improvements on

that section of the Columbia River

authorized in the 1916 River and Har-

bor Act. The whole matter of naviga-

tion, irrigation and power development

will be inquired into. From Lewiston

the Board went down the Snake River

and the Columbia by boat so as to be

able to visualize the territory involved.

An inspection also was made of the

Columbia River from its mouth to

Portland so that a more intelligent de-

cision may be made as to the best plan

for improving the channel. Coos Bay,

where it is proposed to better the chan-

nel, and Gray's Harbor also were

visited.

The Board of Engineers for Rivers

and Harbors is composed of the fol-

lowing engineer officers: Brig.-Gen.

Harry Taylor, Col. James C. Sanford,

Col. Charles Keller, Col. William Ladue,

Col. John C. Oakes, Major Max C.

Tyler, and Major C. S. Ridley.

To Confer on Employment
A conference on employment and

education, sponsored by the American

Association of Engineers, will be held

in the Congress Hotel, Chicago, Nov.

12. The purpose of the meeting is to

consider the general problems of em-

ployment.

The session will begin at 9 a.m. and

after several subjects have been dis-

cussed will divide into four group meet-

ings at about 11 a.m., as follows: (1)

Employers and employment managers;

(2) managers or representatives of free

employment bureaus; (3) representa-

tives of educational institutions and (4)

those not in any of the three other

groups.

The groups will be considered after

luncheon into an afternon session and

an evening session.

More Money For Federal Study of

Road Problems Indicated

( Washington Correspondence)

It is believed that public insistence

has reached a point whei-e Congress

will provide adequate money for the

economic study of problems arising

from the construction of highways.

The possibility that such action will

be taken is greater because all of the

Congressmen have been at home long

enough to come in close touch with the

desires of their constituents. One of

the economic studies which is being

insisted upon would look to the develop-

ment of a system of road management

which would insure that funds are ex-

pended on the most essential roads and

on such types of improvement as will

meet the traffic needs. In this connec-

tion it is believed to be essential that

data be assembled as to the character

and amount of traffic passing over the

various types of road.

The shortage of transporta«don and the

increase in freight rates have given rise

to a demand that information as to the

availability of local material be obtained.

It is generally accepted that local ma-

terials could be used to a much greater

extent than they are, but the individual

localities, as a rule, are not in a posi-

tion to undertake this type of study.

It is urged that this be done by the

Federal Government since it could take

advantage of experience and practice

throughout the country. Such a study

would include proportions of concrete,

types of aggregates, the use of blast

furnace slag, and the properties of the

various kinds of local stone.

In addition, there is an insistent de-

mand for research in matters concern-

ing drainage, impact, and subgrades.

Studies already have been instituted by

the Bureau of Public Roads to deter-

mine which types of soils have high

bearing value and how soils of low bear-

ing value can be improved.

Incidentally the users of the highways

are beginning to take account of haul-

age costs. They are beginning to ask

how much certain grades add to gaso-

line consumption. They want to know

the effect of the various types of sur-

face on tire wear. There are no com-

prehensive data on such subjects and it

is being asked that the Bureau of Pub-

lic Roads, which is in a position to make

the most effective study of such ques-

tions, be given the money necessary to

conduct them.

Harrisburg Engineers May Com-

bine With Laymen's Club

After meetings between a joint com-

mittee of the Engineers' Society of

Pennsylvania, the Harrisburg Club, and

the University Club of that city, a reso-

lution was passed voting that the ques-

tion be submitted to the membership

for combining the quarters of these

three organizations. It has been felt

that additional room and facilities were

needed by each, but that it would not

be feasible for the individual organiza-

tions to undertake expansion separately.
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A. S. M. E. to Hold Keynote
Session on Transportation

The tentative program which has

been prepared for the annual meeting

of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers at the Engineering Societies

Building, New York City, Dec. 7-10,

1920, includes a "Keynote Session on
Transportation," at which various

phases of the transportation problem,

including railroads, waterways, feeders,

motor trucks, and the terminal prob-

lems in New York City will be dis-

cussed by authorities in these fields.

The sessions of professional sections

will include fuels, machine shop, man-
agement, railroad, textile, power, wood-
working, research, design, and miscel-

laneous subjects. At the fuels session

L. P. Breckenridge will speak on the

"Fuel Supply of the World," and the
management session will be devoted to

the life and work of the late Henry
L Gantt. The following speakers and
subjects are scheduled for the railroad

session : "Static Adjustment of Trucks
on Curves," by R. Eksergian; "Increas-

ing Capacity of Old Locomotives," by
C. B. Smith, and "Modernizing Loco-
motive Terminals," by George W. Rink.

The power session will be devoted to

consideration of the future development
of power. At the research session D.
E. Foster is scheduled to speak on "The
Flow of Fluids Through Pipe Lines,

and the Effect of Pipe Line Fittings."

N. W. Akimoff will speak on "Founda-
tions for Machinery" at the design
session.

Engineer Registration Board
Named in Virginia

Members of the state board for the

examination and certification of archi-

tects, professional engineers and land

surveyors, approved on March 19, 1920,

have been named by the Governor of

Virginia, as follows: P. B. Winfree,

engineer, Lynchburg; James F. Mac-
Tier, engineer, Roanoke; John Kevan
Peebles, architect, Norfolk; Fiske Kim-
ball, architect. University of Virginia;

W. C. Noland, architect, Richmond;
Thomas M. Fendall, surveyor. Lees-

burg; L. B. Dutrow, surveyor, Peyers-

burg; W. D. Tyler, engineer, Dante;
C. G. Massie, Amherst.

sey, the valuation of which waH |38,-

000,000, as against $:}6,000,000 jn July.
In Chicago easing is noted in the buiUJ-
ing trades. Building enterpri.scH all

through the Chicago district are atili

practically at a standstill. Net cosLs

of building are now 15 to 20 per cent
lower than they were a month a^o. On
the Pacific Coast there was a falling

off in building permits from $15,582,000
in July to $13,526,000 for August, but
the number of permits issued was
larger. The failure to build more
freely is still assigned to the high
costs of building which are estimated
at from two to four times pre-war costs.

Austrian Engineers To Receive
American Food Drafts

Engineers and architects of Austria
are to participate in the distribution of

food drafts, for the payment of which
a special fund has been created by the

Commonwealth Fund of New York, a
private American institution estab-

lished for the promotion of intellectual

development throughout the world.

The Commonwealth Fund has provided
for food distribution among Austrian
intellectuals upon a considerable scale,

and engineers and architects who have
completed high school training may, if

their cases are worthy, secure food

drafts, which are drawn in $10
amounts.

Various technical societies in Aus-
tria have assumed the responsibility of

collecting applications for drafts. The
Journal of the Austrian Society of En-
gineers and Architects, in its issue of

Aug. 6, carried a half-page notice of

the Commonwealth Fund offer pasted
upon the front cover. To participate

in the food distribution applicants must
prove their circumstances extenuating
from considerations of sickness, acci-

dent, indebtedness, etc.

Construction Service Projects

Projects about to be undertaken by

the Construction Service of the .A.rmy

are as follows: Transmission lines at

Muscle Shoals; quartermaster store-

house at Fort Ruger, Hawaii; passen-

ger waiting room, army supply base,

Boston; seventy-five foot brick smoke-

stack for hydrogen plant, Langley

Field, Virginia.

Reserve Board Finds No Signs of

Housing Shortage Relief

In reviewing the general business

conditions during September, the Fed-

eral Reserve Board has the following to

say in regard to construction activities

:

The housing shortage continues to be

acute in the principal cities. In New
York the bulk of the new building is

on contracts executed last spring or

late in the winter. However, building

at prevailing prices has reached or

passed its peak. There has been con-

tinued wrecking of houses to be sup-

planted by business buildings. For
August, 1,010 contracts were awarded
in New York and northern New Jer-

Aerial Maps on Exhibition

An exhibit of aerial maps was made

this month at the offices of the Corps

of Engineers in Washington, D. C. The

maps were so displayed as to make

possible ready comparisons between

regular topographic maps and the re-

vised map made from the flyer's mosaic.

Several of the Government's map-mak-

ing agencies contributed to the exhibit

The exhibit was prepared for the meet-

ing on Sept. 14 of the Board of Sur-

veys and Maps. The maps were pre-

pared for presentation by a committee

headed by liajor E. H. Marks, Corps

of Engineers.

A. A. E. Chapters Planning;

for Club lloust^

An optif-n on a %\h.*)>i<) four-it/vr^

brick n-»idence in Plal .ri.or*- haa b«-« :.

taken by a collatera. cori><jnt*ion to u.k

local chapter of the /. .• r;':ari .\iv<.ii

tion of Engmeeni. The lir r. f.'fjt '*> j! i

be rented for office-,, th-- -.'•:.:A
occupied by the chaptt r ar.J '.he 'j»h«;r

two floors would be rented a.i bajhelor

quarters to membeni.
The St. Loui.<i chapter has limilar

plans but in addition would atilize much
of the space for a t?raduat« school for

older engineers and elementary
for younger members.

Activities of the \. A. E.

The Ann .\rbor Chapter, at it.- op.:;n

ing fall meeting, Oct. 7, wa.s a! \r--~. :

by Gardner S. William--,

engineer, on "The Power Po-

of the Great Lakes-St. LawTence Water-
way." James S. Bowman of the Farffo

Engineenng Co., Jackson, " oke

on the need for ['reater r n in

the development of power in wur Na-
tional Parks. The officers of this chap-

ter for tho remainder of the year are:

President, G. H. Cissel; vice-president,

L. E. Ayer.s; secretary, Robert Norris;

treasurer, George Sandenberg.

The Dunsmuir (Cal.) Chapter has

recently been organized with the fol-

lowing officers: President, L. H. Tay-

lor; first vice-president, G. M. Taylor;

second vice-president, V. E. Parker;

secretary-treasurer, J. G. Standley.

The San Francisco Chapter has or-

ganized an employment bureau with

headquarters in the Pacific Building.

After a conference between repre-

sentatives of the federal department

of American Association of Engi-

neers, the Navy Labor Board and

Secretary Daniels, an increase of 72c.

per day was granted Oct. 1 to the

navy technical force not receiving the

bonus of S2 lO per year. This is in

addition to Ihe recent salary award of

the Navy Labor Board of 5 per cent

which had a net effect of more than 1

per cent decrease on account of the es-

tablishment of Saturday half-holidays.

Civil Service Examination

I'nited Sta'es

For the I'liitt'd i>- '-•w

fraw inn flows listed i ?^«'

United Sta tes C'vil Senu
Washington, D. C.

Senior Civil Engineer, Grade 2,

12,100 to $2,700 a yt.-.r. Applications

\vill he receivoil until furtncr noticv.

Highway Engineer, Bureau of Public

Roads, $-',400 to $;?.000 a year. Appli-

cations received until Dec. 28.

Canada
Application foniu< nuiy be obtained

from the Fmploinncnt Service '

Canada or from the Seerttary of <A*

Ciril Service Commissiony Ottawa.

Junior Engineer, $1,680 to $2,040 a

year. File application not later than

Oct 28.
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Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE &
^BVll^Vl^C. ASSOCIATION Chi-

cago; Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 26-28.

NATIONAL DRAINAGE CONGRESS,
(^hicasro: Atlanta. Ga., Nov. 10-12.

The Brooklyn Engineers' Club an-

nounces the following meetings: Nov.

4 "The German Long Range Gun" by

Lt-Col. H. W. Miller in an illustrated

lecture; Nov. 11, "City Planning for

the Borough of Queens" by Charles

Powell; Nov 18, "Industrial Brooklyn,

Paper No. 2" by Walter Pfaendler, en-

gineer for E W. Bliss Co.; Dec. 2, in-

formal talk by E. C. Wilder, New York

Edison Co.; Dec. 9, annual meeting and

election of officers.

Engineering Institute of Canada. A
local branch was organized at Moncton,

N B, Oct. 11. After an address by

Eraser S. Keith of Montreal, secre-

tary of the Institute, officers of the

\ock\ branch were elected as follows:

W A Duff, chairman; J. D. McBeath,

vice-chainnan; M. J. Murphy, sec-

retary-treasurer. Committee: Keid

McManus, R. G. Gage, J. E. Dington

F. B. Fripp, S. B. Wass and H. J.

Grudge.

The Rochester Engineering Society

at its meeting Oct. 8 was addressed

by Dr. W. H. Sender of the Bureau o±

Standards on the advantages and dis-

advantages of the metric system of

weights and measures.

The Oklahoma Highway Engineers'

Association, at a meeting held at Okla-

homa City, elected the following offi-

eers- Will M. Clarke, of Pawhuska,

president; Pearl Little, first vice-pres-

ident- Floyd Frazier McAlester, second

vice-president; Frank Herrmann, secre-

tary-treasurer.

Personal Notes

Malcolm Elliot, who served

as an engineer officer in the National

Army and who recently has been em-

ployed as a civilian engineer on the

work at the Wilson dam, has accepted

a commission as major.

L G. Carpenter, engineer, has

been employed by the San Diego, Cal.,

water commission to furnish plans and

estimates for converting Dulzura Creek

into a conduit to convey the city water

supply from Dulzura to Lower Otay.

J M. Barde, highway engineer,

has been employed by tl.e Carthage,

Mo ,
Special Road District to supervise

the construction work on the Carthage

section of the Carthage-Carterville

concrete road.

Stevens & Koon is a new

firm of consulting engineers organized

by J. C. Stevens and R. E. Koon with

offices in the Spalding Building, Port-

land, Oregon.

Clarence K. Whiting has

resigned as engineer for the Kent

County, Michigan, road commission to

engage in the contracting business.

J. H. Scott has been appointed

divisional engineer for the state high-

way commission, The Dalles, Oregon.

Nathan I. K a s s, recently con-

nected with Hill & Ferguson, consulting

engineers, New York City, in the ca-

pacity of assistant engineer and chief

draftsman, has joined the organization

of Redler, Inc., printers and lith-

ographers. It is the intention of Mr.

Kass to continue serving the engineer-

ing profession by specializing in tech-

nical printing.

J. J. M C C A B E has been appointed

general superintendent of a dam at

Decatur, 111., to succeed Bradley John-

son, resigned.

Lt.-Col. L. L. Calvert, for-

merly in charge of the construction

division of the Construction Service,

U. S. Army, has resumed his pre-war

position as chief engineer with the

Tidewater Building Company, New
York.

C. B. Brown, chief engineer, Ca-

nadian National R.R., Moncton, N. B.,

has been appointed engineering assist-

^ant with headquarters at Toronto.

A. F. Stewart, chief engineer,

Canadian National R.R., Toronto, has

been appointed chief engineer of the

company at Moncton, N. B.

H. T. H A z E N, engineer mainte-

nance of way, Canadian National R.R.,

Toronto, has been appointed chief engi-

neer.

Frank Bidwell, assistant en-

gineer. Public Service Railway Co.,

Orange, N. J., has been appointed ex-

ecutive secretary to the state highway

engineer, Thomas J. Wasser.

D. Gordon Calvert, recently

with the Procter & Gamble Co. of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, on their plant extensions,

including a $3,000,000 plan^" at Dallas,

Tex., has been appointed resident engi-

neer in charge of the construction and

equipment of the plant of the Fort

William Paper Co. at Fort William,

Ont., Canada.

William Snaith has resigned

as assistant engineer in the office of

Barber, Wynne-Roberts & Seymour to

accept the position of chief draftsman

for the Riordan Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.,

at Mattawa, Canada.

J. M. Begg, formerly assistant city

engineer, Edmonton, has been appointed

city engineer of Brandon, Man., Canada.

A. M. Green has been appointed

engineer erf Modoc County, Cal.

H. Press Smith has been elected

engineer of Sonoma County Cal., to

succeed Lloyd Aldrich, resigned.

L. E. Lyon, a civilian member of

the Army engineer staff in the Norfolk

district, has been commissioned a major.

W. H. Lanagan has accepted a

commission as major of engineers and

has been assigned to the Fifth Regi-

ment at Camp Humphreys.

Obituary

J. R. Allen of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

formerly dean of the engineering school.

University of Minnesota, and director

of the research laboratories, American

Society of Heating and Ventilating En-

gineers, has been appointed consulting

engineer on ventilation to the chief

engineer of the New York and New
Jersey commissions in charge of the

construction of the Hudson River ve-

hicular tunnels.

Hon. W. F. Aylmer, for many

years Dominion Engineer in the Koote-

nay and Revelstoke districts, Canada,

died Sept. 22 at Chase, B. C.

Arthur C. Wheatley, well

known in Mexico, where he has been en-

gaged in railroad location and construc-

tion at Santa Barbara for the American

Smelting & Refining Co., died Sept. 24

at El Paso, Tex. Mr. Wheatley was

formerly engaged in railroad surveys

for the Mexican Pacific Ry., the Cen-

tral American Ry., and for railways in

Africa.

Ernest G. Henderson, civil

engineer, Windsor, Ont., Canada, died

on Oct. 13. For a number of years he

was engaged in construction work for

the Canadian Pacific Railway. Later

he became manager and, more recently,

president of the Canadian Salt Works,

Windsor. Mr. Henderson served a term

as president of the Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association.

MajorWilliamA. Cattell,
during the war in charge at Washing-

ton, D. C, of the historical data section,

Office of the Chief Engineers, U. S.

Army, died on Oct. 10 of heart failure

and complications. Since leaving his

work with the War Department Major

Cattell has lived at Alhambra, Cal., and

although he was not in good health the

sudden end was unexpected. Previous

to the war, Major Cattell was in con-

sulting engineering practice for many

years in San Francisco. During that

time he was identified with many im-

portant projects and attained a promi-

nent place in engineering circles. He

was at one time president of the San

Francisco Section, American Society of

Civil Engineers. He became widely

known in 1915 through his effective

service as secretary-treasurer of the

International Engineering Congress.
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Another Concrete Standpipe

HIGH concrete standpipes have not lately been so

popular as their earlier construction promised.

Repeated instances of leakage, notably in the case of

the large Attleboro standpipe, discouraged engineers

from attempting to make water-tight concrete in such

large quantities to resist heads of 30 to 40 lb. per

square inch, though much higher heads have been suc-

cessfully cared for in the thinner but smaller units of

reinforced-concrete pipe. The new Kansas City stand-

pipe, described on another page, is therefore a notable

instance of confidence in ability to produce a dense and

water-tight concrete. The builders have made one inno-

vation that will help to insure a tight structure—the

adoption of the sliding form, which obviates the day's-

work planes, always danger lines in concrete standpipes.

But they have failed to take another precaution which

some designers consider necessary—to design the steel

for so low a tensile stress as to avoid cracking in the

concrete when the steel is stretched under the working

loads. It will be interesting to watch the Kansas City

structure to see if it continues to be as tight as it now

is under its 110-ft. head.

Public Health Education in Europe

r^
MOST of the countries of Europe, facilities for

training public health officials are very inadequate,

according to remarks made by Prof. George C. Whipple

in an address before the New York Section of the

American Water-Works Association, last week. (See

news section.) Until a dozen years or so ago the United

States was equally lacking in such facilities, but the

deficiency was in part made good by the instruction in

sanitation given at some of the engineering colleges.

Now we have a goodly number of schools devoted specifi-

cally to educating public health officers. The survey of

public health education in Europe that Prof. Whipple

is making for' the League of Red Cross Societies

promises to be of great value. It is significant that this

survey is being made by an engineer. Prof. Whipple

can be relied upon to point out that happy blending of

education in medicine, engineering, chemistry, bacteriol-

ogy, vital statistics and sociology which is essential for

the capable public health officer, a course far different

than it is possible for a medical school alone to offer.

The Public Works Bill

ENTHUSIASTIC support of the bill for a National

Department of Public Works is needed now. If

engineers are to be in evidence when this meritorious

measure passes from the promotion and propaganda

stage into real substance and becomes law they must

maintain their moral support consistently. They are

not doing it now according to the report of M. 0.

Leighton to Engineering Council as noted on p. 834.

Legislative movements come to a head and to critical

periods long before their appearance on the floor of

Congress. Committees of the coming Congreiw will

shape the bill although there is almost no chance of

action until the succeeding Congress, which without

doubt will pass the measure, since l>oth major political

parties have strongly indorsed the movement. Ad-
herents of the measure, as originally defined, providing

for civilian control, will find their opponents have put

the whole department virtually under military control

unless vigorous action is taken now to utilize the present

recess period in the education of congre.s.smen or pro-

spective congressmen who are now at home finding out

the wishes of their constituency.

Street Railways and Pavements

STRONG arguments for placing on street railway

companies the cost of pavement construction and

maintenance between and for 2 ft. outside their track

were summarized on p. 795 last week. The forcefulnes."*

of these arguments, combined with statistics of prac-

tice throughout the United States submitted with them

to a committee of the New York Senate, when joined to

the opposition of the mayors of 59 cities, was sufficient

to smother a bill before the committee designed to free

the street railways of New York State from a con.sider-

able part of their pavement obligations. There are few,

if any, municipal engineers who will not agree with the

reasoning summarized in the article mentioned and

heartily endorse the conclusion that since the street

railways increase the cost of pavement construction and

maintenance their owners, and not the abutting prop-

erty owners or general ta.xpayer, should foot the bill.

The most plausible argumen: to the contrary that can

be advanced is that the obligation of the city to provide

free streets for public travel should e.xtend to the added

burden of pavement cost and maintenance caused by the

street railways. But if the extra burden on the pave-

ments should be borne by the city, why not the >-ost of

ties and rails? This brings to mind the fact that

Liverpool, England, in connection with itS municipally-

owned street railways, has found it cheaper to take land

and buildings for separate rights of way for street

railway lines than to stand the extra cost of pavements

to withstand the street railways. (See Fnginrtrinij

News-Record. Aug. 19. p. 3G7.1 Perhaps the street

railways cannot be blamed for trying to utilize the

present era of high prices to get rid of the pavement

charges, but as we pointed out in the editorial on "The

Plight of the Street Railways." on Sept. 2. the fran-

chises and contracts the street railways are now tr>'ing

to get amended were the results of bargaining, with

concessions on each side. In this bargaining the rail-

ways agreed to nickel fares and assumed certain pave-

ment charges. If fares are to be raised, or piivement

or other obligations cancelled or lightened, then the

0—1
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entire contracts should be thrown open to rebargaining.

or else the changes in favor of the companies should be

strictly limited to a few years.

A Railroad Rate Dilemma

THROUGH the order of the Canadian Government
refer^-ing the recent railroad rate increase back to

the Board of Commissioners for reconsideration, the

dilemma in the Canadian railroad situation is more
apparent than ever. A great Government railroad

system, so far a losing venture, is in competition with

a great privately owned and operated system earning

substantial dividends. It is stated that the rate

increase, in considering the needs of the railroads as a

whole, will result in unreasonably high earnings by the

Canadian Pacific and such a storm of protest bAs been
raised on this ground that the Government has recom-
mended that the Board of Commissioners reconsider

the case otherwise than on a basis of the National

Railways' needs. In the United States the fear of too

large earnings accruing to prosperous roads h&s been
largely overcome by the "take-off" of one-half of all net

earnings above 6 per cent of property "value.* But in

Canada such provision would be so obviously aimed at

the great railroad competitor of the Government that

it might not be sustained by the courts. There has
been the proposal, open to the same objection, that the

Government tax the Canadian Pacific for the "excess"

of divideiids. S«rely the present Canadian dilemma
holds a lesson for the so-called "prosperous" systems
in this country that might benefit only temporarily by
a supreme court decision affirming the alleged uncon-

stitutionality of the limitation of earnings by a "take-

off." Would it not be better for these companies to let

well enough alone, rather than run the risk of throwing
the whole question back upon Congress and the Inter-

state Commerce Commission?

Engineer as a Port Planner

IN HIS effort to glorify the "practical" shipping man,
to which class he himself belongs. Director Sproule,

of Philadelphia's Department of Wharves, in his recent

address before the American Port Authorities, grouped
together the politican and the engineer as joint inef-

fectives in port layout, and relegated the engineer to

a position as day laborer to the practical man. The
director's opinions are perhaps too biased by his per-

sonal position to make a reply worth while, had they not

had currency as the expression of an expert. Among
other things he said: "In the fact that the develop-

ment of her ports and her harbors has been intrusted

to impractical and technical men lies the reason this

country today is secondary in importance to Great

Britain and other European nations as a maritime
power. The conditions arising from the European war
serve to further emphasize that the extension of ports

with such problems that present themselves must be

intrusted to the experience of shipping and transpor-

tation experts, rather than to the judgment of those

whose motives are sometimes prompted by selfishness,

frequently by favoritism, and often by inexperience.

Great harbors are developed only through the energy

and knowledge of experienced men. The usefulness of

the engineers lies largely in their carrying out scien-

tifically the fundamental ideas of the practical man."

Here, obvioualy, is confusion of both thought and ex-

pression. Note particularly the conjoining in the first

sentence of "impractical" and "technical," the time-

worn and discredited attack of the "practical" and "non-

technical" man. Note, too, the misstatement in this

first sentence. Quite contrary to Mr. Sproule's idea, in

'the ports of Europe the engineer is the directing mind,

while !n this country those of our ports which are most
backward are those in which the sinister influence of

the shipping companies is retarding proper and eco-

nomic development. Those which are moving freight

fastest and cheapest are headed by engineers who are

expert both as planuers and builders, as any true engi-

neer must be. It is far from our intention to defend

the political control of our ports, to which Mr. Sproule

also is in opposition, but to drag in the engineer as a

theoretical and detail-making associate of a political

control is both inaccurate and unfair. The larger issue

of the practicality of the engineer is not worth discus-

sing here. Certainly, in port design and control his

superiority has been sufficiently demonstrated to need

nq defense.

Freight Distribution at New York
AS THE GREATEST shipping center in the United
Ix. States the Metropolitan District of New York,
including adjacent territory in New Jersey and Con-

necticut, has before it a problem of freight and food

distribution that is of more than local importance.

Here is the largest concentration of population and of

railroad and water transportation, both a point of local

distribution and of transfer on a stupendous scale.

Discussion of the subject last week at the first monthly
meeting of the New York Section of the American
Society of Civil Engineers emphasized the long-conceded

opinion that present methods are antiquated, unscientific

and wasteful. In the words of Shirley Eaton, of the

Federal Trade Commission, "It is up to engineers to

bring forth a solution." Therefore it is all the more
significant that the discussion by engineering authori-

ties brought out general agreement regarding funda-

mentals both in needs and new methods.

Any attempt to separate the problem of the Port of

New York from that of local distribution and transfer

would be difficult indeed, but there was evident agree-

ment by the engineers on the following points : Division

and distribution rather than concentration and conges-

tion; a belt railroad system; prodigious expansion of

storage; maximum movement toward point of ultimate

delivery, and use of small workable units; a single

organization, civic or private, to direct and conduct

distribution, both in and outbound, and, finally, .store-

door delivery. With such striking agreement there is

reason to hope for action, either as a result of the

coming report of the New York and New Jersey Port

and Harbor Development Commission, or through con-

certed initiative of private shipper and carrier agencies,

backed by civic authority or encouragement.

Division and distribution, rather than concentration

and congestion, bear a direct relation to the belt-line

project, through diversion of cars from crowded tide-

water to great joint classification and receiving yards

in the New Jersey meadows, and also to the expansion

of storage facilities, through providing soettered points

of storage and shipment-consolidation. Where present
j

overcrowding will not admit standard-gage track con-
j

nections, smaller units for transfer must be used. Here

may be the opportunity for intensive operation of the
|

motor truck in providing flexibihtj and maximum
^
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movement toward point of delivery, directed by a cen-

tral, co-ordinating agency. Through maximum loading

and the elimination, so far as possible, of empty move-
ment, there is reason to believe that street congestion

of commercial vehicles could, by such operation, be

greatly lessened rather than increased. In the city of

Cincinnati fifteen motor-truck chassis, in an intensively

developed service, have replaced 115 horse drays and are

now reported handling 120 per cent more tonnage.

Naturally railroads are wary of store-door delivery

for fear of adding to already tremendous terminal co.sts

without additional compensation. But last week there

was general agreement that no plan could ultimately

succeed that would not include this provision. No
attempt should be made to require the carrier to assume
the additional cost—now some $2 per ton for cartage—
without compensation, nor should the railroads be ex-

pected to provide greatly improved terminal facilities

at huge capital costs without assurance of sufficient

return on investment. Present facilities are adequate

for them to handle present tonnage volumes, as indicated

by the fact that the freight finally gets through. Civic

initiative, guided by the judgment of engineers, is

needed in such a development for the public good.

From the remarks of Mr. Eaton, who has made an

extensive study of the subject for the Federal Trade

Commission, the conclusion is easily drawn that the

present situation is extremely bad. What is needed,

however, is a plan based on evolution rather than revo-

lution, above all to provide for maximum flexibility.

As population and shipping have increased, the problem

has become more serious, until now there is immediate

necessity for action.

823

Steam Railroad Electrification

DISCUSSION last week at the joint meeting in New
York of sections of the national societies of

mechanical and electrical engineers brought out several

striking aspects of the present status of steam railroad

electrification. The three principal papers, extracts

from which appear elsewhere in this issue, and the

discussion that followed, point above all to the need

for and present lack of agreement in fundamental as-

sumptions and bases of comparison between steam and

electrical operation. While the advocates of electrifica-

tion made a strong case out of the probable failure of

the steam locomotive to keep pace with growing demands
for sustained high tractive effort at greater speeds on

dense traffic zones, few engineers will be ready to

relegate the steam locomotive to the scrap heap.

It is generally conceded that the large capital outlay,

and the problem of disposing of steam equipment, with

all its accessories, are the strongest barriers against

electrification in the present state of the art. To offset

these are operating economies and increases in traffic

capacity from electric operation. As one authority has

stated the case, "It seems to be a race between the cost

of fuel and the cost of electric equipment"—which is

particularly pertinent where an economical water power

is available.

Possibilities for further development of steam-locomo-

tive capacity and efficiency cannot be overlooked since

their influence is to defer the time when it may be

necessary to scrap existing steam accessories—including

most of the elements of present engine terminals. It

has been said that the Mallet locomotive has postponed

electrification for fifteen years. Other radical de{>art-

ures in nteam-locomotive practice, looking to consider-
ably increased range and efflciency, without exceeding
limitation.s of clearance and wheel loading, have been
propo.sed, and were commented upon editorially in Engi-
neering Newa-Hecord of Dec. 11-18, 1919, p. 975.
New em.jhasi.s ha.s been laid on the lack of available

comprehensive cost data in present comparijionji of
actual operation, taking into account the almo«t innu-
merable factors that must enter. While it may re^juire
years of further practice to e.Htablish such complete
data, there is reason to Ijelieve that much infomrvation
based on actual experience to date does exi.nt, but has
not been made generally available. If this is the caae
it is to be greatly regretted. The ultimate test must
be whether the balaiK-e sheet, over a .«uffKient period
of time, shows red or black at the foot of the column,
regardless of operating luxuries, but taking into account
all capital costs. The investor must be satisfied. For
example, double tracking must frequently be resorted to.

even though electrification would accomplish the same
object as a temporary expedient. Studies that have
been made for electrifying certain western mountain
grades did not enter to any extent into the meeting,
last week, but throughout the discussion there was
recalled the principal points of tho.se .studies upon which
agreement has been most difficult and upon almost any
one of which the decision might hinge. Broadly, these
include the questions: What is the highest practicable

load factor that can be attained? What will be the cost

of maintenance of all electrical equipment and of track
as compared to steam operation'' On what baais will

existing steam equipment be disposed of and ^Titten
off? Shall electric power be purchased or produced by
the railroad and what will be the cost of current per
kilowatt-hour? What are the practicable limits of mul-
tiple-unit electric-locomotive operation for the purpose
of hauling heavier trains at higher speeds without
increased crews? How many electric locomotives will

be required to replace a given tonnage of steam locomo-

tives?

In each one of these questions—and there are many
others of great importance—there has been much dis-

agreement. In a study foi electrifying a mountain
grade of a western line, one estimate showvd a net

return on net investment of only one-seventh of that

indicated by another estimate for the same area, and not

enough by half to justify electrification. The dis-

crepancy was largely accounted for by wide disigree-

ment in answers to the questions enumerated. With the

present lack of available cost data from actual operation,

conjecture, even though judicious, is necessiirily an all

too potent factor.

We heartily endorse the statement of Mr. Muhlfeld

last week that further electrification studies should be

made witnout prejudice and by joint committees com-

posed of civil, mechanical and electrical engineers, and
also representatives of the transportation and account-

ing departments.

The greatest credit should be accorded those who have

developed heavy electric traction to its already remark-

able state. Steam railroad electrification can be ex-

pected to make important gains in the next decade, but

first of all in such special cases as tunnels, busy city

terminals, suburban traffic, mountain grades end dense

traffic zones. For some time to come the steam locximo-

tive will hold its own for general service.
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Phote, Brown Brot.

A Study of Rapid Transit Station Design—Part I

System Capacity Is Governed by Station Headway Rather Than Operating Headway—Possibilities for

Great Time Saving in Platform Arrangement

By Olof a. Nilsson
Dosipnof. 'Pi-.-uisit C'odstriicl ion ( Vitnmissioii, Now Tork City

AMODERN steam railway station is ordinarily

planned to meet the comfort and convenience of the

traveling public. Except as it is affected by the track
layout, however, the design of the ordinary station is

not influenced by the problem of operating the railroad

efficiently and to its full capacity. On the other hand,
the rapid transit station in a metropolis offers an
entirely different problem. The design of such a sta-

tion is intimately connected with the operation of the
system at its full capacity, and ways and means of
securing uninterrupted passenger flow are of paramount
importance.

Two factors determine the passenger capacity of a
railroad; the capacity of each train and the minimum
headway on which it is possible to operate trains. The
former, of course, depends on the capacity of each car
and the number of cars in the train. The minimum
operating headway is determined by one of two inde-

pendent factors; the safe minimum distance between
trains running at a certain speed between stations

—

"the running headway"; and the time required by the
train to pass through a station block—"the station

headway." The station headway, again, is primarily
determined by the length of the train stop at the sta-

tion. As ordinarily constructed, the stations are the
points of slow train movement, and, in general, the
station headway governs, and the minimum, operating
headway is fixed by the maxim^im station headumy on
the line.

In view of the growth of trafl!ic on rapid transit

railroads and of urban transportation in general, a

growth that has been found to be much more rapid

than that of the population, it is proper to assume that

in time the service on at least some part of any rapid
transit system will, during certain periods of the day,

require the shortest possible operating headway. Every
second, then, that can be cut from the length of the

trainstop at the slowest station, by reducing the time
required for passengers to pass between platform and
train is of value, and the fundamental problem in station

planning is to reduce platform congestion to a min-

imum and to secure a rapid and uninterrupted passen-

ger flow between street and train. This is of particular

importance with reference to main stations, at which,
on account of their location, dense traffic and other

conditions causing congestion and confusion may be

expected. At such points an expenditure which, when
considered as the cost of one station on the line only,

would seem to be unreasonably high, may be entirely

justified if it increases the capacity of the line.

In planning a station the starting point should be

the ultimate carrying capacity of the line and the

ultimate traflfic yield of the district tributary to the

station. From these factors and from the general

scheme of operation the size and capacity of the cars

and the number of cars to the train, the train length

and train capacity are determined. The train length

is the basis for the platform length, while the width of

the platforms, the width and capacity of stairways and
passages, etc., are fixed with reference to the anticipated

maximum trafflc flow through the station. This is sel-

dom a simple problem. In American cities past growth
is not always a safe guide in making predictions and

the establishment of a rapid transit station in a dis-

trict may itself give the impetus to a development,

which in turn will demand additional transit facilities.

The chart on page 829 indicates how traflfic has

grown in New York City by showing the ticket sales

at some of the important stations on the Interborough

subways during the months of December for the last

thirteen years. Except the Pennsylvania these stations

are all on the original New York subway and its

extensions to the Long Island Railroad station at Atlan-

tic Avenue, in Brooklyn. The decrease at some of the

stations in 1918 is due to the opening of the 7th and

Lexington Avenue lines in July of that year, by which
'

Manhattan was given two north and south lines instead

of one. Aside from the effect of the opening of new i;

rapid transit lines, all the stations show a continuous III

growth of traffic from year to year.
''

The heaviest station traffic in New York City today J

goes through the Grand Central station. The table (»

I
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shows more than 2i million tickets sold there during

the month of December, ]919, or an average on week
days of between 90,000 and 95,000 per day. Twice
this number will represent very closely the number of

people entering and leaving the station, as

it is well balanced as to traffic. In addition

there is a heavy transfer movement to and
from the shuttle and the Queensboro stations,

as well as transfer across the platform be-

tween local and express trains. Observations

on the traffic at this point lead to the con-

clusion that on week days about 350,000

people enter and leave the two platforms of

this station, that 40 per cent of this traffic

falls within the rush periods of from 2 to

21 hours morning and evening and that in

the morning the southbound and in the eve-

ning the northbound platforms have from § to

total rush-period movement

t'» introduce between them a plat I or rn common to Jjoth,

On four-track rapid transit raikroad.-., .station* that
are .stopping piace.s for train* on all four traclu muj»t
neceM.sarily have i.sland platforms. A luiual arrange-
ment is that .shown in Fig. 4. The two outer track* are
for local train.H and the inner ones f ',* train«.

Tran.sfers between Irxal and expres.s •

the name
direction are ea.sily made by simply .stepping acrOM the
platform, and the rxrcaMional traveler who wishes to
turn back, can do .so by the use of the nnazzanine floor.

which communicateH with both platforms.

Clas.sified, then on the V>a.si.H of platform type, all

stations are of either the .side-platform t>T5e, the

island-platform type, or a combination of both. With
reference to location relative to the line, stations may
be classified a.s:

('d.) Terminal stations, which may be either the

loop-end type ( Hud.son and Manhattan down-
town terminal in New York; or the dead-end

type (Brooklyn Bridge terminal New York;.

?**^>^'J',-^! V .'•!*'r^i^'?'/ '
^''> ;^/'.'/*V"> V-* ' "'''"y^T">"' v;*v'x

FIG.

of the

This gives for each plat-

form a period of from 2 to 2} hours during which about

50,000 people enter and leave it by the stairways, in

addition to the people who, without leaving the platform,

use it for transferring between local and express trains

running in the same direction. The total width of the

staii-v/ays from each platform is 56 ft. to the mezzanine

floor above and 121 ft to the Queensboro subway below.

The platforms are about 485 ft. long, have a maximum
width of 24 ft. and a net area slightly over 10,000 sq.ft.

The simplest type of station on a double-track rapid

transit railroad is the side-platform station. It con-

sists (Fig. 1) of a train-platform of the required length,

which is accessible from the street through an inter-

mediate waiting-room or lobby, where the passenger

buys his ticket or pays his fare. The lobby is separated

from the platform or the stairway leading to it by a

railing or partition, with separate openings for entrance

and exit. In reality we have in this type at each stop-

ping place of the trains two separate and distinct

stations, one for traffic in each. direction.

Where the elevation of the railroad with reference

to the street surface permits, the two stations may be

combined into one by means of a mezzanine floor either

above or below the platform level (Fig. 2). This results

in a saving of operating expense, since one ticket agent

may, when traffic is light, serve passengers in both

directions. It also enables a passenger who may have

been carried past his station to return without going

to the street and paying an additional fare. These

advantages obtain also in the island platform station

'^Fig. 3). Here the tracks have been spread sufficiently

FIG. 4.

I. CROSS-SECTION OF FOUR-TR.vrK EXPRESS PT.\TION

(b) Intei-tnediate stations.

(c) Stations nt ji'vction points, where two or more
lines meet, or where one main line divides into

branches.

(d) Stations at crossing points, where two or more
lines cross, either with or without track con-

nections.

Fig. 5 indicates an arrangement at a point where a

four-track line divides int'^ two two-track branches
Fig. 6 shows how at a crossing of two lines a station

may be built common to both.

The simplest condition.s for station, planning obtain

at the intermediate station in the suburban district

with largely one-way passenger movement, that is. city-

bound in the morning and returning in the evening. .A

good arrangement is indicated diagrammntically in Fig.

7, and is self-explanatory. The passengers pass in

at the entrance in the center and di.stribute themselves

along the length of the platform during the time

interval between two trains. When the train pulls in

and comes to a stop and alighting pas^sengers have

stepped out, they board the train and the platform is

cleared. The homeward traffic differs from the outward
in this respect: whereas the outward-bound crowd
gradually fills the platform during the train interval.

the homeward-bound passes out on the platform durin?

the train-stop of a few seconds and continues imme-
diately to the street. It is, therefore, good practice to

give the exits greater capacity than the entrances. This

is also important for another reason. In case of an

accident or a panic it is ver>' desirable and may mean

the avoidance of a great disaster to be able quickly to

get the crowd to the street. From both of these view-
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points, therefore, a station of considerable length with

entrances and exits at the center, may also with advan-

tage have an additional exit at each end. If, as some-

times happens, the entrance and the ticket lobby are

at one end of the platform, even an unimportant
station should have at least an emergency exit at the

other end.

In planning entrance and exit stairways it also makes
a difference whether the station is elevated or under-

ground. In the former case people entering the station

walk up and those departing walk down; in the latter

case tTie situation is reversed. People going down a

stairway move faster than when going up, but under
crowded conditions the density is greater in the upward
than in the downward movement. The net result is that

in crowds more people go up a stairway than down in

a given period. V convenient and safe rule in figur-

ing the capacity of a stairway is to allow for each lineal

foot in width 1,000 people per hour for downward and

1,100 for upward movement. The capacities of unob-

structed ramps and passages may be assumed as 2,000

per lin.ft. in width per hour. For an average walking

speed of 5 ft. per second this allows 9 sq.ft. of floor

space to each person.

These figures apply to stairways and passages where
the movement is all in the same direction. Where
people move simultaneously in opposite directions under

crowded conditions the capacity is less and the width,

particularly of narrow stairways and passages, should be

inci'eased accordingly. No stairway planned for simul-

taneous movement in both directions should be less than

5 ft. wide. Sharp turns also seriously retard the move-

ment and should be avoided wherever possible. The
maximum grade for a ramp should be 11 per cent; 8

to 10 per cent is better. For stairways the pitch

adopted in the New York subways—7 in. rise and 11

in. tread—is good; when conditions permit, it is desir-

able to reduce the height of the riser and correspond-

ingly increase the width of the tread according to the

rule that two times the height + the width (both in

inches) should equal twenty-five.

The advantage of additional exits becomes still more

pronounced at a station, which by its location has more
or less two-way passenger movement, that is, where
during the same period passengers arrive and depart

in perhaps approximately equal numbers. It is evident

that the stream of passengers going toward the exit at

the center, if large, will conflict with passengers com-

ing from the entrance and walking toward the end of

the platform. With exits at the platform ends this

condition is greatly ameliorated; perhaps half of the

outgoing passengers will use the end-exits and thus

move away from, and not interfere with, incoming pas-

sengers.

There is an important difference between a station

that has a one-way passenger movement and one where
this movement is in both directions. In the former,

nearly all the passengers travel in the same direction;

during certain hours of the day they depart from the

station, during other hours they arrive. At such a sta-

tion, if it is properly arranged, a large traffic volume may
pass through without confusion or delay. As long as

the number of passengers accumulated on the plat-

form during the interval between two trains does not

exceed the available capacity of the incoming train, the

people, on the opening of the doors, will quickly enter

the train, and on their closing the platform will be

cleared and ready for the reception of another train-

load.

It is easy to see that with a simultaneous passenger-

movement between train and platform in both direc-

tions, a certain number of passengers leaving and

another entering the train, the conditions are less

favorable to an unobstructed passenger-flow than with

a one-way movement. During light traffit it does not

necessarily mean confusion or a lengthened trainstop,

as the passengers may enter and leave trains and pass

away from the platform without obstructing eachj

other's movements. But with dense traffic serious con-

fusion is likely to take place, resulting in inconvenience!

to passengers and a lengthened trainstop with decreased

capacity of the line. In the design of such a station!

it is therefore necessary to try to avoid interfering]

and conflicting passenger-movements.
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Separate loading and unloading platforms may be

used. When operating on this system the train enters

the station between two platforms, the doors toward
the unloading platform are first opened, and imme-
diately after or as soon as room is made by the outgoing

passengers, the passengers waiting on the loading plat-

form are admitted. At stations with a large transfer-

volume between different trains the adoption of separate

loading and unloading platforms would require this

transfer to be made through a mezzanine floor, sub-

jecting transferring passengers to the inconvenience of

ascending and descending a stairway.

Congestion may be reduced by ample platform width

in conjunction with means for rapidly clearing the plat-

form of alighting passengers. The station platform on

a metropolitan rapid transit railroad frequently exceeds

500 ft. in length. On such a platform with only one or

two exits, alighting passengers, before reaching an exit,

must walk on the average one-half to one-fourth of its

length. At a busy station with many passengers trans-

ferring across the platform between trains on each side

and at the same time others moving in both directions

longitudinally, people will naturally obstruct each

other's movements and congestion and delay will result.

The remedy is numerous exits in order to relieve the

platform as quickly as possible of outgoing passengers.

A design such as is indicated in Fig. 7 will accomplish

this. Numerous stairways connect the platform with a

mezzanine or passageway, which is nearly the full length

of the former and located either below or above it.

Outgoing passengers avoid obstructing the platform by

using the nearest stairway and incoming passengers

may also reach the end of the platform in the same

way, and thus avoid the crowds that may have accumu-

lated in its center.

In this connection the relation between the street lay-

out and the design of the station may be mentioned.

A station 500 ft. or more in length may have within

its limits two or more important streets or other points

yielding a large traffic volume. It may, therefore, have

two or more entrances or entrance groups—each form

ing an important point of collection and distribution

of passengers. If at all possible these points should
be connected by a passageway or mezzanine located

intermediately between the street surface and the plat-

form. Such a mezzanine will enable passengers to

traverse the distance between one end of the platform
and the entrance farthest away from thi.s end without
having to work their way through perhaps the entire

length of a crowded platform. If one of the streets

having entrances to the station yields the greatest part

of the traffic it should be near the center of the station.

If there are two streets of about equal importance
they should be equi-distant from the center; in short

the center of gravity of the traffic should coincide with

the center of the station.

The confusion incident to the use of the same plat-

form for loading and unloading at stations with a two»

way movement may be relieved by the segregation of

waiting passengers within spr.'^es enclosed by railings.

Particularly where on the same track alternate trains

have different destinations and therefore outgoing pas-

sengers may have to remain on the platform during two

or more train intervals, until the right train arrives,

this device should be useful. Fig. 8 .shows such a

railing which was used on the old Grand Central sta-

tion of the New York subway. It was installed on

the e.xpress side of the northbound platform in 1904

and was in continuous use until August. 1918. That

is was an effective aid in reducing the trainstop is

shown by the fact that during rush hours the average

''.top of northbound express trains, alternately bound

tor different destinations, was about 50 se<'onds. while

that of the southbound express trains, which all had

the same destination and therefore ran under more

favorable conditions, was about 70 seconds. It requires

the employment of platform attendants to direct the

crowd, open and close the bar across the openings, and

close the train doors.

While the value of the device was ampl\ demon-

strated, this particular arrangement doubtless can be

improved upon. Instead of impeding the movements

of alighting passengers by compelling them to make

two right-angle turns before reaching the central part
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FIG. 9. DIAGRAM OF RESERVOIR STATION FOR TWO-TRACK LINE

of the platform, the enclosure railing: should be

designed with the end in view of making the passage

of both alighting and departing passengers as short

and direct as possible in order to reduce to a minimum
the total time required for loading and unloading. Each

particular design, will, of course depend on local condi-

tions and on the type of car used. While a satisfactory

enclosure railing may often be designed to fit a platform

already built, the right time to consider the advisability

of this device is when the station is being designed,

in order that platform width, width and location of

stairways, as well as spacing and location of columns

on the platforms, may all be determined upon with ref-

erence to their relation to the spaces to be enclosed.

In other
words, the en-

closure rail-

ings, where
their immedi-

ate or future

adoption
seems advis-

able, should

be a part of

the design of

the station,

not an after-

thought.
There might

be on a rapid

transit line a
station or stations located at important traffic centers,

with such dense passenger movement that, with even the

best planned layout along the lines outlined above, they

would require a considerably longer trainstop than any
of the other stations and thus become limiting points

for the capacity of the line. At such stations the

use of additional so-called reservoir tracks should be

considered. By doubling the number of tracks at the

station as indicated in Fig. 9 the trains can be run
alternately on each side of the platform, so that an
incoming train does not need to wait for the preceding

train to leave the station. By this arrangement the

capacity of the station is doubled and the effect of the

trainstop eliminated.

Where the crowds go in different directions at differ-

ent times of the day the two central or reservoir tracks

of Fig. 11 may be combined into one. In that case, of

course, connections with both main line tracks are

retained. On a narrow street the additional track may
be depressed under the platform as indicated in Fig.

10. A loop terminal of either a two- or four-track road

is easily laid out with reservoir tracks, with or without

separate loading and unloading platforms.

For a four-track one-level road it would generally

be impracticable to introduce reservoir tracks on all

four or even on orly two tracks on one level at an

intermediate station on account of the great width

required. The additional tracks would therefore have

F1&. 10

FIG. 10. CROSS-SECTION OF RESERVOIR
STATION WITH RESERVOIR

TRACK DEPRESSED

to be depressed. An arrangement that would often be

economical and convenient with a minimum vertical

distance between platforms is indicated in Fig. 11. The
upper platform necessarily has a considerably greater

width than the lower one, but this is an advantage,

since it must be used not only by passengers on the

upper level trains bnt also by those going to and from
trains on the lower level. By making the stairways

between the two platforms narrow and as numerous
as possible, the lower platforms could be made quite

narrow and yet have the needed capacity. Even with a

very narrow platform, however, the width required for

a station of the type shown in Fig. 11 should certainly

not be less than 120 ft. and would probably have to

exceed this figure.

If the line itself is double-decked between stations

the arrangement of a reservoir station becomes simply

that of the two-track line, bifurcating each track on

both sides of an island platform, together with means
of transfer between the two levels as indicated in

Fig. 12. If separate loading and unloading platforms

are desired, the main-line tracks are also spread for the

accommodation of an island platform between them.

On the point of safety there is one objection to the

use of reservoir tracks—it introduces a facing switch

on each bifurcated tracks at the reservoir station. This,

however, can be avoided by the use of gauntleted tracks,

which in addition would provide guard rails for the

entire length of the structure thus equipped. It would,

of course, add to the expense, since the tunnel would

have to be somewhat wider.

The platform width is an important consideration in

all of these different methods of avoiding platform con-

gestion. Wide platforms considerably increase the cost,

while, on the other hand, a platform too narrow for the

needs of the station will retard train movements and

therefore decrease the capacity of the line. A platform

used for unloading only may be quite narrow. Even

where, as would be the case at some terminal stations,

a completely filled train is unloaded, a platform with

an unobstructed width equal to that of the cars, say

8 to 10 ft., would be ample, since the stream of depart-

ing passengers is constantly moving and the first pas-

sengers stepping on the platform will have reached the

exits before the last ones are ready to leave the train. !

On a loading platform passengers waiting for a

train naturally group themselves along the platform

edge. Sufficient width should be allowed for these wait-

ing passengers to permit a certain freedom of movement

;

and to give unobstructed passage to incoming passen-i

gers. Moreover, behind these groups there should be^

enough width to permit people to move about between

different parts of the platform and the platform stair-

ways. Each station is an individual problem and nc

definite rule for platform widtli can be given, except

the general statement that the more the conflicting;

passenger streams are separated into definite channels

and the quicker the platform is cleared the bettei

will be the result.
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Intelligent location and planning of the stations on a

rapid transit line must be based on the ultimate capac-

ity of the line. In outlying districts it may be that

initial operation with say a 10- or 15-minute headway
(or shorter trains with briefer time intervals) will

satisfy the traffic needs even during the hours of peak-

loads. But unless the building of the line has been

an error, particularly if the costly subway type of con-

struction has been adopted, the traffic will grow so that

in time a 2- or 3-minute headway, or less, will be

required during certain periods. Either the stations

therefore must be built to suit this later condition or

they must be so arranged that when the need for it

occurs they can be extended without costly reconstruc-

tion.

It must also be borne in mind that future extensions

and increase in travel on existing lines in the outlying

districts all add to the density of the passenger move-

ments in the central district and tend to congest the

stations on this portion of the line. It is of primary

importance, therefore, that these stations should be

capable of handling the traffic flow without impeding

the train movements. At such stations it may be found

that extensive changes are financially justified in order

to get a station that will not limit the ultimate capacity

of the line. These changes may include the widening

of existing or introduction of new streets or open places

as well as the acquisition of adjacent private property

and the razing of costly buildings.

It may be well here to point out some factors, which,

in addition to that of a well-planned station, are essen-

tial to the securing of ideal traffic conditions in general

and the absence of congestion in particular, Suflifcient

and regular train service must be maintained. Unless

the trains follow each other regularly at such intervals

that all waiting passengers may board the first incoming

train bound for their destination without crowding, the

train will inevitably be delayed while the waiting

passengers are trying to push into already overcrowded

cars.

Particularly at a station so located that departing

trains turn into branch lines in different directions, an

irregular or improperly co-ordinated tram schedule may
producf- almost intolerable conditions, PaMenger* wait-
ing for a train to a certain point may fill up and congest
the platform, while trainH for other point* are d«partinir
only partly filled.

Another important factor with reference both to the
comfort of r^ssengers in loading and unU>adinjf and to
the time required to do thi.s, is the type of car tued.
Utterly bad in this re.spect in the end-door car built
on the lines of the .steam railroad cars in uj»e in thi*
country. This type was adopted on the fir^^t New York
subway, but it soon became necessarj- to remodel it,

placing a side-door at the center. Compared with the
first-mentioned type thi.s .side- and end-door car is a
great improvement, otherwise little can he .<iaid in its

favor as a car adapted to conditions that obtain on
rapid transit railroad.s where short train stops are
essential and the traffic is heavy.

The type of car in u.se on the New York Municipal
Railway and adopted also in other cities has three side

entrances and seats are arranged so that the majority of
standing passengers will be grouped near the entrances.

This arrangement permits comparatively rapid loading

RATE OF TICKET S.VLE IXCRE.\SES ON iSE>V TORK
SUBW.\YS

(FiKUres art' for the month of IVc«>mb*r in sucwjwlvt" y^«r»J

and unloading and gives greater ease of circulation

inside the car.

Best from the point of view of speed in handling pas-

sengers and undoubtedly also from that of their comfort

is the so-called Illinois Central type car placed in serv-

ice on the suburban trains of the Illinois Central Rail-

road in 1903. Instead of an aisle in the center of the

car it has narrow aisles along the sides with the seats

placed transversely back to back in the center, and in

addition to end doors it has a side door opposite each

section of eight seats throughout the full length of the

car.

(To Be Continued^
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Safety Hints for the Shipyard

kVofr* on Soft Praciirc in Hull Knction. from an Address hy T.

A Walsh, of till Mrriliant iiliiphiiildiuff Co>i>oratwn Before tin:

National Safctti Coinuil at Mihraukrc. September, 19^0.

UNTIL recently it was a foregone conclusion that a

real ship is never built without the sacrifice of at

least one unfortunate. Since the early days of 1918, how-

ever, it has been known that avoidable accidents can be

eliminated in shipbuilding as completely as in other fields

of construction. By a detailed study of shipbuilding opera-

tions it becomes possible to locate the prominent causes

of injury and then set about to correct them systematically.

Safe Staging Details—Planks from outside staging should

number at least two at any point, and preferably three

amidships, while fore and aft on the sheer there should be

four, supplemented by solid staging directly aft or on the

fantail. Planks should be laid so that the lap does not

exceed 18 in. or is less than 12. Each tier of staging should

be supplied with at least one substantial guard rail 3 ft.

6 in. above the plank; often two rails will be better. They
should be bolted in place rather than nailed. A 3 x 6

timber is preferable to a 2 x 4, as men will sometimes

stand or jump on them in going from one level to another.

Staging planks tend to creep from vibration set up in

the construction work, and this may be overcome by the

use of countersunk bolts in the ends, or by nailing cleats

to the underside; both methods have proved effective. Bolt-

ing the crosslogs on which the planks rest is preferable

to wedging them tight as wedges become loose and the

crosslog then may creep and drop.

Ladder and Stair Safety—Ladders for access to the sev-

eral levels of the staging should be tied securely at the

top, should be braced at the middle, and in some cases

should be cross-braced to take up sway. As standard prac-

tice they should all lean in the same general direction;

generally they should lean in the direction of the descending

grade.

An investigation of the use of inclines as compared with

stairways for the main approach to the deck seems to have

proved that the incline is most efficient and is more adapt-

able to the easily handling of carried loads.

Provision should be made for reaching the lower decks

without going up and over, and this may be done by pro-

viding a passage through a left-off shell plate at the bow
(and sometimes amidships). To reach such an opening

temporary stairs have in every case proved most efficient

and safest.

Hatch Staging—If the guard rail of hatch staging is left

stationary when the platform is raised, so that the rail

becomes too low, it may create a greater danger than no

rail at all; provision should be made for keeping the rail

at proper height. In engine and boiler-room hatch staging

sometimes no provision is made for getting from one level

of the staging to the next, and the men have to climb by
means of the posts and crosslogs, a practice thiat creates

a serious hazard. A ladder should be installed or strips

should be placed on the uprights to form a ladder.

For general entrance and exit at the hatches, a temporary
hatch stairway is superior to a ladder, as shown by time
studies and accident statistics. The stairs will very shortly

pay for themselves in reduction of accidents and saving
of time of men.

Guard Deck Openings—Hatch openings, ventilators, and
manholes should be guarded. Hatch openings should have
substantial wooden guard rails. Heavy sections of timber
will protect ventilator openings. Manholes and ventilators

should have temporary covers of either wood or metal, a
hinged metal cover having proved the most efficient pro-

tection. One lost-time manhole accident will frequently

offset the price of a good many covers, whether of wood
or of metal.

Use Goggles—Efficient goggles should be supplied to all

men in pneumatic tool work to eliminate eye injuries, and
steps should be taken to make sure that they are worn.
Goggles should be designed to have sufficient ventilation to

relieve condensation, an'', should be carefully fitted. Where
special lenses are required in goggles, it is a wise invest-

ment on the part of the employer to see that they are

furnished.

Elimiimte Unnecessary Air Hose—Often ladders and
stairs are cluttered with air lines, which create a serious

tripping hazard. Strict supervision by foremen and safety-

committee men, and the installation of pipe lines down
hatches with manifolds at deck levels, will eliminate this

practice; production will be increased and consumption of

air hose reduced.

In connection with pneumatic work it should also be re-

marked that tools should have careful attention before re-

distribution, and the use of mushroomed sledges, flatters,

and mauls, sprung wrenches or defective drift pins should

not be permitted.

Safety Work Should Be Organized—'Experience in sev-

eral yards, both wood and steel, has shown that of the acci-

dents in shipbuilding 95 per cent occur on the hull con-

struction. To reduce hull accidents, in addition to provid-

ing proper construction and safe tools and methods of

working, an efficient safety organization is necessary. The
ship carpenter department of one yard held special de-

partmental meetings each month, and this department was
held responsible for the safety of several hundred men
working on staging; as a result, the work has gone on a

full year without one accident being charged to neglect of

the work of this department.

As it is important that platforms and staging should be

free from all warped, split and burned planks, it is appar-

ent that an efficient staging gang must be employed. When
such , a gang is operating efficiently, statistics have shovkoi

that staging accidents are zero.

Causes of Asphalt Pavement Cracks and

Pushing Being Investigated

r'«I
ORDER to determine, if possible, whethei: cracking

occurring in asphalt pavements results from improper

drainage or is due to the make-up of the sheet asphalt,

lengthy investigations are being undertaken by Major
F. S. Besson, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., and
assistant to the engineer commissioner of Washington,
D. C, upon Washington's sheet asphalt pavements. Not
only is it hoped to arrive at definite conclusions regard-

ing cracking, but investigations cover the causes of the

pushing of the surface as well.

Sections have been cut from streets in various parts

of the city, such specimens being taken from streets

ranging in age from ten to forty years. These speci-

mens are to be listed by degrees relative to their con-

dition, ranging from the pavement which shows the

most cracks down to the perfect pavement which neither

cracks nor pushes, continuing to the end of the tabula-

tion with the pavement which is most objectionable.

Analyses will be made of the specimens and they

will be rated according to the percentages of bitumen
and the gradation of the aggregate, also as to the density

of the mixture and the ductility of the bitumen. Pen-

etration and pat tests will also be made. The investi-

gations will be extended throughout the winter and

it is hoped that data of material benefit will be obtained

therefrom. Asphalt considered in the test to be made
will be of various kinds: Trinidad, Bermudez, Cali-

fornia, Montezuma, Maricaibo, Aztec, etc.

The investigations made so far have led Major Besson
to believe that neither do cracks in the asphalt surface

relate directly to those in the concrete base, nor does

the pushing of the surface depend upon the smooth-

ness or roughness of the concrete base. It is believed

that, provided there is a good rigid base, the cracking

and pushing of asphalt pavements are entirely depend-

ent upon the make-up of the sheet asphalt.
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Development of Local Materials
Aids Road Contractor

More Mileage With Fewer Men Result of Crusher
Installation and Other Changes in Plant

—

Nine-Bag Batch Employed

INCREASED mileage over 1919 through the develop-

ment of local materials supply, the use of a nine-bag

batch mixer, and other changes in equipment and
methods of operation, is the accomplishment of Quinlan

& Robertson, Inc., New York City, who are building a

section of reinforced concrete pavement along Route 141

of the Pennsylvania state highway system. This con-

tract, which is one of the 1919 series, is on the Reading-

Pottsville Road, lying between the towns of Hamburg
and Orwigsburg, in mountainous country contiguous to

the Schuylkill River.

Because of the inability of the contractor to secure

and hold an adequate force of men, due partly to the

remoteness of the job, con-

struction methods followed

during the 1919 season,

when but 20 per cent of

the contract was finished,

were abandoned. A study

of plant layout and con-

struction methods requir-

ing the least labor forces

was undertaken, with the

result that a central mate-

rials plant was constructed

near Molino, and new equip-

ment was purchased. Dur-

ing 1919 concrete was
mixed in two 14-cu.ft. ca-

pacity mixers, of imported

materials hauled to the road

in trucks and dumped on
the grade. Charging the

mixers was done with

wheelbarrows. The central

materials plant was located

at a site along the line of

the Philadelphia & Reading
R.R., where a deposit of

boulder rock was found.

The rock is of a high qual-

ity, but unfortunately runs
only in seams along the

mountainside. One of
these seams was opened
after quarry operations

started during the winter.

The deposit is located

about 300 ft. above the rail-

road on a mountainside
whose slope approaches 45
deg. Rock is conveyed from this quarry to the crusher

by means of a double track narrow gage haulage system,

in which are used two cars operated by cables wound on

a double drum steam hoisting engine located above the

quarry on the mountainside. It was at first thought

that this material source would be adequate to supply

the job with crushed stone, but recent developments show
that only half the required material can be had from this

quarry, a fact due to the thin deposits in which the

FIG. 1. SYSTEM USED IW
HAULING ROCK
FROM QUARRY

boulders are found. The other half of the material
requirements must be met by importation from com-
mercial quarries. Fig. 1 is a vif .

'
'

'ige Bysiem
as seen from the top of the mat'

When the cars from the quarry reach the foot of the

FIG. 2. CLOSE-UP OF MATERIALS I'L.\NT

incline their loads of stone are dropped into the main

crusher through an end door, which is released by the

men feeding the crusher. From the crusher the stone

is elevated to the top of the plant and put through a

revolving screen having circular openings 5 in. in diam-

eter at the intake, and openings 2] in. in diameter over

the stone bin. "Overs" are deposited in f» chute which

leads to a No. 2 jaw crusher. The product of the smaller

crusher is elevated and discharged through the mam
crusher into the elevator to the screen, thence to the

proper bin.

Sand is imported. It is handled by spotting the open

top car over a tracK hopper into which the sand is

unloaded, whence it is discharged into the juind bin by

means of an elevator. In case the sand bin is full sand

ih sent from the track hopper into a small elevator which

discharges the material on a storage pile on the opposite

side of the track.

Fig. 2 is a close-up of the materials plant showing the

sand elevator on the right and the stone elevator on the

left. The return chute for oversized stone is seen over

the stone elevator.

Material bins are hopper-bottom and fitted with
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FIG. 3. CEMENT HOPPERS AND MATERIAL CARS READY
TO DISCHARGE TO BATCH BOXES BELOW

slide gates. A train of four batch cars of 45 cu.ft.

capacity each is run under the bins and filled with the

sand and stone. The cars are divided into two compart-
ments which, when filled level, contain the exact amount
of sand and stone necessary for one batch of concrete.

They operate over a track which connects the materials

plant with the cement house by means of a haulage
system similar to that which supplies the crushers with
stone.

The cement house consists of a storage house whose
floor is approximately 10 ft. above the gi'ound line.

Storage is supplied for about 4,000 bbl. in this room.

A covered loading platform opens off the storage room
on the opposite side from the I'ailroad siding and to this

loading platform batch cars are drawn and spotted over

openings in the floor. Four cement hoppers are built

into the floor opposite the openings for sand and stone.

Nine bags of cement are placed in these hoppers for

each batch of sand and stone. These cement hoppers

and the material cars in place are shown in Fig. 3.

Four 5-ton trucks drawing 5-ton trailers are used for

haulage of batch boxes from materials plant to the

mixer. Each truck train carries four batch boxes—two
on each truck and two on each trailer. The truck and
trailer drive under the loading platform and receive the

charge of cement and aggregates from the platform

above. Cement is discharged into a separate covered

metal compartment, with which each batch box is fitted.

The operation is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The mixer, whose capacity is 28 cu.ft., is charged by

a double-drum, continuous tread, steam shovel rigged as
a crane. The dipper stick and crowding engine were re-

moved from the shovel and the boom was extended about
5 ft. by channel irons fastened to either side of the
outer end. Four sheaves are fitted on a shaft to the end
of the boom which carry the two boom lines and the
fall and dump line. The mixer and crane run near the
left hand form. The trucks with trailers run to within
50 ft. of the crane, where the trailer is uncoupled and
waits un<"il the truck which continues on within reach
of the crane is unloaded. The truck then backs past
the waiting trailer to a point where a few omitted form
lengths allow it to turn around and back up to the

trailer again. While the truck is turning around, the

trailer is drawn up to within easy reach of the crane by
means of a cable reaved over the winding drum on the
mixer. By the time the trailer is unloaded, the truck
has coupled on the other end and is ready to move out.

The four trucks and trailers in use on the 2-mi. haul

make the round trip in about 40 minutes. Twenty-one
minutes are required to make the run from the plant to

the mixer, due to the heavy grade. A truck and trailer

FIG. 4. STEAM SHOVEL REFITTED FOR USE AS
CHARGING CRANE

FIG. 5. FIRST FINISHER STRIKES AND TAMPS;
SECOND TAMPS AND BELTS

are unloaded in seven minutes. As the net time of

mixing on the job is one and one-half minutes, it

requires an average of two minutes, gross, per batch.

This would indicate that the handling of the batches by

the crane is well proportioned for the speed of the mixer

under this mixing specification.

The mixer is fitted with an overhead hopper which

discharges directly into the drum through a slide gate.

The rated capacity of the mixer calls for a seven-bag

batch of a 1 :2 :3 mix. After some experimenting with

an eight-bag and then a nine-bag batch, the contractor

determined upon the latter as a standard size batch.

Though the mixer is loaded over its rated capacity,

there appears to be ample power and drum capacity to

carry the extra load. The entire batch, however, cannot

be conveniently carried in the discharge bucket, a small

amount of concrete—approximately 10 per cent of the

batch—being deposited on the grade directly from the

mixer. The mixer is mounted upon wide steel tired

wheels.
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The finishing is done by two finishing machines, the

first machine striking and tamping only, the belt being
removed, and the second machine tamping and belting.

On July 27, 492 ft. of 18-ft. pavement, 6 in. thick at

the edges and 8 in. thick in the center, were placed in

8 hr. elapsed time, that day being the twelfth day of

operation of the plant. Prior to that time attention

had been paid to details of operation and not to speed.

That length is at the rate of 20 batches an hour. The
contractor believes that as soon as the wrinkles in oper-

ation methods have been straightened out, an average

of 30 batches an hour can be maintained, provided

material supplies are adequate. The contractors' belief

that increased mileage will result from perfection of

organization is borne out by a recent report that in a

9-hr. day the following records were made: Aug. 26,

600 ft.; Aug. 27, 664 ft.; Aug. 28, 677 ft. With the use

of a nine-bag batch 3.3 ft. of road are laid at one batch.

This means that the mixer can work in one place for

four batches and can use the time between truck arrivals

in which to move ahead.

The following is an arrangement of all the labor used

on the job

:

At the mixer:
1 foreman fine grading' and form setting

2 form setters

2 form setters' helpers

15 laborers, fine grading between forms
1 concrete foreman
1 hoist engineer
1 hoist fireman
1 mixer operator

1 mixer operator's helper

4 laborers handling batch boxes, trucks, trailers, etc.

5 concrete spreaders

2 finishing machine operators

1 finishing machine mechanic
2 finishers, edging, touching up
2 laborers, general work. Total: 41 men.

Hauling

:

4 truck drivers

1 mechanic
2 helpers on truck repairs. Total: 7 men.

Cement House:
6 laborers handling cement and charging cars

1 engineer on haulage system. Total: 7 men.

Power House:
1 engineer

1 helper. Total. 2 men.
Materials Plant:

3 laborers feeding ci-usher

3 laborers unloading sand

1 mechanic
1 oiler. Total: 8 men.

Quarry:
1 foreman
8 laborers (this number varies with supply)

1 haulage engineer. Total: 10 men.

Total force employed : 75 men.

A. D. La Roche is manager for Quinlan & Robertson.

Activated-Sludge Plant for Reading, England

A loan of £148,000 ($719,000) for an activated-sludge

plant to treat the sewage of Reading, England, has been

authorized by the Ministry of Health. According to the

London Surveyor, the activated-sludge process "is ec-

pecially applicable to Reading, as a complete exclusion

of rain-water from the sewerage system is effected."

Plans for the new works have been made by G. Midgley

Taylor, Westminster, England.

Line Controls County Road Traffic

By K. I. Sawyer.
.Sup'iint' niJ<nl of HlKh».i>». l«hp<-miriK. Mi<>.

PAINTED lines on the road .nurfate, a.H shown by the
accompanying view, have proved a.-* useful in con-

irolling traffic on trunk line highway.n in Marqu«tt« Co^
Mich., as have .similar control aigns on city ntreeUi.

The road illustrated was originally laid >, .' or*
teaming track from the iron mines at I.shp- the
boats at Marquette, and, of course, waa deaiKHfeti onl>

for team travel. As the road drop.s 900 ft, in 7 mi.
through a hilly country there are numerou.<4 curves ami
grades. The maximum grade i.s 6 per cent, but some of

the curves are sharper than i.s now considered good
design for motor traffic. The traffic, which ezcc«ds

ClIRVK.s .MAUK .SAFtJ i'.Y I'Al.N'TKli CONTROL. SHJNS

1,200 vehicles per ten-hour day, was beginning to be

dangerous to itself, as the visibility was low on these

curves, due to the shoulders of the hills and the heavily

timbered country which borders the roads. To relieve

this situation the writer painted white 8-in. center lines

upon the black surface of the road at the more danger-

ous curves, with an arrow pointing down the right

hand side of the road at either end. The purpose was
to counteract the tendency of drivers tu hug the inside

of a curve regardless of tli'* danger of hitting the

traffic approaching, which might be invisible to them

at the time. The effect was immediately apparent. The
drivers, used to obeying control signs in the cities,

immediately responded to the appeal of the white line

and kept to the right hand side of the road. The

immediate reduction in the number of accidents indi-

cated that the plan was worth while.

The white paint used for this work is a whitewash

prepared according to the tormula used in the United

States lighthouse service. The patrolman touches up

the center line everj- Saturday morning, but un'.ess the

rains are especially severe the line will last a month.

Enormous Rainfall in Hawaii

An inch a day is the average rainfall in the upper

Waipio Valley, Hawaii, which makes it one of the areas

in the world where the rainfall is heaviest. On the

other hand, the rainfall on some of the slopes o^

Hualalai. on the same island, is only 20 in. a year. The

only surface streams on the island are along the north-

east coast between Hilo and Kohala. Waipio River.

according to the U. S. Geological Survey, has been parth'

developed for irrigation.
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The National Department of Public Works Situation

Report of M. O. Leighton to Engineering Council States That Moral Support Is Needed Now To Finish

Legislative Program—Engineer Corps Will Control Unless Civilians Act, He Says

ACALL for moral support from engineers for the

bill providing for a National Department of Public

Works is contained in a report which Engineering Coun-

cil received at a meeting in Chicago Oct. 22 from M. O.

Leighton of its National Service Department. Civilian

engineers, it is claimed, will be outmaneuvered by the

Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, unless there is a

decided revival of the interest in the public works de-

partment exhibited 18 months ago. Other professions

and organizations, it is pointed out, are taking up the

engineers' program and will follow it through. Ex-

tracts from Mr. Leighton's report follow:

Resumption of legislative effort in support of a National

Department of Public Works will take place prior to the

next meeting of Council. It therefore appears advisable to

make a rather complete report on the progress of that

movement.
Two outstanding facts may be mentioned: The first is

that the engineers of the country in good faith started in

1917 something- which they do not now seem inclined to

finish. The second is that the scope of the movement and
its ramifications extend beyond all limits written or spoken

of at the time.

The writer is unable to suggest any adequate reason why
the original enthusiasm of so many engineers has appar-

ently been reduced to a passing interest. Engineers re-

sponded warmly to it in the first instance and it therefore

may safely be assumed that they had an original and gen-

uine regard for it. The writer has considered the possibil-

ity that the engineers may be discontented with the con-

duct of the public works campaign and the personnel en-

gaged therein. This, however, seems doubtful, because of

the fact that the campaign has been successful to a degree

beyond that anticipated at the beginning by those most
familiar with the situation.

No doubt the enthusiasm of many engineers has been
cooled, and in some cases their active opposition has been
brought about by the very skillful campaign carried on by
members of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. We do
not complain of such activities of the Army engineers.

Their opposition to a public works department was expected.

Many of the civilian engineers on whom we counted for

support have been won over to the cause of the Army
engmeers, aid as magnanimous opponents we must con-

gratulate the Corps oa its achfcvcincnt.

Government Reorganization

The fundamental arguments for a department of public
works apply with equal force to tlie entire Government
organization. There has grown m a short space of time
a country-wide movement for Government reorganization.
The National Education Association, the Women Voter's

League and the Federation of Women's Clubs are support-
ing a proposed department of education. The American
Public Health Association and other organizations in the
realm of sanitation and preventative medicine are support-
ing a department of health. Certain welfare organizations
are advocating a department of public welfare, and there
is also a movement for a department of aeronautics, and,

as some of you are aware, an old movement for a depai't-

ment of mines still exists. The National Budget Com-
mittee, having practically completed its labors in behalf
of a budget system of Federal finance, is actively turning
its attention to the entire field of Federal reorganization.

The National Budget Committee, the Public Works De-
partment Association, and the National Education Associa-

tion are participating in the activities of what is known as
the National Commit*^ee for Government Economy, the

purpose of which is to make and report upon a complete

study for governmental reorganization. The report is

practically completed. In all of these organizations, with
possibly one exception, the creation of a department of
public works is an accepted doctrine.

Early in October there was a meeting in New York City,

attended by John T. Pratt, the head of the National Budget
Committee; Herbert Hoover; Henry L. Stimpson, former
Secretary of War; Paul Warburg; Major C. T. Chenery,
and the writer, at which matters of Government reorganiza-
tion were discussed, and particularly the need for and the

possibility of amalgamating all reorganization efforts under
a commonly accepted and supported program. It was
brought out that if the many organizations conduct cam-
paigns separately, each for its own particular project, the
confusion created in Congress will probably result in no
legislation. It was therefore decided to call a meeting of
delegates from the several organizations advocating reform
in the Government departments, for the purpose of organ-
izing a Federal Reorganization Council, which would be
the common body through which an accepted program
would be carried forward.

A meeting of such delegates was held in New York on
Oct. 14 at which time the nearly completed report of the

National Committee on Governmental Economy was
presented. That program provided for a general rearrange-
ment of Government activities along functional lines, in-

cluding the creation of a department of public works by a
reorganization of the present Interior Department. The
meeting for final organization will take place on or about
Nov. 15. The prospective field of such a council is not

limited to the mere reorganization of Federal activities. It

should, if properly conducted and supported, become the

authoritative unofficial body to engage in the work which
will eventually lead to a distinct separation of the political

features of our Government system from the conduct of

departmental business.

There is also being discussed the consolidation of the

Public Works Association with the National Budget Com-
mittee. This move appears to be wise from the stand-

point of efficiency and economy.
The obvious result of all this is that a department of

public works, if created, will not be an achievement of

engineers and architects solely, but of men and women
of many professions and vocations. Such credit as will

come to the engineers will be merely that of starting a

good thing, unless the members of the profession revive

their interest and resume a leading part in the campaign.

If such a revival does not take place the cream of achieve-

ment will be skimmed by the members of other professions.

To summarize as to the prospects for a department of

public works: It is the writer's belief that the principle is

thoroughly settled in the minds of the public and of a

majority of the members of Congress. The important ques-

tion remaining is the kind of a department that we shall

have. This involves a discussion of the matter of engineer-

ing control of the Government operations. Shall it be civil

or military?

Civil or Military Control? ||

It is easy enough for the thousands of engineers of the

United States to assert that the engineering work of the

Government shall be under civilian control, but it is quite

another thing to establish that control. It is not difficult

for the civilian engineers of the country to set up the

claim that our military engineers are not well-rounded

engineers; that they are inbred; that the greater part of

their meritorious performance is done by their civilian

assistants who secure no credit therefor; that the Corps of

Engineers is an autocracy and therefore unsuited to the

control of public operations in a democracy.

Unless one scans the record very closely he will fail to

I
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appreciate how intimately the military organization has
intei*woven itself into the structure of civil government, and
with what ingenuity it has placed landmarks that stand
as a constant reminder of the civil achievements of the
military engineers. These landmarks are placed where they
will most frequently fall under the eye of the members
of Congress. If a new road is built in one of the parks
of the District of Columbia—just an oi'dinary road involv-

ing horse sense and an adherence to fundamental principles

—it is likely to be named after the military head of the
office under which the construction happens to fall. If

dam construction is proposed, the lake behind the dam is

named for some military engineer. By constant applica-

tion and attention to detail these military engineers have,

during past years, created in Congress the habit of provid

ing that the Engineer Corps shall do thus and so, an^
whenever a civilian engineering organization is designated
the first process is to overcome the aforesaid habit.

When Government reorganization takes place the pro
visions made for engineering control will crystallize and wil

not become mobile again for at least a generation. It all

comes down to a question of what the civilian engineers
want and what they will work for. They are strong
enough numerically and powerful enough in influence to

guide the decision if they choose to do so, but they must not
entertain the notion that their adversary is asleep.

Broad Training for Army Men

If the testimony of some of the line officers, some of the

engineer officers, and many of the reserve officers, be cor-

rect, the Corps of Engineers exhibited in the late war the

not wholly commendable results of their high state of

specialization. This ought not to be so. Our corps of

military engineers should be given responsibilty and experi-

ence in every line of engineering laid open by Government
activity. They should take their place in the engineering

work of the arid lands and the swamps, the highways and
the forests, the mines and the laboratory. They should be

given the financial and the commercial training necessary

to the proper conduct of operations, so that in war exigency
they shall be entirely competent to perform all the engineer-

ing functions that present themselves. These facts, which
it is believed no thoughtful person will deny, bring us to the

forks in the road. Shall, by reason of this necessity for

broad engineering training, the corps of military engineers

be in command of all the Government's public works func-

tions, to the perpetual subordination of the civilian en-

gineer? Or shall they constitute, as was originally in-

tended, a military arm of the Government and be given their

training and experience by temporary assignment to posi-

tions in the civil work, by transfer therein according to

plans most advantageous for the acquirement of such ex-

perience ?

The civilian engineers of the country must decide, and
if they are defeated in the forthcoming contest the fact

will, in the opinion of the writer, be an evidence that

the military engineers deserve their success, for it will show
that whatever may be their engineering qualifications and

however severely their ideals may depart from those which
are supposed to constitute the cornerstone of domocracy,
these men do, nevertheless, possess an essential character-

istic which the great body of civilian engineers does not,

namely, that they know men and are ever vigilant in the

exercise of their knowledge.

Rubber as Road Surfacing Material

To deaden the sound of traffic, according to the Lon-

don Surveyor, there is now placed on Borough High St.,

at Southwark, London, an experimental stretch of road

which is faced with rubber sheeting. Only half of the

road is now being laid so as to afford a comparison in

efficiency. The new material is being laid in flat slabs

3-in. thick attached to steel plates, from which project

broadly flanged studs which are gripped by the con-

crete foundation.

Export and Import Statistics Indicatl;

Industrial Trend
By 0. M. Fox

< 'oruttructloii S'-WH Ix-purtnt^-nt
Engmrrrlnfi Sryja-Hfrord

(
The. covrs' of huMincHx in the tuxt nii mnnthM ur of

svich intp.reM to every engineer and rontractwr thatt

the foUovnnfi analyitix of erpryrt and impf/rt fi^re*.
merits a wide reading. The trend in not an encouroffiny
one, hut it ftliould be in the minds of all ^oho appreciate
the all-pervadinf/ infiuenre of fpur industrial nituatiiyn,—
Editor.]

PRICES are never "too high" or "too lows" ^or a long
period becau.se they invariably react to the con-

scienceless law of supply and demand. Such a long
period of high and climbing prices a.s we have experi-
enced in 1918, 1919 and until recently in 1920, would
have been impossible had it not been for the loss of
Europe to the world's producing or supply capacity for
over four years and the devotion of America's produc-
tion to engines of destruction and war-consumed goods
for an equal period.

9CX),000,00Q

800,000.000

700,000.000

600,000.000 .^eo

J) 500,000,000

= 400,000,000

300,000,000 0-30

2OO,0O0P00
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FIG. 1. PERCEXTAGE OF DTTTY FREE IMPORTS (L.VBGELY
R.\W .\IATERr.VL.S) RAPIDLY "DECLINING—EXPORTS

STEADY— l.M PORTS REGI'LARLY INCRR.\SING

When a nation is selling more than it is buying,

exporting more than it is importing, it is enjoy'ng

financal pi'osperity and e.xperiencing relatively high

prices at the home markets. Such has been Jie cai«e in

America for the past few years. An approaching change

in this condition is looming every day. and presents one

of the fundamental reasons for the initiation of price

cutting inaugurated by the Detroit auto king on

S^pt. 20.

Our exports from Jan. 1. 1919. to Jub' 31. 1920. a

period of nineteen months, have totaled $12,649,000,000.

an average of $666,000,000 a month. During the same

period imports have amounted to $7,386,000,000, an

average of $388,000,000 a month. Excess of exports

over imports has totaled for the period. $.^.263,000,000.

an averagt* of $277,000,000 per month.

This e.xcess of exports, or supposed factor of safety

in international trade relations, as it might be t<»nned.

is rapidly decreasing. Of these nineteen months' total,

47 per cent of the imports have been brought in and onlr
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40 per cent of the exports have been shipped out in

the last seven months—37 per cent of the time. Exports

have remained practically stationary, at around $650,-

000.000 a month for these seven months, while imports

have grown from a January-February average of $470,-

000.000 to a June-July average of $540,000,000. This

rate of increase holds good for the entire nineteen

months. The monthly figures of imports have steadily

increased, with only minor downward reversions, from

$213,000,000 in January. 1919, $235,000,000 in February,

$267,000,000 in March, to $553,000,000 in June and

$537,000,000 in July, 1920. The spread between the two,

or the excess of exports over imports has therefore

steadily decreased from $409,000,000 in January, 1919

to $114,000,000 in July, 1920.

This is best represented by the appended graph which

shows* steady convergence of the plotted lines represent-

ing exports and imports, and the corresponding steady

drop of the line representing excess of exports toward

the zero line. The natural bent of a student of graphs

is to extend the lines in an effort to foresee the future,

as moving forces tend to expend their energies along

their direct lines of impulse. This must be done with

caution in this case, bearing in mind that while there

is a probability that the export and import lines on this

chart will cross, and that before the close of this year,

there is a limit beyond which chey cannot pass, this

limit being Europe's producing capacity and consump-

tion requirement, coupled with our own consumption

capacity.

The lines will probably tend to converge. Their ap-

proaching convergence, or crossing, will reverse the situ-

ation of the past three or four years and we will be-

come, from a nation of profit-taking sellers, a nation of

profit-paying buyers, and our commodities, following

that previously mentioned immutable law, must rank

lower in financial value scale and our financial pros-

perity must diminish.

The available statistics of the custom house show
still another factor which tends to disturb our equanim-

ity. Bear in mind that, of goods which come into this

country from abroad duty-free, by far the greater por-

tion is raw material. In order of their monetary value,

the ten leading duty-free items of import are raw wool,

raw vegetable fiber; raw silk; india rubber; raw

chemicals; copper; crude vegetable oil; hides; tin and

coffee. These are the commodities of which we must

import vast quantities to keep turning the wheels of

our mills and factories. The principal dutiable articles

of import are sugar, tobacco, manufactured cotton,

manufactured silk, manufactured wool, manufactured

vegetable fibers, chemicals and similar products of

foreign industry.

One of the most fruitful causes of the self satisfied

days in America during the post-war period was the

selfish thought that the manufacturing capacity of

Europe was so crippled that for a period of years

American fabricated products would not only be free

from foreign competition at hom.e but would also be

free to corral the trade of the world. The figures of the

government report disclose the fact that, during the

nineteen-month period under discussion, while imports

have been increasing nearly three-fold, the percentage

of duty-free imports has decreased from 74 per cent

to 49 per cent.

During this period, while our importation of raw ma-
terials has increased b8i per cent, or $106,000,000, our

finished product importation has increased 389 per cent,

or $218,000,000. Foreign manufacturing interests are

speedily resuming their former position of active com-

petitors of American industry both in our own land and

abroad. By just the value of these increased dutiable

importations has the home market of American manu-

facturers been diminished, and it is interesting to note

that nearly all this increase has taken place in the last

seven months and is now at its highest figure in several

years. The increased supply of foreign fabrications

is thus seen to be co-incidental with the stagnation of

American markets which has culminated in the present

period of sharply shrinking values. The percentage of

duty-free importations is graphically shown in the ac-

companying diagram.

If American business has a besetting sin, it is prob-

ably optimism, and of recent times this over-optimism

seems to take the form of over-estimating markets.

Our reason had been dulled by the fact that all industry

is turning out and selling more production, in dollars

and cents, than ever before and we have lost sight of

the fact that owing to high prices the swelled financial

figures represent a lessened actual material production.

If less units are being sold, less manufacturing capacity

is required, regardless of the total monetary value of

the units themselves. A clothing factory turning out

10,000 suits at a current valuation of $500,000 is using

only half the material, less labor, less power and less

equipment that one turning out 20,000 similar suits

currently valued at $400,000, although the first plant's

money production is 25 per cent in excess of the second.

Business must therefore translate the meaning of

these three shadows: (1) Imports rapidly increasing to

a point where the United States no longer occupies a

favorable trade position; (2) entry of foreign fabrica-

tions into active competition in domestic markets and
similar competition to be met abroad; (3) consumption
of goods much smaller in actual quantity, though larger

in current monetary value, than has been realized. As
the nation as a whole, and as the individual business

units thereof, properly penetrate these shadows with
the light of clear business sense, and as our economic
and industrial sails are trimmed to cope with the gusts

and eddies that the shadows portend, just so shall the

nation and the individual business units thereof prosper

in the coining year and decade.

Snow Removal From Highways

Efforts are being made to secure an announcement of

policy from the Bureau of Public Roads in regard to

snow removal. It is evident from these requests that the

desire is that general endorsement be given snow re-

moval on the ground that the highways represent too

great an investment to be allowed to become impassable

for even a short time. Thomas H. MacDonald, Chief of

the Bureau of Public Roads, has taken the position that

the matter of snow removal is entirely a local question.

In some instances, he said, it is obvious that snow re-

moval should be vigorously carried on, but over the great

portion of the highway mileage of the country, in the

snow region, he believes careful figuring must be done

in order to ascertain if the expense of snow removal is

justified. Where the snowfall is excessive, as in Maine,

for instance, he is of the opinion that it would not be

economical to attempt to keep many of the roads free

from snow.

I
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UP TO a recent date hydraulic engineers have ac-

cepted the formula v ^= c Vrs and Kutter's formula
for c as the best available guides for computations
relating to the flow of v^^ater in any kind of uniform
channel. However, writers have veiy generally ex-

pressed the belief, and hope, that eventually -,* formula,
equally reliable but less tedious in solution, would be
found.

It is the writer's opinion that such a formula is now
offered in what is known as Manning's formula which is

1.486 „ .

V =^ — rs s*
n

Any unprejudiced reader after familiarizing himself

with the able and excellent discussions of this formula
by King ("Handbook of Hydraulics") must concede that

computations with Manning's formula will check with

those computed by the Chezy and Kutter formulas to a

degree well within the errors due to uncertainty in the

value of n as used in either formula.

If there remains a doubt in the mind of anyone as

to whether it is safe to use Manning's formula instead

of the older ones he should be reminded that they are

all empirical, that they all depend for their accuracy

on a coefficient that must be determined by experiment,

and if that coefficient is correctly determined the formula

will be correct. Any formula can be made correct by

applying a proper coefficient. It is to our advantage

to adopt the formula that is least laborious in the solu-

tion and then give chief attention to the determination

of a proper coefficient. Manning's formula is well

adapted to this purpose and it has the very great ad-

vantage that it is adapted to the values of n as already

determined from a vast number of experiments. How-
ever, the reader should not fail to appreciate the fact

that if Manning's formula should come into general

use (which it probably will) we are perfectly justified

in adopting values for n other than those fitting Kut-

ter's formula, if in so doing we make Manning's formula

better fit the facts.

The writer's contribution to the further adaptation

of Manning's formula to the needs of practice follows:

In Manning's formula (see above) for v substitute

q/a, then q/n
1.486

r5 s'

in which q = water flowing per second in cubic feet,

a = area of water section, r = the hydraulic radius

and s = the slope, or drop divided by distance.

It is well known (from plane geometry) that in

similar figures the areas vary as the square of the

similar linear dimensions; and the hydraulic radius

of any similar set of water sections varies directly as

the similar linear dimensions. If, then, we assign the

symbol d (see cuts accompanying tables) to any one of

the dimensions of a series of water sections, similar

in shape but variable in dimensions, and then assign

the symbol a, to the area of the shape when d -~ unity.

the area of any one of the other nimilar sectioiui with
dimension d (other than unity) will \je a a.tT. Simi-
larly, if we a.s.sijfn the symlx)! r, to the hydraulic radiua
when d is unity, for any fjther size of the Himilar sec-
tions the hydraulic radius will be rd. Hence we can
modify the last equation thu.s

q ^ 1.486
fr.d)i«*

The most frequently occurring problem in hydraulic
engineering is to find a dimen.sion {am a depth or a

diameter) of some .specified shar>e of water .section to
carry a given quantity {q) with a given .slope («).

F16.1 DATA FOR SOLUTION OF MANNIN6S FORMULA
For all

I

Trapezoids

a^k'*cff/^a\~

P'{'^*'^me)ei

^^
» SO"
sin -1.0

lof-ao
I
/flecfan:'

Trapezoids
Logs of k

0.6

Wecfang/^ ihl

\

W979
16121
IJSHd
I'll00
L6874
ie>459

W2II
1.5994

J.5304

iei24
10931
1.6003

.1.7506

17072
16725
13438
1.6192

15977
15790
1.5617

' SideSlope'a,''rt'l

^'
^Sic/fS/ope orm'l-5

Circles
f,,iPc^rftj Fat!

1.6899 ,/

ies25 9.9pH6a29e\aij
1.7750 9me73S'0.f04^ O.i.

For o il S^ctiona

'din feet, qincu #J*c

Egg S»K»p«

1J3?I a7\0.5c

r'rjdi

Then for convenience we adapt the above equation to

the solution for d, thus

_ V1.486a,r,l/ sA

(gn)«
d = A-

Where ^ ""
V1.486u,r.»/ "

In these formulas the .-^ymbi^is are as follows:

i is a dimension, in feet, of the water .'section, or of the

conduit, chosen for convenience.

q is the quantity of water flowing in cubic feet per

second,

s is the slone, or drop in free water surfaces divided

by distance.

n is the roughness factor, and is the same as won in l".-

used in Kutter's formula (with exceptions a.^ noted).

k is the shape factor in which: a, is the area of water

section when d -^- one. and r, is the hydraulic radius

of the water section when (/ =^ one

In Fig. 1 is brought together most of the special data

for computations with formula I. Since the computa-

tions must be made by use of logarithnus. the logarithms

of k are given in the tables, thus saving the time and

chance of errors in takinur them )ii* of other tables.

The data a^ and r, for computing k for egg-shaped

sewers is found in Folwell's "Sewerage." p. 54. and

doubtle-s in other tev* luoks. In the t'lb'e for trape-
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10

45
9.0-

6.5-

6.0-
7.8-

es
6.6
6.4.

6.?

6.0
5.6 H
5,6

54-
5.2-

5.0

4-&

AJd-{

4.4

4.Z

40

FI6. Z CHART FOR SOLUTION OF MANNINGS FORMULA

Manningfs Formula-v
{<A=as shown below

c^ = Flow, cu. fh sec.
s = Slope =/w// -^Distance
n = HLriters Factor crFRouqhnes?
h = a Number depenalinq on

the Shape of WaierSccfion
^^Area when d-^lSome Values For n - from

''EN6INEER/N6 NEWS"
Feb. 14, 1916 Page 376 ^
Merr/man's "Hydraulics" -^

Page S68a x
Kingls "HancfBook ofHydrau/ics"
Page 191

Full
\Casf Iron '0.01 O.OII -

W<i \WrougM-Iron \ s -0.001 0013 X
led Clay \s '0.0001 0.014 '-'-

Trgpezoiott-

E.05
2.0

1.73

1.55

I-1A3

1.35,

hl.30
1.E5

md

50
45
40

35-1-35

3.6

3.4-

3.2-:

3.0-

2.8-

2.6

24

30

lr25

2.2

©2.0
1-9--

1.7

^ 1.6

1.5-

14

t.3

1.2

1.1

1.0

0.9 H

- 10
- 9

8
- 7

6

Wood Sfaye.s
Neat Cement

Vitrified C/ay
Cemerrt Mortar
GlazedBrick
UnplanedBoards
RivetedStee/

Unglazed Brick
Naked Concrete
Dressed Ashlar

')0.01i
—

-

\o.014- ^—

i

Eartti,straigM;smootfie 0.022 - -

Earth second Class
Cemented Rubble ]0.0i5

5

b- 4 Dredijed Earth \nn%n
Clean straigtrf Rit/ers f^-^^^

10?-.-

0.9

9!'._

0.7

8"—

0.6-

6-0.5

5-'-

Canals, bad Cond/Y/on\ ^n->i%
Rock Cuts, straicffrt ) ^'^^^

Z

1.6 Rock Cuts, rough 0.04-5

1.6

'* Example 1. Whatmust be tfre d tbr a
\Z circularglazed bricksewer flowinq

at a depth h = 0.7d and carryinq

"

1.0 ISO cu. -ft sec.: slope = 0.0005
0.9

0.8 SolLrtion: n=O.OI3, q=ISO (qn)=1.95
^.j

k=1.4-Z6 ^ '

0.6OO
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log iqn) = « (_ 1 -f- .8907) =-h (— 8 -f 7.1256)

= h (— 9 4- 8.1256)

=— 3 4- 2.7085 = 1.7085. Therefore
qn = .511

For unglazed brick n = .014, therefore qr = .511 ~ .014

- 36.5

If the problem be : To find the depth h, at which water
will flow in a sewer when given d, q, .9, and n, we would
workout log k and go into the table to find the ratio h/d,
which ratio multiplied by d gives h.

A further reduction of the labor of computations in

hydraulics is offered in Fig. 2, which is designed to

solve Equation I.

The casual reader will not appreciate what is offered

in the chart, but one who has struggled with the Chezy
and Kutter formulas can appreciate it.

To those who may be interested in how this chart

was designed the key lies in writing equation 1 thus:

d .sft = X k (gw)i

Here are two equations, each with three variables,

(qn) being considered as one quantity and x being the

same in both equations. Two charts were designed, one
for each equation with the condition imposed that the

horizontal spacing should be the same in each. These
charts are placed one over the other. Note that we are

not concerned with the numerical value of x, we need

only to know the point on the x line that would repre-

sent X in the equation. Examples of the use of the chart

are given thereon.

Finally it should be understood that Manning's for-

mula was not designed primarily to apply to cast- and

wrought-iron pipes flowing full, and for such it does

not check so well with the Chezy formula. In order to

get a more satisfactory check the n has been modified

(varying slightly with s) as shown at top of the list of

values of n on the chart. These modified values of n

should also be used in computations from Fig. 1 and

it would seem rational to use them for vitrified sewer

pipes.

It is the writer's opinion that the chart will give

results with a degree of accuracy consistent with that

possible in determining n.

Since this article was prepared, a valuable contribu-

tion to information on flow of water through pipes of

clay and of concrete has been supplied by the United

States Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 854. The
matter was prepared by D. L. Yarnell and Sherman M.

Woodward, from experiments of State University of

Iowa. The experiments included diameters from 4 to

12 in. The final formula recommended by the authors

for such tile flowing full is V = 138r5 S'. This

would give 0.0108 for the n in Manning's formula. This

seems independent of S, hence, we may take n ^= 0.011

for all cases of clay and concrete tile running full.

The authors do not mention Manning's formula. Evi-

dently they derived the exponents of r and .s indepen-

dently, a fact that should add confidence in the Man-
ning formula.

Government Railroad Guarantee
During the six-month guarantee period, $567,000,000

was paid to the railroads. The guarantee period ended

Aug. 31, and the Treasury of the United States will

be relieved of that expenditure.

Tarred Macadam Scores HIkH in

British Road Tests

AN ORDINARY tar-macadam road, corLstructed of
a blue ba.saltic .stone impregnated with Lar and iU

surface sealed with diHtilled tar, was coiwidered the
best of a number of type.s including wat. '

adam, suriace-treated miicadam, and tar
macadam, by certain British road < jjxfii oL^
serving their condition recently after , on to five
years of main-line travel. The Urred macadam was
one of nine experimental lengths cf roadway laid in

1915 on the Great North Road at Dunblane. West
Perthshire, Scotland. Each section was alnjut W) yd.
in length and all nine were laid at a total cost of £663.
The sections are on an approximate 2\ per cent grade.
in a climate where the annual rainfall is about 40 in.,

where temperature variations are not excessive, and
where the duration of frost is normal.
The forms of con.struction under <est were: Section

1, ordinary waterbound macadam; Section 2, wi*-

-

bound macadam surface treated with di.stilled tar: .-.

tion 3, macadam 3 in. thirk grouted with a mi.xture of
pitch and sand ; Section 4, macadam 3 in. thick grouted
with pitch and oil; Section 5, macadam 3 in. thick
grouted with a mixture of refired Trinidad bitumen
and tar; Section 6, ordinary tar macadam composed
of a tarred material surface sealed with distilled tar:
Section 7, macadam impregnated with two parts of tar
and one part of refined Trinidad bitumen; Section 8.

a tarred material, surface sealed with Mexican bitumin-
ous mixture; and an extra section of macadam grouted
with 80 per cent mexphalte and 20 per cent fluxphalte.

The stone csed in all sections wiis blue whinstone. and
according to the Road Board's provisional classifica-

tion of road stone was classified as "very poor." This
classification is based on physical teats only, at the Na-
tional Physical Laboratory, and takes no account of the

cementing properties of the stone.

Tar Macadam Section Best

Engineers making the investigation upon the test

lengths agreed that Section 6 was the best and stood
alone. Observations show hat the average convexity
of the surface on this secion had slightly increased

The surface was found waterproof, dustless. non-slip-

pery, and durable, and not affected by atmospherical
changes. It was agreed that such construction was
suitable for main-road trartic under all conditions and
its construction could be expeditiously carried out.

Less successful results, though not a* all unsatisfac-

tory, were secured in constructing all the other experi-

mental sections save the first and second. These two
methods of construction were condemned as entirely

inadequate to main-road trafl^c. The slightl\ unsatis-

factory results on other se<."tions were due to the ap-

parent lack of affinity between the tar surface dressing

and the bitumen with which the rock was impregnated.

The conclusion drawn from this observation was that

where bitumens are used for the main body of the

roadway it necessarily follows that the surfr.ce coat

should be of bitumen as distinguished from tar. In

commenting upon ths particular point W. L. Gibson.

county road surveyor and engineer. Western Division.

Perthshire, asserted, according to The Stirreifor. that,

as the temperature at which the bitumen is used is

400 deg. F. while the temperature of the tar rarely
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exceeds 250 deg. F. one cannot expect the two materials

which have no affinity to amalgamate properly.

The principal feature of the test was the almost

imperceptible wear, despite heavy traffic sustained by
all sections, a fact due mostly to the care taken in pre-

paring foundations and in exercising "stitch-in-time"

maintenance methods.

Coefficient of Roughness for

Drainage Ditches

Photographs Aid Selection of Values for Proposed
Channels—Tests Show Actual Values

for Varying Conditions

A WIDE range in the roughness coefficient for the

Kutter formula, as applied to flow in existing

drainage channels, and a suggested use of photographs
or pictures to assist in the selection of the coefficients

for proposed channels of this kind, are the main points

of a recently published report on the flow of water in

dredged drainage ditches by C. E. Ramser, senior drain-

age engineer, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

To determine the value of the coefficient of roughness
n in the Kutter formula under the conditions existing
in dredged ditches an extended series of observations
has been conducted at different points in the central,

south and southwest sections of the country. The mini-
mum values thus obtained range from 0.0128 to 0.0253
and the maximum values from 0.0550 to 0.1620. The
extremely low figures of 0.0128 and 0.0140 were obtained
in Iowa and are attributed mainly to the lining of

the channels with a slimy and slippery mud which
reduced the friction materially. The excellent condi-
tion and uniformity of section of the channels were
minor factors in the result. The excessively high
figures of 0.1500 to 0.1620 were obtained in Tennessee,
in a crooked channel having irregular slopes and bot-
tom, caving sides, trees and bushes on the slopes and
logs and drift on the bottom. A close second to this

record Was obtained in Florida, with values of 0.1400
and 0.1080 in a straight stretch of ditch having the
channel practically covered with vegetation.

All the channels were in alluvial ground and the
report states that no noticeable difference was detected
in the retarding effect of different kinds of soil. In
the study of the ditches, irregularities of sides and
bottom were noted separately, as the bottom alone is

often the chief cause of retardation during low stages
of water. Growth of vegetation checks erosion and
promotes silting, but on the other hand active erosion
checks and often prevents such growth. It is pointed
out that with erosion in a new and well-finished dredged
channel the roughness coefficient increases, but that the
flow capacity also increases, since the enlarged cross-

section more than offsets the retarding effect of the
higher coefficient.

On the basis of investigations Mr. Ramser con-
cludes that in designing a dredged channel a value of
0.030 for n should be used if the channel is to be
dredged smooth and 0.035 if it is to be dredged roughly.
When these values are used the channels should be
maintained carefully. If it is known that they will

be neglected the value should be selected in accordance
with the worst conditions anticipated. When it is

known that a soft mud lining will exist and that the

channels will be maintained in good condition a some-

what lower value of n may be employed.

Other conclusions as to dredged channels may be

summarized as follows: (1) A deposit of slimy silt

on the sides and bottom greatly reduces frictional

resistance to flow; (2) clearing of perennial growth
will increase the flow capacity greatly; (3) summer
grovrth of grass and weeds decreases the capacity

greatly, the same being true of accumulation of drift,

trees and logs; (4) after a certain amount of erosion

further erosion may not increase the roughness; (5)

the roughness coefficient is appreciably higher for a

roughly dredged channel; (6) the hydraulic efficiency

deteriorates quickly unless the channel is maintained

systematically; (7) abrupt variations in cross-section

reduce the hydraulic efficiency of a channel.

As to the use of photographs and pictures in select-

ing a value of n for a proposed channel, Mr. Ramser
points out that the engineer who has had a wide per-

sonal observation of conditions in channels for which
values have been determined is generally qualified to

select a proper value for a new channel. But the engi-

neer who has not had similar experience may get

material assistance from views and descriptions of

existing channels for which values have been deter-

mined by experiment. For this reason the report is

accompanied by numerous views and careful descrip-

tions of the channels in which flow observations have

been made. By comparing the relative conditions and

values the engineer may guide his judgment in select-

ing a proper roughness coefficient for the probable or

expected condition of a proposed channel.

Montreal Bridge Fire Starts Discussion of

Tunnel and Bridge Projects

Following the roadway fire on the Victoria bridge at

Montreal on Aug. 21, 1920, the dependence of the city

and in fact of the entire north bank of the St. Lawrence
River on this single crossing became painfully apparent.

The fire, cause unknoAvn, started in the wood flooring of

the highway deck and traveled along the bridge quite

rapidly. By the efforts of the Fire Department, aided

by rain, the flames were kept from the adjacent railway

and electric car tracks, but about half a mile of the

vehicle roadway was completely destroyed.

Thousands of motor cars had to seek passage to the

city by ferry boat at Longueil, three miles away, during

the period that the bridge roadway was interrupted.

As this ferry accommodated only a small number of

cars, some had to wait as much as ten hours to make the

crossing. The prices of garden produce in Montreal

increased by about 30 per cent, as most of the produce

comes from the other bank of the river. Tourists

carried away the bad news of the traffic conditions at

the ferry crossing, and in this way Montreal had some
gloomy advertising. The isolated position of Canada's

metropolitan city was for almost the first time clearly

realized. The Victoria bridge is the only highway
bridge across the St. Lawrence River. As a result of

the accident, already two bridge projects and one tunnel

project are under discussion. While the great cost of

constructing any such works is likely to make this talk

end without results, the present attitude of the Mon-
treal people may be stated as being strongly in favor

of improving the highway connection between the two

banks of the river.
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Concrete Standpipe for 110 Ft.

Head at Kansas City

With 40 Ft. Diameter Has a Capacity of 1,000,000
Gallons—Top Is 134 Ft. Above Ground

—

Has Joint at Base

By T. D. Samuel, Jr.
Chief Draftsman. Kansas City, Mo., Water Departm<;nt

ONE of the largest reinforced-concrete standpipes

ever attempted has just been completed for the

Kansas City, Mo., water department in the southwest

part of the city. It is 40 ft. in diameter and ri.ses

133 ft. 6 in. above the surface of the ground at it.«

base but it is designed to take water up to the 110 ft.

elevation. This gives a capacity of 1,000,000 gal. The
distinguishing features of the structure are that there

is a joint between shaft and base and the shaft was

>t5i< .4"S/ab^^g'"Bar3, 7"C.foC.both Ways
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VERTICAL SECTION THROUGH KANSAS (MTV
CONCRETE STANDPIPE

carried up to the top as a continuous concreting

operation.

The residential district the standpipe serves is some

four to seven miles distant from the Turkey Creek

Pumping Station, and comprises approximately seven

square miles. Within this district are points whose

gfounrl elevatioiiM are the hiKhe-Ht in the city and whkb
could not be Hupplied with Kuffkient water preaaure
(rom the Tufkey Creek Station durinir the houm of
heavy con.sumption. In order to r

•

"

on,
the Hoard of Fire and Water Co- <.ed

lo construct a standpipe upon lh«? hij<iiej»i ui-
able. Accordingly the Hoard a.ske<l for a . ved
bids on the design and conMtruction of a reinforced-

NEW ("OXPRETF. STANDPIPE FuK KANSAS CITY
WATER WORK.«

concrete stand pipe with a capacity of 1,000,000 gal.

and a water level of 110 ft. above the ground surface

at the site selected.

Among the bids received was a general design sub-

mitted by the Tifft Construction Co. of Buffak). N. Y.

This design was approved by f e Board and the right to

use it was purchased from the Tifft company. The
Engineering Division of the Water Department com-
pleted all detailing of the plans, drew up specifications

and advertised for bids. Contract for constructing the

stand pipe was awarded to the Finton Construction

Company of Kansas City for $50,000.

The district served by the standpijie is /egulated by

check valves placed on all fed lines running into the

district and the height of water within the stand pipe

controlled by an altitude valve.

The foundation or base is a 12 sided slab of reinforced

concrete 4 ft. thick, with an inscribed diameter of 56

ft. Reinforcement consists of l-in. square bars in top

and bottom running both ways and .' in. square mdial

bars around the outer portion. Concrete consisted of

a 1:2:4 mixture and was poured in one continuous

operation. A recess, whose surface wa.s tn>weled to a

true and smooth iinish. was left at the top of the

foundation to receive the walls of the stand pipe. A
16 in. cast-iron inlet pipe and a 12 in. cast-iron drain

were placed withiti the foundation. The top of founda-

tion was sloped G in. to the center to prtnide drainage.

The main wall is 18 in. thick throughout its en-

tire height of 110 ft., except for the Imse which is
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flared out. The internal diameter is 40 ft. and there

are 12 ribs or pilasters 6 in. thick and 4 ft. wide on the

outside of the walls for ornamental purposes. These

ribs were poured integral with the wall. Reinforce-

ment within the walls is of circumferential square bars

varying in size from 1 1 in., 4 in. c. to c, for the bottom

10 ft. to § in., 11 in. c. to c. for the top 10 ft. In addi-

tion notched angle irons 12 ft. c. to c. are used as guide

bars for the horizontal rods and vertical i in. square

bars spaced 2 ft. c. to c. placed between them. A
1: 11:3 mixture was used in the main wall.

VBars. 7'C.foC.
toHi Ways

through

ciP
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hours each. Work began on the excavation in July,

1919, but owing to adverse weather conditions, slowness
in getting material and labor troubles, the standpipe
was not completed until January, 1920.

In the computations, the tensile stresses allowed for

steel were 15,000 lb. per square inch. Tensile stresses

and amount of steel required in the walls were figured

in the usual manner for water pressures at various

depths. Computations for soil pressures were made in

the usual manner. Borings at site of standpipe showed
a bed of dry yellow clay over 35 ft. thick and tests of

bearing power gave results of 4 tons per square foot.

Three tons per square foot was allowed in figuring the

required area of base.

No waterproofing of any character was used at first on

the work, it being thought that the richness of con-
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STANDPIPE HALF COMPLETED

Crete used and the care taken in its mixing and placing

would make it dense enough to be waterproof but after

the standpipe had been in service several days and had

had a head of water of over 90 ft. in it, several places

on the walls developed slight seepage leaks. Examina-

tion disclosed that these were probably caused by

laitance. The joint at the bottom also leaked and after

the standpipe had been emptied this was found to have

been caused by the asphaltum filler used in the recess,

having hardened and contracted under a water pressure

of about 50

^

The leaks in the walls were not serious from the stand-

point of water wastage but on account of appearance

and possible damage that might be caused this winter

by frost and freezinK, it whm decided to waterproof the
f^ntire structure where water came in contact with the
surface.

The standpipe wa.s drained, thoroughly cleaned and
dried and two coats of "Stark's Waterprwjf P
(.'ement Putty" applied to the outside and in

faces of the shell. The asphaltum filler in the rec«w
was removed and the surface and a .short di.«»tance up
the side walls given a coat of "John.s Manville Concrete
Primer." This was allowed to .set and then a 32 in.

wide 5-ply waterproofing membrane was applied. Thin
extended up the side wall, down over the rece.s.s in the
ba.se and out over the ba.se the balance of the width.
The membrane consi.sted of No. 14 impregnated asbestos
felts mopped in hot self-healing cement in two-ply con-
struction. Over this wa.s applied in one-ply conatruc-
tion a layer of saturated mule hide membrane and
following this an additional two plies of impregnated
asbestos felts mopped in self-healing cement. In the
space left in the recess at the ba.se, self-healing cement
was poured while hot.

The standpipe has been in service over three months
at this date and has given very satisfactor>- service.

There has been no more leakage.

All construction work was under the direct super-

vision of Charles S. Foreman, first assistant engineer
ol the Water Department.

Zinc-Chloride Loss from Treated Ties

IN use of inorganic salts for preservative treat-

ment of wood the effect of the preservative is likely to

be reduced by its leaching out of the wood when affected

by water or moisture. Experiments on this leaching

action and its effect in railway ties treated with zinc-

chloride, reported by Ernest Bateman, of the U. S.

Forest Products Laboratory, in Bulletin No. 227 of the

American Railway Engineering Association, indicates a

segregation of the preservative. During wet weather

leaching takes place, with the result that basic zinc-

chloride is deposited in the tie. During dr>' weather the

moisture is evaporated, thus concentrating the solution,

the excess hydrochloric acid being either lost in evapora-

tion or taken up by redissolvir j any basic chloride which

may be present. The conclusions presented by Mr. Bate-

man are substantially as follows: In the leaching process

the chlorine leaches faster than the zinc, part of which

is left behind as an insoluble basic chloride. This indi-

cates that the chlorine plays a very important part and

that if the zinc does not have its proper amount of acid

radical it loses its preserving power. In o«^her words, as

long as the zinc remains soluble it is toxic, but as soon

as the insoluble basic chlorides are formed, the zinc so

combined has little or no toxic action. The presence of

comparatively large amounts of zinc does not insure that

the wood is protected against rot unless a sufficient

amount of acid rad":al is present. The soluble basic

chlorides of zinc have little or no toxic value.

Railway Motor Car Service in Australia

A 5-ton motor truck converted into a motor cur for

operating the Grafton and Lismore branch of the New

South Wales Government Railways has proved so suc-

cessful, according to the report of the railway commis-

sioners for the year ending June 30. 1920, that other

motor cars are to be built for similar service on other

br.inoh lines.
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Fast Railway Tunneling in France

During the War
Single-Track Tunnel in Rock Driven and Lined in 75

Days tor War Emergency

—

Continuous Work
in Eight-Hour Shifts

RAPID progress in tunneling was accomplished by the

Northern Railway of France in 1918 as part of the

work of doubletracking a section of the line between

Paris and Treport to form an alternative to a route

threatened by the enemy. The progress averaged 16

ft. per day of single-track tunnel, lined and ready for

traffic. At Marseille-en-Beauvaisis there were two

single-track tunnels 180 and 600 ft. long, separated by

an open cut 66 ft. deep and 260 ft. long. Widening
these tunnels was out of the question, as the existing

line was handling heavy traffic.

The new tunne! for the second track had to be nearly

1,200 ft. long, as the great amount of excavation from

a large cut corresponding to that on the old line could

have been removed only through the southern section

of the new tunnel and would have delayed materially

the work whose speedy completion was of the utmost

importance. The line is on an ascending grade of 0.6

per cent to the north. About 577 ft. of the southern

end of the tunnel is on a curve having a radius of

1,640 ft., with a parabolic transition curve in the

track. The tunnel was in a badly fissured chalk forma-

tion and was located with its center line about 60

ft. from that of the old tunnel in order that it might

be considered in solid ground where it paralleled the

open cut and that its construction would not affect the

stability of the existing work. The section, shown in

the accompanying drawing, is identical with that of the

old tunnel, but its lining is of concrete instead of brick.

In the curved portion the thickness of lining is 24 in.

instead of 14 in. Recesses or refuges for the section

men are provided on the west side at intervals of 80 ft.

Method of Lining

Work was commenced simultaneously at both ends,

the first step being a bottom heading on the center

line. As soon as this had advanced about 65 ft. a

top center heading was started, holes being broken

through its floor to allow of discharging the rock into

cars on a portable construction track of 24-in. gage in

the bottom heading. This excavated material was used

to form the approach fills at the ends of the tunnel.

As soon as the top heading had advanced sufficiently a

third gang widened the top heading and cui side

trenches for the seats of the arch lining. A fourth

gang erected the centers and a fifth gang placed the

concrete. This lining rested partly upon the rock and
partly upon sills to be supported later by heavy posts.

Transverse struts having been placed to brace the

arch at the springing line, the widening of the bottom

heading was undertaken to place the side walls, the arch

being underpinned by heavy inclined posts at 6i-ft.

intervals. As soon as these posts were placed excava-

tion was stopped and the footings for the walls were

built. Curved ribs for the forms were then spiked to

the posts and the concrete for the side walls was placed.

The side walls were built in sections separated by piers

of solid rock, which were not excavated until the con-

crete had set. With this arrangement the arch was

supported by underpinning for only short lengths, so

that there was no fear of settlement and no necessity

cf taking observations for settlement.

At the north end a main highway crosses the tunnel

with very little cover. On account of the traffic of

heavy artillery and motor trucks it was necessary to

establish a temporary bridge to carry the load over
the tunnel roof. At the south end, an aqueduct 5 ft.

wide had to be extended and carried on difficult foun-

dations.

The material encountered was such as to permit of

rapid progress, but it soon began to disintegrate on

exposure to the air, which necessitated heavy timbering

and almost continuous sheeting. One of the great

difficulties was to procure a sufficient supply of timber
in the short time available. From April 20 to May 20,

1918, a force of 240 workmen was engaged on the pre-

liminary work of leveling and locating the line, install-

ing the camp, arranging for the supply and storage

ining

CROSS-SECTION OF FRENCH TUNNEL

of provisions and materials, placing the construction

tracks on the approaches and excavating the approach

cut.

Tunneling was commenced May 21, 1918, and the

railway company undertook to have the work completed

and the line ready for traffic in 100 days from that date.

The bottom headings met on June 28 and the top head-

ings on July 4. All the masonry was completed by

Aug. 2, and tracklaying and ballasting by Aug. 4, or

only 75 days after the commencement of the work. On
Aug. 6 the line was put in operation. Miners from

districts invaded by the Germans composed the greater

part of the forces, which numbered 520 men from May
21 to July 6, when the number was increased to 630.

The work proceeded continuously, the men working in

three 8-hr. shifts. A contract was let to Fougerolle

Brothers, of Paris, and construction was under the

direction of Mi. Aumont and Mr. Candlier, engineers

for the Northern Railway, with Mr. Petit as engineer

in charge. The above description is from an article in

the Revue Generale des Chemins de Fer by Mr. Moutier,

assistant superintendent. ^
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Standard Method of Recording Construction Accidents
Argument and Instructions for Compiling Accident Statistics Formulated bv the Construction Section

of the National Safety Council at Recent Annual Congress

THE following data form a report presented by the

Statistical and Standardization Committee of the

Construction Section, National Safety Council, at the

recent annual congress of the Council held in Mil-

waukee, Wis. The members of the committee are F. C.

Davidson, Dwight P. Robinson & Co.; F. S. Robinson,

Detroit General Builders' Association ; and J. E, Griffith,

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co.:

The keeping of systematic records is of the greatest

assistance in preventing- accidents and is a fundamental
factor in effective safety work:

(1) By showing executives the number and the causes

of accidents and enabling them to grasp clearly the waste

and loss of efficiency which accidents represent. Only when
the facts I'egarding accidents are presented in an exact,

concise form instead of in a vague general way, can a busy

executive be reasonably expected to realize fully the im-

portance of the accident problem and its bearing upon the

well being of his employees and the productiveness of his

business.

(2) By showing operating executives and safety men
where accidents are occurring and from what causes, so

that they may know where to concentrate their efforts for

prevention.

(3) By attracting the attention of foremen and workmen,
and stimulating rivalry between different organizations or

between different divisions or groups in the same organiza-

tions, so that superintendents, foremen, and workmen will

strive to produce a record with respect to accidents which
will compare favorably with other divisions and with their

own past record.

Value of Accident Statistics

As a matter of fact in the field of accident prevention as

a whole, not much headway was made in reducing the fre-

quency of accident occurence until accident statistics were
collected which showed the causes responsible for the

greater number of accidents, and directed effective preven-

tion measures. The concerns which have been most success-

ful in securing the interest and co-operation of executives,

foremen, and workmen in accident prevention, are prac-

tically without exception those which have a satisfactory

system of recording accidents and who have devised means
for presenting these records in an interesting form.
A uniform method of compiling accident statistics should

be adopted by all members of the Construction Section:

(1) It enables members to compare their various accident

records and lets each individual member know how his

record compares to others.

(2) It stimulates friendly rivalry between different mem-
bers to achieve good accident records.

(3) Having the accident records of all members on a

common basis enables the combined experience of all mem-
bers to be analyzed in a scientific manner: (a) Thus, in a
very much shorter time than if each depended solely on his

individual data, the principal hazards in the whole construc-

tion field can be fairly definitely determined; (b), this

makes it possible for all to devote their energies to the

solution of the most urgent accident problems in the con-

struction field, and to exchange ideas and experiences to the

most useful advantage; (c), it affords a sound basis for

concerted action by the Construction Section in such possible

ways; as assisting in the preparation of standard codes or

in bringing pressure upon manufacturers of construction

equipment to induce them to guard their devices at the
source; (d), it makes it possible for valuable special studies

to be made in correlating accident statistics with other
phases of construction work, such as endeavoring to deter-

mine whether or not any definite relation exists between

accidents and such other factor* ax ov.Ttimc work, niifht
work, labor turnover, labor unrert or upecial typ«» of con-
struction.

Reporti.vg Accidents

Every accident, large or .small, that causes any «ort of
personal injury, .seriou.s or trivial, whether or not it requires
any medical expenditure should be reported and made a
matter of record on a printed form pro"ided for that pur-
pose. The rea.son is that in the ca.se of every accident there
is a possibility of subsequent complications such as a sen-
ous mfection. Con.sequently, it is advi.sable to have avail-
able the es.sential data relating to the case, such as the
name of injured and the time, place, cause and nature of the
injury. There are various .satisfactory sy.stems for obtain-
mg a formal report of every accident; some of the methods
in use are:

(1) The foreman makes out a report of every accident
on a prescribed form. One copy of this report is kept on
file in the field office and one copy is sent to the home office.

(2) Where there is a medical station or field hospiUl on
the job, a record of every injury is made there.

(3) Where there is a .safety departi.ient on the job, a re-
port of every accident is made by this department.

(4) One of the most advantageous methwis is to u.se the
standard state accident report forms prescribed by the state
authority administering the compen.sation law in any par-
ticular state. Since at the present time almost all the .states
have compensation laws and most of them require a report
on all accidents, it saves duplication of effort if the forms of
the particular state in which the job is located are used for
reporting accidents. A certain individual on the job. a
clerk, or a first-aid man can be designated to see that every
accident is reported properly and promptly on the state
accident blanks. A copy can be kept on file in the job office
and a copy can be sent to the home office.

FORM I FOR USK BY FOREMKV FOR REP<^RTING .\CriDE.\TS

FOREMAN'S REPORT OF ACCIDENT
Cheek .No

AM
P.M.

Name:
Occupation:

Dateiiijurpd: Hour of n«vW eathor condition.'! at timp of arridrnt
Place where accident occurred:

tnjurcd person's immediate superior:
Where was he at time of accident?
Had employes been instructed in the work? Bv whom?
Machinery, tool or appliance (if any) involved?
Is it in good condition? Was -mfe^uard prm-idedT
Describe m full how accident happened:

Nature of injury:
Disposition m.sde of injured

:

Witnesses to accident or names of person.o with knowledcr ot •mdeatfW hat can be done to prevent a simil.<ir accident

:

102

(^) Form 1 is for use by foremen in reportinc accidents
and indicates the typo of essential facts which should be
made a matter of record in the case of every aciidont.
For statistical purpo.ses the following ha\-e been adopted

for standard definitions:

Tnbiilnfioti Accidents, Diseases aitd Injuries—All acci-
dents, diseases and injuries arising out of the employment
and resulting in death, permanent disability, or in the loss
of time other than the remainder of the day, .-hift or turn
on which the injury was incurred .should be classified as
tabulatablo accidents, disea.'ses and injuries. Tabjlat;»blo ac-
cidents are commonly called "Lost Time" accidents, although
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the former term is preferable due to the fact that in the

use of the latter term there is danger that the idea might

be conveyed that the occasional permanent partial disability

with no lost time connected with it is not to be counted.

Tabulatable accidents are the only accidents which should

be used for comparative or publicity purposes.

Reportable Accidents, Diseases and Injuries—These in-

clude all tabulatable or "Lost Time" accidents, diseases and

injuries and all non-tabulatable or "No Lost Time" acci-

dents, diseases and injuries.

Compensable Accidents, Diseases a)id Injuries—These, as

used in any report in accordance with the practice in any

particular state, should be shown separately and clearly

defined.

Permanent Total Disability—To this group should be

assigned every accident, disease, or injury which is desig-

generally stated as the number of tabulatable, or lost time,

accidents per hundred 1,000 man-hour units of exposure

(per 100,000 man-hours worked) or per thousand 1,000 man-
hour units of exposure (per 1,000,000 man-hours worked).

Method of Coinpntation—The number of tabulatable or

lost time accidents occurring in any given period are known
from the accident reports. The number of man-hours
worked during the given period are known from the regular

records of any company. Hence, the accident frequency

rate for the given period is obtained by dividing the num-
ber of tabulatable or lost time accidents by the actual num-
ber of 1,000 man-hour units of exposure. The quotient rep-

resents the number of lost time accidents per 1,000 man-
hour units of exposui'e or per each 1,000 man-hours worked.
The accident frequency rate for the period is stated either

as the number of tabulatable or lost time accidents per
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Experimental Sewage Irrigation

Plant in Florida

Filter Effluent Pumped to Field — Discharge of

Risers on Pipe Laterals Controlled by
Automatic Float Valves

By F. E. Staebner
Drainage Engineer, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads.

Washington. D. C.

IN THE spring of 1919, by arrangement with the

Bureau of Public Roads and the I< lorida Agriculture

Experimental Station, a plant to utilize the sewage

from the University of Florida was built at Gainesville,

Fla., under the direction of the writer. The former

disposal plant of the university is retained, consisting

of a septic tank and broken stone filter bed. The septic

tank gives a rather clear effluent and this is discharged

onto the filter bed through four aerating sprays, these

discharges being controlled by an automatic siphon and

occurring at intervals of about 30 minutes during the

daylight hours. The layout of the plant is shown by

Fig. 1.

In the outlet from the filter bed a diversion box was

Irrigcrfion Main oinciLorfera/s— —<—*.-
Origrinal Sewer P/'pe Line- —'—<

—

<

Var/ves - -

HeightaboveDarfvm '— 25-^

Direction ofF/owin Furrows =-

\ __, SEPTIC TANrt

\ i?̂ FI/TFRBED /)ND

^Y^ ^ERATIN& SPR/iyS

/(^_DIVERSrON BOX

400
I

FIG. 1. SEWAGE IRRIGATION ON FI^ORIDA EXPERI-
MENTAL FARM

built to deliver the water to the new irrigation field

or to waste it to the small creek as formerly. As it is

intended to use the field for the continuous disposal

of the sewage as well as for the growing of crops the

effluent is sent through the irrigation system all the

year, except when the pumping plant requires an occa-

sional shutdown. In normal operation the water runs

by gravity from the filter bed to the diversion box and

thence through an inverted siphon to a reinforced-

concrete collecting tank, from which it is pumped by

a motor-driven centrifugal pump to the irrigation field

400 ft. away. The water is discharged successively

through any one of eight automatically operated

valves to a small head ditch at that valve, from which

it flows over wooden weirs into the furrows between

the crop rows. Corn, sorghum and Japanese cane form

the 1920 crops.

The diversion box, Fig. 2, is 3 ft. square inside, with

two diversion walls and an 8-in. irrigating valve, so

arranged that with the valve open the sewage dis-

charges through the old 8-in. terra cotta waste line.

With the valve closed the sewage rises and flows over

fvFie/c/

KIG. 2. DIVERSION BOX FOR SEWAGE FLOW

the first diversion wall into a side compartment, from
which it flows into the 4-in. terra cotta inverted siphon

which takes it to the collecting tank. The second di-

version wall serves simply to allow an overflow when
the 4-in. line cannot handle the flow, as during heavy
storms, the excess passing over the second diversion

wall and into the 8-in. waste line. The inverted siphon,

350 ft. long, passes under a small brook and may have

a maximum head of about 12 ft. A clean-out plug

is located at its lowest point. The concrete collecting

tank is 20 x 14^ ft. and 5 ft. deep inside.

An electric control switch automatically operated by
a float at selected heights of water starts and stops

the 3-hp. motor which is direct connected to a hori-

zontal centrifugal pump. No check valve is used, and
at the end of each pumping period the water in the

pipes is allowed to run back through the pump into

the tank. A 4-in. terra cotta pipe carries the water to

the high side of the field to be irrigated. The lowest

part of this line is reinforced with concrete and wire

up to such a point that the maximum head on the un-

protected pipe does not exceed 10 ft. A 4-in. lateral

leads to the north and south from the end of the main,

along the high side of the field, the surface of which
slopes dowmward in a general easterly direction, as

shown in Fig. 1.

In the pipe laterals, which are 50 ft. apart, are

placed 8-in. terra cotta riser pipes for the delivery of

the water above the ground surface. In each riser is an

automatic irrigation valve operated by a float. When
the pump starts and water enters the line the float

rises and causes a ratchet wheel to revolve. Ordina-

rily the rising of the float closes the valve and prevents

the outlet of water. But after the proper number of

closures the ratchet wheel, through an attached crank,

draws into position a stop which prevents the closing

of the outlet and leaves a free water discharge. It is

necessary that the valves in the series be properly syn-

chronized. The valves are designed with a capacity

of 100 gal. per minute under normal conditions. Fig. 3

shows one of these valves.
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From the valve the water spills over into a head
ditch, 50 ft. long, 18 in. wide and 8 in. deep, there

being one ditch for each valve. Boards with notches

about 2 in. deep and 4 in. wide are placed at each fur-

row and brought to such position as to give equal flow
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FIG. 3. AUTOMATIC SEWAGE IRRIGATION VALVE

in each of the 13 furrows leading away from any one

valve. One setting of these weir boards suffices for

the season. The water runs a distance of from 175 to

350 ft. down the furrows, according to the dryness of

the land. The soil is sandy loam and tends to be

very dry.

Four valves are now in use, and it was found that

the water available was insufficient to properly irrigate

the full field in dry times. During the academic year

about 25,000 to 30,000 gal. per day are discharged on

the 1.6 acre that have been irrigated, and a thoroughly

sanitary disposal has been secured. It requires only

the changing of the valve adjustments to bring the

other four valves into action and another area of 1.6

acre under irrigation. The plant was not in regular

operation until July, 1919, which was too late to show
much effect on that season's yield.

Large Are,a Desirable

For sewage irrigation it is not desirable in general

to dispose of the sewage on as small an acreage as

possible, but rather on as large an acreage as is avail-

able. With this plant it is epected to irrigate the

whole 3i acres available. Other experiments have

seemed to indicate that allowing the sewage water to

run down every other furrow is as effective agricul-

turally as allowing it to run dovm every furrow, so

that twice the number of plants may be fertilized and

twice the area supplied with a given quantity of sewage.

During the greater part of the past year the pump
operated about once every two hours and discharged

a little over 2,000 gal. at each pumping period. The
valves had been adjusted to discharge three successive

times out of a cycle of 12 pumping periods. With this

regulation any one plot of ground received what sewage

water had been pumped for about six hours per day,

and then had about 18 hours in which to dry out be-

fore it received any more water. Early in March the

operating levels that control the operation of the pump
were so charged that the pump should handle about

5,000 gal. at each period. This indicates that there will

be about five or six pumpings per day, so that any one

plot will take about half the sewage for one day, and

be allowed about 2i days to dry before the next appli-

cation of sewage.

Cost of .Maintenance of Kaibi

ANNUAL COST of maintenai«tfc of rail per mile of
l\ track for raij.s of 85 lb., li)i) lb. and 103 lb. per
yard i.s .shown in the accompanying table, which is cal-

culated on the ba.siH of the followinff fxguren: co«t of
new rail, $41 per ton; cost of in.stallation, including
delivery and taking up and di-spoHing of old rail. S20;
salvage value of rail removed, $18 per ton; net cost
in track, $43 per ton.

Column A give.s the first cost of rail in terms of
annual charge at 6 per cent compound interest which
will yield the original cost of rail in track (%4Z) at
ihe expiration of the life of the rail. Column B is the
total annual charge including the figure in Column A
plus interest and taxes a.s follows. (I) interest at 6 per
cent and tax at 1 per cent on $43, or the annual interest
and taxes on the value of rail in track; ' 2) interest and
taxes at the same rates on $18. or the annual carr>'ing
charge to the railway at .scrap value of rail in track.

These two items are $3.01 and $1.26 respectively, or a
total of $4.27.

Columns C, E and G give the total annual charges per
mile of track for the three weights of rail. Columns
D, F, and H are the same figures. plus the annual coat

of rail maintenance per mile of track, this cost being
$135 for the 85-lb. rail, $114 for the 100-lb. and $86 for

the 103-lb. rail, under the same conditions of trafik and
track.

ANNU.\L COST OF MAI.NTK.NAXCE OF RAIL HER MILK of
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What the Government is Doing

To Help Port Layout

Details of Information So Far Collected by Shipping

Board and War Department and

Prospects for Future

BY VIRTUE of the recent Shipping Act the United

States Shipping Board and the Secretary of War
are jointly loaded with the responsibility of promoting

port development and the transportation facilities in

connection therewith. The extent to which this instruc-

tion has been carried out was well outlined by Capt.

F. T. Chambers, C. E. C., U. S. N., at the recent meet-

ing, of the American Association of Port Authorities.

Capt. Chambers was chief engineer of the Port Facili-

ties Commission on the Shipping Board and is now

working with the Chief of Engineers of the Army in

port work. He is therefore particularly well qualified

to speak on the subject.

He said in part:

As the Shipping Boai-d is required by law to sell the

ships built during the war it is plain that it cannot be

expected to go extensively into the provision of port facili-

ties by the expenditure of government funds. It did find it

very necessary before it could build ships to erect shipyard

plants in which to build them. But this was war emergency.

It furthermore found itself in an insecure position with

regard to dry-dock business during the war, first with the

Division of Shipyard Plants of the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration, and afterward as chief engineer of the Port

Facilities Commission of the Shipping Board. It was our

endeavor to place the necessary dry-docking facilities in

"going" ship repair yards so they would be available in

peace times as well as for the war emergency. As time

was the chief consideration we adopted timber constructed

floating dry-docks and marine railways as our program.

The marine railways were designed primarily for the

wooden ships, and a haul-out capacity of 2,500 tons was
adopted for the earliest, changed afterward to 3,200 tons

for later designs. The floating dry-docks ranged in capacity

from 5,000 to 20,000* tons lift. They were intended for more
general use than the marine railway and their capacities

were determined in each case, first by the apparent require-

ment of the particular harbor in question, but also to some
extent by the commercial concern which was to own and
operate the dock. We then placed dry-docks, or marine
railways, or both, in many harbors inclusive of Portland,

Maine; Boston, Somerset, Providence, New York, Philadel-

phia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah, Jackson-
ville, Tampa, Pensacola, Mobile, New Orleans, Beaumont,
Galveston, Los Angeles and San Francisco. We also

advised the authorities at Portland, Ore., with reference
to the design of the new floating dry-dock for that port,

and by general agitation of the subject we believe we have
been instrumental in starting other dry-dock projects in

various ports, so that, except for extremely large ships, the
situation as to dry-docking and repairs has been fairly well

covered.

The Port Facilities Commission also did some work to

relieve the coaling and bunkering situation. Among other
items we equipped ten barges with mechanical elevators for
bunkering ships in the stream or alongside commei'cial
piers, thus relieving commercial coal piers for the larger
operation of supplying cargo coal.

As time went on we were able to devote attention to ter-

minal design, and while we were not justified in spending
Shipping Board money for the construction of such facili-

ties, we made many commmercial studies and general engi-

neering layouts, and advised local authorities both as to

prospects of business and upon terminal design. We did

not hesitate to say to some authorities that their local pros-
t)ects did not promise hope of a successful overseas business.

For instance, at one New England port we stated that the

situation of the city w'th reference to the railroads woulo
not justify the construction of wharfage for foreign trade.

At a Southern city we advised a detailed study of the hin-

terland by the local board of trade before constructing

an addition to the municipal terminal, rather than build-

ing a pier on the chance that it would bring business to

the city. We also made studies of river terminals for large

variations of water level under flood and drouth conditions.

We started a collection of statistics upon foreign ports but,

upon the close of the war and the curtailment of personnel

in general, found ourselves under a new administi-ation

which did not consider expenditures for the collection of

trade statistics for the promotion of port facilities justi-

fied. When about to lose practically the entire port facili-

ties force, the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors
offered to take over all that part of the personnel engaged
upon United States port work. T transferred with this

force, taking with me the valuable port facilities files, so

that the work is now continuing.

We are still advising local port authorities and to do so

we must necessarily have the facts, not only as to local

port facilities but as to prospective and actual trade, upon
which alone good design can be based. It is a remarkable
fact that many boards of trade and chambers of commerce
have little thought of investigation along the lines of char-

acter and quantity, origin and destination of cargo. If any
one of the individuals were contemplating the expenditure

of his ovim funds upon a new merchandising business, he
would, beyond a doubt, make very sure of the source of his

supplies and the market for them, but the same mode of

procedure does not seem to apply when a municipal trade

body contemplates an overseas business for its port. I was
asked recently by the Mayor of a large river city to tell

him ofF-hand the cost of a terminal for his river front.

He quite lost patience with me when I insisted upon a
quantitative analysis of the cargo he hoped to handle. Nor
did he authorize the officials under him to make the neces-

sary study. Much of an educational nature is necessary to

be done if we are to encourage the construction of efficient

terminals.

Cities Must Share Port Cost

No port should be given Government aid as to channels
and anchorage ground until it can convince the Chief of
Engineers that it will do its share with regard to terminals.

States with only one first class harbor should be brought to

look upon that harbor as the property of the state to be

properly developed along modem scientific lines. For we
may here assert that only the very largest cities can pos-

sibly aff'ord the necessary expenditures for a properly co-

ordinated terminal. Then, too, the waterfront of our prin-

cipal harbors where no state or municipal control exists

is being more and more occupied by industrial plants, in

most cases requiring little or no actual berthing space for

ships.

We think that in the central nucleus collected in Wash-
ington, under the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Har-
bors, and in the field offices of the division and district engi-

neers at our ports and river terminals, we have the means
at hand for the proper investigation and for sound, well

based advice to ports. But we do not expect to depend upon
this organization alone. In the other departments of the

Government we have important sources of information in

the Shipping Board, the Bureau of Customs, the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the Ofliice of Naval Intelligence, etc A^ithout

utilizing them to their fullest extent we would not only lose

available data, but would invite duplication of effort, with

consequent lack of economy and the loss of temper on the

part of those commercial concerns otherwise called upon
more than once for the same information by the various

Government agencies.

We propose, therefore, to form an advisory commission

or board, composed of representatives of the interested de-

partments, to meet from time to time as required to co-or-

dinate the statistical effort and discuss new points. It is
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anticipated that such procedure will prove most economical.

For instance, too much attention has in the past been de-

voted to values in dollars at the expense of losing: sight

of quantities and tonnage. Doubtless many of you have
tried to find in commercial statistics the increase or decrease

in shipments for the past fiscal year. You have always
found a statement in money but, except for a few special

commodities, such as coal, ore and grain, the quantity or

weight is missing. Exports and imports are, at present,

usually given by customs districts. They would be much
more valuable by ports. Changes of method, often slight,

will increase the usefulness of the data collected, without
large additional expense.

Statistics Needed

We propose to gather together both the trade statistics

upon which all port business should properly base, and
which is so necessary to economic port design, and the port

statistics of all classes to show the shipmaster what he may
expect at each individual port, and the port authority what
is the present status of the port, in order that future im-

provements may follow a well preconceived plan which will

keep pace with the growth of business in the most modern
and efficient way. By studying the data upon the advanced
port, the backward port will learn its own need.

We have prepared a comprehensive questionnaire, with

elaborate supporting tables, which we will shortly send to

all our districts. This, when completed, will show, for each

port and upon the same basis, all that goes to make its port

facilities, or which is useful in the design of such facilities.

From time to time, as the information is completed, sepa-

rate pamphlets will be published. Port facilities data for

each large port will be contained in a single publication.

Small ports in district groups will be treated separately,

but in one pamphlet.
About a year ago the Port Facilities Commission of the

Shipping Board published a pamphlet entitled "Twenty-
seven Ports of the United States." The information con-

tained was not so comprehensive as that now proposed, but

the demand for copies was such that the edition was soon

exhausted. The new publication will have a port facilities

map for each port, showing by symbol the exact location of

each facility, such as overseas piers, coastwise piers, cargo

coal, coal and oil bunkers, shipyards, dry docks, etc. There
should be a great demand for these pamphlets. With their

help and with the commercial statistics grouped in a sepa-

rate volume, the producer should be able to select the eco-

nomic port, the port merchant may determine the location

of available cargo and the placement of imports, the shipper

can judge whether it is best to ship by I'ail or by inland

waterway. If carried to the extent proposed, a basis will

be had for separate and combined rail and barge rates.

Full knowledge of the facts will enable the Chief of Engi-
neers to base his recommendations for channel and harbor
improvements upon the real merits of each individual case.

Above all, the very best information will be in available

form for advice to ports.

In designing port facilities there has been too little con-

sideration given to the business to be handled. Many indi-

viduals in promising ports are anxious to see the home town
acquire a shipping business, but they have, in most in-

stances, little idea how to start. From our experience, much
education is necessary and this we hope to supply. We have,

in fact, had considerable experience in this work already,

and in this connection I desire to say here that in our advice

to ports we have not in the past, and do not in the future

expect to lose sight of the fact that there is a limit to our

mission, beyond which we should not go. The information

which we collect and the advice which we give is just

as available to you as it is to state or city authorities. We
naturally do some designing in detail for the Government,
but we set a limit with port authorities, advising them that

they must employ their own engineers for the details of

design and construction. I hope that we may be of assist-

ance to you, and that in turn you will all spread the news
that the Chief of Engineers and Board of Engineers for
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Rivers and HarborH form an af^ency in co-ordination witt
the United States Shipping Board for Goremment eo-op«r
ation in port development.

French Devise Adjustable Prow to

Increase Speed of Barges
Resistance Lowered Twentv-Three Per Cent in

Tests Made With Folding Panels That
Sharpen Barge's Flat lUyv,

BECAUSE of the immen.se impet-is given to traffic

upon the Seine River during the war and l>^ai-e
of the po.s.sibilities pre.sent of materially increa.-ir;>f

that traffic, variou.s method.s have recently \ji^i, tntr<l

for increasing the speed and decrea.sing the resistance
to navigation of the many type.s of barges and canal
boats operating on the Seine. Among such means is a
device proposed by M. Brisset, described in a recent
issue of Annales des Fonts et ChansHees, and with
which recent experiments have been made, resulting
in the lowering of re.^^istance to navigation of barges
of 23.5 per cent.

The device designed by M. Brisset consists mainly
of two of slightly curvilinear movable wings, each one of

(Not to Scale)

E I e vCT + i o n

Plan
KLEVATION AND PLAN OF FOLDING PROW

FIXED TO B.AROR

which is supported by three hinges fixed at the extremi-

ties and in advance of the vertical walls of the barge.

When in use these two wings, extended, just come
together, designing a simple form of prow. When
docked or in passing through locks the wings are

released and spread back against the prow of the barge.

When in the latter position the length of the barge

is increased only by a very small quantity—in the

neighborhood of H ft. when the wings are made entirely

of wood. This length, it appears, can be shortened

to an excess length of 0.3 of a meter, or approximately

1 ft., in case correctly designed m.et.il wings can be

secured. When extended the apex of the anKle formed
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by the two wings is 10 ft. in advance of the tanpent

to the prow of the barge and its center line, and the

interior angle of the two wings at the point of joining

is approximately 110 deg.

Manipulation of Wings

Various systems were devised by which to manipulate

the wings. One method is illustrated in the accom-

panying sketch. Two levers, pivoted and inclined, per-

mit the wings to be moved much in the same manner

as the rudder of a boat, at the same time furnishing

supports to the upper cross-beams of the wings. This

arrangement is considered the most practical.

The important point in the investigation was to deter-

mine if it were possible to lower the resistance to

navigation of the barge, in spite of the fact that this

cut-water had no bottom, permitting eddies to be formed

between the wings. In order to clear up these points

a series of trials was held. Trials were first made

with an ordinary barge completely loaded, then upon

the same barge towed exactly along the same course

after having been furnished with the device mentioned

above. The course picked out for the trials was approx-

imately rectilinear in shape and situated in a section

of the Seine River where the currents are regular

and where the channel is large enough to permit the

passage of other river traffic without alterations in the

course of the trial boat.

In order to secure best results several precautions

were taken. Only a certain number of selected trips,

out of many trial trips made, were used as a basis for

computation of resistances, and a mean of these was

taken. Two sets of tests each were made with the

speed of the engine in the propelling tug geared at

150, 170, and 200 r.p.m. The number of revolutions

were recorded at two-minute intervals by tachymeters,

and in addition the total number of revolutions were

also recorded by another speed-recording machine. For

the trips finally selected as test trips there was never

a greater variation than two revolutions from the max-

imum and minimum, and never more than one revolu-

tion from the mean.

The nriean speed was developed from the following

formula, after a series of tests had been made in which

F„ V^, and V^ represented speeds in one direction (with

or against the current) and V.^ and F, speeds in the

opposite direction:

^ = 1^+ 2V, + y. v, 2v,v..
A f A

Tractive effort was measured by means of an

hydraulic dynamometer and a speed recorder of the

Richard type. Though the curve plotted by the

dynamometer was of such a small scale that it could

not be used as an absolute check against the two-minute

interval speed recordings, nevertheless the curve checked

up any irregularities which the other system failed

to reveal. Because of the dynamometer a number of

tests that might have been used were discarded.

For lialf of the tests the barge was attached to a

tug by a towline 120 m., or 393.6 ft., long, and in

the other half by a line 80 m., or 262.4 ft., long. The

variance in length of towline was to determine if

navigation was impeded by the presence of the barge

close to the backwater from the tug propeller. The

tug used in the tests v/as of 366.3 tons displacement

and drew 7 ft. of water.

According to an established formula, based upon
use of tugs of 100 tons displacement and of standard
design, the resistance offered by the type of barge with
which tests were made would be expressed by the

formula

:

(1) R = 78^2.25

where R is the resistance and V velocity in meters per
second. The accompanying table shows that the dis-

crepancy between measured and calculated resistance,

with tl.e barge not using the false prow, is approx-
imately 16 per cent. The regularity of the occurence of

this percentage led to a revision of the formula, which
for a 120-m. towline would be:

(2) R = 67F2-25

Resistances observed for the tests made with a tow-
line of 80 m. were also lower than calculated resistances.

It was therefore proven that the resistance was greater
with an 80-m. towline, and revision of the general
formula was made to apply in the instance when an
80-m. towline was used. This revised formula is

(3) R = 6972.25

The second series of tests in which the prow was
used showed that the calculated resistances were nearest
the measured resistances when the formula

(5) R 5272.25

was used. Comparing this equation with (2) an econ-

omy of effort of 23.5 per cent is noted.

The use of these wings, which do not add any appre-

ciable weight to the boat nor encumber it in any way,
and which have adaptation for use upon canal boats,

will, it is stated, considerably reduce towage costs. It

will also allow more prompt transportation of materials

and lead to a consequent increase in amount of tonnage
handled.

TABLE I. MEASURED AND CALCULATED RESISTANCES
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Comparisons of Modern Steam and Electric I^icomotives
Extracts from the three principal, papers yresenua bf/ore the joint meetiny of thn Me(ro,HMtan Sectifyn of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Railroad Section of the American Society of Meekanical
Engineers, and the New York Section of the American Institute of Electrical Enaineern held at New York
Oct. 22, 1920.

' » *
«T^ '^',

The Steam Locomotive
By John E. Muhlfeld

Railway & Industrial Engineers, Inc., New York

TO REFLECT initial and operating costs from a credit

or an investment standpoint and to interpret faithfully

on the basis of expert judgment, backed by practical ex-

perience, the probable effect on the annual balance sheet,

any investigation for the purpose of determining upon the

advisability of electrical or steam operation for an exist-

ing or new line of railway should be made, preferably by a
committee consisting of experts in railway, mechanical,
electrical, and civil engineering, transportation, and ac-

counting, without any endeavor to modify the best steam
railroading methods to suit the requirements of electric

traction, and by keeping clearly in mind the fundamental
fact that where anything within reason is possible, pro-

vided enough money can be spent, if the auditors' annual
statement cannot show the balance on the right side of the

ledger, the project will have failed from the most im-

portant point of view.

Comparisons have been made between the operation of

new, up-to-date electric and of obsolete steam installations,

^and assumptions have been made of extraordinary steam lo-

comotive standby fuel losses. It is just as misleading to

compare the most efficient electric locomotive operation on

the St. Paul with that of its saturated steam locomotives of

1910 as it would be to compare the most efficient superheat-

;
ed steam locomotive performance on the Baltimore & Ohio

I with that of its electric locomotives.

Several years ago a report was made on the advisability

of electrifying about 275 miles, or a division, of one of the

imore prominent western lines. When all involved factors

[were properly adjusted the net capital expenditure of $4,-

000,000 required for electrification compared with $1,000,000

[as needed for modernizing the steam equipment, and the

[estimated annual operating saving of approximately $750,-

000 from electrification was wiped out and replaced by a

saving of $250,000 from a continuation of the improved

steam, operation.

When engineers and politicians propose reckless super-

[power plans for the electrifying even of such belts of steam

roads as lie in the densely populated district between Wash-
ington, D. C, and Boston, at a new capital cost aproximating

la billion of dollars, and in addition mark off the books the

: principal value of existing steam locomotives, passenger

cars, shops, and terminal and intermediate facilities that

would be unsuitable for tlectrified service, they are planning

[either a new road to railroad bankruptcy, or a further

[burden in traveling and shipping Cost, or in taxes.

Before the electric locomotive can be made permissible for

[general application the electrical engineer must reduce first

costs; promote interchangeability; pi'ovide a motor which
[will efficiently, economically and flexibly cover a wide range

[of speeds and loadings, and substantially reduce current

ilosses. Likewise the steam railway mechanical engin-^ers

Imust become more active in modernization and bring about

[improvements that will substantially increase th^ capacity

land thermal efficiency of the steam locomotive by the use

[of higher steam pressures and superheat.

Electrification lYicreases the capacity of a terminal, but
in analysis of the situation of thti New York Central shows

[that this is not due to decreasing locomotive requirements
through the use of multiple units as is usually stated. . .

tin the handling of heavy tonnage trains by the unlimited

combining of electric locomotive units, the factors of peak
load, transmission lines, and power plant capacity must all

V considered with the probability that permissible modern
[steam locomotive train units can be more economically

handled over den.se traffic lines than iK. ..." • -

unit super-trains. The tonnajfe to bt ha.-. ;.. ; .^.•., .
.

end or intermediate helpers is limited by the at-ijjty of lh«
draft rigging on the cars to with-sUnd the i>ull and iihock.
and this limitation can be readily met ai.d exrec<icd in steani
locomotive design and operation, as may b« not«d from the
following comparison of the St. Paul electric freight and
the Virginian steam freight articulated types of !oco-
motives:

Tractjve power, in simple ge«r, mazimuxn
Tractive power, in ronipouiui gfar. tu-t •<•• •

Tractive power, at IS niileap«-r hour
Total weight on driving wliefl...

Total weight of locomotive.
Factor of adhesion—maximum inurtivr

effort

•^' Pi.:
Kl^trw

Artiruimtnl. I.b

132.500

) 3«

The average freight car is in main line mover
about 10 per cent of its life. Therefore, increa
speeds beyond established economic limits at the sa' i ;:•.. <- :

tonnage, with an increase in fuel, track and equipment up-
keep and danger of operation is not the solution of the
freight traffic problem. The electric locomotive is a con
stant speed proposition. The steam locomoti\-e can be
more efficiently operated over the continually chan^ng up
and down grades and curves.

Fuel Consumption

Great economy in fuel consumption and cost is the prin-
cipal claim for electrification. Recent tests of a hand-fire<!

locomotive on the Santa Fe show an average coal consump-
tion for gross 1,000-ton miles of 114.8 lb. From the fore-

going it can be assumed that the average yearly per-

formance will approximate 100 lb. of 12.000 B.t.u. coal per

1,000 gross ton-miles, or equivalent to what we are
promised for the expenditure of billions of dollars of new-

capital and the loss of billions of dollars worth of invest-

ment in existing plant and equipment to inaug^urate the

comforts of electrification.

The offsetting fuel and et.^Tgy losses, due to standby

in steam operation, and decrease in efficiency on account of

fluctuating loads in the electrical operation must not be

lost sight of, as well as those incident to the transforminir.

transmission and conversion of electric current. It is un-

questionably true that when operating under ideal fixed

load conditions, the central power station, either hyt!n>-e!ec-

tric or steam, can produce a horsepower with less initial

energy input than is possible on a stwam I.-comotive. It is

al.so true that the standby losses on existing steam loi-omo-

tives are, in ordinary practice, a serious proportion of the

total fuel consumption, but it is likewi.se a fact that the

majority of those can be substantially redu«.-etl 'f not en-

tirely overcome '-y modernizing the present e*]uipment and

improving maintenance and operation which would then

rob the advocates ot electrification of their n>ain arfruments.

'.volvf

TnKRM.\'., Efficiency

Furthermoi'e, the production ot electric current

expensive lines, plants and equipment, as well

losses from the generator at central power ^

bus bar on the direct-current side of the trarsfornier where

the current is usually metered for billing. Also the ><v. :
•!-

ary system (rail bonding and feeder lines) is r.

for further losses in current, all of which, after

say 10 per cent regeneration not only limit the capacity of

tiie electric zone but :»!<.• nuitt-rially increase the arbitrary
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electric costs usually considered, so that it is safe to say

that the actual dead loss in power from the central power
station to the electric locomotive drawbar will be not less

than 50 per cent.

Comparing the electric and steam locomotive figures, the

relative percentage of power delivered at the track rails

to 100 per cent B.t.u. in the coal would be:

— Xot Thermal Efficiency -

—

at Load Ratings of

Kind of Locomotive 100 75 50
. Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

Electric 5.79 5.95 4.54
Steam, superheated 3.85 4.83 3 88
Steam, saturated 2 70 3 86 4 47

As 100 per cent load rating conditions would, in practice,

occur only momentarily and as the majority of the drawbar
load represents from 30 to 60 per cent of the locomotive

maximum drawbar capacity, comparison should properly be
made only of the net thermal efficiencies at 50 per cent load

ratings. At speeds of from 15 to 75 miles per hour the

existing superheated steam locomotive thermal efficiency

actually ranges from 5.3 to 8.1 per cent as compared with
the calculated figures of from 4.83 and 5.88 per cent for 75

and 50 per cent load ratings, respectively. Adding to this

an increase of from 15 to 50 per cent in net thermal ef-

ficiency that may be produced from developments now under
way and the steam locomotive of the future will be quite

a respectable assembly of engineering efficiency.

Maintenance and Repair Costs

In determining the maintenance cost of the electric loco-

motive the popular error is to take into account the loco-

motive proper, where as true comparison can only be made
by including all corresponding elements as found in the

self-contained steam locomotive which goes back to the up-
keep of all facilities having to do with the utilization of

the fuel or water power, including the central power sta-

tion buildings and transmission line equipment. Until a

true reflection of the upkeep cost per electric locomotive,

or per 1,000 gross ton miles hauled, can be given by includ-

ing all the facts and elements of age and mechanism em-
bodied in the steam locomotive, comparisons will all be

worthless.

In order to meet the ideal conditions for electrification,

the traffic should be uniformly spread or scattered over the

24-hr. period. With the steam locomotive the traffic re-

quirements are met by the distribution and utilization of

the necessary number of self-contained motive power units

as required, regardless of the capacity of one or more cen-

tral power stations or of any limitation in quantity, or in

price, of the total available power output.
Since the development of regenerative braking with the

electric locomotive, great emphasis has been laid on in-

creased security of operation by holding the trains and
motors temporarily converted into generators to produce
electricity returned to the line for use by some other loco-

motive in pulling a train. When the power so generated
cannot be directly used by another pulling locomotive on the
line, it must be otherwise absorbed, and it remains for the

electrical engineers to prove just how much of it is lost in

conversion or by absorption.

In steam locomotive practice there are factors of radia-

tion and freezing to be reckoned with, which gives the
electric locomotive the advantage in winter, but this is

largely overbalanced during the summer when the main
motors heat, and require cooling at terminals.

While the electric locomotive has the advantage of not
being required to take on fuel and water, delays in steam
locomotive practice in taking water have been entirely

eliminated through the use of track troughs, and with
modern fueling facilities either coal or oil can be quickly

supplied, where necessary, between terminals.

While there is much existing steam road trackage that
can and should receive first consideration as regards elec-

trification for the purpose of eliminating gases from under-
ground terminals and tunnels, to ^cive relief to terminals
or line traffic congestion by combined rapidity and frequency

of train movements in the vicinity of large commercial and
industrial centers, or where transportation and operation

are auxiliary to mining or other industries requiring the

extensive use of electricity, it would be financial suicide to

electi'ify immediately adjacent connecting and intermediate

longhaul mileage, particularly in view of the improvements
that can be made in both existing and new steam locomo-

tives in the matter of reducing smoke, sparks, cinders and
noise, and in increasing general capacity, efficiency and
economy in operation and maintenance.

The Electric Locomotive
By F. H. Shepard

Director of Heavy Traction.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

THE LIMIT to physical expansion of railroad line and
of terminals has been just about reached in many cases,

on account of both the prohibitive cost and the inefficiency

of terminals of unworkable size. A large measure of re-

lief can still be secured by line and terminal revisions and
improvements; but when the inevitable increase in the de-

mand for traffic movement of the future is considered, these

improvements savor, more or less, of expedients to secure

relief which can only be temporary and very limited in

degree. The solution lies, to a large extent, in railroad

electrification.

With the present standards of train make-up, classifica-

tion and terminal handling, electrification will double the

capacity of any railroad. With the better equipment we
can expect in the future, together with the evolution of im-
proved methods of operation contingent on electric power,
this capacity should be doubled again, thus securing four
times the present capacity. Two conspicuous cases of this

have been the Norfolk & Western and the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul. In the case of the Norfolk & Western,
two electrics handle the same train as was formerly handled
by three Mallet engines, but at twice the speed.

Flexibility in Design and Operation

The advantage of electric power is its great flexibility and
mobility. The diffei'ence between locomotives, steam and
electric, is fundamental. The steam locomotive carries its

own power plant, while the electric locomotive, on the other

hand, is simply a transformer of power. The design of

the steam locomotive is circumscribed utterly by the neces-

sity of tying up the rest of the machine to a steam boiler.

On the other hand, the electric locomotive assembly can
differ amazingly as to type, length, axle loading and driv-

ing connections. A group of small motors does not differ

materially from a single large motor in efficiency. The
speed and power, therefore, of an electric locomotive is

limited only by conditions of track and construction and
condition of car equipment. It thus becomes entirely prac-

ticable to build an electric locomotive to take any train

which will hold together, over any profile whatever, and at

any desired speed. Therefore, it should easily be practical

to very greatly increase the speed of our freight trains

so that they could all run at a common speed not very dif-

ferent from that at which the superior trains are operated.

Without the limitation in train speed commonly accepted

as f. handicap to operation of tonnage trains, who can say

what the limit to train load will be with electric power?
Our present methods have been built up entirely under the

necessities and limitations of the steam locomotive. This

is evidenced by the existence of intermediate terminals at

the ends of all the so-called engine disti'icts, where all traffic

halts. Again, the steam locomotive requires attention en

route, needs supplies of water and coal, and, because of its

slow movement when hauling our present tonnage trains,

it is frequently sidetracked for superior trains, and thus

there are more and still more halts to traffic.

Coming now to the comparative performance of steam

and electric locomotives, it is important to bear in mind
their fundamental difference to the one, a generator of

power, and the other a transformer of power. The gen-

eration of power in central stations is surrounded with

many refinements, and in the consumption of coal, there is

every opportunity for skillful handling and supervision, so
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that the thermal efficiency of a modern central station is

relatively high and is also continuously maintained. With
the steam locomotive, on the other hand, the thermal effi-

ciency is dependent not alone upon the design of the loco-
motive, but the manner in which it is worked, its condition,
which differs widely from the best, and finally by the skill

m firing. The electric locomotive, on the other hand, con-
sumes power only when in .service, and works at any load
at its designed efficiency. The average performance, in

the case of the electric, approximates the maximum in effi-

ciency, while the steam, on average performance, will differ

widely therefrom.
There are a considerable number of different designs of

electric locomotives all in successful operation, and each
possessing certain advantageous features. Further experi-
ence will, undoubtedly, result in the survival of common
types for the different classes of service. The great latitude

with which electric locomotives can be designed, while
fundamentally most desirable, is in itself at the present
time, somewhat of a handicap. This is now the subject of
intensive analysis and this study is undoubtedly developing
as well, a better knowledge of the running characteristics

of the steam locomotive.

E N G I N P] E R I N G N E W S - K E C (J K D gSG

The Electric Locomotive
By a. H. Armstrong

Chairman Electrification Committee, General Electric Co.

OWING TO handicap of precedent and prejudice, elec-

tricity must take up the railway problem where steam
leaves off. In other words the proof is up to the electrical

engineer proposing any marked departui'e from commonly
accepted standards as established by long years of steam en-

gine railroading. Thus while a maximum standing load of

60,000 lb. per axle has been generally accepted for steam

engines, it is well known that an impact of at least 30 per

cent in excess of this figure is delivei-ed to rail and bridges

due to unbalanced forces at speed. However, owing to the

flexibility of electric locomotive design, there is no im-

mediate need of exceeding steam practice in this respect,

although this and other reserves may be called upon in the

future.

Accepting the Mikado and Mallet as the highest develop-

ments of steam road and helper engines for freight service,

the following general comparison is drawn with an elec-

tric locomotive that it is entirely practicable to build with-

out in any respect going beyond the experience embodied in

locomotives now operating successfully.

COMP.'VRISON STEAM AND ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES

Milcado Mallet Electrii-

Type 2-8-2 2-8-8-2 6-8-8-6
Wt. per driving axle 60,0001b. 60,0001b. 60,000 1b.

Total wt. on drivers 240,0001b. 480,0001b. 720,000 lb.

Total wt. loco, and tender 480,000 lb. 800,000 lb. 780.000 lb.

Trac. eff. at 1 8% eoef 43,2001b. 86,4001b. 129,600 1b.

Speed on 2% grade 14m.p. h. 9ni.p.h. 16m. p.

h

The above analysis brings out the fact that to equal the

hourly ton mile performance of one electric locomotive it

would require three and four engine crews respectively for

the Mallet and Mikado types.

The electric locomotive has demonstrated its very great

advantages in relieving congestion on single track mountain

grade divisions. In view of the facts, it is a modest claim

to make, therefore, that the daily tonnage capacity of single

track mountain grade divisions will be increased fully 50

per cent over possible steam engine performance by the

adoption of the electric locomotive.

Regenerative Braking

Not only are air brakes entirely relieved and held in

reserve by electric regenerative braking but the potential

energy in the descending train is actually converted into

electricity which is transmitted through the trolley to the

aid of the nearest train demanding power. Aside from the

power returned from this source (li% of the total on the

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway; tU- chi^-f ad-
vantage of electric braking lien in Jt« ai.uraf:. •• .,{ tcrtraUr
.safety and higher spctdH permitted on iJown ii;ru<U-:^.

Probably in no one respect does th.- elt-clrjc i'M.-jitujtirt
show greater advantage over the HUarn enirine than in
cost of maintenance. Special importance attaches to thU
item of exF<en.se in these days of hiijh labor and material
costs. In order to draw a fair compan.Hon, however, there
should be adu».'d to back shop repairs, all exf^t-njes of round
house, turn table, ash pit, coal and water ttations, in fact
the many items contributing to renderinjf rii-..eu,ary steam
engine service, as most of these charge.-* art- fhriiinated by
the adoption of the electric |cx.omotive. hulu iiriif all en-
gine service charges, the facts available give foundation
for the claim that electric locomotives of the largest type
can be maintained for 25% to :iO% of the upkeep co«t of
.''team engines operating in similar service.
To afford a common basis for comparison a single

assumption seems permissible and a rate of 2J lb. of
coal per kilowatt-hour is taken as representative of fair
electric power station practice. While the electric locomo-
tive demands power only when in motion, the steam engine
requires coal at all times during the twenty-four hours.
whether doing useful work, standing idle or coasting down
grade. In tests made on the C. .M. & St. P. Ry. the run of
a more modern steam engine would have effected a material
reduction in the 23,640 lb. of coal burned in doing useful
work, but the amount of coal wasteo in standby loaMi
(9,042 lb.) might have been duplicated or even possibly in-

creased with larger grate area. As standby lo.sses con-
stitute so large a proportion of the total coal burned (27i«t
in this instance) it is apparent that enormous economies
over the simple engine tested must be realized in the mod-
ern superheater and other improvement since introduced to
offset in part the high inherent efficiency of the electric

locomotive.

Except over very long runs with terminals at the aante
elevation it seems hardly possible therefore accurately to

compare engine performance over different profiles by such
a variable unit as pounds coal per 1,000 ton-miles.

A truer understanding of what takes place under the en-
gine boiler may be shown by continuous records of coal

burned, tons moved, profile, delays, etc., all reduced to

pounds of coal burned per useful horsepower-hour work done
at the driver rims with segregation of the many standby
losses.

analysis 3TE.\M and electric Rl'NS
HARLOWTON—THREE FORK.S

(Per 1,000 Toa Moved)
Stp«ni

Kw.-hrs>. at driver rims 2,038
Hp.-hrs. at driver rinia 2.625
Coal per hp.-hr driver rims 9 02 lb

Credit regenerative braking
Standby losses 271 per cent 2 47 lb.

Total coal per rim hp.-hr 1 1 . 49 lb.

* Measured at power house and includes locomotive luaMv and )2
transmission and conversion lo^s.

!"9

on »»

2 54 lb

Under the same conditions a modem tnkrit-.o would un-

doubtedly have consumed much less than 9.02 lb. coal

(11,793 B.t.u.'s) while doing work measured at the dri\-er

rim. The addition of superheaters gives greater output

and economy while *nechanical stokers add output only and.

It is claimed, at some expense in ei'onomy over goo<l hand
firing. However efficient the power plant on wheels may
reasonably be develo{>ed without too seriously interfering

witli the sole purpose of the steam engine, the hauling of

trains, it can never approach the fuel ei-onomies of modern

turbine generating stations. Whatever transmission and

conversion losses are interposed between jK)wer house and

electric locomotive aiv more than compensatetl for by the

improvement in the load factor resulting from averaging

the very fluctuating demands of many individual loconK>-

tives.

Each individual electric locomotive will reproduce almost

oxiictly the record of all others in similar service, little
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influenced by either extreme cold or skill of the eng:ineer,

while the fireman so called and still retained, has nothing to

do with the matter at all. There is no creeping paralysis

gradually impairing the efficiency of an electric locomotive

until temporary relief is obtained through frequent washing

of boiler and round house tinkering inevitably ending up

in the major operations annually performed in the back

shop hospital on the steam engine to keep it going. It is

for such reasons that the electrical engineer is slow to ac-

cept general statements of average service operation based

on the results of tests usually made on steam engines in

excellent condition and skillfully handled.

It is with some knowledge of all these facts that the

broad statement is made that the general adoption of the

electric locomotive would probably result in saving fully

two-thirds the fuel now burned on present steam engines

and possibly one-half the amount of fuel necessary to steam

engines of the most modern construction.

Comparative Cost

The superior operating advantages of the electric loco-

motive are admitted by many who believe the first cost to

be prohibitive, largely due to th« trolley construction, copper

feeders, substations, transmission lines, etc., necessary to

complete the electrification picture. The steam engine also

demands a formidable array of facilities peculiar to itself.

Proper facilities for rendering adequate steam engine serv-

ice apparently adds some 627© to the cost of the latter and

no cry of exti'avagance has ever been raised in this

respect.

One advantage of the electric locomotive rests in the

longer engine divisions which they make possible. Two
of the four steam engine divisions comprised in 440 miles

of the St. Paul were wiped out by electrification and certain

sidings and yard tracks were dismantled. To the above

exclusively steam engine facilities should be added therefore

the expense of engine division points not necessary to

successful electric railroading.

Summary

Some of the principle advantages claimed for the electric

as compared to the steam locomotive may be briefly stated

as follows:

1.—No structural limits restricting tractive effort

and speed of electric locomotive than can be
handled by one operator.

2.—Practical elinunation of ruling grades by
reason of the enormously powerful electric lo-

comotives available.

3.—Reduction of down grade dangers by using re-

generative electric braking.
4.—Very large reduction in cost of locomotive

maintenance.
5.—Very large saving of fuel, estimated as two

thirds the total now burned on steam engines
in operation.

6.—Conservation of our natural resources by
utilizing water power where available.

7.—Material reduction in engine and train ci*ew

expense by reason of higher speeds and greater
hauling capacity.

8.—Increased valuation of terminal i-eal estate
following electrification.

9.T—Increased reliability of operation.
10.—Material i-eduction in operating expense due to

elimination of steam engine tenders and most
of the Company coal movement, the two to-

gether expressed in ton miles approximating
nearly 20 9^ of present gross revenue ton mile-
age.

11.—Large reduction in effect of climatic conditions
upon train operation.

12.—Postponement of immediate necessity for con-
structing additional tracks on congested di-

visions.

13.—Attractive return on cost of electrification by
reason of direct and indirect operating savings
effected.

14.—Far reaching improvements in operation that
may revolutionize present methods of steam
railroading.

New York's Freight Handling Problem
Extracts from a paper hv Col. Charles D. Mine, special agent,

Erie R.R., at New York, presented before New York Section,
Am. Sac. C. E., Oct. 20, 1920.

NEARLY fifty terminal plans of more than fifty years

since the Civil War have in the Metropolitan Dis-

trict of New York remained in the project stage. Plans
and special public commissions are always necessary and
sometimes valuable, but plans and special commissions
move no freight. The distribution of freight and food

products after arrival in the Metropolitan District, it is

common knowledge, is crude, unscientific, expensive and
wasteful. No satisfactory formula has yet been devised

to measure the cost to the carriers and to the public of

terminal congestion.

Need for Expansion of Storage Facilities

Distribution in the Metropolitan District is directly con-

cerned with three elements of transportation. First, a rela-

tively long haul or large unit consignments moving by rail

or water; second, delivery to or from warehouse, con-

signee, or connecting carrier by lighter, truck, dray or

cart; third, warehousing for incoming or outgoing freight

awaiting delivery or shipment. The last named, storage,

is the underfed, stunted little brother of the transportation

family. Long haul today by rail and water is comparatively
easy. The real problem is a terminal one. In many cases

it is almost a physical impossibility to enlarge internal

freight yards or steamship piers. Relief must come through
such terminal handling as will permit quicker movement
of equipment. The greatest possibilities lie in expediting

the short haul in small workable units, and in prodigious

expansion of storage facilities.

Such expansion must take the form of segregated groups
of warehouses and market warehouses at numerous suit-

able points in cities. The temptation to make these groups
few in number and unwieldy in size must be resisted.

Otherwise the congestion of trucks or lighters will, with-

out attainable reduction, be merely transferred from rail

head and pier to warehouse and market. Demountable
motor bodies now in successful use in Cincinnati and other

proposed devices make it feasible for long haul carriers to

have numerous off-line freight station warehouses entirely

disconnected except by streets from existing terminal

property.

Goods reaching the Metropolitan District must be forth-

with moved as far as possible in the direction of ultimate

destination. This means numerous market warehouses
rather than a few.

The large outlays of capital required for some of the

comprehensive plans for local distribution thus far de-

veloped must probably wait until financiers and public au-

thorities are convinced that maximum co-ordination of exist-

ing facilities has been attained. Much can be accomplished

by public authority. For example: The mayors and bor-

ough presidents of the Metropolitan District could with
the carriers and commercial bodies work out methods by
which back haul and street congestion would be minimized.

For example: Freight for upper Manhattan comes to lower

Manhattan when perhaps it could better be distributed from
the Bronx. Freight to and from Newark passes through
Manhattan only to add to intolerable congestion.

The question will fail of comprehensive solution until

it becomes political in the sense of economics and states-

manship, not in the narrow range of partisanship.

Railroad Water Consumption
The Southern Railway uses, by careful investigation of

each station, 45,500,000 gallons of water per day of 24
hours, at a cost of over $1,660,000 per year. This con-

sumption is furnished by 350 pumping plants, 60 gravity
stations and 121 city supply stations, making a total of 531
water stations. It has been conservatively estimated that
the average railroad wastes 15 per cent of the total amount
of water used, that is, 15 per cent more water is used than
is actually needed to meet requirements.—A. B. Pierce, en-

gineer water supply, Southern Railway, in Sotithem Ne^vs
Bulletin.
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Bureau of Public Roads Will Measure
Highway Bridge Impact

Sir—The matter ^f impact on bridges, discussed in your
editorial, "A Field for Experiment," of Sept. 1920, is one
which our bridge division has to consider almost daily in

connection with the design of highway bridges in the con-
struction of Federal Aid roads. Unfortunately, there is

a lack of adequate knowledge on this subject. We have
been at work for the past year on a series of impact tests

to determine the impact effect of heavy trucks on road
surfaces, and our tests indicate that the effect of impact on
our highways is very considerable.

It is true that we know little of the stress developed
either in the bridge floor on in the bridge members due to

impact. Our records as of Jan. 17, 1920, show that 24
states use an impact allowance of variable amounts. Fif-

teen use no impact allowance, leaving nine states for which
we have no records available I am inclined to believe

that a study of impact on highway bridges is important
from the standpoint that it will lead to more rational de-

sign, but from the standpoint of the relative expenditures
on roads and bridges we have considered such an investi-

gation in connection with road design to be more urgent.

Because of the small number of bridges per mile of road
and the relatively small extra cost in their construction, it

must be realized that the total increased cost of bridges

must be a small item as compared with the increased cost

of our roads to withstand the same impact.

For this reason, we have been concentrating our efforts

on a solution of the problem of impact effect on road sur-

faces rather than on bridges. We think it important, how-
ever, to undertake impact studies on bridges and have given

this subject some attention. Arrangements have now been

made to measure impact stresses on bridges, making use

of the strainagraph developed during the war for use on
reinforced concrete ships, which apparatus has been ob-

tained for this purpose. We plan to make a preliminary

investigation on at least one bridge during he coming year.

Washington, D. C. Thos. H. MacDonald,
Oct. 11. Chief of Bureau of Public Roads.

Urge Negative Vote on Joining Federation

Sir—Whether the American Society of Civil Engineers

shall become a member of The Federated American Engi-

neering Societies is a serious matter in view of its early

decision by ballot. It may fairly be presumed that a great

majority of the members of that Society would welcome
such an affiliation of the four great national engineering

organizations as would lead to concert of effort in all

matters affecting the interests of the engineering profession,

especially in its relations to public affairs. Such an affiliated

organization would tend greatly to strengthen the engineer-

ing profession in this country and correspondingly advance

public interests based upon or affected by engineering

activities. Some such effective mode of conserving the

fundamental interests of the engineering profession is

urgently needed and that need has doubtless prompted the

organization of The Federated American Engineerinj

Societies, but the proposed Federation goes much too far.

All members of the four national engineering societies in

this country ought to consider critically every provision of

the Constitution and By-Laws of The Federated American
Engineering Societies. This is no matter of px'ofessional

courtesy or sentiment; it is simply the cool and impartial

determination of a serious question, i.e., whether the inter-

ests of the profession will be advanced or retarded or even

gravely injured by merging individual organizations in this

proposed Federation.

A careful reading of the Constitution of The Federated

American Engineering Societies shows that the organization

is no more affiliation d( ',r,*,; ,,f •«<urir!,'
concorted effort among i ..jiit iot \.rut com-
mon good, each preHcr\m;c .i,jor>u-ly indtvidoality, but
rather a atrofig, rigid organization with a ConstitBtioo and
By-Law.s preseribing completely what fanctiona are to be
discharged and the meanH providf-l to accompliah their foil
purpose. There are twelve- Articles of the Con-
stitution and Chapters of th ... The object of the
Federation is shown in Artick II which readA aj follovri:

A.—"The object of this organization shall be to far-
ther the public welfare wherever technical loMfrMce
and engineering experience are inv<,I%-»-d, and tocoaaider
and act upon matters of comn n to the enp-
neering and allied technical pr-

Article I, Section III of the Constitntion of the American
Society of Civil Engineers declare.H its object to be as
follows:

"Its object shall be the advancement of Engineering
knowledge and practice and the maintenance of a high
Professional standing among its members."

Manifestly this succinct statement of the object of the
American Society of Civil Engineers is substantially iden-
tical with the expression "... to consider and act
upon matters of common concern to the engineering and
allied technical professions," each being expressed in gen-
eral terms. It would be impossible for The Federated .\mer-
ican Engineering Societies to discharge its constitutional
functions without occupying the field explicitly reserved to
the American Society of Civil Engineers by its Constitution,
thus leading inevitably to fatal friction and disruption of
the amalgamated organization. The same general observa-
tion can be made in reference to the three other national
engineering societies.

The administration or management of the Federation is

to be effected by "The American Engineering Council" con-
sisting of representatives of Member-Societies. As stated in

Article IV, Section 2, "This Council shall co-ordinate the
activities of State councils and of local and regional affilia-

t'ons whenever these activities are of national or general
importance or may affect the general interests of engineers."

The actual management is carried on by an Executive
Board acting under the direction of the Council. If co-

ordination means anything in this connection, it means the

regulation of the general affairs of the Member-Societies.
In other words, the Member-Societies are to be i^ubstantially

regulated and controlled in their principal or general activ-

ities. There is no escape from this conclusion unless the

Federation becomes supine and nerveless in the functions

which its Constitution and By-Laws prescribe. These func-

tions are in the main those \ hich the National Engineering
Societies are already performmg and have been performing
for many years, but which the Federation now requires

them to assign to it while they in turn are to divest them-
selves of their original individualities and place themselves

under the management of the American Engineering Council

acting through its Executive Board.

In Article IV it is prescribed to "be the duty of the

American Engineering Council to interest itself in the

activities of local and regional organizations and affiliations

and state organizations and councils if such activities are

of national scope, or affect the general mtcrest of the engi-

neering and allied technical profession." This means that

oven local affairs as well as those of the state are to come
within the consideration of the Council, as it would be diffi-

cult to find any ennneering matter or activity which coald

not be so interpreted or shaped as to "affect the general

interests of the engineering and allietl technical profession."

Article VI provides funds by assessments upon Member-
Societies, at the rate of $1.50 per member annually. .\t the

same time there is no provision in the present referendum

for obtaining these funds from the membership of our

Society. The recent favorable vote on constitutional amend-

ment to increase the dues will furnish only the necessary

revenue to meet current expenses of operation and there is

no available source of income to meet this pr^posed addi-

tional assessment. One of the most objectionable features
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about, this whole matter is to be found in Chapter I, Section

I of the By-Laws, which reads as follows:

B.
—"Qualifications: Any society or org-anization of

the engineering: or allied technical professions whose

chief object is the advancement of the knowledge and

practice of engineering or the application of allied

sciences and which is not organized for commercial

purposes, is eligible for membership."

This provision expressing the required qualifications of

Member-Societies is certainly broad and liberal enough to

take in any organization from the four great national engi-

neering societies down to a Cai-pentei's' or Plumbers' Union,

as the latter are not organized for commercial purposes and

they have for their purpose among other things the

advancement of the application of allied sciences. The

latter organizations are excellent and accomplish much good

when managed in a sane and reasonable way, but they

would scarcely make a suitable and harmonious combination

with the American Society of Civil Engineers or with the

other National Societies. The application of these qualifica-

tions for membership would bring together a destructively

hetei-ogeneous gathering of a great variety of organizations

with a wide range of objects, different ideals and a diversity

of interests so intrinsically conflicting as to breed incurable

dissension.

These critical considerations could be much extended to

cover other objectionable features of the proposed Federa-

tion, but enough has been shown to demonstrate conclusively

the unwisdom and unworkability of the contemplated organ-

ization. The four National Engineering Societies at least

should form some effective affiliation for the common good

whenever important measures need concerted action without

in any way trenching on the individual activity of each.

The creation of such an affiliation is perfectly feasible,

although requiring the deliberate and careful consideration

of each organization. Such an undertaking is worthy of

the best efforts of the broad minded, experienced members
of each Society.

In the meantime, the proposal to enter The Federated

American Engineering Societies should be defeated.

William H. Burr, Henry R. Leonard,
J. ViPOND Davies, Samuel Rea,
Allen Hazen, J. Waldo Smith,
Alexander Humphreys, William J. Wilgus.

New York, Oct. 25.

Am. Soc. C. E. Should Join Federation,

Says G. S. Williams

Sir—A member of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers has well said: "In order to make most effective the

influence of that sound engineering service and guidance

to which the public is justly entitled, and to improve the

agencies through which the combined intelligence and
genius of American engineering may express itself, the

outstanding need of our profession today is its unification

through a central representative body."
To meet this need the Federated American Engineering

Societies has been formed, and in that specification lies the

essential and a very distinct difference between it and the

American Association of Engineers. The American Asso-
ciation of Engineers has for its primary object service to

the individual, its member; the Federated American Engi-
neering Societies has for its primary object service to the

nation, the state and the municipality. With these distinct

aims there is no reason to anticipate antagonism between
the two, but rather, in matters of common interest, co-opera-

tion. In this distinction lies the justification, abundant in

the writer's opinion, for the two organizations being sepa-

rate bodies rather than united as one.

It is difficult to understand thp opposition to the Fed-
erated American Engineering Societies on the part of men
who have distinguished themselves in the work of civic

betterment in their own communities, unless they have over-

looked the underlying purpose of the organization as set

forth in the second paragraph of its constitution which
reads

:

A service to others is the expression of the highest motive
to which men I'espond and as duty to contribute to the

public welfare demands the best efforts men can put forth,

NOW, THEREFORE, the engincring and allied technical

societies of the United States of America, through the for-

mation of the Federated American Engineering Societies,

realize a long cherished ideal, a comprehensive organization
dedicated to the service of the community, state and nation.
The name and prestige of the American Society of Civil

Engineers are dear to all its members, but what is in a
name and what is prestige? Many a splendid name has
gone to oblivion by the failure of those who bore it to

measure up to the standard set before them—and prestige

is defined as "an illusion."

There was a time when the American Society of Civil

Engineers stood at the head of our engineering organiza-
tions and was looked up to by the whole profession in

America, but that time has past. The opportunity to con-

tinue in that exalted position was thrown away by the

provincialism of the governing minority and for ten years
the society has done practically nothing for the profession,

for its members or for the nation (except as a publication

house at an exhorbitant cost), while other societies, both
the Mechanical and the Electrical Engineers, if not also

the Society for Testing Materials, have far outstripped it

in the esteem of the profession and the public. Perh^s
as suggested in a recent communication in your journal

"the standing of the ATtierican Society of Civil EngiiveerB

in the eyes of the world is a valuable professional asset,"

but it is nevertheless a "standing-still," a mausoleum to the

shortsightedness of those who have controlled and, in apite

of an adverse majority, still seek to control its policies.

The arguments advanced by the committee against join-

ing the Fedei'ated Societies ave almost all counterparts

of those to be found in the speeches of Melancthon Smith
in the New York Convention of 1788, against the adoption

of the Federal Constitution, but tim.e has shown the fal-

lacy of his reasoning, just as time will show the fallacy

of that of the committee.
If the American Society of Civil Engineers is to play its

part or any important part in the solution of the great

problems today before our nation it must put its shoulder
to the wheel of service with its sister organizations, and
take its chance of a few blisters and callouses with the

rest. If it is not willing to play such a part it has no
right to the name it now holds, nor can it expect to re-

tain the respect and support of its public-spirited members.
Gardner S. Wiluams,

Ann Arbor, Mich., Oct. 23. Consulting Engineer.

Edwin Thacher and the Straight-Line Formula

Sir—In your issue of Sept. 30, p. 675, there is a biographi-

cal sketch of Edwin Thacher, whose professional sei'vices

throughout a long life were so eminent as <o deserve richly

the memorial. I write this after many years of cordial

friendship with him, the memory of which I shall always
cherish. There is, however, one statement by the writer

of the biography which is not in accord with historical

accuracy and I doubt much whether Mr. Thacher himself

would sanction it.

In speaking of the "notable achievements of his career,"

it is stated that they include "the deduction of the straight-

line formula (in the publication of which, however, he was
anticipated by Thomas H. Johnson, who had been inde-

P'^ndently studying the subject at the same time as Mr.

Thacher)." This is a fundamental error in the history of

the straight-line formula, as the establishment of that

formula was due neither to Mr. Thacher nor to Mr. John-

son, and in all my long acquaintance with the former I

never heard him make such claim or even intimate it.

Curiously, the straight-line foiTnula has for a considerable

number of years been rather often called the "Johnson

formula," although not generally.

The circumstances under which the formula originated,

as any one can determine for himself, are as follows: At

the annual convention of the American Society of Civil

Engineers at Washington, D. C, in June, 1881, the old
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bridge-building firm of Clark, Reeves & Co., of Phoenix

-

ville, Pa., presented a paper on the ultimate resistances
of a series of wrought-iron Phoenix columns, the actual
tests having been made at the Watertown Arsenal, Water-
town, Mass. In the discussion of these tests the straight-
line column formula was first set forth independently by
each of three members of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, Charles E. Emery, Prof. Mansfield Merriman
and myself. Mr. Emery's discussion simply called atten-
tion to the straight-line character of that portion of the
experimental curve of resistances which included the
lengths of columns used in ordinary structural design, at
the same time exhibiting in his discussion the equation of
a straight line, but not in terms for immediate practical
application. Prof. Merriman and I set forth rather ex-
tended discussions showing over what part of the experi-
mental curve the straight-line formula would find applica-

tion. He expressed the formula in terms of length over
diameter of column, but my discussion presented the formula
in terms of length over radius of gyration, the form in

which it has ever since been used. My discussion, there-

fore, gave for the first time the straight-line formula in

the form in which it has come into general use.

I am aware that it is not a matter of material conse-

quence who first proposed and used the straight-line

formula, but it is worth while in the interests of historical

accuracy to record the facts as they are.

The paper to which I have referred above is entitled "Ex-
periments Upon Phoenix Columns" and is found in Vol. XI,

1882, Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers. The discussions showing the straight-line formula
are found on pages 93, 111 and 115.

Mr. Johnson's paper can be found in the Transactions,

Vol. XV, 1886, p. 517, He, therefore, had before him for

a period of four years the establishment of the straight-

line formula before the appearance of his paper on the

same formula. Although the straight-line formula is pui-ely

empirical and not subject to analytic derivation, he at-

tempted to establish it by analytic demonstration, an ef-

fort which could not result successfully. An analytic dem-
onstration based even partially upon the common theory

of flexure cannot correctly be applied to members like long

columns which are tested far beyond the elastic limit, al-

though it may be done as an approximate analysis to which

empirical co-efficients may be fitted by tests for ultimate

resistance. William H. Burr,
New York City, Oct. 21. Consulting Engineer.
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Simple Formulas for Bond Stress Limits

in Concrete Beams

Sir— For figuring bond stress in reinforced-concrete

beams of uniform loading the writer suggests the following

method as handier than the usual one of solving for u in

the formula

:

V
'' - ^O.jd

Given an area of steel required for moment, the smaller

the individual bar, the greater the total surface for bond.

That size which is sufficient for moment and small enough

for bond varies directly with the length of span, accordinp

to the following relations:

= Simple Beam

c = TT^r — Cantilever Beam

c =

c =

c =

200

100

J_
250

J_
200

J_
300

= Continuous Beam of Two Spans

— End Supports of Continuous Beam of Many Span.

= Elsewhere in Continuous Beam of Many Spans

where c = maximum size of bar

—

and I = span in inches.

This may be proved an follows;

2a, - steel u.scd for moment.

V
Also, u -

y yc-.-. (wh»Te 20 » total rirrumf»r»nr» r.f ban>.

or, lO = —.-,
u. >a

But, for either round or square bar.^,

v-K = -A (where '• = size of average bar).

' j:rjd ' V -
i

M 4w
^ V '

f.
or,

Allowing a — 80 and /, ^ 16,000 lb. per square inch. Then
for a simple beam —

M _ wt- _b

V 8 ^ wib

*"*^ '^ -^
200

The other derivations are similar:

Charles E. SHAxr. Jb.

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 30, 1920

Factors Affecting Use of Water in Irrigation

Sir—In your issue of June 10, 1920, is a valuable article

by E. A. Moritz entitled "Factors Affecting the Use of

Water in Irrigation." The data furnished by .Mr. Moritz do
more than what he says that he hopes to do, i. e., '^hrow

an increment of additional light on the subject." The
author, however, does not attempt to answer, even in gen-

eral terms, the question editorially asked, "What is the max-
imum area which a given water supply will irrigate?",

appreciating the fact that volumes written about irrigation

engineering could not answer the question completely, for.

as he well says, "It is obviously impossible to duplicate

any given set of conditions."

However, in view of the fact that "a new irrigation

development is nearly upon us," as is suggested, "engineers

should have the benefit of the widest available information."

from whatever source it may be obtainable, and any engi-

neer of experience should be gi^d to share with others the

conclusions derived through that experience. Therefore'

.

since a study of the subject during a period of over thirty

years, in the course of which time reports have been maji
concerning proposed irrigation projects scattered throughout

the entire so-called arid and semi-arid parts of the United

States, has led to certain conclusions which may be of inter-

est to others, at least as bases for discussion, the writer

ventures to present them herein. It is, of course, impossible

to go into the details as to the reasons for these conclusions,

or even to state them in full, in a letter of this character,

but it is hoped that it may, nevertheless, be worth while tc

attempt to outline them in brief.

In the past, even under the most favorable conditions as

to water supply, irrigation companies, districts, canal own-

ers, etc., have generally been individual entities, tiphting all

others dependent upon the same source of supply for their

"rights" to water, shotgun control being exchanged slowly

for regulation by properly constituted legal authority. Th
coming era may, perhaps, be an era of co-operation in which

the general aim will be to utilize to the greatest pos>ibI.'

extent all, or as much as it is practicable to use. of the

available supply of a given stream system, or even a com-

bination of stream systems, recognizing the fact that, gen-

erally speaking, the supply of arid land far exceeds the

available supply cf water. To illustrate, the wriier selected,

nearly twenty years ago, two projects for U. S. Reclamation
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Service, both of which have since been constructed. One of

the primary reasons for selection in each case was the fact

that it was believed that the available water supply, with

storage as it niijrht be needed, would always be adequate,

practically regardless of what those having so-called priori-

ties in the stream system might do. The most recent

reports have been designed to make the fullest possible use

of all of the practically available supplies, through a con-

solidation of all the interests in water within the given

watershed, regulating the annual flow and conserving the

floods through storage, utilizing both the normal under-

ground supplies and the recovered waters originating from

the surplus water used in the original distribution and

application, so far as such utilization may be found to be

practicable, the fact being now generally recognized that

apparent losses in greater or less amounts, depending upon

existing conditions, are inevitable and may even be neces-

sary to achieve the desired result, i. e., the profitable pro-

duction of crops.

It is obvious that "a given water supply," when uncon-

trolled or unregulated by storage, will efficiently irrigate

only the minimum area. With storage and regulation, a

greater area, and through the addition permitted by the

recovery and utilization of the available underground supplies

to the fullest extent possible, a still greater area, approach-

ing a maximum, may be ii-rigated, the results being also

modified and limited by the ratio of cost to returns. It is the

practice of the Avriter, when attempting to arrive at a tenta-

tive conclusion as to the maximum area that can be effec-

tively supplied with water, in cases where it is planned that

the most complete use possible shall be made of the water

supply, to follow a method, which, reduced to the form of

an equation, is as follows:

A = C
S+U+R+P-L

where

A represents the area sought, expressed in acres.

C is a coefficient varying inversely with the completeness

of the irrigation of the district, taking into consideration the

following factors: (a) The area irrigated the first year

will be relatively small; (b) Development of irrigation to

the maximum amount will require several years, the length

of the term depending upon local conditions; (c) The area

actually irrigated will in no given year be more than a

certain percentage, also more or less dependent on local

conditions, of the entire area' within the district—as only a

certain percentage of all of the good agricultural lands in

any given county or township in humid territory is culti-

vated in any one given year. In very large projects, gen-

erally speaking, from 60 to 80 per cent appears to be about

the range of reasonable probability as to the maximum, with

smaller amounts in the earlier stages of operation, C being

the inverse of this estimated percentage.

S is the measurable (and, for final estimates, at least,

reasonably well known, not guessed or estimated from

precipitation, drainage area, etc.) dependable surface run-off

of the stream system, expressed in acre-feet, modified in

accordance with knovni practicable storage and regulation

possibilities. It is obvious that the determination of bases

that would warrant final conclusions must involve definite

knowledge of actual run-off, availability and efficiency of

storage sites, evaporation, seepage and transmission losses,

existing rights, etc.

U is the normal underground supply, expressed in acre-

feet, that is being or that may be profitably drawn upon and

added to the surface supply. This factor would generally

have to be estimated after a study of local conditions had

been made.
R is the practically recoverable and usable parts of the

delivery and application surpluses, expi*essed in acre-feet.

It will vary with many conditions, such as nature of res-

ervoir bottoms and sides, dams, geology, soils, canal sur-

faces, distance water has to be conveyed, efficiency of appli-

cation, etc. Mr. Moritz suggests from 25 to 50 per cent of

the total entering the beadgate as the probable range of

gross loss. It will obvic jsly be some derivative of the sum
of S, U and itself. In this connection it should, perhaps,

be stated with reference to the control of the underground
waters that the best modern practice tends to a recognition
of the fact that plans for an irrigation system should also

include provision for drainage, the details to be worked out
as conditions may be evolved. Unless the ground water
levels are controlled large tracts of land, perhaps originally

considered the best in the district, will become water-logged
and perhaps permanently ruined.

P is the amount of precipitation beneficial to agriculture,

expressed in acre-feet. It may or may not be important, the

conditions varying in different localities.

L is the amount of water, expressed in acre-feet, that is

definitely lost beyond recovery or that becomes too alkaline

or otherwise bad to be used for irrigation.

D is the ultimate duty of the water, i. e., the number of
acre-feet capable, on the average, and considering all the
acres irrigated within the district, of producing the most
satisfactory results. It must not be confused with the
amount from which transmission losses are to be deducted,
since such losses are otherwise provided for in the formula,
but is simply the amount actually required at the place of

application for transpiration and evaporation. Reliable in-

vestigations have sometimes shown it to be as low as two,

and where the return waters are used over and over, even
one acre-foot per acre.

One example of the formula, with estimated values, as

used in practice in one instance, is as follows:

(O (S) (U) (R)

4 825,000 -f 100,000 + 200,000 +
3
^

10/3

(D)

(P) (L)

125,000
(A)

= 400,000

In this example the estimate for C was based on a study
of the history of somewhat similar large projects, for S on
authentic records covering a period of 24 years, for U, M
and L on studies of local conditions, and for P on U. S.

Weather Bureau records. P was ignored as being too small
and erratic to be taken into consideration, though in actual

practice in that particular region it is usually thought to

be at least the equivalent of a winter irrigation. D, based
on local requirements, is probably large but the intent was
to make the estimate, a preliminary one, very conservative.

Due weight, must, of course, be given to uncertainties,

irregularities of supply, etc., but generally speaking, where
conditions are reasonably well understood, it is a mistake to

lean too strongly to the side of conservatism, as the prac-

ticability of the undertaking from the standpoint of the

ability of the project to repay the cost is likely to depend
upon the inclusion of as much new land as can certainly be

furnished with enough water. Certainly the aim of the

engineer should be to make his preliminary estimate as

nearly "right" as possible.

It is obvious that when no storage or use of iinderground

waters is contemplated the formula becomes

A = C S+ P- L
D

S becoming, in this case, that portion of the surface supply

practicably and advantageously available, taking the

monthly records and requirements into consideration along

the lines suggested by Mr. Moritz, the other factors remain-

ing as before. Of course there may also be an infinite

number of intermediate situations, a different analysis being

required in each case. A will sometimes be limited to the

existing area of good land and P may often be eliminated

through it should always be studied.

Only the relationship of water supply and land has thus

far been considered. Estimates of cost, ability of the land

to repay the cost with a good margin of profit, financing,

settlement, etc., must follow the original tentative estimate

of area. Every experienced engineer will have his own
method of going about this. The writer generally uses

approximately the following skeleton outline of a plan of

investigation and reporting:

Location: availability of labor and labor-saving machinery.
Description: historical statement; general plan.

Climate: its general suitability for human habitation and
agriculture.
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Lands: geology, topography, altitude, extent, soils, crops,
markets, transportation facilities, ownership and other
conditions affecting the practicability of the under-
taking.

Water Supply: amount and suitability for the irrigation
of the lands, including all the factors used in the
formula previously described.

Cost: preliminary investigations, surveys, financing, con-
struction, settlement, overhead expense, and everything
incidental thereto.

Economic Practicability: the capacity of the lands for
paying the charges that must be made to cover mainte-
nance and operation and the repayment of the original
cost with interest, and adequate returns vi'ith profit to
the farmers.

The writer considers the general plan as suggestive rather

than otherwise but hopes that its presentation may induce

further discussion. It might be stated, further, that detailed,

checked, verified and revised estimates should be made
before final conclusions, even concerning A, are reached.

A. Lincoln Fellows,
Senior Irrigation Engineer, Division of Irrigation, Bureau of

Public Roads, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Denver, Col., Oct. 15.

... #.. .....

Depths of Concrete Footings

Sir—In order that there may be no misunderstand-

ing, it might be well to note that the d in the diagram on

formula on p. 464, Engineering News-Record, Sept. 2,

1920, in my article entitled "Practical Design of Con-

crete Cap Footing" should be the effective depth of

the footing slab, that is the depth from the top of the

slab to the center of the reinforcing steel.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 9. H. H. Frenzel.

Takes Exception to Utility of Venturi Flume
Sir—I have read with much interest the article by Messrs.

Wilson and Wright on "A Study of the Venturi Flume as a
Measuring Device in Open Channels," published in Engineer-
ing News-Record, Sept. 2, 1920. I do not wish to criticize

the experiments as carried out in the Cornell laboratoi-y,

which appear to have been conducted in an academic and
scientific manner. There are, however, several statements
in the text to which, I believe, many hydraulic engineers
will take exception.

The authors say of the Venturi flume: "It will combine,
under field conditions, accuracy at least equal to that of

any other open-channel measuring apparatus, together with
reliability and small loss of head in the channel." Usually
under field conditions, in the West, the gages are read by
ditch riders who are rarely able to read a gage closer than
0.01 ft. In the Venturi flume two readings have to be

taken, each of which, under field conditions, are likely to

be in error 0.01 ft. Consequently, the Venturi difference /(

could easily be in error 0.02 ft. Referring to Fig. 5 of the

article, it can be seen that an error of 0.02 ft. would cause

an error in the discharge of from 25 to 50 per cent. Be-

sides the probable error due to reading the two gages there

is a constant error due to the inaccurate coefficient Cf
which, according to the authors' statement, is about 5 per

cent.

The authors' statement, "The Venturi flume has been

demonstrated to be a means of measuring water with an ac-

curacy about equal to that of the ordinary weir in prac-

tice" cannot pass unchallenged. The classical experiments
of Francis, Bazin, Lyman, Thompson, Barr and others all

indicate that with a properly constructed weir the error by
formula will be within 2 per cent of the actual discharge.

Moreover, the relative error due to field observations of

gage height will not be in excess of 0.01 ft. Let us assume
that a channel is being measured by a right-angled notch

weir, the formula in the case being Q — 2.52 H 2.47. With
a head of 1.10 ft. the discharge is 3.189 sec. -ft. and with a

head of 1.11 ft. it is 3.261 sec.-ft., giving a difference in

discharge of 0.072 sec.-ft., or 2.2 per cent, which is a con-

siderably smaller error than could be expected by the

Venturi flume.

The writer, Komctimc manager and <-

Western irrigation projects, ha* had c,
ity to test out the accuracy of the or^i./ui., . ,.. .- . itt-uK.

meters. He has found when gaging flumes are rated by
means of a current met«'r, that an accuracy of from 2
to 5 per cent may invariably be obtainci. The lout head in
a gaging flume i.s far le.ss than that in a Venturi flume, and
also the cost of construction would be considerably lens.

It is ha -dly to be expected that any project enipneer
would install a Venturi flume and be .satisfied to use a
laboratory formula in computing the discharge. The fric-

tion factor and the coefficient C, of the field flume would
undoubtedly be different from that of the smaller laboratory
model. The Venturi flume, to be of pra-rtical service, iihoald

be rated in the field with a current meter, and since an
ccjually accurate rating curve can be obtained for a rectan-
gular flume of constant cross-section there would be no
object in adopting the more expensive and complicated meas-
uring device.

Weirs of all types have been usefl very successfully on
irrigation projects. Over 5,000 small weirs are used on
one Western project alone. The lost head resulting from
the use of weirs is, in many cases, an actual advantage. A
majority of the weirs are placed at the turnouts of the

main canals or laterals, at which points there is generally
an excess of head to be dissipated.

Even the small lost head of the Venturi flume would
hardly be permitted in low-head pover projects when the

flow could be measured more accurately without obstruc-

tion by means of a current meter or by Chemi-Hydrometr>'.
B. F. Groat, in his paper on Chemi-Hydrometr>', Vol. LXXX,
Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., 1916, claims an accuracy of a frac-

ion of 1 per cent by the chemical method of gaging. In an
article on the "Characteristics of Cup and Screw Meters,"
Vol. LXXVL, Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., 1913, Mr. Groat re-

marks in regard to current meter gagings: "Good work on
the mountain streams of North Carolina and Tennessee has

shown that individual discharge determinations based on
the foregoing processes will plot within I or 2 per cent

as extreme errors, of the final discharge curves."

The writer has repeatedly checked current meter dis-

charges against that of a standard weir, the difference beini;

generally under 3 per cent.

I am of the opinion that an effort should be made toward
simplicity in the design of all gaging devices. Unfortun-

ately the modem hydraulician is constantly striving for

something new and, in doing so, frequently creates a com-
plicated laboratory device, and overlooks the necessity for

the practical application of the same.

Anaconda, Mont., Sept. 9. H. L. Thackwell.
Hydraulic Engineer.

The Spreader Plow for Railroad Embankment
Sir—Referring to the comments of L. C. Scoti ;n Engi-

neering News-Record, Sept. 2. p. 473, in connection with the

use of a spreader plow in building high banks in railroad

construction work, (Engineering Neus-Rccord, Ajg. 12.

p. 229), his statement that such a method would interfere

with uninterrupted service is true. Where space is limited

and service must be maintained this method could not be

used to advantage. However, where sufficient space is

available the method described naa been used and has

effected an enormous saving as compared to wl.nt trestle

work wonld have cost. Some material will roll down from
the high position of the track as suggested by Mr. Scoit.

but not to so great an extent as to be serious.

South Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 30. Mark J. Woophvll.

Large Gas-Welded Tank for Compressed Gas

A tank 22 ft. in diameter by SO ft. high, for com-

pressed gas, has just been completed at the plant of

the Liquid Carbonic Co., Birmingham. Ala. It consists

of i-in. steel plates joined at the seams by oxyacetylene

welding. After completion it withstood the proof test

and was found to be gas-tight in all the seams.
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True Sewage Siphon With Water-Jet Ejectors

on Air Chamber

Sir—In connection with the article in your issue of Sept.

16, describing the installation of an electrically-operated

pump to remove accumulated air from the crest of a true

siphon, and a letter published Sept. 30, suggesting the use

of a venturi tube for maintaining the requisite vacuum, your
readers may be interested in the accompanying plan show-
ing a true siphon which I designed in 1907 to carry clarified

directly into the shallow local sewer which serves the
houses on the hill.

The siphon is charged thus: First, the intake well is

filled to the level of the valve controlling the intake pipe.
This valve and a similar valve at the outlet end are then
closed, an air-vent at the crest is opened, and water from
a 3-in. connection with the water main is turned into the
siphon. When full, the water valve is closed, the outlet
valve is opened, the intake valve opened and the battery
of ejectors started.

TRUE SEWAGE SIPHON AT EAST PROVIDENCE. R. I.

sewage from a high but pocketed district of East Providence,

R. I., to the main gravity system of the town.
The siphon is, of 12-in. cast-iron pipe. Both ends are

water-sealed—the intake by submerging the pipe to an
elevation lower than the spill of the discharge, the outlet

by a return bend. Even when operation ceases entirely,

the siphon can draw no air from either end.

At the crest an air-chamber is provided, and to the crown
of this is connected a battery of four water-jet ejectors (in

multiple merely to guard against obstruction of one or more
units between visits of inspection), operated by iV-in. jets

from the water main in the street. The ' operating water
and the small amount of sewage entrained when all air

has been removed irom the chamber are discharged

The velocity of flow is governed entirely by the amount
of sewage entering the upper well. No throttling is needed.

If a sudden rush of local sewage brings a volume greater

than that being removed by the siphon at the head momen-
tarily existing, water will rise in the intake well and in-

crease correspondingly the head and the velocity through
the pipe.

If it diminish, the discharge will slacken; it may cease

altogether without breaking the siphon.

The admitted waste of water is, in the judgment of the
writer, much more than offset by the low cost of installa-

tion and maintenance and the entire absence of moving
parts. G. Everett Hill,

New York City, Oct. 8. City Wastes Disposal Co.
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News of the Week
New York, October 28, 1920

Federation Endorsed by 455
Am. Soc. C. E. Members

Circular Letter Issued This Week Urges
Affirmative Vote on Ballot To

Be Canvassed Nov. 8

Carrying the names of 455 corporate
members, a circular letter urging an
affirmative vote on the proposal to join

the Federated American Engineering
Societies was sent this week to the

membership of the American Society
of Civil Engineers, by whom the ques-
tion will be decided by letter ballot to
be canvassed Nov. 8. After recording
the endorsement of the federation by
Engineering Council and the Washing-
ton Oi-ganizing Conference the com-
munication presents arguments in favor
of charter membership in the federation
for the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers.

The letter is reprinted in full below:
We fully endorse the arguments for

joining the Federated American Engi-
neering Societies. We are impressed
that the unanimous recommendation of

the Joint Conference Committee of the

four Founder Societies (Sept. 17, 1920)
of a comprehensive engineering organ-
ization, received the unanimous en-

dorsement of

(a) Engineering Council (October,

1919),

(b) The joint meeting of the gov-
erning boards of the Am. Soc.

C. E., Am. Inst. M. E., Am.
Soc. M. E., Am. Inst. E. E.,

Am. Soc. T. M., U. E. S., and
the members of Engineering
Council (Jan. 23, 1920), and

(c) The Washington Organizing
Conference (June 3-4, 1920),

and led to the unanimous creation of

the Federated American Engineering
Societies and American Engineering
Council (June 3-4, 1920), which were
unanimously endorsed by Engineering
Council, June 17, 1920. The Chairman
of Engineering Council advised the

Joint Conference Committee on July 12,

1920, that it would act for the new
Council and do everything in its power
to facilitate a smooth transfer of

activities from the old to the new
Council (Jan. 1, 1921).

This movement does not embai'k the

society either on a "highly question-

able" or "dangerous" procedure or

"carry it abruptly into untried paths,"

nor does it mean the "surrender of the

society's name and prestige," since it

is a continuation, on a more represen-

tative and democratic basis, of the

work of Engineering Council, in the

organization of which the society par-

ticipated and has fostered and finan-
cially supported for over three years.

(Continued on p. 866)

Business Stagnation Reduces Steel

Prices in Germany
(From Knaineerina Si-wh lierord\ Rrrlln

*'orrenponri.fnt I

Business stagnation in Germany has
considerably eased the iron and steel
markets and has lately resulted in an
all-round reduction of iron and steel
prices for raw and semi-finished prod-
ucts. Scrap iron, which was at its

highest point in March, at 2,100 marks,
is now freely offered at 500 marks and
still the supply overlaps the demand.
Prices for semi-finished products, which
were at their highest point in May,
1920, have now returned to the level

of February, 1920. The August quota-
tion of structural shapes was 2,740
marks, as against a high quotation of
3,620 marks in May, 1920. Structural
shapes were offered at 220 marks in

December, 1918. Steel bars were of-

fered in August at 2,840 marks, as
against 3,200 marks for June and 3,650
marks for May. Bars were quoted at

135 marks in December, 191.5. Price

quotations here are per thousand
pounds.
As Germany is now mostly depend-

ent on foreign countries for the supply
of iron ore, the prices will naturally

move in accordance with the fluctua-

tions of the exchange. The only stabil-

izing factor in this respect is the scrap
iron, which still forms a large part of

furnace supplies. The supply of scrap
is by no means exhausted and is con-

siderably helped now by the scrapping
of war material. Lately, over 500 air-

ship sheds and airdromes, estimated to

contain more than 300,000 tons of steel,

have been designated to be scrapped.

Also there are stores of ammunition,
rifles and ordnance in the country

which the Reparation Commission will

soon put on the scrap market.

New Member for Federation

The Washington Society of Engi-

neers has voted to accept the invitation

to become charter members of the Fed-

erated American Engineering Socie-

ties. At a recent meeting R. L. Hum-
phrey explained the advantages offered

to members of the federation. A. P.

Davis, George R. Putnam and M. O.

Leighton urged th^t the invtation be

accepted. While some arguments in

opposition were presented sentiment

was overwhelmingly in favor of accept-

ing membership.

Federation Opposed

A vote of the executive board of the

Illinois Society of Engineers was 9 to 1

against joining the Federated American

Engineering Societies, but no definite

action has been taken. The matter may

be submitted to a vote of the members.

Di.scuss Steam and Electric

l><>comotives

Relativp Meritn r/mniderrd at .Mretiaf
of FnKini-^Tini; .Society

\.^i Week
The relative mcrita of modem

and electric locomotives wet* iSft-

cu.«)sed Oct. 22 at the fimt joint meet-
ing of the Railroad Section. .\m. Soc.

M. E., the Metropolitan Section, Am.
Soc. M. E., and the New York Sertion
of the Am. In-st. E. E. The princtpaJ
papers presented wpre by John E.

Muhlfeld, Rajlw?y A IndujttriaJ Engi-
neers, Inc., New York; F. H. Shepard.
director of heavy traction. Westhif;-
house Electric & Manulactorinir Co.,

and A. H. Armstrong, chairman, elec-

trification committee. General Electric

Co. Abstracts of these three paper ap-
pear elsewhere in this i.ssae.

The meeting was held in the modi>
torium of the Engineering Societiee
Building and the attendance overtaxed
its capacity. The program was pre-

sented under the direction of E. B.

Katte, chairman of the Railroad Sec-
tion, Am. Soc. M. E.. H. \f . Buck, chair-

man of the New York Section. .\m. Inst.

E. E., and W. S. Finlay. Jr.. chairman
of the Metropolitan Section of the Am.
Soc. M. E.

The discussion was opened by Frank
J. Sprague, who was introduced by the

chairman as the "father of electric

traction." Mr. Sprague briefly re-

viewed the remarkable development
of steam railroad electrification and
pointed out that present conditions, for

purposes of increasing traf!ic and
power, demanded the concentration of

power rfiresento<l by electrification,

together . with increased speed. He
said that electrification would come
gradually and would be governed
largely by financial conditions, but that

by electrification only will maximum
traffic capacity of trackage be set^-ured.

Following the pa;>er8 of Mr. Muhlfeld.

Mr. Shepard and Mr. .Armstrong, the

discussion was continued.

In a paper by F. J. Cole, chiei con-

sulting engineer. Locomotive Super-

heater Co., read by H. B. Oat'ey. chief

engineer of the same comj any, the

statement was made that further re-

finements of the steam locomotive

should be able to equal past perform-

ance. In any comparison of mainte-

nance cost the comparative costs of the

maintenance of all electrical ;is well a>

all steam equipment must bo consid-

ered. The complete cost of electrifica-

tion is hard to obtain in full.

A. W. Gibbs, chief mechanical engi-

reer, Pennsylvania Sy?ten., who has

had charge of eloctrificati>n at New
York and Philadelphia, pointed oat that

863
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it was desirable to unify speeds of both

passenger and freight service in order

to increase the traffic capacity of track-

age. Mr. Gibbs conceded that standby

losses of steam locomotives are con-

siderable. In his opinion it is useless

to attempt comparison of relative main-

tenance costs since the necessary data

have not been developed by experience.

Local conditions must always determine

whether electrification is to be re-

sorted to.

The cost of maintaining electrical

equipment is comparatively high ac-

cording to the statement made by F. H.

Hardin, chief engineer of motive power

and rolling stock, New York Central

R.R., in a paper read by R. M. Brown,

engineer of motive power of the same

road. While it is stated that there is

no need for back shops for electric

locomotives, wrote Mr. Hardin, shops

whether called back shops or by some
other name will be required. On the

New York Central R.R., in one esti-

mate, equated costs per mile for re-

pairs to a Mallet locomotive and the

electric locomotive showed 37c. for the

Mallet and about 60c. for the electric

locomotive. It was stated that elec-

trification will be a part of the solu-

tion of developing railroad capacity, but

is only one factor and perhaps not the

greatest involved in accomplishing what
Mr. Shepard pointed out for the future.

Range of Operation

That the steam locomotive could be

made to do all that had been claimed

by Mr. Shepard for the electric loco-

motive as to range of operation was a

statement included in a paper by W. F.

Kiesel, Jr., mechanical engineer, Penn-

sylvania R.R., which was read by title.

W. L. Bean, assistant general me-

chanical superintendent, New Haven
R.R., emphasized the relatively high

maintenance cost of electric locomo-

tives; danger from overheating from

repeated acceleration, and effects on in-

sulating material.

In behalf of the electric locomotive,

C. H. Quinn, chief electrical engineer,

Norfolk & Western Ry., said that on

that road it had :iot been necessary to

install any system of power limiting

by dispatching and that the only sig-

naling that was used to dispatch trains

is ordinary block signaling. However,

the future possibilities of the steam

locomotive to keep up to the demands

of power and speed should be looked

into with due regard for limits of clear-

ance and wheel loading. He said that

the Norfolk & Western over its elec-

trified area was now carrying 100 per

cent more tonnage than was previously

possible.

A. L. Ralston, mechanical superin-

tendent. New Haven R.R., cited suc-

cessful experience with electrification

on the New Haven. A paper written

by Reinier Beeuwkes, electrical engi-

neer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

R.R., described the successful opera-

tion of electric locomotives on that road

and stated that as a result definite in-

formation and cost data had been

established. "In any event," said Mr.

Beeuwkes, "actual available operating

data will permit of settling the mat-

ter one way or the other in the in-

dividual case." The case for the elec-

tric locomotive was summed up by E.

B. Katte, chief electric engineer. New
York Central R.R., who said that elec-

tric locomotives on that road were

ready for service 56.2 per cent of the

time and steam locomotives only 24.3

per cent. Mr. Katte pointed out wide

difference in fuel consumption on dif-

ferent electrifications.

Building Construction Disclosures

at New York

With a view to determining the

extent to which the action and practices

of building-material interests and con-

tractors have prevented building on a

larger scale in the State of New York,

an investigation is now under way in

New York City by a legislative commit-

tee, with Samuel Untermyer acting as

its counsel. Specifically the committee

was ordered by the legislature to de-

termine whether a "building-materials

trust" was putting up the price of mate-

rials or otherwise interfering with the

volume of construction work.

The disclosures so far made, and to

which importance is attached by the

counsel of the committee, relate to the

activities of an attorney, one John T.

Hettrick, in "advising" contractors

whether or not to bid on certain jobs;

to the simultaneous retainer of Hettrick

by the labor unions, and to a bribe

alleged to have been given by a contrac-

tor in order to have a strike "called off"

promptly.

"Advice" Given on Bids

Hettrick, it appears, acted as adviser

of a number of plumbing contractors.

These contractors sent him copies of

bids they proposed to submit, and he,

in turn, "advised" them with reference

to the client's credit, the conclusion

being drawn by the counsel of the com-

mittee that that advice was a ruse to

control the bidding figure and bring

about collusion.

Later in the investigation there was
introduced in evidence a letter written

by Hettrick to the Mayor of New York,

urging him to facilitate the starting of

work upon certain contracts for the

building of the new Court House. In

it was a closing paragraph in which he

stated that he represented a number
of the unions. Attempt is being made
to indicate that Hettrick, counseling

both the contractors and labor, was in

a position to materially affect the prose-

cution of building work.

Attempt is being made by Mr. Unter-

myer, also, to run down the story of

the alleged bribe for the cancellation of

a strike against a building contractor.

As a result of the disclosures so

far made, the Mayor of New York has

cancelled the contracts already let upon
the new Court House, totaling about

$6,000,000.

New York Engineers Con-

sider Civic Subjects

First Meeting of Am. Soc. C. E. Local

Section Devoted to Freight-

Handling Problem

The first of a series of eight- meetings
devoted to the discussion of important
civic subjects that affect the future well

being of the New York Metropolitan

district was held by the New York Sec-

tion of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, Oct. 20, and was devoted

to a consideration of the subject, "Local
Distribution of Freight and Food
Products." Colonel Charles D. Hine,

special agent, Erie R.R. at New York,
who was previously vice-president of

the Southern Pacific Railroad Co. of

Mexico, was the principal speaker. It

is the plan of the local section that

the discussion at these meetings will

result in recommendations and definite

plans for action on the subjects under
consideration.

Colonel Hine, in discussing the prob-

lem of distribution and freight handling

in the port of New York, laid emphasis
on the need of providing prodigious ex-

pansion of storage facilities and ex-

pediting the short haul in small work-
able units. Extracts from his paper
appear elsewhere in this issue. Colonel

Hine was followed by Colonel F. A. Moli-

tor, who managed the Citizens Truck-
ing Corporation during the strike of

coastwise freight handlers; J. Shirley

Eaton, of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion; Cyrus C. Miller, formerly presi-

dent of the Borough of The Bronx;
E. C. Church, of the New York Cham-
ber of Commerce; J. J. Hallihan, J. B.

Miller, assistant corporation counsel.

New York City; B. F. Fitch, president

of the Motor Terminals Co., New York
and Cleveland, which has the contract

with the railroads entering Cincinnati

for the handling of transfer freight at

that point in demountable motor truck

bodies; Fred Lavis, consulting engi-

neer, American International Corpora-

tion, New York, and W. C. Brinton,

consulting mechanical engineer, New
York.

Need for Store Door Delivery

Colonel Molitor said that the Island of

Manhattan is already too crowded to

contain "one single foot more of stand-

ard-gage track," and favored the estab-

lishment of a great joint classification

and storage yard on the New Jersey
meadows between Newark and Jersey

City, to be supplemented by an outer

belt line extending from Kill van Kull,

Staten Island, out to the vicinity of

Plainfield, N. J., then northward and
eastward to cross the Hudson River

at a point between Beacon and Camelot,

from there connecting with the New
York Central, New Haven, and New
York Connecting Line railroads. This

plan would permit of the immediate
discharge of freight at the yards in the

New Jersey meadows into truck bodies

to the increase of car mileage. Any
comprehensive plan for the distribu- i
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tion of freight and foodstuffs in Man-
hattan Island must include provision

for store-door delivery, said Colonel

Molitor.

Mr. Eaton, of the Federal Trade Com-
mission, said that the subject was a
public one, requiring the broadest view-
point and emphasized the importance
of store-door delivery. He said that

the present situation was universally

bad and that it is "up to engineers to

bring forth a solution."

Cyrus C. Miller, who now acts as

counsel for the associations of food dis-

tributors in New York, pointed out that

the problem of food handling must be

treated specially, since provision must
be made for display and sale, as well

as distribution and storage, and in any
plan the keynote must be in every
movement of commodities to go as far

as possible to point of consumption.

It was suggested by Mr. Hallihan

that permanent committees be appointed

by the New York Section of the Ameri-
can Society, each of which should be
devoted to a consideration of the pub-
lic subjects to be discussed this season.

These committees would follow up the

recommendations made at the meeting
to the end of presenting a final report

for practical adoption.

J. B. Miller briefly presented a plan

for establishing freight yards, with a

capacity of 8,000 cars on the islands in

thetupper East River to be connected

by car-ferry slips. Mr. Miller said that

New York City must guard against its

"becoming the suburb, and Newark the

metropolis," as a result of unloading

cars in the New Jersey meadows as

had been proposed". In connection wit'

the plan for developing the East Rive-

islands freight subways would be

provided.

Central Warehouses Proposed

The application to the port of New
York of the system of handling trans-

fer freight in demountable motor truck

bodies, now in use in Cincinnati, was
outlined by Mr. Fitch, of the Motor
Terminals Co. As a result of a four-

year engineering study, said Mr. Fitch,

it is established that 50,000 tons daily

in the metropolitan district are avail-

able for such service, on which the

present cartage cost is $2.50 per ton

and the distributing and assembling
terminal cost to carriers not less than
$3.50 per ton, or a total daily cost of

$300,000, which by the sei-vice proposed

could be reduced to $100,000, repre-

senting an annual saving of approxi-

mately $60,000,000. This plan would
ultimately provide for store-door de-

livery through the medium of demount-
able motor truck bodies handled be-

tween rail and pier heads and a num-
ber of centrally located off-track or in-

land zone station warehouses.

Mr. Lavis presented a plan for a

large warehouse and manufacturing
plant terminal in Jersey City, with rail

and deep water connections as a cen-

tral point of distribution. The meet-
ing was presided over by R, S. Parsons,
general manager of the Erie system.

The New York Sfcction will hold
monthly meetings devoted to other civic
subjects, extending until next May.
The present program is as follows:
Nov. 17, "Urban and Suburban Pas-
senger Transportation"; Dec. 15, "Th«!
Port of New York"; Jan. 12, "Water
Supply and Sanitation"; Feb. 16, "'.ight,

Heat and Power"; Mar. 16, "Streets
and Parks"; April 20, "Military Fea-
tures," and May 11, "Bridges and Tun-
nels." These meeting.s will be held at
the Engineering Societies Building, 29
West 39th St., New York City, opening
at 8 p.m. The first speaker will be
limited to a period of twenty minutes
and will be followed by several invited

speakers, to each of whom will be al-

lotted ten minutes for discussion of

special phases of the subject under
consideration.

Water and Light Bond Election
at Topeka, Kan.

A bond issue of $535,000 for the con-

solidation of the water and electric

light plants and for a water filtration

plant will be voted on at Topeka, Kan.,

on Nov. 2. Herbert J. Corwine is

mayor.

Trial Lettings Proposed by New
York Highway Commission

In order to determine if contractors

are in a position to submit favorable

proposals for highway construction,

Frederick Stuart Greene, Commissioner

of Highways, State of New York, has

announced a trial letting for Oct. 29,

when proposals for the construction of

twelve highways will be received.

Should this letting prove favorable, a

second letting is contemplated in Novem-
ber for roads upon which winter work

may be carried on advantageously.

This intention of the highway commis-

sioner is contained in a recent letter to

the Governor and the people of the

state.

Commissioner Greene considered that

contracting conditions have consider-

ably improved over those existing last

April, when the highway commission

announced the suspension of further

letting for new highway construction.

The decision to hold a trial letting was

strengthened by requests from leading

contractors who will shortly complete

all work ahead and who are nov.- pre-

paring for their 1921 activities. It is

the assertion of Commissioner Greene

that if the state does not continue road

construction many of the most reliable

road contractors will be forced to seek

employment elsewhere.

The 1921 program of the New York

Highway Commission for new construc-

tion will be published in November and

if conditions warrant, proposals will be

received during February. March and

April for highway construction in order

that new work may be underway

throughout the state early in the spring.

At the time the 1920 construction

program was suspended, there were

183 roads under contract. Of thes".

25 have been completed and 78 are now

more than 50 per cent complete.

Water-Works Improvements
Urgently Needed at

Kan.sas City

Water works improv* -.'..>

needed by Kansaji City, .'•'.
:. \:.r

next Hix t/j eight y»«ni would co«t from
$14,000,000 to $18,000,000 at present
prices, according to a report to the
Board of Fire and Water Commiaaioii-
ers submitted on Oct. 6 by Georg»r W
I uller in behalf of Fuller & McCun-
tock, consulting engineers. New York
City.

The improvements include a filtra-

tion plant, a high level pumping sta-

tion, an equalizing re«ervoir at th»-

East Bottoms and necessary discharge
lines to connect with the distribution

system. Under existing statutory au-

thority the city could now issue some
$3,000,000 of bonds.

^
Mr. Fuller's report, which is a pre-

liminary one, was made to bring to

the attention of the Mayor and Coun-
cil and taxpayers the "seriousness of

the local water-wo^ks situation in order

that the program of financing can be
arranged without delay." To give

added force to the urgency of the

Kansas City water supply needs Mr.
Fuller recommended the "calling in of

several experienced local engineers as

a Board of Review" to pass upon his

report. This board was composed of

Wynkoop Kiersted, chairman; Clinton

S. Bums, of Bums & McDonnell:
George .\. Johnson, of Johnson &.

Benham; Alexander Maitland, Jr., and
John Prince. Under date of Oct. 11

the Board of Review endorsed the

conclusions reached by Fuller &. Mc-
Clintock.

Water Shortage Imminent

In their report Fuller i McClintock
state that unless the recent rate of in-

crease of water consumption is re-

duced "a serious water shortage is im-

minent by 1924." Recent water-waste

reductions efforts have diminished the

consumption by from 6,000,000 to

8,000,000 gal. a day. The engineers

consider that it is imperative that this

water waste work be prosecuted with-

out interruption and state that "even

with this being done water shortage is

threatened by 1926-28." Besides the

danger of a shortage tl v present sup-

ply is "objectionably muddy much of

the time, and at intervals the steriliza-

tion pi-ocess in use is seriously inter

fered with by the sediment in the

water."

The engineers' investigation showtnl

tnat the cost of the water supply from

the Ozarks, the St. Joseph's district or

the upper vallov of the Kansas Rivor

would cost from $25,000,000 to S-'

000,000 in e.xcess of filteroii water fr.

the Missouri River. The best so..

of the city's supply, the report st.;

"is undoubteilly the Missouri River.

with the water taken either from the

existing site at Quindaro. or from a

new site on the north branch of the

river just west of the Platte-Clay

Countv line.
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Federation Endorsed
(Qonthnied from p. SOS)

The Federated American Engineer-

ing; Societies is a going concern, and

in aggregate membership represented

is the largest engineei'ing organization

in the world. It has seventeen charter

members; six national societies, includ-

ing the Am. Inst. M. E., Am. Soo. M. E.,

and Am. Inst. E. E., and eleven local,

state and regional engineering organi-

zations. The Federated American En-

gineering Societies is based upon the

principle of non-interference with the

autonomy, functions and operations of

its Member-Societies. Therefore, the

technical activities, requirements for

membership, and other functions of the

society are unchanged by membership
in the federation. It is not an organi-

zation of individual membere. An in-

dividual can only be associated with

its work through his membership in an
organization holding membership in the
federation.

We direct attention to the favorable
legal opinion of Am. Soc. C. E.'s coun-
sel, pages 3 and 4 of the pamphlet
issued by the Board of Direction, which
removes all argument as to whether
the society can legally become a mem-
ber of the federation.

The adoption of the amendment, in-

creasing the dues of Non-Resident Cor-
porate Members, provides the funds for
the contributions of the society as a
member of the federation. The organi-
zation will have at least four times
the funds that were provided for the
operation of Engineering Council, of
which this society is a member.
We do not agree with the arguments

against joining the federation, since a
careful study of its constitution and
by-laws shows that

(a) Its purpose is definite and com-
prehensive.

(b) It is truly representative and
democratic.

(c) Its governing body, American
Engineering Council, is truly

representative.

(d) The requirements for member-
ship are under the control of

the Council. The American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers should,

therefore, be represented on
that Council.

(e) It is adequately financed.

(f) The provisions for non-tech-

nical work cover local, state,

regional and national problems.

We believe that the greatest need of

the engineering profession is its unifi-

cation through a central representative

body which will enable the profession

to take its part in public affairs. The
plan of organization is such as to pro-

vide the most feasible means yet pro-
posed for bringing about a solidarity

in the engineei-ing and allied technical
professions so that their united voice
may be heard in matters aff'ecting pub-
lic welfare, and of common interest to

members of these professions. Public
opinion is influenced by numbers and
in the bulk of the members of this

representative organization lies its

strength with the public.

If you have already voted you may
withdraw your vote by dating, and en-

dorsing over your own signature (hand-

written not typewritten or printed) on

the outer envelope in which you mail

your ballot, "Destroy previous ballot";

the ballot should be mailed not later

than Nov. 1, 1920.

VOTE YES
ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE BALLOT
A. H. Abel. E. L. Adams, F. H. Adams.

R. W. Adams, W. H. Adams, Louis J.

Affelder, Frederick W. Albert, Eugene Y.
Allen. Thomas D. Allin, George G. Ander-
son, C. W. Anschuetz, H. F. Anthony, Rich-
ard I. D. Ashbridge. A. B. Atwater, Murray
C Ayers, Louis E. Ayi-es.

Edgar A; Bailey, F. S. Baillie. H. S.

Baker, Percival 5?. Baker, Sheldon K. Baker.
William D. Baker, Walter F. Ballinger,
J. B. Bank.s, A. F. Barnard, E. C. Barnard,
W. K. Barnard. John H. Bateman, George
S. Beal. Willard Beahan, George L. Bean,
Orville Benson, Thomas Berry, F. Phil]ips
Best, Arthur H. Blanohard, C. K. Bowen,
Edgai- R. Bowen, C. P. Bower, James A.
Boyle, J. S. Bright, Jacob H. Brillhart.
Howard P. Bronson, Baxter L. Brown,
J. L. Brownlee, John A. Bruce, L. S. Bruner,
Morton Burden, J. L. Burkliolder, C. A.
Burnette, W. J. Burton, A. D. Butler.

Charles C. Campbell. G. E. Campbell,
J. T. Campbell, C. M. Canady, A. A. Casani,
S. N. Castle. L. O. Chambers, E. Ross
Chamblin, J. N. Chester. William H. Chorl-
ton, F. D. Christhilf, H. L. Christie, George
L. Christy, J. H. Cissel, Edwin Clark.
Arthur L. Collins, John S. Conway, William
H. Connell, M. E. Cooley, Earl L. Cope,
L. F. Copeland, Dudley T. Corning, S. V.
Cortelyou, William H. Courtenay, C. C.
Covert, John J. Cox, C. Covkendall, William
H. Crawford, Edward W. Crellin, O. W.
Crowley, R. W. Crum, James F. Cullen,
A. O. Cunningham.

Charles H. Dading, C. M. Daily A. M.
Danzilli, R. W. Davenpoi-t, A. L. Davis,
Arthur P. Davis, Chandler Davis, Charles
E. Davis, D. E. Davis, W. S. Dawley, Edwin
F. Dawson, Arthur- J. Decker, H. W. Den-
nis, F. G. Dessery, James L. De Vou, Rich-
ard G. Develin, R. G. Dieck, Clark Dillen-
beck, E. C. Dilworth. Charles Y. Dixon,
H. J. Doolittle, W. L. Drager, H. P. Drake,
W. R. Druiy, J. H. Dunlap, Edwin Duryea.
William Easby, Jr., G. S. Edmondstone,

J. H. Elder, W. M. Eliot, J. A. Elliott, H. C.
Ellis, C. A. Emerson, Jr., Mordecai T. Endi-
cott, J. H. Ensey, H. H. Esselstyn, E. Evers.

E. B. Fay, George H. Fenkell, Lewis R.
Ferguson, F. H. Finch, Wager Fisher, Ger-
ald C. Fitzgei-ald, Edwin J. Fitzmaui'ice,
E. T. Flaherty, R. Follansbe, James W.
Follin, F. H. Fowler, James D. Fowler,
J. C. Fowler, Charles Kirby Fox, Benjamin
Franklin, Owen B. French, Charles From-
mer, George S. Frost, Almon H. Fuller,
William Copeland Furber.

B. J. Garnett, John T. Garrett, R. P.
Garrett, Homer F. Gault, Joseph B. Gem-
berling, O. H. Gentner, Jr., Elbert A. Gibbs,
W. Herbert Gibson. Frank W. Gilcreast,
Prank Gillelen, C. E. Oilman, Maurice Gold-
enburg, Irving D. Goodwin, L. M. Gram,
William H. Gravell, W. J. Graves, P. W.
Green, A. E. Greene, William B. Gregory,
John O Gveenway, W. G. Grove, N. C. Grover.

E. A. Hadley, H. L. Haehl, Albert B. Hager,
J. C. Haln, L. S. Hall, John P. H. Halla-
han, J. P. Hallihan, Milo C. Halsey, Charles
Hansel, Andrew B. Hargis, Eugene L. Har-
man, A. P. Harter, Stephen Harris, O. P.
Harting, O. W^. Hartwell, T. R. Hasley,
P. A. Hastings, Harry Hawgood, Charles
Haydock, W. A. Heimbuecher, Francis Hen-
derson, V. K. Hendricks, D. C. Henny, P.
W. Henrlci, Milton Hesselberger, Louis C.
Hill, W. N. Hill, A. Hirst, P. S. Hitchcock,
W. C. Hoad, L. R. Hoffman, Howard K.
Holland, Ray K. Holland, S. C. Hollister,
W. W. Horner, Ralph H. Hosmer, IT. B.
Hough, John J. L. Houston. Otis E. Hovev,
R. H. Howard. C. H. Kowell, John C. Hoy't,
J. T. N. Hoyt, C. W. Hubbell, Richard L.
Humphrey, A. M. Hunt, C. B. Hunt.
William Jackson, Reginald H. James,^ E.

C. Jansen, Walter E. Jessup, A. N. Jotin-
ston, H. S. .lohnson, Clarence T. Johnson.
Alfred Jones, Benjamin E. Jones, George
W. Jones, W. D. Jones, S. A. Jubb.

C. P. Keyser, Richard Khuen, Jr., Ste-
phen E. Kieffer, Horace W. King, H. A.
Klugel, Morris Knowles, R. E. Koon, O. H.
Koch, Homer V. Krouse.
John P. Laboon, J. A. Lahmer, Prank R.

Lanagan, Horace G. Lang, Harrison W.
Latta, Fred Lavis, Ralph J. Lawrence,
Augustine L. Lee, Charles T. Leeds, Theo-
dore A. Leisen, S. H. Leister, J. H. Lewis,
W. I. Lex, A. R. Lindsey, J. B. Lippincott,
Eugene Logan.

Morton Macartney, J. O. MacFeeters,
Thomas Maddock, L. T. Maenner, John M.
Mahon, Ji., R. G. Manning, Charles W.
Martin, James W. Martin, George C. Mason.
i:)onald C. May, H. P. McKean, Thomas H.
Means, Charles P. Mebus, John Meigs, F. N.
Menefee, O. C. Morrill, William W. Michael,
A. A. Miller, Walter .S. Miller, W. M. Mit-
cliell, David A. Molitor, Frederic A. Moli-
tor, Carl de Moll, Charles E. Mollard, S. B.
Morris, Howaid E. Moses, Hariison C.
Mower, Hans Mumm, Jr., J. F. Murray,
E. L. Myers, R. A. McMenimen, William V.
McMenimen, S. A. MeWilliams.
W. H. Nalder, C. S. Nichols, W. S. Nichols,

Blaine Noice, Edward N. Noyes, Robert
Norris, Emil L. Nuebling.

C. W. Ogden, Frank H. Olmsted, Roger
W. Olmsted, M. J. Orbeck, N. H. Orr, Samuel
J. Ott, E. H. Owen.

A.E. Palen, S. R. Parke, John C. Parker,
William P. Parker, J. H. Payne, Walter
Pearl, Emile G. Perrott, C. H. Pierce, John
G. Pitney, H. E. Plummer, W. S. Post. B.
B. Priest, R. P. Proctor, Charles H. Pur-
cell, C. D. Purdon, Geoi-ge R. Putnam,
Clyde B. Pyle.

Earl Querbach, Henry H. Quimby, J. C.
Ralston.
Ralph R. Randall, H. A. Rands, Howard

S. Reed, M. E. Reed, Ralph J. Reed, O. T.
Reedy, Edwin R. Renz, Charles M. Rep-
pert, G. J. Requardt, George H. Reussnei',
John M. Rice, H. Ridgway, H. E. Riggs,
George S. Robertson, John E. Rockhold,
W. E. Rolfe, W. H. Root. E. A. Rowe, J. W.
Rowland, E. J. Ruff, Richard L. Russell,
S. Bent Russell.

C. W. S. Sammelman, Edmond H. Sar-
gent, J. Q. Savage, W. C. Sawyer, William
R. Scanlin, Frederick E. Schall, Maurice
R. Scharff, Nathan Schein, W. W. Schlecht,
W. J. Schlick, H. A. Schofleld. Karl D.
Schwenbener, G. M. Scofield, Reginald C.
Scott, H. T. Shelley, L. V. Sheridan, E. G.
Shibley, E. H. Shipman, L. H. Shoemaker,
J. G. Shryock, Joseph W. Silliman, J. W.
Skelly, S. A. Sloan, J. W. Small, Benjamin
L. Smith, C. E. Smith, Edward U. Smith,
Henry C. Smith, H. S. Smith. J. Rhodes
Smith, Stanley Smith, Vernon H. Smith,
Walter D. Smith, George D. Snyder, A. L.
Sonderegger, Harrison Souder, T. Nelson
Spencer, Herman Stabler, Norman L. Stamm,
O. E. Stanley, Edward B. Stearns, Felix C.
Stehle, P. H. Stephenson, Eugene W. Stern,
Charles H. Stevens, P. S. Stevens, J. C.
Stevens, John D. Steveson, W. L. Steven-
son Harrison Stidham, Lewis B. Stillwell,
H. R. Stocker, H. Struckmann, Russell
Suter, S. M. Swaab, R. S. Swinton.

B. G. Taber, Arthur N. Talbot, G. Lewis
Taylor, E. B. Temple, J. Hermon Terry,
Neil Thorn, Franklin Thomas, Carroll R.
Thompson, C. W. Thorn, Albert E. Tim-
mons, P. E. Trask, John C. Trautwine, 3rd.,
James C. Travilla, A. L. Trout, A. J. Turn-
er, W. S. Turner.

J. A. Van den Broek, James H. Van
Wagenen, Paul Voorhees, C. B. Voynow.

Joseph C. Wagner, Samuel T. Wagner,
O. A. Wait, E. M. Walker, Edward E. W'all,
O. L. Waller, R. P. Walter, W. R. Warman,
Albert K. Warren, C. L. Warwick, Leonard
C Wason, David L. P. Watson, George S.
Webster, Maurice A. Webster, D. R. Wells,
A. J. Wenzell, P. E. Weymouth, R. C.
White, W. M. White, P. W. Whiteside, Ezra
B. Whitman, George F Wieghardt, P. L.
Wilcox, T. J. Wilkerson, Thomas L. Wilkin-
son, Charles P. Williams, Gardner S.
Williams, Marshall Williams, A. R. Wilson,
Lef winship, C. O. Wisler, Francis P. Wit-
mer, P. C. Woermahn, J. W. Woermann,
W. P. Wolfe. C. H. Wondries. S. L. Won-
son, Glenn B. Woodruff. Irving Worthing-
ton, R. B. Wright, Stanley S. Wright, A.
M. Wyman. A. S. Zinn.

Baltimore Votes on Over $50,000,-

000 Loans Next Week
Probably the largest total of munic-

ipal loans to go to popular vote Nov.

2 is the $51,750,000 at Baltimore. This

includes $15,000,000 for water supply,

$10,000,000 for harbor improvement,

$750,000 for an isolation hospital and
$26,000,000 for "general development."

The latter contains $8,000,000 for

sewerage, $6,500,000 for streets and
bridges, $2,500,000 for hai'bor improve-j

ments other than docks, $1,150,000 for

electric conduits, $850,000 for station

houses and fire engine houses, $6,000,-|

000 for new school buildings and'

$1,000,000 for repairs to old schoo!

buildings.
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Council Approves Model
License Law

Meeting at Chicago Urges Renewed
Activity in Support of National

Public Works Department

Approval of a model engineer license

law, support for the original status of

the Nolan patent office bill, authoriza-

tion of a letter to various societies to

revive interest in the movement for a

National Department of Public Works,
endorsement of a bill to put engineers

in the Public Health Service on an equal

footing with the medical officers and
assistance in the securing of an appro-

priation to permit the Federal Power
Commission to function formed the

main business transacted at Chicago

Oct, 21 by Engineering Council at a

meeting in the rooms of the Western
Society of Engineers, where 18 months
ago the movement for a public works
department was started by the rep-

resentatives of more than 70 societies.

Though the outcome has been success-

ful beyond the expectations of its most
ardent supporters, the repoi-t of M. O.

Leighton, national service representa-

tive, who has had the matter in charge,

indicated an apathy at present on the

part of the various societies and many
individuals to whom definite duties have
been assigned. The report in full is

printed on page 834.

Although its activities will soon be

terminated, Engineering Council autho-

rized a letter to the various societies

calling on them for renewed support

of the public works department move-
ment. Influence needs to be exerted

now, it was explained, because the com-
mittee of the next Congress will pre-

pare the bill which may be passed at

the succeeding Congress, both major
parties having given approval of the

principles involved. A bill of some kind

will be passed, but if civilian engineers

do not act quickly, it is pointed out,

control will rest with the Corps of En-
gineers, U. S. Army.

Provisions of License Law

The model license law, as finally

adopted, is essentially that which has
been before Council for a year. It is a
joint architects, engineers and land

surveyors registration law in which an
engineer is defined simply as a profes-

sional engineer. An optional exemption
was added to exclude various indi-

viduals from the provisions of the law
provided they did not pose as registered

architects or engineers. This is an ex-

pedient to exempt the residual portion

of. practitioners in the profession, who
are too strong to permit the bill to

pass. Several of the members ex-

pressed themselves as against the prin-

ciple of licensing but recognized that
license laws would surely be enacted;
hence the promulgation of the results

of the committee's work was believed a
proper procedure. L. K. Sherman,
president American Association of En-
gineers, the liaison representative of

A.A.E,. invited to attend the meetings

of Council, confirmed the views of J.

Parke Channing, chairman, that the
majority of engineers were in favoi of
licensing.

E. J. Prindle, chairman of the com-
mittee handling the matter of legisla-

tion, increasing the number and pay
of the patent office employeeH, imported
that the bill was passed as .submitted
by the House, but was amended in the
Senate so as to reduce the force and
pay. Council passed one resolution
calling on Congress for a restoration of
the bill to its original status and an-
other calling on the engineers for sup-
port similar to that originally rendered
in the way of acquainting their con-
gressmen with the desirability and
urgency of the measure.

Power Commission Needs Funds
The Federal Power Commission finds

that the $100,000 appropriated for ex-

penses is not available through a de-

cision of the Controller of the Treasury.
Only $5,000, the salary of the secretary,

can be used. Sixty-nine applications
for permits aggregating 2,000,000 hp.

have been filed but the commission is

unable to function in a satisfactory

way. The support of Engineering
Council was authorized toward getting
an adequate appropriation.

The Chamberlain road bill was refer-

red to the committee on public affairs

for report.

Names which will be suggested to

President Wilson as suitable candidates
for members of the U. S. Shipping
Board are Prof. H. E. Riggs, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and W. H.
Adams, consulting engineer, Detroit,

Mich.

The next meeting will be held Dec.

16 in Washington.

Contractors' Convention
Jan. 25-27

The annual convention of the Associ-

ated General Contractors of America
will be held in New Orleans Jan. 25,

26 and 27.

Illinois Section, Am. Soc. C. E.

Against Federation

The Illinois Section of the .American

Society of Civil Engineers has passed

a resolution to the effect that the society

should not join the Federation of Engi-

neering Societies. All the opinions ex-

pressed at the meeting were unfavor-

able, and when a request was made for

a presentation of arguments in favor

of joining the federation no membe-

responded.

Highway Officials Change
Convention Date

The convention of the American As-

sociation of State Highway Officials,

which was scheduled to convene in

Washington Dec. 8, has been postponed

and will be held Dec. 13, 14, 15 and 16.

The change of date was made neces-

sary because it was found that the

requisite number of hotel accommoda-

tions could not bo furnished during the

week first selected.

Signers of "AppcaP Sugi^est
New A mendmenu

PropoMilM Co%rr l^jral H^rtknn. Bl«<^-

tion of Dirrctorik, VNHfaie aad
Board of Direction

In accordance with th«ir pl«dr« to

work for the adoption of c -

changes in the eonititation of th«-

Soc. C. E., in caiie amendments A. B, ?

and G were defeated in the recent bal-

lot, a group of signers of the "Appeal
for a Progres.<tive as Airatnst a Radical

Policy" met recently and as a moh
of their discussion have throui;h a com-
mittee consi.sting of George W. Fuller,

W. T. Chevalier and J. J. Yates sent

to their fellow signers of the appeal a
letter setting forth the substance of

the amendments which they feel are
desirable and accord with their pledc*
The other signers of the "Appeal" are

asked to consider the letter to tlie end
that the proposals may be urged upon
the constitutional amendment commit-
tee. Copies of the letter have also been
sent to this committee.
The letter covers, principally, local

sections and the nomination of direc-

tors by districts, but space is given

to welfare work and to the makeup of

the board of direction.

Local sections, it is proposed, shall

be organized under a form of charter

laid down in the constitution. Member-
ship in them shall be voluntary. Their

activities and status in society admin-
istration shall not be such as to in-

fringe the interests of society members
who are not members of sections. A
portion of the dues shall be remitted

to them. Their functions shall be "the

encouragement of members to prepare

or discuss papers, to advise as to mat-

ters of policy, to study local engineer-

ing problems, to co-operate with other

local sections in matters of common in-

terest and to bring about closer per-

sonal acquaintance between the .\m.

Soc. C. E. members in the community."
Regarding election of directors by

districts, it is proposed that the local

sections shall take the initiative in

nominating candidates for director. The
suggested name or names would go on
a ballot to be sent to every member
of the district whether a member of a

section or not. To be legal, the direc-

tors should finally be elected by the en-

tire membership of the society.

For nomination of the other offi*"ers.

the nominating committee would be re-

tained but its members would '.« chos*n

by the districts themselves after the

fashion indicated ab<.ne for directors.

It is suggested that the past presidents

bo removed from the nominating com-
mittee.

Opportunity for nomination by decla-

ration would be afforded in selection

both of directors and of members of

the nominating committee.

Though not covered by the pled^.
it is proposed that there be a standing

committee on welfare, which would ad-

vise the board of direction on matter?

involving the material and professional

interests of the members and the re-
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lation of the profession to the public.

It would also act under the board's

direction on co-operative movements.
Re^ardinK the makeup of the board,

it is proposed that the secretary and the

five past presidents be eliminated and

in their place five "regional" directors

be chosen, the latter to make up for the

loss of representation due to the re-

moval of the past presidents from the

board. A two-year term, instead of

three, is proposed for directors.

Recipients of the letter are urged

to report to the committee on amend-
ments their views on these proposals.

Civil Service Examination
United States

For the United States Civil Service

exavii-nation listed below apply to the

United States Civil Service Commis-
sion, Washington, D. C.

Safety Engineer. $8 per diem plus

inci-ease of $20 a month after one

month's service. Applications received

until Nov. 30.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

ASSOCIATED GENERAL, C'ONTRAC-
TORS, Washington, D. O. ; New
Orleans, Jan. 25-27.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS,
Washington, D. C. ; Washington,
D. C, Dec. 13-16.

FEDERATED A M E R T C AN ENGI-
NEERING SOCIETIES. New
York ; Washington, D. C. Nov. 18-

19.

NATIONAL DRAINAGE CONGRESS,
Chicago ; Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 10-12.

The Kansas Engineering Society will

hold its annual meeting at Topeka,

Kans., Dec. 16 and 17.

The Southern California Section, Am.
Sec. C. E., at its Oct. 13 meeting was
addressed by H. W. Dennis on "A Study
of Stream Flow or the Kearn River."

The members voted unanimously to join

in tTie formation of the California En-
gineering Council.

Personal Notes

F. P. Dillon, first assistant super-

intendent of the 5th Lighthouse District

with office at Baltimore, Md., has been
made superintendent of lighthouses of

the 9th District with headquarters at

San Juan, P. R., and leaves the United
States this week to take charge of his

new duties.

E. W. Englebright, engineer.

Union Pacific R.R., New York City,

with his entire staff, has been trans-

ferred to Omaha, where his office will

be consolidatod with that of E. E.
Adams, assistant to the president.

J. W. F o X, valuation engineer of the

Central of Georgia R.R., has resigned

to become affiliated with the Lawrence
Construction Co., Augusta, Ga.

G. R. Smiley has been appointed

chief engineer of construction of the

Louisville & Nashville R.R. with head-

quarters at Louisville, Ky., succeeding

H. C. Williams, resigned.

W. C. Allen has been appointed

assistant valuation engineer of the Fort
Worth & Denver City R.R. and the

Wichita Valley R.R. with headquarters
at Fort Worth, Tex.

S A M u E I, P. Coffin, supervisor

of bridges and buildings of the Boston
& Maine R.R., has been transferred

from Boston to Salem, Mass.

J. B. Crockett, for some time
engineer of Collin County, Tex., has
resigned to enter the contracting

business.

Lee Riley, hydraulic engineer,

has been appointed engineer for the

Leavenworth and Fort Leavenworth
Water Co., Leavenworth, Kan.

E. P. A s B u R Y has been appointed
engineer of Collin County, Tex., to suc-

ceed J. B. Crockett, resigned.

The J. N. Chester Engi-
neers, formerly Chester & Fleming,
announce the admittance of E. E. Bank-
son as a partner. The firm now con-

sists of J. N. Chester, D. E. Davis, J. F.

Laboon, J. T. Campbell and E. E. Bank-
son.

A. T. D I c E, J R., a civil engineer re-

cently with the Reading Iron Co., has
been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Reading and Harrisburg divi-

sions of the Reading Railway with an
office at Reading, Pa.

W. D. K I N s E Y, formerly division

engineer, Reading division, Reading
Ry., has been transferred to the Shamo-
kin division as assistant superintendent,
located at Tamaqua, Pa.

Walter F. Whittemore, en-

gineer and member of the New Jersey
State Highway Commission, has been
appointed by Governor Edwards to serve
on the State Board of Public Utility

Commissioners of New Jersey.

Obituary

George E. Datesman, for 30

years in the service of the city of Phila-

delphia and, prior to his retirement in

January, director of public works, died

Oct. 18, at Germantown, Pa. He was
born in West Milton, Pa., 1863 and was
graduated from Lafayette College as

civil engineer in 1883. He entered the

employ of the city of Philadelphia ir

1885, serving as draftsman until 1889,

when he entered private practice. He
returned to the Bureau of Surveys in

1891 and in 1893 became principal as-

sistant engineer. In this capacity he

was engaged in the design and super-

vision of various public works, includ-

ing about 600 miles of sewers, 5 steel

piers, the Aramingo Canal Improve-
ment, dredging operations in Delaware
and Schuylkill Rivers, consultations

upon subway construction and the elim-

ination of grade crossings on the Phila-

delphia & Reading Ry. The latter in-

volved street alterations, sewer recon-

struction, and building steel bridges.

In 1913 Mr. Datesman was commis-
sioned by the mayor of Philadephia to

represent the city at the International

Building Trades and Scientific Acces-

.sories Exposition at Leipzig, Germany,
and to make an investigation of public

works and modern methods of sewage
disposal in European cities. He acted

as consulting engineer on sewage dis-

posal to the Metropolitan Sewerage
Commission of New York City. He
was appointed director of the Depart-
ment of Public Works at Philadelphia

in December, 1915.

Charles N. Chadwick, com-
missioner of the Board of Water Sup-

ply, City of New York, died Oct. 23

at Lyme, Conn., his summer home. Mr.

Chadwick was 73 years old and a resi-

dent of Brooklyn. He was a charter

member and for 16 years a director of

the Manufacturers' Association of New
York. He was chairman of the Brook-

lyn Committee on Bridges and Tunnels.

With the New York City Board of

Water Supply his duties related to the

general administrative and legal mat-
ters involved in the construction of the

Catskill aqueduct.

Richard Lamb, consulting and
construction engineer, New York City,

died Oct. 18 at Brooklyn, N. Y. He
was born in Norfolk, Va., Sept. 15,

1859, and was graduated from Brown
University in 1883. In 1884 he acted as

assistant engineer of construction, Nor-
folk Terminal Company's railroad from
Norfolk to Lamberts Point, Va., and
also supervised the building of the ex-

tensive coal pier at Lamberts Point.

He made plans for the drainage of the

Great Dismal Swamp, laid out in the

northern section of Norfolk and also

(1886) was engaged in construction of

a sewer system for the University of

Virginia. As chief engineer of the Wil-
mington, Onslow & East Carolina R.R.
and of the East Carolina Land & R.R.

Co. (1887-1888), he laid out routes, de-

signed all structures and had entire

charge of the construction of the roads
from Wilmington to Newbern, N. C.

(84 miles). In 1890 he was appointed
chief engineer in charge of the Lam-
berts Point Co. and the Lynn Haven
Syndicate, during which time he laid

out and constructed streets, water and
sewer work. He designed and con-

structed the electric cableway for tow-
ing canal boats at Tonawanda, N. Y.
As engineer for the Brooklyn Dock &
Terminal Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., the

Navesink Improvement Co., Highlands,
N J., and the Chauncey Realty Co.,

Chauncey, N. Y., he was engaged in de-

signing roads, bridges, sewers and
water-works.
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The Federation's Meeting

WITH the date only two weeks away it becomes
more and more apparent that the first meeting of

the American Engineering Council will be a very impor-

tant gathering, even though the civil engineers should

refrain from entering the organization. To date (this

is written Nov. 1) the names of sixteen member bodies

have been announced, including, as the great nucleus,

those of the national societies of mechanical, electrical

and mining engineers. The membership now repre-

sented is 40,000 and the organizing committee expects

that when the meeting comes to order Nov. 18 not less

than 60,000 engineers will be represented. This is a

formidable showing. What action the council takes can-

not be a matter of indifference to any engineer. It will

stand in the eyes of the public as representative of the

engineers of this countr3\ What it does, then, on Nov.

18 and 19, will have the deepest interest.

Water-Supply Needs

INTIMATE studies of water-works consumption and

pressure in total and by districts and of correspond-

ing population growths are essential to such forecasts of

water-works enlargements as are required from time

to time in any growing city. The larger the city and the

more diverse its topography and industries, the more

complex will be the problem of planning the water-works

to meet future needs. Such studies demand a competent

permanent engineering staff, some member of which has

ample time to devote to the subject. The article on p.

886 details some of the work done at Cleveland, Ohio, in

making ready to forecast the water-works needs of that

city. The part played by pitometer surveys and by

recording pressure gages is worth noting. The need

for a reliable population count oftener than the national

decennial census is illustrated anew by the various

estimates of population to which Mr. Ruggles felt it

necessary to resort.

MagnificeHt Isolation

FREIGHT distribution at New York was commented

upon in these columns last week, following a dis-

cussion of the subject by the New York Section of the

American Society of Civil Engineers. Engineers were

in apparent agreement as to fundamentals, but it is

indeed unfortunate that a city official should have voiced

such antedated opinion as that the City of New York

must guard against losing commercial prestige through

the establishment, for instance, of classification and

unloading points in New Jersey. The possibilities seem

great for distribution from New Jersey points in units

smaller than the present standard-gage box car. Petty

local jealousy cannot stand against public necessity. By
the most effective co-ordination of all facilities at the

Port of New York, the whole country will benefit, since

here is the greatest shipping center. The future of the

City of New York is certainly not dependent upon its

"magnificent isolation."

That belief in such bald fallacies still exi.«ts only indi-

cates the need for combating them with expert engineer-
ing opinion through the broadest publicity. So long an

such beliefs prevail, conditions at the Port of New York
will continue to be bad.

Car-Loading Results

WEEKLY car loadings have pa.ssed the million mark
and, according to reports made at the meeting of

the Association of Railway Executives in New York,

Oct. 29, the railroads are carrying a traffic volume

heavier even than during the height of the war move-

ment in 1918. T. De Witt Cuyler, chairman of the

association said, "The railroads hi.ve been confronted

with the task of moving this traffic with facilities and

equipment admittedly inadequate, but the traffic has

been moved. This has been made possible by the

hearty co-operation of the shipping public, a verj* con-

siderable gain in labor efficiency, and an intensive drive

by the railroad managers to get the utmost out of

existing facilities." In eight months the average car

movement per day has increased from 22.3 miles to

27.4 miles, and loading from 28.3 to 29.6 tons, further
co-operative effort by the shipping public will go far

toward early attainment of the 30-ton, 30-mile-per-dav

goal of the railroads.

British Miners' Settlement

SETTLEMENT of the British miners' strike is

apparently in sight. The leaders have agreed with

the Government on terms, and the ballot on acceptance

will probably be canvassed and the results announced

before this issue reaches our readers. The full details

of the settlement are not -"lear from reports so far

received. The proposal refused by the men before the

strike provided that the miners would get an advance

of 1 shilling per shift for the maintenance of the rate

of production of the first quarter of this year (240,000.-

000 long tons per annum), and 6 pence per shift for each

addition of 4,000,000 tons beyond that figure. Appar-

ently, though, the wages determined in he settlement

are to be based not upon the rate of production, but

upon the "surplus profits accruing from the export of

coal." Not only that, but the mine owners are to be

penalized by the loss of a certain percentage of profits

if the production falls below predetermined figures

—

thus making the owners' interest ident'cal with the

miners'. Even the introduction in a whole industr>' ci a

wage dependent on the yearly production rate would

have been a momentous step, but a wage dependent on

profits applied to an entire industr>*. pushes the whole

matter of industrial relations forwai-d a tremendous

stride. There is such uncertainty in the cabled reports

that a final judgment cannot be formed, but the out-

standing feature is so clearly a wage variation depend-

ent on profits that the significance of the step deserves

to be immediately pointed out. We expect shortly to

have in hand the full teiTns.
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Rational Street Planning-

OUTSIDE of the more progressive municipal engi-

neering departments few people realize that from
25 to 40 per cent of the area of the built-up portions

of our cities is devoted to public streets. These streets

have been laid out—one can rarely say planned—to suit

the momentary interest or caprice of landowners. And
yet when built they become part of the city plan, or

lack of plan, to serve as such for decades unless changed,

perhaps at great cost. It is one of the functions of

the city-planning departments now happily being cre-

ated all over the country to see that new streets are

laid out to meet the needs of the future and of the whole

city, instead of to serve the momentary caprice of

speculative landowners. Until recently, municipal engi-

neers have done very little to direct public opinion in

this respect. The time for alert and intelligent activity

on their part has come.

Is It Significant?

HAS the turn come in highway building? The ques-

tion is prompted by the results of the trial letting

by the New York State Highway Commission, Oct. 29.

Bids were received on every one of the twelve projects

advertised. All the forty-one bids were below the

engineer's estimate and though six bids were received

on each of two projects, five on three others, etc., there

was never a greater variation than 9 per cent between

the high and the low bid. There are two features of

this experience that warrant attention: first, the

number of contractors bidding, and, second, the fact

that all bids were below the engineer's estimate. For

the first, the explanation evidently is that contractors

are finishing their work and want to get ready early

for next year's business. The mere submission of bids,

however, is gratifying, while the fact that they are

below the engineer's estimate is very encouraging. We
may safely assume that the engineer's estimate was a

reasonable one, since the commission has sources of

information regarding prices and conditions and the

trends equal to those of the contractors. New York con-

tractors apparently have confidence that the conditions

next year are going to be better than those of the

immediate past. All indications are that their judg-

ment is a sound one. Transportation is improving

steadily, labor is mora eflScient and not so scarce, price

tendencies, generally, are downward. On account of

these favorable conditions and the New York experience

other States will be encouraged to proceed at once to

test conditions by similar lettings.

Business Enterprise

SAMUEL M. VAUCLAIN recently made a remark in

addressing some of his fellow-Philadelphians that

constitutes a plain challenge to organizations of business

men on the score of enterprise, and, though Mr. Vau-
slain does not go into this phase of the matter, suggests

that engineers might profitably think of the same thing.

Mr. Vauclain was discussing one of the long-standing

problems of Philadelphia, a street bridge across the

Delaware, and remarked that in planning large enter-

prises of the kind nowadays we depend upon the

government to build them. In protest against this

supine attitude he shot out the pointed question, "Why
do not the business men of this city organize a stock

company and build a bridge across the Delaware River?"

The obvious answer, though Mr. Vauclain did not give
it, is that business men's organizations are wanting in

enterprise and the vision from which enterprise springs.

And a contributory reason is that business men lack

contact with engineering thought and opinion.

Until Philadelphia gets the bridge to Camden, the
business interests of the city are going to suffer, said
Mr. Vauclain. Very true, indeed; and there are many
other large communities that are suffering and will

suffer similarly from failure to provide adequately for

communication, or housing, or other public needs. But
the suffering apparently is not sufficiently acute, or the
consciousness of the business interests is too callous, for

response in the form of action.

Individual business men cannot be charged with
unprogressiveness or lack of energy. Business facts

speak plainly to them and find response. Perhaps the

merchant of our grandfathers* day was more boldly

adventurous, but the change is surely not such as to

account for the collective lethargy of business men
toward public improvements that Mr. Vauclain de-

plores. Yet any one who has had opportunity to observe

the manner in which commercial bodies deal with ques-

tions of public improvements will be able to support the

implied charge that business men taken collectively do

lack enterprise.

Why this is so may be an interesting matter for

speculation; but the chief present concern of the case

for us is that the engineer's position in the community
has a direct relation to the matter. Were business men
in the habit of seeking the counsel of engineers where
public improvements are at issue, and were they inclined

to cultivate contact with them and value their opinions,

they would be impelled most strongly toward the solution

of large community problems which engineering an-

alysis shows to be necessary and profitable. Lacking

such contact and counsel, business men remain alien to

these problems until their urgency becomes overwhelm^

ing and a hurried emergency solution must be sought.

Considerations of this kind merely add to proof

already available that the engineer's efforts to gain

larger influence in the community are necessary in

the interests of the community itself. They suggest

further that where we now fall short is in individual

weight of influence, not merely in organized effort.

Collective action through federations or associations of

engineers is not likely to constitute vitalizing influence

on business enterprise of the kind Mr. Vauclain sug-

gested.

Rapid-Transit Station Design

IN THIS issue appears the second and concluding part

of Mr. Nilsson's study of rapid-transit station design.

It is not so long ago that the problem of urban trans-

portation, especially by subways, was regarded as one

applying to only a few of the largest cities in this

country and abroad. Today, however, a list of munic-

ipalities which have built or are planning to build rapid-

transit facilities is lengthy and to it the future will

bring many additions. The rapid-transit problem, there-

fore, has passed from the stage of narrowly restricted

interest. For this reason Mr. Nilsson's discussion is

both timely and valuable and will appeal to a large group

of technical readers who, if they are not immediately

concerned in the details of the subject, may soon be

called upon to study it.

The basis of rapid-transit station design mav be
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simply stated as ability to handle passenger-traffic flow

without impeding train movements. It is clear, there-

fore, that the planning of stations, far from being a

detached problem in the general transit scheme, is a

vital feature in the operation of the lines. The station

is not an "auxiliary" structure, but an integral part of

the system. Only a few seconds eliminated from the

time of loading and unloading passengers at each sta-

tion means much, in the aggregate, in the headway
which it is possible to maintain between trains and, of

course, in the total number of train movements. The
well-designed station, therefore, exerts a decided

influence on the operating finances of the rapid-transit

routes. This fact is not always fully appreciated.

Many features of station design are discussed in the

article on p. 894, including platform lengths and widths,

stairways, and arrangements of exits and entrances.

Each case must be governed by local conditions,

especially since cities are laid out before rapid transit

is proposed. Mr. Nilsson, however, neglects one feature

of station layout which is almost universally ignored in

this country. We refer to the use of direction signs,

maps, and other aids for guiding passengers. People

generally lose all sense of direction when they get under-

ground, and, especially at transfer points confusion will

be caused unless directions be clearly indicated. In the

Paris subways this is done very well. Even the stranger

unable to speak French has no occasion to ask his way
about in the "Metro."

The engineer's job is not, or should not be, finished

when the structure he designs is completed. His is

the responsibility of providing something that will

operate smoothly and efficiently. This obligation

requires not only a knowledge of the strength and
disposition of materials in a structure but, in transit de-

sign, a study of crowds and how they may be moved
quickly and without discomfort.

New York's Building Industry in the Mire

NEW YORK is being treated to a series of disclosures

that makes every one allied with construction hang
his head, even though he may have no connection with

the building industry in New York. It is our industry,

and the men, both employers and employees, who are

implicated in the scandal are part of the organization

by which the work of engineers and architects is con-

summated. The whole industry suffers when the confi-

dence of the public is shaken.

Unfortunately, too, it is not the first time that the

industry has been bssmudged by a scandal in building

work. Both New York and Chicago have had similar

experiences before, while other cities have had "dis-

closures," if not upheavals. As a rule, though, the

scandals touched only one of the large factors; at New
York both the employers and the employees are involved.

Both had their rings. The plumbing contractors were
"advised" on their bids by a lawyer who had all the

proposed bids in his hands. The unions paid tribute to

a leader whose business was to get their pay increased,

and who, at the same time, exacted tribute from con-

tractors in return for his permission to allow them to

take contracts and get the necessary labor therefor.

Even big contractors—some with national reputations

—

bowed to the power of the boss, by hiring only such

subcontractors ha.l his sanction.

Rumor and the promises of the counsel of the investi-

gating committee, Samuel Untermyer, indicate that the

disclosures are not even yet at an end. Mr. Unt«rmyer
apparently has a lot of trails, and he i.s not likely to be
thrown oft" the .scent by faar or cajolery. Engineeru
and contractors, generally, will be glad to aee the
investigation and the resulting criminal pro.secution
pushed to the .sternest limit, no matter what names go
down in tue mire. In fact, they are in the mire now—of
their own volition—and Mr. Untermyer's job i.H merely
to tear away the curtain that has hitherto hid the
situation. What they went into voluntarily, to the
detriment of the public, the public .should now know.
When the investigating committee was authorized by

the New York Legislature the ostensible motive wa-s to

discover whether or not there was collusion on the part
of manufacturers or dealers in building materials, and
whether such collusion, if existing, was interfering with
the progress of building construction. So far, it i.s

interesting to note, evidence has not been adduced as to

restraining measures on the part of the building-

material interests. On the other hand, there has been
no statement by the counsel or the committee thiat

evidence of such restraining combination was lacking.

For the time being, however, the disclosures relate

only to the contractors and to labor.

One properly inquires as to the cause of this sort of

a situation. It is, however, so fundamental that any
statement of it appears both unnecessarj' and futile.

It is, in brief, due to the low standards which obtain in

both the labor and the contracting ends of the building

industry. With profit the sole ideal on both sides, all

efforts are directed toward squeezing out the greatest

net return. Such a thing as creating a great permanent
industry has never caught hold in a large way. We like

to sneer at anything called medieval, yet in the Middle
Ages there was a concept of a building industr>' devoted

to service, in which ideals of craftsmanship per\-aded all

parties to the organization, and which made for peace-

ful relations, contented workers, skilled artisans, and
left us a heritage in Europe of a group of buildings

unsurpassed in architectural beauty-monuments pro-

duced by a co-ordinated building industry.

Until some conception of this sort comes, we can

expect at fairly regular int' "vals disclosures of corrupt

practices such as are being brought to light at New
York. The present scandals will conclude, let us hope,

with criminal prosecution. They will be forgotten in

a few years and some other crooks will then proceed to

do the job over again. It is so much easier, you know,

to pay a scoundrel a thousand dollars and be allowed to

go ahead with your contract, than go to fhe trouble, and

the very great expense, of putting him out of business.

Individuals, of course, cannot accomplish the end alone,

except with severe loss. Were the ideals of the industn,'

sufficiently developed, there would be a quick banding

together as soon as a scoundrel began operations, and.

through private means or the agency of the public's

legal machinery, an early end put to his eflforts.

Do we hope for any early change of conditions'

Emphatically, no. We are too prone to follow the

easiest way. A quick recovery is impossible. Organiza-

tion of the building-contracting interests with high

minded leadership—after the manner in which tht

general contractors have been brought together in th(

Associated General Contractoi-s—would be a good

start. In every group there are strong men who art

willing to lead a fight for the right, provided the wholt

organization is attuned to a high purpose.
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Sewage Pumping Plants for Chicago Suburban Districts

Electric Centrifugal Pumps with Diesel Engine Stand-By Service—Large Sluice

Gates and Automatic Rack Cleaner

By Langdon Pearse
.Sanitai> Engineer, Sanitary District of Chicago

THREE electrically-operated sewage pumping sta-

tions equipped with centrifugal pumps and having

many novel features are under construction by the

Sanitary District of Chicago. In the largest of these

stations extremely large sluice gates, under a high

head of back pressure, control the outlets of the dis-

charge chambers; automatic traveling rakes clean the

bar screens; practically the entire basement serves as

a suction chamber; some of the larger pumps have

motors of different size on each side, and a second

source of power from generators driven by Diesel en-

gines is installed for emergency use. In the smaller

stations the pumps handle the sewage without the use

of screens.

An essential point in the design of all the pumping
stations is the provision of large waterways. Electric

pumps are run at constant speed, but the variation in

sewage flow is compensated by the storage afforded by

FIG. 1. PLAN AND SECTION OK CALUMET SEWAGE PUMPING STATION
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Sec + ion A-A

FIG. 2. SEWER CONNECTIONS TO PUMPIXC, STATION

the liberal waterways and by the depth of suction below

the flow line. Experience at New Orleans has led to

the use of large open basins as far as practicable for

both suction and discharge in these stations of the

Chicago Sanitary District.

Calumet Pumping Station.—This is the largest plant,

including three units handling from 50 to 75 sec.-ft.

each and three units handling from 200 to 275 sec.-ft.

each. These are all centrifugal pumps with horizontal

shafts direct connected to synchronous motors, arranged

as shown in Fig. 1. The center of the smaller pumps
is set about 18 ft. above low water. The lower ends of

the pump suctions and discharge are submerged in the

suction and discharge basins, with the highest point

of the invert of the discharge above the high water

elevation in the discharge basin. This arrangement

has the marked advantage of obviating the use of check

valves, as large valves of this kind are difficult to design

and build. On the smaller pumps, for throttling pur-

poses, gate valves are provided.

At the pumping station, the sewer is of horseshoe

shape, 17^ ft. wide by 14 ft. high (see Fig. 2 . It

drains 12,000 acres, much of which is unimproved low

land. The dr>- weather flow is expecteo to average

from 50 to 75 sec.-ft. with storm flows up to 700 sec.-ft.

At the upper end of the sewer, in South Chicago, is the

95th Street sewage pumping station, handling at present

a maximum of 250 sec.-ft. During extreme storms, the

discharge of this station can be diverted directly to

the Calumet River.

Rack Cleaners.—The sewer expands with an easy

curve into a screen chamber. 50 ft. wide (see Fig. 2"^.

in which is a rack screen inclined at ^1] deg. to the

horizontal, with 4 x i-in. bars set to give 5 in. in the

clear. This screen will be cleaned automatically during

storms by a traveling rake (Fig. •'?>. which vnove^ up

the screen and dumps at the platform. The rake re-

mains m a tripped position while lowering, and is

rotated at the bottom so that the teeth again enter

between the rack bars. The device is lounterweighted.
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pressure or with high heads, pressure pumps are pro-

vided to furnish each gate 150 gal. per minute against

175 ft. head. For emergencies six 2-in. hand pumps are
provided for operating the large sluice gates.

The characteristics of the pumps, which were
designed by A. B. Wood, consulting engineer, New
Orleans, are approximately as follows:

Nominal
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The suction and discharge

tubes are built up of wrought-

iron sheets, riveted up ir,

complete sections for bolting

in place. To prevent sweat-

ing it is proposed to covei

these tubes inside the pump
room with a double layer of

felt. The foundations and

substructure of the building

are of reinforced concrete,

mostly of a 1:2:4 mix.

Where water may stand to a

head of 10 to 12 ft. on one

side, as in the wall between
the pump room and dis-

charge basins, a 1:1^:3
mix was used. In the col-

umns and walls, 5 per cent

of hydrated lime was added to the cement. As it is pos-

sible that in an emergency the suction level might rise

to the elevation of the pump room floor, no openings are
left from the pump room to the suction chamber. The
only access is through the screen chamber. The basins

have been tested and found thoroughly tight.

The building shown in Fig. 6 has a steel frame, with
columns carrying the roof girders and runways for a 20-

ton crane. The roof is a 3-in. reinforced concrete slab,

covered with 2-in. gypsum blocks for insulation, and a

waterproof roofing. For the erection of the machinery

a trestle has been built in the building, so that a rail-

road car can be run directly in and machinery unloaded

under cover by the crane. For the Calumet station the

T. J. Forschner Contracting Co. is the general con-

tractor.

Evanston Pumping Station.—The Evanston and Des
Plaines pumping stations are much smaller than the

Calumet station, and differ from it in having submerged
vertical shaft pumps. As the two stations are very

similar in type, only the Evanston station will be

described in detail. It serves about 400 acres of low-

level sewered area. The station pumps into a gravity

outfall sewer through a normal lift of 10-ft. suction-to-

discharge water elevations. The total capacity is 133

sec.-ft. In such a small station, it was thought best to

avoid the use of screens. Hence the pumps used are

FIG. 5. CALUMET SEWAGE PUMPING STATION. CHICAGO

of the Wood trash pump type, having a solid runner

through which are two curved passages practirallv the

.same size as the suction and discharge openinjr-*. Thi.«

type of pump is used in the hydn^ulic dredges of the

New Orleans Canal, as described in Engineering .\Vir».

Record of July 22, 1920. p. 166.

The general plan comprises a dr>' pump well of

rectangular shape, flanked on one side by the •auction

chamber and on the other by the discharge, a.^ shown in

Fig. 6. At one end is placed an emergency overflow or

by-pass; at the other end a coal pocket. The 6-ft.

incoming sewer enters a suction chamber, 4 ft. wide,

running the entire length of the building. The suctions

of the pumps, each equipped with a hand-operated sluice

gatfc, draw from this chamber.

Between the suction and discharge chamber is the

pump pit, a dry well, 26 V ft. x 72 ft. in plan, in which

are set six motor-driven vertical-shaft centrifugal

pumps. Three pumps have a capacity of 35 sec.-ft. each

at 200 r.p.m. and are driven by 100-hp. motors. The

others have a capacity of 0.6 .sec.-ft. each at 2.57 r.p.m.

and are driven by 25-hp. motors. In the suction and

discharge line of each pump are hand-operated gate

valves and in the discharge is > check valve. To provide

for the fluctuation in flow and to operate the pumps

continuously, particularly on dr>- weather flows, a by-

pass is provided from the discharge of a small pump to

-72'

DISCHARGE CMAMBER^ I.'' 1
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the suction well, with float control connected to a

hydraulic jrate valve. This will automatically by-pass

sufficient sewage from the discharge end to maintain a

fairly uniform elevation in the suction chamber. The

motors are arranged to operate automatically by a float

switch control.

Owing to the soft and wet nature of the subsoil and

foundations, the substructure is reinforced for water

pressure on the outside, all over the sides and on the

bottom. As the Evanston station is in a residential

district, the surrounding land will be grassed and

planted with shrubs. For this pumping station, the

Nash-Dowdle Co. is the general contractor.

Des Plainer Pumping Station.—This station is located

in Broadview, and receives the dry weather flow from a

residential district including the villages of Melrose

Park, Maywood, River Forest, Forest Park and a part

of Oak Park. This sewage from the outlet of the Des

Plaines river intercepting sewer is lifted into the

sewage treatment plant. Station capacity is provided

for three present pumps at 6.5 sec.-ft. each and two

future pumps of 20 sec.-ft. each. All of these are of the

Wood trash pump type, already mentioned. The nominal

head will vary from 25 to 32 ft. total lift. The present

pumps discharge into a 24-in. cast iron force main which

passes through a Venturi meter to the grit chamber.

The future pumps will discharge through a second force

main.

The general plan of the station is slightly different

from that at Evanston, not only hydraulically, but also

because it is combined with the blower house for the

sewage treatment works. The 51-ft. incoming sewer

feeds a suction well, tapering in plan, along one side of

the basement. One main sluice gate is provided to shut

off the entire suction well, instead of individual sluice

gates as at Evanston. Each suction is provided with a

flange with tapped holes and bronze bolts for securing a

blank flange in an emergency. The Leyden-Ortseifen

Co. has the general contract.

All these pumping stations have been designed for the

Sanitary District of Chicago under the direction of

George M. Wisner, chief engineer, until his resignation

in May, when E. J. Kelly, then assistant chief engineer,

assumed Mr. Wisner's duties. The engineering staff

comprises C. R. Dart, bridge engineer ; Langdon Pearse,

sanitary engineer; F. L. Barrett, architect and H. I.

Steffa, mechanical engineer. R. H. Burke, division

engineer, is in cliarge of the construction. A. B. Wood,

New Orleans, La., has been consulting engineer on the

three pumping plants.

Engineering in the Life of the People

We must see to it that engineering is democratized in

the sense that art has been. It must be brought to or

within reach or control of the people—to quote the diction-

ary. We must seek out all the ways in which the man on

the street with a thousand interests can be made to feel a

sense of satisfaccion—even proprietorship—in engineering

advance. We, engineers, must avoid building up a cult and
looking upon ourselves as a class apart. On the contrary,

we must individually more and more seek to widen our con-

tacts with all the pulsating life of our times. Let us study
the technique of reaching the people through non-technical

publications and throw open our engineei*ing laboratories,

libraries and halls to the widest possible public use. Let us

seek to have engineering grow up as it were out of the

necessities and desires and life of the people.

—

Morris L.

Cooke, before Philadelphia Engineers^ Club.

Industrial Situation in France
Conditions Improving, but Employers Backward in

Labor Policies—Tariff Discrimination

Against American Goods

(By an American, resident in Paris)

INDUSTRIAL conditions in France, while still leaving

much to be desired, are rapidly improving and, with

the exception of Belgium, internal conditions are better

than in any of her European neighbors.

During last winter and spring, interested observers

were very skeptical of there being a decided increase in

French industrial production during 1920. Coal was
very scarce, labor uneasy and near-revolutionary in

spirit and, worst of all, railway and water transporta-

tion were badly demoralized. But we are glad to feel

that we were mistaken, for it is believed that from

February to October these conditions have improved at

least 50 per cent.

The supply of German coal has relieved the lack of

fuel enormously and if their shipments continue as

during August and September, France can count on 80

per cent of her pre-war requirements for the coming
winter. That is sufficient for the time being—sufficient,

because her industries have not the labor nor the prime

materials with which to work on a 100 per cent basis,

nor will they have for a long time to come.

Labor Situation

When one considers that France lost almost two
millions of her producing labor during the war—two
million young men in the prime of life, who cannot be

replaced for at least a generation, if ever—one realizes

that it is impossible for her to produce as before the

war.

The labor that remains is not more than 75 per cent

as efficient and is badly affected by Bolshevist prop-

aganda, although not so badly as in most of the sur-

rounding countries. The solid front displayed by the

Government on May 1 last, together with the lack of

support from the peasantry and, in many instances,

from the union men in the Provinces, put a sad crimp in

the extremists and averted a revolution for this year

at least. Yet the danger is not completely eliminated,

for the successes of the Italian workmen in occupying

the metallurgic factories and in forcing the Italian

Government and their employers to a compromise which

was a virtual victory, has greatly encouraged the French
radicals.

This was instanced last week when one of the largest

French automobile factories was occupied by the

employees, who tried to force the same condition as that

obtaining in Italy, where the employees have now just

as much (if not a stronger) voice in the management
than the owners.

As I write, the "C. G. T.," which, in a syndicalist

form, corresponds to our A. F. L., is holding its congress

at Orleans, and a warm time they are having, for they

are fighting over the fiasco of the May-day Strike and

calling each other names. The heads of the C. G. T.

fought to their utmost against that strike, realizing that

it was foredoonied to failure and only gave it a half-

hearted support when they were forced into it by the

radicals. Consequently, they are in a position to say

"I told you so," which makes the sore-heads still sorer.

But just as all the world was astounded by the sturdy,

steadfast resistance offered the German by the French
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army during the long war, so are we all gratified by tir-

solidity of the large majority of the working class in

France and the lack of progress made by Bolshevist

propaganda. For one hot-head who preaches com-
munism there are twenty who reject it.

Attitude of Employers

The worst feature of the situation is that the French
employer, as a rule, has no fores: :ht in dealing with

his employees. He gives them better wages today simply

because he must, but outside his purely business relation

with his employee he has no further interest in him as

a human being. There are a few, notable exceptions,

but this is true as a rule.

The day is close at hand when in all countries the

employer must be willing to treat with labor as a

partner and to divide his profits with his workmen. He
must go further and see that his employees shall have
the proper facilities for spending their earnings and for

saving them as well as look after their ph^^sical and

moral welfare. To an American reader this may seem
axiomatic and hardly worth mentioning, for it is

generally accepted in the United States; but we must
realize that it is but a recent step even with us and that

the European employer has not yet reached this point

of view nor will he until he is forced to it as an

individual.

For the Frenchman is decidedly individualistic and

this individualism is at once the balance wheel of the

French industrial machine and an impediment to its

advance; for the French are not at all disposed to com-
bine and act in unison for the good of all. No such com-
bined effort as that of the American woman last spring,

when they forced a reduction in meat prices by refusing

to buy, or of the country as a whole in wearing their

old clothes—no such unity of action would obtain in

France. If proposed to a Frenchman, he would at once

see the logic and agree that it was a mighty good thing

to do and that everyone should do it ; but to himself and

his wife he says, "Let George do it," and goes on in his

own individual and selfish way, as his father and

father's father did before him.

Something of this same spirit makes the French

resent the idea that American engineers or contractors

should have any part in the reconstruction program.

They invited our engineering societies to come over and

advise with them, but I will wager that back in their

heads was not so much the thought that they would get

sound engineering counsel and advice as that the visit

might impress us with the need of financial help and

lead to aid from America in that way.

No matter what he may say, the average Frenchman
firmly believes that the rest of the world owes France

all that she has suffered financially from the war and

that the United States, in particular, should pay the

greatest part of her loss. And if she is really gratefui

to the United States for our part in the war, she has a

very queer way of showing it. She cannot be blamed

for wanting to do her own rebuilding with her own men
and in her own way, but before she asks us for help she

should put her own house in order: decree and enforce

the payment of taxes in such proportion as has Great

Britain and the United States.

Moreover, if she wishes us to believe that she appre-

ciates what we have already done, she should put

American commerce on a parity with that of the most

favored nations. Take up a copy of the French tariff

^ IS applied before the war and nee on what proportion of
the items the American products got the minimum rate.
Not 10 per cent. You doubtle.s.s think that that ha*
been changed since the war, that Mr. Wil.son saw to it

that in the future our country would be on a par with
Great Britain and Germany. But he did not. Franw
has passed so many decrees affecting the cu.stoma since
the Armi.stice that one never knows from today tc

tomorrow what the duty may be on any given item ; bat
of one thing he may be certain—that goods coming from
the United States (prime materials excepted) will pay
from 50 to 100 per cent more duty than the same goods
from England or from Germany.
Take anilines for an example: American anilines are

much asker' for here, but, whereas the Engli.sh or
German dyes pay but 3 francs the kilo, the American
goods pay fiix francs. The same thing applies to many
other products.

Gratitude? We don't ask that,—but we ask a square
deal and we don't get it.

Paris, Oct. 1, 1920.

Lack of Cement Results in New Pavement
Base for City of Providence

BECAUSE cement shipments were so uncertain and
because the time factor was so important. J. H.

Johnson, superintendent of highways, Providence, R. I..

decided upon the use of a penetration base upon which
to place sheet asphalt on some of the numerous recon-

struction jobs being done under his supervision. In

several instances where he is using his new "black base"

cement concrete had been specified. The result of his

experiment, Mr. Johnson believes, will be just as good a

street in the least time possible for construction, and at

a considerable saving in cost over cement concrete.

The longest job of this character is on Charles St.

where approximately a mile of sheet asphalt on a

penetration base is being laid. Upon the graded and
compacted subgrade are placed 6 in. of 2-in. trap rock,

sand-filled and rolled to a compact thickness of 4 in.

After being rolled excess sand is swept away and a 2-in.

course of 2-in. trap rock is laid and rolled. The whole is

then penetrated with asphalt of 95 penetration, 1 i gal.

of asphalt to the square ya: d being used. The surface

is then spread with i-in. stone. The whole is rolled

thoroughly, excess stone then being removed.

The sheet asphalt is laid in two courses. First is laid

a binder course of 1} in., compact thickness, another

course being added to bring the topping thickness to

3 in.

The work on Charles St. is made mori difficult by the

presence of a street railway track through its center.

New rails were placed by the railway company when the

street work was done, and stone blocks, cement grouted,

were laid between rails on an existing cement concrete

base.

Mr. Johnson is using the penetration base for tht

reconstruction of another street where stone blocks

are being laid. A sand cushion is spread on the penetra-

tion base, the blocks then laid and grouted with cement.

Though Mr. Johnson has not been able to determine

how the cost of an asphalt .surface on a penetration

base will compare with the cost of that laid on a cement

concrete foundation, the cost so far for the penetra-ion

base has been $1.32 per square yard, a price v.hich

includes the prptiaration of the subgrade after the

necessary excavation has been done.
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Dam Contract Has Special

Cost-Plus Feature
Provision Made for Sliding Scale of Payments

Depending on Actual Cost of Wanaque Water
Supply Project in New Jersey

PAYMENT on a cost-plus basis, involving a sliding

scale depending upon whether the actual cost of con-

struction exceeds or is less than the base price estimated,

is the feature of the contract for a portion of the

Wanaque earth dam for the North Jersey District

Water Supply Commission, bids for which were opened
Oct. 28. This feature of the contract was commented
upon editorially in this journal, Oct. 21, p. 773.

The work involves the creation of an impounding
reservoir of 11,000,000,000 gal. capacity on the Wanaque
River. For the earth dam a concrete and puddle core

wall, 970 ft. long, will be excavated from the ground
surface to bed rock by means of a sheeted trench 100 ft.

or more in depth. In the present contract the con-

struction of the concrete and clay puddle core-wall from
bed rock to the surface of the ground, excavation of a
channel in rock, removal of existing mill buildings, and
erection of m.iscellaneous structures are the main
features. The work will require 83,500 cu.yd. of earth

excavation, 16,000 cu.yd. of rock excavation, 8,000 cu.yd.

of clay puddle 28,500 cu.yd. of concrete, and 1,000 tons
of steel sheetpiling.

Alternative forms of contract are offered to con-
tractors, one designated as Proposal A, providing for

the cost-plus-a-percentage fee, and the other. Proposal
B, being on a straight unit-price basis. The following
excerpts from the contract explain the cost-plus feature:

The form of conti-act under Proposal A provides that the
Commission shall pay the actual cost of the work plus a
percentage fee. This fee is increased or decreased accord-
ing as the cost of the work is less or greater than the
established price. The work is divided into various items
and a price has been set for which it is estimated that
unit quantities of the respective items may be constructed
or furnished. Most of these so-called base unit prices are
estimated upon a definite wage rate for common labor and
are subject to adjustment in proportion to any fluctuations
which may occui- in this common labor base wage rate
during the life of the contract.

The sum of the base unit prices times the estimated ap-
proximate quantities for the respective items, gives an esti-

mated price upon which the contractor will bid his per-
centage compensation fee. The sum of the adjusted base
unit prices times thp respective quantities actually con-
structed gives the established base price which is used in

connection with the actual cost to determine the compensa-
tion fee to be finally paid.

The cost of the work is divided into classes, viz.:

(1) Construction cost to include in general elements
over which the contractor has a large measure of control
by virtue of his experience, organizing ability, and efficiency,

and briefly, comprises expenditures for labor, rental of
plant, power, fuel, and the basic materials.

(2) Construction cost to include minor elements or ele-
ments the cost of which are largely beyond the control of
the contractoi-, and, br^'efly, comprises expenditures for
freight, traveling expenses for employees, miscellaneous
materials, tools and supplies, and buildings.

(3) Construction cost to include expenses entirely within
the control of the contractor and, bnefly, comprises salary
and personal expenses of the contractor, executive officers
and officials, and general overhead charges.
The Commission will pay all legitimate charges against

the actual construction cost of the work as outlined in (1)
and (2), but expenses oi'tlined in (3) will be paid by the
contractor out of his fee.

The contractor's compensation fee is also divided into
classes, viz.:

(1) The fee bid by the contractor which will be paid at
the bid percentage rate against the Class 1 Construction
Cost, should the latter be equal to the Base Price, but will
be increased or decreased according as the Class 1 Con-
struction Cost be less or more than the Base Price. The
contractor's fee will not be reduced below 4 per cent for
reason of any such increased cost.

(2) A flat 4 per cent on all expenditures for Class 2
construction cost.

SCHEDULE OF BASE UNIT PRICES
,^ ., Base Unit
Item No. Description Price

1 Earth excavation with sloped sides for core- wall (cu.yd.) $1.10
2 Earth excavation for core-wall trench, above elevation 150 (cu.yd.) 5.75
3 Earth excavation for core-wall trench, below elevation 1 50 (cu.yd.) 10.00
4 Earth excavation, general (cu.yd.) 2 . 00
5 Rock excavation by specific methods 8 . 00
6 Rock excavation, general (cu yd.) 5 . 00
7 Special preparation of rock -surface (sq.ft.) .10
8 Clay puddle (cu.yd.) 6 . 00
9 Refill and embankment, impervious earth (cu.yd.) 2 . 00
'0 Refill and embankment, general (cu.yd.) I 00
11 Cement (bbl.) 2.50
1

2

Concrete (cu.yd.) 7 . 50
1

3

Paving (cu.yd.) . 6 . 00
14 Grout (cu.yd.) 20.00
15 Drilling small holes in rock or masonry (lin. ft.) .50
16 Furnishing steel sheet piling (ton) 85 . 00
17 Driving steel sheet piling (sq.ft.) 60
18 Vitrified pipe (lin.ft.) .50
• 9 Furnishing timber and lumber (M ft.b.m.) 50. 00
20 Placing timber and lumber (M ft.b.m.) 50 00
2

1

Guard rail (lin.ft.) .50
22 Gravel road surfacing (cu.yd.) 3 . 00
23 Fence ain.ft.) .50
24 Pumping (mil ft gal.) .80
25 Moving buildings (lump sum) 3,000 . 00
26 Water supply and sewerage for Commission's buildings (lump)

.

2, 500 . 00

It is agreed that the estimated unit prices given [in the
table] are based on labor conditions and market prices at

the mill for cement, steel sheet piling and lumber 30 days
prior to the dr.te of the advertisement of this contract and
on a wage rate for common labor of fifty-seven (57) cents

per hour, the rate being paid on that date for the best

grade of common labor on trench work by the Bureau of

Water, Department of Streets and Public Improvements of

the City of Newark, N. J., and that they are subject to

adjustment as provided [later],

(2) The sum of the amounts obtained by multiplying

each item quantity in the final estimate by the correspond-

ing base unit price as named in the schedu'e or adjusted

base unit price established as herein provided will be

termed the base price.

(3) Should the actual Class 1 construction cost be equal

to the base price, the Class 1 compensation fee shall be the

percentage of such construction cost bid by the contractor

for that item.

(4) Should such actual Class 1 construction cost exceed

the base price, the Class 1 compensation fee shall be reduced

by 25 per cent of the excess cost up to an excess of 10 per

cent and by 50 per cent of all additional excess cost above
10 per cent, provided, however, that the Class I compensa-
tion fee shall not in any case be reduced to less than 4 per
cent of the base price, excepting for such pa3rment for

liquidated damages and other deductions as are provided for.

(5) Should the actual Class 1 construction cost be less

than the said base price, the Class 1 compensation fee shall

be increased by 25 per cent of the saving in cost below the

base price up to a saving of 10 per cent of said base price

and by 50 per cent of all additional saving above 10 per

cent of said base price.

(6) Should the Commission grant additional time for any

delay beyond the control of the contractor the minimum
Class 1 compensation fee shall be increased by the sum of

$2,000 per month for extended time gi-anted.

(7) For Class 2 construction, the contractor shall receive

a compensation of 4 per cent computed thereon, which shall

be paid him monthly as it shall be determined to be done

by the Commission.

(8) The compensation fee covers and is in payment for

all and any cost and expense not included in payments for

construction cost.

The base unit prices for all items except cement, lumber

and steel shall be adjusted by increasing or decreasing the
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same in the ratio that the final average wage rate, com-
puted as herein provided, bears to the rate of fifty-seven

(57) cents per hour provided. The final average wage rate

shall be computed as the sum of the products of the per-

centage of the total Class 1 construction cost included in

each monthly estimate multiplied by the average wage rate

for the best grade of common labor prevailing in the

Bureau of Water, Department of Streets and Public Im-
provements, of the City of Newark, during the same esti-

mate period. For the purpose of computing the final aver-

age wage rate, the cost of cement, steel sheet piling and
lumber shall be omitted from the Class 1 construction cost.

The base price for reckoning the contractor's com-
pensation fee for Class 1 construction as provided shall be

calculated by multiplying the quantity of each item by its

respective base unit price or adjusted base unit price and
adding the products. The contractor's compensation fee

shall be reckoned in accordance with the provisions herein

contained and when added to the construction cost and
other moneys due the contractor as herein provided for, shall

constitute the final estimate.

Maximum Flow of Streams in the

State of New York
By E. H. Sargent

Senior Assistant Engineer, New York State Conservation
Commission, Albany, N. Y.

THE results of a study, made by the writer, of the

maximum flow of streams in New York State are

shown on the accompanying diagram.

A search was made of all known authentic records

of flood flows of streams in this state, and these are

shown by the circles on the diagram. These values

are not all strictly comparable, for the reason that

some of them are actual maxima, while others are the

flows corresponding to the highest reading of gages

750

Values from Conservation Commission
Table of Maximum flows.

Values from "American Civil fngineers
Pockei-book " by flansfield Merr/man.

• Values from Miami River Valley (State
of Otiio). flood of 1913.

Kuichling's Curve NSI., ^= ^'^°° + 20 =

floods which may occur occasionally.

Kuichlinajs Curve N°Z., q =
^ ^^^^

h7.4 =

floods which may occur rarely.

that are read twice a day. In addition, there have been
plotted, using the triangles sm a legend, values of flood
flows of New York State streams given in Merriman's
"American Civil Engineer's Hand Book." There is

also shown, by the .squares, the values of flood flow*
of streams in the Miami River valley in the State
of Ohio during the extraordinary flwxl of March, 191.3.

These latter values were taken from tables in Part
IV of the Technical Reports of the Miami Cons€rvanc>'
District. An inspection of this district made by the
writer shows that its topography is not di.ssimilar from
that of many of the stream.s in New York State and
that, although the flood flows which obtained in this
flood greatly exceeded any known value of floods in

New York State, it is entirely within the realm of
possibility that such flows might occur on some New
York streams.

In making an investigation, in 1901, of the water
supply of the new Barge Canal, the late Emil Kuichling
made an exhaustive study of the maximum flood di.s-

charge of certain American and European rivers under
conditions compare: ble to those in the Mohawk Valley.

As the result of these studies he plotted two curves
which are shown on the diagram. Curve 1, for occa-

sional floods, just envelops all the values of flood flows

in New York State; curve 2, for rare floods, envelopes

most of the flood flows of the famous Miami River flood.

There has also been drawn on this diagram a cur.-e just

enveloping these latter flows.

Contract for South American Railway
"DECENTLY a contract was signed between the Bo-
"-^ livian Government and a firm in Buenos Aires for

the construction of the railway between La Quiaca in

Argentina and Tupiza in Bolivia, a distance of 57 miles.

According to the terms of this contract, construction

is to proceed at once with the materials now in possession

Ox the Government, and the line is to be finished as

far as the Yaruma station within four months from the

signing of the contract. The entire line must be com-

pleted within 24 months. As fast as the rails are laid

the line is to be opened to traflk and the contracting

company is to be responsible f ^r the maintenance of the

line for a year after its opening. -At the expiration of

that time it is to be delivered to the Government for

operation as a State line. The company has deposited

a guaranty of 200,000 bolivianos (1 boliviano =
$0.3893) with the Government, which will, moreover,

withhold 5 per cent of the monthly payments tc the

contractors until the completion of the lir \ The plans

of Vezin et Cie, former contractors, whose contract was

annulled in 1919, have been incorporated in the new

contract except for certain modifications in the speci-

fications.

—

Commerce Reports.
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Abandoned Canals Made Into Fish Hatching Ponds
Portions of the old Erie and Champlain canals have

been transformed "into ponds for the propagation of

some of the warm water food and game fishes." accord-

ing to the 1918 report U'ust published) of the Conser-

vation Commission of the State of New York By thi.-:

means a small e.xpenditure has provided a "pond cul-

tural area" which is more than fifteen times as great

as all of the area at the State hatcheries and -n excess

of the pond cultural area of all the hatcheries of the

U. S. Bureau of Fisheries.
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A Self-Checking String Polygon

New Graphical Method in Which Paralleling Is

Replaced by Measurement Gives

Increased Accuracy

By Theodore Bleckmann
Cleveland

THEORETICALLY, the graphical method of deter-

mining the reactions and bending moments in a

horizontal beam on two supports under a stationary or

moving system of vertical loads, has some marked ad-

vantages over the analytical one. Most conspicuous

among these is the direct and positive manner in which

the finished string polygon locates the critical forces

and moments, as compared with the slow experimental

process by which this location is determined in the

analytical method. In actual practice, however, the un-

questionable theoretical advantages of the method are

partly neutralized by certain practical difficulties in

constructing the string polygon, which may be summar-

ized as follows:

1. It is not possible to predict closely the shape of

the string polygon corresponding to a given force dia-

gram, and therefore it is difficult to assign a desirable

shape and location to a string polygon to be constructed,

by the judicious choice of the force diagram.

2. Cumulative inaccuracies are not easily avoided in

the unwieldy process of paralleling strings and rays by

means of the standard drawing triangles.

3. A simple visual check on the correctness and the

accuracy of the results is absent; this is a specially un-

desirable feature.

By slightly modified application of the well known

geometrical properties of the string polygon, however,

a method is produced in which these undesirable fea-

tures are practically eliminated. From Fig. 1, which

shows a string polygon constructed in the customary

manner by means of a force diagram there follows:

A CET similar to A bcP, . . CE =
b^X^p^ ^ PyjL - g .)

H H
A DFV similar to A deP, .. DF

de X Bp3
H

Psaz
H

GK =

By like reasoning, EG

^P,a,

Pz (L- ttz)

(1)

P3(L - as)
JL

H

JF = P-. g;

HH ' ^'^ H
Further,

A A5,p, similar to A A0,0, .'
. S,p, =

0,0 X Ap, _ P, (L-gJ
AO

A BR.^ p, similar to A BO'O', .'
. R, p., =

O'zO'X Bp,

H

S..P,=

By like reasoning, S^ p,

PaCL

(2)

at)

a-i)

H B.V.
Pia,
H R, P. = H

And also,

A WZC similar to hfP, . .WZ =
fb X AO RaXH
H

A MND similar to A feP, .

' . MN
fe X BO'

H

H

RbXH
H

= Ra

(3)

Ri
J

< a, -

L
FIG. 1. METHOE OF DR.VWING STRING POLYGON BY SCALING

Inspection of equations (1) and (2) shows that

CE = S,p,, EG = S,p„ GK = S,p„ DF = R,p„
FJ = R.^ p.,, JL = R^ p,. From these equalities there

follows a simple method for constructing the string

polygon.

Assume a polar distance H and lay it off as AO from
the left point of support A to the right on the axis AB;
at point erect a vertical 00.,. On 00, in upward
direction lay off each external load P from the same
point O and connect the end points 0„ 0^, 0„ etc., with

A by means of the rays s„ s„ S3. From an arbitrarily

selected point C of the vertical AK through A, lay off

on AK in downward direction each segment B„P„ inter-

cepted by the axis AB and the ray Sn on the vertical

load line P„ to which that

ray corresponds, in the order

in which they are passed in

going from A to B. By the

same procedure used in lo-

cating points 0„ 0,, 0,, locate

now the points 0'„ 0',, 0',.

etc., starting however, from

the right-hand point of sup-

port B instead of from A,

using the same polar distance

H and the same scale of

forces. Connect the 0' points

with B by means of the

rays r. From an arbitrarily

selected point D of the verti -
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FIG. 2. APPLICATION TO TWO E50 ENGINES

cal BL through B, lay off on BL in downward direction

each segment RnPn, intercepted by AB and ray r„ on the

vertical load line Pn to which that ray corresponds, in

the order in which they are passed in going from B to A.

After this, merely connect each point on AK with its

corresponding point on BL, and the string polygon is

complete.

With this method, in each particular problem it is

easy to estimate in advance the maximum required

drawing space above the axis and under the closing

line. For, the points C and D being arbitrarily selected,

it follows that the direction and location of the closing

line may be arbitrarily selected in advance. Further-

more, by sketching in a tentatively assumed length

H, the greatest load P, on a tentatively assumed scale

of forces, and the two rays corresponding with that

greatest load, it is possible to obtain at once the maxi-

mum required vertical clearance above the axis ; the sum
of the segments cut off from the vertical load lines by

the axis and either the one or the other of these two
upper rays (whichever gives the largest sum), is always

greater than the maximum required vertical clearance

under the closing line, DL.
The method gives very accurate results, as it sub-

stitutes accurate laying off of distances for the precar-

iou.s paralleling of lines and in addition permits the u*€
of a large .scale of forces on account of the particular
manner of laying off the load.s. And finally, the finiaheo
string polygon carries two distinct check*: the fimt
one being that the sum of the two in-^l '

mined reactions R^ and R^ must equ.

external loads; the second one, that each pau
must have their point of intersection on the vfcf A
line to which they correspond.

Inspection of Fig. 2, representing the string polygon
for the two locomotives of Cooper's standard loading
E50, shows that the method is specially adapu-< i-

ing systems consisting of a small number o;

groups of many equal loads each. For such .-lystems

both the analytical and the usual graphical method grow
very unwieldy, while here the construction is simple.
compact and accurate. For .simple cases of loading
both the analytical and the u.sual graphical method most
probably will lead to the de.sired result more qu: .

but even in such work the new graphical method ....;.

prove useful on account of its accuracy ana reliability.

Oakum and Braces Save Suspected
Partition Wall in Wasteway

By H. B. Fleshman

WHEN the earth dam of the Lyman Water Co.. St.

Johns, Ariz., the failure of which was described
in Engineering Neicn Apr. 22, 1915, p. 294, and Engi-
neering Record, Apr. 24, 1915, p. 537, was redesigned, a

7 x 8-ft. wasteway was tunneled through rock at the
south end of the dam and lined with concrete. As
timbering was necessary in a portion of the tunnel,

difficulty was encountered in placing concrete in the

roof section. As a re.sult there has always been a lot

of seepage through the roof. Later it was decided to

use one-half of this cutlet i;s a pressure tunnel to

deliver water to the main canal 20 ft. above and 50 ft. to

the right of the lower end of the tunnel. A 6 x 6-ft.

shaft and cross tunnel was built to connect with the

wasteway tunnel. In the latter a 14-iii. center wall

was started but not completed. When work was
resumed a settlement of tl>^ center wall was found
leaving a space at the top the entire length of the wall

vaiying from * to li in. The wall also was left in

the condition of a beam supported at one end (the

bottom), and that end under suspicion of not beinjr

sufficiently strong to support a 22-ft. head of u:

There was insufficient time before the irrigation st..-

opened to line the roof and thus stop the 1-aks, nor could

planks be fitted into the opening over the wall on

account of the roughness of the concrete. Oakum was
calked into the cracks with chisels and hammers.
Braces of 4 x 4-in. timbers were .set (> ft. apart 4 ft.

above the floor along the entire length of the water-

way on the dry side. At an unusually weak spot in the

roof the water broke through but was held back by a

3-ft. length of 2 x 12-in. plank fitted to the opening and

wedged up by a vertical 4 x 4-in. strut. Water was

turned into the canal on time and the improvised tunnel

connection has been in use all season.

A leakage of about } sec.-ft. comes through the roof

of the "dry" side of the tunnel, but it is clear and does

not seem to be doing any damage. The several second-

feet coming ovei the top of the wall and round the upper

gates is about the amount necessarj* to pass down the

river without lifting the gates.
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Stream Bed Enlargements in Kansas

Kroded Channels Lead to Culvert and Bridge

Failures—Vertical Drop Concrete Box With

Retained Earth Fill Solves Problem

By Dudley Alkins, Jr.

County EnsinPPi". 'Doiiiphan County, Kansas

IN Engineering Nev^s-Record. May 20, editorial com-

ment appeared on small highway bridges failing

because of foundation weaknesses. We have a situatiop.

in this county which is not explained in texts or

journals. This situation concerns the enlargement of

stream beds and the subsequent engulfment of small

bridges and culverts, footings and all.

Fig. 1 shows in the foi^eground, the original size of

a channel draining 1,000 acres, being 30 ft. wide and

averaging 8 ft. deep. Formerly, the creek turned to the

left in the distance and meandered a mile to the Mis-

souri River. Last year the Missouri River eroded the

intervening fields and intercepted the drainage at a

near-by point. There was a difference in elevation

between the creek bed and the river of approximately

10 ft, so that the alluvial soil of the creek channel

was easily cut back upstream during each freshet. Tht!

enlarged channel is 70 ft. wide and 15 ft. deep. The

FIG. 1. STREAM BED ENLAKGED BY CHANGE IN
MISSOURI RIVER CHANNEL

central part of the channel washes back, causing the

banks to cave and slide. It was during the sliding that

ten cedar piling were snapped off and a small iron

bridge dropped into the new and larger channel. Such

enlargements as illustrated in P'ig, 1 continue for mile

to the very end of each branch, but on a smaller scale.

Doniphan County is mostly upland with loess hills

adjoining the Missouri River bottom land, and offers

short and steep creek channels leading back to the

higher country.

The ravine shown in Fig. 2 drains 14 acres. The
wood bridge is 32 ft. long and 21 ft. above the water-

way and only during rains is there any water passing

through. The plan in Fig. 4 represents the box culvert

which is to be built at this place. The purpose is to

make an earth fill which will act as a dam and divert

the storm water through the drop inlet to a vertical

fall of 19 ft. There will be considerable impact from
the force of the descending water which the extra

thickness and reinforcing at the base of the inlet is

to care for. It must be remembered that water flows

through this culvert only during rain and probably

amounts to 24 hr. of full capacity per year.

There is considerable economy in building a long

culvert barrel and a low retaining wall at the outlet, as

an alternative for a short barrel and high retaining

FIG. 2. RAVINE DRAINING FIG. 3. CONCRETE BOX
BUT 1 4 ACRES STILI . BE- CULVERT UNDERMINED BY

1N(~! RRODED ENLARGED STREAM BED

wall. In order to prevent the earth fill from closing

the outlet the high retaining wall must be quite long,

thereby using more concrete than would the extra 20 ft.

of barrel and a small headwall. Fig, 4 requires 45.9

cu.yd. of concrete whereby an alternate plan uses only

22,7 cu.yd.

The most startling stream-bed enlargement problem

yet encountered in the county is illustrated by Fig. 3.

Eighty acres are drained through a channel 8 ft, wide

and 2 ft. deep to a 4 x 5-ft. concrete box which is shown
in the upper part of the picture. The channel down-

stream is 33 ft. deep and averages 30 ft. wide. The

water has a fall of 27 ft, in one stage. A few years

ago the downstream channel was no larger than the
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upstream channel. The engineer who planned this cul-

vert could hardly have foretold what would happen.

Obviously no standard culvert footing would serve.

Neither could any ordinary standard culvert last much
longer, but had the present culvert been properly rein-

forced it would have been possible to build a concrete

drop outlet in such a way as to hold the water harmlessly

within walls instead of allowing it tc erode further.

A staircase flume was under consideration but as yet

no definite plan has been arrived at.

The Kansas State Highway Commission requires

standard field notes with each plan submitted for

approval. One of the questions is "Is the stream cutting

or filling?" We go that question one better before,

even deciding to build a concrete culvert by hiking

downstream from the culvert site to find out if there

are itny stream-bed enlargements coming. When we find

such a situation the proposed improvement is postponed,

or, if urgent, is built of piling and planks. Most of

this season's work is in mature stream beds, but some
preventive work has been done to save good concrete

culverts so endangered.

Wire Mesh Used for Concrete Flat
Slab Reinforcement

Shortage of Steel Bars Leads to Adoption of Woven
Wire for Secondary Bands

of Girderless Floor

By S. Goldstein
Formerly Designing Engineer, John Monks & Sons, New York

City, Now with Fred T. Ley & Co., New York City

ON ACCOUNT of the difficulty of obtaining reinforc-

ing bars,, especially of the smaller sizes, wire mesh
was used for the secondary bands of the flat-slab concrete

floors of a recent warehouse building near New York
City. For the main bands, where larger sections were

required, the usual bars were used. In the absence

The building is of an irretrular .shaj)©, being IC' *•

long and 63 ft. wide at one end and 73 ft. at the r*-

end. The columns are 20 ft. centers, making t-

floor panels 20 ft. by 20 ft. The live-load or:

was not constant, being 400 lb. per square foot over the
first two bays from the wider end and 250 lb. per 8quar«
foot for the rest of the floor areas.

The details of the reinforcement are shown in the
accompanying darwings. At the mid-section where the
secondary band cro.sses the main band the momfci.' ;

negative and the wire mesh is hickeyed over the ::.a.:

band, leaving a long stretch (about half the span) with-
out any reinforcement in the bottom of the slab. In

ordinary all-bar design this is overcome by having part
of the reinforcing bars (usually half) extended up to a
short distance from center line of column. Where wire
mesh is used it would he bad practice to cut abruptly
all the positive reinforcement even along a line theoreti-

cally very nea the point of inflection. This difficulty

v/as overcome by using a short br.nd of wire mesh of

small cross sectional area at the bottom of the slab over

the main band long enough to lap about a foot with the

secondary band before the latter is hickeyed up.

The wall panels, where the steel reinforcement ought
to be increased due to the lack of continuity, an extra

layer of wire mesh, of sufficient area to make up the

necessary increase (about 20 per cent), was used and
this extra layer was continued at the bottom of the slab

into the wall spandrel on one side and over the main
band to lap with the same band with the next panel.

One of the details shows the method of splicing two

bands of wire mesh of different cross sectional areas

where the live-load changes from 250 to 400 lb. per

square foot and also where a long panel meets a regular

20 ft. panel.

An examination of the reinforcement in place before

the concrete was poured showed that ordinary care was

sufficient to avoid unnecessai-y congestion of the steel

U T-<3^ 20' ^ !60'

icg^^^/'^^'"-4< 250 lb. per Sq.hhL.L. -

Typical Floor Plan

L.L.400lb.per5ci. In. 2 'Lcup

/JP326W.M., \^ ''^L.L.250/b.per5ci.lrhj_

^X"^

Drop 4" -tictin Beinol "A"Bars

I—>—

+

f
I \ ''N9245 yV. t1.

Ejctra Layer
N?093 W.M. 12'long

5 « c 1 1 o n

FLAT-SLAB FLOOR USING WIRE-MESH REINFORCE.MENT

of any building code regulating the flat-slab design, the

writer used a combination of the Chicago and Corrugated

Bar Co.'s regulations in computing and proportioning

the moments over the various parts of the floor.

reinforcement wHh the exception of the comer panels

where four layers of wire mesh had to be placed. For

this reason the \vi-iter found it advisable to use bars in

one direction and wire mesh in the other in the second-
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ary bands of the corner panels of the upper floors,

thereby avoiding excessive congestion of steel.

No difficulty was encountered in keeping the steel in

proper position. The wire mesh was supported on bars,

which in turn were supported on precast concrete stools.

By the use of a hooked bar the wire mesh was lifted to

proper position while the concrete was being poured.

The cost of handling, bending and placing the wire mesh
was considerably less than for reinforcing bars.

PLACING THE WIRE MESH IN THE FLAT SLAB FLOOR

The writer is of the opinion that because of the higher
quality of steel and better continuity of the wire mesh,
a higher working stress is permissible for the wire mesh
than for bars, i.e. 18,000 lb. instead of 16,000 lb. per

square inch. By the use of wire mesh for the secondary
bands only, excessive steel congestion is avoided and the

combination of wire mesh and reinforcing bars produces
a structure more economical and at least as good as

the ordinary all-bar design.

The building described is a three-story flat-slab rein-

forced-concrete factory-warehouse built for the Vacuum
Oil Co., of Bayonne. N. J., by John Monks & Sons, of

New York City, contractors and engineers, W. 0. Hoff-

man, chief engineer.

Maintenance of Devon County Highways
Sir Henry Maybury, Director General of Roads, Brit-

ish Ministry of Transport, recently appeared before a

meeting of the Devon Bridges and Main Roads Com-
mittee to explain the method of road classification which
is now going on and which will become effective April

1, 1921, but more especially to plead that the Devon
County Council assume all responsibility for the main-
tenance of main roads within its area. Devon is be-

lieved to be the only county in England which does not

directly control maintenance of the main highways with-

in its borders. At present main roads in Devon are

maintained by rural councils under contract with the

county council.

Sir Henry Maybury pointed out that when the Minis-

try assumed responsibility for the maintenance of first

and second class roadc April 1, the case of Devon could

be more easily disposed of were all maintenance author-

ity centralized in one governing body.

Relation of Zoning to the Work
of the City Engineer

By E. S. Rankin
Engineer, Bureau of Sewers, Newark, N. J.

Ext7;acts from a paper read before the American Society for
Municipal Jmprovtments, St. Louis, Mo., October, 1920.

IN a city in which a stringent zoning ordinance is in
force, the element of chance in the engineer's work is

largely eliminated and decided economies effected, whether
it be in the laying out of
streets, or in their paving, sew-
ering, or water supply, for it is

obvious that with the assur-

ance that a given section of the

city will be occupied by a cer-

tain definite class and size of
buildings, the engineer can
much moi-e intelligently design
the public woi'ks necessary to

properly serve that section.

With zoning ordinance in

effect a street system can be
laid out with streets of such
width and such distances apart
as best to serve the use to which
the land will be put, and with
the assurance that such use

will be permanent. Parks and
playgrounds can also be located

where they will permanently
be of the greatest service to

the greatest number.
Perhaps the most obvious

effect of which zoning will have
on public improvements will be

in its relation to the paving

problem. In an industrial district durability and strength

to carry the heaviest traffic will be the first consideration,

wh'le smoothness with an absence of noise will govern the

selection of a pavement for a residence district. Of course

these features are given consideration without a zoning

ordinance, but there is no assurance that the character of

the district will not change and the pavement become un-
suitable. The writer has in mind a street in his own city

paved a few years ago with telford. The street was well

built up at the time with moderate sized one- and two-family

detached houses, but adjoining a new railroad spur. Almost
immediately following the paving of the street factories

began to appear, attracted by the railroad, with the result

that inside of a year the pavement was sadly in need of

repairs and soon had to be replaced with more durable
material. Had the street been restricted by a zoning
ordinance to its original character, the pavement would
have served every purpose for a number of years.

The effect of zoning on sewer design, with the substitu-

tion of known factors for estimates based on the judgment
of the engineer, is very marked. For most of the remarks
on this phase of the subject I am indebted to an article by
W. W. Horner, vice-president of this society, in the report
of the City Plan Commission of St. Louis for 1919. [An
article by Mr. Horner on this subject appeared in Engineer-
ing News-Record, Feb. 21, 1918, p. 368.—EDITOR.]

New Engineer Officers from West Point

Fifteen of this year's graduates ;Prom West Point

have been assigned to the Corps of Engineers. This
number is slightly larger than is justified by the numeri-
cal strength of the Corps, but in view of the dearth of

engineer officers it was regarded as advisable. These

officers from West Point and thirty other young engi-

neer ofl!icers will form the first class in the new "basic"

course at the Engineer School, which future graduates

assigned to the Engineers must attend.
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Wet Concrete Hauled Three Miles

for Pavement Base
Concrete Flows Freely After Half an Hour on the

Trucks— Hydrated Lime Facilitates

Spreading and Tamping

By C. B. Montgomery
Union Paving Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

MIXED concrete is being hauled an average distance
of 3 mi. in constructing the concrete base for

150,000 sq.yd. of pavement at Philadelphia, Pa. Experi-
ence with wet-batch haulage has disclosed no inherent
objections to the method. Samples of concrete taken
from the streets show remarkable density and uni-

formity and have passed satisfactorily the required

laboratory tests.

In preparing for operation the contractor, the Union
Paving Co., built on its property at 30th and Locust
streets, Philadelphia, a plant capable of producing about
800 batches, or approximately 200 cu.yd. of concrete per
day, the layout of which is shown by accompanying
sketch. The plant is favorably located for its purpose,

being served by both rail and water transportation and
centrally situated in respect to the streets to be paved.

A steam-driven batch mixer of 30 cu.ft. capacity is

mounted on a platform high enough to permit trucks

to drive underneath. On this platform stands the mixer-

man, all materials and operations being under his con-

stant sight and control and the mixed concrete subject

to his scrutiny. Above the mixing drum is a divided

measuring box for fine and coarse aggregates. Above
the measuring box are storage bins of about 40 tons

total capacity, while to one side extends a cement plat-

form of 150 bags capacity. A 100-gal. tank on this

platform with 2-in. discharge pipe furnishes a steady

supply of water for mixing. The storage bins are filled

from ground storage piles by a locomotive crane, which

also supplies cement to the platform from an adjacent

warehouse.

The working force for operating this plant consists

of: One man opening cement bags; one man charging

the measuring box; one mixer man; two men in the

cement house; one handy man; one timekeeper loading

and checking trucks; two men on the locomotive crane,

and one foreman.

The mixture is 1:3:6, with slag as coarse aggregate.

Hydrated lime is added to produce a denser, more plastic

mix as well as to retard slightly the initial set. The
lime proportion is 10 per cent to 15 per cent of the

cement used, depending on the length of haul. A stiff

consistency is maintained, about 5 per cent to 6 per

cent by weight of water being used in mixing. The
slag on the ground storage piles is well sprinkled before

being placed in the bins, to prevent it from absorbing

water from the mortar.

Two-ton dump trucks with fairly tight steel bodies

are used for transporting the wet material, but no

special care is taken to make the bodies watertight.

Five-ton trucks were tried first and, although some-

what cheaper, it was found that the small trucks were

quicker, more flexible, did not require so long a time

for loading, and the smaller mass of concrete had less

tendency to pack together in transit.

In central-plant concrete mixing, speed and continuous

operation are important. Each truck driver is impressed

with the need of delivering the material promptly and

885

it, through accident or neglect, a load in unduly delayed
it is not used but sent to a dump and the truck owner
responsible i.s charged for the loet material. The time
elapsing between the .start of mixing to final placing
in the street averages from 15 min. for a 2-mi. haul
to 35 min. for a 5-mi. haul. The average distance
from the olant to the streets i.s about 3 mi. Before load-
ing, each truck body is .sprayed with water and lightly
sprinkled with wet sand. This prevents the wet con-
crete from adhering to the sides or bottom of the truck-
Oil was at first used for this purpo.se but water proved
more effective. The trucks also are covered with heavy
canvas to prevent the wind and sun from dr>'ing out
the exposed concrete.

Some of the advantages resulting from the central
mixing plant are: More positive control, hence greater

.orr>cfJ^^^o>^

:.::::::::--i^^^
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SKETCH PLAN OF CENTRAL MIXING PLANT

uniformity of product ; reduction of labor force to about
one-third for equal yardage; less interference with
traffic by eliminating storage piles on the street; less

frequent moves, with attendant delay, transportation

cost and damage to machine; maximum efficiency of

plant by more continuous operation ; reduced mechanical

trouble with mixer by using a heavier machine, rigidly

placed, together with convenience of spare parts for

prompt repairs; economies through the choice of fuel

for motive power as soft coal, electricity, etc., not pos-

dble with a street paver, and the saving of cement

sacks formerly lost or destroyed on the street.

Suggestions from Rebuilt French Cities

Excess condemnation ^and final resale or leasing of

lands adjacent to areas being taken for street widening

uid opening has enabled many cities and towns in the

devastated region of France to finance the whole of

these improvements. An outline of this practice,

together with a suggestion that it be adopted more

generally in the United States, and also that benefits zs

well as damages for street improvements be assessed

against the ab.itting property, was presented at the

recent meeting of the American Society for Municipal

Improvements by George B. Ford of the Technical

Advisory CorporatioiL Contrary to the generally*

accepted views, the French are permitting many street

changes in rebuilding their cities. They are the more

prone to do this since the government pays the larger

part of the bill. Co-operative societies have been formed

in most of the towns which enable the employment of

one contractor, one engineer and one architect, instead

of many of each, and to standardize the many unit parts

of their buildings, such as windows and doors.
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Planning the Future of the Cleveland Water Supply
Methods Followed Lead to $30,000,000 Program by 1940 Delivering 430,000,000 Gallons Daily from

Four Intakes of Which Two Will Be New

By a. V. RUGGLES
Eng:lneer of Construction and Stirveys, Division of Water, Cleveland, Ohio

ACOMPREHENSIVE plan for the future development

i. of the water-supply system of Cleveland, Ohio, has

been made by the engineers of the Division of Water.

The methods of investigation pursued, the results

obtained and the conclusions reached as to the program
to be followed have been set forth in a pamphlet which
contains a series of reports by the writer to G. B.

Dusinberre, former commissioner of water, and to J. T.

Martin, present commissioner of water. The program
provides for Cleveland's furnishing water to an ever-

widening area which has been assumed to have expanded

In 1917 the city was able to draw water from Lake
Erie through two separate supply tunnels, and although
pumping facilities at the two stations at the lake front

were ample for immediate needs, it was apparent that

in the outlying regions, and particularly in the high
service districts, the existing facilities for supplying

water would be heavily taxed within a few years. Sub-
sequent events have proved this to be the case to a

greater extent even than anticipated, due to the unpre-

cedented demands for water during and since the war.

As early as 1917 it was realized that a careful study
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DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF CLEVELAND WATER-WORKS SYSTEM

by 1,940 to include the whole of Cuyahoga Co. together

with some territory outside the county to the east and
including a total area of approximately 475 square
miles. Studies were carried on during the greater part

of 1917, discontinued for the period of the war and
resumed early in 1919. The final report of Sept. 28,

1919, gave conclusions as to future demands for water
in all districts to be supplied at successive periods

until 1940; and recommendation as to size, location

and times of installation of the various new intake

tunnels, pumping stations, filtration plants, reservoirs

and main feeder pipe lines to meet these demands. In

November, 1919, J. W. Frazier, J. H. Herron and Robert
Hoffman were designated by Mr. Martin as a special

commission of engineers to review the program of the

Division of Water. Their report approved the city's

plan, summarized the important ^eatures of the con-

struction program and also urged a raise in rates for

water to an extent necessary for the proper financing

of work.

should be made of the future development of the dis-

tribution system. An investigation of the larger mains

was begun by the writer, primarily to determine what
additional supply mains would be needed to care for the

city's rapid growth. The facts which it was deemed
desirable to establish were the size and location of these

pipe lines and the dates on which they should be ready

to be put into service. This naturally led to a detailed

study of rates of consumption, the variations in con-

sumption in different sections of the city, maximum as

compared with average consumption for the city as a

whole and for the several service districts, and the

probable grovvi;h and distribution of the population

through the areas to be served.

As a result of the methods carried out to ascertain

the solution of the problem the following summary
of the report, under five headings, has been prepared:

Existing Arrangement of Pumping Stations, Reservoirs

and Distribution System—The general layout of the Cleve-

land system as it exists today is shown by the accompanying
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sketch. By the completion of the 150,000,000-gal. rapid sand
filter plant in 1917 the city was able to secure water from
two independent intakes, one supply being filtered and the

other chlorinated.

Previous to 1904 the entire water supply of Cleveland

was obtained from Lake Erie through an intake (crib 4),

located a short distance west of the mouth of the Cuyahoga
River and a mile from the shore. This intake was con-

nected to a pumping station at the shore on Division Ave.

by two tunnels, 5 ft. and 7 ft. in diameter. In 1904 a new
intake (crib 3) was completed, having a permanent steel

crib extending above the lake surface, together with a 9-ft.

brick-lined tunnel and a pumping station. The crib is four

miles from shore and in 55 ft. of water. The pumping
station (Kirtland Station) which this intake and tunnel

serve is at the foot of East 49th St., with a capacity of

130,000,000 gal. daily, all low service pumps.

In both pumping stations and in the filtration plant on the

West Side the equipment provided was ample for immedi-

ate needs. Provision was also made to care for increased

output up to the capacity of the two intake tunnels, each

of which can bring in about 165,000,000 gal. daily, by
additional pumps to be installed as demands should grow.
Some of this water is repumped in order to meet the needs
of areas of high level.

The low service district, comprising all parts of the city

less than 120 ft. above lake level, has been provided with
reservoir storage of 80,000,000 gal. on the east side at Fair-

mount. The first high service district comprises that por-

tion of the city between El. 120 and 250, the second high
service between El. 250 and 500 and the third from El. 500

to 810.

In 1913 a new low service reservoir was planned and its

construction is now under way. This reservoir (Baldwin) is

located just east of and 55 ft. above the Fairmount reser-

voir. Its capacity will be approximately 125,000,000 gal.

and it will have a beneficial effect in increasing the pressure

in the low service district.

Existing Conditions as to Flow in Feeder Mains—In 1919
there were built more than 30 new permanent pitometer

vaults at strategic points on the large feeder mains and
measurements have been taken at all these. These records

show to how great an extent these main feeder lines were
being pushed. The results have been reassuring, showing
that the mains are, in general, ample for immediate needs;

that the velocities are not excessive, and that the large

mains laid in tunnels undei- the Cuyahoga River to connect

up the East and West Sides of the city in the low service

district are sufficient for the needs.

One group of pitometer vaults forms a ring around

Kirtland station, each about one mile from the station, on

a large main. These are of value in determining the

size and location of new mains leaving the stations to care

for the output of additional pumps from time to time.

Another similar ring surrounds Division station. Other

new vaults, scattered about the city, together with quite a

number of older vaults, have enabled tests to be made,

throwing new light on problems of extension of the distri-

bution sjT^stem at various locations. For example, in a

general study of conditions in the first high service, 48-hr.

runs were made to include a Sunday and Monday, during

which time was observed not merely velocities in the mains
at the pitomter vaults but also pressures at chosen points,

pumpage at Division and Fairmount stations into the first

high service district, and changes in flow line in the first

high service reservoir at Kinsman. Such a run was made
on the first day of the general strike in the steel mills in

the fall of 1919 when the industrial demands for first high

service water suddenly dropped. This run was repeated

under conditions of normal industrial demand and again

when the hot weather domestic demand had reached a peak.

Existing Conditions as to Pressure—Inspections of 30

recording pressure gages at the fire stations are made at

intervals by A. G. Siedle, engineer of waste detection, and

charts from the various engine houses are now mailed in

once a week directly to the Division of Water.

Pressures are usually at a minin. -.n ixh^/:,'. 'J a r.i. anJ
for each engine house gage a graph i a! r'.cord ij ic<.p*. of

pressure.s at thi.s time, month by month, showinif '.r.-. a-nr-

age pressure at 9 a.m. and al.so prt-H.sure at thj^ t»rr.'.- .n

the worst day of the month. The yearly averagt pr'.-.-.jrt

at 9 a.m. on the same diagram shows the U.n :-r..y to

improve or otherwise as the years go by, and a Unt igiv'ing

static pressure from the reservoir is of value for com-
parison with the actual, which latt«r may be higher than
static, if it gets direct friction through long lines. Theae
(lata are of assistance in deciding upon extensions of the

laeo 1890 1900 1920 1930 mw an

rOPULATION OF CLEVELAND—COMP.VRISOX OF OEIXSUS
FROM V.XRIOUS SOURCES

distribution system and as first hand evidence when com-

plaints come in on account of poor pressure.

Population by Districtn—On one of the drawings are

shown population curves for Cleveland from the U. S.

Census, from the Cleveland Board of Education, from the

Board of Electioi.s, from the Cleveland Telephone Co. and

from other sources. The Board of Education multiplies

its returns for all parts of the city by 4.25 to give total

population.

Somewhat similarly the Board of Elections' population

curve is based on the number of registered voters year by

year, which varies greatly from one election to another.

The curves which have been plotted from the results of

the Board of Elections vary so much that they are of doubt-

ful value. The Board of Elections uses a separate factor

for each ward by which it multiplies the number of regis-

tered voters to give total population.

The Cleveland Telephone Co. made careful population

estimates for Cleveland, its various parts and outlying
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suburbs, for the years 1916 and 1932. The results of the

U. S. Census have been given especial weight in the curves

adopted, and yet at the same time it is felt that these fig-

ures are too low.

In 1917 Cleveland contained, as now, 26 wards, and for

each of these wards population curves were drawn, super-

imposed as obtained from the Board of Education, Board

of Elections, the Cleveland Telephone Co. and the U. S.

Census. For each of these 26 wards a curve was adopted,

guided by the other four curves mentioned, and giving

such populations for each ward year by year from 1890

to 1940, that for each of these 51 years the populations

from the 26 curves total up to the same figure as given

by the total curve.

Determination of future suburban population was guided

in large degree by consideration of density or population

per acre. In a rough way, taking the eight West Side

5 W.SJ^H.S. ^''

^^^'

60

40.
1914 1918 1925 1930 1955

WATER CONSUMPTION BY DISTRICTS

1940

wards, the product of the "distance from the center of a

ward to the public square" times its "density of popula-

tion" is a constant, the equation of an equilateral hyper-

bola. Similarly, for the 18 East Side wards another con-

stant holds good in a rough way. By adopting fractional

exponents for D and P in the equation D (Distance) x P
(Density of Population) = C (Constant), the rule was
found to work better but the attempt to apply it to the

suburban regions gave results varying too widely for areas

so large as the groups of villages we had adopted. Draw-
ings were prepared showing by different colors the groups
of villages, their population and density for 1918 and 1940.

Similar figures for each of the 26 Cleveland wards on the

same map permit of comparison of adjacent or various
regions and indicate the trend of growth.
Consumption by Districts—The pumpage per day per in-

habitant increased with some variation from 101 gal. in

1890 to 172 gal. in 1901. At this latter time installation

of meters was commenced, and when in 1909 the city had
become practically entirely metered, the per capita con-

sumption was found to have decreased quite uniformly to

94 gal. daily. Since 1909 the per capita consumption has
gradually increased to 116 gal. daily in 1917. In 1918 it

was 137.5 gal. daily due to the night and day operation of
factories at top speed for war orders. In 1919 instead of
dropping back to normal level, it remained at 130 gal.

daily, and conditions so far in 1920 indicate a continued
rise as compared with last year. The studies which have
determined the actual rate of consumption in all parts of

the city for a period of 51 years just ended indicate

unmistakably a growth in per capita consumption of

water both in domestic and in industrial use. The former

seems reasonable in that new houses have better facilities

as to bath tubs and other conveniences than many of the

houses in the older pax*ts of the city. Factories use 60 per

cent of the total consumption in the city, and all things

point toward Cleveland's continuing to be a city of many
large and diverse industries.

The low service district, now roughly 50 per cent of the

total supplied by area and 80 per cent by volume of water
used, will in a few years receive pressure from Baldwin
reservoir instead of from Fairmount reservoir as now, pro-

ducing an increase in head of 55 ft. or 24 lb., tending to

increase both legitimate use and leakage. Being guided by
these, considerations we have prophesied a gallons-per-

capita-daily curve for the future increasing uniformly from
130 in 1919 to 150 in 1940. This is an average for the total

population supplied. Different values for this figure have
been used in the different parts of the city in forecasting

future demands, the forecast being guided by the recent past

results.

Knowledge of per capita consumption combined with
population gives a knowledge, for any year, of average
daily demand. The following table shows past relation be-

tween the average and maximum daily demands

:
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Well Points Used in Excavating

For Beach Resort Hotel

Water Removed From Sand by Pumping Made More

Difficult by Tidal Action—Costly Use

of Sheet Piling Avoided

By Frank P. Kemon
Stapleton. Staten Island, N. Y.

WHAT is believed to be the most extensive excava-

tion in quicksand ever attempted without the aid

of heavy steel and timber sheet piling was successfully

handled by the well-point pumping system in connection

with the erection of the sixteen-story Ambassador Hotel

Annex at Atlantic City, N. J.

Owing to the scarcity of steel sheet piling and the

short time allotted the contractor in which to perform
his contract, it became necessary to devise some means,

other than that ordinarily used. The well-point pump-
ing system was decided upon as the only method by
which the work could be completed within the allotted

time. James V. Ferry, treasurer of James Ferry &
Son, Inc., contractors for the excavation and foundation

work, who had had previous experience with the well-

point pumping system, decided upon its use in this

particular case.

The excavation generally was 150 ft, by 300 ft. by

18 ft. deep, and 24 ft. in machinery and elevator pits.

Surface water was encountered about 3 ft. below the

street level and tidewater about 10 ft. below the street

level.

The pumping plant consisted of a 4-in. pipe line, laid

on all four sides of the proposed excavation and about 6

ft. outside, tapped every 4 ft. throughout its entire

FIG. 2. EFFICIENCY OF WELL POINT SYSTEM INDICATED
BY VERTICAL SAND WALLS

FIG. 1. WELL POINT INSTALLATION FOR AMBASSADOR
HOTEL ANNEX

length with 2-in. nipples and tees, connected to right-

and left-hand hexagon nipples. These were connected

to a 2-in. flexible metallic steam hose, in turn connected

to 20-ft. sections of 2-in. pipe and finally leading to 6

ft. veil points. The 4-in. pipe line was laid about 2

ft. below the street level and a number of plugs and
tee^ were installed to dig elevator and machinery pits

after general excavation had been done. A number of

shut-off valves were also installed, so that any part of

the main line could be cut off and greater pumping
capacity concentrated at any point where it developed

that it was needed. The main line was connected to

four triplex pumps, one at each corner of the excava-

tion, duplicate pumps being installed so that repairs

could be made without having to stop pumping.
The 26-ft. well points were jetted into place with a

3-in. water line and the entire plant was started about

a week ahead of excavation. Pumping was kept going

constantly for three months after the concrete walls

were finished. So successful was the system that men
were able to work throughout the winter of 1919-20 in

the excavation without boots. The absence of water
allowed accurate tests to be carried on for determining
the bearing quality of the soil. The use of piling, orig-'

inally intended for the foundation, was entirely elim-

inated.

In order to test the bearing power of the soil a sand

bin was constructed of 2-in. x 10-in. timbers with sup-

porting legs of timbers 12 x 12 in. The bin was made
7.94 ft. long, 7.65 ft. wide, and 13^ ft. high, and sue-,

cessively loaded. The initial loading was 2,250 lb., the

second 8,531 lb., and thereafter approximately 3,300 lb.

were added in twenty-seven different stages. Readings

were taken upon four nails originally set at the same
elevation at the base of the bin, after each new loading.

Twelve loadings and readings were made the first day,

twelve the second, and five the third day. The total

average settlement under a total load of 96,500 lb. was

11 in.

The well point pumping system was kept in operation

until the substructure walls and floors had been heavily

waterproofed and until the permanent drainage system

had been installed. The permanent drainage system

consisted of the laying of a network of 6 in. porous

tile pipe in gravel-filled trenches and all leading to a

sump where a pump was installed with a connection

to the sewer.

The hotel annex was erected at a cost of $1,500,000,

Warren & Wetmore being the architects and the Thomp-

son Starrett Co., general contractors.
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Hints en the Writing of Engineering Reports
Projects Must Be Explained in Terms Which Business Man as Well as

Technical Expert Can Understand

By Daniel W. Mead
Consulting Kni,'in..tr. .VlHdUon, vVls.

PRELIMINARY to the preparation of an engineering so prepared that the kind of information sought by
report, the principal matter to be considered is the each reader will be readilv available. Commonly :h«

correct solution of the problem under investigation. It

is a fundamental necessity that the engineering exam-
ination be so complete and the data so thoroughly
studied as to result in the formation of clear and intel-

ligent conclusions on the manner in which the devel-

opment of the project should be accomplished and on
its feasibility as a busi-

ness venture. After this

solution has been reached

the important matter to

be kept in mind in the

presentation of the sub-

ject in the report is the

capacity of the parties

for whose understanding

of the project the report

is prepared.

When the report is

prepared by an engineer

for his superior, or for

other engineers who are

familiar with many of

the details of the project

discussed, it may be un-

necessary and undesir-

able to do more than dis-

cuss that phase of the

subject which has been submitted for examination.

Under such conditions the report may deal solely with

details in as technical a form as the understanding

of the parties for whom it is written may make de-

sirable. In any event, the men who are to read and

understand the report are to be kept constantly in

mind and their knowledge of the situation and their

understanding of the subject should modify both the

manner and the detail in which the subject is treated.

Speaking informally before a group of Wiscon-

sin engineers some months ago, Mr. Mead
emphasized certain fundamentals in the prepar-

ation of engineering reports. In the belief that

an amplification of his remarks would he valu-

able, not only to the young and inexperienced

engineer, but also to the older members of the

profession who comm t many sins of omission

and commission in report writing, "Engineering

News-Record" has induced Mr. Mead to prepare

the accompanying article. He has had such a

wide experience in the investigation of new

projects that his advice on how best to present

the results of such work merits careful reading.

banker or financier can know little of the technicAJ

details of a project and will .seldom attempt to acquire

such detailed knowledge. He will ba^je hia judgment of

the project on his confidence in the opinion of the

expert who has made the investigation or whom he mAv

have chosen to examine the projjerty ?.nd psun on \U
fea.sibility. He i** par-

ticularly interested in the

conclusions, and commonly
confineii his attention

largely or entirely to the

final opinion."* expressed.

For this rea.<w)n it is

usually desirable that

.such conclu.sion.s be ex-

plained in a concrete and

conden.sed form embodied

in a page or two of the

report and as a part of

its clo.su re. It is some-

times found more satis-

factory to embody these

conclusions or findings

in a brief introduction to

the report, as a part of

the letter of transmittal.

When such a report i.«

intended to appeal to business men, projectors or

investors in the proposed project, the body of the re-

port should be written with these parties in view.

There are few projects of thi.s kind which are .v>.

complicated that they cannot *)e exp'ained in simple

and untechnical language, so that any good busine.-v^

man can understand the oasis for the conclusioni^

and their validity. An exception may he made for

.some of the technical features, for which the bu^i-

New projects, such as water power or industrial ness man must depend upon the integrity and ability

developments, irrigation, drainage, flood protection, or

other similar matters, involve not only the solution

of numerous intricate problems but also their explana-

tion in a clear, logical and convincing manner to an

audience of varied degrees of interest and understand-

ing. These interested parties include the projectors

and various others who may be interested as part

owners of lands or investors in the property or in the

securities to be issued for its development, bankers or

financial investors who may contemplate furJ»ishing

the funds for construction and the engmeers who may
be called upon to examine into the manner and methods

of development, the plans proposed and the general

feasibility of the scheme outlined in the report. In

such cases the preparation of the report becomes more

complicated, as it must be both elaborated and simpli-

fied so as to be made available for the understanding

of all those interested in any of its phases.

Under such circumstances the needs of all the various

readers should be clearly kept in mind and the report

of the experts who have made the original investiga

tion or those who have been called in to review thf

same. For these reasons purely technical details. a5

a rule, should be omitted from the mam body of the

report and the project should be presented clearly and

logically and simplified as far as possible.

The third class of readers for whom such -^ report

must be preparef* comprises the technical ex^ierts who

may be called in by the financial interests to piiss upoo

the correctness of tne conclusions dniwn and the gen-

eral feasibility of the project. These men are neces-

sarily interested not onlj* in the explanation of the

project as a whole and the conclusions arrived at by

the authors of the report, but also in the technical

features on which the conclusions ;u'e based. It is

therefore desirable for the benefit of such e.vperts. and

in order to save time and expense in the investigation,

that there should be attached to the report, in the

form of appenaices, a presentation and discussion of

technical details so complete that the technical advisers
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may ascertain without unnecessary research all the

data on which the conclusions are based, their source

and reliability, the scientific basis on which the con-

clusions are based, and the principles on which the

conclusions depend. Formulas used and methods of

computation, especially where more than one method

might possibly be used, should be given, and the solu-

tion of complicated problems should be shown at least in

general outline.

Form of Presentation

Photographs, drawings and diagrams are frequently

helpful in the description of locations and material

conditions. All illustrations should be clearly made,

properly titled and so numbered or lettered that they

may be referred to definitely in the text and may be

found easily when reference is made. In the main

report side or center headings should be so frequently

used as to indicate clearly the subject discussed in

each section. A table of contents should be included,

giving in proper order the page where each subject is

discussed, the appendices and their sub-headings, and

the list of illustrations and tables.

If the project is sound, its presentation in the manner

suggested should not be difficult, provided that the

engineer on his part can offer a satisfactory solution.

Failure to arrive at clear and definite conclusions, or

to make plain to the business man the methods of solu-

tion and the advantages to be derived, will render the

consummation of the project doubtful. A failure to

give the fundamental data on which the conclusions

are based—or at least to point out their source—may
involve large and unnecessary expense and delay and

possibly unfavorable reports from experts who might

otherwise accept and confirm the conclusions reached.

A careful preparation of a report in the manner out-

lined above will greatly facilitate the understanding of

the project on the part of all those who may be inter-

ested and will result in a considerable saving of time,

energy, and expense in the preliminary stages of pro-

moting and financing a project.

Advantages of Lining Irrigation Canals

In the report making recommendation as to methods

and designs suited to conditions on the proposed Colum-

bia Basin irrigation project, the commission advises that

the supply canals be lined with concrete and gives the

following reasons for this decision: (1) Such lining

permits the use of higher velocities than could be allowed

in earth canals. (2) The higher velocity permits the

use of smaller cross-sections with less expense for exca-

vation. (3) A smaller cross-section of canal is practical

to construct on hillsides where a larger canal might be

impossible. (4) Lining reduces the seepage losses to a

negligible amount. (5) The low maintenance of a lined

canal is much less than that of an unlined canal. (6)

The volume of water in the canal is comparatively small

and easier to dispose of when shutting down. (7) Con-

crete lining permits the use of a section with highly

desirable hydraulic properties and maintains the banks

so as to retain those qualities. (8) Concrete lining

avoids the perforation of banks by burrowing animals,

the erosion of the banks by wave action in the canal and

the growth of brush and weeds where they will interfere

with the flow of the water.

Diagram to Determine Horsepower
of Gasoline Engines

Eight Years' Experience in Selecting Engines for

Dragline Excavators Indicates Swedish
Formula Best for Purpose

By C. E. Lounsbery
Assistant Engineer, U. S. Reclamation Service, Denver, Col.

IN SELECTING a gasoline engine for use in con-
struction plant or for similar purposes, special

attention should be given to the power requirements,
since both over-powered and under-powered engines
are uneconomical. There are two methods of selecting

an engine. One is to calculate the horsepower by some
formula involving the dimensions and speed of the
engine and then select an engine having the required

dimensions and speed. The other method is to select

from a manufacturer's catalog, relying on the power
as rated therein. For the first method, one is con-

fronted by various empirical formulas which do not

check each other. For the second method, it will be

found that the rated horsepowers given by manufac-
turers mean very little. A conservative manufacturer
will base the rated horsepower on continuous operation

over long periods of time, while a liberal manufacturer
will base it on that developed by the Prony brake test

during a trial run. Frequently the catalog fails to give

the speed upon which the rated horsepower is based.

In general it is best to adopt a formula for use in

selecting engines. There are numerous empirical for-

mulas used to calculate horsepower, most of which are

accurate enough under certain running conditions and

for certain types of engines, but are not suitable for

general field use. The three most worthy of mention

are the following:

(1) The S^ A. E. (Society of Automotive Engineers)

formula,

b.hp. = -275"

(2) The British formula,

b.hp. = 0.45 (D — 1.18) (S/Z))

and
(3) The Swedish Royal Automobile Club's formula,

b.hp.
D^SnN

In the above formulas b.hp. = brake-horsepower; D =
bore in inches; S = stroke in inches; n = number of

cylinders ; N = number of revolutions per minute ; C =
a constant.

The fiirst (S. A. E.) formula is a good example of

those which are suitable for certain specific conditions.

The form shown above is a reduction from

PASnE
b.hp. —

gg QQQ y^ 4

considering a four-cycle engine, in which b.hp. = brake-

horsepower; P -^ mean effective pressure per square

inch ; A = area of piston in square inches ; S = piston

speed in feet per minute ; D = number of cylinders ; E
=: efficiency of the engine.

The latter form embodies all factors necessary for

the calculation of horsepower, but is difficult to use

I
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Bore
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Brake Horsepower

150 EOO 300 400

BRAKE HORSEPOWER FOR FOUR-CYLINDER GAS ENGINES

extended over a period of
about 8 yean«. During thin

period dirt moving machine*
of various kind« have been
operated at i»M)lated points in

the West but the greater part
of their experience has ^jeen

with drag-line excavators.

These machines operate under
severe conditions, often run-
ning three eight-hour shiftii

per day for six days in the

week. Thi.s service requires

efficient, well-built engines of
the heavy-duty type.

The accompanying diagram
was made for four-cylinder

engines, using the Swedish
formula with a value for C of

13,000. The range in sizes is

from 3 X 3 in. to 14 x 21 in.;

in speed from 200 to 1,500

r.p.m. an<^ in horsepower from
5 to 400. On the right-hand

side of the diagram are given

factors by which the horse-

power for a four<ylinder
because the mean effective pressure and the efficiency , engine may be multiplied to obtain that for one-, two-.
must be assumed. The reduced form makes these

assumptions as well as the assumption for speed. The
assumptions made are (1) that all automobile engines

will deliver their rated horsepower at a piston speed of

1.000 ft. per minute; (2) that the mean effective pres-

sure is 90 lb. per square inch, and (3) that the mechan-
ical efficiency of the engine is 75 per cent. At the

present time most automobile engines deliver their

maximum power at a piston speed of about 1,500 ft.

per minute. Certain assumptions must be made also

for the British formula.

The Swedish formula is adapted to any type of

engine. Its value lies in the fact that it takes account

of the cylinder dimensions and the speed, which makes
it possible to compare engines upon a rational basis.

In the original formula, the value of C was taken as

15,240. The modern engine, due to improved design

and construction, is much more efficient than the earlier

engines, which has led to the adoption for C of a value

of 13,000 for four-cycle engines and 10,000 for two-

cycle engines. These values are recommended in the

1918 edition of Dyke's Automobile and Gas Engine
Encyclopedia.

This formula gives the approximate horsepower which
the engine should develop when new, as shown by the

Prony brake test. After a period of use the engine will

become less efficient, due among other things to wear
and deposits of carbon, and will not deliver the calcu-

lated horsepower during long periods of continuous

operation. This fact must be considered in selecting

an engine.

Engineers of the U. S. Reclamation Service have

adopted the Swedish formula, and have reached the

conclusion that an engine should show by this formula
a rating 25 per cent in excess of the power actually

required. This value is chosen arbitrarily and should

not be taken with too much assurance. The exper-

ience of the engineers of the Reclamation Service has

three-, six- and eight-cylinder engines. For example.
suppose it is desired to find the horsepower of a sLx-

cylinder engine having a 6:\-in. bore and 8-in. stroke.

running at 500 r.p.m. Enter at the top of the sheet with
6' and follow the line to the right and down till it inter-

sects the stroke line 8 running diagonally in the opposite

direction. Follow vertically downward from this point

until the horizontal (r.p.m.") line marked 500 is inter-

sected. From this point follow to the left and down, esti-

mating between lines, and read at the bottom. 52 hp. At
the right of the diagram find the factor to be applied for

a six-cylinder engine. Multiplying 52 by the factor

li gives 78 hp. which the engine should develop by
brake test. This engine should reasonably be expected

to develop about 62 hp. unde>* severe working conditions.

The diagram was drawn for four-cylinder engines

because the writer was particularly concerned with

engines of that class. Probably it would be easier to

use if it were drawn for a one-cylinder engine. The
factors to be applied for other numbers of cylinders

would then be whole numbers instead of fractiono.

An important point which arises is the speed at

which it is advisable to run an engine. Hea\y-duty

engines should not be considered in the same class as

the automobile type and should run at slower speed.

The Reclamation Service engineers are consen'ative in

this res, ect, an».l limit the piston speed of heavy-duty

engines to from 700 to 800 ft. per minute.

New National Park Dedicated

The formal dedication of Zion National Park, Utah,

created by Congress Nov. 19. 1919, as the nineteenth

member of the National Park System, was carried out

recently with Stephen T. Mather, director of the Na-

tional Park Service, presiding. The new piirk is in ex-

treme southwestern Utah and is reached from both Salt

Lake City and Los Angeles by the Salt Lake Route

to Lund.
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A Study of Rapid Transit Station Design—Part II

Good and Bad Features in Arrangement of Platforms and Street Approaches—
Dimensions and Capacities that Have Been Found Satisfactory

By Olof a. Nilsson
Designer, Transit Construction Commission

New York City

THE trend of development in station planning since

rapid transit has become one of the important fac-

tors in the life of modern metropolitan cities will be
apparent from a comparison of the earlier and later

designs as shown in the accompanying illustrations.

Paris has a rapid transit system consisting of a
number of independent two track lines, traversing the
city in different directions. The first line, 6.4 miles in

length, was opened for traflSc

in July, 1900. The lines all

have loop-ends, permitting

the trains to run continu-

ously back and forth and

around the loops without

the use of switches and cross-

overs. For the most part

these lines are built under-

ground with stations as close *

to the surface as the method of construction and the

topographic conditions allow. The standard platform

length is 246 ft. and the width (of side platforms)

about 13.5 ft. Intermediate stations are generally of

the side platform type, while most of the end stations

have island platforms. The latter have also, in general,

separate stopping places for loading and unloading, so

that incoming and outgoing passengers are kept sepa-

rate from train to street.

The simple arrangement of intermediate stations is

indicated in Fig. 13. There is one stairway from the

the passengers were unable to find their way to the only

exit of the station. After this a second entrance was
built at some of the stations with heavy traffic, and
other safeguards were provided to prevent the

recurrence of a similar accident.

At some points, where two lines on the same level

FIG. in. TYPICAL STATION OF THE PARIS SUBWAT
STATION

street, 10 to 13 ft. wide and common for both entrance

and exit. This stairway leads to a lobby, where tickets

are bought, and from the lobby a passageway and two

stairways, all about 9 ft. wide, communicate with both

platforms. Reasons of economy and a desire to avoid

obstructions in the streets and public squares appar-

ently originally determined the use of only one entrance

to each station. On August 10, 1903, however, an

accident took place near a station, which cost the lives

of 84 passengers. This great loss of life was caused by

the fact that the station lights were extinguished and

A TYPE OF INTERMEDIATE STATION ON BERLIN SUBWAY

join, stations are- built side by side forming a twin

station with one island and two side platforms. Trans-

fers between trains using the island platform is made
direct across the platform, while passengers who land

on the side platforms must make use of a mezzanine,

located at one end of the platform, to effect a transfer.

At other points where two lines meet—either on the same
or on different levels—the stations are built separate,

but near together, and communication is established and
transfers made possible by means of stairways and
passageways. Where three lines meet or cross there is

a similar arrangement but naturally much more com-

plicated, with greater inconvenience to transferring

passengers. On this system the passenger traffic is

many times as heavy as was anticipated when the plans

were made, and during the busy hours of the day the

platforms at the mobt important stations are uncom-
fortably crowded.

The general type of intermediate stations on one of

the additions to the rapid transit system of Berlin, the

Schoneberg subway, is shown in Fig. 14. This is a

two track line, which was opened for traffic in Decem-
ber, 1910. The stations, of the island platform type,

have platforms 25 ft. wide and entrances at the ends

through stairways 13 ft. wide to the middle part of the

street. They were planned to be built in two stages,

the first part only, as shown in full lines, to be completed

at the opening of traffic, the second part, shown in

dotted lines, to be added when necessitated by the

growth of traffic. The first part of the station with a

platform length of 148 ft. accommodates a train of 3

cars; the completed station has a platform 312 ft. long

and accommodates a 7-car train. The middle part of

the platform is occupied by various stands and

enclosures for station attendants, newspapers, etc.

Boston has a rapid transit system consisting of sub-

ways, elevated railroads and surface lines, all combined

into one system with one fare and free transfers at all

stations where different lines meet. The first under-
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FIG. 15. PARK STREET STATION ON BOSTON SXrBWAY

ground link in the system was the Tremont St. subway

for surface cars, which was opened for traffic in 1897;

the latest addition is the Dorchester Tunnel, which was
completed to Andrew Square in 1918. The surface lines

running into different cities and towns surrounding

Boston are linked up with the subway and elevated lines

at a number of points by transfer stations which have

been designed to facilitate as much as possible the

transfer of passengers between the surface and the sub-

way or elevated lines.

The busiest station on the system, the Park St. under-

ground station at the intersection of the Tremont St.

subway and the Cambridge-Dorchester tunnel is shown

in Figs. 15 and 15a. The lower level station, for Cam-
bridge-Dorchester trains, is 350 ft. long and has two side

platforms for unloading and one island platform for

loading. The former are 10 to 12 ft. wide, the width of

the latter varies from 18 to 30 ft. tapering from the

center toward the ends. The upper level—for the Tre-

mont St. surface cars—has two island platforms the out-

lines of which are indicated in the illustration Fig. 15a.

Each track has berths for eight cars along the straight

portion of the platform. The east platform (exclusive of

stairways) contains about 9,625 sq.ft. and the westerly

tunnel, Fig. 16, is built as a two level island platform

station, the lower level for subway trains and the upper

one for surface cars, which are here depressed below the

street. Stairways in the center of the i.sland platforms

provide direct communication between the two levels.

At the northerly end of the lower level platform there is

an escalator to a landing just below the street surface.

From this landing (connected through a ramp to the

upper level or lobby platform) stairways lead to an

island platform for surface cars which are not

depressed. This platform is protected by a steel and

wood shelter and is a prepayment station for passengers

entering at this point. Thus passengers may transfer

between the cars on any of the three levels.

The present terminus of the Dorchester tunnel, the

Andrew station at Andrew Square, is shown in Fig. 17.

FIG. 15a. PLAN OF BEACON HILL TUNNEL STATION.
BOSTON

one about 14,050 sq.ft. The entrance and exit stair-

ways from the upper level to the surface are through

structures on the Boston common. The southerly

entrance on the easterly platform has an intermediate

lobby or mezzanine above the platform for the control

;

on the other entrances the control is on the platform.

The lower level has an entrance lobby at its easterly

end just east of the Park St. structure with stairways

to the street and from the unloading platforms, ticket

control and a wide stairway to the loading platform.

From both unloading piaiforms there are escalators to

the street surface. For direct transfer between the two

stations there are six stairways, one from each platform

on the lower level to each one on the upper.

The Broadway transfer station on the Dorchester

Instead of depressed surface tracks with direct connec-

tion between surface and subway cars as in the previous

illustration this transfer station has the platforms for

the surface cars at the street level and connection to

the subway platform below is provided by a subsurface

mezzanine floor. The surface station, enclosed within

a one story building 115 ft. wide and 297 ft. long. ha5

an island loading platform and two side platTorms for

unloading. From these three platforms stairways lead

down to the mezzanine, which by passages and stairways
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communicates witti the subway platforms below. There

is also an escalator from the southbound subway plat-

form to the loading platform on the street level. The

general passenger movement being from the unloading

platforms in the surface station to the northbound sub-

way platform and from the southbound subway plat-

form to the loading platform on the street level, this

arrangement gives escalator service to the majority of

passengers transferring from subway to street level.

An extensive rapid transit system including both

subways and elevated roads has been planned and is

being built in Philadelphia and the stations on this

system are good examples of modern, well planned, rapid

transit stations. Fig. 18 shows the Girard Ave. express

station on the Broad St. subway. The platform length

is 550 ft., the width at the center 20 ft. 9 in. tapering

toward the ends through a large radius curve on the

outside platform edge. The platforms are accessible

from the street through a mezzanine under Girard Ave.

which has eight stairways from the street and three to

each platform. In addition there are stairways for exit

only, near the ends of both platforms.

A local side-platform station on the same line at

Ridge Ave. has a similar arrangement with entrances

and exits at the center and additional exits near the

ends. The platforms, 12 ft. wide except at the ends,

where the width is 10 ft., are unobstructed through

their entire length, platform columns being eliminated

and the stairways being built in recesses outside of the

walls of the main structure. Another local station at

12th and Arch streets on the "delivery loop subway" has

entrances at or near the ends with additional exits at

the center.

The problem of locating entrances and exits is

frequently a difficult one for the station designer. On

Ellery

o' 2o'4o' eo'8o' too'
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FIG. 17. ANDREW SQUARE STATION, DORCHESTER TUNNEL, BOSTON

FIG. 16. SECTION OF DORCHESTER TUNNEL, BOSTON

a busy street the presence of an elevated stairway or a

subway kiosk on the sidewalk is, as has been demon-
strated in New York, a serious impediment to the

movements of pedestrians. On the other hand a subway
or elevated entrance located entirely inside the building

lines of an adjacent business building, not only has the

virtue of not being a sidewalk encroachment, but is also

an actual asset to the owners of the building, increasing

in value as the traffic increases. This has also been

demonstrated in New York where property owners in

general are alive to the advantage of having a subway
entrance on the premises, and are quite willing to

grant the space for and pay the cost of an entrance

without any other compensation than the resulting

increment in rental value. In

the building of the Frankford

elevated railroad, it was aimed

to avoid placing the station

stairs on the sidewalks. At all

stations on this line, a build-

ing containing the stairways,

controls, toilets and waiting

room has been built within the

building lines on property

taken for the purpose under

condemnation proceedings.
At the platform level there is

a bridge from the station

building to the platform.

Such a station is located at

Kuan and Church streets. It

is a rectangular building and

control may be either at the

street level or at the platform

level. It is obvious that the

advantage of an unobstructed

sidewalk is not the only one

that may be secured by this

method of building elevated

stations. Rental space at a

point passed twice daily by

thousands of passengers is ex-

tremely valuable for certain

businesses and by placing con-
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FIG. IS. GIRARD AVEXUE SUBWAY STATION. PHIL-\DELPHIA

trol, toilets and waiting rooms at the platform

level, occupying on the ground floor only as much
space as is needed for stairways and entrances, it

should be possible to secure a ver>' considerable rental

for the remainder of the ground floor area. It is,

indeed, entirely reasonable to assume that in many
eases, the loss of income from the portion of the lot

required for station purposes, would be more than offset

by the increased yield due to the presence of the station

from the remaining portion.

New York has a greater mileage of rapid transit

railroads than any other city in the world. When the

dual system, as planned at present, is completed it will

comprise about 225 miles of subway and elevated lines

and will have a total of 620 miles of single track. In

addition to the dual system New York has the Hudson
&, Manhattan railroad, the Westchester railroad and the

suburban lines of the steam railroad systems that enter

the Git>'. On the dual system rhere are about 400

stations including many different types.

The Brooklym Bridge station of the first subway in

New York, opened for trafliic in 1904, is shown in Fig.

19. This station, the same as the other express station

on the original subway, was built for 8-car express

trains with platforms about 350 ft. long. The width of

the express platform at the center is 20 ft., narrowing

toward the ends. The stairways from the platforms are

8 ft. wide and the mezzanine platform or bridge

spanning the tracks is 20 ft. wide. The two side plat-

forms of the station have never been used. When the

rapidly growing traffic made the train service originall\

adopted insufficient, the express platforms were length-

ened to 480 ft. and ten-car express trains put in service.

A ten-car train is 520 ft. long so that the end doors of

the first and last cars do not come within the platforma

and are not used. The full lines show the station as

originally built and the dotted lines the express plat-

forms as lengthened.

The Chambers St. station of the 7th Ave. subway
opened in 1?18, is shown in Fig. 20. It is located not

FIG. 19. BROOKLYN BRIDGE STATION.
NEW YORK SUBW.\Y

far from the Brooklyn Bridge station and invites'*

comparison with the latter. The platforms are 18.5 ft.

wide and 485 ft. long. Instead of a narrow bridge

spanning the tracks we find a large mezzanine floor

under the intersection of Greenwich and Chambers

streets with stairways to the four street corners. From
each platform there are four stairways to the mezzanine.

Should additional stairways and mezzanine area be

O' IO'W'30'4C'5C'

—
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FIG. 21. GRAND CENTRAL, SITBWAY STATION. NEW YORK

required the mezzanine can be extended over the plat-

form in both directions.

A station that by virtue of its location is destined to

have a very heavy traffic is the Grand Central station

of the Park Ave.-Lexington Ave. subway (Fig. 21)

opened for traffic in August, 1918. It is located

diagonally across Forty-second St. between Park and

Lexington Avenue, and is adjacent to and by means of

underground passages connected with the New York

Terminus of the New York Central and the New York,

New Haven & Hartford railroad systems, and the Grand

Central Terminal. Directly below the station and con-

nected to it by means of a ramp, a stairway and three

elevators is the Grand Central Station of the Queens-

borough subway, which here runs under Forty-second

St. There is also a shuttle service under Forty-second

St. from this station west to the Times Square station

on the Seventh Ave. line. It is evident that in addition

to the traffic originating in the neighborhood, rapidly

being built up with large office structures and hotels, an

unusually large transfer traffic will result from the

meeting and intersection of these traffic lines.

The main outline of the station, Fig. 21, shows it to

be of the ordinary type for four-track express stations

with two island platforms of varying width about 485

ft. long. Each platform has, in addition to two stair-

ways leading down to the passageway and ramp com-

municating with the Queensborough station below, six

stairways leading to two mezzanine floors above the

platform. From these mezzanine floors there are num-
erous passages and stairways leading through adjacent

buildings to the street level and opening on Forty-

second St., on Park and Lexington Aves., and as far

north as Forty-fifth St. A short ramp connects the

larger of the two mezzanine floors with an island plat-

form serving the shuttle trains to the Times Square

station.

It would be easy to have ideal rapid transit if cities

were planned and built to order with the laying out of

a subway system as the first step in such building. It

is a different problem to supply means of rapid transit

in a metropolis, which is a growth of generations or

centuries. The streets, lined with tall buildings, are

narrow and crooked where width and straight lines are

needed for stations and the space under the street sur-

face required for the latter is already taken up by the

different structures that form the organs of supply and

evacuation and of transmission of intelligence by which

the life of the city is carried on. Fig. 22 shows a

station built under such conditions, the Wall St. Station

on the William St. line. The street is at that point only

38 ft. wide and has a slight bend. The station is there-

FIG. 22. WALL STREET STATION. NEW YORK SUBWAY
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for on a curve (although of such large radius that it is

no disadvantage) and the platform width varies from
about 12 ft. at one end to a maximum of 14 ft. at the

center. There are seven stairways between the plat-

form and the mezzanine floor above and from the

mezzanine there are stairways to the surface on Pine

and Wall streets.

The examples of rapid transit stations here illus-

trated have been built to suit widely different conditions

in traffic volume and in other respects. A comparison

of the size of stations built 20 or 25 years ago with

those of today gives a striking illustration of the

growth of rapid transit during this period. On the

first New York subway the platforms were originally

planned for a length of 200 ft. on local and 350 ft. on

express stations (this applies only to the island plat-

forms) serving respectively five- and eight-car trains.

It was not long, however, before it became necessary to

lengthen the express station so that ten-car trains could

be used, and lengthening of the platforms of the local

stations is now under consideration. On the Centre

Street Loop, which was the next line to be built, the

platforms were made 435 ft. long and on the Fourth
Avenue subway in Brooklyn the express and local sta-

tions were made 480 and 435 ft. long respectively.

Since the dual system contracts were executed in

1913, no station on the Interborough system has been

built less than 480 ft. in length and on the New York
Municipal lines the latest stations have been made 530

ft. long, accommodating trains of eight 67-ft. cars. The
length of express platforms on the rapid transit

system in Sidney, New South Wales is 520 ft. and on

the Philadelphia system it is 550 ft.

It is not necessary to repeat that the arrangement

shown in Fig. 13 is a bad one. For a station of this

length—about 250 ft.—one point of ingress and egress

would be sufficient if placed at the center of the station,

but if placed at one end there should be at least an

exit at the opposite end.

On a two-track line an island platform station of the

type shown in Fig. 14 is both economical in operation

and convenient for passengers. Where conditions per-

mit the placing of the entrance in the longitudinal axis

I of the platform and where the station length and traffic

volume are such that an entrance at each end is suffi-

cient, a mezzanine can be avoided and the station built

(close to the street surface.

The stations shown from the Boston rapid transit

system are of a special type—transfer stations between

(surface cars and subways.

The Girard Avenue station of the Broad Street sub-

way in Philadelphia, shown in Fig. 18, has platforms 550

ft. long and 20 ft. 9 in. wide at the centre and six stair-

ways from each platform with a total width of 37 ft.

The corresponding figures for the Chambers Street sta-

tion in the New York subway, Fig. 20, are, length 480 ft.,

width 18 ft. and four stairways, totaling in width 27 ft.

The mezzanine of the New York station has a gross area

of about 10,000 sq.ft. with four entrances, all located

near Chambers Street, on which the station is centered.

The mezzanine of the Philadelphia station is about

8,000 sq.ft. gross area and connects with the street by

8 stairways. The two additional exits near each end of

the station make a total of twelve connections with

the street, four on Girard Avenue, one on Stiles Street

and seven located at different points along Broad Street.
In conclu.sion it may be p<jinted out that the differ-

ences in station de.sign which a compari.wn of rapid
transit systenxs in different cities and countrien dis-

closes are partly the result of and are haseti on the ex-
perience gained under differing local condition.s. AmonR
these diffe.ing conditions are: The city plan and
streets, the habits and customa of the people as xo
travel, operating methods, etc. What may \je adopted
for good reasons and after careful investigationj! in

one place may be rejected for equally good reasons in

another. The station planner, therefore, a« in all other

engineering work, while learning from the experience
of others, must above all begin by analyzing the condi-

tions of his own special problem.

Resurfacing Flexible Pavement
By H. T. Macfarla.sd

Barber Asphalt Paving Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

IN RESURFACING a section of Broad Street one of

the heaviest traffic streets in Charleston, W. Va^
during the early part of this year, the fact was brought

to light that the original brick pavement had been laid

over boards. To meet this condition, which imparted

to the pavement unusual flexibility, it was necessary to

adopt exceptional construction methods.

Broad street, from Quarrier St. to Smith St^ was
paved with brick in 1894, and from Virginia St., to

Quarrier St., in 1899. Investigation showed that after

the grading was completed, 2 in. of sand had been

spread, on which had been laid 2-in. planks which had

been dipped in tar. Over the boards 2 in. additional of

sand had been placed, and on this base the brick had

been laid.

Despite the fact that they had been down for 21 and

26 years, the boards were in good shape, but when

exposed to the air for a few days they began to weather.

The subsoil was so firmly compacted that it was diffi-

cult to break it with the heel. In some places it was

found that the sand both under and over the planks

had shifted, and upon advice the contractor removed the

brick in such places, and added sufficient sand to bring

the surface up to grade.

Several sections were in bad shape, and at these

points the old brick, sand and boards were removed.

Fresh sand and new planks were placed, then new brick

were laid and the section thoroughly rolled. No con-

crete or other rigid type patches were made, becau^ of

the flexibility of the old pavement. It was feared that

the impact cf heavy trucks as they struci-. the patched

spots, and as they skipped from the nonflcxible to the

flexible sections would seriously damage the pavement.

All minor depressions were brought to grade by the

addition of extra hinder.

The surface mixture was composed of Cold River

sand, coarse sand, L^ke Erie sand, fine sai:d. limestone

dust and 12 per cent asphalt, gaged by bituminous

content. To complete the work required about thirt^--

five more tons of Trinidad Lake asphalt than the

contractor had figured upon for binder and top.

The extra material was used to give the resilence essen-

tial because of the flexibility of the foundation, and also

to provide an excess of asphalt, so that any cracks

which might develop during the cooler periods might

heal under the summer sun. G. T. Fogle & Co.. were

the contractors.
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Old Brick Pavement Resurfaced

With Asphaltic Concrete

Deep Depressions Concrete Filled—Uneven Cross-

Section Leads to Payment on Both Square
and Cubic Yard Basis

By Roy M. Green
President, Western Laboratories, Lincoln

AND John L. Hershey
Special Engineer, Beatrice, Nebraska

MANY cities are now confronted with the problem

of how best to utilize their old brick pavements

after their surfaces have become rough and worn by

years of traffic. Such a condition has been met and

overcome in Beatrice, Neb., by resurfacing them with

either a sheet asphalt or an asphaltic concrete mixture

laid directly on top of the old pavement. A number of

streets have been resurfaced in this manner during the

past few years but the most recent work has been that

of resurfacing West Court Street with an asphaltic

concrete wearing surface.

Not fo Scar/e

TYPICAL CROSS-SECTION OF RESURFACED STREET

The old pavement cross section, shown in the accom-

panying figure, was laid with a crown of 8 in. in a width

of 43 ft. between gutters. When this pavement was
originally constructed the subgrade was finished and

rolled and a 6-in. sand base laid directly upon it. On
top of this sand base was laid a foundation course

of brick, laid flat. A 2-in. sand cushion was then

spread over the brick foundation and the brick wearing
surface was set directly upon this cushion. The bricks

used for this work were 2] x 4 x 8 in. in size. The
bricks in the wearing surface were set on edge. Sand
was used to fill the joints.

Since an abandoned street car track was located in

the center of the street, the traflUc had always stayed

away from the center of the pavement and traveled

along the quarter points. Traffic had, in this way,

worn the quarters until they were from 1* to 2 in. low.

There were, also, depressions from various other causes

such as settlements caused by street openings and worn
bricks which had caused pot holes. In fact the street

had been very rough for several years and traflfic had
avoided it as much as possible.

The uneven surface of the old pavement and the

worn condition of the bricks along the quarter points

produced such an irregular base that considerable work
was necessary to produce a more regular section before

the surface of asphaltic concrete could be appUed. This

was necessary in order that a suitable cross section

could be obtained for the finished surface, otherwise

the irregularities in the base were certain to be ap-

parent at the surface.

In doing this work the deep depressions were re-

paired by taking up the bricks in the top course, re-

moving the sand cushion and filling these openings
with Portland cement concrete laid on top of the founda-

tion course of brick. The pavement was then thor-

oughly cleaned by flushing and the local depressions and

the depressions along the quarter points were filled with

a binder mixture of Joplin flint chatts and asphalt

cement. This produced a working base which, however,

was not accurate enough to make it possible to lay a

uniform thickness of 2 in. of wearing surface mixture

and obtain the proper finished cross section.

The old brick gutters were so irregular that they

did not drain in many places. For this reason it was
impossible to u?e the old brick as a gutter without

topping it. Also, the edge of the asphalt surface would
have been subjected to a great deal of wear had it

been laid only to the inside edge of the brick gutter

since it would have been necessary to make a feather

edge at that place. Further, any high water in the

gutter would have easily penetrated beneath the as-

phalt surface at the edge. The asphalt surface was,

therefore, carried across the gutter. On the west end,

where the grade of the street was sufficient to carry

the drainage without covering the shoulder to the side-

walk line the surface was carried only to A. (See

cross-section.) In other places it was carried up to

the sidewalk B. In the for-

mer case the old brick at the

edge was heavily squeegeed

with asphalt cement so that

the entire street now has the

appearance of being com-

pletely covered with the as-

phalt wearing surface. Due
to the irregularities of the base it was impossible

to adhere to a thickness of 2 in. of wearing surface,

as a much greater thickness was required in many
places. Unit bids were, therefore, received on the

2-in. wearing surface on a square yard basis, and also

bids on binder on a cubic yard basis. Accurate records

were kept of the weight of all the surfacing material

and binder used in the work. The contractor was paid

his unit price of $1.50 per square yard for all the

surface laid. The weight of the 2-in. surfacing was
then deducted from the total amount of mixture used

and the diff'erence was paid for as binder at a rate of

$15 per cubic yard. This gave an equitable method
of payment for the work, which protected both the

contractor and the city.

The surface mixture of asphaltic concrete was de-

signed for the heavy traffic to which this street is sub-

jected. The mixture was made of fine Platte River blow

sand, Joplin flint chatts, and limestone dust mixed with

asphalt cement, analyses of the mixture being made
daily, and a typical analysis showing the following

composition.

Percentage

7.96

6.2
13.5
14.0
16.3
24.7

;

17 3

Bitumen
Aggregate:

Passing 200 sieve
Passing 80 sieve on 200 sieve

\ Passing 40 sieve on 80 sieve
Passing 10 sieve on 40 sieve
Falsing \ screen on 1 sieve. ...

Passing i screen on J screen.

As a resuH of this work Court Street has been changed;

from a very rough and undesirable street to a smooth

and perfectly satisfactory street at a very low cost

to the city. The work was done by the Abel Construe-:

tion Co., of Lincoln, Nebraska, under the supervision;

of John L. Hershey, Special Engineer, Beatrice, Neb.,

ttnd Clark E. Mickey, Consulting and Testing Engineer,

Lincoln, Neb.
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Notes from Foreign Fields

TROUBLES AND JOYS OF A TRAVELER-
HOMEWARD BOUND

By E, J. Mehren
Editoi-, Engineering News-Record

IT SEEMS fitting in closing this series of notes that I

should indicate some of the ways in which travel in

Europe differs from what it was before the war, and
that I should also pay my respects to those who have
helped me in studying the engineering situation here

—

studies that have been interpreted in an impressionistic

way in these notes.

After a circuit of the western countries of the Con-
tinent I am
again in Lon-

don, homeward
bound. With a

few days here

to wind up
some unfinish-

ed business,

but without
rush, I can look

back at three

and a half
strenuous
months and be-

gin to make
an appraisal of

their results.

There has been

much of pleas-

ure, much of

satisf action,
and just
enough annoy-

ance and incon-

venience to

throw the
pleasant part

of the journey in relief. Of the pleasant experiences I

have said much. Possibly I may be allowed the indul-

gence of relating a few of the troubles, particularly

since, in the present unsettled state of Europe, they are

likely to be of interest to people in the States.

Finally, it would not be fitting to close these notes

without a word of thanks to those who have facilitated

my work.

Passports and Vises—Outstanding among the annoy-

ances which the traveler experiences in Europe today is

that of the passport. This is an evil inheritance of tne

war. It is a minor one, it is true, but after one has

stood in line for many an hour, at frontier stations

and at vise offices, he is apt to chafe under it. Whether
its continuance is warranted it hardly befits an Amer-
ican to say. Certainly, there is much radical propaganda

in Europe, and the passport system may help to keep

fomenters in their home lands. In any event, the sys-

tem is here and must be endured.

As is well known, the traveler must get a passport

from his own Government and must have it vised by

a passport or consular official of every country that he
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propose.s to enter. The^«- ]>n--],<)rin are always exam-
ined at the frontier. There i.s much diff.

efficiency with vvhich examination.^ are ma
respect to custom.s and the jiumport. Entering En/
and Belgium the work wa.s quickly done. At ,.;.-

Continental pointn, however, there wa« great delay. Aa
a rule, if jne passes by train from one countr>' to

another, it is necessary at two points, close together.

one on either side of the international \ffjr>\itr. iu

remove all of the luggage from the train and have i*

inspected. Passports are examined at the Hame tir-.^

Necessarily the passengers mu.st .stand in line and ua.t

their turns—not a welcome incident at the end of a

long fatiguing journey in midsummer in a hot, stuffy

room.

Temporarily, too, there is an additional annoyance,

ill the limitation of the amount of money one may
take out of cer-

tain countries.

For example,

at the time I

left France one

could take out

currency, n o

matter of what
country', to the

total value of

only 1.000
francs. The
limit on .silver

was 10 francs,

while the ex-

portation o f

gold was pro-

h ibit ed e n-

tirely.

At Belle^
garde, on the

way to Switz-

erland, the
various
frontier f o r-

malities caused

a delay of 1 hr.

20 min., during which the passports were examined four

times, the passengers quizzed twice (very sharply re-

garding the amount of money in their possession), and

the baggage searched with rather more thoroughness

than is customary, with a view to the discovery of hidder.

gold, silver, and bank notes. Arrived in 'ieneva, uUnit

an hour after leaving Bellegarde, there \\-ere. neves-

sarily, the Swiss examinations. They were made with

fair expedition, but the annoyances at Bellegarde arv

such that previous travelers had unburdened them-

selves, while waiting at the final barrier in Geneva.

by scribbling their thoughts on the unpainted pine-

board partitions. An Englishman had written, "The

last barrier to freedom"; an Italian. "Ye who enter

here leave all hope behind," while an Argentinian had

described the formalities as "Two hours in Furg^torv-."

The passage from France to Switzerland, I must

admit, was annoying, but it was duplicated in going

from Germany to Holland, via Bentheim-Oldenzaal.

Here the examination was more thorough, and if the

passenger was unfortunate enough to have silver, he

was mulcted out of it at the German station. Bentheim.

DR. J. H. T. TUDSBERY
Secretary,

Institution of Civil Engineerd, [ ondon
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ROmro SCAFFOLDIN'G TIMBERS ON LONDON BUILDING AMERICAN STEAM SHOVEL IN HEART OP LONDON
At the left of the first illustration may be seen the clock tower of the House of Parliament—the steam shovel in the other

picture is excavating the foundation of Bush House, on the Strand, being built by Irving T. Bush, of New York, as a sales
center, similar to his sales center on West 42d St., New York City.

In fact, I experienced at Bentheim th-^ only real

injustice of my entire trip. Though I had but 2^

guldens, it grates yet, particularly because I have met

a fellow-American here in London who had an experi-

ence similar to mine, thus assuring me that my case

was not peculiar. He had about 10 guldens in silver.

I had bought the Dutch silver the day before in Berlin,

being ignorant of the fact that no silver whatsoever

may be taken out of Germany. At Bentheim I was

informed that it could not be takei out. Upon inquiring

as to what could be done with them I was referred to an

adjacent inclosure, and there calmly informed that,

though the 2h guildens had the day before cost 37i

marks they would give me only 20 marks for them.

Protests were of no avail and there was nothing to do

but accept the 20 marks. As a further evidence of

the unfairness of the procedure they refused to give

one a 2 A-gulden note in exchange for the silver pieces.

In other words, they had the travelers at their mercy

and robbed them—robbed them with official sanction,

since German officials stood alongside the cage and

shrugged their shoulders at the travelers' protests. The

banking booth had on it a sign, "Banner Bank Verein,

Hinsberg, Fischer & Co." I have since made inquiry

as to the standing of the Barmer Bank Verein and

learn that it is a strong institution, with a high stand-

ing. Evidently, however, it is placing no check upon

its agents—Hinsberg, Fischer & Co.—and does not

realize that they are forever discrediting the name

of the Barmer Bank Verein with those who fall into

their hands. At the time I passed through Ben-

theim they were, by paying 20 marks for silver pieces

that were selling in Berlin for 37J marks each, making

a profit of 87^^ per cent.

It is needless to say that travelers imposed upon be-

lieve that the robbery was due to connivance between

the agents of the Barmer Bank Verein and petty Ger-

man officials, and that the matter would be promptly

stopped if it could be brought to the attention of the

proper officials in Berlin.

But to return to the vise. As a rule an American

finds little difficulty in getting a vise—other than the

annoyance of waiting in an anteroom for two or three

hours in order to get to the proper official. However,

one does strike a srag in case he desires to go into

Bavaria, one of the states of the German Empire.

It appears that in 1919 the report gained currency

in Prussia and other parts of Central Europe that Ba*

varia was better supplied with food than its neighbors.

Consequently there was a great rush of visitors, with
the result of a rapid consumption of the really limited

Bavarian food supply. To prevent a repetition the

Bavarian Government decided that no one would be

allowed to cross the frontier without securing in ad-

vance a police permit from Munich. These permits are

issued only for good reasons, the prospect of opening

business relations in Bavaria being, as a rule, not suf-

ficient to secure permission to enter.

In London I had taken the precaution of calling at

the German Consulate and presenting my papers to

learn whether there would be any difficulty in securing

a permit to enter. I was told that there would be no
difficulty. Apparently, however, I failed to make clear

that I desired to go not merely to Prussia, but to

Bavaria as well. Upon reaching Berne the German
officials informed m.e th^t they would be unable to

give me a vice to go to Munich, though they would at

once vise my passport to go to any other part of Ger-

many. The officials at Berne were most gracious and
wired the proper ministry in Berlin, explaining the case

and urging that my Berlin references be looked up, and
if found satisfactory that efforts be made to secure for

me the necessary permission to go to Munich. The
routine in Berlin caused delay and after three or four

days of waiting I tried independently, through connec-

tions in Munich, to get the coveted police permit, and

in that proved successful. In all, there was a week's

delay.

Even though one recognizes the reasonableness of

restrictions, one cannot help but feel uneasy and an-

noyed at the loss of time. I felt in that mood myself,

until, calling at the American Consulate in Zurich, I

heard a colloquy between the official in charge and a

young German business man who desired to secure a

vise in order to visit the United States. He was told

that it would take four months to get the vise if the

matter were handled by mail, but that it could be done

in five to six weeks by cable, at a cost to himself of about

100 francs. He had no letters from the United States,

but wanted to study American conditions, with the idea

of establishing business connections there. After hear-'

ing the colloquy I not merely felt thankful that my delay

had been no longer than a week, but marveled that the'

Germans should admit us so freely when we place sucb
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barriers in the way of their visiting the United States.

The arrangements seem hardly to be reciprocal.

Of all the annoying vise offices I visited that of the
American Commission in Berlin was the worst. Both

^Americans and Euro-

peans complained about

it. Not even the simple

lexpedient of giving num-
bers to applicants as

(they came in—a univer-

sal practice in vise of-

fices—was in vogue.
Everybody crowded
around the counter and
made efforts regardless

of time of arrival to at-

tract the attention of the

single clerk who was try-

ing to take care of a

large crowd.

Before sailing for Eu-
rope I was warned that

I could expect great in-
ANOTHER VI5W SHOM^NG

convenience in travelingROUND SCAFFOLDING ^uuvemente in traveung

TIMBERS accommodations. Such,

however, did not prove to

.be the case. Apparently there was a material differ-

ence between conditions in 1919 and 1920. It is true

that there were fewer trains than before the war; on
the long runs there are now, as a rule, only two trains

a day, one leaving in the morning and one in the

evening. The trains are slower than they were before,

but, except in the third class, the accommodations are

ample, while on all of the long day runs dining cars

are carried. While one lacked on the Continent the ease

and comfort that are found on American and English

railroads, the conditions are not such as should dis-

courage travel.

Acknowledgment op Courtesies

But if one must put up with inconvenience, there is

more than ample compensation in the pleasant hours

one spends among European scenes and in the company
of cultured Europeans. My time was spent, as was to

be expected, largely with engineers, and I found that

the bond which binds us together in the United States

has international strength as well. The mere fact that

I was an engineer was a sufficient introduction every-

where. Not only did each individual make accessible to

me the information at his command, but offered sug-

gestions as to other sources of information. Such sug-

gestions frequently materialized in letters of introduc-

tion which passed me on from one engineer to the other,

until my wishes in the particular direction were grati-

fied.

To acknowledge by name all of those to whom I was

indebted would exceed the reasonable bounds of space.

I will be pardoned, though, if I put down the names of

a few whose courtesies were of an unusual order:

M. Paul Le Gavrian, ingenieur en chef des ponts et

Chaussees, in Paris ; Prof. A. Rhon of the Zurich Poly-

technicum; Dr. Ing. Oskar von Miller, Munich; Prof.

C. Matschoss, of the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, in

Berlin ; Heer G. J. van den Broek, engineer of the North

Sea Canal, Amsterdam, and Mr. J. S. Killick, chief

engineer of the roads department of the Ministry of

Transport, London.

Two other gentlemen I have left for special mentioii,
not merely becau.se of the a^.sistance rendered to me,
but becau.se they and their work are ho well known in
the United State.s; I refer to Sir Henry Maybur>-.
K.C.M.G., C.B., director-general of road.s, Ministry of
Transport, London, and Dr. J. H. T. Tuduf^ery, secre-
tary of the In.stitution of Civil Engineers, London.
As tho.se who know him would expect. Sir Henry

bears his dignities and his heavy re.sp^jn.sibijitie.-t well.

Backed by a long profe.ssional experience, in railroad
work, in public-work.s con.struction, and in the manage-
emnt of municipal work.s (hh engineer, >*ur>'eyor, and
general manager of important local boards and district

and county councils), he came to the position of chief

engineer of the Road Board in 1913, richly endowed for

the work. During the war he became director of roads
in France, respon.sible for the maintenance of some
4,000 miles of highway, of vital importance in the trans-

portation of troops and supplies to the firing line. Some
330 officers and 13,600 men, all skilled road and quarr>"

troops, were under his command, while, in addition, un-

skilled detachments to a total of 30,000 men were almost

constantly under his direction. In recognition of hi.s

great service, he w^s knighted at the close of the war.

Upon the formation of the Ministry of Transport he

was made director-general of roads, and has recently

been honored by election to the vice-presidency of the

Institute of Transport, a new organization formed to

further the interests of transport generally, whether by

water, road or rail. Under his guidance the road work

of the United Kingdom is receiving that careful con-

sideration demanded by the ven' rapid increase in the

number and weight of motor vehicles. He commands
the confidence, as I found even.'where, of the road

engineers and surveyors of the United Kingdom. They

recognize in him a worthy leader—an engineer of high

professional attainments, a man of sincerity, purpose

and ability, with a character and personality that have

commanded universal admiration.

Dr. Tudsbery carries well his si.xty-one years. He
would be taken for a much younger man. His secretan.*-

ship of the institution dates back to 1896. During the

period of his executive administration he has seen the

great institution grow and broaden, go from one fine

house to a greater one, in order to meet its needs mak-

ing more secure year after year its place as the leader

among engineering societies. I found him affable jvnd

desirous of doing ever>'thing he could to smooth my way.

He spoke charmingly of his American friends and sliowed

a very great interest in what we are doing on our side

of the water. He sees larger opportunities for the

functioning of the institution and enlarged upon the

plans now under consideration, which were reported in

these notes some months back.

Help from Ho}\e.— In paying a tribute to the engi-

neers in Europe who helped me, I must not forget that

my way was much smoothed by letters that I brought

from our side. Not only did those letters help me, but

I was constantly under obligations to American engi-

neers for what they had previously done for Europeans

visiting in America. More than once when I protested

at the fullness of courtesies being extended n\v host

would rejoin that he was merely tn'ing to repay, through

the medium of my humble self, some of the debts of

hospitality that he himself had contracted whei: visiting

America.

All of which goes again to emphasize what I aaid
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before, that the fellowship of engineering is interna-

tional. The bonds can be much strengthened by an

interchange of experiences such as is involved in a

foreign trip. Though we may not always see the con-

nection and though the war may make us doubt as to

the value of any attempts at international amity, I do

believe that we engineers in our intercourse with our

fellows in other lands are playing a part in the great

international drama of trying to get the nations to live

and work harmoniously with each other.

While my mission has, I hope, had some effect in this

direction, it was, of course, essentially journalistic

—

an effort not merely, through these notes, to lay some

thoughts on European engineering developments and

European engineering thinking before the readers of

Engineering News-Record but to arrange by the re-

newal of our connections abroad (connections disturbed

by the war) for a flow to our readers of what is best in

engineering work in Great Britain and on the Conti-

nent. As to the flow of material, time must be the test,

but I have high hopes that my mission will result in

giving American engineers a near or a bird's-eye view,

as the particular conditions warrant, of the best in

European engineering thinking.

London, Aug. 12, 1920.

(This article concludes Mr. Mehren's notes on his

European trip.—Editor.)

Heavy Spans To Be Rolled and Jacked in Difficult

Bridge Reconstruction

New Double-Track Structure of Increased Load Capiicity Provides Wider Channel Openings and Greater

Clearance Height—Erection Under Traffic—Will Shift Track to Higher Elevation in One Day

RECONSTRUCTION of the Allegheny River crossing

. of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. at 33rd St., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., which has been actively under way during the

present season and is now nearing completion, represents

a series of replacement operations of exceptional com-

plexity and difficulty. The renewal of the bridge was
necessaiy not only to provide capacity for modern load-

ing, but also to adapt tha crossing to the new require-

ments of the War Department with respect to channel

widths and navigation clearance. The latter require-

ment involved new pier locations, longer spans, and a

higher elevation of the structure. Under these cir-

cumstances the replacement of the old structure with

a new one on the same alignment became highly com-

plicated.

The Allegheny River bridge, forming part of the Pitts-

burgh Junction R. R. of the Baltimore & Ohio system,

is. perhaps the most important structure on the latter's

line between New York and Chicago, and is the limiting

structure from the standpoint of motive power. The
old bridge, designed by Theodore Cooper, was com-
pleted in 1884. Its river portion consisted of four

through-truss double-track spans varying in length'

from 167 to 250 ft. It was necessary that the new
structure be so designed as to give a 400-ft. channel,

which, in view of the 75° skew, demanded a channel span

of 436 ft. 9 in. center to center of piers. The outlines

cf both eld and new bridges are given by Fig. 1. The
new structurs is designed for dcuble-track E60 loading.

Several years ago the approach to the bridge on the

line of 33rd St., Pittsburgh, was reconstructed, the new
viaduct being designed fcr E60 loading and so detailed

as to be capable of having its grade reduced from 1.5

per cent to 0.3 per cent, descending westward, with a

view to raising the elevation of base cf rail 12 ft. at

the east bank cf the Allegheny River. This was in

preparation fcr the subsequent reconstruction of the

river crossing at higher Isvel in accordance with the

6r'acfeaS73(> Up

Grade

: £/ M/nfW^r^
Apprvx. Top oTRS^k

^ erode o./es^up ig

H.W.EI.725.e-' '-Davis Islcxnd ^errglslaricT
Pool Full, J.703.5 Pool Foil . El. 710.5

6rvrde030%Up

FIG. 1. RELATION OF OLD AND NEW ALLEGHENY RIVER PRmnES, I 'TTSEURGII JUNCTIO:j R.R. (BALTIMORE &
OHIO R.R.) AT 33rd ST.. PITTSBURGH
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FIG. 2. CHARACTERISTIC STAGES OF ERECTION AND REP:j\.CEMENT OF 33rd ST. BRIDGE

final decision of the government authorities in the mat-
ter of the navigation clearances to be provided at the

various structures spanning the river.

The new bridge comprises two truss spans over the
river, one 261 ft. and the other 434 ft. in length center

to center of end bearings, a 147-ft. deck truss over the

back channel, and a series of girder spans, so that

the structure has a total length of 2,122 ft. The line

of the new structure diverges from that cf the old in

its westerly portion, near the back channel^ and here the

old structure will be retained and adapted to single-

track operation. This involves the placing cf a new
floor system in the present truss span over the back

channel. The altered structure will be capable of carry-

ing E50 loading.

Erection was begun in June, 1920, the work being

started at both ends of the bridge. At the east bank of

the river the two spans from pier A to pier C, ^com-

prising a 97-ft. plate-girder span and the 261-ft. truss

span, were erected en falsework just downstream from
the old structure (upper sketch in Fig. 2), and were
then rolled into place, and simultaneously the two east-

erly spans of the old bridge were rolled out on timber

pier extensions upstream, constructed for the purpose.

This operation was carried out on Sept. 1, 1920. Im-
mediately after the rolling, a fO-ft. girder span -was

temporarily placed between the end of tne new span

(on pier C) and the old pier 3, restoring traffic connec-

tion. At the same time the viaduct spans on the west

end, beginning at abutment U. were erected "up to the

ske^y span G-F. As the new structure interferes with

the old structure, a temporary single-track detour was
constructed along the upstream side, connecting with

the old line near pier M and making connection by re-

verse curve with the westbound track on the river bridge.

The viaduct at the west end has been erected at

final track elevation. The spans at the east bank of

the riv^r, however, were erected at the grade of the

old track and rolled at that level, and at present carry

traffic at the original grade^ in conjunction with the two
westerly spans of the old bridge. The change in eleva-

tion is to be made at the time of placing the main
channel span and the three connecting girder spans on

the west bank of the channel.

Falsework is now being placed for the erection of the

434-ft. span. This, like the 2'^1-ft. span, is to be«r^ted
immediately downstream from the present bridge, but

it will be built at the new or high elevation. As it wh5

necessary to restrict the new piers to the elevation estab-

lished by the clearance of the old bridge, this span will

have to be supported on steel end bents footing on the

new piers at their present level; the bearing of the

span is to be transferred to permanent shoes at ^he

final coping level of the piers later on. these ex\'\, bents

will also-serve as track shoes for the rolling of tlie span

from erection position to its final place on Piers C and D.

When the channel span is ready to roll into fii.al posi-

tion, traCic will oa abandoned, the two remaining old

truss spans will be rolled cut on upstream tem{X)rar>-

pier extensions, the new channel span movinar on its

temporary supporting bents will be rolled to place, and

at the same t'me the two previously placed new spans

will b3 jacked un to ther final elevation.

Preriaratory to this movement the eastbound track on

the 33rd St. viaduct (oi> the south bank') will have >^ •
-

raised to the final track elevation, so that it will r ..a.

connection with the main channel structure ^s soor ai

the latter is jacked up. The two remaining firder spans

on the north bank of the main channel will be placed

at the time of the final rolling and jacking orierations.
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FIG. 3. REPRESENTATIVE DETAILS OF 434-i^"T. FULL-RIVETED CHANNEL SPAN OF PITTSBURGH .H'NGTION R.R.

BRIDGE OVER ALLEGHENY RIVER, WITH TEMPORARY PIER BENTS

and with this completed the eastbound track will be

opened for traffic at its final elevation, and the channel

spans and the north viaduct will be completely ready

for service.

River traffic was passed under the third span of the

eld structure, counting from the east bank of the river,

while the 261-ft. truss span was being erected. After

the rolling of this span, the old pier below it, which

carried the adjoining ends of the first and second old

spans, was taken down and a channel dredged under

the new 261-ft. span. River traflJlc was then diverted

and caused to pass under this span, whereupon false-

work for the large channel span was erected. This

manner of dealing with the barge traffic on the river

made it possible to erect both truss spans on falsework

and obtain a riveted structure.

With regard to the design of the new structure, in

general 1-in. rivets are used for the shop riveting

throughout. In the field connections of the two large

spans, 11 -in. rivets are being used.

Attention is called to the fact that rather long panels

are used in the large truss span, namely 44 ft., and that

this span does not have subdivided panels. By these

means secondary stresses are, to a large extent, elim-

inated. The longest member in this span is the middle

section of the bottom chord, which is approximately

104 ft. in length. The longest web member is about

85 ft. in length.
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The total cost of reconstruction of the bridge will be

about $2,200,000. The work is being carried out under
the supervision of H. A. Lane, chief engineer, Baltimore

& Ohio R. R., Baltimore. The preliminary stages were
under the direction of W. S. Bouton, engineer of

bridges; the actual design, fabrication and erection work
have been handled under the direction of P. G. Lang, Jr.,

assistant engineer of bridges. The work in the field is

under the supervision of A. C. Clarke, district engineer.

The American Bridge Co. contracted for the fabrication

and erection of the new steel work, while the substruc-

ture was built by the Vang Construction Co., of Cumber-
land, Md.

Algrae Cause Odors from Monona
Lake at Madison,Wisconsin

Sewage EflBuent, Industrial Wastes and Other
Causes Negligible—Prevention by

Copper Sulphate Treatment

ALG^ growth and decay has been determined as the

I cause of extremely offensive odors coming from
Lake Monona, at Madison, Wis., other contributory

causes being insignificant. To prevent the recurrence

of this condition, instead of waiting to cure it after

it has arisen, the recommendaticn is made that the

water be kept under constant biological observation

during the early spring and summer of each year and

that copper sulphate be applied when necessary to check

an increasing growth of algae. This conclusion and

recommendation are the important points of a detailed

report submitted to the city in May, 1920, by Alvcrd &
Burdick, consulting engineers, who had been engaged

to make a thorough investigation. Collaborating with

them in this report were Dean H. L. Russell, of the

Agricultural College and Prof. Chancey Juday of the

Department of Biology, both of the University of Wis-

consin. An abstract of a preliminary report on the sub-

ject by John W. Alvord was given in Engineering

News-Record, Sept. 4, 1919, p. 469.

Three matters which have been thought by the public

to be the most likely causes of the unpleasant odors

are effluent from the Madison sewage-works (see Engi-

neering News-Record, Sept. 11, 1919, p. 510), washings

from a beet sugar factory and algae in the lake water.

In 1918, when the conditions were very bad, the odors

prevailed all over and around the lake and were not

localized as they probably would have been if caused

at some one point. At the same time there was an

abundant growth of algse in the wattr.

Public opinion has placed the responsibility largely

upon the sewage effluent, and some years ago a resident

brought suit against the city for causing a nuisance by

permitting sewage pollution of the lake. As a result

of this feeling there has been a popular sug:Testion

that the effluent should be pum.ped five miles to the outlet

of the lake or twenty miles to the Wisconsin River. The

report shows that these projects would involve invest-

ment costs of $433,000 and $1,330,000 respectively, to

say nothing of operating costs, but the money would be

wasted since it would not result in abating the odors

from the lake.

The offensive growth consists of the so-called blue-

green algae, mainly anaboena, clathrocystis and ccelos-

phrserium, all of which give out odors when living. The

algae are present to some extent every year. Detached

masses are driven by the wind upon the shore and
beaches, where they der:ay and taunc concentrated odom
in addition to thoHe coming from the dcoavirtr rrta*trr

on the surface of the lake. The odcr was r

and wida.spread in 1882, 1818, I'JlZ and IL.,. .._ . ...

rore cr less noticeable nearly every year. It in said to
re.^emble that from a very fcul p'trpen.

A strong argument sunportintr th«» ronHuiiion<« of the
report and refuting the .sew;;

the offensive odors were an.
and complaint in 1882, before the citv had a seweniRe
f:ystem. The trouble wcs investigated at that time by
Prof. William Trelease, of the University of Wiaconsin,
who explained the condition of the water and showed
that masses of decaying algae were the cause of the

objectionable odors in that year. In 191S and 1919 the

conditions at the sewage-works, ru^ar pl-r-t and ether

suspected sources were practically identical, but algae

r.nd odors were much in evidence in the former season

and noticeably absent in the latter .season.

In 1918, about four tons of copper sulphate was ased
in Lake Monona, being applied from time to time at

troublesome points. Although this treatment wa-s effec-

tive locally, its general effect was nullified by the fict

that the entire lake was covered with decomposing
algae. In 1919, about 5i tons were used» but the lake

was admittedly free from unusur.l grouth. This treat-

ment was made in the usual way by towing bag- filled

with the chemical, but the report states that the v.—rk

was not under labcrator>' control and that the quantities

used were far below those found effective in water-

works practice. Further, it states that there is no
precedent for the application of this treatment to so

large a body of water as Lake Moncna, which hns an

area of 5.45 sq.mi., a shore line of 13.2 miles (of which

four miles are closely built up), a depth of 27* to 74 ft.

and a volume of 4,195,000,000 cu.ft. or over 31.000.000,-

000 gallons.

Effluent from the sewage-works during 1919 was
found to have a uniform stability- of 95 per cent, which,

the report explains, represents a high degree of effec-

tive purification and is incapable of producing nuisance

by odors. Fish life and dissolved oxygen are abundant

at the outlet of the effluent uischarge into the Yahara

River just above the entrance into the lake. The beet

sugar factor\' operates late in the fall, after the period

when the lake odors are most offensive, and its wastes

do not produce distinctively sewage odors, although they

do produce unsightly conditions. Storm waters and

industrial wastes are considered insignificant as causes

of pollution and trouble. Further, the report states that

neither the sewage effluent nor the sugar facton,' wastes

are important causes of stimulating aljrse growth, as

such growth occurs even in waters where there is no

pollution.

In explanation of this opinion as to the effect of the

sewage effluent, the report points out that the present

flow of this effluent in the Yahara River, about 6 cj.ft,

per second, is less than 4 per cent of the nverajre flow

of the river. With this effluent and other sources it is

et*timated that the river annually delivers to the lake

about 108 tons of organic nitrogen and i*? tons of

nitrates and nitrites.

Nitrates do not appear to be a direct mea:?ure oi plant

or algje growth, according to the report. Although

nitrates which the sewage effluent introduces into the

lake in considerable quantity are an indispensable food
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for plant life, it has been shown by experiment and

observation that some other factor than inorganic food

supply determines the extent to which these growths

will flourish. There is some evidence that this factor

is an organic substance and may be a waste product of

certain organic life of the complex environment in

which the algae grow. At present, howrever, the phy-

siology of fresh water algae is not well understood even

by specialists.

Copper Sulphate Treatment Recommended

To prevent recurrence of the objectionable conditions

it is recommended that during each spring and summer
the lake water should be kept under constant biological

observation. When early symptoms of algae growth are

observed, particularly in abnormal amounts, copper sul-

phate should be applied under the direction of the

biologist, in order to stop the growth and thus prevent

the odors resulting from its death and decay in great

quantities. The annual cost of the laboratory and con-

trol work is estimated at $4,000 to $5,000, but in oc-

casional years, when large amounts of copper sulphate

are required, this may be 50 per cent larger.

As spent sediment and harmless fungi passing into

the lake with the sewage effluent make an unsightly con-

dition and cause a popular erroneous judgment as to

the source of odors, it is recommended that the effluent

be carried out into the lake by a submerged wooden
box conduit about 1,000 to 1,200 ft. long. This will

also give better diffusion of the effluent with the dis-

solved oxygen of the lake water. The cost of this out-

let is estimated at $12,000 to $15,000. An auxiliary

recommendation is the dredging of a strip of shallow

shore on the city front to prevent the nuisance arising

from weed growth in shallow water, the excavated ma-
terial being utilized for lake-front park development.

In a review and opinion endorsing the report, which
has been added by Dean H. L. Russell and Prof. Chancey
•Juday, it is suggested that the outlet of the effluent

conduit should not be submerged more than 20 ft.,

owing to the effects of temperature changes on oxygen
content in the water. As to the proposed shore line

dredging, it is suggested that weed growths will develop
abundantly in 12 to 15 ft. of water and will facilitate

the accumulation of organic matter which produces
odors from decomposition. Thus a considerable depth
would be necessary to effect the object sought by the

proposed dredging.

Aspirators for Water Ozonization Plants

Tests of aspirators for uniting water and ozone or

air in ozone plants for water disinfection are described

by A. E. Walden, superintendent and chief engineer,

Baltimore County (Md.) Water & Electric Co., in the

October number of Mechanical Engineering. Of vari-

ous forms of aspirators, siphons, jets and nozzles found
available for trial, the best results were obtained from
the Knowles spirojector, but this device "did not func-

tion at low heads any better than other types" and is

"difficult to construct in either tile or enameled iron."

Finally there was designed a cast-iron aspirator,

enameled with white porcelain "but even this is subject

to deterioration, due to high ozone concentration." The
paper mentioned shows the forms of the various aspira-

tors used, and gives tabular and graphical data of re-

sults obtained.

Letters to the Editor

Pavement Type Nomenclature

Sir—A not infrequent error in pavement type nomencla-
ture would seem to justify the attention of writers upon
highway subjects and others whose duties make conciseness
not only a virtue but a practical necessity. I refer to the
use of the word "concrete" without any other qualifying

designation.

The definition as given by the Century Dictionary reads:

"A compact mass of sand, gravel, coarse pebbles or stone
chippings cemented together by hydraulic or other mortar,
or by asphalt or refuse tar." This definition has been
supported and substantiated by court decisions from which
it is found that concrete aggregates may consist of crushed
stone, gravel, sand, cinders, furnace slag or a combination
of these, and the cementing material may be portland or

natural cement, asphalt or tar. Correctly speaking a "con-
crete" pavement may, therefore, be any one of a score of

designs, including aspJialtic concrete, portland cement con-

crete, or bituminous concrete cemented with tar.

To be reasonably definite qualifying adjectives such as
"portland cement" or "asphaltic" should always precede a
reference to "concrete" pavements, and where further
accuracy is desired the kind of aggregate should be
indicated.

I believe this is a matter of sufficient importance to

justify placing before your readers.

J. E. Pennybackeb,
Secretary of The Asphalt Association.

New York City, Oct. 22.

[We question the soundness of Mr. Pennybacker's posi-

tion. Usage, and not the dictionary, usually makes work-
a-day definitions. The engineer and the contractor think

of "concrete" as an artificial stone composed of fine and
coarse aggregate, water and hydraulic cement. Why not

accept that and call a mixed asphalt road "mixed-asphalt"

road, and a penetration job a "penetration" road. The
matter merits discussion and the opinion of engineers and
contractors is invited.

—

Editor.]

Once More the Concrete Foreman
Sir—The editorial in Enginering News-Record, Aug. 19,

p. 338, entitled "Educate the Concrete Foreman," made
very agreeable reading. It expressed a thought which I

have had for some time.

For about two years I have been doing concrete work in

this city and I have had trouble, annoyance and bilious

days. I looked for outside advice, since I could not get it

here and from several sources in the States, notably from
the Building Code prepared for the National Board .of Fire

Underwriters by Ira H. Woolson, I learned a number of

things. I think I know now how to avoid troubles in con-

crete—but not completely if I have to rely on foremen.

The violation of the fundamental requirements of a first-

class concrete structure is the universal rule. The funda-
mentals are very simple, but very necessary to be attended

to. However, they are not and the cause of the violation is

the foreman. A foreman who has had an experience in

work for ten or twelve years believes himself superior to all

engineers; he is hurt at the simplest remark made at his

work. He knows everything, and a man that knows every-

thing does not want advice or remarks from any other man.
He believes the engineer and the contractor much below
himself.

For the work of proportioning, mixing and placing con-

crete he appoints any of his men, generally one of his

pets; it is no importance to him that the mixing is done
in a muddy place, or where waves of dust are continuous or

the sun burns; he does not care if the water is full of

vegetable matter or if the men are smoking and drop
pieces of cigarettes or cigars into the mixture. Sometimes
at 3 o'clock he tells the men to make a large quantity of

concrete in order to have enough till 5 o'clock. If one tells
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him that the forms are leaking he answers: "that has no
importance; I will plaster it. ' He will laugh contemptuous-
ly at the man that tells him that there are certain physical

and chemical forces at work that have to be taken into

consideration in order to have a good construction.

We have had English, American and German foremen
here and all are affected by the same defects. It would be

better to have illiterate men who would obey orders than

foremen who know everything.

The ideas expressed in the editorial referred to are very

much to the point. Concrete engineering (or concrete work)

is a remarkable exception in its development compared with

the other industries, arts and sciences. Gun manufacture,

bridge building, ship and locomotive building, surveying,

physics, chemistry, medicine, all were born in very humble
places, in the shops, the camps and other places and took

centuries or thousands of years of work and experience to

reach their present stage. And theory and practice were
and, in some cases, are in disagreement.

With concrete the case has been very different, for ex-

perimental stations have I'educed the thousands of years

that were necessary in the other arts, to a few years, and
so theory and practice have gone hand in hand. Conse-

quently the pretensions of foremen should be put down
vdthout any consideration. There is but one way of think-

ing in this matter, and that is to follow or be guided by
the results or knowledge derived from thousands of con-

scientious and careful experiments.
Anselmo Mieres y Llera.

Guatemala City, Oct. 1.

Should Report and Consolidate All Rainfall

and Run-Off Records

Sir—In many engineering investigations it becomes of

great value to have as large a number of rainfall and
stream-flow records as possible. For the State of New
York there are at present published something like eighty

records of precipitation in the climatological data of the

Weather Bureau. There are many rainfall stations main-
tained by private and public interests which do not report

to the Weather Bureau.
It has been the idea of the writer for some time that

the publication of all available rainfajl data, as well as

sti*eam-flow data, in a single bulletin or other publication

would be of very great value. Having this in m-nd a letter

was wi'itten to Prof. Wilford M. Wilson of Cornell Uni-
versity, head of the U. S. Weather Bureau in New York
State, asking if the bureau would be willing to publish

such records as are obtainable. Professor Wilson states

that the bureau will receive, publish and file all records

of rainfall made under proper supervision in the State.

The records must be reported on blanks furnished by the

bureau.

If the various interests which maintain rainfall stations

would turn in monthly reports to the section director at

Ithaca they would confer a great benefit on others who
might have use for rainfall data and in addition to that

would be making the climatological data of more use to

themselves, as all the obtainable information for the State

would be included in the one publication.

The same applies also to the matter of stream-flow

records. It is suggested that additional records of flow

might be published either by the State Engineer or the

Conservation Commission, or both, in their annual reports

and that suitable arrangements be made between the va-

rious parties maintaining such stations and one or the

other of these authorities for the keeping and publishing

of such records. By this means it seems that there might
be from two to three times as many records of flow brought
together under the covers of one book as are now obtain-

able from the publications of these two departments.

As an extension of this idea the writer would suggest

that the American Society of Civil Engineers might well

collect, collate and publish the various stream-flow and
rainfall records obtainable for past years. It is suggested

that this might take the form of a loose-leaf book of

standard Utter siz«- (8i x 11 in.) or of Hmall bdllctras
covering a given stream or Htream-flow Htation which coold
be punched and inserted in a standard Ujon^-lestf corer.
The same system could he applied to rainfall record*. The
plan suggested would enable interested partieh to obtain
the particular information without going to th«- expennc of
purchasing the entire collection. Byson K. White,

Utica, N Y., Oct. 26. Engineer Utica Gas tt Fle< »nr Co

'i/4>>iEnlarqemen-f- due /o
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.Position of side,
tank empty

Bending Stres.s in Tank Shells Due to

Restraint of Bottom
Sir— Concerning the collapse of z. molaue* .ank in

Boston, the remarkable similarity of this caae to the failure

of the water reservoir of a gas holder in N'ew York aboat
twenty years ago is notable. In that di.naster a number
of lives were lost and great property damage occurred,

and the owners and their engineers were able to convince
a coroner's jury that the failure was cau.sed by dynamite
exploded in the tank by per.sons unknown, which al.«o in

the theory advanced in this instance. In each ca-se the

cause was undoubtedly the same, and the same danger
exists in all flat-bottomed tanks of large size as u.sually

constructed. The practice of

following apparently nafe

precedents, well established

as safe for .small structures,

as the basis for design and
detail of much larger struc-

tures, has been responsible

for some large failures, no-

tably that of the Quebec
bridge. The error in the

case of flat-bottomed tanks
is due to basing the calcula-

tion of strength on pure ring

stress only, neglecting the

misnamed secondary stresses

caused by the restraint of

the ring by the compara-
tively unyielding flat bottom.

SKKTCH OF TAXK SHELL These stresses produce flex-

NEAR FLAT BOTTOM jre in the side plates near
their connection with tht

bottom. Experience in boiler practice has shown the neces-

sity for properly providing for these stresses, even in case

of small diameters, by a cun-e of sufficient radius to dis-

tribute the bending and thereby reduce the stress.

As the failure of the molasses tank occurred in Januar>'.

it is possible that the liquid was warmed to reduce the

viscosity. It can be shown that such heating would con-

siderably increase the bending stresses, and that the com-
bined tension and bending stress closely approached the

ultimate sti'ength of the material. If the tank had been

filled several times before failure, it is probable that even

a few repetitions of this great overstress had initiated pro-

gressive fatigue cracks, even without the aid of tempera-
ture stress. From the published facts the increase in

diameter due to ring tension, tank full, would be about

1.25 in.

A small temperature diff'erence would increase th's

0.25 in., and the accompanying sketch shows the resulting

condition. In view of these conditions and of the published

estimate of l.fi as the factor of safety based on ultimate

strength and pure r'ng tension only, there appears to be

no need to search for an outside agency to account for this

failure. George Roe.

Portland, Ore.. Oct. IS.

Vertical Section

Unusual Sewerage Conditions in Texas
Of 103 cities in Texas the sewers in 2.3 are owned by

companies, of 70 by cities, while the owTiership of 2

is unknown and 8 cities have no sewers. Of the com-

panies 22 of th? 23 (one did not report on the subject'>

charge for the use of sewers. Of the cities 51 charge

and 10 supply sewerage service free.



Hints for the Contractor

Traffic Help During Street Obstruction

BY UTILIZING part of a wide sidewalk as a road-

way the trenching of Michigan Ave. at Randolph

St., Chicago, for a footway undercrossing, was effected

with a minimum of interference to the extremely heavy

automobile traffic on that thoroughfare. The work was

done in two sections, so that only half the width of

the roadway was blocked at one time. A fence was

built along the sidewalk of the side open to traffic, leav-

ing a narrow passage for pedestrians, the gutter being

filled in with planks to form a smooth roadway. Auto-

mobiles in one direction swung out through this curved

widening of the roadway, instead of all vehicles being

confined to the half width of the roadway proper. The

Nash-Dowdle Co. has the contract for this undercross-

ing, which will form an approach to the suburban

terminal station of the Illinois Central R.R.

Overdriven Piles Form Coal-Like Substance

in Gravel Bank
By B. H. Piepmeier

Engineer of ConstFUCtion, Illinois Division of Highways, Springfield

ON THE Illinois state road Project 5, near Chillicothe,

the highway crosses seven tracks of the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe R.R. at grade. It was decided

to make a grade separation at this joint by taking

the highway under the railroad. A temporary trestle

carried by 30-ft. piles was constructed to support the

^
!

FIG. 1. PILE TRESTLE CARRYING TRACKS DURING
CONSTRUCTION OF UNDERCROSSING

tracks during the time the excavation for the under
crossing was made and the permanent structure built.

The effects of the pile driving, as revealed in the subse-

quent excavation, were remarkable.

The piles were of oak, standard size and well sea-

soned. They were pointed with a steel point and capped
with the usual ring and plate, then driven with the

standard railroad steam piledriver. They were to be
driven their full depth through a well graded bank
gravel (2-in. pebbles to sand) above water level.

All piles were apparently driven their full depth

even though the driving was very difficult. In some
instances 24 to 30 hours of constant driving with the

large steam hammer were required to sink the piles

to the proper depth.

After the trestle was completed the excavated mate-

rial was removed from beneath the tracks and from
910

FIG. 2. PILE COMPRESSED TO ONE-FOURTH ITS LENGTH

around the piles. Careful examination showed that

over 50 per cent of the piles had failed to penetrate

their full depth. Many had buckled and had been com-

pressed into all kinds of shapes. In a number of

instances the 30-ft. piles had been merely compressed
into a mass of from seven to ten feet in length, and
from 18 to 24 in. in thickness. In a few cases 10 to

15 per cent of the compressed mass was apparently

pure coal. Over half the piles had to be redriven

after the excavated material had been removed.

Pit Sand Rapidly Screened and Loaded
Into Auto Trucks

THE accompanying illustration shows a novel scoop

conveyor installation at the sand pit of Somers &
Sons, Wyoming, Pa. The screen was placed in the

truck, being supported in the truck by a pole and on

the edge of the truck by a small block of wood. The

24-ft. scoop conveyor was then placed so that the ma-

SAND SCREENED AND LOADED

terial, when discharged, would fall near the top of the

screen. The screen being set at the proper angle the

large lumps rolled off out of the truck while the "fines"

fell through.

With this arrangement 5 tons of sand were loaded

and screened in 7 min. In addition to money saved on

the loading operation, additional revenue was obtained

by delivering screened sand.
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News of the Week
New York, November 4, 1920

German Exports Exceed Imports
in April and May

(From "Engineeriiiff NrAVs-Record's" Berlin
Correspondent)

For the first time in years the money
value of exports from Germany was
greater than that of imports during

April and May of this year, according

to figures just made public. In April,

1920, the balance of exports over im-

ports amounted to 12 per cent and dur-

in;^ May, approximately 20 per cent.

For the year 1919 the imports were
approximately three times the exports.

For the first five months of 1920 the

exports approximated 83 per cent of

the imports.

When studying the attached table of

comparisons between pre-war and 1919

and 1920 figures, full account must be

taken of the depreciated value of the

mark. The increase of imports during
the years 1919 and 1920 is partly due
to the low purchasing power of the

money and partly to the fact that there

was practically no control of the im-

ports at the western frontier. The
money value of exports has increased

considerably, but it is believed that

their quantity is below that of the pre-

war level.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF GERMAN"^
Import Export

1919 Mill. Marks Mill. Marks
January 397 161

February 408 195
Mar h 440 292
April 626 ?70
May 1.468 251
June 2,688 406
July 3,538 570
August 3,817 735
September 4,191 790
October 5,179 1.089
November 4,446 1.284
December 5,178 4.014

Total 32^376 10.057

1920

January 6,560 3,219
February 5,932 4,262
March 5,683 4,261

April 4,768 5,344
May 5,537 6.647

Pennsylvania Builds 26 Mi. Dur-
able Highways in a Week

The Pennsylvania Highway Depart-

ment has announced that during the

week ending Oct. 14, all Pennsylvania

records on road construction were
broken. During that week on various

construction projects in the state, 26.27

mi. of modern-type highway were put

down. During the present construction

season and up until Oct. 19, the State

Highway Department of Pennsylvania
has constructed approximately 320 mi.

of modern-typed roadway.
During the season of 1920 the main-

tenance forces of the highway depart-

ment have entirely resurfaced approxi-

mately 315 mi. of macadam roadway
and have oiled approximately 1,300 mi.

of road.

Vermont's New Governor Is \x\

Engineer

As the result of the Election Nov.
2, an engineer, James Hartness, of

Springfield, Vt., becomes the new Gov-
ernor of Vermont. Mr. Ilartnes.s, the

Republican candidate for office, is past-

JAMES HARTNESS. VERMONT'S
ENGINEER GOVERNOR

president of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers and was instru-

mental in organizing the Jones & Lam-

son Machine Co. at Springfield 30 years

ago. His efforts are considered to be

responsible in large part for the indus-

trial growth of Springfield.

Electrical Engineers Name
Federation Representatives

The Board of Directors of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers,

at its meeting Oct. 8. appointed the

following; representatives of the Insti-

tute on the American Engineering

Council, the governing body of the

Federated American Engineering Soci-

eties: Comfort A. Adams, Cambridge,

Mass.; A. W. Berresford, Milwaukee,

Wis.; H. W. Bu?k, New York, N. Y.;

F. L. Hutchinson, New York, N. Y.;

W. A. Layman, St. Lnuis, Mo.; William

McClellan, Philadelphia. Pa.; L. F.

Morehouse, New York, N. Y.; L. T.

Robinson, Schenectady, N. Y.; Charles

S. Ruffner, New York, N. Y.; L. B.

Stillwell, New York, N. Y.; Calvert

Townley, New York, N, Y.

The Florida Engineering Society has

appointed L. R. McLain to represent it

at the first meeting of the American

Engineering Council. Nov, 18 and 19, av

Washington, D. C.

Prof. Whipple Speaks of

His Work in Kuropc

Tells Water-Work- Mtn '. ^Kiul .\ctjiri-

tieH of .Sanitary l><-partmet.t of

l^eaKue of Red Crosn Societ e»

The chief feature of th« m«-. ;n;.' of

the New York Section of lh«-

Water Works A.-s.sociatior..

v,as an arldress by Prof. Georec C
Whipple, of Harvard University, who
from February until October of this

year was chief of the Drpartnie.it of

Sanitation of the League of Red <"n>«»

Societies, with headquarters at Geneva,
Switzerland. Prof. \N'hippie outlined

the work of his department abroad and
some of the prorpective work of hi*

successor at Geneva, Colonel P. F.

Longley.

Among the subjects to which Prof.

Whipple gave special attention while
in Europe were sanitarj* suneys, a
scheme for which was outlined; wat«r
supply studies, and public health edu-

cation. Colonel Longley, Prof. Whipple
said, is now engaged on a g'ossar>- of

terms used in sanitation and pub!;

health. He also stated that the Leag-j-

of Red Cross Societies, working with

the Tuberculosis Commission of the

Rockefeller Foundation, is carr\'inc on
a study of public water supplies in

France. It is expected that water sup-

ply studies will be made in other Euro-
pean countries, inasmuch as in various

parts of Europe the public water sup-

plies are i.nsufficient in quantity ami

(y.ite unsuitable in quality. Moreover,
there are some large cities that have
no public water supplies at all.

As an i ustration of public water
supply needs that have been accen-

tuated by war conditions. Prof.

Whipple stated that in Roumania and
elsewhere in Continental Europe filter

plants and pumps are o'lt ot u^o

entirely on account of the lack of - •

small part which would cost ver>- 1
•:

but cannot be secured, "he same gen-

» ral condition applies to tran.<port*-

tion in Europe.
Incidentally, Prof. Whipple stated

that France is planning to enlare** it5

canals.

PuBuc Health Education

As to public health education in

Europe, Prof. Whipple said that oat-

side of England there is very little edu-

cation in publii- health. Some instruc-

tion in the subject is given in nu
'

.schools, but this is by doctors :

quite inadequate, especially alone sani-

tary lines. Prof. Whipple spenr ^wo or

three months visiting Europoj-.n uni-

versities, particularly in Switicrlanu.

He was well recoivini and the indica-

tions are that before long a school of

911
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public health will be established in

Switzerland. This may be a Swiss gov-

ernment school or it is possible that it

will become international in character,

depending- on whether or not arrange-

ments are made under which the school

will be supported by the League of Red
Cross Societies. Prof. Whipple has

been asked to make a survey of health

education in Europe,

A question remaining to be settled

is how far the League of Red Cross

Societies, which is made up of repre-

sentatives of societies in some thirty

countries of the world, shall go in public

health work. Prof. Whipple expressed

the opinion that it was important to

remember that public health is largely

a governmental function and that in

this field the Red Cross Societies should

not enci'oach. Earlier, it was thought

that the League of Red Cross Societies

should go extensively into public health

and sanitation, but the feeling- is grow-

ing that the work should be taken up
instead by an International Department

of Public Health, under the League of

Nations, confining the Red Cross effoi'ts

to educational work and emergency re-

lief activities.

The next meeting of the New York
Section of the American Water Works
Association will be on Dec. 1, when a

trip will be made to New Milford, N.

J., to visit the works of the Hacken-
sack Water Co.

Shipping Board To Sell

Housing Projects

The United States Shipp'ng Board is

to dispose of all the housing projects

in which it owns capital stock. When
its housing program was inaugurated

money was advanced to local realty

companies or housing companies organ-

ized by the shipbuilder concerned. The
builder constructed the houses on the

land o-vvned by them and the Shipping

Board took back from the local realty

companies mortgages covering the

amount of the houses in each case. The
board also became the owner of various

housing projects by the acquisition of

the capital stock of a number of realty

companies.
The board now plans to dispose of

such projects. The plan for the dispo-

sition contemplates selling these proj-

ects to manufacturing and business con-

cerns of a substantial character or dis-

posing of the houses by individual units.

In order that local conditions may be
considered and fair terms arranged, it

is provided that each project shall be

passed upon by competent local apprais-

ers who shall report the value of the

buildings, the lots and parcels of land

and the most advantageous methods
and terms of sale. Such a plan enables

the appraiser to present the local con-

ditions which the board will consider

in offering the various projects for sale.

The projects affected by this an-
nouncement are located at Wilmington,
Del.; Camden, N. J.; Chester, Pa.;

Loraine, Ohio; Wyandotte, Mich.; Jack-
sonville, Fla. ; Groton, Conn., and Dun-
dalk, Md.

Substantial Salary Increase for

New York Engineers
(.By Arthur S. Tnttlc, Chairmnn, Engineer-
ing Counnl's CouDiiittrc on Classification
and Cotnpcnsation of Engineers)

Under a recent general readjustment
of salaries of municipal employees in

the City of New York the compensation
for all positions carrying a salary of

less than $7,500 per annum has been
increased. In the case of salaries of
less than $1,500 the increase is at the

rate of 22 per cent with a minimum of

$200. In the case of salaries ranging
from $1,500 to $2,500 per annum the
increase is 20 per cent. To salaries

upwards of $2,5C0 per annum $500 has

Proposed Engineers and Archi-
tects Registration Bill for Ohio

The Association of Ohio Technical
Societies has prepared a combined en-
gineers and architects registration bill.

Every technical organization in the
state is asked to give consideration to

the present draft, endorse or submit
suggestions. When these suggestions
are received a meeting of delegates will

be called prior to Dec. 1, for final ac-

tion on the bill and the adoption of a
plan of campaign for its passage.
The bill is of the blanket or omnibus

nature, following the medical and le^al

practice of giving uniform certificates

Position

Chief Ergineer (including Deputy Chief
Engineer,

Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Junior Assistant Engineer
Senior Aid (Chief Instrumei-tn-.j-n ar.d

Chief Draftsman)
Aid (Instrumentman a-d Fraftsmar.)
Junior Aid (Junior L raftsman ar.d Rod-

man)

Number of

Employees
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Military Engineers Discuss Army
Reorganization Bill

The general plan of administration of
the army reorganization bill as con-

templated by the General Staff, War
Department, as well plans for the

administration of the various technical

services, was the main subject of dis-

cussion by members of the New York
Post, Society of American Military En-
gineers, at its first fall meeting Oct.
26 at the Engineering Societies Build-

ing, New York City. The meeting
began a series of discussions which are

to be held throughout the year, to be
participated in by both officers now in

the military establishment and those

in civilan practice. It is hoped, by these

meetings, to create a close co operation

between civilian and military engineers.

General features of the reorganiza-

tion bill were explained by Leiut.-Col.

John W. Gulick, War Plans Division,

General Staff; plans for the technical

services were discussed by Major Don-
ald H. Connolly, General Staff. The
third principal speaker was Col. Will-

iam Barclay Parsons, chairman of the

Post's military affairs committee, who
outlined a plan providing for the inter-

change of jcivil and military engineers

v/hereby the civilian engineer would be

assigned to troops for a certain period

during the year and the military engi-

neer would replace him in his civilian

capacity.

One of the details of the reorgan-

ization bill as explained to the military

engineers was the plan whereby all

reserve officers, in caso of an emer-

gency, could be immediately given def-

inite assicrnments. Not only would the

bill retain divisional organization of

engineer troops, but corps, army and
general headquarters units, so that in

emergencies long periods of unassign-

ment of reserve officers would be ob-

viated. It was also pointed out that

reserve officers, with their consent, may
be called upon to assist the Corps of

Engineers in river and harbor work.

Most of the program for the entire

year's meeting has been arranged. The
next meeting of the New York Post

will be Dec. 14. Colonel Roger D. Black,

formerly Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.,

will discuss the "Relations Between
Staff and Services." The annual dinner

is to be held some date in January. The

other meetings and the subjects to be

discussed are as follows: Feb. 10,

"Functional Organizations of Engi-

neers," by Major George R. Spalding,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.; April 13,

"Military and Engineering Defense of

New York. A trip to West Point will

be made in May.

Burlington, N. J., May Buy Out

Private Sewer Company
After lengthy negotiations an agree-

ment has been reached between the city

authorities and the Burlington Sewer-

age Co. under which the city will buy
the sewerage system of the company.
The council has passed an ordinance

appropriating $85,000 of bonds to pay
for the system.

May Cross Toronto Harbor
by Bridge or Tunnel

Projects for a bridge ov a tunnel to
cross the "western gap" of the harb^jr
at Toronto are being studied by the
Department of Public Works, it has
just been announced. A bascule bridge
was investigated some t me ago; its

cost at present prices wou'd be at least

.$700,000. Such a structure would prob-
ably reduce the available channel width
for navigation, however, and a tunnel
is being studied by the d2partment as
an alternative. The construction cost
of a tunnel is believed to be greater
than that of a bridge, but land dam-
ages and mantenance are expected to

be lower. Decision on proceeding with
one or the other type of crossing is

likely to be made by next season, as the
Dominion Government and the Board
of Harbor Commissioners have an
agreement that a crossing shall be pro-
vided.

Entire Staff Resigns as Protest

Against Chief's Defeat
As a protest against the defeat of

Lloyd Aldrich, county engineer of So-

noma County, Cal., at the election Aug.
31, the entire county engineering organi-

zation, numbering 41 men, has resigned.

This action is said to be the result of

the attitude of certain public officials

and politic ans toward Mr. Aldrich and

the lack of support of the people of

Sonoma County. The members of the

county engineer's staff state their re-

fusal to subordinate themselves to the

new administration resulting from the

September election. There follows a

copy of a resolution passed recently and
signed by the 41 members of Mr. Al-

drich's staff:

Whereas, the outcome of the county elec-
tion of Aug. 31, 1920, is an indication that
the efforts of our chief and ourselves to
honestly and efficiently conduct the engi-
neering- work of Sonoma County have not
received public appreciation, and
Whereas, We know the great d'fficulty

that will attend any attempt on our part
to maintain an equally high standard of
engineering and efficiency under the pro-
posed new administration, now therefore
be it

Resolved, That we, the engineering orga-
nization of Lloyd Aldrich. County Engineer
of Sonoma County, do hereby express our
great confidence in the ability and integ-
rity of our cliief, and our refusal to sub-
ordinate ouiselves to authority governed
bv ideas which we believe are not in accord
with the public welfare and the best engi-
neering practice, by making our resigna-
tion from the service of Sonoma Count\
coincident with his own.

New Jersey Highway Department
Plans Winter Conference

A two-day contention of the "taff of

the New Jersey State Highway Depart-

ment will be held in Trenton during the

com'ng winter to co-ordinate activities

and deve'op an esprit de corps No date

for the conference has yet been set. It

is planned to have a cccllection of road

building materials on exhbition at the

laboratory of the department in Tren-

ton. The participants will include divi-

sion engineers, assistant engineers,

road inspectors, foremen, heads of vari-

ous departments, members of field

parties and all others connected with

the department.

Non-Parti.san Political .MectinK

of New York Engineers
To carry ojt ita pri/nar , o-^riitrti: of

dealing with public mat'-

engineering, the New Vo;
the -American Aii»octation of K
held a non-purtisan poltical n.

the Engineering Societies Bu
Oct. 12, 1920. The two major
parties had been asked to st-r

representatives to deal with •

tion, "Which party makes the

appeal to the engineer?" Unit. ..

Senator J. T. Robinson, former Gov
ernor of Arkan.sas, was present as the
Democratic representative, and Elon H-
Hooker, president of the Electro Chem-
cal Co., of Niagara Falls, and long a
leading figure in state politics, repre-
sented the Republicans. In addition to
the addresses of these speakers, answers
of candidates for President and Gov-
ernor to a series of questions of engi-
neering importance were presented to
the meeting.

Of the national ques*icns (see our
issue of Sept. 23, p. 624), that asking
support of a movement for a depart-
ment of public works was perhaps the
most important. Governor Cox (Dem-
ocratic) answered this and all the other
questions with specific affirmatives.

Senator Harding (Republican) replied

by general statements with an appar-
ently affirmative import. As to state

issues, Governor A. E. Smith (Dem-
ocratic) and Judge N. L. Miller (Re-
publican) were asked the following
questions:

Questions Asked

(1) Are you in favor of the establish-

ment of a budget system for all state

expenditures? (2) Are you in favor of

the establshment of a bureau of public

works, under efficient engineering direc-

tion? (3) Are you in favor of placing

the planning, construction and mainte-
nance of a comprehensive and modem
highway system under such a bureau?

(4) Are you in favor of the appoint-

ment of competent engineers ^ part of

the membership of public serv-ice com-
missions and other bodes supervising

work largely of an engineering nature?

(5) Are you in favor of aggressively

seeking a solution of the problems in-

volved in making New lork City vhe

foremost port of the world?
Affirmative answers to all these

questions were given by both candi-

dates. It was emphasized at the meet-

ing that these declarations by the lead-

ing canddates give the association

means for following up the reforms
covered by the questions.

In discussing national issues of par-

ticular appeal to engineers. Senator

Robinson reviewe.l the questions ad-

dressed to the presidential candidates,

and emphasized Governor Cox's cate-

gorical support of the measures out-

lined, at the same time denouncing the

qualfications contained in the i-eplies of

Senator Harding. His address was in-

terpreted as putting the Democratic

party clearly on record in support of
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the public works department and other

measures tlealt with in the inquiry.

Mr. Hooker emphasized the record of

the Republican party in constructive

legislation as an assurance of its per-

formance in the same direction during:

the next Congress, and severely ai'-

raigned the inefficiency and lack of

sound business methods of the Demo-
cratic administration, an arraignment
which he illustrated very effectively

by citing his personal experiences with
the War Department. Speaking as an
engineer to engineers, Mr. Hooker dwelt
on their responsibility to the public,

and urged them to use their influence

to bring about increased efficiency in

government.

Hearings on New York-Delaware
Intercoastal Waterway Planned

In accordance with a provision of the

latest Rivers and Harbors Act, hear-
ings are to be held by the Corps of

Engineers, U. S. A., looking into the

feasibility and desii-ability of a pro-

posed intercoastal waterway from New
Yoi-k Bay to the Delaware River. These
will be in the Army Building, 39 White-

hall St., New York City, Nov. 11, 1920,

at 11:15 a.m. and in the Mayor's

Reception Room, City Hall, Philadel-

phia, at 11:15 a.m., Nov. 12.

Transformer Explosion Kills

Twelve

Shortly after starting two new
transformers in a substation of the

Niagara Falls Power Co. at North

Tonawanda, N. Y., on Oct. 31, an ex-

plosion occurred in the substation

which resulted in the death of twelve

men from oil burns. Press reports

state that the transformers burst, ap-

parently because of an internal short-

circuit.

Early Reissue of Road Materials

Shipping Permits Probable

Issuance of permits authorizing the

use of open-top railroad cars for road-

building materials tor urgent require-

ments probably will be resumed in the

near future. When in the early part

of October it became necessary to find

2,000 additional cars daily to speed up
coal distribution in the Middle West,

the Interstate Commerce Commission
declined to renew any of the outstand-

ing permits for the transportation of

road material or other urgently needed

freight in open-top cars. The suspen-

sion of the priority order covering coal

for shipment on the Great Lakes will

release a great many cars, but as coal

distribution has been held up in the

Middle West and in the Easst while the

Northwest was being given its supply,

there is some uncertainty as to the

number of cars it will be possible to

release from the coal trade. A definite

policy in this connection probably will

be worked nut within the next few
days.

Two More Societies Join

Engineering Federation
Two more societies have become

charter members of the Federated
American Engineering Societies, in

addition to the fourteen listed in the

Oct. 21 issue of this journal, p. 817,

thus making the total sixteen. The
Engineering Society of York, Pa., voted

in favor of joining the federation at

its meeting Oct. 18, while the Washing-
ton Society of Engineers took affirma-

tive action Oct. 20.

Conference on Employment and
Vocational Education

On the tentative program of the con-

ference on employment and vocational

education, to be held Nov. 12 at the

Congress Hotel, Chicago, are scheduled
eleven papers, four group meetings and
a discussion in the general meeting of

the group findings. The conference,

which is sponsored by the American
Association of Engineers, will consider

the problems of employment which are

confronted by non-commercial employ-
ment bureaus and the relation between
employment service and education.

"Placing the Graduate in His First

Position" is the subject of an address

to be delivered by A. B. Crawford, di-

rector of the bureau of appointments
of Yale University. The attitude of the

employer toward the man placed in his

employ by the employment bureau will

be outlined by Frank D. Chase, presi-

dent of Frank D. Chase, Inc., of Chi-

cago. Employment office administra-

tion will be discussed by George P.

Hambrecht, chairman of the Industrial

Commission of Wisconsin. The rela-

tion between education and industry

will be explained by John B. Densmore,
director-general of the Employ-Service.

One of the important addresses is that

to be delivered by James P. Munroe,
vice-chairman of the Federal Board for

Vocational Education, on "Vocational

Advisement as a Prime Function of

Vocational Education." J. H. Libber-

ton, manager of the service bureau,

Universal Portland Cement Co., will

speak on "Fitting College Students for

Success."

Bankers Endorse Federal Aid
Highway Work

A continuance of federal aid high-

way work and the reclamation of arid

lands are recommended in one of the

resolutions adopted by the American
Bankers' Association at its meeting in

Washington last week. The resolution

reads:

"The association favors the present

arrangement of co-operation between
the Federal and State Governments in

the construction of national highways
as the best system available, considers

that a five-year building program for

the national highways will prove most
satisfactory, adequate appropriations

being made. We favor such Federal

assistance as is possible toward the

continued reclamation of ii-rigable arid

lands."

Industrial Information Bureau
in China Organized

The Government Institute of Tech-
nology at Shanghai, China, will open
next February a Bureau of Informa-
tion for alumni. The school is under
Chinese government support and pre-

pares engineers and x-ailway adminis-
tration men with a technical education.

These men often are located away from
the port cities and when they desire

information regarding equipment find

it difficult to obtain. To meet this need
the school is about to open the bureau.
Manufacturers who are interested

are invited to send catalogs, specifica-

tions, designing data, approximate
costs, samples or models. No sales vdll

be made nor attempted. Impartial in-

formation alone will be offered. A
member of the faculty (H. A. Vander-
beek, 5 Cammann Place, Somerville,

N. J., until December, 1920, and Box
951, U. S. P. O., Shanghai, China, after

that date) is now in America on leave

and will be glad to communicate fur-

ther with any who desire information
regarding the China field.

Pennsylvania Highway Contrac-

tors Form Organization
At a meeting of the Pennsylvania

highway contractors, held at Harris-
burg recently, a temporary organization

was appointed to draft a constitution

and by-laws and arrange other details

for an organization to be known as

Associated Pennsylvania Highway Con-
tractors. H. H. Wilson of Winston &
Co. has been made chairman of the

temporary organization and E. J. Hard-
ing, of the Associated General Con-
tractors of Amei'ica, has been loaned

by that organization to assist in per-

fecting the permanent organization of

the new association.

A general meeting and banquet for
the purpose of arranging a permanent
association will be held at Harrisburg
in the near future. Sixty contractors

engaged in constructing state roads in

Pennsylvania attended the preliminary
meetings.

Board of Purification of Waters
Begins Work in Rhode Island

Under a recent legislative act "to

prohibit and regulate the pollution of

the waters of the state," a Board of

Purification of Waters assumes control

of water pollution other than that

affecting the purity of waters for drink-

ing purposes and ice supply, which are

under control of the State Board of

Health. The board consists of Dr.

Thomas H. Connolly of Warren, Giles

W. Easterbrooks of Pawtucket, and
Harold T. Merriman of Providence.

The board is authorized to investigate

on complaint or its own motion any
alleged cases of pollution, and after

hearings to give orders for the cessa-

tion of the same. Specific jurisdiction

is given over the discharge from steam-

ers or other vessels of petroleum, gaso-

line, kerosene, tar, oil, or any product

or mixture thereof into state waters.
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Railway Bridge Builders Hold
Meeting at Atlanta

The American Railway Bridge and
Building Association held its thirtieth

annual meeting at Atlanta, Ga., Oct.

26-28, attended by 250 members. A
paper on "The Use of Electricity for
Pumping Water" was presented by C.

R. Knowles, superintendent water serv-

ice Illinois Central R.R. Mars John-
son, assistant engineer Illinois Central

R.R., presented a paper on "The Erec-
tion of the St. Charles Air Line Bridge
at Chicago," illustrating it with motion
pictures. Other motion pictures of

various bridge work on the Illinois

Central were shown by J. K. Melton,

official photographer of that road. A
paper on housing and boarding the

maintenance employees was presented

by Hunter McDonald, chief engineer,

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Ry. H. C. Boyden, Portland Cement
Association, presented a paper on the

proportioning of concrete mixtures.

Committee Reports

Committee reports and discussions

included the following subjects: Abuse
of treated material; repair and mainte-

nance of tank hoops; spray painting;

maintenance of timber docks; mainte-

nance of bridges during filling, and
maintenance and repair of freghthouse
floors.

Mr. Knowles, of the Illinois Central,

briefly reviewed the development of

e'ectric pumping at railway water sta-

tions, as electric power has become
more generally available. Now the

cost of electric power for pumping is

usually lower than the cost of fuel

that would be required for a steam

plant, and an electric pumping plant

will require a building of approxi-

mately one-third the size of that re-

quired for a steam plant of the same
capacity.

Following the report on the abuse of

treated material, Hunter McDonald,
chief engineer Nashville, Chattanooga
&. St. Louis Ry., described the satis-

factory results secured on that road
during a period of twenty years in the

use of galvanized iron sheets over caps
and stringers to protect them against

decay. In connection with the report

on repair and maintenance of tank
hoops, the discussion brought out a
preference for round hoops on grounds
of decreased breakage and less injury
to timber. The report on spray paint-

ing stated that the results depend on
the skill of the operator, and in the

discussion which followed it was stated

that spray painting is economical with
experienced operators, the waste paint

being offset by the reduction in labor.

Hoover Sees Opportunity for

Profession in Federation

Commenting upon the Federated
American Engineering Societies, Her-
bert C. Hoover, president of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining and Metallurg-
ical Engineers, in a recent statement
given out by the Joint Conference Com-
mittee, said, in part:

"The P'ederated American Engineer-
ing Societies is of such portent that it

seems to me real co-operation can be
accomplshed in fu!l measure only by
membership in it and that only through
such combined action can we secure the
measure of public service we all desire.

The object of this organization, as
stated in the constitution, is to further
the public welfare wherever technical

knowledge and engineering experience
are involved, and to consider and act

upon matters of common concern to the
engineering and allied technical profes-

sions. Here is the opportunity for the

engineering profession to show its soli-

darity and accept this opportunity of
performing its duty to the nation,

which rests upon the profession as a
whole and cannot be perfoiTned by any
component part in an individualistic

effort."

Delegates to Federation Meeting

D. J. Sterrett has been appointed a

delegate to represent the Detroit En-
gineering Society at the first meeting
of the American Engineering Council

in Washington, D. C, Nov. 18-19.

W. B. Powell will be the delegate of

the Buffalo Engineering Society at this

meeting.

Second Span of Key Bridge

Is Placed

A second temporary steel span has

been successfully placed in the course

of the construction of the Key bridge

at Washington. This span, which is

187 ft. in length, was successfully

placed, like its larger predecessor, by

floating it into position on barges and

allowing it to settle into place with the

outgo of the tide.

Concrete Ship Ixwt in CoOiaion

On the night of Oct. 29 th« concrete
ship dupe Fmr, whirh w«» boflt by
the UniU'd States Shipp-nir Board at
Wilmington, N. C, wa« lunk in the
deepest part of Narrairaniett Bay in

a collision with the Savannah line
steamer City of Atlanta. The Cape
Fear was bound iiouth out of Provi-
dence in ha'' -he City of Atlanta
north for ! •• with a cari^ of

rig iron. How happened
l.ag not been d -incd. It

i.? reported that tr.e v.ea'.r.i:r wa* clear
and only a light 8'»a ninrin^.
The Cittj of Atlanta ^ppa-

the Cape Fear head on amici

thf concrete yhip remained a'r

only a few minute.? Twenty
the thirty-four men of the

the sunken vcstoI were re^

the remaining eleven are at preheat
unaccounted ior.

The Cape Fear was built bv ' "
-

erty Shipbuilding Co. at W
X. C, during the war. She is li-j: •:

long overaP, 46 ft. beam, 28 ft, dt; •.:.,

having a full cargo displacement of

6,175 tons, a deadweight of 3,207 tona.

The vessel was described in Engineer-
ing News-Record July 4, 1918, p. 17.

Engineering Societies

Research in Hollow Tile

The hollow clay tile manufacturers
association has appointed H. D. Foster
as research associate to work at the

Bureau of Standards on problems of

interest to the membership of this

association.

New British Cement Specification

The British standard specification for

Portland cement which was first issued

in 1904 has been recently revsed. The

new edition, just issued, supersedes

that published in 1915. In tl-.e revised

specification no cement to which slag

has been added or which is a mixture

of Portland cement and slag will com-

ply with the specification. The specific

gravity test and the aeration of cement

before testing for setting time have

both been eliminated. Other modifica-

tions refer to the sampling of cement

stored in deep bins, the calculation of

the lime ratio, setting times, and the

supplying of certificate by the seller.

The specificat'on can be obtained from

the British Engineering Standards As-

sociation, 28 Victoria . St., London.

S. W. 1.

Ai
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The Western Society of Engineers'

technical meetings for November in-

clude the following addresses: Nov. 8,

Charles Evan Fowler, consulting en-

gineer, N. Y., on "The Evolution of

Bridge Design;" Nov. 10, S. W. Parr,

professor of applied chemistry, Univer-

sity of Illinois on "Fuels of the Fu-

ture." The Young Mens' Forum is

sponsor for three meetings to be held

soon. W. H. Fogerty of the Alexander

Hamilton Institute will speak Nov. 13.

Saturday afternoon, on "Mental Train-

ing;" G. R. McDermott, mechanical en-

gineer, Illinois Steel Co. and F. H. Wil-

cox, mechanical engineer, Freyer-Bras-

sert Co., Nov. 15 on "Waste Heat
Utilization," and C. W. Gennet, Jr., en-

gineer, Robert W. Hunt Co., Nov. 18,

on "Steel Rails."

Personal Notes

W. H. Franklin, for four years

manager of the James Black Masonry
and Contracting Company, Chicago,

has entered the employ of the Morava
Construction Company, Chicago.

C. H. B I R D s E Y E, chief geographer

of the U. S. Geological Survey, com-

pleted arrangements with the district

engineer of the Corps of Engineers at

Chattanooga for co-operative work be-

tween the Geological Survey and the

Corps of Engineers on the survey

which is to be made of the Tennessee

River basin.

Ira Rogers, recently identified

with road projects in Lynn County,

Kan., has been appointed resident engi-

neer on Federal Aid Project 60,

Kansas Highway Commission, with

headquarters at Garnett.

Page Golsan, formerly assist-

ant-to-the-president Great Western
Power Company, consulting engineer

for the Fleishhacker interests and of

the Western office of C. B. Peters Co.,

Inc., expoi'ters, has resigned these posi-

tions to be with the firm of lord.

Bacon & Davis, engineers, New York
City.

G. R. Kenny, until recently sta-

tistician and valuation engineer for the

San Joaquin Light & Power Corpora-
tion, is now with Ford, Bacon & Davis
in valuation, report and special investi-

gation work. Prior to his connection

with the San Joaquin Light & Power
Co. he was assistant engineer for the

Railroad Commission of California.

Colonel H. W. Hudson, form-
erly engineer of construction, Trans-
portation Deaprtment, A. E. F., has
been appointed chief engineer of the

Interstate Railroad Co., with head-
quarters at Norton, Va.

Charles W. Sherman of
Metcalf & Eddy, Boston, Mass., has
been nominated for the presidency of
the New England Water Works Asso-
ciation for 1921.

H. Wilson, engineer maintenance
of way of the eastern division, Chicago
Great Western R.R., with headquarters

at Chicago, has resigned to become
trainmaster, Denver & Rio Grande R.R.,

Denver, Col.

Obituary

A. S. M A R K l e Y, for some time

superintendent of bridges and build-

ings, Chicago & Eastern Illinois R.R.,

died Oct. 14 at Danville, 111.

James H. Sherman, president

of the Sherman Engineering Co., Kan-
sas City, Mo., died in that city, Oct. 2.

He was 36 years old. Previous to

opening his office in Kansas City he was
in the Engineer Corps of the arniy and
had been connected with the Truscon
Steel Co., Lehrack Engineering and
Contracting Co., and Burrell Engineer-

ing Co. at Oklahoma City.

George M. Ingram, vice-presi-

dent Warren Bi'others Co., Boston,

Mass, died Oct. 28 at Nashville, Tenn.

Prior to his association with Warren
Brothers Co., which began in 1902, he

had organized the Nashville Roofing &
Paving Company.

Louis B. Jones, on the engineer-

ing staff of the Maine Highway Com-
mission, was the victim of an elevator

accidehtwhich caused his death on Oct.

12 at Portsmouth, N. H., where he was
attending a conference on the new in-

terstate bridge. Mr. Jones was 48

years old and a graduate of the United
States Naval 'Academy, class of 1894.

William Marrigan, contrac-

tor, died Oct. 18 at Port Arthur, Can-
ada. He was born in Beauce County,

Quebec, 1861, and had been in the con-

tracting business since 1883. Since

that time he had been engaged in the

following works: Ballasting opera-

tions on sections of the Bangor Aroo-
stook Ry. in Maine and the construc-

tion of railways, bridges and canals in

Canada.

Philip A. Morley Parker,
one of the leading engineers in the

Federated Malay States, died at Kuala
Lumpur Aug. 4. For several years he

was in the service of the Punjab Irri-

gation Depot. He then entered private

practice in London and later went to

Australia in charge of the Sydney
underground railway. About two and
a half years ago he went to Malaya
and,, until his death, was connected

with J. A. Russell & Co., Kuala Lum-
pur. He specialized in hydraulic engi-

neering and was the author of the book
"The Control of Water."

Michael H. Foley, pioneer

lumberman and railroad contractor, of

St. Paul,.Minn., died- in Los Angeles,
Cal., Oct. 20. He was born in Lan-
mark County, Ontario, Canada, in 1845.

He went to Minnesota in 1879 and,

with his two brothers, established the

firm of Foley Brothers. His firm was
largely interested in building nearly

all the railroad systems of the North-
west. The ocean terminal at Halifax
is one of the more recent projects of

the firm.

Business Notes

W. L. S au N D E R s, formerly in the

engineering department, Concrete Steel

Co., New York, has been transferred to

the Washington office as district engi-

neer.

The American Engineer-
ing Co., Philadelphia, has opened a

new office in Cincinnati for the purpose
of extending Taylor stoker representa-

tion and service. M. M. Masson is in

charge of this office.

J. J. A R N s F I E L D, formerly adver-
tising manager of Fairbanks, Morse &
Co., has been elected president of the

Engineering Advertisers' Association of

Chicago to succeed A. H. Hopkins, re-

signed.

Freyn, Brassert & Co., engi-

neers, Chicago, have been appointed
consulting engineers for the Royal
Netherlands Blast Furnace and Steel

Works Company, The Hague, Holland.

W. J. Cluff of Toronto has been

nominated director of the King Edward
Construction Co., Toronto.

Jans &Drew Comp an y, engi-

neers and contractors, representing the

Hydraulic Steel Craft Company, Cleve-

land, have opened offices at 1806 Main
St., Dallas, Tex. They will specialize rn

the construction of hydraulic steel fac-

tory and warehouse buildings.

C. W. Hunt Engineering
Corporation has been organized
in the interests of the Hunt products
and all engineering services previously

performed by the C. W, Hunt Co., Inc.,

New York.

The Hunter Machinery
Co., Milwaukee, Wis., formerly Kern-
Hunter Co., announces a service depart-

ment under the charge of G. N. Spiess,

formerly with George F. Smith Co., St.

Louis.

The American Wood Pipe
C 0., Tacoma, Wash., announces the ap-

pointment of Anton J. Berger as dis-

trict manager of its recently estab-

lished Chicago office in the Marquette
Building.

G. Schirmer has resigned as

sales engineer Whiting Foundry Equip-
ment Co. to become associated with W.
C. Bennett, industrial engineer, Ch'.r

cago, engaging in all branches of foun-

dry and indu'strial engineering, design-

j

ing, superintending and equipping ofj

complete installations.
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Flood Tide Again

RESULTS of city and state bond elections, Nov. 2,

. are most encouraging. Returns so far received (see

the news pages of this issue), indicate a flood tide of

votes for public improvements. This striking contrast

with the bond election results for several years past

seems to reflect a wide and deep change in the mental

attitude of the mass of the people. Our own interpre-

tation is that while accumulated deficits in needed con-

struction work are largely responsible for the favorable

votes on scores of millions of dollars in bond issues the

country over, the main cause for the change is rapidly

reviving confidence in the fundamental soundness of

American industry today. This newly awakened faith

in the future is an encouragement and an inspiration.

Victory of a New Idea

OUITE distinct from all other votes of money for

public works at last week's election, the New Jersey

referendum on a bond issue for interstate tunnel and

bridge construction represents the victory of a new

conception—new in the consciousness of the voting pub-

lic. That conception is one which we have set forth

time and again in these columns: the inherent unity of

adjoining states and their highway systems, now cut

apart at nearly every frontier. Few states are so

thoroughly isolated as New Jersey, bounded by water

on east, south and west, and having only primitive facili-

ties for crossing its bordering rivers, the Hudson and

the Delaware. Doubtless this is the reason why the

proposal to issue bonds for building a bridge over the

Delaware at Philadelphia and a tunnel under the Hudson

at New York carried by a large majority, in the face of

other heavy demands on the state's resources. New
Jersey people have learned—at last—that a highway

network within the state alone is only half a loaf, and

that unless they provide for as free communication across

the borders of the state as within the state the interests

of its own people will be strangled. This is a new truth

so far as popular recognition is concerned, and willing-

ness to spend money for its realization is a new spirit

among taxpayers. But we may predict, quite safely,

that in a very few years indeed this truth will hold

sway from ocean to ocean

Federation Decisively Defeated

THE result of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers' referendum on joining the Federated Ameri-

can Societies has been announced: The federation pro-

posal has been defeated, by a large margin. Not only

does the negative plurality reach almost one thousand

votes in a record total of 5,608 but every quarter of the

country contributes to the total (see news section).

Only the Pennsylvania-Ohio region, the north central

states and the far southwest cast an aflfirmative major-

ity. The verdict is decisive. No doubts as to the so-

ciety's attitude can remain .such as were left after the

close vote on the development committee questionnaire

last spring. Whatever one's individual wi.sh may have

been, all, we feel sure, will concede that the om*

the referendum is clear-cut. It marks the e:

debates and contest.s that have agitated the society for

the past year or two, and clears the way for united effort

on other matters.

A Bold Irrigation Project

FOR a single state to conceive and make extensive

studies and estimates for an irrigation project de-

signed to serve 1,753,000 acres with 20.000-.sec.-ft. of

water at an outlay of $300,000,000 is unprecedented.

That is what has been done by the Columbia Ba-sin

Survey Commission with a state appropriation of $100,-

000. In fact, the project is unprecedented as a whole

as also are some of its elements compared with irriga-

tion works heretofore executed, while in point of cost

and general magnitude it is second to but few public

works projects either carried out or planned. The main

features of the project are given on p. 944. The daily

capacity of the main canal and other trunk-line conduits

is 1,728,000,000 cu.ft., or 12,725,000,000 gal., which is

25 times the carrj-ing capacity of the Catskill aqueduct.

The state of Washington deser\es great credit for its

courage in undertaking such a study.

Labor Recruiting

DISCUSSIONS are under way in Philadelphia

between the building-trades council and the Indus-

trial Relations Committee of "he Chamber of Commerce,

looking toward co-operation ot employers and employees

in the bettering of building conditions in the city la

situation, by the way. quite at variance with the

unsavory condition being disclosed at New York). There

is now no organization of building-trade employers at

Philadelphia. In urging such an organization, in order

that there may be a representative body to deal with.

the unions urge, among other point.s. one that deserves

strong emphasis, namely, that the employers should

share with the employees the responsibility of bringing

desirable young men into the building trade, a-^d. that

having assisted ii. their induction, the employees should

help in the systematic training of the men. The idea is

a thoroughly sound one. even if it could have no other

effect than to provide a continuous supply of competent

workers. But the scheme would have a \er>' wide

influence. Entered into sincerely by the employers, they

could not. if they had one speck of humanity, fail to see

that conditions had to be such as would allow them, in

conscience, to invite men into the trades. It may sound

foolishly altruistic to talk about conscience in the rela-

tionships of a trade where strife has seemed to dull all

but combative instincts, but we do not believe that it

is so. There would be those who would hold back. but.
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if the plan be successful, it would be because broad-

visioned men were supporting it—and they could be

relied upon to bring the recalcitrants to task. The pro-

posed responsibility, once accepted, would cause a broad

study to be made of every phase of the labor problem

oy every participating employer. In this he would be

helped by the necessary studies of the group officials or

representatives. Altogether the idea is pregnant of

much good. It is still in the eai'ly-discussion stage, and

is involved with other—and very touchy—questions.

Nothing may come of it at Philadelphia, but it is well

worth passing on to other localities.

Moving Platforms

IN THE REPORT on the comprehensive rapid transit

plan for New York City during the next twenty-five

years, outlined in this journal, Oct. 14, p. 754, Mr.

Turner's advocacy of moving platforms east and west,

across Manhattan Island, again brings up a subject

which has received considerable study by the Transit

Construction Commission. Except for the execrable

subway shuttle "service" between Times Square and

Grand Central Station, involving excessively long walks

at either end, there is no means of traveling across town

except on surface cars. On them the trip is constantly

becoming more slow and unsatisfactory, due to the long

delays at the crossing of the very busy north-and-

south thoroughfares. In the underground moving plat-

forms is seen a satisfactory solution of the cross-town

traffic problem. Mr. Turner summarized their advan-

tages over shuttle trains in a report rendered a year ago,

as follows: The elimination of long walks at transfer

points, of one waiting period, and of platform conges-

tion; a saving in time in making transfers, and vastly

increased capacity, insuring seats for all passengers.

Regarding capacity, it is estimated that a three-speed

platform across 42nd St., running at 3, 6 and 9 miles

per hour, could handle 31,680 passengers per hour in

each direction, whereas the maximum of the present

shuttle seldom exceeds 9,000 per hour. It is also be-

lieved that moving platforms across 14th, 34th or 42nd

Sts., could be operated at a profit, even assuming the

establishment of transfer privileges between them and

the north and south trunk lines, for they would not

only Invite passengers to these lines, but would receive

the large and lucrative short-haul business of the shop-

ping districts. Obviously, it is to be expected that the

first platform built will not display the degree of

perfection that will obtain in later constructions, but

the evidence in hand is convincing as to the feasibility

and effectiveness of the system.

Writing Engineering Reports

A READING of Mr. Mead's article, "Hints on the

Writing of Engineering Reports," Nov. 4, p. 891,

and a discussion of the subject on p. 947 this week by

five prominent consulting engineers, should focus atten-

tion upon a subject of primary importance in profes-

sional work. In recent years the engineering schools

have given evidence of a growing appreciation of the

value to an engineer of the ability to write and speak

clearly, while among men in professional practice the

ranks of those who are always "too busy to write" are

being slowly but surely depleted. Much educational

work, however, still remains to be done. In both the

article and the discussion there is striking unanamity

of opinion on one feature of report writing : Engineers

should present their story in language which the non-
technical reader can understand. They generally either
fail to place themselves in the position of those who are
expected to read what they write or else lack the neces-

sary literary skill to accomplish the result desired. When
a project is in its development stage it is of first

importance that the bankers should have a clear-cut

presentation of the main issues. If the engineer fails

to state his case effectively, funds will not be forthcom-
ing. Much depends upon the point of view of the writer
of a report. If he considers his task merely as the

accumulation of data to be buried in dusty files he
might better leave his work undone. If he undertakes
the preparation of his report with the conception that

it is to be the means of aiding others to make a decision

or to acquire information by giving them a vivid mental
picture of the situation, he will be on the right road

toward producing something worth while. Emphasis
can be well placed, also, on a point discusesd by Colonel

Wilgus—the perfection of the mechanical features of a

report. There is no question as to the soundness of his

advice regarding type display, illustrations and other

details too frequently ignored. In the case of public

works reports engineers may be justly criticized for the

long delays in publication. It is common for this jour-

nal to receive printed reports of city, state and govern-

ment departments several years after the date on which
they are submitted. In such cases lack of timeliness

renders them practically worthless. The report is a

valuable tooi to those who appreciate its uses. A reali-

zation of its possibilities is something by which engi-

neers should profit.

The Trend of Highway Development

STATE highway departments and lesser roadbuilding

organizations which, during the season now closing,

have been confronted by a multiplicity of construction

difficulties, and whose 1921 programs are consequently

yet unformed, should find material aid in the series

of articles upon the trend of highway development

beginning in this issue.

Each highway department naturally has its own
problems. All, during the past year, have suffered more

or less from the same fundamental difficulties. Yet

perhaps not in any two states have those difficulties

been accentuated to the same degree. Engineering

News-Record, through this series of staff articles that

will reveal individual as well as sectional problems,

becomes the clearing house for expositions of the man-

ner in which states of the Middle West, Far West and

Atlantic seaboard have surmounted these barriers to

ease in highway construction, maintenance and admin-

istration.

From among the great roadbuilding organizations of

the Middle West, which are just entering their era

of greatest highway development, will come articles

on how best to expend available moneys for building

the foundation of extensive and durable systems. They

give newer highway organizations the essentials of

successful administration of more or less limited funds.

California, upon whom all highway attention is now

focussed because of her experiences with a variety of

so-called durable types subjected to heavy and inten-

sive vehicular traffic, should offer wise counsel. Eastern

states, whose highway departments, in general, have

been functioning for more than a decade and whose
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systems are definite and well advanced in hardsurfacing
should clarify questions concerning the finer points of

highway construction, maintenance and administration.

So, whether the reader of these articles has been dis-

tressed by any of the general highway problems encoun-
tered within the past year or whether special problems
in design or economics are sought, this series should

prove of benefit.
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Efficient River Control for Irrigation

SHOT-GUN control of irrigation headgates by the

individual owner has long since gone out of date.

In most of the irrigated areas it is the function of the

state to provide the machinery for an equitable dis-

tribution in accordance with priority rights or decrees

as determined by court decisions. The engineer plays

no small part in this machinery, particularly when the

appropriations approach or exceed the available supply,

for upon his shoulders falls the responsibility of deter-

mining daily the aggregate of individual needs and

then meeting this with just enough natural flow plus

storage water, since any waste by the lowest gate is

of course irretrievably lost. When natural flow and

stored water belong to different rights, as they usually

do, the problem becomes complicated, and acutely so.

from the human interest standpoint, when storage

water must be transmitted for 300 miles past half a

hundred yawning headgates, owners of which are en-

titled to natural flow only. That was the situation

on the Snake River basin noted on page 927 during the

season of 1919, the driest year of record.

As to the success of the described single-headed plan

of operation, the records indicate that almost a com-

plete utilization of Snake River water was effected in

1919. At the Milner dam, the lowest point on the

river from which gravity diversions for irrigation are

possible on any large scale, the flow from June 5 to

Sept. 30 was limited to leakage past the dam, ranging

from 13 to 50 sec.-ft., depending on the head main-

tained and averaging 26.6 sec.ft. This quantity indi-

cates the wastage from the entire upper river and to

some extent is a measure of the efficiency of the dis-

tribution. To a representative of Engineering News-
Record who inspected the Milner dam in August, the

quantity appeared small indeed. The famous Twin
Falls 25 miles below the dam presented a most dismal

naked appearance.

Practically the same methods were used in 1920 but

the distribution was even more difficult and required

more care since Lake Walcott was eliminated as a

catch basin and reservoir, due to the desire of the

Reclamation Service to maintain the lake at its max-
imum for the purpose of developing the needed amount
of power at the Minidoka dam. During the entire

;,

period from July 9 to Sept. 20, when regulation was
necessary, water was wasted through the Milner dam

I
in excess of the unavoidable leakage on parts of ttoo

I days onhj.

J Special attention is directed to the centralized con-

V trol which the water users brought about by arranging
for a combination of the stream measurement work

;

of the U. S. Geological Survey and the distribution

I
functions of the State. The method has distinct ad-

I
vantages to the valley as a whole and may well be

studied by those in charge of water distribution in

other states.

Shelf-Hardware Filter Detail.s Far Off

FILTER detail.s of the shelf-hardware type have not
yet been developed, so one will conclude, after read-

ing the filter-problem sympo.sium on p. 9.^4. Many
things work well but with nowhere near 100 per cent
efficiency and it i.s distinctly the province and duty
of the designer to make each new design iietter, profit-
ing from the experience gained in the operation of
previous designs. It has been .said that the diiicover>-
of an inexpensive method of di.sinfejtion ha.s put off
by at least twenty years the con.struction of many
hundreds of filter plants and it might al.so Yje added that
it has also thereby retarded the development to a more
nearly perfect state those parts of a filter which have
to do directly with the filtering medium. Experi-
mental plants have been all too few in the la.st ten years.
All of the things necessary to a filter plant have not
been di.scovered, and while much can be learned fr-^rr

actual operation there is usually not sufficient flexibil-

ity to obtain limits of various factors.

Proper sand size and the most effective depths have
long been well established and fairly well agred to.
but there is no unanimity of opinion on most of the
surrounding mechanism. That .some kind of a support-
ing gravel layer is necessary is agreed to but the depth
used varies from 6 to 18 in., with the preponderance
of opinion in favor of the greater depths. Methods of
admitting the water to the filter are as varied almost aa
the number of designers. Definite principles on which
to base the design seem still to require much careful
consideration and much experimentation. Elaborate
tests have been made at Sacramento on the size and
spacing of perforated-pipe laterals and openings in

these laterals under var>'ing conditions of water inflow.

However, only one depth of gravel bed, 18 in., was
used. Someone ought to experiment with a range of
gravel depths so as to define the limits as well as to

learn the best size of the different layers to use. The
symposium indicates that many combinations work but
there must be some depth beyond which it is unneces-
sary to go for eflficient distribution and below which
difficulties arise.

The mud-ball situation seems to require quite an
extensive country-wide series of experiments to learn
what character of turbidity is prejudicial to their

formation. Although Mr. Ellms has operated the Cin-
cinnati plant, which is supplied by the turbid Ohio
River water, he has had no experience with mud balls,

while a little farther dowii the river, nt Louisville,

a variety of difficulties are recounted by Mr. Lovejoy.

Here is a fertile field for a physico-chemical investiga-

tion similar to that undertaken by Messrs. Wolmau
and Powell on the under-water shrinkage of si»:id beds

(Enginee 'ifig Ne.cs-Rt'ccrd, July 29. 1920. p. 210; dis-

cussion, Sept. 2, 10?0, p. J38), since it is more than

likely colloids are a decisive factor. When the extent of

the distribution of colloidal turbidities is established

gutter spacing will become a more scientific procedure,

as will also the necessity for the use of an air-wiish.

Even with these few examples of undetermined fac-

tors in filtration practice in mind one hesitates meas-

urably to predict an early decline in the necessity for

expert service in determining local conditions and filter

designs to meet them. In fact, there is no reason to

suppose that such service will not alwa.vs be a profitable

investment.
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Trend ofHighway Development—A Survey

Practice in Wisconsin and Michigan

THIS IS THE FIRST of a series of staff articles on the

highvxiy situation. It relates to practice in Wiscon-

sin and Michigan. The outstanding features of Wis-

consin*\s practice are the use of one-season contracts,

construction by force account, utilization of local mate-

rials and the extent of maintenance work. Michigan's

practice is notable for the use of gravel for trunMine

constr^uction, the conservative character of the hard-

surfacing program and the intensive service secured

from surplus war materials.

The second article will appear in the next issue.—
Editor.

WISCONSIN leads the Mississippi Valley states in

mileage of force-account concrete road construc-

tion and incidentally in the development and equip-

ment of local gravel pits for supplying aggregate for

concrete roads. This position in force-account opera-

tions is the result of a definite policy of the State

highway department (1) to determine costs and prices

for estimating purposes and for appraising the reason-

ableness of bidding prices and (2) to be prepared with

experience and equipment to undertake construction

whenever contract and material prices appear excessive

or contractors do not seek the work. Contract con-

struction of roads will not be discouraged; it will, on

the contrary, be employed as far as possible, but not

regardless of costs.

Local pit development has made good progress. Its

purpose is (1) to demonstrate the possibility of eco-

nomically utilizing roadside gravel deposits and (2) to

determine the practicability of attaining independence

of commercial producers and of congested transporta-

tion agencies. Commercial materials will not be dis-

carded; they will be employed generally, but not

regardless of price and slow deliveries.

Wisconsin's great wealth of gravel beds gives the

state an enviable opportunity for developing roadside

material supplies. Gravel is abundant almost every-

where in the state and it is universally of excellent

quality There are 7,500 miles in the state's highway

system. Of this mileage approximately three-fifths are

earth roads; one-fifth, gravel roads and the remainder,

macadam and miscellaneous types and concrete, the

ratio of concrete to the other types being about as

three to seven. Extension of gravel surfacing on the

earth-road mileage makes the first demand for multi-

plication of local supplies, but the more exacting demand
comes from the planned extension of concrete roads.

The 1920 development cf gravel supplies has been in

connection with concrete paving and, therefore, has

required comprehensive pit plants.

Construction Policies—Highway contracting policies

in Wisconsin express definitely the purpose of keeping

costs and values, in their broad sense, always a decid-

ing factor. It is not the policy generally to contract

for more mileage in any season than can be constructed

in that season. This policy applies to individual con-

tracts as well as to the construction program as a whole.

Hold-over contracts are shunned. The shortage of

materials in 1920 will compel infraction of this rule

in some instances, but on the whole the projects under
way will be finished before cold weather. Short-term

contracts, it is believed, reduce the risk due to unsettled

wages and prices and uncertain transportation condi-

tions, and the reduction is reflected in closer bidding

prices.

As a further step toward this objective of closer and
more safe bidding, active studies are being carried on

with local contractors' organizations in stabilizing cost

estimates. Out of this work are coming standard esti-

mate forms and depreciation charges, as described in

Engineering News-Record, April 1, 1920, p. 663. Final-

ity in a study of this character is not easy to attain,

but as the work has proceeded it has brought appre-

ciable results in uniformity of bidding practice, and,

what is perhaps quite as important, a heightened

cordiality between state highway engineers and the con-

tracting industry.

Labor Employment

A second established contracting policy is not to

undertake work in such volume in any locality that

its performance will disturb the labor market. As

formally announced early in the season: "No work will

be done or no prices will be paid for contract work

which will unduly inflate the wages of men and teams

and thus upset the labor standards existing in any

neighborhood." In brief, while the state officials feel

very deeply the importance of highway improvement

they also feel that highways can be made to cost too

much not only in the price of work itself but by causing

an undue increase in the cost of other production.

Observation of half a score of paving operations,

including both force account and contract work, dis-

closes no radical departure from familiar methods nor

much evidence that practice is approaching a standard.

About all the plant arrangements and construction

procedures which are commonly employed can be found

on any half-dozen operations visited at random. Despite

all the developments in equipment and methods for

handling raw materials to paving mixers it is astonish-

ing to note the frequency with which shoveling to
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wheelbarrows is chosen, and still more astonishing to

have it asserted that in actual construction both last

year and this year this so-called antiquated method
has turned out more pavement per day per mixer and

has used less man power per square yard of concrete

than many of the modern outfits.

At the beginning of the year a 400-mile concrete

road program was planned, but a survey of the mate-

rials and transportation situation led almost imme-
diately to cutting the planned mileage in half. A
further curtailment has been brought about by neces-

sity and probably 100 miles is a liberal estimate of

what the year's work will be.

Materials Shortage

By all accounts the shortage of concrete materials,

due to lack of transportation, has been serious. Cement
shipments have not been over 50 per cent of the pro-

gram requirements, and where the supply of sand and
gravel has depended on the railways the shortage has

been about as great. This curtailment of the supply of

commercial aggregates has led to extra effort (1) in

locating and investigating local deposits convenient to

planned roads and (2) in developing and equipping pits,

particularly on the force-account operations previously

mentioned. Three or four survey parties, of one engi-

neer and one geologist, have been in the field for most

of the season locating sources of materials. Inci-

dentally it may be noted that, to conserve cars, the

highway department is eliminating rejection at the job

siding by inspecting all materials at the plants.

Maintenance—With construction conditions as re-

lated, the importance of maintenance of the older forms

of surfacing has increased. Maintenance, indeed, has

been the big task of the year: for the roads came

through the winter of 1919-20 in worse condition than

usual because of frost, and the rains of spring and

early summer were so frequent and heavy as to hinder

efficient patrol work. Wisconsin practice, broadly speak-

ing, favors team patrol. This year patrolmen were

in some sections difficult to secure, and where this

condition prevailed the counties have resorted to motor-

truck patrol, placing a truck and the necessary equip-

ment on about 20 miles of trunk highway, and have

secured excellent results.

Efficiency of Patrol Maintenance

In general, the evidence is that, despite the diflS-

culties, road maintenance in 1920 excelled that of 1919.

This result is credited largely to the patrol system

put into operation in 1918. Figures of the 1920 expendi-

ture are only approximate, but in round numbers about

$2,000,000 will be spent in maintaining 7,200 miles of

trunk-line highways. The lowest amount that any county

will receive will be $150 per mile and the highest $275.

These expenditures are on trunk-line highways only.

Perhaps another $2,000,000 will have been expended on

,

off trunk-line roads.

K Enumerated, the outstanding impressions gained of

'' Wisconsin highway practice in 1920 are: (1) A com-

prehensive experiment in force account-concrete road

construction with a correlated development of roadside

sources of bulk materials; (2) a contracting policy

which discourages holdover contracts and prevents

inflation of costs to upset local labor conditions; (3)

an intensive development of patrol-maintenance oper-

ations; (4) a definite policy not to seek immediate

mileage of hard surfacing at costs unjustified by ecty

nomic values in a broad sense.

A MICHIGAN i.s building thi.s year some hur;! • .

IVl miles of trunk-line gravel road. Thi.s co -'.r^ -

tion is considered sound economics and good engineer-

ing. The roads being built, however, are not the

gravel-surfaced trails of pa.st years. They are full-width

highways, with corrected alignment, permanent grzdea,

culverts and bridges and complete drainage, as perfert

in detail in respect to roadbed structure as they v '

he made for a hard surfacing of concrete or brick o'

asphalt.

With 6,000 miles of trunk-line highway it is held

humanly impossible for some years to hard surface all

the mileage, even if present traffic warranted hard
surfacing throughout at the high prices which prevail.

On a large mileage pavement is not required by present

traffic, and perhaps will not be required for a long time.

Meanwhile a gravel road, well constructed, will give for

its life of three to five years, if well maintained, a ver>*

satisfactor>' thoroughfare for heav>- traffic. And this

road is constructed at a cost, for surfacing and surface

maintenance for its natural life, about equal to the

interest on the inve.stment required for a concrete pave-

ment. On this reasoning is based the claim that gravel-

surfaced trunk-line construction is sound economics.

First Operations Permanent

It is good engineering, it is believed, to have per-

manent grade and structures built well ahead of expen-

sive hard surfacing. Time is given for consolidation

and for defects to develop. WTien the occasion for hard

paving arrives there is needed generally only a dressing

of the gravel surface and the pavement can be laid.

Structurally there is value to any hard pavement in

this sub-base of gravel, particularly where the soil is

of clay or a clay mixture. In fact, it is wondered if

this gravel layer compacted by travel on a grade which

time has settled to permanent position is not itself a

sufl!icient base for an asphalt surfacing. Michigan will

undertake some experiments to determine the possibil-

ities.

Much care is given to the ^election of the gravel for

the surface construction. First a screened gravel is

employed, all large stones being removed, and, second, a

sand gravel is chosen. A clay gravel, it is considered,

does not wear as well and about its only superiority is

that it packs more quickly under a roller. But these

gravel roads are not rolled; they are left to be com-

pacted by travel. With close attention to surface main-

tenance from the beginning the traveling public, it is

found, does not object to its imposed task of consolidat-

ing the surfacing. In two seasons the task is completed.

The gravel layer is 7 in. thick.

A word about Michigan gravel-road maintenance is

warranted. It is not unusual in method; it simply is

continuous. It consists of grader and drag work, with

applications of calcium chloride to keep down the dust.

Generally the road is treated with 1 lb. of chloride

per square yard and later in the season with i lb.

additional. Incidentally, the high price this season

of the granular chloride has proved a rather serious

setback to its use. Recently a flake chloride costing

about half the cost of the granular product has been

tried, and results are being observed. .\n ordinar>'

fertilizer distributor is used for applying the chloride.
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So extensive a program of gravel-road construction

does not mean that hard surfacing is being neglected.

Indeed, there is in hand an impressive mileage of con-

crete and of asphalt on concrete base. Progress on

these projects has been hampered by slow deliveries of

materials, although local producers and emergency meth-

ods of transportation have been utilized as far as the

conditions would warrant. In some instances cement
has been shipped from ports on the southern end of

Lake Michigan through the Straits of Mackinac and
down Lake Huron to ports on the eastern shore of

the state.

Hard-Paving Projects

A survey of specific hard-paving projects discloses

little that is unusual in construction methods or equip-

ment. A record worth mention, perhaps, has been made
on one project by the outfit described in Engineering

Neivs-Record, Oct. 2, 1919, p. 658. This year the con-

tractor is using a finishing machine and also stock piles

over a tunnel, at his loading yard, but in other respects

the equipment has been changed but little. On a record

day's run this outfit placed 1,031 ft. of 18-ft., 8-in. slab

in one shift. With materials available, a 700-ft. daily

run is held normal. As a bonus to increase output the

contractor is paying each man on the job Ic. a foot for

every foot exceeding 700 ft. in a day's run. Good results

have been had with this bonus system.

Because of its heavy construction and its importance

as a link in the main Detroit-Chicago route a 25-mile

operation between Ann Arbor and Jackson deserves

notice. This is an 18-ft. asphalt-on-concrete-base high-

way through a hilly country and is notable for its heavy

earthwork. Local gravel pits are being developed for

concrete aggregates and most of the base will be put

in by the industrial-railway drj'-batch-haulage method.

Cement trucked from a local mill and handled in bulk

will be used. The construction is by force account.

The equipment problem on this job was considerably

simplified by the use of surplus war material, partic-

ularly locomotives and cars, obtained by the state.

War EqidpTncnt—War equipment generally has been

managed by the state with the view of obtaining from
it the most intensive service practicable. Uses have

been devised with considerable ingenuity, for even the

most unaccommodating of the articles received. An
example is the remodeling of some thousands of steel

stakes or posts designed for barbed wire entanglements

to serve as standards for highway signs. Two policies

have contributed to this intensive service: (1) All

equipment is repaired and, if necessary, is reconstructed

before it is distributed for road work; (2) distribution

has been made on the basis of no profit to the highway
department. A county, for example, receives a motor

truck for what it has cost to deliver that truck, includ-

ing an overhead charge.

An old motor-truck factory at Charlotte, Mich., has

been rented and fitted up as a repair shop and store-

house. The donated Federal equipment was delivered

here, including some 600 motor trucks and automobiles,

a large stock of miscellaneous truck parts and a variety

of other material. Credit was secured from the State

for a revolving fund for financing the plant operations,

and a superintendent, with twenty-five or thirty mechan-

ics and helpers, was put in charge.

The major operations at the Charlotte plant have

been the repair and reconstruction of motor trucks. A

truck upon receipt is inspected and all the work to be
done is noted on a card which is attached to the truck
when it is delivered to the shop crews. Generally the
large items are the replacing of the old body with a
horizontal dump body and the painting of the truck.

Including the charge for overhead, the counties are

getting the revamped trucks at a cost of $800 to $1,000,

and are accepting them eagerly.

Excellent gravel-road construction, maintenance and
service is the vivid impression of Michigan highway
practice in 1920. A conservative hard-surfacing pro-

gram covering main traflJic routes and highways trib-

utary to industrial centers is being developed without
seejcing extensive mileage and with liberality in types

of construction employed.

Relative Economy of Wood, Steel and
Concrete for Ore Docks

ORE DOCKS of steel and concrete construction are

so much more economical than timber docks in

both first cost and subsequent charges that no more
docks of this last type are likely to be built on the

Great Lakes. This prediction was made by R. C. Young,
chief engineer of the Lake Superior & Ishpeming Ry.,

in a report on maintenance of ore docks, presented

at the recent annual meeting of the American Railway
Bridge and Building Association and including state-

ments from several engineers.

When this railway was preparing to build a new ore

dock in 191C, estimates were made of the first cost

and maintenance charges for a period of 30 years for

diflferent types of docks, it being assumed that docks

of permanent construction might be retired at the end

of that period on account of obsolescence. For com-
parison it was assumed that a second timber dock on

a new foundation would be necessary about the fif-

teenth year, to insure always having a dock ready for

operation. This would give a life of about 16 years

each for the timber docks. With the first cost of two
timber docks taken as 100, the cost for concrete and
steel docks would be 70 and 76 per cent respectively. In

the same way taking first cost, repairs, interest, insur-

ance and taxes for a term of 30 years as 100 for the

two timber docks, the figures for concrete and steel

docks would be 56 and 62 per cent respectively.

Mr. Young stated also that the increases in material

and labor costs has been so much greater than was esti-

mated in 1910 that the comparison at this time would

be even more favorable to the permanent structure. He
intimated also that 15 years was not necessarily the

limit of life for a timber dock.

A I^fe of considerably more than 15 years for timber

docks is given in the same report by L. J. Anderson,

supervisor of bridges and buildings, Chicago & North-,

western Ry. Assuming that repairs are made from time

to time, in about 15 years it will be necessary to renew

the A-frame deck or that part of the dock above the

posts, especially if no treated timber has been used.

The dock then is good for 10 or 15 years more, with

ordinary repairs made during this period. The use of

treated timber by this railroad for parts which are

expensive and difficult to renew has reduced the main-

tenance materially, the treatment practically doubling

the life of the timbers. Care in detailing may also re-

duce materially the difficulty and cost of renewing indi-

vidual parts.
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Defects in Current Meters and
a New Design

By Samuel Fortier and E. J. Hofp
Chief Assistant

Irrigation Division, Bureau of Public Roads,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

^P ALTHOUGH current meters have been _ _.

W l\ less general use in this country for the past thirty

years, few modifications in design have been made with

a view to obtaining greater capacity and reliability.

Perhaps the main reason for continuing to operate

these imperfect instruments is that until recently they

were mainly used to measure the flow of water in river

channels where the velocities were high rather than low

and where conditions were such that accurate results

could seldom be obtained. In more recent years, hov/-
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adapted to relatively low velocities and small channels,

chief consideration w^ill be given to ways and means of

overcoming existing defects in such instruments. In

regard to types, the cup meter possesses several good
features. It is simple in design, has a low friction

factor and does not readily clog with weeds or other
foreign matter. Such a meter would fulfill most of the

necessary requirements, providing water flowed in right

lines, parallel to the axis of the channel. As has been
stated, water seldom, if ever, flows in this manner and
since all currents, irre-

spective of their direction,

tend to cause the wheel of

the cup meter to revolve,

over-registration may vary

from a mere trifle to as

high as 10 per cent, de-

pending upon the direc-

tion of the various fila-

ments of water as they
approach the moving part

of the meter. There is

apparently no w^ay of

overcoming this defect in

the cup meter and it was
regarded as being so ob-

jectionable for the condi-

tions under consideration

that the propeller type of
meter was selected for the
new meter. This meter,

it will be observed, is

acted upon, not by the full

force of all currents, as is

the case with the cup
meter, but only by the
axial components of the
down - stream currents.

This being regarded as an
essential requirement in a
good meter, this type was
used as a foundation on
which to construct the
new meter. The tendency of the propeller or screw type
of meter having a horizontal axis is to under-register.

This is due to the readiness with which the axis of the

meter may be shifted by its own rotation out of its true

position parallel to the channel. A necessary require-

ment of a reliable meter is that the position of the meter
when used to measure water in motion be relatively the
same as that when it is being rated.

Another requirement calls for a meter of small volume
which will present the least obstruction to flowing water.
Current meters are often used to measure ditches in

which the depth of water is less than one foot and in

determining the mean velocity of any vertical section it

is important, where accuracy is concerned, to measure
top and bottom velocities as well as those between.
Furthermore, unless the size of the meter is negligible
in comparison with the cross-section of the channel,

inaccuracies will result, since the immersion of a large

meter in a small stream not only changes the direction

of currents but modifies their effects.

To reduce the friction created by the moving parts

of a meter to a minimum constitutes still another re-

quirement. Some of the wheels or propellers of meters
now on the market move under minimum velocities of

FIG. 2. SIDE AND END ELE-
VATIONS OF HOFF CURRENT

METER

about 0.2 ft. per sec. but the motion is erratic and not

uniform until velocities ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 ft. per

sec, depending on the type of meter, are reached. By
constructing a special floatation meter, the eccentri-

cities of the ordinary meter at the lower velocities were
determined and these have been plotted on a large scale

in Fig. 1.

Starting Velocities

These curves show the starting-velocity curves for

various meters, as affected by the inertia of the moving
parts. These curves also show that after a certain

critical velocity is reached the turbine revolves a given

number of times for each foot the meter is drawn
through the water, regardless of the velocity. This
critical velocity, at which the curve becomes horizontal,

approaches zero as the meter approaches the ideal, from
an inertia standpoint. The starting-velocity curve is

important for the reason that the rating curve of any
particular meter on which stream measurement is based

becomes erratic and unreliable below the above men-
tioned critical velocity, the rating curve being closely

related to the starting-velocity curve.

As a result of extended tests, the new meter (Hoff

meter) shown in Fig. 2 seems to fulfill most of the

requirements of an accurrate and reliable instrument

adapted to small as well as large channels and to low,

medium and high velocities. The instrument is so de-

signed that it will have the least possible eddy-forming

parts.

The forces which cause the propeller to revolve

are derived solely from the axial components of the

down-stream currents. By placing the axis of the meter

support directly above the propeller, the errors caused

by deviation of the horizontal axis of the meter are

eliminated. Instrumental friction, the most serious

objection to this type of meter, is reduced to a minimum
by the selection of material having a specific gravity

equal to that of water. Lastly, the simplicity of the

design lessens the first cost of such instruments and
tends to maintain a high operating efficiency.

"Acetol" New Gasoline Substitute

In addition to natalite, which is manufactured in Natal

from the refuse of the sugar-cane mills and used extensively

in propelling motor cars in South Africa, there has recently

been produced another motor fuel to meet the shortage and
high cost of gasoline in that country. The basis of this

new fuel, which is called "acetol," is alcohol and ether,

which comprises 90 per cent. The other ingredients are

treated as a secret until the patentee receives his patent

rights.

It is said that this fuel apparently solves the question

of the air-cooled engine. No carbon sediment is formed in

the cylinder, and the fuel is claimed to be non-injurious to

the carburetor and engine. No special carburetor is re-

quired. Acetol mixes with gasoline. The inventor claims

that it has a wider explosive range than the ordinary mar-
keted gasoline, i.e., both a weaker and an overrich charge
in the cylinder heads will fire when gasoline fritters out

or chokes. Tests made with this fuel are said to have pro-

duced very satisfactory results.

It is claimed that acetol can be manufactured much more
cheaply than the present cost of gasoline in South Africa.

The retail selling price of gasoline at the coast ports of

this country, which is fixed by the government, is $1.12 per
imperial gallon (1^ American gal.) if purchased in cases

of two cans containing 4 gal. each, and $1.22 per gallon if

purchased in smaller quantities. Natalite now sells for

60c. per gallon.

—

Cowmerce Reports.
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Sixty-Year-Old Iron Bridge in a New Jersey Village
Oldest of Several Lowthorp Truss Highway Crossings of Raritan at Clinton and High Hrid^e Carrier, Reg

ular Road Traffic—Floor Recently Strengthened—P\ C. Lowthorp a Pioneer Iron Bridge Builder

By R, Fleming
American Bridg'- Co., New /ork ""Mty

IN THE village of Clinton, N. J., are two iron bridges

built in 1859 and 1870, respectively, that interest the

engineer not only by their age but also by their type.

The older of the two, though it has seen full sixty years

of service, is still in excellent condition, with no dis-

coverable change of importance except a recent

strengthening of the floor system. These structures

represent an early type of iron bridge, now long extinct

but at one time extensively used; little mention of the

type is found in the writings of our standard authorities

on bridges, though Francis C. Lowthorp, its originator,

was a prominent bridge builder of his day. The type

the following, however, relate to the older of the two
bridge.s at Clinton.

As shown by the drawing Fig. 1, made from measure-
ments taken at the site by the wri*er, a Pratt web
system is used in the bridge (the Pratt patent wa*
issued in 1844). The compression members ftop chord
and posts) are of ca.st iron, while the ten-sion members
are of wrought iron. In .sections of the top chord i.-* caat

the inscription, "Built for Hunterdon County by Wm.
& Chas. Cowin, Lambertville, N. J., 1859. Lowthorp's

Patent June 30 & Nov. 3, 1857." Becau.se of the

increasing traffic loads, the floorbeams were reinforced
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furthermore is an excellent representative of the com-

bination structure of cast and wrought iron which

played so large a part in bridge construction about

fifty years ago, dominating the field for a time.

Both the bridges mentioned cross the South Branch

of the Raritan River; the 1859 bridge consists of three

spans of 56^ ft. each, and the 1870 bridge of two 85-ft.

spans. Two other Lowthorp bridges over the same

stream at High Bridge, some miles distant, bear the

dates 1867 and 1868. Most of the illustrations given in

by kingpost trussing in 1017 or *18. as .«;hown in the

cross-section, and steel joists were added. As the road

was being macadamized, wood paving blocks were laid

on the plank floor. So far as determinable, all the rest

of the bridge is old.

Fig. 2 shows a top-chord joint and Fig. 3 a bottom-

chord joint. This same bottom-chord joint is shown in

the photograph of an intermediate post. Fig. 6. Mr.

Lowthorp's pate.it of June 30. 1857 was based on a

bottom chord joint as shown in Fig. 4a (reproduced
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from Patent Office Report, 1857). The claim of the

patentee is, "The straining piece B, in combination with

the rods G and H, when the latter are connected to the

plate substantially in the manner set forth, and when the

said plate is arranged to receive the vertical or verticals

.4 and /), E of iron truss frame bridges."

The floor beams are 9-in. wrought iron I's with 4-in.

flanges and 2 -in. webs, now reinforced by trussing.

They are fastened at each end with 4 bolts to the cast

iron "straining piece."- The beams bear the imprint,

"Patented Dec. 1, 1857." The main and counter

diagonals have screw adjustment at the lower ends, and

the bottom-chord rods are connected longitudinally with

screw "swivels" or sleeve nuts at each panel-point. All

screw ends are enlarged. The diagonal bracing in the

plane of the bottom chord consists of a pair of rods in

each panel.

The workmanship of the bridge was excellent. This

is evidenced by the fact that it has lasted 60 years and
is still in good condition. The bridge presents a much
better appearance today than the majority of pony

trusses built at a later date. It is, however, frequently

overloaded. During the two hours while measurements
were being taken there passed over the bridge 35 auto-

mobiles, 2 auto-trucks and 2 teams, and later in the day

a large moving van from a city 50 miles distant. The
writer was told of an auto-truck that crossed a day or

two before loaded with 12 tons of cement. Even allow-

ing for exaggeration in this statement, it confirms the

writer's opinion that auto-truck loading unless more
effectively restricted than at present will result in the

failure of this and other old highway bridges.

As well as can be judged, the bridge was probably

designed to carry a moving load of 50 lb. per sq.ft. on

the roadway. The floorbeam reinforcement and the

wood paving blocks add 12 or 13 lb. per sq.ft. to the

original dead load. Considering the total dead weight

of the present bridge to be 900 lb. per lin.ft. (of which

525 lb. is carried by the walk truss) the reader can

easily make his own calculations for permissible load-

ing. The heavy moving loads of today were unknovra

60 years ago.

The 1870 bridge, "built by Wm. Cowin, Lambertville,

N. J.," is of the same type as the 1859 bridge. The
truss that was measured is 9 ft. deep center to center

of chords and is divided into 8 panels of 10 ft. 7^ in.

each. The diagonals in each panel are of two rods

instead of one as in the older bridge, and pins are used

in bottom as well as top chord. An occasional pair of

main diagonals has the adjustment in one rod shown in

Fig. 5. Just when this peculiar form of adjustment at

irregular intervals throughout the four trusses was
made is not clear.

It may be fitting to give some general facts regard-

ing the Lowthorpe bridge, of which type a considerable

number were built in the '60s and '70s. They were
designed in accordance with correct engineering

principles. The type of truss, known as the Lovii;horp

Trapezoidal Truss, was of either Pratt or Whipple web
arrangement, and had counters in all except the end

(sometimes the end two) panels. The compression

members were of cast iron and the tension members of

wrought iron.

Mr. Lowthorp was a firm believer in the merits of

cast iron. A paper, "On the Use of Cast Iron for Com-
pressive Members of Iron Bridges," read by him at

the second annual convention of the American Society

of Civil Engineers, held June, 1870 {Transactions
A. S. C. E. Vol. 1, page 228) closes with an interesting

e.xpression of opinion: "The practical experience of

most engineers and builders will justify me in the asser-

tion that there is much more to be feared from defects

in wrought iron used for tensile than in cast iron used
for compressive purposes."

A commission appointed by the city of Philadelphia

(Ashbel Welch, J. Edgar Thompson and John C.

Cresson) in 1858 offered a premium for the best design

of an iron bridge truss. In awarding the first premium
to Mr. Lowthorp it said of his design, "It is well

porportioned in all its parts, which are so disposed as to

afford a maximum of strength with the smallest amount
of material, having such arrangement for adjustment
as to give each and every part its proper function to

FIGS. 6 AND 7. INTERMEDIATE POST AND
ABUTMENT POST

perform, without requiring great experience for its

care."

In 1856-7 Mr. Lowthorp designed and built his first

railroad bridge. The bridge crossed the valley of Jordan

Creek on the line of the Catasauqua & Fogelsville R.R.

near Allentown, Pa. It consisted of 11 spans with a

total length of 1,120 ft., supported on piers of cast and

wrought iron varying in height from 30 to 54 ft.

anchored to masonry foundations, making a total height

in places of nearly 90 ft. The trusses, of the double-

intersection type, 12 panels each, were 16 ft. high and

were spaced 10 ft. apart center to center. At the time

of its completion this was one of the longest if not the

longest of iron bridges in the United States.

An interesting feature in many of the Lowthorp

bridges was the hip vertical, where for uniformity in

appearance a cast-iron member similar to the posts

was used. Inside of this member was placed a wrought-

iron rod to take the tensile stress from the floor beam.

While most of the Lowthorp bridges have been

replaced as they were outgrown by the traffic loads, a

60-ft. deck span of three trusses, with 34-ft. roadway

and two 7-ft. walks, still exists at the Jackson Ave.

crossing over the tracks of the Central R.R. of New
Jersey in Jersey City. A trolley traverses the bridge,

but the trolley tracks, laid long after the bridge was

built, are trussed beams extending from abutment to

abutment.

f
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In response to a letter of inquiry* regarding Mr.

Lowthorp and his bridges addressed to his son Francis

C. Lowthorp, Counsellor at Law, Trenton, N. J., the

latter has given many interesting details. From his

letter the following extracts are taken:

My father, born 1810 in New York City, died .June 1,

1890. He was a delicate child and was placed under the

care of his uncle, the late Dr. John Lilly, of Lambertville,

who succeeded in making a rugged man of him, putting
him into an outdoor life as a surveyor and engineer. He
worked under Ashbel Welch on railroad and canal construc-

tion for a time. He went into the service of the Lehigh
Coal & Navigation Co. and designed and superintended
construction of some locks in its canal with a great lift.

Afterwards he became bridge engineer for the Leh'gh
Valley R.R. Co. Among other bridges he designed the first

railroad bridge across the Delaware at Easton, connecting
the Lehigh Valley R.R. with the New York Central and the

Belvidere & Delaware R.R., a
structure carrying tracks on two
levels. In 1857, acting as engi-

neer for Cartwright & Co., the

contractors for the Catasauqua
& Foglesville R.R., he completed
the Jordan Creek bridge, not far

from AUentown, Pa. This was
very adversely criticised by some
other engineers, and the predic-

tion was made that it would fall

with the first train to attempt
its passage. It turned out to

be one of the longest-lived

bridges he ever built; I think it

stood for about fifty years, de-

spite the constantly increasing-

weight of rolling stock.

Some years after the com-
pletion of that bridge my father

started into the engineering and
contracting business on his own
responsibility. He used com-
pressive members of cast iron,

as you know, and held to that

plan for many. years despite the

competition of others who used wrought-iron (and after-

wards steel) compressive members.

According to the same authority, Mr. Lowthorp

designed more than a score of bridges for the Newai'k

& New York R.R. when this was built, and most of

the bridges on the New York & Long Branch R.R.

These latter included the Raritan Bay crossing, contain-

ing a swing span that was probably the longest ever

built up to that time. He also built the original Newark

Bay draw of the Central R.R. of New Jersey, besides

other bridges on that road, and several bridges for the

New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R.

Mr. Lowthorp took out patents on his designs of

swing bridge centers and turntables; the latter in

particular came into wide use, some twelve being

furnished to the Union Pacific alone.

While the Raritan Bay draw was replaced after very

short use, its removal and replacement by another

bridge was not chargeable to any defect in the design or

any structural objection to the bridge, but resulted

from competitive railroad policy. Immediately after its

erection, litigation developed, in the interests of the

Pennsylvania R.R.. which was engaged in a campaign to

obtain an interest in or control over the Long Branch

road to secure access to the seashore resorts. The claim

was made that the bay crossing constituted an obstruc-

tion to navigation. After the success of the campaign,

the bridge was replaced by a new structure.

Distribution of Snake River Water
During G:*ealest Drought

Continuou.s Flow Supercedes Intermittent 1 la.shes

—One Man Handles Storaj^e and Natural
Flow Like Train Dispatcher

THE Snake River in Idaho i.s one of the Statt-'.s great-

est resources since it .supplie.s water to a larjfe per-

centage of the total irrigated area. Policing the .stream

and distributing the water to the respective u.seni in

accordance with their rights i.s one of the most impor-

tant duties of the state. From Jackson Lake .storage

reservoir on the headwaters in Wyoming to the Milner
dam, by which the two Twin Falls irrigation companie«
divert the last of the stored water, the distance is 300
miles. Intervening are more than 50 headgates, which

September

TOTAL AND NATURAL FLOW OF SNAKE RIVER AT HIESE DURING
THREE TEARS OF DROl'GHT

by court decrees have priority rights of various dates.

To apportion the stored water and natural flow properly

to the rightful owners when there is not enough to go

around and late decrees must be cut off in successive

order is a difficult task. It • equires an intimate knowl-

edge of the hydrography of the river, backed up by

daily readings at the numerous gaging stations, and

necessitates frequent changes of the canal headgates

and storage reservoir outlet gates. Like a train dis-

patcher, the officer in charge of the distribution turns

loose in a continuous flow a definite quantity each day

and must order the proper number of rates opened to

care for it as well as the natural flow, plus or minus

the amounts gained or lost in transit. Unlike the train

dispatcher, his container as well as cargo must all be

delivered at the end of the run.

Only ^\•ithin the last two years has one man been

placed in complete control of the whole river but the

results have been so satisfactor>' it is not likely multiple

control will again be revived. By a co-operative arrange-

ment effected with the U. S. Geological Survey, it

became possible to centralize under the control of one

man both the hydrometric or stream measurement work

and the distribution. This consolidation of State and

Federal functions is a departure from the old method

and has a distinct advantage in that there is no lost

motion in obtaining the fullest and most complete infor-

mation concerning all phases of the river work. Another
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advantage is the continuance of the same administration

from year to year, thereby tending to promote greater

efficiency in the handling of the work and to develop

better methods each year. W. G. Swendsen, commis-

sioner of reclamation, is charged with the duty of

administering the water resources of the state and has

designated G. Clyde Baldwin, of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, a special deputy to handle the Snake River problem

as a whole. The latter's annual report for 1919 (not

printed) has recently been made available. Since it

contains the essential features of how the problem was

solved during the dryest year of record, the following

abstract has been prepared

:

The excess of requirements for irrigation over run-off

in the valley during the season of 1905 served to establish

the fact that definite determinations of the relative priori-

ties of water rights for the pioneer was essential, and that

storage was necessary if water rights throughout the entire

irrigation season were to be assrred to later developments.

Thereupon courts fixed the amoui of water allowed and the

priority dates of each of these early rights. Construction

of storage reservoirs at Jackson Lake and on the Upper
Blackfoot River was started in 1906. When the U. S.

Reclamation Service completed the first Jackson Lake dam
for the use of the Minidoka Project and started to utilize

the natural channel, beginning in 1908, the equitable dis-

tribution was complicated immeasurably by the necessity

of segregating the stored water from the natural flow.

August September

FIG. 3. HIGH RIVER STAGES PRODUCE LOSSES—LOW
STAGES BRING GAINS FROM BANK STORAGE

«,800
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first storage was released. The release of Jackson Lake-

stored water was purposely deferred and a heavy draft
placed upon Lake Walcott in order to prevent possible

wastage of water over Milner dam in the event that rains

or a sudden rise in temperature should cause a correspond-
ing increase in the discharge of the river. No material rise

in stage accurred, however. In fact, beginning with June
9 (at Heise) there was a steady and, for the first month,
very rapid decrease in the natural flow which persisted,

except for slight checks due to rains, until the comparatively
heavy rains of early September, when a marked increase

was noted.

All canals were ordered cut to their decree amounts on
June 4 and distribution was maintained on this basis until

June 10, when, in order to fill all decreed rights, it became
necessary to stop deliveries under licenses and permits. On
June 11 decrees having a date of priority subsequent to

Jan. 1, 1903, were also cut. Thereafter decreed rights

were ordered cut until July 3, when all previous to May
10, 1889, had been included.

Coincident with the constant and rapid drop in the stage

of the river, an increase in the return flow entering the

stream between the Heise and Woodville gaging stations

was noted and about this time what had been a net loss was
converted into an appreciable net gain, which by July 5

proved to be of sufficient amount to warrant the restoration

of the large right of the Idaho Irrigation District which
bears the date of May 11, 1889. On July 8 this right was
again cut about one-third, but it was not until July 19

that it Vi^as entirely cut off for the second time. Other
cuts followed until by July 27 the natural flow was insuffi-

cient to supply any of the 1889 decrees. Near the end of

the month, however, light rains occurred and these, com-
bined with further decreases in the flow of the river, prob-

ably were responsible in part at least for another material

increase in the return flow, to the extent that the latter

reached its maximum for the season on Aug. 2. A large

number of rights were, therefore, restored to good standing.

The storage in Jackson Lake was by this time very much
depleted and from July 26 to July 30, and again beginning

Aug. 3, all the outlet gates were reported to have been

raised clear of the water. The water surface in the lake

continued to drop, indicating that storage was still being

drawn off, although at a continually decreasing rate be-

cause of the limitation of the outlet capacity and the

lessening head.

Transmission losses between the Woodville and Black-

foot gaging stations were now very large in proportion to

the small discharge of the river and it was soon discovered

that the Minidoka canals could expect to benefit little fi'om

the small amount of stored water still being released from
Jackson Lake. Instructions were therefore received to par-

tially close the gates at the dam on Aug. 21 and thereafter

so regulate them as to allow only the natural flow to pass

on down the river. In anticipation of this cessation of

stored-water delivery an agreement was entered into with

the president of the Progressive Irrigation District under

which a quantity of storage equivalent to the total of the

unused upper valley storage rights was delivered to the

canals of this district, to be later repaid, as requii'ed, by

transfer from natural flow rights. No storage was released

from Jackson Lake after Aug. 21 and the work of distribu-

tion after that date resolved itself into the problem of so

regulating the natural-flow rights of the upper valley in

accordance with the decree as to fill all valid rights up to

the requirements and still not allow any water to waste

past the lowest point of diversion near Blackfoot. This

could not always be accomplished exactly, but it was so

handled that during the greater part of the remainder of

the season (until the end of September) the river was
aboslutely dry at a point about four miles below the town
of Blackfoot, while at no time during this period did the

waste past the last canal exceed about 100 second-feet.

Unusual Natural Run-Off—A brief reference to the ex-

tremely low natural flow of the river during the early part

of the season and a few comparisons with other low water

years will facilitate a clear underMtandini; of the 1919 eOD-
ditions. Very little snow fell during the early part of th«
winter of 1918-19 but storms during January, February
and March served to accumulate a snow reserve in the
mountains of nearly average depth, in no far as this could
be determined from the reports available. At the befrin-
ning of the irrigation .season, therefore, while a deficiency
in available -un-off was expected, no very alarming Bhortace
was anticipated.

Analysis of the Heise station hydroi^'aphs covering the
three low run-off years, 190.0, 1915 and 1919, indicates that
this idea was substantiated in a measure, in that while
the natural discharge is materially lower daring June and
July, 1919, than for the corresponding months of the other
years, this deficiency is made up in part by the higher dis-
charge during April and May. In fact, if account is taken
of the early run-off during 1919 which was .stored in Jack-
son Lake, it is apparent that the total natural flow was
greater for this year than for 1905. Unfortunately, how-
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4. LAKES GIVE UP APPRECIABLE B.\NK STORAGE
AT LOW STAGES—LOSE AT HIGH STAGES

ever, the peak period of irrigation use came during the

months of greatest comparative deficiency and little benefit

was derived from the surplus available during April and May.

Attention is called to the fact that during most of June

and July, 1919, the natural flow was no greater than for

dates fully one month later during the other low years.

and during the middle of this period the deficiency reached

the astounding total of aboL . 5,000 sec. -ft.—an amount

equivalent to nearly one-half of all the rights decreed to

upper valley canals which divert from the South Fork or

main Snake River.

Enforcement of Regulation — In most instances no diffi-

culty was experienced in enforcing orders for the closing

of headgates. There were, however, a few exceptions where

gates were raised by unauthorized parties after they had

been lowered by the water master or by his deputies. In

no case was any first hand or eye-witness evidence obtained

in regard to infractions of the law. In default of this.

prosecutions were not attempted. A number of headgates

were fastened with chains and padlocks, but even *heso were

not alwrys effective, so that on three different canals guards

had to be employed.

The threatened failure of crops on land under canal?

which had either been cut under the decree or else were

soon likely to be cut naturally arouseti much discussion.

Meetings of the water users were held at fret^uent inter-

vals, investigating committees were active and threats

were even made to go out and take the water without re-

gard ta law. At times this situation appeared to be de-

cidedly threatening and it was materially aggravated by

the fact that the bulk of the Jackson I^ke storage delivered

to the lower valley canals was run down the 'iver during

what is normally the flood-water per-od. Efforts were made,

however, fully to explain the existing conditions through
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1. Jackson Lake
2. Morcin
3. H else , v

4.RexburQ (HenrvsFork)
B.Woodvnie '

Q>. Por+ervil le

7. Blackfoot River
S.BIackfoot

9. Nselev
10. Lake Wdlcott
U. Minidoka N. Side Canal
12. '• S. •• -

13. Howells Ferr^
14. Lake Milner
l5.Soufh Sic<eTwin Falls Canal
IG.Mi Iner

17. Nor+h Side Twin Falls Canal

FIG. 5. SNAKE RIVER BASIN SHOWING STORAGE RESERVOIRS. IRRIGATED AREAS
AND GAGING STATIONS

the medium of the press, at water users' meetings and by
personal conversation with canal company officials. This

last means probably was the most effective and although

most of the time of the special deputy during ordinary

daylight office hours for a period of about six weeks was
taken up in furnishing information of this character, and
an extra hydrographer had to be employed for a part of

the season in consequence, the increased confidence and
better feeling which resulted is believed to have afforded

ample justification.

Domestic Water—Many of the settlers in the upper valley

still depend upon the Avater in the canals for domestic and
stock use; hence, when it appeared that some of these

canals, under a strict interpretation of the decree, might
be deprived altogether of water, this immediately became
a vital issue. In June a general meeting was held at Idaho
Falls, where it was explained to the water users that no
legal authority for allowing domestic water to otherwise
dry canals existed and that to do so would necessarily re-

duce the quantity available for irrigation use. After some
discussion a vote was taken, from which it appeared that

public sentiment was unanimously in favor of granting an
allowance for domestic use when needed, but no action was
taken to provide a specific source from which water for this

purpose was to be obtained. Therefore, while domestic
heads of water were granted thereafter in accordance with
the decision of this meeting, in default of any authority
to do otherwise, water for this purpose was taken from the
natural flow available in the river. The total natural flow

v/as consequently depleted and it became necessary to cut
other rights in the order of their priority in order to make
up this deficiency. Under this system, during the latter

part of the season in particular, when the natural flow was
almost stationary or was decreasing at a lesser rate than
at first, the entire domestic allowance was suppl'ed at the
expense of the rights of a few canals which otherwise might
have enjoyed the use of nearly a full irrigation right. Un-
questionably this was unfair to these canals and in future
years if domestic water cannot be dispensed with entirely
it should be supplied on some other basis.

Temporary Transfers—In order to limit unavoidable crop
If^sses throughout the valley to a minimum the State Com-

missioner of Reclamation, early

in the season, authorized the

granting of temporary transfers
of water from canals still hav-
ing valid rights to those in

which the flow had been reduced.

At first there seemed to be some
reluctance to utilize this per-

mission and instead efforts were
made to secure an exchange
with the stored-water owners
whereby repayment could be
made from the natural flow late

in the season, as was done in

1915. This did not seem prac-

ticable, however, and even if ar-

ranged would not afford the nec-

essary relief because of the

small amount of storage which
could be made available There-
fore, after repeated assurance
had been given that these tem-
porary transfers would in no
way affect the decreed rights of

the canals involved, they were
very largely adopted and un-

doubtedly were the means of

saving many valuable crops.

Between the latter part of June
and the end of the irrigation

season more than one hundred
of these temporary transfers

were made. So far as known
the water delivered under these

transfers was always donated.

In spite of all the good resulting from this temporary
transfer system it probably is detrimental to those decreed

rights which are just past the dividing line or which would
be restored in the event of any increase in the natural flow.

The reasons advanced are as follows: (1) If the use of the

water was confined to the land to which it had been decreed

the ground water level in this section would rise higher
and a larger return flow to the river would result than in

the case where it is used on land which has been without
water for some time. (2) During the latter part of the

irrigation season many crops no longer require irrigation

and the water requirements of any given right would be

allowed to go on down the stream.
Transfers on the 1919 basis, therefore, tend to deprive

certain canals of water which might normally be available

to them and are probably only justifiable as an emergency
measure which promotes a higher water duty.

River Data— Extensive tables were made to summarize
the river data in regard to total flow, normal and stored

water segregation, diversions, losses and gains for each
section of the river between Jackson Lake and Milner.

These tables are prepared upon the following time interval

basis:

from
Period Used for

Comp rable Daily Means

Day ending at 4 a.m.
Day ending at 4 a.m. 1st day following
Dayendii:gat 8 a.m. 1st day following
Day ending at 10 p.m. 1st day following
Day ending at 4 a.m 2d day following
Day ending at 1 a.m. 2d day following
Day ending at 12 midnight 3d day following
Day ending at 12 midnight 4th day following
Day ending at 12 midnight 5th day followirg

While no one schedule for time of transmission will apply
for all the different stages occurring during the irrigation

season, it was thought that any attempt to vary the time
interval with changes in stage would only lead to con-

fusion, and as this schedule is fairly representative of

average conditions it was used throughout the entire four
months' period. On the upper river sections it is more
directly applicable at medium and high stages, while below
Neeley it apparently coincides better at low stages.

Time from
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Jackson Lake Storage Deliveries—The amount of stored

water released each day from Jackson Lake was measured
at the Moran gaging station. The proportion of this total

which was storage water was determined from the reservoir

capacity tables by noting the quantity corresponding to the

daily decrease in stage indicated by the lake gage readings.

Interpolations were sometimes necessitated for short periods

because of irregularities attributed to wind effect.

Special investigations carried on by the U. S. Geological

Survey during the seasons of 1917 and 1918, between Moran
and Heise, while not conclusive as to results, indicated

that the stored water transmission loss between these two
points was very small and probably did not exceed the

average of 21 per cent which has been applied for the last

few years. Consequently this percentage was again used
throughout the season of 1919. Below the Heise gaging
station the former loss schedule of \ per cent to Woodville

and 5s per cent to Neeley was abandoned in favor of com-
puted losses based upon two-day means. The method of

computing the percentage of loss for each day as follows:

U+T-D-L
HU+T+L)

Actual daily loss

Approximate average flow in section

= Percentage loss

Where U equals total flow at upper river station, T equals

inflow from tributary streams entering within section, D
equals total diversions throughout section, L equals total

flow at lower river station.

The percentage actually applied each day to determine

the stored water loss in a given section was the mean of

the computed percentages

for the two preceding days.

Whenever a net gain in-

stead of a loss was noted

in a section the transmis-

sion loss for the stored

water was assumed to be J

per cent, on the theory that

the stored water cannot

gain in transit. Consider-

ing the data for the entire

season, it would appear
that this plan may have

been somewhat detrimental

to the storage owners,

as under it they partic-

ipate in any unusual losses

but do not benefit from the

return flow noted on certain

sections of the river durinji:

the latter part of the sea-

son, even though this I'eturn

flow may be caused in part

by stored water which was
dissipated into the ground
adjacent to the river during

the earlier or heavy loss

period.

The original plan contem-

plated the pooling of all

storage losses and their

equal assessment between
the canals of each group.

This plan proved difficult,

howGver, because cf the

different dates when ind>

\'dual storage rights be-

came exhausted and the consequent uncertainty concern-

ing the final total of the storage loss. Hence approximate

total losses of between 6 and 7 per cent to Woodville

and between 13 and 14 per cent to Blackfoot were used for

the distribution. These percentages were calculated upon

the assumption that the pecumulated loss to stored water

at the Blackfoot station over and above the amount legiti-

mately chargeable (what might be termed the extra loss

due to faulty regulation of the natural flow diversions) would

be prorated between all storage rights. Few owners received

FIG. 6. RECORDING GAc;E

HOUSE CABLE AND CAR AT
NEELEY IN USE SIXCE 1910

Advantage was taken of large
rock for foundation and anclior-

as'o for hous?, box type of flout

well and staff gage.

PIG. 7. ONLY THIN SHEETS OF WATER PASSED T

FALLS—IRRIGATION UPSTREAM CLAIMED ALL KL

exactly the amount of storage to which they were entitled

after making proper deductions for transmission losae*.

The final discrepancies in most instances are due to com-

putation revisions or to the impracticability of exact regu-

lation to the nearest hour. The only gross error is charge-

able to the special deputy who allowed the Harrison Canal

to draw storage for one day in excess of its proportion.

Summary of the totals shows that 93.7 per cent of the

102,000 acre-feet stored at Jackson Lake for the upper val-

ley canals was actually delivered, while the average delivery

to the lower valley canals when proper account is taken

of the Lake Walcott exchange amounted to 86.2 per cent

of the total credited to them at the reser\-oir.

The flow in the river at the Milner stations which repre-

sents the wastage past the Milner dam has been pro-rated

and is included in the amounts charged against the two

Twin Falls canals. Prior to Aug. 17 this wasUge was

divided between the two companies in proportion to their

relative draft, but thereafter by special agreement
. ,

was

charged aganst the North Side canals and -jV against the

South Side Canal, this being in proportion to their relati%-e

ownership of the Milner dam.

Review Gains and Losses— A study of graphs showing

losses and gains indicates that with a sharp increase in

the flow of the river the losses also inciease; w:th a sharp

drop in the river the losses decrease or the gains increase.

These facts are probably explained by the changes in the

ground water which follow ei. -h marked variation in the

stage of the river. The tendency for the losses to decrease

in Lake Walcott with a corresponding drop in the reser-

voir and the reverse with a rise in the reservoir affords a

good illustration of the effect of bank storage. From .\ug.

4 to Sept. 30, when th«>re was practically a steady drop in

the elevation of Lake Walcott. there was an averag.' daily

net gain of 65 sec. -ft., whereas from June 5 to Aug. 3 there

was an average daily net loss of 34S sec.-h. If this latter

quantity could be assumeil to represent the normal loss in

the reservoir which continued during the entire falling stage

period the actual inflow attr hutable to return water or

bank storage would average 413 sec.-ft. and woul' amount

to the astounding total of more than 4.^.000 acre-feet in the

last 58 days of record. Such an assumption is undoubtedly

not warranted since the normal loss probably decreased

with the drop in the water surface elevation, but it serves

to indicate the possible extent of the additional supply

derived from bank storage.

Eighty Applications for Power Permits

Eighty applications for preliminar.* permits and

licenses have been received by the Federal Commission.

The revision of these applications so as to conform with

the requirements of the regulations is beinrf carried

forward rapidly and many corrected applications are

now in the hnnds cf the commission.
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Cast-iron and Wood-Stave Pipe

Economically Compared

By J. W. Ledoux
Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia

THE cost of cast-iron water mains has been so great

the past two years that much attention has been

given to substitutes, and many concerns, especially those

connected with war activities, have laid immense quanti-

ties of wood pipe to be subjected to all ordinary ranges

of pressure, both constant and intermittent. It is quite

probable that within the next generation some valuable

records concerning the useful life of this material will

be available. At the present time there is a dearth of

reliable information as to its suitability for waterworks

purposes. If one were to form a conclusion from a num-

ber of important installations he would be justified in

condemning its use absolutely. However, he could find

at least as many instances to indicate it to be superior

to cast-iron pipe in many essential qualities.

Rod-banded continuous wood-stave pipe, properly de-

signed and laid and kept filled with water, should last

at least 25 years and be good for working pressures up

to 100 lb. per square inch. Cast-iron pipe, when first

well laid with lead joints, is practically water-tight, but

after some years of service the frequent expansions and

contractions due to changes of temperature are sure to

cause some dropping leaks, but the total of this leakage

is generally not large enough to be a problem. With

wood pipe, however, there is almost sure to be a material

amount of leakage, and the question is how much is per-

missible. If water is scarce and precious and the loss

due to leakage is not returned to the same drainage area

or for any other reason leakage cannot be tolerated, then

it will be unwise to use wood pipe at all ; but let us sup-

pose that the leakage is recoverable and only causes re-

duced capacity, or increased cost of pumping, such aa

would happen if this leakage came back into the drain-

age area or if the water were pumped from an inex-

haustible supply, such as a lake or river.

Let us take an example of 40,000 ft. of 24-in. wood
pipe, which, at today's prices, can be laid for about $3.50

per foot. Let us assume the life to be 25 years and the

depreciation such as will renew the pipe completely at

the end of that time. In order to figure safe, let us

take this on a straight-line basis at $5,600 per year. The
present worth of $5,600 per year for 25 years is $78,-

500. The total cost would be therefore $140,000 -j-

$78,500 = $218,500. The cost of cast-iron pipe will be

about $6.50 per foot. It will have a life estimated at 80

years and the present worth of the depreciation for 25

years would be about $3,770. The total cost of pipe and

depreciation will be therefore $260,000 -\- $3,770 =
$263,770. The difference between this and the cost of

the wood pipe is $45,270. If we take the capacity of

the pipe as 8,000,000 gal. per 24 nours and the cost of

pumping the water 150 ft. high as $20 per million gal-

lons, the cost per million gallons per year would be

$7,300. The present worth of $7,300 for 25 years at 5

per cent would be $102,500, so the present worth of $45,-

270, the difference in the cost of the two pipes, would

be equivalent to a pumpage of 442,000 gal. per 24 hours.

During this whole period of 25 years, on account of

tuberculation, the friction through a cast-iron pipe will

average at least 40 per cent more than that of a wood
pipe, corresponding to the increase of head from 150 to

210 ft., or to a reduction of the flow co-efficient to about

85 per cent of that of a new cast-iron or wood pipe. The
cost of pumping through the cast-iron pipe will there-

fore be increased over pumping through the wood pipe

from $20 to $28 per million gallons. The difference

would be equivalent to pumping an additional 1,400,000

gal. per day through the wood pipe.

Therefore the permiissible loss by leakage due to the

difference in total investment would be 442,000 gal. per

day, and due to the difference in cost of pumpage by
tuberculation of the cast-iron pipe would be 1,400,000

gal. per day, making a total of 1,842,000 gal. per day.

So if this calculation be correct, one could afford to pump
9,842,000 gal. through wood pipe to obtain a net quan-

tity of 8,000,000 gal. per day, or 1,842,000 gal. per day

(over 20 per cent) more than the pumpage through a

cast-iron main, and still come out even financially so far

as the cost of pumping and fixed charges is concerned.

Hence it is seen that when compared with cast-iron the

installation of a wood pipe in many important cases is

justified from an economical standpoint.

Engineers sometimes are at a loss to know how much
leakage it is permissible to use in the specifications for

wood pipe and it must be confessed this is a difficult

point to decide. Of course, every engineer wants to get

as good results as is practicable without imposing upon

the contractor undue hardships. Under very favorable

conditions it may be possible to obtain results where
the leakage will not be greater than 500 gal. per inch

in diameter per mile, but the writer suspects that such

low results are the exception rather than the rule.

With the best form of joint, pipe and quality of wood
a very tight pipe can sometimes be secured. With the

ordinary mortise-and-tenon joint under average condi-

tions a considerable amount of leakage is almost un-

avoidable.

Summarizing, the relative advantages and disadvan-

tages of the two pipes are as follows : Wood-stave pipe

has a short life and generally a material leakage. It is

low in cost and has a high co-efficient of discharge, and
consequently small frictional resistance to the flowing

water. Cast-iron pipe is high in cost and after a few
years' use has a low co-efficient of discharge and high

frictional resistance to flowing water. The leakage is

usually negligible. It possesses a very long life and can

be easily repaired in case of leakage. On account of the

cheapness of wood-stave pipe a material amount of leak-

age is permissible from an economical standpoint, where
the water so leaking can be spared and causes no dam-

age to property.

Cost of Deleware's High Death Rate
Deaths in the State of Delaware in the last four

j'^ears totaled 3,130 in excess of what would be ex-

pected "if Delaware had been up to the average for the

country in health and sanitation," according to Delaivare

Health Netvs (State Board of Health, Dover) for Octo-

ber. Assuming a value of $5,000 for each of 3,130

excess deaths the state suffered a loss of $15,650,000,

besides an estimated total of $626,000 for nursing, medi-

cal care and funerals. The death records of Delaware

have but recently been worked up in accordance with

the standard system of classification. Chester H. Wells

is special health commissioner, sanitarj' engineer and

collaborating epidemiologist for Delaware and Dr. L. S.

Connell is executive officer of the State Board of Health

and registrar of vital statistics.
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Capillary Siphoning of Water Through Soil

CAPILLARY action is capable of lifting water from
a source of moisture and carrying it over a rise to

discharge it on the other side at a point lower than
its origin, according to experiments made by W. W.
McLaughlin, senior irrigation engineer, Department of
Agriculture, reported in the department's bulletin 835,
just issued under the title "Capillary Movement of Soil

Moisture." In the main series of expel-iments a trough
or box 10 X 10 in. in cross-section and 10 to 20 ft. long,

sloping downward at angles of 15 to 45 deg., and filled

with earth, was supplied with water from a tank 4 in.

below the bottom of the trough at its upper end, by a
closed elbow or gooseneck, also 10 x 10 in. in section,

whose lower end, closed with wire mesh, dipped into the
water in the tank, the gooseneck being filled with earth
in direct contact with that in the trough itself. The
top of the trough was open, so that atmospheric pressure
existed at all points of the free surface of the absorp-
tion water in the soil. In the cast of the 30 deg. trough,

moisture drawn up from the tank by the soil in the
gooseneck and traveling thence down the column of soil

in the trough reached the lower end of the trough in

21 days, and after three or four days more dripped

from the end as free water, no longer held by the

capillary attraction. Moisture analyses of the soil indi-

cated that at no point in the entire length of the earth

mass, except perhaps at the extreme lower end, was the

amount of moisture in the soil as great as that of

capillary saturation. The experiment showed, in other

words, that water could be raised from a body of free

water by capillarity and delivered again as free water at

a lower level, though transported by unsaturated soil.

In further exploration of this phenomenon, galvanized-

iron tubes 7 x 7 in. in cross-sectional area curved to

inverted U shape for use as siphons, were filled with

soil and placed so that the short leg dipped into a tank

of water and the long leg projected downward on the

outside of the tank. The top of the horizontal leg of

the siphon was open, so as to leave the soil exposed to

the air at this point. The earth was retained in the

tube by a sheet of fine-mesh gauze over the open end of

the short leg, and by a complete closure of the long leg,

just above which closure was attached a water-gage

glass extending upward along the side of the tubes. The

bend of the siphon was 8 in. above the water level of

the tank, and the average width of the siphon at the

top, center to center of legs, was 12 in. With the long

leg of the siphon 6 ft. long below tank water level, sixty

days' operation filled the gage glass up to a point within

11 in. of the surface of the water in the tank. Subse-

quent experiments with the same tube, using different

soils, gave similar results, except that the experiments

were not run for such a long period. Capillary siphon-

ing was thus confirmed.

That the amount of water delivered is comparatively

large was shown in one test of the trough type, as first

described. After the water started dripping at the lower

end, both the consumption of water from the tank and

the discharge at the lower end were measured during

a fixed period of time. The quantities were 18 and 8.78

liters respectively, so that the earth siphon delivered

nearly half of the water that it took from the tank (the

remainder presumably going to increase the saturation).

Special precautions were taken in some of the U-tube

testa to guard against the formation of continuous
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capillary pa.s.sage.s or "tubes" through the soil by pud-
dling or other natural action. To thi« end ventilating
pads or drainage wells of flat, compact packages of wire
mesh were placed in the vertical part of the short leg.

having the effect of ventilating the .soil thoroughly. The
presence of the.se pads did not affect the tranj«mi.<jsion

of water, except that a little less water wa.H picked up.
In the most extreme case of ventilation the pads were
so spaced that no part of the soil in the short leg of
the siphon wa.s more than U in. from a pad.

Mr. McLaughlin concludes from his tests that capil-

lary siphons may occur in nature and may in fact be
common. Such siphons, he thinks, might cause the

swamping of lands. He also suggests that capillar)-

siphoning might develop in a reservoir embankment
where the corewall does not extend to the top of tht

embankment, and the effect might be to saturate the

earth on the downstream side.

Research Most Needed as Highway
Construction Aid

IN SUPPORT of his contention that research and

investigation must form a greater part of highway

activities in the future, Thomas H. MacDonald, chief

of the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, made the follow-

ing remarks in the course of a speech, Oct. 20, before

the Land Grant College Association, which met at

Springfield, Mass.:

For the next quarter of a century improvement of pub-

lic highways will be the greatest single public activity. It

will require such enormous sums of money that these ex-

penditures should and must rest upon the soundest prin-

ciples of engineering and economics.

There are many agencies interested in these problems.

Their efforts should be correlated into one comprehensive

program. It is highly important that, while this proKram
should be pre-conceived as a whole, and each undertakinjr

formed as a component part, the working out of the prob-

lems should go forward in sucii a manner that individual

initiative will be encouraged and local conditions will be

met. It must be recognized that while th»^ improvement of

highways in the aggregate is of national concern, and has

been so recognized by the Feo- ral government in making
available large sums for encouraging road building, the

important problems of research and investigations are more

or less local. The underlying principles of sound construc-

tion or maintenance, or of economics, while remaining the

same, are subject to an infinite number of variations de-

pendent upon local conditions of topography, geologic. 1 for-

mations, population densities, development of industries and

such modifying circumstances as to render necessary the

proper solution of these problems through a decentralited

organization. To bring such a movement into being on a

national basis seems properly to be a function of the

National Research Council.

Perhaps there is one master problem which should be

solved first as a foundation for all others. This problem

is that of highway tiaflRc. We would be on a v.tv :<nuh

sounder basis now with reference to highway lo

appropriations and orgranization wore this invc-

complete. The matter is of such importance as to demand

a comprehensive and accurate study in every state and one

which, tirst of all, well might engage the attention of those

agencies which are interested in the fundamentals of knowl-

edge necessary to the carrying out of large public under-

takings. This problem has become acute in other countries.

It is engaging the attention of both the English and French

national departments of highways to the extent that de-

tailed and accurate studies are being undertaken of high-

wav traffic.
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Filter Underdrain, Sand-Bed and Washwater Experience

Symposium on Current Practice and Operating Success with Various

Details of Mechanical or Rapid V^ater Filtration Plants

[This article is the result of a question uai re to

operators and men intimately connected loith 20 typical

filter plants. The problems encountered in handling the

sand, the medium which does the actual work at a

filter plant, have been sought. Experience for 15 years

with perforated-pipe imderdraim indicates satisfac-

tory service, and the first installment gives the details.

Gravel depths seem to have increased to more than a foot

in the best practice. Blow-ups. the bug-bear of the oper-

ator, are explained and instructions given as to how to

prevent them. Mud balls have always existed in nearly

all plants but the formation has not been generally

understood nor have any but "strong-arm" methods been

developed to remove them. How the man at the plant

handles them is told succinctly. The second install-

ment icill be devoted to experience with various gutter

designs, the relation to mud-ball formation, top sand

scouring and sand-bed shrinkage.—Editor.]

Part I — Perforated-Pipe Underdrains —
Gravel Depths—Blow-Ups—Mud Balls

and Washing

.TV yrOST questions in filter design that were disputed

IVl points a dozen years ago should by now be suffi-

ciently answered. In manufacturing, standard practice

is desired as soon as possible so that factory methods

may be developed and costs reduced. Have we reached

that stage in the design of filters? If we have reached

satisfactory perfection are we entering on a stage of

non-development where the shelf-hardware type of

filter may be ordered without detailed engineering

design? Has a satisfactory underdrain system been

developed? Do we surely know the proper depth and

size of gravel layers? Can we control the "blow-up"?

Are mud balls still a bug-bear? Have we yet devel-

oped a means of scouring the dirty sand at the top

of the sand bed? Is gutter design well enough known
so that we can get the high-rate wash expected? Do
we still lose sand? Is the underwater shrinkage of

sand beds well enough understood to apply a remedy?

None of these questions relate to anything about a filter

far removed from the medium which actually does the

work. After all it is en the sand and its handling

that reliance must be placed for efficient results. With

this in mind an intensive experience study has been

undertaken by sending a set of 16 questions relating

to the above points to operators and men familiar with

about 20 typical plants. The thirteen answers received

are collated below

:

Perforated-Pipe Underdrains

When the "Symposium on Underdrains" printed in

the Engineering Record, May 9, 1914, p. 529, was
prepared, perforated-pipe underdrains had not been

long in use. There has now elapsed the 15-year period

which the Harrisburg galvanized-iron pipes were

expected to last and in several other plants the system

has been adopted. The perforated-plate, ridge-an.d-

valley type then so often employed is still in satis-

factory use but the pipe system is so much cheaper and

simpler that it is being used more and more. When
screens to hold down the gravel are eliminated, deeper

gravel layers used and air is replaced by a high-rate

wash, any system which will provide sufficient loss of

head to distribute the water evenly under the sand

layer is satisfactory. As soon as a gravel layer was

interposed over the openings in strainers, screen or pipe

producing the loss of head no direct jet action on the

sand grains was possible leaving only the loss-of-head

function to the opening if, indeed, it ever really did

serve any other.

Six men answered the two questions asked on per-

forated-pipe underdrains

:

1. What leas been your experience with the perforated-pipe

type of underdrain ?

2. Will it outlive its designed life? What is its present

condition? How much more time is it good for? What were
the alternatives?

W. G. Clark, consulting engineer, Toledo, 0.—The per-

forated-pipe type has been installed in three plants recently

built or revised under the direction of this office. So far

they have given satisfactory service. This type has replaced

cast-iron laterals and brass strainers in 34 filters at the

Toledo plant. All of the laterals of this type which we
have installed are provided with a single row of holes on
the bottom. The laterals are set so as to give a 1-in. clear-

ance over the filter floor. To avoid having the gravel

blanket the openings in the laterals, the bottom layer is

made up of gi-avel none of which is less than IJ in. in

diameter.

It is believed that the life of these laterals will be as

great as that of the other parts of the filter equipment.
So far as examinations have shown, the latei-als are in satis-

factory condition. Generally we have used Byer's wrought-
iron pipe or cast-iron laterals. In one case we used
wrought-iron pipe and after the laterals were made up
they were "Sherardized," thus protecting them very fully

from corrosion. At present we are installing in 22 new
filters for the City of To;edo cast-iron laterals with a

single row of holes on the under side, each pair being con-

nected by a tee into a large concrete duct or main under
drain.

./. W. Elhns, consulting engineer and in charge of opera-
tion of Cleveland filters, Cleveland, 0.—The writer's ex-

perience with the perforated-pipe system of underdrains for

rapid sand filters has been more or less limited. Thf Division

Ave. filtration plant at Cleveland is equipped with this type
of underdrain and no trouble has been experienced with it

during the 2| years which it has been in operation. There
has been no occasion to dig down into the beds in order

to discover in what condition the pipes might be, and,

therefore, it is impossible to state at this time what will

be the probable life of the system.

Apparently some studies were made of other types of

underdrains when designing this plant, such as the trough
system with perforated brass plates and the nozzle systems.

For the perforated-pipe system adopted, the specifications

were quite carefully drawn. For example, the pipes were
specified to be of cast-iron, drilled before being coated with

a protective tar covering, leaded into the central manifold

and properly held in place at their outer ends by a frame
securely fastened to the floor of the tank. Moreover, any

d
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openings that .had become (Clo.sed as a irfisult tof tthe d wM'/
of the pipe into the tai' mixture were opened carefully so

that the metal edges should not become exposed.

Guy Eldredge, consulting chemist and bacteriologist,

formerly in charge of operation, Fort Worth filters, Fort
Worth, Tex.—Four new filter units of the Fort Worth plant

are equipped with the perforated-pipe type of underdrain,
but I have no further data. A 3,000,000-gal. plant con-

structed by the U. S. Army at St. Nazaire, France, was
put in operation and operated by the writer for a little

over six months. Two-inch galvanized pipe was used, laid

2 in. above a flat concrete floor. Perforations were as usual.

The wash water distribution was good and no clogging or

blow-outs occurred.

Prof. Charles Gilman Hyde, consulting engineer, Berkeley,

Cal., (after consultation with staff of Filtration Division,

Sacramento, Cal., C. G. Gillespie, resident engineer; H. B.

Foster, assistant hydraulic and filtration engineer; H. N.
Jenks, special assistant engineer; W. F. Langelier, special

chemist and bacteriologist).—In addition to its use at Har-
risburg, this type of underdrain has been employed in the

Panama-Pacific exposition plant (1915) under the writer's

design and in a small plant at the University of California

by Mr. Foster. All of these experiences have been eminently
satisfactory. The system is cheap, relatively, in construc-

tion, easy to install and it gives, under proper design, a most
satisfactory distribution of both air and water without dis-

turbance of the gravel. It has a long life and practically

no maintenance costs.

At Harrisburg the filters were built in 1905 and placed

in service late in that year. I have carefully reviewed all

of the annua] reports in which repairs and renewals are

explicitly described and I find no reference to any trouble

whatsoever with the underdi'ain system. No renewals have
been necessary and no cost of maintenance has been in-

curred. It was expected that the pipe underdrains at Har-
risburg would last at least fifteen years if of galvanized iron

against a possibly greater life if made of copper. With
fifteen years of life it was estimated to be cheaper to use

galvanized iron than copper with, say, twenty-five years of

life. Therefore, galvanized-iron pipes were employed with

no treatment of the holes to prevent or delay corrosion.

There is no evidence that the pipes require renewals and
the distribution of air-and-water wash appears still to be

perfect, as witnessed by the writer in December, 1919. No
other type of underdrain was contemplated at Harrisburg.

It would appear that a considei'ably greater life than fifteen

years may be expected.

Mr. Jenks has made some notable experiments on pipe

underdrains, 3, 31 and 4 in. in diameter and 12 feet long. As
a result of his convincing studies, it is proposed to use 3-in.

standard wrought-iron pipes, 12 ft. long, net, between walls

of the Sacramento filters. The pipes will be spaced 12

in. c. to c, with i",i-in. diameter holes on the underside 6 in.

c. to c. The bottoms (outside) of the pipes will be placed

1 to 1.2 in. above the concrete floor. They will successfully

handle all rates of water wash (through 18-in. depth of

gravel in four layers) from 12-in. to 36-in. vertical rise

per minute and will give perfect distribution of air applied

at the rate of 4 cu.ft. per sq.ft. per minute.

Mr. Jenks' experiments demonstrate that with a 4-in.

pipe, a length of at least 20 ft. can be successfully employed
12 in. c. to c, or possibly 16 in. c. to c, if an 18-in. grtvel

depth is used. In genei-al his conclusions are: (a) That
the holes may have a total area of 50 per cent of the cross-

sectional area of the pipe, but not more than that, (b)

That there may or should be from 0.3 to 0.4 sq.in. of hole

area per sq.ft. of filter floor area. (c) That 3-in. pipes

may be spaced as far apart as 12 in. c. to c. with holes 6

in. apart.

F. H. Wariyig, assistant engineer, Ohio State Board of

Health—The department has been giving close study to the

design of water filters proposed for use in this state, par-

ticularly for the last few years. It has been our practice

to keep in close touch with the many plants in service

about the state, noting the results obtained from the various

types of desisrn» in xxee. The first filter plant of fairly
recent con.struction to adopt the Harriaburt; ptrrforated-
pipe type of underdrain in Ohio in the one at .Sapokon.
placed in .service in 1916. Four yearn' e baa
'lemonstrated that thi.s type ha.n p/oved jut'

A modification of the false bottom, rant-irou iiiAiiitold and
lateral type of underdrain wan designed for the filters at
Lima, by .V. G. Clark, and placed in er%'ice in 1917. The
wash water is admitted below the filter bottom in a con-
crete conduit extending acros.s the center of the uniU and
of such size as to limit the velocity of wash water to a low
point, approximately 2J ft. per .second. Connecting with this
conduit through the bottom of the filter are 3 x 2J-in. tc«s
placed 6 in. c. to c, extending up above the floor of the
filter and to which are connected 2i-in. laterals having
•l-in. holes 3-in. c. to c. on the under side.

R. S. Buzzell, chief chemist. Filter Plant, Flint, Miek.
Our strainers are of the type designed by the Pitt*burg
Filter & Manufacturing Co. type. They have jriven prac-
tically no trouble during the seven years in use.

Gravel Depths

Gravel depths have materially increased since the
first thin layers were used at Little Falls, N. J. More
and thicker grades have been added. Since the holding-
down screens have been eliminated the depth in high-
rate wash plants has been increa.sed two or three times.
With the pe»-forated-pipe systems the practice of point-

ing the perforations downward has eliminated entirely

any jet^action which might cause shifting directly, but
depths have increased just the same with the idea of

obtaining a better distribution and le.ss shifting.

Twelve men answered the one question on this subject.

S. What are the gravel depth.'< and grades finally found
best suited to support the sand?

Charles P. Hoover, chemist, Columbus purification plant,

Columbus, O.—We are at present rebuilding our filters and
contemplate making some changes. The normal carbonates,
calcium and magnesium with which a softening plant has
to deal tend to incrust or form a coating on the sand. The
holes in the strainer plates have become partly plugged
with this incrustation, so that at the present time it is not
possible to wash the filter with a vertical rise of more
than 12 in. This rate of wash is not entirely satisfactor>'

so we are taking out the strainer plates and drilling four
5-in. holes through each plate. We expect to cover the
strainer plates with 18 in. of g'-avel of the following grades:

" in. between JJ in. and IJIn.
3 in. between IJ in. and 1 In.

2 In. between 1 in. and i In.

2 in. between J in. and J In.

IJ in. between i in. and i In.

2 J In. fine pe.i gravel.

The depth of the sand will be 24 in. We are not going
to buy regular filter sand but will use local bank sand.

Walter A. Sptrry, chcmLtt, filtration plant. Grand Rapids.
Mich.—Originally our sands were supported on 8 in. of

quartz gravel tied in between ridge blocks with a bras5
.screen on top .secured to the top of the ridge blocks. The
gravel was supported on the strainer plates and consisted
of the following:

3 in. between 1 in. ami I In.
1' in. between g in. and I in.

IJ in. between gin. and f^ln.
1 ', in. between i't in. :»nd Xo. lt» mesh 9crp«n.

Later, due to the problems introduced by after-deposits

resulting from our lime-softoning operations, we removed
the screen and increased our gravel layers to a total thick-

ness of 14 in. by filling in the space between the ridge

blocks with gravel grading between 2 in. and 1 in. and
adding gravel thereon as follows:

T.5 in. between 2 in. and 1 in.

1.3 in. betwet»n 1 in. and | In.

1.1 in. between S in. and I in.

1.1 in. between fin. and i^ in.

;;.«' in. between i*« in. and No. 10 mesh screen.
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This gave gravel layers that were not disturbed or dis-

placed by the wash water when applied without the sand

and has worked well for four or five years.

W. R. Gelston, superintendent, Water-Works Commission,

Quincy, III.—My experience has all been with the New
York-Continental-Jewel Filtration Co. strainer system.

Our six filters, 12 x 34 ft. in area, are equipped with 9 in.

of graded gravel and 30 in. of sand. We have had no trouble

with mud balls but we do have trouble due to shifting of

the gravel. When the air wash begins the filter breaks

first immediately over the large pipe and seems to throw

the gravel out of position and pile it up a short distance

on each side of the large pipe.

Mr. Clark, Toledo—It is felt that approximately 17 in.

of gravel is desirable. In the reconstruction of the Toledo

filters, on account of limited depth, 15J in. was used. This

depth was made up of a 3h in. layer under four 3-in. layers.

Where a depth of 17 in. of gravel is possible we would use

a 5-in. layer at the bottom and four 3-in. layers above it.

Our experience indicates that the sizes given in the table

below are .satisfactory:

5 in. between 21 in. and 1\ in.

3 in. between 11 in. and l in.

3 in. between -J in. and 2 in.

3 in. between g in. and vV in.

3 in. between ,"« in. and 10 mesh screen.

Letvis I. Birdsall, superintendent, Purification Division,

Minneapolis, Miiin. — After the screens installed in the

twelve original Minneapolis filters were removed, the gravel

in these filters was increased in size and depth as follows:

4 in. between IJ in. and 1 in.

1 in. between 1 in. and p in. •

2 in. between p in. and g in.

1% in. between y in. and {'^ in.

IJ in. between {', in. and 10 mesh screen.

The twelve additional filters installed since 1914 have the

following sizes and depths of gravel

:

2| in. between 2 in. and IJ in.

3 in. between IJ in. and 1 in.

3 in. between 1 in and i in.

2| in. between i in. and i in.

2 in. between i in. and ^''c
in.

-' in. between i^ in. and 10 mesh screen.

The 15 in. of gravel graded as above permits of a vertical

rise of wash water of 24 in. per minute without displace-

ment of the gravel and has been entirely satisfactory.

Mr. Ellms, Cleveland—The depth of the gravel layer in

the Division Ave. plant is 22 in., of which about 16 in. lie

above the center of the lateral pipes. The bed is well

graded from coarse to fine as regards its gravel, and

properly supports the sand bed. The sand bed is about

27 in. deep and is rather coarse (0.45-mm. effective size)

for the most effective filtration.

It is the writer's belief that where the high velocity

method of washing is used the character of the gravel bed

is of the greatest iniportance Not only must the bed be

of the right depth, but also it must be uniformly graded

from coarse to fine. The gravel in upper layers should

be only a little larger than the coarsest portion of the sand.

The ideal filter bed consists of as nearly as possible uni-

formly decreasing sizes of gravel and sand. The gravel

bed is a distributor for the wash water after leaving the

strainer system, and its importance in this respect cannot

be too strongly emphasized.

For safety and for the best effects it is believed that

between 12 and 18 in. of properly graded gi-avel will gen-

erally be found satisfactory. The writer has operated a

large sand filter bed successfully with only 8 in. of gravel,

and failed to observe any marked difference between the

efficiency of washing of this bed and those which contained

14 in. of gravel. Nevertheless, as a factor of safety, it is

thought that at least 12 in. of graded gravel should inter-

vene between the strainer system and the sand bed.

Mr. Eldredge, Fort Wo7-th—A gravel depth of about 10

in., graded as follows, is used:

2-3 in. between 1^. in. and 3 in.

3-4 ir. between I in. and g in.

i-emainder between g in. and A in.

Prof. Hyde, Berkeley—At Harrisburg only 7 in. of gravel

was employed. A 4-in. layer around and just above the

pipes, of i in. to I in. gravel; a second layer of 3-in. depth,

i in. to T^ in. gravel. This depth at Harrisburg seems to

be satisfactory with a water-wash rate of from 9 to 12 in.

vertical rise per minute and an air-wash rate of 2.5 cu.ft.

per sq.ft. per minute, but with greater rates of wash, more
layers and greater depths of gravel underdrains should be

used.

W. H. Lovejoy, superintendent filtration, Louisville Water
Co., Louisville, Ky. — Two different depths of gravel are

used. In the old battery of filters we had originally 7 in.

of gravel resting on brass strainer plates between concrete

ridge blocks, the gravel being held down by a 10-mesh brass

screen. This screen rotted out after about eight years' serv-

ice and we then removed the screen and rebuilt the gravel

bed to a depth of 11 in. This new gravel bed is carefully

laid in four layers:

4 in. between Ih in. and 3 in.

3 in. between 3 in. and i in.

2 in. between i in. and A in.

2 in. between A in. and 10 mesh screen.

A thicker bed of gravel was preferred here but we were
limited to 11 in. by the filter wall height.

In our new battery of filters we have the Pittsburgh

strainer cups set in concrete and overlaid with 14 in. of

gravel made up as follows:

5 in. between IJ in. and J in.

4 in. between | in. and i in.

3 in. between i in. and A in.
2 in. between Vc in. 10 mesh gravel.

I have found that 14 in. of gravel properly graded is

nearer the optimum depth than is 11 in.

Mr. Waring, Ohio State Board of Health—A high rate of

wash water, say 15 gal. per sq.ft. per minute, is desired,

and without the use of air agitation of the sand in filter

washing.
The use of a carefully graded gravel to assist in the

distribution and in breaking up jet action from several

types of underdrain distribution is needed. We feel that

the size of gravel should preferably be graded from 2 in.

at the largest to at least t2 in. for the smallest size and
that the whole depth of gravel should be about 18 in. as a

minimum.
It has also been demonstrated that the use of torpedo

sand in addition to the gravel, or the use of a coarser sand,

to support the filtering sand, is advisable. If the latter

is employed, about 12 in. should suffice. This idea has been
developed for the most part at the Akron filter plant under
J. S. Gettrust. The filtering sand should be limited in size

between 0.35-mm. and 0.40-mm. effective size, the uniformity
coefficient not to exceed 1.7.

The whole depth of the filter sand should amount to

about 30 in. and the distance from the top of the sand to

the top of cae wash-water troughs should be held to about

27 in.

Mr. Buzzell, Flint, Mich. — Ten inches of gravel seems

to give satisfactory results. We are of the opinion that a

4-in. layer of finest gravel is necessary to support the sand.

S. T. Powell, chemist, Baltimore County Water & Elective

Co.—In three plants recently designed the following grad-

ing has been entirely satisfactory:

fi in. between 2 in. and IJ in.

I in. between 1\ in. and | in.

I in. between 5 in. and 1 in.

Recently in removing the filter medium from a 500,000-

gal. plant which had an 8-in. gravel bed the gravel was
found displaced and piled up in one portion of the bed to

a depth of 20 in. In another area sand only remained,

packed around the strainers. The condition was attributed

entirely to the grading and depth of the gravel.

Blow Ups

In the early use of strainer plates much difficulty

was encountered with blow-ups, due largely to insuffi-

cient strength in the holding-down arrangements.
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Blow-ups occur also in other types due to unequal com-
pacting of the sand bed, uneven distribution of wash
water and unusual accumulations of clay in certain

areas. Most of the mechanical defects have been

eliminated. The use of monel metal holding-down bolts

solved the difficulty at Evanston, while the design has

been changed considerably at Minneapolis. Nine men
answered the two questions relating to blow-ups.

U. When blow-ups have occurred, what has been the cause;

air, water, valve manipulation or an attempt to ttse air and
water together?

5. Have repairs been replacements or new designs and
what?

Mr. Sperry, Grand Rapids—There have been no blow-ups
at this plant. In the beginning there were some few fail-

ures of the filter bottoms due either to the breaking of

bolts or to the failure of the concrete blocks. These occa-

sions were few in number and in no way serious. After
these weak spots were found and corrected, they never
recurred. Considering the total number of plates and
blocks we have always felt that we had a surprisingly

small share of this type of failure. With the exception of

the removal of the screen noted above all repairs have been
small in extent.

Mr. Clark, Toledo—In the Toledo plant in 1915 a number
of blow-ups occurred due to the softening or deterioration

of the cast-iron laterals at the points where the brass strain-

ers were screwed in. These defects were so numerous and
were appearing so frequently that complete revision of the

underdrain system was decided upon. We have experienced

no other trouble from blow-ups due to other than improper
valve manipulations on the wash-water supply. We have
not attempted to use air and water together except where
a separate air system is provided. This air system being

located just above the gravel does not cause blow-ups. The
only extensive repairs in the Toledo plant have been
where cast-iron laterals with brass strainers were replaced

by wrought-iron laterals.

Mr. Birdsall, Minneapolis— Blow-ups in the filters have
been caused entirely by failure of strainer plates and bolts

of Tobin bronze, due to cold working of the metal. Anneal-
ing after bending or working was necessary. Monel metal

gave no difficulty. (See Journal American Water Works
Association, Dec, 1917, p. 471).

Replacements were made at first, followed by a change
in design. Monel metal plates and bolts have been used

in all new filters constructed. Cast-iron plates were placed

along the side of the ridge blocks to serve as shoulders on
which the strainer plates rest. The ridge blocks were made
continuous across the entire width of each half of the filters,

there being no center passage longitudinally of the filters

beneath the strainer plates. Three-inch riser pipes in

manifold form were substituted in place of the four 14-in.

riser pipes in the original installation. Two 3-in. riser

pipes serve as the collecting system for the area between
each pair of ridge blocks in each half of the filter.

Mr. Buzzell, Flint, Mich.—While we have never had any
':rouble due to blow-ups, yet any tendency seems to come
from the use of the air and water wash together.

Mr. Powell, Baltimore Co. — In every instance where

blow-ups have* been observed they have been due to exces-

sive air pressure or to the simultaneous application of

water and air. The reckless use of air by the operator is

the most serious objection to air agitation of sand beds.

Consequently, in small installations where the method of

cleaning cannot be carefully controlled the writer believes

that a high velocity wash is preferable to air and water.

Mr. Ellms, Cleveland—No difficulties with blow-ups have

been experienced with the perforated-pipe type of strainer

system. The washing rates used are from 27 to 29 in. per

minute. The opening of the hydraulic valve on the wash
water line has been carefully adjusted on each fi'ter so

that the above rate of washing cannot be exceeded. It is

customary to open the wash-water valve slightly at the
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beginning of the wash and to hold it in Uifj position for
about one minute. The valve is then opened the rvmain-
mg distance for whicl. it in adjurted for the baUnce of
the period of the wash, or from 2 to 2J min. longer. Under
the.se conditions the pipe Rystem ia Kubjected to a mintnram
shock, and the sand bed is uniformly lifted and wajhed.
It is believed that a well -constructed, perforated-pipe fy»-
tem would b^ able to withstand a much more violent shock
than that to which it may be properly subjected when care-
fully and intellijfently handled. In other words, it offen
an ample factor of safety against improper handling.
Mr. Eldredgp, Ft. Worth—Blow-ups have occurred with

the old cast-iron manifold. In most instance* it was doe
to blowing out of one or more .strainers. In one insUnce,
however, it was due to a cracked manifold and thi.i in turn
was cau.sed by the settling of the filter floor. No trouble
has been experienced with air blow-ups except where the
.separate air-and-water .systems are in use In such sy*-
terns I have found air pipes split or worked out of the air
manifold. In one plant gaskets were blown out of the
joints of the large air manifold. On air-locked filters im-
proper valve manipulation will generaMy cause blow-ups of
rather a serious nature.
With a cast-iron manifold, repairs have consisted of

bushing the strainer holes and welding breaks in the main
header. No replacements have been made.

Prof. Hyde, Berkeley—There is no evidence of any dilB-
culty from blow-ups or any other causes at Harrisborg,
so far as my observation goes, and no repairs have been
necessary.

Mr. Lovejoy, Louisville—No air is used and all of our
blow-ups have been due, in the old units, with ridge block
underdrains, to broken anchor bolts which allowed the
strainer plate to drop down. In the new units, with the
Pittsburgh strainers, the blow-ups have always been due to
the blowing-off of the strainer cups which probably had
never been screwed down tightly enough.
When we rebuilt the gravel bed in our old units, we

took this opportunity of replacing all of the i-in. strainer-
plate anchor bolts with ^in. rolled brass bolts, as we found
that most of the old J-in. brass bolts were badly eaten and
crystallized and would break easily.

Mud Balls and Washing
Just why some kinds of turbidity are more prejudi-

cial to mud-ball formation than others has never been
explained. The colloidal theoiy, so much discussed
latterly by the chemists, probably can be applied but im-
proper coagulation, short setlement, insufficient wash-
ing and lack of sand scouring all are factorsi. Eleven
men had answers for the four mud-ball questions.

6. Has the top of the sand aluxiys kept cleanf
7. Have mud balls formed? How are thty prevented and

removed?
8. Is there a relation between mud-ball forttuitioH and mt«

of wash, or is the formntioji due to the tt/pr of turbidityf

9. Is the horizontal distance that the dirty uxish nriter

must travel a defivMble factor in the formation of mnd
balls?

Mr. Sperry, Grand Rapids—Our top sand is not c'ean and
we do have mud bslls and mud coatings. The condition is

local and is caused by the special feature of the lime soften-

ing. It occasions us little trouble and does not appear to

interfere with the proper functioning of the filters either

in the way of clarifying the water or m removing the bac-

teria. Removal of mud balls is effected by scraping and
washing with a second or third scraping as seems neces-

sary two or three times a year.

There is not so much relation of the formation of mud
balls to the wash as to the character of the raw water

received on the surface of the filters. There is no evidence

locally that the horizontal travel of the wash w»ter is a

factor. The Gratid Rapids filters have troughs spaced fi ft.

c. to c. The troughs are 21 in. wide and the bott)m ia
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V-shaped below vertical sides. It has a fall of 6 in. in 10 ft.

toward the central channel into which the troughs dis-

charge. The total depth of the gutter from the outside

top to bottom is 18 in. at the back and 24 in. at the con-

nection with the central channel. The filter sand is just

high enough to dip into the bottom of the trough at the

channel side.

Mr. Clark, Toledo—At times, especially when softening

was being done, it has been difficult to keep the top of the

sand clean. This has been due in part to deposits contain-

ing a considerable percentage of magnesium hydrate. It

was found that these deposits were not removed satisfac-

torily by the use of a wash of approximately 22 in. ver-

tical rise unless air was used.

When the use of air was discontinued mud balls began

to form but by the use of air their formation was stopped

and the muddy condition of the top of the sand was over-

come.
It has been found at the Toledo plant that a relatively

high rate of wash is necessary to avoid the formation of

mud balls when softening is being done. As low a rate of

wash as 12 in. with the use of air has prevented the forma-

tion of mud balls.

It is not believed that the distance between wash water

troughs is definitely related to the formation of mud balls

but it is believed that this distance effects the amount of

wash water required to wash the filter properly.

Mr. Biizzell, Flint, Mich.—At certain times of the year

it has been necessary to scrape off some foreign material

from the sand surface. Mud balls occur at times. When
found forming, a strong wash and the operation of running

a rake through the bed tends to eliminate them. If mud
balls are still present they are usually small, settle on the

surface and are scraped off with a trowel. Mud-ball forma-

tions here seems to be due to a colloidal type of turbidity.

Their formation may be related in a measure to the hori-

zontal distance that the dirty wash water must travel.

Mr. Powell, Baltimore Co.—Mud balls or mud accumula-

tions have occurred on the surface of the sand in every

mechanical filter installation that has come under my obser-

vation. In some instances these accumulations have formed

very slowly and in others rapidly. Accumulation of mud
on the surface is caused by no single element, but is the

resultant of one or all of the following conditions: (1) Poor

distribution of wash water, either from an improper placing

of the strainers or from a failure of the wash water dis-

tribution system while in service. (2) Too great horizontal

flow of the dirty wash water before discharging into the

wash water gutter. (3) Insufficient capacity of the wash

water trough to carry away the washings. (4) Too short

a period of detention of the coagulated water, thereby

requiring the bed to receive an excessive amount of sus-

pended matter that has not been completely entrained by

the coagulant. (5) Character of the turbidity and sus-

pended matter in the raw water.

By proper design and efficient operation of a filter instal-

lation the first four conditions mentioned above can be

corrected. The last condition is difficult to correct, if not

beyond the control of the engineer. It is for this last reason

that so many well designed and efficiently operated systems

are confronted by this problem. Mud balls are more preva-

lent when the raw water carries a high amount of turbidity

and suspended matter, either continuously or after storms,

and when the particles of suspended matter have a tendency

to adhere. Many clays possess this agglomerating charac-

teristic.

It has been the practice of the writer to have the opera-

tion of the plants under his supervision drain the plants

after they have been thoroughly washed and scrape the

mud accumulations from the surface of the sand. After

each scraping the filters are again washed and the opera-

tion repeated if the mud balls are still present. Frequently

it is necessary to repeat this operation three or four times

to eliminate the deposits entirely. The filters are inspected

every few weeks and are scraped whenever there are any

excessive areas of mud balls over the beds. This method

:s not applicable to large installations but has been followed

successfully in a number of small plants for many years.

Mr. Birdsall, Minneapolis—Occasional scraping of the

filters is necessary to remove the fine sand and also surface

accumulations that do not wash off.

Very little trouble is experienced with mud balls because

filters are scraped often enough to prevent their formation.

Turbidity at Minneapolis is so slight as not to be a factor

in the formation of mud balls. I believe that the rate of

wash is a factor in the formation of mud balls as is also

the lateral travel between the wash-water troughs. A
rate of wash water greater than 18 in. vertical rise per
minute is nut used in our old filters because we fear that

the Tobin bronze strainer plates and bolts may fail. A
vertical rise of 24 in. per minute is safely used in the

eight new filters having monel metal plates and bolts con-

structed in 1919. There is very little tendency for mud
balls to form in the new filters.

C M. Daily, engineer in charge. Supply and Purification

Section, St. Louis, Mo.—If the filter is washed until the
water is clear the distance between gutters will have no
effect on the formation of mud balls, but the farther the
gutters are apart the more wash water will be required.

Mr. Ellms, Cleveland—The writer has never had any ex-

perience with the formation of mud balls in sand filter

beds. It is his belief, however, that where they do form
the cause lies chiefly in inefficient and imperfect washing,
and in the character of the organic and inorganic matter in

the water being filtered. It is, therefore, quite possible that
primarily the trouble may originate in an improperly de-

signed strainer system and a poorly graded and laid gravel
bed.

Mr. Eldredge, Ft. Worth—The top of the sand has not

always kept clean. Mud balls have formed. Prevention was
sometimes impossible with the old plant. The settling capac-

ity was limit id to three hours and the rate of filtration was
high with a very turbid water. Removal was accomplished

by screening by hand. The horizontal distance the dirty

wash water must travel is a definable factor in the forma-
tion of mud balls.

There is a relation between mud-ball formation and rate

of wash, but the type of turbidity I regard as the main
factor in mud-ball formation. Nearly every operator that

I have talked to regarding plant operation has reported mud
balls forming at certain seasons. The rate of wash, etc.,

being in these instances a constant factor.

Prof. Hyde, Berkeley— At Harrisburg there has been
no difficulty from unclean sand or mud balls.

At Camp Meade, Md., where, in essence this type ot

underdrain was used in the Roberts' wooden tank filters,

great difficulty with mud balls has been experienced. This

plant has a high-rate (22 to 24 in.) water wash and no air.

Mud balls may have been due to insufficient coagulation

(during the period July-November, 1918), to the too-great

distance for the water to travel to the troughs and perhaps
they may have been due to the character of the water and
the contained turbidity.

Under the conditions obtaining while I was camp sanitary

engineer (August-November, 1918) there was no apparent

way of preventing the formation of these mud balls. The
top sand was removed from time to time and washed in a

box, A wire screen skimmer on a long handle was employed
but without satisfactory results. From time to time the

filters were partially drained and the surface scraped with a

shovel. From one-fifth to one-third of the sand surfaces

in the tanks were frequently found to be coated with mud
in small round balls or pai'ticles.

At Camp Meade these mud balls formed in spite of what
would seem to be a sufficiently high rate of wash (22 to

24 in. vertically per minute). Prof. Langelier suggests

that the trouble may be due to poor or insufficient coagula-

tion and this explanation seems to be reasonable. It is also

reasonable to suppose that the amount and character of the

turbidity has something to do with it. A too-great distance

between troughs may be a factor. The Camp Meade plant

operated while I was there under all these difficulties. From
the center of the tank a small amount of wash water had

to travel about 6 ft. 8 in. to the circular gutters on the side
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walls, but the major portion of the water traveled less than
4 ft. to the gutters.

Mr. Lovejoy, Louisville—The top of the sand has not
always kept clean. Sometimes during the summer for short
periods the top layer of 2 or 3 in. of sand shows a dark
discoloration which I have always ascribed to organic

matter.

We have had frequent occurrences of mud i^alls. During
the summer in the presence of algae we have what might
be better termed "sand balls." That is, during washing the

sand rolls up into balls of various sizes, being held together

firmly by the gelatinous coating of micro-organisms. During
other times of the year we have plain mud balls with little

or no sand inter-mixed. Both of these types are practically

unpreventable by any means so far known. Of course, the

sand balls break up and disappear as soon as the micro-
organisms die off. The mud balls gradually disappear as

the type of turbidity which causes them disappears.

We have tried several means of removing the mud balls,

such as raking, scraping and dragging a screen over the

sand while washing, but all of these means are slow,

laborious and not very effective.

I believe there is more of a relation between mud-ball
formation and a certain type of turbidity than with the rate

of wash. The mud balls are so heavy that a washing rate

that will lift them will also carry away sand.

If the horizontal distance of travel of dirty wash wate)'

is so great that this heavy type of mud is not all removed
at each washing, then there will be a gradual accumulation
that will eventually form mud balls. We have had this

exemplified in an extreme way recently. One of our filters

was out of service all winter with the inlet valve open, so

that the unfiltered water of varying turbidities had access

to it for several months. The gradual accumulation of mud
that settled on the sand of this filter was found to be

I in. thick in a solid layer. Four successive washings at

increased pressure did no more than break the mud into

large lumps that finally had to be shoveled off.

Mr. Waring, Ohio State Board of Health— The wash-
water troughs should be of sufficient number to permit of

a maximum travel of suspended particles in washing of

about 30 in.

(To Be Continued)

Miles-Acid Process Applied to Tannery Wastes
Experiments by E. S. Dorr, engineer of sewer

service, Boston, Mass., with the Miles-acid process on

heavy tannery wastes indicate that a clear liquid could

be obtained in five minutes and a well-settled sludge in

half an hour. Mr. Dorr gave this information and that

following in a paper presented recently to the American

Society for Municipal Improvements. The dark black-

ish-red color of the tannery wastes was bleached to

straw color, the odor completely killed and organic and

volatile matter, including suspended solids, was reduced

50 per cent. The SO, used was at the rate of 7,167 lb.

per million gallons which precipitated 4 tons of sludge

(dry) having a grease content of 16.88 per cent. The

ammonia content of the sludge was 7.5 per cent before

and 9 per cent after degreasing. The total degreased

sludge was 6,640 lb. containing 1,360 lb. grease. At

present prices the 9 per cent ammonia fertilizer would

be worth $67.50 per ton or $222.75 for 3.3 tons, the

amount of fertilizer material per million gallons. With

grease at 5c. the total value of grease and fertilizer

would be $290.75; at 8c. it would be $331.55 per million

gallons treated. On the New Haven basis (see Engi-

neering News-Record, Dec. 5, 1918, p. 1034, and Jan. 2,

1919, p. 32) the cost of treating the tannery wastes

experimented with would be $161.22 per million gallons,

leaving a substantial profit, whereas at present Mr. Dorr

stated that he is aware of no place where the sludge

is not a burden of expense for disposal.

Hydraulic Sluicing for Ochoco Dam
in Heavy Material

Preponderance of Ftotk ^.overntd .Method I \*d on
Oregon Irrigation Dam—Water and F*ower

Need.s, Quantities and Co^t.s

SLUICINo material into the recently completed
Ochoco dam near Prineville, Oregon, had to ti« done

with limited power and water, working in nr^terial of

which a large percentage wa.s rock or hardpan. The
difficulties were such that the genera', contractor aban-
doned the job in February, 1919, and the irrigation

district for which the work wa-s being done then

arranged with the sub-contractors to take charge and
complete the work.

Prospecting on both side.^ of the stream indicated

that the north side was the more favorable ^oune of

GI.-VNT l.V OPKU.VTIO.X—.NOTt IIOCK Cl'T 25 FT. DEEP

material and work was concentrated there. However.

even then the hard formation was found so well dis-

tributed over the available area that sluicing was slow

and costly from the start. Beds of good mateiial were

known to exist beyond ihe hard formation but in order

to keep the flume down to a grade that would reach

them it was often necessary to blast out a channel.

In several cases solid rock cuts through ledges were

blasted to a depth of 25 ft. The formation was so

irregular that it was tinally decided to simply cut intc

the bank with the giant, working m the general direc-

tion of tiie good material.

The usual procedure was to wash do>\Ti a bank witr

the giant until only a talus of large rook fragment*

or a ledge of solid rock remained. Then the giani

operators would move to other points while the powdei
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crew shot the ledges or the larger masses of rock

forming the talus. Crews of men by bulldozing and

with sledges broke up the larger sizes for the next

attack of the giant. By using four giants set up on

as many spurs of the pressure pipe line, several sep-

arate headings were kept open. Thus crews went from

one heading to another, and continuous operation as

well as the fullest use of the limited power available

was maintained. In fact, the operation of the pumps

outfits so that the availal)le power could be utilized

continuously in case of trouble or breakdown. It also

included several thousand feet of wood-stave pipe of

various dimensions and other sluicing equipment neces-

sary to maintain the several headings ready for imme-
diate use. Most of the items are estimated as having

been two to three times what they would have been

before the war. The total volume sluiced was 527,000

cu.yd. The total material placed in the dam, including

RECORD OF SLUICING OPEliATIONS ON OCHOCO DAM BY MONTHS FOR 1919

Feb March April May June July August September October November December

Total hours working giant 223 611 597 293 264 595 671 653 659 637 151

Averno-eirinnt hours nor dav • 19 '^ 16 12 Zl li li II li b

K^Jr^^clTwrtw^TW 1,572,471 2,821,480 2.861,666 2,272,222 1,695,770 3,347,846 3,952,330 3,732,856 3,448,015 3.204,552 1,000,000

\^™T(Mdmflum^^ ir/c n 8% 7.3% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Totaivard^ee 13,209 38,467 35,333 14,442 10,500 28,067 34,260 32,144 27,177 28,901 7,400

IveragevardaKe :..... 629 1,241 1.177 802 500 1,002 1,181 1,148 937 1,070 740

Averal^Spower.:::: 394 401 419 440 414 412 382 378 377 377 422

was practically continuous, averaging month after

month between twenty-three and twenty-four hours per

day. This was an important factor in the work as the

power company limited the energy consumption to 450

hp. at any one time.

For several months the primary purpose of the work

was to get the flumes through hard material on the

gradient necessary to insure the desired quantity of

sluicable earth. During this time material was con-

tinuously being sluiced into the dam but not under most

ideal conditions. When the flume had been extended

on the low elevations to such a distance as to assure

tapping sufficient good material to complete the work,

the policy was changed and attention was concentrated

on avoiding the heavy rock ledges and choosing a line

of advance through material carrying the greatest per-

centage of fines.

The determining factor in the yardage delivered to

the dam each month was not the time consumed in

blasting and sledging out rock on talus slopes, but

rather the material-bearing capacity of the water.

Where a large percentage of rock fragments was being

handled, the capacity was found to vary directly with

the quantity of fines in the water, that is, the more

fine material in suspension, the greater the amount of

rock which a given quantity of water would carry down

the flume. Ultimately, but not until the work was well

on toward completion, the flume lines were carried to

points where the operators could secure that mixture

of broken rock and fines which would carry the largest

possible quantity of spoil.

Taking the job as a whole and despite the diflSculties,

an average of 6.2 per cent of spoil was carried in the

water during the year 1919. The cost during this time

averaged 75c. per cubic yard. The itemized allotment

of this total was as follows:

Power 7 027

Installation and breakout 5 286

Lumber 3 844

Repairs, hardware and tools > 2z3

Powder 5 '73

Office and general expense ' 447

Rents of plant J. V,
Labor 34. 161

Compensation (10%) 6 840

Total "75.219

The excessive proportion of rocky fragments moved

not only greatly increased the powder cost, but mate-

rially affected the labor cost because of the large crew

constantly employed in breaking boulders and the hard

formation. The rental included two complete pumping

that deposited from the spillway excavation, was 540,-

000 cu.yd.

The sub-contractors, who later became the general

contractors and carried the work to completion, were
the sluicing department of the Puget Sound Bridge

& Dredging Co., of Seattle, formerly Lewis, Wiley
& Morse, Inc., R. W. Rea is project engineer for the

district and J. M. Howells is consulting engineer.

Water Solubility a Necessary Property
of Wood Preservatives

ANY substance to be an effective wood preservative

l\ must be soluble in water at least to the extent of

producing a toxic water solution. By a theory now
being developed at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory
(explained below) it would seem reasonable to expect

that any material which is poisonous enough to kill an
organism of any kind must necessarily be soluble in the

body fluids of that organism; and the chief body fluid

of timber-destroying fungi and wood borers is water.

With very poisonous materials this solubility need not

be great. In fact, 1 part in 1,000,000 may be suflTicient

if the material is poisonous enough.

Wood preservatives now in use are of two distinct

types—inorganic salts, such as zinc chloride, which are

very soluble in water; and oils, such as creosotes, which

are generally considered to be insoluble. The solubility

of creosote is usually considered so slight as to be

neglected, but experiments indicate that certain con-

stituents of creosote are sufficiently soluble in water to

make it poisonous for wood destroyers. Creosote oil

may, therefore, be considered as consisting of two

groups of compounds, one of these being sufficiently

soluble in water to render it toxic; the other insoluble

in water and hence not toxic. The non-toxic oils act as

a reservoir for the toxic oils and feed them slowly to the

moisture in the wood.

The difference between oil preservatives and inorganic

salt preservatives, as far as this theory is concerned,

is in their method of retaining the reserve supply of

poison. Zinc chloride has no reserve supply, all the

material being soluble in the usual amount of moisture

present in air-dry wood. Sodium fluoride may have a

reserve supply in the form of solid crystals, if applied

in a saturated solution. Creosote oil may have a con-

siderable reserve supply stored in the oil itself, this

supply being fed to the wood as needed.
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Various Schedules of Fees for Con-
sulting Engineers

Compiled by Edmund I. Mitc-hcll, Assistant. Fyccretnry of Com-
mittee on Classification and Compensation of Enovncirrs, Engi-
neering Council, New York City, with aid of Enginnr.ring Hocu:-
ties' Library.

VARIOUS suggestions as to proper fees for engineering
services have been put forth by individual practitioners

and by the American Institute of Consulting Engineers

(1911), the Connecticut Society of Civil Engineers (1914),

the Iowa Engineering Society (1917) and the Mahoning
Valley (Ohio) Engineers (1918), for the guidance of both

the engineer and his client. The American Institute of

Architects also has a schedule of minimum charges (revised

1908). So far as can be determined, however, the four
national societies representing civil, mining, mechanical and
electrical engineering have never given consideration to this

question.

An examination of technical periodicals published during
the past decade shows that these schedules make provision

for three methods of charging: (A) A percentage of the

cost of the completed project; (B) A per diem rate; and
(C) A fixed sum. Suggested minimum charges are as

follows:

A. PERCENTAGE OF COST OF WORK
American Institute of Consulting Engineers (1911) : Connecticut

Society of Civil Engineers (191.'i) ; Iowa Engineering Society (1917)

— (1) For preliminary conferences, studies, estimates and re-

ports: A. I. C. E., 1.5 to 3.0 per cent: Ct. S. C. E., 1.0 to 1.5

per cent; I. E. S., 1.5 per cent.

(2) For services as in (1) and in addition preparation of

drawings, specifications, contracts and all work to the letting of

the contract: A. I. C. E., 2.5 to 5.0 per cent: Ct. S. C. E., 2.5

to 5.0 per cent : I. E. S., 2.5 per cent.

(3) For services as in (2) and in addition advice in letting

contract and general supervision of construction : A. I. C. E.,

4.0 to 5.0 per cent; Ct. S. C. E., 4.0 to 8.0 per cent; I. E. S.,

5.0 per cent.

(4) For full professional services including complete super-

vision and inspection of construction: A. I. C. E., 6.0 to 10.0

per cent: Ct. S. C. E., 6.0 to 12.0 per cent; I. E. S.. 6.0 per cent.

Mahoning Valley (Ohio) Engineers (1918)— (1) For engineer-

ing and supervision for sewer district or system, or disposal

plant, per diem rate shall apply when cost of work Is less than

$3,000: For first $15,000,. 8.0 per cent; for second $15,000, 7.5

per cent.

(2) For engineering and supervision on paving work, per diem

I

rate shall apply when cost of work is less than $3,000: For

first $15,000, 7.0 per cent; for second $15,000, 6.5 per cent.

Committee of Engineers' Society of St. Paul (1918)— (1) For

preparation of preliminary report with a general plan and an

estimate of cost, 0.75 per cent of estimated cost but not less than

$150.

I (2) For complete plans and specifications including preliminary

report and survey but exclusive of soundings and borings :
Cost

of work under $10,000, 3.5 per cent; under $25,000. 3.0 per cent:

under $50,000, 2.3 per cent.

Consulting superintendence 2.5 per cent. Number of trips to

the work to be stated in contract: per diem rate plus expenses

to apply to trips in exces.s of stipulated number. Extra charges

for engaging resident engineer, making alterations after plans

have been approved, etc.

Under all these schedule.s in the preliminary stages cost of

work is based on the estimated cost; later, on cost of all labor

and materials necessary to complete work plus contractor's profit

and expenses.

B. PER DIEM RATE

American Institute of Consulting Engineers—Charges for con-

sultations, reports and opinions should vary according to the

character, magnitude and importance of the work or subject in-

volved, and according to the experience and reputation of the

individual engineer from $100 per day up. For export testimony,

etc., a retainer from $250 to $1,000 and up should be charged.

These charges are exclusive of expenses and of charges for us-

•sistanta. Six hours of actual work constitutes a day. except that

when engineer is called from office 24 hours or fraction thereof

shall constitute a day.

Comiecticut Society of Civil Engineeis—d) For expert serv-

ices, reports, consultations, expert testimony, etc., $25 to $100.

OtdtWJTCi) In corMultlng capacity on (1<»(cim and for i

acTvkxii. i-xaminatlonji. reportji. »tU., fir< u> |50.
Additional rharifa tor actual fxpcriw** and for mamtrntmnt*.

St!Ven hourn actu.tl work cronjitltuU-* a day.

Iowa Enginerrino Hoi-irty— (1) > '«UefMi. OptalO^ «*•
pert t'-Htlmony, preliminary Inve:^ ,nd iirBllnitMiT **-

ports, $25.

(2) In connultlRK ciipaclty on d<«lKn or for acrrleM cOMr-
ing a greate. p<Tiu<l than for on»> day, IZ.} fc'- •i«'-

(3) P'or cxaminutliHiH or r>-portji of a ni'

$15 per day. Sevf-n hours consUtuU- a day. •

ginrer Ih called from offlcb 21 boura or fratUob Uxrfwrf mimii
constitute a day.

Mahoning ValU-y Enginirrit— (1) For oonsuJUtlon. opialan.
te.stimony. preliminary Investigation, reports and la eOBMUUns
capacity upon design, $2.'>.

(2) For extensive examinatlonii or report* cohering aovcral
days, $!.'> per day.

.Minimum charge for field work. $10 p«.-r day.

Charges for ansi.stants as foUows : Enihne«r in charge Ot fttU
work, $10; in.strumentman, $3; rodman. chalnman, %t.i%'. In-

spector on paving and sewer work, etc., 13.30.

In addition to above charges, a charge to cover actoal ex-

penses. Seven hours constitutes a day except that wben
neer is called from office 24 hours or fra/*tlon thereof
stitute a day.

C. FIXED SUM
American Institute of Conaiil'ing Engineer*—ilaj

items cited under per diem rate.

Connecticut Society of Civil Enginfi^a—Iowa E%oimmr1mi§ So-

ciety— (1) Fixed sum covering all charges.

(2) Fixed sum covering services only, with additional cfaarse

for expenses, both personal and for a.%sistants.

Contracts should .set a time limit within which work should be

completed, and should contain clauses protecting engineer mgmlnMt

unforeseen contingencies, alterations, etc.

These schedules also authorize special charges for dllHriuit and

unusual work, at correspondingly higher rates.

Based on bookeeping costs wherein are represented proper

profits, overheads, cost of getting business and all lejriti-

mate general expenses, W. L. Benham suggests (1920) the

following Fee Schedule for Consulting Engineers in the

Kansas City District:

A. PERCENTAGE OF COST OF WORK
For Municipal and Valuntion U'orit— (1) i

gallons, report and estimate: $50,000 (<• $1

$101,000 to $500,000, 1 per cent: $501.U0<.' ;... ,i. . ..

$1,000,000 and upward, 0.5 per cent.

(2) Plans, specifications, estimates, attending to letting con-

tracts and final inspections and tests: $.'i0.000 to $100,000. ».5

per cent; $101,000 to $.J00.0O0. 3 per cent: $501,000 lo H.0»«».-

000, 2.75 per cent: $1,000,000 and <ipward. 2.5 per cent

(3) Supervision of construction:

$50,000 to $100,000. 2.5 per c^nt or $230 to $300 per ntonth

for each man furnished and an extra f<-e of $23 per day plu.«

cxpt>nses when called from office for ln.-«p«Htion.

$101,000 to $500,000. 2 per cent or same monthly chargt- ^r
man and an extra fee of $35 per day plus expenses when called

from office for in.spection.

$501,000 to $1,000,000, 1.3 per cent or same monthl>" chargr

per man and an extra fee of $50 per day plus expenses when

called from oftlce for inspection.

$1,000,000 and upwaixl. no fixed -oum or perx-ent.nite but same

niontldy and daily charge n.* for pr»xf«linK clajts of work.

(4) .Vppraisals, incUidlng testimony oi investlKallont

$50,000 to $100,000. 3 per cent or $73 p««r day ami • \

to $300. and $50 per I'ay thereafter. Minimum fee. $1.

n»an furnishtil at cost plus 50 pi-r cent.

$101,000 to $500,000. :" per cent or same as above,

$501,000 to $1,000,000. 2 per cent or $100 per d.iy plus expense*

up to $5,000 and $73 per day thereafter. .Minimum fee. la.SO*.

Each njan furnished at cost plu,* SO per cent.

$1,000,000 and upward. 2 p«M- cent or same as above.

(Under (3) and (4) provision should be made in contracU

lefiniring contractor to pay engineer or city a sttpuL-ited fee

per ith for delay In completing work according lo contract.)

B. PER niEM HATE

Reports, investigations, examinations, expert t-

-

inu fellow engineers' work, etc.: $73 per day p.

to a fee of $2,000. then $50 per day thereafter. :'i

$500. Each man furnished at cost plus 35 per cent.
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The American Institute of Architects sanctions a mini-

mum fee of 6 per cent of the total cost of the work com-

plete for architectural services. These services consist of

necessary conferences, preparation of preliminary studies,

working drawings, specifications, large scale and full size

detail drawings, and general direction and supervision of

work. Payments are due as follows: Upon completion of

preliminary studies, 20 per cent of entire fee; completion of

specifications and general working drawings, 40 per cent

additional; remainder from time to time. At the annual

meeting. May. 1920, a proposition to increase the minimum
charge from 6 to 8 per cent was referred back to the

chapters for study during the coming year.

Edmund T. Perkins, president Edmund T. Perkins Engi-

neering Co.. Chicago, made the following suggestions

regarding charges to the Illinois Society of Engineers in

1918.

A. PERCENTAGE OF COST OF WORK:

Charge,

Service Cost of Work Per Cent

Reeonnaicsanrc I ess than $5,000 2

$5,000 to 10,000 1.75

10,000 to 20.000 1.5

20,000 to 50,000 1.0
50.000 to 100,000 0.75
100,000 to 200,000 0.5
200,000 to 500,000 0.4
Over 500,000 0.3

PKliminftriee Less than $5,000 1.5
$5,000 to 10,000 1.0
10,000 to 20,000 8

20,000 to 50,000 0.6
50,000 to 100,000 0.5

100,000 to 200,000 0.4
200,000 to 500,000 0.3
Over 500,000 0.2

Plans and specificatioriB Lessthan $5,000 4.0
$5,000 to 10,000 3.5
10,000 to 20,000. 3.0
20,000 to 50,000 2.5
50,000 to 100,000 2.0
100,000 to 200,000 1.5
200,000 to 500,000 1.3

Over 500,000 1.2

Supervision (not charged Less than $5,000 2.0
for when superintend- $5,000 to 10,000 1.8

ence is charged) 10,000 to 20,000 1.5
20.000 to 50,0.00 1.3
50,000 to 100,000 1.1

100,000 to 200,000 1.0
200,000 to 500,000 0.8
Over 500,000 0.6

Superintendence Lessthan $5,000 5.0
$5,000 to 10,000 4.5
10,000 to 20,000 4.0
20,000 to 50,000 3.5
50,000 to 100,000 ... 3.3
100,000 to 200,000 3.0
200,000 to 500,000 2.8
Over 500,000 2.4

.\lteratio: s delates only Lessthan $5,000 7.0
to value of work $5,000 to 10,000 . 6.5
invoked in altera- 10,000 to 20,000 6.0
tions). 20,000 to 50,000 5.5

50,000 to 100,000 5.0
100,000 to 200,000 4.5
200,000 to 500,000 4.0
Over 500,000.. 3.5

Conipl-te charge of work Lessthan $5,000 12.5
$5,000 to 10,000 10.75
10,000 to 20,000 9.3
2t),000 to 50,000 7.9
50,000 to 100,000 7.4
100,000 to 200,000 6.0
200,000 to 500,000 5.3
Over 500,000 4.2

Percentages to be compiited on entire cost of completed work exclusive of

engineering. "Cost" refers only to such part of work as engineer may deal

with.
Sei^'ices generally charged for on a percentage basis include reconnais-

sance, preliminary reports, plans, specifications, details, supervitim
progress estimates, superintendence, alterations, professional advice,

coPBultation, court work and arbitration.

B. PER DIEM RATE:

Not including expenses. Chief engineer, $500 retaining fee and $ 1 00 per

day; assist nt chief engineer, $50; topographical assistant engineer.

and chief of party, $15 to $25; designer, $12.50; instrumentnia...

draftsman and computer, $7.50; stenographer, chainman and axeman
$3.50. Surveying is usually charged for on a per diem basis.
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Printed Forms Standardize Monthly
Cost Estimates

PRINTED forms for monthly estimates have been

found highly convenient for original records of con-

tract operations under the direction of the Sewerage
Commission of Milwaukee, Wis. With many contracts

in force on a great variety of work a form is printed

for each contract. On each form, as the illustration

indicates, is printed the estimated quantities, classes of

SEWERAGE COMMISSION

THE CITY OF MILWAUKEE
Estimate of Great Lakes Dredge a Dock Co
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Study of Temperature Stresses in

Rigid Pavement Slabs

By C. H. Scholer
Testing Engineer. Kansas Staff: Highway r'ommission

THE Engineering Experiment Station of the Kansas
State Agricultural College is conducting an exten-

sive investigation of the stresses induced by expansion
due to changes of temperature and moisture conditions
in concrete and other rigid types of pavement slabs.

The investigation is being made by the road materials
testing laboratory of the Experiment Station which is

also the official laboratory of the Kansas Highv^^ay Com-
mission.

Although the desirability of expansion joints is ser-

iously questioned by many highway engineers, the ex-

treme temperature ranges and climatic variations in

Kansas led M. W, Watson, state highway engineer,

to request the testing laboratory to make an investiga-

tion of these phenomena in various parts of the state.

The investigation has just started and it is thought
that the methods and apparatus used, together with an

outline of the scope of the investigation would be of

interest to engineers engaged in highway construction.

The apparatus used is simple and consists of a 20-in.

Berry strain gage with Ames dial which will permit
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FIG. 1. STRAIN GAGE AND ZERO BAR"

the measurement of a change between gage points of

0.0001 in. The assembled gage is shown in the illus-

tration. The frame of the mechanism is of invar steel

with a low coefficient of thermal expansion which elim-

inates errors due to slight temperature changes which

might take place during the handling of the instru-

ment.

The zero bar illustrated in Fig. 1. is a double bar;

one bar of steel and one of aluminum which expand and

contract independently of each other, but are thoroughly

encased in asbestos and paper to insure their being at

the same temperature and to prevent rapid changes in

temperature. Gage marks on these bars consist of No.

58 drill holes slightly countersunk to prevent burring

of the edges. Before wrapping in asbestos the bars

were carefully calibrated together at different temper-

atures and a curve (see Fig. 2) plotted showing the

corrections in dial divisions in the length of the steel

bar in terms of the difference in length of the two bars.

This makes it possible to correct for temperature

changes independently of any actual temperature deter-

minations.

Observation has shown that, knowing the difference

in readings, the temperature can be computed to with-

in 0.25 deg. C, which is considered sufficiently accurate
for the work.

Gage marks are .set in the plug.s illuutrated in Fig.
3. This plug con.sists of a 3-in. lenjfth of ^in. iror
pipe crimped at one end. In the other end a sh-,n
brass plug is driven leaving about 1 in. of pipe project-
ing beyond the plug. The inside of the plu^ is then
tapped to take the small brass cap which closeji the
pipe when -n place.

A temperature plug, a pipe 4 in. long Bimilar in
every respect to the other.s except that it contain* no

45 -40 -35 -30 -Z5 -20 -15 -K) -5 O"
Aluminum shorter than Steel

- 00202530364045
Aluminum ton^ thon St««l

FIG. CURVE SHOWS TE.MPER.ATt'RE Cokkh <

'

Ti« .\

IN LENGTH OK STEEL. BAH

brass plug to receive the gage mark, is also set at eac'.

station. This is later partly filled with mercur>- and
used as a temperature well to determine the actual tem-
perature in the slab.

Two plugs which are to receive the gage marks are
set on the centerline of the pavement approximately 20
in. apart and a third plug is set at right angles
to the centerline opposite and 20 in. from one of the
other plugs.

The plugs are set slightly below the finished roadway
surface and are kept covered with a patch of tar ot

asphalt filler. The patch is used not only to protect the
concrete near the plugs but a --.o to keep meddlers from
finding the screw caps and tampering with them.

For two course types like monolithic brick, a set of
plugs are placed in the base at the edge of the slab

and independent readings secured upon these, to deter-

mine if the base tends to expand independently of the
top.

Where the plugs are placed in old pa- ements holes

are drilled to receive the plugs which are grouted in

place. After the surrounding concrete has set for 24

to 48 hours, the screw caps are removed and gage
marks similar to those described in the zero bar are

drilled in the brass plugs 20 in. c. to c and the initial

reading secured.

In making the readings the strain gage is assembled

and set at zero on the steel member of the zero bar.

a reading is then made upon the aluminum member
and the difference, plus or minus, recorde-i ; a check

is then made upon the steel bar to insure against pos-

sible errors in setting or disturbance of the adjust-

ments of the instrument. The reading*? on the differ-

ent gage lines are then made and recorded and a check

again made upon the steel member of the zero bar,

if any change in length is shown the operation is r&-
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peated. The temperature of the pavement as indi-

cated by the mercury in the temperature plug is also

recorded. From these figures the correct distance be-

tween gage marks may be computed thus: If the dif-

ference between bars gave a + 7 dial divisions by re-

ferring to the curve (see Fig. 2) the correction will be

found to be -j- 8.5 dial divisions and the true length

of the zero bar will be 20.0017 in. This length is then

used as a base and the distance between gage marks is

computed.

As yet no conclusions can be drawn from the data

secured. The first gage station was set July 12 in

J'xj Iron Pipe^
Brass Pluq
force Fit-

,N?58 Drill

Pipe crushea' together
at t>ottom end for
ao/oiitiona/ bono/

'75°Coun tersink'
^"s.A.E. Thread

FIG. 3. EXPANSION PLUGS FOR TAKING GAGE
MARKS IN PAVEMENT

Geary County, Project 10, a two-course concrete road,

and it is expected that readings will be taken every 30

days. Present readings indicate a shortening between

gage points. This period covers the setting of the con-

crete and a change of 2 deg. C. in the temperature of

the concrete slab. This might easily account for the

contraction noted.

Observation Checks

It is hoped that the difference in change between the

transverse and longitudinal gage points may be used as

a factor in computing the approximate stress in the

slab due to axial forces. The gage marks at right

angles to the centerline of the road will be compara-

tively free from restraint other than the friction on

the subgrade, while along the centerline of the road-

way there will be the compressive forces due to the

tendency to expand and which will decrease the ex-

pansion. By noting the difference in change of length

the forces can be computed.

As a further check upon this, gage points were set

in a small section of slab 12 in. x 30 in., and of the

same depth as the center of the pavement, placed at

the side of the roadway and poured at the same time

the main slab v/as poured. If high compressive stresses

are induced in the main slab it should be possible to

detect it by a comparison with this small unrestrained

section.

At present stations are set in the following projects

and types of construction: Project 10, Geary County,

two-course concrete; Project 11, Sedgwick County, two-

course concrete; Project 15, Reno County, monolithic

brick; Project 26, Rice County, two-course concrete.

All of these above projects are now under construc-

tion without provision for expansion. A station was

also placed on a concrete road on the college campus.

This road is about six years old and was provided with

expansion joints.

It is expected additional stations will be set covering

extreme conditions in subgrade and drainage features,

and also stations set at different seasons of the year

—

during late fall, mid-sur-mer and early spring con-

struction.

Unprecedented Design Involved

in Irrigation Project

To Bring Water 130 Miles to 1,753,000-Acre Colum-
bia Basin in Washington—Viaduct, Siphons

and Tunnels of Unusual Size

ENGINEERING, agricultural and financial aspects

of a plan for irrigating 1,753,000 acres in Wash-
ington w'th water brought from the Pend Oreille River,

130 miles away, are presented in the report of the

Columbia Basin Survey Commission just issued. The
report contains complete preliminary plans and cost

estimates for structures necessary to deliver 20,000

sec.-ft. These include a viaduct across the Spokane
River with 100-ft. spans, which would carry a stream
20 ft. deep and 82 ft. wide, 80 miles of tunnels of

diameters up to 33 ft., 13 dams, numerous inverted

siphons up to 23 ft. in diameter and nearly a thousand
miles of main and lateral canals, of which the important

sections would be concrete lined. Despite the extensive

work involved, to cost about $300,000,000, the area

supplied is so large that the cost per acre would be

only $171, which the commission finds is well within

the amount that can be afforded under the very favor-

able soil, drainage and weather conditions.

The commission was created by legislative act of the

State of Washington in March, 1919, and at the same
time an appropriation of $100,000 was made for its

work. State officials would like to construct the project

as a state undertaking, but it is felt that the state

could not finance the plan. Moreover, water rights in

other states are involved. It is therefore proposed to

secure Federal aid, if possible, in the form of credit

guarantees. Previous reference to studies and investi-

gations carried on by the commission appeared in

Engineering News-Record, Nov, 6, 1919, page 800, and

March 4, 1920, page 456.

The area to be irrigated lies between the Snake and

Columbia Rivers just above their confluence. Surface

and soil classification studies covering 3,000,000 acres

showed that 1,753,000 acres which could be irrigated

by the proposed gravity system are high-class irrigable

land and compare favorably with land in the adjoin-

ing Yakima Valley. In this region the normal rainfall

is less than 8 in., which occurs mostly in the winter

time. As crop production requires 2^ or 3 ft. of water

during the growing season, the region is characterized

as extremely arid.

Unlike many arid regions, however, there is no

accumulation of alkali salts. The underlying gravel

and sand strata and the numerous deep coulees act

as a natural and adequate drainage-way, the commis-

sion finds, and will prevent waterlogging. The present

value of the sage-brush land is taken at $3 to $5 per

acre and the cost of leveling off about $15 per acre,

which, with the pro rata of the cost of building the

irrigation works, will bring the total to $190 per acre

as the cost of land and water ready to start farm

operations.

The watershed to be drawn upon covers about 24,000

square miles in western Montana and northern Idaho

and, with the development of some of the reservoir sites

it contains, affords an ample supply for any crops

suited to the area. The gross diversion is to be about

6,250,000 acre-ft., taken from the stream at a point

where the annual run off varies from 11,000,000 to
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29,000,000 acre-ft. An allowance of 19.25 per cent of

the diverted flow is made for regulation and seepage

losses in canals. The average duty of water for the

tract is taken as 33 in. per annum.
A comparison of seasons of maximum irrigation

demands with seasons of maximum stream flow gave

the storage required in a critical year as 2,686,000

acre-ft. By building a diversion dam at Albany Falls,

Pend Oreille Lake could be used to store 1,180,000

acre-ft. at a cost of $1.01 per acre-ft. Flathead Lake
in Montana could store 1,506,000 acre-ft. at a cost

of $1.39 per acre-ft., and a large amount of additional

storage could be created in either lake at reasonable

cost if that became necessary.

Of the thirteen dams required on the main supply

line ten are to be rock or rock- and earth-filled, because

of the large amount of rock available from the tunnel

excavations. Alternate designs and estimates were

Cross Strut, Waste Way
Gates-

Lonai + udinCTl Sec+ion

15"I Beams l2"C.foC.

Section at Center of Spoin

CROSS-SECTION OF CANAL AND ELEVATION o I

'

prepared in each case before deciding upon the most

economical plan, and drill tests of foundations were

made where the information was not otherwise avail-

able. These dams would require a total of about

30,000,000 cu.yd. of material. The largest one, on

Latah Creek, would require 4,000,000 cu.yd. of rock and

earth and would retain water normally to a depth of

135 ft. with a freeboard of 13 ft. The longest dam,

on Deadman Creek, would have a crest length of 3,800

ft. Two of the dams include Stoney gates which, due

to the necessity for placing as few piers as possible

in the stream would have widths of 47 and 50 ft. respec-

tively. The heads on these gates would be, respectively,

19.5 and 25 ft. Taintor gates are designed for the

smaller canals.

In the supply canal and many of the main dis-

tributaries the large capacity required is attained partly

by the use of a high velocity, 12 ^ ft. per second being

the standard. The cross-section ranges from 1,595

to 1,658 sq.ft., the depth from 20 to 29 ft. A feature

of the distributing-system design is that although the

irrigation season lasts seven months, it was decided

to make possible the delivery in any one month of 20

per cent of the season's requirements.

Reinforced-concrete lining is to be used in all canals

of 100 sec.-ft. capacity or larger, enough reinforcing

being included to provide for temperature stresses and

the extra strain at all transition points. The thick-

ness of the lining ranges from 3 to 8 in. according

to the depth of water and character and slope of

material. Becau.se of the larjfe amount of concrete
lining to be placed (3,285,000 ru.yd^ or an area of

23,000,000 sq.yd.) the report recommend* a traveling

mixer plant operating on a track in the bottom of the
canal and the use of steel forms. In plannintr thi"

work, as well as in that of excavating the canal itjielf

(involving the handling of 57,000,000 cu.yd. in di(((rir.|;

canals of capacities exceeding 100 sec.-ft. > the recom-

mendations go into some detail in outlining meth^jd-i

and equipment which will require a minimum of labor.

Owing to the large sum involvea in the tunnels

(about $120,000,000), the route of each tunnel waa
examined in the field and a construction projrram and
detailed estimates prepared by an exper:-

engineer as a check upon the work of the

engineer. On the main supply canal two parallel bores

with a total capacity of 20,000 sec.-ft. were decided

upon because it was not considered feasible to construct

a .single bore of large enough

capacity to carry the entire

flow. Such a bore would re-

quire a roof span exceeding 45

ft. By using two bores of more
convenient dimensions, con-

struction of the second one

could be postponed until the

increasing demand on the sub-

ject called for the full water

supply.

Comparing costs and the con-

struction and operating advan-

tage.s of different types, it wa.««

finally decided that on the main
supply canal the first construc-

tion .should be of a single-bore

tunnel, 33 ft. 5 in. in diameter

which would, on a grade of 3.%
ft. per mile, carry 10,000 sec.-ft. at a velocity of 12 ft.

per second. In such a bore, allowing for the probable

overbreak in the ba.saltic rock and for an average lining

thickness o^ 17.5 in., the required e.xcavation would be

38.53 cu.yd. and the concrete lining 5.81 cu.yd. per lineal

foot of tunnel. *

All of *^he tunnels are near railroads and it is planned

to carry standard-gage tracks through them so that

standard railway equipment may be used during con-

struction. In estimating the co.st. a construction pro-

gram was prepared in detail providing for the driving

first of those tunnels whose completion would facilitate

work on the others.

The Bonnie Lake tunnel would be the determining

factor in the length of time required between the start-

ing of construction and the delivery of water. The com-

pletion of the first bore is estimated to requi.? four

summers i'nd five v/inters of continuous work. The plar

IS to then continue with the construction of the second

bore, using the same equipment, provided the rate of

settlement of the project indicates that more water

than the first tunnel could deliver will be required

by the time the second one could be completed. The

construction program for the Bonnie Lake tunnel in-

cludes three inclined shafts which, with the two portals,

would afford eight working faces. A pioneer heading

on the center line of the second bore would be driven

to facilitate work on the first bore. kW toid there

would be 21 tunnels over 1.000 ft. in length and ranging

in diameter from 15 ft. to 33 ft. 5 in. Eitrht of the

Canoil Section
in Rock

;POK.\NE RfVER VI.vniTT
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largest tunnels would consist of twin bores. Although

there would be some tunneling in earth, by far the

greater part would be in basalt and granite.

In crossing the deep coulees with the main supply

canal three methods were planned for, namely, divert-

ing the route around the head of the coulee, cross-

KEY MAP OF COTATMBIA BASIN PROJECT

ing by means of inverted siphons, or crossing in

a pond created by a dam. The avoiding of loss of

head and the creation of a small regulation storage

in the pond led to the adoption of the dam method
wherever this was feasible. Of the thirty-three

inverted siphons designed for the main canal and

larger laterals, nineteen carry a flow so large that under

the high heads necessary it was not considered feasible

to make the crossing with one large pipe, hence two,

three or four smaller pipes were recommended.

The crossings at Wassun Creek and Cow Creek on

the main canal are under heads of 141 and 121 ft.

respectively and require four pipes, each 23 ft. in

diameter, in which the velocity is 12 ft. per second.

The Snake River crossing, 17,680 ft. in length, requires

three pipes, 8 ft. 9 in. in diameter under a maximum
head of 690 ft. In these pipes 24,000 tons of steel

would be used. In the thirty-three siphons the length

of steel pipe required would total 245,000 ft., weigh
188,500 tons and cost about $34,800,000.

The crossing of the Spokane River was found to be

such that none of the three methods mentioned in

the foregoing was suitable. A steel through-truss

bridge was not feasible on account of the limited

clearance. ,The design finally decided upon calls for

reinforced-concrete arches from which a reinforced-

concrete flume would be suspended by steel hangers

extending into the arch rib. Five pairs of arches would
support the flume in four sections, each 21 ft. wide

by 20 ft. deep with 2 ft. of freeboard and each designed
to carry its load independently. A stilling basin and
spillway would be built in the upper end of this viaduct

to remove the sediment and also to afford means of

diverting the entire canal flow into the Spokane River
in emergencies. Except for the information given on
tne accompanying drawing, further details about this

viaduct are not given in the report.

The development of seasonal power at drops on the
lanal line is not included in the estimates of cost but
would be feasible at about twenty-five points, varying
from a 350.ft. head on a 300-sec.-ft. lateral to a 49-ft.

head on a 4.950-sec.-tt. flow. In Auffust about 175.-

000 hp. could be generated in this way but only a very

little of this could be used to advantage in pumping
water to lands above the gravity canals.

The cost estimates which are given in considerable

detail include allowances for contingencies and for

engineering not as arbitrary percentages but as worked
out in detail for each structure. The totals include

$17,500,000 for contingencies and $3,800,000 for admin-
istration, engineering and legal expense, aside from the
cost of engineering design and supervision chargeable
to the individual structures. The dams total $14,000,-

000 and the open canals, totaling 942 miles in length,

$86,600,000. The tunnels figured as a single bore total

80 miles and would cost $119,400,000; inverted siphons

$35,000,000; distribution system (below 100 sec.ft.

capacity) $26,300,000; wasteways and drainage along
the distribution system $2,400,000; lateral head-gates

$400,000; and road crossings $450,000. These are the

major items in the total cost of $300,475,000.

The possibility of developing a part of the area with
water pumped from the Columbia River, or with a

supply from Wenatchee Lake, are discussed in detail

in the report, but the recommendation is for using the

Pend Oreille supply as described in the foregoing.

In the act creating the commission, the state

hydraulic engineer was named as chairman and directed

to appoint four additional members. The personnel of

the commission throughout the work has been as fol-

lows: Chairman, Marvin Chase; secretary, 0. L. Wal-
ler, head of department of civil engineering. State

College of Washington; E. F. Benson, state commis-
sioner of agriculture; Peter McGregor, director,

Spokane Federal Reserve Bank, and Arthur D. Jones.

The engineering staff has been directed by Arthur J.

Turner, as chief engineer, with J. C. Ralston, consult-

ing engineer. The United States Reclamation Service

assigned D. C. Henny and James Munn as consulting

engineers to co-operate with the commission. In addi-

tion the following engineers were called in by the com-

mission on special work: A. J. Wiley, on questions

of general design, A. C. Dennis, on tunnel construction,

F. E. Weymouth, on general methods of procedure,

Henry Landes and Dr. Solon Shedd on the geology

of dam sites.

Catskill Water Yield Figures

The sources of New York City's Catskill water sys-

tem, when developed to furnish 500,000,000 gal. of

water daily to all boroughs of the city, will have the

following features, according to the 1919 annual report

of J. Waldo Smith, chief engineer, Board of Water

Supply

:
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Hints on the Writing of Engineering Reports
Oiscussion of Daniel W. Mead's Article in Last Week's Issue by Maj.-Cen. W. M. Black, CoL W . J W ,1

Allen Hazen, Prof. G. F. Swain and F. Lavis

Proofs of the article entitled "Hints on the Writinrj of
Engineering Reports," by Daniel W. Mead, jmblished in
last week's issue, p. 891, were sent to a dozen prominent
consulting engineers with a request for comment on any
point lohich Mr. Mead's discussion might suggest. The
replies thus far received are reproduced below.—Editor.

By Maj.-Gen. W. M. Black, U. S. A., Retired
Consulting Engineer, Washington, D. C, and Formerly ("hiki-

OP Engineers, U. S. A. ,

THERE is little to add to the suggestions of Mr.
Mead. It is rarely the case that an engineering

project can not be expressed in a manner which can be
easily understood by any layman. In fact, the forma-
tion of such a project usually involves simply an exer-
cise of good judgment and common sense. The technical
training of an engineer is useful mainly because his

experience and habit of thought has enabled him to

know what to look for and how to analyze the conditions
so as to arrive at a just conclusion. The strictly tech-

nical portion of the work lies mainly in the design of

the structures needed to bring about the desired results.

Almost always a report on a project comprises two
distinct discussions: First, there is the statement of

the ends desired, an analysis of the existing conditions

and, in general terms, a description of the work to be

done to change those conditions so as to produce the

desired results, accompanied by a general estimate of

cost. All of this can and should be so clearly expressed

as to be understood by anyone. The second part is the

technical discussion of the design of the works required.

It is this which must be accepted largely on faith by a

non-professional reader.

Clarity of expression results from clarity of thinking.

If the writer of a report has in his mind a clear con-

ception of the problem, of the attending conditions, and

of the steps to be taken to make the required modifica-

tion of the conditions, he should be able to describe this

mental picture clearly and intelligently. If the mental

picture be blurred his description will be confused.

In writing a report it is essential that each sentence

shall convey but one meaning. To this end sentences

should be short. Semicolons and colons should have but

a limited use. Too frequently they cause sentences to

be involved and the exact meaning obscure. Adjectives

should be omitted unless necessary to the sense. Other-

wise they weaken a statement.

By Allen Hazen
Consulting Engineer, New York City

I have read Mr. Mead's article on engineering reports

with interest and I heartily commend what he has said.

In my experience I should say that a majority of tech-

nical matters necessarily brought into reports can be

reduced to simple terms and expressed in language that

will be understood by intelligent people who do not have

engineering training. It is always good policy to make

a serious effort to bring all important matters to this

degree of simplicity.

Matters that are so intricate that they cannot be

treated in, this way are usually best handled by being

worked ui clearly with a memorandum expla.r ,• -

the calculations were made and the rf;ti/,r - • r 'n"
various steps, and either placed in a-

often filed a.s supporting data, for d* ..

only in case of need. In a great majonty of ca-^tes there
is no need of ever delivering them; but .such filed sUte-
ments are constantly u.sed a.s data in studying subse-
quent problems, to which they are applicable.

By F. Lavis
CONSULTINO ENOI.NEER, AMERICAN I.VTeR.VATtO.VAI, CtmrOmAflOSt

New Vork Citt

There seems little to add to whac Mr. Mead has said
It may, however, be necessary to emphasize the need of
reading his article very carefully because so much of
value is said in such a short space.

The essence cf a good report is an orderly presenta-
tion of the facts, beginning at the beginning and going
through, in order, to the end. This may .seem a trit€

saying but nevertheless the lack of appreciation of this
fact or inability to accomplish it is the fault of most
reports—that is, assuming of course that those who
make them have the necessary technical experience and
ability themselves to appreciate the situation.

A much di.scussed point is the question of length.

Personally I believe a report should be quite full and
complete as to the description of the situation, its

analysis, and the writer's conclusions, so that others

than the author may analyze the situation if they wish.

Appendices covering various matters of relative, but

not direct, interest can often be used to advantage: the

whole should be made easily available by a good inde.x.

A brief summarj' of the facts and conclusions, which are

all that some persons will need or have time to read.

should precede the report.

It is surprising how often such details as the name of

the writer, the date, and a pi per title page, are omitted,

also a brief note as to how and when the e.xamination

was made, the methods used, etc.

Mr. Mead refers particularly to the need of presenting

reports, when necessarj', in such a way that non-technica!

readers or hearers can understand them. This, of

course, has been said before, but it can hardly be

emphasized too much. The principal trouble with those

who fail to accomplish this is that they fail first in

ability to put themselves in the state of mind of persons

who know nothing of the subject, and then in lack of

ability to start nt the beginning and go through the

story in order to the ena. This I mentioned t>efore. but

in the very many leports I have occaaioi. to read this

seems the greatest fault.

One other point which might well be emphasized for

the younger engineers, to whom, as I under><tand it

Mr. Mead's remarks are addressed, is that ability to

write or speak to an audience requires practice. If any-

one will sit down and attempt to write a description of a

piece of work he thinks he is reasonably well or quite

familiar with he will be surprised to find how much In

doesn't know about it. Practice in writing in this wav

will soon indicate methods of recording pertinent facti
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and develop ability in their orderly presentation. An
interestinjir test lor beginners, and even lor others, is to

set aside what has been written, for a month or more,

perhaps for a year or so, and then go back and read it

over, noting particularly any phrase or sentence that is

not immediately clear at the first glance. After the

lapse of a year or so, one will often be more nearly in

the position of the uninformed layman and can appre-

ciate better the lack of description whiph is necessary

for the information of those unfamiliar with the subject.

with the subject. This attitude will usually aid very

materially in bridging the gap, too often left ajar,

between the highl.v technical work of the engineer and
the lay mind which, directly or indirectly, will play some
part in its consideration.

By George F. Swain
Pnni-KSHOK or- ("ivir, TONGiNicKniNci, Hakvakd IInivrrsity

I have read Mr. Mead's paper with great interest and
entirely agree with everything that he says. It is

*

excellently put.

The main point, in my mind, is for the engineer to

state his results in a logical way and in language which
is untechnical, so far as possible, and suited for the

comprehension of those to whom it is addressed or who
may be expected to read it. Technical matters should

be placed in appendices.

I think engineers make the great mistake, in general,

of using language which is too technical and not suited

for the comprehension of those who are to read it.

By Col. William .1. Wilgus
<'i).vsrf/riN(; 10n(1ini;ki{, Nkw Yohk Oity

There is very little that I can add to Mr. Mead's
admirable outline of the fundamentals of an engineering
report. A thorough digesting of the results of an ex-

haustive investigation of the matter under consideration
is, of course, the first desideratum, coupled often with the
drafting of summaries from which information may be
taken at will. With a mastery of the subject gained in

this manner it is possible briefly to express the findings
and recommendations in the foreword or introduction of
the report, followed by the details, suitably captioned
and arranged in logical se<iuence, and closing with con-
cise and definite conclusions, all couched in language and
terms readily understandable by the lay reader, and
supplemented by appendices containing supporting data
of a purely technical nature.

The perfecting of the mechanical features of the
report is also well worth while. A suitable cover, title-

page and table of contents, strict accuracy, neatness of

typography and convenient arrangement of maps and
illustrations, and uniformity of size of sheets and folded
attachments will go far toward creating the desired
impression.

With a report framed in this manner those who have
not the time or inclination to arrive at an independent
judgment, and who prefer to rely solely on that of the

engineer, will get all that they require in the first few
pages; the less easily convinced reader will go through
the i-eport to the end; while the technician, in his desire

to verify the conclusions expressed in the report, will

even examine each appendix with care. Thus each
reader is given as little or as much as he desires in

order that he may be satisfied as to the merits of the

subject in question.

It is a good rule for the engineer in drafting his

report to imagine himself in the place of the prospective

reader, and then endeavor to supply the character of

simply expressed information that he would himself

desire were he a non-engineer and entirely unacquainted

Sink Holes in Canals Stopped By
Swelling of Ground

Former Lake Bed, in Drying, Left Subterranean
Cracks—Dynamite or Dirt in Sacks of No

Avail—Caving Into Large Holes Held

WITH the first operation of laterals constructed in

the silt or "rock meal" soils on the Flathead pro-

ject of the U. S. Reclamation Service, troubles began
from sink holes or break through the bottom of the

ditches. C. J. Moody, engineerfor the project, describes

in the August Reclamation Record the methods of re-

pair used, but he concludes that the only permanent cure

is the swelling of the lower earth strata absorbir^

moisture from the water in the canal. His notes follow

Some of these holes extended vertically into the ground
and apparently had no outlet. Others dropped for a few

feet and then found an outlet underground across adjacent

fields, causing a caving in of the ditch banks and the topsoil

of the fields for varying distances up to several hundred

feet. The width and depth of these cave-ins varied fron^

2 or 3 ft. to a maximum of 15 ft. deep and 30 ft. wide

Where the holes dropped vertically without breaking ou'

in the fields it was found best to allow water to run into the

hole for a considerable period, as the hole would generalh

plug itself and fill up with water, after which necessar>

repair work consisted in bringing the banks and bottom uj

to grade with team forces. When the breaks started ou

across the fields it was necessary to shut out the wate?

from the break to prevent more damage to the lands. Ir

some cases the relocation of the lateral was the mos

economical solution of the repair work, but generally tht

break in the bank was trimmed down so that the new dir

was placed against sloping sides and topsoil used in the nev

bank. Water was kept in the ditch as much as possibl'

during the time of repairing in order that the new materia

might be well puddled in.

Rbpaik Methods

The repair of these breaks in level country is not :

serious matter but for the fact that they are very numer

ous. It has not been uncommon to have 20 or more in

mile of ditch, breaking in succession as soon as precedim

ones are repaired and water again turned in. A more sen

ous type of these appeared in the Camas A canal betwee

miles 8 and 10 where the location is on steep sidehill wit

light topsoil with the excavation cutting into the stratific

subsoil. The first water taken into this canal dropped int

cracks in the bottom in a multitude of places, went dow

vertically from 5 to 15 ft. and came out through the hi

below the bank sometimes 40 ft. lower than the canal grad'

As the stratified material does not cut badly it was possib.

to turn out the water in the canal before these holes ha

assumed much area. A part of the season of 1918 wfi

spent trying to repair these holes by refilling with goo

material immediately after the break occurred. Shootin

the hole with low percentage dynamite and then puddhr

with good material was also tried. Dirt in sacks in tr

bottom of the hole with good puddled material on top w»

another method. None of these expedients proved capab

of holding even under a very small head of water. It Wf

our.d necessary to allow a considerable head of water

run through the break until a hole 6 or 8 ft. in diamett

had been cut throuq-h the subsoil and all of the cracks lea(

ing into the one which had caused the break were cut ou

These holes were generaly at such depth under the cam
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In 1919 on this canal there

bank that the bank did not fail. The first step in the repair
work was to trim the sides of the opening to as flat a slope
as possible without mo\ing much material. This slope was
generally about 1:1. The canal bank, which was largely-
sandy loam and clay material was caved down into the
opening. Sandy loam was available fortunately on the up-
per side of the canal and was used in filling the break
Water was kept against the new bank during the process
of filling and was turned through the canal as soon as the
repair work was completed. Up to January, 1920 none of
the places repaired in this manner had broken the second
time. During the fall of 1918 a large number of hreak-
were repaired in this manner. " "

were 12 breaks in April, 6
during May and 1 in July.

One new hole showed up in the
spring of 1920.

The largest number of sink
holes appeared during the first

and second year of operation,
but are still occurring with
less frequency after four years
of operation. They also occur
in fields where irrigation water
is applied.

An explanation of the cause
of these holes is that the
subsoil which lies in horizon-
tal strata has contracted dur-
ing the drying-out process following the time when the
country was a lake bed, and vertical cracks have been
formed. When the light soil covering the stratified mate-
rial becomes saturated sufficiently, water breaks through
into the cracks and carries considerable quantities of the
soluble topsoil into the crevices. Some of these must be to a

great depth vertically, and others are cut off by a horizontal
stratum and are open for a considerable distance parallel

to the surface of the ground.

New System of Track Work Records
On St. L..S. F. Ry.

Foremen Report Time and Amount of Work in
Oetail Classification—Figures pTrlrndcd

to Cover Operating Divitimm
AS COSV RECORDS of railway maintenarure of
I V way work are becoming of greater importance
under present conditions of labor and malenal and
as such records must be based upon the dailv report*
of foremen of section gangs and ext-a gangs, the St.
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Cleaning ditches in cuts. .

.

Item
No. Kind of Work
1 Cleaning weeds from track,

\Cost
I Lin.ft.

Cleaning surface ditches I Lin.ft.

I Cost
Mowing and burning right of
way / Trk.ft.

\Cost
Unloading ballast I Cars

\ Cost
Applying chats and gravel

ballast (Trk.ft.
\Cos»

.\pplying slag and rock bal-

last (Trk.ft.
\Cosl

.\pplving cinder, sand or other
ballast i Trk.ft.

\Cost
Inserting ties in chats and

gravel ballast ( Ties
\ Cost

Inserting ties in slag and rock
ballast

.ST. LOUIS-SAN FRANCISCO UAILWAV LINES

Section and Lxtra Gang Labor—Number of Units and Average Cost per Unit by Kinds of

Month of July, 1920

Uecapitulation by Divisions; Districts and Total Entire Line

Unitsand Total
Unit South- River Northern
Cost Eastern Western Western Northern Southern & Cape District Central

(Trk.ft. 676.386 917,873 1,631.82! 1,283,730 635,100 1,499,732 6,644,642 1.113,715

Inserting ties in sand, cinders
or earth (

Surfacing track on chats or
gravel (

Surfacing track on slag or
rock.

Ties
Cost

Ties
Cost

Trk.ft.
Cost

/ Trk.ft.

\ Cost
Surfacing track on sand, cin-

ders or earth ( Trk.ft.

\ Cost
Unloading rail ( Lin.ft.

1 Cost
Loading rail / Lin.ft.

\ Cost
Laying rail / Trk.ft.

1 Cost
Lining and gauging track.. . . j Trk.ft.

I Cost
Applying rail anchors I Number

1 Cost
-Vpplying tie plates f Number

\ Cost
Repairing signs / Number

1 Cost
Repairing right of wav fences | Rod

1 Cost
Repairing cattle guards and
wing fences / Number

1 Cost
Repairing grade crossings ,( Number

1 Cost
Unloading coal for station use ( Tons

1 Cost
Unloading coal for water sta-

tions / Tons
\ Cost

Patroling track Hours
Repairing roadbed damaged
by washouts Hours

Loading and unloading ties. Hours
Applying frogs and switches Hours
Applying other track mate-

rial Hours
Repairing track damaged by
washouts Hours

Repairing track damaged by
wrecks Hours

Cleaning and scrubbing sta-

tion buildings Hours
Transferring and handling

freight at stations Hours
Care of switch lamps outside

switch yards Hours
Care of switch iamps in switch

yards Hours
Care of signal lamps Hours
Watching crossings Hours
Cleai'ing wrecks, transferring

freiglit and baggage Hours
Removing and b\irying stock

killed Hours
Removing snow, ice and sand
from platform and tracks . Hours

Signals and interlockers Hours
Careof station grounds Hours
New work Hours
All other work not classified

above Hours

$0 01

150,365
$0 17

59,422
$0 05

572,285
$0 005

164
$3.67

1,775
$0 06

150
$0 42

6,755
$0 08

14,225
$0 44

5,729
$0 43

20,430
$0 30

224,152
$0 07

40.950
$0 07

77,672
$0 10

11,049
$0 01

5,916
$0 01

5 428
$0 10

22,664
$0 06

19

$0 12

15,000
$0,001

200
$0 06
3,891
$0 66

40
$2 14

30
$3.07

$0 01

12,190
$0 06
19,260
$0 03

356.725
$0 008

84
$4 01

26.755
$0 04

$0 01

34.745
$0 02
5.600
$0 02

$0 01

92.005
$0.03
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$0 02
114.591

$0 09
35,275
$0.03

536,805 1,415,316 876,924
$0 006 $0 006 $0 01
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$6 42 $3 42 $3 58

19,192
$0 12

3,227
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4,402
$0 06

2,876
$0 55

17

$1 13

11,081

$0 32

79,335
$0 09

594
.$0 05

158,751
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18,579
$0 003
8,922

$0 006
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$0 09
38,467
$0.02
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4,761
$0.52
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$0 59

1,159
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182,458
$0 06

17,300
$0 01

23,431
$0.09
5,486

$0 008
8,342

$0 004
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44,665
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15

$0.32 $0,002

8.660
$0 04
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$0 13

7,040
$0 06

12,282
$0 44
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11,534
$0 35

387,831
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76,245
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9,055
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12,900
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7,148
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11,843
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62,289
$0 09

137,990
$0 12

104.707
$0.12
69,429
$0 009
5,723
$0 02
47,390
$0.06
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$0 02
2,950
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5,607
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$0 45

32
$0 13

7,168
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3,226
2,356

4,379
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1,506
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1,465
2,385
12,679

4,278
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7,457

22,935
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3,331
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4,467
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2
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$0.08
1,352
$0 03

$0 01

411.129
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178.430
$0 03

779,118 4,537.173
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$2 26
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$0.06

8,296
$0 06

8,170
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4,851
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3,204
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24,691
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1.617
$4.42

56.502
$0.07

21.378
$0 09

39.817
$0 09

46.143
$0 45

23,823
$0 40

80,738
$0 34

85,187 1,021.252
$0 05

29,110
$0 07

125,065
$0 08

147,105
$0 005
36,982
$0 007
16,179
$0 15

32,847
$0 03

3,746
$0 02

14,069
$0 03

31

$4 89
18

$5.02

36
$0 32
5,555

92
2,929
1,290

5,137

515

421

485

309

2,097

1,000
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1,456

209

23
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2,864
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$0 06

228,114
$0.10

551.822
$0 09

327,893
$0 007
79,335
$0 009
82,047
$0 09

294.387
$0 03
3.549
$0.02
24,368
$0 005

229
$0 32
62,429
$0 08

530
$2.24

262
$3.29

339
$0.50

392
$0.34
31,358

2,063
17,069
10,823

46,980

2,751

8,262

5,386

7,188

7,286

11.148
7,591

36,021

7,983

1,642

2.536
4.523

34.739
56.288

$0.02
110.530
$0 06
10.772
$0 04

162,672
$0,008

29
$4 89

5,614
$0 14

6,442
$0 40

745
$0 64

9,804
$0 31

99,359
$0 09

14,104
$0 11

74,641
$0 10

Work

Total
Red Southern
River District

375,957 1,489,672
$0.02 $0 02

426
$0.15
39,305
$0.01

400
$0.07

9,602
$0 04

17

$3 75
13

$ 1 3 88
171

$0 87

2,157

498
994

1,033

5,760

310

1,460

64

134

1,702

1,363
27

1,084

1,027

547

7

2,438
641

4,804
$0 06
2,100
$0 04

115,334
$0 06
12,872
$0 04

156,310 318,982
$0 008 $0 008

304 333
$2 12 $2.36

Texas
Lines

605.333
$0 02
86.402
$0 05
12.955
$0 08

149,916
$0 004

36
$6.95

Total Item
System No.

8,739,647 I

$0 01

612,865 2

$0 09
204,257 3

$0 03

1,941

$0 06

1,058
$0 13
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4,788
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3,722
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1,536
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2,988
2,224

2,512
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1,587
2,309

10,465
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2,348
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2,488

2,764
27

2,620

1,063

163
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5,426
2,865

2,020
.$0 15

4,252
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8,753
$0.39

53,729
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$0 10

47,230
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6
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1,930
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1,623
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1,344
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3.653

225
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1,450
2,848

40
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528
1,324
999

5,006,071 4

$0 007
1.986 5
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58,443 6
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24,456 7

$0.10

45.731 8

$0.10

57.215 9

$0.44

29.410 10

$0.42

103.017 II

$0 35

1,179,885 12

$0 07

321.623 13

$0. II

712.140 14
$0 09

327.893 15
$0,007
79.335 16
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82.658 17

$0 09
376.232 18

$0 03
3,949 19

$0 03
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$0 006

229 21
$0.32
74,038 22
$0 07

547 23
$2,29

289 24
$4 38

595 25
$0 57

392 26
$0 34
35,800 27

2,599 28
20,279 29
13,503 30

58,789 31

3,222 32

14.263 33

5.523 34

7.612 35

9.876 36

14,575 37
9,068 38

41,489 39

9,086 40

2,459 41

2.765 42
5.089 43

41,489 44
60,152 45

86.995 49,613 32,120 46,653 58,647 36,527 310,555 45,398 27,730 73.128 89,955 473 638 46

case, and the material used or released. Other pages

are for detailed reports of rails, ties and other mate-

rials received and shipped, also material released from
tracks taken up and abandoned. A page for daily re-

port of motor car service is shown in Fig. 3. The
total hours of work shown in the daily record are to be

balanced with the total shown on the time sheet in the

front part of the book. Instructions as to the use of

the book are printed on the opening pages.

Classification of tracks on which work is done is a

special feature of the system. Thus the daily dis-

tribution report, Fig. 2, has a column headed "track
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sheets, covering definite territory. There is first a

g'rouping of all the sections on a roadmaster's territory

with the costs of the various kinds of work on each

section, and an average for the whole territory. Second,

a grouping of the average of the roadmasters on a

division. Third, the average of all the divisions in a dis-

trict, together with the average for the entire system.

The figures are reviewed by the district engineers and
attention is directed to work on any territoiy or section

which seems out of line. In the accompanying table

is shown a portion of the sheet for the eleven divisions

and districts, with the summary for the entire system,
the figures being for the month of July, 1920. The left

hand column of description of work is the same on all

the three sheets. On the roadmaster's sheet the column
headings are the names of the roadmasters, and on the
section sheets the headings are the designations of the
track sections.

This system of track reports and accounting was
devised by F. G. Jonah, chief engineer of the St.

Louis-San Francisco Ry., in conjunction with the rail-

way company's accounting bureau. It has been in

operation since February, 1920. When the new time
books were first issued, instructors went over the road
explaining to the section foreman what was wanted
and how they were to make out the reports. There has
been little trouble from inaccurate or incomplete fig-

ures and the reports are found to improve steadily.

Treated Wood Spoiled by Cutting

CARELESSNESS in the use of treated timber in

railway work by cutting and boring the pieces so

as to expose untreated or lightly treated surfaces is

a common condition which causes waste of money and
material and a shortened life of *the timber and is

likely to be taken as an argument against the value of

preservative treatment. This situation is pointed out

emphatically in a report on the abuse of treated tim-

ber, presented at the recent annual meeting of the

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Specific instances of such abuse are the cropping of

piles after driving without applying preservative to

the exposed surface, boring and framing treated sticks

and adzing piles to form a bearing for braces. The
heads of cropped piles should be coated with hot creosote

oil until the wood will take up no more oil. Holes

should be bored for a driving fit, or hot creosote oil

should be poured into them. If piles are not in line

after driving, it is better to apply blocks to bring

the bracing into line rather than to cut away the sur-

face of the pile for this purpose. In general, all

portions of treated timber which have been cut or bored

below the penetration of the creosote should be covered

thoroughly with hot creosote oil. Further, treated tim-

bers should not be so handled with bars, picks or hooks

as to make holes extending through the treated surface.

Several examples of bad practice are given in the

committee report, which points out that they are not

the results of malicious intent but of lack of thought-

fulness and instruction. Similar practices are being

repeated daily in all parts of the country and are the

cause of many reported failures of treated material.

The committee states that timber will not decay if

it is properly seasoned, is well treated with creosote and

is so handled and used that the seal of the treated

area of the wood is not broken.

Notes from Foreign Fields

THE RAILWAYS OF THE ORIENT

By Donald F. McLeod
Formerly of Chino.so (Government Engineering College

""^HINA has nearly half of the railway mileage of

V> the Orient. The total is about 20,000 miles, dis-

tributed as follows

:

English
Miles

In China 10,000
In Japanese Empire, including Taiwan (Formosa)

and Salihalin, but not Chosen (Korea) 6,500
In Chosen §50
In Burmah, Siam, Malaysia, Indo-China and the

r'liilippino Islands 8,000

Total 20,350

The types of rolling stock and construction of road-

bed are for the most part European. The dining cars

and freight cars of the South Manchurian and Chosen
Railways are of American type. The locomotives on
these roads are mostly American, and there are many
American locomotives on the Peking-Mukden Ry., the

Peking-Suiyuan (Kalgan) Ry., and some others.

Twice within the past three years the writer has
traveled the 2,150 miles of railway route, including
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ones watch by the leaving time of the train at any

of the twenty-five scheduled halting places.

The trip on the ferry steamers between Shimonoseki

and the mainland at Fusan, Chosen is a comfortable

one. These steamers are maintained by the Japanese

government. Their speed is about twenty knots per

hour. No cars are ferried from the islands to the

mainland, as the mainland railways are standard gage,

and the island railways are narrow gage.

The speed of express trains on the Chosen Railways

and South Manchurian Railways is 28 miles, per hour,

including stops; the speed, similarly for Peking-

Mukden express trains is 22 miles per hour. Accidents,

with injury to passengers, or loss of life, are unknown.

There are no passenger cars of the Pullman type.

However, the first-class coaches on the Peking-Mukden

line are divided into compartments, after the English

type, and closely simulate the Pullman drawing-room

cars of American railways. There are second-class

passenger cars, third-class passenger cars; and passen-

gers of the laboring class (coolies i art transported

as a sort of fourth class in open freight cars with no

seats.

On all of the railways above mentioned English i»

supposed to be spoken by the conductors and trainmen.

However, the English spoken is usually confined to the

recognizing of a few set phrases. For e^.ample a

dining-Ci.r attendant will come into the first-class coach

and say, "Dinner i
• now ready." Suppose a passenger

asks him "How long a period will dinner he served?"

the answer will be, "Yes." Occasionally one meets a

conductor who has a good master>- of the English

language, even better than that of many Chinese

students of English.

Much water has flowed under the bridge.*^ since the

installation of the first railway in China (,1377). This

was a little railway running from Shanghai to the

port of Woosung. A short time after trains began

running a Chinese was run over and killed. The

Imperial Government made the accident an excuse for
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putting the railway out of business. They bought it

from the owners and had the rails torn up. The

present Chinese Government, so-called Republican, is

not buying railways to tear them up. Quite the con-

trary. They wish railways built, and have granted

many railway concessions.

The railway routes held by concession from the

Chinese government are shown on the sketch map of

China and its environs herewith, which also shows

railways under construction, those in operation, or

which have been operated, and routes along which it

has been proposed that railways should be built. The

railways in operation are paying well. They have all

the freight and passenger traffic that they can trans-

port, and their rates for both are high, judged by

American standards. The train crews, station men,

shop men, clerks, etc., are Chinese and work for low

wages. It has been stated, for example, that the oper-

ating expenses of the Peking-Mukden Ry. are only

17 per cent of the total annual outgo, including fixed

charges, such as interest on bonds.

Nominally, the bulk of the railways in China are

under government control. Actually, the European

bond-holders have much to say regarding the manage-

ment, and it is understood that certain of the official

positions, rather few, however, shall be filled by the

appointment of Europeans. It may be mentioned in

passing that the government at Peking has little power.

The following states have been in open insurrection

for about five years : Kwangtung, Kwangsi, Kweichow

and Yunnan. Of late these have been joined by

Szechuen and part of Shensi. Within the past month

Hunan has been lost to Peking by the capture of

Changsha by forces from the South. The Fleet has

been in rebellion for several years. So much for the

parts of the Republic openly disloyal; although it may
be remarked of these that they do not pull together

against the government but are divided into at least

four factions.

Railroads, Revolution and Banditry

Similarly the parts of the country that are nominally

loyal to the government are divided into factions,

which are continually squabbling over something or

other. Outside of that, the governor of each state

maintains an army of his own, usually at least as strong

as the whole federal army. Any time it strikes the

fancy of a governor to move his troops toward Peking,

or elsewhere, he commandeers enough first-class cars

and locomotives from the federal railway to serve his

purposes, without so much as saying "By your leave."

The protests of the members of the European officials,

such as traffic managers are of no avail, and the mil-

itary trains must have precedence over the best express

trains.

Another vicissitude of railroading in China is the

playful habit of regular bandits of swooping down on a

train, or on a station, and making off with all the cash

in sight; also of carrying off civil engineers, or other

members of the staff and holding them for ransom.

The usual number of bandits in a group is about one

thousand. The number is invariably great enough to

overawe any small group of soldiery that may be avail-

able. These valiant protectors reserve their fire until

the bandits have accomplished their purpose, and are

out of range. It is then the custom for the soldiers

to make a big show of firing off rifles. In this

manner the gallant soldiers persuade themselves that

they have behaved in a courageous manner and have

frightened the bandits away. It is a favorite custom of

winding up a career of banditry to have the local gov-

ernor or a federal general offer a successful bandit

an officer's commission, all of his robber following thus

becoming recognized soldiers.

Armies both of the North and the South, during the

fighting in Hunan, have laid waste villages, towns and

cities. The most powerful governor in all China, Chang
tso lin, of Manchuria, is notorious as being an ex-bandit.

Freight Traffic on Chinese Railways

Freight cars, commonly called "goods wagons," after

the English fashion, are entirely different from those

used in America. To begin with, they are small.

Fifteen to twenty tons is a load for the average, and

some of them, including coal cars, have a capacity of

less than ten tons. They are roofless usually. Train-

men do not travel over the tops of freight trains, as

in America. The few cars with roofs have the roofs

rounded, without running boards. The goods on the

cars are protected from the weather by means of coarse

matting. Usually a servant is sent on a car of goods.

He protects the car from thieves, maintains the cover

of matting, and pays the likin tax when the car passes

from one province into another. In the usual case a

car can not be transferred from one railway to another,

and the goods are trans-shipped to another car. The

non-transfer of cars is made necessary by there

being no standardization of patterns of cars, every line

having types of its ovm. This makes it necessary to

keep a car near home so that repair parts may be

available when necessary. The mention of the payment

of a likin tax will be made a text for sketching the

general tax situation in North China as applied to the

transportation of any commodities from place to place.

In the language of old England of the time of James

I, the general attitude of the Chinese governments,

federal and state, might be put in a text reading some-

what as follows: Thou shall not move commodities

from place to place. Lo, it is better that goods should

be consumed at the place of origin. But should neces-

sity compel thee in such wise that some small portion

of goods shall be transported, then shall such a matter

accrue to the benefit of those having dominion over

thee.

Let the reader examine the bill for services paid

by the writer to a shipping agency in Tientsin. It is

typical of the general expenses connected with the move-

ment of goods. The "case" on which the charges were

made weighed perhaps a hundredweight, and the con-

tents cost in Chicago about fifty dollars. At the time

the bill was paid the $7.06 charges (Chinese currency)

would come to about thirteen per cent of the original

cost of the goods. The trans-Pacific freight was pre-

paid in Chicago.

The import duties are collected by the Maritime Cus-

toms service of China, which is invariably managed by

a British subject. There are forty-nine ports of entry

managed by 7,640 officials, about one-fifth of whom are

European; the remainder, Chinese. One of the func-

tions of the Maritime Customs is to distribute lights,

buoys, beacons, etc., and to provide for the maintenance

of these by collecting tonnage taxes on shipping.

Transit dues have always to be paid when goods are

shipped from one city to another. This brake on the
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wheels of commerce is applied even to small packages
going short distances by parcels post. The likin tax

is the perquisite of the state governors, who are sup-

posed to give part of it to the federal government.
"Supposed" is the correct word. There must be a great

surplus when the federal government gets anything.

About two years ago the celebrated ex-bandit gov-
ernor, Chang tso lin, came down to Shanhaiquan to take
over some millions of rounds of rifle cartridges and
several hundred thousand rifles from a Japanese ship.

Ostensibly he did this to accommodate the federal gov-
ernment. So far as the writer is aware, the celebrated

Chang is still making excuses as to why he has not

delivered the consignment to Peking. He commandeered
eighteen first-class coaches from the Peking-Mukden
Ry. (June 20, 1920) 'to take along his bodyguard of

four hundred picked soldiers while making a friendly

(?) visit to Peking. Perhaps to talk this matter over.

Perhaps to suggest to Peking that his countrymen in

general are making a great mistake in regarding the

Easterners (Japanese) otherwise than as very fine

people of the yellow race, who have the very best of

intentions with regard to China. He, Chang, lives on

the very best of terms with them at Fengtien (Muk-
den). The governor of Chihli suggests that the likin

tax in this state should be doubled, as he is not getting

sufficient funds to support his soldiery in the style to

which they are accustomed.

Coolie Hire and Freight Handling

Coolie hire one has with him always, whenever he

wants to move anything anywhere. It is not sufficient

that one pay the charges for delivery of goods at the

freight shed of a railway. The railway has no anxiety

regarding freight handlers. The shipper pays coolie

hire to get the goods into the freight car.

Trade is discouraged, further, by the imposition of

export duties. These are paid in at least two places:

First at the place of origin of the goods, which may
be an interior town from which goods are shipped to

a large ocean port by river; or it may be a shore port

from which goods are shipped by junk or coastal

steamer to a deep-water port ; second, at the deep-water

port when the goods are shipped. Likin taxes are paid

on goods exported as well as on those imported. If

goods are shipped by rail to an ocean port to be trans-

shipped to a steamer, the following would be paid in

a typical case: (1) Coolie hire to get the goods out

of the warehouse, (2) coolie hire to get the goods to

the railway freight house, (3) coolie hire to get the

goods in a freight car, (4) export duties (transit dues),

(5) likin tax, (6) coolie hire for trans-shipping, (7)

export duties at the por<- and (8) shipping agent's

charges.

During the summer of 1919 the Peking-Suiyuan, the

only really Chinese railway, maintained an automobile

passenger and freight service across the Desert of Gobi

from Kalgan to Urga. The general route is shown in

the accompanying sketch map. Along this route, of

about 600 miles, there are no roads worthy of the name.

Many of the mountain passes are steep and rocky. No

proper system of making repairs to the automobiles

was organized. The Chinese chauffeurs were unskilled,

and drove recklessly. The outward journey took five

days; the return journey, four days. The service did

not pay, although the passenger and freight rates were

enormously^ high.

In a previou.H article (Engineering Neun-Reeord,
April 29, 1920. p. 862) the writer de«crib«d the roadlcM
condition of China, and Hhowed the inaxiff^xtncj of
railway.s. Perhaps, aerial transit may help supply the
deficiency in means of tran.«iportal ion in the future.
There are some signs of the beginnings of aviation.
An aerial transportation recently formed in Hong Kong
has received from America a consignment of eloven
Curti.ss hydro-aeroplanes. It is reported that these are
to be put on pa.s.senger and freight service bctwmi
Hong Kong, Canton, Macao, Foochow and Shanghai.
Some of the machines in the consignment have fuel

capacity for 800 miles, carrying ten pa.'wcngers. There
are several privately owned aeroplanes located at

Shanghai.

The Chinese government has been assembling and
testing six Handley-Page aeroplanes. What the Chinese
government will do with its aeroplanes is a matter of
doubt. Some Chinese statesmen, like those of other
nations, are great talkers. The following propositions
have been made in regard to the half-dozen Handley-
Pages: That they be used for carrj'ing mail.s between
the larger cities; that they be used for making explora-

tion."5 of a topographical character in connection with

railway surveys; that they be used for coast patrols:

that they be used for police, or military. dut>', such

as running down banditti.

Just what to do with the planes at present is only

one of the problems confronting the faction-ridden

government. As noted in an earlier part of this article.

only about half of China is even nominally loyal and
little attention is paid to the federal government by

the governors of the "loyal" provinces. The Peking

government has pledged practically everything pledge-

able as security for loans to get money to pay its offi-

cials, and is estimated to be running into debt, now, at

the rate of $7,000,000 silver ^ about $5,000,000 U. S.'>

per month. Truly, to use an apt Americanism, the

Chinese government is where its Handley-Pages ought

to be . . . It is "up in ths air."

[Since the receipt of Mr. McLeod's manuscript. Mr.

A. M. Burch of Mineapolis, who recently returned from

the Orient, has addressed a letter to us, from which

the following is a quotation.—Editor.)

I was disappointed in the amount of engineering

work being done in China. Owing to China's great lack

of funds, nearly everj'thing of any magnitude has been

postponed. I found that the Siems Carey Co. have

entirely abandoned their railway building until condi-

tions are more settled and the .American International

Corporation were marking time on the Grand Canal

project, awaiting approval of their plans by th«»ir New
York office and Ister by the Chinese government. It

is probable that they will start construction on this

work within the coming year.

I can see no immediate prospect of further railroad

building until some such scheme as the Consortium

goes through. There is the greatest need of railroad

extension but all the railroads are at a standstill in

their construction work, owing to this lack of funds.

I found nothing in the con.^truction line going on but

the erection of the Rockefeller Foundation, which was

the biggest thing in that line I saw. This Wiis a very

beautiful series of buildings in Chinese architecture

at Peking.
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Letters to the Editor

street Railway Paving Primarily a Tax

Sir—After listening for eighteen years or so to the

plaint of the street railway man that he ought to be re-

lieved from the obligation to pave because he is no longer

using horses to cause that " 'ard, 'ard 'ammer on the 'ard

'ighway," it was a relief to see the other side of the case

set forth so firmly and clearly in your editorial note of Oct.

28, entitled "Street Railways and Pavements." Only the

doctrine of economic determinism or class interest can ac-

count for the sincerely-uttered belief of many street-railway

track engineers that such triflng things as 15-ton to 30-ton

(and worse) cars bumping over low joints and shaky

special work do not shorten the life of the paving. What-

ever may be the case in streets with a discontinuous type of

paving, such as block or brick, the veriest tyro can see what •

the vibrations set up by a heavy car do to the monolithic

types of pavement. If my knowledge of this subject i:* not

at fault, one of the principal causes in shortening the iife

of monolithic pavement is the entrance of water through

fissures. If that is so, the long cracks that may be seen

paralleling so many car tracks must be held accountable for

a big share of the upkeep bill. As for rail corrugation, a

force that can loosen the strongest foundation surely must,

and does, affect the paving.

However, I would not undertake to say whether the

street railway's responsibility for destruction (not neces-

sarily wear) of pavement is so great as to justify its being

charged with maintaining the space between and for 2 ft.

on each side of the rails. What the street railway engineer

overlooks is that his obligation is primarily a tax; a quid

pro quo—said "quo" being the franchise, the stipulated rate

of fare, etc. An indication that this is so is afforded by

the fact that in at least one case the street railway is re-

sponsible for all the paving—curb to curb—wherever it

operates. Obviously, the obligation to pave all the street

is a tax just as Baltimore's park upkeep assessment on the

street railways is a tax or the stipulation in one State that

5 per cent of street-railway and motor-bus gross earnings

shall go into a school fund. The trouble with the almost

universal paving regulation is that it confuses a more or

less logical obligation with the revenue needs of the govern-

ment. The Baltimore park tax and the New Jersey earn-

ings tax leave no room for doubt as to their meaning, for

there is no one who would assert that street railways as

such wear out public parks or that they should maintain

the schools.

A more reasonable argument set up by electric-railway

men is that, granting paving is a tax primarily, they ought

not to be taxed several times over. Without question, a

single all-inclusive tax would be the ideal procedure. Yet

who does not know chat the history of taxation is one of

the seizure of expedients? As one of our oldest utilities,

the street railway has gathered unto itself a wider variety

of taxes than its juniors. But the lustful eye of Taxation

has already been cast upon the youthful motor-bus and

motor-truck. If British precedent is to be followed here, as

it was in the case of street-railway paving obligations, our

automotive friends will have a few grievances of their own.

Here is a little story and calculation showing what is going

on across the pond:

In 1910 the British Government placed a tax of 6c. a

gallon on motor spirit, avovnng solemnly that the proceeds

were "for the improvemert, construction and maintenance

of roads in the United Kingdom, and to render financial

assistance to the County Councils." A Road Board actually

did spend the money as specified until the year 1915. By
that time, although the tax had just been doubled (though

f- cents to public-uality operators), the money was diverted

to war purposes instead of helping out local road authorities

up "to 75 per cent of the net roadway cost." Deprived of

this help, the local county councils have had to levy direct

road maintenance charges upon public-utility vehicles. Here

is the way it works out:

Assume the fair gross earnings of 40c. per bus-mile,

consumption of one-sixth gallon fuel per bus-mile and a

road upkeep tax of 6c. per bus-mile. Then the fuel and

roadway taxes alone will amount to 7/40 or 17.5 per cent

of the gross earnings. Add thereto property taxes, income

taxes, etc., and we find that 20 per cent of the gross income

is chargeable to tax account. Surely no street railway is

any worse off than this after two generations of intimacy

with the tax-gatherer, whereas the latter is just beginning

to get acquainted with the automotive tribe.

The desperate financial plight of most electric railways

naturally has led them to seek means to divest themselves

of dischargeable tax burdens. The "horseless age" paving

argument has been played up most strongly because it

sounds so plausible and because paving upkeep is indeed a

dread load for them to carry today. It seems to me, how-

ever, that it would be a wiser policy to show simply that

electric railways are in need of relief. This puts it up to

the community to decide how far it is willing to go in the

removal of any kind of impost, and even to subsidize the

electric railway, as several Massachusetts towns are doing

now. Electric-railway operators ought not to put them-
selves in the wrong on a disputable engineering question

when the matter really at issue is the undisputable one that

electric railways must have relief—be it through lower
expenses or greater income.

Walter Jackson,
Consultant Electric Railway Fares

and Service Motor Buses.

Mount Vernon, N. Y., Oct. 31.

Is Surveying a "Trade"?

Sir—I cut the enclosed from a local daily paper. You
will note that the U. S. Army, in an advertisement for men,
has a picture of two soldiers, one looking through a transit

and the other recording notes. Right over their heads are

the words in large type "The U. S. Army Teaches Trades."

THE ffip ARMY

TEACHES TRADES

We have all felt more or less chagrined at times because

many people who, we hoped, would know better have classed

us in the category of tradesmen rather than professional

men. I believe, however, that it will be a shock to members

of the profession that officers in the U. S. Army who are
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responsible for advertisements for recruits place us, or the
surveyors amonj? us, in the category of tradesmen.

Chicago, Nov. 1. A. L. Dabney,
Consulting Engineer.
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[Mr. Dabney i*aises a point on which opinion is decidedly
at variance. By some it is held that the land surveyor,
from the nature of his work is not justified in assuming
the title "engineer." Others classify him as a professional
man and not as a tradesman. It is to the point, however,
to note that in many of the professional registration acts
recently passed a sharp distinction is made between the
professional engineer and the land surveyor, and different
examinations and licenses apply to the two titles.

—

Editor.]

History's Evidence on Prohibition

Sir—In your issue of Aug. 5, p. 279, H. F. Ammidown
requests me to discuss the question: "Have Persia, Greece
and Rome stood the test of time so much better than
China?" To refresh the recollection of your readers, I will
state that the occasion of Mr. Ammidown's question was
my assertion that enforced prohibition had caused the de-
generation of China.

History records that Ancient Iran, a part of which is

now known as Modern Persia, was a powerful empire, and
it is readily admitted that Modern Persia is far from that,

in fact that it has greatly degenerated. But this same
history also shows that the blight of Islam attacked Persia
about A. D. 630, Mohammed, its founder, having appeared
as a prophet at Mecca about A. D. 610. From A. D. 640 to

642, the empire of Iran went to pieces incident to trouble
resulting from Mohammedanism. The foundation stone of
Islam may be said to be prohibition of spiritous, vinous and
malt liquors (Koran v. 7) (Sura 2, v. 216; 5, v. 92). Prior
to the fall of Ancient Iran the Persians used liquors as

stimulants, but since adopting the Islam religion, they have
used many different kinds of narcotics, producing more
opium than they consume and exporting from eight to ten

thousand cases annually to China. The only deduction we
can make from the facts is that the prohibition of liquor

and the substitution of narcotics has been the cause of

Persia's decline.

As to Greece and Rome, no one can truthfully assert that

any degeneration of the people similar to that in China,

Persia and other old prohibition countries, has occurred.

The Greeks still use liquors as stimulants and always have.

They are a powerful race today, strong physically and men-
tally, and as an engineer who has employed thousands of

them for the past thirty-four years up to within the last

year, I can testify that they are good workmen and as clean

morally as the best American workmen. No defense of the

Italians is needed. They have continued to use wines and

other liquors as beverages from the days of the Roman
Empire to this day, have continued to progress and from

Torricelli to Marconi, have been leaders in engineering.

Also the Italian laborer is the best and most efficient worker

this country has ever admitted from abroad.

The fall of the Greek and Roman Empires was only such

a change in government as must be expected in all coun-

tries; the causes are well known and understood, there be-

ing no need for repeating them here. The events in past

history have left no marks of degeneracy upon the modern

Greeks and Latins, as upon the Chinese, Persians and

others, who have substituted the use of narcotics for liquoi s

as stimulants.

As regards Mr. Shcibley's communications in the same

number, I am glad to admit that China is improving since

the younger generation , has caused the repeal of the pro-

hibition laws to the extent of not only permitting but en-

couraging the establishment of breweries and wineries in

China. With the introduction of mild stimulants, like light

wine and beer, it is hoped that the Chinese will be redeemed.

When this has occurred it will be time enough to admit

them to fellowship with the American "home brewers."

F. C. FiNKLE,

Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 27. Consulting Engineer.

Information on Deterioration of Shg
Concrete Wanted

Sir—In connection with r< ^ i i concrete »nn-
gates which are beintr carried .,.'. • -^^^
gates of the American Concret* •««
C-9 of the American Society for .. ...^ -li-'r . ' r

mation is desired by the writer of any innUnceji '

Crete made wi'h HJag an a coarse agK^reKate which miTc
shown any signs of deterioration with aKC

It js requested that full information br jfivrn as to the
conditions of laying, character of «imJ. piojKjrtion*, kind of
cement u.sed, whether portland, natural r,r ' m. and
the age of the concrete. If samples of c<. •• avail-
able they may be for^^'arded for ir ii u i., dntrcd
that the information be kept c thi« shoold be
stated in writing, addres.sing me at i ,-, r <-deral SL, Boston.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 6. Sa.nkord E. Thompsok,
Chairman Committee on Concrete Aggngmttu,

American Concrete Institaie.

Methods and Results of Iowa Impact Tests
on Highway Bridges

Sir—A letter of J. H. Ames, of the Iowa Hiijhway
Commission, calling attention to the impact teM ma.i*; b>'

the commission in 1912 appears in your issue of OcL 21.
1920. As I alone proposed and made ihese testa for the
commission I feel that it is my duty to give sufficient facts
at this time regarding these tests to acquaint engineers in

general with the results actually obtained, although the
results are referred to in my "Structural Engineering and
are well known to some of the highway commissions, par-
ticularly the Illinois commission.

I obtained four impact instruments from the .\merica.'i

Railway Association; these instruments had been used by
Professor Turneaure and a committee in making tests for
the Association to determine impact in railroad bridge.<« dur
to railroad loading, which of course consists of locomotives
and trains. I started out making tests on highway bridges
following the instructions given me by the railroad people
and using live loads consisting of trucks and traction

engines.

Considerable impact was indicated by the instruments in

the members of light ordinary highway bridges supportini;

wood floors. After a little practice in the work the que.^tion

occurred to me as to how much of the movement of the

needle of the impact instrument was due to actual impact

and how much was due to vibration. So I decided to back

up and make a thorough investigation of the instruments

and determine independently th' stress constants of each

instrument and also, if possible, determine the amount of

the movement of the needle due to vibration and the amount
of movement of the needle due to actual impact.

By clamping an instrument onto an angle bar and vibrat-

ing the bar when there was no stress in the bar extensive

movement of the needle was obtained, which no doubt was

due solely to vibration. This experiment showed that the

movement of the needle of the impact instrument doe to

vibration of a bridge member could easily be confused with

the movement of the needle due to impact. Next, an instru-

ment was clamped onto a bar having a known modulus of

elasticity and the bar was placed in a testing machine. The

actual stress in the bar was given by the testing machine

and the stress indicated by the impact instrument was

obtained. The discrepancies of the impact .•^'- -••-vts

were obtained in this way and constants for c< he

stress reading of the impact instruments were v.. vd.

as just explained. Then, loads were applied to the bar

suddenly and the movement of the needle duo to impact

was recorded. Next, by jarring the bar during the appli-

cation of the same suddenly applied load (knowing the

correct stress for the static load and the movement of the

needle due to vibration) the movement of the neeille on the

instrument due to impact was fairly well isolated from the

movement due to vibration.
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After these preliminary investigations of the impact in-

struments were completed tests were made to determine

impact in practically all kinds of bridges throughout Iowa

due to practically all kinds of loading. It was found in

the case of bridges having concrete floors that automobiles

(having pneumatic tires) produced no impact at all. Trac-

tion engines and trucks produced but very slight impact,

while in the case of light bridges with wood floors the im-

pact did not exceed 10 per cent of the static stress in any

case although the live load included fairly heavy trucks

speeded up to 15 miles per hour.

In the case of a drove of cattle passing over a bridge very

severe vibration was indicated by the instruments, yet

very little impact occurred, due no doubt to the fact that

th cattle had never had military drill.

Prof. F. 0. Dufour, formerly of the University of Illi-

nois, A. N. Johnson, formerly State Engineers of Illinois,

and myself, I believe, were first to investigate impact in

highway bridges.

As consulting engineer for the Iowa Highway Commission

it was my duty to select loadings and develop the designs

of the highway bridges in that state, which I did with the

exception of the culverts. I made a very thorough investi-

gation of live loads before the present live load was selected.

At first an imaginary impact stress was provided for but

was ignored after I had made some careful observations,

and was literally forgotten after the impact tests extend-

ing over a period of several months were made.

The tests made in Illinois by Prof. Dufour and Mr. John-

son and the tests I made in Iowa should have been fully

published. But the Illinois and Iowa commissions seemed

to be about the only parties interested in impact on high-

way bridges at that time. I offered to write a bulletin

covering my work on impact but funds were not available

at that time. The authorities in Illinois and Iowa were

satisfied that impact should be ignored and that seemed to

be all that was necessary. For the benefit of those desir-

ing to investigate impact I wish to submit the following

for consideration:

Concrete bridges and steel bridges carrying concrete

floors are subjected to very little impact, due to the fact

that the inertia of the structure must be overcome before

impact affects the stresses in the structure.

The case of railroad bridges is entirely different from

that of highway bridges. In the case of railroad bridges

the nosing of the train which is continuously applied as

the train passes over the structure and the hammering due

to the counter-weights, which is also continuously applied

as the train passes over the structure, cause accumulative

impact. There is no case where a highway bridge will be

subjected to accumulative impact. The case of a chuck

hole in a concrete floor on a highway bridge has been men-

tioned as the cause of heavy impact. One chuck hole in a

highway bridge floor would not cause accumulative impact.

A wheel striking such a chuck hole would cause an impact

directly on the floor but the inertia of the floor and the

bridge would absorb the blow and mostly vibration would

result. If there were several chuck holes in the floor of a

highway bridge spaced at a critical distance apart and a

critical load passed over this improbable floor at a critical

speed impact probably would be produced to quite an ex-

tent. But no doubt the live load would be wrecked in the

meantime.

I have designed hundreds of highway bridges and have

seen thousands, but I have never found a serious chuck hole

on a bridge carrying a concrete floor.

The tests made by the Bureau of Public Roads are of

value in so far as they apply to pavements. We all em-

phasize the importance of maintenance of all types of

pavements, while the public demands maintenance of bridge

floors. The officials' attention would be called to the condi-

tion of the floor very forcibly before a floor would get into

such a bad condition that impact would be of importance.

J. E. KiRKHAM, Bridge Engineer,

Pierre, S. D., Nov. 2. South Dakota Highway Commission.

Inclined-Bearing Tests and the Howe Formula
Sir—The writer has read with interest the comments of

H. D. Dewell in your issue of Oct. 21, 1920, p. 811, on the

test methods used in determining the crushing strength of

Southern pine at angles to the grain.

It is not conceded that the typical joint illustrated in

Mr. Simpson's article (Sept. 30, 1920, p. 654) is universally

the most economical form to use, for by a slight rearrange-

ment of the cutting planes in his notch it is possible to

reduce the effective force in the strut to its horizontal com-
ponent. Moreover, if we increase the values as given by
the Howe formula by an allowance for shear, and also take

into account the shearing resistance of the connecting bolts,

I see no reason why practically any joint should not be
feasible whose design is based on the Howe formula.

As safe shearing values for timber have been generally

established, it seemed wise to the writer to eliminate shear

as much as possible from the tests in order that data on
simple crushing strength of inclined faces might be built

up. In this manner we will be enabled to deal separately

with each phase of a given design problem, and thus tend
to clear up the existing situation. At best, qualities of wood
are extremely variable, even in the same species.

It is admitted that the basis of the Howe formula is dif-

ferent from that of the Southern pine tests; but it is also

contended that an apparent agreement between the two
graphs, plotted between the same terminal values, consti-

tutes a fortunate and labor-saving coincidence. If we con-

sider the Howe formula, regardless of its origin, as a gen-
eral expression of the law of variation in Southern pine,

we then have a satisfactory equation for use which is

doubtless less complicated than any original one which
could be devised.

The writer hopes to see the work go on, especially along
the lines indicated in the last paragraph of Mr. Dewell's
letter. Q. C. Ayres,
Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College.

Oct. 27.

Effect of Column Base on Theory of Continuous
Foundation Girders

Sir—Prof. Ellis' discussion of the continuous three-column
foundation in Engineering News-Record of Oct. 7, 1920, is

interesting and suggestive. I find, however, that the equa-
tions therein developed are applicable only to the case
in which the columns have base shoes with pins, thus elimi-

nating column moment. Referring to the figure accom-
panying this letter, it is clear that vdthout pins the only

case in which the shears Sj,, S^ and S,- would be zero is that
in which the neutral axes at P, Q and R remain horizontal.

Leve/ of Poiniv

<f- of Confraflexure
r

h (Inde-fvrminai-e)

^ i
U^^-^ c

—

y^ d ^ b ^
THREE-COLUMN FOUNDATION AFFECTED

BY COLUMN SHEARS

This is a very special case. Also the column conditions at

the story above may be such as to cause moment to be

be transmitted to the foundation girder. I think the case

is susceptible of a solution which would be closely approxi-

mate, but I doubt whether in most offices the cost of com-

putation would not exceed the saving of material. It would

be useful, however, to have several type-cases computed

as a guide for the designer in proportioning the projections

of the foundation girder.

Albert Smith,

Professor of Structural Engineering,

Lafayette, Ind., Oct. 18. Purdue University.
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Ancient and Modern Direct-Process Irons
Identical in Composition

Sir—I have read the interesting article "Direct-Process
Native Furnace Iron Like Metal in Delhi Pillar," published

in Engineering News-Record of Oct. 21, 1920, relating to a
paper on the primitive method of wrought-iron making as
actually practised in India in the proximity of modern
steelworks, read by Andrew McWilliam before the British

Iron and Steel Institute. This instance of the oldest metal-
lurgical method of iron-making being in operation besides
modem steelworks is not unique. In several of the Medi-
terranean countries, wherever the cost of labor and the

abundance of charcoal allows it, the Catalan process sur-

vives to a small extent. The Catalan, Corsican, and Elba
processes are chemically identical with the direct methods
of iron-making still in use in India, Burmah, Africa and
other regions where modern methods have not yet pene-
trated. In a few places the furnaces work with natural
draft; in others, native iron-makers use bellows and a
variety of blovdng appliances, such as the hydraulic blow-
ing machine known as "trompe," which provide the blast

for the Catalan and similar forges used in Europe.
The production of direct-process wrought iron and of steel

in the forge has in our days only historical interest; the
few examples remaining will gradually disappear through
the introduction of modern methods. It will be interesting

to note in this connection that metal almost of the same
composition as that of the direct-process furnace has been
produced in open-hearth practice, which showed: Combined
carbon 0.060, silicon 0.040, sulphur 0.047, phosphorus 0.032,

manganese 0.100 per cent.

The practice of wrought-iron making in the Indian forgo

is the same now, as it was in the first millenium B. C, and
before. So also the grade and preparation of the iron ore

reduced. All things being equal, the composition of the

resulting material must be exactly the same. This is con-

firmed by the similarity of analytical composition of the

metal forming the other two iron columns existing in India

besides the Delhi Pillar: the column of Dhar in the Central

provinces, and that of Konarak in Orissa. Numerous speci-

mens of direct-process iron found in Ceylon are also analo-

gous in composition.

New York City, Baxeres de Alzugaray,
Nov. 1. Consulting Chemist and Metallurgist.

Strength of Concrete Made From
Large Size Aggregate

Sir—The article in Engineering News-Record Sept. 30,

1920, describing the use of 6 in. bank run aggregate in the

construction of the Stevenson dam emphasizes our lack of

knowledge of the effect of such oversize material on the

compressive strength of concrete, and brings up several

important points in testing practice which should be given

consideration by testing engineers. No doubt the use of

oversize aggregate will prove economical and satisfactory

in many cases where adherence to the usual li in. maximum
size results in extra expense for the handling of the re-

jected material, but the true strength values of the con-

cretes should be knovra.

Tests with which the writer is familiar have showri that

a 1^ maximum size aggregate containing a high percentage

of the larger particles may be so grouped in a 6 by 12-in.

cylinder as to result in a wedging action which considerabiy

lowers compressive strength. The use of 2i-in. aggregate in

a 6-in. cube no doubt gives lower strength values and greater

variation in individual test results. Tests have also shovm

that specimens made with that portion of the batch of mixed

concrete passing the l-in. screen will run from 75 per cent to

100 per cent stronger than other specimens from the same

batch in which particles up to 11 in. are retained. The test

results of the Stevenson dam concrete are probably the

same amount higher than those which would have been

obtained had sufficiently large test pieces been molded to

include the aggregate up to 6 in. Such specimens should

have a minimum cross-section of not less than 450 sq.in.,

in the form of a 24-in. cube or a cylinder 24 in. in diameter.

ndk.SpecimeriH of .such size are very hi-avy and dif!

and there are few tefltin^ mathinc-.x with fuffi

between the vertical .ncrews to accornmrxJaU- them.
The main point to be empha.»ized i.H that tcaU made on

.small specimen.s from which the larger particles of the
batch have been rejected will fumi.«ih retiultji far too hich.
and that regardless of any other cond;tions of the teat

the quantity of cement in a unit volume of concrete u an
important factor which should not be disrei^arded in inter-

preting the test results. G. M. Wiluamh,
Saskatoon, Sask., Professor of Civil Entrineennj;.

Oct. 8. I'niverxity of Saxkatchewan.

Tests of Bearing Strength of Redwood
Agree with Howe's Formula

Sir— In connection with the two articles on the crashing
strength of wood at various angles to the (^ain which were
published in Engineering Neu-s-Record of Sept. 30, 1920,
the following results of tests made on redwood at the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology during the past year may
be of interest.

The specimens tested were IS x li in. in cross-oectioii and
o in. long, cut from clear stock so that the ^ain of the five
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tests pieces made angles of 0", 30", 45*, 60' and 90' with

the bearing faces. A 30,000-lb. Olsen testing machine was

used and the deformations for successive increments o:' load

were read on dial gauge compressometers. The elastic limit

for each specimen w. - determined from stitss-strain dia-

grams drawn from these data. As was anticipato^l. all the

speciments except those in end bearing and cross bearing

failed in shear.
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California Institute of Technolofry.

Pasadena. Cal.. Oct. 24.
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Discount on Water Bills Must Be
Stopped by Company

In granting a new schedule of rates

to yield 8 per cent on a valuation of

$266,165 and $15,394 for current ex-

penses, the Railroad Commission of

California, in a ruling announced Oct.

13, ordered the Pasadena Consolidated

Water Co. to discontinue its practice

of allowing 10 per cent discount on
water bills paid before a stated date.

The commission declared that a water
company can protect itself against bad
bills by rules and regulations. The
company supplies water for domestic
use and irrigation in the vicinity of
Pasadena. A similar ruling was made
in another state not long ago.

Approval by Voters of Public Works Bond
Issues is Countrywide

Billions of Dollars Provided for Construction of Roads, Water-Works,
Tunnels and Other Public Improvements— Few

Projects Defeated

Returns from all sections of the

country indicate a sweeping approval
by voters on Nov. 2 of bond issues for

public works construction. There fol-

low details of some of the more im-

portant projects for which funds were
voted

:

Baltimore Votes $51,750,000 of Bonds
—Baltimore's four big municipal im-

provement loans (providing for ex-

penditure of a total of $51,750,000 on

Civil Engineers Refuse To Join Federated
Engineering Societies

In Record Total of 5,608 Ballots Proposal To Enter New Organization
Is Defeated by Margin of Almost 1,000 Votes

By a vote of 3,278 to 2,330 the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, in the
letter ballot canvassed Nov. 8, defeated
the proposal to become a member of
the Federated American Engineering
Societies. The total vote of 5,608,

analyzed by districts in the accompany-
ing table, exceeds by almost 1,000 the

ing was in progress, returned no heavy
total in favor of the federation, and
there is nothing in the result to indicate

any contest between East and West.
The announcement of the result

terminates a contest in which active

campaigns were conducted by both the
advocates and the opponents of the

AMERICAN SOCIETY CIVIL ENGINEERS VOTE ON PROPOSAL TO JOIN THE FEDERATED
AMERICAN ENGINEERING SOCIETIES

District*: It IJ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total
Ves 24 272 153 101 311 192 239 223 144 115 122 192 111 131 2,330
No 31 792 290 198 192 224 237 148 356 221 172 149 122 146 3,278

Total 55 1,064 44: 299 503 416 476 371 500 336 294 341 233 277 5,608
* Dist. 1, N. Y. City and foreign; Dist. 2, New England States; Dist. 3, N. Y. State and Quebec; Dist. 4.

Eastern Penn., Md., N. J., Del.; |Dist 5, D. C, Va., N. and S. C, Ga., Fla.; Dist* 6, Western Penn., W. Va.,
Ohio; Dist. 7, Ontario, Mich., Wis., Minn., Manitoba, la.; Dist. 8, III, Ind., Ky., Tenn.; Dist. 9, Ala., Miss.,
La., Ark., Mo.; Dist. 10, Okla., Kan , Col., Utah, Neb., Wyo., N. and S. D., Mont., Saskatchewan and Al-
berta; Dist. 1 1, Tex., Mex., Ariz., S. Cal.; Dist. 12, B. C. Idaho, Wash., Ore., Alaska; Dist. 13, Northern
Cal., Nev.

t Foreign. t Resident.

heavy balloting recorded Oct. 6 on the
constitutional amendment questionnaire
and reported in the news section (p.

767) of this journal Oct. 14.

The federation project was defeated
this week in nine of the society's

thirteen disti'icts, affirmative majorities
being returned only from Districts 4, 6,

7 and 11, covering the Pennsylvania-
Ohio, the Great Lakes, and the South-
west territories. By far the largest
negative plurality was rolled up in the
New York district (No. 1) where the
"No" votes totalled 792 against only
272 "Yes" ballots. In District 6 (West-
ern Pa., W. Va., and Ohio) opinion was
almost equally divided, there being 239
negative votes and 237 affirmative. The
western states, contrary to predictions
that had been current whi'e the ballot-

960

federation. In addition to arguments
pro and con, prepared by special com-
mittees named by the society's Board of
Direction and circulated in printed form
to the corporate membership, additional

appeals carrying long lists of signa-

tures were distributed.

The action of the American Society
of Civil Engineers comes almost on the
eve of the first meeting of the Amer-
ican Engineering Council, the govern-
ing body of the Federated American
Engineering Societies, which is to con-
vene at Washington, D. C, Nov. 18 and
19. All of the other founder societies

—

mechanical, electrical and mining—have
already become charter members of the
federation, in addition to a score or
more of city, state and regional organ-
izations.

new schools, sewers, streets and
bridges, conduits, harbor and water-
supply betterments and a new munic-
ipal hospital) were each ratified by
majorities in excess of 150,000. (See
Engineering News-Record, Oct. 28,

1920, p. 866, for further details.) Plans
for floating the bonds are to be taken
up at a joint meeting of the Public

Improvement Commission and the Com-
missioners of Finance, shortly to be

called by William F. Broening, mayor
of Trenton. The bonds are to bear in-

terest at 5 per cent.

Construction operations are to start

in the early spring, and the advertising
for sale of sufficient blocks of securities

to cover initial outlays on the work
may be expected in January or Febru-
ary, although the officials will be guided
in large measure by market conditions,

deferring action to await a favorable
market. Bids are to be submitted to

the Municipal Board of Awards, Mayor
Broening, president.

Members of the Public Improvement
Commission, to have charge of the ex-

penditure of $41,000,000 of the total,

took the oath of office Nov. 4, and the

members of the Port Development
Commission, to supervise the expendi-

ture of $10,000,000 on harbor improve-
ments, qualified Nov. 8. The members
of the commissions are: (1) Public Im-
provements: Robert Garrett, of Robert
Garrett & Sons, bankers, Garrett Build-

ing, chairman; Jacob Epstein, Judge
Henry D. Harlan, former Mayor J.

Barry Mahool and William Kalb. (2)

Port Development: John E. Greiner, of

J. E. Greiner & Co., consulting engi-

neers. Fidelity Building, chairman;
Austin McLanahan, Benjamin F.

Woelper, Jr., former Mayor James H.

Preston, and Elmore B. Jeffery. The
hospital loan will be expended under
the direction of the Municipal Board
of Estimates.

Hudson River Tunnel and Delaware
River Bridge Bonds Carry—The $28,-

000,000 New Jersey bond issue for a

vehicular tunnel beneath the Hudson
River between New York City and Jer-

sey City and for a bridge over the

Delaware River between Philadelphia

and Camden was carried by a heavy

majority. Full returns are not avail-

able, but it is believed that every

county in the state indorsed the project.

The majorities in Essex, Hudson, Pas-

saic and Union Counties, opposite New
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York City, were large, while in Mercer
County, the center of the state, a ma-
jority of 3,000 votes was recorded. If

the bonds had not carried the cost of

the two projects might have been met
by direct taxation. Under the terms of

the bond authorization act tolls will be

charged for the use of the tunnel and
bridge in order to meet the bond and
other charges.

Newark Votes for Municipal Light
and Power—By a vote of 35,814 to

34,165, Newark, N. J., voted for the

establishment of a municipal light, heat

and power plant. No plans have been
made or money provided for the proj-

ect. Charles P. Gillen is mayor.
Large Loan at Philadelphia—A $33,-

000,000 loan for municipal improve-
ments was authorized.

Harrisburg Votes Water Bonds—

A

$1,600,000 loan for water-works im-
provements at Harrisburg, Pa., was
authorized. (See p. 963 for details.)

St. Paul Votes Water Bonds and
Charter Amendments—A bond issue of

$4,000,000 was voted by St. Paul,

Minn., for the construction of a filter

plant, service reservoir, pumping plant,

and reinforcing water mains to remedy
low pressure in portions of the city.

The present supply is from lakes north
of the city and artesian wells. The
new supply will probably be taken from
the Mississippi River north of the city.

John W. Kelsey is superintendent of

the water department.
The charter of St. Paul was amended

(1) to permit levying a wheclage tax
for construction and maintenance of

pavements and (2) to permit charging
to abutting property owners the cost

of a 12-ft. strip of new pavements in

place of having all the cost met by
benefit assessments.

Road Bond Amendments Carry

Missouri City Bond Limit Increased—
A constitutional amendment allowing
Missouri cities of 100,000 and over (St.

Louis and Kansas City) to raise the

limit of bonded indebtedness from 5 to

10 per cent of their assessed valuation

probably carried, there being a favor-

able majority of about 130,000 in St.

Louis, Kansas City and St. Joseph,
which it is thought can not be overcome
by the smaller cities and rural districts.

This amendment was particularly de-

sired by Kansas City to enable it to

improve its water-works (see Engineer-
ing News-Record, Oct. 28, p. 865).

Minnesota Ratifies Babcock Good
Roads Amendment—Minnesota ratified

Constitutional Amendment 1, popularly
known as the Babcock Good Roads
Amendment, whereby a state system of

paved roads, 6,900 miles in length, con-

necting all county seats and other
towns of over 1,500 population, and
sufficient funds for the proper con-

struction and maintenance of such a
system, are provided. No time limit is

set as the date for completion of the

system, neither is it specified what
maximum financial obligation may be
incurred, with the exception that not
more than ^10,000,000 in bonds may be

issued in a single year or more than
$75,000,000 be outstanding at any time.
West Virginia Votes Ten to One for

Road Bond Amendment—By a vote that
is estimated as 10 to 1 West Virginia
ratified a constitutional amendment
providing for the issuance of $.00,000,-

000 in bonds for construction of a sys-

tem of highways connecting county
seats.

Missouri Road Amendment Appar-
ently Carries—The heavy vote in cities

is expected to give a large majority in

favor of Constitutional Amendment 0,

authorizing the issuance of $60,000,000
in bonds for highway construction
under state supervision. Early esti-

mates put the majority by which the
amendment will be carried at 100,000.
Rural districts, the last to report re-

turns, appear unfavorable to the pro-
posed amendment. Incomplete returns
from 29 counties give the amendment
a majority of 49,612, and complete re-

turns from 17 a majority of 4,186.

One Possible Road Bonds Defeat

Carlyon Bill Apparently Defeated—
Washington State's proposed constitu-

tional amendment, whereby bonding of

the state for $30,000,000 for 20 years,

bonds to be retired through revenue
from motor vehicle licenses, was appar-
ently defeated. The proposed amend-
ment was known as the Carlyon Bill.

Incomplete returns from Seattle and
from King County showed 26,000 votes

for and 35,000 against the amendment.
Georgia's "Baby Bond" Amendment

Passes—A constitutional amendment
authorizing the issuance of 10-year

bonds for street paving by cities in

Georgia of more than 150,000 popula-

tion passed. It is agreed that a great

amount of municipal street work will

be done during 1921 because of the

new amendment, Atlanta alone contem-
plating the issuance of bonds to the

amount of $5,000,000. The amendment
was populary called the "baby bond"
amendment.
County Votes $1,000,000 in Highway

Bonds—Susquehanna County, Pa.,

voted to issue road bonds to the amount
of $1,000,000. The majority was 1,123,

though some 3,000 voters failed to vote

on the bill.

Alabama County Votes Road Bonds—
The majority in favor of bonding

Morgan County, Ala., in the sum of

$440,000 for road improvement is ex-

pected to be around 600, early returns

indicate.

State Railway Ti'nnel Londs

Colorado State RaiJiray Tumul Botids

Probably Carried— IncomploU' returns

indicate a favorable vote on the amend-
ment to the Colorado SUite constitution

authorizing a bond issue of $18,550,000

for the construction of three tunnels

through mountain ranges to improve

the transportation service of districts

now almost isolated and also to im-

prove through traffic facilities by giving

lower grades and avoiding present open

summits at high elevations where snow

troubles are serious. The six-mile

Moffat tunnel on the Denver & Salt
Lake R.R. m estimated to com $7J&17,-

936; the nix-mile Monarch tannel on
the Denver & Rio Grande R.R., ilM"^.
400, and the li-mile San Juan RR. or.

another line of the latt«T road. %:i.^^.

.'{97, a total of $18,404,7.10. Thtr*e ton-
nel« are to be owned by the !»tat« and
leased to the railroads, the law requir-

ing the latter to make use of the new
facilities provided. A description of
this project was given in Engintering
News-Record of April 8, 1920, p. 716.

Bridge Bonos Aitmovo)

Wayne County Bridge Bomdt Voted—
The construction of two bridges acrosa
the Rouge River at Detroit, Hich.^ was
authorized by the voters of Wayne
County—one at Fort St. and one at

Jefferson Ave.
Some of the Favorable Results in

Ohio—Votes in fr.vor of municipal im-

provements were cast in a number of

Ohio cities. Some of these were:
Akron: $2,000,000 voted for parks;
$250,000 for approaches to the North
Hill viaduct.—i4«/i fa 6u/a: $1,000,000

for a new light and power plant.

—

Marion: $525,000 for storm sewers de-

feated, but a tax levy proposed for a

$1,000,000 outlay for sanitary sewers
and sewage treatment was carried.

—

Sandusky: $244,000 for resurfacing
downtown streets.

Chicago Votes Park Bonds—

A

$1,000,000 bond issue for the extension

of Lincoln Park was voted at Chicago.

Most of the work will be done by day
labor.

Leavemvorth to Buy Waterworks—
A vote of nearly 2 to 1 was cast to

buy the property of the Leavenworth
and Ft. Leavenworth Water Co. Bond:>

will be issued to pay for the plant

which a board of engineers recently

apprai.sed at $650,000.

Topeka \'otes Water Bonds— .\ total

of $535,000 water bonds was voted. .\

filtration plant will be built after

plans by C. .\. Haskins, Lawrence
Kan.

Some Adverse Votes

Tii'o Bond Issues Defeated at Louis-

rille—A $500,000 war memorial and
auditorium loan and a $1.000.0<M) loan

for the University of Louisville failed

to receive the nei-essary two-thirds ma-
jority at Louis\'ille, Ky.

Frankliti County, 0., Votes AgatKst
Bridge Bonds—A county bridge bond
issue was defeated by 8,816 vot*»3, ac-

cording to reports from Columbus, O.

Sandusky Votes Dou-n War \femor.

ill—For the second timo the voters of

Sandusky, Ohio, defeated a proposeil

$250,000 bond issue for a soldiers' me-
morial building.

Toledo Prefers Service at Cost to

Municipitl Railway— A service-at-cost

street railway ordinance was carried at

Toledo. Ohio, by a vote of 46.000 to

18.000. By somewhat lighter total

vote, of about the same ratio, but in-

verted, a $4,000,000 and an alternative

$3,000,000 bond issue ordinance for

municipal ownership were defeated.
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Flexible Interest Rate To Aid
California Road Bond Sales

At the election on Nov. 2 CaHfomia
voters approved a measure providing

for a flexible intei-est rate on highway
bonds, and the means for adjusting that

x-ate to suit market conditions. This

measure, which was strongly supported

by the state highway commission, is

expected to expedite materially the

financing of state highway work. Iti

will distribute more equitably highway
costs and will relieve the highway com»
mission of the necessity of getting

counties to pay the difference between
the par and market values of bonds

used for road work within their

boundaries.

Under the new plan there is created

a state highway finance board consist-

struction was through counties having
a small assessed valuation— Mono
County was raising 48c. on the $100 to

pay state highway bond interest while

San Francisco paid nothing at all.

Germantown Dam Completed
Last week the embankment of the

Germantown dam of the Miami Con-
servancy District, about 10 mi. north-

west of Dayton, Ohio, was completed,

the officials of the district advise. Work
was at once started on placing the per-

manent floor in • the twin outlet con-

duits, which will reduce the conduits to

half their initial height; to carry the

flow of freshlets during construction

and to reduce the depth of ponding back
of the uncompleted embankment, the
conduits were built of twice their de-

GERMANTOWN DAM, FIRST OF MIAMI CONSERVANCY DISTRICTS' FIVE FLOOD
CONTROL DAMS TO BE COMPLETTED

ing of the governor, controller, treas-

urer, chairman of the state board of

control, and chairman of the state high-

way commission, all serving without
compensation or expense. When a block

of highway bonds is to be sold this

board is to investigate market condi-

tions and fix a rate of interest, not
exceeding 6 per cent, such that the

bonds can be sold at par.

The second part of the measure
relieves counties of the payment of

interest on state highway construction

within their boundaries a requirement
that has been in effect since the state

highway commission was organized.

That provision was included in the orig-

inal plan because it was presumed that

the roads would be of more value for

local than for through traffic. It has
been found, however, such a plan makes
an unfair distribution of the burden.

In constructing trunk-lines and laterals

by the most direct routes, and with
what the highway commission calls "the

phenomenal development of through
traffic, both passenger and freight,"

local traffic on most state highways is

now but 25 per cent of the total. More-
over, some of the most expensive con-

sign depth, and have served during the

past year in this condition. The final

floor, now being built, is at half the

height of the conduit opening, and the

space below is to be filled when flow has
been diverted to the new floor. It is

expected that this work and all nec-

essary finishing operations at. German-
town will be completed this season.

As the Germantown dam is the first

of the District's five dams to be com-
pleted, the present stage represents an
important step in the progress of the

Miami Valley flood protection. The
dam will be ready for full service in the
coming spring floods, and by exerting

its full detention action (the double-size

conduits were in service during the 1920
high water) it will contribute its in-

tended share toward reduction of floods

in the lower part of the valley.

Work on the dam began in spring of

1918 and has progressed according to

schedule and without mishap. The dam
is 110 ft. high and contains about
900,000 cu.yd. of embankment, most of

it placed by hydraulic sluicing. Ai'thur

L. Pauls, division engineer, and Albert
Armstrong, superintendent, are directly

responsible for the conduct of the work.

One Indicted in Building

Graft Inquiry
Lockwood Committee Probe Discloses

Transfer of $25,000 by New York
Contractor to Call Ofif Strike

The indictment of George S. Backer,

a New York City contractor, on the

charge of perjury in connection with
his testimony; the cancellation of New
York County courthouse contracts be-

cause of indications of collusion in

bidding; and the possibility of further

indictments, and contract cancellations

by the city on school and other work,
are the recent outstanding features in

the building graft inquiry being con-

ducted by the Lockwood Joint Legisla-

tive Committee on Housing being held

at the City Hall, New York City, with

Samuel Untennyer as counsel for the

committee.
Mr. Backer, who has been operating

in New York City for years, acted as

a go-between in the transfer of $25,000

from the contractor for whom he was
acting as superintendent of construc-

tion, and two walking delegates. The
money was paid to call off a strike but
Backer first testified that he had
gambled the money away at the race-

track and in playing cards. When
cross-examined he admitted having paid

the money to two "strangers," who, he

understood, were acting as agents for

Robert P. Brindell, the "king" of the

New York building labor world. Backer
was arraigned before Judge Mulqueen,

of General Sessions, Nov. 8, having pre-

viously been x-eleased after arrest on

$25,000 cash bail.

The cancellation of the contract for

furnishing cut limestone for the New
York County courthouse came as a

result of the testimony offered by
Henry Hanlein, who had been awarded
the contract, in which it was intimated

Hanlein was to be the only bidder as a

result of a conference and an agreement
among the cut limestone producers in

New York City.

Investigations are under way both by
the Lockwood committee and the New
York Board of Estimate and Apportion-

ment into the presence of irregularities

in the award or prosecution of school

and other contracts for the City of New
York, involving the expenditure of

approximately $60,000,000.

Purchase of Fifty-Two Snow
Plows Advised by High-

way Engineer

In order that the New Jersey State

Highway Department may not be short

of equipment with which to keep main

trunk-line routes open to traffic through-

out the winter, Thomas J. Wasser,

state highway engineer, at a recent

meeting of the Highway Commission
recommended the purchase of 52 addi-

tional snow plows. The Department
already owns 22 plows. It is under-

stood that the Highway Department
will soon receive proposals for the sup-

ply of the needed plows.
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Southern Power Co. Will

Build New Station
Plans are being prepared by the

Southern Power Company for the con-

struction of a new 60,000-kva. water
power plant near Charlotte, N. C. This

will be the ninth hydro-electric plant

to be tied into that company's system of

2,050 miles of high-voltage transmis-

sion lines and brings the total rating

of its hydro-electric and steam stations

up to 340,900 kva. The new station will

be laid out for four units, operating

under a head of 85 ft. It will be of the

usual type of construction adopted by
the Southern Power Company. The
dam and power house will require about
250,000 yards of masonry. Preliminary

specifications for the four waterwheels
have been sent out to the manufactur-
ers. W. S. Lee, vice-president and chief

engineer of the Southern Power Com-
pany, states that the plans for the new
station call for its completion in the

summer of 1922.

Hetch Hetchy Cost-Plus Contract
Is Valid—Work Resumed

The supreme court of California has
decreed that nothing in San Francisco's

charter prevents the city from entering

into a contract on a cost-plus fee basis

such as that made with the Construc-
tion Company of North America for

driving 18 miles of tunnel on the Hetch
Hetchy project. The validity of the

contract was challenged in a taxpayers'

suit filed last May and which placed an
injunction on the payment of $276,776,

the initial fee due the construction com-
pany.

Work on the tunnels was shut down
on Aug. 26 by a strike of the tunnel

workers, and, pending the outcome of

the suit over the contract, was not re-

sumed. With the favorable decision of

the court, however, new crews have
been brought in and, beginning Nov. 1,

the several headings are all being

worked.
Rex Starr, sub-contractor for the 8

miles of tunnel on the upper end, has

assigned his contract to L. DeLucca.

Contract for the 10 miles on the lower

end is held by A. C. Dennis.

At the main Hetch Hetchy dam the

Utah Construction Company has ex-

cavated both abutments from crest level

down to water level, opened quarries,

built tracks to bunkers, crushers and

screens and installed another incline,

with a capacity of 40 tons, down to the

floor of the valley. The entire founda-

tion of the dam is expected to be ex-

posed, and concrete pouring under way
within four months.

New Railway Survey in Manitoba

The Government of the Province of

Manitoba has granted authority to the

Canadian National Rys. to proceed

immediately with a survey for a new
line from The Pas to the Flin Flon

mining area, about ninety miles north-

ward.

Mississippi River TrafTic Held Up
For Terminals

iWashinoton Correspondence)

While two of the new power boats
and several of the modern barges built

for the Mississippi-Warrior River
barge lines have been delivered, Brig.-

Gen. William D. Connor, in charge of

inland water - transportation for the

War Department, states that the ex-

periment, so far as operation on these

rivers is concerned, cannot really l>egin

until next spring. The full new
equipment, it is expected, will be de-

livered during the winter. Thus far

the barge lines have been conducted
with makeshift equipment which has
literally been wracked to pieces. Oper-
ation with that plant, Brigadier-Gen-
eral Connor points out, is in no way in-

dicative of what can be accomplished

with equipment especially designed for

use on the Mississippi and Warrior
Rivers.

Those connected with the barge line

experiment feel that the perfection of

operation is only a matter of time and
that the really important part of the

experiment has been successfully con-

cluded—the determination of the fact

that tonnage is available in sufficient

quantity to justify the operation of

these lines. Despite the uncertain serv-

ice, there never has been a time since

the Mississippi barges have been oper-

ated that there has not been a super-

abundance of freight.

Under present conditions the cost of

handling freight at terminals is exces-

sive. It averages between $1.25 and

$1.50 at St. Louis. The average at

New Orleans is slightly less. Plans

for the establishment of well equipped

terminals are now being perfected.

Plans for the terminal at Mobile have

been completed and are now in the

hands of contractors who are studying

them. The plans for the Memphis
terminal are well advanced and some

work has been done on a plan for im-

proved terminal facilities at New Or-

leans. It is the intention to develop

terminals at Vicksburg, Cairo, and

East St. Louis and greatly improve the

terminal at St. Louis. A modern coal-

loading plant will be established at

the head of navigation on the Warrior

River.

Water-Works Improvements
for Harrisburg, Pa.

Recommendation for improvements

and extensions to the water supply of

Harrisburg, Pa., nade recently by

James H. Fuertes, consulting engineer.

New York City, are estimated to cost

about $1,500,000. The largest single

item is $530,000 for a 30,000,000-gal.

high-service reservoir. Among the

other large items are $270,000 for a new

sedimentation basin, six new filters, a

15,000,000-gal. pump, and boilers, at the

filter plant; some $300,000 for removal

of pumps built in 1874, and provision

of new pumps; and $285,000 for new

water mains. A water bond issue of

$1,600,000 was voted Nov. 2/

.North Carolina Plan.<^ Road lioad
Issue ( ampai^

The two l(;i!.'.' .' rod roads aMoeia-
tions of North Carolina, the Korth
Carolina Good Roads Ajiiociation an'l

the Citizens Highway Ajmociation, are
planning to get U>gethcr to work for

adequate Icgiitlation at the Janoary
meeting of the Stat* Lftfislatare that

will give the state a definite system of

highways and sufficient money with
which to construct and maintain H. A
systematic speaking campaign will be
inaugurated under the joint auspices of
these two organizations and prominent
legislators have been called upon to

assist. The Citizens Highway Associa-
tion has in mind the drafting of a ^ood
roads bill, embodying the views of the

association, to be presented to the com-
ing session of the Legislature. The
bill, it is understood, will ask for the

issuance of bonds in siifficient amoont,
probably $100,000,000, to establish a

state system of highways.

Military Engineers To Attend
22nd Regiment Review

Five former colonels and the New
York Post of the Society of American
Military Engineers are to be the guests

of honor at the military reviev.' of the

22nd Engineers to be given at 8:30 pjrn.,

Nov. 15, at the regiment's armory,

168th St. and Fort Washington Ave.,

Xew York City.

The 22nd Engineers is the first

National Guard engineer unit to become
federalized, the completion of its fed-

eralization taking place Nov. 5. It is

partly in celebration of this event and
partly as an honor to the retiring

colonel of the regiment that the review

is to be held. Col. George D. Snyder
is the retiring colonel and will act as

reviewing officer, and Col. F. E. Hum-
phreys, a graduate cf West Point but

who is not now in the regular army, is

the 22nd's new commanding officer.

Military Engineers Start Drive
To increase Membership

At a recent meeting of the board of

directors of the Xew York Post, Society

of American Military Engineers, the

membership committee was enuir^ro! .is

the first step in an inter-ive

to bring into the organization <

men and others interested in the national

defense. There are now 111 members
in the post, and it is estimated that in

New York and vicinity, there are from

SOO to 1.000 ex-service engineers eligi-

ble.' to membership.
The new membership c

which still retains as its chai;

chairman of the old committo-

C. Clarke— is composed of the :

men: Cols. 0. B. Perr>' and E. S.

Shaughnossy; Liout.-Cols. Philander

Betts, J. P. Hogan. and Evarts Tracoy;

Majors J. P. Hallihan. Chandler Davis.

E. C. Church. Ir\in<T V. A. Huio. W. J.

Hammer. A. C. Harper. J. W. Mark.

and E. E. Shen*-ooi^- and Lt, A. D.

Fitzgerald.
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Low Bids Received in Trial

N. Y. Highway Letting
Thirty-eight bids, each of them be-

low the engineer's estimate, were re-

ceived upon eleven road construction

projects in the trial letting held by the

New York Highway Commission Oct.

29. Bids were received upon each of

the eleven, projects advertised. Six

bids were received upon each of

two projects, five upon each of three

others, three on three different projects

and two projects each received one bid

each. The projects advertised aggre-

gated 32.91 mi. and are situated in

eleven different counties of the state.

On one project the low bid was 8 per

cent below the engineer's estimate.

The average of the low bids on all

eleven projects below the engineer's

estimate was 4i per cent. Another
feature in the trial letting was the

presence of a comparatively small vari-

ation between high and low bids, with

three exceptions the high and low bids

not vai'ying more than 2 per cent.

Among the contractors submitting bids

were the names of those now doing ex-

tensive work for the state.

It is the intention of the New York
Highway Commission, as noted in

Engiyieering Neivs-Record, Oct. 28, p.

865, to carry on what winter work it

can economically and to let as many
contracts as possible during the winter

so that constniction may start early

in the spring of 1921. The trial let-

ting, which has proven quite successful,

will doubtless lead the New York High-

way Commission to the early letting of

many other contracts.

Rivers and Harbors Congress

The annual convention of the Na-
tional Rivers and Harbors Congress
will be held in Washington, Dec. 8, 9

and 10, 1920.

St. Paul Engineers Object to

Clause in Registration Bill

The Engineers' Society of St. Paul,

at its regular meeting Oct. 11, refused

to approve the registration bill as pre-

pared by the Joint Board unless Sec-

tion 2 is replaced by Section 2 of En-
gineering Council's bill. The Section 2

objected to states that no no one is

prohibited from designing or executing
work, provided that his plans and spe-

cifications are not signed by the author
as "registered" architect, engineer or

surveyor.

The history of the proposed Minne-
sota Registration Law is as follows:

Two years ago the local chapter of the
American Institute of Ai'chitects in-

troduced a bill into the Legislature

providing fo*" the registration of archi-

tects somewhat along the lines of the

present bill. They claimed that the bill

was harmless and asked the engineers
not to oppose n as no one was ex-

cluded from practicing. This bill did

not pass.

When the architects joined with the

engineers this summer to formulate a

joint bill the inclusion of such a clause

as Section 2 again came up. The rea-

son given for including it is that, ac-

cording to legal advice, such is the only

way a registration bill for engineers

and architects can be passed.

Governor's Conference To Con-
sider Housing Problems

Housing problems and the promotion
of home ownership will be considered

at the State Governor's Conference at

Madison, Wis., Dec. 1 to 3. Among the

other topics on the program are the

Kansas Industrial Relations Court and
state incomes and expenses. Miles C.

Riley, Madison, Wis., is secretary of

the conference.

Bill Opposes Publicity for

Contracts
Contractors generally are thought to

be opposed to Senator Smoot's bill pro-

viding for the abolition of the Returns
Office in the Department of the Interior.

In this office a copy of all contracts

made by the War, Navy or Interior De-
partments is filed in accordance with

the statute enacted during the Civil

War. The law was aimed at alleged

favoritisms in the awarding of con-

tracts during the Civil War. Since

that time all contracts made by these

departments have been filed in the Re-
turns Office. The law provides that any
person may inspect these contracts and
that a copy must be furnished for a

fee of 5c. per 100 words.
The opposition to the Returns Office

is understood to come largely from the

Navy Department. Some officials are

of the opinion that the disclosures of

contracts ought to be discretionary. It

is thought to be in the interest of con-

tractors generally, however, that no
secrecy be allowed to surround con-

tracts. The Secretary of the Interior

has announced his opposition to the bill.

He says the existing law should be ex-

tended to all government departments.
At the same time he suggests that the

Returns Office probably should be taken
out of his department and made a part
of the Treasury Department.

A. R. A. Joint Committee on
Automatic Train Control

At the recent meeting in New York
of the Joint Committee on Automatic
Train Control, which was appointed by
President R. H. Aishton, of tho Ameri-
can Railway Association, the following

officers were appointed: Chairman of

the committee, C. E. Denney, vice-presi-

dent and general manager, New York,
Chicago & St. Louis R.R.; vice-chair-

man for operating division, T: H. Bea-
com, vice-president and general man-
ager, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Ry.; vice-chairman for engineering divi-

sion, A. M. Burt, assistant to the oper-

ating vice-president. Northern Pacific

Ry.; vice-chairman for signal division,

W. J. Eck, signal and electrical super-

intendent, Southern Ry., and vice-chair-

man for mechanical division, J. T. Wal-
lis, chief of motive power, Pennsylvania
System.
The duties of the Joint Committee

are to confer with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, to presci'ibe rules

for tests, and to arrange for actual

tests. Under the terms of the Trans-
portation Act the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has authority to or-

der any carrier, upon two years' notice,

to install automatic stops and train

control of a design approved by the

commission.

Cornell Engineers Increase

Society Membership
At the meeting of the Cornell Society

of Civil Engineers in New York City,

Oct. 19, a resolution was passed chang-
ing the name of the society to the Cor-

nell Society of Engineers and making
eligible for membership not only the

civil enginers but also all "persons who
have been members of the engineering

colleges of Cornell University as stu-

dents or teachers for a period of one

year or longer." This provision vdll

admit to membership all Sibley college

men, including the mechanical engi-

neers, electrical engineers and the

architects.

The Cornell Society of Civil Engi-

neers had a membership of 1,015, and
it is expected that the action taken

Oct. 19 'will "result in forming the

largest alumni engineering society in

the United States, since those now eli-

gible for membership are three times as

great in number as previously.

In 1919, shortly after it was learned

that the combination of the engineering

colleges of Cornell University was
under consideration, the executive com-
mittee of the Cornell Society of Civil

Engineers began to consider the best

way to enlarge the society, and it was
decided that action should be taken

looking to the admission of all Cornell

engineers.

The meeting last week was addressed

by Dean-elect Dexter S. Kimball, Cor-

nell University, and by Clifford M. Hol-

land, chief engineer. Bridge and Tun-
nel Commission of New York and New
Jersey.

The following officers were elected for

the year 1920-1921: President, Ira W.
McConnell; first vice-president, J.

Wright Taussig; second vice-president.

Prof. Henry N. Ogden; recording sec-

retary. Earl W. Hall; corresponding
secretary and treasm*er, Carroll R.

Harding.

Highway Construction in Illinois

Speeded Up
During the five weeks ended Oct. 29,

the State of Illinois added to its 1920

highway mileage 77 mi. of federal-aid

roads and 30 mi. of state-aid roads, a

total of 107 mi. completed for the five-

weeks' period. This makes a total of

310 mi. constructed under the super-

vision of the Division of Highways
since Jan. 1, 1920. Illinois still has 158

mi. of uncompleted 1919 and 1920 con-

tracts. All of this mileage is hard

surfacine.

I
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Devil's Gate Flood Control Dam
Completed in Pasadena

The Devil's Gate Dam, a unit of the

Los Angeles County flood control sys-

tem, was completed in October. It is

located on the Arroyo Seco, a flashy

winter stream tributary to the Los

Angeles River, in the City of Pasadena.

The dam has a maximum height of

about 120 ft. above bed rock, is arched

in plan, has a crest length of 310 ft.,

with a roadway and two sidewalks
across the top. It is built of masonry
and has an outlet near the bottom, a

tunnel outlet through the mountain and
a regulator-spillway. J. W. Regan is

flood control engineer. Notes on the

dam appeared in Engineering News-
Record, Feb. 13, 1919, p. 351, and
March 6, 1919, p. 315.

Montreal Bridge Plan Considered
A meeting held at Montreal, Nov. 2,

under the auspices of the Central Mon-
treal Terminal Co., failed to attract

any enthusiastic representation. The
chairman, C. N. Armstrong, explained
the purpose of the meeting as being to

give those interested in a St. Lawrence
River bridge project an opportunity to

express their opinions. The company,
formed in 1890, was prepared to erect

a fifteen-span bridge, he stated, the
bridge to be 5,000 ft. long and to pro-

vide for two railway tracks, two vehicle

roadways, and two footways. This
structure would reach Papineau Ave.
for vehicle and passenger access, the
railway level extending to Ontario St.

The company has acquired real estate

for the project and is expecting to ask
' for government subsidies. It has

claimed to have exclusive right for the

; construction of a river crossing at Mon-
1 treal, and considers the present public

sentiment in favor of a crossing to en-
title it to public support. The principal

I officers of the company are C. N. Arm-
strong, president. F. E. Cae, secre-

tary, E. R. Lafleur, chief engineer.

Engineering Council Urges Engi-
neer for Shipping Board

An effort will be made by Ens'ineer-

ing Council to secure the nomination
of an engineer as a member of the

Shipping Board. It is possible that
• names may be submitted to the Presi-

- dent in each of the geographical divi-

sions of the coast. The act provides
that these divisions must be recognized
in the selection of Shipping Board
members. The divisions of the coast

usually accepted are: North Atlantic,

1 South Atlantic, Gulf, Pacific, and Great
Lakes.

It is believed that the President
will withhold his nominations for the

Shipping Board until Congress has rem-
' edied its oversight in failing to provide
for an appropriation for the salaries of

the members. A recent publication of

a list of names purporting to be those
that the President would nominate, was
declared to be entirely unauthentic at

the White House.

American Road Builders To Hold
Annual Meeting

The annual mec^ting of the American
Road Builders' Association i.s to be held
at the Automobile Club, New York City,
the afternoon and evening of Nov. 15.

Election of officers will be held ^n the
afternoon and, after a dinner at the
club, committee reports will be received
and informal discussions will be heard
on various phases of the road construc-
tion situation. A meeting of the ex-
ecutive committee will be held imme-
diately preceding the annual meeting
that is scheduled for 3 p.m.

The ballot that has been prepared
by the nominating committee follows:

Pie.sident, M. A. Fahf rty. chairman,
ChicaRo Board of Local Improvfment.<i ;

vice-pi-esident. Northeastern Di.strict. J. A.
Duchastel, city engineer, Outr<Tnont. Can-
ada : vice-president, Southern District,
Lieut.-Col. H. L. Bowlby, Bureau ot I'ubllc
Roads ; vice-president. Central Di.strict.
Robert C. Terrell, .state engineer, Okla-
homa : vice-president. Western District, S.
Benson, chairman, Oregon State Highway
Commission ; secretary, E. L. Powers, edi-
tor of Good Roads ; treasurer, Senatoi-
.lam.'s H. MacDonald, former Connecticut
.State Highway Commissioner.

The directors proposed are:

Irving W. Patterson, chief engineer.
State Board of Public Roads, R. L ; William
R. Smith, president. Lane Construction
Corp., Meriden, Conn. : John Swan, direc-
tor of public works, Pittsburgh ; J. H.
Ci'anford, president, Cranford Paving Co.,
AVashington ; W. G. Sucro, Baltimore
County Roads Engineer, Md. : W. A. Mc-
Clean, Deputy Minister of Highways,
Province of Ont., Canada : and A. B.
Fletcher, state highway engineer, Cal.

Rail Guarantee $656,000,000
According to figures made public by

the Interstate Commerce Commission,
Nov. 2, $656,000,000 will have to be pro-

vided by the Federal Government to pay
the railroads the guaranteed return

under private operation for the period

March 1 to Sept. 1, 1920. The railroads

suffered an actual deficit of $206,000,000

during this period and the Treasury
must pay them $450,000,000, the amount
of the guarantee provided in the Trans-

portation Act.

Montreal Street Tunnel Planned
A proposal for a street tunnel under

the Champ de Mars and Jacques Car-

tier Square has been made to the Cham-
bre de Commerce by Joseph Girard. A
committee of the Chambrc did not en-

dorse the project, but recommended that

it be forwarded to the city's administra-

tive commission. The plan is for a

tunnel from Craig St. to the harbor

front, to enable up and down traffic to

avoid the congested territory between.

Major Jenny Speaks at Allied

Machinery Smoker
Major J. A. Jenny, who accomnanied

Gen. Pershing to France when the van-

guard of the American Expeditionary

Forces sailed early in 1917, was the

principal speaker at a smoker given at

the Allied Machinery C:mter, New York

City, Oct. 29. He discussed port con-

struction, storage depots and constnic-

tion and maintenance of li^ht railways

in the forward areas.

Civil Service Examtaatioas
United States

For the Civ\l Seniee ezam'""'<' '*

tinted below nf/jly to the ''

Civil Service CummtMnon o/ .^

of New York, Room HOO, JUunieipal
Building, New York, S. Y.

Aiisintant Ei>fnne«r, Grade C. Bo-
reau of Buildingfl, $2,160 to 12,760 •
year. Applications received aatil

Nov. 17.

Junior Draughtesnian, Grade B.

Salary $1,560 to $2,160 a year.

For the United Statea civii tervie*

examination lixted below apply to tks

United States Civil Service Comimi»-
nion, Washington, D. C, or to anjf locmt

office of the Civil Service CommiMtiem.

Senior Enfrineer, Grade 2. $2,100 to

$2,700 a year.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual .^leetings

AMERICAN' RO.AD BL IIJ0E31S AS-
SOCI.\TIOX, New York City. .Vov
15. 1920.

KEDERATED A M E R I C AN E^»OI-
NEi:i:l.NG S O C I E T I E S. Xt-w
York; Washington. D. C . .Nov Ji-

19.

AMERIC.XN ASSOCIATION OF
STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIAl^
Washinpton. I>. C- ; Wajihlncton.
D. C. Dec. 13-16.

VMERIC.VN SOCIETY OF CIVIL. EN-
OI.NEKRS. New York CUy. Jan
ii». iy2i.

.ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRAC-
TORS. Wa.«hinKton. D. C. ; New
t»rK-aiis. Jan. 1'5-2T.

The American Society for Steel

Treating announces that a chapter has

been formeo in Syracuse, including in

its membership some of the mo?t prom-

inent men of the local >' .try.

Its officials include the t the

first two named beinp
:

1

secretary: Howard J. St.. ->

Steel Co.; W. F. McNuIly. .\cw Tr wc--.s

Gear Corporation; F. C. Raab. Brown-

Lipe-Chapin Co.; L. M. Sinner. H. H.

Franklin Mfg. Co.; R. C. Gebert, Ham-
mond Steel Co.; P. A. Hopkins. Ponn
Spring Works: E. D. Nowkirk. Onon-

da-ra Steel Co.; 0. L. Van Valk^nburir.

Trucible Steel Co.

The Colorado Society of Civil Engi-

neers, at its monthly meeting Oct. JS.

passed resolutions recommending' tJu»

construction of the three p-v^"- <

tunnels, passage of the e^*

amendment and the issuance

to be used in the construction of sUi«j

highways.

The Oklahoma Society of Enjfineera

at the annual meeting held i" TmV,

Oct. 26-27, by previous arr

resolved itself into the State K .

ing Council. All engine-rinft organisa-
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tions in the state were invited to send

committees to the meeting: to consider

jointly matters of legislation and to

effect a permanent organization. The
engineers' licensing bill and a salary

schedule for highway engineers in the

stiite were agreed upon. A bill to

strengthen the special assessment pav-

ing law was referred to counsel. The
engineers recommended the construction

of an Engineering Building at the State

University to cost $500,000 and recom-

mended the strengthening of the Engi-

neering Department of the State Board
of Health. The officers elected for the

coming year were: President, George

J. Stein, Miami, Okla.; vice-presidents,

V. V, Long, Oklahoma City, B. E.

Clark, McAlester, and B. F. Lewis,

Enid; secretary-treasurer, Donald Wit-

ten, Tulsa.

The San Francisco Engineer's Club,

at its meeting Oct. 29, elected the fol-

lowing officers: President, J. E. Wood-
bridge; secretary, C. H. Snyder.

The Pittsburgh Chapter, Am. Soc.

C. E. held its annual meeting Oct. 25.

Harlan Bartholomew discussed "Zoning

as Applied to City Planning." The fol-

lowing officers were elected: President,

N. S. Sprague; vice-president, Paul L.

Wolfel; secretary and treasurer, Nathan
Schein.

The Engineering Society of Buffalo

announces the following meetings: Nov.

16, American Chemical and Electro-

chemical Societies, joint meeting at

Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Nov. 23, Amer-
ican Institute of Architects—Oswald

Stein will give an illustrated talk on

the "Manufacture and Possibilities of

Terra Cotta"; Nov. 30, Society of Auto-

motive Engineers.

Personal Notes

Major H. F. C am e r o n, recently

commissioned in the Corps of Engi-

neers, U. S. A., has been assigned to

duty as assistant to the District Engi-

neer on the construction of the Wilson

Dam at Florence, Ala. During the

World War he served with rank of

lieutenant colonel. Engineers, U. S. A.,

as chief of the Machinery and Engi-

neering Materials Division, Director of

Purchase and Storage, Quartermaster

Corps at Washington. Major . Cam-
eron's previous experience included a

number of years' service in the Phil-

ippines for the J. G. White Co. and
on Government waterworks and high-

way construction.
.

A. R. Mann, formerly president

Western Canada Shipbuilders, Ltd., has

been elected president of the Northern
Construction Co., Winnipeg.

Alfred M. Barrett, deputy
commissioner. Public Service Commis-
sion, First District, New York, and
previously superintendent of .highways.

Borough of Queens, has been^ppointed

Public Service Commissioner for this

district to succeed Lewis Nixon, re-

signed.

H. N. Andrews, recently with the

engineering department, Youngstown
Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio, has ac-

cepted a position with the Wheeling-

Steel Corporation, Wheeling, W. Va.,

in its engineering department.

A. L. D I E R s T e I N, recently con-

nected with the U. S. Engineer Office,

Washington, D. C, has accepted a po-

sition with Ycager & Sons, contractors,

as engineer in charge of construction

of a concrete highway bridge at Dan-
ville, 111.

David F. Stockbridge, for-

merly with the Koppers Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa., is now chief engineer of The
Briggs Company, Lansing, Mich., deal-

ers in building material.

M. R. T H R N E, recently general

superintendent of the Arthur McMul-
len Co., New York City, has taken a

position with the Atmospheric Nitro-

gen Corporation to supervise the con-

struction of its plant at Syracuse, N. Y.

J. W al T E R A T L E E, recently with

the Virginia Railway Co., has accepted

a position as office engineer with the

C. H. Mead Coal Co., Buckley, W. Va.

NeelyJ. Cromer, civil engineer,

has accepted a position with the South
Carolina State Highway Department at

Lanes, S. C.

George Lautz, recently chief

engineer of District 1 of the U. S. For-

est Service, has been appointed assist-

ant to T. W. Norcross, chief engineer

of the U. S. Forest Service in Washing-
ton, D. C.

W. P A X T N, formerly with the

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio, has been appointed consulting en-

gineer for the city of Akron in con-

nection with the handling of city gar-

bage and street cleaning.

Otto S. Hess, district engineer of

the Michigan State Highway Commis-
sion, has been appointed managing en-

gineer, Kent County Road Commission.

Henry Exall Elrod, formerly

valuation engineer, Houston, Tex., has

been appointed valuation engineer by
the city of Dallas to investigate and re-

port concerning the properties of the

Dallas Telephone Company.

Manley Osgood, formerly city

engineer of Ann Arbor, Mich., has ac-

cepted a position as manager of the

Ann Arbor Asphalt Co.

W. G. Chase, consulting engineer,

Winnipeg, and chief engineer of the

Winnipeg Aqueduct, has been appointed

consulting engineer to the Saskatche-

wan Water Commission.

H. E. Eckles, civil engineer, for-

merly connected with the Board of

Local Improvements, Chicago, has ac-

cepted a position as assistant engineer

on electrification development connected

with the depot and terminal electrifica-

tion project of the Illinois Central R.R.,

Chicago.

Eugene H. Paddock, recently
assistant sanitary engineer in the U. S.

Public Health Service, has accepted a

position as resident engineer with the

Tayford Company, Inc., Lee, Mass., on
a hydro-electric development project.

J. R. Sherman, recently em-
ployed by the Braden Copper Co. on
construction work in Chile, has been
appointed engineer for the Kittitas

Reclamation District in Washington.

Major George A. Lewis of
Auburn, N. Y., has been named chief

engineer and superintendent of the

Auburn Water Board to succeed L. B.

Cleveland, resigned.

A. E. Foreman has resigned as
chief engineer, Department of Public
Woi'ks, Victoria, B. C, Can.,^ to enter
private practice.

John T. Scully has opened an
office in Cambridge, Mass. In addition
to engineering construction he will

engage in real estate development
by selecting sites best adapted to his

clients' requirements and giving the

benefit of expert service in the con-

struction of his plant.

F. L. Fellows, city engineer,

Vancouver, has been appointed consult-

ing engineer to the Saskatchewan
Water Commission.

T. W. F A T h E R s o N, engineer
maintenance of way of the Chicago
Great Western R.R., with headquar-
ters at Des Moines, Iowa, has been
appointed superintendent of the West-
ern division with headquarters at

Clarion, Iowa.

Obituary

Percy B. Taylor, consulting

structural engineer, died Oct. 21 in

Newark, N. J. He was born in Man-
chester, England, in 1865. He came to

this country in 1873 and was connected

with Cyrus Currier & Sons and the

Taylor-Martin Co., of which he was the

head. In 1897 he entered private prac-

tice as a consulting engineer in fac-

tory construction and affiliated bran-

ches of engineering. He designed

many industrial buildings for concerns

in Newark, including the United Color

and Pigment Co., Heller & Merz, Amal-
gamated Dyestuffs Co., and the Ameri-

can Oil & Supply Co.

Daniel A. Curtin, civil engi-

neer, died Nov. 4 in New York. He
was for many years employed by the

City of New York and previously was

chief engineer for the Park Depart-

ment of Brooklyn.

John B. Benton, who prior to

his retirement from civil engineering

work was president of the Benton

Manufacturing Co., died Nov. 5 in

Union Springs, N. Y. He was 85 years

old. He had served as division engi-

neer on the construction of the Erie

Canal.
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Better Freight Yards

IN THE broad scheme of railway improvement which
must be undertaken to obtain increased speed econ-

omy and efficiency in transportation, one of the prin-

cipal items will be freight yards with better facilities

for quick switching movements. In some cases new
yards will be established, in the design of which the

engineer will have a free hand. Far more general will

be the improvement and enlargement of present yards,

where conditions of traffic and area are limiting factors

in layout revision—as at Lincoln, Neb. (See p. 996.)

As a typical cavse this revision is worth careful study.

Bond Election Results

LATER returns of votes cast Nov. 2 on state and

^ municipal bond issues justify our comments of

last week to the effect that the mass of the people,

through their willingness to vote money for public

improvements, have renewed confidence in our indus-

trial future. True, it now appears that in several

states constitutional amendments authorizing road bond

issues failed, as did the proposed state railway tunnel

bond amendment in Colorado, but a large total of state

bonds—principally for roads—carried. A full knowledge

of conditions affecting some of the defeated state bond

proposals would probably show that if any error of

judgment hadlbeen made it was due to mixed issues or

to a conservatism deserving at least as much praise as

blame. Discrimination in voting on bond issues is

commendable.

End of Car Shortage in Sight

WHEN car reports for the current week are pub-

lished the country may find that the end of car

shortage has virtually been reached by a return to

normal conditions. For the week ended Oct. 30 the

,
excess of car requisitions over the supply was 55,412,

I
compared to 65,965 for the preceding week. Of the

I
reported shortage approximately 17,500 cars are rep-

* resented by loads held awaiting export shipment. The

worst average condition following the switchmen's

strike was represented by a shortage of approximately

145,000 cars. Since that time movement and loading have

steadily risen and more recently have been accelerated

by the 30-miles-per-day-30-tons-per-car program of the

Association of Railway Executives, until car loading

passed the million mark during the first three weeks

in October. The record is one of unprecedented ac-

complishment, with great credit due the railroad man-

agements. For the last week in October a decrease of

26,000 in cars loaded was noted, indicating an actual

falling off in traffic, further borne out by subsequent

estimates. Evidently the backbone of the car shortage

situation has been broken, but, according to Interstate

Commei'ce 'Commissioner Aitchison "what has been

done was first aid and not a cure."

To Facilitate Interstate Engineering

ENGINEERS will heartily welcome the NatiowU
Council of State Boards of Enjfineering Examin-

ers which unostentatiou.sly came into being Oct. 7 in

Chicago (see news pages j. Interstate business of con-

sulting engineers has already been subjected to annoy-

ance if not actual curtailment because of the lack of

workable reciprocity clauses and uniformity of re-

quirements for license or registration, and such trou-

bles will increase as registration spreads. The new
organization proposes to iron out these difficulties and

make the engineering service throughout the United

States as fluid as the interpretation of the various laws

will permit. Seven states are now represented in the

council and it is hoped that the other four states which

have license or registration 'aws will follow suit. Until

a uniform law can be secured in all the states—a long

hard task, if ever achieved—uniformity in administra-

tion should be the aim. The provision for uniform

examination already made in Illinois and Michigan

should be extended to other states.

**Low-Grade" Tonnage Rates

DURING the period that the recent flat percentage

increase in railroad freight rates has been in effect.

complaint, and we believe just complaint, has been made

by shippers of some "low-grade" materials which arw

very largely subject to the short haul since they originate

in many sections of the country and cannot compete m
long-haul trade. The construction industry ha.-* felt

the effect of such rates acutely because so many of its

materials fall in this class. .\Tiile the general advance

in rates since 1913 has been about 101 per cent, the

percentage increase on some low-grade, sl..->rt hauU has

been much more. This resulted from the Director

General's order No. 28, during Federal control, by which

short-haul rates were increased in amounts ra

to 50 per cent, though the general increase w..^

per cent. The effects of this order have betu accent .

by the recent blanket percentage increase. Now.

instance, the increase on the minimum short-haul rate

on sand and gravel is 142 per cent greater than the 1913

rate, while the general increase is only 101 per cent.

Since the terminal cost of handling low-grade tonnage

is usually very mucii less than the handling costs of

most other commodities—particularly where cfrs must

be made up and broken at more than one point—there is

good ground for complaint respecting existing rates on

certain low-grade short hauls. The Interstate Com-

merce Commission had to take such quick action in the

recent increase that it was impossible to go over the

whole rate structure. However, some low-grade ton-

nage, such as iron ore. did i-eceive consideration. Now

the case of other low-grade commodities should be taken

in hand. Equitable adjustment is possible, without

impairing railroad income, by placing the burden where

it can better be borne.
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Why Let India Surpass Us?

INDIA is a land of cheap labor and it is not an indus-

trial countrj% yet one of its government reports as-

serts that "the whole industrial future of India is

bound up with and dependent upon the provision of

cheap power." On the basis of this need further de-

tailed attention to India's water power is urged—in the

report reviewed elsewhere in this issue—and, judging

from previous policy, that attention will be forthcom-

ing, backed up with the necessary government funds. A
significant sidelight on water-power development in

the United States is that British engineers in report-

ing on power sites in far-away India cite the fact that

the United States has utilized only 24 per cent of its

available water resources and compare this with the

43 per cent developed in Germany. In a country as

young, comparatively, as the United States it is not to

be expected that we would have a high percentage of

development but by this time we certainly should have

very definite and exhaustive information about water-

power resources. It is a pity that so great an indus-

trial country as the United States, where labor costs

have been on the increase for years, where modern
civilization demands almost universal use of power,

particularly electric power, and where water-power sites

are many and easily accessible, should be so far behind

in water-power investigation.

Friction Heads in Hydraulic Dredging

QUANTITATIVE knowledge of friction heads is of

great importance in hydraulic dredging (opera-

tions. Recognizing this fact, what engineer can put

his hand on a published record which contains accu-

rate and comprehensive values of friction heads where

mixtures of earth and water are being pumped? In

some way it has come to be assumed that at ordinary

dredging velocities of 12 to 15 ft. a second the friction

head in pumping earth and water is about 4 ft. in 100

ft. Obviously this cannot be true of all mixtures re-

gardless of the character of the earth, stream velocity,

percentage of solids carried and pipe size and align-

ment. Yet almost no test information is available as

basis for more precise assumptions. Under these con-

ditions the tests of P. J. McAuliffe, described on p. 988,

form a notable contribution to our stock of data, even

though the tests were somewhat crude. As such data

accumulate hydraulic dredging practice is likely to see

much development in its detail practices. For example,

the observations made during the hydraulic-fill opera-

tions of the Miami Conservancy District (described in

our issues of Sept. 9, 16 and 23, 1920) were such as to

show that it wiU pay to take great care in the layout

of pipe systems. In that work a friction head of 4

ft., found in pumping fine glacial till and clay, was
about the minimum; ordinary drift of clay, sand and
gravel required a head of 6 to 8 ft., while with heavy,

harsh glacial sand and gravel the heads rose to 10 and

12 ft. Friction losses as high as this place a heavy

penalty on pipe-line lengths and on bends and irregu-

larities. In similar manner any other quantitative

study of pumping is likely to lead to more efficient

planning of work. Mr. McAuliffe's contribution tends

toward progress of this kind. In addition it contains

some interesting suggestions, among them that fric-

tion may decrease when the flow velocity is increased

—

a phenomenon of interesting possibilities.

The Refusal to Enter the Federation

LAST week's decision of the American Society of Civil

^ Engineers to refrain from joining the federation

creates a situation which may easily lead to unfortunate

antagonisms. On the one hand, the societies in the

federation may be sharply critical of the civil engineers.

The civils, on the other hand, may be inclined to stand

off and be indifferent to the federation's success or

failure. Such attitudes would intensify the rift and
prevent intercourse that would eventually remove the

obstacles and permit engineers to present a unified

front.

There is, we believe, unanimous demand for some
sort of federation, or association, or committee to tie

the engineering influences of the country together.

Some believe it shou'd be a strong organization, others

that a loosely formed committee will suffice, still others

that only a clearing house is needed. But while opin-

ion may differ on the form of association we have yet

to meet the engineer who believed that no centralizing

organization was needed.

That some type of organization is demanded, there-

fore, is the premise of the argument. If the new feder-

ation should fail it would be a serious blow to the

possibility of engineers getting together; the present

members would be discouraged and would be unwilling

to unite on any further venture. Whatever the civil

engineers may think as to the defects of the federation,

no matter how greatly they believe it must be changed

before they can participate in its activities, they should,

nevertheless, regard it as the nucleus of the organiza-

tion through which all engineers will eventually func-

tion together. The changes may divest it of all resem-

blance to its present self, but it must be the nucleus

unless there is to be discouragement that will long

prevent the forming of an effective organization.

On the other hand, the federation needs to take seri-

ous thought of the objections of the civil engineers to

the end that those objections in so far as they may be

found valid may gradually be removed. Compromise
now would seem impossible. The federation must begin

to function and through its functioning discover its

deficiencies and its strength. Then only can the cor-

rectness or fallacy of the civil engineers' contentions be

determined.

The American Association of Engineers, if we have

correctly sensed its attitude, is an illustration of what

a benevolent neutrality might be. The association will

not join the federation. On the other hand, it will not

attempt to set up antagonisms. It has signified its

willingness to co-operate with the federation where the

interests are mutual. Such a relationship will be favor-

able to the modification in time of one or both the or-

ganizations—to consolidation possibly—to whatever

may be to the best interests of the profession.

Finally it will be well for all parties to remember

that the vote of the civils on the federation may have

been much influenced by the society's internal situation.

The amendments, the federation itself, the proposal to

enter the federation and the coming election of officers

are all intermeshed. We are not prepared to say that

the result would have been otherwise had the federa-

tion proposal stood alone, but we are sure that the re-

cent balloting was accompanied by prejudices awakened

by other issues. Later it will be possible to weigh in

calmer mood the proposal to work with other societies.
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That there may be calmness, that there may be,

some years from now, a mending of the present rift,

it is important that the attitudes of the federation and
of the American Society of Civil Engineers toward
each other be one of sympathy and one that will in all

things make for mutual understanding.

Successful Prophecy, and the Future
of Rail Quality

SOME years ago railway rails were failing at an
uncomfortably rapid rate. Traffic had been growing

heavier, and rails had not been getting better in due
proportion. Perhaps the conscience of public and rail-

way engineers had become more sensitive, too—at all

events the rail problem was made a matter of anxious

study. Not long after this study began, M. H. Wick-
horst, one of the engineers engaged in it, predicted that

progressive improvement in the matter of rail failures

might be expected, and he sketched a curve showing
how rail failures would decrease during the next half

dozen years; in effect he predicted that by 1921 or 1922
nine-tenths of the rail failures would be eliminated,

as compared with ten years before. Mr. Wickhorst
has qualified as prophet, for the 1919 record of rail

failures, just published, shows an amazingly accurate

agreement of the actual failures with the curve he fore-

cast ; 80 per cent reduction in failures has already been

attained. The physical phenomena of rail service and

failure are exceptionally intricate and erratic, and no

law governs the improvement that has been recorded, yet

the prediction and the verification are such as would be

eminently satisfying even in the case of a sequence of

events following definite laws.

Fully as surprising as the outcome of the prediction

is the fact that no one knows how the improvement in

the rail situation was brought about; or, at least, no

one has yet told. It did not result from more precise

specifying of quality, for rail specifications have not

changed essentially. Nor is more careful inspection a

probable factor. It seems necessary to conclude that

the improvement was brought about in part, if not

wholly, by persistent effort of the steel-mill men them-

selves—due perhaps to the spur of publicity, since the

yearly publication of the scores made by the different

mills tended toward competition for the best showing.

The competition could only supply a motive, however,

and it remains a secret what means the mill men em-

ployed to improve their rails.

More care in the melting and rolling of rail steel was

a factor—that much may be taken for granted. For

during the war years, when manufacture was inevitably

hurried and less careful, and when attention was con-

centrated on products other than rails, the scores became

poorer. Still, it should be possible to express this

intangible "carefulness" in terms of measurable quan-

tities; we cannot safeguard ourselves against a return

to the more dangerous rails of ten years ago merely by

pleading with the producers to be careful! We must

translate our request into terms of procedure to be

followed, properties desired, or tests to be met. This

may become possible when the steel men reveal the

secret of their campaign for rail improvement, a story

that will doubtless be interesting in more ways than one.

Meanwhile, however, a mystery remains, one on which

the whole future of rail safety may depend. The

mystery lies in the fact, clearly proved by the statistics.

that most rails are gafe, while nearly all the early fail-

ures are localized in a small minority of the mills'

rollings. Out of, say, a dozen lots of rail produce** by
a given mill in one year, each lot comprising thooMiids
of tons, mc.;t of the failures developing during a firm
period of service are assignable to two or three loU.
while the others come through tha same number of
service years with almost no failures. This fact points
to a critical difference between separate lot* of rails.

Most of them are not merely good but extremely good.
while a few are extremely bad. If it were possible to

discover why these occasional lots are bad, a sadden
gain in rail safety would be within reach.

Now, there is no reason to believe that all of the nub
in one of these lots contribute to the failure epidemic
which marks that lot as abnormal. Indeed, there is no
reason to believe—except because the statistics happen
to be assembled that way—that the lot as such is ab-

normal at all. Probably a few small component parts of

the lot, a few furnace-heats^ are abnormal. There is no

variation of procedure as between lots, nothing that

would cause one entire lot to be bad and another good.

If the small chance changes in the items of mill opera-

tion were responsible for the occurrence or non-occur-

ence of rail failures, then the failures would be dis-

tributed over all rollings according to the laws of chance,

either uniformly or according to the probability cur\'e.

In fact, when the rail record of any one mill is studied

the failures are seen to be distributed in so abrupt and

spotty a way among the consecutive rollings that they

cannot be due to any element of procedure which re-

mains constant or nearly constant throughout the course

of a rolling. Whatever the cause that produces bad

rails, it can occur only rarely in the course of the rolling

of a 1,000-ton lot—the minimum reported in the official

statistics—but evidently is of strong effect when it

occurs. This meteoric incidence seems to center the

responsibility on the heat an a unit: one or a few

individual heats in the course of a rolling are defective.

To restate this conclusion : the abnovTnal number of

failures which the records ch-^rge against a given roil-

ing should, instead, be charged against a few furnace

heats out of the many comprised in that rolling. While

this could be proved or disproved readily \s-ere rail fail-

ures reported and grouped by heat number, we must

for the present be content to accept it as a conclusion

having a high degree of probability in its favor. And.

as it has the merit of indicating the most promising

point of attack on the rail problem, it may claim to be

the best working theory available. This point of attack

is furnace and ingot-casting practice. So soon as that

practice is made uniform heat epidemics of rail fjiilures

can no longer occur.

Hitherto studies directed toward the improvement

of rails have ranged over the entire field from steel

furnace to railway track. Blame has been placed by

one investigator on high carbon, by another on pre-

mature or too rapid rolling, by others on one-sided

cooling, on kinking in the straightening press, on ex-

cessive wheel loads from locomotives, on cold weather

and frozen ballast, and so on without end. But if the

present discussion of the case is sound, most of these

indictments may be dismissed, since the ingot itself con-

tains the seed of future rail destruction, regardless of

rolling mills, wheel loads and weather. It ia in study

of the ingot, then, that the best promise lies for early

progress in 'the improvement of rail qualiiy.
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Army Engineers Build New Highway Bridge
Across Potomac

('oncrete Structure at Washington, D. C, Replaces Old Aqueduct Bridge—Ribs Poured on Steel Arch
Centers Floated Into Place on Scows

ONE of the largest concrete bridges now under con-

struction in the country is being built by force

account by the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, across

the Potomac River at Washington, D, C, to take the

place of the old Aqueduct Bridge which has been in

existence for more than eighty years. Congress has

officially named this structure the Georgetown Bridge.

It was known originally as the Key Bridge, its George-

town approach being near the home of Francis Scott

Key, the author of the "Star Spangled Banner." While
it has no outstanding features of structural novelty,

the methods of construction are interesting, particularly

which now passes between Washington and its Virginia

suburbs.

By act of Congress, May 18, 1916, the construction

of a new bridge to replace the Aqueduct Bridge was
authorized, $150,000 was appropriated for surveys,

plans, estimates and for the purchase of necessary land

for approaches, and $1,000,000 was authorized for con-

struction purposed. Since that time the sum of $2,100-

000 has been fixed by Congress as the authorized cost

of construction. As the bridge crosses a navigable

river between the District of Columbia and a State it

comes under the jurisdiction of the United States and

M
VIRGINIA
—'SOUTH

JJJQ.Q-_._....

THE GEORGETOWN BRIDGE ACROSS THE ^̂ - ^A^•^

ihe use of centers made up of steel arches which are

built on scows and floated into place.

The old Aqueduct Bridge crosses the Potomac River

between Georgetown, D. C, and Rosslyn, Va. It was
built from 1832 to 1840 under the direction of Major
Turnbull, of the United States Army, for a combined
roadway and an aqueduct carrying the Chesapeake &
Ohio Canal across the river. The United States pur-

chased the structure in 1886, and in 1888 the timber
aqueduct was removed and an iron deck truss erected

in its place. There has been for a long time trouble

with the pier foundations which have required con-

stant attention and maintenance, and the bridge struc-

ture itself is quite inadequate to carry the heavy traffic

the construction was assigned to the Corps of En-

gineers.

Surveys made soon after the initial appropriation

led to the location of the bridge, as shown in one of

the drawings, at a point. east of the present structure

and on such an angle thereto that the Washington
approach is one city block east of the old Washington
approach, while the Virginia approach intersects that

of the old bridge 100 ft. south of the south abutment.

Reinforced concrete was selected as the material for

the structure. The total length, including approaches,

is about 2,700 ft., and the length of the masonry
structure proper, about 1,450 ft., which length is made
up of a central 208-ft., arch over the center of the

CONSTRUCTION OF GEORGETOVViN BKl UGE 1., i.ATE OCTOBER
Looking toward Washington on North Shore
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channel with arches on either side 204 ft. and 187 ft..

and approach arches of 152 ft. and 85 ft., the latter

being over the Chesapeake & Ohio canal, on the Wash-
ington side.

The depth of water in the river is about 22 ft.

and fairly uniform over the entire area. The rock

surface varies in depth from 24 to 26 ft. below mean
low water, and the normal range of tide is about 3 ft.

High freshets are of infrequent occurrence and short

duration, but they do attain a considerable height at

times. During the freshet of June, 1889, for instance,

the water reached 19.5 ft. above low water, this being
the maximum of which there is any record. Extensive
rock excavation, including core borings at each pier and
abutment, shows a solid Potomac gneiss formation which
carried no open seams.

The bridge is 70 ft. wide from out to out of cornices,

which allows for a double-track electric line, two 16-ft.

roadways, and two 8-ft. sidewalks. Street cars are

971

a solid reinforced-ccncrete arch, the reinforcement.
however, not being exceptionally heavy, a.n shown in

the details of the 208-ft. arch given herewith. The
ribs are braced acro.ss at intervals of a^x)ut 20 ft.,

with transverse beams 18 in. wide and nearly the depth
of the arch ribs. The roadway is .HuiJi)orted on Hpandrei
posts 48 in. in the line of the bridge and 36 in.

transverse to the bridge. Two of these po«ta are or
each side rib and three on the center rilw. the port*
being connected by a cross-wall 12 in. thick. They
support the roadway, which is of combination I-beam
and reinforced-concrete construction as shown in the
detail.

The main feature of this floor is the small po6tji

placed on the spandrel walls which are connected by
I-beams incased in concrete. Above this is the struc-

ture proper, which is built in to accommodate the

yokes of the underground trolley street car s>'stem.

This particular form of construction was made in the

'orter-'^ ^^~.
„ I'.-^ff/!. fl3^.. ^(^i^" - -- - >j

DMAC RIVER AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

to use the central conduit system common in the City

of Washington, which fact requires a somewhat unu-

sual floor system arrangement, as shov^m in the drawing

and described hereinafter. The height of the bridge

above the river at midstream will be about 85 ft., and

the elevation of the bridge at shore abutments 79 ft.,

allowing a clear waterway at the center span of 72 ft.,

at the second spans of 70 ft., and at the short spans

of 68 ft. There is little navigation at this part of

the Potomac River, except for pleasure craft, as tide-

water stops at Little Falls, about two miles upstream.

The structural design of the several arches is con-

sistently the same, except for the variations due to

dimensional differences. The river piers are of solid

concrete up to the top of the springing line of the

arches, above which point the piers separate into three

shafts corresponding in width to the three arch ribs.

The abutments are of similar design, except that they

are founded on solid rock above water and they are

further extended by counterfort reinforced-concrete

retaining walls to retain the fill.

The details of these retaining walls are shown in one

of the drawings. They consist of thin walls, attaining

a maximum height of about 55 ft. and of a thickness

varying from 20 in. at the top to 30 in. at the bottom.

reinforced as shown against bending and resting on

reinforced-concrete precast pile footings. The walls are

held in position against the outward thrust of the

retained fill by continuous counterforts running clear

, across the abutments. These counterforts are concrete

\ walls reinforced in both directions as shown. The

roadway as well as the approach is carried on an earth

fill inside the box.

As stated, the arches are of the three-ribbed type,

!
the inner rib being 21 ft. wide and the two outside

ribs each 11 ft. with a 3-in. showing corbel, the clear

space between the ribs being 11 ft. 6 in. Each rib is

C. 3t O. CANAL

GEORGETOWN. DC.
NORTH m ,

original design in order to utilize some I-beams which
were used in the cofferdams in building the piers. There

is now under contemplation, however, a change of the

design whereby an ordinary jack arch system of floor

supports is used. Expansion joints in each arch are

provided at one end of each of the spandrel arches.

as shown in the drawing, and a double floor post sup-

port is provided at each joint.

The river piers were all built within cofferdams which

were pumped dry before any of the excavation inside

of them was made or any of the concrete placed. ' These

dams were in about 22 ft. of water with a covering of

3 to 4 ft. of mud over the re k bottom. No difficulty

was found in laying them dr>- or in keeping them dr>-.

The uniform practice in the construction of the coffer-

dams was to frame the bracing of the dam. which was

about 40 X 100 ft., in plan, complete on the shore and

float this framework to its proper location, where it

was sunk into place by loading. The sheathing for the

dam was then driven. This sheathing cons sted of sec-

tions made up of a composite of 12-in. I-beams with 5 x

5-in. timbers bolted to 7-in. channels with their legs

turned inward, a.« shown in the detail drawing. It was

found quite easy to drive this type of sheathing in

place in the small bite in the mud which it had to take.

The I-beams were srbsequently used in part of the

falsework to the bridge, and will be used in the floor

superstructure. They are readily pulled and are now

on the job straight and quite reusable.

In concreting the cofferdams for the baae of piers

the earlier piers had form lx)xes placed around the

lower bracing and concrete was poured in pockets made

by these bo.xes up to a point well above the lowest

wale and its cross-bracing. In tl.e last pier which was

placed, however, the concrete was poured uniformly up

to the base of the lowest wale and its cross-braces, when

that whole system of bracing was removed and the
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concrete already placed used as a backing for the braces

of the lowest wales of the dam. The succeeding con-

crete was poured in stages from wale level to wale

level, each line of braces being removed as the concrete

reached it. It was found that the work could be done

more rapidly this way than by the earlier method.

The abutments were placed in the dry, excavation

being made behind timber sheetpiling. Pier 5, which is

just south of the Chesapeake & Ohio canal, is in the

south wall of that canal. This is an old rubble wall

with earth fill and not at all stable. It was necessary,

therefore, to place this pier in two halves, the southerly

half being completed and used as a support for shoring

before excavation was carried through the northerly

half to the canal edge. The canal was retained during

this latter excavation and during the placing of the

concrete in the pier behind a straight sheetpile wall

made up of the I-beam and channel combination sheath-

ing.

Special consideration was given to the matter of cen-

tering for the arches. While floods in the Potomac
River are occasional, still the spring ice danger is quite

marked. Jams have been known to occur which piled

up the ice near the old Aqueduct Bridge and sudden

thaws cause floods and ice battering which would be

extremely dangerous to any supported centering. Steel

arch ribs spanning the piers were therefore decided

upon, but it was some time before a final decision

was given as to the proper method of erecting these

ribs. Finally it was decided that it would be more
economical to erect the ribs on a timber trestle mounted
on scows and float the scow into place between the

piers with the tide. While this required a considerable

Georgetown Bridge Plan

BOX ABUTMENT AT SOUTH END OF GEORGETOWN

THE 208-FT. CENTER IN PL.ACE

amount of timber falsework for the erection, it was felt

that it would save money over that required to have
large derricks erected on each pier which would have
to be used to swing a half arch into place were those

arches built by the method sometimes in use for steel

arch centres. Another alternative of having the arches

svkoing into place from a heavy floating derrick was
abandoned because of the impossibility of getting such

a derrick or high cost of building one.

Full centers for the arches are used only for the

208-ft. and 204-ft. spans. In the 187-ft. span the lowest

panel of the rib is removed
and for the 152-ft. span the

lower two panels are re-

moved. The method used is

shown in the accompanying
views and drawings. Eight

steel arch rib centers, built

by the Blaw-Knox Co., are

supplied for the work. These

are put together in groups

of two, each group forming a

support extending over the

entire rib width. Two sets

of two trusses each form the

centers for a single arch and

are to be used successively,

first the group of two being

used under the center 21-ft.

rib and after that has been

cast the set on either side is

to be moved sideways to form
the outside 11-ft. rib. One
complete set is to be used un-

der the 208-ft. and the two
204-ft. arches, and another

complete set under the two
187-ft. and the one 162-ft.

arches. The 85-ft. arch will

probably be concreted over

fixed centers although the

design of the centering per-

mits it being adapted even

for this small arch. The
general details of the steel

I
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centers are shown in the accompanying drawings of the

complete set for the 208-ft. arch. The design is peculiar

only in the adaptation of the standard to the varyin^/r

span lengths. Thus the full size rib is used for the 208-

and 204-ft. spans, taking care of the variation by drop-

ping the lower pin elevation. For the 152-ft. span the

lower two panels of the rib are removed and the lower

pin placed in the upper chord of the rib as shown in

one of the details For the 85-ft. span only the upper
two panels of the rib would be used.

The center unit, as shown, consists of two three-

hinged arch ribs spaced 7 ft. c. to c, with upper and
lower chords of built-up sections in straight line chords.

Spanning these chords are I-beam stringers bolted to

the ribs and these beams carry the 3-in. lagging through
blocking which varies with the curve and span of the

arch. At the crown of the 208-ft. arch, for instance,

this blocking is about 4 ft. high, as shown in one of

the views.

The forms of the concrete ribs are of wood braced

back to the outstanding I-beams on top of the centers.

They are in unit sections of a standard length to fit

the concreting sections as indicated on the main arch

elevation herewith They are also in two transverse

sections, which being joined together make the full 21

ft. which for the middle rib but which can be separated

for the 11-ft. side ribs. It is the intention, therefore,

to use these rib fonns over and over again.

The lower hinge details are shown on one of the

drawings. A projecting corbel was left in the lower

part of each pier, and a cribbing of timber built up

on it for the width of the pier. On this was mounted,

in proper transverse position, the nest of I-beam cribs

5*5 Woocf Fflfer M-7->i (phonn^l9-~

SirEET PILI.VO FOR rotTEi'.:..!.!:.;

with the intervening wedges. Above the level

of thi.s ne.st of beams and against the face of

the pier a steel plate wa.<< fa.>ttened by bolts cast

into the concrete as a backing for the arch centers when
placed. The shoe of the rib was bolted onto the rib

itself and when the centers are dropped into place, as

described below, the bolts protruding from the pier are
sliped into the outstanding angle on the shoe, and the

vertical steel wedges dropped into position behind the
shoe. In striking the centers the wedges under the shoe
are to be knocked out and the centers lowered on hydrau-
lic jacks.

The steel arch ribs are floated :nto place on a heavy
trestle supported on three scows lathed together in tbc

shape of the capital letter I, this lashing being both by
means of continuous I-beams over the joints. The
detail is shown in one of the drawings. On this g'r)up

barge is erected a wooden trestle which supports the

steel arch ribs mainly at the crown and at a point

about the haunch. Intermediate supports are not

counted on in holding the ribs; in fact, moet of the

weight is transmitted down the hea\y A-frame at the

haunch. The centers in a two-truss group are erected

complete on this trestle. The weight of the steel sub-

merges the scow about 1 ft. There is normally about

a 3-ft. tide, so the trestle was built so that there

would be a 1-ft. vertical clearance in floating into place

Sec-Hon A-A

DETAILS OF 208-FT. MIDDLE ARCH

Sec+ion B-B
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at high tide, and 1-ft. vertical clearance coming out

at low tide.

In placing the centers for the 208-ft. arch the proper

relation of tide and water elevation was waited for and
the scow carrying the trestle for the one arch group.

[£C3KCair
Scow

-^qa

af-I'irrlvn/als \

18'Lagginci\

Pieces Bx6'braceef
on beams marfred I

secfions 1,3&5 onli

It t 'il=4=^^
i,
ffeirrfbrcingrSieel

-''S 77e Rocis

Braces io be supported
by beams markec^X

ows brvicecf
I S")i4'pieces 3'fmty
'be ends ofeachba/t

<4k6''Pieces
bo/iediors.

Cen+er Supports

DETAILS OF FALSEWORK CENTERS FOB GEORGETOWN BRIDGE ARCHES
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was floated between the piers. There was 4-in. hori-

zontal clearance at this time and as the tide dropped the

rib settled perfectly into position. The shoes at each
end of the centers had to slide about 2-in. on their

supports to take their seat against the wedges which
had been left in place. To hold the arch in position

while taking its seat with the drop of the tide, the scow
was tied upstream and downstream and to the pier with
cables, and in addition there were porvided 2-in. steel

rods with turnbuckles extending up and down stream
from the ends of the steel centers to bolts set in the

piers. The latter were a great assistance, as the cables

were too flexible to hold the large structure in exactly

the right position. As the tide dropped the scows were
readily floated away and were towed over at the

Virginia side of the bridge to be used for the erection

of the second set of centers.

Concreting of the various piers and abutments was
carried on by two separate plants. There is a cableway

extending over the entire span from shore to shore

and this is used for transmission of material over the

entire span from shore to shore and this is used for

transmission of material to the various piers. It i?

also used in the concreting of Pier 1 and of the north

abutment from a concreting plant located inside of

Pier 2 jast out the District shore. In this plant mate-

rial is brought in in the strip of land between the canal

and the river and loaded into bins immediately over

the mixer plant. An elevator tower rises between two
of the shafts of the pier to a platform where buckets

can be reached from the cableway.

For the river concreting the rather elaborate mixing

plant shown in one of the views has been built. This

consists of two large scows lashed together by com-

pletely encircling cables and by cross I-beams which

carrj the steel tower and counterweighted chutlng

equipment built by the Insley company. All sand and

07.'

FLOATING CONXRETE PLANT READY Ti ; ^A . tl

CONCRETE AT CROWN OF 208-FT ARCH

gravel is brought in by scow from the lower Potomac,

and can be transferred directly by grab bucket to

the mixing plant. Cement is brought in on the B. & O.

R.R., whose tracks run under the first span.

The live load assumed in the design was 80 lb. per

square foot for those portions of roadway not occu-

pied by tracks, with both tracks occupied completely

by street cars having 37,500 lb. on each axle, or 3.500

FALSEWORK CENTERS FOR 208-FT. ARCH ON SCOW
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lb. per lineal foot of track. The maximum allowable

stress in arch ribs, including dead and live load, arch

shortening and temperature is 600 lb. per square inch.

The maximum stress in steel is 16,000 lb. per square

inch.

The Georgetown bridge has been designed and its

construction is being prosecuted under the direction of

the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, by the District

Engineer Office at Washington, D. C. Col. C. A. F.

Flagler was in charge of that office during the formative

stages of the project and tho preparation of the architec-

tural plans. The architecture was designed by Nathan

C. Wyeth, Washington, D. C, and was approved by the

Commission of Fine Arts. Construction work was

begun in August, 1917, under Col. W. L. Fisk, but since

February, 1919, the work has been in charge of Major

M. C. Tyler, district engineer. Major L. E. Oliver is

resident engineer.

Recent Experiences with Wood
Block Pavement

Analyses of Recent Failures with Suggestions as
to Prevention—Pitch Coated Base Under

Tightly Laid Blocks Best

WOOD blocks laid as tightly as possible on a smooth

base and with a pitch filler will eliminate many
of the difficulties encountered by street engineers in the

past few years. This statement together with an ad-

monition to be sure to have the sapwood fully treated

by driving all air out of the wood before impregnation

was made by Dr. Hermann von Schrenck in his paper on

"Experiences With Wood Block Pavement" presented at

the recent meeting of the American Societ{y for Munici-

pal improvements. The following is an abstract of the

paper

:

During the past two years numerous failures of one

kind and another have been experienced with wood block

pavements. Following periods of heavy rainfall during the

summer of 1919 and at various times during 1920, wood

blocks buckled and heaved and in some instances on long

stretches of city streets the blocks floated away from the

base. There has also been an increase in the number of

cases of failure by decay of supposedly well-treated blocks.

Cases of excessive bleeding have been reported, but less fre-

quently than in former years. A case has also been re-

ported of blocks shrinking excessively to such an extent that

the blocks become loose in the streets. These failures, so

far as the writer has been able to examine them, have been

due almost wholly to conditions entirely within the control

of the engineer, rather than to any inherent defect of

creosoted wood blocks.

Timber.—Where the present specifications cf the A. S.

M. I. have been followed as to the kind and quality of

timber a reasonably dense, satisfactory block has been

obtained and few, if any, failures have been reported be-

cause of the character of the wood. In view of the failure

of the sapwood of treated blocks, the writer has had numer-

ous inquiries as to whether sapwood was not a serious

defect in a paving block. Sapwood, if sound, has all the

strength qualities of heartwood, and the trouble is from
the treatment rather than from the wood.

Preservative.—Preservatives used during the last few
years, while not always in accordance with the specifica-

tions of the A. S. M. I., have been more or less satisfactory

and there has been very little complaint. Where a good
coal tar product is used with a fairly high percentage of

high boiling compounds failures will be few and far be-

tween, in fact, the writer has yet to see any failures of

blocks due to the oil used where such oil was a pure coal

tar compound.

Treatment.—The treating specifications as at present pre-

scribed have proved satisfactory and there seems to be no
reason to ascribe any of the recent failures to treatment.

Condition of Timber.—The present specification provides

that "the timber may be either air-seasoned or green, but

should preferably be treated within three months from the

time it is sawed." Recent experiences indicate that it may
possibly be desirable to put a greater emphasis upon the

necessity for having timber thoroughly air-seasoned, or

with a minimum moisture content. Reference has been

made to failures due to decay. In 1915 the writer dis-

cussed failures in various cities due to the decay of the

sapwood of treated blocks and showed that this was due
almost entirely to failure to obtain proper sap penetration.

The sap decay of creosoted blocks has become more evident,

not only on the streets then noted, but also on many new
streets. Proper lasting qualities cannot be obtained unless

the blocks are thoroughly penetrated with the preservative,

meaning by this at least perfect penetration of every part

of the sapwood, which can only be obtained if the blocks

are as dry as possible. There is no question but that many
of the failures are due to the fact that the blocks were
not thoroughly dry and that water pockets were still pres-

ent in the sapwood, thereby preventing complete penetra-

tion of the preservative. No amount of steam treatment
will make possible equitable distribution of creosoted oil

in wet wood. The initial steam treatment of paving blocks

is not so much to get rid of water as to assist in driving

out the air, which is the principal factor causing bleeding

after the blocks are laid in the street.

Inspection.—The present specifications of the A. S. M. I.

call for careful inspection of the blocks after treatment by
sawing a number of the blocks through the center and at

right angles to the fibers. This is practically the only way
to detect the extent of the penetration of the preservative.

Laying.—By far the largest number of failures of wood
block paving in recent times has been due to the manner
in which the blocks were laid in the streets. In the early

days when more or less rough concrete foundations were
used the sand cushion came into use largely to give a

smooth base on which to lay the blocks. During the period

of its more extensive use difficulties of all sorts arose. The
blocks bulged in spots after rainfalls, and after every heavy
rainfall whole street sections floated away. In many cases

curbstones were thrown out of line. Another difficulty

occurred due to the shifting of the sand base, giving irregfu-

lar depressions and frequently holes. It has long been
realized that the sand cushion was largely responsible for

the swelling and the displacement. Water found its way
between the individual blocks and was absorbed by the

sand at the bottom of the blocks. The latter then swelled

more at the bottom than they did at the top, with the re-

sultant disturbances. In spite of the fact that these experi-

ences are now of many years' standing many cities still use

the sand cushion, notwithstanding the excellent results ob-

tained in other cities with other methods.

Laying Blocks on Concrete Base

As a result of these experiences a number of cities

adopted the plan of laying blocks directly on the concrete

base either with a thin sand-cement mortar or frequently

on a i)erfectly smooth concrete base with a bituminous coat-

ing. The first work of this sort was on Dearborn St.,

Chicago, between Adams St. and Jackson Blvd., put down
in 1914. On the east half of the street a mortar cushion

was used and the west side had a smooth concrete base

with a bituminous coating. J. G. Gabelmen, engineer of

streets, Chicago, makes the following report:

"The west side of Dearborn St. from Adams St. to Jack-

son Boulevard is in excellent condition with the exception of

two cup holes. Two yards of maintenance would make it

perfect. This side of the street is where the heavy trucks

unload mail and should show much more wear than the east

side of the street. The east side shows much more wear

and is very uneven and full of depressions."

With the use of a bituminous coating on a smooth con

Crete base, particularly after the blocks were rolled, an

i
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almost watertight condition obtained at the bottom of the

blocks. Explosions after rainstorms, such as occurred on

previous types of construction, happen very rarely, if at

all, as blocks were more or less protected from water on
all sides except at the top. The amount of water absorbed

on the top was very small and usually disappeared rapidly

by evaporation after the rain or sprinkling. There was
practically no tendency for the blocks to enlarge. On the

other hand, blocks thus protected lost the water content

during the periods of high temperatures in summer and
tended to become loose. This condition is described by
W. W. Horner, chief engineer of paving, St, Louis, in

Engineering News-Record, April 22, 1920, p. 814. In En-
gineering News-Record, Oct. 7, 1920, p. 686, Mr. Horner de-

scribes the action of one of the streets last referred to,

which had been laid in the summer of 1919 after the relay-

ing of the street first mentioned where the shrinkage had
been so high.

By an ingenious method, fully described, Mr. Horner took

up the shrinkage, which amounted in one case to a total

of 1.3 ft. in 125 ft. After the complete closure of the blocks

on this street, with terrific rainfalls coming early in Sep-

tember, there was not the slightest movement of the pave-

ment in any direction. An almost ideal condition has been
obtained. Blocks were protected against water at the base

by the pitch coating, on all sides by the pitch filler, and the

tops of the blocks, while not quite as effectively waterproof,

absorbed only small quantities of water which disappeared
rapidly after the sun came out. The heaving effect due to

the absorption of the water at the base of the block was
almost entirely eliminated.

The great trouble with wood block paving, aside from
the question of bleeding, has been water, water absorption

and water loss. Water absorption causes expansion which,

when it takes place unevenly, as in the cases of sand
cushions and frequently sand-cement cushions, brings about
upheaval in the pavement and entire destruction of the

street during heavy rainstorms. Water evaporation has
caused loose blocks and a constantly disturbed street sur-

face. The ideal condition is one in which the blocks are so

prepared that they may have a ninimum amount of water
in the wood to start with and then to have them so pro-

tected that they will have little opportunity for absorbing

water.

Earnings of New Zealand Government Railways

The Prime Minister of New Zealand, acting as Min-

ister of Railways, has presented to the House of Repre-

sentatives the annual statement of the Government
railways for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1920.

The statement shows a net profit of £1,647,420 ($8,017,-

169) on a total capital to that date of £39,997,340

($194,647,055) invested in Government railway construc-

tion in this Dominion. The receipts of the 3,006 mi.

were £5,752,487 ($27,994,478), as compared with £4,-

988,632 ($24,277,177) for the 2,993 mi. in operation

during 1919, making the earnings £1,923 ($9,358) per

mile during 1920, as compared with £1,670 ($8,126) per

mile during 1919, with operating expenses amounting

to £1,372 ($6,676) per mile during 1920, as compared

with £1,107 ($5,387) during 1919.

During the fiscal year ended March 31, 1920, the

New Zealand Government railways carried 12,760,814

passengers, as compared with 11,374,521 pasengers dur-

ing the fiscal year 1919; 5,597,232 tons of freight as

compared with 5,238,457 tons ; and 403,047 head of live

stock, as compared with 337,281. The train-mileage for

1920 amounted to 7,408,608, as compared with 7,477,583

mi. for 1919. At the end of March, 1920, the Gov-

ernment railways had 616 locomotives, as compared with

620 in 1919, 1,492 passenger cartj, as compared with

1,489, and 22,937 freight cars, as compared with 22,658.

—Commeroe Reports.

Trend of Highway Development—A Survey

Minnesota Practice

THIS IS THE SECOND of a serieg of gtaff artieUt rm
the highway situation. It dedU vxith an (zt^.njii' »-

program of grading and gravel surfacing, uAtk thf.

success of a partial maintenance gyatem. and with th«
State's new trunk line system.

The third article in the aeries roHl appear in next
week's issue.—Editor.

MINNESOTA in 1920 stepped into the first rank of
road building states in value of construction

inaugurated. This advance is particularly notable
because less than 35 miles of the new construction is

hard paving. The large items are, 1,328 miles of grad-
ing and 1,129 miles of gravel surfacing. Measured in

dollars, the contracts awarded in 1920 aggregate $1,168.-

347 for paving, $9,360,133 for grading and $4,680,066
for gravel surfacing. The price for grading includes

culverts. Bridges are a separate item; they have cost

$1,780,000. Altogether this new construction amounts
to about $17,000,000 of which over $14,000,000 is for

grading and gravel surfacing. Perhaps 15 per cent will

not be completed in 1920, but the contracts brought over

from 1919 and completed, will make up the deficiency

and leave the amounts given very nearly a correct state-

ment of work done.

Concentration of expenditure in 1920 on permanent
grade and structures and on gravel surfacing is a con-

tinuation of the practice of 1918 and 1919. Therefore

the mileages and costs which have been stated, besides

expressing magnitude of operations, reflect a policy of

highway development. This policy is a large mileage

construction of permanent grade prior to extensive per-

fection of permanent grade by paving. While the

mileage of gravel surfacing operations appears to con-

tradict this policy, the contradiction disappears when it

is observed that in Minnesota practice a road is not

regarded as permanently grr^ded until the final earth

grade is surfaced with gravel. Perhaps qualification

of this statement could be urged but it is not gross

exaggeration as it stands.

Heavy Grading—In the year's grading operations,

yardages and prices and not methods command atten-

tion. Heavy earthwork prevails generally. There are

10,062,804 cu.yd. on the 1,328 miles being graded or an

average of 7,600 cu.yd. per mile. This is a high average

for prairie state highway conditions. An average, how-

ever, does not in this instance truly indicate earthwork

magnitudes : (1- Because there is a wide range between

the averr^es for different operations, and (2- because

frequently there are large yardage concentrations in

short cuts and fills. Illustrating the first condition are

a 13i-mile grade in Polk County on which the earthwork

averages 5,352 cu.yd. per mile and a 11.6-mile grade in

Hennepin and Dakota counties on which the avemge is

43,264 cu.yd. per mile. Between these two is an IS-mile

grade in jlouston County on which the earth and rock

eycavation averages 16.336 ou.yd. a mile. As examples

of isolated concentrations of earthwork there are. in

Scott County a i,200-ft. cut 25 ft. deep requiring 4J.025

cu.yd. of excavation and in Nicolet County a 4,700-ft,

fill of 82,754 cu.yd.
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Dealing with these heavj' yardages, grading becomes
;i steam shovel or an elevating grader operation, choice

being determined by the character of the material and
the length of haul rather than by depth or yardage of

excavation. Elevating graders are the predominant
equipment. Ordinarily they are team operated, but there

is a limited use of tractors. Unit prices this year have
averaged 58c. a yard when the grade is to be surfaced
with gravel and 65c. a yard where the grading is for
paving.

Gravel surfacing prices, averaged on a basis of 1,013,-

392 cu.yd., have been 80c. a cubic yard for hauls up to
' mile and 95c, a cubic yard for hauls from I mile to 1

mile; for greater hauls than 1 mile the price has been
$1.10 plus 50c. per yard-mile. Abundant gravel deposits,

generally, make local pits, with short hauls, possible for

nearly all road operations. Except that a less than
l]-in. gravel is used in which the material below 1 in.

is required to have a cementing value of not less than
50, the construction is usual practice.

Construction Plants Compared—Concrete paving
operations present nothing unusual in methods, but
some unusual output rates and two apparent indications

:

(1) That central mixing plants and wet batch haulage
have gained increased favor, and. (2) that use of mate-
rials dumped on the subgrade is not likely to be per-

mitted in future contracts. On two operations the two
remarkable output rates of 1,072 ft. and 1,098 ft. of

18-ft. pavement in one day have been mlade. Incidentally

the higher record was made by a central mixing plant

with a six-bag mixer. The maximum haul on this job

has been 4] miles with 2-ton trucks having Lee bodies.

Six-mile hauls are contemplated as entirely practicable

with 1-2-4 mix having a 2-in. slump. In September the

maximum day's output of this plant was 1,828 sq.yd. of

8-in. slab and the average output per working day was
1,111.6 sq.yd. or 556 lin.ft. In observing these records

opportunity was presented by comparing for three

months for about ten jobs of concreting, the maximum
day's yardage and the average yardage per working day.

The latter was only from 50 to 70 per cent of the former
and more usually only 50 per cent.

Based on 32.69 miles and 345,516 sq.yd. of pavement,

the average cost to the state of concrete paving on this

years' contract has been $3.25 a square yard and $34,340

a mile. Roughly the yardage price is about a dollar a

yard higher than the prices bid for 1919 contracts.

Patrol Methods.—In highway maintenance, Minnesota

dates back 11 years its recognition of the patrol system.

Whenever its beginning, patrol maintenance in 1920 is

giving admirable results. Six-mile sections and team
patrol are general practice but tractor patrol in 20-mile

sections and truck patrol on 25-mile sections are also

employed. Minnesota drags and blade graders are the

usual equipment. The drag gives the better results

when it is used faithfully and continuously but is harder

on teams and men than the blade machine and the use

of the latter is increasing. One reason for excellent

gravel and earth road maintenance in Minnesota is the

liberal expenditure practiced. This runs in some coun-

ties as high as $750 per mile of road maintained, and

for the state it averages $300 a mile. Concrete road

maintenance has not yet become a big problem but in

the work this year an innovation has been undertaken

which promises economy. It is the use of cold cut-back

tar for repairing cracks. Details of the practice will be

described in a future article.

Increased traffilc is calling for increased maintenance
everywhere in the state. In 1919 the average traffic was
1,036 vehicles of which 92 per cent were motor driven.
Traffic in 1920 has mounted well above these figures;

in some counties it has doubled. As a result the heavy
traffic routes have called for so much attention that
secondary routes of the present 12,000-mile state road
system have suffered neglect. To remedy this condition
an amendment to the State Constitution was sought.

Next to its construction and maintenance program,
promotion of the legislation which will give the state

a distinctly state trunk-line system of highways has been
the most vital task of the year's work. Briefly adoption
of the constitutional amendment on Nov. 2 means that

the state on Jan. 1 will take over for improvement and
maintenance nearly 7,000 miles of trunk highways and
will be provided with money to prosecute the work from
sources largely outside the present sources of highway
funds.

Miami Valley Flood Protection

Rapidly Progressing
Germantown Dam Will Give Full Protection and

Three Other Dams Partial Protection

by Next Spring

CONSTRUCTION has progressed more rapidly than
was anticipated on the flood protection works of the

Miami Conservancy District according to the report as

of Sept. 1, 1920, of the Department of Engineering and
Construction. Summarized briefly, the relocation of

public utilities is rapidly nearing completion. The out-

VOLUME OF WORK PERFORMED AS OF SEPT. I, 1920

BY THE MIAMI CONSERVANCY DISTRICT
Flood-Control Works Proper

Earth removed from cut-off trenches, outlet works, spillways
and structures 877,010 cu.yd.

Loose rock, hardpan and solid rock removed from cut-off
trenches, outlet works, spillways and structures 442,567 cu.yd.

Farth placed in dams 3,978,490 cu.yd.
I'arth placed in levees 721,246 cu.yd.
Earth removed from river channel?- 1 ,467,327 cu.yd
Earth moved in soil stripping and in dressing slopes with earth . 181,276 cu.yd.
Earth moved ir permanent road building 93,409 cu.yd.
Earth moved in sewer and drainage construction 25,242 cu.yd.
Concrete placed 1 44,734 cu.yd.
Clearing and grubbing 104 acres
Steel reinforcing and steel piling placed 1 ,446,245 lb.

Riprap placed 5,233 cu.yd.

Public-Service Relocations
Earth excavation 1 ,785,250 cu.yd.
Loose and solid rock excavation 713,207 cu.yd.

Concrete placed in structures 32,698 cu.yd.

Gravel placed on relocated roads 26,882 sq.yd.
Steel reinforcing placed 8 1 1 , 1 79 lb.

Track laid 47 98 mi.
Ballast placed 21 4,000 cu.yd.

Railway relocated : 23.6 mi.

let structure at Taylorsville, the last of these great

structures to be built, has been nearly completed. The

local protection work at Middletown, with the excep-

tion of a flood gate and some concrete revetment, has

been finished. The rivers at Germantown, Englewood,

Lockington and Huffman have been diverted through

the outlet works, and the dams are built across the

old river beds. Noteworthy progress has been made on

the difficult and tedious local protection work at Dayton

and Hamilton. The sluicing has gone so well that

Germantown dam is already completed, as noted in the

news pages of our issues of Nov. 11, 1920, and Locking-

ton dam will be finished in the early winter.

As a large part of the total expenditure, both of

money and effort, consists of preparatory work, and of
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buying and installing plant, the works are much nearer

actual completion than is indicated by a statement of

quantities placed. The accompanying tabulation gives

the principal quantities of work done, classified under
two heads, flood-control works proper and public-service

relocations. This tabulation does not include prepar-

atory work, although the quantities in the preparatory

work are quite large, nor does it include considerable

minor work not susceptible of classification under the

general headings used.

The policy of doing the important portions of the

work with the District's own forces has been continued

and the concrete work and hydraulic fills at the dams
and the major part of the river improvements at Day-
ton and Hamilton have been handled in this manner.

However, a considerable number of minor features,

that do not present serious problems to the small con-

tractor, have been let to firms of good standing, with

advantage to the District. This has been especially true

with respect to team work and to revetment work on the

river improvements. While the total number of these

contracts has been quite large, there has been expended

on them to date, not including the public-service reloca-

tions, approximately $631,000, or about 5 per cent of

the work done to date on the flood protection works

proper.

A form of agreement has been worked out wherein

the District pays the actual cost plus a fee to

the contractor. This fee increases gradually as the
' contractor is able to reduce the cost of the work below

the engineer's estimate on which the contract is based

;

and his fee decreases in a similar manner if the cost

of the work increases above the engineer's estimate.

Thus, the contractor can make a fair profit only if he

handles the work economically, and the more he saves

the District, the more he makes himself. This form of

agreement has been entered into with contractors of

known ability, and has operated in a satisfactory man-

I
ner.

"
Outside of the flood prevention works themselves the

building of the public service relocations was largely

done by contract. These contracts in the main have

been completed.

The total expenditures to June 30, 1920, have been

$42,893,465 of which $14,783,408 were for engineering

and construction.

Shoshone Project Extensions

Following a visit of the Secretary of the Interior to

the Shoshone Project of the U. S. Reclamation Service

possible extensions were worked up as follows at his

request

:

The Garland and Frannie unit could be extended to

include an additional area of 15,600 acres at an esti-

mated cost of $1,880,000. The 66,000 acres now under

ditch cost $5,420,000. Three other units, Willwood,

Hart Mountain and Oregon Basin, with a possible area

of 15,600, 38,800 and 90,000 acres, respectively, would

cost approximately $1,220,000, $3,900,000 and $8,000,000

respectively. Some storage is built for all these units

but distribution or drainage works, which are the prin-

cipal construction items, have not been started. The
total cost for the additional 160,000 acres would be

$15,000,000. To date $6,260,000 has been spent on these

units, of which the greater part, $5,420,000, has been

apportioned to the Garland and Frannie unit.

Freight House Floor Con.struction

AREALLY satisfactory floor construction for railway
freight houses has yet to be designed, judging from

experience with different types of floors as recorded in
a report read at the recent annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Railway Bridge and Building A.s.sociation. The
life and wearing quality of the floor depend not only
upon the materials and methods of laying, but also
upon the traffic and equipment pj^sing over them.
as well as upon climatic and physical conditions. For
these reasons, a floor that is satisfacton- in one case
may prove a failure in other cases. A smooth and
level surface is desirable to facilitate the movement
of trucks and to reduce the wear and tear of trucks
and damage to merchandise. Ease of repair and re-

newal is an important factor in the selection.

Pine plank flooring is used more widely than any
other type, says the report. Repairs can be made
readily, but after the floor is worn these repairs result

in an uneven surface. Hardwood floors with subplank-

ing are used extensively, but wher^ a concrete base is

used the nailing strips for the subplanking should be

of creosoted material. A heavy hardwood floor without

subplanking is suggested in the report, especially for

cases where water lies on the floor frequently, as decay

quickly develops in double floors under this condition.

No such construction by any railway is on record.

Wood blocks on concrete are said to make a smooth
and resilient surface with long life and low main-
tenance cost, but the floor will not stand exposure to

weather and repairs usually leave an uneven surface

which may result in damage to fragile goods in truck-

ing. Floors of creosoted blocks are giving good service,

but are open to the objection of tainting such goods

as butter and flour. Experience with asphalt floors

is varied. Trouble has been experienced where tem-

perature changes are considerable, and in damp weather

the surface is likely to become sticky or slippery.

Repairs can be made without difficulty. Asphalt blocks

are used only to a limited extent, but in one case the

blocks began to wear on the ( Iges after 18 months' use.

thus causing a rough floor. Blocks can be renewed

easily, but may produce an uneven surface.

Brick floors do not seem to be desirable. Although

strong, durable and sanitary, they are hard upon the

truckers' feet. Further, they are noisy and being rigid

they are likely to cause damage to packages in handling.

On the other hand, they are recommen-'ed for damp
conditions and where oils and paints are stored. Con-

crete floors are said to be dusty, noisy, hard on the

truckers and easily damaged by falling packages; they

develop temperature cracks, break up under the trucks

and become worn in spots which develop into large

holes and uneven surface. For these reasons, says the

report, the maintenance cost is high, and the construc-

tion does not compare favorably with other floors. The

wearing quality of the concrete depends largely on the

coarse aggregate used and rhe proper mixing of the

materials. Several methods for producing hard wear-

ing surfaces have been used with varying success.

Concrete laid in 8 x 8-ft. slabs has not been successful.

For economy in floor construction, the report sug-

gests laying out aisles or spaces for trucking. Then

these can be paved with the better and more expensive

flooring, cheaper materials being used for the storage

spaces on which there is little or no trucking.
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Effect of Fire on Concrete in Warehouse at Galveston

Two Conflagrations Within Past Six Months in Buildings Filled With Sisal Teach Lessons
About Concrete—Eye Witnesses Testify as to Behavior

WITHIN the past six months two fires with similar

characteristics occurred in the same concrete pier

warehouse at Galveston, Tex. In the earlier fire, on

May 29, the destruction of the concrete structure was
fairly complete in the section where the fire was local-

ized ; in the latter fire, on Oct. 2, the structural damage
was confined to extensive spalling at construction joints

and to floor cracking. In both fires the burning mate-

rial was sisal, a Central American hemp, in bales about

6 in. in diameter. The roof was 6 to 8 in. thick, with

3-in. drop head. There was no communication whatever

between any adjacent two of the four sections, and a

second-story outside platform prevented any com-

munication of fire between the windows and doors of the

first and second floors. Skylights with metal louvred

sides and wired glass in metal frames were in the roof

of each of the four sections.

The concrete, according to testimony, was good,

COLLAPSED SECTION OF GALVESTON WAREHOUSE AFTER FIRE OF MAT 29, 1920

4x3x3 ft., weighing about 400 lb. each and stacked,

in this case, with no aisles and within 3 ft. of ceiling

and walls. The earlier fire has been reported in some
detail in the "Quarterly" of the National Fire Protec-

tion Association, Oct., 1920, by H. H. Sutton. The
following notes on that fire are taken from that account.

In addition, there are presented herewith the reports of

two engineers who happened to be eye witnesses of the

Oct. 2 fire.

The warehouse in question is a four-section, two-story

concrete building, located on the Galveston Wharf Co.'s

Pier 41, which has an earth fill middle section with piled

side extensions. The warehouse is 1,280 ft. long and
from 100 to 300 ft. wide, and is divided by solid 12-in.

reinforced-concrete walls into four independent sections,

each about 300 ft. long. The structural design is simple,

comprising round columns spaced 20 ft. center, carrying

flat-slab floor and roof, and an outside 8-in. wall with

sliding doors making up the other half of the wall

area. The columns were 22 in. in diameter on the first

floor, and 16 in. in the second floor, and were reinforced

with vertical rods and rather widely spaced spirals as

shown in the view. The second floor slab was 9 to 12

in. thick, but 9 in. where the fires occurred, with a 4-in.

drop head 6 ft. square, and with column capitals 4 ft.

though the exact nature of the aggregate from which

it was made has not yet been made known. Informa-

tion is that "the concrete was what is commonly known
as a 1 :2 :4 mix and that both gravel and crushed lime-

stone were used as coarse aggregate in various parts of

the structure, depending upon the materials available."

The structure was built in 1915-16 by Stone & Web-
ster, with Ford, Bacon & Davis as designing engineers.

The May 29 fire started on the second floor of Section

D, which is the outermost of the four sections of the

warehouse, where the baled sisal stock had been stored

without aisleways to within a few feet of the roof. The

rolling metal doors in the exterior walls of the section

were closed and could be opened only from the inside.

The fire department reached the building with reason-

able promptness and soon had a large number of lines

of hose playing both from shore and from fire boats.

The fire fighters were handicapped, however, by the

smoke caused by the preparation in which some steel

cotton bale ties had been dipped and from the heavy and

acrid smoke from the burning sisal. They did not get

the fire completely under control for two days and it

was reported that the sisal was smoldering nearly a

month later. No satisfactory explanation of the cause

of the fire has been advanced.
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The fire continued to burn in the second story of the

section where it started for nearly seven hours when
the roof over the section collapsed and caused the
collapse of the floor slab between the first and second
floors. The collapse of the section was complete,

as is shown by two of the views herewith. It is

stated that the columns failed generally at a point some
6 in. below the beginning of the capital.

No sprinklers were in the building at the time and
part of the recommendation for future construction of

this sort is that such protection be provided.

Floors Cracked But Not Dropped
By Fire

By Edmund B. Besselievre,
Consulting Engineer, New York

DISASTROUS fires in adjacent sections of the same
reinforced-concrete warehouse on Pier 41, Galves-

ton, Tex., have produced such widely differing results

that the writer believes a short description of the phe-

nomena attending these fires will be of interest to

engineers.

Local conditions at these fires were in many respects

identical, both fires occurring in stored bales of sisal at

about the same time of the day, both were practically of

the same duration and caused about the same amount of

loss. The main difference was that the first of the two

fires referred to, on May 29, 1920, was on the upper

deck of the warehouse, while the second and most recent

fire, Oct. 2, 1920, was on the lower deck.

The phenomena that will be described incidental to

the fire of Oct. 2, were witnessed by the writer, who
happened to be on his way
to Pier 41 on official business

at the time the alarm was
turned in, and the investiga-

tions referred to were made
during the hottest part of

the fire, thus producing ideal

conditions for observing the

action of reinforced-concrete

floors under sustained intense

heat. Subsequent examina-
tions have been made fre-

quently since the fire was ex-

tinguished.

The fire of Oct. 2 started

on the lower deck of the pier

at a point about 200 ft. from
the shore end of the ware-

house, and was of such a

serious nature as to warrant
a general alarm and the pres-

ence of all fire apparatus in

Galveston together with four

tugs to supplement the vehic-

ular pumping equipment.

The sisal in which the fire

started was piled to within 4
or 5 ft. of the floor of the up-

per deck of the pier, on which
was stored, in the section

above the fire, quantities of

linoleum and raw sugar. The
smoke from burning sisal is

very dense and in addition has a very punRent, irritat-
ing odor, which kept the firemen from tfettinff to the
heart of the blaze and made it neceMHar>' to fi^ht the
fire through the doors of the warehouB€.
The first alarm was turned in at 8:50 a.m. and at 10

a.m. the fire was perhaps burning most intensely. At
this hour the writer, who was on the upper deck of the
warehouse, went into the section immediately above the
center of the fire, and noticed the inten.se heat of the
concrete floor, it being sufficient to burn the feet even
through the shoes. This fact aroused in the writer's
mind the possibility of the floor failing and he searched
for evidences of this. This evidence was pre.sented by
the appearance of large cracks running transversely of
the floor, between the rolls of linoleum. As smoke and
water were issuing from these cracks it was evident that
they extended entirely through the floor. Aside from
this the floor for .several feet on either side of the
cracks was raised for a distance of between 2 and 3 in.

above the normal level.

As the fire progressed the heat of ihe floor increased.
more of these cracks appeared, as well as others running
longitudinally of the building and those first ob.served

seemed to have widened. The attention of the Fire
Marshal and other officials was called to this condition
by the writer and it was deemed wi.se to prohibit men
from attempting to go into the section below this floor.

Everyone of the oflficials who inspected the floor was
of the opinion that the failure of this floor was but a
matter of minutes.

However, when the fire was declared under control

that same evening, the floor was still intact, with its

untouched original load still on it, although the heat of

NEAR VIEW OF COLLAPSED FLAT-SLAB FLOOR. MAT L'9 FIRE
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the concrete had increased to such a point that the

rolls of linoleum and the raw sugar stored in that

section were scorched.

Observations made since the fire was extinguished

and the concrete cooled show that although the cracks

naturally remain, no sinking of the floor has taken place

and there is no apparent weakening. Where the floor

blistered and rose it has receded to approximately its

original level, but the finish coat of cement is of course

badly broken and the rough concrete exposed.

As stated before the original load on the floor is still

there, and although this load, as nearly as the writer

could ascertain, is about one quarter of the maximum
allowable dead-load, stated to be 375 lb. per sq.ft., the

writer believes that if the floor had been seriously dam-
aged, this load would have been sufficient to cause its

collapse. It would seem to be so from the fact that the

insurance inspectors have made a careful investigation

of the floor and have not ordered the removal of the

present load.

In the fire of May 29 on the upper deck, the com-
bination of nearly maximum load, with the added weight

of tremendous volumes of water and the intense heat,

was sufficient to cause the floor to collapse, dropping the

fire to the lower deck and carrying the roof and side

walls of that section of the pier with it.

The writer has been told that the reason for the

collapse of the floor in this earlier fire was due to the

great expansion of the bales of sisal when drenched with

large volumes of water and the pushing out of the walls

of the building due to this expansion. Examination of

the site of this fire does not show strong evidence of

any occurrence of this kind, as the remains of the walls

tend to incline toward a belief that they fell inward.

Questioning of men present at this and other sisal

fires and familiar with the action of that material when
soaked brings forth the statement that sisal when wet
does not expand to any appreciable degree. On the

other hand these authorities assert that wet bales under
any pressure will compress in proportion to the pressure

exerted, and this contraction has been known to be as

great as one-third the height of the bale. As the bales

in this early fire as well as in the one of Oct. 2 were
piled to a height of at least 12 or 15 ft., this contraction

would have been present in all bales except those in the

uppermost layer.

The writer is inclined to accept this assertion as fact,

for if any substantial degree of expansion had been

present during the last fire, it would have resulted in

the total collapse of that section of the warehouse. The
bales were packed tightly from wall to wall and to

within a few feet of the floor above, and the volume of

water poured into the fire was enormous, being at one

time, and for a period of hours, that flowing from over

50 lines of hose under high pressure. There was little

room for expansion and if there had been any the side

walls would have shown it. The photograph of the

exterior of the pier at the point of concentration of this

last fire, shown herewith, does not show ary damage to

the walls other than the natural smoking and the broken

window sash.

It is the writer's opinion, that. considering the con-

centration of intense h«^at a few feet below the floor,

and considering the length of time the floor was sub-

jected to this heat and the continuous deluge of water,

producing u great volume of steam to assist in the

disintegration, the performance of the concrete was
very creditable, and the fact that the floor still shows
no signs of collapse and upholds its load is an indication

of apparently little permanent damage.

Construction Joints Dangerous in

Concrete Building Fire
By W. J. Knight,

Consulting Engineer, St. Louis, Mo.

ON Oct. 2, 1920, a very destructive fire occurred in

the first floor of the short compartment of the

reinforced-concrete pier No. 41 in Galveston, Texas.

The pier was designed and constructed a few years

since, and embodied the most modern type of flat-slab

construction. The compartments of the pier, several in

number, are separated by reinforced-concrete walls

spaced about 300 ft. apart and having an average width
of approximately 120 ft. The structure is two stories

high with concrete pile foundations. The columns, 20 ft.

on centers, are round with the usual capitals and drops 6

ft. square and 4 in. deep measuring from the bottom of

slab. The second floor slabs of the compartment are 9 in.

thick and the roof slabs about 6 in. thick.

At the time of the fire the compartment was filled

with sisal hemp which is used extensively for cordage

and binder twine, both alone and in conjunction with

manila, and is also used for bags, hammocks and similar

articles. The sisal hemp was piled in bales to within

about 3 ft. of the ceilings, a condition that contributed

no little to the difficulty of fighting the flames.

As is evidenced by the complete destruction of the

compartment the heat was very intense. The type of

construction adopted in the design of this pier, sup-

posedly offers the greatest resistence to the detrimental

effects of fire, due essentially to the entire absence of

projecting members with sharp corners, with the excep-

tion of drops at column capitals. A close examination

of the surviving panels of floor and roof revealed com-

plete destruction of drops, although the adjacent flat

slab was more or less intact. In Fig. 00 will be noted a

typical example of the condition of drops after the

fire had been extinguished. The drops presented a

favorable opportunity for the heat to penetrate the

concrete, beginning at the outer edges or corners and

continuing toward the center until destruction had been

accomplished.

The round columns suffered severely from the heat

and in most cases were the initial cause of failure. It

was interesting to note that the presence of metal

guards at the base of columns gave great protec:ion to

the concrete and the same showed evidence of little or

no damage, but the surfaces of the remainder of the por-

tion of columns, where the flames and water had free

access, were disintegrated, spalled off and very irregular.

The sudden change in temperature occasioned by the cool

water from fire hose, no doubt was the principal

destructive element, due to a state of sudden contraction

from an extreme expanded condition of surface material

over the underlying material of a lesser temperature.

The column capitals were greatly impaired by the dam-

aging effects of the heat which was the greatest over the

ceiling surfaces.

The writer was particularly impressed by the effect

of the fire on the construction joints of all slabs where

these joints occur. In all cases these joints were per-
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SHOWING HOW SLAB

ceptible from any point of

vantage from one end of the

structure to the other, where

the panels remained in place

each of the joints being em-
phasized by rough surface's of

the concrete whicn nad spalled

off along both sides of it as

well as by the expo-.ure of

steel bars. The accompanying

photographs offer opportunity

for studying a condition which

heretofore has not been ob-

served or dwelt upon, to the

writer's knowledge, in descrip-

tions of similar failures from
fire causes. The compartment
can be repaired at compara-

tively little cost, with the ex-

ception of the panels through

which construction joints ex-

tend. These joints where
pouring operation was discon-

tinued until the next day, or

at a later time during erec-

tion, were not specially pre-

pared by roughing the sur-

faces or by any other apparent

means, to insure or contribute

to the bonding of new con-

crete to the old. Examina-
tion disclosed very smooth
surfaces and the absence of any indication of bond.
The joints proved to be the weakest part of the entire

construction in offering resistance to the effects of

intense heat, and have rendered the question of repair-

ing a difficult one, on account of the fact that almost

without exception, the portions of panels on both sides

of the joints are now at different elevations, varying

from 1 in. to IJ in. and in several cases badly buckled.

The accompanying photograph illustrates this much
neglected feature of construction and is typical of all

joints of all slabs that survived the fire. The almost

universal lack of proper care and precaution exercised

by engineers and builders in the past, in guarding

against ineffective and insufficient bond between old and

new concrete surfaces, seem to indicate that tangible

reasons for correction have been lacking. This fire

demonstrates beyond doubt the surprising extent of

weakness developed by construction joints during

exposure to great heat. From the writer's observation,

the havoc wrought by such joints should be a question

of universal interest to the profession, if the reinforced-

concrete structures of the future are to offer to the

owners and to the public the maximum degree of pro-

tection and safety and the maximum salvage in the

event of fire.

The result of the fires in this warehouse has shown

conclusively the great value of flat surfaces v/ithout

sharp corners of any character, if the greatest protec-

tion is to be attained. The spandrel beams over door

openings in the earlier fire were nearly completely

destroyed, as far as future effectiveness is concerned,

although the flat slab in the immediate vicinity remained

nearly intact. Projecting members of every nature,

such as drops at column capitals and beams, were

destroyed^
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PROPS SPALLED OFF AND HOW CONSTRUCTION JOINTS
BEHAVED T.\ OPT. 2 FIRE

These fires have also shown that piers or buildings
designed for housing similar materials should have
compartments much smaller in size, to lessen the great
liabilitj- involved by fire. Compartments not longer or
wider than 150 ft. would be more conser%-ative.

Owing to the very inflammable nature of the contents

of this pier and the comparatively few buildings used
for similar purposes, a recurrence of complete destruc-

tion by fire may not be expected at ver>- frequent
intervals, but the lessons taught are invaluable for the
correction of proved evils pr.^-ticed in the past.

The photographs and information concerning this fire

were obtained through the co-operation and courtesy of

George Sealy, of Galveston, for which the writer gives

due recognition.

Color of Cypress Not Related to Durability
Southern bald cypress is about the r.ost variable in

color of any of our native woods, and in different

localities is known as red cypress, yellow cypress, white

cypress and black cypress. There is a rather prevalent

belief that cypress with dark colored heartwuod is the

most durable, out the opinion of the U. S. Forest

Products Laboratory is that as far as durability is

concerned the color of the wood makes very little dif-

ference. In service records obtained by the laboratory,

smy difference in the length of service of red cypress and

yellow cypress appears to be due entirely to a difference

in the amount of sapwood in the timbers. Oppress trees

with light-colored heartwood usually have more sapwood

than those with dark colored heartwiod. and sapwood

is not resistant to decay. The important thi..g if dura-

bility is desired appears to be to select the heartwood

of cypress regardless of its shade.
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Filter Underdrain, Sand Bed and Wash-Water Experience

Symposium on Current Practice and Operating Success with Various Details of Mechanical or Rapid
Water Filtration Plants

[An attempt is made in this second installment

to learn of any new devices tised to scour the
,

few inches of sand at the top of the bed.

V-shaped deflectors and water jets are discussed,

experience tvith present gutter design and spac-

ing in relation to mud-ball formation is given.

On undetnvater shrinkage of sand bed^ addi-

tional vieivs are expressed. The first installment

published Nov. Jf, p. 92Jt, dealt with perforated-

pipe underdrains, gravel depths, blow-ups, mud
balls and washing.—Editor.]

Part IL Top-Sand Scouring Devices—Gutter

Design and Relation to Wash—Under-

water Shrinkage of Sand Beds

SINCE modern filter design has done away entirely

with mechanical rakes to stir up the sand beds, and

has' largely eliminated any jet action from the in-

coming wash water, one naturally—and properly

—

turns his study to the sand surface, where most of the

dirt accumulates in the first 3 to 6 in. It is this foreign

material that must be separated from the sand grains,

put into suspension and carried to the gutter edge.

Midway between gutters is a plane of no horizontal

velocity. Turbidity in the sand on this plane must

travel the longest distance to a gutter. Probably the

miniature mud ball is started here. It occurred to the

editor that some special arrangement to accelerate the

speed of the turbidity from this plane might be advan-

tageous. Experience at Oakland, Cal., with jets at the

sand surface indicated that a very small jet force only

was necessary to project sand grains as well as tur-

bidity long distances if directed with the normal rising

current. Hence the idea of a V-shaped deflector to give

the rising turbidity at this no-horizontal-velocity plane

an initial start was conceived. The Oakland experience

would seem to call for a very small initial push toward

the gutter edges, much smaller than that given by a

jet. The easiest way seemed to be to bend the vertical

current, but how much? How large a deflector would be

necessary? No one of those answering the question

has had experience with such a deflector, but eight men

have tried sand scouring by other means. The two

questions on the subject were as follows:

10. Have you ever tried a V-shaped deflector (or a per-

forated pipe carrying wash water) in the plane midway

between gutters to start more quickly the soiled wash water

toward the gutters? If so, what shape did you use and

at what elevation above the sand did you find it gave the

best results?

11. Have you ever tried, or do you know of any scheme

other than air and the old mechanical rakes to scour the

sand grains at the top of the filter? Separate water jets

diverting a portion of the flow from the underdrains to

the top have been suggested and used with success by the

Champaign-Urbana Water Cc.

Mr. Clark, Toledo— Where the distance between troughs

is very much greater than in the old filters at Toledo, as

also in some of the older plants of the country, I can un-

derstand that the defleetc might be a distinct advantage.

Even then I am inclined to believe that a spray pipe just

below the plane of the tops of the troughs with lateral

openings will be found more effective than a deflector.

Mr. Birdsall, Minneapolis — I have never tried the

V-shaped deflector, but consider the idea a good one. Per-

forated pipe as an experiment has been tried without much
success, possbly because of lack of proper water pressure.

Mr. Daily, St. Louis— See Engineering News-Record, p.

1198, June 17, where is described the use of sand washer
ejectors set in a filter and left running. The wash-water
valve was left open just enough to keep the sand bed fluid,

hence a constant supply of sand was fed to the ejector

because it sunk into the softened sand bed to the bottom.

No deflectors have been tried.

Mr. Ellms, Cleveland— I have never tried V-shaped de-

flectors or perforated pipes, discharging wash water near
the surface between the lateral gutters, to accelerate the

movement of the dirty wash water to the gutters. It does
not seem to me that such devices are necessary, provided
the gutters are placed near enough together, and are of

THE NEW TOLEDO FILTERS HAVE TREE TROUGHS

sufficient capacity to carry away the dirty wash water.
In the two large plants with which the writer has been
closely connected, the edges of the lateral gutters are 6

ft. apart. It is his impression that the waste water would
be more quickly removed if these lateral gutters were placed

somewhat closer together.

When the high velocity method of washing sand is used,

the sand grains are automatically scoured as a result of

the flotation of the sand bed. In fact, the writer has so

often observed this phenomenon in glass filter tanks that

he is convinced that no action of mechanical rakes or of

separate water jets could add to the scrubbing effect ob-

tained. The rising and the descending currents of sand
under the influence of water rising at the rate of from
II to 2i ft. per minute are constantly rubbing the sand
grains against each other, and must of necessity remove
adhering impurities which the rising wash water carries

in suspension to the zone above the floating sand.

Mr. Eldredge, Ft. Worth—I have never tried a V-shaped
deflector or perforated pipe in the plane midway between
gutters. I have used separate water jets (opei*ated by
hand) in the top layer of sand and along the side walls

of filters to assist in the cleansing. They were made of

1-in. pipe of suitable length with holes bored in the same
plane. The ends were capped, connected to a water supply
with 1-in. hose and used in a horizontal plane with full

high pressure stream.

Mr. Buzzell, Flint—I have never tried a V-shaped
deflector or any scheme other than air, water and rakes

to scour the sand grains.
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Prof. Hyde Berkeley—The Blaisdell tractor washer
at Yuma and Calexico does not, I believe, give any trouble

with mud balls from the highly turbid Colorado River water.

But the character of that turbidity, due to alkali in the

water, seems to be different from that in any other stream
with which I am acquainted. However, this type of washer
should surely prevent the formation of mud balls if any-
thing will prevent it.

Mr. Waring, Ohio State Board of Health— It is our
opinion that many of the so-called refinements are unneces-

sary, such as deflectors for the wash water attached to the

wash water troughs, or sand catchers and special designs

of sand valves to the underdrain system.

Gutter Design and Relation to Rate of Wash
So many plants have been designed with insufficient

carrying^ capacity in the gutters that this question and
three others intimately connected with gutters were
propounded. Ten men answered the four questions.

12. Is the gutter design or basis for a design as developed

at Cincinnati sound as proved by practice? What modifica-

tions have been found essential?

13. Are sand catchers desirable?

14. Are the gutters too often the governing factor in the

permissible rate of wash?
15. Is not the Tninimum distance between gutters noiv

usually allowed too great?

Mr. Sperry, Grand Rapids— We have no need of sand
catchers. In the beginning we used a local sand rather

than the Cape May sand specified. This was done on the

certain knowledge that any sand placed would soon lose

all of its characteristics as to size of grain due to the

effects of the lime softening. For this reason we saved
much by using a local sand of such characteristics that

after some washing in place, the beds being made purposely

overfull, we washed away the finer sands, leaving us very

nearly the sand as specified as to effective size and uni-

formity coefficient. After this washing there were no sand

losses.

The local gutters have been more than ample in carry-

ing capacity. We have often wondered whether we would
not reduce some of the sand coating with a much heavier

wash. At present this rate is about 2 cu.ft. per sq.ft. per

minute.

Mr. Clark, Toledo—Sand catchers are desirable, especially

if air and water are used together for washing. The
capacity of the gutters will, of course, limit the possible

rate of wash, but other factors, such as size of sand, dis-

tance from normal sand level to upper edge of gutter and
whether the gutters are provided with sand catchers or

not, may also set the limiting rate of wash.
The tendency in this office is toward using a less distance

between gutters in order to eliminate more quickly the sus-

pended material in the wash water. It is believed that

this will result in a perceptible saving in wash water. On
the other hand, the upward flow between gutters closely

spaced may be so great as to give trouble through loss

of sand.

The drawing in the next column shows the old and new
troughs at the Toledo plant. Assuming a 24-in. wash on

the new filters the rise between the troughs will average

32 in. due to the lessened area. This rate is one-third

greater than the 24-in. and I am inclined to believe ap-

proaches close to the danger line.

Mr. Buzzell, Flint — We are of the opinion that sand

catchers are desirable and that the gutters are too often

the governing factor in the permissible rate of wash. We
have three gutters to each filter. (See Engineering News-
Record, June 17, 1920, p. 1189).

Mr. Powell, Baltimore Co.— Except under unusual con-

dition such appurtenances as sand catchers do not warrant
the expenditure.

From past experience the writer is of the opinion the

gutter spacing often employed is too wide, particularly so

where the^raw water carries a large amount of suspended

matter. Thi.s condition in gr.i •/.'• arr/,m-
panying chart plotted from • ]v I'nor
to 1915 the plant consislwJ of *..',,, ji;v,'r. ; / t;. unitA of
which each had a central wash-water ir .u^jri v/ that dur-
ing washing the waU-r had a horizontal flow of 41 ft.

Mud-ball deposit.s rapidly formed alont; the sides and back
of the filters.

In ordei to relieve this condition step* w»re cat in the
front walls of the filters so that a ' •' the dirty
water was dischargegd into the sewer <, iiteps, thus
creating a current along the sides of • The con-
ditions of the bed.s were somewhat i.. . uy thia ar-
rangement, but the back corners stih ihoAtd insofBcient
washing.

In 1915 three new units of the same size were added to

the system, but three wash-water troujfhs were oaed.
one central glitter of the same design as in the old units
and two side ones. There was a very marked improvement
in the operation of the new filters over the old ones. Mud-
ball deposits were less frequent, the lenjfth of runs between
cleanings was materially increased and the wash water was
reduced.

%

^'O.D.Brazeed Brass Tubinq-^
^N?20R&5.6a<je.4''C.foC J 1 _ £r.A»75-^ . »

j -To. • •>"i . - ->• ''^r-f^ •' ^-f ^ •* •^' .-^ :> * _^-

'

'*-er !'^sKie ,
22'-

OLD FILTER

->.J

2''3n3ss•3

iO.D Brazed Brass Tubing A920 B^iS J>^j^

/6'Orav^' Y IJ ,

'.r
NEW FILTER

Ol.li AND .NKW WASH-W.VTER TROUOHS IN' TOL.EIK)
Kll.TKK

The sanje improvement has boen noted at the Westport

filtration plant of the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light &
Power Co. of Baltimore. Thi.^ installation ci^nsistoil

originally of three bOO.OOO-gal. units, each having a central

gutter, the wash water traveling 4i ft. hor:zontally. Two
new units were designed with side troughs in addition to

a central gutter. Fewer mud balls formed on the filters

with the side troughs and better operation has boen effected.

The horizontal flow of water in the new filters is approx-

imately 2 ft.

Mr. fiird.'iall, Minneapolis— The design is adequate. No
modifications have been made other than to increase the

number of troughs. The floor and the centr?! coUectinjr

gutter is raised at the rear end of the filters and sloped

toward the sewer end to save the wedge of water that

would be lost each time that the filter is washed. Sand
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catchers are not needed at Minneapolis. The Minneapolis

gutters have ample capacity.

Yes the minimum distance between gutters is too great

ordinarily The new Minneapolis filters have nine instead

of eight lateral gutters in each half filter. I would increase

the number of gutters in future filters.

Mr. Daily, St. Louis— Sand catchers are not desirable

with a properly designed filter. See answer to mud-ball

question with reference to gutter spacing.

Mr. Ellms, Cleveland—The writer can see some advan-

tage in the use of sand catchers on lateral gutters. Any

extension from the side of the gutter in the form of an

angle or of wings cuts off vertical currents rising along

the side of the gutter. The zone above the projecting

wings, therefore, is only subject to the horizontal currents,

which, without the assistance of the flotation effects of the

vertical currents, will probably not carry the sand into the

gutters.

The writer is of the opinion that wash-water gutters are

frequently too small. There is no doubt that the permis-

sible rate of washing is limited by the carrying capacity of

the gutters.

C. N. Miller's formula for determining the size of the

wash-water gutters is undoubtedly conservative. Some
observations made at the Cleveland filtration plant show

that the central gutters in the tanks at this plant closely

approximated the size as determined by the formula. This

formula is designed to cover a condition where there is no

free fall at the discharge end of the gutter. It was found

in the central gutter of the Cleveland plant filter tanks,

when washing at a rate of 27 in. per minute and where

the outlet was submerged, that the cross-sectional area of

the water in the gutter was only 3.5 per cent less than

that called for by the Miller formula. The discharge from

the lateral gutters falls freely into the central gutter, and

Mr. Miller is careful to state that under such conditions

his formula provides for a larger gutter than is necessary.

In the case of the Cleveland filter tanks, the cross-sectional

area of the water in the lateral gutter was found to be 76

per cent of that calculated by the Miller formula.

Mr. Eldredge, Fort Worth— I have never used sand

catchers, but from the loss of sand in some plants would

think them highly desirable.

The gutters are too often the factor governing the per-

missible rate of wash.

The minimum distance between gutters is too great. The

additional first cost is soon recovered by the saving in wash

water as well as in the advantage of a better wash.

Prof. Hyde, Berkeley—The gutters are too small at

Harrisburg and at many other places. At Sacramento we
propose ten gutters in a length of about 58 ft. This will

place them 4 ft. 10 in. apart in the clear. Ordinarily the

minimum distance apart has been too great.

Mr. Lovejoy, Louisville — My experience has been that

sand catchers are not necessary if the filter design is right.

I believe the gutters are too often the limiting factor in

the perm'ssible rats of wash.
It is my opinion that 6 ft. should be about the maximum

distance between gutters, making a maximum travevl of

3 ft. each way.

Under-Water Shrinkage of Sand Beds

The day of colloids is here and the theory of the pre-

disposition of many liquids to gel when small quantities

of certain foreign matter are added has opened a world

of conjectures in the minds of those chemically inclined.

Abel Wolman and S. T. Powell presented in Engineering

News-Record, July 29, 1920, p. 210, an explanation of

under-water shrinkage of sand beds. Their contention

is that various sands have different colloidal properties

and sand should be chosen with low gel property. The
questionnaire was sent out previous to the appearance of

the paper although the editor had seen it. Eight men
answered the one question but the experience of Messrs.

Daily and Ellms has been given in the general discus-

sion of the Wolman-Powell paper in Engineering News-
Record, Sept. 2, p. 438.

16. Have you had any experience with the under-wnter
shrinkage of sand beds away from the side walls? Mary-
land engineers have made an exhaustive study of the phe-

nomenon and set up a theoTry attributing the action to col-

loids forming a gel which contracts the bed.

Mr. Clark, Toledo— Under-water contraction has been
experienced only when softening was being done and has
been attributed in part to magnesium hydrate and organic
material adhering to the sand grains.

Mr. Birdsall, Minneapolis—Yes, the shrinkage has been
noted. I believe the theory of the Maryland engineers is

correct. The formation of jelly-like deposits along the side

walls of filters at Minneapolis is attributed to the fact

that holes in the strainer plates do not extend up to the

side walls because of the concrete shoulders on which the

ends of the strainer plates rest. I would change this design
in future filters.

Mr. Eldredge, Ft. Worth — In most cases under-water
shrinkage of sand beds was relieved when the filters were
getting a properly treated water. Overloading the filter

with "floe" has often caused such cracks to appear. On
draining such a filter it usually shows low in the center.

Prof. Hyde, Berkeley—At Sacramento we propose to

overcome any difficulties of this sort by battering the in-

side walls of the filter units.

Mr Lovejoy, Louisville—We had trouble with shrinkage

of the sand beds away from the side walls in our old filter

units until we removed the holding-down screens. We also

had trouble with the sand caking with mud for 2 or 3 in.

from the walls. Both of these troubles have disappeared

since we removed the screens. My theory is that there

was a lack of wash-water velocity close to the side walls,

due to the fart that the mesh of the holding-down screen

was more or less stopped up with concrete near the walls,

thus diverting the water away from the wall during wash-

ing. This clogging of the screen also would tend to make

the area of sand close to the walls a dead area during fil-

tration, due to this sand having been caked with mud from

lack of washing. This condition would tend to pull the

sand away from the walls toward the center of the filter

where the greater suction existed. The suction or down-

ward pull on the sand bed is an appreciable factor in filters

operating on negative head as in our case.
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Mr. Waring, Ohio State Board of Health—To overcome
the tendency of sand beds to shrink away from the side

walls, J. M. Rice of Morris Knowles, Inc., has sufirpested

in the design of the Elyria, 0., plant battered side walls

below the sand line. Experience in Ohio is lacking on this

phenomenon.

State Hydro-Electric Development
for South Dakota

Engineer's Report on Project to Distribute Power
From Missouri River Over 1,200 Miles

of Transmission Lines

POWER development and supply by the State of South
Dakota by means of a hydro-electric plant on the

Missouri River at Mobridge, S. D., with distribution

over transmission lines covering a large area of the

state, is discussed in a recent report to the State Hydro-

50
^

60
Sec+ion

FIG. 1. PROPOSED HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANT ON THE
MISSOURI RIVER AT MOBRIDGE, S. DAK.

Electric Commission by D. W. Mead and C. V. Seastone,

consulting engineers, Madison, Wis. This report is

the result of an investigation of the possibilities of

power development on the Missouri River, following the

passage of an amendment to the state constitution to

provide for state ownership and operation of power

plants. In February, 1919, Governor Norbeck appointed

the State Hydro-electric Commission, under whose di-

rection the investigation has been made.

Eight sites for power development were studied, the

best of which is about four miles above Mobridge, where

the minimum continuous output would be about 16,000

hp. A plan and section of the proposed works are

shown in Fig. 1. It is stated in the report that if this

project should be undertaken at once, it can be com-

pleted probably by 1925. The estimated cost is $9,103,-

000 for the power plant and $7,044,000 for the trans-

mission system, but if secondary transmission lines

and substations are built by the various communities

the total cost to the state might be reduced to about

$13,900,000. Transmission lines would sei-ve mainly

the more populated eastern part of the state. In this

section the market available in 1919 offered a load of

30,000,000 kw.-hr. per annum now developed from fuel

and this market may inrreai«r at. ah>'jut lu p«r cent

per annum by the encouraift-rr»«./it. uff*^.tc<i hy cheap
power.

Cost of power from fuel at varioaii plants in the
state varies from 1.7 to 10c. per kw.-hr. if bued on
entire station charges, or from 1 to 5c. per kw.-hr. if

based on /uel co.sts only. With the entire output of
the proposed hydro-electric plant sold, about ST.GOO.OOO
kw.-hr. per annum, power can be developed at thi« plant

at a unit cost of 1.60c. per kw.-hr. If the state pay*
the entire cost, or 1.34c. if cu.stomepi furnish the sec-

ondary transmission .system. Charges of 1.87c. or 1.67c.

per kw.-hr. respectively, would give a profit above fijced

and operating cost.s and the.se prices could be increased

fairly with the gradual rise in fuel prices.

For the first five years, however, these prices for the

present available market would not produce sufficient

to pay interest and operating e.xpenses or depreciation

charges, but a further investment of $1,500,000 would
be required temporarily to meet the unearned interest.

When the market increases to 53,000,000 kw.-hr. per

annum the income would pay interest and operating

charges, and with further increa.'e in consumption of

current it would gradually retire the development fund,

establish a depreciation fund and begin to retire the

capital costs. If the market should develop to 53.000.OOC

kw.-hr. per annum before the plant is completed, the

additional $1,500,000 would not be required-

Proposed Developments

If the market should warrant the investment the

Mobridge plant could be developed for a 40-ft. head at

an additional cost of $2,300,000. With the resulting

total output of 117.000,000 kw.-hr. per annum marketed

the unit cost of current would be reduced to 1.35c. per

kw.-hr. As an alternative a second plant could be con-

structed at the Mulehead site, near the southern bound-

ary of the state. With both plants working at 30-ft-

head and selling their entire aggregate output of 200.-

000,000 kw.-hr. per annum the unit cost of current

would be about 1.2c. per kw.-hr. per annum.

That the state can afford to undertake the Mobridge

development with every prospect of financial returns

to maintain and ultimately liquidate the investment.

is the general conclusion of the report, provided that

a growth of 10 per cent per annum for the power market

can be anticipated with good reason. It is pointed out,

however, that such results can be attained only by con-

servative financing, economic construction and scien-

tific management, under intelligent administration free

from political interference.

As to private enterprise, the report states that in

view of the high cost of development and the great

length of t'-ansmission to reach the limited market, the

returns would be too small to attract private capital.

Only that part of the state east of the Missouri offer?,

a market for power at present, and even there the

scattered locations require a comprehensive and coislly

distribution system. In fact this system will cost almost

as much as the development plant. In that section of

the state are 29 towns or groups of towns which in

1919 had an aggregate power consumption of 38,467.000

kw.-hr. per year.

The average and minimum flow at Mobridge including

the effect of pondage by the dam, is estimated 3t 10.000

and 4,100 sec.ft.. equivalent to 25,000 and 16.000 hp,

continuously at the turbine shaft under 30 ft head.
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A flood flow of 100,000 sec.ft. may occur perhaps once

in five years and last for three or four days. A high

flood of 180,000 sec.ft. has occurred only once since

1892.

At the selected site the low-water flow is divided by

an island between the main channel and a side channel.

The proposed layout includes a power house 384 ft. long

across the main channel, with an adjacent lock 60 x

350 ft. having 7 ft. of water on the lower miter sill.

Next to this will be 1,200 ft. of earth embankment with

concrete core walls, followed by a 1,400-ft. concrete

dam and spillway extending across the island and the

smaller west channel. A cut-off of steel sheeting would

be driven into the underlying shale stratum for the

entire length of the structures, the maximum depth

of this shale being through 50 ft. of silt in the main
channel. The spillway crest is at El. 1,557 and the

roadway and top of earth embankment at El. 1,581.

By placing the spillway at the west end, it is located

where the shale comes within 5 to 25 ft. of the river

excess of the greatest discharge known at this point.

Ten vertical shaft turbines of 6,000 hp., directly con-

nected to ten generators of 5,400 k.v.a. would be the
main power house equipment. Alternating current gen-
erated at 6,600 volts would be transformed to 110,000
volts for delivery to the transmission lines. This would
be stepped down to 33,000 volts for distribution to the

smaller towns and villages. Twelve substations are pro-

vided for, spaced from 30 to 100 miles apart. The main
transmission line system would aggregate 560 miles

and the secondary system 600 miles.

This report was considered by the Special Water
Power Committee at a special meeting of the state

legislature in June, but final consideration was deferred

until the regular meeting to be held in February, 1921.

Et. 1576.0

T-^

Pipe Line Velocities Necessary to

Transport Gravel

Small Increases in Velocity Increase Output and
Reduce Friction Head—Excavation

More Continuous

By Pierce J. McAuliffe
Consulting Engineer, New York City

PIPELINE velocities of 10 to 12 ft. are inadequate

when pumping gravel unmixed with clay or mud.
Instead, velocities of 15 ft. and higher are not only

economical but are almost essential to success. These

conclusions are based on specific observations made
recently on a large dredge operating in gravel and are

FIG. 2. SPILLWAY OF DAM FOR HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANT

bed. The pov/er house and lock are placed in the main
channel in order to provide a free flow from the draft

tubes and to assure a low-water navigation channel in

the tail water. Silt is not expected to have any serious
effect in reducing the capacity of the pound or in caus-
ing erosion of the turbine blades. The power estimate
is based on the normal flow and not on storage and it

is believed that the annual floods will keep the channels
secured sufficiently to supply the limited storage neces-
sary to supplement the ordinary deficiencies of flow.

A hoilow dam of reinforced-concrete is proposed for
the spillway, as shown in Fig. 2. This would have the
deck supported by 36-in. buttresses or walls spaced
12^ ft. c. to c. Two lines of steel sheeting 10 to 30 ft.

long are provided under the upstream side of the dam,
a third line of sheeting under the toe of the downstream
apron will be a protection against back scouring and
may help to prevent the development of uplift pressure
on the dam during abnormal height of tail water.
Beyond this concrete apron is a boulder fifl 30 ft. long,

resting on a brush mattress and retained in position by
a line of timber piles. With a rise of 21 ft. of water
over the crest the spill vvay would have a discharge
capacity of 500,000 sec.ft., which is 60 per cent in

confirmed by general experience with many pumps
handling all varieties of materials. On several occasions

these conclusions have been put to test, with gratifying

results, although, in some instances where horse power
and not peripheral speed of the runner was the limiting

factor, it has called for the seemingly paradoxical action

of decreasing the diameter of the entire pipe line to

obtain greater output.

In the specific observations referred to, the dredge

has a 20-in. suction and discharge pipe. The pump,
using a 90-in. runner, is directly connected to a 1,000-

i.h.p. engine (17 in. and 21\ and 42 in. x 20 in.). At
a speed of 205 r.p.m. the engine has shown 1,015 i.h.p.

The boilers are of ample size to maintain steam pressure

at 200 lb., even when burning hard coal screenings.

The condenser vacuum is held quite steadily at 25 in.

The auxiliary machinery has been performing satisfac-

torily during the eight years that the dredge has been

in operation. The crew and operation were excellent.

During the observations, the dredge was engaged in

digging a channel where a large portion of the material

consisted of coarse sand, heavy gravel and some stones

which would not pass through a 10-in. ring. The pipe-

line varied in length from 1,800 ft. to 3,700 ft. and
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eventually it will reach a length of 5,500 ft. The eleva-

tion from water level in the channel to the center of the

end length of discharge pipe varied from 8' to Hi ft.,

depending upon the tide.

Discharging through 2,400 ft. of pir)e, Fig. 1 shows
the stream and Fig. 2 indicates the character of the

material. Excepting the large stone the material was
sand and gravel under 1 in. in size. The discharge

velocity caught by Fig. 1 was about 12 ft. a second

and the stream was carrying as much solid material as

could be handled without choking.

Simultaneous gage readings taken at the moment the

picture was snapped showed the pipe suction to be 12 in.

tract at a figure far ifH) low if he had not understood
the difficuitieH pre.sented in movinK heavy g^raveL

Discharging through a 3.400-ft, pipe line. Fig. 3
shows the .stream and Fig. 4, the nnaterial. On the
dump the compo.sition wa« estimated to be 60 per cent
clean sand; 15 per cent I to li in. jrravel; 20 per cent

1 i to 4-i.i. gravel, and 5 per cent .stones over 4 in. in

size. The engine was making 210 r.p.m.; the pipeline

pressure registered 65 lb., and the pipe .suction waji 8 in.

The friction developed in each 100 ft. of discharge pipe
was equivalent to 4.4 ft. head. The writer estimated
that the velocity on the basi.s of a full 20-in. pipe would
have been 10 i ft. per second. The average output per

FIG. 1. DISCHARGE THROUGH 2,400 FT. OF PIPE;
VELOCITY 12 PER SEC.

FIG. 2. MATERI.VL DIriCHAK'JKD BY STRILUI
SHOWN IX FIG. 1

FIG. 3 STREAM FROM 3,400-FT. PIPE LINE;
lOJ FT. PER SECOND

VELOCITY

and the pipe line pressure to be 64 lb. Corrected for

gage location and static head of discharge, the friction

totaled 131 ft. head; equivalent to 6 ft. per 100 ft. of

discharge pipe. The dredge delivered an average of

120 cu.yd. per hour actual operating time. The dis-

charge stream was, therefore, carrying an average of

about 3^ per cent of solids. The important feature is

that with this velocity of discharge the operator was

unable to feed material into the suction constantly. The

cutter was turning over at as low a speed as possible

consistent with steady revolutions. Only sufficient

strain was put on the swinging wires to pull the cutter

into the material slowly. After digging for 45 to 50

min. at this rate, the operator would find it necessary

to stop his cutter and swinging engine for about 10

min. in order to pump water so that the surplus material

which had been taken into the pipe, but which could not

be kept moving, could be picked up again and dis-

charged. In other words, 16 to 20 per cent of the

running time was fruitless as far as sucking up solids

was concerned. On this score alone, a dredge, which

would have delivered 400 cu.yd. per hour of mud or

clay, would have its capacity cut to 320 cu.yd. per hour

when it encountered material such as shown by Fig. 2.

In addition, as the swinging and cutting speeds were

less than half the normal, the output would be further

reduced by at least 50 per cent. As this particular

dredge had experienced no difficulty in delivering over

600 cu.yd. of mud and clay per hour through pipe lines

of equal length, the owner might have taken the con-

FIG. i. MATERIAL L'l.-i TI AUOED V-Y

SHOWN IN FIG. 3

rr.EAM

hour under these conditions was 85 cu.yd.; the percent-

age of solids in suspension was, therefore, 2.84 p>er cent.

The operator found it necessary- to pump clear water

for at least 20 min. after feeding as slowly as possible

for a period of 35 to 40 min.

As the amount of work in view did not warrant the

installation of a booster, u was decided to install a

larger runner to meet the conditions imposed by the

necessity of longer pipelines. A 96-in. runner was

installed. The pipeline was 3,560 ft. long and the eleva-

tion the same as for the previous obsen-ation. The
engine speed was from 198 to 202 r.p.m. and it was

undoubtedly developing very nearly 1,000 i.h.p. The
material, shown by Fig. 5. was entirely sand and gravel.

A larger percentage of 3tones above 2-in. size was

present than in previous observations.

Fig. 6 shows the discharge under normal "operating

conditions. The horizontal offset of the upper cur\-e of

the discharge stream was 3.75 ft. where the vertical

coordinate was 1 ft. Using an arbitran.' factor of 0.92,

which the writer has selected after numerous rough

checks, the average velocity of discharge was found to

be 13.8 ft. per second.

One hundred fourteen hours actual operation pro-

duced an average of 110 cu.yd. per hour, or 34 per cent

over results obtained with a 90-in. runner under similar

conditions. The pipeline vacuum and pressure gage

recorded 9 in. and 66 lb, respectively. The friction per

100 ft. of pipeline was slightly over 4 ft. The per-

centage of solids carried was about 3.6.
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FIG. 5. L,\KGER PERCENTAGE OF STONES ABOVE 2-lN. FIG. 6. VELOCITY OF 13.8 FT. PER SECOND—DISCHARGE
SIZE WHFN 9B-TN RUNNER I'SKH IN IiRROOE PUMP OPERATING NORMALLY

FIG. 7. VELOCITY 16.2 FT. PER SECOND; STREAM
HEAVILY CHARGED WITH SAND

FIG. 8. VELOCITY 15.6 FT. PER SECOND; WATER
ONLY BEING PUMPED

Since the material was moving briskly throughout the

entire pipeline, it would appear that the saturation

point for this velocity of discharge in a 20-in. pipe, when
carrying material shown by Fig. 5, is about 4 per cent

of solids. The lower friction head is probably accounted

for by the fact that the material was all in suspension

throughout the line, so that no congestion of solids

occurred at various points, which was probably the case

in the two previous observations. The solids were of

course traveling in the lower part of the pipe at a
v'elocity considerably less than the average of the

mixture.

Shortly after Fig. 6 was recorded the operator was
signalled to stop excavation but to continue to pump
water. It required 8 min. 20 sec. before all solids had
been discharged from the pipeline, which, with the

suction pipe, totaled 3,660 ft. The velocity of discharge

increased slowly at first until it reached its maximum
at about the time Fig. 7 was taken. This was 7 min.

10 sec. after digging had ceased. This picture shows
the stream heavily charged with sand, as is made quite

evident by the shape of the lower curve of the discharge.

The time interval was too short to make any but the

roughest check on the percentage of solids carried at

this maximum velocity, but the bottom section of the

pipe for a depth of 6 in. was filled with a rapidly mov-
ing stream of sand. If we consider that the voids in

this stream of sand represent 50 per cent of its volume,

a cross-section of the discharge would have shown over

12 per cent of solids in suspension, from which it is

evident that the capacity of a stream in carrying solids

increases rapidly with relatively small increases in

velocity and explains why dredge operators maintain

high velocities when possible.

After the pipe was entirely cleared of sand and stone,

Fig. 8 was taken. Attention is drawn to the difference

in the shapes of the lower curves in Figs. 7 and 8. In

the latter the arcs of the upper and lower curves are

apparently parallel, whil^ it is evident that the sand

in the lower half of the pipe, Fig. 7, was traveling at a

lower rate than the water above it. After Fig. 8 was
taken, the operator was signalled to resume digging.

From the instant the cutter encountered solid material

until the first discoloration of the discharge appeared

at the end of the pipe, 4 min. 10 sec. elapsed, shovdng
that the average velocity through the discharge pipe

during that period was 14.66 ft. per second.

Upon resumption of digging, the operator continued

to feed solids into the suction at the customary rate.

It is, therefore, probable that the discharge stream was
saturated for at least one-half of its total length by the

time the first discoloration appeared at the end, and that

we are reasonably correct in supposing that the velocity

found by this test was a mean between that shown when
dredging normally and that found when pumping clear

water only. If we put this to test it will be found that

it agrees quite closely with the mean of the velocities

of 13.8 ft. and 15.6 ft. per second as estimated from
Figs. 5 and 8, respectively. No effort was made to bring

these figures into agreement. It was only as an after-

thought that some relation between the two was
looked for.

Another point of interest is, that it required exactly

double the time to clear the pipe of all solids that it

took for the first appearance of solids to show again

after the pipe had been cleared, which would seem to

indicate that the velocity of the solids dragging along

the bottom of the pipe was about one-half the average

velocity of the total discharge.

Wisconsin Doing Much Highway Bridge Work
During 1920 a large amount of highway bridge con-

struction was initiated in Wisconsin under supervision

of the State Highway Department. Plans were prepared

by the department for 540 bridges, totaling in length

15,315 ft., and to cost 21 million dollars. About half

the total represents state-aid work, and only about one-

seventh Federal-aid work, the remainder being county

construction. The figures given cover only the first

three quarters of the year.
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Nine Years' Operation Results of the Municipal Garbage
Reduction Works at Columbus, Ohio

City Reports Show Surplus for Each Year Except 1919, but Taking All Factors Into Account There Ik a
Deficit That Makes Net Cost 46 Cents a Ton Without Interest and 87 Cents With Interest

By James W. Follin
Engineer, Bureau of Municipal Rcaearch of I'hll;id<;lphia

TEN years' operation of the municipal garbage
reduction works at Columbus, Ohio, was completed

on July 20. An analysis of the financial results for the

nine calander years 1911 to 1919 is here presented. This

plant has been of especial interest to engineers and
municipal officials because it was the first municipally

constructed and operated reduction plant. Frequent
reference has been made to the Colmubus solution of the

garbage disposal problem as worthy of emulation in

other cities, and the plant has been visited extensively

by engineers and laymen.

Until operating results from the Columbus plant were
published, no reliable records were available concerning

the expense and income from garbage reduction except

those from the Cleveland plant, which had been pur-

chased from a private company about 1905. When the

first reports from Columbus indicated a surplus of pro-

duction income over plant operating expense, the result

was hailed by many as pointing the way to the general

solution of the garbage disposal problem in furnishing

a method not only providing disposal with dispatch and

under conditions acceptable to all but the most fastid-

ious, but also one actually returning a profit. Advocates

of municipal operation also received these early reports

with much interest and considered that they dispelled

the fears that a municipality could not advantageously

operate a plant which called for expert supervision and

which had been almost entirely owned hitherto by

private companies.

Several analyses of the operating results made by

engineers soon after operation began served to correct

in some degree the popular impression that the plant

was making large profits. In these analyses freight and

depreciation charges were added to the cost of disposal,

while interest charges were also deducted from the

indicated surplus to aiford a comparison with privately

owned plants. In connection with a survey of the city

government of Columbus in 1916, the Bureau of Munici-

pal Research of New York analyzed the plant operation

and indicated an excess of receipts over operating and

fixed charges of only $12,575 for the five years 1911 to

1915 and the first ten month? of 1916. Operating

expenses did not include a charge for water supplied

from the city mains after 1912. It was estimated that

water was used at a rate of 20,000,000 cu.ft. per year,

which at 80c. per 1,000 ft. would total $81,350 for the

period covered. Including this latter amount in the

operating expenses the plant showed a net loss of

$68,775 to Nov. 1. 1916.

The annual reports of operation have shown a sur-

plus of production revenue over plant operating expense

for each year of operation except for 1919, when a

deficit of $20,899 is given. The 1919 report was doubt-

less received with disappointment by those who had mis-

construed the record of operation previous to 1919 and

who had thought that the plant was making an actual

profit on the disposal of garbage.

Description of Plant—The Colwmbu.s plant vssm
described in detail in articles which appeared .soon after
operation began, and it is unnecessary to repeat thi.s

detailed description here. (See Engineerinrj S'eics, Nov.
17, 1910 and Enfiineering Record, Nov. 19, 1910.) The
garbage is cooked by live steam in laton sealed .steel

digestors. The liquids are pressed from the cooked
mass and flow to tanks where the grease is separated
from the stick licjuor, which is reduced by evaporation
and added to the dried solids from the presses.

Originally, the latter mixture was dried and sold as
a fertilizer base without further degreasing, but in

January, 1912, a percolator plant was put into operation.

After percolation with gasoline, the tankage is again
dried and then screened. Some of it is sold in this

condition, but acid phosphate is added to another por-
tion and the mixture is sold directly as a fertilizer.

The most important change in the plant equipment
has been the substitution of direct-heat drj-ers for the

steam-jacketed dryers initially in.stalled.

The original investment in the building and equipment
was about $185,000, but adding the cost of the land,

railroad siding, steel tank cars and engineering, the

to*al reached $236,881. About $26,000 additional waa
spent for the percolator plant. In making allowance

for depreciation charges in this analysis, depreciation

has been figured at 5 per cent per annum, in accordance

with former reports on this plant, on an investment of

$236,881 in 1910 and 1911, and of $262,881 from 1912

on. A straight depreciation charge on the entire invest-

ment is necessary in view of the non-availability of

information with which to classify the investment

details. Yearly interest charges in this analysis are

figured at 4 per cent on the depreciated value of the

plant, and not on the full investment.

Detailed Analysis of Operation—In Table I is pre-

sented a compilation of information on garbage collec-

tion and disposal taken from the annual reports, where

available, and from other sources. Since a record was

not obtainable for the portion of the year 1910 in which

the plant operated, the table begins with the year 1911.

To facilitate comparisons from the table, the percentage

of increase or decrease in each item is shown between

the year 1916 and each of the years 1917. 1918 and 1919.

and finally between the years 1918 and 1919.

The tonnage of garbage collected increased steadily

from 1911 to a maximum in 1915. but had fallen off

about 5 per cent in 1916 before it took a 22 per cent

drop in 1917 and declined still lower in 1918—just as

the quantity of garbage collected in practically all

cities decreased during the period of the war. In 1919

the collection increased 16 per cent above the 1918

quantity. The high point in 1915 represented a

maximum per capita collection of 218 lb. for the year.

while a minimum of 142 lb. per capita was cached in

1918. The increase in collection in 1919 raised the per

capita figure to 153 lb.
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over 200 per cent above average prices of the pre-war
period. The Columbus plant received only $6.72 for

grease in 1919 due to a sharp drop in the market,
although some other plants managed to sell at a higher
figure.

Tankage prices, which fluctuated between $6.79 and
$9.87 per ton in the years 1911 to 1916, jumped to

$10.85 in 1917, and to $19.80 in 1918, an increase of
153 per cent over the 1916 price. The percentage of
decline in 1919 following the armistice was much le.ss

than was the case with grease, a price of $15.65 per
ton being received.

Items 25 and 26 in Table I give the total and the
per ton excess of production revenue over plant operat-
ing expense as found i)i the city reports. It is these
figures in the annual reports which are designated as

profit from the operation. Each year except 1919 shows
an excess of revenue; the largest total—over $40,000,

or $1.84 per ton—is shown for 1916. But, as has been
stated previously, these figures do not show actual

profit.

Item 32 gives the total cost of garbage disposal from
the time that the garbage is delivered to the city loading

station. To the cost of plant operation, as given in the

city reports and shown in item 23, is added the freight

charge from the loading station to the plant, the charge
for plant depreciation, and a charge for city water used.

Originally the condenser cooling water was obtained

from the river, and subsequently from deep wells, but
since 1912 water has been used from the city main
which supplies the sewage-works. Until July, 1918, the

water used at the garbage plant was not separately

metered. The metered usage in 1919 was 15,195,000

cu.ft., which at prevailing rates to consumers was worth

$12,291. The reports of the Water Department indicate

that this sum is not greatly in excess of the actual cost

of supplying the water, which is both softened and

filtered. In lieu of meter readings, a uniform charge of

$12,291 is made for each of the years 1913 to 1919.

This charge is less than that made in 1916 in the report

993

SUMMARY OF YEARLY OPERATION OF COLU.MBLS
GARBAGE REDUCTION WORKS, I9II-I9I9

TABLE II.

0T3
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1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

s <u

— X:

S a

17,534
18,789
20,711
21,629
22,909
21,86!
17,127
15,630
18,126

$47,586
55,148
68,845
69,676
74,138
77,954
100,431
114,601
123,719

ei o

H^

$58,722
61.729
56.800
66.722
55,364
88,564
79.344
112,288
73,248

Profit or Deficit
Not Including
Interest Charge

Profit Deficit

$11,136
6,581

Totals 174,316

10,610

$28,327

•3
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figured on the yearly depreciated plant values, applying

a straight 5 per cent yearly depreciation on the total

inve^^tment. Interest charges add $72,538 to the deficit,

giving a total of $151,875, or $0.87 per ton of garbage

reduced. Of this total, $86,037 is represented by

charges for city water consumed from 1913 to 1919.

The 1919 Operation—In spite of greatly increased

labor and fuel costs in 1918, the top prices received for

both grease and tankage gave a revenue which nearly

oflfset all charges, including interest. In 1919, while the

revenue from grease fell off 40 per cent, and from tank-

age 23 per cent, the labor cost increased 19 per cent

and the fuel cost decreased only 8 per cent. A 10 per

cent increase in operating expense was therefore coinci-

dent with a 35 per cent drop in production revenue. The

grease extraction fell even below 2 per cent to a value

of 1.942. Grease percentages in the raw garbage for

the two years are not available to afford a comparison of

the actual efl!iciency of the grease extraction in the plant.

TABLE III. AVERAGE ANALYSIS OF COLUMBUS GARBAGE
PRODUCTS IN PERCENTAGES

Grease ——
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MAP OF SKAGIT HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT

The flow of the Upper Skagit River varies from 800

sec.-ft. at low water to about 50,000 sec.-ft. at high water
period with an average flow throughout the past ten

years of approximately 3,575 sec.-ft. It is the intention

ultimately to utilize, as nearly as is practical, the entire

flow through the total available head. This will be

accomplished by means of two plants, one in the vicinity

of Stetattle Creek and one in the vicinity of Ladder
Creek, the former having a dam just below the junction

of Skagit River and Ruby Creek and the latter having
a dam just below the outlet of Gorge Creek.

The waters of Thunder Creek will be utilized by means
of a tunnel connecting it with the Ruby Dam and the

waters of Stetattle Creek will also be carried in a

tunnel termmating at the surge tower above the plant.

Exten.sive dianiond drilling

ha.s been carried on at the two
dam sites showing solid rock
of exceptional quality, known
aa gneiss, at a maximum depth
of 110 ft. at the Gorge Dam
site and at a maximum depth
of 30 ft. at the Ruby Dam
site. These drillings show
only a moderate amount of eat-

cavation as the channel in both
cases is narrow and has rocky
cliffs on both sides extending
.several hundred feet above the
present water surface.

The Ruby plant, constitut-
ing the upper development,
will consist of a dam approxi-
mately 450 ft in height, a tun-
nel 17,000 ft. in length of
about 600 sq.ft. section and
an ultimate installation of six

45,000 leva, units operating
under a head varj-ing from
720 ft. to 470 ft.

The available capacity of
the Ruby Reser\'oir, whose
surface elevation will be 1,600
ft. above sea level when full,

will be approximately 1,000,-

000 acre feet and will at times
be drawn down to an elevation

of 1,350, a difference of 250 ft.

causing the variation in head
at the Ruby plant above re-

fen*ed to.

The ultimate development
of the Gorge plant will con-
sist of a dam 240 ft. in height,

two tunneb 11,000 ft. ir

length of 300 sq.ft. area and
six 30,000 kva. units operat-

ing . nder a head of 395 ft.

Not having any available

power for construction pur-

poses within a reasonable dis-

tance of this development it

was decided to put in 3,000 hp.

hydro-electric plant on New-
halen Creek. rhis stream

has a maximum flow of about

500 sec.-ft. and a minimum
flow of 40 sec.-ft. This will consist of a small crib

dam, 2,720 ft. of 5 x 7 ft. tunnel, 700 ft. of steel

penstock and a 3.000 hp. Pelton impulse wheel, direct

connected to a 2,500 kva. Westinghouse G.600 volt gener-

ator, and will operate under a head of 500 ft

Rockport, located on a branch of the Great Northern,

is the nearest railroad point and is 23 miles distant from

the Gorge power house. On account of the large ton-

nage that will be handled, it was decided to build a

railroad from Rockport. This railroad is now under

construction and will in all probability !->€ completed to

the Gorge plant by March, 1921. At present all sup-

plies and material are being transported by three 10-ton

Holt caterpillars and six 5-ton Troy trailers.

The tunnel for the Newhalen plant is now being
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driven and it is hoped to have the plant in operation by

next April. A saw mill of 25,000 board feet capacity

has been put in operation, which supplies lumber for

the temporary camp. This camp will consist of some
75 three-room cottages to be used by the married men,

6 bunk houses of 12 rooms each, capable of housing 24

men each. Bath houses, commissary, warehouse, hos-

pital, mess house, etc., are also provided.

The energy will be conveyed over a transmission line

of about 100 miles in length, having wooden pole struc-

tures and a pressure of 154,000 volts. The survey not

being completed this line is shown on the map as a

straight line and indicates the general location.

It is hoped that energy from the Gorge plant, which
is the first to be developed, can be utilized by the city of

Seattle some time during the year 1923.

Improve Old Freight Yard for Better Operation
Gravity and Flat Switching Combined in New Facilities for Heavy Traffic—Changes in Hump Profile-

Seven Converging Lines Complicate Division Point Problem

INCREASED rapidity, economy and convenience in

yard operation to meet conditions of greatly increased

traffic are the results sought by the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy R.R. in undertaking the enlargement and
improvement of its freight yard at Lincoln, Neb., which
is an important division point. This work is an ex-

ample of improvements that must be carried out at

many existing terminals to make their facilities ade-

quate for present conditions of traffic and the economical

operation. In this respect the work at Lincoln dif-

fers from that of the division yards of the Michigan
Central R.R. at Niles, Mich., and the Denver & Rio

Grande R.R. at Soldier Summit, Utah, which were de-

scribed in Engineering Neivs-Record, Jan. 8 and May
27, 1920, pp. 81 and 1069, respectively. At the latter

points entirely new yards of modern design have been

built on a new site, unhampered by existing facilities.

Operating Methods—A combination of gravity and
flat switching is a feature in the operation of the Lin-

coln yard, the layout of which is shown in Fig. 1. This

combination method was introduced under an emergency
and was not included in the original plan, but it is con-

tinued in the reconstructed yard as it is found to suit

local conditions. The improvements now being made,

which are based upon a modification of the original

design, provide for handling the westbound business

by flat switching and the eastbound business (when
classification is required) by hump or gravity switch-

ing. Such a combination is unusual, but is employed
also in the company's larger yard at Galesburg, 111.,

where the two methods are used for handling different

commodities.

The heaviest loaded movement at the Lincoln yard is

eastbound and consists largely of grain, coal, stock and
lumber. Stock is handled mainly in solid through trains

and these are passed around the switching hump as

they are not broken up for classification and are stopped

only for inspection and to change engines. The west-

bound movement consists mainly of l.c.l. merchandise,

stock and empty stock cars. All this traffic has a sea-

sonal variation.

An explanation of the history and operating condi-

tions is necessary for an understanding of the recon-

struction work. In 1907 plans were made for a very

comprehensive layout, consisting of two separate units

for eastbound and westbound traffic, both arranged with

gravity switching for the classification service. Each
unit was to consist of a receiving yard, switching

hump, classification yard and departure yard, with a

storage yard serving both units. Both switching humps
were graded, but in 1907, before the tracklaying was
completed, a period of depression had begun and it was
necessary to discontinue the work and adapt the exist-

ing trackage co handle all business. This trackage con-

sisted mainly of the eastbound unit (as above) and the

first part of the receiving yard for the westbound unit.

To utilize the existing layout for the classification of

traffic in both directions necessitated introducing re-

verse movements for all westbound traffic. Thus, a

westbound train had to travel the entire length of the

site to enter the eastbound receiving yard at the west

end of the site, its cars being then moved eastward over

the hump to the classification yard and eastward again

to be made up into trains in the departure yard at the

east end of the site. From this yard the westbound

trains again traveled the entire length of the site before

pulling out on the main line.

Eastbound movements were made logically in sequence

from the main line to the receiving yard, the switching

hump, classification yard and departure yard, from

which last the trains proceeded east onto the main

line. Trains in either direction which did not require

classification, or complete cuts of cars ready to be at-

tached directly to outbound trains waiting for them,

were passed around the hump.
Until the war, the business had not grown sufficiently

CUSHMAN

m.pJl

Troick

FIG. 1. NEW LAYOUT OF FREIGHT YARD AT LINCOLN.
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and West
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tabu; U. changes in profile of switching hump at LINCOLN, NEB.; C, B. & Q. R.H.

Proposed for
Westbound Hump

Approach 2 67' ,, for 60 ft.

Summit 33' „ for 50 ft.

Starting grade , 2 ',;, for 125 ft.

Starting grade ".-.
. .

Starting grade '. .":

To scale
On scale 1.0 % for 50 ft.

On scale .

Off scale 2.0 % for 20 ft.

Accelerating 4.0 'JJ, for 75 ft.

Accelerating
Accelerating 2.9 % for 1 10 ft.

Accelerating.
Through ladder 1.2 % for 142 ft.

Through ladder 51 % for 1 18 ft.

-Eastbound, Hump

Present

2 67'-,, for 60 ft.

0.33':;, for 30 ft.

2.0',, for 20 ft.

3 84',, for 60 ft.

2.0'',, for 20 ft.

1.6'',, for 25 ft.

8 'ofor 50ft.

2 0% for 26 ft.

5.0<;ofor 20 ft.

1.33';ifor 15 ft.

5 0% for 26 ft.

2 92% for 130 ft.

1.2% for 142 ft.

0.51 %for 118 ft.

1914

I .64';, for 100ft.
44'*,, for 25 ft.

36";, for 25 ft.

3^ 16';, for 50 ft.

8',, for 12 ft.

9',, for 35 ft.

1 3"„fcir 15 ft.

•)',, for 12 ft.

3 I2"„ for 25 ft.

3 64', for 50 ft.

3 46'', for 50 ft.

2 84';, for 50 ft.

2 26 f;;, for 50 ft.

I and 0,8% for 250 ft.

As Built

1 6 and 2% for 74 ft.

4 ';, up for 25 ft.

2 ";, for 25 ft.

3 6';;, for 25 ft.

2,8'/,, for 25 ft.

1 5';;, for 20 ft.

1. 2% for 50 ft.

2.4% for 25 ft.

2 8% for 25 ft.

3.2% for 25 ft.

2 8% for 100 ft.

2.2% for 50 ft.

1 and 0.8% for 250 ft.

Original
Design

1.0% for 207ft
Level for 1 ft

I.0%for25ft

2.0% for 14 ft.

2.0% for 50 ft.

iio^ofor 8 ft.

3.0% for 28 ft

3.5% for 150ft

0.8% for 318ft

Hump Profiles—The profile of the switching hump
has been changed from time to time to meet actual re-

quirements of operation, as shown in Fig. 3 and by

Table II. In this respect it resembles many other exist-

ing hump profiles. An unusual and rather unfavorable

feature is the short distance from the scale to the first

switches of the classification yard, this distance being

only about 75 ft. The first change was to give a

higher summit with starting grades of 2 and 3.5 per

cent, reduced to 1 per cent over the scale and then

increased to 2.8 and 3.2 per cent to the ladder. In 1914

105

— /9or

-100

95

Profi/e 1911 -1920

Profile 1914

Pro-File previous to 1914

Profile 1901

body tracks. The classification yard has No. 7 frogs

on a ladder of 6 deg. 20 min. Hand operation of

switches is employed for the classification movements,
about four switchmen and twelve car riders being re-

quired during the busy hours. The car riders are re-

turned to the hump by a yard engine which runs back
and forth on the middle track of the classification yard.

Flood lighting is used for the hump and the classifica-

tion and flat yards, the lamps being on 20-ft. poles

placed along both ladders and along the running tracks.

The yard has a single track connection at each end
and its total length is about three miles between end
switches. An unusual feature of the layout is that no
passenger tracks are required, the site being located

Horizontal Scale
0' 50' 100'

i I

^ r^Hump Track' N?l Froq

FIG. 3. .SUCCESSIVE PROFILES OP SWITCHING HUMP

the hump was raised again to give steeper grades, with

3.36 and 3.16 per cent above the scale and 3 to 3.64 per

cent below it. A profile suggested at that time for the

westbound hump called for a 2 per cent starting grade.

1 per cent over the scale and 4 per cent to the ladder.

In 1917 the summit was raised to a still higher eleva-

tion and shifted farther back in order to increase the

length of the starting grade. At present this grade

is 3.6 per cent, followed by 1 per cent over the scale,

and then by an accelerating grade of 3.6 to 2.8 per cent

to the ladder, along wnich the grade is carried at 0.8

to 1 per cent. This present profile will be continued,

as it is found to be satisfactory in both hot and cold

weather. The steep grades of the hump are connected

by vertical curves of the cubic parabola type laid out

approximately in accordance with the Henck method.

Tracks and Lighting—The yard is laid with 85-lb.

rails for the leads and running tracks and 75-lb. rail for

the body tracks. The sharpest curves are of 71 deg.

Turnouts have No. 9 frogs and 15-ft. switch rails. Lad-

ders are 1 in 7, or at an angle of 8 deg. 10 min. with the

between two converging lines. A single main track

along the south side provides for through freight move-

ments. The ground is level at the east end of the side

and then rises at a flat slope of 0.1 to 0.2 per cent

towards the west.

As the site is on marshy ground and the subsoil is an

impervious clay, special means are provided for drain-

age of the yard. An earth fill brings the subgrade level

about 8 ft. above that of the natural ground, and in the

top of this fill are formed transverse French drains.

Tnese are trenches about 4 ft. wide and 4 ft. deep, filled

with broken stone, brick and loose rock and covered

with sand. Over the entire surface of 1

of clean sand about 12 in. deep, so that "

freely through this bed to the drains,

about 12 in. deep is laid upon the san

the ties are embedded.

Engine Terminal— Locomotives and

changed on all trains, as Lincoln is a •

Engine terminal facilities and a car reo.';i ,

provided at the east end of the layout, inco?iiing

rA;v'. .-

led
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ist

lis

re

it.

re

es
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in the westbound yard being shifted onto a running
track and moved back to the yard entrance, where the
switch connection to the engine terminal is located.

Incoming engines of eastbound trains are run to the

east end of the yard for the same purpose. Caboose
cars from trains in both directions are placed upon a
track near the east end, from which they can be
switched conveniently to both departure yards.

An ice house is provided for serving refrigerator cars

in both directions. Owing to the large amount of stock

traffic a stock pen is provided for stock unloaded tem-
porarily from a bad-order car. A long storage track

can hold 70 bad order cars waiting to be sent to the
repair yard. All departure tracks are equipped with
compressed air for testing the train brakes before the
road engines are attached. Track scales are provided
on the switching hump and on a weighing track near
the west end of the flat yard. Each is of 150 ton capac-

ity, with a table 50 ft. long.

The revised layout of the Lincoln yard, with the im-

provements now being carried out, was planned under
the direction of A. W. Newton, chief engineer, and F. T.

Darrow, assistant chief engineer of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy R.R.

Intermittent Reduced Lime Feed

THE filter plant at Grand Rapids, Mich., is still

being operated on the intermittent plan of reduced
lime feed, as described by Walter A. Sperry, chief

chemist, in Engineering Neivs-Record, Nov. 27-Dec. 4,

p. 923. In his annual report for fiscal year ended

small ."caie in the water cylinders of the high service
pumps been so thin or Hcant. This year it was poMibk
for the first time to omit the u.sual ck-aninj' am) over-
hauling of the .sand \>eAs. The filtPfH v..

the usual mud depwits, the gravel was i

and the rides free from caked masses of sand waA
sludge. Finally there have been no complaints because
of deposits in heaters and furnace coiLs.

On the black portion of the . irt \t

shown the amount of hardnes.s i- /e of

6.3 gr. per gallon or 5.94 tons of lime rock per day
from the average consumption, 13,200,000 gal. The
portion above the curve of incrusting hardness, an aver-
age of 3.2 gr. per gallon, is carbonate hardness. In
the filtered water the latter averages 4.n gr. per gallon.

The average total hardne.ss of the river ^*-as 14.1 gr. per
gallon and of the filtered water 7.8 gr. per gallon.

Sells Water at 2Vi Cents Per Ton
WATER is the cheapest commodity the public bay*

today, according to the latest annual report of

George N. Schoonmaker, assistant commissioner of wa-

ter, Toledo, Ohio, in a plea for increased rates. Under
the present domestic rate water if sold by weight would
cost 2jC. per ton. Receipts over expenses in 1918 in-

creased 5.25 per cent but expenditures increased 15.95

per cent. Per capita the consumption was 107 gallons

D. H. Goodwillie, director of public ser\'ice, summed up

the financial solution thus: "While the Division of

Water has been able to meet its operating expenses, in-

terest on bonds, retire bonds and invest nearly $500,-

i

Lirrr^ <A-/-ifn>^.

Chari- showing Daily To+ai Hardness C7f River and Fi>+er«d Water 19\9

HAKDNESS REMOVAL RESULTS AT GRAND KAPIPS I'UKl |-U\\TU>N n.A.NT. 1!>19

Mar. 31, 1920 (not printed), he states that the standard

of hardness maintained has been that of Lake Michigan,

7.5 to 8 gr. per gallon. The standard is reasonably

acceptable to the users and the intermittent plan con-

tinues to act more effectively in reducing after deposits

than anv other method tried. Never before has the

000 ut earnings in extensions and improvements and at

the same time close its business with a reasonable bal-

iuice, the anticipated cost of operation and the unusual

demand for water pipe extensions all combine to make

necessary an increase in the revenue or a curtailment

of its activities."
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Engineering Literature
A REVIEW OF BOOKS AND A LISTING OF NEW PUBLICATIONS

British and American Technical Books
Sir—I was much interested in R. Fleming's review

in your issue of Sept. 16, p. 568, of a British text-

book on "Structural Steel Work." Although I do not

intend to pose as the "competent engineer whose
appraisal of the relative merits of literature on
British and American practice would be welcome,"

I am tempted to venture a few remarks based on an

experience which covers both sides of the Atlantic.

Having been for many years designing engineer of the

largest bridge company in Canada, and intimately con-

nected with the office, shop and field work of many
large structures, including the greatest bridge on
this continent, I believe I may claim a reasonable

acquaintance with American practice, past and present.

I have not seen the book referred to by the reviewer,

but I can readily understand that it would strike him
as very different from the majority of the American
books, whether of the older types, such as Green,

Dubois, Burr and Falk, or of the more modem, as

Merriman and Jacoby, Johnson, Bryan and Turneaure,

or Molitor. British books on bridges and structural

work are few in number, and, excepting perhaps Clax-

ton Fidler's, are quite recent. Books are not used to

anything like the same extent in the universities and

technical schools of Great Britain or in the office of

consulting and manufacturing engineers, as here. Very
much more importance is attached to experience, both

the experience of men and the experience with struc-

tures. Furthermore, bridge and structural work does

not, or did not until very recently, constitute a special-

ized branch of engineering over there as it does here.

A great deal could be said upon the advantages and
disadvantages of extreme specialization, but this is

not the occasion for saying it. The fact remains,

however, that a very considerable portion of the leading

engineers of Great Britain are not specialists in one

line but are engineers generally, grounded in broad

principles, trained in various directions, and actually

carrying out engineering works of many descriptions.

For these and similar reasons, a literature on bridge

and structural work is not really existent. The best

American books are usually recommended for students

in colleges who wish to study texts, and the writer

well remembers enjoying one of the early editions of

Merriman and Jacoby whilst an undergraduate.

The few books that do refer to actual designs simply

state what is the practice of certain shops, and sel-

dom, if ever, attempt to "figure" a bridge or compile

a stress sheet. In fact, it is very doubtful if stress

sheets are made for the majority of structures, and

it is generally understood that none can be found even

for the Forth Bridge. The same profound faith in

"figures" and "figurability" that characterizes, stan-

dardizes, and unfortunately cramps the designing of

bridges on this side, does not so entirely govern over

there. On the other hand, it is true that many of

their structures, if figured according to our methods,

show strange results. Particularly is this the case in

riveted connections, such as those between the flange

angles and web plates on shallow floor beams.
The published papers describing bridges built to

purely British or European practice, do not, as a rule,

indicate the details of connections. For example, in the

case of a very important and really huge undertaking,

the Hardinge Bridge over the Ganges {Proc. Inst.

C. E., vol. 205, 1920), there is characteristically little

information given on the steel work of the fifteen

350-ft. double-track spans, approach girders, or erection

trusses. In structural work, as in the other branches
of the great engineering trades, a great deal of impor-
tance is placed upon workmanship. "The little things"

are given attention and are looked upon as being essen-

tial parts in the "harmonious whole." There is a

disposition to treat a bridge as a unit, and not so

much as a conglomeration of units—stringers, floor

beams, laterals, web members, chords, and so on, each

with distinct duties. These items are regarded as

working together, mutually helping, rather than as

each item unloading its responsibility on to the next

until finally the bridge unloads altogether on to the

substructure. The short stringers, shallow floor beams,

wide truss members, etc., of the British designs, seem
to the writer to be conceived in this spirit of participa-

tion, whereas our practice very definitely forbids a

stringer to help the bottom chords, for instance, or

the truss verticals to help the floor beams.

This is a personal view, of course, and may not

appeal to all or even many engineers on this side

—

and indeed might not be acknowledged by many on

the other—but from such considerations I would sup-

pose that Mr. Fleming is quite right in saying that

to an American engineer the book reviewed is of little

value for practical guidance. At the same time, it

must be remembered that labor conditions govern the

practice more than any other single item. The bending

of angles, for example, is done in Europe because there

has been a sufficient supply of capable angle smiths.

There is no structural argument against bent angles.

As connections and stiffeners they would be often con-

venient and are certainly efficient.

The writer is at present engaged in investigation

work where English deck plate girders, built sixty or

more years ago, are found in excellent condition and

alignment today. These have the regular bent angle or

bent tee stiffeners of the British practice, using small

flange angles, about 4 x 4 in. and 24-in. cover plates.

Incidentally, the metal is without exception much bet-

ter preserved and much freer from corrosion than

American steel of ten or twenty years' life in similar

service.

The quoted comments of the technical press are no

serious guide to the intrinsic worth of this or any

other book. A review like Mr. Fleming's is really of

more value, although in this case taken from a view-

point not, I suppose, even dreamed of by the authors

of the book or press comments. The publication evi-

dently was not intended to satisfy the wants or describe
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the practice of engineers on this side, and apparently
does not do so. Personally, I do not know any British
book that does, or that mentions in more than a casual
way the distinctive features of American practice. This
same American practice is changing with the years and
with conditions, and is not drawing further away from,

but nearer to, the British and European. Witness
the abandoning of pin bridges in favor of riveted joints,

the use of continuous spans and even of continuous

transverse frames composed of floor beams and truss

verticals. "Minutiae to the nth degree" is a rather

vague expression, and it is not evident to what par-

ticular point the reviewer addresses this phrase.

Regarding stress sheet calculations, the boot is surely

on the other leg. It is in America that the German
thirst for "all kinds and conditions" of stresses has

been cultivated. It is in America where such an
unnecessary amount of detail is crammed into all

specifications.

Regarding failures of steel buildings, there are very

few anywhere, and I believe that actually there may
be fewer in Britain than on this side, and for such

reasons as the following of safe precedent, the build-

ing for admittedly longer life, and the more rigid

inspection of workmanship.
"Why are British engineers, writers and manufac-

turers so slow to adopt things American?" Here is the

kernel in the nut. The answer lies perhaps in two

w^ords, conditions, convictions. Things American do

not always suit conditions outside the United States

and it is not everybody who can be convinced of the

essential superiority of things American. He would

be a "bold, bad Britisher" who undertook to discuss

at length such questions in an American magazine

today, for many things have happened these last few

years, and are still happening, to affect conditions and

convictions on both sides of the water.

P. L. Pratley,

Late Designing Engineer, Dominion Bridge Co.; now
Engineer of Bridges, Grand Trunk Arbitration, Depart-

ment Railways & Canals.

Montreal, Sept. 25.

ENGINEERING N K W S - R E C O R D lOOl

"Earthwork and Its Cost"
Sir—Technical book reviews usually belong to one or

more of three classes: (1) Those that tell what the

book contains
; (2) those that tell what the book should

have contained; (3) those that are essays suggested by

the book. Mr. Hammond's review of the second edition

of my "Earthwork and Its Cost" (Engineering News-

Record, Sept. 16, p. 567), falls mainly unler the second

and third classes of reviews, for a reader would gain,

from the review, little or no more knowledge of the

contents of the book than could be had by reading the

title. In fact, the reader would probably be misled by

the reviewer into thinking that the book is primarily

one on costs, whereas 85 per cent of its 1,346 pages

relate to methods, machines, etc., and not to costs. This

misleading feature of the review may be attributed to

the reviewer's belief that the primary function of a

reviewer is to write an essay. Had his essay been

entitled "The Futility of Published Cost Data on Earth-

work" it would have at least had the merit of not mis-

leading the reader; and at the same time it wou'.d have

made it more likely to start a general debate.

An author seldom feels like defending his own book,

although he does not hesitate to defend a principle from
attack. I .should be K'ad to debate the question of the
useles.sneH.s of publi.shed co.st data, ^jut I do not care
to do HO in a letter of this sort. If "Earthwork and lU
Cost" is so utterly u.«eie.s« as Mr. Hammond pictures it

to be on .natters pertaining to cost, then all I can «ay
is that the guilt i.s not mine, but that of the entire eivU
engineering profession; for two of my aj»si«tantn spent
two years searching the technical literature and ab-
stracting all that .seemed worth-whih on earthwork and
its co.st. The matter thus abstracted would have made
three books of the present size of "Earthwork." Prob-
ably errors of judprment were made in J>oilintr it down
to 1,.346 pages, but I feel confident that the writing of
very few engineering monographs ha.s involved as much
.search for information as this writing has invohred.
This statement will al.so serve to answer Mr. Hammond's
remark that "The next most serious fault is the too
great dependence upon Mr. Gillette's own paper. Fn(ri-
neering and Contracting. A page count would perhapa
reveal far more than half the book is quotations and
extracts from that journal." This "fault" is assignable
to the fact that, for sixteen years Engineering atid Con-
tracting has been so edited as to miss very little new and
valuable information on excavation.

Mr. Hammond shows a rather surprising lack of
knowledge of what is to be found in the private records
of contractors when he imputes the alleged deficiency of
published co.st data to the reluctance of contractors to

put their data in the hands of incompetent contractors

and engineers. "Costs, in the hands of such," says Mr.
Hammond, are u.seless as Granville's 'Calculus' is to a
Hottentot."

Very lew contractors have any cost data so analyzed

that they will be of use. Fewer .still have any such fear

as Mr. Hammond imagines them to have. I shall be

the last to claim that published cost data are completely

satisfactory, but why should published cost data be

singled out from all engineering data a.< a special object

of ridicule? Are costs the only things that lack com-
pleteness? Listen to what Prof. J. W. Richards (pro-

fessor of metallurgy at Lehisrh) recently said:

The engineer is confronted vnth a woeful lat-k of data on
specific heat of substances nt nio<lerate and hiph Uniper-
aturos, also of specific heats of liquids and Ka^^f^- It would
be making a liberal statement to say that the tables (.ontain

10 per cent of the accurate information in this line which
engineers and technolofri.>«ts could use. . . . "The wT'ter

is convinced, perhaps because of his greater acti"- -

field, that data of the class (1) [physical and i.

are woefully deficient and fragmentary. The lx--.i, com-
pendium of such information is in the revised Landolt and
Bornstein 'Physikalische antl Chomische Tabellen,' revised

up to 1912. This has been supplementeil by the 'Tables

.\nnuelles des Constantes Physiques et Chimiques,* of which
three volumes have appeared to date and the fourth is in

preparation. These, nnd similar books and tables, are col-

lections of the most reliable data aioumulatov! in the !nst

century or more by industrious scie-

of all degi-ees of ivl ability and of ;.

ness in any particular line. The quickest way to jcel an

idea of the state of matters is by di.^cussinp a few concrete

examples."

Yet, does Prof. Richards rail at the books that con-

tain the available compilations, or at their authors for

not entirely recav^ting the matter that they have ab-

stracted, or at the futility of attempting to enlarge the

existing fund of data until some supposedly wise men
condescend to make public their wisdom? Prof. Rich-
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ards, in strong contrast to Mr. Hammond, does no such

thing; but he urges scientific men to gather more data

and to publish them for the public benefit.

There are a few minor parts of Mr. Hammond's
"review" that might merit discussion, • were not the

whole of it less a review than an attempt to make the

reviewer's opinions appear more important than the

author's collection of facts. Halbert P. Gillette.

Chicago, Nov. 1.

Ketchum's Highway Bridges Revised

THE DESIGN OF HIGHWAY BRIDGES OF STEEL. TIMBER
AND CONCRETE: By Milo S. Ketchum. C.E.. M. Am. Soc
C. E.. Professor-in-Charge of Civil Engineering, University of
Pennsylvania, etc. Second Edition Rewritten. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. London : Hill Publishing Co.
Flexible : 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 550 ; illustrated. $6.

Reviewed by Walter R. Marden
Vice-President and Chief En.gineer the United Construction Co.,

Albany, N. Y.

It is frequently the case that the second edition of a

technical book is more useful than the first, and the

volume under consideration exemplifies this in a marked

degree. In the twelve years since the first edition was
issued the current practice of highway bridge designing

has improved more than in any sim.ilar 'period of its

history. The conditions generally governing the design-

ing of and awarding contracts for highway bridges have

frequently been such as to offer a premium on light

designs with insufficient and often very faulty details;

and this edition of Prof. Ketchum's book should be

of interest to every highway bridge engineer as one of

the first concrete evidences that these conditions are

being overcome. [The first edition was reviewed in

Engineering Record, Feb. 6, 1909, p. 167, and in Engi-

neering Netvs, Feb. 18, 1909, on p. 13, "Engineering

Literature Supplement."]

The makeup of a book is usually considered last, if at

all, by a reviewer, but whatever the inner qualifications

that recommend our friends to us, we first recognize

them by external characteristics and first impressions

are sometimes as cogent with book users as they are in

social amenities. The present volume is as much of an

improvement over the first edition in respect to makeup

as it is in the treatment of the topics presented.

The introduction of much new material made it

necessary to rewrite and rearrange the chapters and

divisions, correspondingly modifying the sequence of

treatment in many cases, but the total number of pages

and approximate size of the first edition have been main-

tained by the use of smaller type and narrower margins

throughout the book. The more important additions

are the general specifications for concrete highway

bridges and foundations and the examples of standard

designs for steel and concrete bridges prepared by the

highway departments of several states; but the latter

for some ref»son are limited to Iowa, Illinois and Wis-

consin. It would seem to the writer that the homo-

geniety of treatment, the value of the book for i;efer-

ence and as an exponent of the advance in highway

bridge designing mentioned at the beginning of this

review would have been enhanced by the omission of

the chapter on railway bridge trusses and the inclusion

of examples of the standard steel bridge designs of more

of the state highway departments—New York and Penn-

sylvania, for instance. Some of the types of pony trusses

shown were practically obsolete in 1908 and are now

twelve years more so. Examples of these are the pony

Warren and Pratt trusses with top chords formed of

two angles separated by the thickness of the gusset

plates, shown on pp. 177 and 178; also those shown on

pp. 188 and 180. The same might be said of the chord

sections of three plates and two angles shown in Table

16, p. 508, the use of which now is faulty designing.

This is the type of top chord and end post section almost

always used in the earlier examples of double and
multiple intersection through lattice trusses, and the

writer has found it necessary to reinforce many of them
now in use by adding angles to the lower edges of the

vertical plates, which usually crumple up under over-

loads unless they were originally stayed by lattice bars.

About the only thing in connection with highway
bridges that persists in perpetual and pristine vigor,

never becoming obsolete, is the practice of finding a

new name for some slight modification of any type of

truss. Our author, to say the least, has not made any

effort to better this condition. There seems to be no

good reason why a pony Pratt truss should not remain

such whether it rests upon a substructure of steel or

concrete. On account of the lack of stone and timber in

some localities, steel posts with steel plate backing have

been used as a foundation for small spans. In the New
England States, timber was generally used in the same
way, when old railroad rails were not available. By
strict analogy to the former case we should then have a

"leg bridge" with a wooden leg. To carry this a little

farther, why should a through Pratt truss, because it is

so long that a curved top chord is economical, become
a "camel"; and if such an appellation is proper why
should not a Pratt truss deep enough to have overhead

bracing become transformed from pony to a "horse"?

An example of this tendency is shown on p. 189 where
the pony Pratt truss becomes "fish-bellied" because the

designer found it convenient to raise the shoes enough
to bring the bridge seat to the level of the joists. Con-

sidering the particular bridge illustrated here one is

tempted to ask whether the name is in deference to the

whale or Jonah.

The chapter on timber bridges and trestles contains

data enough to give the young engineer some idea of

what can be done with this material, and also gives some

interesting examples of the work of the highway de-

partments in the western states. The reviewer is

reminded that the first time he was called upon to design

a timber bridge there was nothing at hand from which

any precedent could be gleaned; and it happened to be

a design wanted for the same man whose name appears

on the cut on p. 262, 0. E. Peppard, Missoula, Mont.

This lack resulted later in the preparation by the re-

viewer of a series of standard plans for spans up to

150 or 175 ft. long so that when Mr. Peppard wired for

fittings for a span, bills could go to the shop as soon

as blueprints could be made and dried.

Chapters 24 and 25 are new material necessary to

complete the story of a highway bridge installation and

give some suggestions on the preparation of surveys

and profiles of sites, forms for contracts, bonds and

other legal papers; also fourteen or fifteen pages of

cost data. Many of these data are undated and, with-

out corresponding labor rates, must necessarily be con-

sidered relative rather than indicating any present

figures.

The specifications for bridges do not mark any radical

departure in specification writing or call for any ex-
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tended review. The requirements are generally clearly

and concisely stated. The sections covering live load con-

centrations might possibly be improved in this respect.

The frequency of motor truck loads in many localities

make it advisable to state clearly whether one truck or
two or more trucks are to be considered on the bridge
at one time. In the loading specified for class A, the

covering width for two trucks is mentioned but any-
thing beyond this must be inferred. Under class Dl
the limiting length of the covered space and the width
of rear wheel tires are given but these limitations are

not mentioned for classes A and B.

A number of useful designing tables have been added
in Appendix III which tend to make it more complete

for reference, although any bridge engineer would have

the data supplied elsewhere; and in writing the state-

ment which heads the list of these tables on p. 489 the

author must have overlooked the fact that fifteen or

sixteen of them are reprinted from the "Carnegie
Pocket Companion."

There are many new cuts and some new inset plates

illustrating detail plans, all of which are excellent, but

the halftone work reflects to some extent the unfor-

tunate condition of the paper market. The table of

contents is full and better arranged for quick reference

than in the first edition. The headings at the top of

each page indicate the general subject under considera-

tion and are convenient in locating chapters; the chap-

ter number appears at the top of each left hand page.

The index seems to be full and cross-referenced suffi-

ciently to enable any particular topic to be located with-

out waste time. This may seem like a small matter, but

many a good reference book has been discarded by busy

engineers for no other reason than an incomplete and

unhandy index, or no index at all.

Every bridge engineer who has spent many years

designing highway bridges must have his own modes
of procedure fully developed, and any such will neces-

sarily see in this book many things differing quite

widely from his practice. But 'perhaps because of that

fact, rather than in spite of it, he should welcome it

the more.

ICOS

Revised Tunnelbau a Valuable Book
VORARBEITEN, ERD-, GRUND-, STRASSEN- UND TUNNEL-
BAU ; Handbuch der Ingenieurwissenschaften I. Teil ; Fim-
fter Band Tunnelbau Bearbeitet von Dr.-Ing:. und Dr. phil, e.h.

Karl Brandau, Dipl.-Ing. Karl Imhof und Dr.-Ing. e.h. Ernst
Mackensen ; mit einem Nachtrag von Dr.-Ing. Erich v. Will-
mann herausgegeben von L.. von Willmann, Geh. Baurat und
ord Professor a. D. der Techn. Hochschule zu Darmstadt. I^Iit

607 Textabbildungen, vollstandigem Sachverzeichnis und 14

lithographierten Tafeln sowie kurzen Lebensbeschreibungen und
Bildren des seitherigen Bearbeiters Dr.-Ing. e.h. Ernst Macken-
sen und des wahrend der Drucklegung verstorbenen Dr.-Ing.

und Dr. phil. e.h. Karl Brandau. \'ierte, vermehrto Auflago.
Leipzig, Germany : Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann. Cloth

;

7 X 10 in.; pp. 712; illustrated as stated above. Paper; 44 M;
cloth; 56 M.

Where the engineer finds his hardest tasks, there

his art is carried to its highest development. Thus

shield tunneling developed in those regions in which

much work had to be done in soft ground under water

—

first in England and later, more fully, in America. In

the same way rock tunneling has reached its highest

perfection in the great mountain ranges of the Alps;

and, as the knowledge gained in any advance of the art

tends to remain in the region of its origin, we must

turn to continental literature for a record of the

methods used in Alpine tunneling and the difficulties

under which these methods either failed or succeeded.

The work under review supplies the fullest and most

recent presentation. While in form a revision of a prior
edition, now nearly twenty years old. It i« e*^e:.*'a!!v

new. In fact, many of the most difficult

tunneling enterpri.sej!, such as the Simplon ano n- -,^1-

tico tunnels, were carried out during the last two
decades.

Though the book covers the whole fidd of tmnMlinf.
much of it has no special interest to the American eogi-
neer. What is given on explosives, on drill*, on toonel
location and gradients, on surveys and the like will

have only incidental value at best, ar. !
*^ tion deal-

ing with shield tunneling is sadly .On the
other hand, that part of the book which deala with the
method.s of rock tunneling merits a high rating.

An important omission mars the treatment of rock
tunnel excavation : The brilliantly original Rogers Pasi<

work is not mentioned, though it represents the out-

standing contribution to the art made on this side of

the Atlantic in half a centurj'- Of course the Amer-
ican reader will not find it difficult to supply this

omission and to co-ordinate the Rogers Pass methods
with those developed abroad. In the treatment of lin-

ing operations there is an equally weighty omission.

neglect of concreting, including deposition and blowing

methods. In most practical cases the choice of lining

method is so intimately interwoven with the deter-

mination of the tunneling procedure itself that this

omission—based, of course, on the all but exclusive use

of stone and brick masonrj- for tunnel lining in Eu-
ropean practice—has much more far-reaching influence

than might at first be supposed.

The sections of essential value for our purposes are:

(1) Those describing the timbering of headings, meth-

ods of drifting in bad rock or soft ground, and the

four classic methods of tunnel driving together with a

further one which the authors call the Italian method.

(2) those analyzing the points of merit, the weakness

and the limitations of the several tunneling methods,

and a special discussion of the problems presented by

full-section excavation in swelling ground, and ^3) a

chapter on cases of tunnel collapse and how they were

handled. In each instance an ample selection of prac-

tical cases is reported in de'^ail. They evidence strik-

ingly the growing favor of the so-called Austrian

method of driving and timbering (especially with the

two-center radial strutting that has displaced the earlier

substrutting system, and the decline of the other meth-

ods.

There is also valuable information on the high tem-

peratures of rock and water encountered in ven' long

tunnels, especially the Simplon, and on the posisibility

of predicting temperatures. Ventilation. spra>' cooling

and refrigeration are also well treated. Because of

the influence exerted by temperature and ventilation

questions on the adoption of the lateral heading systrm

in the Simplon tunnel and the fact that quite ditT

reasons led to the use of the same expedient at K

Pass, this part of the subject is likely to engage specuil

interest.

Should our future needs call for low-grade mountain

tunnels much longer than any yet built in America, it

is possible that they will contain problems whose solu-

tion will lead to changes in the current methods of

constructing tunnels of moderate length in sound rock.

The present treatise supplies the basic infonnation on

how similar problems have been handled successfully

in the Alps. The same information, however, has value
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also in relation to work of less extreme magnitude, and

the tunnel engineer may well accord the book a per-

manent place on his reference shelf.

Industrialism and War
COAL IRON AND WAR : A Study in Industrialism Past and

Future—By Edwin C. Eckel. Assoc. Ani. Soc. C. E.. Fellow,
Geol. Soc. America, Late Major, Engrs., U. S. A. New York:
Henry Holt & Co. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 375. $3.

The breadth of this interesting and suggestive

study is better indicated by the s.;btitle than by the

main title, and still better by the headings to the four

parts of the book: (1) The Growth of Modern Indus-

trialism, (2) The Material Bases of Industrial

Growth; (3) The Causes and Effects of Industrial

Growth; (4) The Future of Industrialism. Chrono-

logically, the book deals with the last century and half

;

geographically, it is world wide; topically, the author

considers population, natural resources (by no means
confined to coal and iron), manufacturing industries,

invention and discovery, price changes, the worker,

the corporations, the state in relation to industry, po-

litical beliefs, and world competition. The closing

chapters are on Industrialism and War and The Forms

of Future Progress. A moderate amount of statistical

evidence in the form of tables and diagrams is given.

The use of the word "war" in the title leads one to

expect from the author a conclusion as to the relation

between war and industry in the future. For the im-

mediate present, the author sees more liklihood of

nationalism than of internationalism, but with hopes

of "co-operation of strong national units, each freely

developing along its individual line." The concluding

paragraphs of the book sum up the author's conclu-

sions as follows:

Finally, partly as the result of the fiscal necessities of

the nations, we seem likely to witness an intensified nation-

alism everywhere, and this will be expressed in its indus-

trial relations by high tariffs and by attempts to make the

respective nations self-supplied. This implies, however,

some degree of decentralization of industries, as compared

with their present localization in a few countries; and it

implies also a lessening importance of transport as com-

pared with manufacture. In place of using a third of our

coal merely to carry goods up and down the earth, we will

be able to use this fuel in more directly economic ways.

All of these factors work together toward lessening the

pressure upon our coal and iron resources; toward read-

justments of the balance of power bet>A^een localities and
between nations; and toward throwing the trend of our

future development into other lines than those which have

been heretofore pre-eminent. The capital and labor which
would formerly have been employed in transport and the

cruder manufactures will in future be free to take up other

lines of activity. As to the direction of such activity, we
can only suggest that the trend of future development is

likely to be along chemical rather than mechanical lines.

In areas favored by abundant natural resources, and pro-

tected by strong industrial and military power, future in-

dustrial growth will tend to lessen class friction, rather

than to increase it But the fact that France, Britain

and America, under such conditions, ai-e likely to develop
politically as pure democracies, with a large measure of

individual freedom and activity, should not blind us to the

fact that there are other nations, not so favored, whose
development may take other courses. It is questionable,

for example, if the reaction from a broken-down autocracy
in Russia, Germany or Japan will result in a government
democratic in form, for in each case there are natural or
artificial limitations, at present, on the economic possibili-

ties of these nations; and these limitations tend to lower

the average of well-being, and to increase class friction.
We are likely, then, in the future to face wide differences
in political ideas as well as in prosperity, between the mem-
bers ol two powerful groups of nations.

In the end. then, we come back to the fact that there are
very serious material difficulties in the way of future peace.
These difficulties are of natural origin, being ultimately
dependent upon the unequal distribution of important natu-
ral resources. They may act directly, as in the case of
the coal of Westphalia and China, the iron of Lorraine, the
oil of the Caspian and Caribbean—all of which may serve
as immediate causes of war or as the bases for that com-
petition wnich is in the end more crushing and deadly than
war Or they may act through their effects upon political
development, so as to create the possibility of international
conflicts

The book should have a special appeal to all broad-
minded persons, and especially to engineers who wish
to visualize world actions and reactions in the light
of the industrial, political and social development of
the last one hundred and fifty years and especially of
the Great War.

Water-Power Resources of India
PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE WATER POV^^ER RE-
SOURCES OF INDIA: Ascertained During- the Season 1918-19
by the late G. T. Barlow, C. I. E.. Chief Engineer. Hydro-
Electric Surveys, Government of India, Assisted by J. W.
Meares, M. Inst. C. E., M. I. E. E., M. Am. I. E. E., Electric
Adviser to the Government of India--Compiled by J. W. Meares,
Chief Engineer. Hydro-Electric Survey of India. Calcutta.
India: Superintendent of Printing. Paper; 8 x 13 in.; pp.
108 ; illustrated. 3-2 Rupees.

In the first attempt to gather and compile compre-

hensive data on all the water-power sites in a territory

so large as India, much pioneering work was required.

Circulars outlining "practical conditions in determin-

ing the value of water power for electrical purposes"

were distributed and the report itself contains much
matter apparently intended for those not specially

trained in water-power development, but whose aid

would be valuable in compiling further data. Future

plans and the needs in carrying the power survey

further are given much space because of the difficulties

involved in the work. On the latter point the report

states: "Very little is known about the water-power

resources of India and Burma because they mostly lie

in the hills and jungles which are sparsely inhabited and
rarely visited by any officials; only rough survey maps
exist of many parts," It might also have been noted

that absence of means of communication and the danger
of disease increased the difficulties of the survey. Mr.

Barlow contracted smallpox during the course of the

investigations in the interior and died very suddenly.

The work was then taken up and the report completed

by his assistant, J. W. Meares.

All power sites on which data were gathered, whether
favorable or unfavorable, are listed in paragraphed

descriptions arranged by states. A table of existing

hydro-electric plants in India gives data on 18 plants

developing a total of about 108,300 hp. Of this total,

67,000 hp. is in the Tata development in the western

Ghats.

Weather and climatic conditions are discussed in de-

tail. In some districts monsoons, which cause highly

concentrated precipitation, make for unusual problems

in getting rid of the surplus water. Locations where
as much as 35 in. of rainfall in one day are recorded,

as well as an annual precipitation of over 400 in,, which
occurs in a small portion of the western Ghats. The
larger part of the area examined, however, has mod-
erate or low precipitation.
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No estimate of the total water power available in

India is hazarded because of the fragmentary nature
of specific data, but in districts where comparatively
complete data were available a few developments of
large size are reported feasible. An example of this

is the 50,000 hp. found available on the Jaldaka River in

Bengal, within easy transmission distance of the tea

area of the Duars. Here "some 90,000,000 lb. of tea

are prepared in a season requiring the equivalent of

85,000 tons of coal, of which 60 per cent is used for
drying purposes—to heat air, driven through the leaf

at a temperature of 220 deg. F." The tea industry,

however, requires power only from April to December.
The report is supplemented by a large general map

of India on a scale of 1 in. to 64 miles, on which lines

of equal rainfall are plotted and locations of power sites

are shown by conventions that classify them as follows

:

Developed, under construction, investigated, and prob-

able and possible sites.

Publications Received

AIR FORCES ON CIRCULAR AXES NORMAL TO THE WIND,
WITH SPECIAL REP'ERENCE TO DYNAMICAL SIMILAR-
ITY—By Hugh L. Dryden, Assistant Physicist, Bureau of
Standards. Washington, D. C. : The Bureau. Paper; 7 x 10
in. ; pp. 30 ; illustrated. 5c. from Superintendent of Documents.
A study of wind pressure coefficients made with cylinders of

from 1 to 6 in. diameter with velocities from 15 to 80 miles per
hour made in the 54-in. wind tunnel of the Bureau of Standards.

AMERICAN RAILROAD ASSOCIATION: Proceedings, 1919—
New York and Chicago, 111. : The Association. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in.

;

pp. 737 ; illustrated.

CAPILLARY MOVEMENT OP SOIL MOISTURE—By Walter W.
McLaughlin, Senior Irrigation ESigineer. Washington, D. C.

:

U. S. Department of Agriculture. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 70 ;

illustrated. 15c. from Superintendent of Documents.

THE CHEMICAL ANALYSTS OF STEEL - WORKS' MATE-
RIALS—By Fred Ibbotson. B.Sc, F.R.C. Sc.I., P.I.C, Joint
Author of Brearley and Ibbotson's "Analysis of Steel Works'
Materials." New York : Longmans, Green & Co. Cloth ; 6 x 9

in. ; pp. 296 ; illustrated. $7.50.

THE COLUMBIA BASIN IRRIGATION PROJECT; A Report
by Columbia Basin Survey Commission, State of Washmgton,
1920—Olympia, Wash. ; The Commission. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp.

185 ; illustrated.

Report on studies for a gravity irrigation project to serve

1,753,000 acres of land in Washington. An article based on the

report appeared in Engineering News-Record, Nov. 11, 1320,

p. 944.

ELEMENTARY FORGE PRACTICE: A Text-Book for Techni-
cal and Vocational Schools—By Robert H. Harcourt. Instruc-

tor in Forge Practice, Leland Stanford Junior University.

Second Edition. Enlarged. Peoria, 111. ; The Manual Arts
Press. Cloth; 5x8 in.; pp. 154; illustrated. $1.50.

ELEMEINTARY MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE—By T. J. Pal-
mateer. Instructor in Machine Shop Practice. Leland Stanford
Junior University, Palo Alto, Calif. Peoria, 111. ; The Manual
Arts Press. Cloth; 5 x 8 in. ; pp. 123; illustrated. $1.50.

HANDBOOK OF PIPE: Comprising Tables, Charts and Other
Useful Information Relating to the Subject of the Carrying of

Fluids and Gases by Pipe; Pipe Installation and Test Data,

etc. New York: The East Jersey Pipe Company. Paper; 5 x
7 in. ; pp. 213 ; illustrated.

Interspersed with and following matter relating to the pipe

made by the publisher are tables and other useful data on pipe,

conduit design and related topics.

HISTORY OP THE TWENTY-SIXTH ENGINEERS (WATER
SUPPLY REGIMENT) IN THE WORLD WAR: Sept., 1917

—

March, 1919—For Sale by H. J. Angell, Gould Manufacturing
Co., 16 Murray St., New York, N. Y. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 258 ;

illustrated.

Reprinted from the December, 1919, Journal of the New England
Water Works Association. Besides the story of the regiment as a
whole there are sketches of each of the six companies, of the
headquarters and medical detachments, and of various officers.

Halftone plates, maps, diagrams and cartoons add to the interest
of the History.

AN "IDEAL SECTION" ON THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY: A
tabulation, with Summary and Comments, of the Replies Re-
ceived in Response to the Lincoln Highway Association's Ques-
tionnaire Regarding Plans and Specifications for An Ideal Sec-
tion—Detroit, Mich. : The Association. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp.
16 ; illustrated.

INDUSTRIAL SURVEY IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES IN THE
' UNITED STATES, 1919: Preliminary Report, Prepared under

the Supervision of Allan H. Willett, Professor of Economics,
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THE MERCHANTS- ASSOCIATION OF NEW TOIUC: T*ar
Book. 1920—New York: Th<^ Association. Woolworth BaCdtnf.
Paper; 7 x 10 in.; pp 334; illuatrated.

Contains annual reports and alphabetical and clawiflcd member-
ship lists.

>-'EW JRRSFTV' BOARD OF PUBLIC UT1LIT7 OOMM188IOK-ERS: Annual Report. 1918 and 191»—Trentoo. N. J.: Ttoe
Board. Cloth: 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 131 and 180

NEW YORK STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION: Report.
1918—Albany. N Y.: The Commission. Cloth; « x 9 In. : PD.
426 ; illustrated. — . wv-

NEW YORK STATE ENGINE^JR AND SURVEYOR: Report for
1918-1919—Albany. N. Y. : Office of the Slate Enslneer and
Surveyor. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pn. 363 ; Illustrated.

PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT OP U R. V.
Achatz. Lafayette. Ind.: Enginftri: .i oC
Purdue University. Paper ; 6 x 9 in

Based on available printed matter and txperi«;nc«j) with polee
in Indiana, the latter ^thered by correspondence and by Inmce-
tion in situ.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND HYGIENE: In Contributions by Rminent
Authorities—Edited by William Hallork P. -' •". •> '- 'c«or
of Bacteriology and Hygiene. Univ. r.-^itv , pltal
Medical College, and Director of th^- Bu. ... torles
of the Department of Health, New York City. .New iofk and
Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger. Cloth; 6 x 9 in ; pp. S84 : Uh»-
trated with 123 engravings. $10.

RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS OF NEW SOUTH WALES Re-
port. 1920—Sydney. Australia: The Commissioners. Paper; t
X 13 in, ; illustrated.

RAILWAY EARNINGS IN 1919: Compiled from Reports to the
Interstate Commerce Commission of Railways Havint: Annual
Operating Revenues above $1.000,000—Washington, D. C

:

Bureau of Railway Economics. Pat>«;r ; 6 x 9 In. ; pp II.

REFORESTATION PROGRESS IN i'ENNSYLVANIA—By Jacob
Reprinted from The American City, N. T, Can-

Paper; 7 X 19
L. Crane, Jr.
bridge, Mass. : The Author. 1 Frost Terrace.
in. ; pp. 4 ; illustrated.

THE RELATION OF FLOOD CONTROL T-
Thorndike Saville, Associate Profes.-^or of :

tary Engineering, University of North >

X 9 in. ; pp. 7.

STATISTICS OF RAILWAYS IN THE UNITED ST.\TES: Re-
port. 1918. Prepared by the Bureau of Statistic»^Waefainston.
D. C. : The Bureau. Paper; 9 x 12 m . pp ?1
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Letters to the Editor

The Worm Turns

Sir—As a subscriber to Engineenng News-Record I wish

to enter a respectful protest against both the matter and

the manner of the articles which have appeared from time

to time in your columns under the caption, "What Is Art?"

To your editorial judgment it may seem profitable to

permit the discussion of points concerning which there is a

difference of opinion between the architectural and engi-

neering professions. If these questions can be discussed

amicably both sides of the debate will be profited thereby;

but when the discussion is permitted to evince the spirit

apparent in some of the late articles, it would seem to the

wi-iter to be a serious mistake to publish any portion of it.

For however much we may disagree upon moot points,

architects and engineers are members of the one great

family of buildei-s, and must perforce "get together" for

the furtherance of their common objects.

In the writer's estimation the worst offence is that in

your issue of Sept. 23 over the signature of John C. Traut-

wine, Jr.

His vicious attack upon the time-worn puppet reminds

one for all the world of a familiar stunt of childhood days,

when we used to show the neighbor's little girl how brave

we were by vanquishing a snow dragon which we had pre-

viously been at much pains to set up. I doubt very much
if Mr. Trautwine could furnish a single example of either

bridge or building design in which an architect would suc-

ceed in combining "meaningless pylons," "meaningless rock

fortresses," a "meaningless sheet iron arch across each

panel," and "a meaningless cast-iron cauliflower at each

panel point." In the first place, an architect of sufficient

repute to be entrusted with so important a commission

would not be a designer capable of producing a design so

meaningless; and secondly, if such a thing were possible,

no client would pay for it. The paying public are not all

afflicted with damphoolitis, Mr. Trautwine apparently to the

contrary notwithstanding.

The fact that when a structure is to appear in "some place

where large numbers of . . . persons foregather, an

architect must be called in" is pretty conclusive proof that

the majority of people have not yet arrived at that point

of development where they ai*e ready to subscribe to the

creed that "the difference between the engineer's and the

architect's training, v/hich makes the engineer the authority

on strength, makes him also the authority on beauty."

And judging from the history of the last few thousand

years, with v/hich Mr. Trautwine does not seem to be par-

ticularly familiar, few of us will live to see the time when
they will. As a matter of fact, with the costly failure of

a certain Canadian bridge still fresh in our minds, there

is a substantial majority among the older members of both

the architectural and the engineering professions who would
hesitate to go on record as believing that the engineer is

invariably "the authority on strength." When it comes to

professional blunders, the architects can hardly be said to

possess the monopoly.

The man who can argue that a thing is beautiful because

it fitly perfonns its function should spend his next vacation

by the seashore catching devil-fish. Like the man who has

to be told when to laugh, he lacks a very essential bone
in his anatomy. If it were not for the overworking of

Brother Trautwine's pet adjective, I would be tempted to

retort that that is what his criticism is.

In a later number Rudolph Hering, consulting engineer,

cites a hon*ible example from the wild and woolly days of

American building as an instance of what "the Romans
would never have endorsed and Americans will never

repeat." Aside from the demerits of the particular design

to which he refers, if the writer is not at fault in matter

of architectural history, it was the Romans themselves who
first invented the system of decorating structural members
'with "meaningless" ornament applied to the exterior for

the sole purpose of making their otherwise severely plain

arches and vaults interesting. And the civilized peoples of

the world have "endorsed" their scheme by repeating it

throughout a couple of thousand years. Perhaps consulting

engineers have ways of knowing what the ancients would
endox*se which plain architects and engineers wot not of.

Or it may be that they are more expert in the use of the
Ouija board. Be that as it may, after having viewed the

remains of certain Roman structures which were erected

centuries before the slide mle and the testing machine were
even dreamed of, the writer is quite willing to believe that
few of the Roman designers would have been ready to sub-

scribe to the thesis that "the greatest beauty of form in

a structure and its paiiis is secured by giving the required

resistance to every attacking force with the least amount
of material, and in the simplest and most direct way." At
least they would be likely to accept with reservations.

For a teiTTi of years the writer has been engaged with
both architects and engineers in work upon various projects,

and he credits himself with a mind sufficiently broad to

enable him to see and to appreciate the better qualities of

both; but that same experience long ago cured him of the
notion that either the one or the other possessed the men-
tality sufficient to constitute one an infallible authority upon
every question connected with his own and allied professions.

Winthrop Highlands, Mass. George E. Dorman.
Oct. 29.

On Throwing Bricks

Sir—In your issue of Sept. 16, p. 572, you publish my
letter of Sept. 4, with an editorial comment f611owing it

which seems to me to indicate that you gathered from said

letter that I was about ready to heave a brick. Such is

not the case.

However, I maintain my point, "that force is the one

thing that counts in the case of large industrial corpora-

tions dealing with their employees." The comparatively

few exceptions do not disprove the rule. It is not always
a case of heaving bricks; but it is potential force, which
may or can be exerted, that is respected. That is why the

A. A. E. succeed with the railroads. We do not need to

"sink to a very low order" to be able to recognize the fact

that force rules industry today; and I think it is rather

the labor unionists who "keep their heads" and their self

respect, rather than the technical engineers.

I would like to dispel from your mind, and the minds
of your readers, the thought that I in any way advocate
or tolerate throwing bricks—except as a last resort. I

stopped shooting rabbits for fun soon after my first vote.

Charles A. Mullen,
Montreal, Nov. 10. Consulting Paving Engineer.

Recovery of Vortex Energy in the

Niagara Turbines

Sir—Mr. Horton's article on "Modern Developments of

Hydraulic Turbine Design," Oct. 7, 1920, p. 683, contains a

rather glaring error in his portion under "Minimum Con-
straint Desirable," in which he says, "as everyone knows,
water can only enter the buckets without shock when it

approaches the wheel with a tangential component of veloc-

ity eoual to the peripheral velocity of the runner." Every-
one knows this is not so except in case of a runn"" with
entrance angle 90 deg., and is far from so in the case of

the high-specific-speed turbine.

Mr. Moody with the "Center cone" and Mr. White with

the "Hydrau cone" both claim to recover part of the tangen-

tial component of the water leaving the runner, under part

or overgate. They no doubt do, but they give no reason

for change of this vortex energy to pressure energy. Mr.
Ho"ton blames it on De Vilamil and Helmholtz. The writer

believes this is nothing more than a' free vortex between
approximately parallel plates, similar to that which has

been used for thirty years around the impellers of centri-

fugal pumps for identically the same purpose, i.e., changing
the energy of vortex motion to pressure energy, some of

the energy being lost in friction. The path of a particle

through such a free vortex is the equiangular or logai'ithmic

I
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spiral, both the radial and tangential components of the
velocity decreasing inversely as the distance from the center
of the vortex. The coinical draft-tube fails to recover the
vortex energy and there is no reason why these new de-
vices should not be very successful and their application
to turbines become more general.

Philadelphia, Oct. 29. W. S. Pardoe,
University of Pennsylvania.

Shrinkage of Earthwork
Sir—The experiments made by the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy R.R. under the direction of Mr. Marshall, reported
in Engineering Neivs-Record of Oct. 21, 1920, p. 782, con-
cerning the influence of the density of the earth upon the
shrinkage of the embankments are not conclusive because
not complete, and are based on a certain assumption. The
assumption is that the embankments were built with earth
taken alongside the fills and that consequently the material
both in the cuts and in the fills is of the same identical

quality. Such an assumption is not correct, especially in

old embankments where the disintegi-ated ballast has found
its way to a considerable depth into the soil of the fill, so

that after many years the earth in the bank is different

from the original cut. A comparison of the density of

these two materials has no significance since the earth in the

embankment has been greatly modified by the ballast and
i-eballast of the roadbed. The discussion of the theories is

generally based on assumptions, but not the experiments.
Besides the experiments made by Mr. Marshall are not

complete since the physical and mineral examination of

the materials taken from the cuts and fills was neglected.

Notwithstanding these objections which may have altered

the I'esults, the experiments prove my contention that the

earth removed from the natural banks when deposited in

embankments swells, and if the measure does discover a

decrease of volvmie, this must be attributed to the losses in

transportation and by rain erosion.

The diagram on p. 782 indicates that the earth of 103

lb. weight does not swell or shrink, and consequently is at

the neutral point, while a heavier one swells and a lighter

one shrinks. Curve "B" shows that all the earths below 4

ft. from the surface are heavier than 103 lb. and conse-

quently swell. Now a material that shrinks or swells ac-

cording as it is taken above or below the 4 ft. line proves

that these phenomena are independent of the nature of the

material, but caused by the particular condition of its

particles as found at various depths. The apparent

strange phenomenon is easily explained. When the cohe-

sion is destroyed the particles get loose, the unit of volume
becomes lighter on account of the larger number of voids

which are formed. When such a material is subjected to

pressure, the particles get close together and the earth

shrinks. The earth, however, does not shrink when its par-

ticles are more compact and have not been disturbed from
their natural position.

The result of the experiments is that the earth taken

from a cut at a depth of more than 4 ft. swells, while if it

is taker at a smaller depth it shrinks. This means that

the earth down to the frost line should not be considered

as in its original natural condition, because its cohesive

force has been destroyed by successive freezing and thaw-

ing. The particles have been disturbed from their original

natural position, many voids are now encountered in th'

mass, which tend to reduce the weight of the material as

shown in curve "B" which also indicates that below the

frost line the earth is not only heavier, but its weight is

almost constant.

Any earth in which the force of cohesion has been de-

stroyed (no matter if by removal from its natural posi-

tion, or by freezing and thavdng) will not be able safely

to support any structure, and for this reason we are taught

that "in any soil the foundation of any structure should

be below the reach of the frost." No wonder that an em-

bankment supporting a railroad track built above the frost

line will .sink under the preiwure of ff. trafTjc. n.i- u, the ^
called .subsidence of the embank .«!>

by Mr. Marshall at 3 per cent. ( rl-

indicate that the earth taken from the cu'
line or down to 4 ft. from the -urfa-.
their natural cohesive force alt; uri-

in their natural position, a fact v. ... .... nn-i
admitted by everybody.

Besides, the experiments show that th o of the
earth in the embankment is always larger than in the cot
In fact, curves "C" and "D" indicate that humidity at any
depth is greater in the fills than in the cut*. Difference in
humidity in two materials considered e<{ual and taken from
the same locality proves that one has more void* which are
filled with water, and one with larger number of voids
weighs less and under equal weight or metallic content has
a larger volume, hence it swells and does not shrink.

Mr. Marshall has not attached importance to the Inwn
in transportation and by rain erosion during constmctioR,
and by the continuous erosion during the life of the em-
bankment. These items, he says, may be covered by "add-
ing some small percentage based upon opinion of many
competent minds." This is not very instructive. Mr. Trat-
man, for instance, says: "One of the great troubles from
heavy rainfalls is the gullying out of the slopes and the
breaking down of the corners of cuts and banks." Heavy
rains are an ordinary occurrence and consequently a great
deal of material is carried away from the embankments
and requires the continuous clearing of the ditches. No
one has mentioned the ballast continuously added to the
roadbed, which, when disintegrated, is incorporated in the
embankment. Taking into consideration what has been
added to the embankment since its construction, and com-
prising the original volume of the earth deposited with th*-

present volume, it will be sten that the losses by erosion arc
not so insignificant.

The "shrinkage" of the earth in embankments is dis-

cussed under two different points of view, technically and
practically. My contention is only theoretical. Earth i-s

considered as one of the materials used in engineering con-
struction, and the shrinkage and swelling are discu^ied as
properties of the material itself. The railroad people dis-

cuss the question from the practical point of view of deter-
mining the actual value of the embankment, and have based
some of their claims on the shrinkage of the earth, and in

this I claim they are in error. Charles Preuni.
New Yoi"k City, Nov. 9.

Loss of Head in 12-in. Gate Valve; Correction

Sir—In an article by Thomas E. Lally on loss of head in

a 12-in. gate valve in a 16-in. pipe line, in your issue of
Sept. 23, p. 608, there is an apparent error in paragraph 3.

in which he says that carbon tetrachloride (specific gravity,
1.60), when used in a U-tube, is eleven times more sensi-

tive than mercury (special gravity, 13.56). This should read
20.9. as the formula for the use of the differential gage is

loss head = gage deflection x (specific giavity of liquid

—

one) or

13.56j-^l

1.60 - 1
20.9

I hope and believe this is an error in statement and does
not effect the results quoted, which seem to check very
closely the loss of uead curve shown on p. .">89 of the same
issue. W. S. Pardoe.

Engineering Department. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.

Sir—I wish to thank Professor Pardoe for calling attention
to the mistake mentioned above. In the hand-written draft
of the paper 21 was written in numerals. This was t>-pe-

written eleven, probably due to pi^or figures. .\s my calcu-
lations were made independent of the paper the error of
statement does not affect the results of the lesis.

Boston. Nov. 3. Thomas E. Lally.
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Hints for the Contractor

Building Plant on Sidewalk Provides for

Convenience of Traffic

BY PARTIAL occupation of a sidewalk with con-

struction plant and material building alterations on

a narrow street in the congested loop district of Chicago

are being carried on with a minimum of obstruction

to vehicular traffic and to occupants of the building.

This work is at the Hamilton Club on South Dearborn

St., the original building being part nine and part

three stories high, all to be built up to fifteen stories

without interfering with occupancy except at the top

iloor.

CONSTRUCTION PLANT FOR BUILDING WORK ON
BUSY STREET

About 10 ft. of the width of sidewalk is utilized for

a distance of 100 ft., leaving a 6-ft. space along the

front of the building for pedestrians. The partition

extends up to a substantial working platform which is

built over the full width of the sidewalk at the second

story level, this platform being used for power saws
and storage. The tunr.el thus formed is painted and
well lighted in order that stores on the first floor may
suffer as little as possible. Signs for these stores

are displayed also on the street side of the working
platform.

A two-compartment hoisting tower is erected on the

sidewalk, its maximum height being 220 ft. In one

compartment is a concrete hoist, the 1-yd. bucket being

charged by a 2-yd. mixer on the sidewalk and dis-

charging into a hopper for filling wheelbarrows at the

floor levels. In the other compartment is an elevator

for materials. Platforms erected between the tower

and the building and on the north side of the tower

provide fo^ handling material on two sides of the ele-

vator. These platforms are supported by inclined

struts framed against the posts of the tower. Access

to the lower part of the work is by a wide Jacob's

ladder reaching from the working platform to the

fourth floor. Similar ladders extend from floor to

floor in the upper portion.

The new steel framing is erected by means of a

steel derrick with 80-ft. boom which hoists structural

material directly from the street. Lumber and rein-

forcing steel which cannot be handled conveniently

in the elevator are hoisted by a short boom on the

tower.

This work is being done by the Wells Brothers Con-

struction Co., Chicago. E. E. Roberts is architect,

the Westcott Engineering Co. acting as structural engi-

neers and the Condron Co. as mechanical engineers.

Automatic Chute Connects Mixer and
Hoist Bucket

By S. Warren
New York City

IN DUMPING concrete from a mixer into the hoist

tower bucket, a chute must be used. The accompany-
ing sketch shows a simple method of making this chute

automatic in operation.

MIXER

DoHed line show posiHon of
chute and cable when bucket"

is raised

RAISED AND WORKING POSITIONS OF AUTOMATIC CHUTE

The chute, fastened to the hoist tower, is set slightly

off center and counter-weighted so that the heavier end

is outside the tower. When the bucket is raised it lifts

}

I
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this chute to a vertical position, so that the bucket clears

the chute when the bucket is again lowered. To brinK
the chute back to an operating position a cable is

fastened to the end of the chute inside the tower. The
other end of this cable is fastened to the other side of
the tower. When the bucket is lowered it hits the
cable and brings the chute into the proper position for

dumping.
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High Set Derricks Erect Building
From Single Position

FOR the steel erection of the Ambassador Theater at

State and Lake Sts., Chicago, two large steel guyed
derricks were installed in the open space of the main
floor, and were placed at a sufficient height to handle

the entire work at one setting. One derrick was
mounted on a timber trestle tower 36 ft. high, standing

on the basement floor. The other derrick rested on

bolsters having one end supported by a truss framed
between two balcony trusses, and the other end by a

single timber bent, as shown in the accompanying view.

Stage

Framing

/

tl5-ft.

Mast
and

!OSft.

Boom
"''Seated

on Truss

and

Timber Bent

"Trusses 'f?eady

HoisteH

105 ft.

Boom

Truss-..

Inform
on

56 ft

ImMti.

' Tower . i ^-'^'^CT^^'IB

H3AVY STEEL ERECTED BY TALL ELEVATED DERRICKS

The site is 170 x 155 ft. and the height from basement

to top of steel is 120 ft. Each derrick has a 115-ft. mast

and 105-ft. boom, the maximum working reach of boom

being 100 ft., with a hoisting capacity of 20 tons at

that reach.

Trusses supporting the balcony had to be erected in

advance of other steelwork to permit of concreting the

columns, these columns being braced temporarily by

timber struts. Each of these trusses was shipped in one

piece, two weighing 65 tons each and the other 48 tons.

They were hauled by teams from the railway yard to

the site. Some of the large stage truucft, in the fram-
ing at the left of the view, were iiiiwiiiihM at the hatfi

ment level and hoisted complete, the heaviest 1 1!!
weighing 75 tons each.

This erection work wa.s done by the Overland Con-
struction Co., Chicago, the steel work bei' '^ > ^ '» by the
Federal Steel Bridge & Structural Co., ., Wia.
The architects were C. W. and Geo. L, i: .'A th^-

structural engineers were Liel>erman, K!<; .'. H .

Handle Steel and Timber with Care

ROUGH handling of structural material is a practiee

, about which foremen should be cautioned carefaUy
and persistently, as it is a rather common condition in

spite of the obvious chances of more or less •leriotui

injury to the material. As an instance, at a building

of steel frame construction the columns and V^eanu

have been unloaded from motor trucks by throwing them
off with crowbars and allowing them to drop upon

the paving or upon material previously unloaded.

Riveted connections are likely to be bent or loosened

by such treatment, but more serious is the possible

injury to the m.embers themselves. The necessity of

careful handling and unloading of steel rails in order

to avoid shocks and sharp blows is generally under-

stood, but it is not so well recognized that the same

necessity exists in the case of steel beams and columns.

Plate girders, also, are sometimes subjected to unin-

tended stresses when laid on their sides for handling, or

when laid flat upon blocking in such a way as to sag

and bend, being used sometimes in that position a.**

platforms for storing other material. Further. Iarg»

structural timbers and wood piles are liable to damage

when throwTi from cars or trucks, especially if the tim-

bers have been treated by a preservative proce.<s. Two
points to be guarded against, therefore, in construction

work, are careless unloading by material men or truck-

ers and careless handling in storage or erection.

Simplifying Three-Way Reinforcement

By Gex)rge O.xforp
Dotroi' Mkli.

ANOVEL arrangement of reinforcing bars in rectan-

gular bases for concrete columns was used recentb*

in a Detroit factory building, as sketched herewith. Only

two different lengths of oars were required for square

bases, and only three for rectangular ones were straight,

and wired together in the bar shop they formed rigid

units, eas'.ly handled and placed.

The design of such rein-

forcement is as simple as

its use. Elements are

taken about any line ad-

joining the projection of

the shaft of the column,

and the i-equired amount

of steel and concrete ap-

portioned as usual. Care

is taken, natunilly. to con-

sider only that component

of the stress in the bar

which is normal to the

axis of moment. Since diagonal bars are longer than

bars placed oihenvise there exists a better condition

for development of bond.

SQU.-VRE BASE WITH SIMPLE
REINFORCEMENT
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National Research Council Forms Comprehensive
Highway Investigating Body

Advisory Board on Highway Research to Co-ordinate All Research
Agencies—Federal Aid to Be Sought

In the hope of soon securing sufficient

funds from the Federal Government
with which to employ highly trained

and experienced research men, in order
that that mass of fundamental data
which underlies the economic construc-

tion of the modern type of highway
may be secured and distributed among
roadbuilders throughout the country,

representatives of twelve technical and
other organizations, as well as men
from five engineering colleges, met at

the call of the Engineering Division of

the National Research Council, Nov.
11 in the Engineering Societies Build-

ing, New York City, and formed the

Advisory Board on Highway Research,
appointed a permanent chairman, an
interim secretary, a number of com-
mittees and formulated a definite plan
of action.

Those bodies represented by one or
more members at the organization
meeting included the following: Ameri-
can Association of State Highway
Officials, American Society of Testing
Materials, Society of Automotive En-
gineers, Bureau of Public Roads,
National Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce, American Society of Civil En-
gineers, American Institute of Con-
sulting Engineers, American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, Association
of State Geologists, Western Society of

Engineers, American Concrete Insti-

tute, and the American Automobile
Association. In addition, engineering
professors from Harvard University,
Yale, the University of Maryland, the
University of Illinois and Iowa State
College, were present and took part in

the discussions and organization of the
research board.

National Program of Research

The general highway conference was
called after the National Research
Council had been convinced of the nec-
essity of co-ordinating all research
agencies for the early accumulation
of data necessary to the economic de-

sign and construction of hard-surfaced
highways. Quoting from by-laws of
the new board it will exist to "assist

in outlining a comprehensive national

program of highway research and co-

ordinating activities thereunder; to or-

ganize committees for specific prob-
lems; to deal with ways and means;
and to act in a general advisory capa-
city." As committees to handle spe-

cific problems are those on (1) Bib-
liography; (2) Economiv. Theory of
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Highway Improvement; (3) Sti-uctural

Design of Roads; and (4) Character
and Use of Road Materials. After
these committees have surveyed their

respective fields of activity, reports will

be made back to the General Advisory
Board as to what specific subjects
should be taken up.

It is the intention of the Advisory
Board on Highway Research to secure
a definite assignment by Congress of

a certain portion of the unexpended
balance of Federal-aid road money to

some agency which will administer the
funds under the direction of the ad-

visory board. It is hoped that sufficient

funds may be immediately made avail-

able to allow the research work to

begin at once, and to admit of the em-
ployment of a corps of highly trained

(Continued on p. lOH)

Pasadena Adopts Commission-
Manager Form of Government
The commission-manager form of city

government was adopted by the voters
of Pasadena on Nov. 2. Seven "direc-

tors," elected by popular vote, will

appoint a city manager who in turn will

select all other city executives.

"Transportation" To Be Keynote
of A. S. M. E. Session

The "keynote" session on Transpor-
tation which will occupy an entire day
of the annual meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, to be
held at the Engineering Societies' Build-

ing, 29 West 39th St., New York City,

Dec. 7-10, will include an address by
Daniel Willard, president, Baltimore &
Ohio R.R., on the railroad situation.

Charles A. Morse, chief engineer, Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., will

speak on the development of railroad

feeders, and Maj.-Gen. Frank T. Hines,

chief of embarkation during the war,
who is now chief of transportation in

charge of all army transport, will speak
on the development of waterways.
Motor truck transportation problems
will be outlined by Francis W. Davis,

transportation engineer, Pierce-Arrow
Motor Car Co., and the railroad ter-

minal problem will be presented by Col.

William Barclay Parsons. The freight

situation of New York City will be dis-

cussed by Gustav Lindenthal.

An announcement of the meeting
appeared in Engineering News-Record,
Oct. 21, p. 819. The transportation ses-

sion is to take place Dec. 9.

New York Board of Examiners
Named

A board of five members has been ap-
pointed by the University of the State
of New York to administer the engi-
neers' registration law passed by the
State Legislature last summer. It con-
sists of Col. W. J. Wilgus, P. A. Bar-
hour, H. G. Reist, V. M. Palmer, and E.
H. Hooker, representing respectively
the civil, mining, electrical, mechanical,
and chemical branches of engineering.

Shandaken Tunnel Work Assigned
By Degnon Company

The contract for the Shandaken tun-
nel, which is being built under the direc-

tion of the Board of Water Supply of
the City of New York to deliver water
from the Schoharie watershed to the
Ashokan reservoir, has been assigned
by the contractors, the Degnon Con-
tracting Co. of New York City, to a cor-

poration specifically organized for com-
pleting the work. The assignee is the
Shandaken Tunnel Corporation, incor-

porated by the Ulen Contracting Cor-
poration of New York, the Fidelity and
Deposit Co. of Maryland, and the Na-
tional Surety Co., with a paid-in capital
of $750,000.

The Ulen Contracting Corporation is

associated with Stone & Webster and
has done a large amount of work in

the Middle West and in South America.
The Degnon Company is leaving the

Shandaken job with approximately
$2,000,000 worth of work completed.
The seven construction and the one in-

take shafts have all been sunk and
turned. The new contractors will take
over all rights, titles and interest in

the Degnon equipment at Shandaken.
The original contract was let to the
Degnon Co. Nov. 10, 1917, the contract
price being approximately $12,000,000.

State Highway Engineers Inspect

Maryland System
With a view to co-oi*dinating the

engineering work of the Maryland State
Roads Commission and at the same
time giving to the new members of the
commission and the several resident
engineers a comprehensive view of the
entire Maryland highway system, John
N. Machall, chairman and chief engi-

neer of the commission, has inaugu-
rated a series of inspection trips. The
first of the trips begun the week of

Nov. 8, included the Western Maryland
section. Members of the commission,
chiefs of the seven road districts, and
representatives of the Bureau of Public

Roads make up the inspection party.

The second trip, to be made the week of

Nov. 15, included visits to most of the

Eastern Shore counties.
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Nelson P. Lewis Retires From
Municipal Service

Nelson P. Lewis, chief engineer of

the Board of Estimates and Apportion-
ments, N^ew York City, will retire next
month from the municipal service, in

which he has been employed thirty-four
years. In recognition of his work the
Municipal Engineers of the City of
New York, of which he was the first

president, will make its sixteenth an-
nual dinner, to be held at the McAlpin,
New York City, Dec. 18, a testimonial

to Mr. Lewis.

In the field of civil engineering, both
in this country and in Europe, Nelson
P. Lewis is a well known figure. In
addition to his duties with the Board
of Estimate and Apportionment of New
York City, he has been active in en-
gineering society affairs, having served
as vice-president and director of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, as
president of the American Road Build-

ers Association and as president of the
National Conference on City Planning.
He is author of the book "Planning of

a Modern City."

Mr. Lewis was born in Red Hook, N.
Y., in 1856, and after graduation, in

1879, from Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-

tute he went to Colorado, devoting his

time to railroad work in that state and
in Louisiana until 1884, when he came
to Brooklyn, N. Y., to become leveler

in the Department of City Works.
Since that time, with the exception of

a period from November, 1886, to July,

1889, wh?n he was engaged in railroad

work in Alabama and Georgia, Mr.
Lewis has been continuously in the serv-

ice of the City of New York.

Mr. Lewis' early work with the city

was in the highway department of

Brooklyn, where he advanced from as-

sistant engineer to chief engineer. In

recognition of his efficient work he was
promoted to become chief engineer of

the New York Board of Estimate and
Apportionment when that office was es-

tablished in March, 1902. Through
many changes in municipal administra-

tion Mr. Lewis has occupied this post

and has passed upon the engineering

features of public works improvement
involving expenditures of many millions

of dollars. On account of his extensive

experience in problems of municipal en-

gineering his services on special com-
missions have been frequently sought.

In 19u4 Mayor McClellan named him
as a member of the New York City

Improvement Commission and in 1905

he was appointed to the Commission on

Municipal Electric Lighting. Later he

served on the Heights of Buildings

Commission, a body whose work lead

eventually to the adoption of the zon-

ing scheme in New York City. His

most recent commission duties have re-

lated to r.now removal and garbage
disposal of New York.
Mr. Lewis has always displayed a

keen interest in the design, construc-

tion, and economic features of highway
improvement and was a United States

representative at the International

Road Congre.s.ses on three wcaHionn

—

at Paris in 1908, at Bru«»els in 1910
and at London in 1913. His contact
with foreign affairs was further
strengthened in 191.3 by attendance at
the International Congress of Cities
held in Ghent, and in December, 1918,
he was one of nine engineers invited by
the French Society of Civil Engiecrs
to visit France and study its engineer-
ing problems under war conditions.
As an authority on city planning Mr.

Lewis has received wide recognition. In

NELSON p. LEWIS

addition to his book, previously men-
tioned, ho has written many papers on
the subject and delivered numerous
lectures at engineering colleges and
technical societies.

In retiring from the arduous duties

as chief engineer of the Board of Esti-

mate and Apportionment Mr. Lewis

has stated that it is not his intention to

open a consulting office. It is possible,

he explained, that where his advice is

sought on city planning and general

municipal problems he may give opin-

ions as a consultant, but his plans do

not contemplate any large scale work
along these lines.

Research Information

Service Beijun

A research information bureau ha.'j

been established ty the National Re-

search Council to act as a general

clearing house in supplying information.

Ordinarily this service will be rendered

without charge, but where difficulties

will be involved the onquirer will be

furnished with an estimate of cost of

obtaining the desired matter. Much of

this material will be issued in the pub-

lications of the Council but it is in-

tended to maintain complete iiles rela-

tive to special subjects. Inquiries should

be addressed to the Research Informa-

tion Service, 1701 Massachusetts Ave.,

Washington, D. C.

Further Detail.s of liiind Imsim

Votes
Colorado 'lunnt-l i'rojcxt Dvftstarf—

I'hiladflphia'H «.l i,r>OO.MO Loss
AUuUed to bUay Pro}ccU

DetaUn of thy- ^,000,000 PkUadsl.
l>hia Unn—TY n th« $33,000^
000 loan hill H'/ •>« cotoinnt laW
week a.s having l>-r.n v^ted by the people
on Xov. 2 are: Buildingi, $7,520,000,
sewers and sewa^ disposal. $4,500,000;
3treeta, $3,850,000; elevated raUway
and subway, $.'i,C00,000; dock* and
wharve.^, $3,.'j00,0OO; wrat**r mpply. $3.-

10.5,000; damages for •

etc., $2,000,000; stre*»t

irent, 11.000,000; bridgtr^, $dOO,000.
hathing beaches, $800,000; parks and
playgrounds, $1,67.5.000; fire apparatus.
.? 550,000. Some of the items were
characterized on the ballots as beinc
"towards ' the improvements specified.

The loan was approved by a vote of
182,506 to 54,983. Press and other local

comment indicates that had the vote
been on specific items the negative vote
tor most of the purposes listed woald
have been lower.

Rendiny Vote» $1,940,000 Loan by^t

Defeats Parks and PlayyroundA — A
bond issue of $1,940,000 for sanitary
end storm sewers, paving and publi*.

comfort stations was carried at Read-
ing, Pa., Nov. 2. but items (an\uuni>

not reported) for parks and play-

grounds and the "Bingaman St. brid|{e

lamp" were lost.

Water Bonds Voted at Vallejo; Sal-

ciry Rau'"i Defeated—A $1^50.000 bond
issue to bring water from Gordon Val-

ley to *he city of Vallejo, Gal., and
Navy Yard was approved on Oct. 28,

by a vote of 3,612 to 359. The project

includes .-^ 2,000,000.000-gal. reservoir

and a 5.000,000-ga!. pipe line 12 miles

long. On the same date proposed salary

increases for the mayor, city commis-
sioners a .d auditor were defeated by
majorities of 500 to 1,000.

South Dakota Authorizes State Aid
for Honie Building—An amendment to

the constitution of South Dakota
authorizing state aid for home building

appears to have been carried by a sub-

stantial majority.

No State TunneU for "olorado—More
complete returns on the vote for a con-

stitutional amendment to permit the

issue of $18,550,000 in bonds for the

construction of mountain tMnnels in

Colorado have reversed the apparently

favorable result noted in FugiHtring

\eus-Rtcord of Nov. 11. p. 9t;i. the

bond issue being defeated by a rt^ns-der-

able majority. The earlier

« iuded Den\*er and the n^'

section of the state which would be

benefited most directly by the proposed

improvement in transportation fai-ili-

ties. The six-mile Moffat tunnel under

.Tames Peak, to eliminate the present

high-le\-el, steep-grade, open-pass sum-

mit section of the IXmver & Salt Lake

R.R., was the main feature of the proi-

ect. The city of Denver at one time

voted to i.ssue bonds for this tunnel, but
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the state supreme court held this to

je unconstitutional. Other tunnels were
to be on lines of the Denver & Rio
Grande R.R., but one of the objections
to the amendment was a doubt as to
whether the railroad could be compelled
to use the tunnels. Another argument
was that if the financial prospects were
as g'ood as estimated by the advocates
of the measure the projects would have
been undertaken by private capital.
There was also the same opposition to
the system proposed for the carrying
out of the project.

Pasadena Again Defeats Municipal
Railivay to Los Angeles—For the second
time the voters of Pasadena have re-
fused a^ proval of a pi'oject for building
a ralway to Los Angeles. The vote on
Nov. 2, was 10,831 for to 3,897 against
a charter amendment authorizing a $4,-
500,000 bond issue for the purpose,
whereas a favorable two-thirds major-
ity was necessary for approval. A
charter amendment which carried
authorizes 6 instead of 5 per cent intex'-

est on city bonds.
AiHzona Probably Defeats Road and

IrHgation Bonds and Carries State
Institution Bonds— News as to consti-
tutianal amendments in Arizona is be-
lated. Early returns indicate that
$15,000,000 of road and $20,000,000 of
irrigation bonds were defeated and
$5,000,000 of bonds for state institu-

tions carried.

Arkansas Road Bond Amendment
Lacks Two-Thirds Majority—Although
receivini? a plurality, the proposed Ar-
kansas constitutional road bond amend-
ment lacked the two-thirds majority of
the gubernatorial vote. Some doubt has
been expressed as to the need for more
than a bare majority.

Colorado Votes Road Bonds—A con-
stitutional amendment passed by a sub-
stantial majority on Nov. 2 provides
for a bond issue of $5,000,000 at 5 per
cent for road work, under the direction
of the state highway department. Half
of the amount is to be used upon federal
aid projects, in co-operation with the
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads. The re-
mainder is to be expended within the
different counties in Ihe ratio which
the mileage of state roads in each
county bears to the total mileage of
state roads. Federal aid may be used
also, if it is available. Bonds for this

second class of work are to be issued to
the amount of $1,000,000 only in 1921.

Kansas Passes Good Roads Amend-
ment— Adoption of the constitutional
amendment permitting state aid for
highway construction in Kansas ap-
pears assured. This amendment is

merely an enabling act. 1 1 gives power
to the Legislature to provide laws
whereby the state may aid in highway
construction to the extent of 25 per
cent of the cost, not to exceed $10,000
per mile for no more than 100 miles in

any county, except in counties having
an assessed valuation of more than
$100,000,000 in which aid may be ex-
tended to 150 miles of highway.

State Road Bonds Defeated—Th6 ad-
verse vote against Carlyon $30,000,000

road bond hill in Washington noted in
our issue of Nov. 2, p. 961, was 122,000
to 73,000. Other defeated state bond
issues or constitutional enabling amend-
ment thus far indicated are: Florida,
amount unknown; Idaho, $2,000,000;
Montana, $15,000,000; Utah, $2,000,-
000.

Chester County, Pa., Road Bonds
Fail—A proposed Chester Co., Pa., $3,-

000,000 road bond issue is reported to
have been defeated on Nov. 2, by 3,000
majority through the farmer vote.

Faherty Chosen President of
Road Builders' Association

At its annual meeting held at the
Automobile Club of America in New
York City, Nov. 15, the American Road
Builders Association elected as presi-

dent M. J. Faherty, chairman of the
Chicago Board of Local Improvements,
and as secretary E. L. Powers, editor

of Good Roads, New York City, /^ll of

the other candidates for office selected

by the nominating committee, as listed

in last week's issue of this journal, p.

965, were elected.

The next convention and exhibit of

road building machinery and materials
will be held in the Coliseum, Chicago,
next February.

Water Epidemic of Typhoid Fever
at Salem, Ohio

Pollution of the public water supply
by leakage into an old gravity line of

terra cotta pipe leading from wells to

the pumping station of Salem, Ohio,
is believed to be the cause of a typhoid
epidemic in that city. Some 750 cases
and nine deaths had been reported up
to Nov. 12. Investigations are being
made and restrictive measures carried
out by W. H. Dittal, chief engineer of
the Ohio State Department of Health
and a medical and engineering staff,

with the co-operation of the U. S. Pub-
lic Health Service.

British Institution to Increase
Dues and Avoid Deficit

With a threatened annual deficit of
more than $50,000 due to increased ex-
penses for publication and administra-
tion, the council of the Institution of
Civil Engineers (London) has concluded
that membership dues should be raised
to provide an additional income of about
$60,000 (at normal rate of exchange).
It is proposed that the increase in dues
shall be higher for the senior than for
the junior classes of membership and
that the present difference between resi-

dent and non-resident members shall be
extended to make distinction between
non-resident members at home and
abroad. Under the proposed schedule
the annual dues will be $35, $27.50 and
$22.50 for resident members, non-resi-
dent members in the United Kingdom
and non-resident members abroad
respectively. For associate members
the annual dues will be $22.50, $20 and
$17.50, respectively. For students the
dues will be $10 annually.

Editor Addresses Societies and
Engineering Students

E. J. Mehren, editor of Engineering
News-Record, has returned from a two
weeks' trip in which he spoke before
engineering societies and students of
engineering colleges in the Middle West.
With the exception of one address, his
topic was his impression of political

end industrial conditions in Europe.
The addresses before the Detroit En-
gineering Society, the Engineers' Club
of Kansas City, the St. Louis Engineers'
Club the Engineering Society of Mil-
waukee, and the students of Purdue
University were illustrated with lan-
tern slides. The members of the West-
ern Society of Engineers were ad-
dressed at their usual monthly public-

topics luncheon. At Northwestern Uni-
versity Mr. Mehren spoke on "Some
Elements in Engineering Success."

Ashtabula Retains Present
Charter

By a vote of 2,775 to 2,336, the voters
of Astabula, Ohio, decided to retain

present commission-manager and pro-
portional representation charter.

Rivers and Harbors Convention
The National Rivers and Harbors

Congress will hold its sixteenth annual
meeting at the New Willard Hotel,

Washington, D. C, Dec. 8 to 10. The
announcement states that the speakers
will include men who are using or have
tried to use water transportation and
who will tell of difficulties met and re-

sults secured. John H. Small is presi-

dent, and S. A. Thompson, 824 Colorado
Building, Washington, D. C, secretary.

Southern Pacific Company Orders
Manganese Steel Rail

The purchase of 2,000 tons of manga-
nese steel rail, at a cost of $375,000,

was approved by the Executive Com-
mittee of the Southern Pacific Co., Nov.
11. This rail is to be used on curves of

from 6 to 12 deg. between Kern Junc-
tion and Tehachapi, Cal., a distance of

47 mi., and between Truckee and Blue
Canyon, Nev., a distance of 41 mi. It

is understood that the decision to use
manganese rail for curves on these di-

visions is primarily a safety measure
and is based on the experience of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R.
The Southern Pacific Co. will use the

manganese rail both for outer and inner
rail.

The rail will be produced by the elec-

tric furnaces of the Illinois Steel Co.,

and ordered through Manganese Steel

Rail Co. The manganese content is

10.5-15.0 per cent, carbon ninning 0.92

to 1.10 per cent. The rail is quenched
in water immediately after passing the

hotsaws. The rail webs at the ends are

drilled with high-speed drills and cop-

per plugs are pressed and sweated in

to provide for rail bonding since track

drills are not capable of drilling the

steel.
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Utility Commissioners Meet
in Washington

Sentiment Against Government Owner-
ship and Centralized ReguJation

—

Valuation Report

Limitation of the authority of state

railway and public utility commis-
sioners by current intei-pretations of

the Transportation Act was the prin-

cipal topic under discussion at the
meeting in Washington last week of the
National Association of Railway and
Utility Commissioners, at which the
state commissioners expressed strong
sentiment against government owner-
ship as well as "over-centralized" regu-
lation by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. An out-and-out declaration

against government ownership of rail-

roads by T. J. Lucey, of the Illinois

commission, was received with bursts of
applause. In 1914, sentiment among
some commissioners inclined toward
government ownership. The efforts of

the railroads to escape state regulation
very evidently had put each state com-
missioner on his mettle. The deter-

mination to fight against the loss of

rate-making powers, or any other lim-

itation of the authority of the state

commissions was at all times evident.

Valuation Report

The valuation committee took a stand
against the cost of reproduction method
on the ground that it "now leads to

unwarranted and unreasonable values

which offer little guidance in determin-

ing the fair value of the property of

public utilities, and the continuance of

the cost of reproduction theory as the

controlling factor in public utility valu-

ation will in the future undoubtedly

cast a burden upon those utilities which
were required by public necessity to

make substantial plant investments

during the high price period." It was
not intended, however, that "fair value

rule should be abandoned or impaired

3Ut rather that under the fair value rule

and in view of abnormal conditions pre-

vailing, a greater measure of justice

and equity will be secured by giving

greater weight to the honest and pru-

dent investment and less weight to the

cost of reproduction or cost of repro-

duction less depreciation."

The matter of car distribution was
one of the principal topics of the meet-

ing. It was precipitated by an address

by Commissioner Clyde B. Aitchison, of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Issue was taken with the Interstate

Commerce Commission's policy, both in

the handling of grain and of coal cars.

At the invitation of the Association of

Railway and Utility Commissioners,

representatives of the public utilities

were in attendance. M. H. Aylesworth,

of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion, and George W. Elliott, of the Na-
tional Committee on Gas and Electric

Service, told how the utilities through-

out the country have been kept in a

state of continual uneasiness, due to

the piece-meal fashion of coal de-

liveries. Only good luck and the ex-

tended period of good weather have
avoided numerous suspensions of serv-
ice, they declared. .Mr. Aitchi.son said
the Commission had withdrawn as-
signed cars for public utility coal be-
cause the utilities abused the privilesre,

Sincr there were not enough cars to go
around, he said there was no avoiding
the use of priorities.

Officers elected for the ensuing year
are: James A. Perry, of the Georgia
Commission, president; Carl D. Jackson
of the Wisconsin Commission, first vice-

president; Dwight N. Lewis, of the
Iowa Commission, second vice-president.

James B. Walker, of the first district

New York Commission, was re-elected

secretary of the Association.

President Perry appointed the follow-

ing executive committee: Carl D. Jack-
son, Wisconsin, chairman; Joseph B.

Eastman, Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; E. I. Lewis, Indiana; Clyde M.
Reed, Kansas; R. H. Burr, Florida; A.
M. Barrett, New York; J. J. Murphy,
South Dakota.
The following were named on the

committee on litigation: Fred W. Put-

nam, Minnesota, chairman; Dwight N.
Lewis, Iowa; W. D. B. Ainey, Pennsyl-

vania; Allison B. Mayfield, Texas; J. A.

Kellogg, New York; William G. Busby,

Missouri: R, H. Burr, Florida.

Manitoba Engineers To Enforce
Salary Schedule

A pledge not to accept a salary lower

than a specified schedule is being asked

of members of the Manitoba branch of

the Engineering Institute of Canada.

Minimum salaries from $3,600 to $10,-

500 per year are listed in the schedule

prepared by the remuneration commit-

tee for different branches of profes-

sional service; a maximum is suggested

also, except for the highest positions.

It has been decided that any engineer

who fails to receive the salary recom-

mended for his class of service will be

assisted to obtain other employment at

adequate remuneration and will receive

moral and financial support. Records

are to be kept of all engineers in the

employ of large corporations and indus-

tries, with their positions and salaries.

Where the salary is below the schedule,

the employer will be requested to ap-

point a representative to discuss the

matter with the committee, with a view

to adopting the schedule rate.

Federal Aid Sought for Ohio
River Bridge Project

Representatives of the Chamber of

Commerce of Evansville, Ind., have

planned a trip to Washington in an

effort to obt^iin federal aid in building

a bridge across the Ohio River. The

State Highway Commissions of Indiana

and Kentucky will be asked to lend as-

sistance to the project and the next

step will be to have the legislatures of

the two states lend financial aid to the

enterprise. Business interests in

Evansville have for a number of years

urged a bridge across the river at this

place.

Wanaque Dam Contract I..«t To
Waiter 11. Gaha^an

Walter H. Gahajfan. I- ,
of Urv k:.'

was the succcimfal Lid it- '.r. '.hr .-n

stmetion of a portior, of '.h- Wa.'^^j*
dam, let .Nov. 9 by the North Jersey
Dijitrict Water Sopply Cowwlwi—

-

The contract was let on a coet-plog a
percentage basis, the contractor toskare
in any redaction in unit eoeta op to a
certain per cent, or to bear a share of

added expense throu<h an increase in

cost of materials and wages BiUBed in

the contract, as explained in Bngtmnr-
ing Newa-Rec(/rd, Nor. 4. p. 878. How-
ever, no matter what the ezpoMO of
the work may be, the contractor li 00-

sured of a 4 per cent fee.

As against the cost-plus bid. the Rol-

lin Construction Corp., of New York
City, tendered a bid on a straij^ht tmit

price basis, agreeing to do the work
for $1,421,227, which was the low bid,

being under the engineer's estimate and
the bid of the Gchagan company by
$7,889. The Roll in Corporation being

the lowest bidder, believed itself entitled

to the contract. As the members of

the commission apparently think that

the cost-plus contract will prove the

less expensive method of doing the work
because of some indication of a fall in

material prices and a possible decrease

in the price of labor named in the con-

tract, that bid was made the neetm
ful one.

Officers of the Rollin organintion

see in the award of the contract to the

Gahagan Co. a contest between the

cost-plus and unit price methods of

bidding. They point out that though
there may be a saving through a re-

duction of material prices and wages,

there is greater possibility that the

ultimate cost will exceed the bid prieo

and that that situation could have been

avoided through the acceptance of

theirs, the lowest bid. Some of the rea-

sons wh"' they believe that a eost-phis

contract would not bt' the better in this

case are given herewith:

1. A (]ecide<l Increase in OTuiMad doa
to enl.irued au(>ltl!-.<. che<*U»ir and laapact-
Injr forct'S emiiluyt""! by t*- -

-"•••• -—.or aoO
similar expense on the p-i •»'0«r.

2. The inability of the r to •-
cure tho best rosulr?^ fn-<Tn ' -s '. I'or b«ewHr
of the lnii>03«iitnlity vi ort.nnc etthi^ a
bonus or iucn'.vsi'd j'^ay *''thout sabieetiac
hims«-lf to the crltiolsni of the uatu*'**'

that he is paying more Hum the preralllao
rates.

3. The ft>«Hn«r of th.- contrmctor thatb*
lacks fre.Hlom to .ra:<l"v special cuusUOe-
tlon moth.^'-' u >. . ^.n'A sutlect him to
sevtr.- IT •n4flne«r. If th^jr

fallo !.
!;• In trrxt savtac.

if ihey u <

4 The • n •« op aoalnM
the purcli •"« *o •^'or* «»»•

K'St In tn.itri.li r- •»

Bids were called for on two rlissf

of construction: Class 1 and Class 2,

the foiTner containing 26 items of ac-

tual construction and Class 2 inclodiag

overhead, freight charges, miscella-

neous materials, supplies, buiUinga, etc.

The engineer's estimate on the first

class of construction wa> $1,124,150

and on Class 2. $250,000. Added to

these prices is the 4 per cent fee. which

total made up the successful bid.
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National Research Council
(Co)itinind from )). 1010)

research men, the best obtainable, so

that results may be obtained as quickly

as possible. One of the outstanding:

features of the conference was the

feeling- that a certain per cent of all

moneys now available for highway con-

struction could be saved wei*e more
research work done, and that the work
must be done quickly and the results

widely spread.

Thoug:h few of the organizations

present had formal instructions from
their individual bodies as to what spe-

cific action they should take in the or-

ganization of the advisory board. Col.

F. A. Molitor and Samuel Whinery,
representing the American Institute of

Consulting Engineers, had been in-

structed to carry to the conference the

information that the board of direction

of the consulting engineers had passed
a resolution calling for the setting aside

by Congress of a certain sum from the

unexpended balance of Federal-aid

money with which to employ ti'ained

and experienced men in the field of

highway I'esearch. The resolution will

be acted upon by the consulting engi-

neers regardless of what action the ad-

visory board takes in the matter, and
they will carry their fight to secure

such an appropriation through the

Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, and its constituent membership.
However, the conference agreed that

the course of action taken by the con-

sulting engineers would be, in effect,

its action.

Plan of Organization

Membership in the Advisory Board
of Highway Research is to be open to

"those organizations of national im-

portance interested in design, construc-

tion, maintenance, economics and fi-

nancing of highways, in materials and
equipment therefor and in vehicles used

on highways; govei-nmental depart-

ments and bureaus of similar interests,

and higher educational institutions,

each acting through one duly appointed

representative with authorization to

name an alternate, serving until his

successor is appointed."

It is the plan to employ a highly

paid director under whom the corps of

research men will operate, and who will

manage the affairs of the board. Such

a director is to be a professional engi-

neer of experience and ability. The
board is also to have a chairman and

a vice-chairman and these two, acting

ex-officio with three members of the

Division of Engineering of the National

Research Council, are to form the ex-

ecutive committee. An^on Marston.

Dean of Engineering, Iowa State Col-

lege, was named the chairman of the

permanent board to serve for one year,

and the interim director is A. D. Flinn.

The annual meeting is to be the second

Thursday in November, at such a place

as the chairman may designate.

Inasmuch as the Advisory Board has

been given the moral support infoi'-

mally of the organizations attending

the conference, it will lack a permanent.

definite chai'acter until representatives

of all technical bodies present have re-

ported back to their various societies

and have secured definite expressions
as to what final action these societies

will take. This procedure, it is hoped,
will be early accomplished and the or-

ganization immediately begin its im-
portant functions.

During the conference three commit-
tee reports of the Division of Engineer-
ing of the National Research Council
were heard, as well as several short

discussions as to the need for research
in highway matters. Thomas H. Mac-
Donald, Chief of the Bureau of Public

Roads, pointed to the fact that but 1

per cent of the Federal budget for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, had
been expended upon research and of

that amount 63 per cent had gone to

the Department of Agriculture. Of
the total budget 3 per cent represented
money available for public woi'ks and
of that amount 59 per cent was to be
spent for highway construction. With
a program calling for the expenditure
of more than $1,000,000,000 on high-

ways now under way, he stressed the

necessity of making as clear as possible

the fundamental problems upon which
the economic expenditure of this money
rested.

Both Prof. C. A. Adams, and Prof.

Anson Marston emphasized the need for

co-operation in research matters.

Proposed Work Outlined

Some of the work that was to be

taken up was outlined in the reports

of two committees of the engineering

division. Prof. T. R. Agg, of Iowa
State College, and chairman of the com-
mittee on the economic theory of high-

way improvement, reported that the

Kansas Agricultural College was mak-

ing experiments upon wind pressures
on motor vehicles; that the Motor
Transport Corps of the United States
Army was doing important research
work and that a report from its chief.

Colonel Ii'eland, was forthcoming; and
that other organizations were investi-

gating the effects of grade and cui'va-

ture on gasoline consumption. A. T.

Goldbeck, engineer of tests, U. S. Bu-
reau of Public Roads, and chairman of

the committee on structural design of

roads, explained what tests were now
being made to determine the relative

bearing power of various subgrade ma-
terials and what was being done to

strengthen the bearing power of soils

either through mechanical or chemical
means. He also explained that through
impact tests results carried on, road
slabs of many designs and upon vary-
ing subgrades had been broken down
with the exception of a 10-in. slab un-
der certain tests. He said it was the
intention of the Bureau of Public Roads
to build next year, test sections under
conditions that will accelerate the tests

made and that impact results already
secured will govern the design, to a
certain extent, of such test sections.

The morning session of the confer-

ence was given to a temporary organi-

zation, the discussion of the general

situation and the appointment of com-
mittees. At the afternoon session com-
mittee reports were heard, the follow-

ing committees having been named at

the morning session, when Dean Mars-
ton was elected temporary chairman,
and C. D. Curtis, of the Bureau of Pub-
lic Roads, secretary: On organization

and by-laws; membership and officers

of general advisory board; and research

committees.

A roster of these present is given

herewith:

Representative Organization

Prof. C A. Adams
Prof.* T. R. Agg State Highway Department at Iowa.

American Association of State Highway Officials.
Engineering Division Committee on Economic Theory of
Highway Improvement.

A. Blanchara A. S. T. M. ,,,.,.Highway Engineermg Department, University of Michigan.
C. J. Bennett .American Association of State Highway Officials.

State Highway Commission of Connecticut.'

David Beecroft S. A. E., Chairman of their Meetings Committee.
H. W. Crane ,..S. A. E., Chairman of their Research Committee.
Robert A. Cummings A, S. C. E.
C. D. Curtis Bureau of Public Roads.
A. D. Flinn Secretary. Engineering Council.
A. T. Boldbeck Engineering Division Committee on Structural Design of Roads.

Bureau of Public Roads.
M. C. Horine S. A. E., member of their Committee on Science of Truck

Operation.
P. Hubbard A, S. T. M.
Prof. H. J. Hughes Harvard University.
Pyke Johnson National Automobile Chamber of Commerce.
a: N. Johnson , . .A, S. T, M.

University of Maryland.
R D Chapin President of Hudson Motor Car Co.
T.' F. 'Langthorn A. S. C, E. Director.
Anson Marston Dean of Engineering, Iowa State College.

T. H. MacDonald Bureau of Public Roads
E. B. Mathew Association of State Geologists.
F A Mol-'tor American Institute of Consulting Engineers.
D. E. Moran A, S. M. E.
H. DeB. Parsons A. S. M. E.
1 W Patterson Rhode Island State Board of Public Roads.
N. B. Pope S. A. E.
H H Porter A. S. C. E., Member Engineering Division.
C. S. Reeve , .A. S. T. M. representing their Committee D-4 on Engineering

Division.
Division Committee on Character and Use of Road Materials

-V. N. Talbot Western Society of Engineers.
University of Illinois.

G. S. Webster Department of Public Works, Philadelphia, A. S. C. E.
Member of Division.

S. Whinery American Institute of Consulting Engineers.
American Automobile Association.

F. R. McMillin American Concrete Institute.

M. O. Eldridge A. A. A., Good Roads Committee.
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Manufacturers Plan Big Exhibit
at Road Builders' Convention
Representatives of fifteen industries

identified with highway construction

held a meeting at the Automobile Club
of America, New York City, Oct. 22, to

complete the organization of an advi-

sory committee of manufacturers to

co-operate with the American Road
Builders' Association in holding a great
exposition of highway equipment and
materials at the association's annual
convention which will be held at the
Coliseum, Chicago, during the week of

Feb. 7, 1921.

The industries represented at the
forthcoming exposition will include the

sand and gravel industry; crushed
stone; portland cement; asphalt and
and oil; tar; granite block; paving
brick; slag; road building machinery;
quarrying machinery; excavating ma-
chinery; trucks, tractors and trailers;

concrete mixers; engineering instru-

ments and explosives. It was developed
at the meeting that upward of $1,000,-

000,000 is annually available for high-

way and street work and that a genuine
necessity exists for capacity production
and distribution of highway materials
and equipment.
An executive committee to represent

the producers and manufacturers was
appointed consisting of J. E. Penny-
backer, Secretary, Asphalt Association;
B. H. Wait, District Engineer, Port-
land Cement Association, New York
City; W. T. Chollar, Lakewood Engi-
neering Co.; D. C. Fenner, International

Motor Truck Co.; and P. P. Sharpless,

Barrett Co. A Chicago committee was
also appointed with S. F. Beatty of the

Austin-Western Road Machinery Co, as

chairman.

Construction Interests To Hold
First Congress Next Year

As the result of a recent meeting of

the organization committee for the for-

mation of a congress of the building

and construction industry, a decision

was reached to convene the first na-

tional congress of building and con-

struction in Chicago, Feb. 1, 1921. This

congress will consist of 160 members
made up of twenty representatives of

the following eight interests which go
to form the construction industry:

Labor, finance, general contracting, sub-

contracting, engineering, architecture,

manufacturers of equipment and mate-
rial, and dealers in equipment and ma-
terial. The recent meeting of the

organization committee was its third

one and was held in Pittsburgh,
Oct. 29.

Forty members of the congress will

act as an executive committee, each of
the eight elements previously named
having five members on it. The follow-
ing ten men have been selected so far
to serve in the first national congress:
Robert D. Kohn, Sullivan W. Jones,
W. G. Luce, Walter Stabler, and L. K.
Comstock, New York City; Morris
Knowles, Pittsburgh; John Donlin,

Washington; Col. J. R. Wiggins, Phila-

delphia; Thomas R. Pipece, Indianap-
olis; and Wharton Clay, Chicago.
The preliminary organization com-

mittee consists of the following men:
Robert O. Kohn, New York City; M.
B. Me^'a-ry, Jr., Philadelphia; E. J. Rus-
sell, St. Louis; General R. C. Mar.shall.
Jr., Washington; Colonel John R. Wig-
gins, Philadelphia; W. A. Rogers, Chi-
cago; L. K. Comstock, New York City;
Oscar A. Reum, Chicago; F. W. Howard,
Boston; Wharton Clay and W. L. Hodg-
kin, Chicago; Morris Knowles, Pitts-
burgh; F. C. Shenehon, Minneapoli.s;
Thomas R. Preece, Indianapolis; John
Donlin, Washington, D. C; J. Willison
Smith, Philadelphia; and Walter Sta-
bler, New York City.

The permanent headquarters of the
executive committee has already been
establish?d at 19 W. 44th St., New
York City.

Belle Isle Bridge Bids Rejected

Bids for the proposed Belle Isle

bridge at Detroit were opened by the
Department of Public Works on Oct. 29,

but no contractor bid on the complete
job. Ten contractors bid on one or
more of three (out of four) groups work
required in the erection of the bridge.

No bid was received on group C, which
includes excavation, piling, reinforced

concrete, concreting after the placing
of the steel, sewers, paving base, elec-

trical woi'k, and miscellaneous. If the

lowest bids for the construction of the

other three groups were accepted the

cost of the bridge would run consid-

erably over the $3,000,000 originally

appropriated for its construction. Of
these three groups, A includes removal
of old bridge piers, e.xcavation, foot-

ings, docks, cofferdams; B includes 3.300

tons of structural steel and 10 tons of

bronze bearings; D includes metal hand
railing and lamp frames.

After first recommending that the

$1,951,850 bid of Geo. R. Cooke, a local

contractor on A, be accepted, and all

other bids rejected, the commissioner
of Public Works later recommended
that all bids be rejected. This recom-

mendation was made after the Corpo-

ration Counsel expressed the opinion

that it would be a breach of faith to

the public to conti-act for any portion

of the construction when the amount
approved by the people is sure to be

exceeded. It is claimed that the bridge

will cost nearly double the amount
authorized. The council thi-reforc re-

jected all bids, although the bid for

Group A was considered satisfactory.

Later, however, it reconsidered this •^c-

tion and decided IvT hold a hearing.

The total of the low bids on the three

out of four groups of construction ad-

vertised is $2.(582.000. This would make
the total cost of the bridge more than

$5,000,000.

H. H. Esselstyn, of Esselstyn. .Mur-

phy & Hanford, engineers for design

and construction of the bridge, main-

tained that the council itself accepted

a bid tending to place the total cost

above $3,000,000, when it awarded a

contract for the construction of the

"••' ach at A c(wt of $3«OjOM.
1 cost of Um
tnginten in lfl7
It waj on thJs Mttmatt

I..C othen that tfc* fSjMOr
000 bond issue was placed on tbo telloC

Canadian Society Ofllccn NfH
The nominating committM of tiM

Eii(;ineering Inntitute of Caaftda kwi
.^elected the following candidal— for
officf for tht- year ld21: PiMhUrt.
J. M. R. Fairbaim, Montreal; ^im-
presidents, Walter J. Praaeia, IfoB-
treal; Arthur Surveyer, Uontrcal; A.
A. Dion, OtUwa. and E. G.
Vancouver.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetincs

FEDERATKri A .M K I; I <

"

NEKKI.NtJ .S OC I KT !

York ; Washnigton. D. C
19.

-^ 1 A T I O N OF
Y OmClALS.

: WaahlBCton.

AMERI'
ST
W.
D V.

AMERICAN .SOCIETY OF CIVTt, EN-
GI.VEKRS. New York City. Jaa.
19. 1921.

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRAC-
TORS. Washington. D. C; X«w
GrU-ans, Jan JS-.'T.

The Oklahoma Highwax Kntinetr?'

Association, at a rec-nt m»t?tinjr,

elected the following officers: Will .M.

Clarke, president; Pearl Little, vice-

president; Floyd Frazier. second Tiee-

president; Frank Herrman, secretary-

treasurer.

The Texas Section, Am. See. C. EL
held its fall meeting at .Austin, Oct. 20

and 21. The following officers were
elected: iVesident. J H. Brillhart, Dal-

las; 1st vice president, F. E. Giesecke,

Austin; 2nd vice president, J. C. Mc-

Vea, Houston; secretar>'-treasurer. E.

N. Noyes, Dallas. .\ number of tech-

nical papers were presented. General

R. C. Marshall, general manager. .A*.*o-

ciated General Contractors of Anu-nca,

discussed the relatio'. b**twefn the en-

gineer and contractor. .\ ^tandinir eo<B-

mittee was appointed to work oot de-

tail.^, on a standarvl form of contract

with arbitration clause and submit the

same to the members by Ieltor-b.illot

for approval. A committor o- re-

districting of the .Am-^rica.'- f

Civil Engineers reported in • ie

presei.t District No. 11 and .y

change. Committees were . to

work on an Engineers Lice:- .d

present the same to the I •".

and to brine in a resolution

water power bill now before Ci

A copy of this resolution as approved

by the meeting is er.dosed.

The Boston Society of Civil Enfi-

neers. Sanitary Elnginecring Sertion.
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was addressed by T. Chalkley Hatton,
chief engfineer Milwaukee Sewerag:e

Commission, on Nov. 10. Mr. Hatton
described the activated-sludge tests and
the plans for the activated-sludge plant

at Milwaukee. The plans have now
reached the final stage. (See Engineer-

ing News-Record, May 20, 1920, p. 990,

for article on this subject by Mr.
Hatton.)

Personal Notes

J. A. Heaman, formerly resident

engineer. Western Ijines, Canadian Na-
tional Railways and Grand Trunk Pa-
cific Ry., Winnipeg, Canada, has been
appointed assistant chief engineer.

Joseph Gaston Legrand,
who has been with the Grand Trunk
Pacific Ry. since 1906, has been ap-
pointed bridge engineer. Western Lines,

Canadian National Railways and Grand
Trunk Pacific Ry., Winnipeg, Canada.

D. L. Reaburn, who was superin-
tendent of Mount Rainier National
Park from June, 1915, to April, 1919,

and later with the Western Willite

Road Construction Co., Los Angeles,
has been appointed superintendent of

the Grand Canyon National Park. He
has served as locating engineer on the

Alaskan Railway and the Argentine
Government Railways and as division

engineer on the construction of the Los
Angeles Aqueduct.

Carl Nyman, formerly resident
engineer, State Road Commission, Utah,
has resigned to enter private practice
in general engineering in the coal fields

of Carbon County, Utah, with head-
quarters at Castlegate.

V. H. Clements has taken a po-

sition as assistant engineer in the office

of the Irrigation Engineer, Bureau of

Public Roads and Rural Engineering,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, San
Antonio, Tex,

Frank Muth, Manitowoc, Wis.,
has resigned as highway commissioner
of Manitowoc County to engage in

highway and bridge contracting.

A. H. M a r k w a r t has been ap-
pointed director of engineering with
the Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San
Francisco, and will have .supervision

over the organization's; hydraulic, pro-

duction, transmission and distribution

engineers. He will also be in charge of

designs on all company plants and
equipment. He is a member of the

firm of Galloway & Markwart, con-

sulting engineers, San Francisco, and
during the Panama-Pacific Exposition
he was assistant director of v/orks.

W. G. Vincent, Jr., formerly
valuation engineer, Pacific Gas & Elec-

tric Co., has been appointed executive

engineer in charge of rate schedules

and collection of data on company prop-

erty. He will undertake an intensive

study of economic features affecting

the development of the company for

the guidance of the engineering, con-

struction and operating departments.

Harry C. Williams has re-

signed as chief construction engineer,

Louisville & Nashville R.R. to become
president and general manager of the

Campbell Coal Companies, Knoxville,

Tenn.

J o H N J. H a a s L e R, formerly office

engineer, Nueces County Higliway De-
partment, Tex., has accepted a position

as field engineer with the Power De-
partment of San Antonio, Tex.

W. H. C o R D D R Y of the Harrisburg
office of Gannett, Seelye & Fleming,
Inc., engineers, has been placed in

charge of the Memphis office of that

company.

J. G., J H N s o N, formerly with the

Milwaukee Gas Light Co. and engineer-
inspector of the Milwaukee Sewerage
Commission, has been engaged as city

engineer and superintendent of water-
works, Milwaukee, Wis.

J. T. Gillespie has resigned as
engineer in charge of equipment, Mil-

waukee Highway Commission, to accept
a position as assistant to the president
of the Marquette Cement Manufactur-
ing Co., Chicago.

U. Stephens, formerly resident

bridge engineer. Runnels County, Tex.,

has been appointed county engineer of

the same county.

H. C. Webster, for several years
estimating engineer for Schmidt
Brothers Construction Co., Chicago, has
accepted a position as estimating engi-

neer for H. Schmitt & Son, Milwaukee.

Henry H. Wilson, Hughesville,
Pa., for the past eight years connected
with Winston & Co. of New York City
and Richmond, Va., has been elected

president of the Associated Pennsyl-
vania Highway Contractors.

Ma.tor Leon L. Clarke, for-

merly electrical and mechanical engi-

neer for the Chicago Subway Commis-
sion and Captain E. A. Clark, civil en-

gineer, have organized the Subway En-
gineering Co. with office in Chicago.
The company will engage in engineer-

ing and contracting in subway, tunnel,

bridge and foundation construction.

William M. R o s e w a t e r, for-

merly commercial engineer with the

Bucyrus Co., South Milwaukee, Wis.,

and for 21 years connected with that

organization, is now consulting mechan-
ical engineer for the Pacific Metals Cor-
poration, New York, engaged in design-

ing and building a placer dredge for

work on the properties of this com-
pany in Colombia, South America.

E. M. Arnold, formerly county en-

gineer, Boone County, Ky., has accepted

a position as assistant division enginee'*

in the Second District, State Highway
,

Department of Georgia.

H. L. Kyle, formerly roadmaster
at Sncvamento, has been appointed en-

gineer of the Westei'n Division, West-
ern Pacific.

EmeryWei, LS, formerly with the
Turner Construction Co., New York, is

now with Berkebile Brothers, engineers,
Johnstown, Pa., as specialist on rein-

forced concrete construction.

J. S. Goodman, formerly division

engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading
Ry., at Tamaqua, Pa., has been ap-
pointed division engineer with head-
quarters at Reading, Pa.

N. W. H. S c H A F E R, division en-

gineer, Philadelphia & Reading Ry. at

Harrisburg, Pa., has been transferred
to Tamaqua, Pa., as division engineer to

succeed J. S. Goodman.

Obituary

John R. Allen, heating and ven-

tilating specialist, died at Pittsburgh,

Pa., Oct. 20. He was born in Mil-

waukee, 1869, and was graduated from
the University of Michigan, engineering
department, in 1892. He was connected
with the college of engineering, Uni-
versity of Michigan, for about 21 yeai'S.

In 1917 he resigned to become dean of

the college of engineering and archi-

tecture. University of Minnesota.
Later he was appointed director of the

research laboratories, American Society

of Heating and Ventilating Engineers,

at Pittsburgh. At the time of his

death he was acting as consulting en-

gineer on ventilation to the chief engi-

neer of the New York and New Jer.sey

commissions in charge of the construc-

tion of the Hudson River vehicular

tunnels.

Arthur M. Waitt, consulting

engineer and I'ailroad specialist, died

Nov. 10 at Sharon, Conn. He was born

in Boston in 1858 and was graduated
from the Massachu.setts Institute of

Technology in 1879. Mr. Waitt had
been engaged in railroad work for about

40 years: 1879-1884 he was connected

with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

R.R. as draftsman; 1881-1884, Eastern

R.R. (Mass.) as draftsman, chief

draftsman and foreman car depart-

ment; 1888, assistant manager, Pull-

man Car Company's works at Pullman,

111. In 1889 he entered the service of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Ry. as assistant general master car

builder and later became general mas-
ter car builder. In 1899 he was made
superintendent of motive power and
rolling stock, New York Central &
Hudson River R.R. Co. From Sept.

1903, to March, 1904, he made a study

of heavy electric ti-action in Europe
and the United States. At the time of

his death and since 1905 he was en-

gaged in private practice as consulting

engineer and railway specialist. Mr.

Waitt had reviewed a number of books

on locomotives for Engineering News-
Record.
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Let Highway Contracts Early

WITH the experiences of this year in mind one would
expect that highway engineers would plan to let

their next season's contracts early. Inquiry, however,
indicates that such is not the case. Only here and there

is next season's program determined. The reasons given
vary. In some cases the departments are waiting for

lower prices and will not determine their programs until

the decreases appear. In other cases, no reasons are

given. If departments propose to do work next year,

they should definitely arrange to invite bids in January
and February. That requires that the program be at

once determined and the letting details be taken in hand.

What important decrease there may be in prices will

probably materialize by Jan. 15. Early letting not only

will insure an early spring start, but will allow materials

to be put on the ground in advance and will give the

materials producers and equipment manufacturers early

warning of what the road program will demand of them.

If work is to be done at all next year, wisdom demands
early letting. Lower prices secured by delay are likely

to be offset by losses due to inability to get the work
done within the season's limits.

An Active Society

HOW engineering societies can grow and flourish is

shown by a recent circular of the Western Society

of Engineers. It listed for the period between Nov. 4

and Nov. 18, both inclusive, no less than nine meetings.

Six of them were regular evening meetings, the variety

of subjects being aimed to attract different groups in

the membership. One was a luncheon gathering, an-

other a Saturday afternoon "young men's forum," and

one an informal "ladies' night." Such activity, of

course, requires a large membership and a lot of hard

work, but it shows what can be done when the com-

bination is obtained.

Engineers and Labor
(GENERAL interest was excited last week when it

Jwas reported that the American Federation of Labor

had asked Mr. Hoover to discuss with its executive

council the present economic and industrial conditions

as affecting labor. The incident, however, is but one

step in a two-year development in labor ranks, that do-

velopment being a growing appreciation by the leaders

of the federation of the need for adopting and pursuing

a sound and broad industrial policy. The movement can

be said to have begun when a small group of eastern

mechanical engineers successfully argued with officers

of the federation the responsibility and interest of labor

in an increased production program. Following that

came a production plank in the federation's "bill of

rights," upon which radical forward step the Engineer-

ing News-Record commented at the time. More re-

cently has come the best indication of labor's changing

point of view—in the publication, under the joint

auspices of officers of the federation and of a namb«r
of engineers, of the Septemt>er number of the AnnaU
of the American Academy of Political and Social Sci-
ence. The volume wa.s devoted to a di.scuMion of labor
and industrial problem.s. Production wa-s the kejnwte
and it was emphasized by federation leaders as weD aj
by the engineers. Mr. Hoover's invitation to labor's

conference is evidence, also, of the growing appreciation
by labor of the place the engineer hold.s in the industrial

structure. All of which is a hopeful sign indeed. If the
federation's leaders are wise they will continue to work
along these sound lines. If they can induce their mem-
bers to give of their best the unions will win 3uch public

support that they can sweep all before them.

Ousting the Radicals

ANOTHER favorable movement in the federation is

L the determination to depose the radicals. The lat-

ter had bored from within during the war. Mr. Gom-
pers was forced to assent to policies of which he did

not approve. In labor circles, as elsewhere, opinion and
action are now swinging away from war radicalism.

The conservatives, or should we say the non-radicals, are

again in control. Fitzpatrick and Foster, of steel-

strike notoriety, have been ousted and saner heads

installed. Importation of foreign radicals is opposed,

indicating that Bolshevistic infection is no longer to be
courted or tolerated. It is reason for congratulation.

An Industrial Symposium
REFERENCE has been made above to the September

. number of the Annals. E 'enb'one interested in labor

problems should read it. Morris L. Cooke, of Phila-

delphia, Mr. Gompers and Fred T. Miller, president of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, are the

editors. An attempt has been made to present forward-

looking thought on labor, management and production.

The contributions are by well-known lat)or leaders,

industrial engineers, managers and economists. .As is to

be expected, there are some articles tinged with the old

spread-eaglism regarding "labor's rights" and. on the

other hand, some of the long-haired variet>'. These are

overbalanced, however, by contributions that go with

unusual d^'arness ro the core of the industrial problem

and mince words neither for the employee nor the em-

ployer. The prefaces by Mr. Cooke and Mt. Gompeni,

and the articles by Arthur J. Todd. William M. Leiser-

son, Leon Ardzrooni. W. A. Appleton and Horace B.

Drury, are especially worth reading. All in all, the

articles leave one with the impression that engineers

can do much, working with labor, in the formulation of

a sound industrial program, and that the recognition

has become clear that wages alone are becoming le^s

and less a permanent motive for high produciion. The

beginning made in the liaison bet>\-een labor and the

engineer is promising.
1017
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The Public's Dollars

COMMENT has been made in these columns on the

passage on Nov. 2 of large bond-issue measures.

One other observation, though, needs to be made—that

while many issues carried, there was evidence that indi-

cated a change in attitude on the part of the public.

Take, for example, the Missouri case. A $60,000,000

highway bond issue was before the people. In a total

vote of little over half a million the favorable majority

was only about 10,000. Contrasted with the overwhelm-

ing votes in northern states one year and two years ago

this is an indication that the public's dollar is being

more closely scrutinized than before. The attitude is in

tune with the spirit of these recent months, when the

public generally has been counting its pennies more
closely than for some years. Without a doubt, too, this

presages a more careful scrutiny of what the people get

for their public expenditures.

Concrete in Cold Weather

THIS is the time of the year when warnings about

frozen concrete should be most freely given. When
it is definitely and continuously cold only the most
ignorant and careless will attempt to make concrete and

remove forms without due respect for freezing, but now
the warm mid-day is apt to make the constructor forget

the cool mornings and cold nights which retard setting

just enough to reduce strength below the safe limit.

An added warning may be worth while. The only cer-

tain way to insure against cold weather in concreting

is to provide heat—heat in the aggregate and in the

water and heat in the structure during the setting

period. There are chemicals which lower the freezing

temperature of concrete, but their advantage is indeter-

minate and at best small. Little dependence can be

placed in them as a total defense. They may serve as

a partial defense when temperature reductions are small,

but if their use leads to neglect of more certain precau-

tions they inspire an unwarranted confidence.

Huge Profit-Sharing Scheme
REPORTS regarding the basis of settlement of the

. British coal miners' strike, commented on in the

Engineering News-Record of Nov. 4, were correct. The
whole coal-mining industry of Great Britain is to go on

a profit-sharing basis—and that with government ap-

proval and co-operation. A scheme for the regulation

of wages "having regard, among other considerations,

to the profits of the industry and to the principles upon

which any surplus profits are to be dealt with" is to be

prepared for submission to the government as soon as

possible, but not later than March 31 next. Meanwhile

wage increases of two shillings per shift are granted,

but beginning Jan. 3 wages are to be decreased or

increased in accordance with the total value of export

coal produced, the increment being sixpence per shift

for each excess of £288,000 over the value for the Sep-

tember quarter. For maintenance of the value of the

September quarter an increase of one shilling is to

be allowed. Export coal is taken as the basis because

domestic coal is sold practically at cost. Adjustments of

wages are to be made monthly. The mine owners, at the

same time, go on a sliding scale as to profits. At present,

under government control, the owners receive 10 per

cent of the excess profits. They agree to a deduction

therefrom, or are to receive an addition thereto, of one-

quarter of said 10 per cent for every sixpence by which

the men's advance is reduced or increased. In other

words, the owners have the same interest as the men in

increasing production. The step is an important one in

labor history. With government sanction, labor in a

great industry in a nation of 40,000,000 people has been

placed on a profit-sharing basis.

Activated-Sludge in England
APPROVAL by the British Ministry of Health of

i\ plans submitted by an eminent consulting engi-

neer for an activated-sludge plant for Reading, Eng-
land, is taken by our London contemporary. The
Surveyor, as equivalent to placing the "final official seal

of approval" on "a comparatively new process of sewage
treatment." There are a number of activated-sludge

installations in England, but they are of small capacity

in comparison with the presumable size of the projected

plant for Reading, which is to treat all the sewage of

that town of nearly a hundred thousand people. The
adoption of the new process at Reading is all the more
interesting because that town long had and perhaps
still has, one of the notable sewage farms of England.

When visited by one of the editors of this journal in

1904 the farm comprised 869 acres, of which 450 re-

ceived sewage, but with only 380 acres underdrained.

An average of 70 men and boys were employed on the

farm, with 100 at harvest time. The wage for all-the-

year employees averaged 16 shillings or $3.90 a week,

besides house, garden and 80 shillings ($19.40) extra

-^t Michelmas. The working hours were from 6 to 5:30

in summer and 7 to 5 in winter. The farm showed a

profit occasionally, but was carrying a debit balance.

("British Sewage Works," by M. N. Baker.) If sewage
farming has been continued at Reading all these years

it is no wonder that a change is now to be made, in

view of the high price of labor and presumably the

difficulty of getting sufficient labor at any price. In

any event, the adoption of the activated-sludge process

for all the sewage of so large a British town, with

sanction of the necessary loan by the Ministry of Health

(successor to the Local Government Board) is something

that may well be noted by American engineers.

Winter Storage for Road Construction

ADVICE to accumulate and store road-building mate-

L rials ahead of construction deserves greater

consideration this winter than it has previously re-

ceived. In nearly every section of the country, this

year, highway-construction programs have been cur-

tailed by transportation shortage. While improvements

in railway service may be expected, no contractor who
faces the facts squarely can risk the chance that this

improvement will be great enough to meet in 1921 the

requirements of a mileage much greater than that

recorded in 1920. Other means than increased car serv-

ice must be developed to keep next season's highway-

contracts supplied with materials ; one of these means is

winter stock-piling.

Winter stock-piling is an attractive idea. It creates

visions of intensive utilization of railway equipment at

a season when it is free from other service ; of increased

profits from greater speed and continuity of construc-

tion, and of a frequent turnover of capital. These

visions, moreover, can be made realities, not always, but

under favorable conditions. To determine the proper

conditions is as definitely an engineering problem as i8
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any other in highway construction. In a sentence,
winter stock-piling is not a panacea; it is merely an
efficacious remedy, under certain conditions, for well-
diagnosed ills.

The possible gains from success have been summar-
ized. But success depends upon realizing certain influ-

encing factors and in estimating in advance their force.
Can the sources of materials supply naturally tributary
to the work be called upon for winter shipments? If

the contractor must go farther abroad his costs are
increased. Winter storage costs extra in handling
charges, and (for cement) in warehousing and the risk
of loss or damage. Admitting that these extra costs

are returned with a profit because of greater speed and
continuity of construction, a different plan of financing
the contract is nevertheless required. If aggregates can
be secured and stock-piled, can the cement be secured
and warehoused or may current shipments of cement be
depended upon to keep the work progressing? Instances

can be cited where full stocks of aggregate placed on the

job last winter have remained unused all summer be-

cause cement shipments failed. Will the state or county

pay full or partial estimates on materials in stock? Is

it physically possible under the plan of operations to

accommodate extensive stocks? This list of queries can

be extended, but it is sufficiently long to indicate clearly

the thought which must be accentuated.

Winter stock-piling for highway construction involves

the preparation in advance of a definite plan for storage

and the co-ordination of this plan with the broad plan

for financing, equipping and proceeding with construc-

tion. Stock storage in large volume is not an operation

which can at will be successfully grafted onto a con-

struction plan devised originally without the thought

of stock storage in mind. This truth explains, partially

at least, why, with work under way, contractors last

winter responded with scant enthusiasm to the efforts

of certain state highway departments to encourage

winter stock-piling by offering to pay estimates on mate-

rials put in storage.

Will it pay contractors to store road materials ahead

of construction? The question cannot be answered by

a categorical yes or no. In general, under the conditions

which today limit progress in highway construction, any

means which will largely reduce the periods of delay

will show a profit on any reasonable investment. Winter

stock-piling is a possible means.

A Profitable Investment in Steel-Bridge
Practice

PROPOSALS have recently been made by a committee

of the American Railway Engineering Association

that the carrying capacity of existing bridges be rated

on the basis of unit-stresses ranging up to 26,000 lb.

per square inch. Such stresses represent a very

thorough utilization of the material. It is gratifying

that such high efficiency should be within reach, but it

may be said that in its faith in high stresses the com-

mittee is quite in line with modern tendencies of struc-

tural thought. Steel is the civil engineer's most costly

material, and its price will not permit of any waste.

However, high unit-stresses are safe only so long as

all the stress effects arising in service are knowm with

a satisfactory degree of precision.

There is none too great a margin between 26,000

pounds per square inch and stress figures at which a

bridge would become crippled or woold f»iL What mar-
gin remain.s is needed to cover contingencic* of mate-
rial and service, and leaven no room for ignorinf any
tangible stress elements. Under these circumstances
an e.ssential part of the d< ' Htrcss in a bridge
claims renewed attention, p;; / ao btwam— nmni
are available, at very small co^t, by which definite knowt-
edge concerning thi.s element of .stress can be obtained.
We refer to the secondar>' stres.ses created during the
erection of the bridge, the .stresses which are caoicd by
the distortion of the structure from the shape in which
its parts are joined together to its free or unsupported
shape.

Ordinarily the bridge engineer finds his greatest dif-
ficulties in connection with the stresses developed by
live load. But these stre.sses are all susceptible of
measurement, work that is fairly simple and can be
done at any time during the life of a bridge. If, then,
careful theoretical analysis of a .structure is supple-
mented by field measurements of stress under loads, the
engineer can reach very satisfactory assurance that the
effects produced by traffic are al' accounted for. The
case stands otherwise with dead-load stresses, and for
this reason, though ordinarily regarded as least serious,

these latter are the essential critical factors when the
utilization of steel approaches the elastic limit-

Since dead-load stresses cannot be measured after
the structure is in service, they can be known by pre-

sumption only. We have fairly good reason for depend-
ing on the correctness of calculation with regard to the
primary dead-load stresses. On the other hand, com-
plete uncertainty envelops us in the matter of the
secondary dead-load stresses. They cannot be computed
—partly because the starting point, the unstrained shape
of the structure, is not known. It follov^-s almost as an
inescapable conclusion that they should be measured.
Only by this means can high unit-stresses be employed
with safety, and the steel utilized with maximum effi-

ciency.

Gage points for the measurement of dead-load

stresses must be applied to a structure before its erec-

tion. However, engineers charged with building and
maintaining structures have not yet generally accepted

the, idea that it is a justifiable expenditure to provide

such gage points and make the initial measurements on

them. It was brought out recently in the discussion

of the reinforcement work done on the Niagara railway

arch that gage points can be established on I ridge

members for iis little as a dollar or two per pair (or per

single gi\ge length.) Since the initial measurements

would not add heavily to this cost, it is quite clear that

the preparatory work for giving complete future knowl-

edge of dead-load stresses in a bridge (ard conse-

quently of the total stresses) can be done at a cost so

low as to be completely negligible.

To secure a given degree of strength or safety »n a

bridge will cost very much less when initial gage points

are established on the members than when thi:? pre-

paratory step is omitted and the resulting u:

is covered by adding more metal. This s:

briefly summarizing the known facts of the case, gives

the answer to the problem of attaining struct-— ' •^.-

ciency by high working stresses. It means

gage points and initial measurements on br.

bers will always prove a profitable investment,

bridge practice may well make them part of its standard

equipment.
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Making the Final 15-Ft. Raise of the Spaulding Dam
Dam Is Now 275 Ft. High—Careful Measurements Taken to Observe Shrinkage of Concrete in the

Section Added Downstream for Increasing Strength

By I. C. Steele
Civil Engineer, Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Francisco, Cal.

AN ADDITION of 15 ft. in height has recently been

tx made to the Lake Spaulding Dam of the Pacific

Gas & Electric Co. Lake Spaulding is located in Nevada
County, California, on the South Fork of the Yuba
River. It is impounded by the main dam flanked by a

chain of smaller dams known as dams 2, 3, 4 and 5.

The stored water is passed through a series of four

power houses with an aggregate head of 2,430 ft. and

is then used for irrigation purposes. This raise brings

the dam up to a total height of 275 ft. above the bed of

the river and provides a storage of 74,000 acre-feet.
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The original plans called for a dam 305 ft. high, as

described in Engineering Record, Aug. 9, 1913, p. 150,

and Engineering Neivs, Dec. 11, 1913, p. 1163. The dam
was constructed to a height of 225 ft. in December, 1913,

the foundation being built to carry the ultimate section

as planned. During 1916 the dam was raised 35 ft. by
an addition to the top of the dam, bringing its height

up to 260 ft. The addition recently completed will un-

doubtedly be the last because of the fact that storage

can be developed more economically at other places on
the watershed. Any further additions in the height
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of the present Spaulding dam would probably necessi-

tate the reinforcement of the entire arch beginning at

the foundation as laid in 1913, thereby requiring a large
expenditure for a comparatively small quantity of

storage.

The last addition consisted in raising and "backing
up" the main dam, together with the smaller dams.
This work was carried on and completed during 1919.

The work on the main dam naturally attracts the

greatest interest. The final plan called for an addition

15 ft. in height by continuing the upstream and down-
stream batters. These batters are 3 ft. and IG ft. in

100 ft. respectively. The crest is now at El. 4,875 and
is 11 ft. in width. In addition to this, the arch section

of the dam was reinforced for a vertical height of 107

ft. above El. 4,738, by an added section on the down-

MAIN SPAULDING DAM IN 1917 BEFORE FINAL RAISE
WAS STARTED

stream face. This concrete section has a maximum
thickness of 15 ft. at El. 4,802 and tapers down to 3 ft.

at the bottom and to an apparent feather edge at the

top of the section. A horizontal notch 4 in. deep and

24 in. high was cut in the old concrete along the top

of the reinforcing rib to protect the new concrete from

local destruction due to freezing. This arch reinforce-

ment has a tangent gravity section abutment at either

end of the dam, it being impractical to carry the arch

through to the natural rock, because of the topography

of the site.

Several interesting problems arose in designing the

addition of the main dam, the most important being

the necessity to make the reinforcing section in back

of the old section take a proper share of the stress.

The new concrete would naturally contract quite

rapidly for two or three months and more slowly for a

considerable time thereafter. Obviously any appreciable

contraction cracks unless grouted would cause a reduc-

tion in the load carried by the arch reinforcement and

an increased load on the old section.

In addition to this difficulty, another feature had to

be taken care of. The water level in the reservoir was

being constantly lowered from the beginning of the

construction work, which was started early in June,

1919, when the lake was full. It was necessary to

complete the job in about six months' time, as the first

snows generally fall in November and excessive runoffs

have occurred in January and February. It would be

impossible to delay concreting until the lake was drawn

down to allow the dam, which deflects about f in. at the

top under full load, to spring back sufficiently to assure

even a comparatively uniform di'tribntion of
the old and new section ngArdle^sin of the Rhortaiinf of
the new reinforcing rib doe to contraction. Conae-
quently the purp<>«e for which the reinforcinf rib wm«
de.signed would be defeated.

To solve these problem.s, open spacen or k^rwajTs 80
in. wide were left opposite each contraction jo.r f cf \he

old dam, these l^eing about 80 ft. apart. The- >

were to be closed after practically all the -..i. f-.»j?«

in the concrete due to setting had occurred and the tem-
perature fallen to normal. The ' in thcM key-

ways was held to one 80-ft. sec'.. cans of short

4-in. square corrugated bar dowel.'< at arx^uf. 1-: <

in order to throw all further contraction int'. .:.. , ...t

between the key and the other 80-ft. .section. Grout
holes were provided in the latter, to be pressure grouted

during the low-water period of the following year.

Devices were placed in the ke>"way3 at El. 4,800

whereby the actual contraction in the various sections

could be measured to a thousandth of an inch with

inside micrometer calipers. The.«*e devices consisted

of a 3-in. rod protruding from each concrete section with

RAISED MAIN DAM SHOWIXO M)DKD SOCTIOS ON
DOWNSTR. \M FACE

milled ends placed about 2} in. apart. These rods were

surrounded by 6-in. screw pipes with a 6-in. Tee and a

6-in. nipple, which extended flush with the back of the

dam. The ends of the pipe were unthreaded and set

a couple of inches into the 80-ft. secti(vi.>. Seven read-

ings were taken at each observation and ..ver:igod. The

curves shown herewith give the result of the readings

taken. In some cases the first or zerc reading was not

taken immediately after the apparatus was set

These contraction readings indicate the contraction

taking p'.ace at ihe outer edge of the section only and

do not give any irdication of what it nught be close

to the back of the old dam. Examination of the contact

between the new and old concrete at the keys just

previous to pouring the keys disclosed ver>- slight cracks

or lines of separation. These might indicate failure

in bond between the new and old work due to contrac-

tion, though this is doubtful. The back face of the dam

has been constructed in steps with steel rails protruding

-l or 5 ft. at 8-ft. centei-s vertically and 6-ft. centers

horizontally. These were broken off where they were

within 3 ft. of the edge of the keys in the new work and

li-in. square twisted bars 10 ft long were placed hori-
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zontally, parallel to and 1 ft. from the back face of the

old concrete at 2-ft. centers vertically to prevent a ten-

sion failure in the vicinity of the keys due to the bond
between the new and old concrete. Othei-wise any
possible failure in bond along the plane of contact be-

tween new and old work was not considered to be

serious.

In addition to the provision for measuring the con-

struction, it was desired to determine when the

temperature of the concrete in the new work was
approximately the same as that of the old concrete, for

has been disregarded. The wheatstone bridge originally

read from 15 ° to 100° (F.) but was changed to read
up to 125° as soon as it was found that the temperatures
were rising above the limit of the bridge.

The curves shown herewith give the results of all

thermometer readings and contraction measurements.
It must be borne in mind that the concrete in one sec-

tion was in nearly all cases poured some time in advance
of the adjoining section and that the measuring appa-
ratus could not be completely installed until the last

section had been brought up to the required level.

1919 1920
CURVES SHOWING EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION OF CONCRETE AND TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS

IN LAKE SPAULDING DAM

when this condition was reached it would be quite

probable that most of the shrinkage had been attained

and the proper time for pouring the keys determined.

Thermocouples were placed in the new concrete, at

the center of each 80-ft. section transversely and at El.

4,867.5 for the top section and El. 4,802 for the rein-

forcing rib. These were placed in pairs. Similar coils

were already set at Sta. 2-f97 in the 35-ft. raise of

1916 at various elevations and depths from the faces of

the dam. Lead covered copper wires were carried from
the coils to the crest of the dam where readings were

taken vsdth a wheatstone bridge, which had been cali-

brated to give the temperature of the coils. All tem-

perature coils were tested to within 1° with the

atmospheric temperature before being installed and all

tabulated readings are the average of each pair set. In

all cases except one there was very little variation

between each two coils, the maximum being about 3 deg.,

most of them checking within one degree. One thermo-

coil placed in 1916 read 10° high continually and this

Hence, in most cases, the first section of concrete poured

had time to fully expand by the time the initial reading

was taken.

The accompanying table indicates the dates of setting

and positions of the thermo-couples together with the

initial reading.

Thermo-
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that an excessive runoff might occur before the keys
were poured and set sufficiently ; also, though of lesser

importance, that the heavy snows and freezing weather
would prevent the proper placing of the concrete. Some
of the sections were about 60 days old and the contrac-

tion curves indicated that these had practically ceased
to contract. The other sections were expected to con-

tract further, but this could be grouted early in 1920,

in case of a dangerous run-off, much more rapidly than
the keys could be poured, and in case the joints should

open up more by the fall of 1920 they could be grouted
again by drilling holes every 6 to 10 ft. vertically in the

back face of the dam and calking the joint between
pipes. It was therefore decided to pour the keys as

rapidly as possible and the work was carried through
without hindrance, the last of the concrete being placed

in the keys on Dec. 23, 1919.

Contraction joints had been provided at about 80 ft.

centers in the original concrete. These are at right

angles to the tangent of the arch and are offset occa-

sionally to form keys. All but two of these had been

grouted in 1916 and were practically watertight. The
joints at Stas. 4-|-17 and 5-f-03 however could not

be grouted, due to the lateness in the season, and these

leaked considerably.

Grouting pipes were carried through the concrete

keys to these two stations, and during the early part of

January, 1920, the joint at Sta. 5+03 was calked and
grouted from the upstream face of the dam. The joint

had previously been calked up along the back face and

the key poured against it. The joint at Sta. 4-f-17 was
treated in the same manner and grouted about the

middle of February. In both cases the grout was put

in under about 70 lb. pressure and penetrated through

the old and new concrete to the back of the reinforcing

ring. To do this it had to find its way for 15 in. along

the surface of contacts between the old and new con-

crete and out through the new contraction crack in

which vertical holes had been provided for grouting

in the winter of 1920. Consequently the entire joints

were thoroughly grouted. 153i sacks of cement and

4 sacks of sand were used at Sta. 5-|-03 and 200 sacks

of cement at Sta. 4+17.
The grout used consisted of neat cement and water

mixed in the proportion of about one part cement to

two parts water. Some sand was used but proved to be

less satisfactory than straight cement.

Drillings to Test Joint Tightness

All the other contraction joints in the main dam are

apparently tight. An endeavor was made to drill into

the old concrete with a diamond drill in such a manner

as to cross the contraction joints at a slight angle. It

was thought that the core would indicate whether or not

these joints had been thoroughly filled with grout in

1916. This scheme did not work at all satisfactorily,

as the drill shattered the concrete and only very short

sections of core could be obtained even in the solid

concrete. Considering the actual watertightness of the

joints and the number of sacks of cement used in grout-

ing them in 1916, it was evident that these joints were

quite tight in full bearing. Therefore, no further effort

was made to explore them.

Dam 2 is a spillway dam having a spill crest 5 ft.

deep and 270 ft. long with 6-in. I-beam posts at 6-ft.

centers to support wooden flashboards and a walkway.

This dam is arched in plan with a radius of 300 ft. The

RAISED DAMS 3 4 AND 3 FORMING V CONTI.VUOL'S DAM

raise was made by backing up the old section suflRciently

to make the entire section a gravity section.

Dams 3, 4 and 5 are now continuous and really make
one dam, as showTi in one of the views.

Dam 3 was previously very low and arched in plan

with a radius of 200 ft. This dam spanned a rather

deep pot hole. Consequently a buttress 4 ft. wide was

placed on either side of the pot hole and sufTkient

reinforcing placed between to carry the stresses of the

intervening section to the buttresses or rock abutments.

The top 15 ft. was made a gravity section to conform

to Dams 4 and 5, and also because the north end of

Dam 3 joined the southerly end of Dam 4 and did not

extend to a natural rock abutment.

Dams 4 and 5 were originally gravit>' sections but

arched in plan with a radius of 800 ft. to conform to

the topography of the site. These dams were originally

poured under very severe weather and working condi-

tions and Dam 5 in particular was very porous and

leaked badly. It was decided to construct a buttress

type backing instead of a solid section with drains

carried out from in back of the buttresses to prevent any

possible water pressure on them, and to treat the front

face of the dam with gunite to prevent leakage. Conse-

quently, the existing sections were backed up with but-

tresses 6 ft. thick at 30 ft. centers and a 15-ft. high

gravity section placed on top. A reinforced slab 2 ft.

thick was placed on the do%\-nstream face between the

bottom of this latter section and a line 16 ft. lower

where the batter of the rear face changed. As thi5

section also formf'd a part of the up^vr gravity sei-tion

the inclined face of the old concrete was stepped to give

a proper bearing surface and the section reinforced to

take care of the bending between buttresses under the

full water pressure which could be exerted at that level.

An interesting question arose in taking care of the

shearing stresses at the juncture of the buttresses and

the old dam. The T section >\-as figured to act as a

gravity section and in order to do so there must be no

danger of a shearing failure along this plane. The

shear stresses ran from a maximum of 7R lb. per

square inch at a point 60 ft. below the top of the finished

structure to 8 lb. per square inch 29 ft. higher. Con-
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BUTTRESS CONSTRUCTION—DOWNSTREAM FACE OF
COMPLETED DAM 4

sequently it was deemed necessary to cut hitches or

notches in the old concrete, 6 in. deep and 20 in. high
sufficient in number to transmit the shearing stresses

from the buttress to the old dam. These were 6 ft. long

(the width of the buttresses) and from 4 ft. to 5 ft.

centers with the closer spacing at the bottom.

The construction work was principally a problem of

organization and transportation. Speed was the con-

trolling factor in the work. Considerable equipment,

sheds, buildings, railroad, locomotives, etc., remained on
the ground from previous years and were readily put
in shape to start work. The smaller dams were con-

structed first, the water level being kept high enough
to float all materials from the delivery chutes at the

south end of the main dam. Seven barges and two
launches were used for this purpose. Three small mix-
ers of from J to ^ yd. capacity were used. These were
mounted on barges with donkey engines and elevator

and the materials fed directly into the mixers from
adjoining barges.

The work on the main dam was carried on with two
1-yd. mixers, located in the old mixer house constructed

in 1912, and one J-yd, mixer on the top of the dam, the
material for this being transported in ore cars along
the top of the dam. The small mixer was used to pour
the north end of the top 15-ft, section and a portion of

the north and backing section. The concrete from the
two larger mixers was carried down in chutes across

the back face of the dam. Later, in order to reach the
higher section, an elevated tower was built and the
concrete hoisted and distributed through a second chute.

Twenty-two thousand four hundred and sixty cubic
yards of concrete were placed in the main dam, and
7,886 cu.yd, in the smaller dams. All concrete placed
in the last raise was a 1 : 21 : 5 mix, that in the previous
work being 1:3:6.
The work was handled under the direction of P, M,

Dovirning as chief engineer of the company, F. G, Baum
was consulting engineer. The construction work was
done by Duncanson-Harrelson Co. of San Francisco.
G. D. Ray was field engineer.

Advice to Freshman Engineers

No man can amount to much as an engineer who can-
not write and speak his ideas fluently and clearly in

strong, grammatical English. Engineering success is

absolutely dependent on ability to convince men in

authority that your plans are right.—Dean Anson Mars-
ton in the Iowa Engineer.

Art in Structures
By George Sydney Binckley
Consulting Engineer, New York City

A brief editorial comment entitled "What Is Art?"
in "Engineering News-Record," Sept, 16, 1920, p. 521,
has called forth a variety of comment from readers, some
of which has already been published in these columns.
The follotving article loas written unthout knowledge
of the current discussion, but it is a clarifying addition
to a someivhat confused subject.—Editor.

AN UNDERSTANDING of the relation of art to

l\ structures is important to the engineer even as it

is vital to the architect. Far from this relation being
one of uncertain quality capable of interpretation only
by an artist, the elements of structural design, of the
balancing of visible proportions, and of ornamentation
are each perfectly separate and distinct, and constitute

separate problems which must be treated as such.

By far the greater part of the wretched so-called

architecture with which the modern world—and es-

pecially the United States—is encumbered, is the
natural result of failure to recognize the simple funda-
mentals which flx and define the relations of art to

structures. The purpose of this brief article is merely
to show how simple these principles are and to indicate

the method of their application.

Fundamentals of Structural Design

In a broad sense, all structures are engineering works.

The underlying purpose of all structures is utilitarian

—

to furnish shelter for men or goods, to provide protec-

tion against enemies, or even to placate a god. This

implies the very important corollary that each element

in a structure must have a function. This is smiply

engineering, but it is fundamental to proper structural

design, whether it be a crude wall of rough stone, or a

huge cantilever bridge.

It is most unfortunate that this simple fact is so

little understood by the mJbdem architect, for it is as

fundamental to good architecture as to engineering.

This principle is necessarily recognized by the engineer,

for he deals with forces and the kind and amount of

materials required to resist these forces. But archi-

tecture is a very old art, and its finest examples are

based upon stone, not steel, as the material of con-

struction. The great structural works of the early

civilizations were almost exclusively of stone, and the

architect of those days realized fully and applied per-

fectly the fundamental principles given above, with the

result that there is perfection of proportion in classic

architecture, improvement is impossible.

But the ancient architect dealt with a material which

was employed under a factor of safety enormously

greater than that generally permissible today. The

actual unit stresses to which this material was generally

subjected were very low, and the masses correspondingly

large. So, although no structural element of ancient

architecture is without functional significance, it is

actually based upon an assunxption of very low unit

stress.

The modern engineer, dealing with stresses and ma-

terials unknown to the ancients, has run far ahead of

any possible artistic development at all comparable to

the technical progress made. Our greatest modem en-

gineering structures are bare mathematical skeletons of
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an idea. They are merely sketched in with scanty steel

along their lines of stress. The beauty of a steel struc-

ture is the purely mathematical beauty of science. To a
bridge engineer a great steel bridge is probably beauti-

ful, but to the ordinary man of culture and taste it is

merely large and very ugly.

Brooklyn Bridge Beautiful

Although we may not see yet how it will ever be
possible to put beauty into structural steel, one of the
most beautiful structures in the world is the old Brook-
lyn Bridge. Why is this so?
The answer lies in conscious or unconscious recogni-

tion by its designer of the first principle of architectural

excellence. For the great catenary is a curve of beauty.
From the head of each magnificent stone pier—stone

because it resists compression stresses alone—spread
fan-like the delicate threads that reach out along the
lightly arched roadway. The slender cables are subject

to tension only, yet theirs is the greater load, and they
are visibly thicker than the subsidiary tension elements.

Massive, solid, obviously proportioned to carry to their

foundations a great vertical load, the majestic towers

are a perfect foil to the airy lightness of the web of

steel between and beyond them. This lightness is ac-

centuated by the grace of the cambered roadway, spring-

ing as it does from pier to pier and sloping on each

side to earth. And, last, the roadway itself even now
with the later additions made, suggests in its propor-

tions a perfect relation to its functions and the manner
of its support.

Here we see a most perfect blending of engineering

and art. It is the more instructive that in this classic

structure, beauty of proportion is wholly unsupported

by any attempt at ornamentation. And this was the

crown of wisdom, for in such a case embellishment would

be impertinence.

Simplicity of Design

But the beauty of the Brooklyn Bridge is made pos-

sible by the simple mathematical elements of its design.

Plain to the eye is the function of tower and steel, and

the primitive savage who has seen a vine hanging be-

tween two trees would know why this bridge stands.

Not so the other great bridges. Vast, impressive, to be

accepted, like the crashing and incomprehensible har-

monies of Wagner as undeniably great, they cannot be

accused of beauty, and to atten^pt to make them beau-

tiful is on a plane with putting a bearded Cossack in

the gauze skirt of a ballet-girl. For some generations

to come at least, structural steel would seem hopeless

as a basis for beauty.

But with the exceptions of steel, the case is far other-

wise, and there is little or no excuse for ugliness. The

engineer prescribes the bones and sinews of a structure,

and he may or may not have the talent and the training

to harmonize its visible proportions in a manner to

satisfy the esthetic sense. But it is a worthy subject

for his study.

Here we may consider in order the three elements of

a structure in which artistic values as well as structural

integrity are given weight. These elements are:

First—The general plan of the structure with refer-

ence to its purpose, the best use of the space available,

the relation of masses, and the influence of the location

selected.

Second—The adjustment of the proportions of the

visible elements of the structure, in Huch a manner aji

to harmonize with and emphasize their functional im-
portance. This involves the relations of openings to
solid spaces, of columns and pila.sters to lintels and
pediments, and of masses, one to another.

Third—The element of decoration or ornamentation.
Of th. se elements, the first two are in good architec-

ture absolutely essential. But the value of the third is

not to be underestimated, for even with the best of
general plans, perfect correlation of masses, and .«?kiHful

adjustment of the relations of all the visible elements of
the structure, the total absence of the decorative element
will probably result in a cold and forbidding style. The
structure might be massive, well balanced in its pro-
portions, majestic and impressive in fact, yet without
the lightening touch of a properly subordinated decora-
tive element it would at best be grim and austere.

The Decorative Element

The function of the decorative element is quite a.*

legitimate as that of adjusted proportion, although
subordinate to this. Right here is where the average
architect fails miserably. To hir.i, a structure is often

merely a support and excuse for ornament. The later

renaissance period is an extreme development of bad
taste in architectural adornment, and the baleful influ-

ence of that epoch is with us still.

Yet the decorative element has an important function.

The prime requisite to its proper employment, however.
is thorough and definite understanding of its relative

position. This position is subordinate. It must never

be allowed to be anything else. Ornamentation must
never be employed in a structure merely for its ovm
sake. A structural element should never be subordi-

nated to or be dominated by an ornamental or decorative

feature.

The decorative element can only have legitimate use

where it is desired by this means to emphasize the pro-

portions or functions of a structural element. In its

simplest form, such as a simple capital, it still has a

structural significance in emphasizing the distribution

of load. The use of ornamental capitals for columns is

very ancient, and is capabl of relieving the severity of

a plain column as nothing else can. Even the grim and

tremendous architecture of Egypt did not disdain the

plant-motive in their great monelithic columns, and the

hieroglyphic inscriptions so freely used, although not

originally intended as such, became decorative elements

of recognized importance. In Eg>'pt, the relations of

masses, of form, and of surfaces were .'er>* thoroughly

understood, but these vast structures were the works

of engineers rather than of artists, and, majestic as

they are, theirs is the grim beauty of perfectly propor-

tioned strength and mass.

As far as the Egyptians went in architecture .«!0 far

it should not aloi.e be the right but the aim of the

engineer of today to go. There is ever>' reason why
he should cultivate a knowledge and appreciation of the

esthetic value of perfect proportions and in his plans

give due weight to this factor. There is genentlly more

than one way to design a structure correctly, and that

way which is most harmonious to its purpose and loca-

tion is most likely also to provide a basis for the most

beautiful structure. Broad vision that contemplates

a great project in all its true relations, will suggest an

arrangement of its elements that is not alone the best.
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but almost as a consequence the most stately and beau-
tiful. Knowing the purpose and relative significance

of each of the elements of his structure the engineer
should be even better able than the architect to so

adjust their visible relationships as to emphasize and
define their functions. This is the legitimate aim of

architecture, and may well be compassed by the engi-

neer.

But of attempts at ornamentation, let him beware.
It may be irreverent to say so, but of ornamentation
also let the architect beware. For the use of the deco-
rative element is the function of an artist who knows
architecture—and feVv engineers, and quite as few
architects are artists. The proportions of -an opening,
the emphasis of a line, the breaking of a surface, or the
choice of materials are all legitimately within the field

of the architect or the engineer vv^hose taste and training
fit him for such work. But to say where, and to what
extent, and what kind of embellishment is permissible
is purely the function of an artist. A beautifully pro-
portioned structure of' absolute simplicity, while perhaps
cold and austere, is a thousand times better thus than
bedizened with meaningless and absurd ornaments.
Decorated with good taste, with true reference to the

inherently subordinate role of the decorative element,

it would gain in beauty and possess a lightness and life

lacking in the cold purity of line and mass. Yet just

here is where the greatest crimes are committed in the
name of architecture.

It is also well for the engineer to rememj)er that he
should not strive for picturesque eflfect, for engineering
is a science, while true picturesqueness is not even art

—

it is essentially casual. Hence when he designs a bridge
or a dam, a wall or a powerhouse, he should seek to fit

his structure as consistently as possible to its natural
setting, always keeping in view its purpose. For the
more completely and perfectly this purpose is realized,

the more harmonious is the possible result. A great
arched dam is a stately and beautiful structure, and it

and its appurtenances should not seem to intrude but
should grow out of their surroundings, as a part of
them. The graceful arch of a bridge should seem to
spring from the rock on which it is based, a growth in

harmony with its environment, not an excresence.

These things can be done by the engineer who grasps
the simple fundamentals of architectural excellence, and
if he chooses to follow the pleasant paths of study to
this end, he will have no need of the assistance of an
architect. And this is desirable, for too often the
architect is allowed to obscure noble structural features,
and riot in a perverted taste that leads him to bedeck
and bedizen a dignified engineering work with masses
of meaningless and impertinent ornamentation.

Pressure of Concrete on Forms Measured
In recent measurements of the hydrostatic pressure

of concrete by the Bureau of Standards it was found
that maximum pressure was caused by the head of
concrete existing at the end of about 40 min. from the
time of beginning pouring. After that time the pres-
sure decreased, although the head of concrete on the
gage increased. The maximum pressure was found to

be equivalent to that of a liquid weighing 124 lb. per
cubic foot. The tests were made by W. A. Slater and
A. T. Goldbeck. A bullrtin on the subject will soon be
issued by the Bureau.

Outline of Accounting Scheme for
Water-Works Utilities

IN a preliminary report the Committee on Uniform
Accounting of the New England Water-Works Asso-

ciation submitted to the convention of the association
held at Springfield last September an outline of the
uniform water-works accounting system. The scheme
was prepared after careful consideration of the uniform
classifications of accounts for water-works formulated
by the Public Service commissions of Maine, New
Hampshire, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Wisconsin, Indiana, California and Washington, and
also after having reviewed various reports on this

subject. The committee was also guided by the account-
ing system and classification used since 1913 by the
municipal water-works plant of Springfield, Mass.,

recommended by William J. Hagenah, Chicago, a public

utility engineer, statistician and accountant formerly
connected with the Public Utility Commission of Wis-
consin. The members of the committee already named
are Albert L. Sawyer, Haverhill, Mass., Walter B.

Schwabe, Thompsonville, Conn., Samuel H. M'cKenzie,

Southington, Conn., Edwin L. Pride, Boston, and Alfred

R. Hathaway, water register, Springfield, Mass. The
latter compiled the report.

The report states that "it is assumed that the water

utility should be a self-supporting enterprise of the

municipality, and that "no provision has been made in

the accounting scheme" for contribution of municipal

funds toward its operation, but this provision can easily

be taken care of by the utility's accountant if needed."

The committee's own outline of its accounting scheme
is as follows:

A Condensed List and Statement Form for Income and
Profit and Loss Accounts— (for monthly and annual use;

all accounts on accrual—not cash—basis), including Operat-

ing Revenues, Operating Expenses, Non-Operating Reve-

nues, Deductions from Gross Income, Net Income, and Dis-

position of Net Income.

A Classified List of Income and Profit and Loss Accounts
(as shown on above Condensed List), including indicated

and given explanation of these accoTints, with suggested

arrangement and subdivisions, all supporting the condensed

list.

A Condensed List of Balance She^t Accounts (in balance

form) showing Assets and Liabilities, in condensed balance

grouping.

A Classified List of Balance Sheet Accounts, showing Sup-
porting Detail Accounts, with indicated or griven explana-

tions of same. Also under Plant Accounts is shown a pos-

sible and logical analysis of same into various physical and
other units, for appraisal purposes when wanted. This
analysis conforms to the different steps or processes in se-

quence of operation of the water utility, and corresponds

to the grouping of accounts, which lends itself to the obtain-

ing of proper data for rate and consumption questions, as

well as the financial data always needed.

A Condensed Summary Form for Showing Cash Receipts
and Expenditures in Annual Reports, tinder various funds.

—This is followed by a supplementary and more detailed

form for use in showing funded divisions of such cash ex-

penditures where it may be wanted. Where any water
utility may find it to be inexpedient to at once adopt and put
into practice the suggested scheme of accounting it may,
by the use of these forms, obtain at least some uniformity
for the comparison of cash transactions by its utility opera-
tions with the same transactions by another utility, which
uniformity is also now sadly lacking. Then, whenever such

utility may be in better condition to adopt the accounting
system here outlined and suggested (or some other system
which may be recommended by the Association), even to the

i
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extent at first of using the grouping accounts, and addint:
the supporting sub-accounts later, the changes will adapt
themselves easily and gradually, and the cash statements
can be kept as supplementary statements.

The scheme as given in outline just above is elab-

orated in some detail in the report of the committee.
The report will come up for discussion at one of the

1920-21 meeting of the New England Water Works
Association.

Pile Driving Results with Steam and Drop
Hammers Compared

OPPORTUNITY for comparison of the results ob-

tained in driving piles with drop and with steam
hammers has been afforded on the construction, now in

progress, of the Claremont piers of the Lehigh Valley

R.R. at Greenville, N. J,, and on jetty work for the

new Albert locks on the Thames River in England.

Data on these projects have been collected by the

McKiernan-Terry Drill Co., the source of the following

notes

:

The Claremont pier terminal in New York Harbor,

when completed, will embrace approximately 7 mi. of

new work. There is a large amount of dredging involved

and the character of the soil makes pile driving difficult.

The average run of material is silt, sand, coarse gravel

FIG. 1. TIMBER PILES USED ON THAMES RIVER PROJECT

and hardpan, in the order given. Pile driving is being

done with three floating rigs, two of which are outfitted

with 6,500-lb. drop hammers and a third with a McKier-

nan-Terry steam hammer of the following description:

Net weight, 13,535 lb.; strokes per minute, 120; energy

exerted per blow, 17,500 ft.-lb.; over-all height, 10 ft.

It has been found that piles driven with the drop

hammers, first jetted practically to their full length,

have, at times, a bring-up of from 6 to 10 ft. above

grade after driving. Many of them are badly broomed

and others are split from 5 to 8 ft. below the butt.

When the heavy steam hammers were first used the

piles were all driven to grade without jetting, but.
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FIG. 3. STEAM HAMMER IN THREE-POINT SUSPENSION
DRIVES BATTER PILES

used. Here the particular type has a net weight of

6,800 lb., 140 strokes per minute, exerts an energy per

blow of 7,800 ft.-lb., has an over-all height of 92 in.,

and a cylinder stroke of 16 in. Two of these hammers

have been rigged to drive batter piles, as shown in Fig.

3, the hammer being rigged on a three-point suspension

by means of a bridle which is attached to the hub of

the derrick line. By the method of rigging shown the

hammer hangs at a fixed angle and by means of a turn-

buckle the angle can be changed as desired. The pipe

sleeve makes a guide for the hammer and holds it in

place while driving. The three-point suspension relieves

the leverage on the bottom of the pile so that it is

readily driven to the predetermined angle merely by

lowering the hammer. The piles are all approximately

50 ft. in length and a>-e driven to an average penetration

of 25 ft. The city inspector in charge of the pile driv-

ing work states that the steam hammer with the

attachment herein described drives two piles to one

driven with a drop hammer.

Less Forest Fire Loss During 1920

No loss of timber or equipment has occurred in the

territory comprising several million acres protected by
66 wardens maintained by the Western Forestry and

Conservation Association, and in general the forest-

fire loss in the Northwest has been less this year than

last. Washington has had 754 fires in 1920 against

847 in 1919 and lost less than 42,000,000 ft. of timber,

compared to 60,000,000 ft. last year. Of the 754 fires,

120 were due to campers, 74 to lightning, 60 to cigar-

ettes. There has been an unusual proportion of light-

ning fires in Oregon this year but less loss than last

year. The same is true of Montana and of other west-

ern states.

New York Contractors Disapprove

Proposed Contract Provisions

AT a recent meeting of the executive committee

L of the New York General Contractors Association

the proposed contract provisions submitted by the

committee on contracts of the Associated General

Contractors, and noted in Engineering News-Record
June 3, p. 1119, were presented for discussion and those

proposed provisions referring to freight rate, wage
scale and material price changes were disapproved.

Failure to approve these particular provisions lay in

the fact that they could only be made applicable to

public works by legislation; and on private work would
tend toward the adoption of a cost-plus contract, to

which the majority of the members of the committee
are opposed as a general proposition.

Regarding the cost-plus contract, the committee seems
to agree that while such a contract is advantageous

under certain conditions, when handled by a contractor

of approved reliability and experience, the general adop-

tion of such a form of contract would lead to gross

extravagance and carelessness in the conduct of the

work, says a recent issue of the Bulletin of the Asso-

ciated General Contractors. It is contended that a

general adoption of the cost-plus form of contract

would react against those firms who have built up
their businesses on such a basis.

The proposed provisions disapproved by the execu-

tive committee of the New York contractors follow:

1. Freight rate changes.—Bids should be submitted on the

basis of existing freight rates, with the provision that in

case a change in rate should occur between the time bids

are received and the date fixed for the completion of the

contract the contract price should be increased or decreased

accordingly.

2. Wage scale changes.—Bids should be stated and be
submitted on existing wage rates, with the provision that

the contract price be increased or decreased in accordance

with any change in such rate before the date fixed for the

completion of the contract.

3. Material price changes.—Bids should be submitted on

the basis of existing prices for materials f.o.b. the

producer's plant or distributor's yard, with the provision

that the contract price shall be increased or decreased in

accordance with any change in such price that takes place

within the time allowed the contractor to purchase and
fabricate his material.

The proposed revisions relating to changes in quan-

tities was not approved. The committee felt that,

particularly on large contracts, where the contractor

would be reimbursed were the unit quantities smaller

by a stated amount than the estimate, and the unit

prices would be decreased were the unit amounts found

to be larger beyond a certain limit than estimates, the

incentive would be lacking to build efficient organiza-

tions or to devise methods of handling work more

economically than one's competitor. This particular

provision would mean, the committee believed, contracts

would be placed on a basis of absolute assured profit.

In the matter of changed quantities the executive

committee proposed that items for plant expense and

overhead expense be incorporated in bids. These are

the two items that are most affected by any reduction

in the quantities, particularly when those quantities hap-

pen to be the ones on which the contractor distributed

most of his plant and overhead expense. The contractor

would bid a lump sum for these two items and payment

would be made monthly as the work progressed. In this

I
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way any decrease in quantity would not deprive him of
any portion of his overhead. Such a plan would not
need any legislative enactment but would be entirely in
the discretion of the engineer drawing the contract.

The committee agreed that there was obvious disad-
vantages of such a proposal, such as the attempt to over-
load the item and render the bids subject to criticism

as being unbalanced.

Another point on which the New York executive com-
mittee failed to become enthusiastic was that one con-
cerning arbitration. The constitutional inability of
avoiding court action through the insertion of an
arbitration clause providing that the arbitration award
be final and binding the committee believed would
have as a net result a condition wherein the winner
in the arbitration award would pay for two actions

—

the arbitration and the lawsuit.
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Object and Powers of International

Hydrographic Bureau
AT A meeting of the Board of Surveys and Maps
/xheld in Washington Oct. 12 the Committee on
Hydrographic Charts, in submitting its report, pointed

to the importance of the International Hydrographic
Bureau, now being established. This bureau is to be

ni,aintained jointly by all nations having an "interest

and concern in hydrographic charts and other nav-

igational aata." Its object and powers are stated in

the report to be, essentially:

The establishment of a close and permanent association

between the hydrographic services of the associated states,

to co-ordinate their efforts with a view to rendering navi-

gation easier ard safer in all of the seas of the world, to

cause the national offices to adopt the resolutions taken
by the various international hydrographic conferences, to

try to obtain uniformity as far as is possible in hydro-

graphic documents, and finally, to advance the theory and
practice of the science of hydrography.

The International Hydrographic Bureau shall keep itself

in direct and close communication with the national serv-

ices of the associated States.

The principal subjects which should be studied by the In-

ternational Hydrographic Bureau are the following:

(a) The production of documents published by hydro-

graphic offices.

(b) The drawing up and publication of various lists, such

as of geographical positions, primary and secondary meri-

dians, time signals, etc.

(c) The construction and use of hydrographic instruments

and methods of hydrographic surveying, the principles of

which have been approved by a national office.

(d) Researches on the subject of the constitution of the

earth, in so far as it affects hydrography.

In reference to co-ordination of work the report states

that it is the object of the International Hydrographic

Bureau to obtain as much uniformity as possible in the

documents published by the various national offices and

to propagate the methods of making hydrographic sur-

veys, and to encourage all proposals tending to this

end, and also itself to propose efficient solutions and

endeavor to have these solutions adopted.

In order that the Board of Surveys and Maps may

have it on its official files there is appended to this

report part of the report of the organizing committee

which sets out the "objects and powers" of the Inter-

national Hydrographic Bureau. Prominence has been

given to this feature of the report for the reason that

the navigaticn charts of each country are of concern and

iiv-portance- to the navigators of every maritime nation.

Trend of Highway Development—a Survey

Practice in Nebraska and Iowa

THi.s :s THK THIRD of a «en«« of staff articUt cm
the highway situation. It ducwmea the general

substitution of tractors for teams in earth road grading
in Nebraska and the satisfactory restdts obtained from
the truck patrol system.

The chief points of interest in Iowa's practice are
the successful use of pit-run gravel for concrete paving.
a survey of which disclosed gravel supplies and the in-

auguration of the patrol system.
The fourth article in the series will appear in next

week's issue.—Editor.

Nebraska's Practice

NEBRASKA expects to grade 2,000 mi. of earth road
in 1920. This is perhaps a greater mileage than

any other major earth road building state will complete.

To the road builder, however, the year's highway oper-

ations are less interesting because of the mileages in-

volved than for (1) the intensive use of machines for

both grading and maintenance; (2) the successful em-
ployment of dragline excavators for making long, low

fills particularly in wet locations, and (3) the general

substitution of tractors for horses to operate equip-

ment. It would not be greatly in error to name
Nebraska the tractor road building state.

Practically all the highway activity of 1920 is the

outcome of enabling laws scarcely three years old. In

1918 major acts were passed: (1) to create a state

highway system, (2) to increase automobile license fees

to provide a maintenance fund, and (3) to levy a three-

mill tax to meet Federal aid funds for road construc-

tion. Patrol maintenance was inaugurated in 1920

and 1920 witnesses the beginning of construction on a

large scale. This year, therefore, records Nebraska

among the large road building states and also gives

it exceptional rank in the technics of load construction.

Grading methods and equipment as an engineering

study are reviewed by State Engineer G. E. J
'

" -

an article prepared for a future issue of Ei.

News-Record. The conclusions of this article will not

be anticipated here, but readers are urged to obser%e two

of the features which it will emphasize (1) tractor op-

eration of elevating and wheel graders and 5 c;

fresno scrapers, and (2) dragline constriction of .

fills. Field observation of both operations tempts one

into unstinted praise of their effectiveness.

A study of the records, of patrol maintenance of earth

roads has developed interesting comparisons of t
ex-

tractor rnd truck patrol maintenance costs, Br

experience indicates that the costs of team and ti

patrol for equal sections are about equal and that '

patrol is perhaps most economical. Patrol mainter.

began April 1, 1920, and the records for April. M...

and June, three months, are the basis for comparison.

Team patrol requires one man who furnishes his own

team and equipment and who is paid an average of

$175 a month. The eiiuipment employed consists of

one 6-ft. wheel grader, one farm wagon, one planer,

one scraper or fresno, one plow and small tools. The

average team patrol section is six miles. Ten team

patrols for a three months' period cost $6,493.26, or the
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cost of one patrol for one day was $8.32 and per mile

per day was $1.38.

Tractor patrol requires two men. It is employed

only in counties which had the equipment on hand or

which preferred it to other methods. The equipment

consists of two maintainers, two small tractors, one

plow, one Wisconsin planer, one buck scraper and small

tools. Plus depreciation on equipment, the cost of five

tractor patrols working 14-mi. sections for three months

was $7,532.15, or the cost of one patrol per day was
$19.31 and per mile per day was $1.38.

Truck patrol requires two men who are paid $120 a

month. Gas and oil are supplied by the county boards.

The trucks are part of the surplus war material donated

to the State and their price to the counties has been the

freight and overhauling charges, which have averaged

about $1,000, but which haved varied according to the

type of body. New trucks would have cost from $3,500

to $5,000, which would increase the maintenance costs

cited here. For truck patrol the equipment consists of

one truck, one scraper, one maintainer, two planers, one

plow and small tools. Plus depreciation on equipment

the cost of eleven truck patrols working 17-mi. sections

for three months was $13,692.64 or $15.96 for one

patrol per day and $0.94 for one patrol per mile per

day.

On an equal mileage basis of 14 mi., 2h team patrols

equal one tractor patrol and the daily cost ($8.32) of

one team patrol multiplied by 2h equals $19.41, while

the daily cost of the tractor patrol is $19.31. Truck

patrol is altogether more economical than either team

or tractor patrol. It is assumed in this comparison

that equal amounts of work are accomplished. Also

no differences of soil or weather are taken into account.

In all cases, however, the costs per mile per day do not

mean that one mile was patrolled but once, but as many
times as was necessary, and the counties selected for

comparison represent average conditions and kinds of

work. Incidentally, experience has shovra (1) that

cost of maintenance decreases if the road is kept con-

stantly in good condition, and (2) that with truck

patrol a jointed wheel maintainer will perform 90 per

cent of the work.

Concrete Construction

Concrete road construction has been purposely kept

to a small mileage because of high costs and shortage

of materials. A development of significance, however,

has been the use of Platte River gravel as aggregate

for a section of about ten miles on the Lincoln High-

way. Previously this gravel has been held of doubtful

quality for concrete, but tests made by the U. S. Bureau

of Roads v/ere sufficiently favorable to encourage its

trial on the project mentioned. If the trial proves a

success it will establish the only available gravel de-

posits, which are in the stream beds, as suitable sup-

plies for concrete road materials, and will have a great

influence on the state's hard surface road program.

The river deposits are suitable for gravel surfacing,

but except for narrow zones along the streams, rail-

way transportation is necessary. On some of the gravel

road work performed this year a variation from the

usual surfacing practice has been inaugurated: (1) a

2-in. layer is first spread m the earth grade and allowed

to T-ut in and become thoroughly compacted with the

subgrade soil and then (2) a second 2-in. layer is ap-

plied and consolidated by travel while it is kept smooth
by persistent dragging. Since the gravel used has an
oxide of iron and clay content, the surfacing is more
of the nature of constructing a cemented earth and
gravel surface shell to an earth road than it is of the
nature of ordinary gi-avel surfacing.

This gravel surface construction ; the probability that
local river gravels may be used for concrete; the ex-

cellent economic results of truck patrol maintenance;
the wide adoption of tractors to operate grading equip-
ment, and the demonstration of dragline excavators as

successful earth grading tools, are the outstanding
impressions of 1920 highway practice in Nebraska.

Iowa's Practice
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wearing and crushing tests prove satisfactory, the con-
crete specifications for future road work are quite likely

to be made very broad in respect to the use of pit-run
gravel.

Material Surveys

Materials surveys conducted persistently have dis-

closed a greater supply of gravels usable for concrete
than, generally speaking, it had been assumed were
available. This year the surveys have been conducted
primarily in those counties where it was known that
hard surfacing projects were to be undertaken, but
ultimately they will have covered the state. A chief

of party using the records of the state geological sur-

vey of 1913 and local information spots the possible

deposits in reconnoisance. His assistants then carry
out the investigation. The areas located are divided

into 200-ft. squares; pits are dug at the corners and
the material is tested by sieving for mineralogical

character, silt content, etc. Where investgiation is to

be carried to greater depths than pits can readily be
dug with shovels, or in wet ground, very successful use

has been made of a small orange-peel bucket, working
inside a 10-in. casing which is carried down with the

hole. A small folding derrick is used with this outfit,

but the bucket is operated by hand. A light truck moves
the gang and its outfit from place to place.

From the materials surveys made the indications

are that local supplies of gravel ample for the highway
construction of several years to come will be disclosed.

Generally the counties have purchased these deposits

which it was decided to develop, although a few have

been leased. Purchase prices have run from $160 to

$2,000 an acre but the average price is from $300 to

$500 an acre. Lease prices average between 20c. and

30c. a cubic yard. Some tendency of landowners to

profiteer has been experienced, but the state's power

to condemn gravel deposits for highway work has

discouraged excessive asking prices. Probably 75

county-owned gravel pits are now being operated and

this number will be increased greatly as the hard sur-

facing program develops.

A survey of the concrete paving in progress presents

examples of about all the usual methods, but generally

they are (1) central proportioning and dry batch haul-

ing (a) by industrial railway and (b) by motor trucks,

or (2) central mixing plant and wet batch haulage by

motor trucks. This season, as it was desired to en-

courage contractors to take up paving work, stock

piling on the grade, while it was not encouraged, was

not prohibited. Only two or three contractors chose

this method and it is quite probable that in future

work the specifications may prohibit it. Haulage prac-

tice presents little that is unusual; one contractor is

using two Lee dump bodies instead of one on large

trucks and one has hauled wet batches 5^ mi. for

concrete base for brick pavement. Generally speaking,

the central mixing plant and wet batch haulage method

is gaining favor both with contractors and with high-

way officials.

Progress

Altogether about 150 mi. of paving has been placed

under contract for completion in 1920. Of this mileage

perhaps one-third will be completed. The major rea-

son for the slow progress has been shortage of trans-

portation. It has not been possible to secure deliveries
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either of materiala or of e<iuipment. On tome con-
tracts it has been impos.siblfc to .-itart '

With the purpose of giving contractors .,

practicable to prepare for ofM-ration coritratLn lor iifZi
construction are now being awarded and will continue
to be put Mp for bids. As a rule, bidders have not been
lacking for all the contracts offered. Lack of trans-
portation has not affected grading and this year, m
have many years pa.st, will .see completed a .suh^stan-
tial mileage of earth grade. Only one variation from
former practice calls for attention. In one county the
state, as an experiment to determine costs, undertook,
in 1919 and 1920, force account work with leased equip-
ment The results indicated no material saving from
contract prices.

Prices for highway work, using mileages and quan-
tities as of about September, have averaged for: 357
mi., or 2,998,700 cu.yd. of earth excavation, 57c. a cubic
yard; 57.06 mi., or 339,657 cu.yd. of earth e.xcavation
incidental to paving, $1.22 a cubic yard; 115.81 mi.,
or 1,241,015 sq.yd. of concrete paving, $3,988 a square
yard; 17.24 mi. brick on concrete paving, or 180,950
sq.yd., $5,665 a square yard; 144 mi., or 206,447 cu.yd.
of gravel surfacing, 89.1c. for one-mile haul and 24.75c.
for each additional one-half mile haul.

Beginning July 1, Iowa placed its entire primary
road system of 6,400 mi. under patrol maintenance.
This action, with the experiments previously described

in using pit-run gravel for concrete paving, are the

outstanding developments in 1920 in highway practice.

Sanitary District Proposed To Regulate

Mahoning River

An elaborate storage project for increasing the low-

water flow of the Mahoning River above Warren and
Youngstown, Ohio, is proposed in a report just rendered

to the authorities of Warren by Ale.xander Potter, con-

sulting engineer. The plan is intended to utilize all the

water resources of the valley. At present the low-

water flow is far below that required to meet the needs

of the numerous industrial plants in the valley without

excessive pollution and increa e of temperature tending

to make the water unfit for the city supply of Youngs-

town. The latter city built a storage dam at Milton some
years ago, by which the low-water flow is considerably

increased, but the present project contemplates a large

increase of storage.

Three reservoirs are now proposed, one above the Mil-

ton dam at Berlin, of five billion g;illons > apacity, and

two others of seven billion and fifty billion gallons on

Eagle Creek and Mosquito Creek, below Milton. The two

latter would be connected by a canal with the drainage

area tributary to the Milton dam. Together the reser-

v'oirs woul 1 store the flow of the entire Mahoning water-

shed of about 700 sq mi., and would make it possible to

obtain a summer minimum flow six times as great as tne

present minimum.
The city council of Warren approved the plan and in-

structed the orticials to petition the Common Pleas Court

for the formation of a sanitary district under the Davis

law passed by the State Legislature last year. The dis-

trict would comprise Trumbull and .Mahoning Counties.

After the formation of the district commissioners rep-

resenting the counties would decide on and carrj- out the

construction plans. The project as now proposed is esti-

mated to cost $13,000,000 to $14,000,000.
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Butte—and a Welded-Steel Water Line

BUTTE looks like a country God forgot. From the

time that the big electric locomotives back the Mil-

waukee's yellow cars down the Y into the station until

their twins slide you gently through the pass toward

Anaconda there is no sign of natural beauty except the

snowcaps of the continental divide that rise bowl-like

some three or four thousand feet above the city. They,

at least, have been undisturbed, but everywhere else on

what the Butte people like to call "the richest hill in

the world" are the evidences of what lies underground.

For if God did forget the surface here He provided

magnificently below. No place or man can have every-

thing.

Not so many years ago Butte was only one of the

many passes—perhaps the lowest—through the Rockies.

Then a stray prospector found gold and it became a

mining camp. Today it is nothing more. But the gold

has long since been taken out and soon the silver, which

was found not long after, became unprofitable, but the

later and richer discovery of copper and zinc made it

what it is today. For a time it was even more desolate

than now because of the smelters that ruined vegeta-

tion and dropped a perpetual haze over the town, but

all but one of them have now moved to Anaconda, some

twenty-five miles away, and the air is reasonably clear

and a plot of grass or a flower are no longer expensive

curiosities. The tailings from the old smelters spread

everywhere, however, and the ore dumps and trestles

and head frames hang out over the city—a constant

reminder of the reason for its existence. Butte is utility

personified. Probably it will never be anything else.

Just now the city is in a mild slump. It is probably

the only place of its size where there are "To Let" signs.

Its most boastful citizens do not claim over 75,000 popu-

lation for a city which once housed 50,000 more. Copper

production is on about half-time and copper is Butte's

life. Some day copper is coming back and then if the

"Wobblies"—what we in the East know as the I. W. W.'s

—can be kept down Butte will come back. Meanwhile,

production being low, labor is quiet and the labor ele-

ment was decisively beaten at the polls this year.

There are no civil engineers to speak of at Butte.

Outside of the water company and the Montana Power
Company there is no civil engineering to be done. What
civil engineers there are are masquerading as mining

or metallurgical men and from the looks of the main

footbridge leading to the big smelter at Anaconda—

a

nice wood truss with no sign oi post or diagonal, a per-

fect tribute to the eflSciency of the arch—there are few
of the metallurgical men with structural training.

A trip through one of the deep mines, though, leaves

a civil engineer with a great admiration for his mining
brethren. The problems of tunneling and shaft sink-

ing the construction man meets are trivial compared to

those encountered in dropping a hole 2,500 ft. into solid

granite and feeding up through that hole the precious

content of narrow veins that slope and twist through
all the intervening space over an area of many acres.

One good engineering job is under way. This is the

construction of a 30-mile pipe line from the Big Hole
River over the divide into Butte. One such line deliver-

ing 8,000,000 gal. a day has been built for a number of

years, but the tremendous demand of the mining com-
panies requires a duplicate, making 16,000,000 gal. per

day, which would be a very high per capita for the popu-

lation except for the mining use. The old line is of

wood-stave and iron pipe and is standing up very well

after over 20 years' use. The new line, which is being

built under the direction of Eugene Carroll, who has

been with this company for nearly 30 years and is now
vice-president, as well as chief engineer, will be of wood-
stave where the head is under 300 ft. and of welded-

steel pipe in the other sections, where the head runs up
to 860 ft.

This welded pipe is a new idea of Mr. Carroll's, for it

will have no expansion points except at the occasional

valve where a sleeve with lead joints is used. About
10 miles of this line is in the steel pipe, half of it 24-in.

and half 26-in. Of the 20 miles of wood-stave about

13 miles is 24-in. and 7 miles 26-in.

The steel pipe comes in 19-ft. lengths and is welded

alongside of the 4-ft. deep trench—which goes up and
down hill with transit-like directness—into a length

of seven sections. Gas-flame welding is used and the

pipe turned over on blocking so that the welder is always

working on top. When the 133-ft. length is complete

the whole section is rolled over on a runway to beams
straddling the trench and this near end welded to a

similar length already in place. Meanwhile back up the

line rope slings have been thrown under the pipe at

intervals and the whole snake-like structure is eased

down into its bed in the trench at such a progressive

rate as always to keep the line on an easy slope from
the completed pipe in the trench bottom to the newly

placed section on the straddling timbers. Thus the

strain on the joints due to bending is kept at a mini-

mum.
Work on the GO-mile line is practically completed and

the dirt fill placed over all but a short stretch inside

the city. It is Mr. Carroll's idea that the temperature
in the pipe will be kept nearly uniform—certainly with

no more than 50-deg. variation—by the equable tem-

perature of the water and the 4-ft. topping of earth,

and that the expansion stresses will be negligible. It is

original engineering in a country where the civil engi-

neer is in the decided minority.

One comes away from Butte with an intense admira-

tion for the men who are doing things there. It is

such a bare, hopeless sort of country. But the enthusi-

asm for the job is much smaller in many a more prepos-

sessing place. The engineering spirit, which delights in

surmounting natural odds, is strong there and it pre-

vails.

Butte, Nov. 8.

Decrease in Detroit Labor Employed

According to a labor barometer maintained by the

Detroit Employers' Association, a net decrease of 4,440

men was noted for the week ending Oct. 26. The aggre-

gate working force of the seventy-nine firms reported

upon was, at that time, 151,141 men. Thirty-five shops

were working short hours, employing 32,915 men aver-

aging 39.44 hours per week per man.
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Single Track Cut-Off for Double
Tracking Main Line

Old and New Lines Equally Favorable for Traffic

in Opposite Directions—-Heavy Rock
Work in Hilly Country ...

IN DOUBLE-TRACKING its main line between
Sleeper and Lebanon, Mo., the St. Louis-San Francisco

Ry., is building a single track cut-off about eight miles

in length for eastbound traffic, as the present single-

track line is favorable to the lighter westbound traffic.

The maximum distance between the old and new lines

is about 5,000 ft., as shown in the accompanying plan

and profile. This single track diversion may be com-
pared with the double-track diversion of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry. at Zionville, Ind.,

where a five-mile double-track cut-off has been built to

eliminate an unfavorable section of the old single track

line, as described in Engineering Neios-Record of Sept.

23, 1920, p. 606.

Lighter curves and less total curvature, with a slight

saving in distance and also a saving in rise and fall

are accomplished by the new location. A comparison of

grade of 1.41 per cent to 0.8 per cent in both directions.

Higher elevation for the new line in obtained by a

location through the higher rough country, • '\*

following down the valley of a creek for a '.f

four miles north of Lebanon and then climbing up on
the ridge at Sleeper by a grade of 1.46 per cent. The
general t-^pography of the country is hilly, with about
50 per cent under cultivation and the remainder wooded.
A limestone fornlation underlie.s a cover of 4 to 10 ft.

of loose rock and earth.

Grading for the new line will average 30,000 cu.yd.

per mile, in alternating cuts and filLs, the heavier cut*

being about 35 ft. deep and the largest fills 25 ft. high.

Two steam shovels at opposite ends of the line are at

work in the heavier cuts, and the lighter cuts are being

handled by teams and scrapers. Steam-shovel fills are

made by dumping from pole trestles built of local timber,

about 9,000 lin.ft. of this trestle work being required-

Material is handled in 4-yd. dump cars on narrow gage

track, trains of 12 to 15 cars being handled by 18^-ton

locomotives. All openings are of permanent construc-

tion, including eight concrete arch culverts of 8 to 20

ft. span and 19 culverts of reinforced concrete pipe from
18 to 36 in. in diameter.

ncK Oraoie-0,82% -^y.;___^— ^^^.^^^ ,At>°" O' 3000' 6000"

nax Orade'l 07% a?ox Grade ^0.T4% Horizon+al Scale

PROFILE
of .Profile

CUT-OFF FIVE THOUSAND FEET LONG BEING CONSTRUCTED IX CONNECTION WI .H IKDUBLE-TRACKINO
ON ST. LOUIS-SAN FRANCISCO RAILWAY

the two lines is shown in the accompanying table.

Grades are compensated at the rate of 0.04 per cent

per degree of curve. All curves have transition spirals

laid out on the Talbot system.

COMPARISON OF OLD AND NEW LINES
Old Line New Line Saving

Distance, miles 7.53 7.08 0.45
Maximum curve . 6 deg-. 4 deg. 2 dcg.
Total curvature 496° 59' 316° 40' 180° 19'

Maximum opposing grade . 1.46% 0.8% ....
Rise and fall, feet 134 62 72

This improvement is part of a general program of

double-tracking the main line from St. Louis to Monett,

Mo., 283 miles. It has been put under construction in

advance of other work partly on account of the grade

limitation noted above, but mainly for the reason that

present operation requires the passing of many trains at

or between the stations of Sleeper and Lebanon. For

this reason, a 7-mile stretch of double-tracking has also

been undertaken between Eureka and Pacific^ Mo. In

the first part of the new work from Sleeper there is a

short double-track diversion which will replace a 6-deg.

curve with a 4-deg. curve and will reduce the present

The work will cost about $460,000 and is to be com-

pleted in the spring of 1921. The contract has been let

to Scott & White, St. Louis, Mo. The construction is

in charge of R. Owen, resident engineer, under the

direction of F. G. Jonah, chief engineer, St. Louis-San

Francisco Ry.

Temperature Effects on White Metals

In experiments on various white metals for bearings,

made al the Bureau of Standards recently, it was found

that tin-base alloys maintain their strength properties

better at elevated temperatures than do those con-

taining lead. However, the yield point or ultimate

strength of a high grade babbit at either 25' or 75''

C. is not affected by lead admi.xtures up to 3 per cent.

Prolonged heating lowers the strength of lead-base

alloys much more seriously than it does that of tin-

base alloys. The yield point of a tin-base alloy was

not affected by heating for six weeks at about 100' C,

but the yield point of a lead-base alloy was lowered by

only two weeks' heating at the same temperature.
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The Hydraulic Jump and Critical Depth in the Design

of Hydraulic Structures

How Established Principles May Be Applied to the Design of Canals and Other Works—A Study

Based on the Laws of Conservation of Energy and of Linear Momentum

By Julian Hinds
Engineer, U. S. Reclamation Service, Denver, Col.

^HE hydraulic jump and the critical depth have ^ z SSSoTSic un.t of water.

X recently come to be recognized as factors of con- x = Ratio of t to rf for a triangular channel,

siderable importance in the design of open channels As a fundamental basis for discussion it will be
and related hydraulic structures. An excellent tech- necessary to accept the law of the conservation of

nical discussion of this subject will be found in the energy and the law of the conservation of linear

Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engi- momentum. The former law will appear as Bernoulli's

neers, Vol. LXXX, p. 338, in a paper on "The Hydraulic theorem, i.e., the elevation of the water surface at

Jump in Open Channel Flow," by Karl R. Kennison, any point in a channel plus the velocity head at that

with discussions by a number of prominent engineers, point is equal to the same functions at any other point,

Also, Messrs. Ward, Riegel and Beebe in "Technical plus (or minus) intervening losses. Using the notation

Reports, Part III," issued by the Miami Conservancy already given and as shown in Fig. 1 and taking the

District, in 1917, present bottom of the canal at B as datum, 'this relation may
an interesting discussion ^ [^^^^/^e^5^_^_ 1 ^ be expressed thus:
of the problem, and sub- ntj ^„.. . y "]hf=LSf iijir, jii, ii ,-i\

mit valuable experimental | ^ —r——

J

</ i

«
i i i

, \
/

data on the action of the p„—
j*^" '"'^^ ^<^^^ce ^

"^ There is no exception to this rule and it is independent

jump below reservoir out- h^fer^^T??^^^^!:^,^^,;^^ °^ *^^ ^^"^ ^^ ^^°P^ °^ channel, or of channel changes

let works. E. W. Lane, ' ^ -

/^tt???^^^
occurring between the two points,

in Proceedinas of the The second law requires that the momentum of a
o, • , ^ ^- •, FIG. 1. STEADY FLOW WITH

, j? .• , -j j ii 4-- i 4. u
American Society of Civil changing velocity, uni- system of particles, considered collectively, cannot be

Engineers, D e c e m b er, form channel altered by the particles impinging upon each other, but

1919, discusses the occur- can only be changed by the influence of an external

ence of the hydraulic jump in connection with exper- force. The change produced in momentum depends

Omental work on flow through contractions. upon the magnitude of the external force and its dura-

It is not the intention of this paper to add to the tion. Stated simply, the law requires that force must

fundamental theories already advanced, but an attempt equal rate of change of momentum or that force is

(Vill be made to show how the established principles equal to mass times acceleration. If the acceleration

may be applied to the design of canals and canal struc- between two stations as A and B, Fig. 1, be uniform,

tures. the relation may be written

It is assumed throughout this discussion that the ^y _ ^y
kinetic head is truly represented by the velocity head F = -,

- (2)

as computed from the mean velocity.
, ^ , „ ^^tt j n^rr .lt. i.

Practically all formulas previouslv proposed for the
^^ere F equals force My„ and MV, are the momentum

solution of hvdraulic jump problems are limited to ^\\^I^^. ^ ^.^P/'^i?^^, ^""V T . ' ^""^-^

. , ,. iTrL,-i u 1 „.-4. 4.- ,• ^1,-fl^c which F IS applied. If F is the force acting on a unit
rectangular sections. While such a limitation simplifies '

. r^ ^ ^ ^ -.jr j.x. .c 4.- /o\
,, i. ,.• -2. „, i-fl^ +1,^ f.^^Ar, volume of water, of weight W, then from equation (2)
the computations it m no way simplifies the funda- .

a
>

mental conceptions, and an attempt will be made to p^ —.W^ ^y _y )
'

(3)
keep the discussion general. gt

The notation used herein is as follows: The total force acting on Q units per second for time

A = Area of water prism = /(cO. * ^
b = Width of rectangular channel. OW
d = Depth of water in any channel. p —- F'Qf, = ^^ (Vjy Va) (4)
dl, di, dfl, etc, = Depth of water at Stations 1 , 2, A, etc. g
dg = Critical depth. . .

F = Force producing change in momentum. Fig. 2 shows graphically the relation existiug betwccn

;'\§:/=Fitrden7at-:eoTrwithrespecttod. the energy of flow (depth plus velocity head), the

g = Acceleration of gravity. momontum and the depth for a given discharge in a

\= FrinfenM^^g7adiit = friction (or other) loss. given channel. This diagram is not affected by the

hg = Fall in bottom of channel. slope Or roughncss of the Channel, and is independent

A^i,^v'"6°etc^=^^eio"ty heads at stations I, A, B, etc. of the method of producing or maintaining flow. The
hvg= Velocity head for critical velocity diagram is constructod to scale for 150 sec.-ft. flowing

L = Distance between consecutive stations.
vii^.^^.

M = Mass. in the irregular channel shown in Fig. 3. The lower
P = Hydrostatic pressure on vertical plane across the water prism, the unit , „.,„„„„ :„ ^u^-r.,•>,/^/^ V>,t T^loffinrr Tralno<i nf

force being the weight of a cubic unit of water. Of the tWO CUrveS IS Obtained by platting values 01

Pi. Pj.^a. etc. = Values of Pat stations 1,2, A, etc. ^ _L /^-y over Corresponding values of d, and may be
Q = Discharge in cubic units per second. '

• •. j. j.v.« r^^^^rrv
Sf = Slope of energy gradient. Called the energy curve, since it represents the energy

^ : S^dTof^rindltwatersurface. of Aow Corresponding to various depths, the bottom of

t = Time interval. the canal being taken as datum. Values of V and fiv

v».f,.Cy;,'2c.= veiocitiesatstauons i,2.A,B,etc. may be found for any depth by computing or planimeter-
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I'ng the area. It will be observed that there is one

point, C, on the curve for which the value of d -\- hv

is a minimum. The depth, dc, corresponding to this

point is called the critical depth. If flow is taking place

at any depth, d,,, other than dc, there will be a corre-

sponding depth, d,j, having the same value of d -\- hv.

The depths d„ and d,j will be called alternative energy-

depths or alternative energy stages.

Let Fig. 4 represent the profile of a portion of a

channel of uniform cross-section having functions as

represented in Fig. 2. Then from the energy curve,

Fig. 2, it appears that the depth at S may be either do

or dy and that it may be made to change from one

of these depths to the other at will, provided some

means for making the change without depressing the

energy line through the point C be supplied.

Such a change in depth with no loss of energy, how-

ever, involves a change in momentum and can only be

FIG. 2.

2 3 4
Depth in Feet

RELATION BETWEEN ENERGY OF FLOW.
MOMENTUM AND DISCHARGE

effected by the intervention of some external force.

The required force may be supplied by gravity, friction,

unbalanced pressures or by a combination of these

factors.

In Fig. 1, let Pa be the hydrostatic pressure on the

plane of the cross-section at A, Pi being the corre-

sponding pressure at B, and let F" equal friction, or

any other external force applied between A and B.

From (4), taking W =1
Q

(V, Va) = Pa — P» (5)

If the change in depth occur without the intervention

of the force F", then equation (5) placing F" = o and

transposing gives the relation

9v, -\- P, =^Vt + Pi> (6)

which mu.st hold if a change in depth occurs under the

influence of the external forces P„ and P(, only.

QThe momentum curve in Fig. 2 gives values V -r P
J

for various values of d. The abscissae are the same as

used for the energy curve and values V -\- P are

shown on the right. For a given depth there is always

Q
one other depth having an equal value of V -\- P,

this point falling in all cases beyond the critical depth.

Therefore, for any depth of flow there is always another

depth which we will call the alternative momentum
stage, to which the flow may change without the inter-

vention of an external force. Such a change, however,
requires a change in the energy of flow.

Since for a given change in depth the change in

d -\- hv is not proportional to the change in K -}- P

it follows that a change in depth cannot occur without

the introduction oC some factor to preserve a balance.

A change between alternative energy stages without

loss may be effected by the application of an external

force only, and a change between alternative momentum
stages may be accomplished by a change in energ>' only.

All other changes in depth, involving a change in

velocity, require both an external force and a change
in energy.

There are numerous causes which may produce a

change in stage in a canal, but if the channel is

straight, of uniform cross-section and roughness, and
free from obstructions, changes in stage are generally

caused by changes in grade. An analysis of a simple

case will be made to show where changes may be

expected. Let Fig. 5 be the profile of a canal of uni-

form cross-section. Let the slopes to the left of K
and to the right of N be sufficient to maintain flow at

normal depths, rf, and d,, respectively, both greater

than the critical depth, the slope between K and .V

being sufficient to maintain a normal depth, dm, less

than the critical. Let / be a s;.fficient distance upstream

from K not to be affected by the "drawdown." and let

M be sufficiently far below A' for uniform flow to be

established. Flow at / will be at high stage while at M
it will be at low stage. Somewhere between it must

pass through the critical depth.

Before proceeding to locate the point of passage it

will be well to investigate the properties o' the "energy

gradient" shown on the profile. This gradient is

determined by plotting the velocity head above the

water surface at all points. At a given point the total

energy, i.e., the sum of the static and kinetic tiiergies.

IS represented by the elevation of this line. It follows

.'rom Bernoulli's theorem that the fall in this gradient

between any two points represents the sum of all losses

occurring between the two points. The slope of this

line at any point represents the slope required to over-

come friction and other losses at that point The

energy gradient can never rise in absolute elevation

in the direction of flow, since there can be no increase

in energy. The distance from any point on the energ>

gradient vertically downward to the bottom of the canal

is d -f hv. It will be clear from Fig. 2 that there

will in all cases be two water depths corresponding to
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FIG. 3. SHOWING SUBDIVISIONS FOR COMPUTING AREAS
AND PRESSURES. FIG. 4. ALTERNATE STAGES

any possible energy gradient. It is also evident that
the energy gradient cannot be brought to within less

than a certain minimum distance from the bottom of
the canal, the two corresponding depths becoming equal
at that point. The gradient will generally be a con-
tinuous line and can make an abrupt change in height
or slope only where a sudden loss occurs. An example
of sudden loss, caused by an abrupt change in stage,

is shown at 0, Fig. 5. So-called sudden changes in

open channels are actually more or less extended, but
for simplicity they are assumed in all computations to

be instantaneous.

Returning to Fig. 5, the water surface must pass
through the critical depth between / and K, at K or
between K and M. Assume the passages to occur at

some point J above K. The energy gradient must under
this assumption drop down at / to a minimum height
above the bottom of the channel. Therefore, the fric-

tion slope from / to X cannot be steeper than the
slope of the base of the canal, and, since the slope of
the canal is only sufficient to maintain flow at the
normal depth, du which is greater than the critical

depth, the energy available is not sufficient to overcome
friction losses from J to K and maintain flow at or
below the critical depth. Hence the critical depth
cannot exist at any point above K. If the passage
occurs at some point, L, below K the water surface
from K la L must be at or above the critical, the
velocity will be less than normal, and therefore the
friction slope will be flatter than the canal slope; that
is, the value of d -|- /iv at L will be greater than at
K, whereas if the critical depth occurred at L it should
be less. Therefore, the passage cannot occur below K.
If the point of passage is Q.i K, d -\- hv will increase
from K to M and the fall in the gradient will be less

than the fall in the canal grade. This is logical since
the velocity is less than the normal velocity. The fall

in the energy gradient from I to K will be greater
than the fall in the canal grade, to balance the increase
in friction due to velocities in excess of the normal
velocities. The point of critical flow will, therefore,

come at K.
No reference has been made to values of the slope

from K to N except to state that it is sufficient to

maintain flow at a depth less than the critical. As long
as this slope is sufficient to support flow at a normal
depth equal to or less than the critical depth, it may
be varied at will without affecting flow conditions
above K. For this reason K is called a control.

Flow to the right of M will be uniform at the depth
dm until the flatter slope at N is encountered. For
simplicity the loss through shock due to the vertical

angle at N is neglected. In actual construction this

angle, if sharp, would be relieved by a vertical curve
to reduce the shock. Flow to the right of N cannot
continue at the depth dm, since the slope of the canal

is insufficient to overcome friction at that depth. The
excess of the frictional resistance over the force due
to the slope of the bottom of the channel produces
a retarding force tending to reduce the velocity and
momentum of flow and causing the depth to gradually
increase, the velocity head and the depth plus velocity

head being decreased to supply the energy necessary to

overcome friction.

If this gradual rise in vrater surface be assumed to

continue, along the dotted line YZ in the figure, until

the normal depth is reached at Z, there will be some
point, as at S, where the depth is equal to th6 critical

depth. Since d -\- hv is a. minimum at S and is not a
minimum at Z it follows that the available friction

slope from S to Z must be less than the canal slope.

But the velocity from 5 to Z is greater than the normal
velocity, hence the required friction slope is greater

/Atormer/ frjemy
1 \y'6naolienT

Acfua/fnengy Orvrc^tieirf

'5
Loss c/ue fo Jump

Shock o/ue io
Verf/ca//Jng/e neg/e(;^d N R S

FIG. 5. CHANGES OF STAGE IN UNIFORM CHANNEL

than the canal slope, and the depth cannot change from

dc at S to ds 2X Z. It is necessary that the water
depth change, between A^ and Z, from dm, to d^, but it

must not at any point have the intermediate depth do

nor in fact any depth for which d -\- hv '\s less than

at Z. The change occurs suddenly through what is

known as the hydraulic jump, from some low-stage

depth to the depth d». The depth ds and the low-stage

depth at R, where the energy gradient for the A/ater

surface YZ intersects the normal energy gradient, are

alternate energy depths, similar to dg and do in Fig. 2,

and if the jump involved no loss of energy it would

occur at that point. Referring to Fig. 2 it will be

seen that in order for the change to occur at R there

Q
must be an increase in P -\- -Y , similar to the change

from D to T. Such a change in momentum requires

the application of an external force. The only external

forces available aside from Pe and Pt are the forces of

gravity acting through the canal slope and resistance

due to friction. These tend to neutralize each other

and are negligible in amount. Therefore, F" in equation

(5) may be assumed to be zero, equation (6) must
hold, and the jump cannot occur at R, but must take

Q
place at some earlier stage where P + -F is equal

to the final value of that function. This requirement

apparently conflicts with Bernoulli's theorem, but there

is automatically introduced a disturbance which pro-

duces an internal loss of proper magnitude to preserve

the equilibrium of equation (1). The low-stage depth

at the jump will be do, corresponding to the point D
on the momentum curve in Fig. 2. The loss of energy

in the jump is equal to {dg + hvg^ — (dg -|- hva).

This loss is unavoidable for a change in stage in a

channel of constant cross-section and falling grade.

i
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By properly adjusting the shape or vertical alignment
of the channel additional external forces may be intro-
duced, and the jump, vi'ith the attendant loss of head,
may be reduced or eliminated, as will be pointed out
later.

The two curves in Fig. 2 approach each other
indefinitely to the left of C, while to the right of C
they diverge rapidly. A little study of these curves
will show that for small heights of jump the loss

approaches zero, but that the loss of head increases
rapidly as the height of jump increases. For example,
in Fig. 2, if the jump occurs from d ~ 2.5 to d =
3.38 the loss in depth will be from d = 3.47 to d=: 3.38
or 0.09 ft. The corresponding energy loss is about
0.05 ft. If the jump occurs from d = 2 ft. to d =
4 ft., the loss in depth will be from 5 ft. to 4 ft. or
1 ft., the energy loss being 5.17 — 4.33 = 0.84 ft.

If the jump occurs from d =-- 1.75 ft. to d = 4.55 ft.

the loss in depth will be 6.30 — 4.55 = 1.75 ft. and
the energy loss will be 6.40 — 4.80 = 1.60. Taking
the discharge as 150 sec.-ft. this last loss requires

the continuous destruction of energy equivalent to

about 27 horsepower.

After the depth, do, from which the jump will take
place has been determined the location of the jump may
be obtained by finding the point at which flow will

be retarded to that depth. This point may be conven-

iently found from the following equation, derived from
Fig. 1:

Lsg -{- da -\- hva = db -{- hvb 4- Lsf (7)

By assuming values for da and dn all functions at A
and B can be computed, including the friction slopes.

If the canal slope, Sy, be known and if the friction

slope from A to B, be assumed equal to the average of

the slopes at these points, all factors in equation (7),

except L, become known and L is readily found.

Equation (7) is applicable to any variable flow. The
only approximation involved is in the assumption that

the average slope is equal to the average of slopes at

the computed points. By assuming depths sufliiciently

close together the error from this source can be reduced

as far as desired. However, ordinary friction formu-

lae are not known to apply accurately to variable flow

and extreme refinement in computation is not justified.

The friction slope may be determined by Kutter's for-

mula, or by any other friction formula. This equation

should not be applied through a control section or a hy-

draulic jump, but may be used to find the water surface

at J, L or N, Fig. 5, or above a check or dam.

The changes in canal slope at points K and N, Fig.

5, are purposely assumed to be great, so that the

changes in stage will be marked, but when the normal

depth is near the critical, troublesome fluctuations are

often produced by very slight unintentional irreg-

ularities in the channel. The fluctuations in such cases

appear to be out of all proportion to the offending

irregularities. This is due to the fact that in the

vicinity of C, Fig. 2, the momentum and energy curves

are approximately horizontal so that if the amount of

energy (d -f hv) required at a given point is changed

slightly, a comparatively great change in depth must

occur to preserve a balance. The possibility of trouble

from this source is discussed by J. S. Longwell in an

article on "Flow Conditions, Congo Low Line Flume.

North Platte Project," published in the Reclamation

Record, August, 1917, and reprinted in Engineering

A«r^/ y^:S ^Notmol eft0ftff g infill I

CANAL now^ ^^ANSlTtON /^frmo/i^i^
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(b) Inlet altered to Control cfr A
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FIG. 6. VARI.vnLE CROSS-SECTICNS CAN.\I- TO PIJmE
FOR TRA.V.SITION FROM HIGH TO IjOW STAGE

News-Record, Jan. 3, 1918, p. 38. If in the design of
a channel it is found that the depth is at or near
the critical the shape or slope of the channel should.

if practicable, be changed to secure greater stability.

Usually the critical velocity can be changed by widening
or narrowing the channel, or the normal velocity by
altering the slope. If such changes are not practicable.

liberal freeboard should be allowed, and extreme care

should be used in construction to secure uniformity in

grade and cross-section.

Changes in stage which occur at transitions between
canals and flumes, tunnels or other high-velocity con-

duits, where the cross-section of the channel is variable.

involve only the principles already discussed, but addi-

tional factors are introduced which affect the math-
ematical treatment. It will be convenient to consider

these transitions under six headings, as determined by
the stages between which changes occur, as follows:

(a) Changing from high s age to low stage, increas-

ing velocity.

(b) Changing from one low stage to another,

increasing velocity.

(c) Changing from one high stage to another.

increasing velocity.

(d) Changing from low stage to high stage, reduc-

ing velocity.

(,e) Changing from one low stage to another.

reducing velocitj'.

(f) Changing from one high stage to another.

reducing velocity.

Case (a) is similar to the exan' 'in the

discussion of Fig. 5, and by argun: used it

can be shown that the control section cannot be abo\*e

A or below B, in Fig. 6, AB being a V2iriat>le transi-

tion between a canal and a flume. To locate the point

of control plot a minimum energy line, as shown in

(a) and (h). Fig. 6. This line is obtained by plotting

the minimum values of d -\- hv alwve the canal bi>ttom.

and it represents the minimum possible elevation of

the energy gradient at any point. The actual energj'

gradient cannot fall below this line and if the two

gradients intersect it must be at the highest point on
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the minimum line. Hence, in Fig. 6 (a), although

there is apparently sufficient drop from the normal

water surface in the canal to that in the flume, the

flume will overflow because of the incorrect location

of the control. The drop which should produce velocity

head is used up in friction through the lowering of

the water surface in the canal. By humping the bottom,

as in (b), to bring the minimum energy line at the

upper end of the transition into coincidence with the

normal energy gradient, the trouble is avoided. Racing

in the canal is prevented by the throttling effect of

the control at A. The same effect can be secured, if

desired, by narrowing the section at A, rather than by
raising the grade. The inlet structure may be made
to act as an automatic check by shaping it so that

the head required to pass any quantity of water at the

critical depth is equal to the normal head in the canal

above for that quantity. It is theoretically possible

to construct such a control check so that it will exactly

control all quantities of flow in a given channel, but

it is sufficient, for all practical purposes, to design the

structure to fit exactly for two discharges, usually full

discharge and one-fourth discharge, as in the case of

a notched drop.

In changing from one low stage to another, having

a greater velocity (case b) it is possible, by contracting

the channel or by raising the bottom, or both, to force

the water surface up to the critical depth and under

extreme conditions a jump may be produced within the

transition or in the canal above. Such a contingency is,

however, remote and ordinarily this type of transition

will not be effected by the critical depth or the hydraulic

jump.

The transition from one high stage to another, having

a higher velocity (case c) is often accompanied by
disturbances attributable to an incorrect control. Fig.

yrCompufed\ Energy_ Graolieni-

'Acfual__Ener^Y^_6rao/ieni-

^a,,,^^^^^^^^^^'^''''''''^

'//y/jy//yy////

'/^/n . Energy Line

^ompufeh/ Wafer Surface

FIG. FAULTY INTAKE—ONE HIGH STAGE TO ANOTHER

7 represents to an exaggerated scale a faulty design

recently prepared by the writer for a transition from a

segmental open channel to a circular tunnel. The
hydraulics for this transition were computed at 2-ft.

intervals and no discrepancies were found. However,
liberal allowance was made for transitions and friction

losses, and a "safe" coefficient of roughness was used

to determine the depth in the tunnel. After construc-

tion it was found that transition losses were negligible

and that the normal depth in the tunnel immediately
belov/ the entrance was considerably less than the

assumed normal depth. As a result the energy gradient

FIG. 8. JUMP, W^TH VARYING CHANNEL, SECTION AND
BOTTOM SLOPE

for the tunnel dropped below the summit of the min-

imum energy line, and the flow passed to low stage at

E, causing a jump to occur just below the end of the

transition. The transition should have been propor-

tioned to keep the summit of the minimum energy line

below the lowest possible position of the energy

gradient at F. The jump was particularly objectionable

at this location, and was eliminated by bolting cross

timbers to the bottom of the channel, thus increasing

the friction and bringing the energy gradient up to its

computed position.

Transition from low stage to high stage, (case d)

may be accomplished either with or without the

hydraulic jump. Unless the section of the channel is

properly varied or the bottom "humped" the jump is

inevitable. Fig. 8 represents a transition in which the

variation in channel section is not sufficient to avoid

the jump. The energy gradient for low stage is com-
puted from A toward E, using equation (1), the

gradient for high stage being computed backwards,

from E toward A, in the same way. After these

gradients and their corresponding depths are found

Q
values oi -V -\- P for the two stages are computed,

and plotted to any convenient scale and datum. The
jump must occur where this function is equal for the

two depths, or at B, the intersection of the plotted

lines. By varying the cross-section or the elevations

of the flume, transition or canal, the location of the

intersection, B, may be varied at will. If this point

falls to the left of A the jump will occur in the flume

and may cause it to overflow. If it falls to the right of

E the jump will occur in the canal section where the

resulting disturbances may be objectionable.

If the transition in Fig. 8 be so altered that the

minimum energy line at D becomes tangent to the two

energy gradients at their point of intersection, the two

gradients automatically changing to become tangent to
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FIG. 9. TRANSITION WITHOUT JUMP

each other at that point, the transition may be accom-
plished without the jump. Such a transition is illus-

trated in Fig. 9. The ^F + P lines intersect and

become tangent at the point G. The excess of the

pressure in an upstream direction over that in a down-
stream direction on the hump in the bottom or on con-

tractions in the sides of the channel supplies the force

F" required in equation (5).

In changing from one low stage to another with a

lower velocity (case e) the hydraulic jump and the

control section are not often encountered. A contrac-

tion in the sides of the channel or a hump or obstruc-

tion in the bottom may cause the water surface to rise

temporarily above the critical depth, but such contrac-

tion or obstruction is not likely to exist in an artificial

channel, except by deliberate design. The low secondar>^

dam sometimes placed below an overflow dam to break

up the high velocity constitutes such an obstruction, but

the normal depth below the secondary dam is usually

above the critical so that the conditions of (case rf)

obtain.

The most usual form of canal transition for reduc-

ing velocity is from one high stage to another and

such structures are often subject to unexpected irreg-

ularities. It is usual in designing transitions of this

type to provide for only a partial recovery of head,

to allow a factor of safety to take care of imperfections

in the structure and of fouling in the canal below.

This results in an excess of energy. If the minimum
energy line is at all points well below the energy

gradient the water surface in the high-velocity channel

will be lowered and the excess head will be consumed

in increased friction, but if the minimum energy line

is high a control is likely to be formed, resulting in

low-stage flow for a short distance, followed by a jump

back to normal. An actual instance of such an cuftet

is shown in Fig. 10, where a very gradual change from

a 6.1-ft. diameter tunnel to a 8.3-ft. segmental lined

section is effected in a length of 100 ft. If the critical

depth in the tunnel and in the transition had been lower

the water surface would have been further drawn down

at 3 to make the energy gradient from above coincide

with that from below, but the high po«ition of th«
minimum-enerjry line at J limit* the draw down. A> a
result the flow pa.H.Hes t' ? J, returning to
high .stage through the h :. at A'. The loca-
tion and height of the jump may be determined m in
case (d) Fig. 10 is plotted from actual ohAervationj>.
If the required water ."lurface elevation at L were tc

be increa.se! to bring the energy gradient at that p'>;r:*

above the elevation of the minimum-energ>' line at J.

the control at J and the jump at A' would be avoided.
It will be noticed that the velocities increase from
.7 toward K, reaching a maximum somewhere near K,
the eff'ective length of tran.sition being reduced to KL.
Under proper conditions the point K may fall to the
right of L, and in any event the turbulence below L
will be greater than if the transition were effected

without the jump. If turbulence is objectionable the
outlet should be proportioned to avoid the formation of
a control.

The critical depth may be found by constructing
either the energy or momentum curve, and finding its

lowest point, as in Fig. 2, but it can be more readily

determined by means of the equation

(8)T -
g

where A and 7 are respectively the area and top width
of the water sections for the critical depth. Using

FIG. 10. TR.VXSITION FRO.M ONE HIGH ST.\GE TO
ANOTHER: JUMP CAUSED BY EXCESS HE.\D

the notation already established, and letting H =
d 4- hv, and A ^ area of section -= some function

/(rf) of the depth, equation (8) is derived as follows:

// = d -f /.r == d + y
= d -f ], X ^

dll t~ d Q-
differentiating. ^^ = 1 ^^^, X -,

where f\d) — A' and /'(d) = the first derivative

of A with respect to d, r= T, the width at the water

surface. // is a minimum when

(/// . . A' <?» .
,

, , IS zero, or when ;^- = - as given aocve.
da t g

By substituting AV for Q this equation may be writ-

ten

- d + ^. X ^:

'2T
(9)
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In a rectangular section of width, b, A is equal to bd,

T is equal to b, and (8) may be reduced to

^ = b'd'oUor rectangular sections)
9

(10)

from which rf<- is readily determined. Equation (9)

reduces to the well-known form

hvc = orff (for rectangular sections) (11)

In a triangular section, where the ratio of T to d

is X, equation (8) reduces to

Q= _ d\X"-

g 8

and (11) becomes

1

(for triangular section) (12)

hvc jdr (for triangular section) (13)

Similar formulae may be deduced for any channel

having a known mathematical relation betwen A, t and

5
d, but generally the resulting equations are of the

^

deg., and are complicated, and it is preferable to use

equations (8) and (9) without further reduction. If

dc is known and Q required these equations may be

solved directly, but if dc is the unknown the solution

can best be made by trial.

Valuable assistance in the preparation of this paper
has been rendered by D. C. McConaughy and W. H.
Nalder and other engineers in the Denver Office of the

Reclamation Service.

To Discuss Labor Conditions and Hours of Work
in Steel Industry

In order to learn the results of the three-shift system
in steel plants Horace B. Drury, formerly of the eco-

nomics department of Ohio State University and re-

cently with the Industrial Relations Division of the

Shipping Board, has been spending some months in

visiting steel plants in the United States, collecting

technical data covering the details of the operation of

the system.

Mr. Drury has put the results of his observations into

a paper which will be presented at a joint meeting held

under the auspices of the Taylor Society in New York,

Dec. 3 at 8 p.m., in the Engineering Societies' Building.

The other organizations participating in the meeting
will be the metropolitan and management sections of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and the

New York section of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers.

The purpose of presenting the paper is to assist the

steel industry in America to prepare for the three-shift

system which, judged by the general tendency toward
the shortening of hours of labor and the fact that in

other countries steel production has been put upon the

three-shift basis will probably come here. It is there-

fore the part of wisdom for managements to prepare
for it.

At the same meeting William B. Dickson, vice-presi-

dent of the Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co., will discuss

the subject from the point of view of the manufacturer,
and the general discussion will be led by Robert B. Wolf,

consulting engineer. New York.

Landslip Material Successfully Chuted Into

Railroad Cars

REMOVAL of a hillside slide by passing the material

. down a steep chute into cars has been carried out

successfully on the Pennsylvania System near the

Birmingham station at Pittsburgh. At this point the

rocky face of the hill rises abruptly from the track

level for 150 ft. and then continues on a steep slope

for about 200 ft. to the top. During the thaw early

this year, springs in the hillside caused a slip near

the top, the material blocking two of the four tracks.

Two steam shovels mounted on flat cars were sent

to the work, laborers secured by ropes tied to trees

being stationed at the top to shovel down the loose

earth. After a few days a fire hose was led over from

the top and an attempt was made to wash the dirt down.

5"x6"Supported on
Flanks of Beams

K. 10" H

Lower Pcxrt of Chute
(180 ft. long)

Oufsiote
^-Rail of

, Incline

=3 07-
yx.6"Fastened to Tie'

,^^ \(l2-ff. Oage)

Upper Part of Chute 1
(216 ft. long)

'^
INCLINED CHUTE USED IN CLEARING LANDSLIDE

This proved unsatisfactory, but the steam shovels had
cleared the tracks and drying weather had set in, so

that there was no immediate danger of further sliding.

The engineers in charge of the work finally decided

upon a system of removing the loose material by hand
and passing it down an inclined chute, a 4-in. jet of

water being used simply as a lubricant. This method
proved satisfactory and was carried on during the sum-
mer, when conditions were favorable.

The steel inclined structure of the Monongahela
Inclined Plane Co. is near the slip and was utilized

to support the chute, which was 396 ft. long and had

a slope of 1 on 3. The construction is shown in the

accompanying drawing. For the upper 216 ft. of the

length, timbers 3 x 6-in. were placed in the track of

the incline, projecting on one side about 5 ft. beyond
the ends of the ties and carrying frames for the box

chute. For the lower 180 ft. the chute was suspended

beneath the deck of the incline, the frames being spiked

to timbers resting on the flanges of the steel floor

beams. The chute was a closed box of I-in. tongued

and grooved flooring, but as this was rough enough to

cause clay to adhere to the sides it was afterward

lined with sheet iron. With this lining and the lubri-

cating effect of water operation was successful.

Traps or movable doors in the top provided for dump-
ing the material into the chute, twelve men with wheel-

barrows being engaged in this work, and loading on

an average of two cars daily. These openings were

useful also in removing occasional stoppages when the

material consisted mainly of clay. At the lower end of

the chute a bottom trap delivered the material into the
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car. This method was adopted as it avoided any inter-

ference with traffic on the four-track main line, the

cars being placed on an existing side track. The work
was carried out under the direction of C. W. Richey,

division engineer, and W. D. Wiggins, chief engineer

of maintenance of way, Pennsylvania System, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

no/ Water I

Notes on the Design and Principles

of Sewage Siphons
By Weston Gavett

With Clyde Potts, Civil Engineer, New York City

THE large number of automatic devices of the

hydro-pneumatic type that have been produced
for sewage disposal plants indicates that many engi-

neers have enjoyed the diversion of working on this

interesting subject. At present the manufacturers oi

patented apparatus seem to have the subject well cov-

ered and in most cases are permitted to do all the

worrying about design. The article by G. H. Bayles

in Engineering Neivs-Record, May 13, p. 974, describes

an exceptional case where the engineer avoided a

delay in the delivery of the apparatus by designing

and constructing a timed siphon with no other guide

ABC D E

FIG. 1. DEVELOPMENT OF SEW^AGE SIPHONS

than a picture of the device. As Mr. Bayles points

out, little information is readily available on the design

of these devices. An excellent article by E. G. Brad-

bury appeared in the Proceedings of the Ohio Engi-

neering Societies for 1910. A short article in the

Cornell Civil Engineer of June, 1912, summarized the

thesis studies of the writer. The latter, now out of

print, discussed the operation of simple siphons, meth-

ods of venting, etc. with the results of tests on the

hydraulics of small siphons.

Some knowledge of the design and principles of

operation of this type of apparatus should be of value

to the engineer, first in choosing the type best suited

to the work required and later in interpreting any

failure in operation. The following notes on the first

principles and hydraulics of siphons may be of interest:

Fig. 1 illustrates the elements of the sim'ple siphon.

A shows a plain siphon of the form the name suggests.

This would function intermittently provided, (a) the

inflow is great enough to carry the air from the siphon

when the liquid overflows into the long leg and (b)

the inflow is small enough to allow the liquid to be

drawn to the bottom of the short leg so that venting

is obtained. Practically this would not work. What

is lacking is a sure and positive means of starting and

stopping the flow through the siphon. The early flush

tank siphons of the Vibbard, Pield-Waring and Van

Vranken class are examples of type A with auxiliar>'

devices to give positive operation. If the long leg of

the siphon dips in a sump as in type B, the water

Leve/ erf which
Air Compression

SHxrfs

tlin Water levt/

CLDudfmm

FIG. 2. SIPHON WITH
LONG LEG LN St MP
AND HARDLVG TEST

level in the tank may ri.se above the top of the siphon
before discharge commences. Thi.s ha.s the advantage
that when the confined air i.s released, either by blowing
out at the bottom of the long leg or by auxiliar>- blow
off, the siphon is under some head and will more surely
fill with water and start operating. One form of siphon
on the market is of this type, equipped with suitable

blow off and vent pipes for starting and breaking the
flow. Instead of terminating the long leg in a sump
another bend may be used as in C. Substitute a bell

for the upper bend and the siphon takes the form used
by Mr. Bayles. (E, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.) Siphon C
should work well in starting, at least with small sizes.

but difficulty might be expected at the end of discharge

in obtaining a thorough venting and return to the

original starting condition shown in C.

The discharge head, H, is determined by the length

of the lower leg e and with a siphon of the same internal

area throughout as D. Fig. 1, H = 2e -(- n^". where
m is the rise of water in the upper leg caused by the

compression of the trapped air. If the legs are of un-

equal diameter as with a bell, ( E', Fig. 1,),

H e -(- m' -}- m" where

ea,
and'" (A - a,)

m" ^ the rise in bell caused by the compresaion

of air,

^ V - V

'

(A- a,)

a, = area of inside of pipe

a^ ^ aiea of outside of pipe

A -— area inside of bell

V = volume of enclosed air under atmospheric

pressure

V" =^ volume of enclosed air under water pressure

of head e.

..„ y (

*

atnic^ '

^ " rpi^or+ 0.434 f^

H indicates the distance between the level where

air compression starts and the level where discharge

commences. It is important to note that with the Hard-

ing vent air compression starts at the top of the small

pipe, a higher point than the level at end of discharge.

(See Fig. 2.)

For dependable operation, auxiliary blow off pipes

are needed for large siphons and vent pipes or sniff

holes for all sizes. Various types of each are in use.
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When an auxiliary blowoflf is used, the discharge head
is figuied from the length, e, of the trap of the blow-

off, which is smaller than the length of the main trap.

(Fig. 2). This method of starting the siphon has the

advantage that the water is suddenly and completely

ejected from the small pipe, giving no opportunity for

the water to surge and reseal the air outlet before the

siphon has started. The same advantage holds for the

Harding vent. Fig. 2. As the water in the tanks drops

below the top of the small arm of the vent, during the

discharge of the siphon, the liquid in the vent drops

slightly lower due to the friction loss and velocity head
in the siphon. When the lower bend of the vent is

reached, the liquid in the vent is suddenly inspirated,

giving a clear air passage protected from resealing by
the short arm projecting above the liquid in the tank.

A further advantage of auxiliary pipes subject to

violent expulsion of liquid is in preventing clogging.

In figuring the discharge head of a siphon with auxil-

iary piping the principle is the same as for a simple

siphon but care must be taken to allow for the change
of air volume in small piping in computing the factors

m' and m'\ The article by Mr. Bayles gives an ex-

cellent example of the method of determining the dis-

charge head of a siphon with complicated connected pip-

ing. The actual discharge head may vary from the

computed head by 0.1 ft. or less. With the Harding vent

the low water level in the tank is a short distance above
the point where venting starts for the reason mentioned
above.

Comparative Experiments

Experiments with a 3-in. Miller siphon and 4-in. Mer-
ritt siphon demonstrated that the variation in the actual

discharge head during repeated tests was less than
0.01 feet.

For the average rate of flow of sewage siphons, Mr.
Bradbury gives the formula

Q = 0.4 A \/2gh, where

Q = rate of flow in cubic feet per second.

A = area of discharge pipe

h = average head = J the distance from the cen

tei of the discharge pipe to the maximum head.

The 3-in. Miller siphon tested gave the approximate
formula

Q= 0.4 A \/2gh, where
h=^ (max. h -\- minimum h) -^ 2

A = area of siphon pipe.

For the 4-in. Merritt siphon (type B, Fig. 1) an

approximate formula for average flow is

Q = OA A \/2gh, where
h = the average head above the center line of the

outlet pipe in sump

The greatest part of the friction loss is caused by the

short radius bends. Smaller loss may be expected in

types having bends of larger radius.

The equations for flow through the siphons tested

?ave a straight line relation on logarithmic cross sec-

tion paper except where modified by suction of air

through vent pipes.

3-in. Miller siphon:

;i= 32.0 Q'*"

h=OM v'*'

V= 3.45 h""'

h= head in feet above center line of discharge
bell, so includes the velocity head in the dis-

charge cowl.

V= vel. in 3-in. siphon pipe

Q= discharge in sec.-ft,

4-in. Merritt Siphon:

h~6.S Q""

h= 0.054 V''"

V= 4.470 h'""

h ^= head measured to water level in sump repre-

sents total friction head.

Deducting the velocity head at outlet cowl from total

head in formula for flow in the Miller siphon, the re-

lation obtained is approximately

Q = 0.174 h"
V= 3.52 h"'

h= 0.0807 v'

To get an expression for the friction loss in terms
of a length of straight pipe to give the same loss, the

formula for uncoated cast-iron pipe in Barnes' "Hy-
draulic Flow Reviewed" was used:

h = 0.000343 Iv'-'

for 3-in. pipe

h = 0.00174 Iv'"'

(T

The length of straight pipe required to give the same
loss of head as the 3-in. Miller siphon

= 0.0807 -f- 0.00174 = 46.4 ft.

or^ 185.6 diameters (neglecting difference in ex-

ponent of v)

For 4-in. straight pipe

h = 0.00124 Zv'
""

Equivalent length of straight pipe with same friction

loss as 4-in. Merritt siphon

= 0.0054 -f- 0.00124 = 43.6 ft. or 130.8 diameters.

A table in a catalog of a siphon patentee giving the

rate of flow for 5 to 30 in. siphons at various heads up
to 9 ft. was evidently computed from the formula

t;=0.45 V2gh

This is no doubt satisfactory for approximate re-

sults but an exponential formula of the form
V = C d^ hv should give greater accuracy. The writer

knows of no experimental data on large-sized siphons

to aid in finding an exponent, x, for the diameter, d, in

the formula. The large siphons in service are usually

connected with piping systems making tests of the

siphon difficult.

Data on friction losses through siphons are of more
than theoretical interest. In determining the hydrau-

lics of a sprinkling filter, especially when the head is

limited, accurate data are desirable. In such a case it

is convenient to express the friction loss in terms of

a length of straight pipe having the same loss. A fair

guess should be 190 diameters until test data on large

sizes give further data.

When a siphon is used in a dosing tank subject to

continuous inflow, it is important that the rate of dis-

charge of the siphon at the minimum head be greater

than the rate of inflow into the tank. With several

types, of vents a slight suction of air occurs before

complete venting takes place. This results in a con-

siderable reduction of flow. With a vent of this type

the minimum flow indicated with no air suction should

be divided by two to give a safe value.
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Placing Concrete Membrane Lining
in Herron Hill Reservoir

Continuous Sheet Two Inches Thick Applied by
Cement Gun to Stop Leakage—High

Rates of Progress

BECAUSE of costly leakage of water from a high-

service water-supply reservoir on Herron Hill,

Pittsburgh, Pa., a concrete membrane lining is being

placed in the reservoir by cement-gun deposition on a

double layer of mesh reinforcement. A lining of the

more common type, consisting of two layers of con-

crete molded in separate slabs, with bituminous water-

proofing between the layers, was contemplated at first,

but after careful study of the case the decision was
reached that a thin reinforced cement-gun lining with-

out waterproofing and without expansion joints would

be entirely adequate for the service, and the work is

being carried out accordingly.

Definite figures on the leakage from the reservoir were
obtained on several occasions in recent years when it

was possible to cut off both the pumping and the dis-

charge lines and measure the lowering of water level.

The reservoir is of 11.2 million gallons capacity, is about

172 X 305 ft. on the bottom by 24 ft. deep, has side

slopes of about H to 1, and carries normally about 22

ft. depth of water. It was built in 1878. The bottom

is partly on rock and partly

on earth directly overlying

rock, all undisturbed soil,

while the larger part of the

embankment is fill formed

from the excavation of the

reservoir site. The original

4?/4"RocIs^,

,
12 Panels nofched info

\-posts; corrugated paper
1 and asphalt in Joint

Original Stone-'
Paving laid in

C?ment Mortar
FIG. 1. GUXITE
MEMBRANE LINING
FOR HERRON HILL
RESERVOIR

lining comprised a floor of unreinforced concrete and

slope paving of stone blocks laid up in cement mortar.

About fourteen years ago a second layer of concrete

was placed on the bottom, largely to give the floor a

drainage slope to an affluent pipe. Most of this layer

has since spalled off.

Old coal-mine workings exist directly under the Her-

ron Hill reservoir, at a depth of about 150 ft. These

were worked out at least fifty years ago, and it is not be-

lieved that any disturbance of the ground has resulted

from them in late years. Nevertheless there has for a

long time been a considerable amount of leakage from

the reservoir, water appearing both at the mouth of

the coal workings and at other points near the base

and on the side slopes of the hill. It has been demon-

FIG. 2. REINFORCING ME.SH HELD IN PLACE BY CON-
CRETE RIDGE AT FOOT OF EMBANKMENT

strated that several of these leaks have connection with

the reservoir. No tendency of the leakage to decrease

could be observed, but at the same time careful analysis

of the situation indicated that there was no danger to

the structure, and, as the issuing water in all cases

was perfectly clear, no soil was being moved by the flow.

Calculations of the cost of the water lo^t^ by leakage

were made several years ago, after it was- possible to

determine that the amount of the loss was approx-

imately a million gallons per day. As the Herron Hill

storage is part of the high-service supply of the city

(there are four supply zones, this one having a normal

water level 564 ft. above Allegheny River pool level)

and is pumped in two stages, the cost of the water is

high. Under the conditions, the leakage water was

computed as having a value of $7,500 per year, counting

only the fluctuating load value to the plant. Therefore

an expenditure of $60,000 to stop the leakage would

yield a high percentage of return on the investment.

The commercial value of the water for selling purposes

at city water rates is, of course, many times the load

value given above.

Three years ago it was decided that the leakage should

be stopped by relining with a waterproofed two-layer

concrete pavement. Following standard practice in

reservoir lining, the concrete was to be laid in square

blocks, breaking joint. But as no settlement was to be

apprehended, because of the support furnished by the

old lining, consideration was also given to a continuous

lining, with either a single contraction jomt at mid-

iength or without an\ joint. Inspection of a reser\-oir

at Muscatine, Iowa, lined with a thin reinforced cement-

gun lining, which after several years' service is free

from cracks, finally turned the decision in favor of the

continuous type of lining.

Estimates made on both types of lining in spring of

this year indicated that the cost would be approximately

$125,000 for the .two-layer lining with waterproofing,

and $55,000 for a continuous cement-gun lining, i differ-

ence in favor of the latter of about $70,000. In case the
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thin lining should develop objectionable cracks, against

all expectation, it would still serve as the lower layer

of a waterproofing concrete lining laid in blocks, and

proper credit for such use would make the net loss due to

the construction of the gunite lining in the first place

not more than $8,000. The prospect of a gain of $70,000

as against a rather remote chance of losing $8,000 was
an important consideration in the final decision.

In Fig. 1 herewith is shown the design of the lining

in its essential features. The old slope paving, of block

stone laid in cement mortar, is in such excellent con-

dition as to require no work except the occasional point-

ing off of a projection ; the 2-in. lining of the bottom is

therefore carried up the side slopes unchanged, and
it is expected that a good bond will be secured by the

grip of the gunite on the rough surface of the pavement.

obtained, but it is found that the sand must not carry
over 5 per cent moisture to be satisfactory for the pur-
pose. A small bucket car, hauled by cable up an in-

clined track, takes the cement-sand mixture to a small

bin over the gun machines, passing it through a l-in.

rotary screen before discharging it into the bin, to

eliminate oversize particles that might clog the hose.

Making a trip in two minutes, this car plant has been
able to keep the four machines supplied for full-time

operation of the four guns, placing 8,000 sq.ft. of the

2-in. layer in a single day of 82 hr. A bag of cement
lays about 14 to 15 sq.ft. of the 2-in. layer, correspond-

ing to full utilization of the mortar, as none of the

material is lost.

• With a gage pressure oi 80 ro 85 lb. of air at the

compressors, and about 30 lb. at the gun nozzles, there

FIG. 2. FOUR GUNS PLACING CONCRETE MEMBRANE. WITH SUPPLY FROM FOUR-MACHINE PLANT ON EMBANKMENT

The lining sheet is continued on up over the old stone
coping and down, the outside of the coping so as to

enclose all the old work. A solid-panel railing and a
watchman's house inserted in the railing at one point

are also to be built of cement-gun work. The reinforce-

ment throughout consists of two layers of wire mesh in

which the sheets run at right angles to each other, and
amounts to 0.3 per cent.

In the methods of construction as well as in the de-

sign, the work has close similarity to that of relining

Lake Elizabeth, a park lake on the North Side, Pitts-

burgh, described in our issue of Aug. 26, 1920, p. 410.
While the two basins are of about equal area, the
park lake is only 4i ft. deep; the 24-ft. depth of the
Herron Hill reservoir i.ieans a very much greater water
load and tendency to crack formation and leakage, for
which reason about twice as much reinforcement is

used.

Construction is carried out by four cement guns,
operated from separate machines set under a charging
bin and screening plant on the reservoir embankment,
at mid-length of one side. The view Fig. 2 indicates

the layout. The dry cement-sand mixture, 1:3 by-

volume, is made at a mixing plant at the foot of the

embankment slope, about 250 ft. from the charging bin.

Allegheny River gravelly sand of i-in. maximum size

is used. The plant consists of a l-yd. mixer. With
about one minute turning a very intimate mixture is

are only infrequent stoppages through plugging of the

hose. In general, with maximum hose length of about
200 ft., the loss of time per gun does not exceed A hr.

per day. There is no separation of the material and
only a minute amount of rebound directly adjacent to

the jets. To secure corresponding results in the work
on the slopes this part of the placing is to be done from
staging laid on the slope, so arranged that the jets

can be directed at right angles to the surface.

A total of 105,000 sq.ft. of gunite lining is included

in the bottom and slope paving. This was contracted

for at 49c. per square foot, to A. V. Purnell, of Pitts-

burgh. The design and supervision of the work is

unuer the Bureau of Water of the City of Pittsburgh,

Charles A. Finley, managing engineer, and E. E.

Lanphere, division superintendent of distribution.

Since the preceding was written the new lining has
been completed, and on Oct. 26 a test of its tightness

was carried out. Inlet and outlet gates were closed,

and with water at depth of 21 ft. 8 in. the change in

surface elevation was determined by hook-gage readings

at the beginning and end of a 24-hour period. The
lowering of water level was 0.0208 ft., \yhich for the

area of water surface of 86,530 sq.ft., corresponds to

13,500 gals. No allowance was made for evaporation

(average temperature 68° F., average humidity 58 per

cent, average wind velocity 4 mi. per hr., sky cloudy).
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PIG. 4, CLOSE-UP OF GUN OPERATOR

Thus the relining work has reduced the loss of water
from nearly a million gallons per day to one-seventieth

of that amount, or as much as would flow from a ^-in.

pipe under 5 lb. pressure.

Rails Made from Hot-Top Ingots Show
Uniform Structure

To determine the value for rail-making purposes of

the Hadfield sink-head ingot process the Pennsylvania
R.R. some years ago had comparison rails rolled from
a number of imported Hadfield ingots and ordinary
ingots made by the Maryland Steel Co. These rails are

now in test service, and ultimately should show whether
the one kind of rail gives better wear or greater safety

against fracture than the other. In the meantime, very

thorough studies of the uniformity structure or other

quality features of both ingots and rails were made by
Dr. George K. Burgess, of the Bureau of Standards. A
report of his work as published in Chemical and Metal-

lurgical Engineering of Nov. 3 to 17, 1920, shews that

the Hadfield ingots were decidedly superior to the others

in uniformity and freedom from piping or segregation,

that they required only 13 per cent as against 26 per

cent top discard to eliminate piping and segregation

above 12 per cent, and that the rails compared about the

same as the ingots. It is not known whether the service

results will similarly favor the Hadfield ingots, but Dr.

•Burgess concludes concerning the Hadfield type, "it is

maintained, that its adoption would be a step in the

right direction in view of the present heavy casualties

and property losses on American railroads."

S€lf-Ciean.sin>( L'nder^ound Water
Collecting System

THE filter material above and aroand a
galler>' under the bed of the North Platte River for

GOO ft., to furni.sh water for a Wwtftrn city. 100 mile*
below the Pathfinder dam, \)ec<jr /ed periodically
with an almo.st imperviou.s c. ,f cementitioiu
material. It is .said to be cau.sed by the character of
the hard water and the material surrounding the
gallery. Temporary relief only ha» been obtained by
excavating since the incru.sted material forms again
within a few week.s. George T. Prince, consulting
engineer, Omaha, Neb., who presented the above data
recently before the Iowa section of the American Water
Works Association, considered it e.ssential to construct
another collecting system with .self-cleansing features.

The system proposed by Mr Prince will consist of

900 ft. of 14-in. cast-iron pipe with tight joints laid

50 ft. from the low water shore line of the ru-er. At
intervals of 100 ft. cast-iron special w>'e ca-siings will

be inserted, the branch openings of which will be fitted

with a flange to which an 8-in. vaWe will be bolted.

Three 12-ft. lengths of 8-in. flange pipe will be laid from
the valves. Perforations in these branch lines will

consist of three lines of 1-in. holes, 50 holes in each
pipe length, equally spaced and staggered. The outer

ends of the pipe will be closed with a blank flange.

Each branch line will be laid for its length of 36 ft.

at the same elevation as its connecting wye special in

a trench not less than 46 in. in width at the bottom.

The trench will be excavated to a depth of at least 12 in.

below the pipe and refilled with washed gravel no
particle of which will be less than 2 in. in size, the

larger particles being placed next to the pipe. On either

side of the flange pipe for a width of 18 in. and on top

to a depth of 4 ft., washed gravel of like character to

that below the pipe will be placed and above this the

trench is to be filled with excavated material.

About once a week it is proposed to close all of the

8-in. valves on the branches of the collecting system and
then open each one successively for back-flushing from
the reservoir to remove the clogging material.

Mr. Prince makes the follo»ving calculation on the

hydraulics of the back-flushing procedure:

Assuming the pipe conditions to be such that 3.000 gal.

of reverse flow per minute can be delivered to each branch
pipe line under a dynamic head of 70 ft., it is evident that

each of the 150 holes in the branch pipe line would have
to pass 20 gal. of water per minute, requiring a velocity

through the holes of 8.16 ft. per second. '* we assume
the value of the co-efficient of discharge C to be 0.5 in

the formula V = C \/2 GH and assume H to have a value

of 70 ft., the formula would indicate a velocity per second

of 32.4 ft. Just how much the velocity would be retarded

by the gravel filling around the branch pipe lines is inde-

i.orminate, but the above figures would indicate a reduc-

tion in pressure of lo per cent due to the surrounding

gravel mass.

Reconstruction of Thirty-third St. Bridge

In the reconstruction of the Allegheny River bridge of

the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co. at 33rd. St.. Pittsburgh,

described in Engineiring S'lws-Rccord, Nov. 4. p. 904.

the company retained J. E. Greiner, of Baltimore, as

consulting engineer. Through an oversight Mr. Greiner's

connection with the work was not stated in our

description.

I
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Enlarging the Facilities of the Harbor of Marseilles
Work Started Before the War Comprises Harbor Breakwater with Large Concrete Blocks, a Huge

Tunnel for Ship Canal and Development of Shipping Quays

By Thorndike Saville
Associate Professor of Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineering,

University of Nortli Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C

SOME of the most important engineering work in

France is now being undertaken in the development

of the Port of Marseilles and the construction of the

Rove Ship Tunnel. Much of this work had been planned

shortly befoi'e the outbreak of war in 1914, and its ac-

complishment has been interrupted until the present.

The engineering works comprise the following con-

struction.

I. The Grand Jetty. This is a concrete sea wall and

dike forming an outer barrier, which runs parellel with

the shore and serves to protect the docking basins, of

which it forms one side. The sea wall itself acts in

part as a dock, and is extended by a dike of masonry

blocks to form a fore-port to the basins.

II. The Interior Basins. These are large areas pro-

MEDITERRANEAN

FIG. 1. MAP OF MARSEILLES AND VICINITY, SHOWING
CANAL CONNECTION TO THE NORTH

tected by the Grand Jetty, and flanked by quays with

freight handling machinery. They are large enough
to accommodate and allow to maneuver the largest

transatlantic liners entering the Mediterranean.

III. A coast-wise canal from the interior basins and
port to the Rove Tunnel. This is to allow river barges

to come alongsiae the quays and proceed directly to

the Rhone River.

IV. The Rove Tunnel. One of the largest single

span tunnels in the world, devised to permit river

barges to proceed direct from Marseilles to the Rhone,

and thence to the interior of France.

V. The Development of the Etang de Berre. A great

inland sea, adjacent to Marseilles, but separated from
it by the Rove Hills. It will be connected with Mar-
seilles by the Rove Tunnel, and with the sea by the

Straits of Martigues. It is planned to develop here a

supplementary port for Marseilles, a barge terminus

for river traffic, and a protected naval base.

VI. Canal from Marseilles to the Rhone. This passes

along the coast to the Rove Tunnel, through the Etang
de Berre and thence to the Rhone at Aries. It forms

a direct water highway from Marseilles to Lyons and

interior points, and is destined eventually to make
possible water communication from Marseilles to

Switzerland through Lake Geneva.

Marseilles is the chief port of France, and notwith-

standing the severe losses inflicted upon its shipping

during the war, its imports in 1916 (the last year for

which statistics are available) were 5,704,903 tons and

its exports 1,493,535 tons. The chief traffic is naturally

import traffic with the Mediterranean ports, compris-

ing 36 per cent of the total, of which 64 per cent is with

Africa. Import traffic with the United States, England
and India comprised 11, 20 and 11 per cent respectively

of the total.

Situated at the head of an excellent harbor near the

mouth of the Rhone river, and at the terminus of

the great Paris-Lyon-Marseilles Ry. Marseilles is nat-

urally placed to serve all interior France as the prin-

cipal port for the large Mediterranean trade. More-
over, Marseilles has to a large extent served here-

tofore as a port for Switzerland also. Within the-

past decade, however, the equipment of the port has

been wholly inadequate to serve the increase of ship-

ping. Thus from 1900 to 1913 the area of the quays
and docks was increased some 19 per cent while the

total traffic of the port increased 90 per cent. This

resulted nol only in great congestion of shipping, but

in the diversion of a good deal of shipping to other

ports. This was notably the case with Genoa, which

has greatly improved its port facilities and now han-

dles the greater part of the Swiss trade.

Before the war the Chamber of Commerce of Mar-
seilles had outlined certain comprehensive plans for the

enlargement of the port, and itself agreed to bear a

large part of the expense. The first and most pressing

need was for additional docking space. This was greatly

accentuated after the outbreak of war ' by the alloca-

tion of certain docking space to the French and Brit-

ish army bases, and in consequence those parts of the

plan of port development most susceptible of rapid

accomplishment were pushed energetically.

The Great Jetty

All of the newer .basins of the Port of Marseilles

are formed behind a great sea wall running parallel

with the shore. This arrangement^ of sea wall and

basins is shown in Fig. 2. This is to be continued

toward the north as new basins are constructed. The
wall is kept always a little in advance of the northern-

mo:.t basins to form a protection for the entrance. As

the basins are added, the wall is widened on the basin

side to form a quay. The method of construction is

shown in Fig. 3, and the additions necessary to form

the Terminal Quay are noted.

The masonry blocks indicated in Fig. 3, and shown
in the photographs, form a novel feature of construc-

tion in the port. They not only serve for protection

to the Grand Jetty, but are used to form thi quay

walls and to protect the dikes forming the canal to the

Rhone described hereafter. They are of masonry con-

struction measuring 4 x 2 x 1.75 meters (13 ft. 2 in. x 6

ft. 7 in. x 5 ft. 9 in.) and weigh about 30 tons. They

'

are manufactured in a construction yard near the

entrance to the Rove tunnel, and the limestone rocks

excavated from the tunnel are embodied in them. The
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cement is of lime, and a very coarse limestone sand

is used. As shown in the views mechanical handling

is extensively used in the yard and in getting the

blocks to the wall.

Work on the quays forming the Madrague (now re-

named the President Wilson) Basin was pushed during

the ^var, and at the end of hostilities some 2,500 lin.

ft. of quays were available for shipping. This com-

prised space along Mole G and the Terminal Quay.

The basin is now being completed by finishing the

Terminal Quay immediately behind the Grand Jetty

and bv the construction of the "Traverse du Cap Janet"

forming the north end of the basin. A depth of water

of 39.5 ft. is provided.

The quays are formed by sinking concrete caissons

onto prepared foundations and building up the quay on

With the completion of the Preuident WiUon basin

the greatest need for the immediate future will be for

adequate .storagie space for merchandiM. Indeed, Uus
is u pre.H.sing necessity which is constantly beeomiBf
more acute. Marseilles is ver>' densely built over the

seaward slope-* of hills lx)rderinjf the sea. The rail-

ways enter through tunnels in the hills, and there is

available very little flat ground for the storage of

freight pending its interchange between railroad, canal

barge, or ship. In consequence there is ever-increasing

conge.stion at the docks and often loss of time and

efficiency through inability of small boats to discharge

their cargoes quickly.

In Fig. 2 there i.s shown in dotted lines the propoeed

location of certain "Terre Pleins" or filled land where

storage depots will be created. In connection with

^K^ 'i^J nur

ti

FIG. 2. LAYOUT OP THE PORT OF MARSEILLES, FRANCE

the caissons. The caissons are built in a construction

yard and consist of a reinforced-concrete shell con-

taining multiple hollow sections. Steel forms are used

and the caissons are made of sufficient sections to

form the desired length. The caissons are floated to

their desired position, sunk, and the sections filled

with concrete. Fig. 8 shows a caisson sunk in place

at the end of the west side of the "Traverse du Cap

Janet."

The President Wilson Basin, with its approaches and

foreport will probably be entirely completed early in

1920. This will increase the water area of the port

by some 100 acres and the length of quays by about

3,600 lin. ft. which will augment the total capacity

of the port by about 15 per cent. The development

project then calls for the construction of the Mirabeau

basin to the north of and adjoining the President

Wilson basin. This is shown by dotted lines in Fig.

2 and will add some 20,000 lin. ft. of quays. The

cost is estimated (1918) at about $22,500,000 and

will be borne by the Chamber of Commerce of Mar-

seilles. It will not be completed before 1924 or 1925.

There is also, in the general project of enlargement,

a plan for a great new basin extending south of the

National Basin to the present Joliette basin and called

JoUiette basin No. 2. This would add 63 hectares

(156 acres) of water to the port and 12,210 lin. ft.

of quays with a minimum depth of 43 ft. It would

serve particularly the passenger and mail traffic of the

great transatlantic and Mediterranean steamship lines.

It will be, however, some years before this work is

To connect the docking basins of Marseilles with the

Rove Tunnel, a protected waterway has been built lol-

lowing in general the outline of the shore. This is

constructed by means of a dike, built at 300 to 350 ft.

, from shore. The minimum depth will be 3 m. (9 tt.

10 in.) to accommodate the standard 600 ton barges,

consisting simply of standard masonry blocks.

Scalt • I 10.000 X"^.

these there will be certain small basins created in the

existing bays as termini for the canal boats. This

development, however, carried to its fullest extent, will

not be sufficient to sers-e the needs of the increasing

traffic of the port and additional space will have to be

found on the lands adjoining the Etang du Benre.

Probably the most gigantic and spectacular engineer-

ing construction now being prosecuted in France is the

Rove Ship Tunnel. It is of particular interest not onl>'

because it is the largest tunnel in the world, but also

because of the very carefully ^ ^nsidered methods de-

vised for its construction, all of which have thus far

proved eminently successful. The tunnel will connect

the coastal canal and port of Marseilles with the Etang

du Berre on the northern side of the hills which border

the coast from Marseilles to the mouth of the Rhone.

From the northern end of the tunnel there will be

direct communication by canal with the Rhor« at Arle*.

Earlier progress on this tunnel was descriU.^! in £.'kj;i-

neering News. Aug. 26. 1915. p. 386. Oct. 21. 1915, p.

803 and Nov. 30. 1916, p. 1013.

The geneial dimensions of the tunnel are shovn in

F g. 9. The dimensions wore decided upon only after

much discussion in which it was finally- de-rided that

a width was desirable sufficient for boats to pass going

in each direction. Before the tunnel was commenced,

two shafts were sunk, one in the middle of the Ro\-e

Hills, 2.500 meters (8.250 ft.) from the south end. the

other near the Etang de terre. The first had a depth

of about 460 ft., the second about 230 ft. Both shafts

were 115 ft. in diameter and were located 39 ft. off

the centre line of the tunnel. They both penetrated

a marly limestone of which the hills are composed.

Indeed the geological characteristics of these hills along

the line of the tunnel are singularly simple. There
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FIG. 6. TERMINAL QUAY. CONCRETE DIS'ThIBUTOK FOK
FILLING SUNKEN CAISSONS

aA.M>LJS

handling the great interior traffic of Marseilles—espe-

cially the enormous increase which will come with the

canalization of the Rhone between Marseilles and Lyon.

Already enterprising organizations are buying up
ground on the shores of the Etang and constructing

wharves there. The Etang de Berre is destined with-

out doubt to become a great interior port and harbor

water). The present lock at Port de Bouc will be
eliminated.

The writer desires to acknowledge the courtesy of

Monsieur M. Bezault, ingenieur en chef dea PonU et

Chaussees at Marseilles wno arranged for a visit to

the works at the Rove tunnel and provided several

maps and much information descriptive of this work.

FIG. 8. CAISSONS SUNK BUT NOT FILLED FOR
PRESIDENT WILSON BASIN

of refuge as well as serving as a protected naval base.

There exists already a canal from Aries on the Rhone

to the Etang de Berre, which was begun by the first

Napoleon. This is being deepened and the locks at

Aries increased in size. Eventually the canal will be

82 ft. wide, and will have a minimum depth of 8

ft. except between Marseilles and the Etang de Eerre

where it will be 10 ft. The dimensions of the canal

are chosen to accommodate the standard canal boat of

600 tons. These boats are 60 m. (197 ft.) long by 8

m. (26 ft. 3 in.) wide and draw 1.75 m. (5 ft. 9 in.)

of water. The steam tugs which will go from Mar-

seilles to the Etang de Berre draw 8 ft. 3 in. and

consequently that portion of the canal has a depth of

10 ft. The canal between Martigues and the entrance

to the Rove Tunnel is formed merely by constructing

a breakwater off shore along the Etang de Berre

similar to that described above for the canal between

Marseilles and the Rove Tunnel.

There will be only one set of locks at Aries, which

will have a width of 52.5 ft. and a length of 525 ft.

This will equalize the difference in level between the

Rhone at Aries and the Etang de Berre, a difference

varying from 23.6 ft. (highwater) to 0.5 ft. (low

24' i

£19.03

U 72.26' .- '^

FIG. 9. SECTION OF TITE ROVE SHIP TUNKKL

M. Fabre, ingenieur ordinaire des Ports et Chaussees

at Marseilles arranged for t' e writer to visit the port

works and provided maps and diagrams illustrative of

construction now under way.

Traffic on New York-New Haven Highway
As an indication of the e.xtent to which traiKc oasses

over improved highways at night the following traific

figures, taken by the Connecticut Highwiv Department,

Oct. 27

Oct 30

Oct. 31

. Paasoiigrr Traffic -

[ Mi<lni«ht.8a in . 338

I 8» 1.1 -4p.iu . . 1,168

I 4 p.m. -12 m. . 910

Total
(Midiiijiht, 8ajn.
8a. Ill —4 p.m. .

4p,m.— l2m.. .

.

Total

.

Midnight, 8s.m.
8a. Ill —4p.m.

.

4 p.m.— llni.. . .

Total

363
1.779
842

\t>t

1.770
2.515

2.4K

2.W4

4.454

>
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Transportation in New York's Metropolitan District

Extracts from Address Before New York Section, American Society

of Civil Engineers, Nov. 17, 1920

By Henry M. Brinckerhoff
of Parsons, Klapp, Brinckerhoff & Douglas, Consulting Engineers,

New York City

LET us first free our minds of our habitual ideas of New
J York as Manhattan Island and think rather of the great

suiTOunding district extending even outside of the five bor-

oughs of Greater New York. The population of Manhattan
New York by the 1920 United States census is 2,784,103.

Close scrutiny discloses the fact that in 50 yeai's two im-

portant changes have occurred: The population of Man-
hattan Island has reached its maximum and started to re-

cede, having lost nearly 50,000 in the past decade; and the

Manhcrtfun ZZd-
E:cisf-(N.y.) 3,54
West (N.J.) 1, 72i

\000
xOOO
\000

p^/^//^

Tofa/ /inea
N.Y.' 333°Miles
N.J.''S39° "

7,550,000

Avera^Density 21perAcre

FIG. 1. A CIRCLE OF 15-MIL,E RADIUS INCLUDES MOST
OF NEW YORK'S METROPOLITAN DISTRICT

old Manhattan New York as an independent, self-contained
city no longer exists. The New York of our fathers has
overflowed into or been merged with the life of its sur-

rounding neighbor communities.
For our purpose we may take the New York Metropoli-

tan District substantially as defined by the United States
Census Department and as shown in Fig. 1. Taking the
intersection of Thirty-fourth St. and Fifth Ave. of Manhat-
tan as the urban center of activity and describing circles

with 5-, 10-, 15- and 20-mile radii we find that this Met-
ropolitan District lies mostly within the 15-mile circle and
all within 20 miles of the center. The cities grouped around
Manhattan New York and included in our metropolitan
area lie as far east as Flushing and Far Rockaway, Yonkers
on the north and Paterson, Newark and ' Elizabeth to the
west. Fifty years ago these latter were remote and totally

unrelated communities but today the whole group, with
New York as a center, has by a process of growth and de-
velopment merged into a single metropolitan community in

spite of geographical obstacles and political boundaries.
The conception of this whole district as a metropolitan

unit, a single city, involves an urban and suburban traffic

view in which Manhattan Island figures as the central de-
livery district for this larger area, with subcenters of
activity in Brooklyn, Newark, Yonkers, etc., but all related
to one another by the common necessity of easy, frequent
passenger intercommunication.

The axis of Manhattan Island north and south almost
exactly divides this metropolitan district in two equal
parts. Tiie division of areas between New York and New
Jersey shows New York 333 sq.mi. against New Jersey with
239 sq.mi. Transferring Richmond Borough to the New
Jersey side as being geographically and from a transpor-

tation standpoint west of the Hudson River, and consider-

ing Manhattan Island as a passenger delivery district with
the remaining territory of the metropolitan areas as trib-

utary, we find 263 sq.mi. east and 261 sq.mi. west of this

central district.

Distribution and Groivth of Population.—Transportation
requirements have a direct relation to the number of people

in the area to be served and also to their distribution resi-

dentially as well as the location of their places of occupa-
tion. At least 50 per cent of the passenger traffic handled
by city transportation lines consists of workers going daily

from homes to places of employment and return. The
tendency of population growth is important, then, in an
analysis of the transportation needs we are considering.

Table I shows the population for 100 years by 50-year
periods of this metropolitan district, and the densities per
acre at present.

TABLE I. POPULATION DISTRIBUTION IN METROPOLITAN ,'

DISTRICT
1820 1870 1920 Per Acre 1920

Manhattan 123,000 942,000 2,284,000 163
Brooklyn 11,000 420,000 2,018,000 46
Bronx 732,000 27
Queens ^2,000 74,000 469,000 7
Richmond 6,000 33,000 117,000 4
Yonkers 1,600 18,000 210,000 7

Total N. Y. State 1 63,000 1 ,487,000 5,830,000 Ave. 27

Bergen County 9,000 30,000 1 20,000 3
Hudson County 9,000 129,000 630,000 34
Passaic County 39,000 220,000 12

EssexCounty 12,000 133,000 620,000 18
UnionCounty 31,000 130,000 4

TotalinN.J 30,000 362,000 1,720,000 Ave. 1

1

Total, for Metopolitan Area. . 193,600 1,849,000 7,550,000 Ave. 21

Two important points are to be noted from Table I: The
ratio between the population east and west of the river

has remained pretty constant for the past 100 years and
the denser and larger population groups were located close

to the harbor shipping development. This ratio of about
5 to 1 was true up to about 1900, but then the rapid

transit lines began to stimulate the eastern or New York
territory into a growth producing a ratio of 6 in New York
to 1 in New Jersey in 1920.

We have now come to a point when further rapid transit

plans are placed before us by our Public Service Commis-
sioner, which are the result of a long period of study of

the subject by the chief engineer, Mr. Turner. (See
Engineering Neivs-Record, Oct. 14.) Hampered by the limi-

tations of state boundaries he has followed to a logical

conclusion. Fig. 2, the result of distributing further large

population increases by lines built exclusively in New York
State and leaving the New Jersey side to take care of its own
problem. We have been asked to disregard such limitations

and to consider this subject from the broad metropolitan

standpoint.

Mr. Turner predicts that corporate New York (the five

boroughs) will grow to 9,000,000 population by 1945. He
finds by a further development of the idea of north and
south rapid transit lines on Manhattan Island that at least

two eight-track subway lines will be required.

From a general economic standpoint the fact is apparent

that the vital necessities for the maintenance of a great city
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PIG. 2. TRANSIT CONSTRUCTION COMMISSION'S PI.AN

population—food, fuel and water—come to this metropolitan
district from the west and that the cost of transporting?

the two former from the west side of the district to Brook-
lyn and Queens is almost as great as the cost of hauling
from Pittsburgh to Newark. This line of thought naturally
leads to a suggestion that from the metropolitan standpoint
at least a portion of the new population should be located

west of the Hudson and that east and west rapid transit

lines crossing Manhattan Island from Queens and Brooklyn
to Bergen and Hudson Counties in Jersey are wan-anted
and would bring about a better distribution of population

relatively to Manhattan.
A rectangular system with transfers at the intersections

would tend to distribute the development more evenly aci'oss

Manhattan Island instead of the great congestion from
four- and eight-track subways on north and south avenues

(proposed in the Turner report). A shorter average haul

would also be obtained and more balanced two-way traffic

developed than by forcing the population growth entirely

to the east. In Fig. 3 a general suggestion for such lines

is shown to convey the idea of a gridiron system in rela-

tion to the whole metropolitan area. These east and west

rapid transit tracks could be fed by the transfer from the

present or new surface lines.

Present Transportation Needs.—More interesting to the

average man than the future is the question of how he is

to get to and from his work now. Having analyzed the

general conditions and pointed out broad lines for thought

upon the general scheme we can turn to our own troubles

of today. Upon what transit facilities are we now de-

pendent in metropolitan New York? In the reverse order

of their importance by volume of passengers handled daily,

they are as follows:

TABLE II. CLASSES OF TRANSPORTATION AND DAILY TRAFFIC.

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN DISTRICT
Per Cent i>f Total

Buses:
Fifth Avenue Company and city buses 2

Ferries
^

Steam railways entering New York ^
Surface lines ^'

Kapid Transit:
Elevated and subways 54

This subdivision of traffic is peculiar to New York. In

London the ratios are as follows: Bus, 33 per cent of total;

surface cars, 27 per cent; rapid transit, 40 per cent.

In Chicago the situation is again different, the rapid

transit lines being less developed: Surface cars, 75 per cent

of total; rapid transit, 21 per cent; steam suburban, G per

cent.

The panaentcern dcUv^rH to ManhatUn by sUsm raihraj
lines on an averat .,y an-: From the west. 197,000;
from the north, < .m th<r rajit (inchldtnc thint d»-
livered by the I lUilrt^ad to BrookJjm aad
Queen.s), 74,000;

Similarly the trattic carr ' rri«s, m%-
cludint; that of steam rail ..ie wtat,
142,000; from the east, &2,0OU; from iht jw^ula, .iit,tM)0; tetel,
204,000.

Into lower Manhattan, i.e., below Fifty-ninth St^ or aa
area of 10 Hq.mi., there >m daily poured ovi-r 2,OOOjOOO

This daily inflow to lower Y
fourth of the population of ti.

of course a portion come fri,

number from suburban ten
With double or certainly witfi •

this concentrated central traffir

displacing of a large part, if not a.i, ut ihg
lation of Manhattan.
A study of the rate at which thi- ~ "

increased and the fact that it has <i-

dent with the great rapid transit (]•

twenty years is cau.se for careful (

adopt either the rate of increase shown or t.'ie ^:ro*-..i uf
the traffic it.self. Like the tendency indicated all over the
United States by the 1920 census of a cor n of
population in cities the thought occurs at < thi*

character of central travel must have some i:n.;:. ii yoa
bring all the people of the country into cities they will

starve, and if you move more than a certain number into

Manhattan daily they cannot walk about on the sidewalks.
We know that the old law, thought to be fundamental

during the period of development of electric traction, that
the riding per annum per capita of population increased as

••loetad.

'polatioB

ntM tko

^o^'-'^^^^

Kid. 3. ILi^VN SUaOESTED FOR METROPOLITAN' MSTRICT
K \1M1> TK VV>-' '

the square of the population, cannot i>e ap^moi

crease from 1.000,000 to ."..000,000, for insUnce. 1

with this matter quantitatively we must, thervfo

our guard. Subcenters, as the retail districts of

and Newark, will grow in importance and a react. ^.i ,..-^;

set in against such continued increased concentrations.

Such a subcenter development wWl moan more local traffic

of a type quite different from that carried by our lonif rapid

transit lines.

Coiupamtii'c Costs.—The most expensive typo of trans-

poi-t:xtion used by urban and suburbiin tra\-elers in the New
York metropolitan district is the steam railway penetrat-

ing to the heart of Manhattan and using a large terminal
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The Engineer's Relation to Our
Industrial Problems

By Herbert C. Hoover
President, American Engineering Council

(Address Delivered at First Meetinrj of aoverning Body o/ thfFederated American Engineering Societies. Wuahmgton. I) C
Nov. 19.)

THE federation of engineering societies, embracing the
membership of between 100,000 and 200,000 profes-

sional engineers, has been created for the sole purpose of
public service. This initial meeting surely warrants some
discussion of a few of the problems to which this organiza-
tion, for expression of the engineering mind, can quite well
give consideration.

Some of the greatest of the problems before the country
and, in fact, before the world are those growing out of

our industrial development. The enormous industrial ex-
pansion of the last fifty years has lifted the standard of
living and comfort beyond any dream of our forefathers.

Our economic system under which it has been accom-
plished has given stimulation to invention, to enterprise,

to individual improvement of the highest order, yet it

presents a series of human and social difficulties to the
solution of which we are groping. The congestion of popu-
lation is producing subnormal conditions of life. The vast
repetitive operations are dulling the human mind. The
intermittency of employment due to the bad co-ordination

of industry, the great waves of unemployment in the ebb
and flow of economic tides, produce infinite wastes and
great suffering. Our business enterprises have become so

large and complex that the old personal relationship be-

tween employer and worker has to a great extent dis-

appeared. The aggregation of great wealth, with its power
of economic domination, presents social economic ills which
we are constantly struggling to remedy.

I propose to traverse only a smDll fraction of these mat-
ters. I do not conceive that any man or body of men is

capable of drafting in advance a plan that will solve these

multiple difficulties and preserve the system which makes
individual initiative possible. We have presented to us

economic social patent medicines of one kind or another

and, in fact, the great panacea of socialism is today in

actual trial in its various forms. In Russia the attempt

has been made to apply the most extreme form of com-
plete communism. The Russian experiment is bankrupt in

production. The populations of our modern states have

been built up to numbers dependent upon an intensity of

production that can only be maintained by stimulation of

individual effort through the impulse of self-interest, and

a departure from this primary incentive to production has

now been demonstrated to lead only to famine and flame

and anarchy. We have even had a gigantic experiment im-

posed upon the United States by the war in the necessity

to operate a vast merchant marine at the hands of the

government, with a result that should offer little consola-

tion to those who advocate even the mildest application of

socialism.

Problems of Regulation

We have built up our present civilization, polictical, social

and economic, on the foundation of individualism. Wo
have found in the course of development of large industry

upon this system that individual initiative can be destroyed

by allowing the concentration of industry and service, and

thus an economic domination of groups over the whole.

We have therefore built up public agencies intended to

preserve an equality of opportunity through control of pos-

sible economic domination. Our mass of regulation of

public utilities and of many other types of industry, aiming

chiefly to prevent combinations in restraint of free enter-

prise, is a monument to our attempts to limit this economic

domination—to give a square deal. This regulation is

itself also proof of the abandonmlent of the unrestricted

capitalism of Adam Smith. While our present system of

individualism under controlled capitalism may not be per-

fect the alternative offers nothing that warrants its aban-

donment. Our f.h ijt'Kt. •h.r. f',r.-, tjttd% to be directed te
the impro%

.

.od not to iU dcrtwetieo.
A profo i , ecooomfc sjstem apart

from control of capital and Bervica doriac the bat acwe
of years ha.t been thit L'r<at i^rowth and caeaoUdatioa of
voluntary local and aMociatioM^ TImm aeorh
tion.<! represent (rreat .<• i^'oups of coraoMMi purjwe.
and are quite apart from the (rreat voluntary ffroapa created'
solely for public service. We have the rrowth of crest
employers' associations, (nreat farmem' aisoctations. gnmt
merchants' associations, (rreat bankers' aMociatiooa, frest
labor association.^—all economic frroope ttriring by political
agitation, propaganda and oth*r meaaarcs to advance r^oop
interest. At times they come in sharp conflict with each
other and often enough charire each other with criliica
against public interest. And to me one qowtioB of tlM
successful development of our economic aystem reeta open
whether we can turn the aspects of thes« great natiooal
associations toward co-ordination with each other in the
solution of national economic problems, or whether they
grow into groups for more violent conflict. The latter can
spell breakdown to our entire national life.

The Engineer's Position

This engineers' association stands somewhat apart tunoog
these economic groups in that it has no special cconoouc
interest for its members. Its only interest in the creatioa
of a great national association is public service, to grf9
voice to the thought of the engineers in these -lu•••ti.na.

And if the engineers, with their training in >; »

thought, with their intimate experience in ino .

can be of service in bringing about co-operation between
these great economic groups of special interests, they will
have performed an extraordinary ser\'ice. The enfrineers
should be able to take an objective and detached point of
view. They do not belong to the associations of either
employers or labor, of farmers, or merchants or bankers.
Their calling in life is to offer expert service in conskrur-
tive solution of problems, to the individuals in any of these
groups. There is a wider vision of this expert service in
giving the group service of engineers to group problems.
We have just passed through a period of unparalled

speculation, extravagance and waste. We shall now not
only reap its inevitable harvest of unemplo>'ment and re-
adjustment but we shall feel the real effect of four years
of world destruction, and from it economic and social
problems will stand out in vivid disputation. One of the
greatest conflicts rumbling up in the distance is that be-
tween the employer on one side and organized labor on
the other. We hear a greaf deal from extremists on one
side about the domination of the employer and on the other
about the domination of organized labor. Probably the
tendency to domination exists among the extrrmista on
both sides. One of the most perplexing ri;' n all

discussion and action in these problems is t. •• thia

same extremist. There are certain areas of cor,:lict of
interest, but there is between these groups a far greater
area of common interest, and if we can Pnd measures by
which, through cooperation, the field of common interest

could be organized then the area cf conflict could be in the
largest degree eliminated.

In this connection the employer son- ' eriooks a
fundamental fact in connection with . labor in

the Uni'ed States. Thia is that the v;us: majority •' •

membership and of its direction are individualists m
attitude of mind and in their social outlook; that ' \

pansion of socialist doctrines finds its most for- < i-- :^

in the ignorance of many workers and yet the !.-.: -

ganizntions as they stand toiiay are the greatest : ..

against socialism. On the other 1'. .< labor leaders

overlook the fact that if we are to : >r high utaiMl-

ards of living, our productivity, it .

in whivh we maintain the utmost
j

part of the employer; and further. :h.l :n the louj^ nn
we can only expand the standard of living by the steady

increase of production and the creation of more goods for

division over the same numbers.
The American Federation of Labor haa publicly stated
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that it desires the support of the engineering skill of the

United States in the development of methods for increas-

ing production, and I believe it is the duty of our body

to undertake a constructive consideration of these prob-

lems and to give assistance not only to the Federation of

Labor but also to the other great economic organizations

interested in this problem, such as the Employers' Associa-

tion and the Chambers of Commerce.

Threb Causes of Industrial Waste

It is primary to mention the three-phase vi^aste in pro-

duction: First, from intermittent employment; second,

from unemployment that arises in shifting of industrial

currents, and third from strikes and lockouts. Beyond
this elimination of waste there is another field of progress

in the adoption of measures for positive increase in pro-

duction.

In the elimination of the great waste and misery of inter-

mittent employment and unemployment we need at once co-

ordination in economic groups. For example, our engineers

have pointed out time and again to the bituminous coal in-

dustry where the bad economic functioning of that industry

results in an average of but 180 days' employment per an-

num, where a great measure of solution could be had if a

basis of co-operation could be found between the coal opera-

tors, the coal miners, the railways and the great consumers.

The combined result would be a higher standard of living

to the employees, a reduced risk to the operator, a funda-

mental expansion of economic life by cheaper fuel. With
our necessary legislation against combination and the lack

of any organizing force to bring about this co-operation

the industry is helpless unless we can develop some method
of governmental interest, not in governmental ownership,

but in stimulation of co-operation in better organization.

In help against the misery in the great field of seasonal

and other unemployment we indeed need an expansion and
better organization of our local and federal labor ex-

changes. We have a vast amount of industry, seasonal in

character, which must shift its labor complement to other

industries. The individual worker is helpless to find the

contacts necessary to make this shift unless the machinery
for this purpose is provided for him.

In the questions of industrial conflict resulting in lock-

outs and strikes one mitigating measure has been agreed
upon in principle by all sections of the community. This

is collective bargaining, by which, whenever possible, the

parties should settle their difficulties before they start

a fight.

It is founded not only on the sense of prevention but on
the human right to consolidate the worker in a proper bal-

anced position to uphold his rights against the consolida-

tion of capital. This measure, advocated for years by or-

ganized labor, was agreed to by the employers' group of

the First Industrial Conference. It has been supported in

the platform of both political parties. The point where
the universal application of collective bargaining has
broken down is in the method of its execution. The con-
flict arises almost wholly over the question of representa-
tion and questions of enforcement. The employer in some
industries denies the right of men other than his own
employees to conduct the negotiations. Labor organiza-
tions demand that, as such negotiations require skill, expe-
rience and bargaining freedom, they are of more than local

application and that thus they can only protect the body
of workers by presenting the case on their behalf by skilled

negotiators.

The Second Industrial Conference, of which I was a
member, proposed a solution to this point by the provi-

sion that where there was a conflict over representation
the determination should be left to a third and independ-
ent party. It also proposed that each party should have
the right to summon skill and experience to its assistance.

It further proposed that where one of the parties at dis-

pute refuses to enter upon collective bargaining the entire

question should be referred to an independent tribunal

for investigation as to the right and wrong of the whole
dispute—but only for investigation and report. That con-

ference, embracing both a great employer and a most dis-

tinguished representative of organized labor, was com-
pletely convinced that ^he illumination of the public mind
as to the rights and wrongs of these contentions would in

itself make for material progress in their solution, and
that in public education and the condemnation of public

opinion of wrongdoing lay the root to real progress. No
group should be afraid of authoritative publicity in these

matters, and I believe it would greatly advance an under-
standing of the cause of labor. The conference did not
believe that industrial contention could be cured by com-
pulsory arbitration or any other form of governmental
repression which mast in the end use the jails for enforce-

ment. The principles formulated by that conference should
have your consideration.

Employer and Employee

There are questions in connection with this entire prob-
lem of employer and employee relationship, both in its

aspects of increased production and in its aspects of waste-
ful unemployment, that deserve most careful study by our
engineers. There lies at the heart of all these questions

the great human conception that this is a community work-
ing for the benefit of its human members, not for the bene-
fit of its machines or to aggrandize individuals; that if we
would build up character and abilities and standard of living

in our people we must have regard to their leisure for

citizenship, for recreation and for family life. These con-

siderations, together with protection against strain, must
be the fundamentals of determination of hours of labor.

These factors being first protected the maximum produc-
tion of the country should become the dominating purpose.
The precise hours of labor should and will vary with the
varying conditions of trades and establishments, but the

proper determination of hours, based upon these factors,

is an immediate field demanding attention of engineers.

There is a broad question bearing upon stimulation of
self-interest and thus increase in production that revolves

around the method of wage payment. I need not review
to you the advantages, difficulties and weaknesses of bonus,

piece work, profit-sharing and saving plans that are in use
as a remedy for the deadening results of the same wage pay-
ment to good and bad skill alike. The suggestion I wish
to put for your consideration is the possible use of another
device in encouragement of individual interest and effort

by creating two or three levels of wage in agreements for

each trade, the position of each man in such scale to be
based upon comparative skill and character. This plan
should be developed upon the principle of graded extra

compensation for added skill and performance above an
agreed basic wage.
We must take account of the tendencies of our present

repetitive industries to eliminate the creative instinct in

its workers, to narrow their field of craftsmanship, to dis-

card entirely the contribution to industry that could be

had from their minds as well as from their hands. In-

deed, if we are to secure the development of our people,

we cannot permit the dulling of these sensibilities. Indeed,

we cannot accomplish increased production without their

stimulation. Here again we cannot make an advance un-

less we can secure co-operation between the employer and
the employee. In large industries this mutuality of in-

terest that existed in small units cannot be restored with-

out definite organization.

Shop Committees

There has been a great increase in shop committees as

a method of such organization. Where they have been
elected by free and secret ballot among the workers, where
they are dominated by a genuine desire on both sides for

mutual co-operation in the shop, they have resulted in

great good. One of the most important phases of that

good has been tho tendency to turn the aspect of some
foremen from that of slave-driving to leadership. And a

great good has been possible by the encouragement of men
to creative effort in the stimulation of their minds as well

as their hands to the solution of these problems. It makes
for pride of craftsmanship and is a real effort to offer

them an opportuity of self-expression. Organized labor
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has opposed some forms of these committees because of
the fear that they may break down trade organization cov-
ering the area of many different shops. There is economic-
reason for this fear in certain cases deeper than appears
upon the surface. One of the greatest accomplishments
of -organized labor has been the protection of the workers
from the unfair employer, and it is worth the empl -ycr's
notice that this is at the same time the protection of the
fair employer from the unfair competition of ihe sweat
shop. Again I believe the engineers couM assist in the
erection of a bridge of co-operation if organized labor,
which has already made a beginning, would extend more
widely its adoption of the principles oi :. shop committee
settling its problems of wage and conditions of labor in
general agreement and applying its energies through shop
committee organization to development of production as
well as to the correction of incidental grievance. There
would be little outcry against the closed shop if it were
closed in order to secure unity of purpose in constructive
increase of production by offering to the employer the
full value of the worker's mind and effort as well as his
hands.

There is an immediate problem in increased production
that is too often overlooked by the theorist. While it is

easy to state that increased production will decrease cost
and by providing a greater demand for goods secure in-

creased consumption and ultimate greater employment, yet
the early stages of this process do result in unemployment
and great misery. It takes a variable period of time
to create the increased area of consumption of cheapened
commodities, and in the meantime when this is translated
to the individual worker he sees his particular mate thrown
out of employment. We accomplish these results over long
periods of time, but if we would secure co-operation to ac-

complish them rapidly we must take account of this un-
employment and we must say to them, the community,
that if it is to benefit by the cheapening costs and thus
the increased standard of living, or alternatively if the
employer is to take the benefits, the entire burden should
not be thrust upon the individual who now alone suffers

from industrial changes. Nor can this be accomplishju
except by co-operation between groups. In fact, the '"i?.Cie

problem of unemployment needs earnest consideration.

Summary

In suinmary, the main point that I wish to make is this:

That there is a great area of common interest between
the employer and the employee through the reduction of

the great waste of voluntary and involuntary unemploy-
ment and in the increase of production. If we are to

secure increased production and an increased standard of

living we must keep awake interest in creation, in crafts-

manship and the contribution of the ivorker's intelligence

to WMnagement. Battle and destruction are a poor solu-

tion to these problems. The growing strength of national

organizations on both sides should not and must not be

contemplated as an alignment for battle. Battle quickly

loses its rules of sportsmanship and adopts the rules of

barbarism. These organizations—if our society is to go

forward instead of backward—should be considered as the

fortunate development of influential groups through which

skill and mutual consideration can be assembled for co-oper-

ation to the solution of these questions. If we could secure

this co-operation throughout all our economic groupy w
should have provided a new economic system, based neither

on the capitalism of Adam Smith nor upon the socialism

of Karl Marx. We should have provided a third alterna-

tive that preserves individual initiative that stimulates it

through protection from domination. We should have given

a priceless gift to the Twentieth Century,

I am not one of those who anticipate the solution of

these things in a day. Durable human progress has not

been founded on long strides. But in your position as a

party of the third part to many of these conflicting eco-

nomic groups, with your life-long training in quantitative

thought, with your sole mental aspect of construction, you,

the engineers, should be able to make contribution of those

safe steps that make for real progress.

Letters to the Editor

The Writing of Engineering Keportii

Sir—Wt have read with n.u r-- : l'- f Mead's articl*
on engineering rep<^rt> <•*«? h''j.- " r .. rj S*w-B^emrdt
Nov. 4, p. 891). .r.'i add htU. to his rf»*—H-
advice and detailed r.n »n to whst a good Mvl-
neering report shouic bt:. It only occurs to as to Cflipbaalw
some general thoughts on the subject.

The great difficulty with many i ngilMiCirini, reports is thai
their authors do not, or perhaps eannoCt pat IIuibmIiis
in the mental attitude of the client for whom tho report is

prepared.

The scope and character of the report as well as tJM
art of presentation and the extent of appended farts and
data all depend on whom the report is for, what ase will

be made of it, and how fully the client needs to be enlicbt-
ened. Engineering report."! are written primarily cither
for the public or their representatives, or for priTata
ers, investors or promoters, or for technically trained
or for a combination of the.se classes. In any esse they
should adapt themselves to their proposed aodienee.

In investigating new projects or findinfir solotions for
difficult problems it is almost always highly desirable for
the engineer to present and estimate impartially all the
reasonable methods of accompli.shing the result and to dis-

cuss disinterestedly all the relative merits and objeetioos
of each method, and finally make his selection and recom-
mendation only as a logical conclusion. This method en-
ables the client to review all the accumulated facts, to iprt

the engineering perspective of their relative importaaee,
and to be in good position to see that engine«nnfir reasons
in relation to outside economic considerations are gim
their proper weight. Properly presented it is a persuasiTe
and convincing method of making an engineering report.

Some few engineer.:; fall into the temptation of deciding
what they think is the best solution of a problem before
they have collected or arranged the facts. Then of unfor-
tuv.at. necessity they must devote most of the report and
cited ir :<s to upholding the original contention.

Ideal engineering reports are in effect small eoart de-

cisions. The evidence is first arranged, the arguments are
presented, and finally an engineering judgment is ren-

dered. Therefore the report should be so arranged that

these separate functions are clear and distinct and not

scattered or confused with f\ch other. In presentation it

is often desirable to reverse this order, bat this should
never mean that the original procedure is so condiicted.

It is of the highest importance that the author of a report

should keep an open mind up to the moment of his final

conclusion, and the report should bear internal evidence
that he has done so.

It is always well to remember that th« client has folly

as much right to hear the evidence and alternatives sad
the reasoning which lead.s to a conclusion as the author of
the report himself. A report so prepared is of the most
convincing character. Reports of great lon^rth and labo-

rious detail are seldom of interest or value . < tech-

nical men, or in the case of projects of grv.r .Je or
importance.

What the client usually desires first is the conclusion of

the engineer, tersely expressed in a few con< raphs

and sustained in the body of the n^p^Tt ': -i-vuirh

simple convincing facts and prop»'r conipari.<or.-< to warrant
the conclusions. DeUiilod ttvhnical analy^i*, if pre»fntcd

at all, should only be pro.>i«'nted as an "

\. It goes

without saying that simplicity '^f expr^ idance of

unnecessiiry technical torms, . 'ration

in the way of sketch plans, p' maps,

are most desirable and necessary i:: ar.y cor.ciio report that

aims to clearly present enginivring problems tc busy minds
trained only in ether directions. John W. .\ltosd,

Chicago, Nov. 15. Alvori> ,fc BusDiCK,
Consulting Eo^neers.
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The Corps of Engineers and Our Public Works
Sir—In May, 1908, the writer discussed in Engineering

News the relation of the Corps of Engineers to our public

works. The editorial comment of 1908 on this discussion

seems so pertinent to the present situation that it is worthy

of repetition, including the appreciative paragraph con-

cerning the fairness of the UTiter. It is as follows:

"We have never seen a fairer, more intelligent and more
hopeful and helpful discussion of these questions than the

letter printed above. We commend it to the careful study

alike of the officers of the Corps of Engineers and of the

civilian engineers who are interested in having the engi-

neering work in connection with the coming expansion of

waterway improvements placed on a better basis.

"As many of our readers know, agitation to have civilian

engineers placed in control of river and harbor work dates

back fully thirty years; but it has always failed and will

always fail so long as it is construed by the public and by
Congress as a mere quarrel between two branches of the

profession, the civil and the military engineers, as to which

shall have the authority.

"To be successful, appeal must be made not on behalf of

the engineers but on behalf of proper, efficient and economi-

cal conduct of our great public works. There is no rea-

son why the army engineers and the civil engineers should

not join hands and work together for reforms in the con-

duct of our public works which will be of mutual benefit

and, what is of far more importance, will place the plan-

ning and carrying out of our Federal public works on a
basis calculated to better protect the public interests."

At the time of the publication of this article of 1908

the writer was serving under the Corps of Engineers as

principal civilian engineer of the United States Lake
Survey. His manuscript before submission to Enigneer-
ing News was placed in the hands of half a dozen engi-

neer friends for comment. Comment indicated that such
frank criticism of the corps wou' result in the decapita-

tion of the critic; but it was published just the same

—

and the views expressed were followed by no reprisals.

Since that time some oi the weaknesses of the corps

have been eliminated. "Caste," or the exclusion in the

personnel of everyone not of West Point, has disappeared.

Men of other technical schools, Michigan, Boston Tech,

Columbia or California, are working shoulder to shoulder

with the honor men of the Military Academy. This in-

fusion of other blood strengthens the stock and will ulti-

mately add to the already high prestige of the corps. The
problem of the civilian assistants is a difficult one, partially

due to the long enervating effect of habitual subordination

on the characters of the men themselves. Many good
men still ser-ze as assistant engineers with inadequate but
permanent salaries and pensions ahead for their twilight

years. The business and social relations of the officers

and the civilians are in many cases cordial.

Let it be understood that the writer favors either a de-

partment of public works or an interdepartmental executive

board of engineers, but does not approve the Jones-Reavis
bill. Let it be further understood that with Herbert Hoover
as Secretary of the Interior he believes reorganization will

receive great impetus—and the dream of engineers for

higher efficiency in our public works will be nearer realiza-

tion.

The demand is now urgent for engineers to work out a
really professional magnanimous organization of our fed-

eral engineering activities—as of today and tomorrow, with
no reprisals for yesterday. The time is ripe for clear think-

ing without any jaundiced yellow infiltrations of old grudges
or of interdepartmental or interprofessional jealousies.

The engineers of the country entered upon this reform in

cur public works administration as a crusade, a holy enter-

prise demanding fine courtesy, high ideals and immaculate
motives. It was not intended as a predatory excursion

—

like the German advance on France—to dispossess one body
of engineers for the gain of others. When the sinister

predatory motive stands out clearly the crusaders cannot
maintain the temperature of enthusiasm.

Has enthusiasm cooled ? The report to Engineering Coun-
cil on the Department of Public Works situation, as printed

in Engineering News-Record of Oct. 28, is depressing
enough with a clear statement as to the cooling of enthu-
siasm—and even rising opposition.

And this report makes it very clear that the issue is not
primarily co-ordination of our federal engineering activities

and therefore higher economy and efficiency with better
protection to the public interests, but is the forty-year-old
"quarrel between two branches of the profession, the civil

and the military engineers, as to which shall have the au-
thority." The Corps of Engineers in the report is referred
to as our "adversary." Did the Germans use a similar term
in the advance through Belgium?

If any churlish attitude has been evident in this cam-
paign it should be pleaded in extenuation that the civil

engineer is so tremendously virile and vigorous that he
is sometimes ruthless, lacking such feminine qualities as
courtesy and kindliness. That is the only possible defense-

Is it sufficient ?

The writer would like to extend this article beyond per-
missible limits in discussing the pettiness of this campaign
against the corps and give a little testimony as to the
human qualities, the engaging personality and the outstand-
ing executive and engineering ability of some of the men
of the corps he knows. He might with authority speak of
what is fundamental in engineering education and show
that certain things that are basic in engineering and in

the conduct of life may be better taught at West Point
than at many other technical schools. He might speak
of the great ship lock at the "Soo" called the "Sabin Lock,"
after a civilian engineer there, and a government steamer
called the "Alfred Noble." And the writer happens to

know, as the world knows and all congressmen know, of

certain engineering achievements which are properly viewed
as the work of the corps.

In his inaugural address at Baltimore in June, 1914,

Hunter McDonald as president of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, spoke x- follows:

"It is a matter of pride and cause for congratulation

that the inost stupendous work of civilization, the Panama
Canal, is about to be presented to our government by men
of our profession, completed greatly in advance of the time
when it was due, and absolutely free from any taint of

scandal, graft or incompetency in any of the stages of

its progress."

Is it probable that with the echo of these words still

ringing the corps will be dismissed as one might discharge
an office boy?

Is it not possible to bring about a new larger co-ordinated

administration of our federal engineering activities in which
all that is sound, experienced, honest and capable is re-

tained in the organization? Is it not time to forget that

any group of engineers wished to oust the pre-pminent

body of specialists in rivers, harbors and canals from this

larger organization, or to retain them largely as spectators

watching the master engineers operate?

In any. new committee of the new council formed to

carry on the work of higher co-ordination of our federal

engineering work—^which has been very helpfully advanced
by the expiring committee—it would appear desirable to in-

clude some such men of the corps as Beach, Bixby, Jadwin,

Judsor, Keller, Langfitt, Newcomer, Patrick, Pope, Riche,

Taylor or Townsend.
And civil engineers must think of these engineers of the

corps, not as adversari'^s," but as allies; because we surely

wish a plice in the srn of the distinction which the build-

ers of the Panama Canal have conferred on all American
engineers. Francis C. Shenehon,

Consulting Hydraulic Engineer.

Minneapolis, Nov. 9.

Accidents Due to Neglect of Safety Orders
Of 758 industrial accidents in Wisconsin that were

investigated by inspectors of the State Industrial Com-
mission during the three months from July to Septem-

ber, 1920, it was found that 27 per cent were chargeable

to violations of safety orders. The department also

reports an increase as compared with last year's figures.
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News of the Week
New York, Novcmhcr 25, 1920

Federation, Under Hoover's Leadership, Plans
Nation-Wide Industrial Survey

First Meeting of American Engineering Council Discusses Organiza-
tion of Federated Societies and Chooses Washington

for Headquarters

T TNDER the leadership of Herbert Hoover, former food administrator
^ and president of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical

Engineers, who was elected to the presidency of the American Engineering
Council, the governing body of the Federated American Engineering So
cieties, at the first meeting of that organization held in the Willard Hotel,

Washington, D. C, Nov. 18-20, the federation is planning as one of its first

activities in the interest of public service a nation-wide quantitative survey

of industrial wastes, to include, among other special lines of inquiry, the

aggregate loss to industry and to the public caused by strikes and lockouts

intermittent employment and unemployment due to the shifting of indus-

trial currents. Maintaining that the country's greatest problems today are

those growing out of our industrial development Mr. Hoover, in his first

address as president of the federation's Council, asserted that the engineer

is the man best qualified to bring about co-operation among the country's

great economic groups of special interests.

The growing strength of national or-

ganizations of both employers and em-
ployees, he said, should not and must
not be contemplated as an alignment
for battle. These organizations, Mr.
Hoover believes, should be considered as

the development of influential groups
through which skill and mutual consid-

eration can be assembled for co-opera-

tion to the solution of our industrial

problems. In their position as a party

of the third part to many of these con-

flicting economic groups, Mr. Hoover
pointed out, engineers, with lifekjaig

training in quantitative thought and

their sole mental aspect one of con-

struction, should be able to make a

contribution of those safe steps that

make for real progress. His speech,

in full, appears elsewhere in this issue.

Twenty Societies Represented

The initial meeting of the American
Engineering Council was attended by
delegates from 20 of the 21 engineering

organizations which have become char-

ter members of the federation. The
membership list includes 7 national

organizations—the mechanical, elec-

trical, mining and chemical societ'es,

in addition to the Society of Indus-

trial Engineers, the Taylor Society,

and the American Society of Agricul-

tural Engineers—and 14 state, city or

regional bodies. In addition, represen-

tatives were present from other engi-

neering organizations which are con-

sidering charter membership in the

federation but which have not taken
final action. The Kansas Engineering
Society was the only member organiza-
tion not represented by a delegate, but

this organization was the first to make
payment of its contribution as a char-

ter member of the federation ; its check
was received by the treasurer on the

morning of Nov. 19.

The Council sessions on Nov. 18 and
19 were devoted largely to organization,

while on Nov. 20 the Executive Board
of the Council held its first meeting.

Committee reports formed the major
part of the business transacted, there

being only four addresses, the first,

by Richard L. Humphrey, chairman of

the Joint Conference Committee of

Founder Societies, outlining the steps

which had led to the creation of the

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties; the second, by J. Parke Chan-
ning, giving a resume of Engineering

Council's work; the third by L. W. Wal-

lace, on factory management and labor,

and the fourth by Herbert Hoover, dis-

cussing national industrial problems.

With about seventy-five delegates

and guests in attendance, the first meet-

ing of American Engineering Council

was opened Nov. 18 by Mr. Humphrey,

who reviewed the events leadinjr up to

the Organizing Corfermce in Warhine-

ton June 4. By the assembling of dele-

gates for the first meting of the .Ameri-

can Engineering Council Mr. Hum-
phrey believes that "the first step in

realizing the dream of the engineering

and allied technical professions for

solidarity has been taken."

Committees Named

After the appointment of temporary

officers—E. S. Carman, representing

the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers, as chairman, and W. E. Rolfe,

of the Associated Engineering Societies

of St. Louis, as secretary—the business

meeting began. A resolution of rejfret

that the American Society of Civil En-
gineers was not represented by dele-

gates at the meeting was offered by
Philip X. Moore and unanimoosly
passed. The following chairme:'.

'

committees were selectcl: Proc
J. V. W. Reynders. ' n Insutute

of Mining and Met^i' KniriBcer*.

Credentials, J F. I't^ ' oland

Engineering S^jciety. C •. and
By-laws, C. F. Scott, Aii.<.-ic.i:i Inati-

tute of Electrical Engineers. Nomina-
tions, W. C. Powell, Enginecrinic So-

ciety of Buffalo, N. Y. Plan and Scope.

L. C. Nordmeyer, American Socifty of

Mechanical Engineers. Budget, Cal-

vert Townley, .Ann'rican Institute of

Electrical Engineers. Resolutions^ L.

W. Wallace, Society of Industrial En-

gineers.

As a basis for the seKvtion of mem-
bers of the Executive B«.vnrd c* tho

c-.uncil L. P. Alford presented a report

suggesting the division of the Un::.'ri

States into six districts fr<,m each of

which a representative of the U<m
member societies was to bt jclocted.

The Executive Board for the present

will consist of the officers of the Coun-

cil, 14 representatives from national

societies and 6 representatives from

local organizations. It was ci^nsidered

desirable not to elect the full number

(30) authorize!! by the constitution,

thus proWding for representation of

iCoiUimued on ». iM»
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Sliding Pittsburgh Hillside Covers Eight

Pennsylvania R. R. Tracks

Fill Dumped on Steep Slope Below Bigelow Boulevard Causes Failure

of Retaining Wall—Soil Flows Like Glacier

{Special report for Engineering News-
Record by Moni-is Knowles and Mam^icc
R. Scharff, Consulting EnginecrSj Pitts-
burgh.)

Burying eight tracks of the Pennsyl-
vania R.R. under forty feet of dirt and
threatening to cut in two its trunk line

connecting Pittsburgh with the Atlan-

tic seaboard, a great slide of filled

ground on a steep hillside below and
adjacent to Bigelow Boulevard, just

east of the Union Station, Pittsburgh,

has been in progress for the entire

had decreased. With continuing fair

weather it is believed that no additional

interference with the railroad operation

need be expected. Long continued

rains, however, might lead to very

serious conditions.

Improvement of Bigelow Boulevard,

a main thoroughfare from downtown
to the east end, part of Lincoln

Highway from Pittsburgh east, was
started some months ago, the main
operation being the construction of a

f 1^
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When the retaining wall failed a

large section of it wrecked part of a
two-story brick inspection and supply
building 30 x 220 ft. at the foot of the

slope, and with the continuance of the

slide it has been necessary to pull down
additional portions to prevent the fall-

ing of walls, GO that a 160-ft. length

of the original building has been com-
pletely destroyed, leaving only a 60-ft.

length standing (arrow D on photo-

graph).
In the inspection of the slide made

by General Goethals on Nov. 20 no
changes in the method of dealing with
the slide developed. No formal statement

was given out, but General Goethals

will submit a written report to the

mayor. He is quoted by newspapers as
approving the present program of re-

moving the material as fast as it comes
down and as advising that nothing fur-

ther be done except to continue surveys,

borings, and investigations until all

material has reached equilibrium up to

the most remote cracks.

Shovels Gaining

Motion of the slide material has de-

creased at the date of writing and the

shovels are gaining on the slide. All

connected with the work feel confident

that additional interference with the

operation of the railroad is unlikely

unless long rains set in. Plans are

complete for detouring all traffic if nec-

essary.

Rerouting of cars on the street rail-

way system in order to handle the

traffic diverted from the railroad and
conversion of Forbes St. and Fifth Ave.
into one-way streets are being con-

sidered; these two streets are main
thoroughfares to the east end of the

city.

Discussion of responsibility for the

slide among the city authorities has
been very active during the past week.
The whole case will throw a heavy cost

on both the city and the railroad, and
the council has ordered a thorough in-

vestigation.

C. W. Richey, division engineer of the

Pittsburgh Terminal Division, is in

charge of work at the slide for the

railroad, under W. D. Wiggins, chief

engineer of the Central Region, Penn-
sylvania R.R. N. S. Sprague, chief of

the Bureau of Engineering, and John
Swan, director of public works, are in

charge of the work for the city oi

Pittsburgh.

Am. Soc. C. E. Wants Engineer on
Commerce Commission

The board of direction of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers on Nov.
9 appointed a committee composed of

Charles Hansell, James L. Tighe,

Edward H. Lee, Charles S. Churchill

and Samuel Murray to take up with
the appropriate committee of Engi-

neering Council and with committees of

other engineering societies the initia-

tion of such action as may be proper

to have an engineer appointed on the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

New York Eng^ineers Discuss

Rapid Tran.sit

Second Meeting of y\m. Soc. C. R
Local St*<!tion (JonxidcrH Hroad

Metropolitan I'lan

New York's rapid transit prohlei.i

—

considered from the standpoint of the
metropolitan district as a whole—was
discussed at the second meeting of the
season of the New York Section of the

American Society of Civil Engineers,
Nov. 17. The principal paper, "Urban
and Suburban Transportaton in the
Metropolitan Distinct of New York,"
was presented by Henry M. Brincker-
hoff, consulting engineer, of the firm of

Parsons, Klapp, Brinckerhoff & Douglas,
who proposed a plan for a unified rapid
transit system which would not only

serve the five boroughs of New York
City but also the New Jersey metro-

politan district by river tunnel connec-
tion. An abstract of Mr. BrinckerhofT'g

paper appears elsewhere in this issue.

Other authorities on rapid transit

joined the discussion, which brought out

almost unanimous sentiment among en-

gineers against municipal operation, but
favoring consideration of the problem
not only from the New York City
viewpoint but also from the viewpoint

of the metropolitan district as a whole.

Frank Hedley, president and general

manager, Interborough Rapid Transit

Co., New York, characterized Mr.
Brinckerhoff's plan as "an engineer's

dream," saying that it would be ex-

tremely difficult to carry out in prac-

tice since the City of New York has al-

ready used a substantial amount of its

credit to build subway lines and would
not be willing to extend its credit to

help build up territory in New Jersey.

Mr. Hedley said that the need was for

immediate new construction to extend

present rapid transit lines in New York
City, and that the recent report of the

Rapid Transit Construction Commission
covering proposed extensions for the

next twenty-five years was very much
belated because a substantial part of

the new lines should now be under con-

struction.

The plan of the Rapid Transit Com-
mission was outlined by its chief engi-

neer, D. L. Turner, who prepared the

report. It was explained that for the

purposes for which the report was pre-

pared it was impossible to give con-

sideration to the extension of rapid

transit lines by river tunneling into

New Jersey. Mr. Turner considered

rapid transit a municipal function, not

a business proposition, but emphasizetl

that the great problem was one of

finance. He suggested that increased

realty values resulting from extension

of rapid transit lines be assessed, ulti-

mately to pay for now construction

rather than increasing fares. J. Vipond

Davies, of Jacobs & Davies. consulting

engineers, New York, questioned the

advisability of extensive additions to

present rapid transit construction that

would materially increase present con-

gestion in the do\\'ntown district of

Manhattan. To this end it Might be
better to fonU-r the devdopmcBt of cooi-
munily c<>nteni in New Jerwtf to ndnce
the volume of tranjiportatioo.

Tbjbi;7x to K.vGimnai

A tribute wu paid to the work of
cngineem in developing New York's
rapid tranHit xyrtem by Georre He-
Aneny, president of the Bciard of Al»Jer-

men during the .Mit/h.-I adrrvinM'ra'.ior.

He said that th<- ••xi.-t<nce of a rr.«-tr'>

politan H«'ction fxU-n>Unz into N«-^
Jersey should U* nctjtrn'iztd and tKat
there was need for the preparation of
a universal plan far in advance of re
quirements. Mr. McAneny asked the
question, "Why should not the two
states come t^^ether on the rapid tran-
sit question?" In the m^ "•— '-'^ aaid
that there should Ix* no ! •• pro-
gram of New York City cji.U:u->i'jiut, bat
characterized a comprehcnshre rapid
transit development as "infinitely diffi-

cult to finance."

Delos F'. Wilcox, public utilities ex-

pert and a memt)er o' the Federal Elec-

tric Railway Commission, favored pub-
lic operation (on the assumption of

public ov/nership), saying that snch a
matter as rapid transit was a pablic

function, that it was difficult to rejfti-

late, and that instead of the senrice-at-

cost plan a much simpler way to effect

practically the same results would be
through public operation, and that com-
munities should be assured against

strikes. The present difficxilty, said Mr.
Wilcox, is that the public will not per-

mit the necessary return on investment
to insure success of private operation.

The steam railroads were represented

by R. S. Parsons, general numager.
Erie Railroad Co.; P. H. Woodward.
general passenger agent. Long Island

R.R., and George A. Harwood, assistant

to the president. New York Central

Lines. Mr. Parsons stated that sub-

urban transportation in the metropoli-

tan district had now reached such

proportions ti.at it is no longer profit-

able, due to the necessity of extending

facilities from the time when the sub-

urban transportation required but a

small portion of the present plant. He
outlined the plan for a proposed sub-

urban passengi^r terminal to be vsed

jointly by the railroads in New Jersey.

which would be connected through a

tunnel under Jersey City H«ii:'N ;ind

the Hudson River, with a it

walk to Manhattan. Mr. F - >

suggested the nee<l for bridgir«r the

Hudson Ri>er, and said he thought it

"a refloi-tion against n>embers of this

society that a bridge is rot alrt^ady

being built across the Hudson." Mr.

Wootlward of the Long Island looked

for the greatest incn?aso in popula-

tion in the Borough of Queens, .nnd said

that the single present trun-

have help from additior.i! r;ii .t

facilities. He ssid that no nmttor how

large present plans may be they will

not be large enough in twenty-five

years. M".". Harwooil of the New York

Central outlined the history of Kvil

steam road transit from the beginning
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of operation on the Harlem R.R. in

1832. He suggested a transfer point

at Mott Haven to connect with rapid

transit lines entering Manhattan and

said that the present steam railroad

suburban traffic was unprofitable.

Cross Transfer Routes

Frank J. Sprague, introduced as the

"father of rapid transit," said that he

was in entire accord with Mr. Brincker-

hoff's view, and that a restricted plan

would fail. He characterized the pres-

ent plan as abortive, and said that the

need was for cross transfer routes as

well as the longitudinal system. The

financial aspect of the subject was dis-

cussed by O. B. Wilcox, vice-president,

Bonbright & Co., New York City, who

emphasized the importance of security

of principal and interest to investors

in rapid transit projects. He said that

private operation was successful except

for the refusal of the public to permit

an adequate return. He did not favor

further congestion in downtown Man-

hattan.

A paper by L. B. Stillwell, consulting

electrical engineer. New York City, was

read by Colonel F. A. Molitor, citing

the development of rapid transit in

New York City as the engineer's ac-

complishment. Mr. Stillwell wrote that

the moving platform today occupies

about the same position as the proposi-

tion of electric traction did twenty

years ago. A moving platform with a

speed of 12 miles per hour as had been

proposed would give three times the

capacity of a subway route for the

shorter hauls.

The meeting was presided over by

Colonel W. J. Wilgus, president of the

section. Colonel Wilgus announced that

it was the intention, as a result of the

series of eight discussions on engineer-

ing problems that affect the future of

the metropolitan district, to refer these

discussions to committees for the pur-

pose of making reports and recommen-

dations looking to the solution of each

of the problems with a view to develop-

ing a comprehensive metropolitan plan.

He proposed that the studies and con-

clusions be published in report form

after the close of the season's meet-

ings. The next meeting of the section

v/ill be devoted to consideration of "The

Port of New York," Dec. 15. A report

of the first meeting of the section,

which was devoted to the local freight-

handling problem of the metropolitan

district,"appeared in Engineering News-

Record, Oct. 28, 1920, p. 865.

Immense Majority for New Jersey

Bridge and Tunnel Bonds

The vote Nov. 2 on the $28,000,000

New Jersey State bond issue toward

the cost of the Hudson River vehicular

tunnel and the bridge over the Dela-

ware River between Camden and Phila-

delphia was approximately 569,000 to

95,000 or nearly 6 to 1 in lavor of the

bonds. Every county in the state gave

u good majority for the bonds.

Salem Water-Borne Typhoid
Epidemic Declining

Some 800 Cases in Ohio City Due to

Leaky Vitrified Clay Conduit-
Preventive Measures

The typhoid epidemic at Salem, Ohio,

noted in our issue of Nov. 18, p. 1012,

according to a letter to this journal

from W. H. Dittoe, chief engineer Ohio

State Department of Health, is still be-

lieved to be due to pollution of the

water-supply, although no final conclu-

sion has been reached. Up to Nov. 19,

Mr. Dittoe states, 763 cases had been in-

vestigated by the department, which is

thought to be practically all the cases

that had occurred. The peak of the

outbreak was reached Nov. 1, when 54

cases were plotted on the "took to bed"

chart. Since then the "to bed" curve

has shown a rapid decline. The deaths

to Nov. 19 had been ten, of which the

latest was on Nov. 14. The foUovdng

summary of the sanitary engineering

activities undertaken to prevent the

spread of the disease, not only in

Salem, but down the river in both Ohio

and West Virginia, is taken from Mr.

Dittoe's letter of Nov. 19 to Engineer-

ing News-Record:
1. Chlorinatiou of the public water sup-

ply was started Oct. 20 and is still in use.

Also printed notices warning citizens to

boil all water, whether from the public

mains or from private wells, have been
distributed and posted in prominent places.

Also regular analyses of the water supply
have been made since chlorination was
started and these have shown freedom from
contamination.

.

2 While no definite conclusion has been
drawn it appears likely that contamination
reached the water from a gravity line of

vitrified clay pipe conveying the water sup-

ply and since Oct. 27, this line has not

been in use. , ^ , ,,

3 The usual disinfection of stools from
typhoid patients has been rigidly practiced.

4 To prevent the use of dangerous dug
wells on properties which are served by the

public supply we have undertaken disin-

fection of such wells by introducing 2 lb. of

chloride of lime. , , .

5 In an effort to prevent spread of in-

fection we have undertaken disinfection of

all vaults by the application of 5 lb. of

chloride of lime.
6 To prevent as far as possible the

contamination of the stream receiving the

partially treated sewage of the city, we
have placed in operation a chlorinating

machine applying chlorine gas to the tank
effluent. , ^, ,

7. To avoid as far as may be the spread

of infection to communities down stream
from the city, we have notified the upper
Ohio River cities in Ohio, also the AVest

Virginia State Health Department regard-

ing the occurrence of the epidemic, ad-

vising the boiling of water for those cities

which use the river water without filtration

and advising extreme care in the operation

of filtration plants, also arrangements have
been made to notify village and township
officials in the territory between Salem and
the Ohio River.

.

8. Requirements have been imposed Uiat

all milk delivered in the city shall be effici-

ently pasteurized. Also orders have been

made to prevent the leading of milk bottles

at places where typhoid fever exists

Tradesmen are also prohibited from de-

livering milk over counters in bottles.

Am. Soc. C. E. Committees to

Study External Relations

At its meeting Nov. 9 the board of

direction of the American Society of

Civil Engineers appointed two commit-
tees to consider the external relations ^
of the society, the action being due to H
the negative vote upon entrance into

the federation and the positive vote, in

the April questionnaire, regarding

active co-operation with other engi-

neers and allied technical associations

in promoting the welfare of the engi-

neering profession.

The first committee is composed of

corporate members whose duty it will

be to consider and make recommenda-
tions "for determining and governing"
the relations of the society to other en-

gineering bodies. It is understood that

the idea in mind was to appoint younger
members of the society on this com-
mittee. There are two representatives

of District 1 and one from each of the

other districts. They are: R. C. Mar-
shall, Jr., chairman; W, T. Chevalier,

George A. Johnson, Ralph W. Home,
Charles A. Poole, Edgar M. Hoopes,

Jr., Kenneth C. Grant, J. H. Dunlap,

W. D. Gerber, W. J. Burton, John S.

Means, S. B. Morris, Fred M. Rand-
lett, C. H. Snyder.
The second committee will consist of

all living past presidents of the society,

and its duty will be to review and
transmit to the board the report of the

committee of corporate members above

referred to. The first committee is to

finish its work by Jan. 1 and the second

committee then will have until Jan.

17 (the next regular meeting of the

board) to prepare and submit to the

board its commentary on the first com-

mittee's report.

As a necessary incident to the close

of the matters bearing on the federa-

tion the conference committee was
ordered to submit its final report not

later than Nov. 20, when it was to be

discharged.

At the same meeting the board also

passed a resolution the closing para-

graphs of which are as follows:

"Be it resolved, that the Board of

Direction hereby instructs its repre-

sentatives upon Engineering Council to

state to Engineering Council that they

cannot participate in any action by En-

gineering Council in transferring its

activities to the Federated American
Engineering Societies.

"Be it further resolved, that the

Board instructs its representatives to

express to the council its hope that

Engineering Council will, for the pres-

ent, continue to carry forward its

work."

New Motor Taxes in England

The new automobile and motor truck

taxes which have been under discussion

in Great Britain and which substitute

a horsepower and weight basis of

taxation for the gasoline tax now in

use, will become effective Jan. 1, 1921.

These taxes were given in detail in the

Engineering News-Record of July 1.

Nobel Prize for Physics Awarded

Discoveries in the field of nickel and

steel alloys by Edouard Breteuil, head of

the International Bureau of Weights

and Measures, have brought to him the

award of Nobel prize in physics for

the year 1920 by the Swedish Academy

of Science.
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t>anama Canal Surplus, $2,387,599

The sixth and best year of opera-

;ion of the Panama Canal, ended June
50, 1920, shows a revenue of $2,387,599

n excess of the expenses for operation

ind maintenance, and thus reduced the

leficit of the six-year period to $2,231,-

191, according to the recently issued

innual report of Brigadier General
larding, U. S. A., Governor of the

:anal. For the year 1919-1920 the

•avenues were $8,935,871, as against
jxpenses of $6,548,272. For dredging
he expense was $1,611,359, an excess

»f about $500,000 over the previous

rear owing to the slides in the Gail-

ard cut. The report states that the

notion of the siides has been much re-

ai'ded and that a new period of stabil-

ty is approaching. The number of ves-

lels passed was 2,745, of which 2,478

vere in commercial service. Governor-

larding predicts that within a reason-

ible period of normal world condi-

ions the canal will earn an actual

)rofit on its construction cost of $366,-

!50,000, this sum being exclusive of the

ixpense for military and naval defense.

Cleveland Qearwater Basin Suit Decided
City's Claim for Cost of Rebuilding Rejected — I indin;,'^ of

Master Upheld — Important Case in Contract l>avs

Separating the Mississippi and
Atchafalaya Rivers

Partial closing of the connection be-

;ween the Mississippi River and the

\.tchafalaya River, in Louisiana, by
larrowing the present seven-mile gap
n the levee system south of Point

Breeze, is advocated in a resolution

aassed at a recent meeting of repre-

lentatives of the federal and state gov-

srnments and of landowners and prop-
erty interests along the two rivers. Ad-
vocates of complete separation of the

;wo rivers were unable to secure the

indorsement of so radical a step, but
;he resolution as passed urges a further

study of the question. Separation of

;hese two rivers by closing the present

connection through the old river chan-
lel, so that the Atchafalaya will no
ongcr serve as a relief for Mississippi

River floods, has been advocated for

many years but is opposed by those

ivho foresee serious effects of an in-

creased flood stage in the Mississippi.

In the opinion of the Corps of Engi-
neers, U. S. Army, the problem has
seen studied so thoroughly that nothing
is to be gained by further study. The
Atchafalaya basin can be protected

against flood by levees, but this would
be a very costly project. On the other
liand, the closing of the present outlet

would increase seriously the engineer-
ing problem of caring for the mouth of
the Mississippi, owing to the increased
amount of silt brought down. Further,
the separation would so increase the
flood stage as to necessitate raising the
levees south of the Atchafalaya con-
nection, and would also constitute an
additional potential danger to the city
of New Orleans. It is considered by
some engineers that the raising of the
levees and the work at the mouth of
the Mississippi would -nvoive greater
expenditure than the construction of
levees along the Atchafalaya.

Terminating long litigation involving
important new points in contract law,

a decision rendered by Federal Jud.-e
Westenhaver at Cleveland Nov. 15 in

the case of the West Side clearwater
basin construction awards $38,879 to

the Walsh Construction Co. and $20,932
to the city of Cleveland, so that the

city now owes the contractor $18,000
in final settlement. The decision in its

money awards apparently follows

closely the findings cf fact (reached

by Robert Hoffmann, chief engineer of

the city's Department of Public Ser-

vice, who was appointed by the court
a special master commissioner to re-

port on the issues in dispute.

Comparison with the figures set out
in the master's report indicates that
the decision, whose precise terms are

not yet available, makes award to the
contractor for (1) unpaid balance on
work performed, (2) extras definitely

ordered by the city, (3) additional cost

of a conduit on account of leakage
from the city's pipes and sewers into

the trench, and (4) costs arising from
a change in plan for part of the con-

struction. It disallows the contractor's

claims for more difficult work due to

sliding of the hillside south of the

basin, and for complications arising

from the presence of a track on the

site, existing when the contract was
let but not shown on the plans.

On the same basis of comparison the

city is awarded (1) liquidated damages
for delay in completion, computed after

accounting for various delays due to the

city's own actions, and (2) damages of

about $14,000 for defective concrete,

this amount being computed from the

yardage of such concrete determined

from the testimony, at the contract

prices per yard for the several classes

of concrete in the structure.

Two major factors in the suit were
decided against the city. By far the

largest in amount of money involved

was the city's claim that the complete

reconstruction of the basin by jacket-

ing it with reinforced concrete, carried

out after a section of roof of the basin

collapsed within a few months of com-

pletion of the original contract, should

be charged against Walsh, contractor

for the basin as first designed. The
price paid for this reconstruction was
$328,000, whereas the contract price for

the basin as originally designed was
about $272,000. The master found

that the reconstructed basin is function-

ally different from the original struc-

ture, and that many defects in the

original structure were due to the de-

sign, for which the contractor was not

responsible. Tipping of the north wall

due to inadequate foundation, and

cracking of the basin structure, were

among the defects discussed in this

connection. The city's claim for reim-

bursement for the cost of reconstruc-

tion was disallowed.

An important qu»-ntion, '. t
voivinjf a Hmalier amount, K

the fact that the sum due th*- ......la^.-

tor for work done under the cootract
and ordered extras, at the bid oait
prices, exceeded the sura c«rtifted bf
the city's Director of Ftnanee by «d-
dorsement on the contract aa available
for the work. Accord injf to the mas-
ter's findings the failure of the finaa*

cial authorities to certify additional
sums limits the contractor's claim to the
amount certified, and he is held re-

sponsible for payments alieady mad*
in excess of this sum. It appears bow-
ever that the judge reversed this find-

ing by allowing the full claim of the
contractor for unpaid oalance. and that
on the other hand he reinstated the
city's claim for liquidated damages tor
delayed completion, which had been
disallowed by the master in consider-

ation of automatic termination of the
contract before its final completion.
A minor element of the case was the

city's long delay in acceptance of the
completed work. It was found that
this delay was unwarranted, and a
limiting date on which acceptance
should have been made by the city

was fixed in the findings.

The original contract for the basin
was executed on March 29. 1915, and
work was completed before the end of
that year. On July 9, 1916, a section
of the basin roof collapsed because of
the presence of honeycombs in columns
supporting this section. Reconstruction
by jacketing with reinforced concrete
was carried out in the folloMiing year.
The Walsh company then sued the

city for about $40,000 on unpaid balance
and other claims, and the city in reply
made counterclaim for a sum in excess
of $330,000. The court with the con-
sent of the pai ies appointed Mr. Hoff-
mann master to hear the case; testi-

mony was taken by him dunng seven
months of 1919. and his report was
rendered in December of that year,
since which time the case has been in

the hands of the court.

A fuller review of the case will prob-
ably be published when the *ext of the
court decision becomes available.

Lowest De:;th liate Ever Recorded
in Re;iistr;ition Area

The lowest death rate ever recorded
for t!ie registration area of ihe United
States is reported for 1919 by the Cen-
sus Bureau. The rate is 12.9 per 1.000,

compared to IS per 1.00(1 for 191S, the

year of the influenza pandemic. The
total number of deaths recorded for

1919 is 1.096.4:^6 in a total o>tim.^t»xi

population of S.^. 147.882. in

tration states, the District of ' >.

and 18 icgistration cities in non-re(ris-

tration states. (See EngineriHf AVirs-

Ricord, .April S. 1920, p. 732, for map
showing registration area.)
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Federated Societies Meeting

(ConfiitKcrt frovi p. iCoT)

organizations which may join the feder-

ation prior to July 1, 1921. The follow-

ing six districts were approved: Dis-

and the District of Columbia; District vote was taken Washington was

5 Southern States, including Louisiana chosen by a vote of 29 to 6.

and Texas; District 6, Pacific Coast

States and others not included in the

foregoing five districts.

Figured on a membership basis the

national organizations are entitled to

Hoover Accepts Presidency

The report of the nominating com-

mittee was made at the morning ses-

sion Nov. 19, and the following offi-

speakers conceded decided advantages, deavor for the federation, according to

from the business standpoint, in a New L. C. Nordmeyer, chairman, lies in con-

York headquarters, it was pointed out tact with governmental legislation and

that the establishment of headquar- the rendering of service in an advisory

ters in New York City would be con- capacity to the end that sound engi-

strued, especially by local organizations neering principles may be adhered to.

trfct^'r New 'England States and New in the Middle West and South, as a The method of procedure of the original

York- District 2 Michigan, Wisconsin move to have the federation's policies Engineermg Council whereby various

and MinnesoS- District 3, Ohio, Indi- dominated by the East. It was appar- subjects were handled through standing

ana fnTllhnoi's; District 4, New Jer- ent, however, that sentiment was swing- or special committees whose member-

Z Pennsylvanik, Delaware, Ma.;yland ingtoward Washington ^and^when ^th^^

S^^de^fwirsTeci^c ^^bS ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

less of whether they were members of

the Council or not, was endorsed.

Among the subjects on which it was
suggested that the federation might
take action are the following:

1. (Serving the public interest by investi-
gation and advice to the public and to
governmental and voluntary bodies upon
national problems which involve industrial
and economic questions.

2. National Department of Public Works.
3. Conservation of natural resources,

such as water, coal, oil, etc.
4. Maintenance of co-operative attitude

toward other national organizations, both
professional and commercial.

.5. Technical education.
6. Transportation in its various forms,

particularly highways.
7. Advice with and assistance to re-

gional, state and local organizations upon
their request.

8. National Bureau of Economic Re-
search.

9. Public fire prevention.
10. Patents.
11. National Board of Jurisdictional

Awards.
12. International affiliation of engineers.
13. State organizations of local affilia-

tion.
14. Uniform licensing and registration

laws.
15. Classification and compensation of

engineers.
16. Bureau of employment.
17. Russian-American Engineers Com-

mittee.

the following representation :
Chemical

^^^.^ ^^ ^-^^ American Enginering Coun
engineers, 1; electrical engineers, 4;

mining engineers, 3; agricultm-al engi-

neers, 1; mechanical engineers, 4; in-

dustrial engineers, 1 ; Taylor Society, 1.

ExBOVElv^ Board Chosen

ITie following were named as mem-

berg of the Executive Board : For the

American Institute of Mining and

Metallurgical Engineers, Edwin Lud-

low, Arthur S. Dwight and Philip N.

Moore. American Society of Mechani-

cal Engineers, L. P. Alford, E. S.

Carman, Arthur M. Greene, Jr., and

Fred J. Miller. American Institute

cil were unanimously elected: Presi-

dent, Herbert Hoover, American Insti-

tute of Mining and Metallurgical En-

gineers; vice-presidents, Calvert Town-
ley, American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, W. E. Rolfe, Associated En-

gineering Societies of St. Louis, Dexter

S. Kimball, American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, J. Parke Chan-

ning, American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers; treasurer, L.

W. Wallace, Society of Industrial En-
gineers.

In accepting the presidency Mr.

Hoover expressed his willingness to fill

of Electrical Engineers, H. W. Buck, w^^^y position which might render serv

William McClellan, Charles F. Scott and -^^ ^^ ^^^ engineering profession." He
Lewis B. Stillwell. American Institute

of Chemical Engineers, Harrison E.

Howe. American Society of Agricul-

tural Engineers, Samuel H. McCrory.

Society of Industrial Engineers, L. W.
Wallace. Taylor Society, Morris L.

Cooke.

For the local organizations the fol-

lowing members of the Executive Board

were selected: District 1, W. B.

Powell, Engineering Society of Buffalo,

N. Y., or Bion E. White, Mohawk
Valley Engineers Club, Utica, N. Y.;

District 2, C. A. Parks, G-and Rapids

(Mich.) Engineering Society, or D. J.

Sterrett, Detroit Engineering Society;

District 3, J. F. Oberlin, Cleveland En-

gineering Society; District 4, W. W.
Varney, Engineers Club of Baltimore;

believes in a consolidation of engineer

effort, not only in technical work but

in civic and economic affairs, where the

engineer's voice should be heard

throughout the community. There has

never been a time, said Mr. Hoover,

when we needed more urgently than at

present the engineer's kind of thinking.

Committee Reports

Constitution and By-laws. — Only

The committee report concluded vnth

this statement of principle; "Every
care should be exercised to avoid any

action partaking of political bias or

partisanship, and to keep the activities

and pronouncements of the Federated

American Engineering Societies within

the pale of sound engineering, good
m.inor changes in the printed constitu- judgment and upon the broad basis of

tion and by-laws of the federation were

proposed by Prof. Scott, chairman. The
title of the secretary was changed from
"Executive Officer" to "Executive Sec-

retary," and the meetings of the Ex

a real and mutual co-operation."

Budget.—Two estimates of income

and expenses were made by the com-

mittee on budget, Calvert Tov^mley,

chairman. The first, or "minimum as-

sumption," was based on an ultimateecutive Board made bimonthly, except

DrsVS 5T'o."'£'KoTh7TechnicarClub during July and August, instead of ^"embeSp for thT^year "of only those

of Dallas Tex.; Districts, L.B. Smith, monthly. Contributions of member
societies which had already definitely

Kansas Engineering Society. societies are to be payable in ad-

Action was taken whereby the date vance quarterly instead of semi-an-

for becoming a charter member of the nually. A number of changes were

federation for all those organizations suggested in the chapter of the by

joined. The other, or "maximum as-

sumption," included all present member
societies and nine "participating" or-

ganizations, many of which were repre-

which were invited to the Organizing laws relating to publicity, but after
^^^^^^ at the Council meeting but which

Conference last June has been extended

to July 21, 1921.

Headquarters at Washington

The location of the headquarters of

the Council was a subject which elicited

lively discussion. The contest event-

had not taken definite action. The

minimum assumption, on the foregoing

basis, would provide a yearly revenue

of $59,000, while the maximum assump-

tion would yield $80,000. On the same

basis minimum and maximum expend-

itures were estimated at $56,500 and

a lengthy discussion the charter was
approved as originally drafted, and

reads as follows: "The privilege of

attendance at all meetings of the

American Engineering Council, of the

Executive Board and Committees, when
not in executive session, shall be ex-

ually narrowed down to New York or tended to any proper Person, but this
^92,500, the latter figure covering more

Washington. Strong pleas for Wash- privilege does not include the right to
ei^^o^ate plans than it will be feasible

ington were made by Philip N. Moore, speak or vote. Any proper person shall
^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ present,

of the mining engineers, and others, have the right to inspect and make true

Calvert Townley argued in favor of a copies of the official records of all meet- Executive Board Meeting

location other than Washington because mgs of the Council, the Executive
.• „ * fV,. FvPrutive

of the danger, as he saw it, of the or- Board and committees." ^^''^^. ^u'V"" n^hp^fNov 20 Jh^
ganization "bdng drawn into a politi- Plan and Scope.-One of the most Board of the Council, held Nov 20 the

cal vortex." While many of the fruitful and important fields of en- following committee was named to re-
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port a list of qualified candidates for
the position of Executive Secretary of
the Council: Messrs. Wallace, Moore,
Scott, Oberlin, Alford and Towmley.

Resolutions of Board

On motion of Mr. Miller the Execu-
tive Board endorsed the plan of Mr.
Hoover for an investigation of indus-
trial wastes and authorized him to form
an organization for that purpose.
The Board also approved a resolu-

tion, offered by Mr. Moore, which read:
"Resolved, that this Board recognizes
the great importance and value of the
movement to secure the establishment
of a National Department of Public
Works, as initiated by Engineering
Council and continued by the National
Public Works Department Association,
and that the Board declares itself in
favor of continuing efforts toward that
end."

L. P. Alford was appointed tem-
porary secretary of the Executive
Board to serve until its next meeting.
While it did not come officially be-

fore the Executive Board, a resolution
passed by the American Society of Civil
Engineers' Board of Direction at its

meeting of Nov. 9, whereby the society
foi'bids its representatives on Engineer-
ing Council to transfer the activities of
that body to the Federated American
Engineering Societies and expresses the
hope that the old Engineering Council
will "for the present continue to carry
forward its work" was the subject of
considerable discussion. It appears to
be the purpose of the other three
founder societies to v^dthdraw from En-
gineering Council on or before Dec. 31,
1920, utilizing the new machinery of
bhe federation for carrying on and en-
larging the former work.

Membership of the Federated American
Engineering Societies, Nov. 20, 1920

Alabama Technical Association, Birming-
lam, Ala.
American Institute of Chemical Enei-

leers, Brooklyn. N. Y.
American Institute of Electrical Engi-

leers. New York, N. Y.
American Institute of Mining and Metal-

urgical Engineers. New York, N Y.
American Society of Agricultural Engi-

leers, Ames, Iowa.
American Society of Mechanical Engi-

leers. New York, N. Y.
Associated Engineering Societies of St.

-louis, Mo.
Detroit Engineering Society, Detroit,

>Iich.

Engineering Association of Nashville,
;enn.
Engineering Society of Buffalo, N. Y.
Grand Rapids Engineering Society, Grand

tapids, Mich.
Kansas Engineering Society, Topeka, Kan.
Louisiana Engineering Society, New Or-

eans. La.
Mohawk Valley Engineers' Club, Utica,

Technical Club of Dallas, Tex.
The Cleveland Engineering Society, Cleve-
md, Ohio.
The Engineers' Club of Baltimore. Md.
The Society of Industrial Engineers,

•hicago, 111.

Washington Society of Engineers, Wash-
igton, D. C.
York Engineering Society, York, Pa,
Taylor Society, New York.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual .Meeting^s

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OFSTA-TE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS
Washmglon, D. C. ; Waahlngton.'
D. C, Dec. 13-lC.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL BN-
pgl^^EERS. New York City. Jan.

^^^^9.1^^^^ GENERAL CONTRAC-
TORS, Washington, D. C. : New
Orleans, Jan. 25-27.

The Utah Society of Engineers, at a
recent meeting, went on record in favor
of the vigorous prosecution of a plan
for the development of arid lands and
the use of flood waters and the further
development of irrigation in Utah in
general as outlined by A. F. Parker,
chief engineer of the Utah Water Stor-
age association. Mr. Parker presented
a draft of a bill which, it is hoped, will
be brought in some form before the
next Utah legislature. The bill would
create a state development service, fol-
lowing the suggestion rather than the
general outlines of the U. S. Reclama-
tion Service.

The Technical Club of Dallas. Tex.
has perfected an arrangement whereby
its members will exchange engineering
papers with members of a similar club
in the City of Mexico.

The Engineers Club (Houston, Tex.),
at a joint meeting with the Houston
Realty Board held Oct. 28, was ad-
dressed by Mayor A. E. Ammerman,
John T. Scott, M. E. Foster and M. E.
Tracy. The Manchester purchase and
port improvements were discussed.

The Rochester Engineering Society,

at its meeting Nov. 12 was addressed
by G. F. Stickney, consultmg engineer
of Albany, N. Y., on "The Siphon Spill-

way Dam." The fact was brought out
that there are 25 dams of tnis type in

this country and several more are pro-

posed.

The California ^trtion, .Xmcrkan
Water "Aorkn AHHOciation, KM lu fir^i
annual meftin^' m Sun Franciaeo Nov.
1.3, with aUut 7' -f"-,h*r» and (ocsU
pr^^Hf-nt. rffprt- .

r water depart-
^"'"t.-< of fif- .cipaliti««, the
Railroad ( ,u ^nd the Board of
Fire Und< Three pap«r« ««r»
presented, aa follows: 'The Bwumm
End of the Waterwork*,'* by O. E.
Clemen.s, water sales nuaukgnr. Spring
Valley Water Co.; "Th«» Omtrffapal
pump," by E. P. McMj- ••

gineer, Krogh Pump L
and "Chlorination in '

Ralph Hilscher, i«tat*» \,

Berkeley. Chi tJii^eritnce in
San Jose and .<-

j was reported
by J. W. Fofd and L; .mgston Jenks, re-
spectively, and commenU on loss in
water systems was made by member*
familiar with the systems at San Die^o.
Pasadena and San Francisco. The
morning session, closed by a round table
discussion, was followed by a luncheor
at the engineers' club and the afternoon
was spent in an automobile trip over
the peninsula properties of the Spring
Valley Company.

The Engineers* Club of the Yoimxs-
town District will hold a regular meet-
ing Nov. 30. The principal speaker will
be F. C. Coey, 'general manager of the
Celluloid Co. of America, who will de-
liver an address on "Celluloid: Its

Manufacture and Uses."

Person.\l Notes

Winfield to Have City Manager
After having twice defeated the City-

ilanager plan a proposal for its adop-
ion was can-ied by a majority of 471
'otes at Winfield, Kan., on Nov. 2.

The Cleveland Engineering Society,

at its noonday meeting, Nov. 26, will be

addressed by E. Arthur Roberts on
"European Impressions." At the meet-
ing Tuesday evening, ^'ov. 30, Fle.cher

Collins will speak on "Wrought Iron

Pipe by Puddling Process."

The Texas Section. Am. Soc. C. E..

at its annua) meeting late in October,

adopted a resolution urging the defeat

of the Smith Bill (H. R. 12,466) per-

mitting the granting of irrigation

rights in Yellowstone Park, and also

a resolution urging Congress to pass

an amendment to the Federal Water
Power Act exempting national parks

from use for waterpower purposes.

C. D. F L A N' I G E N. J R.. has recently
accepted a position with the Southeast-
ern Underwriters .Association, .\tlanta.
Ga., as engineer in the municipal serv-
ice department. He was formerly mine
engineer for the American Zinc Co of
Tennessee.

P. B. Spencer, formerly a?5:>:ar.t

engineer of structures of the New York.
New Haven & Hartford R.R. Co.. has
been made engineer of structures with
headquarters at New Haven, Conn.

F. J. Pitcher, assistant enjh-
neer in the bridge department of the
New York, New Haven « Hartford
R.R. Co., has been promoted to the
position of assistant engineer of struc-
tures with headquarters at New Havei..
Conn.

P. S. S M I T H of the U. S. GeolofricaJ

Sur\.>y. and F. A. Holhr-^^V -" < O p.

Hood of the U. S. Bureau •
" ave

been appoint4?d by the Int^.. . ^ ,
-sart-

ment to serve on the .American En^-
neering Standards Committee.

William B. Bauford. consult-

ing engineer, has been elected mayor
of Belmar. X. J., and is planning the
adoption of the borough-manager type
of government. Mayor Bamford is m
member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers.
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S. V. Roland, formerly superin-

tendent of the Western division of the

Chicago Great Western R.R. at Clarion,

Iowa, has been transferred to the

Northern division with headquarters at

St. Paul, Minn.

'h. S. Jones, valuation engineer,

Gulf, Mobile & Northern R.R., has been

appointed chief engineer with head-

quarters at Mobile, Ala.

Dudley P. Babcock, formerly

assistant engineer. New York State De-

partment of Highways, has been ap-

pointed assistant engineer, Bronx Park-

way Commission, Bronxville, N. Y.

H. W. Williams, formerly as-

sistant engineer in the electrical depart-

ment, Chicago, Milwaiikee & St. Paul

Ry. at Seattle, has been appointed spe-

cial representative to the general super-

intendent of motive power with head-

quarters at Chicago.

John S. "Mitchell, formerly

chief draftsman with Niles Forge &
Mfg. Co., Niles, Ohio, has taken a po-

sition as chief engineer and assistant

manager for Ohio Structural Steel Co.

at Newton Falls, Ohio.

Curtis C. Coldwell, formerly

connected with E. I. du Pont de

Nemours & Co., as reinforced concrete

designer, has taken a similar position

with the Lackawanna Railroad.

E. EverettHarkness has re-

signed from the staff of the Emerson

Engineers to accept a position as pro-

duction manager with C. H. Root Co.,

Bristol, Conn.

Edwin D. Crumb, formerly in

the engineering office of the Automatic

Sprinkler Valve Co. of America,

Youngstown, Ohio, has accepted a po-

sition as junior assistant engineer in

the New York State Highway Depart-

ment.

T. J. S T R I C K L e R, chief engineer

of the Kansas Court of Industrial Re-

lations, has resigned effective Dec. 1 to

accept a position as engineer for the

Empire Gas & Fuel Co., Bartlesville,

Okla.

E. 0. A dee, recently assistant engi-

neer on road work in Hamilton County,

Kan., has been appointed resident en-

gineer of Federal Aid Project No. 49

in Ottawa County, Kan.

L. K. Sherman, president of the

American Association of Engineers,

testified Nov. 10 before the Calder Com-
mittee on Reconstruction in Chicago.

He presented facts regardirg the hous-

ing shortage based on his experience as

president of the U. S. Housing Corpora-

tion.

Howard L. Dick, acting city en-

gineer, has been appointed city engi-

neer, Kingston, Ont., Canada.

Lieutenant-Colonel W. C.

Weeks, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.,

formerly chief of the construction sec-

ton, under the engineer, '8th Corps
Area, Ft. Sam Houston, Tex., has re-

cently been assigned to duty as assist-

ant to the district engineer at the Wil-

son Dam, Florence, Ala.

Ernest A. Taylor has resigned

as district engineer for Fayette County,

W. Va., and is now with the Missouri

State Highway Department as project

engineer, assigned to Division No. 1 at

St. Joseph, Mo.

Allan F. Owen, for several

yeai's chief engineer for George C Nim-
mons & Co., Chicago, has opened an

office as structural engineer in the

Marquette Building, Chicago.

Frank Holbrook has recently

been appointed superintendent of high-

ways for Webster, Mass.

Obituary

Ward Baldwin, consulting en-

gineer, died Nov. 15. He was professor

of civil engineering at the University

of Cincinnati for a number of years.

He acted as consulting engineer for the

Cincinnati Rapid Transit Commission
and made a valuation of the properties

of the Cincinnati Traction Co. for the

city.

Thomas W. Clarke, engineer

for the Standard Oil Co. of New Jer-

sey, died in Tampico, Mexico, Oct. 28.

He was born in Roxbury, Mass., 1872,

and received his engineering education

at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. Upon leaving college he was
associated with Manning, Maxwell &
Moore, New York, During the Spanish-

American War he served as assistant to

the chief engineer at the Mare Island

Navy Yard. In 1902 he began his serv-

ice with the Standard Oil Co. as plant

engineer of the Eagle Works. In 1905

he was sent to China for the Standard

Oil Co. of New York, where he was
superintendent of construction and de-

signing engineer in South China. In

1908 he returned to the United States

and was assigned to the S. T. Baker
Oil Co. to build a compounding rnd
exporting plant for handling galena

oils. He later supervised the construc-

tion of domestic trade plants for the

Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey

throughout the United States and

Canada. In 1913 he left the service of

the Standard Oil Co. to become vice-

president and engineer. New England

Foundation Co. During the World War
he served as traveling engineer. Wood
Ship Division, U. S. Shipping Board.

In February, 1920, he re-entered the

service of the Standard Oil Co. of New
Jersey to do special engineering work.

He was assigned to the Cia Transconti-

nental de Petroleo, S. A., arriving in

Tampico, Mexico, March, 1920. While

in Mexico, in addition to his company
interests, he promoted the following

projects not only to benefit the oil

companies operating in Mexico but the

whole community: Dredging of the

Chijol Canal, increasing Tampico water
supply, improvements to Tampico and
Tuxpam harbors, and the cleaning up
of Tampico and Tuxpam to prevent an
epidemic of yellow fever.

Chester A. Thomas, engineer,

died Nov. 11 at Dawson, Y. T., Canada.
He was born in Los Angeles, Cal.,

1874, and was graduated from Leland
Stanford University, 1898. From 1899
to 1904 he was assistant engineer and
chief engineer of mining operations.

United Verde Copper Co., Jerome, Ariz.

Later he was connected with the Monte-
zuma Copper Co., Sonora, Mexico.
From 1904 to 1906 he was in charge of

mine examination for the Guggenheim
Exploration Co. In 1906 he became
resident manager, Yukon Gold Co.,

Dawson, Y. T., Canada. During his

connection with this company his most
important activities included the con-

struction and operation of several hy-
draulic mines, seven gravel dredges,

three electric grain elevators, a 2,500-

hp. power-plant with 5-mile water sys-

tem and 50 miles of transmission line.

Business Notes

Sues Engineering Com-
pany, structural engineers, announce
the opening of an office in Chicago, 111.

The Pacific Construc-
tion Co., the Pacific Dredging Co.,

and Loomis, White, Henry & McDonald
have merged their interests with a cap-

italization of $5,000,000. Headquarters
will be in Vancouver, B. C, with a
branch in Montreal.

Clifford F. Messinger, for

11 years connected with the Chain Belt

Company as Rex Mixer sales manager,
advertising manager and assistant to

the vice-president, has been appointed

general sales manager for the company
at Milwaukee, Wis.

R. F. M a c D N A l D, formerly with

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, has

joined the staff of Harrington, Howard
& Ash, Akron, Ohio.

The Manistee Iron Works
C O., Manistee, Mich., manufacturer of

Roturbo centrifugal pumps, vacuum
pumps, condensers, etc., has opened a

Pacific Coast office in the Rialto Build-

ing, San Francisco which will be in

charge of L. M. Page. The company
expects to open branches also at Los

Angeles, Portland and Seattle. These

offices will also be under the supervision

of Mr. Page.

Colonel Frank E. Smith
has been elected director and first vice-

president of the Republic Motor Truck

Co., Alma, Mich.

Arthur G. S p u r l o c k, for the

past four years treasurer of the Ameri-

can Refractories Co., has been appointed

treasurer of the H. H. Robertson Co.,

Pittsburgh.
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Annihilating Space

FROM Cleveland, Ohio, to Mineola, L. I., a distance

of 423 miles, in exactly three hours time, the record-

breaking trip of a mail airplane on Nov. 19, is a fresh

reminder of how space is being annihilated and the

vi^orld made kin by the persistent efforts of the engineer

in the field of transportation.

Commendable Water Saving
NOTWITHSTANDING a large increase in popula-

tion the total pumpage at the Buffalo v^^ater-works

on a recent day was two million gallons under the lowest

previous record for some twenty years—thanks to waste

preventive work. The actual figures were 97,340,000 on

Nov. 14 last and 99,311,000 on Nov. 21, 1909. Compared

with 1916, the saving of coal is nearly 1,500 tons a

month. This is a commendable record. Philadelphia

might well take note of it.

Highway Research

THOUGH a most important step has been taken,

through the recent organization of the Advisory

Board on Highway Research (see Engineering News-

Record, Nov. 18, p. 1010) toward the accumulation,

co-ordination and dissemination of problems relating to

highway construction and economics, so many of which

are yet indeterminate, too much stress cannot be laid

upon thfc need that exists for getting under way. The

lime element is very important. The sooner the board

begins to function, and the sooner it begins to publish

the results of its research, the greater the benefit to

highway organizations and the less the loss due to

expenditures on unsound designs and methods. If the

advisory board is to be of maximum value its perman-

ent organization should be effected as soon as possible,

and research be put under way with all reasonable speed.

French Reconstruction

FRENCH reconstruction, it is shown by official figures

as of Oct. 1, 1920, continues at the high rate recorded

previously in this journal. Of the 4,241 factories dam-

aged or destroyed, 3,239, or 76 per cent, are again in

operation, employing, however, only half as many men

as they did before the war. Progress has been equally

rapid in practically all industries, only food-product

plants being notably below the average in percentage of

rehabilitation. Agriculturally, too, the progress con-

tinues to be excellent. Probably less than 4 per rent

of the churned-up land will be in crop next spring. The

country's financial condition is not so encouraging, but

the revenues have increased very largely. Add to these

evidences of progress the swing away from radicalism

on the part of French labor, and we get a hopeful indus-

trial picture. If all other continental countries were

doing as well, there would be no cause for the present

legitimate discouragement over European industrial

conditions.

A Common Misconception

CONDEMNATION proceedings to attain municipal

ownership of water-works and other public utilities

is frequently advocated. The Federal District Court at

Fargo, N. D., has just ruled that the City of Bismarck

has no authority to acquire the property of the Bis-

marck Water Supply Co. by that mean.s. It might .save

other cities delay and expense to know that there are

few if any cases on record of municipal acqui.sition of

any privately-owned utility under a city'.s general

authority to take private property for public u.se by

condemnation.

The World's Debts

HUGE INDEBTEDNESS, it is generally known, has

been one of the war's aftermath's, but it is not so

widely appreciated that the indebtedness has continued

to increase at a tremendous rate in the two years since

the signing of the Armistice. Figures on the subject

have just been compiled and published by 0. P. Austin,

of the National City Bank, New York. The world's

national debts, which totaled 43 billion dollars in 1913.

had increased to 212 billions at the close of the war.

One year later the figure was 256 billions and in Novem-

ber, 1920, 300 billions. In other words, many govern-

ments are running on credit; their e.xpenditures still

exceed their receipts. In fact three-fourths of the gov-

ernments of the world are showing budget deficits. Not

only has the bonded indebtedness gone up. but the total

of outstanding paper currency has increased. The fig-

ures are: 1913, 7^ billion dollars; at the Armistice.

43 billions; November, 1919. 55 billions: November.

1920, 82 billions. The ratio of gold to currency has. in

the same period, dwindled from 66.3 per cent to 9.2 per

cent. All money figures are computed at pre-war cur-

rency values, but all obligations and currencies of the

Russian Soviet government are excluded. It is obvious

that this condition of affairs increases the difficulties

of commercial rehabilitation. Strenuous efforts are be-

ing made in most of the countries to balance budgets

—a movement given emphasis at the recent Brussels

financial conference of the League of Nations. To us

the condition has a very practical interest, since the

depreciated currencies are a handi..ap to our export

trade. We shall have to finance Europe on a large scale

to stimulate the export trade we are capable of sup-

plying.

Industrial Standardization

IT
lb INTERESTING to find that a recent discussion

of standardization of motor car parts in our London

contemporary. Engineering, makes the point that such

standardization "is a trade matter rather than one for

the British Engineering Standards Association." The

statement is particularly significant because made in

England, where very little industrial joint action to

establish commercial standards of shape and size has

1065
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been possible, and where, on the other hand, centrally

controlled standardization has been in active progress

for nearly twenty years. The slowness of industrial

self-standardization, in fact, was a main motive for the

organization of the Engineering Standards Committee,

now transformed into an association. Even today this

trade standardization is so difficult and slow, over there,

that our contemporary says, with a hopelessness rather

out of harmony with the facts, "We do not know if this

country will ever attain to it. It is possibly of too

radical character to be accepted by our motor firms."

That in spite of this statement the journal urges the

motor trade to enter on the undertaking suggests that

the association's work, in spite of its great scope, does

not do away with the need for other standardization by
the industries themselves. Many conditions existing

in our own country support this conclusion. In fact,

engineering and industrial standardization may exist

side by side to mutual advantage, and possibly they

?iave distinct fields of service, as the English writer

assumes. If this latter be the case, a conscious delimit-

ing of these fields would be eminently desirable. It

would place upon each set of interests a definite re-

sponsibility for results within the limits marked out.

Today there is no such clearly placed responsibility.

No General Code

CODES OF ETHICS are before the profession in a

definite way because of the proposal of the chairman

of the code committee of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers that there be a universal code for all

engineers and architects. We do not believe that careful

consideration will win support for this proposal among
civil engineers. The feeling is widespread, and correct,

that the point of view regarding professional standards

differs essentially between the electrical and mechanical

engineers on the one hand, and civil enginers on the

other. It is inevitable that it should be so. The admix-

ture of manufacturers and salesmen among the electrical

and mechanical engineers, and the employment in techni-

cal capacities of so many of these engineers themselves

by manufacturing enterprises, where the exigencies of

selling the product are so constantly forced on them,

produces in their circles a commercial atmosphere quite

at variance with strict professional views. The feeling

that there is a fundamental difference in point of view is

becoming more, rather than less, emphasized and was one

of the principal reasons for opposition to the civil engi-

neers' entry into the federation. We need a code and
we need enforcement, but results that the civil engi-

neers should seek are not to be obtained through co-

operative efforts.

Arkansas Road Boom
ONE OF THE PURPOSES of the Federal-aid high-

way acts has been to so strengthen highway
administration in each state that road work may
proceed along sound economic, engineering and admin-
istrative lines. The influence of the highway depart-

ment, it was thought, would go beyond the Federal-aid

roads themselves; the example was expected to be

beneficial to every road building agency in the state.

How much a strong influence is needed is shown in the

example of Arkansas, whose highway situation is re-

viewed on page 1099. In a few year^ its projected high-

way expenditures have jumped from an exceedingly

small figure to $56,000,000. The state highway depart-

ment, save for Federal-aid projects, is powerless. All

roads are built under specially organized road districts.

The engineers are consultants, hired by commissioners
who have little appreciation of engineering services,

highway practice or wise handjing of large sums of

money. The result?, are just what one could have
predicted—wild financing, bad highway practice, incom-
petent engineering. To date there must be much con-

demnation; praise only for the desire the Arkansas
people show for wanting to get out of the mud. Evi-

dently, though, as it appears from our article, there is

an awakening. Some good work, it appears, has been
and is being done. The need is felt for wiser expendi-

ture and for close supervision by a competent authority.

The latter, close supervision, can be attained without
large state expenditures. Iowa did it very successfully.

Arkansas may well follow her example. A continuance

of the present course can only result in very heavy
losses to the people of the state. The present depression,

very severe in some parts of Arkansas, will help to bring

about saner conditions.

Engineering Service Discredited

AS ONE of its eleventh-hour acts last month the

L Board of Estimate and Apportionment of New York
City, in its revision of the municipal budget for the new
fiscal year, lopped $3,000 from the salary of its chief

engineer; thp cut was from $12,000 to $9,000 a year.

No justification for such a re iuction exists, as the post

is one demanding not only high technical qualifications

but also sound business judgment, a thorough knowledge

of municipal engineering and finance in all of their

ramifications and a character capable of resisting politi-

cal pressure brought to secure approval of public im-

provements of doubtful economic value. The action of

the Board of Estimate, however, has a far wider signi-

ficance than the mere reduction of the salary of a city

employee. It can be interpreted only as open disparage-

ment by the administration of the value of technical

advice in matters involving the expenditure of millions.

The board's action deserves to be condemned particularly

at the present time when the salaries of professional

men have lagged far behind the rising scale of living

costs and, instead of reductions, merit substantial ad-

vances to maintain them on the same relative plane

of compensation as existed prior to the war. The
post of chief engineer of the Board of Estimate and
Apportionment demands the best there is in the way of

technical and administrative skill and has been ably

filled for many years by Nelson P. Lewis, who retires

from the city's service, at his own request, this month.

If the Board's action was taken on the grounds of

"economy" it has shot wide of the mark. Quibbling

over a paltry few thousand—^which are insignificant in

the aggregate of the city's budget but which mean
much to the incumbent of the office of chief engineer

—

the Board of Estimate has failed to appreciate the

broader aspects of the problem, namely, that the proper

kind of engineering advice demands adequate compen-
sation and will save the city many times the salary of

the chief engineer and his entire staff. It cannot be

secured by the present unjustifiable policy of "economy."

The situation is one involving a principle important

enough to demand immediate action by local organiza-

tions of engineers. Engineering societies have inter-

ested themselves in getting salaries raised. Why then

not try to hold that which they have!
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The Pittsburgh Slide

EARTH slides and slips such as the exceptionally

interesting one at Pittsburgh make appeal to laymen
and engineers for precisely the same ultimate reasons.

They break in with startling suddenness on our every-

day belief in the stability of the ground on which we
travel and build, and in their nature they remain largely

strange and cataclysmic, even after full study. Nearly
always they contain an element of dramatic interest

too, whether in the destruction done, or in the fight to

check the movement, or in the very mystery of continued

creep of solid earth in response to actions that proceed

out of the range of our vision and in response to obscure

laws. Fortunately the Pittsburgh slide is free from the

element of destructiveness, and for the time being it

claims attention mainly because of the aggressive fight

being made to master its progress in order that complete

blocking of a railway trunk line may be prevented. At
a later stage, when permanent control of the slide area

is undertaken, the nature of the earth movement will

have better opportunity to be studied, and deductions

may become possible that can be applied elsewhere in

foreseeing, preventing or controlling slides. For the

present the case brings us face to face with the fact

that slides especially of the flowing type are unknown
phenomena in the sense that they are not amenable to

prediction or to measurement; yet at the same time we
know them to be related closely to other facts in the

physical behavior of soils, with which the engineer is

constantly concerned. Our working concepts of soils

are fitted to the behavior of a normal talus slope, a mass

whose superficial particles are the first to move under

any disturbing influence, but they help us little in under-

standing how a sloping mass witL stable surface may
have an unstable interior in spite of the fact that every

particle there is restrained by its neighbor. It is likely

that the next decade or two will bring fuller investiga-

tion of earth, that will throw light on phenomena now
hopelessly obscure. Until that time most slides are

bound to contain a large ingredient of mystery, and we
cannot hope to deal with them by other than empirical

methods, and after the fact.

Hoover in a New Role

HERBERT HOOVER'S acceptance of the presidency

of the American Engineering Council, the govern-

ing body of the Federated American Engineering So-

cieties, will mean more to that organization than the

inspiration of a strong leadership, important as that

may be. By no other means could the engineer and his

work be brought more effectively to the notice of the

general public, for Hoover is neius and any movement

with which he associates himse'f is sure to receive recog-

nition by the daily press, which is one of the important

means by which the public can find out what the

engineer is doing. One of the certain results of Mr.

Hoover's work with the federation will be to make the

engineer a much more important figure in the public

eye than he is now. This result is urgently needed. The

day after his election at Washington the big metropoli-

tan dailies devoted much space to the proposed indus-

trial wastes survey which he suggested as the federa-

tion's first contribution to public service and gave to

the engineering profession, as a whole, invaluable pub-

licity. In marked contrast to the recognition accorded

by the press to the first meeting of the American Engi-

neering Council are the annual meetings of other engi-

neering HO' Kiich, if they r what-
ever, are <i : with a pari. erafly

constituting a "filler" in some inconiipicj«- »t th«
bottom of a column. It i« not to be inftfi-v., n^m the
foregoing, that the chief aim of entrineering organiza-
tions should be to have their m

'

^trported by the
daily papers. Neverthele.M.s that. very much to
be desired, for it is a reflection of the importance with
which their efforts are regarded by thp world at I^rir*,

Electrification Cost Data
DEFINITE and authoritative information as to th«

net financial results of the Chicago, Milwaukee ft

St. Paul Ry. electrification, described on p. 1068. would
be of the utmost value to those promoting and consider-
ing other projects for electrification, but ahhoujfh it

is stated officially that all result.s are such as to warrant
further application of electric traction no actual fig-

ures of these results have been made public. The elec-

trification on the above road is of special importance
from the great length of line operated and from the
fact that it is a main line and not a terminal or subur-
ban electrification. Further, the first 440-mile section

has been in operation long enough to give some really

reliable data.

Accepting without reservation the statement of the
railway officials as to the successful results of opera-

tion, it is diflficult to see why there should be such re-

ticence as to the figures upon which the - -t

be based. This reticence must tend to i ;>-

1 lent, since engineers and executive ofliccrs cannot be

expected to enter upon costly projects without some
more substantial information as to actual experience

on earlier projects. As a bold pioneer in long-distance

main-line electrification the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Ry. is in a position to render exceptionally valuable

assistance.

In respect of operating results the recent engineering

discussion on steam and electric traction was barren

(see Engineering News-Record, Oct. 28, pp. 823 and

853). It is unfortunate that the advocates of electric

traction have devoted so much energ>' to disparaging

the steam locomotive, their arguments being largely of

a destructive rather tha , a constructive character.

Great as the advantages of the electric locomotive may
be its introduction must of necessity be slow and grad-

ual. No engineer or railway man believes that the

steam locomotive is within sight cf being obsolete or

that it has reached the limit of its development. The

aim of the electrical engineer is. or should be, to show

how and where and why the electric sy '^em may produce

eventual economic and other advantages which will more

than offset the heavy investment and the scrapping of

costly existing plant. It is not diflicult to do this for

certain condit'ons of congested main-line craffW, ter-

minal traffic, oubvirban service, long or numerous tun-

nels or heavy grades. It is much less easy to show con-

vincingly an argument for electric traction for open

main-line operation.

The description of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul

Ky. electrification is of wide interest, but it-* value

would have been inci-eased a hundred-fold if
' ^1

information had been made available as to nt

cost, maintenance charges, operating expenses and the

balance between the net cost of steam and electric

traction under practically identical conditions.
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Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Electrification

With Section Opened This Year Total Is 647 Miles, Including Heavy Grades Over Five Mountain Ranges
—Types of Locomotives—Reported Operating Results

WITH the opening this year of the 209-mile elec-

trified division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Ry., from Othello to Tacoma, Wash., the total

length of electrification on the Milwaukee is 647 miles

of main line, or 860 miles of track including passing

tracks and sidings—by far the greatest in extent of

electrification on any one railroad. The 438 miles be-

tween Harlowton, Mont., and Avery, Idaho, were put in

electric operation January, 1916. The shorter line is

operated as a single division and the longer line con-

Cdsradol 200 I 400 ' 600 ' 800 Miles

Y""" Division ^-A Dh/1s?nr?k- Columbia _J Idaho L MissQulo
^Uivisionjc-Qj^igion >i Division r~Di vision

'

WASHINGTON z 2}
M O N T A rsi A

FIG. 1. ELECTRIFIED SECTIONS OF CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
& ST. PAUL RT. ; 647 MILES

stitutes two divisions. Each electric division includes

two divisions formerly operated by steam locomotives,

as the necessity of cleaning fires of such locomotives

limited runs to about 100 miles. The two electrified

sections are separated by a stretch of 212 miles which

is still operated by steam. This section does not pre-

sent the severe operating conditions which obtain on

the two adjacent sections.

From Harlowton to Avery three mountain ranges

of the continental divide are crossed, with summit ele-

vations of 5,788, 6,322 and 4,150 ft. Heavy grades and
a large proportion of curvature are encountered, the

maximum grade being 2 per cent for 21 miles and maxi-
mum curvature being 10 deg. on the main line. Of 36

tunnels the longest is the IJ-mile St. Paul Pass tunnel

through the Bitter Root range. This 440-mile stretch

of electrification was described in Engineering News of

Jan. 7, 1915, p. 22, and July 6, 1916, p. 24, and in

Engineering Record of Oct. 23, 1915, p. 518.

The newer electrified division extends west from
Othello, Wash., to Tacoma, 209 miles, with a 9-mile

branch from Black River Junction to Seattle which has

not yet been converted to electric traction. This divi-

sion crosses two summits of the Cascade range at Boyls-

ton (EI. 2,390 ft.), and in the Snoqualmie tunnel (El.

2,564 ft.), as shown by the profile, Fig. 2. Westward,
the maximum grade is 2.2 per cent for 18 miles to the

Boylston summit, followed by a descent of 1.6 per cent.

Grades to the Snoqualmie summit are relatively easy,

0.4 to 0.7 per cent. On the western slope, however, there

is a descending grade of 1.74 per cent for about 20

miles, followed by a ruling grade of 0.8 per cent for 25

miles, the latter bringing the line down to the coastal

plain. There is about the same proportion of curva-

ture as on the Rocky Mountain electrification, with the

same maximum of 10 deg. for main track curves.

Power Supply and Transmission—Current for the

Cascade electrification is purchased from the Inter-

mountain Power Co. and is transmitted from the plants

of two supplying companies. A transmission line of

113 miles extends from the Long Lake plant of the

Washington Water Power Co. to the railway substation

at Taunton, Wash. Two lines extend from the Snoqual-

mie Falls plant of the Puget Sound Traction, Light &
Power Co. to the substation at Cedar Falls and Renton,

ten and twenty miles respectively. The second of these

lines continues 26 miles to the last substation at Tacoma

k 3000 Tons East Bound---

k - 3000 Tons West Bound
TACOMA JCT. RENTON CEDAR FALLS HYAK CLE ELUM KITTITAS I '

""
dOrTs! Subsfailons. TAUNTONj

28. 5 M." Wi 27 2M. M 21.7M. Wi 29.0 M. ^ 31.6 M. ^ 23.0M. ^k'' 34.9 M. "->^9.2M.
' I DORIS' -S

FIvi. 2. PROFILE OP CASCADE ELECTRIFICATION OPENED THIS YEAR
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FIG. 3.

Junction. There are eight
substations, each with either
one or two motor-generator
sets of 2,000 kw., and space
for an additional set.

Transmission lines from the
power plant are carried by
steel towers and wood poles.

Those along the railway are
carried mainly by 50-ft. wood
poles with an average spacing
of about 300 ft. The trolley

line on main track consists of
two parallel wires hanging
side by side, thus giving
greater flexibility and greater
area of contact than a single

wire. These wires are sus-

pended by hangers from a

catenary cable carried by
bracket arms on single poles

or by span wires between pairs

of poles. On tangent line and
single track poles are spaced

150 ft. For passing and yard
tracks a single trolley wire is

used. Current at 100,000
volts on transmission lines is stepped down to 3,000-

volt direct current for the trolley wire. For the return
circuit the 90-lb. track rails are supplemented by a wire
carried on the poles and connected to the rails at inter-

vals of about 8,000 ft. This wire connection serves to

compensate for defective or broken rail bonds. Regen-
erative control or braking is a feature of the electric

sj'^stem, as on the older line, the motors acting as gener-

ators when the train is descending grades and delivering

current to the trolley line. In this way the speed is con-

trolled by the current returned to the line, the air brake

being used mainly to stop the train and as an auxiliary

while running. Automatic block signals are installed

on both districts.

Locomotives and Traffic—Electric locomotives of two
radically different types are employed, mainly for the

reason that after extended investigations it was con-

sidered desirable to have service experience with these

types under the actual operating conditions of the

line. The motive power equipment of the two districts

comprises 15 passenger engines, 42 freight engines and

four switching engines. On each district the traffic

averages two passenger trains and from three to four

freight trains in each direction daily.

Freight locomotives are of the 4-8-8-4 type, composed

of two connected units. Those used on the new line

were formerly passenger engines on the older line, the

gear ratio having been changed for freight service.

In the original equipment of the older line the pas-

senger engines were similar to the freight engines,

except for a lower gear ratio, since it was thought that

a suitable type of engine for passenger service should

be determined on the basis of actual electric operation,

the older passenger locomotives being then converted

for freight service. These engines have 52-in. driving

wheels with a motor of 375 hp. (continuous rating)

geared to each axle. Freight train tonnage varies from

2,500 tons on 2 per cent grades to about 5,000 tons on

grades of 0.4 per cent, helpers being employed on con-

tinuous ,grades of over 1 per cent. For passenger

PAStJEXGER TRAl.N ASCENDING THE
OP THE CASCADE RA.VOE

WE.STEKN :ilAJi-t.

service, fifteen new locomotives were built in 1919, five

being used on the new line and ten on the older line.

They are of two different types, but are all designed to
meet the railway company's requirements for hauling a
train load of 950 tons (twelve steel cars) at 25 m.p.h.
on grades of 2 per cent and 30 to 37.5 m.p.h. on grades of

1 per cent. The maximum speed is 65 m.p.h. on level

tangents and the engines have to be sufficiently flexible

to pass curves of 16 deg. in yards as well a5 10 deg.
main-line curves. Current is token from the trolley line

by pantagraph collectors.

On the newer Othello-Tacoma line there are five Gen-
eral Electric passenger locomotives having 24 driving
wheels, with a two-wheel truck at each end. The wheels
are grouped in four truck.< with articulated connections.

Each of the end trucks has six wheels, four of which
are drivers while the end /heels have lateral play and
have no motors. Each of the two inner trucks has eight

driving wheels. The two cabs for apparatus and operat-

ing crew are integral with the eight-wheel trucks, the

front of each cab being supported by rollers \-

wheel truck. The heater cab in the middle is I

by a three-point suspension from the inside ends oi the

two main cabs and is carried entirely f-je of the trucks.

Thus the locomotive forms a single and inseparable

articulated unit, having both the trucks and the cab

articulated. These engines are of the pTeaHe<s t\pe.

with a bi-polar motor of 250 hp. (cot" .-) on

each driving axle (see ErKjiucfrinrj \ Dec.

11, 1919, p. 1034). One of these is shown in Fig. S,

For the Harlowton-Aver>- line, there are ten Westing-

house-Baldwin passenger locomotives (Fig. 4) having

a 4-G-2-2-6-4 wheel arrangement (with twelve driving

wheels"), the runnir.g gear InMng composed of two sep-

arate 4-6-2 units coupled back to back but not articu-

lated. A single cab is mounted on these two unit5. Each

unit, with its six driving wheels, has six twin motors,

each motor frame housing two armatures. The pinions

of these two armatures engage a single gear mounted

on a quill which surrounds the driving axle, the torque
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nu. 1. Ki.KC'rrut.: l.ocomotivq with passenger train at butte. mont.

being transmitted to the driving wheels by helical

springs fitted between the arms of the quill and the

spokes of the wheels. The motors, which have a con-

tinuous rating of about 540 hp., are mounted on the

frame of the locomotive.

In these Westinghouse engines, therefore, the six

driving axles have six motors with twelve armatures,

while in the other design each of twelve axles has a

single motor. The main dimensions of the two types

of passenger engines are given in Table I. Each engine

has an oil-fired boiler with capacity of 4,000 lb. of steam

per hour for heating the engine and train, and air-

TABLE I. ELECTRIC PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES; C, M. & ST. P. RV

Westinghouse General Electric

Wheel plan 4-6-2-2-6-4 2-4-8-8-4-2
Driving wheels, diameter 68 in 44 in.

Truck wheels, diameter 36 in. 36 in

Weight on drivers, in working order 345,000 lb. 492,000 lb.

Weight, total, in working order 562 000 lb. 551,000 lb.

Non-spring borne weight per driving ax'.e 7,800 lb. 9,500 lb.

Total wheelbase 79 ft. 10 in. 67 ft. in.

Maximum rigid wheelbase 16 ft. 9 in. 13 ft. II in.

Number of driving axles 6 12

Number of motors 12 12

Total tractive effort; 1-hr. motor.rating 66,000 46,000
Total hp., one-hour motor rating (contract) . . 4,000 3,240
Total hp. continuous (contract) 3,200 3,025

compressor capacity of 150 cu.ft. per minute for the

brakes, pantagraphs and other equipment.

Operating Results—In most respects the general re-

sults of electrification have exceeded expectations and
in no case have they fallen below the expectations, ac-

cording to R. Beeuwkes, electrical engineer of the rail-

road. He states that even allowing for the increased

investment charges the items of operating expense

depending directly upon motive power are so reduced

and the additional benefits indirectly obtained are so

great as to justify consideration of extending the elec-

trification even on sections with easier grades.

A summary of cost of electrification on the older line

in 1914-16 has been given recently by Mr. Beeuwkes,
this cost being considered more representative than
that on the new line, where the work was done under
conditions of delay and difficulty due to war conditions

in 1917-18. The figures in Table II cover the work lor

440 route miles, 364 miles of transmission line (ex-

clusive of lines built by the power companies), 14 sub-

TABLE II. CONSTRUCTION COST FOR 440 MILES OF
ELECTRIFICATION, I914-I9I6; C, M. & ST. P. RY.

Average
Cost
Per

Route
Mile

Average
Unit
Costs

Trolley system complete
Transmission system, complete
Transmission line, per mile
Substations, complete
Substations, each
Substationbuildings
Substation apparatus
Operators' dwellings
Miscellaneous: Right of way, change to elec-

tric lines, storehouses, minor apparatus at
shops and roundhouses

Engineering and administration, except for

substations
Road locomotives, delivered
Switching locomotives, delivered
Total per route mile 'exclusive of locomotives)

2,360
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55 per cent of that for the corresponding period in 1915
under steam operation.

TABLE III. COMPARATIVE OPERATING COSTS OF FREIGHT
TRAFFIC (PER I.OOO-TON-MILES); C, M. & ST. P. RY.: JULY-DEC. 1918

Rocky
Division Idaho Missoula Mountain Mussel.'^hell

Motive power Steam Electric Electric Htcain
Loooinotive repairs 2. 34 1 86 2 26
Traincrovvs • 3.05 1 1.46 I 61
Engine crews 2.17 1 1 . 30 121
Fuelorpowerl 2.34 1 1.04 1 38
Enginehouse 2.50 1 0.80 3 71
Yardservice2 1.12 I 0.99 71
Total of items affected by motive

powers I 90 ) |.1| | 33
Note: Cost on Missoula Division taken as unity.
1. The item of "Fuel" is based on the average price for the system
2. Considerable part of the switching was done by steam, as a sufficient number
of electric switching engines had not been received.
3. In addition to the item.s tabulated this covers superintendence and main-
tenance of substations, transmission and trolley systems, water and fuel stations,
shops and enginehouses; also locomotive and train supplies.

Reduction in expense for train crews is due to in-

creased tons per train-mile and increased train speed.

The expenses on the Missoula division were about 10

per cent less in 1918 than in 1915, but on the Idaho

steam division they had more than doubled, according

to Mr. Beeuwkes. For the expense of engine crews the

same conditions obtain ; with only a slight increase from
1915 to 1918 for the Missoula electric division but an
increase of about 100 per cent for the Idaho steam
division.

The relative reliability of electric and steam opera-

tion is considered an important point. Records for the

six months from Oct. 1, 1919, to March 31, 1920, show
that the 440 miles of electrically-operated territory had

less delay than four steam divisions aggregating 945

miles, except for the steam divisions from Avery to

Cle Elum, which are particularly favorable as to

climatic, topographical and other conditions tending to

cause delay. A summary of these results in three dis-

tricts is shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV. RELIABILITY OF STEAM AND ELECTRIC FREIGHT
TRAIN SERVICE

(Time in minutes per mile of line operated for six months)

Miles
Motive power
Train delays affected by motive
power (.4)

Train delays not affected by
motive power (B)

Total
Accidents and derailments

(Included in A)
Time lost

Time made up

Marmouth to
Harlowton

340
Steam

62.95

37.85
100.80

2.25
69.7
35.6

Harlowton
to Avery

440
Electric

52.73

46.30
99.03

0.15
8.94

100.0

Avery to
Cle Elum

325
Steam

35.34

33.86
69.20

3 85
00

81 00

Average
for Four
Steam

Divisions

945
Steam

74.75

46.77
121.52

I

A. Delays due to other trains, signals, slow orders, excess
tinne in switching-, extra cars on train, bad weather, poor coal,
trolley and substation defects, engii-e conditions, and accidents
and derailments due to engines.

B. Delays due to waiting for connecting trains, handling
heavy mail and express, extra stops, car conditions, slides, snow
and accidents not due to engines.

Records for the year 1919 show that with a freight

traffic of 2,476,085,000 gross ton miles behind the en-

gines, the cost per kw.-hr, per 1,000 ton miles was 22.3c.

For 378,080,000 passenger ton miles, the cost was 38.1c.

per kw.-hr. per 1,000 ton-miles. The cost of power,

including operating and maintenance expenses of sub-

stations and transmission lines, was 1.1c. per kw.-hr. as

delivered at the locomotive.

This electrification work is under the direct charge

of R. Beeuwkes, electrical engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Ry.

Decrease in Rail Failures Confirmed
by Latest Statistics

PUBLICATION of the 1919 rail failure sUtirticji

prepared by M, H. WickhorHt, engineer to the Rail
Committee of the American Railway Enf^ineerinR Ajiw
ciation, in a bulletin juRt i8.Hued by the hahucmc
firms with astoni.shing accuracy foreca.'tt.s ma-; r

five years ago concerning the probable futur»; improve-
ment in rail service. In the diagram herewith is repro

400

190§ 1910 1912 1914 :9e
Yeor Rolled

RAIL FAILURES FOR PRINCIPAL CARRIERS

duced from the bulletin the curve of rail failures during
the sixth year of service (marked five years* service),

and for comparison with it the forecast made by Mr.
Wickhorst several years ago (shown by dash lines). In

addition the curves of failures after four years, three

years, two years and one year of ser\'ice have been plot-

ted from the tables in the report. The abscissa in ever}*

case represents the year during which the rails in

question were rolled. The several cur\'es are quite con-

sistent. All of them show a hump at the year 1S12,

and a further abnormal rise for the years 1916 and
1917.

The data of the tables cover about 85 railroads,

including all the large systems of the United States and
Canada and a considerable number of the shorter lines.

Ten rolling mills are repr ^.ented as producers of the

rails. Both bessemer and openhearth rail are included.

but the former is increasingly unimportant in the later

rollings. Only rail lots of 1.000 tons or more A*"ere

used in the tabulations, as it was concluded that a lot of

less than 1,000 tons furnished by a given mill to a

given railroad in one year would not affect the group

totals and averages. Reduction of tl.e data to 100

miles of track covered by the particular rolling brings

the resulting figures to a uniform basis.

In the report are included detail tables and dia-

grams showing the performance of each lot (of 1,000

tons or over) of rail furnished by each mill to each

railroad in a particular year, and sumnnng the results

for railroads and for mills in various ways. Irregular

variations occur in all these summaries, however, none

of them apparently tending to point in the direction of

the main responsibility for rail weakness. The only

consistent feature of the records is the continuous im-

provement shown by the diagram here reproduced. It

means that the rate of failure of rails, amounting to

nearly 400 per year per 100 track-miles for 1 908 rails

after five years of sers'ice, has been decreased by more

than 80 per cent in seven years.
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Garbage Disposal in the District of Columbia
Operations for the Year Ending June 30, 1920, Reviewed—Estimates for Disposal by Pig Feeding, by New

Reduction Works and by Improvements to Existing Works, Point to Latter as Most Economical

By F. S. Besson
Major, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., Assistant to the Engineer

Cominissionor of tlie District of Columbia.

FOR the City of Washington the actual handling of within the city, to the reduction plant at Cherry Hill,

garbage has been a municipal function since July which is on the Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac
1, 1918, at which time the past practice of performance R.R., 31 miles south of Washington; and (2) extract-

by contract had to be abandoned because of inability to ing grease and reducing the garbage to tankage for

make a satisfactory new contract. This work is one of fertilizing purposes.

the four major operations of the City Refuse Division 6. In 1918, when the work was first started by city

that are today carried out wholly by municipal forces, forces, plant and equipment were obtained from the

The four are street cleaning, collection and disposal contractor who had previously had it in hand. Most of

of garbage, ashes and trash. the property was very old and almost worn out. The
2. The population of the District of Columbia is reduction plant had been used for twenty years continu-

437,500 and the land area 60 square miles. Garbage ously for the disposal of Washington's garbage. The
is not collected from outlying thinly populated sections, amount paid the contractor was $49,890. Making allow-

The area of the city from which collections are made ance for depreciation and betterments during the year,

totals 45 square miles, having an estimated population it may be estimated that the value of the reduction

of 400,000 people. During the fiscal year ending June plant on July 1, 1919, the beginning of the fiscal year,

30, 1920, collections were made from 62,200 private was $50,000, and of the transportation equipment,
residences, 825 apartments, 400 lunch rooms and cafes, $8,000.

135 hotels and miscellaneous institutions, 975 com- 7. The city, at the beginning of the year, July 1,

bination residences and stores and from 2,075 stores; 1919, owned 16 rack cars, all of which were so old

a total of 66,610 places. that not more than 50 per cent of them could be main-
3. Throughout the year and previously during the tained in service at any one time. A rack car is capable

war, the transportation by private individuals of table of carrying approximately 20 of the wagon bodies in

refuse to points outside of the District of Columbia was which the garbage is collected. These bodies are of

permitted. This license was taken advantage of by a sheet metal and hold slightly more than 2 cu.yd. or 1.4

number of pig feeders and always caused more or less tons of refuse each. They are lifted bodily from the
unsatisfactory conditions. Also these private collections running gear of the wagons and replaced by empty
meant a real loss to the District in that the pig feeders ones. This number of rack cars is not sufficient and
selected only the garbage richest in fats from cafes and therefore gondolas are rented from the railroad com-
similar places, leaving for the District forces all the pany. The garbage is dumped from the collecting

smaller lean collections. The amounts taken for these units into these , a large gondola holding about 55 tons,

private enterprises fluctuated greatly from day to day The transportation account for the year totaled $29,243,

and varied with the seasons of the year. The collectors itemized as follows

:

had no responsibility; they would sell their pigs and ^.^ ^^^. ^^^, .^^^^^^^ ^„ investment of $8,000 $480
with notice to no one discontinue collections with result- Twenty-flve per cent depreciation of $8,000 2,000

, . J , ., TT 1^1 T^ A. J. 1 11 Repairs and niamtenance 2,400
ant complaints by the Health Department and calls upon Gondola rental at $3 per day 5,268

the City Refuse Division for emergency collections.
Freight. 1.27-? car trips at $15 per round trip _19^

4. The appropriation act for the fiscal year ending J^!i^o'Ion!''cZ'^'ii\tTrl^^^^^
^''''''

June 30, 1921, contains a provision repealing the law value of equipment July 1, 1920—$6,000.

that permitted private collections and now the District 8. Upon arrival at Cherry Hill the tank bodies are

has full control over all table refuse in the city. It hoisted to the second floor of the plant and emptied

is estimated that this repeal will add at least 10 per onto the receiving platform. In the case of gondola

cent to what the collections would otherwise be under cars a clam-shell bucket is used for raising their con-

former conditions. Garbage service is rendered daily tents. The garbage is cooked in Chamberlain digestors

by the City Refuse Division during the months April and pressed in Thomas-Albright hydraulic rack presses,

to October inclusive and three times a week during the The liquids are passed through settling and skimming

remainder of the year. The maximum monthly collec- basins and the grease removed. The pressed cake is

tion during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, was dried in a direct heat dryer and sold as tankage. The

5,863 tons during August and the minimum 3,401 tons plant account was as follows:

during February. The total for the year was 52,800 six per cent interest on investment of $50,000 f^'^S*?
4. 1 coc lu .P u f 4--U ccc:i(\ Twenty per cent depreciation of $50.000 lO-OO^
tons, or 1,585 lb. for each of the 66,610 premises; Rent for land 4i6

or 264 lb. per capita based upon the 400,000 from tq^^^j $13,416

whom collections are made. value of plant .luiv 1, 1920 $40,000

5. The dividing line between collection and disposal
g ^^^ operating account, including force tor repairs

is taken as being immediately after the transfer sta-
^^^ maintenance, for reduction was as follows:

tion receives the garbage from the collecting units and
^

delivers it to the transportation equipment belonging ' Administration $3,000

to the disposal plant. Disposal therefore consists of
J iSant"'^''."'. .:::;:::;::::::::::::::::: 2:340

(1) transporting the re-^use from the central trans- i Timekeeper and clerk 1.200

fer station located at New Jersey Ave. and K St. S. E., ^ ^ ''"''" —'— $12,280
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Power Plant and REPAm Shop;
3 Ri>.gineers $5 320
3 Firemen '. .'.

. fii^do
5 Laborers '.'.'.'..'. bIboo
1 Seamstress 'ajO

17.170
Untoadino Raw Garragh :

1 Engineer $1,660
6 Laborers 8,300

_ 9.960
CJOOKING AND PRESSING :

3 Cookers • $4, .'00
8 Pressmen 9,800

18 Laborers 18.800
33.100

Drying Section :

1 Fireman $1,.560
5 Laborers 7,950

9.150
Miscellaneous :

1 Foreman $1,2.50 ....
1 Greasman 1,650
9 Laborers 12,800

ir,.700

Total operating account $98,020

10. Expenses for supplies, including those for repair

and maintenance, were as follows:

Unloading- $1,284
Boiler room 31.886
Engine room 4,799
Pressing equipment 33,007
Drying 1.433
Miscellaneous 5,255

Total supplies $77,664

11. The total expenditures for disposal of the city's

garbage were therefore comprised of the following:

Par. 7. Transportation $?9 243
Par 8. Reduction plant 13.416
Par. 9. Operating account 98.020
Par. 10. Expenditures for supplies 77.664

Total disposal charge $218,343

The 52,800 tons collected were thus disposed of at

a rate of $4.15 per ton.

12. In treating pressed cake in order to make a
salable tankage a residue of cans, metals, paper, etc.,

called tailings, is obtained which during the year

amounted to approximately 2,500 tons or 4.7 per cent

of the total. Since the plant is equipped with neither

magnetic separator nor grinder the tailings in a com-
bined state had to be wasted on a near-by dump. From
the settling basins after removal of the grease a liquid

called tank water had to be wasted. The grease

extracted amounted to 1,853,496, or 35 lb. per ton of

raw garbage, a grease salvage of 1.76 per cent. It

sold for an average of 9.7c. per lb. Tankage amounted
to 3,048 tons or 0.058 tons per ton of raw garbage,

a showing of 5.8 per cent. It sold for an average of

$12.11 per ton. By percentages the garbage analysis

was therefore: Grease, 1.76; tankage, 5.8; tailings. 4.7;

stick, moisture lost in cooking, etc., 87.74. Receipts

from sales summed up as follows:

1,853,496 lb. grease $179,668
3,048 tons tankage 36,922

Total receipts $216,590

For the 52,800 tons of raw garbage collected, receipts

were obtained at the rate of $4.10 per ton.

13. Total charges were $218,343. Total receipts,

$216,590, and the balance of $1,753 shows the cost .o

the district for garbage disposal. Based upon the

400,000 from v^hom collections were made the per capita

cost per annum was slightly less than one-half cent.

On a tonnage basis the figures are:

Par. 11. $4.15 pei- ton charges.
Par. 12. 4.10 per ton receipts.

.05 cost to District.

14. There is a feeling current that the Washington
reduction plant has passed its economic period and that

its continued use is but a temporary expedient. It has

been proposed that disposal should be by sale to pig

feeding contractors. An alternate proposal haa been
the building of an entirely new plant at a location other
than the present, and al.«4o a combination of these two
Hcheme.s has been contemplated. In addition, in the
paragraph.H following, con.HJderation in given to an elab-
oration of the pre.sent plant a.s advocated by both Mr.
Hacker the Suj)ervisor of City Refuj*e. and Mr. Crane,
the Superintendent of Garbage Reduction. It muat be
realized that garbage di.sfxj»al i« not carried on because
of its profit-making pos.sibilitien. It is one of the essen-
tials of city life and only such economies may be consid-
ered as are justified from the standp<.int of public health
and welfare.

15. Under the law garbage may not be fed to pigs
within the limits of the Di.strict of Columbia, A farm
for the purpose would of necessity therefore be located
either in Maryland or in Virginia and the persons hand-
ling the enterprise would have to be conversant with
and adhere to the laws of the state relative to the
admission, quarantine and maintenance of pigs brought
therein for feeding purposes. It may be considered that
transportation from the city transfer station to the
farm might be either by rail or by truck, though it

will be found that a site suitable for either is very
difficult of obtainment. In the case of rail haul, by
taking over the District's present equipment, the con-
tractor's shipping expense, if his farm were located

within the minimum rate area, would be 55*c. per ton.

If the pig farm were so located that rail shipment
could not be made, trucks would have to be used, in

which case it may be stated that a location could not

be found with a haul sufficiently short to permit more
than a maximum of three trips daily for each truck,

which operating experience shows would be about 800
trips per year.

16. If a fleet of 5-ton dump trucks were used charges

per year for each would be as follows

:

Drivers wages $1.4M
Depreciation (20 per cent on $6,000). l.;'>4
Interest (6 per cent on $6.000) 3M
Insurance *5S
Garage ?•*>

Maintenance, minor repairs, and supplies. .

.

J$*
Complete overhaul once a year CM
License fees 1S#
Tires *•
Lubricants 1S#
Gasoline l.»5#

Total for 800 trips ? '.

«

One trip with delivery of 5 tons of garbag- < • J-»

Rate per ton L Tt

A scheme using trailers might be worked out satis-

factorily under the city's traffic regulations to do this

hauling at somewhat less than the above but in any

case the rate would be much above that of 55 ic. for

rail transportation.

17. The City of Washington is in a position to

guarantee to a contractor two conditions vital to garbage

feeding: {D Excellent separation. The municipal

regulalions are suflficient for this purpose at present

and are enforced, so that the presence of ashes and

trash in the garbage is minimized. (2> .AM the

garbage accumulated in the city where collection serv-

ice is rendered would be supplied the contractor (see

par. 4). He would not lose the rich garbage because

of private collections. His supply would be stead>

and affected by seasonable conditions only and not by

the erratic collections of miscellaneous pig feeders.

Feeding tests under District of Columbia conditions

give the following data pertaining to suth an enter-

prise as is under discussion. An average of 7,000
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pigs is necessary for the daily consumption of 52,800

tons of garbage; 7,000 feeders, 105 lb. each, at 15c.

per lb. require an investment of $110,250. Complete

installation for farm @ $10 per pig is $70,000. The
herd should have a complete turnover three times

yearly, the pigs selling at a weight of 225 lb.

Yearly Debits

Purchase of 21,000 pigrs, each 105 lb., at 15c $330,750
Six per cent interest on feeder investment, $110,250.... 6.615
Six per cent interest on installation investment, $70,000. . 4.200
Ten per cent installation depreciation 7,000
Farm rental 1,000
Immunization and dipping at $2 per pig (21,000 annually)

.

4 2,000
Shipping and quarantine costs at $2 per pig 42.000
Medical attention at 50c. per pig 10^500
Five per cent of 21,000 or 1,050 pigs lost, sickness, etc... 16,537
Labor at $1.50 per pig 31,500
Transportation, 52,800 tons at 55 Jo 29.304
Six per cent on vi'orking capital of $100,000 6.000
Premium on surety bond 1.000
Overhead 15,000

Total debits $543,406

The sum realized from the sale of 19,950 pigs, each

weighing 225 lb., @ 15c. per lb, amounts to $613,312,

showing a yearly credit balance of $129,906.

18. This analysis tends to the belief that certainly

a prospective pig feeding contractor would be willing

to pay a considerable sum for raw garbage f.o.b. his

transportation equipment at the District's transfer

station. Prior to accepting such a conclusion as final

it should be noted that the data which have been
presented are based on favorable circumstances and
good pig management, two conditions that the history

of garbage feeding shows are not often existent. It

has been assumed that the selling price per pound of

the pigs would be the same as the purchase price.

With a long-term contract, of five years at least, under
ordinary conditions this assumption would probably be
true; purchases and consequent sales would be made
as often on a rising market as on a falling one. But
under present-day conditions it can hardly be expected

otherwise than that, though there may be fluctuations

up and down, the general trend during the coming five

years will be downward. Accordingly, if in the yearly

operating account set forth herein the sale price were
but one cent lower, or 14c., with a purchase price of

15c., the credit balance would be reduced to $85,019.

19. In case an economical site could not be obtained

for pig feeding with rail shipment, it would be no

more than conservative to estimate that transportation

charges by truck would be $1.70 per ton instead of

the 55ic used in the account statement. This would

further reduce the credit balance to $24,563. By good

pig management, it is possible to hold hemorrhagic
septicemia and other losses down to the 5 per cent allow-

ance entered in the data, but 10, 15 and even 20 per

cent losses have been all too common throughout the

country. Under such conditions the credit balance

would be further lowered to a point where, even if

receiving little or no payment for the garbage supplied,

the District would undoubtedly have a failing con-

tractor on its hands. The chances that this combina-
tion of events might occur are so great that the

District would have to keep the reduction plant in

readiness for use on short notice. This would mean an
expense of $10,000 yearly, which would include capital

charges, watchmen, fire protection and proper main-
tenance. Also there would be certain expenditures

necessary for administrative and inspection purposes.

20. A feeding enterprise from a contractor's view-

point can be operated successfully only when prospective

profits are sufficiently large to allow leeway for all

contingencies. It is thought that worthwhile bids would
not be received for the delivery of garbage, f.o.b. con-
tractor's equipment at the District transfer station.

Confirming this statement is the fact that bids in other
cities per ton of garbage for deliveries f.o.b. the feed-

ing farm have varied from three to eight times the

price per pound of live hogs on the Chicago market.
With the contractor charged with the transportation

from the city to the farm, the prospects of receiving any
offer at all are entirely wiped out. In order that pig

feeding may give satisfactory results it must be reason-

ably certain that the contractor will make a fair profit.

With this in mind, it is evident that from the municipal
viewpoint a feeding project cannot compare favorably

with the money returned and satisfaction guaranteed
the public under the present conditions of disposal by
reduction.

21. Detailed estimates have been made covering two
types of proposed new reduction plant. These two are

usually known, one as the Cobwell, which reclaims the

grease through solvent stills without the use of mechan-
ical presses, and the other as the Chamberlain, which
is similar to the existing plant, with the addition of

percolators. Without entering into the relative merits

or costs of these two systems it may be stated that the

least practicable amount for which a new plant could

be constructed has been determined to be $700,000.

The plant account for such an outlay would be as fol-

lows:

Ground rent . . $1,000
Six per cent interest on investment 42,000
Six per cent depreciation 42,000

Total plant charge $85,000

22. The operating account, including force for

repairs and maintenance, would be:

Supervisory $15,000
Power plant and repair shop •

.

20,000
Unloading raw garbage 5,000
Cooking, etc : 16.006
Drying section 10,000
Miscellaneous 10,000

Total operating account $76,000

23. Expenses for supplies, including those for

repairs and maintenance, would be as follows:

Unloading * $1,300
Boiler room 60,000
Engine rooni 7,500
Drying 2,000
Processing equipment 40,000
Miscellaneous 5,000

Total supplies $115,800

24. Various sites have been proposed for the location

of a new plant. Some would require barge trans-

portation, others rail. In any case it would be fair to

assume that transportation charges would be the min-

imum possible under most economical conditions (see

par. 31). The total expenditures involved in the adop-

tion of this $700,000 new proposition would then be:

Par. 31. Transportation $20,860
Par. 21. Plant account S.'i.OOO

Par. 22. Operating account 76,000
Supplies 115,800

Total disposal charge $297,660

Based upon a collection of 52,800 tons the disposal

rate would be $5.64 per ton.

25. The grease and tankage recovery with this new
contemplated plant would be appreciably greater than

under existing conditions. The quality of grease would

be such as to demand a somewhat lower price than is

received for Cherry Hill grease. For comparative pur-

poses it may be assumed that the money return from

grease and tankage would be approximately 20 per cent
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greater than that shown for the fiscal year 1920 as
stated in par. 12 herein.

26. Total charges would be $297,660, total receipts
$260,000, and the balance of $37,660 would show the
cost to the District for garbage disposal. On a ton-
nage basis these figures would be:

Par. 24. $5.64 per ton chnrRos.
Par. 25. 4.92 per ton receipts.

.72 per ton debit using new plant.
For comparison with

Par. 13. .05 per ton credit under oxi.stinK oonditlon.s.

27. It is necessary to work two labor shifts with
the present equipment at Cherry Hill. Using the exist-

ing buildings and substituting large digesters and
improved pressing and garbage conveyor equipment,
it would be practicable to handle the work, running a
day shift alone, for about nine months of the year and
a day and night shift three months during the sum-
mer rush. The improved installation would afford a
considerable labor saving, estimated at $18,000 yearly.

Twenty 6-ft. diameter digesters could be installed, four
of the smaller 4J-ft. size would remain because of

limited space available in certain bays of the building.

A green-garbage conveyor in the upper part of the

building would permit direct spouting into the digesters,

thereby doing away with a great deal of the present

manual labor.

28. Two digesters of the type desired have already

been installed and others must be installed in the imme-
diate future. At least four of those now in use will

have to be discontinued, even if extensive repairs were

made, within the next six months, due to failure to

pass the boiler inspector's test. The proposed recon-

struction of the plant may be considered as of date

July 1, 1921, at which time the value of the existing

plant would be $30,000.

29. The necessary expenditures would be:

Digester equipment $50,000
Pressing equipment 34.000
Conveyors 12.000
Magnetic separator 3..000

Grinder for tailings with building 10,000
Recovery of stick in tank water 10.000
Engine room betterments 15.000
Increased boiler capacity and building 10,000
Main building construction 25.000

Total $169,000

This sum added to the $30,000 investment repre-

sented by the existing installation would give a total

of $199,000 and a plant account as follows:

Ground rent n^i?^
Six per cent interest Jr o., I

Eight per cent depreciation l.),9l.o

Total plant charge $28,321

It may be noted that no provision is made for

percolators. They are omitted because of the deter-

mination that the value of the additional grease obtained

would not compensate for the extra fuel and solvent

consumption required for percolators.

30. The elaborated plant would show a saving of

$18,000 in labor and $15,000 in supplies over that of

the plant today, on which basis the operating accourt

would be $80,020 and the supplies account $62,664.

The returns from the sale of grease and tankage would

approximate 10 per cent more than those of today,

thereby giving a total of $238,249.

31. To complete the development of the project esti-

mates should provide for improved transportation

facilities. The sixteen rack cars owned by the District

and used for carrying the wagon bodies to Cherry Hill

are in such continual bad order that it is imperative

that they be replaced at the earliest opportunity. In

NEWS-RECORD lojs

doing so advantajfe iihould be Uken to chanfe from the
present u.se of rack earn to that ' " use of fondob
care. Ten hucH carx would ord saflkrient, mad
others would have to ^>e rentt*j tiunng peak loads.
Tran.sportation exj)ennen subject to the ad<^ion of thi«
.scheme would Ite an followH

:

.*-'ix l,<y I • r,l I.Ik if, v. .ffr,. r • f'-f,f. m

It

.MaiUli.Iiuiti i:
'

/i

Total tra nitportalIon «hun. i., 4i4

On a ba«i.s of a collection of 52,800 tons per yetkr,
thi.s charge would Ije at the rate of .39k. per ton. The
.saving over the charges .nu.stained in u.HJnjr the present
equipment i.s a total of $8,.38.3 or 16c. per ton. Even
though this favorable .saving were not shown the ten
gondolas should be obtained. Means for takinir the
garbage from the transfer station must be certain and
dependable and this is not the case at present. As
many as .51 collection wagons have been seen lined up
waiting for cars so that they could be unloaded. Such
delay interferes materially with the collection service
and can be entirely obviated by purcha.sing the new
gondolas.

32. The total charges using the recc • plant

and improved transportation would he a-

Par. 29. Plant account «•'.;!
Par. 31. Transportation . •«>
Par. 30. Operating account .... : >

Par. 30. Supplies -i i

Total dispo.sal charge »i-'i.»*j

With receipts of $238,249, the balance to the cr-dit of

the District for garbage disposal would be $46,384. On
a tonnage basis these figures would l>e

:

$3.63 p^r ton char .:•

4.51 por ton rec.-i; '.-

.88 per ton proflt u^in^ f|jit><jrat.-u planL
For comparison with

Par. 13. .05 per ton d.-bit to<Jay.
I'ar. 26. .12 per ton debit fntirt- r»:w plant.

33. With rejection of pig feeding projects, the com-

parison of the plant today with an entirely new proposi-

tion and with an elaboration of itself shows conclusively

in favor of such present plant development. The figures

used in the comparison are all based upon those per-

taining to operation during the fi.<cal year ending June
30, 1920. The freight charge per round trip from
Washington to Cherry H. 1 was assumed at $15. A
few years ago it was but $7, and in the immediate

future it may be $25. Fluctuations in freight cost*.

labor wages, byproducts selling prices, etc.. would not

affect the conclusions. It is plainly evident that an

e.xpenditure of $169,000 for the reduction plant proper

and $37,500 for transportation would t)e real economy".

In addition the expenditures are n"»jessar>- from a

sanitary viewpoint and in order to do away with the

unsafe working conditions at the reduction plant.

Direclory of State and Insular Health .Vuthorities

A directory of state and insular health .. -

for the current year appears in Public Heal'

(U. S. Public Health Service, Washington. D. C) for

Aug. 6, 1920. Names and addresses of the members of

the boards are given, together with those of executi%-<

state health officers and department heads. The appro-

priations for the fiscal year or biennium are also given.

Full-time health officers and department heads are indi-

cated. In contrast with earlier directories, professional

degrees othei' than M.D. are reported.
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The Bigelow Boulevard Slide at Pittsburgh
By Maurice R. Scharff

Vice President and Assistant Chief Engineer, Morris Knowles,
Incorporated, Engineers, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ENGINEERS in the Pittsburgh district have had

considerable experience with earth slides. Clays

which when watersoaked provide excellent lubrication

for sliding surfaces are found on the hill tops of the

region on top of the flat-bedded shales, drifted in the

hollows and gullies, and occasionally stratified between

beds of shale. These conditions with the steep slopes

and the long periods of rain met with from time to

time have given the district a reputation for slides,

particularly in connection with highway and railroad

construction.

Some of these past slides have been of substantial

magnitude. The Mt. Washington slide on the Pan-

handle Division of the Pennsylvania Lines West, for

example, deposited about 150,000 yd. of shale and clay

upon two of the four tracks of the railroad opposite

the Point at Pittsburgh in 1902, and required two steam

shovels, working for several weeks, for its removal.

Another important slide destroyed several hundred feet

of third and fourth track construction on the Ft. Wayne
Division of the Pennsylvania near Beaver Falls in 1901

and eventually required a relocation, after more than

100,000 yd. had been removed. And a slide on the

construction of the Brilliant Cut-Off of the Pennsylvania

R.R. in 1904, involving the motion both of a fill and

the underlying shale, threatened for a time the Brilliant

pumping station of the Pittsburgh water-works, then

under construction.

The slide now in progress east of the Union Station

at Pittsburgh is distinguished from those that have

gone before in three principal respects : First, because

the depth and quantity of earth in motion is probably

somewhat larger than in any of the cases mentioned;

Second, because the present slide appears to have its

origin in the disturbance of the equilibrium of filled

material, no evidence yet being available of any con-

tributory failure in the natural ground or the underly-

ing shales; and third, because, by virtue of its location,

it has threatened to cut in two both an important local

traflSc artery and a great trunk line railroad system.

A brief news report was published in Engineering

News-Record a week ago. It is now believed that some
further details will be of interest. It will be necessary

to wait until some future time, however, when additional

data shall have become available, before the weight to

be given to the several contributory causes, and the

steps to be taken to repair the damage and prevent

future difficulty, can be intelligently discussed.

The portion of Bigelow Boulevard (originally Grant
Boulevard, but renamed after Edward M. Bigelow,

Director of Public Works, who conceived and carried

out the project) adjacent to Kirkpatrick St. was con-

* Special attention is directed, in connection with the present
full report, to an error contained in the preliminary telegraphic
report printed in our news pages last week (p. 1058). Mr.
Scharff, autlior of that report as well as of the present one,
advises us that misinterpretation in transcribing and combining
two dispatches containing the report resulted in malting him ap-
pear to state an opinion which he does not hold, namely that the
slide was caused or started by the dumping of earth in the
fill for the improvement of the boulevard. Mr. Scliarff states that
it was his intention to refrain from any expression as to cayse,
as being premature at this time ; that a number of different
factors may all or any of them have been contributory, to an
extent not yet determinable ; and that it would bo imprudent at
this time to express any f.nal opinion as to the cause of the
slide.

—

Editor.

structed in 1898, following the contour at the upper end
of Jones Hollow, a steeply sloping gully. The loca-

tion is shown in Fig. 1 herewith, although the topog-

raphy shown was taken in October, 1920.

Historical

In connection with the Boulevard construction an
ashlar masonry wall consisting of a curved central

section about 100 ft. long and two curved wing-walls

about 40 ft. and 70 ft. long was built in the lower

part of the hollow, as shown in the plan. The center

section had a maximum height of 63.04 ft., and thickness

as shown by a section adjoining the map. The founda-

tion and the ends were tied into the solid shale.

As fill from the Boulevard construction was placed

in the hollow during 1898, cracks developed in both
vi^ing-walls, and engineers for the Pennsylvania R.R.

recorded an outward movement of the top of the center

wall which reached about 4h in. The filling was then

stopped, and, the weep holes in the wall being stopped

up, a hole was drilled through the base, releasing a

considerable amount of impounded water, after which
the wall settled back, closing the cracks. The weep
holes were then cleaned out, and broken stone placed

back of the base of the wall for drainage to the drill

hole. Two catchbasins, connected to a 24-in. terra cotta

sewer, were also installed back of the wall to prevent

the accumulation of surface water.

The fill for the 60-ft. roadway of the Boulevard was
then completed, placing a rock-filled wooden crib at the

toe of the slope, about 100 ft. above the wall, to relieve

the wall of further thrust. This crib was completed in

October, 1899, and the fill was placed back of it in

layers, starting at the crib and working up to the road-

way, being completed in April, 1900.

About five or six years later a slip developed on Jones

Ave. (now Brereton Ave.) at the east side of the

hollow, and wooden cribbing and piling were put in

below this roadway in order to maintain it.

Ever since the completion of the Boulevard the

Bureau of Highways and Sewers, which is charged with,

the maintenance of Pittsburgh's streets, has used Jones

Hollow as a dumping place for material removed from
the Boulevard and other street cleanings, including a

certain amount of clay and shale which after heavy

rains has washed down upon the lower end of the

Boulevard from the steep hillsides above it. In addi-

tion, contractors and others have from time to time

been permitted to waste material at this point. In

this manner a considerable area of ground was made
outside the curb, which formerly constituted the top of

the slope, and the frame city stable north of the Boule-

vard (shown in the map) was built on this fill.

During the current year plans were completed for

improving the Boulevard by a retaining wall along its

uphill side, some distance west of Jones Hollow, to pre-

vent the washing down of material from the hillside. It

was also determined to relocate the Boulevard at Kirk-

patrick St., eliminating the present curve and securing

increased traffic capacity by maintaining the present

foadway.in addition to the new one, with a safety island
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FIG 1 PRIOR TOPOGRAPHY AT SLIDE SITE BELOW BIGELOW BOULEV.UID. riTTSUUROH.

WITH INITIAL AND MAXIMUM SLIDE LIMITS

between. This work was commenced several months ago,

and beginning about August, 1920, material from exca-

vation for the retaining wall has been placed in position

for the proposed fill.

Early in October, 1920, settlement of filled material

adjacent to the Boulevard was observed, and about the

middle of the month engineers for the Pennsylvania

R.R. observed material flowing over the east wing-wall

of the retaining wall. At the same time the old

cracks in the wing-walls were noticed to be opening up,

and these cracks continued to widen at the rate of

about 1 in. a day.

Some effort was made to unload the fill, using a clam-

shell bucket at the Boulevard, and some material was

thrown over the retaining wall frcm just behind it,

using shovels and wheelbarrows. But before anj-thin^

could be accomnlished the east wing-wall coluipsed, and

finally, on Oct. 20, the top 30 ft, of the center wail

fell. Fig. 2 show3 the wall just prior to its

The fill adjacent to the Boulevard then c .d

to settle more rapidly, developing extensive cracks, as

shown in Fig. 3. taken Nov. 5. The Boulex-ard road-

way also was cracked at this time, and ptxrt of it sank-

A timber bridge, supported on wooden piles driven

down to the rock, was then constructed and has made

possible the continuance of the Boulevard in u.se up

to the present writing (Nov. 26). Some of the piles

have moved a few inches, but the bridge haa been
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closely watched and shored and braced wherever settle-

ment appeared, so that it has continued to be safe for

use. Traffic has, however, been much retarded, due to

the constriction at the bridge.

The Effects

The most serious effects of the slide, however, have

resulted from its invasion of the main line passenger

tracks and the passenger car yards of the Pennsylvania

R.R. at the foot of the hill. When the retaining wall

failed on Oct. 29 a large section of it struck the west

end of the inspection and supply building, a two-story-

and-basement brick building 30 x 290 ft., and demolished

a portion of the building up to the first firewall. Later,

two more sections had to be pulled down.

When the top portion of the wall failed the remainder
of the wall and its foundation turned slowly through
about 90 deg. in place, retarding the movement of the

earth above until Nov. 2, when it moved out, burying

FIG. 2. RETAINING WALL BADLY CRACKED, VIEWED
ON DAY OF FINAL FAILURE

East (far) wing has already collapsed, west wing has split.

itself in the nose of the slide and permitting the motion
of the material to proceed at a more rapid rate. The
slide, carrying in front broken fragments of the wall,

moved across the tracks immediately adjacent to the

hillside and on Nov. 4 reached the main-line passenger
tracks (Nos. 1 and 2 on map), putting them out of

commission.

The extent of the invasion of the yard by the slide

is shown by the map, though this does not fully indi-

cate its relation to yard operation. In all, eight tracks
were put out of commission by the slide, and, inasmuch
as it was necessary to use three additional tracks for

shifting and classifying dirt cars, the railroad had left

for handling all of its heavy traffic east of Pittsburgh,
and the necessary shifting and express car operations

in this portion of the yard, only eight additional tracks.

Furthermore, it was recognized that there was danger,
in case of long-continued heavy rains, of the slide mov-
ing so rapidly as to cut the entire yard in two all the
way through to Liberty Ave. It therefore became neces-

sary to make plans for diverting all traffic. They in-

volved the use of East Liberty as the local terminal sta-

tion for all trains originating or terminating at Pitts-

burgh and serving the territory on the main line east,

while similar trains for points west would continue to
use the Union Station. Through trains would be diverted
via the Brilliant Branch to Federal St. station, and via
the Port Perry Branch and the Monongahela Division
to Smithfield St. station.

One of the interesting features observed by the rail-

road engineers was the heaving up of track in front
of the nose of the slide. In some cases tracks were
raised ao much as 10 ft. vertically, and the tracks on
which steam shovels were operating were repeatedly
destroyed and required to be rebuilt.

Interference with trackage, however, was not the only

form of interference with railway operation.. Four
trunk telegraph and telephone cable lines connecting
Pittsburgh with the eastern part of the system and
originally located behind the inspection and supply build-

ing were moved to the front of the building and placed

underground several days before the wall failed in

order to prevent their loss. Even in this position,

however, they were not long safe and it was necessary

to remove them twice again to successively more dis-

tant underground locations before they were placed

finally beyond the reach of the nose of the slide.

Water, Pintsch gas, steam and compressed air lines and
a car-charging cable also were cut by the earth move-
ment.

Removal of Earth

In anticipation of the failure of the wall the railroad

engineers had two steam shovels on the job at the

beginning, and by about Nov. 6 this equipment had
been increased to 9 shovels and two ditching machines,

with one shovel in reserve, which have been in opera-

tion ever since—one of the largest concentrations of

s?iovel equipment within so small a space ever seen in

the Pittsburgh district. This equipment includes 10

Barnhart, Atlantic, Bucyrus and Marion shovels, with

2i to 4-yd. buckets, and two Erie revolving shovels

with i-yd. buckets. The arrangement of the steam

shovels, as shown on the map, is interesting, as it illus-

trates how it became necessary to echelon them on the

flanks of the slide, so that each could protect the shovel

to the front of it from envelopment by the moving
earth. This formation was carried out all the way to

the nose of the slide, one shovel attacking at the nose

and loading on a through track, while all other shovels

loaded on adjacent tracks cut by the slide, loaded cars

being classified and assembled on three through tracks

and eight cut tracks. Dirt was loaded on 77 Clark

steel side-dump cars of 30 cu.yd. capacity each and 300

12- ^0 16-yd. wooden dump cars, which were obtained

on short notice from contractors all over the territory

surrounding Pittsburgh. In addition 1,200 50-yd. gon-

dolas have been loaded.

Flood lights mounted on poles have been maintained

to illuminate the work at the slide, as well as at the

dumps, and work has proceeded continuously 24 hours

a day since the beginning.

The available shovel equipment is estimated to have

a capacity of 30,000 cu.yd. per day, but due to the

necessity of compromising with railroad operation and

to the difficulty of disposing of loaded cars as promptly

as they are loaded the actual output has averaged only

6,000 or 7,000 yd. per day, and the total removal to

the time of this writing (>?ov. 26) is in the neighbor-
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FIG, 3. FISSURING IN MADE GROUND AT TOP OF LOWER SLOPE, SHORTLY AFTER START OF SUDE
View taken Nov. 5. Pavement of boulevard to left of picture developed many large longitudinal cracks at thU

hood of 80,000 or 90,000 yd. This has not only kept up
with the movement but has made substantial inroads on

the slide. Of the eight tracks put out of service two
have been partially recovered already and it is momen-
tarily expected at the time of this writing that the

two main-line tracks can be cleai-ed.

Throughout these operations the railroad engineers

have made frequent observations on the rate of motion

of the slide, establishing transit points on the tops of

the neighboring hills and making measurernents upon

stakes set in top of the nose of the slide. The rate of

motion so observed has varied from about 1 ft. per

hr. at the commencement of the principal movement

on Nov. 2 down to a minimum of about i in. per hr.

on Nov. 20 and 21. Following light rains on the

latter date the motion increased on the following day

to about 6 in. per hr., but has now decreased again

to between 1 and 3 in. per hr. During the same period

the top of the nose of the slide, which rose at one time

about 45 ft. above the level of the tracks, has settled

approximately 10 ft.

Organization

One of the most interesting features of the dirt

removal operations is the organization which has been

built up by the engineer in charge for the railroad.

In the beginning it was necessary to utilize existing

facilities for shifting and classifying dirt cars, and th.s

required running dirt trains into the portion of the yard

just east of the Pennsylvania Station controlled by the

interlocking system and removed them effectively from

the control of the force in charge of dirt removal.

The engineer in charge, however, succeeded in get-

ting authorization to stub-end the main-line tracks

beyond the interlocking system and to cut in ladder

tracks at both ends, so as to throw the main-line tracks

into the passenger car yard and to convert this yard

into a self-contained system which could be used most

effectively for pushing the work. Within this jrard

the engineer in charge has built up a complete, inde-

pendent railroad organization having, in addition to the

construction forces and equipment and rollinir stock

already mentioned, a complete staff of day and night

yardmasters, dispatchers, electricians, repair men, etc.

The possibility of developing this centrally controlled

organization is believed to have contributed considerably

to the success of the work that has been done.

General

While the work of dirt removal has gained consider-

ably on the slide it is recognized by those in char^
that all danger has not yet passed. A large quantity-

of earth remains to be removed, and though the exact

quantity is not known it n jy well run to several times

that which has already been removed. It is still pos-

sible, therefore, that long-continued heaxy rains might

start a movement that would add materially to the

damage already done. To the time of this writing,

however, the weather has continued reasonably satL<-

factory, and with good progress the work will he com-

pleted without further interference wi»h operations.

Upon the recommendation of the citj- council Mayor

E. V. Babcock requested General George W. Goethals to

come to Pittsburgh for the purpose of reviewing the

situation. General Goethals did so on Nov. 20. and

.submitted the following report under date of Nov. 22:

Sir—In compliance with your request I sabmit herewith a

report on the Bijrelow Boulevard slide.

My information is basod upon data in possession of the

city engineer; upon statements made by him and the Direc-

tor of Public Works; by inspection at the site, and from

the history obtained from Mr. RiU-hey, engineer in charge

of removing the slide.

The original boulevard was constructed '^" " '^H built

across a ravine in the hills. During its i n the

material slipping down endangered the Peii;..-,.- -i R-R-

tracks at the foot of the slope and an injunction was secured
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by the railroad company. The difficulty was overcome by

the construction of a retaining wall. As the fill progressed

additional precautions became necessary and a timber crib,

probably filled with rock, was built higher up the slope to

relieve the overcharge on the retaining wall. While some
attempt was made to drain the fill and to carry off water

that had access to the slope, the drawings exhibited show
that it was not adequately accomplished, and this is con-

firmed by the consistency of a part of the material being

removed by the steam shovels.

The saturated condition of the material due to lack of

proper drainage, combined with overloading the bank,

resulted in overcoming the resistance offered by the crib

and retaining wall and caused the slide. While the addi-

tional load was undoubtedly the straw that broke the camel's

Cold weather may to some extent retard the movement, but
unless water is kept off freezing is liable to produce addi-
tional difficulties.

The situation is serious from the railroad standpoint, not
so from the highway standpoint. The engineers can pro-
ceed with their borings to determine the location and char-
acter of rock over all of the area except that which is in

motion, and with the preparation of their plans based on the
data obtained, so that there need be no delay in the prepara-
tion of the budget. The temporary roadway that is now
built across the ravine should be watched carefully to guard
it against undermining which may result from movement
due to the breaking away of additional material. These
movements as a rule are not precipitate and generally con-
sist in the first instance of a settlement, so that no calamity

to users of the boulevard is an-
ticipated.

I learned of the output of the
steam shovels prior to visiting

the site at which they are work-
ing when it seemed that they
were not securing efficient re-

sults. An examination of the
locality along the railroad

caused me to modify my views.

The necessity of maintaining as
many tracks open as practicable

and the rapidity with which the

earth is moving leads me to

the conclusion that they are
doing all that can be expected of

them under the circumstances,
and that the railroad engineers
are justified in maintaining all

the shovels at work in the posi-

tions where they were operating

in respect to the slide. When
the upheaving and consequent
breaking up of the tracks have
stopped a loading track can be
maintained without interrup-

tion, a redistribution of the

shovels will be practicable and
some of them can be withdrawn.

FIG. 4. AT THE NOSE OP THE SLIDE—SliUVKLS WORKING ON TRACKS LAID
ON UPHEAVED MATERIAL

back, I have no doubt from the fluidity of part of the mass
that it was only a question of time when the slide would
have occurred.

There is nothing that now can be done ta stop the move-
ment; the only thing remaining is to dig out the material as

it reaches the lower level. No satisfactory method can
be devised or used to reduce the weight on top.

From Mr. Ritchey's records I agree with him that up-
heaving of the tracks at the foot of the slope is caused by
the forward movement of the mass of the retaining wall

which remains intact, shoving the material out ahead of it,

similar in action to a plow. The present indications are

that this upward movement will cease when the old retain-

ing wall is removed.
It is difficult at this time to say what the exterior limits

of the slide will be. All the material within the cracks
that now appear on the ground will move and the bulk of it

will have to be taken out. As the material moves out, allow-

ing a settlement at the top, additional cracks may develop,

and will then become the bounding lines for the slide or

unstable area. I should not be surprised if it took in all of

the material in the old vavine up to the retaining wall in

rear of the stable.

As explained to the engineers a record ought to be kept of

the movement as it progresses by levels taken on stakes

scattered over the surface of the slide, from which indica-

tion can be obtained of what is likely to happen.
Efforts should be made to keep all the water possible from

the slide area and none of it should be allowed to stand in

pools on the surface if it can be carried off economically.

Further study regarding

the cause of the slide, the

extent to which each of several possible factors con-

tributed to it, and the methods to be adopted in order

to prevent further diflficulties will have to be postponed

until after the immediate problems of earth removal

and maintenance of traffic are out of the way and

until the large amount of additional information now
being collected by borings, surveys and other observa-

tions is available.

Information regarding the history of the original

Boulevard construction has been furnished from records

in his possession by Capt. James Wells, chief inspector

for the city during the original construction of the

Boulevard. Information regarding previous slides on

the Pennsylvania system has been furnished by Robert

Trimble, chief engineer of construction, and W. D. Wig-
gins, chief engineer of maintenance-of-way of the

Central Region of the Pennsylvania R.R., and others.

Photographs, survey data, plans and complete informa-

tion regarding the work of dirt removal have been fur-

nished by C. W. Ritchey, division engineer of the

Pittsburgh Terminal Division, who is in complete charge

of the work at the slide under the direction of Mr.

Wiggins. N. S. Sprague, chief of the Bureau of Engi-

neering of the Department of Public Works, is in charge

of work being carried on by the city, under the direc-

tion of John Swan, Director of Public Works.
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Surface Shrinkage of Rapid Filter

Sand Beds
Further Discussion of Wolman-Powell Article-

Hydraulics, Design and Operation Greater

Factors Than Adsorption

By Weston Gavett
With Clyde Potts, Consulting Engineer, New York City

IN TWO instances of sand shrinkage cited by Abel
Wolman and S. T. Powell in their article July 29,

p. 210, Engineering Neivs-Record, on "The Surface
Shrinkage of Rapid Filter Sand Beds," fine sand was
found in the beds. It is shown that laboratory experi-

ments on samples of these and other sands demonstrated
high adsorptive capacities. It is then shown that the
adsorptive power and surface area, a measure of the fine

material present, of the sands were interrelated. The ob-

served data available on which an explanation of the
sand shinkage in the two plants may be based are: (1)
the presence of fine sand in both filters, (2) the demon-
stration that the adsorptive capacity of the sands was
high by virtue of the fine material present.

Factors other than sand were not considered because

in one case no shrinkage occurred until after the addi-

tion of a layer of unsuitable sand. It should be noted

that the high adsorption in the two sands was due to

the fine material present and aside from this accepted

undesirable condition it is not shown that the sands

differ from normal sands.

It is stated that the shrinkage was caused by a strong

internal contracting force, presumably induced by
adsorption. It is not shown that this force was not

aided by the hydraulic conditions of the filter during op-

eration. Had the filter been allowed to stand idle after

washing with the sand in the fairly normal condition

observed, additional data of value might have been ob-

tained as to the velocity of the contraction phenomenon.

In developing their hypothesis, the authors point out

that (1) the shrinking sands were adsorptive and plastic,

(2) in clays, air shrinkage and plasticity vary with the

amount of colloids present, as measured by dye absorp-

tion (3) in various instances of "syneresis" under-

water contraction is proportional to surface area, (4)

in various arts and sciences the phenomena dealing with

shrinkage plasticity, etc., have the one explanation

—

adsorption. In view of these facts the authors suggest

that the malachite green test should give data of value

on the action taking place in the filters. Their data also

seem to show that a test for a sand of large surface area

or containing a high percentage of fine material will

give the same information.

It is shown that shrinkage in clay is produced by the

addition of colloids. It is then the colloidal material

naturally in the water or resulting from treatment that

causes the shrinkage. The presence or absence of a

colloidal organic film on the sand is not believed to affect

shrinkage, the authors state. No doubt the adsorptive

sand retains its colloidal coating during washing as it

is difficult to conceive great contraction possible in a bed

of clean sand of fairly uniform size when it has subsided

after washing.

In giving the method of testing the sands for adsorp-

tion it is stated that the flask containing sand and dye

was allowed to stand 24 hours after shaking to per-

mit the fine material in the sand to settle. If the depth
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the material had to settle wa* nay 5 tin. the veU.-:if.y of
settling' would \jc aUut 0.fyK)58 mm. per juxor.d. indi-
cating a size of par' " fXXiO mm. Dm poand of
material of thiw Hize v. . .. a Kurfac« ar«a of mrtmad
12,500 .-q.ft. This in rather fine material to inchuU io A
test for the adHorptive capacity of tuuids. A test oo
sands separated into particleH of the ume size woold
be of interest and wouM »he high iipecific

ad.sorption in the three h .rd, the coal filter

material, the .synthetic silicon dioxide and the OtUwa
sand. No mention i.s made of Hhrinkaije caused by any of
these materials, and it seerrw yet to be proved that
shrinkage would result from their uae.

The writer ha.s seen .some in.stances of sand nhrinkare
in rapid .sand filters. All seemed possible of explanation
by cau.ses other than tho.e advanced by Wolman and
Powell.

In one ca.se a number or nonzontal pressure fihers
were operated under a low head, practically as gravity-
filters. Large longitudinal crack.s were always in evi-
dence and were found immediately after washing and
before the filter had been put in service. This case is

not typical as it was no doubt caused by the circular
cross-section of the filter aiid therefore not comparable
to true .sand shrinkage. Bacterial result.s from these
filters were equal in quality to tho.se from open, vertical-

sided filters with no side crack.s, operated in parallel

with the same water. This fact indicated that the crack
was not opened suddenly during operation, but that a
loss of head was built up on the sand surface of the
crack allowing it to act as an effective part of the filter

surface. Where the sand surface breaks or cracks at

the sides or elsewhere it follows that a poor quality of
effluent will result, the crack acting as an orifice in a
relatively impervious surface.

In another instance the cementing of the sand caused
the whole area of sand to ri.-^e when washing was com*
menced. This phenomenon in the ca.se of Springfield

is cited by the authors as an illustration of the internal

contracting force in the filter sand. The \*-riter noted
the occurrence after the filters had been under a heavy
load, and attributed it to an excessive amount of sus-

pended matter removed from the water, combined with
the pressure developed on the sand by the flow of «-ater

through it under high loss o: head. The filter returned
to its normal condition after the character of the water
had changed. Mechanical agitation of the sand by hand
raking during washing was found of value during the

period of cementation.

Persistent contraction and side cracks ^"ere ohaenred
in another plant where the presence of fine sand may
have been the contributing cause. It ia believed that

the filters were washed at too low a rate, which *"as

limited to that at which no symd would be wa-sted. Under
these conditions the presence of fine sand in the beda

would result in a low wash-water rate being used and
the fine sand would remain in the filters.

Other cases have been described to the writer, of

filter beds breaking during operation when the character

of the applied water appeared tc be the cau.sative factor.

In one instance it was said that breaking occurred at a

time when iron and lime were used on a water more

amenable to treatment by alum. These cases suggest

an opportunity for investigation along lines outlined by

Wolman and Powell on the nature of the material re-

moved by the filter. The theory might be advanced that
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a plastic highly adsorptive matt would be superior to a

more granular, less adsorptive coating in tending to

resist breaking under the forces acting upon it.

In investigating sand shrinkage and other problems of

filter performance, the science of hydraulics and the

design and methods of operation of the filter should not

be neglected. The following factors may have some
bearing on the subject.

Air and Water Washing—Advocates of high-rate

water washing claim that the use of air is not necessary.

Operators using air point to long periods of good service

and testify to its value. Perhaps we cannot say that

water washing will be successful in all cases because

it has worked in others, any more than we can predict

that a coagulant efficient \vith one water will be equally

successful with another supply. In one of the cases

before mentioned water wash alone was sufficient at most
times, but under certain conditions additional agitation

by raking was of value.

Strainer Systems—A good strainer sj'^stem is essential

to a good filter. The double bottom system approaches

the ideal condition. The writer has operated small filters
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there may be several feet difference in head between
the surface of the sand and a level a short distance

below it.

To digress from the subject of sand, the work of Wol-
man and Powell suggests that the malachite green
adsorption test may be an admirable means of obtaining

a measure of the fineness of the suspended matter in the

water. The M^riter has long sought such a test without
results. The best solution seemed the u.se of the Tyndall

cone, comparing the unknown water with prepared
standards of different fineness. Unpublished experi-

ments interrupted by the war indicated that the co-

efficient of fineness of the standard methods of the Amer-
ican Public Health Association is of little value except

for a limited range of large particles. The malachite

green test would seem to have possibilities for applica-

tion as a fineness test, modified by the selective action

or variable adsorptive power of different materials

present.

Wolman and Powell have done a work of value in their

careful study and presentation of data from many
sources relative to the subject that might otherwise have

remained buried, but further data are needed before it

can be definitely stated that adsorptive power is ob-

jectionable rather than a quality to be desired in filter

sand. If shrinkage occurs, the filter operator or engi-

neer should not hasten to replace all his sand on the sup-

position that it is a highly adsorptive undesirable mate-

rial until he has looked into other factors.

Old Air Drill Cuts Pavements for

Los Angeles Water-Works
By C. W. Geiger
San Francisco, Cal.

FOR cutting through asphalt and concrete pavements

in making excavations for water mains the Los

Angeles Water Department uses an old air drill.

The drill is mounted on a carriage which in turn is

mounted on a four-wheel truck. A handwheel attached

to the truck is provided with a pinion which engages a

rack on the carriage, by means of which the carriage

can be moved sideways. This is shown at the point

of the arrow marked "A" in the accompanying view.

The carriage can be moved sideways so that a strip of

pavement about 4 ft. wide can be cut. A ratchet work-

ing on one of the wheels of the truck moves the truck

forward as the cutting progresses. This ratchet is

shown at "B" in the view.

In actual operation, one man is required to start and

stop the air drill, one operates the handwheel for the

purpose of moving the drill sideways, and a third man-

ipulates the ratchet for the purpose of moving the

truck forward.

To cut through asphalt a sharp bit is used. The

asphalt is cut through along the two sides of the strir.

broken up and loaded onto a motor truck. The drill is

then equipped with a blunt bit and the truck retraces

the same path. The operator of the drill directs the

bit against the surface of the concrete until the con-

tinuous pounding breaks it up for several inches in

all directions. Then, without stopping the drill, the

carriage is moved sideways several inches, and the

pounding concentrated until this area is broken up.

When the entire width is broken up the truck is

moved forward and the carriage is moved to the

opposite side of the strip, the drill being ktpt in opera-

tion while thiH i» being done.

In one day thi.H. apparatuji can cot throogli aaphaJt

and break up a 4- ft. Hirip of concrete fouodatkm for

a distance of 120 ft. Thin hajt proven to be consider-

ably cheaper and ea-sier than the meCbod nsuDj
employed for doing this kind of work. The eost of

cutting th'-ough g'i^xl pavement and concrete bnM varies

from 2 to Gc. per .square foot.

Compressed air is furnished by an air coaqmaaor
mounted on a motor truck just back of the &rim*»
seat. The truck i.s also equipped with a centrifugal

pump, which is u»ed principally in pumping water

OLD Alii DIULI. UICOED IP TO CUT l'.\^

there is a leak or break in a wate*- main. It r

capacity of 900 gal. per minute, A small air pump.

mounted on the water pump, is used to prime the latter.

By means of special transmission gear, either the main

air pump or the centrifugal pump can be operated by

the 40-hp. motor that operates the truck.

The Los Angele? Water Department is planning to

try steam power in place of compressed air to drive

the apparatus. An air-driven pavement cutter and

breaker, supplied by the local Ingersoll-Rand agency, is

used by the Los Angeles street railways.

(lermans Underbid Americans for Locomotives

According to a statement in a recent issue of Th«

Engineer, London, Krupps, of Germany, have underbid

American locomotive manufacturers for electric loco-

motives for the Java State Rys. The contract was for

eighty-three locomotives. It is suggested in the English

paper that the depreciation of the mark may have en-

abled Krupps to put in the lo>*-er tender, but the fact

that the German factor>- is able to take such a large

contract at a reasonable price is particularly commented

upon.
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Improvements on a State Irrigation Project in Utah
Piute Earth Dam Strengthened with Porous Fill After Study of Seepage—Spillway

Enlarged

—

Cylinder Gates—Diversion Dam on Gravel Foundation

By J. C. Ullrich
Deputy State Engineer, Salt Lake City, Utah

IMPROVEMENTS made and under way on the State

controlled Piute irrigation project in Utah, in order

to insure continuity of service to the water users,

involve an expenditure of nearly $230,000. Investi-

gations of seepage through an earth dam during a

period of five years resulted in plans for strengthening

the dam by a heavy non-impervious fill of sand and

gravel placed on the downstream slope over a well-

drained foundation. A comparatively small spillway

was increased in capacity to care for three times the

greatest flood of record and to take a flood which might

be caused by the breaking of a dam above the Piute
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GRAPH SHOWING WATER HEIGHTS IN WELL AND
RESERVOIR, 1919

of the well. A record of the depth of water in the

well was taken every week and plotted on a profile of

the dam. By connecting the height of water in the

reservoir with the depth of water in the well, an

approximate idea of the line of saturation through this

portion of the dam was obtained. While the line of

saturation determined by

these two points never in-

tersected the downstream

slope of the dam above the

toe, there were times when

the downstream face showed

sweating to a height of 5 or 6

ft. above the toe, although no

water was ever noticed actu-

ally oozing out of the fill.

Hydrographs for the years

1917, 1918 and 1919 show the

relation between the height

of water in the reservoir, the

depth of water in the observa-

tion well, and the amount of

seepage appearing at the lower

toe. Taking equal increments

of increase in the height of

water in the reservoir the

rate of increase of the seep-

age water is approximately

in the ratio of 2 to 1. This

ratio appears to hold equally

well when the reservoir is be-

ing emptied. The diagrams

also show a fairly well-defined

lag between the increase and

decrease of the water in the

reservoir and the increase

and decrease in the amount of seepage.

The curves representing the depth of water in the

observation well also show a direct relation between the

water in the well and the height of water in the

reservoir. They show, however, that no water appears

in the observation well until the water in the reservoir

reaches a height of approximately 30 ft., when the water

in the well suddenly rises to a depth of 12 ft. (records

were taken once a week) and then continued to rise and

fall as the water in the reservoir rises and falls. The

fact that the water suddenly appears to a depth of U
ft. in the observation well, when the height of water

in the reservoir reaches the 30-ft. stage, is a strong

indication- that there is a porous stratum extending

through the dam or at leai«t throuRh a p*rt of the
in the immediate vicinity of the obs«rvation well. The
hydrograph.s further show that for the name stac*
of the reservoir, for the Heveral years aver which records
have been obtained, the depth of water in the obMrr»>
tion well and the amount of Heepage appearing at the
lower toe o* the dam are the same.

A study of these diagram.s led to the conclusion that

the seepage water appearing at the lower toe of the
dam was the direct result of water percolating through
the dam. While it was realized that the record of

this one observation well disclo.sed the internal con-
dition of the dam at only one section, nevertheleee an
earth dam is no stronger than its weakest spot. This
condition, together with the fact that the downstream
slope is entirely too steep for a dam of this size, was
considered by both the state engineer and the Board
of Land Commissioners to justify their taking imni»>

diate steps to strengthen the dam.

Strengthening the Dam.—The plan adopted provided

for the placing of an 80,000-cu.yd. earth fill against

the downstream side of the dam and the construction

of a drainage system in the foundation for the new

IMPROVEMENTS ON PIUTE DAM

fill. This foundation covers an area of approximately

2.3 acres, the greater portion of which was ^et and

boggy. A system of French drains 50 ft. apart was

constructed througiiout the foundation a^ right angles

to the dam. These drains intersect a small rock toe

constructed at the lower toe of the old dam and dis-

charge into the river below the toe of the new fill.

They were constructed by excavating trenches 3 ft. wide

and 3 ft. deep, on a grade of 2 {>er cent, filling them

with a 2-ft. layer of cobble reck var\-ing in size from

4 to 8 in., on top of which was placed a 6-in. layer

of coarse gravel which in turn was covered with a

6-in. laver of pea gravel. The original plans con-

templated only the installation of eight French drains.
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but during construction the resident engineer installed

several additional 16-in, wood-pipe drains surrounded

with rock, at points where the saturation was the

greatest. The pipe drains are connected with a 6-ft.

open drain leading to the river. Old redwood pipe

stored at the dam was used.

The purpose of the drains is two-fold (1) to dry

up the foundation for the new fill; (2) to carry off

all water that may seep through the old dam. Within

a week after the drains were in operation they had

dried up the foundation site so that the contractor

could haul loaded li-yd. dump wagons over the founda-

tion.

The cobble rock riprap which partially covered the

downstream face of the dam was removed, and such

rock as was not needed in the construction of the

French drains and a riprap retaining wall at the mouth

of the outlet tunnel, was placed in a 6- to 8-ft. wall

at the toe of the new fill.

FILLING POROUS MATERIAL ON BACK OF DAM

months. The average length of haul was 500 ft.

A saturation well, similar to the one sunk into the

old dam, was built into the new fill in line with the
original well. Though this well has been under observa-

4Ply Rubber
BejHng

In building the new fill it became necessary to extend

the outlet tunnel, which emerged from the cliff form-
ing the west abutment of the dam at a point just

below the lower toe. From this point the water was
conveyed in a concrete flume 20 ft. wide to the river.

Using this flume as a foundation the outlet tunnel

was extended as a concrete section, having the same
inside dimensions as the original tunnel, to the toe of

the new fill. Dry rubble masonry walls on concrete

foundations form the wing walls for the portal and
protect the new fill against the action of the water
fiowing from the tunnel.

In preparing the foundation for the new fill, the

soil to a depth of 1 ft. was removed and wasted and the

surface roughened by plowing furrows 3 ft. apart. Steps

were also cut in the downstream face of the old dam
at intervals. No material * of an impervious nature

was allowed, nor was rolling or compacting required.

The purpose of this loose fill was to insure a layer

that would be pervious to the extent of allowing all

water that might find its way through the old dam to

filter down into the drains, thus keeping the new fill

dry and firm. The new fill extends to within 20 ft. of

the top of the dam, making this portion of the down-

stream face on a slopr of 31 to 1. The fill was placed

by means of a steam shovel and dump wagons in 4i

'/4''Sfeel PI. -6"k8''C

Hoilf Plan

'A'steel Plr-"^

e". ^-^^^f^') 'fw:
Top Flange Bearing

cut away -^"9'^

Detail of Rubber
Belt Join+

tion for the past two irrigation seasons no water has

appeared in it, while during the same period water
has risen in the original observation well to a maximum
depth of 23 ft. The French drains are working per-

fectly and are keeping the new fill dry.

Spillivay and Wasteway.—The original wasteway
through a saddle east of the dam was 450 ft. long, 40

ft. wide, and was carried down 20 ft. below the top

of the dam. From the wasteway the water was to

pass down a natural draw to the river. As the wasteway
was cut through a soft decomposed rhyolite, which

air-slacks on exposure the cut became partially filled

with talus after several years. No spillway or control

device was constructed at the head of the wasteway.

During this early period the water in the reservoir

was never allowed to rise to the point where it would

flow through the wasteway, but was regulated entirely

by means of the outlet gates.

The improvements at the dam include completion

of this wasteway and the construction of a spillway

at its head. The channel was lowered 5 ft., extended

900 ft. and lined with concrete for the entire distance.

The spillway is a concrete structure consisting of

piers with four ogee spilhvay sections between them

and above four steel radial gates, the bottoms of the
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gates being 10 ft. below the crests of the spillway sec-
tions. Concrete curtain walls extend from the spillway
crests to the tops of the radial gates. The piers are
20 ft. high, 10 ft. apart and rest on a rock foun-
dation. Each pier is equipped with stop-log slots faced
with steel channels so that each gate opening may be
closed if it becomes necessary to remove the gate
for repairs while under water pressure.
Each of the radial gates is 4 x 10 ft. and operates

on a 6-ft. radius. The gates consist of two truss
bearing segments built of three ribs of 2i-in. x 2i-in.
X i-in. angles crossed by three 6-in. channels which
support 2J X 2J X i-in. angles bent to the required
radius and having riveted to them a }-in. faceplate. A
i-in. clearance is given between each end and the pier,

these spaces being made water-tight by means of flexible

membranes which are bolted to the ends of the gates
and slide on steel-bearing angles bent to the same
radius as the gates and set in the concrete piers. To
insure the gates operating smoothly within this clear-

ance, they were well braced laterally to prevent them
from warping or racking. When closed the gates rest

on wood filler blocks anchored to 6-in. channels con-

creted into the floor. Bearing pins are so arranged
in the piers that they may be easily withdrawn, allowing

the gates to be removed. One-man hoisting winches on

top of the spillway operate the gates by means of wire
cables.

When the contract for the improvements on the spill- .

way and wasteway was first let, it was deemed sufficient

to line the wasteway for the first 450 ft. to a natural

draw as it was thought that this draw was underlaid

with a rock formation similar to that through which
the cut was made. After the wasteway had been cut

down to the lower elevation the bed of the draw was
found to consist of sand and gravel to a considerable

depth. It was then decided to extend the wasteway

900 ft. through the next ridge to a second natural

draw. The entire wasteway is lined with 6 in. of

reinforced concrete. The first 450 ft. is on a grade of

0.05 per cent with the concrete lining carried up the

sides to a height of 10 ft. Beyond this point the grade

was increased to 1.75 per cent, the section reduced

to 20 ft. in width and the concrete iining extended up

the sides to a height of 5 ft.

As the distance between the mouth of the wasteway

and the river is 400 ft. and the difference in elevation

is 25 ft., it is planned to construct a number of concrete

cut-off walls to prevent scour in the bed of the draw.

A maximum discharge capacity of 10,000 sec.-ft. is

provided in the spillway and wasteway for two reasons

:

(1) The Otter Creek reservoir which has a capacity of

G0,000 acre-feet is located on the East Fork of the

Sevier River about 25 miles above the Piute reservoir,

and it was decided to provide sufficient capacity to

take care of the flood that might result through the

failure of the Otter Creek dam without danger of the

Piute dam being overtopped; (2) the history of most

earth-dam failures shows that the dams were over-

topped during extreme flood stage due to insufl!icient

spillway capacity.

As a rule floods which overtop dams are of an unpre-

cedented nature, far greater than any of record. While

the maximum flood flow of the Sevier River of which

there is any record is 3,300 sec.-ft. it was deemed

advisable to have a spillway of a capacity of at least

three times this amount. Another feature that entered

into the design of thin spillway ia the fact th*t at ihm
present time reservoir rijfht-of-way has been secored
only up to the 70-ft. contour. To impouml wter
above this elevation will cause it to back up into the
town of Junction, located at the upper end of the reser-
voir. No arrangements have V>een made as yet to
utilize the storage between the 70- and SO-ft. contours
nor has the project developed to the stage wHt- 'V

additional storage is required. It was •

deemed advisable to bring the bottom of the spuiway
to El. 70 so as to have absolute control of the water
above that elevation.

Cylinder Auxiliary Gates.~Auxi\i3iry outlet control

Sl'lLL-VVAY WITH KADI.VL GATES CLusilD

gates of the cylinder type are a feature of the improve-
ments. It was considered that all dams impounding
large quantities of water for irrigation purposes should
be equipped with a dual outlet control so as to obviate

the danger of loosing the stored water in case one
set of gates becomes broken or disabled while in oper-

ation. This necessity at the Piute dam was illustrated

forcibly several years ago when it was discovered that

two of the three slide gates at the head of the outlet

tunnel were cracked and a piece about 1 ft. square
broken out of one of the gaos. Had the gates brokm
during the irrigation season, releasing the %vater in

the reservoir, it would have resulted in the loss of the

season's crops valued at approximately $1,000,000. The
gates were made of cast iron designed to o- •der

a maximum head of 80 ft. Cracking was u .ihly

to excessive vibration. New cast-steel gates were
placed and have been in operation since .hen.

A short tunnel was driven from the crest of the

dam into the ledge rock to a point above the outlet

tunnel, a shaft 17 ft. in diameter being then sunk to

intersect the outlet tunnel 100 ft. back of the oid gates.

Within ihis shaft and concentric with it is an inner

shaft formed by u rein forced-concrete cylinder 7 ft,

inside diameter with walls 2 ft. thick, this cylinder

being anchored to the outer shaft wall at intervals

of 20 ft. with G-in. I-beams. The outer shaft is lined

with 12 in. of reinforced concrete. The annular space

connects with the upper portion of the outlet tunnd

while the inner shaft extends 15 ft. below the floor

of the tunnel and connects with the lower portion of

the outlet tunnel by means of an inclined shaft. The
outlet tunnel immediately below the outer shaft is

closed with a block of concrete 4 ft. thick.
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In the inner shaft are set two steel cylinder gates,

one at el. and the other at el. 40, these gates fitting

into cast-steel frames in the concrete cylinder. Each

frame has six 2 x 3-ft. openings. The water entering

the outlet tunnel rises in the outer shaft to the same

height as the water in the reservoir. By raising the

cylinder gates the water is admitted into the inner

shaft, falls to the bottom and is forced up the incline

shaft into the lower end of the outlet tunnel from

which it flows without being under any appreciable

hydraulic head. The cylinder gates when raised expose

the same discharge opening for each intake. The

l'//Brace Rods

i Spiral Runs

'<oi.
12"Advance
/^'J2"Rise

OUTLET TUNNEL
-10'

SECTION THROUGH TUNNEL AT LOWER CYLINDER GATES

intake openings in each gate frame are arranged in

pairs diametrically opposite so that the water rushing

through them has a tendency to balance the hydraulic

pressure. The purpose of carrying the inner shaft

15 ft. below the floor of the tunnel is to provide a water

cushion for the water falling down the shaft.

The gates are operated by means of specially designed

man-power gate hoists set on a steel platform over the

top of the shaft. Each gate is connected to a gate

hoist by two 3-in. stems 180 deg. apart. These stems

are kept in alignment by means of specially designed

torsion guides anchored into the concrete cylinder. The

upper gate will be used when the water in the reservoir

is above el. 40 and the lower gate when the water

is below this elevation.

In sinking the oute>- shaft the contractor first sank

a hole 4 ft. square to the outlet tunnel. He then

enlarged this hole to the dimensions of the outer shaft,

allowing the material to fall down to the floor of the

tunnel from whence it was mucked out in cars. The
construction of this auxiliary control was begun in

the winter of 1919-1920, but when the irrigation season

began it had to be discontinued on account of the open-

ing of the reservoir gates. The work is half complete

and will be resumed as soon as the reservoir gates are

closed for the 1921 season's storage. These cylinder
gates will be used in operating the reservoir, leaving
the slide gates at the head of the outlet tunnel for
emergency use.

Diversion Dam.—The Sevier Valley Irrigation Co.,

years ago, built a rock and brush dam across the river

at the head of its canal to act as a diverting struc-

ture. This structure was 110 ft. long, 15 ft. high and
of very porous construction allowing fully 50 per cent
of the water to pass through it. Furthermore, the

dam would have to be partially replaced after almost
every flood. One of the provisions in the agreement
between the State and the company for the enlarge-

ment of the latter's canal was that the State should

build a permanent diverting structure across the river

at the head of the canal. The old diverting dam being

located at a sharp bend in the river was in an unsuitable

location for a permanent structure, so a more suitable

site for a new dam was selected l-mile upstream.

This new diversion dam is a concrete structure of

the combination spillway and headgate type. The spill-

way is 87 ft. long, 6 ft. high, has an ogee section and
rests on a sand and gravel foundation. It was designed

according to the Bligh theory of weirs on porous foun-

dations, using a value of 10 for C. On this basis with

three concrete cut-off walls 4 ft. deep, an apron 25 ft.

in length was required. The spillway section was so

placed on this apron that 8 ft. of the apron extends

upstream from the upstream face of the spillway. In

addition a heavy riprap floor, cement grouted into

place, was constructed across the entire river bed for

a distance of 25 ft. from the downstream edge of the

apron to prevent scour immediately below the apron.

The headgate portion of the structure is 48 ft. over

all and contains four 4 x 10-ft. steel radial gates set

between concrete piers with concrete curtain walls

above the top of the gates. These gates are similar to

those installed at the Piute dam. The piers are pro-

vidad with stop-log slots so that any one of the gate

openings may be closed to allow the removal of the gate

for repairs. The headgate is set at an angle of 112

deg. with the spillway so as to draw water from the

stream at right angles to the main current. As the

Sevier River, especially during flood stages, carries

considerable silt it was hoped by this arrangement to

reduce to a minimum the amount of silt that might
enter the canal. In addition, a sluiceway 4 ft. wide

was constructed at the point where the spillway and

headgate join. The sluiceway is kept open at all times,

allowing a portion of the water, that must pass by

the structure to satisfy prior rights below, to pass

through the sluiceway.

Tlie structure has been in operation now for the

past two years. During this time it has been discov-

ered that it operates best when a 12-in. stop log is

placed across the bottom of each gate opening. There

is less silt deposited in front of the gates and less

enters the canal than when there is no obstruction in

front of the gate openings.

Immediately below the spillway the river wound
around in shape of a letter S within a distance of

2,000 ft. This portion of the river has been straight-

ened by making a preliminary excavation suflficiently

large to start the water down it. Forcing the water

through this excavation made it cut its own channel.

The turnout gates installed in the canal at the time

it was constructed were built of wood but these
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are now being replaced with cast-iron turnout ^jates.

The latter are designed with the face and frame sup-
porting the operating stem on a slope of 45 degrees.
The cost of this improvement work was as follows

:

strengthening dam $67,763.84
Spillway and wasteway 92 453 09
Auxiliary gates (estimated) .".'.'.'.'.'...'..'..'..... 39*

1 89 10
Diversion dam '_

_
..'..*..'.'. 17569 14

Lateral turnout gates .'.'.'.'.'..'.'...'..'.... 12581 00

229,556.17

The entire improvement work on this project was
under the direct supervision of George F. McGonagle,
state engineer. E. S. Borgquist was the resident engi-
neer directly in charge of the work at the dam. He
also designed the structure for the cylinder gates. The
plans for strengthening the dam and for the spillway,

wasteway and diversion dam were designed by the

writer. The cylinder gates were designed and furnished

by the Lynch Construction Co., of Salt Lake City. The
Heiselt Construction Co., of Salt Lake City, had the

contracts for the improvement work at the dam. The
diversion dam was constructed by force account with
H. S. Kerr as engineer in charge.

ck«

Committees on Highway Maps and
Co-ordination Present Reports

Two reports, regarded as being of special impor-

tance, were submitted at a meeting of the Board of

Surveys and Maps held in Washington, Oct. 12. One
of the reports was from the Committee on Highway
Maps and the other from the Committee on Co-ordina-

tion. In addition, the Committee on Hydrographic

Charts called attention to the importance of the Inter-

national Hydrographic Bureau which is now being

established. According to the procedure of the board,

committee reports are referred to the advisory council

and copies are sent to each member of the board. In

some cases it is expected that important changes will be

made in the reports before they are accepted. The
report of the Committee on Highway Maps supplements

a previous report. The report is signed by C. D.

Curtis and reads as follows:

1. The committee has considered the recommendations

of the executive committee in commenting on its preliminary

report to the effect that the surface condition of roads be

indicated on the maps and has reached the conclusion that

it would not be feasible to do this. This conclusion is based

largely on the fact that with the present large program
of highway improvement the maps would in many respects

be out of date soon after being issued. In considering this

matter the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads was con-

sulted and he concurs in this opinion. The question was
also discussed with the members of the executive committee

of the American Association of State Highway Officials.

They were unanimously in favor of indicating the highways

in accordance with a classification placing them into groups

of equal 6r like importance.

The highways of France are divided into five princ !ial

classes. It is the belief of the committee, however, that

four classes will adequately cover practically all of the

highways in the United States. These four classes can be

named as follows: National or Interstate, State, County,

and Local; or Main through routes, important secondary

routes, lateral or branch roads, and local roads. In isolated

cases it might be found necessary to provide a fifth class

which would include semi-private and private roads.

The matter of names given to the various classes of

highways is relatively unimportant and the committee will

be governed in its recommendations by the advice of the

American Association of State Highway Officials.

2. In itii preliminary report the fimrmrtlffr
belief that a quadranicle type map would OMat
the gcnL-ral need. We are now pr«p«rcd U> iiiiwtaa a
quadrangle map covering one decree in latitod* by tmu
<k-Krceti of )oni?itude on a nc»U- of l.ZSOJMO. or approxi*
mately 4 mi. to the inch. This map to oury a 2-niL ovtrUp
in each direction in order to provide tor ready traoafcr fraai
one .sheet to another.

In sections where, owinc to a f rottda. the
1:250,000 scale is not sufncientl> .«nt eoafs-
sion, it is recommended that tbe acaie be dUuic«d to
1:125,000 covering i de^- latitude by 1 dec. loncftado
a 1-mi. overlap.

.3. The committee doen not wish to encrosrh on th«
of the committee on technical sta- to sa^'
srest that a di.stinctive lejrend b« n§t of
hij^hway, that the width of hi^jhway br ruticKt^ratcd. that
the data shown on the topographic atJa^ ^ht^eU wttJi tko
exception of i.solated buildings be rep- -i so far ••
possible on the hitrhway maps and tha". backKVOuad
be u.sed. It will be neces.sary of cour»« Ut «>imtiuite many
of the contours and the interval cannot be kept constant.

CO-ORDlNATION COMMITTEE REPOBT

In reporting upon the propo.sition of ccM>rdination of
ail maj)-making agencies, the Committee on Co-ordina-
tion stated that the advantages to be secured at this

time from .such con.solidation were purely problenatkal
and the committee deemed it unwi.se to make soch a
radical recommendation under existing conditions. It

pointed out that each map-making agency only supphed
its bare need, and were consolidation of all map-maJkinr
agencies secured it would be almo.st inevitable that sub-
sequent decentralization of control would result. In

other words, with all map-making agencies under a
central control, the diversity of interest would lead to

the establishment of practically the same independent
agencies as now exist.

Consolidation of map-making agencies might be prac-
tical and desired later on, particularly .«hould a general
appropriation be made by Congress for the support and
administration of the single map-making body. Under
present conditions, each map-making agency spenda so

little of its entire appropriation upon map making that

such money as it would be able to set aside for the

administration of a central organization might not be
adequate.

In view of such conditions the committee headed by
C. O. Sherrill, therefore, made the following recommai-
dations:

(1) That for the present, no general consolidation of thr

mapping activities of the various Federal organiaatMMis be
advocated.

(2) That as recommended in the report of the eoafenaeo
of repre.'^entatives of the Federal map-making oriraniiatioos,

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey b*« charged
with the execution of the precise and pr f

the area of the United States, and the Un; ^ i-

logical Survey be charged with the execution of the tor

tiary cintrol and the topographic mapping.
{^^) That every legitimate effort In.' made tv, stvuri- .*uch

appropriations for these two organizations a.*! w;!". .r-urf

rapid progress in a mapping program which w he

needs of the map using organizations of tho . -.l

This will soon result in an absolute >-

graphic work by at least four of the tv -.»-

tions now actually engageil in such work.

(4) That the Board oi Sur>-eys and Maps prepare speci-

fications for surveying and mapping and urged that these

be followed by such organizations as may properly continue

to do such work.

(5) That the co-ordination committee be empowered to

take such steps as may be proper to keep in touch with

the mapping progress of the various Federal organi»ation«
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and arrange for the execution of the various projects and

the fullest possible co-operation with other organizations.

Personal contact with the officials in immediate charge of

the various surveying and mapping activities will bring

results more quickly and more satisfactorily than will for-

mal action by the board. Considerable progress has already

been made by the committee along these lines.

The committee reported that it believes there to be

greater and more serious duplication in map compila-

tion and map reproduction than in the actual carrying

out of field operations. For the purposes of study and

comparison the committee grouped Federal map-making

organizations into three classes, the first being those

whose principal function should be surveying and

mapping and including The Coast and Geodetic Survey

;

Topographic Branch, Geological Survey; Surveying

Service, General Land Office; International Boundary

Commission; Lake Survey, and Hydrographic Office.

The various services which the committee named as

possessing surveying and mapping as an incidental func-

tion included the Corps of Engineers, Forest Service,

Bureau of Soils, Reclamation Service, Bureau of

Indian Affairs, and the Mississippi River Commission,

As map compilers it cited the Topographic Branch,

Post Office Department; Bureau of Public Roads; and

the Military Intelligence Division, General Staff.

Changes in St. Paul City Charter To
Facilitate Paving

THE adoption by popular vote of two amendments

to the city charter of St. Paul, Minn., designed

to facilitate pavement construction by (1) limiting

assessments for benefits to abutting property to a strip

12 ft, wide (on either side of the street) and by (2)

allowing the use of wheelage taxes for paving, repay-

ing and repairing streets, was noted briefly in our news

pages Nov. 11, p. 961. The two amendments, each

being an addition to Section 235 of the charter,

follow

:

Provided further, that the amount which may be assessed

against abutting property for paving any street, boulevard,

parkway, or other highway shall not exceed the cost of a

strip of such pavement 12 ft. wide adjacent to the property

thus assessed. The cost of the pavement, over and above

the amount assessed against all property benefited, shall be

paid out of city revenue or from money raised by bond issue

or both. Where a permanent pavement has once been laid

and paid for, in whole or in part, by special assessment

such benefited property shall not again, for a period of

fifteen years, be assessed for repavement or for repairing

pavement.
Provided further, that nothing herein shall prevent tbe

council from appropriating such sums as it deems advis-

able, from the moneys collected as the license fee on vehicles

for the use of the streets, toward defraying the cost of

repairing paved streets and the cost of new paving or repav-

jng of streets and boulevards, and expenditures made from
the proceeds of said license fee on vehicles shall not be con-

sidered as part of the cost of government as such cost is

limited and defined by Section 201 of the charter.

Prior to these amendments the charter provided that

all paving in St. Paul must be paid for by the property

benefited, but in cases of property of low value the

council had authority to order the cost of paving street

intersections to be met by the general fund of the city.

We are informed by George H. Herrold, managing di-

rector of the city Planning Board of St, Paul, that the

Assessment Bureau never has assessed paving benefits

for the street paved upon any property back of the cen-

ter of the block.

Cement Plaster Lining for Wood
Irrigation Flumes

Experience on Three Fhimes Aggregating 1,560

Feet Indicates Success at Cheaper Cost

Than All-Wood Flume

By Everett N, Bryan
Chief Engineer, Waterford Irrigation District, Waterford, Cal.

THREE flumes in the distributing system of the

Waterford Irrigation District, Waterford, Cal,,

have been constructed with box siding and flooring of

1-in, No. 2 Oregon pine lumber to which was applied a

1-in. cement plaster lining in order to secure watertight-

ness. The success which has attended the application of

this type of construction to flume building warrants a

description, together with notes on the experience of

some earlier instances of similar construction by other

parties.

As an experiment the Modesto Irrigation District,

Modesto, Cal., in 1908 lined 50 ft. of an old wooden
flume 5 ft. deep and 12 ft. wide across Dry Creek with

1 in, of cement plaster applied on a i-in, galvanized

plain wire mesh tacked to the wooden floor and sides.

The box was made of 2-in. select, surfaced redwood.

Owing to age the flume had decayed until it was dif-

ficult and very expensive to calk sufficiently to prevent

excessive leakage. In an attempt to prevent excessive

leakage the experiment was entirely successful but the

treatment was not extended to the remainder of this

flume nor to ether flumes of the system because both

the flume box skeletons and the substructures were

badly decayed and the flumes were not designed with

sufficient capacity. Locally the use of this method for

patching old flumes has been employed and some short

flumes of small cross-section were designed and con-

structed after this fashion.

In 1913 T, K. Beard, general contractor, lined an

elevated tank at Cooperstown, Cal., with cement plaster

for the storage of crude oil. The tank had a base 15

ft, square, a depth of 5 ft. 8 in,, and a capacity of 9,500

gal. In this case a 1-in. lining was applied in two coats

to expanded metal lath tacked to 1-in. rough board

siding. There has been no occasion to use this tank

recently but it served its purpose satisfactorily when
needed. A recent examination showed it to contain a

12-in. depth of crude oil and rainwater, Above this

mixture the sun and rain had thoroughly cleansed the

sides so as to admit close inspection. Only fine hair

cracks appeared.

The success of these local experiments led to the

consideration of this type of construction by the

Waterford Irrigation District for three of its larger

flumes. Comparative estimates made of metal, wood
and plaster-lined flumes indicated that t^e latter

could be built at least first cost. It was also believed

that the plaster-lined flume would have a longer life

and a much less annual maintenance cost than the plain

wooden flume.

In the winter of 1916-17 the first experiment was
made on a flume 900 ft. long 6 ft. 4 in. wide and 4

ft. deep. Bents, stringers and box skeleton were of

"merchantable grade" Oregon pine. The box siding

and flooring were of No, 2 Oregon pine, 1 in. in thick-

ness. A i-in, wire mesh of No. 20 gage, with "V"-

shaped metal ribs attached transversely 8 in, c. to c. was
first tacked securely to the inside of the box. The
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metal ribs held the mesh out approximately ij in. from
the lumber siding and the scratch coat of plaster wa.s

made just thick enough to cover the mesh. The .sec-

ond coat brought the thickness up to the required mini-
mum of 1 in. The plaster was composed of one part
cement, three parts sand, and dry hydrated lime equiva-
lent by vv^eight to 10 per cent of the cement.

Attention is directed in the drawing to the absence
of cross-sills for the floor, the box flooring being laid

crosswise and nailed directly to the stringers. It will

be noted that the side posts of the box are bolted to

the inner side of the outside stringers and no braces

are used to prevent them from spreading at the bottom
when the box is filled with water. They are held at

the bottom solely by the outside stringers, which are

themselves tied together by the nails in the ends of

the floor boards and further stiffened by toe blcjcks on

top of the bent caps and 4 x 6-in. cross-ties dapped and
spiked to the bottom of the stringers half way be-

tween bents. So great was the rigidity thus secured

for the side posts that even before the siding was nailed

on or the top cross-ties were in place, the posts would
break off above the floor, if sufficient pressure were
exerted near the top, without in any manner displac-

ing the base. Bents were usually low and it was pres-

sure of the top of the post against the side grain in

the cap rather than stresses as a column which gov-

erned the design of the posts. Mudsills were entirely

eliminated by placing the base of the posts directly

upon a concrete footing, thus eliminating another fre-

quent point of initial failure for wooden bents.

Expansion Joints

It was not possible to place this flume in actual serv-

ice during the irrigation season of 1917, but as a test

bulkheads were built at the lower end and at the middle

to permit filling by pumping soon after completion.

Some fine cracks showed in the lining but the leakage

was negligible and it was decided to build two more

flumes of the same type. Plans were drawn and the

flumes were constructed during the following winter,

one being 330 ft. long, 5 ft. wide and Sh ft. deep and

the other 330 ft. long, 71 ft. wide and 4 ft. 10 in. deep.

No expansion and contraction joints were provided

in the first flume built and in a few months it had

separated from the headwalls at each end. leaving a

crack almost i in. in width. A home-made expansion

joint was developed and installed at each end. Joints

of a similar design were built into the two new flumes

at the time of their erection. The joints consisted of

a 14-gage galvinized-iron tongue bolted to the con-

crete headworks and projected beneath the plaster lining

on the sides and bottom, where it was enveloped by

a slot which was a narrow strip of 20-gage iron bent

back upon itself. The tension of the slot upon the

tongue was regulated by bolts at intervals—the tongue

being split at these points to admit of its free move-

ment to and fro. The workmanship upon these joints

was crude, and while their operation has met with a

fair degree of success it is believed something more

positive in its operation should be recommended. The

gap between the headwalls and the plaster lining has

widened on the first flume since the joints were put

in and on the two later flumes it is plain that had no

joint been provided there would have occurred a simi-

lar rupture at each end of the lining. As it is, the

I ^1 I ' f

TYPICAL BENT OF ri^VSTERED fTJ \:

:

tongue ha.s simply been withdrawn from the slot- There
is some movement both ways at these joint.* bat the

principal movement is due to shrinkage of the flume

box in length.

There are no longitud.'.al cracks of any con.^equenc*

in any of the flumes—the only tendency to crack seem-

ing to be in almost straight tran>\ • er the

"V" ribs of the mesh, where the .<\ area

of the plaster is diminished by appro.ximateiy one half.

In some places traces of these cracks may be detected

over almost every rib for a short distance but it ha."

been found easy to close all of t\em on the short

flumes, and all those near the end.«» of the long flume.

by painting the interior of the flume In^xes with hot

asphalt. The middle third of the length of the long

flume, however, contains some transverse tracks up to

i« or h in. in width which cannot be closed by the

asphalt coat. Apparently there is movement at these

points too great for the asphalt ic \\\v hstand.

The absence of cracks in the oil tank . : above

and their character in the flumes would seem to indi-

cate that expansion jointi> should be placed not farther

than from 300 to 400 ft. apart.

The coating of asphalt applied required approximately

125 lb. per 1.000 sq.ft. A crew of three men put on 12.000

sq.ft. in three days. At first an attempt was made

to brush the asphalt on with ordinary house broooM
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but the results so obtained were not satisfactory. The

best method was to apply the paint to the sides with

paint or whitewash brushes and to the bottom with an

ordinary floor mop.

On the first flume common labor was paid an average

of $2.75 per day, carpenters and helpers from $3.50

to $4.50 per day and the plasterer $4 and $4.50 per

day. The work was carried out under contract with

Gorrill Brothers, contractors, San Francisco. Unit

costs were as follows:

Cost of Woodwork per 1,000 ft. b.m.

Lumber delivered $25.44
Nails, bolts, washers, etc 3.66
Labor erecting 11.30

Total $40.40

Cost of Plaster Lining, per Square Yard, Cents
Mesh delivered 25.4
Laying mesh 6.1
Labor and tools applying mesh 14.0
Watering and curing 3.3
Cement, lime and sand 18.4

Total cost per square vard, cents 67.2
Total cost per 1,000 sq.ft $74.65

The No. 2 grade of Oregon pine used for box siding

and flooring cost $20.50 per 1,000 ft. b.m. delivered.

It was ordered to length so that no cutting was re-

quired for the siding and only one cut was required for

each two floor boards. No effort was made to secure

a close fit of these boards—in fact for the later two
flumes it was specified that cracks of ^ in. should be
left between them to prevent bulging when the boards
became wet. Common labor was used mostly in put-
ting the box together and, though no separate costs

were kept of this part of the work, it went together
quickly at a cost which may be safely assumed at less

than $5 per 1,000 ft. board measure.

The cost of the flume box was therefore very close

to $100 per 1,000 ft. of surface. Had it been built

entirely of wood it would have been advisable to use
2-in. select cedar or redwood. To compete in first cost

with the plaster-lined flume this wooden box would
have to cost less than $50 per thousand feet board meas-
ure including battening and calking. Such lumber was
at the time worth considerably more than that in

the yard.

The annual maintenance cost, as was anticipated,

has proved lower than for a wooden box flume,
the recalking and reasphalting of which is necessary
each time the water is out for a short time. It has
been found that no matter how long the water is out
of the plaster-lined flume it may be safely turned back
without extensive repairs.

Coatings Reduce Bond Strength of Steel

Results obtained in a special series of tests of bond
strength of steel embedded in concrete are reported by
the Bureau of Standards as follows: Galvanizing re-

duces the bond strength, but painting reduces it

considerably more. Any coating allows a noticeable

amount of slip in the case of deformed bars before the
corrugations or lugs reach a firm bearing, but when
they come to bearing the bars act substantially as do
uncoated bars of the same form. However, coated bars
develop a smaller fraction of their maximum bond
strength in attaining a slip limit of 0.001 in. than do
uncoated bars. Lap splices require a lap length of about
48 diameters to give a satisfactory splice; this result

was reached with J-in. bars embedded in unusually

strong concrete (5,000 lb. per square inch).

Engineering Details of Newspaper
Publishing Building

Mechanical and Business Needs Govern Layout
and structural Design of New Spring-

field "Republican" Plant

By Charles F. Dingman
Engineer, Flynt Building & Construction Co., Palmer, Mass.

WHEN competition between rival newspapers for

circulation becomes very keen, the saving of even

a few minutes in the time of getting the papers on the

street assumes a commanding importance. In fact, this

saving of '"'me is so vital that it becomes the dominating
feature of the layout when the construction of a new
publishing plant is undertaken. In the design of the

new plant for the Springfield, Mass., Republican,

described by the owners as "the last word in practical

NEW BUILDING FOR THE SPRINGFIELD
REPUBLICAN

Note irregular column spacing and large window space.

newspaper housing," every portion of the entire plant

layout, as well as the structural design of the building,

v/as governed by the dominant idea that the papers

must be on the street in the least possible number of

minutes. This condition was responsible for a rather

unusual column spacing and also made it impossible

to use any of the standard types of column caps or

pintles for most of the locations.

The building is of modified mill construction, a base-

ment and three stories in height, and occupies the

entire area of a plot practically 100 ft. square at the

northeast corner of Cypress and Boylston Sts. Since the

location is off of the principal business street of the

city, architectural attractiveness was not permitted to

exert as strong an influence on the exterior design as

did considerations of utility and economy, but it is felt

that the final appearance is entirely satisfactory.

The basement, which is rather deeper than usual

(11 ft. 11 in.), houses the heating plant, fuel storage,

ink storage, transformer vault, print paper storage and

a fireproof vault which will contain a complete file of

the Republican since its establishment in 1824.

The first floor contains the press-room, the second

floor the offices. The composing and stereotyping

departments, as well as the staff photographer's labora-

tory are on the third floor. This arrangement of

departments is part of the general plan to secure the

most eflScient production and quickest delivery.

All of the editorial work is done in the offices on the
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second floor, the rooms of the various editorial and
reportorial departments being arranged along the west

and north walls of the building, the business office-

along the front or south wall and the stairway, toih.t

rooms, emergency hospital, etc., along the east wall.

The window arrangement, as will be seen from the

pictures, provides for the utilization of the maximum of

natural daylighting.

In the center of the hollow square formed by the

offices is the reference library, located there to provide

easy access for any of the staff who have use for it. It

is lighted partly by a light shaft extending through the

third story to a skylight in the roof and partly by

borrowed light through the glass partitions which sur-

round it.

Communication between the editorial departments

and the composing room is by means of a spiral iro i

stairway at the head of which is the proof-readers'

office. The third floor was chosen for the composing

room because it was possible to provide, by four rev;::

of sawtooth skylights in addition to the large side wall

sash, for the maximum amount of daylighting in every

part of the room.

Directly adjoining the composing room is the ster-

eotyping room, which presented a peculiar problem aside

from the fact that it is the portion of the building

carrying the highest unit live floor load. The equip-

ment of the room includes a gas fired melting pot and

an auto-plate casting machine, the latter being equipped

with water jets for cooling the plates.

This equipment made it necessary that the floor

-/3'- //^--H

l^^:^.'.oi^.J,£^e^oW^-<^4^-^e^o^^'^

FLOOR LAYOUT OF FIRST FLOOR OF SPRINGFIELD Rt"rn,,rA.\

NEWSPAPER PLANT

INTERIOR VIEW SECOND FLOOR SHOWING COLLMN
CAP DETAILS

should be waterproofed and also protected against the

high heat (about 700 deg. F.) under the melting pot.

At first it was thought that it might be advisable to

install a concrete slab floor in the section occupied by

the stereotyping room but, inasmuch as the remainder

of the building was of mill construction and the columna

were of wood, this idea was abandoned and the plank

were covered with ?-in. steel

plates, having waterproofed

joints, and a platform of i-in.

asbestos wood sheets was in-

stalled under the melting pot.

The stereotype plates are

conveyed from the stereotyp-

ing room to the press room on

the first floor by means of a

Miles plate drop, which also

returns them to the stereotyp-

ing room for remelting.

In designing the press room
consideration waa taken of

ihe interest which printing

presses in action always have

for the public, so. even

though the plant is not on the

principal street, the sills on

the front of the bul'ding were

kept down close to the floor in

order to ptimit people stand-

ing on the sidewalk to w-atch

the pressea.

The press room Uyoat was

really the dominant factor in

determining the column spac-

ing. In order to place the two

presses, which are cf the Hoe
multiple web tyjie having a

combined capiicity of 60.000

complete 32-pp. papers per

hour, side by side and parallel

to the front of ihe building,

and at the same time provide

necessary clearances for re-

A
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f\ DRIVEWAY 1^

Cross-Sec+ion

Plan of Mailing Goillery

(2) KT.KVATTON' OF REPUBLICAN BUILDING

moving rollei\« and other work around the presses, it

was necessary to make the two front bays each 23 ft.

wide and the driveway at the rear necessitated a 20-ft.

bay there, leaving only 28 ft., too much for one bay and
too little for two full bays so, while the interior columns

divide the span into two bays, a compromise was effected

which resulted in the rather unusual pilaster spacing

shown in the picture of the Boylston St. elevation.

This irregular spacing of the columns from front to

back (they are evenly spaced in the other direction)

resulted in having the horizontal members which meet
at the columns of greatly varying depths. To have

developed a satisfactory column cap with a bracket for

each member would have been very difficult and

certainly very expensive. Therefore, an ordinary cast-

iron bracket cap is used to support the members whose
soffits join the column at the lowest level and to serve

as a base for the column above, no pintles being used.

The other horizontal members are then carried on
angles, the vertical leg of which is gained into the

column and retained by lag screws, and the load is trans-

mitted down to the column cap by pieces of steel

channel which are fitted tightly between the underside

of the angle and the top of the cap and held against the

column by screws. Douglas fir timber and floor plank

were used throughout.

The presses are supported on brick foundation walls

resting on independent concrete footings below the

cellar floor level and the pits formed by the press

foundation walls contain steam radiation coils to main-
tain a temperature that will permit of satisfactory

operation even in the coldest weather. The presses are

electrically operated with Cutler-Hammer full auto-

matic control, the control mechanism being located on a

gallery adjoining the entrance

to the press room.

As the finished papers come
off the presses they are car-

ried by automatic conveyors

directly to the mailing room.

This is located on a mezzanine
gallery over the rear portion

of the press room. Those
papers which will be sold to

local newsboys are passed to

the east end of the mailing

gallery where a carriers' room
has been providedo Commu-
nication between the driveway
and the carriers' room is by
means of an iron stairway

with a screen partition divid-

ing it into two parts. The
newsboys go up one side of

the partition, pass the delivery

window and receive their pa-

pers and thence down the

other side and out without loss

of time.

The other papers, which go

out by mail or otherwise, are

sorted and bundled and
dropped on to sheet metal

chutes which deliver them to

the platform in the driveway

below. This driveway, which
is really a part of the build-

ing itself, extends through the rear section of

the first floor and permits ten automobiles to receive

their loads at one time and to pass on through without

any turning around. There is no confusion in loading

as the papers are sorted above and each truck simply

backs up to the section of the platform assigned to it

and receives its assignments through the chute.

This same driveway is used, outside of edition times,

for receiving fuel and print paper, the coal hole open-

ings being placed in the driveway directly over the bins

so that no handling is required.

The mechanical layout of the plant is the work of

Sherman H. Bowie, general manager of the Republican

Co., while the building itself is the work of the Flynt

Building and Construction Co. of Palmer, Mass., and
New York City, the writer being the engineer in charge

and B. L. Dow, superintendent of construction.

Small Warships Lengthened for Peace Service

Convoy and patrol boats built during the war by
Great Biitain have recently been lengthened to make
them adaptable for use in merchant service. As built

for the war they were 170 ft. long, and they have now
been lengthened to 213i ft. The work was done in

some ^stances in dry dock, in others on launching ways,

up which a vessel was hauled on a cradle. No special

difficulties were met in the work. In addition to trans-

forming the hull, the operation of change to merchant
service involved reduction of the boiler capacity, rebuild-

ing of the bow portion of the ship (originally shaped

like the stern in profile, to deceive an approching

enemy), and extensive changes in superstructure, etc.

As rebuilt, the ships are of about 1,600 tons displace-

ment and have a normal speed of 10 knots.
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The Illinois State Waterway for Barge Navigation
First Contracts for 8-Ft. Channel from Chicago Drainage Canal to Illinois Kiver—

Large Locks for Boat Fleets—Flood, Ice and Water Power Plans

A NAVIGABLE connection between the Great
Lakes and the Mississippi River, which has been

the subject of several projects and considerable con-
troversy during recent years, appears likely to be-

come an accomplished fact within a few years, as the

U. S. Government has approved the plans of the State

of Illinois for an 8-ft. waterway and the State has
awarded the contract for one lock and is inviting bids

on other work. A plan and profile of the waterway
are shown on pg. 1097.

This State project includes canal construction and
river improvement from Lockport, at the end of the

Chicago drainage canal, to LaSalle on the Illinois River,

beyond which point there is an 8-ft. channel in the

river. The distance is about 60 miles, with a difference

in water elevation of about 123 ft., this difference being

provided for by five locks of 41 to 16 ft. lift.

History.—At this stage of development a brief his-

torical review of the project is appropriate. A channel

for navigation across the 7-ft. divide between the

Chicago River and the Desplaines River has been pro-

posed at various times since the first suggestion by

Marquette, the explorer, in 1674. In 1829, the State

of Illinois authorized the construction of the Illinois

and Michigan canal from the Chicago River to the

Illinois River at LaSalle. This was completed in 1848,

giving a 6-ft. channel with fifteen locks 18 x 110 ft.

Below LaSalle, the State built dams with locks at Henry
and at Copperas Creek, in 1872 and 1877 respectively,

to give a 7-ft. channel.

In 1883, surveys were made by the U. S. Engineers

for extending the 7-ft. channel from LaSalle eastward

to Joliet. In 1888, Congress ordered a survey for a

14-ft. waterway 160 ft. wide between Lake Michigan

and the Mississippi River. Capt. W. L. Marshall, Corps

of Engineers, U. S. Army, reported on alternative pro-

jects for 14-ft. and 8-ft. of water, recommending the

latter as adequate and preferable. In 1899 and 3903,

the U. S. Government built dams in the lower Illinois

River at LaGrange and Kampsville, with locks 75 x

350-ft., thus extending the 7-ft. channel to the Missis-

sippi River. In 1904, a board of engineers headed by

Col. Ernst reported adversely on a project for a 14-

ft. waterway from Lockport to the Mississippi with

80 x 600-ft. locks. Since that time nothing fui-ther

has been done by the Federal Government. With the

opening of the Chicago drainage canal in 1900, the

lake-level channel was available as far as Lockpoi-t, at

which point a lock connection was made later with

the old 6-ft. canal.

The waterway project was taken up again by the

State of Illinois in 1908, when the people authorized a

bond issue of $20,000,000 for a navigable waterway

from Lockport to the Illinois River at Utica, and passed

an amendment to the State constitution permitting the

expenditure of funds for water power purposes. Sev-

eral plans were submitted,, including one for a 24-ft.

channel for lake and ocean steamers, but a State board

of en^liieers reported adversely to both 24-ft. and 14-

ft. Channels. In 1915, the State legislature passed

a waterway act and appropriat«d $5,000,000 for an 8-
ft. waterway with 45 x 250- ft. lor - -he Federal
government lefused to grant the i- -ftitiry for
work in the Illinois River and nothing wu done to
carry the project into effect.

Present Project.—In 1919, the matter was taken ap
actively by the new Divi.sion of Watervaya, which had
been created in a reorganization of the State admin-
istration. Plan.s were made for a waterway from Lock-
port to LaSalle, having 8 ft. of water in earth and
10 ft. in rock .sections, with a minimum bottom width
of 150 ft. Locks are to be 110 x 600 ft., with 14 ft.
of water on the sills at low-water stages, so as to
provide for the possibility of a future 14-ft. chanod.
This size of lock will permit of handling barge fleets
with 7,500 tons of cargo and £ums
it was adopted on account {TTTpawW"^'
of its successful use on the

Ohio River for handling

'IE'Rod.

Section A-

A

Coricreis floor t:; ,^ _- ^ ,

on/y io here unlesj^ vtn^rnK^J ,

e/irec^ec/ '%m^
S«c+iori B-R

MAIN ri'LVERTS FORMED IX IjOCK W.\LXS

barges in fleets. With this pi Ject and with the present

flow of water from the Chicago drainage canal it will

be possible to remove the existing dams and locks in the

lower part of the Illinois River and to maintain a 9-

ft. open channel from LaSalle to the Mississ "
.>r,

as well as in parts of the present project. W er

development to the extent of 60.000 hp. is inciuaed.

In 1919 the State legislature passed »" act author-

izing the construction of the work thus planned. This

act repealed that of 1915, which had been nullified by

the opposition of the Federal government. The law

provides that th»^ State may construct powe» plants

and lease the output, oi it may lease the water to a

lessee who will buIJd the plant. In either case, the

leases are to be for terms not e.xceeding 30 years, and

in the latter case the plant will became the property

of the State on the expiration of the lease.

After the passage of the act of 1919 the ^neraJ

plans were submitted to the Federal government and

were approved by the Secretary of Wax and the Chief

of Engineers, U. S. A. An application for permission

to develop the water power has been made under the
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provisions of the recent Water Power Act. Proposals

have been invited for the construction of some of the

locks. In October, 1920, the first contract, for the

lock at Marseilles, 111., was awarded to Green & Sons

Co., Chicago, at $1,373,115. This contract does not

include the gates, valves or operating machinery.

Excavation for the channel and locks will amount to

about 2,500,000 cu.yd., of which 1,500,000 cu.yd. will

be for the Marseilles diversion channel and will be

mainly in shale. The remainder will be in the river

channel and will be largely glacial drift.

Locks, Dams and Bridges.—Five locks will be re-

quired, three with new dams and one in a diversion

canal below an existing dam. All locks will be pro-

vided with power houses, except at Lockport, where
the Sanitary District of Chicago has a hydro-electric

plant. The new dams will be of concrete, of the gravity

type, and both new and old dams will have movable
crests formed by Taintor gates in order to provide

ample capacity for the passage of floods.

Lock 1, at Lockport, III, will overcome a diflference

of 41 ft. between the levels of the drainage canal and

the Besplaines River. Lock 2, at Brandon road, south

of Joliet, will have a 30-ft. lift and here will be a lock

of 18 x 110 ft. connecting with the old Illinois and

Michigan canal. Lock 3, with 16-ft. lift, will be at

Dresden Island, half a mile below the junction of the

Desplaines and Kankakee Rivers. The dam will raise

Ihe level of both streams and extend navigation on

the Kankakee about five miles above its present limit.

Lock 4, at Marseilles, with a lift of 21 ft., will be

at the lower end of a canal or diversion channel, 13,000

ft. long, 200 ft. wide and 10 ft. deep. This diversion

is to avoid heavy work in the river, to prevent interrup-

tion to existing water-power plants during construc-

tion of the waterway, and to develop additional head

for power development. The present dam at the upper

end of the new channel will be utilized, but the pool

level will be raised about 5 ft. by Taintor gates on

the crest. Lock 5 at Starved Rock, with 16-ft. lift, will

connect the waterway with the Illinois River. As this

lock is below the mouth of the Fox River, the dam has

to provide spillway capacity for floods up to 80,000 sec-

ft. For this purpose there will be eleven Taintor gates

60 ft. long, ten of these being 17 ft. high and the other

only 5 ft. high in order to pass ice and floating debris.

New bridges will have to be built across the present

channel in Joliet, as the first lock will raise the water

level nearly to the present structures. As a width of

270 ft. is specified for this part of the work, it is pro-

posed to employ one movable span and one fixed span.

Several bridges on the lower part of the channel will

have to be rebuilt. Bridge plans are not completed,

however, and the headroom to be provided has not been

determined.

Lock Design.—Culverts formed in the side walls and

having lateral openings into the lock chamber, valve

chamber openings designed on the Venturi principle,

together with miter sills designed as horizontal arches,

are distinctive features of the locks. Drawings of

the Marseilles lock, which is a typical structure, are

given above and on pg. 1098. For side walls a gravity

retaining-wall section has been adopted, with the 12-

ft. filling and emptying culverts formed in the walls

instead of beneath the floor, for reasons of economy.

It is estimated that this arrangement will save $25,000

per lock as compared with that of floor culverts used

in the locks of the Panama and Sault Ste. Marie canals.
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MITER SILLS AND CULVERT CONNECTIONS AT UPPER END OF MARSEILLES LOCK

thus reduce the bearing stress on the pintle and yoke
pin.

A spring bearing of the gate against the miter si"l

so as to form the water seal is a novel construction used
here for the first time and designed to simplify the

design of both gate and sill. In the ordinary method,
where leakage is prevented by the bearing of the gate

leaves against the sill, this sill and its miter wall must
be designed to withstand a possible pressure equal to

66 per cent of the total water pressure against the leaf.

At the same time, the leaf has to be designed to take
care of the deflection and stresses of vertical members
with the leaf held at the bottom and having water
pressure on its upper side. In the new design this

uncertainty of stresses is eliminated, since the bear-
ing spring can transmit to the sill only the pressure
due to the water in contact with the spring. A ma-
terial saving is thus effected in the cost of both the
gate and the sill, the latter being designed as a horizon-
tal arch instead of as a gravity wall.

Operating machinery for the miter gates will be of
the bull-wheel type as used at the Panama canal, which
arrangement permits of using a constant-speed motor
to give a variable speed to the gate.

Ice conditions in the river will be improved by the
new waterway, as explained by M. G. Barnes, chief
engineer, in a paper read before the Western Society
of Engineers. Much of the water is used at Chicago
for domestic and manufacturing purposes and for
sewage dilution, so that there is a flow of relatively

warm water to be cooled by the air and by the water
from tributary streams. This action leads to the for-

mation of continuous fields of floating ice, which under

present conditions cause great gorges, backing up the

water and resulting in destructive floods. It is ex-

pected that when the waterway is in operation the dis-

charge at the dams can be so regulated as to prevent

serious ice gorges.

The traffic capacity of the waterway is estimated at

60,000,000 tons annually. In the paper noted above
Mr. Barnes stated that the greatest usefulness cannot

be reached until both the Illinois and the Mississippi

rivers are improved to give a 9-ft. channel and until

the various shipping centers provide adequate facilities

for the handling and storage of freight.

This Illinois waterway project has been planned by
and carried out under the direction of the waterways
division of the State Department of Public Works
and Buildings : F. I. Bennett, director of public works

;

W. L. Sackett, superintendent of waterways. M. G.

Barnes is chief engineer of the Waterways Division

and L. D. Cornish is assistant chief engineer. The
cost of the work complete is estimated at $20,000,000,

witn $8,000,000 addition for water power development
aggregating 60,000 hp. It is expected to have the

waterway ready for operation by 1924.

A Wood Truss Flagpole

A timber-trussed flagpole 207 ft. high, built of native

pine, has been erected at Corinda, Queensland, Australia.

It is cigar-shaped in elevation and rectangular in sec-

tion, with four curved chords united at the ends and
giving a section 7 x 7 ft. at the middle of the pole. Hori-

zontal members divide each side into panels, with diag-

onal bracing in each panel. The pole was built and
erected by the Queensland Timbers Co.
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Trend of Highway Development—a Survey

Arkansas Practice

THIS IS THE FOURTH of a series of staff articles on the
highway situation. It discusses work in Arkamas

where 4,000 miles are completed or under contract and
where improvement districts have been formed.
The fifth article in the series will appear in next

iveek's issue,—Editor.

ARKANSAS is the state of astounding facts in high-
. way development. Within two years it has

changed from one of the most backward to one of
the most progressive states of the Union in the con-

struction of improved roads. Beginning, practically, in

1919, the state has projected 9,000 mi. of roads of
which 4,600 mi. have been completed or are under
construction or contract. The remaining 4,400 mi.

are in various preliminary stages of organization and
it is probable, and, incidentally, desirable, that a con-

siderable proportion of the projects may not complete
their organization.

With 300 mi. completed and 4,300 mi under construc-

tion or contract, the state ranks extraordinarily high
in the value and the mileage of improved road work
in progress. This, moreover, is not the complete tale.

Of the 4,300 mi. under construction all but 250 mi. is

of a higher type of construction than permanently
graded earth road. The types of construction are, as

»
precisely as may be determined, as follows: One-
course concrete, 192 mi., asphaltic concrete on stone

or concrete base 629 mi., penetration macadam, 460

mi., waterbound macadam 560 mi., gravel surfaced,

2,209 mi., and earth road, 250 mi. Of completed mileage,

the majority is of the two more permanent types.

Realization of the statistics quoted as applied to

Arkansas is in one sense difficult." Despite its recog-

nized natural wealth, the state has been conceived, and
to a large degr€>e rightly conceived, as one of bottom

and overflow lands, cypress brakes, undeveloped hill

lands and sequestered agricultural districts. Its roads

outside of limited areas adjacent to centers of popula-

tion have been visualized, and correctly so, as trails

impassable during the wet months to heavy vehicles.

The contrast, with this picture, of 4,500 mi. of high

class highways under construction and nearly as great

an additional mileage planned, requires a revision of

thought which is not immediately accomplished. It is

hastened, however, if it is kept in mind that the very

conditions indicated are due to poor roads and that the

only manner in which these conditions can be reversed

is by improved roads.

The total estimated cost of the 4,300 mi. of highway
under construction or contract is $56,000,000. The
costs per mile range from $5,000 for the cheapest

graded earth road to $58,000 per mile for a 20-ft. con-

crete surface on a 30 ft. road bed. These costs include

permanent drainage structures. On present estimates

the total possible aid funds in a five year period, 1917-

1921, are: State aid $1,400,000 and Federal aid,

$4,615,210, a total of about $6,000,000 or slightly over

10 per cent of the estimated cost of $56,000,000. as-

suming that all aid funds will have been expended

on the 4,600 mi. completed and under construction,

which quite certainly will not be the case. Over 90

per cent, therefore, of the cost of the construction

completed and in protrrenH in bein^ financed by «p«« :.%!

a-ssesffment on the real property arjjoininy zad bene-
fitted by the improvAm<»nf«». Naturally the Mine fact
will )m true o/' of the projected 4.400 mi.
which may 1* -tructed. Excefrt, poMibly.
in Texa.s, where .similar conditions exUt, thl* practice
has its parallel in magmilude nowhere In the United
States.

Under its con.stitution, Arka- ot undertake
work.s of public improvement -.he State nor
the county can is.sue bond.n. conetrt:
is performed by the organizatio:. ....;> roven»en»
tricts created under a general road law and by .•.-

acts. Under the general law the coat of the roaa t*

limited to 30 per cent of the ninfatoi] valuation of
the land in the district. Where this sum in insufficient
to build the road, the district seeka a special act of
the Legislature empowenng it to rai.se money exceeding
the general law limitation as it may desire. In 1919
and 1920 there were created about 300 road districts
by special acts. To illu.strate the condition described
in a more specific manner, 70 districts of which com-
plete data are available, show the average cost per mile
of road to be $14,500 and the averaged assessed valua-
tion per mile of road to be $36,600. Under the general
law limitation of 30 per cent, the permissible expen-
diture per mile is $10,980 which is not enough to build
the roads. Therefore, the districts must secure power
by special acts to increase expenditure.

Highway improvement districts, as usually formed.
embrace an area extending about three miles on each
side of the road to be improved. These districts haw
boards of commissioners which appoint the engineer
and other employees and have charge of the ^-ork. If

the district is granted aid, the plans, specifications and
estimates have to be approved by the .state highwa;.

department which also inspects and passes the im-
provements before aid is paid. Here is to be noted
the complete independence, except where State or Fed-
eral aid is sought, of the district from any outside
control. It can, as it sees fit. under the special act which
governs it, finance the improvement, chose its route.

select the type of construction, appoint its engineer
and contractor and manage the construction. Gener.u. .

.

the districts seek aid from i^id work harmoniously vsith

the state highway department but their independence is

complete and at times has been asserted by waiving
aid and conducting the improvements as desired.

Results of the Past

A number of circumstances have developed from the
conditions: (1) Engineering direction nas not been in

all instances the most competent: (2"* n<>n-technical

commissioners have on occasions ovo! .»ir engi-

neers and adopted fancied types of co' .. not the

most suitable; (3) districts have frequently over-

reached themselves in exi>enditure undertaken: •-I)

districts have competed with each other for materials

and lalH)r with consequent inflation of costs; ^b^ an-

xiety to realize the improvement has caused unwise
financing and pjirticularly the market ii'.ir of bonds at

high discounts; (6) roads have been located frequently

without proper consideration of a coordinated system

of main routes and not always without local fav'oritism.

Other criticisms are possible and while all ai^e true

they are far from being generally true.

is evident a surprising unity of purpose a:
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the main highway system being produced by largely

uncorellated interests. The local initiative and re-

sponsibility create an interest which hasten and dis-

seminate education in highway development. Road

improvement is more 'han commonly an expression of

popular consciousness of a necessity. Stabilizing in-

fluences are: (1) the authority wielded by the State

Highway Department in allotting state and federal aid

and (2) the sound professional standards maintained

by the leading engineers engaged in highway practice.

Structurally the types of road being built call for

particular mention only in respect to the asphaltic

concrete and gravel surfaced types. The asphaltic con-

crete construction is a 2-in. surface, usually Topeka

mix, sheet asphalt or Warrenite on either a "broken

stone" base or a concrete base. The term "broken-

stone" base is really a misnomer; this base is a 5-in.

waterbound macadam of the best construction fre-

quently built between 6 x 10-in. concrete curbs. Choice

between broken stone and concrete base is ordinarily

determined by cost (roughly broken stone is $5,000 a

mile cheaper) but structural considerations also enter.

On fills and soft subgrade the concrete base gives

needed strength and generally an asphalt on concrete

is without a certain waviness almost impossible to

eradicate with a macadam base. Preference for asphal-

tic concrete compared with cement concrete, as indi-

cated by the respective mileages under construction,

however, is almost wholly decided by relative costs.

In total mileage, gravel roads surpass all other types.

They are particularly well constructed. A base of clay

gravel 5 in. thick when consolidated is rolled to profile

and on this a surfacing of finer gravel is consolidated

to 2i in. by rolling. Gravels suitable for road sur-

facing are generally plentiful except in the alluvial

bottom lands in the eastern part of the state. Here

long hauls are necessary. In other parts of the state

chirt and novaculite rock are also plentiful. The state

does not lack bulk materials for highway construction.

In 1920, however, due to transportation shortage, high-

way contractors have not been able to secure on the job

much more than 10 per cent of the material required

for normal progress.

Construction Problems

Construction problems in Arkansas are peculiar in

the respects (1) that wet weather, which is plentiful,

because of the soil conditions practically shuts down
operations, (2) that much of the location is through

virgin territory and land clearing and grubbing are

expensive operations, and (3) that work in the bottom

lands subject to overflow necessitates raising the road

on embankment with large drainage ditches. These

conditions call for types of construction equipment such

as dredges and clearing and grubbing tools, which are

not ordinarily prominent in highway construction plant,

and they also put out of commission many of the heavy
hauling and grading units commonly employed. For
many conditions nothing yet developed surpasses in-

effectiveness "the nigger and the mule" as a road-grad-

ing tool.

Because of the improvement district plan which dis-

regards county boundary lines large mileage highway
projects and also large mileage contracts exist in un-

usual numbers. Projects exceeding 50 miles are fre-

quent. In the southern and eastern part of the state

the Arkansas-Louisiana highway is 153 miles long in

five counties. The improvement district embraces 675,-

000 acres and the work will cost upward of $3,500,000.

Of the total mileage 111 mi. are asphalt on concrete

base. An article analyzing and describing the con-

struction methods employed on this project will be

published in a future issue.

Commonly highway activity is measured by counties,

for despite the improvement district plan the county

remains the political unit and normally the improve-

ment district manifests a tendency to keep within

county lines. Some Arkansas counties have under-

taken upward of 200 mi. of improved road. A note-

worthy but not exceptional example is Phillips County
in which the city of Helena is located. Because this

county exemplifies the typical methods of the more
progressive county, the development of its highway
program is summarized as follows:
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Water-Borne Outbreak of Typhoid at

Schenectady, N. Y.

POLLUTION of a water-works well at Schenectady,
N. Y., due to high water in the Mohawk River,

caused 53 cases and 3 deaths from typoid in that

city. The following summary of the outbreak, by
Theodore Horton, chief engineer New York State De-
partment of Health, is taken from Health News (the

monthly bulletin of the department) for October, 1920:

The water supply of Schenectady is derived from three

large wells on the south side of the Mohawk River, elec-

trically-driven pumps sending the water into the mains of

the city. Some years ago, however, steam pumps located

in the same building that now houses the electric equipment
were used to pump the water from the one well then in

existence. These steam pumps, in addition to being connected
to the well, had two 24-in. cast-iron suction pipes extending
into the Mohawk River for use in case of emergency. Both
of these suction lines passed through the well above the
normal water line. Some time after the abandonment of

the steam plant and the construction of the additional wells
these pipes were disconnected, the part passing through the

well removed, and the walls of the well sealed up with
masonry. The suction pipes had been laid in brick tunnels
with gravel bottoms for a short distance each side of the

well, and the portions in these tunnels were also removed.
From the end of the tunnel on the north side of the well to

the river, however, the pipes were left in place, the ends
projecting into the tunnel. One of these ends was care-

fully sealed with concrete, but through some oversight the

other was left open. Under normal conditions this caused
no trouble, for the open pipe was above ordinary high water.

On March 13, 1920, due to thaws and ice jams, the water
in the river rose to about 7 ft. above the bottom of the open
pipe to the river, and then slowly fell again until it was
below the bottom of the pipe on March 20. Thus for seven

days there was nothing to prevent the polluted water of the

river from flowing through the pipe into the tunnel and
thence down through the few feet of gravel into the well.

The fresh deposits of river silt in the tunnel and the wash
holes in the gravel bottom of the tunnel at the time of the

inspection indicated plainly what had occurred. An extraor-

dinary turbidity of the water was noticed.

On March 15, the second day after the extreme high

water, and during the few following days, a large number
of cases of gastroenteric disturbances were reported. Dur-
ing the latter part of March and the first part of April

53 cases of typhoid were reported, the greatest number of

the onsets occurring between April 1 and 6, or from eighteen

days to three weeks after the extreme high water in the

river.

When the cause of the turbidity in the water and the

unsatisfactory bacteriological quality was brought to the at-

tention of the city authorities by the Engineering Division

of the State Department of Health the city authorities im-

mediately sealed the open end of the pipe and later removed

a portion of both of the old suction lines between the well

and the river, thus precluding any possibility of future

pollution of the water supply from the same cause.

The issue of Health News from which the foregoing

paragraphs were taken contains reviews by Mr. Horton

of a number of other typhoid outbreaks in New York

State. The Schenectady outbreak is described in much

more detail by Mr. Horton in Public Health Reports

(Washington, D. C.) for October 29, 1920.

Geologic Classification

Under the new mineral-leasing law it is incumbent

upon the U. S. Geological Survey to determine the

geologic structure of producing oil or gas fields and to

divide the coal, phosphate, and oil-shale lands of the

public domain into appropriate leasing units.

Will

Letters to the Editor

What Will the .American .S^Kriety of rivii

Do With Its •'PriK:e«rdinj{'*"7

Sir—I have jaiit read yoar editorial "What
American Society of Civil Enfcincerm Do With •• '• --'
ingii?" in t..e Oct. 21 iMoe of Engineering
Whatever changes arc made in Proeeedinge or
whether or not Proeeedingn in expanded to n
I hope that all members—speakinf;^ from a pur^-iy **.:;»n

point of view and arbitrarily aasuminjf that oChen abe
desire what I consider an t? < - - -. * '•

—will receive at intervals a

lishers of new books and ' i-

While this has to do with "dh
not greater importance to the advar;r..:n«-ra or engineering or
any other kind of knowledge or practice.

It is unnecessarj' to dwell upon the advantaires of a tech-
nical library to a professional man. At the present rate of
progress in engineering and other technical and scientific
fields who can hope to keep abreast of the advancement «««•
in his own particular field without the possession of or caay
access to an up-to-date library? If, then, this is niriiwrj
to keep pace with the advancement of knowled^ is it aeC
more essential to one who hopes, by however small a een-
tribution, to add something to the advancement of the knowi-
edge or practice of his art?
The "Engineering Literature" and "Publicationa B»-

ceived" sections of Engineering New$-Record are an excel-
lent example of an easy access to an engineerinjf library.
Those who favor "the cutting of the garment to the clo'.h"

idea in your editorial will say immediately that this ansirers
the question; subscribe to Engineering Sewa-Record and
cut down the Proceedings. My argument for continainf
such sections as these in the Proceedings is that such mate-
rial does aid in advancing engineering knowledge and prac-
tice and is therefore in accordance with the aims and ptir-
po.ses of the society. Furthermore, I believe this will be of
more permanent benefit to members most of whom I beliere
will have bound copies of Transactions on their book-shelf
long after they have thrown away or sold bound volume*
of Engivering News-Record, if indeed they ever prcserred
such volumes at all. Wilxjam .\. Cau_*way,

First Lieutenant, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.
Camp Grant, Illinois, Nov. 17.

Concrete Columns in the Galveston Fire

Sir—The description of the -esults of the two fires in the
warehouse at Galveston. Tex., in your issue of Nov. 18,

p. 980, gives food for much thought on the subject of rein-

forced-concrete design. To my mind the greatest lesson is

the old lesson of practically every reinforced-concrete fail-

ure or fire, including the Edison fire and one in a tobacco
warehouse at Norfolk. Va., recently told about by the fire

underwriters. This is the utter unreliability of rodded
columns in any structural emergency.

The Edison fire showed the weakness or' square rodded

columns by ox'jessive spall ing. even in rooms where the heat

was not sufficient to melt the insulation off »

'

and it also exhibited the futility of scv-ca!!-

(upright) rods in the middle of the side of '.!•«--' -;•,;...

columns, for in many cases these rods spit the column* -ir.J

burst out the sides.

In the Norfolk example the rodded columns acted in the

usual way; the rods curled up in fantastic fashion, showing

how they reinforce (?) a column. The columns failed.

with practically total destruction of the building.

In the Galveston building the columns, while romid. were

cf the usual rodded-co'umn standard and were not rein-

forced with close-sp.nced hoops as real hooped cokimns must

be. Their action in the tire was on a par with that of square

rodded colunms in other fires and wrecks.

W. J. Knight emphasizes the destruction of concrete where

there were sharp comers, and cites the drops at column
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heads which broke off. There is no doubt much in this, but

there is another thing about the drop of the slabs contribut-

injr to this destruction, the absence of reinforcement in

these drops. If they had had a mesh of steel tying- the

drop into the slab there is no doubt that they would have

stood up immensely better under the fire.

The column capitals, Mr. Knight says, were greatly im-

paired by the damaging effects of the heat. This, too, can

be explained by the absence of reinforcement in these

capitals, for the shape is certainly not such as to invite

destruction by reason of sharp corners.

It is to be noted in your photograph on page 980 that

just where the column capitals were, and presumably where
the columns were strongest, many of the columns are en-

tirely gone. In a design which I reviewed some years ago
I recommended that the column capitals be reinforced. It is

certain that if these had been reinforced the capitals at

least of the columns, w'hich in a flat-slab building carry a

large portion of the slab weight, would have held together

very much longer and with proper columns would doubtless

have needed only replastering instead of reconstruction.

The weakness and failui'e of the columns is amply con-

firmed by the photographs. It is inconceivable that any-
thing approaching this destruction could have occurred if

the columns had been reinforced with close-spaced hooping.
Mr. Knight says that the columns in most cases were

the initial cause of failure and Mr. Besselievre says that,

even under intense heat, in the other fire the floor slab stood

up very well.

I do not share Mr. Knight's apprehension regarding con-

struction joints. In my judgment the destruction at con-

struction joints was due to cumulative effect. The great
expansive force of the floor slab had to have an outlet some-
where, and as the construction joints were the weakest
portions of the slab the force was concentrated at these

joints. If such a thing had been possible and the floor slab

had been poured in one operation it is probable that the ex-

pansive force would have caused buckling of the slab in very
irregular lines, and the difficulty of straightening up the
floor level would have been greater.

In this case, as in practically all failures of construction,

design is at fault; and the thing to blame is the standards
of design that allow and recommend such things as rodded
columns. Edward Godfrey.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 22.

Sir—Your articles on the effect of fire on the reinforced

concx'ete warehouse at Galveston [Engineering News-
Record, Nov. 18, p. 980] are exceedingly interesting. The
fire resisting properties of reinforced concrete are of such
vast importance to engineers that too much information
on the subject cannot be collected. The difference in the

effect of the two fires, causing complete destmaction in the

one instance and not in the other, seems peculiar, but the

writer believes this can be readily explained in view of the

facts stated.

To get down to fundamentals, the real cause of failure

of reinforced concrete during fire is the steel, and it will

be helpful to consider the behavior of this metal under ris-

ing temperatures. Tests made in Great Britain during the

war indicated that the yield point and tensile sti'ength of

steel fall very rapidly as the temperature rises. There is

a marked falling off at even 250 deg. C, while at 500 deg.

C. the reduction in tensile strength is very great. In the

case of the earlier fire, on May 29, this occurred on the

second floor. The second story was packed nearly full with
sisal, which would readily absorb water and become exceed-
ingly heavy. It seems highly probable that the full design
load of 375 lb. per sq.ft. came on the floor after the sisal

had become thoi'oughly saturated.

With a fire of such intensity it seems reasonable to pre-

sume that the steel became heated well above 500 deg. C.

Its tensile strength could easily have been reduced to one-

quarter of its normal strength. With the full design load

on the slab it can be readily seen that failure would result.

In the later fire the seat of the conflagration was on the

first floor. The upper story in this instance had but one-

quarter of the maximum load, and as far as can be gath-
ered by the articles this load would not be increased by
water during the fire. Although the tensile strength of

the steel must have been considerably reduced it was yet
able to support the comparatively small load above. While
the floor may still appear sound it seems difficult to imagine
that the steel in the concrete has not been seriously impaired.

It would seem that to obtain better fire resisting proper-
ties of reinforced concrete lower working stresses together
with a thicker protective coating on the steel would be ad-
vantageous, although it would add considerably to the cost

and might not be deemed worth while.

High Point, N. C, Nov. 23. Edgar A. CROSS.

Is Surveying a Trade?
Sir—I am interested in what A. L. Dabney says on "Is

Surveying a Trade," in your issue of Nov. 11, p. 956. My
pi'actice is mainly land surveying, but I am now and then
called in to do work which might be classed as minor engi-

neering. In my experience, dating back to 1880, I have
many times caught technical men in serious errors in land
sui'veying. On the other hand, I have found excellent work
done by men who had picked up surveying without educa-
tion. A level head and a technical training make a strong
combination. But who is the tradesman: the non-technical

man who does careful and accurate work, or the technical

man who blunders? My experience is that educated engi-

neers, who should be the best, are careless land surveyors.

Hackettstown, N. J., Nov. 15. E. N. Millen.

The Writing of Engineering Reports

Sir—The valuable hints on the writing of engineering
reports in your issue of Nov. 4, p. 891, by Prof. Mead,
than whom there is no one better qualified to give advice,

should be ruad with profit by every engineer. The subject

would justify a volume, which few are qualified to write.

This subject is touched but little, if at all, at the colleges

and possibly cannot be treated adequately in a college cur-

riculum, but instruction must be acquired in some way to

enable an engineer to suitably present the subject matter
and findings of a report which he may be called upon to

make.
We have occasion to handle a great many reports of

other engineers and have been so much surprised and dis-

appointed in their character and form that we have come
to expect that they will be inadequate and unsatisfactory,

in which preconceived notion we are seldom mistaken.

Much is said about the lack of proper instruction in writ-

ing good English in the technical colleges, but this does
not wholly explain the fact as an author known to be well

educated may prove unable to treat this subject in a com-
prehensive and lucid manner. The following notes may be
considered relative to what a good report should be and
should not be.

1. A good report must be brief and concise yet not too

condensed. This implies a matter of careful judgment.
Brevity is desirable, but when treatment is too much con-

densed it fails of its effectiveness. A more expanded treat-

ment is effective, if logical and clear,

2. A good report must deduce the findings and not ex-

press merely guesses on the part of the author. Much can
be accomplished by deducing results step by step from un-
questionable facts, findings and data, expanding the subject

as the discussion proceeds, making the steps plain and the
manner of deduction evident.

3. A good report will employ approximations and aver-

ages with the utmost discretion. A vicious thing in many
reports is the way approximations and general averages
are used. Approximate figures must be employed at cer-

tain points and averages have their uses, but the approxi-
mating should be done on the unit figures where there is

an opportunity to employ judgment, and not on "per mile,"

"per annum" and other such figures. The writer has a
particular aversion to averages as employed by the average
engineer. How many times we see in engineers' reports a
statement like this : "The average revenue per mile of other
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electric lines in Texas is dollars. Taking this aver-
age, we have dollars for the income per year for
the proposed electric railway." No notice is taken of the
fact that this|proposed line may be unlike the existing roads,
or of the further fact that there is no more reason to ex-
pect that it should be just in accord with the average than
that it should be in keeping with the maximum or minimum.

4. A good report will treat not only the technical prob-
lems involved but the business aspect of the matter. Fre-
quently reports are found to contain exhaustive discussions
of problems of engineering design and bring forward fairly
satisfactory estimates of cost of construction and there
stop, without any reference whatever to cost of operation
or income. Occasionally reports may be called for upon
purely technical questions, but the great majority have for
their objective the solution of financial or financing prob-
lems. That being the case, it is the duty of the engineer
to treat income and expense with equal thoroughnesr A.

good report, when dealing with capital requirements, will

treat thoroughly of the following:

A. The need for the money, in general terms.
B. What is to be done with the money. This implies de-

scriptive specifications of what is proposed to carry out
the project as outlined. There should follow estimates
based upon the specifications which must be submitted to
constitute a basis for such estimates.

C. Determination of operating expense in detail as thor-
oughly as if the property was to be put in operation imme-
diately.

D. Determination of net earnings. In other words, a
scientific deduction must be made of the an;ount of money
which the investment that is to be solicited will eaxn.

E. A good report vdll be as free as possible from personal
opinions of the writer. His opinions will be expressed in

the determination of unit figures and fundamental esti-

mates, but beyond that they had best be left to a final

chapter in which the author may express himself freely

and convey any suggestion that may be beneficial to the

client.

If the engineer is to command respect and consideration

he must be able not merely to write good English but to

formulate and compile and logically set forth inform::tion,

statistics, data and findings in a manner which will be not

only clear but convincing and impressive In passing, a

quotation from an engineer's report on a proposed new
railway may be given as an example of how not to write

a report: "The grades and curves will be easy and the

line will probably be operated by electricity and there

won't be any rock so the line will not be expensive to build,

and there will be plenty of travel because the country is

well settled with a good class of people that raise cattle

and hogs, and the dairy business is a great business in

that region so there will be a lot of milk caYis and butter

and eggs that can be carried every day on the new road
which will make the freight business good." This engineer

had muddled in his own mind a number of subjects, each

one of which should have separate and distinct treatment.

W. K. Palmer,

Kansas City,' Mo., Consulting Engineer, National En-

Nov. 11. gineering Service Corporation.

Sir—I have read with interest Mr. Mead's article on engi-

neering reports. (See Engineering News-Record, Nov. 4,

1920, p. 891.) He has left little to be added.

The importance of the length of the report may bt

emphasized, for while it should be complete in information

it should, at the same time, be concise. Confining the dis-

cussion to the points at issue and avoiding repetition will

accomplish much. In fact, reiteration of subject matter

seems to be a besetting fault of the novice at report ^\Tit-

ing. It arises from and also conveys a hazy conception

of the subject. The preparation of an outline will assist

in presenting the proper thing in the proper place.

Action on a project is sometimes delayed for many
months following the completion of the investigation It

is important then that there he available a full statement

of the conditions at the time when the report was made

so that the conclusions may be reviewed.

IIOS

Finally it haji be«n laid hnramrnibto Meum, b«t will hmx
repetition, that th« first casential in report vntlac is
that the author shall know what h« is writiaf •boot, aad
know it

'
' !y and definitely. Maeh of tlM •Cr^ik

for expi 'h in compoaition ami om of woHs, Tbw
from a l;i' k oi comprehension of --x to bo oxproMML
The most remarkable thini; a obTfcw roqalf'
mcnt is tho frequency with whi' h it ls diarcc^rdcd. Dar-
ing the writer's experience {Treat difBcolty has bcon fooad
in securing capable ajsistanta who can mako tberoogh
investigations and write intelligent rep.jrta.

Moms Kmowlo^
Pittsburgh, Pa., Aov. 20. Coasoltinc rmiiioai

Export and Import .StatLsticM and
the Industrial Trend

Sir—The statistics of our exp^jrt and import tradt
Jan. 1, 1919, given by O. M. Fox in EnQin**rrug S*
Record of Ocl. 28, p. 835, should have the gxeatcat intemt
not only for those of your readers who are diraetlj in-

terested in foreign trade, but also for the nraeh crcntar
number who are chiefly concerned with domestic
The graph (Fig. 1) presented the more important of
figures in such a way that they could be understood at a
glance were it not for the fact that the author then pro-
ceeded to deduce from them a number of apparently tneor-

rect conclusions.

These conclusions appear to be based on a fondamentallj
incorrect conception of foreign trade and especially of the
relations existing between exports and imports. The ex-
change of merchandise with foreign nations, as is the case
with domestic business, can only be continued as lon^ as
both parties to the transaction are lenefited. Under nor-

mal conditions almost the entire amount of exports most
be paid for by imports of corresponding value, and by the

so-called "invisible balance of trade," so that the actual

balance to be settled by the shipment of gold will asoally

be so small as to constitute an almost negligible percentairr

of the total. Therefore it may be taken as inevitable that

over a period of several years the exports and imports of
any country wll approximately balance each other.

For years prior to 1914 the United States annually re-

ported a considerable excess of exports over imports, which

was settled by an invisible balance of trade consistinfr prin-

cipally of dividends and interest on European investments

in our country, repayments on account of the principal of

such investments, and the expenditures of .American tour-

ists abroad. To these must be added a gradually increas-

ing volume of our own investments in foreign countries,

which, during and since the "••ar, have been of exc^pttooai

magnituile, whereas our payments on account of the in-

terest and principal of the greatly reduced foreign invest-

ments in America have materially declined. In aU proba-

bility our former adverse invi3;ble balance of trade has

been materially reduced and may soon be wiped out, or

even replaced by a favorable balance, in which case our

only important means for obtaining payment for oor ex-

ports and for the interest and principal of our iovestawnts

abroad will be through imports of nierchindise.

It would, therefore, appear that the conclusions stated in

the article are in error in the following pArticnlars:

1. An excess of imports to settle a favorable invisiblo

balance of trade will imply profits coming into th:fl courrrr

as conti istcd with our former condition, in which t\

of exports signified profits going out of the c •
*

eign investors in American enterprises. .Ar

ports will hereafter be a sign of prosperity ..»...: .

othenvise, while an excess of exports m.ny l^ecome a ^ •

of bad business conditions, unless, unlike most other v

tries, we are able to invest safely abroad ail the pror.'

our export trade.

2. Wh"n a nation is selling more than it is ba3rinir. ex-

porting more than it is importing, it is not usually enjoying

financial prosperity, nor experiencing re^itivoly high prices

in its home markets. On the contrar>-, when selling exceeds

buying it is almost invariably a sign that prices in its

home market are relatively low as compared with those of
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the rest of the world, and that its fundamental prosperity

IS open to question. An exception occurs, as before men-

tioned, in the case of a country like the United States of

pre-war days, when a high protective tariff preserved the

home market for manufacturers for the domestic factories

and the exports consisted largely of essential raw materials

and food-stuffs. That this is really an unusual condition

can readily be seen by comparison with the condition of

the late European belligerents, which for a number of

years to come will be obliged to put forth their utmost

efforts to obtain an excess of exports over imports in order

to pay off their foreign war indebtedness.

3. The present tendency of our exports and imports to

balance each other by an increase of the latter rather than

by a decrease of the former is, therefore, a most gratifying

condition, implying a future improvement in the present

prohibitive rates of foreign exchange which will enable our

overseas customers to take more of our exports.

4. The author asserts that the coming change from an

excess of exports to an excess of imports will imply a

corresponding change from profit-taking selling to profit-

paying buying, whereas it would really mean that from

being engaged in selling on time, as at present, to foi-eign

customers of more or less doubtful credit, we would be-

come a nation of profit-taking importers. It would seem

almost self-evident that under normal peace conditions no

nation will have a considerable excess of imports unless

it be in prosperous circumstances.

5. The conclusions of the author with reference to duty-

free imports seem likewise to be based on erroneous

premises. He admits that our importations of raw mate-

rials have increased 68^ per cent during the period, which

would seem to indicate that our factories must be adequately

supplied with all their requirements. As a matter of fact,

owing to the recent severe declines in our domestic demands

for such articles as raw wool, raw silk, India rubber, hides,

etc., importers of these are now having the greatest difficulty

in disposing of them to advantage in our markets. The

increase in the imports of manufacture both actually and

relatively as compared to raw materials is by no means

alarming, but, on the contrary, is an indication of the re-

turn of normal conditions. It must be readily apparent

that, as our principal foreign markets are the manufac-

turing nations of Europe, on the whole, less plentifully sup-

plied with raw materials than ourselves, it follows that our

imports from them must be manufactured articles.

6. It is even harder to agree that the present stagnation

of domestic business is due primarily to the yet relatively

insignificant imports of manufactures. On the contrary,

the sharp shrinkage of values is a condition which is at

present world-wide, and it seems safe to say that few, if

any, countries have been less adversely affected by it than

our 'own. It is to be attributed chiefly to the approaching

end of war inflation, aggravated in our case by the fact

that our export business has been sharply reduced by a

tremendous decline in foreign exchange, which only a great

increase in imports can restore to parity.

7. One of the most important questions to be decided by

the next administration is that of the tariff. It must be

admitted that in the past the principle of high protection

has been of great value in preserving the domestic markets

for our own factories, but there seems reason to doubt its

value under our present conditions. As long as the total

output of our factories was less than the requirements of

the domestic markets and, therefore, while our interest in

export trade was not vital, the high tariff was undoubtedly

beneficial to the manufacturers of the country as a whole.

However, if our total manufacturing capacity in the lines

in which we excel is now greater than our domestic de-

mand, leaving a considerable balance which should be ex-

ported, it follows that the tariff should be adjusted on a

more moderate basis which will permit imports of manu-

factures which can be obtained to better advantage abroad

sufficient in value to pay for increasing exports of our excess

production. Albert I. Stiles,

New York, Chief Engineer, Lindeteves, Inc.,

Nov. 6. Engineers and Exporters.

[Copy of Mr. Stiles' letter in the preceding column was
submitted to Mr. Fox, whose reply follows.

—

Editor.]

Sir—I regret that any one should have read into my
article a brief for high tariff, as such was not intended.

It was purposed purely to call industrial America's atten-

tion to the fact that a rapid and steady growth of imports
had culminated in August in an amount which lessened our
home markets for our home manufacturers by two and one-
half billions a year. I agree with Mr. Stiles that under
the circumstances this condition is inevitable and probably
desirable, yet I see the situation fraught with danger for
our manufacturers if they do not appreciate the extent of

the shrinkage of their market and lay their plans in accord.

Who would care to be a stockholder in a concern whose
managers measured their progress by their purchases rather
than their sales? Such an enterprise would probably pay I
the same kind of dividends that the United States paid
in 1893 when our imports were the largest in our history
up to that time but our favorable trade balance, by a re-

duction in exports from $1,030,000,000 in 1892 to $847,000,-

000 in 1893 was reduced from $202,000,000 to $19,000,000;
or the sort that were paid in 1873 when our favorable
balance of $119,000,000 became an unfavorable balance of

$19,000,000.

The fact is that American agriculture and industry,

keyed up to a high pitch during the war and post-war
periods, are capable of producing more than American needs
of their output. We thought Europe would need this excess

for years to come, owing to the destruction of her producing
power. We now find this is wrong, and find Europe, the
famished, meeting us on our own ground with goods in

competition with ours. It is necessary that we face the
situation and conduct our business accordingly.

Chicago, Nov. 22. 0. M. Fox.

What Is Art?
Sir—Having read with great interest your editorial com-

ment "What Is Art?" in the Sept. 16 issue, p. 531, the sub-

sequent letters appearing in relation thereto, and Mr. Binck-
ley's article entitled "Art in Structures" (Nov. 25 issue,

p. 1024), I would like to take issue with Mr. Binckley in

regard to some of the points touched upon by him, although
I most heartily agree with some of the opinions he expresses.

Having had some opportunity of studying, in Europe and
elsewhere, the relation of art to structures the writer feels

that the degree of beauty from an architectural point of

view is to some extent a matter of personal opinion founded
upon good taste and the general fitness of things. Mr.
Binckley speaks of the "wretched so-called architecture with

which the modern world and especially the United States is

encumbered"; as an answer to this, compare the modern
architecture of Germany, Switzerland, Italy and France
with that of the United States, and I venture to say that

structures like St. Thomas' church on Fifth Avenue (New
York), the Woolworth Building and the Lincoln Memorial in

Washington, are, for pure architectural beauty and fitness,

at least on a par with contemporary European architecture,

and a great deal better than many oft-cited examples of

ancient and early renaissance European architecture. As
a whole, I think that the general run of European examples

of later renaissance vwuld be hard to equal or to beat for

sheer vulgarity and ugliness; in this connection contemplate

for a moment the Opera House in Berlin or even the Opera
House in Paris.

Mr. Binckley goes on to say: "Our greatest modern engi-

neering structures are bare mathematical skeletons of an

idea ... To a bridge engineer a great steel bridge is

probably beautiful, but to an ordinary man of culture and

taste it is merely large and very ugly." The writer happens

to be a bridge engineer, and is somewhat curious to learn

whether Mr. Binckley thinks the Manhattan Bridge and the

Hell Gate Arch are intrinsically "bare mathematical skele-

tons of an idea." To the writer they are of high architec-

tural merit, whereas he admits the Blackwell's Island Bridge

and Williamsburg Bridge properly fall within Mr. Binck-

ley's characterization. Why cannot Mr. Binckley*s eulogy
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of the Brooklyn Bridge (with which the writer agrees)
apply equally to the Manhattan Bridge? As for the steel

towers of the Manhattan Bridge as compared to the st<^>ne

towers of the Brooklyn Bridge—is this matter really not one
of relativity? We all know—even the laye.st kind of a lay-
man—that steel can resist greater unit compression stress
than stone, hence the greater need and fitness in the use
of more massive towers if they are of stone, and even more
massive towers if they consist of material less strong in

compression than stone.

Some architects and even some engineers seem to think
the element of decoration or ornamentation is absolutely
essential in a structure before it can claim architectural
distinction. How about the Campanile in Venice—a struc-

ture almost devoid of applied ornament, but to the writer's

mind one of the most beautiful gems of architecture seen
by him during his voyages to many parts of the world?
True, the Campanile relies somewhat upon color for orna-
ment, but the decoration is of such simple character, being
one almost entirely of proportion of mass, that it is hard to

reconcile the surpassing beauty of this structure with a
condition which "will probably result in a cold and forbid-

ding style."

As Mr. Binckley so well says, "of attempts at ornamenta-
tion, let him beware." In this connection consider what an
unhealthy and neurotic mental condition must have been
responsible for the nightmare of ornamentation seen in

some of the later renaissance examples of architecture. To
my mind, it is a matter of surprise that engineering struc-

tures are so often really sound from an architectural point

of view.

There is no doubt in the writer's mind that the ability of

Michael Angelo as an engineer (for he was undoubtedly one

of the greatest of his time) was to some considerable extent

responsible for his greatness as an architect. A study of

St. Peter's at Rome and the Trinity arch bridge at Florence

will reveal this. On the other hand it is the writer's opin-

ion that the calling in of architects on the design of certain

bridges in Paris over the Seine was a disaster, for an engi-

neer could hardly have produced such architectural mon-
strosities. I most emphatically agree that architects should

watch their step and beware of ornamentation, but I can-

not for the life of me see why Mr. Binckley thinks "it may
be irreverent to say so." It is all a matter of opinion, and
the privilege and ability to entertain and express an opinion

on this subject is not solely confined to architects. Surely

they, as a class, do not possess a monopoly on good taste, a

sense of fitness and of beauty. F. H. Frankland,
New York, Nov. 26. Consulting Engineer.

Highway Costs and Traffic

Sir—In your issue of Oct. 21, p. 783, is a table, compiled

by J. A. Johnston, containing some valuable data relating

to the cost of maintaining several different types of high-

ways in Massachusetts. Such information is always desir-

able, as maintenance is an important factor in the annual

cost of highways, which cost is in turn a part of the total

annual cost of transportation. However, in this case, as in

many others, the information falls far short of its greatest

possible utility because it fails to connect maintenance cost

with the factors that produce it, that is, the amount of

traffic passing over these highways and the climatic condi-

tions and changes of weather.

Those who are in position to gather information along

this line would render a very great service to the engineer-

ing profession if they would endeavor to ascertain by actual

count, or by estimate, the annual tonnage passing over the

roads and then correlate the cost of maintenance with the

traffic. In fact it is high time that more attention and

effort should be given to the systematic counting of traffic

on all our main traveled roads. The observer should seek to

determine what part of the wear and deterioration of the

pavement is due to traffic and what part to weather and

climatic changes.

It should be recognized that wear due to traffic is depend-

ent upon the ra'e of wear 4 the amoojit of wear for ooo
pastiaKe of the whfcc! load) urd the nambrr of pMBMPM of
the wheel load per a f wear «t any twgf«'*t
is a function of tK-

1. Wheel load

2. Speed
3. The kind of tire

4. The amount of prcviouN wear
5. Impact of the unHprurt; prirtK

C). The roughnts.s and v<» of the pavement
7. Resistance of paven '-ar.

Laboratory experimcntji arc needed to determine these

functions, but pending such r«'<M»arrh -owe sdvanee can be
made by frequently obs* • and by coantlnc
the traffic. On the prir: »f is better than
none, any information that can now U; collected alone the
lines suggested will be a big improvenient over the prcaent
published data. Approximate retali-i ar- *han no
results. For example, traffic '<,'^r.'^ > an » . Jde, be-

side the number cf vehicles, •

,>r capaciiy, which in

turn gives a basis for estirn wheel load. At the

same time the kind of tires can U: noted, whether solid

rubber, penumatic, or steel. In a general way the conditioa

of the pavement can be arrived at by notinj? the prevalence

of holes and their depth, which would give a basis for esti-

mating the amount of impact.

It is admitted that such results would be cnid« and woold
be of a provisional nature, but their publication would

arouse more interest in the goal to be attained and hasten

the time when adequate research work would be under-

taken. Robert C. Bae-vett,

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 4. Economic Engineer.

Bearing-Plate Formulas Disag^ree

Sir—In general line with recent discussions in Engineer-

ing News-Record of stray points in structural design, the

writer would like to mention one point that seems to need

clearing up. It is the method of figuring the thickness of

base plates and bearing plates. Recently the writer had

occasion to go over the formulas given in handbooks for

this purpose and was much surprised to find the difference

in results given by the Carnegie "Pocket Companion** and

such as Ketchum's "Structural Engineers' Handbook." Kid-

der's "Architects' and Builders' Pocketbook" and the Beth-

lehem "Handbook." Investigation showed that the formu-

las given in the three last named gave the same results,

whereas that given in Carnegie gave a much larger result.

It seems that the difference lies in the original assumption

as to the proper method of figuring the maximum bending

moment.
The following figures will show the difference referred to

above. Take the case of a bearing plate 12 x 16 in. carrying

the end of an I-beam whose flange is 6 in. wide, with end

reaction 57,r)00 lb.; the 16-in. dimension is transverse to the

beam, so that the plate projects 5 in. on either side. The

57600 X 10 ^ nAA • IV
Carnegie formula gives M —

-^ = <^,WW in. -15..

requiring a section modulus of 0.37S per lirf>al inch at

16,000 lb. stress, and the thicknes.^ corr. to this

value is IS in. The formulas of Ketchui'i ..-.d Bcth-

lihom all give a thickness of lA in. in Carnegie

gives 15 in., in agreement with the i It seems as

thoucrh the Carnegie formu'.r. must be in error, and the

writer would like to lenrn the opinions of others.

Alliance. Ohiu. R- W. Bowman.
Oct. 23.

[.ALnalysis of the formulas shows that the first considers

the bending at the middle of the plate, while the others use

the stress in the plate under the edge of the beam flange.

Assuming uniformly distribute*! pressure of the bearing

area of beam flange on the plate as well as of the plate on

its support, the bending moment in the middle of the plate

is greater than that at the edge of the projecting width.

—

Editor.]
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Hints for the Contractor

Winter Storage of Cement Practicable

with Simple Precautions

By Blaine S. Smith
General Sales Manager. Universal Portland Cement Co., Chicago

STORAGE of cement during winter in preparation for

the needs of the next season is an effective insurance

against delays to work. Unfortunately, many who made

preparations for storage last winter could not get the

desired shipments, even during the winter months, be-

cause the railroads could not furnish sufficient cars.

Ordinarily, however, cement manufacturers are able

to comply with winter shipping instructions, making it

possible for users to stock cement. Storage helps to

insure continuous operation during the construction

season, when cement shipments may be interrupted by

transportation or other conditions. It seems likely that

improved transportation conditions this winter will per-

mit manufacturers to ship cement in sufficient quanti-

ties for storing.

Next Season's Demand for Cement

Despite the slackening in some lines of business, the

demand for cement in the spring of 1921 promises to

be such as to warrant the storage of cement this winter.

With better labor and transportation conditions road

building will probably increase. Appropriations are

available for thousands of miles. Relief for the present

housing shortage must come. Lessening of the re-

strictions that have deterred residential building should

result in greater activity and an increased demand for

materials. The program for public improvements is

far behind schedule. The volume of railroad improve-

ments needed is a matter of common knowledge. The

demand for building materials in rural districts was

not satisfied this year.

Will it pay a contractor to store cement? No one can

answer that question as well as the contractor himself,

since he is best able to compute what it will cost. By
his experience of last year he can determine just what

it may mean in dollars and cents to have cement when
he needs it. He knows the possibilities for providing

storage on his several jobs. He can best judge the

necessity for an adequate cement supply and the pre-

mium he can afford to pay in the form of storage.

Realizing the importance of having cement immediately

available when required, several state highway depart-

ments have made financial inducements to contractors

to store cement during winter months.

In Engineering News-Record of June 24, p. 1263, is

a report of tests on the effect of storage of cement,

made in the Structural Materials Research Laboratory

at Chicago. The results confirm the conclusion that

cement in storage should be protected not only from

water but from free circulation of air. The conclusions

drawn from these and other investigations will be of

value to builders who contemplate storing cement this

winter while the railroads can make shipments. The

investigations show that dryness is one of the most

essential of the cond^ions necessary to provide for. If

cement is kept in an air-tight container it retains its

strength indefinitely. Air always contains some mois-

ture. Cement exposed to free circulation of air will

take up moisture and show a loss in strength and slower

setting properties according to the degree of exposure.

Tight Warehouses Essential

But cement can be stored so that it will be protected

from contact with an amount of moisture appreciably

affecting its quality. To secure this protection the ware-

house should be made as tight as possible. Drain the

vicinity of the warehouse to prevent any accumulation

of water. Elevate the floor above ground. Pile cement

directly on a dry floor, and stack it against the walls,

laying the end bags alternately lengthwise and cross-

wise, to prevent pressure on the walls and to reduce air

circulation.

For long-time storage take extra precautions of which
the following are typical : Cover with tarpaulins, straw,

burlap or other dry material to reduce air circulation.

Leave the cement undisturbed, as "turning" exposes

fresh cement to the air. Any "warehouse pack" that

does occur can be loosened easily when the cement is

removed from storage. After the cement has been

stored, inspect the exterior of the warehouse to see that

the cement has not caused bulging of the walls in such

a manner as to produce cracks. Seal the windows and

lock the doors. Then board up the cracks or cover them
with tar paper.

A semi-permanent storage warehouse may be con-

structed as follows: Select a dry site. Dig a level trench

for 2 x 8-in. mud-sills. Nail 2 x 4-in. studs on 20-in.

spacing to the mud-sills. Nail 1 x 6-in. sheathing on the

inside and outside of the studs from the mud-sill to the

bottom of the floor joists. Fill the resulting space to

the bottom of the joists with well compacted gravel,

cinders or dry earth. Place 2 x 6-in. floor joists and

complete the fill to the top of the joists. Place two layers

of 1-in. rough flooring separated by heavy tar paper.

Lap the tar paper 1 ft. on the walls. Sheath the out-

side of the studs from mud-sill to roof-plate with tight

siding. Nail tar paper on the inside of the studs and

cover with 1-in. boards and prepared roofing lapped over

and under the eaves and nailed to the walls. Fit the

doors and windows tight.

Brick Wall Torn Down With Dynamite

REMOVAL of a brick wall 150 ft. long, 22 ft. high and

. 18 in. thick, and resting upon a concrete foundation

extending 18 in. below the ground level, was effected re-

cently by a contractor in Gainesville, Fla., through the

use of dynamite. It was desided to take down the wall

only to the ground surface, and not to disturb the con-

crete foundation. In effecting the demolition twenty-six

holes were cut into the wall just above the ground, and

2* lb. of 30 per cent ammonia dynamite were placed in

each hole. The charges were connected up in series and

fired with electric blasting caps. The wall was cut down

clean at the ground level, the work all being done by

one man in less than a day, and the total cost, including

labor, about $26.
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Chief of Engineers Reports
on Work of Corps

Large Sums Asked for River and Har-
bor Projects—For Muscle Shoals

Job $10,000,000 Is Needed

An appropriation of $10,000,000 is

asked by the Corps of Engineers, U. S.

Army, for continuing its work on the

Wilson dam at Muscle Shoals, Ala.,

on the Tennessee River, during the

next fiscal year. The total of pre-

vious appropriations for this work is

$20,351,336.92. Even with continuous

and energetic work, it will not be pos-

sible to complete the Wilson dam before

Jan. 1, 1922. These facts are revealed

in the annual report of the Chief of

Engineers, for the year ended June 30,

1920, made public last week. As usual,

the report is voluminous; its text, ex-

clusive of indices, occupies 2,088 printed

pages.

Considerable attention is given in the

report to the re-organization of the

Corps of Engineers to meet post-war

requirements. Both the civilian and
military personnel have been reduced

greatly. While the National Defense
Act authorizes 12,000 enlisted men for

the corps, its actual strength, at the end
of the fiscal year, was 4,652 men.
The report shows that a large amount

of topographic work was done by the

Corps during the year, but that the

maps of the territory surveyed have
not been reproduced, due to lack of

funds.

Since the armistice sales of surplus

engineer material have netted over

$110,000,000. The average return was
84 per cent of the cost price. On orders

valued originally at $78,068,539.97, ad-

justments have been made by the Engi-

neer Claims Board for $7,810,225.80.

Included in the settlement was finished

material valued at $5,786,641.35, mak-
ing the cost of settlement $2,003,484.45.

River and Harbor Demands

The report reveals for the first time

that the Chief of Engineers has asked

Congress for $57,206,715 to be carried

by the River and Harbor bill; $10,982,-

950 for works under continuing con-

tracts, to be carried by the Sundi-y Civil

bill. This is in addition to the $10,000,-

000 asked for the nitrate plant develop-

ment at Muscle Shoals and $18,000,000

for the expenses of the Califoi-nia

Debris Commission.
During the year the Corps expended

$47,187,541.83 of government funds on

river and harbor works, in addition

to $2,255,321.95 contributed by local

interests.

For the continuance of construction

{Continued on p. 1108)

Opposition Candidates for Am.
Soc. C. E. Offices Named

A full ticket of candidates for office

in the American Society of Civil En-
gineers, in opposition to the one se-

lected by the Nominating Committee,
has been established by "declaration,"
ill accordance with Section 4 of Article

7 of the constitution, which authorizes
additional nominations filed before Dec.

1, endorsed with the signatures of

twenty-five corporate members and ac-

companied by signed acceptances from
the nominees. The new slate is as fol-

lows:

President—J. Waldo Smith, chief

engineer, Board of Water Supply of

the City of New York.

Vice-Presidents—Allen Hazen, con-

sulting engineer. New York City; and
Frank G. Jonah, chief engineer, Frisco
Lines, St. Louis, Mo.

Treasurer—Arthur S. Tuttle, deputy
chief engineer, Board of Estimate and
Apportionment, New York City.

Directors—District 1, John P. Hogan,
chief of engineering staff, state water-
power investigations, New York City,

and Robert S. Parsons, general man-
ager, Erie R.R., New York. District 4,

Harry A. Lane, chief engineer, Balti-

more & Ohio R.R., Baltimore Md. Dis-

trict 9, Alexander Maitland, Jr., pres-

ident, Kansas City Bridge Co., Kansas
City, Mo. District 10, F. T. Darrow,
assistant chief engineer, C. B. & Q.
R.R., Lincoln, Neb. District 11, Rich-

ard D. Parker, chief engineer. State

Railroad Commission. Austin, Tex.

The Nominating Committee's selec-

tion of candidates, as published in En-
gineering Neius-Record, Oct. 7, p. 723,

was as follows:

President—George S. Webster, Phil-

adelphia.

Vice-Presidents — -Andrew ^I. Hunt,

New York, and Edward E. Wall, St.

Louis.

Treasurer—Otis E. Hovey, New York.

Directors—John P. Hogan and Ira W.
McConnell, New York (District 1);

Richard L. Humphrey, Philadelphia

(District 4); Baxter L. Brown, St.

Louis (District 9); Frank T. Darrow.

Lincoln, Neb. (District 10); George G.

Anderson, Los Angeles (District UK

City Debt Limit Riiised in Larjjer

Cities of Missouri

The constitutional amendment per-

mitting Missouri cities of 100.000 an.i

over to increase their bond limit from

5 to 10 per cent of their assessetl valu-

ation, noted in our issue of Nov. 11. p.

961, as publicly carried was actually

adopted by a vote of 368,651 to 329.938.

Mcrormick Drafts New
Tublic W ork.s iiill

.Meaiture Dorn Not C^^Miiict HitJi J««c«-
Keavit Hill. Say M. C. L«ic1a«i.

of KnKinr<Yins C««MKil

A preliminary draft of Senator
.Medill M'^.rri. :.:..-. bill for thm n-
otk: ••mmeot itef^ut-
mer- la«t week. Sen-
ator .M(

'

an had m mmd the
preparat. - r>«raAuri> ever since
he introduced hiit -uliret mcaa*
ure in 1917. TY.- amended to
meet the President'ji objections as ex-
pres.sed in his veto. Is pending on tJM
Senate calendar now, havinc bacn
passed by the House UmI Jane.

The .McCormick reorKanization bill

abolishes the Intt-rior Department.
creates in its two new depart-
ment's of Pub, and Pablic Wel-
fare, divests the War and Treasury
departments of functions not tfermane
to the national defense ur th- national
finances, and in tre.'.- ru! .- desitcncd to
co-ordinate existi' - which now
are scattere<l irr- ir.l waste-
fully throughout the w .-nmeiit

organization. The bill u rodaced
on the opening day of the approaching
.session of Congress, although action on
it probably will be d'-'ferretl unlil after
Senator Harding's inaUKtimtion.

The McCormick bill as drawn brings
together in the Depart ni.n* of PabUc
Works all important -'.fr and
building services of ::., "T'.-nt,

now scattered among var rt-

ments, and authorizes the > of

Public Works to make su - .-..:«•

in the organization of th. • nir

agencies as wll increa.se th y

and le>d to econo-v :^^ s.

Army officers now • r-

ing works would ». . s.cir

present assignments for three months
after the measure goes into operation

in order to give the Secrvtarj- of Public

Works sufficient time to mak-
priate consolidation or r\-.

of these agencies without .:

important work.

After receiving from Ser."*'

niick's offii-«.» the summarj
posed bill. /•' • " ' • '

requested ft

Engineering t. ..

Washington, a stat»mcnt

relation of that me.isurv '

Reavis bill. The McComr
oTi s not in C-Mr. Leii'^i"'^"

the Jot,. bdi. The
in the ' - f'i!l f^'f

welfare r

the natic:.--.

hut Mr. Lcighton tyMieves that ail sui>-

porters of tho J ones- Reavis bill may
HOT

a:\ .irr< fo-

nt

. '^

ro-

rd

'n.

at

:he
•»-

ys

V .Ul

provision

.1 rublic

Ay
rk.
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cordially support the McCormick bill.

The bureaus, offices and branches of

service included in the Department of

Public Works, as proposed by Senator

McCormick, are:

(a) From Department of the Interior

—

General Land Offlce
Geological Survey
Bureau of Mines
Reclamation Service
National Park Service
Division of Capitol Buildings and
Grounds

Alaskan Engineering Commission
(b) From Department of the Treasury

—

Office of Supervising: Architect
(c) From Department of Agriculture

—

Bureau of Public Roads
Forest Service

(d) OfHce of Superintendent of State, War,
and Navy Department Buildings

(e) Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway
Commission (abolished and its func-
tions transferred to Department of
Public Works)

(f) Commission of Fine Arts
(g) From the Department of War

—

Board of Engineers for Rivers and
Harbors

Board of Engineers of New York
City

Office of Supervisor of the Harbor of
New York

United States Engineer Offices
Mississippi River Commission
California Debris Commission
Board of Road Commissioners for
Alaska

Office of Public Buildings and
Grounds and Washington Monu-
ment

(h) Federal Power Commission (abolished
and its functions transferred to De-
partment of Public Works)

irC. C. Clears Up Definition of

Technical Engineer

Last month the Interstate Commerce
Commission issued regulations placing

engineers in the subordinate official

class as engineers of mechanics. The
American Association of Engineers,

through a committee headed by George
W. Hand, assistant to the president,

Chicago' & Northwestern Ry., protested

Nov. ,1 that the term was not clear as

to whether it included mechanical and
electrical engineers. The I. C. C. has

now issued new regulations designating

professional engineers as technical en-

gineers to include civil, mechanical,

electrical and other technical engineers

inferior in rank to engineers of main-
tenance of way, chief engineers, divi-

sion engineers and other technical en-

gineers. The opinion is expressed that

instrumentmen, rodmen, chainmen, de-

signers, draftsmen, computers, tracers,

chemists and others in similar engi-

neering or technical work are not "offi-

cials of the carriers."

Chief of Engineers' Report

(Continued from p. 1107)

and maintenance of Alaskan roads, the

Chief of Engineers asks for $955,000.

Expenditures smaller than those of

former years will be made by the Corps
on Panama fortifications, due to the

fact that most of the defensive works
on the Isthmus have been completed.

During the next fiscal year, however,

the chief of Engineers asks for $425,000

for the construction of seaccast bat-

teries and $405,000 for the construction

of sea walls. The remaining expendi-

tures are mainly for maintenance work
and for supplies.

Philadelphia-Camden Bridge

Study Makes Progress
Organization of a technical staff for

the engineering investigation of the

proposed bridge over the Delaware

River between Philadelphia and Cam-
den was advanced at a meeting of the

board held last week with the appoint-

ment of the following: Leon S. Mois

seiff, consulting designing engineer, at

$1,000 per month; Clement E. Chase,

principal assistant engineer, at $500

per month; Ralph B. Liggett, chief

clerk, at $200 per month; John Briggs,

surveyor and draftsman, at $225 per

month. These appointments were ap-

proved by the Interstate Bridge Com-
mission on Nov. 19, and at the same
time the commission approved the bud-

get proposed by the board, which con-

templates the expenaiture of not more
than $100,000 on the study of site type

and estimated cost of the bridge, of

which some $50,000 is the compensation

of the three members of the board of

engineers and $50,000 is to be devoted

to fees of architectural and engineering

consultants, salaries of staff, cost of

test borings and other expenses.

Mr. Moisseiff was designing engineer

for the New York Department of

Bridges during the construction of the

Williamsburg, Manhattan and Queens-

borough bridges, and has been in pri-

vate practice as consulting engineer

since 1915. Mr. Chase has been with

R. Modjeski for the past ten years,

being now in charge of the latter's

New York office.

Specifications and contract forms for

the test borings at the three bridge sites

to be studied were submitted by the

board of engineers and approved by the

commission; the work will probably

be advertised shortly. It is contem-

plated to put down but one test hole at

the location of each pier and anchor-

age; this is considered to be sufficient

as the foundation conditions are not

expected to be a controlling factor in

determining the site, bein^? far out-

weighed by considerations of traffic

needs and possibilities and the cost of

land. The borings are to be extended

into rock, however, so that the results

obtained will be wholly dependable.

They believe this to be particularly im-

portant because present knowledge of

subsoil conditions under the Delaware

River is meager, aside from the nega-

tive testimony afforded by artesian

wells drilled on land neai the river

without striking rock.

The board of engineers is composed

of Ralph Modjeski, George S. Webster,

and Laurence A. Ball. The joint Dela-

ware River Bridge Commission (of the

States of Pennsylvania and New Jer-

sey) is under the chairmanship of

Governor Sproul, of Pennsylvania.

All Except Harbor Bonds Carried

At Houston, Tex.

Bond issues totalling $875,000 for

city work at Houston, Tex., were car-

ried Nov. 2 as follows: bridges, ,;

$425,000; street improvements, $200,-

000; sewers, $100,000; schools, $150,-

000. A bond issue for harbor improve-

ments was defeated, largely because a

proposition for the purchase of 600

acres of land for wharf and industrial

sites proved unpopular and had its

effect in defeating all items for harbor
work.

Reserve Needs Engineer Officers

The examining board for the engineer

section of the Officers' Reserve Corps

is now functioning and is anxious to

receive applications of former engi-

neer officers.

Boards of Engineering Examiners
Form Council

Seven state boards of engineering

examiners were represented at an or-

ganization meeting Nov. 8 and 9 in

Chicago at which the National Council

of State Boards of Engineering Ex-
arhiners was formed. The purpose

stated in the constitution is "to ex-

amine the state laws providing for

registration of engineers and the cus-

tom and rule of procedure of the dif-

ferent boards in the examination of

applicants with suggestions and recom-

mendations for vfniformity of practice

so far as the same can legally be done

by the different state boards, and to

provide for reciprocal relations between
the state boards for granting registra-

tion licenses to applicants from other

states on equal terms of examination."

K. C. Kastberg, secretary of the

Iowa board and city engineer of Des
Moines, sent out a call for the meeting.

He explained that there should be an
organized and systematized method of

procedure to be followed in the inter-

state registration and a plan for facil-

itating the procurement of license or

registration. Informally under Seth

Dean (Iowa) as chairman and Mr.

Kastberg as secretary these matters

and the administration of the various

laws were discussed in detail by repre-

sentatives from Iowa, Illinois, Florida,

Louisiana, South Dakota and Michigan.

The following resolutions indicate

the unanimity of opinion on reci-

procity; (1) That where a qualified

engineer obtains a contract he be per-

mitted to proceed after filing an appli-

cation and pledging himself to appear

for examination at the next board

meeting; (2) that efforts be made by
the several states to standardize the

examinations; (3) that members of the

various boards be granted reciprocity

license or registration without exam-
ination.

Much of the time was taken up in

an explanation and discussion by T. L.

Condron of the provisions in the pro-

posed draft of a uniform law recently

approved by Engineering Council.

The officers elected were: President,

Marcel Garsaud, New Orleans; vice-

president, C. S. Hammatt, Jacksonville,

Fla., and secretary-treasurer, Alvin Le

Van, Des Moines, Iowa. The next

meeting will be held Oct. 3, 1921, in

St. Louis.
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Highway Estimates To Be Made
Known After Receipt of Bids

The state highway commission of
Indiana has adopted the policy of not
making public its engineering depart-
ment's cost estimates on jobs until
after it has opened bids on the jobs.
The motion to adopt such a policy was
unanimously agreed on by the com-
mission at a recent meeting. Hereto-
foFe the estimates have been access-
ible to the public before bids were
opened. The theory back of the new
policy is said to be that if contractors
do not know the estimates before they
bid, they will be unable to bid so closely

to the estimates, and that by bidding
"in the dark" the contractors may bid

further below the estimates than they
would if they knew the estimates in

advance.

City Managei^* Association

Meets at Cincinnati

The seventh annual meeting of the

City Managers' Association, held at

Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 15-17, was by
far the largest and most enthusiaistic

meeting yet held. Approximately 100
delegates registered, half of the num-
ber being city managers. About half

of the 200 city managers in the country
have had engineering training.

"A Model Paving Program for a City
of Twenty Thousand," was discussed by
technical experts of the Portland
Cement Association, the National Pav-
ing Brick Manufacturers Association,

the Barbe'" Asphalt Paving Co., and the

Barrett Co. Each speaker presented

his version of the program in a 15-min.

paper. General discussion followed.

Other topics were: "Practical Budget
Procedure," a paper by C. E. Rightor,

of the Detroit Bureau of Governmental
Research; "Setting Up a City Plan
Program," by Morris Knowles, of Pitts-

burgh; "Building a Fundamental First

Step in City Planning," by W. J. Don-
ald, director American City Consult-

ants, New York; "City Planning
Achievements in the United States," by
George B. Ford, city planning consult-

ant. New York City; "Making City-

Owned Utilities Pay," by J. W. Greer,

city manager of Tallahassee, Fla., and
H. L. Woolhiser, village manager, Win-
netka. 111.; "The Relation of Motor
Trucks to City Business," by Raymond
W. Parlin, International Motor Co.,

New York.
The proceedings of the convention

will be published in the Seventh Year
Book of the City Managers' Associa-

tion.

The new officers elected at the meet-

ing were: President, A. W. D. Hall,

city manager, Jackson, Mich.; first vice-

president, George M. Zimmerman, city

manager, Sandusky, Ohio; second vice-

president, Edwin J. Fort, city manager,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.; third vice-presi-

dent, Wilder M. Rich, city manager,

Goldsboro, N. C. Harrison G. Otis,

Tribune Building, New York City, was
re-elected executive secretary.

$25,000,000 Teredo Damage
Studied by Committee

Jhteresuj Participating in Work at .San
|F>anci.sco Include Railroadh, Ship

OwnerH, Army and .Navy

A stirvey of the damajfe caujied by
marine borers in the San Francisco bay
region and an investigation t<j deter-
mine the best means of combatinif them
have been undertaken by the Forest
Products Laboratory of the U. S. Forest
Service in co-operation with the San
Francisco Bay marine piling committee
of the American Wood Preservers Asso-
ciation. This work was begun after
the rapid and very great increa.se in
borer damage to waterfront structures
during the past two or three years in

the upper bay, as described in Engineer-
ing News-Record, May 20, p. 1000.

In the upper bay, by reason of past
immunity, most of the waterfront struc-
tures had been built of untreated piling.

This afforded a clear field for the
teredos, whose attack was so rapid and
severe that structures valued at many
millions of dollars were destroysd.
According to a recent statement by the
marine piling committee above referred
to, "Docks have been failing and
frequently dropping into the bay with
accompanying menace to the other
structures, during the entire year past.

The damage, which has been estimated
by the committee at $25,000,000 up to

the present time, bids fair to greatly
exceed that sum in the near future."

Many Interests Represented

This committee consists of engineer-
ing representatives of the state board
of harbor commissioners, the principal

railroads, oil companies and shipping
interests having waterfront structures
in the bay, who are financing the in-

vestigation, and representatives of the

Army, Navy, U. S. Engineer Corps,
immigration commission and lighthouse

board, and the University of California.

F. D. Mattos, superintendent of creo-

soting plants for the Southern Pacific

Co., is chairman of the committee. Prof.

C. A. Kofoid, marine biologist, is study-

ing the biological aspects of the prob-

lem as representative of the University

of California. The Forest Products

Laboratory is represented by Geo. M.
Hunt, chief of the section of wood pre-

servation, and T. G. Townsend. engineer

in forest products, who are conducting

the survey. The executive officer of

the committee, to whom communica-
tions may be addressed, is C. L. Hill,

chief of the office of forest produ<Tts,

U. S. Forest Scvico, Ferry Bldg., San
Francisco.

This study, it is announced, will be

the first unit of a nationwide investiga-

tion under the auspices of the Unittnl

States Forest Service and civ-operating

associations of wood preservers, lum-

bermen, railroads and many other

industries having interests at stake,

which will cover the entire coastal

waters of the continental United States.

Its ultimate object will be to find the

best means of combating these attacks.

Chicaico Conference «i Edocatioa
and EmplojrMcat

That perMmal work b memamrf la
enginttriag aehoob aiMl thai tb« k«il
t< a' h«n •boold b« placed to chare* «€

elemcQterj work ««?• <

exprcu«d in two
un<,ij-t-: at A cosferciie* OS «ai|

and education, bdd in Cfaka(o am N«v.
: ' the diroction of tW AoMrkm

n of Biuriiicerv. Both nmtim
' iced by Daaa E. i.

eraity of MiMoarL
Lourse.n in rr.itr.ajement at tochaical
schools were advocated by R. O. Kram*
er, managt-r of the mcchankaJ depart'
mcnt of yi'jTxtgommry, Ward 4 Co^ Ua
idea being to prepare tugiaeeia for
executive positions. On the oCbar haad.
Dean A. A. Potter, Furdoe Uohrcraitjr.
held that although to a certain extent
there is a demand for a spceialnad
product the aim of the achoob to
give a broad fundamental tnuahic
which will serve to adapt the g T TlfimtT
engineer to any field of work.
A student entering coDege aboold ba

interviewed by a vocational adrlaar in
order to give him the right itart, ae-
cording to J. H. Libberton. manager of
the service bureau of the Universal
Portland Cement Co.. who also adwiaad
that men of the best talent alioald ba
secured as teachers and eocooraccd to
engage in private practice. Methoda of
helping the undergraduate enf:ineer to
decide what line of work to under-
take were e.xplained by A. B. Crawford.
director of the bureau of appointmenta
at Yale Uni%-ersity. In regard to tile

army schools, A. B. McDaniel. develop-
ment specialist for the U. S. Army,
explained the methods of training the
soldier student to plan and eaccota
work in some one of about a bondrad
vocations.

The Chicago conference slMtwcd. oa
the whole, greater unanimity of opin-
ion as to employment than as to edu-
cation, but it sho^vfd abo the import
ance of joint consideration of the twa
subjects.

General Contractors Indorse

Lockwood Inquiry

At a meeting of the cxtx-utire board
of the Asi^ociated (lOJioruI I'or.trartors

of America held n^'-tly in Washing-
ton, D. C. r

'

- were adopted
unanimously > the action of

the LtxkwivHl '
%-a Gocuait-

tee which is ! >aaiaff eoB-

ditiops in New York lity. Plans were
also laid for set*Mr;rir thr r*^^^T*ti<m
of the United - ' Ooaa-

merco and otV •ttwis

in urging the ?»

"pursue its ir.. .r

or favor to the ei\d that aV. .;.*

be exposed and punished ar. .
.-;-

tioe thereby K» done to those who are

condemning *>» prirohase of immonity
from l.nb the corruption

cf labor .> an honorable

s-'tlomont of the Ub^z proUema baaed

on fair dealings,"
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Architects' Examining Boards
Have Council

A copyright for the word "archi-

tect," a standai-d examination, and a

feeling that joint registration laws for

engineers and architects is undesirable,

were points of interest to engineers in

the meeting at St. Louis, Nov. 18 and

19, of the National Council of Archi-

tectural Registration Boards. The con-

ference was called to consider the pres-

ent status of registration and the ex-

pei'ience obtained in giving the various

laws effect, and to bring about co-

operation.

The trend of the meeting was toward

a copyright of the word "architect" on

the principle that the passing on an
individual by a board is a notice to the

public that the holder is competent to

practice architecture, but that com-
petency must then educate the public.

There was a strong tendency, led by
Illinois and New Jersey, not to support

Article 18 of the proposed model law
of the American Institute of Architects

which, while fully protecting the word
"architect," would not protect engineers

and other from doing similar work pro-

viding they use the correct appellation.

A motion to the effect that Article 18

reflects the sense of the meeting was
laid on the table.

By resolution the issuance of certifi-

cates to alien engineers was approved
and so was another resolution "that a

joint registration law for architects and
engineers is undesirable."

Reciprocity between states has been
found difficult under existing laws be-

cause of the lack of uniformity in

requii'ements but a way out seemed
likely in the latitude most of the laws

gave the examining boards in conduct-

ing examinations. It was the general

opinion that a standard examination
could be devised by the Council.

Fail To Agree on Waterfront
Viaduct at Toronto

A recent conference on the plans

for a railway viaduct along the water-

front at Toronto, Ont., failed to arrive

at any conclusion owing to the oppos-

ing views of the city officials, the rail-

ways and the harbor commission. Be-

fore the war the railways had agreed

to build a six ti'ack elevated line, as

required by the Railway Board, but

now they wish to have the work post-

poned for ten years, laying tracks at

the present level into the new union

station and providing subways and tem-
porary bridges at important streets in-

tersected by the railway line. The new
station building is practically finished,

and two floors are occupied for rail-

v/ay offices. The city is insistent that

the viaduct should be commenced at

once. A postponement was granted to

enable the railway engineers to con-

sider the alternative plans of proce-

dure, after which there will be another

conference of representatives of all

interests concerned.

Railway Fire Protection Meeting

So much interest was shown in a

report on fire hazards and fire protec-

tion in railway shops and roundhouses,

presented at the recent annual meeting
of the Railway Fire Protection Associa-

tion, that the matter was again sub-

mitted to a committee for further elab-

oration. A brief report on the use of

small gasoline tractors in freight

houses and piers gave some rules for

care and handling, but this report was
incomplete and was referred back to the

committee. These tractors do not ap-
pear to be a serious risk and although
a proposition was made to exclude them
from freight houses this was defeated

after an explanation that shippers'

motor trucks must be admitted. The
fire risks incidental to industries served
by railways were reviewed in a paper
by W. F. Hickey, who outlined various
chances of fire in plants entei'ed by
steam and electric locomotives. Care-
lessness in handling and storing refuse
is a large cause of fire, and may be re-

duced by persistent instruction and in-

spection, but this should be by personal
methods I'ather than by merely issuing
circulars and bulletins. In regard to

oil fires, a resolution was passed ap-
proving any extinguishers approved for
this purpose by the Underwriters As-
sociation. W. F. Hickey was elected
president; secretary, R. R. Hacketfc,

Baltimore & Ohio R.R., Baltimore, Md.

Lime Association Appoints
Department Managers

Laurance H. Hart, the newly
appointed manager of the construction
department of the National Lime Asso-
ciation, and Dr. E. Holmes, newly
appointed manager of the chemistry
department, are to act as consultants
on any phase of the use of lime. Mr.
Hart will handle the use of lime in

building operations from lime used in

brick work to stucco and concrete, and
Dr. Holmes' services are available to

anyone interested in the chemical use
of lime.

Mr. Hart went to the National Lime
Association from the Lakewood Engi-
neering Co., in which organization he
was employed as construction sales

engineer in Michigan. Previous to that

time, he was with the Hunkin-Conkey
Consti-uction Co., of Cleveland, as man-
ager of the western New ^ork office;

and the Lupfer & Remick consulting
and contracting engineering firm at

Buffalo.

Dr. Holmes was at one time research

engineer for the National Carbon Co.,

Cleveland. His industrial experience

covered practically all the departments
of a manufacturing establishment, but
particularly has he been engaged in

technical control of factory production,

development of new products and im-

provement of old products, the building

and operation of semi-factory plants,

consulting work with departmental
heads, technical research and the prep-

aration of technical lilfcrature.

New California Road Contracts

Ready by February First

The earliest date on which California

highway contracts will be awarded un-
der the new flexible interest plan will

probably be Feb. 1, according to a re-

cent announcement by the California

Highway Commission. This plan,

which was approved at the recent elec-

tion and described in Engineering
News-Record Nov. 11, 1920, p. 962, will

be acted upon at once, but the legal re-

quirements are such that some delay is

unavoidable.

The amendment does not become op-

erative until five days after certification

by the secretary of state who will not

be able to effect a complete and official

canvass of the Nov. 2 vote much before

Dec. 1. Thereafter the new state high-

way finance board must meet, fix a pre-

vailing interest rate and offer for sale

such an amount of bonds as is needed
to meet existing obligations and provide

for new work. This operation, accord-

ing to the commission's announcement,
will consume not less than sixty days as

the bond sale advertisement will take
thirty days and printing and signing

bonds will take an equal amount of

time.

Brindell Indicted for Attempted
Extortion as Inquiry Result

Robert P. Brindell, head of the Build-

ing Trades Council of New York City,

who has been under fire from the Lock-
wood Joint Legislative Committee inves-

tigating the housing situation, has been
indicted by the November additional

grand jury of the city and county of

New York on three counts of attempted
extortion. His arraignment before
Judge Mulqueen, of General Sessions,

resulted in a bail of $100,000 being fixed,

a sum which was secured by Brindell.

The specific charges against Brindell

concern his alleged attempted extortion

from Jacob Fradus, a wrecking con-

tractor, as insurance against strikes.

It is the assertion of the special assist-

ant district attorney who made a plea
for a bail of $100,000 being fixed, that
Brindell's alleged extortions will aggre-
gate $1,000,000.

New York Highway Transport
Show in January

The first New York Highway Trans-
portation Show will be held in that city

Jan. 3-8, 1921, under the auspices of

the Motor Truck Association of Amer-
ica, 144 West 65th St., New York City.

The exhibit will occupy the 12th Regi-

ment Armory, Columbus Ave. and 62d

St. The exhibit will include trucks,

trailers and accessories, educational, 2X-

hibits, a model terminal, and model
traffic control. It is planned to include

in the program addresses on highway
transport problems. The program has

been divided into Army Day, Motor
Accident Pi'evention Day, Highway
Transportation Day, Farmers' Day and
Motor Truck Association Day.
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Wall of Store Slides Into
Nearby Excavation

Collapse of the rear wall of a de-

partment store building in Topeka on
Nov. 6, in which fortunately no one
was injured though large property loss

was caused to the store, was brought
about by weakening of a lateral sup-
por'. of the wall foundation by excava-
tion for an extension at the rear of

the store. This excavation had ap-
proached within 8 or 10 ft. of the rear
wall, a distance which the contractor
regarded as safe. The wall foundation
was rendered less stable than under
ordinary circumstances, it is thought,

by the existence of a former well, long
ago filled with earth, close to the foot

of the wall, about at the middle of

its length. Some outward leakage of

drainage water from the building may
have contributed to the failure. Longi-
tudinal girders supporting joists of
floor and roof of the building rested

on the rear wall near its middle, bring-
ing a concentrated load to bear on the
foundation at this point. With the

failure of the wall these girders and the
joists carried by them sagged, render-
ing part of the structure of the store

unsafe.

Cracking noises suggesting movement
of the wall were heard by a watchman
during the night, but the wall did not
fail until eight in the morning, after
having given noticeable warnings of

approaching failure half an hour earlier.

veston for repairs, which are now
under way. The Cape Fear, as re-
ported on another page of this issoe,
was sunk on Oct 29 in Narraniueit
Bay.
By the original contract for concrete

ships by the Shipping Board there have
been completed six 7,500-ton shipi,
three 3,500-ton ships, and two 3,000-ton
ships. Contracts for three of th? origi-
nal nine 7,500-ton ships were canceled
and the ships left half-completed on
the ways.

Engineering Societies

South Bend Postpones Water-
Works for Lower Prices

Following the advice of W. A. Arting-
stall, city engineer of South Bend, Ind.,

the water-works department has de-

cided not to award contracts for work
recently advertised but to postpone all

improvements until next spring, expect-

ing a reduction of approximately 25 per
cent in the cost of materials and labor.

The present plans called for an expendi-

ture of $150,000.

One Concrete Ship Sold;

Three Wrecked

One of the 7,500-ton reinforced con-

crete tankers built for the United

States Shipping Board has been sold

and several of the smaller boats have

been under lease and the larger ones

are for sale. The vessel sold is the

Latham which was built at Mobile and
it has been bought by the American
Fuel Oil Transportation Co. for $700,-

000. Of the other ships built the

Polias was wrecked last winter off Pen-
obscot Bay in Maine, and a contract

has been entered into with Aeronauti-

cal Equipment, Inc., of New York City,

on a "No cure, no pay" basis to salvage

the ship. It is reported that the sal-

vage operations are proceeding suc-

cessfully. The Selma, a 7,500-ton ship,

built at Mobile, ran on the breakwater
at Tampico early this summer. It has

been dragged off and towed up to Gal-

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN' ASSOCIATION' OP
STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS,
Washington. D. C. ; Washington.
D. C, Dec. 13-16.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL EX-
CtIXEERS, New York City, Jan
19, 1921.

ASSOCIATED GEN'ERAL. CONTRAC-
TORS, Washington, D. C. ; New
Orleans, Jan. 25-27.

The Engineers' Club of Philadelphia,

at its weekly luncheon meeting, Nov. 23,

was addressed by E. J. Mehren, editor

of Engineering News-Record, on "An
Engineer's Observations in Europe."

The Philadelphia Post, Society of

American Military Engineers, held a

meeting at the Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia recently at which time the

constitution and by-laws of the local

post were adopted. The following offi-

cers were elected to hold office until

Jan., 1922: Col. W. B. Ladue, com-
mander; Major Marshall R. Pucrh, vice-

commander; Major H. W. Goddard,

adjutant; Capt. J. C. Hinton, finance

officer. Staff officers elected for two

years are: Lieut.-Col. Henry S. Spack-

man. Major Thos. W. Battin, and Capt.

Clarence Roberts; and for one year,

Capt. R. W. Robinson, Lieut. Robert L.

Harding. Rejrular meetings are to be

held the fourth Thursday of each month
during the winter.

The Association of Chinese and .Vmer-

ican Engineers, formed with the sanc-

tion of the Chinese Government and

supported by the highest officials of the

Government of China, by the American

Minister to Chin.i and proni.nent Amer-

ican engineers in that country, desires

to exchange the English edition of its

journal with the publications of other

engineering societies throughout the

world, and particularly with American

engineering societies. The secretary of

the association is P. Y. Tsai. assistant

engineer, Chuchow-Chincow Ry.. Peking.

China. The chairman of the publication

committee is MuiTay Sullivan, acting

chief engineer of the railway named.

TIm Drtr-* " iffaf Sactetr wm
addrcwwi by UmaX^-OA. T. A.
?'—'•

- KuMtcr of th« Boftrd of
MAammn «a HTho Docroit

Th« Montana Irrigatiott an4 Draiaoc*
InjttJtutr, at ita meeting hcM in BUUac*.
Nov. 10-11, elected 0. C. Sanfonl. Gr«ot
FalU, preaident and E. H. Mttrdock,
Bozeman, aeeretary-trcaaiirrr. TIm I»-
stitute approved a committa* draft for
a state irriifatior. code of 14jl)00 words
to be Bulynittcd to the IcciBlatare la

January.

The Iowa Section, .Varricaa Watar«
worlu AiMociation at its aixth ammal
meeting Nov. 5 and 6, elected tho fol-

lowing officers. Chairman. Francb D.
H. Lawlor; vice-chairman, J. ChrU Jen-
sen; directors, R. C. McD'.^nfll and
H. v. Knouse; secretary-treasarcr. Jack
J. Hinman, Jr., Iowa City.

An .\ffiItation of nearly all the enci*
neering societies of BaltLnnore with the
Engineers' Club of that city, and the
establishment of headquarters of the
enlarged Engineers' Clab on the fifth

floor of the Merchants and Mamifae-
turers' Association Building, was de-
cided upon Nov. 4 at a meeting of
Baltimore engineers in celebratioB of
the fortieth anniversary of the foandhic
of the American Society of Mechanieal
Engineers. The Bahimore branch of
the American Society of Mcchailkal
Engineers decided after the mcetiac to

join with the Engineers' Club. The
American Association of EnKinecrt, at

a meeting Nov. 5, also voted to e^
operate with the other eniim %% llif

bodies. In all, about ten iinimniilli.

bodies have combined in the new orfaa-
ization.

The New England >N aterwork.'* \a-
.sociation, at its meeting Dec. 8. will b*

addressed by M. Bt -

tor of water sup; f

Geneva, on "The \^ ;i:er >'jpp.y of

Geneva, Switzerland.** There will be a

general discussion on the cleaninfr and
painting of standpipes. opened by
Charles W. Sherman uf Metcalf it Eddy.
consulting enginoerjs, fo'.iowed by Prof.

Harold K. Barrows, consulting en^iaoer.

Person.\l Notes

Leon S. MoissEirr has be«n
appointed consulting engi-

neer on the tet.:ink-al st. enjci-

neering investigation of the ^ rupoocd

bridge over the P»'!;i'.v:%ro Ri\-vr, be-

tween Philado Canidon. Mr.

Moisseiff was .: en^jineer for

the New York ent of B-

during the c> •• of the •••

iamsburgh, Mar.i>a;uin and Qucensborv
bridges and has Uvn in private practice

ns consulting en^neer sinre 1915.
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p. G. Br U'T N, formerly chief of

the mo-al sales section, Material Dis-

posal & Salvage Division, Air Service,

at Buffalo, has accepted a commission

in the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., and

is assigned to the 6th Engineers, Camp
Pike,.Ark.

Emile G. PEtivRiOiT, formerly of

the firm of Ballinger & Perrot, archi-

tects and- engineers, announces the

opening of offices in the Woolworth

feuilding, New York, and the Parkway

Building, Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Perrot

Kas been associated as architect and

engineer with the erection of industrial

structures for twenty-five years and he

announces the continuation of his pro-

fessional activities under his personal

direction in the designing and construc-

tion of industrial plants and institu-

tionso

H, Lbe Wilson, assistant city

engineer, Johnstown, Pa., has been ap-

pointed city engineer to succeed Jack-

son R, Crissey, resigned,

Bruce L. M e l o y, formerly field

engineer, Johnstown, Pa., has been ap-

pointed assistant city engineer.

Dr. Hermann M. Biggs, health

commissioner of New York State, has

temporarily assumed the duties of gen-

eral medical director, League of Red

Cross Societies, Geneva, Switzerland, in

place of Dr. Richard P. Strong, the

latter having resigned to resume his

position of professor of tropical medi-

cine at Harvard University. Ad
interim, Colonel F. F. Langley, who

succeeds Prof. Geo. C. Whipple as chief

of the league's department of sanita-

tion, was medical director.

W. C. West, formerly resident en-

gineer on work on the Dixie Highway

north of Toledo, Ohio, is now assistant

district engineer stationed at Saginaw,

Mich.

Joseph T. Kiernan Tias re-

signed his position as assistant engi-

neer with Hill & Ferguson, consulting

engineers, New York City, to take the

position of office engineer in the chief

engineer's office of the Interstate Rail-

road at Norton, Va.

J.B.Dawson, recently division en-

gineer in District 9, Kentucky State

Highway Department, has been ap-

pointed maintenance engineer.

C. F. Foster, assistant district en-

gineer of bridges, central and south-

eastern districts, Michigan State High-

way Department, has been appointed

district engineer for the west central

portion of the state with headquarters

at Grand Rapids.

G. N. Prentiss, formerly chief

chemist Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

R.R., has been promoted to engineer of

tests with headquarters at Milwaukee.

W. H. Wilson, formerly assist-

ant engineer Southern Ry., at Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., has accepted a position

as assistant engineer in the construc-

tion department, Southern Ry., Wash-
ington, D. C.

E. G. Lane, engineer maintenance

of way, Western lines, Baltimore &
Ohio R.R., with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati, has been appointed engineer

maintenance of way. Eastern lines,

with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.

W. A. K E N n n, division engineer,

Missouri Pacific R.R. at St. Louis, Mo.,

has been transferred to a similar posi-

tion with headquarters at Osawatomie,

Kan.

L. W I N s H I P, formerly assistant

engineer, Missouri Pacific R.R. at St.

Louis, Mo., has been appointed division

engineer with headquarters at Nevada,

Moo

J. R. Nagle, formerly division en-

gineer, Missouri Pacific R.R. at Nevada,

Mo., has been ti-ansferred to St. Louis,

Mo., as division engineer.

E. Po G u T E L I u s, vice-president

and general manager, Delaware & Hud-

son Railway, has been appointed to act

in an advisory capacity to the royal

commission which is investigating the

radial railway projects of the Ontario

Hydro-Electric Power Commission, To-

ronto, Ont., Canada.

S. M. Bailey, formerly resident

engineer for the Department of Public

Roads, Kentucky, has been appointed

resident engineer. North Carolina

Highway Commission iu charge of

gravel road construction on Federal-

Aid Projects 69 and 115 and Federal-

Aid Survey 78-D in western North

Carolina.

Obituary

Col, Thomas W. Symons,
Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., retired,

died Nov. 23, at Washington, D. C.

He was born in 1849 and was graduated

from the U. S. Military Academy, 1874.

His first assignment was as an engi-

neer on the Wheeler Survey under the

War Department (1876-1879). From
1879 to 1882, engineer of the Military

Department of the Columbia; 1882-

1883, on Mississippi River improve-

ment; 1883, in charge of reconnaissance

of natural boundary line between United

States and Mexico; 1883-1886, superin-

tending engineer, Washington aque-

duct and works for improving the water
supply of the national capitol; 1886-

1889, assistant to engineer commis-
sioner and in charge of engineering

work in the District of Columbia; 1889,

in charge of various works of river

and harbor improvements in Oregon,
Washington and Idaho. In 1901 he

was appointed by Governor Theodore
Roosevelt as director and member of

the executive committee of the Pan-
American Exposition at Buffalo, N. Y.
From 1903 to 1904 he was in charge
of public buildings and gr^ands and
military aid to President Roosevelt,

Washington, D. C. He was a member

of the advisory board of consulting i-

gineers on New York State canal i-

pi-ovements for which the state ap >
priatcd $101,000,000. In 1908 he is

commissioned colonel of the Corpf )f

Engineers, U. S. A. and, after th y
years of service with the governm t

he retired July 28, 1908, at his n

request.

H E RIB E R T M. Wilson, gen al

manager, Associated Insurance C i-

panies, died Nov. 25, at Hartford, C n.

He was born in Glasgow, Scotland, / 5.

23, 1860. He was graduated with »e

degree C. E. from the Columbia 1 i-

versity School of Mines, 1881. From ] U
to 1882 he was on the U. S. Geolog al

Survey as topographer; 1882-1888, r-

rigation engineer; 1892-1906, chief 1-

gineer technologic branch; 1907-1 9,

engineer in charge, U. S. Bureau )f

Mines; 1910-1914, director departn 11

of inspection and safety. The Associ: c

Insurance Company, and from 191f v.

was general manager of this comp. y

He has lectured extensively on irr i

tion, fuel testing, smoke abatem t,

fireproof building construction, etc. le

was the author of "Manual of Irr a-

tion Engineering, Topographic Sur y-

ing," and numerous magazine art js

on the above subjects.

Edward F. Leidl, chief engi ar

of sewers, Milwaukee, Wis., since 1 4,

died Nov. 21. He was 46 years d.

He entered the employ of the cit^ is

a chainman in 1894, continuing in le

municipal service until his death. le

was appointed chief engineer, dep t

ment of sewers, in 1914.

Walter D. Moody, manang
director of the Chicago Plan Com s-

sion, died at Chicago, Nov. 21. He as

the author of the "Manual on ty

Planning" and "What of the City

Richard J. G o d b d y, r-

merly superintendent of streets, m
Diego, Cal., died in that city Nov. 0.

He was 58 years old. He constru ad

the irrigation distribution system or

the Southern California Moun in

Water Co., San Diego. He was so

for some years in the general cei nt

contracting business and supervise a

large amount of county highway n-

struction.

Arthurs. Goodeve, membf of

the Board of Railway Comissioi "S.

Ottawa, Canada, died Nov. 22 at 'V-

onto. He was born in Guelph, ( t.,

Canada, Dec. 15, 1860. He was a gr u-

ate of the Ontario College of P r-

macy, Toronto. In 1903 he was p-

pointed provincial secretary of the st

Conservative Government—becami a

member of Federal House for Koott ay

district in 1908. In 1912 he was p-

pointed to the Board of Railway C n-

missioners.

J. G. Schillinger, chief en

neer, Rutland R.R., died Nov. Uat

Burlington, Vt. He was gradu.ed

from Cornell University, 1892. He as

at one time in the service of the :w

York Central R.R. as division engiur
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International Road Congress

ATTENTION is called in a letter to the editor in this

i\ issue regarding the importance of having the

United States represented in the International Asso-

ciation of Road Congresses. It should not be necessary

to urge compliance with Professor Blanchard's sugges-

tion that every engineer express to his representatives

in Washington his approval of our membership in the

International Association and our desire to see the next

congress held in this country.

A Sound Principle

TAKING the gamble out of garbage disposal con-

tracts was the way we characterized (Feb. 6, 1919,

p. 265,) such contracts for garbage disposal by feeding

to hogs as those made by Buffalo, Newark, and Balti-

more in 1918 and 1919. The cities that entered into

such contracts shared with the contractors the high

prices for live hogs that prevailed on the Chicago

market for some time, running as high as 23 cents a

pound in July, 1919. And now that the price of hogs

has fallen almost to pre-war level (announced as 10 ^

cents on Dec. 2, as compared with 8 cents in November,

1913) the prices the contractors must pay for the gar-

bage of these cities will fall proportionately. The gov-

erning principle of these contracts might well be ex-

tended to other cities and to some other services than

garbage disposal.

Highway Traffic Problem

ECONOMIC rather than structural problems trouble

the highway departments of Connecticut, Rhode

Island and Massachusetts. The intensity of the traffic

and the presence of a comparatively small number of

heavy trucks, for which expensive construction and

renewals are necessary, have forced the traffic problem

ahead of other highway considerations. In these three

states, with an aggregate population of about 6,000.000.

there are approximately 450,000 passenger automobiles

and motor trucks. There is one car to eich thirteen

of the population and thirty cars to every square mile

of territory. In addition, the highways carry a largo

number of foreign cars. The fact that these three

states are almost entirely manufacturing communities

means that they have well-developed systems of inter-

mili and inter-city motor truck transport. Their reac-

tion to the problem before them furnishes the then.e

for this week's article in the staff series upon the trend

of highway development.

Safety in Rebuilding

SERIOUS accidents in the alteration of buildings are

not frequent, in spite of the manifold risks inherent

in such work. The collapse of a section of a nine-story

building in New York City while in process of alteration

is therefore a startling occurrence, but at the same

time it nerve* m a remainder of the rieks IneefMr^^-t*

from reconittruction. Removing a rarrying par-

building and replacing it by another iritpliee a di«iurT«-

ance of manv Htructural roncJitiono, vonic of whick it

mayl>ed!-' «knienU of etabilitjr

ordinarilv an nectifible impor-
tance, may \*e involved. Skill and conarience flo doI

always suffice to prevent accident* in auch an oader*
taking. Thm i« only the more reaMm. however, for

placing ful!e.<<t re.««poni«ihitity for ftafe re»ulU on com-
petent engineering direction. Building defiartment*.

also, have a duty in the niatter. while engineering

societies may properly l*ar .tome of the mponnibilitjr.

though their publicationA rsveal but little dumiaaioa

devoted to the subject in recent year^. The Strathmore
collap.se may ser\'e sm a .nuggeiition of the poasibilitiea

of fruitful work in this field.

Curves and Setbacks

1.\ THE residence di.strict of cities a pleaaing direr-

sity of scene may often be introduced by the om
of curved streets and by var>-ing the setback distance

of the fronts of hou.nes or of groupe of houscsu Thia

is well known to those who have given much attwitkwi

to city and town planning, but would .*«em like a

bad practice to many real estate de%-eloper*, to lajman

city officials, and we fear also to many city engineers

Curving streets and une<|ual building setbacks might

also be introduced at times and place.-* in other than

residence sections. In all ca.ses .such variation from the

straight line for streets and the uniform setback line

for the whole length of a street mu-st hn planned with

careful regard to both appearance and convenicnm.

Where municipal engineer^ and representatives of real

estate owners lack the necessi ->• training and taste for

this sort of planning, as is of* «ervKee

of a landscape architect and cit needed.

Some of the books on city planning conUin useful hinia

on the subject.

The Science Bond

TIIOSK V ho have had occasion to meet "r eort^apODd

with engineers and .scientists of th» former 'T'en*

tral Empires" know that they have a conviction that

it is through the contact of scientific men that an

understanding »>etwi'en ih' t'nt ualions

• an most quickly U^ bn< - heW that

.•^cience is disiMi.ssioivato ;i n for each

other's .solid scientitic ach.- <1
***^*f^

the establishment of relations. Judging by a recent

(ucuirence in Fnglnnd. the '^ 't reconcilUtioB

extends to leaders in the arts .. rure as wdl Ir

OctoU^r « letter was addne«.seii t • u:..vrrs;t.*". of

Central Kurope by many "doctors, pr. ?•.-... r. »• i 'her

officers and teachers" of Oxfonl. .-^tora-

tion of amicable relations. Tho ^ r\^t\ of

1 1 IS
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many pursuits. As was to be expected, there was con-

troversy as to the advisability of such an approach, but

the subsequent letter signed by sixty-five more teachers,

most of them tutors, showed that the younger element

—including many who had seen war service—agreed

with the maturer men who had written the first letter.

Great Britain, as in all things international, has again

taken the leadership. Evidence is not lacking that in

this country, within the last year, has come a similar

feeling that international intellectual relationships

should again include the central powers. Certainly we
should not shut ourselves off from whatever of tech-

nical advance may be made by our former enemies.

The Personal Questionnaire

AS A MEANS of securing numerous opinions and data

. on a particular subject the questionnaire system
is well established, but a newer and less frequent appli-

cation is its use by an individual as a means of deter-

mining his ovm knowledge or lack of knowledge of a

given subject. Two such applications of the personal

questionnaire are suggested in Engineering News-
Record of Oct. 14 and 28, pp. 727 and 823, for use by
municipal and railway engineers respectively in consider-

ing the problems of snow removal and of electrification.

For this purpose the engineer sets down more or less at

random, questions and factors relative to the matter in

hand, and then proceeds to fill in the data. That is, he
first visualizes the various aspects of his problem and
then arranges them in logical sequence; after which the

can readily determine what information he possesses

and what he needs to solve his problem. The personal

questionnaire concentrates and clarifies opinion and
knowledge, besides showing clearly where links are

missing.

Fourteen Backward States

THIRTY-THREE states and the District of Columbia
gather and record mortality statistics with sufficient

accuracy and completeness to be included in the Census
Bureau's registration area. Fourteen are so backward
and so regardless of one of the very fundamental of

public health protection as to be classed in the non-

registration area. For the year 1919 the registration

area showed the record-breaking low death rate of 12.9

per 1,000. What the death rate was in the fourteen

backward non-registration states no one knows. The
presumption is that in most of them it was relatively

high, since states that neglect to record the birth and
death of their citizens are likely to do less than they

should to conserve their health in the intervening period.

Since all the legislatures meet in 1921, an opportunity

will be afforded to bring every state into the registra-

tion area and to pass needed sanitary legislation as well.

The fourteen states in the non-registration area (shown
in black. Engineering News-Record, April 8, 1920, p.

732) are as follows: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas,
Georgia, Idaho, Iowa; Nevada, New Mexico, North
Dakota, South Dakota, West Virginia and Wyoming.
Engineers in these states have a duty to perform. They
should stir the people to insist that their legislators and
administrative officers take immediate measures to place

their states in the registration area. Some of the four-

teen states outside that area are doing good work
through their health departments, but lacking complete

and reliable vital statistics those departments cannot

work with full intelligence and efficiency.

Federal Intrastate Rate Control

WITH the Interstate Commerce Commission's order
to railroad companies in three states to initiate

and file rates within those states conforming to inter-

state rates already ordered, there is now the possibility

of a Supreme Court decision greatly widening Federal
powers of intrastate regulation of public utilities serv-

ices which affect interstate commerce. The order of the
commission appears generally to have been expected as
conforming with the mandate of Congress in the Trans-
portation Act directing the commission finally to adjudge
and act in disputes with state bodies in equalizing

intrastate with interstate rates. The opinion is widely
held that the act is clear in this respect, and it would
be difficult to sustain the charge that the commission
has done otherwise than merely carry out the law. The
State of New York has already announced its intention

to take the case to the Supreme Court, and in its case

the inviolability of a contract in the charters granted
the railroad company is involved. Wisconsin and
Illinois, it is understood, also propose to contest the

commission's order.

In the New York case the contest is over passenger
rather than freight rates, since the original state char-

ters, and later state statutes, fixed only passenger fares,

but the principle involved is so broad that the effect

may be felt not only in intrastate passenger fare

regulation but also in other public utilities services

within states which affect interstate trade. "The Con-
gress shall have Power ... to regulate commerce
with foreign Nations, and among the several states,

and with Indian Tribes." This basic clause from the

Constitution of the United States is the foundation

and cornerstone upon which have been based all of the

present sweeping powers of Federal regulation, and it

is significant that the tendency of Supreme Court deci-

sions has been to broaden rather than to restrict the

powers of Congress in this respect.

One of the principal points at issue is the inviolability

of state charters from the contract viewpoint. But
from the viev^T)oint of expediency and the public

good in regulating, rather than restricting, interstate

commerce, we believe the principle sound that state com-

missions should not be permitted to exercise powers

that tend to restrict commerce between the states. If

intrastate rates are forced down, interstate rates will

have to go up to bring the stipulated net return on

aggregate value, which would act directly as discrim-

ination, against traffic across state lines. Thirty-one

states have already acted to conform with rates pre-

scribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission and

eight states have opposed it—some on grounds of state

charters and some on grounds of state statutes.

It needs to be recognized that charter provisions are

arrived at as the result of bargaining between the state

and the company involved. In return for certain privi-

leges the company contracts to give certain service or to

perform service at a stated rate. If the rate or the

service be changed by Federal order, the whole contract

should, in equity, be reconsidered.

Naturally some state commissioners are much exer-

cised over the threat to their powers that is carried

in the Transportation Act. This was strikingly brought

out at the recent meeting at Washington of the National

Association of Railway and Utility Commissioners, re-

ported in Engineering News-Record of Nov. 18, 1920,
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p. 1013. But, as we view the case, it is a questior,

of national policy and national ;?ood as opposod to local

policy and local benefits. True, the matter of abridj^in^

state charters, considered as contracts, is a serious step.

Here, some of the states that still hold out against con-

formity with Interstate Commerce Commission rates

have their strongest talking point. However, in 1912
the Supreme Court rendered a decision that state com-
missions "should" conform intrastate rates to those pre-

scribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, but

denied the power of the commission to order such con-

formity. Here, the court made clear that, ecjuitably,

intrastate should conform to interstate rates, but that

the commission could not enforce such rates legally,

having no authority from Congress to do so. Now, by

the Transportation Act, Congress has given this author-

ity to the Interstate Commerce Commission and, if we
may draw conclusions from the Supreme Court record of

interpreting the Constitution with respect to Congres-

sional powers over interstate commerce, the law is likely

to be sustained.

Early Contract Letting Again

EMPHASIS has already been placed in these columns
on the need for early letting of contracts for next

season's work. The matter is of such grave importance,

however, that frequent repetition is fully warranted.

The argument applies to all classes of construction. It

is to be understood, however, that it is not urged that

all contemplated work should go ahead. There are

good reasons for postponing unnecessary construction.

But if work is to be done next season it should be let

as early as possible.

Early letting has decided advantages. The early con-

tractor gets the pick of labor forces; he can get his

plant on the ground before the spring rush begins

;

he can get sidings laid, and, on highway work for

example, can get his quarries opened and his plant under

way for gravel-bank development. Where conditions

are favorable he may even be able to stock-pile mate-

rials. So much for the contractor himself.

But the advantages extend farther back. With the

business slackness that is upon us manufacturers of

construction equipment and materials cannot be expected

to manufacture for stock on a large scale unless figures

are available as to the volume of the season's work.

In the case of equipment manufacturers their raw stock

inventories are already a serious burden. Good busi-

ness judgment forbids increasing the inventories by

turning the raw stock into finished product beyond a

clearly evident demand. A general late letting of con-

tracts, therefore, will find the equipment companies

unable to meet the demands of their customers for

spring shipment.

As against the advantages of early-spring letting we

have heard of only one disadvantage—the likelihood

that prices will drop in the spring and thus allow lower

bids to be secured. It is probable, though, that the

greater part of the drop will come within thirty days.

Offsetting, moreover, any financial gain that might

accrue from late letting is the indisputable fact that

late letting seriously endangers the completion of the

work—which always results in heavy loss to both sides.

We are still in the early part of December, and. if

measures be taken in hand now to let contracts early,

can get next year's work started in the early spring.

IncrcaKing the Efficiency of Bridges

r^XPERI.MKNTAL verification of th« thMrr of ImmI-

Xw/di.Htortion MtreMnea in n^- •> b maUariaBf
st rental hent-d by the nneaAun Kcnova bridf*
re<.orded in thi.H i«i»ue. The numencai rcaolU
that this Hceondary ittreniiing occur* in nr*i-i«*l-, *h*

indicated by calculation. ThoM whr
view that Huch action.<i may iiafely be iKn'>r.^j ;r. jjra-t.raj

designing will find little comfort in the tc«ta. for thgy
plainly show that the >• 'resMs emoMd bjr tniM
di.stortion diminish th<- •• Mtrenffth of the ttccl

by a significant fraction.

Becau.«e of the complicated, tedioiM character of the
calculations required for determining secondary utroMM,
thought en the subject has not Ijecome entirely eJarifted.

in spite of the fact that for thirty or forty ytmn put
these stresses have been known to exi^t and haw been
discussed more or le.s.s frequently. There iii a gcnend
substratum of belief that a flat percentage alknnuiee
will take care of them, or in other word« that it wifl

do to let them go into the safety margin. The new
figures supplied by Professors Parcel and Mane>\ how-
ever, indicate that this convenient method of dealing

with the matter is not safe unless) the allowance is made
wastefully large.

The new specifications of the American Railway Engi-
neering Association prescribe complete calculation of

secondary stresses, in place of ignoring them or attempt-

ing to cover them by a flat allowance, but only when the
members of the structure are ur.u.sually stiff or when
sub-paneled construction is used. The practical obetacic

in the way of applying this rule is that the time required

for the calculation will limit its application to quite

exceptional instances. As the importance of the actions

in question depends es.sentially on the form "r type of

the structure rather than on its d Arable

assistance might be given the \v gineer

if a compilation of bridge forms and their respective

calculated amounts of secondar>' stress were made avail-

able to him. The figures given by such stress sheets

would naturally involve a certain small range of error

when applied to any actual bridge of the same type, but

they would be so much more correct than anything now

obtainable (except by vckv tedious calculation > that

they would undoubtedly increase the safety and efficiency

of bridge construction.

In the future development of the art, as the distortion

stresses in bridges come to be more familiar r

amounts more precisely known, it may b»- "o

consider what, if anything, can be done to r

eliminate the extra tax on the nuittiial u .:.cy

represent. With respect to tha««e stresses which arise

during erection of a structure, l^eing caused by its

initial deflection under its own w.Msrht, exnedients to

eliminate some large Uval distor* •>*

been worked out and are more •
'"«

in large structures: this is true paruculariy of the

excessive constraints at the first lox^-er-chord panel point

and at the junction of end post and collision strut. In

the matter of movi'
'

' -^ses nothing of

the kind has l>een a 'jcult lo predict

how much can he accomplishoil. Hut e%en if they anwunt

to no more than five or ten per cent of the total tax oc

the material in a bridge, their elimination would mean

a worth-while gain in carrying capacity, or in economy

Study of the subject will not be waste of time.
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Secondary Stresses in Kenova Bridge Measured
Tests to Determine Secondaries at Four Joints Under Moving Coal Trains Give Satisfactory Check With

Calculated Results—Effect of Load Variation and Floor Stiffness

By John I. Parcel George A. ManeyAND
Professor of Structural Engineering Asst. Professor of Structural Engineering

University of Minnesota

IN SEPTEMBER, 1917, the writers made a series of

measurements of secondary stresses on the 520-ft.

span of the Norfolk & Western Ry. bridge over the

Ohio River at Kenova, W. Va. (see Fig. 1.). The

stresses were measured for regular train loading and

the object of the investigation was to arrive at a

comparison of computed and measured secondary

stresses for these conditions.

Many other attempts* to determine secondary stresses

experimentally have been made, but so far as is known

F G
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FIG. 1. KENOVA BRIDGE; STRESS MEASUREMENTS
MADE ON MAIN SPAN

no test has been made on a structure of anything like

the size of the Kenova bridge except that on the Hell

Gate Arch, and in this case the measurements were for

dead-load secondaries only.

Instruments and Methods.—The strain-gage used is

shown in Figs. 2, and a typical attachment in Fig. 3.

The multiplying device was so adjusted that one division

on the dial corresponded to an elongation of 0.0001 in.,

which on a 50-in. gage length is equivalent to a stress

of 60 lb. per sq.in., taking 30,000,000 lb. per sq.in. as

modulus of elasticity of the bridge steel. A gage length

of 50 in. was selected with a view to the elimination of

purely local effects.

All members on which measurements were taken were

of two-rib construction. In most cases a ^pair of

instruments was placed on each rib, though for some

cases, as later noted, the readings were confined to one

rib.

The instruments on each rib were lined up vertically

and each was at or near the plane of the extreme fiber.

For symmetrical sections obviously the half sum of the

readings (reduced to stress terms) of either pair of in-

struments should give the primary stress and the half

difference the secondary stress in the plane of the in-

strument. With this arrangement of instruments and

simultaneous readings, it is believed that temperature

errors were largely eliminated.

Scope.—It has "been said that the purpose of the

investigation was to secure a comparison of computed

and measured secondary stresses. There was no special

reason, therefore, for examining a large number of

joints. Two typical top-chord joints, F and G, and two

bottom chord joints, b and d, were selected for investiga-

tion. At b and d the secondary stress is maximum at

full load, at F and G for partial loading. The choice

of joints was made as being representative of these two

classes rather than because of especially large stresses

developed. As a matter of fact the secondary stress at

F and G for full loading is quite small.

Test Procedure.—For practically all the tests a heavy
freight (usually coal) train of some 60 to 80 cars,

drawn by a Mallet compound locomotive formed the

loading. The trains all passed northward across the

bridge, and due to the heavy grade of the south approach
and local traffic conditions they rarely attained a speed
of more than 15 miles per hour; usually they ran much
slower. This fact eliminated all impact complications.

In all cases the vibration of the needle of the Ames dial

was so slight as to have no material effect on the

accuracy of the readings.

In taking readings an observer was assigned to each

instrument and an additional observer noted the

approximate location of the train and also, usually, gave

the signal on which the instruments were read. This

method of timing readings proved quite satisfactory

because of the very gradual variation of stress. Slight

See, among others, W. Fraenkel, Der Civilingcnirur, 1883 ; M.
Rabut, Annalcs dcs Fonts ct Chaussics, 1901, III; W. Gehler,
"Nebenspannungen eiserner Fachwerkbriicken," Berlin, 19.10 ;

Bulletin A. R. E. A., Nos. 125 and 163 ; D. B. Steinman, Travis.
A. S. C. E., Vol. LXXXII.

Curve for FG at F : Compression
in bottom Flanqe

Curve fyr abiafb: Tension in

bottom Flange

FIG. lA. VARIATION OF SECONDARY STRESS SHO\^'N BY
TWO INFLUENCE LINES FOR KENOVA MAIN SPAN

deviations from exactly simultaneous reading of the

instruments could have but negligible effect on the

results. No effort was made to space the readings at

equal intervals. During the periods when the train was

entering and leaving the span and the load was rapidly

changing, readings were taken much more frequently

than when the bridge was under a substantially uniform

load. During the former period the interval was
roughly from 3 to 6 seconds, during the latter from 20

to 30 seconds.

Data and Results—After all doubtful sets of readings

had been discarded there remained 18 sets possessing

all the marks of trustworthiness. Eight of these were

taken at joint b, two at d, six at F and two at G.

In the reduction of the field data it was necessary.
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for comparison with computed Ames Dial

values, to make some correc-

tions for the location of the

instruments. In general the

strain gage could never be at-

tached so that the plunger bar

was in the exact plane of the

extreme fiber, nor could it be

attached at the very extremity

of the members. In order to

arrive at the maximum sec-

ondary stress (for only this

could fairly be compared with

the results of conventional

computation) the method of

linear interpolation was
adopted. The adjustment to

the extreme fiber requires no
comment. The correction for

longitudinal location of instrument was arrived at f>«i

follows: The inflection point for the member was lo-

cated approximately. For all cases considered this

could be taken as II from the joint in question. Then
to transfer the stress reading at a given section to the

stress at extremity of member it was only necessary to

multiply the reading by the ratio of the distance be-

tween inflection point and panel point to the distance

between inflection point and center of gage length.

The corrected strain-gage readings, reduced to stress

terms, were plotted up into the curves labeled

"Measured Primary" and "Measured Secondary" in the

accompanying Figs. 4 to 10. These graphs are believed

to represent the history of the actual primary and

secondary stress as a train passed over the bridge. For

1117

FIG. 2. STRAIN GAGE USED IN KENOVA WORK

all measurements except those at F the plotted values

are the average for the two ribs. Readings at F were

taken on one rib only.

Exact determination of the train loading was impos-

sible, but a very fair check on the average intensity

could be obtained from the maasured primary stresses.

It was assumed that a load of 4,000 lb. per foot of track

and an excess load of 2,000 lb. per ft. for the first 70

feet would approximate the form of the actual loading

and would represent the maximum limit of the actu.d

train loads. This loading was called arbitrarily Class

40. A curve of primary stress corresponding to the

passage of this loading was constructed, and this was

compared with the measured primary stress curve in

each case and adjusted to agree with the average

orcMnate of the latter. If this adjustment required a

25 per cent reduction in a given case, it was assumed

that the actual train loading for that case approximated

Class 30, this being three-fourths of Class 40 loading.

Prior to the test a complete analysis for the secondary

T*Tr?. z rOSITTON' OF STRAIX GAGES OX TOP CHORD

stresses in the Kenova truss had been made for unit

joint loads, and secondary stress influence lines had
been constructed. From these the "computed secondary
stress" curves were obtained by using the train ^**"^«'»t*

derived as above.

A comparison of computed and measured secondary

stresses on this basis of a. conventionalized loading

tacitly assumes that a given loading produces the tanw
relative effect on both priman- and secondary' stress.

This is never strictly true and in some cases far from
the truth. It would be easy to de\ i

'

'.ga of

the same average intensity and produ . itatcty

the same primary stress which wouid K'^e secondary

stresses varying by perhaps as much as 40 or 50 per

cent, though such extreme variations are. of coarse,

improbable. Therefore wt are not strictly justified in

assuming that, because the irregular loadmg of the

actual train which traversed th- "fa irivcn

test is fairly represented by a c- lasa SO" no

far as primary stress is concerneti. "class 30" will abo
produce the same secondar>' stresses as the act-ral train.

In spite of these limitations in an individual test, how-

ever, the method .^hould give a ver>' useful comparison

when applied to a large numl>er of tests.

In Figs. 4 to 10 are 's of read-

ings. It is believed th. ..irgely adf

explanatory. One or two pomis may he noted. A
closer study of the local deformations in the peneb

investigated brought out the fact that for all subpand

points {b, d, F) a large rtMieving effect due to the

stiffness of the floor system, induced stresses hi

auxiliary members and the like, might be anticipated.

Such effects, of course, were not included in the calcula-

tion of the secondar>' stresses. Following certain

assumptions as to the continuity and end condition of

the members involved, a theoretical anabasis of these

relieving influences wa^ made. T' \. for

lower-chord joints, a reduction of aj
;

'5 per
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\(ri.5.) Measured
a bcole Secondary Stress UC.S.) Computed

\(C$.R) Cumputed reduced 55%
for relievinq effects

FIGS. 4 TO 10. MEASURED AND CALCULATED SECONDARY
STRESSES IN KENOVA BRIDGE—TYPICAL CURVES

(Horizontal scale of stress curves approximate only. Loading
for calculation of secondaries determined by adjusting curve of
measured primaries to calculated primaries.)

cent from the conventionally computed values, and for

upper-chord joints such as F approximately 50 per cent.

Graphs of the computed secondary stresses so reduced

are shown by light dash-and-dot lines in the figures for

all sets of readings on joints h, d and F.

In studying the correspondence between the com-

puted and measured secondary-stress curves it should

be kept in mind that the only fair comparison is

between the percentages, secondary to primary, of

measured and computed values. The actual train load-

ings were never exactly uniform, consequently the com-

puted primary curve could never be adjusted to more
than approximate agreement with the measured curve.

At some points the discrepancy was very considerable,

and, though the effect of load variation on the secondary

stress is not necessarily the same as on the primary

—a point discussed in an earlier paragraph—we could

hardly expect the former to show any better correspond-

ence with computed values than the latter. In Fig. 8,

for example, engine at "d", the measured secondary

curve falls much below the computed values, yet the

percentage of measured secondary to primary is almost

the same as the percentage of calculated secondary to

primary.

Summary and Conclusions—The results of the

investigation may be briefly summarized as follows:

1. The eighteen sets of readings, taken as a whole,

exhibit a remarkable degree of conformity to calculated

values.

2. Where important discrepancies appear, they would
seem to be fully explained by a more thoroughgoing
analysis of all the factors contributing to the panel

deformations.

From these results it would seem fair to conclude

(in so far as it is justifiable to draw general conclusions

from a single test) that the actual live-load secondary
stresses in a bridge of the Kenova type can be
accurately calculated from, the elastic theory, though it

may be necessary to include in the calculations certain

factors ordinarily neglected in the conventional method
of computation. This is the most important conclusion

to be drawn from the test.

Attention may be called to one or two other points.

In harmony with what has already been said on
comparative stress actions of two different loadings,

it is to be noted that sharp variations in intensity

of loading over short distances will have a very much
greater effect on secondary than on primary stresses.

If the secondaries are computed for an equivalent

uniform load suitable for the calculation of the primary

stresses, the normal variations in actual service loadinsr

may be expected to result in very considerable fluctua-

tions in the percentage of secondary stress, above and
below the normal computed average. For all joints

studied except F it seems probable that this variation

may largely offset the relieving effects, so that the

coyiventionally computed value, without correction, may
fairly serve as an approximate extreme limit of the

actual secondary stress.

For such joints as F the relieving effect is so great

that the ordinary calculation, if made for maximum con-

ditions, gives altogether excessive results. The test

would appear to show clearly that the effect of such

members as /F is far less serious in producing second-

ary stress than has been generally believed—a result

of some practical importance.

The conventionally computed secondary stresses in

trusses of the Kenova type will vary from practically

zero in some members to 80 per cent of the maximum
primary in others—even more in some extreme in-

stances. The measured secondary stress at the joints

examined in the present tests shows a corresponding va-

riation. For member ab, at b, in one case the measured

secondary was approximately 85 per cent of the meas-

ured primary, and this, too, when the primary was a

maximum. Fig. 8, for end F of number FG, shows that

the secondary co-existing with maximum primary is be-

tween 5 and 10 per cent of the latter. This emphasizes

the point that any blanket percentage allowance applied

alike to every member (a method commonly used in

most offices) is an unscientific and inadequate method of

providing for secondary stresses.

The writers feel that the results of the test are

distinctly encouraging and are such as to justify

further investigations, which if carried out compre-

hensively should give the profession valuable and much

needed information regarding bridge action under serv-

ice conditions.
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The writers beg to acknowledge their indebtedness
to the officials of the American Bridge Co. for data
or. the Kenova bridge and many valuable suggestions;
to J. E. Crawford, chief engineer of the Norfolk &
Western R.R., whose generous co-operation made the
test possible, and to Franklin R. McMillan, now assist-

ant engineer for the Turner Construction Co., at that
time assistant professor of structural engineering at
the University of Minnesota. Mr. McMillan was wholly
responsible for the design of the strain gage used, and
he also furnished invaluable aid in carrying out the test.

It is planned to publish soon a more detailed account
of the investigation as a bulletin of the Engineering
College of the University of Minnesota.

What Should Be the Dimensions of

A Shipping Pier
An Engineering Inquiry Into the Size of Piers and

Ships for Various Classes of Ports
and Service

By H. McL. Harding
Consulting Engineer, New York City

C
"CURRENT controversies as to the dimensions proper

> for shipping piers are based largely on past prac-

tice or expected service. Little has been done to analyze

the necessities of the case and to determine from an
engineering standpoint the proper dimensions to be

used. An a,ttempt at such an engineering inquiry is

made herewith.

It may be accepted that where possible the linear

water frontage contiguous to a city, proportional to the

size of the city, is limited, and must be conserved by
designing for as many ship berths as possible, but

without permitting unnecessary freight congestion on

the piers or in the slips. To the deductions and con-

clusions as to the width of piers and slips for the trans-

ferring and handling miscellaneous cargoes there are

many exceptions, but the general principles may be

regarded as approximately correct for what are called

public piers, for all kinds of freight, and not the con-

tinual use for special cargoes.

There is a ratio between the length of the pier and

the width of the pier and the width of slip—if on the

unit basis of length—the unit length being equal to

the longest ship which it is judged will there be berthed

for a number of future years, any extra length provid-

ing for the future to be utilized at present for holding

harbor craft. A two-ship berthing length on each side

of a pier would require a wider pier and a wider slip

than if for the one ship's length. It will therefore be

seen that the width of the pier and slip is a resultant

of temporary holding capacity and longitudinal and

transverse conveying space of the pier and similarly

the width of the slip depends upon the berthing of

ships and barges and the movement of ships and barges

in and out the slips.

In general, as above for a one-unit length of pier of

an ocean port, the width of the slip should accommo-

date, parallel to each other, a coal barge, a ship, another

barge, another ship and a coal barge with ample clear-

ances. For a two-unit length of pier there should be

barge, ship, barge, space for an inner ship to pass in

and out, barge, ship and barge, also with ample clear-

ances all parallel to each other.

Piers may be divided into four classes, namely, inland

river barjre plem, 12 ft. draft (of thorn then wHl t«
very few;, inland river iihip pten. Great Iskta 1

and ocean port piers. The pofijiible dimensions for p.^.-.
in each of these claMe« for onenihip and for tw»-«hip
unit lengths are iriven in the accompanyinf tabi*. Til*
reasons for the selection of th^M. dimenjiiona mn gi^tm
below with the id<- >,ng diacoavioB wkiA
may lead to the t- „{ commerriallT j»«^
ticable terminal rules or principles.

I)r.\IK.NSIO.\.S I.N- FEET OF HUlVflSt. PtEWI FOR OXE^OUr XXD
TWO-«IIIp LKNCTHS

'^yp* I ifiip LM«ia wiUr^wam
Inlarvl liivfT nanp> )< <j |)S tff jm |<^ ,^InUndKiv^Hhip

^y'\J*0 n, !•••- 1 IS. Ii#. ,•• »W%
700 140 IM 2S»-Mi I4SS 2*t VM

600 700 DO IM> MS lis* ttm iS IM

Inland River Barge Pien.—Ow unit slip width h^
tween two piers should provide for four barfca. S5 ft
each, parallel to each other with clearances, or thrM
barges of 45 ft. each. There .should be pier capacitr
for four railway tracks, and one .shed 200 x 60 x 30 f
and 100 ft. open area.

On inland rivers and canals with not mor« than
twelve leet depth 350 ft. may be taken as a unit length,
possibly 300 ft.

It is expected that there will be constructed many
inland river barge piers but rather quays, except at
the confluence of two rivers where there may be beys
scoured out and where diagonal piers might be poeeible.
If by any po.ssibility there are such piers, they would
probably be one unit in length. They might be useful
for a .«mall tonnage capacity. To transfer any Tolarae
of freight quickly would require five units of 300 ft
each, and this would be only 3.000 ft., a little more
than one-half mile.

Any conception of an inland river barge terminal
should take into consideration not less than several
hundred thousand tons to make a modem terminal a
commercial success. It will therefore be seen that fhe
widths of slips as given may be considered the minimum
allowable, which would be small indeed for a lar^e ton-
nage. In any such inland river terminal, all insistaoce
should be made to provide for a large tonnage and to
be able to add many units from time to time. There
must be an interchangeal lity between barges and
from one pier to another, and provision must be made
for a comprehensive plan en

'

-.gths of
300 ft. with the nearby w.. :ing the

sheds. In certain cases there may be ten unit5 and all

should be physically connected by car tracks ard dray
approaches. Too often a large tonnage requiring great
cubical content has not been embraced in a compre-
hensive plan for the future.

A successful terminal is one which h^s facilitie* and
can transfer a large tonnage in a short time ea^ftv and
without congestion. The piers should be of sullvient

width to provide for four tracks in addition to the *heti.

Inland River Ship Piers.—Even here (^uays are pref-

erable, and as the same principles appljr as with the

Great Lakes piers and cvean-port piers, reXerence will

be made to these for suggestions.

Great Lakes Piers.—There are ships on tJ.e oireat

Lakes 625 ft. in length, and as the depth of the channel

is fixed at 21 ft., there will probably- be an increase In

length, and also in breadth whicft fs now over 60 ft.

The unit length is therefore taken at 700 ft

Ocean Ports.—At ocean porta, from a study of ttut
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dimensions of freighters, not passenger ships, the unit

length has been taken at from 600 to 700 ft.

For such piers of one-unit length there would be two

sheds each 200 ft. long, in tandem with 100 ft. between

them. A pier of two unit-lengths from 1,200 to 1,400 ft.

would have four sheds. The width of the pier is closely

connected with the shed capacity. One shed 200 ft.

long, 80 ft. wide and 25 ft. tiering height would have

a cubic foot capacity of 200 x 80 x 25 ft., or 400,000

cu.ft., and the two sheds 800,000 cu.ft., or the equivalent

of two ships each of 4,000 tons. If of 200 x 1,008 x

25 ft. size, the cubical capacity for two sheds would be

1,000,000 cu.ft., or of two ships one on each side of

the pier, each of 5,000 tons. This capacity at 100 cu.ft.

per register ton includes the working area and is based

upon careful estimates. On a 600 ft. pier, 400 ft. of

the length is taken by the sheds, and there are 200 ft.

additional for coarse freight.

Of the 1,000,000 cu.ft. of cargo a portion will pass

over the side of the vessel upon barges, some may be

loaded directly on cars or taken away immediately by

drays, other portions will be taken away from the

shed as soon as it is assorted and distributed.

Of the width of 150 ft., 70 ft. is for railway tracks

and dray ways. The 200 ft. in length not covered by

sheds would be an area 200 x 80 ft. = 16,000 sq.ft., or

20,000 sq.ft. Tiering 25 ft. in height would give 400,000

to 500,000 cu.ft. additional capacity for coarse freight.

With a 700 ft. pier, there would be an outside capacity

of 600,000 cu.ft. for open freight.

If there are four ships berthing at a two-unit ocean-

port pier, two on each side, there must not only be a

holding capacity in the sheds opposite the two outer

ships, but there must be space for the longitudinal

freight movements from the outer half of the shed to

the rear shore. There should be two railway tracks on

each side of a pier, three tracks would be better.

Scrubbers for Semi-Circular Flumes

FOR clearing semi-circular flumes of moss and silt in

the Yakima Valley, Washington, heavy bristle scrub

brushes are secured to a semi-circle of wood which is

supported at the base end of a triangular frame. As
described in the Highivay Magazine, a wheel on the

apex end of the frame, which is directed downstream,

guides and keeps the device from wedging. The illus-

cration shows the scrubber upside down. A heavy chain

to add weight and hold the brushes against the sides of

the flume may be noted under the brush support. The
scrubber was devised by Charles B. Schmidt, manager of

the Selah-Moxes Irrigation District.

Trend of Highway Development—a Survey

Practice in Connecticut, Rhode Island
and Massachusetts

THIS IS THE FIFTH of a series of articles on the high-

way situation. It dismisses the trend of Connecticut.

Rhode Island and Massachusetts toward first considercL-

tion of economic, rather than structural problems. The
pioneers in roadbuilding work, they are confronted with

traffic problems that far outiveigh other highvxiy con-

siderations. Connecticut and Massachusetts present

particularly serious situations.

Other points of interest in the practice of these three

states are: The "fioatiyig gang" maintenance of Con-

necticut; the success of penetration macadam, roads in

Rhode Island; and the authority given district engineers

in Massachusetts in designing all but surface types.

The sixth article in the series will appear in next

week's issue.—Editor.

Connecticut Practice

C)NNECTICUT'S highway attention is focussed

upon traffic. Insofar as is possible construction

types are determined. Materials, transportation, labor

—

problems concerning these are only relatively troubling.

The real disturbing factor is traffic: How far heavy

units are to govern design ; and how commercial vehicles

are to be made to pay a proper share of highway con-

struction and maintenance costs. As yet these questions

have not advanced to the stage where solutions are

possible. With a consideration of traffic problems should

go some discussion of the organization set up to keep

the roads in repair.

A large percentage of the traffic that passes over

Connecticut's roads originates or terminates at points

outside the state. Three of the main trunk-lines are in

the routes from New York to Bostpn, New York to

Providence and New York to Springfield, respectively.

Traffic counts on the New York-Providence route show
that, of 173,000 cars crossing the Saybrook-Lime toll-

bridge in a year, 46,000 carry foreign licenses. It is

estimated that at least the same proportion of total

traffic using the New York-Boston road is foreign. The
state, therefore, pays for construction and renewals for

a heavy traffic, 25 per cent of which gives to the state

not a cent of revenue.

Traffic Problem

Of 20,000 motor trucks registered in Connecticut
about 16,000 are under two-tons capacity, and only 650

are over four-tons capacity. There are registered

approximately 90,000 passenger cars rated at not over

two tons. To provide a highway adequate for the needs

of the 650 heavy trucks costs, it is estimated, twice the

amount necessary for the 90,000 passenger cars and the

16,000 light trucks. Involved in the question as to the

necessity or advisability of providing, by heavier con-

struction, for such a very small proportion of the total

traffic is the fact that money which otherwise would be

utilized in extending the highway system, is used in

expensive renewals and maintenance.

The highway commissioner of Connecticut believes

that a highway department must do at least two things

to be rated as progressive: Provide for existing traffic

through renewals, repairs and maintenance; and, by
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extension of the state system, provide for the normal
increase in traffic resulting from quickened commercial
activities as well as traffic resulting from haulage of
materials over highways at no matter what cost, due to

a temporary breakdown in other means of transporta-
tion. Construction types will be of secondary import-
ance, then, at least until some approximation has been
made of the probable weight and intensity of traffic.

Because of the amount of money that has had to he
expended on heavier construction to accommodate the
small percentage of heavy traffic, the money for the
extension of the state system has not been adequate.
The question then has arisen in Connecticut as to

the advisability of making the heavy trucks pay for the
improvement that they alone necessitate. How can
these heavy units be made to pay? The commissioner's
first answer, which is an admittedly impossible one, is

to charge toll. The next one which he offers as a possi-

ble solution is to make every truck using the roads

carry a Connecticut license. The added revenue would
pay for the damage that the truck is alleged to do, and
the development of the state system for the great

majority of car owners who pay both car licenses and
land taxes in the state, could be carried forward with

greater speed.

Maintenance Organization

Maintenance work of the Connecticut Highway Com-
mission is entirely divorced from construction, except

for the accounting, which is done by a common organiza-

tion. The maintenance department is in charge of a

superintendent of repair. The system of maintenance

closely resembles that employed by railroads. The

state is divided into eleven districts and each district

into a number of sections, the size varying with geo-

graphical character, intensity of traffic, availability of

stone and other materials and type of road. It is essen-

tially a "floating-gang" system, each section having a

foreman and a gang of eight to ten men in summer and

three or four in winter.

Almost the entire department of repair is motorized,

each floating gang having its truck. Each section also

has its own base or headquarters where are stored all

the materials and equipment necessary for doing any

sort of a repair job. Each district has its own pressure

oil distributor, though mechanical hand spreaders are

not used.

All of the men in the repair department are guar-

anteed yearly employment. If, during any season, the

work slackens in one or a number of sections, the men

are grouped to do such work as laying telford base,

graveling, crushing rock, etc.

Equipment is furnished the various section foremen

through the submission every February by them of a

list of needed materials. These statements are received

by the superintendent of repair and a blanket bid

called for.

As a safeguard against running short of road oil, the

department of repair has had constructed in strategic

parts of the state and at railroad sidingo oil-tank

stations, seven of which are now in operation. The

total capacity of these stations is approximately 200.000

gal. each containing, usually, four 6,000-gal. tanks with

some barrel storage, or three 8,000-gal. tanks, together

with barrel storage.

In reviewing Connecticut highway practice, it is hard

to see beyond the big consideration—traffic. "Give us

an idea of the inteniiity and weitrht of traffic w« win
have to de«i|fn for and we will K" i < •^— rtwds to carry
it" in an oft-repeated phrase Ir. < jt. The motor
truck has J^.:ome there a «tru'',jrai an well aa an
economic problem.

Rhode Island s Practice

TAKING the people into hi«i confidence and ihowinr
them rea.Hon.H for this or that improvement, or for

other lack of improvement, i."* a cardinal principle with
the chief engineer of the Rhode I.iland State Board of
Public Road.s. Add to that the penuinal att*-- ' - "~it
he gives every new project, whether new c n
or reconstruction, and the painstaking vi.^ Ahich
the subgrade is studied and drainage fa re pro-
vided, and the result i.s found in the ,it infcw
Rhode Island has had in the constr .

• that tyi»
of road for which she ha.s become well known

—

bituminous macadam. These features, together with the
large reconstruction program—as againat new construc-
tion—that i.s being carried forward, form a review of
highway practice in Rhode Island.

Though the care given the subgrade has been let
forth in detail in Engineering Seics-Record, Dec. 11-18.

1919, p. 976, a recapitulation of the main points stressed
is not amiss. When any piece of work is contemplated,
the subgrade, whether it be old waterbound macadam
or virgin soil, is inspected during the winter and
again in the spring when the frost is coming out of
the ground. Necessarj' drainage structures, the needed
foundation depths, etc., have as their bases these
observations—invariably made by the chief engineer
and his principal assistant.

Subgrade Studied

If the new surfacing is to be laid on waterboand
macadam, the weak spots in the existing roed are pretty

well known. If the work is to be a re-location, greater

study is evidently necessarj*. The division engineers

must be able to see suspected subgrade troubles and
tabulate them. During the winter road examinations,

hydrographic properties of the soil are noted. In the

spring, subsoil defects that would not appear in the

winter are revealed. With these data as a background

the design for the foundatons is drawn and weak spots

are corrected by the laying of deep courses of telford

or broken stone, gravel filled. All of the design and
the making of specifications for each new improvement

emanate from the office of the chief engineer. Onb'
minor matters of policy or of structural detail are left

to the division engineers.

Contracts for such improvements %re intentionalb'

let late in the season so that the work cannot be com-

pleted in one season. When the foundation is in. it is

rolled intensively, sometimes during a period of two

weeks. The road is then opened to • irther

consolidated. To the following pr. d the

success of bituminous macadam in Rhode Island:

1. The greatest care in the sclectior if -'. ;
•

2. The use of a hard asphalt, from I' «>n.

3. The securing of the maximum nu ii«?fonp

any application of bitumen.

4. The greatest attention to rolling.

5. The extensive backrolling after the seal coal has bf*n

applied.

The statement has boon heard that Rhode Island can

secure successful results in penetration work due to the

uniformly feood quality of the subsoil. Yet it is a fact
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Rhode Island has a most vai'iable subsoil, and the traffic

upon its trunk line highways is as intensive as on

most sections of the Lincoln Highway in Pennsylvania.

Out of 75 miles of such construction in the state

system, as a result of the heavy winter of 1919-1920,

only two blow-ups in the surface were found. One of

these was so slight as hardly to be noticeable and the

other required rebuilding. And in rebuilding it the

subgrade iveakness loas corrected by tearing up the

entire road at the point of failure and putting in a

heavier foundation. The surface was not merely

patched.

Reconstruction Program

Between the years 1912-1919 hardly a cent was spent

in Rhode Island on new work. When the present board

began to function it fell heir to a system of highways

in a bad state of repair. Reconstruction was essential

before any extension of the designated state system

was undertaken. An elaborate plan for reconstruction

was started in 1916 and has continued since that date.

Money for new construction is supplied by direct legis-

lative appropriation, and that for reconstruction and

maintenance by automobile license fees, augmented by

a small general tax. The 1918 session of the legis-

lature made available for new work $?50,000 for each

of the years 1919, 1920 and 1921. A large part of

the work based on that expenditure has already been

done. In contrast to that amount for new work, the

money available this present season for reconstruction

and maintenance has been approximately $1,000,000.

Beginning with the year 1916 the state had enough

money either to put in moderate repair most of the

roads in the state system or to begin general recon-

struction on a more permanent basis. The latter course

vVas pursued. Most of the money available that year

was used in putting in penetration roads with the result

that road users were educated to the advantage of

steadily building the modern-type surfaces.

Distribution of an intensive commercial motor vehicle

traffic to avoid congestion particularly at centers of

population, has given Rhode Island a serious problem.

The state system as originally constructed gave rise

to existence of numerous inter-village roads which were

not always the most direct routes. The plan of highway

extension now contemplates the construction of direct

routes between points through which through-traffic

goes. Reconstruction money might be used to put into

shape these inter-villsge roads that are often circuitous

rnd which, near towns, if used by through traffic, be-

come congested. But, with the construction of new
through routes, through traffic will avoid villages and

enough money will remain to maintain inter-village

roads for a greatly reduced traffic which is more or less

local.

Original Plan

When the present chief engineer of the board began

his program of reconstruction he contemplated first

making the foundation permanent. Money was not

available for general construction of the highest pave-

ment types. Funds had to be expended most judiciously

and some type of surfacing had to top the permanent

grade. Bituminous types, particularly penetration

macadam, were chosen with the belief that renewals

would be necessary at least inside of ten years, and

that the highways thus constructed would, after three

to five years, become increasingly expensive to main-

tain. During the life of these pavements it was pre-

sumed that more would be known of the ultimate

traffic highways would have to bear, and more adequate

designs would have been created. However, so satis-

factory have bituminous macadam roads proven, and so

successfully have they withstood both climatic rigors

and heavy traffic, that the experiment is becoming gen-

eral practice.

As elastic a system of maintenance as possible obtains

in Rhode Island. In general, truck patrol is used in

work upon waterbound macadam, and the floating gang
patrol, working out of the several division headquarters,

operate in bituminous work. In addition there is a

"flying squadron" which does hurry-up jobs. Due to

the smallness of the state such elasticity of organiza-

tion and control is possible.

Because so many of the highways are closely dotted

with manufacturing communities, sub-surface installa-

tions and, consequently, pavement cutting are frequent.

So far replacing such cuts have formed the major part

of the maintenance work on bituminous roads.

If patching be necessary, when the weather will not

admit of the application of a hot patch, a cold patch

is applied. The instant a cold patch shows the least

sign of deterioration or failure it is ripped up. In its

place, and in general maintenance practice, the same
materials as went into the original construction of the

pavement are put into the patch, and in the same pro-

portions.

Aside from the impression of co-operation, centralized

control, and personal attention to each new piece of

work, which makes the position of Rhode Island unique,

two remarks of the chief engineer of the State Board

of Public Roads embody the high lights in construction

and maintenance practice:

"It is a public crime not to build roads right in the

beginning" ; and "maintain the integrity of the partic-

ular type of road built by putting in patches of exactly

the same materials as went into the original construc-

tion."

Massachusetts Practice

HIGHWAY thinking in Massachusetts is centered

about one problem to which all others are subor-

dinated—motor-vehicle traffic intensity, with which goes

the question of truck-weight determination. Perhaps

in no other state has the traffic problem become more
acute. Massachusetts presents some daring thought

in the matter and is convinced of the early necessity of

determining maximum loads that highways ultimately

will have to bear. Important as this problem is, general

consideration of design and construction, and special

reference to organization and finance, must not be

overlooked in reporting upon Massachusetts practice.

Massachusetts is about 200 miles from east to west

and 50 miles from north to south. It has a population

of approximately 4,000,000 centered m.ainly in 214 towns
and 38 cities, the latter of more than 15,000 population.

The state possesses a diversity of manufacturing indus-

tries that demand adequate transportation facilities. It

has a state highway system of 1,500 miles of all types,

a large proportion being waterbound macadam. It has

registered this year 225,000 passenger cars and 50,000

trucks, in round numbers. Of the trucks 70 per cent

are of one-ton capacity or less, 20 per cent one and

one-half and two tons, and the remaining 10 per cent

above two-ton capacity.
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In Massachusetts, as in Connecticut, the small propor-
tion of registered vehicles comprises those for whom
expensive construction must be provided if no limitation

is to be put upon the ultimate truck load. However,
Massachusetts presents an accentuated case inasmuch
as the ratio of heavy trucks to all other cars is so small.

Massachusetts a Pioneer

Massachusetts is the pioneer roadbuilding state. As
early as 1894 a highway department began construction

upon a definite system. Roads were then desired for

a slow-moving traffic of rarely more than three tons.

One lane of travel was usually provided. With the
intensive development of the motor vehicle and the con-

sequent crowding of the highways with heavy and light

units, it has been found impossible to save much of the

waterbound macadam. Particularly on trunk - line

arteries have heavier bases been needed. A repetition

of this loss through unreasonable demands made by a

very small minority of highway users, particularly if

increasingly heavier units are to be designed and built,

is feared. It is to obviate this loss that Massachusetts is

found among the leaders in that highway thought which
demands utmost consideration and co-operation from
the automotive industry in a speedy determination of

the ultimate maximum loads to be carried by commercial

vehicles.

With the problem of weights disposed of through

universal limitation, traffic congestion must be relieved

through widening existing highways and extensions of

the state system. The state is seeing more and more
the necessity of 20- and 22-ft. metalled widths for

trunk-line routes. Prime considerations in construction

are believed to be drainage, base, alignment and grade,

in the order named. Experience has taught Massa-

chusetts that a road, excluding the surfacing, must be

made permanent in the beginning. The accommodation

of traffic through good alignment, and grades not to

exceed 7 per cent where economically possible, is sought.

When the first system of roads was constructed in

Massachusetts, highways were built to interest the

towns, therefore the work was done close to towns. The

state system, until comparatively recently, presented no

connecting system of highways. When the laying of

modern types became imperative it was found many
connecting links had to be constructed. The old high-

ways, too, needed attention and as many of these were

not on the new state system, maintenance of them

became a problem, inasmuch as the villages and towns

near were too poor to undertake their maintenance

alone.

State Aid for Town Roads

To meet this emergency the legislature passed a law

in 1918 setting aside a certain portion of the motor-

vehicle tax for town-aid use. A small contribution

toward the maintenance of roads near it was necessar>

before any town could apply for state aid. The aid is

given to towns whose valuation is not in excess of

$3,000,000 and whose road mileage valuation is less than

$50,000. The state may either do the maintenance work

or superintend it, but it is responsible for the economic

expenditure of the aid funds. It is hoped the act will

so stimulate maintenance among the towns that within

a few years a large percent of the deteriorated high-

ways will have been restored.

In ail the New England states there seems to run a

common l^elief: That, to make the Bubgnde uniform
and adefjuate in much ^ietter than to vary iiurface thick-
ne««e.s to meet varying xubirrade conditioiw. In Ummm-
chusetts thiH thought is expre»jied: We will make the
foundation a.s permanent aji po«Miihle now, and when the
ultimate weight of con:- jnitJi i« no longer ft

variable, our engineers v, - an adequftte surfaoe.
Stone bloci on a concrete ba^e underlaid by a founda-
tion of field or quarry- Htone, is now considered the nooat
permanent type. Itfl expenne. coupled with the knowl-
edge that concrete and penetration macadam roads will
carry, for a rea.sonable period at lea.st, 90 per cent of
the traffic, has eliminated .stone block. Howe\'er, if the
taxpayers agree that provi.sion .should be made for the
heaviest truck unit, .stone block on trunk-line highway*
costing from $100,000 to $150,000 per mile is not an
impossibility.

In designing and carr>'ing out new
Massachusetts pursues an unique course.
men in the divi.sion of highways have been in state
highway service for years. Three of the four district

engineers have been with the department for 25 years
and the fourth 20 years. The chief engineer has had
more than 10 years service and many of those occupying
subordinate positions are old in the employ of the
department. This ser\'ice has had a marked effect on
the method in which construction projects are under-
taken. The district engineers, who are acquainted with
every foot of the highways within their respective ter-

ritories, design drainage structures, foundation courses
and bases. What surfacing is to be used is decided upon
by the chief engineer in consultation with the highway
board. The amount of traffic that any road will have
to carry is approximated through the traffic counts that

were taken upon practically all the highways in the state

system in 1910, 1912 and 1915, and the count made at

strategic points in 1918. Besides being tv - for

foundation, base and drainage design, the >. '-ngi-

neers superintend all maintenance within their districts.

The three states of Connecticut. Rhode Island and
Massachusetts, small, densely populated, and housing
manufacturing establishments of every- description;

where inter-mill truck hauls are general, and where
traffic problems have become in a measure those of the

thickly populated city, are confronted, perhaps more
than any other section of the countr>'. with the necessity

of making determinate the ultimate maximum truck

loading, so that the accommodation of all traffic may be

secured through the construction of highway's l>ased

upon known loads.

Large Bridge in China to Be Replaced

News of the calling of bids for a ver>' large bridge

reconstruction is given in Commerce Reports of Nov. 29.

after a cablegram of Nov. 27 from Commercial Attache

Julean Arnold at Peking. The Chinese Ministry' of

Communications is about to issue specifications for a

new bridge over tl.e Hwang-Lo or Yellov.- River on the

Peking-Hankow Ry. The present bridge, regarded as

inadequate, is 9,875 ft. long, partly of through truss and

partly of deck girder construction, supported on screw

piling, and is only 11 ft. above high water. It was

fabricated in Belgium and France. The capacity of the

old structure is stated to be little if any greater than

Cooper's E-35. The new bridge is to be built for E-oO.

Its cost is expected to range from $15,000,000 to $20,-

000,000.
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An Automatic Recording* Apparatus
for Stream Discharge

By George Holmes Moore
Hydrog^iaplior, City Engineer's Office, Seattle, Wash.

WHILE the machine containing the Moore stream-

discharge plotting attachment is the first uni-

versally adaptable stream-discharge recorder, it is in

the attachment itself that the essence of the invention

lies. Those who are familiar with the standard types

of stream gage-height plotters—the Gurley, Friez,

Stevens and similar ones—know that previous standard

practice has sought to secure a continuous record of

gage heights rather than a record of actual stream

discharge. The machine itself will differ very little in

outward appearance from any of the standard forms of

the well-known Stevens water-stage recorders, and in

fact the attachment was developed for use with a

Stevens Type A which has been operating on the Skagit

River at Reflector Bar for some years past.
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FIG. 1. MOORE STREAM-DISCHARGE ATTACHMENT

TO WATER-STAGE RECORDER

The attachment (Fig. 1) consists primarily of a

simple cam specially designed for each station, operated

through a pair of reducing gears by the float-wheel of

the standard water-stage recorder. This cam actuates

the recording pencil directly by means of a perforated

metal ribbon similar to the endless belt now used on the

standard. Remembering that the sole function of the

two spur-wheels is to secure a 12 to 1 reduction of

the float-travel, the simplicity of the device become-

evident. It will be seen also that the pencil travel,

at the high-stage position shown in the cut, will be

much less than 1 in. per foot of float travel, a point

which will be discussed more fully later on. It is clear

that the recording pencil, rs actuated by the metal rib-

100,000,

8(;ooo

6Q00O
5(^000

4Q000

Bgak reversed

Dec.'ee Dec. 27 Dec.ES Dec. 29
1917

Dec. 30 Dec.51

FIG. 2. FLOOD COXDITIONS OF SKAGIT RIVER AT REFLEC-
TOR BAR, WASHINGTON, DEC- 26 TO 31, 1917

Two sheets here combined in one by superimposing the gage-
height record on the discharge record. The peak load in the
gage-height curve is inverted, due to one of the "dreaded re-
versals" mentioned in tlie text.

bon attached to the cam, will produce a record widely

different from that of simple gage heights.

The particular cam shown was designed to fit the

rating curve of the Reflector Bar station on the Skagit

River; and it may be of interest to note that in its

development, a new cross-section paper for hydrographic
work was evolved, the characteristics of which will be

presented further on. It should be pointed out, how-
ever, that experience already obtained indicates that no
difficulty need be anticipated in the design of a similar

cam to fit any rating curve whatever; since it is only

necessary to so proportion the cam dimensions that the

recording pencil will travel, on the new hydrographic

paper, from the discharge value, as indicated by tht

rating curve for, let us say, gage height 9 to the dis-

charge value as indicated by the same curve for gage
height 10, while the float rises the distance of a foot,

and the pitch circle of the large spur gear moves
through the distance of one inch.

A cam-driven discharge record is shown in Fig. 2,

contrasting strongly with the standard type of gage-

height record shown in the same illustration. It will be

noted that the gage-height record shows one pair of

the dreaded reversals which, in actual practice, often

mean a broken drive ribbon and the loss of the impor-

tant flood record ; and this in spite of the very ingenious

design and workmanship found in the Stevens reversing

mechanism. Furthermore, if the flood here recorded

had found the machine operating on the smaller float

wheel, as it usually is, there would have been two pairs

of these reversal points instead of one.

In this connection it may be well to point out the

four objects sought in the development of the discharge

plotter: (1) A record of discharge instead of stage;

(2) elimination of reversal points; (3) contracted

scale for high-stage record ; (4) expanded scale for low-

stage record.

A comparison of the two curves in Fig. 2 shows that

the first two objects are attained by the discharge

recorder. However, the attainment of the very impor-

tant object (4) is better shown in Fig. 3, which was

designed for the duplex type of Stevens with a 20-in

record. Here it is demonstrated that the pencil travel
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for the plotting attachment is two and a half times as

great as that for the standard water-stage recorder.

Also, it is evident that pencil travel for high-stage con-

ditions is correspondingly reduced, as specified in ob-

ject (3).

Fig. 3 also shows the elimination of a serious obstacle

met with in previous attempts at discharge plotting.

Thus, if a discharge of 100,000 sec.-ft. is to be plotted

on straight-line cross-section paper, all discharges up
to 5,000 sec.-ft. would be recorded in a single inch of

a 20-in. record. And, on this basis, the entire record

at Reflector Bar for the seasonal year of 1915 would

have been compressed into that inadequate space. With
the Moore attachment and the new hydrographic paper

this discharge record would be spread over no less than

8 in. on the 20-in. ribbon, or 4 in. on the 10-in. This

would be approximately twice the size of the standard

water-stage record for the Reflector Bar station, as will

be apparent from further study of Fig. 3.

Since there will be some who feel lost without the

familiar gage heights it may be noted that it is quite

possible to have the same machine record both simul-

taneously. The Stevens duplex recorder is admirably

adaptable to this purpose.

Before proceeding with a description of the new

hydrographic paper it may be well to answer in

advance some objections to installing a discharge

recorder instead of the type previously standard. Thus,

one engineer of eminence has urged that such a device

should never be installed upon a new station, or indeed

upon any station except those rare ones where the

rating is not only perfectly established but also where

it never "shifts." As a matter of fact, if the new

cross-section is used for the record paper a new station

is just the place where the discharge plotter should

be used; for in that case the recording pencil can

be set directly upon the proper discharge as soon as

the first stream measurement has been computed. The

accruing advantages which will result will become more

intelligible from a more intensive study of the new

paper.

In the search for this cross-section paper it was stip-

ulated at the outset that the ordinates should correspond

to a variation of 500 sec.-ft. for the first inch, of 5,000

sec.-ft. for the middle or fifth inch, and of 50,000 sec.-ft.,

for the last or tenth inch ; and that the whole rang i of

variation should follow some regular curve. It was not

known that such conditions were possible of fulfillment,

but the straight cross-section had been discarded, and

the semi-logarithmic, while much better than any other

known section, was unsatisfactory in that it never came

down to zero.

It was found that the conditions were sufliciently com-

plied with by the Spiral of Archimedes (American Civil

Engineers' Pocket Book, 2d ed., p. 1162) and it was

later discovered that when plotted on such a IMper
the Reflector Bar rating cur\'e became a close approx-
imation to a .straight line at 45 deg., which i* the ideal

type for a rating curve. Upon later .study it became
gratifyingly evident that many other ratings would
approximate the condition of a .straight line at 45 deg^
with only a little care in the choice of gage-height scale.

Still later it became apparent that the entire dis-

charge history of any river or stream could be plotted

upon a single sheet of such cross-section paper without

losing any of the advantages of accuracj' and legibility

in the low-stage portions of the record. With the pos-

sible exception of the semi-logarithmic paper pro'iously

mentioned this cannot be done with any paper which

has thus far come to the wTiter's attention. A sample

sheet of this new hydrographic cross-section paper

is shown in Fig. 2, previously mentioned. The original

of this sheet, however, is ruled to only 200 abscissa

divisions while 400 are reciuired for the annual studies

Large Activated-Sludge Installation

at Reading, England

AN ACTIVATED-SLUDGE plant designed to deal ir

. the future ^vith 4.200,000 U. S. gal. of sewage pei

day has been designed for Reading, England, and the

plans have been approved by the Ministr>' of Health

When the work is completed, we are informed by T.

Midgley Taylor, Westminster, England, engineer for

the plant, that this will be the largest activated-sludge

installation in England, and Reading will be the only

large town the whole sewage of which is treated by

the activated-sludge process. The sewage of Reading

is now dealt with on a sewage farm without any

preliminary treatment, -^s it has been for many yeans

past. (See editorial note, Nov. 25, p. 1018.) Since

Reading is situated on the River Thames, above the

London water-supply intake, Mr. Taylor states, a veiy

high degree of purification is insisted on. and in conse-

quence the farm is to be maintained for further treat-

ment of the eflluent from the activated-sludge plant in

case that should be necessary.

The present dry-weather flow of sewage at Readini:

is about 3,300,000 U. S. gal. This comes from ar;

absolutely separate sewerage system, into which prac-

tically no rain water is admitted and which recei\-es

only a small percentage of traile waste.''. Consequentb*.

there is very small variation in the rate of sewage flow.

The new plant will consist of screens and detritus

chambers, four aeration tanks to be used in series, but

each capable of being isolated, the four having a total

capacity of 2.100.000 U. S. gal.: two setUing tanks with

a total capacitv of 540,000 U. S. gal.; sludge storage

tanks with a total capacity of 130,000 U. S. gal.; and

a re-aeration tank with a capacity of 312.000 U. S. ga'

Electrically-driven air compressors will be installed
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Variable Speed Induction Motors
for Centrifugal Pumps

THAT a large saving in the power required to drive

centrifugal pumps might be made if designers and

operators would employ variable speed drive to control

pump discharge and not rely entirely on throttling

is the conclusion to be drawn from a paper by Prof.

Melvin L. Enger and William J. Putnam, University

of Illinois, presented before the Illinois Section of the

American Water Works Association. The authors first

discuss the centrifugal pump as "inherently a variable

speed machine" and outline conditions under which

pumps operate, as follows

:

Fig. 1 shows the relations between the quantity, head
and speed in the case of a typical machine; when any two
of the three variables are selected the third is determined.

For example, if the speed and quantity are chosen the head

is fixed. With the usual arrangement of an induction motor
direct-connected to the pump, the speed is fixed. True, the

speed of an induction motor is not quite constant, decreas-

ing with increasing loads and aff"ecting the relation of the

head and quantity delivered by the pump somewhat as

indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 1, but the variation in

speed is so small, however, that this drive is usually con-

sidered to be a constant-speed machine.

There are four general conditions under which pumps
operate: (1) constant discharge against a constant head,

(2) constant discharge against a variable head, (3) variable
discharge against a constant head, and, (4) variable dis-

charge against a variable head. The first condition is the

ideal one for centrifugal pumps driven by constant speed
motors. Pumps delivering water to filter plants or ,to

surface condensers often fall into the second class. The
third condition is probably a rare one. In the fourth class

would be included pumps used in water-works plants for
delivering water into distribution systems, because in this

case variations of the water level in reservoirs and ele-

vated tanks cause the head to vary, while variations in de-
mand cause the quantity delivered by the pump to vary.
In the last three cases it is customary to select motor-driven
centrifugal pumps operating at constant speed which will
operate satisfactorily under the most adverse conditions, and
to control the head and discharge by valves at all other times.

200 400 1000 1200 I40Q

FIG. 1.

600 800
Dischoi rge

SPEED, DISCHARGE AND HEAD RELATIONS FOR
A TYPICAL CENTRIFGUAL PUMP

30 40 50
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FIG. 2. EFFICIENCY AND SPEED RELATIONS FOR A
VARIABLE-SPEED INDUCTION MOTOR

410-volt, 60-cycle, 2-phase, ."iO-hp.

The ordinary variable-speed induction motor has a wound
rotor with its terminals connected to slip rings so that
resistances may be introduced into the rotor circuit to
change the speed. The action is somewhat analogous to
slipping a clutch to secure lower speeds.

The authors next state that continuous running of a
slip-ring motor with resistance in the rotor circuit is

not widely advocated because it decreases motor effi-

ciency and capacity, but in the special case of driving
a centrifugal pump, the net efficiency of the unit is

greater than running at normal speed with the pump
throttled. The greater the resistance the more the

speed falls under load ; but at no load the speed is prac-

tically normal, or synchronous, whatever the amount of

resistance in the rotor circuit. The energy lost in the

resistance is proportional to the speed reduction—that

is if speed is decreased 30 per cent below normal 30 per

cent of the energy drawn from the line is lost. The re-

mainder of the paper is given substantially as written:

Fig. 2 shows the relations between horsepower output,

efficiency and speed of a 50-hp. Westmghouse variable-speed

induction motor used for driving a DeLaval three-stage^

centrifugal pump in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the Uni-

versity of Illinois. The results of the test of this motor
bear out the statements made above.

When the head developed by the pump is in excess of

the head required under the given condition of speed and
discharge, the excess head is usually wasted through a

partly-closed valve. The power input to the pump remains
unchanged oecause the pump continues to deliver the given

quantity of water against the same head, no matter how
much the valve is throttled. The power used in producing

the excess head is wasted. If, however, the speed of the

pump is reduced to the proper amount it will not be neces-

sary to waste head through a valve. The head developed

by a centrifugal pump varies as the square of the speed

when the discharge is zero, and varies approximately as

the square of the speed for any discharge within the usual

range of operation. If the speed is reduced to 90 per cent

of the original speed the head will be reduced to about 81

per cent of the original head. If this change of speed is

accomp/lished by means of a variable speed induction

motor, the efficiency of the motor will be reduced to 90 per

cent of the original efficiency. The efficiency of the pump
usually does not change materially within such a range
of operation. If the head is reduced to 81 per cent of the

original head by throttling a valve the over-all efficiency

will be reduced to 81 per cent of the original over-all

efficiency. That is, the use of the variable-speed motor to

decrease the head to 81 per cent of the original value re-

duces the over-all efficiency by 10 per cent, as compared
with a 19 per cent reduction in case a valve is throttled.

In the case of a motor-driven pump having an over-all

efficiency of 55 per cent, delivering 1,000 gal. per minute

against a maximum head of 100 ft., but operating against

a head of 90 ft. half of the time, a saving of about $150
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a year would be effected by the use of a variable-speed
induction motor instead of a squirrel-case motor, it beinff
assumed that power costs 2c. per kw.-hr. Approximately
the same saving per year would be effected by the use of
a variable-speed motor with a pump of the above capacity
and efficiency for any maximum head provided that the
pump operates half of the time at a head of 10 ft. les.s

than the maximum.
Fig. 3 gives the results of tests on a DeLaval three-stage

centrifugal pump direct-connected to a Westinghouse vari-
able-speed induction motor. The over-all efficiency of the
unit when delivering various quantities of water against
various heads is shown when the sr%ed of the unit is varied

--. ^^, ' ^^««^, -Kocr ., .-. i..,-^

sitated the removal of the footing^ under the concrete

1 .r .
„.
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;iPat normalFrom tests on a motor-driven three stage pump rU'

speed throttled or variable speeds unthrottled.

and also when the unit is run at normal speed and the heads
are obtained by throttling the discharge valve. It will be

noted that the saving in power effected by the use of the

variable-speed motor is large when considerable reductions

of head are required. The motor driving the pump was
arranged for only five running speeds. The smooth curves

drawn through the points indicate the over-all efficiency

if the resistances introduced into the rotor circuit could

be made any desired amount. For the unit used in the

tests it is necessary to throttle the discharge valve to

obtain heads between those given by the five running

speeds. The over-all efficiency for different heads is there-

fore as 'ndicated by the dotted lines in the tests with the

discharge of 150 gallons per minute.

In the selection of a variable-speed motor to drive a

centrifugal pump great care should be taken that the sev-

eral speed changes shall all be within the range required

to produce the specified range of head, and the more speeds

within this range the better. The electrical manufacturing

companies might well turn their attention to developing an

external resistant having a large number of steps.

The resistances consist of cast-iron grids compactly ar-

ranged, and are connected with the -»..iotor through a con-

troller of the type used on street cars. Considerable heat

is developed in the grids when the motor is operated at

the lower speeds. The grids should therefore be located

where the heat generated will not be objectionable. Unless

the operator is instructed concerning the advantages of

the u.se of variable upetrd he is liab'^ to conclod* trom ih*
heat developed in the gndn that it u Utt*r to throCtJ*
the di-scharge by means of a valve, becau«« th* rntrzy loa4
in this ca.Hc is not »o apparent, although jt ts an gtnenl
about tvice an g.-eat.

The variable-Mpi>cd induction motor is raor« expensive
than the ordinary .squirrel-caire motor, bat the mriag in
power resulting from ita us«?. when the h«ad runt
siderably, will much more than pay the tntcfwt and
cjation on t..e additional inve.'^tment.

Pipe Line System of Oil Transportation

A FEATURE in the development of th« oil induntry
in thi.s country has been the introduction of Umg

pumping main.s for conveying oil from thf^ producinf
district.s to the oil refineries, these : -.ig back
about 56 years and aggregating now & /,>)0 miica,
according to a paper by C. P. Bowie, petroleum engiiMer
for the U. S. Bureau of Mines. Of this total, 34.000
miles are truck lines, u.sually of 8-in. pipe; the remaining
11,500 miles are gathering .sy.stems of 4 or 6-in. pipe
from the tanks at the welLs to tho.se at the head of
a trunk line. These gathering systems may be owned
either by the producers or the trunk line companica.
This method of transportation has largely superseded
other methods owing to the low cost and has made it

^possible to establish refineries near the large consuming
centers instead of in the remote producing district*.

When mo.st of the trunk lines were built the coet
averaged $6,500 per mile of 8-in. line and $130,000 to
$250,000 for each pumping station, the present fixed
investment being estimated at $500,000,000.

Threaded steel pipe is used, the 8-in. pipe for trunk
lines being designed to withstand a 2,000-lb. pressure
a:xl carr. ing a working pressure of 700 to 900 lb.

In locating a pipe line, rough country and swamp l&nd
are avoided as far as posisble. For a private
right of way, land may be purchased or a permanent
easement may be secured to give the owners of the
pipe line free access to their property. In some states

the land may be obtained by condemnation. For com-
luinication with the various stations the companies
usually erect telegraph and telephone lines along the
right of way, so that the men who patrol the pipe

lines can also note the condition of the wire lines.

In construction work the right-of-way gang first

cleans the site, placing culverts or casings at railway
cros.'^iiigs and if necessary building roads to facilitate

the hauling of the pipe. Then comes the stringing

gang, which distributes the pipe; this work often in-

volves hauling material for long distances and over

difficult country. When a considerable stretch of pipe

has been distributed the pipelaying gang connects the

joints; 40 men with pipe tongs will connect up from
2,500 to 4,000 ft. of pipe in a 9-hour day. A more
modern method is to use a pipe jointing machine and
28 men with such a machine have connected up 8,700

ft. of pipe in \ day. Next comes the ditching gang
to dig the trench and lay the pipe; in some cases the

ditching being done first, the joints being then made
with the pipe resting on skids or sleepers over the

trench. Where the cost of trenching would be ex-

cessive or when the soil is strongly alkaline the pipe

may be laid on the surface, resting either on the

ground or on sleepers. If necessarj- to bury it in

such coil the pipe is coated with asphalt and while

this is wet a layer of roofing pai>er is applied and

covered with a second coating of asphalt.
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Pumping stations are spaced at distances ranging

from 11 to 90 miles, the distance depending upon the

topography of the country and the viscosity of the

oil. In the eastern and western states the average

spacing is about 35 miles but in California it is only

about 12 miles owing to the relatively thick and vis-

cous character of the oil. The pumping equipment

depends upon the quality and quantity of oil to be

handled but also upon the fuel and water supply

conditions, both steam and internal combustion en-

gines being used. With 700 to 900 lb. pressure on

the line the pumps can deliver through an 8-in. pipe

about 30,000 barrels of oil in 24 hours.

Forest Depletion and Forestry Policy

CUMULATIVE depletion of the forests of the United

States is the result of destruction rather than con-

sumption and is the fundamental weakness in the

supply and cost of wood products, according to a re-

port prepared by the U. S. Forest Service to comply

with a Senate resolution. To offset this, the problem

is to increase the production of timber by stopping

forest devastation. At the present time, 60 per cent

of the original timber is gone, timber is being used

four times as fast as it is grown, the forests re-

maining are so localized as to reduce their national

utility, and the bulk of the population and manufactur-

ing industries are dependent upon distant supplies of

timber as the result of depletion of the principal forest

areas east of the Great Plains. The above summarizes

the main findings of the report, which are supported

by a mass of detail and statistical matter. A shortage

of lumber supply after the war was combined with a

sudden demand for material for dwellings, industrial

structures and manufacturing industries. But with

labor difficulties, car shortage, bad weather and specu-

lative conditions, the lumber industry was unable to

respond to the demand. As a result the market has

been unstable and prices have reached unprecedented

heights.

Depletion of timber has been an important contribut-

ing cause of these excessive prices, and it has led to

the migration of both tho softwood and hardwood
lumber industries from region to region, while the

exhaustion of local resources has compelled many large

lumber consuming centers to import their supplies from
increasingly distant points. This last feature results

in increased cost of transportation which is represented

in increased price. Export of timber is not an im-

portant factor as to quantity, but has a direct bearing
upon the duration of the limited supply of high-grade
timber, especially hardwood.

Devastation of timber supplies and failure to utilize

land for growing timber are the main causes of the

depletion, actual use of the forests being but a small

factor. A national policy of reforestation is urged by
the report as the solution of the problem of insufficient

timber supply. It is stated that if the enormous and
increasing idle areas of forest growing land which are

not required for other economic use, now aggregating

463,000,000 acres, can be restored to timber growth,

they will assure a future supply of forest pi'oducts

adequate to the needs of the country. The forestry

policy advocated in the report is based upon concerted

action by the Federal government, the state govern-

ments and the landowners. It provides for protection

and conservation of the remaining resources, public
instruction, and recognition by the owners of forest
lands of their responsibility in keeping these lands
productive. This policy would aim at timber produc-
tion as an established national practice, as in France
and Scandinavia.

Houston Activated-Sludge Plant Results

CURRENT results of the operation of the Houston
activated-sludge-^^'Yaj^^s given by J. C. McVea, cdty

J J» ll—^-e^^ 1 \ i_^ of th^ J_i_i>r'V;
bO' 60

engin^an"0
10 20 7030 40

Horsepower Output

FIG. 2. EFFICIENCY AND SPEED RELATIONS FOR A
VARIABLE-SPEED INDUCTION MOTOR

110-volt, GO-cycle. 2-phase, 50-hp.

The ordinary variable-speed induction motor has a wound
iotor with its terminals connected to slip rings so that

Lijesistances may be introduced into the rotor circuit to

Ifliange the speed. The action is somewhat analogous to

jHipping a clutch to secure lower speeds.

il The authors next state that continuous running of a

i/lip-ring motor with resistance in the rotor circuit is

.tiot widely advocated because it decreases motor effi-

Jciency and capacity, but in the special case of driving

|a centrifugal pump, the net efficiency of the unit is

[kreater than running at normal speed with the pump
Tthrottled. The greater the resistance the more the

Lpeed falls under load; but at no load the speed is prac-

tically normal, or synchronous, whatever the amount of

S-esistance in the rotor circuit. The energy lost in the

Resistance is proportional to the speed reduction—that

jls if speed is decreased 30 per cent below normal 30 per

[ent of the energy drawn from the line is lost. The re-

lainder of the paper is given substantially as written:

Fig. 2 shows the relations between horsepower output,

iciency and speed of a 50-hp. Westmghouse variable-speed

diiction motor used for fiT-i'-.nr,o- r D -'" hvp^ three-^^^;^;;;^^

Rural Roadli^® J^viiHge Expenditures

During the calendar year 1919, 46 States of the

Union expended over $400,000,000 on their rural

roads and bridges, the Bureau of Public Roads of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture recently announced.

This total is made up of the actual cash expenditures for

such items as labor, materials, supervision and adminis-

tration, amounting to $389,455,931, and convict laboriand

statute labor, the value of which, not definitely known,

is estimated at about $132,000,000. So far as possible,

all expenditures on city streets within incorporated

towns and cities and all items of sinking-fund payments
or the redemption and interest payments on road and
bridge bonds have been excluded.

The road and bridge expenditures for 1919 show an

increase of approximately 333 per cent over those of

1918 and 70 per cent over those of 1914. More strik-

ing, however, is the increase in the proportion of the

total funds supervised by the several State highway de-

partments. In 1918 the expenditures by or under the

supervision of the State highway departments amounted

to $117,285,268, while the local road funds, over which

they exercised no control whatever, amounted to $168,-

812,925. In 1919, however, the State highway depart-

ments supervised the expenditure of $200,292,694 as

against the total of $189,163,237 expended by the local

road and bridge authorities.
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Underpinning a Concrete Building
by Jacketing Columns

Weak Footings Replaced and Made Continuous With
New Footings for Adjacent Columns

of New Building

By R. L. Bertin
Chief Engineer, White Construction Co., New York City

THE construction of a new building adjoining the
pxisting building of the Gates Plant of the Yawman

& Erbe Manufacturing Co., Rochester, N. Y... neces-
sitated the removal of the footings under the concrete

1129

IN REAR OLD COLUMN OX NEW FOOTING AxND IN l-'KONT
FORM FOR NEW COLUMN

columns of the old building and replacing them with

new footings of sufficient capacity to carry the loading

from the old columns as well as the new ones. The

old building was built some years ago and no record

could be found which gave accurate details of the con-

struction.

The old building is a three-story and basement rein-

forced-concrete structure of the beam and girder type.

A number of cracks are present throughout the struc-

ture and the footings under the old columns were found,

upon examination, to be very thin in proportion to their

spread and set eccentrically with the columns.

In view of the poor condition of the building it was

essential that a method of shoring be adopted which

would preclude any possibility of settlement and which

would not cause undue stresses at the junction of the

beams and columns. Taking into consideration the fact

that the upper floors were occupied and could not be in-

terfered with, that absolute safety was required at

every step of the work and that the work had to be

executed as economically as possible, the method finally

adopted was to grip the basement columns with a rein-

forced-concrete jacket, to lift the jacket and with it the

column, depending on the frictional resistance between

the two to transfer the column load to the jacket.

The old basement columns were roughened and hori-

zontal V-grooves about 1 in. deep, 2 in. wide and 12 in.

apart cut into them. The torfier-* vkvtv rotinded to a
radiu.s of about 3 in. A xpiral of Mteel wire WM woond
around each column and \ '?rtical rods;

form.s were .set around t/ -eated and a
concrete jacket 6 in. thick ca.-tt around ic The jacket

was kept clear of the Mpandrel >>eamji and irirden of

the floor above and the lK)ttom of the jacket kept about

18 in. above the top cf the old footinjf.

Temporary footing.* were ca.st ^>ctween the colamns
and carried down to rock, which wa.s found at a lerel

2 to 3 ft. below the bottom l( the old footing*. In order

to get proper elevation for the I-beanu which were to

carry the column.s during the underpinninir the tem-

porary footings had to be built higher than the base-

ment floor but they were cast with a horizontal joint

so that the upper part above the fini.shed basement floor

level could be removed by .simply wedging the upper sec-

tions off the lower one. This wa.s considered better

practice and more economical than to attempt any other

form of blocking. The hcle.s for these footings were

sheeetpiled and braced thoroughly to safeguard against

undermining the old footings.

Two 20 in. I-beams were set on each side of each

jacket, bearing on the temporary foundations, from
which were hung two 15 in. I-bear.is, set and grouted

under the bottom of the column jacket, using twenty-

four 1-in. suspension rods. The cradle thus formed was
raised by taking up gradually on the ^mspension rods

until the weight of the column was transferred from the

old footing to the steel beams, a condition which was
accurately determined when the main steel beams ceased

to deflect and the column started to raise.

The dirt under the old footing.s was then excavated,

the old footings were broken up and removed and the

bottom of the old columns was dressed to a true surface.

The new footings were installed and the space of ;:bout

3 in. left between the bottom of the old colurr.ns and

the top of the new footings was grouted under pres-

CONCRETE J.vr-KETS DO NOT REACH TO UlTKR Bli-VMS
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sure with a 1:1 mix of cement and sand, thoroughly

rammed in. Three weeks after the jackets were poured

the cradles were lowered and the steel beams removed.

Accurate readings taken while the cradles were being

lowered and for some time after showed absolutely no

settlement of the columns.

The upper floors of the building were used continu-

Top of Jackets-^

Section C-C '^"'"y-

Section B-B

f°Hoops,^ t^ X^.Ne^

Abtl:.X^\^^ Column

Concrete

BoHvmof
.Jacket

thoroughly
.-:- - tv 111'- -'11 Corners chipped

1:1:2 *^ ,*^;„o
fBars.Vertical i ^^f'i'i°"P^-
S 6 CfoC.

Section A-A

DETAILS OF UNDERPINNING OPERATIONS ON YAWMAN
& ERBE BUILDING

cusly while this work was going on and only a small part

of the basement had to be vacated during the operation.

The jackets were so designed that the shearing stress

between the old columns and the jackets did not exceed

30 lb. per square inch and the bearing stress of the con-

crete jacket on the steel beams 500 lb. per square inch.

This building is being erected by the White Construc-

tion Co. of New York City, under the supervision of

R. R. Tinkham, resident engineer for Smith, Hinchman
& Gryllis, architects and enginaers, of Detroit, Mich.

Quality of Electric Arc-Weld Steel Studied

Examination of a large number of specimens of the

steel deposited in electrically arc-welded joints by the

Bureau of Standards shows that this metal has mechani-

cal properties like those of an inferior casting. In

tension tests the metal showed low ductility, and all of

the specimens examined, about 70, showed' evidence

of unsoundness in their structure, tiny inclosed cavities,

oxide inclusions, and lack of intimate union. The inves-

tigators, Henry S. Rawdon, E. C. Groesbeck, and Louis
Jordan, conclude that this unsoundness is a necessary

consequence of the method of fusion as now practised,

and that it is responsible for the deficiency in ductility

of the joint metal. Microscopic plates found in the

ferrite grains of the metal, which are not removed by
prolonged heating, are believed to have relation to the

nitrogen content of the metal. They are called nitride

plates, but are considered unimportant as the breaks
in tension testing were not affected by them. Both a
"pure iron" electrode and a low-carbon steel electrode

were used, with practically equal results. The compo-
sition of the material changed in fusion by elimination
of carbon and other elements. The use of slight protec-

tive coatings on the electrodes did not appear to affect

the mechanical properties of the arc-fused metal. The
results are to be published in Technologic Paper 179.

Report on Richmond Borough Sew-
age Tests, New York City

Tank Treatment With Chlorination in Some Cases
Indicated—Siphon Tank Favored

—

Sludge to Destructors

THE belated report on "Sewage Experimental In-

vestigations at West New Brighton, Staten Island

(Borough of Richmond), N. Y." recommends that

tank treatment of the sewage of the borough be

accepted under certain conditions as a satisfactory

method of treatment, with chlorination in special cases.

The "siphon tank" is recommended for localities where
covered tanks will be necessary. For sludge disposal

it is suggested that the waste steam and heat from
the borough refuse destructors be used to dry the

sludge and that thereafter the sludge be burned in the

destructors.

Scope of Experiments

The report was made by Warren R. Borst, assistant

engineer, under date of June 24, 1919 (printed but

recently), and is approved by Theodor S. Oxholm,
engineer in charge of the Bureau of Engineering of

the Borough of Richmond. The investigations were
authorized by the Board of Estimate and Apportion-

ment of New York City in July, 1911. Most of the

experiments seem to have been conducted in 1914-16.

The experiments were confined to (1) sedimentation

in plain settling tanks, Imhoff tanks without and also

with colloidors and a siphon tank-; (2) disinfection

of raw sewage with hypochlorite of lime and with

chlorine gas; (3) sludge treatment by drying in vacuum
and by digesting in separate tanks; (4) rate of

reaeration of sewage when diluted with fresh water

and when diluted with salt water. The plain sedimenta-

tion tanks were 11 ft. long, 6 ft. wide and 12 ft.

deep. The Imhoff tanks were of steel, 11 ft. long, 6

ft. wide and 19 ft. deep. In order "to combine the

principles embodied in the Imhoff tank with those of

the Hampton tank" one of the Imhoff tanks was
equipped with "furring strips, extending 4 ft. into the

upper compartment," these strips being "spaced 6 in.

c. to c. and so staggered that the sewage passing

through the compartment would have opportunity to

come in contact with the surface of the strips."

The reason for trying the "siphon tank" was, accord-

ing to the report, that "many of the sewer outfalls

in the borough are located in populated sections where
it would not be desirable to have odors from a sewage-

treatment plant." On this account it was decided to

"study the action of a closed settling tank operated

on the principle of a siphon for treatment by sedimenta-

tion aione." This tank is described and its operation

summarized in the report as follows:

For this purpose a cylindrical steel tank, with a conical

bottom (similar to the type described under the title of
' Thu Kessel," Proc. Inst. Municipal and County Engineers,

vol. XXXVI, p. 201, 1909) was constructed.

The tank at this experimental station was 12 ft. high and
4 ft. diameter, with 6-in. inlet and 2-in. outlet. Before

entering the tank the sewage passed through a small grit

chamber constructed of a 30 in. tile pipe set vertically, from
which the 6-in. inlei,, submerged about 14 in. in the grit

chamber for a water seal, extended into the tank. This
chamber also prevented floating materials, such as matches,

corks, grease, etc., from entering the tank.

The outlet of the tank, located near the top, consisted

I
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Df an inverted conical funnel of sheet metal 2 ft. G in.

in diameter at the base, to which was connected the 2- in.

outlet pipe; this outlet extendinfr into the outlet chamber
the same distance as the inlet pipe of the grit chamber.
A valve provided on this 2-in. outlet line permitted control
of the sewage flow through the tanks. From the conical
bottom of the settling tank a vertical 14-in. cast-iron pipe
with a gate valve extended into a sludge receiving tank
which was 21 ft. deep and 2 ft. in diameter. The end.s of
the inlet, sludge and outlet pipes were all of the same
elevation and therefore all had the same water seal. The
difference in head was about 5 in.

To start the operation of the siphon tank all valves were
closed and the tank filled with water. After filling, the
valves of the inlet, outlet and sludge pipes were opened.
The siphon action caused the sewage to flow. The "flow
through velocity" in the siphon tank being very low, the
solids settled through the sludge pipe into the sludge cham-
ber under the tank.

This tank and its method of operation provided for im-
mediate separation of the settled solids from the sewage and
prevented septic action interfering with the sedimentation
process. This tank was operated continuously for three
months, November to February, treating approximately
12,000 gal. r-31 day, with results as given in the following
table

:

Corresponding
\elocities Per Cent Kediu timi

Ft. per Sec. Settling Suspended
Storage 6-in. Inlet Tank Solids Solids

Maximpm 2? hr. II 2 175 81 42
Minimum 50 min. 2.44 0.039 57 34
Average 1 J hr 6. 22 096 70 49

Conclusion

The conclusions and recommendations of the report,

in view of local conditions in the Borough of Rich-

mond, are given in the report as follows:

1. That the experimental results with respect to tank
treatment may be summarized as follows:

(a) Tanks having a detention period of from 1 to 2 hours
and velocities of flow of from 0.007 ft. to 0.015 ft. per second
will remove from 50 to 60 per cent of suspended solids and
from 30 to 40 per cent of oxidizable organic matter.

(b) Imhoff tanks provided with colloidors in the settling

compartment with the sewage at this station gave a more
stable effluent than the ordinary Imhoff tank.

(c) The siphon tank gave very satisfactory results and
from our experience at this station it has shown consider-

able advantage over other sedimentation tanks, in that
the settling solids are entirely separated from the flowing

though chamber and can be treated or removed while in a

fresh state and free from the disagreeable odors usually

attending the disposal of sludge.

(2) That in the disinfection of sewage, chlorine gas is

more efficacious than hypochlorite of lime, although either

when applied in sufficient amount gives satisfactory bac-

terial purification.

(3) That the experiments in sludge drying, although not
carried through to conclusive results, indicate thr.t the
sludge may be treated without creating a nuisance by sep-

arate digestion, by vacuum drying or may be made non-
putrescible by aeration.

(4) Much work in the laboratories had been done on
the effect of dilution of sewage in bottles. The investiga-
tions made in the large tanks at this experiment station

gives the resulting effects of what may be expected from
the minimum disturbance upon the surface of a body of

fresh water, salt water and sewage dilutions in various pro-

portions, as well as what may be expected when the surface
is more violently agitated. These results show that the re-

aeration is decidedly rapid and uniform throughout the
body of water.

The rate of which the reaeration of the foul liquid sew-
age (devoid of all oxygen) took place was very rapid and

the re«ult« nhcnr v,^ -
of the Kludge con.

the digibxtion of th. i^.

tlon of noxiouM gaaeii.

agrttation

-cunrala-

RECOMMEKDAnONM

(1) That tank *-
t of the Mwage of th« Borousb

of Richmond be m a laeana to prodiuw iflliiinti
of such a character ;n to t ' ' ihe proba-

"

"
local

nuisances in the vicirity of ill lewcr
. / on

those outlet.s for which tr.«- n.-.v of aewgt a anifona
throughout the year and which can be located at wilBcicMt
distance from any neighborhood *o that anjr odor from th*
plant will not give cau.sf for complaint.

(2) That all effluent.s should be dijchargvd inio tbr
waters surrounding the Borough at Kuch poinu as to avoid
stagnation and where agiution by wind and other agencies
will pr jvide for rapid ab.<!orption of atmospheric oxygen.

(3) That in the vicinity of bathing beaches and shell-
fish beds, the tank effluent ahoold be treated with Uqoid
chlorine at the rate of approximately 10 p p.m.

(4) That the siphon tank in thoroughly practicable and
should be used in localities where covered tanks will be
necessary. The sludge can be either removed from the
lower sludge chambers before it has had an opportunity to
become septic or they can be so arranged and p^nipped that
the contents of the sludge chambers n nately be
thoroughly agitated for from four to six . jch fme
that may be found sufficient to furnish oxygen to oxidize the
organic matter. This tank is much more adapuble to
locations where the population is not cf a permanent char-
acter, such as summer resorts, where the variation of flow
of sewage has a wide seasonable range.

(5) In the disposal of sludge in the Borough of Rich-
mend, it would seem that by using the waste steam and heat
from the destructors the sludge can be economically dried
and burned with the garbage.

Submerged Tear in Ship's Side Repaired by
Use of Caisson

Successful use of an outside caisson marked the re-
pair of the tank steamer "Bradford," recently damaged
below water line while pa.ssing through the Panama
Canal. The shell plating and frames on the port side
of the forepeak were badly distorted at about the C-ft.

mark and there was a vertical tear in the plate about
4 ft. long and 1 to 6 in. wide, as the case i.s reported in

the Panama Canal Record of Nov. 3. The dr>dock was
not available at the time, so that some method of
making temporary repair hao to be used. After remov-
ing all the cargo from the fon^ard part of the vcsael
to bring the bow up as high as possible most of the
injury was still below water level. A caisson was made
to fit over the hull so as to inclose the injury and make
it possible to work at it. The caisson was a stronc
wooden bo.\ with the top and one side open, the edgvs
at the open side being shaped to the f' -:^mI

from a pattern made by a diver. The f . .\^r9

to rest against the hull were covered with a thick pad-

ding of canvas and oakum. The box was maroeuvered
so as to bring t.Se padded edges against the side of the

vessel and the open top a foot or so ..'

then the water within the box was pui:

condition the outside water pressure

tight against the ship. Working insu

plate was applied directly over the break, extending

for some distance either side so as to reatorp the

strength of the hull. For further strengthening a box

was built inside the hull over the damaged portion and

tilled with cemeut
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Observations on a Pacific Coast

Trip—Spokane
By Frank C. Wight

Associate Editor, Engineering Ncws-Reco7-d

Mr. Wight is now on the Pacific Coast, studying

engineering conditions. This is the fii'st of a
series of articles he v/ill write recording his gen-

eral impressions. Technical articles on outstand-

ing developments will follow later.—EDITOR.

IF HUMAN qualities can be ascribed to a whole
country or section of a country, it is safe to say

that the West is distinctly masculine or, perhaps

better, virile. It has those qualities of independence,

resolution and courage that are a part of man. And
yet it has at the same time one characteristic we are

wont to think of as feminine. It is temperamental;

it seems to delight in being misunderstood. What
the East or what the rest of the country thinks of this

West is quite another thing from what the West

gineering as found in the principal cities, where en-

gineers center, and in such of the big construction
areas as can be conveniently reached. It is frankly
written by one to whom the country is new—though
the men met are often old friends—for such engineers
as have not yet been there. To many this will be old

wheat threshed.

After Butte, the first stop was Spokane, about
twelve hours away. Boosters for the Washington
city should arrange that every new visitor come into

town from Butte on the sleeper, for after the bare-
ness and ruggedness of the mining center, Spokane
seems like a garden. Its own quite evident beauty
of surroundings and setting is all the more empha-
sized by the lack of adornment of its far-away
neighbors. The hills behind it are not so very high,

judged by Rocky Mountain standards, but they are

close and heavily wooded and the rivers which join

at its outer boundaries have cut valleys that require

a succession of bridges, from the little concrete arch,

dedicated to the soldiers of the World War on Armis-
tice Day, to the high and delicately traced Hangman's

SITE OP LONG LAKE DAM OF WASHINGTON POWER CO.
NEAR SEATTLE

thinks the East thinks, "but no amount of argument
will convince the Westerner of that. For him there

is a typical Easterner—and that means any one living

East of the Continental Divide—who believes that

Indians still roam the plains of Washington and that

red flannel shirts are the favorite dinner costume
of San Francisco. To translate that into engineering
terms he feels that the Easterner—and particularly

the coast Easterner—has not a proper understanding
or a full appreciation of the truly Western problems
and that in consequence the East, controlling as it

does so much money power and government action, is

not giving the West all it is entitled to as a producer
for the country's general good.

To give a true engineering impression of the West,
therefore, is a ticklish job. The risks of misinter-

pretation are great. It could be done, of course, by
a dry record of achievement and prospects, by data

and statistics, by detailed descriptions of projects

under way or contemplated, but those matters will be
left for other pages. These letters will be merely
the random observations of an Easterner traveling

for the first time through western country and study-

ing by conversation and inspection the state of en-

COMPLETED DAM AND 67,500 HP. POWER HOUSE
AT LONG LAKE

Creek viaduct which carries the Milwaukee out of

the city to the west. In fact the first engineering

impression of Spokane comes from its bridges. There

are so many that the city's bridge engineer couldn't

say off-hand just what the number was but there are

at least a dozen across the Spokane River in the city

proper. And though individually they are of high

merit the growth of the city's needs has resulted in

an intricate maze of bridge work about the Falls

which is far from pleasing and certainly not eco-

nomical. The fine Monroe St. arch, for instance,

named just recently by a board of disinterested

artists as one of the ten best pieces of architecture

in the city, is so placed that from one side it is quite

impossible to take a photograph of it from end to end.

And the Post St. arch, a 215-ft. concrete structure of

surprising flatness, is squeezed in between two other

old steel bridges—one of which it could easily have

supplanted—at an absurd angle.

The presence of the rivers and the Falls right in the

city has resulted in another possibility of which no

large eastern city save Rochester can boast. That

is a water-power in the heart of the business district.

For many years the Washington Water Power Co. has
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operated an old, inefficient plant here, diverting water
through a natural channel by a low dam. It -is now
planning to go farther up the river—about 500 yd.—
and bring the water through a 70-ft. drop to a new
power house which will generate about 15,000 hp.
This company has many water-powers under oper-
ation throughout Eastern Washington and by a tie-line

is connected east to the Montana Power Co.'s lines and
west to those of the Pacific Coast Co., so that inter-
change is possible clear from Butte to the coast. One
of the Washington company's latest plants, that at

Long Lake, has one of the big dams of the near West—a gravity concrete structure 208 ft. high, with an
installation of three 22,500-hp. turbines. As the two
views herewith show, the dam site was rather re-

markable. The right hand branch of the river has
been stopped upstream by another dam and the main
dam turned at right angles over the penstocks to

extend the promontory which jutted out between the

two branches.

Water Supply from Underground River

In the Spokane districts there exists a curious

underground river which is utilized for the city water
supply. The source of this flow has never been def-

initely established, though probably it comes from
the Coeur d'Alene lakes, but it is a never failing cur-

rent of unknown amount which may be tapped any-

where in the valley at a depth of about 3 ft. below
the Spokane river, which level it consistently main-
tains. Three large wells have been driven for the

city supply alongside the pumping station which used

to take w^ater direct from the river and without puri-

fication—for it needs none—is pumped to the varying

pressures of the city mains. So far Spokane has not

experienced any of the current apprehension regard-

ing its water system, which is ample and pure. The
only source of worry is some old small wood-stave

pipe put in mainly by real-estate developments which

are in bad order and need replacing.

So much for material things. Spokane is in the

Micawber-like attitude of the rest of the country of

"waiting for something to turn up." It has not suf-

fered any great slump because it did not share greatly

in the increased production of the war. Its contrib-

utory industries are fruit growing and farming and

it looks forward to the irrigation of its lands east

for its greatest future. The ambitious Columbia

Basin Development—with its millions of acres and

hundreds of millions of dollars prospective cost

—

comes down almost to its eastern gate and it sees

there another Yakima Valley which from the West is

turning toward Spokane millions of dollars of prod-

uce each year. Every engineer in Spokane talks

about the Columbia Basin. Not all are confident that

it will go through but everyone thinks it ought to go

through and that the state and the Federal govern-

ment should back it to the limit. Certainly one would

be optimistic in believing that $300,000,000, the ulti-

mate cost of the project, could be obtained from

private sources, even though the opening of the land

would provide for settlers facilities for producing

enough food for the entire country.

In connection with the government irrigation help

another phase of government aid is much talked of

in Spokane. That is what some engineers are pleased

to call. government "interference", not government

aid, for road.s. Complaint is made widely that Wash-
ington—D. C, not the .state— is too far away to handle
the Federal-aid situation, that the Federal road enri-
neers are arbitrary and inhiatent on too high suA
ards for pioneer conditionH. that the full purpose of
the Federal-aid measure would be achieved if there
were a government engineer located in the utate. act-
ing independently of the capital, but in cocjunction
with the state highway engineer. Needlesa to uj
this is gossip and not the opinion of any state oflkria!,

but it is .set down for what it is worth as one of the
straws in the growing western opposition to central-
ization and government control.

Spokane's engineers are well organized. They have
a fine, sympathetic association of the various engi-
neering interests and societies which meeti weekly
at luncheon and frequently in the evening. In a
quiet but effective way they are having an influence

on the government of the city, which after all is one
of the best functions of an engineering association.

One final word of warning to other cities. In the

1920 census Spokane was shocked to find that ita pre-

liminary figures were lower than in 1910, though
obvious crowding and housing ahortage made such a

thing highly improbable. Judicious and careful

counting managed to bring in enough to • -^

decade-old figures, so at least the city is .<»ave'

grace of a loss in numbers, but the citizens are now
hunting for the enthusiastic enumerators of the year

1910!

Bank's Comment on Construction Status

The National City Bank of New York, in a review of

economic conditions made public on December 1, makes

the following comment on the status of construction

work

:

Construction work has always led the way in recovery

from business depression. The difference between good

times is largely in the amount of construction work (^ing

on, and the strongest factor in the present situation is the

amount of such work needing to be don-i. The country by

all reports is underbuilt. None of the deficit of the war
time has been made good, but last yea- and this year the

country has fallen farther behind, because there is no confi-

dence that present wage ratco for mechanics or prices for

material will be sustained in face of general business con-

ditions. With great numbers of people out of employment,

and the demand for office space and factory aditions falling

off, investors are not wanting to put their mo^ey into build-

ing operations at costs which they believe can be \*ery much
lowered a year or so later. But if wages and prices come

down so that building investments look to be safe apninst

later competition there is a vast amoun'. of wr- - • ^"3

forward. Thei-e is no industry that holds such i -^

of help for the situation as house-building, for the ....... ....is

required would give employment in a great variety of in-

dustries.

The railroads have a great amount of work to be don^

and only need the encouragement of lower interest rates*

which undoubtedly are on the \\-ay.

The manner in which the countr>- has borne the great

shrinkage in values, the comparatively few important fail-

ures, has shown that the business structure is r- "•">-

sound. The banks have carried the situation tl

credit strain. There will l^ plenty of credit for .. ., < ...1

of business on a lower level of prices. The business orcani-

zation is in working order and ready to resume normal

operations when conditions are right, which, as we h.ive

indicated, will be when retail prices, wages and industrial

costs generally have come do\\'n to the level reached by the

basic raw products.

y^
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The Des Plaines River Activated-

Sludge Plant
Chicago Sanitary District Is Building Model Plant

With Wide Flexibility for Experiments
on Moot Questions

By Langdon Pearse
Sanitary Engineer, Sanitary District of Chicago

/\N ACTIVATED-SLUDGE plant to treat the sewage
l\ of a number of villages on the Des Plaines River
and thus prevent the present pollution of the water
is being built at Riverside, III., by the Sanitary Dis-

trict of Chicago.

The successive

steps in the treat-

ment are as fol-

lows : Coarse rack

screens, grit

chamber with an
underdrained bot-

tom, a Reinsch-

Wurl screen, four

\
/

/
\

Forest Park and Maywood, with an estimated aggre-
gate population of more than 30,000. The sewage is

discharged at points four to five miles above the River-
side dam. Salt Creek, carrying the sewage of 16,200
people, also adds its burden to the river above Riverside.
The pollution forms a sluggish flow or "piston" in the
river, 10 to 15 days elapsing at times for the flow of
five miles. Observations of the self-purification, as
indicated by the dissolved oxygen, show that the piston
moves up and down the river according to the flow.

After annexation of this territory to the Sanitary
District in 1913, an exhaustive report, dated July, 1914,
covered the following possibilities for relief: The
storage of water for subsequent dilution, the pumping
of dilution water from Lake Michigan, and the con-
struction of an intercepting sewer to the main channel
of the Sanitary District. Treatment seemed the most
practicable method, partly because it would relieve the
main channel of any additional burden and partly
because it would restore to the river the volume of
water discharged as sewage. The activated-sludge
process came into prominence after the report was made
and it was decided to adopt this method, embodying

Sec+ion

"^U'uww^
Seo+ion C-C

|<- S60'-

'////////////W7Z>

1 L^^^'^^^^^^^^^g"
Section A-A

DES PLAINES ACTIVATED-SLUDGE PLANT

aeration tanks and settling tanks, some of them fitted

fvith Dorr thickeners. Although located in the country,
special provision is made to filter the air supply for
activation so as to reduce to a minimum the clogging
of the filtros plates. Sludge is to be stored in a bat-
tery of six 18,700-gal. concrete tanks. Two types of
filter press, the Berrigan or platen press and the plate
press, probably will be installed, as well as a centrif-
ugal of the ter-Meer type, together with a direct-
indirect dryer which will burn Illinois coal screenings.
It is the intention to make this a complete experimental
plant and also a model plant with surroundings attrac-
tive as a park.

For many years the Des Plaines River at Riverside
has annoyed residents within a mile of its banks. The
major pollution comes from Melrose Park, River Forest,

in it a number of experimental features to settle points

of practice not yet determined upon. Construction
started early in 1919 but progressed slowly owing to

the strikes in the best working period of 1919 and to

the hard winter following, but it is hoped to complete
the work by the end of 1920.

The plant occupies a tract of 25 acres on the west
bank of the Des Plaines River, 900 ft. south of Twelfth
St., in open country near the Speedway Hospital, large

cemeteries, an airplane field and the Riverside Golf
Club. The sewage is collected from the various outlets

of the villages by a 66-in. intercepting sewer, com-
pleted recently at a cost of $580,000. For the present

flow, ranging from 4 to 10 sec.-ft. in dry weather,
there are three 14-in. trash pumps with vertical shafts,

working through a total lift of 32 ft., including friction.
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The discharge is through a 24-

in. cast-iron main and Venturi
meter to the grit chamber.
Space is left for two future
pumps having capacities of 20
cu.ft. per second.

To care for the fluctuation

in flow and to operate the
pumps continuously, particu-

larly on low flows, a by-pass is

provided from the discharge

of a small pump to the suction

well, with float control con-

nected to a hydraulic gate

valve. This arrangement will

automatically by-pass sufficient

sewage from the discharge

end to maintain a fairly uni-

form elevation in the suction

chamber.

The pumps and blowers are

arranged in one building, which also houses the air

screens, transformers, switchboards, circulating pumps,
heating plant and laboratory. The building has steel

columns to support the roof trusses and the runway of a

10-ton hand-operated traveling crane. The walls are of

brick and the roof is of gypsum tile covered with a

weatherproof roofing. Current from the hydro-electric

plant of the sanitary district at Lockport will enter the

station at 12,000 volts and will be stepped down to 440

volts for the machinery and to 110 volts for lighting

purposes.

The incoming sewage will be measured by a Venturi

meter and discharged into the grit chamber through a

coarse rack screen of bars of 5 x 3^-in. section with

1-in. space in the clear. The grit chamber has two

compartments, each 3.5 ft. wide by 3 ft. deep by 47 ft.

long. Velocities will be controlled by sluice gates at

the outlet end. Following the grit chamber will be a

Riensch-Wurl screen, 14 ft. in diameter, inclined 15 deg.

with the horizontal. It will have ^ x 2-in, slots. A
by-pass around the screen is provided.

The screened sewage passes to the aeration tanks.

One is 15 ft. deep and the

; I
-. :

;;;'
.

-., > other three are 10 ft. deep.

They have ridge - and -

valley bottoms, with the

ridges transverse to the

direction of flow. At the

bottom of the valleys will

be set concrete boxes each

Plon of Two Sludge Tanks Section A-A

SLUDGE TANKS

'JRIT CHAMRKK A.N'I) .S«'RKE.N.*<

containing four or five filtros plate.s. The ratio of filtroK

plate to tank area varies from 1 to 5,7 to 1 to 5.9.

Aeration Tanks—The aeration t^nks are arrantred tr

compare various methods of operation. One 15 ft. and
one 10 ft. deep will he run as straight-flow tanks.

One 10 ft. deep will treat sludge re-aerated during it«

return. Another 10 ft, deep will be run with .sludge

reaerated during its return and resettled before intro-

duction into the incoming sewage. All aeration tank.«

are 126 ft. long inside. Of those of the straight-flow

type, the 15-ft. tank has a net width of 21 ft. and
the 10-ft. tank, 30 ft, 4 in. Both tanks are baffled

once longitudinally so that the total distance of travel

is approximately 250 ft. The two units in which
aeration of sewage and re-aeration of sludge will be

attempted are divided by bafl^les into four longitudinal

channels, each 7 ft. 7 in. wide, the sewage and sludge

aeration compartments being separated by a remov-
able transverse baffle of wood so that the relative

detention periods may be changed. These tanks may W
readily converted into the straight-llow t>"pe if thia

method of operation proves desirable.

The filtros plates will pass from 10 to 14 cu.ft. of

free air per minute per square foot with a loss of head

of 2 in. of water. Cast concrete boxes have proved

satisfactory in the Milwaukee tests and at th-

testing station of the Sanitar>' District. Chan: •

ing tanks in which aerated liquor will be settiei*.

provided with filtros plates in the bottom so *hai ».»i

may be admitted to keep the sludge in suspension. To
provide the greatest t'.- '

each aeration tank i>

with three unit settl

each 24 ft. square. »'

tional settling unit is also pro-

vided for re-settling the sludge

in connection with the re-

aeration and re-- per-

ation. Various - of

settling will be compared,

since one-half of the tanks

have hopper bottoms with four

pyramidal hoppers to each unit

with a slopo of 2 vertical to 1

horizontal and the other half

has a circular bottom with a
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slope of 2 vertical to 12 horizontal. The latter are
to be equipped with Dorr thickeners, a squegee clean-

ing device, which slowly collects the sludge to the
center of the tank. An air-lift will raise the sludge

to a measuring box, whence it will return either to

the incoming sewage or to the re-aerating tank. Air-

lifts are provided in each hopper of the pyramidal-
bottom settling tanks to lift the sludge to measuring
boxes that feed troughs of high velocity, which deliver

the sludge to the re-aeration channel or to the return
sludge channel. Aerated liquor will enter the settling

tanks on two opposite sides through baffled openings.
The settled effluent will flow over the effluent weirs
forming the sides of troughs across the tank. The
settled effluent passes to a 42-in. concrete outfall sewer
extending 1,600 ft. to the Des Plaines River. At the

upper end of the outfall is a connection to the overflow
at the grit chamber and screen, so that the plant can
be by-passed if necessary.

!f6a/v.Coup/fncr p,,^^^^^ p,^^3
.. -/^ 6a/v. Close Nipple [<- —/^"- ---->}

Bloivers—The main pump and blower room is 60 s

70 ft. in plan. The pumps are located in the west
end, and in the easterly portion are the motor-driven

hydro-turbine blowers, with a total capacity of 11,500

cu.ft. of free air per minute. On recent tests of the

blowers manufactured for the Sanitary District the

following results were obtained.

Caparity
Free Air,

Cu.Ft.
per Min.

427
1,020
1,085
2,730
2,400

PrcKisurc,

Lb. per
\ Sq.In.

6.81
6.41
6.57
6 69
8.53

Rrake,
Horsepower

22.6
59.3
108.6
133 4
133.5

The incoming air will be screened through duck

supported on wooden slats in a large room on the south

side of the building, 2,870 sq.ft. of area being pro-

vided, or roughly 0.25 sq.ft. for each cubic foot of

air per minute. The air will then pass into a large

concrete supply duct extending around the blower-room
basement. The compressed air passes through sep-

arators to remove the moisture, and through check

valves into the main header, thence through a Venturi
meter to the aeration tanks. The check valves will

have aluminum disks to reduce the loss of pressure

through them.

Because of the high cost of cooling water, a set of

centrifugal pumps is provided, with a cooling pond and

spray, so that the water can be re-used.

Owing to the use of two depths in the aeration tanks

two air lines are planned from the blower house, the

larger, a 24-in., carrying air at approximately 6 lb.

pressure; the other, a 10-in., carrying air at approx-

imately 8.5 lb. pressure. There is a cross connection

with a reducing valve in the blower house so that an

excess of high-pressure air can be put into the low-

pressure line. Inside the blower house, spiral-riveted

steel pipe will be used for the air lines. Outside pipes

are of cast-iron.

For convenience in manipulation, an operating gallery

covered with a concrete walk has been established

between the aeration and the settling tanks. In this

gallery are housed the Venturi meters for measuring
the flow to each tank of screened sewage and of air,

the devices for measuring the returned sludge and the

operating stands for the gate valves on air, incoming

and outgoing sewage, sludge removal and drains. The
meters on sewage and air will be provided with record-

ing devices. However, the meters on the auxiliary air

lines for air-lifts will only have manometers.

Sludge Handling—For the storage of excess sludge,

sludge concentration or acidification prior to dewater-

ing, a battery of six concrete tanks is provided. Each

tank is 11.5 ft. deep and 15 ft. square. An adjustable

outlet pipe will remove the supernatent liquor which

separates from the sludge.

The sludge will be handled in a press and dry house,

in which the liquid sludge, removed from the system

direct or from the storage tanks, will be dewatered.

E^e-boffs-'^
K- 19'^- —

-H

'-J^"6aM £/boyv, 90°

PLATE BOX FOR AERATION TANKS

i
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SETTLING TANK

The water content of the sludge probably will be from
98 to 99.5 per cent of water. This will be reduced by
filter pressing. The sludge cake from the press will be

dropped into pans on wheels, rolled to a corner of the

building and lifted to the second floor for storage and
feed to the dryer. A centrifugal machine of the most
recent ter-Meer type is also to be installed. This works
continuously and discharges the cake automatically.

For drying the press cake, a direct-indirect dryer

was selected after much investigation as the most

likely to dry sludge without burning or scorching or

causing the loss of nitrogen. A cyclone will retain

the dust from the waste gases. The screenings from
the Riensch-Wurl screen can be dried in the dryer, if

suitable, and mixed with the sludge. Otherwise they

may be burned or buried. About 3,300 lb. of dry sludge

are expected per 24 hours, and about one ton of coal

per day will be burned. Storage facilities as well as

a screen and crusher for the dried .«»ludjre vnll be pro-

vided.

In the design of rhe plant advantage has been taken
of the experience at Houston and at Milwaukee, Thanks
are due to Messrs. Sands and Fugate and in particular

to T. Chalkley Hatton lor courtesies extended. Every
effort has been made to prevent rust production, in

order to reduce the likelihood of choking the fiitros

plates. Surfaces of all cast-iron or wrought-iron pipe

have been coated. Tnips are provided to remove all

accumulated moisture aud the inlet to the filtrv>3 boxes

is trapped so that only a short length of galvanised

wrought-iron pipe is directly tributarj' to it. Consid-

erable care has been taken to make air lines drain and
to provide blow-offs. A comparison is to be made on
the durability and rusting qualities of dipped and
galvanized casv-iron pipe, used in the air headers :n

the aeration tanks. Located in the outskirts of the
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city beyond the industrial district, in the midst of

farms, golf clubs and cemeteries, it is hoped that clean

air can be secured by the cloth screens and the hydro-

turbine blower.

A laboratory on the second floor of the pump and

blower house will contain the necessary apparatus for

the essential determinations to control the plant and

to leai-n what is happening. Measuring devices have

been provided wherever helpful quantitative data can

be secured.

The operation of the plant will be continuous, except

at times of high water, when the incercepting sewer

will be submerged. The pumping of sewage will then

probably be discontinued and air blown simply to keep

the sludge alive. This condition will occur when the

river stage reaches El. 35, Chicago city datum, or 5

ft. below the maximum flood heights. Space has been

provided for a plant of equivalent capacity which may
be operated with the present installation.

Until his resignation in May, 1920, this work was car-

ried on under the general direction of George M.

Wisner, chief engineer of the Sanitary District of

Chicago. E. J. Kelly, formerly assistant chief engi-

neer, was made chief engineer when Mr. Wisner

retired. The engineering staff working on the plant

includes the writer, as sanitary engineer; George S.

Brack, electrical engineer; C. R. Dart, bridge engineer;

H. I. StefFa, mechanical engineer, and F. L. Barrett,

architect. R. H. Burke, division engineer, is in charge

of the construction of the intercepting sewer, pumping

station and treatment plant. L. C. Whittemore, assist-

ant sanitary engineer, has been in charge of the prep-

aration of the contract plans for the treatment plant

under the direction of the writer. A. B. Wood, New
Orleans, was consulting engineer on the pumps and

pump layout. The Leyden-Ortseifen Co. is the principal

contractor but the contracts have been let to various

trades in considerable detail, thereby securing vigorous

competition.

Water-Supply Improvements at Cleveland

The general program for water-supply improvements

at Cleveland, Ohio, outlined in Engineering News-

Record, Nov. 4, p. 886, in connection with the article

by A. V. Ruggles, engineer of construction and surveys.

Division of Water, is now being carried out. Accord-

ing to a letter from Mr. Ruggles excavation is in prog-

ress for the proposed Baldwin filtration plant with a

capacity of 165,000,000 gal. a day and designs are being

made for the plant and for the lining and covering of

the Baldwin reservoir; the excavation for the latter

having been finished. Plans are also being made for

the reconstruction of the Fairmount pumping station

and for various pipe lines or force mains from this

station. It is expected that the contracts will be let in

the spring for a 48-in. main connecting the Baldwin

plant with the new East station to be built later on in

the eastern end of the city. In accordance with the

recommendation of the commission that reviewed the

water-supply report abstracted by Mr. Ruggles in the

article already mentioned, water rates in Cleveland were

raised on Oct. 1 from 40c. to 60c. per 1,000 cu.ft. It is

expected that the new rates will make it possible not only

to pay interest and sinking fund charges on the cost of

the improvements now being put under way, but also

provide sufficient money, within ten years, to pay off a

large bonded debt which has been refunded again and

again.

Core-Pool Overflow Forms Core
Inspection Well

To PROVIDE overflows for the core pools in con-

structing three of the hydraulic fill dams for the

Miami valley flood protection works, and also to pro-

vide a means for inspecting the process of core

consolidation, wells designed as shown by the drawing
are provided in the outlet works retaining walls.

As described in Engineering News-Record, June 10,

1920, p. 1143, the outlet structures of the dams at

Taylorsville. Lockington

and Huffman are spillway

notches formed in the

earth embankments by
parallel transverse retain-

WELL IN OUTLET WALL FOR CORE POOL OVERFLOW

ing walls. The ends of the embankments butt against

the backs of these walls, which have a coping profile cor-

responding to the embankment slopes. The overflow

and inspection m^Us, as indicated by the sketch inserted

in the drawing, are located about on line with the

vertical axes of the embankment cores.

In hydraulic filling the embankment the segmental

blocks are laid up with each lift of the core pool and

form the weir for the pool outlet. Every third block

has a radial hole through it at the center of the arc.

Plugs of wood close these holes, but when removed,

at any time after the core has been raised above them,

the holes are open for noting how the core has hardened

and what its character is. Other methods of investi-

gating the behavior of the core fill at the Miami Con-

servancy District dams were described in Engineering
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News-Record, Dec. 25, 1919, p. 1040. Construction is

under the direction of Artliur E. Morgan, chief enj?i-

neer, Chas. H. Paul, assistant chief engineer, and C. H.
Locher, construction manager.

\

Timbers of Tropical America and
Railway Tie Supply

Hardwoods of Central and South America Little

Known—Some Varieties Described—Life

of Ties in Cuba
By Albert W. Buel,

Consulting- Kngineer, New York City

EAST timber resources exist in tropical America.
Both the abundance of the supply and the remark-

able quality of many of the woods make these resources

of great importance for the future if not, indeed, for the

present status of our timber supply for construction

and industrial use. Hitherto practically all attempts to

import timber or lumber from the countries to the

south of us have been unsuccessful and unsatisfactory,

except in so far as they relate to fancy and special

weeds, as those for the furniture and dye industries,

involving values three to five times those of our native

woods. In particular, attempts to develop a railway tie

supply from the tropical and semi-tropical forests have
failed. Yet there is good reason to believe that in this

very field is to be found one of the most immediate and
most significant possibilities in the use of tropical

hardwoods.

In a special report of the committee on ties of the

American Railway Engineering Association, made some
months ago at the request of the Railroad Administra-

tion, the unsatisfactory condition of our tie supply and
its probable future was fully discussed. At the present

rate of consumption, the report says, the standing tim-

ber in the United States would be exhausted in thirty

years, but due to increasing value and similar causes

affecting consumption the present supply supplemented

by new growths will last at least fifty years. During
this period, however, the cost of ties 'vill increase con-

tinually, quality will decrease, and more and more diffi-

culty will be experienced in supplying the demand. For

these reasons the development of additional sources of

supply is of prime importance.

Why Previous Enterprises Failed

It is not hard to find reasons for the failure of pre-

vious attempts to organize a commercial supply of lum-

ber, structural timber or ties from tropical forests. In

all the cases known to the v^'riter one or more of the

following conditions brought the enterprise to failure:

1. Until the present time the maket prices of

domestic woods were so low that the prodr.ctr of tropical

forests could not be sold here at a profit, or at least not

at a margin commensurate with the risks and difficulties

of the undertaking. This is now changed, according to

the statements of men intimately acquainted with the

market. The conclusion is well warranted that under

existing conditions such enterprises, if handled with

judgment and managed efficiently, offer excellent pros-

pects of success. This conclusion applies to many, if not

all, of the possible sources of timber supply from cen-

tral and tropical South America.

2. Little is known in the United States about the

various species of tropical woods available. Their qual-

ities, in the way of durability and .«?uitabilit}' for par-
ticular UHcs, have received practically no attention on
the part of American timber users. Repeatedly timber
cut from .species of trees entirely unsuited to the use
intended ha.s been imported, with the re.tult of creating
an erroneous impre.s.sion that tropical wood« are quite
unsuited to our reijuirements.

The difficulty ari-sing from our lack of knowledge of
the qualities of the woods is increased by the fact that
tropical forests consist of mixed .«• ny
as twenty or thirty species grouper! ^r,

the species are known by lfx:al names <niiy, and the same
species often have different local names in pLacea only
a few hundred miles apart. Sometimes, indeed, the
same name is given to woods of different species in con-
tiguous forest regions. No comprehensive l)otanical

surveys have been made in any of the c .*n-

tion, so far as can be a.scertained. 1- ,rus

quite obviously introduce confusion into the subject of
tropical timber supply. Nothing would more effectively

tend to conserve our North American forests by bring-
ing the tropical and semi-tropical forests into the
position of supplementary supply than a botanical

survey of the standing timber of tropical America north
of the equator. It would be desirable if means could be
found to carry out such a survey at the earliest possible

date. Such organizations as the Forest Ser\ice. the

Smithsonian Institution, the American Museum of

Natural History, should find this undertaking well

within their abilities and their field of interest.

3. Most lumbering operations in tropical countries

have been undertaken by inexperienced men, and these

men havi failed to employ capable advisers and man-
age: s. Undei these ciixumstances insufficient consid-

eict'on -7J2L. piven t: he difficulties of the undertaking

and adeq :at capita was not provided. Failure was but

natural under such conditions.

Important Caribbean Woods

A noteworthy contribution to the subject of develop-

ing the Central American timber resources was made
by T. W. Braddy, in charge of the lumber industrj* of

the Panama Canal, in a paper presented before the

Engineers' Club of the Lanal Zone about a year ago.

Mr. Braddy listed and described the principal Panaman
woods, and discussed their availability for use in the

United States. Engineers will be partciularly interested

to know that the first four woods he mentions are of

demonstrated high value for structural purposes and are

among the strongest and most durable woods known,

while seven or eight ether species of nis list are being

used extensively for building construction, as interior

trim and in cabinet work. Using his data, the following

summarized account cf the most important wootis of the

Isthrni:s (and in fact of the Carib5>ean region as a

whole) has been prepared. The woods are listed in the

order of their relative weight and strength.

Gii-aijacan—The yellow guayacan grows 50 in. in

diameter and 100 to 150 ft. high. It furnishes one of

the hardest, densest and most durable W'^ vn. It

i.s cf the same genus as lignum vitae Mr Zigo-

phyllaceae).

Almcjidra—No timber has given more satisfaction in

ship and dredge work than almendra. It is similar in

color to yellow guayacan, but occurs nior«» abundantly.

It grows up to 60 in. in diameter and 140 ft. high, but

sometimes the trees branch as low as 30 ft. from the
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ground. The wood is stronger, heavier and much more

durable than white oak.

Alcareto—Alcareto has proved the most widely useful

timber in Panama as a general substitute for oak, in

work not requiring as heavy and strong a wood as

guayacan and almendra. The tree grows to a height of

120 to 140 ft., without showing a branch. When green

the wood is of a deep purple, the color changing to a

light brown in seasoning. Alcareto does not check, has

about the same weight and hardness as oak, and is more

durable. It occurs abundantly, but the trees rarely

attain a diameter as large as 30 or 36 inches.

Aviargo—The lightest of the hardwoods used (except

roble) is amargo, a wood of deep golden yellow color

containing a resinous substance. It does not check and

is a good substitute for oak, ash and maple. It is

believed to be more lasting than alcareto, though lighter

and less strong. The tree grows to 65 in. diameter and

150 ft. high, and is of symmetrical form and uniformly

tapered, so that it is excellent from the lumbering

standpoint.

Four woods of similar appearance but of very

different botanical nature, Batteo Mane, Caobo blanca,

and Cedro aynargo, are being used for flooring, siding,

interior trim and cabinet work, but have not been tried

in structural work. Other trees available for interior

trim that deserve m.ention are Cedro espinosa, Coratu,

and Espeve. These woods are quite dissimilar in

appearance. The trees are abundant and have a fair

timber form.

Alcavu is a soft but long-lived wood and makes beau-

tiful lumber. Nispero is a very hard wood, and inci-

dentally yields a high grade rubber called "Balateo" and

bears a very fine fruit. The v/ood season-checks very

badly, however, and is useless for lumber or structural

purposes unless means can be found to prevent its

checking.

Among other Panama species some of which may be

available for lumber or structual timber are Mora,

Mangle blanca. Mangle colorada, Soro, Quira, Amorilla,

Mai-mocillo, Roble, Pilon, Tangari, Nogalon, and others.

They are, however, by no means of an importance com-

mensurate with that of the woods mentioned before, and

not much is known about their physical properties.

Points on Tropical Lumbering and Milling

As the governing factors of loggiiig, milling and
marketing in the tropical and semi-tropical countries

differ materially from, those in the United States special

study must be given to the peculiar difficulties of the

undertaking if success is to be assured and the neces-

sary development capital attracted. Mr. Braddy in his

discussion of the subject reviewed some of the points

requiring attention. As he stated—and the writer is

able to confirm this—little difficulty will be experienced

from insufficient supply or excessive cost of labor. The
difficulties center largely in providing a supply of logs

to the mill, organizing the operating system of the mill,

and organizing the marketing system with due regard to

the variety of woods to be handled. Further, very care-

ful technical study must be given to the problem of

seasoning and kiln drying.

Discussing logging operations, Mr. Braddy suggests

that modern logging machinery, properly applied to the

local conditions, will prove entirely adequate to deal with

the work. The ground sk.idder, the trolley skidder and

the derrick barge have been supplemented with great

success by the caterpillar tank, which has proved capable

of bringing out timber from lands hitherto considered

inaccessible to transportation.

Logging railroads will, however, prove an indispens-

able device in most of the tropical timber regions. In

some instances these exploitation lines will require large

investments . of capital aild the application of a high

degree of engineering skill. A number of projects of

this character have been studied by the writer and he

feels on very certain ground in emphasizing the impor-

tance of considering transportation questions in addi-

tion to the problem of logging in the woods. Acces-

sibility of supply is of prime importance, especially in

the early years of such an enterprise.

Seasoning and Kiln-Drying

Reference to the formidable difficulties presented by
the checking of some of the tropical woods should be

sufficient to direct attention to the seasoning and kiln

drying part of tropical lumbering. Cases have indeed

occurred in which a promising enterprise to supply

lumber from South or Central America to United States

ports has been wrecked by disregard of the disastrous

effects of checking. Logs, tie timber and finished lum-

ber are all concerned in the seasoning problem. Both

kiln drying and yard seasoning, therefore, must be

studied, organized and administered with unusual care,

not merely to reduce the losses of material, but, what
in these enterprises will prove to be the critical consid-

eration, to assure the supply to the purchaser of a satis-

factory material, and thereby retain the confidence and
good will of the market.

Organizing the mill operating system is intimately

related to the character and size of enterprise suited to

the South and Central American conditions. On this a
paragraph from Mr. Braddy's paper is pertinent:

"Central America is not believed to be a country well

suited to small mills scattered here and there over the

land, for the small mill is usually backed by small cap-

ital and it is hardly possible with a small outlay of

money to operate and maintain a logging equipment that

it would require to stock even a small mill with logs for

any length of time. Because the timber never occurs

in pure stands a mill must engage in the manufacture
of miscellaneous woods. This raises the most difficult

feature of sawmilling to be met with, for it is neces-

sary to make at least three grades of lumber from each

species of timber handled. The Balboa plant is handling

eight different kinds of timber; in the No. 3 grade all

third-class material is placed regardless of species,

while No. 1 and No. 2 are classified according to the

species, thus making seventeen classifications. Assum-
ing thac a modern mill were operating here cutting from
40,000 to 60,000 ft. of bill stock per day and 20,000 ft.

of boards, to say nothing of the miscuts, shorts and
other scrap that would accumulate and could be worked

up in slack and tight copperage stock, crate stock and

basket material, it would be necessary to handle at least

twelve different kinds of trnber, and at least five grades

of each species, thus requiring skid room, storage space

and marketing facilities organized on a large scale."

An American engineer who during the past twenty

years has spent considerable time in construction work
in half a dozen of the countries bordering on the

Caribbean Sea has made available to the writer some of

the data which he has systematically collected on the

subject of the semi-tropical hardwoods. These data,
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together with perhaps equally extensive data collected

by the writer through correspondence, interviews and
information obtained in personal experience have been
drawn upon for a table of the life of Cuban hardwood
railroad cross-ties, representing actual service data.

The figures of long life obtained are likely to prove sur-

prising to railroad men of the United States, who deal

with very much shorter periods of life even in the case

of their best tie materials.

In connection with the general data on woods it

should be said that particular attention has been given

to securing data on the tendency of different woods to

check, and on whether the checking is radial or tan-

gential. The information on this point is necessarily

rather incomplete and not altogether satisfactory. So
far as it has been used in the table, however, it may
be relied upon.

Briefly, stating the net showing of the table in a

single conclusion, it may be asserted that, properly

LIFE OF CUBAN HARDWOOD TIES

Name of Timber . Life in Years Reported by
(Botanical Name)

• -^ o
h ® A 8
ffi 9 -S a» 3> e «

« •« |« as I
SI J3 -• ao CO o
3 3 ca '"S °o "

o o P K e, <
Caguairantt 30-40 25 ** 30-40 20+ 28

(Copaifera Hymeneofolia)

Yabat * 35 .... 25
(Andira Inermis)

Majagua de Costat 25 tO 17

Guayacan Blancof * * 20 204

(Guaiacum Oficinale Zigophyllaceae)

Jiquittt 20-30 25 ** 20-30 .... 25
(Romelia Horrida)

Jocumattt 20-30 * 20-30 20

(Sideroxilon Saiicifolio)

Chicharrontt 30-40 * * 30-40 27

{Terminalia Chicharronia)

Morurott 25 * 10-14 17

(Pilthecobium Filicifolium)

Sabictitt -, * '»-"» 8 '*

(Mimosa Odoratissima) .^ LJ — :

Jficaro Negrottt 25 * 10-14 10 15

(Terminalia Augustifolia)

Acanattt 25 * 10-14 10 15

(Bascia Albercens)
, . . • * 15
Jaimiqui
(Mimusops Jaimiqui)

Average Life, in last column, is estimated from all available data, includmg

experience of Cuban engineers in government service and
'"''X . Jf:ftV^yf/l,X,f

*Most commonly used in Havana, (average life on dirt roadbed without ballast

of any kind and very poor drainage, 10- 1 2 years. j- ,„.jk»j „.iil,«i.«
**Used, but not so easily obtained, average life on dirt roadbed without

ballast of any kind and very poor drainage, 10-12 years.

t Does not check.

tt Seldom checks, or checks very little.

ttt Checks badly or often.

selected, tropical hardwoods will prove gratifyingly

serviceable and durable. Timber cannot be exported

from Cuba at the present time in commercial quantities.

But the timbers of the entire Caribbean region are

closely related, and the species represented in the table

as well as others are found also in the other Central

American countries; and almost the same remark might

be made concerning South America.

The Panama R.R. specified as acceptable for railway

ties (in addition to guayacan), alcareto, amargo,

almendra and nispero. On account of its tendency to

check, it is doubtful whether nispero would be satisfac-

tory in northern climates.
_

In Venezuela, ties of vera (GiLaiacum arbonnm
)
and

curarire (Tacoma chrysantha.[ last 25 to 30 years, and

fail only by mechanical abrasion.

The greenheart of F'ritiMh ('.

lauraceaej i.s rated fir.Ht cla.i

fDimorphantlra mora cw
which i.s probably clo.Hcly rel.r

^' 'nndra RoHio4!i

IS aLK> Mora

not id«rr.

the Cuban caguiran. The»e are two of the >>«it tu-

structural timberH, ranking with the guayataiu.

It remains to identify species found in trreater abaiul-

ance in other and r (^sible localities and
known only by vario innes. with the six or
best Cuban .species, the four from Panama, autd two
each from Venezuela and Briti.sh Guiana, as to whirh

service records extending back 30 to 50 years are i.

able. This work should be near the top of a botanical

survey program.

There are several species each of the Guaiactua and
Tacoma families that are said to have nearly equal

value as tie timber, and it is probable that many if not

the larger number of copaifera trees wiil prove Bervice-

able. It is, however, impo.rtant to bear in mind that

60 to 80 per cent of the stand in any subtropical forest

is composed of species entirely uniiuited to use as rail-

way cross-ties, and, further, that some species which
give fair service in their native climate may fail in

northern regions, due to their tendency to de\elop radial

season-checks extending from face to * --
v -

The opportunities for developing a .-

of ties to supplement our rapidly difmui.-ai/iK Nurih

American stock of tie timber therefore appear bright.

If they are grasped, the time when wooden ties must
pass out of use may be postponed inddinitely.

Prospects for Railway Tie Supply

From South America
Tropical Timbers Now Offered — Little Knowledge

of Behavior in United States— Indefinite

Classification of Species

ALTHOUGH vast timber resources e.xist in the trop-

. ical forests of Central America and South America,

there are technical and commercial difficulties at-

tending the use of these timbers to supplement the

supply of ties for railways in the Unite<l State-*, accord-

ing to a recent paper by H. von Schrenk. '

engineer, St. Louis, Mo. L-uring the pa.-<t th:; .

there have been occasional shipments of ties from '

ical countries but there is no adequate record of ;;....

species or service. Practically, however, this field has

not been touched, but it is being given renewed a'

tion and numerous offers are being made of v;r

kinds of wood. The following notes are taken from

the paper mentioned above.

Mexico has a large forest area, including botn moun-

tain and tropical regions. The mountain forests are

composed largely of pines and are more or le*«» inac-

cessible. The tropical forests contain a v:.

woods, there being, for example, some 85 -.

in the territor\' tributarj- to Vera Cruz. In Central

America there are large supplies of hardwood on the

Pacific side, while the Gulf side has e.xtensive pine

forests, many of which are easily
'

tropical resources, however, are

largest area being in Brazil. Several years

ties imported from the Am:izon region were i

eastern railways, all of these being extremely hard

and bearing no resemblance to wood^ found in the
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United States. The Guianas are rich in forest re-

sources and it is here that the valuable greenheart and

mora are found. Venezuela and Colombia have smaller

forests but can be counted upon for a large future

supply. The mountainous parts of Chile and Peru are

forested, but these countries at present import most

of their timber from the United States.

Although these vast resources exist, Mr. von Schrenk

points out that they are not available at this time and

much development work will be necessary before they

can furnish commercial supplies. Tropical timbers

(with the exception of the mountain pines) grow in

dense jungles and usually a large number of species

grow close together. Thus if ties of lignum vitae only

;vere required they would have to be obtained from trees

widely separated, while in any one acre where such a

tree was found there would be 50 or 60 other species.

For this reason, in order to make the cutting of ties

commercially practicable it would be necessary to take

a large number of different kinds.

In this connection, Mr. von Schrenk points out that the

fitness of tropical woods for use as ties has yet to be

determined. Hardwoods which have given excellcjnt

service in their native lands have failed when used

as ties in the northern temperate regions, mainly

by splitting and checking under the influence of tho

wide extremes of temperature to which they are sub'

jected. Without further experience it would be risky

to purchase any large number of ties of a particular

species. During the past thirty years a number ol

species have been imported, but owing to incomplete

records as to their names, origin and years of service

it is in most cases impossible to determine their value

as tie timbers.

Another diflficulty is indefiniteness as to the nomen-
clature or classification of different species. Thus,

samples submitted under various oak names have been

found not even related to the oak family, A purchaser,

therefore, must be careful to assure himself that the

tropical wood offered has not only the local name by
which it is known, but has also the botanical name by
which alone it will be possible to specifically identify

future shipments. Mr. von Schrenk is emphatic in

stating that too much stress cannot be laid upon the

absolute necessity of proper identification. Where trop-

ical sources of tie supply are under consideration everj'

possible care should be taken to have the proper botan-

ical and other identification of all trees from which
the ties are to be made.

Irrigation and Navigation Conflict

Interference with navigation in the Sacramento
River caused by the diversion of water for irriga-

tion is outlined by Lieut. Col. W. Kelly, Corps of Engi-
neers, U. S. A., San Francisco, in a circular letter. The
importance of irrigation, he says, is appreciated so fully

that his office has been directing its activities "toward
finding a solution that will permit maximum diversion

and at the same time give permanent, reliable, all-year

navigation." This will require movable dams with locks.

A tentative plan for four dams has been made, but as

the cost is beyond what Congress is like'y to be willing

to appropriate. Colonel Kelly has sent out the circular

letter already mentioned to the irrigation interests to

ascertain whether they would share with the gfovcrn-

ment the expense of the datns.

Improve Small Water Power by
Building Eight Dams

Primitive Construction Provides Storage for Modern
Development in Nipissing Region of

Northern Ontario

ON account of the growing demands in the town of

North Bay, in the Lake Nipissing region of Ontario,
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario is

enlarging the capacity of the local electric power sta-

tion, which has only recently been purchased from
private interests. The most interesting feature of the
revision is the construction of eight new small dams in

DOWNSTREAM FACE OF 12 -FT. CRIB

the headwaters of the South River, which the plant util-

izes, thus providing enough storage to dispense with

the steam auxiliary which had been used when the

river was low. The dams are in remote districts, where
construction refinements would be expensive and so are

being built in rather primitive fashion.

The old plant had a capacity of about 900 kw. with a

low-water flow of only 75 sec.-ft. The steam auxiliary,

therefore, was frequently called into service. The new
plant will develop 1500 hp. continuous with a plant effi-

ciency of 80 per cent, and on this basis 2200 hp. with an

annual load factor of 70 per cent.

On the headwaters of the river are a series of small

lakes now ranging in surface area from 100 to 1,000

UPSTREAM FACE OF SUPRISE LAKE DAM

acres each, the most remote being about 30 miles from

the power house. The new dams are at the outlets of

these lakes and increase their area and storage ca-

Ipacity; In all a total new storage of about 26,000 acre-

Ifeet will be created, heads at the dams varying from 2

to 14 ft.' The dams themselves are of timber-crib,

rockfill construction, sheeted on the face and puddTea,

'with a singla sluiceway containing stop logs, to permit
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regulation of the outflow. They were built by local
labor with such local material as could be obtairifd and
with practically no machinery. The control will be in

the hands of the Government park rangers who patrol
this district.

In addition to providing additional storage the power
house itself will be revamped, particularly to improve
the rather antiquated turbines. New runners have been
designed for the old casings which will develop 1400
bhp. each, in place of 1,000 bhp. developed by the old

runners. New seal rings will be put in, and the con-
nection between the guide vanes and the governor,
which at present is very light, made more substantial.

In addition to this, two new butterfly valves will be
placed in the power house instead of the old gate valves,

and sometime in the near future a new wood-stave
pipe will be installed in place of the old one. New
electrical equipment is also being installed, as well as a

new shaft.
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Concrete Towers at Railway Water
Stations: C. & N. W. Ry.

standard Design Adopted—Longer Life than Steel

at Same Cost—Maintenance Cost Nominal
—No Frost Box Required

RECTANGULAR TOWERS nf reinforced-concrete to

,. support elevated tanks at water stations, which

are being introduced on the Chicago & Northwestern

Ry., have about the same first cost as steel towers

but have practically no subsequent expense for main-

tenance or painting. In the cost of a steel structure

frost boxing around the pipes is included, but this is

f---r-l .
-

.-g| •'Drip-'-'

Plan

Drip^

Spouf-

Clearance^ ^

Lines
,

^ in. Pub/ic ^

r

Wood Tank
1'
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Drtr/nPipe

CONCRETE TOWER KOU WATER TANKS

gal. tanks .30 x 16 ft. In

monolithic structure consists of a tower 10 ft. liquare
on a foundation slab 20 ft. square and carrying a cir-

cular top slab 23 ft. in diameter. In good ground the
ba.s3 is 6 ft. below rail level, but thi.s depth i.s increased
where necessarj-, the pipes l>eing tnen .supported at the
normal level by concrete pedestals upon the Hoor. It

will be seen that the top slab is formed with ribs or
joists on which the tank bottom is placed, these tak*"-/

the place of the wood joists ordinarily used and pr

ing ample ventilation to prevent decay of the w :

Timber brackets, bolted to the wall of the tower, carr.

a frame supporting the hinged spout for supplying w.i'. r

to the locomotives. A concrete mix of 1:2:4 is u-oi.

made with stone not exceeding 1 in. in size. Exposed
edges are beveled by I x 1-in.

triangular strips placed in the

forms. After 14 to 31 days.

depending upon weather con-

ditions, the forms are re-

moved, the exposed interior

and exterior surfaces being

then rubbed down with emer>'

bricks. Steel reinforcement

consists of squ !

b.irs, with flat

metal in the walls, the joints

of bars being lapped and
wrapped with wire. Frost-

proof covering on the inlet and
discharge pipes consi.-^ta of

two layers of tar paper, two
layers of l-in hair felt and
two layers of tar felt, each
layer being wrapped spirally

with wire. Over this is a

canvas jacket w

'

two coats of as; \

door and two
formed in the t«>Nv- ;

.

Pfsign FigHires.— For the

typical tower shown in the

drawing the total assumed load

on the base is 759.000 ib.,

including 429.000 Ib. frr tnrk

filled with water, o"

for 81 cu.yd. of concrL... . . j

lb. of reinforcing steel and
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5,000 lb. for piping. The soil pressure averages 1,900

lb, per square foot, with an allowable maximum of 2,300

lb. Wind pressure is taken at 25 lb. per square foot on

the horizontal projection of the tank and 50 lb. on the

tower. Unit stresses are 16,000 lb. for tension in steel,

750 lb. compression in concrete, 120 lb. shear in con-

crete reinforced with stirrups and 40 lb. where there is

no shear reinforcement. The ratio of moduli of elas-

ticity of steel and concrete is 15.

A life of about 70 to 80 years is expected for these

concrete towers, as compared with an average of 35 to

40 years for steel towers and 18 to 20 years for framed

timber towers, all under similar conditions of climate

and service.

The concrete tower design was worked out under the

direction of 0. F. Dalstrom, engineer of bridges, Chicago

& Northwestern Ry. Construction is done both by

company forces and by contract.

Eiii^nneers' License Examinations

in Different States

ABSTRACTS of the examination conditions in those

L states which require the licensing and registration

of engineers for the practice of their profession, as pub-

lished in the November "Proceedings" of the American

Society of Engineers, are given herewith:

Colorado—Each candidate is examined in that branch of

engineering in which he is proficient, as set forth in his

application. The board conducts the examination in such

manner as it desms best suited to determine the fitness

of candidates, and it may summon any licensed engineer

to assist in preparing for and in conducting examinations.

Fee for examination, $10; for license certificate, $5, and for

renewal certificate, ?5 annually. Application is made to

State Engineer, Secretary, State Board of Engineer Ex-
aminers, Denver, Col.

Florida— The board has ruled that examinations may
consist of the applicant's sworn statement of professional

education and experience in responsible charge of engi-

neering work. If this statement is not complete or quali-

fying the board may summon the applicant to appear for

further examination and may investigate his record of pro-

fessional service. Examinations may bs either oral or

partly oral and partly written. Fee for examination, $15;

for certificate of registration, $10 additional; for registra-

tion without examination, $25, and for renewal of certifi-

cate, $5 annually. Application is made to the Secretary,

State Board of Engineering Examiners, 215 East Bay St.,

Jacksonville, Fla
Idaho—Examinations are held semi-annually in the State

Capitol, Boise, Idaho, beginning at 9 a.m. the second Tues-
day of March and September. Applications must be re-

ceived ten days before the date of examination. Fee for

residents, $10; for non-residents, $25; for renewal, $2 an-
nually. Application for a certificate of registration is made
to the Department of Law Enforcement, Boise, Idaho, under
oath, in such form and accompanied by such proof of the
applicant's fitness to practice as the department may pre-

scribe. The application is made in writing accompanied by
an unmounted photograph taken within a year.

Illinois—Structural engineers' examinations include writ-

ten and oral tests and embrace subjects normally taught in

schools of structural engineering. They occupy three days
and cover theoretical and applied mechanics, definitions,

general engineering knowledge, stress analysis, static and
moving loads, design and construction in reinfoi'ced con-
crete, steel, wood, masonry and foundations. Fee for ex-

amination, $10; for certificate of registration, $5; for ex-

amination to determine prelimniary education, $5; for resto-

ration of an expired certi.cate, $5; for renewal of certificate,

$1 annually; for certificate to those who hold a like cer-

tificate from another state or country, $15. Application

is made upon prescribed blanks to the Department of Reg-
istration and Education, Springfield, 111. [Separate exami-
nations by other boards are required for surveyors and for

architects.

—

Editor.]
Iowa—Examinations are as prescribed by the board. Fee

for examination, $15; for certificate of registration, $10 ad-

ditional; for certificate without examination to person reg-

istered in another state, $10. Application is made to the

State Board of Engineering Examiners, Box 923, Des Moines.
Louisiana— Examinations are required of all who are

not graduates of an engineering college or school of good
standing. Examination for surveying covers geometry,
plane trigonometry, plane surveying and practical use of

instruments. For engineering it covers also physics, in-

cluding practical problems in design and construction. Fee
for examination, !J25; for registration by diploma, $25; for

registration of holder of license from another state, $15;

for issuing license certificate, $1; engineering renewal
license, $3 annually; surveying renewal license, $1 annually.

Application is made to the State Board of Engineering Ex-
aminers, Maison Blanche, Building Annex, New Orleans, La.

Michigan—Examinations are requii'ed of all who desire

to begin the practice of architecture, engineering or sur-

veying as principal or in responsible charge, except those

from other states. These examinations include English lan-

guage and other appropriate subjects. Fee for examina-
tion, $5; for certificate of registration, $15 additional; for

certificate of registration without examination, $20; for

renewal of certificate, $5 every five years. Application is

made to the State Board of Examiners for the Registra-

tion of Architects, Engineers and Surveyors, 80 Griswold
St., Detroit, Mich.
Neiv York — Present practitioners roust obtain licenses

before May 14, 1922. If evidence presented in the applica-

tion does not appear to the board to warrant a certificate

the applicant may present further evidence, which may
include the resrlt of a required examination. Fee for cer-

tificate to practice engineering or land surveying, $25;

for certificate to pi'actice both engineei'ing and land sur-

veying, $35. Application must be made on a prescribed

form to the Regents of the University of the State of New
York, Albany, N. Y.
Oregon—Examinations may be either oral or partly oral

and partly written. Fee for examinations, $10; for cer-

tificate of registration, $5 additional; for certificate of reg-

istration without examination, $15. Application is made
to the Secretary, State Board of Engineering Examiners,
Corbett Building, Portland, Ore.

Virginia — Examinations ai'e required of all applicants

except those from other states. They are held at least

once each year at Richmond, Va., and at such other places

and times as the board may designate. Fee for each ex-

abination, $20. Application is made to the State Board of

Examination and Certification of Architects, Professional

Engineers and Land Surveyors, Richmond, Va. Registra-

tion is optional. Present practitioners are not limited as

to the time within which to register.

Wyoming—Examinations are required of all applicants

except those licensed under previous acts, and consist of a

written examination and an investigation of record, training

end experience. Fee for examination, $10; for certificate of

license without examination, $5. Application is made to the

State Board of Examining Engineers, Cheyenne, Wyo.

Survey of Tennessee River Basin

The United States, in co-operation with the Ten-

nessee River Improvement Association, is conducting a

survey of the Tennessee river and its tributaries, the

work being conducted by the Corps of Engineers, U. S.

Army. This river and its tributaries possess a large

aggregate power capacity, the development of which

will have a direct bearing on navigation. The survey

includes a study of the resources of the basin to

determine the influence of water transportation on

their development and the amount of tonnage that

they might contribute.
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Public Comfort Station with
Unusual Equipment

THE new public comfort station at AUentown, Pa .

is located under Center Square to avoid renting or

purchasing property and affords an unusual variety of

accommodation. The structure is 65 x 55 ft^ project-

ing under the sidewalk to provide for stairways with
covered entrances. In the women's side are G lavatories,

3 free toilet rooms, 3 toilet rooms at 5c., 2 rest rooms
at 10c. and one rest room with bath at 25c. In the

men's side are 20 lavatories, 12 urinal stalls, 4 free

toilet rooms, 5 toilet rooms at 5 and 10c. and 3 toilet

\ to t-in. iiize wait ufted, and the waJU are reinforred
with wire me.Hh. After the walU had bc«n poured Um
plumbinjf pirxiM l>eneath the tttmr were laid aM e«wr-

ered with a Bin. HJab, which wa* allowed to im
•

days l>efore erectinjf up^>n it the faljieworV. f-r

forms.

As the two 27-ft. roof iipanfl have l..

truckinK, a concrete T-lieam and iilab con-'

adopted, the u.-ual nxl reir

mented by a layer of hteel n»
slab. This design wa.H alx>ut 3^i per cent

an alternative design with .steel bear:.<i ar._

the depth of excavation. The outride of the incloiiing
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duit for accessibility, and the plumbing is ventilated

to a 20-in. pipe inclosed in an ornamental concrete stack

20 ft. high. White enameled brick is used as the

interior finish, with rounded edges at doorways and

cui-ved fillets at all corners to permit of thorough clean-

ing. An unusual feature is the use of electric air-

dr>'ing devices at the free wash basins. By pressing a

pedal a current of warm air is discharged, thus avoid-

ing the use and nuisance of paper towels. Shoe shin-

ing stands, telephone booths and other conveniences are

provided in both rooms. Two male and two female

attendants work in 9-hour shifts from 6 a.m. to mid-

night.

This public comfort station was designed and con-

structed under the direction of H. F. Bascom, city engi-

neer. Geo. H. Hardner was the general contractor.

The total cost, including all fittings and equipment,

was $40,000, half of which was paid by the county

and half by the city, the latter raising its share by a

bond issue. The station was opened in June, 1920.

Tile Drain Maintenance and Repair

on U. S. R. S. Projects

Bedding in Gravel and Laying on Cradles Frequently

Only Method of Preventing Settle-

ment in Quicksand

DRAIN tile laid in gravel on the Shoshone Project

of the U. S. Reclamation Service, where 85.85

miles have been put down by government forces, stand

up well. Breaks have occurred only in quicksand and

in every case the tile has settled and some has been

broken. Invariably the tile was found fiUed with ma-

terial, a hole showed in the backfill above the break

and water flowed from the hole. Breaks are expensive

to repair, averaging $10 per foot, and a special study

has been made so that care in the construction may
prevent failure. C. M. Jump, superintendent of irri-

gation on the Shoshone Project, has an article in the

Reclamation Record for October giving details of main-

tenance, and A. R. McGinness, assistant engineer of

the Huntley Project, describes in the same issue the

method of building closed drains. The following ab-

stract Is from these articles:

It has been the practice on the Shoshone Project, wher-
ever the grade of the drain is not in gravel, to use a

cradle made of 2 x 4-in. lumber beveled on the edges and
spaced so as to bring the support on the tile at the quarter

points at an angle of 45 deg. to the horizontal and vertical

axes of the tile. Some of these cradles have been used
as short as 6 ft. in length, but at present no length shorter

than 12 ft. is used. In exceptional cases where the sub-

grade has been in quicksand piling has been driven and
the tile cradles hung in yokes on the piles. This piling

has usually been of broken lagging boards.

The generally accepted practice has been to cover the

upper five-eighths to three-fourths of the circumference
of the tile at the joint with tar paper, thus leaving an
opening at the lower portion where water can enter the

tile line. As tight a join^ as desired is not always obtained
even by turning the tile in laying to secure the best

possible fit. During construction water and muck often

stand more than halfway up the tile.

Often water is forced up through the subgrade, which
no doubt aids in forcing material into the tile and, in ad-

dition, keeps the subgrade loosened and in r.n unstable
condition. Such conclusions as to the cause of the failures
must of necessity be drawn from circumstantial evidence,
but they are the result of several years' experience and

embody the conclusions of project employees who have been
interested in both the construction and maintenance of tile

drains.

The problem of preventing such failures must be taken
care of in the construction of the drain but there is no
uniformity of opinion as to the best method. There is also

considerable doubt whether a tile drain can be made a
permanent success in quicksand or fine clay except at a

cost that would be prohibitive.

Certain conclusions and suggestions may be offered: (1)

To construct a tile line in quicksand or fine clay with
gravel or to support it on ladders set on piling of suffi-

cient beaiing strength may make the cost prohibitive as

compared with open-drain construction. To this may be
added the doubtful permanency of such construction; (2)

a tile line should have no rigid points of support. It

should be allowed considerable flexibility so as to adjust

itself to the diff'erent conditions of support. This is not
practicable when drain tile is used. If it were practicable

to use sewer pipe in such construction any deviation from
a straight line would have a tendency to tighten the joint

rather than to open it as is the case with drain the.

Repair Methods— The general practice on the Shoshone
Project in repairing breaks in tile drains is to begin open-
ing the trench below the break where the water is run-
ning out of the top of the trench, since it is impossible

to start a crib immediately over the break. This work
consists of driving solid cribbing in sections 12 to 14 ft. in

length, 3 or 4 ft. wide, depending upon the size of tile. In

putting down these cribs 6 x 8-in. timbers are used as

wales and 2 x 8-in. timbers for lagging or piling. The
surface is taken off to a depth where the ground will stand
up before the crib is started. The lagging is driven as fast

as excavation is made to keep the banks from caving.

When the first crib has been put down and the tile has
been uncovered the drain is opened by taking out or break-
ing a tile, in order to lower the water so as to extend the

crib over the break. Considerable care has to be used not

to fill the down-stream section of tile with mud. In. some
cases it has been necessary to permit the water to come
to the hydraulic gradient of the tile line and wait until

the water table has lowered in the fall before the broken
line can be relaid.

All this work requires hand labor and is very expensive
as it usually takes from ten days to two weeks to open
the line. If repairs are to be continued • as in the past,

instead of using wood piling or lagging, light steel sheet

piling would be better and less expensive in the long run,

as the timber is practically destroyed.

Trap Boxes — Another important feature in the main-
tenance of closed drains is the wooden trap boxes, which
are beginning to deteriorate to such an extent that it will

soon be necessary to repair or replace them. It is a simple
matter to repair them temporarily by boarding up on the

inside of the 4 x 4-in. posts used as the frame of the

structure. This method, however, does not secure satis-

factory construction, as the nailing must be relied upon
entirely to hold the earth pressure. When decay starts it

is usually the nail holes which soften first, so that the
danger of collapse would be greater in the repaired struc-

ture than in the original construction. The water plane
does not usually recede in the fall and show the necessity

of repairs until so late in the season that the ground is

frozen to such a depth that repairs from the outside would
be very costly.

The life of a wooden structure alternately exposed to

wpter and air, which is the condition obtaining in all trap
boxes where repairs have been necessary, is 8 to 10 years.

Lining the trap box with a fairly thin concrete wall
seems to be the simplest solution. This would support
the old timber walls and would protect them from the
deteriorating action of air and water. The trap boxes on
the Shoshone Project are fairly uniform in dimensions,
and it is believed that a collapsible metal form could be
designed for this purpose, which, taken with the ease of

obtaining materials, would allow an economical and ef-

ficient method for this repair, as well as obtaining a per-

manent structure.
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Trap boxes are cleaned in the spring and fall. In the
spring there is very little sand in the bottom of the boxes.
In the fall, after the heavy run of water, the bottom.s of
the boxes are full of sand. It is a que.stion whether it

is necessary to clean these trap boxes, as there is plenty
of room for sand to deposit at the end of drains and there
has been no indication of sand lodging in the tile. At the
time of constructing the drains it was believed that after
a drain had been in operation for a year or so very little
sand would get into them. But the drains that were con-
structed eight years ago are now carrying nearly the
amount of sand that they did the year after construc-
tion.

Trouble With Drains in Sandy Soil

Construction of drains in quicksand, sandy loam and other
material saturated with water is one of the most impor-
tant features in connection with drainage on the Huntley
Project. The first trouble with this class of material was
in 1914, in the construction of a drain 6,953 ft. long. The
slope where the greater part of the trouble has been ex-
perienced is 0.002.

For about 3,000 ft. the top soil was a heavy gumbo,
exceedingly hard, but underlaid viath quicksand, so that
after the trench was opened and sheeted the sand flowed
so continuously that it was necessary to remove it with
buckets. Thus the banks on either side were undermined
and the 6 ft. of gumbo was held in place only by the brac-
ing. These banks usually cracked from 4 to 8 ft. back
from the trench and gradually settled down, placing a
great pressure on the sheeting and making the work dan-
gerous. After about 3,800 ft. work was suspended tem-
porarily, as the tile had become clogged with sand and
it was necessary to go back 1,000 ft. to open it up. In

doing the repair work the tile was uncovered at several

points and in every instance was found to have settled

vertically varying depths. It was then- decided that the
original plan of construction was at fault, and in the re-

pair work or construction substantial laddei's replaced those
of lighter design and large quantities of gravel were hauled
and placed under and around the tile.

The reconstruction was completed and the entire drain
finally built, using what was at that time supposed to be
good construction methods. Nevertheless, the drain has
always given a great deal of trouble and each year has
required the expenditure of considerable sums to keep it

in operation. The major portion of the expenditure has

been used in repairing breaks where tile settlement has

occurred in quicksand or other unstable soil. Even the

stiffer clays seem to disintegrate and become unstable,

producing the same conditions that obtained in quicksand.

In the construction of a 4,156-ft. drain in 1917-18 4-in.

timbers and 1 x 6-in. crossties 6 in. apart were used for

the entire length of the .drain. Quantities of large rock

and gravel were rammed into the subgrade and the tile

covered to a depth of 4 or 5 in. with good gravel. Ap-
proximately 16 cu.yd. of gravel to the station was used

in the worst places.

Drain Lost— The drain gave good results and operated

satisfactorily until March, 1919, when two or three breaks

occurred in the line owing to tiie settlement. These were

repaired, and the drain was in successful operation until

August, at which time about 1,200 ft. of the drain began

to settle and finally became entirely clogged. Some re-

pair work was attempted, but conditions became worse -o

fast that it was deemed inadvisable to continue.

The settlement seems to occur gradually, and apparently

is caused by infiltration of sand from under the tile into

the drain whence it is washed into the trnp boxes. The

first settlement is probably very small, and the tile joint

is only slightly opened, but as the variation from grade

becomes more pronounced the larger the joint opening be-

comes, the more vapidly the settlement proceeds. Instances

have been noted where this vertical settlement has been

as great as 6 ft. and equal to four or five times the diam-

eter of the tile. Trap boxes with bottoms have settled

as much as 2 or 3 ft. in some cases.

On the Shoshone Project one such failure occurred five

yearn after conjitru< fion

construction. In al.

been taken, «ijch a.. , .

the tile with gravel,
quick.sand Mome broken
nitnt has taken place. V.

.settlement or after di»{.._

• nd Mootber thrc* wmIu mtltr
14M no apcctaJ pnematiom had

!;..<.>..r« 0f sovToandiBC
>VM OCCWVd IB

jktn btion

though tt e indicationit are that they were bnkmn dortac
settlement.

Information from the North Platte Prt>)ert. whcrv a
great deal of trouble with the ,!r:,,r>. .jmilar to that on tlw
Huntley and Sho.shone proje ^rted, reveals practi*
cally the same class of mat*: :i the aame ronditioiH
obtaining. It has been necessary to coiutnict portiooa of
these drains as many as three times.
The first time some of these drains were built tiM ma-

terial was dry. As 8o<jn as the ground became wet the
tile began to settle out of line and soon the dram bccama
plugged and was put out of commission. The second time
these drains were built they were latd on cradles similar
to the ones used on the Huntley Project, but no rravel was
applied, the cradles simply being laid on a firm base. This
method, however, proved unsuccessful, coinciding with ex-
perience on the Huntley Project.

The third time these drains were replaced piling was
driven to refusal at intervals of 3 or 4 ft In additioo
to the cradles and their supports gravel was placed arotind
and especially under the tile. So far there has been no
trouble with the lines thus constructed, provided the piles
and supporting posts wero placed at close enoa(h in-
tervals.

Open Drains a Last Resobt

An important condition should be noted on the North
Platte Project. It has been found impossible to construct
drains through some of these places after the water table
has risen 2 or 3 ft. above the grade line, except by build-

ing open drag-line ditches and then resorting to all man-
ner of vertical and horizontal sheet piling, pruvidini; for
upward as well as downward pressure on the tile in order
to hold them in place. It follows that this kind of work
is seldom done e.xcept for every short stretches and when
the engineer is driven to it by the utmost necessity. Other-
is seldom done except for very short .«!tretches and when
the water table is below grade. If such conditions arc not
obtainable then open drains constitute the only resort.

On the Huntley project, r.fter the water table has once
risen to a point where crops are endangered, it seldom
recedes below any desirable grade line, therefore for our
difficulties open drains would appear to be the solution.

but these are impracticable from both a construction and
a maintenance standpoint, and also because of the small
farm units.

T. W. Macartney, drainage engineer, states that little

difficulty has been experienced in Yakima County. Wash..
with the drains constructed in quicksand or other miK-ky
material where a .sufficient foundation of gravel has been
used. The method use*! is to have the pipe man or tile

layer tramp in as much gravel as he can until a firm foun-

dation has been made.
In the cases where extremely soft material was encoun-

tered approximately the same system of construction was
used as on the Huntley Project; thit is. bouldem \»-err

rammed into place and then surfacetl with hner gni\*el

Cradles were not used to any great extent. The nrrount

of gravel and bouHers u.sed variotl; in one instan.

were used to the station. No case of failure* or :

on this work has yet been note«l where sufficient ifravei

was used.

Summarizing the various construction methods noted

it appears that cradles alone, crndlos with cT-..ve! under

and around the tile, and cradles s;- at too

great viistances have all prove*! \«ind

with the exception of the work at Yakima, '.V*4sh.. tv -

ing actual conditions of which we have very little

mat ion. Balanced against this we have orad'es supporter

at frequent intervals (3 to 4 ft ) and gravel placed arounc

the tile as the only successful method yet developed posi
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tively to prevent the tile settling away from the original

alignment. This method, however, is so expensive that it

can be used only for short distances and in cases of ex-

treme necessity. It would probably be impossible to ac-

complish this class of work where a trenching machine is

doing the excavation.

One method suggested is the use of sewer pipe calked

with a good filter material laid on substantial ladders and

well blinded in gravel. Another suggestion is to use a

wood-stave pipe the lower portion of which is solid and the

upper portion perforated with holes and covered with a

good filter material which would effectually screen out the

minute solid particles, allowing only water to enter the

pipe. The problem resolves itself into devising a method

of building tile drains in such a manner that the water

alone, with all solid material—such as sand, clays, loam, and

various other soil ingredients—screened out, will have free

access to the tile.

Brick Stack Ripped by Lightning

Repaired While in Use
By p. S. Toney

Engineer, Sinclair Refining Co., East Chicago. Ind.

ON June 14, lightning struck a stack at the Sinclair

Refining Co., East Chicago, Ind., doing considerable

damage. The stack is of the radial hollow brick type

laid with lime cement mortar and

having approximately the following

dimensions: Height, 150 ft.; base

diameter, 15 ft.; and top diameter,

11 ft. The ladder is inside the stack

built up of separate rungs laid in

every fourth course of brick. The

rungs are made of §-in. round stock

forged into the shape of a U, and

with 2-in. hooks bent in the ends to

fit down into the hollow tile secur-

ing the rungs firmly in place. The

stack was erected by the Heine

Chimney Co, and was completed in

March of this year. It was not pro-

tected by lightning rods.

The lightning struck the top rim

of the stack in a number of places,

then followed down the ladder,

jumping from rung to rung until it

reached the breeching, from which

point it had a metallic path to the

ground. The top ring of the stack,

though damaged in several places,

was intact, and in no place was the

ring broken completely through.

This fact, no doubt, was due to the

iron band laid in the brick work at

that point. The first 50 ft. below

the top were badly damaged, a hole

varying from 12 to 30 in. being torn

completely through the wall. For

the following 25 ft. the stack was
badly shattered and cracked so.that

part of it fell later. The remaining

35 ft. of stack, to the breeching,

contained three or four cracks grad-

ually reducing to one. A careful ex-

amination of the remainder of the fig. i. stack
, , ,. , J ^ i-u A TTNDERGOING RE-

stack disclosed no further damage. pa.ir—new brick
A number of methods were pro- ««ows extent

posed for repairing the stack, all oi done

Oia Brick

Replaced Brick '/-I "x I" Reinforcing Bar

PIG. 2. TYPICAL METHOD OF REINFORCEMENT THROUGH
EXTENT OF DAMAGE

which could be carried out with a minimum shut down
of plant. Chief among the methods suggested were the

following: Pointing up the cracks and repairing the

damaged portions of the brick work and banding; en-

casing the entire stack in a jacket of concrete properly

reinforced and tapering from 8 in. at the bottom to 4 in.

at the top using either an adjustable steel form or a

cement gun to place the concrete; and, repairing by
means of rebuilding and reinforcing the brick immedi-
ately about the damaged parts of the brick work, tying

it into the uninjured portions with special reinforcing

rods. The last method was decided upon as being

cheaper, quicker and sightlier.

As no great amount of material was needed at any
one time a very light scaffold was sufficient. It was
erected by placing a cable with a turnbuckle around
the stack and hooking to this cable the brackets upon
which the scaffold boards were laid. The scaffold was
raised about 5 ft. at a time. To do this it was necessary

only to fasten another cable above the first and with

two extra brackets it was possible to raise the scaffold,

using the material from the lower to build the upper,

the last two brackets being raised from a swing.

Repairing was accomplished at first by reinforcing

each fourth course, and increasing this to every course

where the damage was greatest, enough brick being

removed to allow the placing of the rods. The brick

about the crack were replaced so that upon completion

the only evidence of the damage was the new brick.

Fig. 2 shows how the rods were placed. The rods were
made on the job as needed of |-in. round reinforcing

steel, and l-in. x 1-in. flat steel, each with a lA-in.

hook bent on either end. Great care was used in

placing these hooks so that the new portion of the

stack was securely anchored to the old on either side,

the rods being interlaced and crossed until the outer

courses were firmly secured to the inner. The stack

was in use for the entire period during which it

was being repaired. The contract for the repair work
was let to Peter Drolshagen, Chicago.

Column Head Inclosures Insure Safety

SEVERAL men were injured recently by falling into

unguarded holes in floor forms left for column heads.

For the prevention of such accidents the Travelers

Standard, which is issued by the engineering and inspec-

tion division of the Travelers Insurance Co. and the

Travelers Indemnity Co. suggests a square inclosure

composed of four posts, two sets of rails and a toe-board.

When the columns have been poured the inclosures may
be transferred to higher levels. In many cases inclo-

sures should be stronger and of a more permanent char-

acter. Toe-boards should not be omitted especially when
persons working on the lower floor might be struck by

objects falling from above.
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Letters to the Editor for our r.*-.i>— it u'. -ixt

New Spirit at New York Section Meetings
Sir—Your editorial note on the activities of the Western

Society of Engineers in the Nov. 25 issue, p. 1017, prompts
a reminder as to the changed atmosphere visible at the
meetings of the New York Section of the American Society
of Civil Engineers.

The regular meetings of the society in New York used
to be a synonym for all that is dull and deadly in techni-

cal society meetings. By the careful selection of officers

representative of all sections, independent in thought, emi-
nent in the profession, but not blase, and most willing to

devote time and energy to the work, we have secured the
long desired result of a live discussion of live topics,

crowded and enthusiastic meetings and a real constructive

interest by engmeers in civic affairs.

It is not, as you point out, a large membership alone
that secures this result but intelligent direction and hard
work. I venture to hope that the same high purpose dis-

played in the selection of officers for the New York Sec-

tion, whose ability and willingness to serve has been so

eminently successful, may yet be displayed in the selection

of a set of officers for the national body and so avoid a

conflict of two opposing tickets whose members have been
chosen, rather because they are conservatives or radicals,

than because they can and will lead the society out of its

present chaos. F. Lavis,

Consulting Engineer, American International Corporation.

New York, Nov. 30.

Industrial Situation in France

Sir—The article in the Nov. 4 issue of Engineering
Netvs-Record, p. 876, entitled "Industrial Situation in

France," by an American resident in Paris surely did not

receive its proper title. The raison d'etre of this article

seems to appear in the last few paragraphs in which your
correspondent gives light to his real thoughts. Further-

more, your correspondent did not have the courage to sign

his name, evidently believing that with the rather sweeping

statements that he makes, it would be best to keep under

cover. This gentleman sees the straw in his brother's eye,

but is serenely unconscious of any obstruction that is plainly

affecting his own vision.

Gratitude and square deal? He should look up Webster

and find out the meaning of these words. He is out of

patience because Frenchy refuses to see things in the same

color as he does and declines to accept blindly the well

meant and conflicting advice of his friends. Frenchy is

too individualistic; he listens respectfully to suggestions,

but persists in rebuilding his house according to his own
ideas; he believes that the rest of the world, particularly

America, should pay the greatest part of his war losses;

he refuses to tax himself; he discriminates against Ameri-

can goods; he is ungrateful, etc. Why did the gentleman

stop there. Everybody is familiar with the propaganda

carried on here for a generation back Frenchy is immoral

;

he is fussy and excitable; he is degenerating; he is uncapa-

ble of doing serious work—all of which has been proven by

the war.
Can the French really be expected to feel grateful? The

war was fought out in his front yard and after it wa& ov-r.

the battling armies. Doughboys, Tommies, Fritz and others

returned to their own unscathed firesides, but the Poilu re-

mained amidst his ruins to mourn his two million dead.

Naturally he expected his comrade in arms, who certainly

did not fight for the love of the French alone, to stand by a

bit and lend a hand. The world knows what help he re-

ceived. Now some of his fighting partners are even trying

to deprive him of the indemnity that he has a right to ex-

pect from the despoilers of his land.

The help the world is giving France may be compared

to helping a neighbor when his house is afire in order to

save ours next door, and after the danger is over tell him

he Kliouid ff*'l very
the cellar wails an,- Y.o r.ir. !:•.- .r. t.e ••lUr
quite nicely with h>» fami.y \% trmAj to
rebuild we will furni<<h the

i
.-. the OMory

on his nott'S at 70 pt-r cent di-vroun*. Witn the franc worth
but 30 cent.s on the dollar, can we tf^W-/ V.h^r.t the French
for trying to restrict trade with on t'. -om? And
this \% not all. With the porcha'-in;' •. (JoIUr hot
30 or 40 per cent of the pr» %, wnat can Fraadqr
buy in America with hi.s d«

;
: currcr.ry? Whether

he wants to trade or not, he cant buy vtr , :h

basis. France has great cau--- for prow .ef

partners feeling themselves .' nj her
of the very things she con. «rr own
.safety and peace, are leaving her to bacUe alone.

Great Britain is already forrrt^.ir.;' h^r muTflored Milora
and is getting back to old tr. abof«
everything. She is willing l for im-
mediate gain. She will follow her old policy of settinc op
rival interests on the continent of Europe ready to rapplj
the balance of power against the most aggresive one, be it

German, French or Russian. No wonder the P'reneh are
sore.

We, at least, can say without fear of contradiction, '.hat

we have no axe to grind in Europe. Oar on!;. • is

to see that justice is done, but why have we pla. ".'a

interes:t above everything else. Only Mr. Wilson, of course.

can answer that. Nevertheless, the French c:\z;r.o\ bat
wonder why. The burden of taxes in France e%

higher than before the war—a greater increa-_ th

in the United States and Great Britain. This certa:: !>

does not agree with your correspondent's statenn .•
•.

Regarding his grievance about French in: i:

French workmen have voted to work nine ho^;_ .. , - icv

of eight. We certainly need some of this kind of mdtviUuaJ-

ism in this country.

Your correspendent did not seem to worry himself abuui

stating facts. However, he probably said what he wanted
to say, but his article would sound better dated from Berlin

instead of Paris. George P. Thomas,
President Thomas Spacing Machine Co-

Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.

Rail Improvement and Inspection

Sir—I have read with great interest your editoriaj in

your issue of Nov. 18, p. 969, on '"Successful Prophecy and

the Future of Rail Quality," and as the quality of steel

rails is a matter of such grave importance from every point

of view I am glad that you have giv?n it the prominence

which an editorial article in vour journal is sure to have, bat

I cannot agree \\ith you in a.i your premises ^nd deductions-

There is no question as to the improvement which has

been made in the quality of steel rails during late years.

In consequence of the increased weight and speed of the

traffic which the rails have to bear a harder metal became

a necessity, and as the element which, under existing knowl-

edge, would give hardness without carrying with it danirer-

ous brittlcness is carbon, and as the element of phosphorus

gives absolutely opposite effect, it bccanw imperative that a

lower phosphorus content steel would have to be used, and

as the chemical character of the available ore supply of the

country precluded the use of low phosphorus ores the basic

openhearth process became a necessity. In oth.T words, we
have I ?tn enabled to protluce a metal on a commercial basis

by the use of that process which would ha\-e been imprac-

tical by the bessemor process. At the same time the basic

openhearth as well as all other metallurgical processes has

peculiarities of its own, which must bo recognized and prac-

ticed upon such recognition to produce satisfactory results-

The largest bessemor heat of steel \\-as limitotl to about 15

tons, while, as is well known, the openhearth heats in many

cases run as heavy as 100 tons. Therefore, a bad heat of

besstmcr was not as serious a matter as an unsatisfactory

heat of openhearth steel.

You are quite right in your assumption that in most

instances the unsatisfactory rails are what may be design-
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nated as sporadic and seldom apply to the general character

of a large lot of rails. There is another fact, that these

unsatisfactory rails can be, as a rule, traced to individual

ingots of a heat. In other words, because some of the rails

from individual ingots gave bad results it does not follow

that the rails from the other ingots of the same heat should

prove equally unsatisfactory.

I think it is well known how strongly I have for years

taken the position that each ingot should be regarded as an

individual factor, and it is of the greatest importance that

all ingots should be sound castings, and that the only certain

way to detect the character of the rails produced from each

ingot is to make physical tests representing the product

from each ingot, and that if such testing cannot be carried

to so great a degree it should come as near it as is com-

mei'cially practical.

The rationale of the whole proposition is that the operation

in the openhearth furnace should be intelligently and prop-

erly conducted; then that the metal should be properly

recarburized and deoxidized; then that the ingots should

be cast sound; that they should be handled in a proper

manner until their outer skins have been firmly set; that

their subsequent treatment in the soaking pits should be

intelligently conducted, following which, that the rolling

process should be one of intelligence and care, this covering

the reductions and manner of reductions of the ingot into

the rolled rail of the desired section; that the sawing of

the ends should be carefully executed and the manipulation

or handling of the steel upon the hot beds should be care-

fully done, and if the rails are to be cold straightened under

existing presses that the rails should go to them from the

hot beds in a condition requiring the minimum of that prac-

tice ; and finally that the ends of the rails should be finished

square, and this can only be done by milling them.

You say, "we cannot safeguard ourselves against a return

to the more dangerous rails of ten years ago merely by
pleading with the producers to be careful! We must trans-

late our request into terms of procedure to be followed,

properties desired, or tests to be met. This may become

possible when the steel men reveal the secret of their cam-
paign for rail improvement." And you have previously

stated in your article, "Nor is more careful inspection a

probable factor. It seems necessary to conclude that the

improvement was brought about in part, if not wholly, by
persistent effort of the steel-mill men themselves."

You will permit me to say that in my judgment there

is no secret or mystery surrounding the production of good

rails, as it is well known that the careful observation of

certain procedures will inevitably result in their production.

It may be undetermined as to exactly what deviation from
such good practice will result in certain defects, but, as

stated, the fact is that if none of those deviations are

permitted the "mysterious" defects will not occur.

Reverting to your assumption that more careful inspec-

tion has not been a probable factor in the improvement of

rails, I would beg to differ with you, which difference, I

believe, is borne out by my own experience. Julius Krutt-

schnitt, then director of maintenance and operations of the

Harriman Lines, and John D. Isaacs, consulting engineer

of the same large system, were not satisfied with the results

they were obtaining from their rails and became convinced

that a more thorough and comprehensive inspection than
had yet prevailed would be a desirable procedure, and as my
firm were inspecting under the then accepted practice all

the rails which they purchased they consulted with me as

to the practicability of establishing a more thorough system
of inspection, and expressed their willingness to meet the
greater expense which would be inevitably incident to sucl

a procedure.

I was convinced as to the practicability of the more
thorough and complete inspection scheme, and we arranged
that we should establish it for them, but almost immediately
folllowing my interview with them, when this agreement
was reached, I was enabled to lay the matter before the

late William A. Gardner, then president of the Chicago
and Northwestern Ry. Co., and Daniel Willard, pi-esident

of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R., with the result that both of

those gentlemen expressed their willingness, and in fact

pleasure, of joining in my scheme. With that additional

support, my firm saw their way clear to inaugurate what
has since been known as "Special Inspection" at all the

rail minis of the United States and Canada, feeling confi-

dent that we would receive the support of a large number
of our other clients, and, therefore, the "Special Inspection"

was established for the rails produced in 1912, and it has
been, as anticipated, adopted by nearly all of our patrons,

with the result that since that time we have covered by
that system about 8,000,000 tons of rails produced in the

various rail mills of the United States and Canada. That
at least encouraging results have been obtained, we refer to

the publish'^d statistics of the American Railway Engi-
neering Association, of which, as you know, Mr. Wickhorst
is the engineer of tests of the rail committee.

Fronx the association's reports of failed rails for the

period ending Oct. 31, 1918, it was shown that there were
18,641 track-miles of rails covered by the "Special Inspec-

tion" method, and the total number of failures amounted
to 35.6 per 100 track-miles. On the remaining 24,090 miles
reported and on which "Special Inspection" was not per-

formed, there were 51.9 per 100 track-miles of failures

shown. Based on these figures it would seem that the

application of "Special Inspection" had resulted in a saving
of, roughly, 30 per cent in the number of failures, which
results certainly would seem to controvert your assumption
that more careful inspection was not a probable factor in

any improvement which had taken place.

As playing an important part in the satisfactory results

obtained from "Special Inspection," I am fully convinced
that the personal responsibility which it established among
the mill operations has been a large factor. As is well

known, all the skilled workmen are paid by the ton of

production, and therefore the more produced the larger

their pay, and under the old procedure, as there was no
means of personal identification attached to the product,

it naturally led to the absence of the feeling of personal
responsibility. On the other hand, under the procedure of

"Special Inspection" every rail carries with it a means of

analyzing its history from the time the steel leaves the

openhearth furnace until it is loaded upon the cars for

shipment, and means of identifying the actual workmen in

the several departments who took part in the manufacture
of that rail. The existence of this condition has led to a

realization by the men of personal responsibility, and natu-

rally a personal pride in the result of their work; and
instead of causing trouble in the operation of the works,

as at first was feared it might, it has produced exactly

the opposite effect, as no one can be held responsible for

another man's careless work.
You undoubtedly are quite right in your feeling that the

stress of the war time, attended as it was by a slackening

in the demand for steel rails, had an effect of diverting

the attention of the steel-mill engineers to other and for the

moment more important steel products, but as the railways

have, under existing conditions, again bocome purchasers

of rails, and, thank Providence, the war demands have

ceased, I feel confident that the improvement in the charac-

ter of rails produced will continue, but not so much through
the discovery of new things as the avoidance of those things

already known, and surely the prominence given to the

matter by such articles as yours will help to bring about the

desired results. Robert W. Hunt,
Chicago, Nov. 26. Robert W. Hunt & Co., Engineers.

[Our editorial remark "Nor is more careful inspection a

probable factor" was meant to apply to new ways of deter-

mining the quality of rails or checking up their uniformity.

The not very appropriate term "careful" obviously invites

protest in the sense of Mr. Hunt's comments, and his demon-
stration of the large influence exerted by the psychological

factor in inspection contributes a valuable element to public

knowledge of the rail problem. Does it not also tend to

support our suggestion that the recorded improvement in

rails during the past half-dozen years "was brought about

in part by the persistent effort of the steel-mill men
themselves"?
Though the point is pei-haps only incidental to Mr. Hunt's

argument, his statement that the unsatisfactory rails can be
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traced to individual ingots of a heat is so important that
we believe it should be tested critically and as soon as pos-
sible either proved or disproved. If the infcot is at fault
then the heat is not at fault, and uncertainty as to where
to look for the sore spots in present practice is ^eatly
narrowed. But a good bit of circumstantial evidence that
bad rails run in heats has already been put on record, and,
as our editorial undertook to show, the purely statistical
evidence points the same way. On the basis of this evi-
dence ingot practice would be a secondary though possibly
a necessary factor. The problem would be greatly simplified
if the particular question here involved could be decided at
the earliest possible moment.

—

Editor.]

United States Should Be a Member of
International Road Congress

Sir—The First International Road Congress was held in
Paris in 1908. At this congress the Permanent Interna-
tional Association of Road Congresses was formed with
headquarters in Paris. The second congress was held in
Brussels in 1910.

The third international road congress was held in Lon-
don in 1913, at which time there were 3,793 members of
the association. The business sessions occupied about one
week and were devoted to a thorough discussion of the sub-
ject matter of 123 reports pertaining to the 19 topics on the
program. During the final business session, progressive
conclusions relative to each topic were adopted.
The government of the United States is the only world

power not a member of the association.

The international commission of the Permanent Inter-
national Association of Road Congresses, at its meeting held
in Paris, June 21, 1920, unanimously voted to accept an
invitation to hold the fourth congress in the United States
in 1922, provided an invitation from the United States gov-
ernment is received by the executive committee of the asso-

ciation before Jan. 1, 1921. If an invitation is not received

from the United States on or before Dec. 31, 1920, the invi-

tation from the Italian government will be accepted.

As a regulation of the association stipulates that an inter-

national congress cannot be held in a country whose gov-

ernment is not a permanent member of the association, it

will be necessary for the United States Congress during
December, 1920, to pass an appi-opriation which will pro-

vide for the annual subsidy of the United States as a gov-

ernment member of the association and which will enable

the Secretary of State to extend an official invitation to the

association to hold the fourth congress in the United States

in 1922.

The object of the association is to promote progress in

the improvement of highways and the efficiency of high-

way transport throughout the world. The work of the

association consists in organizing international road con-

gresses, publishing reports, papers, proceedings and other

documents and collecting information relative to highway

improvement and highway transportation. The member-

ship of the association consists of representatives of gov-

ernments, delegates of corporations and individual or pri-

vate members. Each government has the right to one

representative for each 1,000 fi-ancs of its total annual

subsidy, provided, however, that the number of representix-

tives from any one government does not exceed fifteen.

Individual or private members pay annual dues of IC

francs, or compound for a life subscription by the payment

of one sum of 125 francs. Due to the current rate of

foreign exchange, it is practicable for Americans to become

life members by the payment of the subscription of 125

francs through the medium of a bank draft, which will

cost, at the present time, between $9.50 and $10. Life

membership dues should not be sent by an international

postal money order, as an order for 125 francs \vill cost

approximately $25. Bank drafts should be made payable

to the Permanent International Association of Road Con-

gresses and be sent to Professor Paul LeGavrian, general

secretary. Permanent International Association of Road

Congresses, 1 Avenue d'lena, Paris, France.

Individual member* receive, free of charge, all of tJie
publications of the aitiKx:iation. The repona aiid jrofiid
ings of the third conKrcxn meanTirp, ynhm stacked, aboot 6|
X 9i in. by 8 in. in heiKht. Mcr , receive the bolkCta
of the aH.vK.iation. All the .. . sent to Aaericaa
members in printed in Engli*h.
The international as«ociation should be rapportod by

Americans who wi.sh to «ee the science and art of biclnroy
improvement and hijfhway transport rapidly ilgiduy
throughout the world, who believe in an iiitniMlkmal
medium for the exchange of opinions and conclusiooa, sad
who wish to be well infor -.vc to proKieaa in hifb-
way engineering and tra. ,n in foreiim cooatncs.
Americana should not be .'^aii.ihetl with jo»ninK the smo-
ciation as individual memJjers. Although every coortesy
was extended to the United Sutes members of the assft-
ciation at Paris, Bru.ssells and London, nevertheleaa e«vry
American who has attended an international road congwaa
has wished to apologize because his Govrminent waa not
a permanent member of the as.sociation.

Considering the phenomenal development of highway
improvement and highway transport in the United States.
and the active part which the Unit?d Sutes Gormuaent
is taking in highway construction through the rocittlBB of
the Federal-Aid Act, it requires no elaborate mTrxaamt*
to demonstrate the advisability of the United States Gor-
ernment becoming a permanent member of the association.
The status of the United States as a leading world power
demands that its annual subsidy should be the maxinmm
allowed by the constitution of the association, that is, loJMO
francs, which will provide for fifteen representatives of
the United States on the permanent intemationa: comn
sion. It is the duty of every American who wjsht-s t.. - .i

port the work of the international association and to ha-.

an international road congress held in the United Statt
in 1922 to wTite to his representative in Congress, when
it is hoped the necessarj- bills vrill soon be introduced, urir-
ing them to vote favorably on an appropriation to providf
for the annual subsidy of the United States as a govern-
mcnt member of the Permanent International Association
of Road Congresses. Arthir H. Blanchakd.
Ann Arbor, P*rofessor of Highway Flntrmeerinir,

Mich. University of MichiLran.

Engineers and the Law
Sir—At a recent meeting of the Boston chapter of the

American Association of Engineers, Thornton P. Alexander.
attorney for the Boston & .Maine R.R. and past major in

the construction division of the UniteiJ States .Army dur-
ing the war, spoke on the tc->ic "As the Law>-er Sees the
Engineer." Both the lawyer and the engineer, in order
to properly serve their clients, must study their problems
analytically and construct synthetically the framework of
data upon which they form their judgments. But whereas
the lawyer deals with laws which are variable and :•

settled the laws of engineering are founded in nature •

and are steady and unshaken. Each must be o.trvfui :o

employ thoroughness of resoarcl; and to use sou:i,i:>>ss

of judgment.

Mr. Alexander then went on to say that many enirinoTrs

neglect the fact of the existence of law and see that theur

projects line up with the principles of law. Thus many
troubles have arisen through neglect to mvesti»:-ate what
laws art on the statute books reganling navigable waters.

Upon receiving a contract for a bridge over a stream or

a wharf extending into the waterw.ny the engineer may
proceed to design the structure without investigating what
kinds of bridges or wharves are restricted by law or what
the laws have to say about such construction. Even thoojch

the stream may be small it may be called "navigable" on

the statute books. He must obtain a license by the state

or the government, or have his plans approved by the gov-

ernment, or he may be forced to pull out his structure after

it is built.

Regarding contracts Mr. .Alexander menticrwl the fact

that care must be taken in drawing them up, they must

be clear and definite, there must be no loop holes throtigh
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which unscrupulous subcontractors or workers can crawl.

Care must be taken also to see that the construction agree-

ment is clear and definite, and that all plans and specifi-

cations are correct, for if trouble results from the use of

those he is responsible. The engrineer must also see that

the object of the project is not against the law, as work

which is done on unlawful projects need not be paid for.

Touching upon the part that engineers take on the wit-

ness stand he stated that they must be fully prepared

through training and experience and careful study to make
proper statements and decisions, that they must present

the case openly and fairly but not too zealously, and they

must speak without conceit. L. B. Corey.

Stoneham, Mass., Nov. 27.

Proposes Creosoted Rail Pavement for

Long Life Under Traffic

Gentlemen—The accompanying sketches show a proposed

creosoted rail pavement. Exhibit A is the lateral rail sys-

tem, showing timbers laid at right angles to the center line

of the road supported by longitudinal concrete sills imbedded

in the subgrade, with nailing strips, as shown. The nails

are toe-nailed into the nailing strips and the rails to each

other. The nailing system is designed to develop beam sec-

tions of sufficient strength to carry the various pavement
stresses. The strips will be edge grain, and there could be

an argument advanced that the pavement would not stand

the wear, but the writer truly believes that if an asphalt

filler is applied, forming a coating over the wood surface

which would keep the wood from wearing, that a high-

class pavement would be developed. Depression to a great
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extent would be eliminated. No doubt there would be a

certain resiliency in the pavement which would mean easy
riding for the motorist. Exhibit B shows the rails laid

longitudinally. It has an advantage over exhibit A, in that
the rails will take the roadway crown.
The writer also contends that a pavement developed by

nailing creosoted lumber together to form a base, for in-

stance, laid on a cement-sand cushion with an asphalt ap-

plied over the top as shown in exhibit C, would result iii

a permanent pavement of long life. It is well at this time
when enormous sums are being expended to improve high-

ways, to investigate and calculate if some different designs
in pavements will not carry the heavy loading to better ad-
vantage than those now in standard practice.

The cost of the creosoted rail type of pavement will run
somewhat high for the various types which are shown.
Taking exhibit B, and omitting the roadway edging, but
retaining the lateral sills with nailing strips, an approxi-
mate cost per sq.yd. is as follows:

Lumber (includins' nailing strips in concrete sills) $3.83
Concrete (1 : 2J : 5) sills 40
Asphalt flillcr 2!i

Nails 08
Laying 10
Fine gi-adinj. 08
Bond and insurance 03
Incidentals 10
Overhead 10

Actual cost $4.97
Profit 50

Cost with 10 per cent profit ^ . $5.47

According to the present prices of pavements this cost is

not prohibitive.

It occurred to me that a concrete slab in place of the wood
surfacing, using the concrete sills as abutments or slab

supports, might work out very nicely. You could place the

reinforcing in tension and figure your steel area and slab

thickness. This will give a definite way to know the load-

ings a highway or street will carry. Earl A. Smith,
Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 16. President, Smith-Foster Co.

Why Reservoir Stations Are Not Used
in New York Subways

Sir—Your recent articles on subway stations [Oct. 28

and Nov. 4, pp. 824 and 894] are very well presented, and
the reference to "reservoir stations" was of particular in-

terest. Had stations of this character been introduced at

a few of the important points of the dual subway the

capacity of the subway would have been increased 50 per

cent with comparatively little increase of cost. The Brook-
lyn Bridge formerly operated with an arrangement of this

kind and had a loading capacity through the station of

60,000 passengers per hour—on a single-track railroad, using

trains of only five cars. This was well known as the great-

est passenger traffic in the world for a single-track line,

and its operation w^s studied by all transportation engi-

neers.

A "facing-point switch" has been mentioned as an objec-

tion and a source of possible danger in applying the reser-

voir station to subway operation, but as a matter of fact

there is no "facing-point switch" in the usual acceptance

of that term and from which dangerous operation arises.

Every switch, when used, has facing points and this one

is no different from others, but it is merely a switch lead-

ing into a station, is not used at high speed (in fact, high

speed is not used in the subways) , and there would be no
loss of subway capacity if this switch were used under a

controlled limit of speed. A "facing-point switch" on the

main line of a railroad, where express trains travel at 60

miles per hour or faster, becomes a danger because, if mis-

placed, the train will not take the switch, but will be de-

railed and overthrown. Such would not be the condition

here.

While the original proposal to introduce these stations

into subway practice was merely an adaptation of the prin-

ciple so successfully used for years on the Brooklyn Bridge,

its adoption was approved by Bion J. Arnold of Chicago;

who gave the station, the name of "reservoir station," which
very aptly and correctly describes its function in railroad

operation. The first plans of the Triborough Subway had
reservoir stations at 42d St., 86th St. and elsewhere. A
member of the lay Public Service Commission raised the

question of "facing-point switches," however, and by ruling

out the i-eservoir stations reduced the capacity of the sub-

way 30 per cent, increasec^ the cost from $116,000,000 to

$119,000,000, and the commission and its chief engineer

parted company, if I remember correctly.

Henry B. Seaman,
New York City, Nov. 10. Consulting Engineer,
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Hints for the Contractor

Device for Setting Anchor Bolts

By John H. Sawkins
Kchuncctady, N. Y.

ACHEAP means for the accurate setting of anchor
bolts in concrete foundations is provided by the

metal sleeve shown in the accompanying drawing. This

simple device consists of a thin metal cone provided

with a lip at the larger end so that it may be nailed

to planking fixed at the upper level of the concrete, as

shown. The lower end of the cone is slotted to provide

a close fit with various diameters of bolts, the diameter

D ranging from 5 to 2 in. The length, L, ranges from

6 to 24 in. the longer lengths being used for the heavier

bolts.

After the concrete has set the sleeve is easily removed

Method of Se-fring

Side Elevation

SLEEVE FOR ANCHOR BOT>TS

and if care is exercised the same sleeve may be used

several times. The 3i^-in. diam.eter at the top allows

the bolt to be accurately centered by bending it slightly.

The space around the bolt may afterwards be filled with

grout. This device has been used successfully by the

Grounds and Buildings Department of the General Elec-

tric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Be Careful or Lose Your Job!

That "safety first" is a condition in holding a job

and that accidents due to carelessness of workmen or

foremen will lead to the discharge of those responsible

is the keynote of a safety bulletin issued by Fred T

Ley & Co., contractors, Springfield, Mass., and signed

by C. C. Clough, superintendent. After pointing out

that carelessness, incompetency and negligence are the

causes of 99 per cent of the accidents on construction

work, Mr. Clough's circular says

:

, "In the future any employee on the job injured

through his own carelessness need expect no considera-

tion in prolonging his stay on the job.

"Foremen will be held strictly responsible for acci-

dents occurring to men in their charge. Any accident

due to ncKligence of a foreman will materially affcrt

the length of bin ntay on thi.n job, Watrh your step.

Look out l/ciow. Pull thoHe naiU. Cover that jihoC.

Don't bunch on that HcaflFold."

Stumps Pulled and Piled by Ciin Poles

By Jacob L. Crane, Jr.
Witli r;nnn<-tt. .S<'<-ly<; Sc tl'-mine. Im-.. H«rTi«bars. Pa.

RAPID progres.s in clearing the 30-acre nite of an
. earth fill dam for the Girard Water Co., near Ring-

town, Pa., wa.s effected by an improved ^in-pole rig.

Two types of horse operated stump pullers were OMd
at first, but even with the aid of dynamite to looam
the roots the process was slow and expen.sive, as was also

that of dragging out the stumps by horses after the use

of dynamite. This latter proce.^.s re<iuired from 16 to

20 horses to loosen the stumps and 4 to 6 horses to

drag and pile the stumps for burning.

To expedite the work a gin pole arrangement waa
devised, a 30-ft. pole l>eing erected and guyed to four

stumps, with a double-drum engine braced against it

and having :;-in. cables led through two pulleys at the

top of the pole, as shown in the accompanying view.

These pulleys are mounted in hangers which stand out

horizontally for long reaches, the working radius of the

cables being about 440 ft. When the stumps are loos-

ened by dynamite they are ea.^ily dragged out of the

ground and up to the pole, incidentally loosening and

clearing away the surface vegetable matter. They are

piled to the height of the pulleys, which are then de-

tached, a new pole being cut for each pile of stumps.

A crew of eleven men with two mules averaged 50

stumps per hour, pulled and piled for burning. Besides

the foreman (who did the blasting), an engineman and

a fireman, there were four men and a mule to each

cable; one man drove the mule to haul out the cable,

two men fastened it to the stump, which they trimmed

and notched if necessary, and one man detached the

cable at the pile. The work was done at greater speed

Oi.N-i*OLE Kit; IX)R HVNPUIXC STV-MPS
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than by the old method and at less cost, even including

hoist rental, repairs and fuel. This scheme was devised

by Thomas Kelshaw, superintendent of the Girard Water

Co., who has direct charge of the construction of the

dam and is building it on force account for the com-

pany. James Archbald is general manager. Gannett,

Seelye & Fleming, Harrisburg, Pa., are the engineers

for this work.

Dragline Excavates Pits for

Bridge Foundations

By Chas. H. Paul
Assistant ("hief Engineer, Miami Conservency District

INSTEAD of enclosing the pier foundation in separate

pile cofferdams in building the Black Street Bridge at

Hamilton, Ohio, large pits were scooped out by dragline

excavator and the banks built up to hold back the water.

for placing the concrete. This iiarticular view shows
the excavation for two piers, the first and second out

from the west bank of the river. In this case it worked
out best to excavate both at once, and to throw the whole
river out of the way beyond the next pier. The pile

foundation for one of these piers has been driven and
the form work is being started. The other pier will be

located in the foreground close to the toe of the slope

of the excavation.

This view is taken from one of the cableway towers
and therefore does not give a proper idea of the depth
of the excavation. The pier foundation where the piles

are driven is about 15 ft. below river surface, and the

one toward the foreground will be within 3 or 4 ft. of

that depth. The cableway is being used for handling the

form material, etc. and for placing the concrete. The
concrete mixing plant is just in front of the head tower,

which is visible in the distance.

PIT EXCAVATED BY DRAGLINE FOR TWO ADJACENT BRIDGE PIERS

One of these pits, as is indicated by the illustration,

was excavated large enough to include the foundations
of two piers.

The Black Street Bridge is a seven-span concrete arch
structure being built across the Miami River by the
Miami Conservency District. Construction of the piers

'has been by force account and the superstructure may
be built in the same manner or by contract as will later

on be decided.

In place of a steel sheet pile cofferdam for each
foundation, which is the common practice in this valley,

we scooped out a hole with the dragline machine,
pumped it out without any difficulty (although most of

the pier foundations are 15 to 20 ft. below water sur-

face), hung the leads from the end of the boom and
drove the foundation piles, and for the first two piers

before the cableway was erected used the dragline also

The work is under the direct charge of C. H. Eiffert,

division engineer; W. T. Rains, general superintendent,

and W. A. Roush, superintendent on concrete.

Charring Posts of No Value

Service tests made by the Forest Products Labor-

atory on fences whose posts were charred at the lower

end to prevent decay, in comparison with fences hav-

ing untreated posts, showed that the charred posts

were if anything less durable than the uncharred posts.

It is concluded by the laboratory that charring is of

little value in protecting the butts of fence posts and

telephone poles from decay. One reason for the con-

clusion, apart from the test results, is that the charring

is unlikely to reach to the bottom of season checks and

similar depressions in the surface of the wood.
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News of the Week
New York, December 9, 1020

Seven Further Amendments
Before Civil Engineers

New proposals to amend the consti-
tution of the American Society of Civil
Engineers have just been placed before
the membership for discussion at the
annual meeting, Jan. 19. Two of these
proposals relate to officers and nomina-
tion, one to the selection and function
of the secretary, one to local sections,

one to local sections and an annual con-
ference, one to officers, nominations and
local sections, and one to public rela-

tions and personal welfare.

Part cf Old Nine-Story Building Collapses
During Reconstruction

Weak Rear Wall of New York .\partment (rushes— Difficult I nder-
pinninj? of Front Wall.s i{elie\ed .Not Involved

Revision of Kansas Water Laws
A state congress to discuss changes

in state legislation on floods, drainage,

water power, irrigation and navigation,

as recommended by the Kansas Water
Commission in its second biennial re-

port, has been called by Governor H.
J. Allen to meet at Topeka on Dec. 15.

Representatives of cities, counties and
drainage districts as well as "all others

who are interested in the subject" are

invited to attend.

Sudden collapse of a ."JO x 30-ft. sec-

tion of the nine-story Strathmore apart-
ment house at the northea.st corner of
52nd St. and Broadway, New York City,
on Dec. 1, caused the death of one
workman, injured about a dozen per-
sons, and blocked a number of import-
ant arteries of traffic for a time. The
accident occurred in the cour.se of ex-

tensive reconstruction operations, which
were to convert the lower stories of

the building for commercial use by the

placing of steel columns to support the

major part of the front walls and in-

terior of the building. The collapse

affected one corner of the rear portion

of the building, where the difficult and
delicate underpinning work preparatory

to setting these columns was not being

carried on. So far as determined up

to the present the accident was not
cau.sed by or connected with this ander-
pinninp. Failure >>{ half of »*••• -fmr
wall of the » •

"buckling" is i

ure, in the opinion of the buiiUioc
authorities of the city.

The Strathmore buildinf; mcasarea
about 70 ft. on the Broadway and 62
ft. on the 52nd St. sides. It consists
of brick walls and wood joist floors,

and was built in the early *80's. Num-
erous changes in the structure were
made at several subsequent dates, the
most extensive being the insertion of
steel floor girders in the first and sec-

ond floors along the two street fronts,

and columns to replace many of the
brick walks at these girders. The floors

were of decidedly unusual construction.

STR\THi\rORE RUTNS FROM t^OlTHE-AST AND SOUTH (BKOADU.Vi AT l.i:i i'

WK.SKNIOSS OK W.VLL Al' HIOHT 115o
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consisting largely of 3 x 8-in. joists

set nearly solid (3i in. on centers), and

in part of 3 x 8's 5 in. on centers.

In the easterly part of the building,

where the collapse occurred, these joists

ran east and west, spanning about 18

ft. from interior wall and girder sup-

ports to the east wall of the building,

where they rested on a corbel course

of the brick wall, their ends barely

entering the wall. The brickwork gen-

erally, except for portions involved in

the subsequent alterations, was laid up

in lime mortar. However, in spite of

some cracking that developed during an

alteration eight years ago, the structure

appears to have been in satisfactory

condition and was generally described

by the building authorities as "a sub-

stantial structure of massive char-

acter."

In order to convert the building to

more moden. business use, its recon-

struction by placing columns in the first

story and rearranging the interior was

recently begun by the lessees, Walter J.

Salmon & Co., of New York City, under

plans drawn by their architect, J. Klein-

berger, and carried out by the Paul

Chapman Construction Co. In the con-

duct of the work the wall piers on

Broadway and 52nd St., the west and

south sides of the building, were

needled at the fourth-floor level by

double sets of I-beam needles, one about

2 ft. above the other, between which

were inserted blocking girders parallel

to the wall on the inside and outside.

The portion of wall between the sets of

needles being then cut out, wall gir-

ders were being inserted, preparatory

to placing columns below. While this

work and reconstruction of some in-

terior partitions were in progress, about

4:30 p.m... Dec. 1, the two south panels

at the east wall of the building and the

entire north half of the east wall col-

lapsed without prior warning. The

failure was sufficiently gradual that

several persons m an automobile sales-

room occupying the floor at the corner

managed to escape. Only a few work-

men were in the building, but only one

was caught in the collapse and killed.

Several hours later some loose sections

of wall and floor were pulled down,

and these carried other parts with

them, about doubling the failure area.

In the collapse section all floors, the

entire south half of the east wall, and

the east half of the south wall, and

an interior bearing partition parallel

to the east wall and carrying the inner

end of the span of joists bearing on

this wall, are down, from second-floor

level to roof. The two exterior walls

involved in the collapse are cut off

along fairly vertical lines through vdn-

dow openings. The remainder of the

structure does not appear to be- seri-

ously disturbed.

Accordii^g to eye witnesses and F. C.

Kuehnle, chief inspector of the Bureau

of Buildings, the seat of the failure

was at the east wall, which failed,

possibly from some local overloading.

Mr. Kuehnle believes that this wall

buckled near the third-floor level. The

reconstruction plans provided for cut-

ting out some fireplace brickwork in-

tegral with this wall, in the southeast

corner of the building and at a point

about 20 ft. north of here, but it is not

known whether this work was in prog-

ress at the time. The wall piers at

these points carried a number of smoke

flues. It is claimed that some shoring

and other material had been piled near

the east wall shortly before the failure,

increasing the load on the wall.

An interior wooden girder, a double

header-beam apparently of two 3 x 12

timbers, carrying the westerly end of

the span of joists resting on the east

5-siory Dwe///'nq

STRUCTURAL, ELEMENTS IN
STRATHMORE COLLAPSE

wall, and shown in the plan sketch, is

broken off at its seat on the cast-iron

column supporting its north end, at

each floor. This is believed to have
been broken down by the second col-

lapse. The early appearance of the

wreckage indicated a movement toward
the east side of the building, and the

later fall moved partly to the south,

but only a very small amount of debris

fell outside the lines of the building

itself. East of the building and sep-

arated from it by a narrow court 4 or

5 ft. wide is a five-story brick dwelling

house of ordinary type. This structure

apparently was not injured by the

collapse, although the lower portion of

the court is filled up to the height of

the second-story level. On the south

side the debris mainly occupied the

north half of the street.

Fuller investigation of the case is in

progress in charge- of officials of the

Building Department and of the Dis-

trict Attorney's office. No statement of

fact or cause was obtainable from the

contractors.

German Industries Receive

Foreign Orders for

Equipment
The German-Chilean firm Saavedra

Benard representing the Maschinenfab-

rik Augsburg-Nurnberg A. G. has

closed a contract with the Chilean Gov-

ernment for eight electric cranes of 3

tons capacity each and fourteen of li

tons capacity, which are intended for

use in the harbor of Valparaiso. The

purchase price is 1,200,000 gold pesos.

This is the first large Government order

from Chile since the war. The Nord-

deutsche Seekabelwerk Noordam has re-

ceived an order from the Dutch Govern-

ment for cables for the Dutch Indies,

which will keep the works fully em-

ployed for several months.
Another order for electric cables from

the Swiss Government has been placed

with Siemens & Halske. This order,

amounting to 2,500,000 francs, has been

given for immediate delivery. Siemens

& Halske had the cables ready for the

German - Telegraph Administration,

which, however, withdrew from the con-

tract in favor of the export to Switzer-

land. The same company received a

large order for electric machinery for

Chinese mines, railroads and industrial

establishments. This order has been

secured in competition with American,

English and French manufacturers,

which have been considerably underbid

by Siemens & Halske.

The A. E. G. electric company has

received an order from the North of

England for electric material amount-
ing to £200,000. Another English order

has been given to the Orenstein & Kop-
pel A. G. for mine equipment and nar-

row gage railroads, and to the Linke

Hoffman-Werke, one of the largest rail-

way-car building works in Germany, for

special purpose machinery.

The German ship-building industry

is nearly to half of the manufacturing
capacity employed with foreign orders.

The shipbuilding works of Schichau

have lately received an order for three

cargo steamers equipped with turbines,

which are the first of their kind to be

built in Germany. The reduction of

speed between the turbine shaft and
the screw shaft is done by a gear

which is patented to Schichau. The
ships have a tonnage of 7,300, the tur-

bines having 1,600 hp. each. Two steam-

ers of the same type have been ordered

by a shipping firm in Finland.

Dr. Tudsbery to Retire

The early retirement of Dr. J. H. T.

Tudsbery as secretary of the Institution

of Civil Engineers (London) has been
announced, with the fuller statement

that it has been decided that his suc-

cessor must be a corporate member of

the Institution. Dr. Tudsbery, whose
portrait was published in Engineering
News-Record, Nov. 4, p. 901, has been

secretary since 1896 and has had much
to do with the growth of the Institu-

tion and its work.

Health Conference Organized

A "health conference," to include

health officials in cities of 100,000 and

more, was organized during the recent

health and housing conference held at

Detroit. Dr. Royal S. Copeland, health

commissioner, , New York City, was
made chairman and Dr. Henry F.

Vaughan, health officer of Detroit, was
made secretary. Dr. Vaughan is an

engineer. The first meeting of the new
organization will be held in New York
City, October, 1921, in connection with

the meeting of the American Public

Health Association.
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Oppose Plan for Destroying
High Bridge

Civil Engineers Discuss Means of Saving
Historic Structure Now Obstacle

to Navigation

Active discussion of the War De-
partment's demand that High Bridge,
carrying the first Croton aqueduct over
the Harlem River into New York City,
be removed as an obstacle to naviga-
tion, and various subsequent projects
for reconstructing the bridge with
larger channel openings, marked the
meeting of the American Society of
Civil Engineers in New York Dec. 1.

Nelson P. Lewis, chief engineer of

the city's Board of Estimate and Ap-
portionment; Colonel Edward Burr, dis-

trict engineer of the War Department;
Colonel Merritt H. Smith, chief engineer
of the Department of Water Supply;
and A. W. Brunner, I'epresenting the
American Institute of Architects, and
Colonel W. J. Wilgus speaking for the

Institute of Consulting Engineers, were
the formal speakers. With the excep-
tion of Colonel Burr, who outlined the

case as to navigation, all urged the re-

tention of the bridge.

In discussion J. O. Eckersley de
fended the position taken by the city's

Department of Plant and Structures,

which has prepared a reconstruction

plan objected to by others as unworthy
of the structure and has recommended
demolition as most advisable in the

city's interests. Prof. Alexander Hav-
ing aggresively championed the claims

of Bronx Borough interests for unre-

stricted navigation in the Harlem River

and asked complete removal of the

bridge in the channel width. T. Kennard
Thomson and Philip Aylett also spoke,

the latter presenting a detailed study

of salient points in European masonry
arch design.

Mr. Lewis outlined the ten-year old

movement for clearing the Harlem
River of obstructions to navigation, and

the city's postponement of action on

High Bridge, whose piers, stepping out

below water, leave only a 44-ft. width

of opening at 5-ft. depth. Colonel Burr
stated that the War Department has

refrained from pressing the city to a

decision, but will not proceed with

Harlem River improvements until the

channel at High Bridge is clear. Colonel

Smith asserted that the bridge will,

after some years, be necessary to sup-

plement the water-carrying capacity

of the Croton and Catskill aqueduct

tunnels. Mr. Brunner spoke of the high

esthetic rank of the old bridge, and

stated that New York has only a few
structures worth saving for their ar-

tistic value, the City Hall and High

Bridge being prominent among these.

Colonel Wilgus argued the engineering

and architectural excellence of the de-

sign prepared by a joint committee^ of

architects' and engineers' societies,

described in Engineering News-Record
of July 29, p. 229, and presented veri-

fication of his cost estimate in the foi'm

of an estimate by Lincoln Bush of

about J$900,000. He emphasized, also.

the utilitarian value of the Btructtire as
a traffic link between Manhattan and
the Bronx.

Mr. Eckersley referred to the War
Department's order and claimed that
the girder design of the Department of
Plant and Structures is the only project
meeting the terms of that order. The
cost of the committee design was esti-

mated by two independent contractors
at more than $1,300,000 as against a
net cost of $500,000 for removing the
bridge. The difference, it was stated,
will provide a better water conduit
across the Harlem, which can be built

when needed. Professor Haring de-
manded vertical clearance for ocean-
going ships, and forecast the develop-
ment of the Harlem River as an impor-
tant navigation channel between the
Hudson River and Long Island Sound,
which will be used by foreign Shipping.
At the close of the discussion, on

motion by Colonel Wilgus, it was voted
the sense of the meeting that High
Bridge be preserved, and that copies of

the resolution be forwarded to the Board
of Estimate, before which the question

is pending.

China Asks Bids on Huge Bridge
Bids are asked by the Ministry of

Communications of China on the con-

struction of a heavy modern railway
bridge nearly two miles long. It is

to replace the present Hwang-ho or

Yellow River bridge of the Peking-
Hankow Ry., a stnicture 9,875 ft. long.

The existing bridge, fabricated partly

in Belgium and pai-tly in France, has

both through-truss and deck girder

spans, supported on screw piling, and
is only 11 ft. above water. Its capacity

is stated as about equivalent to Cooper's

E 35 loading, while the new bridge is

to be capable of carrying E 50. The
above facts are given by Julean Araold,

U, S. Commercial Attache at Peking,

in a cablegram of Nov. 27. A copy of

the specifications is expected in Wash-
ington within a short time. The cost

of the proposed work will probably

range from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000.

Ontario Buys Out Private Electric

Power Interests

Private electric power interests in

Ontario are eliminated by the pui"-

chase made on Dec. 1, by the Hydro-

electric Power Commission of Ontario,

of the properties of the Toronto Power
Co., the Toronto & York Radial Co. and

the Schomberg & Aurora Ry. Co. The
purchase price was $32,734,000, financed

by an exchange of bond issues.

The three companies purchased con-

trol the electrical power and distribu-

tion developments commonly known as

the Mackenzie interests. With the pur-

chase the Hydro-electric Power Com-
mission becomes one of the largest

power generating and distributing or-

ganizations in the world ard represents

perhaps the most ambitious undertak-

ing in public ownership of electrical

service. The total capacity of the gen-

erating plants will exceed one million

horsepower

Spring Value Property
Valued at $37,rxX),(XXj

California Railroad ('ommi%>t»iin f nf—
I'rice Which Will lu- \ ot^l on at

KU-ction in feWuarv

After invf^titratio.'i-. <•:<.•...•.:.:./ -.(-r

nine months the lia.lr-.n'i (-'.::..•,-. ijn

of Tnlifrimia ha.-. plac«:-l a .aijj'.i.n of
"

~
') on the pro,'«r'... of the
illey Water Co. 'Mr.ich it Is

propo3t.-d .should be acquired by the city
of San Franci-sco. The valaatioo was
undertaken last March at the request
of city authoritie.'^ who at that time
agreed to submit to the voters a propo-
sition for purchase by the city at the
price fixed by the commission. The
Spring Valley Co. also agr*^ to imbinit
to its stockholders a pr- ro sell

to the city at the pri. oy the
commis.sion. It is now plaxiiitrtl to hold
a special election in Februar>' at which
time the people will vote on the pro-
posed purchase.

In announcing the valuation deter-
mined upon the commission states:
"We have before us oar engineerinf; de-
partment's inventory of the property
and the estimate of costs to reproduce
the properties desired by the city. This
estimate was not based on present 1920
prices for structures and plants, bat
on average prices for a six-year period
from 1914 to 1920, a time which is

considered a reasonable constmction
period for the property. We have also
approached the problem from another
angle; beginning with the fi^fores

agreed to by the city and by the com-
pany in 1914 fat which time a proposi-

tion to purchase the system was de-

feated at popular election) we have pro-

ceeded on the assumption that the price

agreed upon for the property then un-

der consideration would tmlay still be
a fair price for the same property after

additional accrued depreciation is al-

lowed for. To the then agreed Agar*
we have added the actual cost of addi-

tional property since put in the pablic

service oy the company, and hare de-

ducted property that since has been
retired or gone out of existence."

Quick Decision Urged

With reference to the wisdom of the

purchase the commission says: "if the

Spring Valley system is to be acquired

by the city at all it should be acquired

now. In our opinion the city ha* al-

ready delayed too long in making this

purchase and the failure of the bond

issue in 1914 has meant ;\ very con-

siderable loss to the city through inade-

quate water dev.

'

havini; ic

mind the future :it of San
Francisco and its on'.ru'.uod growth.

There is no escape from the conclusion

that the present supply of water for

the city of San Francisco is danirer-

ously near the j>oint of insufficiency.

Immediate stops to increase the supply

should be taken. The vrutor supply can

be increased only in two ways: either

by the city doing its own development

in the immediate future or by creating

conditions where the Spring Valley
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Water Co. can be put in a position to

proceed with such development. In

view of existing- conditions it is not to

be expected that the company is ready

or able to raise the necessary new capi-

tal for construction and extensions and

the city cannot afford to wait for an

improvement of the urgent present

water situation until the completion of

the Hetch Hetchy system.

"With efficient operation and under

reasonable water rates the purchase of

the Spring Valley system will carry

itself. It may be assumed that the

Calaveras dam will be completed in the

case of the purchase of the system by

the city. The completion of the Cala-

veras reservoir will make available an

additional supply of water sufficient to

take care of the present urgent needs

of the city. It is estimated that this

addition will be sufficient to meet the

demands of the city until the comple-

tion of the Hetch Hetchy system and

supply the needs of a population in ex-

cess of 700,000."

New York City Begins Operation

of Some Street Railways

Municipal operation of 28 cars on

that portion of the electric street rail-

ways of Richmond Borough, New York
City, known as the Midland lines, was
begun on Dec. 2. The company ovraing

the lines shut them down last January
because it could not get an increase of

fares above 5c. The city will charge

a nickel a ride.

Wireless Telephone Service Estab-

lished in California

For several months the Pacific Tele-

phone & Telegraph Co. has operated a

wireless telephone service between the

mainland and Catalina Island, 27 miles

off the southern California shore.

This service is so connected with the

company's system that any subscriber

can use it after placing a call with the

long distance operator just as he would

for any other connection beyond city

limits. When "connections" are estab-

lished the voice is heard as clearly as

over the ordinary wire service.

At first the radio communication was
carried on by the usual single wave
method, which could be picked up and
understood at any radio receiving sta-

tion. It therefore became a popular di-

version, particularly among amateurs,

to "listen in" on the commercial mes-

sages between Los Angeles and Avalon.

This was deemed a drawback to the

service and means were devised whereby
the communication is now carried on
over double wave which can be read
only on special receiving apparatus.
The application of long range teleph-

ony in the radio field was used recently

in a twofold manner when a telephone
conversation was carried on between the

Catalina Island station and a steamer
on the Atlantic Ocean 4,100 miles away.
For this message the voice vibrations

were successfully carried by radio both
before and after traversing the trans-

continental telephone line.

New Public Works Bill Merits

Support, Says Leighton

The following supplementary state-

ment concerning the new McCormick

bill providing for a National Depart-

ment of Public Works, as outlined in

the news section of last week's issue,

p. 1107, has been prepared, at this

journal's request, by Marshall O.

Leighton, Chairman of the National

Public Works Department Association,

Washington, D. C.

"The underlying principle of the Mc-
Cormick bill and the Jones-Reavis bill

is that the engineering and public

works functions should be grouped in

one department, but that no attempt

should be made in initial legislation to

effect consolidations and rearrange-

ments; that this is a task which cannot

be accomplished wisely until the several

bureaus and agencies have been brought

togethei*, placed under observation, and

subsequent co-ordinations made as a

result of that observation and of actual

experience. The only exception to this

is in the case of the Corps of Engi-

neers, which obviously cannot be trans-

ferred bodily out of the War Depart-

ment, and therefore some other expedi-

ent will be required.

"The McCormick bill includes a num-
ber of transfers to the Department of

Public Works which the framers of

the Jones-Reavis bill thought it wise to

postpone. The important new feature

in the McCormick bill is the provision

for a Department of Public Welfare,

which includes health, education, war
insurance, and other similar functions.

We anticipate much opposition to this,

especially on the part of the National

Education Association, because that or-

ganization and its supporters are in-

sisting on a separate Department of

Education. There will also be consider-

able opposition in Congress arising

from the antagonism to the creation

of additional Cabinet offices. If the

creation of a Department of Public

Works must wait upon the creation of

a Department of Public Welfare it will

undoubtedly mean some delay as to the

former, but it is hoped that inasmuch
as the case for the Department of Pub-

lic Works is well prepared the joint

committee of Congress, to be created

under the Smoot-Reavis resolution, will

push forward the public works depart-

ment feature.

"Even if this does not occur, the merit

of the McCormick proposal will be so

obvious to all those who advocate the

efficient conduct of governmental busi-

ness that the McCormick measure must
command support notwithstanding pos-

sible delay in the enactment of the pub-

lic works law.

"I am not informed as to any agree-

ment or understanding between Senator

McCormick and the supporters in Con-

gress of the Jones-Reavis bill, but it is

fair to assume that inasmuch as both

are attempting to achieve the same re-

sult there will be no difficulty in arriv-

ing at some satisfactory legislative ar-

rangement."

Transport Committees of Federal

Highway Council To Meet

The three transportation committees

of the Federal Highway Council are to

hold a meeting Dec. 10 in the east ball-

room of the Hotel Commodore, New
York City. The meeting will convene

at 10 a.m. The three committees which
have prepared pertinent discussions of

problems within their respective fields

are the committee on relation of high-

ways to railroads and waterways, the
committee on study of rural motor ex-

press, and the committtee on study of

highway transport functions of state

highway departments.

I

Chicago Settles with Strauss for

Infringing Bridge Patent

Final settlement of a long drawn-out
patent suit (filed March 11, 1913) in

Chicago over a bascule bridge patent

was concluded Nov. 19 when payment
of $348,500 was made to the Strauss

Bascule Bridge Co. by the city for in-

fringing U. S. Patent 995,813, issued

June 20, 1911, in ten bridges constructed

or to be constructed. J. B. Strauss

summarizes the case as follows:

"The Strauss patent in question re-

lates to a method of supporting the

bascule leaves which eliminates the in-

terference of the inside trunnion sup-

ports with the movement of the tail end
of the leaf or the counterweight, and
thus does away with the costly means
otherwise necessary to meet this diffi-

culty. The testimony showed that this

is a vital fundamental of design and
not an incident of minor detail ; that

it embraces a new type of bascule truss

which permits a cross-girder to be

passed through it without limiting its

full opening, on which the trunnions are

mounted, allowing necessary room for

the large volume required for a low-

cost counterweight such for example as

concrete. The large-volume low-cost

counterweight was one of the chief

underlying aims and objects of the

Strauss construction. It was first ap-

plied in service in the Strauss through-

trunnion supporting-girder bascule

bridge of the Wheeling & Lake Erie

R.R. at Cleveland, built in 1904. The
truss construction with the through-

trunnion supporting girder and large

bulk countex-weight was employed by

the city of Chicago for the first time

in the Washington St. bridge, com-

pleted about 1913 (the bridge named in

the infringement suit).

All the proceedings were in the Fed-

eral courts. Testimony was taken be-

fore a Master in Chancery. The final

decision was rendered in the U. S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals, which affirmed

the decree of the lower court. During

the accounting before the Master to

ascertain amount due the bridge com-

pany, negotiations were opened looking

toward a settlement. A tentative fig-

ure of $527,095 was arrived at. This

amount is equivalent to 7i per cent of

the cost of the superstructure of thirteen

bridges, ten of which were completed or
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under construction and three designed.
In the final negotiations an investiga-
tion was made for a sub-committee of
the finance committee of the city council
by Parkinson & Lane, patent lawyers,
J. H. Prior, consulting engineer, and a
committee of the Western Society of
Engineers, but nothing of sufficient

value was developed to warrant a re-
opening of the case. The finance com-
mittee of the council upon receiving this
report continued the settlement negotia-
tions, finally arriving (in July, 1920)
at the $348,500 figure for ten bridges
instead of the original thirteen. The
other three, which had proceeded no
further than the design, were included
in the injunctive order granted by the
court.

For Distinction Between Steel and
Wrought-Iron Pipe

A resolution accepting the tenns em-
ployed by the American Society for
Testing Materials fox differentiating

steel from wrought iron pipe was
adopted by the executive committee
and advisory board of the National Pipe
& Supplies Association at its meeting
in New York City on Nov. 11. The
terms thus adopted are "welded
wrought iron pipe" and "welded steel

pipe." The manufacturers of welded
wrought iron pipe urge that wrought
iron should be applied only to "pipe
which is made from genuine puddled
v/rought iron" and steel only to "pipe
made of soft Bersemer or open-hearth
Steel."

Standards Committee Elects

Officers for 1921

At the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Engineering Standards Committee
held in New York on December 4, A.

A. Stevenson (American Society for

Testing Materials), was re-elected chair-

man for 1921, and George C. Stone

(American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers), was re-elected

vice-chairman. The following "were

elected to the executive committee:

C. A. Adams, American Institute of

Electrical Engineers; M. Schreiber,

American Society of Civil Engineers;

F. E. Rogers, American Society of

Mechanical Engineers; A. H. Moore,

Electrical Manufacturers Council; D.

Pierce, Fire Protection Group; A. C.

Morrison, Gas Group; N. A. Carle, Na-
tional Electric Light Association; A.

W. Whitney, National Safety Council;

C. F. Clarkson, Society of Automotive
Engineers; T. H. MacDonald, Depart-

ment of Agriculture; E. B. Rosa, De-

liartment of Commerce; 0. P. Hood,

Department of Interior; F. J. Cleary,

Navy Department; J. H. Rice, War
Department.
Four new organizations have recently

joined the standards committee. These

are the Department of Agriculture, the

Department of the Interior, the Ameri-

can Electric Railway Association, and

the Gas Group, the latter comprising

the American Gas Association, the Com-
pressed Gas Manufacturers Associa-

tion, and the International Acetylene
Association. There are now 17 mem-
ber organization.s joined in the com-
mittee, three of which are jfroups; the
total number of individual orKaniza-
tions represented i.s 24. The committee
consists of 47 representativeu of the«e
bodies.

Notes from Corps of En^ineerH
Lieut.-Col. Paul S. Bond has been de-

tailed for duty as inspector-in.structor.
Engineer Corps, New York N'ational
Guard. His headquarters will be in
New York City.

Major Ernest Graves has been
ordered to appear before a retiring
board because of physical disability.

Major James G. Steese, president of
the Board of Road Commissioners for
Alaska, has been ordered to Washington
for temporary duty in connection with
the estimates of the work to be done on
Alaskan roads during the next fiscal

year.

The Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army,
has re-established the third New York
Engineer District. This district will

comprise, among other things, the de-
fensive works at both the eastern and
southern entrances of New York har-
bor. Col. E. E. Winslow has been
placed in charge. Col. Winslow has
been Corps area engineer for the Sec-
ond Corps with headquarters at Gov-
ernors Island.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN ASSOCIATIOV OF
STATE HIGHW.\Y OFFICIALS.
Washington, D. C. ; Washington,
D. C, Dec. 13-16.

.VMERICAX SOCIETY OF Cmi.
EKGIXEEKS. New York City.
Jan. 19-20. 1921.

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRAC-
TORiS. Washinpton. D. C. ; New-
Orleans. Jan. 25-27.

lONGTNRERING INSTITUTE OF
CANADA, Montreal ; Toronto, Feb.
1-3.

The Providence Engineering Society

sponsored a meeting at BrowM Univer-

sity, Nov. 16 at which John R. Free-

man, consultmg engineer, uelivcred an

address describing his recent mission to

China to advise the engineers of that

country on the improvement of the

Grand Canal.

The Nashville Engineering Associa-

tion, at its meeting Nov. 22, was ad-

dressed by Ross W. Harris, consult-

ing engineer, who discussed traffic con-

ditions in Memphis, Tenn.

The Detroit Engineering Society an-

nounces the following meetings: Dec.

l"f
'

of Lanrc Gvns" by Dmj-
t/)n < Jan. 21. "Amewieaa For-
ejitr>' StUiJttion" by Dr. Filbert RoUl

The RnKintvr*' (lob of Dayt««. at its

me»lirig Dtf. 7, wa* ad/ir-^«c«l ly E. J.
.Mchren, editor of EM^frntmrng Nmn-
liecrd, on "An EaciaMr's Obmm-
tion* in Europe."

The Cleveland r»gi»»>ihg facMy.
at it.<< noonday ncctinc, D«e. 17, wfll
be addresser! by GerrcC A- Bcndur «•
"Art in " At it*

meeting, ; i'eriiora! Irr-:

of the Euru|^ia(i Iron .. lodsft-
try" will be given by A- >IeK««.

The KocheMter Rnrineerinc ftorirty.
at iLs Dec. 14 luncheon - -

*jll be
addressed by H. L. Fa naerly
professor of - ' - .ir».iy of
Rochester, or. jcal Prob-
lems of the Eai w. ., ^i ,.-,1..

Personal Notes

Harry C. A n d r i; x - • -merly
resident engineer, Bo«jn. i ;- "y, W.
Va., highway department, i- r. .i. --

sistant engineer, department of tut.:.
roads, Raleigh County, W. Va.

F. N. C R o .V H o L M, formerly gen-
eral superintendent of the river din-
sion, Imperial Irrigation District, has
been promoted to general manafper of
all operations of the district in tht
United States and Mexico.

HenryArthirBraziek, city
engineer, London. Ont., Canada, has
sailed for England to investigate the
activated-sludge process of sewafre dis-

posal.

Howard K. I h r i c. fonneriy
chief draughtsman, engineerinir works
department, Dravo Contractjnir Cow,

Pittsburgh, Pa., is now in chariE« of
the en^ neering department of tiie

Heltzel Steel Form & Iron Co., Warren,
Ohio.

H. W. C o L E .\i A N, formerly chem-
ical warfare officer on the staff of the
commanding general, Sivond DiTtakm.
U. S. Army, Camp Travis. Vex~, has
been appointed superintendent of the
water and sewer d«partment, Grren-
ville. Miss.

James W. C H E E v E r. formerly a
superintendent with the T"^— '^-^"-

Starrett Co., has taken a p*^

Dwight P. RoDinson & Co. .i- .,.,...;•.•

tendent on the constrjction of a larfre

power station at Seward, Pa., for the

Penn Public Service Corp.. Johnstown.
Pa.

Lawrence W. R o p f* r t. Jr.,

president of Roln'rt & C engi-

neers and ainrhitects. A- . has
been appointeil cor- ' r

all of the te.xtile ': ^

to be carried on in the ' nitcd stales

by Dunlop American. Ltd.. the U. S.
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organization of the Dunlop Rubber Co.,

Birmingham. England. This company

will construct cotton mills representing

an investment of $25,000,000.

0. K. Peck has resigned as assist-

ant bridge engineer, Louisville & Nash-

ville R.R. to accept the position of

bridge engineer, Detroit, Toledo & Iron-

ton R.R.

T. J. B I V E N s, formerly division

engineer, Union Pacific R.R. at Omaha,
Neb., has been transferred to Marys-

ville, Kan., as division engineer.

C. C. H A w K E N, formerly instru-

mentman, has been promoted to assist-

ant engineer, Missouri Pacific R.R.,

with headquarters at Joplin, Mo.

C. P. Huffman, instrumentman,

Eastern Division, Missouri Pacific R.R.,

Sedalia, Mo., has been promoted to as-

sistant engineer, Omaha Division, with

headquarters at Falls City, Neb.

G. W. P A Y N E, formerly instrument-

man, Arkansas Division, Missouri

Pacific R.R., has been appointed assist-

ant engineer, Memphis Division.

Harold M. Lewis, for several

years connected with the office of

Charles W. Leavitt, landscape engineer,

has become a member of the firm of

Gibson & Lewis, consulting engineers

and entomologists, Washington, D. C.

Mr. Lewis spent several months with

Dr. Karl Imhoff in Germany in 1914

in the study of Imhoff tanks.

Thomas W. Lesage, for thirty-

three years in the service of the City

of Montreal, and recently consulting

engineer to the waterworks department,

has resigned, effective Jan. 1, 1921.

W. A. K I N G s L a N D, assistant

general manager. Eastern Lines, Can-
adian National Rys., has been appointed

general manager, with headquarters at

Toronto.

L. S. Brown, superintendent, Can-
adian National Rys. at Moncton, N. B.,

Canada, has been appointed assistant

general manager of Eastern Lines,

with headquarters at Montreal.

R. C. Vaughn, formerly assistant

to the president, has been appointed

vice-president, Canadian National Rys.,

Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Obituary

Harold Tait, engineer of

sewers, Borough of Queens, New York
City, died Nov. 29. He was born in

Metuchen, N. J., in 1868 and was gradu-

ated from Rutgers College, 1887.

James J. Reynolds, consulting-

railroad engineer, died Nov. 28 in Chi-

cago. At the time of his death he was
consultant for the Elgin, Joilet & East-

ern Ry. With John Ericson, city engi-

neer, and E. C. Shankland, he was the

third engineer on a commission which

handled the design and construction of

the Chicago municipal pier. Twenty
years ago as engineer for the New
York Central he built the Chicago,

Illinois and Southern R. R.

Lionel Henry Peabody, Jr.,

civil engineer, who was at two different

periods in the employ of the Rhode Is-

land State Highway Department, died

Nov. 15 at Shawomet, R. I. He was
born in Middletown, R. I., in 1878, and

was graduated from Brown University,

1903. In 1907 he became associated

with 0. Perry Sarle on general engi-

neering and problems connected with

hydraulics and river and harbor work.

In 1916 he took a position in the Rhode
Island State Highway Department.

James S. E g a n, member of the

firm of Egan, Field & Nowak, civil en-

gineers and surveyors, died Nov. 10 at

Minneapolis, Minn. He was 63 years

old and a resident of Minneapolis for

40 years. He was a school teacher in

early days and then surveyor for Hen-
nepin County for about 4 years. Since

1897 he had been in engineering prac-

tice with private firms.

George S. Rice, formerly chief

engineer of the Rapid Transit Commis-
sion, which built the first New York
City subways, died in Montclair, N. J.,

Dec. 7, after an illness of several

months. He was born in Boston in 1849

and was graduated from Harvard Uni-

versity in 1870. His professional ex-

perience, which included a number of

years' service as deputy chief engineer

of the Croton Aqueduct Commission,

New York City, and as chief engineer

of the Boston Rapid Transit Commis-
sion, will be treated in further detail

in next week's issue.

Business Notes

William H. Taylor has re-

signed as president and general man-
ager of the Iron Age Publishing Co.

and has been succeeded by Fritz J.

Frank, a publisher of long experience,

who has been with the company since

1910.

The Toledo Crane Co., main
office and works Bucyrus, Ohio, will on

Jan. 1921, succeed The Toledo Bridge

& Crane Co. of Toledo, Ohio, as build-

ers of Toledo cranes. W. F. Billings-

ley, for the past eleven years with the

crane department for the latter com-

pany, will be active in the management
of the new company.

ScovELL, Wellington & Co.,

accountants and engineers, announce

that J. Chester Crandell, F. Richmond
Fletcher, William A. Schich, Jr., Har-

old S. Morse, and Horace G. Crockett,

v/ho have been associated with this com-

pany for many years, have become part-

ners in the firm. Messrs. Fletcher and
Crockett will continue to direct the en-

gineering work.

The J. F. Coleman Engi-
neeringCo., New Orleans, has been
selected by the Board of Commissioners
of the Port of New Orleans to serve

in an engineering capacity.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., -*-

Chicago, have purchased the business

of the Luster Machine Shop & Railway
Equipment Co., Philadelphia, and will

open a new branch in Philadelphia

under the management of D. W. Dunn.

The Blaw-Knox Co., Pitts-

burgh, has established a new sales dis-

trict in the South with headquarters
at Birmingham, Ala. Prescott V. Kelly,

formerly connected with the executive

sales department at Pittsburgh, is in

charge of the office.

The Portland Cement
Association announces the open-

ing of a Canadian office in the Birks

Building, Vancouver? B. C, in charge
of A. E. Foreman as district engineer.

The American Wood Pipe
C , Tacoma, Wash., manufacturer of

wire wound and continuous stave wood
pipe, has opened a Chicago office with

A. J. Berger, district manager, in

charge.

The Nashville Indus-
trial Corp., composed of business

men of Nashville, Tenn., has pur-

chased from the U. S. Government the

Old Hickory Powder plant at Jackson-

ville, Tenn. The purpose is to develop

the plant into a large manufacturing
center.

Robert H. McKinley, for-

merly sales engineer H. Y. Smith Com-
pany, Wilwaukee, Wis., has accepted

a position as manager and highway en-

gineer for the Indiana Paving Brick

Manufacturers' Association, Indianapo-

lis, Ind.

The Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Co. announces the removal of

its rock drill plant from 864 East 72nd

St., Cleveland, Ohio, to the company's
Boyer pneumatic hammer plant at

1301 Second Blvd., Detroit, Mich. The
location of the company's little giant

air drill plant at 1241 East 49th St.,

Cleveland, remains unchanged.

Hugo V. H e r t t i n g C o., I n c,

Dempsey Building, Manitowoc, Wis.,

general contractors for industrial

plants, have opened an engineering de-

partment to handle all classes of engi-

neering work.

Thomas Crimmins Con-
tracting Co. announces the re-

moval of its New York office to the

Crimmins Building, 126 East 59th St.

T. T0WLES& Co, railroad and

highway contractors, announce the re-

moval of its general office from Prince-

ton, W. Va., to the Boyce Building,

Charleston, W. Va.

The Prospect Construc-
tion Co., Inc., has opened offices in

Philadelphia, Pa., to engage in general

architectural, contracting and engineer-

ing work.
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Co-ordinated National Transport

NEED FOR more effective co-ordination of the
national transportation system to bring the various

means of carriage into their greatest usefulness was
strikingly brought out in the addresses last week at the
transportation session of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers' annual meeting. The program
was remarkable for agreement in this fundamental need,

so difficult of accomplishment, and the papers presented
were of such high quality as to warrant unqualified

commendation of the society's enterprise in arranging
for them. Abstracts of some of the papers appear else-

where in this issue, but for lack of space those of the

other two will not appear until next week. They are
deserving of a thoughtful reading.

Highway "Service"

COMMON sense in highway engineering is epitomized

in the article on page 1187 by A. R. Hirst, state

highway engineer of Wisconsin. A highway depart-

ment, it is contended, exists to give transportation

service. This is accomplished by building a large mile-

age of permanent grade, temporarily surfaced, and not

a limited mileage of main route brought to high

standard by paving. It keeps in mind that improve-

ment is subordinate always to the carrying of traffic.

These are the fundamental ideas in an article filled with

thought-provoking statements. They represent the

trend of practice in the Mississippi Valley states, where

great mileages of trunk-line road remain to be per-

manently graded and provided with drainage structures.

"Transportation service." in a phrase, is the highway

doctrine of the Middle West. The fact deserves em-

phasis because it represents a change from the earlier

hard-pavement doctrine borrowed from practice in the

East where, to a large extent, there remained in the way
of improvements only the perfection of permanent grade

by hard surfacing.

Service and Road Widths

GRAVEL roads are given high rank by Mr. Hirst

as economic highways. Here again he voices a

growing conviction of highway engineers in the Middle

West. Particularly does he voice the germinating

thought that the economic service of a gravel road i?

greater or less in almost direct proportion to its width.

Specifically, if a gravel roadway 16 ft. wide has a

serviceable life of three or five years, then 10 ft. added

to this width will increase its serviceable life to six or

ten years. These figures are not definite; they merely

express the comparison which it is sought to emphasize.

Moreover this comparison does not hold true, nor is any

broad assertion of the worth of gravel roads quite true

unless there is continuous maintenance. Wherever

gravel roads are giving notable service good mainten-

ance is as much the reason as is good construction.

Unsightly Concrete Surfaces

IN ordinary commercial concre*' "tion i* there
any pro.spect of being able to - :x^««d surfacm

of permanently good appearance without finishing treat-

ment? Considerable economy should result from a
successful answer to the question, since it would make
possible a large reduction of the u.se of brick and tile

facings now u.sed solely to conceal un.nightly concrete
surfaces. It would a'.so make it possible to avoid the
distressing appearance of concrete .structures on which
such veneering has been omitted for reasons of econ-
omy. On bridges and important structures the ex-

posed surfaces are often given .special finishing treat-

ment by washing, grouting and rubbing in order to

secure a satisfactory appearance, but the effect thoa
obtained is sometimes of short life, being soon marred
by the characteristic patches and streaks of discolor-

ation. Painting is seldom employed and rarely suc-

cessful. Cracks in the concrete have not been con-

sidered in the foregoing remarks, but in spite of rein-

forcement there is a frequent occurrence of such de-

fects, which may be of little or no structural signifi-

cance but are seriously detrimental to the appearance.

There is an open field for developing concrete constriK-

tion that can honestly show its own face without caus-

ing pain because of its unsightliness.

Articles for the ".Vverage Engineer"

FOLLOWING the precedent set in the July 22 number
of this journal, another "Average Engineer I.<"»ue"

is herewith presented. Its aim is to give to engineers

and contractors engaged in the non-spectacular but im-

portant work of the small organization details of field

and office practice which wid be helpful to them. The
term "average engineer" is employed only for want of

something better and is not susceptible of any precise

definition. He may be the city engineer of some small

town, chief of party on a topographical survey, a water-

works superintendent, a county highway engineer, a

designer on a structural engineer's staff or a construc-

tion superintendent. He may be "going it alone" or be

the non-commissioned officer intennediar>' between the

iommanding officer—a chief engineer or contractor

—

and the rank and file on the job or in the o*^«. The
interests of the readers of the KngiHeeriHn S^fu^s-Rrenni

are extremely varied. This fact the editors realirr^ -••^

the effort is made to balance the material in each

apportioning space to articles on the large as well a^ or.

the small project. After the appearance of the first

"average engineer" issue last .summer, however, letters

were received from .so many readers endorsing the idea

that it was decided to repeat the e.xperiment. The range

of articles this week is wide, covering such topics as use-

ful "dodges" in surveying, good and bad practice in

making bituminous patches in highways, tie checking

of drawiiurs. estimating small sewer jobs and the u.-^e of
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special slide rules in valuation work. It is hoped that

from the dozen articles presented this week the "average

engineer" will secure information or suggestions of

practical use in the day's work.

Our National Parks

THE rapid increase in the use of our National Parks

is gratifying. The increase is partly due to the

commendable work done by the National Park Service

to make the park facilities known. A recent instance of

such publicity is a press bulletin outlining the extent

to which a number of the National Parks can be readily

used and enjoyed in winter—some for distinctly winter

sports. The National Parks have a special appeal to

outdoor men like engineers; and many engineers, in

their travels about the country, have or could readily

make opportunities to visit them. Comparatively few
people know what national parks exist and how to reach

them. Information can be had from the National Park
Service for the asking, besides which there are now some
four or five books giving handsomely illustrated descrip-

tions of our national parks and monuments.

Gravel Roads
HIGHWAY administration in Maine includes at least

two practices which may well be studied by states

whose programs do not call for extensive construction

of high-type pavements, but whose highway systems

demand general improvement. These two practices,

fully discussed on page 1177, concern the construction

of plain gravel highways and the maintenance of sur-

face-treated gravel. Specifications to be found in most
highway handbooks and, in fact, adopted by various

state highw^ay departments, which call for the bonding

with clay of the top course of plain gravel roads, have
been replaced in Maine by those that require the top

course to be of the cleanest gravel. Instead of rolling,

consolidation of the surface is skillfully avoided. In

fact, a loose, or "live," surface course is deemed neces-

sary for success. In surface treatment the economic

distribution of bitumen has become an art. "Put the

bituminous material only where it is needed" is an old

maxim in Maine's maintenance.

Need for Engineering Publicity

INNUENDO and quoted surmises in regard to the

works of the engineer may cause a distrust that is

entirely unwarranted. One of the latest attacks of this

kind is upon the water supply of Duluth. Several news-
paper editorials seem calculated to lead water consumers
to assume an attitude of suspicion toward it. There is a
job waiting for the publicity committee of the local

engineering society. The facts, as the Engineering
News-Record learns them, indicate that the city is

blessed with a zero-turbidity water and one which by
daily analysis seldom has a bacterial count in excess of

25 per cc. But since slight pollution from the nearest

sewer, four miles from the intake, might occasionally

be expected chlorine has been used for eight years. B.

coll are seldom found in the pump discharge but they

do occur more or less frequently in samples taken from
the city taps. These bacteria may possibly come from
surface contamination of one of a number of open-topped

reservoirs on the hillsides. The creation of a nuisance

in the Duluth-Superior harbor by sewage in the future

is quite another question and should stand as a sanitary

problem by itself. Simple protection of the surface

reservoirs would seem to be about all that is necessary

to give Duluth an ideal supply. There being much to

be said for and little against the purity of the city's

water, the local engineering society should be the first

to assure the citizens, through the layman's medium, the

newspaper, of the good quality of the water supply.

Bettering Sanitary Conditions

MORE cities should enact and enforce ordinances like

the one recently passed by Raleigh, N. C, requir-

ing all buildings in which one or more persons live or

work to be connected with the local water-works and
sewerage systems. Sewer connections have been at least

nominally required in a considerable number of cities

for many years but there are still hundreds of com-
munities that either lack such rules or fail to enforce

them. The Raleigh ordinance prohibits owners and
agents from leasing any property not provided with
water and sewer connections, and empowers the local

court to order the refund of rentals paid where the

owners have been convicted of non-compliance with the

rules. This and other clauses make the Raleigh ordi-

nance noteworthy. Moreover, there is evidence that

the local authorities intend to enforce the ordinance—all

of which gives promise of improved health and sanitary

conditions at Raleigh.

Why This Feeling?

REPRESENTATIVES of the thirty-five third-class

cities of Pennsylvania, with delegations from all

the larger cities of the state, if securable, are to march
a thousand strong to the State Capitol when the legis-

lature meets in January and demand the repeal of the

Public Service Commission law. In the adjoining State

of New Jersey the Governor, responding to a similar

popular feeling, removed the Public Utility Commission
a few weeks ago. In other states there is equally strong-

feeling against public service commissions, although

not always so well organized and so forcibly expressed.

Why is this? The fundamental cause lies in the popu-

lar conception that the purpose of these commissions

is to reduce rates and that to increase them is proof

that a commission is false to its trust. War and after-

war conditions have resulted in a large number of cases

of increased utility rates. This the public, suffering

from high prices on every hand and with a confident

belief that there is profiteering everywhere, deeply re-

sents. Hence the demand that utility commissions be

removed, as in New Jersey, or abolished, as in Pennsyl-

vania. The utility companies feel that the public is

unreasonable, to put it mildly, but they should remem-
ber that the public service commissions never would

have been created if the patrons of the utilities had not

believed—too often with good reason—that otherwise

good service and fair rates could not- be obtained with-

out almost unending litigation and court delay. Conse-

quently, when these commissions were created the peo-

ple expected them to lower rates, not raise them. What
the public needs to learn is that the function of utility

commissions is to see that even-handed justice is done

to the companies as well as to the consumers. To con-

vince the public of this, especially in these times of

high prices, will be a hard, slow task, demanding judi-

cial qualities of the highest order on the part of the

commissions and their engineers, and a change of atti-

tude, both before the commissions and towards their

customers, on the part of the utilities.
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A Fair and Full Trial for the Motor
Truck in Terminal Service

EVEN UNDER this year's congestion at railroad
freight terminals line-haul freight did eventually

get through; the terminals, therefore, from that stand-
point, are in general adequate for present tonnage. The
complaint comes because the terminals, as the neck of
the transportation bottle, cut down the rate of traffic

flow demanded by industry. In fact the rate has been
cut below present line-haul capacity—resulting in loss
of revenue to the carriers themselves. Every year 100,-

000,000 tons of package or less-than-carload freight must
pass through these terminals attended with congestion
and delay and absorbing an inordinate share of the
railroads' gross revenue. It appears that the terminals
themselves are not bad, but that the fault lies in their

operation. In Cincinnati there has been developed a
system of l.c.I. interchange employing motor trucks with

demountable bodies that has resulted in striking econo-

mies and speed of operation. With this demonstration
of two years of successful service, the motor-truck, tied

in effectively with the existing terminal plant, should

be given a fair and full trial in increasing traffic capac-

ity, bettering service to shippers, and saving money for

the carriers. Engineers have directed their efforts for

increasing terminal capacity to tremendously expensive

improvements. Is it not their duty as practical econo-

mists first to develop to the utmost a method that prom-
ises large results with little capital outlay ?

As indicated by the operating figures of one railroad

entering Cincinnati, about 28 per cent of all l.c.I. freight

passing through that terminal area is being handled

with fifteen motor-truck chassis, and the indicated 50-per

cent decrease in total loss and damage claims on freight

so handled alone amounts to more than the railroads

are paying for the transfer service. The cost of trans-

fer jTias been reduced. Freight movement has been

advanced 52 hours. Continuous service of 154 trap or

ferry cars, 115 heavy horse drays, some 300,000 switch-

cut movements annually and a large portion of

freight rehandling have been eliminated. Available

platform area and station-track capacity have been

increased by current movement and freedom from con-

gestion. Doorways previously held for dray service have

been released to shippers. If such remarkable econo-

mies, carrying capacity and speed of handling, effected

merely by adapting existing facilities to an efficient

system of operation at comparatively small capital cost.

have been secured at Cincinnati it is certain that new

methods of terminal operation, permitting a higher rate

of traffic flow, are needed at most other important ter-

minal points as well. The alternative is large increases

of plant, operated by old, slow and wasteful methods.

At present the Cincinnati system is being used only

in exclusive railroad service for the interchange of I.e.!.

freight between main and substations. It was described

and commented upon editorially in the Engineering

News-Record of March 11, 1920, pages 498 and 508. At

the meeting of the Federal Highway Council's commit-

tees in New York last week, reported elsewhere in this

issue, the extension of the system to even more impor-

tant uses and its further possibilities were ably presented

by Mr. B. F. Fitch, president of The Motor Terminals

Company of New York and Cleveland, and chairman of

the board of The Cincinnati Motor Terminals Company.

The possibilities for extension hold promise of such great

advantAKex that precedents shoald not stiuid in tbe way
of a fair and thorough trial. The poMibilitie* An:
First, the elimination of the induatnai-ciding, intra-
terminal trap, or ferr>', rar; •erond. 'he operation of
zone freight stationn wr on to permit
the development of new ..... .. •..* and to pro-
vide cente.u for Htore-door deliver>'; third, line haul of
loaded demountable bodiefl on flat cant withf>ut rehand-
ling of freight at Htation.n properly Mfuipped.

Unfortunately there a- mmediate ob-
stacle to a trial of .such h the fear of
disrupting exi.sting .switching lanlT.H and exj.<«tmg traffic

treaties between individual railroads and .thippem ari*-

ing from the connection of manufacturing plants trith

the rails of one or more carriers. For injitance. the
Cincinnati motor service can now actually be offered for
extension to some manufacturerH at much less th*n
present switching tariffs and at one-quarter of the esti-

mated cost to the carrier for induiitrial intra-terminal

trap car service. The reason that the truck service has
not already been thus extended is no doubt due to the
fear of some of the railroads that traffic now controlled

by them for a large share of line-haul tariff might be
diverted for line haul over competitive lines. This,

in spite of evident economies and better service to

shippers, and in spite of the fact that the effect of such

a new method of operation would, in the aggregate, if

conceded by all railroads in a terminal, be to divert

practically as much business to each of the carriers as

would be diverted away from them, subject only to the

deficiencies and advantages of wastefully competiti%*e

transportation. Here is the opportunity for such a body

as the Association of Railway E.xecutives to undertake

bold initiative in the public good.

Great credit is due Mr. Fitch for his work in the

public service and for his exhaustive study of the past

five years that led to the adoption of the Cincinnati

system which he developed and put into operation.

Credit also is due Mr. H. A. Worcester, vice-president of

the Big Four, who had the foresight and courage to

authorize the original test of the new system.

It is most encouraging to note the increasingly liberal

attitude of railroad officers to radically new methods, as

instanced by the remarks of Colonel Charles D. Mine and

Mr. F. E. Williamson, who represented the American

Railway Association at the meeting of the Federal High-

way Council transportation committees, Daniel Willard's

address last week before the Mechanical V - wa.<

also significent in this respect, voicing sti ment

for employing new methods where found economical

with particular emphasis on the motci truck's possi-

bilities. Undoubtedly all nf the.<e views were expressed

wholly in the interest of better service to the public.

However, railroads must realize that private opemtinn

and ownership o.re still on trial and that the y !

condemn the managements if they refuse, thr

inertia of routine-bound precedent, to in\-estigate

thoughtfully the merits of such a system as that at Cin-

cinnati, and to give such a system and also its further

j'.'pplications a fair and full trial. Such a •• ;ld be

made regardless of any selfish individual

The railroads should be all the more open-minded on

methods of improved terminal operation with present

plant, since the capital outlay inwlved in the only

alternative—extensive terminal additions—vill nm into

stupendous figures, a pn^pet^ that is forbidding in

view of the present financial position of the roads.
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Articles for the "AVERAGE ENGINEER"
The issue of July 22 featured a dozen articles

for the "average engineer," all of them dealing

with details of ordinary field and office work

rather than with large, costly projects. In re-

sponse to the requests of readers who wrote ap-

proving the idea loe now offer another "Average

Engineer Issue."

Of course, the editorial contents of every num-
ber of Engineering News-Record are balanced

so as to serve the man on the small as well a^ the

large job. This week, however, more than the

usual amount of space is given to articles of the

"average engineer" type. They deal with a wide
variety of topics.

A Few Useful Dodges in Surveying
By H. L. Thackwell

Civil Engineer, Anaconda, Mont.

THE theory of surveying has been so thoroughly

covered by many able authors that the practising

sun^^eyor need not be at a loss to find a book which will

aid him in solving any complex problem. All engineers

and surveyors of experience, however, have had recourse

to simple dodges or methods which, though sometimes

inelegant, are helpful in situations that require resource-

fulness and ingenuity. Such matters are not printed

in books, but are frequently disclosed by men of

experience to those under them. The writer, a some-

time government surveyor, can vividly recall situations

where the ordinary instructions given in textbooks did

not help the instrumentman in finding the backsight

when the personnel of the party did not include a back-

flagman, nor in making an observation on the sun for

a meridian when he had thoughtlessly left his watch in

camp 5 mi. away.

The following dodges are listed for the benefit of

those who may find them useful. The writer has used

all of them with one exception, that in No. 3. Most of

the ideas have come to him independently, although no

doubt others have originated them.

l_How to Get Along Without Back-Flagman

In the West a surveyor is frequently called upon to

survey a ranch or homestead and, upon arriving on the

ground, finds that, although plenty of assistance had

been promised for the work, only the client and his small

boy present themselves. They would act as rodman and
axeman respectively.

•-••
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How to get along with-

out a backflagman is il-

lustrated in Fig. 1.

The point of origin of

the survey is at E and

the survey is to be run

in the direction of EG.
Lay off the base line EF.
Pick out two conspicu-

ous points in the land-

scape, A and B, one on

either side of the line to

be run, and choose them
with respect to their vis-

ibility and ease of bisection. Triangulate these points

and compute the distances AC and BD, also CE and DE.
Set up the transit on E, foresight on F, and set a point

G on line. Then measure the distance FG. In the note-

book keep a column or progressive distances from the

point of origin E. Set up the transit on G ; since there

is no back-flagman recourse can be made to either of the

natural monuments A and B, using that one which

Fig. I

happens to be visible. Having the distances AC and DB
and the progressive distances CG and DG the angle AGC
and BGD can be readily computed.

If the landmark A is chosen set the angle AGC off

on the plates, backsight to A, turn the plate in the

correct direction so that the vernier reads zero, and the
instrument is then in line. Proceed in this manner
until the sighting points are invisible or the included

angles become too small for accurate use, then triangu-

late two more points and repeat the process.

2—^Laying Off True Meridian with Solar Transit

To lay off a true meridian and to find the time with
a solar transit the following method may be used:

Guess at tho time as nearly as possible by glancing at

the sun. With this inaccurate time calculate the

declination and make a solar observation. Read the

hour-circle and correct the original declination by the

new time. Make another solar observation and read the

hour-circle again. If there is any appreciable error

between the first and second hour-circle readings repeat

the process until there is no further error. The result-

ing meridian and time will be as close as if the correct

time had been used in the first observation.

3—^When Day of Month is Forgotten

If the day of the month has been forgotten make an

equal altitute observation of the sun and establish a

true meridian. Measure the angle from the meridian

to the sun, also the sun's altitude. Compute the declina-

tion of the sun by the formula

Cos. Q = sin, dec.

cos lat. X cos. alt.
— tan. lat. X tan. alt.

The sign of the first term of the right hand side of

the equation is minus when the declination is south ; the

second term is plus where the latitude is south. If the

algebraic sign of the result is plus, Q is the angle

between the sun and the North point, but if it is minus

it is the angle between the sun and the South point.

Correct the resulting declination by the hourly distance

to obtain the declination at Greenwich. If the observa-

tion has been made correctly an inspection of the

ephemeris will disclose a declination similar to the com-

puted one, and the date corresponding to this declina-

tion is the date of the observation.

4—^To Avoid High Hill in Line of Survey

In the mountain districts the surveyor is often con-

fronted by a high wooded hill in the line of the survey.

In such a situation it is frequently advisable to tri-

angulate to the top of the summit, thus avoiding delay in
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clearing the line. To project the line over on to the
other side without occupying the summit station go
around the hill and triangulate back to the station.
Obtain the bearing of the line by solar ob.servation.
The original line can then be located by computing the
necessary offset from the triangulated station.

5—Tying in Large Objects

When in a topographic survey it is necessary to tie
in objects of large diameter, such as smokestacks,
monuments, etc., read an angle first to one edge and
then to the other. The mean of the two angles will be
the angle bisecting the object.

6—Sighting Box for Tunnel Work
In aligning a tunnel under ground a capital sight can

be made by using an old powder box, as in Fig. 2. Cut
a diamond shaped opening in the box and tack a piece

of vellum or tracing cloth

over the opening. Take a

section of an old level rod

about one foot long and
nail it across the top of

the box. Take a level-rod

target and bore a small

hole through it near the

circumference and on the

horizontal line. Slip the

target over the rod with

the hole downward, then

slide in into position over

the center of the diamond
shaped opening. Hang a

plumbline from the hole

y-Qpen beh/npf

Fig. E

I

in the target and place a light inside the box. In the

dark the plumbline will show up vividly against the ligiit

background. Clamp the target with the set-screw and
move the plumbline into the exact alignment by means
of the target micrometer-screw. This sight can be used

to advantage at night for marking a meridian obtained

from a stellar observation.

7—Saving Time by Eliminating Plane Table

In making topographic surveys a great saving in time
can be made by doing away with the plane table and

using the following method

:

The party should consist of an instrumentman, a

recorder, and several stadia rodmen. The transitnian

sets his instrument over a knovm point and orients it

so that the horizontal angles can be taken by azimuth.

The recorder, who is provided with a drawing board

mounted on an easel, should be seated close to the

transitman. The instrumentman reads out the observed

angles and stadia distances to the recorder, who

immediately plots the points on his drawing board. The

plotting is accomplished by the aid of a large semi-

circular protractor, which is held in position over the

station by a needle stuck through its center into the

board. The distances and elevations are computed by

a stadia slide rule, and the contours are drawn in in the

field before moving on to the next station.

As much as 1,200 acres per day of rolling sagebrush

land has been mapped with 5-ft. contours by this method.

This system has the advantage in speed over that of the

plane-table and the paper can be kept cleaner than

would be possible if an alidade were rubbing over its

surface. If an accurate angle is required it can be

measured directly by the transit pUtcs. wber«M the
planp-taJile method would only jfive approxtmata

8—Projerting Accurate
When projecting ver>- accurate Unca o««r raofli

countrj', such a.«) tunnel al:/ irrvyv. it b of
great importance to have a.- • and baclutffliU
as possible. If there are any extra tranaita at hand. aaC
them up over the point)! and Hight at the plumbline with
the aligning transit. The forenifrht can be act vary
accurately by thifl method, e>'en though the obaai wai
can not see the head of the tack in the staka.

^—I^catine SomdlngB
In hydrographic surve;. -nail areaa loiiadiiiffs

may be taken and their n . < atlon^ rfrorflMt hv
the following method:

Construct a suitable raft mouni»:M a <>^.*: rr.u w tn
sweeps and at the other with a stadia rod net in a
vertical position on a swivel and pin so that the rod
can revolve in any direction. The raft should hare a
crew of two men, an oarsman and a .soundman. Prom
the shore an obser\'er with a transit should diraet
the movements of the raft. The oarsman should propd
the craft at a more or less unifoim rate along Unas
crossing the lake at definite intervals apart. Tha
soundsman should stand by the stadia rod and sing oat
the soundings as fast as he can take them, and at the
same time keep the stadia rod constantK- turned in the
direction of the obser\'er. The instrumentman shoakl
read magnetic bearings and stadia distances to each
of the sounding points and record them with the

soundings in his note book. After a WXXV nrarrir# h*

will find it easy to follow the mover
the transit, and by watching the -

the moment of sounding. In this manner accurate

soundings can be taken without interrupting the rowing
of the raft. The notes should be plotted, and if any
portion of the lake has not been adequately covered b>

soundings the oarsman can be directed to th^ spot by the

shore observer and soundings taken as needed.

10—Measuring Excavated Prisms

In measuring up the excavatetl prisms in snudl canals

much time can be saved by making a template, as in

Fig. 3. The template shouiJ be constructed of light

pine strip \ the shape being that of the prism crow-

section. The center line of the frame should be pro-

vided with slots in which can be placed a standard level

rod. Readings can be taken on the r^i "^^r grade, and

by sliding the template down the r <^ and shape

of the prism cross-section can be -"iy checked.

11—Pipe Line Location on Hillside

In making a location sun-ey for a pipeline along a

tortuous hillside it often happens that the distance

between two P.I.'s is so short that a rev-erse curve must
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be used. Make both curves of equal radii,

so that the pipe will have the least curva-

ture. The following simple formula will

solve the curve, Fig. 4:

T= D cot i^, R =r cot u,
cot ^A, + cot §A„

In locating a flume line around a winding hillside it

is economical to build the flume as close to the convex

hillside as possible, and in extreme cases even cutting

the hillside and building the flume on mudsills. Where

the contour is concave build the flume well out so as to

give the trestle its maximum height.

The average trestle height should be approximately

that which will make the total cost of the line the least.

Such a procedure will make the flume of such length

that any change in the flume location would increase

its total cost. To locate such a line measure the ex-

ternal distance from the P.I.'s of the trial line and

by level ascertain the height of the trestle at that point.

By reference to previously prepared tables of cost for

various trestle heights the economic external distance

can be computed.

12—Measuring Head of Water on Weir

It is difficult to measure accurately the head of water

over a weir which carries a turbulent flow, such as the

discharge from a power house tailrace, or from a fall

or chute. In such cases place a raft of logs a few feet

above the weir, care being taken to cover practically

the whole width of the weir pond. Such a baffle will

still the water surface so that accurate measurements

can be taken of the head. The use of this method will

stop all vibrations in self-recording water-stage reg-

isters.

13—Gulch Measurement with Tape

To measure with a 300 or 500-ft. tape a distance

across a draw or gulch which is less than the length of

the tape:

One chainman should brace himself behind a stake

marking the station and hold the zero point of the chain

on the tack. The other chainman should pull the tape

up with a tape grip until the tension is about 60 lb.,

then release the tension and pull up again, gradually

working a swinging motion into the tape. At the

moment when the tape is on the upward swing and

there is practically no curve throughout its length the

chainman should mark the reading on the tape with

his thumb, and, after releasing the tension, read the

distance on the chain at the point marked.

14_Reading Stadia in Bushy Country

In reading a stadia rod in a bush-covered country

have the rodman hold the rod upside down. Set the

top stadia hair on the top of the rod, and set a hand

target at the intersection of the lower hair on the rod.

The rod interval can be read directly by the transitman,

or, if the distance is too great, the rodman can read the

hand target, which need be nothing more than the lid

of a cigar box painted red or white, with a small cleat

nailed along one edge lik'^ a T-square.

^ Dozen Articles for

Engineer and Contraetor-

Not Abuse
-Mutual Use,

By S. H. Wright
Hydraulic Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.

AT THIS time of year, ordinarily, construction work
-/V. is at its height, and at the same time many colleges

are releasing men, cf more or less theoretical perfection,

prepared to act as inspectors and engineers and general

utility field men on work as varied as the personality of

the contractors engaged on it.

In these days of welfare work, industrial relations

and production efficiency, too little attention has been

given to the relations between contract and money, or

their representatives, the contractor and the owner or

his agent—the engineer. Of course, human nature

never changes but human methods do, fortunately, so

that while the contractor and his engineer on any par-

ticular job may get along together better than they

have, there is reason why a little thought may be given

to the subject again with a view to calling to the minds
of the new engineers and new and old contractors what
each may do so that the owner may pay for what he

wants as well as for what he gets ; and so that the con-

tractor may have a fair chance to get what he makes,

and keep it, instead of losing his catch, as it were, be-

cause the engineer or his authorized assistant has back-

lashed.

The fact is that the system of contract letting is, in

itself, bad, and will be abandoned for some plan of cost-

plus profit at such a time when the parties concerned

have implicit confidence in each other, and are repre-

sented in the actual performance of the contract by

wholesome, fair-minded men.

It is my endeavor here to point out to the uninitiated

and others where some of the pitfalls lie and how they

may possibly be avoided, or in other words how two

ambitious, responsible, reasoning human beings can

perform a good economical piece of work by using

instead of abusing each other. The result is the same

whether there are involved in controversy the resident

engineer and the superintendent or a foreman and an

inspector.

How seldom it is that two average minds can meet

in understanding on any given point. To our minds we

know exactly what we see, hear and say—yet some other

mind equally as intelligent is differently impressed by

the same things. Is it any wonder then, that some

specifications seem irrational? In competitive bidding

the contractor must gamble on his prices, on what the

author of the specifications believes he wrote, on the

contractor's interpretation of them and on the field

engineer's interpretation. The engineer's word shall be

final, we say. All right, but I pray you use discretion

—judgmen"^.

Here is an honest contractor trying to accomplish a

difficult piece of foundation work. He is to clean the

exposed rock surfaces preparatory to placing bulk con-

crete. There are mud, debris and gravel—residue from

the excavation—to be cleared up. The contractor starts

at 7 o'clock in the morning; by 10 a.m. relations are

strained. The rock is not suitable to the engineer as

the surface is not properly cleaned—it was thought to
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the ''Average Engineer^^

have been all right but the men were careless, and it is

ordered done over again. Rain comes, the hole fills with
water and sediment collects several inches deep over
the "cleaned" surface. Perhaps two or three days delay-

follow and the profit on the concrete is gone. Whom
shall we blame? Not the contractor, because he says
he did not understand the rock was to be holystoned like

the deck of a battleship. Not the perhaps too conserva-
tive resident engineer who wanted a sandpapered job

and couldn't tell just where to draw the line, nor how
to get what he wanted.

As a matter of fact this is an important illustration.

To prepare such a surface for concrete is a very serious

matter and a hard job to perform. It is very necessary
that it should be well and thoroughly done. But let us
not wait until seven o'clock on the day the contractor

expects to concrete to tell him what we want and how
we want it done.

A lot of work is done on the "give and take" plan.

When the engineer can "ease up a bit" he does so with
the idea that, on important parts of the work, he will

hold the contractor straight to the letter, a rather ques-

tionable practice, depending on the men engaged in tho

work. Such a compromise often leads to misunder-

standings from which the engineer extricates himself

with difficulty.

There have been in the courts of Pennsylvania and

New York alone cases for adjudication involving mil-

lions of dollars based primarily on ambiguous specifica-

tions, insufficient field investigations and lack of har-

mony between the contractor and engineer. Would it

not be cheaper in the end to be a little more explicit as

to what we really want and expect? It is a known fact

that many specifications are drawn purposely lacking in

detail because it is feared that too much descriptive

matter will either scare the contractors away, or cause

them to hid higher prices.

The j'^oung engineer on his first job or two is apt to

be over-zealous. He sometimes feels he may be dealing

with a crook and a liar and that only by the most assid-

uous attention and painstaking effort, which the con-

tractor construes to be harassing and nagging interfer-

ence, can he fulfill the requirements of hi? chief and the

specifications. The latter he may carry in his pocket to

produce on the slightest provocation, and when brought

forth with a more or less triumphant flourish, the red

flag to the bull is nothing, by comparison. Let the engi-

neer do his studying after or before working hours so

[that he knows his paper line for Hne, forwards and back-

wards, and then when the time comas take a fair, defi-

nite stand, being sure of his ground, and let the con-

tractor produce the papers.

It seems to me therefore, that there is room for im-

provement in the personal relations between engineers

and contractors. It is a great help under trying condi-

tions to put one's self in the other person's position,

whereupon the point of view having changed a smooth

way out can often be discovered. Greater effort should

be made to do away with mystifiying legal and technical

phraseology in our specifications that lead us more often

into trouble than out of it. Where we have uncer-

tain information acknowledge the fact and let the con-

tractor bid accordingly, if we insist on unit price bids.

Flood-Pr(K*f liridj^es for .Andes Stremms

Omco Enjfln'i r .r%Am O CdL.

DURING the con.'.;. ... of a copper imi*l»*»' ^'•'^

appurtenance« in the Chilean Andes the w. -

considerable to do with the tran.Hprjrtation of rja:*riai

by mule back. This ne<<?^nilated trail eonntniction and'
incidentally a rn: /*, Geo-
graphically and ; -e Andes
is new, the mountain 8idf -p and rugged and the
stream.s fall rapidly. Bfc.;„ ..i ai\ altitude of 6,000 to

7,000 ft. a few degrees difference in temperature would
change snow to rain, with consequent fk)od« of abort
duration but considerable volume.

With the mule load.s averaging ?>fK) lb., and often top-

heavy, fords were abandoned and light bridges aob-

MULiE BRIDGK OVEK COYA RIVi:
WITHSTAND FLOODS

stituted. These were seldom greater than 20 ft. span

so 3 X 8-in. fir stringers were about as heavy timbers

as were used. At first simnly wood .sills in the bank^

were used. As these washes away dr>' \*-all abutments

were built from the stream bed boulders. Floods car-

ried these away even though the bridges proper were

cabled to adjacent rocks so the third design was adopted

as shown in the accompanying photograph.

This type of temporary crossing was constructed by

hand drilling two holes 4 ft. apart in the rock bottom

or large boulders. In these holes were .^t short pieces

of 40 lb. rail with one end forged round for about 2 ft.

To the upper ends of the projecting rails were bolted

two 3 X 6's. The bridge stringers were then bolted to

these cross piece3 and the rails grouted in.

This type of crossing has withstood two years of

heavy floods and though overtopped several feet a num-

ber of times, suffered little—only a few feet of guard

rail were lost even though the approach fills ha\-e been

repeatedly carried away. It is but fair to state, hnv-

ever, that there is verj- little debris carried by th.>o

streams in this immediate locality as the mountain

slopes are almost bare of trees.

To the engineering brethren who are headed for

south of the equator this is respectfully submitted

—

the lowly pack niule is the Ford of South America,
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Good and Bad Practice in Making
Bituminous Patches

Exhaustive Study of Patching Problems Necessary
for Best Results; Mistakes and Their

Results Tabulated

By John Stanley Crandell,
roiisultiniT Kngrineor, Gonoral Tarvia Department, The

Barrett Conjpany

IN the spring of 1921 a number of roads will be in bad

condition. The average foreman will say: "Weil, I

patched that road good last summer, and now look at it

!

The patches have all busted up, and the road's as bad as

if we hadn't spent a cent on it. That patching stuff is

no good, and I don't want to use any more of it. You're

throwing away good money when you use it."

His remarks may be aimed at any brand of material

;

all have failed at some time or other. But in nearly

every case it has not been a matter of the bituminous

material failing; rather it is a lack of understanding on

the part of the engineer or foreman of the nature of

patches in particular. Patching is not a simple art:

proof of which is that there are comparatively few

perfect patches.

The examination of thousands of patches made with

bituminous materials leads me to the belief that only a

small percentage are made correctly, and that much
better results would be obtained if the road men directly

interested would make exhaustive studies of their own
patching problems. It is only by watching results

obtained with many mixes, under varying conditions,

that real information may be collected. This informa-

tion must then be put to practical use.

Cold Patching Materials—Tars and asphalts are used

as binders for patching, and when properly used both

A Dozen Articles for

FIG. 1. CORRECT WAT OP PREPARING HOLE FOR PATCH

have given good results. Some engineers prefer the

heavy grades tnat require heating; others like the cold

patching materials because of ease of handling. Cold

patching materials are of two kinds: emulsions and cut-

backs. Emulsions are made by combining bitumen with
water, soap and caustic soda so that the resulting mate-
rial is liquid at ordina,ry temperatures. Asphalts are

usually employed in making emulsions, but the material

has the drawback that freezing separates the bitumen
and renders it unfit for use.

Cut-back materials are made either from tars or

asphalts by dissolving a binder in a proper solvent. The
tar cut-backs are, however, more generally used. The
colvent is inflammable, and care must be taken to keep
cut-backs away from open flames. Serious fires may
occur, and the materials themselves are spoiled if they

are unduly heated. They are manufactured so as to be
fluid at ordinary temperatures, and the right amount of

solvent is added to make them sufficiently fluid except in

extremely cold weather. Heating drives off the solvent

and increases the viscosity, or "body," to such an extent

that the cut-back may be made unfit for cold patching
work.

Since cold patching materials may separate somewhat
on long standing it is always well to agitate the cut-back

FIG. !. HOT PENETRATION PATCH

by either rolling the barrels about before using, or by
stirring with a stick or rod.

As a rule hot patches are made quite differently from
cold patches, and the methods must not be confused.

Hot Patches (Penetration Method)—The easiest way
to patch with hot bitumen is to build up exactly as a

penetration macadam pavement is made. Clean out the

hole as deep as necessary. Fill with clean hard li-in.

stone. Tamp or roll well. Apply hot bitumen at the

rate of T gal. per inch depth of stone. Spread f-in.

stone chips over surface, sufficient* to fill voids; sweep
off excess chips; tamp or roll. Apply a seal coat of

bitumen. 2 gal. to the square yard. Cover lightly with

2-in. chips. Roll.

Results

:

A "fat" patch that will wave, roll, and
bleed.

An open work patch that holds water
and soon breaks up. Allows seal

coat to run through to bottom where
it is lost in the base.

Patch is never waterproofed and
breaks up in spring thaws.

Patch is soft, or "fat," bleeds and
pushes into ridges or waves.

Patch is never solid; settles below
level of pavement after a short time.

Hot Patches (Mixed Method)—A hot mixed patch is

excellent if skilled workmen are employed for the work,

but almost a certain failure otherwise. It cannot be
economically made except in cities and towns where
there is a mixing plant, and where there is considerable

of this work to be done.

Mistakes: Results:
Poor quality of ag- Patch does not wear like surrounding

gregate pavement.
Dirty aggregate: Patch does not hold together.

Mistakes

:

Too much bitumen:

Not enough 3 -in.

chips:

No seal coat:

Too much seal coat:

No rolling or tamp-
ing:
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beforeMix chills

laying:

Bitumen burned:

Uniform rollinj; impossible, hence a
wavy patch.

Value of binder destroyed and patch
breai<s up.

Equally bad; the former makes a "fat"
patch, while the latter makes .so lean
a mix it will not bind together.

Patch settles, and is not waterproof.

Cold Patch (Peyietration Method)—This patch is

nnade as just described under "Hot Patch," but results
have, on the whole, been discouraging. Therefore this

Too much or too
little bitumen:

Not rolled enough:

FIG. 3. TOP PATCH CONTAINS NO FINE STONE-
BOTTOM PATCH IS FAIR

method had better not be used unless success with it has

attended your efforts in the past.

Cold Patch (Mixed Method)—Probably 90 per cent of

patching work, exclusive of sheet asphalt patching in

large cities, is done this way. The method is simplicity

itself, and consequently good results have been obtained

despite the mistakes that have been made, and the wilful

carelessness often obvious. The procedure in making
mixed method cold patches would be : Clean out the hole

and sweep it thoroughly. If it is over 2 in. deep, deposit

crushed stone in the bottom and bring to within 2 in.

of the top, tamping well. Paint the sides of the hole

with a light coat of bitumen, using a brush or broom.

The proportions of the mix are: Two parts of 'i-in.

stone, one part of clean coarse sand or screenings, and

just enough bitumen to bind the stone and sand. This

amount varies with the materials used. With tar it

has been found that about 15 gal. of tar cut-back added

to 1 cu.yd. of stone and sand is usually sufficient. A
greater amount of asphalt cut-back is necessary. The

correct amount must be determined by experiment, and

then all mixes should be made alike, if the ingredients

are uniform in quality. Mix the stone and the bitumen

until the stone is thoroughly coated. Then add the

sand. If possible set this mix aside for a few days to

season. This permits some of the more volatile frac-

tions to escape, and the mix sets up more quickly when

placed in the pavement. Into the hole, prepared as above

noted, deposit enough of the mix to slightly more than

fill it. Tamp. Cover lightly with screenings. Roll patch

with steam or hand roller. If neither of these is to be

had use a heavy tamper. Apply a very light seal coat

with a bru.sh. Cover with clean chipii. mumI, or p:^
gravel. Traffic nnay \te admitted irrfmed lately, but il u
always F^etter to keep it off the patch for a few daji^

I.arsrc sized «tone
with ro fin«- ma-
terial for filler:

Too much bitumen:

Too little bitu.iien:

Dirty stone or
sand:

Clay mixed
sand

:

No seal coat:

with

RmbIU:
A too op.-n mix whirh has no strenxt^i

-ones tooeh each athtr at
p' .. and are not «-mU;dd«<£ ..;

a nialr.x. An open r

proof and ice, forri

patch, breaks it up in wintar and
8prin;r. rf \*. has not dtstntccntad
u' ? before.

A (' never set op hard.
anij ihcrcfuru rolls and wavea badJjr.

A weak patch that breaks op aa socn
as laid.

A weak mix is certain. Bitanicitt will
not stick to dirty, irreasy, or wet
surfaces.

May form an emulsion in rainy
weather.

Water may penetrate a poor mix, and
break up the patch.

Softens patch and causes it to waTc.
bunch, o.' rut.

May leave an open surface into which
water will find its way.

Kills bindin;; quality of bitnmen. or
else makes a dusty patch.

Patch 9,-\\\ usually be a failure, never
adhering to sides of hole, even
thou>;h hole eventually dries oat

Bitumen will not adhere, and patch
will be a failure.

Before winter sets in all patches should be examined
and such as show a surface similar to that in Fig. 3
should be given a light seal coat of cold patch bitumen
and a cover of screenings or pea gravel. The patch will

then be waterproof, and will go through the winter and
spring without further attention.

Often, attention is directed to patches that do not

match the pavement. This is, of course, inevitable when
bituminous patches are made in brick, stone block, wool

Too much seal coal:

Xo cover:

Too much cover:

Water in the hole
before patch i.s

made:
Use of wet stone

and sand:

ric; 4 KK.SILT OF TOO MICH HITl"MK.V

block, asphalt blovk, concrete, and other such pavenu t>

But when patches are made in bituminous pavemcr.t.-

they can be made to match up fairly well. When coir

patches are placed in sheet asphalt a ver>- ^"

should be made by adding more sand than usu

rolled surface .>;tiould be dusted with Portland i

is done when the pavement is originally' laid- i: c

taken in selecting the aggregate, so as to get as nearly

as possible the same materials as were used in the con-

struction of *he pavement, the patches will not be
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obtrusive. A patch made of nothing but large sized

stone and bitumen will look out of place in any

pavement.

It is becoming more and more the practice to patch

holes in brick and in concrete pavements with bitumi-

nous materials. Five years ago this was considered a

makeshift; today it is acknowledged that the patches

are lasting as well as the pavements themselves. But it

is only when care is used that such patching is success-

ful. Haphazard workmanship is of no value.

Skin Patching—Breaks in the surface of concrete

pavements, bituminous concrete and macadam, and

surface-treated plain macadam occur frequently, and

repairs must be quickly made if the contiguous surface

is not to be broken down rapidly. The usual method is

to give the break a thin coat of bitumen, either hot or

cold, and then cover with clean chips, or pea gravel.

Mistakes:

Failure to thor-

oughly clean the

surface of the

break:

Too thick a coat of

bitumen:
Too much cover:

Results

:

Bitumen does not stick to dirt or

manure, hence the skin coat of new
bitumen peels off.

A wavy, bumpy surface.

Kills binding value of bitumen and

makes a dead patch that soon

breaks up.

May wash off bitumen.

j4 Dozen Articles for

into sections which can be segregated by the manip-

ulation of valves. In the accompanying sketch the

distribution system has been divided by line A-A' into

two sections. Section No. 1 will first be investigated

as follows: Valves 1 to 6 are closed. A standard

pressure gauge is attached to Hydrant A and the

static pressure observed. Valve 7 is next closed. If

the pressure on the gauge attached to Hydrant A falls

Sudden shower im-
mediately after

coat is applied:

(Cold patch,
only.)

Patches fail because of the use of too large aggregate

with not enough "fines"; because of dirty stone, wet

aggregate, wet or dirty holes, too much bitumen, too

little bitumen, no seal coat, and no horse sense.

Patch before winter sets in.

Locating Leaks and Waste in Water
Distribution System

By J. P. Law^yer
Resident Engineer, J. G. White Engineering Corporation,

New York City

ACOMMON problem which is encountered by the

^ engineer is the determination of whether or not

a water-works distribution system leaks and, if it does,

how much and where. The most accurate method of

determining such leakage is to compare the total read-

ing of all the service meters with the output at the

source of supply for a given length of time.

If the services are not metered an estimate of

the consumption can be based on the per capita con-

sumption of some similar community, taking into con-

sideration all local features having direct bearing on

the use of water.

All distribution systems will show some difference

between the amount of water delivered to the system

and the amount accounted for. This should not ex-

ceed from 15 to 30 gal. per capita per day, depending

on the age and condition of the system. Having de-

termined the total difference between the quantity of

water delivered to the system and the quantity ac-

counted for as being consumed and as reasonably "un-

accounted-for," the remainder, if any, will represent

leakage or wastage which should be located and

stopped.

The first step in a simple and satisfactory method
of locating leakage or waste is to divide the system

'PUMP
'STATION

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DIVIDED INTO SECTIONS

rapidly to zero, it will indicate that there are leaks

in Section 1. If the pressure on the gauge remains

constant or falls very slowly to 5 or 10 lb. and remains

constant at that point for some length of time, it

will indicate that Section 1 is free from bad leaks.

In an ordinary distribution system a small static

pressure will be maintained by the column of water

in the house services for some time after the operating

pressure has been dissipated by the loss of a relatively

small quantity of water.

Assume that no leaks existed in Section 1 it will

be again put in service by opening valve 7. Valves

1 to 6 of this section are left closed and Section 2

is tested in a similar manner, with a pressure gauge

at hjdrant B, by closing valve 8. If the gauge pressure

then drops rapidly to zero we know that there are

leaks in Section 2. The next step is to subdivide

and continue to subdivide Section 2 until the leaks

are bracketed between two valves. As it is necessary

that no water be drawn from the mains in the section

being investigated while the test is being made, it

is advisable to make the tests between 1 and 4 a. m.,

previously notifying the consumers that no taps are

to be opened during that period.
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The ease and speed with which this method can be
applied depend largely upon previous preparation of
a definite plan, which can conveniently be laid out in

advance on a map of the distribution system.
The exact location of the leaks can be determined

by any of the methods described by Professor Babbitt
in Engineering News-Record of May 27, 1920.

How to Check a Drawing
By Samson V. Becker

Architect and Consulting Engineer, New York City

SINCE all drawings are designed to supply information
in regard to certain definite objects, the first duty of

the checker is to inquire into the "objective" of the

drawing. He should obtain this information from one

in authority, preferably by first-hand communication
or failing in this by checked reference drawings.

General Layout—The checker should not attempt to

become familiar with the contents of a drawing during

its execution, for he then loses a very valuable "check-

ing" asset; "the first impression." In checking a draw-
ing he should use this asset before it has time to merge
into secondary impressions. See that the drawing is

laid out in conventional form, that sections of specific

parts correspond to their respective plans and elevations

and are placed near their relative parts. Make sure

that enough sections and explanatory notes are present

to sufficiently convey all necessary information. Com-
pare with office standards. See that the location of the

object in question is well indicated in respect to base

lines, center lines or other conspicuous lines or points.

Make sure that these lines or points are readily acces-

sible in the field. Check grades.

Principle—Having verified the general location, next

check the principle of the apparatus or construction. If

it is constructional, note the particular features of con-

struction ; that is, see that doors do not interfere, head-

room for stairs, relation between the objects of the

construction and the result attained by the methods

shown on the drawing. If the drawing is mechanical,

check the movements of the apparatus and its parts,

capacity, rate of operation, etc. Check for clearances,

for strength of construction, for economy, for utility,

for material of construction, for practicality and for

ease of installation.

Check all detailed parts next. See that parts meet

correctly and that dimensions tally with assembly.

Clearance for bolts, nuts, etc. Comparison with office

standards and with foreign prints and catalogs.

Dimensions and Notes—Endeavor to find the funda-

mental or starting points of the scheme and check all

portional dimensions from this point. From these check

all total dimensions.

Notes should cover all obscure and confusing points.

In referring to foreign apparatus, etc., use manufac-

turers' numbers and names and give catalog page and

numbers, if available. Avoid all words and phrases not

in common use. "Trade" names and descriptions should

be used by preference. See that all separate parts have

marking letters and the number required noted in

obvious reference to same. Avoid labeling two diflferent

parts by the same name. All parts of apparatus not

"marked" should be named. See that section lines and

titles agree.

Check for

li«t. See tha

form to the requtrerii-

ticular job. Make «ur

^ al ftgamjkt matoml
of the materiaJ eoB-

;j«ciAcationJi /or the p*r-
' e materuil lijit«d ha« not

A blii> print of

shooid Adopt a
Veilow for approvals

.tern. He should marit

been duplicatcfJ on other nheett,. Check against roqoiai-

tion. Sec that the title form and ahoct ntaoibcr.

and client are correctly nhown
General—The checker --

the drawing before starti

uniform sy.stem of checkiii/

and red for errors make a icjod

out all dimen.sion.s, notes, etc., with the correct color and
make all corrections and additions in ink. Before turn-
ing in the print he should mark on it conapiCTiOoaly Ma
name and the date corrected, .so that the print can be
returned later. He should keep a li.tt in a record book
of his contact with the drawing and state the client
title, date received, date checked, date back checked and
number.

For back checking compare the che<'

the revised tracing. See that all corre.

made. Check carefully for alterations

revision. Date and .sign with initials,

gestions which have been declined in pencil on the check
ing print, together with the vetoing authorities'

t with

e been

not listed for

Mark all tag-

Typical Flat-Slab Working Drawing
By HaROIJ) n. SONDHEIM

Philadelphia. Pa.

DRAWINGS for flat-slab reinforced concrete floors

are apt to become complicated and extensive when
apt to become quite complicatetl and extensive wImb
the sizes of floors in one building vary. The acconn-

panying drawings illustrate a typical layout in which

-t

1

1

111
-Li

^> ? r~

o c u o
Typical frominq Plon

^ - t'CiorCof -iJ

Typical l-.t. FVxnel

METHOD OF LATTXG OIT Fl..\T SI..vns ON WORKING
OR.VWI.VGS

simplification is carried lo a high decree but which

at the same time permits the contractor readily to

check up the steel list on the different floors.

For this example the live-load is 200 lb. per wiuare

ft. and the panel 20 (X. square, but provision is made

in the blanks for unequal sides. For wall paneb the

same general arrangement holds, except that thp bent

bars are hooked at the end.
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Mass Curve Ordinates Computed
By Aid of Adding Machine

By R. T. Brown
Chief of Surveys. South Carolina State Highway Department

IT IS PROBABLE that many other engineers have

had the same experience as had the writer in regard

to the use of the mass curve. They have recognized

the advantages of using it to aid in balancing quantities

and computing overhaul, but on account of the large

amount of work required to make the computations,

have neglected its use.

In an effort to minimize the work of computing ordi-

nates, by the use of an adding machine the writer

125
100
15
50
25

T5
<- -25

^ -50

.e-ioo
-§-125

O-150
-115
-200
-225
-250
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FOR HORIZONTAL CURVES _
Perpendiculoir OTftet Ih Fe«+ from Tnon&it Line to Curve 0'R-V<5^N»

lOQOr
2' 3 ^ 5 10 15 20 50 " ^

900

5 10 20 30 40 50 60 TO 8090100
VcJilue of Ordinate Expressed in Ftercen+age of Miololle Ordinate

FOR VERTICAL CURVES

FIG. 2. TABLE GIVES TANGENTIAL. OFFSETS TO CIR-
CULAR CURVES AND RATIO BETWEEN ORDINATES

IN VERTICAL CURVES

in which is the offset to a circular curve in feet, R
is the radius of the curve and N is the distance from the

point of beginning or ending of the curve.

The derivation of this formula is as follows:

The equation of a circular curve referred to two axes

at right angles to each other is

X' -]- Y' = R*

Y' = —X' + R'

Y = ^R' — X'

w = a:andy = i? —
Substituting these values, transposing and changing

signs,

R VR'

On Fig. 2 will be found curves showing values of

the offset for various degrees of curvature, which are.

of course, dependent upon the radii. These values arc

shown for only a few curves, but values covering the

entire range from deg. to 25 deg. may be figured

very approximately by assuming that the offsets varj-^

directly with the degree of curvature between any two

curves plotted. For example, it is desired to find the

offset to a curve of 18 deg. at a distance of 75 ft. aloni>

the tangent. The value, referred to a 20-deg. curve,

is 10 ft. By proportion, the corresponding value for

an 18-deg. curve would be 9 ft. The 10-deg. curve may

safely be depended upon to serve as the basis of calcula-

tion for all values from deg. up to 10 deg.. within

a range of 250 ft. along the tangent. If absolutely

correct values are desired for any specific case, tho

investigator should solve the equation for the offset and

not trust the reading of a graph, but for ordinarj' work

this chart will be found to be reasonably accurate. In

solving4he formula for an 18-deg. cur%'e it will be seen

that the absolute value of the offMrt 75 ft, alonf tivr

tanpent is 8.93 ft

The .second problem in the soiotion of the ordinate*
to vertical curves at various point.<i along the fradientt.
The relation of the offsets to the ordinate at the center
i.s so well known that it needs no develo|>ment here, so
the writer ha.s plotted the values withoat matheraatieal
proof.

The first and second problems are combined on Pif.

2 for the .sake of convenience. The chart is lofarithaik.

with the con.sequent result that th«> 7raph appears aa a
.straight line. This is < 'afcouaa, dare
the intercepts on a .strai/- > learly ddhscd
than on any higher form of curve. Other lines may be

plotted by solving for the values of any two potnts and
connecting them by a straight Unc.

The third problem refers to one solution of aiipOT-

elevation of a pavement on a curve from the resident

engineer's point of view. It would be difficult to estab-

lish any rule concerning the amount by which the

pavement should be superelvvated on account of varyinf

conditions, but the formula in general usage seems to be

s X ^ = 0.067 irr

in which S is the total superelevation in feet, R is the

radius of the curve, W is the width of the pavement "O

feet and V is the velocity in miles per hour, usuiUly

taken as 25.

Fig. 3 illustrates how the superelevation is gained

by means of two reverse, vertical curves, the pavement

being rotated about the center line. It is good practice

to take up the superelevation in from 100 to 150 ft.,

but this is, of course, liable to great varii»tion on

account of local conditions. The proportional parta by

which the outside edge is raised and the inside edge

lowered are shown for the si.xth and the quarter points.

For example, assume that the total superelevation is to

be 1.5 ft. and is to be attair.ed in a <•

Stakes every 30 ft. will probably be ck

FIG. i. GRAPHIC RErRE.^ENTATION OF SifPEUlELEVATION

ning at Sta. as shown on Fig 3. the superelevation is

0. At Sta. /) 4. or in this case 30 ft. forward, the

outside stake is to bo set 1. *. or 0.09 ft. a'^we crowrj

grade <d that point and the inside stake lowered by the

same amount.

Attention is called to the fact that theae amoinits

do not take into consideration the crowiiing of the

pavement itself. Naturally, if the pavement t^'ere

crowned 2 in., both the inside and outside edges would

be lowered 2 iii. more than won' * fri^m the

diagram. The figure.^ given are ly in the

case where the superelevation is gained by rotating

about the center line. If it is desired to "bank" the out-

side, and leave the inside unchanged, use the tabular

values multiplied by two.
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Special Slide Rules Prove Useful in

Valuation Work
By C. S. Meyer

Equipment Branch, Valuation Department, Baltimore & Ohio R.R..

Cincinnati, Ohio

IN calculation work involving the use and repetition

of definite formulae or in which the cost of material

such as belting, cold-rolled steel shafting, etc., varies

gradually and definitely with the increase in size of the

article, the special slide rule finds instant favor. If the

variation of cost with size is plotted with size as ab-

scissae and cost as ordinates, the equation of the curve

resulting can be derived and when once derived forms

the basis for the construction of the special slide rule.

In fact, any calculation or series of calculations which

can be represented by an equation can be transformed

into a special slide rule on which, by the simple process

of moving the slider or sliders, the solution of the

equation and hence the results sought can be obtained.

The special slide rule, once constructed and checked,

obviates the need of the price list in valuation work;

minimizes the chances of error in calculation and while

not attaining the degree of accuracy obtainable by the

slow long-handed method of calculating, is as accurate

as our ordinary polj'^phase slide rule. A special slide

rule, then, is a slide rule constructed for the purpose

of solving one particular formula which represents a

definite curve. Such a rule cannot be used for any

other purpose or formula unless adapted to meet the

conditions.

The apparently intricate method for the evolution of

special slides is not difficult, as the following discussion

will show. One case, the description of which follows,

is that of a special rule designed to determine quickly

and accurately the cost of a piece of two-ply leather

belting, when the length and width of the belt are

known.

In the first place, the only material available and

necessary was a price list of two-ply leather belting of

the year 1914, at which time prices are taken in the

work of railroad valuation. Using the width of the

belt as abscissae and the cost per foot as ordinates, a

curve was plotted on rectangular cross-section paper

and is shown in Fig. 1. Next, using the same values

for abscissae and ordinates but plotting the values on

logarithmic paper, a curve is obtained which approxi-

(30
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!I0

clOO

l2 60

.£ 60
_i

I. 50
0)

A Dozen Articles for

y
|lNOtES}Kl^2a;|^5}|i3^44^ 67^ 10 12 14 fcBag DOUBLE LEATHER BELTING

FIG. 3. SPECIAI^ SLIDE RULE TO DETERMINE COST OF
TWO-PLY LEATHER BELTING

mates a straight line as shov^nn in Fig. 2. To anyone

familiar with the properties of logarithmic graph paper

it is known that, if the curve is a straight line, the

value of the slope is the exponent of the variable. By
the slope of the curve, as well knowoi, is meant the

ratio at any point of the ordinate to the abscissae: In

other words, the tangent of the angle made by the curve
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the Average Engineer^

^

Bring the vertical arrow on the K scale to the num-
ber on the upper scale (width), and below the length

in feet read the corresponding cost in dollars on the

lowest scale. Fig. 3 shows the scales of the rule in their

proper position to determine the cost of a piece of
three-inch two-ply leather belting 30 feet long, which
is $9.72.

In like manner a slide rule was constructed to de-

termine the cost of cold-rolled steel shafting which

Estimating Small Sewer Jobs

B

By W. Ea«l Wh
city EnKlfM!«r. \lit\r.' .

ECAUSE of the tendenc> -

estimate the ccwt of cor.
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FIG. 6. SPECIAL SLIDE RULE TO DETERMINE COST OF COLD ROLLED .SH-VPTING
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FIG. 7. SPECIAL SLIDE RULE TO DETERMINE TKACTIVfc: KFFORT OF LOCOMOTkVE
Assumes use of the formula: T.F. = 0.85 Pd-S/D where T.F. equals tractive effort in pounds :

d equals diameter of cylinder in inches; P equals steam pressure in pounds per square inch;
S equals stroke of piston in inches ; D equals diameter of diivers in inch<-s.

curve is plotted on rectangular cross-section paper, Fig.

4, and also on the logarithmic paper, Fig. 5. The equa-

tion of the shafting curve, following the same method

of procedure, as already given in detail, is that of a

parobola of the general form,

x^ = Ky, which, in this case, is, C = LDVK
where, C is the total cost in dollars, L the length in

feet, D the diameter in inches, and K the average con-

stant, which is 20.39.

The equation is consistent with the fact that as steel

shafting or any round stock is sold by weight, the

weight, and consequently the cost, varies as the length

and as the square of the diameter. Hence it follows

that this slide rule is adaptable for any round stock

material, the use of the correct value of K being the

only requisite.

The resulting special slide rule is shown in Fig 6.

The scales of the rule are in the proper position to de-

termine the cost of a piece of 3A in. diameter cold-

rolled steel shafting of any length. A piece 30 ft.

long, for example, will cost $16.45; 40 ft., $20.60.

The possibilities for the further development of more

complicated slide rules are indicated in Fig. 7 showing

a rule to determine the tractive effort of a locomotive;

from the formula:

T. F. = 0.85 P d' S/D

This rule is a good example of the solution of for-

mula involving several variables.

The sketch shows the rule set to determine the trac-

tive effort of a locomotive with cylinders 23 x 28 in.,

boiler pressure 200 lb., diameter of drivers 52 in., giv-

ing the result as 48,400 lb. The scales representing

the stroke, steam pressure and driver diameter slide

between fixed scales representing diameter of cylinder

and tractive effort.

inary estimate haa become a o.^.-.. .. .i . . i^vi^vvb

supervi.siniK engineeni and contractor>«. Many an cnj^*

neer a.s well a.s mar '; tor has lud caoM to

rue bitterly a carel* -d or a too opUmistiC'
ally computed preliminary e»tifiutt«. CspeciaDy U thU
true in municipal work where the oenalty of a hifh

^

preliminary estimate is the

unpleasant experience of

seeing a short-siKhted legis-

lative body refuse the funds

for necessary construction.

Perhaps an orer-anxiety to

make a project appear in its

best light to a inroop of

aldermen i.<i the impelling

reason for the chronic under-

estimating by municipal en-

gineers Whatever the cause,

engineers should bring them-
selves to realize that the

preliminar>' estimate is a
most important part to any
plan for construction work
and that it is not a feature

that may be neglected up to

the very last minute and
then rushed through in a haphazard manner. A
moment's consideration will prove that a low prelim-
inary estimate encourages inexperienced contractors to
underbid a job to the detriment of the job itself and of
all concerned and that it places the experienced contrac-
tors before the public in a most unfavorable light.

In connection with the more important and more
costly work there is usually time, if the engineer will

take it, to estimate most 'carefully the probable cost

of the construction, but with the smaller jobs, more or

less routine in their manner, time may actually be

lacking for preparing a prooer estimate. Two methods
are then open to the engineer for arriving at a probable

estimate of the cost. Either he may make a guess based

on his personal experience or he may trust to the ability

of one of his subordinates. In the ordinar>' oflSce either

course is dangerous and in a majorit>- of cases will lead

to embarrassing situations. A method of estimating

the ubiquitous "V. T." sewer has be^n in use by the

Bureau of Engineering of Binghaniton. N n. for

the past three years and has proved so sat.- . from

the standpoints both of time and of accuracy that a

brief description may not be amiss.

At tile end of each construction season a careful

analysis is made '^f the unit prices bid by the vahoua

successful contractors for the small sewers. These prices

are tabulated as shown in the accompanying table, the

second column giving the total number of units and

the last column the total cost of each item for the

season. From these figures an? derived the average

price to the city of the various items. The nuximum

and the minimum bid prices of successful contractors

for the various items are also recorded in the table.

These figures multiplied by the ratio between the cost

of 8-in. pipe at the time the estimate is being made
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and the average cost of 8-in. pipe during the season

covered by the table are used as the unit prices for

the preliminary estimate during the following season.

Minimum, average or maximum prices are used depend-

ing on the nature of the soil to be encountered.

SEWER COST (1919), BINGHAiMTON. N. Y.

Item

8-in. sewer 0- 6 deep.

.

8-in. sewer 6- 8 deep. .

8-in. sewer 8-10 deep.

.

lO-in. sewer 6- 8 deep.

.

10-in. sewer 8-10 deep.

.

lO-in. sewer
10-in. sewer
lO-in. sewer
12-in. sewer
12-in. sewer

15-in. sewer
15-in. sewer
15-in. sewer
30-in. sewer
30-in. sewer

30-in. sewer
30-in. sewer
Laterals. . .

.

Branches. .

.

>Ianholes.

.

10-12 deep.
12-14 deep.
18-20 deep.
0- 6 deep.
6- 8 deep.

6- 8 deep.
8-10 deep.
10-12 deep.
0- 6 deep.
6- 8 deep.

8-10 deep.
10-12 deep.

No.

659 7

5.633 9
1.236
121

802

260
156
42

1,155.0
98

Unit

lin.ft.

lin.ft.

lin.ft.

lin.ft.

lin.ft.

lin.ft.

linft.

lin.ft.

lin.ft.

lin.ft.

Mas.
1 20
1 26
1 45
1 45
I 65

3 12
4 00
6 00
1 20
2 00

Price -

Min.

93
1 10

1 20
I 45
1 50

Avg.

1 08
1 22
1 37
I 45
1.58

101 linft.

59 lin.ft.

121 lin.ft.

662.0 lin.ft.

581.3 lin.ft.

524 lin.ft.

28 lin.ft.

6,268.0 lin.ft.

338 earh
48.0 eaeh

Manholes (ex. depth) . . .

Catch basins
Inlets

10 in. connections
Replacii-g pavement. . .

.

73.4
21.0
6.0

126
36 3

lin.ft.

each
each
lin.ft.

sq.yds.

7 06
8 50
1 00
2 20

60 00

7 00
130 00
35.00

1 70
3 40

1 92
2 25
6 00
1 20
2 00

2 10

2 90
4 00
5 35
6 00

7 06
8 50
0.62
1 02

48 00

4 25
115 00
35 00

I 70
3 40

2 15
2 31

6 00
1 20
2 00

2 10
2 90
4 00
5 35
6.00

7 06
8.50

69
1 86

52 50

5 45
1^5 71

35 00
1 70
3 40

Cost

717 36
6,871 83
1.698 45
175 45

1,235.40

559 20
361 50
252 00

1,386 00
1 96 00

212 10

171 10
484 00

3,541 70
3,487 80

3.699 44
238 00

4.378 76
630 18

2,520.00

399 75
2.640 00
210 00
214 20
123 42

Concrete 15 5 cu.yd. 10 42 10 42 10 42 16151
Removing catch basins... 6.0 each 25 00 25 00 25 00 150 00
Extrawork 1.878 45
Inspection 660 .

00

Total length of sewers 12,239 90 feet

Total cost $39,253 .
60

Total cost without appurtenances 25,287 33

Cost per foot

.

Cost per foot without appurtenances.

.

Percentages of cost:

Pewer proper
Laterals
.\ppurtenances. excluding laterals.

Extra work (cost plus)

Special work (bid prices)
Inspection

3 21

2.06

64.42%
12.76%
14.70%
4.78%
1 65%
I 69%

The method has proved exceptionally satisfactory

during its three seasons of use. It is practically

automatic and yet is flexible enough to meet varying

conditions. For instance, it is possible in any particular

case to judge how sharp competition for the work will

be and to modify the unit figures by a ratio to meet this

condition. The accuracy of the estimates so derived is

surprising. The method is further extended for the

purpose of furnishing snap figures for committees and

boards that must have some fairly accurate estimate

of the cost of these small sewers before even the

survey is authorized. For this purpose a composite

price per foot of the previous season's work is derived

and this figure multiplied by the ratio stated above

and the resulting product multiplied by the probable

length of the sewer. The cost of a group of small

sewers thus estimated will usually be from 90 to 95

par cent of the estimated cost, a most satisfactory con-

dition. The method has been a saver of time and an

avoider of those petty heart-burnings that are bound
to follow a poor preliminary estimate. It is possible

to apply similar methods to a large percentage of

ordinary municipal construction.

Salt River Bridge Completed
Completion of the bridge over the Salt River, on the

Salt River-Pleasant Valley road in the Tonto National

Forest, Gila county, Arizona, has been announced by

T. W. Norcross, chief engineer of the U. S. Forest

.7-rvice. This bridge makes unnecessary the operation

of the dangerous ferry across Roosevelt Lake.

A Method of Setting Out Curves
By Walter H. DRAhfE

Chief Eng-ineer, Smith County Highway Commission,
Carthage, Tenn.

IN STAKING out curves in railroad and highway
location work, much time is often consumed in select-

ing the proper curves and in fitting them to the ground.

In the accompanying figure,

the usual problem presented

after locating V and meas-
uring delta, is to determine

D and the PC of a curve to

run through some selected

point F, the curve being

then figured from fieldbook

tables. In brushy country,

besides the labor of figuring, this often necessitates

several settings of the instrument, with loss of time,

and the method suggested below may prove useful.

Suppose the V and delta have been determined in the

usual way and that the degree is figured from the tables

as usual by selecting arbitrarily the point F in the

secant through which it is desired that the curve shall

pass. Locate F carefully by turning off an angle i

(180 — A). Move the instrument to F, orient on V
and turn off the angle VFA = 90° + I A. Now
FA = 2Rs in h A. This locates A and the curve can be

staked in by the usual method of deflections from F.

If a check is desired, T may be computed from the tables

and compared with the measured T (A V).

There is nothing new in this as to geometry. Its

possible advantage is that very often the entire curve

can be staked easily in both ways from V, while ob-

stacles would require several settings for the ordinary

procedure. Another advantage is that F is usually much
nearer V than either A or B, so that the instrumentman
has much less distance to walk.

Making Macadam Surfaces Durable Type Bases
At the 26th annual convention of the American

Society of Municipal Improvements held in St. Louis,

George C. Warren, of Warren Bros. Co., set forth the

value of conserving old macadam as a foundation for

durable bituminous surfaces. Some of the points upon

which he laid emphasis are given herewith

:

1. The macadam must be real macadam of either stone

or gravel of substantial strength, or must be reinforced

with additional stone.

2. Make test holes across the road at intervals of about

100 ft. immediately in advance of construction for de-

ciding the necessity of a depth of new metal.

3. Such reinforcements required to be paid for by the

ton 01 cshic yard and bids should be taken on that basis,

due to the impracticability of determining in advance exact

quantities needed.

4. Do not disturb the old macadam for grade or contour

changes unless absolutely necessary.

5. In every case where there is any road metal on the

road or street, however thin or weak it may be, it is better

to conserve it than to remove it.

6. If the test excavation develops that six inches or more
of solid metal are present in which the coarse aggregate

—

above one-quarter inch in size—is more than one-half the

total metal, no treatment Ls necessary or advisable except to

smooth out irregularities in grade.

7. If the above condition does not exist and fine particles

predominate less labor and cost will be necessary to in-

crease the depth of the old surface after regulating the

grade whatever depth of new metal intelligent considera-

tion indicates to be best.
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Trend of Highway Development
—A Survey

THIS IS THE SIXTH of a seHes of staff articles on the.

highway situation. It discusaes Maine's const rur-

tion and maintenance of plain and surface-treated

gravel roads, and the legislative measures that have

given the towns in the state opportunity of initiatinf/

construction on connecting systems.

The seventh article in the series will appear in next

week's issue.—Editor.

Maine's Practice

ATTENTION to the details with which Maine has so

L successfully built and maintained an extensive

system of plain and surface-treated gravel roads is

liable to eclipse other important considerations of her

highway practice. Yet no inquiry into Maine's highway
development can justly ignore the various highway
measures that have induced almost every town in the

state to assist in the construction of either state or

state-aid roads.

Several factors contributed toward the extensive use

of gravel surfaces on not only third-class roads but on

the state and state-aid highways as well. In the first

place, the large mileage of roads and the sparse popula-

tion precluded the possibility of securing money with

which to construct an elaborate system of any so-called

durable types. Then, there is locally available pit gravel

at a maximum haul of five miles. That distance has

been exceeded at times in maintenance work but sel-

dom on construction, and most projects have been com-

pleted with an average haul of from two to three miles.

With these conditions existing, Maine has developed

a system of plain gravel and surface-treated gravel

roads that comprise approximately three-fourths of its

4,300 miles of state and state-aid roads, and which in

some cases, carry during a four-months summer season

as high a daily average as 3,500 vehicles of all types.

Deep Frost Penetration

One of the first facts to be noted in highway work in

Mlaine is that there is a frost penetration of from 41

to 6 ft., and in at least one case a penetration of 7 ft.

has been noted. It is apparent, then, that the drainage

• must be carefully planned. In this connection it may

be said that Maine does not believe in snow removal,

and for two reasons: Because taking the snow from

the highways would endanger their integrity through

the removal of the protecting blanket against the most

excessive frost penetration; and, because those who

make winter use of the highways are, with few excep-

tions, prepared for the deepest snow.

Twelve different types of gravel road have been devel-

oped, so that every variation in subgrade is overcome

and a surface secured with has successfully withstooil

heavy trafllic. In general, upon the graded subgrade are

placed from 2 to 4 in. of pit gravel. Upon that is

laid one or several courses of quarry or field stone not

more than 8 in. in largest dimension. This stone base

is sometimes laid to a depth of 24 in., rarely 30 in

and usually about 10 in. This foundation course is hand

laid and then filled with clean gravel, broomed, and

rolled intensively, the aim being to fill to as great an

extent as possible the voids in the stone base and to

compact it thoroughly. A screened gravel surface of

a depth varying between 6 and 11 in. is then laid.

P'or an 8-in. top fiurfac«, which i» th« usual depth,
the i^ravel iH laid in three courac*. Tbe Ant coon« U
compOHed of 1-in. to 3i-in. irrmvel of a comp«ct«d thick-
nes.H of 4 in;; the Mcond counw of |-ln. to Z-ln, frsvel
of a compacted thicknenji of 3 in.; and th« top coarae
of i-in. to 3-in. gravel, of a thickneu of I in. Tb«
first two courMfc.H of •

-.. cby bound, th*
pit gravel u.sually < clay to Mcurv a
thorough bond.

Kf:*;piNc Cushion Alive

Practically the entire Hucceiut of irra%'el roadii

depend.s upon the laying and maintaininsr of -
in. of the 8-in. gravel .surface. (>

is u.sed. It i.s not rolled but k-;

that is, never allowed to l>ecome con.wilidated, thuji

always .serving as a cu.shion coat to protect the bonded
courses beneath it from the action of tnJtk. Were
consolidation of the top allowed to occur It in pointed
out that the whole road might .soon shred or break up
under traffic. Evidently careful selection of gravel and
weil-nigh perfect patrol maintenance are neccjwary.

Variation from the general method of construction i*

made where the vertical, natural drainage is jrood. In

that case the stone base may be omitted. Afrain. drain-

age may be secured l>est through either a V-<lra:n under
the metaled surface or by a stone-filled .side drain. In

the former case the stone hsise attains a depth of 24 in.

In the latter case a trench is dug. 10 ft. from the road

center line, to a total depth of 4 J ft. below the finished

grade. The bottom width of this trench is 18 in. ar-f *

top width 24 in. It is filled with stone uniT '^

graded from 6 in. at the bottom to 1 in. at the lop

course. Other variations from the general type of con-

struction include the use of gravel comaining large

stones for foundations, sometimes to a depth of 11 in.

where the subgrade does not need a stone base yet

indicates that an 8-in. surface of fine gravel will not be

sufficient. Gravel is also laid either with a feathe.-

edge, providing a 2i-ft. shoulder, or laid only to an

18-ft. width. Up to last year a uniform metaled width

of 16 ft. was standard, a width that has been increased

during this year to 18 ft.

It is considered good practice to gravel a road and

leave it for from three to four years, even though hard

surfacing is contemplated, so that, should there ha\'e

been sections of road overlooked in the original design

of drainage or foundation structures, weak spots ma-,

be eliminated before any costly surfacing is put »•.

When a road demands improvement through tht l.i.> . k

of one of the .so-called modern types of pavement, the

gravel remains as the ba.se for the n* • g. Bitu-

minous macadam, concrete and stone i o all been

laid upon gravel roads with excellent results. Bitumi-

nous macadam is the most freiiuentK usM of th*

so-calle' durable types.

Organization

The stiite highway commission ha ^

the niaintenanco of all state and > i

and unimproved highways. The commission is so

organized that the construction of state roads is an-^'"-

plished by one division. Another has the con-stn;
•

of state-aid highways, and these two. together wirn

the bridge, mainteiuince and accounting sertinn«. fom:

the five divisions of which the highway ^n is

composed. State-aid construction and m;. >• are
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more or less correlated inasmuch as the same super-

visors who superintend specific state-aid jobs, have

supervision over the maintenance work within the

twenty-three supervisory districts.

The first maintenance operation upon gravel roads

in the spring is shaping and blade-grading, accomplished

as soon as the weather permits. After the road has

been shaped, from 1^ to 2^ in. of clean, fine gravel

is placed upon the road crown. This work is accom-

plished usually by fifteen-man gangs operating from

four to six trucks, gravel loaders, gravel spreaders,

etc. Usually from eight to ten of these gangs operate

in the early spring. When this work has been finished,

the same gangs put into stockpiles along the roadside

the clean gravel which is to be used for maintenance

during the rest of the season by the patrolmen, of

which the state has approximately five hundred oper-

ating under the direction of the twenty-three super-

visors. All but ten patrolmen operate single teams.

Those ten form the nucleus of motor-truck-patrol gangs

used on the maintenance of surface-treated gravel

roads. Though the amount of territory covered by each

patrolman varies greatly at times, the average length

of improved and unimproved state and state-aid roads

that each covers is eight miles.

Surface-Treated Gravel

Surface treatment of gravel roads is usually begun

when a road takes a traflfic of from 400 to 600 vehicles

per day. The surface treatment is done on state roads

only. The treatment begins during May, June or July,

depending upon the weather and the place in the state

in which the road is situated. Cold bituminous mate-

rial is almost invariably used. Preliminary to the

treatment of the road the surface is swept with horse-

sweepers and then hand broomed, and thoroughly

bonded. The first treatment is of approximately i gal.

of bitumen to the square yard, upon which is spread

sand, 40 to 50 cu.yd. per mile being used. With some

patching that single application will usually carry a

road through the first season. During the second sea-

son an average of 0.3 to 0.4 gal. of bitumen per square

yard and the same quantity of sand as is used in the

first treatment, are applied. Such treatments continue

for four or five years. It has found that this repeated

seasonal bituminous treatment unavoidably leaves, after

a time, lumps of bonded material that make the road

uneven. Therefore it is considered best to scarify the

road and remove the surface to a depth of 3 to 4 in.

These pieces of bitumen and gravel are carried to the

roadside with a road machine and the road is again

smoothed, planed and crowned. A small quantity of this

scarified material is first brought back to the crown

and allowed to consolidate under traffic. This process

goes on throughout the entire season until all of the

scarified material is again on the road. If traffic does

not thoroughly consolidate it, it is rolled, and if it needs

to be bonded, a little clay is added. When all of this

material has been brought back upon the road surface

from 0.2 to 0.3 gal. per square yard of bituminous

material is applied, then covered with sand, 40 cu.yd.

to the mile being used. Sand for this purpose is

placed at the roadside in piles approximately 30 ft.

apart, and the bituminous material is applied with truck

distributors. At times it has been found necessary to

heat the bitumen but never is it heated in excess of 100

deg. F. When the temperature is between 70 and 80

deg. F., or thereabouts, the bituminous material is

always applied cold. The patching of bituminous sur-

face-treated gravel roads is accomplished by truck

patrol, team patrol being used upon plain gravel roads.

In the maintenance of surface-treated gravel roads

particular attention is given the amount of bitumen
applied. Application of a uniform quantity over any
great length of road is rare. On the other hand, the
bitumen applied may vary from h gal. to } gal. per
sq.yd. within short distances and from one side of the
road to the other. Spots may be encountered that need
no treatment, then again more than the average applica-

tion is necessary. The practice is not to apply uniform
quantities but to put the bitumen where it is needed,
and the superintendent of maintenance has exercised

the greatest patience in instilling into his maintenance
gangs the economy and eflficiency of such practice.

To indicate the care with which gravel-treated roads
are maintained, practical examples are given, which
indicate to those in charge of the treatment the neces-

sity of putting the bituminous material where it is

needed. For instance, the superintendent of main-
tenance has frequently followed surface-application

gangs. If he finds that puddles of bituminous material

are being left, he stops the distributor and in each

of these puddles of bitumen he throws a ten-cent piece.

He then calls the man who is applying the bitumen and
shows him the puddles and the ten-cent pieces, telling

him that each puddle of bitumen means practically a

ten-cent loss. In other words, he is throwing money
away through injudicious application of bitumen and

such a practical lesson need be given, in most cases,

but once.

Close Scrutiny Given Surfaces

The superintendent of maintenance has, frequently,

in going over roads which have been surface treated,

used a magnifying glass to discover whether the road

needed re-treatment. If any hair lines appear around

protruding stones he knows re-treatment will soon be

necessary and that if such spots are allowed to go until

any appreciable moisture comes to the road surface,

the integrity of the bond is endangered.

It is a rule in Maine that no bituminous material

shall run to the sides of the road. If the bitumen

distributor gets too far ahead of those doing the sand

covering the first operation stops until the shovelers

and rakers catch up. Then, better than put too much
bitumen on, it is thought better to put too little on

and make a re-treatment if necessary. However, prac-

tice in Maine has reached such an art that almost

invariably the exact amount of surface treatment is

done upon the first application. If, when treatment

is bugun, the road surface shows a hard stone, it is

thought best to use less bitumen and sand and let the

hard points of the stone take the wear of the traffic;

whereas in the case of soft stone it is better to cover

it up and let the bituminous mat take the traffic.

Maine began its construction of state roads (now

state-aid roads) in 1901. Full control of the roads to

be improved and the sort of construction to be fol-

lowed lay with the sixteen county organizations. In

1908 these state-aid roads were put under the control

of a single commissioner though the state itself did

not begin the construction of roads until the forma-

tion of the present commission in 1913. In that year

when the commission was organized a constitutional
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amendment was also passed authorizing $2,000,000 of
road bonds, the funds to be spent in four yearH—
$500,000 per annum. That money was for construction
of state highways solely, maintenance money being
secured from the motor-vehicle license tax. After the
$2,000,000 bond issue was expended the state highway
fund was provided by a tax of one mill on each dollar
of valuation in the state. With the prospect of in-

creased Federal aid in 1919 another con.stitutional

amendment was passed, allowing for an increase in

highway indebtedness of $10,000,000. Bonds were to be
carried by, and retired from, motor-vehicle tax fees.

At the same time the mill-tax highway fund, excepting
a small fraction, was diverted to other uses, such as
third-class highway improvement, and to certain special

jobs that the legislature might direct. The remainder
of the vehicle tax left after providing for bond interest

and sinking fund, is used for maintenance purposes,

and the residue of the mill tax for either construction

or maintenance.

Two recently enacted highway acts have tended to

stimulate widespread construction upon state and state-

aid highways through the initiative of the towns. The
first of these is what is termed the third-class highway
law. Through its provisions any town whose individual

appropriations for road work have, during a period of

five years, been an average of four mills, may, if the

sixth year, the year in which money is applied for,

equal the five-year average, apply for money made avail-

able by the state for such purposes. A sum of $10

per mile is procured through a six-year average

expenditure of four mills, and for every mill above

four an additional $1 per mile is given. The other

act is the three-town highway law. When any three

towns agree to the improvement of a highway connect-

ing them, they can avail themselves of state aid through

an appropriation of a sum equal to that named in the

law, a sum which varies with the valuation of the town.

If the towns make twice that base appropriation they

receive twice the sum from the state plus a 25 per cent

bonus; if three times, three times the amount from

the state with a 50 per cent bonus; if four times, four

times the amount and a 75 per cent bonus; and if five

times, five times the amount plus a 100 per cent bonus.

Stimulus Given Towns

The first of these laws designates that the money may

be used either upon third-class roads or upon state-aid

roads, and the second law allows the expenditure to be

made upon any class, including state roads. Both of

the laws, and particularly the three-town law, have

greatly stimulated road building throughout the entire

state, and not only are the taxpayers at large carrying a

comparatively heavy tax burden in the state bond issue,

but they are vying with each other to secure the avail-

able appropriations from these two aid laws. The

construction work executed under these laws is super-

vised by the highway commission. The laws have

stimulated widespread construction upon state and

state-aid connecting systems by towns, for the great

part of all three-town-highway money is being expended

upon such construction.

Maine is apt to be regarded as one of the small New

England states, a fact which would perhaps minimize

the importance of her success in building and maintain-

ing a large mileage of gravel roads. One statement

will suflfice to place Maine as to size: From Fort Kent

near the Canadian border to Kittery. at the N«w
Hamp.shire line, runninjf throuRh the center of th«
i.s a tr .

'

of the .' .

length a.s li.

more, Md.
of the larK i _
but her treatment of the problem m 'v.Aur.cxiy ner fjwn.

which formji the fa«cUMa«
That T'Kid is of the Mm*

'e frr^m Kittery to Balti*

sparsely-prjpulated ' \a«.

Relation of ResiTvoir Storai^e to
Conduit Capacity

By F. B. Mar-sh
Water Supply Board. I'. Ir

THE article in Engineerii 22,
p. 153, by Frederic H. Ha; . .tion

of Conduit Capacity in Relation to Storage" calla to
mind a similar problem of the Catjikill water system for
New York City which arose in 1906 in connection with
the determination of whether it would be more eco-
nomical to develop .storage for the .Schoharie watershed
locally or increa.se the .size of the tur •

water to the Esopus watershed and pro-,

storage capacity by raising the flow line of the Ashokan
reservoir.

This question of relative economy waa solved by what
was called, at the time, the "parallel tangent theorem."
Having determined the total storage needed to derriop
the watershed there was prepared a curve showing the
total cost of the .so-called Schoharie resen'oir for

various capacities up to this total and similarly a curre
of the cost of raising the flow line of Ashokan reservoir

so as to obtain equal amounts of storage was prepared.

In addition a curve of total cost of the Schoharie tun-

nel was plotted showing its increase in size, and therfr*

fore in cost as the amount of storage in Schoharie

reservoir was decreased and the amount of storage in

Ashokan reservoir increased, the total of the two always

remaining the same. This cur\'e of cost of the tunnel

was then added to the cur\'e of cost of storage in

Ashokan reservoir. The most e '. amount of

storage to develop locally in thf rie reservoir

was determined by finding the points on this combined

curve and the curve of Schoharie storage, the tangents

to which were parallel at the same time that the total

storage was the amount neces3ar>' properly to develop

the watershed.

This made a very neat solution of an oua

problem. This work was done under of

the writer as designing engineer of the New York

Board of Water Supply but I am not su'i who was the

author of the "parallel tangent theorem." In any case

the patents on it have probably expiied long since.

Unemployment on the Job

Dr. Royal Meeko^unt/ ' rmn

of Labor Statistics, has a; ^' on

the part of labor the tern; "unen- on lh« job."

He classifies unemployment in thit ,. .
s:

1. Seasonal unemployment, due to the seasonal char-

acteristics of industr>- or business. ^Many of the coa-

structior. industries would be typical examples of this

sort.)

2. Sixiradic unemployment, due to various causes

occurring at irregular and unforeseen intervals, and

3. Unemployment of hard-times.
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Observations on a Pacific Coast Trip

By Frank C. Wight
Associate Editor, Engineering Neivs-Record

Seattle*s Post-War Problems

SEATTLE is depressed but not downhearted. The
depression is economic, partly a reflection of the

general condition of the country and partly a local

reaction following the cessation of war activity. The
uplift of heart is spiritual and is part of the genius

of the city, a spirit born in Alaska's boom of the

nineties which transformed a frontier town to a city

with visions of world greatness. It is more than mere
poetic fancy to personify a city. They all have distinct

personalities—in the older ones, perhaps, not so marked
but in these great cities of the West quite inescapable.

In Seattle the common aim toward growth is so obvious

as to lend its flavor to the whole community. The
vision is unconcealed—to become by virtue of its harbor,

its proximity to Alaska and its slight time advantage

TIMBER CRIB SIDE HILL WORK ON SKAGIT RAILWAY

across the Pacific the great port on the east shores of

that ocean. In fact, the common vaudeville joke in

the competing neighbors to the south is to call New
York "the Seattle cf the East."

During the war Seattle was one of the busiest centers

in the country. Great shipyards set records in con-

struction far ahead of cities where shipbuilding had
been a trade for decades. From it as a center went
out the efforts of the spruce production army for air-

craft. Just to the south of it lay the one big canton-

ment of the West ; and to and from its crowded wharves
came and went a large part of the enormous war traffic

of the Orient. Boom times beyond the wildest dreams
of even Seattle were upon it.

Shipyards Idle

Now the shipyards lie idle, workmen and their

families to the number of 50,000 have left town, air-

craft is no longer required, the soldiers have put on

"civies" and the Orient is, for the time being, dead.

Where once the Smith's Cove piers were crowded and
packed with oils coming in and steel and munitions

going out, now a lone steamer unloads rattan alongside

half a dozen of its fellows tied up awaiting business.

Because people must eat, good times or bad, the great
fish trade of the Northwest continues to flourish and
the enormous fish wharves with their thousands of

boxes of canned salmon and their, one would almost
say, millions of huge frozen halibut and salmon are

crowded to capacity. In this one staple the port is

very busy.

But Seattle is not discouraged. It counts the let-

down of war business an expected sequel of peace and
it looks forward with characteristic optimism to an
early development of its natural resources. Two fields

are particularly encouraging—besides the field of irri-

gation common to all the West, which, while discussed

in engineering circles in Seattle, is not so prominent
there as in Spokane and Portland. These two fields

are water-power and paper-pulp production.

The latter is especially promising because of the great

quantities of standing timber in the country, mainly

in the peninsula across Puget Sound and on the lower

Alaskan coast line. Near Port Angeles, for instance,

small mills are already being enlarged and great projects

are under way involving the use of the railway built

but never used for the production of wood for air-

planes. Near Juneau, much of the Alaska-Gastineau
mining equipment is being transformed into paper-pulp

mills because the ore is running out and gold mining
no longer pays. Anyone familiar with the talk in

Montreal and Quebec, to say nothing of our own north-

ern New York cities, knows that with the present price

of print and book paper, the Texas oil fields have
nothing on a pulp-wood country for wild rumors and
easy money, so some of the Seattle paper talk may be

discounted. But the material is there and the Pacific

Coast ought to be a sufficient market even against the

competition British Columbia will undoubtedly give, so

engineers are justified in looking forward to a develop-

ment in which they have a direct interest.

The Skagit River Project

In water-power development the city's Skagit River

project is the most talked about. Seattle has had some

recent unfortunate experiences in municipal ownership.

During the war transit congestion became so great,

especially around the shipyard district, as to be intoler-

able and the usual controversy between city and street-

railway company resulted. Finally, for a variety of

reasons, most of which are now enveloped in the cus-

tomary haze of politics—the city bought the street

railways. Now the citizens are paying 10c. a ride (two

together for 15c. or four tokens for a quarter, with

a prospect of only three for a quarter) and the admin-

istration is going through all the motions of a boy

who, exploring the inside of a basket, has connected

with the business end of a large and tenacious crab.

In addition to this, the familiar behavior of the city's

Cedar River reservoir, whose natural banks continue

to leak despite the quarter million dollars spent in an

attempt to seal them, is still fresh in the minds of

the people.

These two experiences have been unfortunate because

they will be used—are being used, in fact—to cast

doubts on the city water-power scheme in the Skagit

district, regardless of the real merits or defects of that

project. Engineering arguments are used in technical

discussions, of course, but the common people—who will

in the end control the issue—are apt to be more
influenced by generalities of municipal inefficiency,

I
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whether those generalities be true or not, than by cold
engineering and finance. So far the completed estimate
of cost and profit of the Skagit enterprise has not
been made public, but about $5,500,000 has been
appropriated and the city is going right ahead on the
scheme outlined by C. F. Uhden in Enoineerimj News-
Record, Nov. 18, p. 994. The opposition to the project
is divided among those frankly against public owner-
ship, either by conviction or association, and those who
think that the construction of a new dam at the head
of Cedar River lake—below the porous formation—
and the construction of a tunnel to a power house
near the present one, would generate enough power for
all present needs. There is some prospect that the
opponents will prove strong enough to cause the city
to abandon the Skagit plan.

As to Seattle's port plans nothing but gooo can be
said. The commission is far-sighted and well advised
in a technical way. Thanks to its good business in

the war years it is entirely self-supporting and with
any fair prospect will continue to be so. The new
Smith's Cove terminals with their wide piers and sheds,
their effective railway tracks, high-capacity and quick-
moving handling machines and busy fleet of trucks and
trailers, are a revelation to one accustomed to the slow
and backward methods of New York. The pity grows
with every new and modern port seen that other cities

have the equipment but New York gets the business.

A firm belief in the ultimate triumph of right think-

ing is the only bulwark against pessimism in this phase
of port engineering. Seattle, however, is alive to its

possibilities. It realizes that mere transfer of freight

does not make a port, but that industrial activity must
be cultivated and to that end the Port Commission
is working with a committee of business men to induce

manufacturers to bring their factories into or near the

port area. With financial conditions bettered in Japan,

and Russia restored to activity, Seattle is the logical

center for the northern oriental trade.

Road Bonds Defeated

In both Spokane and Seattle one hears a lot about

the Carlyon bill, which proposed bonding the state for

$30,000,000 for paved roads and which was defeated

by a seven to four vote in November. Many engineers,

the majority it seemed, were against it and some of

the engineering societies, notably the A. A. E. chapter

at Seattle and the Associated Engineers at Spokane,

actively fought it. The diflJiculty seemed to be that

the proposal was for a trunk-line system of paved

roads—though some clauses of the bill seem to provide

for a variation from the program, but by a cumbrous

and possibly unworkable method The opponents felt

that Washington is more in need of radial highways

from its smaller centers than for through lines and

that it is more necessary to have some kind of passable

highway—which means grading and subgrading—than

to build first-class automobile roads. There was, too,

much talk of the "cement trust" because the bill specif-

ically favors concrete. It is significant^ however, that

in the West the recent highway bond proposals failed

in those states where the new farmer-labor element is

powerful. Unless they control the state, these people

prefer the counties to run highway work.

Nothing is more evident in Seattle than the resent-

ment against notoriety it achieved nearly two years

ago when Ole Hanson "put down the rebillion." The
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publicity-loving Ole has now left the city and is get-
ting more newspaper space writing despatches on the
labor conditions abroad. Time softens most things, so
perhaps reports today do not rightly mirror the condi-
tions of the Seattle strike, but if what one heara now
is true, there never was any danger of trouble in
Seattle that could not have been readily allayed by less
spectacular methods than were used. The skillful di».
tribution of press matter swallowed whole by most of
the newspapers in the countrj- has left in the minds of
the people at large an untrue idea of w> ,t-
came. Its citizens for the most part wer pj
and quite capable of handling the v: -of
these among the laborers who n'.u i-j ^j::.- ^'— :ur*5
toward revolution.

Seattle is thoroughly American and her spirit of pro-
gress will not down. Because of the intensity of her
war activity, the reaction, now that the war is o\-er.

is somewhat greater than in those cities that went
more the even tenor of their v^-ays from 1917 to 1919.
But she is coming back.

Growth of American Merchant Marine

During September, for the first month sin^>> th-^ arrra-

stice, according to returns of the Bureau of X.i\ .^-u'lon.

Department of Commerce, the increase in the American
seagoing merchant marine ONvned by American ship-

owners has exceeded the increase in the Government-
owned ships built with appropriations by ''

"^s. At
the last session Congress, in the app: . bilb,

changed the war policy and directed the ^ Board
to maintain itself by sales of ships n-vi '»perty

without further appropriations. D vr the

fleet of seagoing ships of 500 git- -.-er of

American shipowners rose to 1,829 of ; gross

tons, an increase during the month of 25 ' '%
gross tons, while the Government-o^^-netl -g

the month increased only 'J" -

.

-j^

giving a Shipping Board to; _')d

gross tons on Oct. 1. Since Jan. 1, iy20. howe\-er. tha

Government-owned tonnage has increased by 233 ships

of 1,347,466 gross tons, while the commercial marine of

American shipowners has increased only 129 ships of

536,926 gross tons.
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Rubbish Collection and Disposal, District of Columbia

Work Taken Over From Contractor by District—^Trash Sorted for Salable Materials; Tailings Burned-

Salvage Pays 75 Per Cent of Cost of Collection and Disposal Operating Expenses

By Major F. S. Besson
Assistant to the Engineer Commissioner, District of Columbia

THE collection and disposal of the various classes

of municipal refuse in the District of Columbia

were for many years past accomplished only by contract.

As the city grew larger and larger, more or less dis-

satisfaction developed with the contractual method, par-

ticularly as to the collections. On June 30, 1918, five

separate contracts, each covering a distinct class of

refuse, expired. Much difficulty was experienced in

obtaining satisfactory new contracts. Emergency legis-

lation was quickly obtained from Congress in order to

take care of the garbage situation with District forces

and efforts were made to obtain general Congressional

enabling action authorizing the collection and disposal

of all classes of city refuse as municipal functions.

P I o + fo
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PLAN OF TRASH OR RUBBISH SORTING AND SALVAGE PLANT, DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

In 1919 the desired action was obtained and the Com-
missioners were authorized, "If in their opinion such

action shall be to the best interests of the District of

Columbia, to hereafter conduct any or all of the opera-

tions involved in the collection and disposal of city

refuse of every kind as municipal functions : Provided,

that any or all operations herein authorized to be con-

ducted as municipal functions may be put into effect

as such upon the expiration of any of the existing con-

tracts for the collection and disposal of city refuse or

upon the failure of any of the present contractors

to properly perform the work covered by their con-

tracts." Today the four major operations—street clean-

ing, collection and disposal of garbage, ashes, and trash

[rubbish], are conducted by municipal forces, the last

named having been taken over upon the failure of the

contractor on Nov. 6, 1919.

For the trash collection and disposal contract, bids

were received in 1918, as follows:

Period Bid I Bid 2 Bid 3 Bid 4

July 1, 1918 $45,000per $48,748 per 1st year $54,000 $107,400 per J
to annum annum 2nd year 35,400 annum

July I, 1921 3rd year 15,000

The amounts stipulated in the bids were those to be

paid to the bidders by the District. Bid 4, $107,400 per

annum, was submitted by the contractor who had been

collecting and disposing of the trash since the year 1910

and had available the plant used in his former con-

tracts. The lowest bid was accepted by the Commis-

sioners. The amounts to be paid the contractor—$54,-

000 for the first year, $35,400 for the second, and

$15,000 for the third—indicate that the bidder had

expectations that the amounts would suffice for plant

cost and m,aintenance, and that receipts from salvage

would compensate for collection and disposal expend-

itures and allow sufficient balance for profit.

Due to a combination of mishaps during the sum-^

mer and fall of 1919, the contractor was finally forced

to report that he was unable to continue longer with

his contract, and on Nov. 6, 1919, the Commissioners

took over, the plant and equipment of the contractor

for operation under the terms of the contract as pro-

tected by the surety bond. The work will be done with

municipal forces until the end of the contract period,

July 1, 1921, at which time a

final settlement will be made,

and from then on, the District

will have to make other ar-

rangements for its own plant

and equipment.

Now that the District, upon
the failure of the contractor,

has been operating the plant

and equipment of the latter

for a period of eight months,

to July 1, the end of the fiscal

year 1920, suflScient data are

at hand to permit a correct

analysis of the situation. The
population of the District of Columbia is 437,500
and the land area 60 square miles. Trash is not col-

lected from outlying thinly populated sections, n<or

from business houses nor large apartment houses. The
area of the city from which collections are made totals

36 square miles, having an estimated population of

375,000, less those persons living in large apartment
houses, etc., which it is estimated amounts to 45,000,

so that collection is actually made from about 330,000

people. The average haul to the present disposal plant

is three miles.

The disposal plant is in a building located at Mount
Olivet Road and West Virginia Ave., N. E., where the

trash is received, and sorted, the material with a salable

value being salvaged, and the remainder burned, with

the exception of a few large articles usually received,

such as bed springs, furniture, large pots and cans.

Strict enforcement of regulations governing the sep-

aration of refuse is maintained by the District and

seldom or never does the householder put garbage or

other forbidden refuse in with his trash. There are

collected on an average 1,300 wagon loads of trash per

month, each load averaging 11 cu.yd. This gives a total

of 14,300 cu.yd. or a per capita collection of 0.043 cu.yd.

per month based upon the 330,000 population from

whom collections are made. The trash is collected in

wagons with slat sides, the largest holding 14 cu.yd.

and drawn by two horses. Two trucks are also used

for special long distance collections. On the floor of
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each wagon body and up the front is a chain and h»ar

sling. Upon arrival at the disposal plant the front

upper end of the sling is attached to a winch and the

load dragged from the wagon. It is then run over a
picking belt, and all that is not picked off as of value

passes into the incinerators. The amount burned is

but 7 per cent of the trash collected, and consists mostly

of house sweepings, old flowers, pieces of wood, etc., but
never of anything that in the burning would create a
nuisance.

The material salvaged averages the following per

month Paper, 1,000,000 lb.; books and magazines,

20,000 lb.; rags, 50,000 lb.; cans, 300,000 lb.; metals

and rubbers, 4,600 lb.; 60,000 bottles; cuUet (broken

glass) 78,000 lb.

This salvage, in its loose mixed state, weighs approx-

imately 120 lb. to the cubic yard and totals 12,600 cu.yd.

The unsalable non-combustible large articles, such as

bed springs, etc., which are not sent over the picking,

belt weigh about 1,000 lb. per cubic yard and amount
to 700 cu.yd. per month. The material burned amounts
to 1,000 cu.yd., weighing 600 lb. per cubic yard. The
ash remaining from the burning of this 1,000 cu.yd.

amounts to 150 cu.yd. The material salvaged, non-

salable, and burned totals 14,300 cu.yd., which in the

wagons, as collected, weighs 200 lb. per cubic yard.

There are certain expenses in connection with trash

collection and disposal that would vary, due to the con-

ditions that may exist in various cities. As to collec-

tions, much depends upon the service rendered the

people. It is the aim of the District's City Refuse Divi-

sion to take immediate remedial action on the least

complaint telephoned or addressed to it at the District

Building. Expenses of collection could be cut down
materially if the average haul of three miles to the

present plant could by a relocation be shortened, but

there is difficulty in obtaining such a new location.

Also there is a large

charge for hauling the

salvaged materials from

the disposal plant 1.5

miles to the railroad for

rail shipment, which ex-

pense could be done away

with if a Hatiflfactory location abattinff a rmOroMl
could be obtained. Some cities attempt atonouy bjr

parsing the heat developed in the inctnenton throagk
lK)i1er.s in order to generate jit«ru permtinf th«
equipment in the Hi''po«aI plant. I > aucb provi>

Hion in thf • plant. In fact il is

that the calo .e of Wa«hinirton'a tnuh
after Halv&.;^e operations is so small that no attcmpi
should be made for such utilization.

Many additions and bettermentM have been made t9
the plant and equipment as >

- taken over from
the contractor in order to re; i-er service to tha

city. Equipment and plant necea.iary for .latisfactory

collection, under Washington conditions with an aver-

age haul of three miles to the disposal plant, consista of:

Land. J arn- at I2,>00
Stahle aixl ah'-|/«

37 hon«^ at $250
23 waffMr.. at t7S0
25 i-i'ta K:trr>pm St $M
2 trucka . .

Sundry equipment.

VJS»

*j5e

2.tm
S7W

Total cr)uipni>-nt kimI plant

Yearly depreciation and taxes on the collection eqaip>

ment and plant, as listed above, in estimated at 15 per

cent or $4,189. Intere.st at 6 per cent amounts to

$1,675, giving a total yearly charge of ^.864.

Collection operation nnd maintenance may be ite.T.Ir«i

per year as follows:

I Foreman II .100

37 Men. dnvera and eoOectcvs 42.Mt
4 Inspecior* i.JtM

7 Men, stable and ahopa. r> *<]0

Fora«e *:•*
Wagon parts 7 >4

Hor^e ar:<l harness maintMiaiMW. , , S.MM
Tru<'k. maintenance 1.7)4
Miscr-llaneous supplies TM

Total collection operation ami maintmanc* p«
year fT^.JJS

With additions and betterments to the contractor's

disposal arrangements in order to properly salvage and

dispose of the collections, the plant is as foUowa:

Land. 1.91 acres at $2,300
Buildings
2 inrincratora
Picking belt

Can press
2 l'ap<-r prcseea
I paper and rag pma
5 niotiin*

Total disposal plant

4775
l<>OM
7.0«
2.0M
4.Mt
«.0M
2.S«t
2.ew

}47.)«l

I'axes and yearly deprecia-

tion on the di««pa««al plant are

estimated at 7 per cent -

$3,311. Interest at 8 per •

amounts to $2.83S. i:.viv.f a

total yearly charge of $6.U1\

Di.<«po.sal operation and
1* itemized

IIJM
K4«e

i.tai

ii."*

u«i

Overhead expenses for col-

lection and disposal are:

EXTERIOR VIEW OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA TR.VSH DISPOSAL PU.VNT

building is broken glass awaiting shipment.)
ToU! orsrhaad.

u.tm
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FOURTEEN-YARD RUBBISH WA<JU.\.
DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA

A winch in the rear of the shed pulls the load from the wagon.

Receipts from the sale of salvage vary widely from
month to month due to great fluctuation in the market
for m,aterials of this nature. During the eight months'

operation by the District the maximum and minimum
prices received have been as shown below. For com-
parison there are also set forth the prices that were
prevalent early in 1918 just prior to the submission of

the contractor's bid.

Items Max
Paper, cwt $ I

Books and magazines, c-wt I

Rags, lb

Cans, ton 6
^Ietals, rubber, etc., lb

Bottles, each
Gullet (broken glass), ton 4

imuni
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FIG. 3. MOSAIC OF STONE HARBOR. N. J.. FROM PHOTOS BY ARMY AIR SERVICE
K-1—Mapping camera used: altitude ib.tlfTD ft., approximately. Scale of original 1:10.000. Data r«;Mu"-r| dir««tty ft'om thto

mosaic to scale of c)i.irt by meariH of pantoRraph.

Coast and Geodetic Survey, experience has already

proved the value of aerial photography over the old

method of surveying in revision surveys of our coast

lines. This work, so far, is divided into tw^o branches:

(1) Aerial photography and (2) aerial photo-hydrog-

raphy. The results are shov^^n in the following recent

practical demonstrations.

Aerial Photo-Topography

In July, 1919, experiments were made at Atlantic

City, N. J., to ascertain the adaptability of airplane

photographs for use in topographic mapping. The
area in the vicinity of Atlantic City was chosen as it

is characteristic of so much of the coastal plain terri-

tory of the Atlantic coast. This project was essentially

experimental in character, but developed into one of

practical value, as the photographs are being used in a

revision of the charts of the New Jersey coast.

The work was done in co-operation with the Air

Services of the Army and Navy. Both land and sea-

planes were used, and in addition several photographs

were made from a dirigible. Three types of mapping

cameras were tried out, the "L" type, K-1 and Tri-

lens. An officer of the survey kept in close touch with

the work and furnished the ground control, construct-

ing special targets in some cases.

A mosaic was constructed by members of the Air

Service of the Army, using the photographs made with

the K-1 mapping camera. These were taken at an alti-

tude of 7,000 ft., using a lens of 10-in. focal length,

with a resulting scale of about 1 :8,000. A rough con-

trol scheme was first laid out and the mosaic constructed

over it.

The most important point brought out from the study

of the results of the work at Atlantic City was the

possibilities in revision work, especia],ly along those se<'-

tions of the Atlantic coast where the shoreline is sub-

ject to frequent changes owing to the action of the sea.

Aerial Photo-Hydrography

At the same time that the experiments at Atlantic

City were being made, at Key West, Fla., photographs

were taken by the Naval Air Service to determine the

possible use of aerial photographs in connection with

hydrographic surveys. The primarj^ object in view was

the elimination of wire-drag work, especially in the

clear waters of the Florida coa.st. An attempt wm
made to photograph small coral head.H and pinnacle
rocks, as it is the existence of these ne<Klle-like dan-
gers to navigation that requires the u.se of the wire-

drag. Photographs were made at altitudes of from 200
ft. up to 4,000 ft. and under various light conditioiu.

The problem of control was solved by including in

each photograph two vessels of the survey. The photo-
graphs could not be corrected for tilt with only two
known points as a base, but the control, aji furnished
by the positions of the two vessels, wa^ found to be suf-

ficient for experiments.

A well-surveyed area near Key West was chosen, and
the vessels proceeded on parallel courses over this are*
at full speed, the plane flying forth and back above the
course. The courses and position of the vessels were
recorded as in ordinar>' sounding work. The photog-

rapher in the plane recorded the exact time that each
exposure was made, with other data such as altitude.

exposure, plate, filter, etc. Each photograph was later

oriented by plotting the positions of the vessels on the

chart at the instant the exposure was made.

Conclusions

These experiments pro.ed conclusively tn;it pn'>-

tographs from the air, using present-day equipment,

are of little practical value to the hydrographer. When
any of the underwater features did appear m the pho-

tographs, contrast in color was the most prominent.

with no indication as to whether the contrast indicated

shoal or deep water. Vari-colored bottom of uniform

depth appears in the photograph as apparent >"
'

in depth. Many charted shoals are not ini;

the photographs while adjacent ones show c.<

Taken altogether, the results are so uncertain ' --

the chnnces o*" eliminating field work in hydrography

are remote. Developments in the art of photography

may change this viewpoint.

In March. 1020. the Army Air So; iphed

the coast line of New Jersey from « Sea-

bright. A single flight was made using the K-1 camera.

The plane flew at an altitude of 10.000 ft. and under

very good air conditions. The camera was mounted in

gimbals, with a lead weight at the lowest point to as-

sist in maintaining the optical axis of camera in a

vertical position. Level bubbles aided in keeping the
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camera in the proper position. This is the most satis-

factory way to suspend the camera and control its

verticality. The photographs are being used for a re-

vision of the charts of the coast of New Jersey. The
individual photographs are 18 x 24 cm. in size and

the approximate scale is 1:10,000. The photographs

are mounted in strip mosaics for convenience sake, not

over 4-ft. in length. The length is generally determined

by the position of control points. This composite pho-

tograph is compared with the topographic sheet of the

same area and control points identified. The scale of

the photographic mosaic is determined, and by means
of the pantograph the data are reduced to the scale

of the chart and transferred from the photographs to

tracing paper.

The photographing of this 120 miles of coast line

took less than 2 hr. time in an airplane. The develop-

ment of the films and printing took two days' time of

one man. Two rolls of film were used, a total of

183 photographs. The work of interpreting the pho-

tographs, assembling mosaics, comparison with topo-

graphic sheet and reduction to the scale of the chart

of the outside shore line required 15 days of office work
by one engineer.

Proposed Method for Handling Car-Float

Transfer Movement
By J. Jervis Vail

Assistant Engineer of Construction, Pennsylvania R.R.,
Rahway, N. J.

DEPARTURE from present methods of loading

and unloading car floats is suggested in the accom-
panying drawing, the purpose of which is to attain

something of the economy and speed reached at coal

car dumping layouts and to moor floats so that they
can be moved in and out of the bridges quickly without

the capacity of each track on the floats. From the
hump the cars run down by gravity from one of the
four tracks marked A to the kickback, which reverses
their direction and throws them back on one of the
tracks marked B. On this track a small electric locomo-
tive, geared to a rack between the rails, will couple up
to the train and push the cars onto the float. At
the same time a similar locomotive on the outshore end
of track B will pull off the cars arriving on the float

push them up the steep grade at the outshore end of
one of the two tracks marked C, and drop them over
the hump so that they will run by gravity to be classi-

fied in the departure yard.

Cars will be pushed onto both tracks of the float at

one time and would be unloaded from both tracks at

the same time in order to eliminate strain on the bridge
and float due to unbalanced loading. The movement
of arriving floats will be into either of the two receiv-

ing basins. Float A has been moved from the receiving

basin and is tied up to the mooring platform ready to

go into the bridge berth. Float B is at the bridges

ready to be unloaded and then loaded. From here it

will go into the departing basin, where towboats mak-^

fast to the floats for convoy. Floats requiring special

movements can enter the bridges through the inshore

openings and be taken out the same way. The float?

should be of standard length, or otherwise it would be
necessary to move them longitudinally in the slip after

unloading before cars could be loaded at the opposite

end. Floats in the basins would be moved by electric

winches without the use of a towboat.

Asphalt Pavement Laid at Fast Rate

What is believed to be a record hard to equal in lay-

ing asphalt pavement was recently accomplished by
city forces working under the supervision of J. H. Jchn-

I Mooring Plg-tform

I
CAR-FLOAT LAYOUT EMBODIES KICK-BACK

a towboat. The method contemplates employing the

kickback track and the principle of loading cars at ono
end of a float and unloading them at the other,

originated by A. T. Luehman, assistant to engineer
maintenance-of-way Pennsylvania R.R.

Cars to be loaded onto the floats, represented in the

drawing, will be pushed over the hump from the receiv-

ing yard ar.d cut off in bands of eight, equivalent to

son, superintendent of highways, Providence, R. I.

According to Mr. Johnson twelve men laid a 2-in. as-

phalt top on a 4-in. sand-filled, compacted stone base

penetrated with 2,i gal. of asphalt per square yard, on a

Providence street 2,000 ft. long and 24 ft. wide, the

entire job from subsoil to surface being done in 18

successive working days. The street so surfaced is

Alverson Ave., from Plainfield to Hartford Aves.
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Relative Service Value of Pavement Types

Meeting of American Association of. State Highway Officials. WashinRton. I). C, I)«. IJ-IS

IF, IN a discussion of the relative service value of dif-
ferent types of rural pavements, any one expects specific

rules and well-buttressed conclusions, he is doomed to
disappointment. It is my opinion that nothing of the kind
is justified from the information now available. The term
"relative service value" is, itself, open to various interpre-
tations. It might be held to cover only the potential power
of a pavement to bear traffic of various amounts regardless
of cost or economics, or it might be held to include the
two latter factors. The author prefers to include the latter,
and hopes that he will be excused of a possible overlap
due to this interpretation.

Among the characteristics usually listed as important in
determining the service value of pavements, are : (1 ) Free-
dom from dust; (2) appearance; (3) character of foothold;
(4) ability to clean; (5) freedom from sanitary objection;

(6) character as regards noise; (7) freedom from slipperi-

ness, and (8) low tractive resistance.

•ntfineer, who known bin buiin«»i'., wK- ^
in qucHtion nhouM b^ first, wt-ortd, , ne
traffic on a roa tr or U«t month huM ubmainuif oe
value in tni.ii t

, becaoae when a hirhwaj tinnw
a part of a »up<;nor highway Byvtem, or when oa« kichway
is paved with a nurface superior to that on Um adliacvBt
and competing highways, traffic is so concentrst«<| oo tkat
highway that what has been is no indication of what will be.
Any assumption of what traflBc wih be is merely aa m-

sumption and the pre.scncc on a certain past day of eae
hundred automobiles, ten trucks, eijfht farmers or their
wives in single buggies, and three babies in tJieir pcrambo-
lators, has reaMy no bearing on the future sttoation.

Traffic cotinta have value only at aerving to gnm accmrmt*
171formation aa to the conatan'ly occurring ekangtt m trmgle
conditiona, and in determining the retn'i^f mtt of »*rv%e^k
per unit given by varimia pavements. -ott per («•
of carrying traffic ia the importar>f ,-, „ and, m«-

Important Points in Mr. Hirst's Discussion

1^ The prime factor in determining the relative

service value of highways is whether they serve

traffic effectively and inexpensively.

2. Preliminary traffic censuses are valueless

as aids in pavement type selection.

3. Traffic counts have value only in giving

information upon traffic changes, and operation

costs over varying pavement surfaces.

U' What has been is no indication of lohat

will he.

5. States must adopt uniform loads to be

borne by roads of varying classes of importance.

6. All highways cannot be mxide 15-ton high-

ways every day in the year.

7. Expressed in terms of real service value,

type means little unless selection of it is supple-

mented, by proper design and layout.

8. The road problem is not to build a feio

boulevards but a transportation system.

9. We have thought too little about the baste

function of highways*—the offering of farilitie*

for travel.

10. A striking feature of hightcay construc-

tion, reconstruction and maintmance has been
an almost total disregard of comfort, eonrenienee
and economy of operation in the interest* of the

traveling public.

11. The one permanent thing about road work
is proper grading on correct locations.

12. The highway user knows little about pap*-
ment economics; but he does know where and
when he broke the last spring.

13. We have used too much mathematics and
too little common sense.

24. Car owners demand service and terviea

they must he given.

15. Maintenance is ihe keystone of the entire

structure of pavement sendee.

Almost without exception the characteristics cited above

are among the least important of the matters to be consid-

ered in determining the service value of rural pavements.

The predominant factor in determining the relative service

value of pavements is whether they serve the traffic effec-

tively and cheaply. It may be given as a truism that given

effective construction and proper width, almost any one of

a dozen different pavements will give good service. The

question to be determined by the highway engineer is

whether they have given, or wil? give, good service cheaply.

Traffic

Highway traffic is, of course, the first factor to be seri-

ously considered in connection with pavement economics.

Traffic is the thing which makes highway surfacings worth

while, and the thing which wears them out. Its amount

and its characteristics are important and should always bo

taken into account.

We are going to shock a good many of our more theo-

retical brethren by saying that a preliminary traffic census

is absolutely valueless in helping to determine the type of

surfacing to be used. An inspection of the location of a road

on the map, a knowledge of its relation to other roads and

to the general highway system, and to business centers;

together with a consideration of the business tributary to

it and probably to be tributary to it, will tell a highway

fortunately, we have little (•*• no informatioH »h this poinf.

The fact that this type of pavement was maintained for
so much per annum and that type for so much per annum
means little, unless we know the amount and weight of the
traffic served and that it was served adequnt ' " n then
the information would not be conclusi\Tt?, N pave-
ment which gave this unit ci>st under the prvv,^in^ aoQ
and climatic conditions might gi%-e an entirely different aait
cost under different soil and climatic oo;.ditions. We have
been too prone to assume from the results of experience
with a limited number of stretches of a certa of
pavement, built and maintainctl under certain *.

that the same results will ensue from the use of t.^c tAtne
paven-'Mit wherever it may be built This is not the casa.

Climatic, soil, and rainfall conditions must be coosidvad
as well as traffic and general performance.

Weight ok TRArnc
.\niong the important circumstances alftvtinir the senrice

of pavements is the weight of the traffic which the pave-
ment bears.

American highway engineers have bt-en condemned by the

unthinking for having built r.^ads which have not stood up
under the intense motor trafTW of recent years. It would
be just as sensible to condemn a railroad en^neerintr de-

partment for the failure of railroad brides ander eofUMS
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weighing 200 tons, when the bridges were designed for

engines weighing 20 tons. Before new and heavier loads are

allowed on any length of railroad all parts of the construc-

tion are examined and, if necessary, strengthened or re-

built before the new traffic is allowed to pass over them.

There has been nothing of this in highway practice. Loads

almost without limit have been placed upon highways de-

signed for conditions existing and anticipated a decade ago,

and condemnation has resulted when the inevitable failure

of the road structure ensued.

It u-oidd seem that it would be clear to even the feeblest-

minded that it is not going to be possible for the designers

of vehicles vsing highrvays to turn loose upon highways any

behevwth their ingenuity may design at any time they feel

like doing so. It isn't possible to reconstruct the highway]

system of America every few months, or even every few

years.

It is imperative that the several states adopt uniform

standards for the loads to be borne by roads of the differ-

ent classes of importance. It is going to be difficult to do

this, because when a motor vehicle is once started toward

its destination its operator will wish it to carry its full load

for the whole trip, but it seems inevitable that we must

classify highways as to the allowable loads upon them, and

that traffic on highways must be made to conform to these

loads. All roads cannot be made 15-ton roads every day

in the year.

It is undoubtedly going to be possible for the states be-

tween their congested centers and on certain through high-

ways to finance ultimately the construction of roads which

will every day in the year permit loads of twelve to fifteen

tons or, if the economics of transportation really justify it,

even more. But just as certainly it is going to be impos-

sible for the states to finance the construction of any great

percentage of their roads so that they will stand such loads

every day in the year, and I believe that on the secondary

roads and roads of the lower classes, much lower load limits

must be insisted upon, especially at certain seasons.

Continuous Travelability

One of the intangible factors in the service value of

types of pavement is the factor of continuous travelability.

It goes without saying that given two pavements of equal

annual cost, one of which is out of service for several days

each year and probably for two or three months at several

times during the assumed pavement life, the other one allow-

ing the passage of traffic during its life with practically no

inconvenience and no detouring, the choice would immedi-

ately fall upon the one which gives the superior travel-

ability. Furthermore, if the maintenance of one type de-

mands annually, semi-annually or periodically, the applica-

tion of such materials that traffic cannot be accommodated

during the application or, if accommodated, is subject to

possibility of accident from slipperiness and to defacement

of vehicles and clothes, it is a serious impairment of the

service value of the pavement.

One of the strikingly characteristic things about American

higJnvay practice has been the almost total disregard for the

comfort, convenience, and economy of the traveling public-

during construction, maintenance and reconstruction. A
public-be-damned policy has been quite generaly practiced.

The traveling public has been considered as an interloper,

with no possible business save to pay the bills.

The economic loss to traffic through detouring has been

tremendous. For example: A road carrying a traffic of

1,000 vehicles a day is closed for a length of five miles due

to construction or reconstruction, for a period of four

months, the detour being eight miles in length, a loss

to traffic of three miles. The total traffic loss is therefore

360,000 miles, which, at 12c. a mile, is $43,200, a figure

which may well have a material bearing upon the type of

pavement which one should select. Similarly derived figures

will illustrate the importance of speed in construction and

reconstruction and demonstrates that it is usually worth

paying for.

We have been too prone to select types of pavement on

the say-so of others without very material consideration of

the matter of cost. The minute we commence to discuss

the relative cost of pavements we are thrown into the ocean

of economic discussion at a point far beyond our depths.

We are immediately brought in contact with the question:

"Should an engineer in weighing the merits of two or more
types of pavement consider the factor of interest on the

original investment?" Many good authorities say "Yes";
many good authorities say "No." I do not pretend to be

good authority, but I am sure that the answer is "Yes."

The statement that the value of the pavement in increased

comfort, convenience, saving in hauling, saving in gasoline,

tires, etc., far offsets the interest on the investment, sounds

very nice; but what is one going to do about it when one is

considering two types of pavement, both of which do all of

these things, but the costs of which are very dissimilar?

In addition to this difficulty with the basic economics of

the situation, we have the further trouble that in comparing
the unit annual cost of various pavements, we must make
assumptions as to the lives of pavements, and we have little

or no information on which to base these assumptions.

It might be of some value to cite the factors entering into

an economic comparison and to show just how far one can

get in his figuring:

1. First cost of the pavement.—This is readily determin-

able within the limits of estimating and causes no trouble.

2. The interest charge on the pavement investment.—This

charge should be compounded annually and is, of course,

readily determinable.

3. The annual cost of maintenance of the pavement.—This

is only moderately guessable because no one can tell what
the cost of the materials and labor entering into repairs

will be next year or in succeeding years. Furthermore, no

one can guess what unexpected development of traffic may
entirely upset the conditions under which the surface exists.

4. Interest on the maintenance cost.—This should be added
to the cost of the pavement and should be compounded
annually.

5. The assumption of the life of the pavement before

total reconstruction is necessary—Again we are in the field

of theory, because the life of the pavement depends upon
the traffic which it will carry through a series of years.

Furthermore, on many of the pavements which are now
being widely used, enough information is not available to

determine what the life may be, and even on some of the

older types of pavement, built under supposed to be stand-

ard and fool-proof specifications, a variation in life of sev-

eral hundred per cent has been noted.

Total Pavement Cost

The summation of items 1, 2, 3 and 4, divided by the num-
ber of years of expected life of the pavement gives the

annual cost to the public of the pavement so far as the mere

outlay of money is concerned.

Before the division by the number of years of expected

life is made, however, there should be subtracted from the

total cost the value of the old pavement for use in the new
pavement. Here again we are in the realms of guesswork.

Assuming that a certain type of pavement can be preserved

for twenty years and will then need resurfacing or replace-

ment by another type, we are making a grave assumption if

we value the base at anything very material, because the

change in traffic on rural highways is so rapid that it is very

hard for one to say that the alignment, grade, culverts or

structures that we are building today, or the widths that we
are using, will be of any great value twenty years from now.

At the end of this series of guesses and assumptions upon

assumptions, one will have some basis, better than no basis,

for comparing the annual cost of the types under consider-

ation.

Highway engineers have been designing pavements of too

narrow widths, and have multiplied their troubles of main-

tenance by confining traffic to one or two very restricted

lines. The conduct of all pavements, especially of the so-)

called inferior pavements, such as waterbound macadams,

gravels, and the let^ser non-rigid types, is good or bad in,

almost direct praporti/fn to whether they have been built

wide or narroio.
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I am not going to develop this thought in detail, but !

believe that highway engineers will find that, if they will
design the so-called non-rigid roads wider and flatter much
of the trouble incident to the present use of these struc-
tures will be avoided.

A supposed-to-be two-track concrete or other rigid sur-
face road built 14, 15 or even 16 ft. wide on a main-traveled
highway has its service value greatly reduced by its inade-
quate width because it breeds disastrous accidents and
causes worry at all times. The shoulder maintenance is

also a constant source of worry and grave expense if traffic

is at all heavy. Furthermore, the concentration of traffic

and the crowding to the extreme edges brought about by
such widths reduces the effective life of the pavement very
materially. It is our opinion that even the rigid types of
pavement must provide for a moderate distribution of traffic

if they are to hold. The minimum two-track highway is

18 ft., and 20 ft. is better on principal highways. If munic-
ipalities cannot finance these widths they had better build
part of their lengths of a cheaper type, pending the secur-
ing of more money. Plastic or viscous surfaces of all kinds
must have width to allow for traffic distribution, especially

if built in a climate of wide total temperature variation.

On these types especially traffic must be distributed so that
it will heal its own marks and not deepen them in heated
periods.

On primary highways, unless convenient detours are
available, all pavements which from their nature requi'^e

frequent surface attention embarrassing to traffic should be
constructed wide enough so that they can be maintained
and repaired one half at a time.

Design and Sekvice Value

The service value of any kind of pavement depends
largely upon proper design. It is not only necessary that

the pavement be well drained, that it be built of the right

depth and width, but the materials in it must be properly

sized and prepared. For instance: A gravel road built of

uncrushed and unscreened gravel, varying in size from sand

to cobble stones as large as one's head, has practically no

service value today, because it is impossible to maintain such

a road so as to give satisfactory service. On the other

hand, a road built of the same width and depth and of the

same gravel properly crushed and sized may give most

economical service. In Wisconsin we have reached the point

where we don't want any gravel within 4 in. of the surface

larger than 1 in. and we prefer to have no gi'avel in the

whole structure larger than 1 in.

The service value of any highway may be seriously im-

paired by the use of sharp and dangerous curves, poor

alignment, narrow bridges and culverts, heavy grades, and

unnecessary lengths. A well laid oat highivay of inferior

surface will many times give better service value than a

poorly located highivay built with the best surface. Ex-',

pressed in tev,ms of real service value, type means little

unless the selection of a proper type is supplemented by:

proper design and proper layout.

We believe that maintenance is the keystone of the entire

structure of pavement service. Proper selection, design,

layout and construction must be immediately followed by

intense maintenance if the potential service value of a pave-

ment is to be secured. Any discussion of the service i-aluc

of any type of pavement has no basis unless the assumption

is made that good maintenance protects the pavenicvt au{\

gives it a chance to serve. Types seeminglj unsuited tor

the traffic may, when properly maintained, give better sen'-

ice than a much more suitable surface left to care for itself.

Traffic Distribution

I am going to interject just a word or two on the important

topic of traffic distribution. We are prone to view future

traffic development entirely upon the assumption that one

road between two points is going to serve all traffic between

these points for all time. I doubt that this is true. Alter-

nate routes will be developed and traffic thus distributed.

This will be good from many standpoints. It will prevent

traffic ^congestion, allow the use of cheaper surfacmgs.

accommodate more local traffic, prvride a ehoica at raoUa.
and allow for repaint an/1 r«cottstnictton vithoot ckaiac «I1
available rout*-' 7 '- r Mtd problem of Awutriem i» imt U
build a few h>. it it to btuU, '"^^tilir% mmd ha^p
alwayn open, a :. ^. .„,.... tution »y»t*m.

WiHcon.nin has now maintained her 5j00OHHiI« state traak
highway Hytitem for three years, and <nrvr 2^000 sitililiiiMl
milcH for one year, and we hare trained soom idea at tka
maintenance cost of -'-'•" type*. The ^rfniMtin a# tka
several .section.s var . h wrten th«ry nwre takSB 0««r,
and the relative net: ..

. ^,.. i, a »o diMtouiar that vary ttttia
can be determined from an inspaetion of oor flgvaa as
maintenance cost«.

In 1919 the average cost of maintenance per mOa of all
types, surfaced and unnurfaced, was $254. The areraca cast
of maintenance per mile by types (Uktn from a Iar«» «»
ber of sections) was as follows: Earth, $223; Kravel, Slit:
waterbound macadam, $516; penetration m^^^^^i^ $ZU;
concrete, $3;J7. Qualify;- • -'- ;•. would ba oaly
fair to say that the ear- inclodsd aradi
heavy blade grader ret.. ,.i ^. ..„.. . ...ai the watrrbooad
macadams had been allowed to get badly out of repair; and
that all but $62 of the $337 for concrete was used fai

shoulder and ditch maintenance and in applyinir fraval to
shoulders on the too narrow 16-ft. surfaces.
As indicating the possible value of well maintained crawl

roads we segregated nine very satrifactory patrol scctiona
of gravel road and tabulated at least two separate traflc
counts on each. The average count on these roads was
1,059 automobiles, 44 trucks. 21 motorcycles and 48 horaa-
drawn vehicles per day. Weight was not Uken. No effort
was made to get maximum day counts. The roads in qoca-
tion gave excellent service every day in the year. Tho
average cost per mile per section of maintaininif these nine
patrol sections was $263. These roads were not sarfaco
treated.

Our experience with gravel roads indieatea that when mmH
bidlt of adequate u-idths n-ith jine cnuked tuaterialM mmd
well maintained, their traffic limit u far higher tham km»
been hitherto assumed.

Traffic P*roble.vi

In considering the relative service value of pavemenu one
cannot disregard the matter of expediency. There are,
when considering a road problem and when determining^ an
economical type to be used, always these factors to be
considered: (1) The expected traffic; (2) the materials
locally available; (3) the funds a%'ailable: (4) the whoW
financial, traffic and highway situation in

*^ " f iror-

ernment to be served. Thi.s last factor is : *t in>-

portant one, and too often has been totai.y auxnr^rdad.
We have thought too little about the basic function of

highways which is of course to offer facilities for travel.

We have been too prone to conc^•nt^ate up^m a specific

length of highway and economic 'San to

concern ourselves with the more ; oation

in the unit of government in whicn n We boTO
been content to design and build a ( f highway
each year and to look fonvard with th. it soma day
the conteniplatod system would be «.- and traflk

would be free to come and go as it
'

»S o have doasd

our eyes to the fact that in the : we had on oar
hands scores or hundreds or thou : m'les of higb*

ways -vhich ar:; difficult of travel at ..'.'. '. < and impawabk
at some.

Far more important than the mere eeleetiaik of a^fmly
<r()»u)»iir(i/ type of constr - •• oMMwied eomdition* » a

specific highway is the ir '/ determiminff trhat pro-

gram of improvetncnt wtn ot <•/ the titosi bemefU fo the-

traffic in a designated anro.

The schoolman has so obso-- '
•'^ ^''

'ritms of so-

called true economics in paveir at we have

been inclined to lose sight ui t.u- n. important

economics of the traffic situation as it < as it may
be expected to develop. We ha\-e bcvn > ' -:th the

importance of economic design of sj- -^ that

many of us have entirely lost si^ht of tvwtjwiiu*. ur^ign for
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a traffic situation. If unlimited funds, labor, and materials

were always available it might be possible that the school-

man is right, and that we should never build anything but

the truly economical surface, but there is always a limit to

the funds which can be made available, or which can be

expended in a specific term of years. The true economics

of pavement design is to find the solution which gives the

least cost, not only of the construction and maintenance of

the pavement, but in the carrying of traffic in the designated

area within the designed period.

As an illustration of this point, Normal County has 200

miles of road of the most importance, 200 miles of secondary

highways, important from the county standpoint, and 400

miles of strictly local highways, cared for by the local units

of government. Outside of the funds which can be made
available for the general maintenance of these 800 miles,

it can be foreseen that in the next five years the total funds

available for highway improvement in Normal County will

be $4,000,000. Of the 200 miles of first class highway, 50

miles have been surfaced in the past and are still maintain-

able, and 150 miles are earth, without hope of redemption.

Of the 200 miles of less importance, 20 miles have been sur-

faced and 180 miles are earth. Of the 400 miles of local

roads, all are earth. Traffic conditions are at present in-

tolerable in the county. Each rain means a blockade; each

spring and rainy season an absolute cessation of traffic

except by team, and that traffic is almost blocked.

The $4,000,000 available in the five years will, it is esti-

mated, build 100 miles of the schoolman's economically cor-

rect highway. If the public officials determine to build this

type of highway, at the end of five years there will be 230

miles of the first and second class highways (over 50 per

cent of the whole) still unsurfaced. Isn't it plain that this

answer cannot be correct, regardless of the so-called eco-

nomics of the specific instance? Isn't it plain that the

public body controlling the money should consider most care-

fully the whole situation, and spend the $4,000,000 in an

effort to make passable at least all of the 400 miles of prin-

cipal highways?

Economic Construction

The schoolman will say that some of the money is wasted
because a portion of the types built are not going to exist

for twenty or fifty years, but the economic waste incident

to the use of uneconomic types is not a marker to the

economic waste incident to the continued use of a largely

unimproved system of highways. In other words, the loss to

traffic by the prolongation of such a situation is usually

infinitely more than the loss to the public due to the con-

struction and maintenance of types requiring renewal after

a term of years.

Carried to a logical conclusion, some one will say, this

plan means building largely temporary surfacings, and later

on building again. It does! A7id why not, if that is th^
true economic solutioyi? Most of our railroads have been re-

built more than once. I believe we must proceed along
exactly similar lines First accommodate traffic, building to

the money which can be made available, expecting that

after the traffic is gotten through and the adjacent terri-

tory reaches fuller development, the necessary betterments

will follow.

There has been considerable criticism to the effect that a

large proportion of the Federal-aid construction is going
into low-class structures and that therefore the funds are

being wasted. Ninety per cent of these critics never de-

signed or built a highway, nor have they ever tackled a legis-

lative body to get it to finance one.

In Wisconsin about 19 per cent of our total mileage of

Federal-aid construction will be concrete, 2 per cent ma-
cadam, 42 per cent gravel, and 37 per cent earth, with modi-

fying surfacings to make them passable. Expressed in

terms of money, about 40 per cent will go into concrete, the

remainder into grading and other types. Every project

solved a traffic problem and freed a community from impass-

ability or danger. No one can tell me nor can he tell the

communities in which the work was done, that the money
was wasted. Our critics themselves, if faced with the same
v.roblcms. would have come to the same decisions.

We hope that all states will hold to safe ground and serve

traffic now. Deviation from this policy is more apt to waste
money than is adherence to it. Probably more federal and
state money has been wasted in prematurely building un-
necessarily expensive types of surfacing than has been
wasted in grading and building the lesser surfacings. After
all, the one thing that is permanent about road work—tth^

one thing that cannot be done too well or too soon, is proper
grading on correct locations. Those states that are feeling

their way by doing much of this kind of work at places

where traffic has been previously stalled by grades or drain-

age conditions are not wasting money—they are investing it

with profit.

It may be inferred from this paper that it would take the

brain of a Demosthenes, the genius of an Edison, and the

engineering skill of a demigod to determine what pavements
should be built, given a condition, these theories, and a sum
of money. Such is not the case. In four cases out of five

a decision can be readily and quickly made when all perti-

nent facts and circumstances are known. It takes, largely,

common sense and business judgment sufficient to grasp
relative values. It is a matter of experience and judgment,
rather than of the slide rule and arithmetic. We have used
too much higher mathematics and too little common sense.

We have sought to set ourselves upon a pedestal of economic
perfection and have closed our eyes to many of the surround-
ing circumstances, until many of us cannot recognize a real

economic fact when we meet it. The people are commencing
to demand results rather than higher economics. They don't

know much about pavement economics or relative economy of

types, but they do know when and where they were stuck in

the mud and ivhere they broke that last spring.

Service Must Be Given

There are too many hundreds of millions of dollars in-

vested in means of motor transportation, and too much
pleasure, comfort, convenience, economy and time saving
depends upon their immediate, economical and safe use for

us to trifle with the facts as they exist. The owners of these

vehicles demand service. They must be given it. This de-

spite the fact that many manufacturers of motor vehicles

persist in pursuing the ignis fatuus of highly centralized

highway systems and of highly concentrated construction.

Automobiles and motor trucks axe owned on almost every

square mile of territory and use every main highway. They
cannot serve or attain complete efficiency unless they can get

through everywhere—now! Why their producers should

deliberately work to limit their use offers to me an enigma
impossible of solution.

It could be nice indeed if we could serve traffic always and
immediately with the ultimate, but it is mechanically impos-

sible. Until we can so serve it we must meet the situation

which exists and get the best result we can with the means
at hand.

Let's not worry so much about our predecessors or our suc-

cessors; let's do our best for our contemporaries. Service

value doesn't necessarily mean the ideal for the next decade,

it may better mean service value right now.
A county or state highway department should not exist

merely to design and build a few miles of highway and a few
culverts and bridges. It should exist to give transportation

service to its clients. We should be purveyors of transpor-

tation to his majesty, the American people. Traffic must be

served!

Ex-Service Men in Engineering Schools

Of the 1,949 disabled ex-service men who are taking

engineering courses under the vocational education stat-

ute, 291 are pursuing civil engineering courses. In addi-

tion, 68 are taking architectural engineering. This

instruction is being given under the auspices of the

Federal Board for Vocational Education. The work in

civil engineering is divided among seventy-eight schools,

of which nine are in New England, twenty-one in the

East, ten in the South, eighteen in the Middle West and

twenty in the West.
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Salaries and Qualifications for
Manitoba Eng^ineers

Classification Based on Society Membership Grades—Duties, Requirements and Salary
for Each Grade Specified

DIRECT action toward improving the recognition
and remuneration of the engineer has been taken

by the Manitoba branch of the Engineering Institute
of Canada in adopting salary schedules, urging employ-
ers to follow these schedules and requesting its members
to pledge themselves not to accept positions at salaries
below the schedule rates. The following particulars,

amplifying the news note which appeared in Engineer-
ing New\s-Record Nov. 18, p. 1013, are taken from the
report of the salary committee; it will be understood
that the schedules relate only to engineers within the
province of Manitoba.

Classification

The classification of engineers was based on four
factors: (1) Education; (2) experience and ability;

(3) responsibility to be borne; (4) character and scope

of work. The first three are sufficient to determine the

class and the fourth determines the salary within that

class. A general classification was based upon the grad-

ing of the membership of the Institute, since it would
be an extension of an existing system and would define

accurately the qualifications for the different grades of

membership. Further, engineering activities were sub-

divided as follows : (1) Railway; (2) public works and
utilities; (3) municipal; (4) industrial. The main
classification is shown in Table I.

TABLE T. CLASSirrCATION' FOR ENGINEERS IN MANITOBA

Institute
Membership

I. Professional engineers f Member

Grades and Basic
Minimum Monthly

Salaries

A. $600; B. $450
Associate member C,$350; D, $275

2. Sub-professional service Junior E, $ 1 75

3. Non-professional scr\'ice... - Student F. $200. G. $100; H, $90

Duties and Qualiftcations

Definitions of the several grades as drafted in the

report are given herewith, somewhat condensed:

1. Professional Engineers.—Grade A: Chief administra-

tive charge of a technical organization or a main division

thereof; to determine general policies; to have final respon-

sibility for reports, estimates, designs, and specifications,

and for construction, maintenance or operation; to have full

charge of valuation proceedings; to conduct or direct the

most comprehensive lines of engineering research.

The qualifications are along lines of work similar to those

of the position to be occupied, and of at least twelve years'

duration, of which at least four years shall have been spent

in duties of engineer, or their equivalent, and at least five

years in responsible charge of important work or projects.

Fundamental training must be equivalent to that repre-

sented by a professional degree granted upon the compietit ii

of a standard course of engineering instruction in an insti-

tution of recognized standing, or, in absence of such degree,

at least four years of additional experience. The completion

of each full year of such standard course is considered

equivalent to one year of additional experience.

Grade B: Under general administrative direction to have

responsible charge of and to initiate and determine policies

for a major subdivision of an organization; to prepare

reports, estimates, designs, specifications and vakuition

studies; to have immediate charge of construction, mamte-

nance or operation of works of major importance; to con-

duct or direct major lines of engineering research; or to

furnJHh for executive action advice <m
projectjj or : " '

The qua I cover acthre profocioiial practica or
executive > *t>rk for at Icact eight ]r«ani» of a
character t' ' rate a hiirh desrea of InHiative aad of
ability in a'lrninitration, (lenifot or constmetion of work of
major importance, of which at leajit three yeara have heen
spent in dutieH of ii«nior aMixtant engineer, or their
lent, and at leaitt three years in respooaihie charge of
Fundamental trainin;'

...... ^ j^

Grade C: Under and tcchafcal
direction to be in n-i[.',n-if,U' cnarij*.- o: an interaedlate
diviflion of an orKanization; to exerdae indepeodoBt caci-
neering judgment and anKume re<<: . in todlea aad
computations neci-.H.sary for th«- pr- >f reporta, eali>
mates, designs, specifications or valuar.i ^n'*; to have iannedi-
ate charge of construction, maintenance or operatkm of im-
portant works or projects; or to condoct or direct impor-
tant lines of engineering research.
The qualifications include active profeaaional practice or

executive charge of work for at least five jcara, of which
at least three years shall have been spent in dntiea of
assistant engineer, or their equivalent, with at least one
year in responsible charge of work. Fundamental train-
ing as for Grade A.
Grade D: Under specific administrative and technical

direction to be responsible for the work of a minor subdivi-
sion of an organization; to collect and compile data for
special items of engineering studies; to take immediate
charge of field survey projects and of the design and con-
struction of minor engineering work; to lay oat and develop
work from specifications and to supervise the work of a
drafting or computing force; or to conduct specific teets or
investigations of apparatus, materials or processes.

The qualifications include an experience of at least two
years in duties of junior assistant engineer or their equiva-

lent. Fundamental training as for Grade A,
2. Sub-Professional Engineering Servvre.—Grade E:

Under immediate supervision to perform work involvinjf the

use of surveying, measuring and drafting instruments; to

t^ke charge of parties on survey or construction work; to

design details from sketches or specifications; to compute
and compile data for reports or records; to inspect or in-

vestigate minor details of engineering work.
No experience required other than that involved in secur-

ing a professional degree. In the absence of such a degree

a high school education or its equivalent is required and
at least four years' experience in the use of surveying,

measuring or drafting instruments, or the comnutiition and
compilation of engineering data, together v " -ce of

a knowledge of the fundamentals of eng • ieoce

sufficient, \vith further experience, to qualify for the higher

professional grades. Each full year of standard course of

engineering instruction is equivalent to one year of

experience.

J. Noti-Professional Engineering Scrrirt— ~ " ": To
supervise the plotting of notes and maps; to work
of a drafting or computing squad: to dinvt uotk ef firld

party on surveys or construction; to ket'p survey notes and

engineering records; to supervi.se construction or repair

work; to direct the work of computing surve>-s and rsti-

mates; to direct the making of minor engineering

computations.

Experience required is at least five >-ears in v racing, let-

tering, drafting and ci mputing. with nt loast thr«««» wars
in the duties of drufti^man. Or ex;

"
" <"

years in the use and care of sur\-e%

ieast three years as instrumentman. Kducatior.

to graduation from high schtxil. Each j-ear of i

course of engineering instruction is the equivalent

experience otherwise requiroil. with the provision. ho\\

that at least one year shall have been spent as draftsman

or instrumentman.
Grade G: To prepare general working drawings where

design is furnished; to plot notes anrl prepare maps; to

design simple structures; to make computation-* and compile

data for reports and records; to check plans, suni-eys and
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other engineering data; to use and adjust surveying instru-

ments; to compute surveys and estimates; to make minor

engineering computations; to inspect incidentally construc-

tion or repair work.

Experience is required for at least two years in tracing,

lettering, drafting and computing, or two years as rodman.

Education equivalent to graduation from high school and

familiarity with the use of the slide rule, and of logarith-

mic and other simple mathematical tables; or familiarity

with the construction, operation and care of surveying in-

struments. Each year of a standard course of engineering

is equivalent to the experience otherwise required.

Grade H: To trace and letter maps and plans; to make

simple drawings from sketches and data; to make minor

calculations; to run tape or leveling rod; to perform other

miscellaneous subordinate duties in survey party in field or

office. Education equivalent to graduation from high school.

TABLE II. SCHEDULE OF SALARIES FOR ENGINEERS IN

MANITOBA. CANADA
1. Railways „ ,

Monthly Salary

Grade Positions Min. Max.

A Chief engineer 875 Up
Asst. chief engineer "^" '^'

B Principal asst. engineer 550 700

Bridge, maintenance, construction, electrical and me-
chanical engineers 525 675

C District, first assistant, assistant bridge, building, recon-

noissance, water supply, combustion, signal, harbor,

valuation and locating engineer 400 550

D Division, right of way, second assistant, designing and
assistant district engineers, and chief draftsman 300 425

E Third assistant, resident and record engineers; inspector

A, signal supervisor, rail inspector 200 325

F Draftsman, levelman, transitman, inspector B, topog-
rapher 150 225

G Junior draftsman, rodman, head chainman 100 150

H Tracer, chainman, axman, blueprinter, asst. record
engineer 90 125

2. Public Works and Utilities

A Deputy minister and chief engineer of public works;
highway, power and drainage commissioners; com-
missioners of any department of public works 650 Up

B Chief engineer of highway, power or drainage depart-
ments; chief engineer of mechanical service; chief

engineer of any dept. of public works, or public utility 500 Up

C District, bridge, mechanical, electrical, construction and
office engineers; engineer of urban municipality; sur-

veyor 375 500

D Assistant engineer, engineer of rural municipality, chief

draftsman 300 375

E Instrumentman 175 250

F Draftsman, levelman, transitman, inspector 1 50 250

G Rodman, junior draftsman 100 175

H Tracer, chainman 90 150

3. Municipal

A City engineer, deputy city engineer 600 Up
B (No classification)

C Superintendents of water, streets, sewers and refuse

disposal, chemical superintendent (tests) 350 450

D Assistant engineer, water -works chief engineer (me-
chanical) 300 400

E Instrumentman 175 250

F Draftsman, inspector 1 50 250

G Rodman, junior draftsman 100 200

H Tracer, chairman 90 150

4. Industrial and Commercial

A Chief engineer 600 Up
B Head of major engineering division 450 Up
C Designing engineer 350 450

D Chief draftsman, estimating engineer 300 350

E Squad boss, checker 250 300

F Senior detailer, draftsman 200 250

G Detailer, junior draftsman, inspector 150 200

H Tracer, blueprinter 90 150

The basic minimum and maximum salaries adopted

for the several grades in the four main departments of

engineering work are given in Table II above.

Twenty-Four Ton Truck Standard for Bridges

Wayne County, Mich., designs all its new highway

bridges for 24-ton trucks, with a view to making full

provision for future requirements. The standard mini-

mum roadway width on bridges is 24 ft.

Engineer Schools Show Increase in

Student Registration

WHETHER the war increased the demand for engi-

neers or merely made the profession of engineer-

ing seem more attractive, returns from 65 engineering

colleges to the Institute for Public Service, NeW' York
City, show that the increase in register during the three

years after the war was nearly ten times that of the

three years before the war. During the school year

1916-17, which had practically its full register before

the war broke out, there were but 1,276 more engineer-

ing students in 65 technical schools than in 1914. In

1920, with a total of 35,132, there were 12,437 more than

in 1917, and 13,713 more than in 1914.

In the six-year period 5 colleges lost where 17 lost

from 1914 to 1917. After 1917 the register dropped in

6 colleges. Of 65 schools 9 added over 500 students

each and 19 added over 300 each. Of 42 publicly sup-

ported engineering schools none had fewer students than

in 1914 and only 1 had lost, Nevada, three students.

Between 1914 and 1917 6 lost. Of 23 privately supported

engineering schools 11 lost between 1914 and 1917 and

5 showed a net loss between 1914 and 1920. Of 20

largest schools not one showed a decrease between 1914

and 1920. California, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Cornell

and Case had fewer students in 1917 than in 1914,

Columbia reports a decrease from 675 in 1914 to 136

in 1920.

The twenty largest engineering schools reporting fol-

low, with their gains since 1914 and their gains or losses

in graduate training schools for teaching and research

:

Size in

Institution 1920

Cornell 2,115
Michigan 2,038
Illinois 1,768
Minnesota 1,547

Ohio State 1.488

Iowa State 1,372
California 1 ,358
Wisconsin 1,104
Rensselaer 1,017
Pennsylvania State 1,016

Gained Since Gain or Loss in

Oregon State Agricultural

.

Kansas State Agricultural.
Washington
Lehigh
Cincinnati

Case
Kansas
Texas
Penn
North Carolina Agricultural

.

971
916
887
847
824

810
742
727
696
692

With Minnesota, Iowa, Oregon
Kansas State Agricultural, Cincinnati,

engineering schools more than doubled in six years:

1914
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Coordinated National Transport System Advanced

Methods-Railroads, Terminals, Branch Lines, Hijrhway. and Waterway.̂ A»^lrart« of Papen.

The Railroads and a Unified National
Transportation System

By Daniel Wiixaru
President, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co.

FOR the purpose of outlining? my own views concerning
the larger problem I will repeat a portion of my re-

port submitted to the Council of National Defense in Novem-
ber, 1917:

A nation should have a national transportation sys-
tem and such a system should embrace and make
proper use of all available and suitable agencies. The
fullest possible economic co-operation should be en-
couraged and required between all such agencies.
Inasmuch as the business of transportation for hire
partakes of a monopolistic character, all agencies so
used should be subject to governmental regulation
in the public interest. . . The co-ordinated trans-
portation system of a nation should be so adjusted that
each agency will perform the particular function for
which it is best adapted, and, speaking broadly, that
country which is provided with the most efficient trans-
portation system—other things being equal—ought to
be the most prosperous.

If we are to have a complete and well-articulated national

transportation system it can only be had, as things are now,
by the co-ordination of a number of different transporta-
tion agencies, including the steam and electric railways, the

utilization of coastwise and inland waterways, the full

economic use of highways, improved and unimproved, and
the use of the motor truck. Of all of the transportation

agencies at this time available, particularly for interior

service, the steam railroad is undoubtedly the most important.

If this country were fully developed and if we had al-

ready reached the peak load which the railroads would be
expected to carry, the railroad problem would be a much
simpler one than it is under conditions as they actually do
exist. At least $1,000,000,000 per annum must be provided

as a minimum for capital expenditure to keep the rail-

roads abreast of transportation requirements. The coun-
try cannot afford to experiment with any system of owner-
ship or control of railroads unless it can provide, as needed,

the necessary additional facilities. Personally, I believe

the new Transportation Act will enable the I'ailroads to

do this. If it does not the law must be amended or some
other method adopted. The only alternative would be

ownership and operation by the government.
The carriers realizing that they were inadequately

equipped decided last April that they must make the best

use possible of available facilities. A campaign to in-

crease car mileage and loading was initiated and I am
confident that its aims will ultimately be reached and ex-

ceeded. In spite, however, of all that the carriers may be

able to do with existing plants they will not be able to

handle all of the business that this country is even now
capable of producing. The productive capacity of the coun-

try has been greatly increased, but railroad facilities were

not increased at all. The railroads were able to cope with

the war situation, but in times of peace the people are

not willing to accept the character of service given during

the war nor is it in the interests of the people as a whole

that they should be required to accept such service. In

order that the carriers may be able properly to handle

future business they must make very large expenditures

not only for additional cars and engines, but for additional

running tracks and particularly for additional terminals.

It is in the larger public interest that in developing a

transportation system adequate to meet the requirements

of growing commerce that each suitable agency of trans-

portation should be used to the extent economically de-

sii-able. Where a given expenditure, if applied to water

transportation, will provide for the movement of the traf-

fic offered at a lower t^ofwmir «o«t than an ^ffnml
mcnt in any ',^ tyaa»-
portation nh" ^i^ mutitr
truck and

; iw alitiw ttf
for certain •:

, tmrlndii^ all
factors of co^t, ir ihuuia bv u.-.t.d.

I do not believe that thf motor track caa coaip«C« ia
long-haul traffic, but I d'^ for abort-dMlaac*
traffic in .sparsely Hcttkd . >. mM«r trvrk aaC
only on the improved high a u. nary
dirt highway may be used in .iray
and thus afford the cheapest forn. .rUtiun. Tba
same may be said of our inland w.
At various instances in the paat raxlruoda have

busine.ss at a loss. The country would be better off if

business could be handled in such a way as would fftve a
profit. There was a time when railway manafcer* wcff«
believed to be opposed to the deveh : f other
of transportation which might be^ ;>etitivc.

whatever may have been the attitude ul tr .. .-aiiwajr

agers in the past that is not their attitu<ie at the pi
time and I am certain that they wUi be glad coUectivaiy
or individually to co-operate with all other tranaportatkM
agencies in such a way as will inure to the frreatcat pobWf
good.

Terminals and Terminal Yards

By \ViixiA.M Barclay l'Aitu).Ns
Con.sulting Kngiruvr. Ntw York Oity

TERMIN.4LS form the largest item in railway
tion cost and the most expensive item of coat in nil>

way operation. Does it seem unlikely that at least 30 per
cent of the physical valuation of the railways wooM ba
found in the terminals? To make a similar estimate of
terminal operation cost would be more difficult since tbcra
is no segregation of cost figures. But terminal operatinir
costs form so great a part of the total transportation ex-
pense that it is filled full of hope, if not of promise, for
finding substantial economies.

If the shipper would avoid further raises in rates he
can aid by focusing public attention on the unnecessary bar-
dens of legislation, on failure of transportation companies
to make the best use of their properties, or on the failure

of public authorities to co-operate with the companies. Is

there not great waste in duplication of service and in the
use of badly located facilities? In the old competitive days
it was necessary for each company to have its own com-
plete terminals, and to prevent competitors from obtain-
ing facilities as ample or as well loi-ated. If all the
railways in any large .American city had been combine*!
would the previous methods of duplicateti 5ervit-e have been
maintained? The Chicago Terminal C< haj al-

ready answered this question by sayinc ' • are de-

cided advantages in co-operative op- '^lere

not be really great saving if all tli> - m
all large cities could be poole<l and daplua: :«d;

the badl^ located faciliti-'s nb*indone<l?

How can terminals be more ec'
•

: b
another question. What can the m\ can

the shippers do? A few years .n rail-

way freight houses and car?" n< .ind

perhaps the only way in wl .m he e:.: ped

is by having the railway . - do all ' '\nf

and delivery, either by their own agencies or au-

thorized single agent acting for them. At Lor >^at

3 a.m. incoming freight arrives at each station ar.d by 7

a.m. the freight house and deliver)- trucks are full. An
army of railway drays attacks the ordered p'le of mor
chandise and by noon ev»»rything has been removed and de-
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livered to consignees. At 4 p.m. outgoing freight begins

to arrive by drays; by 8 p.m. the freight houses are full

again, and by midnight the contents have been loaded into

cars. In this country much of the terminal expense is

caused by the shippers themselves doing their own truck-

ing. With storedoor delivery trucks v^^ould carry full loads

with the consequent minium of truck miles.

In New York no less than 25 per cent of Manhattan dock

front is occupied by railway terminals or landing places

where no one does business, but to which and from which

the city's incoming and outgoing merchandise must be

trucked daily. If the principle of storedoor delivery be

adopted in New York there seems to be no necessity for

waterfront terminals in New York and waterfront yards

in New Jersey. New yards with switching connections at

both ends can be constructed, with modern freight houses,

and unloading tracks equipped with freight-handling, labor-

saving machinery, located in any convenient place, even

on the Jersey meadows. To them motor trucks with trail-

ers carrying not part but full loads would transport mer-

chandise between cars and points of origin or destination

in any part of the metropolitan district. In such a sys-

tem would there not be economy in handling, time saved

in trans-terminal shipment, and relief to street conges-

tion through diminished number of trucks? Besides, such

large area of waterfront property, now held for local freight

purposes only, would render available a site for the finest

kind of ocean steamship terminals to relieve present con-

gestion and overflow to other ports.

The two great things to be overcome if any radical im-

provement in the New York terminal situation is to be

made are: First, the financial difficulty in the large amount

of capital required; second, the political difficulty of two

states, one on each side of the Hudson River. In addition

there stands the difficulty of no less than eight municipali-

ties on the Jersey shore. But there is needed a plan that

will provide the much sought for economy in terminal

operation, a plan that will consider the needs of the i-ail-

ways, the interest of the shipping public and the taxpay-

ers, the development of that portion of New Jersey lying

east of Newark and west of the City and State of New
York and the serving of the country at large.

Motor Truck Transportation

By Francis W. Davis
Engineer, Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.

IN THE short period cf twenty years motor highway
transportation in capital invested and diversified fields

of application has reached the point where it is warranted
in seeking counsel with its elder brothers. Except for

certain specialized services the motor truck will never re-

place waterway and railway transportation, nor act in other

than a supplemental capacity to these two. Three prin-

cipal aspects of the problem are here considered: The
field of truck transportation, the present status of truck

transportation, the improvement of truck transportation.

It is in the short haul and at terminal points that the

comparison of the cost of door-to-door delivery of first
Class l.cl. freight from buffalo to various points.

Flat Total Cost Time by Truck Rate Time by
Buffalo Freight by rail Freight per Truck

to Miles Rate per 100 lb.* (days) lOOlb.l (hours) 2

Tonawanda.... 10 .25 .83 2 .25 2

Niagara Falls. 26 28 .87 2 .35 4

Batavia 37 .31 .90 2 .60 5
Rochester 72 .38 .99 3 .80 9 '

Jamestown... 77 .54 1.17 2 .90 9
Erie 92 .59 1.23 2 1.00 10

Ashtabula.... 129 .67 1.32 3 1.30 14

Ebnira 145 .61 1.25 4 1.40 15

Syracuse 154 .56 1.20 2 1.50 16

Utica 203 .66 1.31 3 2.00 21

Binghamton.. 204 .70 1.36 3 2.00 21

Pittsburgh 241 .84 1.52 5 2.50 26
Albany 308 .72 1.38 4 3.00 31

*Total cost by rail per 100 lb. equals freight rate plus teaming charges, both
ends, (.30), plus co.st of extra boxing (.24) plus extra freight charge on increased
weight of boxing (17 per cent of freght rate.) iTrucking Association figures

(1920). 2Loading and Unloading time of 1 hr. plus running time at 10 m.p.h.

railways are at the greatest disadvantage, both as to serv-

ice rendered and to their own earnings, and it is here
that motor transportation comes as a help and releases

cars for the long hauls where they are most efficient.

The foregoing table shows the relative cost of shipping
by rail and by truck for various lengths of haul. The
figures for the railway include freight charge, teaming be-

tween terminal points and the increased cost and freight

on boxing for railroad shipment.
If the express companies could save by using motor

trucks in short haul, suburban service of the character, for

instance, as between Germantown and Philadelphia, the

practice is uneconomic that express companies, as I have
been informed, are not allowed by their contracts with
the railroads to ship to any point where they maintain
an office and advertise tariffs by any other means than by
rail irrespective of the distance.

The Truck in Terminal Work

With the proper co-ordination the motor truck can aid

materially in lowering terminal and transfer charges. The
results obtained in Cincinnati in the use of motor trucks
with demountable bodies show the possibility in the solu-

tion of terminal problems. Sixteen motor truck chassis

with 225 unit-container interchangeable bodies were put
in operation and have averaged 4.55 tons per load. Walker
D. Hines, previously Director General of Railroads, has re-

ported in connection with this installation in addition to

quickness of dispatch a "saving of two handlings; 50 per
cent decrease in damage to freight in loading and unload-
ing, and decrease of about 15 per cent per ton in cost of

handling." B. F. Fitch, president, Motor Terminals Co.,

New York and Cleveland [who developed the system of
operation at Cincinnati] estimates that the installation of

a terminal system in New York similar to that at Cincin-

nati would save $45,000,000 in freight costs yearly.

In the carrying of passengers the motor truck or bus
is taking its place as a feeder to the street railway. In

1918 the General Omnibus Co. in London carried a total

of 682,000,000 passengers against 699,000,000 on the under-
ground and 992,000,000 on the street railways—more pas-

sengers by bus than all the surface railway lines of the bor-

oughs of Manhattan and the Bronx in New York City. Bus
advocates do not look for the elimination of the street rail-

way but for its use as an auxiliary and a feeder.

Possibly the most interesting phase in the development
of the motor truck opening new fields in each new appli-

cation is in "combination service," for which the truck

engine is used for other purposes than driving the truck.

It is available for auxiliary purposes, such as the driving

of winches, cranes, pumps and for miscellaneous power re-

quirements. As an instance of this, this winter New York
City will have a fleet of caterpillar tractors operating snow
plows for use in snow removal. Now, approximately 50

per cent of the larger trucks are equipped for some form
of auxiliary device utilizing the power of the engine.

In the present status of truck transportation we find

800,000 trucks in operation, and if each of these average 5

tons per day for 300 working days per year the total tons

moved by truck would be about 1,200,000,000. In 1918

about 2,504,000,000 tons of freight were moved by the

railroads. Estimates of the Firestone Co. covering cost

analysis of a number of fleets of from one to forty trucks,

all of 5-ton capacity, show a daily mileage of each truck

of 40.5 miles with labor approximately 37 per cent of the

total cost. The motor truck owner is confronted with the

less-than-carload shipment, which in his case is the less-

than-truckload shipment, and due to the extremely short

haul of the motor truck, loading and unloading time be-

comes of very great consequence. For one-mile haul, with

60 min. loading plus unloading time, the truck accom-
plishes nine trips per day; with a 5-min. time, sixty trips;

vdth 1-min. time, ninety trips, or an increase of 1,000 per

cent.

The question of possible increase in size of motor trucks

is an economic one with respect to present carrying capac-

ity of many highways and bridges and the unmanageability

of vehicles over five or six tons capacity. The development
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IS intimately related to the rubber tire. The pneumatic
tire promises betterment in increasing traction, absorbing
road shocks and protecting highways.

In the improvement of truck transportation the im-
provement of highways is of paramount importance. Proper
surfacing and foundations are the greatest need. Grades
are of very little importance if the roadbed is right, but it

will be necessary to have bridges of ample capacity to take
maximum load. The ideal highway development is a com-
prehensive system of national highway under Federal con-
trol.

In conclusion, railway transportation should and will
hold its place for long hauls and for carload shipments
where there is direct railway connection to the factory or
warehouse of the shipper. Motor transportation will re-
lieve the railways of the expensive short haul; serve them
at terminals and act as a feeder. It will supplement the
street railways and spread in the field for utilizing the
engine for auxiliary purposes. With the improvement of
devices for shortening loading and unloading time there
will be a reduction in the use of horses for heavy freight
haulage. The economic limit of the size of motor trucks
will probably not increase, although the use of trailers
will increase tons hauled.

Feeders for Railroads

By Charles A. Morse
Chief Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry.

IN THE past, due to unrestricted competition, many rail-

road facilities have been duplicated, such as tracks from
two or more lines into the same industry, branches of two
or more railroads I'unning side by side where one line would
do double the business done by all. Under the Transporta-
tion Act the Interstate Commerce Commission is required
to permit rates to the railroads, in addition, to paying oper-
ating expenses, including a fair amount for depreciation,

to yield a return of 6 per cent on a fair value of the prop-
erty devoted to transportation purposes either on the rail-

roads as a whole or divided into groups. The public should
not have to pay the cost of maintenance and upkeep, the

cost of operation and interest on the investment in dupli-

cate property. There are many branch lines less than 50

miles in length that are built to j^ontrol the territory on

either side of a main line. Such lines were built as a rule

when there were only ordinary dirt wagon roads and all

teaming was done with animals. Today with the advent

of the automobile and the motor truck have come the "good

roads." A careful study should be made of branch lines

of railroads, and where there are "good roads" of the hard-

surfaced class, over which the business now handled by the

railroad can be handled by motor trucks and buses, the

matter of dismantling the branch line of the railroad should

be given serious consideration.

Where Feeders Are Necessary

On the other hand, there are railroads that have unde-

veloped territory adjacent to their lines which will war-

rant the construction of feed lines and increase their main-

line business, and these railroads should apply to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for authority to construct such

lines and for a freight and passenger rate over the new
line that will pay a proper return on the investment and

the cost of maintenance and operation of the line. Somi'

of the more prosperous railroads have systematically con-

structed feeder lines and their prosperity under adverse

conditions has been due largely to this policy where it

has been carried out in developing new territory. Some

of the more prosperous railroads have systematically con-

structed feeder lines and their prosperity under adverse

conditions has been due largely to this policy where it has

been carried out in developing new territory.

Branch lines were formerly cheaply built, at from $12,000

to $15,000 per mile; they had narrow roadbeds, light rail,

light bridges and less ties per rail than main lines; they

were equipped with locomotives that had become too light

for main line trafTjc, but handled the »hort brmadi liar tnim.
in the development of traction- both uteam ana elec-

tric—locomotivox have become tui h<;avy tu to r«><iuir«-

•strengthening of th«. ror: " ^ - { tracks, and atnce |»ro-
vj.sion must be made on - ••« a* well »m m*in lines
for carrying heavy pow. i . l,,. i.,rmer become almost aa
expen.sive as the latter. It can readily be M«n that with
the mtroduction of a clann of ! ve

—

tht motor • :
'

-that req lire.s no rails but un be used I
public at large that the u.se of i,.- (a..r.>ad within the j»rr.:-t
of the practical u.se of a single unit of transportation most
become less and lesjt as goo<J roads are constmcted. Th«
public is paying for the good roads and the motor emn
and now under the Tran.iporution Act they most pay for
the maintenance and operation and also the interest on
the value of the branch lines of railroads. If the poUic
were required, as it .should be, to pay a rate on the branch
line that would pay the cost of upkeep, operation and m
terest on investment, it would pay as much in many cases.
as it costs to haul the freight U> •^-

: line by motor
trucks. If many of these branch •, are tribotary
to a territory within the limits of ^^...-^^^ and aitto-tmck
service could be taken up and abandoned it woold mean
a reduction in cost of main-line .service.

Where branch lines are long enough and they cannot be
replaced with motor service and do not connect with or
cross other railroads there should be a rate that woold
yield an amount sufficient to cover pll operating, inctodtntr
capital costs. I^esent practice in this respect is tJie dis-
crimination of the few against the many.

Abandonment OF Branch Lines

In considering the question of abandoning a branch line
a careful study of the situation on each railroad shoold be
made and the useless branch lines should be listed and a
program made up to cover a period of five to seven years,
at the end of which period they would all be up and charged
to operation and capital account on which the public most
pay a return which would be reduced that much and in ad-
dition the public would be relieved of the operating cost.
With the completion of such a program there woold be
such a reduction in investment as would go far toward
providing for new construction to develop new territory.
Branch lines are a necessity, but in abandoning them the
railroads must deliver more freight at main-line stations
resulting in an increased use of cars from time sav- !

-

movement between main-line and branch-line st;i-

L.C.L. freight should be collected for all railroads &i in^
various stations in the city and should be taken to a central
point by one railroad or terminal company and there made
up into carloads and billed over the railroads to which it

is assigned and the cost of th.- service kept ..<,... — ' tv. . j.

desiring to deliver l.c.l. freight to the point i

by motor truck would save this special cii...,^'^ i'-» <-"•-

Iccting the l.c.l. freight.

In order to permit the Interstate Commerce C'-'"">>--' i
to handle the question of new linos and abami'
old lines it is going to be necessary to have aU »..

charters issued as national rather than state chji-

There would have to be u campaign of etiucation u.,.^,.

would show the public that the changes advocated would bt-

for the good of the great majority of t>^- >» >i- p...ii> .

on branch lines will object to their abar

we are rearranging our transportation f .., .,.

weed out all special privileges and make every one pay for

what he gets.

The railroads art going to be able to make many rhanircs

in maintenance and operation that wil! ^-•^•'^ *'•> .1.- r,.,,,..

the cost to the public if the Interstate •

sion takes a broad view of the transptir;..;.

handles its regulation along ei'onomic lines as a nat

rather than a local matter and does not let local inter.- ".

interfere with the carrying out of broad national policies.

[For lack of space in this issue, the report of the

addresses of Gen. Frank T. Hines. on waterwajs. and

of Gustav Lindenthal, on the Hudson Ri\-er bridge proj-

ect, will appear next week.

—

Editor.]
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Construction Revival—When?
Price Stabilization Must Come First—Public

Waiting for Lower Materials Prices

By Owen M. Fox
Construction News Department, Engineering News-Record

TO INSURE a busy year in 1921 and to make pos-

sible the progress of needed housing and public-

works construction definite action on price revision

seems necessary. Only stable prices will encourage

building. Buying is always at a minimum when prices

are on a decline and at its best on the upward trend.

There is a lack of confidence in the stability of

present-day costs, or, stated differently, a conviction

that construction cost will soon be much lower. No
industrial company cares to put a million dollars in

the erection of a plant which six months hence may
possibly be built for $600,000. No financial institution

can risk financing such a project. No public official

dares spend public moneys except for urgent work under

such conditions.

The necessity of stabilizing costs, not only in fact

but also in the public mind, is therefore apparent.

Labor has already taken long strides in this direction.

In Chicago, for instance, the building trades have

agreed that there shall be no wage or working-condition

agitation for eighteen months. At no time in recent

years have there been so few strikes and lockouts and it

has been a long time since labor has been so plentiful.

Eflftciency, by common agreement, ranks from 12^ to

30 per cent higher than during the silk-shirt days,

but labor is almost the only construction element that

shows cost decline.

Materials Reductions Lagging

Reductions in building-materials prices during the

past ten weeks have been remarkably few in comparison

with those of other commodities. Much has been made
over a drop of from 30 to 40 per cent in lumber costs,

but lumber cost, after all, is such a small portion of

the whole expense of general construction that the

influence of this movement is almost negligible. The

general public from whom, in the last analysis, all buy-

ing movements come, whether of cotton cloth or con-

crete warehouses, seems intuitively aware of the facts

indicated by the weighted index figure of prices issued

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics at Washington. This

shows a decline of about 53 points, or 23 per cent,

since May 1, but shows also that during this time build-

ing materials in the aggregate have shown but 8 per

cent decline.

People recall that while building-material prices have

been receding 8 per cent textiles have gone back 35

per cent; farm products, 30 per cent; metal products,

29 per cent, and that all commodities, including build-

ing material, have dropped the 23 per cent mentioned

in the foregoing paragraph. They recall that the 8-per

cent decline in building materials has been confined

almost exclusively to lumber and sheet and structural

steel, and are asking why brick, cement, sand, gravel,

lime, reinforcing metal, etc., do not do their share.

Would-be investors cannot help but note that in most

lines in which but slight reductions have occurred the

reason is offered that the price increases were less than

the average during the period from 1913 to May, 1920.

Such is not true of building material. Again citing

the Bureau of Labor Statiotics, we find that farm prod-

ucts advanced during that period 146 per cent; food-

stuffs, 187 per cent; metal products, 157 per cent;

chemicals, 152 per cent, and that building materials

advanced 241 per cent, being exceeded only by textiles,

256 per cent, and house furnishings, 271 per cent.

The above recital is given to point out the frame of

mind of the public, and to indicate the necessary steps

that must be taken to change that attitude, which is

apparently so determined as to make impossible any
immediate improvement in construction.

In other industries reductions by manufacturers and
first hands have compelled cuts all along the line and
have caused holders of intermediate stocks to stand
losses in shrunken inventories. In the building field

such losses are not necessary as dealers and jobbers
have no vast supplies stored. It is more nearly a direct

producer-to-user business.

Effect on Volume of Work

Apparently the opinion of "the man in the street"

is going to have a great deal to do with the immediate
future of construction. Any great private construction

movement will come largely from the erection of indi-

vidual homes and small flat buildings and the owners
of such projects are governed largely by their opinion

of conditions in general rather than by any knowledge
of conditions in the building industry. It seems prob-

able that the growth of industrial plants in America in

1918 and 1919 has discounted the need for a large

additional amount of factory space at present. The
present trend of financial venture seems to be toward
either long-time, non-speculative investment or short-

time, high-return, speculative investment, which would
preclude an unusual volume of apartment or office-

building construction.

In public statements, in testimony before the Senate

committee and in private conversations, producers of

materials are a unit in stating that reductions at the

present time are not justified by lowered costs. Opinion

seems to be about as unanimous that cuts will be justi-

fied in the course of a few months—possibly by March
first, though Eastern opinion has inclined to expect

earlier reduction. Decisions as regards construction

next year are being made now. Every engineer and

architect in the country is busy on plans which will

either be postponed or advanced in the next few weeks.

Bond issues for public works are coming to a vote or

being offered for sale.

The longer the coming readjustment of price is de-

layed the less new work will be undertaken in the

coming year. It seems that the wise thing to do is to

make immediate surveys in every line, to determine the

level at which the price should be maintained next year.

These surveys should take into consideration every fac-

tor which goes to reduce costs—improved transporta-

tion, cheaper coal, reduced labor cost due to wage
reductions (if any) or increased efficiency and lowered

interest rates on investment. The price, when deter-

mined, should be put into immediate effect, even at the

cost of a temporary loss.

This is not a matter of charity to would-be builders.

It is purely a problem in merchandising. That which

will work to the ultimate benefit of a trade in general

is a wise thing to do even if it involves a present sacri-

fice on the part of the seller and permit^ particularly

advantageous buying, for the time being, on the part

of the consumer. Such a movement, at the present

I
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time, holds promise of j?reater benefit to the construc-
tion industry during the next year than has ever seemed
possible at a similar period.

Sufficient plans for construction are now "on the
boards" to insure, should the major portion of them
go ahead, a banner year in 1921. Reports from every
city of the country shovi^ millions and even hundreds
of millions of dollars worth of construction scheduled
to go ahead as soon as conditions permit.

Present Conditions

Current tendencies in the industrial and financial

world are encouraging, not for the outlook they give
for the next few weeks, but for the promise of a good
year in 1921. The process of descending from the per-

ilous peak of inflation, which existed at the beginning
of this year, is well under way and seems certain of

accomplishment without the morale destroying shock
that was feared.

Nearly all sections report decreased volume of con-

struction, the Pacific Coast region being the exception.

Building is going on there at a high rate, Los Angeles
and vicinity showing particular activity.

Throughout the Mississippi Valley construction is

standing still. The steel-producing section reports a

plentiful supply of ore stored, pending the close of

Lakes navigation, to insure any needed steel production

this winter, and coal supplies are also assured in all

sections. Lessened demand is noted for steel products

and is being reflected in reduced output, several plants

having shut down a portion of their furnaces. The
tendency of farmers in the West to withhold fall crops

from, market on account of falling prices is being

defeated by the forced calling of loans by the banks.

While the buying power of the nation seems to be

reduced on account of the fall in agricultural prices,

lessened sales are attributed chiefly to a spirit of

economy and uncertainty as to the future. Necessary

liquidation of inflated values, both in materials and

securities, is proceeding systematically and in a manner

which should render all elements sound and provide a

basis for real prosperity in all lines when once the

new level of buying power of the dollar has been estab-

lished.

Utility of Liquid Oxygen as Explosive

At a series of addresses given recently before engineer

organizations in the principal Western cities George S.

Rice, chief mining engineer of the Bureau of Mines,

called attention to the advantages of liquid oxygen

as a substitute for dynamite in certain types of blasting

operations.

At the request of the Bureau of Mines Dr. C. L.

Parsons, the secretary of the American Chemical Society,

looked into the use being made of liquid oxygen explo-

sives in Germany. Dr. Parsons recently returned from

Europe and in his report he expresses the opinion th:U

liquid oxygen can be used to great advantage in this

country. He bases this opinion on the successful

way in which that explosive is being used in Germany.

Its use is by no means confined to mines, he states, but

extend to all types of work where blasting is required.

The Germans have developed machines, he says, for the

making of liquid oxygen which can be placed on motor

trucks and operated by the truck's engine. Machines

of this character are made as small as seven liters an

hour capacity.

Minnesota Creates State Trunk-Line
Highway System

A SYSTEM of trunk-lire state highways affirtgatiof
('},'.)()() mile« wa.s create<i in Minnesota by an amend-

ment to the state constitution at the irenend dcettoo
Nov. 2. ThiH amendment is peculiar, in eom^tiriaaa
with the highway am. red to vote in
other states, in that it <: —s the 70 trunk-
line routes composing the HVMtem, and specifies the man-
ner in which the improvements of these highways shall
be financed.

Briefly, the 70 trunk-line roads asrsrre^ate 6,900 mila
which are to be improved and maintained by the state.
In ca.se of the creation of new counties or the reloeation
of county .seats the legislature may add to this mileage
the new routes nece.ssarj' to connect the new coanty
seats with the main system. The legislature may also

create additional routes whenever 75 per cent of the
present mileage has been permanently improved. To
finance the improvement a trunk-highway sinking fund,
realized by taxes on motor vehicles, is to be created by
the legislature. With the creation of this fund, which
can be used only to pay interest on and to retire highw^
improvement bonds, the legislature can authorize bond
issues not to exceed $10,000,000 annually nor a total of

$75,000,000.

Use of Funds

It is to be noted that the new trunk-line highway
system will be constructed and noaintained by inde-

pendent funds. No money now raised by state aid. or

county or township levies, will be used on this system.

These funds in the last two years have averaged about

$16,000,000 a year. Previously, the roads included in

the new trunk-line system have absorbed about 75 per

cent of this money. By the present plan it will all be

expended on the secondary county and township roads.

It is estimated that in 1921 the aggregate of aD funds

available in Minnesota for highway improvement will

be $27,000,000.

In general the policy of improvement will be as fol-

lows: The state will use gravel surfacing, concrete,

brick, and all other materiaL-* as conditions require and
as the counties and towns are now doing and will con-

tinue to do. Contrar>* to impressions, the aiTiendment

makes no reference to the kinds of roads which may be

built. Hard-surfaced or gravel roads will be built

according to traffic and other actual conditions and
every road will be improved as judgment and ecaootaj

demand. Where heavy traflic pounds and nulverins

the gravel, paving will be necessary, and will be laid as

rapidly as conditiors require and f'.nds will permit.

Much gravel surfacing, where it meets present tiaflk

requirements, will be used as the state extends the

system of permanent roads. But ever>" road will be

improved, graded and dniined to insure the best posaible

service throughout the entire year.

Automobile Fatalities in 1919

According to a bulletin recently issued by the Depart-

ment of Commen*e. Bureau of the Census, nutomobile

fatalities reached a high figure of 3.80S during 1919.

This represents a ratio of 14.1 per 100,lKX) of population.

Of this number, fatal automobile accidents in Greater

New York alone totaletl 780. The automobile fatality

rate in 1915 was 8 per 100,000 of population.
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Engineering Literature
A REVIEW OF BOOKS AND A LISTING OF NEW PUBLICATIONS

Structural Steelwork from British and

American Viewpoints

Sir—An appraisal of the relative merits of British

and American technical literature was suggested in

R. Fleming's review of a British textbook on structural

steelwork "by E. G. Beck, published in Engineering

News-Record, Sept. 16, 1920, p. 568. Such an appraisal

would necessitate much work in comparison with its

ultimate value, but a brief discussion on the general sub-

ject may be of interest.

A search through the best London libraries contain-

ing up-to-date books of both countries fails to reveal any

British work which can compare with American monu-

ments to the subject, such as Johnson, Bryan and

Turneaure, Ketchum and others of similar merit. From

discussion with British engineers it appears that those

whose methods and designs are up to date have, almost

without exception, studied American or German litera-

ture, while those who have confined themselves to the

work of their ovm country reveal the fact in the results

they obtain, and the cost of the work for which they are

responsible.

Generally speaking, British books may be roughly

divided into two classes, theoretical and practical. The

works of theory are frequently little more than studies

in higher mathematics, having considerable merit if the

student desires mental exercises, but being of little use

to those who have to design a bridge and need a book of

reference. Their failings are a lack of practical sug-

gestion as to the suitable dead and live loads to apply,

and little advice as to what are the most suitable and

economical sections and details to use after the stresses

have been determined. In other words, they start on

the assumption that the load is known and that the

design is simple if the stresses are known. Economic

spans and depths are rarely discussed.

The so-called practical books frequently make a

parade of the fact that no calculation involves the

calculus. As the subject cannot be covered without at

least an elementary knowledge of the calculus, they thus

fail to interest the more ambitious students. This class

of work does make some attempt to indicate loads to be

allowed for, and after indicating an empirical method of

obtaining the stress, proceeds to questions of sections

and details. It is here that they generally fail. Sizes

are suggested that are costly and difficult to obtain, and
details are shown which would not be tolerated in

America and are undesirable for the majority of British

structures.

Most English books devote much unnecessary space

to stresses in roof trusses due to wind loads normal to

the surface. It seems to be overlooked that at best such

stress allowances are only an approximation and that

equal results could be obtained for ordinary cases with

a fraction of the labor by an assumed vertical load.

These books give scant attention to rolling loads.

Critical positions of wheels and the use of influence lines

are not generally known.

In dealing with columns and struts, American books

pay less attention than British to the condition of the

ends. It would seem advisable in both textbooks and

specifications to state clearly to what conditions of ends

the formulae suggested are intended to apply. The
British student of American books very reasonably

doubts the justice of using the same formulae for pin-

connected struts as for those with riveted ends.

The book reviews which appear in the English

technical press are no guide. It is to be feared that they

are written to aid sales. They rarely contain candid

criticism, as would be the case if they were written by

an engineer who needed a reference book.

The educational facilities in the two countries appear

to differ considerably. The young British structural

engineer just out of college is not capable of designing

anything but the simplest structures, and has all his

details to learn so far as commercial work is concerned.

The American is better equipped in this respect, but on

the other hand the Briton seems to have a much better

general knowledge of engineering, and will know some-

thing of electrical and mechanical work, foundry, smith-

ing and machine shop practice. In the United States,

highly specialized structural engineers with an appall-

ing ignorance on general subject are frequently met

—

men who do not know the difference between D.C. and
A.C., and who have little conception of mechanical work.
They also seem to know less of general conditions which
affect the sale of the work they handle, particularly in

countries outside the United States. This may be due

to the fact that more men go abroad from the older

country to places where they may have to tackle all

kinds of work and be many miles from help or even

advice.

The differences between the practice in the two
countries is due to the difference in fundamental con-

ditions which prevailed before the war. In Europe,

labor was cheap, and, therefore, no effort was made to

design economical details. The expensive labor in the

United States necessitated simple details. The quantity

of structural steel used in the United States is so far

in excess of that used in Great Britain that American
designers h,ave had more opportunity of investigating

economic designs; consequently, it is now usual to find

American bridges lighter than British—loads and

stresses being the same in both cases. There are some
fearful examples of structural atrocities in Great

Britain, and one does not need to go outside London to

find many of them. There are many spans with shallow

trusses and multiple web systems without lateral brac-

ing to the top chords. One wonders what length the

designer assumed in figuring these members as struts.

The only conclusion is that these freak structures have

never carried anything like the load the designer thought

he was providing for. Such structures give the impres-

sion that they might be strengthened simultaneously

with a considerable reduction in weight and saving in

cost. In showing an American visitor these structures,

one must be apologetic.

The bridge carrying the Northeastern Railway over

the Wear at Sunderland is a curious design. It is a
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through-truss span with parabolic top chord, and
evidently figured on the basis that such a syjan has no
web stresses for it has no diagonals. The partly loaded
span does not appear to have been considered but as the
result apparently did not "look right" the spaces
between the verticals were completely filled in by huge
plate gussets with one large oval hole in the center pro-
portional to the size of the panel. A student of second-
ary stresses due to deformation under partial loading
could have no finer example than this.

The difference between American and British building
work is much less marked than is the case with bridge-
work.

Aesthetically, America has something to learn from
Britain, where one rarely sees a beautiful landscape
spoiled by an ugly steel bridge which, with only a little

extra cost, might be made to look more in harmony with
its surroundings.

There is no doubt that structural steel engineering
has made but little progress in Britain for many years,
especially when compared with that made in other
branches. This is probably due to the following facts:
The railroads do their own designing by engineers
trained in their own oflfice, and who have, therefore,
little opportunity of acquiring modem ideas. Most other
work is designed by consulting engineers or architects
who have little qualification for the work and treat it

as an unimportant side line. The manufacturing units
are small, and, therefore, have no chance of specializing
in any particular class of work.
There are good British designers, but they are mostly

attached to the manufacturing concerns, and, therefore,
only get a small proportion of important work to design.

As an Englishman it is naturally unpleasant to have
so little to say in favor of British work, but if adverse

criticism will help to rouse more interest in this subject,

it will be for the benefit of both users and
manufacturers. H. R. White,

Resident Engineer, U. S. Steel Products Co.,

London, England.

Sir—The letter by P. L. Pratley in the Engineering

Literature section of your issue of Nov, 18, contains

some statements that call for comment from American

engineers. Mr. Pratley seems to favor strongly

European or English practice of designing largely by

judgment. He would commend a plan of designing with-

out strain sheets, even for enormous structures such as

the Forth Bridge, Would he fabricate without any

detail drawing? It would be a logical step from the

premise just stated. He discredits analysis and the

taking care of details—proportioning them for their

load and each part for its own load. He says, "There

is no structural argument against bent angles," Such

statements can only serve to confuse the unwary.

If analysis is useless, books should be burned,

engineering periodicals suppressed, and engineering

schools abolished. No book nor paper nor school can

teach judgment nor even impart experience, the thing

Mr. Pratley so exalts.

There is indeed the soundest of structural argument

against bent angles, particularly as used in the flying

buttress end stiffeners in plate girders which Mr.

Pratley defends.

Some years ago a paper of mine was read before the

Western Society of Engineers on a comparison between

European and American practice in railroad bridge

design (very fully reprinted in Engineering Rt€&r4.
March 1, 1913, p. 241;. I condemiMd just nich things m
the wide flpreadinR Uarinif pUUft on ffiitlcn and
.slender bent angles to utiffen th«m—« detail that coold
not po8.sibly di.Htribute the load of the rirder on the
bottom area of the Ijearinj? plate. Comprwuiion mgnbara
with wide, thin out "'

flansren were ako con-
demned—a common - -mpresmion membera oaad
where analysis of streMM and study of test re«ultj arc
ignored. One European bridge failure occurred aa a
result of this style of dcMipi.

Mr. Pratley would have u.s believe that Earofw'a
engineering practices are being adopted in Araeiiai
because, forsooth, pin-connected bridges are not aa eoB-
mon here now as they used to be. It is a far cry tram
the growing preference in America for ri%'eted truMesto
the adoption of the European practice of buildinif a utruc-
ture by "experience" and then nursing that structore for
its lifetime by frequent inspection and watching, aa
European practice seems to require. American bridfea
need no nursing,—only occasional painting— if designed
on the principles and analysis set forth in American
books and periodicals.

I wrote a paper on common practice in structaral
designing which was published in Engineering Sem.
April 11, 1907, p. 394. This paper condemned many
details of bridge design which showed lack of anab'sis.
Prof. W. C. Kernot, of the University of Melbourne.
Australia, an authority on structural engineering, wrote
me commending this paper and sent me a book of his
written along similar lines. So it is not exclusively an
American trait to design bridges by scientific rule.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 4. Edward Godfrey.

Specification for Steel Railway Bridges
STAxn.\Rn prEciFir.vTiox for s^tt.t^ ^\r'w\T
BRIDGE.S: Canadian Enplneerlnif Sianil<ir:- \-.. ,'i o
Ottawa. Can.: The ^Vsaoclation. Taper: S x • ;; )
This specification applies to steel railway bridges up

to 500 ft. span and movable bridges, except suspension
bridges and locomotive turntables. It is based on the
specification of the Engineering Institute of Canada.
originally issued (by the Canadian Society of Ci%-il

Engineers) in 1912 and revised undor date of 1919.
As the council of the Insti^-ite subsequently approved
the proposal of the newly formed Canadian Engineering
Standards Association to deal with the specification as
final authority, and as the membership of the associa-

tion's subcommittee responsible for the present specifica-

tion is identical with that of the Engineering Institute's

committee by which the 1919 specification wa.< prepared,

the present may be regarded as the succes'*or of the 1919
specification.

It will prove interesting and instructive to American
bridge engineers in many ways, both through its gen-

eral fonn and through details. Being relatively short

and conr.pact it contracts with the latest specification

of the American Pailway Engineering Association, as

it does iUso in including movable bridges and in using

a parabolic column formula. No standard loading is

specified. Braking force is varied with the span, de-

creasing from 22 to 10 per cent. The preface states:

"It is believed that the specification in its present

form, while not in absolute agreement with the Amer-
ican specifications on all points, will be found to be

in substantial agreement therewith, the principal points

of difference being such as are found desinbie in order

to comply with Canadian conditions,"
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Foundation and Substructure Problems

Reviewed by A. W. Buel
Consulting Enginocf, New York City

RNGINEERING AND BITTT^DTNO FOUNDATIONS: Including
Sub-Aqueous Foundations—By Chailos Evan Fowler, C. E.. M.
Am. Soc. C. E. : Member Engineering Institute of Canada, etc..

Vol. I ; Oidinarv Foundations. Fourth Edition Revised and
Enlarged. New York: John Wiley & Sons. Inc. London:
Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 531 :

illustra.ted.

$5.

A revision and amplification of earlier books by the

author presents itself here as the first of three volumes

which together are to deal with the subject of founda-

tions. A fair appraisal of one volume of a three-

volume work without seeing the other two is obviously-

difficult, especially when there is room for questioning

the particular division of the field among the three vol-

umes. Yet it may be said at the outset that the volume

under review, standing alone, should find ready welcome

to the intimate book shelves of all engineers and con-

structors who are concerned with foundation and sub-

structure problems. If Vols. II and III measure up to

the standard set by, and supply what is lacking in,

Vol. I, the complete work may claim to be ranked as an

exceptional and notable contribution to engineering lit-

erature; it will undoubtedly be the leading treatise in

the English language on design, construction methods

and plant for substructure work.

"Ordinary" foundations are dealt with in the present

volume. Vol. II is to cover pneumatic and open caissons,

deep foundations, building foundations, underpinning,

foundations for machinery, dams, seawalls, drydccks and

locks ; methods and forms for concreting ; and cost esti-

mates. Vol. Ill will cover the design and construction

of harbors, piers and wharves, harbor tunnels—all un-

usual subjects for a book on foundations—besides rock-

fill foundations, dredges, dredging numps tugs and

scows, diving, and quarrying.

Is a "building foundation" an ordinary foundation"?

The reviewer will not venture an answer here, but he

feels free to state that the present Vol. I does not cover

all the subjects one would naturally expect to find its

title to include. Largely it is confined to subaqueous

foundations of moderate depth—an important class no

doubt, but by no means the whole of the "ordinary" class.

More specifically. Fowler's "ordinary" foundations are

chiefly bridge substructures where the site can be un-

watered with cofferdams or sheetpiling, or the construc-

tion carried out in open caissons sunk in place, say in

depths not exceeding 35 ft. Within this range, however,
it does not restrict itself to design or working methods
but brings together a considerable amount of informa-

tion of great value on the selection and details of plant,

matter brought together for the first time. This part

of the book is likely to prove an agreeable surprise to

many an engineer.

Possibly the needs of many readers would have been

better served had the large amount of matter on plant

and equipment in this volume (and presumably also in

the two subsequent ones) been segregated to form an
independent volume. This question, however, is similar

to the one above as to why building foundations are not

included. It is likely, in short, that those who need Vol.

I in their work will find that they also need Vols. II and

III, especially if their interest or practice is at all gen-

eral or covers a broad range. For example, methods
and forms for concreting are surely just as much needed

in "ordinary" foundations as in others.

Some of the preceding comments have been directed

at omissions from the present volume. The reviewer

would not, however, critisize the inclusion of matter

that he himself might have reserved for a later volume

;

for, what one man might exclude as of small value, an-

other, who is differently situated as to region and class

of practice, might find vitally necessary. Thus, examples

of crib cofferdams given in the second and third chap-

ters, may be applicable to conditions in sections where
timber is cheap, while they would prove uneconomical

where steel, concrete, highly developed plant and skilled

labor are available and at low price. In a new country

it is natural to resort to old precedents, and the author

has liberally provided for such needs without neglect-

ing the requirements of sections favored with a higher

industrial development.

Summarizing the present volume, its eighteen chap-

ters and eleven appendices may be described as covering

historical development, cofferdams, piledriving, sheet-

piles, drivers, pile jetting, removal of old piers, pumping
and dredging, foundation design, piers, retaining walls,

abutments, culverts, timber piers, wood preservation,

specifications, steel sheetpiling, and finally recent pile-

driving data.

In the extensive treatment of piledriving, jetting and
sheet-pile construction (Chapters IV to VII, and Appen-
dix XI) a satisfactory practical treatment of the subject

is found, with an important exception however: Rein-

forced-concrete piles and sheetpiles are inadequately

dealt with, and examples of exceptionally large sections

are missing. Of the various dangers and difficulties that

must be guarded against and overcome in the use of

concrete piling only one is briefly mentioned. The reader

is referred to Vols. II and III for cost and description,

respectively, of "the use of ordinary reinforced rect-

angular concrete sheetpiling."

Because of the troubles and losses so often incurred

through providing insuflficient pumping capacity^—suit-

ably mentioned in the Introduction—Chap. IX, on pump-
ing and dredging, will be widely welcomed for the ample

data it gives on pumping capacity and required steam

supply.

Seven chapters following relate chiefly to ordinary

bridge substructures. They cover the foundations, soil

pressures, the location, design and calculation of piers

and footings and the like, various types of masonry abut-

ment, and the design of pier masonry. Comprehensive

tables of quantities for preliminary estimates are in-

cluded. Interpreted solely with regard to bridge sub-

structure of normal type, these chapters leave little to

be desired. But it is not apparent to the reviewer why
they should not have been extended to apply also to

foundations and footings on land, whether for bridges,

buildings or other structures. The possible future low-

ering of groundwater level impervious soils and its effect

on foundation settlement are not treated. Possibly the

author has reserved the subject for discussion in con-

nection with building foundations in Vol. II.

Two details in these chapters attract special notice.

The formula for length of span to give least cost of

structure does not appear to offer much advantage over

the old method of equating cost of the complete sub-

structure and superstructure. The treatment of test

borings omits some recent details and methods, and little

is given to aid in determining the number and location

of borings or how far they should penetrate the rock

(or other foundation stratum), so as to make it possible

to lay out a reasonable tentative plan for the explora-
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tion. A record of some precedents, accompanied by
proper data, would have proved useful here. In a recent
case one boring at each pier site proved to be entirely
insufficient, the result being very deceptive, so that
additional cost of construction amounting to many thou-
sands of dollars became necessary. Had the author en-
larged on the relation of geological formation to the
number of borings required to determine the probable
foundation conditions it would have improved this part
of the work distinctly.

Other sections of the book, such as those on historical

development, on removal of old piers, on timber piers

and wood preservation, require no special comment. A
chapter on retaining walls and culverts, however, should
meet with an appreciative reception on its merits in

spite of the fact that it would hardly be expected under
the title of the present volume.

Of the eleven appendices, nine are devoted to specifi-

cations, one to steel sheetpiling, and the eleventh (al-

ready mentioned) to recent piledriving data.

The book as a whole represents an immense amount
of labor. For due credit it should also be remarked that

the illustrations are not only ample but unusually clear.

A tabular synopsis of 47 cofferdam examples is especially

valuable. The index, though not as full as desirable

and containing several obvious errors, is fair.

On p. 434 the author presents his patents to the

engineering profession—an unusual action. In the re-

viewer's opinion he deserves commendation for his

action, which puts into concrete form an old-time rule

of professional ethics, now perhaps obsolete but still

regarded by many civil engineers.

Chinese-American Engineering Journal
JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION OF CHINESE AND AMER-
ICAN ENGINEERS: Vol. I., No. I., Sept.. 1920—Peking, China:
P. Y. Tsai, Secy., c/o The Chuchow-Chinchow Railway. Paper;
6 X 9 in. ; pp. 44 ; illustrated. 50c.

The initial number of the Journal noted above con-

tains a spirited Introduction stating in most friendly

terms a number of reasons for an association of Chinese

and American engineers. To quote:

As a country China is similar in many respects to

America and since each year sees more of her sons edu-

cated in the schools and colleges of America, and each

year sees a larger number of these students returning to

China, it is only natural that the engineers of China and

the engineers of America should co-operate and work

together in the development of this country alon,e: modern

scientific lines; for China, though old in history and cul-

ture, is new in her present form of government and in

the science of engineering.

Having studied the same courses in the same colleges

and universities in America where the same ideas and

ideals were inculcated in the minds of both Chinese and

American engineers, it is but natural that there should be

and is much in common between the large number of

Chinese engineers educated in America and American engi-

neers now resident in China.

After stating that the objects of the association arc

to advance engineering knowledge and practice and pro-

mote co-operation among engineers, the Introductioi

emphasizes the need for trained engineers and othei

technical men in China and predicts a great industrial

and engineering future for that country.

This issue of the Journal has a brief article on the

surveys of the Chuchow-Chinchow and Chouchiakou-

Hsiangyang railways lines, besides other short articles,

numerous news notes and personals and a list of

members.

High Point.s in the Life of Hoover
TJii; M.VKI.Nf; OF MF:HRKIiT Hf)0\KH I., .:• •> V/ ! !— Ia"

N«.-w York, "nifc C«mlury Co. Cloth, i x • r :.j, :,* |i , .

Beginning, a.H ail good \, r 'j.d. A-.'.h a
sketch of his foref>earH the . .-.'A'.;. '.r.:;r.«-4 »h«?

high point.s in the life of Herijtrl H'^'r-.-r U',r: r.:*, ry.v-

hofxJ in Iowa and Oregon until he Ijecame kr.jwn arouiid
the world, first in mining and financial circioi aji an
engineer of remarkable technical and financial ability
and then, and .still more widoly, a.s the head of the Bel>
gian Relief Commi.s.sion and the U. S. Food Adininiatr»-
tion. Throughout the author dwells on "the nnaking^ of
Hoover—in character and in organizing, technical and
financial ability.

How rapid Hoover's professional progress was is

shown in part by the fact that at twenty-four he was
engineer of mines for the Chinese government, while
soon afterward he became a partner in the large min-
ing house in London for which he had done brilliant

work in Australia before going to China. At forty he
began his great war work.

Both in matter and method the volume makes a
.strong appeal. It cannot fail to interest engineers. It

is a good book for boys and young men and, regard-
less of age, should stimulate any one to a life of service

and all-round personal development.

Irrigation Engineers* Note-Book Expanded
IRRIC.ATION rorKET P.OOK (O,. T\ • F .- :- ' - • 7—r. .:\--.

for Irrigation Engin<»«'rs) : H- ' •-

cellaneous Subjetts Conncctfd n
the Kind Hflp of Others, By 1

Chief Engineer India Irrigation Ij- p.i: in.- r.l i;. -

of the Institution of Civil Engineer.*". <tc. Thi: *
York: Spon & Chamb«rlain. London: E. k. t , ..•1.

Cloth : 5 X 7 In. ; pp. 625 ; lUustrated. $10.

The third edition of this beek has been enlarged by
contributions from irrigation engineers in India and
Egypt. The book is still, to quote from the Preface,

"simply a compilation of facts, figures and formulas

bearing on the ever>'day work of the Irrigation Engi-

neer," which originated in a note-book kept "during 33

years work in India." A wide range of data on hydrau-

lics and on the design, construction, cost and operation

of irrigation works is given. Some of these data are as

useful to other engineers as to those engaged in irri-

gation work. Naturally, many of the data are more
applicable to ffridia than to other countries but at the

same time many are of world-wide applicability. There

arc numerous citations from American boolw and

reports.

Water-Borne Tjphoid in New York State
Most of Health Xews for October is filled with "A

Review of Certain Water-Borne Typi.oid Fever O;--

breaks in New York State," by Theodore Hurt. :..

director. Division of Sanitar)' Engineering. State De-

partment of Health, Albany, N. Y. One of the out-

breaks reviewrd, that at Schenectady, N. Y.» early in

1920, is described at length by Mr. Horton in Puhlie

Health Rt ports. Oct. 29, 1920 v Washington. D. C).

Sanitation Number
The J'Typical Diseases Bulletin" (23 Endsleigh

Gardens* London. N. W. 1, England; two .xhilling at

issue) for Oct. 15, 1920, is a "Sanitation Number" con-

taining abstracts of articles and reports falling under

the general head, "Applied Hygiene in the Tropics,"

prepared by Lt.-Col. W. W. Clemesha.
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Publications Received

THE AIRPLANE : A Practical Discussion of the Principles of

Airplane Flight—By Frederick Bedell. Ph.D., Author of Air-

plane Characteristics." "The Air Propeller." etc. New York
:
D.

Van Nostrand Co. CJpUJ : 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 25 1 ;
illustrated. ?3.

AMERICAN RURAL HICxHWAYS—By T R. Agg. C.E., Professor

of Higliwav Engineering, Iowa State College. New York and

London : JMcGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp.

139 ; illustrate $2.

BUILDING OPERATIONS IN THE LARGER CITIES IN 191>-
Bv Jefferson Middleton. Washington, D. C. : U. S. Geological

Survey. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 18 ;
ilustrated.

Classified figures from 128 cities and more general statistics

from 13 additional cities of 35,000 population with text sumrnary.

Shows numbers of permits and costs for new buildings and for

alterations and repairs, grouped into wood and flre-resisting

classes, the latter subdivided into brick or hollow tile, stone, con-

crete and steel skeleton.

Cast iron for locomotive-cylinder parts—By c. h.

strand. Associate Physicist, Bureau of Standards. Washing-
ton D C. : Bureau of Standards. Paper ; 7 x 10 in. ; pp. /5 ;

illustrated. Free upon request to the Bureau.

c'ollisions. "derailments, and other accidents re-
sulting in INJURY TO persons, EQUIPMENT, OR
ROADBED, ARISINcffrom THE OPERATION OF STEAM
ROADS USED IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE: Oct., Nov.,

Dec 1919—Washington, D. C. : Bureau of Statistics. Paper;

9 x'l2 in.; pp. 69. 10c. from Superintendent of Documents.

CONDENSED CATALOGUES OF MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

:

Comprising Condensed, Uniformly Presented and Illustrated

Catalogue Information Covering the Products of Manufacturers

of Various Classes of Mechanical Equipment: with General

Classified Directory and Consulting Engineers' Directory, Tenth
Annual Vol., Oct., 1920—New York: The American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. Cloth: 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 1004; illustrated.

$4. Issued free to every standing member of the Society ot the

year of publication. (Extra copies to menjbers, $3.)

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND PAVEMENTS—By T.

R Agg C E., Professor of Highway Engineering Iowa State

College.' Second Edition Revised and Enlarged. New Y9rk and
London: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. Cloth; 6 x 9 in. ; pp.

463 ; illustrated. $4.

Revised to include recent progress in highway engineering a^nd

changes in highway practice. Among the additions to the first

edition are chapters on drainage and on the control of erosion

and maintenance and a section on the proportioning of aggregates
for concrete roads. The chapter upon testing highway materials

has been rewritten. The first edition was reviewed in Engineering
Record, Sept. 30, 1916, p. 418 and in Engineering News, Oct. 19,

1916, p. 745. . _

CONTRACTS. SPECIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING RELA-
TIONS—By Daniel W. Mead, Consulting Engineer. Professor of

Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineering, University of Wisconsin,

M Am Soc. C. E., M. A. S. M. E., etc. ; with Chapter on Con-
tracts by Frank Jenks, Member of the Wisconsin Bar. Second
Edition. New York : McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. Cloth ; 6 x 9

in. ; pp. 557 ; illustrated. $4.

The first edition was very favorably reviewed in these columns
May 17, 1917, p. 364. In the present edition, the chapter on Con-
tracts has been entirely rewritten and enlarged by Frank Jenks,

of the Wisconsin Bar. The chapter on Success in the Engineer-
ing Profession now includes, in modified form, an inventory of

personal characteristics as a basis for character study, originally

prepared by Dean A. A. Potter of Purdue University ; also a sec-

tion on personal financial success and notes on the relations of

engineering to business and finance.

DAILY RIVER STAGES AT RIVER GAGE STATIONS ON THE
PRINCIPAL RIVERS OF THE UNITED STATES : Vol. XVII,
1919—By Alfred J. Henry, Meteorologist. Washington, D. C. :

Weather Bureau. Paper ; 9 x 12 in. ; pp. 291.

DIE FLUSSMETALLE IM BRUCKENBAU : Insbesondere Ihre
Einfuhrung—Von Dr.-Ing. E. J. Albrecht. Leipzig, Germany:
Wilhelm Engelmann. Paper; 7 x 11 in.; pp. 56; illustrated.

12M.
A review of the introduction of steel in bridge construction, to-

gether with elementary comments on working stresses. A chapter
on the use of high-strength steels has special interest through
the favorable emphasis it lays on the prospects of high-carbon
steel.

DORR SYSTEMS OF SEWAGE AND TRADE WASTE TREAT-
MENT—By R. H. Eagles. Reprinted from the Journal of the
Boston Society of Civil Engineers, Nov., 1920. New York:
The Author, care of the Dorr Co., 101 Park Ave. Paper; 6x9
in. ; pp. 268 ; illustrated.

EFFECTS OF CAL AS AN ACCELERATOR OF THE HARD-
ENING OF PORTLAND CEMENT MIXTURES—By Roy N.
Young, Associate Chemical Engineer, Bureau of Standards.
Washington, D. C. : The Bureau. Paper ; 7 x 10 in. ; pp. 24 ;

Illustrated. 5c. from Superintendent of Documents.

ELASTIZITAT UND FESTlGKEIT : Die fur die Technik wich-
tigsten Satze und deren erfahrungsmassige Grundlage—Von
Dr.-Ing. C. Bach, Wurtt. Staatsrat, Profe-ssor des Maschinen-In-
genieurwcscns, Vorstand des Ingenieur laboratoriums und der
Materialprufungsanstalt an der Technischen Hochschule Stutt-

gart ; Achte, vermehrte Auflage ; Unter Mitwirkung von Pro-
fessor R. Baumann, Stellvertreter des Vorstandes der Material-

prtlfungsanstalt an der Technischen Hochschule Stuttgart. Ber-
lin, Germanv : Julius Springer. Cloth; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 698;
illustrated. '88M.

ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS : A Textbook for Engineers—By J.

W. Landon, M. A., Fellow of Clare College, and University
Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering, Cambridge. London: Cam-
bridge University Press. Clot'i ; 5 x 7 in.

; pp. 246 ; illustrated.

lOis.

ERTRAGREICHSTER AUSBAU VON WASSERKRAFTEN.

—

Von Dr.-Ing. Leiner, Beratender Regierungsbaumeister und
Privatdozent an Der Technischen Hochschule Munchen. Ber-
lin, Germany : Von R. Oldenbourg. Paper ; 8 x 11 in.

; pp. Ill
illustrated.

Mathematical discussion of the efficient development of water
powers.

FINANCIAL ENGINEERING: A Text for Consulting, Managing
and Designing Engineers and for Students—By O. B. Goldman,
Consulting Engineer, Professor of Heat Engineering, the Oregon
State Agricultural College, etc. New York : John Wiley & Sons,
Inc. London : Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Cloth ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 271

;

illustrated. $3.50.

THE FIREMAN'S HANDBOOK AND GUIDE TO FUEL ECON-
OMY : A Simple Manual for the Use of Stokers, Furnacemen,
Foremen and Others operating and Controlling Boiler and
Furnace Plr-nt—By Ciias. F. Wade, A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
Technical Expert in Fuel Economy. New York and London

:

Longmans, Green & Co. Cardboard ; 5 x 7 in. ; pp. 84 ; illus-
traded. $1.

THE FLOW OF WATER IN CONCRETE PIPE—By Fred C.
Scobey. Senior Irrigation Engineer ; With Discussion by Ken-
neth Allen, Arthur S. Bent, F. C. Finkle, Allen Hazen, J. B.
Lippincott, and H. D. Newell. Washington, D. C. : U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Paper ; 6x9 in. ; pp. 100 ; illustrated.
25c. from Superintendent of Documents.
Contains a general discussion of the subject ; a review of

formulas; a new formula by the author; summaries of 130 obser-
vations by the author on 30 separate conduits, of which 29 ranged
from 8 to 63J in. in diameter and one had a diameter of 120 In.
and of other observations on conduits up to 18 ft. in diameter;
discussions as noted in the sub-title ; and three pages of conclu-
sions. A valuable study and a worthy companion to the author's
earher bulletin (376) "The Flow of Water in Wood-Stave Pipe."

THE GREAT GAME OF BUSINESS: Its Rules, Its Fascination.
Its Services and Rewards—By J. George Frederick, President
of the Business Bourse, New York ; Sales Engineer and Coun-
selor ; Treasurer and Governor for the New York Sales Man-
agers' Club : Author of "Modern Salesmanagement," "Business
Research and Statistics," etc. New York and London : D. Apple-
ton & Co. Cloth ; 5 X 8 in. ; pp. 175. $1.50.

HANDBOOK OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION : Data for Archi-
tects, Designing and Constructing Engineers, and Contractors,
Vol. I and II—Compiled by a Staff of Forty-six Specialists ;

Editors-in-Chief, George A. Hool, S.B., Consulting Engineer,
Madison, Wisconsin, Professor of Structural Engineering, The
University of W^isconsin, and Nathan C. Johnson, M.M.E., Con-
sulting Engineer, New York City. New York and London

:

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. Flexible cover ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 1.474
in the two volumes ; illustrated. $10 for both volumes (.not
sold separately).

THE HANDBOOK OF INDUSTRIAL OIL ENGINEERING

:

'a
Reference Book of Data, Relating to Lubrication and Industrial
Oils. Including Tables, General Oil Information, etc.—By John
Rome Battle, B.Sc. in M.E., M.Ei, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. M^E.,
M. Engrs." Club of Philadelphia, Consulting Engineer. Phila-
delphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Co. Flexible cover

;

5 x 8 in. ; pp. 1,131 ; illustrated. $10 plus postage.

"The Lubricating Engineers' Handbook," which in revised form
is included in this new work, was reviewed by Prof. John J.
Flather in Engineering News, Feb. 15, 19(17, p. 275. The scope
of the enlarged volume is indicated by its subtitle, given above.

LABOR'S CRISIS: An Employer's View of Labor Problems—By
Sigmund Mendelsohn. New York : The Macmillan Co. Cloth ;

5 X 8 in. ; pp. 171. $1.50.

LEHRBUCH DER EISEN- UND STAHLGIESSEREI : Verfasst
Fur Den Gebrauch Beim Unterricht, Beim Selbststudium Und
in Der Praxis—Von Bernhard Osann, Ordentl. Professor An
Der Bergakademis in Clausthal, Geh. Bergrat. Ehrenmitglied
Des Vereins Deutscher Giessereifachleute. Vierte, New Bear-
beitete Und Erweiterte Aufiag- Leipzig, Germany: Wilhelm
Engelmann. Paper; 7 x 10 in.; pp. 672; illustrated. Paper;
42m. bound 54m.

THE PROBLEM OF HEALTHY TOWNS AND A HEALTHY
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM—By Captain J. W. Petavel, Lecturer
on The Poverty Problem, Calcutta University. Reprinted from
"The Englishman." Calcutta, India: Calcutta University Pov-
erty Problem Study Fund. Paper ; 6 x 8 in. ; pp. 20.

PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION AND MUNICIPAL GOV-
ERNMENT—By Charles A. Mullen. Reprinted from The Munic-
ipal World, May, 1920. Montreal, Can.: The Author, 84 Saint
Antoine St. Paper ; 5 x 8 in. ; pp. 20. Single copies free from
the author.

An exposition of proportional representation as a preventive
of minority control of governments. The author is director of the
Paving Department of the Milton Hersey Co., Ltd., Montreal
and Winnipeg, Can.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION: Report, 1919, Second District,

Albany, New York: The Commission. Cloth; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 820.

REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE CONSTRUCTION DIVI-
SION OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR, 1920. Washington, D. C. :

War Dept. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ; pp. 83.

SAFETY IN THE MACHINE SHOP. Hartford. Conn.: The
Travelers Insurance Co. Paper; 6x9 in.; pp. 188; illustrated.

Free on application.

An up-to-date exposition of the subject, written from the view-
point of accident prevention.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR RESIDENCES AND SMALL INSTI-
TUTIONS—By R. B. Wiley. Lafayette, Ind. : Engineering
Experiment Station of Purdue University. Paper ; 6 x 9 in. ;

pp. 33 ; illustrated.

SILVANUS PHILLIPS THOMPSON (D.Sc. LL.D., F.R.S.) HIS
LIFE AND LETTERS—By Jane Smeal Thompson and Helen
G Thompson. B.Sc. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co. Cloth;

6x9 in.; pp. 372; illustrated. $7.50.

UNION SCALE OF WAGES AND HOURS OF LABOR, MAY 15,

1919 Washington, D. C. : Bureau of Labor Statistics. Paper;
6x9 in. ; pp. 281.
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Letters to the Editor

The Dirty Automobile and the Quebec Bridge
Sir—In reading a recent issue of a motorist's paper I

find thpy have discovered a new reason for the collapse of
the Quebec bridge, which might be of interest to the profes-
sion. Under the caption "Keep the Car Clean," they say:

"It is a sound method of procedure never to allow dust or
dirt to collect ... If the owner will understand that
one loose bolt, made so by grit and dirt, caused the collapse
of the Quebec bridge, better attention will be given by him
to the near-godliness of cleanliness."

Buffalo, Nov. 22. Townsend Carpenter.

Resistance of Aggregate in Galveston Fire
Sir—-In the various interesting articles on the destruction

of Pier 41 at Galveston which you have published one
feature appears to have no consideration.
As is well known, lime rock calcines under high tempera-

tures and to be strictly fireproof an aggregate that will
withstand heat better than lime rock should, of course, be
used. Gravels of igneous origin, sandstone, trap and other
aggregates will undoubtedly withstand heat better. Some
of the aggregate used in Pier 41 was limestone, some glacial
gravel, and the observations reported in your journal would
have considerably more value if the character of aggregate
were named in the floors, beams and columns.
Wichita Falls, Tex., Dec. 4. Harry Pennington.

Canal-Seepage Water Transferred Through
Under-Saturated Soil

Sir—The article describing the experiments of W. W.
McLaughlin on "Capillary Siphoning of Water Through
Soil," in your issue of Nov. 11, p. 933, recalls some studies

which the writer made a few years ago.

A controversy arose between the owners of some 10,000
acres of waterlogged land and a ditch company whose canal
was constructed on high ground on one side of the wet area,

as to the relative i-esponsibility of the canal company in

waterlogging the area. The land owners maintained that
the canal was one of the main contributors to the condition

through its seepage water. The canal company took the

position that the losses from their canal were insignificant,

and to prove their point made an extended investigation. A
series of vertical shafts, spaced about a mile apart, were
sunk adjacent to the ditch and as near the edge of the water
as safety would permit. The shafts were sunk to about

twenty feet below the water line and tunnels were then

driven under the ditch across its full width. No water was
visible in any of the excavations although the material was
moist. Actual seepage measurements on the canal indicated

a considerable loss, but the engineers of the canal company
concluded from their experiments that the proportion of

their loss which reached the water table was negligible.

It was therefore up to the engineers for the wet land

owners to prove that the seepage losses from the canal

reached the water table even though the water had to travel

through a column of soil which was not saturated. As a

matter of fact the water did travel downward as capillary

water in much the same manner as described by Mr. Mc-

Laughlin, but in this case the action was not strictly

siphonic, since no impervious layers of soil intervened be-

tween the water table and the canal.

The controversy was aired in court before a jury. Lack-

ing a systematic soil-moistui-e determination it became nec-

essary to make an ocular demonstration of the phenomena
before the jury in order to convince them of its truth. To
do this a pan of water was set on the table and one end

of a dish towel inserted in the pan, the other end being

allowed to hang over the edge and reach almost to the floor

The experiment was started befoi'e court adjourned one

evening and the next morning the pan was empty and the

water on the floor. The towel, however, was saturated only

at both ends, and was just moist in the middle. The jury

waH evidently

There in no i

the Hame capillary

rate of movement o:

Boise, Idaho, Nov. 18.
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W. G. SUOAM,
Uayn, Hloan A Lirwiji. Inc., Eagiattn.

Brick-Wall iJcmolition
Sir—In lo<>kin(r over the Engineering ,r4 of

L»ec. 2, p. 1106. I noticed the article: "li.-. _ „ ... Tore
Down With Dynamite," in which I was interested. a« I have
been handling explosiveji for many years, astnc them ia
bla.sting in quarries, vreWn, ditches and in remorinc sU
engine beds out of factory plantji. I also recently shot down
a brick wall. The brick wall was 125 ft. lony, 40 ft, high
and placed on a stone foundation. The thickness of the
wall, which was laid up in cement mortar was 22 la. at the
ba.se. Holes were cut into the brick just above the stooe
foundation on 5-ft. centers. We placed 1 lb. of dynamite ia
each hole and exploded the charges with an electric bUsting
machine. The wall fell as a unit and covered the ffnmnd
like a carpet, breaking all to pieces after strikinif. I find
that in blasting walls of this nature, that the charsca
usually are too far apart and too hea/y, as a result of wh^eh
holes are blown in the wall, making it very dan^rous to
work with.

My practice, therefore, is: Place the charges dose Uk
gether, and use a light charge. Then you can always be
pretty sure of your result. Wiluam D. MrxtM.

Quincy, 111., Dec. 7.

The Dangerous Emergi^cy Intake
Sir

—

Engineering News-Record of Dec. 2, p. 1101. note
an outbreak of typhoid at Schenectady, N. Y., which was
due to pollution of the well water suppl>ing the city by
admission of raw river water through an old suction pipe
extending into the Mohawk River and left in place •*for us.>

in case of emergency."
Is it not time for water-works engineers to desist from

retaining abandoned intakes for "use in emergency"?
Surely instances in plenty exist showing the unwisdom of
such a practice. The experience of Butler, Pa., was con-
vincing enough and followed the opening of an abandoned
intake during repair work on the filter plant. A few years
later the City of Erie in the same State suffered from a
^severe typhoid outbreak due to practically the same cause,
although in the Erie case the former intake gate was not
actually opened. Upon walking up to the head of the old

inlet tunnel which ended on the wharf line the gate was
found closed but a flow amounting to about one thousand
gallons per day of exceedingly foul water was seen trickling

through the surrounding maj^^nry and passing thence '.- '^

pump well. About eight hundred cases of t>'phoid rv- .

Orders were at once issued to atone up the tunnel

—

^ ::."

which should have been give years before when th»' i '.

-.

intake was abandoned "except for emergency reserve.**

Troy, N. Y., Dec. 9. Wiluam P. Ma30N.

Center Form for Wide Concrete Road

In the recent construction of a 30-ft. concrete road in

Wayne County. Mich., a new method of striking the

concrete surface was used. Instead of having a strke-

board the entire width of the concrete the board wa*
made cnly 17 ft. in length. Forms made of 2 x S-in.

lumber were put in at the road center. Use of these

made is possible to strike half of the road at a time.

As soon as the strike-board work was completed the

center form was i-emoved, the space filled with mortar

and the belt finishing continued acros^s the entire width

of the pavement. It is statevi in the annual report of the

Wayne County Road Commission, that this method

allowed smoother construction with fewer men than

could have been efTecteii with a lonv strikf^ Ixi^ird u-evl

according to the usual methods.
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Hettrick, Head of "Code of Prac-

tice" Ring Indicted

Charged with a violation of the Don-

nelly anti-trust law, John T. Hettrick,

New York attorney and head of the

so-called "Code of Practice" ring, which

is said to have been a clearing house

for the activities of a building combine

operating in New York City, has been

indicted by the grand jury as a result

of disclosures made before the Lock-

wood joint legislative committee on

housing. He was arraigned Dec. 13 be-

fore Justice McAvoy, in the criminal

branch of the Supreme Court and re-

leased under $100,000 bail.

The activities of the Lockwood Com-
mittee have thus far resulted in the in-

dictment of fifty-five individuals, not in-

cluding Hettrick. This number includes

Robert P. Brindell, president of the

Building Trades Council, who has been

indicted on five counts; Peter Stadt-

muller, Brindell's lieutenant; sixteen

members of the Employing Metallic

and Furring Lathers Association;

thirty-one members of the New York
Cut Stone Contractors' Association;

John A, Philbrick, Joseph Penny and

Wright D. Goss, indicted for failure

to answer questions ; George Backer, in-

dicted for perjury, and William H.

Chapman, of the plumbers' union, in-

dicted on charges of extortion. Backer

has been tried, the jury disagreeing.

The committee has also succeeded in

having dissolved the Masons' Supply

Bureau of Brooklyn, and the New York

Cut Stone Contractors' Association.

Better Distribution of Aliens

Aim of New Bureau
Through the establishment of a new

bureau at Ellis Island, New York, in

charge of economic and linguistic ex-

perts, better distribution of aliens, par-

ticularly with a view to avoidance of

their congestion in large centers of

population, is to be sought. The census

this year reveals a tendency of the

general population to flock to cities, and
the new bureau, through its co-opera-

tion with state authorities, hopes to

gain a much better distribution of

aliens through rural communities.

The new bureau is to be known as

the Division of Immigration Distribu-

tion and its chief, according to Immi-
gration Commissioner F. A. Wallis, will

probably be P. A. Donohue, an economic

expert from the U. S. Department of

Labor. Mr. Donohue has been a mem-
ber of several boards of inquiry at

Ellis Island, and it is believed he will

be well fitted for his new position

through his war work for the Federal

Employment Bureau.
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Transportation Representatives Discuss Place

of Motor Truck in Modern Transport

store-Door Delivery, Terminal Work and Short-Haul, Are Topics

at Federal Highway Council Committee Meetings

Representatives of transportation

agencies and other bodies met with the

three transportation committees of the

Federal Highway Council Dec. 10 at the

Hotel Commodore, New York City, to

determine the place of the motor truck

in a modern transportation system. The
motor truck was considered from, the

point of view of an aid to the railroads

in short-haul business, as a means of

reducing terminal charges in handling
less-than-carload merchandise freight

through the use of unit containers, and
as a farm-to-market transportation

agency.

General discussions preceded and fol-

lowed the breaking up of meeting into

three committee sessions. The trans-

Chicago Railway Electrification

Before Engineer Board
The Illinois Central R.R. has taken

another step toward electrifying its

Chicago terminal and suburban lines

by the appointment of a board of en-

gineers to consider the different sys-

tems and prepare general plans. It is

expected that the report will be made
in about six months. The board is com-

posed of A. S. Baldwin, vice-president

Illinois Central R.R.; D. J. Brumley,

chief engineer Chicago terminals; Bion

J. Arnold, consulting engineer; George

Gibbs, consulting engineer; Cary T.

Hutchinson, consulting engineer ; W. M.
Vandersluis, signal engineer. Under
the ordinance of July 21, 1919, work
must be commenced by 1922.

Cement Manufacturers and
Dealers Lower Prices

In line with a sharp decrease in the

price of cement in the Middle West,

cement manufacturers supplying the

New York district have drjpped their

price 20c. per barrel, while New York
dealers on Dec. 6 cut their prices from

$4.10 per barrel, delivered, exclusive of

bags, to $3.80—a decline of 30c. per

barrel. In Jersey City dealers who
were receiving $3.55 net, delivered, are

now asking $3.20.

In Chicago the dealers' net price has

declined from $3.60 to $3. Minneapolis

reports a drop of 50c.—from $3.50 to

$3—and the city purchasing agent has

advised that the city has been given a

quotation of $2.76 per barrel on large

orders.

portation committees of the Federal
Highway Council are: Committee on
relation of highways to railroads and
waterways, W. J. L. Banham, chairman

;

committee on study of rural motor ex-

press, J. H. Collins, chairman; commit-
tee on highway transport functions of

state highway departments, David Bee-
croft, chairman. Special consideration

was given to such topics as store-door

delivery, terminal work, short-haul,

economic and business-like operation of
rural express lines, transportation sur-

veys, traffic control and snow removal.

Store-Door Delivery

A. E. Beck, traffic manager of the
Merchants and Manufacturers' Associ-
ation of Baltimore, recalled that store-

door delivery service by a railway-
operated trucking company was begun
in Baltimore in 1867 by the Philadel-

phia, Baltimore & Washington Ry.
(now part of the Pennsylvania system).
Later the Baltimore & Ohio instituted

a similar service. Both companies
then began store-door delivery, also in

Washington. After successful opera-
tion for 46 years the service was with-
drawn because of actions before the In-

terstate Commerce Commission looking
to extensions of the free-delivery zone
beyond what the railroads considered
reasonable. As a result of the dropping
of the plan great congestion ensued at

the terminals.

Mr. Beck advocated store-door deliv-

ery strongly, asserting that only

through it could terminal congestion be
avoided. He advocated that existing

trucking companies be employed for

this work, though the service should

be included in the railroad rate. It

should apply, he believed, only to l.c.l.

freight, and a pick-up or collection sys-

tem for outgoing freight should be

worked in connection with the delivery

plan.

A digest of the recommendation of

the subcommittee on store-door delivery,

adopted at the recent meeting in Akron,
Ohio, was presented stating that munic-
ipal areas should be divided into zones

and zone distribution designated on

way bills. Colonel Charles D. Hine,

special agent, Erie R.R. and New York,

New Haven & Hartford R. R., who was
previously vice-president of the SoutTi-

ern Pacific R.R. Co. of Mexico, pointed

out that the fear of carriers having

the additional cost of store-door deliv-
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ery harnessed onto them without addi-
tional compensation was a practical ob-
stacle, but that the carrier should con-
trol transfer and storage. Colonel
Hine said that carload store-door de-
livery was as important as l.c.l, deliv-

ery in releasing cars. W. C. Brinton,
consulting engineer, New York City,
pointed out the need for heavier capac-
ity elevators in industrial and loft

buildings to facilitate freight delivery
and shipment from origin.

F. E. Williamson, general superin-
tendent New York Central R.R. Lines
East, said that terminal operation was
the neck of the bottle in railroad trans-
portation and anything that could be
done to increase terminal capacity
would increase line haul and would be
welcomed by the railroads. A. E. Beck
said that store-door delivery of carload

freight in Baltimore was abandoned be-

cause it was found that manufacturers
with sidings would use such delivery

instead of a full use of existing sidings.

When store-door delivery was furnished

in Baltimore, embargoes were unknown.
F. S. Holbrook, vice-president and

treasurer American Railway Express
Co., New York City, believed that it

was not feasible at present for express

companies to handle store-door delivery

because of the too great proportional

increased cost and the probable diffi-

culty with labor conditions. Mr. Lin-

coln, traffic manager Merchants' Asso-

ciation, New York City, said that the

freight situation in New York City

could never be satisfactorily relieved

without store-door delivery, but that

laws would have to be revised so as not

to require 48-hr. arrival notices. Such
delivery at New York would have to

provide for carload shipments.

Resolution

Following the discussion on store-

door delivery a resolution was passed

instructing the committee on store-door

delivery to consult with certain carriers

and shippers with a view to the estab-

lishment of the store-door delivery plan,

and to report at the next transporta-

tion conference of the council upon a

concrete plan.

Cincinnati Terminal

B, F, Fitch, president Motor Termi-

nals Co., New York and Cleveland, who
developed the system of operation for

transferring less-than-carload freight

between main and sub-stations in the

city of Cincinnati in demountable truck

bodies, described the method of opera-

tion in that city and outlined the results

obtained. Fifteen motor-truck chassis

have handled about 28 per cent of all

less-than-carload business in Cincinnati

on six railroads, as indicated by the

actual figures of one. Mr. Fitch pre-

sented a report from one of the rail-

roads in Cincinnati indicating that loss

and damage claims on such l.c.l. freight

had been reduced about 50 per cent

since the motor transfer service had be-

come fully effective. The transfer com-

pany has not sustained a single claim

for loss and damage in handling 200^
000 tons of freight,

Mr. Fitch outlined the further gen-
eral application of motor transfer iierv-
ice for railroad transportation and in
the case of New York City ht- pointed
out that it would be possible to increaw
the carrying capacity of Manhattan city
streets 1,500 per cent before present
congestion would be reached.

Terminal Costs High

C. W. Reid, manager transportation
bureau. Federal Highway Council, pre-
sented figures from the Interstate Com-
merce Commission report.s and other
data indicating that total terminal l.c.l.

cost in the eastern district averaged
about $2 per ton. He said that the
Federal Highway Council could take
no better position than to urge that
the railroads undertake a study of
short-haul conditions involving such
l.c.l. movement. The total termi^ial
cost of handling such freight includ-
ing delivery to store door of miscel-
laneous shipments would probably
amount to $12 per ton, or 60c. per 100
lb. Colonel Hine stated that these fig-

ures were probably high and that the
best results could be obtained not by
taking short-haul business away from
railways but by enabling them to

carry out broader transportation func-
tions by the operation of motor trucks
and other equipment. W. J. L. Ban-
ham proposed a resolution which was
adopted providing for enlargement of
the committee to include additional rep-
resentatives of trucking, shipper and
railroad interests.

The committee on the study of rural
motor express enlarged upon the mate-
rial which it is to include in its publi-

cation, which will contain facts and fig-

ures as to the economic management of
rural express lines. This committee
hopes to establish a status for the rural
motor express, to eliminate the fly-by-

night concerns, and through its publica-

tion, offer sound policies for rural ex-

press lines to adopt.

Need for Transport Engineers

That the state highway departments
need the services of a new official in the

form of a "highway transport engi-

neer," was the opinion expressed by
W. G. Thompson, H. G. Shirley and
others at the meeting of the committeo
on highway transport functions, of

which David Beecroft is chairman. It

was pointed out by Mr. Thompson that

the traffic surveys, as ordinarily mad\
form no basis for uavomont uosign. .\

campaign of propaganda designed to

educate members of commissions and
the general public to the necessity for

highway transport engineers is re-

quired. Recognizing the shortcomings

of the traffic census, as now taken, Mr.

Shirley advocated a new kind of census,

involving a houso-to-house canvass of

producing and consuming units.

To Prof. Arthur H. Blanchard, pro-

fessor of highway engineering at the

University of Michigan, was intrusted

the doty of preparing a report dgflnhn:
the functi'v - - ' ~ highway tr»Baport
enginMrr. materiaJ in haad it

U proprrtt.i ., . ..,.,w ihm eo-«p«ntio« of
civic organizatiofia, mdi • dMalbcra
of ...rr.,. .., .. •' vard aentring th* Mc-
' '• authority for tha ap-
po.......... ..: Lhcae oOleera in rmrhttm
states.

The oat«otne of tha dlst milnu on th«
subject of snow remoral waa the ap-
proval of a recommendatioa to tha
effect that a conununication ihnoid ba
sent to the Aroeriran Aaaoeiatiaii of
State Highway OfBctaia aggcatiaf to
that body that state laws be aarended
so that snow removal shall be eoosid-
ered as a part of maintenance, thereby
opening up the way for the use of Wfk-
way maintenance funds for snow-
removal work.

Shut-Down Threatened on SloM^it

Power Project
Work on the Skagit River hydroelec-

tric power project, under developoMOt
by the city of Seattlt-, is thrc«t«Bod
with indefinite at^i . ~ ^ accoont
of the inability of *

i dtspoae
of its bond issue vo:. ., i r i.:ie project.
Work has been reduced 75 per cent
and may he forced to close down next
month unless money is obtained by the
city to continue its operations. More
money has been spent than haa becB
realized on the sale of utility bondt.
Several millions in bonds remain avail-
able, but are useless until sold as
conditions in the bond market make tf

per cent utility bonds somewhat on-
attractive.

According to a statement submitted
by City Comptroller Harry W. Car-
roll the deficit amounts to $43,756.55.

Thus far $1,698,769.01 has been ex-
pended. It is estimated that an ex-
pense of $100,000 would be entafled

by suspension of operations and later

reassembling of crews.

Engineer C. F. Uhden, in charge of
the project, states that he will con-
tinue op rations, although confining
them to the tunnel being bored for the
Newhalem power site, which is only
preliminary to the Gorge developmcBt,
the first unit in the Skagit project, so
far as deliver}* of power to Seattle is

concerned. Mr. l^hden states that if

he is able to proceed without his

forces being crippled current will be
delivered in Seattle in 1923 at a coet

ostimuted at 43 m\V< i>-r kilowatt-

hour, or less than h.

Bonds totaling $.'< ... .uive been
voted for the Skagit work. Informal
negotiations wiih !v !i,I iioa^irs for their

sale have been x The bond
issue votetl will : . o\i,^h ti> i-ovcr

the project as contempla: Q^
neer Dimock stating thii; .-.Jeat

development plans involve an expendi-

ture of $9,000,000, such construction

developing 34.500 kw. This sum woold
ir.stull wheels capable of grvneratiny

54,000 kw. by the construction of a

great dam costing se\'eral more mil-

lions, and further development of th*

Gorge Creek unit. -<»,
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Pennsylvania Contractors Effect

Permanent Organization
Permanent organization of Pennsyl-

vania highway contractors was effected

at Harrisburg recently, the new body to

be known as the Associated Pennsyl-

vania Highway Contractors. The fol-

lowing officers were elected:

President, Henry H. Wilson, Winston

& Co., Hughesville; 1st vice-president,

Benjamin Harrison, Harrison & Co.,

Derry; regional vice-presidents, W. J.

Wiseman, Booth & Flinn, Pittsburgh;

R. S. Rathbun, Rathbun Contracting

Co., Bethlehem; H. S. Souder, Souder

Construction Co., Lancaster; William

Horn, Horn and Devling, Galeton; treas-

urer, Samuel M. Irwin, Union Paving

Co., Philadelphia. The board of gov-

ernors will be composed of the president

(ex-officio); Aldrich Durant, MacArthur
Bros. Co., New York; William D. Hill,

Samuel Gamble Co., Carnegie, Pa.;

Samuel M. Irwin, Union Paving Co.,

Philadelphia; William McCrady, Mc-

Crady Bros. Co., Pittsburgh.

E. J. Harding, assistant secretary of

the Associated General Contractors of

America, has been loaned by that asso-

ciation to perfect all details of organ-

ization and act temporarily as secretary

and general manager of the new asso-

ciation.

Steel-Wood Stave Pipe Contro-

versy in Seattle

A strong effort is being made by the

Chamber of Commerce, Seattle, through

its Pacific Northwest Products Commit-
tee, to force the city to spend the

greater part of the proposed $3,000,000

extensions to the city's water system

in Seattle in the purchase of wood
stave pipe instead of steel pipe as pro-

posed. The contract to be let for steel

or wood pipe is for the No. 3 pipe line,

to bring in water to the municipal res-

ervoir. Representatives of Seattle in-

dustries point out that if steel pipe is

purchased practically all of the $3,000,-

000 will be sent to eastern points while

wood stave pipe may be purchased fr»m
a Seattle manufacturer. An early con-

ference will be held by Mayor Caldwell,

A. H. Dimock, city engineer, and rep-

resentatives of the committee to dis-

cuss the question. L. B. Youngs, super-

intendent of water, is said to favor

steel pipe.

Let Contract for New Savannah
Coaling Terminal

Contracts were recently awarded by
the Savannah Coal & Dock Co., Inc., a

subsidiary of the New York Tidewater
Coal Co., to the A. Bentley & Sons Co.,

Toledo, Ohio, for the development of

a coaling station on the Savannah
River, Savannah, Ga., at an amount ap-

proximating $5,000,000. The work in-

cludes the dredging of a ship canal,

1,000,000 cu.yd., and a railroad trans-

fer station covering 500 acres. Charles

P. Lyman, New York City, is president

of the company, and Charles H. Pres-

ton, corporation engineer, Waterbury,
Conn., has been retained as consulting

engineer.

Work Started on New Hudson
River Power Development

Construction has just been begun on

a 30,000-kw. hydro-electric plant on the

Hudson River, about 5 mi. west of

Glens Falls, N. Y., for the International

Paper Co. A head of 70 ft. will be

developed by a hollow reinforced-con-

crete dam located 800 ft. above Sher-

man Island; the present north branch

of the river will be utilized for a tail-

race. The contract for the work was
given to the Parklap Construction Corp.,

an organization auxiliary to the firm

of Parsons, Klapp, Brinckerhoff &
Douglas, consulting engineers. New
York City. W. J. Douglas, president of

the corporation, is in general direction

of the work, and E. A. Little, works

manager, has field charge.

Government Studying Columbia
Basin Project

Three engineers appointed by the

U. S. Reclamation Service are now mak-
ing an investigation of the Columbia
Basin Irrigation project noted in Engi-
neering News-Record, Nov. 11, 1920, p.

944. They are D. C. Henny, James
Munn and C. T. Pease. It is expected
that they will soon present a report on
the general features of the scheme,
which will be used as a basis for any
Governmental connection with the work.

Sanitary Engineers Hold Confer-
ence on Malaria Control

A conference of sanitary engineers

engaged in malaria control work was
held at Louisvill, Ky., Nov. 16 and 17.

The purpose of the conference was to

discuss methods of malaria control, par-

ticularly in regard to experiences in

anti-malaria campaigns conducted dur-

ing the past year by co-operation of the

U. S, Public Health Service and the

International Health Board with state

boards of eleven southern states.

Among the papers read were: "Or-

ganization of Malaria Control Division

in State Boards of Health," L. M.

Fisher, associate sanitary engineer,

U. S. P. H. S.; "County Mosquito Ex-

termination Organization," Wm. H. De
Mott, chief engineer, Nassau County,

N. Y.; "Railroad Malaria Work" H.

W. Van Hovenberg, sanitary engineer,

St. Louis Southwestern P.R.; "The Re-

lation of Agricultural Drainage to Ma-
larial Control," S. H. McCrory, engi-

neer-in-charge. Agricultural Engineer-

ing, U. S. Department of Agriculture;

*'Sub-Soil Drainage," J. G. Foster, as-

sistant sanitary engineer, U. S. P. H. S.

Other subjects discussed included:

methods of promoting and financing

anti-malaria campaigns; publicity; rna-

laria statistics; relation with outside

engineering departments; use of fish, oil

burners and weed-killing larvacides in

mosquito eradication; foreman and

labor problems.

On Nov. 15, the sanitary engineers

met with the National Malaria Com-
mittee, a section of the Southern Medi-

cal Association, in session at that

time. At this meeting a paper on "Co-

operative Anti-Malaria Campaigns in

the United States in 1920" was read by

J. A. LePrince, senior sanitary engi-

neer, U. S. P. H. S. Mr. LePrince was

with General Gorgas in direct charge

of the yellow fever and malaria con-

trol work in Panama from 1904 to 1914.

A joint meeting was held with the

Engineers and Architects' Club of

Louisville on the evening of Nov. 16.

A paper, "Engineers and Malaria Con-

trol," was read by W. G. Stromquist,

sanitary engineer. City Health Depart-

ment, Memphis, Tennessee.

Large Majority for Kansas Good
Roads Amendment

Out of a total vote of 478,036 the
Kansas good 'roads amendment, the
passage of which was noted in Engi-
neering News-Record, Nov. 11, p. 960,

received a favorable majority of 91,342

votes. Of 105 counties in the state
72 were favorable to the amendment,
32 unfavorable and in one county the

vote was a tie.

Proposal to Transfer Patent Office

and Weather Bureau
The McCormick bill to establish a

department of public works and public

welfare, noted in this journal Dec. 2,

p. 1107, also provides for transfers to

the existing Department of Commerce
as follows:

(a) From Department of Agriculture

—

Weather Bureau.
(b) From Department of Interior

—

Patent Office.
(c) From Department of the Treasury

—

Coast Guard.
(d) From Department of War—^Lalce

Survey Office, Inland and Coastwise Water-
ways Service.

(e) From Department of tho Navy

—

Hydrographic Office, Naval Observatory.
(f) Commission for Standardization of

Screw Threads— (Abolished and its Func-
tions transferred to Bureau of Standards).

Sacramento Goes From Commis-
sion to Council-Manager Plan
By a vote of 7,692 to 1,587 out of a

registration of 30,469 Sacramento, Cal.,

voted on Nov. 30 to change from the

commission to the council-manager plan

of city government and to elect the nine

members of the Council by the propor-

tional representation system. The first

election under the new plan will be held

on May 3, 1921, when a full new Coun-
cil will be chosen. Within five days

after the election the Council must or-

ganize, but for the sole purpose of

choosing a city manager—to the end

that, if possible, the manager may take

office on June 30, when the new charter

goes into full effect. The city manager
will appoint all executive officers except

himself, the city attorney, city treas-

urer, city clerk and police judge. The

city engineer will exercise many of the

present functions of commissioners of

streets and of public works. The pres-

ent board of parks and playgrounds

will be succeeded by superintendents of

parks and playgrounds. The Board of

Education will be appointed by the City

Council and will have as its executive

officer a superintendent of schools. The

population of Sacramento by the 1920

census was 65,857.
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Washington Needs $6,000,000 for
1921 Road Work

State Highway Commissioner James
Allen, Olympia, Wash., announces that
between $6,000,000 and $7,000,000 will

be necessary to complete the road build-

ing projected in the State of Washing-
ton during 1921. In all, 112 miles of

state highways have been hardsurfaced
during the past two years representing
virtually the whole program outline.

No new work will be started until

after the legislature decides how much
money is to be made available.

May Rebuild Gulf Coast Bridges
At hearings held in New Orleans dur-

ing the past week the Louisiana Rail-

road Commission inquired into the ques-

tion whether bridges and trestles of

the Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. over

Chef Menteur and the Rigolets, between
New Orleans and Mobile, are unsafe
and should be replaced with new struc-

tures. In the testimony at the hear-

ings it was shown by the railroad com-
pany that the bridges had given satis-

faction and were equal to all require-

ments except hurricanes and tidal

waves such as that of 1915, when it

would have been perilous f»r railroad

trains to attempt to cross the bridges

in any event. However, in view of

the severity of storm effects in the ex-

posed locations of the bridges under
extraordinary weather conditions the

railroad company decided three years

ago either to change the line of the

road by an inland diversion, or to re-

construct its bridges and change the

type of construction employed.

After detailed surveys for inland

routes, it is said, the company dis-

covered that the present constitution

of the State of Mississippi prohibits

changes in the main line of railroads

traversing the state, and therefore has

concluded that rebuilding the struc-

tures on their present locations is nec-

essary. Plans have been drawn for

steel bridges resting on concrete piers

in place of the trestle supports hereto-

fore used. The proposed work was
stopped by the government taking over

the railroads, and since their return,

according to W. L. Mapother, executive

vice-president of the Louisville & Nash-

ville, financial conditions and high

prices have interfered with execution

of the project.

Plans for the proposed structure have

been filed with the Railroad Commis-
sion by W. H. Courtenay, chief engi-

neer of the railroad. The estimated

costs are $1,334,000 and $3,422,000. A
contract for the construction has been

made with the American Bridge Co., to

be carried out as soon as the financial

condition of the company will warrant

the expenditure. It is said to be not

unlikely, however, that the railroad

company will be asked to hasten the

work of constructing new bridges in

order that the present timber construc-

tion may as soon as possible be re-

placed by concrete substructure and

steel sunerstructure.

Federal Power ry>mmi88ion Needs
$182,000

Estimates of the Fedt-ral Power
Commission Bubmittc<J to TJonicreu
Dec. 6 indicate that an appropriation
aggregating $482,065 is required. $100.-
000 to be used to reimburse executive
departments for inveatigationu re-
quested by the commission. General
expenses for authorized work of the
commission, exclusive of personnel, are
fixed at :j 137,000 and the estimate cov-
ering salaries is $240,000. All of the.se

estimates, according to Engineering
Council, appear to be the lowest
amounts consistent with effective oper-
ation of the commission under the re-

quirements of the law. Since this item
will effect practically every phase of
the engineering field it is appropriate,
Engineering Council believes, that engi-
neers and engineering organizations as
such should use their efforts to ob-
tain this appropriation by advising
their representatives in Congress of
the engineering and commercial value
that power development, properly ad-
ministered, will be to the country.

Defer Grand Trunk Arbitration

At the meeting of the Board of Arbi-
tration on the Grand Trunk xiy. set-

tlement, Nov. 5, it was decided to allow
representatives of the stockholders such
time as might be needed to prepare
the case. Feb. 1, 1921, was set for the
formal opening of the arbitration pro-

ceedings, which will take place at Mon-
treal. The principal point at issue is

to fix the value of the Grand Trunk
stock in transferring the property to

the control of the Canadian Government.

Small Referendum Majority

Against Portland Zoning

The zoning ordinance for Portland,

Ore., passed by the City Council last

March (see Engineering Neivs-Record,

May 6, 1920, p. 899) but through peti-

tion of opponents sent to referendum,

was defeated by a vote of 30,651 to

30,150 on Nov. 2. The measure had to

compete for attention with 92 candi-

dates for office, 11 state measures and

6 city charter amendments. Petitions

have been filed with the City Planning

Commission asking that the 149 pre-

cincts (about half the area of the city,

mostly residential) that voted for zon-

ing should be allowed to come under

the ordinance. The proposal is being

given consideration. Meanwhile the

city has the advantage of a building

code provision requiring a special hear-

ing before the City Council on applica-

tion for a permit for a now apartment,

industrial building, garage and build-

ings for r.ome thirty other kinds of

business, the hearing to be prec-edod by

a notification to all owners of build-

ings within 200 ft. of the proposed

building. It is stated that the Port-

land ordinance in question is the first

zoning ordinance that was ever submit-

ted to popular vote in this country

GeorKeS.P 'idTnuwH

Geonr« 8. Ri'

7 wax annourw
wiM-k, wsji vridt.

nent coriri»-<-liof

w»y <:

York u

Aqutfiuct for »

York City. He -

neer of the Transit Cob
niitsion in charge of niK
tion in Brooklyn and eontiniMd work U
within a few weeks of death.
Bom in Boston, Feb. 28, 1S49, Mr.

Rice wax graduated from the mjinxT
ing school at Han-'ard L'riverrity itt

1870. During his later dajra ia colkc*
he obtained work in the eagmaniag de-
partment of the Boston water works
and on graduation became asatstant to
the chief engineer. In that capacity he
had charge of the constmetioa of
several miles of tunnel Tumdng ta the
Chestnut Hill re.se rvoir.

From 1880 to 1H87 Mr. Rice cnraced
in mining engineering in Colorado and
Arizona. He later returned to New
York and became deputy chi*f enci-
neer of the Aqueduct Commission, in
which capacity he remained until 1891.
when he went to Boston to act as chief
engineer of the Rapid Transit Commis-
''ion of that city. From ISCj to 1900
he was an instructcr in sanitary engi-
neering a* Har\ar. University, darinf
which tl'T^e h° made studies for the firat

subway *n New York. In 1900 he was
appointed deputy ch i* of the
Rapid Transit Comn. '.ewYork
and when William Barclay Parsons re-
sigrned as chief engineer in 1904 Mr.
Rice was appointed to the poeitiaB.
When the Rapid Transit CommisaioD
was absorbed by the Public Service
Commission Mr. Rice continued as con-
struction engineer, and, later, in the
capacity of division engineer 'or the
Brooklyn subwaj-SL

Shortage of Kailrwid FaciliticB

Shown in I. C. C. Report

Emphasis is laid on the general short-

age of transportation facilities :n the
annual report of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to Congresa, tran5-

mitted Doc. 9, 1920. "As a r-v>-:t .f

the inadequacy of the car su:

of railroad transportation

generally during the past j-var." says
the report, "a practic-j h.is w-r.\»r. ua
among shippers of
emplo>-ees." Hou-vv*--

age of equipment, it i.s shown that the

volume of fr. ij"-.: v.ir't-d durinir the

first s»'ven v ' exceeded the

freight carv cv>rrfsr>ond-

ing porioil of I'J ". as

a r\\>«ult of more n.

The report also says that the inuae-

diate payment to the railroadA of soma
due them under the guarantee provi-

sions of the Transportation Act. but

withheld by the U. S. Treasury on a

legal technicality, is "viul . . a^ ia

order that the carriers m-y properly
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serve the public," and sujrjrests amend-

ment of the law to permit payment.

Other amendments susj>ested cover

the ti-ansportation of explosives, the

use of wooden passenger cars, and

penalties for accepting bribes for pre-

ferred car service.

Engineering Societies

Calendar

Annual Meetings

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS, New York City,
Jan. 19-20, 1921.

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRAC-
TORS, Washington. D C. ; New
Orleans, Jan. 25-27.

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE OP
CANADA, Montreal ; Toronto. Feb.
1-8.

The Engineering Institute of Canada
will hold its thirty-fifth annual general

and professional meeting at the King
Edward Hotel, Toronto, Feb. 1-3. The
program for Feb. 1 includes registra-

tion at King Edward Hotels address

of welcome, annual business meeting,

reports of scinitineers, address of re-

tiring president, inauguration of in-

coming president, reception, smoker.

Feb. 2: Professional meeting, new
business and general discussion, an-

nual banquet of the Institute at King
Edward Hotel. Feb. 3: Excursions,

continuation and closing of profssional

meeting, dance at Hart House to be

given jointly by the Engineering So-

ciety, University of Toronto and the

Institute.

The Vancouver Branch, British Co-

lumbia Technical Association, held its

second smoker in the Old Colony Tea
Rooms, Dec. 2.

The Engineers' Club of Philadelphia,

will hold a meeting Dec. 21; the sub-

ject will be "Road Construction for

Heavy Truck Traffic."

The Rochester Engineering Society,

at its noonday luncheon, Dec. 7, was
addressed by Edward D. Seymour,
chief plant engineer. Vacuum Oil Co.,

who has recently returned from a
seven months' trip in Italy, France,

Portugal and England.

The Iowa Engineering Society will

hold its annual meeting Jan. 18-20,

1921, at Des Moines. Under the new
plan of consolidation prepared at the

last annual meeting, six local en-

gineering organizations have become
district clubs of the State society.

The Engineers' Club of San Francisco,

at its noon-day meeting Dec. 1, was ad-

dressed by J. Waldo Smith, chief engi-

neer, board of water supply. New York
City, on New York's water supply prob-

lems. Mr. Smith was introduced by
M. M. O'Shaughnessy, city engineer of

San Francisco who announced that Mr.
Smith was in San Francisco at the in-

vitation of the Chamber of Commerce
to advise in regard to the future water
supply of San Francisco.

The Seattle Branch, Am. See. E. C,
is considering the establishment of a
student section at the University of

Washington.

The Engineers* Club of Seattle, at

a recent special meeting, was addressed

by C. F. Uhden, chief engineer Skagit
River power proiect, on "Skagit River

Development."

The Western Society of Engineers, at

its meeting Dec. 7, was addressed by
three speakers on "The Commercial
Use of the Airplane." John F. Hayford
discussed research problems; A. R.

Rhenisch, recent progress and costs;

Walter Painter, commercial airplane

types. The following meetings are an-

nounced: Dec. 17, three speakers will

present papers on "Recent Tendencies
in Electric Railway Development";
Dec. 18, the Young Men's Forum is

sponsor for a talk by O. M. Fox of the

Business News Department of Engi-
neering Nervs-Record on "Economics
and the Engineer"; Dec. 20, "Investi-

gation of the Water Supply of Small

Cities," by William Artingstall.

Personal Notes

J. K. SIMMS, formerly with the

St. Louis-San Francisco Ry. on railroad

location work, has accepted a position

on the engineering staff of the Tela
Railroad Co., Tela, Honduras, C. A.

The Tela Railroad is controlled by the

United Fruit Co., which is developing

the banana industry of Honduras.

Walter E. Spear, formerly de-

partment engineer of the New York
Board of Water Supply, has returned

to New York from Greece where he

conducted for a period of eight months
an investigation for Ford, Bacon &
Davis, consulting engineers, New York,

of the projects for water supply and
sewerage systems for Athens and
Piraeus.

Prof. C. - E. A. W i n s l o w of the

Yale University School of Medicine,

has been granted leave of absence for

the spring term in order that he may
assume the directorship of the public

health activities of the League of Red
Cross Societies at Geneva. Prof. Wins-
low will return to New Haven for the

opening of the fall term, Oct. 1, 1921.

A. W. K. Billings, consulting

engineer, Barcelona, Spain, is in the

United States for a brief visit and
may be addressed at the Engineers'

Club, New York City. Since 1912 he

has been connected with the Ebro Co.,

filling successively the position of man-
ager of construction, managing director,

vice-president and consulting engineer.

During the World War he was in

charge of naval aviation construction in

Europe, and was promoted to the rank
of commander and awarded the Legion
of Honor and the Navy Cross for dis-

tinguished service in this work.

T. J. S T R I c K L E R, chief engineer,

Kansas Public Utilities Commission,
Topeka, Kan., has resigned to become
engineer for the Empire Gas & Fuel
Co., Bartlesville, Okla.

Arthur H. Blanchard, pro-
fessor of highway engineering. Uni-
versity of Michigan, has been engaged
as consulting engineer for paving
work to be done in Colorado Springs,

Col., next year at a cost of about

$1,000,000.

Richard S. Holmgren, for-

merly with H. K. Barrows, consult-

ing engineer, Boston, is now assistant

engineer with L. H. Shattuck, Inc., en-

gineers and contractors, Manchester,
N. H., who are making investigations

of the sewerage system of Manchester.

N. D. D A N E, formerly experi-

mental engineer with the Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. of Akron, Ohio, is

now engaged in sanitary work for

Charles H. Hurd, consulting engineer,

Indianapolis, Ind.

H. M c L. Harding, consulting

engineer of New York, has been re-

tained by the city of New Haven, Conn.,

as consulting engineer on its port

development.

C. F. Graeser, formerly resident

engineer on design and construction of

municipal improvement work with W.
B. Saunders, consulting engineer,

Helena, Mont., has accepted a position

as assistant engineer, Minnesota High-
way Department.

Robert K. Williams has been
engaged as Southern representative of

F. L. Grant, Inc., engineers and con-

tractors, Clarksburg, W. Va.

Frederick C. Hitchcock
has resigned as vice-president and gen-

eral manager of MacArthur Brothers

Co., contractors, New York, with whom
he has been associated many years, to

become president of Carey, Campbell &
Co., contractors, with offices in New
York and Erie, Pa. Mr. Hitchcock is

also vice-president of the Siems-Carey

Railway & Canal Co., which holds con-

cessions for railway and canal work in

China.

Henry S. Cowell, formerly

with the American International Ship-

building Co., Hog Island, Pa., as struc-

tural designer and for the past year

with the Southern Engineering Co.,

Charlotte, N. C, is now designing en-

gineer on plant construction with the

Champion Fibre Co., Canton, N. C.

Hiram D. Phillips, assistant

division engineer, Massachusetts State

Department of Public Works, Bureau of

Highways, has been appointed engineer

of District No. 2, Franklin and Hamp-
shire Counties, Conn., to succeed C. H.

Howes, resigned.
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Port Discussion

LAST WEEK there was presented before the New
^York Section of the American Society of Civil

Engineers a technical discussion on New York's port

problem, remarkable for its high quality and its broad

treatments. Since the report of the New York-New
Jersey Port and Harbor Development Commission has

not yet been made, Mr. Cresson presented only an

analysis of the many phases requiring solution, but the

discussion that followed brought out striking recom-

mendations for an ultimate solution. A report of the

meeting appears elsewhere in this issue and merits a

thoughtful reading by port-terminal engineers every-

where.

New Light on Water Hammer

NEW light is thrown on the vexed subject of water

hammer by Prof. Durand's valuable discussion on

p. 1212. The last part of the paper, relating to water

hammer under conditions of partial or incomplete reflec-

tion at the valve, is believed to be quite new, valuable, and

likely to dispel some of the doubts and uncertainties

which hydraulic engineers have had regarding the

applicability of the best previous existing formulas.

Experimental data on the degree of reflection at the

valve are needed before it can be determined what, if

any, economy in the design of penstocks and surge tanks

can be effected by consideration of actual rather than

ideal conditions of complete reflection of the pressure

wave.

Foreign Financing

MUCH deserved commendation has been accorded the

launching at Chicago week before last of the

Foreign Trade Financing Corporation, which will have

a loaning power of $1,100,000,000. Our foreign-trade

relations are in a bad condition. The organization of

this banking instiution will help more than any other

action that has been taken to enable European

powers suffering under an adverse rate of exchange to

buy our products. Great as the step is, however, it is

not a cure-all and we must expecl; neither full relief for

European countries nor immediate, or even rapid,

equalization of the exchanges. European governments

alone owe our government $10,000,000,000, while the

financing ability of the new organization is approx-

imately one-tenth of that sum. Nevertheless, the

importance of the step intrinsicdly and as an example

should be recognized.

Salem Typhoid Outbreak

WATER-BORNE typhoid epidemics that prostrate

ten per cent of the population of a city are happily

becoming rare. Meanwhile prompt and effective methods

for combating the spread of the disease and for

ameliorating the appalling conditions in typhoid stricken

communitiefl have been elaborated. ThCM facta Imd
unusual interest to the epidemic at Saleni. Ohio. oOdaly
reviewed in concise detail on p. 1244. The Saleni efji-

demic, like the one at Schenectady early thi« year (Me
Engineering Newn-fiecord, Dec. 2, p. 1101;, shows that a
water supply itself pure, even though from an onder-

ground .source, mu.st be guarded againjit poUntion an

route to the consumer. An abandoned river intake at

Schenectady, flooded at high water, led to the poOutJoo

of the water supply, much gastroenteritis! and 53

of typhoid. At Salem, the menace was continaooa

when the epidemic came it was of large proportion

pared with the Schenectady outbreak. Theae and other

typhoid outbursts of the last few years, even though

most of them have been minor, show that eternal

vigilance is still essential for the maintenance of pure

water supplies and for a continuance of the remarkable

progress that has beer made in the elimination of

water-borne typhoid.

Highway Contracts

HIGHWAY contract provi.sions have been under dis-

cussion by a joint committee appointed a year

ago by the Association of State Highway Officials and

the Associated General Contractors. There are. it is

generally recognized, many unsatisfactory' features in

the contractual relations on highway work. Neverthe-

less, there is common ground and it was with the hope

that this ground would be broadened that the committee

was appointed. Unfortunately, after a year of labor the

committee was not able to make a report at Washington

last week. It was distinctly stated that the committee

could not agree. No information as to the character

of disagreement has been given out so that one can

express only general regret that the deliberations have

been abortive. We believe that both of the parent

organizations, through their executive bodies, shook!

counsel with their representatives on the joint com-

mittee to the end that the cause of disagreemert may

be removed. Even a frank statement of the subject on

which there is a disagreement would l>e i)elpful for tba

subsequent di.scussion by the members of the two bodi«

at large would help to clarify and settle the i!»*ues. The

matter is too important for the interests of the pul>lic to

allow it +0 drag.

Concrete Road Reinforcement

WHETHER reinforcement is of ad\-antage is one of

the controversial points in concrete-pavement

design. Many believe in its efficacy in preventing cracks

or at least in delaying the breaking up of the slab if

cracks occur. In fact, some state highway departments

call for reinforcement in all their concrete roads. Others.

on the other hand, are emphatic that reinforcement is

not worth what it costs. Some time ago H. Eltinge

Breed undertook a study of matured roads to learn the
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effect of reinforcement, later widening and completing

the examination on behalf of the National Steel Fabric

Co. His conclusions can be found in an article on page

1231 of this issue. His obsei'vations show that rein-

forcement prevents cracking, that it is worth what it

costs. We have no doubt, however, because of the depth

of feeling on this subject, that there will be disagree-

ment with Mr. Breed's findings. It is, nevertheless, a

definite contribution to the literature of the subject

and should be amplified by the experiences of other high-

way engineers. Not less interesting than these conclu-

sions of Mr. Breed are the adoption in his own practice

of 40 lb. of reinforcement per 100 sq.ft. instead of the

customary 25, and also his use of two layers of reinforc-

ing steel. The latter design carries 75 lb. per 100 sq.ft.,

40 in the lower and 35 in the upper layer. Mr. Breed's

article thus suggests two lines for discussion and further

data—regarding simple reinforcement and regarding the

advisability of the two-layer design. While it may not

yet be general, the opinion has been frequently enough
expressed that the time for true reinforcement of con-

crete pavements has come, to suggest that there is a

definite drift toward use not merely of some steel but

of much more steel than has heretofore been used.

Government Economy

THE opening of a session of Congress is always
preceded in an editorial oflSce by the receipt of

letters urging that certain proposed legislation be given

publicity in the columns of the journal and, if possible,

editorial approval. This year there has been an excep-

tion to that rule in so far as there have been no com-
munications from engineers or contractors urging proj-

ects or measures pertaining to engineering and the

construction industries. That fact is, we believe, sig-

nificant. The feeling among thoughtful men is that

there must be the utmost economy in Government ex-

penditures. The situation is further emphasized by the

fact that the appeals for editorial support on congres-

sional measures have been made only for the adoption

of the budget system and the modification of the tax
laws. How far the cutting in Washington should

proceed cannot be expressed as a generalization. Each
governmental service needs separate investigation and
appraisal. Those that immediately prevent heavy loss

to the community, such as the measures for keeping
down crop pests and for the extirpation of disease, must
be maintained at full vigor. However, we must expect

heavy curtailment m research, even though one can

reasonably demonstrate that it would be a good invest-

ment of Government funds. Even the shrewdest busi-

ness corporation often finds that instead of making a

profitable investment it must conserve its cash and
husband its resources. A similar situation faces the

Government today. Engineers and contractors must,

therefore, expect neglect of favorite agencies and proj-

ects, existing and prospective, unless they themselves,

like the proposed department of public works, are

measures of economy. The Government must reduce its

expenditures.

Progressive Highway Thinking

WAYNE COUNTY, Mich., has long had the repu-

tation—and justly so—for progressive highway
work. Its road system was for years the Mecca of those

who wished to study concrete highway construction.

Therefore, it is not a surprise to learn that the Wayne

County road commissioners continue to think in a for-

ward-looking way regarding their problems. Surfacing

—as to design, construction and maintenance—they

consider quite well settled for present and reasonable

future conditions. Their concern is rather with the

effort to foresee future needs. They believe that high-

way traffic is certain to increase in weight and have,

therefore, adopted a 24-ton load as the standard in bridge

design. They have advocated the gradual acquisition of

forested areas in different parts of the county, so that

there may be in the not distant future a goodly-sized

forest-preserve system, tempting the city people into the

country. Finally, they believe that on certain of their

roads the provision of lighting and of sidewalks require

consideration. Lighting would encourage the shifting of

part of the heavy day traffic to the night, and enable the

traffic to proceed at greater speed and in greater safety.

Sidewalks are needed that pedestrians may be safe-

guarded along the heavily-traveled roads. The con-

sideration of these problems indicates that the Wayne
County commissioners, under the able leadership of

Edward N. Hines, are keenly alive to their responsi-

bility and have profited by the lessons of the past

rapid expansion of traffic on their improved highway
system.

A Note of Inconsistency (?)

IN COMMENDING in the previous note advanced

thinking in highway practice we may be charged with

inconsistency, for we have urged in these columns a

strict examination of the propriety of expenditures under

present financial conditions. The charge, however, in

our judgment can not be sustained. The thinking

in question does not necessarily mean immediate expan-

sion of expenditures. It does mean, though, that when
conditions are easier those who have visioned their

responsibilities broadly will be ready to take steps in

directions called for by reasonable traffic demands. Those

who restrict their thinking only to present needs are

not apt to be able to handle large problems effectively

when the demand comes suddenly upon them.

Terminal Motor Trucking

AFAIR and full trial of the motor truck in terminal

service was urged in these columns last week with

reference to the problems of inland cities. This sugges-

tion was based on two years of highly successful opera-

tion in Cincinnnati, where demountable truck bodies are

employed for less-than-carload interchange between rail-

road main and substations. It is important to note,

however, that the method, necessarily in modified form,

is applicable as well to the country's most difficult

terminal problem—that of the port and city of New
York. B. F. Fitch of the Cincinnati Motor Terminals

Company has publicly proposed such a plan in detail for

New York, and such authorities and students of the

port problem as J. J. Mantell, of the Erie Railroad,

William Barclay Parsons, F. L. Molitor and E. P. Good-

rich, under one form or another, have pointed to store-

door delivery as an essential of la satisfactory

solution. Even under Gustav Lindenthal's Hudson River

Bridge plan, detailed in this issue, the motor truck would

play an important part in handling l.c.l. freight. Mr.

Fitch's proposal, however, does not call for big capital

outlay, but the use of sulplus capacity of present pas-

senger-vehicular ferries to carry truck loads between
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New Jersey rail transfers, zone-station warehouse di8-

tributing points and store-doors in Manhattan. While
the Engineering Neivs-RecnrrJs believes that the bridge

must ultimately come, for rapid transit as well as for

freight and vehicles, it is distant, while the truck plan

could be rapidly effected, providing for the fullest use

of present plant at comparatively small cost. Moreover,
such a method of intensive motor-truck operation, effec-

tively tied in with existing terminals, gives promise of

fulfilling four of the five major requirements laid down
as fundamental to satisfactory freight distribution at

the port of New York by engineers who have given the

subject careful thought. These requirements are:

Division and distribution rather than concentration and
congestion; a belt railroad system; prodigious expansion

of storage; a single organization to direct and conduct

distribution, both in- and out-bound, and, finally, store-

door delivery. Any large plan for efficient terminal-

operation at the port of New York will no doubt be

opposed by some intrenched interests selfishly fostering

wasteful methods so widely condemned by engineers.

However, those charged with the solution of the port

problem should give full consideration to a test of a

system successfully established elsewhere, particularly

since it is fully agreed that other proposed solutions will

require very heavy capital expenditures for equivalent

results.

City Traffic Distribution

PASSENGER transit facilities in cities commonly
operate to produce or intensify concentration. Their

real function, however, is distributive, and in recogniz-

ing and utilizing this function the municipal engineer

has the opportunity to do important constructive service

to his community.

In large cities the necessity of striving to distribute

traffic and population is rather obvious, and transit

improvements usually are planned to this end. In the

small city it is less easy to perceive the importance of

encouraging distribution by the layout or control of

transit lines, and here, perhaps, the principal errors are

committed. Important lessons in this field may be

learned by the small city from the large.

Motor traffic has helped to emphasize urban concentra-

tion suddenly and sharply. It has led many towns and

cities of moderate or even small size to realize for the

first time that they suffer from excessive concentration.

But motor traffic is only an index of concentration, not

a cause; rather the reverse. Anti-parking ordinances,

therefore, while they have decreased motor congestion,

have not remedied the general condition of low efficiency

of business and slowed-down community activity through

the retardation of passenger and freight movement that

concentration produces.

Street-car and other transit facilities with fixed routes

differ from the automobile in deliberately seeking the

most concentrated sections and streets. They aim to get

the traffic, and find best returns when they take fullest

advantage of concentration of people. By doing so they

inevitably increase downtown concentration. This ten-

dency can be prevented or limited, however, by suitable

control in laying out transit lines, and to some extent

in subsequent rerouting.

In the small town these conditions are not at once

apparent; in very large cities they stand out unmis-

takably. Downtown Chicago pictures clearly the con-

fining effect of railway, ittreet-ear. and eleratcd-rathray
concentration Huperadded to the efTect of unfavorable
geography. By contra.i»t, Philadelphia, for example, «x-
hibit.s the benefits of "d transit layout in de-
centralizing populatior tffic. In New York the
conHtruction of the fjmt subway favored an intmee
concentration—thoutrh thin merely adapted itaelf to pr^
exi.sting tendencien of growth—wherean the recently
built subway line» are h*/ ^o develop a atroof
distributing effect. Such and tendencies, wt
believe, are worth clo.He .study on the part of the engi-
neers responsible for the development of umall commoni-
ties; for city development i.s mont eauiiy guided wImb
the city is small.

Large cities pre.sent other Nituationa which exhibit
the relations of traffic and concentration more in detail,

and these supply particularly valuable material for
study. In this light there n special interest in an
attempt recently made in New York to bring about the
construction of a local subway loop to encircle a part

of the up-town business district, a di.strict already highly

overconcentrated and provided with transit service

fully as good as that of other parts of the city. The
proposed loop—which by the way has been rejected

—

would very surely have created an iron-bound district

like that within ^he Chicago Union Loop, with most
unfortunate results on the freedom of traffic ir neuient,

and clearly to the injury of the city at large. The mov«>
ment was promoted by commercial and realty interests

within the proposed loop area, but it was opposed by the

technical authorities of the city, who appreciated the

harmful effect of such transit localization on municipal

conditions.

In smaller cities, traffic localization proposals of re-

motely similar character are sometimes made, and
because their effects are less pronounced than in a large

city they usually are judged to be advantageous and find

acceptance. Reference to the situation in a large city.

as in the instance cited, is capable of giving decisive

help in such circumstances by illustrating the real effect

of the proposed localization and making possible a cor-

rect balancing under the given conditions of harmfol

against beneficial effects.

Without restriction to special cases of this kind, how-

ever, we would emphasize tht* need in all cities, smafl

as well as large, of developing the distributive function

of city transit facilities by properly controlled lay-out

and operation. The most fertile field for effective work

in this direction is the small city, where the close inter-

relation of transit and concentration is moat likely to

be overlooked. It should be one of the objectives of the

municipal engineer to combat the mwiy tendencies

toward concentrating traffic routes in a few downtown

streets.

He will have to meet hostile arguments of many kinds,

but the facts, if rightly interpreted, should easily over-

come them. The most cogent plea, that transit lines

should be put where the traffic is centralited. can be

met on the basis of a proper analysis of street and

traffic conditions and it it cannot »>^ !«o met it shouM

prevail. Least logical, though pt^r ms,

is the opposition offered not by tra; ' bv

selfish property interests and by civic-pride enth .
.\^-s

of the type which finds its satisfaction in the s.jch: of

a street choked with crowds. In overcoming all such

opposition, however, the engineer will be doing true

public ser\Mce.
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Water Hammer in Pipe Lines
studies Extended to Include Effects of Imperfect Reflection at Discharge End, Friction, Non-Uniform

Change of Valve Opening and Imperfect Action of Discharge Opening as a Nozzle

By W. F. Durand
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford University. Cal.

THE primary purpose of the present paper on water

hammer in pipe Jines and especially of that part re-

lating to partial reflection has been to extend the general

method hitherto employed in treating this problem to in-

clude the case of assumed partial reflection and thus to

provide a method of analytical treatment which may serve

as a basis for the analysis of experimental observations

taken with a view of throwing some light on this general

problem. With such observations in hand the methods

and results developed in the present paper should serve

to direct such analysis intelligently and thus aid in a de-

termination of the degree of accoustic reflection to be ex-

pected at a partially open valve discharging a liquid.

Shock or water ram in pipe lines has been developed in

some detail by Joukovsky and later by Allievi and others.

Memoirs Imperial Academy of Science, St. Petersburg, 1897,

Vol. IX; Annnli della Societa degli Ingegnieri, Rome, Vol.

XVII, 1902. The basic principles or assumptions involved in

the treatment include the following:

(1) The analysis of the continuous valve movement in

opening or in closing into a series of differential elements

after the usual manner of differential analysis.

(2) Recognition of the elementary pressure change (in-

crease or deci'ease) consequent upon the elementary valve

movement with its resultant change in discharge area.

(3) Consideration of the liquid within the pipe together

with the pipe itself as constituting an elastic system
capable of receiving and transmitting longitudinal waves,
compression or expansion, with accompanying change of

pressure, increase or decrease.

(4) The assumption that each elementary change of

pressure at the valve (increase or decrease) will give rise

to a corresponding wave (compression or expansion) which
will then be propagated the length of the pipe with a
velocity dependent upon the characteristics of the system
comprising liquid and pipe conjointly.

(5) The assumption that such elementary pressure
waves, will, at the upper or reservoir end of the line,

undergo complete or perfect unloading, which unloading
will then be propagated or reflected back to the valve end
of the line. This assumption is based on the considera-
tion that the upper end of the line is a point of uniform
pressure and therefore while admitting movement will not
permit pressure change. It is therefore like the free end
of a spiral spring undergoing longitudinal vibration, or
again like the mouth end of a closed organ pipe.

A complete picture of the phenomena, as assumed, may
be readily obtained by considering a straight coiled elas-

tic spring moving longitudinally and suddenly at the
forward end coming into contact with a fixed wall. A
wave of compression will travel along the spring until it

reaches the free end, at which instant the entire spring
is in a state of compression at rest, and with its former
energy of motion stored for the moment as potential energy
in the compression of the spring. Following this the com-
pression will begin to unload at the free end by a reverse
movement of the particles of the spring, and such unload-
ing will be propagated back to the fixed end of the spring
as a wave of relative expansion (back to normal). At
the instant of complete unloading the entire spring is in
motion in direction the reverse of its original motion and
in amount equal (assuming perfect elasticity). The energy
is therefore now again all kinetic with motion reversed.

(6) The next assumption made is that the valve end of
the pipe constitutes a fixed end of the vibrating column
similar in effect to the closed end of a closed organ pipe
or to the fixed end of an elastic spring, and at which point
motion is suppressed while pressure changes may develop.

*A paper read before the National Academy of Sciences, Wash-
ington, D. C, April, 1920. heretofore printed only in a brief
academy abstract.

It thus results that the kinetic energy, reversed in di-

rection, and which reaches its full amount just as the un-

loading reaches the valve end of the line, will tend to carry

the pipe contents bodily away from the valve end. This

will result in a reduction of pressure at the valve and thus

there will be started a wave of reduced pressure or of ex-

pansion, traveling from the valve to the free end, follow-

ing which will be a reversal or return to normal pressure

with forward movement starting at the free end and propa-

gating back to the valve end. In particular it is assumed
that this reflection at the valve end of the line is complete.

The phenomena outlined in (5) and (6) are entirely simi-

lar to those manifested in a column of air vibrating in a

closed organ pipe, the closed end of such pipe correspond-

ing to the valve end of the pipe line, or again to those in a

spiral spring, fixed at one end and free at the other, and
undergoing longitudinal vibration.

Following these basic assumptions the application of

familiar principles of mechanics gives for the velocity of

the longitudinal wave along an elastic liquid within an
elastic pipe the following value:

= \f4 (1)

when S = velocity in feet per second

g = gravity acceleration = 32.16

tv = density of water, pounds per cubic foot

J = virtual cubical co-efficient of elasticity of elas-

tic liquid within the elastic pipe

J is then given by the relation

:

H ^ 1 1, 944 r

J^ K t E (2)

Where K = cubic coefficient of elasticity of liquid = for

water, 43,200,000 with foot as unit.

E = linear coeflficient of elasticity of pipe mate-
rial = for steel, 4,032,000,000 with foot as

unit.

r = radius of pipe (inches)

t = thickness of pipe wall (inches)

The numerical value 1,944 also includes an assumed value
of 3.6 for Poisson's modulus for steel.

Again let a = S/g
ds = elementary change in velocity of flow.

dh =z elementary change in pressure head ac-

companying velocity change ds.

Then likewise from well-known principles of mechanics
we derive:

dh = a.ds (3)

We have, thus far given in brief resume the basic prin-

ciples used by Joukovsky, Allievi and others in the usual

treatment of the subject, together with the resultant basic

relationship between an elementary change in the velocity

of flow and the resultant or accompanying pressure change;
see (3) above.

Restrictive Conditions {see treat/inent by Allievi).—In
the application of these principles to actual problems
of pipe-line flow it has been customary to assume for sim-
plicity various restrictive conditions rendering the treat-

ment of the problem simpler but omitting thereby the in-

fluence of certain important factors which cannot but have
an important bearing on actual numerical results. These
conditions are as follows:

(1) The assumption of complete or perfect reflection at

the valve end, regardless of the fact that the valve may
during the period of reflection be partly open with water
issuing therefrom.

(2) The omission of the effect due to friction or other-

wise the assumption of a frictionless liquid in so far as

friction may effect the values of the pressure head h.

(3) The omission of the head due to the velocitv v''/2a.
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(4) The assumption of a uniform time rate of valve
area change (increase or decrease) in opening or closure.

(5) The assumption of perfect efRciency of the valve
considered as a nozzle, or otherwise, the neglect of any
loss of energy in the passage of the water through the
valve.

The results due to (1) are uncertain in amount simply
because we lack experimental research on the influence of
the factor. It is obvious, however, that reflection at the
valve end must often be far from perfect, especially in

cases where the area of f-F opening approaches the cross-
section area of the pipe and when the valve is nearly wide
open.

The results due to (2) will depend much upon the
hydraulic characteristics of the case. Where friction ab-
sorbs a large part of the actual head its omission may
involve serious error; where friction absorbs but a small
part of the actual head the importance of its omission is

correspondingly reduced.

tion in the pipe line, veloeitj head v'/2|r, uijr Uom rate of
valve area change, and Iom of mmrgj throocb tbs dl**
charge valve.

It will be four
in two ntageit, fir

then extending in

tion.

.1 • i-.:(i«.TH

to oodertake this ptuciw
-'. conditiofM except (1) aad
to include imperfect

Treatment of Problem With R^mwnl •/ Bmtrieiim CWa-
ditions (2), (3), (4), (5).—To Ax the ideas we shall ftnt
assume the case to be one of . ur*. it will
be found that with appropria* >tation tiiJs

ment includeii that for valve opcn.r.g likewise.
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the valve at the time (t — 2z) and which has, in the mean-

time, completed one full cycle of four traverses of length L
and now reaches the valve at time t and by complete re-

flection gives a positive element of pressure head 2arfs2, and

similarly for successive elements.

All of this is, of course, simply an expression of Joukov-

sky's theory in somewhat simpler form as regards nota-

tion.

From (3) we have by integration for any given period

of time:

h = OL is - 2Si + 2S2 - 2s. -f etc) (5)

It is readily seen that the number of terms will be given

by the whole number next below t/z, and that they will

have alternately plus and minus signs according as they

represent elements which have made an odd or even num-

ber of double traverses of the length L.

Equation (5), thus representing the integrated result

at the valve for a time period to t, comprises successive

terms each of which represents the summation of a series

of elements ads (as in equation (4), all of which are simi-

lar as to sense and time history (number of double

traverses of pipe-line length). Thus, for the first term

the time period is to t, giving the summed effect (all in

the positive sense) of all elements as formed and previous

to propagation or reflection. For the second term the

time interval is to (t-z)
,
giving the summed effect (all

in the negative sense) of all elements which have had time

to make the double traverse 2L with return to the valve

and reflection at that point, and similarly for the suc-

cessive terms.

Rewriting (5) we have h — a. {s — 2Si + 2s2 — 2s3 +
etc.) (5)

We shall have similarly /i^ = a (si — 2sj + 2s3 —
etc.) (6)

These two expressions, after the terms in s, have the

same terms with opposite signs.

Hence: h + Ju = a (s - Si) (7)

Again in (5) put 5 = 2si — 2sz + 2ss — etc.

We have then h = x (s - B) (8)

Noting also the make-up of ^ as in (6) we have fh =
a. {B - s.) or a5 = /ii + as, (9)

Thus from either (7) or (8), (9) it appears that the

value of h for a given time t can be immediately deter-

mined if we can find s for the same time and also knowing
h and s for the time (t — z) . These results are of re-

markable simplicity, connecting, as they do, successive

values of h separated by the time interval z.

The determination of the values of h during any period

of time in general involves three distinct phases or time

periods: (1) t between o and z; (2) t between z and T;

(3) t beyond T.

With proper interpretation (7) (8) and (9) apply gen-

erally to all three periods. Thus for the first period the

subscript 1 implies a time (t — z) negative, and in such

case the term is to be omitted, giving in (7)

h = a.s (10)

For the second period the equations apply as written.

For the third period, for t = T and beyond, s becomes
Vo. Hence for values of t between T and T + z v/e shall

have from (7)

h + hi — a (Vo — Si) (11)

while for {t — z) >r or <> {T + z), both s and &i become
v^ and we have

h = -h, (12)

It now remains to provide means for the determination

of the value of s corresponding to any given time t.

Let
A = cross-section area of pipe

a = efflux or outflow area through valve

m = a/A
u — velocity through valve

Vo = initial velocity of flow

?; = velocity of flow in general

s = aggregate velocity change — Vo — V
f -— coefficient of efflux through valve

H - head
C = Chezy coefficient

r — hydraulic mean radius

We may then write three equations as follows:

V = nm ( 13

)

This expresses the continuity of flow along the pipe and
through the valve.

h = a. (s - B = a {Vo - V - B) (14)

This gives from (8) the excess head developed at the valve

corresponding to any reduction of velocity s = (vq — v)

,

and hence the excess head at the valve at the instant when
the pipe velocity is v.

l=x^+*-iS) (15)

This expresses the head on the discharge side of the

valve, u'/2g, transformed under efficiency / from the net

head just back of the valve, and made up of the original

head H plus the excess head h, minus the friction head
L v^/C r as given by the familiar Chezy formula.

Putting (15) all in terms of u and transforming we have
Mu" — H + h (16)

Where M - — 4-
-^^^

^ ~
2gf^ C^r

If then between (13), (14) and (16) we eliminate u

and V and reduce the equation in h, we shall find

h' - 2 {E + F) h + E' ~ 2FH = (17)

where E = a(vo B), F = ^-?^and aB = h, + as.
2M

Solving for h we have

h = (E + F) — VF' + 2F (H + E) (18)

When m = 0, F = and h = E = v./ (vo — B) as in

(8) with s =: Vo.

For the period of time to t = z, we shall have B =
and the above equations will simplify accordingly.

Having found h from (18) , u follows from (16), v

from (13) and then s — Vg — v. We then fina as, add h

and thus find the value of B and of E for the instant of

time z ahead.

It is to be especially noted in the equations thus developed

that: (1) The influence of friction is represented by the

term Lif/Cr in (15) or in the values of M and F in the

final solution of (18).

(2) The velocity head is implicitly included in equation

(15) since H is the total initial head and H — friction

head -f- excess head h will equal total head at valve, com-
posed partly of pressure head and partly of velocity head.

(3) The solution is entirely unrestricted so far as the

time rate of valve m.ovement or rate of change of a and m,

are concerned. The various equations expressing h as the

sum of a series of terms are entirely independent of any
term expressing the time rate of valve movement. The
valve opening is represented solely by the factor m which
appears in equation (13) and in F, and no matter what
the character of the valve movement may be, so long as

it is known, it will be possible to assign to a series of

values of t the corresponding series of values of m. This

insures, therefore, the solution of the problem for any
assigned rate or character of valve movement.

(4) The influence of nozzle inefficiency or loss of energy
in flowing through the valve outlet is represented by the

factor / in the terms M and F.

Pressure at Any Point in the Line.—The discussion thus

far has related solely to the pressure at the valve. The
same principles generalized for any point P at a distance

X from the valve enable us to write down a general equa-

tion similar to (5) in the form

fe=tt(Sj-,-Sj-(2-,) -St-<j, + <,-t-Sr- ij,-^ +
St- (ig+i)—, etc. (19)

In this and subsequent equations i = time x/S.

As in (5) each of these terms represents the summa-
tion of those parts of the final result which have had, so

to speak, a common life and which thus admit of sum-
mation. The first term is the summation of the elements

generated at the valve and which have at least traversed

the distance x between the valve and the point P, distan+

from the valve by the time interval i. The second term

is the summation of the elements generated at the valve
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and which have at least traversed the distance L to the
upper end and back again to the point P, a diKtancf (2L —
x) and requiring a time {z — i) . These come back as
an unloading of pressure and hence appear with the nega-
tive sign. The third term is similarly the summation of
the elements which have at least traversed the distance /.

to the upper end and back again to the valve and back by
reflection there to the point P, a distance (2L -|- x) and
requiring a time (z + i). This likewise operates as an
unloading term and hence appears with the negative sign.
Similarly the other terms represent the summation of
elements corresponding each to a common distance of propa-
gation and approaching P alternately from the upper end
and from the valve.

It is of interest to note that when the point P is at the
valve and x = o, the two unloadings represented by the
second and third terms occur simultaneously at the valve
and become by their sum 2si-, or 2s„ as in equation (5).
In this manner by the assumption of a; = o, or i i:; o,

equation (19) becomes reduced to (5) and the latter is

thus seen to be only a special case of the former when x
z= o.

Writing equation (19) for time (t — z) and adding the
two values thus found, we have by the cancellation of all

terms after the second,

fe + /i, = a(s,_ ) -& - ( -l^)) (20)

It will be noted that at any given instant of time, s is

the same throughout the length of the pipe. Hence the

investigation of the pressure at the valve end will give a
series of values of s which may be applied throughout the

length of the line as indicated in (19) or (20). To this

end there is needed a general history of s on time and
this may be most conveniently laid down graphically from
the results derived for the valve end. With such a graphi-

cal history of s the determination of h for any point in

the line and at any time becomes through (19) and (20) a
matter of simple routine.

Valve Opening.—The treatment for the case of valve

opening is implicitly contained within that for closure,

and it is only necessary to note certain special interpreta-

tions in order to apply in full the equations for the case

of closure to that of opening. The change of head is now
a decrease instead of an increase and is therefore essen-

tially subtractive instead of additive. The change in

velocity will be reversed in direction. That is, s = v — v„,

where v^ = the initial velocity through an initial open-

ing m,A, and if the movement starts from complete closure

we shall have s = v.

With this value of s and all other terms in (13), (14)

and (16) the same, we derive results as follows:

h - -(E + F) + \/F> +2F{H+ E) (21)

where E = a(vs -\- B), F = ^^^ as before and oB = /i, -f- as,,

as before.

If again the valve movement starts from full closure we

shall have v„ — Q and E = a5.

These equations represent, for the case of valve open-

ing, the same degree of generality as in the case of closure,

and in particular with reference to friction, loss of energy

through valve and time rate of valve movement.

Turning to equation (21), it is readily seen that the

terms under the radical form two terms oi {F -\- H -{- E)'.

In the case of valve opening, F continuously increases and

in cases where the valve opening is nearly the full size

of the pipe and H is small, F may be large compared with

{H + E). In such cases the value of the radical will be

approximately (F + H + E) and hence h - H (actually

slightly less). Hence as F becomes large relative to (H +
E) the value of h v/ill approach H as a limit. This cor-

responds to the well known result that in cases oi large

valve area relative to pipe and small head H, the opening

of the valve within the time z will drop the pressure at the

valve practically to the atmosphere.

In the application of these equations, it will be noted

that (18) or (21) gives the solution for any value of m
within the time t = z, independent of the quantity B and

hence independent of the solution for any other or previous

time. If, however, e .> z the lolotioo Most b* mmA» at«p
wifw; with a tim*" interval t. hi^nnknt ^ s UaM <r — >)
less than - >x rcqoinrf, sad pr«c-
rt-ssing v ..,. of t. Any mm Mic-
tion will give the 1 4. TlMM froM <9> wOl
give the value of /. • it*p mhfd and tJria. wMl
the appropriate vuIuls lA t\^ other qttantitic*, will ct«»
values of K and F «nH h»n<-e of *, aa in {\%} or (21 >.

Up t/> I' lohiUon nwwm to haiwa pn—nud
itself p< J - compoUtion of A for f > s.

without in L'trec-t K'^Ui^' throocb Um wrica ci eompoUtiam
involved in the Atc-pwine proceaa oatlincd akovt. All tUa
is indeed well known and ha* b«en pointed oot by irtfcar

writers on the subjwt, notably Alli*^,

The purpose of t t paper, ontttfaic
discussion of the r -ply to caaaraHM
the treatment of earlier '.vriiora with rtftrence to tka fo«r
restrictive conditions (2), (3), (4), (5>, as aeUd pra>
viously.

PARTIAL OR INCOMPLETE REFLECTION AT VALVE
We now approach the problem of $r«n«ral>x>nff the treat-

ment in such manner as to inciade the aasamption of partial
or incomplete reflection at the valve. First with rei^artl to

the conditions affecting the assumption of complete reflaettoo.

Physically this requires a closed end, similar to the
end of the organ pipe and against which the

changes may develop as refjuited by the phjrsical ph

assumed. It implies furthermore cor.ipiete arrcat of tba
moving column of water, a condition not consonant with the
movement of the column attendant on a flow of water
through the valve while partially open.

It is clear, however, in the case of closure, that if the
entire valve movement is completed within the time r. the
phenomena at the valve itself, up to complete closure, will

take place without involving reflection at the valve, and
that all subsequent phenomena will develop at a completaly
closed end and hence the assumption of complete r ibctioa
is justiliable, at least so far as complete closure of tfaa

valve is concerned. It results for valve closure that when-
ever the time T of valve movement is not greater than r.

the assumption of complete reflection may be justified by
the presence of a closed end at the valve. On the other
hand, it is clear that when T exceeds z. as is more oftan

the case, the return wave from the free end will

the valve with the latter partly open and with water \i

therefrom. Under such circumstances reflection from tbe

valve end cannot be complete. In the feneral case, as we
have seen, we shall have a series of waves formed at the

valve, propagating to the free end and then back to the

valve, undergoing reflection there and so on—new waesa
joining with waves which have suffered 1, 2, 3 . . .a rellae-

tions back and forth, the net i.sult at any point beinc the

entire summation of the individual results of all ekoHBta,
direct and reflected; and much of this reflection at the

valve and realized while the valve is partly open and with

water issuing.

It is therefore clear that the assumption of eonplata re-

flection at the valve is not justifiable in the irenenU ease.

and its incorporation as a basic principle in the treatment

of the problem will therefore give results which must be

viewed simply as representing ideal or limit cooditioQS.

and to which actual cases will approximate as the coodltioiis

for complete reflection an? more ard more fully reaUaed.

In the development of a niotle >'" r-.- imv...? fr,^ of this

particular assuni'^tion, the first •. lies In

the definition or meiisuivment ci , Com-

plete reflection is a definite and specific condition; partial

reflection may be anything '••>"' ''>«^ per cent to xero and

distributed in any manner t o vaU-e muvaaMBL
There are at least four a^ ,— :.s which may be taken

as a basis for the specification of partial reflcctioa, as

follows

:

(1) A constant fraction of full reflection.

(2) A. fraction of full reflection measur,-.? bv the ratio

(f,,^ _ m) /m„. That is, reflection in : as the

valve opening is reduced in b'"'^^
•'''^''

closure.

-inc to
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(3) A fraction of full reflection measured by the ratio

(^ a) /A. That is, reflection in proportion as the cross

section area of the pipe A is closed over at the valve end.

(4) A fraction of full reflection measured by the ratio

(u, _ v)/vo for closure or by (y, — v)/vr for opening.

That is, reflection in proportion to the difference between

v„ or Ui and v, or reflection less as v is greater. In the

above, v„ and r, denote the normal steady motion full open-

ing velocities in the two cases, closure and opening.

We shall briefly indicate the results as developed from

these various assumptions regarding the degree of reflec-

tion realized.

In the development of the treatment, we shall, where

there is any distinction to be drawn, assume first the case

of valve closure, noting subsequently such changes as may

serve to adapt the same treatment to the case of valve

opening.

Case (1) Let / denote the constant fraction. Then

equation (5) will become

h = ol[s - (1 + /) s, + / (1 + /) «^

— f (1 -I- /)S3 + etc.].... (22)

The second term represents at time t an unloading Si +
a reflection /si. The third term develops first at time ((.-)

as an unloading s^ with reflection fs-. and then at time

t as a second unloading fs, with second reflection fs-2, giving

by the sum of the two latter the term as written; and

similarly for subsequent terms.

Denote all terms in the parenthesis after the first by

B we then have
h ^ OL {s - B) (23)

With the makeup of (22) we then readily find, in man-

ner similar to that followed with full reflection, the follow-

ing relations

/i -j- //ii = a (s - si) (24)

oB = Ai -h aSi (25)

It will be noted that these equations all reduce to the

forms for full reflection, as in (7) (8) (9), if we put / =
1. We may then proceed, exactly as indicated for full

reflection, using equations (17) (18) but with the value

of B as in (25).

Case 2 : We shall in this case have for / a varying value

given by / = (mo — m)/w^. There will be, therefore, a

value for each instant of time during the closure, and in

particular a series of values for the instants t, t-z, t-2z, etc.

These we may denote by /, /i, /a, etc. the same as for the

series of values of h, s, etc. We shall have, then, instead

of (22) the equation

/i = a[s - (1 + /) s^ + A (1 + /)s.

— /i A (1 + /) S3 -I- etc.].... (26)

The second term represents at time t an unloading Si plus

a reflection /si. The third term develops first at time (t —
z) as an unloading 82 with reflection /i Si and then at time

t as a second unloading /i S2 with second reflection / /i s^,

giving by the sum of the two latter the term as written; and

similarly for the other terms.

Denote, as before, everything within the brackets after

the first term by B. Put also

P =: Si - /i S. -f /a /. S. - ctc (27)

Then Pi = Sz — /a s-, + etc.

Whence we derive

P ^ f, P, = s, or P = s^ — fx P: (28)

We have then for (26)

/i = a(s - B) (29)

and from the composition of (26) (27) it is seen that

B = {1 +n P (30)

We also readily derive the relation

h + h, = xs - f si - P. (1 - f f,) (31)

It will be noted that (26) and (31) reduce to the forms
for full reflection if we put / = 1.

We may now proceed as described for the case with full

reflection finding h from (18) with the value of B as given

by (28) (30).

Case 3: In this case the resulting fundamental equa-

tion is the same as (26) for Case 2 but with different values

of /, /i, etc. we shall have here:

f=^^=l-^=a-m) (32)

With a prescribed program of movement for the valve,

therefore, / becomes known for any instant of time and

we may then use the equations of case 2 but with the appro-

priate values of /.

Case 4: In this case we have for valve closure

(33)

and hence for the series /, /i, /j, etc. we shall have s/v<, s,/

Co, Sj/vo, etc.

We may, therefore, use the same general equations as

for case 2 except that in this case we do not know, for any
given time t, the value of /, since this depends on v and
this in turn on u or h. This implicit relation does not, how-
ever, introduce any new variable into the equations and
we proceed by taking equations (13), (14), (16) with the

special values of B and / as given in (30) and (33). From
these equations, and substituting for s in terms of v, we
eliminate v, u, and s, and derive, as before, an equation in h,

h = (E + F) - i/F» -I- 2F{H + E)

where E = a(v„ — 2F) and F =

(34)

(am)V, Py ^,

Vo>

in form as in the previous cases, and differing only in the

values of E and F.

Valve Opening with Partial Reflection.—The preceding
discussion, with the equations developed, applies without
change to the case of valve opening, except that in Case
2 the value of / will be ( Wi — m) liru where m, is the ul-

timate value of w, while in case 4 we shall have:

Where Vy = ultimate steady motion velocity with m = Wi

Basis of Estimate for Degree of Partial Reflection.—As
between these four bases for estimating the degree of re-

flection realized, we have little experimental evidence as a

r^uide. There is no reason for assuming a constant value
of /, but a constant value somewhat less than 1 would
presumably give more accurate results than to assume it

constant at 1, as with the assumption of complete reflection.

For a case where the open valve area is the full size

of the pipe, assumptions 2 and 3 become the same, and in

such case assumption 4 will differ widely from these in

the values of / through the period of closure. For a case
where the open valve area is small relative to the c. s. area
of pipe, assumption 3 will imply practically complete re-

flection, while in such case assumptions 2 and 4 will more
nearly agree.

Motor Car Regulation in England

Several new regulations for the control of traffic

are being considered by the taxation and regulation

of road vehicles committee of the British Ministry of

Transport. It is believed by some that, should the

proposed regulation be determined upon, making it

compulsory for a driver to raise his arm when stopping,

turning a corner, or slowing down, it will have some
effect upon the design of motor vehicles through the

elimination of the left-hand drive machine. The advis-

ability of continued manufacture of left-hand drive cars

is a subject of considerable argument in England. An-
other possible regulation soon to be put into force in

England is the one making it possible for motor car

owners to secure quarterly licenses at 30 per cent of

the annual license. This regulation is to be put into

force, because of the presence in England of a great

number of British colonials who buy their cars in

London and use them for a few months and then take

them home with them. The payment of the total annual

license fee for a few weeks' use in England is considered

unfair.
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Retaining Wall Failure Predicted
By C. W. Cook

Associate Professor of Civil EnglneerinR.
University of Southern California, Lou AnRf-Ie,

THIS is written to predict the failure of a retaining
wall which has just been finished on the northwest

corner of Sixth St. and Vermont Ave., Los Anjfeles.
The drawing (Fig. 4 herewith) shows the wall as
designed and as built; three views showing its condi-
tion before any large amount of backfill had been
placed are given as Figs. 1-3.

At A in Fig. 4 is represented the original design of
the wall, prepared by a firm of engineers in Los
Angeles. The wall is 32 ft. 6 in. high above the ground
at the high point, and was designed to be 10 ft. below
the ground. Its base width is 3 ft. 6 in., this width
continuing up to the surface of the ground, whence
it decreases to a thickness of 1 ft. at the top. The
site is a marsh, and has standing water in it all the

PIGS. 1. 2 AND 3. WALL CRACKED BEFORE BACKFILLING
Front of wall—Cracli in face—Anchor rods

year round. The soil is clay and loam mixed, saturated

with water.

According to the original drawings of the engineers,

a fill was to be put in back of the wall, 21 ft. 3 in.

deep, to be surfaced with a cement floor. At the level of

the top of the wall there was to be built a reinforced-

concrete roof, the 12 x 30-in. beams of which frame into

the wall at intervals of 21 ft. 5 in. The space under the

roof was to be used as garage, with 150 lb. per sq.ft.

designed live-load.

The wall itself weighs 15,550 lb. per lin.ft., and

the roof weight is equivalent to 610 lb. per lin.ft.,

making a total dead load of 16,160 lb. per lin.ft..

which acts with an eccentricity of 0.39 ft. The dead

weight alone would cause a pressure at the toe of 7.700

lb. per sq. ft.—on a wet clay swamp upon which it

would be unsafe to assume a unit pressure of one-

half ton! Considering the 150-lb. live load (and still

neglecting the fill) this pressure would become 8,350

pounds.

Computing the pressure from the fill at 25 lb. per

sq.ft. equivalent fluid pressure (which is low for this

case) and neglecting the 10 ft. below grade, the hori-

^"t^l -h« waJI wootd tw 4.500 lb ;.

«l ft..
.

• 7 ft. 1 in. above th« onr
frrade. AflHuminff that the roof beam* wooJd hoiti

top of the wall (which in ver>' unlikely stnce th« tettic-
ment would be verv threat and the end of Um hmum
^»u!d - .fTj. the wafl woaU art m a
^'^pl<-

if no itcel in it the cootrtC*
would havr to take all the '.enaile iitre*«. which b aboot
210 lb. per .".q.in. and which would undoubtedly br^i
the wall in ten.4ion.

Disregardinsr the restraint at the tO|>, tht rMokmnt
of the horizontal presMure and the fwifiit of Um «al
would fall aUut 3^ ft. out.<)ide the baac; which voold
cause a tremendouM pre.Haure on the baae and oadovhC-
edly would turn the wall over.

When the wall wa.s finally built the oriffiRal architect
and engineer had been discharged, and the work vaa
done by another man who ia a contractor and balkier.
He drew an entirely new set of plans for the main
part of the building, but kept the design of the re-

taining wall as oriffinallr

planned. So the original ecfi-

neers are not now conoactad
with the work.

In the revised pUns, the

owner decided not to buikl the

concrete floor shown at A in

Fig. 1. but to continue the fill

up to the top of the wall and
simply lay a -l-in. cement floor

with no steel in it at the
level of the top of the wall, as

shown at B. The completed
wall looked so .ntender and
high, however, that the owner
decided to put in some anchor*.

So he drilled holes through the

concrete and put in 1 i-in. rods

at varying spacing from 12 ft.

to 15 ft. apart horizontally,

about 4 ft. 2 in. from the top

of the wall. The>' were an-

chored to a deadman. a block

of concrete about 4 ft. cube.

but this was apparently pla..od in front of the angle of

repose of the material and wa.H therefore of no value.

In excavating for the lower portion of the wall it

was necessaiy to build dikes to keep the water out.

and in addition pumps had to be kept . rinuall>'-

The excavation was made alwut 2 ft '.hmn the

wall, and forms were built for the concrete, the re-

maining <^pace on front and back being backHUed with

the material taken out.

The pressure cau.«»eil by 32J ft. of fill fnejriecting «

surcharge to provide for the live load> would Iv 13.:^00

lb. per lin.ft., applied at a point 10 ft. 10 in. alx>%-e

the original grade. In analyzing this wall, moments
must l>e taken about the toe, as the backfill of the

trench cannot hold the wall. Taking moments at the

toe. the overturning moment would be 13.200 x 20.S3

^ 275.000 ft.-lb. The rightin.- "be
15,550 X 1.36 n= 21.100 ft.-lb.. lo . mjr

moment of 253.900 ft.-lb. If this \\.-i--* w
by the rods, whose arm is 3^.33 ft., it

a reaction at the rods of 6.130 lbs. per linal foot of

wall, or, assuming the rods 12 ft. apart (some of them

are 15 ft.> w\.<iild cause a tension in each rod of 73,500
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''JS'^ >^..l.lsAU"'Sars Cemeni- \ F/oor Tr^'

A& Designed Originally

FIG. 4

As Built

A "RETAINING WALL" BUILT IN LOS ANGELES
As designed and as built.

lb. This is equivalent to 82,600 lb. per sq.in. at the

root of the threads. Some of these rods have been

welded, with an apparent efficiency of weld of about

50 per cent. Channels 15 in. deep and 15 in. long,

with the flanges vertical, were used for washers.

Photograph Fig. 2 shows a settlement crack through

two of the anchor rods. This crack extends from the

top to the bottom of the wall and is about \ in. wide.

This view also shows the channel washers, with flanges

p'hrallel to the crack. Fig. 3 shows another settlement

crack from the inside of the wall, also the Id-in. rods

with their ends forged into hooks.

As yet none of the backfill bears against the wall.

All of the cracks have been caused by the settlement

of the wall due to its own dead weight. The dirt is

being dumped in from the rear and allowed to fall

toward the wall on its own angle of repose, which

exerts maximum pressure against the wall. The owner

says that he intends to soak the fill with water as he

puts it in, to insure it packing solidly.

In the opinion of the writer the wall will turn over

before the fill is halfway up to the top. It will probably

bend the channel washers out and allow a whole section

of the wall to fall out, leaving the rods where they

are now. As it begins to fall it will probably break in

tension at about the level of the original soil.

This wall is not a part of the building, being de-

signed only to hold a fill of earth to make a yard in

back of a garage and therefore does not come under

the jurisdiction of the Los Angeles building depart-

ment. It does not support a part of a street and

therefore is not checked by the street department. It

has not been checked by anyone except the original

engineer. The writer is not connected with the work

in any way, being interested solely because of the

very apparent weakness of the wall. He has told the

owner that the wall will not stand up, and has warned

him not to allow men to work on the outside of the

wall. The approximate cost of the wall is $7,000.

The Itinerant Engineer

Records of the change of address made by members of

the American Association of Engineers indicate that

four engineers out of 10 move in the course of a year.

During November, the month on which the estimate is

based, 802 changes were recorded. The daily average

was 32; varying from 12 to 66.

Trend of Highway Development—a Survey

Kansas Practice

THIS IS THE SEVENTH of a series of staff articles on

the highivay situation. It deals with adaptations

of pavement design to permit utilization of native ma-
terials and the development of laboratory investigations

of these materials.

The eighth article of the series will appear in next

week's issue.—Editor.

KANSAS, by an amendment to its constitution this

year, completed the list of 48 states which in some
manner extend financial aid in highway construction;

in other words, every state in the Union now aids high-

way work. The campaign by which this amendment
has been fought through against both popular and, in

instances, corporation opposition perhaps deserves rec-

ord as the outstanding feature of the year in the high-

way development of Kansas. It is notable, however,

that the state has an exceptional mileage of paving
under construction and contract, is developing inter-

esting practices in brick and concrete construction and
is conducting material tests and investigations of ex-

ceptional character.

Until the amendment was voted at the election of

Nov. 2, the Kansas constitution prohibited state road

construction. The amendment adopted enables the

state to grant aid not in excess of a quarter of the

cost, or of $10,000 per mile, for not more than 100 mi.

in any county. There is but on exception: it extends

the mileage entitled to aid to 150 mi. in counties whose

assessed valuation exceeds $100,000,000. Provision of

legislation for executing the new constitutional privi-

lege awaits the action of the coming State Legislature.

As the thought of highway officials is at present being

expressed it favors raising the money for state aid by

levying a tax of 1 cent a gallon on all gasoline, and by

an increased license fee on automobiles. Two other

methods, one a mill tax on all property and the other

state bond issues, are open for consideration.

Present Program

Passing from speculation on future highway pro-

grams to actuality, the important fact to be noted is

that Kansas, through county and benefit-district initia-

tive, has approximately 300 mi. of paved road under

construction and contract. Projects have been sched-

uled absorbing practically twice the Federal-aid funds

available for the state, and contracts have been let, as

of October, 1920, absorbing $3,681,000 of Federal aid,

and aggregating a contract cost of about $9,575,000.

Without state aid and with a state highway depart-

ment organized only since April, 1917, and inadequately

financed, the figures are a record of accomplishment

which merits recognition.

Concrete and brick on concrete base are the pre-

ferred types of paved roads. About two miles of con-

crete to one mile of brick are being constructed. The

paved width is ordinarily 18 ft., but occasionally a

16-ft. or a 20-ft. project is listed. Selecting Federal-

aid projects for 18-ft. pavements, a compilation gives

the approximate costs per mile for 53 mi. of brick road

as $42,000 and for 93 mi. of concrete road as $40,000

per mile.
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As in most states where lack of materials has been
assumed, surveys in Kansas have shown greater re-
sources than were anticipated. To utilize these ma-
terials, modifications from fixed practices must be de-
veloped. Materials studies and tests directed toward
this purpose are a salient line of development in Kansas.

In the beds of the Kaw and the Arkansas River.H
and their tributaries there is gravel running high in

good quartz sand but low in pebbles ; the latter, more-
over, contain a considerable proportion of disintegrated
granite undesirable for concrete wearing surface. Ex-
cept for some isolated "flint hills," the main rock de-
posits are limestone of not very good quality. The
state, however, has a source of imported stone supply
in the chats of the Missouri mining districts, but trans-
portation makes this material rather expensive. As a
result of these materials conditions, attention is being
directed toward two-course concrete construction, using
native materials for the base course and imported chats
for the surfacing. Using a finishing machine, the base
course is struck off and the top course placed and
tamped. Observation of sections cut from slabs con-
structed in this manner indicate (1) a nearly perfect
merging together of the two courses and (2) a well-

defined mortar surface layer i to J in. thick.

Brick pavements in Kansas have been mostly of

monolithic construction, using "vertical fibre" brick.

Failure of one of the earlier roads of this type, as de-

scribed by M. W. Watson, state highway engineer, in

Engineering News-Record, Sept. 23, 1920, p. 595, has
led to distrust of monolithic construction under the ex-

tremes of Kansas temperature. One of the characteris-

tics of the failure described was a separation of the

brick surface from the concrete base. A change in

construction to meet this danger has given some suc-

cess in Reno County as will be described in a separate

article. Meanwhile, attention is being directed to the

use of a bituminous sand cushion and bituminous filler,

and the outcome is promising. Sand mixed with 5 per

cent Tarvia is producing a sand cushion which will

stay where placed.

Studies op Materials

Laboratory investigations of the suitability of native

materials for road construction is a noteworthy fea-

ture of Kansas highway development. This work is

being done at the engineering experiment station of

the Kansas Agricultural College. A brief survey per-

mits the following enumeration of work under way
and planned:

1. Southeastern Kansas has available large quanti-

ties of chats or tailings from the lead and zinc mines.

This material is used to a greater or less extent for

construction of all kinds, but not always with good re-

sults. Tests are being made to determine whether or

not this material can be satisfactorily used for high-

way construction.

2. The Arkansas River valley is rich in excelleni

gravel for concrete aggregate and has very little stone

suitable for highway construction. Tests are being

made to determine the ideal mixture, with the natural

run of the material, which contains an excess of sand.

3. In some of the counties in the southwestern part

of the state there are beds of "gyp" or "mortar bed"

that has excellent binding properties. Tests indicate

that this material should make a binder superior to clay

or Htone dust, as it is very rcaisUnt to the ttottmung
action of wat«r. In combinatioo with Um riwr and
pit gravel thin should make very good outerial for
roads of the mci- pe.

4. A tcMt It eloped to dct«miiM tht rate-
tive wearing value of atone and fraveL

5. The laboratory has developed a teat for tha ««ax-
ing value v f concrete that is original and. It ia felt,
ha.s given encouraging results.

New Test SnsaMEN

Briefly, the new test (item 5. above) cooaifta tft

molding 9-in. .spherical specimens of the desired tlir

These are tested in the standard brick rattler. w«*Bg
three .specimens at one time and a standard abraaiOB
charge. The results .so far secured are not coDchisiw
but have demon.strated tne practicability of the tasL
No difficulty is encountered in molding the spadnMBa
or in securing a .smooth wearing .surface to take tlM
abrasion. There is no tendency for the specimcna
to break or go to pieces in the raitler when tested at
28 days. It is thought that tests at an earlier age
should not be made. The time required for % test taama
to be about \ hour, a.s the loss in nearly e\-er3r cam ia

great enough at 900 revolutions to make compaiiaoB
of different specimens possible. The specimens hare
thus far been molded in concrete forms which were
cast around a wooden ball and later paraffined and oiled

The really original feature is the use of a spherical

test specimen. Two advantage.s over other abrasive
test specimens are that the spherical surface offers no
angles or curves to be broken off. and that no special

equipment is required for the test, as the standard
rattler may be used.

With the enactment of the constitutional aroradmant
state-aid legislation is the important highway deir«Iop>

ment of the coming winter.

Effect of Hard Inclusions in Spruce
Compression Members

Some observations on the effect of hard incloaiona in

compression members on ultimate strength were roada

by Prof. James E. Boyd, Ohio State University, in the

course of tests of the strenfrth of spruce struts carried

out for the Bureau of Standards. The testa are da-

scribed in Technologic Paper 152 of the Bureau, recently

issued. All the struts tested were li to ! :xre.

while their lengths varied from 12J to I , in.

(1/r from 25 to 250). To measure the shortening of

the struts, strain gages were applied, their ends resting

in conical pits in i-in. steel pins driven through bolai

drilled in the struts. The effect of these pins on the

failure strength of the .struts came to attention by

the fact that most of the strut-«» of the I-ft. and 2-ft.

lengths failed by compre.ssion at these pins. It was

thought theref*)re. that a cylindrical pin with higher

modulus of elasticity than the material which surrounds

it is a source of weakness in a compression member.

To investigate this question two of the .<«>

were tested without pins, the strain gagt ~

ported by clamps. Each of these two strut* laiied at «

lower load than the struts from the same plank which

had lieen tested with pins. Professor Bojgd concludes

that "if any conclusion may l>e d* ' ti these few

lests it is that the pins do not weaken the

struts."
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Observations on a Pacific Coast Trip

By Frank C. Wight
Associate Editor, Engineering Ncics-Rccord

Vancouver and Its British Flavor

THE national spirit is a great and curious thing.

At the foot of Yesler Way in Seattle lies a boat

flying the British flag. You pass down that street,

a typical waterfront entrance in a distinctly American

city, where the signs and the talk and the whole flavor

of things are as familiar to a native of Chillicothe or

Omaha as his ovm town, and you walk across a gang

plank into a little section of Great Britain. From then

until you get off that boat some days later when it

comes back to Seattle, to all intents and purposes you

are in England. The ship's officers, with the charac-

teristic tilted cap, the cockney waiters in the dining

saloon, the Clyde-built engines—and even the American-

baiting Canadian who rails at the dollar-chasing Yankee

in the sheltered space behind the pilot house—are part

of the essence that sends a little island's sons across

the seven seas to set up in the world's far places a part

of its great dominion.

For an hour the boat stops at Victoria, the farthest

west of the Canadian capitals, and the remoteness of

the States is more than ever emphasized, for here at

the seat of Provincial government the British spirit is

plain in the things that appeal to an engineer. The mas-

sive masonry sea-wall guarding the inner harbor, in

particular, came straight from the craft which de-

signed and built the ports of England; its like is

not found in our more practical, and possibly ephem-

eral, practice. The new breakwater, with its concrete

blocks, looks familiar, though, and the huge new gov-

ernment piers, wide, long and with equally wide and

long transit sheds, show the trend of Pacific port de-

sign; also, there are emptiness and signs of disuse,

which indicate that the slump in Pacific shipping is

not confined to American ports.

Vancouver, a day's journey by boat from Seattle and

only a few miles across the border, adds to the feeling

that one is far from home, especially as it still sticks

to left-hand running of street traffic, to the imminent

danger of life and limb of the American used to look-

ing to his left at street crossings. The nearness of the

state of Washington, however, with the ever increasing

cross-border automobile travel, has led the province to

pass a law requiring change to right-hand running at

an early date. Like Halifax, Vancouver is more truly

British than the inland Canadian cities, where dilution

of American-born residents is beginning to show. The
Canadian termini of the "all-red" British steamship

lines stick closer in habit and custom to the old country.

The Port

Economically and industrially, Vancouver is a part

of the great Northwest. Conditions here are about the

same as in Seattle. During the war the focus of

England's oriental trade and a shipbuilding center, it

suffers now from the cessation of war business.

Lumbering and mining are its big industries and

the former 'particularly is flourishing. To one long ac-

customed to the structural timber of the East the kind

of material they get here is amazing. It is a pleasure

to look at the great clear sticks that go into the sheds

and floating dry docks. Such wood, properly framed,

is a structural material of lasting quality which can

well compete with what we generally consider more
durable stuff.

But lumbering and mining are not enough to make
Vancouver the great city it wants to be. It must get

more shipping business and must develop the industries

which go hand in hand with a harbor to make a city

a successful port. Its bulk shipping is large—the

largest in tonnage last year in Canada, though Mon-
treal's values passed it—^but not so much is moving
this year. The Harbor Commission is going ahead

actively, though, and work now in progress is greater

than anywhere else in the Northwest.

This work comprises in actual construction two large

shipping piers and a graving dock. One of the piers

is being built by the commission—the Ballantyne Pier.

This is on the main harbor front, a little more than a

rnile from the center of town. It is 1,200 ft. long and
340 ft. wide with a marginal quay wall 936 ft. long. It

will be built with a middle fill and side extensions on

reinforced-concrete cylinders and will carry two-story

reinforced-concrete transit sheds on either side, each

110 ft. wide. Following the practice on the existing

government wharf, which has approximately the same
dimensions, there are marginal railway tracks and also

tracks and a roadway between the sheds. The other

pier is being built close to the center of town by the

Canadian Pacific Ry. and will be 1,100 ft. long by 330

ft. wide with 335 ft. slips. Work on it at present con-

sists only in placing the middle fill and its final design

has not been announced, but it will probably be similar

to the Ballantyne Pier. The dry dock is a private

enterprise, with a 12^ per cent subsidy from the Cana-
dian Government and will eventually be 1,150 x 110 ft. in

plan, but at present will be built only to a length of

800 ft.

In addition the Harbor Commission is developing a

sizable industrial area in one of the creeks making in

from the harbor and is studying the development of

a larger one farther down the creek. At present the

various railways reach the wharves so that rail con-

nections is assured, though somewhat complicated, but

plans are under way for the construction of a gov-

ernment terminal belt railway.

Vancouver is blessed with the most picturesque natu-

ral harbor on the Pacific Coast—a perfect refuge among
mile-high mountains. Its man-made harbor require-

ments are being advanced with a reasonable and judi-

cious speed.

One thing here is common to all these Northwest

ports. The large grain elevators are empty. Of course

the farmer is holding his wheat for better prices, but

the mo^e knowing say that even when the wheat moves
ships cannot compete with the railroad for European
wheat shipments. The big wheat country is far enough
east so that rail rates are sufficiently attractive to draw
the grain to bottoms in Atlantic ports. Beside that, the

Europe-bound ships these days have little to bring back

and only return-cargo business pays. At any rate at

Portland, Seattle and Vancouver there are many mil-

lions now tied up in huge concrete grain elevators that

are lying idle.

Although Vancouver is far north it is not a freezing

country so that the concrete in the port works has only

to stand the sea water. So far it is in very good

condition, and has not shown any of the destruction

which is reported so common farther down the coast.
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The teredo and his smaller relatives are active, though,
and timber below water is uniformly creosoted.

Hydro-electric power development is of course talked
about, but as yet little new work is being done. One
big scheme only 120 miles from Vancouver and with
a power house site right on a railroad is being held
from publicity until certain rights are obtained. It ha.s
a remarkable natural advantage—a 4,000-sec. ft. river,
1,200 ft. above and only two miles away from another
river, which can be reached by an easily driven tunnel
and on which the power house can be located. Plans
are now being made to develop 50,000 hp. in two units.
Particular interest attaches to such developments be-
cause of the oil shortage. Oil contracts are now being
written only on a short-time basis, with no prospect of
bettering conditions. In fact, the Canadian Pacific is

now engaged in transforming all of its coast-division
locomotives from oil to coal burning. This condition
prevails all down the coast and steam power houses are
being converted to a coal and hogged-fuel basis. This
hogged-fuel—the wood refuse from saw mills— is very
effective but requires exceptionally good transporta-
tion and loading conditions because of the rapidity with
which it is consumed. In view of current eastern
discussions on the steam versus the elec;tric locomotives
it is surely pertinent to record the conditions in a coun-
try where coal and oil are both hard to get and where,
of course, for the locomotive hogged-fuel is out of the
question.

Industrial development in British Columbia must of

necessity be in its infancy. The province has approxi-

mately 400,000 square miles and 400,000 inhabitants.

Of this huge area 99^ per cent is unorganized and has

only 14 per cent of the population. Consider, for in-

stance, the financial difficulty of building roads and
railroads through such a country. So far only the

surface has been scratched, the main routes cut through

;

there are only li miles of road per capita and .i mile

of trail. The burden of cost must necessarily fall on

the cities and unfortunately they have been over ex-

tended. That curse of the Northwest—the real estate

shark—has gotten in his deadly work and the towns

and cities are already staggering under a debt burden

due mostly to unwarranted development of municipal

area far beyond the needs of the population.

Municipal Over-Extension

From a test section of Vancouver, for instance, it was

found that a population of twelve to the acre could

hardly pay the necessary charges for the construction

and maintenance of municipal necessities. Yet in the

adjoining city of South Vancouver, the multiplication

of subdivisions and the extension of remote sections

farther and farther out, to escape the rising prices of

the partly settled districts, has resulted in an average

population of three to the acre. In consequence South

Vancouver has gone into the hands of a receiver! It

could not meet its obligations and to protect the credit

of its other municipalities—which naturally would suf-

fer in the bond markets—the Province of British Co-

lumbia has taken over South Vancouver's liabilities.

It has established there a representative who virtually

runs the city and will probably continue to do so until

conditions become normal.

Vancouver itself is of course in no such dire plight.

It is better managed and more prosperous, but even so

one of the Dominion authorities recently stated that

"atreetii and building sites have been laid out la Um
di»trict« immediately adjacent to Vanceow nHtt
which would provide for a prjpulation half Um §im of
^^'

•' whole DomiaioB." 8«rh
^^' ncnta. which politkal ex-
jgencieu often supply—and the city's credit sUadi)y
growH le.Hji. Wide and open spaces ar« nertesifj to
health and happineAJt. Out here in the n'^Mifftai— aad
the woods and by the open sea men czpaet thMi. b«t
too high a price can be paid. loUOifoit r«—«f of
city development and the curbing of the n«l mUt»
promoter are necessarj' to the right upbaDdinf of a
city and it.s industries. In British Columbia thcae facU
are being realized and the city-planner—an >«^*f»^«wtrt

and an engineer, not a landscape gardner or a **pr«tti>
fier"— is apt to come into his own in the near futore

This over-extension in doubtless no greater in Van-
couver than in many other Coast citiesi on both bmIm
the line, and that it has been recognized here arfveo
well for the future. For Vancouver—though a Caii»>
dian and as has been intimated a British city

—

is a
part of the great Northwest and moves up or down with
the whole section. Just now it i.^ sitting tight and wait-
ing to see what is going to happen—but in that it haa
many companions not only on the Pacific hot the coun-
try over. It is the terminus of two transcontinental
railways and it has one of the great natural harbors
of the world. Ordinan,- prudence will insure its growth.
and to that is being added a sound engineering fore-
sight which is gradually developing the city's

in a satisfactorv manner.

Big Tidal Power Project Announced
in England

Ministry of Transport Plans to Dam Severn
River and Install Turbo-Generators

to Produce 500,000 Hp.

UTILIZATION of the tidal tlow of the Severn River
in England to produce electrical energ>- estimated

at 500,000 l.p. for indu.strial purposes is proposed in

plans, involving the construction of a reinforced con-

crete dam across the stream below Chepstow and the

installation of turbo-generav /rs, which were made pub-

lic a few weeks ago by the Ministry of Transport. One
of the novel features of the project is the propoaed

use of surplus power for pumping to a hijfh-level take

water which will be allowed to flow \

bines during periods of high tide, t

a continuity of electrical supply regardieos of the pro-

cession of the tides. The head of water t'.ider which the

main turbines will operate varies from 5 to 30 ft. The
following notes reganling the pr' ' "ch has been

planned by Sir Alexan(U»r C,\hh, .' >n and T. R-

Menzies and is estim iing to published

"guesses," between i^. -. .'00.000. are from

an article in the D«?c. 3 issue of Tkt Engimttr. London:

The power available in the Severn by reason of the ebb

and flow of the river is larKoly in excess of all the

tial sources of inland water power withir.
'"

(loni. It is claimed that the Severn i*

possesses all the features which are e5,seruia: lo;

economic development of tidal water power on a large

It has. first of all. an exceptionally high range of tide and

an estuary of larjre capacity. Then, too, it occupies an

ideal geographical situation in relation to the indastrial

centers of the country, while there is abundance of suit-
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able land along the banks of the estuary for the further

development of industry.

At the point where it is proposed to construct the dam

the river Severn is about 2i mi. wide, and the country on

both sides of it is fairly low-lying. At present the greater

part of the bed of the river is exposed at low water. Not

far from the center of the river there is, however, a deep

channel, which is known as "The Shoots."

The project provides not only for the construction of a

level roadway across the dam, but also for the quadrupling

of the Great Western Railway Co.'s line between the West

of England and South Wales, when required, at a consid-

erably less cost than could be achieved in any other way.

By it, too, there would be provided a locked basin for

shipping purposes of over 27 sq.mi., a large proportion of

which would be suitable for the accommodation of ocean-

going vessels of the largest size, and which would be usable

at all states of the tide.

Two Separate Installations

Two separate electrical installations will be required in

connection with the power scheme. First, there will be

that comprising the turbines and generators on the dam,

which will be in operation when the level of the water in

the shipping basin is sufficiently high above the water in

the estuary to enable current to be generated efficiently.

It is quite evident, however, that not only will continuous

working of those turbines be impossible, but that the por-

tion of each 24 hr. during which operation will be possible

will varj^ from day to day. Hence the need for the sec-

ond installation, which will include a high-level lake, to

be formed by constructing a dam across a valley leading

from the Wye Valley just above Tintern Abbey. Into that

reservoir water is to be pumped when surplus energy is

being produced by the turbines in the dam, and allowed

to escape back thi'ough other turbines into the river when

the turbines in the main dam cannot operate, thus main-

taining the continuity of electrical supply. No statement

is made as to what is to be the elevation of the water in

the high-level lake or reservoir. It is only explained that

it is "high." It is stated, however, that there is to be "an

immense pumping and turbine powerhouse" on the banks

of the tidal portion of the Wye.
The method which it is proposed to adopt in order to

utilize the power of the tides in the Severn is to trap this

water in the part of the estuary above the dam at high

water, so as to create an artificial difference in the level

between the water thus impounded above the dam and the

water in the estuary below the dam, for a period of sev-

eral hours round about the period of low tide.

A feature of the proposal is that the water from the

river Wye is to be forced to the high-level reservoir through

a tunnel driven through more than a mile of solid rock.

The tunnel is to be 40 ft. in diameter; that is to say, it will

have nearly four times the cross-sectional area of an ordi-

nary double-line railway tunnel, and will be, it is claimed,

the largest tunnel of its kind in the world.

No figures are given in the official document as to the

first cost of the scheme as a whole, but published guesses

at it have varied between £8,000,000 and £30,000,000. It

is stated, however, that the estimated cost for generation

at present-day prices is a little over id. per board of trade

unit. It is claimed that incidentally the utilization of the

power derived from the operation of the scheme would ef-

fect a saving in coal consumption of from three to four

million tons per year.

The principal characteristics which distinguish the tidal

power scheme from a hydro-electric installation of the usual

description are, first, that the power is only obtainable

intermittently according to the state of the tide, and, sec-

ondly, that even while the turbines are at work the con-

ditions of head are continually varying. In the scheme
which is under consideration at the Severn barrage, the

working period for the turbines occurs shortly after the ebb

tide has commenced to run, and continues throughout the

hours of low water and until the tide has risen to about

half its height. Owing to the fact that the ebb tide in

the Severn occupies a longer period than the flood tide it

is possible to obtain a working period for the turbines of

approximately 7-hr. duration, which is followed by the period

of 5-hr. duration during which no power is obtainable. The

head under which the turbines work would be to commence
with about 5 ft. and toward the middle of the 7-hr. work-

ing period it would increase to a maximum on Spring tides

of 30 ft.

It is contemplated to use mixed flow turbines, the run-

ners being of 10-ft. diameter and having their axes verti-

cal. With this type of turbine it is essential, in order to

obtain the highest efficiency at every head, that the tur-

bines should be run at a different speed for each particu-

lar head. The first difficulty, therefore, which has to be

overcome from an electrical point of view is to adapt the

electric generator to the varying speeds of the turbine.

In the case of the Severn installation the turbines would

I'otate at speeds approximately between 40 and 80 r.p.m.

It is proposed in this case to drive the generator through

helical gearing, having a ratio of approximately 75 to 1,

and producing generator speeds of between 300 to 500 r.p.m.

Electric Equipment

The generator proposed is a direct-current dynamo of

special design with a vertical axis. These machines would

be separately excited with shunt characteristic. The con-

trol would be effected either automatically or by an opera-

tor controlling the excitation and load currents of the

dynamos in such a way that the resisting torque offered

by the dynamo would be such at any moment as to pre-

vent the turbine from rotating at a speed greater than the

theoretically correct speed for maximum output under the

particular head of water which happened to prevail at the

moment in question. The operator would, of course, be

guided by an indicator, which would show him exactly

what head of water he had to deal with at every moment.
The greatest rate of change of head which is anticipated

will be 10-ft. increase or diminution in the hour. Dynamos
would be required to produce current at the varying speeds,

but at constant voltage of 525 volts, the average output

of each dynamo being approximately 1,300 kw.
The direct-current so produced would be passed into

rotary converters of large capacity, which would produce
alternating-current at 330 volts. Static transformers would
transform the pressure up from 330 to 60,000 volts, the

tension at which it would be proposed to transmit the

energy.

When circumstances will permit it energy would be

transmitted direct to industry from the tidal turbines.

At such times, however, as the tidal tui'bine installation

was producing a greater amount of power than that which
could be absorbed by industry the residue of the power
would be transmitted a distance of about 10 miles up to

the storage reservoir, where it would be made use of to

drive motors, which, in tuni, drive centrifugal pumps to

force water up the 40-ft. diameter tunnel into the high-

level lake.

The motors which it would be proposed to make use of

would have a speed of about 375 r.p.m., working at 2,200

volts and each having an output of about 13,000 kw. The
type made use of would, in respect of 90 per cent of the

motors, be induction alternating-current motors, and in

respect of the remaining 10 per cent synchronous alter-

nating-current motors. The induction motors would be

used as being cheaper and more easily paralleled. The
purpose of the synchronous motors is to keep up the power
factor when they are acting as motors, and to supply watt-

less cunrent to the induction machines when the whole are

acting as generators. In order to save the cost of install-

ing two sets of electrical machines at the storage reser-

voir it would be proposed to combine in one machine the

motor for driving the centrifugal pumps and the generator,

which is to be driven by a turbine at such times as when
the storage reservoir if= giving forth power.

Whereas the amount of energy to be derived from the

tides in the Severn average week in and week out about

500,000 hp. for a 10-hr. day, it would be proposed to install

machinery at the storage reservoir to give a maximum or

peak output of approximately 100,000 hp.

\
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Venturi Flume Data Throws Light
Upon "Control Weir"

Drop at Throat Makes Special Case in Which Head
at Upstream End of Flume Only Is

Read to Obtain Discharge

By Julian Hinds
Engineer, U. S. Reclamation Service, Denver. Col.

HAVING recently completed a design for a special-
ized type of Venturi flume, the writer is much

interested in the data on this subject presented by
Messrs. Wilson and Wright in the Engineering News-
Record, Sept. 2, 1920, p. 453. The special type of
Venturi referred to has, for lack of a better name,
been called a "control weir" and is in fact a Venturi
flume operating with the "maximum Venturi differ-

ence." It may be of interest to outline the principles
of the proposed device and to investigate the bearing
of the data submitted upon its operation.

A sketch of the control weir is shown in Fig. 1. A

r- Earth Transition -yyCr— Side Slopes ll:l —>\<Earth Transition -y
a

Normal W.S:;^

wmrmrmTTTTmrmv^

FIG. 1.

Section on Center Line

CONTROL WEIR BASED ON VENTURI FLUME

slight drop is provided at B and the sides are brought

in to choke, or control, the flow at that point. Theo-

retically, if the drop is sufficient to prevent interference

from back water, the water surface at B will be "drawn
down" to a definite point, and no loiver. The corre-

sponding depth will be that for minimum head, or min-

imum value of depth plus velocity head, and is called

the critical depth. This depth will be independent

of fluctuation in the water surface below the structure

so long as the drop from A to C is suflUcient to overcome

the losses incidental to the operation of the weir.

It therefore follows that for a given discharge the

stage at B may be computed, or if the stage is known

the discharge can be found. Theoretically, the quan-

tity of flow may be determined from the measured depth

at B, but the water surface at that point is usually

unsteady and may be materially altered by a sligl t

obstruction or irregularity in the channel. For this

reason the depth at B is not a reliable indication of the

discharge, but the energy head (depth plu.s velocity

head) at that point is definite and constant. By adding

the estimated losses between A and B to the energy

head at B the energy head at A is obtained, and from

this the depth at A may be computed. Reversing the

process, the depth at A may be measured and the

discharge computed. The depth at A should not fluctu-

ate unduly.

Having the depth d , at A. the di^rharge for a ghnn
weir may Y)e computed by the formula for the Venturi
flume, the value of h beinir determined from it« known
relation to <f., but in V; - of rating curvw
or tables it is more uj pnxwed aj fol-
lows:

As.sume depths at B and find the diacharrea for
-vhich these depths are criticaJ; also the cor-
responding velocity heads and energy beadt.

Add the e.stimated loaaes from >l to B to the
energy head thus found to g«t enariy head
at A.

Find by trial the depth, d, for which the depth
plus velocity head at A will equal the requirwl
energy head.

Construct a rating cur\'e from the correspond-
ing discharges and values of d, thus found.
If table.s are desired they may be constructed
from the curve.

The discharge for which an assumed depth is critical

may be found by taking the velocity head Ihv) equal
to the area of the water section (f.) divided by twice
the width of the channel at the water surface (2T),
as expressed by the following equation:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

hv =
2T (1)

For rectangular and triangular channels equation H)
reduces respectively to equations (2) and (3) below:

hv = orf; (Rectangular CJhannel)

hv = .di (Triangular Channel)

(2)

(8)

In analyzing the data tabulated by Messrs. Wilson
and Wright, it was obser\'ed that in a number of cases

the Venturi difference was maximum and that the flume
was, consequently, operating as a control weir. Since

the experimental flume was rectangular, the maximum
Venturi difference, h, neglecting losses above thnM.t

and velocity head due to velocity of approach, should

be approximately one third of d,. Observations ful-

filling this condition were selected and the values of d,

and the discharge platted on Fig. 2. upon which a line

showing the theoretical re'-xtion of these functions had

been previously platted. The experimental points aU
fall reasonably close to the theoretical line.

A few points fall below the curve, indicating ar

actual discharge in excess of the theoretical. This is

probably due to slight errors in ob3er\-ation. Only six

.such points fall below the line by an appreciable amount
liiid all such points are for the 8 x S-in. throat, for

which the data are less reliable.

From the original tabulations it will be noticed that

generally the value Ct for points below the cur%-e is

more than unity, and for points above less han u- *

There are, hoNsever, certain exceptions to this, duo
;

sibly to methods -^f reduction used. After tninp about

fifteen "sets" the writer is unable to check exactly any

of the tabulated values of €>. This is undoubtedly

due to the fact that the data of each set i*-ere averaged

after reduction, in which case the "a\*erage data" will

not necessarily give the same ci>officient as that

tained from averaging the coefficients from the

vidual computations.

The formula for Qi in conjunction with slightb'

erroneous observations, may also be responsible for part
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Chicago Electrification and Elevation on C, M. & St. P. Ry.

Third-Rail Passenger and Trolley Freight Service on Evanston Suburban Line

—

Concrete Walls and Trestle—Precast and Poured Bridge Decks

CONCRETE cellular and gravity retaining walls,

steel girder spans, bridge decks poured in place

and built of precast slabs, concrete cantilever brackets

to carry plank walks, a two-post concrete trestle for

single track and three-post concrete trestles for double

track at stations are structural features included in the

track elevation work now in progress on the Chicago

and Evanston Division of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Ry. Electric operation of passenger traffic

by an elevated railway and of freight traffic by the

C, M. & St. P. Ry., using the third-rail and trolley

systems respectively, will be an unusual combination.

The track elevation is a project commenced in 1915 but

interrupted by the war.

Operating Conditions—Under the joint system of

operation now in force the railway company which owns

the line handles only the freight traffic, all passenger

service being rendered by the electric trains of the

Chicago elevated railway system. The interurban

Flo 1 form

?ig. 1. typical station arrangement v^^ith island
platfor:m and thrkb-post double-track

concrete trestles

trains of the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee Elec-

tric Ry. are also operated over this line. Originally

the Evanston Division was a surface suburban line

with a light service of steam trains from the Chicago

union station. In 1906 the railway company leased its

tracks from Wilson Ave., Chicago, to Central Ave.,

Evanston, to the Northwestern Elevated Ry., thus

enabling the latter to extend its rapid transit service

from the Wilson Ave. terminal of its line into the city

of Evanston. An incline was built connecting the

elevated line with the surface tracks, and the C, M.
& St. P. Ry. then discontinued its passenger service

north of Wilson Ave., but retained the use of the tracks

for freight and switching service to industries. The
district on the whole is a high-grade residence section.

Increased train service due to the increase in traffic

led to agitation for the elimination of grade crossings,

which resulted in the passage of a Chicago ordinance

in July, 1910, requiring the elevation of tracks on this

line from Wilson Ave. to the city limits, about 4| miles,

where they connected with a similar but smaller track

elevation project in Evanston. This work involves 38

street crossings and necessitates the construction of

nine new passenger stations. Work on the project was
started in 1915, but was stopped in 1917 on account of

the war. It was resumed early in 1920 and will be

completed next year. Track elevation at Evanston was
carried out about ten years ago (see Engineering Netvs,

Feb. 10 and March 7, 1910, pp. 158 and 191).

With a 60-ft. right-of-way the elevation is built for

four tracks, but at present only three tracks will be

laid, the third (west) track being for freight service.

When the fourth track is laid this will be used for

freight, the third track then being given over to the

elevated railway for express train service. A track

spacing of 14 ft. c. to c. is employed, except at station

platforms, where the spacing is 21.16 ft. for the two
passenger tracks and 12.84 ft. between the passenger

and freight tracks. At Howard Ave. two platforms will

be used, making a different spacing necessary. Reverse

curves of about 2 deg. will be used for the diversions

at station platforms. The trolley wire system is used

at present and will be used permanently for the freight

track, but the passenger tracks will be equipped later

with the third-rail system as used on the Chicago

elevated railways.

Freight traffic was handled with steam locomotives

by the C, M. & St. P. Ry. until Nov. 1, 1920, since

which time the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee

Electric Ry. has handled it with electric locomotives

purchased for that purpose under an agreement entered

into recently by the two companies. During the con-

struction period freight trains were handled on the

passenger tracks when necessary. As freight cars are

wider than the cars of the elevated railway it was then

necessary to install a four-rail gantlet in each passenger

track at stations, so that the freight trains could be

switched to the outer rails in order to clear the plat-

forms.

Bridge and Trestle Design—Concrete structures are

used throughout, except that at some long skew cross-

ings steel plate-girder through spans have been used

to meet the requirements of the Lincoln Park Commis-
sion. These steel spans have transverse floor beams
supporting a concrete deck which is poured in place and

encases the beams. In general, the bridges over streets

have concrete abutments and supporting bents at the

center of the street and at the curb lines. With the

exception of the single-track trestle south of Wilson

Ave. all the bridges now being built have slab decks

poured in place at the bents and abutments, precast

slabs having been used on some of the earlier structures,

A typical bridge is that at Bryn Mawr Ave., Figs. 1

and 2, which has sidewalk spans of 11 ft. and 22 ft.

respectively. For each track the deck is a single slab
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AVE. BRIDGE

poured in place the parapet walls being formed mono-
lithically with the outer slabs as shown. At stations,

the tracks are carried by double track structures sep-

arated by a platform and the bridge construction is

extended beyond the sidewalk to form the necessary sub-

track space for station facilities.

Slab spans have fixed joints on the abutments and on

alternate piers, being keyed to the supporting surfaces.

Expansion joints are provided on the intermediate piers,

the slabs having zinc plates cast into the bottom and

resting on similar plates on the piers. These i-in.

transverse joints are packed with asbestos and asphalt

filling. The decks which are built in place have only

a longitudinal 1-in. construction joint, which is packed

in the same way. Slabs for the Columbia Ave. bridge

are shown in Fig. 3. Besides top and bottom bars

in both directions there are continuous transverse stir-

rups of W-shape and longitudinal bent or shear bars.

Membrane waterproofing is applied to the top of the

deck and is covered with li-in. layer of cement mortar

reinforced with wire mesh, this covering being to pro-

tect the membrane from the stone ballast. On all slab

work the concrete mix is 1:2:4, except that a 3-in.

layer of 1 : 2 mortar is used for the bottom and top in

order to secure a good covering for the steel and to

form a dense surface.

A single-track concrete trestle 1,150 ft. long, with a

grade of 0.3 per cent, connects the elevated line at

Lawrence Ave. with the surface freight line mentioned

later. The bents, spaced 20 ft. c. to c, are of rectangular

form, consisting of two columns resting on a transverse

footing and carrying a cap girder. Upon the girders

will be precast slab spans for a ballasted track, as

shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Each slab will be fixed at the

north or upper end and free at the lower end. At

present timber stringers are laid upon the concrete

bents and intermediate pile bents.

Precast slab construction was adopted in this case

as the structure carries only a single track and traffic

could not be maintained over it if the concrete was

poured in place. Experience on this railroad is said to

indicate that there is no economy in the use of precast

slabs. A slab casting and seasoning plant has been

established on railway property along the lir.e. ThL-

slabs are 11 x 22 ft., with a weight of about 43 tons,

and will be handled and placed by derrick cars. A

special feature in this slab deck is that provision is

made for the futur# AttachiMnt of eooercU braduU
"- plank •bovm. PockeU in tlM sidM

• ( ertain r. y> bum to which th« proj«cttnff
bars of the bracket will lie upliccd, the poekct being then
filled with concrete or irrout.

Rein forced-concrete Vjentji for th* bridfw eoaeieC of

and mpportiaff
( the fooUat b

ne top and harlaf
-''M in it. Tbe

«mI tlw cap
ine BJcpoeed por-

rectanffular po.nts on h*

a cap girder. The itoy

poured first, having key r- . .

the vertical bar.s of the toluiii;. •

upper part of the footing, the

girder form a monolithic .<tructure

tions of the bridges the column.<t are xunnoantcd vHli
a 2-in. coping, but for those portions which will be
enclosed within the station."* the coping were omitted.

Abutments are of cavity section, similar to the !••

taining walls.

Stations—The stations are kept within the property
lines and are located under the elevated tracks. tiM

bridges being extended far enough Jieyond the street

lines to provide the necessar>' space. Concrete stair-

ways lead up through wells in the abutments to the

platforms, as shown in Figs. 1 and 6, the typical

arrangement being that shown ii. Fig. 1, with one
island platform. Fig. 6 show.s the special arrangenMDt

at Howard Ave., with two plattorm.s. as noted abore.

The steps have a 7-in. ri.ne and 10-in. tread« the latter

being faced at the edge with anti-slipping material, and
the remainder of the tread having granite screenings

on the wearing surface. The platforms are 12 to 16

ft. wide, being limited by the narrow right-of-way.

They will have wood flooring, which i.s considered the

most suitable material where snow and ice have to be

considered. The planks will be spiked to timber joists

on steel I-beams carried by concrete piers. On each

platform will be a canopy roof of butterfly type, sup-

ported by steel posts along the center of the platform,

except that pairs of posts will be used at the stairwa>*»

The roof will be of {-in. ceiling boards with tin cover
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ing. This platform shelter construction is shown in

Fig. 7.

Retaining Walls—Both cellular and gravity types of

wall are used. In the cellular wall of reinforced con-

crete a relatively thin main wall is connected to a

low back-wall or another wall by transverse tie walls

embedded in the fill, as shown in Fig. 8. These walls

are built in sections 30 ft. long, with the tie walls

located approximately at the quarter points so as to

equalize the moment in the cantilever portion and the

center portion of the walls. The weight of the material

upon the back wall and within the cells or compartments

serves to anchor the structure in position, drainage of

the enclosed sections of fill being provided by a line

of 4-in. tile laid through holes in the tie walls, where
necessary. In the higher cellular walls, the main or

front wall has a small footing to reduce the load on

the soil, but this was omitted in the walls of less

height. The bottom of the footing is placed at least 3

ft. below the surface of the ground, on a deep stratum

of firm sand.

The front wall is designed and reinforced as a slab

held at the quarter points and subjected to earth pres-

sure with a surcharge equivalent to Cooper's E-50 load-

ing. For this loading the center line of the firsf track

is assumed to be 61 ft. from
the right-of-way line (or face

of wall), with the adjacent

tracks spaced 13 ft. c. to c,

the live load being assumed
to follow a distribution slope

of 1 on 2 from the ends of the

ties. The maximum bearing

under various conditions of

loading shows about two tons

per square foot beneath the

front wall and about 2 ton

beneath the back wall.

A similar celhilar type of

wall was designed a few years

ago by the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. P. Ry. for its track ele-

vation work at Milwaukee,

Wis., the purpose in that case

being to eliminate the neces-

sity of deep and expensive pile

foundations in loose material (see Engineering
Neivs, May 27, 1915, p. 1048). Those walls have

proved satisfactory, but it was expected that

there would be some settlement and in places

this has occurred. On the Chicago work, the

foundation conditions are quite different, as there

is a deep bed of firm sand. There the cellular]

wall was adopted for use where the right-of-way

runs through private prop-

erty and no toe or footing

could be permitted to extend

beyond the property line. In

order to provide for possible

settlement the wall was built

with its face 1 in. back from
the property line. The height

of front wall is from 16 to

22 ft. In the original design

used at Milwaukee the back

wall was built only between

the tie walls of each section,

the closed cells thus alternating with open spaces. In

the Chicago work, however, this back wall is continuous,

being built in 30-ft. lengths the same as the front wall.

A gravity type of retaining wall is used where the

right-of-way parallels the boundary of a public thor-

oughfare, as the ordinance permits the foundation foot-

ings to extend a reasonable distance into the street.

For some of the higher walls they extend about 5

ft. beyond the right-of-way and have a reinforced toe.

These footings are below the grade line of the paving.

This arrangement, shown also in Fig. 8, may be com-

pared with that of the track elevation walls on the

Rock Island Lines, in Chicago, where the toe of the

footing is placed at the property line, the wall being

set back but having a cantilever projection at the top

which extends out to the property line (see Engineering
Neivs-Record, March 28, 1918, p. 622).

As shown by the typical section, the footing is built

first, the wall being tied to it by a key groove and
steel dowels. Reinforcing bars are used in the base of

the footing. It was proposed to build some of the

higher gravity walls in two horizontal sections, the first

section being high enough to retain the slope of a

three-track fill and the upper section being added when
the fill was widened for the fourth track. This plan

Center Line
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FIG. 6. SPECIAL PLATFORM ARRANGEMENT AT HOWARD AVE. STATION
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Milwaukee k St. P. Ry. th« conjitruction wcrk on this

elevation is beintr carried out by the forces of lu own
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Three conci limi are operated, each eoaeistlBir

of a mixer car wiiii i-yd. mixer, having four or live

cars of stone (or gravel ) and nand coupled at one end
and a box c^r of cement in uclu at the other end.
On two of the trains, the materials are delivered to
the bins on the mixer car by wheelbarrows operated on
runways laid over the cars. The other r^ utpped
with a 200- ft. cableway operatinjf a . radine
bucket, the cables l>einK carried by steel folding towers
on the mixer car and on a car at the rear of the train,

the latter car carr>'ing a .steam hoisting engine. This
" in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 7. PLATFORM SHELTER OF BUTTERFLY TYPE

was abandoned, however, and all walls are built to full

height, the maximum being about 22 ft. These walls

are built in sections 25 ft. long, poured alternately,

with a key groove formed in each end of the sections

first built. The maximum bearing load allowed on the

soil is 2 tons per square foot. Gravity walls are of

1:3:6 concrete, with a 1:2^:5 mix for the footings.

Cellular walls are of 1 : 2i : 5 mix throughout.

Construction

Methods and Plant—Before work was stopped in

1917 considerable progress had been made on the east

side of the line, the retaining wall and part of the

bridges being completed, and fill deposited for two

tracks. Thus the present concreting is not affected as

much by the very heavy traffic which was a diflSculty in

the earlier stages of the work, as described in Engi-

neering Record of July 15, 1916, p. 75. The filling also

will be done from the new third track, which is on a

—I-l-j- p._J__Lt. -r--r--^~~h'Z.'X.'V'

equipment, with the rear car, ;

The cableway method of u

material was developed some y.-.

elevation work on this road >
<'

of Nov. 15, 1913, p. 544. and
Nov. 20, 1913, p. 1018). Its labor-saving advantage U
of special importance on the present work, in view of

labor condition.s, for a gang of 16 men with the con-

creting train which ha.s the cableway equipment caa

do as much work as the 30 men required for the train

on which material is handled by wheelbamjws. No
difficulty is experienced in obtaining a .sufficient supply

of both skilled and common labor and the labor turn-

over is relatively small. Electric motors operate the

mixers in both cases. Progress has been retarded by

the u.sual difficulty in maintaining an adequate supply

of materials.

With the train placed on the third track, all concrete

is spouted directly into place. Where the drop from

the mixer is considerable, as in placing foundations and

the lower parts of the walls, flexible pipe chutes are

used instead of troughs. All form work is of wood, that

for the walls and abutments being built up largely in

panels which can be handled as units and used several

times. The forms are left in place about four days,

and fill is not deposited against the walls for at least

twenty days.

No surface finish is applied to exposed concrete sur-

faces after the removal of the forms, but

in placing the c ncrete care is taken to

work the cement to the side which will be

exposed. For the parapet walls of bridge<s.

the face of the form is pla.stered with 1 :

2

mortar as the conv-rete is deposited. Only

the simplest decoration i.s attempted, in-

cluding beveled comers, small fillets on the

*^
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columns of bents and large recessed panels on facia

girders and parapet walls.

Cinders and refuse are used for filling, being de-

posited by gondola cars having side doors or drop floors.

This filling ic done from the trestle.

Construction work is in charge of T. H. Strate, engi-

neer of track elevation. Structures were designed by

C. N. Bainbridge, engineer of design. Both design and

FIG. 9. CONCRETING TRAIN WITH CABLEWAY AND DRAGI.INE BUCKET

construction are under the general direction of W. W. K.
Sparrow, assistant to the president. Charles F. Loweth
is chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. P. Ry.

Mississippi Levee Yardages

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920, a total

of 12,537,564 cu.yd. of material were placed in the
levees below Rock Island, on the Mississippi River. That
amount brings the total amount of material in those
levees, placed under the direction of the Corps of Engi-
neers, U. S. Army, to 361,691,350 cu.yd. Considerable
work remains to be done to bring these levees up to

the standard fixed by the Corps. On June 30 the wrrk
contemplated under that standard was 76 per cent com-
plete. These levees protect 27,116 sq.mi. of land.

In addition to the completion of this levee system
it is believed by the Corps that a large amount of

additional levee work must be provided for in the near
future. Development in the State of Louisiana has
reached a point where the Atchafalaya River either

must be leveed or be divorced from the Mississippi

River. The leveeing of that stream from the Missis-

sippi to the Gulf would be a large undertaking. In

the case of divorcement, the whole levee line on the

Mississippi, from the Atchafalaya to the Gulf, would
have to be materially reinforced. In this latter case, the

engineering problem at the Passes, through which the

Mississippi finds its way to the Gulf, would be made
very much more difficult.

Preservative Treatment of Poles

in Indiana

INCREASING use of preservative processes is shown
by a study of pole conditions of the electric railway

and other public utility services in Indiana recorded by
R. V. Achatz in Circular 2 of the Engineering Depart-
ment of Purdue University, at Lafayette, Ind. The

conclusions presented may be

summarized as follows

:

A considerable percentage

of the poles erected at the

present time are receiving

some kind of treatment, and
the majority of companies
using poles are either using

such treatment or planning

to use it on future work. De-
rivatives of coal tar are the

most commonly used preserv-

atives. Both the brush and
open-tank methods of treat-

ment are used, the latter

either by simple dipping or by

the hot and cold dipping proc-

ess. Only the butts are

treated, as a rule. Poles of

the less durable woods treated

by the pressure-tank process

are more expensive than butt-

treated cedar and chestnut

poles, so that the former have
not come into extensive use.

Under average conditions

an increase in life of about

two years will justify brush

treatment, about 31 years

will justify the open-tank dipping treatment in hot

creosote and about 72 years will justify the hot and

cold open-tank treatment. An increase in life greater

than the above may be expected if these treatments

are applied properly. For the lighter lines and for the

smaller companies, or where first cost is an important
consideration, the brush treatment offers some advan-

tage. The open-tank dipping process gives greater uni-

formity and probably somewhat longer life than the

brush treatment, which advantages are considered to

overbalance the increased cost. The hot and cold bath

open-tank treatment gives the greatest increase in life

and is particularly suitable for heavy lines and per-

manent construction.

To increase the life of poles already in service, the

most common method is to reinforce the weakened pole

by driv^ing a creosoted stub alongside it and binding

the two together by wire. Another method is to exca-

vate the earth from around the pole, clear away decayed

wood and apply a brush treatment. Concrete reinforce-

ment has been applied, but on account of the cost it

can be recommended only for exceptional cases where

the cost of replacement of the poles is very large.
I

Cost of Miami Flood-Protection Work
Total expenditures for flood protection to June 30,

1920, by the Miami Conservancy District have been

$24,035,823 instead of $42,893,465 as stated in Engi-

neering News-Record, Nov. 18, 1920, p. 979.
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Use of Steel Reinforcement for Concrete Pavements
Behavior of Steel in Several Roads Leads to the Design of Two-Lav er R..inf..rr.mrni and

Specification of Heavy Metal

By H. Eltinge Breed
Consulting KnglnfM,T, Ntw York City

STEEL reinforcing in concrete pavement tends, in the
writer's opinion, to lessen cracking in the pavement,

to render more innocuous those cracks that occur, to

prolong the life of the pavement by relieving the fatigue
due to tensile stresses, and to justify its cost by increas-

ing the service of the road, decreasing its maintenance,
and sometimes offsetting the necessity for additional

depth of concrete. These opinions, though formerly
held, have been strengthened by a study recently made
for the National Steel Fabric Co.

Last year more miles of concrete were laid in the
United States than of any other type of durable pave-
ment. The growth of the popularity of concrete as

indicated by the laying of 941,659 sq.yd. in 1910 and
52,000,000 sq.yd. in 1919, has been little short of phe-
nomenal. In response to a request for suggestions for

an ideal section of the Lincoln Highway sent out by the

Lincoln Highway Association, twenty-four of the forty

replies which indicated a preference for a certain type

of pavement specified concrete and nine of these sug-

gested steel reinforcement. It is obvious that in many
localities the concrete road is the cheapest of the durable

types of pavement, that its cost of maintenance is low,

and that people like it because it can be depended upon
for service 365 days a year. However, we still have far

to go in the development of the perfect pavement. It

is the quest of that perfect type that lures the road-

builder on to fresh adventures and discoveries. One
may always expect the advent of a new type far superior

to anything existing. Meanwhile, we must work to

make the present good—better.

Cracks, Greatest Defect

The defect of the concrete pavement today is the

cracks that appear upon its surface. If v/e can prevent

these, we shall increase greatly the desirability of the

concrete road. Although they have so far proven less

serious than many other defects that mar our roads,

cracks weaken the integrity of the pavement, and in

the effort toward improvement we want to eliminate

them. The cracks are of two kinds—transverse and

longitudinal. They are due, as far as we know, to

these causes: (1) Poor workm.anship or poor materials,

either of which is intolerable; (2) contraction due to

variations in temperature and moisture content; (3)

settlement of the subgrade; and (4) overloading and

impact. Settlement is caused by frost action, by con-

solidation of the subgrade and by volume changes in the

subgrade. The first of these causes we can and must

prevent; the others we must offset. The most effective

means of offsetting them that we have yet discovered

is, I believe, the use of steel reinforcement.

The longitudinal crack is the more serious because,

being along the axis of the road, it may catch the

wheels of traffic like a track, and carry them along its

length. The traffic, of course, chips off and wears down

the edges, and a gash results, which requires main-

tenance. Transverse cracks tend to develop unevenness,

one side becoming depressed. Traffic bumps over the

ridge, and the resulting :-•. • -.- : , \

start.s spallinfr. A. T ' . ..,,.-
Bureau of P ^m« inierwtiac open-
ment.s to d. .

,. ,,f imixact upon ancwn
surface.s. He nayfl. in the proceedings of (he AoMflcaa
Concrete In.ititute for 1920:

We have conducted a number of teata, onaf troriu of
different .size, in order U determine ^"—•itti^ of tb*
amount of impact exerted on concrete rottds, and it ia nthar
surprising to find out jtut how mtich thij impact eaa be.
For instance, say you have a heavy tmck, a three-toB anay
truck, which is very often a fix,-e-ton truck, and that track
has a total weight on one rear wheel of 7,500 lb. wbcn tW
truck is loaded with five tons. When one rear wttcel of Uiat
truck falls through a height of \ in. the impact on the rwMi
may be as high as 20,000 lb.; that is. the impact pmmarm
produced may be as high as 20.000 lb., almoct three tiBMa
as much as the static load pressure. If the tnidk faDa
through a height of 3 in., which woold, of coorae, ra^ui mm
exceedingly bad road, you may get an imftact preaaon aa
high as 43,000 lb.

To build roads to withstand such impact as thb last

would be financially ruinous. What we can and must do
is to build roads of such smoothneis that there will be
no intensification of the impact pressure.

It is perhaps well to suggest here that acddeotaJ
cracking is not the only source of damage by impact.
In the older concrete road.s. metal-joint plates «crt
used in the space between the slabs. Expansion and
wear would gradually cause an unevenness at the joiaL
Then, while the hard metal remained intact, tha Itn
hard concrete on either side of it would suffer ooder tbt
intensified punishment of traffic impact. In the vmm
roads, metal-joint filler is no longer used. Thus ooa
source of excessive wear is oliminated. The writer be-

lieves that wear due to accidental cracking may also be
eliminated; first, by using ever>' knoii^'n pracaation to

prevent the cracking; secord. where it does oeear. by
holding both sides level so as to prevent tncnaaed
impact.

To hold the edges level and prevent the spreadinf of

cracks where they appear is one function of steal reio>

forcement.

Road Stresses

Roads get stresses both compressive a'd tensile. Con-

crete will take compressive stresses, but it doca not

endure so well the tensile stresses generated by the

impact of hoavily-lnaded motor vriUelea. There has

been much d

crete to with

believes that impa.rment of a cor

not so much to immediate shiH:k.«» t;

lative fatigue generated by intermittent tensile

Another function of steel reir'"
...

stresses, lessen fatigue and ''

the pavement. The wri'

definite, indisputable scio:

these statements. He can not. He can only draw em-

pirical conclusions from the studies and observations he

has made.
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Until 1918 he believed, with many other engineers,

that the results gained from reinforcing did not justify

its cost. He based this opinion upon the observation

of concrete roads that were one to three years old. It

has been offset by longer observation. For, while only

a few cracks appear during the first year after a pave-

ment is built, more develop during the second, and still

more during the third, unless the pavement be rein-

forced.

Of the truth of this statement New York State High-

way 5,314 is a good example. It was built in 1914 and

a crack survey of it was made in April of 1915, 1916,

and 1917. In two representative miles there were 1,479

linear feet of cracks in 1915 ; 3,210 in 1916, and 6,116

in 1917.

Need for Reinforcement Seen

The spectacle of this progressive cracking in this

and in many other roads made the writer feel more
keenly than he had prior to 1918 the need of a remedy.

Further observation led him to believe that reinforce-

ment would help certainly to an extent that would offset

its cost.

Five hundred miles of concrete pavement were laid

in New York State up to 1919. Seventy-five miles had

reinforcement varying in weight from 22 to 25 lb. per

100 sq.ft. In some cases this weight of metal was
doubled over bad soil conditions. The sections reinforced

are in better condition today, under the same condition

of soil, aggregates, etc., than the plain sections are. It

is noticeable that with an increased amount of metal

the cracks are fewer and the pavement surface is in

better condition.

With this study in mind the writer, during the past

two years, has been designing his pavements with rein-

forcement of 40 lb. per 100 sq.ft., decreasing in many
cases the thickness of the pavement as the amount of

metal has been increased, and thereby offsetting costs.

For instance, a povement that would have been designed

9 in. thick without reinforcement on a 10 to 8 section,

was designed instead 8 in. thick with a steel reinforce-

ment of 40 lb. per 100 sq.ft. At $5 a square yard a
9-in. pavement is worth 55c. per inch of depth. Forty
pounds of metal per 100 sq.ft. can be placed for about
25c. per square yard, figuring 6c. a pound f.o.b. shop,

for the reinforcement. This would show a net saving
of approximately $3,168 for a mile of pavement 18 ft.

wide, exclusive of the saving in cost of an inch in exca-
vation, and not considering the lengthened service of

the pavement, or its decreased maintenance due to the
reinforcement.

C. M. Upham, chief engineer, Delaware State High-
way Department, said, speaking before the American
Road Builders' Association in 1916 of the use of rein-

forcement in Delaware roads:

With one exception, as the percentage of reinforcement
increased the transverse cracks became fewer. The in-

creased cost due to reinforcement was 9c. per square yard.
If the reinforcement were not used, and the money were
put into concrete, it would add but i in. to the thickness of
the road.

Two-Layer Reinforcement

The writer's opinion is put into practice on a city

pavement he is now constructing at Bennington, Vt.,

where he is using 40 lb. of metal per 100 sq.ft. on the
narrow sections of the street on either side of the car
track under medium to light traffic. The concrete is

6 in. deep and the slabs 8 to 9 ft. wide.

On this same contract in the main street of the city

he is using 75 lb. of material in tioo layers—-40 lb. to

the lower layer and 35 lb. to the top, with a width of

slab from 14 to 18 ft. The pavement is most of the

way on a coarse gravel and sand foundation. In another

small city where there is a considerable amount of

ground water the writer has designed on a clay soil

a 6- to 9-in. cinder base with drains on which there

is to be placed a 7-in. concrete pavement with 45 lb.

of metal per 100 sq.ft. along a 40-ft. street with a car-

track in the center.

Recent inspections indicate that, other things being

equal, the greater the amount of metal used the better

will be the pavement. For those who want the evidence,

a detailed statement of a few of the roads visited is

given in appendices at the end of this article.

The writer has tried to enlarge his experience vicari-

ously. The fact that reinforcing is still in the experi-

mental stage makes it rather difficult to get definite

opinions concerning it. Some questionnaires have been

sent out with varyingly valuable results.

The committee on reinforcement for the second na-

tional conference of concrete roal builders prior to 1916

sent out letters to 844 engineers known to have laid

concrete road or pavements. Of the 319 replies received

40 per cent furnished information about 300 miles of

reinforced concrete roads and pavements. Partly on

the basis of this information the recommendations of

the committee were made.
They advocated the use of reinforcement on the fol-

lowing scale:

Width of Weight of Sectional area Ratio
road of metal per Transverse Longi-

—ft. 100 sq.ft.— tudinal

lb.

16 40 .09 .03 3 tol

30 50 .12 .03 5 tol

40 60 .15 .03 5. tol

The committee report was not adopted, but a resolu-

tion was adopted the sense of which was that the rein-

forcing be left to the discretion of the individual engi-

neer. The conclusion of the convention is well expressed

however in the following recommended practice formu-

lated by the committee on resolutions and adopted by

the convention: "In general the use of reinforcement is

advisable." This was one of the twelve fundamental

principles adopted by this committee.

The committee on cencrete roads and pavements of the

American Concrete Institute, of which the writer was
chairman, selected engineers who, it was generally rec-

ognized, had had extensive experience in concrete road

and pavement construction, and sent to them question-

naires in January, 1920. Sixty-six were sent out and
twenty-three were returned. The main idea of this

questionnaire was to get such information as would

help the committee in rewriting its specifications and

recommended practice. Of the twenty-three engineers

who replied, thirteen used and believed in steel rein-

forcement. It is interesting to note that of those thir-

teen, eleven stated a preference for the wire type of

reinforcement as it gives a better distribution of steel

and increases the bond strength on account of greater

superficial area.

A few practical suggestions for future use of rein-

forcing steel may not be amiss, in view of the large

amount of it that is being specified. In New York and
Pennsylvania alone there were put under contract in

1910 9,000,000 sq.yd. of reinforced concrete pavement.
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1—One of the great dangers in using reinforcing steel

is that road builders, given an additional factor of
safety, may be tempted to use a leaner mix. poorer
materials and poorer workmanship. Such construction
would only defeat its own purpose. Reinforcing steel

is in no sense an apology for poor materials or poor
construction. It merely would be added waste to u.se it

in poor work.
2—On account of the fact that transverse cracks are

not as dangerous as longitudinal cracks, and as the

latter are the ones to be eliminated if possible on
account of the destructive effect of traffic running along
them, it would seem wise to take a metal that has a

ratio of from one, lengthwise, to from three and one-

half to five, across the pavement. Many of the standard
designs now have about this ratio and the writer be-

lieves it gives the best results. In city work, however,
where transverse cracks are more detrimental, the ratio

should be one, lengthwise, to from one to two and one-

half, crosswise, depending on the length of the slab.

3—With the increased use of steel, slabs can be length-

ened without the danger of transverse cracks.

Other Considerations—So far in all our road work we
have been trying to build for the needs of the day.

Always tomorrow has overtaken us unprepared. During
the last 15 years every year has seen an increase in

loading and in density of traffic. However, legislative

restriction has now limited the total load to about

30,000 lb., and the design of most of the pavements

being built today has that maximum loading in mind.

We are gradually getting our highway problems into

fewer variable terms, but we do not yet know how large

a part steel will play in road building. Some have

claimed that it will do for highways what it has done

for structural building. This is improbable. Buildings

and bridges are designed with certain definite, unyield-

ing supports, with no supporting medium below certain

parts of the slab; while in highway design all parts of

the slab are supported with varying uniformity by a

base estimated to give a certain amount of stability. It

is this varying uniformity of base that precludes abso-

lute accuracy unless one wants to design extravagantly

for maximum weakness.

If a highway slab were reinforced heavily enough to

take its loadings in the same manner as the slab design

of the building, the cost would be excessive. This is

not necessary. In building work failure is often dis-

astrous, but on a highway it may be cheaper to allow

one slab to fail and be rebuilt adequately to the poorer

foundation, than uniformly to reinforce the whole road-

way in accordance with the worst condition found. The

future of highway development depends upon the eco-

nomic use of present funds. To use steel rationally it

will be necessary, even on the same highway, to build

varying thicknesses of pavement with varying amounts

of steel to meet varying conditions of foundation and

traflac.

Conclusions

The analogy between the use of steel reinforcing for

structural work and highways will not hold, but the

writer believes that steel will be a factor in helping us

build better roads. With the proper use of the right

amount of reinforcing steel, pavements can be built to

withstand the increased traffic that will be put upon

them.

This article deals specifically with the concrete type

'f r>avement but fi«veral other dorabl* typed of |miv
ment which have for their ^laiie a ronrrctt foomtetiA '

can ^>e efTectuallv treat«d with r»infomnff stoal «> a-
to put them > rr«te pawownt
fTBck.M are .« untter thm
asphalt or r •« |wY«nwfita to tht
pavement .sui;.. ....... „;. ... ihe roncraCc.

It is upoi, the o(M«rvationii riven aboire. which art
typical of many othen that he haji made, that tlw
writer baHefl hi.<t statement about the two-fold fanetion
of .steel reinforcing: Ft pre**rv«i the inteirrity of the
pavement, and prolong-* \U life.

.\ppendix A
Ijovq iHiand— Road 743 in .Suffolk County. Looc lUaad.

.V. Y., between Babylon and Bayshor* was an old WtimiiwwM
macadam pavement 16 ft. wide and 6 in. thick. In 191S th*
section of this road from Stii •.

,
!< ' . 40 wa« resurfaced

with a 1 : li : 3 gravel concr> >;\ in. thirk io the
center and 4i in. thick at t... _ .^c A« the ceoter
line of the new work was on the center line of the old
work it left an overhang of 2 ft. of concrete on each aide
that had a.s a support only cravelly-sand soil, while the
center 16 ft. had the advantage of the old m»/-«H«pn ^^ its

foundation. In order that there 2-ft. winifs should not hreak
off, mesh reinforcement wa.s specified tSat should weigh aeC
less than 0.25 lb. per sq.ft Thi.s metal was to be 2 fL wide
and placed midway at the depth of the slab so that a foot of
the metal would be over the old macadam foundation and a
foot over the ordinary subgrade. At the western end of the
pavement .slabs are intact and no crackinf? appears over the
point of change in the foundation material. In the latter

half of this work, however, thirty slabs with a total lenct.-^

of 900 ft. have cracked at their edges close to the chance in

foundation condition. When we looked unusually hard for

reinforcement in this latter part, it appeared as thoosh it

might not have been put in. The western end of the road.
which still shows no cracks, waa» for a quartrr of • "• '-

reinforced. Then the contractor ran out of re

material and the work was carried on without it .:.

not to check progress. Cracking resulted.

C0.MPRESSIVE STKENGTH

The action of the section in which the reinforcement was
used is particularly good considering the fact that the arer-

age strength of the concrete cube composed of mortar con-

crete taken from the mi.\er and ti'.stt'd at 28 days shows an
average strength for the I: li: 3 mix of only 2.S06 Ih. This
is unusually low, as most New York State road work runs
well over :{,000 lb. per square inch. • ifth.

This low strength was due to the fai «as
used which contained a large percenUiK' »' inmrn

\ in. to i in. in size with only a small - of the

material over 1 in.

A traffic census on this read taken from 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
on Aug. 21 and 22. 1920, show- •••\r. on the first of

lhe.se days of 2,384 vehicles, of ' were lijrht-iMtv-

cry trucks and 78 were heavy-dr - '''•• *•- "'

the count was 3,091 vehicles, of \^

trucks and 23 heavy-delivery tim^- k

1917 and 1918 was mucn heavier Ih'V" : of

material for Camp Upton (as well as ^.^j.,- .. - i\ . two

near-by Jivintion t'.elds) were hauled over this road.

Appendix B
Sfv Jersry— .New JerM'v «fford< " "- '

1914 a clay till was made upon a n-

mean tide. Two .sections of nvad wvrt i .i... >»»; .. «..,<;

have had to carry extremely heavy traflW. The Ikrst sec-

lion, on the Fort Lw Turnpike, built m 1917. - '-^ ft-

iong. This |Mivement was 20 ft, wide and i to

lOi in. in thickness of a 1: 2: 3 mix of concreu v. ^ Cow
Bay sand and trap rock as coarse airgregate. Forty-fivr

pounds of metal per 100 .sq ft. were used as reinforrenwnl

and placed 2 in. b^Mow the top. The slab lenjrth was rener-
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ally 20 ft The grades ranged from level to 2 per cent.

There is only one crack in the entire length and that is over

a culvert which held its position while the fill at both sides

settled.

Fort Lee Turnpike Section

The other section, built in 1919 on the Fort Lee Turnpike,

is 1,000 ft. long, 24 ft. wide and from 7* to lOJ in. thick,

of a 1:2:3 mix, in which Cow Bay sand and trap rock

were used as coarse aggregate. Forty-five pounds of metal

per 100 sq.ft. were used as reinforcement, and placed 2 in.

below the top. The slabs are 36 ft. long. The grades range

from level to 1 per cent and there are no cracks of any

description in the pavement.

By way of comparison let us take a section of the Bergen

Turnpike only two miles away. It is not reinforced. Under
similar conditions as to soil, marsh, etc., this road was also

laid in 1919 with even greater care than was taken with

the other two sections. It is 3,450 ft. long, 18J ft. wide,

uniformly 9 in. thick, of a 1:2:3 mix in which Cow Bay
sand and trap rock were used as coarse aggregate. The

length of slab is 36 ft. The grades here are level. Yet

there are in this pavenient 32 longitudinal cracks, 3 trans-

verse cracks, and 3 diagonal cracks. Two cracks are spalled

to a width of 3 in. The road has begun a yearly mainte-

nance charge; the other two are practically intact. The

conclusion is obvious.

Another piece of pavement which the writer inspected

was the Kearney-New Jersey-County Road which runs from
the Trexler Lumber Co. to the Plank Road. It was built

in 1919. This is just off the Lincoln Highway. The length

of the pavement is approximately 3,300 ft. The pavement
is 24 ft. wide, and 10-12J-10 in thick. The mix was 1:2:3
using a i-in. limestone aggregate. One hundred and fifty

pounds of metal per 100 sq.ft. were used as reinforcing, 75

lb. being approximately 2.5 in. above the grade, and the top

layer from 5 to 6 in. above this. The slab lengths are from

36 to 54 ft., the average being about 40 ft. The road is con-

structed over filled ground on a cinder fill. There are no

cracks in the entire length except at a point where the

railroad track was placed diagonally across the pavement.

Here the concrete shows a crack at a narrow section, of the

slab, which came when the pavement was broken through

for the railroad. The traffic using this section is the

heaviest kind of motor traffic that serves the industrial

plants surrounding it.

Section in Ridgefield

Grand Avenue in Ridgefield, N. J., takes the heavy motor
truck traffic from Jersey City northward through Nyack.
It is 3,923 ft. long, 22 ft. wide, 7-10-7 in. thick, and of a

1:2:3 mix in which Cow Bay sand and trap rock were
used as aggregate. Forty-five pounds of metal per 100 sq.ft.

were used as reinforcement, which was placed 2 in. below the

surface. The average slab length was 36 ft., some slabs being

as long as 100 ft. This road was built in 1918 and is on a
side hill. The soil is clay over trap rock. Drainage is pro-

vided for by tile upon the hill side. The grades range from
level to 2 per cent. There is only one crack in the whole
length, it being in one of the 100-ft. slabs which has a
transverse crack near the middle.

The writer has seen maiiy similar pavements without
reinforcing which were badly cracked. It appears, there-

fore, that in this pavement the reinforcement has saved the

cost of constant maintenance.

Another interesting piece of pavement was that on
Totowa Avenue, Paterson, N. J. This is 600 ft. long, from
26 to 28 ft. wide, and 6-8-6 in. thick, of a 1:2:3 mix.

Local sand and trap rock were used as coarse aggregate.

Thirty-one pounds of metal per 100 sq.ft. were used as

reinforcement, which was placed 2 in. below the surface.

Slab lengths are from 15 to 30 ft. This pavement was laid

in 1916. There are no cracks. The surface condition shows
that the sand used was dirty, or of a poorer grade than
that generally found in Jersey work, because it had worn
down around the aggregate. This pavement is laid on a

clay soil and on an 11 per cent grade and carries moderate
city traffic. Considering its age and condition the metal
reinforcement is probably the cause of no cracking.

Appendix C
William Penn Highway—Another pavement inspected was

the William Penn Highway from Easton to Allentovim, Pa.

The pavement is seven miles long, 16 ft. wide, and 6-8-6 in.

thick, of a 1:2:3 mix. The amount of metal used was
approximately 0.25 lb. per sq.ft., placed 2\ in. from the

surface. The slab length was 39J ft. The soil is clay over
limestone with a possible presence of ground-water pockets.

Underdrainage was placed along the side to care for this

condition. Although there are numerous cracks in the pave-

ment the greatest width observed in any one was i in., and
the metal held the breaks to such an extent that the riding

surface of the pavement was perfectly smooth and even.

In a number of cases a crack having started at the edges

or in the center of the slab did not continue across to the

outside edge of the pavement as it generally does when no
stpel is used. The amount of metal used seemed beneficial

because it kept the broken sections of slab at a uniform
level and saved the destructive effect of impact generated by
unevenness. It has also held broken sections closely to-

gether and saved maintenance and upkeep costs. The con-

dition of the pavement is much better than other pavements
without reinforcement, both built under similar conditions

as to thickness, mix, soil, age, etc.

Appendix D
Wayne County, Mich.—Grand River Road, Wayne

County, Mich., built in 1910, 16 ft. wide and 6J in. thick,

of two-course construction, was widened to 20 ft. arid resur-

faced in 1916 with 3 in. of 1 : IJ : 21 concrete of washed
sand and trap rock \ in. to 1 in. in size and reinforced with
wire mesh weighing 28 lb. per 100 sq.ft. The writer was
enthusiastic over the success of the experiment in widening
and resurfacing when he visited the road in 1917. Another
survey made last month showed that but very few cracks

had developed in the three years, and those were negligible,

showing neither spalling nor wear. This road has heavy
traffic. A 14-hr. traffic count in 1920, taken as an average
from seven consecutive days, showed 2,558 vehicles, of which
486 were motor trucks.

Truck Registration in the United States

According to reports of secretaries of state and esti-

mates made by statisticians of the D. F. Goodrich Rub-

ber Co., there were 953,093 motor trucks in operation in

the United States at the end of 1919, says a recent issue

of the official magazine of the Motor Truck Association

of America. The 1919 figure represents an increase of

37 per cent over the estimate of 700,000 trucks in oper-

ation at the end of 1918. Ne exact figures are possible

inasmuch as only 18 states of the 48 keep separate reg-

istration lists for motor trucks.

The following is the estimate of the Goodrich Co. by
states: Alabama, 10,249; Arizona, 3,200; Arkansas, 5,600;

California, 58,700; Colorado, 13,500; Connecticut, 19,799;

Delaware, 2,100; Florida,. 3,239; Georgia, 9,300; Idaho,

5,600; Illinois, 65,000; Indina, 36,000; Iowa, 42,500; Kan-
sas, 27,800; Kentucky, 9,105; Louisiana, 7,100; Maine,

5,792; Maryland, 10,160; Massachusetts, 42,000; Michigan,

36,863; Minnesota, 34,300; Mississippi, 6,350; Missouri,

25,000; Montana, 1,000; Nebraska, 27,300; Nevada, 700;

New Hampshire, 3,902; New Jersey, 20,000; New Mexico,

2,810; New York, 94,716; North Carolina, 9,150; North
Dakota, 1,314s Ohio, 64,500; Oklahoma, 20,100; Oregon,

11,300; Pennsylvania, 64,200; Rhode Island, 7,000; South

Carolina, 9,600; South Dakota, 14,205; Tennessee, 12,000;

Texas, 42,250; Utah, 5,300; Vermont, 2,402; Virginia,

11,800; Washington, 23,600; West Virginia, 6,700; Wiscon-

sin, 10,887; Wyoming, 2,900.
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Functions of Rapid Transit Lines in Cities
Capabilities of Each Transportation Agency Outlined-FfTecl of C.ecuraphical DiMrioultoo oo

Transportation Condition.H

By Hknry M. Brinckerhoff
Of Parsons. Kbipp. Brlnck.-rhoff & liouKlas. Con.ultin* Knclr»«.r«. X«w Tork'CMy

fKfprint..! from th.; Electric Railicay J>,urnalt

THE average visitor and most residents if asked
how the people habitually travel about New York

City will answer, "The vast majority on the subway
and elevated lines, a smaller proporton on surface cars
and a few on buses." This popular conception of the
situation is largely due to constant newspaper discus-
sion of subway congestion and the vivid impression
made by long crowded trains following one another in

quick succession at subway and elevated stations during
rush hours.

Studying the statistics over a period of years, we find,

on the contrary, that the surface car has borne the great
burden of transporting the bulk of the citizens of our
large American cities and that only in the past few

more than $550,000.0(X) for subway- rv-mmg
and extending elevated lines and »1 rapid
transit equipment, we find 43 per i.er;l o? the pas-
sengers still paying their nickels for ridca oo tarttm
cars. Thi.s condition is not peculiar to New York, aa we
shall .'^ee by a .study of the histor>' of tranaportatioo in
other large cities.

In Chicago in 1906, with a population of about 2.000.-

000, 75 per cent of the revenue paMengeni were came^l
by the surface cars, and in !919, with the popoktion
increa.sed to about 2.800.000. 75 per cent of the ffmfh
are still patrons of surface rar lines.

In Philadelphia the Market St. elevated-sabway Kne.
with its free transfers between rapid tranait tntirai

V.HERE ELEVATED, .SUBWAY A.NL) .v;rKl'.\rK LINKS CKO.s.^, bbru .STUEET .\.S"U UKO.VDW.VV. NkTW V-UvK

years has even New York carried one-half of the total

daily passengers on its rapid transit systems. This

division of the growing New York travel during the

past forty years is interesting, particularly as related

to the population of the city. Other cities in the United

States are now approximating the size that New York

was thirty or forty years ago and, growing rapidly,

they have ahead of them the probability of the same

or similar traction problems.

In 1880 we find that 79 per cent of the passengers on

the transportation lines of what we now call Greater

New York were carried by surface cars, the population

then served comprising about 2,000,000 people.

In 1900, twenty years later, the ratio was still 70 per

cent surface car passengers to 30 per cent carried on

rapid transit lines, while the population served had

grown to about 3,500.000.

Almost another score of years brings us to 1919.

when, after the expenditure during this latter period of

and surface cars, makes u good showir awn
carried per car-mile, but aii part of 'hv • \nm
it carries not more than 10 pei cent of the pasaenfem
served by the whole system.

In Boston tiie surtace-subway-elevated hnes are ao

interconnected and the movemc.i of pa-v-i. . - 90

complicated by transfer privilep«>« that .1 . ia

ilitlicult. However, the ; ~^ag*n
actually handled here b\ .s

; .0

Turning to England, where ihe c

development have l)een quite different, \w , . . .^ ,.

an even wider variety in the divi.^ion of the pasdenjrer*

among the ditTerent clasites of carriers, but still the

rapid transit not in the nminrity Here the motor bus

(successor to t'»e t oilrawn vehicle)

assumes imposing i
• ration of peS'

sengers carried may l>e taken a:« about 27 per cent on

tram or surface cars. 33 per cent on motor buses and

40 per cent or. rapid transit trains.
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Greater London, with an area of almost 700 sq. miles

and a population of about 7,250,000, carries one-third of

its traveling public about the city in motor buses

operated in crowded, heavily trafficked streets.

Greater New York at the other extreme, with a popu-

lation of almost 6,000,000, distributed over about 327 sq.

miles, or one-half London's area, carries 55 per cent of

its city riders on rapid transit lines and not more than

2 per cent on buses.

Chicago, with a population of almost 3,000,000 and an

area of about 200 sq. miles, carries 75 per cent of its

travelers by surface cars, while Detroit and Cleveland,

now at the 1,000,000 mark in popluation, are entirely

dependent upon surface car transportation.

With such contradictory general facts before us we
must apparently go to a more detailed analysis of con-

ditions to draw any valuable lesson from past expe-

rience in the large cities of the world. In doing this

the first question that presents itself is whether the

study of existing systems will be of fundamental value

in guiding us to a solution of modern transportation

needs, in a large city in accord with present-day

thought.

Here appears to be the crux of the question. The

existing transportation facilities in large cities are the

result of private initiative, building for years along

lines where greatest pecuniary profits were to be reaped.

Only recently has this guiding motive been supplanted

by effective public control, and this has often been

directed to meet certain specific needs rather than a

general solving of the whole problem.

We are today at a point where a broader view must

be taken of city transportation planning in the interest

of the traveling public's needs and convenience. The

public must pay for the service directly or indirectly,

but it must get what it pays for. The idea of the most

profitable type or location of lines is, therefore, no longer

absolutely controlling and we are face to face with the

problem of supplying transportation to our lar:je cities

as a recognized public necessity like water supply,

paving and sewerage. The fact that an adequate cir-

culatory system for a city's red-blooded working units

is as necessary for civic growth and health as is a

sound arterial system for the human body is becoming

more generally recognized. In the solving of this prob-

lem city and company must co-operate to overcome

successfully the physical, financial and legal obstacles

that will be met.

The time has come when a hearing can be obtained

for an analysis and discussion of the complex elements

of transportation from the viewpoint of the needs of

the city as a whole. The purpose of this article is to

point out the uses, of subway and elevated lines with

such a broad view of the situation in mind, but in doing

so reference to other forms of city transit are necessary

to maintain a balance and completeness in the picture.

Analysis of City Travel

The real need for extensive transportation facilities

in a large growing American city arises principally

from the desirability, or often the necessity, for the

individual workers to live beyond walking distance from

their place of employment. By the term "worker" is

meant any wage earner or person having regular

employment or business and consequently regular habits

of travel. The hauling of these people to and from their

work constitutes the great bulk of the rush-hour traffic,

hence a careful study of their riding habits is a valuable

index to their transportation needs.

A canvass of the principal factories of the city of

Cleveland showed that 52 per cent of their employees

lived beyond the walking distance of 1 mile from their

shops. Detroit showed 71.8 per cent, and a canvass in

Chicago, locating the homes of 350,082 wage earners

from all classes of shops, factories, retail stores and

office buildings, showed 75.6 per cent living beyond 1

mile and therefore dependent upon transportation to

earn their living.

An exhaustive detail study of the transportation

habits of the people of a large city involves a great

amount of work and the co-operation of many interests

and has not often been undertaken. The most recent

complete collection of data of this kind in contained in

the report of the Chicago Traction and Subway Com-
mission of 1916 and the figures there developed will

here be used as illustrating the basis of the division of

riders between surface and rapid transit lines and the

causes influencing their choice of routes.

An analysis of the Chicago residential canvass,

which covered all employment centers within the city

r.rea, showed a wide scattering of nearly all classes of

workers over the many residential districts of the city.

Thus it was possible to prove the almost universal need

for transportation and also the great diversity of routes

and combinations of car lines used by a people in a

single residence district in reaching employment centers,

and, vice versa, the widely separated localities from
which the factories drew their workers.

The American wage-earning family averages five

persons, father, mother and three children, of whom
three are usually workers. Unlike families in England
or on the Continent, the children in America do not as

a matter of course learn the trade of the parents, but

each follows his own bent, with the result that they

travel from their home center in many different direc-

tions seeking employment. It is the aggregation of

many thousands of such families which creates the

diversity in the transportation demands of our large

cities.

The Chicago residential canvass when compared with

simultaneous traffic count on surface and rapid transit

lines showed that the origin and destination of daily

trips of 50 per cent of the individuals composing the

rush-hour crowds had been determined. As an indica-

tion of the probable proportion of these rush-hour

travelers who require rapid transit, a charting by ^-mile

districts showed that 44.3 per cent made trips to and

from work of more than 3 miles and 31.6 per cent of

more than 4 miles. The rapid transit lines of the city

carried 22 per cent of the total traffic against 78 per

cent on the surface cars on the week-days checked, while

for the calendar year the ratio was 25 per cent to 75

per cent.

Adopting the generally accepted idea that more than

3 miles constitutes a legitimate rapid transit ride, the

inference is that the elevated lines were inadequate or

come other elements influenced the result beyond the

mere question of distance. It was found that the

principal element was "time," and its closely related

factor "direct routing." By means of transfers from

line to line the surface system offered routes, par-

ticularly cross-town, which saved time over less direct

although higher speed rapid transit lines.

To determine the tim.e factor the Chicago Loop Dis-
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trict was selected and 115,085 workers of all classes
employed in this crowded city center were located as to
residence, the data being shown on a chart on which
each black square indicated by its size the relative
number of workers residing in that 1-mile area who
were employed in the Loop District, These, for our
purpose, can be classified as indicated in Table 1.

TABLE I—OCCUPATIONAL DLSTUIBLTION OF WORKKRS IN
CHICAGO LOOP DISTRICT

Pit
Occupation Transportation I'sptl (>nt

In offi-^e buildings 32. 1 1

3

Klovnfcd Railroads 64,847 56
Department and Retail Surfai e <-ars 43 344 38
^st"':''''

, 32,755 Steam suburban, 3.921 3 4
Clothing manufafturors . 10,045 Walkers... 2 973 2 6
Banks and general offices. 25,622

'

Printers and engravers.
.

. 3.304 Total 115 085 100
Miscellaneous 4,378

'
'

Wholesale dry goods 5,868

Total 115,085

Analyzed by distances from home to work, the
division was as shown in Table 2.

as to have become almost a vk« of the New \oTktr.
On one surface car line In Detroit a traiBe eoont

showed that 85 per cent of the pajaenfen either trma*-
ferred to or from other linen, onlv IS per rent of tbflM
carried Htartinj? and . ^ngy on the Hm
itself. At the City If Woodward A««,
line receive<l or 67.A17 tranaf^ iiawtimii
daily who utilizer "wo differ-* ' -" »• r,,»j^oa of
routes at this point. A similar c at the
Public Square in Cleveland, where T-, » .i irur -itn werv
observed in twenty- four hours, more than 100 dtfTerent
combinations of li' . d.

The Chicago i showed clearly that the
transfer privilege at more than 545 intemectiona of
surface lines was a great factor in deter^"".' the
routing of passengers; from 10.000 to j40
transfers occurred daily at single interaectjon*. Many
groups of large numbers each were foond who took
the first leg of their journey >)n a ne.-.- --ace line
and transferred to another surface car. : / peralM
to a rapid transit line, for a 4, 5 or 6-mile nde.

T.4BLE II-CLASSIFICATION CHICACJO L(jOP WORKERS BV DISTA.NCE TRA^TLEI)

.Accumulative total, per cent.

.

Total

115,085

0-1

Miles,
1-2

Miles,
2-3

Miles,
3-4

Miles,
Percent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

3 7
3.7

11.0
14 7

11.4
26.1

15.6
41.7

4-5
Miles,

Per Cent

15 7
57 4

5-6
Mi'i

6-7
Mile*.

Per Cent Per Cent
12 9

70 3

10 5

80 8

7-«
MilM.

VtT Cent

7 6
«4 4

IVr Cenl

* 2
44 6

I

.\:

Vrt

17
H >

) J

Deducting the walkers (2.6 per cent) in the last

tabulation, it is seen that 39.1 per cent rode 4 mile.s

cr less, which closely matches the surface car percentage
shown above.

The analysis of this office and retail district canvass
gave a good idea of the division of riding of the classes

most easily attracted to rapid transit by reasons of

ability to live in restricted residence districts and work-
ing short hours. A similar analysis of the immediately

adjacent factory district west of the river including

31,670 workers, showed 16.7 per cent walkers, while

53.6 per cent lived within the 3-mile limit and 69.8 per

cent within 4 miles of their shops, 83.3 per cent in this

factory district being dependent on transportation.

The difference in these two sections lay almost

entirely in the character of the people employed. The
average for the whole city was: Walkers (under 1 mile),

24.4 per cent; those living within 8 miles from work,

55.7 per cent; within 4 miles, 68.4 per cent; the per

cent of workers daily using transportation being 75.6

per cent. When rapid transit routes are laid out, there-

fore, the character of the population to be served is an

important element to be considered.

A special inquiry into time-saving covering 6,000 of

the above workers in the Loop Dietrict supplied the data

for the curve, pg. 1238. The individuals inquired of for

this purpose were selected because they were as con-

veniently located for reaching either surface or rapid

transit lines. They were also distributed over a wide

area and at varying distances up to 16 miles from the

Loop. This chart therefore gives a good idea of how

people of this class divide on the question of time

saving in a city like Chicago, other conditions being sub-

stanially equal.

When the original Interborough subway was laid out

many loud criticisms were made of the local and express

transfer stations, voicing the idea that on short trips

people would not trouble to change cars. Today

exchanging from local to express trains and back again

for a saving of even a couple of minutes is so common

Careful study of complete 24-hour checka of pa*.
sengers on the surface and elevated lines of Chicafo
clearly demonstrated that these two large competitire
systems serving a population of more than 2.:'00.000

distributed over 200 miles of territor>', due to their
lack of co-ordination, did not function in such a way %a
to give the best service of which they were capable.
When the problem of enlarging the Chicago city

transportation system as a whole was attacked by the
commission it became still more apparent that addi-
tions to the existing systems on a basis of unified opera-
tion not only gave mere capacitv for -^ given expendi-
ture but provided a greater variety of convenient routes
to ridens and would also prove t) be more ccooomkal
to operate.

Tran.>^portation is a necessary function of a city'* life

as a whole. It is not confined to ' -- •; danea cf
people or occupations. It is as c and eo*-

mopolitan as the population of the ciiy il.^elf. Sue*.

being true, a division into separate lines ser%'inf onb'
portions of the city is purely artificial, and the result

of a .system of development of these facilities by in-

dividuals largely influenced by hope of profit and with
capital limited by the assurance of a reium on their

investment has \teen piecemeal ronstrtirtion.

When taken up from tho ^^sts of

the e!itire city's traveling
1 rranffe-

ment to accomplish a complcie siiuiion is a sinfle

unified system the elements of which will each fire

the maximum of sen>Mce at the least cost, both capital

and operating. It is not wi*^ ' .^ope of this article

to discuss the many le^ral. .^nd other a*i4itarlae

to accomplish a general ui f all tr !i-

ties. However, the funct;. ibw.iy a "od

lines is so dependei'.t upon their relation t^ • 'r.er

modes of transporting city pjts^enrers that .'..••.ciher

they should properly be considered as competiti%*«

independent systems or should function as nart of a

harmonious v.hulo :eems to warrant the foregoing dis-

cussions.
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In order to consider the realtive value of these four

kinds of service in a complete unified city system it is

simpler to compare ratios of cost or performance freed

from local conditions. Present cost of construction,

operating expenses, etc., are so abnormal and are chang-

ing so frequently even on the same system that direct

comparisons are misleading without a multitude of

explanations. For our purpose the following general

statistics are tjTiical of good American practice on

average large city systems:

Maximum Passenger-Carrying Capacity per Hour.—
One way, one track: Bus, 1; surface, 1.7; elevated, 6;

subway, 7. This means that large two-car units on

surface lines will carry a little less than twice the bus

line under similar street conditions. The elevated with

eight-car trains will supply six times and a subway with

ten-car trains seven times the bus line passenger capa-

city. This is on the basis of allowing for standees,

large cars and maximum peak load conditions.

Speed in Miles per Hour.—Average city conditions

(Fifth Avenue Coach Company, 8^ miles per hour) :

Bus, 1; surface, 1; elevated, 2; subway, 2, The sur-

face cars and buses are about equal in average speed

and the elevated and subway twice as fast.

From these two items it is plain that where large

crowds are to be handled and the haul is long the

subway and elevated are immensely superior, having

seven times the capacity of a bus line and twice the

speed. As the presence of large passenger crowds
means usually street congestion, these types have the

additional advantage therfore of not occupying street

space.

Cost of Operation per Car-Mile.— (Fixed charges ex-

cluded.) Subway, 1; elevated, 1.2; surface, 1.8; bus, 2.

Here the economy of train operation with infrequent

stops and on an easily maintained unobstructed right

of way places the subway at the top of the list.

Operating Cost per Passenger Carried, 1919 figures

— (Fixed charges excluded.) Subway, 1; elevated, 1.2;

surface, 1.4; bus, 2.6. This proportion is taken from
averages of the actual 1919 figures of American systems
so far as they can be brought into direct comparison.

In these figures there is of course reflected the length

of haul, in which regard the rapid transit lines have
the worst of the bargain as they carry their passengers
probably twice as far as the surface and three or four

times as far as the hwi lines.

Capital per Mile of Line.—Bus, 1; surface, 2; ele-

vated, 12; subway, 36. Here the bus line makes the

best showing, with the surface line at double the cost

and the subway three times that of the elevated.

On the face of these figures the subway costs thirty-

six times as much as the bus lines and has only seven
times the passenger capacity. If, however, the two
are compared by requiring the buses to move the sub-

way load, seven lines of buses would be required and
a total street width of 230 ft., or four times the

width of Fifth Ave. at 42nd. St., If this widening
were charged against the bus system the cost would be

fabulous. Similarly, if a subway were built to carry a
load of 7,000 passengers per hour, one train every ten

minutes would carry them and the fare would have to

be ridiculously high to cover the enormous fixed charges.

The fact is that such direct comparisons are futile and
go to prove that each of these systems has a limited

field of its own. Each type should be used for the

service to which it is peculiarly adapted and if properly

S::90
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lines will be well served by surface lines with transfers

to these rapid transit lines.

Such a single system, it can be shown, will give
greater facilities than two competing systems and at a
far lower cost per capita.

The consolidation of city systems has been frowned
upon by some people because it creates a monopoly, but
with proper public control this is just the very element
necessary for success in giving all classes of people

the vast multiplicity of services called for by the

activities of a big city.

The dismemberment of some of the consolidated New
York Traction groups is an object lesson pointing the

way in the opposite direction. Subways and elevated

lines are necessary parts of the traction system of a

great city, but they should have combined with them
surface and bus lines as feeders, all functioning as part

of a single system.

Military vs. Civil Control of Construction

in War Time

An Army officer's objections to the conclusions

of the civilian Board of Review, ap-pointed by the

Assistant Secretary of War to investigate the

work of the Construction Division.

By Major C. L. Hall
Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, Washington, D. C.

YOUR issue of Sept. 23, p. 590, contains an abstract

of the report of the Board of Review appointed by

the Assistant Secretary of War to consider the work
done by the Construction Division during the late war.

The writer was in France during the entire war and

is, therefore, unable to comment upon the parts of the

report dealing with the specific performances of the

Construction Division, and with the recommendations of

the board in regard to improvements in the form of

contracts. The report contains, however, certain state-

ments of opinion in regard to some phases of Govern-

ment construction, which are, to say the least, arguable.

The statement is made that under peace conditions,

and, to a large extent under war conditions also, nearly

all construction and the engineering incident thereto

is of a civil character. It is true that the construction

of barracks aiid quarters in time of peace does not

differ essentially from the ordinary building operations

of civil life, but the total amount of such army con-

struction is small, it involves no peculiar difficulty and

its execution, so far as the writer knows, has been

satisfactory. It is certainly true that if differences

between the constructing personnel and the organiza-

tions which have to use the buildings when constructed

were of an extra-departmental rather than an intra-

departmental character, and hence required the ruling

of the President on each specific case, the net waste in

friction would far out-balance any theoretical advan-

tages due to greater specialized experience of civil

engineers.

The statement made by the board, that construction

and the engineering incident thereto in time of war

are of a civil character, is entirely contrary to fact.

While its instructions limited this board to a consid-

eration of the work done in the United States, and

while it, therefore, apparently gave no thought and

certainly made no mention of the work done in France,

it is a fact that this latter work, which exceeded the

amount done in thin country, involved constmetkm
and engineering all of a military character. In Franc*;
no line wa.s drawn lictween the quajii-civil and paniy
military construction, and an attempt to do to woold
merely have resulted in di 'uaioo.

The whole reasoning and jna of
this Boa'd of Review are evidently b—d apoo the

assumption that in all future wars the aetoaJ fiyfatinf

will be far beyond the continental limit* of the United
States and the condition.s which will prevail will be

similar to those which exi.sted during the World War.
No greater fallacy could ever l>e perpetrated and no

reasoning based upon such a fallacy ia worthy of a
moment's consideration. All of our peacetime offani*

zation must be planned so that it will, so far as is

humanly possible, meet any conditions which may ariae.

As nearly as can be now foreseen, the r-
' ' *" that

our next war will be fought on thjji is at

least as great as that the actu ,i -^iii he done
beyond our own continental bou: In any war oo
this continent the theater of operations will much more
nearly resemble the situation in France, the gradation

from semi-permanent work at the extreme rear to dug-

outs at the front will be very gradual. Again, the

conditions under which construction in war-time is done

are essentially different from those in time of peace

and it is very doubtful whether the experience gained in

civil life can be as advantageous to the go%emment
as that gained by army officers who are accustomed

to thinking of, and dealing wiih, war-time matters.

This board states that time does not permit a thor-

ough and varied training in practical commercial work

in the education of army engineer officers, and reasons

that, therefore, they will be outclassed by civilian engi-

neers in most construction work. This is entirely

gratuitous, pure inference, and, so far as the writer

knows, is unsupported by facts. The army engineer can

point to many structures erected by him which it is

believed will compare favorably with any similar work

done by civilian engineers.

The board also recom.mends that, so far as practicable,

the directing and executive engineers on all government

construction work should be drawn from civil life. This

is further evidence that :' has again limited its study

to a single special case rather than to the broader

view which would embrace other contingencies. Most

certainly all construction work in the theater of oper-

ations must be placed under the Chief Army Engineer.

It cannot be done othenvise. Materials of construction

are scarce and the allocation of them between the front

line and the rear elements of the theater of operations

is one of the principal duties of the military -^

and a duty which men without military- ti. ,. .^rv

utterly unqualified to perform.

The Board of Review argues that if th* organixa-

tion handling construction work were directed by the

War Departmen* it would In? disrupted in war by the

transfer of its personnel to nulitar>' work. It may

be pointed out once more that all of this construction

work during war is essentially military uxtrk. Certain

work of a civil nature, such as the river and harlwr

work of the Corps of Engineers, was not disrupted by

the late war. Transfer of the personnel of many of the

civil bureaus into the militan.* service is to be expected

in war-time as a matter of course.

The Board of Review then proceeds to advance a

recommendation which is practically an argument for
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the formation of a Department of Public Works. This

is entirely by the way and has no place in a discussion

of the advisability of having essentially military con-

struction work done by a civilian bureau. The organi-

zation which the board recommends for a construction

bureau is practically identical with that of the Office

of the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, at the present

time. Further comment seems superfluous.

The board argues delightfully that the War Depart-

ment is an organization nonnally inert, which cannot

expand to the full proportions necessary for meeting

all army needs in a war emergency. According to

proper military thought the War Department is or-

ganized to assure the efficient expansion of a small

peace anny into a large army in war. It must be

organized on principles which permit of such expansion.

If a War Department composed of trained military

minds is not better fitted to control and supervise our

expansion to a war basis than civilians having no

military point of view, then we had better disband the

army entirely.

The creation by expansion of a construction bureau

is an utterly insignificant task compared with the crea-

tion by expansion of a field army. As a matter of

fact, of all the departments of the government the

War Department is by far the best fitted to handle

emergency work in war-time, and, moreover, is the only

one (except the Navy Department) whose personnel is

habitually trained to study the subject and which is in

readiness to bring about the proper, well balanced and

immensely larger war-time organization.

The Board of Review states with some gusto that

the results in war construction were accomplished

largely by freeing experienced constructors from con-

trol by army officers. Once more it is dealing with

a special case in the United States. Its conclusions

certainly do not apply to the work done in France.

There, one of the principal faults found with the

untrained civilians was that when anyone of them was
given anything resembling a free hand, he proceeded

with his own work and sought to obtain all the material

it required, with an utter disregard for the necessities

of other departments or even of the front line. Fur-

thermore, the work was largely successful in propor-

tion to the degree of comprehension of military

conditions by its directing heads. It is again em-

phasized that construction during any war on this

continent will distinctly resemble the work done b.y

the American Expeditionary Force in France.

It is believed to be very unfortunate that the writers

of this report seem to have known nothing of the

work done in France. Had they possessed this Knowl-

edge they would have known, first, that construction

within the theater of operations is essentially a mil-

itary problem, regardless of the precise nature of the

work; second, that the theater of operations on land

extends from the most remote base ports clear up to

the front-line trenches; third, that however success-

ful the Construction Division may have been in the

late war, there is absolutely no evidence, judging from
the work of the Engineers in France, that the work
would not have been as well done if carried on under

the direction of the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army.
Attention is invited to the fact that these conclusions,

upon military matters of the utmost importance, were

iirrived at v/ithout consultation with the General Staff

or the Chief of Engineers; and without discussion

(so far as known) with any military men except those

whose activities were being investigated. Under such

circumstances the recommendations of the board should

have no weight either with the engineering profession

or the American people.

Wide Streets and Roads Recommended
By British Engineer

IN DISCUSSING the planning and development of

traffic facilities for towns and outlying districts, J. A.

Brodie made several recommendations in his inaugural

address as president of the British Institution of Civil

Engineers, which are reprinted below from a recent

issue of the Surveyor:

Many of our roads are too narrow to permit of motor
vehicles passing bulky loads which are so prominent a
feature in many country roads. When the more permanent
road materials are being laid, it is also a great advantage
to be able to construct one portion of the carriage-way while
the remainder is used for the passing of ordinary traffic.

It is probable, therefore, that no width of carriage-way less

than 30 ft. will meet the requirements where any consider-

able amount of traffic is to be expected, and carriage-ways
36 ft. in width, with ample margins and separate foot paths,

should in many cases be provided.

The time has probably arrived when the erection of any
house or building immediately abutting the side of any main
road should be prohibited by law. The question of how far
buildings should be kept back is important, but, bearing in

mind dust and noise, and the danger to children and domes-
tic animals from passing traffic, the adoption of a universal
building line for new erections not less than 60 ft. from
the center line of the main road is to be strongly recom-
mended. The land lying between the house and the road
need not, in most cases, be added to the road, but when the

house is built to the new line, such land might be made use

of as gardens; alternatively, the land could be utilized for

ordinary agricultural purposes until required by traffic.

When dealing with roads outside built-up areas some con-

sideration should be given to the necessity for the construc-

tion of new trunk roads in this country, and there can, I

think, be little doubt that a limited number of such roads

should be laid out wherever the amount of traffic is likely

to warrant their construction.

The surfaces should be capable of taking all the various

types of land traffic at present in use, and it would appear
that one double-track railway for goods, and also a double

track for an electric passenger and goods service should be
provided. At least a double track for heavy motor wagons
in each direction would be required on such a route, as is

shown by the large amount of traffic of this description

which is at present making use of the main roads at certain

times of the day, and a double track in each direction should

be provided for light vehicles. The foregoing provisions

would necessitate a width of at least 150 ft., and, as ample
width for future requirements should be provided, it is

probable that 180 ft. in width between fences would be

looked upon as reasonable. The ordinary cost might, under
existing conditions, amount to about $200,000 per mile.

With regard to surfaces for roads throughout the country,

cases will no doubt arise where the amount of heavy traffic

is so great that paved surfaces will have to be adopted
The lighter surfaces provided by the different types of

asphalt, tar-macadam, and pitch-macadam, appear to be

more generally, favored for ordinary traffic in this country.

A few lengths of road have been laid in England of the

American type of concrete road surface, in which the wear
is being taken by the concrete direct. The feeling among
English engineers appears to be in favor of surfacing con-

crete roads with a slight coat of tar, pitch, or asphalt

mixture, in the nature of a carpet.
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Constructive Criticism of New York's Port Problem
Discussion of Control, Operation, Extensions and Improvements liefore Local Section of Am. Soc C. E

Brings Out Recommendations for Bettering Conditions fienerally Conceded Bad

CONSTRUCTIVE criticism of New York's -port prob-
lem, based on broad and diversified aspects, was

brought out at the meeting of the New York Section
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Dec. 15,

which considered the subject, "The Port of New York."
It was almost unanimously conceded that present con-
ditions are bad and there was general agreement for
the need of creating a port authority. The meeting
was opened by Colonel W. J. Wilgus, president of the
section, who broadly outlined the major subjects re-

quiring consideration and the principal paper was pre-

sented by B. F. Cresson, Jr., chief engineer, New York-
New Jersey Port and Harbor Development Commission.
Mr. Cresson's paper was followed with discussion by
ten engineers and port authorities and the reading of

four communications, during which a debate took ^j>ce

between Murray Hulburt, commissioner of docks. New
York City, and Julius Henry Cohen, counsel of the joint

harbor commission, on the effect of the proposed port

treaty between the two states.

An abstract of Mr. Cresson's paper and the discus-

sion follows:

An Analysis of New York's Port Problem
By B. F. Cresson, Jr.

Chief Eng-ineer, New York-New Jersey Port and Harbor
Development Commission

PLANS FOR belt line railroads, terminal markets, the

West Side Manhattan railroad problem, interconnection

of rail lines over or under harbor waters have all been
proposed, but little has been accomplished in respect to a

general plan for the reorganization of the port of New York
because of lack of administrative control and of exact

knowledge of the problem. The solution should begin in

the administration of the district. Tho problem is not

local, since half the foreign commerce of the United States

passes through the port. Neither New York nor New Jer-

sey can work out the best plan by itself, and unless worked
out jointly, the Federal government may step in, which
would not bring a satisfactory solution due to jealousies of

other ports.

The business of the port is so great and the problem so

involved and so complex that no reorganization plan can

be effected without knowledge of all of the factors, which
include studies of the geography of the port, and adjacent

populations; administration, political and legal considera-

tions; previous history of individual endeavor; ocean ship-

ping; port machinery; warehousing; trucking; layout of

the port and railroad connections; lighterage; marketing

of foodstuffs; barge canal terminals; ferries, and the study

and planning of the port as a whole.

When the date for this discussion was fixed it was thought

that the report of the joint commission would be before the

public, but rather than postpone this paper it was thouK'ht

wise at this time to lay before the Society a general state-

ment of the fundamentals of the New York port problem,

which is unique since the tei-ritory lies within two states

with a total population of some 8,000,000 people—5,900,000
in New York, and 2,100,000 in New Jersey. The govera-

ment of the waterfront of New York City is under the dock

commissioner, the Board of Estimate and Apportionment,

and the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund of the city.

In New Jersey port jurisdiction is divided between perhaps

forty municipalities. For luck of a central port authority,

development has been along lines of individual endeavor,

including the development of ocean-shipping terminals,

railroad connection.s, lighterage, true'-

although some terminal compani«;« 'stcd joiatly,
demonstrating the r'^'^sibilities of econoa.y ihuj po«*ible.

Layout ok tk Port—Raiuioads a.sd Shipping

In the main the pi'ncipal railroads reach the port on th«
New Jersey side and rates cover deli\ery in .New York City
within the li^hteraj,'e limits, the rails of only one freiirht
carrier entering .Manhattan by direct connection. But the
principal shipping facilities are on ManhatUn. New Jer-
sey's frontage id mostly devoted to railroad and indastriaJ
occupation, while New York's is largely commercial. The
new Staten Island piers and the projected Canard terminal
at Weehawken will be a great addition to present shipping
facilities.

Development industrially of Queens and the Bronx has
lagged for lack of convenient connection with the principal
railroads since these reach the port from the west, with
yards located immediately back of the .\e-Jir Jersey water-
front for the break-up and transfer to car floats or lighter*.
The cost and de'i: , of such operavions have been regarded
as very great, b"L at the present time are unknown for
lack of uniformity in accounting systems and methods by
the various railroads. To arrive at a figure representing
average cost per car and per ton for .N'ew York terminal
service is an exceedingly laborious operation due to the
complexity of the problem.

It has been proposed to bring cars from the West across
the North River by bridge or tunnel to join the New York
Central. Such a project must be thoroughly analyzed with
respect to cost, return, amortization and public advanUges.
In addition, the problem of better railroad connections with
other boroughs than Manhattan must be considered. New
Jersey now has too much railroad waterfront occupation,
necessary by reason of individual operation and accommo-
dation for lighterage and car floating, and relief would be
of the greatest value in Jersey communities to permit the
development of the water front for shipping terminals.
The advantages of the bridge plan must be weighed as an
economic problem and other plans must be analJ^ed, such
as the halting of cars in .\'cw Jersey and the movement
of freight to and from Manhattan by motor truck, by spe-
cial equipment or by a joint water service.
For a stud: of the shioping problem the volume and

character of tho business must be determined from the
Custom House, che War Department, the Department of
Commerce, etc. It is possible to assume that New York's
shipping may be ^jttered by zoning. The character of the
principal commodities handled must be determined in de-
veloping freight-handling machinery and the design of
piers and warehouses in general. Lighterage must be con-
sidered due to the larpe volume of business so handled.
It must be determined whether piers ,;/e used too inten-
sively as warehouses, rather than transit sheds. The gen-
eral method of handling; cargo freight is burtoninir, and
there is little doubt that additional machinery within the
piers is needed as well as cranes.

Marketi.ng and Tricking

Bound up tightly with the railroad problem is the mar-
keting situation and the handling of hijrhly perishable com-
modities for the 5.900.000 New York population, requiring
a plan fairly considerinjr tho interests of producer and
shipper with quickest delivery and minimum expense to

consumer. The study involves determination of volume and
character of conjinodities. method of shipments, where they
originate and the process by which they finally reach the
consumer. It has bjen the general opinion that preat sums
are lost through delays to trucks caused by congestion and
inability tr deliver and discharge freight promptly, and a
careful analysis of the entire situation is necessar\-. With
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the development of the motor truck it is possible to i-elieve

the railroads of a considerable amount of short-haul busi-

ness. New York's trucking- problem, not only within Man-
hattan, but also in outlying boroughs and in New Jersey

communities must be studied. With such facts indicating

the extent of possible relief or congestion in i-ailroad and

steamship terminals it will be possible to lay out a more
uniform system of truck operation that will save money
and time to producers, carriers and the public.

In New York there is a deficiency o: wai-ehousing and

storage accommodations, since the problem has not been

considered a part of the transportation problem but rather

as a separate business, so that watcifront terminals arc

limited in operation by lack of readily accessible storage

space, resulting in slow turn-around of ships and holding

of railroad cars for purposes of storage. The problem is

a very important one, and by proper solution deliveries

can be speeded up and demurrage of ships and cars reduced.

A thorough canvass of location, capacities, facilities, etc.,

must be made to provide additional and more accessible

warehousing.
There is the possibility of greater efficiency in the use

of lighterage equipment by consolidation and unification of

operation in the movement annually of about 60,000,000

tons by this method. Other subjects which must be studied

are barge canal terminals; canals and waterways; private

terminals; stevedoring operations; tariffs, charges and
rates; ferries; handling of fuel, grain ^. .J building mate-
rials; channels and dredging; bankin:^ and commercial
operations, and electric power supply. Eut these do not

complete the list of subjects.

Planning the Port as a Wj^ole

Not until suit had been brought before the Interstate

Commerce Commission, which if granted would involve a dif-

ferential railroad rate within the port itself, did commercial
interests awake to the momentous situation and as a result

the Governors and Legislatures of the two states created

and financed a commission to study the port problem as a

whole without respect to political boundary lines. After
a preliminai'y study a report was made to the legislatures

declai'ing that two years and an expenditure of $400,000
would be required to complete the work. The commis-
sioners realized that no plan involving changes in operating
conditions and large expenditures of money can be put into

effect unless based upon economic proof of financial and
operating soundness. It has been sought by analysis to

determine the actual facts of the case.

The proposed treaty between the two states already rec-

ommended by the joint commission will adequately protect
the municipalities in the investments and facilities already
made and created, and there is to be no pledging of public

credits for development but merely the creation of a central
body with sufficient authority and power to encourage pri-

vate or public initiative to construct modem terminals as
part of an organic whole.

Discussion of the Problem

IN OPENING the meeting Colonel Wilgus expressed the
hope that those to take part in the discussion would not

hesitate to advance views that would be helpful in later dis-

cussing the solution that the joint commission is expected
to propose in the forthcoming report and that the major
points for consideration were: (1) channels and slips; (2)
the effect of the railroad and seaboard rate structure on
more efficient freight interchange; (3) pier dimensions, gen-
eral design and equipment; (4) handling machinery; (5)
liaison between piers and shore facilities; (6) co-ordination
and unified management of the railroads of the port in con-
junction with a belt line, and, (7) more effective means of
local distribution and collection of fi-eight. Colonel Wilgus
emphasized the experience of the war as demonstrating so
clearly the wisdom of proper port planning.
The secretary read two communications from Pacific Coast

port engineers—G. F. Nicholson, chief engineer. Port of
Seattle, and G. B. Hegardt, engineer. Commission of Public
Docks. Portland. Mr. Nicholson telegraphed that the ideal

administration for the Port of New York would be a com-
mission of seven members including representatives of

shipping and railroad interests and terminal engineers, ap-

poirted for life by the Governors of the two states or by
the Federal government. Publicly owned terminals should

be publicly operated. A -fO-ft. channel depth is sufficient for

efficient operation, but engineers should design pier and
dock facilities to permit a 50-ft. depth at a future date.

Piers should be wide enough to accommodate two shipside

tracks on either side and two storage sheds at least 120 ft.

wide on either side with four depressed ti*acks in the center.

When supportmg long warehouses and grain elevators are

needed, they should be just to the rear of the transit shed
in the quay development, and in the pier development the

latter should be widened to 550 ft. and warehouses placed

between the sheds. All terminal trackage on the harbor

side of the classification yards should be under control and
operation of a harbor commission.

Another Pacific Coast Opinion

Mr. Hegardt, in his telegram, stated that the following

points for a satisfactory solution of New York's problem
should be considered: (1) Satisfactory channels; (2) con-

venient connection to railroads and belt line; (3) terminal

site of dimensions and trackage adequate to permit of most
rapid loading and discharge; (4) piers and slips constructed

with quay feature retained, and vessels berthing along only

one side of pier, whether single or double, and piers to be

filled where practicable and to have flush tracks at front

and depressed tracks in rear; (6) one-story transit shed

big enough to permit discharge without change of berth

(from experience in Portland 180-ft. width has been found
most practicable); (7) slip-side platform of pier 32 to 34

ft. wide for double track and gantry crane service and
rear platform 12 to 14 ft.; (8) where filled piers are used,

slips should be 250 to 300 ft. wide; (9) standard mechanical
equipment including cargo masts, locomotive cranes in the

absence of pier cranes, electric trucks, tractors, piling and
stacking machines, one- to two-ton electric cranes and con-

veyors, for the transit shed; (10) provision for the con-

struction of modern pier cranes; (11) sufficient space for

adequate trucking and rail trackage, as well as site for

switching track; (12) turning back vessels with the greatest

dispatch is the objective that should be accomplished. This

cannot be attained with narrow piers and inadequate

trackage.

A communication from Capt. F. T. Chambers, chief

engineer. Port Facilities Commission, United States Ship-

ping Board, stated that co-ordination and unified control

of the port as proposed in the treaty between the two states

should be effected and that regulation of the railroads

points to harbor regulation. If New York refuses to enter

such an agreement New Jersey has the means to de-

velop ocean and rail terminals. A belt railroad system
should be begun without delay and the Jamaica Bay
propect should be pushed. Additional storage facilities

as a part of the transportation system should be estab-

lished to prevent the use of cars for warehousing as at

present; the Interstate Commerce Commission is likely to

issue an order against the existing practice. If the public

were sufficiently enlightened there would be separate ter-

minal charges for New York, which would thus lose business.

Opinions from Philadelphia and Montreal

George S. Webster, chief engineer, Department of Public

Works, Philadelphia, emphasized the necessity of wide piers

and stated that he was "convinced that in a port where
railways lead to the waterfront wide piers should be con-

structed." In Philadelphia there is no waiting of trucks

at the wide piers as at the narrow piers. Particular atten-

tion should be paid proper rail and truck connection to

piers to tie in waterways with other means of transporta-

tion. Mr. Webster was followed by John Meigs, consulting

engineer and former director. Department of Wharves,
Docks and Ferries of Philadelphia, who said that present

facilities at New York are on the wrong side of the Hudson
River for efficient distribution to the hinterland. New York
is the most expensive port in the country and dray service

is particularly costly. The present rate structure for free
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delivery in New York is at the center of the problem and
there is a possibility of an Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion order that will so regulate rates as to force business

to New Jersey. The question must be approached with
caution.

F. W. Cowie, chief engineer, Harbor Commissioners of

Montreal, said that New York had two distinct problems on
account of physical separation by the Hudson River, each
being of essentially different character. The city should
operate the New York facilities, and the nation, the New
Jersey facilities. Mr. Cowie emphasized the advantages of

centralized location, citing the successful development of

the ports of Liverpool, Montreal, and Hamburg.
A. W. Robinson, mechanical engineer, Montreal, said that

the whole question was one of prime importance to rail-

roads and ship owners and that the problem was to build

and manitain such ports and port facilities as would result

in the quickest dispatch of full cargoes to and from the

largest ships that are economical to operate.

E. P. Goodrich, consulting engineer. New York City, said

that it hardly seemed necessary to design the entire port

for very large ships since these constituted such a small

portion of the whole. He defended the Port of New York
with the statement that Montreal and Philadelphia shippers

had been known to ship through New York, with transfer

to rail and truck. It is sometimes better to pay ship de-

murrage than interest on expensive pier equipment and
narrow piers are better for lighterage. Open tracks along

pier fronts are sometimes wasteful in requiring longer

trucking distance from ships to sheds. Store-door delivery

in New York is possible and would be advantageous. "Think
what the advantage would be," said Mr. Goodrich, "if cars

could be unloaded on the Jersey Meadows into motor trucks

for Manhattan."

A Railroad Viewpoint

"The port that grew up and then 'blew' up during the

war" was the characterization of the present New York
situation as expressed by J. J. Mantell, termmal manager,
New York district, during the Federal control, and now
general manager, Eastern region, Erie R.R. "If the waste-

fulness that exists is not checked," said Mr. Mantell, "it

will bring ruin to the port." It now costs moi'e to move
freight from Hackensack into New York City than it does

to haul it from Cleveland or Pittsburgh. New York ter-

minal cost to the railroads on the west side of the Hudson
River, for which they are allowed as much as 80c. per ton

on some classes of freight, is estimated at $2.50 per ton

not including major overhead charges. Narrow slips hamper
railroad lighterage. New York should have a "rail-head

port" and the principal requirements for relief are: (1) a

belt line railroad and multiple storage in New Jersey; (2)

development of store-door delivery; (3) double-deck bridge

across the Hudson River; (4) the taking over and electri-

fication of existing steam suburban passenger lines. "The
vehicular tunnel," said Mr. Mantell, "will be overloaded a

year after it is built."

A statement was read from F. W. Williams, state engi-

neer. New York, outlining the aims for developing traffic on

the New York State Barge Canal. Mr. Williams would be

inclined to favor Federal control of the port, except that

the necessary, immediate and vital interest would be lack-

ing. New York State is vitally interested in the port prob-

lem because of state land holdings, and the State Barge Cannl

will benefit New York City more than any other locality.

He emphasized the necessity of proper handling machinery

at the Port of New York for canal barges. Ship, rail, barge,

and truck transportation can be co-ordinated by proper

machinery.
The work of the engineering staff of the joint commission

was praised by J. Spencer Smith, member of the Commission

and chairman of the Board of Commerce and Navigation

of New Jersey. The port problem does not center on ship-

ping but is a railroad and distribution problem. "The rail-

road problem must first be solved," said Mr. Smith, "but it

cannot be solved by co-operation alone, since unity of ac-

tion is needed." New Jersey by the action of its legislature

has acted and agreed to the treaty and asks no favors, and

public opinion shoald be «o awakened ax to •

—

•• ';!«

action by New York. The rate caae was -w
Jersey only to bring the matter to a head ».. ^....i. ..».« . ^rk
would take action.

.Murray HulbiTt, commiB.sioner of docks, New York City,

said that he wi.shed to refute the statementJi of some ot
the previous speakers ati it was ev"*'-' » " h». they had ifiven

consideraLion only to "the theor' " He said that
long-term leases of piers is the f.. .-,. L..at has prevented
modernization .since, according to the City Charter, plans
are prepared to suit the tenants and piers most be leased in

advance before construction could be undertaken. He said

that it was necessary "to do more than disctus the problem
from a theoretical standpoint."

The Proposed Port Treaty—Pro and Co.s

Mr. Hulbcrt took exception to statements that have been
made in the press in regard to the new Staten Island piers
and said that engineering plans had been prepared. He
said that ultimately there would be more space for ocean
shipping on Staten Island th^n on Manhattan and that the
Staten Island piers now under construction would determine
by their operation the best future design. Commissioner
Hulbert said that the Jamaica Bay development, the Soath
Shore Flushing Bay terminal, and the terminal on the east

shore of the Bronx should go forward and that the removal
of the New York Central tracks o.. the west side of Man-
hattan would knit together the boroughs of the city.

Commissioner Hulbert, who is a member of the joint com-
mission, said that the commission's proposed treaty woald
be fatal because it would split authority, because the votes

of five out of six members of the commission woald be

necessary to carry. Exception to this statement was taken
by Julius H. Cohen, counsel of the joint commission, who
said that the proposed treaty would accomplish exactly the

things Commissioner Hulbert wished to accomplish and
that it was a treaty of co-operation only as the first step.

"Some source of power" is needed. After a sharp debate
with the commissioner on legal points at issue, mvolvini?

ihe debt limit of the city of New York and bonds secured

by city property, Mr. Cohen said that the problem must
be treated as a whole, but that it would not be possible to

get such unified authority as at New Orleans or Montreal
He said that the fact that engineers are taking up such

problems broadly is a "splendid augury that they are com-
ing to play their part in great public services."

Smoke Ordinance for Salt Lake City

Elimination of the smolre nuisance at Salt Lake City.

Utah, which i.>^ made a particularly difficult problem by

local atmospheric conditions, is the purpose of an

ordinance passed by the City Commission Nov. 1. This

ordinance had been prepared in connection with a report

submitted by Osborn Monnett, consulting engineer, after

an extended study of the situation. It provide^ that the

City Commission shall appoint a chief smoke inspector

and may appoint four deputy inspectors, an advi3or>'

committee of seven members and a board of appeals of

three members. The annual salaries are not to exceed

$3,000 for the chief inspector. $2,400 for the two

engineer depu'ies, and $1,800 for the two inspectors who
are not engineers. The members of the advisor^' com-

mittee and the board of appeals will ser\*e two-year

terms without pay.

Plans and specifications for construction and altera-

tion of boiler plants and furnaces must be approved by

the smoke inspector, fees of $2 and §5 being required

for residences and business places respectively.

Emission of "dense black smoke" is limited to <ii\<e

minute, or not more than six minutes in any one hour.

and this latter only when the furnace is being cleaned

or charged. The penalty is a fine of $10 to $299 for

each offense.
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Status of Government Inland-

Waterways Experiment
General Hines Gives Particulars Regarding

Mississippi-Warrior River and New
York Barge Canal Routes

THE status of the U. S. Government's experiment

in inland-waterway transportation, since the war,

was reviewed in one of the papers at the transportation

session during the annual meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, in New York, Dec. 9.

The presentation was made by Frank T. Hines, late

brigadier-general, U. S. A., now chief of transportation

of the government's inland and coastwise waterway

service.

General Hines, after outlining the wartime development,

familiar to the readers of Engineering Netvs-Record through

repeated references in its pages, pointed out that the

operation of these lines by the government had been a

hard, uphill fight. In no instance until the present sum-

mer had they shown actual operating profits in any one

month. Construction of the new equipment, particularly

power units, had been delayed far beyond the original de-

livery dates, which had in turn prevented the movement
of traffic with the regularity, dispatch and economy which

had been hoped for.

On the service between New Orleans and St. Louis the

average monthly deficits up to October, 1920, have been

$50,000. On the Warrior line these losses have been

slightly less, yet averaging over $30,000 each month. On
the New York Barge Canal, however, with the delivery of

the new types of power units during the present season,

actual profits have for the first time been earned. For the

whole year, however, taking into consideration the five

months duiing which these boats must be tied up, the total

earnings will be little more than the expenses.

The carrying of continued losses can be justified, in Gen-

eral Hines' opinion, only because of the benefits which may
be derived by commercial interests of the country from the

establishment of an efficient, co-ordinated network of trans-

portation lines on inland watei'ways, capable of transporting

coarser commodities at cheaper rates than can existing rail

facilities. Whether this can be done is still doubtful, but

many authorities believe that it is possible. Before this

end may be accomplished, however, there remain to be

worked out many problems which it seems can only be

solved by the Federal Government. Congress, therefore,

directed that these barge lines be retained and operated by
the government even after the war.
Two problems in particular need to be solved, namely:

The provision of terminal plants for transferring freight

between car and barge, and the establishment of inter-

change products between land and water carriers, so that

shipments may be routed by the shipper for movement
part way by water and part way by rail. These problems
being solved will enable the waterway to serve not merely
communities located upon it, - but inland communities as

well.

Congress has already appropriated $2,000,000 to be spent

within the next year in building necessary terminals, par-

ticularly along the Mississippi and Warrior rivers for the

handling of waterway freight. These projects once under
way must, in the opinion of General Hines, stimulate similar

construction by private capital and will go far toward re-

ducing the cost of transferring freight between car and
barge.

For the New York State Barge Canal the government
contracted for a fleet of 92 boats, consisting of fifty-one

steel barges, twenty-one concrete barges, and twenty com-
bined towboat and cargo barges. All of these have been
delivered, with the exception of one steam barge.

For the Warrior River three steel towboats have been
ordered, to be used in conjunction with twenty wooden
cargo boats, capable of moving in all 10,000 tons of cargo.

This equipment will be supplemented by four steel self-

propelled barges, capable of transporting coal between
Mobile and Violet, La., under their own power.

For the Mississippi River between St. Louis and New Or-

leans, the government contracted for six new power boats

and forty steel cargo barges, having an aggregate cargo
capacity of 80,000 tons. Some of this equipment has been
delivered, but it will probably be early spring before all of

the towboats will be in operation, and even then consider-

able time will be required in schooling crews in running
them most efficiently.

The Recent Typhoid Fever Epidemic
at Salem, Ohio

Water-Borne Outbreak Caused 866 Cases and 23
Deaths— Sanitary, Medical, and Nursing

Activities—Downstream Protection

THE recent outbreak of typhoid fever at Salem,

Ohio, attributed to the infiltration of polluted

ground water into a gravity tile pipe had resulted in

866 cases and 23 deaths up to Dec. 10, when it was
believed that the epidemic was at an end. The follow-

ing concise resume of the epidemic and the measures
for controlling it and for the care of the sick, taken

by the State Department of Health, with the co-opera-

tion of federal and local health agencies and of the Red
Cross, has been prepared by the Ohio State Department
of Health and sent to this journal for publication:

On Oct. 13, 1920, the health commissioner of Salem, Ohio,

reported that diarrhea and enteritis was quite prevalent

in Salem and environs. Dr. Charles Armstrong, epidemio-
logical aide to the State Department of Health, was sent

to Salem to investigate the source of the disease. Dr.

Armstrong reported on the 16th that after very careful

investigation he had found approximately 7,000 cases of a
non-specific diarrhea and enteritis which were possibly due
to the public water supply. An engineer from the depart-

ment was at once detailed to prepare outfits for bacterial

analysis, and to proceed to Salem to make a thorough
examination of the water supply. On Oct. 19 E. I. Roberts,

the engineer detailed for this work, reported that his

analysis showed that the water supply was contaminated,
and that the probable source of the contamination was
located. A warning to boil all water was issued the same
day to residents of Salem. At the same time F. H. War-
ing, another engineer of the department, started for Salem
with chlorination apparatus which was completely installed

and operating on the afternoon of Oct. 20. On the same
day Messrs. Roberts and Waring advised the City Council

to take immediate steps to permanently correct the water
supply contamination. On Nov. 9 seven members of the

staff of the State Department of Health were sent to take

charge of the local situation. Dr. F. G. Boudreau and four

members of his division were given charge of epidemiology

and medical activities, while W. H. Dittoe and two members
of ?iis division had charge of water supplies and sewage
disposal. R. E. Tabett, sanitary engineer, was sent by
the U. S. Public Health Service to co-operate with the State

Department of Health. Miss Hulda Cron, state supervis-

ing nurse, was sent later to take charge of nursing activ-

ities. The local health commissioner. Dr. R. M. Schwartz,
co-opeT-ated in every way with state and federal officials,

and this was true also of the local public health nursing
service under Miss Donsing, and the local chapter of the

Red Cross, in charge of Mrs. Smith. The local board of

health, the citizens committee, and the Chamber of Com-
merce also co-operated fully and proved of great assistance.

Other city officials, and particularly the mayor and the

directors of service and safety, gave every possible aid to

the campaign of prevention.

Five cases of typhoid fever occurred in Salem during

August and September. These cases were widely scattered;

at least two received their infection from sources outside

the city, and no common source for the others was dis-
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coverable. Four cases were reported between Oct. 1
and 19, but it was ascertained afterwards that over a
hundred patients had taken to bed during this period. Cases
came in rapidly after the 19th, and the peak of the epidemic
occurred during the last week of October and first week of
November. On Nov. 1 fifty-four persons took to bed with
typhoid fever. After the first week in November the
number of cases reported dwindled rapidly, until, during
the early part of December, only scattered cases were occur-
ring, and many of these were traceable to contact infection.
The total number of cases which have occurred in the
epidemic to Dec. 10 is 866, and the total number of deaths,
23. As the population of Salem is now approximately 10,-

000, the attack rate to date is 86 per thousand. The case
fatality rate so far is less than three per cent. Eight per
cent is a usual case fatality rate for water-borne typhoid
fever, but it is not expected that the rate in Salem will be
so high.

The Water Supply

The water supply Ox Salem is drawn from three groups
of deep wells. Water from these wells flows by gravity
into, three reservoirs from which it is pumped into th^ city

mains. One group of wells is situated in a built-up portion
of the city, and the gravity line leading from thess wells

is of vitrified clay pips. This line was laid in 1900, and
portions of it had to be cleaned about five years ago, be-

cause of roots which had grown into it and obstructed the

flow of water. The gravity lines receiving the flow from
the two other groups of v/ells are composed of cast iron.

Engineers of the State Department of Health, when exam-
ining the water supply in October, found that the water
from the various groups of v/clls was pure, but the water
in the reservoir and the distribution system was contam-
inated. By a process of elimination it was determined that

the probable source of contamination was in the gravity

tile line The water was immediately chlorinated, and the

tile line was cut off above the point where a cast-iron pipe

from another well entered it. Water from the wells which
ordinarily discharged into the tile line was pumped directly

into the mains, and the lower end of the tile line below the

junction of the cast-iron pipe was replaced with a cast-iron

line as promptly as possible. The reservoirs were cleaned,

the distribution system flushed and all other possible pre-

cautions taken to make the public water supply safe. It

must be emphasized, however, that previous to 1920 all

examinations and analyses of the public water supply of

Salem had shown the water to be of good quality and safe

for domestic use.

Measures to Prevent the Spread of Typhoid

The following are the steps taken to control the epidemic:

(a) Sanitary Measures—1. Emergency chlorinaticn of the

public water supply. This was accomplished on October 20.

2. Installation of a permanent chlorine machine. This

was done to release the State Department of Health ma-

chine for emergency purposes, and because Salem needs a

permanent machine in case of any accident to the water

supply.

3. Chlorination of city sewage. The sewage of Salem

passes through a disposal plant but effective purification

does not take place. The sewage was chlorinated to pro-

tect individuals and communities situated on the watershed

below Salem.
4. All privies were disinfected by the free use of chloride

of lime.

5. Use of the tile gravity line was discontinued.

6. Cast-iron pipe was laid to replace the lower end of the

tile gravity line.

7. All dug wells on properties having city water service

were disinfected by the free use of chloride of lime.

8. A sanitary investigation of all premises was made to

determine the number of cases of typhoid fever, the number

of cases of diarrhea and c teritis, the number and kind of

wells, the number and kind of privies, the presence of water

and sewer connections, and other useful information. This

was accomplished by the war workers organization, which

functioned efficiently and rapidly.
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l3ave milk b&tOm «t

9. Inspection of all places B«llm^ food was mmde bf the
aid of Hix volunteer nanitary p'ilicenMfL Many improf-

ment.s resulted.

10. All milkmen sellinfr raw milk ordertd to have their
supply pasteurized by th<- holdinf; method. This was door
at one of the Uxral plantx, which ia larjre and »«dw fal

every re.spect.

11. Ah milk bottles and utensils were thoroocUy tter*
ilized at the same plant. Pasteu- -

• ' •• .^ tUr-
ilization of uten.sils were in force "

tion was placed in char{i;e of im
Health representatives.

12. Milkmen were forbidden to

premises whore typhoid fever existed. Saeh hnuMhlJihis
were required to place receptacles for milk on the door
step.

13. All shops were forbidden to sell milk in the original
containers over the counter. A notice to this effect waa
placed in every store where milk was soid.

14. Every house in which typhoid existed was placarded
with a printed sign.

15. A printed notice to boil all water was placed in trtrj
home.

16. A printed notice on the disinfection of discharges
was placed in every home.

(b) Medical Mea8tire»—l. The State Department of
Health supplied large amounts of triple anti-typhoid rac-
cine. A sufficient amount was supplied to inoculate at
least half the population.

2. The local health department provided free tnoctilatkm
service.

3. Through a sum of money appropriated by the State
Board of Control, at the request of the State Department
of Health, free medical consultation service was prorided.
The internists who came to Salem for this purpose were Dr.
Henry A. Christian of Boston, Drs. C. F. Hoover and
Blankenhorn of Cleveland, and Dr. W. H. Bunn of Youngs-'
town. Drs. Christian and Bunn remained in Salem as kmg
as there was any need of consulting ser%'ice. The local

physicians made free use of the services of the consultants
4. Free surgical consulting service was also prorided-

The medical profession of Salem was quite capable of cop-
ing with any surgical emergency, but blood transfusion was
advised by the medical consultants in some cases, and
surgeons from the service of Dr. G. W. Crile at Lakeside
were secured to group donors and perform transfuskma.

5. A private duty nursing repistrj' was prorided so as
to keep an adequate supply of nurses in Salem. All

nurses for private duty service were required to report at

the registr>' upon arrival at Salem and before departure.

Nurses were placed in homt- without regard to the ftnancial

resources of the houscho'ders. Dr. Christian conuaentcd
favorably upon the fact that poor and rich alike receiired
adequate nursing service. .An incomplete census of nuisiM
showed that at least 250 were in Salem at one tiaia or
another during the epidemic.

6. Free laboratory services were provided by the estahlfah-

mcnt cf a branch state laboratory. This laboratory was
established within five days after the ar-ival of State De-
partment of Health represonlatives. and in two weeks more
than 800 specimens ha«l been examined. The work was so
arranged that physicians merely telephoned requests for
examinations of specimens and a technician took the speci-

men and sent the report to the Examinations
consisted of blood counts. Widais. itures, urine and
miscellaneous exi minations.

7. A number of the patients j^vr-. >> vonvaltnnts were
sutTering severely from loss of blood, so • ^fusion

was advised. An appeal was put in the pn iunteer

donors, and as these reported to the health department their

blood was grouped and a record made of the name, address

and grouping.

8. Ten actual blood transfusions were performed by
members of the surgical consultingr staff.

(c) Iitrc:>tiffatiofis— I. A sickness survey of every home
in Salem was made to determine the numb4>.r of cases of

typhoid fever.

2. Physicians of the department investi^rated all rrported
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and unreported cases of typhoid fever for the purpose of

securing epidemiological histories of each.

3. A study of the outbreak of diaiThea and enteritis was

made to determine its chronology, distribution and extent.

4. The typhoid fever epidemic was studied epidemio-

iogically as to geographical, chronological, age and sex dis-

tribution and as to possible common factors, such as public

and private water supplies, milk, food and contact.

5. The municipal water supply was thoroughly investi-

gated.

6. A study was made of the municipal sewerage system.

(d) Advice— 1. Council was advised to notify riparian

owners along the Little Beaver of the danger of using water

from this source.

2. Council was advised to employ a competent sanitary

engineer to study and plan the development of the muni-

cipal water supply.

3. Council was advised to pass and enforce ordinances

governing tapping of sewers.

4. Council was advised to require the licensing of

plumbers and sewer tappers to prevent careless work and

the destruction of the sewerage system.

5. Municipal officials were advised to prepare and adopt

regulations providing for the abandonment of dug wells

where water connections are available.

6. Municipal officials were advised to adopt and enforce

regulations providing for the abandonment of privy vaults

where sewers are available.

7. The board of health was advised to adopt regulations

governing the handling of food.

8. Advice was given to various organizations concerning

the nursing situation.

9. Advice was given concerning relief measures.

10. The board of health was advised on financial measures.

11. Advice was given to various organizations concern-

ing the hospital situation. The local chapter of the Red

Cross had established three emergency hospitals. On the

advice of health officials, a fourth was established. There

were approximately 180 beds available for typhoid fever

patients at the height of the epidemic.

By means of the measures detailed above an attempt was
made (1). To abate the primary source of the epidemic.

(2) To prevent the spread of typhoid fever through second-

ary sources. (3) To reduce the mortality by the provision

of adequate nursing, medical and hospital facilities. (4)

To improve permanently the sanitary conditions of Salem

so as to prevent the occurrence of a similar epidemic in the

future.

It is too early to decide vvhether all measures taken were
effective, but it is possible to state that the first three ob-

jects mentioned above have been achieved. The future

history of Salem will show whether the fourth item has

been accomplished.

We are informed by W. H. Dittoe, chief engineer of

the Ohio State Department of Health, that the City of

Salem has adopted the department's recommendation as

to starting plans for improvements to the water supply

and that the city has engaged Morris Know^les, Incor-

porated, for the purpose.

Railway Work in New South Wales

About 630 miles of government railway now under

construction are listed in the report of the railway

commissioners of New South Wales, Australia, for the

year ending with June, 1920. This mileage is divided

between sixteen lines of 20 to 95 miles each, work in

several cases having been interrupted for two years or

more on account of the war. Shortage of explosives,

cement, ties and other materials is delaying progress

considerably. Preparatory work is being done for the

electrification of the suburban lines near Sydney.

Double tracking and four tracking of portions of the

main lines is also under \/ay.

Proposed Hudson River Bridge
Its Capacity and Cost, Compared With Tunnels,

and Its Influence on New York's

Transportation Problem

By GUSTAV LlNDENTHAL
Consulting Engineer, New York

(Abstract of paper read before annual meeting of American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, Dec. 9.)

THE Hudson River is a barrier which must be crossed

daily by 700,000 passengers, by 3,000 freight cars and by

8,000 to 10,000 vehicles. Of the passengers about one-half

come through six submarine tunnels, four of the Hudson &
Manhattan R.R. and two of the Pennsylvania R.R. All of

the rest of the passengers, all vehicles and all railroad cars

come over, as they did 80 years ago, on floating equipment
along a river front of 12 miles. The congestion and the

delays act as a detei'rent to the spreading of population

into New Jersey, where there is ample room within one
hour's travel from New York for at least 4,000,000 people

to live in surburban comfort. The two vehicular tunnels

just started will, when completed in three or four years, add
only four lines of traffic for vehicles, a mere drop in the

bucket. The two tubes with approaches will be 10,000 ft.

long and cost $28,000,000.

Compare with this backward condition the crossing facil-

ities over the East River, for a population of 2,500,000 on
Long Island. There are here besides numerous ferries

four large municipal bridges (ignoring the Hell Gate rail-

road bridge) with, together, thirty-six tracks for rail cars

and sixteen lines for vehicles, besides sixteen subway tun-

nels—all together, 52 lines of traffic, along a river front of

only 6 miles. Two additional bridges and sixteen additional

subway tunnels across the East River are under contempla-
tion.

It is easy to see that if the 2,000,000 people in New Jersey
are to be accommodated in the same proportion we must have
across the North River, in addition to the above-mentioned
railroad and vehicular tunnels, at least fourteen railroad

tracks and twelve lines for vehicles. If put into tunnels

these twenty-six lines would require twenty additional sub-

marine tubes.

Let us assume that all these twenty tunnels would be
about the same length and have the substantial construc-

tion of the Pennsylvania tunnels, or as proposed for the

vehicular tunnels just started. That would make the cost

of the twenty tunnels about $240,000,000.

But the higher shores of the North River above 23d
Street would require most of these tunnels, with approaches,

to be much longer than 10,000 ft. Some of them would have
to pass under the Palisades on the New Jersey side, like

the Pennsylvania tunnels, making them, with approaches,

15,000 to 16,000 ft. long, so that the total cost of these

twenty tunnels would be nearer $400,000,000.

Proposed Bridge

Now let us compare these tunnels with the cost of an
equivalent bridge over the North River located at or below
59th Street, where the shores on both sides are high and
favorable for bridge construction.

The bridge structure and approach, beginning at Ninth
Ave. and terminating on top of the Palisades, would be about
the same length as the vehicular tunnels with approaches

(10,000 ft.). It would have two decks, 180 ft. wide. The
lower deck would accommodate eight railroad tracks, and
two tracks for a moving platform, and the upper deck,

for highway and local traffic, four lines of rail, twelve lines

for vehicles and two sidewalks. The eight railroad tracks

would connect with a two-story elevated railroad on the

West Side, with the New York Central tracks along the

river front, and also with a union passenger station.

The total cost of the bridge, liberally estimated, is $100,-

000,000, or only about one-third to one-fourth the cost of

twenty equivalent tunnels.

But the bridge besides handling passenger traffic would
also bring relief to seven I'ailroad systems for the freight

transfer across the river, now is exclusively done on floats.
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Let us first see how the passenger traffic pouring over
the bridge would be distributed at the Manhattan end so
that no congestion of traffic would take place at the end
of the bridge. One of the most effective means to that end
would be the moving platform, requiring two tracks on the
lower deck. It would be enclosed on the bridge and have a
loop on the New Jersey side. Passing under 57th Street, it

would have the eastern loop near the East River, adjacent to
the Queensboro Bridge. It would interset every line,
in subway, on elevated or on surface, running north and
south, to which a passenger may change. This moving plat-
form would take care of the local passengers within a
radius of 10 min. walk on the New Jersey side.

Moving Platform Capacity

Such a moving platform at the moderate speed of 9 miles
per hour would cover the distance between loops 3 miles
apart in 20 min. or across the bridge in about 8 min. with
a carrying capacity of 40,000 passengers per hour in each
direction.

That will be sufficient in rush hours for passengers
from the district at the western end of the bridge within
10 min. walking distance, when that New Jersey district
should become as densely built up with tall buildings as is

the lower part of Manhattan. That same distance con-
sumes now nearly an hour, and we need not wonder that
the tvonderful location on top of the Palisades is so neg-
lected. The moving platform is therefore a most impor-
tant and indispensable feature of the bridge across the
North River.

The eight heavy railroad tracks connecting with seven
large railroad systems on the New Jersey side could be
used for rapid-transit cars, for through trains of the rail-

road trunk lines or for freight cars, as needed.
During the rush hours these eight tracks could be used

exclusively for passenger traffic. They are intended to

connect with a two-story elevated marginal railroad along
the west side of Manhattan down to the neighborhood of
Cortlandt Street. To obtain the largest carrying capacity
for these tracks they should be looped at the ends.

Later an inclined approach from the first story of the

elevated railroad down a 5 per cent grads to two tunnels

under the Hudson River, located near the Battery, would
form a loop from the west side railroad back to the rail-

roads in New Jersey.

The upper four ti-acks of the elevated railroad could in

the future be continued as a marginal railroad along the

East River and return to the bridge in a two-track tunnel

located under the moving platform tunnel on 57th Street,

above mentioned.
The transportation capacity on all railroad and rapid-

transit tracks in the rush hours would be 200,000 passengers

per hour. There would bs on the bridge a potential trans-

portation capacity of 500,000 000 passengers per year, not

including highway passengers. On the west sids elevate!

railroad, during the night, when travel is thin, one track

each way would suffice for passenger traffic, leaving thiee

tracks each way free for freight.

The local passenger traffic out to a distance of 20 to 30

miles in New Jersey could be kept separate without inter-

fering with the through passenger traffic on the railroad

lines, the through traffic being accommodated in a union

passenger station located close to the New York end of

the bridge. The rentals for offices and other accommo-

dations would make this union station more than self-sup-

porting.

Freight Transportation

The present number of freight cars crossing the North

River averages about 3,000 per day, carrying 15,000,000

tons of freight per year, including coal. This freight traffic

is growing similar to the passenger traffic, at the rate of

over 10 per cent per year. At least 60 per cent of the

food for a population of 6,000,000 people is brought on

these railroads from the Western and Southern States.

There is no room for additional railroad yards in Man-

hattan. Therefore it is necessary to handle that freight

on the principle of fh<- vrfatMt expc^litton in tmloadin;
and loading the ' rrival at deatuifttien. Th;
can be brou(;ht a , a unified —^^ginnot ol
freight delivery from all the railroadi. A Urge clamiAeM-
tion yard would be located in New Jcraey on the w«t
.side of Bergen Hill into which all the railroads woald de-
liver their freight cars, uch cars, loaded with U.L fKifbi.
to be unloaded directly into motor tmclu. FreiKbt wovld
b2 carried on tY.'- tru< ks over the bridge to poinCa of
delivery in t\.

Car-load fr< uken over the bridge in alMtt,
frequent train.s to elevated freight atationj, not orer a ^fh
apart, located along the we«t side of Manhattan from Um
Battery to Inwood, a diaUnce of about 14 milea. Each
car being announced in advance ajt to time of arriTal and
contents, it can then be .switched to short sidetracks and
.swiftly unloaded with facilities held ready for it- For
outgoing freight such cars can at once be rdottdad. Mar-
ket halls, warehouses and shipping pier* wonld also ba coe-
nected to the marginal railroad.

The capacity of the bridge and stations would be soA*
cient to handle 2,000 freight cars per day each way, which
leaves a large margin for growth. About one-third of the
freight tonnage intended for Manhattan would be btooght
across the bridge on motor trucks. The roadway on the
bridge, 140 ft. in the clear, would permit a truck mo«»>
ment of 6,000 tons of freight per hour in each direclkm*
or a total of over 30,000,000 tons per year, without dis-
commoding the tremendous automobile traffic that most
be expected for passenger transportation.

Surface Car Tracks

The surface tracks on the upper deck of the bridge are
intended to connect with the surface tracks on the streets
and with the subv/ays and elevated railroads in Manhat-
tan. Their transportation capacity would be governed
by the capacity of the rapid-transit lines now existing or
yet to be built in Manhattan. The Ninth Avenue elevated
railroad would be able to run its trains directly over the
bridge into New Jersey and connect there on the Palisades
with existing lines, so that residents in that section could
reach the Manhattan theaters and the office and business
section without changing cars.

Railroad tracks from the bridge to the tracks of the
New York Central R.R. would have grades not exceed-
ing those in the Pennsylvania tunnels. The west side •!••

vated railroad would eliminate the so-called death aveoaa
trouble; that is, the railroad tracks on the surface of
Eleventh Avenue could then be entirely removed. Trains
from the bridge would be able to turn north over a loop
and without back switchin.; to the New York Central R.R.
tracks toward Inwood and Vonkers. This would be an im-
portant advantage for the delivery of coal and local freight
from the railroads in New Jersey.

In laying out these plans it is expected to have the co-

oreraticn of the city authorities, who are especially inter-

ested in building market halls at short distances from ej^h
other, where the public could buy fresh food cheaply and
with great convenience.

The plan here submitted looks not only to the solotka
of the New Jersey problem but also to the future develop
ment of the railroad terminals in >' -. as a hair-

monious part of the port problem, i piers along
the Manhattan shore and along the New Jers*./ shore now
used and occupied by railroads as passenger terminals or
for freight yards would be released by the bridge and
west side elevated railroad, and thus become available for

ocean shipping, for which there is a groat scarcity of pier

accommodations along the North River. At 156th Street

a connection from the New York Central tracks (con-

nected to the North River Bridge 85 already stated) can
be had with the Putnam division of the New York Central

by tunnel near 156th Street under .Audubon Park. By this

shoit tunnel and a bridge over the Harlem River a con-

nection can bo had with the New Haven railroad system
over the tracks of the Harlem division of the New York
Central.
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Letters to the Editor

Prohibition Discussion Closed

Sir—The letter by F. C. Finkle in your issue of Nov. 11,

p. 957, ought not to go unchallenged. Mr. Finkle couples

enlightenment with the rum bottle. The Bible and the

rum bottle were carried to backward and savage races by
the white race simultaneously, but one who attributes the

enlightenment that ensued to the rum bottle is affected

with blindness of the worst type.

On the other hand, the Koran and pi'ohibition may have

been handed to a race, as Mr. Finkle cites in the same
package. The Koran countenances the greatest looseness

in sexual morality (or immorality) with the result that

home is a vanishing quantity or non-existent.

No argument is needed. Just a record of a few facts.

But engineers, of all men, ought not to get their causes

mixed. Edward Godfrey.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 29.

[The discussion on prohibition that has been running

in these columns for some months started from a short

editorial note suggested by the possible relation of pro-

hibition in the United States to the labor supply, as the

latter was affected by immigration and by the return of

former immigrants to their native countries. The labor

and immigration situations have both changed materially

?ince the note was written and the letters on prohibition

received and published have been getting far afield from

the original note—the point of which was merely that the

relation of prohibition to immigration deserved study. It

therefore seems best to close the discussion, or at least to

confine it closely to the original question.—EDITOR.]

The Writing of Engineering Reports

Sir—As a young engineer I have followed with much
interest the discussion of Prof. Mead's recent article on the

writing of engineering reports (See Engineering News-
Record, Nov. 4, p. S9i and Nov. 11, p. 947). It has been

very thought-provoking and not the least pertinent question

arising therefrom is why such a discussion in the leading

journal of the profession is necessary at all.

It is difficult to conceive of the leaders of the legal pro-

fession for instance, engaging in a discussion on such a

subject in the columns of one of the national reviews of

that profession. The lawyer is fully aware that the power
of effective thought expression is his most important tool

and takes for granted a thorough knowledge of its use.

Why is it, then, that this question arouses so much interest

among engineers who certainly occupy as important a posi-

tion in our social structure and have as many points of

contact with the business world as do the lawyers ?

That there is a lack of understanding among engineers

as to how to present facts effectively is common knowledge.

One needs only to wade through the usual technical report

or become acquainted with the correspondence files of the

average engineering office to realize that there is such a

lack of knowledge concerning the use of English as a me-
dium of lucid expression. Certainly the discussion has been

timely, but one wonders what the cause of this condition

may be.

There is no magic touch required in formulating a tech-

nical report. Technical writing, like every other kind of

serious writing, has as its avowed purpose the conveying of

information and the influencing of the reader to adopt a

definite mode of thought or action. As such it is grounded
on the same fundamental principles of composition as any
other kind of exposition. A salesman would probably ex-

press these principles as "the selling point of view," which
rests on two commonsense propositions, first, knowing
ones product or subject and second imagining oneself in the

position of the probable reader or client. The first requisite

insures clearness. Clear and logical statement of facts re-

sults only where there is clear and logical thinking. The
second insures effective arrargement of facts in the form

most convenient for the client. The writer should keep
constantly in mind that the report is for the client's use and
the arrangement should be decided upon with a view to mak-
ing it less difficult for him to arrive at an intelligent con-
clusion, which, after all, is the real purpose of the report.

A woi'king knowledge of these fundamental principles is

the primary aim of every English course in our schools
and universities a id it would seem that if the engineer lacks

understanding of this important part of his equipment there
has been something lacking in his education. It seems a
little unfair perhaps to blame our already overburdened
technical schools, but since they are the chief agency in

the training of engineers they must assume some of the
responsibility. Recently, the writer had occasion to look
through the curriculum of a half-dozen or so of our repre-
sentative technical schools and found that no radical change
in the arrangement of the course of study has been made in

the several years since he was more intimately acquainted
with one of them as an undergraduate. In only one of
those examined did he find a study of the "King's English"
given more prominence than a few cursory hours in the
freshman or sophomore years. This notwithstanding the
fact that the engineer's non-technical principal will judge
him and his success will be largely determined by his ability

to give clear and effective expression to his thought. With
this slight on the part of those who form the courses of

study is it any wonder that the average undergraduate in

a technical school has a contempt for such study and that

he frequently leaves school with a pathetic lack of know-
ledge as to how to express his thoughts effectively? We
cannot expect to find a man fresh from the technical school

a finished engineer, but it is not too much to expect that

he have a good educational and cultural background for his

engineering knowledge which, in any event, he will have
to supplement in large measure by experience and subse-
quent study. Without these fundamentals and possessing

an indifference toward acquiring them he may still become
a skilled craftsman but will hardly be credited by his

associates with being a member of a learned profession.

It will be interesting to note as our system of technical

education develops, how our engineering schools will cope
with this reality; whether by giving these subjects more
prominence at the expense of more technical studies;

whether by a lengthening of the course of study beyond the

limits of the customary four years or whether as has been
resorted to by leading schools of other pi'ofessions, by mak-
ing as a prerequisite for entrance the completion of cer-

tain work in a college of Liberal Arts.

Engineers have a right to expect our technical schools

to actively interest themselves in the advancement of the

interests of the profession not only by developing and dis-

seminating technical knowledge but by giving the young
engineer that professional pride and vision which will make
him ashamed to show an ignorance of the art of effective

thought expression. How they function in bringing the

young engineer to realize the relative importance of this

iaseful art will have a great deal to do, it would seem, with

determining whether or not engineering is to be recognized

and respected as being on a par with the other so-called

learned professions. W. N. MITCHELL,
Assistant Engineer, the A., T. & S. F. Ry.

Topeka, Kan., Dec. 10.

Taking Advantage of Truck Accidents

To reduce coal-trucking costs George S. Pope, chief

engineer of the Government fuel yards in Washington,

D. C., has instituted the practice of taking pictures of

the mishaps which his trucks suffer and posting them

on a bulletin board at the fuel yards as an object lesson

to the drivers. That the lesson is effective is evident

from the fact that the truck drivers early in the work

referred to the pictures as "the rogues gallery." In

future the driver who meets with the accident will be

required to stand in front of his truck so that he will

be pictured along with his unhappy situation.
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Hints for the Contractor

Heavy Bar Bender Devised From Old
Steam Shovel Parts
By Arthur H. Lynch

Brooklyn, X<:vv- Yoik

WITH the air cylinder, rack and spur wheel from
a discarded steam shovel the bar-bending machine

shown by the illustration was devised for the steel

yard of the navigation canal and inner harbor works at

New Orleans. Bars from the stock shed at the far

end of the view move ahead on roller tables to the

shears and thence to the bar bender. A heavier timber

A covered hopper

JOB-BUILT BAR BENDER FOR HEAVY WORK

table carries the bending machine. Essentially this

consists of a rotating horizontal spur wheel, with an

upstanding hub and an attached dog between which the

bar is bent. The spur is rotated by compressed air

through the agency of the cylinder and rack. Variation

in the diameter of the hub collar and the position of

the dog provides for different radii of bends. Most

of the steel used is l]-in. diameter round bars and

these have been bent successfully in great numbers.

Steam Shovel Sparks Cause
Premature Blasts

BLASTING rules have been formulated by the U. S.

Bureau of Mines to avoid danger of premature

explosions by sparks from steam shovels. Accidents du?

to this cause have been frequent and from a study of

them_ precautions are suggested as follows:

(1) The general principle should always be followed

that workmen should never be allowed at the base of

a quarry face within the zone of possible danger f om

falling rock after the work of loading the hole has

begun, and the presence of workmen in the area between

the line of holes and the face should be avoided.

(2) Before loading is begun, the steam shovel and

locomotives should be withdrawn from the face of the

quarry to such a distance that under no circumstance

could sparks from them be carried to the explosive in

the holes or on the ground above or around it. or if

such equipment is not removed it should not be operated.

(3) If there is any unavoidable danger from sparks

or cinders, a canopy should be provided which will pro-

tect the explosive from fly.

may he u.sed for bUrk \>\:

(4) Where an i, uncovered by the
.steam shovel, op. -aae until all of the
explosive haa been recovered and removed to a safe
distance.

(5) Every piece of paper or other inflammable
material should be removed from the vicinity where
explosives are placed during loadinjf operation*.

((^) Primers .should be kept in a portable metal box
with a hinged cover and .should not be stored close to the
explosive, especially while the holes are betnfr loaded.

(7) Unopened boxes of explcsives should not be
stored clo.se to the hole bein^r loaded, but should be
opened at a distance from it and brought up as needed.

Gravity Track Distribution Reduces Cost
of Earth Fill

By Donald G. Coombs
Offlop Enpinff-r. i:r'id>-n Copper Co.. Rar. •-~^\U

DISTRIBUTION of 50,000 cu.yd. of earth from a
cut at high level to a fill at lower level, waa suc-

cessfully accomplished by a cube incline and gravity

tracks, in building the smelter for the Braden Copper
Co., at Caletones, Chile. The construction required the

excavation of approximately 300.000 cu.yd. of material

from four different levels. The fifth, or lowest level,

was entirely fill, 90 per cent being from the second or

5,139-ft. level. Unlike the 5.073-ft. and 5.105-ft. leveb.

where the cut and fill nearly balanced, the 5. 139- ft. level

was practically all cut. With railroad or team equip-

ment available, the greater part of the excavated

material could have been u.sed for e.xtendingr thi:« and
the 5,150 ft. level and in making other levels or "can-

chas" east of the cut. But, wth the only available

equipment consisting of some few 24-in. gzge, J-cu.yd-

capacity V-body, Koppel cars and a dozen 30-in. ffage,

4-cu.yd. standard \Vest( 'n dump car^, the mo«t eco-

nomical procedure seemed to be that of a gr line

from the 5.139-ft. levei cut to the 5.061-ft

For this purpose an incline brake was borrowed from

the Mining Department and set up at the head of the

incline on the 5.139-ft. level. This brake is shown in

detail by the sketch. As the incline had an 11 per cent

grade, the loaded car going down fi'rnished a surplus

of power over that re<iuired to pull up the empty, so

that considerable bniking was necessarj- to control the

speed. Forty-pound rail was used, and being scarce, a

three-rail track was laid, with the middle rail common
to bcth the up and down tracks excepting for the parsing

tracks at the middle point of the incline. By the u*e

of spring .>?witches the full and empty car* auto-

matically took their respective tracks. (The more auto-

matic devices one can install the less pro\'Ocation one

will have for wanting to take a pick handle to the South

American laborer.")

In beginning the cut, two l8-ton. re\-olving. traction-

type steam shovels were 1 and the four-yard

cars were moved to and head of the incline

by horse and man power. Li»ter. as the cut deepened

and one shovel was used elsewhere, the lars \wre
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spotted and loads hauled to the incline by means of a

two-drum steam hoisting engine set at right angles to

the incline. Curves in the pit tracks were negotiated

by means of snatch-blocks anchored to deadmen, and

by using one drum for the loaded and the other for

the empty cars, it was seldom necessary to take the

cable out of the blocks excepting for moves and track

Bearina
Ptafe

MCJ.Pulley8'/xKe bo/ted
1o CXDrum or Cab/e Sheave
(SOrwves)

support- wrfh filler
^rBrake Tc^/e

piece ibrcerrhsrpin bearing

Side E>evo+ion

Plan
GRAVITY INCLINE BRAKE

changes. Until it was learned, from experience, that

the success of an incline is directly proportional to the

amount of work put on the track, derailments were fre

quent. The economical operation of a gravity inclin-^

requires a well-ballasted and aligned track. No one wac

allowed to ride the cars. From the foot of the incline

the cars were handled on the dump by two-horse teams

equipped with special "stretchers."

With one shovel, an average of sixty 4-cu.yd. loaded

cars per 9-hour day was handled over the incline and

there were a number of days when a rate of 15 cars an

hour was maintained. The material varied from loam

through clay and boulders to hard-pan and shattered

rock, so that considerable drilling and blasting was re-

quired. For this reason delays in the pit, rather than

the capacity of the incline, were the limiting factors.

AVERAGE COST OF EXCAVATION AND FILL FOR SIX MONTHS
EXCLUSIVE OF OVERHEAD

Detail Labor Material Total

DrilUng and blasting $0.05 $0.04 $0 10

Steam shovel excavation .09 .21 39

Operating hoist and brake. . : .02 .06 08

Laying and maintaining track .04 .02 .03

Op; ration and maintenance of dumps .13 .02 .15

Drainage .01 ... .01

Field superintendence .01 ... .01

Maintenance of equipment .03 .06 .09

Plant Arbitrary . . .10 .10

Cost per cu. yd. in fill $ 39 $.51 $ 90

For six-months' operation, the average cost by items

of material in the fill is given by the accompanying

table. The crew was in charge of a shovel foreman at

$175 a month and he had two sub-foremen, one on the

dump and the other in the shovel, pit. The average

wages paid at that time are, in Chilean currency

(ex/2hange 3:1):

Common laborer. .

Pitmen
Hand drillers

Teamsters, 2-up.. .

Special laborers. .

.

Coal (briquetted) averaged $32 per ton; lubricating

oils 90c. per gallon 4 in. x 6 ft. sawn Roble ties 85c.
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News of the Week
New York, December 23, 1920

Federation's Board Meets,

With Hoover Presiding
Committees Named— Immediate Pro-
gram Considered—Sum of $1,000

Authorized for Publicity

Herbert Hoover, president of the

Federated American En]E?ineering So-

cieties, presided at the executive board
meeting of the American Engineering
Council of that organization, held in

New^ York, Dec. 17. Every member of

the Council was present, with the ex-

ception of A. M. Greene, and two new
members of the board were elected, W.
B. Powell, of the Buffalo Engineering
Society, representing District 1 (New
York and New England States), and
Gardner S. Williams, Grand Rapids En
gineering Society, representing District

2 (Michigan, Wisconsin and Minne-
sota). The president appointed the fol-

lowing standing committees:
Procedure — Calvert Townley, chair-

man; Herbert Hoover, ex-officio; W. E.

Rolfe, D. S. Kimball, J. Parke Chan-
ning, L. W. Wallace, L. P. Alford.

Constitution and By-Luivs—W. B.

Powell, chairman; C. F. Scott, D. S.

Kimball.
Publicity and Publications—L. P. Al-

ford, chairman ; H. W. Buck, H. E.

Howe.
Membership and Representation—J.

F. Oberlin, chairman; L. W. Wallace,

A. S. Dwight.
Finance—William McClellan, chair-

man; E. Ludlow, C. Townley, L. W.
Wallace, ex-officio.

Public Affairs—J. Parke Channing,

chairman; Fred J. Miller, L. B. Still-

well.

In discussing the program of the

Council immediately ahead, Mr. Hoover

stated that he had called engineers to-

gether in various cities he had visited

lately and that he found that the gen-

eral desire of engineers everywhere was
to join the federation movement, but

that the trend was for territorial or-

ganization, as distinguished from na

tional organization. One of the stum-

bling blocks in the way of these terri-

torial organizations I'oining the national

organizations was the question of dues.

Another complexity was that individ-

uals hold memberships in more than one

society. For example, the Western

Society of Engineers has about 4,000

members, of which 3,000 are already

members of national societies who have

affiliated with the federation. Mr.

Hoover also stated that there had been

some opposition to the federation based

on the constitution, but that the ques-

tion of territorial organization was the

most important, and he suggested that

(Continued on p. V253)

State Highway Officials Urge Federal Aid

Appear Durintf Washington Convention, in Heirintj Fk-fore \\ouAt

Committee on Road.s—W. S. Keller, Elected President

DEFINITE progress in securing con-

tinued federal aid in highway con-

struction was made at the annual meet-
ing in Washington, D. C, Dec. 13-16,

of the American Association of State

Highway Officials. Traffic problems, in-

cluding regulation of vehicle loads,

classification of roads and road types
in relation to traffic service value, were
constructively discussed. Foundation
design and structure were emphasized
as the primary construction problem of

the future. Delegates from 3.5 state

highway departments participated in

the proceedings.

Federal Aid Promoted

Inspiration to the legislative work of

the meeting was received in the open-

ing address of the Hon. E. T. Meredith.

Secretary of Agriculture. In his an-

nual report just completed, Secretary

Meredith announced, he had urged Con-

gress to enact immediate legislation to

continue federal aid beyond June 30,

1921, when the aid provided by the pres-

ent act terminates. Specifically, he had

recommended that, beginning with the

date named, $100,000,000 a year be ex-

pended in federal aid for five years

under substantially the terms of exist-

ing legislation. The necessity of this

legislation he had considered to be im-

mediate, so that there might be no

break in the program of road improve-

ment and so as to permit of participat-

ing legislation by the forty state legis-

latures to be in session this winter.

Developing the statements of Secre-

tary Meredith, Thomas H. MacDonald,

Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads,

summarized the federal-aid work. An
even greater accomplishment than the

absorption of the present appropria-

tions by consti-uction completed and in

progress and by projects approved, he

said, had been the development of state

highway legislation and the creation of

public sentiment favoring highway de-

velopment.

A resolution submitted by C. M. Bab-

cock. Minnesota, called upon the execu-

tive committee, with the aid of a sup-

plementary conunittee of five, to urge

upon Congress the enactment of fed-

eral-aid legislation. At a meeting of

this committee on Deo. 14, a program

of action was planned, speakers were

appointed and on Dec. 15. the comnut-

tees, supported by a delegate from each

highway department represented at the

meeting, appeared before the Congres-

sional Committe? in formal ar:rument

for the iefrislAtion rt-jue'Vl Thim

prompt action of the asaoctation aitd

its favorable reception was the eat<

standing constructive work of the con-

vention.

Traffic Pbobixmm

Traffic in its relation to hii:n»»>-

planning, con-struction and maintenance
proved a subject ko interestinf: that ita

consideration had to he curtailed be-

cause of time limitations. A poper on
"Traffic Census," by .K. N. Jotuuoo,
Mar>-land, presented at the openinf: ses-

sion, was the forerunner of a serica of

papers and discussions which occupied

the entire five hours' session of the

second day of the meeting and then had
to be terminated by the chairman's

gavel.

Prefacing an appendix which sum-
marized traffic census methods and re-

sults in the several states and reviewed

practice in foreign countries. Mr. John-

son commended in particular the prac-

tice in Maryland, which is distinguished

by the careful classification of vehicles^

some twenty classes being recorded.

Criticism of this elaborate classifica-

tion was made by A. W. Dean. Massa-

chusetts; it was too complex, he be-

lieved, to be recorded accurately by the

character of census takers ordinarily

employed and in the time available.

Five classifications, he considered,

would furnish all the information ob-

tainable from mere enumeration and

wouIq be all that the census takers

could record with any degree of accu-

racy. In any e%-ent, weight of trafBc and

not the number and class of \'ehicl<fs

was the fact to be dot^Ti'-'-.'i? In

Massachusetts weights v •.ain-

ed using loadmeters to d<.: sepa-

rately the rear axle and front axle

loads. These weig*.t records had shown

that overloading was common prac-

tice; in some instances the overload

was as much as 'lz>0 per cent Under
such conditions any clj»ssification of

vehicles on the basis of assumed loads

gave census records of ooTv.tvimtively

small value. Finally a njos

was of slight usefulness :• g OB
tyi>es of surface.

Uniform state l.iw.< limiting the loods

on vehicles wer.

C. J. Bennett. (

form laws enji

was to enforce t:

Thomas Maddock.

by
mi-

.\niona, i

general agreement, but he po;

that it might be better to put money
1251
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into roads which would carry heavy
traffic than into policemen to prevent

heaN'^' loads from being carried. Speak-

ing in a similar mood, J. N. Cole,

Massachusetts, urged that in consider-

ing load limitations, the economic out-

look should not be confined to load

eflfects on road stnicture. He instanced

occasions last winter when, owing to

railway blockades, heavy trucks, which

undoubtedly damaged the roads, were
the only means of preventing mills with

thousands of employees from closing

because of lack of dyes. Road officials,

he thought, should be careful not to

acquire the habit of thinking of high-

ways as sacred to all but defined traffic.

Two methods of regulating vehicle

loads were proposed: First, to charge

a license proportional to the damage
and, second, to limit weights by law.

High fees, said J. A. Mackall, Mary-
land, had never prevented the use of

heavy trucks. The only preventive was
to set limits of weight and enforce the

regulation. In Maryland, trucks were
weighed, compelled to take off the over-

load, even if it had to be piled on the

roadside and then were fined. Where
formerly 50 or 60 overloaded trucks

were apprehended each day, now the

arrests were one or two or none. By
shifting the w^eighing operations from
one road to another, without notice or

regularity, no extensive policing force

was necessary.

Road Structure

Discussion of papers, by A. T. Gold-

beck, Bureau of Public Roads, on re-

searches leading to the adequate de-

sign of road surfaces for heavy motor
trucks; by C. M. Upham, state highway
engineer, Delaware, on study and treat-

ment of subgrade and foundation; and
by A. R. Hirst, state highway engineer,

Wisconsin, on relative service values of

different types of pavement (see Engi-
neering Neivs-Record, Dec. 16, p. 1187)

indicated a pronounced trend of thought
toward greater consideration of founda-
tion construction and less concern about
types of surfacing.

Road design, stated W. D. Uhler,

Pennsylvania, had to be based on foun-
dation conditions. Sub-grades must be
studied in respect to drainage, soil

treatment to reduce capillarity, com-
pactibility of soil, and treatment of

variable materials. Service studies

were superior to laboratory tests.

Capillarity of soils as a foundation
problem, was further stressed by C. M.
Upham, Delaware, and Clifford Older,

Illinois. Mr. Upham believed that when
subsoils had this property to a high de-

gree stability could be secured only by
replacing the original soil with a foun-

dation of stable material or by so treat-

ing the original soil as to rander it

stable by reducing its capillarity.

Observations and tests of soil capil-

larity in Illinois were cited by Mr.
Older as indicating that a safe pave-

ment slab could be designed only on the

assumption that it was a floating struc-

ture. With the best possible (drainage,

capillary seepage of water would, with

two to four days' rain, render the sub-

grade surface directly beneath the slab

practically a liquid in respect to its

function as a pavement support. An
experimental road had been built and a
series of observations and tests planned
for the purpose of arriving at definite

determinations.

Transportation Conditions

There is a fair possibility that there

may be improvement in the railway
transportation of road materials dur-

ing 1921. Speaking for the railways, a
representative of the car service com-
mission stated that the coal situation

being now in hand, there was a surplus

of cars resulting (1) from more effi-

cient operation and (2) from the stag-

nation in business. "It seems reason-

able to assume," he said, '"that road
builders will have improved railway
service next season."

Cost-Plus Contracts Advocated

Modification of contract requirements
to meet present conditions was urged
by W. R. Neel, Georgia, in reciting the

successful experience this season with a
cost-plus contract. An outline of this

experience will be published in a future

issue of Engineering News-Record. In
discussion, F. S. Greene, New York,
took a positive stand in favor of cost-

plus contracts and state purchase of

materials, wherever the state laws
would permit these practices. There
was a shortage of contractors; con-

tractors must be encouraged, and the

cost-plus contract, Mr. Greene said,

promised to do this and in addition

offered opportunities for economy.

Federal Aid Resolutions

Three resolutions were passed all

calling for federal aid of some sort. (1)

Continuance of federal aid on tha basis

of present legislation with certain mod-
ifications (McArthur bill); (2) appro-
priations by the Secretary of Agricul-

ture of money for research on the basis

of equal appropriations by the state;

(3) legislation providing for further

distribution of surplus war materials.

Yards and Docks Bureau of Navy
to Spend $21,000,000

The public works program of the

Bureau cf Yards and Docks of the

Navy Department calls for ths expen-

diture cf $20,993,500 during tne next

fiscal year. The larger items are as

follows: For repairs and preservation,

Navy Yards and station, $5,000 000;

marine barracks, San Diego. $500,000;

naval base, San Diego, $250 000; naval

base, Hampton Roads, $145,000; per-

manent training station, San Diego,

$1,000,000; depots for coal, $1,836,000;

naval ammunition depot, Pearl Harbor,

Hawaii, $342,000; naval station, Pearl

Harbor, $1,946,000; naval station,

Guam, $1,499,000; naval station, Cavite,

$964,000; Navy Yard, Philadelr)hia,

$730,000; Navy Yard, Norfolk, $315,-

000; naval station, Key West, $800,000;

Navy Yard, Mare Island, $480,000.

Protection for City Engineers
Against Investigators

A decision involving the right of in-

spection of public records has just been
returned by the District Court of Ap-
peals for the First Appellate district of
California, which is regarded as a vic-

tory for the San Francisco city engi-

neer's office. Commenting on the deci-

sion, M. M. O'Shaughnessy, city engi-

neer, says : "This indicates that there is

more or less protection for engineers
and other officials engaged in public

work and assures them of an oppor-
tunity to at least complete their inves-

tigations and studies and to make a
formal report thereon before citizens or

professional investigators can gain
access to the data they have collected

for the purpose of criticism or attack."

The case came up in connection with
work on the Hetch Hetchy project on
which preliminary and uncompleted
data, maps, plans and specifications re-

lating to the construction of dams and
tunnels had accumulated in the city en-

gineer's office. Prior to the time the

data had been finally passed upon or

approved and transmitted to the board
of public works for formal action, the

Municipal Research Bureau demanded
the privilege of inspecting this data.

The city engineer, saying that he was
"somewhat suspicious of the methods
of the petitioning bureau and its in-

corporators," refused to grant the privi-

lege and an appeal was made to the

court for a writ of mandate.
Claim was made by the attorneys

for the city that certain of this data

was in the nature of privileged com-
munications involving matter to be used
in litigation. The trial court granted

the petition for writ of mandate for

inspection but excepted data which was
in the nature of privileged communica-
tions to attorneys. Both sides appealed,

the city officials claiming that none of

the preliminary and unapproved data

should be considered a^ a public record.

The decision of the Appellate Court

upholds the city's contentions with ref-

erence to the character of the prelimi-

nary and unapproved data, but also

holds that the language of the court

excepting all data claimed as privileged

communications was too broad. How-
ever, as all of the data which was in

dispute comes within the preliminary

and unapproved category, the net re-

sult of the judgment sustained the city

engineer in his refusal.

Gift for Engineering Research
A contribution of $200,000 has been

made by an anonymous donor to the

Engineering Foundation, which organ-

ization is trustee for the fund of $300,-

000 given by the late Ambrose Swasey
as the beginning of an endowment for

research work in science and in en-

gineering. • The Engineering Founda-

tion, of which Charles F. Rand is pres-

ident, and Arthur D. Flinn is secretary,

is proposing to increase the endowment
fund to $5,000,000. It amounts at

present to $500,000.
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Moving Pictures for Highway

Transportation Show
Moving pictures are to feature the

highway transportation show which is

to be given under the auspices of the
Motor Truck Association of America in
the 12th Regiment and the 1st Field
Artillery Armories, New York City,
January 3-8, 1921. Among the pictures
to be exhibited are those depicting the
workability of the motor truck; the va-
rious uses to which the motor truck is

put in highway transport; the construc-
tion of roads; tests upon motor trucks
for the determination of impact and
weight distribution; the care, repair and
adjustment of tx-uck parts; and the
abuses to which pneumatic and solid
tires are put.

Federation's Board Meets
(Continued from p. 1251)

a committee should be appointed to can-
vass and help the situation. This ques-
tion was discussed and referred to a
special committee, which will include
the six district delegates.

As a step forward in co-ordinating
various inter-society activities already
established, the necessary action was
taken to make it possible for certain

of the activities of Engineering Council
to be taken over by the new organiza-
tion. Section 9, Paragraph 6 of the by-
laws was amended so that members of
committees can be selected from socie-

ties other than those at present mem-
bers of the federation. Civil engineers
and engineers in other bodies not at
present affiliated with the Federated
American Engineering Societies can,

because of this action, co-operate in

the committee work.
The four so-called founder societies

in addition have been associated in a
common employment service and the
American Engineering Council has of-

fered to take over this service as a
part of its function.

The American Engineering Council
voted not to affiliate with the United
States Chamber of Commerce. It was
the thought of the meeting that the

Council could make its best contribu-

tion to the public by acting independ-
ently.

The Council authorized the appropri-
ation of $1,000 as an initial fund to

carry on publicity work, and the com-
mittee on publicity and publications was
given authority to set up a board of

engineering editors.

It was voted that full expenses of

members of the executive board for at-

tendance at meetings would be paid.

A special committee reported on can-

didates for permanent executive secre-

tary of the organization, but no final

action on the appointment of this officer

was taken at the meeting.

There was a general feeling ex-

pressed that the meetings of the board
should be held at difi'erent centers, and
the place of the next meeting, which
will be held Feb. 11, was left to the dis-

cretion of the president.

New York Section of Am. Soc.
C. E. Discusses Port Problem
The problem of the port of New York

was broadly discussed by ten enk'ineers
and port authorities at the meetine of
the New York Section, American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers, Dec. 15. Com-
munications from four others were read.
The meeting was presided over by Colo-
nel W. J. Wilgus, president of the .sec-

tion, who outlined the subjects requir-
ing consideration. The principal paper
was presented by B. F. Cresson. Jr..

chief engineer, New York-New Jersev
Port and Harbor Development Com-
mission. In the discussion which fol-
lowed a debate took jilace between
Murray Hulbert, commissioner of docks.
New York City, and Julius Henry
Cohen, counsel of the joint commission,
on the effect of the proposed port treaty
between the two states. A report of
the technical discussion and an abstract
of Mr. Cresson's paper appear else-
where in this issue.

Hold Conference for Operators
of Iowa Sewage Plants

To encourage better operation of
sewage disposal plants in Iowa and to
stimulate and train operators was the
purpose of the second state conference
on the operation of sewage disposal
plants held Dec. 9 and 10 at Iowa State
College under the auspices of the de-
partment of engineering extension, for
which R. S. Wallis is municipal engi-
neer. The papers related to the more
ordinary features of sewage problems.
Prof. J. H. Buchanan spoke on "The
Composition of Sewage"; R. S. Wallis
on "The Methods of Sewage Disposal"
and on "Upkeep"; Dean Anson Marston
on "The Relation of Sewage Treatment
to Water Purification"; P. F. Hopkins
on "Grit Chambers"; Prof. C. S. Nich-
ols, on "Sewage Screens" and "Indus-
trial Wastes"; Langdon Pearse on
"Sewage Sedimentation Tanks and Their
Operation" and on "Modem Plants";
L. E. Rein on "Sewage Dosing Cham-
bers and the Care and Operation of

Sewage Siphons"; C. H. Currie on
"The Construction of Intermittent Sand
Filters"; Prof. Max Levine on "The
Role of Bacteria in Sewage Disposal";
Lafayette Higgins on "The Operation
of Intermittent Sand Filters" and on
"Sludge Disposal"; Prof. J. H. Dunlap
on "Inspection Experiences"; Prof. M.
L. Evinger on "Construction and Opera-
tion of Trickling Filters and Contact
Beds."

In addition to the disenssion of the

papers operators stated their experi-

ences in scraping and maintaining sand
filters and quick tests for good drying

sludge. A demonstration of sewage
bacteria was given in the laboratory.

Albert A. Bowman Sought
It has been requested that Engineer-

ing Neira-Rvcord publish the follow-

ing note: The friends of Albert A.
Bowman, formerly of 2 Charter Oak
Ave., Hartford. Conn., desire to get in

immediate touch with him.

Civil Engineers Reverse Action
On Engineermg Council
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Bridge Committee Appointed
by Civil Engineers

In response to requests frona the
membership the Board of Direction of
the American Societj- of Ci%-il Engi-
neers has created a special committee
on bridge design and construction, to
consist initially of the foUovring' mem-
bers: Howard C. Baird. J. E. Greiner,
C. W. Hudson, M. S. Ketchum. B. R.
Leffler, A. F. Robinson. H. B. Seaman.
F. E. Tarneaure, and J. R. Worcester.
The committee "shall, as need develops,
make recommendation to the l>oard of
additional members* required.

Effective correlation of the work of
this new committee with bridge speci-
fication work by other societies is ex-
pected The Board of Direction in a
special resolution expressed its desire
that the committee should confer and
co-operate with similar c :• c*.

other societies, naming sj^. . .y the
-•Vmerican Railway Engineermg .Asso-

ciation and the Engineering Institute
of Canada.

Civil Engineers Announce Annual
Meeting for Next Month

The sixty-eighth n*^' •• • ' -.- of
the American Society ers
will be held at the w. .. . ,.^..n ,, of
the society, 33 West 39th Street, on
Wednesday and Thur>- '-• ^-^ 19 and
20, 1921. The busine wll be
called to order at 10 u'vi^v.^ v.. Wednes-
day morning. The annual reports wiD
be road; officers for the ensuini? year
elected; members of the nominating
committee appointed: reports of special

committees presented, and other busi-

ness transacted.

The arrangements for excursions and
entertainments will be announced later.
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Municipal Engineers of New York

Give Dinner to N. P. Lewis

In recognition of the retirement of

Nelson P. Lewis, chief engineer of the

Board of Estimate and Apportionment

of New York City for the last eighteen

years and in the service of that citv

and of Brooklyn for thirty-six years

(see Engineering News-Reco)-d, No. 18,

p. 1011), the Municipal Engineers of

New York gave a dinner on Dec. 18

which was attended by some 350 mem-
bers and guests. Addresses were made

by F. H. La Guardia, president of the

Board of Aldermen, by the Rev. Dr.

Berg, pastor of Mr. Lewis' church, by

George McAneny, formerly president of

the Board of Aldermen and actine

mayor, and Charles Whiting Baker,

until recently consulting editor of

Engineering News-Record. The speak-

ers laid stress on Mr. Lewis' high char-

acter, tact and conspicuous engineering

ability.

Dr. Berg and Mr. McAneny dwelt on

Mr. Lewis as a city planner, active in

New York City and prominent na-

tionally and internationally. Mr. Baker,

in speaking of Mr. Lewis as an enci-

neer, defined an engineer as "a man
who sees the end from the beginning"

and said that the definition was nar-

ticularly applicable to Mi-. Lewis.

Pittsburgh Society Affiliation

Under Discussion

In Pittsburgh the various engineer-

ing societies are now considering pro-

posed by-laws for an organization to

be known as the "Associated Engineer-

ing Societies of Pittsburgh." It would

be composed of the Engineers' Society

of Western Pennsylvania and of the

Pittsburgh sections of the national so-

cieties of civil, mechanical, electrical

and of mining and metallurgical engi-

neers. Thus far, the civil and mechani-

cal sections have approved of the pro-

posed by-laws and so has the board of

the Engineers' Society of Western

Pennsylvania. The purpose of the or-

ganization would be to secure joint

action on matters of common interest.

Other engineering organizations would

be eligible for affiliation later.

Official Population of the United

States Announced
The population of continental United

States as of Jan. 1, 1920, has been an-

nounced by the director of the census

as 105,708,771 and of its outlying pos-

sessions as 12,148,738, making a total

of 117,857,509. Of the outlying popu-

lation the Philippine Islands (as of

Dec. 31, 1918) has 1,035,640 population;

Porto Rico, 1,299,809; Hawaii, 255,912;

Alaska, 54,899; Virgin Islands of the

United States (Nov. 1, 1917), 26.051:

Panama Canal Zone, 22,858; Guam, 13.-

275; American Samoa, 8,056; military

and naval service abroad, 117,238. The

population of continental United States

in 1910 was 91,972,266 and in 1900 it

was 75,994,575, the percentages of in-

crease for the corresponding decades

being 14.9 and 21 per cent.

Engineers' Club of Baltimore

Reorganizing
The Engineers' Club of Baltimore is

reorganizing to include, in a membex'-

ship of 600, not only technical engi-

neers, but also business men in firms

doing work involving engineering. The

local sections of the following societies

have already affiliated with the engi-

neers' club: American Society of Civil

Engineers, American Association of

Engineers, American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers, American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, and American

Chemical Society. New quarters have

been secured in the Merchants & Manu-

facturers Building. According to an-

nouncement of the club it will under-

take consideration of civil problems,

including industrial and shipping

growth of Baltimore, harbor develop-

ment, housing, city planning of annexed

districts, water supply and other public

utilities.

Open-Shop Combine Charged

Against Steel Producers

and Erectors

Evidence that various steel fabrica-

tors had during the past year followed

a policy of refusing to sell structural

steel to any but those who would erect

under open-ship conditions produced

the outstanding feature in the past

week's investigatioi of housing condi-

tions in New York City by the Lock-

wood joint legislative committee on

housing. Among the steel fabricators

mentioned in the testimony taken on

this subject are the United States Steel

Corporation, the American Bridge Co.,

a subsidiary of the steel corporation,

the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and

others. It is alleged that this open-

shop combine existed between these va-

rious fabricators and erectors associa-

tions, including the National Erectors

Association and the American Erectors,

the two leading national steel erectors,

associations.

It is estimated that at least two

weeks will be consumed yet in the in-

vestigation of labor and construction

conditions in the building industry be-

fore the Lockwood committee will be

able to take up banking and insurance

features. It is likely that an investi-

gation will still be made of the Buildinar

Trade Employers' Association and its

connection with organized la^or, and

of alleged combinations of dealers and

contractors in glass, plumbing supplies,

terra cotta, pipe, electrical supplies, and

lumber.

Bottom of Depression Nearly

Reached, Says Chamber of

Commerce
The bottom of the present business

depression will be reached in the next

thirty days, in the opinion of Archer

Wall Douglas, chairman of the com-

mittee on statistics and standards of

the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States, in his monthly report

on general business conditions, made
public Dec. 21 in The Nation's Business.

"Advances of any moment in the

prices of agricultural products," says

Mr. Douglas, "will materially change

the situation for the better, and reduc-

tions in the prices of commodities are

likely to cause increased business in all

industx-ial sections." Acute phases of

the present depression will wear away
steadily as the public adjusts itself to

changed conditions brought about by

a return to normal. Unfavorable aerri-

cultural situations, especially, have an

unexpected way of remedying them-

selves.

"From the unfounded fears of last

spring of bread lines in the cities and

shortage of food everywhere, we are

awakened to the startling realization

of a harvest so great that we cannot

at once find an adequate market for

our surplus products. So there ensues

that inexorable law of supply and de-

mand which decrees that overproduc-

tion is always accompanied by falling

prices.

"There is a general belief that there

will be a revival of building in the

spring, because conditions will be more

favorable, and the necessities of the

situation are more pressing."

Another Chicago Subway Project

An 18-mile subway system proposed

by the Chicago traction commission

would begin in the business district and

extend west under Madison St. to Ash-

land Ave., where lines would diverge

to the northwest and southwest sec-

tions, with loop terminals at Lawrence

Ave. and 63d St. respectively. Plans

have been prepared by G. W. Jackson,

engineer for the commission.

Board of Estimate Recommends
Contracts Be Cancelled

The Board of Estimate and Appor-

tionment of New York City has ap-

proved the recommendation of Corpo-

ration Counsel O'Brien for the cancel-

lation of three public school heatine

and ventilating contracts held by Gillis

& Geoghegan, the ground for the can-

cellation being that the firm, through

its alleged association in the John T.

Hettrick "Code of Practice," was in col-

lusion with other bidders. The three

contracts total $333,260.

Will Consider Housing Problems

Most of the sessions of the Cham-

ber of Commerce of the United States

at Washington Jan. 27 and 28 will be

devoted to housing problems. The three

main topics will be: The social and

civic effects of housing shortage; effects

of building stagnation on business con-

ditions; and the housing of employees

by industrial concerns. John Ihlder.

formerly field secretary of the National

Housing Association, is head of the

newly created Civic Development De-

partment of the Chamber of Commerce

of the United States, the headquarters

of which are at Washington.
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New B. & 0. Bridge Placed Over
Allegheny River

Replacement of the Allegheny River
bridge of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. at
33rd St., Pittsburgh, was successfully
completed Dec. 20 with a series of roll-

ing and jacking operations by erecting
forces of the American Bridge Co, The
new bridge is at a higher level than the
old structure built in 1884.

Ohio Highway Commission Asked
To Reduce Road Estimates

Governor James M. Cox of Ohio has
requested the Ohio Highway Commis-
sion to reduce the estimates on all high-
way construction jobs after Jan. 1 by
20 per cent. He maintains that reduc-
tion in costs of labor and materials
justify such reductions. Contract bids
exceeding the estimates are not ac-

cepted, thus estimates are held to be
a criterion of the cost of the work.

Dilution of British Building
Trades Operatives Blocked

According to recent dispatches from
London the British National Federa-
tion of Building Trades Operatives has
decided not to accept the invitation of

the Labor Minister to discuss a scheme
for absorbing 50,030 unemployed ex-

service men in the buildins: industry.

In view of the fact that the buildine

trade is in need of many thousands
more workers the government had been
negotiating with the unions concerned
for the purpose of arranging for the

dilution of labor by the introduction of

unemployed ex-service men. The gov-

ernment's plan has bean readjusted

several times to meet ths objections

raised by the unions and the final pro-

posals were discussed at a recent meet-
ing, ending in the indicated refusal of

the building trades workmen to have
their personnel diluted.

Senate Reconstruction Committee
to Broaden Scope

The senate committee on reconstruc-

tion, of which Senator Calder, of New
York, is chairman, has been given,

through recent Senate action, permis-

sion to employ counsel, with the limi-

tation that the salary to be paid shall

not exceed $5,000. The action of the

committee in broadening its scope and

increasing its powers has been the re-

sult of recent developments made bv
the Loekwood joint legislative commit-
tee on housing, which is investigating

the building situation in New York Citv.

It is the intention of the Senate com-

mittee on reconstruction to continue

its nation-wide investigation of the

housing problem and to include an in-

quiry of the building trade situation

in practically every state in the Union.

It is understood that the Senate com-

mittee has the power to grant immunitv
to witnesses, a power which the Lock-

wood committee does not directiv

possess. It is also understood that the

Senate committee is considering Samuel
Untermyer, counsel for the Loekwood
committee, as its counsel.

New York Cut Stone Contractors
Plead Guilty and Are Fined

When arraigned before- Ju.sticc Mc-
Avoy, of the criminal branch of th»-

Supreme Court, New York, last week.
the thirty-one members of the New York
Cut Stone Contractors Association, in-
dicted by the grand jury as a result of
evidence produced by the Lockwor<d
joint legislative committee on hou.->inif.

pleaded guilty to the charge of collu-
sion in bidding and were fined $5.0uO
each.

California Highway Finance
Board Is Organized

Organization of the California hiirh-
way finance board, which was created
by an amendment at the November elec-
tion, as announced in Engineering Neivs-
Record, Nov. 11, p. 962, was effected on
Dec. 14. Governor W. D. Stephens is

chairman; F. W. Richardson, state
treasurer, is vice-chairman; and N. D.
Darlington, chairman of the state hieh-
way commission, is secretary.
To clear up all matters in connection

with the sale of the bonds a friendlv
suit is to be entered at once in the
Supreme Court. Meantime the statj
treasurer is to prepare the bonds so
that they may be offered for sale when
the decision is rendered.

Pennsylvania Builds 410 Miles of
Concrete Roads in 1920

The State Highway Department of
Pennsylvania during the 1920 construc-
tion season built approximately 410
miles of 18-ft. concrete roadwav. In

1919 253 miles were completed. Illinois

makes the closest approach to Pennsyl-
vania's record, having put down ap-
proximately 339 miles of concrete dur-
ing the present season.

The maintenance forces of the state

highway department during 1920 en-
tirely resurfaced 377 miles of macadam
highway and surface treated 1,480 miles

of the same type. In all, the mainte-
nance forces maintained 9,503 miles of

roadway. Of this mileage 463 miles

were in boi'oughs and an state-aid roads.

Pennsylvania now has under con-

struction approximately 350 miles of

concrete roads, the completion of which
will be impossible this year because of

the lateness of the season. The depart-

ment plans the awarding of contracts

for an additional 350 miles of concrete

roadway early in 1921 and hopes to be

able to complete not less than 600 miles

of durable nigh ways next year.

Water Supply Paper Wins Prize

The prize committee of The Munici-

pal Engineers of the City of New York
has awarded the prize for the most
meritorious paper read before the so-

ciety in 1919 to Frank E. Hale, chief

chemist Department of Water Supply.

Gas and Electricity and director of the

Mount Prospect Laboratory. Now York

City, for his paper on "The Safcruanl-

ing of the Water Supply of New York

City.

Engineering Societies

Calendar
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The EnKineem' Society of .MiNaakcc
was addressed Dec. !') by T. ' aaUiey
Hatton, chief engineer, Miivraak«« S«w-
erage Commission, on "The Profrcs*
Made on the Sewage Disposal Plant to
Date."

The Minne.^ota Joint Earineeiiag
Board at a meeting Nov. 27 el^:ed the
following officers: President, Adolph F.

Meyer; vice-president, H. T. Downs;
secretarj'-treasurer, Hans J. Meyer.
Six societies have ratified the constitu-

tion of the proposed Minnesota Federa-
tion of Architectural and Engioeerinfr
Societies.

The Mohawk Valley Eaffawcts' Onh.
Utica, N. Y., at its annua] meetinjc
elected the following officers: Pr««i-

dent, Byron E. White; first vice-presi-

dent, Horace B. Sweet; second rice-

president. William B. Foster; third rice-

president. Charles T. Myers; secretary.

George I. Putnam; treasttrer, Clifford

i.ewis, Jr. The meeting was addresaed
by O. J. Childs, chief engineer, O. J.

Childs Fire E.xtinguisher Co., who gave
facts about tire losses.

The Illinois Section. Am. Soc C B.

and the Chicago EnKineers' Club were
add res ?d Dec. 10 by S. T. Henry, vice-

president. Allied Machinery Co. of

•America, on "Opportunities for Ameri-
cnn Engineers and Contractors in Latik.

•America."

The Eni;inet>rs' Club of Baltimore is

planning to occupy new quat'.ers in the

Merchant.^ and Manufacturers' Associa-

tion Building.

The Florida Engineering Society will

hold its annual moetinc at Lakeland.

Fla.. Feb. 7 and 8. Matters of interest

to engineers to be brouc'. t b»«fore the

State Legi.<ilatur« will be discussed and

action taken.

The Washington Soctctr of Engineers

on Dec. 15 electee: tlioers:

President. R. L. osident,

Lieut.-Col. F. W. Allxn; secretary.

A. C. Oliphant; treasurer. G. P.

Springer.

The Engineers' Club of Trenton. N.J,
has elected the followinc officers: Presi-

dent, C. R. Waller; vice-president, H.

F. Harris; second vice-pi-esident, J. W.
Thompson; secretary. J. E. Englbh;
treasurer, J. H. Johnson.
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The Providence Engineering Society

at a meeting Dec. 7 was addressed by

Dr. Katherine M. H. Blackford, char-

acter analyst, on "Reading Character

at Sight."

The Duluth Engineers Club recently

received from its committe appointed

to examine the proposed Minnesota

Registration Act a report endorsing;

such legislation, but pointing out cei'-

tain undesirable features of the Joint

Engineei-ing Committee's bill, partic-

ularly section 2 which would authorize

non-registered individuals to conduct

professional work The report was
signed by D. E. Woodbridge, chairman,

T. W. Hugo, Park Fuller, F. H. Fitz-

gerald and H. J. Underbill.

Personal Notes

Maurice A. Lynch has re-

signed as acting district engineer, Penn-

sylvania State Highway Department,

with headquarters at Smethport, Pa.,

and is now with the Kohler Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa., manufacturer of enameled

plumbing ware and power and light

installations.

Fay M. Raymond, recently with

Burns & McDonnell, consulting engi-

neers, Kansas City, Mo., as supervising

engineer on the water-works improve-

ment work at Erie, Kan., has accepted

a position as supervising engineer in

charge of paving work in Neosho

County, Kan.

John Klorer, for eight years

assistant state engineer. La., has been

appointed city engineer. New Orleans,

La.

A. M. Evans has resigned as city

engineer of Norwich, N. Y.

Capt. M. L. Worrell, who for

three years has been serving in the

Utilities Section, Construction Division,

U. S. Army, has received his discharge

from the army and has taken a position

v/ith the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads
as highway engineer.

O. H. Draper has entered the em-

ploy of Anniston, Ala., to be associated

with Assistant Engineer E. L. Woods
on paving work.

Dr. Craig Arnold has been ap-

pointed engineer for the State Highway
Department of Georgia.

C. P. C. Berks ford has, after

seven years on the West Coast of

Africa, resigned his position as general

manager of Prestia Co., to take up the

post of consulting engineer to the

Patino Interests in Bolivia, with head
office at Oruro.

F. C. W Y s E has resigned as city en-

gineer of Columbia, S. C, to enter the

engineering and contracting business.

W.. S. T M L 1 N s N, formerly head
of the Tomlinson Engineering Co., has

been appointed city engineer of Colum-

bia, S. C.

John K. Harris has been ap-

pointed borough engineer of Sharon, Pa.

Hunter A. Hammill, formerly

an instructor in civil engineering. Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, is now con-

nected with the engineering department.

Bell Telephone Co. as engineering

assistant.

Daniel B. Goodsell, recently

an advisory engineer on I'oads to the

Construction Division, War Department
and formerly assistant engineer. Bu-

reau of Highways, Borough of Man-
hattan, New York, has been appointed

field engineer of the Portland Cement
Association for the Tidewater District

of Virginia with headquarters in Rich-

mond.

Howard H. George, who ha:5

been connected with the Public Service

Railway Co., Newark, N. J., since 1906,

has been appointed engineer mainte-

nance of way. During the World War
he commanded Company A, 55th En-
gineers and served with them in France

in charge of building construction of

the Chateauroux storage depot project,

and on railroad construction at Le
Havre.

E. R. D A V I s, formerly assistant citv

engineer, Newport News, Va., has been

promoted to the position of chief

engineer.

Charles A. Pohl, a member of

the firm of Bogai't & Pohl, consulting

engineers, New York, has been appointed

chief engineer of the Niagara Gorge
Railroad Co.

Maury Nicholson, formerly

chief engineer, Chickasaw Utilities Co.,

Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed

highway engineer for Mobile County,

Ala.

George Cottingham, Jr.,

formerly roadmaster. Northern Pacific

Ry. at Carrington, N. D., is now engi-

neer maintenance of way. Eastern Divi-

sion, Chicago Great Western R.R., with

headquarters at Chicago.

R. W. Williams, assistant to the

chief engineer. Southern Railway at

Washington, D. C, has been appointed
engineer maintenance of way and struc-

tures of the Southwestern district, with
headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn.

F. H. M y e R, chief engineer, Cam-
bria Steel Co., has resigned to accept

a position as works managei', Pitts-

burgh Crucible Steel Co., Midland, Pa.

Albert W. Dilling, acting en-

gineer of bridges. Department of Public

Works, Chicago, has been appointed chief

engineer of the Sanitary District of Chi-

cago, succeeding E. J. Kelly, who has

held the position since George M. Wis-
ner resigned in May. Previous to his

present position which he has held since

April, Mr. Dilling was engineering as-

sistant to thi commissioner of public

v/orks for three months, being assigned

to look after the city's incorests in con-

nection with the Union Station develop-

ment. Mr. Dilling's first five and one-

half years of engineering experience
was gained with the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Ry. Co. Thence
he went with the Universal Portland
Cement Co. for two and one-half years
as assistant engineer, and finally as

field engineer in the promotion depart-
ment. While in railroad service he
studied law and has been admitted to

the bar. He is a member of the board
of directors of the Western Society of

Engineers and has been active for a
number of years in its affairs.

Obituary

John Scott, for several year.s

active in Canadian railway enterprises,

died Dec. 6 at Winnipeg, Canada. He
was a designer and builder of bridges,

took part in the Hudson Bay road build-

ing and was also connected with provin-

cial drainage operations.

Charles J. McDonough,
division engineer. New York State

Highway Department, died in Buffalo

last week. He was born in Buffalo in

1883 and was graduated from Rensse-
laer Polytechnic Institute, 1897. From
1898 to 1904 he was with the Bureau
of Engineering, Buffalo, on paving
work, first as leveler and later as assist-

ant engineer in charge of pavement
maintenance. He then entered the serv-

ice of the state as assistant engineer on
barge canal work. In 1907-1909 he
acted as first assistant engineer in

charge of contract from Tonawanda to

Pendleton and then in 1910 was named
resident engineer. Important projects

which were directly under his super-

vision were the erection of seven high-

way bridges across the canal, excava-
tion, culverts, docks, guard-gate and
lock walls.

Joseph H. Cunningham, hy-

draulic and civil engineer, died Dec. 5

at Portland, Ore.. He was born at

Danville, 111., 1863. From 1883 to 1885

he served an apprenticeship under the

city engineer and county surveyor of

Danville, 111.; 1886 to 1887, resident en-

gineer, Mobile & Birmingham R.R.,

Ala., in charge of construction of from
30 to 60 miles; 1888 and 1897 to 1898,

asssitant engineer, city engineer's office,

Los Angeles, Cal.; 1889 to 1891 in gen-

eral practice, Portland, Ore.; 1892,

assistant engineer. Bear Valley Irriga-

tion Co., Cal., and later with the Wash-
ington Water Power Co., Spokane,

Wash. During 1894 and 1895 he was
assistant U. S. Engineer, Williamette

River surveys and improvements; 1896,

assistant engineer, city engineer's office,

Salt Lake City, Utah, in charge of

sewers and steam gagings. Since Jan-

uary, 1899, he had been in general prac-

tice as civil -and hydraulic engineer in

Portland.
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Engineers in Port Planning

IN SPITE OF such attempts to relegate the engineer

to a position as day laborer under the "practical"

shipping man, as that recently made by Director Sproule,

of Philadelphia's Department of Docks, the place of

the engineer in harbor-terminal planning is firmly

established by results in ports where he is the directing

mind. Elsewhere in this issue is published a discussion,

by an engineer, on the type of harbor planning that

will be necessary to maintain supremacy in world trade.

Here Colonel Wilgus ably demonstrates the vital impor-

tance of engineering considerations, as opposed to

political and "practical" shipping considerations. Fol-

lowing Colonel Wilgus' paper appears the "policy" of

the Port Development Commission of Baltimore, of

which an engineer is chairman. At the port of New
York policies are not now guided by engineers but by

politicians and "practical" shipping men, with results

that have made local port conditions the subject of

national criticism. The policy of the Baltimore com-

mission is so broad and clear that we publish it in full.

Incidentally it emphasizes the dominance of the engi-

neer in port planning.

Rental Charges for Equipment

DISPUTE invariably arises between engineers and

contractors whenever there is occasion to deter-

mine rental charges for construction equipment. The

engineer prone to regard averages as representing the

facts, the contractor knowing that an average may re-

present a profit under one condition and a loss under

another condition and neither being in possession of

authoritative records of either extremes or averages,

there is naturally a broad field for battle. Particular

value, therefore, lies in the schedule of rental charges

published on page 1288, which has been worked out

after almost two years' study by the Associated General

Contractors of America. There ai'e few records of con-

struction data which have been subjected to a more

general and at the same time a more detailed scrutiny,

item by item, than has this schedule which is now

made public. It is therefore, definitive, as far as

such lists of figures may be. There can never be.

however, a final set of averages nor a set of averages

which will apply under all conditions. These are fuLts

which engineers and contractors must always keep in

mind and be prepared to modify the schedule values

as sound judgment, taking into consideration the at-

tending circumstances, may dictate.

Protecting Roads in Spring

NOT so long ago highway officials felt that they were

helpless to keep heavy traffic off the highways dur-

ing the spring break-up. Their ideas, however, have

changed radically within two years. What was regarded

an impossibility in 1917 is e.stabliiihed practice in fumit
states now, while univernaliy there is in-*i.-4te.^.ce that
powers be given the state highway department.^ and to
county officials to keep heavily loaded vehicle.-* off th«
le.ss-well surfaced highways during the period when the
frost is coming out of the ground. The matter needs
fresh and urgent consideration at the present time
because most of the state legislatures will be in session
this winter and the powers needed by the higfaway
officials to protect the public's 'investment in thhAa can be
secured. The highway sentiment is .so strong at the
present time that there is no difficulty in convincing a
legislature that the community's inve.stment should not

be ruthles.sly destroyed during the two or three .«ihort

weeks of post-winter subgrade softening. The sort of
enabling legislation .should be extremely broad, merely
conferring on the appropriate officials power to makm
such regulations as in their judgment are necessary ta

preserve the integrity of the roads at this critical period.

If there be those who oppose the legislation they should

be very ruthlessly exposed. No matter how great their

seem.ing influence, they cannot withstand a plain stato-

meiit of the primary rights of the community. The palK
lie is prepared to support sound highway policy.

Study of Ethics

y\S ONE of the last items of the year's news con-

l\ cerning professional development comes the an-

nouncement that two national societies will co-operate

in the attempt to write a new code of ethics. The
American Society of Civil Engineers has just appointed

a committee to co-operate with a committee of the

mechanical engineers in the work. We welcome the

attempt as a hopeful sign of progress, not because

it will produce the best code of ethics—or indeed any
code whatever—but because it will increase the thought

which engineers of many pursuits will devote to the

ethics of their relation to public and to colleagues. It

is inevitable that each one of these engineen- wJlU by
virtue of such reflection, become more keenly conscious

of the special public trust with which he is charged

by virtue of his profession's place in community exist-

ence. So, even without the production of a code—and

only a few weeks ago we stated our belie' that civil

and rr»echanic:il engineers can not easily find common
ground for conclusions on professional ethics—co-opera-

tive study of the subject will yield benefit to the

public as well as to the profo.ssion. by quickening the

professional conscience luul recognition of the duty

of service. Beyond this, however, it is broadly true

that any movement which aims to re-formulate basic

principles of just conduct is of ver>' special value at the

present time. And. as the engineer'- ve attitude

is most essential to the world's r> tion. it is

fitting indeed that his profession should be among the

first to enter upon this work of leadership.
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Engineering- and a Naval Base

WITH the selection of the site for a naval base the

engineer as a rule has little to do. Leaving aside

some elementary precautions as to foundations, the

engineer will be able generally to build such a base

wherever the military authorities decide is proper from

the viewpoint of policy and strategy. This is not true

of the San Francisco repair and supply base, the

alternative locations of which are noted in the article on

another page. Here the military requirements are

equally, or almost equally, satisfied in any one of three

locations and the proper selection unquestionably hinges

on engineering details. The brief resume of the

advantages of the respective sites were much amplified

in the hearings before the congressional committee,

which must make the ultimate decision, but the publicity

which has been given those hearings in the West does

not, in our opinion, emphasize as it should the one

superior quality that Mare Island possesses. That is

the utilization of the costly and complete equipment

of the Navy Yard existing there. Our naval authorities

assert that speed in the construction of the new base is

essential, if our Pacific naval policy is to be continued,

and yet the advocates of San Francisco and Alameda

would virtually scrap the Mare Island yard and proceed

to the duplication of the most part of its equipment

which will be necessary for the new base. Some years

ago the channel defects at Mare Island were urged

against it. Today those criticisms have been answered.

Foundation difficulties at Alameda are great; San

Francisco itself is ill-advised in wanting to give over

for all time a large part of its not too long shore line,

which, with Boston and Brooklyn before it as examples,

it should want to reserve for commercial use. Mare

Island and Vallejo, with no voters to speak of, can only

stand on the engineering merits of their claim for

preference. It will be interesting to see how much
influence they have on the congressional committee.

Safety Factors for Columns

SOME recent Bureau of Standards studies of spruce

struts afford a new demonstration of the fact that

well-executed creaking tests of columns plot very satis-

factorily in curves of the Rankine-formula type. The

same fact has been shown to hold for other brittle

materials—and when column behavior is in question,

wood must be classed as a brittle material, since it

lacks plasticity. Tests of steel and wrought-iron col-

umns follow the same law fairly well in the upper

range of length, while in the case of short lengths,

where plastic deformation enters as a factor, it is at

least open to question whether the point of elastic

failure is not also in conformity with a Rankine curve.

If it be granted that the formula for allowable loads

on columns should be adapted to the breaking-load

curve (which means that columns of all lengths are to

have a uniform factor of safety), the case for the

Rankine-Gordon formula is much stronger than the

popularity of straight-line column formulas would indi-

cate. But any theory of a uniform factor of safety fails

in the face of the practice of fixing a maximum length-

ratio for columns with a view to obtaining safe and

substantial construction. Moreover, safety factors are

matters of engineering rather than mathematical rea-

soning, so that a working formula can hardly be

"derived" by so simple a process. It is fair to consider,

therefore, whether there is any method by which test

data can be utilized directly in determining a working
formula for column design. The method, it would
appear, must base on a study of safety factors.

Hitherto column formulas have been selected by judg-

ment in such a way that their correlation with test

results has been uncertain. But if an analysis of serv-

ice conditions and hazards will lead to reasonable con-

clusions as to the varying degree of safety desirable

for different column lengths, application of these con-

clusions to test data will make it practicable to devise

a column formula of maximum simplicity and economy
of result combined with reliability.

Hydro-Electric Leadership in California

PERHAPS it is the pioneering spirit of the forty-

niners reappearing in somewhat different form with
the present generation, or it may be sheer necessity for

leading the way in electrical fields, but whatever the

reason, certain it is that the power companies of

California are showing a progressive and courageous

policy in their present water-power development
program. A dozen or more large projects undertaken
almost simultaneously could perhaps be accounted for

wholly on the basis of delayed development and
increasing demand for power, but new ventures in

design, as described elsewhere in this issue, indicate a
high degree of technical skill and the ability to convince

capital that money spent on units and systems greatly

in excess in size to previous practice will be a safe and
profitable investment. Some of these ventures are a

165,000 and a 220,000-volt transmission line, an 806-ft.

head on a reaction turbine, 40,000 hp. from a single

vertical-shaft reaction turbine and 30,000 hp. from a
double-overhung impulse wheel under a 1008-ft. head.

For years California has led other states in the

amount of electrical energy consumed per capita. In

view of the time and money spent there to bring hydro-

electric development to a high degree of efficiency, it is

to be expected that valuable lessons could be learned

from California's experience. For example, the present

trend is toward wholesale interconnection of transmis-

sion lines to make the continuity of service more certain

and to make possible the exchange of "off-peak" power
with the attendant improvement in load factor. All this

tends to keep the companies working together har-

moniously, which, in the end, benefits the consumer.

Another excellent feature of California practice

—

logical but none the less worthy of emphasis—is the

practice of considering at the very outset, along with

preliminary surveys of sites, elevations, etc., the relation

of each proposed plant to existing or possible future

developments. Such practice has developed because in

times past there have been difficulties with plants and

systems which were laid out on the old selfish basis of

the greatest income from the immediate investment and
with little or no consideration for later interests.

Fortunately, the lesson was learned in time to be of

advantage in the extensive program now under way.

In some states it has been proposed that water-power

development should be permitted only after approval by

a state commission which could co-ordinate the various

units in a generally advantageous scheme. California

has secured just that result without special legislation,

apparently because the companies have found that what
profits one can profit all if harmony prevail.
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What About the St. Lawrence Waterway?
ACTING under instructions from the United States

L and Canadian governments, the International Joint
Commission is now going across the two countries
holding hearings on the feasibility of the proposed St.
Lawrence River waterway. In time, let it be hoped a
short time, it will digest the arguments made before it

and, supported by the technical facts gathered Ijy the
engineering attaches, will present a report from which
engineers may draw a concerted conclusion. Mean-
while, practically all discussion is partisan, because
those who talk or write about it are predispo.sed, either
by local influences or by retainer, toward one aide or
the other. Nevertheless, independent engineers ought
to be thinking about the project, not only as citizens

because they may be called upon to pay their share
toward the huge sums which it involves, but also as

members of a profession to which the country looks

for unprejudiced and expert advice.

Until the report is available, it would be hasty to

take a definite stand on the Lakes-to-the-Sea water-

way. The problems are too involved and the sums to

be expended too vast for an opinion built up only on

assumed bases. It is worth while, though, to set dovm
the fundamental questions that will have to be settled

before a concerted judgment can be formed.

The proposal is that the St. Lawrence River from
Lake Ontario to Montreal be deepened, dammed, or

canalized to such an extent that deep-water navigation

—

25 to 35 ft.—is made possible. This involves some
means of bypassing Niagara—presumably by the new
Welland ship canal—the deepening of the other lake

connections, the ultimate deepening of all lake channels

and harbors, and the construction of port facilities to

take care of the traffic for which the whole project is

designed. It involves, also, the development of enor-

mous amounts of power in the river, although such

development is in no way dependent on the navigation

scheme but will only be made cheaper by certain struc-

tures common to both navigation and power projects.

The issues are fairly clear, though their solutions

are not. The advocates of the waterway see the freight

of the world brought to the wharves of the Great Lakes

cities by through ships, so that the lake cities, and with

them their rich hinterland, will take on the size

and importance that world-wide commerce brings.

They see, too, as a necessary part of the canalization

of the river, the construction of great reservoirs from

which large amounts of hydro-electric power can be

generated cheaply because of the joint assumption of

the cost burden by the navigation and power develop-

ments. On account of the reduced cost to the Middle

Northwest of transporting its products to world centers,

and the reduced cost of power to the Northeast, they

see a sectional prosperity which will spread over the

whole country, manifesting itself sufficiently in lowered

prices to make equable the spreading of the cost burden

on all the people of Canada and the United States.

For these benefits they think the whole United States

and Canada should be willing to expend a sum which

has not yet even been estimated. The first datum

that must be established is this cost. Estimates, based

merely on guesswork and not even on preliminary engi-

neering surveys of the situation, range from two hun-

dred to three hundred million dollars. Everyone knows

that the first rough estimate for public work extending

over a large area and a long time ij always too low.
A reference to the hiMtory of nuch projects wlD confirm
this. Prices tend always to increase; scope is always
enlarged and never diminijihed; unknown and unex-
pected factors invariably enter. So it is safe to say
that even an expert preliminary estimate may bt
added to materially for an indication of the real etmL
The St. Lawrence project, includinjf the necessary
deepening of many harbors and channels and th« con-
.struction of terminals may well run up to two or thivt
times the estimates now given.

Such an expenditure may V>e warrante<J by the accrued
benefits, but a thorough analysis of the coets and bene*
fits, reduced as nearly as possible to dollars, mu*t be
made available before going ahead. Consideration most
be given to other mammoth plans that call for national
expenditure. The Mississippi and Ohio River advocates
want a lot of money for their work and in the Far Wert
far-seeing people are beginning a strenuous campaign
for funds to turn the arid and over-wet lands into

food-producing countr>-. The Columbia River Basin
project alone will cost nearly $300,000,000 and it cer-

tainly is a fair question whether it would not benefit

the countr>' at large much more tnan the St. Lawrence
waterway.

Another question on which engineers will want knowl-
edge is the possibility of a ship being built which can
operate economically on both lakes and ocean. This is

a critical issue. If bulk has to be broken anywhere
along the line, say at Montreal, the benefits of the

waterway will be materially reduced and may not be
greater than those from the New York Barge Canal.

True, the total carriage from the Lakes to northern

Europe will be shorter and there will be one less

transfer, but once bulk is broken the advantage of a
single break over a double break is probably not suffi-

cient to warrant the large expense involved.

The probable cost and the possibility of through r-.itvi-

gation are the two big elements that must be studied

but there are several others to be considered, though

they are subordinate. These include the poasibility

of international complications, which involves, too, the

distribution of cost between the United States and

Canada and the fact that tl "s, on account of ice obstruc-

tion, is oiily a seven-months' water>vay. y
'

ioada

nor the United States is a unit in d. . ^ the

improvement, so the certain charges from both sides

of the line that this is a selfish national proposal may
be discounted in advance, but the possibilities of dis-

pute and trouble in so large a joint uno-
'

-t

certainly be weighed. As for the piirt t. e

waterway, there is much point in the accustomed ref-

erence to Montreal's successful seven-months' port.

Finally, the possibility of h>dro-€lectric development

must not be overemphasized. Power is unqv;estionably

needed in the St Lawrence district and nothing can

stop its production there. The question to be decided

is whether the saving made by tying in that power

development to canalization is worth the extra cost

the navigation improvement entails.

These are the essential elements in the St. Lawrence

scheme. It. is the greatest engineering problem now

before the Anerican pei^ple, for, make no mistake, the

Middle Northwest is aroused in favor of it and will

fight for its adoption. Engineers who look beyond their

daily job should be studj'ing its possibilities and diffi-

culties.
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Forward Steps in California Hydro-Electric Designs

Unusual Features Include 200,000-Volt Transmission Lines and Larger Units and Higher Reaction-Turbine
Heads Than Have Previously Been Used

THIS is a day of great hydro-electric development on

the Pacific Coast. In California, particularly, many
large projects have been undertaken since the war and

a group of thirteen now under way there, of which all

but two are to be in service by January, 1922, will de-

velop the large total of 522,600 hp. Numerous problems

have arisen which called for pioneer work, and several

new records have been established. Typical of these are

the 40,000-hp. single-runner units for the Fall River

plant, the 806-ft. head on

reaction turbines at Kern 3

and the 220,000-volt power
line that is to bring Pit

River power to San Fran-

cisco. Apart from consid-

erations wholly within the

field of design, very definite

progress has been made in

the development policy.
Preliminary studies are now
made so comprehensively

that ordinarily before con-

struction work is started

on any one plant the inter-

relation of all the others

which may later be built in

the same basin is analyzed

in the light of the ultimate

unified system. This idea,

carried out between systems
as well as between units,

has united more than a
hundred steam and
hydraulic generating sta-

tions in a synchronous
power network that extends
the full length of California

and thence well up into

Nevada—a total of 1,400

miles from end to end.

How thoroughly these main
trunk lines are supplemented by branches and laterals

is shown by the fact that the interconnected network
has a total of 7,200 miles of high-tension line.

During the war there was practically no hydro-electric

development in California, but the power demand was
steadily increasing. The increase averaged about 11

per cent per annum for these four years. Overlapping
the latter part of the war period came three consecutive
seasons of drought, which decreased the supply of
hydro-electric power far below normal. Thus in a period
when the industrial demand was very urgent the power
shortage very effectively emphasized the need for a
greater margin of hydro-electric power. This power
was needed not merely because there was demand but to

conserve fuel oil for such uses as were not adaptable to

electric power—in ships, aircraft, etc.

After the war, and when the financial situation was
finally such that construction could proceed, develop-

ments were begun simultaneously in many sections of

the state. In planning tnese additions to the power

KERCKHOFF PLANT ON SAN JOAQUIN RIVER

system it was assumed, in a number of instances at

least, that the power demand for the next five years
might be expected to increase 12 per cent per annum.
In this connection it may be noted that the total hydro-
electric power that can be economically developed in the

State of California is now estimated at 3,000,000 hp.

Of this only about one-fifth of the better primary sites

have thus far been utilized.

In developing this small percentage, however, an ex-

cellent foundation has been

provided on which to carry

out the more extensive
plans. Seventy-five hydro-

electric plants in the state

are interconnected, the total

power aggregating about

470,000 hp. At various
points on this network the

service is supplemented by
forty-seven steam standby
plants that can supply a

total of 315,000 kw. The
load on this system has

been built up in such a way
that the load-factor on the

entire network is between
60 and 65 per cent.

An example of the

.pioneering policy pursued
in these California develop-

ments is found in the sys-

tem of the Southern
Sierras Power Company,
which has built a transmis-

sion line 400 miles long

and delivers the major part

of its 20,000-hp. load this

distance.

Topographic and Climatic

Conditions.—For the most
part the hydro-electric

power sites are in the high mountain region on the

eastern edge of the state, while the centers of consump-
tion are in the lowlands of the valleys or along the coast.

Under the widely varying conditions in the northern and
southern districts a variety of problems has arisen,

which has naturally led to pioneering ventures. Typical

of the divergent conditions is the fact that in the Pit

River basin no storage is required, while in those

developments in the central or southern parts of the

state it is customary to provide enough storage to

supply the full flow for about half the year.

Neither the Hat Creek nor the Fall River develop-

ments (Pit River Basin), which are to develop a total of

181,600 hp., are being provided with storage because cf

the remarkably equable stream flow they utilize. The
geological formation in this entire section, some 5,000

sq.mi. in extent, is such that the precipitation on a

large area passes through underground lava beds and

reappears in large springs, almost perfectly regulated.

The streams of this area are regarded as ideal for
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PRINCIPAL CALirOlixiA KVDUO-KI.ECTltIC PUOJKCTS LNDKltr.UCK: :r. y^\l\.

Name of Plant

Pitt River Basin:
Fall River No. I

.

Pit River No. 1 .

.

Hat Creek No. 1.

Hat Creek No. 2.

Caribou Plant

Moccasin Creek . .

.

Levining Creek

Spring Gap

Kerckhoff Plant. . .

Big Creek No. 2A
(new unit)

Big Creek No. 8 . .

.

Kern River No. 3 . .

San P^ancisquito
No. 2

Firnt
In.stallation DaU: Head

Distance via Transmis.fion in of in
Line to Distribution Center Up. Coniplctioii Feet TjriMof WbMb

m Trma>B.«aM
Up Vott«ca

60.000 Aug 1921

245 miles to center of San
Francisco Bay District ... . 80,000 July, 1922

9,300 Jan , 1921

12,300 Jan., 1921
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power development and it is estimated that about 500,-

000 kw. could be developed upon this v^^atershed without

providing reservoir storages.

A very different condition exists south of the North
Fork of the Feather River. Here there is very little

ground storage, and stream flow must be supplemented

by reservoirs. The snow pack in the high Sierras,

which is the source of summer stream flow, is ordinarily

melted off by midsummer, and the chief factor in eco-

nomic power sites in this district is the question of

practicable reservoir sites. Ordinarily, good practice

prescribes development here for about 75 per cent of

the normal stream flow, and for safety it is regarded as

highly desirable to be able to supply the full flow from

storage for 150 to 200 days. The question of silt does

not enter into the storage problem because, with the

exception of the Colorado River, none of the important

California power streams regularly carry any consider-

able amount of silt.

Some California streams have large power possibili-

ties. Figures on four of the rivers having important

power sites are given in the following table:

Pov-ible

Recentlj' Proposed for economic
developed development in development
or under next five years (estimated).

Drainage Basin construction kw. kw.

Pit River 181,600 200,000 500,000

Big Creek" 100,000 300,000 500,000

Feather River 100,000 200.000 300.000

Colorado River 200.000

The widely diversified conditions in different parts of

the state have greatly increased the advantages of

connecting the transmission lines. Not only have

tie-ins been made at practically every feasible point but

choice of location for new power plants is influenced

materially by present and prospective developments and

their transmission lines. The desire to deliver, in the

ultimate system, the greatest amount of power for the

minimum investment is tempered by the need for assur-

ing continuity of service, and where necessary plants

are built for this express purpQse.

S.\ND TRAP .\T HEADWORK8, KIilR.V RIVER Xa S

Characteristic of the developments now under way i»

the repeated use of the same water in a series of power
houses. The plants are built in whatever order fits in

best with existing power demand and financial condi-

tions, but the relation of each plant to th^ others is

carefully studied before any program xi. In

fact, not only are the relations of all pt^-- os on a
basin studied comparatively but the bringing in of

additional water from other drainage basins is also con-

sidered. On Lhe Big Creek system a U>-mile tunnel is

being driven to bring the waters of the San Joaqain

River into Huntington Liike, thus diverting a large

steady flow into the upper end of a series of eight

plants, several of which have already been bailt, in

which a total fall of 5,950 ft. is utilized.

Design of Hiidrtiulic Vnitit.—The de\-elopment of

water power on this extensive scale has brouirht alwut

changes and progress in the design of r units.

As longer transmission lines have como ;e and

the amount of power developed on a single system has

increased there has come a demand for larger generat-

ing units. In fact, the size of the units is now consid-
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PENSTOCK FOR NEW UNIT, BIG CREEK NO. 2

ei-ed as having a direct relation to the size of the sys-

tem. It is considered desirable to have each important

generator large enough to provide charging current for

the entire transmission line which it serves, so as to

avoid danger of current surges back through the gen-

erator. Units of smaller size are believed to be less effi-

cient in voltage regulation, or might even be burned out

by surges. Thus electrical reasons have really brought

about the steady increase in the size of hydraulic units.

Though the trend has been in this direction for some
time a step that exceeds all previous records is being

made in the Kern 3 plant (which is to go into service

next February) by using reaction turbines under an

806-ft. head. This plant will be watched with keen in-

terest, because it is expected to have a decided effect

on the design of hydraulic turbines.

In the light of recent experience reaction turbines of

the future, manufacturers affirm, will certainly be built

not only for still larger power outputs but also for even

higher heads than that at Kern 3. Thus the reaction

turbine is entering a field which heretofore has been

considered the exclusive province of the impulse type.

With moderately high heads, the use of reaction tur-

bines of larger capacity and higher speeds will tend to

keep down machinery costs and secure a higher operat-

ing efficiency. The costs of reaction and impulse types

(particularly v/hen their settings are considered) vary

with conditions too much to permit of comparing fig-

ures, but a fairly definite comparison may be made on

the basis of efficiencies. The reaction turbines ordi-

narily show, according to manufacturers' records, an

efficiency of about 90 per cent as compared to about 86

per cent for impulse wheels.

In the Kern 3 plant the 22,500 hp. on the single runner

is more than could be put (in the present stage of the

art) on any impulse unit operating at the same speed.

Hence the general opinion that this plant marks a step,

the success of which will open up great possibilities in

the attainment of more ideal hydro-electric development.

Advance is also being made in the design of impulse

wheels. Although the reaction type has been making
more rapid progress of late there is reason to believe,

the manufacturers point out, that these advances will

be very closely followed by progress in impulse wheel

design, which will adapt waterwheels of this type to

service not before attempted.

Summarizing the tendencies that stand out promi-

nently in the very active hydro-electric field in California

they are (I) a readiness to make comprehensive, rela-

tive studies of all the power sites, regardless of owner-

ship, that can be economically developed on an entire

stream or basin, with a view ultimately to connecting

them electrically; (2) a steady increase in the maximum
heads considered feasible for reaction turbines; and (3)

a rapid increase in the size of hydraulic units it is con-

sidered practicable to build.

Table of Corrections to Obtain
Back Azimuths
By S. W. Tay

Sanitary Engineer, Honolulu, T. H.

THE following table of corrections to obtain the back
azimuth of a line was prepared with the view of

assisting the surveyor while in the field in the Hawaiian

TABLE OF CORRECTIONS TO OBTAIN BACK AZIMUTH
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Observations on a Pacific Coast Trip
By Frank C. Wight

Associate Editor, Engineering News-Record

Portland

EVERY morning now the Portland newspaper car-
ries a black-face box on its first page showing the

previous day's bank clearings for Seattle and for Port-
land. Every day Portland is a million or so ahead of
its northerly and larger rival. When, or if, the bal-
ance turns, interest in the figures may not be so great
but for the present they express very well Portland's
hope that the race is not always to the swift. For
Portland has never been a boom town. It was founded
many years ago at the confluence of the rich Wil-
lamette and Columbia valleys and, regardless of gold
strikes or wars, has built itself upon the sure sources
of wealth in its prolific hinterland and the excellent,

though constricted, passageway to the sea. Age and
sure growth make for a conservatism which is re-

flected in its people and its buildings and which in

these days of general slackness comforts itself with
the knowledge that reaction and action are apt to be

equal or, to translate into less polite terms, "the

bigger they come, the harder they fall."

Oregon's great industries are lumbering and farm-
ing. The current depression is reflected in the former
but agriculture is not a fluctuating trade. The Colum-
bia River basin and the stock country to the south
continue to contribute to the world's necessary sup-

ply of food. Because of these conditions engineers

in Portland—outside of those working strictly in city

work—are largely interested in irrigation and drain-

age. All over the state are located districts which

never figure in any but local news, where the engi-

neering details of design, construction and mainte-

nance require expert and constant attention.

Mainly as a result of this sort of practice, there

is heard here with extra emphasis the complaints of

the northerly cities against government usurpation

of the private engineer's function. This complaint

is not only against the Reclamation Service and the

Bureau of Public Roads but also—and perhaps mostly

—against the drainage investigation service of the

Agricultural Department, which is also under the

Bureau of Public Roads.

The criticism of these three governmental activ-

ities is different for each. It is common talk throughout

the Northwest that the Reclamation Service dis-

courages irrigation by the snperfineness of its work.

There is such a thing as being too careful and of

building too strongly, of insuring too much against

the future. This habit of the Government is natural,

for it is a perpetual institution and its bureaus mu-t

be prepared for all contingencies; but some of the

engineers who are trying to develop small areas are

hampered, they think, by the, to them, unnecessarily

high standards the Government sets. They feel, too,

that the money could be spent to better advantage

to the community if spread over more work.

Comment was made in my Spokane letter regarding

the too great centralization of the Federal road aid

and this criticism is also found in Oregon, though not

so generally expressed. The main trouble here seems

to be with the drainage investigators who, according

to several independent ob«*rr\er^, are jfoir.i/ hirh^rr a i

yon throughout the country rnakirnf r^^p^^rt* none \,.„

accurate or -on pounible developmenU and
are thereby -^ tho« in private prartK* of
their principal meann of support aji enfnne«ra. Th«M
report.s are not on Government work but ar« reodervd
free to i.r\y who ask. The average farmer apf>ar«ntlr
believe.s that the adage that "what you grt for noth-
ing isn't much" does not apply to irt« Government
engineering.

Society AcTivmr

Engineering society conditions are complicated in
Portland. In fact, the national situation is duplicated
on a minor scale. There is a large, active and veo"
strong Oregon Chapter of the A. A. E.. functioning
particularly in discussion of public question*; ther*
is a cohesive section of the Am. Soc. C. E.. somewhai
in opposition to the A. A. E.. but with many membera
in common, and there is the protot>-pe of Engineering
Council in the Oregon Technical Council, composed
of representatives of the national, civil, electrical and
mechanical engineering societies, the American Insti-
tute of Architects and the National Electric Light
Association. Just as in the national situation, it is
difficult to get unbiased opinion on how the thing will
work out but unless they come to open warfare it does
seem as though Oregon's engineers ought to be brought
sufficiently before the public eye.

In two or three recent state issues the engineers
took decided stands and received columns of news-
paper publicity. The extent to which their campaigns
were carried and the material success they achieved
makes one wonder whether such campaigns may not
be dangerous. There is a widely held theory- that on
any given question that concerns them, engineers
will hold the right view. This presupposes, first,

that there is always an absolute right and an absolute
wrong and, second, that engineers will ur:.- - 'y

support the right. The first assumption is .«

and, although we may not care to say so e.\> <.

ourselves, the second is equally so. However,:,
is the basis for public campai^rns and the result
may well be that a misi; formed or misguided smaU
majority, in control of an engineering societ.v, will
propagate in the name of the profession views to
which a substantial and perhaps more expert minor-
ity dissent. According to some .such
a condition has existed in Ort\v t? was
not of sufficient importance to caii for public remon-
strance. The possibilities of danger are sutlicient to

make the enthusiasts for public service careful.

Engineering Work in City

In the city itself engineering work is quite active

or at least prospects of work are good. The Columbia
Slough sewage uiversion, whereby a channel is being
cut between the river and an adjoining slough to

facilitate sewage movement and to reclaim land, is

under way and preparations are being made for the

construction of a two-million dollar bridge at Bum-
side Street across the Willamette. The city is on

both sides of this navigable and sizable stream and
more bridges will undoubtedly be required in the next

few years. Then, too, stops are being taken to re-

claim much of the river district and to reconstruct the

old wharves in the central part of the city as well as
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to improve street conditions near the wharves. By

misunderstanding probably, the rest of the state over-

ruled Portland's vote at the recent election to unify

the port control, which is now divided between a

State port authority, a city dock commission and the city

government itself. The same initative bill included

an ambitious scheme to reclaim for industrial pur-

poses a large overflow area near Swan Island, in the

Willamette, and to build a new dock area and dredge

a new channel. The proposition will now go to the

legislature and has a fair chance of going through.

The new No. 4 Terminal, formerly called St. John's

Terminal, where is located the grain elevator which

caused some worry by its subsidence about a year ago,

is an admirable piece of work, quite the most modern

and efficient river terminal—for ocean going vessels—

on the continent. Here again in a minor port one

sees the latest and best ideas of port development

worked out in a successful manner. The grain ele-

vator is now complete and, thanks to the extra outside

piling, seems to be stable.

As I went through the station on my way to take

the train for San Francisco I ran into one of the

engineers with whom I had lunched at a group meet-

ing that day. He was in mackinaw, riding breeches

and boots, en route up-country to some project or

other. I thought his dress a fair example of the dif-

ference in engineering conditions in the big cities of

the West and of the East. Out here they are close

to the big outdoors. The wilds and the natural prob-

lems in the rough are part of their daily work and yet

not all of that work. They have the comparative

physical ease and creature comfort of the city office,

with its association with other men and other trades,

which the engineer entirely in the field lacks and

which he needs for a full rounding of his knowledge

and his attitude toward things. At the same time as

a part of their regular task they do get out into the

country where their theories are practiced.

A month ago I ran into a prominent New York engi-

neer on Fifth Avenue in muddied clothes and flannel

shirt and he apologized for them. In these Northwest

cities such an apology is neither expected nor givei.

Every one of these cities is framed in mountains.

From the streets of any of them one can look up into

the hills, stretching on into the back country where

the engineer does his work. There is something to

look at besides the bricks and stone of the plains cities

or the eastern seaboard.

Can one wonder that men living here take on some

of the qualities of the open spaces?

Notes on Iowa Sand Filters for Sewage

In the discussion of the operation of Iowa sewage

sand filters at the recent conference of operators at

Iowa State College, C. H. Currie advised a 3-in. dose

on a 2-ft. bed, which is the minimum depth in Iowa
practice. Lafayette Higgins advised dividing the beds

into units by sand ridges and making a gutter along the

edge of the beds to retain surface wash. For winter

operation he urged scraping into piles 8 to 10 ft. apart

rather than the furrow or ridging method. With settled

sewage a loading of 2,000 people per acre could then

be obtained with 50 to 100 gal. per capita flow. In

many Iowa cities the ground water is close to 50 gal.

per capita.

Considerations in Design of Heavy-

Traffic Pavements
By Prevost Hubbard

Chemical Engineer, The Asphalt Association, New York

[Paper presented before the Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia, Dec. 21, 1920.]

THE load-carrying capacity of any type or design of

pavement must of necessity be influenced by the sup-
port afforded the pavement from below. Such support is

furnished by that portion of the earth directly below the

pavement, known as the subgrade. The supporting value
of natural subgrades varies enormously, as illustrated by
the two extremes of muck or quicksand and solid rock.

Most subgrades consist of soil lying between the extremes
mentioned but still varying greatly in supporting value de-

pending not only upon type but upon their moisture con-

tent and degree of compaction. With very few exceptions
any well-compacted soil will of itself support the heaviest
conceivable traffic if its moisture content is properly con-

trolled and if it is protected by a structure which prevents
the displacement of particles at its surface. The protec-

tive structure termed the pavement will then need to be
only of sufficient thickness to afford such protection and
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FIG. 1. IMPACT TEST RESULTS FOR SLABS

at the same time itself withstand the various destructive

agencies of traffic. For a given traffic this thickness will

depend largely upon the type of pavement used.

The bearing capacity of most soils, particularly the

clayey types, decreases as their moisture content increases

above a certain point. Although there is much yet to be

learned regarding the comparative bearing value of soils

this fact is generally recognized and ',various drainage

methods are employed to control the moisture content of

the subgrade. Proper drainage is the first essential for

maintaining a dry subgrade and measures taken to pre-

vent access of water to the subgrade directly below the

pavement are often more important than measures de-

signed to remove accumulations of water in the subgrade.

Some soils are so persistently retentive of moisture once

absorbed that it is impossible to remove it with sufficient

rapidity by any ordinary system of drains. Certain clayey

soils beiong to this class and when all practical preven-

tive measures in the way of drainage are apt to prove

inadequate it may well be advisable to modify the char-

acter of the subgrade material. Thus at relatively low cost

a clay subgrade may often be greatly improved by mixing

it with sand in exactly the same manner as in the con-

struction of a sandy-clay road. Such a mixture will not

only retain less moisture than the clay but will possess

a much higher supporting value than moist clay.

It is now generally admitted that in the past too little

attention has been paid to drainage in the construction of

pavements outside of municipalities. At the same time

there exists a marked tendency to increase the massive-

ness of design to a point far beyond that which is at pres-

ent proving entirely satisfactory for heavy traffic in munici-

palities and in other places where subgrade conditions are

favorable. This matter should receive the most careful
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consideration of engineers as it points not only to the most
logical but also to the most economical solution of the de-
sign of pavements. It is evident that in many cases it will
cost far more to increase the thickness of a pavement to
such an extent that it will distribute the load sufficiently

to enable a poor subgrade to support it than it would be
to change natural subgrade conditions so as to create a
high supporting value for the relatively thin pavement.
The widespread use of rigid pavements or pavements

with rigid foundations has been largely responsible for
this trend in paving design through too great dependence
upon the bridging value of such rigid types, and right here
there exists a rather anomalous situation, for while many
claims are made of the bridging value of rigid pavements
it is generally admitted that careful preparation of the
subgrade is necessary to uniformly support these rigid
types. As a matter of fact it is impracticable to design
a highway which will permanently bridge appreciable areas
of a weak subgrade when subjected to modern heavy traffic.

In pursuing a policy upon which general attention has
once been centered many who are interested in highway
construction are apt to overlook the experience of others
following different lines of development and fail to profit

by their experience. One of the most striking examples
of this has to do with the flexible type of construction as
represented by the asphalt base pavement, and this in spite

of a number of valuable papers and discussions upon the
subject by leading engineers. Citations of past and pres-

ent experience in localities other than that of interest to

the individual engineer apparently carry little weight once
the majority concentrate on a given line of development,
and it is difficult to focus attention on any other line for

the time being.

To state that considerably over 12,000,000 sq.yd. of

asphalt base pavement are now giving satisfactory service

in California and Oregon, many of them 5 in. or less in

total thickness and subjected to heavy motor tnack traf-

fic, and that some of these pavements have been in serv

ice for over 20 years with little or no cost for maintenance,
should at least arouse some degree of interest on the part

of Eastern engineers. To further state that in such cities

as Washington, D. C, Chicago, Omaha, Pittsburg, Buffalo

and Denver there are in existence sections of bituminous
base w^hich have given satisfactory service for over 20 years

should also serve to dispel any illusion that the service-

ability of this type is restricted to any given locality.

Service results should in themselves be conclusive, but

explanations of such results are sometimes required before

their full significance is grasped. It is true that theories

have been advanced, but these have not been backed up by
test data in such a way as to make them convincing. Some
degree of cushioning effect under traffic has been claimed

and admitted for the asphalt base as well as the wearing

course, but few engineers have believed that a mineral

aggregate cemented together v^nth asphalt could possibly

possess any degree of slab strength or beam strength, at

least to an extent comparable with the rigid type of con-

struction.

Impact Studies Begun

With this in mind an investigation was begun under

the direction of the writer assisted by W. E. Rosengarten,

traflic engineer of the Asphalt Association, to determine

certain relations that exist between the rigid and flexible

types of construction. Fortunately through the very al-

uable work of the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads it has al-

ready been proved that impact, and not dead load, is the

most destructive traffic factor to be taken into account

in the design of modem highways. It was therefore de-

cided to limit these investigations to a study of the ef-

fect of impact upon test specimens having thicknesses

equivalent to those commonly used in the construction of

highways. It was clearly realized in advance that it

would be impossible to duplicate all of the variable con-

ditions under which impact is delivered to a pavement by

traffic, and it was therefore decided to confine this study

to the effect of pure impact as delivered by an iron ball

falling from a relatively small height.
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The following description of teatii will be brief,

because of the limited time available for the prMcntstioa
of this paper and because the resultji here reported aie
only a portion of those included in a more compreheMive
investigation involving other compan.<Kma which will shortly
be presented in a detailed article.

In order to obtain comparisons at two extremes of cob-
ditions it was decided to construct and test slab* of vari*

ous design upon a solid uniform subgrade and to teat
beams of the same design supported ^ 'v ^>'^• knife edfc*.
A plot of ground was secured and was laid a
6-in. course of cinders thoroughly ^ .. ,.„.i by roUtnir.

Slabs 3 ft. square were constructed directly upon this sub-
grade except that after the forms had been placed tbe
subgrade within the forms was leveled up with a very thin
layer of sand so that each specimen would have a aniform
thickness throughout. Portland cement concrete slabs of
a 1:3:6 mix were cast 4 and 6 in. thick. These were cared
under a cover of moist sand after they had set- Some of
the concrete slabs were then covered with from 2 to 4 in.

of coarse, graded aggregate, asphaltic concrete and some
with sheet asphalt with and without a binder coarse. In
addition, slabs were constructed of asphaltic concrete baa«
mixture and covered with either asphaltic concrete sur-
face mixture or with sheet asphalt so as to prodoce total

thicknesses directly comparable with the Portland cement
concrete base specimens. At the same time correspoodinc
sets of beams 4 ft. long and 10 in. wide were constmctod
of the same type and thickness. In general, the specimens
were tested when the concrete was 28 days old. althoo^h
in a few cases they were slightly older when, for one rea-

son or another, it was found impos-^ible to k«^p up with

the testing schedule which had been planned.

How TEsrs Were Made

All slabs were tested where they had been cast by me*n4
of a machine which was designiHl and operated »o m» tj

drop a 125-lb. iron ball upon the center of the upper sur-

face from a height of 6 in. at the rate of about 30 blows
per minute. In all cases a specimen was considered to

have failed when the first crack app^'annl Cmoks in the

Portland cement concrete were invariably first noted de-

veloping on one or more sides of the spei-imen irom the

plane of contact with the subgrade. Undor c^rtinued im-

pact these cracks travele<l to the uppt - of the

monolith and then across the upper su *.»nl th«

center. The Hll-Portland cement coniT»*tt« .sjH'xiir.tns bn>k«»

into cwo to tour laivre frajrmonts shortly .nft«M ?*•»• nr»t

cracks ."ppeared while similar slabs w^th av. top

showed no cracking of the top .nfter the ba.> M.
• < Wert' ii; stimeThe results obtained on chivk

cases erratic and in others quite >

ing results, however, the general :r

closely borne out by results obtaineil .

The accompanying di.ijrram. Fig. I.

to impact of the various ty!>os of sIh'

number of blows required to produc
extensions of the asphalt tops on

cement concrete base show the numKr
the test was stopped, no failure of the top then beinip

apparent.

By sv^me-

•.cJ

nd
which
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The beams were tested upon steel knife edges 3 ft. apart

with the same machine used for testing the slabs, but with

a 50-lb. iron ball dropped from a height of IJ in. at the

center of the span at the rate of about 50 blows per min-

ute. The number of blows required to produce the fii'st

crack was recorded as point of failure. In all beam tests

complete failure occurred within a very few blows after

a crack appeared. The results of these tests are shown

in Fig. 2 in the same manner as the slab tests.

What Diagrams Show

In considering these diagrams no attempt will be made

to draw conclusions based upon a comparison of absolute

values as here shown. In fact, it is frankly admitted that

such a course would be unwise until much more test data

is available. It is believed, however, that the general simi-

larity in trend of the results obtained in both the slab

and beam tests is highly significant and points to inter-

esting facts. What is clearly apparent for conditions under

which these specimens were tested may be summed up as

follows:

Asphaltic mixtures develop very decided slab and beam
strength, as measured by their resistance to impact. The

all-asphalt type of a slab and beam appears to offer con-

siderably more resistance to impact than a'" equivalent

thickness of 1:3:6 Portland cement concrete, considered

either as an integral structure or as a base for an asphaltic

top.

rt is recognized that, unsupported by practical service

results, deductions drawn from these tests might not be

conclusive as applied to the design of highways for heavy

traffic. They do, however, help to explain the remarkably

satisfactory service record of the millions of square yards

of 4 and 5-in. asphaltic concrete pavements in California

and Oregon and point the way to a more rational develop-

ment in the design of highways in other localities. In

summing up the substance of this paper there are a few

points which the writer wishes to emphasize:

Conclusions

1. Any rational design of highway should take into ac-

count the fact that the subgrade must ultimately take the

weight and shock of traffic as transmitted through the

pavement and practically any reasonably dry subgrade will

do this if it is compacted and its surface is protected from
displacement. Careful attention to subgrade preparation

and drainage is, therefore, the first essential to be con-

sidered.

2. The asphaltic concrete pavement is highly resistant

to impact which is recognized as the most destructive traf-

fic factor and under impact develops as a single unit rela-

tively high slab and beam strength.

3. It is manifestly uneconomical, if not impracticable,

to adopt a design of highway which will permanently bridge

appreciable areas of weak subgrade. While the asphalt

type develops bridging action to an appreciable extent it

will of itself constantly seek to maintain contact with the

subgrade at all points and thus reinforce itself with the

maximum supporting value of the subgrade. The rigid

type of pavement or base cannot do this because of its in-

herent characteristics. It is, therefore, almost sure to

crack eventually where appreciable areas of subgrade fail

to support it uniformly.

4. Both the service history of asphalt base pavements
and the test data here presented indicate that under given

conditions it is not necessary to adopt as massive a design

for the flexible type of base as for the rigid type. It is

difficult for engineers who have had no opportunity to ob-

serve the asphalt base pavement under heavy traffic to

think of it in terms of less thickness than the rigid base

but in the light of present experience such consideration

appears to be entirely warranted.

[Photographs furnished by Mr. Hubbard, but v^'hich

would not reproduce well, indicate little if any deflection

or deformation of the slabs that would have rendered

them unsuitable for pavement base before cracking oc-

curred.

—

Editor.]

Fees and Services of Practicing

and Consulting Engineers
Extracts From Report by W. L. Benham, Chairman

of A. A. E. Committee, Giving Minimum
Schedules and Defining Services

FROM the report of the committee on fees and serv-

ices of practicing engineers of the American Asso-

ciation of Engineers (W. L. Benham, chairman) made
public last week, the following extracts are taken

:

Is it not high time for practicing engineers to establish

a definite basis of fees and charges for engineering services ?

Adequate engineering fees is a subject much talked about
but very little practiced. Many elaborate schedules have
been prepared by the various engineering societies and or-

ganizations of this country but it may be stated without
fear of successful contradiction that very little has been
accomplished to bring about practical results for the en-

gineer. The public has not been educated to a point where
it knows what reasonable charges are or really understands
the scope of services which engineers are expected to render.

The engineers themselves have stood in their own light and
this may be the reason why the public holds its present
attitude towards them. In order to obtain successful re-

sults engineers must make up their minds to pull together
with a clearer understanding of their rights as well as their

responsibilities and duties. A more strict adherence to the
numerous codes of ethics of our engineering societies will go
a long way toward bringing about a spirit of co-operation

among engineers and helping us to accomplish our ends.

We cannot force the public to recognize us; we do not
advocate the accomplishment of our ends through the me-
dium of strikes. Recognition must be achieved by education
of the public, co-operation among ourselves and service to

our clients.

Realizing the need of efforts in behalf of the practicing

engineer, and by this is meant the engineer who sells or

contracts his services and that of his organization, the na-

tional executive committee of the American Association of

Engineers appointed a committee of practicing and consult-

ing engineers to consider the scope and practice of engineer-

ing activities, the desirability of having uniform practice

with reference to fees and scope of services, and the feasi-

bility of establishing such practice.

The consensus of opinion of members of the committee
seems to be that it is not possible to establish any hard and
fast uniform or standard schedule of fees for practicing

and consulting engineers for all classes of work and for all

contingencies, but it is believed that some definite schedule

can be adopted as a basis for minimum charges.

It seems to be the desire of the majority of the committee
to draw a line of demarcation between the practicing and
consulting engineers and to allow the latter sufficient latitude

so as to enable them to obtain higher fees.

A practicing engineer may be termed one who is actively

engaged in the practice of engineering, such as the making
of surveys, designs, plans, specifications, valuations, ap-

praisals and reports and supervising work of construction,

and who coatracts with his clients for engineering services,

as differentiated from the engineer who is employed on a
salary basis.

A consulting engineer may be termed one who has had
highly specialized training and experience in certain lines

of engineering and who has mature judgment and expe-

rience in general engineering—experience which qualifies

him to act in the capacity of adviser to other engineers or

directly to their clients, to design and supervise the con-

struction of the more important engineering problems—as

apart from the practicing engineer who is engaged in the

design and supervision of the more simple projects.

As a general guide for the establishment of fees for pro-

fessional services of engineers, for work in the United

States within the field of the engineer, the following is sug-

gested. These services can be divided into two classes, as

follows:
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TABLE OF PERCENTAGE FEES FOR ENOIKEERING SERVICED

f
$10,000 $25,000

Service Classification
| to to

i $25,000 $30,000

B-l Surveys
B-2 Prfliminary reports 2 25 175
B-3 Plans and sperifioations 5 00 4 50
B-4 General ." upervision 2 . 00 I 90
B-5 Resident Supervision
B-6 Purchasing 2 00 I 80
B-7 Management 5 . 50 5 , 00

-E«lim«t«d T'ont of Proj'-'t -^—^——^——
$50,000 $100,000 $200,000 $300 000 $500,000 1750 '>00 $I.OOO.<WO

to to to U> Ut t<, »./,

$100,000 $200,000 $300,000 $500,000 $750,000 11.000.000 $1,500,000

Actual Co»t I'lai U ; %jA l'tn»»/fl
I 20 80 70 60 55 JO 4$
3 75 3 25 3.00 2.75 2 65 2 60 2 55
I 70 I 50 I 40 I 35 I 35 I 25 I 20

ArtiiAl Coat I'lu* 25^.^ and Imrutl
I 35 I 00 90 85 M 7i 70
4 30 3 50 3 00 2 75 2 55 2 4J 2 35

|i V)0 "XW t2.000J

$2.«M.0OO «p

«0
2 50
1 15

70
2 2»

«5
a IS

A. Special Engineering Service

1. Consultation. 2. Arbitration. 3. Professional advice.

4. Expert testimony and court work. 5. Valuations and
appraisals. 6. Service and efficiency tests. 7. Reports.

B. Regular Engineering Service (See table)

1. Reconnaissances, surveys of all kinds, borings, sound-
ings, tests, experimental work and compilation of all data
necessary for preparation of preliminary report, estimates

of cost and for plans and specifications.

2. Necessary confei-ences, preparation of preliminary
plans, estimates and report covering all features of the work
with various alternate plans setting forth advantages and
disadvantages, cost of operation and maintenance and recom-
mendations for solution of the particular problem.

3. Preparation and presentation of working plans, pro-

files, specifications and estimates for letting of contracts

or purchase of material and machinery and for complete
information of client or owner, describing in detail manner
under which contract or contracts will be let, general stip-

ulations, complete detailed description of all parts of the

work, general manner in which work shall be done, forms
of proposal blanks, contracts and bonds, and detailed

estimates of cost.

4. Attendance and advice at meetings for award of con-

tracts of construction or for purchase of materials and ma-
chinery, supervision of construction work during progress,

progress reports and rendering of estimates. By "general

supervision" is meant occasional visits of a principal to the

work, and such office work at headquarters which is neces-

sary to prepare progress estimates and reports, correspon-

dence between field and office and final records. It does not

include surveys and inspection work in the field or testing.

5. Resident supervision of construction continuously "on

the ground" during the progress to see that the plans and

specifications and contract are being complied with.

6. Purchase of all materials, equipment and machinery.

7. Complete management of project from conception to

completion, but not financing.

Charges for all classes of work under "A" may be placed

on the per diem basis. The amount of the charge should

vary according to the character, magnitude or importance of

the work or subject involved or according to the experience

and reputation of the engineers. This charge should vary

from $50 a day upward and it may be considered legitimate

to charge a retainer fee of $250 or more. An additional

charge should be made for all actual expenses, such as

traveling and general office expense, field assistants and

materials used, with a suitable allowance for indeterminate

items, plus a profit on this portion of the work of at least

25 per cent over and above all expenses as above enumer-

ated. In such cases when doing office work 8 hours shall

be considered to be a day, but when absent from the city

each day of 24 hours while away from the office shall be

considered a day, regardless of the actual time spent on the

work. This includes all days in travel going to and from

location of engagement. Payment for services shall be

made monthly as the work progresses or upon submission of

report or upon completion of work as outlined in contract.

In lieu of the per diem charge a fixed total sum for ser-

vices may be agreed upon. In determining this fee. how-

ever, the per diem charges plus expenses should be figured

as closely as possible, with a reasonable allowance for con-

tingencies. It may be considered legitimate to charge a

retainer fee. Payment for services shall be made monthly

as the work progresses or upon submission of report or upon

the completion of the work a.i outlined in the eOBtnct.
Charges for work as set out und»r "B" may b« mad* OD

a percentage basis accordinjj to the table.

The percentages in 'the above table are to be eonpatad
upon the entire cost of the completed work ezclasnre of
legal and engineering, or upon estimated coat pending ex-
ecution or completion.
The term "cost of work," as used, refers only to each part

or parts of the whole work or project as the cimiimm may
be engaged to deal with in any of its stages.

Payment for services shall be monthly.

General Provisions

1. Upon undertaking engagement a written contract
should be entered into stating as fully and clearly as practie-

able the conditions of the engagement, services to be ren-
dered and amount or rate of compensation.

2. When alterations or additions are made to contracts,
drawings or specifications, or when services are required
in connection with negotiations, legal proceedings, failure

of contractors, franchises or rights-of-way, a charge based
upon time in office and field and all overhaul expense should
be made in addition to the percentage fee agreed upon as
in case of B-l and B-5 of the table.

3. In case of abandonment or suspension of the worii at
any time an adjustment of the fee shall be made on the
same basis as that of the partial paj-ments or by application

of the per diem rates for all work done previous to notifi-

cation of abandonment. Engineers should keep their l ecoKdi
so that such cost may be accurately determined.

4. When services are required other than those reasonably
to be expected for proper fulfillment of the contract per
diem charges may be made, if the work involved be of suffi-

cient magnitude, in addition to percentage fees provideo for.

5. Engineers may with propriety undertake all the work
in connection with the project, including business, legal and
other matters, in which case the fee shall be the subject of
special agreement.

6. It should be recognized that in any project undertaken
by an engineer there ma,, be many problems roxjuiring the

services of a specialist. Testing and inspection of materials

at factory or plant shall be construed as coming within

this class. The cost of such specialist shall be paid by tSe

client or owner.

7. Drawings and specifications by any method of pay-

ment for services are to be considered the property of the

.engineer but the client is entitled to receive a reasonable

number of complete records of the same. All other copies

shall be paid for by the client on basis of actual cost.

8. It is for the best interests of the client or owner thnt the

engineer be given full direction of the work c.

struction period, or. if this is impracticable. "

employ experienced inspectors approved b\ . r

and working under his general supervision.

New York City's Immense Budget

The bud?et of New York City for 19*21. adopted oa

Dec. 6 by the Board of .\ldernien just a> framed by

the Board of Estimate and Apportionment, totals about

$346,000,000. besides which there is an estimated dofu'it

in the education appropriation of some $2.>.'><'''">.'VW'> ''t

which provision must yet be made,

not including the deficit, is about §72.1

for 1019 i.nd is expected to call for a tax rate of from

2.75 to 2.85.
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Earth in Foundations Considered as an Elastic Solid

Deductions from Angle of Repose Theory Disputed—Earth Not To Be Regarded as Non-Cohesive

and Granular—Tests Cited To Support New Theory

By Lazarus White
President, Spencer, White & Prentis, Inc., Engineers and Contractors, New York City

RECENT investigations show clearly that earth

. in foundations behaves as an elestic solid of low

strength and low shearing value, and much progress

in the proper understanding of foundations has been

made when the subject has been approached with this

thought in mind. The principle involved is simply the

treating of earth as any

other structural material,

ascertaining its relation

of stress to strain or, in

common parlance, of loads

to settlements.

Progress has been made
in the art of securing

earth samples by borings

and test pits, as well as in

placing footings at any

desired depths by sheeted

pits and pneumatic cais-

sons. But these methods
have been classed as

branches of an art, and it

has been claimed that not even a beginning ^as been

made in a real science of foundations. Various attempts

have been made to classify soils minutely as different

varieties of sands, clays, etc., and to ascribe a definite

bearing value to each class, but this has led to confu-

sion. In extensive mathematical investigations earth

has been considered as a granular material without co-

hesion and with different angles of repose. The result

has been to increase the confusion and to discourage

SOIL

investigation into problems which are of fundamental
importance in the design of many engineering

structures.

It is believed that establishment of the principle that

earth under load behaves as an elastic solid is a real

11

itlO

^ Q

\ z z
Se'tt-lerT\en+ \n Inches

FIG. 1. BEARING TEST ON
EARTH UNDER FARMERS

LOAN AND TRUST
BUILDING
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FIG. 3. LOAD DISTRIBUTION BY BULB OF I'RESSUKE

of Figs. 1 and 2 will show plainly that the earth has
the properties of an elastic solid. This is shown still

more clearly by tests, Fig. 2A, where much higher pres-

sures were used. These tests were made under the
direction of J. F. Greathead for the Public Service Com-
mission. The curve plainly shows distinct elastic pro-

perties, including recovery or "rebound." But the

settlement, on reapplication of the load, to a greater

amount than the rebound was a rather unpleasant dis-

covery for the underpinning specialists and led to

further investigations.

About the time the above tests were made, some
interesting tests were published in the Engineering
Record, March 13, 1915, p. 330. These tests were made
at the Pennsylvania State College on a large scale and
several interesting curves were published. Graphically,

the distributions of pressures were measured at various

distances and depths from the load applied by a

hydraulic jack, the resisting pressure being measured on

a similar area of the bottom of a large box by a scale

beam. Tests on different soils and with different

pressures gave very similar curves, particularly for the

greater depths and eccentricities. Using the Pennsyl-

vania State College data as a basis, Mr. Greathead

plotted the bulb of pressure under a 14-in. pile as shown
in Fig. 3.

It is believed that thus for the first time the distribu-

tion of soil pressure below a footing was given qualita-

tively and quantitatively. A little study of the "bulb of

ndcrvtand bow a toil caa
tyfrmir mpr»mtHng the -»«d

'« b radoetd
* MttlCflMBl.

and reacttlcoMnU.

tic expaiMion of the

pres.sure" wt!! f- ' '•

take Kreat pi.

over Much a y

to a value t>

The bulb al

When the loa-J .....
bulb ta.:eM place, but in no doinfr it partly brcalu (knm.
It in formed affain at a lower \evtl try a rcapplicatioo of
the load. An examination of th# halh of pr>.<iiiur» dis-
closes furth*- 'ecloao*
rie.s.s of the - c^f it*

top, and that in no Henne ha.0 earth in this condition
liquid properties and that it iii a true aolid. It ahow*
aLso that a footing can be approached doaely vritbout
encountering lateral pre«.sure.

The formation of the hulb of preaaare haa bacn
photographed by a camera placed before the gkut froot

FIG. 5. PRETEST CiU.NDIil:^; IN I NLiliU'LVNlXu i^Oa
KrU.N-U EB lUIl.l'l.N';

FIG. 4.' JACKS MAINTAIN LOAD ON FOUNDATION TILES

of a box within which sand wa^ compacted by a super-

imposed block. An in.'^peition of fine wet snnd sub-
jected to a pressure of -10 tons per square foot revaakd
that it became quite dry, had a vertical cleavage and in

fact had been turned into an incipient sandstone.

The data shown in Figs. 1 to 3 were accumulated pre-

vious to 1916. Recent in\ -

mittee on stresses in raw

Society of Civil EnKineer;« a'

Kngineoring Association have d

ividence. They indicate that the \

way ties, whether of broken stoisi. .

-howed truly elastic qualities. The
found the pressures on the killast at \ar.ou3 depClM

below the ties and published a lii.Tcram of tbeM pren-

.^ures similar to, but not as civ- . that of Fig. S.

A correct understanding of tbv .- of a spread foot-

ing leads directly to an understanding of all other t>-pea

of footing, such as piles and caissons. Elach pile.

cylindrical or tapiering. forms a bulb of pressure. If

the pile is cylindrical, the bulb is For a

tapering pile the bulb e.xtends aio; .t is on

the same projected area as that formed by a cylindrical

.1 com-
. .:erican

ui Raitwa>'

confirming

>w the rail-

' -^r <and.
-« abo
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pile of the same cross section. A group of piles forms

a large spread footing through overlapping bulbs of

pressure, which simply transfer the load to a layer of

soil at the base of the piles. If the bearing value of the

entire area is sufficient little settlement takes place ; but

if insufficient there will be a general settlement over

the whole area. Placing more piles within the original

area will do little good..

A splendid opportunity in 1915-17 was given for appli-

cation of this recent knowledge. Only about 20 per cent

of an unprecedented underpinning job on William St.,

New York City, had been completed, and the worst
buildings had still to be underpinned by the use of 14-in.

sectional steel piles. The assessed valuation of these

buildings was about $40,000,000 and the frontage 3,000

ft. It was seen that if the "rebound" were eliminated,

FIG. 6. FOUNDATION CYLINDERS W^ITH WEDGING
POSTS IN PLACE

the problem would be solved, and the bulb of pressure

retained permanently below each sectional pile. To
accomplish this result (see Fig. 4) the load of the jacks

was maintained on the pile until the wedging beams
were securely placed, the rebound being held down to

about iV-in. whereas the full rebound is about i-in. Re-

application of the loads showed no settlement of the pile

up to the original test load, but only a negligible elastic

compression of the bulb. Observations were kept over

long periods by means of the Berry sctrain gage with

the same result.

The first application of this method gave wonderfully

good results, the Bank of America settling only J-in.

during the whole process of going under the footings,

underpinning piers up to 600 tons in weight, cutting off

half of the footings and excavating 20 ft. below them.

The Kuhn-Loeb Building, a 20-story structure, was
underpinned in a similar way, the front row of piles

being almost entirely exposed, as shown in Fig. 5. In

this method of underpinning the loads were carefully

computed and each 14-in. cylindrical pile was assigned

a load of about 40 tons, but to give a definite factor of

safety each pile was tested to about 60 tons.

The application to a new building came next at

William and John Sts., where a stratum of fine sand

extends to a depth of about 140 ft. A new 20-story build-

ing was projected, but would have to be at least two
stories high within a few months after the property was
acquired so as to anticipate the zoning law, which on

that street would permit of an 11-story building only.

All the material below the footings was quicksand.

The architect observing the success of the under-

pinning methods along William St. appealed to the con-

tractor's engineers to help him out, which they did by
devising what is now known as the "Pretest" system of

foundation. This system applies the knowledge acquired,

as described in this article, and also the technique of

underpinning. But knowledge is science and technique

is art, and science and art should go hand in hand.

This work presented three unusual features: (1) The
erection of a building simultaneously with the construc-

tion of the foundation ; (2) the securing of a foundation

with a definite factor of safety; (3) the reduction of

settlement to low limits. It is believed that all

these were accomplished with resulting economy for the

owners of the building. The methods employed were
described in the Engineering News-Record of Dec. 6,

1917, p. 1060. Briefly, backfilling was placed over the

cylinders, with wood posts resting on the cylinders and
embedded in the fill, a concrete girder being then cast

on this backfilling and posts. The steel grillages were
then placed and erection was started. As the work pro-

gressed, the backfill was removed and the cylinders were
loaded successively by hydraulic jacks. When the de-

sired load was reached, I-beam posts were placed be-

tween the pile head and the base of the girder. After

thse had been wedged tight the jack was removed and

the I-beams were concreted.

The erection progress was slower than had been

expected, so that by the time the building was eighteen

stories high all the cylinders had been tested, wedged
and corrected. A group of cylinders with wedging
posts ready for correction is shown in Fig. 6. A 50-ton

load was assigned to each 19-in. cylinder, but each was
tested to 70 tons to give a factor of safety. Similar

foundations have been used in three additional cases.

It is believed that the "pretest" system of foundations

owes its success to the proper application of the prin-

ciples set forth in this article.

Building Activities in 1919
In view of the present unusual conditions in the

housing situation, a report just issued by the U. S.

Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, on

building operations in the larger cities of the country

in 1919, by Jefferson Middleton, is of interest. This

report shows the number and cost of buildings erected

in 128 cities, classified by the character of the prin-

cipal material entering into their construction.

In these cities there were 186,933 new operations,

costing $951,047,495; 131,729 additions, alterations, or

repairs, costing $171,024,832; and 20,846 miscellaneous

operations, costing $15,246,422.

In 141 cities 365,972 permits were issued or build-

ings erected in 1919, representing a cost of $1,302,998,-

607. Approximately the same cities reported 210,538

building operations in 1918, costing $430,041,365, and

the record for 1919 thus shows an increase of 155,434,

or 74 per cent, in operations, and of $872,984,242, or

203 per cent, in cost. The average cost per operation

in 1919 was $3,560.
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Trend of Highway Development—A Survey
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Indiana's Practice

THIS is the eighth of a series of articles on the high-
way situation. It discusses chiefly the task of

bringing, by maintenance, the old gravel and dirt

road system into a serviceable state prior to final im^
provement.

The ninth article of the series will appear in next
iveek's issue.—Editor.

INDIANA this year has regenerated a large mileage
of its state highway system by maintenance. Im-

portant roads have been paved and pavement construc-

tion will be extended, but maintenance is the more
notable accomplishment; (1) Because it has involved

ONE TYi'E OF INDIANA HIGHWAY TAKEN OVER
FOR MAINTENANCE

reconstruction to an extent which ordinarily is not

comprehended in maintenance; and (2) because it had

to be inaugurated by an organization in process of cre-

ation under limitations of directing personnel which

have thrown an ungenerous burden on the department's

heads. As a working organization the state highway

commission is virtually only eighteen months old and

all of the routes of the state highway system have not

been definitely located. These facts also have affected

maintenance practice.

In 1920 Indiana took over approximately 3,600 miles

of highway, to be improved and maintained by the state.

Except for a small scattered mileage bf pavement, these

state highways were gravel or earth roads. Ordinarily

the gravel roads, except on certain main routes, were

not of modern high-class gravel construction ; many of

them were little more than gravel surfaced trails.

Formerly these roads had been maintained by the coun-

ties. With state control in prospect, the counties had

for a season or two done little maintenance work.

When, therefore, the state highway department assun.ed

the task of maintenance, the roads as a whole were in

bad repair. Maintenance in many cases involved virtual

reconstruction, including widening, ditching and re-

surfacing.

Obviously, highway maintenance, as practiced in 1920

in Indiana and as it must continue, under present plans,

to be practiced until the roads are substantially recon-

structed is a quite different task than it is in states

having gravel and earth roads completed to permanent

grade prior to maintenance. Emphasis of this fact is

important, if a clear conception is to be had of the trend

of hijfhway development in Ir ' id thu emphasis
is jfiven F>e.st by views of actu. lance o<peration«.

The di.stre.sHinj? state of repair .4iov,n by Fig. 1 was
not common but it was enf')nr*.rr*»<] and many miles of
road had to he provided Jdem and ditches, as
shown in Fiff. 2, before :; -

•• i" »>•• •f^i" 'ense
was po.,sible.

Organization for maintenanr^: :- a . :
'. ^.xXxxA

system. Under the chief enKi' •»••'• <>^. r:.:. •• r •: are
five division engineers each in charge of u '^-rr 'orial

division of the state roads. Each divi.^ion ery^.'/.^^r has
under him five or more superintendents each in charge
of half a dozen or more patrolmen, a mechanic and two
or more special gang foremen. The equipment of a
patrol is a motor truck, a light blade grader, two drags,
a plow and small tools. In the exten.sive reconjt ruction
work of this year gangs have often been grouped and
labor and equipment exchanged, but the plan pennits
of true patrol organization involving personal respon-
sibility for distinct sections of highway as the roads
are put in .shape for maintenance.

The funds available for maintenance are f
mobile license fees and the inheritance tax. ( •

tion is financed by a one-mill tax on real property. At
present the future amount of this fund is in doubt, it

being held by the tax conunissioner that the tax applies

only on the original assessed valuatio;. ' ' '.» about

half the present assessed valuation. L . will be

required to clarify this situation. Wii :. on the

tull valuation, construction funds in , ^uld ap-

proximate $12,000,000. The total Federal aid available

is $4,726,239 and of this $2,724,271 is now covered by

project agreements. In county work this year, there

have been unusual financial difficulties. Counties in

many instances have been unable to market their km-

MAINTEN.VNCK GE.NEKAl.LY iwwi.v
DlTCHtNO

interest bonds and projects have been held op often

after contracts had been let and ct-'- run.

It is, for these various reasons. th< ^ 'hat

clarifying legislation is needed to place highway devel-

opment on a definite basis financially.

With about 210 miles of pavement under contract a

little over 75 miles were '

1 in 1920. Transpor-

tation shortage of mater.. '^;' the sm.all percent-

age of construction. The pr^ bridge work has

been even less favorable. Tiu. .:
•;on difficulties in

obtaining commercial materials is leading to serious

study of local pit development and, jv^rticularly. of

methods of using pit-run gravel. The specifications now

hold rigidly to definite ratios of sand and gravel, so
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their modification in respect to aggregate mixtures is

among the possible developments. Paving methods, as

111 most other states, continue along old lines.

Indiana is in the process of finding herself in state

highway improvement. Her greatest obstacle appears

iij be difficultj' in appraising the magnitude of the task

before the highway department. A sort of penury has

been practiced, therefore, in building up the technical

directing organization which has put too heavy a bur-

den of detail on the directing heads. Breadth of organi-

zation needs to be secured. With legislation which will

clarify uncertainties in financing road work, this policy

will set highway development in the ways of modern

practice.

Cross-Sectioning With Stadia Arc
By F. W. Medaugh

Dept. of • Kngineering, .Tohns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

IN MEASURING cross-sections for the railway

valuation work of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission the value of the Beaman stadia arc has been

demonstrated. A light instrument was used, consist-

ing of a telescope mounted upon a small revolving

plate supplied with a central circular bubble and fitted

to a head similar to that used for leveling plane tables.

Attachments for the telescope were the bubble, clamp,

slow motion sci'ew and stadia arc attachment. Readings

were taken in the customary manner by setting the zero

Jnsfrumenf

m
CC.C.e&St-.L.Ry.

^^..^ In+erurban

C.C.C.ecSt.L.Ry.Yard ^^^^Sz'^^-.A Q^^^'^f^^^

DIFFICULT CROSS-SECTION WORK

poinf of the telescope upon an even graduation of the

stadia arc and then recording the stadia reading above

the arc reading and the rod reading to the left. To
increase the accuracy the stadia constant was added

mentally each time, and when the vertical angle was
large the rodman held a small level against the rod in

order to have it plumb.

The chief difficulty was indefiniteness of the origi-

nal ground line. At the top of cuts the original

examination showed generally a dark line due to decay-

ing vegetable matter of the original top soil. In other

places the upper toes of fills were covered by soil washed
from the surrounding hillside, rendering it practically

impossible to tell where the original surface had been.

The rodman then held his rod at the present toe and
the recorder added to the rod reading an amount based

upon the topography of the surrounding slopes.

A recorder, an instrumentman and a rodman com-
posed the cross-section party. In rough country the

recorder carried a light 6-ft. rod and gave readings on
one side of the roadbed, thus increasing the speed of the

party. The readings were recorded on sheets kept in

a large loose-leaf binder, a carbon copy being made for

the railroad. On small cuts and fills many of the read-

ings were taken with the telescope horizontal. The
instrumentman then mentally subtracted the height of

the instrument (usually 5 ft.) from the road reading

and called out the result to the recorder. Thus the notes

showed the cut or fill with respect to the base of rail.

All readings taken with the telescope inclined were
reduced in the office with the aid of a table, but as most
of the shots were comparatively short it was not neces-

sary to have a very extensive reduction table. The
stadia distances from zero to 50 ft. were placed iij the

column to the left, while the Beaman arc readings were
placed at the top of double columns, from which the

horizontal distance and difference in elevation could be
read directly. When calculating the difference in eleva-

tion, the computer had to take into account the rod read-

ing and the height of instrument, and had also to

remember that Beaman arc readings between zero and
50 gave negative values, while readings between 50 and
100 gave positive values. To facilitate the use of the

table it was mounted on a large wooden roller in such
a way that the distances and elevations moved past the

stationary Beaman arc readings as the operator revolved

the roller.

In level country it was questionable which was the

better method of taking measurements, by stadia and
Beaman arc or by hand level and cloth tape. The former
method was a little more accurate in reading elevations,

but was not quite as rapid, even though many of the

instrumentmen were extremely expert. In many light

fills made from side borrow by scrapers there was no
sharp line of demarcation between side of fill and side

of borrow pit. Measurements could be made then much
more rapidly with the hand level and tape, for the dis-

tance could be taken to the approximate toe of fill and
the rodman could then hold his rod on the original

ground on the lar side of the borrow pit while the

elevation was being read.

If the country was at all rough, however, the use of

the stadia and the Beaman arc was found in most cases

to effect a decided saving of time, in special cases at

least 50 per cent. When double lines of box cars

obstructed the sights it was a simple matter to set the

instrument on the roof of a car to take the section,

being careful to locate the position of the instrument

with respect to the center lines both as regards distance

and elevation. This procedure was specially valuable in

yards where there was constant shifting of cars so

that measurements with a tape would be attended with
danger and loss of time.

A specially difficult problem solved successfully in this

way was the measurement of the grading quantities of

the Big Four yards at Wabash, Ind., as shown in the

accompanying view. The main line here was in 40 to

50 ft. of cut and was separated from the yard by a
mass of rock. The yard tracks were partly in cut and
partly on fill, the fill sloping down to an interurban line

and then into the bed of an abandoned and partly filled

canal. The computers were furnished by the railroad

with notes giving the original ground line and the close-

ness with which this line fitted the section taken spoke

well for the accuracy of the work.

South American Ties for Pennsylvania R.R.
Investigation of the hardwoods of Central and South

America as material for ties is to be made by the Penn-

sylvania System in view of present high prices of ties

in this country, the cost and life of the tropical woods
being the main points. Under normal conditions this

railway requires from 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 ties an-

nually and the average net cost has risen 100 per cent

since the beginning of the war, according to an official

statement.
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An Analysis of the Proposal to Establish a National
Department of Public Works

By Lieut.-Col. C. O. Shtorill
Corps of ICngineers, U. S. Army. Wrshlnvton. I>. C.

THE proposal to create a Department of Public-

Works has been urged for many years by members
of the engineering and contracting professions, with
the avowed purpose of bringing under one head all

engineering and construction activities carried on by the

U. S. Government. Although advocated for many years

by individuals, it is only since April, 1919, that this

question has been actively taken up and advocated by

engineering societies and contractors' associations with

a carefully organized propaganda directed by the

National Public Works Department Association. The
activities of this association have led to the introduc-

tion in the U. S. Senate and House of Representatives

of a bill to create a Department of Public Works,
known as the Jones-Reavis Bill (S-2232, H.R.-6649).

The most important provision of the bill consists in

the conversion of the Department of the Interior into

a Department of Public Works, and the placing in that

department of all engineering, construction and related

activities now distributed throughout the various

departments and independent bureaus of the Govern-

ment. It also provides that the secretary of this

department must be atJpointed from the engineering

profession; that each assistant secretary must also be

specially qualiiied by training and experience for his

particular service; that the tenure of the assistant

secretaries in office is for life or good behavior, subject

to removal only for inefficiency or malfeasance in office,

or physical disability. These assistant secretaries are

to be charged respectively—one with all governmental

matters of engineering design and construction; one

with all governmental architectural design and construc-

tion; one with all governmental scientific work and

surveys; and one with all governmental land and legal

matters. In other words, one assistant secretary must

be an engineer; one an architect; one a mapping expert;

and one a lawyer.

Objects of Bill

The ends to be accomplished by, this bill as set forth in

the propaganda of the Public Works Department

Association are briefly as follows:

To create an industrial organization along the lines fol-

lowed so successfully by American industries; to secure

centralization with resultant Icrge economies of overhead;

to eliminate rivalry and competition for appropriations; to

provide a special technical organization to do engineerinjf

work for other departments; to secure standardization and

simplification of Government contracts and specifications;

to provide a complete business organization available in tnse

of war for its construction activities; to render aid to the

budget system; to serve as a regulator of our national indus-

tries; to provide a means of broader training for the Corps

of Engineers, U. S. Army; to bring the United States mto

line with other important countries in having a Public

Works Department; to provide for co-ordinated technical

research.

The advocates of the Department of public works

cite, as the nrincipal reasons for the creation of such

a department, the following: That there would be

improvement in the administrative organization of the

national government; that efficiency would be promoted

in overhead administration, that duplication of effort

would be avoided, with K- m Of pfauit and
personnel, and with the «ta . of upcrtftesUoiM
and procedure: that economy and efficiency of th« oChtr
departments relieved of public worlw would be pro-
moted; that a permanent corps of civilian enffiMcn
would be created that would be of ^reat public advmntaf*
both in peace and in war.

It is argued that the admini.strative branch of Um
federal government ha.s grown up piecemeal, on no wefl-

thought-out plan, with the result that as the gorem-
ment activities have extended their scope, many incon-
sistencies of assignment of functions have resulted, with
much overlapping and lack of co-ordination. One of the
strongest points made by the advocatee of this measure
is that there will be a single head to aD the related

activities of the Government alo.ig enjrineering and con-

struction lines, apparently allowing the elimination of
duplication not only of work done, but of organization.

personnel and plant.

Arguments Against the Creation
OF THE Department

The principal arguments against the creation of this

Department of Public Works have been well .sununariaed

by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States in

its referendum submitted to the component chambem of
commerce throughout the United States, March 30. 1980.

which resulted in the rejection of the proposal. These
are briefly as follows:

(a) The proposal is too vague :. 'iit« for adoptioo.
especially as definiteness and e\ . •> vuppoacd to b*
fundamental qualities of pruposa. ^-loecrs.

(b) While reorganization of . tics of the
federal government might well '-n by Con-
gress in the interest of logii . .t, soch re-

organization should be based ^, — :ul examiaa-
tion of the governmental functions for which tbass
departments were brought :nto beinjr. ar.J not by • piece-
meal consideration, as proposed by tr ;ch an effort

having an inevitable tendency to rr . y new non-
essential departments of g' ' at u Hme when ih'
number of Cabinet officers it as to form an un-
wieldy body. Instances of ' -'-"tenU havinc
an equal or greattr merit t rks Depart-
ment are: Department of }'. '<f Pub!:.-

Health, Department of Pub'
Navigation, Department of 1

of the proposal are already
the placing of all constructu
nient in the hands of the (.\>rp- > i

petuation of an additional and un:.

Division within *'•
'

''•—
(c) The in» ir»-

neering and v ,>o-

strated.

(d) Economy would not b^ pmmotwf. but experiditaree

would, on the
.' 'the bOTMiua

of this new do - • larie or-

ganization of iiriK "' '"-'rad

of allowing each >i njr

work incident to r.. , ,...._ rka

Department will have to be calieil in no
matter how trit!ing. as for instance, n • ^ne

line for the Forest Servii-e. whio no

longer be constructed by its own cr-

wise engaged.
(e) The Public Works Department at best would be a

misnomer, as the United States does not have public works
of the kind described by the proponents of the measure of
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sufficient importance and suitable for transfer to warrant

the setting up of a new Department of Public Works, nor

to justify its head having a place in the Cabinet. This

department suggests strongly public ownership and opera-

tion of utilities not now apparent.

(f) The governmental departments can in other and more
appropriate ways secure competent engineering services.

This appears to be an effort to increase the permanence,

compensation and emolument of one class of government em-

ployees, viz., engineers, at the expense of all other classes.

(g) Governmental organization must for success be func-

tional, and engineering is not a function, but rather one of

the branches of technique of governmental functions. En-

gineering is a profession which exists solely for the assist-

mce it can render in the accomplishment of purposes wholly

apart from engineering. The head of a government depart-

ment utilizes professional services of lawyers, engineers, ac-

countants and of various other professional and technical

men to assist him in carrying out the functions of his de-

partment, but there is no reason why these functions should

be subordinated to any of these branches of service

technique.
, .

(h) There are many other special objections that will

arise from such a concentration of engineering work to be

done for other departments, an example being the Office of

Indian Affairs, whose function is the guardianship and trus-

teeship of Indians while they are being brought to the

status of citizens. This trusteeship controls more than a

quarter of a billion dollars' worth of property. The ab-

surdity of having the trustee withdraw altogether in favor

of a lawyer or engineer because legal or engineering ques-

tions from time to time have to be settled by the trustee, is

self evident. Responsibility for the performance of govern-

mental functions should be made more definite, not dis-

persed. If the execution of engineering or construction

work is placed in one department, and a purpose to which

the work contributes in another department, there will in-

evitably be a diminution of official responsibility upon the

official charged with the accomplishment of the purpose.

Giving the department head his own professional assistance

may mean some duplication, but the advantage to the public

in having a public duty expeditiously and properly fulfilled

and iri having some one person whom it can hold exactly

responsible for any failure far outweigh any such duplica-

tion.

At first glance and on theoretical grounds solely, the

proposal to establish a Department of Public Works to

handle all the construction and engineering activities of

the government is one that naturally makes a strong

appeal to the public at large. To say that one, rather

than a number of different heads, shall direct all work

of similar nature under the government is a principle

to which no one can consistently object, unless there

are other and more potent reasons why such concentra-

tion should not talce place. Since all engineering and

construction activities have a certain similarity, it

might require but little argument to convince the

uninformed on matters of govermental policy that a

separate department to handle all these matters should

be established, I am prepared to go even further and

say that if the disadvantages that will result from such

consolidation are not greater than the advantages to be

secured, then such consolidation might well be made.

Two Classes of Engineering Work

In drafting the bill for the Department of Public

Works, its advocates appear to have lost sight of the

two fundamentally distinct classes of engineering and

construction works carried on by the government, and In

failing to make this distinction they have committed

themselves to an illogical grouping of bureaus in the

proposed department. These two distinct classes of

.'ctivities are:

(a) Engineering and construction activities carried on
for the public at large and as the primary function of the
bureau of service concerned, i.e., the principal business of
the bureau and the reason for its existence.

(b) Those engineering and construction activities carried
on as mere incidents to the primary functions of the de-

partments or bureaus which execute these functions. These
incidental activities vary in magnitude from the most
minute detail to projects involving hundreds of millions of
dollars, and yet, notwithstanding their magnitude, are after
all only incidental to some other primary function.

In the effort of the advocates of the Public Works
Department to make out a good case for a separate

department, they have thrown together a heterogeneous

lot of slightly related independent and incidental activi-

ties under one head, with little regard at all to the real

governmental functions to which these activities are

only incidental. Take the case of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs and the Board of Indian Commissioners; this

bill proposes to place these bureaus under the Depart-

ment of Labor, while taking from them their engineer-

ing, construction and survey work carried on as an
incident of caring for the Indians. In other words, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs is the trustee for the Indians

and is responsible to Congress for their welfare, and
yet it is at the outset to be deprived of some of the

most essential means for the accomplishment of that

end, and with no other argument than that all engineer-

ing and construction activities should be grouped
together under one independent head. The undesira-

bility of such a proposal would be apparent if it were
applied to a trustee in private life, for instance, to the

trustee of a minor child. Who could imagine a case

where a trustee of a child should not direct all legal,

moral or educational activities necessary to care for the

child's interest to the time of its maturity.

Bill Held to Be Inconsistent

The proposed bill is equally inconsistent as to what is

omitted therefrom, as for example, one of the most
costly activities of the Interstate Commerce Commission
is the valuation of railroad properties, largely an

engineer function. Evidently the advocates of this

measure could hardly justify even to themselves the

taking away of this important adjunct to the primary
functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and
yet they have done other things even more radical and
more detrimental to other departments. For instance,

they propose to place the construction work of the

Army in this Department of Public Works on the ground
that its work is largely of a civil engineering nature,

apparently ignoring the fact that the Army does not

construct quarters and storehouses solely to get some-

thing built, but only that troops and supplies may be

protected from the weather and be in constant readiness

for war ; or in other words, the army's construction work
is only incidental to its business of defending the nation.

The General Land Office, however, is left in the

Department of Public Works, although its engineering

and surveying functions are solely an incident, though

an important incident, to its primary function of

administering the public lands of the United States for

the benefits of settlers. The Reclamation Service is

also left in the proposed Department of Public Works,

although the building of dams and drainage ditches is

an incident only to the administration of reclamation

projects and laws for the benefit of settlers on other-

wise arid government land. The National Park Service

is left in the Department of Public Works, as if

its prime object were the construction of engineering

monuments rather than the administration of the

national parks of the United States as playgrounds for

the pleasure and benefit of the people at large.

These inconsistencies in assigning activities are no-
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where more obvious than in the assignment of river and
harbor improvement to the Department of Public Works,
while leaving the Bureau of Lighthouses under the
Department of Commerce. No two activities of the
Government are more closely related than are these or
could be combined under on head with greater advantage.
In fact many of the lighthouse districts have their con-
struction and repair work done at this time under
officers of the Corps of Engineers in charge of river and
harbor work.

The example most frequently given by the Depart-
ment of Public Works advocates of the inconsistency of
the present arrangement of governmental construction
activities is that of the Supervising Architect's Office

in the Treasury Department. The real reason why this

is under the Treasury rather than any other department
is that this department is the largest governmental
user of public buildings in our cities for custom houses,

sub-treasuries, Internal Revenue officies. Federal
Reserve banks, etc. What is more appropriate than
that the Secretary of the Treasury should direct the
construction of the buildings he needs in his business?

Arguments for the Department

The cases above cited are but a few of the many
inconsistencies that result from this effort to bring

together many apparently similar but actually dis-

similar activities to create a Department of Public

Works; and the reason for these inconsistencies arises

from the fact that the advocates of this measure have

failed to realize that there is one and only one vitally

important reason for the creation of governmental de-

partments and bureaus, and that reason is that some
essential governmental function may be carried out for

the benefit of the people of the country. The construc-

tion of engineering works cannot by any means be

classed as a function of government, but only as one

of the many means used by the various governmental

departments in carrying out their proper functions.

This is clearly shown in one of the most prominent of

the arguments for this department, viz., that there are

nine federal departments, thirty-five bureaus, and four

unattached commissions now engaged in engineering

and construction work. This means that every one of

the government departments and nearly all the bureaus

and commissions find it necessary, in the execution of

their primary governmental functions, to do a certain

amount of engineering and construction work, just as

most of them find it necessary to do a certain amount

of legal, educational, commercial and research work, but

if they are to be held responsible for accomplishing the

purposes for which they are created, then they must

be given all of the essential machinery, including con-

struction, for the successful execution of these func-

tions.

Having had some experience as an engineer in the

Army, engaged on construction work, and having also

been in command of troops for whom construction work

is done in the Army, I realize how difficult it is to secure

a proper consideration of the object for which construc-

tion work is done, even in a small organization and

where the engineering and using services are in closest

co-operation and associated under one army head. To

secure the class of construction work necessary for the

different government departments through an entirely

independent and outside agency, such as this Depart-

ment of Public Works, would be almost impossible of
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accomplishment. Such a roundabout and unworkable
arrangement would cau)i« only deiaya, anAoyaiK« aitd
interference with govemmental fuoctiona.

An Assumed Case of Red Tafe

Let u^i afl.Hume a particular caa«: The Amy haa a
battalion stationed at Fort Huachaca. Ariz/jr.a. TTw
battalion commander find.s that in the adr r^
of hi.s battalion it will be necesf^ary for hin. ... li^.e a
company barrack. In order to get this throufh the
Public Work.s Department ? -« necMSttjr
of it to his army departrr at San An-
tonio, who in turn would report ihe mailer to the War
Department. The Secretar>' of War would in lum
report to the Secretary of the Departnieit of Pnhlk
Works that a barrack i.s required at Fort Hoachaca.
The Secretary of the Department of Public Worlu
would tran.smit this information through hia various
intermediate divisions down to hi office nearest to
Fort Huachaca. This official would then made a surrey
and an estimate of the amount of money involved in

this project, and if he N^ere an official of the best type,

would consult with the battalion comriander to see if

their views agreed. If, however, he lid not care to

co-operate in this way, he would mal » up his plana
independently, send them back through all the varioot
intermf diaries to Washington, and so oi to the band
of the Public Works Department, wht would submit
them to the War Department, and thus they would go
back once more to the battalion comman ler. to find cot
if the plans were adapted to his requirements. It can
be readily seen from this simple illustration that it

would be impossible to get the desirec results by a
segregation of construction activities in .'. separate de-

partment, independent of the agency .or which the

construction is being done.

But the segregation of activities in the proposed

department goes much farther than this. In the depart-

ment itself there are to be four main branches, each

under an assistant secretary appointed for life. Before

a cantonment for troops under the Secretary of War
can be built by the Secretary of Public Works, his

assistant secretar>' "A" ; ^ust procure the land and do
all necessary legal work, as.^istant .«»ecretary "B" must

make the required surveys, and assistant .secretary **€"

must then make the necessar>' plans. If any architec-

tural design is involved, assistant 3ecretar>' "D" roust

be called upon to do this before assistant secretary **C*

can begin the work of construction. Before the canton-

ment would be built under this arrangement the war
would be over or the particular battalion out of the

service due to exposure.

Enginfjsr Corps Menaced

Th^ Public Work? Association has devoted roost of

its attention for the past year and a half to the Corps

of Engineers, U. S. Arnv.v, in its propapanda for a

Public Works Departmoi\t. without a : m the

public print from that conservative or^: up to

this time. In fact, a reading of the bill quoted above

discloses that practically as much space is devoted in the

bill itself to the destruction uf the Corps of Engineers

as IS given to all the other i iv^n agencies of

the governmen: combined. It be noted that

whereas all other construction agencies oi'
' :n-

ment are taken into the Department of Pu . rks

bodily, wthout change of their organiiation. in the case
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of the Corps of Engineers the transfer is arranged so

as to take away completely its administrative control

over construction activities, allowing such officers of

the Corps of Engineers as the Secretary of Public

Works may deem necessary to be detailed by the Sec-

retary of War for temporary duty for instruction pur-

poses only in the new department. This proposal to

take away from the Corps of Engineers its diversified

construction activities is moreover emphasized in all

the literature and propaganda that has been issued by

the Public Works Association, making it appear that

this proposal is aimed more at the destruction of the

Corps of Engineers than for the general good of the

government as a whole.

In a thirty-page pamphlet of propaganda issued by

the Public Works Department Association, approxi-

mately five pages are devoted to explaining why the

Corps of Engineers must be destroyed. This is advo-

cated in spite o2 the long and honorable record of

achievement of the Corps, free from political influence

and graft, dating back to Revolutionary days and ex-

tending down to che building of the Panama Canal and

to its construction exploits in France, The question-

able ethics of these attacks on the Corps of Engineers

by the Public Works Department Association seem

entirely unworthy of the professional men by whom
they are advanced.

Again, the advocates of this measure are absolutely

inconsistent, for while urging in one breath the taking

away from the C'orps of Engineers of the construction

activities with which it has been charged by Congress

for over a hun;' ;ed years and which it has carried out

with the cleane.it of records, this association, in the

next breath, to secure efficiency proposes a system of

tenure of office practically identical with that in the

Corps of Engineers and differing solely in the fact that

the officials in one case are commissioned officers, sub-

ject to all the dangers and disabilities of the military

service, and in the other case are officials of this Public

Works Department permanently in Washington. Sec-

tion 7 of this bill undertakes to make the tenure of

office of the assistant secretaries as permanent as is

that of the officers of the Corps of Engineers, but with

none of the advantages to the government of the latter,

due to the possibility of relieving an unsatisfactory

engineer officer from his construction duty without the

necessity of the elaborate procedure prescribed for

renvoving one of the af?sistant secretaries.

Another of the arguments used by the advocates of

this measure is that it will provide an organization of

trained engineers, available for use in war, which is

what the government secures much more efficiently

under its present system of using the Corps of Engi-

neers to as great an extent as possible on the construc-

tion of essential public works in time of peace, in view

of the military as well as civil engineering training of

this body. When these peace-time construction activi-

ties are suspended at the outbreak of war, the Corps of

Engineers is free to carry on all needed construction

work of the Army in the theatre of military operations

and in the United States.

Engineering Council's Committee on Military Affairs,

realizing the importance of utilizing the army engineers

on public works to the fullest extent possible in peace,

as a preparation for war, recently enunciated the follow-

ing principle:

But the bringing together of the two great divisions of
engineering science, military and civil, is only partly done

when there is extended to civilian engineers the opportunity
for gaining experience as military engineers. The full

result will be attained when the military engineers in a
corresponding manner are given the opportunity to become
experienced as civil engineers. To enable the members of
the Corps of Engineers to gain experience in all branches
of civil engineering they should have opportunities for
service on as much as possible of the general construction
work done by the Federal Government, and not be confined
to river and harbor improvements, as has been the cus-

tom. In addition to this, members of the corps should be
assigned for temporary employment with state highway
commissions or private corporations such as railway com-
panies, metallurgical establishments, large contracting firms
or factories where machinery, electrical devices and other
forms of manufactured articles, in which engineers are
interested, are produced and where members of the corps
can become acquainted with all phases of practical opera-
tion.

This would clearly indicate that not only should the

Corps of Engineers continue to execute the public works
functions which it has successfully executed throughout
the past, but that, in the interest of economy and pre-

paredness for war, it should be given added duties of

this nature whenever not decidedly disadvantageous to

the interests of the government to assign it such addi-

tional duties.

The Corps of Engineers is a body of technical men
of high standing, poorly paid but honest, whose lives are

devoted to the public service, free from political influ-

ence; and no possible rearrangement of government
functions can ever do more than to secure a similar

high quality of service from government officials,

whether commissioned or civilian.

In conclusion, it is believed to be established that

there should be no Department of Public Works created

as a new department or out of the Department of the

Interior; that there is a possible necessity of a general

reorganization of the government departments as a

whole, but that any such reorganization should be based

on governmental functions rather than on engineering

technique; that the Corps of Engineers should continue

as in the past to be charged with the execution of public

works of construction to the fullest possible extent, in

the interest of honesty, economy and reparedness for

war.

Investigation of Drill Steel Undertaken

The Bureau of Mines is taking up actively an investiga-

tion of drill steel. Many users of drill steel feel that the

improvements in that product have not kept pace with

the improvements in drilling machines. The matter has
been the subject of recent conferences between Dr. F. G.

Cottrell, the director of the Bureau of Mines, D. A. Lyon,

supervisor of experiment stations, and bureau specialists

with representatives of various types of mining enteprises.

The testimony of users in the districts where the rock is

hard is wholly to the effect that the failure of steel has

become a very serious problem, due to the loss of time on the

part of high-priced labor.

B. F. Tillson, of the New Jersey Zinc Co., has made a

special study of the causes of breakage in drill steel and
will co-ouerate with the Bureau of Mines in the study of the

problem. Mr. Tillson's investigations lead him to believe

that the blows of the drill hammer set up vibrations com-

parable to sound waves and that nodes are caused by the

concentration of these waves at certain points in the drill.

This leads to prompt fracture. When a flaw or sand hole

comes within the area of concentrated wave effect, the

failure of the drill takes place almost immediately.

The Bureau's specialists, who are to be assigned to this

problem, will be sent to the manufacturing plants to discuss

the matter with officials there. A collection is to be made
of broken steel so that the breaks may be studied.

—

'Engineering and Mining Jovrnal.
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Irrigation Water Divided Between
United States and Canada

Under International Agreement Flow of St. Mary
and Milk Rivers Systematically Shared

by Montana and Provinces

By Benjamin E. Jones
Hydraulic Engineer, U. S. Geological Survey. Washington. D. C.

CONTROVERSIES over the division of irrigation

waters in the western United States are frequent.

Similar controversies arose on the St. Mary and Milk
Rivers, in Montana and in Alberta and Saskatchewan,
Canada, previous to 1909, and the fact that the contend-

ing parties lived in different countries did not make it

easier to settle the dispute. This article will tell how an
amicable adjustment was effected by an international

treaty agreement for a division of the flow of the two
streams between the two countries by a joint commission

and how the division is being

made year by year under

the joint supervision of the

directors of the U. S. Recla-

mation Service and the Rec-

lamation Service of Canada.

St. Mary River, in the

Hudson Bay drainage basin,

rises in the mountains- of

Glacier National Park, in

Montana, and flows northward into Canada where its

water is used for irrigation. Milk River, a tributary of

the Missouri, rises in the low hills adjacent to the St.

Mary River drainage basin, flows northward into Can-

ada, turns east, and finally, after flowing 216 miles in

Canada, returns southward to the United States. The
size of the drainage basins of these two streams, as in-

dicated by the accompanying map, might suggest that

Milk River would yield the larger flow, but a study of

the character of the two drainage areas, as illustrated

in the photographs here reproduced, shows why the

glacier-fed St. Mary is a much better irrigation stream

than the Milk, whose upper tributaries reach only as

far as the foothills of the Rocky Mountains and whose

lower valley is a dry prairie. As a result, during periods

of long-continued drought, when irrigation is most

necessary. Milk River goes dry, while the snows on the

mountain peaks that drain into the St. Mary are melted

by the hot summer sun, and the maximum flow occurs at

that time.

In 1901 or earlier the U. S. Reclamation Service, then

a part of the U. S. Geological Survey, proposed to rem-

edy this condition on Milk River by diverting the water

of St. Mary River into the basin of the Milk, where it

could be used to irrigate land in the lower end of Milk

River Valley in Montana. After years of discussiof: an

agreement between the United States and Canada was

reached in 1909, and a treaty was made, under which the

water of the two streams was divided equally between

the two countries with one exception. To protect the

rights of irrigators who prior to the making of the

treaty had begun to use the water of the two rivers, a

prior right to 500 sec.-ft. of St. Mary River, or so much

of that amount as constitutes three-fourths of the

natural flow of the river, was given to Canada, and a

like priority on Milk River was given to the United

States. As during the irrigation season there is nearly

always more than 500 8«c.-ft. in St. Mary River, and
very .seldom that much in Milk River, thiji exception wa*
somewhat in Canada'^ favor. But Canada had bwii
u.sing St. Mary Ri\er water, and the United Stat«« that
of Milk River, so t'u.H adju.stment waa fwobabljr titlTtrf
because it .seemed t* be the be«t one that waa practicable.

The ac'ual division of the water waa to be carried out
under the direction of an International Joint Commia-
sion establi.shed by the treaty.

In 1917, the U. S. Reclamation
"

-ompleted it*

canal from St. Mary River to the •

-. Milk River
divide, and in May, 1918, the International Joint Com-
mission met and issued a provisional order for the divi-

sion of water for that year, A provisional order was
necessary because different interpretations of certain

parts of the treaty had been made in the two countrica.

Hearings and arguments on the questions at iaaoe.

v.hich have not yet been decided, fill three large pub-
lished volumes, besides a ma.s.H of testimony, brief», etc .

1. ST. MAKY AND MILK I'.IVEU DKAI.NAUE ARE.CS
OVERL..\PPING INTERX.VTIOX.VL BOl'XDAKT

FIG.

The smaller drainage «>-.-> k. , moe of Its location tn th«
tairis, has the lart^t-r yi'

'

' International ag i atfwt aad
Jurisdiction the two str <ag>Kl and th«!r floiw dtvtdad
(see text) between Irrm.L. , .;ctj tn th« atatr of Montmna
and the provinces of Alt>vriii aitU Saakatcbcwao.

filed but not printed. A deci.sion by the commisaion on

the disputed points is expected soon. To carr>- out the

orders of the commission, the United States named A. P.

Davis, director of the United Stales Reclamation Serv-

ice, as its representat: 'e, and Canada named E. F.

Drake, director of the Reclamation Ser^'ice of Canada.

These two men, through their engineers in the fiekl.

divide the waters of the two rivers in accordance wivh

the order of the commission.

The main engineering problem involved in the divi-

sion is the accurate mecusurement of the quantity of

water flowing in the streams and canals and the deter-

mination of the time required for water to travel given

distances along the river l>ed3 and canals. For deter-

mining the flow of streams that cross the international

boundary, the Reclamation Sers'ice of Ca.ada and the

U. C. Geological Survey have maintained joint stations

since 1912, an' there are at present nine such statioaa

on these two rivers or their tributaries, and on the

U. S. Reclamation Service canal diverting from St Mar-
River. The cost of installation is borne equally by the

two countries, and in the operation o( the stations meas-

urements are made at frequent intervals by engineers

from both sides. At the end of the season the results

are worked up jointly by the two orga: In ad-

dition to these co-operative stations .^.re m^
arately operated in the two river basins by the repreaoi-

tatives of each of the two governments.
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FIG^. TO VIEWS Ox\ ST. AlAKY Aa\L) MILK RIVERS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
(2) Gage shelter and control on Swiftcurrent Creek at Many

Glacier, Mont. (3) Gaging station on St. Mary River at interjia-
tional boundary. (4) Typical view of St. Mary River drainage
area, early July. (5) Upper Milk River at Pendant de Orielle

Police Post, Alberta. Note the contrasting character as regards
water yield of the St. Mary River drainage area views (2), C3),
(4) and the Milk River drainage area view (5).

After satisfactory measurements of the stream flow

are obtained the problems involved in the actual division

of the water under the commission's order are not diffi-

cult. First, it is necessary to determine the natural

flow of St. Mary River, as Sherburne reservoir (see

Engineering News-Record, Feb. 21, 1918, p. 366) con-

structed and operated by the United States, is on Swift-

current Creek, one of its principal tributaries. The
water entering the reservoir comes mainly from two
streams, so that by installing on these streams gaging
stations equipped with water-stage recorders, it is pos-

sible to get a very close estimate of the daily inflow.

Comparison of the inflow with the outflow gives the

amount daily stored or released by the United States.

The natural flow at the international boundary is then
determined from the measured flow plus the amount
diverted above, with proper allowance for storage.

Seepage losses in the St. Mary Canal are measured at

three stations equipped with Stevens and Gurley gages.

Measurements at these stations also show the amount
of water diverted from St. Mary River to Milk River by
the United States. As the seepage loss in the upper
half of the canal returns directly to St. Mary River and
can be rediverted by Canada, the records of the middle
station on the canal, where it crosses St. Mary River,

are used for purposes of division. The water received

by Canada is measured at a gaging station at the inter-

national boundary. Canada also maintains stations

showing the amount diverted from St. Mary River in

that country and at a station near the mouth of the river

showing the water not utilized for irrigation. The city

of Lethbridge takes its municipal supply from the river

near its mouth.

On Milk River the main determinations necessary are

the natural flow of the river, the inflow from the tribu-

taries, particularly the large tributaries from the north

whose courses lie in both countries, and the seepage loss.

An interesting problem, although it is not international

in character, is the determination by the U. S. Recla-

mation Service of the natural flow of Milk River below

Havre, Mont., allowance being made for losses by seep-

age and evaporation. The natural flow of Milk River

during the irrigation season is nearly all subject to old

claims of private companies and individuals, but the

diverted St. Mary River water belongs to the Milk River

project of the Reclamation Service. On Milk River sta-

tions are maintained on North Fork above and below
the point where the St. Mary water enters, and the flow

at the upper station combined with that at a station on

South 1 ork of Milk River gives the natural flow at the

upper end of Milk River. Farther down stream are sta-

tions at the town of Milk River, in Canada; at the east-

ern crossing of the international boundary, where the

stream returns to the United States, and at Havre,

Mont., above all diversions in the United States. Dur-
ing dry seasons those stations show' the seepage losses

in over 300 miles of river channel, for at such times

there is practically no inflow between the upper and
lower stations. During wet years a large number of

tributary streams must be measured. The losses by
seepage and evaporation in 1919 amounted to about 100

sec.-ft., out of 400 sec.-ft., flowing at the upper end of

the river. During very hot spells this loss increases

somewhat, and in fact the influence of temperature on

losses is marked.

Other gaging stations are maintained along the inter-

national boundary on the principal tributaries of Milk

River from the north, Lodge and Battle creeks and

Frenchman River. To acquire general information for

the Milk River project, the southern tributaries of Milk

River are measured, as well as the main canals. A sta-

tion at Vandalia dam, below the last diversion, shows the

amount of water not utilized for irrigation from the

Milk River drainage basin.
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In dividing the water, estimates of daily discharge
are ordinarily made at intervals of about one week, but
during periods of rapid fluctuation daily computations
are necessary. Any discrepancies in the division of the
water are thus discovered and corrected in the course
of a few days. Tables are prepared showing the inflow
and outflow from Sherburne Lake, the natural flow of
the rivers, the amount to which each country is entitled,
and the water received by each. If either is receivinj?

less than its share under the treaty the headgates of
the canals or the gates at the reservoir are adjusted.
The accompanying table is a sample of the state-

ments supplied to the irrigation officials of Canada.
Those for the United States are similar except that the
last two columns relate to the United States.

DIVISION OF ST. MABY river WATER BETWEEN CANADA AND
THE UNITED STATES. AUGUST 3-7. 1919

(Quantities in Second-Feet)

St. Mary Naurtal ' Canada's
Diverted River How Excess
by U. S. at Stored St. Mary (+) or
R. S. Bound- Water River at Canada's Defi-

Date Canal ary Total Released Kimball Share ciency (—

)

3 389 470 859 203 656 492 —22
4 389 480 8()9 198 671 500 —20
5 386 475 861 233 628 471 + 4
6 385 470 855 259 596 447 +23
7 385 457 842 257 585 439 +18
The first co'umn shows the water diverted by the United States, the second

that received by Canada; the sum is the amount of water in the river. From this is

subtracted the stored water released, to give the natural flow of the river, fro.-n
which is determined the share of each country.

As a rule the quantity of water flowing at any station

is determined from the gage-height records of water-

stage recorders by means of a station rating table, which
is kept up to date by frequent current meter measure-

ments. The field work of dividing the water has been

carried on now for practically three years without mis-

understanding or disagreement, with no complaint from
either side, and although the division must continue as

long as the water of the two rivers is used for irrigation

the lapse of time should make the possibility of dis-

agreement more and more unlikely.

In the United States, the stream gaging is done by

the U. S. Geological Survey in co-operation with the U.

S. Reclamation Service. In Canada, it is carried on

by the Reclamation Service of Canada. The actual

division of water is made by representatives of the Rec-

lamation Service of each country, and the writer acted

in that capacity for the U. S. Reclamation Service in

1918 and 1919. The photographs accompanying this

article were taken by R. J. Burley, assistant director of

the Reclamation Service of Canada.

Insects Destroy More Timber than Do Fires

The average annual loss of yellow pine in Klamath

and Lake Counties, Ore., from insects is 150,000,000

board feet, worth $250,000, or 300 times the averai>e

annual fire loss. Fully 8 per cent of the yellow pine

timber in private ownership has been killed in the past

six years, according to the forest entomologist of the

Oregon Experiment Station. The principal enemy is

the western pine dark brown beetle, which bores through

the bark and excavates long, winding galleries in the

soft formative tissue next to the bark; the tree is

girdled and its sap flow thus cut off. Epidemic infesta-

tions occur in cycles of four to five years, when 6 to 8

per cent of the trees may be killed. For eradication

both state and federal funds are said to be insufficient.

Bituminous Surfacinsr for Plank
Highway liridjct- Floors

PoBtpone.s Renewal of Old HndinrH by fruducinc
Light, Ea.Hily .Maintained Hoor—Stiff

Construction EiMcntiaJ

By M. W. TORKELaON
Bridre E:nffin«er. Wtscofwtn Uisbwaj C«mmihatm, Maitaaa

rs'
THE years 1914 and 1915 the preiraninf prtee for

steel bridges erected in Wi.vronflin wu Icm th^ti Je.
per pound and rein forced-concrete floom cost do
than $10 per cubic yard. Due to the chesfmcM of
construction many old steel bridges in good '^^'^^hn
but provided with wooden fioors were scrmpped and
replaced with new .structures, it being felt that it would
be cheaper in the long run and more ntisfaetory to
tear out an old bridge and build a new on« with con-
crete floor than to maintain the old floor and bridf«.
The rise in the price of materials which has taken place
since then, beginning slowly in 1916 and continoing
rapidly through 1917 and 191S, changed all

• /h
costs of construction have made it necessary •. ^id

bridges in .service as long a-s po.s.xible.

The weak point of the old bridges is the floor, yet
they cannot carry the weight of a reinforced-concrete
floor and have any live-load capacity left. A light.

strong floor which could be maintained otherwise thar
by replacement was necessary. The Wi.scon.'^in •

way Commission first gave this subject conjiid^.:

in 1917.

At that time Mr. Rollman, then county highway
commissioner of Shawano County, at present diristOB
engineer for the Wisconsin Highway Commisaioo at
Green Bay, began the construction of bituminous-
surfaced floors, using laminated units built up froa
2 X 4's set on edge, bolted in place and afterward
covered with a bituminous surfacing. Se\eral of these

were constructed prior to 1917 and are giving satis-

factory service. The Illinois highway departmoit had
also made experiment.** along this hne, and after cor-

respondence with this department the writer visited

several jobs in northern Illinois. Other in^^estigatioos

were made through con-spondence. As a result of

the information gained from these various sources a

memorandum of instructions concerning bitumiooas

floor surfacing was compiled in the spring of 1918 mad
has since that time served as a basis for installing a

number of bituminous wearing surfaces. A standard

plan was also prepared for the laminated floor, which is

now in frequent use in Wiscon.<»in.

Slightly condensed, this memorandum is reproduced

below. It is not contended that the instructions cover

the only method of making successful applications.

There probab'y are many others. In fact, experience

to date makes it appear that no great skill is required

in the construction of bituminous wearing surfaces;

that good results are practically certain if a few funda-

mental requirement's are observed:

1. The ttooT mu.st be tight and the planks Boat be

stiff, so that there is not suflk'ient deflectkn to brsak

the wearing coat In'tween adjacent planks.

2. The bitumen should, preferably, be good, heavy

material. In one instance where a light tar was used

as a seal coat over a heavy tar it appears that the

light tar acted as a flux and was responsible for coo*

sidcrable bleeding later on.
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2"x6"xe''Block

2''x4''5pilrecHogefher! 4'x6"0uara/
"

r J* Bit. Wearing Surface

C.L. Roadway-.

3^""Bolt
'^beiyveen

Secflons

Part Side
Elevation

6"x6"Guard.

to 36" wide j^ „og^,^^ )^ ^-y^,^ ^^

Cross -Section 5ecHon, alternating

TYPE

6''x3"Notch every 4' for Drainage
,Bit Wearing Surface

C.L Roadway

4"x 6"Nailer
Cross - Section

TYPE B

BITUMINOUS SURFACING ON LAMINATED AND PLANK
FLOORS. WISCONSIN STANDARD

3. The bitumen should be applied in light coats and

plenty of absorbent used. Experience will soon indi-

cate just how each should be applied, but the beginner

will do well to use about twice as much absorbent as

he thinks the bitumen can possibly fill. It will be well

to have a supply on hand for future applications in case

there should be bleeding.

Bituminous Protection for Plank Bridge

Floors (Abstract)

4. The application must be made on a clean, dry

surface.

It is possible to protect plank bridge floors very effectively

by means of bituminous carpets, using either tars or

asphalts as the bituminous ingredient.

In using such treatment it is important that the bridge

shall be as free from vibration as possible. To this end all

bridges should be carefully examined to make sure that the

bridge is resting firmly on its bearings. If necessary, the

bearings should be shimmed up to make each take its

proper load.

No one factor is of as great importance in securing suc-

cess as having the plank floor tight. The failures that were

observed resulted in part from an improper mixture of the

ingredients of the coating, but if the floor is not tight it

makes no difference how good the ingredients may be, traffic

will force the bitumen through the cracks, holes will develop

and the protective coating will be lost.

If new planking is to be supplied the planks should by all

means be creosoted, as in this way they will be protected

against rot as well as wear. The Illinois State Highway
Department, which has had considerable experience, recom-

mends that the plank be niatched (shiplapped). Good re-

sults can be secured, however, with ordinary planks. The
planks should in any case be drawn as tight together as

possible and well spiked in place. Cracks between planks

which cannot be filled in any other way should be calked

with jute or oakum. It would also be well in case new
planks are to be supplied to buy these of commercial 4-in.

thickness; commercial 3-in. planks are usually about 21 in.

actual thickness, which is too thin for present-day loads.

Where the bituminous covering is to be applied to plank

floors already on the bridge it is necessary to go to much
more trouble to stop the cracks. In case the planks are

rather far apart, as much as \ in., it will probably be best

to pull the spikes and re-lay the planks. Possibly a little

dressing of the edges of the planks might be helpful. If

the number of wide cracks is not too great it probably

will be economical to fill these with wooden wedges, using

lath or thin lumber from packing cases which will fit snugly

and can be driven between the planks, cut off flush with

their tops, and toe-nailed in place so that by no possibility

can they be forced through. Small cracks should be caulked

with jute or oakum.

Pi'evious to the application of the bitumen care should

be taken to make sure that the planks are clean and dry.

This result can be secured either by sweeping with a good
stiff broom or by scrubbing with water. If it is possible to

use water under pressure this is the best method. Probably
a combination of the washing and the sweeping will be most
effective. In any case the essential thing is to have all

dust, dirt or vegetable matter absent, as these will prevent
the proper adhesion of the bitumen to the planks. A suffi-

cient time should elapse after washing to insure that all

moisture remaining is thoroughly dried out.

Either tars or asphalts can be used as the bituminous
ingredient of the coating. The bitumen should be a good
heavy product, Tarvia A or Tarvia X, Trinidad A or even
heavier asphalts. Where the treatment is to be given to an
uncreosoted plank floor the first application of the bitumen
should preferably be a very thin coat of light tar which can
be applied without heating, such as Tarvia B, which should
be allowed to dry before the succeeding applications are
made. The heavier bitumens should then be applied, using
3 to J gal. per square yard.

The temperature necessary to produce proper results will

vary with the bitumen. Tarvia A should be applied at a
temperature of about 225 deg. F. Trinidad A can often be
applied in warm, weather without additional heating. Some
of the heavier asphalts, on the other hand, will require to

be heated to a temperature as high as 350 deg. The proper
temperature is that at which the bitumen will flow with
reasonable freedom and remain fluid for a sufficient length
of time to permit the proper incorporation of the absorbent.

The application of the absorbent should follow the appli-

cation of the bitumen very closely. The best absorbent con-
sists of screened gravel or stone chips not smaller than
4 in. nor larger than % in. The absorbent should be spread
carefully over the bitumen with a square-pointed shovel to

such a thickness as will just absorb the bitumen applied.

As soon as sufficient of the absorbent has been applied to

make it practicable the absorbent should be worked into

the bitumen by means of a power roller if this is available,

or if not by means of tampers. When thoroughly cooled

make the next application in the same way.
The finished covering should vary in thickness from 1 J in.

to 2 in. at the center of the bridge to J in. at the edges.

This is sufficient for drainage. The Illinois Highway Com-
mission recommends crowning the planks, but the utility

of this appears doubtful when it is considered that no water
can come in contact with the planks. A sufficient number
of coats should be applied to bring the coating to required

thickness, narrowing the applications to produce the crown
effect referred to. Each application should be thoroughly
cool before the next is made. Travel between applications

is not harmful provided the bitumen has cooled off and the

surface is thoroughly cleaned before the next application is

made.
It is equally practicable to use bituminous coatings on

concrete floors. Where the bridge is located on a highway
which is treated with a bituminous covering it is practicable

to continue the bituminous treatment across the bridge.

Panama Tolls Reach Million a Month

September tolls earned by the Panama Canal were

$1,010,166.33, an increase of nearly $74,000 over the

August record, although the number of vessels and craft

decreased from 301 to 274. The net tonnage of the

256 commercial vessels, according to the Panama Canal

Record, was 1,008,785 tons, 57,440 tons greater than

for August. During the fiscal year ending June 30

ordinary expenses, exclusive of depreciation or interest,

for the operation and maintenance of the canal includ-

ing those of civil government and sanitation were

$6,548,272.43. Tolls and other receipts for the same

period were $8,935,871.57. Since 1914 the total excess

of expenses over revenue for operating the Panama

Canal has been $2,231,091.61.
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Borrowing Power and a Fair Return
For Public Utilities

By William G. Raymond
Dean, College of Applied Science, State University of Iowa.

Iowa City

THAT THE fair return on investment in utility

properties properly regulated is from one and one-

third times the going rate for money loaned such utili-

ties with proper security to one and a half times that

rate is the conclusion drawn from the following analysis

if lenders' and borrowers' demand. When one loans

^oney on about the best security that any one knows of,

namely an Iowa farm, mortgage, he intends to loan not

tnore than half of the value of the property mortgaged.
W^hen one loans money to an industrial enterprise he

proceeds on much the same basis. Looking first to the

earnings he lends only so much as shall require an
interest payment equivalent to half the reasonably

certain net earnings of the enterprise. As in the case of

the farm mortgage, the lender requires a value to be

shown by earnings capitalized at his demanded interest

rate equivalent to twice the sum that he is willing to

lend.

Money lent to industrial enterprises is less well

secured than is that lent on farm mortgages, and hence

although a value of twice the mortgage loan may be

ordinary and ample security for a farm loan, twice

the value of a mortgage loan in the case of an industrial

enterprise is about the irreducible minimum because of

the greater risk of the money invested in an industrial

enterprise. Usually somewhat more than a reasonably

certain earning capacity of twice the interest charge

must be shown to secure loans at the ordinary market

rate for money.
The investor who loans to an industrial enterprise by

the purchase of stock, runs greater risk of loss than

he who loans on a mortgage, that is to say, than he who
buys the bonds of the enterprise ; and it would seem to

be reasonable to conclude that he who invests his money
in the stock of the enterprise should expect a reasonably

certain net earning capacity to be shown, over and above

the payment of operating expense and the fixed charges,

of at least twice the lending rate on the money that he

invests, and almost as reasonable to conclude that a

prospect of three or more times the lending rate on

the money which he invests is necessary to induce the

investment. The net earnings need not be all dis-

tributed as dividends—the accumulation of a surplus

is a business necessity even with a utility enterprise.

Utilities Not Free From Risk Element
Money invested in a public utility is supposed to be

somewhat less hazardously invested than that invested

in other entirely independent, free from control, enter-

prises. In theory this is probably true, albeit in prac-

tice it often proves to be untrue. The public, in spite

of its oft time carelessly and sometimes wilfully unfair

demands on its utilities, believes that because of their

monopolistic or somewhat monopolistic character they

are less risky enterprises than other independent, free

from control, undertakings, and hence should demand a

less rate of return on the investment. Probably it would

be quite difficult to disabuse the public mind of this

attitude, because theoretically the attitude is right and

practically it would be right if the public was always

fair.

Based on these suggestions that the lender to indus-
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trial enterprisen expects a reMorshfr certain net tmm-
ioK capacity of not lesii than tv. tertmt cfaarfe on
the total irdebtedneM, and u- .^pwta more than
thi.s; that the other investor miuit expect not leaa than
the lender and xhould probably expect more after pajring
the lender hi.s intere.«it, and that a public atility iovwt-
ment should be Homewhat more Mcure. even thoogb it

IS not alway.H ho. than an independent, iiirniltnilliil

enterpri.^e, the foUowinK t of fair retom on
capital invested in a public »:. t developed.
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EARNING CAPACITT TWICE FIXED I

CHARGE REQUIRED BT L£NDER

Problem 1. Let be assumed that the lender require^

the minimum net earning capacity of twice the fixed

charge, and that the owner investor requires this sAine

minimum on the sum that he invests, and let "C" repre-

sent the total capital inve.^'tment in an enterprise and *V
the lender's normal rate of interest. Then, referring

to Fig. 1, if none of the money i« borrowed the earn-

ings to satisfy the lender investor should be nothing.

If all of the capital is oorrowed the annual net earn-

ings to satisfy the lender will be 2Cr. If axes of **por-

tion borrowed" and "demand" are drawn, and a line ii

drawn from the intersection of the axes to a point 2Cr

above C on the axis of "portion borrowed." an ordinate

to this line from any point on the axis of "portioQ

borrowed"—as *C—will be to scale the net annual

earning demanded by the lender. So far as th* lender

is concerned these ordinates measure the total required

net annual earnings. The line drawn is called the

lender's demand line. A line drawn from the intersection

of the axes t-j a point Cr above C on the axis of portion

borrowed may be called the lender's return line since

ordinates to this line measure the annual interest pay-

ments to the lender—the fixed chanres.

If the matter is considered from the standpoint of

the owners demand for return and risk—an ordinate of

2Cr erected at the intersection of the axes will measure

the demand when nothing i« borrowed, and since the

owner has nothing invested when all the capital is

borrowed, his demand for this condition is on^y the fixed

charge. Hence if a line be drawn from he point 2Cr

above the intersection toward the point Cr above C. until

it intersects the lenders demand line at Q. the ordinates
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to this line will measure the owner's total demand on

account of return and risk. The portion of these ordin-

:ites below the lenders return line measure the fixed

charj^'es, and the portion between the lender's return line

and the line last drawn, called the owner's demand line,

will measure the earnings on account of return and

risk demanded by the owner on account of his own
investment.

Up to the point of intersection Q, it is the owner's

demand that determines total required earnings on

account of return and risk. Beyond Q, it is the lender's

demand that determines these earnings, since the

owner's demand is less than the lender's demand when

the portion of capital borrowed is more than that shown

directly below Q on the axis of portion borrowed.

Beyond this point the owner will receive more than his

demand.
It can be shown by measurement on the diagram and

bj mathematical analysis that under the conditions of

the problem the point Q is directly over the point iC on

the axis of portion borrowed. The conditions of the

problem are:

1. The lender demands total net earnings equiva-

lent to at least twice his interest charge.

2. The owner demands total net earnings of

twice the lender's rate on the money invested by

himself.

3. Net earnings means, to the lender, earnings

over and above operating expenses, and to the

owner, earnings over and above operating expenses

and fixed charges.

The diagram shows that under the conditions of the

problem when less or more than two-thirds of the

capital is borrowed the total earnings on account of

return and risk must be greater than when just two-

thirds of the capital is borrowed, the owners demand
determining these earnings when less than two-thirds is

borrowed and the lender's demand determining when
more than two-thirds is borrowed.

Stated in another way, the total fair earnings on

account of return and risk are a minimum when two-

thirds of the invested capital is borrowed. At this mini-

mum point the total fair earnings on account of return

and risk are iCr or once and one-third times the

lender's interest rate on the whole investment. Of this

sum §Cr goes to the lender and ICr to the owner. The
lender receives his regular rate of r pe^* cent, on his

loan and is secured by net earnings equivalent to twice

this sum. The owner receives twice the lender's rate

on his own contribution to the investment, and this

covers fair return on a safe investment and payment
for his risk.

From the standpoint of a public controlling utility

enterprise and wishing to be fair it seems to be desirable

that just two-thirds of the capital invested in these

enterprises shall be borrowed, because with this propro-

tion borrowed the net earnings required for interest and
fair dividends is a minimum. Indeed it may be

reasoned that in determining a fair return rate it

should be assumed that the utility has adopted this

borrowing limit; that if it has borrowed less it should

be satisfied with a less return; and that if it has been

able to borrow more it is entitled to the extra return

resulting.

If this assumption is made, then under the conditions

of this problem the fair rate of return on the total

investment—not on cost of reproduction—should be one

3Cr
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regulating body limits earnings to those suitable when
two-thirds of the capital is borrowed, the owner will

receive 2Ar per cent.

Problem 2. Let it be assumed that the lender requires
an earning capacity equivalent to twice the fixed charge
and that the owner investor requires on his investment
a net earning capacity, over and above fixed charges, of
three times the lender's rate. Then referring to Fig. 2,

it is seen that if none of the money is borrowed the total

net earnings should be 3Cr. If all of the money is

borrowed the total net earnings should be 2Cr. If :,'

of the money is borrowed the lender's requirement

and the owner's requirement are the same, namely ICr,

and as before, if less than ? is borrowed, required earn-

ings are determined by the owner investor's demand,
and if more than ij is borrowed the earnings are

determined by the lender's demand.
Under this problem the most economical arrangement

for the public is that the company shall borrow ? of its

necessary investment, and the fair rate of return on the

total investment is I of the lender's rate; that is, if

the company can borrow money at 6 per cent the fair

rate of return is 9 per cent.

Again if only half of the capital is borrowed, the

lender will receive his rate of r on his contribution,

and the owner will receive a rate of 3r on his invest-

ment. If, however, the earnings on account of return

and risk are limited to iCr—or those suitable when
three-fourths of the capital is borrowed—the owner
will receive only 2r instead of 3r.

It is suggested that Problems 1 and 2 include the

limitations of proper public utility earnings under that

conception of public control that demands that the

earning rate shall be limited to a fair rate of return

on the fair value of the 'property used in the service of

the public. To be sure nothing has been said about

value. Only investment has been considered. But it is

thought that a method has been developed for finding

the fair rate of return on investment—that rate which

is the least that will attract capital to enterprise, and

it is believed that this rate on investment will result

in a fair rate of return on value. The rate which may be

selected by the application of this method may be applied

to original cost to date, or to reproduction cost—which

ever may seem to a court to be the proper measure of

investment—or as is commonly said, value.

Relation to Fair Value

In the opinion of the writer the method should be

applied to original cost to date as nearly as that can

be determined, and such application will result in a fair

return on the fair value of any property that may be

under consideration.

The discussion would seem to result in the conclusion

that the fair rate of return on investment in utility

properties properly regulated is from once and one-trird

the going rate for money loaned to such utilities with

proper security, to once and one-half times that rate,

the lower rate applying to large, old, seasoned, substan-

tial enterprises, in the older communities, with accumu-

lated and maintained emergency surpluses, and the

higher rate applying to smaller, newer, less well

seasoned enterprises, in new or old communities.

The discussion also suggests some interesting ques-

tions with respect to the proper or advisable relative

proportions of bonds and stock to be issued when

financing utility enterprises.

12»

Factor.s Influencing I'ltra Violet

Li;?ht Water Treatment
hy lii .-.-^XL D. SctjTT

ChU-r Ch«rfnlaU Ohio L*rp«rtinest at Htmtth

THROUGH the courteny of th« R. U. V. Co., New
Yoik City, the Ohio D^partnvmt of H<^hh wm

enabled to conduct Home t< •:on by
ultra violet light. A .ninK- .«. thu
company's "P S," rated at 120 gal. per hoar wm oacd.
the influent being supplied from c tiuik holding 90 gaL

TABLE I. EFFECT OF'
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and filtration it is possible to remove practically all

turbidity from a water, the removal of color is not in

all cases so successful. This fact should be taken

account of in considering the U. V. treatment as an

adjunct to filtration.

In conclusion it should be noted that the results

obtained were from small-scale operation, the actual

TABLE III EFFEC
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clean the surfaces thoroughly, removing all rust from the
sheets and from the joints, and to have them perfectly
dry and free from dust. The tar was applied hot with
heavy brushes or burlap swabs.

Conditions indicate that the joints should be retarrcd
every fall, and the entire flume every other fall. On ac-
count of the long irrigation season, it has been difficult to
tar as large a proportion of flumes each year as would be
most advisable. The tar coat fails by drying, checking,
peeling and blistering. In some cases there is a tendency
to erode from the bottom, especially where gravel is carried
by the water. A heavy coating of coal tar has proved to

be the best method of protecting the flumes when properly
applied. In tarring 502 lin.ft. of No. 204 flume, TtfiO gal.

of tar were used, or 0.58 gal. per sq.yd. The labor and
material cost was 21c. per square yard. An extra heavy
coat was given this flume.

Flume metal fails principally at or near the
joints, although occasionally pitting occurs along the
lower joint arc of the flume. Of 930 ft. of flume used
eight seasons, 33 per cent pitted thror.gh at the joints,

and 9 per cent on the surface of the sheets. Pitting gen-
erally took place on the downstream side of the joint,

with the exception of a few flumes on the West Canal,
where the joint was arranged so that there was a flange

giving a double thickness of metal below the joint. In this

case the pitting was on the upper side of the joint. Where
the workmen had inadvertently changed the sheets so that

the flange was upstream, the pitting took place on the down-
stream side of the joint. Apparently all pitting and rust-

ing takes place from the inside or water side of the sheets

and works toward the outside. Where the pitting was in

the joints it started at the bottom and progressed outward
and uward through an arc of 12 to 18 in. Where pitting

was along the sheet, it generally occurred at the bottom,

although isolated pitting was observed for from 15 to 24

in. from the botttom.

There appears to be a greater tendency for the metal to

pit near the black iron fittings of many flumes than where
galvanized strips are used as the inside member of the joint,

as in the corrugated type.

It is probable that the velocity of wat^r, especially where
heavy silt is carried, seriously affects the life of the metal.

In one extreme case located below the big drop on the Mont-
rose and Delta canal, where 200 sec. -ft. of water is turned

over a sandstone bluff which gradually erodes, the original

flume was found badly pitted along the entire length of

the flume. However, in another instance a large amount

of gravel and sand has been carried through a flume in-

stalled in 1914 without serious results, there being no pitting

or rusting visible on the outside of the flume.

It is very probable that where alignment is poor, owing

to settlement of foundations, additional strain is thrown

on the metal, breaking the spelter and hastening rust and

pitting.

Alkali water is apparently detrimental to the metal, but

no direct cases can be cited.

The life of the metal may be affected by the type of joint.

Some joints have sharp bends which cause additional strain

on the metal and a tendency to separate the spelter or

galvanizing from the metal. In some types of joints where

the inside iron projects into the water section, the tendency

is to erode the metal below the joint. In other types of

flume, the metal is arranged so as to be double or even

triple at the joint, giving increased strength and requiring

longer for pitting to make the flume leak.

The metal on only a few flumes has been replaced on

account of failure of sheets by rusting and pitting. How-

ever, in removing the metal on the CQ system in order to

increase the capacity, it was found that only about 60 per

cent of the sheets could be used for replacement purposes.

Joints—Very little could be learned as to the tightness

of the various joints, as leakage depended so much upon

whether the flume was being properly maintained and the

condition of the tar coating. Apparently all types of joints

can be made reasonably tight. In only one instance has a

flume failed by pulling apart or giving way at a joint.
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Terms of New Cost-Plus Contract for

Hetch Hetchy Tunnel Work
TERMS of the contract recently let by the city of

San Francisco for 18 miles of tunnel on the Hetch
Hetchy project have attr .n of other
cities where siniilar condi* -jlarfr ?iinc«

the legal deci.sion upholds the v.. m
of contract. An announcement of t:.. ..^ . .^renw
Court of California, Crowe vs. Boyle, Oct. 16. 1920

»

appeared in Engineering Sews-Rccord. Nov. 11. p. 96S.

In response to a request for a resume o' the fea-

tures involved, the following wa- ! by M. M.
O'Shaughnessy, city engineer of incuco:

The contract embodies construction on the eoat'pivs

plan, with the following modifications:

1. The contractor's fee is a flat sum fixed by coapctithre
bidding and is payable in installments, including three an-
nual advance payments which assist the contractor ia

financing his work.
2. While the contractor is required to secure and niper-

intend the labor, and is given the richt to "hire and fire"

men, no change in wage scale can be made without ci>ncar-

rence of both the contractor "^ '
'''^" k- -..»^ i << public vorka.

Materials and supplies fu' «Md directly

by the city after competit..^ . ...v.. .j^;. ... ....ich the

tractor himself may participate.

3. The contract contain.^ a guarar*— ^-- •"-• "--^ti

as to maximum unit costs of work w . ;fi<d by
him in his bid. If the ntiual c^-' J coaSa,

such excess is deducted from thv ' :he coo-

tractor's fee. The met^^ ' ' i-.v v.^ts U ••€

forth in detail in the >

4. In order to insure l..^ ..... - ;. • *•- •'^'irest poa-

sible bid.s both for contractor's fe^ '*d oait

costs, the board of public works w •- • ..^v. ... .ward the

contract to the lowest bidder on • -;»,

The contract has been in etT<v. .. -: six montha. al-

though payment of the contractor'ii fee had been vithbeld

until the final detf " •' " '^n of the suit. The system has

worked ver>- sati so far. and the City ^ Saa
Francisco anticipu.v.. . .i the total cost w^ll be lea*, by
son"> $2,000 000. than the lowest Hat price bid

under alternati\e specifications at the same

Swiss Railway Projects

At a recent meotinjr in Berne. SwitrerUnd. of the

board of administration of the Fotleml i-nilwav* tne

agreements concerning the digging of the v -nr

tunnel on the line on the left bank of Loki .»:;d

the construction of the foundation walls near Steinen.

as well as the electrification of the Sion-Lau«anne line,

were approved and a credit of 40.000.000 Swiss francs

granted for these purposes.

—

Commtrct RtporU.
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Test of Trent Activated-Sludge

Devices at Pasadena
By R. V. Orbison

City Engineer, Pasadena, Cal.

DURING the latter part of the sewage-treatment

experiments conducted under the direction of the

writer for the City of Pasadena, Cal., tests were made
of an activated-sludge plant in which aeration and agi-

tation are effected by pumping sewage and air into the

bottom of the activation tank, the distribution being

through revolving perforated arms on the Barker mill

or revolving lawn sprinkler principle. This is known
as the "L. C. Trent aerator for activated-sludge

treatment" and the test plant was built from designs

made by the L. C. Trent Engineering Co., Los Angeles,

to increase the mechanical agitation and an attempt to

find a pump that would handle more air without becom-
ing air locked. As matters stood when the test stopped,

the general conclusion as to the Trent variation ot

the activated-sludge process was that it required the use
of an air blower and a sludge re-aerating tank with
filtros plates, and that the results obtained were not

nearly as satisfactory as with the old plant. The process
was too erratic; was not dependable, as is indicated by
the stability curve, and required too close attention,

especially as compared with the old plant.

As first operated, the Trent plant consisted of three

cylindrical aerating tanks 8 ft. in diameter, and a set-

tling and thickening tank 10 ft. in diameter, all four
tanks having an effective depth of 151 ft. Each tank
was supplied with a centrifugal pump having a capac-

ity of 220 gal. a minute, directly connected to a 3-hp

VIEWS OF TRENT ACTIVATED-SLUDGE INSTALLATIOK, PASADENA, CALi.

Tanks 1, 2 and 3 are for aerating the sewage, and Tank 4 for settling the sludge. It was found necessary to pump the sludge from
Tank 4 to a sludge re-aeratlng tank.

Cal. The underlying idea is similar to the Brosius

method of aeration and agitation experimented with at

Hermosa Beach, Cal., and proposed as a permanent
method of sewage treatment for that city, as described

by A. M. Brosius in Engineering Neivs, Nov. 9, 1916, p.

.890. (The bond issue for the proposed plant at Hermosa
Beach failed to carry.) The details are different in that

Mr. Brosius placed a "diffusion wheel" or impeller type

of pump at the foot of a downtake air and sewage
pipe vidthin the aerating tank, while Mr. Trent places a

centrifugal pump at and outside of the tank base, with

a suction extending upward to a horizontal connection

with a suction chamber within the tank, and a dis-

change pipe leading into the distributor at the center

of the bottom of the tank. Other differences in detail

may be found by referring to the Brosius article.

Experience seems to have proved that the aeration

effected by both the Brosius and Trent devices was
insufficient, so that supplementary air blowers were

necessary.

In the Trent experimental plant as originally designed

the process was all comprised in three sewage aerating

tanks and a final sludge aerating and settling tank. As
explained below, the writer found it necessary to force

the settled sludge to a re-aeration tank.

The Trent plant was operated from Jan. 1 to July 15,

1919, when the experiments with activated-sludge, which

had begun in 1917 at an earlier plant, were discon-

tinued. Had more money been available the Trent ideas

would have been continued, •vith some changes in detail

motor, and with revolving air distributers, but as it

was found impossible to aerate, thicken and settle

sludge in one and the same tank, the machinery was
removed from the fourth tank and it was used for set-

tling only, by installing a steel cone, 10 ft. in diameter

at the top, 4 ft. in diameter at the bottom, and 10 ft.

deep, an air lift being used to force the sludge from
the settling tank to the sludge re-aerating tank of the

old experimental activated-sludge plant.

The aeration and agitation pump of each of the three

activation tanks drew sewage through an outside suction

pipe from a point in the side of the tank about 2i ft.

from the top. The pumps discharged through nozzle

arms near the bottom of the tanks, there being three

arms in each tank and each arm having attached to it

two 14-in. nozzles, spaced so as to cut different paths

on the bottom of the tanks, thus preventing deposition

of sediment.

At the start it was assumed that sufficient air for

oxidation would be drawn down the sewage suction pipe

through a number of i-in. pipes extending above the

top of the suction pipe. The plan worked in principle

but the air thus supplied was insufficient. Conse-

quently we tapped into each pump discharge pipe a

l-m. air pipe connected with a blower, but with the

conditions under which the blower was operating it was
impossible to force the air into the tanks, and in order

to accomplish this, one filtros plate was installed in each

of the three aerating tanks. This produced better

results within 48 hours.
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Eleva+>on
OUTLINE PLAN AND SECTION OF ACHVATION AND SETTLING TANKS AS

ORIGINALLY BUILT
After trial the following changes were made: (1) The hopper shown In Tank 1 wa.o abandoned

and the sewagq piped to a Y. connecting with a second pump at the base of Tank 1. pum" 4 fx»ln

moved to this point and delivering the raw sewage to the top of Tank 1. The t-
is 5 ft. above the outlet sewer and pump 1 was air-locked too often for satisfactoi- J

»

A Nash hydro-turbine air blower was set in the place occupied by pump 4, for i : -d

in the text. (3) The horizontal run of sludge pipe was raised £0 a level 1 ft. above \.^\> i^i iaiiJu
to allow a grravity flow to the sludge settling tank.

The raw sewage enters the first tank at the top. In

starting the process, the first tank was filled to the

level of the suction pipe, after which the corresponding

pump was started, forcing the sewage through the noz-

zles and making the arm revolve. When the tank was
full its contents would overflow into the second tank,

where the process was repeated, and thence to and

through the third tank in the same manner and on into

the settling tank where sedimentation for some 45

minutes took place. To prevent short circuiting, bafiies

were provided at the connections between the various

tanks.

The aerated sewage entered the settling tank through

a central pipe 24 in. in diameter and Z\ ft. long,

telescoping over which was another 3J-ft. length of pipe

which could be so raised or lowered as to give settling

periods of various lengths. The discharge (the effluent)

was over a circular weir 9 J ft. in diameter, concentric

with the tank, which was 10 ft. in diameter.

Until ready to use the sludge re-aerating tank the

sludge was pumped from the settling tank back into

the first activation tank, from which it passed on

through the other two and back into tne settling tank.

When suflicient sludge had accumulated in the three

aeration or activation tanks then we began forcing the

sludge to the re-aeration tank, as already mentioned.

This tank was 5 ft. 9i in. x 12 ft. 4 in. in plan, had an

effective depth of 9 ft. 6 in., and was provided with

four filtros plates for air diffusion. After from 2 to

4 hour* of a4h^tion tit* Alodc*
WM run into the r«v w««g«
pip« and lent back to Um Ant
activation tank. When niA'
cient aethrstcd alodf* had hmn
a " imulatad in tht Mvnc*

':on tanks, the czcoa
^ 'j'ii^e, beyond what «a« na»diid

for renewal parpoaaa. w a •

a contfpl wvir

be mC to retimi
any dcaired ptrrmtagfi of tbt
•ludi^e.

It was thoufht by the Trent
people that the aeCtlias tank
could be oaad for acttifaic.

thickening and re-a^^tinf the

sludge by drawing in air

through a S-in. centnfagal
pump and aerating and agitat-

ing the sludge by revolTiair

r -ns. Thia waa foond
able — at laaat tha

pumpcuuld not prorida aoffldaat
air for the vohime of ahidgv
that it handled— and so the

nczzle-arms were ranorad.
Before adding the blow«r to

increa-se the air supply aboive

that atTorded by the centrifogal

pump and free-air-enpply pipoa

the effluent had a turbidity of
30 to 50 p.p.m. and an areracc
of 50 p.p.m.. and an albaminoid
ammonia reduction eqoaUotlw.
given by the old activatail>

sludge test plant (70 to 80 par
cent) but with a dissolved o.xA'gen ranging trom 0.5 to 4

p.p.m., as compared with nothing to a trace by the old

plant. Also our sludge volume after a five-day run was
equal to 12 per cent on settling SO minutes, compared
with 6 per cent from the old plant, byt with a stability

generally ranging from 3i to 23 hours and onco in a
while extenaing to 3, £, and even 10 days, whereas «fl*r

the old plant had ^)een running a week it gave a

of 10 days plus throughout the whole 18 montii^ ^r^i..

The bacterial count in the old plant was from 1S.000 to

450.000. averaging 1 ! compared with 200,000 to

2,000,000 for the Tr. . We abo foond, bcfort

adding the blower, that by liitenng through filter paper

a sample of the effluent from the *hird activatioa tank

we got a stability of 10 days, against an average of

about 8 to 10 hours without tiltrstion. The raw aawaga.

filtered, has a stability of about 10 houm and uaflltavad

of about a half hour. The adde<i ti the blow
soun incre;ised the stability to 18 i. i abo yiildad

nitrifying bacteria, which we lacked before.

The Trent tanks were built of the sizes already stated

with the desire of giving a capacity of 50.000 gal. with

4 hours of aeration, the same as in our earlier exper-

imental plant. We found that with only 4 hoars'

aeration the sewage became septic and had to increase

the period to 8 hours.

In order to determine what would be needed to meet

our requirements, further experiments would have to

be made with Trent process, along the lines of supply-
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ing additional air, the use of different pumps, and the

installation of machinery to reduce the cost of opera-

tion. While the Trent process made a very creditable

showing and compared very favorably with the acti-

vated-sludge process, yet it took twice the time, and cost

more to operate.

Result of Stopping Chlorination One Day
The town of Pittsburg, Cal., takes its water supply

from the Sacramento River and treats it with chlorine.

As the population served is only about 5,000, a single

small-capacity chlorination plant was considered suffi-

cient. Recently, according to a paper presented by

Ralph Hilscher, director of the Engineering Division of

the California State Board of Health, before the Cali-

fornia Section, American Water Works Association, the

chlorine apparatus had to be taken out of service for

repairs. For the short time during which chlorination

was to be discontinued it was not considered necessary

to start up the chloride of lime plant, provided for

emergency use, and hence raw water was supplied for

one day. As a result, 100 cases of typhoid developed

besides a considerable number of cases of other water

borne diseases. In view of this experience Mr. Hilscher

recommended the installation of duplicate chlorination

plants 30 that one might always be held in reserve.

General Contractors Recommend
Rental Schedule

Guide to Estimating Construction Equipment
Expense Prepared by A.G. C.

Committee on Methods

WITH a view to furnishing contractors with a prac-

tical means of estimating equipment expense and
determining adequate rental charges the committee on
methods of the Associated General Contractors of

America has worked out a standard rental schedule for

the association. The schedule has been evolved from
the records and experiences of contractors, manufac-
turers and rebuilders of equipment and has been pre-

pared by the research division under the direction of

the committee on methods. The schedule, explained

in the following paragraphs taken from a recent issue

of the association's Bulletin, has been approved by the

executive board of the association.

Seven items of equiment expense constitute the total

rental charge and require consideration in estimating a lump
sum contract or in determining fixed rate rentals. The items
referred to and their annual proportions of the equipment's
initial cost are as follows:

Item Per Cent
1

.

Average depreciation 1 2 J
2. Eiuivalent annual interest at 6J per cent 4
3. Shop repairs 6
4. Field repairs. . ._ 4
5. Storage and incidentals 3J
6. Insurance I

7. Taxes I

Total annual expense
_. _ ;••••. '2

Equivalent expense on bacis of eight months' working time per
year 48

Rental rate per month 4

How Percentages Were Obtained

These percentages and those given in the detailed

schedule were determined according to the following

principles

:

The economical life of a machine is considered to

end when its value has depreciated to 25 per cent

of the original cost. The average annual depreciation

then amounts to 75 per cent of the initial cost divided

by the number of years it may be expected to give

service. The initial cost of a machine is represented

by the cost of that machine delivered at the contractor's

yard.

Interest should naturally be charged at the prevailing

rate. This may be computed in three ways

:

(1) By charging the prevailing rate each year on the

depreciated value of the machine.

(2) By charging the prevailing rate each year on

the average value of the machine during economical

life. For example, when the salvage rate value is 25

per cent the average value equals (100 per cent -f 25

per cent) divided by two, equals 62^ per cent.

(3) By finding the proportion which the average

value is of the initial cost and charging this propor-

tion of the prevailing rate each year. This proportion

is called the equivalent annual interest and shows what

interest rate on original cost will yield the same in-

terest as the prevailing rate when applied to the de-

preciating value of the machine. This is the method

used in the above schedule. The average value is 62J

per cent of the original; therefore the equivalent an-

nual rate is 62^ per cent of the prevailing rate, or

G2i per cent of 6* per cent equals 4 per cent.

Shop and field repairs are separated by reason of

a previous recommendation of the committee on meth-
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ods that field repairs be considered a part of the cost

under cost plus contracts and shop repairs be borne
by the contractor and covered by the fixed rate rental

charge. This recommendation was made on the Kround
that an owner should not be made to pay the total

cost, for example, of refluing a boiler which may have
been burned out principally on another owner's work.
The other items of cost require no special explanation.

Owners of equipment find occasion to establish rental

rates as follows: (1) For a lump sum or unit price

estimate; (2) To owners on cost plus work; (3) To
others than client owners. In these instances charges
should be made as follows:

(1) The rental charge or equipment expense for

lump sum work includes all the items mentioned above.

(2) The fixed rate to owners on cost plus work will

include all but field repairs, if this item is paid as

a cost of the work. To the amount thus determined
may be added a service charge depending upon the
policy of the contractor, i. e., whether the service of

equipment is included in the profit fee or carried in

the rental charge.

(3) The charge to persons other than client owners
includes all of the items of expense and an additional

amount for profit or payment for the machine's earning
power,

A further consideration in each of these cases is the

rate for double shift work, where the percentages for

depreciation and repairs should be doubled, or nearly so.

The committee desires to emphasize the fact that

the values presented in the following table should not

be considered absolute in determining a rental charge.

A real danger presents itself in using any tabular

percentage without investigating the conditions under

which the equipment is to work. To illustrate, if the

values here given for a standard gage shovel outfit

were applied to such an outfit engaged constantly in

excavating hard rock the probability is that the charges

allowed would not cover more than half the expense.

The frequent dobey shots and the dropping of heavy

boulders into ears entails a higher rate of deprecia-

tion and repairs than is given in the schedule. On
the other hand, if this shovel outfit were steadily en-

gaged in digging sandy loam the values given in the

table would probably cause the equipment charge to

contain a fair per cent of profit.

This schedule is offered to contractors ivith the un-

derstanding that individual judgment and experience

should he applied to the tabular values to meet unusual

conditions.

The component expenses incurred by the ownership and

maintenance of construction plant are expressed in this

table as percentages of the initial cost for individual

items of equipment. They indicate the probable annual

expense without profit under ordinary job conditions

and should be included in any lump sum estimate or

in determining time rate rental charges. The salxuge

value is considered to be 25 per cent of initial cost.

Total percentage amounts in the extreme right hand

column should be applied to the total cost of a machine

including charges for transportation from the factory.

This gives the total annual charge, which for a lump

sum contract covering a full season is the total equip-

ment expense. For determining a monthly, weekly or

daily rental rate the annual amount is divided by the

number of such periods in the year during which con-

struction work may be carried on.

WliU: FOR COMPl'TIMG I
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Lumber Cut for 1919

Little variation in the lumN "at

for the previous year i.-^ ir. T
statistics of the Bureau of the Ce:

In 788 identical mills, each of \>....v.. .... - .^

ft. or more in each year, there was an increase of only

0.3 per cent in 1010 over 1018, '^
'

'asis of the

production for 1018 this iriorea«»<^ >r the toUl

production for 1010 t* ' largest in-

crease was in Washii. ecreaae wai

in Minnesota.
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Three Sites Considered For San
Francisco Naval Base

Engineering- Considerations Govern in Selection

of Location for Large Plant to Cost

From $25,000,000 to $50,000,000

NAVAL policy apparently is committed to the

immediate construction in San Francisco Bay of

a huge naval repair and supply base to cost up to

$50,000,000. Reports have been made at different times

for some years and a congressional committee has just

completed a survey of the situation. It will soon report

recommending one of the three sites favored in the

earlier reports, namely, Mare Island, the site of the

present Navy Yard; Alameda, on the east side of the

bay and Hunter's Point in San Francisco proper.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY, NAVAL. BASE SITES

Military considerations govern in the selection "of

a site but it is understood that the balance in this

respect is about even and that the selection will hinge

on such engineering questions as suitable foundation for

the large graving docks, accessibility and service by

utilities of all sorts, the providing and maintaining of

suitable channels and anchorages and the conservation,

so far as feasible, of existing government investment

in the Mare Island Navy Yard.

On account of the emphasis laid on the engineering

features of the three sites, the matter is a big one
in engineering circles on the coast. For that reason
there are presented below abstracts of the arguments in

favor of each site by engineers who are well acquainted

with the situation.

Mare Island Site, (By Hovmrd C. Holmes, Consvlt-

ing Engineer).—It was universally admitted by naval

authorities as late as 1916 that the development of

Mare Island as a base for modern fleet units was imprac-

ticable for two reasons, (a) the impracticability of

maintaining a channel of requisite depth over Pinole

shoal in San Pablo Bay, which is the approach-channel

to Mare Island, and (b) the constricted width and
shallow depth of Mare Island strait, which now con-

stitutes the Navy Yard's waterfront. The Pinole shoal

problem has now been solved. In 1916 the army dredged
a channel 500 ft. in width and 30 ft. deep at low water
and because the silting was less than anticipated the

depth was carried to an average of 35 ft. without

additional cost. The maintenance expenditure has been

relatively negligible. It is now certain that this channel

can be maintained to a depth of 40 ft. for any desired

width, at a cost and annual maintenance insignificant

as compared to the saving over the cost and mainten-

ance of the other proposed naval base site. A plan for

improvements at the south end of Mare Island, proposed

by Commander Leonard M. Cox, C. E. C, U. S. N., com-

pletely solves the Mare Island strait problem because it

would plac^ the new major docks and 1,200-ft. piers not

on Mare Island strait but on Carquinez straits. This

body of water has a depth of 40 ft. and over, a width

in front of the proposed base of 4,000 ft. and an anchor-

age area of 3.55 square miles, greater than any anchor-

age ground immediately adjacent to 90 per cent of the

naval stations of the world. The location of the naval

base at Mare Island Navy Yard would mean the reten-

tion of a very efl[icient organization with the wonderful

community spirit that exists there. In addition to this,

every facility contemplated for the suggested sites in

the lower bay could be provided at a cost of more than

twenty million dollars less than the cost of providing

the same facilities at the other sites. However, this

would not represent the total saving because the

capitalized value of the cost of a new station, amount-

ing to $50,000,000 should be added to the saving, making

a total saving of something like $70,000,000.

Alameda Site (By C. E. Hewes, City Manager,

Alameda, Ccd.)

.

—The Helm commission report, trans-

mitted to Congress in December, 1917, after eliminating

Mare Island as being out of the question for many
reasons, stated in substance that the Hunter's Point and

Alameda sites offered advantages superior to every other

site for the following reasons: (1) lower cost of develop-

ment for equal areas ; (2) proximity to better and deeper

anchorage grounds; (3) proximity to labor supply ; (4)

lower cost of maintaining channels of approach; (5)

sufficient area for indefinite expansion. The report fur-

ther stated that either of these two sites could be devel-

oped into a satisfactory base, and although the Hunter's

Point site has the advantage that dry docks could be built

in rock, rather than upon pile foundation, the Alameda

site has many more important advantages, to wit:

(1) better foundation for all other structures; (2) site

gratis (the land has been deeded by the people of

Alameda to the Government for naval base purposes) ;

(3) direct railroad connections (the east shore being the
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Lermini of three transcontinental railroads) ; (4) better
passenger transportation, housing and living facilities;

(5) direct pipe-line oil supply; (6) better facilities for
handling navy stores; (7) from a standpoint of ran^e
for indirect gun fire, Alameda has the advantage of
being three to four miles further from the open sea;
(8) lov/er cost of development. A series of sub-surface
explorations in the form of fifty-seven test piles was
made on the Alameda site. These showed that the
material forming this submerged flat consisted very
largely of sand, gravel and clay with a comparatively
small percentage of soft pockets. The comparative
uniform supporting power of this material is advan-
tageous in permitting the site to be developed along the
most economical lines as regards relative position of
shops, piers, drydocks, etc.

Hunter's Point Site (By M. M. O'Shaufjhnessy.
City Engineer of San Francisco) .—A naval base located
at Hunter's Point would have favorable foundation
conditions for large graving docks. Transportation
facilities and utilities of all sorts are already available,

there is ample land area, adequate channel depths, and
all San Francisco Bay as adjacent anchorage. Next to
military advantage, the most important requirement of
a good naval base is a solid foundation. On this score
Hunter's Point has excellent qualifications in the works
already constructed there. At Hunter's Point is a

green serpentine rock formation which forms an ideal

foundation, is easy to work, impervious to water, and
requires only 15 to 18 in. of concrete for a lining

instead of the dense mass of concrete necessary for

structures on pile foundations. Including the sub-

merged areas that can be readily reclaimed there is, a

total of 3,035 acres available for naval base purposes.

Just off-shore there is a natural depth of 50 ft. of

water with current velocities of about 1^ knots. This
makes it easy to land and handle ships, at the same time
that the current is strong enough to prevent the deposit

of silt. Very little silt comes from the relatively limited

watersheds draining into the bay here. Soundings over

a 40-year period show very little change in sediment

deposits. A particularly advantageous water-supply

system, for domestic, industrial and fire-fighing pur-

poses is available.

Airplane Effective in Forest Fire Control

Of the 196 forest fires sighted and reported this year

by the airplanes op-erated out of the Sacramento, Cal.,

base maintained- by the U. S. Forest Service, 33 per

cent were located within i mile of the exact location

as later determined by actual surveys on the ground.

Ten per cent of the total number of fires were discov-

ered by the air patrol before the rangers knew of

their existence; 42 per cent of the fires were reported

by radio, while the airplanes were in flight. Besides

acting as lookout to detect and report fires, airplanes

were used this year to direct fire fighting operations

and to patrol fire lines which had been built but which

needed watching. If reports from the air showed the

line to be clear the fire fighters were kept at work else-

where, but if the observer reported that the fire had

broken away a force of men could be rushed to the

spot. In addition to the two planes which have been

operating daily on fire patrol service from Sacramento,

two planes have also been operated from three other

stations, namely, Fresno, Riverside, and Red Bluff.

The "Glunch"—Creator of Ideas

IN THE Dec. 1<; i-sue of Kh'i ' '• i- r^

there appeared in the article

veying," p. 11G4. a method of det.fr,-..'..: ,

month by making an altitude o^,^*'n.atlOl. \

member of the ^ .- McOr*
who claim.s thai matical a , _,
devehped by learning how to litrure out hin income tax,
seeing a wide application of the idea, wrote the folkminc
classic for the "Accelerator," an intradepartnieiitaJ
bulletin of the advertising service department of the
McGraw-Hill Co.:

Weil, you can throw your calendar
f ,

no further use for it now tha*. i wr j
Nevjs-Record has pointed out
to learn the day of the month . ,
reminder. His method j.«f this:

If the day of the month has been forgotten make an
equal altitude observation of the sun and establish a
true meridian. Measure the angle from the meridian
to the sun, also the sun's altitude. Compute the declina-
tion of the sun by the formula

sin. dec
Cos. Q = - tan. lac x taa. ah.

COS. lat X COS. alt.

The sign of the first term of the ri|;ht-haiid side of
the equation is minus when the declination is south;
the second term is plus where the latitude is south. If
the algebraic sign of the result is plus, Q is the «ng»^'

between the .sun and the north point, but if it is minus
it is the angle between the sun and the .south point.
Correct the resulting declination by the hourly distance
to obtain the declination at Greenwich. If the obser-
vation has been made correctly an inspection of the
ephemeris will disclose a declination similar to the
computed one, and the date corresponding to this
declination is the date of the obser^-ation.

As a possible suggestion showing how this idea may be
applied to our own work. Ye Editor has worked out a for-
mula for finding a good headline when thoMs^ts on same
are completely lacking. It is hoped tha- iters who
at times may be suffering from a slump v ^ helpful:

If all thoughts are lacking, open up your licak shears and
set the points exactly four and si.xteen thou^iandths of an
inch apart. Hold the shears three verts from the eye. and
measure off the bi-sectional angle which appears on the
west wall chart, twenty and one-half bluts from the d:x- ;

With this as a basis, compute the hypote of the d q jun... ..

thus formed, using the figure 86 as a binominal focus. Thu
will give you the follow'Mg formula:

„ , -ir mt. M. D. • X-.. .

^'^'^ ^ = DDS. X Ugh - ""K- ^^ ''^ "*^

The sign on the upper terminus of the glunch will |,ive

you the Grecian declination. Heli'-v^ H.v r"' •< hv mrt'
meridian by morain surplus by thi'

If the glunch tits the defonnation
of the post-alterioric di.xtus of Yat,

fluxtures will equal its distance (•

of the parent sidius. If the lin<

arrived at will set up a corresp-:.:.,, __. ;. :...

west-wall chart overlaps the ductus. This will fire you the
letter of the alphabet.

Follow th's formula for each letter and j'our headline will

appear automatically.

^pe«l-

Truck .Makes 21-Hr.. Non-S' v

In a recent to.^t made ujwn th»^ I

way a stock model of the I'

gasoline, oil and ballast aiui

elusive of drivers, made a 24-hr., non-stop run at an

average speed of more than 38 mi. per hour, running

the total distance of 930 mi. bet\*-een 1:57 p.m., Sept.

30. and the same hour the following day.
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Better Port Terminals to Develop
Nation's Commerce

Abstract of paper by Col. W. J. Wilcius, comultinff engineer.

New York City, Am. Soc. C. E. Proceedings, November, 1!»20

OS a discussion of a paper, "Larger Ships, Deeper Harbors, una
Better nrcdges," presented Oct. 6, 1920, by A. W. Robinson, con-

sulting engineer, Montreal.

THE maritime nation offering: the lowest freight rates and

best shipping service through superior development of

ships and ports will have a pronounced lead over its com-

petitors as instanced in Mr. Robinson's paper and his for-

mer paper (Joiimal, Engineering Institute of Canada, Feb-

ixiar-y, 1919), summarizing the opinion of British authorities

that the development of future Avorld trade will depend on

increase in size and drafts of ships and consequently on

the improvement of ports properly to serve them. Amer-
icans should undei-take development of their principal ports

to provide ample accommodations, as for instance vessels of

the type iiientioned by Mr. Robinson having a length of 660

ft., a loaded draft of 36 to 38 ft., and a dead-weight capacity

of 25,000 tons.

For proper accommodation of such ships, as the author

so well states, channel and slip depths should be not less

than 40 ft., with provision for future deepening to 50 ft.

There should also be pro\aded ti'ackage for direct inter-

change between ship and car; electric gantry cranes and

other mechanical devices for quick handling of widely vary-

ing weight and bulk; slips of generous proportions for

movement of ships and all auxiliary water craft; piers of

sufficient width for receiving, forwarding, sorting and tem-

porary storage of cargo and for the location of cranes,

tracks and vehicular driveways. The aim of such an ar-

rangement is to hasten to the utmost the release of ships,

cars and motor trucks, to minimize manual labor and to dis-

pense with the need for ship tackle.

Pier Width a Fundamental Consideration

In the fundamentals of port design pier width is of

special importance. The 25,000-ton ship will occupy say

700 lin.ft. of stringpiece, approximately equal to 36 long tons

of dead weight capacity per lineal foot. While some con-

sider that shedded "transit" space should be made suffi-

cient for the entire cargo, others believe that one-quarter

the cargo may be immediately evacuated from the pier.

For the entire cargo, figured at 60 cu.ft. per ton or say

50 cu.ft. per ton of ship's dead weight capacity, equal to

1,800 cu.ft. of goods, with mechanical equipment for tier-

ing 12 ft. high to an average height of 10 ft. for the entire

area of shedded space and with suitable provision for aisles

and passages, the width of shed required would be 180 ft.

For three-quarters of the cargo or 27 tons per lineal foot
of stringpiece requiring shedding, in conjunction with the

usual ship-ton figure of 40 cu.ft. per ton and an average
height for tiering by hand of 4 ft, (5 ft. on the actual
space occupied), the width of shed required would be 270
ft. It may be said that a fair compromise between these
extremes is 200 ft., to which, of course, there should be
added a suitable width for outer tracks and working space
between edge of pier and shedded area, and likewise ample
interior widths for inner tracks and motor truck driveways.
For double-sided piers this would mean an aggregate

width of not less than 550 ft., the lower floor of which
would be used for inbound and the upper floor for out-

bound cargo. Even with a ship of half the capacity under
discussion, the pier width should be not less than 340 ft.,

with all equipment, track and driveway layout having
proper relation to the length of the pier. With overhead
warehouses there would be need for even greater widths,
for additional serving tracks and driveways. These figures

are used in a general sense and should be considered merely
as indicating the need for adopting liberal widths.

The only 40-ft. channel on the Atlantic coast is at New
York, and unfortunately, is now available for little more
than one-half of one per cent of that port's 771 miles of

water front. Of this meager percentage only one-half is

in direct contact with the principal rail carriers, and a
considerable portion of deep-water frontage is devoted to

uses other than those of legitimate water-borne commerce.

And there is as yet nothing planned, apai-t from the pro-

jected Claremont Terminal of the Lehigh Valley R.R., in the

way of spacious and well equipped modern piers and ac-

cessories, pi'operly adapted to the prompt handling and
release of large ships, cars and motor trucks. According
to press accounts, several gi'eat transatlantic companies
intend building new piers on the west side of the Hudson
River; but it is reported, as in the case of the New York
City Staten Island development, that advantage is not to

be taken of the proximity of trunk line railroads to pro-

vide tracks on the piers and adequate shedded "transit"

areas, so that the railroads and therefore indirectly the

public will continue to be burdened with the wasteful prac-

tice of rehandling freight by lighter and truck between the

termini of rail and ship, and with highly objectionable de-
lays to cars from their use for storage.

Effect of Rate Structure

One of the causes is unquestionably the provision in the
seaboard rate requiring railroads to deliver and receive

cargo freight at the ship sling, with no voice in the planning
of pier facilities. Another cause is the practice of per-

mitting the lessee, the ship ovraer, to dictate the character
of the port terminal improvement. The I'esult is the cre-

ation of piers at the least possible cost to ship interests

regardless of the injury done to land carriers, both rail

and truck.

The various transportation interests of New York should
get together to bring about (a) the revision of the rate
structure and more equitable methods of paying for the
use of shore facilities properly to distribute cost between
rail and water carriers; (b) plans conducive to economies
in operation and quick release of ships, cars and motor
trucks; (c) whole-hearted co-opera(tion by the Federal
government will mean a graat deal for the country as »
whole.

It should be borne in mind that the investment in port
terminals is a comparatively small fraction of the aggre-
gate investment devoted to the combined ocean and rail

movement of freight. Therefore a liberal expenditure for
the perfecting of the lesser part is fully justified if sub-
stantial benefits therefrom vsdll accrue to the plant as a
whole, in which are included ships, cars and motor trucks,

as well as the shore facilities in general.

[As of interest in connection with Colonel Wilgus*
discussion of the requirements fundamental to a satis-

factory solution of harbor terminal development, there is

published on the opposite page the "Policy" of the Port

Development Commission of Baltimore.

—

Editor.]

Large Floating Crane Built in Holland

A self-propelled floating crane of the Atlas type

capable of lifting 220 tons, has just been built by A. F.

Smulders, of Schiedam, Holland, for the Mersey Docks
and Harbor Board at Liverpool. The crane is one of

the largest, if not the largest, of its type ever built.

It is capable of lifting its maximum load at a reach of

110 ft. from center line to a height of 170 ft. above

water, or of lifting 150 tons at a reach of 143 ft.,

according xo The Engineer (London) of Oct. 15, 1920.

The extreme height of the end of the jib when raised

to its highest position is 240 ft. above water. There

are two independent main hoists of 110 tons capacity

each, attached at a point on the jib having a maximum
distance out of 143 ft. They hoist at 3i to 5 ft. per

minute. For lighter service two 33-ton hoist trolleys

running along the jib can be used independently or

coupled to move together, so that they are capable of

handling 66 tons combined ; their lifting speed is 18 ft.

per minute and traverse speed 29 ft. per minute. The

crane was erected complete at Schiedam and was towed

to Liverpool with the jib in place.
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Baltimore's Port Development Policy

AS AN INITIAL declaration of policy, in undertaking

./l. harbor development work, for which $10,000,00(j

can now be made available, as required by new shipping

business, the Port Development Commission of

Baltimore, Nov. 8, 1920, adopted nine general require-

ments published in full below:

It shall be the policy of this commission
(1) To develop the port of Baltimore in accordance

with a definite and comprehensive working plan, based
on the best modern conception of port design. This plan
shall serve as a guide for each step in the development
in order that the completed whole may be harmonious in

the correlation of its individual parts.

(2) To consider the elemental function of a pier the
furnishing of a safe means for the expeditious and eco-
nomical interchange of freight between land and water
carriers and not merely the furnishing of a shelter for
a ship so as to insure stability during the process of load-
ing and unloading.

(3) To make improvements for the broad purpose of
the widest possible use and benefit of the port as a whole
and not solely for the narrow purpose and restricted use
by meeting only present conditions or the special require-
ments of prospective lessees. All structures shall be
readily adaptable to future changes in kinds of cargoes,
methods of operation and special requirements of future
lessees.

(4) To obtain expeditious movement of cargoes between
land and water carriers and a maximum of economy by
constructing piers large enough to hold the full contents
of vessels which can tie up to them, and by making proper
provision for th3 installation of mechanical appliances
and facilities to move these contents to or from the piers
with the least possible delay to vessels.

(5) To locate all improvements preferably in places
where it is possible either now or at some future date to

make railroad connections with all the trunk lines enter-
ing the city, and to locate warehouses, wherever prac-
ticable, so that there will be the shortest possible move-
ment of cargoes from the carriers to the place of storage.

(6) To provide the space and the supports for ample
railroad tracks on both the inside and outside of piers
so that these tracks may be added at any time required.

(7) To construct transfer sheds with at least two
stories wherever the business of the lessee warrants such
construction, and when only one story is required at time
of construction, to design the foundations and the fi'ame-
work in such a manner that an additional story can be
added at any future date with the least possible inter-

ference with the operations on the first story.

(8) To build all structures with the primary conditions
of stability, permanency and economy.

(9) To have in view
(a) The ultimate concentration of terminals and

shipping facilities so that the combined railroad track-
age may be made accessible to all piers, and

(b) The unification of the administration of the ter-

minals and shipping facilities so as to assure co-ordina-
tion and co-operation of all interests.

J. E. Greiner, consulting engineer, Baltimore, is chair-

man of the Port Development Commission. $10,000,000

will become immediately available for the building of

new piers as soon as lessees are found and $10,000,000

will become available later, in accordance with the re-

cent Baltimore bond issue vote, aggregating $53,000,000.

It is expected that work will start early in 1921.

Australian Engineering Jubilee

The 50th anniversary of the Engineering Associa-

tion of New South Wales was celebrated at Sydney,

Sept. 24, At a meeting held in that city Sept. 24. 1870,

and called by John Laing an association of mechanical

engineers was organized, its first president being John

Fyfe, mechanical and marine engineer. Speakers in-

cluded James Vicars, president; Prof. Warren, presi-

dent, Institution of Engineers of Australia; James

Eraser, chief railway commissioner of New South Wales.

Double-Deck Street and Sidewalks for

Conge:>ted Chicago
SUGGESTIONS for the relief of congested •Craeto in

Chicago made by P. S. Combn. city engineer. Indodc
double-deck .sidewalk- in the downtown or loop district
and elevated r< n the center of certain streets
leading from • The upper aidewallw would
take 50 to 60 per cent of the pedettrians off the present
sidewalks. The roadway.H would expedite night and
morning automobile traffic, takinsr 40 to 50 per cent
of the fast-moving ver

levels. They would be

night and in in the morning, fc the strvet
car tracks a few feet and erec...^ _ ^^-girder
roadway structure the u.sual objection to a double-deck
street as to cutting off of light and unsightlinesa would
be minimized.

Other suggestions to improve trafffc conditions are:
Several underground parking ."pace.s to remove auto-
mobiles from the streets during the day; a
of heavy-truck traffic to streets provided v.. >.

foi'ced-concrete tracks, and a prohibition of del;

of heavy supplies during the day time.

In making these suggestions Mr. Combs classifies the
traffic as follows: Street cars; automobiles and light

vehicles for general business; package and heavy freight
haulage for commercial shipment; pedestrians; hea\'y

supply trucks for coal, building materials and quantity
supplies for the larger stores. It is his opinion that
all of these factors must be considered toge' •»

piecemeal solution simply works for the beti- :'

one to the detriment of the other. The creation of a
commission representing all of the interests concerned.
to study traflfic and to devise means to prevent undue
destruction of pavements, is- now under consideration
by the judiciar>- committee of the City Council. An
ordinance prohibiting any parking in the downtown
district beyond that necessar>' to load and unload pas-
sengers or freight has recently been passed in an en-
deavor to speed up street car and vehicular traffic.

New Garbage Collection Equipment for Dallas

The city of Dallas, Te.\., is ; n use a
system of garbage collection. - purpose new
equipment has been purchased, consisting of 40 two-*on.

drop-frame, reversible chassis, with 4i-yd. side dump
steel bodies. Twenty teams will be used to draw these

trailers for the collection of garbage ant! its haulage
to a central point, from which six motor trucks wiD
take the trailers to the garbage dump. The teams,

trailers and tractors are*div'ided equally between five

districts.

The garbage at 'Dallas is collected four times each
month. It is ver>' light, weighing only 600 lb.

per cubic yard. Under the old system of ».
" there

were used GO team-drawn, 7-yd. wagons .. t)-yd.

motor trucks. Each team made two loads per day.

A thirty-day survey showeil that each team spent

2 hr. 58 min. per day in loading garbage into the

wagon and 5 hr. and 2 min. in going to and from
the dump and unloading the garbage. Under the new
system each team will " > hr. in the collection

of garbage only. It is . that the same service

will be given at a great decrease ir cost. For the

foregoing information we are indebted to Geoiire D.

Fairtrace, city engineer of Dallas.
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Erection Derrick Falls With Steel

Framework of School

THE collapse of a school building in Indianapolis

during construction, a few weeks ago, proves upon

investigation by the building authorities and the coroner

to be a case of highly unusual kind. The steel roof

trusses and columns, insuificiently braced by the brick-

work of the walls, were pushed over laterally, to all

appearances by the side thrust of a derrick set on the

top chord of one of the trusses. The entire upper por-

tion of the building was involved in the resulting

collapse, as the purlins connecting the several trusses

pulled down not only the trusses nearest to the point of

32'Mast
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Note Nearly aU of column connections
sheared in failure

IXDIAXAPOLIS HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING KEFORE AND
AFTER COLLAPSE—LONGITUDINAL SECTION

initial failure but also a set of trusses at right angles to

these in an adjoining portion of the building.

Walter B. Stern, commissioner of buildings of the

city, has supplied sketches reproduced herewith, and
states the facts of the accident as determined by the

investigation, as follows:

The building was designed to provide an auditorium
90 X 106 ft. and a gymnasium 54 x 90 ft. on the first

floor, with balconies at the second-floor level. The
balconies at the sides of the auditorium were of rein-

forced-concrete tile construction, and were in place and
hardened at the time of the accident. The entire third

floor, designed to be used for a students' lunchroom,

was suspended from the roof trusses; of this floor

only a small section over the gymnasium was poured,

while over H - auditorium forms had not even been

placed. All the roof trusses and their supporting

columns were up. The trusses over the auditorium

ran crosswise of the building, being supported on

trusses on steel columns about 9 ft. in from the

outside walls. The trusses over the gymnasium ran

lengthwise of the building (across the 54-ft. width of

the gymnasium) and rested on steel columns. The
trusses were completely riveted up, but the roof and

ceiling purlins, the connections to the columns, and the

column splices were only bolted temporarily. The side

walls had been laid up only a few feet above balcony level.

Witnesses at the coroner's investigation, conducted

with the assistance of representatives of the city's build-

ing, police and fire depart-

ments, testified that more
than half of the holes in these

various connections had bolts

in them, but the steel struc-

ture was not properly guyed

to provide the necessary brac-

ing until the walls should be

built high enough to brace

the structure.

A wooden stiff-leg derrick

with 32-ft. mast and with 12

X 12-in. wooden boom 81 ft.

long, had been placed on the

top chord of one of the roof

trusses five or six days pre-

vious to the accident. The
derrick was rigged and in

service on the morning of the

accident. The brake lining

on the boom-hoist drum of

the hoisting engine was prac-

tically worn out, and it is

probable that the boom was
handled in a jerky manner
when being lowered.

It was determined at the in-

vestigation that the cause of

the accident was the improper

rigging and operation of the

derrick before the steel struc-

ture was adequately braced

and riveted. The roof trusses

0^ were designed to support a

load in the finished building

many times the weight of the

derrick. Testimony given at

the investigation supports the view that an unusual

thrust caused by the operation of the derrick sheared a

connection between a roof truss and its column, causing

the truss to start down at one end. The pull on the pur-

lins then brought about the collapse of the remainder.

V7?

f--
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Yellow Fever in Ecuador

The elimination of yellow fever from the coast towns

of Ecuador, as the result of several years of a sanitary

campaign, is reported in the Bulletin of the League of

Red Cross Societies for October, 1920. The last case

at the city of Guayaquil is said to have occurred on

May 22, 1919. The stegomyia mosquito, carrier of the

disease, has practically disappeared.
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Letters to the Editor

Does Hydrated Lime Weaken Concrete? Abrams'
Tests Discussed Pro and Con

Sir—Pi-of. Duff A. Abrams of Lewis Institute has ren-
dered a real service to the concrete world throufjh his loriK

series of tests to determine the effect of hydrated lime and
other powdered admixtures in concrete. He broke 20,000
specimens, which is far and away, the greatest undertaking
ever attempted in this line. This makes it especially a pity

that the conclusions which Prof. Abrams draws in his 'paper

before the last meeting of the American Society for Testing
Materials, abstracted in Engineering News-Record, July 8,

1920, p. 55, are at variance with his figures. In a very proper
effort to be thorough in covering the field he has investi-

gated ranges of all the variables, far outside of practical

limits. No one can disagree with this, but when the at-

tempt is made to establish straight-line relations by the

use of these figures, or to average them in with practical

ranges, or to say that because extreme amounts of lime are

injurious small amounts will be also, it becomes necessary

to refer the public to the figures themselves. Let us quote

some of the conclusions drawn from the paper and indi-

cate wherein they are not substantiated.

Conclusio72 1—"In general the addition of powdered ma-
terials reduced the strength of concrete approximately in

proportion to the quantity of admixture. Some exceptions

are noted below."

Here all the specimens have been averaged together

whether they contain small amounts of lime or 50 per cent,

and the statement is made that the "relation is a straight

line"; but many of the curves reveal the vital fact that

small amounts increase the strength, even though larger

ones reduce it. This is so evident in one figure after another

that more study of the usual amounts of lime used seems

to be necessary. Practically one-half of the curves and

tables referring to compressive strength display points and

figures higher than the corresponding plain specimens.

These are mostly within the maximum percentages used in

practice as follows:

Hydrated Lime Proportion
Concrete Per Sack Cement By Volume

1:3 : 6 12 lb 30 per cent

1:21:5 10 lb 25 per cent

1:2:4 8 lb 20 per cent

1 : IJ : 3 5 lb 12J per cent

(For waterproofing purposes, 15, 12, 10, and 7 pounds
respectively.)

Conclusion 2—"In usual concrete mixtures, each 1 per cent

of hydrated lime (in terms of the volume of cement) re-

duced the compressive strength 0.5 per cent."

Mixtures 1: 1|: 3 and 1:2:4 are the only ones considered

here as usual mixtures, and 1:2^:5 is completely ignored

although an enormous yardage of it is placed every year.

Readers who examine the figures and tables will see for

themselves that there is a region wherein lime increases

the strength of concrete and a very much larger one where

the laboratory losses in strength are more than overconie

by the advantages. The qualities attributed to lime in

concrete which account for its rapid progress of late years

are not increased strength as hinted at by the author but

prevention of segregation, easier flow in chutes and around

reinforcement, reduction of honey-combing, smoother sur-

faces and watertightness. Throughout the paper it is as-

sumed that immediately we begin adding lime we begin

reducing the strength, in other words, "the relation is a

straight line." The plotted points and figures, however, do

not sustain this claim, as can be clearly seen when the

curves are not drawn "by eye" as in the paper, but by

some mathematical method. For instance, in Fig. 2 only

two exceptions and eleven cases of increased strength

within the limits; In Table VII, of 18 groups of tests only

three failed to show increases of strength with
V"''^\'"

Fig. 1 three-fourths of the curves show no considerable

decrease within the limits; and particularly the summary
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reveals that there was 2.7 per cent less wear. In Tables XX
and XXI, four-fifths of the cases where 5 per cent of lime

was added show less wear than the average of all specimens

up to the maximum of lime used in practice.

Co)u-lnsion 12—"The bond resistance was affected in the

same manner as the strength by the presence of hydrated

lime."

Four ages are studied here, but as only two of them show

decreased strength, one can hardly draw any conclusions.

In this study, lime was substituted for rather than added

to the cement, which practically invalidates the figures.

Conclusion IS—"Hydrated lime had little etfect on the

absorption of di-y concrete, 'increased the evaporation of

water from wet concrete and produced no beneficial effect

on the strength of concrete stored in air."

These curves are so close together that it is hard to

see how one can conclude that evaporation was increased.

It is felt that these figures show that lime in concrete

in the amounts usually added, does not reduce strength,

but aids considerably in improving the plasticity, resistance

to wear, volume, and freedom from voids. Lime is not

hydraulic and damp sand storage is not a favorable con-

dition for it, but 88 per cent of the specimens were so

stored. Under conditions more like actual practice, the lime

specimens would undoubtedly have made even a stronger

showing. As a whole, however, the work was well planned.

A wider scope than ever before was attempted with more
refined methods and more thought to eliminate errors.

There ai'e many erratic figures, but the series as a whole
compares well in this respect. Suitable emphasis in the

results has not been given to the vitally significant matter
of determining how much lime can be added before begin-

ning to reduce strength.

Washington, D. C. L. H. HART,
Nov. 23, 1920. National Lime Association.

[The above letter was submitted to Prof. Abrams, whose
reply to Mr. Hart follows.— Editor.]

Sir—The writer is glad to take advantage of this op-

portunity to reply to the criticisms of our report on "Effect

of Hydrated Lime and Other Powdered Admixtures in Con-
crete." It is unfortunate that the text of our report is not
available; however, it will be published at an early date in

the 1920 Proceedings of the American Society for Testing
Materials.

It was a surprise to the writer that Mr. Hart comments
somewhat adversely on the wide range of our tests. Many
years' experience in testing concrete has shown that it is

necessary to cover a wide range in order to determine the

underlying principles. A large portion of the concrete tests

reported in literature are almost worthless because they
do not cover a suflficient range to give conclusive values.

Instead of considering the wide range of the tests a weak-
ness, we believe that it is just that feature to which the

report owes its principal value. If the tests had been re-

stricted to a narrow range of hydrated lime percentage, con-

sistency, or cement contei.t. we could not have discovered

underlying relations. A great many engineers have been
seriously misled by attempting to draw conclusions from
narrow ranges of concrete tests.

There is no reason why undue weight should be given to

the higher percentages of hydrated lime, if one is not in-

terested in those values. The data are given, but attention

can be concentrated on the smaller percentages if desirable.

Whether or not the .50 per cent values are considered has
little or no influence on the conclusions.

Re Conclusion 1—We were primarily interested in the

general effect of inert powdered admixtures in concrete.

Many powdered admixtures besides hydrated lime are of

interest to concrete engineers; 17 other materials were used

in our tests. The conclusions should be interpreted on

this broad basis rather than with hydrated lime only in

view. The tests show that certain types of admixturs (pul-

verized granulated blast furnace slag, for example) are

beneficial to concrete strength, possess all the advantages

of hydrated lime and probably can be used at a lower cost.

Mr. Hart makes two errors in stating that "all the speci-

mens have been averaged together whether they contain

small amounts of lime or 50 per cent." (1) The values

wei'e not averaged, but the effect was determined from the

slope of the curve plotted as described below, and fully

explained in the original report. There is no reason for

anyone falling into an error on this point. It conveys an
entirely erroneous impression to say the values were aver-

aged. (2) This conclusion was not based on all specimens,
as the reader who had the original report before him would
readily discover. Conclusion 5, which Mr. Hart omits, stated
that "Pulverized slag up to 50 per cent of volume of cement
gave a slight increase in strength of conci'ete . .

."

This was one of a number of "exceptions noted below";
other exceptions were covered in Conclusion 6 which Mr.
Hart quotes.

The expi-ession "relation is a straight-line" which Mr.
Hart places in quotation at two points, does not appear in

our report. It is not good English and, as stated, does not
indicate what we considered to be the facts. The state-

ment (on page 17) was "It will be noted that in these
figures the relation between the strength and the volume of
hydrated lime used is essentially a linear one."

The effect of hydrated lime was studied by plotting the
strengths against the percentages of hydrated lime and
drawing a smooth curve through these points. In general,
curves drawn in this way closely approximate straight lines.

The average slope of these lines was taken as a measure
of the effect of powdered admixtures on the strength of
concrete. The fact that some of the cui*ves and tables con-
tained values with small percentages of hydrated lime which
are higher than those without hydrated lime, has no sig-

nificance, unless we inquire into the cause of the effect found
in each instance.

It is clearly stated in our report that there are regions
where hydrated lime increases or does not materially reduce
the strength of concrete. These cases may in general be
classified under: lean mixtures; fine aggregates; and acci-

dental variations in the values whicn do not affect the
general trend of the results. The effect of hydrated lime
under the first two headings is fully covered by the tests

and the discussion in our report. Accidental variations in

tests are discussed below under Conclusion 4.

Mr. Hart objects to our using percentages of hydrated
lime higher than those recommended for use in concrete.

He does not state on what information those recommenda-
tions are based. He also criticises us for not investigating

the effect of hydrated lime belov/ 5 per cent; yet the smallest

percentage recommended is 121 per cent (by volume).

Re Conclusion 2—It should be stated that we are dealing

with facts and not fancies. There has been ample opportunity

for presenting evidence to show that hydrated lime prevents

segregation, produces easier flow in chutes, etc., as claimed

by Mr. Hart. The only tests with which we are familiar

that were carried out specifically for the purpose of study-

ing these points do not verify these claims.

The "by eye" method of drawing curves through plotted

points is universally used by engineers; it is quite satis-

factory and surprisingly accurate. The nature of the math-
ematical methods suggested is not divulged. It was not

considered necessary to go into an elementary discussion of

curve-tracing. The cause for minor discrepancies in con-

crete tests should be apparent to any engineer conversant

with this subject.

It is not clear why Mr. Hart has placed particular

emphasis on Fig. 2, in which a number of the curves were
derived from tests made on lean mixtures which, as pointed

out in our report, show an increase in strength with hy-

drated lime. We are at a loss to understand how anyone
can interpret Fig. 1 as showing an increase in strength of

concrete due to the presence of hydrated lime.

Re Conclusion U—The absurdity of studying the effect of

hydrated lime by adding 1 per cent of this material to con-

crete must be apparent to anyone experienced in concrete

tests. The absurdity should be all the more apparent to

one who has our report before him, since it is stated in

a number of places that 1 per cent by volume of hydrated

lime reduced the strength of ordinary concrete mixtures

about 0.5 per cent. The most careful concrete tests will
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show variations of several per cent, unless a large number
of tests are made in establishing each value.

Mr. Hart has overlooked the fact that we are stating a
rate. It is not necessary that our observations be restricted
to 1 second in determining that a pulley is running 2.1

revolutions per second. It is not necessary for a machine
to run for an hour to establish the fact that it can be run
at 30 miles per hour.

Mr. Hart has pointed out that hydrated lime makes its

poorest showing under the conditions in which concrete is

usually used and tested, that is (a) aggregate graded li
in.; (b) consistency 1.10, which represents the best consist-
ency for road construction and other high-grade work; (c)
age 28 days. All designs are based on the 28-day strength
of concrete. Most concrete engineers are coming to a saner
use of mixing water. It does not seem practicable to modify
the accepted sizes of the aggregate for the benefit of
hydrated lime.

Re Conclusion 7—The comments are not borne out by the
tests. In order that concrete containing hydrated lime may
be plastic, sufficient water must be added to produce a
plasticity in the lime which approximates that of the con-
crete. The statement "that it is unnecessary to use so much
water in the lime batches in order to secure equal plasticity"

does not change the observed facts.

Mr. Hart has misinterpreted Fig. 7, in spite of the ex-

planatory notes which accompany that figure and in spite

of the fact that this error has already been pointed out on
a number of occasions. It is stated in our report that this

table does not show directly the effect of hydrated lime

on the strength of concrete. We went so far as to give an
example illustrating this very point, so that the most care-

less reader has no excuse for misinterpreting the diagram.

This diagram shows the fundamental relation between the

strength of concrete and the water-ratio. While it is true

that for the same water-ratio the strength of concrete with

50 per cent of hydrated lime is higher than that without

hydrated lime, we must not lose sight of the fact that the

water-ratio must be increased when hydrated lime is used.

If the same quantity of water were used (the same water-
ratio) the concrete containing hydrated lime will be less

plastic; allowance must be made for this condition by adding
water, which in turn reduces the concrete strength.

By identifying some of the points on the two curves in

Fig. 7, the absurdity of his mterpretation would have be-

come apparent. Consider, for example, the 1: 5 tests (iden-

tified by four solid circles), which in the diagram without

hydrated lime gave a strength of about 2,600 ib. per sq.in.

with a water-ratio of 0.87, In the diagram with hydrated

lime these points will be found at a strength of about 2,100

lb. per sq.in., with a water-ratio of 1.10. In other words-,

the strength is reduced 500 lb. per sq.m. due to the presence

of the additional water and hydrated lime. For I'icher

mixes the difference in strength will be much greater for

the same difference in water-ratio.

Re Conclusion 10—We have not claimed that our method

of measuring the consistency or plasticity of concrete is

perfect; in fact it is quite apparent that this is not the

case. We are still searching for a better method. Our con-

clusions are based on a careful study of sevei'al thousand

determinations by the slump test, only part of which are

given in our report. It was pointed out that the slump of

leaner mixtures was increased with the addition of hydrated

lime (accompanied, of course, by the addition of water).

Mr. Hart's method of calculating the percentages in the

discussion of the slump test is erroneous. By this method

if a cylinder slumped 7 in. and we get "an increase of 112

per cent we would then calculate a slump of 14.8 in. which

is absurd, in view of the fact that a 12-in. cylinder was used.

Re Coyiclusion 11—Our conclusion with reference to the

effect of powdered admixtures on the wear of concrete was

based on all wear tests made in this investigation, none of

which have been omitted from the report. If we arc per-

mitted to select certain data and ignore others almost any-

thing can be proven.

Re Conclusion 12—With reference to the substitution of

hydrated lime for cement, it may be stated that some of

these te»t« were made over three jrcara aco, vhea it wm
common for the advrxratnt of hydrated lime to rfmmmiid
the .sub.ntitution of lim<? for r<-m«rnt. We iKiniiiMil tJttt

thi.4 was u poor practice and .t wa« not followed in IbIct

tests. Dt'rr A. Aauju,
*rofeiuM>r in Charce, Straetoral

Mat«rialj Research Laboratorj,
Chicago, Dec. 11. Lewia Intiff

,

ScicBtiic Bodies
•ctentifte aocietics mn
conditions doe to tiM

salvation, ootsld* of i»*

'eajo their

f attratioa
' berwing^ Math*.

Engineer '

Sir—A.s you
passing through uiiiicuil Unatuini
high cost of printing. Th«»tr nrl- '

creasing the <lu<-

ship, and I am i .
•-) r

of the engineering jn

members of the Amei
matical As.sociation of Amtrrtca, and the AjMCtation for
the Advancement of S<ience.

In joining these societies the engineers will net aleat fnr>
nish the much needed financial aid in promotiac and
keeping alive the nece-^sary and imp^jrtant work that thcar
societies are performing, but will alv> derive moeh baadit

to themselves from contact with the pure scicnca

It must be borne in mind that, after all, the
ca'-rying on of research is prn apoaaibla wtthoat a
thorough co-operation of pure bodies, and as thaat
societies eagerly look forward lu itaaiyzin^ and dijcruainc
the problems of the engineering profession, there is to my
mind no doubt that much mutual benefit must rcsoH fron
an infiltration of the engineering profession in tha mstlMl
matical and scientific societies.

A perusal of the publications of the three socwtica HMa*
tioned above will show that they contain moch of intartat

to engineers. The editors will gladly open their coloBUis

to the presentation before scientists of important ta^tomU'
ing problems.

I sincerely hope that this appeal vnW meet with
ate response, and with the aid of engineers the
will be carried through the present financial storms.

G. pAASwnx.
New York City. Dec. 23. Consoltinc Eaginaar.

Automatic Recorder for Stream DLscharire

Sir—In your i>.-^ue of Dec. 9, 19"_'0. - ' ' ' appears a
description of the Moore attachment a an "Auto-
matic Recording Apparatus for St • • o."

This invention consists of a cam • recordtBg
pencil, which draws a curve whos*- -eetly pn>-
portional to the discharge of the ot to tha
altitude of the float. The idea of : occurred
to the writer of this letter more t- \ ajro and
he published an account of it. v ns to tha

stream discharge over both trin: >-<taacillar

weirs (.so far as the mathematical ..v..,v —, ^ i.orriMd) in

an article which appeared in Tht ComtU Cii'U Emfimttrjlor
November, 1917.

The writer has never patented his in^Tntion and tha tw»>
year limit having e.xpired he suppo9<.4 that it is now poMic
property—though for aught hs knows Mr. M(y>l« may
have brought out the idea prior to No%Tpmber, 1917, and
may have patentoti it. IbtinC P. CHUacU.

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.. Dec. J7.

Piles From Blif^ht-Killed Chestnut Tr««8

Sir—The question has r»'ox":rly *-<••—. br -.:.^t to t^f

writer's attention whether t

which have Ihh'u iiit frnn c
Inasmuch as th.

killed off by a t-.

the advisability of using ih\>

your readers have records 'f '

the writer would appreci

ing it.

Bridgeport, Conn.. Dec. 1". Ei-w.uo .A. Lambsst.
Fletcher-Thonips.%n. Inc., EnginecrSi

)av« b««ft

T question

y of

piles,

n^ iofonuatioo recmrd-

L^.
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In Behalf of the Butte Civil Engineers

Sir—I wish to take exception to the article on Butte ap-

peai-ing in Etiginceriug Neivs-Record, Nov. 25, p. 1032. It is

certainly ill advised and incorrect.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. is much the largest

operator in this district. This company maintains a large

staff of able engineers in Butte composed of mining, civil,

electrical and mechanical engineers and geologists. The slur

on civil engineers in the article referred to will appear most

absurd if you read the articles on mine surveying which

appear from time to time in the paper published by the

company. The cross-cuts and tunnels in the Butte mines,

if placed end to end, would reach from New York to London,

and the underground woi'king in the Butte district are prob-

ably as intricate as those of any mining district in the world.

At Anaconda the engineering staff is very large and com-

prises metallurgical, mechanical, civil (including hydraulic

and structural) and electrical engineers. This force i-anges

between 120 and 300 men.

I take especial exception to the paragraph next to the

bottom of the first column of your article. It reads as

follows: "There are no civil engineers to speak of at Butte.

Outside of the water company and the Montana Power Co.

there is no civil engineering to be done. What civil engi-

neers there are are masquerading as mining or metallurgical

men and from the looks of the main footbridge leading to

the big smelter at Anaconda—a nice wood truss with no

sign of post or diagonal, a perfect tribute to the efficiency of

the arch, there are few of the metallurgical men vdth struc-

tural training." The bridge mentioned in this paragraph

is a small wooden footbridge spanning a narrow waterway
and was so insignificant that it did not receive the dignity

of a design from the drafting room, but was built in a day

or two by carpenters.

The article implies that the pipe line for the Butte Water

Co. is the only large engineering undertaking in this vicinity.

This is certainly a notable event in engineering. At the

same time the Anaconda company has, each year for the

past six years, spent as much money on new work as this

pipe line cost and several of the entei'prises have been new
and unique in the engineering world. W. C. Capron,

Mechanical Superintendent Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Anaconda, Mont., Dec. 17, 1920.

[There was no intention of slighting the work of the

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. in the article referred to; in

fact there is a tribute to the engineers of that and other

of the mining companies in the Butte district. Their activi-

ties, however, are more in the field of the mining engineer.

It is notoriously difficult to distinguish between the differ-

ent kinds of engineering- Mr. Capron's letter only confirms

this.

—

Editor.]

Different Formulas for Beam and Column
Bearing Plates

Sir—Referring to R. W Bowman's letter on bearing-

plate formulas, p. 1105 of the Dec. 2 issue, and your

editorial comment thereon, the following points relative to

the application of the formulas occur to the writer:

For plates under I-beams the distribution of pressure

over the bearing area of the

beam flange is approximately
uniform, due to more or less

"flexibility" of the flange. In

this case the Carnegie for-

mula applies. This is es-

pecially true of girder beams
having wide and thin flanges.

Its use is on the side of safety..

For base plates under columns, on account of the "inflexi-

bility" of the column shaft, the load is not uniformly dis-

tributed and the Bethlehem formula properly applies. Use
of a thicker plate to care for bending moment would seem
to be unnecessary; however, where there is a possibility of

corrosion, as is often the case, the thickness should be made
greater than theory requires. Walter J. Fuston,

Dallas, Tex. Fuston & Van Valkenburgh,

I

???s ik?B
Beam Bearing Plate Column Bearing Plate

FLEXURE OF BEARING
PLATES

Hooped Columns and Construction Joints

in the Galveston Fire

Sir—In your issue of Dec. 2, p. 1101, Edward Godfrey
has evidenced much interest in the results of the fires in the
warehouse at Galveston, Tex. Mr. Godfrey states his opin-
ion that "it is inconceivable that anything approaching this

destruction could have occurred if the columns h^d been
reinforced with close-spaced hooping." After closely ex-
amining the original photographs, three of which were not
published by you, the surfaces of columns in the lower
story which spalled off reveal a comparatively close-spaced
hooping, approximately 3 in. on centers, and the hooping of
columns supporting the roof about 6 in. on centers. The
columns of the lower story show the same tendency, and
actual failure in some cases, as did the columns with
spirals about 6 in. on centers. If the upper story columns
failed first it is natural to believe that the impact from the
dead weight of the roof slab would cause an unfavorable
condition of loading on the lower story columns; otherwise,
if the design of all columns was uniformly proportioned
with relation to unit stresses and the loads imposed, it

appears from the results that in resistance to fire the spirals
spaced 6 in. on centers compare favorably with those spaced
3 in. on centers.

In the absence of tangible evidence the writer would
concur with Mr. Godfrey's theory, but the facts in this in-

stance do not substantiate his conclusion. In all cases
where columns remained, the spalling did not extend
farther than the hooping which was left exposed. This
condition of spalled-off column surfaces also prevailed in

several cases in the compartment which did not fail.

Mr. Godfrey appears rather lenient in his conclusion

regarding the effect of fire on construction joints. The
photograph reproduced on page 983 of your issue of Nov.
18 unfortunately does not show the detail displayed by the

original photograph. In the compartment that survived

the fire the surface of floor slab revealed no indication of

irregularity except at construction joints, although the

distance between these joints and the exterior walls or ex-

pansion joint is considerable. The construction joints at

the center panels offered the only opportunity for the

excessive heat to attack the slab rods along the plane of

maximum positive moment and hence produce elongation

of these rods and subsequent distortion due to heat and.
stress from dead and live loads. This experience indicates

the usual construction joint to be the most susceptible

source of weakness in a reinforced-concrete building.

As Edgar A. Cross states in your issue of Dec. 2, p. 1102,

the value of tension rods when subjected to heat even as low
as 250 deg. C, or 482 deg. F., is greatly lessened. The
expansive force due to heat is naturally cumulative, but the

spandrel walls and expansion joints, being the points of

least resistance, would hardly occasion the buckling of slabs

if the present form of construction joints did not offer a

direct medium for weakness and failure in the event of fire.

St. Louis, Dec. 17. W. J. Knight.

City Must Pay Engineer's Fee for Services

The Superior Court of the Province of Quebec has

ruled that the city of St. John, P. Q., must pay Royal

LeSage, consulting engineer, Montreal, for plans,

specifications and estimates prepared by Mr. LeSage for

sev^ers for the city named. The city abandoned the

project after having authorized the work and a bond to

the amount of $50,000. Mr. LeSage presented a bill for

$2,500 and the city denied liability} according to The

Canadian Engineer, but offered $500 in settlement. It

was shown by Mr. LeSage that his traveling expenses

and other disbursements amounted to $725. The court

decided that Mr. LeSage was entitled to 3 per cent for

the preparation of plans and to 2 per cent for having

been deprived of the supervision of the construction

work. It was also decided by the court that the engineer

was entitled to costs.
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News of the Weer
New York, December 30, 1020

Erect Large Alaskan Bridge

in Winter

Span of 504 Feet Under Way—To Erect

Steel Arch Next Summer by

Hell Gate Arch Method

The railroad being constructed by the

Alaskan Engineering Commission has

reached the Susitna River crossing, 260

miles from Seward, and on Dec. 1 more
than 50 per cent of the steel in the

bridge at that point had been put in

place. This bridge is being built dur-

ing the winter largely because piles

could be driven only a few feet at the

site and it was feared that high water

in the summer would menace falsework

built on piling of that sort. The sti-uc-

ture as a whole consists of 392 ft. of

trestle, two 70-ft. timber pony trusses,

two 121-ft. Howe timber trusses and a

504-ft. steel span. The latter is a Bal-

timore truss, designed for a loading

of two E50 locomotives followed by a

uniform load of 4,000 lb. per foot. It

has a center height of 76.75 ft. and a

total weight of 1,650 tons.

Contract for the structure was
awarded early in February, 1920. The

designs were completed and spans as-

sembled and shipped by July. Modjeski

& Angier, as consulting engineers, ap-

proved detailed designs of the bridge

prepared by the American Bridge Co.,

which, in turn, were based on the gen-

eral plans of the Alaskan Engineering

Commission. The bridge work and all

other construction on the Alaskan rail-

road is under the supei-vision of Col.

F. H. Mears, chairman Alaskan Engi-

neering Commission.

The completion of the Susitna bridge

this winter will make it possible to

carry on work on a large two-hinged

arch across Hurricane Gulch, 20 miles

farther on, during the open season next

year. The arch span in this stinjcture

will be 384 ft. long. At its center the

rails will be 330 ft. above the bottom

of the gorge. The plan of erection

decided upon calls for the use of back-

stay anchorages, similar to those used

in erecting the E2II Gate arch in New
York. This bridge is being designed

for E60 loading. With the steel ap-

proach spans, which total 530 ft. in

length, t will require 1,300 tons of

steel.

Saskatchewan Licensing Bill Fails

of Passage

The bill for the incorporation of the

Association of Professional Engineers

of the Province of Saskatchewan, Can-

ada, failed of passage by the Legisla-

ture when it came before that body this

month.

Engineering Council Holds Final

Meeting

The final meeting of engineering

council held in Washington, D. C, Dec.

16, was almost entirely devoted to the

closing of council's affairs. Unfinished

business and uncompleted projects were
transmitted to the United Engineering

Society with the suggestion that they

be referred to the new American Engi-

neering Council with favorable recom-

mendation. The principle action of a

continuing nature taken by council was
the adoption of the resolution to the

effect that the present financial strin-

gency and the prospect that federal

revenues dui'ing the next year will not

equal the government expenses, make
it a matter of good citizenship for every

considerate person to avoid advocating

expansion of government activities; that

in consequence of this belief. Engineer-

ing Council would endeavor to set the

example by withdrawing its previously

enlisted support of efforts to secure

increased appropriations for certain

government engineering projects.

Engineers on General Staff

Eligible LLst

Twenty-one Rejrularn and Ninetren Ex-

Service Men Included by Vernhimg

Board in Kotiter of 607 Nai

To Give Up Boston Garbage and

Refuse Disposal Contract

The Boston Development & Sanitary

Co., which has a ten-year contract for

the disposal of the garbage, ashes and

rubbish of Boston, expiring July 1, 1922,

has notified the city that it must dis-

continue its services on Dec. 31, 1920.

on account of the losses that it is sus-

taining. These losses are attributed to

the increase since 1912 in the cost of

labor from 17i to 60c. an hour and of

coal from $3.80 to $14 a ton; the de-

crease in the price of grease from about

5c. to a quotation of 3c. a pound but

with no market; and to the failure of

the city to enforce the contract provi-

sions for the separation of garbage and

ashes. Had this separation been ef-

fected, the company states it could

have continued to operate its contract

without loss. A few months ago the

company offered to pay the city the

amount of its surety bond, $100,000. if

the city would cancel the contract.

Since then it has offered to continue

the disposal work if the city wouH pay

operating costs, without profit to the

company or executive salaries. These

offe'-s the company states the city has

virtually rejected. It is supposed that

the city will begin operating the plant

on Jan. 1 and take action against the

company for non-fulfillment of its con-

tract The contract price for 1920 is

$152,000; for 1921. $156,000; and for

the half year ending June 30, 1922.

$80,000.

Engineers to the namber of 40, of

whom 21 are refrulars and 19 rmtrrt

officers, members of the National Goard.
or civilians forn.* rlv in the militair

service, are ir the Generml

Staff eligible 1: 7 names mad*
public last week by the War D«

ment as General Order 74. The i

published in compliance with Section 5

of the National Defence .Act, approred
by Congress Jane 4. 1920. which re-

quires a boaro consisting of the general

of the army, the commandant of the

General Staff College, the commandant
of the General Service Schools and two
other general officers of the line, choacn

by the Secretary of War, to .«elect those

officers of the Regular .\nny. National

Guard, Officers' Reserve Corps and
others who demonstrated their fitncao

for General Staff daty daring the

World War, who are considered quali-

fied by "education, militar>- experience.

and character," for General Staff duty.

The board was headed by General

Pershing. From now on, no if!;,>.r can

be detailed for General .^

unless his name appears on •

list, which is popularly referred 10 as

the "Blue Book" of the Army.

Among the Engineer regulars on the

list which follows are Brig-Gen. VV i>

Connor, who served in Frar-.cv a

mander of the Port of Bor»i- -^

of staff for Major Genera'

conunanding gt" • " ' "^ «^ "^

ceeding him in 4

placed in com . . t

Forces in France after tb« f

General Pershing to the Un;:. . ..... ^;

Col. (formerly Brig.-Gen.) Edifar Jad-

win, who ser\-'' '
'" '^^ A. E. F. as

director of ci and forestry,

in charge of p :•
>'1 ??.• .r-'i-

neering work in Franc-

zone of the armies; '.

Brig.-Gen.) Sherwood Cheney, who was

ihiof of the Army T'-ansport Service

abnvid, and Major, (formerly Col.> W.

T. Hannum. nv" ^ ^^ - ' (". r . • .1! Staff

Officer (G.-5) train-

ing of troops. . itrick.

who was chief of the .\ir Servk% in

Franco, with rank of major general

Col. E. D. Peek, who commanded «

light rail^' '^ '.viment abnvid: CoL

George K ^'ho w:.

gin«vr ot' - Arnn ;
-s

.\. Wtxxiruff. who was '

.ladwin. director of c ^

forestr>\ and Col. G. A. Youngb* rg.
'
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who served on the G-4 Section of the

General Staff at Chaumont.
Of the engineer officers assigned to

duty in the United States were Brig.-

Gen. Henry Jervey, assistant chief of

staff and director of operations; Col.

(formerly Brig.-Gen.) H. B. Ferguson,
commanding port of embarkation; Col.

Lytle Brown, General Staff, and others.

Of the civilians, Major Barber was
among the first Engineer officers in

France, having gone there as a member
of the Railways Commission sent at

the request of Genei'al Joffre. Brig.-

Gen. R. C. Marshall, Jr., was chief of

the construction Division of the Army,
while Lieut.-Col. John P. Hogan served
with G-2, Second Army, A. E. F. Col.

John F. Sewell was Section Engineei'

and commanding officer of the 17th En-
gineers at St. Nazaire in France, while

Col. Joseph Hyde Pratt commanded a
divisional ^gineers regiment.

The following engineer officers' names
are contained in the General Staff list:

Regular Officers— Brown, Lytle, Col.;
Cheney, Sherwood, Col. ; Connor, William
D., Brig.-Gen.; Emerson, Thos. H., Major;
Ferguson, Harley B., Col. ; Hannum, War-
ren T., Major ; Harts, William W., Col. ;

Jadwin, Edg-ar, Col. ; Jervey, Henry, Brig.-
Gen. ; Kelly, William, Lieut.-Col. ; King-
man, John J., Major ; MacArthur, Douglas,
Brig.-Gen. ; Patrick, Mason M., Col. ; Peek,
Ernest D., Lieut.-Col. ; Sherill, Clarence O.,
Lieut.-Col. ; Spalding, George R., Lieut.-
Col. ; Steese, James G., Major ; Ward, Ralph
T., Major ; AVatkins, Lewis H., Major

;

Woodruff, James A., Lieut.-Col. ; Young-
berg, Gilbert A., Lieut.-Col.

Ciuiiia?ts—Barber, Alvin B., civilian, for-
merly Col. ; Boesch, Clarence E., Major,
R. C. : Bright, Graham B., Major, R. C. ;

Dasher, Charles L., civilian, formerly
Major ; French, Herbert W., civilian for-
merly Capt. ; Hogan, John P., civilian,
formerly Lieut.-Col. ; Lightner, George C,
Major, R. C. ; Low, John C, civilian, for-
merly Lieut.-Col. ; Marshall, Richard C,
Jr., civilian, formerly Brig.-Gen. : Pill, Leon
M.. Major, Jt. C. ; Poole, John H., Col..
R. C. ; Pratt, Joseph H., Col., R. C. ; Rob-
erts, Spencer, civilian, formerly Major

;

Sewell, John S., Col., R. C. ; Shaughnessey,
Edward H., Col., R. C. : Taylor, Rov, civi-
lian, formerly Major ; Whitehurst, Herbert
C, Major, R. C. ; Williams, Edward H., Col.,
R. C. ; Wilson, William J., Major, R. C. ;

Woodruff, Edwin D., Major, R. C.

Tacoma Pier Nears Completion
The Port of Tacoma, Wash., will

issue $60,000 of warrants bearing 6 per
cent interest in order to complete its

port project to the point where Pier 1,

the open pier, can be placed in commis-
sion. The funds will be used in laying
railroad tracks to the new pier, pur-
chase of a big crane and other improve-
ments.

Quartermaster Wants $20,700,000
for Construction

The sum of $20,700,000 is asked of
Congress by the Quartermaster Gen-
eral, U. S. Army, to be used in the
construction, during the next fiscal

year, of barracks, quarters, stables,
storehouses, magazines, administration
buildings, sheds and shops. The appro-
priation for similar purposes during the
current fiscal year was $8,500,000. In
addition, $3,500,000 has been asked for
the construction and repair of roads,
walks, wharves and drainage channels
and $1,509,000 for the construction and
repair of hospitals.

Materials Handhng Section of
A. S. M. E.

With the purpose of formulating a
definite px*ogram for the section, its

executive committee is seeking the sug-
gestions of the members of the section
and of the society.

The scope of the work is covered by
the two following questions:

(1) How the mechanical engineers
can improve machinery and equ-p-
ments for the handling of ma-
terials.

(2) How great the material handling
costs can be reduced if the whole
subject of transportation is ana-
lyzed and co-oi*dinated from the
viewpoint of making economies
over our present method.

The appointment of subcommittees is

being considered along two distinct

lines: (a) According to types of mate-
rial handling equipment, such as con-
veyors, cableways, cranes, etc. (b) Ac-
cording to industries which have mate-
rial handling problems, such as steel

manufactures, storage "warehoujses, com-
modity distribution centers, construc-
tion work, automobile or tire indus-
tries, etc.

It is the intention of the section to
so thoroughly discuss the controlling
factors in each line by meetings held
by these various subcommittees so as
to develop better methods of handling
materials and to standardize equipment
and methods where that is desirable.

It is suggested that important re-

search work might be undertaken to
build up through the formation of spe-
cialized committees certain classes of
data and of information of general in-

terest to all members. Such classes of
data pertain, for example, to the han-
dling of materials at the terminals, the
relation of costs of material handling
to the general costs of factory opera-
tion, and the percentage of costs of
commodities which merely represent
transportation in its various phases.
A questionnaire is being sent out

aimed to bring out the ways in which
the material handling section can in-

terest the members and can best serve
the purpose for which the section has
been organized. The office of the sec-
tion is at the society headquarters, 29
West 39th St., New York City.

Hetch Hetchy Project Visited by
U. S. Army Engineers

While on a western tour preparatory
to making recommendations for the an-
nual appropriations, the Board of En-
gineers for Rivers and Harbors, Corps
of Engineers, U. S. A., made an inspec-
tion trip over the Hetch Hetchy project
as guests of M. M. O'Shaughnessy, city
engineer of San Francisco. Among the
visiting engineers were Brig.-Gen.
Harry Taylor, assistant Chief of En-
gineers, Cols. J. C. Sanford, Charles
Keller, Wm. B. Ladue, J. C. Oakes, and
Herbert Deakyne, Majors C. S. Ridley
and U. S. Grant 3rd.

Railroad Regiment Authorized
Instructions have been issued by the

Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, for
the organiation of the 16th Engineers,
a railroad regiment. This is the first
time that engineer officers and troops
specializing in railroad construction
will be concentrated in a single organ-
ization in peace time. Only a battalion
is to be formed at present, but it will
serve as a nucleus around which the
organization can be expanded in case
of necessity.

Urge Uniform Traffic Regulations
What started as a meeting of the

executive committee of the Interna-
tional Traffic Officers' Association, at
Cleveland, Dec. 7, developed into a Na-
tional Conference on Highway Traffic
Regulations which will meet in Wash-
ington Jan. 10 to reach final agree-
ment on traffic regulations which can
be presented with their endorsement to
the country at large and particularly
to the 42 state legislatures convening
next month. A temporary organization
of the National Conference on High-
way Traffic Regulations was effected by
the representatives of 15 national and
3 other associations who had been in-
vited to give their ideas on the subject.
The conference of eighteen associa-

tions elected as their temporary chair-
man, Charles M. Talbert, director of
streets and sewers of St. Louis; vice-
chairman, Harry Meixell, Jr., secretary.
Motor Vehicle Conference Committee;
secretary-treasurer, David R. Faries
representing the Automobile Club of
Southern California; and assistant sec-
retary and treasurer, Sidney J. Wil-
liams, secretary and chief engineer of
the National Safety Council.
The National Conference on Highway

Traffic Regulations is not a new body,
but a consolidation of all existing or-
ganizations which are interested in

standardizing traffic legislation and
regulation. For years there has been
a great duplication of efforts in the
agitation for a national traffic code and
there are now at least four proposed
standards for such a code.

"Once a uniform traffic motor vehicle
law is adopted," said Mr. Talbert "the
next logical step will be standardiza-
tion of traffic signs and signals and this

will naturally lead to uniformity in ad-
ministi-ative and judicial practice."

The feeling expressed at the Cleve-
land conference was that the standard-
ization of vehicle laws is becoming
more and more imperative. It is esti-

mated that there are in the cities of

the United States approximately one
million arrests for traffic law violations

each year and records at the head-
quarters of the National Safety Council
indicate that a very large proportion
of the 12,000 fatalities and hundreds of

thousands of injuries caused by auto-

mobile accidents each year result from
violation of traffic laws, in many in-

stances from ignorance of such laws
as ai'e in force.
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To Vote on Kittitas Irrigation

Contract in Washington

Property owners under the proposed

Kittitas high line irrigation project, de-

signed to irrigate approximately 73,000

acres of land in the vicinity of Ellens-

burg, Wash., will shortly vote on the

acceptance of a contract, approved by

Secretary of the Interior Payne, pro-

viding that the Government furnish

storage water necessary for the project.

Would Put Kansas Water Re-
sources Under One Head

A State Water Congress was held

Dec. 15 in Topeka, Kan., for the

purpose of discussing a pi'oposal to

consolidate the administration, investi-

gation and utilization of the water re-

sources of the state under one head, tho

Division of Water Resources to 1 c

created within the Court of Industrial

Relations. At present six state organ-

izations having to do with water re-

sources now work more or less inde-

pendently. They are the Court of

Industrial Relations; the Kansas Water
Commission; Division of Irrigation

with the Department of Agriculture;

State Executive Council; State Geo-

logical Survey and State Board of

Health.

The Industrial Relations Court issues

permits through the Public Utilities

Commission, values and controls rates

and service of hydroelectric properties.

The technical services would be handled

by the proposed division of Water Re-

sources. The duties of the Kansas
Water Commission are to investigate

and control the problems of flood pre-

vention, drainage, domestic water sup-

ply, water power navigation and irriga-

tion. It maintains river gaging sta-

tions and co-operates with the U. S.

Geological Survey. The commission is

to be abolished and its duties transfer-

red to the proposed division. The State

Irrigation Commissioner gathers irriga-

tion statistics and operates by lease

state-owned irrigation plants.

The Division of Irrigation within the

State Board of Agriculture is to be

abolished and its duties enlarged and
transferred to the proposed division.

The State Executive Council adminis-

ters the "Sand Law" which relates to

the sale and taking of sand, or any
natural product from the river beds or

state-ovraed property. The duties would

be assumed by the proposed division.

The State Geological Survey makes
surveys of underground water surveys

and would continue the work in co-

operation with the proposed division.

Likewise the State Board of Health

would continue to function in handling

sewage and water-works problems but

would at all times co-operate with the

new division.

In the discussions the few opponents

to the plan argued for home rule and

against corporation control which was

considered easier of attainment under

state commissions. More rapid and

complete development of the state's

water resources was conBidered posBible
under the proposed divj.sion.

A committee of five to repre»«nt all

interests involved wa.s authorised to

co-operate with the governor and the
Water Commission in drafting the pri>-

I)osc(l bill.

Report Withholds Recommenda-
tion on Imperial Valley Work
No specific recommendation a.s to the

best method of proceeding with the irri-

gation of the Imperial Valley in Cali-
fornia can be made until an examina-

ARCHIBALD BYRON LUEDER

tion of the Boulder Canyon dam site is

completed. This statement is made by

the Secretary of the Interior in sub-

mitting a repoi't to Congress.

The report goes exhaustively into the

details of the irrigable area and the

location of the holdings which are to

be benefited. The whole matter hinges

on the possibility of constructing a

large reservoir in Boulder Canyon, near

the northern boundary of -\rizona

below the mouth of Virgin River. The

report points out that a basin of large

capacity could be obtained if a high

dam were constructed. The investi-

gation thus far, however, has not shown

favorable foundation conditions for such

a dam.
In case the Boulder Canyon reser-

voir does not prove to be feasible or

is not constructed an alternative prop-

csition provides for the construction of

the Dewey reservoir on Grand River,

together wi'h the nece.-.sary caiuils and

power houses. The total expense of

the latter project is estimated at $67,-

269.000.

The report calls attention to the

fact that if all possible development on

the upper rivers and tributaries is car-

ried out and storage provided only in

the Dewey reservoir there will be some

shortage of water on certain lands in

two years out of twenty-one, judging

from past records.
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New Railroad for Quebec

A new line of railroad 120 miles

lonii", from Chicoutimi to St. Felicien.

via the north side of Lake St. John, is

provided for in a contract that has been

signed between the Government of the

Province of Quebec and the Quebec &
Chibougamou Railway Co. The new
line will run through timbered country.

A large amount of the material has

been contracted for and the road is to

be completed in two years.

Colorado May Not Build Tunnels

A constitutional amendment author-

izing Colorado to construct three tun-

nels through the mountains, and also

authorizing the issuance of bonds for

the work, was defeated at the election

of Nov. 2. In view of this result a

movement is under way now to bring-

before the legislature in January an-

other proposal to consti'uct the tunnels.

The method by which the work can be

undertaken has not yet been decided

upon. Favorable consideration is being

given to the plan of authorizing (by
legislative enactment) the formation of

tunnel districts similar to irrigation

districts, any district then to vote on

the question of bonding itself for the

tunnel construction. This plan would
make it possible to finance a tunnel on

the credit of those sections of the state

that would be most directly benefited,

without reference to other parts of the

state.

High Dam Proposed for Merced
Irrigation District

A report on the requirements of the

Merced irrigation district in the San
Joaquin valley of California, together

with recommendations for the develop-

ment of the necessary storage, canal

systems, drainage, etc., has just been
submitted to the district by John D.

Galloway, civil engineer, of San Fran-
cisco. The district, formed about a
year ago, contemplates the irrigation

of 200,000 acres of fertile land, of

which 52,000 acres is already irrigated.

Plans are under way for a bond elec-

tion to secure funds with which the pro-

posed work may be carried out.

The work recommended by the report

would include a storage reservoir on the

Merced River formed by a dam at

Exchequer, 7 mi. above Merced Falls.

At this site, the report states, there is

a favorable site for a simple arch dam
of perhaps 330 ft. total height, which
would raise the water 300 ft. and form
a reservoir 12 mi. long. This would
necessitate the relocation of 20 mi. of

the Yosemite Valley railroad which now
runs through the reservoir site. It is

proposed to locate a 20,000-kw. power
plant at the foot of the dam, part of

the energy from which would be used
for pumping within the district. The
plans contemplate the purchase of the

Crocker-Huffman canal system and the

addition of mains and laterals to make
a total length of about 850 miles of

canal.

Small Mine Shares Proposed

for German Workers
A feature of the plans now under

consideration in Germany for the social-

ization of the coal mines is the proposal

to give the employed miners as well

as officials the option to take shares in

the mine properties and to issue for this

purpose shares of a small nominal
value, that is 100 marks, whereas up
to now shai'es of the German joint stock

companies had a minimum face value

of 1,000 marks. The mine owners, led

by Stinnes, are fighting with all their

power and vast influence for the main-
tenance of the present proprietorship

conditions and to avert the danger of

the expropriation they have been will-

ing to make an important concession

by providing a limitation of the share

dividends. By this concession, and by
the participation of the working classes

in tb-^ proprietorship and other better-

men^o promised them, it is hoped to de-

feat the expropriation advocates.

Would Withdraw Park Lands
From Federal Power Act

A number of amendments to the

Federal Water Power Act, signed by
the President last June, have been in-

troduced in the present session of Con-
gress, but most of them are in regard

to routine matters. One of them, how-
ever, is of radical nature. This is

S. 4554, introduced by Senator Jones,

of Washington, which provides that no
water-power development may be made
under the act within the limits of a

national park or national monument.
The amendment reads as follows

:

That hereafter no permit, license, lease
or authorization for dams, conduits, reser-
voirs, power houses, transmission lines or
other worlds for storage oi' carriage of
water, or for the development, transmission
or utilization of power within the limits of
any national park or national monument,
shall be granted or made without specific
authority of Congress, and so much of the
act of Congress approved June 10, 19,20,
entitled "An act to create a Federal Power
Commission, to provide for the improve-
ment of navigation, the development of
water power, the use of the public lands in
relation thereto, and to repeal Section 18
of the river and harbor appropriation act
approved Aug. 8, 1917, and for other pur-
poses," as authorizes licensing such uses
of national parks and national monuments
by the Federal Power Commission is here-
by repealed.

Comprehensive Road System Pro-

posed for Saskatchewan
A plan to provide the Province of

Saskatchewan with 1,067 miles of paved
roads suitable for automobile traffic, by
connecting up the more thickly popu-
lated centers, has been evolved by Com-
missioner Forath. The total estimated
cost of construction of the suggested
roads is $24,000,000 provided the roads
are constructed as near as possible to

railways and the work is so organized
that it can be carried on continuously
and as rapidly as possible. In the
main, the commissioner's scheme is to

construct a 15-ft. paved strip on all the

main roads in the Province, the cost of

which is to be recovered in the course of

from 10 to 20 years by a system of

tolls.

Indictment of Plumbers Follows
Lockwood Investigation

Indictment of fifty-two members of an
alleged plumbers "ring," maintained to

defeat competitive bidding; the exist-

ence of an alleged combination that
dommate the cast iron pipe field; and
the promise of two of the three trade
associations under fire from the Lock-
wood joint legislative committee on
housing to "mend their ways" by re-

turning to a competitive bid basis, arc
the high lights in the past week's work
of the Lockwood committee, investi-

gating the housing situation in New
York City.

.

The fifty-two members of the alleged

plumbing "ring" included twenty-seven
corporations and twenty-five individ-

uals, all members of the so-called Het-
trick "code of practice" group. The
indictment against them is a violation

of the Donnelly anti-trust law. Het-
trick, previously indicted, was again in-

cluded among the indicted plumbers,
and his $100,000 bail was continued.

The plumbers appeared for arraign-

ment, pleaded not guilty and were re-

leased under bail of $5,000 each.

Cast Iron Pipe Combine

The existence of a cast iron pipe

combine, which fought legislation and
plumbing innovations designed to save
the building public thousands of dollars

annually, was disclosed through the

testimony of Charles F. Tuttle, a pi'o-

fessional secretary, who had acted in

that capacity for the Eastern Soil Pipe
Association, the American Institute of

Lead Manufacturers, and other trade

organizations. His exainination re-

vealed the existence of an organiza-

tion of ten pipe concerns, known as the

Eastern Soil Pipe Association, working
in conjunction with the Southern Soil

Pipe Association. It was brought out

in Tuttle's examination that the Central

Foundry Co., the largest of the Eastern
concerns, made all the discount prices

for the other organizations, a practice

that continued up to June 2, 1920.

The two trade associations that

promised to return to a basis of com-
petitive bidding are the Stone Mason
Contractors' Association and the Com-
position Roofers' and Watei-proof Asso-
ciation. The former association agreed
to return at once to a basis of com-
petitive bidding and the latter to elimi-

nate from its practices "objectionable

regulations," the chief one being a rule

that prevented roofers from guaran-
teeing a composition roof for more than
two years, when a guarantee for ton

years was possible. According to the

testimony of E. J. Lee, the roofers'

association secretary, the Johns-Man-
ville corporation was barred from mem-
bership because it guaranteed composi-

tion roofs for ten years. Included in

the "reformation" of the stone masons'
association, it was stated, would be the

abrogation of an agreement that the

association had with unions workers,

whereby no union mason could work for

a contractor not a member of the

association.
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Insurance Companies Lend Lar^e
Amounts to Aid Housing

According to Haley Fiske of the Met-
ropolitan Life Insurance Co., New York
City, life insurance companies of the
United States, for the first ten months
of 1920, loaned more than $230,000,000
on city and farm real-estate mortgatjres.

The insurance companies have $2,082,-

000,000 invested in bonds and mort-
gages throughout the country, almost
equally divided between farms and
cities. Commitment for many millions

more have been made, one company
alone having promised approximately
$50,000,000 in loans not yet closed. A
great deal of this money loaned, it is

pointed out, was used to aid housing
propositions.
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Wage Decrease Accepted by Tex-
tile Unions Under Protest

Nine of ten textile unions of New
Bedford, Mass., recently voted to accept
under protest, a 22i-per cent reduction

in wages, rathen than strike. The
tenth union voted to strike. Approx-
imately 35,000 operators are affected.

Wage reductions among the textile

workers were also noted in other sec-

tions of New England, according to

press reports. At Fall River a wage
reduction of 22i per cent for the 35,000

cotton mill operatives in that city was
announced Dec. 22 at a conference be-

tween the Fall River Cotton Manufac-
turers Association and the Textile

Council. The reduction will become ef-

fective on Jan. 3 in all of the 100 mills

controlled by the members of the asso-

ciation. Wage cuts of 22* per cent in

Holyoke and Boston were also an-

nounced. The Manufacturers Associa-

tion of Boston recently announced that

the decrease would occur and that the

piece-work system of payment would
be restored.

The Stanley Iron Works of Bridge-

water, Mass., whose head offices are in

New Britain, Conn., recently posted a
notice of a 15 per cent reduction in

wages, effective at once. The 5 per cent

monthly bonus is also abolished and
a drop from time and a half to straight

time for all overtime is announced.
The directors of the Loyal Legion of

Loggers and Lumbermen for Oregon
has announced a cut in the minimum
wage for legion workmen of 80c per

day, making a new minimum wage of

$3.60. Approximately 2,000 employees
of a manufacturing establishment in

Chicopee, Mass., announced a 22J-per

cent reduction, beginning Jan. 10. The
same reduction will be put into effect

by two establishments in Sanford, Me.,

a week earlier, affecting 3,000 oper-

atives. A wage reduction affecting

more than 700 employees was an-

nounced recently by the Parkersburg

Iron Co. of Parkersburg, W. Va. In

order to save sixty of their number
from being laid off, a proposal that 450

employees of the Great Northern R.R.

Co. at Great Falls, Mont., each work
shorter hours, has been made by the

nion them.selve.M in a comrr-- • »

sent to the Great .Vorthc-rn

tors in St. Paul. The .sixty

laid off Dec. 21. A Chicajfo
announced a 20 per cent dt^^,...,.- .,.

waiters' wage.s for the first of the year.
other hotels contemplatinjf the «am«-
thing.

Construction Company .Makes
Winter Provision for Old

Employees
The Cement-Gun Construction Co.,

Chicago, 111., facing inaction during the
winter and unwilling to see its regular
employees go jobless, has devised a plan
which it recently propounded to its

regular employees. The company is

equipped to make concrete septic tank.s

during warm weather but not during
winter. The plan involves fitting up
the tank plant with heating apparatu.s
for winter work, allowing regular em-
ployees to be given the chance to

work at a reasonable wage, and to share
in the profits resulting from the sale

of the tanks if a market for those man-
ufactured during the winter is found in

the spring and summer. Acceptance
of the proposition is entirely optional
with the employee, and his non-accept-
ance does not injure his status with the
construction company.

Lumber Production 60 Per Cent
of Normal

According to a recent bulletin issued

by the National Lumber Manufacturers
Association, production of lumber is

now about 60 per cent of normal. Ship-

ments closely approach production so

that the volume of stock is not sub-

stantially increasing. It is expected

that further reduction in output will

occur in the next few weeks through
the closing of more mills in the South
and West. However, the bulletin points

out, the resumption of building early

in 1921, it is believed, must result in

an active demand on the sawmills, and

operators for the most part are opti-

mistic. The bulletin also says that hun-

dreds of sawmills in the principal pro-

ducing regions are making sales at

prices at, near, or even below cost of

production. The move is made in an

effort to maintain organizations intact

Original Road Tender Cut $35,000

in Readvertisement of Bids

According to information just n-

ceived from the Alabama Highway
Commission, a contract has been

awarded to W. T. Taylor. Tallaufga.

Ala., for grading and installing drain-

age structures on 18.2 miles of state

highway, at a price $35.1X10 under the

same contractor's bid submitted Nov.

10. At that time bids were advertised

on the project, but, though several con-

tractors bid, the st«te highway com-

mission considered the bids excessive,

readvertising on Dec. 21 with the above

result.
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Engineering Societies

Calendar

.\nnual .Meetings

AMERICAN SOf'IETY OF CIVIL,
K.N'OIN^'- ' < ^-•' Toffc C»tjr.
Jan. I

ASSO'

K.VOI.N KKKl.N' : 1
.\' > T I

C.V.VAI-A .M..f.:r.-.il . :

.-OXTRAC-
• O.

The Nashville Enjfiivf^ring \s.4ocia>

tion. at its meeting I' the

following olf.c< r< EI.

Freeland; v; l>anien;

second vice-; oeUon.

The Ottawa Branch. Encineertac la-

.«<titute of Canada, at

will be addressed by

chiet engineer. Cami'.i.r .'iy.

The members were addn 16,

by W. H. Boyd, chief :

logical Survey of r

raphical sur\'eying.

The <".•!.-lan.l FntMn*^rin^ Society.

at its : will be

ad'i" - Bood oa
"1 or and His RelaUoa to Na-
tu: -.,:.>e.~

The Fnirineer«* Cluh of Philadrlplua,

at
' i4» **The

I), 'iandHnr

Krei>riil. by "

of the Jan.

posium on liyvirixIccLr:*; Tovivr and
Distribntjon."

The KnKineerinK Society of Wi
will hold il« annual meetmfr at Madiaon.

Wis.. Feb. 11-12 Secnetary. Leonard S.

Smith.

The Indiana Knjcineerinir Society will

hold its annual meettbs at Indianapolis,
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Ind., on Jan. 27-28. Charles Brossman,
Merchants Bank Buildinj;, is secretary.

The Technical Club of Madison. Wis,,

at a recent meeting- passed a resolution

urging- upon President-elect Harding-
the appointment of Herbert C. Hoover
as Secretary of the Interior.

The Highway Engineers' Association
of Missouri will hok- its annual meeting
at the Planters Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.,

Jan. G, 7, 8, 1921.

The Kansas Engineering Society, at

its annual meeting, Dec. 16-17, elected

the follo-tting officers: President, Dean
P. F. Walker of the University of

Kansas; vice-president, Lloyd B. Smith;
secretary-treasurer, J. M. Averill.

Personal Notes

Charles E. Sloan has been
appointed city engineer of Manteca, Cal.

Fred H. Schrieber, formerly
assistant state high-way engineer of

South Dakota, has been appointed state

highvvray engineer to succeed F. S. Peck,

resigned.

W. G. S T R M Q u I s T has left the

U. S. Public Health Service to accept

the position of sanitary engineer -with

the health department, Memphis, Tenn.

George G. Tyrrell, formerly
with the Missouri State High-way De-
partment, has been appointed resident

engineer on the construction of federal-

aid roads for the Mississippi State

Highway Department.

W. H. Fairchild has resigned
the position of city engineer to become
general manager of the Public Utilities

Commission, Gait, Ont., Canada.

Thomas N. Jacob has V een ap-
pointed chief engineer of the East Side
Le-vee and Sanitary District, East St.

Louis, 111. Elmer R. Eodenberg has
been appointed resident engineer and J.

E. Weinel, field engineer.

BURDETTE Wo D Y A R D has re-

signed the position of highway engineer
of Wood County, W. Va.

S. R. B A T S N has resigned the
position of highway engineer for Jef-

ferson County, Ala.

Morris Forma n, formerly
draftsman and estimator with the
Miami Conservancy District, Hamilton,
Ohio, has accepted a position as assist-

ant drainage engineer, Winnebago
County, Iowa.

Arthur I. Heim has resigned his

position -with the State Highway Com-
mission, Helena, Mnnt., to become office

engineer for the Foote Engivieering Co.,

Meridian, Miss.

Alexander A. Pomper, for-

merly assistant engineer and inspector

on municipal improvement work for the

Spanish River Pulp and Taper Mills,

Espanola, • Ont., Canada, and recently

junior engineer, Public Service Commis-
sion of New York, has been appointed
assistant highway engineer, Monroe
County, Mo,

John H. C a t O n, 3d, formerly
assistant general manager of the Indus-
trial Chemical Co., Providence, R. I.,

has been appointed division engineer in

the Bureau of Public Works, La Vega,
Dominican Republic, engaged in the

construction of the new road across the

republic. Before the world war he was
construction engineer in the Bureau of
Public Works, Manila, and during the
war was captain, 33d Engineers, and
road engineer for Base Section 5 of the
A. E. F. in France.

Richard Roberts, for the past
five years employed in an engineering
and executive capacity by the Guggen-
heim interests, has resigned to accept
the position of sales engineer with the
New York office of the Wayne Oil Tank
& Pump Co.

Business Notes

Lloyd T. Emory, civil engineer,
of Philadelphia, is in British Guiana
Lloyd T. E

yjl Philadelphia, 15 m
engaged in professional work.

Gus A. Bracher has been ap-
pointed engineer of Washington County,
Tex.

J. H. Hooper has been appointed
chief engineer of the Standard Steel

Construction Co., Welland, Ont.,

Canada,

E, J, W I D M A N, formerly superin-
tendent for the C. R. Cummins Co.,

Marysville, Mich., in charge of the
erection of the power plant for the De-
troit Edison Co., has been promoted to

engineer in charge of work in the
Detroit district,

J. M. H A N N A F R D, after more
than 48 years' continuous service with
the Northern Pacific Ry., has retired
from the presidency. He will continue
as a director of the company.

Obituary

John W. Wolfe, division engi-

neer. Board of Local Improvements,
Chicago, died Dec. 12. He was born in

Ireland in 1870 and had lived in Chi-
cago since 1885.

H. B. K E L s E y, manager. The
Foundation Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., died
in New York Dec. 13.

James P. D r a n, for ten years
connected with the engineering depart-
ment of the Eastman Kodak Co., died
at Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 10.

E. V. Smith, superintendent.
Wheeling (W. Va.) division, Baltimore
& Ohio R.R., died Dec. 8. He was born
ct Meadville, Pa. P'or several years ho
was connected with the Erie R.R., then
( itered the service of the Baltimore &
Ohio R.R.

The American Foreign
Steel Corporation announces
its incorporation effective Jan. 1, 1921,
for the purpose of doing a foreign and
domestic business in iron and steel,
steel products, coal, coke, pig iron, new
and relaying rails. Main offices will be
in the Woolworth Building, New York;
foreign offices will be in Birmingham,
England, and Rome, Italy. Plants will
be located at Modena, Pa., Lackawanna,
N. Y., and Jersey City, N. J., which
were formerly operated by the Jos.
Joseph & Bros. Co. Eli Joseph, for
twenty years president of this company,
will be president of the new organiza-
tion. The Jos. Joseph & Bros. Co, will
continue as proprietors of the Railway
Supply & Mfg. Co., manufacturers of
cotton and wool waste, and will con-
tinue their interests in the Ohio Falls
Iron Co.

The Detroit Steel Prod-
ucts Co. has increased its capitaliza-
tion to $5,250,000, and declared a com-
mon stock dividend of 300 per cent, thus
distributing a portion of the company's
surplus, which has accumulated during
the last ten years. The management
believes the time is opportune to strike
an optimistic note, and at the same time
to afford the stockholders control of their
share of this surplus. During the ex-
isting dull period, everything possible
is being done to give employment to
employees, who would otherwise be idle,

in a thorough overhauling of the plant
and equipment so that increased effi-

ciency may be isured.

The Engineering Busi-
nessExchange, of which Charles
Whiting Baker, formerly editor of En-
gineering News, is director, announces
the opening of a Pacific Coast branch
with James T, Whittlesey as director
and with ofl!ices in the Claus Spreckels
Building, San Francisco. This will

make available to the engineers and en-
gineering industries of the coast states
the same service in bringing together
the buyers and sellers of engineering
and technical business properties that is

being rendered by the New York office.

Mr. Whittlesey for a dozen years was
chief engineer of the Public Service
Electric Co. of New Jersey. He built a
number of that company's large power
stations and developed a comprehensive
ten-year program for the unification of

the various plants and systems in New
Jersey, which has since been closely

followed. Since his removal to Cali-

fornia eight years ago, he has been en-

gaged in general consulting practice.

The Alpha Portland Ce-
ment Co., Easton, Pa., has pur-
chased three new properties—^the Burt
Cement Co. plant at Bellvue, Mich., the

La Salle, at La Salle, 111., and the Iron-

ton Cement Co., Ironton, Ohio.
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